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"ARE

WAITRESSES
with
Louise
Ben
Slim

SAFE?"

Fazenda
Turpin
and

Suramerville

produced under the personal supervision oj
MACK
"the man

who

SENNETT
put satire in overalls"
J
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REASONS
the series of photoplays

WHY

with Benjamin

Chapin

entitled The
Son of Democracy " will be one of the greatest business stimulators the motion picture industry has ever known.

FIRST— it is a twenty-reel picture, bigger than any feature that has even been released.
SECOND — Benjamin Chapin is a star attraction, big enough to play 28 consecutive
performances at the Strand, and follow with 245 performances at the Globe Theatre.
Benjamin

Chapin

tn

"The

Son

of

Democracy"

a series of dramatic film stories of America in the making — written and directed
and produced by Benjamin Chapin — has an appeal so wide, a scope so broad, that
it will stock up with the best drawing cards you ever booked.

FOURTH — As an emotional drama, literally teeming with human interest and big
thrilling situations that made the leading figure stand out among the greatest, not
only of the world, but of all time.
FIFTH— This tremendous series of attractions is backed by one of the most comprehensive special National Advertising Campaigns and a big direct-by-mail campaign,
and the general publicity pressure of the Vast Paramount Organization.

SIXTH — Back of all the other " reasons why " is the association of Benjamin Chapin
and Paramount Pictures, backed by the prestige of Paramount Pictures, and the
tremendous National Advertising Campaign — Benjamin Chapin will be able to attract
infinitely more business than with any other association.
is distributed by

WW

^arcunourit^ictiire4-(m^ji<xrc^^
YORtO CORPORATION
r» FAMOUS PLAYERS•'-NEW
-LA8KY

The " NEWS " advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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Joseph M
Schenck

presents

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when /riting to advertisers

Perfect Definition
Interior photography

of Color!
has the soft,

clear, sharp effects, as in exterior.
**THE SEVEN
SWANS"
directed by J. Searle Dawley, and starring
MARGUERITE

CLARK

Set occupying the entire "Famous
Players'* New York Studioeffects without parallel " Photographed under the Sun- Light Arc,
Our Sun-Light can illuminate Madison
Square Garden as bright as day.
This light and eqiiipment is
automatic in construction.
Moonbeams, floodlight, sunrays, spot-lighting or any desired effects can be obtained.
SUN-LIGHT
ARC
CO., INC.,
218 West 48th St., New York
MITCHEL H. MARK, TREA3.
WALTER HAYS, PRES.
J. JUSTICE HARMER, SEC. & GEN. MCg.
LEWIS J. SELZNICK, V. PRES.
is ustral ptTtodieals rtantly pabtiskeii diis Ugh was aentioaed ai the new Harmgr-Mark f^oja-l^J^

M 0 t

ALBERT
VrL*>GRAPH'S

NEW

E-

SMITH

n Picture

N e

T^ents^

MELODRAMATIC

OUTDOOR.

SERIAL

"VENGE

ANCE-

Featuring
"
OMAN
W
E
H
T
WILLIAM
DUNCAN
with
CAROL
HOLLOW
AY
D
N
A
Written by ALBERT E SMITH ;.nd CYRUS TOWNSEND BRADY
Directed \>y WILLIAM DUNCAN

THE

RECORD-BREAKING

ADVANCE
BOOKINGS
FULFILL THE PREDICTION THAT
THIS
EVEN,

WIU.IAM
DUNCAN

IS A GREATER
THAN

"THE

SERIAL,
FIGHTING

TRAIL."
BACKED
BY A NATIONAL
ADVERTISING
CAMPAIGN
THAT
MEANS
FIFTEEN
WEEKS
OF CAPACITY
BUSINESS.
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ALBERT

E. SMITH

HARRY

Presents

MOREY
witk

GLADYS

"HIS
OWN
A FIVE PART BLUE
Written fcy
WILLIAM ADDISON LATHROP

A
100

LESLIE

PEOPLE"
RIBBON FEATURE
Directed by

PICTURE
PER

CENT

WILLIAM P. S. EARLE

WITH

A

APPEAL

An Unusual Love Drama of Irisk Life in wtick tke Screen's Most Virile Star
and "Tke Girl witk tke Million Dollar Smile" are Ideally Cast.

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."

LEWIS J. SELZNICK

"T
CONSTANCE
HE

A Konejlmoon is meant for tvJo, and Susan was lonely;, venj) lonely !

TALMADGE
in

HOBy E. LLOYD SHELDON
NE by CKarles Gibl^Jn
Directed
YM
OO
N"

Distributed by

pic t u'r-'E::Ro -^'C^^
"S EL E G t:
729 ;Sev£3ftt^,'^:entie,

5SS
PECTURi.3

JOSEPH

M. SCHENCK
presents

NORMA

TALMADGE
in
Warned ty the lawjier. La Fleur waited ; Marston was declaring Kis lo<le for Ker in a passionate outbur

"GHOSTS

OF

AdaptedST
Mildred
Considine
from Y"
tKe Play
YE
ER
DA
" Two Women "
BY RUPERT

HUGHES

Directed by Charles Miller
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Motion

0^

Picture

ictures

THE

SUPREME
of

ACHIEVEMENT

GOLDWYN

MITCHEL H. MARK, president, and Harold Edel,
managing director of the Strand Theatre, who
have as their New Year's week attraction at one of
the world's greatest amusement institutions, Goldwyn's
remarkable presentation of MARY GARDEN
in
"THAIS,"

make this unusual announcement:

"We know of no picture with which Mary Garden in
'Thais' can be compared and we expect to break every
attendance record of The Strand with this unrivalled
And Still More:
production."
C TANLE Y V. M ASTBAUM,
A SCHER BROS.,. Chicago,
^
of Philadelphia, one of
" telegraph: Mary Garden
in "Thais" will prove the America's greatest exhibitgreatest attraction ever ofors, smallest
writes: "Thais"
is perfect
to the
detail.
Mary
fered patrons of the screen.
It is the most remarkable
Garden and the production
production of the year and
are both wonderful. "Thais"
we offer our congratulations.
is an artistic knock-ouL

Be Burc to mention " MOTION l-'IC'lUKii Nt,WS " when wr.t ng to advertisers
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MARY

GARDEN
IN
THAIS
.natole

France

JDJ-KecLecL by Frank, H. Crane

of introducing'
honor
GOLDWYN
of the
of devotees
the millions
to unusual
timethe
for the first has
photo-drama this exceptional dramatic artist in a productioil from a story by one of the foremost figures in
the literature of the world. In 'Thais" Mary Garden
is the thrilling, electric, vital personality of flesh and
blood— the daring, sensational, unusual woman who
constantly challenges the attention of the world.
A

Prediction.

lytARY GARDEN is re- "XHAIS" is the one production of recent years that
*■ ceiving more publicity,
more attention from the is so certain in its box-ofifice
critics, more attention from
appeal as to justify you in
all classes of the public, than
playing it for double the
any star who has ever been
time you give any other
presented in your theatre.
picture.

©GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION®
Samuel Goldfish
Edgar Selwvn
AiARCARKX Mayo
Prttideni "Viet Pntidml EdUoriat Sirvcfor
16 East 42d Street
New York City

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."

Motion

Picture

News
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Rex

Beach

"

Ine

Pictures

Auction

A

^TTENDANCE
been broken

Block
Hit

Huge

records for the entire year 1917 have
throughout North America by Rex

Beach's greatest story, "The Auction Block." This sensational success proves the Goldwyn statement that
" good pictures cure bad times in the theatres." Read
these reports of exhibitors and powerful daily ncAVspapers :
NORTH

Boston Post: " The Auction Block is the biggest attraction of the
year. Long lines waited in the cold for admission. Throngs
turned away." Boston Traveler: "An endless line at the box
office." Boston Herald: " It made hundreds wait on the street to
gain admission."
Boston Transcript: "Vividly remarkable."

EAST

Joseph Grossman, Standard Theatre, Cleveland: "Broke all
records for the year." Cleveland Leader : " A tremendous picture that has packed the Standard." Cleveland Press: "One of
the few pictures worthy of particular recommendation." Edward
A. Zorn, Temple Theatre, Toledo : " Drawing bigger crowds than
any of Rex Beach's other great pictures."

WEST

Chicago Examiner: " The Auction Block is the ' honey ' that will
draw
in swarms
offices."timeChicago
thrills the
one people
even more
when to
seenboxa second
than itPost:
does "It
the
first time." Aaron J. Jones, Chicago: "It is a tremendous hit."
Chicago American : " The Auction Block has the heaviest booking ever recorded in the Chicago territory."

SOUTH
Exhibitors Box
Office Reports
Motion Picture News

Atlanta American: "Tremendous in its appeal, The Auction
Block instantly drew the crowds. It is what motion picture
showmen call ' a clean-up picture.' "
AUCTION BLOCK, THE (Rex Beach Production— Gold.)—
Extra — Extra — Extra — Extra — " Splendid production." " From
a box-office standpoint best we have ever played." " Record
business; big in spite of zero weather; week run."
Directed

ty

ii Mi -i
J^arry

Trimble

Assisted by Pkilip Hubbard
^

Adapted ty
Gil-Spear

i;.r'::iiu)imiiiiiraiiii!i,;;i:iliii::i:iiiiiiiiiilllliimiiiuiiiiliiiiiii|jliiillliiiiiiiiljiiiiiiii^^
IlllilJiilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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IILLIA>I

WALKER

15Y A R R AN GE M E M J W IT H L E 5T E R' PA R K.
DAVID

GPAHAM
GREATEST

PHILLIPS

STORY

GRAIN

^DUST
DIRECTED hjy HARRY REVIERPRODUCED Ay OGDEN PICTURES
STATE RIGHTS^
THE MAGIC
VALUE OF THIS
PICTURE WILL
CAUSE ALL LIVE
EXHIBITORS
TO DEMAND
IMMEDIATE
BOOKINGACT q^UICK

ALL RIGHT5

CONTROLLED

'EXHIBITORS

by

'FACILE PRiMCEP5\
TinES

NEW
A crest:BLDGA
^/YORK

TO MAKE MONEY
UNDER PRESENT
CONDITIONS YOU
MUST DEMAND
AN ATTRACTION
WITH A MAOIC
BOX OFFICE
VALUE
ii

m
A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News I

JACK
SPURLOCK-PRODIGAL
FOX
SPECIAL
FEA.TUFtE5
Oa."WEEK:
@ a "YEAR
SEN

S

EXHIBITORS

ATI
o-'tralcG

O

N

Taotrxce-

THE
POINT FO
exhibitor!
THIS sensation]
PICTURE WILL B
RELEASED ONLY TO
THOSE WHO HAVE
CONTRACTED
FOR
FOX SPECIAL
FEATURES

■0^

\-

6

AS SURE AS FATEHERE IS THE GREATEST PATRONAGE
BUILDER
EVER_^

AT

NEAREST

STANDARD

READ

rom

THESE

exhibitors

A

TELEGI?AM

m4io

have

-played

DAUGHTER

>F

FOX

PICTURES

THE

FILM

GODS

CORPORATION
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Motion

PENNSYLVANIA
PHILADELPHIA :
STANLET
GLOBE NORTHERN
ALHAMBRA GREAT
mis
ARCAOtA
JEFFERSON
KNICKERBOCKER
REGENT
LAFAYETTE
RUBY
fllALTO
VICTORIA
UADER
MARKET ST. LOCUST
UBERTV
LOCANAUOITORIUM
SAVOr
PRrNCC&>
AUDITORIUM
NEW
LOGAN
A POL to
NEW BROADWAY
SOMERSET
BELLEVUE ORIENT
ORPHEUM
BELMONT
PARK
BLUEBIRD
ROXBOROUOH
CCDAR
FAIRMOUNT SHERWOOO
BETHLEHEM: 0RO»0
LEHISH
LORENZeOSPHEUH
CARLISLE: ORPHEUU
CHESTER: CB»ND
EASTON ; THIRD $T«EET
LANCASTER: GRAND
MT. GRETNA: KAUFMAN
NORRISTOWN; OAHRICK
PARKESBURG: NEW ol>eRA HOUSE
POTTSVILLE: WICIOR
READING: ehpire
PAU»ce
MINCEM
WAYNE; WAVNE
VICTOROPERA■ HOU$E
NEW JERSEY
ATLANTIC CITY: 8.r. KEltH S
8IJOU
COLONIAL
CRITERION
STEEL
VIRCINIAPIER
CANDEN : GRAND
PRINCESS
CAPE MAY: CASINO
OCEAN CITY ; DOUSHTys PIER
WILOWOOD: COHloUe
HUNTS
fiE<3£MT

Palace Theatre Builoino
MARKET STREET
Twelfth,
Decmher
Ninetem'seventeen,
hir. Robert Lynch, Manager,
Metro film SxdiaTxge,
1321 Vine Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Dear Sir:-

"Draft 258" is the best and
most interesting patriotic picture I
have ever seen so far. It will more
than please any audience and bring
forth romds of applause ii>her,ever it
is shoiM,
Yours very truly,
F.

Dictated by Stanley V, Mastbaum.

are
class

the

comedies
of

motion

the
picture

business
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'0 the

Manager

of the,
^eatre,
Tark,
Boston.

X

a first

The Adopted
ani

higher

beheved

Sm

and

as box

thaf

mai*k,andl

run

exhibitor

%e

afHce

^^Voice

so did

Yoke

who

finds

of Conscience

attractions-

we

rose

You.of

of Conscience

we.butnow

METRO

course;

washigh

recommend

"REnWHITEandBLUEBLOOD;'their

newest

higher

water
to jou

hiumrii,

wbioi sui;passes even theii* greatest successesWe
recommend
thatyouadveitise
it in abig way because
you

can

assureyour

patrons
METRO

absolute

satisfaction-

Pictures

Coiporation

hi/ ike Prasidtnt
V.S.We also

wisft to advise

yau fkat

wehaueaxifonderfuL production
"DAYBREAICy^/-

release

in

injanuaiy-

Dii-^cted by Charles Brabin •
Scenario b vjune Mathis from
Shannon Vites p:eat story
^

Maxwell

Kai'der

of PycduclioH
The " NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth ^ma^er
while; justify them.
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AN ■ ANNOUNCEMENT
BY
W-W-HODKlN$ON

PRESENTING

THE

■ MOTION

uliii
■ PICTURE

■ PLU5
mm

3

I

a

I offer the Motion Picture PLUS as a process which, presented as a means of
guaranteeing genuine quality to the public, will give the theater which shows
it THE EQUIVALENT OF THE HIGHEST CLASS OF STAR, with all
a star's advantages and none of the disadvantages.
Look out of the window as you read this. Imagine how much
the view if the entire side of the wall were taken away.

finer would be

THE

AS AN

MOTION PICTURE PLUS
WALL IS TO A WINDOW.

It is a motion

IS TO THE

OLD

PICTURE

picture higher, wider, finer photographically, more unlimited in

stage action — a process years ahead of the old method
built this tremendous industry.
THE

OPEN

upon which we have

MOTION PICTURE PLUS is a picture twice as wide as the present
height of the screen, and as high as the present width of the screen.

In other words, the film runs sideways instead of up-and-down,

and two standard

"frames" are used for each picture.
THE STEREOSCOPIC EFFECT HAS

ACHIEVED

THE MOTION PICTURE
heretofore unknown.

PLUS,

AT

LAST

BEEN

IN

giving a depth and clarity of focus

In projection, the new picture allows more actors, more action, with FIGURES
THE SAME SIZE OR LARGER than they now appear.
Read the details in the following pages, and as you read realize what a tremendous
force this new picture will be for you, restricted as it will be to products of
3

surpassing quality — a visible guarantee
Quality. QUALITY.

I

□

LLIUUI

to the

public

of

Quality,

E

□'lfi!jiaai^i|i!i!j'i!!i!j'i^te
I

This

■ IS

THE

• Old

■Picture

sinnrniniumjinnnniumnnnruyumn^

1

ttinmumnniuumnmumfinnjumnnnjinjumn^

Scene from "A. Man's Man," a PARALTA PLA Y, featuring J. Warren Kerrigan.
3

This

I

3

3

I

Style of Picture has been Standard
for These Reasons

for Ten

Years

1 .—The

film size, -^i x 1 inch, could be cheaply produced, for cheap theatres.

2 — The

standard celluloid film would tear and "buckle" more easily if it were
wider, and would break more easily if it were narrower. This size has

the greatest "tensile strength."
3 — The lenses of ten years ago would not photograph a picture on a larger film
in the 1-16 of a second allowed, except with "fuzzy" edges and abackground out of focus.
4,— The small stage allowed of cheap settings and did not require much of the
unskilful actors of that day.
There

has been

No

Change in the Shape
for These Reasons

or Size of Pictures

1 _]\Tobody ever thought it possible. Their eyes were glued to immediate
advantage, no matter what the cost in effort wasted on a medium that
could not do the effort justice.
3

I

3

2. — "Standardization," in screen size and in projecting machines, was considered
more important than the need of a more worthy medium for the great
productions.
3. — The mechanical difficulties were considered too great to overcome.

MEANWHILE

we

built our

Strands, spent hundreds

of thousands

on

productions, stars and distribution efficiency while presentamethods lagged in the old narrow channels of the nickleodeontion
days.

p

PTl

i I LU

1— I LJU

I l"l'|!=i^i|"l''|i|'i|i.'i'|i±qMMiin|ii|Uiii^

ANt>-THI5ISTHENEW
*« rmnjumnjifuijuijmnnnfifmnjmjirm

I

m

I

3
iitnnrmniMLfmnnnnnjuuinfuim
3

I

3

The same scene as it would be presented in the Motion Picture PLUS

This

Size and

Shape of Film Is Perfectly Practical in Any
Theatre, for These Reasons:

3

1. — Although double the amount of film is used, the new process, absolutely
protected by many patents, will give such effects and WILL BE USED
AS A GUARANTEE
OF SUCH QUALITY, as will put the picture
beyond all question of competition in stars, spectacles, etc.

I

2. — The standard film is used, in all its tensile strength and with all the value of
standardization in laboratory work, shipping, handling, etc.

i

i I""

3. — Modern special lenses give not only as
results in the Motion Picture PLUS
stereoscopic effect, so long sought for,
graphic quality unique in any motion

good but far better photographic
than anything yet achieved. The
has been secured, insuring a photopicture theatre.

4. — For figures of equal size upon the screen, the actors move on a stage nearly twice
as wide. This has all the effect of the stage of a legitimate theatre. It
gives full advantage to the costly sets of modern productions. It allows
the director to bring actors into the scene from "off stage" instead of
jumping them into the action or using confusing "cut backs."
Compared to this larger field, the old screen seems like looking at
a part of the stage of a theatre through a square hole.

lUlU||lUlU]|S|lLJlU|Mii

u"iimii^iiuMi'mii3iiyi!iiii"iiafeliL^
1
The

Hodkinson

Plan

for

Distributing
I

The

I

Motion

Picture

PLUS

riie first production under the new process is a PARALTA PLAY, with Bessie
Barriscale as the star.
It will be ready for issue in February, 1918.

3

3

In the beginning, not more than fifty theaters will receive franchises for exhibiting the Motion Picture PLUS. These exhibitors will be tied in with the
Hodkinson organization.

I

This w ill give them assurance of control of the new process, with all its prestige
of quality, in their locations.
As a bi-product of the Motion Picture PLUS, productions utilizing the same
stories, stars and sets, will be made in the narrow, standard form, giving
smaller exhibitors the advantage of the national advertising, publicity and
discussion of the Greater Motion Picture until we can offer the number of

3

3

productions needed to supply smaller theaters.

!

I

The projecting machines for the Motion Picture PLUS
so that THE ONLY ACTUAL INVESTMENT
A LARGER SCREEN.

will be leased to theaters,
REQUIRED WILL BE

3

Basic patents protect all the manufacturing and projecting processes of the
Motion Picture PLUS, and all rights are vested in the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation.

3

WE

SHALL

THEREFORE

QUALITY

OF EVERY

BE ABLE
PICTURE

TO

CONTROL

MADE

THE

IN THIS

STANDARD

SIZE AND

OF

SHAPE.

I
This control we regard as a sacred trust, which we shall use only to give to the
theaters and the public that VISIBLE GUARANTEE
OF QUALITY which
alone can dispel from the public mind the confusion which hinders its
search for pictures worthy of public patronage.

W.
I

W.

HODKINSON

CORPORATION

527 Fifth Avenue
New

York

3

□
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ADAUGHTEP

THE

s^UNCLE

SAM

THRILL
FIRST-EPIS^Df

SENSATION
OP

READY
JANUARY

1918*

THE

19

TWELVE

SENSIBLE

ONE-REEL

SERIAL

EPISODES

CCRMAN

A

SPV

DRAMA

PLOTS
EXPOSED

MAKE
Produced
by the

THAT
¥
J axon

GREAT

WAR

EWGAGEMENTv.t^
T^.*!
■.*
Film
V^OrpOr atlOn

Of

the

Skt HOME

PROSPERITY

N^W-

Commercial Trust Co. BIdg.
41st St. and Broadway, N. Y. City

Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company
General Film Company does not exact the ijc charge upon any of its releases
Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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Motion

PARALTA

Picture

PLAYS

PICK

The

Second

Bessie
Ml

Paralta

Play

Barriscale
Written by

Directed by
REGINALD BARKER

"Madam
ROBERT

BRUNTON,

Who?"

HAROLD

MacGRATH

Manager of Productions

^^/ords may sell a picture, but they'll never make one!
To say that Paralta Plays
the greatest pictures in the
stale and trite. And if we
in the dictionary, it would

are
world, would be
ysed up all the highflown words
amount to no more

than the usual flapdoodle you've been handed
so long that you don't pay the slightest attention to it.
\nd you shouldn't.
Nowadays, only those who see can believe,
'^ell, there are those who have seen Paralta Plays.
And having seen, they believe,
What's more, they have backed their belief by actions
which make the loudest words seem
like a hoarse whisper.
Here are the men and their actions:
W. W. Hodkinson — who decided on Paralta Plays as his feature product
for distribution.
Paul H. Cromelin — Inter Ocean Film Corporation —
who obtained the foreign rights for Paralta Plays.
Arthur Cohen — Globe Films, Ltd., — distributor of Paralta Plays
in Canada.
Have you confidence in the judgment of these men?
Now, you see Paralta Plays
and be convinced.

PARALTA

PLAYS,

Inc.

729 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW
YORK
CITY

CARL ANDERSON, President
ROBERT T. KANE, Vice.-Pres.
JOHN E. DeWOLF, Chairman Directors
HERMAN KATZ, Treaa.
NAT. 1. BROWN. Secretary and Gen'I Manager
OlSTRiaUTEO
.HOQKINSON

BY

CQRPORATIQH

Be iure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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The

First

J.Warren
Directed by
OSCAR APFEL

"A

Paralta

Play

m
Kerrigan
Written by

Man's

Man"

PETER B. KYNE

"Greater love hath no man than this,
that a man lay down his life for his friends.
Sl. John xv:" 13
John Webster's creed is, "live and let live." That's why he hates
kings and such, and despises the holier-than-thou kind.
The world is his play ground.
He has many play fellows.
But only one friend.
For that friend, John Webster is ready to go the limit.
There's nothing John Webster refuses to try once — and once more, if
it doesn't take the first time.
He
The
He
He

tries mining, and makes his pile. He tries to save a fellow's head.
fellow is still wearing a hat.
tries to start a revolution and goes through with it all the way.
tries to deliver a nation from the yoke of a despot.
(Mr. Despot

is now cursing John Webster's memory — in a place where the heat
is never turned off.)
After he has tried a whole lot more things, he tries love.
And his friend, too, tries love.
And it's the same girl.
John Webster knows it — his friend doesn't.
There's the rub.

I

There's where friendship enters by the front door.
There's where John Webster is ready to sacrifice his soul on the
altar of friendship.
Because he is a man's man.
Then — providence deals him the ace of hearts!

PARALTA

PLAYS,

Inc.

729 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW
YORK
CITY

CARL ANDERSON, President
ROBERT T. KANE, Vice.-Pres.
JOHN E. DeWOLF, Chairman Directors
HERMAN KATZ, Treas;
NAT. I. BROWN, Secretary and Gsn'l Manager
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TRIANGLE

What
in

the

Is

Service

Film

Business?
R

a word more abused — and misused.
was
ER
J^EVEvery
quack who has had anything to sell,
from thumb tacks to automobiles, has employed that
word
I

" SERVICE

" in some

form

or other.

In the film business service means

a whole

lot.

I

It means first — picture quality, measured by the
power of a production to fill a theater, second — it
means the proper delivery of film, and third — it
A

means cooperation in connection with exhibitor's
aids, publicity and especially systematic, fair and
square methods of doing business.
The

N

A

Triangle code defines service as " SATISFACTION "—pure and simple.

If the above is true, let's apply it to Triangle
and see where we come out.
Triangle

is buying

N

the best stories that are

available, realizing that a good story is the foundation of a good picture. This is the one element of a
successful picture that cannot be eliminated.
Triangle is producing its pictures at the best
equipped studios in the world where every facility
is available to insure high quality production.
studios are efficient manufacturing establishments, where waste is eliminated and every possible economy is practised. The entire cost of a
production always appears on the screen.

G

These

Here

is what

Theater, New

S. L. Rothapfel

of the Rialto

York, has to say about Triangle

pro-

ductions: "It gives me much pleasure to inform
you that we have selected for the week of December
(Continued on opposite page)

TieiANGL
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neiAMGLB

(Continued from preceding page)
second ' Until They Get Me.' My staff also reports
that they have looked at five other Triangle pictures
C Fanatics,' ' Learnin' of Jim Benton,' ' Because of
the Woman,' ' The Maternal Spark ' and ' Without
Honor ') and find them very satisfactory. I can assure you you will have our every support. Keep up

I

A

N

the good work."
Triangle has recently established a Traffic Department, whose sole duty it is to see that every Triangle exhibitor secures his film regularly and
promptly and that it is shipped to him over the
shortest route and at the least expense. This is just
another little evidence of our desire to give service

I

A
plus.
Triangle exchanges are operated by men who
know picture quality, who can advise exhibitors as
to the best methods of promoting pictures, and who
fully realize that every exhibitor with whom they do
business must receive fair, square and courteous
treatment. This is the unalterable policy of
Triangle.

We
G

R

make

There is nothing revolutionary about Triangle.
have no wonderful red fire announcements to
to exhibitors.

We

are simply doing business

in the most business-like
on the table.

way, with all of our cards

Does

this method

of doing

business

interest

youi
TRIANGLE

DISTRIBUTING

1457
S. A. LYNCH
President

Broadway,

CORPORATION

New

R. W. LYNCH
FRED KENT
*Vice President Treasurer

York
Y. F. FREEMAN
Genera] Manager

TieiANGL
Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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S

WH

LET YOUR patrons know this is a special Thos. H. Ince production in seven reels — planned by
its famous producer as an extraordinary feature for special presentation. Also acquaint them
with the fact it is the most powerful vehicle in which Bessie Barriscale has ever been seen. The
New York Review said: " THOSE WHO
PAY is, in our opinion, the best screen exposition of
the eternal triangle that has been presented in recent years." Advertise it as such. After your opening show,
the women will advertise it so effectively that capacity houses will continue throughout the engagement.

an
elqi
3
Belgium is the most appealing subject in the public mind. The title of Frederic Arnold
Martyred
Kummer's timely drama therefore attracts immediate attention. Drivejapme the fact that this
elaborate offering represents the supreme effort of the great director, Smney Olcott, to stage a
masterpiece (in seven reels) worthy of the injportance of the subject. Take advantage of the two
eminent stars, Walker Whiteside and Valentine Grant, to prove the very special nature of the production. The
many calls for "THE BELGIAN" by monster benefits (It was a prominent feature of Hero Land) is proof positive of its tremendous exploitation possibilities. You should do a wonderful business with this valuable attraction.

RAID

EMPHASIZE
THE FACT THAT
THIS IS THOS. H. INGE'S NEWEST
AND
GREATEST spectacle and bring out the spectacular features— The Zeppelin in Action— The
inner workings of the mighty air monster— The bombing and burning of towns and villages— Mutiny in the gondolas of a dirigible— A huge "terror of the skies" destroyed
fire in mid air— Multitudes of enslaved people
sounding the battle cry of freedom. These sensational features by
are making this high class thriller do a tremendous
box-office business. You can get YOUR SHARE of this monev— It's a live showman's proposition— go after it !
HOFFMAN- FOURSQUARE
NEW YORK
729 Seventh Avenue
PHILADELPmA
1325 Vine Street
BtJFFAXO
47 W. Swan Street
CINCINNATI. .301 Strand Theatre BnUding
DETROIT
.304 Jos. Mack Building
ST.
LOUIS
....
301
Empress
Theatre
Building
CHICAGO
207 So. Wabash Avenue
CLE^TILAND
310 Sloan BuUdiug
DEN^TEK
1735 Welton Street
WASHINGTON
8 E Street, N. W.
SEATTLE
2014 Third Avenue
KANSAS CITY
1120 Walnut Street
PITTSBURGH
127 Fourth Avenue
SAN FRANCISCO . . 191 Golden Gate Avenue
LOS ANGELES
514 W. Eighth Street
MINNEAPOLIS. . .206 Film Exchange Bldg.

SOUTHERN STATES FILM CO.
ATLANTA
114 Walton Street
DALLAS
1900 Commerce Street
GLOBE FEATURE FILM CO.
NEW ENGLAND . . 20 Winchester St., Boston
FRANK GERSTEN, INC.
NEW .JERSEY. . .220 W. 42d St., New York
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Robertson-Colo Co.,
23d Floor, Times Bldg., N. Y.
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THEY REPRESENT
THE SPECTATOR
PICTURE

THE
PUBLIC
MIND
WHO KEEPS THE MIGHTY

INDUSTRY

ALIVE

AND

GOING.

TO THE ^I^MKfll^HO
CATERS TO HIS
PUBLIC.THESE sOPlNlONS ARE VALUABLE.

Defender'^
Public
REV.
RODOLPH GROSSMAN
Rabbi Congregation Rodoph Sholom
" The picture is intense in its story, heart moving
in its appeal and very convincing in its pres-

"The
Conce
HON.
EDWARDrning
J. LAUER
Justice of the Municipal Court, Neio York
" It is certainly a novel and singularly effective
production."
HON. EDWARD J. DUNPHY
Ex-Congressman and prominent attorney
' I enjoyed the picture immensely, It entertained and thrilled me."
THOS. W. CHURCHILL
Famous Educator and former Pres. of N. Y.
Board of Education
" I was interested from start to finish. It is a
graphic presentation with a strong: melodramatic plot of peculiar but plausible develop-

entation,"
DR. WM.
J. O'SULLIVAN
Celebrated Medico-Legal Expert
" The cast
worthy rendering
of high praise
for respective
conscientious andIsartistic
of their
parts. The picture is both informative and
convincing."
FRANKLIN
S. TOMLIN
Well-knouin Labor Leader
" From the taistandpoint
an interesting
nment, Iconsider itof greatly
superior enterto a
majority of the motion pictures that have been

REV. ment."
JOHN E. ZEITER
Pastor First Methodist-Episcopal Church, N. Y.
" ' THE PUBIilC DEFENDER ' Is simply great —
whether read as a book or seen as a picture."
REV. SAMUEL GREENFIELD
Rabbi Isaiah Temple, New York
" Artistically,
the out
production
ranked truthfulness
high. The
story is carried
with startling
and vivid forcefnlness."

MYRON
SULZBERGER
presented."
Successful New York Lawyer
" Kepresenting, as I do, certain motion picture
industries, I can appreciate the wonderful selling qualities that ' THE PUBL.IC DEFENDER 'possesses. The public will clamor
for it and thereby stimulate such demand."
SAMUEL J. SIEfeEL
Prominent Criminal Lawyer
" ' THE PUBUC DEFENDER ' unfolds an intensely gripping story, sending its lesson to
heart and mind in a manner to create thought."

ALL
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ELEMENTS

POWERFUL
STORY> GREAT STARS, IMPRESSIVE SCENES,
IN
FOUND
ARE
THEME^^FtNE^DIRECTlON
iU.MUSUAL

THE

DEFENESm
PUBLIC
FOR TERRITORIAL RIGHTS ADDRESS
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This production
with

will go before the public

the greatest advance

interest ever

existing in any attraction, either "picture
or play.
It is founded on actual facts
I
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WHARTONS

I

PRESENT

I
AMERICA'S

■

SERIAL

SUPREME

I
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THE
States Secret Service
Chief of the United

Spies, Plots and
Patriotic Appeal

The Imperial German Government's
Propaganda Exposed in a Powerful
Produced

in 20 Thrilling

Dramatic

Episodes

With

I

KINC

BAfifiOT

and

MARGUERITE

SCENARIO BY COURTNEY
WHY

EVERY

EXHIBITOR

SHOULD

RYLEY

SNOW

COOPER

SHOW

THIS

ATTRACTION

I
While

active military operations are being carried on in France and Italy,

the Imperial German Government's spy army is tvarring on the people of
America in their very midst. This country has been practically invaded during the past three years by the most dangerous and insidious spy system
ever conceived in the history of nations. Everybody has read of this
menace and everybody should have the opportunity to learn the true facts.

Send

for

Advance

DISTRIBUTED
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!

Literature
M

I

I

Descriptive

ITHACA, N Y
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EXCHANGES

fice
Of
Principal
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in the Film NA/orld

THE PUBLIC BE ENTERTAINED
(WM. A. JOHNSTON) 5
EDITORIALS
56
INDUSTRY NEEDS OPERATION AT ONCE
,.. 59
WHAT HAPPENED WHEN I RAISED MY PRICES.. 60
ABRAMS AND SHULBERG LEAVE PARAMOUNT... 63
RIVOLI OPENING SETS NEW MARK....
65
THE READER HAS HIS SAY
72
HODKINSON MAKES KNOWN NEW PROCESS
89
GOLDWYN PASSES FIRST MILE STONE
91
PICTURE ART WILL ADVANCE IN 1918
93
TRIANGLE FORGES FURTHER AHEAD
95
Paramount Plans New Advance
88
Blue Ribbon New Release Named
88
Blackton Starts "Wild Youth"
90
Wilfred Lucas Joins Bluebird
90
Berst Closes New Bookings
92
La Tosca Secured for Screen
94
Vitagraph Sends Williams West
94
Educational Gets Newman Film
96
Lorimer Story Enthuses Fox
96
Bluebird Adds to Its Program
97
Mutual Announces Schedule
98
Author Value Backs Goldwyn
99
Select Secures "The Knife"
99
Starts Artcraft
"Cleopatra"
on Road
102
Four
Productions
Finished
...102
New Year Goldwyns Are Ready
103
Big V. Comedies Promise Big Laughs
104
Stern Announces L-Kos Due in January
104
"Modem Musketeer" Finished
105
"Empty
Pockets" List
GoesoftoGold
Distributors
105
Pathe Announces
Roosters
106
Vitagraph StartsSerial
"Vengeance
the Woman"
107
Jaxon-General
Held Up and
for Scenes
107

Newsy

Announcements

Laemmle Gets Deluge of Xmas Messages
108
National Gets Lewis Production
110
"The Slave" Released Without Sub-Titles
110
Hoffman Speaks on Efficiency
113
Great Possibilities, says Raver
113
Big Sales for "Public Defender"
115
Hall Promises Bie Expansion
115
Carlton to Make Optional Sales
116
Box Office Reports
73
Exhibitors Service Bureau
76
Rothapfel's Answers to Exhibitors
83
Ready-Made Ad-Talks
86
Live News from the Producers
88
Advance Offerings of the Programs
103
Film Specialties
108
In the Independent Field
110
The Foreign Problem Discussed
114
News Notes from Canada
122
In and Out of West Coast Studios
123
"Betty Takes a Hand" (Triangle)
128
"Brown of Harvard" (Essanay-Perfection) 129
" Convict 993 " (Pathe)
128
" Diamonds and Pearls" (World Film)
127
" Gown of Destiny, The " (Triangle)
126
" Her Sister " (Mutual-Empire) ;
127
"Hidden Hand, The" (Pathe)
129
" Just a Woman " (Julius Steger)
133
"Love Letters" (Ince-Paramount)
127
" Mother " (McClure-General)
126
" Sins of Ambition " (Ivan)
133
"Struggle Everlasting, The" (Harry Rapf)
126
"Taming Target Center" (Paramount-Mack Sennett) 126
" When Men Are Tempted "
Releases
134-35-36-37
Accessory
139

of the Week

Carmel Myers, Current Bluebird Star
2
Variety
Sennett's Chapin
Paramount
Comedies
ParamountNoteworthy
Offers thein Benjamin
Pictures
Under Ti- 3-4
tle, "The Son of Democracy "
5
" A Gags
Country Hero," Fatty Arbuckle's Latest, Full of New 6
Sunlight Arc Company
7
"Vengeance and the Woman" Is New Vitagraph Serial...
with Same Stars as " Fighting Trail "
8
"His Own People," An Alfred Henry Lewis Vitagraph.... 9
Interesting Hint on Contents of "The Honeymoon"
10
" Ghosts ofumph forYesterday
" Promises to Be Yet Another Tri- 11
Norma Talrdadge
" Thais
"
with
Mary
Garden
Heralded as Goldwyn's Greatest12-13
Triumph
Dailies From All Sections and- Box-Office Reports Show
Tremendous Value of "The Auction Block"
14
Lillian Walker Again in "The Grain of Dust "
15
William Fox's Weekly Announcements
16-17
Mastbaum Has Words of Praise for Metro's "Draft 258 ". 18
MetroGreatest
Recommends
Red, Whiteand and
Blue Blood " as 19
Effort of" Bushman
Bayne
S. R. O. Expected on Showings of "Blue Jeans"
20
W. W. Hodkinson's Message to Trade
21-22-23-24
General Film's Late Serial Is " Daughter of the U. S. A.". . 25
" Madam
Who?" and "Plan
A Man's Man," Paralta First
New Distribution
■ Under26-27

at a Glance

Found

in the Ad-Pages

Inter-Ocean Has Foreign Rights of Paralta Plays
28
" The Bandit and the Preacher " Is Second Hart Reissue
Offered by W. H. Productions
23
" Micky
" with
Mabel Normand Combination of Popular30-31
Picture
Elements
Triangle Giving Big Service to Exhibitor
32-33
Features Offered by U. • S. Exhibitors and List of Exchanges
'
34-35
Prominent Men Praise Raver's "Public Defender "..... .36-37
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Complimencs "and Business Outlook from World 38
Film
"Four
Eagle's
Eye
Released by
Foursquare
Exchanges
39
Pyramid ' Comedies
Ready
for Territorial
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40
Mutual Pictures
41-42
Pathe's Offerings
Sterling Quality
43-44-45-4647
Educational
Makes of Important
Announcement
"Mother" Recommended by S. L. Rothapfel
48
Billy
Comedies
Have Been
Released for Seven Months 4g»
Bobby West
Vernon
New Christie
Lead
50
W. H. Productions Offer Charlie Chaplin Copyrights Films. . 51
Big Successes Offered Through Perfection Pictures
52
" Uneasy Money," Taylor Holmes' Biggest Hit
54
"Price of a Good Time," Jewel's Best Effort
117
Fair Play from Jewel Exchanges
118-119
Contest Conducted in Connection with Universal' s " Mystery
Ship"
120-121
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The

Public

be

you give the public for their money —
WHATthis will
year?
We are putting this question to the exhibitor
right at the beginning of the new year in the hope that he
will paste the phrase in his memory and refer to it every
time he opens his show, every day.
This isthat.
going to be a test year for the exhibitor. Don't
mistake
In the first place prices have been, and must be, generally raised ; and good goods go with good prices — if
good prices are to be had; a simple truth that evei"y business man is clearly aware of.
In the second place people are going to buy carefully
this year. As the war increases so will the value of a
dollar. People will shop cautiously and closely examine
the goods within the pacakge.
And lastly, people today are screenwise. The mystery
and novelty that once packaged the picture are gone. The
g-oods are bare to the public gaze.
What will you give the public for its money?
It must be entertained — never forget that.
Barnum

Shoived the Way

YOU

needn't be afraid of war conditions, or of any
conditions, if you can give entertainment. People
will cut into their bread and butter for a good show
as Barnum well knew and as every other big and little
showman since has proven.
A good show !
Don't say it's up to the producer to furnish good pictures'— better than ever. It is— right up to him; and this
year
he'll realize
as never
before.
will be
examined.
You itwill
examine
them.HisAndpackages
we intend
to

preach this fact right along. There's no chance for the
tyro prodticer this year, nor the careless producer nor
the " fake 'em " producer.
But your cue is not to rely upon the producer for good
negatives nor upon the exchange for good prints — not a
bit more than you are absolutely compelled to, not until
your own legs and brains have gone their limit in the
matter.
We spoke a short time ago of an exhibitor who received
a rotten print of a great photoplay — which he had generously advertised and paid heavily for. He's a fine man
with a fine house and when we heard the story of his
disgruntled audience we felt that such an exchange ought
to be wiped out of existence. We still feel so.
Be One Who " Gets What He Wants "
BUT we got something of a shock when we told the
story to another exhibitor, a showman who makes
so much money out of his house that the whole industry would gasp at the truth. This exhibitor said:
" It's his own fault. He should have gone to the exchange and examined the print. Never rely upon anything

Entertained

oi anybody in this business. I've walked to an exchange
miles and knee-deep through the snow to get what I
wanted.
Rely upon yourself! "
Just yesterday we heard the experience of an exhibitor
who owns several houses. One was losing money. And
tlie owner finally decided that the fault was his own ; he
was too busy attending to other matters. He sailed in,
fired the manager, attended, himself, to the booking, advertising and music — even to playing a clarinet in the
orchestra. Now the house is clearing over a hundred
dollars a week.
Down to Hard Pan This Year

this year.
got to concentrate
YOU'VE
be a showman,
a real showman
and You've
no othergotkindto
of a man. And you've got to rely upon yourself
and your house.
Don't forget your house.
And in this connection consider a practical point. You
cannot expect a large return upon a small investment.
Time was when this was possible but that time is 'way
gone by — and naturally. If you have only a few thousand
invested you cannot expect to make as many thousand
a year — not very long. Few businesses today — only in
accidental cases — are making a one hundred or fifty or
twenty-five per cent return. If they are, a lot of fellows
are quite ready to step in with double or treble or quadruple the investment and take one-half or one-third or onequarter the return.
Money makes money in the picture theatre business —
as in every other — provided it is backed by ability and
undivided attention and energy. That's why many big
houses are big successes. Right here we might hazard a
guess that within the next three years there will be few
6oo seat houses left in the large cities.
The picture theatre business has passed from a period
of quick, easy money into an era of larger investment with
lower but surer returns.
Good houses — and it takes capital to make them good
— are inevitable.
There s a Live Wire Coming — // You Are Not
losing money in a town or district where
you are
IF there
is no other or one other theatre ; or if you are

making money without a good house or good showmanship— then the handwriting for you is on the wall.
Some day — some showman with enough capital is going to
come in. That town or that district is not going to get
alongtain ! without a good motion picture show. That's cerWe concede that the task isn't easy. There are abuses
within the industry — arbitrary and unfair rentals, selling
waste, bad exchanges, fly-by-night-competition and war
taxes. But the task can be done. If you can't or won't
do it some showman
will — despite
the 56)
odds.
{Continued
on page
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Rehashing

the Reel

Tax

AX

adjustment of the reel tax seems certain. It is
known that producers' committees are seeking an
equitable and more satisfactory plan. That it will
resolve into a percentage scheme seems also possible.
What would be the proper percentage of rentals to be
collected
The question puzzles. Some percentages we have heard
suggested, while possibly satisfying the small theatre, may
be reasonably certain to evoke a loud howl from the first
run manager. Others satisfying all exhibitors would not
meet the producers' necessities.
A new York exhibitor who has done some figuring oflfers
the following conclusions :
" Assuming that the tax which must be paid at present
amounts to -34 cent per foot, or $37.50 per five-reel feature,
and estimating the revenue to be derived from each print at
$1,000, this tax would represent a total of 3^ per cent of
the revenue obtainable. Were the tax assessed on the basis
of 3:-4 per cent of the rental charge, the burden would be
equitably distributed to all exhibitors. The man paying
$7.50 per day for service would only have to pay a tax of
28 cents, while the man paying $100 per day would pav
$3-75."
A Showman

and

His Method

AS

a footnote to the editorial on the preceding page
and its demand for showmanship in the coming year,
we are able to .present in this issue one example of a
showman and his method.
Manager Hyman, of Buffalo, was faced with the necessit)' of raising his prices. Did he overnight announce a
raise in prices? Did he declare a "new war tax scale"?
Did he find it necessary to gnash his teeth at the poor business that followed his raise?
None of these things. He approached the step carefully
and calling into play all the tricks of showmanship at his
command. He now wears a deserved smile.
Manager Hyman's own story of his method makes a
fitting start for our new series of features, " What Happened When I Raised My Prices." It's on page 61.
^ sjc ^
The Birth of an Organization

N(J amalgamation of the existing exhibitor associations
was formed at the recent Washington conference, as
so many would seem to believe.
No amalgamation is possible or desirable.
But out of the conference there was evolved an agreement to work together towards the seeking of a plan or
basis for the founding of a permanent national exhibitor
organization. The aim is a merging on the common ground
of a representative constitution and by-laws under officers
removed from the factional quarrels of the past and worthy
the confidence of all exhibitors.
The possibilities for a real national exhibitor organization seem ripe. A continuance of the praiseworthy spirit
of conciliation shown by the leaders of both present
organizations at Washington should assure this result.
There can be no amalgamation ; there may be a creation.
Our best wishes go to the workers in such an effort.

A Sane

Program

in which

You

Can

Help

A GENERAL committee, including representatives of
the National Association and the co-operating exhibitor organizations, is at work preparing a definite
program for the film industry in its attempt to secure a readjustment ofthe war tax schedules.
The committee, despite its really representative character, does not seek to dictate a course of action. This was
not the object of its creation, nor is it the purpose of its
members.
It does seek information. Holding its own opinions in
leash, this General Committee is seeking by a calculated
and careful plan to secure the facts, figures, experiences
and opinions of every exhibitor in the country.
You can help ; you must help. In this issue of Motion
Picture News we are reprinting the committee's advertisement stating its desires and containing a coupon which
you can fill out in a few moments' time. You are asked
to supply a few fundamental facts regarding the effects of
the tax on your business ; you are not called on to divulge
any business secrets.
The committee is working in a commendably sane and
studied manner; it needs and deserves your co-operation.
Take a few minutes now and fill out the coupon; if possible, take a few more and write a letter giving more detailed information and any suggestions you have to offer.
Turn to page 140; the advertisement and your opportunity are there.
^ ^ ^ ^
The Public

be Entertained

(Continued from preceding page)
This year is the test year.
You have got to get up on your toes — and work.
* * * *
We'll Help! — Give Us the Chance
FOR one thing read your trade paper. We are going
to try mighty hard to help you. We are going to make
this paper more and more a service publication, every
page of it, if possible. We are going to serve you with
showmanship ideas and information. Turn now to our
Exhibitors Service Bureau — if you haven't already done
so. Study the other showman's ways and ideas. Take a
tip from Rothapfel. He didn't rely upon pictures or
stars altogether. He relys on himself. He sells entertainment, every day, every week. He never lets down.
No matter what kind of a picture Rothapfel has on, you
can't help but enjoy the show.
We are going to make Motion Picture News stand
right back of you this year — with service for success.
Study your advertising. It's fifty per cent of your day's
duty. Spend some money but don't waste it. Give it lots
of thought and you'll be astonished what results you can
get with very little outlay. Be original. Think it out !
Study your patronage — their tastes, their weaknesses —
their psychology in other words. And keep everlastingly
at it. Entertain them !
Be a showman, or — the answer is plain.
This is to be a showmanship year !
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Serving

It

with

Speed

HERE'S the idea : We spend seven days a week,
twenty-four hours a day — more or less — getting
out a trade paper for you. You spend two hours a
week— more or less — reading it.
You can't get it all ; you should get it all. You are a
busy man ; so' are we. You don't want to miss anything
good; mentwewas don't
created.want you to. So this busy man's departIn one page the news of the week. In one page the high
lights on the feature articles of the week. Fifteen minutes for assurance that you are always up to the minute
on important happenings.
Ready ? On your mark — get set — go !
Jjc ^ ^ ^
WHEW ! Those staccato, biff-bang sentences may
create the atmosphere of a busy-man's department, but they sure do take the breath away.
We'll rest up before going on.
Also — we must insert a warning that the page is not
going to be written with a machine gun — as the above
would indicate. Rather, it will be as though you asked
us over the lunch table on Tuesday :
" What happened this week? What's in to-day's News,
anyway ? "
^
'H
IN an apparently indifferent, chatty manner — but really
trying to sell ourselves — we'd shoot all the information we could at you in the next few minutes. For
instance — inserting our personal opinions, for an editor
must editorialize — we'd say :
Carl Laemmle left for the Coast last week — and left in
his wake an interview that will start something. Carl
comes out flat-footed and admits that Universal hasn't
made a cent since the robins left us last. And, while he
doesn't say so, he infers that none of the other producers
are able to do any crowing, either.
It's pretty certain that Mr. Laemmle speaks the truth
as to the lack of profits for producers during the past year.
It's cards
also certain
deserves
for laying
his
on the that
tablehe before
the commendation
exhibitors.
The interview is going to become a " Straight-from-theShoulder Talk " later. By the way, aren't those "Straightfrom-the-Shoulder Talks " one of the real institutions of
the game ? Remember " Use the Brains God Gave You ? "
Weren't there some peppery instalments in those good old
days ?
Maybe Carl has opened a new pepper pot.
* * * *
\ BRAMS and Schulberg Withdraw from Active
/-X Control of Paramount Affairs " is the tenor of
another head in this wreck's News. " What
does it mean ? " everybody asked us last week. " What
does it mean?" we asked everybody.
No one knew, so we gave it up and decided that it meant
just what it said. So we read the story over again, not
missing a word.
We advise you to do the same. Then keep a weather
eye peeled constantly on that wise duO' — Abrams and
Schulberg. Abrams, film distributor, from A to Izzard ;
Schulberg, film man, from the ground up.
Some day we are going to -write a regular Saturday
Evening Post story of Filmland. It's going to tell about
a one-time newspaper office boy, later a scenario editor,
still later a general manager, and next ?

and

Ginger

is the second week of Rotliapfel's " .Answers to
THIS
Exhibitors " department. Do you, Mr. Reader, ever
stop to think what a boy this man Rothapfel is?
Two theatres to run now — and run as Rothapfel runs a
house — yet he is willing to take three or four out of his
precious twenty- four working hours to sweat over the
problems of News readers from Flickville to Bigtown.
* * * *

RAVER comes to bat this week with an interview that spells optimism with a capital " O "
— and then tells why. Harry is the most rampant
optimist Times Square has just now. He met us one day
last week :

HARRY

" I know you preach optimism in the News," he said,
" but why do you open your columns to these blithering,
bellowing, bangety-bang, growling, groveling, grouchy,
pecking, pestiferous pessimists? Throw 'em out. This is
the day of optimism."
Harry ought to know.
He's been a showman since he .
was in swaddling clothes, and a film man since knickbockers.
^ ^ ^ ^

of this idea? Eastman — and
do y you
WHAT
indirectl
the think
Government — is warning manufacturers against a film shortage because of ammunition needs. Why not, therefore, have the Government confiscate all the positives on the market more than a year
old?
It would help the Government — and help the film game
still more by ridding the shelves and the poor more-thanninety day exhibitor of a terrible mess of junk.
This is a suggestion from an exhibitor ; it's in our department, The
"
Reader * Has
* His
* * Say."

THE state rights field has two interesting items. For
one, " Tarzan of the Apes " has been completed and
Bill Parsons is on . the way East to handle the exploitation. To some busy film men " Tarzan " may not
sound as big as it does to us, but to our mind if the picture only approximates in quality the publicity that the
millions of copies of the book have gained and the many
more millions of readers who followed the syndicated
serial, we foresee some lively bidding among the state
rights gentry.
The other item is in the sale to First National of one
of Edgar Lewis' recently completed negatives. Which is
interesting to us because every time we hear the name of
Edgar Lewis, George Loane Tucker, Herbert Brenon and
several other independents we think of our hidden determination that if we ever quit pubhshing to take up producing we'll just subsidize one of the five or six sure-fire
directors and go off to Bermuda to wait for the coin to
roll in.
It seems perfectly simple to us.
^ ^ ^ ^

GOSH, the fifteen minutes are almost up and we
haven't told you of the real big bit of news of the
week. W. W. Hodkinson lifts the cover this week
— no, only one of them. It's all
of tricks
and
of film.
newbagkind
that his
aboutshows
With the aid of rotogravure the ad pages tell the story
much better than we could here or later in the news pages.
Sounds big — so you better read the first announcements
closely. Then when you hear film men talking and arguabout itground.
considerably during the next few weeks you'll
be oning solid
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Motion
Manhattan

Open
Market
Used
on
Coast
The Symphony theatre, managed by
l.os Angeles Exhibitors Begin in JanCharles Gates, will use but two Metro picuary to Practise New Flan — One
tures monthh', the other portion of the time
House Sticks to Programs
the management will book independent plays.
Alanager
theatre
has
made Frederick
a statementMiller
that ofheMiller's
will hereafter
THE Los Angeles exhibiting field will
present a new phase about the first of adhere to the open market booking policy. T.
the year, when all but one of the theatres
L. Tally, of Tally's Broadway, who is a memgo on to an open market basis with respect
])er of the First National Exhibitors' Assoto the rental of subjects. At this time ten
ciation, will of course show the subjects
of the houses have contracts for other than
purchased by this organization, but in addione or two weeks, and statements of the
tion w'ill rent on the open market proposition. The first of the year the present
managers is to the ffect that in the future
their houses will be conducted solelj' on the contract of the Sennctt theatre, which herebasis of renting each picture separately.
tofore has used Triangle pictures excluThe only house to continue with the prosively with Mack Sennctt Paramount comedies, will follow the policy of the other
gram policy is the Superba, where Bluebird
photoplays are shown. There is a prob- downtown houses, which include Quinn's
ability the Alhambra theatre on Hill street, Rialto, Caulfield's Garrick, Clunc's Broadowned by Aliller Theatre Company, may
way and Auditorium, and the new Graucontinue with the Fox program.
man theatre, which will be opened about
Exchangemcn, in discussing the prospects
January 15. Manager Emil Kehrline of the
New Kinema theatre, which was opened on
for the coming year, believe the new condition will be beneficial to all concerned. It December 15, states he will be glad to look
will give every exchange manager the op- at all the subjects, with the view of booking them in the open market. At the presportunity to get his films in first-run downtown theatres, and probably at an increase
ent time a number of Artcraft and Paramount subjects have been booked in the
in rental prices, due to the open competition
new house.
for subjects.

Legislative

Plan
Is Adapted
liarmony
Exhibitors'
Committee
Meets One
tributors. between the exhibitors and disfrom
National
Association —
The duties of the publicity committee
Publicity Committee Is Also
that W'as appointed will be largely that of
collecting and collating information of a
Appointed
statistical natur'' for the benefit of the legAS the result of meetings which were
islative committee. In order to bring this
held in New York during the past to the attention of the exhibitors of the
week between
the and
Allieda similar
Exhibitors'
Legis- country the committee has been given full
lative committee
committee
pages of advertising in all of the trade
from the National Association of the Mopapers calling upon exhibitors to supply
tion Picture Industry, it is reported that the detailed and accurate information as to
harmony and unity was established and the how the war taxes have affected the busitwo bodies agreed on a definite plan of
ness of their individual theatres.
campaign to be pursued in obtaining the
necessary remedial legislation from ConSelect General Manager
gress during this session.
This combined committee is to be known
Takes Trip
as the Legislative Committee of the Motion
General
Manager
Arthur S. Kane, of
Picture Industry. It is made up as follows : the Select Pictures organization,
left town
Walter W. Irwin, P. A. Powers, Gabriel L.
Monday
of
last
week
for
a
trip
to CleveHess, Ricord Gradwell, Arthur S. Friend,
land, Detroit and Buffalo, which points
Frank Rembusch, H. B. Varncr, John J.
O'Donnell, Ernest H. Horstmann and Lee
A. Ochs. The following committee on publicity was also appointed: Waller \V. Irwin P. A. Powers, Frank Rembusch and
Lee A. Ochs.
The plan of activities as laid out by this
permanent legislative committee has not
been announced. The important fact, however, is that the two committees were enabled to comprehend that success could
only be achieved by means of a united industry and after some discussion it was determined that the two committees could
concentrate their efforts along the same
lines, and the plan of campaign as finally
decided upon was eminently satisfactory.
The convention of exhibitors at Washington not only succeeded in Ijringing about
harmony and unity of action among the exhibitors but will undoubtedly bring about

1 VrOGRArillCAL
ERROR
Jewell Advertisement,
page 118
eucrtis
Prod
Jew
ment of-pa
geel adve
IN the two
tions, Inc., page 118, the
word " big " was omitted
by us in error from the statement "without a deposit " appearing in the first paragraph.
This should read " without a
big deposit."

Picture
Exhibitors

News
Meet

This Week
At a special meeting of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League, Manhattan Local
No. 1, held December 19, a motion was
carried to the effect that a special meeting
be held December 27 for the purpose of
electing officers for the coming year.
It is expected all exhibitors of Greater
New York will be in attendance.
Ochs

Makes

Statement

About Convention
Lee A. Ochs last week made the following announcement, or statement, in regard to the recent Washington convention :
" The resolution adopted at the Convention of Exhibitors held in Washington,
in which reference is made to the ' action
of the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry in filing criminal charges
against the Motion Picture Exhibitors in
Brooklyn,' etc.,
error,noas the
Association
hasis intaken
suchNational
action
whatsoever. What the introducer evidently intended to infer was the action
which
Branch was
and taken
which by
was the
not Distributors'
a concerted
action taken by the National Association
of the Motion Picture Industry, representing four other branches of the trade."
Maryland Plans Drive
Censorship

on

In an effort to abolish censorship in
Maryland at the coming legislature at Annapolis inJanuary, Frank A. Hornig, president of the Maryland Branch, Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America, started
out last Monday to canvass the State. Mr.
Hornig took with him several speakers who
will endeavor to influence the exhibitors of
Maryland as well as motion picture followers to secure the aid of their representatives
of the State in fighting the Maryland Censorship Bill.
Eric

Campbell Killed in
Auto Accident
Eric Campbell, heavy comedian in the
Chaplin pictures and widely known in the
film colony on the west coast, was killed
instantly
an automobile'
on
Thursday, inDecember
20. Mr.accident
Campbell,
who registered at 300 pounds on the scales,
appeared in practically all the MutualChaplin comedies.
Mr. Campbell was driviug his car along
Wiltshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, at a
rapid gait. The accident occurred at Wiltshire and Vermont avenues, one of the
most dangerous crossings in the city.
Campbell was instantly killed. Gene Crosby, another occupant of the car, was
taken to a hospital sufTering from internal
injuries. It is thought that she will rccinxr.
At the time of his death Mr. Campbell
had been engaged in work in a Mary Pickford picture, being loaned to the Artcraft
company by the Chaplin management. His
second wife. Pearl Gilman Campbell, and
a daughter, Lauro Austen, an actress, by
his first wife, survive him.
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Industry

Needs

Operation
at
Once
months,
but
every
time
we even hinted
Carl Laemmle Asserts it Is Time to Quit Bluffing and Either Kill
that we might discontinue the short stufl",
we received pleading letters from exhibior Cure — Makes Startling Statements Concerning
tors, urging us to stand by the little exFinances
hibitor who needed the short stuff in his
business. So we stuck to it and took
DECLARING that the big distributors and producers, including the Uniour loss, thinking that we could turn
versal Company, have all concealed their failures and losses while at
the loss into a profit by getting the exthe same time making a great noise about their successes, until the people
hibitors to pay us a little more money
have soured against the organizations they believe to be wallowing in wealth,
for the short pictures.
Carl Laemmle, president of Universal, in an interview with a representative
" But instead of paying more they paid
of Motion Picture News last week, brought to light some startling revelations
less and less and less, hammering the price
that indicate the industry needs an operation of the kill or cure kind immedown and down until we finally had to
diately.
quit releasing short stuff altogether, with
the exception of serials, weeklies and two
Mr. Laemmle, ever a disciple of truth, in his statements stripped the facts
comedies.
of all garnishments best known to the press agent, and presented them un■' We now have on our shelves 371,000
clothed, standing forth in all their sincerity and simple strength.
feet of perfectly good negatives, one, two
Conditions Unveiled
and three reels in length. These are
comedies and dramas. They cost us
In his interview, Mr. Laemmle said :
close to a million dollars, but we cannot
" Much of the misunderstanding that exFLY-BY-HOURS
release them because we would lose
ists between various branches of the picmoney
ture industry at the present time is due to
them. on every positive reel made from
Ode of the Suitcase
the fact that some of us have been afraid
Packers !
to tell the truth about ourselves and our
Increase Admissions
conditions. For the same reason there is
ed
aint
h
the
wit
acqu
a misunderstanding between the general
you ever try to keep
'■ I seriously and solemnly venture the
DID mana
ger
of age?motion picpublic and the people in the picture busiture exchan
prediction that all of us — the producers,
ness.
the distributors and the exhibitors — will
That's the opening sentence
become ripe for the receiver unless all
in one of the funniest and most
"Every business concern, including pictruthful of the contributions
of us get more money from the only source
ture companies', has a deadly fear of being
which have come to this office
considered anything" but the richest comit is possible to get it from — the pubpany in its line of business. All of us
from the typewriters of busy
lic. The fate of the moving pifcture
are guilty of letting the public (including
picture men in moons.
business has been in the hands of ihe
the exhibitors, too) think that we have
We're going to publish it next
producers in past years. But today it is
the fattest bank-roll imaginable and that
week under the title: "The
m the hands of the exhibitors. If they
nothing short of an earthquake can shake
Changeable
Exchange
Man."
get more money so they can pay more
Why do exchange managers
our foundations. On the theory that
money for their goods, we can all pull
keep their suitcases all ready,
'■ nothing succeeds like success," we have
packed,
under
their
desks?
through.
If they don't
arouse we
themselves
deliberately let the public think that the
to tliis imperative
necessity,
can all
Next week — you'll know!
moving picture business is a gold mine.
get ready for the damndest crash that
" We have all concealed our failures
ever resounded in any industry in the
land.
and our losses, but have made a great
noise about our successes. Our press men
executives. The elem.ent of waste is
" I am not squealing. I am not misare allowed to tell about the big pictures
lower in the Universal, we believe, than
representing. Iam quoting some plain
that net a profit of $1CO,000 or $1,000,000,
in
any
company
in
the
business.
It
took
truths
which
should
have been published
but they are never allowed to print a word
us
years
to
cut
out
waste,
but
we
long ago. I have always been an optiabout the many pictures that net us as
finally succeeded. While the people are
mist in this business. And the picture of
great a loss, or a greater one.
conditions which I have painted is not
appalled at the $5,000 to $10,000, per week
" But after the people have been fed up
salaries that are paid to certain stars
a pessimistic one. On the contrary, conon this success stuff, after they have conand while this practice has made the whole
ditions are, if anything, a whole lot worse
tracted mental indigestion eating up
than I have said.
world believe that picture producers are
stories about the making of millions,
making wicked fortunes, the Universal
" Today the moving picture industry is
they finally turn against those whom they
has never indulged in it. The highest
closer to disaster and death than it has
believe to be wallowing in wealth. They
salary we ever paid to any actor or
been in the past ten years. It needs and
sour. And finally they build up an enactress was $1,500 per week — and that only
must have an operation that will either
vious hatred of the supposed plutocrats.
for a short time. In spite of the elimiIdll or ciire completely. Raising all adStockholders Not Paid
nation of waste and extravagance, our
mission prices is the operation that will
expenses have constantly advanced so
either kill something that is already very
" By foolishly letting the people think
close to our gross income that we have
what they like to think, we have comsick, or elsenothing
put it on
got
not paid a cent of dividends in a year.
pletely got out of touch with them and
practically
to its
losefeet.
and We've
everything
have lost their sympathetic inte-est.
" I will now confine my remarks to
Universal and give you a few doses of
plain, brutal truth, in the hope that it may
help a very bad condition. The stockholders of the Universal company have
not been paid a dividend, either on the
preferred or common stock, for a year.
The officers of the Universal company,
in order to play fair with the stockholders, have purposely paid themselves
much smaller salaries than the usual run
of salaries paid to producing company

Lost on Short Reels
" We have been asked why we discontinue our one, two and three-reel program pictures.
"The answer is interesting: An audit
of our books shows that in a recent sixmonths period we lost $3.08 on every
positive reel of short stuff shipped from
our plant — not on every negative but
on every positive. And in that period we
shipped 24,810 such reels!
" This has been going on for eighteen

Spanuth
to gain."

Makes Tour
East

of the

C. W. Spanuth, brother of H. A. Spanuth,
president of Commonwealth Pictures Corporation, ismaking a tour of the East in
the interests of " The Frozen Warning,"
featuring Charlotte, the skater. Mr.
Spanuth plans to stop off at Cleveland,
Toronto, Pittsburgh, and Philadelphia,
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first article of a series
written by men in the field.
of exhibitors' experiThis tells
ences in Bufifalo and Harrisburg.

The

price raises in as
many
He
felt thatmonths.
his company
was entitled to a
higher admission,
gauged
the temper
of
his
community,
struck

The Victoria theatre, Buffalo,
Xcw York, which underu'Cnt a
readjustment of prices recently.
On the right, C. Floyd Hopkins,
manager of the Colonial theatre,
who tells his inHarrisburg, Pa., teresting
experience

[A few zveeks ago we published
" Dozvnhearted," telling in the ivords
of the men themselves the struggles
encountered by the small town picture
c.vhibitor. The w'idespread approval
that met this feature assures us that
our readers will zvelcome the announcement that this type of " feature
offrom the field " will be a regular
on Picture News
fering of Moti
.
during ipiS.
" What Happened When I Raised
My Prices " is the first of a series that
zvUl cover the interesting and important topic embraced in the title. I hesc
features are not " dream stuff " nor
the
" Times Square theory "—they are and
real facts and experiences, zvords
viezvs, of real exhibitors. This is but
one of the big things planned fors
News readers in i^rS. — Iiditor
Note.]
It Was Done in Buffalo
manaRcr of
Edward L. Hyman,
SAID Vict
oria theatre, Buffalo, N. Y. :
the
"The logical time, tact, the temper
of the patrons— are all big factors in the
inauguration of a price raise at a time
when economic conditions are in a flurry.
" In other words raising prices in a
hood secmotion picture theatre neighbor
tion where the residents are far from
being in the income-tax paying class, is
How

not a trifling matter of 'getting away
"Oneit.' slip-iip and the entire fabric of
with
your carefully laid-out plan will leave you
tic patronwith empty seats, an antagonis
age and a well conceived idea that you
will have to restore your old schedule of

Mr. Hyman will testify that price raising isn't by any matter of means " getting
prices."
it." practically engineered two
away
Hyman
Mr. with

at
right minute
—
andthefound
that his
people realized the
mand. of the dejustice
This is what hapadmissionpened:ofThe10general
cents
was raised to 15
cents. Loges which
formerly were sold
at 15c were raised to
20, and boxes were
boosted to a quarter.
So that his 10-cent
able to pay
unthosemore,
patronage,
would not be driven
away,' 500 seats in the
of the
house
were kept
at
upper portion
that price.
A campaign of tacteduinarypublic
prelim
ful cation
for the
began a month before
the price was put into
aneffect or the
nouncement even
made public. But not for a moment were
certhe hold-out crowds allowed to forget
tain things. Now remember they had no
inkling of a raise to come.
They were told in the program, on slides
and in every possible way that they were
getting the biggest stars and the best plays,
the most cheerful atmosphere, most allurthat were unnovelties
and elsewhere.
ing music obtainable
It was not done in
a complaining way, either. But the very
best stars and pictures were shown, in fact
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a program was given that they knew well
would cost them almost double downtown.
Then the tact stuff came in stronger
than ever.
" Our preliminary campaign of education had the right psychological effect, I
believe," Mr. Hyman says. " But during
the campaign I wasted no time getting the
best stuff on the markets for the first two
weeks of raised prices. For the first three
days I had Mary Pickford and for the next
three days Douglas Fairbanks. And these
stars were featured in their latest success. The next week had similar headliners.
" About ten days before putting the price
raise in effect, we announced it brieily and
to the point in our program and on the
screen. We told them that the rising cost
of everything connected with the administration of a theatre necessitated a slight
rearrangement of prices. The ominous
word 'Increase' or 'raise' zvas not used
at all.
" Our announcements said that a certain number of ten-cent seats would be
retained, that prices would be readjusted
on a small number of seats in the lower
portion of the house, only sufficient to
meeting the increased cost of operation.
In other words, we told them that we
wanted only enough more to pay for increased costs. In this way the burden fell
on those who bought the higher priced
seats, the young fellows with girls who
don't mind an extra nickel or dime as
much as family men.
" The announcements caused no great
riffle of talk. The community knew they
had been getting the best, had been wondering how we were doing it and were
not adverse to paying a few cents more.
Of Fairbanks
course theyand
flocked
in the and
firstbefore
week
to " see
Pickford
the two weeks were over they were used
to the rearrangement. The shows were
so unusually good, I thought, that it kept
them from raising any kick. After the
first two weeks we noticed that certain
persons came earlier to get the dime seats
while those who were willing to pay more
took their time and got around later. In
other words they liked the arrangement
because they were more assured of a good
seat.
" Right on top of that came the war tax.
This did cause some kicking but we did
our best and at times felt a small slump
in our attendance at first, but for no
length of time. But let me say patronage
did not fall off.
" I did not advertise the raise of prices
in the newspapers. I made as little fuss
as possible, believing the more it was kept
in front of the public the more opportunity they would have to make it a topic
of conversation. But we did advertise in
the newspapers heavier a few days before
and for several weeks after. I had been
running small ads daily in the daily papers'
amusement columns, but I doubled up
practically, but not mentioning the price
raises. I believe this helped to tide us
over for we get a motor-car trade from
various sections of the city when we have
the big stars. Yes, I think extra advertising, of a diplomatic sort, is necessary.
" The week we raised prices we broke
all attendance records for the house.

It Happened in Harrisburg 61
SAID
R. Floyd
Hopkins,
managerPa.of: the
Colonial
theatre,
Harrisburg,
" Undoubtedly all the motion
theatres of Harrisburg that advancedpicture
their
admission prices from ten to fifteen cents
about November 1, coincidentally with the
war tax going into effect, have increased
their net revenues thereby. This includes
all the houses in the central business section, the houses in the outlying or residence sections having merely added the
one cent war tax to their prevailing price
of ten cents.
" I do not mean to say that the downtown houses have not noted a slight falling off in the number of patrons since
they adopted the fifteen-cent rate, but- the
advanced price, even with fewer patrons,
still gives them a considerable margin of
increased profit over what they had when
cents.
they charged the inadequate price of ten

The Regent theatre, Harrisburg,
Pa., has long been an advocate
for higher admissions, long been
an example of the success to be
had by higher admissions. Peter
Magaro is the manager
although it almost seems impossible in
the face of the fact that a manager who
tried to raise prices at the Victoria two
years before had been forced to return to
the old scale. But of course everything
was being increased in price, so that mayhave helped us. In fact I know it did.
"If I went at the same job again, I
would do it practically the same way, getting the patronage good-natured and using
tact while the process was going on. For
heavens sake don't try to ' bull ' them.
" Did I learn any lessons from the adventure? Yes sir! I learned that patrons
would not stand for putting anything over
on them. They know when a thing is
merited. // you haven't any right to boost
prices and are a profiteer, you are going
to get stung. We didn't because we had
a right to raise. I also learned that the
truth told tactfully often pulls a fellow
out of a darn provoking situation.
" I also learned that folks like their
neighborhood
have to dress house
up andbecause
take a they
long don't
ride
dowmtown. It is worth an extra nickel to
them not to hurry their supper and anyway they save carfare. That also helps
a neighborhood man to raise his prices.
But take this warning — don't raise unless
you really have the right. You can't bunk
the public."

" I have tried what I call the ' Breakneck plan ' of conducting both a motion
picture theatre and a vaudeville house.
The 'Breakneck plan' is to charge a very
low rate of admission, which crowds, and
very often overcrowds, the house. There
are no great profits in such a plan, however. You may have every seat occupied
and a string of patrons extending through
the lobby and into the street, but to accommodate such crowds you are having constant difficulties with dissatisfied patrons
and controversies with the police authorities for blocking the sidewalks. Moreover, the manager and all the theatre emworking
at 'the
Breakneck
tension ployees
from arethe
moment
house 'opens
for the day until the last show is over.
" The wear and tear on the theatre property is great and on the nerves of the
management it is greater, and when you
come to count up your net earnings you
find that you have made very little.
" It is far more profitable and far more
satisfactory, all around, to get away from
the ' breakneck ' game by charging a reasonably higher admission — high enough to
yield a greater net profit even at the loss
of some patrons. That, I have found, has
been the experience of the Colonial since
the boost from ten to fifteen cents a couple
of months ago. I haven't had to spend a
cent more for advertising, and none of my
competitors could take any advantage of
the raise, because all the theatres in the
downtown section went to fifteen cents at
the same time and those in the residence
sections, I am informed, have not gained
in patronage even though they did not
make any advance in admission price.
" The only mistake that was made by
the Harrisburg theatres that did make the
advance is that they should have made
the war tax of two cents an additional
charge instead of having included the tax
in the five-cent advance. This easily could
have been done and ought to have been
done, for you must remember that the
Harrisburg downtown theatres were considering an advance long before they knew
anything about the war tax — an advance
that was justified by the higher film rentals that have to be paid now and by other
greatly increased
costson ofpage
operation.
The
{Continued
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Can

Two

Live
a

on

Four

Dollars

Month?

California Theatre ^Manager Finds
Living Conditions Difficult Under
that Profit Alargin — ^Laeninile
.Answers with Some Advice
CAN a man and his wife live nowadays
on four dollars a month?
W. W.
Sandy, manager of the Liberty theatre,
Azusa, Cal., raises the question in the following highly illuminating report on his
business.
Copies of the report were
mailed to Congressmen, to Motion Picture News and to Carl Laemmle :
Liberty theatre, 235 seats.
Azusa, Cal., population, 1,800.
\V W. Sandy— owner, manager, operator, janitor, bill poster and general utihty
man.
Mrs. Sandy — cashier, doorkeeper and
usher.
* One Bo;,-— Player piano at 15 cents a
night.
Paid admissions, July 1 to November 30,
1917, were $502.84 less than for same
l eriod of 1916.
Cause — War, war taxes. Liberty loans,
Red Cross and other donations, the draft,
er:listments, high cost of living, general
business depression due to the war, etc.
After paying the regular expenses of the
business and war taxes on films, admissions and //!ea/(r— allowing nothing for
self or wife, and nothing for depreciation
or interest on investment — there is a balfor the three weeks of
profit
of $4.34
^ance
24.
4 to
November
How does the Government expect the
small town theatres to pay three separate
and distinct war taxes on a business that
the war has ruined?
It's unfair, unjust, and confiscatory.
(Signed) W. W. Sandy,
Azusa, Cal.
Dec. 11, 1917.
Respectfully referred to :
Chirman, Senate
Simons,
Senator
Finance Committee.
Senator Hiram W. Johnson, of Cali- ^ornia.
Representative Chas. H. Randall, of
California.
Universal Manufacturing Company, 1600
Broadway, New York.
Motion Picture News, 729 Seventh
Avenue, New York.
Carl Laemmle wrote Mr. Sandy the following in reply:
Dear Sir: Your remarkably interesting United
letter
jointly to two
of iJcccmbcr II, addressed
.Senators, the California representative, the
States
.MoTio.s Picture News and the Universal Film
Company points out a condition
Manufacturing
that
is serious, not merely because it applies to
but because in essence it aptheatre,
own
your
to the mato-da>of— distributors,
whole industry
pliesjoritytoofthe
the majority
exhibitors,
and the majority of producers.
It is a lesson that every one of us should study
with great care.
In my opinion there is only one answer to the
not
that answerfordoes
present;theandGovernment
problem ofyoublaming
consist
present
conditions. It may be true that the war taxes are
unjust, unfair and confiscatory, as you charge, but
I do not believe we will accomplish anything by
fighting
public industry
sympathyif
would be along
againstthatthe line.
movingAllpicture
it opposed the Government, even for the sake ol
relieving itself of such a terrific burden.
Therefore, in my opinion, the only real, prac-

tical answer for the problem that confronts every
one in the moving picture business is this: We
MUST
money from
or — quit.of
Your getownmorecondition
is onethe ofpublic
thousands
proofs. In three weeks you show a gross profit
of only $4..34. From this you must still deduct
depreciation and interest charges, to say nothing
of allowances for your work and that of your
wife in running the theatre.
You can't possibly live on this. Yet I suppose
that, tatelike
thousands
other exhibitors,
you hesito increase
your ofadmission
price, because
you
feel that the population of Azusa could not stand
it. You can't make enough money to show a
profit at your present admission price, yet you
iear you will
customers
for be
more.even worse off if you ask your
If this is the case— if it is true that you are
headed for sure failure under your present plan
muchYouif you
not riskingfee.
you are admission
—gettlien
in fact,to
are, "TRY
a higher
anyhow.
lose
won't
you
that
anything
nutTherisking
worst of it is that the condition which
the
stares you in the face, stares practically are
whole industry in the face; for all branches
up against it in just about the same proportion
that you are. We must all get more money. We
our depreciaour costs, and
enough to cover our
must get interest
other extaxes
charges,
tion and
of profit. We wecancanallt live
penses— to say nothing the
all
but
war,
during
prolit
withouta steady loss.
stand
public
the
take
must
we
that
me
to
seems
It
inand asgiveyouthem
confidence,
our
right sideinto
havethedone.
just
of our
We muststoryshow
themaffairs
that we are not trying to be
the
profiteers, but that we need enough tofailkeep
to anpeople
the sort,
Ifthis
'round.
wheelsswer agoing
no
see
I
then
of
frank appeal
evils that now exist.
chance ot correcting the follow
and
example
your
If all exhibitors will
start a steady education of the public, convmcmg
is abthat a higher admission fee
their customers
business,
solutely essential to the life of a great
only
are the
the exhibitors
maywhowincanout.do And
we
it, because they come in close
ones with the people.
touch
It is easier to say these things than to do them;
but that is noSincerely
argumentyours,
against TRYING, is it?
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
Carl Laemmle, President.
Censorship O v e r s ig h t
Causes Misunderstandings
Sometime ago the Saskatchewan Govcrimient passed a law that any reels shown
in their province not bearing the censor
stamp would be confiscated by that Government.

However, it appears that the Saskatchewan Government failed to notify the exchanges of this new law and this omission
on their part has caused some difficulties
in that territory.
Although the exchange holds permits
from the censors, the reels must bear the
censor stamp. In some cases, after the
film has been used for a considerable
length of time, the film inspectors when
making repairs omit to see that the stamp
is on the reel cutting same out with the
broken footage.
Last week the Government seized some
reels being shown in Saskatchewan and it
took quite a little persuasion before the
exchange was able to secure them again.
However, they were successful in getting
them without paying any charges,
men's Association to meet in Regina in
order that they may take up the matter of
censor stamped reels with the Saskatchewan Government, in a body. Other matters of importance will also be taken up
at this meeting.
A meeting of the Winnipeg Exchangemen's Association has been arranged to
amalgamate with the Alberta Exchange-

Picture

Ascough Appointed
Defense Council

News
to

William
D. Ascough,
manager
Palace
theatre
at Hartford,
Conn., of
has Poll's
been
made director of the State Council of Defense, Division of Films, and in his capacity
as
president ofof Connecticut
the Theatrical
Association
willManagers'
bring to
the work very valuable aid. Associated
with Mr. Ascough as assistant director is
Charles B. Beach, and as treasurer, H.
Trowbridge Allen.
The new division of the State Council
will have exclusive distribution of Government films in the State, Connecticut's share
of the cost being met by benefit entertainments at which the war films will be shown.
Berst on Coast; New Pathe
Director Signed
J. A. Berst, vice-president and general
manager of the Pathe, was expected in
Los Angeles on Monday. While no statement has been issued as to the purpose
of the visit, it is understood that the Pathe
head plans to get under way the work on
Pathe's coming star productions, with particular reference to the Bryant Washburn
pictures, which will be staged on the
Coast.
Previous to his arrival, the news comes
that William Worthington, recently directing Mae Marsh, has been signed to a contract as producer of the coming Bryant
" Little Mary " Has a
x
" P. A."
Al Cohn, in recent months Pacific
Coast editor of Photoplay Magazine, of
Chicago, has resigned that post to take up
the duties of acting as press representative for Mary Pickford. No successor to
the Photoplay assignment has been announced.
Biograph Studios Win
Praise
The following iettcr received from Mark
M. Dintcnfass is considered a tribute to
the service ofi'ered to all producers at the
Biograph Studios : " It is a pleasure to
offer these lines of appreciation for the
treatment afforded by yourselves and the
BiographrectorStudios
to DiNigh and and
my Laboratories
producing company
during the production of ' My Four Years
in Germany,' from the book by the Hon.
James E. Gerard, former Ambassador to
Germany. In no other studio could I
have succeeded to such a great advantage
as at yours.
" The treatment and help tendered me
by you was of great value and greatly
appreciated, and only in your studios could
I have given this production the magnificent staging that it calls for. ' My Four
Years in Germany ' is a great production,
in which I have had more earnest interest
than in any other production I have ever
made or was interested in during the past
twelve years.
"I want to sincerely thank you for the
courtesy extended, and appreciate the great
assistance that the Biograph Studios and
Laboratories ofifered me."
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Paramount

Plans

a

New

Abrams and Schulberg Relinquish Active Charge in Order
Bring Closer Co-operation Between Exhibitors and the
Producing Organizations

to

THE

surrender of the' executive supervision of the Paramount Pictures
Corporation by Hiram Abrams and B. P. Schulberg, respectively president and general manager of the distributing company, was announced
last week.
The transference of this authority to others was accomplished in order
that the former Paramount executives may devote their efforts and time to
the formulation and fulfilment of a plan which it has long been the desire of
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation to put into existence and active practice. This plan consists of a closer relationship between exhibitors, producers
and distributors, and a larger bond of common interest between these factors.

Result of Tour
The reason for the extended national tour
undertaken some time ago by Messrs.
Abrams and Schulberg, and but recently
terminated, is now clearly apparent. The
intercourse with exhibitors in all parts of
the country for which this trip created the
opportunity, and the knowledge of exhibiting conditions which the tour disclosed,
were obviously intended as the foundations
for the future efforts of Mr. Abrams and
Mr. Schulberg in this direction.
It may also be recalled that on several
separate occasions within the past few
months. Famous Players-Lasky executives
have emphasized the need and the desirability for a closer communion between producers and exhibitors. It is clearly indicated that through the instrumentality of
these two, the Fafnous Players-Lasky Corporation purposes to plant and nurture a
deeper and more genuine association with
the exhibitor-body of America than has
ever before existed between the theatre
owners and managers, and the producers
and distributors.
In commenting upon his new identity as
the connecting link between the exhibitors
and his organization, Mr. Abrams said :
" The time has come when all the talk relating to the common interests of exhibitor
and producer must assume a greater substance than mere words and mtist become
an actuality instead of a desire. The national crisis in the industry has hastened the
inevitable day when exhibitors and producers must look upon their business as a
single one, and create such a mutual bond
between themselves as will make that realization apermanent factor in their relationship.
Metro

Star Revives Stage
Success
JVfabel Taliaferro, whose latest screen
subject is the patriotic production, " Draft
258," presented my Metro Pictures Corporation, is " doing her bit " by preparing a holiday presentation of her
characterization of Pippa in Browning's
poem-drarna, " Pippa Passes." She is at
present selecting her cast for this special
performance, which will be given at the
Cort theatre, January 11, for the tenefit
of Italian war relief.

WISCONSIN
EXHIBITORS
Welcome

Central States

exhibitors Wisconsin
welcomed
u^-rrESTERN
V Y Edition
the Central
of theStates
Motion
Picture News upon its initial
appearance with great enthusiasm. They feel now, it was indicated in their statements, that
their affairs, no matter of how
little import they may be to the
country in general, are now being recognized; that their troubles and their problems are
being made the problems of the
News — in short, they feel that
the Central States Edition has
placed the exhibitor in every
corner of the U. S. A. in touch
with them, and that they are
now in touch with their backdoor neighbor twenty-five, fifty,
a hundred miles away, which
wasn't as easy as it might
seem."— N. D. Tevis, PhotoLeaderplay Editor,
Press.La Crosse Tribune-

Brockwell

Goes

Back

to

Paramount
Important changes occurred in Chicago
film circles last week that ought to be of
interest to the trade generally. F. M.
Brockell, manager of the Chicago Goldwyn
branch, announces that he is going back to
Paramount to take charge of the local offices under the direction of District Manager Max Goldstine.
Succeeding Mr. Brockell as the Goldwyn
head in the Windy City a comparatively
new man in the picture business steps up to
the helm in the person of S. J. Goldman.
Two }'ears ago he arrived in Chicago from
San Francisco and applied to Aaron Jones,
head of Jones, Linick & Schaef er, for a job.
Mr. Jones looked the young fellow over and
put him to work at $15 a week for the Central Film Company. He showed ability as
a salesman and in a short time was promoted to that position. Then, by leaps and
bounds, he piled up business so rapidly that
his salary jumped out of all proportion.

Advance
Philadelphia

Exhibitors

Organize
At a meeting held December 21 at the
x\stor Hotel, in New York, and which
was attended by thirty-six representative
exhibitors of Philadelphia, eastern Pennsylvania and southern New Jersey, including also some from Maryland, a new
exhibitors' association was formed.
The new organization, which announced
as its reason for formnig a desire for social and mutual protection, is to be known
as the United Exhibitors' Association,
Inc., and already extends throughout
Philadelphia, eastern Pennsylvania, Maryland and southern New Jersey.
It is understood the association has well
over one hundred houses on its membership list to begin with, representing 156
days. These include, it is said, the NixonNirdlinger and Freihafer chains of theatres.
The officers are : Robert W. Kinkade,
president; Edward J. O'Keefe, vice-president ; Joseph McCread}^, secretary ; Jay
Emanuel, recording secretary, and William
J. Freihafer, treasurer. The Board of Directors will include fifteen members.
The new United Exhibitors' Association, itis said, will operate in conjunction
with the United Exhibitors of America,
also of Philadelphia.
As representative in New York, where
headquarters will be maintained, the association has appointed William Alexander, who opened exchanges for William
Fox in England and South America, and
who is well known throughout the trade.
Samuel

Cummins

Sues

King Bee
Samuel Cummins last week, through his
attorney, A. A. Ma3'per, brought suit
against the King Bee Comedy Corporation and its heads for an injunction restraining the company from disposing of
any of its stock pending the outcome of a
suit which he filed, at the same time
asking that 10 per cent of the stock of the
company be turned over to him as his
rightful due. Cummins estimates the stock
of the organization worth $300,000, and he
asks for $10,000.
In the complaint it is set forth that Cummins was instrumental in organizing the
King Bee company abou eight months ago,
and that he permitted Billy West, the company's star comedian, to terminate his contract with the Caws Comedy Corporation
in order to sign a new contract with King
Bee. For this Cummins claims he was t©
receive 10 per cent of the stock of the new
company. While he was out of the city,
Cummins asserts, the stock was divided
and he was left out, with the explanation
that another man was holding the stock for
him. He insists that when he asked, this
part3^ for the stock, a plain case of " passingthe
. buck " developed, and that he has
not yet received his stock nor any ac-
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Omaha

Man

Dislikes

Exchange
]\lanager
Loses Sleep
Thinking of What He Terms Injustice of Charge on SmallTown Exhibitor
IN Omaha, Neb., there is a manager for
one of the exchanges demanding — and
getting — the 15-ccnts-a-day-per-reel tax,
who insists he cannot sleep nights for
thinking what an injustice is being worked
upon the small-town exhibitor.
" Fifteen cents a daj' is not much, but
vhen a small-town exhibitor shows five
reels it means 75 cents, and that is a whole
lot for him. It is a whole lot more than
$1.25 Kvould be for the manager of the big
city house, were he charged 25 cents instead
of 15 cents a reel. I cannot see how this
imjust plan can be let stand the way it is
now. The tax is exorbitant in the extreme
upon the small-town man — and in our territory awhole lot more than 80 per cent, of
the exhibitors are small-town men.
" I would suggest that the little houses of
the smaller towns, and houses of possibly less
than 400 seats, be given a tax in proportion
to their profits, or at least in proportion
to their share of the tax demanded by the
Government upon each reel. I believe the
fair rate would be 5 cents for such houses
and 25 cents for the large city houses, with
huge seating capacity and much higher admission prices. I hear many exhibitors
complaining, while none that I know of has
closed for this reason particularly, still it is
cutting such a slice from their net profits
that the business is looking less attractive
to them each day. The big-town men don't
care, for what is a paltry dollar to them?
From a false sense of modesty some of the
small-town men who do care, and who are
suffering because of the tax, will not complain because they fear they would be
looked upon as ' cheap.' They cannot quit
our pictures, because their patrons demand
them. Their patrons will quit if they begin
showing pictures from exchanges that do
not charge this tax. They also have reason
to believe the other exchanges will get, in
one way or another, a sum equivalent to
the tax, anyway.
" I am saying nothing about whether 15
cents a rell pays the distributor more than
■what the Government asks of him. I am
not saying he reaps a war profit. The individual exhibitor can figure that as well as I
can. But what I do object to, and what
I know is making the film business hard for
the smali-town exhibitors, is the unjust proportion of the war tax they are called upon
pay."exchange manager says his stand on
to The
the subject is so decided because most of
his patrons are small-town exhibitors.
The big theatre men in the Middle West
will not readily agree to this plan, if the
attitude of Wilfrid Ledoux, head of the
Empress, Omaha, is to be taken as an indication. This
"
tax is a Government measure, and is not for our choice," said he.
"Uncle Sam charges just as much for a
stamp in a small town as he charges in the
city. He requires the motion picture patron
in the small town to pay his 10 per cent, the
same as he requires the patron of the city
theatre. The plan of reducing the reel tax

Reel

Tax

to small-town theatres and adding it to the
city exhibitors would be an unfair hardship and without excuse of justice.
" When the exhibitor in a big city theatre
loses, he loses heavily. His business is no
more certain than is the business of the
small-town theatre, and he has to watch
his pennies just as closely. I would oppose
such a suggestion, and I believe all fairminded exhibitors would do the same."
Prizma

Shows New
Process

Color

The results produced by a modification of
the Prizma system of color cinematography
were shown at the Forty-fourth Street theatre. New York city, on Sunday evening,
December 23, and will run there for several
weeks. The new method represents a great
amount of experimental work by the technical staff of Prizma, Inc., but it is said that
the modified process is of extreme simplicity, enabling the color pictures to be
used by any theatre.
The feature of the showing is the subject, "Our Navy" which exhibits in the
attractive manner which is the province of
color photography, the life of the U. S.
"jackie," and the tremendous activities
which have resulted in bringing the navy
up to fighting trim within the last year.
These scenes were filmed under the direction of Dr. G. A. Dorsey and show
noteworthy attention to color harmonies
as well as to editing and arrangement.
William

Parsons Arrives
New York

in

William Parsons, president of the National Film Corporation of America, of
Los Angeles, arrived in New York this
week from the west coast in behalf of
National's coming production, " Tarzan of
the Apes," a feature in eight reels.
Before leaving Los Angeles, Mr. Parsons selected Isadore Bernstein as assistant,
to assume active charge of activities at the
Hollywood Studios, where it is understood
the finishing touches are being put on
" Tarzan of the Apes."
It is predicted on all sides that the feature will be exceptionally popular, not
alone through the perfection promised in
its screen form, but through the additional
asset the story claims in having been read
by millions either in book form or in the
newspapers.
The cast is exceptional, including Elmo
Lincoln, as Tarzan; Enid Markey, True
Boardman, Colin Kenny, Thomas Jefferson, George French, Bessie Toner, Kathleen Kirkham and Gordon Griffith. Scott
Sidney supervised the production, photographed byHarry M. Fowler. The picture
is said to be the most unique and fascinating story of the sensational type ever
filmed, due mainly to the remarkable cast
and the excellence of the story and direction. The cost of production is placed at
a half million dollars.

P ic tu r t

New Corporations
A LIST oftionsnew
corporain themotion
Statespicture
of Delaware,
Maryland, New Jersey and New York for
the week ending December 22 as furnished
from the records of the Corporation Trust
Company, IS Exchange Place, Jersey City,
N. J., is as follows :
DELAWARE
SHASTA PICTURES CORPORATION.— To
make and dispose of motion pictures, dealing in
dramas, etc., incorporated for $500,000, at Dover.
Melvin W. Chatterton, Blanche E. La Badie and
John S. Stevens, all of Chicago, are the incorMARYLAND
porators.
THE ABERDEEN AMUSEMENT COMPANY.— Incorporated for the purpose of exhibiting moving pictures, vaudeville, etc., for $50,000,
at Aberdeen. Lee I. Hecht, Havre de Grace, Md. ;
Oliver H. Reeside, Jr., 1818 Ruxton avenue, Baltimore, Md., and Marie C. Gauer, Aberdeen, Md.,
are the incorporators.
NEW JERSEY
FOREST HILL THEATRE, INC.— Incorporated to operate theatres, amusement enterprises,
etc., for $125,000, at Newark. Arthur W. Moore,
Agnes Thoniason, Charles M. Thomason and
Edith M. White, all of 675 Mount Prospect avenue, Newark, N. J.,NEW
are the
incorporators.
YORK
FIAT FILM CORPORATION.— Motion picture business, incorporated for $100,000, at Manhattan. John Schneider, Jr., 2649 Decatur avenue, Bronx; G. S. GuUette, 518 Wall street, and
Samuel Kushner, 148 East 125th street. New York
City, are the incorporators.
PROSPECT MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION.— Motion picture business, vaudeville,
etc., incorporated for $10,000 at Brooklyn. Reuben Peckham, 265 West 23d street; William Farrell, and Emily Farrell, of 169 Amsterdam avenue,
New York City, are the incorporators.

Chicago

Club

Enjoys

Ladies' Night
The Chicago Motion Picture Club held
its first " ladies night " meeting Tuesday
evening, December 18, in the " Savage
Club" rooms of the Kuntz-Remmler Cafe.
And, as usual, where members of the fair
sex are present, there were no slow nor
lagging moments during the proceedings.
George Periolat, well known character
actor of the screen, who has been with the
American Film Company during the last
five years, was present from the West
coast and was the guest of honor.
Among those present were Richard
Nehls, vice-president of the American
Film Company; Edward W. Stoddard of
Mutual; "Printer" Ross, Mr. Belford of
the Lea-Bell Company, Miss Flossie Jones,
successful woman exhibitor from Waukesha, Wis.; W. J. Brandon of the Interocean Film Company and others.
Dame

Rumor

at Work

with

Selig Name on Tongue
The calling of Colin Campbell, chief
Selig producer, to Chicago for an important conference has started Dame Rumor
at work on Pacific Coast.
One report has it that shortly after the
new year, there will be five Selig companies at work on the Pacific Coast under
the general supervision of Producer
Campbell. This would bring the Selig
organization, the first to journey to California in search of picture locale, back to
something approaching its former importance in the Coast colony.
Director Campbell produced " The Garden of Allah," " The Ne'er Do Well," and
" The Spoilers," in addition to numerous
other Selig successes.
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Rivoli

Opening

Sets

New
Mark
the advantage of the proven popularity of
Rothapfel Promises to Amaze the Motion Picture Industry with
the " color symphonies " and the result has
New House Which Cost More Than Half a
been the equipment of the new house from
Million to Build
floor to dome with all the wiring, masked
lamps and other ingeniously concealed
sources of light so that the whole audiTHURSDAY, December 27, marks a new era in motion picture exhibitorium can be flooded with any color or
tion— the opening of the RivoH theatre, the creation of Samuel L. Rothcombination of color desired. For inapfel, director of the Rivoli and the foremost exponent of the silent
stance, ifthe orchestra should be playing
drama in the world.
When Mr. Rothapfel first came to New York he lent a new meaning to " The Moonlight Sonata " the entire audience may be bathed in moonlight, withthe word " innovation " as applied to the motion picture. He brought out
out anyone knowing the source of it.
novelties at the various houses he conducted that astounded the world, and in
But added to seeing and hearing, Mr.
many cases left the impression that he had gone off on a tangent. But he
Rothapfel appeals to another sense in the
proved his theories.
new house — that of smell. Thousands of
dollars
have been spent on a newly deStartling Things Promised
vised compressor plant which operates in
And then came the Rialto, where many
connection with an intricate system of
of his ideas were incorporated in the phyRIVOLI
REPLIES
atomizers by means of which any delicate
sical arrangement of his house — a theatre
odor can be wafted to any part of the
where he has shown new and startling
You Have the Advice of
house, such as incense for oriental scenes,
things in the employment of music and
Its Creator Without
clover and new mown hay when the setthe use of lighting effects. Not only have
ting reveals a country landscape at dusk,
Any Cost to You
all these features been developed in the
or any of the myriads of other combinaRivoli, but other advanced ideas have been
tions that may be suggested by the pictures
of the
announcement read
the
employed, many of which will not be reyou
page
this
being
shown. Tentative experiments with
ON
ing
li
vealed in advance of the opening of the
of the Rivo
open
house.
theatre, the creation of
perfume at the Rialto led to the installaSamuel L. Rothapfel who made
tion of this fine new plant which promThe Rivoli stands on Broadway, near
the Rialto the wonder of the
ises a permanent innovation in pictures.
Forty-ninth street, and runs through to
d.
ised
li
The Rivo is prom
worl
Seventh avenue. It will seat 2,500, and
Another Huge Orchestra
to create the biggest sensation
cost more than $500,000 to build. The
ory
t
silen
the
of
hist
the
in
Naturally music will be one of the big
drama.
appearance of the front of the house at
features of the Rivoli. There will be
once suggests an art museum or public
Rothapfel's record has been
another fifty-piece orchestra, under the
library. Its Grecian purity of line and
the story of one success after
direction of Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld, of the
another, of amazing things acthe marble-like exterior lend dignity and
Rialto, which will be one of the chief feacomplishing, of far-reaching,
charm. At night the facade will be
tures of the new house. On certain occadaring steps toward better
flooded with light by the indirect system.
sions the two orchestras will be united,
things. He has led the march
There will be no sign of any sort on the
to progress. He stands out togiving the services of 100 musicians. The
front of the house, except those below the
day as the unquestioned leader
grand pipe organ, built by the Austin commarquise announcing the current attracin the exposition of the picture.
tion.
is theworld.
largest The
and musical
finest instaff
any from
theOn another page of this issue
atrepany,in the
One of the most striking features of
you will find the second of the
the Rialto will be doubled and will care
the facade is supplied by the row of eight
series of replies of Mr. Rothapfor the music at the two theatres.
fel
to
the
questions
of
exhibitowering Doric columns which extend from
In this connection it is well to note the
tors.
Out
of
his
interest
in
the
a point about the level of the marquee enfact
that the entire staff of the two houses
industry and his fellow showtirely up to the entablature with nothing
will
be interchangeable, the heads of the
men, he has agreed to devote
to relieve the severity of outline except the
various
departments for the Rivoli being
so
much
of
his
time
as
necesleaded glass windows set into the wall
taken from the Rialto, and these will be
sary to helping others solve
behind them. Crowning the entire facade
their problems.
alternated every few weeks to give familiThis is the sort of advice that
is a broad triangular pediment adorned
arity with both houses.
with sculptured figures in bas relief sugyou could not buy. It is available in only one way and that
gestive of the world-famous Parthenon.
*' Conservatory of Jewels "
is through the MOTION PICThese figures are symbolic of music and
In the way of stage settings and scenic
TURE NEWS. There is no
the arts in general.
effects Mr. Rothapfel has greater scope
condition to this except that
One of the important features of the
than ever before. For the opening of the
the questions must not deal
interior is the number of exits,' a series
with the merits of particular
theatre the stage setting will be known
of superimposed passage ways on either
pictures or services and that
as " The Conservatory of Jewels," a masside of the orchestra, running through
the questions must come
ter creation consisting of dome within
from Broadway to Seventh avenue. Patthrough the NEWS. Quesdome, each studded with a huge crystal
rons can turn from any part of the house
tions through other channels
gem after the manner of the Tower of
will be ignored.
and make their way to either street withJewels
at the Panama-Pacific exposition.
Send
in
your
inquiry
now.
out interference from the incoming crowds.
The entertainment will be an elaborate
Get the new ideas, the greatest
The whole structure is built with similar
variation of the combined program of
of export advice for the new
ideas of spaciousness. The lobby will hold
year. Address your inquiry
music and motion pictures which Mr. Roth300 comfortably and the foyer is wide
ROTHAPFEL ADVICE,
apfel has made so popular. For the openenough to give easy access to the orchesing week the introductory will be a modiEXHIBITORS'
tra seats. There is an extensive promenBUREAU,SERVICE
fied pageant which has been styled " The
ade on the mezzanine floor, flanked by
MOTION PICTURE NEWS.
Victory
It will the
enlistactor,
the
lounging, retiring and smoking rooms.
services of
of Democracy."
Forrest Robertson,
Italian Rennaissance
and Mary Lawton, dramatic reader, toThe general scheme of decoration for
gether with a chorus of thirty voices and
the interior is Italian renaissance. The
lighting system has been developed far
a boy soprano. The verses and musical
dominant colors are dull gold, ivory and beyond that of the Rialto where tlie lightscore have been specially written for this
ing plant was, in a measure experimental.
black, with the carpets in gray and the
offering, which traces the progress of
(Continued on page 66)
In building the Rivoli Mr. Rothapfel had
seats upholstered in tapestry. The color
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Motion
When

I Raised My
{Contiiiitcd from page 61)

public should have been educated to the
fact that fifteen cents is not too much
to pay for the class of shows that are being
given in the average theatre now, and the
war tax, when it came along, should have
been more an additional charge against
the public who, I believe, the Government intended should pay it."
James George, proprietor of the Victoria
theatre, Harrisburg, observed:
" Though it is my conviction that tencent admission prices for the general run
of shows, with special prices of say
twenty-five cents for films of extraordinary merit, constitute, the best plan for
Harrisburg, I will concede that since all
the downtown houses agreed to an advance to fifteen cents the revenues of the
Victoria have increased in net rather than
fallen off. Notwithstanding this I still
incline to the view that, in the long run,
ten-cent fees, with the higher prices on
special occasions, will be shown to be the
most profitable scheme for Harrisburg."
Peter Magaro, of the Regent theatre. Hasrisburg, and the Orpheum theatre, Carlisle,
said:
" As the pioneer in the movement for
higher prices for motion picture shows in
Harrisburg, I feel that my own experiences and those of the other Harrisburg
managers who went to fifteen cents about

Prices

the time the war tax was imposed, fully
justified my contentions for the increased
admissions. What slight falling off in
patronage has taken place in the last two
months may or may not be attributable
to the higher price. It is quite likely that
at least in part it is due to general war
conditions — departure of the soldiers for
the camps and the exercise of general wartime economies — but whatever the cause
the reduction of the number of theatre
attendants is more than offset, from the
viewpoint of box-office receipts, by the
additional revenue yielded by the fifteencent charge as compared with the old tencent rate — th», too, without any additional financial outlay for advertising in
newspapers or by other mediums.
" Owing to the fact that all the downtown theatres have gone to fifteen cents
no one theatre gains any financial advantage over another through the move. I
would have been glad to have entered into
an agreement with the others to go to
twenty or twenty-five cents and I believe
we could have gotten away with it. Certainly such prices are justified when one
considers the high-class shows that are
being offered in Harrisburg and the fact
tliat operating expenses of the theatres
have advanced so greatly in the last year
or two."

New

England

Fifty ]\Iember,s from Massachtisetts
and Rhode Island Convene in
Boston — Supports Approaching Exposition
THE annual meeting of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America,
Massachusetts and Rhode Island Branch,
was held at the Quincy House in Boston on
December 19, in the afternoon, and was attended bj^ about fifty members. President
Ernest H. Horstmann presided and received
the reports of the various officers.
The four delegates to the recent convention in Washington — Messrs. Horstmann,
Black, Lydon and Conn — made detailed and
comprehensive reports of the happenings
and of the work accomplished in Washington and New York along get-together lines.
The reports were enthusiastically received
and a vote of thanks was tendered to the
committee. '
S. Grant, assistant manager of the National Motion Picture Exposition, which is
to be held at the Grand Central Palace, New
York, February 2 to 10, made a report of
the successful outlook for this exposition,
and it was voted unanimously to indorse
and support the exposition in every way,
and to send a delegation of at least 100
Boston Boosters to the New York exposition.
This committee was appointed for hotel
arrangements and special features, Gregory, J. Laurie, Kincaide, Wasserman and
Howard.
It is planned now to have the party leave

Exhibitors
Meet
Boston on the Knickerbocker Limited at 1
P. M. of Tuesday, Februarj' 5, and spend
Tuesday night, Wednesday and Thursday
at the exposition. Judging by the enthusiasm and interest displayed and by those
present the party of New England invaders
will number at least 200, including the
Boosters, their wives and friends.
It was also voted to appeal to the film
manufacturers and distributors, and the
supply and accessory men, to give this, the
first joint National Exposition, their fullest
support and co-operation. Owing to the
fact that it was reported that a number of
tlie meml)ers had failed to secure their notices of the meeting in time to attend, it
was decided to postpone the election of
officers until Tuesday afternoon, January
22, at 2 P. M. at the Quincy House.
Ben

Grimm Aviates in
Ithaca
News reached New York last week that
Ben Grimm, well known in trade circles for
his reviewing and other proclivities, has
arrived in Ithaca, N. Y., where he is undergoing athorough course in training for the
aviation corps of the United States Army.
You are not going to war. The men who
are ncad all the comforts you can give them
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"smokes"
be
a slacker!campaign, get busy — now. Don't

Picture

News

Opening of the Rivoli
(Continued from page 65)
democracy from the time of the Pilgrim
Fathers to today.
Aside from the fact that the opening
bill will be Douglas Fairbanks in " A Modern Musketeer," and that there will be
the latest in film novelties of every sort,
orchestral numbers and a miniature ballet,
the other details of the opening bill are
carefully guarded.
An emergency hospital and the arrangements for the comfort of the immense staff
arc other features of the house which will
not come to the attention of the ordinary
patron. The musicians have a large lounging room to themselves, with shower baths
adjoining and dressing rooms and showers
are provided for the soloists, while the
ushers and stage crews are cared for in
similar manner, so that no member of the
staff will have any excuse for being in a
part of the house where he does not belong. Service is to be carried even further
at the Rivoli than at the Rialto.
A few statistics besides those already
given : The theatre is 100 feet wide with
an average depth of 138 feet. The work
on the building was completed in six
months from the start.
Loge seats in the new house will be
sold for one dollar, thus emphasizing the
character of the presentations planned.
Gallery admissions will be as low as thirty
cents. Open bookings will be the policy
of
the Rivoli, as has prevailed at the
Rialto.
Scott Stays Four Years
with Mutual
Ward E. Scott, Mutual manager in Denver, rounded out four years service with
that corporation on December 1. In 1913
Mr. Scott began his exchange career under Walter S. Rand, then local manager,
and has seived in every department. Two
years ago he succeeded Harry Lustig as
manager, when the latter resigned to take
charge of a large territory for Metro.
There is nothing unusual in this story,
e.Kccpt that Mr. Scott holds the local record
for the longest continuous exchange service.
He has lived in Denver for 25 years and
knows
territory.personally every customer in this
Milwaukee Strand Raises
Prices
In keeping with the present tendency of
increasing price in Milwaukee theatres, the
Strand Theatre which has recently been
placed under the management of Chas. C.
Perry, formerly at the New Garrack
Theatre, St. Paul, and who has been identified for the last twelve years with the motion picture world of Minneapolis and St.
Paul, will go to 15 cents on December 23.
It will be closed the 16th to lie completely
redecorated at a cost of $10,000. A new
policy is going to be inaugurated under Mr.
Perry's direction and the best of everything will be presented. Twelve hundred
dollar's worth of electrical fixtures are to
be installed to give the pictures proper setting. New stage settings arc now being
made by the Twin City Scenic Studio.
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What
Kind
of a Fellow
Is —
Smith?
«1_JIRAM ABRAMS,
inlcr])Oscd
Mr.Mr.Abrams.
Being a Glance at the Real Human Side of the Big
" iJon't make
Smith
shake hands with
Albert E. Smith.
Mr.
out to be an automobile
Men of the Picture Game — Caught in Action!
Smith, Mr. Abrams !
man. Say something about
Vitagraph and pictures.
" What ! You've never
By William A. Johnston
My interview was nothing
met before? Well, that
but Portland and baseball.
simply goes to prove our
point.
Not that I care, but I'm trying to protect Mr. Smith."
"As a matter of fact," objected Mr. Smith, "I'd rather Ije a
" Gentlemen, we've brought you face to face to let each of you
see a film man who avoids publicity, who is really retiring in disposition.
"Because farming is more lucrative than filming?"
farmer."
" No," said Mr. Smith, " I was born on a farm. I like the life."
" We thought we had made a live discovery in Mr. Abrams; Mr.
Smith we now take pleasure in adding your name to the Fameless
" Still you must like filming to spend so much time in Flatbush ? "
" I do," said Mr. Smith, seriously, " but I thought we couldn't
Hall
of Film."
Business
of smiles and admiration all around.
talk about films in these interviews."
" No, that's not true. Now what shall we say of the lilm busiMr. Abrams, ironically : " I suppose you'll stage Mr. Smith now
as the hermit of Flatbush just as you pulled that Portland stuff
" Justness, itsa future
moment," "warned Mr. Abrams. " If you keep on with
on me. Of course," added Mr. Abrams, hastily, " I'm not comthis foolishness you won't have room for those nice things that
paring Portland with Flatbush."
(Mr. Smith's secretary, sotto voce : " One place is as dead as the ' others say.' They were crowded out of my interview. And I
gave you a box of
other ") .
fully.
" Mr. Smith," we
cigars,"
he conwent on hastily.
eluded thought" You'll excuse us
" By the way,"
if we indulge in a
said Mr. Smith,
little admiration of
you. We can't help
We find some sinit." gular and admirable
facts about you.
" You avoid publicity, as we say.
" You don't resent
criticism of your
own pictures and
you give full credit
to
the other fellow's
successes.

hastily, " here's anWHAT otherOTHERS
SAY
box."
" Even his lawyer
" His word is as
speaks well of him."
something
good as his said
bond —of
many
men, but here
an outstanding
" Never took adcharacteristic."
vantage offriend or
" Pugnacious : but
never goes out of
his way for a fight.
Wants his rights
but does not step on

" You're a good
listener.
" You've never
played up to the exhibitor.
" You don't pose.
" You don't gossip. You attend
strictly to your
work and have never
been seen in a Times
Square restaurant.
"Frankly, Mr.
we don't unSmit
derh,
stand what
brought you into the
motion picture business. We reco_nize
you as a pioneer ;
that, indeed, it is
twenty-one years
since you started out
— and we believe
went broke — with a
picture show.
" Think hard, Mr.
Smith, and tell us
what your trend
really is?"
" Well," confessed
Mr. Smith, " when I
was a boy I built an
automobile."
" That's it. You're
really an automobile

man."
" Wait a minute,"

the" Listens
other fellow's
to the
and gives arguway
other ment
fellow's
if thefoe."
other fellow
"A self-made
toes."
Has a mechaniis "right."
cal trend. Orderly
" Eminently fair.
in business."
" Hisa take-up
inHates
liar."
vention
was vital to
man." Yet few
pictures.
think
of him as an
" A good man to
work
for — if you
inventor."
know your busi" Loves to talk
of ' the good old
days '— but just as
the-minute
film
ready to talk up-to-

COLON(A
3mer by cho/'se

ness."
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Exhibitor
Meeting
Pleases
All
Referred to as Delightful Surprise to proper relief may be forthcoming through
united action.
Everyone, with Perfect Harmony
'■ The committee on amalgamation has
Prevailing — Good Results
the duty of finding some means of combinWere Obtained
ing the two great organizations into one
n on De- whole. It is understood that the two orWashingto
at
THE meeting
cember ll and 12 of the two national
ganizations are to work together harmoniously on all questions affecting the industry
motion picture exhibitors' organizations,
the M. P. E. L. of A. and the A. E. A, as a whole. It has been suggested to the
will no doubt go down into history as the committee that a new organization be
formed with more progressive constitution
most splendid gathering in the industry,
because the results obtained will without
and by-laws. Now is the time for some big
doubt, be for the betterment and permanent
exxhibitor to single out a new man satisgood of all who are connected with the
factory to both organizations who can lead
motion picture business.
both organizations in one body to a reunited and undivided unit working for the
In the words of Frank Rembusch : " The
best interest of everyone in the industry."
meeting was a delightful surprise to everyone, and when it is considered that men
came from Maine and all the New England
Clergymen Would Censor
states down to Florida, from Seattle to
New Jersey
Texas, practically every state and every
principal city in the United States being
A small number of clergymen, representing the Catholic, Episcopal, Baptist and
represented in numbers of about 150 exhibitors, each and all from various parts of Presbyterian churches of New Jersey, met
the country and unanimously came to the in the Senate Chamber of the State House
conclusion and passed a set of resolutions
at Trenton on Wednesday afternoon, Dewithout one dissenting voice, after two
cember 19, to discuss the question of preparing abill for introduction at the Legisdays of deliberation, everyone must aclature providing for State censorship. Some
knowledge that a step forward has been
opposition to the proposition developed. H.
taken in the motion picture business.
F. Sherwood, assistant secretary of the
" A continuous and formal discussion
National Board of Review, attended the
was held for five hours w'ithout a single
conference and pointed out that State cenmotion or resolution being presented. The
sorship did not accomplish anything of value
big exhibitor, the small exhibitor, everyand was destructive, not constructive. He
body from every section discussed everyshowed that the average of the quality of
thing from the scarcity of pennies to mil- motion
pictures is constantly rising, and
lion dollar stars, and everyone listened
wherever there may be a demand for finer
patiently, respectfully, to everyone. There
pictures constructive methods are better
were good ideas and bad ideas, numerous
than destructive for securing them. He
ideas and no ideas, presented. All were
indicated that the industry was constantly
w'eighed and listened to. It was evident,
striving to improve its product and that the
however, that there was strong and unanUnited States Government was recognizing
imous opinions along the same line on
the tremendous value of the motion picture
important questions which could be conas a means of distributing information.
centrated into single plans for action. The
next step was to have every exhibitor bring
Netter Likes Hart Reissues
his ideas into a concrete form by presenting it to a resolution committee which
Leon D. Netter, head of the Masterworked for the balance of the evening
piece Film Attractions of Cleveland, Ohio,
and long into the night.
is said to be enthusiastic about the three
William S. Hart pictures which he has
" The two committees that were appointed have a great responsibility to added to the constantly growing list of
features he is distributing in Ohio.
shoulder, especially the allied committee on
legislative matters. This committee is
The purchase of "The Bargain," "The
charged with the duty of gathering full
Hellhound of Alaska" and "The Bandit
statistics from every exhibitor in the and the Preacher " from the W. H. ProUnited States on how the admission and
ductions Co., is in line with Mr. Netter's
policy to exploit only such attractions as
film tax has affected his theatre, which
data will be gathered for the purpose of exhibitors in Ohio have grown to reconpresentation to Congress in order to incile with the name " Masterpiece."
sure just and equitable division of the present conditions. It is planned to keep a man
Albion Exhibitor Sees Way
in Washington, and H. B. Varner, of North
to Make Money
Carolina, has been selected for this purpose.
A legislative fund will be necessary and this
" It was easy. I am going to do it
committee is charged further with the duty
again," said Exhibitor Gay L. Williamson, of the Rex, Albion, Neb., who charged
of raising funds for the expenses necessary
to carry on the work. Great credit may
25 cents admission the night he showed
"The Tanks."
t>e given to those who attended the meeting,
not only because of their coming but also
" I made a bunch of money. My only
for the splendid manner in which the meetregret
is IThe haven't
before.
exhibitortried
who higher
wants prices
to make
ing was conducted and the constructive
plans that were outlined. All that remains
something at his businessi and get away
now is for every exhibitor in the United
from the puny profits we generally content ourselves with, has only to increase
States to give his whole-hearted support
to the legislative committee so that the
his admission prices."
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Laemmle Appoints Woman
Broadway Manager
Carl Laemmle, who has a number of
innovations to his credit, launched a
brand new one on Sunday afternoon, December 23, when he installed into his
Broadway theatre. New York, the only
woman photoplay manager on Broadway.
She is Katherine Russell Bleecker, who

Katherine Russell Bleecker
some years ago deserted society to enter
the picture field. She achieved success
in writing and producing " society and
children " movies, and in Cleveland she
staged " The Perils of Society," which
scored, as did her productions introducing
exclusive society to themselves on the
screen.
She will introduce into Managing Director Carl Laemmle's Broadway house
some decided innovations, it is said. The
first of these sees a " Woman s Week "
for the holiday season, when a number of
attractive features will be in order for
feminine fans.
Buffalo

Producing Company Gets Under Way
Established in its spacious new suite of
offices on the third floor of the Ellicott
Square, Buffalo, the Buffalo Motion Picture Corporation is ready to begin the business of picture producing. The companyis capitalized at $125,000. With the opening of the new offices, President Frank L.
Talbot has issued an invitation to the public to inspect them.
It is expected that work on the first photoplay will begin in a few weeks.
Woman Appointed Censor
Mrs. W. F. Osl)orne has been appointed
to the board of Manitoba (Canada) censors
to fill the vacancy caused by the death of
W. J. Home.
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Directors Initiated in
Association
At the meeting- held on December 18 in
New York, of the Motion Picture Directors' Association, the following directors
were initiated : George Irving, Keenan
Buel, Hobart Henley and Charles Seay.
In an announcement last week the
association called attention of company
managers to the fact that only directors
who are capable are admitted to membership. The association, it is understood, submits lists of available directors to companies in need of this service.
Strand

Introduces Another
Novelty
The Strand theatre, New York, will introduce anew novelty in the entertainments
after the holidays, and Manager Edel is
busily engaged selecting material and singers for the rather pretentious addition,
which will consist of a weekly presentation
of condensed versions of grand opera.
The first opera to be presented is " Carmen." Not only has Mr. Edel engaged a
cast of opera stars to sing the various roles,
but special sets of scenery are being painted
for the various operatic productions.
The cast for " Carmen " includes Anita
Tegelli, who will sing the title role, Rosa
Lind as Michaela, Carlo Mari as Don Jose
and Auguste Bouillez as Escamillo. Oscar
Spirescu will conduct.
Posters Win Praise from
Renowned
When the Renowned Pictures Corporation acquired the rights to Harry Raver's
new production, " The Public Defender,"
they were said to have been impressed with
the beauty and character of the paper. It
has been considered unusually alluring and
attractive by all who have seen it. The
makers, the Riverside Press of New York,
claim they went to extra pains in manufacturing, but believe that the admiration
aroused by their lithographs for " The Public usual
Defender
care. " more than justifies the un-

Animated Weekly Signs
• with Red Cross
Jack Cohn, manager of the Universal
Animated Weekly, announced this week
that his firm has signed an important contract with the Red Cross whereby every
week two himdred feet of film taken under their auspices showing their work
among American troops on the battlefield
of Europe will be shown on the screen.
■Mr.duly
Cohn
said : "At last
can
see
authenticated
filmstheof public
what fine
work the Red Cross is doing at the front.
There are so many phases of Red Cross
work besides nursing that the films will
prove a revelation."
Kiltz Resigns from Mutual
in Missouri
F. L. Kiltz, for the past four years manager of the Mutual office at Kansas City,
Mo., has resigned his position, it was announced from the Missouri city last week.

Washington
Reports
Pleasing
Ohio
Delegates
Tell Results and
A set of resolutions concerning the atHopes in Cleveland, and Philatitude, which was referred to as unout them."
delphia Exhibitors Also
friendly, of the producers was presented.
On
the
same day, December 18, the
Express Satisfaction
Philadelphia exhibitors held an open meeting to hear the results of the Washington
THAT a great deal of actual good, although not apparent this early, will convention. President John G'Donnell precome of the recent Washington convention
sided, and spoke of much good accomof the exhibitors represented by the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League and the plished.
The Motion Picture Exhibitors' Corporation of the Northwest, with general ofAmerican Exhibitors' Association, is the
fices in Minneapolis, last week prepared a
sum total of reports made by various local
organizations since December 12.
set of resolutions to present to Congress
On December 18 the Ohio delegates to at the next session, with the hope of modthe Washington meeting gathered in Clevetheatres.ifying the present tax on motion picture
land and reports were submitted. Sam
Bullock explained that although nothing
This brief sets forth, over the signatures
was actually accomplished toward an im- of President James Gilosky and Secretary
mediate lowering or abolishing of the
Hitchcock, that the " Motion Picfootage tax, the members had elected a Clyde tureH.Exhibitors'
Association of the Northwest goes on record as being in favor of
committee that would remain in Washington until something definite had been done.
paying the United States Government an
Great disgust was expressed by Mr. Bul- amount equal to 10 per cent of our gross
lock over the fact that no producers at- receipts, and recommend to our Representended the Washington convention, and it
tatives in Washington that the present
is believed his sentiments spoke for all the special war revenue seat tax and that the
exhibitors present. " Nevertheless," said footage tax on motion picture film be abolMr. Bullock, " we managed very well with-

National

ished."
Association

Enters New Year Confident of Outdoing Its Accomplishments of
Past Year — Now Eighteen
Months Old
THE

National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, . now a year
and a half old, will enter the new year
confident of outdoing the work it has
accomplished during 1917. The year now
rapidly drawing to a close will always
be regarded as the most critical in the
history of the industry. Besieged on all
sides by enemies, manufacturers, exchangemen and exhibitors — in fact, every
branch of the business — has fought
shoulder to shoulder under the banner of
the N. A. M. P. I. and the good that has
been accomplished is unbounded.
Censorship, taxation and all inimical
legislation, was defeated through the work
of the members of the Censorship Committee. The heavy impost placed on films
by Congress was placed over the objections and good work of the organization,
but it is quite possible that before 1918
is very old changes will be made in the
measure which will considerably lighten
the war burden which the motion picture
industry now carries and totters under..
Even while engaged in its most strenuous fights against a common enemy, all
branches of the industry found time to
rally to the support of the Government
in carrying out its war aims. At this very
minute exhibitors, manufacturers, exchanges, directors and photoplayers are
engaged in furthering the war interests
of the United States through the medium
of the film and the screen. It was largely
through the efforts of motion picture men
that both the Liberty Loans proved sue-

Solid

cesses. The screen has been of incalculable value to Herbert S. Hoover in
his food conservation campaign. In fact,
Governrnent propaganda of all kinds are
being thrown on the screen largely
through the efforts of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry
in co-operation with the Motion Picture
Exhibitors' League of America. While
it is true that the combined efforts of the
biggest men in the industry failed to prevent the great split of the exhibitors at
the Chicago convention, nevertheless,
right now the National Association has
brought the rival factions together and it
is not beyond
that Association
the Exhibitors'
League
and the hope
American
will
be merged.
"Birth of a Nation" Booked
on New Plan
Elaborate announcements being prepared for next week's trade publications
will bring the news that the Epoch Picture
Corporation is about to place " The Birth
of a Nation " on the market on a new
plan. This will involve the booking of
the feature into the larger photoplay theatres as a special attraction, complete companies on the style of a theatrical road
organization being furnished by, the Epoch
organization.
Following its spectacular success as a
$2 attraction, it is computed that there
are millions of photoplay fans who have
not seen " The Birth of a Nation." The
new plan is intended to bring it within
reach of the popular priced houses. Full
details of the booking plan will be found
in next week's Motion Picture News.
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A. S. Aroiison. Rcl;,i! i imu . i.nl.,
Ti)ri)iito, Canada, was in town last week
looking at the current offering on the independent market. Mr. Aronson stopped
at the Claridge. He returned to Toronto,
Sunda\'. During his stay he closed a deal
with W. H. Productions, through their
representative, H. J. Sheppard, for the
Canadian rights to several Hart features
and twenty-eight of the Sennett produced
comedies which this compauA- is offering.
Eduardo Gainsborg, appointed recently,
exchange manager of the Hoffman-Foursquare branch at San Francisco, left New
York last week for his post.
M. C. Hughes, district manager of the
Metro Film Service, Ltd., with headquarters in Montreal, was in New York last
week, for a conference with officials of the
home office of Foursquare pictures, whose
Canadian exchange is operated in conjunclioi: with that of the Metro Film
Service.
Harrj- Grossman, president of Oro Pictures, Inc., returned to New York last
week, after an extended visit to the Oro
studios on the Coast. Mr. Grossman reports everything fine at the West Coast
studio.
Paul A. Platz, manager of advertising
department, and news correspondent of the
Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Ry. Co.,
Cleveland, was in New York last week,
shaking hands with old friends in the picture industry. Mr. Platz returned to Cleveland last Saturday.
Arthur J. Lang, export manager,
Nicholas Powers Company, returned to

\cHk, last week, after a two weeks'
absence in Mexico City and adjoining territory. Mr. Lang made the trip in the interest of the Nicholas Power Company.
W. S. Wessling, branch manager for
Pathe, with offices at Cincinnati, visited
the home office in New York, last week.
Mr. Wessling made some interesting reports on conditions in the picture business
in
the mining district included in his territory.
Harry Caufield, Los Angeles, arrived in
New York last week from the Coast. Mr.
Caufield reports good business in Los Angeles and looks for a prosperous new
year.
Wallace Reid, Artcraf t-Paramount star,
and Kenneth McGaffey, press representative for Lasky studios and Paramount interests on the Coast, arrived in New York,
last Friday. Mr. Reid will be featured in
two Paramount productions to be made at
the Eastern studio. Mr. McGaffey returned to Los Angeles, Sunday night. Mr.
Reid is stopping at Hotel Astor.
(1)— Decmeber 24
Omaha

Manager

Deals Out

Sage Advice
" Book twenty-five pictures and save
$18," Manager Jules Rachman of the Standard Exchange in Omaha, Neb., tells his
patrons.
"That sounds like more than if I told
them they would save 75 cents apiece by
booking
said Mr. twenty-five
Ranchman. pictures in a bunch,"

Contributions from Patriotic Exhibitors Are
Pouring In !
Previously acknowledged $1,058.78
Emporium Opera
House, Empordrev/s ium,& Pa.,Vail,
AnManagers
$18.57
Moving Picture
Theatre,Falls,
Shelbume
Mills,
Mass., liamWilProp
Colonial
Theatre,
Richmond,
Va.,

5.00

Henry for
B e Jake
rn stein,
Wells
39.68
Josiah Pearce &
Sons, New
leans,OrLa 51.42
Strand Theatre,
New Orleans,
La
102.26
Colonial Theatre,
Norwich, N. Y. 11.10
Olympic
Theatre,
Finleyville,
Pa.,
John Hands . . 15.25
Gem Theatre, Silverton, Colo. . . 5.00
Lyric
Theatre,
Arkansas
City,
Ark
18.25
Colville Theatre,
Colville, Wash. 10.00
C o m o Theatre,
St. Paul, Minn. 1.70
Playhouse
Theatre, Staunton,
111., Otto Blume 1.05

279.28

If you want to help smoke
the Kaiser out, write $1,338.06
Motion
Picture News for particulars regarding the Tobacco Fund.

Tom

Picsi'ient Carl Lacmmlc of the Universal Film Company Keadint', the Exclusive Cables and TeleSent Him Representative,
by General Pershing.
Wilson's
Cabinetwith
and Other
NearlyNoted
EveryMen,
Unitedan
States grams
Senator,
GovernorLloyd
and Geori<e,
Ambassador,
Together
Unparalleled Achievement, Emphasizing the Commanding Position the Screen Now Occupies in
Heralding Opinions of the World's Leaders

Wilson Loses Eye in
Accident
Tom Wilson, who played in many Fine
Art subjects and served as co-director with
D. W. Griffith and recently has been with
the Lehrman Sunshine Comedies, met with
an accident while hunting with friends last
week, in which a shot penetrated his eyeball and made necessary an operation in
which the eye was removed.
Wilson has had an experience of a lifetime on the stage and screen and now that
be will in all probability find it necessary
to give up acting it is believed by friends
that he will give all his attention to the
study of directing, in which work he has
had a great deal of experience. Wilson
was recently loaned by the Lehrman company to go with the Mary Pickford company to appear in one subject, and it was
while working at the Pickford film that he
was injured.
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Harlem

House

Must

Change Its Name
A decision was handed down by the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court last
week, granting an injunction to Mitchel H.
Mark, president of the Mitchel H. Mark
Realty Corporation, owners of the Strand
theatre at Broadway and Forty-seventh
Street, restraining the use of that name by
another theatre on 12Sth Street, known as
the " Harlem Strand."
The suit was brought some time ago, and
when the matter first came before the
courts the injunction was denied. Thereupon the proprietors of the Strand theatre,
through their attorney, Mortimer Fischel,
filed an appeal with the Appellate Division.
The latter court in reversing the opinion of
the lower court went very deeply into the
history of the law, as regards the protection of trade names and the grounds upon
which such relief was obtainable.
Lightless Night Suggested
for Theatres
The Celebrated Players Film Company,
of Chicago, of which J. L. Friedman is vicepresident and general manager, last week
sent the following telegram to James A.
Garfield, fuel administrator, in reference to
lightless nights for theatres :
" The motion picture theatres of the entire United States are assisting the Government in every waj', both financially and
through the medium of their screens.
Lightless Sunday nights would be an extreme detriment to every motion picture
house open that day in the United States, as
this day is their most profitable one. On
behalf of the motion picture theatres permit
me to suggest that either Monday or Friday" nights be substituted for Sundaj'.
" The courtesy of an answer will be appreciated."
Baltimore

Houses

Face

Xmas Closing
Word reached Baltimore last week to the
effect that the United States Fuel Administrator has granted permission to Doctor
Garfield of this city, in order to help the
present famine in coal, that he has full authority to close all theatres and motion picture houses in the city over the Christmas
holidays. Doctor Garfield is consid'ering the
proposition, but as yet nothing has been
taken up with the Maryland Branch, Motion
Picture Exhibitors' League of America.
Louis A DeHoff, secretary of the League,
said that he believed that there will be nothing to it. The theatres and motion picture
houses are only open from four to eight
hours each day and that Doctor Garfield
believes that little would be saved here in
Baltimore by such an act. However, no
definite action has been taken yet and the
theatres are going ahead with their arrangements for the holidays. If Doctor Garfield
should desire to exercise his authority, the
question will first be put before the Maryland League.
This will not only affect the theatres, but
all halls and other places of amusement
are to be closed should the order be given.

National

Association
Grows
Nine Members Added at Meeting of elected members of the Board, representDirectors in New York December
ing the Distributors' Division, which had
presented their nominations to fill vacan14 — Board Members Chosen
cies. C. C. Burr, Jr., was elected as a
director
from the General Division, upon
AT the quarterly meeting of the Board
cancy.
nomination of that branch, to fill a vaof Directors of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry,
which was held at the headquarters in
A new hranch of the Producers' Division, comprising Class C Producers, as
the Times Building, on December 14, the
reported as recently organized, with Joseph
following companies and individuals were
A. Golden, of the Crystal Film Company,
chosen to membership : Biograph Comchairman, and L. Abrams, of Craftsmen
pany, Craftsman Film Laboratories, Eclipse
Film Laboratories, as secretary. The folFilm Laboratories, A. H. Jacobs Photolowing companies are represented in this
plays, Inc. ; Paragon Films, Inc. ; Greater
division : Biograph Company, Craftsmen
N. Y. Slide Company, Carl Anderson, H.
O. Segel and Albert Cormier.
Film Loboratories, Crystal Film LaboraThe meeting, which was presided over
tories, Erbograph Company, Kalem Company, Evans Film Manufacturing Comby President William A. Brady, was attended by Arthur S. Friend, William L.
pany, Eclipse Film Laboratories and ParaSherrill, Louis F. Blumenthal, Lee A.
gon Films, Inc.
Ochs, Ernest Horstmann, Alfred S. Black,
The report of the Motion Picture Exposition, which is to be held under the joint
Louis L. Levine, F. S. Eager, P. A.
Powers, Walter W. Irwin, Paul Gulick,
auspices of the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
Thomas Wiley, Gabriel L. Hess, Joseph F. League of America and the National AsCoufal and C. C. Burr.
sociation, showed that splendid progress
The exhibitor directors from out of has been made in securing contracts, altown came to New York to attend the
though solicitations had only been under
meeting at the close of the convention of way for a few weeks. Two floors of the
Grand Central Palace have been leased
exhibitors held in Washington the preceding day. Various reports of committees
and practically two-thirds of the main
floor has been disposed of. President
were presented and acted upon, and many
routine matters were considered, several of Brady urged upon the officials of every
company the importance of supporting this
which were referred to special committees
for attention.
exposition, which was the first to be conducted with a united industry behind it,
Ricord Gradwell, vice-president and
and set forth many advantages to be degeneral manager of World Film Corporarived by making the event a great success
tion, and Winfield R. Sheehan, general
manager of Fox Film Corporation, were
from every point of view.

Paralta

Issues

Is Expected to Help Bessie Barriscale's Feature Along Greatly —
Cover Is Done in Three
Colors
pARALTA PLAYS, INC., has issued an
^ especially attractive press book for
the
of "Madam
in
whichexploitation
Bessie Barriscale
will Who?"
make her
debut as a star in Paralta Plays in the immediate future. The cover, which is done
in three colors, bears the well-known Paralta border, together with a most attractive picture of the star in process work.
Realizing the fact that practically all exhibitors throughout the country prefer to
make up their own advertising copj', the
stock advertisements have been omitted
and in their place is a page devoted to
catch-lines to be used as an assistance in
laying out display advertising copi'. On
the next pages are cuts of the billing paper
and stock cuts to be used in newspapers
and programs. Then follows a series of
press stories arranged for the requirements
of the theatres showing the production. In
preparing these pages the fact has been
taken into consideration that most of the
newspapers throughout the country have a
regular schedule for the handling of motion picture copy. In practically all of the
towns toda}- the papers run an advance notice of a coming production, then an ex-

Press
Book
tensive Sunday notice, which appears the
Sunday before the attraction is booked, followed by a mid-week reader usually printed on Wednesday or Thursday. In some
of the smaller towns, where the run of a
picture is but for one or two days, the papers devote a certain section of the Sunday
edition to photoplay news, and then run
each day a column announcing the attracshowing on
thatbook
da}-.
The tions
Paralta
press
is so arranged as*
to supply the exhibitor with advance notices, Sunday notices, mid-week readers
and special stories for the exploitation of
' Madam Who ? " written in such a manner
as to save the exhibitor the time and effort
to repair them to suit his local needs.
Walter

McGrail Answers
Battle Call
A typical O. Henry surprise greeted
members of the cast appearing in " The
Clarion Call," the current release in
General Film Company's Broadway Star
Feature Series. The camera had scarcely
ceased grinding before Walter McGrail,
who plays the leading part in the two-reel
feature, announced that henceforth he was
to be known as Seaman Walter McGrail.
By the time the picture is released the
O. Henry actor will be aboard one of
country.
Uncle Sam's ships of war serving his
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A Word to the U isc Producer — .incut Sex
Plays by a Rig Manager
Editor Motion Picture News.
Dear Sir: I beiieve that the box office reports
which you have receiitiy added to your very
valuable paper are a spiendid way for the exitor to e.-ipress
mself,toandhaveI assure
y^u that
we are hibmore
than h glad
an optjortunity
to co-operate with other exhibitors in giv.ng an
expression of our opinion.
This is perhaps an opportune moment to call
attention to the so-called sex play. At this
theatre, on account of its being the largest in the
city, we have the choice and pick of practically
every first-class picture produced, and, even with
the big supply that we draw from, we cannot,
it appears, help but book some pictures that, to
jny mind, are likely to eventually prove a detriment to the motion picture industry.
To illustrate just what I mean : We played
Dorothy
in " The
Price Mark,"
a picture withDalton
very strong
sex situations,
and which,
to the unsophisticated mind, might justify immoral relationship. In this picture our heroine
lives with a man, not as his wife, and yet in
the long run, as a reward for her conduct, " she
is happily married ever after."
Our next picture was Elsie Ferguson in " The
Rise with
of Jennie
Gushing,"
and
the same
reward.with a similar situation
The producer will argue that both stories were
taken from successful novels and that the legitimate theatres produce plays of this character
which give no offense. True! However, novels
are not publicly read, and the legitimate theatre
•does not play to the vast family patronage that
is accorded the motion picture theatre, and it is
doubtful whether the average man having a young
daughter is pleased at the prospect of having sex
problems publicly displayed, no matter how
artistic the production nor how popular the star
may be.
It perhaps
a good
the producer to look might
on the beother
side idea
of theforfence
and
try to analyze just how his productions are received away from 42nd street and Broadway.
Very truly yours,
HAROLD B. FRANKLIN,
Manager Shea Hippodrome Co., Inc.
Buffalo, N. Y.
*' At the Wrong End "—In Three Reels Mr.
Kaufman Calls This Letter
Motion Picture News, New York City.
Gentlemen: Columns are being devoted to
the common question of " How to Save the Piclure Industry " — yet everyone wants to commence
"" house-cleaning
suggestion
is: " at the wrong end, and ray
First
—
Let's
start atsalaries
the very
and
slash those fabulous
of thebeginning
players and
even the directors. The manufacturers have al" auction-bridge
against lowed
eachthemselves
other to
untilplay
weekly
salaries have"
reached staggering — in fact, almost unbelievable —
proportions.
Second — The overproduction of film is a
icnown evil, but it cannot continue to exist, as
the demand is not great enough. The manufacturers and producers (many are of the fly-bynight kind) will cut down when these facts arrive home, or perhaps due to shortage of the
necessary funds.
Third — Nearly every organization has too many
branch exchanges, and the overhead expenses on
these, together v/ith the extra prints bought for
them,
TANT. help make the cost of films EXORBIFor illustration: In Memphis there are now
three other exchanges besides mine, and was
four until this week, when the Mutual closed.
At an additional expense of $150 weekly to my
present one, I could handle the entire business
and thereby save at least $750 each week, more
than
being spent for overhead expenses
alone $900
by them.
In New Orleans, Atlanta, Dallas and every
other exchange center in the United States practically the same conditions exist. Six or eight
exchanges in each city, excepting New York and
Chicago, could handle all the business for which
twenty
or twenty-five
exchanges
at a tremendous
weekly
sum. are now operated
Exhibitors in even the small towns tell me
with a smile of the great number of salesmen
that call on them each week, nearly everyone of
whom must be turned down, as tliey can only
use a certain number of films weekly. This and
101 other
be stopped, if there were
more
actionleaks
and cou!d
less talk.
Hoping to see these few lines in your valued
paper at an early date, as I feel sure that if
you start " th? ball a-rolling " and everyone puts

Motion

their shoulder to the wheel that this great evil
will be quickly remedied.
With very Yours
best wishes,
tru:y I am.
KAUFMAN SPECIALS,
(Signed)
Abe H. Kaufman, Pres.
IIow the Reel Tax Hits the Small Town
Theatre
Editor Motion Picture News.
Dear Sir: No person gets more interested in
the News than I do, and I am going to try and
tell you how a little country exhibitor feels on
this reel tax question. On page 4367, December
22 issue, I see by the man who has a slogan
of " Use the Brains God Gave You " that we
figured as nearly as we could what the war tax
would cost us and then passed it along to our
customers. This is all O. K. We figured as
nearly as we could what the war tax would cost
us and then passed it along to our customers.
This is all O. K., but is it passed along in the
correct way? Why was the revenue tax on
motion picture shows in towns of 5,000 population
or less
reduced
one-half?
Simply asbecause
little
fellow
did not
fill his theatre
often inthea
day asof in
not
hear
the the
big IcU-ger
fellowstowns,
in thebutcityyoukickdidabout
this tax on seating capacity. It never hurt him
much, because he filled them often, but at that
time they said Uncle Sam needed the money
quick and did not think of the little fellow.
But here we have a tax put on by the people
who make the pictures and release them and
who ought to know the different conditions in
city and country.
for reel
a five-reel
with cost
the
taxSayof IIS pay
cents$5 per
makes program
my program
me $5.75, or an increase of 15 per cent for one
day's rental.
Say gramthewith city
$50 per
for areelfive-reel
a taxmanof pays
IS cents
makes prohis
bill $50.75, an increase of 1 1-2 per cent for
oneAndday's
service.
still this man says we made sure we were
doing the right thing and then went ahead.
And on page 4325 I see Mr. Edel of the Strand
is in favor of the tax, saying it is up to the
exhibitor to pay the extra war tax, but if it was
an increase of IS per cent of his film bill he
might think different, but I suppose it is not 1
per cent.
And sumeonthatpage
4315 tax
I read:
" It is 80follyperto cent
asthe reel
is sending
to
the
wall."
I
say
it
makes
no
difference
what
forces the 80 per cent to the wall, but let them
go in a fair and square way. Tonight I am
trying to " use the brains God gave me " to
make isuppassed
this letter,
don't and
thinksquare
this extra
tax
along and
in aI fair
way,
for it hurts the little fellow more than the big
one.
If you have a little
spaceI would
on your
" TheReader-Has-His-Say
" page,
seeing
how this looks
in print,
but appreciate
should it
sound strange to you, remember it is just how a
little country exhibitor feels.
I am, yours respectfully,
JULIUS
W. SCHMIDT.
Grand Theatre, Breese,
Illinois.
Exhibitor Byar Believes He Has the
Solution
Editor Motion Picture News.
Dear Sir: Judging from yours editorially,
Mr. Mastbaum certainly did explode a bomb in
the manufacturers' and distributors' camp, and
evidently few have realized the " cause " of this
bomb being
exploded.
Thoseonessmall
manufacturers and large
impossible
are the
ones
who are to suffer from this shake up. The
highest price service on the market stands no
chance to suffer, because they have long since
seen the error of the ever star-changing producers, and have profited by his error and their
own experience.
All the
producers
now that
in the
game been
haveborn.
occasion to fear
the infant
has just
The old saying, " Necessity is the mother of inn," is as truewasas becoming
gospel, and
the firstwasto
realize the ventioburden
intolerable
the exhibitor; he pleaded with the producer for
better productions until he saw his pleadings
were in vain; out of the chaos or ruin came the
infant:
the exhibitors'
only hope.
In all the salvation,
journals ofthetheproducers'
issue of
December IS only one producer actually mentionedway.the infant, but all refer to him in a roundabout
Some of the larger producers have held a sfff
upper lip and mentioned the big future they see
for the 1918 prospectus, but, Mr. Johnston, they
don't see it the way they mention; their belief

Picture

News

for big business is only a stall. But the big
business is here, and here as it has never been
here before. The motion picture business will
become as stable as any other legitimate enterprise,hibitor
and only
effortshaveof run
the the
exhimself. through
Inferior the
pictures
gamut of criticism and have been condemned
eternally.
advertisements
the all
manufacturers haveThe
ruined
them for oneof and
times.
The star is the thing, Mr. Johnston; not only
in Texas, but the world over. But they must
come to the exhibitor at a price he can afford to
pay. The value of a picture is based principally
on the star. This because the general public
don't
have beeducated
to follow task
the
stars, read;
and itwewould
nearly them
an impossible
to divert them and make them believe the play
is the thing, because, generally speaking, it is
"not." Once in a great while a producer will
strike some theme that is timely, then his picture will go over big with an unknown star.
But the ordinary fails 99 out of 100 times. But
with a popular star, " of which there are not
over a dozen,"
namesquality
coupledwillwith
duction of an their
unknown
packa proany
house, whether a swell place or ordinary.
The exhibitor has long known that this is true,
but has never had an opportunity to express his
thoughts, even through the trade journals, which
callMr.themselves
exhibitors'
medium.others, that
Mastbaumtherealizes,
as many
in the organization of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit that dreams of continued inflated
profits were a thing of the past.
I am a franchise holder with the First National
Exhibitors'
Circuit,thatandby just
here 1,in 1919,
connection Iwish
to state
January
more than 98 per cent of the towns that have
picture shows will be franchise holders (partners)
with the First National, and for three simple
reasons, thus : First, superior service, in which
the exhibitor will participate in the accrued
earnings; second, that his service will be selected
by
who use
havethehadsame
experience
as anin exhibitor
and men
would
discretion
selection
that we ourselves use; third, that through the
First National Circuit the load has been completely lifted from our shoulders. The big saving which Mr. Mastbaum suggests is this minute
in operation. The extravagant wastefulness will
be born by the producer, and not as in the past,
by the exhibitor. No, Mr. Johnston, the producer, both large and small, have seen and interpreted the handwriting that is now on the
wall, and it means just what it says: First National
on Exhibitor.Exhibitors' Circuit — with the exphasis
Trusting they may all rest easy in the new
and divers occupations
disc'ose, I'm yours,
A continualthey
subscriber,
E. L. BYAR.
Terre'l, Texas.

Shea's Hippodrome
Weathers the Tax
Harold B. Franklin, manager of Shea's
Hippodrome, Buffalo, one of the largest
theatres in the country, stated last week
that the war tax has not yet had any
detrimental effect on the patronage of his
theatre. Mr. Franklin feels, however, that
shrewd showmanship and the very best
efforts of the exhibitor is required to
maintain continuous good business.
" It is to be expected that business will
be somewhat affected at this time of the
year, principally on account of the holidays, and probably many exhibitors will
find it convenient to blame the war tax.
The people have become acclimated with
the motion picture as a daily need, and
as long as the exhibitor caters to their
wishes and gives them what they want
it is doubtful v\'hether business will fall
off. It is, of course, possible that the
smaller theatre may suffer. We felt that
every effort should be made to make the
theatre and entertainment even more attractive, if such a thing is possible.
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TITLE, STAR, AND BRAND
ADOPTED SON, THE (Bushman-Bayne— Met.)
ADVENTURES OF CAROL (Madge Evans— World)
ALL FOR A HUSBAND (Virginia Pearson— Fox)
ANGEL FACTORY (Antonio Moreno— Pathe) .
ANTICS OF ANN (Ann Pennington— Para.) .. .
ANYTHING ONCE (Franklyn Famum— Blue.)
APPLETREE GIRL, THE (Shirley Mason— K.E.S.E.)
ARMS AND THE GIRL (Billie Burke— Para.)

Big
E.

Big

Big

S.
N.
Ave. Poor Ave.
Big Big
Big
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big
Big Big Big
Big
Big

W.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big

ASHES OF HOPE (Belle Bennett— Tri.).
Big

BAB'S BURGLAR (Marguerite Clark— Para. ) .

Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Big

BABES IN THE WOOD (Fox Kiddies— Fox St.)..
BAB'S MATINEE IDOL (Marguerite Clark— Para.)

Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.

BABBLING TONGUES (Ivan Production— St. R.)
BABY MINE (Madge Kennedy— Gold.)

Big
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.

Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Big Ave.
Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Poor
CALENDAR GIRL, THE (Juliette Day— Mut.)
Ave. Ave. Ave.
CALL OF THE EAST, THE (Sessue Hayakawa— Para.) .
CAMILLE (Theda Bara- Fox)
BLIND MAN'S LUCK (Mollie King— Pathe)
BONDAGE (Dorothy Phillips— Blue.)
BOTTOM OF SOUL,
J-HE WELL,
THE Brockwell—
(Evart Overton—
BRANDED
A (Gladys
Fox)Vita.)
BURGLAR, THE (Carlyle Blackwell— World)

Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

CASSIDY (Dick Rosson— Tri.)

Big
Poor Poor Poor
Poor
Big

CLEVER MRS. CARFAX (Julian Eltinge— Para.)
COLD DECK, THE (William S. Hart— Lynch)
COME THROUGH (Herbert Rawlinson— Jewel)

Big
Extra
Extra
Ave Rip Ave

CONSCIENCE (Gladys Brockwell— Fox)

Ave.

Ave. Ave.

CDSM2XWorld)
r.ii (Maigs Evans, Lew Fields DEAD SHOT BAKER (William Duncan —Vita. )
DESIRE OF THE MOTH, THE (Ruth Clifford -Blue.)
DEVIL DODGER, THE (Roy Stewart— Tri.)
DORMANT POWER, THE (Ethel Clayton —World)

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave

Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big
Ave,
Big Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave. Ave Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.

DRAFT 258 (Mabel Talliaferro— Met.)
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
EASY MONEY (Ethel Clayton— Worid)
ETERNAL MOTHER, THE (Ethel Barrymore— Met.) . Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
"Good
no drawing
other picture,
comments,
see issue card."
of Dec. "Fair
2}.) picture, too much Bushman." (For
"Fair show; did not draw." "Star good, everyone liked it" (E.). "Don't care
for up
childto stars."
"Not
Virginia Pearson's standard." "Poorest picture on Fox program in
months" (W.). "Rotten picture" (E.). "Good picture." "A very poor grade
of picture" (N.). "People did not care for this" (W.). "Good business, but
patrons not
(N.).
"Excellent
role pleased"
for Moreno."
"Very
clever picture"
"Fair picture."
"Great — a knockout." (For other
comments,
see issue (W.).
of December
29.)
"Full of action" (N.). "Very good, much like Doug. Fairbanks'-' (W.).
"Photography good, pleasing picture."
"Very good picture — one that pleased everybody." "Very good — improvement
oyer others."
"Goodpleased
pictureall,butsecond
only day
fair drawing
first
picture."
"Good,
even withcard."
first.""Better
"Good than
picture,
only fair drawing card." "Very good — improvement over others." "Very
good." "Very fine — pleased everybody." "Billie Burke very popular — picture pleased." "Pretty good picture." "Supporting cast not strong enough
and war film not popular" (Week run.).
"Extra fine." "Jack Livingstone very good." "Very fine — played capacity —
pleased all." "Above average — ran two days — business good." "Excellent
picture." "Everybody highly pleased." "As good as W. S. Hart."
"Splendid production." "From a box-office standpoint best we have ever played."
"Record .business — big in spite of zero weather — week run" (N.). "Played in
worst weather in years to good business, therefore I consider excellent production" (N.).picture,
"Exceptionally
good, typical Rex Beach, liked by everybody"
(S.). "Great
poor photography."
"A good interest-sustaining picture."
"Not as strong as first 'Bab' picture." "Very pleasing star, clever actress, fine
comedy." "Good picture, went well first day, not so well second." "Fine
comedy, exceptional photography." "Not as good as Bab's Diary." "Stories
of the Bab series are not big enough — something lacking." "Very good."
"Not as good as most Clark pictures, but appealed particularly to young
folks."
of series
"Fairy tales"Last
do not
draw."should
(N.) go over big." "Very, very good."
"Tired of these stories" (S.). "Her poorest picture of the Deb series" (S.).
"Big hit with old ladies and flappers, brought many new faces" (W.). "Tired
of these stories" (S.). "Her poorest picture of the Bab series." "If Clark is
to draw, she must quit the baby stuff" (S.). '
"One of best acted dramas ever produced, good surprise finish" (S.I. "Fine
picture." "A very good picture" (S.). "People seemed to like it" (N.).
"Business better after the first day." "Great cast and direction." "Very
ordinary production, drawn out and too long." "Rain hurt business, but picture great." "Business fair, production excellent; star unknown, but watch
her grow." (For other comments, see issue of Dec. 15, 1917.)
"As good, if not best, 5-reel feature this house has shown" (N.). "Fine pro"This star is getting more popular." "Very fine production." "Bluebird improving remarkably."
"A duction."
good interest
holding picture."
"Melo — pleased; elaborate production."
"Splendid picture; stars lack draft." "Good picture, very sad, not kind that
will draw." "Stars popular, good story" (N.). "Neglected wife, forget-me-not
story, big business" (N.). "Great." "Excellent, but bad ending."
"Not up to Mutual standard." "A pleasing picture."
"Good
play, well
all."' "Very
slow, ofbutDec.
holds29.)the audience." "A fair
picture."
(For liked
other bycomments,
see issue
"Seven reel production made it difficult to handle crowds." "The story has been
done —toBara
death."
followers
likedappeal"
the picture."
"Wella good
liked picture
star.'
"Big
is great,"Bara's
but story
has small
(N.). "Not
for
Bara,
women
like
it,
though"
(W.).
"An
excellent
production,
got
me
money two nights" (N.).
"Good picture — no name — no star — no business." "Most morbid production —
a business killer." "Leading role very well done — fine storm scenes — holds
interest — title only chance for improvement." "No attraction." "Just plain
rot"
story"(S.).(N.)."Good picture, but morbid" (W.). "Rosson's acting overdDne, good
"Clever female impersonator; not so good in this one, though they seem to like
it" (S.). "Deserved better biz" (W.). "Just a picture, that's all" {£.).
"A picture that pleased." "He is a good drawing card." "Dandy Hart picture."
"Best Hart has done — we think." "Wonderful picture — big money-getter."
"Rattling good picture." "Four big days on this." "Did greater business on
this than Hart two weeks before" (W.). "Patrons well pleased." "Photography
splendid." "Too much footage." "Good picture, pleased all."
"Did not entirely please — too allegorical" (Middle). "Interesting story, and the.
production
the —program
— average
(South
"Fair only."end "Aranksverywellfineamong
picture
only likeclassothers
before,business"
failed, too
alle-)gorical" (W.). "A picture that is hard to take up, unless seen fron^ the beg n
ning."
its kind,
but allegorical
subjects not
wanted.'
"Fine, S."AR. good
O." picture
"Small ofappeal,
but great"
(N.). "Excellent
picture,
poor
"Star
is not a drawing card." "Much too long to please." "A very"Excellent.
business."
pleasing
picture."
"Veryand good."
"Too much blood
thunder." "We're getting too much Westerns.'
'Western subject." "A good picture, pleased patrons."
"Good Western, title misleads fans' "Title not appropriate. Good
Monroe Salisbury a comer."
"Type of play that taUes well in Arizona." "An extra stro.aj pictur
"Not good" (W.). "Good drama, Stewart a second Hart if properly di
'Very
(S.). "Star popular, story fair." "Good subject, and star,
Dec. good
29.)a picture"
Clayton
great favorite" (N.). "Good." (For other comments, see issue of
'Very nice picture for this time" (E.). "A great patriotic picture (N.). "A
patriotic
not quite
up to our (W.).
expectations as a business getter."
'Astrong
pleasing
picture;picture,
this star
is improving"
d.-a "picture,
1 .1 not much drawing power" (N.). "These kind of pictures don't
'Good
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TITLE, STAR, AND BRAND

E.

FETTERED WOMAN. THE lAlice Joyce— Vita.
rlBBERS, THE (Bryant Washburn— K.E.S.E.) . .
FIGHTING BACK (William Desmond— Tri.) ...
rIGHTING ODDS (Maxine Elliott— Gold.)

Ave.
Ave.

GOODWorldFOR1
NOTHING,
GRELL MYSTERY, THE
HEART OF EZRA GREER
HER COUNTRY'S CALL

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big

N.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.

W.
Ave.
S. Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Poor
Big Big
Ave. Ave.

Ave.
Ave.
Big
FIREFLY OF TOUGH LUCK (Alma Reubens— Tri.) .
Ave.
Ave.
Ave
FLIRTING WITH DEATH (Herbert Rawlinson— Blue.
Poor
FOOLS FOR LUCK (Taylor Holmes— K.E.S.E.)
Ave.
Ave.
GAME OF WITS, A (Gail Kane— Mutual)
OHOST HOUSE, THE (Pickford-Huff— Para.)
Ave. Ave.
THE (Blackwell-Greeley—
(Earl Williams— Vita.)
(Frederick Warde— Pathe) .
(Mary Miles Minter— Mat.)

HER HOUR (Kitty Gordon— World)
HONOR SYSTEM, THE (Milton Sills— Fox St.).
HUNGRY HEART, THE (Pauline Frederick— Para.) . .

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big

Big Ave.
Ave.
Big Ave.
Big

INDISCREET CORINNE (Olive Thomas— Triangle). . .
Ave.
JACK AND JILL (Pickford-Huff— Para.)
JOHN ERMINE OF YELLOWSTONE (Francis Ford — Ave.
Butterfly.!
Ave.
JUDGMENT
HOUSE (Stuart Blackton Production- Ave. Ave.
Para.)
Ave. Ave.
KILL- JOY, THE (Mary McAlister— K.E.S.E. )
Ave. Ave.
LIFE'S WHIRLPOOL (Ethel Barrymore— Metro.)
Ave. Ave.
LITTLE PRINCESS, THE (Mary Pickford— Art.)
Big

Big

Big

Big

MAGDA (Clara Kimball Young— Sel.)

Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave Ave.

MAID OF BELGIUM (AUce Brady— World) .. .
MAN TRAP, THE (Herbert Rawlinson— Blue.).
MANX MAN, THE 'Geo. Loane Tucker ProductionGold.;

Dig
Dig
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Big Big Ave. Ave.
Big
Ave.

MAN WITHOUT A COUNTRY (Jewel Production)..
MARKED MAN. A (Harry Carey-Bluc.
MARK OF CAIN 'Mrs. Castle-A. Moreno— Pathe) ....
MISS U. S. A. June Caprice — Foxj
MOLLY ENTANGLED (Vivian Martin-Para.)
MORE TRUTH THAN POETRY 'Petrova— Met.) ...
MOTH, THE (Norma Talmadge— Sel.).
NARROW TRAIL, THE (William S. Han— Art.)

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big

Ave
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.

Big
Ave
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

Ave.

Extra

Extra
Big

NEARLY MARRIED (Madge Kennedy —Gold.) .

Big
Big Big
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

NORTH OF FIFTY THREE (DuBtin Farnum— Fox) ..
ONE SHOT ROSS (Roy Stewart— Tri.)

"Star not popular." "Ordinary picture."
"Not up to Skinner." "Star well liked. A few more good pictures will make him
a big drawing card." (For other comment, see issue of Dec. 29.)
"Good Western." "Only fair." "Fair picture."
"Interesting picture" (N.). "Did not please" (W.). "Fair picture, did not draw."
"Goldwyn's
poorest
thus offar."Dec. "Picture
good, photography kills it." (For
other
comment,
see issue
29).
"Splendid, will repeat this." "Good Western." "Good Western stuff — what
they want."
"Good
picture." "Routine Western."
"Fair picture." "Patrons clamor for this type" (S.). "Patrons seemed to enjoy
themselves with this" (N.).
"Best Mutual we have ever played" (S.). "Patrons all satisfied" (N.).
"Above average in production; Jack Pickford fair in this." "Not up to standard." "Poor business-getter." "Fair picture." "Very good." "Good, patrons
"Fair picture." (For previouspleased."
comments, "Good
see issuePickford-Huff
of Dec. 22, picture."
1719.)

Ave. "Average picture" (W.). "Good picture" (S.).
Ave.
Ave "Excellent picture." "Best Williams picture in some time — held the interest."
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
picture and
cast."nothing
"Good."
Ave. Big "Good
"Fair patriotic
feature,
out of the ordinary." "Very pretty picture —
star becoming a favorite." "Fair picture — she always draws well" (Middle).
"Good photography — direction poor in spots, some settings not elaborate
enough." "Well liked." "Title killed this one" (West). "Patrons tired of
Ave. Ave.
war plots." "Poor story, star not popular here." "An appeal to patriotism.'
Bgi
"Very
picture."
"Truly good
wonderful
drama of today" "Lots of action and thrills, plenty of: omAve*
edy."
"Wonderful
— too long." "Wonderful." "Good, but too long in 10
Big
reels."
"Some
picture!" "Big production." "Can't go wrong playing this
Big Ave.
great
show,
greatly
pleases." (For other comments, see issue of Dec. 29.)
Ave.
"Good." "Picture d\d not please — climax melodrama of the 10-20-30 type."
"Good picture, appealed mostly to women." "Interesting problem play with
weak finish." "Very good, average business." "Good picture" (E.). "Averfinish"age business"
(W.). (S.). "Pleased fairly well; picture took an awful slump at
"Olive Thomas is a comer." "Good, very pleasing picture, star rapidly growing
Ave.
"Pickford
in favor."a young Douglas Fairbanks. Huff also clever. Good picture with
plenty
of action."
Ave.
Ave.
"pood Indian picture." "O. K."
Ave. Ave. "Only a fair production." "Good high class picture, but it didn't get the busiAve. Ave. "Pleasing, no drawing power; McAlister clever, but the story is absolutely unreasonable, and director on location bad" (W.). "Fair picture" (N.).
Ave. Ave. "Best Barrymore
ever appeared in, but did not draw." "Very ordinary." "A
good picture — star just fair here." "Photography good, settings good, star
good." "Too much misery."
Ave. Ave. "Interests
children only; will hurt star unless given a play to interest grownness."
ups; substituted another picture to finish the week" (E.). "A good picture,
Big
but
did
not
Pickfords do"
up to standard
of last
two pictures draw
— goodas most
entertainment,
but (W.).
lacked "Not
the drawing
and pleasing
Big
qualities of Rebecca of Sunnybrook" (S.). "Did not draw like Rebecca of
Sunnybrook, or other late Pickford" (N.). "Poorest Pickford business ever
in our history." "Too much of a kid picture, does not draw grown people"
(N.). fairy
"Star tale
had story,
to carrynotthea whole
load — less
average business."
"Too
much
comparison
withthan
Sunnybrook
Farm or Little

LONE WOLF, THE (Brenon Production— Sel.) .
LOVE DOCTOR, THE (Eari Williams, Vita.).

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE

Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.

ON THE SQUARE GIRL, THE 'MoU.e King— Pathe^ Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.

"Excellent."
"Return business to capacity." "Going big on second week" (W.).
American."
"Extra big entire week." "Swell picture" (N.). "A great picture, and a good
drawing card, with plenty of exciting situations." "Could recommend this
theatre."
"A subject
winner."for any
"Story
'impossible' — star going back as drawing card." "Star
draws, picture not up to standard." "Good stuff." "Not up to standard
but wentgood,big."but did not hold up." "Business poor in comparison to what she
"Started
has done" (West). "Splendid" (Middle). "Very poor" (West). "Did not
please audience" (W.). "American people want to laugh." "Good picture,
but did not get the money" (E.). "Didn't draw — picture fair" (N.) "Very
pleasing, but did not draw" (E.). "Picture poor, not a proper vehicle for the
star" good."
(N.). "Very
picture."does average business." "Good picture and
"Very
"This good
star always
very
pleasing."
"Fine,
good
"Not especially well liked, aboutphotography."
50-50." "Interesting, entertaining, big business." "High class picture."
"Turned hundreds away first night" (N.). "Very good picture, not so much
pulling power" (W.). "Wonderful picture — a little too long" (N.). "Fine
"Great, if publicity is properly handled." "Fine patriotic production that any
American
audience
like."
"Gooa
business,
fine, will
pleased."
"Good
picture, excellent photography, beautiful settings, no pulling power" (W).
picture."
"Well received" (S.). "Military N. G." (N.).
"Very nice picture, star well liked" (E.). "Good picture" (W.).
VPetrova's best picture." "Same old stuff." "Nothing extra." "Best Petrova
yet." "Splendid picture, did not draw especially." "Went only fair." "Good
photography, good settings, good story. Petrova does not draw here" (W.).
"Only
fair — fine"Star
photography,
draggy." "Excellent
big.
business."
growing inbutpopularity."
"Excellent picture."
photoplay "Extra
— star well
liked here." "Don't come up to her previous releases." "People well pleased
with star picturc"(Ea3t).
and picture. A "Only
coming big favorite."
"Excellent
Hart ofup Sunnybrook
to date."
"Pinto pony
excellent; caused as fair"
much (South).
comment "Best
as Rebecca
Farm" (East). "Star well liked. Remarkable horse" (South). "House record
— best Hart to date — big hit here" (West). "Best of its kind" (Middle).
"Same old Hart — best drawing star in the business— cannot handle the crowds.'
"Wonderful Hart picture." "Hundred percent picture." "Hart draws them
"Splendid picture, star good, but does not draw." "Splendid high class comedy"
(N.). "Not a big drawing card" (S.). "Fine picture, fair business, star not
known." "Good picture, but very light" (E.). "Good picture, star doesn't
"Cave man stuff." "This star draws well." "This type of play very popular
her?" (North). "Great picture" "Well liked." "Giood picture, star well
liked, and book very popular."
"Very
good; lots photography
of my patrons extra."
like him "Good
better than
Hart."
"Routine
Western."
out."
"Picture
picture,
but star
not \yell
enough
draw." to fair;
known
have much pulling power." "Fine Western, good business" (S.).
"Drew good crowds." "Fair Western."
,
"Clever little feature" ON.). "Popularity in serial carried over to feature —
remarkable" (S.). "Good picture" (W.).

"Good
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TITLE, STAR, AND BRAND
OUTSIDER, THE (Emmy Wehlen— Met.)
OUTWITTED (Emily Stevens— Metro.)
OVER THERE (Charles Richman, Alice Q. Nielson— Sel.
PAINTED MADONNA, THE (Sonia Markova— Fox)
PARADISE GARDEN (Harold Lockwood— Met.)

Big
E.
Big
N.
Big
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

Big
S. W.
Big
Ave. Big
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave
Ave.

Ave.
Ave.
PEGGY LEADS THE WAY (Mary Miles Minter— (Mut.) Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
PLEASE HELP EMILY (Ann Murdock— Mut.)
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
PRICE MARK, THE (Dorothy Dalton— Para.)
Big
Big
Ave.
Big Ave.
PRINCESS OF PARK ROW (Mildred Manning— Vita.) . Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big Big
PRINCESS VIRTUE (Mae Murray— Blue.)
Big Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
QUEEN X (Edna Goodrich— Mut.)
RASPUTIN,
THE BLACK MONK (Montagu LoveBig
World)
Big
REACHING FOR THE MOON (Douglas Fairbanks—
Big
— (Art.)
Big Big
Extra
REDEMPTION (Evelyn Nesbit Thaw— State R.)
RISE OF JENNIE GUSHING (Elsie Ferguson— Para.) . Ave. Ave. Ave.
SCANDAL (Constance Talmadge— Sel.)
Big
Big Ave.
SCARLET PIMPERNEL (Dustin Farnum— Fox)
Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave.
SEA MASTER, THE (William Russell— Mut.)
Ave.
Ave.
Big Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Big
SECRET GAME, THE (Sessue Hayakawa— Para.)
SECRET OF THE STORM COUNTRY (Norma Talmadge— Sel.)
Ave.
Big
Big Ave.
SHALL WE FORGIVE HER? (June Elvidge— World) Big Ave.
Ave.
SILENT MAN, THE (Wm. S. Hart- Art.)
Big Big
SIRENS OF THE SEA (Jewel Production)
Ave. Ave.
SLEEPING MEMORY, A (Emily Stevens— Met.)
Ave. Ave.
SNAP JUDGMENT (William Russell— Mut.)
Ave.
Ave.
SOCIETY'S
DRIFTWOOD
(Grace
Cunard—
Butterfly)
SON OF HIS FATHER, THE (Charles Ray— Para.) .
Ave. Ave.
SPREADING DAWN (Jane Cowl— Gold.)

Big
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
Big
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
Ave.

Big Big
Ave.
Poor
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.

Ave. Ave.
STAINLESS BARRIER, THE (Triangle Players— Tri.) . Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
SUNSET TRAIL, THE (Vivian Martin— Para.)
Big Big
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
SUNSHINE ALLEY (Mae Marsh— Gold.
Ave.

Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
THOU SHALT NOT STEAL (Virginia Pearson— Fox)..,

THIS IS THE LIFE (George Walsh— Fox)

Ave.

Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
UNFORESEEN, THE (Olive Tell— Mut.).
Ave. Ave.
UP OR DOWN (Geo. Hernandez— Tri.)
Big
Big
Big
VOICE OF CONSCIENCE, THE (Bushman-Bayne
Ave.
Big Ave.
Met.)
. . Ave. Ave.
Big
Big Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big
WAR AND THE WOMAN (Florence Labadie— Pathe) Ave.
Ave. Big Ave.
Big
WHEN A MAN SEES RED (William Farnum- Fox St.) Big
WHIP, THE (All star cast— Paragon)
Big
Big Ave.
WHO Vita.)
GOES THERE? (Harry Morey-Corinne Griffith- Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big Big
WITHIN THE LAW (Joyce-Morey— Vita.)
i.'.'! 1! .'
TROUBLE BUSTER, THE (Vivian Martin— Para.) . .

WOMAN GOD FORGOT, THE (Geraldine Farrar— Art.)
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EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
"Exceptionally
"Beautiful picture." "Poor title — fair picture." "Star always dr ws."
"Story unusual — pleased" (E.). "Wonderful picture" (N.).
good feature" (W.). Fine picture, didn't draw" fS.).
"Very good war picture — drew good business at advanced prices."
picture."
"Good
picture, star not known" (N.). "New star — did not draw" CW.).
"Good picture, but long." "Star popular, photography fair, fair business."
"Star very popular." "Subject excellent, photography delightful, star always
draws." "Good story, but peculiar; beautiful scenery." "Very nice picture,
Lockwood pretty good individual card." "Some picture — Lockwood gets me
as much as Marguerite Clark." "Very good picture, little slow." "Patrons
liked
this best of all Lockwoods." (For previous comments, see issue of Dec.
22, 1917.)
"Very popular star — appealing" (N.). "Fair picture." "Cute star, cute picture —
pleased" (W.).
"Light entertainment." "Not as good as other Empires." "Pleasing comedy
"Good picture of its kind. Too suggestive" (Middle). "Picture more for the
H B. (high-brow) than the average Bad start for this program here" (SouthV
"Good picture, but did not draw." "Very good." "From moral view a little
drama."
strong." "Entirely too suggestive."
"Good picture." "Good, but stars not known." "Good, Miss Manning ex"Very artistic picture." "Liked by some, not by others."
"Very fair subject, star popular here." "Good picture." "Nothing to waste
cellent."
5000 feet on" (E.). "Fair picture, star didn't show to advantage."
"Extra big for program picture." "Great film, best World ever made." "Great
— went over big." (For other comments, see issue of Dec. 29.)
"Good picture." "Kind of picture people like to see Fairbanks in, dressed in
real clothes." "Decidedly divided opinion among patrons on merits of this —
from 'his good
best' picture,
to 'his worst.'"acted, good attendance at raised prices."
"Anranging
(Forexceptionally
other comment,
see issue well
of Dec. 29.)
"Very good picture; as yet this star does not draw" (N.). "Too suggestive."
"Good picture but only fair business."
"Splendid subject, beautiful settings, the kind of story the great majority of
the fans want" (S.). "Splendid picture and star" (E.). "Fair picture — star
is a real light and a comer" (N.). "Clever picture" (N.).
"Nocomment,
drawing seepower
costumes." "Costume play — N. G." (For other
issuein oftitle
Dec.or 29.)
"He is capable of better work." "Star a general favorite." "Not a children's
picture."
fight picture."
"Good — pleased generally" (W.).
"Great
— one "Good
of the Jap's
best yet" (W.).
"Good
picture; star
picturestar deserves
betteralways
vehicledraws;
than best
this.sheInhasmy done."
opinion "Fairly
star in good
6 months
will
be biggest box-office attraction in the business" (S.)
"Only an average production."
"History repeats — they are killing off the Westerns" (W.). "Not up to Hart
standard" (N.). "Hart pictures seem to all look alike, guns, cowboys, cards,
saloons, gambling." "Give Hart a change, like 'Between Men' — dress him up,
if only for a reel or two; my patrons say, 'The same old Hart with the same old
"Patrons liked this" (N.).
"Very good picture, though too deep and too long" (W. ). "Had some walkouts
on this;Russell's
only a fair
play" (N.). (For other comment, see issue of Dec. 29.)
"One
best."
"Very ofgood"
(South).
"Very good." "Average program picture." "Only average." "Good picture and
the kind " that pleases." "Kind that pleases all." "Ray more popular each
picture"
gun.' (W.). (For other comment, see Issue of Dec. 29.).
"Very good picture, business poor." "Ciood star and story" (W.). "Went very
well" (E.). "A very good picture." "Pleasing picture." "Picture well liked
by those who
saw itof— Dec.
Jane 29.)
Cowl has no drawing power" (W.). (For other
comment,
see issue
"Good picture without a star." "Ordinary." "N. G." "Good title, poor story."
"Not a picture to rave over."
"Good show — fair star." "Good entertainment, fair business." "'A very b!g
drawing
card." "One of her best pictures." "Very pleasing." "This is a gem.'
"A fine picture."
"Fair picture, business bad." "Star never favorite here, production below
Goldwyn standard." "Poor story, photography and star weak." "Patrons
seemed pleased with this." "Good picture." "Story light, but entertaining,
star is great, well liked." "Nothing to picture." "Just a moving picture,
that's all." "Star too good for such a poor story." "Some picture." "Good
picture." "Pleased, that's all."
"Good comedy drama, star great." "Far superior to Fairbanks." "Star great."
"Goodof picture,
issue
Dec. 29.)practically as good as Fairbanks." (For other comments, see
"Too much of a detective drama." "Average feature — director-actor steals show
from star." "Fair picture." "Poor picture." "Pleased nine tenths of patrons." "Pleased my audience, a good many said it was Miss Pearson's best."
"Excellent picture, but V. P. does not draw here."
"Well liked by patrons." "This picture nothing more than 2-reeler; poorest of
hers
I think." "Good, clean picture, very entertaining." "Only fair."
"Extrayet,good."
"Star
unknown
fair release." "Story no good."
"Rotten"
(W.).and a (N.).
"Very
poor picture"
"Fair, that's all" (N.). "Fair production" (W.).
"An excellent picture." "This picture is good, I think star is getting better-.
"Fair picture."
Bushman"
(W.). "One of the best pictures we have run this season — too much
"Good photography. Some striking effects." "As a whole too dry for a war
"Fair — tiSjamaginary."
"A picture."
very fine picture."
"^ood picture." "A good picture but it will take a little
time to bring back this star." "One great show — star ditto."
"Return engagement almost equalled first showing" (E.). "Sort of picture you
can count
on almost
anyoneof liking"
(S.). "Very big on return" (W.). (For
other
comment,
see issue
Dec. 29.).
"Not up to standard" (S.). "Star popular, picture fine" (N.). "Stars appear
lost — no acting — no punch; always expecting one and don't come" (W.).
"Very big, each day better." "Too long — great show, very interesting." "Picture good, but business slacking." "Alice Joyce is particularly well cast aa
Mary Turner. The subtitles make a fat part of Aggie Lynch." "A good
picture with apparently no drawing power" (local). "Best picture I have seen
in a long time." "A box-office record-smasher, everybody highly pleased."
"Most wonderful" (S.). "Remarkable production." "Story slight, costume plays
not desirable." "All records broken." "No story, as usual with DeMille production" (W.). "Very fine." "Wonderful production but did not please —
costume plays do not get the money." "Elegant, beautiful." "A great picture,
well
acted
directed,see but
will not stand for a costume picture."
(For other and
comment,
issueourof public
Dec. 22.).
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• light Gothic. In cases of
ONE thing which standngs
out at the openi
many of the types there is
Beginning at the Very Beginning
also an Italic face, as
of tlie new year is that
Cheltenham Italic, etc.
exhibiting conditions must
Basic Talks About Type for Display Advertising
be improved, or that many
(For the information of
those who know nothing
of the theatres are going
with Specimens to Be Four-*
in Smaller Offices
out of business. This is
about type, the Italic is
not a reflection on the inthe " slanting letter type."
The word Italic is not itself the name of any type, but of the
dustrj-, but on conditions for w- -ch the individual sufferers thempeculiar modification of a type.
selves are largely responsible. And probably the greatest imAs soon as we start this discussion scores of the exhibitors will
provement isneeded in the department of exploitation.
Increased business, or rather a wider appeal, is necessary. Many
say to themselves: "What's the use of. my trying to learn about
managers of motion picture theatres complain that a percentage of
type? That's the printer's business. I write out my advertising
their best patrons have been taken away with the call to arms —
and send it to him and let him do the rest." And they do, and that
is the reason that the average display of a theatre looks like it was
that scores of the young men who flocked to the pictures are no
longer possible patrons. It is apparent, then, that there should be slapped together in the quickest manner possible. It is human nature
a greater effort made to appeal to those who rarely or never visit
to take advantage of the ignorant, no matter whether any fraud
is intended or not. // you leave the impression with the printer
a theatre. The answer to that is advertising.
that you know nothing and that any old thing will get by you, you
Writing to the Motion Picture News, one of the most notable
men in the industry praised the advertising suggestions made in are pretty apt to get " any old thing."
Several times before we have advised you, no matter the size of
these columns, but added that he doubted their value because of the
your theatre, to get into close touch with the man on your paper
fact that the greater portion of the exhibitors either believe that
they already knew all about advertising, or care nothing about it. who has charge of setting up the advertising. That stands as good
This is probably true to an extent, but it is equally true that the
advice, but it's a whole lot better to add the knowledge of knowing
what you want and being able to direct the printer along the right
exhibitors must become alive to the value of advertising and belines. It is the same argument that the printer knows more about
come trained as good advertisers if they are to get the most out
of their possibilities.
his business than you do. But certainly you ought to know more
It may strike some of the readers as peculiar that the highest
about motion pictures than he and know what you want emphasized. You put the idea to him; if necessary leave it to him to
praise for this department has come from theatres that are leaders
accomplish the more mechanical results.
among advertisers, for they say that they have been able to get
Now to get back to the preparation of advertisement. Here is
great benefits from it. On the other hand the smaller exhibitors
the proper method of design. Take a piece of white paper and
have asked how they might accomplish these results. Last week
we laid the basis for talks on displays in towns and cities where
draw off the exact space that is to be filled. That will enable you
the facilities of the newspapers are limited and discussed some
to get your sense of proportion. Preferably at the top of the display indicate the place and space for the name design of your thespecimen advertising taken from small city dailies. But the exatre. Then indicate the border around your advertisement. Then
hibitors where there are only weeklies need help — and there are
take up the matter that you have to say. First, the star and the
scores of others who are not educated in the fundamental principle of display writing. And so let us get right down to the
title. Among the common faces that ought to be available everywhere are Gothic, especially Gothic Condensed, Caslon (which is
ground floor.
a very wide type and admits few letters), DeVinne Condensed,
On the opposite page we are illustrating some of the standard
Cheltenham Bold, Caslon Old Style and Century.
"faces" of type, some that should be found in the smallest newsJensen is a lighter type than any of these others mentioned, and
paper office. These are basic types of the business for real disespecially in both lower case and in Italic it forms an excellent
play purposes. You will note that we have not selected types with
the so-called fancy faces, because they should be avoided so far as
type for use in descriptive matter about pictures or stars — where
possible in newspaper displays. Nor have we pictured the latest
you want to say something about the picture that is not dominant,
but still will add to the display.
and some of the most desirable faces because they will not be
found in the smaller offices, as a rule. In other words, we are
Now just a word of comment about Gothic. This is the comgoing to start to work with the material that every newspaper
monest form of type. In the Condensed form it is the printer's
delight because he is able to get so many more words in a line.
office ought to have on hand. But we can at least show a great
many of you how to improve on what you, are doing, and with this
While a heavy type, it is plain and attractive. At the same time it
simple material.
is more often used than any other type, and you will find that your
In the first place, in writing an advertisement, avoid the use of advertisement in this type does not get away from those of the
various merchants. Another temptation about this type is for the
too many different kinds of type. It takes a real expert to use
several different faces and get anything but a confusing effect. It printer to use it all the way through the display because it saves
is a good rule not to try to use more than two or three different
time — all the sizes being in the same case — and because there is
styles in the same display. Last week we recommended to you to get
probably a larger amount of this on hand than any other.
a name plate, a design for your theatre — one that would be disThere isn't anything that could look worse than an entire advertinctive. That recommendation is repeated here. Besides the name
tisement set in Gothic, for the whole effect will be black, and probably smudged.
of the theatre there are tw-o main things that you want to bring
out in the ordinary advertisement, the name of the star and the
Cheltenham is an attractive type and DeVinne is of similar style
title of the picture. As a general rule it is advisable to use the
except considerably heavier. There is a type not to be confused
with DeVinne, one of similar face except much more condensed,
same style of type for both. These should be large and commanding enough to hit one squarely in the face. As an ordinary rule the
and that is Rowland, a type that will be found in most offices. It
name of the star should be in capital letters; the title may be in is too thin a type to be used in any except very large sizes and
lower case or caps.
leaves
a " repeat
fancy "a effect.
Now the various standard faces of type and their modifications
Let us
good general rule: avoid the frills in type. Use
arc known by names, hut at the same time there are various forms
those faces that are easily read, that stand out and smash you in
of different types. For instance, in the case of Gothic there is the
the face.
{Continued on page 82)
straight Gothic face, then extended Gothic, condensed Gothic and
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Some
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Found

in Every
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Office

Here are illustrated the faces, in various sizes, oj the '^stand-bys" in type. These are shown as a basis for articles on the preparation
of advertising copies in small cities and in towns where the facilities are very limited. The article on the opposite page discusses the
first steps that should be taken by the small exhibitor and what he will probably be able to find in his newspaper office.

CHELTENHA
24 pt. Cheltenham Bold Caps
GOT
48 pt. Gothic Caps

CHEL
48 pt. Cheltenham Italic Caps

DEVINNE
36 pt. DeVinne Condensed Caps

DeVinne
36 pt. DeVinne Condensed Lower Case^

GOT
42 pt. Gothic Caps

GOTH
36 pt. Gothic Caps

I

n
e
t
48 pt.
Cheltenham'
Italic
Lower
Case
el
h
C

CHELTE
36 pt. Cheltenham Italic Caps

GOTHIC
30 pt. Gothic Caps

Cheltenham
36 pt. Cheltenham Italic Lower Case
GOTHIC
48 pt. Gothic Condensed Caps

CHELTEN
30 pt. Cheltenham Italic Caps

48 pt. Jensen Caps
JENSE

36 pt. Jensen Caps
JENSEN

36 pt. Jensen Lower Case

n
Jense
24 pt. Jensen Caps
JENSEN
24 pt. Jensen Lower Case

GOTHIC
36 pt. Gothic Condensed Caps

GOTHIC
30 pt. Gothic Condensed Caps

G

CA

Cheltenham
30 pt. Cheltenham Italic Lower Case

CHELTENHA
24 pt. Cheltenham Italic Caps

CHELTE
36 pt. Cheltenham Bold Caps

CHELTENH
30 pt. Cheltenham Bold Caps

18 pt. Jensen Lower Case
Jensen

Cheltenham
24 pt. Cheltenham Italic Lower Case
CHELT
48 pt. Cheltenham Bold Caps

Jensen
18 pt. Jensen Caps
JENSEN

CASL
48 pt. Caslon Caps

CHELTENHAM
18 pt. Cheltenham Italic Caps
Cheltenham
18 pt. Cheltenham Italic Lower Case

CASLO
36 pt. Caslon Caps
CASLON
18 pt. Lining Caslon Caps

DEVIN
48 pt. DeVinne Condensed Caps

Caslon
18 pt. Lining Caslon Lower Case-
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WHEN we left Mr. Rothapul early
Sunday evening he was going home
to get his first sleep in three days. He
hadn't had his clothes off in that time. In
the first place he was kept mighty busy
getting ready for the opening of the Rivoli, Thursday, and then he had to build
up this
week's
show for the
Under such
circumstances
mosvRialto.
exhibitors
would have allowed the Rialto to get along
the best way it could this week, but that's
not Rothapfel's way. He never lets doivn.
He's ever
on theAnd
job, remember
no matter that
the personal sacrifice.
Mr.
E.xhibitor the next time you say that you
will let your show get along by itself for
a few days. A'evcr lef dozen.
There is a remarkable Christmassy bill
at the Rialto this week, and most of the
things recorded here any exhibitor could
do on a lesser scale. It's a mightj' good
thing to plan for the special weeks like
this. All over the country the exhibitor
says " bad business " at this holiday week,
but the answer was shown Sunday when
there was a never disappearing line before
the Rialto. Why-'' Because the public knew
that Rothapfcl would give them something worth while for the holidays — and
the public was not disappointed.
It is a remarkable bill in that every
number was heavily applauded. Miss Ball
got less than any of the others, but this
was because her bow was badly timed.
She was immediately called into the manager's office and at the next performance
she got her full " hand." The Christmas
spirit prevails through the bill. And this
reminds us of a statement made to us
after the performance by another cxhiliitor.
He said : " I was surprised that Rothapfcl
put that Petrova picture on ' cold,' Especially since he is a member of the First
National Exhibitors' Circuit (which releases it), I thought that he would do all
sorts of novelties with it." Mr. Exhibitor
may read the answer here. The Petrova
picture, " A Daughter of Destiny," is a remarkable film with great patriotic appeal —
.so much that it often awoke the audience
to frantic applause — tnit it was not a Chrismassy picture. Rothapfcl wanted to leave
the Christmas spirit in every one, wanted
them to go home in love with the world —
and every one did. Had he made the feature stand out above everything else he
would have achieved an opposite effect
And yet some people say that there is no
psychology in motion picture exhibition.
Even in the lifihtings there was the
Christmas spirit, the red and green, the
Christmas colors prevailing except when
some other effect was needed. " Merry
Wives of Windsor," the overture, had the
gladsome spirit all the way through it, and
rarely has an overture received such applause. When they first started out Mr.
Rothapfcl said to us : " The orchestra
looks like it felt mighty fit today." And
the applause showed how right he was.
At the end of the overture every light
in the house was out and on cither side

ol the screen liny liyhts gkanied up in a
couple of large Qiristmas trees. More
applause? And then came a little act,
" Santa Claus Workship," arranged by
Helen Aloller. It introduced three little
tots and Santa and scored an immense hit.
Almost any theatre could put a thing like
this on and have itself talked about for
months. " Dolly Dancers " was played
during this selection.
Then came " Water Powers of Western
Canada." This Essanay scenic was magnificent, and some magnificent music had to
accompany it, and Mr. Rothapfcl selected
"Orgy of the Spirits," weird, majestic, uncannj' music.
Then came the Rialto quartet, singing
" The First Nowell," an old French Christmas song. At the end of this the lights
again dimmed and " Silent Holy Night "
was sung, with the lights gradually coming into the two Christmas trees toward
the end. The effect was most convincing.
At the same time the chimes added a touch.
During all of these two selections the curtains over the panels at the sides were
parted showing water scenes.
The Animated Magazine is " different "
this week and the happy spirit prevails
through it. It starts with "Janitor de
Luke," a travesty on the coal situation
here, showing a tenant telephoning his
janitor for heat — and getting it. To this
was played " Come Across," which added
the suggestion that the janitor was looking for Christmas tips. Pictures of American ambulances in France and especially
the scenes showing Gen. Pershing, got tremendous applause.
" HerethisThey
was the music.
Following
was aCome
scene"

WITH the feature picture. Marguerite
Clark in the fairy story, " The
Seven Swans," there is a Christmas bill
at the Strand this week and there are
several interesting things done to add to
the spirit. It may be said that this program has been specially arranged for its
appeal to the children.
A striking effect is achieved at the start
of the performance when the curtain
comes up for the overture with the lights
out, and as the orchestra begins to play
"Christmas Morning" one gets the effect
of moonlight on the water, the arrival of
Santa, and with all of this the falling
snow, and then the clouds passing away
in the morning.
Under the heading of " Our Christmas
Wishes" there followed another novelty, a
cartoon showing the Allies hanging up
their stockings and Santa bringing them a
box containing the legend, " Peace on
I"-arth and Good Will to Men."

showing the President's granddaughter putting a Red Cross flag in the White House
window, to the strains of " Onward, Christian Soldiers." Then came the fire chief's
warning against candles with the Red
Cross flags. Next was laying the keel of
a submarine destroyer in Newark, which
was shown to a march with imitations or
the hammer blows and the whistles.
French artillerymen warming up was
shown with " My Dough Boy " and some
little effects of the " Marseillaise." This
continued through a clever cartoon showing two little French children asking a
soldier whether he was the American
Santa Claus. Ice boatitng on the Shrewsbury River, N. J., was presented with
Petersburg Sleigh Ride," bringing in all
the sleigh
bell effects.through
With the
'cello effect this continued
pictures
of
Central Park's animals in winter, and then
artists making snow figures of celebrities.
This was followed quickly by a cartoon
of the favorite snowman this year, bringing out the Kaiser and every one attacking him with snowballs. Show to Hebert's
"Wooden Shoe Dance," A Katzenjammer
cartoon
laughing. ended the weekly and left them all
After Miss Mary Ball had sung "Hail,
Ye Tyme of Holidaycs," the feature was
shown and this was followed by the orchestra playing Bizet's " Carillon." The chimes
figures runs through the selection, continuing the Christmas effect.
Then came the Metro-Drew comedy,
" The Spirit of Merry Christmas," which
was based on the spirit of giving " useful
gifts " this year. It got all sorts of
laughs as it was being shown and a big
applause at the end.
Everybody was in a good humor then.
"Just ivatch the audience going out," said
Mr. Rothapfcl. "They're all singing or
laughing or ivhistling." They were, for
the Christmas spirit zvas fully aroused in
thciii.

program was " Children's Pets," a picture
specially made for Educational Films to
be shown at this time. The animals, especially the ourang-atang, who had trouble
getting his things out of the stocking, kept
the audience in a gale of laughter throughout.
The topical this week starts with the
fire warning and then includes sailors and
soldiers at football, in San Diego, the
" cut-a-cord-of-wood " movement in Massachuset sthe
; Wechawken trolley wreck,
a snow battleship at Union Hill, N. J. ;
American sculptors in the snow making
figures of Uncle Sam and Wilson ; a scenic
of Belle Isle, off the coast of France; the
return of Col. House, and then the American ambulance in France. It ends with a
clever Bobby Bumps animated cartoon,
.Another big hit was scored by the first
of
the Flagg series, " Girls You Know."
funny.
It was " The Screen Fan " and riotously
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How the St. Denis theatre, Montreal, used a limousine in advertising "Nearly Married.'
ing pictures at the St. Denis.
Cleveland

Theatre
Services

Offers Auto Expert's
for All of Its Patrons

Free

Montreal Manager Use8
Auto in Successful
Exploitations

KNICKERBOCKER theatre, a splendid
residential house at Euclid Avenue
and Eighty-third Street, Cleveland, Ohio, is
making an unusual appeal to patrons owning automobiles and so successful has it
been that there is a large auto patronage,
many of whom come from the Euclid
Heights and Shaker Lakes sections of the
city.
One who is not familiar with the policies
of the Knickerbocker would probably be
startled when one saw the following slide
appear on the screen :
AUTO SERVICE
The management wishes you
to call on them if you experience any motor trouble after
attending the Knickerbocker.
Every evening many of the girls drive
their big brothers' or parents' cars to the
theatre, and so this service was inaugurated
to take care of the patrons who were ignorant of the mechanics of a car. But the
experience of the thinking manager, Emery
Newell Downs, has been that many men
come with the complaint that their machines
are in trouble and call for the services of
the expert.
Mr. Downs himself is the expert in question. He looks over the cars and sees what
is the matter and then his negro manager
does the rough work. In addition the
Knickerbocker has arrangements with a
progressive garage which employs a big red
trouble car with a steamboat whistle, and
when some particularly complicated case
confronts him he calls the " wagon " at the
expense of the house.
This is the sort of service most every
manager could build up. He probably has
some one in his employ who knows enough
about an auto to attend to minor troubles
and he can make arrangements with a garti'it i>Itassisure
age for the r,
' t,us matters.
nots

This machine is often employed in exploit

Montr-i
E, manageme
DENIS
ST. which
the able
is underTHEATR
of Roland Roberts, is an example of or
of the houses that is constantly usir
something new.

Emery Newell Downs
when they visit this theatre and that they
auto
patrons
that home
they are
perfectly
" safedo"
are sure
to get
again.
It would
wonders in building up new trade.
Not only does Mr. Downs look after his
auto patrons, but all the others as well.
Mr. Downs is a Brooklyn product and
started in the business reafing and revising
travel lectures in Keith and Proctor houses
in New York. Then he was promoted to
manager for F. F. Proctor in Plainfield,
N. J., and later went to Perth Amboy. He
was the first man to make money at the old
Criterion theatre, on the Board Walk, Atlantic City. After that he took a theatre
and then went to Cleveland, where he has

During the presentation of " Near
Married," the Goldwyn picture in wh
Madge Kennedy is starred, a limous
was employed to excellent advantages,
the back and sides of the machine
houette figures of bride and groom w
pasted to the windows, giving the
pearance of being seen through the dr
curtains.
The word " Nearly Marr
appeared on the front windows, bu
remained for the back of the machin
tell the whole story.
Mr. Roberts is a great believer in
automobile as a method of adverti
This same machine was used durinp
recent Victory Loan Parade in Mon
On the back of the machine there
advertised the fact that the entire
receipts of the house that day wot
invested in Victory Bonds. The
was one of the biggest attendances
history of the house.
>
Mr. Roberts is careful not to oV
the use of such stunts. He fine
effective only when they are usei
pectedly.
The first theatre managed
Roberts was the Regent in Toro
probably one of the most succe^..^..,
the country. It is one of the few thi
gets 35 cents for the orchestra seats ;
every evening performance.
This hou;
has a seating capacity of 1,800, an o
chestra of eighteen and an immense pi
organ. The company operating the Rege
then took over the St. Denis and IV
Roberts was placed in charge. This hov
sp^ts ?, nOO and is able to plav the bigg'
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I UEEN theatre, Galveston, Texas, is
'ikingly
making
out
by theitsuseadvertising
of distinctivestand
borders.
re is one that illustrates the point. By
ng the tile or checkerboard effect the
ult is achieved of making the sides of

; advertisement appear like the walls of
heatre and the display matter somewhat
resent the screen. The eye is immedily focused on the type matter. This
ertisement would have been more effecle in large space had there been more
i«te space left between the border and the
iSiouncement.
.lany other specimens of advertising
Vm the Queen show the fullest appreciaI'^of the worth of border effects. There
nothing in the world like making
r advertising stand out as distinctive,
ether they realize it or not, hundreds
lewspaper readers will be keeping their
".onen to " see what the Queen is going
a'Mhis week."
led

something of a war angle. It makes its
appeal to the busy men and women who
are devoting all of their energies through
the day to work, either in business or in
war work. And then it appeals to the
human side, the need of rest and recreation. It recites the things that the Strand
is doing to make the tired business man
forget. It talks about the orchestra, the
lighting, the topical review, the scenic, the
entire program
at the
theatre.
good
reading
matter and
we wish
that It's
we could
reprint it in big enough type for you to
read it all.
A great many of you exhibitors will ask
why the Strand " wasted " a whole page
of newspaper space to talk about generalities. This is the best sort of seasonal publicity. It is a talk with the patrons without being a direct appeal for business. It is
the discussion of the " reasons why " of
the picture theatre. It is the sort of advertising that will cause people who never
visit a motion picture theatre to wonder
if they are not really worth while.
The best " trust " you can form is with
enterprise, ideas and ambition.

CHAR
MANAGE
HT of
theatre,
Regent ENGLE
the LES
BRECR
Arlington, N. J., negotiated an excellent
lobby display when he showed the Metro

ting it over on the public" is easy
1^ ' btit you'll find tltat it doesn't pay
)^e public, all in a bunch, puts it over
'Qkt^D theatre, New Orleans, devotes
'II page in the Christmas issues of
*^l;papers to talking about itself.
^,use takes up a discussion from

Picture

News

%iC*^OX)AV

LliiRTY
HEREof isthea most
original
advertisement
Liberty
theatre,
Spokane,
Wash. We have already called your attention to the fact that the theatres of the
extreme Northwest seem to be the most
enterprising in their use of space. They
are not afraid to get out into the open,
spend some money and take their chances
of getting the business. The result is that
there is probably a greater degree of prosperity in the motion picture exhibition business there than in any other entire section
of the nation.
Liberty theatre was playing a re-issue of
one of the Douglas Fairbanks pictures and
the manager wanted to do something out
of the ordinary. So he simply took a portion of a page of a Spokane newspaper
and had the artist letter over it and at
the same time pasted into the page a proof
(if a cut of Fairbanks in such a manner
lliat it gave the impression of being a
part of the paper itself. It said "his picture in the paper." The irregular black
border made the display stand out against
the paper.
llic
solid "text" of the news columns of
" Don't start anything that you can't
stop " used to be a slang expression. Nowadays it should
won't
stop, things
that hewillstart
keepthings
goingthat
along
of
their own momentum.

production of "Draft 258." The entire
lobljy was decorated with American flags
and everywhere there were many stills
from the picture used. An absence of a
bunch of three sheets and a display in
keeping with the dignity of any theatre
was one of the features of the exploitation.
At one side of the lobby the floor was
covered with sand and a regulation army
tent set up. In front of this was placed
a bench, stacked guns and a tripod hanging over a pile of wood. Under this was
a red electric light to give the fire effect.
As a matter of fact, this was a very sim-

OUT

of all the striking advertising that
has been called to our attention recently, here is the most striking use of
half-tones that we have yet seen. Note
that the picture of the girl dominates. It
attracts immediate attention to the small
amount of reading matter. Neither the
names of the stars or the title of the picture are used in large type. They don't
have to be, for this display has done the
one thing of arousing the curiosity of
everyone and there probably is not a person out of all the readers of the Cleveland newspapers that will pass over this
advertisement of the
theatre.
When
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What

Live

Wires

Are

Doing

Single sheets in colors made by Mr. Flagg
to represent the types that are pictured in
the particular story are being used in place
of the ordinary poster. These are bound
to attract attention and if these are carefully framed by the exhibitors they will
give an artistic touch to the lobby and get ■
away from the lurid sort of paper that has
caused so much complaint from exhibitors.
Make TOMORROW come in your theatre TODAY. And your opposition ivill
he with YESTERDAY.
Tf ERE is another excellent specimen of
■I A color posters, which is being used
by Goldvvyn in exploiting the first of the
Mary Garden pictures. Whil !e the black
and white reproduction fails
to do any-

put in it something that the public cannot
miss. The manager of the Standard had
plenty of room to use " box car " letters —
big type for the name of the players and
the title and a chance to say all sorts of
sensational things about the film, but instead
of that he used a picture of the girl as
she appears in the picture— and he made
the public go to the theatre to find out
what it was all about.

Ibillie

OF

P* DISON
creating in
something
poster is
advertising
connectionnewwithin
the " Girls You Know," which are being
produced
under the personal direction of
James Montgomery Flagg, the noted artist.
There will be twelve of these single reel?
of " social satires " which will be released
through the George Klein e system, the first
being " The Screen Bride."

JAme/MontgomebyFlagg/
Girls -Yoa - Know"

Produced by
JACK EATOV

Distributed by
OBORGE KteiHE SYSTQi

~

Iburke
THE LAND

Something to say in your advertisement?
Then say it and quit. These are too busy
times for echoes.

Tke

'

thing like justice to the work, all of these
posters bear large pictures of the star and
a minimum of reading matter.
The point which is to be brought out
by the exhibitor is the great popularity of
Miss Garden, who is known the world
over. For that reason the figure of the
star has been used strikingly in all of the
poster work. There is one lithograph onesheet for lobby or window purposes, two
three-sheets especially designed for smaller
locations and then the two twenty-four
sheets and a six-sheet that is unusually
striking. Exhibitors are being urged by
Goldwyn to make special displays in store
windows in connection with merchants
who sell perfumes, candies, etc., bearing
the name of the singer.

PROMISE
Thomas Melghan Is again ^ostarred with beautiful BlIHe—
a story of fifth
a man*t» In the rough
tk*— ContlRuota 11 t»a

OLISEUM theatre, Seattle, Wash.,
^ has been commended here many times
for its excellence in advertising. Here is
one of the most effective tliat has ever
been used anywhere, and with a minimum
of reading matter. Note that this display,
which used a full four columns of the
newspaper is occupied largely by cuts and
that the only printed matter besides the
name of the theatre is the announcement
of the star, the title and a reference to
Thomas Meigham.
We had a letter a few days ago that
asked us why we kept printing reproductions of good advertising. For the same
reason that the allies keep on hurling big
shells into the trenches of the Germans—
to wear them down and make them get
the point of view of world democracy.
There are a few essentials in
g to
write advertising copy and one learnin
of the first
of these is to persuade the manager that
It IS worth while to use newspaper spacejust about five times as much as the average manager thinks
"necessary." We
wish that we had the isspace
here to reproduce these displays in their full size.
Ten ''^spent."
dollars invested is worth a hunPut thought
dollars when you use them. behind your

The manager who argues with a patron
about the merits of a picture the latter has
seen is unzvittingly inviting that patron to
look for the worst in other pictures.

Motion
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Kasllin Shows Broadway
Can Have Effective
Lobby Displays

Lobby Display at Eighty-first Street Theatre, New York, on " The Painted Doll "
Beginning

at the Very

Beginning

Preparation
{Continued from page 76)
Two of the types most commonly found
in small newspaper offices are Rubens and
Script in its various forms. Let these carefully alone. Some printers may think they
are artistic," but in our opinion they are
about as messy as they can be. Rubens is
one of the old time types, and you will
generally find it around country paper offices. It tries to give the " fancy " effect
and fails, and added to this it is hard to
read. Script type is supposed to be in imitation of engraving, but no one looks for
engraving in a newspaper and the type carries no punch.
Now, before we go any further ; Look
over the types illustrated here, get familiar with the names, and familiar with the
various sizes — how they will look in your
advertisement. Then go to your newspaper and sec which of these he has —
he probably has them all, and what other
plain, striking types he may offer.
In are
casesin where
exhibitorsoffice
learnandof which
tyijc's
that
his newspaper
are not illustrated here, we will be very
glad to tell the showman in a personal
letter the uses of these various types. All
that is necessary is to send the name of the
type ; reproduction is unnecessary.
Now let us continue the writing of this
imaginary advertisement. Select the type
that you like the best and that is available. Draw these letters into the advertisement as near the exact size as possible and then draw a line out to the margin and indicate the type and size type
you want used for these letters, as: "48
Pt. Cheltenham Bold." You have the
name of the star and the title cared for.
Now take the descriptive matter and govern the size of the type by the amount of

in

of Your Newspaper Ads
matter that you must use — always remembering that the less the better — and set
this either in Italic or one of the lighter
faces, also indicating this in the margin.
Naturally this subsidiary matter should not
be in type sufficiently large to muddle the
main display. It should get the effect of
the eye dropping to it; of matter that does
not have to be read unless the reader is
interested.
There may be other pictures. These
should be advertised in caps, and may be
in the same type as that of the feature,
but it is better to use a somewhat different
face.
Now just using the types that we have
illustrated here, and adding the cuts that
we have always advised to use, take a
specimen of one of the advertisements
you yourself have planned to the printer,
ask his best assistance and see the im] rovement that you have already made.
At first this basic study of advertising
is going to be very dry reading for you,
but we will be very much surprised if
every exhibitor who devotes a few hours
this week to a careful digest of this article, and to a close survey of the types
reproduced, will find himself becoming
fascinated with the study of display writing. And the interest will grow by leaps
and bounds as his own advertisements begin to appear and as the results begin to
show in the box office this work is likely
to become something of a passion with
the theatre manager.
But like other things, nothing can he
done for you unless you show the interest
in the first place. The Motion Picture
News is devoting its talent and space to
help you make a more successful exhibitor. Your co-operation is your interest.

rOR the first time in the history of
Broadway, Kashin put out a lobby disthe street's theatres. The
play for one
occasion
wasof the
presentation at the
Eighty-first street theatre, of "The
Painted Doll," one of the products of the
Russian Art Films distributed through
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Mr. Kashin's services were secured by
the producers, this being a new departure
in the film world, for, unlike other forms
of commerce, the producer has never gone
to the trouble of dressing up the retailer's
window, that is, the exhibitor's lobby.
Another very interesting fact connected
with Mr. Kashin's display at the Eighty-first
street theatre is that business was exceptionally good, despite the fact that the Eightyfirst street house caters little to transients.
It has been indisputably proven that Mr.
Kashin's style of lobby display is effective even in districts devoid of transients.
These displays are evidently subjects for
discussion at the dinner table. We might
also add that this display was out during
the week before Christmas, which is certainly a very bad time for business.
Mr. Kashin's display for " The Painted
Doll " was effective through its simplicity.
It boosted two things : the theme of the
story, and — Russian Art Films. Russian
literature and drama, it must be admitted,
need a little introduction to the class of
patronage in the Eighty-first street theatre.
The display was built in the first lobby
or vestibule. One one side were two
marble columns, supporting an arch, and
between the columns was a marble bust
of Pushkin, the author of the story from
which the film was adapted. The same
kind of columns were on the other side of
the vestibule, with a statue of Mozukin,
the star of the play. Suitable legends were
displayed. The ceiling of the vestibule is
vaulted, thus leaving an arch above the entrance doors. The ceiling was given a sky
effect, and on the arch above the doors
was hung a drop, showing the skyline of
Petrograd. From the lower tip of a moon,
a huge gilded cage was suspended. In
this gilded cage a woman knelt imprisoned.
The effect produced upon the onlooker
was as though he stood in a museum, viewing an allegorical stage setting. The
colors and light effects cannot be recorded
on paper, but they gave the whole display an atmosphere of exclusiveness, of
refinement, — such as one naturally connects with the classics. The allusions to
literature interested the lover of the classics, while his less serious-minded companion had his fancy tickled by the hint
of the story, which has to do with an absorbing domestic question. A woman,
wife of a toiler, is dissatisfied with her lot,
and enjoys the companionship of her husband's wealthy employer, but she finds
out that the life she longed for, is a gilded
cage, keeping the souls of its partakers
in shackles of ennui. No better idea of
expressing the idea could have been used,
other than the gilded cage.
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RothapfeVs

Answers

to

Exhibitors

Mr. Rothapfel Will Answer Here Any Questions Regarding Problems in Exhibition, The Only
Conditions Are That the Questions Must Not Bear on the Merits of Particular Pictures or Services and That They Must Come Through the NEIVS. Address Your Inquiries " ROTHAPFEL
ADVICE, EXHIBITORS' SERVICE BUREAU, MOTION PICTURE NEWS."
V — I have an orchestra of six pieces and tried at first to give overtures.
However, I found that the audiences were impatient through these selections.
Don't ciansyouand omit
thinkthethatoverture?
it is morePeople
advisable
center the
of theto musiin thisto section
are efforts
accustomed
long
shows and expect nine or ten reels of pictures. — 1,000 SEAT HOUSE.
I T appears to me that you have made the serious mistake of trying
* to go into deep water when you were not even able to swim.
It is rather difficult to play overtures and big numbers with an
orchestra of six pieces unless special arrangements are made and
special instrumentations written which, of course, would have to be
done by a very clever arranger. You would also have to have exceptionally good instrumentals to be played to do justice to it.
Have a little entree act ; give your little prelude — some pretty little
motives that relate to the pictures and have them devoted to their
subject, making them interpret the picture better instead of trying
to play a big number with six men.
I wish to here give my opinion on something : It is not the number of pieces that count so much in the interpretation of pictures —
although, of course, big orchestras help. It is the way you handle
it and a great many times, in a dramatic moment, one violin or a
piano alone, is much more effective than an orchestra of fifty
pieces. Just see if you can't do some little tricks. Try one or two
during a performance and see how the audience will grasp it.
You also probably make the serious mistake of overdoing the
thing and make it too long. This is a terrible fault and makes
your audience become restless. Rather too short than too long.
Remember that and never, if possible, have an encore. Start
" snappy " ; light down once in a while for a little shade and then
bring up again for lighting. Use light and shade but don't stop.
Have every unit thoroughly connected.
People in your section may be accustomed to long shows and
expect nine or ten reels, but the fellow who is really successful in
his business does not always give them what they expect and if you
can gradually force down from nine to eight or about eight thousand feet of real stuff — never mind the fillers, disregard them —
everyone will have enough entertainment. Don't advertise how
many reels you are going to run. That is a thing of the past. The
SUBJECT counts now, whether it be two hundred feet or ten
thousand feet.
VI — Noted
your answerhouse
last and
weekvaudeville
to the inquiry
aboutmy vaudeville.
I amat
running
a neighborhood
is hurting
business, but
the same time it is hurting the other fellows just as bad. It had come to
be the fad to play a musical comedy or dramatic sketch once or twice a week.
If I do not play these my opposition gets the business, but at the same time
I know that the opposition cannot make money for I know what he has to
pay the performers, unless he fills the rest of the program with the cheapest
sort of old pictures. I appeal to a medium class neighborhood and really
high class music is over the heads ot my patrons. — NEIGHBOR.
ITHINK I can answer your question best by referring you to my
answer in last week's News to the question concerning vaudeville. The only thing I might add is that you appear to know just
as
much
about your competitor's business as you do about your
own.
Frankly, I think you can surely improve your performance. Your
statement that high-class music goes over the heads of your
patrons is rather vague to me. What do you call " high-class
music?" All music — even rag time — can be high-class if properly
interpreted. There is a little story about one of Irving Berlin's
compositions going over to Vienna and being given to one of the
great composers of music in the conservatory there. After he had
sat down and adjusted his glasses he slowly interpreted the syncopated time that made Berlin famous and, as he gradually got the
rhythm, he became excited and called in all the other professors
and held a consultation over it and declared it to be a marvel in
construction. The piece became the rage in Vienna and was played
in all the coffee houses and gardens and yet, in our own country, if
you would ask a big concert conductor to play Irving Berlin he
would look at you in astonishment and believe you to be a fit subject for the " daffy house." We have a big orchestra here, yet we

delight in playing a good syncopated number if it is well constructed and not maudlin.
All good music is high-class, just the same as is everything else.
It is either good or bad. What I think you mean is that if you endeavor to give your patrons Beethoven, Schubert, or Chopin —
works of composers of that calibre — they will probably tire because, first, the audience does not understand and, second, because
your musicians probably don't know how to interpret it. Nevertheless, goright straight down to the things that they understand
and start with simplicity, then develop and unconsciously you will
advance and get a better standard and you will wonder why you
didn't do it long ago. Don't make your selections too long. Don't
make the serious mistake of making noise rather than giving quality and tone production and good taste.
Finally, mind your own business. Concentrate on your own
theatre and use that energy for yourself that you have given someone else and which did you very little, if any, good.
VII — -How can I produce some of the lighting effects which I read about
in " Seeing
the power
Rialto iswith
Rothapfel "cheap
without
veryI expensive
tion? Electric
comparatively
here,a but
would likeinstallato get
an idea what can be done in a 600 seat house without practically rebuilding
it.— TENNESSEE.
WHEN I first started in my little theatre in Forrest City with
250 undertaker's chairs, a second hand piano, a second hand
projection machine and an improvised screen, I used lighting effects— not, of course, as elaborately as I am doing today, but I used
them. Of course I can't tell you here how to do it, but I can say
that you can create these effects by spot lights ; you can create them
by reflectors ; you can do a lot of things if you will only try to
get some effect. Sit down now and concentrate. Study your
theatre. Look it over carefully and see if you cannot evolve some
scheme as nature does. Remember the sun rises from the East
and goes from a blue sky, early in the morning, to a bright red,
then to yellow and white — at noon. Then it goes down the other
way, from white to yellow and from yellow to red, then to purple,
blue and finally green and it is night again. There is the whole
secret of lighting. It is up to you to evolve something. If you
can't get a dimmer in your house go to an electrician ; he will make
one for you and, with four lamps, properly controlled, you can
create some very beautiful effects. This is merely an idea. If you
will get one idea, all by yourself, and tell me what it is, I will give
you another. If you get two ideas, I will send you two more. I
promise to do this for you if you will tell me exactly what your
house is like and what kind of a show you give. I am willing to
give you my time against yours. For each effect you send me, I
will send you one; for each two I will send you two. I can't be
any fairer, can I?
VIII My principal opposition has inaugurated smoking in some theatres.it
I find that this is popular with certain elements, yet it seems to me that
make
drives women and children away. It is suggested to me that I should
a
this non-smokmg element. I have
my theatre more strongly appealit towould
my house
to rebuild part
impossible
and the groundbe plot
orchestra
but no rooms
organretiring
pipe
the
of
and
small
too
is
because
to afford
building is rented for business purposes — over which I have no control. —
ALAMO.
BECAUSE your principal competitor has inaugurated smoking in
his theatres, don't you do this in your theatre unless you feel
it is going to help you in your business in such a way that it will
for beclouding your atmospay you for dirtying up your theatre,
phere with various kinds of smoke, for, as you say, keeping women
and children away, for lowering the environment and atmosphere
of your house, developing an odor which is very hard to eliminate
and, because of the smoke, beclouds the air thus hindering greatly
make smoking pay enough to overbalyour projection. If you can
ance all these things and it is a case of life or death with you as to
whether or not your theatre keeps open, I would then, and then
only, advise you to let them smoke because your competitor lets
them smoke.
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N. Y. Doctor Prescribes
" Go-to-the-Movies "
for Holidays
<t' I 'ALK cheerfully.
Avoid arguments.
A Stop fretting. Smile. Get out of
yourself. Go to the movies at least twice
This is the "prescription" that Dr.
Maurice Rosenberg, a prominent New
aYork
week."physician, has prepared to advance
the " Go-to-lhc-Movie-Week " among the
exhibitors of the country.
Dr. Rosenberg is sincere in his belief
that the state of public mind, as the Nation goes deeper into war, will be spiritually uplifted if citizens will take these
cordingly.
precepts to heart and be governed ac-
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Country
(Continued from page 83)
There is a great deal of "bunk" aljout
rest rooms and retiring rooms and all that
stuff and a great many theatres make so
much of their rest rooms and retiring
rooms that you would think they were running a lounging house instead of a theatre. The primary function of a theatre
is to entertain and if you can entertain
the people from the moment they enter
your theatre until they leave you are succeeding. The psychology of the theatregoing public is to get to the seats as soon
as possible so as to not miss anything and
a very small percentage look for a retiring
room. Of course it is good policy to have
conveniences for your public that are absolutely necessary and those that are most
simple and most effective. Simplicity is
always in good taste and I know patrons
would rather have a clean wooden bench
— clean, understand me — than a doubtful
upholstered divan that has been used by
many and looks entirely fagged out. Make
your auditorium comfortably restful. See
that there are no lights shining in people's
faces. If possible have everything reflected and refracted; by that I mean almost an indirect system. Go out and get
a few evergreens and stick them around
your theatre so it will look more " homey."
Have everything simple and good. Add
a piano or a violin to your pipe organ
and make a three-piece orchestra. If you
can't afford this have either the piano or
the violin and you will then have the great
human element. I know. I started with
a piano and added a violin, then a 'cello
and a drum. I use the drum only very
mildly on certain effects like marching
and things of that kind.
To sum up : I have never yet heard of
a theatre that won its success through retiring rooms and luxurious equipment. Of
course, these are very nice things if ynu
can afford them, and if it is handled .ill

of

About Their Problems
right it will be appreciated by your clientele, or at least a part of it. The one
thing I want to impress on your mind is
this: Your SHOW is the thing; your
service, the handling of your patrons, your
courtesy. The fact that you are making
your patrons feel at home and feel that
they are your guests while in the theatre
will do more than all the retiring rooms
in the world to Ijring you success.
Stanley Theatre Posts Creed in
There is a large
brass frame in front
Lobbyof the Stanley theatre and its contents is
changed each week. In it at present is
the following, written by the man who has
chargement : of the exihibitors' welfare depart" I AM THE STANLEY "
By George R. Meeker
I am the Stanley Theatre,
I am
the favorite
child
my— his
fatherharshest
— the Motion
Picture.
I am
his ofsonfriend.
critic,
therefore
his
sincerest
I was of the first to recognize his greatness and
my faith has never wavered. On this belief I
staked my all.
I introduced him to my friends — the rich, the poor,
the old, the young, the great and the lowly,
and bespoke their loyalty and support for him.
I brought music to him and witnessed the two
ship.
within my walls swear a never-dying friendI taught my servants to honor and respect him.
I taught them to treat his friends with courtesy
and consideration, so that their minds, through
pleased senses, might ever feel kindly toward
him.
I have
surrounded
of man's
ingenuity,
so that him
his with
beautyevery
mightresult
be enhanced,
his welfare promoted.
I am never content. I am ever searching for new
ideas, new thoughts to help him reach his ideals.
The smiles he brings, the tears he causes, the
knowledge he imparts — all are only possible
existence.
I through
feel that mywithout
me the full measure of his
worth might never be known. He appreciates
what I have done for him. He gives me nothing but his best.
I son.
am proud of my father. He is proud of his
I am all that mv fathsr would have me be.
I am the STANLEY THEATRE.

Exhibitors who are advancing the movement to have, in their town, a " Go-to-theMovie-Week," just as other firms have
" grand openings," special sales and bargain weeks in various lines of business,
will find the " Doctor's Orders " a helpful boost to the idea Universal is energetically promoting.
DON'T
DO
IT
You Owe It to Your Public
to Devote
Your Screen
* to Pictures
zines, and one of the
y edentlmag
lligice
ainte
most
serv
ONE of itedthe
of all those conducted by manufacturers of
pictures, under the heading " If
I Were You " says:
" I would secure the agency

for
all of —the
leading Maga' fan '
publications
Photoplay
zine, The Photoplay Journal,
Motion Picture Magazine, Motion Picture Classic, Film Fun,
etc. I would figure that all of
these magazines were doing
missionary work for me and my
house and I would display
these publications attractively
in my lobby or ticket booth
and arrange the display so that
the doorman or cashier could
make the sales. Whenever a
new issue was received I would
run a house
cember Issueslide
Now saying:
on Sale' De-in
the Lobby (or at Box Office).' "
adviceYouto are
you running
is DON'T a
DOOur IT.
motion picture house. You are
not in the magazine business.
While we are free to admit that
the greater circulation of the
motion picture magazines would
probably help your business,
you have no right to devote
your screen to selling magazines or to selling anything
else but pure amusement.
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Friday
Big

Night

Hit

Shows

with

WHILE the Woman's Club of Onjaha has
chosen several motion picture theatres for which they select special pictures
to be shown at Family Friday night shows,
other exhibitors throughout the city are
taking up the idea. Exchange managers
say they are swamped every week with exhibitors asking for Friday night pictures
that will appeal to the family.
. On this night the vampire and other unfamily pictures go a-begging, as far as the
city theatres are concerned. " Were it not
for the small-town exhibitors, we would be
up against it to dispose of such releases,"
said an exchange manager.
" I find that by merely being careful on
Fridays and getting out special advertisements to attract whole families, it is easy
to build up trade of that nature," said Jules
Rachman of the Grand theatre. " And
families come back. If you please them
this week they will come again. Don't get
all educational
or the' ischildren
will
object
every timepictures,
your theatre
mentioned.
Don't get too racy films, or the mother will
object. Get comedy, light dramas, short
Westerns and pictures telling a moral of
clean, wholesome living, and your family
Friday nights will make you money. But I
have talked with exhibitors who have found
this special night plan a loss. The reason
was generally one of the ' don'ts ' I mentioned.
" For advertising such special nights I
use house-to-house heralds, printed specially for my theatre, and appealing particular-

Omaha

Score
Theatre

Patrons

ly to the family. Stand near the school and
hand them to the children as they come
from the building, asking them to invite
their parents to bring them to the show.
Friday night is the best because the next
day is not a school day and studies are not
pressing.
still and
' tub Inight,'
the same Saturday
as it was night
when isyou
were
Spoor Stars Billboard Campaign
boys."
on Ultras
George K. Spoor announces that hereafter there will be a campaign of billboarding for the whole country used in advertising the Ultra features. Twenty-four sheets
in six colors will be employed exclusively
in this exploitation. The first, advertising
" Uneasy Money," went on the boards
December 15, showing Taylor Holmes, the
star, in a typical comedy scene.
A similar campaign will be used with the
Mary MacLean picture, " Men Who Have
Made Love to Me," and then this will be
followed by Taylor Holmes in " Ruggles of
Red Gap." All these pictures will be distributed through the George Kleine system.
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
" smokes
" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
be
a slacker!

Franklin
Devises Chart
for Systematizing
Theatre Work
MANAGER HAROLD B. FRANKLIN,
of Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo, and
one of the advanced thinkers among the
showmen of the country, has devised a
number of efficiency helps in the management of his theatre, some of which have
already been reproduced in the News.
This plan of the house, which is reproduced above, shows the location of all
the employes in the front part of the
house. A copy of this is placed in all the
dressing rooms and the head of each department is thoroughly familiar with it.
Each location in the house is numbered
and there is a corresponding number for
each employe who at once knows the work
that he is assigned to and who can take
over those duties without confusion or
without going to the department head to
ask questions which are already answered
for him by this system. Another assistance is in tracing any complaints from
patrons. When the person reports the
number of the employe, the manager or
his representative can immediately go to
the post designated and find the employe
against whom the complaint has been
made.
It is to be noted that the posts themselves are given the numbers and therefore the employes are automatically
assigned to their various duties and shifts
can be shifted according to the posts which
are the busiest.
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Vivian Martin in " The Fair Barbarian "—
American Girl's Adventures in England
(Paramount Five-Reel Production)
Jesse L. Lasky presents Vivian Martin in
Frances Hodgson
Burnett'swill" The
Fair Barbarian." Frances Burnett
be remembered
as
the
author
of
Mary
Pickford's
last
" The Little Princess." No introduction issuccess,
necessary for the fascinating little star, Miss Martin.
The production was made under the direction of
Robert T. Thornby for the Paramount program.
The scenario was done by Edith Kennedy. In the
cast with Miss Martin are G. H. Geldert, Douglas
McLean, Jane Wolff, Josephine Crowell, Mae
Buch, Eleanor
William Hancock,
Hutchinson,
Al Paget,
ford,
Charles
GerrardRuth
and HanJohn
Burton. Miss Martin's last successes were
"in Molly
Entangled
"
and
"
Little
Miss
Optimist,"
both of which she scored will all you saw her
in both of which she scored well. In her latest
she presents the role of Octavia Bassett, a little
English
girl and
whosedecides
father tohasreturn
made tohisEngland.
fortune
in America
Octavia has never seen her Aunt Belinda. Aboard
ship to
Octavia's
fatherOctavia
receivescontinues
a wirelessher recalling
him
America.
trip to
England. Slowbridge is a sluggish little village.
Here Octavia's aunt lives. Lady Theobold is the
leader of the
social
set.shock
Octavia's
breezy, unconventional
mannerisms
the community
and
especiallycomes a favorite.
Lady Theobold.
Gradually
Captain Barold, Octavia
nephew be-of
Lady falls
Theobold,
Octavia
and
in love pays
with her
her.a visit,
Lady meets
Theobold
has
received her worst blow. Octavia refuses to
marry the Captain. When Slowbridge is pretty
well in arms over the affair Octavia's father arrives. With him comes Jack Belasys, an eneryouth,
a typeandas heforeign
to Slowbridge getic
as American
Octavia.
Octavia
are married.
Vivian
Martin
in
"
The
Fair
Barbarian
"
will onbe
leen on the screen of the
theatre
of
week.
Irene Castle in Baffling Detective Story
"Convict 993 "— "Woman Detective
(Pathe — Five Reels)
Irene Castle, who has been seen in some of the
cleverest mystery stories on the screen, and whose
work before the camera has been highly praised
by critics £ind public, is to be seen on the screen
of the
theatre on
of
week in a baffling detective story titled " Convict
993." Warner Oland, who was seen in one of the
principal male roles opposite Pearl White in " The
Fatal Ring,"
production. has
Others inan theimportant
cast are part
Harryin this
Benham,
J. H. Gilmore, Helen Chadwick who is one of the
prettiest and most talented leaaing woman on the
screen; Paul Everton, Bert Starkey, known for
his
characterizations
" ruff-guys,
and Clifton,
Ethyle
Cooke.
The story was ofwritten
by Wallace
produced by Astra Film Corporation and released
on the Pathe program. William Parke directed
the producticHi.
Convict
" entered
the lonelyof
prison
and took " her
place993with
the hundreds
others. She did not look the part but presented
more the appearance of an innocent girl, than a
criminal. Occupying the adjoinmg cell was Neva
Stokes (Helen Chadwick), who is a plain girl
crook. 993,
Nevathe accepted
Roslynby Ayre's,
who asis
convict
part presented
Miss Castle,
the ordinary innocent story told by all who are
detected in crime. One morning the cell bars to
the cell occupied by convict 993 were found cut
and expired,
the bird shehadsearches
flown. for
Laterthe when
had
escapedNeva's
girl, term
with
jealousy
as
the
motive.
She
learns
that
Roslyn
living m luxury and with unlimited means. Nevais
seeks her out, demands that she aid her in a big
robbery that is planned, under pain of exposure.
The objective of the gang which Neva represents,
is a priceless string of jewels to be worn at a certain reception. Roslyn assists them in obtaining
the jewels and when they are in the hands of the
leader, she calls in the waiting policeman and has
the
notorious
gang arrested. Roslyn is a private
woman
detective.
At the
theatre
week, Irene
Castle in " Convict 993."
"The Gown
of Destiny"
StoryRole
with Alma
Reubens— Unusual
in Featured
(Trinnalc Flr.e-lteel ProducUon)
The particular design of a gown has been
known to add much to the attractiveness of a
woman, but until Earl Dcrr Biggcrs wrote " 'The
Gown of Destiny
and itF.wasReynolds,
produced v/ith
for screen
presentation
by "Lynn
Alma
Reubens and a strong cast of Triangle screen
artists interpreting the character roles, such a
gown
never been
knownheadto designer
sway the for
destiny
battle.has Andre
Leriche,
Mme.of
Felice, a fashionable modiste of Fifth avenue, is
a well-known designer of women's gowns. He is

READY-MADE AD-TALKS PUBLISHED
IN LAST WEEK'S ISSUE
December 29, 1917.
FEATURES
TITLE OF PLAY
PRODUCERS.
" Thais "
Goldwyn 5 reels
" My Little Boy "
Bluebird 5 reels
" Those Who Pay "
U. S. Exhibitors
Book'g Corp. 7 reels
" Without Honor "
Triangle 5 reels
"" Red,
Blue Jeans
"
Metro
7 reels
White and
Blue "
Metro
S reels
" Runaway Romany " Pathe
5 reels
"" Alias
Mrs. of
Jessop
5 reels
The Land
Prom-" Metro
ise "
Paramount S reels
" Salt of the Earth " Perfection S reels
" The Cinderella Man " Goldwyn 6 reels
" The Last Leaf " General 2 reels
" Raffles, The AmateurHiller & Wilk
Cracksman "
(Agents)
7 reels
" The Scarlet Car " Bluebird 5 reels
not content with being a designer nor with the
popularity
that helandhas ofattained
— he Hedesires
to fight
for his native
France.
is rejected,
however, and goes to his apartment in sadness.
He dreams that night of a wonderful design for a
gown ing ofcmdit and
getting
up fromthe bed,
drawpresents
planhetomakes
Mme. a Felice
and she proclaims it a masterpiece. The gown is
sold to a society woman who is fast losing the love
of her bandhusbcmd.
She with
wears thethechange
gown that
and her
is so impressed
his huswife
is again the subject of his deepest affections. Soon
afterwards Andre designs another which is bought
by Natalie Drew, who is loved by an Englishman
who is a slacker and refuses to join the colors.
She has persuaded him to join the colors but he
refuses. When he sees her in the gown, he is so
impressed that he consents to enlist. He leads his
company to victory and re-takes the French vilin which Andre's
mayor. HeAndre
has
been lagecondemned
to deathfather
by theis Germans.
did not go to the front, but he did his bit through
the medium of his wonderful designs. In the supporting cast are Herrera Tejedde, Alan Sears, Lillian West, J. Barney Sherry, Pietro Buzzi, FredVroom, Dorothy
sonerick
and Bliss
Chevelier. Marshall, Kathleen EmerAt the
theatre
of
week, " The Gown of Destiny."
" Diamonds and Pearls," Social Drama,
with Kitty Gordon in Featured Role
(World Five-Reel Production)
Kitty Gordon, who is to be seen on the screen
of the
theatre on
of
week in the World production, " Diamonds and
Pearls," createdfirst
for made
screen her
presentation
George
Archainbaud,
appearanceby on
the
speaking stage twelve years ago, when she appeared
in
a
musical
play,
titled
"
Veronique."
Before her appearance on the American stage,
Miss Gordon was popular in London as a music
hall singer and prima donna in light opera. It is
only recently that Miss Gordon has been seen
on
screen.She" Diamonds
and role
Pearlsof "Violetta
is her
latestthe work.
presents the
D'Arcy,
of
an
old
Virginia
family.
Violetta
dreamed of wealth and social possession and her
dreams come true. Violetta is confronted with
the situation of marrying for money or for love.
She decides to marry for money. In doing so she
has turned her back on the man she really loves
because he is poor. Immediately after her marriage to Van Ellstrom she commences a career
of extravagance and social conquest. She takes
the social centre of New York by storm, but the
time comes when even the vast fortunes of her
husband are unable to withstand her extravagance.
Young Hcrrington, whom Violetta has rejected as
a husband, had been turned out by his father,
who is wealthy. The father comes to New York
and seeks the aid of Violetta to place his wife m
the social whirl. He does not know that Violet a is the woman his son loves. Jack saves Van
Ellstrom's sister from serious injury in an accident
is set
presented
to Violetta.
tionsandwhich
in at this
stage give 'The
rise complicato strong
dramatic moments. Milton Sills, who has been
seen the
a', leading
opposite
the stars,
has
principalmanmale
role inmany
this ofproduction.
"The other members of the cast are Curtis Cooksey, George MacOuarrie. Henrietta Simpson,
KittyFrances
Johnson.
Edward Burns, C. W. Dungun
and
Miller.
Kitty Gordon wil be seen on the screen of the
theatre on
of
week in
" Diamonds and Pearls,' a World production.

Picture

News

Ethel Clayton in " Stolen Hours " — Story
of Girl's Loyalty — Romance in London
(World Five-Reel Production)
Ethel Clayton, one of the brightest stars seen
in World pictures, is coming to the
theatre on
of
week in " Stolen
Hours,"
by Olive under
Wadsley,the anddirection
producedof
for
the written
World program
Travers Vale. Miss Clayton is ranked with the
cleverest and most beautiful artists acting before
the camera. She has been appearing in World
productions for more than a year and has won
thousands
admirers.
In " Stolen
" shein
is given aof strong,
convincing
role Hours
and one
which she can display to every advantage her
many talents as an actress. In the supporting
cast are John Bowers, Joseph Herbert, Louise De
Rigney, Jack Drumier, Victor Kennard, Frank
Mayo, Richard Clarke and Lila Chester. The
story
from which
Hourspopular
" is adapted
has
appeared
one laid
of" Stolen
thein most
magazines.
The
scenesin are
modern
London.
Miss
Clayton presents the role of Diana Lester, the
daughter of a professional gambler. Despite Diana's father's
profession, and
she has
has been
been reared
kept freein
from all
evil influences
good surroundings. Her mother had died when
Diana was young and the father had married the
wealthy sort.proprietress
fashionable
gambling reThis breaks ofup a the
fond companionship
which had existed between herself and father, and
Diana becomes lonely and despondent until she
meets Hugh
a member
of the
British ItPar-is
liament and Carton,
a candidate
for the
Cabinet.
not until she has learned to love him as she had
never loved that she learns that he is married.
He does not live with his wife nor is he able to
get a divorce from her. Learning of his love for
Diana,lifehismiserable
wife doesandeverything
possibleit to
his
Diana braves
all make
with
true courage. Miss Clayton is given opportunity
for strong,
convincing
drjimatic
work
in
this
production and you will see her at her best.
Ethel on
Clayton in " of
Stolen Hoursweek.
" at the
theatre
" In the Balance," with Earle Williams
Featured — E. Phillips Oppenheim Story
(Vitagraph Five-Reel Production)
" In the Balance," the feature to be seen on
the screen of the
theatre on
of
week,
a Vitagraph
Blue Scardon,
Ribbon with
production
under theis direction
of Paul
Earle WilliEims and Grace Darmond in the featured roles. The screen version is an adaptation
from
E.
Oppenheim's
novel, "works.
The Hillman,"
andPhillips
isfrom
one anything
of this author's
is different
else he best
has ever done.It
It is not mystery. In the supporting cast are
Miriam Miles, Denton Vane, who has been seen
in
character
partsand
in some
of Vitagraph's
best;
Robert
Gaillard
Templar
Saxe. Director
Scardon grounds
l>asfor this
made production
possible some
beautiful
backby selecting one of
the most beautiful estates on Long Island as the
scene for the action which takes place in the open.
Mr. Williams presents the role of John Strangeway, who with his brother Stephen lives on the
outskits of the city on the estate left them by their
father.
hadrequest
been disappointed
love, and "Their
it has father
been his
that no womanin
should
cross
his
threshold.
And
there
hadn't until
one day John, the elder of the two brothers
and
the more susceptible to the charms of the women
than his younger brother, came upon a motor car
stalled on the road. In it a beautiful girl and her
maid were nervously wondering what was to be
done. John suggested that she come to his home
and accept the hospitality of him and his brother
for the night. She did so. The next day she
returned to the city. John was greatly attracted
to her and it was not long before he took a trip
to the city to find her. He found her rehearsing
for a musical comedy part and also learned that
the Prince of Seyre was attentive to her. The
Prince arranged a party and introduced John to a
notorious but
dancer.
She attempted
to win
affections
he would
have nothing
to doJohn's
with
her. The Prince failing in this, tells John that he
is
whomthatJohn
comeengaged
to the tocityLouise,
to see,theandgirlinfers
she had
has
been his. John learns this and returns to the
hills. Later the girl arrives and tells John that
the Prince had told an untruth. The tradition of
the Strangeway household was broken and John
and Louise become man and wife.
Victor Hugo's Immortal Work, with William( FoT
FarnumNine-Reel
Featured Production)
— " Les Miserables "
masterpiece,
"Fox
Les under
Miserables,"
hasVictor
beenrectioHugo's
produced
by William
n of Frank Lloyd,
William
Farnum theis di-in
the featured role, Jean Valiean. In the supporting
cast are George Moss, Hardee Kirkland, Sonia
Markova, Kittens Reichert, Jewel Carmen, Hari-y
Spingler.
Bernard,
Phillips,
ward EllisDorothy
and Mina
Ross. Anthony
Billy Foster
was Ed-at
the camera. The musical score has been written
by George M. Rubinstein. This is without an
exception the "reat'-st creation for screen presensince "French
The Birth
work
of this tation
great
writerof ofa Nation."
fiction and The
historical
fact has been adapted faithfully by Director Lloyd.
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The character of Jean Valjean is known throughout the length and breadth of the land. William
Farnum presents this character with all the terrible significance which the author intended should
emanate from his creation. The production is
in
nine
management
theatre reels
offers and
the the
assertion
that atofnothe
time since
the motion picture
has
become
a
medium
entertainment and amusement and thought hasforthere
been
seen
such
a
presentation
offered
in
the
guise
of the silent drama- You all know the theme of
Victor of
Hugo's earth,
great work.translated
It has gone
the
rounds
all languages andthe
has served been
as an example ofin classical
literature in English. Strong, virile action, tense
moments, wonderfully realistic characterizations
of the people whom the author has created in our
minds,
a hellish
of misery, Some
ignorance
—
all
portrayed
in thisexample
Fox production.
of the
best talent of Fox stock are seen in this picture,
with Wiliam Famvim carrying the honors. There
is everyture.reason
you allmeaning
should lesson
see thistaught
picThere is awhy
powerful,
that none will soon forget and that all will be
the better for having seen.
Victor
Les theMiserables,"
his greatest
work,
willHugo's
be seen" on
screen of the
theatre on
of
week. William
Famum is the feature supported by a strong cait.
Olive Thomas Supported by Strong Cast
SeenFive-Reel
in " Betty
Takes a Hand "
{Triangle
Production)
.."Bettypicture,
Takes thea Hand"
the latest
Olive
Thomas
story foriswhich
was written
by Katherine Kavanaugh, scenarioized by Jack
Cunningham,
photographed
by A.direction
Nagy and
produced for Triangle
under the
of Jack
Dillon. In the supporting cast are: Frederick
Vroom, BUSS Chevelier, Mary Warren, George
Hernandez, Charles Gunn, Margaret Cullington,
Graham Pette, June de Lisle and Anna Dodge.
" Betty Takes a Hand " is something different
from anything Miss Thomas has yet done. It offers her in a role that gives her more opportunities to display artistry in the screen drama. Miss
■Thomas
has the
Betty hadMarshall,
whose
father during
his role
youngof days
been induced
to consent to a fraudulent deal and thereby lost
his interest in a valuable mine. Betty learns of
this and goes to Los Angeles to visit her aunt.
Her uncle is one of the men who was responsible
for her father's loss of the mine. James Barlett
was her father's business partner. His son Tom
was
of Betty's
cousin, Ida.
Tom quarrels
with thehisidolfather
and leaves.
Hamilton
Haines,
Betty's uncle,
and hertheaunt
leave house
on a and
yachting
cruise.
Tom passes
Haines
sees
Betty and a sign over the door which reads
" Roomand and
Board."a room
The and
strange
girl her
attracts
Tom
he engages
becomes
first
boarder. Tom's father engages detectives to
locate Betty
his son,
but to noandavail.
Tom's father
meets
accidentally
is captivated.
He
offers her a large amount of money if she will
marry his son, Tom, not knowing that Tom is her
star boarder. The fathers on both sides find out
the real conditions and a reconciliation is affected
and Tom and Betty are united.
Olive Thomas will be seen on the screen of the
theatre on
of
week,
in " Betty Takes a Hand."
Virginia Pearson in "Without Honor" —
Story of Official Washington
(Fox Five-Reel Production)
Official Washington is the seat of action for
William Fox's latest production featuring Vir" Stolen Honor."
actionItalian
turns
about giniathePearson's
disappearance
of a The
famous
painting, which found its way into the
Corcoran Art Gallery, Wcishington. Miss Pearson presents the part of Virginia Lake, an artist
and Washington society girl, who has made a
copy of the painting and is accused of substituting the copy offorantheartoriginal.
painting Italy.
was
the property
gallery in"TheFlorence,
It was stolen by an international crook. Theodore Macklin, State Department agent, is in love
with Virginia, and believing in her innocence,
sets out to prove her innocent of any wrong.
Countess Colonna, widow of a Roman banker, is
infatuated with Macklin but her love is not returned. She seeks revenge through compromising
Virginia by inferring that Virginia is the one who
substituted the copy for the original of the painting. The services of Signor Conte, an unscrupulous Italian, are elicited. The plans of the conspirators seem certain to cast guilt on Virginia.
They place in the gallery certain trinkets belonging to Virginia to make for evidence pointing to
her guilt. Betty Belfield, wife of the assistant
secretary of state, is a close friend of Virginia.
She becomes infatuated with a man of questionable character, and is about to marry him when
prevented by Virginia. The accusation has set
official Washington to talking, and a sensation is
created when a band of swindlers is rounded up
and it is learned that they are responsible for
the disappearance of the painting. Action, tense
dramatic moments and celever acting, are the
strong points of this production.
" Stolen
Honor " offers
sixty-odd
minutesof ofthe
sound entertainment, and the
management
theatre cordially invites all to see Miss Pearson
fn her latest work before the camera.

NEW
YEAR
PLEDGE
Resolve to Advertise Your
House More Intelligently
mcike for thed New
Yearto
gooertreso
ise lveyour
A MIG
is HTY
to adv
house more intelligently
— to get the most out of your
exploitation.
And advertising
doesn't
alonein
include
the display
matter
newspapers. It includes the
reading-matter stories, the matter in your program and wordof-mouth advertising.
You cannot employ any of
these means unless you first
know what the picture is about
— imless you are familiar with
its
" talking
points."to These
Ad
Talks
are designed
give you
this information in the least possible space.
Index these in your notebook
by cutting out each week the
little box which tells you the
films covered in these talks on
the
Soonlistyou'll
havepreceding
a ready week.
reference
and

you want
can find
Talkready
" that
you
when the
you "are
to
exploit any picture.
Edna Goodrich, Stage Star in Strong
Drama, " Her Second Husband
(Mutual Five-Reel Production)
"
Her
Second
Husband,"
the latest
reel
production featuring
Edna Goodrich,
will five
be seen
at the
theatre on
of
week. Invidson,
theRichard
supporting
are William
DaR. Neill,castMiriam
Folger,B. Bert
Busby and Grace Meehan. Miss Goodrich has
been seen in several recent Mutual productions
and in all she has pleased. Within the past year
Miss Goodrich has forsaken the speaking , stage
for work before the camera. She is known to the
millions for her successes on the stage. In " Her
Second
Miss ofGoodrich
role
of HelenHusband,"
Kirby, wife
a Wall presents
Street the
broker,
whose business is placed above his love for her.
To further
his plzms,
he insistsandthatwhohis arewifebeneath
entertain men whom
she dislikes
her socially. Richard Stone, presented by Richard
Neill, brings a woman of questionable character
to the Kirby home and Mrs. Kirby rebels. A
quarrel,vorce ishusband
and Helen
wife agree
to separate.
granted and
is thrown
on her Aowndiresources. She is forced to accept a position in
the office of Stone, whom she has reason to despise. Stone makes advances, and in self-defense
Helen dered
strikes
him with
a vaseis and
renunconscious.
The affair
hushedStone
and isHelen
secures a position as cloak model. Her former
husband
his aactions
and determines
find
Helenrepents
and effect
reconciliation.
A maskedto
ball is given, and Kirby is requested by a friend
to take Helen, whose identity he does not know.
Helen knows that her escort is Kirby and refuses
to unmask. Later Kirby learns that the woman
he accompanied to the ball is Helen and arranges
a motor trip. He acts as chauffeur. On the outskirts of the city he pleads a broken machine and
he and Helen go to the justice of the peace and
are married.
Late Episode of " Who Is Number One "
Mystery and Action, Side by Side
{Paramount Serial — Tico Reels)
" Hearts in Torment " is the Seventh Episode
of
Paramount's baffling
" Who
Number
It will mystery
be shownserial,
on of
the
screenIs
of the One? " theatre
on
week,tre promises
and thehismanagement
theapatrons one ofof the
the most exciting
chapters of any serial ever projected on the screen
of a motion picture theatre. Anna Katherine
Green's serial.
story makes
for an
exciting
Kathleenexcellent
Clifford,material
in the featured
role, has proven to be one of the best " thrillers " on the screen. In this episode the " woman in the case " comes to America to further
direct the activities of " Number One." Mystery
and
active.action fly side by side. " Number One " is
At the
theatre on
of
week, the Seventh Episode of " Who Is Number

"Alimony," Hayden Talbot's Powerful
Drama Telling of the Divorce Evil
(First National ExMhitors — Six R6el8)
Hayden Talbot has written a story titled
"presentation
Alimony," which
created
for screenJ.
under has
the been
direction
of Emmett
Flynn, photographed by L. Guy Wilky and released by the isFirst
Exhibitors'
Lois Wilson
cast National
in the featured
role Circuit.
and is
supported by Josephine Whittell, George Fisher,
Joseph
J.
Dowling,
Wallace
Worsley,
Ida
Lewis,
Arthur Alart and Marguerite Livingston. The
evils of the divorce game are laid bare and the
unscrupulousness of the ones behind the game is
exposed in aU its unfairness. Miss Wilson, wh(f
has the ingenue lead in this production, that promises something entirely new in the themes which
have been
in the silent
drama, isworking
recognized as onedeveloped
of the cleverest
of actresses
before the motion picture camera. Hayden Talbot is one of the best known playwrights of the
younger generation and has to his credit a numof successful
stage productions.
" Alimony for"
is a ber strong,
powerful,
convincing argument
the elimination of the evils which surround the divorce courts, and the unscruplous methods resorted to by men who prey on the wealthy class
in blackmail. Josephine Whittell, who presents
the role of Mrs. Bernice Bristol Flint, wife of a
millionaire importer, is a favorite on the musical
comedy stage and will make her screen debut in
this production. The eternal triangle is represented by Miss Whittell, Lois Wilson and George
Wilson, and these three present the respective
roles with an appreciation for the finer shades of
the drama that has never been excelled in the
screen or in the drama.
" Alimony " is in six reels and tells a gripping,
true-to-life story of the divorce traffic of blackmailing lawyers among the rich. It will be seen
at the
theatre on
of
week, and the management urges all to see this
production.
"Beloved Jim," with Priscilla Dean and
Strong Cast — Christmas Story with Punch
(Universal Five-Reel Production)
A Christmas story that takes you into the
realms of the Yuletide and which conveys al the
pleasant sentiment of this season. The story is
" Beloved
Jim," written
produced for Universal
under bytheJoseph
directonGerard,
of Stuart
Payton, who was responsible for the production
of " principal
The Grayroles
GhostPriscilla
" serial,Dean,
and Harry
presenting
the
Carterin
and Joseph Gerard. Others in the supporting
cast are Charles Hill Mailes, Frank Deshon,
Sydney ting. Dean,
Ed. to
Brown
WitIf you want
reallyandenterMrs.intoA. theE. spirit
of the Christmas time, spend an hour or more at
the
theatre on
of
week and witness the screen performance of " Beloved Jim." resolves.
You all willThego management
back to your ofhomes
with better
the
theatre urgently requests his patrons to see this
screen production. It is something that does
more than entertain — it teaches a lesson — one
that we all might well learn, and especialy so
during the Christmas season. Jim Brocton, presented by Harry Carter, is a power in financial
circles. He is unmarried. His only close friends
are his nephew, Donald, a wild youth, and his dog.
The night before Christmas he is passing a cafe,
and hearing sounds of hilarity enters and sees his
nephew under the influence of liquor, taunting an
unfortunate derelict who has entered for a bite
to eat. Jim takes the unfortunate home with him
and the two spend Christmas together. The next
Christmas finds Jim happily married to an orphan
girl, presented by Priscilla Dean. His nephew
comes to spend the holidays with him and recognizes in Jim's
wifeJiman and
old acts
friend.
derelict
has been
kept by
as hisThesecretary.
The ingratitude shown by the nephew and the
happy ending when the truth is known, form the
strong points in this production.
At the
theatre on
of
week,
Beloved
with inPriscilla
Dean, roles.
Harry
Carter "and
JosephJim,"
Gerard
the leading
Vitagraph's New Serial a Thriller — " Vengeance and the Serial
Woman
" — First
(Vitagraph
— Ttro
Reels) Chapter
" Vengeance and the Woman " is the new Vitagraph
serial moments,
following daring
" The deeds
Fighting
For thrilling
and Trail."
sensationalism, this Vitagraph serial has never been
surpassed on the screen or stage. It is in fifteen
episodes of two reels each. The first episode is
punctuated with one of the most daring prison
escapes ever conceived by man. William Duncan
and Carol Holloway, who were the featured players in " The Fighting Trail," are the featured
players
and the
membersin of" Vengeance
the supporting
castWoman."
who enactOther
the
first
episode
are
George
Holt,
Tex
Allen, Vincente Howard, Fred Burns, S. E. Jennings,
and
Natalie Warfield. Mr. Duncan has the role of
Henry Blake, railway builder and capitalist. He
with his young wife, Bessie (presented by Carol
Holloway), are instrumental in having Black Jack
Haines, an outlaw, sentenced to fifteen years in
prison. He swears vengeance. Three months
later he escapes. Blake is on his way to the
State Capitol when he receives word that Black
Jack has escaped. He huries back to find his
home in flames and his wife gone.
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Triangle
Practises
Diversity
Olive Thomas, Alma Rubens and Jack
gram "Law's Outlaw," featuring Roy
Stewart, will be released. The story was
Richardson Included in New- Year
written by Ethel and James Dorrance.
Features — Japanese Production Rounds Out Month
For the week of January 20, " Evidence,"
a drama dealing with professional life and
TRIANGLE plans to open the new year
with
J. Barney Sherry in the leading role,
with a program of merit that is exwill be released. Jack Cunningham of the
pected to substantiate in everj' degree the
Triangle scenario staff, wrote this play,
policy of diversified features announced by
which has for its principal characters a
General Manager H. O. Davis. A comedydrama with Olive Thomas, a big drama of highly successful criminal lawyer and his
closest friend, a physician.
the Navajo Indian country with Jack RichFor the last week in January the first reardson, aproduction of beauty featuring
Alma Rubens, with scenes laid in Italy and
lease will be " The Gunwoman," a Western
story. Texas Guinan has the title role and
France, and a tense drama of professional
appears as a woman who relies on herself
life with J. Barney Sherry are among the
in every crisis and settles all grievances
features to be released in January.
For the first week in January, Olive
with a deadly automatic. Miss Guinan's
supporting cast includes Francis McDonald
Thomas with Charles Gunn, is scheduled to
and Edward Brady, the former appearing
appear in " Betty Takes a Hand," a pleasantly humorous, fast-moving story written
as the gunwoman's sweetheart and the latter as a character juvenile lead. Frank
by Katherine Kavanaugh. This picture was
directed by Jack Dillon.
Borzage, who produced " Until They Get
For the second release of the week. Jack
Me," directed " The Gunwoman."
To round out the month's program, TriRichardson will appear in " Man Above the
Law," with Claire McDowell and Josie
angle has a Japanese production, " Her
Sedgwick supporting. This is a story of a American Husband." The play is a reversal of the characters and situations in
man who leaves the civilized world in disgust because of an unlucky love affair and
John Luther Long's famous " Madame Butan even more unlucky brush with religion
terfly." Teddy Sampson appears in the
and law.
leading feminine role as a Japanese girl
and
Darrell
Foss has the leading male part.
For the second part of the week's proBlueRibbon

New

" His Own People," Featuring Harry
Moray with Gladys Leslie, Comes
December 31 — Closes Year
for Vitagraph
<<LJ IS OWN PEOPLE," featuring Harry
A Morey with Gladys Leslie, is announced by Albert E. Smith, president of
Vitagraph, as the Blue Ribbon feature release for the week beginning Decem1)er 31.
The picture was produced under the direction of William P. S. Earle.
This, the last feature of the year for the
Vitagraph program, is declared by President Smith to be one of the finest pictures ever made by his company. The
action is laid in an Irish village, a town
in Connemara on Lough Corrib, and Harry
Morey as the village blacksmith is said to
have done one of the finest pieces of work
he has done in his entire screen career.
The entire production, Mr. Smith declares,
is extraordinary. The story is strong and
unusual, the cast one of the best balanced
seen in Vitagraph pictures and the picture
is mechanically perfect.
" His Own People " serves to introduce
Gladys Leslie as a Vitagraph star and her
work, the Vitagraph announcement states,
places her among the front rank of screen

Release

Named

artists. Others prominent in the cast are
William Dunn, Arthur Donaldson, and
Betty Blythe.
Director Earle, who made " Within the
Law " and other Vitagraph productions,
has given to this, it is said, the finest work
he has ever put on a feature and has introduced into it a number of very fine
touches, particularly animal stuff. For one
thing, he has used a fuzzy-faced little
Irish terrier in a prominent role, and in
addition, he used pigs, chickens, ducks,
donkeys parrots and other animals to give
the picture a touch of local color.
The story, written by William Addison
Lathrop, is a melodrama with a fine vein
of native Irish humor running all through.
Tom

Gibson

Writes

for

Fay Tincher
Tom Gibson, who recently severed
his connection with the Universal, with
over sixty-five reels of produced material
in eleven months to his credit, has been
secured by the Screen Art Films to write
exclusively for Fay Tincher.
Under the direction of Al Santell, Miss
Tincher is to be presented in two-reel
comedy-dramas.

Ann

Picture

News

Pennington Starts
New Picture

Ann Pennington began work last week on
her new Paramount picture, " Calvary Alley," at the Famous Players studio in Fiftysixth Street. This new picture is an adaptation of Alice Hegan Rice's book of the
same name, one of Mrs. Rice's best sellers,
along with " Lovey Mary," " Mrs. Wiggs of
the Cabbage
" Mr. Opp," " Sandy "
and
a number Patch,"
of others.
Charles Giblyn will direct Miss Pennington in the new picture, concerning which
Hugh Ford, Paramount general director in
the East, said : " We have got a piece here
that is better suited to Miss Pennington
than any in which she has appeared. It
takes considerable search to get something
with just the proper angle for Miss Pennington's elusive and magnetic personality,
and we feel rewarded in the fact that " Calvary Alley" is just the story that suits. I
predict a remarkably entertaining picture
from it."
Adolf!

Resigns

from

Fox

Corporation
John G. Adolfi, director of the new William Fox-Annette Kellermann sub-sea fantasy, has resigned from the Fox Company
after a two years' engagement, which ended
December 15, during which time he took
June Caprice and developed her into a boxoffice attraction.
A desire for a rest is said to be Mr.
Adolfi's chief reason for tendering his resignation to Mr. Fox, as he has continually
been in harness for more than three years.
It is understood that he is contemplating
an engagement with another big producing
concern.
Paramount

Names

Vivian

Martin Feature
"Mary 'Gusta" is the title of the next
picture, starring Vivian Martin, to be produced for Paramount, following Miss Martin's current release, " The Fair Barbarian."
" Mary 'Gusta " is an adaptation of the
novel of the same name by Joseph C. Lincoln, and containing a character in the heroine that seems peculiarly adapted to Miss
Afartin's personality. The photoplay was
written by Gardner Hunting.
For this newest Vivian Martin production, Roland Sturgeon has been especially
engaged as director. Theodore Roberts,
known far and wide as the "truck-horse
character man " of the Lasky studio, will
be prominent in the cast of " Mary 'Gusta."
Harrison Ford will play opposite Miss Martin. Another character actor, James Neill,
will also have a prominent part.
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Hodkinson
Motion

Makes

Picture Plus Expected

Known

to Give Theatre

Equivalent of

Stars w^ith All Advantages and No Disadvantages —
Film Runs Sideways
WW.

HODKINSON this week announced in detail, through the medium
of a four-page advertising supplement in Motion Picture News,
*
the new process which was first mentioned by Mr. Hodkinson a
few weeks ago as being a means of greatly benefiting the exhibitor.
That this new era in the industry will be received with great interest is
already assured, and that exhibitors will lose no time in taking advantage of
the process, which promises all the advantages of stars with none of the disadvantages, ispredicted.

NewProcess
pany of Kansas City, Mo. The patents not
on\y control the use of the standard film in
this sort of picture, but also patents to a
simpler and better movement of the film in
the projector, which allows for the movement required by this longer strip of stock.
The announcement of the " Motion Picture Plus " also includes a suggestion of
the Hodkinson distribution plan, a subject
on which the full announcernent is yet to
come. It is stated that in the beginning,
not more than fifty theatres, which will be
" tied in with the Hodkinson organization "
w iW show the new pictures.

Motion Picture Plus
To begin with, the name which Mr. Hodkinson has given his new idea in manufacture is " The Motion Picture Plus."
He describes this as a process of manufacture which uses the standard film, and
makes a picture which is as high as the
present width and twice as wide as the present height of the screen. In other words,
the film run sideways through the projector instead of up-and-down, and two
frames are used for each picture. The new
process is fully described in a four-page
advertising supplement in Motion Picture
News this week. The Hodkinson Corporation is also distributing folders to the trade
on request.
The new process is claimed to give, with
the assistance of the national advertising
and publicity which will support it, a guarantee to the public which, as Mr. Hodkinson has announced, " Will give the theatre
which shows the pictures the equivalent of
the highest class of stars with all the stars'
advantages and none of the disadvantages."
Guarantee of Quality
The whole idea back of this new process,
which controls basic patents on the use of
standard film stock for larger pictures, is
said to be the guarantee of quality. Mr.
Hodkinson has been pointing out that present systems have so confused the public
that it has no way of distinguishing good
pictures from bad, and therefore some revolutionary change in method was required
to give the public something which it could
tie to as a guarantee that it would see
something worth while when it paid its
money.
The first picture under the new process
is now being made at the Paralta Studios at
Hollywood, Cal. Bessie Barriscale is the
star, and the picture will be ready for trade
showing next month, and for regular release in February, it is expected. The new
process will give, it is claimed, the stereoscopic effect to the figures which has been
sought for so long.
Action Wider
In addition, not only is the field of action nearly twice as wide with the consequent advantages of actors entering from
off-stage, but owing to the lens arrangement of the camera, the wide pictures will
have the same depth and clarity of focus as
is now characteristic of the narrow films in
the very finest productions. The new shape

Enlarged samples of film
from two cameras
"shooting" at the same
scene in Paralta' s " A
Man's Man." The lozi'er
is the standard film
coverage. The upper
picture shows the remarkably, wide angle of
the Hodkinson method.

will, therefore, not be confused with the pictures now used hy some dir'Ctors in which
the top and bottom of the screen are
masked off and a full room scene is shown.
In these pictures the depth of focus is
entirely lost, and the actors seem to move
like paper figures against a painted background. The new process absoluteh' gives
the same depth as is now obtained in normal picture scenes from the standard film,
the Hodkinson Company claims.
Years of Work
The prpcess is said to be the result of the
investment of a fortune and years of work
by the inventors, the Photo Motion Com-

As a bj'-product, productions with the
same star,, storj' and sets, will be made on
the small, standard film, for smaller theatres, until a full supply of the large pictures will justifi' the increase in the number of theatres holding operating franchises.
It is stated that the first regular releases
of the " Motion Picture Plus " will be
one a week and that in addition to the productions of the producing companies affiliated with the Hodkinson organization,
producing franchises will be granted to
individual productions of other companies
when the story, star and production measure up to the quality standard set. These
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Youth"
"Wild
Starts
Blackton
to film it without any charges, believing it
Theodore Roberts. Louise Huff and
would be good advertising for the play.
Jack Mulhall Cast in Main Roles
Mr. Bbckton has met R. S. Sturgeon,
— George Directing
Melford Does the
who is now directing at the Lasky Studio.
He was formerly manager of the Western
AFTER a week of preparation, J. Stuart
Hollywood Studio during the years Mr.
Blackton was ready to commence the
Blackton was interested in the Vitagraph.
production of his second subject for the
Meeting former Vitagraph players has
Paramount Program early during this recalled to Mr. Blackton many interesting
week, when he began work at the Lasky
incidents of his early picture career. HecStudio, with Theodore Roberts, Louise
tor Dion is the first leading man of VitaHuff and Jack Mulhall as his principals for
graph subjects, and is now on the Coast.
" Wild Youth," the second Sir Gilbert ParHe played with Florence Turner and William Shay, and helped to stretch canvas
ker storj'. George Melford has been selected as the director for the filming of and put up sets between the making of
scenes. James Young, the first member of
Mr. Blackton's second contribution to Paramount.
the Lambs Club to enter the picture industry as an actor or director, has entertained
Mr. Blackton, accompanied by his assistMr. Blackton on several occasions since his
ant. Manager Bert Dorris, arrived in Los
Angeles December 10, and since that time arrival in the West. Other former Vitahe has met so many former lieutenants and
graph people to be found here are Edith
players who served him at the Vitagraph
Storey, Kate Price, Hughie Mack, ^nd a
score
of
others.
plant in former years, that he has found
the Los Angeles film colony a genuine
Mr. Blackton has found Southern Calihome. Among the first Blackton met was
fornia ideal for the production of motion
J. Barney Sherry, who appeared in the first pictures, and made the statement that had
he visited Los Angeles prior to building the
one-reel Vitagraph play ever filmed. Sherry
taking the part of Raffles in the single- Vitagraph plant in Brooklyn, it would have
reeler of that name. " Raffles " at that been located in Hollywood or near Los Antime was being played in one of the New
geles, as it could have been operated far
York theatres, and George Tyler, of Leibler
more satisfactorily in this locality than in
and Company, gave Mr. Blackton the right the East.

Wilfred

Lucas

Will Direct Ruth CHfford and Monroe
Salisbury
in Feature — Edgar
Jones Directs Louise Lovely
in 1918
WILFRED LUCAS, actor-director, has
joined the directing staff of the
Bluebird studios at Universal City, and
will start shortly upon his first Bluebird photoplay, which will feature Ruth
Clifford and Monroe Salisbury. Mr.
Lucas, as is well known, is something of
a pioneer in the cinema world, having
the distinction of being the first dramatic
leading man to desert the stage for the
motion picture screen.
Mr. Lucas began his engagement with
Bluebird at the Leonia, N. J., studios of
that organization, where his last work
was just completed — directing Violet Mersereau in " Morgan's Raiders, the Bluebird set for general circulation February
4. He expects to enhance his reputation
as a producer to a material degree through
his advantage in having Miss Clifford
and Mr. Salisbury under his direction.
Louise Lovely, star of Universal features, starts the new year with a new
director, Edgar Jones, who lately joined
the directorial staff at Universal City for
the purpose of assuming Miss Lovely's
screen management. At the same time Philo
McCullough becomes leading man of the
Jones-Lovely organization, coming with
Mr. Jones from the organization where
they were both recently employed.
Mr. Jones for many years served the
old Lubin company in the dual capacity
of actor and director, having been most

Joins

Bluebird

prominently engaged with Louise Huff in
turning out features.
" The Quest of Joan," scenarioized by
Doris Schroeder from James Oliver
Curwell's story of the same title, will
be Miss Lovely's first offering under Mr.
Jones' direction. The story deals with
dramatic incidents in the Banff mining
district of Canada, and is said to he particularly suited to Miss Lovely's style,
with a supporting role of intrinsic worth
to introduce Philo McCullough as her new
leading man.
William Fox Takes
Victor Studio

Over

WILLIAM FOX has taken over the former Victor studio at 638 West Fortythird street. New York, and already has a
company working there. The acquisition
was necessitated, according to the Fox
management, by crowded conditions existing at the five studios in New Jersey which
have been operated during the past year.
The matter of studio expansion has been
under consideration for some time, it is
announced, but decision has been put off
from time to time because by changing
companies from studio work to work on
exteriors it has been possible to temporarily
overcome congestion. Bad weather, hwever, prevented this arrangement from
being continued and recently the problem
arose as to what was to be done with the
June Caprice company which was to make
a new production under the direction of
Harry Afillarde.

Picture

News

Wyndham
Standing Joins
Petrova Company
Announcement was made this week by
the Petrova Picture Company that Wyndham Standing, the English actor, has been
added to the cast of the third Petrova
production, now being picturized under
the direction of Frank Crane. He is a
brother of the late Guy Standing.
Thomas Holding, who has played opposite Madame Petrova in the first two pictures bearing the mark of her own organization, will continue as leading man
and is cast for a most appropriate role in
" The Life Mask," it is said.
The supporting cast, which will appear
with Madame Petrova in her second production, includes Lumsden Hare as Clinton Durand ; Thomas Holding, Petrova's
leading man, as Doctor Leslie; Clarence
Heritage, as George Raines; Evelyn Dumo,
Fred C. Jones, Frank McDonald, and the
child screen player, Freddie Verdi, who
enacts the leading juvenile role in the
second Petrova picture.
The film was directed by Larry Trimble,
photographed by Philip E. Rosen, and
scenarioized by Mrs. L. Case Russell
from
original depicts
story, "the
Laurel."
Madameher Petrova
unusual Inroleit
of a young woman surgeon.
" Blue

Jeans " Has Premiere in Indiana

Metro's special production of " Blue
Jeans,"
Joseph
melodrama,
with
Viola Dana
as theArthur's
star, will,
at her request,
have its first public showing in the little
town of Rising Sun in Ohio county, Ind.
Miss Dana wired Metro from the West
Coast studios in California, requesting that
" Blue Jeans " have its initial public showing in the town where the author of the
play was born. Arrangements were immediately made with Harry Clarke to give
a presentation of this picture at his theatre
in Rising Sun. This premiere public presentation will be an auspicious occasion, as
the town officials and leading citizens will
attent in a body. It will, in a way, be an
historic event as the production pictures
some of the social and political peculiarities
of the region about forty years ago, when
the ancestors of many of the present citizens lived there. The characters are quaint,
but they are typical of the period in which
the story is laid, it is said.

Carmel Myers, Bluebird Star, and Her CoUie
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Goldwyn

Passes

First

Mile

Claims More

Business on Its Books Than Any Organization Ever
Had at Its Age- -Executives Predict Another
Period of Growth

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION, according to an announcement last week from the company's editorial offices, roudned out the
first year of its existence a few days ago with more business on its
books than had ever been attained in the industry by an organization of its age.
Entering now upon its second twelve months of what it terms constructive enlargement, the owners of Goldwyn predict a further period of growth
and prosperity. With the start already attained by this organization, whose
initial productions have been well received, it is apparent the affairs of Goldwyn will not go backward.
Goldfish Foresaw Changes
Samuel Goldfish, president of Goldwyn,
more than a year ago foresaw, it is said,
what he believed would be significant and
revolutionary changes in the motion picture industry. He came in contact with
exhibitors from all parts of America who
are said to have complained lustily over
the quality of productions then available
and of the prevailing tendency to sacrifice everything to the existing " star
system." Mr. Goldfish persuaded Edgar
Selwyn, Margaret Mayo, Archibald Selwyn and their associates to join him;
and the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation not
only represents their combined talents and
abilities, but a trade combination of their
names in Gold-wyn.
Although- slightly more than twelve
months old, Goldwyn is but one third that
old in a releasing sense, with eight Goldwyn Pictures thus far presented for public patronage. The first eight months of
the company's history were devoted to
organization and production. This time
Edgar Selwyn (Goldwyn)
spent in advance preparation enabled Goldwyn to spring full-fledged into existence,
with a number of completed productions
Be Careful," Mabel Normand in " Dodging
on its shelves and completely eliminated
A Million," and Mae Marsh in " Fields
rush work on productions to enable the
makers to release well-rounded instead of Kennedy
of Honor." Subject Complete
hurriedly completed pictures.
Madge Kennedy has completed her
" Thais " Stars Mary Garden
work in " Our Little Wife," by Avery
Coincident with the attainment of its Hopwood; Mae Marsh has still another
first birthday Goldwyn is releasing on
production in reserve, " The Beloved
December 30 throughout North America
Traitor," by Frank L. Packard ; Mabel
what it considers its greatest production
Normand's production, " Joan of Plattsand its most celebrated star — Mary Garden
burg," is now being revised to eliminate
in " Thais," by Anatole France. This ' from it certain military material to which
the government objected, and will soon be
marks Mary Garden's first appearance on
any screen and is the highest achievement
completed.
technically and dramatically of the new
In addition to these Goldwyn has completed still another picture with a star,
corppany.
about which no announcement has been
" Thais " is said to represent a new note
in production and Miss Garden on the
made to date ; and beginning with the curscreen is expected to be as successful as
rent week again plunged into production
she has been on the operatic stages of two
on a greatly enlarged scale — Mabel Norcontinents. The production represents the
mand, Madge Kennedy and Mae Marsh
directorial work of Frank H. Crane and
each starting work on new pictures.
the art direction of Hugo Ballin and has
Goldwyn in its first year established close
called into play all of the resources of the
relations with a score or more of AmerGoldwyn studio organization in Fort Lee,
ica's most popular and successful authors
headed by Aubrey M. Kennedy. The
and playwrights, who did not stop when
they had sold their novels or manuscripts
titling and assembling of this production
also shows the skill of Margaret Mayo,
to the organization, but followed their
editorial director of Goldwyn.
stories into actual production to help imIn addition to the Goldwyn features
part to- them the solicitous care and many
refinements which have been apparent in
already released, the company has comall of the pictures thus far released under
pleted and shipped to its branches the folthe Goldwyn imprint.
lowing : Madge Kennedy in " Oh, Mary

Stone

Support Never Lacking
From the outset the Goldwyn organization received the hearty encouragement,
both verbal and financial, of America's
exhibitors and the whole-hearted support
of the daily newspapers of the nation, as
well as the trade press. To the motion
picture critics of the United States, the
Dominion of Canada, Great Britain and
the Commonwealth of Australia Goldwyn
owes its appreciation for the support they
have given to this new organization for
the production of " still better pictures."
Long before the completion of " Polly
of the Circus " and its release in September, Goldwyn had organized the Goldwyn
Distributing Corporation and dotted North
America with its offices, through which
are now handled not only the Goldwyn
productions but special productions of
other individuals or companies Vi'ishing to
avail themselves of the selling capacities
thus afforded.
In ev^ry sense Goldwyn is said to be
satisfied
first year's
and withwith
the its
business
returnachievements
therefrom..
It foresees in the coming year a great;
improvement in business conditions and
public patronage which will mean enlarged returns for exhibitors and itself.

Jewel Plans

for Kansas

City Event
Jewel Productions, Inc., is making
preparations to flood Kansas City with
living and lively samples of its wares during the week of January 27, 1918, when
the Western metropolis will open its doors
to the stars of screenland, as a feature
of the motion picture revival week.
Many of the houses have already played
some of the earlier Jewels and have rebooked " The Co-Respondent," " The Man
Without a Country," " Pay Me " and " Sirens of the Sea " for the week of the festival.
jMildred Harris, Louise Lovely, Dorothy
Phillips and William Stowell will in all
probabilit}^ represent living examples of
the Jewel exhibit and the Kansas City
committee is making a special attempt to
have Lois \\'eber and Phillips Smalley
present for the big ball, which will take
place on the 29th.
Goldwyn Experiments
Studio Roof

with

■ The Goldwyn Pictures Corporation is trying an experiment in its studio at Fort Lee,
N. J., which may bring an important change
in methods of motion picture photography
where the weather does not permit of sunlight work the year around. The glass roof
of the Goldwyn studio has been painted
black and all daylight excluded, making it
unnecessarj' to cover the sets in which companies are working. Natural light, the
cameramen say, only interferes with proper
artificial lighting, and since they cannot
have proper natural lighting at all times,
they prefer to have it wholly shut out.
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Examples of the Elaborate Care with Which " The Naulahka " Was Staged for Pathe
Berst

Closes

New

Bookings

Tom Moore, of Washington, Takes
Pathe Plays for Eighteen Theatres— General Manager of
Pathe Goes to Coast
J A. BERST, vice-president and general
• manager of Pathe, arrived in Los Angeles last week in connection with the expansion of releasing plans for 1918, and it
is stated that the greater program of Pathe
■plays will occupy Mr. Berst's principal
attention. Stars and studios, it is reported,
are both scheduled for consideration and
many important developments are expected
;as a result of Mr. Berst's visit.
On the way to the Coast, Mr. Berst, ac•companied by his assistant, G. A. Smith,
stopped off long enough in Washington to
•conclude with Tom Moore, one of the biggest deals in film history of the Capitol.
This calls for the showing of Pathe pla>s
in all of the eighteen theatres under Mr.
^loore's control, a new $2,000,000 company
to be known as Moore's Theatres Corporation, having been incorporated, throut'h
which he will conduct the business of his
houses. Preliminary negotiations with Mr.
.Moore were conducted by D. F. O'DonncIl,
manager of Pathe's Washington branch.
" I was surprised," stated Mr. Berst upon
his arrival in Los Angeles, " to learn the
extent of the feeling of unrest among the
exhibitors from coast to coast.
" I do not think I exaggerate when I
state that the situation is so serious, as to
assume the proportions of a revolt. Everywhere Igo I find the same situation. The
exhibitors with whom I discussed conditions unanimously agreed that the greatest
evil in the industry today is the high film
rental being charKcd by certain companies
for unproductive pictures.
" Tom Moore, whom I consider one of
the greatest exhibitors in the country, offers a pood illustration. Mr. Moore told
•mc that he submitted to cxtravauant prices

Tom Moore, Progressive Washington Exhibitor
for certain stars as long as he saw a possible profit. But when an attempt was
made to force him, through a contract, to
show all of the pictures of one company,
to the exclusion of all of the other companies, he stated he cancelled in all ninety
contracts for eighteen theatres."
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. • That is your
patriotic duly. If you aren't helping in the
"smokes"
be a slacker!campaign, get busy- now. Don't

\

Blackton Gets Busy in
California
J. Stuart Blackton, director and producer
for Paramount, has arrived in Hollywood,
where he went to especially supervise the
production of his third Sir Gilbert Parker
picture adaptation from the book " Wild
The second Blackton production for Paramount, entitled " The World for Sale," is
to be released January 21. It is said to be
even
more of a pretentious photodrama
Youth."
than "71ie Judgment House," which has
achieved success. Ferdinand Pinney Earle,
the author, has had charge of the title work
for Mr. Blackton's second Paramount picture. Llis titles in " The Judgment House "
were Vv-idcly commented on by critics.
Director Edwards Begins
New Keystone
Director Harry Edwards has completed
his dumb-waiter story, titled " Ruined by a
Dumli-waiter," and has started production
on a new Triangle-Keystone comedy which
will give Ray Griffith the camouflage role of
a hard-working father. This comedy has
not been titled as yet. The supporting cast
will include Claire Anderson, Dorothy
Hagar, Alice Davenport, Jack Henderson,
Chris Richards and Fred Mack.
is Ray
first comedy since
hisThis
return
fromGriffith's
Camp Lewis.
Bradley

Barker Returns to
Fox Forces
Bradley Barker, who is well remembered
for his character portrayals in " The Little
Gypsy." turnedand
Woman'sFoxHonor,"
to the"AWilliam
forces has
for rean
important role in a production now in
work at the Fort Lee, N. J., studios. Mr.
Barker will be seen as Dr. Wu Ching, a
crafty
in "A Heart's
starring Oriental,
Sonia Markova.
William Revenge,"
Fox has
tentatively scheduled the picture for January release.
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Art

Will

Advance

William
Fox Predicts Spectacular Achievements
for Silent
Drama During Coming Year, and Insists Stories Will
be Greater — Lavish Height Is Reached
WILLIAM P'OX, in discussing things in store for the motion picture during 1918, last week asserted that spectacular achievement and advancement will mark the motion picture art in the new year, and that there
will be a spirit of persistent betterment, as well as a striving for the attainment
of higher ideals.
Mr. Fox also gave as his opinion that greater stories than ever before will
be told on the screen; the themes will be closer to the heart of the American
public and the action of the photoplays will be more human. Productions,
while not more lavish, will depict actual occurrences in a more convincing way
than ever before.
National Cause Assisted
" America will learn from the motion picture camera," said Mr. Fox, " the progressive story of the world war. I believe, too,
that our National cause will be greatly assisted by the motion picture, due to the fact
that the American branch of the industry
is united behind President Wilson.
" During the next twelve months I propose to take the motion picture patrons
through the library of classical literature,
as well as the popular writings, including
farce and melodrama. Producers should
not decry the lack of material when there
remains the work of Victor Hugo, Dumas,
Dickens, Scott, Thackeray, Balzac, Maupasant, Daudet, Bulwer Lytton and all the
renowned American writers to draw upon.
" I hope to develop playwrights by giving
the young American brain of both men and
women ' the oportunity to write original
stories for my scenarios. The photoplaywright will be paid double the previous
prices for original scenarios during 1918.
Glad News for Writers
" During the next twelve months the
writer for the screen will receive a wellearned recognition. The creation of his
brain will be exploited under his name, instead of giving all the credit to a star actor
or actress in the picture. The only way to
develop big brains and imagination is to
give them public recognition in addition to
liberal payment.
" Cheerfulness is contagious and a large
percentage of the plays during the next
year will be light comedies, farces, etc., as a
relief from the daily news from the wartorn countries.
" The great film play of the future will
not necessarily be the spectacular. It will
be a straightforward story, naturally acted,
staged with newly invented lighting effects
and directed without exaggeration. That
character of story will appeal to every clean
human mind.
" Censorship by a single-handed controller of thought and intellectuality will die in
the coming year.
Censorship Is Doomed
" No person on earth is qualified to pass
first and final judgment on any subject,
whether it be in law courts or in the legislation of the Government. And, much less
should motion picture censorship be intrusted to one man for first and final decision, whether that man be intellectual and

Gladys Brockwell's Newest Picture Is " For
Liberty," a Wiliam Fox Production
broad-minded or whether that man be stupid, arrogant and narrow-minded.
" Russia rebelled against censorship and
the Czar. So, too, will the American people
rebel against the Censor Czar, whether it
be of the press or the motion picture.
" I feel that my 1917 pictures, ' A Daughter of the Gods,' ' The Honor System,'
' A Tale of Two Cities' and ' Romeo and
Juliet,' have evidenced the advance in the
motion picture art. Children's pictures,
such as ' Jack and the Beanstalk,' ' Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp ' and
' Treasure Island,' have been exceedingly
weir received by school teachers, women's
clubs, the press and others interested in the
better class of pictures.
Companies to Brazil
" During 1918 I shall send producing
companies to Brazil and Argentina. This
will serve to show the glorious scenery
and
the development of the Pan-American
countries.
" Arrangements have been made by which
we shall film 52 extraordinary productions,
known as Standard Pictures; 52 feature
plays, running on the screen from one hour
to 75 minutes, and 26 comedies. In addition to these, we shall make a few films,
which will show the occasion for the entry

in

1918

of America into the present world war.
" Under my management, during the year
1918, will be such stars as Theda Bara, William Farnum, Annette Kellermann, George
Walsh, Jewel Carmen, Virginia Pearson,
Tom Mix, June Caprice, Sonia Markova,
Jane and Katherine Lee, Francis Carpenter
and Virginia Corbin, Gertrude Messinger
and Georgie Stone and Gladys Brockwell.
" Fox distribution encircles the globe.
Exchanges and branch offices are to be
found in every civilized country in the
world. The Fox organization was the first
to lead the way into foreign fields."
" Donna

Perfecta " Started

by Universal
Elsie Jane Wilson, who is directing Ella
Hall's screen activities at Universal City,
has begun production of " Donna Perfecta," scenario made from B. Perez
Galdos' book of the same title, by Elliott
J. Clawson. The work was first intended
for production with Ruth Clifford as the
star, but a change in plan gives Ella Hall
the role of a Spanish girl to play for the
first time in her career. Miss Hall has
played many parts, mostly juveniles, but
this will be her first impersonation of a
fashionable daughter of Sunny Spain.
Emory Johnson, who lately made Miss
Hall his wife, will be featured as leader
of the supporting company. Another
prominent player will be Ruby Lafayette.
Still another role of special prominence
and interest will be played by Gretchen
Lederer. Others appearing in the support
are Maxfield Stanley, Harry Holden and
Winter Hall.
" Out

West " Arbuckle's
Next Comedy

Fatty Arbuckle's next Paramount-Arbuckle comedy has received the title " Out
West." The release date has not ben set.
In his new comedy Fatty plays the role of
reformer. Thrown off a freight train into
the heart of the Western desert, Fatty lands
eventually in the village of " Mad Dog,"
described by the fervid scenario writer as
" the toughest, wildest and wooliest town
in the West." Here the intrepid hero mixes
up with more bad men than Nick Carter
ever imagined in his wildest flights of
fancy, and after finally cleaning them out,
sets
out with
to reform
" Mad Dog
village,
the helptheofwhole
a Salvation
Army"
girl, several hundred feet of film and a barrel-full of comedv situations.
Fay Tincher Makes Up for
Lost Time
Fay Tincher has nearly finished one comedy on the West Coast under the direction
of Al Santell, and Technical Director John
Deuel has all her sets ready for her second
one. A big indoor studio is nearly completed so that work may progress during
the daily-expected rainy season, and the
young actress has five stories all ready for
her.
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Petrova

''La
Tosca"
Secured
for Screen
Famous Players-Lasky Will Present
Pauline Frederick as the Star —
Will Be Released by Paramount
AFTER much time spent in negotiations
and preparations for the production,
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation has
announced that it has secured " La Tosca "
for the screen and that Pauline Frederick
will appear in the role of Floria Tosca. It
will be a Paramount Picture and will be
done, it is said, on a most elaborate scale of
excellence.
It would be difficult to find, according to
Paramount, in the whole range of drama
and opera, a piece that has won more signal
renown than " La Tosca." Written by the
French master of dramatic art, Victorien
Sardou, upwards of thirty years ago, for
Sarah Bernhardt, it was in this play that
she made one of the successes of her
career.
The plot of " La Tosca " is almost too
well known to need repetition. Briefly,
however, it tells of the attempt of Floria
Tosca, one of those strange, beautiful and
Pauline Frederick Has Been Chosen
by Para^.
mount for Its Screen Version of1
" La Tosca "
wilful women, to save her lover from the
clutches of Scarpia, the minister of police.
Faced by the fearful alternative of yielding
Just whether the original idea will be altered to any extent for the screen is of
herself to Scarpia or seeing her lover shot
course as yet unknown. The interesting
beneath her eyes, she pretends to surrender
and then kills the official. Later her lover
thing, from a motion picture point of view,
is indeed killed by mistake of the soldiers
is that it will be presented under the Parawho failed to remove the bullets from their
mount banner with a degree of splendor
that should prove startling, it is asserted,
guns as instructed. Then Tosca ends her
life.
even in these days of superior films.

Vitagraph
Sends
Star Expects to Remain in California
for Several Months — Grace Darmond Will Be His Leading
Woman
EARLE WILLIAMS, Vitagraph star,
started for California, his native state,
last Thursday and will be engaged in making pictures there for some months to
come. Mr. Williams headed a party of six
which included Grace Darmond, who will
be featured opposite him in Blue Ribbon
features; Tom Mills, director, and his
assistant, Frank Heath, and Fred Held,
their cameraman. Miss Darmond's mother
was also in the party.
The party left Grand Central Terminal
at S o'clock Thursday afternoon, and expected to arrive in Los Angeles Christmas
morning, having their Christmas dinner
with members of the Vitagraph Company
now working at the company's plant in
Ho^y^vood. The trip was made via Chicago and Omaha.
This is the first time Mr. Williams has
been to his home state in more than five
years. He was born in Sacramento and
spent his boyhood there, but has only been
back home at infrequent intervals. However, his mother, brother and other relatives are now living in Oakland and his
family has never become alienated from
his native state.
Mr. Williams and Miss Darmond will
remain in California for an indefinite pe-

Williams
West
riod of time and will be seen in a number of important features. They first
worked together in " In the Balance," recently put out by Vitagraph, and made such
an attractive pair that Albert E. Smith, the
Vitagraph president, decided to make a
starring combination of them.
The transfer of Earle Williams and the
other ernVitagraphers
the company's
studio will no todoubt
make thatWestspot
more active than it has been in a long
time. There will be at work there three
Blue Ribbon feature companies, three Big
V comedy companies, one O. Henry comI)any and one serial company, the latter
headed by William Duncan, who also directs the serials, with Carol liolloway as
the featured woman.

Album Highly
Praised
Following the presentation last week of
the Petrova Pictorial Album to the members of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit by Frederick L. Collins, president of
the picture star's organization, the Petrova
executive has been deluged by congratulatory communications from various recipients of the novel gift, it is said.
All of the members of the circuit who
will distribute the eight starring vehicles
of Madame Petrova during the forthcoming year are said to be warm in their
praise of the artistic and business-getting
qualities of the pictorial brochure.
The novelty, which contains a complete
review of the various scenes from the
first Petrova production, " Daughter of
Destiny," has aroused strong interest
among the many exhibitors dealing with
the circuit, and in response to universal
requests for additional copies of the album,
the Petrova Picture Company has arranged to supply each distribution office
with five of the booklets.
" Yosemite

" Rights Sold to
Metro
Motion picture rights to Charles A.
Taylor's Western melodrama, " Yosemite,"
have been acquired by Metro as a starring vehicle for Edith Storey. The author
himself will adapt the play for the screen,
and therefore all the characteristic Western action and incidents which made this
melodrama a success on the stage will be
transplanted to the screen iu.st as the
author
This isoriginally
the secondwrote
stage*hem.
play that Metro
has secured recently for Edith Storey, the
first being " The Claims," by Charles Kenyon and Frank Dare, which was picturized
yon and Frank Dare.

Dorothy Dalton Feature
This Week
Dorothy Dalton will star in " ' Flare-Up '
Sal " following her appearance in " Love
Letters," released December 24.
Miss Dalton has the role of Sally Jo, a
young girl whose foster-parents take her to
the California mining town of Jimtown,
where she becomes one of the dancers in
'fifties.
the Looloo Bird, a noted resort of the early
R. William Neill directed "'Flare-Up'
Sal " under the personal supervision of Mr.
Ince.

Enid Bennett, Thomas H. Ince Star
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Triangle

Forges

Further
Ahead
only
to
find
the
shortest distance between
Considers Achievements of Past Year as Distinguishing Mark of two points, but the
cheapest way to cover
that distance. We do not pocket all the
Merit and Ability — Thinks New Year Offers Chance
savings which have been effected by this
for Great Improvement
intelligent sort of business methods. Service to exhibitors has been improved both in
AS one of the storm centers in the controversy over the reel tax, and by prompter
deliveries and smaller shipping
reason of its career as one of the integral parts of the industry, the costs.
Triangle Distributing Corporation might naturally be expected, thorugh its Territories Organized
officials, to make some statement at this time of the year savoring of the pro" Territories are now organized on a
phetic or the oft-endured campaign promise. But no such statement is forthand economic basis, not a percoming, in spite of the acute cisis which is felt to exist in film circles as a geographical
sonal one. The branch managers serve only
result of trade conditions more generally laid at the door of the war. The
the counties they can serve best, and no
Triangle officials seem to be too busy doing things to spend mcuh time talk- others, regardless of the temporary loss in
ing about what they are going to do.
receipts because of the readjustment of territorial lines. And every time an exhibitor
What has been done in the past year, under conditions which, if Dame
Rumor may be believed, rival the stupendous task of Atlas, is another story. kicks about the service he is not getting.
Goal Is " Satisfaction "
Concerning its plans for the future, a
Triangle official said: "The great goal of
the motion picture business to-day might be
summed up in the single word, ' satisfaction.' It is like working in a fertile field
which, in the rapidity of its crop rotation,
has yielded such prolific returns that the
harvesters have neglected everything except
their harvesting. Rank weeds have grown
up; the fertility has been reduced; and intensive cultivation has become an immediate necessity. Of course, there is a market for the product of this commercial soil.
There always will be. But — and this is the
point of the whole analogy — the consumer
has set his own maximum price and his
standards of quality. He knows what he
wants, and he knows, by stern economic experience, just what he can afford to pay for
it. Strangely enough, producers and distributors ingeneral still cling to the theory
that the motion picture industry is exempt
from the operation of economic laws.
When their best laid plans ' gang aft aglay,'
they blame the stupidity of the exhibitor,
or Government, or the ignorance of the
public, instead of stripping themselves of
conceit and examining the actual dollars
and cents strength of their respective propositions. Itis like the man who wanted an
increase in salary before he did any increased work.
" It is not admitting a human Weakness
to say that ' satisfaction ' almost invariably
has some relation to money and profits. It
is a known fact in and out of business.
There is no profit to us unless the exhibitor
profits by dealing with us, no matter what
rental he may pay us at the time of any
current transaction. If he doesn't come
back, and keep on coming back, we lose.
Our problem is, how to keep the exhibitor
satisfied. What does he want? Is he reasonable in his expectations? Can we afford to give him more for his money?
Paying Reel Tax
" What are we doing to back up this analysis of trade conditions? Well, we can
not tell you everything that we are doing,
but here are a few instances of actual accomplishments. We are paying the reel
tax instead of passing it on to the already
burdened exhibitor. ' How can you afford
to pay this enormous assessment, when

Alma Ruebens, It Is Predicted, Will Corral New
others are uniting to avoid it? ' is a question put up to us daily. The answer is simple, and is best given by another question,
' How can the people of the United States
afford to buy Liberty Bonds, pay increased
prices for their necessities, and send their
wage-earning
the it
battlefields
? ' The
country is at sons
war, toand
is no time
for
dodging individual or corporate responsibilities. 'We believe that the reel tax is
meant for producers, manufacturers, and
importers, and, with that conviction, we
can't honestly say to the exhibitor, ' This
is going to cut into my profits ; you pay it.'
It is our ' bit,' and we are glad to make
any sacrifices necessary in order to meet
the needs of the hour.
" It follows that we must be doing something to economize if we are taking this
so-called philanthropic stand. We are. For
five months we have had in operation a
Traffic Department charged solely with the
duty of cutting out transportation waste.
It is part of the new Triangle service, not

Triangle Triumphs in " The Gown of Destiny "
something happens in the New York office
of our Traffic Manager which doesn't stop
until the complainant is satisfied. The result is greater co-ordination of effort and
reduced overhead.
" Through the trade papers we are trj-ing
to tell exhibitors of the things we are doing in a quiet way to stabilize the industry.
There has been no blowing of trumpets,
because every betterment we make is as
much for our own good as for the exhibitor. We both profit, and let the public
in on the bargain, too. Take the sevenreel feature recently announced as a regular item on the monthly program. It goes
out at no advance in prices, and is sure to
increase box-office receipts. ' Because of a
Woman,' the first multiple reel release on
this plan, has been so favorably received
that we expect the January special, ' I Love
You,' to be a big success. Renewals of old
contracts and a number of new first-run accounts in the larger cities attest the appreciation of showmen.
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Aims to Release Thirty Pictures During the Coming Year — Subjects
Now Inckide Those of Ditmars and Bruce
ADDITIONAL evidence of the remarkable growth, in size and quality, of
the Educational Films Corporation of
America was brought to the attention of
the motion picture industry last week when
it was announced that E. W. Hammons,
vice-president and general manager of the
progressive corporation, has signed a contract whereby E. M. Newman, of the Newman Travel-talks, will add his picture output to the already strong array of subjects
released by Educational.
According to the announcement, it is the
aim of Educational Films Corporation to
release in the coming year thirty pictures
.embodying the Newman activities in the

Lorimer
Story
Producer Was Satisfied He Had Star
and Producer to " Put It Over "—
Excellent Combination Assured
WHEN William Fox decided to picturize
" Jack Spurlock-Prodigal," written by
George Horace Lorimer, editor of Saturday Evening Post, he knew he had in his
employ a star and a director who could
and would " put it over " right, according
to the publicity department's announcement
this week. George Walsh is the star and
Carl Harbaugh, the director. This selection
apparcnth' assures an unbeatable combination and the film production of " Jack
Spurlock-Prodigal" will undoubtedly justify Air. Fox's expectations.
George W alsh, the Fox star, has many
personal characteristics of just such a person as Mr. Lorimer pictures his Jack
Spurlock. He has the spirit and dash for
even so virile a person as Jack Spurlock,
and his ability to act before the camera
has been proved.
Mr. Walsh grew enthusiastic over Mr.

Newman

Film

laltcr's travels around the world. That
these subjects will in every way equal in
quality the pictures which Educational has
already given the exhibitors is confidently
expected and predicted. Among these new
releases are " The Forbidden Isle," " The
Egypt of the Southwest," " Tid-Bits of
Travel " and " Through the Nation's
Parks." It is understood these will be the
first four of the Newman subjects to be
released by Educational, all of which are
both scenic and educational.
The Educational Films Corporation of
America already is releasing subjects made
by Raymond L. Ditmars, who furnishes
animal pictures called " The Living Book
of Nature," with the New York Zoo supplying the live stock, and a wonderful line
of scenics made by Robert C. Bruce, whose
remarkable aptitude for getting what the
public wants has placed him in the front
rank of scenic producers.

Enthuses
Fox
Lorimer's story and declared it provided
him with the best vehicle he had ever had
to show what he could do in motion pictures.
"Young Spurlock, as pictured by Mr.
Lorimer, is a peach," said the Fox star,
" and the incentive actuating him is so inspiring that it makes my blood flow a bit
faster when I think I'm to portray him in
film
Mr. Fox.
It certainly
'pep,'it
but for
I believe
I have
it and requires
will turn
loose in this picture. Director Harbaugh
and I have discussed the story from all
angles, and the way he plans to direct
it assures me that it will be a ' corker.'
Subconsciously, Harbaugh is a Jack Spurlock himself, and takes keen delight in
transferring to film the multitudinous humorous incidents of that young chap's exciting experiences from the day he is
dropped from Harvard, simply because he
brought a bear home with him one night,
and bruin insists upon interviewing some
of the faculty, until he finds riches and
power in onions."

Davis Completes
Plans for Production
TWICE crossing the continent in less week, three new plays were started and
the production department is working a
than a month, Vice-President and
day and night shift to keep pace with
General Manager H. O. Davis, of the Triangle Film Corporation, has departed for the nine directors at work. Under the
New York from Culver City, Cal., supervision of Production Manager O. L.
studio to complete plans for production
Sellers, the planing mill, technical art deactivity in the Western plant unparalleled
partment, paper hangers, painters, propin the history of the company.
erty and wardrobe forces are working two
full shifts ever day in an earnest endeavor
While in the East, Mr. Davis will arrange for the purchase and production
to keep up the schedule.
In addition to the three new plays just
by a recently formed syndicate of a series
of plays which will be screened in multiple
begun, /three directors are in various
reel features. The first of these plays
stages / of completion on their pictures,
upon which work will soon be started is while /two five-reel dramas and a comedy
dran^a have been made ready for the
" The Servant in the House," by Charles
Rand Kennedy. Further announcement of cflitg/rs. Directors Frank Borzage, Raythe detailed plans of the syndicate will be moi'id Wells and E. Mason Hopper will
made later. Mr. Davis expects to return
be supplied with new stories immedito Los Angeles within a few weeks.
ately. Each has just completed a fivereel subject.
At the Triangle studio, during the past
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Tom

Mix Completes First
Starring Picture
Tom Mix, who is working at the William Fox Western studios, has completed
" Cupid's Round Up," his first picture as
a star in Western dramas. The story deals
with the result of the betrothing of a girl
and a boy because of the desire of their
parents, who are old friends, to unite the
two families.
Most of the scenes are laid on a ranch
where the young woman, posing as a maid,
meets the young man a few weeks prior
to the date set for their marriage.
Mr. Mix is supported in the production
by Wanda Petit and the production was
made under the direction of Edward J.
Le Saint, this being the latter's first picture for Wiliam Fox. " Cupid's Round
Up " is tentatively scheduled for release
January 13 as a Fox Special Feature.
Brockwell-Pearson
Switched

Pictures

" Stolen Honor," the Virginia Pearson
picture which William Fox had announced
as his Special Features release for December 30, will not be available for exhibitors
on that date. The illness of Miss Pearsop
delayed work on the production with the
result that " For Liberty," a war picture
featuring Gladys Brockwell, has been substituted for it. As the schedule now stands,
" Stolen Honor " will be released January
6, and " For Liberty " December 30.
The January Special Features have been
announced only for the first three weeks.
" Cupid's Round Up," in which Tom Mix
will make his debut as a star of Western
dramas, is set tentatively for January 13,
and " A Heart's Revenge," Sonia Markova's second production, is down for
January 20.
Good

Players Appear in
Beban Feature
The cream of many of the best players in
the Paramount roll has been assembled for
the supporting cast of George Beban's starring vehicle, " Jules of the Strong Heart,"
which is to be released by Paramount January 14. list includes : Raymond Hatton,
The
Charles Ogle, Guy Oliver, Ernest Joy, Horace B. Carpenter, Edward Martin Factor
and James Neill.
Following " Jules of the Strong Heart,"
Mr. Beban will be seen in a new picture,
" One More American," to be released by
Paramount in February.
Carl Lothrop Joins W. H.
Productions
Carl P. Lothrop is a new addition to the
staff of W. H. Productions Company, and
while he has had very little experience in
the film industry he is becoming an asset.
Mr. Lothrop was born in Braintree,
Mass., was educated in the public schools
of Braintree, in Thayer Academy, College
of Liberal Arts of Boston University, Boston University Law School of which he
graduated with a degree of LL.B. of 1910.
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Psychology Subject for
Rawlinson
What is said to be a subject that has
been touched upon but sHghtly by photoplay producers forms the basis of Herbert RawHnson's latest production, " More
Power to Him," the filming of which was
recently started at Universal City under
the direction of Elmer Cliftin. It also
should prove highly interesting, it is said,
as a study in psychology. Director Clifton is the author; the peculiar nature of
•the story would make it almost impossible
for anyone other than the writer himself to film the production in a comprehensive maiiner.
Mr. Rawlinson plays the role of a college man whose parents represent diametrically opposite natures. The father
is a man of exceptional strength of character, while the mother possesses less than
the average portion of moral courage.
The screen arrangement of " More
Power
to Himand" was
by \\'aldemar Young
the prepared
cast includes
Claire
Du Brey, who plays opposite Rawlinson :
Alfred Allen, Blanche Gray, Neal Hart
.and Sam De Grasse.
General

Releases

Brown

First

Story

" Bud's Recruit," said to be a timely
patriotic story in which " Bud " wins a
recruit for his country in the person of
his older brother, a slacker, is the first
and current release in the series of " Judge
Brown Stories," to be released by General
Film Company. The novel manner in
which the young patriot serves his country is said to make this two-reel subject
a timely feature for the average exhibitor's program, subjects
and setsin a thefastseries.
pace for
the succeeding
■' The Preacher's Son," " The Accusing
Toe " and " Two Boys and Two Lies "
are other subjects which have been completed and will be released shortly.
A strong cast, composed of juvenile and
older actors, will appear in the nineteen
subjects promised for the season.

Frances Marion Has Contributed the Scenarios
£or Mary Pickford's
Newest Productions,
ReleasedThree
by Artcraft

Bluebird

Adds

to

Its

Program

Laemmle Adjusts Coming Bills to Include Four Additional Stars —
" Broadway Love " Starts
Company's
YearSecond

MANAGING DIRECTOR CARL
LAEMMLE has adjusted the Bluebird program until the week of February
11, by adding features that will employ as
stars Dorothy Phillips, Franklyn Farnum,
Violet Mersereau and Carmel Myers. This
list of added features starts the second
year of the Bluebird program with the
release of " Broadway Love," starring
Dorothy Phillips.
W. Carey Wonderly's story, first appearing in a popular magazine, furnished the
basis of Ida May Park's production of
" Broadway Love," in which Miss Phillips
will reappear among Bluebirds after a
considerable lapse of time, January 21,
Lon Chaney and William Stowell to play
the leading male roles, while Juanita Hansen will head the female contingent.
Franklyn Farnum's regular appearance
will be made January 28 in " The Fighting
Grin," a comedy in which he has Edith
Johnson as his leading lady. Joseph De
Grasse directed the production from
Charles Kenyon's scenario. In the company supporting Mr. Farnum and Miss
Johnson will be J. Morris Foster, Charles
H. Mailes and Fred Montague heading a
numerous organization.
" Morgan's Raiders " will have Violet
Mersereau as the star of the February 4
release in a melodrama reflecting incidents
in the Civil War.
" The Wife He Bought " brings Carmel
Myers to star among Bluebirds for the
third time, February 11, when she appears
in a screen version of a story by Larry
Evans that appeared in a popular maga-

Violet Mersereau Is Bluebird's Winsome Star in
" Morgan's Raiders "
zine under the title of " One Clear Call."
Harvey Gates made the scenario and Harry
Solter directed the production with Kenneth Harlan in the leading male role. The
others in the cast are Howard Crampton,
Fred Schilling, Allen Sears and Sidney
Dean.
There are said to be Bluebirds enough
completed at Universal City to run the
program until the middle of March, but
the formality of scheduling them remains
to be accomplished. Among the subjects,
all complete and ready for release, are
mentioned " The Eternal Columbine," in
which Mae Murray will star ; " The Girl
Who Dared," presenting Dorothy Phillips,
and " The Highest Card," a Bluebird for
Ruth Clifford and Monroe Salisbury.

''Sadie Goes
to Heaven"
Reaches
Screen
D I RECTOR W. S. VANDYKE was
tions, "The Small Town Guy" and
forced to work his players night and
" Efficiency Edgar's Courtship," continue
day at the climax of his production of to fill houses throughout all Kleine districts. The accumulative effect of the pub" Sadie Goes to Heaven," in order to
assure ample time to supply Christmas
licity given Mr. Holmes seems to steadweek bookings.
ily increase the public demand.
" Sadie Goes to Heaven," which was
released on December 24, features little
Keystoners Move Without
Mary McAlister, as Sadie, telling the
Interruption
story of her visit to the home of wealth.
Pre-release showing of this Essananj^ PerThe removal of the Triangle-Keystone
fection picture netted many complimentary
comedy players to the Culver City studio,
comments on its unusual fund of detail.
from the old Majestic-Fine Arts plant on
The picture is adapted from the story that
Sunset boulevard, Hollywood, has given the
immense Triangle studio the appearance of a
appeared in the Good Housekeeping
^Magazine.
circus lot during the past few days. Seven
The production was heavily booked from
companies were transported to their new
home and installed.
the start, as it is particularly appropriate
for the holidays though not a Christmas
Although the move involved scores of
picture.
plaj'crs and workmen and tons of baggage
and properties, it was accomplished without
" The Dream Doll;" an Essanay Perfection Picture, released on December 10, confusion or loss of time. Not so much as
is realizing a big holiday week run
a wig or a powder-pufT was lost in the
shuffle and, aside from seeing strange faces
throughout the country also. It is enacted
almost entirely by fourteen-inch dolls by among them, the other inhabitants of the
a secret process that enables them to do
twenty- seven-acre production studio w^ere
all but talk.
scarcely aware of the increase of population.
Taylor Holmes' earlier Essanay produc-
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,01cott

Picture

Depicts

News

Realism

in

" The Belgian "
Although Sidney Olcott, who produced
and financed " The Belgian," announced
by the U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation as its third special release, did not
devote a great deal of footage to the scenes
wherein he depicts the invasion of Belgium by the Huns, persons who have lived
through the devastation of the martyred
nation declare that he has succeeded in
converting the historic event to the screen
with striking realism.
Frederick Paulton, a magazine writer
well known in England and Ireland, who
followed in the wake of the Teutons _as
they swept through the little kingdom, has
written a letter to Mr. Olcott congratulating him upon his achievement and expressing the hope that he undertake at
some future time to produce a picture in
which the real tragedy of the kingdom of
grief may be visualized.
First National

Billie Rhodes Creates MoSl of the Comedy Situations in " Her Awful Fix," for Mutual
Mutual

Announces

Releases for First Two Months of
New Year Have Been Completed
— Stars Include Mary Miles
Minter
STUDIOS producing features for the
Mutual Film Corporation have completed releases for the first two months of
the new year and a schedule for January,
1918, has been announced.
Completed productions include pictures
from east and west coast studios starring
William Russell, Mary Miles Minter, Margarita Fischer, Edna Goodrich, Olive Tell,
Ann Murdock and Anita King.
The schedule for January includes : December 31— Edna Goodrich in " Her Second Husband," a five-reel satire built on
the adventure of a young husband and
wife who rush into divorce when " easy
money" jars domestic tranquillity, and find
love again in a strange fashion.
January 7— Margarita Fischer in " Molly
Go Get 'Em," a five-reel comedy drama of
the experiences of an attractive and irresponsible young woman who chafes under
parental efforts to keep her charms subdued until a rapidly aging sister manages
to marry.
January 14 — Ann Murdock in " The Impostor," a picturization of the Charles
Frohman play which casts Miss Murdock
in the role of a self supporting, unsophisticated miss, whose trust in a well meaning
married man leads to complications, defiance of convention and stops just short
of a scandal.
January 21 — Mary Miles Minter in
" Mile. Tiptoe," wherein Miss Minter is

Schedule

cast as an enthusiastic reformer of things
as they are, political and economic, and
relates her adventures in trying to make
the world better and easier.
January 28 — William Russell in " In
Bad," an adventure drama which reveals
Mr. Russell's unusual abilities as an actor
and an athlete to even greater advantage
than they have heretofore been shown.
Preview of "In Bad" has resulted in a
declaration that it is easily the best thing
Mr. Russell has done and trade and newspaper critics used superlatives in their reviews of his latest release, " New York
Luck."
Coburn

Appears in Universal Serial

Wallace David Coburn, the " Cowboy
Poet," has joined the Universal forces as
an actor. He is widely known as the
author of " Rhymes of a Round-Up
Camp " and other Western stories in verse
and prose and is intimately acquainted
with the life he portrays.
Mr. Coburn was born in Helena, Montana, and is of Scotch-Irish descent.
Severalinterested
years agoin the
" Cowboy
became
motion
picturesPoetand"
with his Western training and dash "broke
in " on a gallop. His first experience was
in one of his own stories, " The Sunset
Princess," in which he was featured. Mr.
Coburn is now playing a part in the Universal serial, " The Bull's-Eye," in which
Eddie Polo is starred, and which is being
produced by James W. Home.

Endorses

As an Cojlins'
expression ofLetter
the co-operation
which is being accorded the Petrova Picture
Company by the members of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit in the presentation of Madame Olga Petrova in a series of
eight super-pictures during the forthcoming
year, a copy of the following communication has been sent to every motion picture
exhibitor in the United States by the executives of the organization which will distribute Petrova productions in this country:
" The statement by Frederick L. Collins
enclosed is endorsed — every word — by the
First National Exhibitors' Circuit. We
know that Madame Petrova is now working
under perfect conditions — that the producers are sparing no expense in the making
of her pictures nor in the exploitation of
the finished productions— and, what is more,
we have seen ' Daughter of Destiny,' the
first release of the Petrova Picture Company controlled by Petrova herself. It is
the finest production in which Madame Petrova has appeared (you will say so yourself when you see it) and is an omen of the
Petrova Perfect Pictures which will fol-

Artcraft Finds Demand
Elsie Ferguson

^or

The success of Miss Ferguson's first two
low."
photoplays
for Artcraft, " Barbary Sheep "
and "The Rise of Jennie Gushing" has
resulted in a great demand for pictures
presenting the talents of this star, according
to Walter E. Greene, president of the Artcraft Pictures Corporation. " A great
many stage stars have been flat failures as
screen artists," said Mr. Greene. " There
are various reasons for this, the main one
being the lack of photographic qualities of
the subject. The eyes of the camera are
searching and the lights in the studio are
" Actors who, on the stage, have been
pitiless.
able to cover defects in their appearance
with grease paint cannot hope to camouflage in a film, for they cannot stand the
' close-up ' which reveals everything."
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Value

President Goldfish Believes in Giving
Stars Good Stories
— Claims That
Is More, Victory
Than
Half the
FROM the founding of Goldwyn Pictures
Corporation, a year ago, two things
stood out to assure t^e new company's place
in the motion picture industry. Even before the release of the first Goldwyn Picture, "Polly of the Circus," these two
things — essentials in good picture making —
were as incontestible as the artistic worth
of Goldwyn's technical work has proved by
the actual showing of its productions.
These two primary values of Goldwyn
were stars and authors.
Mary Garden, Mae Marsh, Maxine Elliott, Jane Cowl, Madge Kennedy and Mabel
Normand, meant a good deal, of course, in
the progress toward better pictures and
more profitable attractions for the exhibitors. But President Goldfish's realization
that the greatest of stars means nothing
without a strong story determined him to

res
Secu
Sele
Alice
Brady ct
Will Star
in the Screen
Production — Vignola Gets Opening Scenes in Florida
SELECT

Mary Garden, Star of " Thais," for Goldwyn
Triangle Signs New
Players
Two players of exceptional ability have
signed Triangle contracts and will be seen
in productions just started. Jean Hersholt,
a character artist of unusual experience,
will be seen in " Little Red Decides," which
is now being made under the direction of
Jack Conway. Marion Skinner, the other
player engaged, is one of the best known
character women and grand dames of the
screen. She is cast in " Real Folks."
Director Walter Edwards is handling the
megaphone.
Russian Country Life in
Pathe Release
The Russia that one finds in the works
of Tolstoi, Dostoievsky, Pushkin and Andrieff, not the Russia of which one reads
in the newspapers of the day, a nation in
the throes of countless revolutions, is to
be seen in " The Cloven Tongue," a Russian Art Film to be released by Pathe on
January 13 as a special. If it had nothing
else to recommend it, according to Pathe,
" The Cloven Tongue " would be of interest to everyone as a picture of country
life in the " land of snows." There is
something about the feature that impresses,
it is said, the observer with a sense of
sincerity.

PICTURES has acquired another Broadway success for one of its
stars. "The Knife," which was the attraction chosen to open the new Bijou
theatre, has been purchased for Alice
Brady and will be her next production.
As in the case of " The House of Glass,"
bought a couple of weeks ago for Clara
Kimball Young, competition was said to
be brisk among the film companies for
motion picture rights to " The Knife."
" The Knife " is another play from the
pen of Eugene Walter, author of " The
Easiest Way " and " Paid in Full." It
is a melodrama. The story centers
about a beautiful Southern girl reared in
all the superstitious fancies of the South.
When she comes to New York to live,
her credulous belief in fortune tellers
leads her to the parlor of a clairvoyant

Planter " Plays to
Long Runs
" The Planter," the seven-reel spectacle
based on Herman Whitaker's novel, has
been playing from five to seven-day runs
in the houses of the larger cities on both
the Atlantic and Pacific coasts, it. is announced by Mutual.
After a run of a week at the Central
theatre
The Planter
" was
rebookedat St.
for Louis,
four " days.
It played
four days at the Strand theatre at Seattle,
five days at the Bijou theatre at Atlantic
City, ran all Thanksgiving week at the
Boston theatre, Boston, played for five
days at the Royal theatre, Des ^Moines,
and five days at the Strand theatre in
Duluth.

Backs

Goldwyn

gather " star " authors as well as " star "
players
together. out of this policy is well
The working
worth noting in the eight Goldwyn Pictures
so far released and in those to come. By a
curoius coincidence, in which a measure of
poetic justice is hidden, the first two pictures, "Polly of the Circus," with Mae
Marsh, and " Baby Mine," with Madge
Kennedy, were from the pen of a writer to
whom Goldwyn owes much of the perfection displayed in its stories; for Margaret
Mayo, as editorial director, has followed
Goldwyn productions through from the
judging and acceptance of manuscripts to
the final editing of the finished pictures
and their ultimate success.
Following Miss Mayo's two pictures
came one in which two significant factors
of the American stage and magazines were
united — Iryin S. Cobb and Roi Cooper
Megrue, who collaborated on " Fighting
Odds " for Maxine Elliott Next the Goldwyn organization
novelist,
Basil King. went to an American

Knife"
"The
who in reality is the agent of a white
slave ring. As a vehicle the play provides Miss Brady, it is said, with big
moments and ample opportunities for tense
emotional acting.
Production has already been started on
" The Knife," and the star with her director, Robert G. Vignola, and part of
her company have returned from a flying
trip to Florida, where the opening scenes
of the story were filmed. These required
Southern setting and locaa thoroughly
tion was established in and around
Miami. Aside from Mr. Vignola and
his assistant, William J. Scully. Miss
Brady was accompanied South by her
leading man, Frank Morgan; Johnnie
Walker, who plays the juvenile role ;
Arme Cornwall, Helen Lackaye, Myra
Brook and the photographer, H. L. Physioc. With the return to town, work was
resumed in the Paragon studios at Fort
Lee and the filming of the picture is progressing rapidly.

The

Tula Belle, the Youthtul Star Who Has a Chief
Role in "The Blue Bird," for Artcraft
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Motion

Defense

Society

Boosts
Film
A schedule has been laid out to protect
" The Man \\ ithout a Country " Will
the exchanges and at the same time to inProbably Be Shown in 17,000
sure fair play for the manager who books
Towns — Jewel Sales Departthe feature. It is planned to have The
ment Assists
American Defense Society, through its
THE board of Trustees of The American
agents, book the feature in 17,000 towns
Defense Society are said to be so well
and cities in which as yet it has not been
pleased with the trial-benefit venture made
seen.
with the Jewel production. " The Man
A schedule of rental's will be rigidly adWithout a Country," that on Friday, Dehered to and the managers will " do their
cember 14, they voted to undertake a cambit
"
by
turning over to The American Depaign to have the picture shown in 17,000
fense Society all or a stipulated per cent of
towns and cities throughout the United . the profits. Many managers have already
States.
made known their intentions to give everyThrough tlie energ>- of the Jewel sales
thing taken in for a given period to the society, while others have promised the gross
department an agreement was reached recently between Jewel Productions, Inc., and
for one day. The American Defense So
The American Defense Society that will
ciety will stand all the expenses of securing
make it possible for the society to book the
the bookings while Jewel Productions, Inc.,
picture without interfering with the original
will attend to the publicity and the transmarketing plans of the producer.
portation ofthe reels.

Picture

News

Publicity
Giegerich
Joins Pathe
Charles Giegerich, who has had long experience inthe motion picture industry and
principally known as a sales and publicity
promoter,
is now connected with Pathe's
Publicity Department.
For the Pathe Company Mr. Giegerich
will devote attention to publicizing BigStar-Big-Story features and several of the
special de luxe productions that Pathe will
present during the coming year, beginning
with Rudi'ard Kipling's " The Naulahka."
The " Pathe Sidelights," a press sheet of
pertinent notes written in a light vein will
also be a part of his weekly contribution
to the newspapers.
Sym

N. de Conde Brings
New Screen Type

A new type of screen personality is
said to be that of Mons. Sym N. de
Conde, who played the role of the Apache
release,
in
" Revelation," Nazimova's first Metro

ParamountStartsNewCampaign
and specially prepared copy. Among the
Benjamin Chapin's Series, " The Son
twenty-two magazines are The Literary
of Democracy," Advertised in
Digest,
The The
American
Boy, Club
The Woman,
Youth's
Many Magazines — Each
Companion,
American
Chapter in Two Reels
St. Nicholas, and the best of the magazines
A SPECIAL advertising campaign on
that reach school teachers and other eduBenjamin Chapin in "The Son of cators.
This advertising will be backed by a diDemocracy " has been launched by Paramount Pictures Corporation, which is {o
rect-by-mail campaign to several hundred
thousand club women, teachers, librarians,
present Air. Chapin's work in ten two-reel
chapters, each a complete story.
etc., appealing to them to get behind the exParamount's drive upon " The Son of
hibitor showing " The Son of Democracy."
Democracy " is aimed at the man, the womWhen the exhibitor showing " The Son of
an and the child who is not a regular patron
Democracy " begins his own campaign, he
of motion picture theatres. The foremost
will find that Paramount already has paved
figure in " The Son of Democracy " is the way for him.
"The Son of Democracy" is not a life
Abraham Lincoln, and Mr. Chapin's presof Lincoln. It is a series of dramas of
entation has a strong appeal to the person
who ordinarily avoids the motion picture
early American life and Abraham Lincoln
theatre.
— boy and man — is the leading character.
Benjamin Chapin, one of the Lincoln auParamount's idea is to bring these people
thorities, portrays Lincoln. Mr. Chapin has
into the theatre for ten 'successive weeks
directed, written and produced these thirtyto see " The Son of Democracy."
The advertising campaign will reach this minute dramas, and each is said to be hisclass through specially selected publications
toricallj' correct.

Paramount
Completes
A T three o'clock in tlic morning, one
■»* day recently, the final scenes of
" The Seven Swans," Paramount's newest
Christmas-holidays fairy picture-play, starring Marguerite Clark, was finished.
This marked the end of work on a
most elaborate production extending over
a period of many weeks. The story is
an adaptation of perhaps the most popular
of Hans Christian Andersen's fairy tales,
and demands lots in the way of setting,
costuming, lights, special photographic effects, large cast and hundreds of extra
people. In the Famous Players studio
alone there were over fifty sets built for
one small portion of the story, and each
of these sets demanded the attention of
a score of artists of brush and hammer.

*'The Seven Swans"
Despite the fact that the spectacle is
a fairy play, there is a decided love interest in the picture. The final scenes
taken at the studio show the gorgeously
costumed Prince Charming, played by
Richard Barthelmess, and the Princess,
played by Miss Clark, in a series of very
beautiful episodes. Many scenes of the
picture were taken at Fort Lee where
special village street scenes were built.
" The Seven Swans " is to be released
December 31, and, according to those who
have seen the first parts of the film and
who have followed the progress of its
making, it will be, by all odds, the most
spectacular and gorgeously arrayed dramatic picture-play in which Miss Clark has
ever appeared.

Monsieur Sym M. de Conde appears in Nazimova's Supporting
Cast Picture
in " The Revelation," a
Metro
Bowers

Alternates

with

Leading Women
Leandcr Richardson announced last week
that John Bowers now acts as principal
male support for both Ethel Clayton and
June Elvidge, sometimes appearing in
scenes from two plays during the same
day. This has made it necessary for
Mr. Bowers to be a pampered son of
the idle rich at ten A. M. and a poor
but honest clerk in a real estate office at
ten thirty — which is more or less confusing, although enabling him to contemplate
life from num:,rous angles.
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"For Liberty" Reaches
Screen December 30
Soldiers going over the top in a night
battle, activities of the United States Secret Service, a girl's sacrifice for her coun'try and an absorbing love story involving
intense rivalry, the whole scene being laid
in Germany, are emphasized by the producer as the outstanding features of the
Fox Special Feature release for December
30. The picture is entitled " For Liberty "
and the star is Miss Gladys Brockwell.
The theme is love, an American girl in
Berlin being courted both by a German
general and an American spy. The girl
tries to aid the spy in obtaining papers
which he desires, and the latter, misunderstanding her attentiveness to the general,
repudiates the girl.
Two roles in the production are played
by Charles Clary, who is cast opposite Miss
Brockwell. Others in the supporting company are Bertram Grassby, Willard Lewis,
Colin Chase and Clara Graham. The production was directed by Bertram Bracken
and the scenario is credited to Bennett
Cohen.
Alice Joyce Begins New
Blue Ribbon
Alice Joyce, star of many big Vitagraph
productions, has begun work on a new
Blue Ribbon feature, to be entitled
" The Song of the Soul." The production
will be under the direction of Tom Terriss and the cast will be one of the
strongest, it is said, seen on the screen in
many a day. In addition to Miss Joyce,
there will be in the company Walter McGrail, Barney Randall, Percy Standing,
Edith Reeves and young Stephen Carr.
Work on the new feature was begun
last week, within a few days after the
completion of "A Woman Between
Friends," which was adapted from the
story by Robert W. Chambers and produced under the direction of Mr. Terriss.
This was the ninth feature in which Miss
Joyce worked during the present year,
two of them — " Womanhood " and " Within the Law " — shaving been special features. In five of her pictures this year
Miss Joyce was seen with Harry Morey
and in three of them with Marc MacDermott. , In the ninth she was featured
alone.
Norma

Talmadge Plans to
Resume Work
Norma Talmadge will shortly commence
work on a new production, the present title
of which is " By Right of Purchase." This
picture will be made at Miss Talmadge's
own studio and with her own company; it
will be presented by Joseph M. Schenck
and distributed by Select Pictures Corporation.
Work on "By Right of Purchase" has
been held up for a brief interval to give
Miss Talmadge a short breathing spell after
her " Ghosts of Yesterday," adapted by
Mildred Considine from the drama "Two
Women."
This photoplay was directed by
Charles Miller.

More

Comedy
Metro Plans to Devote Future to
Features in which Star Can Practise Original Art — Late Subject Cause
CTHEL BARRYMORE'S future screen
'-^ appearances will be devoted to feature comedy productions under her present
management, Metro Pictures Corporation,
it was announced last week.
This decision has been reached on account of the success of her latest offering, "An American Widow," which Albert
Shelby Le Vino adapted from Kellett
Chambers' play, and recalls the fact that
some of the triumphs of Miss Barrymore
on the speaking stage have been in comedy ever since the days when " matinee
girls " were in vogue.
The Barrymore family has always been

Brenon

Completes

for
Barrymore
good in representations of the humorous
side of life, and it was as a comedienne
that Aliss Barrymore herself won the
hearts of theatregoers by such characterizations as the leading roles in " Captain
Jinks of the Horse Marines," by Clyde
Fitch ; " Cousin Kate," by Davies ; Pinero's
" Trelawney of the Wells," and, more recently, Edna Ferber's " Our Mrs. McMetro's screen play, " An American
Widow,"
Chesney." has demonstrated that the quality
which in these made Miss Barrymore
popular can tie transferred to the screen.
Some of Miss Barrymore's comedy
successes will be revived during her present program of stage productions, which
will afford no doubt change and relaxation
before she begins her Spring list of feature
screen plays.

''Third Floor Back"
in which Sir Johnston does not appear..
In its screen form, " The Passing of theThird Floor Back " has undergone certain
changes necessary to give variety of background and to work out the development
of the characters. In the stage version of
Jerome K. Jerome's drama, the action centered in the living room of a shabby London boarding house. The motion picture
adaptation on the other hand, reveals the
different rooms of the lodgers. The three
whole floors of the Bloomsbury lodging
house were constructed at the studio.
Moss

George LeGuere and Ketty Galanta Are in the
Cast of Herbert Brenon's " Passing of the Third
Floor Back "
HERBERT
has "shot" prothe
last scenesBRENON
for his forthcoming
duction, The
"
Passing of the Third Floor
Back," upon which he has been working
for several weeks, and already the old sets
have been torn down and his staff of workmen have begun to build for the next picture, announcement of which has not as
yet been made.
The first public showing of " The Passing of the Third Floor Back " will take
place in January, it is announced. The
release date is announced for February,
from which time it will be shown at all
the leading theatres throughout the
countrj'.
Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson, the English actor, who came to this country to
take part in what, it is expected, will be
one of the season's most important screen
contributions, has already taken his departure for England. He completed his
portrayal of his beloved role of the
Stranger about two weeks ago. Since that
time Mr. Brenon has been taking the scenes

Considers " Seven
Pearls " Good
" The Seven Pearls," the Pathe serial
featuring Mollie King, Creighton Hale and
Leon Bary, released in September, Has
been a success through every one of its
fifteen episodes, according to B. F. Moss,,
the owner of a circuit of theatres in N. Y.
" ' The Seven Pearls ' had a good story
and
said Mr.theMoss
askedwasto well
whatputheon,"
attributed
holdw'hen
this
serial had obtained upon his audiences.
" It was the combination of the regular
elements Pathe requires in its serials. We
had story, stars, production, plenty of
thrills and a good advertising and publicity campaign to put it over. The audiences of all my theatres liked it— and they
are very critical and demand the best.
Each episode had sufficient suspense to
make every member of the audiences want
to see the next."
" Convict

993 " Stars Irene
Castle
" Convict 993," the next Irene Castle picture to be released by Pathe, which will
be shown to the critics next ■iveek, is reported to be the best subject in which Miss
Castle has yet been presented.
In the cast beside Mrs. Castle are Harry
Benhaw, W'arner Gland, J. H. Gilmore,
Helene Chadwick, Paul Everton, and Bert
Starkey, all of whom have distinguished
themselves in previous Pathe productions.
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Marjorie

Starts
''Cleo
patra"
On
Road
Forty Companies Will
Tour Country
booking department for " Cleopatra " and
expects
to
have
all the forty companies on
With Tlieda Bara Feature —
the road not later than January 1 of the
Picture Is Claimed to be
coming year.
\^eritable Magnet
The spectacular drama, Mr. Fox states,
has passed every censor board in the
«pLEOPATRA,"
withof Theda
Baraof porUnited States and has received the com^ traying the role
the Siren
the
Nile, has met with such such success at the
mendation of the National Board of Review, which issued a special report on
Lyric theatre, New York, and in other cities where it has been shown, that William
" Cleopatra," saying : " This story, true to
main facts of history, shows the ambitious
Fox has determined to put out forty road
companies.
and beautiful Queen Cleopatra using her
sex to juggle with the political history of
This drama, it is said, not only caused
Rome and Egypt. The cast is excellent and
great comment and talk, but broke all busiintimate details are handled with reserve.
ness records in New York, Washington,
The picture abounds in magnificent settings
Buffalo and Schenectady, and has been
booked for return engagements.
of Mrs.
desert,Maude
palaceMurray
and sea."
Miller, of the Ohio
In the four cities in which " Cleopatra "
has been shown there was a great diversity
Board of Censors, in passing " Cleopatra,"
of audiences. In Washington the most
issued the following statement : " After a
fashionable people of the city attended, it careful review of the film ' Cleopatra,'
is said, and the business increased each day
produced by the Fox Film Corporation, I
decided to release it for exhibition in Ohio
until toward the end of the week it was impos ible toobtain seats. In Schenectady it without any eliminations. The producers
played to the industrial classes, and both
have followed history in a remarkable way,
days were sell-outs. In every city " Cleoand IVJiss Theda Bara's interpretation of
the character is so skillfully and convincpatra" has exceeded the receipts of "A
ingly done, that I feel justified in passing
Daughter of the Gods" by from 30 to 40
per cent., it is claimed.
the picture as it was brought to the censor
Samuel F. Kingston will manage the
Four

Artcraft

offices."
Productions

News

Steed Engaged

by

Titan
The Titan Pictures Corporation has
announced the engagement of Marjorie
Steed for leading roles in Titan Comedies.
Miss Steed has had an extensive and comprehensive experience, having done principal roles with Lubin and other producers.
She played opposite Peggy O'Neil in a recent production.
It was at the Rothacker Studio that her
work first attracted the attention of Frederick Russell Clark, president of the Titan
I

Finished

that concern during the past week and
the only producing unit now working is
Maurice Tourneur's " The Blue Bird "
Company at the Fort Lee plant. The Mary
Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, William S.
Hart, Elsie Ferguson and Cecil B. De Mille
companies will commence activities on new
I)roductions in the very near future, so it
is stated on good authority.
At the Lasky studios in Hollywood,
Mary Pickford's newest vehicle, " Stella
Maris," was recently finished and under
the personal supervision of Director Marshall Neilan, cut and assembled. This picture will be released in January and again
discloses the combined efforts of Mary
Pickford, star; Marshall Neilan, director,
and Frances Marion, scenario writer.
The new Douglas Fairbanks picture,
" A Modern Musketeer," has also been finished at the Lasky studio on the West
Coast. The negative was cut by Director
Allan Dwan and assembled en route between Los Angeles and New York by Billy
Shea. 'craftThis
offering production
for 1917. is the last Art-

Walter Stradling Is Photographer of Mary Pickford's Artcraft Productions
THE production of four Artcraft releases was wound up simultaneously
in the Eastern and Western studios of

Picture

Elsie Ferguson's latest photoplay, " The
Song of Songs," staged under the direction of Joe Kaufman, has also been completed. This film, however, will not be
Miss Ferguson's next Artcraft release,
" Rose of the World " being scheduled for
release next, as the opening attraction of
Artcraft for the new year. "Rose of the
World
was staged
several "months
ago. by Maurice Tourneur
William S. Hart has concluded activities on a new Thomas H. Ince production to be released by Artcraft, " Wolves
of the Rail," a picture said to carry many
tense and many amusing incidents.

Marjorie
Steed, the Comedienne, Has Been
1—
Engaged by Titan Comedies
Company, and his director, Rex Weber.
Miss Steed's engagement by the Titan Company is a deviation from its usual procedure, inasmuch as they have hitherto used
a different star for each picture. The contract doesn't mean, however, that the company will discontinue the production of
pictures using nationally known stars, but
merely that Miss Steed will be featured in
several of the forthcoming one-reelers.
Arbuckle
Goes After
" Two-Gun " Record
Warning is hereby issued to Bill Hart,
Doug. Fairbanks and all the favorite twogun men that Fatty Arbuckle is going after their Western records and he proposes
to bring home the bacon. For his new
comedy, " Out West," Fatty is constructing the wild and wicked town of Mad
Dog Gulch in the heart of awesome canyon
nearby the Balboa studios at Long Beach,
Cal.
A miniature Grand Canyon in its colorings and rock shapes, this location is perhaps the most adaptable for filming purposes yet discovered in California. The
" hell-hole " is completely encircled by
mountains with but one outlet — the canyon
whence you came. Fatty is building a real
Western town of the frontier days, and we
find the usual saloon and dance hall, with
its few surrounding buildings occupying
the only street.
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Christmas Brings Edna
Goodrich Subject
EDNA GOODRICH is announced by the
Mutual Film Corporation in the
photodrama, " Her Second Husband," in
the New Year's schedule of releases'.
The play, which was filmed under the direction of Dell Henderson, is said to afford
-Miss Goodrich the most sympathetic role
in which she has yet appeared on the
screen. The cordial reception accorded
the other Goodrich productions, " Reputation," Queen
"
X," " A Daughter of Maryland " and " American Maid," augurs well
for this latest picture. It was available
December 21.

Bara's " Du Barry " Comes
December 30
The fourth release in December, 1917,
of a Standard Picture will be made December 30 by William Fox. It will be
" Du Barry," a Theda Bara super-picture,
produced under the direction of J. Gordon
Edwards. This production completes the
longest list of Standard Pictures given to
exhibitors in any one month since the inauguration ofthis service last August. In
all, thirteen Standard Pictures have been
placed on the market and a number of
others are reported to have been finished,
or to be nearing completion.
" Du Barry," which requires a cast of
twelve persons, deals with the life of the
famous Madame du Barry, who rose from
obscurity and comparative poverty to the
position of favorite of King Louis XV of
France.

" Gown

of Destiny " Released by Triangle
A modern romance that centers around
a gown conceived by a French designer is
the first feature that will be released by
Triangle December 30. " Framing Framers," tical
a story
the newspaper
and poliworlds, isofscheduled
to follow.
In " The Gown of Destiny " Triangle
offers a picture that is said to be a distinct departure from the usual run of features. Itis the story of a patriotic French
designer, Andre Leriche (Herrera Tejedde), who is employed by a Fifth Avenue modiste, Madame Felice (BHss Chevalier). Leriche wants to do his bit in aiding France, but because of his small stature he is repeatedly rejected from the
Army of France. Disappointed and broken
he vows to do " something that will startle
the world," and in a dream he conceives
the " Gown of Destiny."

Madge Kennedy's Most Recent Picture for Goldwyn Is Called " Oh, Mary, Be Careful ! "
New

Year

Goldwyns

Following
Mary Madge
Garden in
" Thais "
Will Come
Kennedy,
Mabel
Normand and Alae
Marsh Productions
GOLDWYN PICTURES C0RP0R.\TION, announcing three new releases
that follow the release on December 30 of
Mary Garden in " Thais," still further emphasizes and increases its production standards w^ith the following pictures :
January 14, Madge Kennedj' in " Oh,
Mary, be Careful ! " by George Weston ;
January 28, Mabel Normand in '' Dodging a
Million," by Edgar Selwyn and A. AI. Kennedy and directed by George Loane Tucker ;February 10, Alae Marsh in " Fields of
Honor,"
Selwyn. by Irvin S. Cobb and Edgar
In "Oh, ]\Iarj', be Careful!" Goldwyn
has obtained for Miss Kennedy one of the
popular novels with the announced intention
of diversifying the work of this new star.
In this production the star has been given a
picture of dramatic plot and situation with
a farce relief, and those who have already
seen it feel that it is the best of the !Madge
Kennedy pictures.
The postponement by Goldwyn of the release date of " Joan of Plattsburg," is said to
be more than offset by the production of a
picture under the direction of George Loane

Are

Ready

Tucker, " Dodging a Million." Edgar Selwyn and A. M. Kennedy are the authors.
In " Fields of Honor " Mae ^Marsh is expected to do the best emotional acting that
she has revealed in the past two j'ears. This
is an emotional drama by Irvin S. Cobb
and Edgar SehN^n, and was directed by
Ralph W'. Ince.
Following close on the heels of the Goldwyn pictures '■ Nearh' Married," " The Auction Block," " The Cinderella Man " and
'' Thais," Goldwyn will be noted as adhering closely to its original plan of making
productions from stories by America's playwrights and novelists.
Pantages Circuit Shows
Pathe Serial
Pathe's. newest serial, "The Hidden
Hand," will be seen in all the theatres
on the Pantages circuit as the result of a
contract just closed with Alex Pantages.
Air. Pantages has booked many of the
Pathe serials and is said to have found
that they give big returns. He made a special drive on increasing his matinee business with some of the Pathe serials and
from the success they made both for the
matinee and evening business in his theatres he arranged for " The Hidden Hand."
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Olive Thomas

News

Completes

Triangle Feature
Olive Thomas has completed her fifth
Triangle vehicle, " Limousine Life," under
the direction of Jack Dillon. In it she carries on a wooing with her favored suitor
while at the wheel of a limousine, and
winds up by crashing through a fence.
In the earlier scenes she succeeded in hooking up with a wagon and tearing the radiator off her car, and Director Jack Dillon
felt rather dubious about the car when he
told the star to drive the machine through
the fence. Olive succeeded in the stunt,
make-up.
however, without even cracking her
Dillon is out after a new studio record
for actual shooting time on Miss Thomas'
sixth subject, "Heiress for a Day," a most
unusual comedy drama. This is the screen
adaptation of Henry Albert Phillips' story
of the same name.

Mirthful Situations Abound in the Vitagraph Comedies, Starring Edward Earle and Agnes Ayres,
and to Which Graham Baker Imparts His Directorial Powers
Big V. Comedies
Promise
Big Laughs
NEW laughs and thrills are promised in earn their money keeping out of the way
the last two Big V. Comedies on
of the ship's officers, aided and abetted by
Miss Hutton.
the 1917 program completed at Vitagraph's
" Dummies and Deceptions," written and
Hollywood studio — " Dummies and Decepdirected bj' Henry Kernan, centers about
tions " on December 24, and " Stowaways
the strange adventures of a $1,000 bill,
and Strategy" on December 31. In this
which husband hides in an old coat, which
last named comedy, Director J. A. Howe
in turn wife sells to an old clothes man.
took his company to sea for a couple of
weeks and the actors risked their necks
Jack Dill, Caroline Rankin and Mr. Kernan furnish the fun, which is said to be fast
high above the Pacific, with masts instead
and without let up. The $1,000 bill is
of skyscrapers to leap and climb about on
stuck in the pocket of a clothes dummy,
and what Montgomery and Rock and
is stolen, left in a cafe as security for a
Lucille Hutton did not do on the good
supper bill and finally is cast into the
ship Wilmington is not worth recounting,
it is said. Down the funnels, up and over
ocean. But all the time it is closely pursued hy the husband torn between grief
the sides, tackled on dry land, crew and
passengers standing aghast at their in- at the thought of losing it and apprehension at what will happen when his wife
genuity and daring. Montgomery and
finds out he ever had so much money
Rock are the stowaways and Director
" held out " on her.
Howe, who wrote the comedj^ makes them
\ Stern Announces
L-Kos
Due
in January
PRESIDENT JULIUS STERN has
second "Ambrose" in the L-Ko series.
arranged th6 L-Ko series of comeJanuary 29 — ■" Ash Can Alley," featuring
Eva Novak and Eddie Barry. Directed
dies for January release with two features starring Hughie Mack, lately signed
by Dick Smith.
up as a star ; with Mack Swain, in another
January 30 — " Barbarous Plots," starring
Hughie Mack, with Bobby Dunn. Eva
"Ambrose"; and Myrtle Sterling and
Novak and Katheryn Young featured in
Eddie Barry, old line favorites with L-Ko
audiences, heading the others. Director
his support. Bobby Kerr directed.
General J. G. Blystone has supervised all
of these productions and edited the comGeneral Releases New Finn
pleted issue.
and Haddie
Here they are in detail :
The
second
of the Finn and I laddie
January 2 — " Carnivals and Cannibals,"
with Myrtle Sterling the star, and Al
Comedies,
"His
Fishy Footsteps," is reForbes principal comedian.
Vin Moore
leased this week by General Film Comdirected.
pany. This concludes the fifth scries of
Jaxon Comedies, which will be followed
January 9— "Torpedo Pirates," starring
Hughie Mack with Gladys Varden feaimmediately by a series of six Finn and
tured in his support. Noell Smith directed.
Haddie comedies. Billy Ruge, the inimitable comedian who has been starring in the
January 16 — "Home Run Ambrose,"
presenting Mack Swain in a baseball com-Sparkle Comedies, appears this v.cck in
edy produced by W. S. Frederick as the
" Double Cross."

" Rimrock
Wallace

Jones " Next
Reid Film

Following his appearance in " Nan of
Music Mountain," which established Wallace Reid as a portrayer of a certain type
of youthful Westerner, the Paramount star
will again be seen in a Western film production, this being " Rimrock Jones," from
Dane Coolidge's novel of that name, scenarioized by Harvey F. Thew and Frank K.
Finnegan,
and produced
under the direction of Donald
Crisp.
Henry " Rimrock " Jones, builder of the
town of Gunsight, developer of mines,
rugged citizen of the real West, is something of the type of character pictured in
Frank H. Spearman's character, deSpain,
of " Na'n of Music Mountain."
Billie Burke

Appears

in

" Eve's Daughter "
Billie Burke s next appearance on the
Paramount program will be in " Eve's
Daughter," from the play by Alicia Ramsey which was originally produced with
Grace George. It depicts a girl surcharged
with youth and spirit and blessed with
beauty who chafes at the restraint placed
upon her by her wcalthv father.
Tames KirkwfKid is direeting.

Sonia Markova Is Revenge
Star of Fox's " A Heart's
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Cohan

Waives

Tax

for

" Over There " Music
Following up permission to use his war
song, " Over There," as the musical theme
for the Select Pictures Corporation's war
drama, " Over There," George M. Cohan
has further evidenced his generosity by
granting the use of the music free of tax
to any theatre presenting the picture on its
program.
This is confirmed in a letter to Select Pictures from Mr. Cohan's publishers, Leo
Feist, Inc.
" Over There " is a six-reel photodrama
produced by the Charles Richman Pictures
Corporation with Charles Richman and
Anna Q. Nilsson in the stellar roles. It
is a story of every day life built about
the present war exigencies and depicts the
mental struggles of a man called to the
service who believes himself a coward.
The picture was directed by James Kirkwood, so long Mary Pickford's director,
and is being distributed by the Select Pictures Corporation.
King- Bee Changes Name
of New Release
The January first release of the KingBee Films Corporation, starring Billy West,
is to be called " The Strange;- " instead
of " The Prospector," as previously announced.
In this picture Billy West will be seen
in some new stunts that will no doubt
prove a genuine novelty in comedies. This
is the second comedy made by the KingBee company in California, and is said to
be as funny as " The Slave," which every
one admits is the best release made by this
company since they started making tworeelers.
Wallace MacDonald Goes
to West Coast
Wallace MacDonald, formerly with Vitagraph in the Eastern studios, has gone to
California and is appearing in Triangle productions atthe Culver City studios.
Mr. MacDonald reached California on
December 12, and on the same day received
word that his father, mother and brother
were injured in the Halifax disaster.

Mabel Normand's Leading Man in Goldwyn's
" Dodging a Million" Is Tom Moore

Modern
Musketeer"
Will Be Artcraft's Next Release, with
Douglas Fairbanks — Was Directed
by Allan Dwan on West
Coast
THE next release of the Artcraft Pictures Corporation will be Douglas
Fairbanks in his latest rapid-fire photoplay,
"A Modern Musketeer," written and staged
by Allan Dwan, and based on the story by
E. P. Lyle, Jr., " D'Artagnan of Kansas."
The last scene of this production was filmed
at the Lasky studio in California rectnily.
and after being cut under the personal
supervision of Director Dwan, the negative
was brought to New York by Billy Shea,
who assembled it en route.
The prints will be made at the Famous
Players-Lasky Eastern laboratory and disshortly. tributed tothe various Artcraft exchanges
In "A Modern Musketeer," Douglas
Fairbanks holds up the mirror of the past
and compares the chivalry of olden times to
that of the present day. In this photoplay
the acrobatic Douglas interprets the role of
Ned Thacker of Kansas, a young man who
inherited the spirit of D'Artagnan through
prenatal influence — his mother having been
an ardent reader of Dumas. The self-reliance of the modern woman as compared
with her sister in past generations is strikingly shown, for in many cases the chivalry
of the modern D'Artagnan is mistaken and
his gallant attempts to assist ladies in distress lead to rebukes from the independent
maidens, who are on the alert to squelch
flirtatious pests. ■ Ned finally meets his fate
in the person of Dorothy Morane, a tourist,
played by Marjorie Daw, and in scenes of
super-heroism done in dashing Fairbanks
style, saves the girl from a horrible fate and
wins a bride.

Finished

Douglas Fairbanks,
a Chivalrous
Newest
Artcraft Knight in His
The release of " A Modern Musketeer "
by Artcraft marks the reunion of Allan
Dwan and the star. Dwan formerly directed Fairbanks when both were with another
company.
The last release of the Artcraft Pictures
Corporation in December, "A Modern
Musketeer " is expected to wind up this
concern's activities for the j'ear of 1917
with another smashing hit. The picture has
been selected to open the new Rivoli theatre, by S. L. Rothapfel, its general release
date being the last day of this month.

"Empty
Pockets"
Goes
to Distributors
From that time on, Miss Castleton de<<I7MPTY POCKETS," Herbert Brenvoted all her time to screen work. She
on's latest production, is soon to be
released, it was announced last week.
appeared in " God's Man," " On Trial,"
Assembled, cut to six reels, and titled, the
" Parentage," and more recently " For the
film has been turned over to the First
Freedom of the World." After playing
in " The Sins of Ambition " she again fell
National Exhibitors' Circuit, the members
of whom are said to have viewed the first
into Mr. Brenon's hands. He engaged her
showing with enthusiasm. In every way,
to play the role of ]\Iuriel Schuyler in
they say, the picture comes up to the high
'' Empty Pockets." Her part in this production is that of a wealthy young girl
standard that Mr. Brenon has always maintained.
with a leaning towards slumming.
For his first production as an independent producer, he has chosen an author of
the calibre of Rupert Hughes, and a notable
cast which also speaks for itself.
Herman Sims Returns to
" Empty Pockets," acording to all acUniversal
counts, comes up to the Brenon standard
in every respect.
Herman Sims, who for several months
Barbara Castleton's advent into screendom took place a little over a year ago,
has served in the capacitj' of propertjmaster and purchasing agent for the Lois
after a limited experience on the stage.
Her rise into the higher circles of the
Weber studio, has returned to the Universal ard there has taken up his former
film world has been a quick one and a rework as purchasing agent.
markable one. She began from the bottom
Prior to his engagement with the Lois
and worked up. Her first experience was
Weber Company, Sims served for four
obtained in a small part for Herbert Brenon
years with the Universal, after an experiin " A Daughter of the Gods," and she
ence of a number of years costtuning in
owes much of her success to Mr. Brenon's
New York.
encouragement in the beginning.
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J. A. Berst, Vice President and General Manager of Pathe
Pathe Announces
List of Gold
Roosters
pictures released prior tc December 2
COINCIDENTAL with the announcement this week of the trip to the
last.
Pacific Coast by J. A. Berst, vice-presi" This is a particularly appropriate
dent and general manager of Pathe, in contime,"
said Mr. Quimby, " for our special
nection with his plans for Pathe Plays in offer on Gold Rooster features. We are
1918, F. C. Quimby, sales manager, issued
purposely holding back the Pathe Plays
with our new stars and our next serial in
a statement which reveals a nation-wide
order to begin the new year with a clean
drive on Pathe Gold Rooster Plays at special prices, before the new star series of slate.
Pathe Plays, with Bessie Love, Fannie
" At this time when the war tax is hitting the exhibitor so hard, he is extremely
Ward, Frank Keenan and Bryant Washanxious to buy film as cheaply as he can
burn, are ready for booking.
and that is a great factor in our decision
This means that a large number of feato give him an opportunity to book two
tures, with well-known stars, will be available to exhibitors at low rentals. The speor three features at a time at special rencial price list numbers sixty and includes
tal prices."
Four

Directors Work
ONE of its numerous series of successes which General Film Company
will continue to release during the new
year will be the Broadway Star Feature
" O. Henry " stories, now nearing the close
of their first year. According to present
plans, these features will be continued
for some months to come, as there is still
a large number of the " O. Henry " stories
capable of being adapted for picturization.
Ambitious plans are now being worked
out for an etensive " O. Henry" program
of entertainment for the great army of
followers
of the in" O.theHenry
" pictures.
The increase
demand
for these
short length features, it is said, has made
it necessary to keep four directors and
as many companies busy producing them.
Three directors — Ashley Miller, Martin
Justice and George Ridgewell — will continue to produce these stories in the New
York studios, while on the West Coast
Director David Smith is at work on a
new series of Western and Central American stories by the famous authors. Some
of the " O. Henry " stories to be released
at an early date, according to present
plans, are: "The Clarion Call," "The
Hiding of Black Bill," "The Fifth Wheel,"
" The Moment of Victory," a story of
the Spanish-American war; "The Count
and the Wedding Guest," " The Thing's

on

General

Releases

the Play," " The Compliments of the Season " and " The Trimmed Lamp." Many
others are being adapted for the screen
and will be ready for production in a very
short space of time.
General Film Company expects to begin the new year with a program of
" 0. Henry " stories which will excell the
many popular successes released last year.
No other series of short length features
in many years has scored such a success
as the " O. Henry " pictures, which are
continually adding to their fame as boxoffice attractions.
Completes New
Comedies
Triangle-Keystone Director Herman
Raymaker has completed his ship story
which has been titled a " Sea Serpent's
Desire," featuring Billy Franey, Dale
Fuller, ^^ilton Sims, James Donnelly,
Lloyd Bacon, Maude Wayne and Frank
Opperman. Those who have seen the preruns on this claim it will set a new mark
for comedies of this character. Director
Raymaker expects to be at work on another Triangle-Keystone comedy this week,
featuring practically the same cast he used
in the ship story.

Picture

News

of Songs " Ready
for Artcraft

The last scenes of Artcraft's adaptation
of
play, and
" The
Song Joseph
of SongsKaufman
" have
beenthetaken,
Director
is now assembling the picture. Elsie Ferguson is starred in this production, and
has a role very similar to the one she
played in " The Outcast," which was said
to be the crowning achievement of her
stage career.
In " The Song of Songs " she interprets
the part of Lily Kardos, a girl of unusual
beauty, who begins life as a salesgirl for an
Oriental store with branches on the board,
walk of Palm Beach, where she attracts the
attentions of wealthy men.
The scenario was written by Charles
Maigne, and adapted from the play by
Edward Sheldon. It is said to be another
instance of the greater advantages of the
screen over the stage in presenting a dramatic story, for the photoplay is an extensive elaboration of the offering on the
speaking stage.
Petrova Picture Plays
Rialto This Week
In order to emphasize properly the presentation of " Daughter of Destiny," the
initial releafse starring Madame Olga Petrova in a series of productions bearing
the stamp of her own organization. Managing Director Samuel L. Rothapfel of the
Rialto has arranged an especially elaborate program for this week.
As a preliminary to the appearance of
Madame Petrova at the Rialto during
Christmas week the star herself officiated
at a little ceremony recently during which
she hung upon the walls of the lobby a
likeness of herself in oils done by a famous
artist. The premiere will be marked by
several special parties who will attend the
Rialto to see " Daughter of Destiny,"
among whom will be many of the leading
lights of the theatrical world with whom
Petrova was formerly associated on the
legitimate stage.

Keystone

Jane Vance and William Sorelle Are Featured
in " A Daughter of Uncle Sam," Released by
General
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Alfred Whitman, Vitagraph Juvenile Lead
General

Releases

" The

"
What is Clarion
claimed to beCall
one of the snappiest and brightest of the " O. Henry "
stories released in many weeks is " The
Clarion Call," one of the current releases
of General Film Company. This is a story
of New York in which a detective and a
crook engage in a game of wits which results in a last-minute victory for the
forrher.
Walter McGrail, Bernard Randall and
Alice Terry are featured in " The Clarion
Call,," which is the first " O. Henry " picture in which the latter has appeared. " The
Hiding of Black Bill," a dramatic story
of a western sheep rancher and a desperado, will follow " The Clarion Call."
Metro

Selects Story for
Lockwood
Departing from the usual custom of
choosing a printed work as the basis for a
story, Yorke-Metro, as a starring vehicle
for Harold Lockwood to follow his current
Metro release, " The Avenging Trail," has
selected an original story by Fred J. Balshofer and is now engaged in producing it
under Mr. Balshofer's direction.
The story is " Broadway Bill," a semi-society drama, with part of the action taking
place in the fast society circles of New
York and Palm Beach and the remainder
laid in the timberlands of Maine.
Mildred

Harris Climbs as
a Star
If reports from many parts of the country can be taken as a fair test of Mildred
Harris' popularity, the Jewel star can be
considered very near the top of the ladder.
In " The Price of a Good Time " her
work has called forth considerable praise
from the press of the country. Various
critics point out that such marked ability,
in a girl of Miss Harris' age, coupled with
a personal appeal which " gets over " or.
the screen, is a sure sign that mature years
will see her well established as a national
favorite.

yitagraph Starts ''Vengeance
and
the date—
Woman"
Trail ' prior
to release
September 10
WITH an advance advertising campaign, nationwide in extent, to in- — were phenomenal, notwithstanding the
great number of serials already on the
troduce itto the public, " Vengeance — and
the Woman," the latest Vitagraph serial, market and the consequent terrific comwas released to exhibitors on December 24.
petition ;and now, with the serial only
fifteen weeks old, it has to its credit more
According to a statement by Walter W.
than 5,200 contracts, so that, on account
Irwin, general manager of the Vitagraph
distributing organization, this fifteen epi- of the extraordinary merit of the producsode serial which follows into theatres
tion, they have all stuck to the extent of
100 per cent, showing that exhibitors of
immediately upon the conclusion of the
serials will run them from start to finish
fifteenth episode of " The Fighting Trail "
has exceeded even the smashing records — • if they hold up in melodramatic action.
made by its predecessor.
" ' Vengeance— and the Woman ' has
opened with an even greater rush than
" Vengeance — and the Woman " is de' The Fighting Trail ' both in the number
clared by Mr. Irwin to be the most senof contracts made in advance or release
sational melodramatic chapter picture ever
released and he comes as near giving a date and in the total amount of business
booked. To date we have recorded beguarantee of profit to exhibitors as a distributor could.
tween 30 and 35 per cent more contracts
His statement in part follows : " In than were turned in prior to release date
on ' The Fighting Trail,' while the total
' Vengeance — and the Woman ' I am convinced Vitagraph has turned out a powervalue of the bookings on ' Vengeance — and
ful serial boxotfice magnet, better even
the Woman ' will exceed the value of those
on ' The Fighting Trail ' for the same
than our other great serial, " The Fighting Trail.' Bookings on ' The Fighting period by from 40 to 45 per cent."
Jaxon-General
Serial Held
Up
for Scenes
" A Daughter of Uncle Sam " is claimed
ANOTHER postponement in the release
by General to be the first comprehensive
of the first episode of " A Daughter
picturization of the activities of enemy
of Uncle Sam," the Jaxon serial which
spies and the manner in which they have
will be distributed by General Film Company, has been made necessary due to the been balked in their attempts to destroy
ships, munition plants, warehouses confact that several timely scenes were obtaining food and other supplies. Advance
tained for the earlier episodes which
bookings for the serial have been good,
should add materially to their dramatic
qualities, it was announced last week. It is it is said, and there seems no longer any
now definitely stated that the first episode
doubt but that " A Daughter of Uncle
will be released on January 19, and that
Sam " will be one of the boxoffice feathere will be no hitch in the release of the
tures of the hew year.
succeeding chapters in this sensible serial,
Wonderful photography and settings unas it is called.
usually well adapted for the filming of the
In order that the exposures of spy plots
thrilling encounters which are a feature
of the twelve chapters of the serial are
and the enemy intrigues might be brought
said to be two features which add to the
up to date, advantage was taken of an
opportunity to include several scenes in pulling power of the Jaxon serial. Jane
Vance and William Sorelle are featured.
the first few numbers of the serial.

Fox Two-Year
Expansion
Remarkable
pansion continues. To reach this high
JUST two years ago, in December, 1915,
William Fox sent his first company of state of development, Fox Film Corporation spent more than $1,000,000 during the
motion picture players to Los Angeles.
first year following its invasion of the
William Farnum headed this pioneer orCoast.
ganization of about thirty persons. The
Fox forces now have working regularly
As late as June, 1916, only three deleon the Coast four dramatic companies and
gations of Fox photoplayers were on the
Pacific.
William Farnum was the star of
five comedy companies, in addition to the
periodic production of such spectacular
one, George Walsh and Gladys Brockwell
of the others. At present, both Farnum
photoplays as " Cleopatra," " Jack and the and
Walsh are in the East, but the former
Beanstalk," "Aladdin and the Wonderful
will
be at work in California within a few
Lamp," " The Babes in the Woods,"
" Treasure Island," and others.
days.
Brockwell's
starringanddramas
are stillMiss
screened
in the West,
Tom
The Fox Film Corporation has exMix
and
Jewel
Carmen
have
been
added
panded in California from a concern origrecentlynariesto
the roster of the Fox lumiinally covering less than an acre of ground
in California.
there to one now owning five acres in
Hollywood, fifteen on Western Avenue,
You are not going to war. The men who
and ten acres in locations at Silver Lake,
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Fernando Valley and Chatsworth. Where
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
there were at first only two stages, Mr.
Fox now has eight in constant use, and patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"smokes"
will undoubtedly have to build more within
be a slacker!campaign, get busy — now. Don't
the near future if the present rapid ex-
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for

Children

appearance of a new catalog of the
Beseler Educational Film Company,
Inc., wherein each reel is admirably and
fully described, calls to mind the large and
growing amount of material suitable for
exhibitions designed especially for children.
The Beseler Company has specialized in
building up a library of films of an educational character, every one of which has been
most carefulh' examined and in many cases
revised by Mr. Delorne, the manager of
the company, to insure its being not only
of value but of interest.
With a nucleus of films obtained from
many sources, the Educational Films Corporation isadding each week to its store
with the scenic pictures of Robert C. Bruce,
the Ditmars scries of animal studies, known
as the Living Book of Nature, and pictures

Getting Plentiful
of varied interest taken in many lands, all
of .which are being well received.
Conquest Pictures, made up into programs of about six reels each, comprising
a short, lively feature, a comedy and a
scenic or nature studj', are being distributed
with great success by the George Kleine
System.
The Universal Film Manufacturing Company, under the direction of Mr. A. Gross,
its educational director, offers programs of
five or six reels. The programs are varied
in character and have received high commendation from theatres which have employed them for
children's
The Pathe
scenics,
most ofmatinees.
them in color,
and the fine studies of birds and animals
made by their expert cameramen, still stand
practically unrivaled.

St. Paul Paper Urges New
Reels
trating the text of the daily papers. One may
INTEREST in the news reels, educationals
read of war tanks and submarine destroyers and
and short subjects is rapidly spreading
great military movements and other vital features
of this rative
chapter
of history;
but even
graphicby narto all parts of the country, according to adfails to carry
the thrill
imparted
the
vices received through the Motion Picture
photographs.
And there is satisfaction too for curiosity as to
News' correspondence.
actual presencefigures.
and appearance of the world's
In a recent issue the photoplay editor of the
great
It ispresent-day
something to see their actual smiles, to
the St. Paul Daily News commented on the observe
their way of meeting people, their general
demeanor and characteristics of manner.
advantage to photoplay programs of topical
But encequite
absorbingexhibitions.
is the eflect on the audiand news subjects. Especial attention has
of theseas various
been attracted to these subjects through the
It is the one type of movie entertainment which
accounts in these columns of the manner in never fails, at some stage or other, to elicit applause— quite asthere
though
people of the pictures
were standing
in thethe flesh.
w^hich they are presented at the Rialto and
And it is a most interesting indicator of the
Strand theatres.
direction and strength of popular sympathy. Make
Extracts from the St. Paul paper are in- a point of finding out, one of these days, if you
haven't
the "matter
news weekly
" habit
teresting. They follow :
For that
there are
signs already.
pointing to a
in
the
managerial
It is a real mistake these days to miss attend- general change
garding the makeup of the programs.viewpoint reance at movie programs that include current news
This, it is hinted, is likely to come about
pictures.
through the increasing popularity of these same
Besides the keen interest and valuable informanews pictures as well as of travel films.
tion carried by the films themselves these exhibitions are an e-xcellent barometer of popular feelInstead
ofgradually
being among
theto "bealsotheshown
these
ing, as any observer can establish to his own
reels
mayfeature
comewith
mam "shifted
adversatisfaction.
tised
of the bill,
the photoplay
Primarily, these scenes are important as illus- slightly in value.
Laemmle
Gets Deluge of Xmas
Messages
would be the last of men to question the
FROM all sections of this country, and
from the lands beyond the sea, by admitted, long established power of the
press, but in some respects, at least, the
wire and by cable, have come to the Universal Film Company New Year messages
power of the screen is greater.
for the American public from the leaders
" Rightly used, it can present to the whole
people of the country at one flash, as might
in the world's thought and action.
be said, the assembled views of all the
They all deal with the one subject upperleaders of light, the greatest thoughts of
most today in men's minds — the war.
Already a number of the most important
the greatest minds on any subject of vital
of these messages have been filmed on a interest to the people, in a manner more
special reel and distributed for exhibition.
completely effective than can be approached
by any journal, however great or however
" My idea," said Carl Laemmle, president of Universal, " in requesting authoripowerful.
tative statements to this symposium over
"Now, there is no subject more vital,
the signatures of representative men of more commandingly important to the
this and other countries was to place beAmerican people at this moment than the
fore the public the concrete thought of the
fight against autocracy. And in my belief
there could be no time more opportune
leading minds on the one all-important
question that confronts us, that of the war
than this, when we stand at the threshold
into which we have been forced in deof the new year, to present to the people
fense of freedom and democracy.
the views of the men most competent to
" In my opinion this can best be done
through the medium of the screen. I give them greetings of hope, of encouragement, of wise advice."

Picture

News

Essanay Scenics Create
Good Impression
No scenic pictures released in many
months have created, according to General,
such a favorable impression among exof the country
Essanay's
series of hibitors
one-reel
de luxe as
scenics
being
distributed by General Film Company.
Theatres which have shown the first of
this series, " Salmon Fishing in New
Brunswick," almost invariably have booked
the remaining subjects in the series for
their programs. One of the many examples noted in the last two weeks is
the action of the Rialto theatre in Denver in booking the entire series for extended runs, after having seen the first
release.
Forthcoming releases in this series are
" Water Powers of Western Canada,"
" Through Canada from Coast to Coast,"
" How Canada and the Farmers Cooperate in Grain Raising," " Agricultural
Canada," " The
Opportunities in Western
Two Biggest Things in the World— the
Grand Canyon of Arizona and Canyon DeChelly " and " Electrification of Railroads."
Mutual

Weekly Shows Red
Cross Work
The work of an American Red Cross
Ambulance Corps in France is said to be
most interestingly pictured in No. 156 of
the Gaumont-Mutual Weekly, which was
released on Sunday, December 23.
On arrival in France the members of
the Ambulance Corps proceed immediately to the headquarters of the Red Cross
in Paris, where they are given their credentials. Their personal belongings are
forwarded to the ambulance bases by Red
Cross motor truck, while they proceed by
train.
Red Cross workers do not wait long
before reaching the " front," where they
are under fire almost from the hour of
their arrival. Nothing is sacred to the
Huns, and the members of the Ambulance
Corps who must seek out the wounded
on the battlefield are probably more in
danger than the actual fighters in the
trenches.
" Fatal Ring " Sets Serial
Record
"The Fatal Ring," the Pearl White serial, released by Pathe in midsummer, has
set, according to Pathe, an unusual record
for serials.
The Muse-Us theatre of Dayton, Ohio,
ran the " Fatal Ring " and D. H. Thompson, the manager of this theatre, writes as
follows: "Please be advised that I finished 'The Fatal Ring' la.st night, and I
must say it is the best serial I ever had
in my theatre. Pearl White is at her best
in this story. The weather was zero last
night, and we filled our house. That goes
to show it is good. I want to thank you
and the Pathe Exchange for such a good
serial. Many exhibitors can make money
with 'The Fatal Ring.'"
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HOW MEN PLAY
For a hot weather picture we commend " Fishing for Fishterms.
" (Educational
in highest
From the Films
first toCorporation;
the last of
its tive hundred feet it is a ripple and rush of
cool, living water. But then we also commend it
unreservedly for any old weather, because it is
not only beautiful but human and humorous.
The three
men inenough
a boat,in "the
strong
in the
legs
and weak
headenough
to stand
all
day
whipping
a
river
with
a
thread,"
as
Mr.
Bruce puts it, grow so intent on their occupation
that before they know it they are swirling along
over the rapids. However, no harm comes of it,
and the quiet waters of the canyon yield a catcii
that,
" properly
camouflaged
promises
a delectable
feast. " in sizzhng butter,
DO YOU BELIEVE IT?
We are
polite,
so westudios
didn't who
contradict
tleman from
the Bray
assured theus genthat
the Dog Chauffeur in Paramount-Bray Pictograph
No. 99 really did steer the automobile all by hmiself. He certainly appears to do so in the pictures, taken right on a crowded street, too. It
was only our naturally keen intelligence- that said,
"you.There ain't no such animal." We leave it to
Goodrich Dart and his Little Dog Spot emulate
the heroines of some recent mystery serials in
their frantic efforts to attain, often at dizzy
heights, possession of the Priceless Pearls. iVo
female Douglas Fairbanks could balance with
greater agility on the edge of a skyscraper than
do Our Heroes. But, alas, the concluding episode
is a triumph for the Forces of Evil !
The third subject of the reel has to do with
the making of the twine that is used by the giant
reapers to bind the sheafs of grain.
VOICES OF THE NIGHT
A warm night in May. The faint, delicious fragrance of lilacs on the air, and somewhere over
yonder a beast or bug making a noise like a
young sawmill. You are too lazy to search him
out. If you should try the chances are a thousand to one that you would miss him, for he is
that inch-long atom known as a tree toad. Mr.
Ditmars, however, is more successful than you
would be and has caught this interesting little
chap in the very act of emitting his love song.
You never could guess how he does it, and v»e
woii't tell. So you will have to see the reel, which
is Cilled, with more than a hint of irony, " Naturetion).
's \ arblers
" (Educational
Films CorporaOther members
of the nocturnal
chorus
pictured at close range are our old friends the
cricket, katydid and locust. The film is pleasantly
interspersed with trick camera work and scenes of
the photographer setting his apparatus for night
work
; it is more than unusually curious and entertaining.
MOUNTAIN RIVERS AND
ROADS
In the formidable barrier interposed by the
Pyrenees between France and Spain is a cleft
known as the Gorges of the Tarn. Through it
flows the swift Tarn River, selected as subject for
a half-reel in natural colors under the general
title of Beautiful Rivers of France (Pathe Exchange). Millau, an ancient Roman town with
characteristically graceful bridge, is our introduction to an unusually picturesque and interesting comer of the world. Quaint towns climbing
up to a chateau on the hill or clustered around a
spired church are pleasantly varied with glimpses
of the river rushing between its strangely eroded
rocks.
For tliose fond of coaching behind a team of
horses
that must
don't be
mindchained
declivities
so steepundue
that
the wheels
to prevent
haste, the Lake Country of England (Here and
There in Keswick, on reel with above) is an ideal
spot. The rtads, dating back to Roman times,
wind like white ribbons over the huge, barren
hills but never fail to lead past quaint inns where
refreshment can be found for man and beast.
Two unusually beautiful sunset scenes close the
reel.
Mutual Camera Catches
Halifax Scenes
James Barr O'Neil, Gaumont-Mutual
cameraman, who was on duty in Halifax,
"N. S., at the time of the disaster that cost
1,800 lives, accomplished what is considered
an extraordinary feat in making 500 feet
of film covering aspects of the disaster and
arriving in New York twenty-four hours
ahead of any competitor, the pictures being exhibited on Broadway Thursday evening, December 13. They were on exhibition in Chicago and the central west Saturday, December 15.

What

the

Weeklies

Offer

A LTHOUGH each of the five news weeklies has distinctive and interesting material
of its own, all give space to topics claiming universal attention at the moment. First
in timeliness are the measures being taken for the relief of Hahfax. Hearst-Pathe News
No. 100 and Universal Animated Weekly No. 2 show the amount and variety of the supplies assembled on the dock for shipment, and a heartening picture of the relief ship
carrying doctors and nurses to the stricken city. Mutual Weekly No. 155 pictures sections
of the city devastated by fire and explosion. Films of the last great battle and victory
of the Allied troops on the Aisne have reached this country and are given prominent
place in Universal Current Events No. 31, Hearst-Pathe News No. 99, and Mutual Weekly
No. 155. Stores of munitions are hurried to the front, followed by trains of the famous
" 75's " ; in the dark dawn the infantry charge over No Alan's Land, in company with a
monster tank, slowly but surely nosing its ponderous way forward. Then the inevitable
result — little batches of wounded, and groups of prisoners which soon grow to the proportions of a small army. At the end of a gallant day tired but happy poilus come back for
a well-earned rest, while fresh troops take their places in the front lines.
With characteristic quickness to take advantage of news value, Mr. Cohn has inserted
in the Universal Animated Weekly No. 2 a picture of the "Jacob Jones," the U. S.
destroyer which has recently fallen a victim to a U boat; and a fine panorama and street
scenes of Jerusalem, which, after nearly seven centuries under Moslem rule, has been
brought within the realm of western civilization. The possibility that this ancient capital
of Judea may again become the political center of a reunited Jewish nation lends additional interest to the picture. The reel .is enlivened by some fine shots of that greatest
of winter sports, ski-jumping, and by an amusing picture of our sailor boys, under the
leadership of the baritone Percj' Hemus, emulating the Germans in their one universally
commended trait of group-singing. Universal Current Events No. 31 is also characterized
by topics of peculiar interest at the moment. We are at war with Austria, and this reel
gives us glimpses of our new adversary as he works behind the lines with artillery and
camouflage. The opening of the Dutch Parliament affords opportunity for novel and
picturesque scenes as Queen Wilhelmina is borne through the streets in her coach of gold
drawn by four pairs of splendid black horses. Following this stately pageant is an exciting bit of " the real thing," taken at the scene of a try-out of champion greyhounds at
Asbury, Mo. The fleet dogs are given a chance at Br'er Rabbit, who all but gives them
the slip in a long chase. The camera man seems to have been johnny-on-the-spot from
first to last.
Spain is at the moment sending a strong letter of protest to Germany over the recent
sinking of another of her ships b}- that pirate of the seas. That she is prepared to do
more than protest is shown by Hearst-Pathe News No. 99, which displays the trial of two
new submersibles just acquired by the Spanish government. An exciting bit in this reel
is devoted to rescue work in a heavy sea by the United States Coast Guard at Nome,
Alaska. Hearst-Pathe News No. 100 presents a review of the fine body of troops stationed at Camp Devens, Mass. The men march in battalion, and show how they will
" go over the top " in a bayonet charge. Of great interest is a view of part of our new
air fleet. The aeroplanes no longer fight as " aces," but assemble and leave the field in
squadron formation.
Mutual Weekly No. 155 presents our friends of the stage, Harry Lauder and David
Warfield, helping the boys of the navy raise a much-needed fund for dependents at home.
In the Topicals of the following week the stricken city of Halifax is again the center
ai interest. Universal Current Events No. 32 and the Animated Weely No. 3, and HearstPathe News No. 101 devote fully half their length to scenes of deep interest in the
harbor and town. The Belgian Relief Shop " Imo," mainly responsible for the terrible
devastation, is seen lying half submerged on the bank where she was blown by the
explosion. Then follow pictures of the railroad station, from which the roof was lifted
bodily : of schools and churches where lives were lost, of dwellings piled in tragic confusion and wreck. Groups of rescuers are everywhere busily at work, and the American
Red Cross cares for the wounded in its quick, capable fashion.
As this is Red Cross Week, especial attention is called to the Membership Drive.
Animated Weekly No. 3 and Hearst-Pathe News No. 102 picture little Ellen McAdoo,
Mr. Wilson's granddaughter, hanging up the flag of the President's household, four stars
showing on its ground. Mutual Weekly No. 156 brings home to our imagination and
sympathy the work that our membership dollar will eventually perform.
Notable in Hearst-Pathe News No. 101 are pictures Somewhere-on-the-High Seas
of United States destroyers and battleships, the latter a powerful and impressive sight
as they steam head-on at the spectator. The News No. 102 lightens its more serious
scenes of military preparation by snapshots taken at the New York Zoo during the recent
snowstorm. The delight of the Polar bears needs no words of description.
Muwal Weekly No. 156 is particularly timely and attractive. Loads of Christmas
trees arrive, the Appalachian Club " takes to the woods " near Boston, and its members,
and women, engage in the laudable occupation of " cutting a cord " to relieve the
men shortage.
coal
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Production

The First National Exhibitors' Circuit Buys Negative of Edgar
Lewis' Production. " The Sign
Invisible " — Anthony Kelly,
Author

National Exhibitors' Circuit
THEhaveFirst
closed with Edgar Lewis for
the world rights to " The Sign Invisible,"d
one of the two special features produce
by Mr. Lewis during the Summer and early
Fall, at Ticonderoga, near Lake George
in the Adirondacks. The screen version
was made from an original story by Anthony P. Kelly, who wrote Mr. Lewis' last
screen success, " The Bar Sinister." The
cast is headed by Mitchell Lewis, who
characterized Poleon in " The Barrier,"
also produced by Director Lewis from the
story by Rex Beach. In the supporting
cast are Victor Sutherland, Edward F.
Roseman and Mabel Juline Scott, all of
whom were seen prominently casted in
" The Barrier."
The scenes of " The Sign Invisible " are
laid in the Canadian Northwest. The story
tells of the adventures of an embittered
man of the world who has lost faith in
himself and mankind and who has renounced his Creator.
Mr. Lewis, who returned from the scenes
of his production only recently, said, in
commenting upon the difficulties he experienced in staging the production of " The
Sign Invisible " :
" W'c had to build an entire town on
the shores of Lake George. This is the
point where most of the scenes were taken
for " The Barrier." We installed our own
power plant, which generated our electricity and conveyed our water to the camp.
Living quarters were built — in short a temporary town was brought into being. My
company was at work during the entire
summer in this region and every detail

Warde

Buys Foreign

Rights

to " Raver
Public
Defender
"
Harry
announces
that the foreign
rights to his production, " The Public
Defender," have been sold to Reginald
Warde, operator in the foreign field. All
foreign cluded
territory,
excepting
Canada
inin the contract
closed
withis Mr.
Warde.
Mr. Warde said :
" Among the many features I have
bought and exploited in foreign markets,
" The Public Defender " is the first production Ihave been able to show to most
of my clients in a New York projection
room.
" During the past six weeks, nearly every
foreign buyer of note has visited American
shores and, through the courtesy of Harry
Raver, I was permitted to show the picture
to all of them. Their universal approval
was such that I was enabled to make Mr.
Raver a substantial cash offer for the bulk
of the foreign territory without risk of
losing money on the transaction and I am
therefore happy over the result, in that
the picture sold on its hierits to the buyers
I hoped to interest and not because of my
personal opinion."

Edgar Lewis, Whose Latest Picture Has Been
Secured by the First National
called for in the script as submitted by
the author, Mr. Kelly, was reproduced by
the camera. In this production, I believe
that I have given to the screen one of
the most virile dramas ever projected for
screen
entertainment."
Before
closing the deal whereby The
First National Exhibitors' Circuit acquired
the sole rights to this production, an official of the company said that Aaron Jones,
of Chicago, and Robert Lieber, of Indianapolis, both members of the Circuit, came
to New York and saw the picture projected.

Vic

Moore Does " Water
Stuff " in Comedy
Klever Pictures, Inc., will release on
December 31st a comedy called "Oh!
U Boat," featuring Victor Moore. It was
written by Thomas J. Gray and directed
by Chester M. DeVonde.
Vic hates water so much that he has
to be blindfolded before he will take a
bath. His wife is a regular mermaid.
Vic's Uncle Jasbo left him his yacht, " The
Fish Hound," with the proviso that he convert itinto a submarine chaser, and in the
event that he captures or sinks a U Boat
he is to receive the sum of $25,000.

" Cinderella Man " Gets
Amount of Praise
New York newspaper critics of motion
''The Slave" Released Without
Sub-Titles
edy made in California by the King-Bee
pictures find much to praise in Goldwyn's
screen presentation of Edward Childs CariJ'yilE
SLA\E,"
BillybyWest
1 comedy,
will the
be latest
released
the Corporalifjii. It is said that Billy West
penter's holiday play, "The Cinderella
King- Bee Films Corporation without titles. does the l)cst work of his career in this
Man," in which Mae Marsh is starred.
It is said that this is the first time in the production and that there are comedy situSeveral declare it is the best thing that
ations which are entirely original.
history of the industry that a comedy has
Mae Marsh and Goldwyn have done.
been released without sub-titles.
Among the most enthusiastic reviewers
Nat I. Spitzer, sales manager, and L. L. Screen Magazine Features
Novelty
vyas T. E. Oliphant, who said in his pubHillcr, of the same company, after conferlished criticism : " Photographically and
ring with Louis Burstein, who supervised
in direction, 'The Cinderella Man' is by
the production of " The Slave," said that in
Universal Screen Magazine, No. 52, which ' all
odds
the best thing that has yet come
their opinion the comedy was the nearest to is scheduled for release January 4, anfrom
the
Goldwyn studio. Mae Marsh had
perfection of any ever produced and that
nounces among its novelties a subject unthe Strand audience, including hard-hearted
because of this perfection it could be shown
der the title of " Dangerous Occupations,"
newspaper folk, laughing and crying with
showing the members of the Coast Guard
without the aid of sub-titles.
in action.
Edward Childs Carpenter's heroine."
" The Slave " is the first Billy West com-
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William S. Hart Is the Bandit in " Tlie Bandit
and the Preacher," a W. H. Productions Company Release
McGovern, Production Editor, W. H. Productions
Elmer J. McGovern has joined the ranks
of \V. H. Productions Company in the
capacity of production editor, it is announced. He is supervising the completion
of the program of twenty-eight two-reel
Keystone Comedies. These are, after careful selection, considered the pick of the
entire Keystone output and in them are
featured Charlie Chaplin, Mack Sennett,
Sj'dney Chaplin, Fatty Arbuckle, Mabel
Normand, Max Swain, Chester Conklin,
Ford Sterling and Charles Murray.
W. H. Productions Company offers these
comedies at $80 per reel with the war tax
prepaid.
Mr. }iIcGovern, who will supervise the
editing of these productions has had considerable experience in the industry, starting with the Motion Picture News. He
has occupied the following executive positions : assistant to Adam Kessel of the
New York Motion Picture Corporation,
general manager for Frank Powell Productions, Inc., and studio and casting director for the Vitagraph Company. He is
author of a number of successful photoplays.
Russell, Treasurer

of U. S.

Exhibitors' Corporation
William L. Russell, prominent in the business life of Pittsburgh, has been elected as
treasurer of the U. S. Exhibitors' Booking
Corporation, it is announced. With Mr.
Russell's
appointment,is the
executiveWilliam
force
of
the corporation
complete.
Oldknow has been acting treasurer, pending
the appointment of a permanent treasurer.
Mr. Russell will make his headquarters in
the New York office of the corporation,
Times Building. !Mr. Oldknow will take up
the exclusive duties of affairs in the South
and will resume his duties as general manager of the Consolidated Film and Supply
Company. He will have entire charge of
the interests of the U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation in the South.

INDEPENDENT

FIELD

TICKER

Territorial Sales Reported During the Past Week
Productions
Buyer
Territory
"The
Bandit
and
the Tom Moore, Washington,
Preacher" (W. H. ProD. C
Delaware, Maryland, District
auctions Co.— Hart Feaof Columbia, Virginia.
ture)
"The
Hell
Hound
of Tom Moore, Washington,
Alaska" (W. H. ProducD. C
Delaware, Maryland, District
ductions Co.— Hart Feaof Columbia, Virginia.
ture)
" The Two-Gun Man " in A. Dresner, Washington, D.
"The Bargain" (W. H. C, Exhibitors Film ExProductions Co.— Hart
change
Maryland, Delaware, District
Feature)
of Columbia, Virginia.
" The Two-Gun Man " in Masterpiece Film Attrdc"The Bargain" (W. H. tions, Cleveland, Ohio .... Ohio.
Productions Co. — Hart
Feature)
"The
Bandit
and the Masterpiece Film AttracPreacher" (W. H. Protions, Cleveland, Ohio Ohio.
ductions Co. — Hart Feature )
"The
Hell Hound
of Masterpiece Film AttracAlaska" (W. H. Productions, Cleveland, Ohio Ohio.
tions Co. — Hart Feattire).
" The Two-Gun Man " in Keystone Distributing Cor-''^^
"The Bargain" (W. H. poration, Philadelphia. . ..Eastern Pennsylvania.
Productions Co. — Hart
Feature)
" The
Bandit
and
the Keystone Distributing CorPreaeher '' (W. H. Pro- poration, Philadelphia Eastern Pennsylvania.
ductions Co. — Hart Feature )
"The
Hell Hound
of Keystone Distributing CorAlaska " (W. H. Producporation, Philadelphia ... .Eastern Pennsylvania.
tions Co. — Hart Feature).
"The Two-Gun Man" in T. E. Larsen, Oklahoma
"The Bargain" (W. H.
City, Oklahoma
Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas.
Productions Co. — Hart
Feature)
" Babbling Tongues " (Ivan Liberty Film Renting Co., Western Pennsylvania, West
Production)
Philadelphia
Virginia.
"Sins of Ambition" (Ivan Liberty Film Renting Co., Western Pennsylvania, West
Production)
Philadelphia
Virginia.
"Human Clay" (Ivan Pro- Eastern Feature Film Co.,
duction)
Boston
New England States.
"Sins of Ambition" Eastern Feature Film Co.,
Boston
New England States.
"The Public Defender "... .Hiram
Abrams (Boston
Photoplay Co., Boston) .. New England.
" The Public Defender ".... Walter
Greene (Modem
Feature Film Co.), New
York
New York.
"Human Clay"
Merit Film
Corporation, New York State, Northern
New York
New Jersey.
" Sins of Ambition "
Merit Film Corporation, New York State, Northern
New York
New Jersey.
"Human Clay"

Sins of Ambition "

Electric Theatre
Supply Eastern Pennsjlvania, SouthCompany, Philadelphia... em New Jersey, Delaware,
Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia.
Peerless Feature Film ExchangeemEasternNew
Pennsylvania,
SouthJersey, Delaware,
Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia.

"The Two-Gun Man" in
"The Bargain"
A. S. Aronson, Regal Films,
Ltd., Toronto, Canada. ... Canadian Rights.
"The
Bandit
and the
Preacher "
A. S. Aronson, Regal Films,
Ltd., Toronto, Canada Canadian Rights.
iiiiiiiitjnf'nmnmiii
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Amalgamation

Motion

at

of an
Point
the
A Talk With the Exhibitor

Picture

Unloaded

News

Gun

By H. J. Shepard
slay him. Thus you see the poor retailer, and I, in my simile,
WITHIN' the past few weeks an old friend of "Combination
must liken your status, Mr. Exhibitor, unto his, had assisted in
in Restraint of Trade," otherwise known as " Mr. Trust,"
has been brought into the Film Industry, viz.: Mr. Amalthe preparation of his own execution.
gamation, but Mr. Wise Exhibitor will steer clear of him.
Biting the Hand That Feeds
Now, Mr. Amalgamation has devised a very cunning weapon
by which he hopes to get the unsuspecting exhibitors in his power,
that the independent manufacturer of that
shown
is
it
THUS
but this weapon is only an Unloaded Gun.
trade was slain by the very people to whom his existence
Exhibitors — A great many of you have been in the film business
afforded the very necessary protection, and that you, too, Mr.
for a number of years ; you have watched your theatre develop
Exhibintor, will be assisting in the digging of your commercial
under your personal guidance ; from time to time you have
grave if you actively or passively permit a propaganda of this
invested more of your own money in your proposition ; your
sort to proceed unhampered Or unchecked.
tiame has been linked with your theatre at all times ; in fact, the
This is a wonderful example of being held up by an unloaded
development of the theatre depended upon your personal efforts
gun and they might have eliminated the possibility of losing their
and financial resources.
own individuality and results of life's labor if they had analyzed
this " hold-up " before falling for it.
Fight or Come Across
Exhibitors, do you wish to find yourselves in this situation?
IF a highwayman approached you with a gun and ordered you
Do you wish to fall into a rut from which there is no escape?
You certainly have no such desire. Let each one, then, watch
to " come across " or suffer the consequences, you probably
would do the same as any other hurnan being would — hand it your step. Be careful of the agreements you make. No one is
giving something for nothing, and you may be sure that there is a
over and fight it out later. But, if you knew that the " gun was
catch in most propositions that will rebound to the great profit of
not loaded," you would, no doubt, put up a stiff fight to retain
what rightfully belongs to you.
the larger organization.
A few years ago a young fellow in New York City evolved an
idea by which he could secure a number of thousand of the best
Rothapfel, the Independent
established and most reliable retail stores throughout the country
MR.
ROTHAPFEL,
managing director of the Rialto and the
(one or more in every city) that were handling a similar line of
new Rivoli theatres, is conceded to be the leader amongst
product that he intended to manufacture; and his plan proved
exhibitors. Mr. Rothapfel put the Strand theatre on the map ;
to be such an enormous success that today his organization is he duplicated this feat with the Rialto, and he will also do the
one of the most powerful in the commercial world, and the poor
same thing with the Rivoli. He does things. He makes his
unsuspecting boob, who fell for this Mr. Amalgamation, and
personality a part of everything he is connected with. He does
turned over to him the fruits of the best years of his life, does
not tie his theatre to any set policy of any particular distributor.
not realize even today what he has done.
He builds his business by the strength of his own individuality
and
keeps it. He is independent.
. Financing His Scheme
Exhibitors — Only by being independent can you retain what
THIS was his plan: He formed a corporation and issued a rightfully belongs to you. Even though you change your program
certain amount of stock which was to be sold to the retailers.
daily you can only use seven features a week. There are ap(The money received through the sale of this stock was to be
proximately twenty features released each week and among these
used for the purpose of manufacturing the product.) The
are three or four independent productions. The latter show an
maximum amount of stock allotted to each man was Five Hunincrease in the Independent Market of over 200 per cent within
dred (S500.00) Dollars. No more and no less, and the Retailers
the past year. These figures conclusively prove the fact that
were then entitled to a special discount on the various products
you can consistently book such program pictures as are good
manufactured and controlled by the Parent Company. The
and the independent productions as well. These combined with
Retailers also agreed to place the trade mark of the Produtt in your personal method of exploitation will maintain the india conspicuous place on the inside and on the outside of their
viduality of your theatre, and still enable you to retain the right
shops.
to change your policy at any time, thereby not affecting the time,
The result is easily seen. The Retailers pushed the product
money and energy placed in your investment.
upon which they were getting the big discount because that,
We are now in the most crucial period of the film industry
naturally, increased their profits and, on the surface, it looked as
and it behooves you to keep your mind clear and on the lookout
if they were getting the best of the deal, for they were increasing
for the unloaded gun which is covering you this very minute.
Be independent.
their retail profits and, at the same time, boosting the value of
their stock. What they did not realize, however, was that they
irrevocably sold themselves to the larger organization and that
Three Brenon Successes Showing in Montreal
they were simply cogs in the wheels of a Trust, or Amalgamation,
if you please.
/^IIANDOS BRENON, Canadian representative of the Herbert
^ Brenon Film Corporation, reports the successful showing of
Neglected Their Own Goods
three features made by Herbert Brenon, now playing in Montreal
at the foremost moving picture theatres in the city.
THEY neglected to push their other merchandise, selling the
The three Brenon features playing Montreal at the present time
goods which this particular company supplied them. Their
patrons became accustomed to going to them for these particular
are "The Lone Wolf" at the New Grand, "The Fall of the
products. Thus, when later the scheme of Amalgamation had
Romanoffs " at the Regent and " The Daughter of the Gods,"
which was made two years ago under the Fox banner, at the St.
taken a thorough hold they found it impossible to break away.
They were forced to sell what they were told and to pay for it Denis. The first mentioned productions were made at Mr.
whatever the Trust asked. Their stores belonged as completely
Brenon's own studios, Hudson Heights, N. J.
to the company as if they had sold them outright.
In the past four weeks Montreal has seen no less than five pictures directed by Herbert Brenon for, in addition to those already
The unavoidable result, which was bound to follow, did follow.
The smaller manufacturer died, either fast or slow, as the case
cited, " Neptune's Daughter," which is still a drawing-card, and a
happened to be, leaving a vast non-competitive field to the mercy
re
issue of "The Two Orphans" have also been running simultaneously.
of Sir. Amalgamation.
Each of these three pictures now running in Montreal has had
Then whoop! up went the prices, and the poor retailer whose
profits began to lessen, looked about for his usual relief by trading
its premiere as a special attraction in New York at $2 — top price—
elsewhere. Relief no longer lived, he himself had helped to and each was acclaimed a brilliant success.
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Brandon and Bradbury
Court Success
Messrs. Brandon and Bradbury, who
operate the Bunny theatre and the Majestic theatre, both of the Audubon section in New York, are a success. We
accused Mr. Brandon of the fact, and he
couldn't deny it. How could he, in the
face of the Bunny, operated for several
years with a steadily increasing patronage,
and of the Majestic, recently taken over
by this enterprising firm and showing
every sign of promise?
We think we could tell you the secret
of this achievement. Speaking generally,
it is based on sound sense, psychology, and
adherence to an ideal. Quite an interesting little essay might be written on it,
and perhaps one day we will write one.
But this is all we are going to say for
the present. In addition to a carefully
chosen feature and a comedy, Mr. Brandon, the directing genius of the firm,
presents a News Weekly, and a travelogue
or amusing animal picture at practically
every performance. That is his idea of
a good program. Box-office receipts would
seem to prove his idea a correct one.
Lillian Walker Signs with
Crest for Four Pictures
Carl E. Carlton, president of Crest Pictures Corporation, announces that by
arrangement with Lester Park, he has
signed Lillian Walker, star of the two
Ogden productions, " The Lust of the
Ages " and "The Grain of Dust," both of
which have been bought by the Crest Pictures, to appear in four feature pictures
to be produced by Mr. Carlton. Miss
Walker, it is announced, will begin work
at once.
Miss Walker's late picture, " The Grain
of Dust," is an adaptation from David
Graham Phillips' novel of the same name.
The production was made under the direction of Harry Revier. Roy Sommerville
did the sub-titles. The picture will be
ready for release and will be given a trade
showing within the next few weeks.
Miss Walker is supported by Edith Day,
Ralph Delmore, Corene Uzzell, George
Henry, Jacques Tyroll, Redfield Clark,
Cecil Fletcher, Charles Eldridge, Richard
Wagerman and Lawrence Evart.

Louise Lovely Is Said to be Excellent in Universal's " Nobody's Wife "

Hoffman
Speaks
on
Efficiency
M. H. Hoffman, M. H. Hoffman, Inc., A financier of the broadest outlook, a business man who sees clearly into the future,
Now Traveling Through Middle
Mr. Backer does not draw a princely salWest, Writes of Conditions
ary for invaluable guidance. Yet his aid
is of inestimable importance.
MH. HOFFMAN, M. H. Hofifman,
• Inc., who is making a visit to the
" For myself, I am more than the executive head of our organization. That
Foursquare Pictures exchange throughout
much
I expect to be, but were I to stop
the country, writes from Chicago where he
spent several days, of the conditions as he there I should violate the first principle
laid down by the company. I am the field
found them in the territories he has covered. He writes :
man — one of them — and salesman. For if
I were to go into a territory and fail to
. " During the past ten days I have had
secure some particularly difficult piece of
opportunity to see the workings of an ecobusiness I should not be fit for my post,
nomically administered distributing organization— to-wit : Foursquare Pictures. Unas anyone knows.
" Mr. Key, handling the executive end of
derstand that, while I am against ' scrimping,' that the most efficient organization (no Foursquare Pictures, under my direction
matter what the line) is that wherein the and the duties of manager of sales and advertising, aswell as sales promotion works
waste is virtually eliminated.
" It is on this account that I felt gratified efficiency and under our plan of co-operation he makes progress possible in more
in seeing the progress, with my own eyes,
ways than one.
which has been made in the Boston, Phila" The facts, I believe, show what I mean
delphia, Buffalo, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit and Chicago Foursquare exchanges,
by economy and efficiency. Every member
of Foursquare Pictures feels that he and
and which I am confident will be duplicated
she is more than an employe. They are
in the others which I am to visit before my
all working for more than their salaries,
return to New York.
because they share in the prosperity of the
" If ever there were evidence to indicate
concern. We have sought to make our
that distribution of pictures is possible on
offices places where all who are a part of
an economical scale it has been supplied
them liked to come and be busy — in work
since my departure from the home office.
they enjoyed.
" George Backer, president of Foursquare
" Modern business is discovering that,
Pictures, performs services of untold value
after all, the golden rule is susceptible of
in shaping policies and in co-operating with
me in the best methods of administration.
application."
Possibilities,
Says
Raver
so
inclined
to
say
'
let's
go
the movies,'
Harry Raver Says That It Is No Time
but instead picks his stars andto brands
when
for Pessimism — Brighter Outlook
selecting the entertainment he must pay
Than Ever Before
elusive money to see during war times.
" This is an age of ' showmanship.' The
by
ment
FOLLOWING the announce
exhibitor who sits back and waits for the
Harry Raver that he has made plans
money to come in, as he did before money
to produce twenty-five features for the in- became
tight, will see the public passing his
dependent market during the new year,
comes the statement by Mr. Raver that, in door, headed for the house where showmanship prevails, where selected pictures
his opinion, the new year has much in store
are being shown and where every comfort
for those interested in any way in the busiand courtesy are extended.
nes of selling, buying or producing for the
" I would rather have my money invested
open market.
Mr. Raver says :
in a dozen first class negatives to-day than
at any time in the past five years, because
"The war has made the public careful in money
is available for the purchase of good
all things, including motion pictures. Topictures.
A year ago many mediocre picthe man a who
a ' service
so
tures were being bought, haphazard, and
many day,reels
weeksupplies
to a theatre
must' ofstep
buyers were so loaded with pictures of such
aside for the producer who specializes, and
calibre that they had little money left to pay
spends his money on sure-fire stars and
stories, for a money-tight public will not
for a really high-grade product."
support ' just pictures.'
"If one were to judge from pessimistic
Essanay Comedies Find
statements of certain individuals in the
Favor
trade, as to the war's possible effect on moEssanay's
General
Film one-reel cometion pictures," said Mr. Raver, " the entire
dies are being merrily received through the
industry would be scurrying to cover and
country, according to reports. Director
funds on hand would be hidden in old stoves
and pewter pots. Firms, famous for making
Arthur D. Hotaling's idea of comedy humor is finding new favor with movie goers.
money because conditions compelled them
Essanay's General Film scenic reels are
to, are simply facing a condition now where
they are being left high and dry by the also said to be having splendid bookings.
On December 29 the scenic reel, " Through
progressive showman, who better understands his audience. For, in war times, the
Canada from Coast to Coast," will be released, showing the natural, agricultural
public picks its pictures with great care and
discrimination. ' Two bits ' now looks to and commercial wonders of the country to
our north.
the spender like a whole dollar. He is not
Great
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The

Foreign
Problem
Discussed
By Joseph Lamy — Piedmont Pictures Corp.
SEVERAL years ago wluii 1 came to might be called liie Latin American group
Spain, from whom I recei\'ed a very inthe requirements arc ditferent and there
teresting letter with respect to American
this country, the European producers
films a few days ago only. He writes :
liad already introduced everywhere in for- arc certainly many films which today may
eign countries wliat was called the special have a big success in Argentine and may
" Here the Italian films continue dominating, and American feature films, even
lilm and was nothing else but three, four
only be just suitable for Alexico and vice
versa.
and live reel feature productions. Howif technically they are better than the Italian films, cannot compete with the latter,
ever, the American producers at that time
Furthermore, we have the group of the
because
stars are absolutely
only occasionally released on foreign marFar East. \\'e all know that the living unknown theon American
this side and until they are
kets any production over two reels in methods, the art, literature and everything
introduced here in the same way and to
in this country is entirely different from
length and I remember perfectly well when
the same degree, as for instance, Bertini,
the Thomas A. Edison Film Company in the United States, but we have the greatest trouble to convince the producers that Lyda Borrell, Menicchelli have. No speParis released their first multiple production.
a certain film is no good at all for one, or
cial prices
will tliat
be paid
for them."
the other, or all of these territories, simply
This
shows
the star
craze is workAt that time the Famous Players-Lasky
put their first releases on the market and
ing everywhere and that even the best
because tiie ultimate consumer, the movingpicture goer will not or cannot understand
their immediate success due, undoubtedly,
star has to be introduced and become poputhe subject or is not educated enough to
to a great extent to their skill and organlar tion.
beforeThe writer
it becomes
a 'box: ofiice attraccontinues
ization, started immediately all the other
do so. In many of these territories where
the bulk of the customers are the. natives,
producers on the road of feature film pro" I do not say that American films cannot be introduced here, on the contrary,
the clever exchange man will require only
ductions. Since then the American marit is quite likely that gradually they will
ket has seen the height of the feature film such films which can be understood and
take the place of Italian films, but we have
production, and according to what is l)eing appreciated by the natives.
In the third place we came to the Eurooffered now everywhere, the demand toarrived at that yet."
pean countries where we find that the notWhen
day is mostly for super productions or at
speaking of the efforts, so far successful only to a very little extent, of a
least for special productions over 6,000 feet market which today is the best one, the
in length.
United Kingdom, very often brings medibig" importer of films in Spain, who tried
ocre success to a picture which brought
The increase in the cost of the negatives
to force the market with subjects of sevcould be gradually observed by all experts
great results here, and other times a piceral makes which in this country are considered as the best, he says as follows :
ture considered here as an average feature
in the line and of course was justified in
many instances by an increased quality of shows very big results in England. This
". . . has been here for a good many
months without being able to go ahead.
the productions turned out, to such an exshows that, though the Anglo-Saxon taste
is the nearest to the American taste, it He showed many of his best films in spetent that today there are many American
cial trade shows and with the exception
is not the same, and it simply needs very
films on the market, the technic and market value of which, is by far superior to experienced men, knowing perfectly the of two, the impression amongst renters
market to judge the value of a picture
and exhibitors is that they are only curthe average Italian, French or Scandinavian feature productions. However, it for that country.
The moment we come to Scandinavia,
could be observed, not only by me, but
subjects."
" Ifrentyour
manufacturers continue asking
also by all other export men in our line France, Italy, Spain and Portugal and fin- for special prices and cash in advance they
that the American films have had and are
ally to Russia, we find again the very same
are not likely to do any business in this
country. We are quite open to work up
thing that the value of a picture consists
still having troubles to introduce themselves in certain markets. Of course, the only in the value which it may have in- the 'business, but the first risk is to be
dividually for each individual territory.
present conditions have done a lot against
run by the one who has an interest in inThis brings me to the conclusion that
troducing his output in this market. If
obliging many foreign exchange men to
cover his supply with American films, the American manufacturer instead of try- Messrs.
(here he mentions one of our
simply because he could not get enough
ing to compel his foreign customers to take
foremost producers) want to send one
practically his entire output, ought to be copy of their best film to my care through
subjects of European make. Others went
your intervention, such as the European
directly to the source with a view of find- satisfied if the customer takes only such
manufacturers are accustomed to do, I am
films which are suitable for his country.
ing out exactly of what value the AmeriIf he does so he may not only obtain better
can production might be for their market,
prepared to arrange for a trade show
not only the productions which were shown
where all important exhibitors can see the
prices, but his particular brand or tradeto them through the London or French
mark ivill become more favorably known.
films accompanied by orchestra, and I can
market, but also the films which otherwise
The idea of selling the rights for a pic- give an exact report of the impression
never might have reached them.
ture here in New York and letting the caused amongst the interested party. I can
other fellow take the risk, is all right, but
I think such foreign concerns, who came
also indicate, prospects either for sale or
for rent and not engage the film without
right to the spot here, took the wisest
it is not favorable for the general business or for the individual business for
instruction from the manufacturer, and
step to be taken under the circumstances,
and this brings me to the real purpose of each concerned. The buyer who has to run
meanwhile keep the print at his disposal.
such risks by himself, naturally, wishes
the present statement, namclv THE SEThis is the only way to find out what the
to protect himself by lia\ing the largest
films are worth in this market."
LECTION'CORDING
OF AMERICAN
'films
ACTO THE INDIVIDUAL
possible margin, thus giving us the result
Here we have the judgment of a man,
TASTE OF EACH FOREKiN TERRIthat many pictures which in certain counrecognized in that territory as an expert in
TORY.
tries have brought l)ig money have been
the line, a party who has been handling the
sold under price here in the United States.
output of big producers, appreciated by
\\ ilh a few exceptions the average producer here is or at least seems to be of
I may mention that during my twelve
everybody for his serious and commercial
business methods.
the idea that any film produced in this years' experience specializing in the export of films all over the world, I have
country ought to be suitable for any other
Referring to France, if today a few
country without exception, and they do not
had the opportimity of studying the re- manufacturers are doing business there, it
figure that the taste and the view points
quirements and tastes right on the spot is because they themselves or at least their
of all nations are different. Of course, a in many comitries, and the proof is that London offices were wise enough to find
certain grouping of similar tastes is easy
many of my friends in foreign territories
that the only way to do business in France
to establish and all exporters know that have charged me with the selection of their is showing a sample print there to the
films suitable for Brazil for instance will requirements, because they know that I can
trade and disposing of it according to the
market value. The Paris oiHce of the
also in most cases be suitable for Argenjudge the American films from that partine or Chile or Mexicfi or Porto Rico.
Piedmont Pictures Corporation, were the
ticular point of view. I will simply state
However, even, within this group which
a few words of one of my friends in first American offices established for free
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market value. The Paris office of the
Piedmont Pictures Corporation, were the
first American offices, established for free
trade after the outbreak of the European
war and none of the manufacturers who
distributed their films through our channels have had any complaint and will not
have any, because we were able to convince them, and if there might have TDeen
any doubt, the facts speak for themselves.
Speaking of Italy, there are few American producers who ever have been able
to establish a satisfactory business in Italy
and not because the business is not there,
but mainly because they did not want or
could not find the right way to go after
it. Apart from a few sporadical orders
which a few producers have obtained, or
some contract which was cancelled after a
short while, the American feature production is known in Italy to a very small
extent, although the productions of other
European manufacturers are being shown
there constantly.
I feel that the ways are open for the
American producers to gain a steady position in all foreign markets, the moment
they try to apply such International business principles to which the foreign customers are accustomed, and the moment
they try to do their best to meet the foreign customers, taking in account their
wishes and requirements, and especially if
they put their foreign business in the
hands of experts who know how to conduct same and who know how to attend
the requirements of the foreign business
in all its many details.
Oldknow
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Receives Testimonial from Associates
A personal tribute in the shape of an
engraved testimonial bearing the names of
all employes associated with him in the
management of the Consolidated Film, and
Supply Company of the South has been
sent to William Oldknow, vice-president
of the U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation. Mr. Oldknow was one of the
first film men to engage in business below
the Mason-Dixon line.
Thirty-nine young men and women, from
Ned Depinet, Mr. Oldknow's right hand
man who made his headquarters in the
Dallas office of the Consolidated, to the
office boys, all affixed their signatures to
the document in which they joined in
wishing Mr. Oldknow health, happiness
and prosperity in his new undertaking.
At the top of the testimonial is an hand
painted scene, depicting a train disappearing through a snow-clad mountain vale
at sunset and beneath are the words :
" Good-bye, Good Luck, God Bless You."
Among those from whom letters bidding Mr. Oldknow godspeed were received
are: E. H. Hulsey, of Dallas; Max L.
Wolf, of Savannah, Ga. ; E. A. Schiller,
Atlanta; H. C. Farley, Montgomery,
Ala.; E. J. Sparks, Jacksonville, Fla. ;
W. F. Neil, Spartenhurg, S. C. ; Maurice
F. Barr, Houston, Texas ; Carl Kettler,
Jr., West Palm Beach; A. LaBelie, Tampa; C. D. Cooley, Tampa; J. B. Joel, Athens, Ga. ; Albert Sottile, Charlestown, S. C. ;
W. R. Winch, El Paso ; H. Van Denmark,
Houston, -Texas, and George C. Warner,
Columbia, S. C.

r"for
for '^Public
Sales
Big Abrams,
Hiram
of Paramount
and
Defender.' AllDefende
of the inquiries asking
(luotations
come
from
the
most
prominent
Walter Greene, of Artcraft, Buy
exchanges in the country. Mr. Raver has
Territory — Big Demand
gladly turned these over to us and just as
Noted by Renowned
fast as wc'can assemble the data necessary
to intelligently start our propaganda we
RENOWNED PICTURES CORPORAhope
records
rapid sales."
TION, which purchased the United
At to
theIjreak
same alltime
it is for
announced
that
States and Canadian rights to Harry
Walter E. Greene, president of Artcraft
Raver's production, " The Public DePictures Corporation, has secured the distribution franchise for Greater New York
fender," announces that Hiram Abrams,
and the entire State. The Modern Feature
president of Paramount Pictures Corporation, has bought the New England rights
Film Company, Greene's New York exto this production. The deal was closed
ehange, of which Charles Streimer is manlast week. Mr. Abrams predicts a heavy
ager, will start at once the classifiication of
demand for this feature through the New
with a view to releasing " The
England territory. The feature will be bookings,
Public Defender" by January- I. Mr.
Greene witnessed the Hotel Astor siiowing
handled through Mr. Abrams' Boston exchange, the Boston Photoplay Company,
of this picture and later requested Mr.
Boston.
Raver to give him an opportunity to comMr. Akiba Weinberg, acting head of Repete for the New York territory if it was
nowned Pictures, Inc., who closed the condecided
to sell State rights. " The Public
tract with Mr. Abrams, said :
Defender " is the sixty-ninth feature is" I am more than impressed with the
sued by Harry Raver since 1911 and Walclass of buyers who have shown an interest
ter Greene has purchased territory for every
one
of
them.
in purchasing territory for 'The Public

Hall

Promises

President of U. S. Exhibitors' Booking
Corporation Sees Bright Future
— Forces Complete
WITH

less
than since
three the
months'
time having elapsed
organization
of
the U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation,
Frank H-all, its sponsor and president, announces that its executive and sales forces
are complete and that its distributing channels lead to all parts of the world.
The domestic territory was covered first
and then the foreign territory was placed
in the hands of the Robertson-Cole Company of London and New York, one of
the largest importing concerns in the world.
This company will handle the distribution
of the U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation's product in the foreign market.
The corporation's first list of releases includes, The
"
Zeppelin's Last Raid," an Ince
production ; " Those Who Pay," with Bessie
Barriscale featured, another Ince production and " The Belgian," produced by
Sidney Olcott with Walker Whiteside and
Valentine Grant featured. It is the intention of Mr. Hall and his co-workers to have
twelve features for release during the year.
He said: "The demand for productions
above the accepted program standard • of
merit was brought home to me, at jny own
theatre, the U. S. of Hoboken, New Jersey.
I make it a point every few weeks to show
a big production. I have found the scheme
a splendid business stimulant. The new
year will see a further expansion of the
U. S. organization. We have an option on
four new attractions now in course of making and featuring players who possess
genuine box office value. These will probably be announced for release in about two
months.
" We have covered much ground since
October.
We have representatives stationed in thirty exchanges that give us an

Big
Expansion
efficient and economical system of distribution. Ihave arranged with the foursquare Exchanges to handle our business in
the major portion of the domestic territory
and in the South the Southern States Film
Corporation has been entrusted with the
marketing of U. S. subjects. The foreign
field is covered by the Robertson-Cole Company, and it is the intention of this company to widen its scope of operations during the early part of the new year.
" Through our connection with Robertson-Cole we have direct representation
among the exhibitors and distributors of
places as remote as Calcutta, Singapore and
Sydney.
" The domestic sales division is in charge
of Lynn S. Card, formerly of the Alutual
Film Corporation and includes the following exchange representatives : T. B. Kelly,
Atlanta ; A. L. Ehrgott, Boston ; F. W.
Holderman, Buffalo ; C. E. Bond, Chicago ;
G. W. Wilson, Cincinnati ; Arthur A. Lee,
Cleveland ; Ned E. Depinet, Dallas ; Hugh
Rennie, Denver; D. R. Blyth, Detroit; B. A.
Lucas, Kansas City ; Harvey E. Gausman,
Los Angeles ; W. C. Cook, Minneapolis ;
Philip York
Meyer,andA,Brooklyn
G. O'Neil,
-S. P.Alay
Farber,
New
; Allen
and
F. H. Oilman, Philadelphia and Washington ;J. H.SanZimmerman,
: \\'. F.
Korper,
Francisco ; Pittsburgh
Joseph Desberger,
St. Louis; Orrift Woody, Seattle; R. S.
Clark, New Jersey."
Mary

Pickford New Picture Finished
Mary Pickford's newest Artcraft picture,
" Stella Maris," adapted by Frances Marion from the novel by William Locke, has
been finished at the Hollywood, Cal., studio
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
presenting the .star for the first time in a
dual role.
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to Make
Carlton
Carle E. Carlloii. President of Crest
Pictures, Says Exhibitor Is Entitled to Optional Rights
CARLE E. CARLTON, president of
Crest Pictures Corporation, who has
purchased recently the world rights to the
Ogden productions, " The Lust of the
Ages " and " The Grain of Dust," featuring
Lillian Walker, discusses the picture question from the exhibitors' standpoint in the
following interview :
" The practice of forcing an exhibitor to
signing up for a series or a program is
against all principles of right business as I
see it. If an exhibitor wishes to take a
big star, under the ordinary circumstances,
he must be content to follow along with
that star a program of more or less secondary features;
" The best way that I can show you what
I believe to be the ideal booking arrangement is to show you how we are releasing
the Lillian Walker star series : We have
now ready for distribution David Graham
Phillips'
story,
" The stars.
Grain The
of Dust,"
which Miss
Walker
field mayin

Motion

Sales
Optional
without any
ally
individu
picture
have ihc
strings attached. Afterward the exhibitor
mav have the privilege of engaging the
series, which is only fair, if he chooses to
take the option foi the rest of the series.
Manv cumulative advantages of the series
for all the Walker releases, and assure
themselves that the manager down the
block isn't going to come along after a
time and work in on the foundation of the
interest which has been built up by the first
man.
" That is to say, the exhibitor will have
the right to take an option on all of the
■ Lillian Walker releases, but even then we
will not hold him to a contract. In these
war times nobody can say what is going to
exand if a contracting
to-morrow fit
happen hibitor
to ask to be released
should see
he will have our permission. This is as it
should be. The exhibitor should have the
better of the program at every step.
" Now in . our arrangements with our
State rights buyer we are following out
the same plans, we are selling territory on
this same basis, as we ask them in turn to
sell with the exhibitors."
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Ambrosio Company Finish
Historical Feature

AMBROSIO FILM COMPANY, of
Turin, Italy, announce the completion
of an historical feature, under the direction
of Febo Mari. Mr. Mari is also featured in
the production.
More than 700 workmen were employed
during the period of three months in which
time the feature was under production.
These workmen rebuilt the fortress of
Orleans, the Palace of the Huns in Pannonia, the Chief Temple of Byzantium, the
Roman Palace of Ravenna.
The drawing and the frescoes were done
by Mr. Puccini and C. Cheduzzi of Bologna, under the direction of the famous
Italian sculptor, Peter Canonica, the president of the Ambrosio firm.
One thousand three hundred horses and
4,000 men were employed to represent the
Battle of the Marne and about 10,000 costumes were used.
" The great value of the famous work,"
said an official, " will certainly prove to be
the best picture ever put on the market of
the world, and one of the best films produced in Italy is not to be found in the
luxurious surroundings nor in the grandeur
of the scenes. The value is in the structure
of the work, which is highly interesting,
suggestive for the dramatic episodes of
Speaks for *'Mickey"
Ildico and Honoria, with all the historical
AN West
officialern
of the Impo
WesternrtImport
human effort could make it. ' Mickey,'
the little girl around whom this story is and legendary notes gathered at Attila.
Company, which has recently purwoven, is as real to me as though she
chased the world rights to Mack Sennett's
comedy production, " Mickey," featuring
was a living person. If I let ' Mickey ' go
out upon the road to seek her fortune,
Mabel Normand, explains in the followCampaign
Started to
ing interview why the production has been
knowing there was one more thing I could
cut and why the elimination of hundreds
have done for her, I would feel as though
of feet of film from this production is not
A country-wide
sales
drive has
" been
Mother
Exploit
I had starved a child."
launched
for the "George
Loane Tucker
a waste :
production, " Mother," by Herbert Lubin,
" I have no doubt that in time the proShorty Hamilton Comedies
duction of motion pictures will be as careHarry G. Kosch and M. R. Fink, of General Enterprises, Inc., which firm controls
fully systematized as a packing house,
Made in Five Reels
where they sell every part of the pig but
the territorial distribution for this proVictor Krcmer, general manager of the duction.
the ' squeal.' At present we are progressW.
H. Clifford Photoplay Co., left recently
Herbert Lubin left New York last Mon
ing too rapidly in big things to occupy ourfor San Diego, where the Shorty Hamilton
selves with stuffing up little leaks.
day for Chicago in the interests of
series of comedies are being produced, to
feature. He will cross the continent
" At the same time the wastage is less make arrangements for the production of the
to California. Mr. Lubin has established
than appears to the superficial observer.
comedies in more reelage. This acheadquarters at the Sherman House, ChiCompare the production of ' Mickey,' the these tion
was taken because of the unusual
big feature picture which we are about
cago. A trade showing was given Wednesinterest
which
was
taken
in
the
recent
day in the ballroom of the hotel.
to release, with a big theatrical produccomedy productions, featuring Shorty
Elizabeth Risdon is featured in
tion. Before a big theatrical show sees
Broadway, it has been rehearsed for weeks.
Hamilton, shown for review, " The Snail " " Mother." She is now playing a leading
By the time it appears in New York, the and " Denny from Ireland."
role in " Misalliance," the William FaverMr. Krcmer said:
chances are that not more than one line
sham stage production of George Bernard
" The Shorty Hamilton series of comedies
Shaw's famous drama.
out of ten remains of the original manuare sure to prove a winner. The contemHarry Kosch, head of the legal departscript.
We
can't
put
a
motion
picture
plated expansion will be more in quality
out on a trial run. When it leaves our
ment of General Enterprises, Inc., also
than
quantity.
Each
future
production
will
hands its mistakes are irrevokable. What
left 'the city Monday, bound for Boston,
be
five
reels.
The
comedies
recently
shown
appears to be an appaling wastage of
Mass. where he will preside at several
film is our substitute for the tour of trial for review made a hit and I feel sure that screenings of the George Loane Tncker
the
five
reelers
to
come
will
place
Shorty
performances in the small towns.
production
and contract for the New EngHamilton in a class with the best screen
land territory.
" We take each situation from half a
To consummate the sales-drive which
dozen angles. If we get' two or three
Mr. Kremer will return to New York
Messrs. Sawyer and Lubin are promoting,
' hunches ' we take them all. When we comedians."
soon
for
a
conference
with
Ernest
Shipto interest state rights purchasers from
finished ' Mickey,' we came to the pro- man, sales manager of the company.
jection room with enough film to make
coast to coast in the McClure feature,
five or six big pictures. On an average,
M. R. Fink completes the trio of Genwe cut out four or five feet of film for
eral Enterprises, Inc., executives who arc
every foot that we made. Some of the
now on the road for " Mother." Mr. Fink,
scenes from 'Mickey' have been made
at present in the South, reports widetwenty times. This was not because the
spread interest in the Tucker picture and
first time was not good. We were deis also taking care Of the arrangements
termined that no matter how much time
recently
wherebypenal
" Mother"
will
Attention
it took or how much film was used up,
be
showncompleted
in the various
institutions
as an aid in the uplift work.
'Mickey' must be as near perfection as
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FAIR

PLAY

Our

Way — The

Only

Sell You

Pictures

— To

Fair

Way

Book what Jewel Productions you like — whenever you like — ivithout a contract tying you up
52 weeks in the year — without a deposit — luithoitt fear of mediocre pictures that you'll have to
accept — without compulsion of any kind — except the necessity of giving your patrons the best the
market affords.
Realize

All That

Booking

Jewel

Fair

1
1
1
1

Play

Means

This — the Je\vel Way — the only fair way
pick only pro\en successes — as many or as
best suit your schedule — for the cream of
chance to round out your program with

Realize

Particularly

to sell you pictures — gives you a fair, square chance to
few of those successes as you want — for the dates that
the business on those pictures. Gives you a fair, square
other good pictures — /'/ you can find them.

1
1
1
1

This

Many other concerns, /'/ they could offer Jewel Quality, would jump at the chance this highest
quality offers, to tie you up with all manner of restrictions — limit you clear to the limit — squeeze
the orange dry.

1
1
1

Not so, Jewel Productions, Inc.

|

Under

the

Jewel

Fair

Play

Booking Plan YOU
GET—
All the plums. None of the lemons. /// fairest figures.
No forcing you to take several weak features just to get one winning production.
No buying a cat in a bag. You see every Jewel Production before you buy it. Thus you know
what your goods are going to Ik- like before you pay a single penny.
No exorbitantly salaried Stars — who add nothing to entertainment value, but who do compel in- _
sane rentals that a majority of exhibitors cannot afford — that only a few can play with real profit.
No contract plan. No tving v(ju up on a Series in w hich there mav be a weak picture.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Under
You

the

live-and-let-live

Pick

Your

Pick

and

Picture
Pay

Jewel
and

Fair

Pay

for That

Play

for

Plan

Your

Alone

With a Quality Average infinitely above that of any other picture marketing concern in the business to-day, Jewel Productions, Inc., does not tie you up — does not restrict you — does not limit
you in any way.
Instead, Jewel Productions, Inc., offers you OPEN BOOKING on the very finest pictures, obtained from every source and renting at figures that give you a white man's profit on every one.

J.; *•

Six

Great

Successes

Different

The

Man

Without

* 1.A

Six

Types

" The

a Country**
The great patriotic drama of the hour, endorsed
and recommended everywhere by the American
Defence Society. Made by Thanhouser. W orld
Rights owned by Jewel Productions, Inc.

of

Price

of a

Good Time"
Mildred Harris in the most appealing, universalinterest play of many years, lavishly produced by
Lois Weber — the Belasco of the Screen.

" ^"""^ Through ' '
'
the
"Sir
T ens
• Lovely
T of, and
J Carmel
^ Sea , 'Myers
i,,r
J
Herbert
in George
Louise
m• a dream
ofr
■ u • ^Rawlinson
1 j
x
• ^Bronson
j
■rr
,-i 11J uby Allen
All
TT 1 L
mighticst 0 melodrama
Venus-like
loveliness, made
Holubar.
,
^ .101 society
1 ^- and
j. ■
'^"'^'"'^
The Beauty Picture of the Age.
''Pay Me"
Dorothy Phillips — Idol of Millions — in a tornado
of a- Western drama, produced by Joseph De
Grasse.
Everywhere
a smasher of business
records.

Howard's
..u
j»
tne
under^

''The Co - Respondent * *
Elaine Hammerstein in the great Ralph Ince
version of the stage play by Alice Leal Pollock
and Rita Weiman.
With $50,000 advertising to
back her up.

Soon to be Released
"The
Grand
Passion"
Dorothy Phillips, William Stowell, Jack Mulhall, Lon Chaney.
A Drama dyed Red with Human Emotions. Watch and Wait.

jEm

PBODUCTIOKSOnc)
l600B'VnLY,N.V.

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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A

TREMENDOUS

CROWD
PLAN

COMPELLING

THAT

FOR

HE

News

18

WILL

PULL

WEEKS

heralds

givelthe list of
awards— explain every detail —
of the age of boys and girls who
to beparticipate — how
may
come a participant— what to do— who
the judges are— how
the awards will
be made— how the suggestions will be
judged
and all other details.

388

AWARDS

—consisting of United States Liberty
Bonds
War
Certificates and Thrift
Stamps - Attractive amounts
and so
arranged as to be of the greatest possible
incentive to all children.
The

Kids

O blanks in this contest.
EVERY
CHILD
IS
REWARDED
FOR
HIS
OR
HER
EFFORTS.
This

alone

triples the value

of this

plan, and urges every exhibitor
throughout the entire country to
communicate with his nearest
Universal
WINNER.

Exchange

will

for

this big

Interests
young

lie '.urc to mention - MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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AKE

application

NOW

l^-.

to your nearest Uni- {i^"^versal Exchange
for
this tremendous nation
/C
wide-" MYSTERY

SHIP

BEST

'

ENDING
CONTEST"
DON'T
let your competitor beat you to it.

It

costs you absolutely nothing — The
UNIVERSAL gives all the prizes— conducts the
entire contest— does all the work— and YOU get
the benefit for 18 straight weeks.

ND

remember

this— the

UNI-

VERSAL SERIAL - "THE
MYSTERY
SHIP
even
V without
this tremendous

VERY Exhibitor will secure
a generous supply of these
''MYSTERY
SHIP BEST
ENDING CONTEST" heralds
for local distribution to back
up this plan in all neighborhoods.
Thus you will interest EVERY CHILD,
every parent, every school teacher, enabling you to play capacity every week
on matinees.

nation-wide plan, stands head and shoulders in
punch and pulling power, above ANY SERIAL
NOW ON THE MARKET.
It opens with the
colossal $35,000 thrill in episode 1 and grips like
a vise to the finish. YOU cannot afford to be
without

it. Get in touch with your nearest Universal Exchange and BOOK "THE MYSTERY
SKIP" today.
UNIVERSAL

FILM

MANUFACTURING

Carl Laemmle,

CO.

President

"The Largest Film Manufacturing Concern in the Universe"
1600 BROADWAY
- NEW YORK

old and
alike

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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Exhibitors Cannot Help
Halifax
The efforts of tlic nuitiuii picture exliibitors of Winnipeg to help the sufferers of
the Halifax disaster, were nipped in the
bud hy the action of Hon. Edward Brown,
provincial treasurer of ^lanitoha, who, at
the last moment, threatened to revoke the
license of any exhibitor who opened his
house on Sunday, December 16, for the
benfit of the public at large, it was reported
from Canada last week.
The theatres had advertised extensively
in the newspapers the fact that they would
be open on Sunday, the entire proceeds —
not from admissions, but from contributions— going to the Halifax Relief Fund.
No admission whatever was to have been
charged. The managers had received permission to open on Sunday from the Premier of Manitoba, from the LieutenantGovernor, from the Mayor of Winnipeg
and from the Chief of Police. Mr. Brown,
whose department has indirect supervision
over the theatres of the Province, at the
last moment, put his official foot down on
the proceeding. He left w'ord that the
theatres were not to open, under pain of
his displeasure, and then left the city.
Saturday night a part}' of men, among
whom were many returned soldiers, decided to pay a visit to Mr. Brown's residence, and, calling him to tiie door, demand
an explanation of his action. This decision,
however, was made before it was learned
that the provincial treasurer was out of the
city.
Many thousands of intending picture
theatregoers were downtown during the afternoon and evening, as on account of this
last-minute decision, it had not even been
advertised in the papers that the theatres
would not be open. In front of each
" movie "' house was tacked a sign explaining why darkness reigned within.
Reid Has Had
Long
Experience Editing Films
Hal Kcid, who has been engaged by the
W. H. Productions to write titles for all
their releases of William Hart features and
other productions, has had fourteen years
experience in the picture industry. His
work has been confined to the editorial and
scenario end of the business. He has been
with Sclig Polyscope Company as scenario
writer,
w ithsub-titler
V'itagrapiiandas assistant
director, editor
scenarioof
writer and
its .scenario department. He then went with
Reliance as director and writer, and later to
the Universal, where he was editor and
chief of the scenario department.
Mr. Keid wrote the sub-titles and rc-editcd the first Hart release of the W. H. Production-. The
"
Two-(jun Man," in " The
Bargain
"
and
is
now working on other
Hart features.

Motion

Breezy Items from Canada
The leading motion picture houses in Montreal
have felt a decided slump during the past week,
according feltto itreports.
probably
most. Loew's new theatre has
Manager Caldwell, of the Lyceum theatre, Gait,
Ont., was a recent visitor to Toronto, where his
pleasant smile swept all before it.
Mollie King and Rita Jolivet appeared personal y at Loew'sNovember
new Montreal
when that
house opened
19. theatre
The feature
was
"Talmadge.
The Secret of the Storm Country," with Norma
W. eralA.FilmSault,
formerly
manager assistant
of GenCompany,
has Toronto
been appointed
manager of the Toronto branch of Mutual. James
Travis is manager.
In connection with the increased cost of operating theatres
Griffin, ofa circuit
the Grif-of
fin
Amusementin Canada,
Company, Pete
controlling
theatres in Ontario, has raised the prices to all
the houses to 25 cents flat.
Charlie
generalhasmanager
tures,
Ltd.,Stevens,
of Toronto,
gone forof aSuperfeavisit to
the Western cities, Winnipeg and Calgary.
Exhibitors of Victoria, B. C, announced last
week that the prices of all theatres in that city
have been reduced, and now range from twenty
cents downward. Increased prices did not prove
successful.
A. Kay, cameraman of Pathescope, of Canada,
Ltd., of Toronto, was killed recently when a
taxi in which he was riding was struck by a train.
It is ppredicted
two Bureau
new censors
will be one
apointed to the Censor
of Winnipeg,
to take the place of the late William Horn, and
the other to replace II. Willoughby, who is making a change.
It is said Canadian exchanges around Winnipeg
have been complaining of opinions handed down
by the Board of Appeals of Censorship.
The new Allan theatre of Toronto permitted
Victory Bond salesmen to use the foyer in which
to sell bonds recently. The management offered
all patrons subscribing a chance to draw for a
double ticket of admission to the house, good for
three months.
Opinion seems to be divided over the amusetax fight of the
Exhibitors'
Association
BritishmentColumbia.
Anyway,
the campaign
is saidol
to be creating much attention.
J. Clarke Belmont, special Western representative of the Canadian Universal Film Company, recently paid a visit to the exhibitors of Vancouver
Island. Mr. Belmont reports business conditions
rather quiet at present.
J. K. Fraser, of Ilcdley, B. C, who closed his
theatre on the inception of the Amusement Tax
in British Columbia, has reopened.
Roy O'Connor, formerly manager of the lola
theatre,
Toronto, Film
has Import
been apjjomted
for
the Specialty
Company. salesman
Specialty Import Company announce that they
have pictures of the recent Halifax disaster for
Pathc News, and will release same in Toronto
within a few days.
Up to asthetopresent
no reports
ha»c were
been
received
whethertime
or not
any theatres
destroyed in the Halifax disaster. More than
likely the amusement theatres will be practically
empty until thmgs get straightened up.
The Allies theatre, located at 1240 Ontario
street, Kasl Montreal, opened recently under the
management
'i histheatre.
formerly operated under of
the Mr.
nameBastcin.
of Liberty
Mrs. W. F. Osborne, wife ot Prof. Osborne, of
Manitoba Universitv, has been appointed to the
Provincial Board of .Motion Picture Censors, accordmg
Brown. to an announcement by Hon. Kdward
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Exhibitors' Association
Fights Amusement Tax
Thetion ofMoving
AssociaBritish Picture
ColumbiaExhibitors'
is living up
to its
statement that it was going to fight the
new amusement tax to a finish.
Exhibitors throughout the Province exhibited slides giving their side of the
question. However, some of these slides
were not very tactfully worded, some going so far as to state that Mr. Brewster,
the Premier, levied the tax so that he could
increase his own salary.
Naturally the Provincial Government
took offence at this statement and the Attorney-General, Mr. Farris, immediately instructed the Censor Board to notify every
picture theatre in the province that unless
the screening of slides discussing the
amusement tax was discontinued their licenses would be canceled. The act governing theatres in British Columbia calls
for the censoring of all slides before being
exhibited. However, this law has not been
complied with and has never been enforced.
The exhibitors have been forced to discontinue the use of slides but have continued their campaign with twenty-foursheet posters placed in conspicuous positions all over the towns. These posters
have such headings as " The Iron Hand in
B. C," and have reference to "The Mailed
Fist," etc. They also give a copy of a
letter received from the censor regarding
the discontinuance of screening slides on
the amusement tax.
Winnipeg

Theatre Burns to
Ground
With the thermometer 28 degrees below zero, the Osborne Motion Picture theatre. River avenue and Osl^orne street,
Winnipeg,
burned at12.3 This
o'clock
on
the morning was
of December
house
was one of the prettiest and most comfortable neighborhood theatres in Winnipeg, and catered to the fashionable Fort
Rouge family trade. The building was
owned by M. W. Williamson, who also
owns the National, one of the biggest
downtown theatres. Mr. Williamson
places the blame for the conflagration on
the huge furnace, which was situated in
the front part of the building.
Superfeatures Represents
Griffith in Canada
Superfeatures Limited announce that
they will handle all the Griffith pictures for
Canada, latest releases being " Civilization,"
" Lone Wolf," " Vera the Medium,"
" Salambo." Mr. Stevens is visiting the
.Maritime Provinces to open up offices in
that territory and before long this new
distributing company in Canada will have
offices in the six most important centres.
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FMcGREVV WILLIS, recently added to
• the Universal Cit^- scenario staff, has
been assigned to writing stories suitable for
Mae Murray, and work has now been progressing very satisfactorily under the direction of Robert Leonard on Willis' first
script, titled " The Eleventh Commandment." Ashton Dearholt is playing juvenile
lead in this and Lewis J. Cody, Joe Girard,
Clarissa Selwyn and Harry Carter are others of the cast who have the important
roles. This will be Lou Cody's second appearance in Bluebird subjects, he having
been engaged this week for this part, and
probably may be retained by this, company.
Cody has just completed an engagement
with the Diando Company at Glendale,
where he played leading-man role in " Any
Home," the most recently filmed Baby
Marie Osborne subject. ■
Fox Plans New Drive
Reports current this week are to the effect the Fox studio will become a bee-hive
of activity about the first of the coming
year. William Farnum is to return to the
Western studio at that time, and, according
to rumors, Theda Bara will probably return
a few weeks later. In addition to these,
standard companies it is probable that additional facilities at the Western plant will
make possible the addition of other producing units at the season of the year when
it is inconvenient to produce at the Eastern
studios.
One company is working this week on
the dramatic stages of the Fox studios. It
is that under the direction of Bertram
Bracken, who is filming a dramatic story
with a South American atmosphere, in
which Gladys Brockwell plays a dual role.
The story is by E. Lloyd Sheldon, and the
principals are Colin Chase, Bectram Grassby, Joseph Singleton and Rosetti Marstini.
Another Fox company is working at
Truckee, Cal., making the exteriors for an
Alaskan gold-rush photoplay. Jewel Carmen is the star of this subject and L. C.
Shumway, G. Raymond Nye and others, including several of the Fox children, Francis
Carpenter, Gertrude Messinger and others
take the leading part. The play is being
directed by C. M. Franklin, who up until
this time has given all his attention to making child pictures. The company, will be
absent from the studio about ten days.
The first Western subject made by Fox,
which stars Tom Mix, has been completed,
and Mix, Director LeSaipt and the scenario
department are now working on a new subject. The first subject has the working
title of " Cupid's Round-Up," and is from
an original story by George Scarborough.
Universal Adds Directors
The Bluebird and Butterfly studios at
Universal City have taken on additional activities byincreasing the number of producing units. Two directors were added to the
stafY this week. One is Wilfred Lucas, who

recently arrived from the East after a number of important engagements there, and
the other addition is Douglas Gerrard, formerly of the producing forces of this
studio.
Mr. Lucas has been assigned to direct
Monroe Salisbury and Ruth Clififord in a
series of Western subjects, succeeding
Rupert Julian, who with Elsie Jane Wilson
will co-direct other Bluebird photoplays.
Mr. Lucas is one of the oldest players and

Constance Talmadge, Select Star, Received a
Big Welcome at Los Angeles
directors of the screen stage, having deserted the legitimate stage, where he had a
long experience in high-class productions,
both as actor and producer, for the screen
in the early Biograph days. Since that
time he was the first feature director for
Universal when a three-reel subject was
considered a top-notcher. Later, he produced the first Universal serial, " The Trey
o' Hearts," and, following this, had a long
engagement at the Fine Arts studios, where
he was starred -in a number of productions.
The first photoplay to be filmed by Lucas,
with Salisbury and Miss Clififord, is " Heart
of the Desert." This is spoken of as a decidedly Western drama.
Douglas Gerrard is to direct Ella Hall
and Emory Johnson. The first subject will
be put in production during the coming
week, the script now being in the process
of preparation by the scenario department,
under the direction of Col. Jasper Brady.
The title has not been selected for this phonamed. toplay, nor have the other players been
Hart Looks for Snow
William S. Hart and company spent the
past week watching for snow to fall on
Mt. Wilson, a distance of forty miles from
Los Angeles, and on Saturday were favored

with a bountiful supply of the beautiful,
and left the summer climate for a few days
of zero weather. The snow stuff is needed
for the Northwestern lumber-camp story,
which is now being filmed, and the players
will spend several days at the top of this
high California peak. This Artcraft, as yet
unnamed, affords Hart the second vehicle
without a heroine. Gertrude Claire, character actress, taking the role of an Englishwoman, who comes to the lumber camp in
search of her son, is the nearest approach
to such a role, for- it is by her sweet gentleness that the badman of the camp is
caused to alter his character. This is another J.G.forHawks'
story, who
has written
a number
the Western
badman.
The first C Gardner Sullivan story for
Ince-Paramount release, now in the making
under R. William Neill, with Dorothy Dalton in the star role, has been named Love
Me." This original photoplay, is centered
about the action of a young Western girl
who is confronted with the problem of inducing the relatives of her husband to see
that she is worthy of their love and admiration. The cast includes such well-known
players as Melbourne McDowell, Dorcus
Matthews, William Conklin, Jack Holt and
Robert McKim.
Enid Bennett's first Ince-Paramount picture has been completed so far as filming
of scenes is concerned, the last having been
taken by Director Jerry Storm when the
company spent several days at Arrowhead
early this week. The film is now in the
hands of the film editors, who are under
the direction of LeRoy Stone. The photoplay is titled
The KeysGeorge
of the Nichols,
Righteous,"
and the
cast "includes
Joe
Swickard, Earl Rodney and Lydia Knott.
Triangle Buys Plays
Screen rights for a number of very successful speaking stage plays have been secured by the Triangle Film Corporation,
and, to complete negotiations, Vice-President and General Manager H. O. Davis recently departed for New York city, after
spending less than two weeks at the producing plant. The plays, it is stated, are all
extremely well known and will be made
into multiple-reel subjects. The first to be
filmed will be " The Servant in the House,"
by Charles Rand Kennedy. Mr. Davis expects to return West within three or four
weeks and will then be prepared to make a
statement concerning the purchase of these
plays and the screen rights, which are now
held by a syndicate of gigantic proportions.
That a film-producing plant can be successfully conducted along the lines of a
circus was very emphatically shown this
week when the Triangle Keystone producing staff packed away their powder-puffs
and
wigs,
togetherfolded
with their
the diving
nymphs'
beach costumes,
reflectors
and
tripods and crept from^Hollywood to Culver City without a bit of loss of time. Pro-
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Sheldon Lewis
diKtion was commenced on Monday morning just where the several producing units
had ceased on Saturday night ; i. e., work
was resumed at Culver City on tlie same
stories they liad Ix-cn working on at their
former studio. The work of moving required scores of truckloads of scenery and
props to be transported from the old Fine
Arts studio to Culver City, as well as the
removal of all costumes and photographic
and laboratory apparatus. All companies
continued with their production until the
usual hour on Saturday, and moving was
accomplished by the transportation staff of
the two studios on Sunday. When Monday
morning came the technical staff of the
Triangle plant had sets ready for the seven
comedy companies to resume work.
Storey Subject Edited
Ten days were taken by Director Tod
Browning and B. A. Rolfe, who is in charge
of the production at the Western Metro
studios, for the editing of the Westernmade subject, " The Legion of Death."
which stars Edith Storey, and Mr. Rolfc
departed with the negative and first print
for New York, where a number of atmospheres were added. Mr. Rolfe spent but a
few days in the East, and expected to be
back in Los Angeles on Christmas morning.
Mr. Rolfe also took with him the first Viola
Dana Western-made subject, " The WindTheing Trail.''
filming of the second Edith Storey
production, under the direction of Tod
Browning, has been progressing very satisfactorily, the company having been engaged the past week in the filming of exterior scenes. Miss Storey performed several hazardous acts for this photoplay,
which will be titled " Revenge," and was
adapted by William Parker and H. P.
Keeler from " the Edward Moffitt story,
" Hearts Steadfast." The script calls for
the burning of a stage-coach, which frightens the horses and causes a runaway on a
dangerous mountain road. Miss Storey es-

capes from the coach just as it leaves the
roadway and plunges over a cliff, and
crashes to the bottom, a thousand feet
below.
At the studio the second Metro company
is working on the interiors for " The House
of Hearts," an adaptation from the Myrtle
Reed novel, " A Weaver of Drearns," by
William Parker. The cast for this subject
li;is all been selected and, besides Viola
Dana, includes Clifford Bruce, Russell
Simpson, Vera Lewis and others. Bruce
will be remembered as leading man in
" Blue Jeans " and also played in " The
Winding Trail," which was recently filmed.
American Takes Rest
But one company was working last week
at the American studio, that under the direction of Lloyd Ingraham, who has Mar
garita Fischer as star in the production of
" High Heels "
The Mary Miles Minter company has just
filmed " Mile. Tiptoe," from the adapted
story by Elizabeth Mahoney, and will shortly take up the filming of a new photoplay.
The William Russell company, which is
directed by Edward Sloman, is not working, owing to the star, Russell, having a
black eye, which makes it impossible for
him to appear in scenes. The accident to
Russell was not caused by flying kindlingwood or anything like that. He was making a dash with an automobile on a mountain grade, and when he leaped from the
car to prevent going over a cliff with it, he
struck his eye on a part projecting from the
windshield. Harvey Clark, who is taking
the role of an English butler in the production now in the making, " Detective Dan
Cupid," was in the ca; with Russell at the
time, but both escaped injury.
The Lloyd Ingraham subject, "High
Heels," will introduce two new American
players. One is Golda Madden, who was
formerly with the American, and the other
is Dave Howard, who apears in the leading
role opposite Miss Fischer. Howard has
appeared in but few subjects, and was
boosted to the leading-man part hy Director
Lloyd Ingraham, who felt positive that the
young man would make good. That he did,
is shown by the fact that he has been cast
for a juvenile lead in two subjects.
New Plays Completed
Plays completed at the Triangle studio?

Bill Russell Two-Steps with a Rattling Good
Skeleton
are " The Tliree God Sons of Janet (jontreau," filmed by Director Raymond Wells
in nine days. E. Mason Hopper has comthe making now
of "inMr.production
Butterfly."for the
Otherpletedsubjects
Triangle-Kay-Bee brand are " The Hopper,"
adapted from the Meredith Nicholson story,
which is being directed by T. N. Heffron,
with William V. Mong in the name role.
Cliff Smith is at work on " Keith of the
Border," with Roy Stewart as star. In this
subject Josie Sedgwick, who has been in
pictures for more than two years, plays her
first dual role, that of a Southern girl and
her sister who is a musical-comedy star.
Wallace MacDonald, leading man, arrived in Los Angeles this week from the
East to accept an engagement with the playing forces of the Triangle at Culver City.
Another new member of the Triangle stock
is Jean Hersholt, who fo;- a number of
months played with the Butterfly and Bluebird companies at Universal City. Hersholt
will
first
play hyin Jack
" Little
Red Decides," now
being filmed
Conway.

Complete and Convenient Are the Sanford Laboratories at Culver City, Cat.
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arrived in Los Angeles Fridaj', December
14, and was given a very hearty welcome by
scores of film people who were at the staManager B. E.
of the was
Selectin
Picturestion.'Exchange
of Loper
Los Angeles
charge of the event given in honor of Miss
Talmadge's coming, and, upon his invitation, managers of all the exchanges and
manj^of the prominent Los Angeles exhibitors paraded through the principal streets
in gaily decorated automobiles, each one
of which bore the banner W'elcome Constance Talmadge."
The principals ' of the cast to support
Mary Pickford in her next Artcraft picture,
now being filmed by Director Marshall
Neilan, was announced this week. Kate
Price, who appeared in scores of Vitagraph
pictures, is to take one of the important
character roles, that of an Irish woman of
the tenement district. William Scott will
be the roughneck lover, and others named
are Norman Kerry and Herbert Standing.
Miss Pickford plays the role of a fresh kid
of the tenement district.
Anna Little, who played in " Nan of Music
Mountain," taking the name role, and later
in " Rimrock Jones " as leading woman for
Wallace Reid, has been sent East by the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation to play
opposite Reid in the picture that he makes
at the Eastern studio.
New Bluebird Started
Director Stuart Pa ton, with Carmel ]\Iyers and Kenneth Harlan as leads, has taken
up the filming of the Bluebird subject,
" Bona," which is an original photoplay by
Harvey Gates, written especially for these
co-stars. The supporting cast for these
players has not been named.
Louise Lovely is now making the finishing scenes for the Bluebird, " The Quest of
Joan," which is being filmed by Director
This is Doris Schroeder's
Edgar Jones.
adaptation
from the James Oliver Curwood
story, and playing in support of Miss
Lovely are Phik) McCollough, Gertrude
Astor, H. A. Barrows, William Chester and
Mark Fenton.
Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran have progressed very successfully with the making of
one-reel comedies. In the less than two
weeks that they have been back from New
York two subjects have been completed.

Vivian Martin, in Paramount Pictures

The second was " Hooverizing the Home."
C. B. Hoadley, formerly head of the Uni\ersal comedy scenario department, has
been engaged to write for Lyons and
Moran, and the subject just finished is his
first contribution. Mr. Hoadley will devote
all his time to writing for these two juvenile
comedians. Gladj's Tennj-son has been selected as leading woman for the company.
" The Mystery Ship " serial company,
which has Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber as
leads, are now working on the thirteenth
episode under the direction of Harry Harvey, and " The Bull's Eye " company are
now busj' with the eighth release. Eddie
Polo and Vivian Reed are the principals of
this. Both serials are being written by W.
B. Pearson.
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CLOSE-UPS
BY CON TRIB
Some P. A. has deposited with
HOOKUM a quantity of press
matter under the heading of
" Stop 1are Look
Listen and
!"
These
days :of and
militarism,
we took the first command.
Fred Church, the Long Beach
commuter, never comes to L. A.
but what it is the wrong day for
shopping
in his
these
-less todays.
Fred permits
appetite
get
away with him.

/

Bennett Scenes Filmed
Some of the bigger scenes for the Ince
production starring Enid Bennett, which
has a Lake Superior lumber country atmosphere, were filmed last week. One setting
shows the interior of a court room, the
morning following raids by the officers, and
for these scenes a very motly array of
types were secured by Casting Director
Tom Walsh. In make-up they represented
everj' kind of human being on the downward slide, and it was into this array that
Enid Bennett was forced to go and search
for her supposed father. Supporting Miss
Bennett in this story are Earl Rodney, Melbourne McDowell, Joe Swickard, George
Nichols and Lydia Knott. The direction is
in charge of Jerry Storm.
Aloose and deer heads, together with all
kinds of hides rented by Thomas H. Ince
for use in the interior setting of the California lumber district hotel needed for the
coming Hart production, are valued at ten
thousand dollars by the owners. They represent all the furs that may be rented in
California cities, and is perhaps the greatest
collection ever seen in one picture.

NEWS
pastime and besides you are not
old terenough.
flourish
betwhen raisedSquabs
by a man
of fifty
They require great care and very
lovely lofts. Squabs should have
two limousines and a touring car.
They will not learn to walk and
mustnight.
be fed However,
any hovu" ofthey
the day
or
are
sometimes very intelligent and
learn to say papa and daddy
without great trouble. They
should be taught this by waving
money at them. It this fails, try
diamonds. Be very careful of
Spanish
squabs. here
They last
acquitted
one
of murder
week,
and with all this, if you have a
nice one, hand raised, and my
wife will let me keep it, send

A little murky.
Laguna Beach has a new sen- Connie Talmadge is back.
sation.
The
devil
\s'earing
a
bathon."
robe was seen fishing from a pier. it Welcome
to our town, Wilfred
The excitement subsided when Lucas.
his
Satanic
Majesty
proved
to
be
none other than Al Garcia of E. Mason Hopper is studyin,
Mena Films. Mem.
Japanese.
Viola Dana is the owner of a
bucking bronco.
Sophie Barnard is Hooverizing. Bill Hart is gunnting this week
She gave two swell trophies to for snow stuff.
the winners in a race at her re- Wanda Petit caled on ye ed.
cent plunge party in the Long this week with a beautiful picBeach bath house; one of the ture.
aforesaid trophies was a tin cup, Commodore Blackton has found
t'other
Mr.
Hoover, wasmeeta corn-cob
Sophie pipe.
Barnard.
so many
old friends that he can't
homesick.
M. L. getStartling
News : G. Gardner
Sullivan is going to write screen
When
H.
O.
Stechhan,
of
Balplays
for
Tom
Ince.
boa, told Mrs. Al Woods that he Reggie Morris
succeeded
had in his photoplay collection a making
a roller skating
comedyin
scriptturebased
on
the
motion
picwithout
a
single
death.
industry which he had called
William Duncan forgot " The
" The Bull-Slinger," she re- Vengeance
of a Woman " long
marked :"Well, you sure have the enough Tuesday
winningturetitle,
for all
the motion
pic- a ring side seat. night to occupy
game is
bull, hull,
And now we again hear of that
transcontinental automobile tour
of Anitaforget.
King. Will the P. A.'s
BULL."
Mai St. Clair, who used to never
draw cartoons, now draws crowds " Slim " St. Clair is all wrought
where his pictures areAdv.showing.
Bag. up because comedians don't have
specialnered lot.favors at the three-corLivingston has heard of
Willard Mack, hearing of the hisJack
not pleased
Fairbanks-Spike Robinson squab bit double,
because and
the isother
fellow isa
farm, night-lettered Doug, as fol- not much of an actor.
lows : " Sorry to hear you and
and Lee did ten minutes
Spike are going to raise squabs. in Eddie
one at the Superba, and swear.
It is a dangerous and expensive
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there is nothing like capering before the camera.
W'ally Worsley was seen in
" Alimony " on our Broadway
this week, and we must say as an
actor he's a great director.
E. H. Horkheimer is reported
to have gone to New York " clad
in a about
light suit
of gray tweeds."
How
the woolens?
Fatty
Arbuckle
wasweek,
seen and
- in
Mad Dog Gulch this
the
place
was
so
small
it
was
list.
found necessary to cut the extra
George du Bois Proctor, the
best known man in the business,
postcards from the subdued white
way that he is meetin' home folks.
Bert Glassmire made the Keystone jump from Hollywood to
Culver City without so much as
disturbing a single hair on his
noble brow.
G. Harold Percival, v/ho dresses
up everything
for Incewhat
produc-he
tions, is practicing
preaches
—
you
should
see
his
beard.
Herman Raymaker saved his
life by not shooting one water
scene — the Keystone gang was
ready to pounce upon him if he
hadR. said
" just Neill's
one more." troop
William
threatens
strike or riot Ince
because he
insists on working seven days and
eight monnights
Degree. a week — regular SiEvery one is anticipating Frank
Lloyd will begin shooting a new
pictture
week. frown
He was
ing.
with a next
washboard
and seen
his
hair fussed up — business of thinkCliff Smith directed a genuine
bank robbery chase, and fell
down in it because a traction car
blocked his way. The trouble
didn't role.
have Roy Stewart
inwastheheleading
Tod Browning, the dir., had
his erbig
Hudsontrapstolen,
old rattle
left inandits anothplace.
A half hour later the thieves came
back and stole the rattle trap.
Tod sniffs the air now every
morning that the wind blows
from the south to see if they
really
Mexico. did take the machine to
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" Mother

"

{M( (,'/iiri--Genernl Enterprises — Six Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
D ECENT sales on " Mother " would point to the fact that it
is now within the reach ot a majority of exhibitors and Ihcjwill do well to avail themselves of the opportunity for booking
it because it is indeed a charming picture. In no way pretentious,
the opposite from sensational, without the accoutrements of the
average picture, it moves one with its sweet appeal, stirs with its
depth and penetrates deep under the skin because of its pathos and
its glorification of a mother and a mother's love and sacrifices.
It is always quietly entertaining, often quietly pathetic and once
in a while quietly humorous, but ne\er in the least respect
boresome.
" Mother " was adapted and directed by George Loanc Tucker
from Eden Phillpitt's novel, "The Mother of the Man," and was
produced in England among the rocky hills of Dartmoor, the
slor\''s original location. Those familiar with pictures past and
present can readily recall G. L. T.'s other works. They have all
been good. In the language of the film mart he has never turned
out a flivver or a bloomer or anything approaching flivvers or
bloomers. " Mother " is not his latest effort and one cannot well
name his best. But rest contented that it is worthy as Tucker's
others have been. It is a healthy, moral, matchlessly staged story,
done with that fine regard for realism, for the human note, that
is one of the director's most priceless possessions.
The English setting is ideal for such a story. Mr. Tucker has
utilized the moors and the crags of this quaint quarter of England
to advantage to bringing out the high lights of the story. And
his types were excellently selected. Even the smaller parts are
typical. The actor who plays Ives is excellent. The mercenary Jill
is well interpreted. The two old codgers who keep the " pub "
never seem to be acting. In fact, no one does — in that lies much
of the picture's charm.
Elizabeth Risdon, featured in the title part, is the only player
named. A young actress as many will remember from her work
in " The Manx-Man," Miss Risdon has applied a remarkable
makeup and her acting as the fifty year old mother never betrays
her real age.
THE STORY
Avisa Pomeroy (Elizabeth Risdon) is the mother of Ives, a hot-headed
young fellow, and Lizzie, an equally tempestuous girl. When Jill discards
Ives in favor of Sammy, a farmer with a small fortune in view, providing
his uncle
the former
grows reckless.
Old gets
" Moleskin
" he
joins
him indies,
a poaching
escapade.
The owner Urged
of the bybirds
on his track.
Ives seeks refuge at home and would have succeeded in throwing the constabulary of his track had not his mother interfered and for his own sake
turned him over to the law. Embittered against her for this Ives serves his
term, but he comes back home and is welcomed by his mother, who has
watched and waited for him through many a long night. Weakened by the
passing years, the kindly old lady brings Ruth, a girl who has always loved
Ives, into the home after Lizzie has married. She teaches her to look after
Ive« in the way she has. And soon after she dies, leaving Ives with the
realization
that believed.
each of her acts was for his own good — none for his harm,
at
he had once
" The Struggle Everlasting "
(Harry Rapf — Seven Reels)
Revicwerl by Peter Milne
THE STKUfiGIJ-: EVERLASTING" aims to convey via the
mf)rality route the cfdiflirl that is for ever taking place between the passions of the body, the reasonings of the mind, and
the instinct of the soul, within each individual human being. It
is derived from a play by Edwin Milton Royle and presents Florence Reed in the role of Body. Her performance ade(|uately
meets all requirements of the part. Body is drawn as the sensuous, passionate and pleasure-loving woman, and Miss Reed presents this figure- allnrint'lv, acting with a talented restraint that
lends it a forceful significance,
,
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Mr. Koyle's play as presented on the screen contains a number
of distinct episodes. Body has her fling with various characters,
her actions in each affair being influenced by "Mind and Soul.
Naturally the interest will be divided into as man}- distinct episodes. James Kirkwood has given the picture a rich production,
abounding in lavish settings and sprinkled with pretty exteriors.
The photographic work is of the best.
Milton Sills and Irving Cummings appearing respectively as
Mind and Soul give good performances. A large supporting cast
appears. " The Struggle Everlasting " mixes its moralit\- preachment with drama thoroughly — perhaps too thoroughly — for where
one begins and the other ends is not always apparent. Its cast
includes both symbolical and straight characters and the actions
of the former savor of the material to a degree that is sometimes
disconcerting.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Body (Florence Reed) appears in the shape of a barmaid in a college
town, pursued by Mind (Milton Sills), a student, who, heedless of the pretions of hisdesire
brother,
Soul (Irving
neglectsThrough
his studies
because ofcauthe
awakened
in him Cummings),
by the woman.
his last
college year he is alternately swayed by Body and Soul and the latter is
finally triumphant. Mind emerges from college a student, critic and essayist.
Soul becomes a minister. Body, a woman of the world.
Body in turn seeks happiness with a Champion Pugilist (Wellington A.
Playter), a Musician (Edwin N. Hoyt), an Actor (Albert Hall) and a
Banker (E. J. Radcliffe) and each, when discarded for the new desires of
the woman, sinks to a degraded existence. Mind, the critic, stands aside in
a cynical attitude and watches the list of tragedies caused by Body, but it
remains for Soul to awaken her to the sense of wrong she has doije and the
right she should have done. She enters his church and devotes herself to
saving lost souls. Her passing is caused by a shot fired by Slimy Thing
(George Cooper), who had intended to kill Frail Sister (Mildred Cheshire),
a girl in his power.

Center "
Taming
ack Target
Sennett — Two Reels)
(Paramount-M
Reviewed by Peter Milne
UPROARIOUSLY funny, and at the same time sensationally
funny, are the assortment of events in " Taming Target
Center," Mack Sennett's latest contribution to the Paramount program. As the intitle
it fearless
is a Western
Moran appears
the suggests
role of the
sheriff b'urlesque.
who marchesPolly
the
entire population of Target Center to church in the last scene,
body.
whereas
in the first it patronized the saloon and dance hall in a
Practically every commonplace situation in the commonplace
Western has been burlesqued and there are some thrills in its
short space of two reels that have never appeared in melodrama.
The fearless Polly rides her horse up the stairs and round the balcony of the bar, down the other side and in one room and out the
other, herding the sinners in a huddled group, then lassooing them
all at once and dragging them through the dust to jail. She jumps
her horse from one precipice to another, rescues a baby from
drowning and in divers ways endangers life and limb.
It is all thrillingly funny and there is plenty of less pretentious
comedy. The subtitles, for instance, every one of them, are responsible for much merriment so easily are they discernible as
burlesqued imitations of seriously written inserts. And then there
is Ben Turpin, with his impossililc eyes, who is good for a score or
more of laughs on his own account, and pretty Gonda Durand to
liold down another important angle of the comedy. Immense Tom
Kennedy also appears to good advantage.
" The Gown of Destiny "
(Triangle — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
A MOST unusual and fully entertaining war picture is presented
in " The Gown of Destiny," adapted from a story by Earl
Derr Biggers, which originally ran in the Saturday Evening Post.
Somewhat episodic in its original form, Lynn Reynolds, who di-
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rected from his own adaptation, has made a compact enough picture, has brought out Mr. Biggers' theme with subtlety and power,
has produced in fact a picture that in its entirety will be heartily
welcomed by the more inteligent tj'pe of audience. For the manner
in which Andre Leriche, French costumer of such small physical
proportions that he is unable to fight for his native land in the
trenches, serves his country 'through another channel, has none of
the hurrahs and thrills that deeds of the usual hero might attract.
He serves France by designing a gown.
The gown makes radiantly beautiful two women. And the two
women in turn awaken the spark of patriotism in two men to such
an extent that they bend all their energies to assist the soldiers of
France. It is rather a roundabout road for a patriot to travel, but
it is unusual, too, and for this reason " The Gown of Destiny "
should be welcome. The character of Andre Leriche has a certain appeal, the results of his design are never known to him and
he believes himself useless. And yet the spectator is permitted to
gaze on the good he has wrought with the consequence that his
heart goes out to the ignorant little Andre.
Lynn Reynolds is usually referred to as a director whose forte
is pretty pictures — scenic-dramas. In " The Gown of Destiny,"
however, he has branched out on a new line. There is a variety of
drama in it, including some spectacular and most realistic battle
stuff, all of which he has handled with that same degree of appreciation that has made his work along the other line stand out. And
in the adaptation, where he has joined the separate plot threads
into a whole that is unified to an extent sufficient to retain undivided interest, he has accomplished much.
Herrera Tejedde, as the costumer, and Alma Rubens, A. D.
Sears, J. Barney Sherry, Lillian West, Kathaleen Emerson and
Pietro Buzzi in other important parts, contribute much to the success of " The Gown of Destiny."
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Andre Leriche (Herrera Tejedde), designer of gowns, bemoans the fact
that he has been refused by the French army. He conceives the idea o£
designing a gown that will make him famous and wealthy — his fame to add
to the glory of the nation, his wealth to add to her treasury. His employer,
Madama Felice (Bliss Chevalier), sells the gown to Mrs. Mortimer Reyton
(Lillian West), a middle aged woman who is gradually losing the love of
her husband (J. Barney Sherry). The gown so transforms her that Reyton's
eyes aretoopened.
honor Reyton
of theirthen
wedding
three
ambulances
France.In Mrs.
sends anniversary
the gown heto sends
her cousin
Natalie (Alma Reubens), a girl unadmired by men. The gown gains her
both the lishman
admiration
of Neilto Cunningham
(Allan heSears),
who returns and
to hislovecountry
enlist. In France
provesana Enghero
and
leading
an
attack
on
a
German
stronghold,
saves
Andre's
Buzzi), mayor of the town, from death. And this is how father
Andre (Pietro
served
France, although he never knows it.
Frederick Vroom and Dorothy Marshall complete the cast.
" Diamonds and Pearls "
{World Film — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
WITHOUT characters possessing sympathy and appeal, lacking
full-fledged heroine or hero, " Diamonds and Pearls," Kitty
Gordon's latest World feature plays with an exceedingly light
touch on the average emotions of the average spectator. Possibly
those who name Miss Gordon among their favorites of the screen
will revel in the stunning figure she makes of the rather negative
part of Violetta D'Arcy, the woman who casts love in the discard
to marry for money, but even they will be pardoned if they seem
to demand something more basically dramatic, more precise and
better constructed than " Diamonds and Pearls."
The story sets out along a well-trodden path, and if it had adhered to the course suggested by this beginning, more entertaining,
though conventional, results would have been obtained. The first
love of Violetta, sacrificed on the altar of her unwise desire for
money, is dropped from the action until the striven-f or denouement
and then his appearance is more or less irrelevant. In fact, the
entire climax, including the suicide of Harrington and the ultimate
understanding between Violetta and her husband is forced to an
extent that leaves one in a bewildered state of mind. Such an
inadequate scenario has seldom if ever before borne the BradyMade trade-mark.
Milton Sills, George MacQuarrie and Katherine Johnson head
Miss Gordon's supporting cast. The direction was in charge of
George Archainbaud and Philip Hatkin was at the camera.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Violetta
D'Arcy
(Kitty
Gordon)
Harrington
(Curtis(Milton
Cooksey), the man she really loves
and refuses
marries Jack
Robert
Van EUstrom
Sils), a millionaire. But her extravagances are even too much for him and
her
desire for amoney
her to accept
checks tofrom
(George
MacQuarrie),
sociallyleads
ambitious
man, willing
pay Jack's
his wayfather
to enter
the

upper set. At an entertainment given by Violetta to which Jack comes,
Harrington forces his attentions on his hostess at a moment when Robert
overhears. Jack comes upon the scene only to receive the shot from his
father's pistol that was. meant for Robert. Believing he has killed his boy,
Harrington
takes his and
own Robert
life. Jack
recovers.
Violetta's
her
own foolishness
gracefully
forgives
her. eyes are opened to
Henrietta Simpson, Edward Burns, Charles Duncan and Frances Miller
complete the cast.
" Her

Sister "

[Mutual-Empire— Five Reels)
Reviewed by Lisle M. Albright
THIS is a well-presented story, rather involved as to plot, featuring Olive Tell in a role well adapted to her abihties. As
Eleanor Alderson, a high-minded, self-sacrificing girl, imbued with
a feeling of parental responsibility for the care and conduct of her
younger sister. Miss Tell shines with a grace and tempered emotional expression that is very becoming in this latest offering of
the Empire All Star Corporation.
The story centers around the rather thoughtless actions of
Eleanor's sister, Jane, and the noble way in which the older girl
comes to her rescue and endeavors to divert the sharp tongties of
the scandal-mongers and society buzzards by throwing her own
reputation into the breach and pretending that she is really " the
girlTheof Isis
the scenes,
escapades."
in which the heroine plays the role of a seeress
and Eastern mystic, are unusual and effective. David Powell as
Ernest Bickley, profligate son of a plutocratic family, with love in
his heart that had never been touched until he met Eleanor, plays
opposite Miss Tell and is well worth seeing. The rest of the cast
do yeoman's service and help to make the play the success that it is.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Eleanor Alderson and her younger sister, Jane, lose their positions as
models when Eleanor prevents Jane from accepting the invitations of buyers.
Eleanor secures a position as a " seeress " when the old Isis retires.
of Jane's
joy rides
her being
Hamilton,an
a One
married
man, whose
wiferesults
seeks inevidence
for compromised
divorce. Mrs.withHerriard,
adventuress,
sets
her
cap
for
Ernest
Bickley,
a
wealthy
young
ne'er-do-well
and attempts to break his love for Eleanor, whom he has met at the shrine
of Isis.
In the meantime the story of Jone's escapade with Hamilton gets into
the
papers,Theaccompanied
Eleanor'sthatphotograph,
a reporter
getscase
by
mistake.
older sisterbypretends
she is the which
corespondent
in the
in
order
to
save
Jane's
reputation,
but
Ernest,
through
clever
manoeuvering
discovers that Mrs. Herriard is at the bottom of the whole affair and that
neither Jane nor Eleanor have done anything wrong. Ernest loves Eleanor
better
everandafter
has been
up. Jane's name is
cleared than
of stain
the the
storyscandal
ends happily
for cleared
all.
" Love Letters "
[Ince-Paramount — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
<<T OVE LETTERS," from a story by Shannon Fife, presenting
■I— < Dorothy Dalton in her second appearance on the Paramount
program, is founded on a domestic triangle wherein the foolishly
written love letters of a woman work tortures on her later life
before a final and happy adjustment is reached. It is a type of story
always popular and in this case should be doubly so, for the treatment accorded it by the director and production department is of
an even excellence common only in pictures bearing the trade-mark
of Thomas H. Ince.
The scenario prepared from Mr. Fife's story is always progressive, contains many scenes enacted over unbroken footage and
reveals a dramatic situation in the plight of the wife that is tremendously strong. Miss Dalton gives a performance full of
appeal. Her emotional work is of a fine caliber and her transformation from girlhood to womanhood is done with conviction.
The support, which includes William Conklin as heavy and Thurston Hall as hero, is of a uniformly high order.
R. Cecil Smith has presented the picture in a most competent
fashion. And he has been aided by a production department that
evidently spared no expense to procure suitable settings and locations for the story, while the camera work discloses a number of
unusual shots that are revelations of beautiful pictorial
composition.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Eileen Rodney (Dorothy Dalton) is fascinated by the doctrines of free
love
culture
" preached ofbyhisMoreland
who and
preys"higher
upon the
indiscretions
various (William
fashionableConklin),
patrons.a man
She
writes
him
a
number
of
letters
that
he
saves,
after
his
advances
toward'
Eileen have completely disillusioned her. A year later finds her happily
married to her guardian, John Harland (Thurston Hall), the district attorney. Moreland gets in his blackmail with the letters to back up his
claims. One night while her husband is out, Eileen visits Moreland to
claim them. He attacks her and seizing a candlestick, she fells him. She
flees, believing she has killed him. The next morning he is found dead.
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Harland conducts an investigation, realizing there must have been a woman
in
case. She
Eileen
makes avoids
another a secret
to Moreland's
homeLater
to secure
the theletters.
narrowly
meetingtripwith
her husband.
when
the investigation is at its height she can be the suspense no longer and confesses the whole story to her husband. He is horror-struck and is at first
inclinedever, clears
to doubt
virtue. A of
confession
fromIt Moreland's
her ofherresponsibility
the crime.
develops hegardener,
murdered howhis
master because he had been responsible for the death of his daughter.
And
afterwards
Harland
is
sane
minded
enough
to
accept
his
wife's
word
as
the truth.
Dorcas Matthews, Hayward Mack and William Hoffman are the remaining members of the cast.
" Convict 993 "
{Pat/w Play— Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
IN "Convict 993," Wallace Clifton, its author, has given an
A exposition of the crook melodrama at its best. The essentials of such a picture, action, keyed in rapid tempo, suspense,
a touch of mystery and a surprise ending that quite rightfully
deserves such an appellation have been expertly combined in the
story with results that can be imagined of the best.
Nor has Irene Castle ever been awarded a vehicle of like
power or one better suited to her particular talent. Her role
calls largely for action, not much for acting, but in the few
scenes where a portrayal of emotional intensity is required she
rises to the situation more competently than ever before. Possibly
this is due to the careful direction of William Parke, noticeable
in more places than one throughout the entire five reels. He has
handled all his players to unusual advantage and the general tone
of the production quite equals if it does not surpass the high
standard always maintained at the Astra studio.
Additional value is claimed by " Convict 993 " through the
presence of Warner Oland, the popular serial heavy, whose past
performances and type well suit him to interpret the character
of Mallory, leader of the crooks. Helene Chadwick, Harry Benham and others of ability and popularity carry their respective
roles ably enough.
" Convict 993 " without hesitation can be classed with the popular Pathe crook plays that have gone before, such as "The On
the Square Girl," " The Angel Factory " and " Blind Man's
Luck."
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Roslyn
Ayre
(Irene
Castle),
number 993 in the women's prison, breaks
jail and makes a successful
getaway.
Later she is seen living in affluence,
wooed by Travers (Harry Bcnham), wealthy society man. A prison
Neva Stokes (Helene Chadwick), on her release, encounters Roslyn and,mate,
ing a member of a gang of crooks operated by Mallory (Warner Oland)beblackmails her into joining in a job. It is Mallory's plan to rob a wealthy
woman gestsofthat they
her jewels
Roslyn's
house andparty.
sugdouble atcross
the gang
make Smitten
off with bythethelootgirlbyhethemselves. Roslyn, obviously entering into the whole
scheme, only because
forced
to
do
so.
agrees.
The
jewels
secured,
Mallory
and
she
attempt
but are appraised by the remaining members
the band who
claimescape
their
share. It is not until then that Roslyn revealsof herself
as a detective and
turns the whole gang over to the police.
J. H. Gilmore, Paul Everton, Bert Starkcy and Ethyle Cooke fill the remaining roles.
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" The Devil Stone "
{Artcraft — Six Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
GERALDINE FARRAR forsakes the spectacle in " The Devil
Stone " and appears in a modern drama in which superstition
figures prominently. The story was written by Beatrice De Mille
and Leighton Osmun and, like her previous pictures, was prepared
for the screen by Jcanie Macpherson and produced under the
direction of Cecil B. DeMille. While the vehicle is in some instances mechanical in the manner it has been specially molded to
achieve and
certain
while the' suspense
intendedat bytimes
the
murder
the situations
subsequentandinvestigation
of the detective
runs at rather a low ebb, there is much concerning " The Devil
Stone " that interests.
From the angles of artistry of production and photography it is
excellent, as indeed, are the great majority of the pictures made
at the Lasky studio. The introduction of the theme of superstition throws something of a weird atmosphere over the story at
times, which is of material assistance in bolstering the interest up
to a point above the average. The investigations of the detective
and the manner in which he solves the intricate mystery, the key
to which, however, is always in the spectator's possession, uncover
any number of interesting incidents.
The role awarded Miss Farrar contains little appeal in itself
and her interpretation of it serves to give small warmth to it. Miss
Farrar's forte is after all the spectacle and the more appealing
role allotted her the better for both the actress and the audience.
TuUy Marshall is half comical, half dangerous as the old miser and
Wallace Reid as the lover and Hobart Bosworth as the detective
contribute performances well up to their usual standards.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Marcia Manot (Geraldine Farrar), a fisher maid of Brittany finds a huge
emerald of priceless value. There is a legend attached to it that in the olden
days it was stolen from its Christian keepers by unbelievers and that it will
forever serve the devil until restored. Silas Martin (Tully Marshall) a crabbed old American, owner of the Brittany fisheries, arrives on a tour of
inspection.
he seesit.Marcia's
of marrying
her in order When
to procure
Marcia, stone
urgedhetoconceives
accept bythetheideanatives,
finally
consents to the ceremony and afterwards leaves with Martin for the
States.
But she shortly discovers the miserly ways of the old man and her life is
miserable
her husband's
manager.
Reid). Theuntiltwoshearemeets
immediately
attractedgeneral
by each
other. Sterling
.Martin (Wallace
plans to
throw the two young people together as much as possible, that he may have
grounds for a divorce, as he has procured the emerald and has no further
use for Marcia. But Marcia discovers that he has stolen the jewel and
demands to have it. He attacks her and she in defense strikes him on the
head
a candlestick.
He is
dead remains
and although
suspicion
points with
to Sterling
he is exonerated
and foun'd
the murder
a mystery.
Robert Judson (Hobart Bosworth), expert criminologist, is put on the case by
Sterling after
he
has
married
Marcia.
And
through
a
series
of
startling
discoveries he learns that Marcia is the guilty party. He allows her a certain
time in which to return the jewel to the Brittany parish and there, its career
of trouble-making ended, it rests. And Judson does not report the case to
the police when she returns.
James Neill, Gustav von Seyffertitz, Ernest Joy, Mabel Van Biiren, Lillian
Leighton and Burwell Mamrick fill the remaining roles.

At Madame Du Barry, in the Picture by That Name, Theda Bara Done
Is Said
Contribute
for to
William
Fox a More Winning Personality Than in Any Picture She Has Yet
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Edith Day, with a Sunshine Smile and Pleasing Personality, Is the Star of " The Grain of Dust," a Crest Picture
" The Hidden Hand "
{Pat he — Sixth Episode)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
THE authors continue to introduce tricks of melodrama of the
most startling nature in this episode of " The Hidden Hand,"
entitled " The Flower of Death." The Hidden Hand secretes a
liquid poison, which gives off a deadly vapor in the blossoms of a
night-blooming cereus. This is placed by Ramsey's desk. Doris,
seeing the plant, asks the gardner to place it in her room that she
may see the flowers open. At midnight they unfold, the poison
runs out and Doris is soon unconscious from the fumes.
Revived by Dr. Scarley and Ramsey, the next adventure of the
much-abused Doris is to be lured to a distant hut by Verda, where
she is suspended over a box of quicklime by a rope. The rope is
fastened to the door so that Ramsey, when he comes to her rescue,
will loosen it, precipitating Doris into the lime. As Ramsey arrives the episode closes.
The cast continues its good work. Miss Kenyon is a delightful
heroine and Mahlon Hamilton a good type for the hero. Sheldon
Lewis, appearing as the Hidden Hand and again as Dr. Scarley,
contributes two widely different characterizations. Particularly in
the latter role, in which he appears without makeup, does he exhibit an ability which should gain him more parts of such a nature
in the future.
" When Men Are Tempted "
{Vitagraph — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
IV/r ARY ANDERSON and Alfred Whitman are featured in this
aVI late Vitagraph feature, produced under the direction of
William Wolbert. " When Men Are Tempted " is an adaptation
from the story by Frederick Upham Adams. This work of Mr.
Adamj does not adapt itself to the screen with the same sincere
motive or the same strength of purpose as some others which
have been produced by Vitagraph from this author's works.
The author has made his principal character accomplish feats of
business strategy, that are not in keeping with the natural turn of
affairs. Throughout the run of the five reels, the plot material that
is introduced is so forced that an audience accepts the accomplishments of the hero in a smiling same spirit.
In many of the scenes Mary Anderson is given the opportunity
to appear as the care-free lass of the country and in these scenes
she registers a good percentage. Alfred Whitman does well considering the nature of the character he interprets. Miss Anderson
and Mr. Whitman have the only two important roles. R. Bradbury
is prominently cast in the latter reels. Otto Lederer presents a
character role with appreciation. S. E. Jennings convinces.
The early scenes in this production calls for typical rustic backgrounds and Director Wolbert has seen to it that none will be dis
appointed in the realism of these scenes. When the action is transferred to the West, a thrill is put over to good purpose. A horse

and rider are seen passing along the ridge of a deep incline. The
earth suddenly gives way and horse and rider plunge to the valley
beneath.
The photography is of the best. The sub-titles have been written
with a good sense of humor, are snappy and to the point. " When
Men Are Tempted " is not the best Vitagraph has done. It is an
average feature.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
John Burt (Alfred Whitman) is in love with Jessie Garden (Mary Anderson). They live in a small country town. A rich clubman arrives to spend
the summer sees Jessie and plans to win her. He forces his attentions upon
her and Burt defends her. The clubman is accidently shot. Burt flees to
the West, where his father sends him to locate a lost mine. He discovers it
and is made rich. Burt meets a boyhood chum and sets him up in business.
He fails and Burt sends him East to inquire concerning the clubman. He
believes that he has killed him. The chum locates the clubman, but falls in
love with Jessie and refrains from telling Burt. Burt comes East, meets the
clubman, manipulates the stock market, ruins him, and he and Jessie are
united.
Reels)
" Brown of Harvard "
{Essanay-P erf e ction Pictures Special — Six
Reviewed by Peter Milne
RIDA JOHNSON YOUNG'S and Gilbert Coleman's play,
" Brown of Harvard," as arranged for the screen and directed byHarry Beaumont makes a capital picture. There is plenty
of romance, a goodly share of suspense caused by the sacrifices of
the hero in behalf of the weakling, considerable comedy and a corking good eight-oared race that closes the six reels in a veritable
blaze of thrills. Director Beaumont has succeeded in enveloping
each one of his scenes in a realistic college atmosphere — mayhaps
not the kind that will register as accurate with the citizens of Cambridge, Mass. and immediate vicinity — but convincing enough to the
patron in more remote centers.
The Young-Coleman play sponsors a rich student at the university. Tom Brown is considered a snob by a student who is working his way through college. His antagonism toward Brown and
the weakness of Wilton, brother of his fiancee places him in many
an undeserved predicament, but iii the end Brown triumphs over
all prejudices and wins back the love of the girl. The net-work of
evidence which damns Brown in the eyes of his friends and which
he refuses to sweep away because the truth will injure others, is
tightly woven, is so taut in fact that the suspense of the situation
is maintained 'til the very last.
Tom Moore's interpretation of the title character is one of the
best pieces of acting that this popular actor has done. He is at all
times in the atmosphere of the part, sensing its requirements and
possibilities to a degree that makes for even excellence. Hazel
Daly is a good heroine. Kempton Greene as Wilton Ames presents the weakling in most convincing fashion. Walter McGrail as
the student with a grudge against Brown, Walter Hiers, fat and
comical, and Robert Ellis and Francis Joyner in other prominent
parts, do sterling work.
(^Continued on page 133)
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''Wharton
Serial
Theodore \\'harton,.of Wharton Bros.,
Gives Interesting Interview on
Flvnn Serial, " The Eagle's
Theodore Wharton, commenting upon
" " The Eagle's
the W illiam J. FlynnEyeserial,
Eye," said :
■■ ■ The Eagle's Eye,' founded on a story
by William J. Flynn, Chief of the United
States Secret Service, will prove the great
screen sensation of the year. It certainly
will go before the public with a tremendous advance interest, for nothing in connection with the world-war has attracted
more attention than the alien spy system.
" The sensational features will be
founded on fact and will duplicate many
actual experiences of Secret Service operatives. In many of the situations famous
Imperial German agents will be shown
doing the very reprehensible acts they
were detected doing by secret agents of
this Government.
" King Baggot and Marguerite Snow
will play the leading roles of Harrison
Grant and Dixie Mason. Bertram Marburg will play Count von Bernstorff : Paul
Everton, Captain Franz von Papen ; John
Wade, Captain Karl Boy-Ed ; Frederick
Jones, Dr. Heinrich Albert, and i lorcnce
Shaw, Madam Augusta Stephen. These
players were selected not only for their
ability to play these roles but also because
of marked similarity in personality.
" If any of the agents of the Imperial
German Government ever see 'The Eagle's
Eye,' they will witness impersonations of
themselves that will forcibly convince
them that the United States Secret Service
is not an organization of amateurs, and
while not trained in arson, Isonib-planting
and murder, has a habit of getting at the
truth.

to BeSensation"
■■ The purpose behind tliis series of pictures is to present to the people, in practical and convincing form, the fullest
possible information in reference to the
aims and methods of this secret invading
army and to create in the public mind
a general vigilance and desire to aid the
Government in stamping out. this menace.
The events of the war have shown the
value of the motion picture as a vahicle
for the moulding of putlic opinion. In
many respects, it is more powerful than
the press. For this reason the screen has
been selected as an effective weapon to
combat the Imperial German Government's
system of military, naval and industrial
espionage in the United States.
" I believe, by showing what these secret
agents have actually done in the past,
pictured in scenes and situations so realistic that the spectator will seem to be
an actual participant in the work of Government officials in exposing plots and
preventing- great crimes, an insight into
the Kaiser's spy system will be given and
a public vigilance created that will result in great help and benefit to the
Government.
" These pictures will also serve to show
the tremendous visible and secret force
against which the Government is contending and how important it is that every individual American who is not a soldier in the
field or a sailor at sea should be a soldier
in an active citizen army at home, ever
watchful to aid the Government authorities in stamping out the spy menace.
" In ' The Eagle's Eye,' every exhibitor
will not only present an attraction that
will pack his theatre, but he will send
from his house hundreds of people
awakened to the fact that they may greatly
serve their country by knowing their
ncighljors."

When
Is a Comedy— Comical
?
" Know then that before we invested the
Arthur
M. Werner,
of Pyramid
very
substantial
sum
we
decided
to
spend
Comedies, Answers the Above
before announcing our product, we had
Question in the Following
learned
to know our most important huInterview
man material, the central figure, the comedian.
<</^OMEDY is comedy — if comical. Com" We have four pictures complete and
^
edy is depressing if far fetched and
it is due to the fact that we made one
strained.
reel of " In and Out," a few hundred feet
" A comedian with a look of pain on his
of " Love and Lunch," about five hundred
face is one of the saddest of spectacles,
feet of " Beach Birds " and a full reel of
and an actor not adaptable to comedy work
" Beauties and Bombs " before we comendeavoring to simulate a comic exprespleted any one of the four and in the
sion is even worse.
screening we found Hughes versatile —
" When I decided to enter the comedy
satisfying and funny.
producing field and we were casting about
for a subject of sufficient versatility and
"We studied him closely to see just
how much he was forced to repeat certain
with a humorous personality— naturally we
attractive movements to get a laugh, and to
sought for a type suitable to fit into what
the people as a whole and the exhibitor in gauge his sphere of activities in the various funny little things essential to a sucparticular — seemed to demand. Ray
cessful slap-stick picture. The fact that
Hughes's natural physical contour seems
to spell comedy.
we immediately completed the four attests his versatility.
" Under the most irritable circumstances
we would meet our prospective comedian
" Further proof of his ability to amuse
and under all circumstances we found him
is demonstrated by the fact that we have
started production on our other pictures
sufficiently enjoyable of personality to
and that the buyers we have negotiated
maintain a consistent pitch. And he never
with arc entirely pleased.
tried to tell us funny stories.
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High Standard Set in the
" Mickey " Advertising
" The psychology of effective advertising has never been brought home more
clearly in the trade papers than 'by the
insert on Mabel Normand in ' Mickey ' in
last week's trade papers," said an official
of the company. " This insert was given
a great deal of forethought because it
was desired by the Western Import Company to convey a complete message of
what the production of ' Mickey ' is, and
according to the general consensus of
opinion throughout the trade this insert
has done the work. It will he noted that
the first page conveyed the idea of
sensationalism and the second page that
of conservatism. The Western Import
Company will endeavor at all times to set
a high standard in -advertising so as to
convey the proper conception of their

Irene Castle Makes New
product."
Feature for Pathe
Irene Castle, the Pathe star, attributes
her capacity for work to the exercising she
has done in her dancing. She throws all
of her energy into each production and always finishes without the slightest sign of
fatigue, it is said.
Immediately upon the completion of the
last scene of " Convict 99," the first of the
" big star-big story " Pathe features, to be
released during 1918, she commenced work
without so much as a breathing spell under
the direction of Fred. Wright, in " The
Mysterious Client," a big mystery story,
the release date of which has not yet been
announced.
In " The Mysterious Client " Miss Castle
will be supported by an all star cast that
includes Milton Sills, Warner Oland and
Caesare Gravina.
Hodkinson Books
Paralta Play

First

The first actual closing of a contract for
the Paralta Plays took place in the offices
of the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation last
Monday when George N. Shorey booked
the full Paralta scries for his Queen
Theatre in Knoxville, Tenn.
Under the Hodkinson plan of exhibitor
protection, every contract rate as well as
every contract, must be accepted bv the
head organization, and each contract Dears
a national serial number. Mr. Shorey is
thereforehibitorNumber
1 in the Hodkinson exfamily.

Hart
Browning's
NewTakes
Haven
Place
W. A. Hart, of Boston, is now house
manager of the Olympia theatre at New
Haven, Conn. He replaces Harry Browning, the first theatre manager at New
Haven to be taken into the National army
under the draft. Mr. Browning is the only
New Haven manager who, because of age,
was subject to draft. He is at Camp
Devens, Ayer, Mass.
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The accompanying index contains the feature releases from July 1 to December 31, 1917, inclusive. The figure and letter signify the
C D— Comedy Drama; D^Drama; Juv.— Juvenile; Hist —
number of reels and the class of picture, thus 5 C means "Five-Reel Comedy"; stand
for first, the page on which the review may be found;
Historical. The date is the date of release. The figures following the date
second figure, page on which the music chart is published; the figure in parentheses ( ) denotes the page upon which the "ReadyMade Ad-Talk " may be found.
"■49_'17" (Butterfly), SD, Oct. 17
2950 (2900)
— 29
ADOPTED ofSON,
3486 (3444)
12
(World),6D,5D,Oct.Nov.
Carol,TheThe(Metro),
Adventures
2039
10
Sept.
5D,
E),
Alabaster Box, An (Vitagraph-V-L-SWonderful Lamp (Fox Standard), Oct. 14.2580 4423 (2530)
His Nat.
Aladdin and(First
Alimony
Exh. Circuit), 6D
■• (3809)
(Fox Special), 5D, Nov. 18
a Husband
All for Where
Alma!
Do You Live? (Newfields Prod. Corp.), 6D
864 (1118)
Amazons, The (Paramount-Artcraft), 5D, Aug. 5
(1117)
American Maid (Mutual), 5D, Nov. 26
(3809)
2039 (1993)
Factory, The (Pathe), SD, Sept. 16
Angel
Antics of Ann, The (Paramount), 5D, Nov. 5
3663 (3617)
Anything Once (Bluebird), 5D, Oct. 8
2769 (2717)
Apple Tree Girl, The (Kleine-Edison, 5D, Oct. 1
2582 (2717)
Arms and the Girl (Paramount), 5D, Oct. 8
3131
Ashes of Hope (Triangle), 5D, Oct. 7
2583 (2717)
At First Sight (Famous Players^Paramount) , 5D, July 2
117
Awakening, The (World Film), 5D, Dec. 3
4040
Awakening of Ruth, The (Edison-K-E-S-E), 5D, Sept. 17 2209 (2160)
BAB, THE FIXER (Hookheimer-Mutual), 5D, Aug. 13
1319 (1117)
Babbling Tongues (Ivan), 7D, Aug
1488 (1444)
Bab's Burglar (Paramount), 5D, Oct. 29
3484 (3445)
Bab's Diary (Paramount), 5CD, Sept. 24
2949 (2899)
Bab's Matinee Idol (Paramount), 5D, Nov. 26
Baby Mine (Goldwyn), 6C
2581
Barbary Sheep (Artcraft), 5D, Sept. 10
2205 (2235)
Barker, The (K-E-S-E), 5D, Aug. 13
1489 (1443)
Baseball Review of 1917, The (Marty McHale)
2951
Fi
Beautiful Adventure, The (Mutual), 5D, Oct. 15
Because of a Woman (Triangle), SD, Dec. 16
4399res of
Behind the Mask (U. S. Am-Art Dramas), SD, Sept. 3
Belle
the Season (Metro),
SD, July
Belovedof Adventuress,
The (World
Film),16
SD, July 16
432
Best Man, The (Falcon-General), 4D
3307 (3267)
Betrayed (Fox Film), SD, Sept. 2
1856 (1625)
Betsy Ross (World), SD, Sept. 17
2037 (1993)
Betty and the Buccaneers (American-Mutual), SD, Nov. 12 3493 (3445)
Betty Be Good (Mutual), SD, July 16
Betty in the Lion's Den (Favorite Film), SD, Aug. 13
Big
, SD,5D,July(S. 5
Bit ofTimber
Heaven,(Morosco-Pararaount)
A (Frieder Film Co.),
R.)
US
Blind Man's Holiday, A (Broadway-General), 4D
2388
Blood
of
His
Father's
(Horsley-Art
Dramas),
SD,
Sept.
10
Bond of Fear, The (Triangle) ,SD, Sept. 23
2207 (2161)
Bondage (Bluebird), 5D, Oct. 17
2952 2976 (2900)
Borrowed Plumage (Triangle), SCD, July 29
279
Bottom of the Well, The (Vitagraph-V-L-S-E), SD, Oct. 22
Brand of Satan, The (World Film), 5MD, July 9
280
Branded Soul, A (Fox Special), SD, Nov. 25
Bride's
Silence,
The (Triangle),
(American-Mutual),
Sept. 10
Broadway,
Arizona
5D, Sept. SD,
30
2391
Brown of Harvard (Selig-K-E-S-E) , SD, Aug. 27
Bucking Broadway (Universal), SCD, Dec. 24
4401 4423
Burglar, The (World), SD, Oct. 29
3130 (2718)
By Right of Possession (Vitagraph-V-L-S-E), SD, July 30
1021
CALENDAR GIRL. The (Mutual), SD, Oct. IS
Call of the East, The (Paramount), SD, Oct. IS
Camille (Hanover-General), 6D,
2950 (2718)
Captain Kiddo (Lasalida-Pathe), SD, Aug. 5
1024 (978)
Car
(Bluebird),SD,SD,Nov.July18
9
4?' (3616)
730
Case ofatChance,
Law, AThe(Triangle),
Cassidy (Triangle), SD, Oct. 21
i (2899)
Chains of an Oath (Favorite Film), SD, Aug. 13
Charity
(American-Mutual),
Sept. 3
Charmer, Castle
The (Bluebird),
SC, Aug. 5D,
27
1668 1878 (1626)
Cinderella and the Magic Slipper (Wholesome Films), 4Juv
Clean-Up, The (Bluebird), SD, Aug. 6
1319 (1511)
Cleopatra (Fox Standard), lOD
3134
Clever Mrs. Carfax, The (Paramount), 5D, Nov. 5
3486
Close to Nature (Paramount-Artcraft), SD, Aug. 26
Come Through (Universal Special), 7D
114
Conquerer, The (Fox Standard Pict.), SD, Sept. 16
2205
Conscience (Fox Film), SD, Oct. 7
2584 (2344)
Cook
Canyon Camp,
"The (Morosco-Paramount),
625
Cornerof Grocery,
The (World),
SD, Oct. 1 SD, July 192388 (2344)
Countess Charming, The (Paramount), SD, Sept. 24
2388 2976
Courage of the Commonplace, The (Edison-Kleine), SD, Nov. 11.... 3663
Cricket, The (Butterfly), SD, Nov. 12
3664 4067 (3809)
Crooked Romance, A (Astra-Pathe), SCD, Sept. 30
2391
Crystal
The (Corona
(Lasky-Paramount),
SD
1511 2951
(979)
Curse of Gazer,
Eve, The
Cinema Co.), 8D
Customary Two Weeks, The (Edison-K-E-S-E), 4D
1858
Cy Whittaker's Ward (Kleine-Edison), SD, Sept. 22
DAUGHTER OF MARYLAND, A (American-Mutual), SD, Oct.3308
29, (3087)
Dead Shot Baker (Vitagraph-V-L-S-E), SD, Oct. IS
Desert Dust (Paramount), SD, Nov. 26
Desire of the Moth, The (Bluebird), SD, Oct. 22
3134 (2900)
Devil Dodger, The (Triangle), SCD, Sept. 23
Divorce, The (Vitagraph-V-L-S-E), SD, Aug. 27
1167
Doing Her Bit (Triangle), SD, Oct. 28
Dormant Power, The (World), SD, Oct. 22
♦3132 (2899)
Double Crossed (Paramount), SD, Sept. 17
Double Standard, The (Butterfly), SD
1041
Down to Earth (Paramount-Artcraft), SD, Aug. 12
1320 (1118)
Draft 258 (Metro Special), 5D, Nov. IS
3857
Dream Doll, The (Essanay-Ptrfection), SD, Dec. 10
4402
Duplicity of Hargraves, The (O. Henry-Broadway), 4CD
(2161)

EASY MONEY (World), SD, Nov. 19
3562 (3616)
Edge of the Law, The (Butterfly), 5D, Sept. 24
2390
Efficiency Edgar's Courtship (Essanay-K-E-S-E), SCD, Sept. 3.2037 (1811)
Eternal Mother, The (Metro), SD, Nov. 26
Eternal Temptress, The (Famous Players-Paramount), SD, Dec. 3.. 4399
Even Break, An (Triangle), SD, Aug. 5
1151 (1117)
Exile (Lasky-Paramount), SD, Oct. 6
2389 (2345)
Eye of Envy (Art Dramas-Horsley) , SD
1319 (1117)
Eyes of the World, The (W. H. Clune), 7D
2584
FALL OF THE ROMANOFFS, THE (Herbert Bernon), 9Hist... 2038
Fanatics (Triangle), SD
4403
Fanny's Conspiracy (Favorite Film), SD, Sept. 3
Father's Hatband (Favorite Film), 5D, Aug. 20
Fear Not (Butterfly), SD, Nov. 26
Fettered Woman, The (Vitagraph-V-L-S-E)
348S (3617)
Feudists, The (Favorite Film), SD, Aug. 27
Fibbers, The (Kleine-Essanay), 5D, Oct. 15
2771 (2717)
Fighting Back (Triangle), SD, Nov. 4
3488 3887 (3267)
Fighting Mad (Butterfly-Universal), SD, Dec. 3
4223
Fighting Odds (Goldwyn). 6D, Oct. 7
2769 (2530)
Firefly of Tough Luck, The (Triangle), SD, Oct. 21
2952 (2899)
Flame of the Yukon, The (Triangle), 7D, July 1
434 (1170)
Flaming Omen, The (Vitagraph-V-L-S-E), 5D, Oct. 28
3486 (3266)
Flirting With Death (Bluebird), SD, Sept. 24
2582 2803
Flying Colors (Triangle), SD, Sept. 23
2036 {1992)
Follow the Girl (Butterfly), SD, Aug. 6....
(1172)
Food Gamblers, The (Triangle), SD, Aug. J
1318 (1117>
Fools for Luck (Kleine-Essanay), SD, Oct. 8
2581
For the
France
(Vitagraph-V-L-S-E),
SD,M. Sept.
17
220S (1992)
Freedom
of
the
World
(Iva
Lowry),
8R
(2206)
RFor
ebel Valour (Triangle), SD, Nov. 25
For
lion Path, The (Lasky-Paramount), SD, July 123860 4421 (3808)
Forbidden
118
France in(BlArms
3483 (3444)
uebi (Pathe), SD, Nov. 11
r
Fringe of Society,
(S. 4421
R.), (3616)
d), SThe (George Backer-M. H. Hoffman), 7D3664
D, J (Commonwealth), 6MD
Frozen Warning, The
4226
u
l
Fuel of Life (Triangle),y SD, Nov. 18
366S 424S (3616)
GARDEN OF ALLAH, THE (Selig), 9D
1150 (827)
Game of Wits, A (Mutual), SD, Nov. S
3308 (3266)
Ghost House, The (Paramount), SD, Oct. 1
2772 (2717)
Gift Angle,
o' Gab The
(Essanay-Perfection
Pictures),
SC,
4042
281 Nov.
Girl
(Horkheimer-Mutual),
SD, Oct.
826
( (2531)
4
Girl
Who
Couldn't
Grow
Up
(Mutual),
SD,
Sept.
17
S
S
Girl Who Won Out, The (Butterfly), SD, Oct. 8
2771 (2717)
Girl Without A Soul, The (Metro), 5D, Aug. 13
(1443)
Golden Idiot, The ( K-E-S-E-Essanay ) , SCD, July 23
866 (827)
Golden Rule Kate (Triangle), SD, Aug. 12
1666
Good for Nothing, The (World Film), SCD, Dec, 10
4224
Goodness The
Gracious
(Favorite
Sept. 17
—1666—
Grafters,
(Triangle),
SCD,Film),
Aug. SCD,
26
Greater Law, The (Bluebird), SD, July 16
625 890
Grell Mystery, The (Vitagraph), SMD, Nov. 19
3859 (3444)
Guardian, The (World), SD, Aug. 27
1490 (1444)
Gulf Between, The (Technicolor), 8 Reels
2391
HAPPY GO LUCKY (Favorite Film), SD, Aug. 6
Hashimura
Togo (Lasky-Paramount),
Aug. 19
1491 (1275)
Hate (Fairmount
Film Corp.), 7D (S. SD,
R.)
115
Haunted House, The (Triangle), SD, Sept. 16
Heart of Ezra Greer, The (Pathe), SD, Oct. 7
2583 (2530)
Her
Country's Call
Oct. 1
3130 (2344)
Her Excellency,
the (Mutual),
Governor SD,
(Triangle),
SD, July 1
280
Her Hour (World Film), 6MD, Nov. 26
3859 (3808)
Her Husband (Favorite Film), SD, Sept. 3
Her Silent Sacrifice (Select), SD
•
4042
Her
Art Film-Pathe),
SMD
4222
HiddenSister's
Spring.Rival
The (Russian
(Yorke-Metro),
SD, July 16
High Speed (Butterfly-Universal), SD, July 16
628 727
His Old-Fashioned Dad (Falcon-General), 4D, Nov. 24
4044 (3616)
Hostage, The (Lasky-Paramount), SD, Sept. 10
2208 (1811)
How States Are Made (Favorite Film), SHist, Sept. 17
Hungry Heart, The (Paramount), 5D, Nov. S
4043 4247
I BELIEVE (Cosmofotofilm), 7D (S. R.)
114
I Will Repay (Vitagraph-V-L-S-E), SD, Nov. 12
3666 (3087)
Idolaters (Triangle), SD, Sept. 9
1860 (1811)
In Slumberland (TriangleJnce), SD
865
Indian Motorcycle (E. J. S. Motion Picture Corp.), SEd
2392
Indiscreet Corinne (Triangle), S D, Nov. 11
3488 4065.(3444)
Innocent Sinner, The (Fox Film), SCD, July 22
1340
Iris (Hepworth-Pathe), SD. Aug. 26
1317 (1443)
Iron Ring, The (Peerless-World), SD, July 30
1022 (978)
It Happened to Adele (Thanhouser-Pathe) , SCD, July IS
280
Italian Battle Front, The (William Moore Patch), 9 Top
1323
JACK AND THE BEANSTALK (Fox Film), 10 Juv, Sept.. 2.. 1151 (1275)
Jack and Jill (Morosco-Paramount), SCD, Nov. 12
3860 (3809)
Jerry for Short (World), SD, Aug. 13
Jinx
Jumper,
The
(Triangle),
SCD,
Aug.
26
John Ermine of Yellowstone (Butterfly), SD, Nov. S
3487 (3445)
Judgment House, The (Blackton-Paramount), 6D, Nov. 19
4042
Jury of Fate, The (Metro), SD, Aug. 6
(1275)
KIDNAPPED (Edison-Conquest), 7D
2390
Kill Joy, The (Essanay. Perfection Pictures), SCD
4042
Kiss for Susie, A (Paramount-Artcraft), 5D, Aug. 2
1148 (979)
LAIR OF THE WOLF, THE (Butterfly), SD, Aug. 20. 1489 1511 (1443)
Lash of Power, The (Bluebird), SD, Nov. 5
3484 4067 (3087)
Last of the Carnabys, The (Astra-Pathe), SD, July 22
433

132

Motion

Law of the Land (Paramount-Artcraft), 5D, Aug. 12
^^98
Les Miserables (William Fox). 9MD
Lesson in Jealousy, A (Favorite Film), 5CD, Sept. 24
Lest We Forget (Select Pictures), D
Life's Whirlpool (Metro). SD, Oct. 8
——
Sept. 10
5D, Edison).
The (Metro).
Lifted inVeil.
Light
Darkness
(K-E-S-E—
5D, July 9
435
—
-—
13
Aug.
SD,
,
Selig)
K-E-S-E—
(
The
Stars.
Western The (Artcraft), SD, July 2
Light ofAmerican,
LitUe
432 8»0
Little Boy Scout, The (Famous-Playcrs-Paramount), SD, July 2
434
Little
The (Peerless-World),
(Conquest-Edison).SD
4D, Aug. 11
^^1°^
Little Chevalier,
Duchess, The
1317 (1275)
Little Miss Optimist (Paramount-Artcraft), SD, Aug. 26
1666
Little Patriot, A (Diando-Pathc), 5 Juv. D, Dec. 2
3861
Little Pirate, The (Butterfly), SD, Sept. 10
2036 2058
Little Princess, the (Artcraft), SCD, Nov. 12
3858
Little
Red Riding
(Wholesome
4 Juv1023 1510 (978)
Little Terror,
The Hood
(Bluebird),
SD, JulyFilms),
30
Lone Wolf, The (Sclznick), 8D, May
282 (1171)
Long Trail, The (Famous Players-Paramount), SD
(1021)
Lorelei of the Sea (Maritime Film Co.), 7D, Sept. 14
18S9
i^st in Transit (Paramount). SD, Sept. 3
2039 (1992)
Love That Lives, The (Famous Players-Paramount), 5D, July 9
626
Loyalty (Oro Pictures), 6MD (8R)
3306 (3266)
Lust of the Ages, The (Ogden-Independent Prod.), 5D
1665 (1443)
MADAME SHERRY (M. H. Hoflfman, Inc.), 5C
1492
Magda (Select Pictures), SD (8R)
3135 3888
Maid of Belgium. The (World), SD, Nov. S
3306 (3267)
Han from Montana, The (Butterfly), SD, Nov. 12
3859 3888 (3809)
Man from Painted Post, The (Paramount), SD, Oct. 1
2769
Man Hater, The (Triangle). SD, Sept. 2
3130
Man Trap, The (Bluebird-Universal), SD
3306 (3266)
Man Who Was Afraid, The (K-E-S-E Essanay), SD, July 2
Man Without a Country, The (Thanhouser-Jewel Prod.), 6MD
2204
Man's Law, A (Overland Film), SD
2769 (2718)
Man's Man, A (Paralta), 7D
2204
Mark of Cain, The (Pathe), SD, Nov. 4
Marked, Man, A (Butterfly-Universal), SD, Oct. 29
3307 (3267)
Marriage Market, The (World Film), SD, Sept. 10
1857
Marvelous Maciste, The (Hanover-General), CD
Mary Jane's Pa (Vitagraph-V-L-S-E), SD, Aug. 13
1321
Mav Moreland (Mutual), 5D, July 9
Masked
Heart,
The
(Mutual),
SD,
July
2
Master of His Home (Triangle), SD, Aug. 12
(978)
Master Painter, The (Favorite Film), SD, Aug. 27
Mate of the Sally Ann, The (Mutual), SD, Nov. 26
4042 (3809)
Maternal Spark, The (Triangle), 5MD
4401
Melissa of the Hills (Mutual). SD, July 23
Men of the Desert (Essanay-K-E-S-E), SD, Sept. 4
2391 (1811)
Message of the Mouse, The (Vitagraph), 7MD, July 9
432
Miss Deception (Art Dramas-Van Dyke), SD, July 9
628
Miss Jackie of the Army (Mutual-American), SD
4398

.
,Aug ,
hScD), ro)
Pat Met
ra- soe(

Molly
Entangled
SCD, Nov. 19
4043
Moth, The
(Select(Lasky-Paramount),
Pictures), 5D
3153 (3717)
Mother
Instinct,
The
(Triangle-Ince),
SD,
July
15
866
1512
(826)
Mother Love and the Law (Crystal Photoplays Co.), 7D
1669
Mother o' Mine
(Bluebird),
Sept Co.).
S6R 1859 1690 (1811)
Motherhood
(Minerva
Motion SD,Picture
278
Mothers of Men (Robards Players), SD (8R)
3310
Mountain Dew (Triangle), SD, Sept. 16
2209
Mr. Opp (Bluebird), SD, Aug. 20
1490 (1443)
My Little Boy (Bluebird), SD
4400 4244
Mysterious Miss Terry, The (Famous Players-Paramount), SD, Aug.
19
1665 (1274)
Mysterious Mr. Tiller, The (Bluebird), SD, Sept. 17
2207 (2160)
NARROW TRAIL, THE (Artcraft), SD, Oct. IS
National Red Cross Pageant (Nat. Red Cross Pageant Committee),
S Pict
4043
Natural Law, The (France Films), 7 reels (8R)
3484
ang
Nearly Married (Goldwyn), 6C, Nov. 18
4224 (3445)
le)
New York Luck (Mutual-American), SCD, Dec. 17
4223
,SD,
Next Door to Nancy (Vitagraph-V-L-S-E), SD, Nov. 19
(3088)
Nov Night in New Arabia, A (Broadway-General), 4D
3485
. North of Fifty Three (Fox Film), SD, Sept. 23
ON THE LEVEL (Paramount), SD, Sept. 17
On-the-Squarc Giri, The f Astro-Pathe) , SD, July 29
625
One Hour (Hoffman-Foursquare), 6D
2204
One Shot Ross (Triangle), SD, Oct. 14
2772 (2530)
46
Open Places 0(Essanay-K-E-S-E),
5D, Aug. 20
1492 (1117)
6 (3
Outcast, The (Empire-Mutual),
SD, Sept. 10
444
Outsider, The (Metro),
6D, Nov. 5
(3617)
)
Outwitted (Metro). SD, Nov. 12
Over the Hill (Astra-Pathc), 5D, Dec. 16
4040
PAINTED DOLL, THE (Pathe), SD, Oct. 21
2581 (2530)
Painted Madonna. The (Fox Special), SD, Nov. 11
Pants (Essanay K-E-S-E), SD, Sept. 10
1444
Paradise Garden (Metro), 6D. Oct. 1
Parentage (Frank J. Seng), SMD
!...394S (1340)
Patsy (Pox Film), SCD, July 1
434
Pay Me (Jewel Prod., Inc.), 5D
1321
Peddler, The (U. S. Amuse.-Art Dramas), SMD, July 2
628
Peg of the Sea (Van Dyke-Art Dramas). SD, Sept. 17
Peggy Leads the Way (Mutual), 5D, Oct. 29
3489 (3267)
Peggy,
the Will o' the The
Wisp(Wholesome
(Rolfc-Mctro),
5D, SD,
July Sept
9
864 2592
(826)
Penny Philanthropist.
Films),
Phantom Husband, A (Triangle), SD, Oct. 7
Plaster, The (Mutual Special), 7D, Nov. 12
3307
Please Help Emily ( Frohman-Mutual), SD, Nov. 19.
3860 (3445)
Plow Woman, The (Butterfly-Universal;, SD
280
457
Polly Ann (Triangle), SCD, Sept. 9
!.2037 (1992)
Polly of the Circus (Goldwyn), 8D, Sept. 9
2035
2415
(1992)
Price Mark, The (Paramount), SD, Oct. 22
3810
Price of a Good Time, The (jewel Prods.), 7D (SR) . . .
3661
Price of
The (Mutual),
(World Film),
SD, 23
July 2
" lis 1669
456
Pride
and Pride,
the Man
SD, Sept.
of Park (Bluebird).
Row, The 5D,
(Vitagraph-V-L-S-E),
5D,
Oct
{
"'
'
2770
Princess Virtue
Nov. 12
3695 (3808)
Princess"Be Necklace,
The (Public
(Edison-Conqu
Juv ...
Public
Damned. The
Rightsest),
Film 7Corp.).
iMD
(SR).
. 2389
278
Public Defender, The (Harry Raver), SD
.X.
2773 (2718)

S,D,

.

8
43) 111
8(14172(
148 1

Nov

)

)

444

6(3

406

,

gle)

78)

9
102(3
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Picture

News

3133 (3087)
(Pathe). SD, Nov. 18
QUEEN OF SPADES, T^E
2802 (2345)
Queen X (Mutual), 5D, Oct. 1
RAFFLES, THE AMATEUR CRACKSMAN (Heller and Wilk), 6D 422S
4222
Dec. 3
Raggedy Queen, The (Bluebird), SD,Sept.
17
Rainbow Giri, The (Mutual), SD,
——
... (2161)
July 716.............
y), SWD,Film),
Range Boss,theThe
Hist. Oct. 8.2206
Monk (Brady-Worid
Black(K-E-S-E-Essana
Rasputin,
4044
.
Reaching for the Moon (Artcraft), SC, Nov. 19...........
2065
Rebecca of Sunybrook Farm (Artcraft-Paramount), 5D Sept. 3
■ 303
—
SD,SD,July
Reed Case, TheThe (Butterfly),
3861 (3808)
25
Nov.9
(Triangle),
Regenerates,
Renaissance
at Charleroi
(Broadway-General).
4D
(3445)
Regiment of Two, A (Favorite Film), SD, Aug. 6
Reincarnation
of Karrna. The (Favorite
Reputation (Goodricli-Mutual)
, SD, Sept.Film),
3SD, Sept. 24
■■■ ■■■ TZ^.
Rescue, The (Bluebird), .5D, July 23
867 1042 (827)
Retreat of the Germans at Battle of Arras (British Com.), lOHist. . 1491
Richard the Brazen (Vitagraph), SD. July 23
865 1510 (826)
Right of Way Casey (Gold Seal-Universal). 3CD. July 30
877
Rise of Jennie Cushing. The (Artcraft). 5D, Nov. 19
3857
Rose of Blood, The (Fox Standard), 6D. Nov. 4
3665
Runaway, The (Mutual), SD, Sept. 24
(2160>
SANDS OF SACRIFICE (Mutual), 5D. Sept. 24
(2160)Savage, The (Bluebird), SD, Nov. 19
3308 3888 (3266)
Sawdust Ring, The (Triangle), SMD. July 15
627 1339
Scandal (Select Pictures). 6D (SR)
3309 3887
Scarlet Car, The (Bluebird), SMD. Dec. 24
4226 4422
Sea Master, The (Mutual-American), SD. Oct. 22
2952 (2899>
Second Mrs. Tanqueray, The (Vitagraph-V-L-S-E), SD. Aug. 6.1149 (1118>
Secret Game, The (Lasky-Paramount), SMD, Dec. 3
4223
Secret Man, The (Butterfly), SD, Oct. 1..
2S83 2612 (2344)
Secret of the Storm Country, The (Jos. M. Schenck-Select), 6D
3662
Self-Made Widow, A (Brady- World), SD. July 23
867
Seven Keys to Baldpate (Artcraft), SCD, Aug. 19
18S6 2059
Shall We Forgive Her? (World), SD, Oct. 15
2771
Shame (John W. Noble-Duplex Films. Inc.), 7D
3860
Ship of Doom, The (Triangle), SD, Dec. 2
4040
Show Down. The (Bluebird). 5D, Aug. 13
1511 (1274>
Silent Lady, The (Butterfly-Universal), SCD. Dec. 10
4043
Silent Man, The (Artcraft). SD
4222
Silent
Sellers
(Metro),
SD.
Sept.
24
Sirens of the Sea (Jewel Productions), 6R1
1857
Skinner's Baby (K-E-S-E-Essanay), SCD. Aug. 6
1150
Skylight Room, The (O. Henry-Broadway). 4MD
4402
Slacker, The (Metro Special), 6D
1020 1170 (979)
Sleeping
A (Metro),
Oct. Dec.
IS
Small TownMemory,
Guy, The
(Essanay).SD, SCD,
3
4041
Snap Judgment (Mutual-American), SD, Nov. 19
3861 (3616)
Society's
Driftwood
(Butterfly),
SD,
Oct.
22
3132
Soldiers of France (Vitagraph-V-L-S-E), SD. Sept. 3
1859 (1812)
Son of His Father, The (Paramount), SD, Oct. 22
3132 (3088)
Souls Adrift World), 5D, Aug. 20
1148
Souls in Pawn (American-Mutual), SD, Aug. 6
2036 (978)
Southern Pride (Mutual-American), SMD, Oct. 8
2953 (2531)
Spindle of Life, The (Butterfly), SD, Sept. 17
2208 2235
Spotted Lily, The (Bluebird). SD, Oct. 1
2580 (2717)
Spreading Dawn, The (Goldwyn), SCD, Oct. 14
3505 3509.(2899)
Spy, The (Fox), 6D
1149
Squaw
Son, The
The (Triangle),
(Lasky-Paramount),
SD
1021 3695
(827)
StainlessMan's
Barrier,
5D, Oct. 28
3132
Stormy Knight, A (Bluebird), SD, Sept. 10
2040 2235 (1992)
Straight Shooting (Butterfly), SMD, Aug. 27
1668 1688
Stranded in Arcady (Pathe), SD, Oct. 14
2580
Strange Transgressor, A (Triangle-Ince), SD, July 8
117
Streets of Illusion, The (Astra-Pathe), SD. Aug. 12
1149
Sudden Gentleman, The (Triangle), SCD, Dec. 2
4040
Sunlight's
LastTheRaid(Lasky-Paramount),
(Vitagraph), 5D, Sept.
24
2389 (2530)
(1993)
Sunset Trail,
SD, Sept.
17
2S82
Sunshine Alley (Goldwyn), 6D, Nov. 4
3862
Sylvia of the Secret Service (Pathe), SD, Nov. 25
3664 (3616)
TARHEEL WARRIOR, THE (Triangle), SCD, Sept. 30
2390
Tears and Smiles( Lasalida-Pathe), SD, Sept. 2
1857 (1812)
Ten of Diamonds (Triangle), SD, Sept. 2
Tenderfoot, The (Vitagraph), SD, Dec. 3
422S
Tenth Case, The (World Film), SD
4401
Their Compact (Metro), SD, Sept. 17
They're
Off Love,
(Triangle),
SCD, Aug. 19
(1274)
Thing
The Dramas),
(Paramount),
26
Think We
It Over
(Art
SCD, SD,
Aug. Nov.
13
1667
This Is the Life (Fox Film), SCD, Oct. 21
(3087)
Those
Who Not
Pay Steal
(U. S.(Fox
Exhibitors'
Booking
7D
4403
Thou Shalt
Film), 5D,
Oct. Corp.),
14
2900
Tides of Fate (Worid), SD, Sept. 3
1858
Time Locks and Diamonds (Triangle), SMD, July 8
434
To Honor and Obey (Fox Film), SD, July 15
1172 (827)
To
the
Death
(Metro),
SD,
Aug.
27
Tom Sawyer (Paramount), SCD
4400
Torture of Silence (Pathe), SD, Oct. 21
2950 (2900)
Trail of the Shadow. The (Metro), SD, July 2
866 456
Transgression (Vitagraph-V-L-S-E), SD, Aug. 20
1489 (1444)
Treasure
Island (Fox SD,Standard),
6D, Nov. 18
'
Triumph (Bluebird),
Sept. 3
Trouble Buster, The (Paramount), SD, Oct. 8
Two Bit Seats (George Kleine System), 4CD, Nov. 5
(3267)
Two Little Imps (Fox Film), SCD, July 8
UNDER FALSE COLORS (Thanhouscr-Pathe). SD, Sept. 23.. 2208 (2160)
Under Handicap (YorUe-Metro), SD, Sept. 3
2040 (1812)
Understudy, The (Falcon Features-General), 4D
3133
Unforseen, The (Mutual), SD, Oct. 22
(2899)
Unto the End (Art Dramas), SD, Oct. 8
Until They Get Me (Triangle), SD
4401
Up or Down (Triangle), SD, Nov. 4
3663 3887 (3266)
VARMINT,
5D, Aug. 5
1321 (1118)
Vengeance IsTHE
Mine (Paramount-Artcraft),
(Pathe), SD, Dec. 16
4224
Violin
M'sieur, TheThe(Favorite
SD, Aug.
20
Voice ofof Conscience,
(Metro),Film),
SD, Nov.
19
WAR AND THE WOMAN (Pathe), SD, Sept. 9
2037
War Films of the Russian Revolution (Skobeleff Committee). 10
Hist
Warrior, The (Itala), 7D
Weavers of Life (Edw. Morris Prods.), 6D (S. R.)
Wee Lady Betty
(Triangle),
SD, Aug. 19
What
Buy (Fox
(Laskv-Paramouiit),
SD, July
867
When Money
a Man Can't
Sees Red
Standard), SD, Oct,
7 16 3483

(1993)
1669
864
3309
(14*44)
(826)
4227

133
January

5, ip i8

When False Tongues Speak (Fox Film), SD, Sept. 9
WhenSD
True Love Dawns (Brady International Service- World Film),
When Women Go on the Warpath (Favorite Film), SD, Sept. 10
When You and I Were Young (Art Dramas-Apollo), SD, July865
16,
Whither Thou Goest (Klotz and Streimer), SD
Who Goes There? (Vitagraph), SD, Nov. 26
Who Was the Other Man? (Butterfly), SD, Sept. 3
1858 1877
Wife on Trial, A (Butterfly), SD, July 30
Wifie Number Two (Fox Film), SCD, July 29
Wild Sumac (Triangle), SD, Oct. 14
2772
Winged Mystery, The (Bluebird), SD, Nov. 26
Winning the Step-Children (Favorite Film), 5, Sept. 17
Wolf and His Mate, The (Butterfly-Universal), SD
Woman Beneath, The (World), SD, Sept. 24
Woman God Forgot, The (Artcraft), SD, Oct. 22
Woman in White, The (Thanhouser-Pathe), 5D, July 1
115
Wooden Shoes (Triangle) SD. Aug. 26
1488
YANKEE WAY, THE (Fox Film), 5D, Sept. 1
Young Mother Hubbard (Kleine-Essanay), SD, Oct. 29
3131
Your Obedient Servant (Edison-Conquest), 6D
Youth (World), SD, Aug. 6
868
ZEPPELIN'S
RAID, THE (V. S. Exch. Booking Corp.),
Reels (S. LAST
R.)
36656
ZoUenstein (Falcon-General), 4D
4400

433
(826)
117
4044
(1626)
1042
(2530)
4067
4226.
2207
3483
(1042)
(1275)
(2530)
2582
(826)
4422
(3617)

Pllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^
I

Ask

the

Exhibitors

I in Baltimore
1
Which newspaper has the greatest followM
ing of motion picture fans?
B
Which best champions the cause of motion
pictures?
g
Which gives most publicity to photoplays?
rM

Which most ably backs up the advertising
campaigns of producer or distributor?

V
I

Which paper, in brief, they regard as indisptnsable, as their friend?

I

THEIR ANSWER WILL BE

I The

I

Baltimore

American

B
Three pages every Sunday are devoted ex:
clusively to motion pictures; two and tliree
=
more to motion picture serials. The Amerg
ican holds tht lead in advertising because
m
it is the recognized medium for motion picg
ture news. The Star, its evening paper, is
g
the only daily in Baltimore which has a deg
partment of motion pictm-e news.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiy^

WANTED:

EXCHANGE

MANAGERS
enterprising men whose recEFFICIENT
investigation, who understand
ords bearand
film merchandising and who have every
qualification, by an established and responsible
film distributing organization, for positions at
several important operating points.
Write, stating frankly what you know and what
you can do. Tell all, and omit camouflage. No
confidences will be violated. Prompt consideration given all responses. Box 16, care of Motion
PicTURi: News.

" Brown of Harvard "
(Continued from page 129)
Mr. Beaumont's work as adaptor and director is alwaj'S noticeable for its even, natural tenor, its completeness in all detail and its
realism.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Tom Brown (Tom Moore), substitute on the varsity crew is one of the
richer students at Harvard. He is engaged to Evelyn Ames (Hazel Daly).
Her brother Wilton (Kempton Greene), has secretly married Mary, sister of
a student
(Walter McGrail)
who ofishisworking
his way
throughin college.
ton is a weakling
and because
gambling
has fallen
the powerWil-of
Victor Colton (Sidney Ainsworth), a professional gambler. Tom in his
efforts
keep Wilton only
out of
trouble and
to discover
of Mary's
constantto apprehension
complicates
matters
further the
and cause
is judged
guilty
of
an
affair
with
Mary
by
Evelyn.
That
Mary's
brother
may
try
the
crew, Tom furnishes him with funds through the medium of a mutual for
friend.
On the day of the big race Colton plans to put the Harvard stroke, none
other than the working student, out of the running that he may clean up on
his bets. To do this he sends a forged letter to him at the last moment,
purporting to come from Mary, telling him of her betrayal. The stroke, in
a rage, refuses to row and leaves in search of his sister. Tom steps in and
the crew wins. Tom is the hero until the stroke accuses him of betraying
his sister.
until Wilton
gains courage
riage to MaryIt isthatnotEvelyn
finally returns
to Tom. enough to confess his marWarner Richmond, Johnnie Walker, Arthur Housman and Lydia Dalzell
complete the cast.

" Sins of Ambition "
{Ivan — Six Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
|
M <<CINS OF AMBITION," produced by Ivan Film Productions,
Inc., under the direction of Ivan Abramson, with Leah
|
Baird, Wilfred Lucas, James Morrison and Barbara Castleton in
| featured roles, is a problem written and directed by Mr. Abramson.
=
" Sins of Ambition," while not to be classed as a world-beating
| independent production, is, however, entitled to a prominent place
in the ranks of the good program picture. Director Abramson has
S permitted the action in the picture to drag at the opening, but once
M the characters have been planted, and the author has- reached his
g ante-climax, the action forges ahead with a strength of purpose that
M impresses. If you are entertained by beautiful exterior scenes, extravagant sets and multitudes of people " Sins of Ambition " will
prove a source of entertainment.
|
" Sins of Ambition '' stands as an average picture, certain to
draw patronage by reason of its meaning title and the popularity
of some members of the cast, which includes Wilfred Lucas, Leah
! Baird, James Morrison, Barbara Castleton, Anders Randolf, ;Madeline Travers, and Edward Lawrence.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Lucas) is ambitious to create an universal
(Wilfred
Maxwell
Andrew
[
He becomes
to mankind.
eternal peace
language,
his
Baird), soandinterLaurette (Leah
his wife,
he neglects
thatbring
work will
ested in hiswhich
to the stage
Castleton). Laurette longs to return
daughter, Ruth (Barbara this
M and
owner
Randolf),
(Anders
Prescott
Charles
by
in
encouraged
is
she
g of the
Prescott Trust Company. Franklin Church (James Morrison),
Ruth. Maxwell finds
a millionaire, loves
brother of Jay Church,
g younger
her for her unfaithfulness.
Prescott and upbraids residence
wife in company withhouse
apart from him.
their
up
take
and
g his
his
She and Ruth leave
Ruth discovers that her mother intends returning to the stage on the
g advice of Prescott and commences a campaign to lure Prescott from the
makes love to him and he soon forgets her
company of her mother. She
g mother
Violet (Madeline Traverse), a worker among the poor, is anxious
g to better their conditions. She seeks the aid of Maxwell and he consents
up his work to assist her. They plan to break the ice trust. Frankg to give
lin persuades his brother to publish the Maxwell language and he does so.
Prescott attempts to force Ruth to marry him and meets with death.
repents her actions and returns to her husband. Ruth and FrankLaurette
lin are married.
|

" Just a Woman "
{Julius Steger — Six Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
(( JUST A WOMAN " was produced for the independent market
personal
under his
Julius Steger
J ker by
is featured.
The screen
version
was direction.
made from Charlotte
the stage Walplay
by Eugene Walter. It is a social drama dealing with the male
character who rises from a common laborer to a financial king and
in the process of this social evolution, he forsakes the woman who
has been a true wife to him during his days of struggling.
situation as presented by the theme of Just a Woman,"
The rise
to a certain strength of plot that is evident in every scene,
gives
in every reel. The locale of the story is centered about a steel
manufacturing cit\' and Director Steger has placed the camera
within shooting distance of a section that speaks of steel manufacturing from a hundred smoke stacks — not props.
{Concluded on page 138)

Motion
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Oct.
Oct.

Art Dramas, Inc.
1. (Undecided) Erbograph
8. Unto the End (Crane Wilbur) Horsley

S
S

Bluebird Photoplays
Theeau)
Raggedy Queen (Violet Merser- 5
The Door Between (Ruth Clifford). 5
My Little Boy (Ella Hall)
5
The
The Scarlet
Girl byCarthe(Franklyn
Roadside Farnum)
(Violet —
Merscreau)
—
Jan. 7. My Unmarried Wife (Carmcl My- ers) S
Jan. 14. Face Value (Mae Murray)
S
Jan. 21. Broadway Love (Dorothy Philips). S
Universal Productions
Dec. 3. Fighting Mad (Wm. Stowell, Helen
Gibson, Betty Schade)
S
Dec. 10. The Silent Lady (Little Zoe Rae,
Gretchen Lederer)
S
Dec. IS. Beloved Jim (Priscilla Dean, Harry
Carter)
,
5
Dec. 24. Bucking Broadway (Harry Carey,
Molly Malone)
5
Dec. 31. The High Sign (H. Rawlinson,
Brownie Vernon)
S
Jan. 7. The Wolf and His Mate (Louise
Lovely)
5
Jan. i:. Hell's Crater (Grace Cunard)
S
Fox Film Corporation
(Special Features)
Dec. 2. TheCorbin)
Babes in the Wood (Carpenter- S
Dec. 9. The Pride of New York (George
Walsh)
5
Dec. 16. Unknown 274 (June Caprice)
S
Dec. 23. The Kingdom of Love (Jewel Carmen) S
Jan. 6. Stolen Honor (Virginia Pearson) ... S
Jan.
Roundup
(TomBrockwell)
Mix)
S5
Dec. 13.
30. Cupid's
For Liberty
(Gladys
Jan. 20. A Heart's Revenge (Sonia Markova). 5
Fox Standard Pictures
Nov. 4. The Rose of Blood (Theda Bara) ... 6
Nov. 18. Treasure Island
6
Dec. 2. A Daughter of the Gods (Annette
Kellcrman)
—
Dec. 9. Troublemakers (Jane and Katherine
Lee)
7
Dec. 16. The Heart of a Lion (William Far- num) 6
Dec. 30. Du Barry (Theda Bara)
7
Goldw^n Features Corp.
Nov. 4. Sunshine Alley (Mae Marsh)
6
Nov. 18. Nearly Married (Madge Kennedy).. 6
Dec. 2. The Auction Block
6
Dec. 16. The Cinderella Man (Mae Marsh) . . 6
Dec. 30. Thais (Mary Garden)
7
Ivan Feature Productions
Har. 18. Two Men and a Woman (James
Morrison, Christine Mayo, Ruybe
De Remer, Guy Coombs, John
Reinhardt and Helen Arnold)
5
June — One Law for Both
9
Jewel Productions, Inc.
Sept. — Come Through (Drama)
—
Sept. — Pay Me (Drama)
—
Sept. — Sirens of the Sea (Drama)
—
Oct. — Man Without a Country (Patriotic). —
Oct. — The Corespondent (Drama)
—
Nov. — The Price of a Good Time (Drama) . . —
Dec. — The Grand Passion (Drama)
—
Dec. — K (Drama;
—
George Kleine System
(PERFECTION PICTURES)
Nov. 5. Two Bit SeaU (Taylor Holmes)
'Essanay)
—
Nov. 19. Kill Joy (Essanay)
S
Nov.
26.
Gift
o'
Gab
(Essanay)
55
Dec. 3. Small Town Guy (Essanay)
Dec. 10. The Dream Doll (Essanay)
S
Metro Pictures Corporation
Dec. 3. Thewood),
SquareYorke
Deceiver
(Harold Lock- S
Film
Dec. 10. Alias
Mrs.
Jessop
(Emily
Metro Stevens), 5
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

3.
10.
17.
24.
31.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

10.
17.
24.
31.
7.
14.
21.
28.

(Special) Blue Jeans (Viola Dana).
God's
Outlaw
Bushman,
Beverly
Bayne),(Francis
Metro
An American Widow (Ethel Barrymore), Metro
The Avenging Trail (Harold Lockwood), Yorke Film
Daybreak (Emily Stevens) Metro...
The Winding Trail (Viola Dana)
Rolfe-Metro
The Eyes of Mystery (Edith Storey)
Rolfe-Metro
Under manSuspicion
Bushand Beverly(Francis
Bayne) X.
Metro...

7
5
5
S
5
S
5
5

Picture

News

Select Pictures
-— The Barrier
— The Lone Wolf (Hazel Dawn and
Bert Lytell)
Oct. — Public Be Damned (Charles Richman)
Oct. — The Wild Girl (Eva Tanguay)
Oct. — Over There (Anna Q. Nilsson and
Charles Richman)
Oct. — The Moth (Norma Talmadge)
Oct. — Magda (Clara Kimball Young),
Oct. — Scandal (Constance Talmadge)
Nov. — Her Silent Sacrifice (Alice Brady)..
Nov. — Secret of the Storm Country (Norma
Talmaddge)
Dec. — Shirley Kake (Clara Kimball Young).
Dec. — The Honeymoon
(Constance TalJan. — Woman and Wife (Alice Brady
Jan. — Ghosts of Yesterday (Norma Talmadge)
Jan. — The Marionettes
(Clara •Kimball
Young)
Jan. — The Studio Girl (Constance Tal-

7
6
6
S
6
6
S
5
S
S
Mutual Film Corporation
S
S
.
madge) 5
Nov. 5. A Game of Wits (Gaif Kane) (Tyrone
The Planter
—
Nov. 12. (Special)
Power)
—
Nov. 12. Betty and the Buccaneers (Amen- ^
Ameri
—
(William Russeil),
judgmentcan
Nov. 19. Snap"^
Help Emily (Ann Murdock),
Nov. 19. Please
madge) —
Frohman
■■•••• ^
of the Sally Ann (Mary 5
MateMinter)
Nov. 26. TheMiles
Triangle Distributing Corporation
Dec. 3. American Maid (Edna Goodrich) ... 5 Dec. 2. The Sudden Gentleman (Wm. Des,
(MargarArmy
the
of
mond) 5
Jackie
Dec. 10. Miss
ita Fischer).
■•• 5
Ship of Doom (Claire Mc- \
Dec. 17. NewAmerican
York Luck (Wm. Russell), ^ Dec. 2. TheDo well)
5
9. Fanatics (J. Barney Sherry)
S
Dec. 24. Her Sister (Olive Tell) Frohman. . 5 Dec.
Dec.
9.
The
Learnin'
of
Jim
Benton
(Roy
Good(Edna
Husband
Second
Stewart)
5
Dec. 31. Her
rich) 5 Dec. 16. Because
of the Woman (Billie Bennet ) S
Dec. 16. The Maternal Spark (Irene Hunt).. 5
Paramount Picture Corp.
Dec. 23. Without Honor (Margery Wilson. S
Eternal Temptress (Lina Cava-• S Dec. 23. Until They Get Me (Pauline Hart) . S
Dec. 3. Thelieri)
Gown of Destiny (Alma RueDec. 3. The Secret Game (Sessue Hayakawa) 5 Dec. 30. The
bens)
S
Dec. 10. The Land of Promise (Billie Burke) 5 Dec. 30. Framing
(Charles Gunn) . . S
Dec. 10. Tom Sawyer (Jack Pickford)
5 Jan. 6. Betty TakesFramers
a
Hand
(Olive
Thomas)
S
Dec. 17. Nan of Music Mountain (Wallace
Reid)
S Jan. 6. Man Above the Law (Jack Richard- son) 5
Dec. 17. The Fair Barbarian (Vivian Martin) 5 Jan. 13. I Love You (Alma Ruebens)
7
Dec. 24. Love Letters (Dorothy Dalton) 5 Jan. 13. Law's Outlaw (Roy Stewart)
5S
Dec.
24.
His
Mother's
Boy
(Charles
Ray)
...
S
Jan.
20.
The
Gun
Woman
(Texas
Guinan)
.
.
Dec. 31. The Seven Swans (Marguerite Clark) 5 Jan. 20. Mr. Butterfly (Darrell Foss)
S
Jan. 27. Evidence (J. Barney Sherry)
S
Jan. 7. Mrs.
Dane's Defense (Pauline Frederick)
Jan. 27. Real Folks (Jack Mulhall)
S
Jan. 14. Jules
of
the
Strong
Heart
(George
Beban)
Jan.
14. The
SpiritJones
of '17(Wallace
(Jack Pickford)..
Jan. 21.
Rimrock
Reid)
V-L-S-E.
Nov. 5. Vitagraph
The Fetered Woman
(Alice Joyce,
Jan. 21. Blackton's The World for Sale
Webster Campbell)
5
Jan. 28. The
Widow's Might (Julian ElNov. 12. I Will Repay (Corinne Griffith,
tinge)
Mary
Maurice,
William
Dunn)
....
S
Jan. 28. The Hired Man (Charles Ray)
Nov. 19. The Grell Mystery (Earle Williams,
Miriam Miles)
S
Artcraft Releases
Nov. 25. Who Goes There? (Harry Morey,
Corinne
Griffith)
S
(PARAMOUNT)
(William Duncan, S
Dec. 17. The Devil Stone (Geraldine Farrar). S Dec. 3. The
CarolTenderfoot
Holloway)
Dec. 31. A Modern
Musketeer (Douglas
Dec.
10.
The
Marriage
Speculation
(Mildred
Fairbanks)
S
Wallace MacDonald) ... 5
Jan. 7. Rose of the World (Elsie Ferguson). S Dec. 17. InManning,
the
Balance
(Earle
Williams)
... S
Jan. 14. Dead or Alive (Wm. S. Hart)
5,
Men Are Tempted (Mary
Jan. 21. Stella Maris (Mary Pickford) 5 Dec. 24. When
Anderson, Alfred Whitman)
S
Dec. 31. His Own People (Harry Morey,
Gladys Leslie)
5
Pathe
Exchange, Inc.
Nov. 4. The Mark of Cain (Antonio Moreno,
Wliolesome Films Corporation
J. H. Gilmour, Olive Stokes, John
Sainpolis)
S
Nov. 11. France in Arms (War Film)
S The Ralph
Penny Morgan),
Philanthropist
D(Peggy O'Neil and 5
Nov. 18. The Queen of Spades (Russian SpeCinderella and the Magic Slipper (Special Chilcial) (Mme. Shebueva, I. I. Mozudren's Cast), Juv
4
kin, Mme.
T. I. Ivan, Mme. Or- S His feet,
Awful
C. Downfall (Rex Adams), 1,000
lova),
Astra
Nov. 25. Sylvia of the Secret Service (Irene
Little Red Riding Hood (Juvenile), 4,000 feet.
Castle, Elliott Dexter, Susanna
WiUa, T. W. Percival, J. H.
World Pictures
Gilmour), Astra
S
Oct. IS. Shall
WeArthur
Forgive
Her (June El- S
Dec. 2. The Little borne,
Patriot
(Baby
Marie
OsAshley)
Marion Warner, Herbert
22. Thevidge,
Dormant
Power
(Ethel Clayton) S
Standing)
S Oct.
Oct. 29. The Burglar (Carlyle Blackwell,
Dec. 9. Her Sister's Rival (Vera ColodoMadge
Evans,
Evelyn
Greeley)
... S5
Brady)
naya, L.Russian
M. Coronova, V. A. Po- 5 Nov. S. The Maid of Belgium (Alice
lonsky)
Nov. 12. The Adventures of Carol (Madge
Evans)
S
Dec. 16. Vengeance Is Mine (Irene Castle,
Nov, 19. Easy Money (Ethel Clayton)
5
Elliott Dexter, Edwin Hoyt, Frank
Nov 26. Her Hour (Kitty Gordon)
S
Sheridan, Reginald Mason, Ethel
Dec
.1.
The
Awakening
(Montagu
Love
ana
Grey Terry) Astra
5
Dec. 23. Runaway Romany (Marion Davies,
D<t. 10. TheDorothy
Good Kelly)
for Nothing (Carlyle »
Joseph Kilgour, Matt Moore, Ormi
Blackwell
and
Greeley) ... S
Hawlcy, Gladden James), Ardsley. S r>n 17 The Tenth Case Evelyn
(June Elvidge) 5
Dec. 30. Over the Hill (Gladys Hulette, J. H.
Dct.
2'i.
The
Volunteer
(Madge
Evans and
Gilmour, Daniel Mason, Wm.
Henry Hull)
S
Parke, Jr.), Astra
S
IV'., 3 1. The Wasp (Kitty Gordon)
S

January

5, i p i 8
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For Manufacturers' Addresses, Names and Addresses of Buyers handling films in any territory, or any other
additional information write — State Rights Department, Motion Picture News
Animal World, No. 2 Issue.
Birdland Studies.
American News Weekly
Friedman Enterprises
Horticultural Phenomena.
One reel each week exclusively on Army and
A Mormon Maid (Mae Murray)
6 reels
Navy activities.
Cosmofotofilm Company
Frohman Amusement Corp.
American Standard M. P. Corp.
Incomparable Mistress Bellairs 4 reels
The Witching Hour (C. Aubrey Smith,
Liberty Hall
4 reels
May 7.S. Jones'
Jonah Day
C..15 reels
reel The
Jack
Helen Conness
Arnold, Marie 6 reels
May
When Justice
Errs,(Sunshine),
D
Black
Spot
4
reels
ShotwellSherrill,
and Robert
4 reels
May 12. (Educational Subject)
1 reel Victoria Cross
Conquest
of
Canaan
5 reels
On 18
4 reels God's Man
May 14. The Daughter of Darkness, Epi9 reels
sode No. 1, D
2 reels His Vindication
5 reels
7 reels
May 19. Ghosts (Sunshine), C
1 reel I Believe
Sept. 17. My Country First
6 parts
The Italian Joseph
Battlefront. M. Gaites
Creative Film Corporation
Oct. 7. The Mystery of the Boule 5 parts
Oct. IS. Blackmailer
5 parts The Girl Who Didn't Think (Jane Gail).. 6 reels
General Enterprises, Inc.
Mother (Elizabeth Risdon, McClure) . . . .6 parts
Dixie Films
Anti-Vice Film Company
Warrior (Maciste) (McClure) 7 parts
Is Any Girl Safe?
5 reels Tempest and Sunshine (Evelyn Greely)..5 reels The
The Liar (Jane Gail, Stanley Walpole)...6 parts
Just a Song at Twilight
5 reels
Gold Medal Photoplays
Argosy Films, Inc.
Frank P. Donovan Productions
The Celebrated Stielow Case
6 reels
The Web of Life (Hilda Nord. James
Cruze, George Spencer)
5 reels
July — Billy, the Governess (Billy Quirk) . . 1 reel
Where
Get That
Stuff
AbsintheD'ye(King
Baggott),
Universal Re- 5is ue S reels
— Butting in Society (Lou Marks)... 1 reel
Golden Features
reels Aug.
Aug. — After Her Dough (Lou Marks).... 1 reel A Bit of Life
1 reel
Aug. — Bunked in Bunkville (Geo. Ross) . . 1 reel
Arizona Film Company . — reels Aug.
— His Dirty Career (Lou Marks) 1 reel
Grand
Feature
Film
Company
Should She Obey
—
Aug. — Trying it Twice (Mabel Trinneer) . . 1 reel Rex Beach on the Spanish Main
S5 reels
Aug. — Helen of Troy (All-Star Cast) 5 reels
Beach in Pirate Haunts
reels
Arrow Film Corporation
His Foolish Way (Geo. Thelian)...l reel Rex
Rex
Beach
in
Footsteps
of
Capt.
Kidd....5
reels
The Deemster (Derwent Hall Caine) 7 reels Sept.—
Sept.
—
At
the
Barber's
Ball
(Lou
Marks).
2
reels
Sept. — Was She to Blame? (in prep.).
Rex Beach Pictures Co.
Sept.
—
In
and
Out
(Tammany
Young)
1
reel
Features
The Barrier
9 reels Sept. — His Flying Flivver (C. J. Van
The Woman Graphic
and the Beast
5 reels
Duesen and Pearl Shepard) 2 reels
Bernstein Film Production
D. W. Griffith
June — . Who Knows?
..6 reels
Ebony Film Corporation
9 reels
A Natural Born Shooter
1 reel Intolerance
Dat Blackhand Waitah Man
1 reel
Frank Hall Productions, Inc.
Bluebird Extraordinary
(A. H. Jacobs. Prod.)
Sept.Ruth
3. Mother
o' Mine (Rupert Julian and 5 reels Shine Johnson and the Rabbit's Foot 1 reel
CUfford)
Her Fighting Chance (Jane Grey) — reels
E. I. S. Motion Picture Corp.
The
Bar
Sinister
— reels
The Eagle's Wings (Herbert Rawlinson).
Trooper 44
5 reels
Hell Morgan's Girl (Dorothy Phillips).
Hanover Film Company
Mother o' ford,
Mine
(Rupert
Julian,
Ruth
ClifElmont
Feature
Film
Co.
Ruby La Fayette).
— reels
People vs. John Doe
6 reels Maciste
How Uncle Sam Prepares
4 reels
Brenon Productions
God's Law
6 reels
William S. Hart
Lone Wolf
7 ^_
The Cold Deck
5 D
Enlightment Corporation
Fall of the Romanoffs
8 parts
parts Enlighten
5 D
Empty Pockets
7 parts
Thy Daughter
7 reels The Two Gun Man
JULES BURNSTEIN
Eugenic
Film
Company
Hawk Film Corporation
Shame
7 parts Birth
6 reels Monster of Fate
— reels
Cardinal Film Corporation
European Film Company
Herald Film Corporation
Joan the Woman (Geraldine Farrar) 11 reels
6 reels
Fighting for Verdun
S reels Around the World in 80 Days
Century Comedies
Exclusive Features, Inc.
Hiller & Wilk, Inc.
(FEATURING ALICE HOWELL)
Balloonatics
2 reels Where Is My Father?
7 reels The Battle of Gettysburg
Automaniacs
2 reels
The Wrath of the Gods (Sessue Hayakawa).S— reels
reels
Export
and
Import
Film
Co.
Neptune's Naughty Daughter
2 reels Robespierre
— reels
Hippodrome
Benjamin Cahpin Productions
Ivan the Terrible
— reels At the Front
with the Allies.Film Co.
(CHAPTER FEATURES CORP.)
Historic Features
My Mother
2 reels
Fairmount Film Corporation
7 reels Christus
My Father
2 reels Hate
8 reels
Myself
2 reels
Flora
Finch
Film
Co.
The Call to Arms
2 reels
M.
H.
Hoffman,
Inc.
War Prides
2 reels The Fringe of Society (Ruth Roland and
Christie Film Company
Milton Sills)
7 reels
Father's Bright Idea
1 reel First National Exhibitors' Circuit,
One Hour (Zeena Keefe and Alan Hale). 6 reels
The
Silent
Witness
(Gertrude
McCoy)...
6
reels
With
the
Mummies'
Help
1
reel
Inc.
The Magic Maid
1 reel On Trial.
The Milky Way
1 reel
A
Trip
Through
China
(Brodsky's
Art
Pict
u
r
e
s
)
8
reels
His Last Pill
1 reel Charles Chaplin.
Her Fighting Chance (Jane Grey) 6 reels
The Fourteenth Man
1 reel
Should She Obey? (Alice Wilson, Gene
Bud Fisher Film Corporation
Down by the Sea
1 reel
Genu'ng
Norbert
Myles)
Skirts
1 reel July 9. Cows and Caws.
Whither
Thouand Goest
(Rhea
Mitchell and 6 reels
Won in a Cabaret
1 reel July 16. Submarine Chasers.
Orrin Johnson)
5 reels
July 23. Cheese Tamers.
His
Merry
Mix-Up
1
reel
The
Great
White
Trail
(Doris
Kenyon)..6 reels
A Smoky Love Affair
1 reel July 30. Janitors.
Aug. 6. A Chemical Calamity.
Iliodor Picture Corporation
Corp.
Aug. 13. As Prospectors.
The Cinema
13th Labor Distributing
of Hercules.
The Fall of the Romanoffs (Iliodor, Nance
Fort Pitt Corporation
O'Neil, Ekaterina Galanta, Alfred
The Italian Battlefront.
Claridge Films, Inc.
Hickman and Conway Tearle) — reels
The Birth of Character
5 reels
Fox Film Corp.
Inter Ocean Film Corp.
The Heart of New York
5 reels
The Spy.
(Standard Pictures)
Enlighten Thy Daughter
— reels
Clune Productions
Ivan Film Productions
Ramona
8 reels Tlie Honor System.
One
Law
for
Both
8 reels
Eyes of the World
9 reels Jack and the Beanstalk.
Babbling Tongues
6 reels
The Conqueror.
Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
Camille.
Film Corporation 1 reel
Charlotte.
Oct. 18. Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp.
WorldJuvenile
War in Kidland
The Frozen Warning.
Nov. 18. The Babes in the Wood.
A Chip Off the Old Block
1 reel
Fraternity Films, Inc.
Corona Cinema Company
Chip's Elopement
1 reel
The Curse of Eve (Enid Markey) 7 reels The Devil's Playground (Vera Michelena) — reels Chip's Backyard Barn-Stormers 2 reels
Chip's
Rivals
11 reel
For Sale, a Daddy
reel
Frieder Film Corporation
Coronet Film Corporation
LIVING STUDIES IN NATURAL HISTORY
Chip's Carmen
2
reels
The
Birds'
Christmas
Carol
(Mary
Louise).
S
reels
(Continued
on
page
137)
Animal World, No. 1 Issue.
A Bit O' Heaven (Ms(ry Louise) 5 reels
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Educadoual Film Corp. of Amer.
SCENICS— EDUCATIONAL
Oct. 24. From Studio to Screen.
Oct. 31. A Trip Through Japan, No. 1.
Nov. Islands,
7. A Flying
No. 1. Trip Through the Hawaiian
Nov. Islands,
14. A No.
Flying
2. Trip Through the Hawaian
Nov. 21. Me and My Dog.
Nov. 28. The Chain Gang.
Dec. VaUey).
5. The Land of Enchantment (Yosemite
Dec. 12. Fishing for Fish.
Dec.
19. ABeside
Trip the
Through
Japan,
Dec. 26.
Glimmer
Glass.No. 2.
DITMARS
OF NATURE"
Nov. 19. The"LIVING
Animals ofBOOK
Australia.
Nov. 26. The Smaller Monkeys.
Dec. 3. Enemies of the Garden.
Dec. 10. Our Vanishing Game.
Dec. 17. Nature's Weavers.
Dec. 31.
24. The
Nature's
Songsters.
Dec.
Animals
in Midsummer.
Fox Sunshine Comedies
11. Roaring Lions and Wedding Bells.. 2 C
18. A Milk-Fed Vamp
2 C
9. His Smashing Career
2 C
23.
Damaged
—
No
Goods
6. Shadows of Her Pest
22 CC
13. Are Married Policemen Safe? 2 C
General Film Company
BROADWAY STAR FEATURES
(O. HENRY STORIES)
A Night in New Arabia (J. Frank Glendon,
Patsy DeForest)
4 D
The Parks
Enchanted Kiss (Chet Ryan, Frances 2 C-D
The Renaissance at Charleroi (J. Frank
Glendon, Agnes Eyre)
4 D
Hygeia
at the Solito (Chet Ryan, W. L. 2 D
Rogers)
The Skylight Room (Jean Paige, Carlton
„ King)
4 D
One Dollar's
(Chet Ryan, Fran- 2 D
cesWorth Parks)
The Last Leaf (Mildred Manning, Bernard
Siegel, Patsy De Forest)
2 D
Two Renegades (Chet Ryan, W. L. Rodgers)
2 C-D
Whistling
Christmas
Stocking 2 C-D
(George Dick's
Cooper, Adele
De Garde)....
The Founh in Salvador (Chet Ryan, W.
L. Rodgers)
2 C-D
The Clarion Call (Walter McGrail, Alice
Terry)
2
D
ESSANAY

Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.

BLACKTrailCAT (Virginia
STORIES")
The ("THE
Long Green
Valli,
Rodney La Rock)
2 D
Don't Dust
Lose (Margaret
Your Coat
2 C
Star
Clayton)
C-D
GEORGE ADE FABLES
The Fable of All That Triangle Stuff as Sized
Up by the Meal Ticket
2 C
The Fable of the Film-Fed Family
2 C
The Fable of the Uplifter and His Dandy
Little Opus
2 C
The Fable of the Girl Who Took Notes and
Got Wise and Then Fell Down
2 C
The Fable of the Toilsome Ascent and the
Shining Table Land
2 C
The Fable of the Back Trackers from the
Hot Sidewalks
2 C
ESSANAY COMEDIES (1 reel)
Hard Luck
1 c
The General
.1 c
A Depot Romeo
1 c
Make Your Eyes Behave
1 C
Lunch
1 c
ESSANAY SCENICS
Salmon Fishine in New Brunswick 1 Sc.
Lake Louise
1 Sc.
Banff National Park
1 Sc!
The Great National Industries of Canada..! Sc.
Water Powers of Western Canada
1 Sc.
Through Canada from Coast to Coast 1 Sc!
How Canada and the Farmer Co-operate in
Grain Raisin;:
1 Sc
CHAPLIN COMEDIES
The Champion
2 c
A Jitney £lopement
2 C
By the Sea
1 c
In the Park
1 c
Work
2 R
FALCON FEATURES
Feet of Clay (Margaret Landis, R. Henry
Grey)
4 D
Brand's
CKathleen Kirkham, R. 4 D
Henry Daughter
Grey)

Motion

His Old-Fashioned Dad (Daniel Gilfether,
Mollie McConnell)
4 D
ZoIIenstein (Vola Vale,
Monroe Salisbury) .. 4 D
SAIS)
KALEM
(AMERICAN GIRL SERIES WITH MARIN
The Man Hunt at San Remo
2 D
The Door in the Mountain
2D
Sagebrush Law
2 D
("THE FURTHER ADVENTURES OF
STINGAREE"
TRUE BOARDMAN)2 D
Through
Fire and WITH
Water
AThe Bushranger's
Strategy
Stranger at Dumcrieff
22 DD
A Champion of the Law
2 D
(HAM AND BUD COMEDIES)
The Boot and the Loot
1 C
A Whirlwind of Whiskers
1 C
The
Onion
Magnate's
Revenge
11 CC
The Bath Tub Bandit
GRANT, POLICE REPORTER SERIES
The Mystery of Room 422
1 D
A Deal in Bonds
1D
The Sign of the Scarf
1 D
The Man with the Limp
1D
.. A DAUGHTER OF DARING SERIES
A Race to the Drawbridge
1 D
The Munitions Plot
1 D
The Railroad
Detective'sSmugglers
Danger
•. . 11 DD
The
The Deserted Engine
1D
JAXON
COMEDIES
Too Much Alike
1 C
Barnyard Frolics
1 C
Breaking In
1 C
Blundering Boobs
1 C
Disappointed Love
1 C
He's
How InIt Again
Worked
11 CC
Their Model Careers
1 C
His Fishy Footsteps
1 C
SPARKLE COMEDIES
Week End Shopping (Kate Price, Billy Ruge) 1 C
Pals
i 1 C
Ambition
1 C
In High Speed
1 C
A Bargain, $37.50
1 C
Monkey-Maid-Man
1 C
On the Love Line
1 C
The Detective
1 C
Smashing the Plot
1 C
After the Matinee
1 C
Double Cross
1 C
The Best of a Bad Bargain
1 C
JOHNNY AND EMMA RAY COMEDIES
AA Laundry
Mix-Up
11 CC
Peaceful Flat
Cheating His Wife
1 C
A Bathtub Marriage
1 C
KLEINE
(GEORGE BICKEL COMEDIES
A Suit and a Suitor
1 C
Nearly a Husband
1 C
Some Statue
1 C
SELIG
The Law North of 65
2 D
Vengeance vs. Mercy
1 D
Training Our Khaki-Clad Heroes 2 Military
The Angel of Poverty Row
1 D
The Witness
Rustler's forVindication
21 DD
The
the State
THREE C COMEDIES
His Watery Waterloo (Lou Marks) 1 C
Fat and Foolish (Hughey Mack)
1 C
A Harem Romance (Lou Marks, Pearl Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
His Winning Ways (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
A Boarding House Battle (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard)
1 C
Stealing a Sweetheart (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
A Hash House Romance (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
The Hod Carrier's Million (Claude Cooper,
Virginia Tracy Clark, Kenneth Clarendon) 1 C
HANOVER FILM COMPANY
Camillc (Helen Hcsperia)
6 D
The Marvelous Maciste
6 D
PHYSICAL
CULTURE
PHOTO
PLAYS
Physical Culture Magazine (Issued CO.*
Monthly)
1 Edc.
PIEDMONT PICTURES CORPORATION
(SELBURN COMEDIES)
Hubby's
21 CC
Too
MuchHoliday
Elephant
His CollcKe Proxy
1 C
Wedding Bells and Lunatics
1 C
Inter-Allied Films
July 14. Cine Topics
1 Ed.

Picture

News

Bee Comedies
Nov. 1. King
The Hobo
2 reels
Nov. 15. The Pest
2 reels
Dec. 1. The Bandmaster
2 reels
Dec. 15. The Slave
2 reels
Jan. 1. The Stranger
2 reels
Kleine Exchanges
ESSANAY SERIES— DO CHILDREN COUNT?
(Featuring Little Mary McAlister)
Aug. 1. The Season of Childhood 2 D
Aug. 8. The Little White Girl
2 D
Aug. IS. The Bridge of Fancy
2 D
Aug. 22. The Kingdom of Hope
2 D
SELIG-HOYT COMEDIES
Aug. 6. A Dog in the Manger
2 C
Aug. 20. A Trip to Chinatown
2 C
Sept. 3. A Midnight Bell
2 C
Sept. 17. A Contented Woman
2 C
Metro Pictures Corporation
METRO-DREW COMEDIES
Dec. 3. Too Much Henry
1 C
Dec. 10. Wages No Object
1 C
Dec. 17. The Spirit of Merry Christmas 1 C
Dec. 24. The Unmarried Look
1 C
Dec. 31. Shadowing Henry
1 C
Jan. 7. Their Mutual Motor
1 C
Jan. 14. Why Henry Left Home
1 C
Jan. 21. Their First Love
1 C
Jan. 28. Under the Influence
1 C
Mutual Film Corporation
Monday, December 24, 1917
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly, No. 156 1 Top
Thursday, December 27, 1917
CUB— Jerry's
Friend (George
Ovey) 1 C
STRANDBest (BILLIE
RHODES)
Dec. 4. Just Kidding
1 reel
Dec. 11. Putting One Over
1 reel
Dec. 18. Little Miss Fixer
.1 reel
Dec. 25. Mary's
1 reel
Monday,Boomerang
December 31, 1917
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly, No. 1
1 Top
Jan. 1. Her Awfuul Fix
1 reel
Serials
Dec. 3. The Lost Express, No. 12 (Daring
Death)
Dec. 10. The Lost Express, No. 13 (The Escape) 2 D
Dec. 17. The Lost Express. No. 14 (Unmasked) 2D
Dec. 24. The Lost Express, No. IS (The
Return of the Lost Express)
2 D
MUTUAL-CHAPLINS
Oct. 29. The Adventurer
2 C
Paramount Pictures Corporation
KLEVER KOMEDIES (Victor Moore).
Dec. 3. Toothaches nad Heartaches 1 C
Dec. 19. The Instalment Plan
1 C
Dec. 31. O. U. Boat
1 C
BLACK DIAMOND COMEDIES
Oct. 7. Susie Slips One Over
1 C
Oct. 15. Nearly a Baker
1 C
Nov. 12. A Society Scrimmage
1C
ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Oct. 29. Fatty at Coney Island
1 C
Dec. 10. A Country Hero
1 C
BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Dec. 3. Osaka to Nagasaki
1 Trav.
Dec. 10. Canning Time in California 1 Trav.
Dec. 17. In Glacier Park
1 Trav.
Dec.
the Sun
Dec. 24.
31. Going
On theto Farm
Where the Food 1 Trav.
Comes From
1 Trav.
WHO IS NUMBER ONE? (Serial)
Dec. 3. Episode 6. The Flight of the Fury. 2 D
Dec. 10. Episode 7. Hearts in Torment 2 D
Dec. 17. Episode 8. Walls of Gas
2 D
Dec. 24. Episode 9. Struck Down
2 D
Dec. 31. Episode 10. Wires of Wrath 2 D
Jan. 7. Episode 11. The Rail Raiders 2 D
Jan. 14. Episode 12. The Show Down
2 D
Jan. 21. Episode 13. Cornered
2 D
Jan. 28. Episode 14. No Surrender
2 D
Feb. 4.MACK
Episode SENNETT
15. The Round-Up
2
D
COMEDIES
Nov. 4. Pullman Bride
1 C
Nov. 18 Are Waitresses Safe?
1 C
Dec. 2. An International Sneak
1C
Dec. 16. That Night
1 C
Dec. 30. Taming Target Center
1C
PARAMOUNT-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Oct. 28. Adirondack Trails; Jewelry and Personality; A Potato Skyscraper; Bobby
Bumps, (Continued
Chef, by Earl
on Hurd.
page 137)
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(Continued from page 135)
A. Kay Co.
Twenty Thousand Feats Under the Sea. . . .
Golden
Spoon
Mary
11 CC
Some Barrier
His Trial
1 C
(Terry Human Interest Reels)
No. 1. Character as Revealed in the Face... Ed.
No. 2. Character as Revealed in the Eyes... Id.
Klotz and Streimer
Whither Thou Goest
5 reels
The Secret Treaty
S reels
Lincoln Motion Picture Company
The Realization
Negro's Ambitions. . .23 reels
Trooper
of Troopof aK
reels
Marine Film Co.
Lorelei of the Sea
— reels
C. Post Marion Enterprises
The Wonder City of the World (Greater
N. Y. by Day and Night) 4 reels
Masterpiece Drama Productions
Who's Your Neighbor?
Masterpictures
LION COMEDIES
Oct. 29. Nathan Busts Into the Movies 1 C
Nov. 5. A Village Villain
1 C
Nov. 12. Her Fatal Resemblance 1 C
Nov. 19. An Account of a No-Account Count. 1 C
Nov. 26. Hicks and Hornets
1 C
Dec. 3. Waves and Wimmen
1 C
Dec. 10. Fizzled Finance
1 C
Mayfair Film Corp.
Persuasive Peggy
— reels
Moral Uplifht Society of America
It May Be Your Daughter
—
Mo-Toy
Comedies
Midnight Frolic.
Jimmy Gets the Pennant.
Out in the Rain.
In Jungle Land.
A Kitchen Romance.
Mary and Gretel.
Dinkling of the Circus.
A Trip to the Moon.
Goldie Locks and the Three Bears.
Dolly Doings.
School Days.
B. S. Moss M. P. Corporation
Birth Control
6 reels
The Power of Evil
S reels
Boots and Saddles
5 reels
The
Girl
Who
Doesn't
Know
reels
In the Hands of the Law
55 reels
One Hour (Sequel to "Three Weeks")
Nevada Motion Picture Corp.
The Planter
— reels
Newfields Producing Co.
Alma, Where Do You Live?
6 reels
Ogden Pictures Corp.
The Lust of the Ages
— reels
Paragon Films
The Whip
8 reels
Peter Pan Film Corporation
(Mo-toy Troupe)
July 19. Little Red Riding Hood
1 reel
July 26. Puss in Boots
1 reel
Aug. 2. Jimmy the Soldier Boy
1 reel
Aug. 9. Jimmie and Jam
1 reel
Aug. 16. In Japoland
.1 reel
Photoplay
Magazine
— Screen
reel releases,
giving
intimateSupplement
interviews— ofOneall
the stars. (Through independent exchanges.)
Popular Picture Corporation
Corruption
6 reels
Private Feature Film
Ignora.nce (Earle Metcalfe)
6 reels
Public Rights Film Corporation
The Public Be Damned (Charles Richman
and Mary Fuller)
5 reels
Purkall Film Co.
The Liar
6 reels
Radio Film Company
Satan the Destroyer of Humanity 7 reels
The Spirit of 1917 (James J. Harkness and
Carl Sturmer)
— reels
Renowned Pictures Corporation
In Treason's
Grasp (Grace Cunard and 5 reels
Francis Ford)
Weavers of Life
5 reels
Select Photoplay Co.
Humanity
6. reels

Selig Special
Bewar. of Strangers
7 reels
The
Ne'er-Do-Well
reels
The Garden of Allah (Selig)
108 reels
Who Shall Take My Life?
— reels
Frank J. Seng
Parentage
7 reels
Sherman Eliot, Inc.
The Crisis
10 reels
Sherman Pictures Corporation
I Believe
7 reels
The Land of the Rising Sun
Signet Film Corporation
The Masque of Life
7 reels
Standard Newsfilm, Inc.
Demons of the Air
2 reels
Julius Steger
Redemption
6 reels
Moe Streimer
A Daughter of the Don
10 reels
Submarine Film Corporation
The Submarine Eye
7 reels
Ultra Film Co.
A Day at West Point
West Is West
The Rustler's Frame-up at Big Horn
Unity Sales Corporation
The
Secret
.4S reels
The Bishop's
Lottery Man
reels
The Marriage Bond
S reels
Universal Film Mfg. Company
Robinson Crusoe (Robert Leonard and
Margarita Fischer)
4 reels
Hell
Girl
57 reels
Come Morgan's
Through
reels
Variety Films Corporation
My Country First
6 reels
The Pursuing Vengeance
5 reels
The Price of Her Soul
7 reels
Victoria Feature Films
The Fated Hour
6 reels
The Slave Mart
5 reels
World Pictures
Over Here
5 reels
RELEASES

IN

SHORT SUBJECTS
(Continued from page 136)
Nov. Hints,
4. Harvesting
Timber; Uncle
Sam's
No. 4, toWarHousewives.
The Fireless
Camp.
Cooker;
Goodrich Dirt at the Training
Nov. 11. Most Beautiful of Far Eastern Arts;
Farming for Furs; Putting Volcanoes to
Work.
Nov. 18. Straw Weavers of the Tropics; Uncle
Sam's theHints,
5, How
Preserve Bobby
Eggs;
Over
JumpsNo.with
Army toTractors;
Bumps at Fido's Birthday Party.
Nov. Trench
25. TheTorches:
World's TheGreatest
GasolineMounted
Engine. Police;
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Sunday, December 23, 1917
The Pearl
Seven" Pearls,
No.
"The Seventh
(Mollie
King,IS. Creighton
Hale, 2 D
Leon Bary),
Astra
The (Doris
Hidden Kenyon,
Hand, No.
5.
"
The
Air
Lock
"
Sheldon
Lewis, Arline Pretty,
Mahlon Hamilton),
Pathe
2 D
Bashful (Harold Lloyd, Bebe Daniels, Harry
Pollard), Rolin
1 C
The Pearl of the Atlantic (Colored), Belle
Isle, Picturesque Brittany (Trav.) and
Strange Fresh Water Insects (Colored),
Educ
Split Reel
Katzenjammer
Kids,
"
Fast
and
Furious
"
(Cart.),stoneInternational,
and Indiana Lime(Educ), Industrial
Split Reel
Wednesday, December 26, 1917
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 104
1 top
Saturday, December 29, 1917
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 105
1 top
Sunday, December 30, 1917
The Hidden Hand, No. 6. " The Flower of
Death "Pretty,
(DorisMahlon
Kenyon,Hamilton),
Sheldon Lewis,
Arline
Pathe. 2 D
The Oregon
Eighth Annual Round-Up, Pendleton, 3 top
Argus Pictorial, No. 4
1 Ed.
Step Lively (Harold Lloyd, Bebe Daniels,
Harry Pollard), Rolin
1 C
Rocky Mountain Park (Combitone), Earle 1 Trav.
Katzenjammer Kids, " Peace and Quiet "
(Cart); "Making
the Comic Section,"
International,
Ed
Split reel

Wednesday, January 2, 1918
Hearst-PatheSaturday,
News, No.
25, 1918
1 top
January
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 3
1 top
Triangle Distributing Corp.
TRIANGLE COMEDIES
Jan. 6. Matrimonial Breaker
1C
Jan. 6. His Day of Doom
1 C
Jan. 13. A Straight Crook
1 C
Jan. 13. A Marriage Not
1 C
Jan. 20. Their Indian Uncle
1C
Jan. 20. The Price of His Head
1 C
Jan. 27. A Butler Bust-Up
1 C
Jan. 27. Too Many Husbands
1 C
KEYSTONE RELEASES
Jan. 6. His Hidden Shame (Max Asher,
Dora Rogers^
AliceDelatorre)
Davenport, Alatia 2 C
Morton,
Marianne
Jan. 13. His Punctured Reputation (Wm.
Franey, Dale Fuller, Maude Wayne, Milt
Sims)
2 C
Jan. bon,
20. Dimples
and Dangers
GribDora Rogers,
Frank (Harry
Bond, Claire
Anderson)
2 C
Jan. 27. Courts and Cab Ants (Peggy Pearce,
Baldy Belmont, Marianne Delatorre, Max
Asher)
2 C
Universal Film Company
Monday, January 7, 1918
NESTOR — Cave Man Stuff (Gale Henry,
William Franey)
1 C
Wednesday, January 9, 1918
L-KO — Torpedo Pirates (Hughie Mack) 2 C
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY—
Weekly No. 6.
Saturday, January 12, 1918
UNIVERSAL
No. S3. SCREEN MAGAZINE— Issue
UNIVERSAL
CURRENT
EVENTS—
No. 35 (Shipping
date, January
5). Issue
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL — New Enemies
(Thirteenth Episode of " The?
Red Ace " 2D
Serial)
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— One Minute to
Live (Seventh Episode of " The Mystery
Ship " Serial)
2 D
Monday, January 14, 1918
NESTOR— Maimed in a Hospital (Dave
Morris,Wednesday,
Max Asher,January
Gladys 16,
"Tennyson)
1918 ... 1 C
L-KO — Home Run Ambrose (Mack Swain).. 2 C
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY—
Weekly No. 7.
Saturday, January 19, 1918
UNIVERSAL
No. 54. SCREEN MAGAZINE— Issue
UNIVERSAL
CURRENT
EVENTS—12).Issue
No. 36 (Shipping
date, January
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— The Fugitives (Fourteenth Episode of " The Red Ace "' 2D
Serial)
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— Hidden Hands
(Eighth Episode of " The Mystery Ship " 2D
Serial)
Vitagraph
BOBBY
CONNELLY SERIES
Nov. 5. Bobby to the Rescue.
Nov. 12.
Country
Adventure.
Nov.
19. Bobby's
Bobby Takes
a Wife.
Nov. 26. Bobby the Magician.
THE FIGHTING TRAIL SERIES
Dec. 3. Epi. 13. The Water Trap 2 parts
Dec. 10. Epi. 14. The Trestle of Hororrs.2 parts
Dec. 17. Epi. 15. Out of the Flame 2 parts
Dec. 3. Spooks and Spasms.
BIG V COMEDIES
Dec. 10. Frauds and Free Lunch.
Dec. 17. Noisy Naggers and Nosey Neighbors.
VITAGRAPH COMEDIES
Dec. 3. A Family Flivver (Edward Earle,
Agnes Ayres).
Dec. 10. Paging Page Two (Edward Earle,
Agnes Ayres).
VENGEANCE AND THE WOMAN (Serial)
Dec. 24. The Oak (First Episode) (Wm. Duncan, Carol Holloway).
Dec. 31. Loaded Dice (Second Episode) (Wm.
Duncan, Carol Holloway).
Favorite Film Features
Dec. 3. The Golden Pathway (Mary
Charleson, Jane Fearnley, Naomi
Childers, Maurice Costello, Robert
Gaillard, Brinsley Shaw)
2 D
Dec. 3. His Little Page (Norma Talmadge,
Leo Delaney, Van Dyke Brooke).! C
Dec. 10. Mrs.
Melodrama
(Flora
Finch,Bingle's
Kate Price,
James Lackaye,
Hughieliam
Mack, Humphrey)
William Shea, Wil- 2 C
Dec. 10. Tim Grogan's Foundling (Norma
Talmadge,
Costello, Van Kate
Dyke Price,
Brooke,Helen
Courtnay
Foote)
1D
Dec. 17. The Callcoln, (Edith
Storey,Ralph
E. K.Ince).2
Lin- D
Gladden James,
Dec. 17. No Sweets (Flora Finch, Kate
Price, Hughie
Mack, Charles 1 .C
Eldridge)

Motion
MOTION PICTURE
CAMERAS
Noiv At Your DInponuI Itass
TcNted
and Guaranteed.
UsiHl
L'Dlversals
; latest
complete with 50
mm. models,
Tessar
F; 3.5 lens $225. Universal
Pan and Tilt tripod ; list $U0 ;
sllBhtly used, $50 Ernemann,
$85
; Urbans, $110.
$75 ; I'restwlch
Professional,
Write or
Wire.
Get complete list and cataloi/ue. ture
America's
motion piccamera headquarters.
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
108 North Dearborn St.
Chicago, V. S. A.

lran;^rteK
Automaticiliy »uppliei only luch voltNo watte ol
require*.
age at arccurrent
in ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
W. 114th St., Cleveland.Ohio.U.S.A.
I§ PERFECT
AND PRINTING
TITLES, DEVELOPING
made on EuHtman
Stock
1
Tintini; and Toning
I Camera Men l•^lrnished
Beht workmunsliip giiarantcpd
I LET US BE OF SERVICE TO YOU
1 ROTHACKEK ML.M MFG. CO.
f
DiverHejI 1339-51
Chicago,
C. S.Parkway,
A.
A

Dollar Saved
i> n. I . lily a .l..|li.r earn. ,1. I„it ii 5.
An Earning Dollar
All Mipnllr. f.,r til.- .M )■. Tlii-atrc- at fairer
priee* tlian y.-u'll pav pUi-whire.
IT PAYS TO DEAL HERE
>r,„l f„r ■■ /....- '.V
INDEPENDENT MOVIE SUPPLY CO.
6lh Floor 729 7th Ave., New York

Capacity
and Art
Laboratories
Capacity is closely
related to Quality.
Our Capacity is
small, — this means
that every job gets
full attention and
that every foot of
work is personally
inspected by our
Superintendent.
This insures Quality. Therefore, we
guarantee satisfaction.
ART LABORATORIES
316 East 48th Street
Matni ffill 6973
EdDMmd Kok. Sdp<.
OfUct :
BfTnl 8324
1476 Brvaihrar
NEW YORK
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" Just a Woman
(Cciicliidcd from j^ayc 133)
Eiiyciie Walter, tlu- author, has displayed flashes of perfect
dramatic lechnitiiie in tlie construction of Iiis plot. It is never
-trained in tlic main. He has branched out with a nuniher of tan.yents, intended to hold the suspense more l)alancc<l, "and in some
of these, he resorts to forced situations which mar, not a little, the
strenjith and sustaininji interest inspired 1)\- the dramatic force with
w hicli tile main plot is dev eloped.
The human note is struck with a dramatic resonance that will
find response in the heart of ever}- man, woman and child who
witness the performance. The author has ])rought this quality out
with .sucli force that even the constrained actions of Miss Walker
can not force the appealing note into the iiackground. Miss Walker disappoints in this production. She does not give the performance of which she is capable. For some reason, unknown to
tlie writer, she chooses to present Mr. Walter's character of Anna
Warde, without a perceptil)le change of facial expression excepting
in one or two isolated scenes. The part demands that she portra\
the patient. hard-v\orking housewife, but even in the lives of this
class, there is a smile registered at times. Miss Walker holds a
fi.xed, stolid expression for scene after scene without a change.
The fault is heightened by the use of too much make-up on the lips.
Miss Walker is supported by a capable cast of players. Lee Baker
has the principal role opposite. Ann Williams portrays the maid
in true st\le. Edwin Stanley, Henry Carvel, Charles Kraus, Forest
Robinson, Baby Valarie, Cornish Beck and Paul Perez complete
the cast.
Director Steger has given " Just a Woman " an excellent production as to detail, settings and exterior scenes. The production can
be classed with a little-abovc-the-average feature for the open mar
ket. It presents strong drama, and a smooth running story. Miss
Walker has a wide reputation for her work behind the footlights
and more recently hcfore the camera. She is not as well known as
some of the picture stars because she has not had the opportunity
to appear on the screen with such frequency as others. Her name
should draw, if well advertised. None of the members of the sup])orting cast are stars in any sense of the word. They represent the
av erage player in support of featured roles. The light effects have
been obtained with natural semblance. The photography is without
a Haw.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Jim Warde (Lee Baker) is a worker in the steel mills. His wife, Ann
(Charlotte Walker), is a loving, hardworking mate. A friend of Jim's invents
a mechanical device to facilitate the making of steel rails. Jim's wife suggestsmotthat
she investto theperfect
moneyandshemanufacture
has saved from
Jim's earnings
in proing a company
the machine.
The machine
proves a big success and Jim is made a director in the steel corporation.
With the acquisition of wealth and power Jim resorts to his former habit
of drink. He is taken to New York by one of his fellow directors who wishes
to oust him from the directorship. His fellow director has arranged with a
woman of questionable character to win him from his wife. Her scheme is
successful and Jim forsakes his wife. She induces Jim to sue for divorce,
having placed
hired
servants
to enter
home toof retain
Mrs. counsel.
Warde to She
get feels
evidence. The trial
is had
but Mrs.
Wardetherefuses
that she has lost and tells the presiding Judge that Jim is not the father of
their
littlethat
son.her She
stainherfrom
name.
informed
son lied
is totobekeep
takenthefrom
and the
it ischild's
then that
she She
recallsis
the statement and tells the Judge that she has lied. Jim confesses also that
he has sworn falsely and is sentenced to a long term in prison.
When he is released he returns to his wife. The epilogue shows the little
son grown to manhood and ready to depart for France. Jim returns to work
in the steel factory and is happy though penniless.
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Unless You Have The
Automaticket System
You Arc Ix>sing Money
1733 Broadway, New York
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Service Plus— to Readers
Circulation Pius— to Advertisers
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT
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The
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COMPREHENSIVE
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CONDUCTED
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MOTION PICTURE
TRADE
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Keep Right
on Going!

Some of the most helpful
departments in MOTION
PICTURE NEWS are
found in the Accessory
News.
There's " Music for tlie Picture "— with aids that your
orchestra leader will warm
right up to and thank you
for calling to his attention.
There's "Projection" — a
department of sound, hard,
common sanse and real aid.
There's "Worth
atres " — the
that keeps you
in knowledge
newest things
necessities.

While Thedepartment
up to date
of all the
in theatre

Yes!
Keep Right on Going!
— Or yon will lose half
vonr money's worth.

ARE

YOU

SERVICE
YOUR

'T^O

SATISFIED?
THAT

YOU

PROJECTING

THAT

RECEIVE

FROM

MACHINE

SATISFY?

give your
patrons the
very best projection you

must have the very best projectors in your booth.
The

DOES

MOTIOGRAPH

.

■', /-'-/;

service and

projection is spoken of by every user
as the most efficient projector today.
Read what W. E. Drummond, of Knoxville, Tenn., says about the Motiograph
after an eighteen months' use.
" Knoxville, Tenn., Dec. 12, 1917.
Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.,
Chicago, 111.
Gentlemen :
We have received the emergency mechanism
which you sent us and will send our heads in
for inspection. These machines have been
used at our Maryville, Tenn., house for
eighteen months.
It is a pleasure to buy from a house that
keeps their promises like you have done in
this matter, and any time I can speak a good
word for the Motiograph you can rest, assured that I will not lose an opportunity to
do so.
Yours very truly,
(SD) W. E. DRUMMOND."

' ''',///,

Write for literature
ENTERPRISE OPTICAL
MANUFACTURING CO.
564-572 W. Randolph Street
Chicago, III.
Western Office: 833 Market Street
San Francisco, California
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To

Motion

All

Motion

WAR

Picture

Picture

Exhibitors

TAX!!

The

undersigned committee of the Allied Exhibitors' Organizations ofAmerica elected by the Joint Conventions of all
Exhibitors Organizations, held at Washington, D. C, December
11th and 12th, hereby request the fullest co-operation and assistance of every motion picture exhibitor in America.
We are charged with the duty of gathering the exact and absolute truth of how the war tax is effecting every motion picture
theatre with a view of securing through united effort a readjustment of the war excise taxes on motion picture theatres and film
for presentation to Congress.
Therefore, we respectfully request each and every exhibitor
to fill out the following blank, giving the full facts and figures
available, the experience of each theatre, and forward immediately
by mail to:
FRANK
REMBUSCH,
Secretary, Allied Exhibitors Legislative Committee,
Indianapolis, Indiana.
How does the business of your theatre for the month of November, 1916, compare with the month of November, 1917?

Have you suffered a comparative loss? and to what do you attribute same?

Did the war tax effect your business? and to what extent?
General remarks:

Your answer will be doubly effective if you send it immediately.
A letter of explanation will be very acceptable.
ALLIED

EXHIBITORS

LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE
II. p. Varnor of North Carolina, Chairman.
Lee A. Ochs of New York.
ErneNt II. UorHtmann of Massachnsetts, Treasorer.
Judge
Frank O'Donnell
Rembusch ofof PeniiHylvanla.
Indiana, Secretary.
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NEWS1

Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture
industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments
in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, inventions and suggestions; camera devices analyzed and
commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature
pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and
furnishing field.
No charge is made in these departments for answering
questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited.
E. Kendall Gillett
Editor
Alfred S. Cory
••
Technical Editor

N.

A.-M.

L. and Exchanges^
have already published letters from the Paramount PicWE
tures Corporation and the General Film Company assuring the members of the National Anti-Misframe League
that they are heart and soul behind the League in its determination
to see to it that the physical condition of the film is materially
improved.
Below are two more letters from the Fox Film Corporation and
the Triangle Distributing Corporation. These two exchange systems are also enthusiastic over our work. With their co-operation,
as well as that of the other systems, there is no doubt of the ultimate result.
FOX FILM CORPORATION
FEATURE FILMS
130 W. 46th Street,
NEW YORK.
December 10, 1917.
Mr. E. Kendall Gillett,
Motion Picture News^ Inc.,
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. C.
Dear Sir: In reply to your communication of the 6th, I am
pleased that you have taken the interest you have in the National
Anti-Misframe League.
If I may, I would like to make a suggestion to your league, which
undoubtedly will be of great interest, and will help considerably to
correct the evil which we are endeavoring to correct.
If the operators would mark the jumps on the last showing of
their performance, if any occur, by placing a slip of paper where
those misframes occur the exchange examiners could then locate
these jumps very readily, and take them out before delivery to the
next operator.
To locate misframes is a very difficult matter, unless the print is
screened. You know how impossible this is, and what hardship it
would work upon the industry if the exchange screened each and
every copy before delivery; in fact, it would be an utter impossibility.
I believe if the suggestion, such as I mentioned, were earnestly
followed out by all operators of the United States, the life of the
film would be very much prolonged and misframe would be reduced to a minimum.

Another suggestion : If the operator, upon finding a misframe in
his subject, instead of turning the print over to his assistant, who
at times is a mere boy, or when a break occurs in the reel, to himself repair it, and make the patch, I believe a great deal of the misframes would be avoided in their inception. Invariably, after tracing reels that have come into their exchange full of misframes, it
was found that the assistant operator, or reel-boy, made the patches
which caused these objectionable splices.
It is the ambition of every exchange manager, I believe, to be in
harmony with every movement which would help eliminate the bad
condition of film, and help prolong the life of any subject, therefore the National Anti-Misframe can count on me to do everything
in my power to help along their good work.
Would be pleased to hear from you from time to time, as well as
from your worthy publication, in regard to achievements of this
league.
Yours very truly.
Fox Film Corporation.
TRIANGLE DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
General Offices, 1457 Broadway, New York.
December 14, 1917.
Mr. E. K. Gillett, Treas.,
Motion Picture News, Inc.,
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City, N. Y.
Dear Mr. Gillett: Replying to your letter of the 6th, we have
both a night and day force to inspect our film, and we keep track
of every reel inspected, making note of the operator that inspects
it. In addition to this, after each subject is inspected, we insert a
slip, copy attached, inside one of the reels of the show and this slip
then goes with the show to the exhibitor.
Should the exhibitor at any time find the film not in first-class
condition, the exhibitor is then requested to immediately notify this
office and we then take the matter up with the inspector that inspected the film.
We work at all times to send out our film in the very best condition and make it a rule never to allow any film to go to another
exhibitor without being inspected first. The above system has
greatly improved the condition of our films and with the co-operation of the operators we feel that this evil can be, and quickly,
eliminated.
Yours very truly.
Triangle Distributing Corporation,
C. B. Price, Manager.
IT is clearly a case of reciprocity. There must be co-operation —
and operator must help the exchange and the exchange get behind the operator. The suggestions in these letters are excellent and should be taken to heart. There is no doubt that film
should be handled by the most competent hands possible and no
patching should be done by "a boy who knows nothing and cares
less. This applies to the exchange as well as to the theatre.
Film and the result on the screen is all that theatre men have
to sell to the public. It is what makes the wheels go around. It is
this which keeps the studios open as well as the executive offices.
It results directly in making a job for every operator, for, if the
people refuse to see pictures they will not be made. Studios will
be closed, theatres will close and the industry will go out of existence.
It is up to every member l)f our League and every other operator
to do his share toward helping — no vandalism, no cut outs, no
punch holes, in fact nothing which will in any way impair the
value of the film.
Complain? certainly. If the exchanges are not doing their share,
are sending out poor film, in bad condition, make a fuss. Do it
direct to the head office or through the League, but do it, and do it
strong, but don't forget your duty.

E. K. Gillett.
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AS discussion of the
Illumination
the magic lantern is an
instrument adapted
LAN-to
c
ern
magi lant
and movBy J. A. Orange, General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
ing picture projector it is
the projection of transconvenient to consider
parencies-slides about 10
[Editor's Note — In this paper the author, Mr. Orange, of the General Eleetric Resciirch
Lahoratorii,
/(os
treated
the
suhjeet
of
projector
optics
from
the
"
source
cm.
in
diameter.
At difthe question of the most
surface" standpoint instead of from the conventional "point source" standpoint.
suitable brightness of
While we do not subscribe to all of the statements, -which follow, tvc commend Mr.
ferent
stages
in
its
hisOrange's article
as a mostin rational
exposition systems.
of the factors
wliich isdetermine
tory it has been used
the picture shown on the
briglilness
and efficiency
o/iticdl projection^
The paper
reprinted screen
from
screen.
the Transactions of the liluminatiny Enyinecriny Society by kind permission of the successfully with such
enormously different
This matter has never
^iocicty.']
light
sources
as
the
kerosene
flame,
the
lime-light and the carbeen standardized, although there does not seem to be any particubon arc. Even when allowance has been made for the translar obstacle in the way of some agreement as to the most desirable
parency of the old time slides and the smaller screens of early
brightness in the heaviest shadows of a picture, expressed as a
days, it still remains a wonder that such different sources should
function of the general room illumination. A combination of experiment with tests on theatres should settle this point, but the have served the purpose.
connection between such brightness and the intensity of illuminaFor the projection of the slide there is used an objective lens
tion provided by the projector (measured in the natural way with
system somewhat similar to a camera lens. One can say immeslide or film out), is the source of much difficulty.
diately that the highest possible illumination is produced if one
The relation rests on two factors, one the density of the slide can contrive an extended background of source surface behind
or film and the other the nature of the screen. The former is the slide (Fig. la). In this ideal case the illumination at the
very variable even in the regular photographic product, while the screen, the slide being absent, is
^ ^ X k where A is the apvarious natural-color achievements may run into appalling densities. The most that can be done at this time is to agitate for a parent area of objective opening presented toward the particular
standard density in the ordinary photographic records, there being
screen-point considered, B is the brilliancy of the source, is the
little excuse for the extremes now run to. The dyed slides and
throw and k is the transmission coefficient of the objective. (As
films, moonlight and firelight effects, are not a disturbing feature
in the case of the searchlight the optical system presents an area
because gloominess is there part of the effect sought. The naturalendowed with the brightness of the source, neglecting objective
color products require a higher order of illumination and should
losses, and the area, the brightness and the remoteness determine
be specially provided for unless the exhibitor can contrive to the illumination at the point in question.)
negotiate them by recourse to such expedients as further darkening
I
of the room, shortening of the throw and substitution of a highly
selective screen.
The remaining consideration, screen character, is the one determining the relation between intensity of illumination and screen
brightness, slide or film being absent.
Taking the white paint or muslin screen as a standard, the metallic or selective screens offer a factor' of from 1 to 7 as regards
picture brightness, and where the design of the auditorium is appropriate they are very desirable. Taylor^ speaks of satisfactory
slide projection with foot candle (5^2 meter-candles) in the
clear parts, presumably with a muslin or white paint screen. H.
P. Gage, in the discussion on the same paper, gives some figures
which seem to suggest 2.S to 6.0 foot-candles (27 to 65 metercandles) for magic lanterns and 2.5 to 30 foot-candles (27 to 320
meter-candles) for moving pictures, again presumably on a matte
white screen.
Regarding these figures it is interesting to note that a great many
Co.) I<ie.al DToL^ic L ccn.i'errn.
theatres operate successfully with -less than 2.5 foot-candles (27
meter-candles) on a plain screen and that one of the best known
S=^ltde,. C = condenser. 0=olje.ciivt.
theatres in the country is operating under conditions equivalent to
If
it
were
not highly uneconomical and inconvenient in many
considerably less than 10 foot-candles (107 meter-candles) on a ways this arrangement
would be the natural form of magic lanplain screen.
tern. In practice it is usual to use, not a background of source.surface behind the slide but a background of lens-surface. Now
The report of the Commitee on Glare', dealing with screens,
suggests a mean picture brightness of Lambert (presumably
if there is an extended source-surface behind this lens— and at
millilamWrt), with a factor of 5 cither way.
any distance, provided the source is indefinitely extended— then
This mean value corresponds roughly with 2.5 foot candles (27 the lens-surface will appear as bright as the original source,
neglecting reflection and absorption losses. If the lens is convex,
mctcr-candlcs) on a white paint screen, measured with slide or
film out.
there can be found one particular position for the source-surface
at which a relatively small extent of source is completely sufThere is excellent reason for assigning an upper limit to the
picture brightness in the case of moving pictures; this point will
ficient. The result is a screen illumination A X P. X ki, ki, where
lie referred to later.
ki is the coefficient of transmission of the [condenser] lens — again
' Committee on Glare, " DiffusinK Media; Projection and Focusinit
simply a matter of absorption, etc.— and h is that of the objective.
Screen»," Trani. I. E. S., p. 92. No. 1, vol. XI.
The lens which serves in this way is known as a condenser.
3, 'Taylor,
vol. XI. J. B., "The Projecting Lantern," Trang. I. E. S., p. 414, No.
There is a simple way of demonstrating the possibilities of a con• Committee on Glare, " Diffusing Media ; Projection and Focusing
denser, viz., by sending light backwards from the front of the
Screen*," Trans. I. E. S., p. 92, No. I, vol. XI.
THE
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objective, the latter being temporarily covered with a piece of
ground glass. By holding a piece of paper behind the condenser
one may explore the possible source positions ; a circular patch
of light is noticed which varies greatly in size with the distance
from the condenser, and the size of this patch indicates the maximum extent of source which is useful in the corresponding position, any further extension of source-surface being without effect
(Fig. lb). Any piece of glass which is free from flaws and is
of a generally convex form will function as a condenser, but it
is another matter to design a condenser which will facilitate the
use of an extremely small extent of source.
Standard practice involves the use of a pair of plano-convex
[condenser] lenses ; in any particular case there is a limit to the
degree of convexity which it is advisable to use, since it will be
found that the more extreme forms call for a greater extent of
source. A much better result is obtainable if one can use nonspherical surfaces for the condenser, the sharpest curvature being
near the axis. The difficulty of producing such surfaces commercially has restricted this development until very recently.
The limit of design on specially corrected condenser systems is
really determined by the lens losses which increase more and
more as the design (in effect, the number and convexity of the
lenses) becomes extreme.
The magic lantern in this form is a relatively simply instrument. Rational design runs somewhat as follows : Knowing the
size of slide and the average throw and screen size for which
the outfit is intended, the focal length of the objective is fixed.
Selecting some standard of illumination which the apparatus shall
attain, making due allowance for the conditions under which it
is likely to be used — as degree of general illumination and screen
factor — there is next to be considered the means adapted to
that end.
A B .
The expression for the illumination,
k involves area of
objective opening and brilliancy of source, throw and coefficient
of transmission (this latter covering both objective and condenser). The two latter quantities are known roughly, so that
one is left with a simple relation between objective opening and
source brilliancy. The brilliancies of light sources are extremely
different, as has already been remarked, and it follows that the
size of the objective opening required will vary greatly. Attempts
to use sources of very low brilliancy encounter the difficulty that
extreme " aperture " in the objective is expensive and is subject
to a fairly . definite limit consistent with satisfactory definition
in the projected picture. This applies particularly to oil, coal-gas
and acetylene flames and the Welsbach lamp. There is a big
gain in source brilliancy in going to the lime-light and Nernst
lamp. The corresponding requirement in objective aperture is
quite moderate, and in fact it is not so much their optical char- ,
acter as it is general inconvenience which has limited the application of those sources.
The result is that the source which has been most commonly
used until recently is the carbon arc. Here we have something
which far transcends even the lime-light and Nernst lamp in
brilliancy and' the size of objective opening needed is very small.
In consequence of this the arc lantern as generally used is contrived alittle differently from the instrument so far discussed.
A certain small aperture will suffice for the objective and with
the best choice of plano-convex condensers a certain size of
source is then required.
Now it follows from the existence of marked spherical and
chromatic aberration in the condenser that one may with advantage use on objective which is larger than is really necessary
but at the same time arranging so that each screen point is
served only by a small portion of the objective. Perhaps this
device is more readily understood from a numerical example.
Suppose that on the basis of arc brilliancies it is concluded that
1 sq. cm. of objective opening is ample. If one were to provide
an objective with that amount of opening and then add the most
suitable form of plano-convex condenser it might be necessary
to use an arc-crater IS mm. in diameter. On the other hand it
would be possible to use an objective 16 sq. cm. in area of which
only 1 sq. cm. would be utilized by any particular screen-point ;
this might be attained with perhaps only 10 mm. arc-crater, using
the same condenser arrangement. This alternative arrangement
is the one corresponding to the rule which is given in books on
projection, namely that the convergent beam coming from the
condenser shall penetrate the objective so that no part of the
beam shall be obstructed by the lens mounts, etc.

Another way of looking at magic lantern design for arc service is to consider that there are three ways of getting the desired
results.
(1) Use a very small objective, an ordinary condenser and a
large and expensive source (Fig. 2a).
(2) Use the small objective, an expensive condenser and a
small, cheap source (Fig. 2b).
(3) Use an objective which has a gross aperture in excess
of the " effective " aperture for any field-point, a cheap condenser
and a small, cheap source (Fig. 2c).
The choice is one that turns on relative costs of apparatus and
rests with the maker ; the third alternative is out of the question
with sources of low brilliancy since difficulty and expense are encountered in attaining even the effective aperture they require,
let alone anything larger.

^-

J,;-

J[lie,T7ia.tive Ar<i It a.niei'rtArranff amenta.
CeO Oljecitve ^maJl, condenser cJrenp^ fource Iniye.
(I) Olj'echVe f!ma/tj (Condenser Correctedi^curce
Recently the tendency has been to : substitute a tungsten lamp
for the arc and it is evidefit that thig-iS sound practice. The tungsten lamp in its various special .forms, offers a Brilliancy ranging
from a value higher than that '6i ^the Ne¥ns| lamp up to a value
exceeding one-quarter of that of/^tlie redirect current arc-crater.
There is no difficulty in getting ample' objective aperture for use
in conjunction with such a source, but, it ought . to be remarked
that erroneous conclusions may •bej'Srawn jErorn tests in which
. an outfit designed for the arc is rnad^; to worls Jwith the incanlamp.ij(acetylene;
5 . rn^htle lamps, etc.)
To sumdescent
up: the old illuminants
have such a low brilliancy th'at in 'order to get-;good results expensive optical apparatus is necessary and even then the possibilities are limited. Between these illuminarits and the more recent there is a gain in brilliancy of frorn 100 to 1,000 fold. This
enormous gain renders it easy to provide optical equipment which
will yield any results likely to be needed. Questions of convenience then come to the fore and there is no doubt that the
tungsten lamp is in much the strongest position in the group
(lime-light, Nernst lamp, tungsten lamp, carbon arc).
{To be continued next week)
Society of Motion Picture Engineers Issues
Valuable Booklet
As

an important step in their efforts to standardize cinematographic technologi% the Society of Motion Picture Engineers
has issued an attractive and valuable booklet entitled " Standards
Adoptedcationby
the booklet
Society was
of Motion
Picture
publiof this
authorized
by Engineers."
the Society The
in session
at New York City in October, and as the first copies have just
made their appearance a few words of description will not be
amiss.
The contents fall under two chief headings, these being: Motion
Picture Standards and Motion Picture Nomenclature, respectively.
The former describes and explains the various integrals of cinemachinery or details of cinematogprahic practice for which the
most suitable dimensions or modes of procedure have been ascer-
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This notice is addressed to the minority of our
subscribers who do not regularly answer advertisements.
The service described is, however, open and free
to all who wish our help.
We do not wish to discourage you from writing
direct to our advertisers; in fact, you do not do
enough of it for your own good, but we do want you
to get the proper goods to fit your needs.
There are many, perhaps you, who are too busy
to write each company separately; therefore we are
offering our co-operation, which means that you
will receive full information on any subject which
you may designate by merely filling out the coupon,
designating by numbers the goods in which you are
interested.
Your inquiries thus received will be forwarded
to reputable manufacturers, even though the goods
on which you wish information are not advertised
in the "News."
1. Arc Controllers
2. Advertising Novelties
3. Brass Rails
4. Building Materials
5. Cameras
6. Camera Lenses
7. Carbons
8. Chairs
9. Chair Upholstery
10. Change Making Machines
11. Condensers
12. Converters and Transformert
13. Developing and Printing
14. Developing Materials
15.
Developing Tanks
16. Disinfectants
and Perfumes
17. Economizers and Rheostat!
18. Electric Signs
19. Elevators and Escalators
20. Exterior Lighting
21. Film Cabinets
22. Film Carriers
23. Film Cleaners
24. Film Dyes
25. Film Stock
26. Fire Extinguishers
27. Floral Decorations
28. Gas Engines
29. Heating
30. Heralds
31. Interior Lighting
32. Interior Telephones
33. Lithographs
34. Lobby Display
35. Metal Ceilings
36. Motors
37. Mural Paintings
38. Musical Instruments
39. Paints
40. Perforating Machines
41. Printing Machines
42. Programs
43. Projection Booths
44. Projection Lenses
45. Projection Machines
46. Projection Machines (Home)
47. Reels
48. Revfinders
49. Safety Exit Locks
50. Screens
51. Slides
52. Stage Settings
53. Studio Lights
54. Ticket Selling Machines
55. Ticket Taking Machines
56. Uniforms
57. Ventilating and Fans
58. Vacuum Cleaners
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taincd by the Society and adopted as standards. It is, of course,
tiie aim of the Society to sectire the adoption of these standards
l)y the technical branches of the industry at large, commencing
in the studio where the pictures are photographed and continuing
right into the projection-rooms of the theatres, where the operators who use the films are directly comprehended by the Society's
deliberations.
The heading Motion Picture Nomenclature embraces a collection of definitions of terms much used in both the technical and
commercial phases of the industry, and these explanatory definitions, approved by the Society of Motion Picture Engineers,
should prove of the utmost value to cinematographic workers, as
they form the basis of exactitude in the drawing up of specifications for motion picture machinery, operating-rooms, theatres, etc.
From the foregoing it will be apparent that copies of this new
booklet of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers should be
in hands of everyone connected with the "fifth greatest industry,"
and it is, as a' matter of fact, the desire and intention of the
Society to secure as wide a circulation as possible for this important contribution to the literature of cinematography. The price
of the booklet is 10 cents per copy, and in order to secure adequate
circulation in the proper quarters, the Society is prepared to
furnish the booklets to film producers, laboratories, exchanges
and makers of cinemachinery at the price of $1.00 per dozen
booklets.
It will immediately suggest itself to all progressive executives
within the industry that it is highly advisable to purchase these
booklets in quantity for gratis distribution among employees, and
the concerns who do this will, in addition to benefiting their
workers, be promoting accurancy and definiteness in their own
endeavors.
The booklets may be secured singly or in quantities from the
main office of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, 712
Eleventh Street, N. W., Washington, D. C, or quantity lots may
be ordered from the Technical Editor of Motion Picture News,
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City. Remittances should, in all
instances, be made payable to the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers.
Projection Equipment in the Fox Studio
Almost as important in studio work as the taking of pictures
is their reproduction for the inspection of directors, camera men,
etc. Probably nowhere can a more critical audience be found,
since upon its judgment depends the organization's reputation for
both dramatic and pictorial quality in its films. When the passing or retaking of a costly setting is at stake, only the best of
projection can be relied on. The apparatus in the William Fox
Studio, in the suburbs of Los Angeles, is of interest to every
operator and owner, as an example of what can be obtained by
specifying only the best.

Gentlemen : Plesae send me descriptiTe matter on the subjects marked
in the above Usta.
Name
Theatre
City
Steti

Opcralini; Room, Fox Los Angeles Studio
In this studio, which covers about thirty acres, including several
"locations" outside, there are two projection rooms side by side
with the booth extending across the end of each room. The
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throw is 52 feet, giving a 9 by 11 foot picture. Three Powers
No. 6-B and one Simplex machine are installed. As a general
rule, the current consumption is 45 to 50 amperes per arc. This
rather high value is used to lessen the attention necessary for
the arc. Since in this class of work many short pieces of film
are run, the operator has a great deal of threading up to do,
which takes most of his time.
Current is supplied from a Westinghouse Motor-generator set,
which consists of an induction motor driven from the 220-volt
alternating current lines, and a 75 volt, 72 ampere direct-current
generator. On the switchboard are mounted the necessary
switches, overload circuit-breaker, voltmeter and ammeter. Beneath are two ballast-resistors operated by projecting handles.
Each projection machine was provided with a double-throw
switch enabling it to be thrown onto either resistor.
In order to reduce flicker, it was specified that when a second
arc was struck the voltage dip at the first arc should not exceed
3 volts. This guarantee has been uniformly met, and in addition the set has repeatedly shown its ability to carry from 90 to
110 amperes for several hours when the need arises. In its nine
months of operation the set has required no attention beyond occasional oiling and wiping off— a feature which with its quiet
operation is much appreciated in this busy projection room.
Jiiiiimiiiimiiiii iiliiiiriiiiiiiilll i iir
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CARBONS

A.C. WORK
AND

SPEER

HOLD-ARK
FOR

CARBONS

B.C. WORK
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Produce Incomparable Results — results mould operators' opinions — opinions determine the verdicts — verdicts
establish the reputation. The operators' "stamp of approval" places
Speer Projector Carbons in that exclusive class of motion picture supplies
most essential to improved projection.
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National Anti-Misframe
League
Pledge
A S a motion picture operator who has the interest of his profession at heart and is willing to assist in eliminating some
of the evils practised in the operating-room, I promise that I
will to the best of my ability return films to the exchange in
first-class condition. FurthermorCj I will when it becomes necessary remedy all misframes, bad patches, etc., that may be in the
film which I receive and in this way co-operate with my brother
operators and give greater pleasure to those who make up the
motion picture audience by showing films that are free from
such defects. I also promise that I will not make punch marks
in film, and when film is received by me, with punch holes, I will
notify the exchange to that effect so that they may use their
efforts to correct this evil.

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES
ALTERNO CARBONS
Perfect Projection — Wanderless Arc.
Noiseless Operation — Brilliant Illumination.
Bright, Flickerless, Eye-Resting Light.
No Change Required in Booth Equipment.

ESSENTIAL
HOLD-ARK

I
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•

Roll of Honor
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:::::::::::::Ashland,
Joe
A. Gibson
Ala.
^J^f^^^::::::

ADVANTAGES
CARBONS

| |
Permanent Arc
Longer Life
Adjustment
Minimum
Crater
Perfect
I
1
i m
Hard Core and jNIetal Coating

Ii
ilSFoxT'!";:::::::::::::::::::;:::tS^'oh^
I
Ulysses Ponsant
Waterville, Me.
| |1
Garland L. Goldie
Cherokee, Iowa | I
Charles S. Peck
Salina, Kans. | m
=
A. C. Southick
Lansing, Mich. |
"
Naulbert
Gilbert
Ashland, Mich.
Ala. |
1
Leon E. Dolbee
Kalamazoo,
= g= .
1
A. E. Carson
Kalamazoo, Mich. 1
"
I ^
I
^
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Total Membership to Date
668 J
M

Elimination of Projection Difficulties .
, .
-ji
iWhen Ordering Specify whether tor
alternating or direct current. Each
stN'le has a special Anty to perform.
Substitutions or attempted alterations
are costly.

Notice! Anti-Misframe League Members
Membership cards are now ready and are being sent out as fast
as possible. There are a number of operators, however, who have
neglected to send in the desired information. If you will
fill out
the blank and mail to this office, button and membership card will
be forwarded.

1
J
|
Write today for descriptive literature
^
g
" XHE CARBONS WITH A GUARANTEE "
J

Members's name
Home address
Name of 'theatre where employed
Address of theatre and name of manager
The "NEWS" advertisers believe

|
SPEER CARBON
COMPANY
|
MARYS, PA.
J
lilllllM^^^
YOU worth while; justify them.
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Have
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Bought

You

Will

Give

a

Liberty

a $50.00

Bond?:*,

Bond

Free

With each No. 4 Photo Cines outfit sold during the month
of January, 1918. Place your order and deposit with us
now.
A special introduction
this exceptional outfit.
Also bear in mind
$250.00
The

for the fourth successful

that the price of this camera

since first introduced

Liberty Bond

and

year of

has been

this is pre-war

price.

a pure bonus.

PRICE

$250.00

NET

Includes camera, 400 ft. model, equipped with 2 inch F3.5 Tessar lens;
Automatic diaphragm dissolve; Tripod, two sections, with panoramic and
tilting top — a professional outfit that has never been equal at its full price
G.

GENNERT

24-26 E. 13th Street
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
320 Wabash Avenue
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PROJECTION

In Silvertips W e Have

PROBLEM

the Solution of the Direct Current

SOLVED

Projection Problem

SILVERTIPS BANISH FLICKER AND INSURE SATISFACTORY PROJECTION
It is no longer necessary to put up with the flickering and poor light of the old carbons. This new carbon is heavily
plated making it capable of carrying exceptionally high current when used with the National Upper gives that intense
white light which insures the most clearly defined pictures.
Every operator will take renewed Interest In his work if lamps are trimmed regularly
with SUvertlp Lowers and National Uppers.
Note. — SUvertip carbons are to be used for Direct Current only.
FOR
ALTERNATING
CURRENT
The nolselcHH White A. C. Special Carbon has solved the alternating current projection
problem as satisfactorily as the Sllvertlp has solved the direct current problem.
A small Investment with big returns.
Let u« gend you several booklets covering the operation o] each 0/ these carbons.
INC.
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,
Cleveland, Ohio
Be lure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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The Distribution of Light Intensity in
Photographic Images
(Concluded from last week)
THE instructive photographic delineations of the shapes and
sizes of the pencils of rays traversing a photographic lens
at various degrees of obliquity (Figs. 10 and 11, last week's
issue) may be used as data from which to plot intensity curves
showing the amount of illumination at points removed from the
axis of an objective, and as Dr. Zschokke has plotted such curves
for various types of lenses we give his description of the method
and results.

O"

S*"

'O**

photographic plate, it is advisable to take as the unit intensity
the intensity of the axial pencil. It is in this manner that the
curves shown by Fig. 14 have been obtained by calculation from
the values expressed by Fig. 13. The curves depicted by Fig. 14
represent, therefore, the relative intensities in the cases already
comprehended by Fig. 13. By reference to Fig. 14, we see that
in the case of the ' Dagor ' lens stopped down to / 15.5 the distribution of light is the same as with the ideal lens up to an
angle of 25° on the diagram (corresponding to an actual angle
of view of 50°), and exhibits, in comparison with the ideal lens,
no noticeable decrease in illumination except in the case of pencils of great obliquity. The curve represented by the solid line
shows the intensity distribution of the Dagor at full aperture
/ 6.8, from which is is evident that in this case the distribution
of the light over the image-field is much less favorable. A noticeable falling off in intensity is apparent at even so slight an
obliquity as 5° from the axis.

A*"" '30° JZS-^ 30" S£ro

" These photographic results," says Dr. Zschokke referring to
Figs. 10 and 11, "provide us with the means of determining the
intensity of the illumination at parts of the image away from the
axis. The intensity at the focus (or of the axial pencil) is taken
as unity. To determine the actual intensities of the oblique pencils itis only necessary to measure their cross-sections (as photographically recorded by Dr. Zschokke's apparatus) and to multiply their respective areas by cos' a. In these computations cos^
instead of cos* is employed, because, as Fig. 9 (last week's issue)
shows, the obliquity of the diaphragm, with reference to the
oblique pencils, does not intervene, since the plate upon which
their cross-sections are photographed is tilted through an angle
corresponding to the obliquity of each pencil of rays thus recorded. The full significance of the employment of I cos' a in
this connection will be readily appreciated upon referring to
Fig. 4 (Camera Dept. of Dec. 22 issue, page 4417) and the accompanying text.

■' The results obtained and computed in this manner are shown
plotted as curves, in Fig. 13. In Fig. 13, the upper curve (dots
and dashes) shows the decrease in intensity at increasing distances from the axis in the case of an ideal lens of aperture
/ 6.8. The second curve (solid line) shows the decrease in intensity over the image-field in the case of an actual lens of
aperture / 6.8. It is seen that even at the center (axial pencil)
the luminosity, as a consequence of absorption, is less than that
of the ideal lens, while toward the margins of the image the
difference in intensity is much greater, as a consequence of the
interception by the lens mount of portions of the oblique pencils.
The third curve in Fig. 13 (dotted line) shows the distribution
of luminosity over the image-plane in the case of the / 6.8 lens
stopped down to / IS. 5. (The two last curves of Fig. 13 are, as
vtight be inferred, plotted from the photographic records, Figs. 10
and 11. — Ed.)
" In order to make comparative observations, on these different
lenses, as regards their distribution of light intensity over the

. " The actual intensities and the relative intensities, at various
distances from the axis, have also been computed for lenses of
different apertures, and these determinations are graphically
represented by Figs. 15 and 16. From a study of these curves
it is readily apparent that lenses of large aperture yield the
poorest distribution of illumination, which is frequently demonstrated by the fact that in practice a lens of high rated speed
sometimes fails to show its superiority over other lenses of
smaller aperture. This is well shown by Fig. 17, in which are
given the intensity curves of an Aplanat, / 6.3, and a ' Dagor,'
/ 6.8. Up to an angle of 10° the Aplanat shows the greater intensity, but at 10° from the axis the intensity curve of the
' Dagor ' cuts the curve of the Aplanat, and toward the margins
the image
produced
the ' Dagor ' is more intensely illuminated than that
of thebyAplanat.

" In practice the decrease in illumination toward the edges of
images produced by photographic lenses does not always mani-
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lest itself to the extent which would be expected from the foregoing, by reason of the considerable latitude of modern photographic emulsions. In the case of rather full exposures, for
example, the falling off in illumination is not generally noticeable,
although in the event of scant or under-exposure the effect may
l.c very pronounced. The means of securing even illumination
over the image-field is suggested, however, by Figs. 11, 12, 13
and 14, and consists in the employment of a small stop in the
lens. This will, in most cases, ensure sufficient eveness of illumibut if the angle
of view
by any great
the abovenation, remedy
will prove
of noexceeds
avail, 100°
and recourse
must amount
be had
to some other method of equalizing the illumination from center
to edges of the plate. One such artifice is the use of a starshaped diaphragm, rotated in front of the objective, such as was
employed with the original model of the Goerz ' Hypergon ' wide:ingle lens."
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Dr. Zschokkc's interesting and instructive paper is concluded
aljove, but as the subject of the cutting off by the lens-mount
of certain portions of oblique pencils is of considerable importance, we have next to describe a method whereby the degree
of obliquity at which vignetting commences may be roughly determined by simple computation. The demonstration of this
empirical
method
due to Dr.
P. Rudolph', whose remarks on
ibe subject were asis follows:
(Fig.
/6' 18)

The sum total of the producer's efforts are realized
only when the DEVELOPER and PRINTER is equal
to the responsibility he undertakes.
EVANS'
iibsolulc lor
i)crfcc-tion
and roliabllity
will prover''|>utiilioii
a safe forguldepost
you, Mr.
Producer.
EVANS

FILM

MFG.

CO.

416-24 West 216th Street New York City
Telephone — St. Nicholas 3443-44
" Let Li and L- be the lenses forming a doublet of diameter
2D, let B be the plane of the diaphragm, and let the diaphragm
be situated midway between L, and L,^. Let A be the distance
of the diaphragm from the apex of the front lens surface, and
let 2d be the diameter of the aperture of the diaphragm.
Vignetting Devices
" If, for the sake of simplification, the collective effect of the
lenses of the doublet be neglected, i. e., if it is assumed that the
The quiillly and workiiiauKlilp of COVAi'A VIGNETTING ami
diameter of the pencil passing through the diaphragm 2d is also
DOtJULK IvXI'r>Si;KK I>i;VK'KS haH earned tliem the unquali
fled appro\'al of expert <aniera im-n throughout the eountry.
2d previous
to its passage
"thesurfaces,
lens, andandalsotheifthickness
we disSfirne of the moHt heautlful and truly arllstlc effeetH seen on the
regard the curvatures
of thethrough
external
Krri-<-n today are made liy the \m- of SPECIAL GOERZ DEof the lenses, then the oblique pencil passing through 2d is parVICES made to order. When these devlres are used In contially intercepted (or vignetted) when the principal ray, H, is
nectlon with the well-known GOEKZ KI.N'O IiyPAU F
they
dive the enmera man an equipment that Is unsurpassed In efllof that degree of obliquity represented 1)y a straight line con<|en<y. Our eatalot; desi-rllies these devices and the GOERZ
tained in a plane culling the axis of the objective and connecting
KINO UypAR F:.i.."i. Write or rail TODAY.
ihc edge of the lens with the edge of the diaphragm on the same
side of the axis. Let the angle between the principal ray, H,
C. p. GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL COMPANY
and the axis, be o (Fig. 18), then it is readily seen that the
317J East 34th Street, New York City
limiting angle of obliquity at which a pencil may be incident
' "Die Zei-ss-AnastiKmate," PhotoRraphisches Wochenblatt, 1892, No. 21.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
GOERZ
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upon the lens without undergoing interception by the mount is
represented !))■
I) — d
This Hmit is increased in a measure as the difference D — d becomes greater, i.e., as the aperture of the diaphragm d becomes
less, and when D — d is constant a increases as A decreases.
I'^rom this we infer that the shorter the distance of the diaphragm
Irom the apices of the lenses, the greater is the degree of
obliquity at which a pencil of rays may fall upon the lens without being vignetted or partially intercepted by the mount at the
edge of the lens."
Having completed a thorough explanation of the light
losses to which photographic or projection lens systems are heir,
we have now to point out the application of these considerations
to the practical aspects of cinematography. Aside from the
interest which the intensity distribution curves have for the
cameraman or professional photographer, the regulation of the
light rays by lenses has a very important significance in the designing, selection and use of lenses for cinematographic projection. We shall point out some of the desiderata in optical
equipment for motion picture projection in forthcoming articles
in the Projection Department, so it is therefore not necessary
to anticipate those remarks on the present occasion. We would
point out, however, that the present article abundantly proves
that projection objectives of the customary type, and all others
having considerable separations between their component lenses,
are extremely zvasieful of light, and it ha^ also been demonstrated in the course of this article that rear projection through
translucent screens cannot succeed in producing an evenly illuminated field when the throw is short and a wide-angle projection
lens is used.
.'
Alfred S. Cory.
Rexo
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Features
Results!

Faster, finer and CERTAIN results now are
gained with the new improved Universal Motion Picture Camera — the camera that keeps
abreast
tography.of the science of motion picture phoThe New Advantages of
UNIVERSAL
MOTION PICTURE CAMERA
New framing adjustment — Better film transmis ion— Advanced film channel — New focusing tube — New Footage indicator — New
" static " prevention. New automatic dissolve now ready.
200 feet magazine capacity —
more speed — better results.
At Less Than Half the Price
of other similar cameras
Send Postal Today
for complete description of the
world's greatest value In motion
picture cameras.
BURKE & JAMES, INC.
Sole Wholesale Agents
240 East Ontario Street, Chlca«ro
Eastern Branch: 225 Fifth Avenae,
New York City

Picture Film

have recently received from Burke & James, Inc., 240-258
East Ontario street, Chicago, samples of Rexo negative
and positive cinefilm, and having tested the same in practical
manner we are pleased to lay the results before Camera Department readers.
The trial roll of Rexo negative stock (a SO foot length) was
partly exposed on outdoor subjects in strong sunlight, and a test
exposure was also made indoors " under the lights." At / 16
well exposed exteriors were secured under the conditions named,
while the interior exposure, under Cooper-Hewitts and arcs gave
a fully timed negative at / 5.6. Development was by inspection
{to get the most out of the test) in a bath the constituency of
which was unknown to the writer.
The negative showed good gradations in all of the subjects
photographed, and the sample roll of Rexo stock experimented
with was also characterized by fineness of grain in the emulsion.
The developing properties and characteristics of the Rexo negative film can only be determined by experience in handling a considrable amount of the product, but it can be stated that with
the time of development necessary to produce a vigorous image
with the exposures mentioned no evidence of chemical fogging
was visible.
Rexo positive film yields a vigorous print with satisfactory
gradations and the sample tested appeared to be good clean stock.
It has the necessary density-giving properties to ensure good
titles, when exposed in a camera at one-half normal speed {8 pictures per second) with an / 5.6 stop, using Copper-Hewitt title
lamps.
Messrs. Burke and James are offering trial rolls of Rexo cinefilm in 50 and 100 foot lengths at $1.50 and $3 per roll respectively, which affords amateur cinematographers, and all others interested in trying out new brands of film, the opportunity of becoming acquainted with the new product.
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are leaving
little while

every
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front in France,

99
Somewhere
Why

in America

not give your patrons some exclusive "Weekly Pictures" ?

Do You Get the Idea?
The K-B Camera and Outfit will enable
you to do this at about service rates.
"Remember, we shozv you how."
DON'T DELAY — ^VKITE OK
WIRE TODAY FOB PARTICULARS

Many Schools Install Simplex
Erker Bros. Optical Company, of St. Louis, Mo., report
^ X TABZ-lSHtSn - 1 a a o.
Motion Picture Camera Department
the sale, of a Simplex Projector to the Cleveland High
School, which is said to be the very latest in school buildings
724-738 S. Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.
and *:he pride of the city. This makes the sixth educational institution in St. Louis to install Simplex projectors.
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Musical

Review

of Latest

Compositions

—number
" Fifteenin Minutes
Laughter
and Illustrates
Tears." A thedouble
fact and ofmusical
intent.
two
extremes in melodious temperaments. (A) Beautifully defines
the lighter or frivolous; (B) Is in a relative minor illustrating
the plaintive which is the most serious requirement of the
Photoplay. (Obtainable from J. W. Stern, 102 West 38th
St., N. Y. C.)

character, most appropriate for Oriental scenes. (Published
by the McKinley Music Co.)

— " At the Grasshopper's Hope." A characteristic TwoStep equally effective for comet, street and moving picture work. (Leo Feist edition.)

1' y—
"ValleyconRose
Ballad," movement,
by Evans Lloyd.
A beautiful
* dante
espressivo
considered
to be Anthe
greatest ballad ever written by an American writer. It is a
composition of artistic value from a musical standpoint and
still so wonderfully constructed that the listener or player
after hearing it once is bound to remember it forever. For
pathetic scenes and the like this composition is unreplaceable.
(Published by Jeff Branen, 145 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.)

— " Violets Bring Memories," by Brandon. A melodious
4'4 moderato movement — unusually delightful and most
appropriate for love scenes. (Published by Stark Music Co.,
St. Louis, Mo.)
4— "Hail, America!" (March) "The Rookies" (March),
two favorites by " Geo. Drumm." These marches have the
right tingling swing. They are bound to be heard frequently
at a time when out of the great abundance of patriotic marchtunes a process of musical selection of the fittest assures the
popularity of such numbers as these by Drumm and Gay's
Sons of Liberty. (G. Schirmer edition.)
— " Jazzing Around," One Step by Earl Fuller. A snappy
and melodious popular composition wiiich every leader
can use to good advantage. (Leo Feist edition.)
— " Longing for My Dixie Home, by Shannon. A 4-4 Andante moderato movement — very melodious and very effective. (Published by the Vandersloot Music Co.)
— "Stolen Sweets," a beautiful and melodious waltz movement, by Harry von Tilzer. (Published by Harry von
Tilzer.)
— " In a Garden of Shadows and Tears," by A. Manlowe.
A very attractive melody of pathetic character. (Vanderlost Pub. Co., Williamsport, Pa.)
— " Hail, Hail, the Gang's Here," by Theodore Morse.
Every musician knows the famous old song hit, "We
Won't Go Home Till Morning."
" Hail, Hail " is better.
(Leo Feist edition.)
Iri — " Danse Orientale," by Harriette Cady. Any pianist can
^ play and enjoy this charming dance — fancy in Mongol
style.. (G. Schirmer edition.)
11 — " Stock of Yard Blues," by Maceo Pinkard. Another of
I Pinkard's incomparable Two Steps — with all the melody
snap and dash which made this writer famous. (Leo Feist
edtion.)
10 — " Somewhere in France Is the Lily," a novelty song by
^ Jos. E. Howard. A typical composition of tempo " Marziale " most appropriate for opening purposes of scenes of a
military character. (M. Witmark edition.)
II'2 —"valse
Bring
Back Mymovement
Daddy to ofMe,"
by Geo. W.
moderato
exceptional
tonalMeyer.
beauty.A
(Leo Feist edition.)
1A — "America, I Love You, My Yankee Land," by Jack
I Frost. A wonderful inspiring and martial composition.
(Published by the McKinley Music Co., 1501 E. 55th St., Chicago, 111.)
1C — Florence
"The Garden
of Allah
by Moonlight,"
by
Blackwell.
A remarkable
Fantasiacomposed
of Oriental

1
" That Cabaret in Honolulu Town," by Jack Frost. This
' vJ composition is an all around favorite and a popular composition of exceptional merit. (Published by Frank K. Root
Music Co.)

1I VJ
Q —gavotte
" Prudence
(Entr'acte), arranged.
by Ernst Illustrates
Luz. A number
style," effectively
romance.in
Lends itself easily to different tempos, making it valuable for
playing to the Photoplay.. A melodius number throughout.
(J. W. Stem edition, N. Y. C.)
1 Q-" The Brooklet," " Menuet Rocco," " On the Lake," by
' ^ Henry Holden Huss. Three pieces for the piano. This
distinguished composer always writes with the true pianist's
sense of the finer tonal possibilities of his instmment. The
delightful " Menuet Rocco " introduces a novelty in the way
of a meno mosso in the Lydian mode; "On the Lake" is a
beautful study in tone-color and contrasted rhythms; "The
Brooklet," a poetic evocation, whose value as an etude for
the weak fingers seems incidental to its charm as a moodpicture.
OA— "Heavy Mysterioso,"bySol. P. Levy. The title signifies
the purpose.
(Cineme Music Co., Columbia Theatre
Bldg., New York City.)
" Give Me
the Right
Love You,"
by Abe
Con^O I' — sidered
by many
and to
competent
judges
to beGlatt.
the finest
composition of its kind — most appropriate for love themes and
scenes. (Published by Harry von Tilzer.)
" Chasing the Chickens," a great jazz number,
22 — lished
by Foster Music Co., Chicago, 111.)
Western Music
THERE was a time when practically all of the big hits came
from New York. Big cities occasionally had local hits,
(Pubwhich might have been national winners had the publishers been
wise enough to follow up their good starts. Today, however,
conditions are somewhat dififerent, and although a majority of
the big hits emanate from Broadway, it is nothing unusual for
western publishers to land a hit, Fred Foster, for instance,
has been very active of late, turning out real hits like " Oh
Johnny," " Missouri Waltz " and now " Faugh-a-Ballagh," which
promises to outsell " Oh Johnny." Then there is Fred Vandersloot down in Williamsport. Years ago the most optimistic could
picture a man in Williamsport being fortunate enough to publish
a million copy hit, as Fred did when he issued " I Wonder How
the Old Folks Are Tonight." And it is songs like " I Wonder
How the Old Folks Are Tonight," "Love's Lullaby" and " Send
Me Away with a Smile " that win the hight brows and the opera
singers over to the popular field. A good melody and clean sentiment in a song levels all brows. Approximately every home
that possesses a Victrola or a player piano, be the owner a high
or a low brow, contains from one to a hundred popular reccrds.
The Skidmorc Music Company is another concern that made
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eastern folks sit up and take notice. Some of its numbers," including Pray
"
for the Lights to Go Out " and " Brown Skin
Gal " created enough demand to induce Jos. W. Stern & Co. to
purchase the selling rights.
The West is finally coming into its own, and W. A. Quincke
& Co. is one of the firms that is making song history and hits
for the West. Just now the firm is going after " My Cairo Maid,"
" Uncle Sammy Is CalHng You," " My Hawaiian Dream Girl "
and " Pride of My Heart," the last by J. N. Hall. The trade
finds these numbers to be good sellers, a proof that the public
likes them, and a tip that picture musicians should note.
W. A. Quincke & Co. have offices in the Majestic Theatre Building, Los Angeles, Cal., where they have been in business for
the past eight years. The songs issued by them are never offered
to the public until after they receive a thorough tryout in the
vaudeville world, which is a very good method and frequently
saves money thrown away on false alarms. In spite of the war
and the general uneasiness, coupled with the disinclination of
music dealers to pay sufficient attention to music during the holidays, Quincke & Co. are doing a wonderful business.
The Buckeye Music Company is another live western house, and
it must be a live one in order to see the logic of investing
$1,250 in the Saturday Evening Post, which it intends to do in
the issue of January 26. This sum represents a great deal of
nerve, more than many of the New York publishers would care
to put out. Song pubUshing, however, being a gamble pure and
simple, one must take a gambler's chance from time to time if
he expects to get anywhere. Charles Roy Cox, the president of
the Buckeye Company, has been making an excellent fight to keep
his company in the front line, and while he has had some fine
sellers in the past, few thought he was putting over the kind of
sellers that would permit him to fool with the pages of the
Post. And he is the first western publisher that has been game
enough to tackel the Post. But the other fellows have not been
heard from as yet. Wait until they see him in print there. Two
songs that Cox is banking on to go over are " The U. S. A.
Will Lay the Kaiser Away," and " My Flower of Italy." And they
are very good numbers for picture musicians.
In Columbus, Ohio, The Buckeye Company has a live rival in
the R. C. Young Music Co., for Young's " We'll Follow Pershing
Into Berlin " is becoming better known and better liked every
day. The company is not the oldest in the business, but one that
is worth watching.
■ The American Music Publishers, 140 North Dearborn street,
Chicago, 111., is another firm that is making things hum. Some
of these western houses make it look as if they are going to give
New York publishers a stiff fight for hits this year. " Sammy,"
the concern's latest number, is receiving many calls and a great
deal of publicity. In connection with the song the house is offering $100 in prizes, with motion picture musicians having a chance
to win some of the money. Should you be interested in the prizes
write to the company for particulars.
E. M. WiCKES.

General

Comments

ARTHUR M. SEIBRECHT & CQ. have discovered that their
" Movie Club " plan is something that picture musicians
patronize and appreciate. And the new postal rates do not have
any bad effect on their daily mail.
Jack Mahoney, author of " Tulip and the Rose," has what looks
like a sure fire hit in " Bing Bang Bing 'Em on the Rhine." Jack
said that although he has not offered it to a publisher, a dozen
big acts are going to put it on as soon as they can have orchestrations made. As a fast number for pictures it is a wonder, and
as a march and gang song, it is a whale !
Joseph W. Stern & Co. have had an unusual run of orders for
their A. B. C. motion picture music. Orchestrations of " When
the Moon Is Shining " and " Send Back Dear Daddy to Me," two
of Stern's new patriotic hits, are ready for picture houses.
Hamilton S. Gordon's " Motion Picture Music Collection " is
responsible for hundreds of complimentary letters from musicians
in all parts of the country. Gordon looks as if he had a big
money maker in the collection.
Gilbert & Friedland's new ballad, " Are You from Haven " is
becoming just as much of a favorite with motion picture musicians as it is with vaudeville singers.

James W. Casey, head of the Echo Music Co., sends in word
that he was surprised to find so many picture houses using his
" After the War Is Over " and " My Hawaii, You're Calling
And do not forget that G. Schirmer, No. 3 East Forty-third
street. New York, has a wonderful collection of music suitable to
motion pictures. Schirmer's envelope, with the reddish cover, is a
familiar sight along Broadway and Fifth avenue.
I "THE
SECRET OF THE STORM COUNTRY"
I Me."
Theme: "Just as Your Mother Was," by Harry von Tilzer
I 1— "Petite Bijouterie" (Valse Intermezzo) by Bohm until — T:
p " Deforess Young, the attorney."
I 2 — " Sweet Ponderings " (2/4 Andante) by Langey until — T: " EbenI ezer Walderstricker, etc."
I 3 — "Dramatic Andante" by Ascher until — T: " Yer let me go."
1 4— Hurry to action until — T: "Helen Walderstricker, wife, etc."
1 S — " Romanzo op. 40 " (4/4 Moderato) by Beethoven until — T:
i " Madelene, you love Fred! "
I 6— Theme until — T : " Then opened the portals, etc."
I 7 — Continue ff until — T : " While the silent city, etc."
1 8— " Heavy Mysterioso No. 1 " by Sol P. Levy until — T : " Daylight
: reveals to a visitor."
£ 9 — " L'Adieu " (12/8 Dramatic) by Farvarger until — T: "Andy
3 Bishop escaped the Auburn Prison."
1 10 — " Dramatic Recitative No. 1 " by Sol P. Levy until — T: "$5,000
i reward will be paid."
I 11— Prelude to " Kunihild " (Dramatic) by Kistler until — T: "Any
I jail birds from down here."
f 12 — " Canzeneta " (Melodious Moderato) by Nicode until — T: "I've
1 already told her, etc."
I 13 — Theme until — T: "Memories."
I 14 — " Pathetic Andante No. 1 " by Paul Vely until — T : " After three
i months, etc."
5 15 — "The Vampire" (a Dramatic Theme) by Sol P. Levy until — T:
§ " Comin' here won't do us no good."
I
Continueff until
ff until
" Tessibel's
is revealed."
I 1716 —— Theme
— —S: T:"The
accident secret
near the
water."
|. 18 — Ad. Lib. Tympany Rolls, followed by
I 19 — Silence until — T: "Confronted by the hypocritical, etc."
i 20 — Organ improvise to action (Church Scene) until — T: "And for
I the sin, etc."
I 21 — " Erl King" (Dramatic Agitato) by Schubert until — T: "Thy
I1 ways
beyond (Pathetic
understanding."
22 — are
" Laraento
Melody) by Gabriel-Marie until — T: "Three
= years
later."
1
23 — in" Capricious
Annette " (Moderato) by Borch until — S : Old
I witch
view.
I
24 — boy.
" Mysterioso No. 32 " by Becker until — S : Tess playing with
I little
1 25 — Theme until — T: "Later."
I 26 — "Dramatic Agitato" by Henry Hough until — T: "Tess seeing
= the squatter settlement, etc."
I
— " Storm Furioso " to action until — T: " She has all the right in
i the27 world."
1
28
— " Dramatic Recitative No. 1 " by Sol P. Levy until — T : " After
= the storm."
I 29 — Theme until * * * * END.
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"THE LEARNIN' OF JIM BENTON"
1
(Triangle Production)
I
(Reviewed on page 4582)
I
Theme: "Love Song" (Dramatic) by Flegier
i 1 — " Western Moderato " by Bach until — T : " When the sun sets."
I 2 — " Dolorosa Poem " (4/4 Moderato) by Tobani until — T : " Seeking
I the lonely hut."
I 3 — "Heavy Mysterioso" by Sol P. Levy until — T: "Evelyn Hasti ings, who at nightfall, etc."
I 4— -Theme until — T: "Dawn's perfume."
1 5 — ''Illusion," Intermezzo (2/4 Moderato) by Bustanoby until — T:
I " My punchers sure need."
I
6 — " Dramatic Theme " by Sol P. Levy until — T : " Reckon we could
= graduate."
I
7 — " Intermezzo
" (Allegretto) by Pierne until — T : " So the school
= supplies
arrive."
I 8 — Continue to action until — T: "A September morn'."
I
9 — "Capricious
Nanette' (Moderato) by Orth until — S: Punchers
i enter
school room."
=
10
—
"School
Days"
(Old popular song hit) until — T: "Private
1 Night School."
Note — Play chorus only
I
— "I'll Come Back to You" by Mills (Leo Feist Edition) until —
I T: 11 "Midsummer."
12 — "Intermezzo" (2/4 Presto) by Arenski until — T: "Three
1I o'clock."
i 13 — " Dramatic Recitative" by Sol P. Levy until — T: "The feudists."
1 14 — Hurry to action until — S : " Girl on Porch."
15 — Continue pp until
"The for
Return."
i1 ,
Note— —T: Watch
explosion.
I 16 — Theme until — T: "Adding bitterness to an already, etc."
I
17 — " Dramatic Agitato " by Hough until — T: "Another step toward,
1 etc."
1 18 — Theme until — T : "Roused by the injustice."
1
19 — "Dramatic Tension" by Levy until — T: "As the law takes its
= course."
I 20 — " Ein Maerchen " (Dramatic Fantasia) by Bach until — T: "So
i ends a legal farce."
= 21 — Theme until — T: "Tension heightens as the day."
I 22 — "Pathetic Andante" by Paul Vely until — T; "Jim, there's
1 hope, etc."
I 23 — "Heavy Dramatic" by Ochmler until — T: "The appeal."
1 24 — " Yelva " (Dramatic Overture) by Reissiger until — T: "The
I little girl thought me."
I
25 — " Prelude (Dramatic) by Rachmaninoff until — T : " Gathering at
^ dawn."
I 26 — "Dramatic Tension" by Andino until — S: Girl running out of
i Governor's office.
I 27— Theme ff until * * * * END.
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MISSOURI-mLTZ

The World's Greatest
Most

For Piano

Popular

Waltz

30 c Per

-

Copy

For Orchestra

1 \ and Piano

25c

For Orchestra

- Full and Piano

35c

Forster

Music

509

Publisher,

Inc*

So. Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO, ILL.

A.

B.

C.

PHOTO

PLAY

MUSIC
Composed and Arranged by
ERNST

Complete

LUZ

Catalogue

Comprising

A
B

I Melodramatic Edition
; Concert Edition

C

' Feature

56

Photo

Numbers

Play

Now

Edition

R.eady.

Public Performance of all A. B. C.
Numbers is permitted without the
payment of any extra fee or license

Photo
Play
Music
Co.
lOO West 38th Street New YorK City
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" FANATICS "
(Triangle Production)
(Reviewed on page 4403)
Theme: " Cavatin *' (4/4 Dramatic Moderato) by Bohm
Dramatic
" by Allegro)
Sol P. Levy
until —until
S: —Girl
21 —— "" Le
Retour Recitative
" (Dramatic
by Bizet
T: near*piano.
"Perhaps,
Mary,
if youVampire"
would go (a
to Dramatic
him."
3
—
"The
Theme)
by
Sol
P.
Levy
until — S:
Interior of factory.
4 — Theme ff until — T: "The steelmaker's home."
5 — Continue to action until — T; "Economic conditions are, etc."
6 — " Love's Melody," Reverie by Shannon (Vandersloot Edition)
until — T: " Lathrop makes an unsuccessful attempt."
7 — "Sweet Pondering" (a Melodic Sentiment) by Langey until — T:
" Where the spawn of, etc."
8 — Prelude from "Eva" (Dramatic) by Massenet until — S: The
fight.
9 — "Dramatic Agitato" by H. Hough until — T: "Oh, it's all won10 — "Dramatic
Tension No. 1" by Reissiger until — T: "And it
derful, etc."
looks
11 — like
Themea clear
until—case,
T : etc."
" Seeking in the new ideas."
12 — " L'Dieu " (12/8 Dramatic) by Favarger until — T: "Trying out
her13 new
roadster." Tension No. 9 " by Andino until — S : Woman looking
— " Dramatic
at 14picture.
— Theme until — S: Eyre nears the fireplace.
15 — "Dramatic Narrative" by Pauline Pement until — T: " Chivarly
responds
to the call,
etc."
16 — " Romanzo
" (Moderato)
by Karganoff until — T: "Beginning
17 — Continue
another
day." to action until — T: "Professor Groesbeck knows,, etc."
18 — "Heavy Mysterioso " by Sol P. Levy until — T: "Delilah is
brought
by Samson,'Tension
etc." No. 2" by Reissiger until — T: "Eyre's
19 — "Dramatic
20 — "Vanity"
hypocrisy
blinds." (Allegro Caprice) by Jackson until — T: "Driven to
a 21counter
attack."Leaves" (Characteristic) by Koehler until — T: "You
— "Rustling
poor
fool,
don't youTension
know, No.
etc."1 " (for heavy disputes) by E. Ascher
22 — " Dramatic
until — T: " Groesbeck is headin' 'em down to the mill."
23 — Hurry
(for riot scenes) to action until — S: Interior of room —
woman
on couch.
24 — "Just As Your Mother Was," Song (Harry von Tilzer)until — T:
Defeated
in the fanaticism."
25 — " Pathetic
Andante " by Paul Vely until — S : Eyre leaving his
office.
26 — Theme until * * * * END.
" A LITTLE PRINCESS "
(Artcraft Production)
No Theme
1 — " Mauresque," Caprice, by Boccalari until — T: "So they traveled
across
the sea."
2— Piano
Solo (watch screen) until — T: "Sophrania Minchin and
"La Colombe," Intermezzo, by Gounod until — T: "Are you
her3 — sister."
learning by heart?Andante"
"
by Paul Vely until — S: Close-up of clock
on 4 —big"Pathetic
tower.
5 — Strike seven bells, followed by
6 — "With All My Heart and Soul" by Ball (Leo Feist Edition)
until — T: " But time is a healing."
7 — "Capricious Anette " by Borch until — T: "The drudge of the
8
— " Aetc."
Summer's Morning " by Haines until — T: " At midnight there
school,
comes
twinkling."
9 — " aShort
Mysterioso " until — T: " Once upon a time, etc."
10 — "Arabian Serenade by Langey until — T: " Ali Baba borrows."
11 — "Mystic Shrine" Intermezzo by Cameron until — T: "Open
12 — "Blissful Dreams" by Helmund until — T: "By the morning
after
new orchestra
moon." rest about 7 minutes, organ improvise until — T:
13 — theShort
" The first crimson of gold, etc."
14 — " Balladora " by Tobani until — T: "I know what you have
Hay."
15 — "Dramatic Recitative" by Sol P. Levy until — T: "Dusk after— glow" andDawn
night."of Hope " by Casella until — T: " Do you hear, Becky? "
for1617 me."
— Continue to action until — T: "To the house adjoining comes,
18 — "Garden of Love" (Caprice) by Ascher until — T: "With the
Christmas holidays, etc."
19 — Good typical Christmas song (not "Holy Night") until — S:
Monkey
enters Mysterioso
Sara's room." by Sol P. Levy until — T: " A week before
20 — " Heavy
the2122 shadow,
etc."
—— "Silence
Romanzeuntil" —byS :Frommel
untilscene.
— S: Big tower clock in view.
Change of
23 — " Reverie " by Debussy until — T: " Eat Becky, eat."
24 — Continue ff with ad lib. tympany rolls until — T: "Who are
you25 —and"Largo"
where dobyyouCorelli
come until
from?— T:" "So, friends, in parting, just a
by
26 — "lowed Holy
Night," etc. (Christmas Anthem) once through, fol27 — Another typical Christmas song ff until * * * END.
word."

"THE
WILD
GIRL''
(Selziiick
Production)
Theme : Dramatic Recitative," by Sol. P. Levy
1 — " I Don't Care " (Eva Tanguay's famous popular song hit) until —
T: " Miss Tanguay as Firefly."
A'otf
popular Tduuuaii Jiit can he used as the proper opening Jor— theA7II/picture.
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2 — "Gypsy Serenade" (Characteristic) by Jerwitz until — T: "Care
for her as your own."
3_" Pathetic Andante " by Paul Vely until— T : " The swift flight
of years."
A— " Gypsy Rondo" (Allegro) by Hayden until — T: "A sure source
of 5—revenge."
Theme until— S : Firefly looking at clouds.
6— " Whispering Flowers" (3/4 Characteristic) by Blon until— T:
" Realizing that the Boy Birl, etc."
7 — " Gypsy Dance " to action until — T : " Thieves, etc.
8 — "Heavy Mysterioso " by Sol P. Levy until — T: "A stranger
with a baby girl."
9 — Theme until — T: " Andrio summons the tribe."
10 — "Dramatic Tension" by Funck until — T: "Not really comprehending."
11 — "Gypsy Dance" to action until — T: "The suns morning rays,
^*'l'2— " Basket of Roses " (4/4 Moderato) by Albers until — T: " Nightfall and Dramatic
a deserted."
13_"
Agitato" by H. Hough until— T : Donald, , MacDonald, editor."
14_" Alita " (Gavotte) by Losey until — T: "Come along, 111 give
you15—a "ride,
etc."
,
Canzonetta
" (6/8 Moderato) by Nicode until.
— T: Wednesday
was16 —a "Three
busy day."
,
Graces" (Allegro Intermezzo) by Herman until — ^r,T:
" Firefly's room at the inn."
17 — "To Spring" (6/8 Allegro Appassionato) by Grieg until — T:
" The new Firefly."
18 — "A la Ballerina" (Valse Lente) by Braham until — T: You
and19 —your
mother
Theme
until must
— T : leave."
" I have chosen my new manager.
20 — Hurry to action
— T: pp,
" Realizing
advantages."
Note until
— Begin
then to the
action.
21 — " Cavatine " (4/4 Dramatic Moderato) by Bohm until — T: " Conwere in order."
22 — " Patelgratulations
Menuet
" by Paradis until — T : A Gypsy — he took her
away."
23 — " Gypsy Rondo " (Allegro) by Hayden until — T : " She loves
me,24 —Andrio."
" Allegro " by Bach until — S : The fight.
25 — Continue ff until — T: "Terror stricken, the gypsies."
Agitato No. 32 " by Becker until — T: "Into the
26 — "Mysterioso
darkness
the posse, etc."
27
Galop toff action
28—— Theme
until until
* *— T* : "* What
END. right have you to interfere.

" THE RAGGEDY QUEEN
(A Bluebird Production)

"

THE GREAT PATRIOTIC HOME SONG HIT
Orchestra, 11 and Piano 25c
Band 25c
Song 15c
Full Orchestra and Piano 35c
Waltz 15c
P
V
I Wonder How The Old Folks Are At Home
A
Willi Palnoljc Vtision
I
T
c
R
T
I
O
O
R
T
I
C

VANDERSLOOT
MUSIC PUB. CO.
f
Williamsport, Pa.

This picture does not suggest any Theme
Opening — " In Lover's Lane " (6/8 Allegro Moderato by Pryor.
T: " Crazy Anne, etc." — Continue to action.
T:
"Father Andre, etc.". — "At Sunset" (4/4 Moderato Grazioso)
by Brewer.
T:
"Drink
and —anHurry
ungovernable''
S : Girl Fighting
to action. — "Gavotte" by Gosses.
S:
Interior
of
room—
"
Three
Graces" (Allegro Intermezzo)
Herman.
^ , _ , by
T:
"In
New
York"
—
"Nocturnal
Piece"
(4/4
Andante)
by Schumann.
T : " Father Andre says " — " Dramatic Maestoso
by Ascher.
"Ain't" there no proof" — "Legend of a Rose" (2/4 Allegretto)
by T:Reynard.
T: " Father Andre's letter " — " Adoration " (4/4 Andante Moderato)
by Barnard.
T : " Grant arrives in Oresville " — Hurry to action.
T : " Pick up the wood " — " Spring Flowers " (Andante) by Wood.
T : " Call the day shift " — " Dramatic Tension " by Winkler.
T: ato)"The
following morning" — "Canzonetta Allegretto" (Moderby Godard.
S : " The fight " — " Agitato " to action.
S: "Girl sees Grant's body" — "Intermezzo (2/4 Presto) by ArenS : " Grant on bed " — " Romance " (Andante sostenuto) by Karganoff.
T:
thoven."A week later" — "Romance Op. 40" (4/4 Moderato) by BeeT : " Under cover darkness " — " Mysterioso " to action.
T: Morning — "Dramatic Tension" by Funck.
S : " Girl crying for help " — Hurry to action.
T:
"She has saved you" — " Yester Love" (Intermezzo Andantino)
by Borch.
T: "Madame Tillson you were" — "Dramatic Andante
by Ascher.
S: "Flashback to former scene" — "Reverie" (4/4 Andante) by
Vieuxtemps until * * *■ END.

THE

GORDON'S
Picture Collection
IN TWO VOLUMES
PRICE, ifl.OO POSTPAID
Volume I. — Contains music for 19 standard types
of motion pictures. 131 selections altogether.
Volume n. — Contains 43 selections. National airs,
'
miscellaneous scene and special effect music.
This is not a folio but might almost be called an
Encyclopedia of Motion Picture Music. It contains no
instruction
but Pianists.
is actually being used as a Test Booh for
Motion Picture
It is invaluable to all picture pianists.
Descriptive Circul.^rs on Application- — Published by
HAMILTON S. GORDON
141-145 West 36th Street
Xew York, N. T.
Motion

MOVIE
PIANISTS
.loin our " Movie Club." $1.00 entitles you to everything we puliiisb for Due year (Vocal and Instrumental).
ARTHUK M. SLEBKECUT & CO., LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY

BARTOUA*
Some of the biggest and finest theatres in America are mstalhng the Bartola.
We have convinced the owners of these theatres that this is the proper
music for them. A Demonstration will convince you. Write for catalogue.
CHAS. C. PYLE, General Sales Agent, 707-712 Mailers Bldg., Chicago, 111. Factory, Oshkosh, Wis..
You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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Stage Setting and Promenade Alhambra Theatre, Milwaukee

Picture

News

to 0 0

I

Alhambra^ Remodeled, Presents Every Convenience
of the most beautiful and artistic photoplay houses in the the side are art posters of coming attractions. As may be seen
entire Middle West is the recently remodeled Alhambra
from the accompanying photographs the lobby of the theatre is
theatre. The Alhambra, which is Milwaukee's largest theatre, practically free from any obstruction. In the rear of the theatre
has been under the Saxe management for the last six years or is a big promenade with the rest room and children's play room
adjoining.
more, Mr. Saxe having taken hold of it when it was a poor
In the balcony of the house was where Mr. Saxe demonstrated
theatre and made it into one of the best paying photoplay theatres in this part of the country. He recently remodeled it. his knowledge of the peculiar psychology of price which makes
ONE

Ladies' Rest Room, Alhambra Theatre
boosted the admission price and is now doing a record business.
The theatre contains a children's playroop, ladies' rest room,
big and comodious foyer, beautifully dressed stage and a long
roomy lobby. From end to end it is most modern. The lobby
is lined with photographs of well known stars and in easels on

Lobby Alhambra Theatre
people want things that arc most expensive. In the balcony are a
scries of box seats which were very unpopular with photoplay
audiences when the house was at ten cents. During the remodeling Mr. Saxe had these boxes beautifully draped and installed
in them luxurious box chairs and large softly shaded lamps.

January

5, i p i 8

Keeney Builds $100,000 Kingston House
WILLIAM E. LEHMAN, architect of Keeney's Brooklyn theatre and Keeney's Newark theatre, has drawn plans for a
motion picture house to be erected for Frank A. Keeney on a
central site he has purchased in Kingston, N. Y. The new theatre will cost upwards of $100,000 and will seat about 1,500. It
will be devoted to feature photoplays produced by the Frank A.
Keeney Pictures Corporation and selected from other sources.
Ground will be broken in the spring as soon as the weather permits.
Typhoon Fans in California
THE Typhoon Cooling and Ventilating System has reached
California by way of the Star theatre, Reedley, Cal., owned
by W. L. Sheibley.
The Star is the first house in this state to be cooled and ventilated by Typhoons and the Typhoon Fan Company is looking
forward to a big California business next season.
"We feel confident that every exhibitor who visits Mr. Sheibley's house and sees for himself how delightfully cool it is in hot
weather will want Typhoons to cool his house too," said C. S.
Pabst, of the Typhoon Fan Company. " We base our expectations on what has always happened in the past whenever Typhoons were installed for the first time in other sections of the
'
country."
Saxe Theatre Scores Big Success^
AS the first modern moving picture theatre in Minneapolis
showing the highest class photoplays obtainable, the Strand
opened its doors four years ago. It was then the Saxe theatre.

Attractive Interior of Strand Theatre, Minneapolis
erected and operated by Saxe Bros., represented in Minneapolis
by William Saxe.

Another Interior View of the Strand Theatre, Minneapolis
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The Strand was built exclusively for moving pictures. Every
seat in the theatre is on a direct line with the screen, and the
seats are said to be the most comfortable in the city. The floor
slopes to an angle to the middle of the theatre, then inclines
toward the stage, so that the screen is always on a level with the
eyes of the auditor.

ARIZONA
Johen forJohanson
is erecting
a new theatre at Gadsden; ground was
broken
same last
week.
CALIFORNIA
Work is being pushed on the new motion picture theatre being erected
on East Colorado street, Pasadena. The Italian rennaissance is being
followed strictly in the design. A ceiling height of twenty-two feet, with
a high dome auditorium will give a sweep to the interior, and an extra
wide proscenium . arch will give place for an unusually large screen.
Provision is also being made for a double organ loft in which will be
installed a large pipe organ. The lobby is to be the largest of any
moving picture theatre in the State; sufficient space being provided to
allow of the comfortable passage of one audience while another is buying
tickets. The plans include every possible device for the safety of patrons,
as well as for their comfort. The Florence theatre is the name chosen for
the new house, and Manager D. H. Schulman promises its patrons a series
of most pleasant surprises when it is once in full swing.
The . new Kinema theatre, Los Angeles, was formally opened last
Saturday to capacity business.
So rapidly have the artists, sculptors and decorators pushed their work
on Third
the newand " Million
Dollar
for Sid
Grauman
at
Broadway,
that theatre,"
Grauman being
todaycompleted
was enabled
to announce
plans for the formal opening of the playhouse early in January, the
final datedecorations.
depending on the completion of some of the delicately wrought
interior
N. O. Anderson is planning a $75,000 hotel and theatre building at
San Pedro, to be erected on Palos Verdes street, with a theatre lobby
arid entrance from Sixth street. The lease for the theatre has already
been signed by Ray Pierson and F. O. Adler, who have purchased the
store room of O. B. Sadler on Sixth street for $22,500, for the entrance.
The sale was made on a basis ot $600 per front foot, the property being
25 x 75 feet and improved with a one-story brick building.
The theatre
at the
fronting
on Palos
Verdes
street will
be 57rearx on
125 Mr.
feet Anderson's
and will seatproperty
about 1,000
persons.
On
the remaining portion of his property, and over the theatre, Mr. Anderson plans to erect a four-story hotel. The property has a frontage of
eighty-seven feet on Palos Verdes and is 160 feet deep. This will give
room for stores on the Palos Verdes street frontage thirty-five feet in
depth.
J. T. Dickraan is having plans prepared for a new theatre at Linda
Vista.
, L. A. Smith, 621 Investment building, San Pedro, is preparing plans for
a one-story Class C moving picture theatre to be erected on Palos Verdes
avenue,
nearthe6t:hlessees
street,!61 for
O, Anderson.
_ F. O. will
Adler
Pierson are
the N.
theatre.
The auditorium
be and
57 x Ray
125
feet in size, the entrance and lobby 25 x 75 feet. There will also be
one store room in the building. It will be of -brick construction, -with
concrete foundation, tile and cement flooring, staff ornamentation, composition roof, skylights, plumbing.
G. L. Kirby has prepared plans for a motion picture theatre to be u
erected on Hobsonway, Blythe, for L. B. Todd and M. E. Fletch»r,
proprietors of the Gem and Electric theatre^. The new building will
be 50 X 100 feet and have seating accommodation for 500.
Sonera's new theatre was opened last week to crowded houses under the
management of Kno.wles and Shaw.
FLORIDA
The Cuba Club management is remodeling their two-story building at Key
West, and will convert the first floor into a modern motion picture theatre.
MAINE
The
new
Haine's
theatre,
at
Waterville,
fast approaching
Manager Edeart K. Bolen announces the isformal
opening will completion;
take place
early in the new year.
MASSACHUSETTS
A new theatre is to be erected at 213 Hanover street, Boston, for the
Tivoli Amusement Company. It will be three . stories high on concrete
foundations. Joseph McGinniss is the architect, and the contract has been
let to the Haynes Construction Company. The estimated cost is $90,000.
Work on the theatre and ofiSce building in course of erection at Norfolk
and Austin streets, Cambridge, for the Olympia Theatre Company is progressing favorably, and the formal opening is announced for early in the
new year. The cost of the structure will be about $400,000.
The Savoy theatre, at Fall River, has been purchased from William Durfee by Marcus Loew, who will raze the present building and construct a
modern motion picture theatre on the site.
NEW YORK
J. R. Lockwood, part owner of the Majestic theatre, Burlington, Vt., and
F. E. Coburn, also ot Burlington, has purchased an entire block on Warren
street. Glens Falls, and are having plans prepared for a building which will
contain a modern motion picture theatre.
Frank Rosso is building an up to date motion picture theatre on Nineteenth street, Niagara Falls at a cost of $12,000.
John J. Dunlea has opened a motion picture theatre at the corner of
Smith and King streets, Mohawk, which he calls the " Columbia."
NORTH DAKOTA
The Savoy theatre on Broadway, Fargo, is being thoroughly renovated
and remodeled; Manager Clavier plans its reopening for January 15 next.
PENNSYLVANIA
The Grand Opera House, Fifth avenue, Pittsburgh, which was destroyed
by fire about six months ago, will be re-equipped and operated as an exclusive motion picture theatre, the Harry Dayis interests announce.
Scarelli
andthere.
Marini, of Belle Vernon, plan the erection of a motion picture theatre
WISCONSIN
R. T. Holcomb and Joseph Collins formally opened their new theatre,
the Crystal, situated on W. Washington street, Monroe, last week.
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It
CAMERAMEN

REC. U. S. PAT. OFF

PRODUCERS,

and

Seats
That
Stay New
DU PONT FABRIKOID is the only upholstery material that will withstand the perspiration, heat and dust tests of the Moving
Picture Theatre and still remain beautiful,
sanitary and serviceable.

EXPERIMENTERS

Let the

Camera

DU PONT FABRIKOID is absolutely water,
grease, stain, dirt and germ proof. It is as
handsome, soft and satisfying as the costliest
leather, yet will outwear any leather in this
service.
DU PONT FABRIKOID is washable. Plain
soap and water will keep it permanently handsome and sanitary. There is economy for you
and luxury for your patrons in DU PONT
FABRIKOID.

LABORATORY-MEN,

I

Motion

Let Us Prove It With A Sample

I
1

DUPONT FABRIKOID CO.
Wilmington, Delaware
Canadian Office and Factory
NEW TORONTO, ONT., CANADA

I
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Solve Your Problems
Submit your questions to the
EDITOR

OF THE CAMERA
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' NEWMAN

" BRASS

FRAMES AND RAILS
DO YOU KNOW ?
'bat 90%picture
of allhouses
the brass
frames the
usedcountry
in the
movInK
throughout
are "NEWMAN'S"?
WHY?
Because we steadily have refused to cheapen
or lower the quality of our goods, even though
otbers have sought to undermine our prestige
underselling
with cheapened
That
l8by one
of the reasons
why nineproducts.
out of every
=
tenInsist
frameson sold
bear
the
name
"NEWMAN."
that name and save money.
Fou ought to have our latest catalogue. Write us today.

The Newman
Mfg. Company
KKlnhlifhiil )-717-19 Svcamorc Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
FramcA, Easels.
68
W.
Washlnfiton
Street, ChlcaSo, Illinois
Crillc-a, KalU,
Canadian Represenlatlve—
J. T. Malone,
SIftns. Chopporn,
tre
Bldg.,
Canada. RIalto TheaKick Pluto, Door liaro Pa'-Kif Coast — G. A. Montreal,
Metcalfe. San Francisco, Cal.
THEATRE
MAILING

AND

EXCHANGE

LIST

SERVICE

We rent lists of or address contemplated or exiating theatres, exchanges, state rights owners,
publicity mediums and producers, selected as to
territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes
were recorded in our list last year. Its use means
a laving to you of from 30 to 50% in postage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE
so FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
425 ASHUkND BIjOCK. CHICAGO
Aidr9tain§

Mvdtigr aching

DIRECTORY CO.
Phone, 3227 ChaUao
Phon*, 2003 Randolph
N '4.1
Printing Typewriting

§
=
=
I
i
§
I
=
1
S
=
=

REBUILT
MACHINES
We have on hand a number of rebuilt machines which we
guarantee to be in Al adjustment, all worn parts having been
replaced by NEW GENUINE PARTS MADE AND GUARANTEED BY THE MANUFACTURER of the particular machines.
All orders subject to prior sales.
POWERS No. 6, complete with lenses and Rheostat $100.00
Motlo, 1909 Model, complete with lenses and Rheostat 76.00
Motlo, 1908 Model, complete with lenses and Rheostat .... 60.00
Powers No. 5, complete with lenses and Rheostat
50.00
Edison Exhibition Model, complete with lenses and
Viascope, complete with lenses and Rheostat
40,00
Monarch, complete with lenses and Rheostat
25.00

I AMUSEMENT
SUPPLY COMPANY
m
Largest exclusive dealers to the Movingr Flctnre Trade
1 Dealers in Motiograph, Simplex, Power's, Edison and Standard
I Machines, Tranaverters, Motor Generators, Rectifiers and Everyg thing Pertaining to the Moving Picture Theatres.
1 THIRD FLOOR, MALLERS BUILDING, COR. MADISON
I
STREET AND WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILL,
filiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiiniiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniN
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SIMPLEX
I
M
P
L
E
X

50
.0 Machines, not merely as good
Motion Picture
0i
but far superior
to any other. We are exclusive agents for Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
Delaware and Maryland.
Motor Generators and General Supplies
MINUSA

Gold Fibre Screens

SPEER CARBONS for Perfect Projection
We are equipped to give you expert service. We repair
machines with tools made by the factories. No other
concern can offer better service than we. Try u*.
Lewis

M.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

1327 VINE STREET
Swaab
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
DISTRIBUTOR
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BE

A

PERCENTAGE

EXHIBITOR!

Figure the needs of your patrons on a
percentage basis. They will figure on
you in turn for their entertainment.
Comfortable

seats are rated as 25% of

your needs.
THEATRES

OUR

•
OPERA

THAT

IS

ARE

WORTH

WHILE

YOURS?

CHAIRS

GIVE
The desired percentage of perfection and comfort. We have high quality and low prices.
Quick shipment of many styles. Our Service
Department open to you.
Write for Catalogue N.

IF it is, send us full details— also photographs, in
order that we may run a
complete and fully illustrated story of which you
will be proud.
MOTION

PICTURE

729 Seventh Avenue

NEWS

New

York City

STEEL

FURNITURE

1475 Buchanan Avenue, S. W.

CO.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

ExHibitor'
knows his pictures. He doesn't try to tell his patrons some*
jthing
whichon all
he the
knowsproductions
nothing about.
mightyeaclihardweekto'
cet a line
put on theIt ismarket
unless you subscribe for
^
"Screen Opinions"
J
ThelQdepeadeDt,Coinprebeosive Reriewing Seirice
Screen
Opinions lell ofyouits allrelease.
you want to know theaboutopinions
any picture
produced
the
best
crioa inin advance
ihc field. It tells the HoryIi ofeivesthe you
play. It lning§ youofcopy
for
your
program.
Every
picture
produced
is
reviewed
—
and
published thein'
Screen
Opinions
—
each
ivcek
and
each
month.
The
sooner
you
subscribe,
sooner youyou arcwdl going
know towhat
talking about when you advertise the.
pictures
show youat yourarc theatre
V/rite In for Fti)! Information
Cahill -I^oe Co. Chicago
IIZW Harrison St- the home ofCICO products

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.

p
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Motion

Picture

News

set
100% efficiency for the 100% dollar is the standard
POWER'S CAMERAGRAPH
by
maintamed
and

i6 B Model. Motor Diiven ,
By efficiency we mean the projection of clear, steady
pictures sharply defined on the screen, together with
a serviceable durability in mechanical operation that
reduces repair bills to a minimum.

Nicholas

Power
Incorporated

Company

Pioneers of Projection
90 GOLD

STREET

NEW

YORK

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
TIIK WILLIAMS PEINTINO COMPANY, NEW YOEK

A Cloye-up
the
Heart

of^
of

Mr.S.L.ROTHAPFEL'S
R.IVOLI
Your
Theatre
Would
Live Better
WITH A
SIMPLEX

HEART

One

photoplay

that you

can

count

on for crowded

houses

as long as Americans are soldiers. Recommended
everywhere
by the American Defence Society.
Made by Thanhouser.
The Five Other Record Smashing, Jewels are:
Herbert Rawlinson in
*'Come Through''
Dorothy Phillips in
''Pay Me''

Elaine Hammerstein in
''The Co-Respondent"

Louise Lovely - Carmel Myers in
"Sirens of the Sea"

Mildred Harris in "The Price of a Good Time," produced by Lois Weber
COMING
— Dorothy
Phillips
in "THE
GRAND
PASSION"

JANUARY

I HAS

THE

VOL. XVII-NO. 2

aUALITY

12,

1918

CIRCULATION

Bnltrtd « Stamd Clan Mallfr, Octottr IS, 1013, at lU Pott lU jVeio Yort; X. Y., mier He act

OF

THE

M„r;h Srd, iStI)

TRADE

PRICE

10 CENTS

I

BLUEBIRD

PHOTOPLAYS

(INC.)

Book thru your Loal BLUEBIRD Exchange

163
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Fairbanks

Photoplay byAllan
Fairbanks
to

open

For

the

genius
new

chosen

[new

theatre

second

time,

of exhibitors,

Fairbanks

as

Dwan Basedon

again
a

Musketeer

Modem

H

S.

has

sponsor

L.

Rothapfel,

chosen

for

"D'Artagnanqf Kansas'VE PLylG,Jr

Douglas

a

theatre.

The fact that Mr.
opened his master

Rothapfel has
creations witfi

Fairbanks-Artcraft Pictures,
and that Artcraft and Paramount Pictures form the backhone of his year's attractions,
attest the quality and profitableness ofthese superb photoplays.

An

ABTQ31AFT

Picture

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.

Motion
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News
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^Tremendous

Success —

ADOLPH

is

ZUKOR

Nationally

Advertisel

presents

MARGUERITE

CLARK

IN

*THE
SEVEN
SWANS"
Adapted and directed by J. Searle Dawley

^

m

CparammmtCjyLctu

Colossal Production — A Delight, says Press and Public
Most artistic screen fairy tale
Exhibits the highest finesse of
Delighted everyone who saw
which has been done.
it at the Strand.
motion picture art.
— New York Tribune.
— New York Herald.
— New York Evening Sun.

Everyone who saw "Snow White" will rush to see this bigger and more advanced
produc'iion but exhibitors must tell their people long before thatjthis wonderful
picture is coming.

Be lure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertiten
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not only to tlie thousands of kiddies and " grown-ups " who saw " Snow White " last year will hear about this picture but
this year we are after a new group. Here's one of the National Ads doting mothers and fathers all over the country read
to their children this Christmas. Tear it out and take it home to your youngsters.

THE
SEVEN
• • • A PARAMOUNT

Lome

^ TO

••■*V»<5
CHILDREN

AND

yi^v,, .

SWANS
PICTURE
• • -

O/M/cu)

THOSE

LETS

WHOSE

HEARTS

MAKE-BELIEVE

ARE

YOUNG

^^Mmmn

• • A LETTER
FROM
- •
MARGUERITE
CLARK
My dear Childrex:
John Martin came to see me to-day and we talked a long time
about you, which made me very happy.
I love you children
dearly (and it is plain to see that John Martin does, too.)
Do you know what I want most of all in the world I want tc make you
children happy and I want to give you the kind of thoughts that are really
lovely; and I want to Uve and feel like a child myself — that is the reason I
like my Fairy Plays most of all.
Won't you children come to see me in my new play, "THE SE\*EX
SWAXS."
I am a little Princess in it. You will love the film, I know,
because my heart was with you all the time it was being made.
Oh, it is a
very inagic play — and I should not wonder if some day I might step right out
of the screen and come right among you children and ask you to play with
me ! Oh, I wish that would happen ! Well — who can tell, perhaps it may.
"When I love you and you love me
magics
are you
quitesoon.
apt to be."
Good-bye, Children, Big
I hope
to see
Affectionatelv yours.

NCE upon a time, in the Kingdom of Seven Dials, there
was a beautiful little Princess, who Hved with her father
and Seven Big Brothers. In a near-by kingdom there lived
a wicked Queen, a miserable Witch, and a cruel Prince.
The wicked Queen desired to rule the Kingdom of the Seven
Dials, so she arranged for the marriage of the little Princess
to her stupid and cruel son. The Queen, and the Witch,
and the stupid Prince came to the happy kingdom and wonderful were
the betrothal festivities.
CHILDREN

COME
YOUR

AND SEE THE BETROTHAL
LITTLE PRINCESS.

OF

Reprinted, by permission, from John Martin's Book
This is just another reason why yonr box oflBce will be besieged when yon show this nnparalleled attraction.
IllilllliillllPlllllllllllllllllllillllllllllillllllllllll
Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one TOU need.
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News

To
Travel
is to
possess
the
lds"'
oolrme
HW

REminute
you

a " live-wire," upshowman?

Then last week you ran the Paramount-Burton
Holmes Travel Picture No. 46, " Going to Halifax," Serial No. 1089.
It shows liow things looked before the terrible disaster; the
news pictures showed what happened, but the people wanted
to see " the before " also —
Perhaps it isn't too late yet—
FAMOUS
PLAYERS
ADOLPH ZUKORfVvi
JCSSE l^USKX-LASKY
Vur Prci CECUBCORPORATION
Dl.MllLt.Di
Lecture
to

Holmes'
"
Travel

Be lure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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ALBERT
Tke

Serial

E. SMITH

Sensation

Picture

News

Presents
of tKe Ocreen

"VENGEANCE-

THE

AND

Featuring
WOMAN"

WILLIAM

DUNCAN

CAROL

with

HOLLOW

AY

15 Episodes ol Unequalled Melodrama
Bv Albert E. SmitK and Cyrus Townsend Brady
Directed by William Duncan

itor
Believes

He

Says

Would

He
Be

Conscientiously

Doing

An

Not

Tkem

Wkat

agrapk

Projection

In

Tke

Vit

If

Fellow

i:/xniDitors
Tell

I njustice

His

He
He

Did
Saw
oom.

"Dear VitagrapK:"We are alx)ut to close .the fifteenth episode of "THE FIGHTING
all the way th rough remarkable and historic financial returns.

TRAIL* to

"You paid me the delicate compliment of permitting a personal screen review of the
first three episodes of your new serial WENGEANCE-AND THE WOMAN,"
marked up for release December 24th, and continuing William Duncan and Carol
HoUoway in the leading daring roles.
" MY ANSWER TO YOU IS THAT YOU DONT
HUNT ME UP IN AN ENDEAVOR TO TRADE. MAN
AM COMING AFTER YOU INSTEAD.

HAVE TO
ALIVE! I

'■ I thought THE FIGHTING TRAIL' was the last word in sensational serial
escapades.but "VENGEANGE-AND THE WOMAN/ with its punch after punch
every few hundred feet is, to me, the marvel of Western thrillers.
"" ^fy only regret is going to be that I cannot take care of the Alpha s patrons who
will most assuredly block the sidewalks on " VENGEANCE - AND THE
WOMAN" days,"
Sincerely yours,
N. V. DARLEY,
Proprietor and Manager, Alpha Theatre.
Atlanta, Ga.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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ALBERT

Eaward

"Tlie

Earle

E.

SMITH

and

Betty

Blind
Ad
from tke famous
Saturday

presents

venture

Evening Post Story

"The
A gony
By EARL DERR

Howe

Column
DIGGERS

Author of "Seven Keys to Baldpate
DIRECTED BY WESLEY RUGGLES
A Picture That Will Be Eagerly Awaited
by the Mill 10ns Who Have R.ead This Story in
The Saturday Evening Post.
And for your patrons who may not have read
this highly unusual story — with its melodrama, its
lightmng-like action, its delightful love interest and
whimsical comedy touches — there awaits nothing
less than a real treat.
And it s fairly creepy with mystery, with an
ending that will surprise even you.

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News.'

170

Motion

^ **' — '1HE two initial
T
releases of this
series

are

" THESNJlL"and
" DENNY
FROM
— suIRELAND"
per -productions i n
five reels. I am ready
to negotiate with
STATE
RIGHT
BUYERS

either

outright

sale or

on
co-

operative basis as governed by scale of percentages
adopted
by
the FIRST
NATIONAL
EXHIBITORS
CIRCUIT.
A franchise for the entire
series with a guaranteed monthly release is
also available under
the same
ONE

conditions.

PRICE

ONLY

for bona-fide

buyers
upon application. All
supplies at actual cost."

rj3
17 West
New

44th Stref.t
York

City

(Murray Hill 5432-3)
Cable Address " Ernsliip "
Executive Offices for
W.

H. CLIFFORD
PHCrrOPLAY
COMPANY

j immmimmmmmiim
Be •lire to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

Picture

News

by

DO OUR IDEAS INTEREST YOU?
Copies
of ourPicture
Booklets,
" What " Shall
"We
Do withof the
the first
Motion
Business?
are now
being
sent
free
on
request.
It
contains
the
Mastbaum letter and Mr. Hodklnson's reply. ALSO the
Hodkinson Principles as applied to Deposits, Booking Methods, Write
Reel to-day.
Tax, Rental Prices, Stars and
Exchanges.

An Advertisement
W. W. Hodkinson

^31
THE
i

NEW

HODKINSON

CIRCLE

Six years ago I laid down my first circle of principles. Since then, the trade has recognized that
circle of " Longer Runs, Better Pictures, Higher Admissions, Better Theatres, Better Public,
Longer Runs, etc.," as the basis of all exhibitor success.
Today I am building another circle, A CIRCLE OF BUSINESS PRINCIPLES which applies to
the whole industry.
THE MOTION PICTURE PLUS, with all its unlimited possibilities, is ONLY ONE OF THE
GREAT FORCES WHICH MAKE UP THAT NEW CIRCLE.
Four of these linked forces have already been announced:
1. A SUPERIOR PRODUCT IN STANDARD FORM, the PARALTA PLAYS, issued every two weeks. To these
will soon be added other product of at least equal quality and quantity.
2. THE FINEST EXCHANGE SYSTEM IN THE LAND, that of the GENERAL FILM COMPANY. Through this
arrangement, our salesmen and sales methods can and are being applied to our distribution without waste or
duplication and WITH GREAT SAVING TO BOTH EXHIBITOR AND PRODUCER.
3. THE MOTION PICTURE PLUS. This will bring all our product to the forefront of public favor through our
guarantee that the MOTION PICTURE PLUS SHALL FOREVER STAND FOR QUALITY ALONE in every
element now prized by exhibitors and audiences — PLUS the greater range and power which the new process
will give to any picture.
4. THE BUSINESS PRINCIPLES which we are introducing by establishing a genuine distributing organization,
free from both producer and exhibitor control. BEHIND THIS IS THE FORCE OF THE WIDESPREAD
DISCONTENT IN THE INDUSTRY TODAY, which is reaUy only a blind searching for just that firm business foundation which we are establishing.
TO THESE FOUR GREAT FORCES I AM ADDING THREE OTHERS, AS PRACTICAL
AND AS NECESSARY TO THE COMPLETION OF THE CIRCLE:

I

1

5. The first, now being accompHshed, is PARTNERSHIPS WITH IMPORTANT EXHIBITORS
OR IMPORTANT GROUPS OF EXHIBITORS in all exchange and strategic centers.
These exhibitors will receive, through these partnerships ( 1 ) the assurance of CONTINUED
SERVICE OF QUALITY PRODUCTIONS, and (2) A LARGE SHARE OF DISTRIBUTION
PROFITS, to which they are entitled by their position, their investment and the support
which they give us.
6. Coincident with the tieup with exhibitors will come A CLOSE RELATIONSHIP WITH GREAT PRODUCERS.
To producers we offer an assured market, free from the restrictions of producer distribution, demanding
nothing but the highest quality plays and talent which they can pro\'ide in far greater degree when their
only care is producing. .
7. The Public will form the final link in our Circle. National Publicity, tied to the unmistakable trademark-onthe-screen of the shape and size of the MOTION PICTURE PLUS, will for the first time reach the public
without waste and without confusion, assuring their support for the real quality which the public of today
• demands.
THERE

IS A CONTACT

WITH

US FOR EVERY

FIT ELEMENT

IN THE BUSINESS.

DISTRIBUTION
The PARAXTA PLAYS are sweeping the country. Every territory is being covered with absolute protection for firstrun,
second-run
and third-run
etc. Write
to the PLAYS.
" HODKINSON
SERVICE
of your
nearest plans
GENERAI.
Exchange
and arrange
to see houses,
the beautiful
PARAXTA
Then find
out how" our
distribution
meet YOUR
problem and protect YOTJ.
W.

W.

i
WKD

HODKINSON

CORPORATION,
527
Telephone, Murray Hill 2123

Fifth

Avenue,

New

York

I

Motion
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PARALTA

The

Second

Bessie
Directed by
REGINALD BARKER

Picture

PLAYS

Paralta

Play

Barriscale

"Madam

Who?

m

??
Written by
HAROLD MacGRATH

Advertising versus Camouflage
{Pronounce Calm-moo-flawj)

When a man has a real diamond for sale
and he tells everybody that it is a real diamond;
that's Advertising.
But when a man has a piece of polished glass for sale,
and he tells everybody it is a real diamond;
that's Camouflage.
(Meaning fake.)
Camouflage is used by an army to fool the enemy.
By a merchant to fool his customers.
You read an AD about a picture, and it says
the picture is glorific and magnolious.
Then you see that picture.
And then you don't book it.
Then you read another AD about the same picture, and ii: says
the picture is glorific and magnolious.
Then you're wise. And you say: "Oh, camouflage."
You can test a diamond.
"A Man's Man" played Clune's Auditorium (seating over 3,000)
for a full week, and packed-jammed them in.
Now Mr. Clune has booked "Madam
We're telling you.
Not Camouflage.

PARALTA

Who?"

for TWO

weeks!

That's Advertising.

PLAYS,

Inc.

Q I ST R I BUT ED
HOQKINSDN

779 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW
YORK
CITY

BY

CORPORATION

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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PARALTA

The

First

J.Warren
Directed by
OSCAR APFEL

"A

PLAYS

Paralta

Kerrigan
Written by

Man's

ROBERT

Play

BRUNTON,

Man

PETER B. KYNE

Manager of Productions

Sometimes it happens
tli^t two men love the same girl.
Wow!
Then we have with us two cave men
fighting for the favor of the one and only female.
Everything goes; biting, clawing, gouging —
and the big fellow wins.
And brothers, partners, friends become bitter enemies.
Now, you can measure exactly
how much of a real man a party is
in such a situation.

Just how far he has advanced

from the original brute.
Just how closely he adheres to the man-code
which puts "Honor"

way up,

and "Unfairness"
this way out.
. '
And when you see a man sacrificing all his chances to win,
because he knows that his friend loves her
it makes you feel that this world
is a pretty good place.
So long as a man's main, like John Webster,
lives amongst us.

PARALTA

PLAYS,

Inc.

QtSTRISUTED
HODKINSDN

729 SEVENTH AVENUE
YORK
CITY
I EW

fi-Y

CORI>ORATIQN

If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tell vs.

Motion

Picture

News

m

• 1- rli'T frir t^t> -rf- "r 'r"i

THE

THRILL

SERIAL

FOR

PilUGHTEP

PATRIOTIC

of

AUDIENCES

UNCLE

5iin

with

JANE

A

VANCE

and

The

Serial

of Dynamic

The

Serial

of Enemy

The

Sensible

Thrilling

Serial

Drama

William

One-Reel
Spy

of

of

Plots

Episodes
Outwitted

Condensed

the

SoreUe

Action

War

at

Home

First Episode
Ready Jan. 19
Then One Every
Week
Produced by
JAXON
FILM
CORP.
Commercial
Building,
Trust Co.
NEW YORK CITY

ProducK)
Jaxon

Film

Corporation

n»f St. and Broadway, N. Y. City

Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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AX

With

JEAN

PAIGE

Webster Campbell
in leading roles

and

1

Another delightful production with the real " O. Henry " humor and bewitching slants on human nature — the story of a girl who romanced about
a nobleman fiance, but who found her fate in a prosaic young New Yorker.
Broadway
Star Features
Distributed Exclusively by General FiJm Company

General Film Company does not exact the 15c churge on any of its releases.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when ^ting to advertisers
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Picture

News

if
It
IP

Play in
Watch

CHARUE

CHAPLIN

K"

R
WO

New

New
Prints

Paper

PACK
GREAT

YOUR

THEATRE

ESSANAY-CHAPLIN

" IN THE PARK "
" THE CHAMPION "

ONE

Tbademabk
Heg. U. 8. Pat. 1907

WITH

EVERY

THESE

COMEDIES

" BY THE SEA "
" A JITNEY ELOPEMENT

"

MONTH

1333 Argyle Street, Chicago
Distributed Excljsively by General Film Company
Be Bure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

Tbadhmabk
Eeg. U. S. Pat. 1007

January

12,
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'^Mri^^i

Fit

Wonders

Nature

of

%A

rAMKfeA^r

and

Science

The Bay of Fundy, where the tides flow 60 feet high, leaving the ships on dry ground at the ebb and floating them off at the flood.

SCENICS
BOOK

ONE

SUPREME
EVERY

WEEK

" Water Powers of Western Canada "
"How Canada and the Farmer Co-operate in
Grain Raising "
A NEW

" Through Canada from Coast to Coast "
"Agricultural Opportunities in Western
Canada "

PROGRAM

ESSANAY

MAKER

COMEDIES

(Directed by ARTHUR

D. HOTALING)

" He Loved Her So "
" Nutt Stuff "
" Lunch "
" Make Your Eyes Behave "
Screen time 15 minutes

Trademark
Reg. U. 8. Pat. 1907

Tbademabe
Reg. U. S. Pat. 19o7

1333 Argyle Street, Chicago
Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company, Inc.
A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " Newsl "
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Motion

Picture

immSSism
INTBRr
PAUL H.CROMELIN

OCEAN

FILM
220 W.4-2HeST.
NEW YORK CITY . .

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

News

MArgArftA

\^Kose -winsome and
Ker- established
given

Fischer

Kapp^ personality has
ojjfice value* In.
box

'eM"
get
go
Molly
-which depicts the
delighlfulty tincori'
Ventioned adventures of an indisci^eet
younger-

sister

Produced
Samttel

hy
S.

-voho

"misunderstood!

American Pilm Company Inc»
Hutchinson,
President.

Available
'^^^^

is

Janua^5>

7

cy^t a// excAangres
of the
Mutual Film Corporation

pretty

Ju

^od

d^

e

"THB MATE OP THE
S&LLT iM",
Hatnal Film Corporation,
220 Soath State Street
Chicago, .Illinois.
ATTEH'Jiai? MB. JOHH R. FRETHEH.
aentlcnen!
It glree n» great pleasure to
annotmoe that after Ur< Uaok Sennett, the well imovn
prodooer, has personally pre-Tleoed Uary lUlea Hlntert
In "THE HATE OP THE 3A1LT USS" , he placed hla stamp
of approval on this prodaotlon by bootlne It for one
solid week showing at his Senjoett's Brosdviay Theater,
U)B Angelea, starting December 30th.
He also advises that all ve need to
show is pictures of this standard and «e will have no
trouble whatever In booldng them to his theater, we
believe, that when a gentlenem of Ur. Sennett 's standing
In the picture world, puts his stanp of ajiproval on the
first Mutual Picture, that he has personally vlened
with the Idea of booldng by booIdLng It for one solid
tgeek. Is a good criterion for thnater lanagers to go by.
Tonrs vary truly,
HDTTUL FILM COHPOHATIOT

yj BranSh Ibnager. '

W2

January

12,
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OUR

TRADE

SHOWING

Will take place shortly after January 1st
Exhibitors are extended a cordial invitation to be present.
Particulars will be furnished by the nearest Foursquare Exchange

DISXRIBUTTED

BV-

FOURSQUAtej
EX<HANfiES
PRINCIP^^l' OFFICE- 729 SEVENTH AVENUE - NEW\ Y^RK
BOOkInG loFFlCESl In' ALL PRINCIPAll CITIEs\
The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justifv them.
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Motion

Picture

News

i!

GOLDWYN'S

SUPREME
ACHIEVEMENT

Openini^

to Landslide

at the BoxBusiness
Offices of North America:
Be^innin^

December

30

MARY

GARDEN
IN

THAIS

it/ Anatole Prance
Pir^ected by Frank. H. Crane,
The

National

Board

of Review

after showing Mary Garden in "Thais" to its complete membership and passing it
without a single elimination, says in a special report: 'This production sums up the
artistic achievements of the motion picture in interpretive and imaginative drama.
Photographically it is a distinct stride forward, the acting of Mary Garden is notable,
and the picture as a whole is an example of creative art."

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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(3olclwyn

Prance's
Anatole
Congratulations
To

GOLDWYN

Prom

The

Paris!

distinguished author

"Thais" and

of

member of^t*-^
Academy of Immort?^ ''^
Goldwyn this ieri<
tion of its ffiS'^'^
tion and fj> "
"Allow rrf
Thais
unhea/
who >
perse)
ab'e* ^

pcturcs

WITHW^AR
NE

THE

START

FOX

SPECIAL

GEORGE

Greatest

FEATURES

WALSH

is making
GEORGE WAL5H

RIGHT

Picture

the
of

his

Career
CARL HARBAUGH

WILLIAM
FOX
is producing
CARL
HARBAUGH
as

with

SPURLOCK-

TACK
^

for him
director

PRODIGAL

Oi story

read

ly more

than

5 MILLIONS

OF

PEOPLE

in THE
SATUHDJiy^
EVENING
POST
written
by
GEORGE
HORACE
LORIMEPs.
The
with

Nost
the

Genuinely

most

Laughable

Genuinely

popular

Story
star

for

ever
the

Rimed,

title

part

RELEASED
OKTLY TO THOSE
EXHIBITORS
WHO
CONTRACT
FOR FOX SPECIAL FFATURBS

WONDERS

IlSr THEMSELVES-

I
^ke

vanguard

ofa^wljear

Stanidard

ofwonderfuL

Pictures

i
m

William

't^ox

THE

will

release

DA

9Vew

'Ifear's

Tfaxj

BARA:

i

i
m
JL-powerfully

inieresling

lirenck History's most
yrom

^hedaSara

daxzLinq

and

lowly origin, she reached

most

Sup^rProduction

powerful

i

adventuress

the heights and ended on ihe<juillotim

I
^Jj splendid -production directed

hy ^.(^Ordon6xh\rards
m

OTHER

STANDARDS

ADAUGHTER
THEDA

OF THE

BARA'S

JANE

TPIAT
GODS

SHOULD

BE

-^iih ANNETTE

Suj>er Production THE ROSE
TREASURE
ISLAND

and KATHERINE
FOX

FILM

BOOKED

KELLERMANN
OF

BLOOD

LEE as TROUBLEMAKERS
CORPORATION

NOW

1

186

This

picture

production
program

is the

second

to be released

at XO

EXTRA

TRIANGLE
January
COST

Motion

Picture

seven-reel

super-

13, 1918,

on

to exhibitors.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWr " when writing to advertisers

the

regular

News

January

187

12, i p i 8

■ — and one of the most

artistic pictures that TRIANGLE

has ever produced,

a masterpiece of scenic beauty — is this seven-reel super-feature, " I LOVE
YOU," starring Alma Rubens. REMEMBER
this picture is released January 13th, on the regular TRIANGLE
program and
AT

TRIANGLE

NO

EXTRA

COST

EXHIBITORS

DISTRIBUTING
1457 BROADWAY,

A. Lynch, President

TO

NEW

CORPORATION

YORK

R. W. Lynch, Vice-President Fred Kent, Treasurer
Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."

Y. F. Freeman, Gen. Mgr.
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Motion

WAI.KIZR.
<y//£/

WHITE

VALENTINE

Cf

Picture

News

3IOE
i.ANT

MAKTYKKH IIKI-GII M furnlnhett the overwhelming uppeal of "TIIK BKL(;iAN," by FRKDERIC ARNOLD KUMMER, while
in addition to the HKi HI'KCTACUI.AK FKATIREH of thlH GREAT .SPECIAL PRODUCTION, the TWO EMINENT STARS —
\\ ALIiKiC WHITESIDE and VALENTINE GRANT — make it an extra attraction of EXCEPTIONAL BOX-OFFICE VALUE.
ItOOK THROUGH THE FOLLOWING EXCHANGES:
PHILAUKI^PHIA 1325 Vine Street
SOUTHERN STATES FILM CO.
FOURSQUARE
NEW YORK
729 7th Avenue CINCINNATI. 301 Strand Theatre Bulldg. ATLANTA
114 Walton Street
BUFFALO
4 7 W. Swan Street ST. LOUTS. aoi Empress Theatre Building DALLAS
1900 Commerce Street
CMCVHLAND 310 Sloan Building:
ClIK-'AfJO
207
So.
Wabash
Avenue
GLOBE
FEATURE
CO.
DKTHOIT 304 Jo«. Mack Building WASHINGTON. . .8 E Street, Northwest NEW ENGLAND FILM
20 Winchester,
UKNVER
1735 Welton Street KANSAS CITY 1120 Walnut Street
Boston, Mass.
SKATTLK
2014 Third Avenue
SAN FRANCISCO.. 191 Golden Gate Ave.
FRANK GER8TEN, INC.
I'lTTSBURGH
220 W.
I, OS ANOIOLES.. 127514 Fourth
W. 8th Avenue
Street MINNEAPOLIS. 206 Film Exchange Bldg. NEW JERSEY
New 42nd
YorkStreet
City
RKIGN RIGHTS: Robertuon-Cole Co., 23rd floor, Times Building, New York
Q

U.S.

FRANK O. HAL.1PR£S.
EXHIBITOR*S
BOOKING
CORPORATION
lie 'urc to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS ' when writ nK to advertisers

January

189
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STATE

RIGHTS

BUYERS!

I

CLUNK'S

CINEMA

PRODUCTIONS

I

Positively

By HAROLD
BELL
WRIGHT
the Finest Photo-Dramatic Work of the Times

RAMONA
By

Success
I

HELEN
HUNT
JACKSON
The Love Story of the Ages

of State

In These

Rights Features Hinges Upon One of Three Things
AUTHOR-NOVELTY- STORY
Two Attractions You Have All Three Elements
— ADDRESS^

Shallenberger
TIMES

&
Priest,
Arrow
Film
BUILDING,
NEW
YORK, N. Y.

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the "News! "

Corp.
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Motion

THE

SECOND

oP -the HART

FULL

BY

BY

G GARDINER

Picture

3UPER-FEATURE3

\OviU

PRODUCED

99

By THOj

H INCE

WILUAM5HART
—

•

M

iKe BANDIT—
SUPPORTED By

Rpbert Ede^on-^tJhe
I^Kea MlicKell —

Preacher
Girl

Her^cbel Mm^tl-*' c?K^ Hee^^
Gl&d^

A NUMBER

OF

BrocKviPelWcfKc

\^Tinp

TERRITORIES
AEREADY 50EI>.^ COMMUMCAYIONS
CONSIDERED IN ORDER oF RECEIPT

W-H-

PnODUCTlONS

'JIWEJ'T ^y^Si
Phone

:NEW YORK CITY
QvixtYXQrcy 3C>^7

BOOK

!

HOUyE

AWNDR
.L jTAl^^CAyt
THE15 A1
in

SUaiVAN

News

CO.

IN PREPAl^ATiON
f'Tbo HEEE-HOXJNd

E?i^HlBlTOR5 —
"TH^ TWO-GUN

MAN"

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

oP Al/A^KA"
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The

CREAM

of

the

KEYJTONC
COMEDIES
28ijjuo
Three

reeletv,

of

tbe

CHARIIE

incluclift6

fannicxt

~

CHAPUN5

ao^d ihey

at^e COPYRIGHTED

*

PER

REEL

THE

WAR

80^£

WE

PAY

and
TA^

All frotn original i^c^aLti<>e)
which We absolutely ovCi)
and control

Wotxlcrfal

lobby

di$play

of

^

W\%V^tS*t

H
- PRODUCTION*
%y^^'
PHOKJ^ drRAMl^HCY 30?l7
You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

N^iW

CO.
YORK

Motion

HI

Great
Great

HDIIIII
For

any

Picture

Br Itaitv
Britain
and

production?

all

of

iho

of

the

>—

^

POLVSCOPBOV A\
CHICAGO
PANrV^
CO
By

special

covering

arrangement

aiernvofyear^

are

and
now

EXCLU^IVEiy
CQNTTROLLBD
by the Export
and
Import Film
Co. and XFcanlt Broekl«y C Inc.)

Dorit

rmSs

acquiring

thi<> opportunity
ri^ht9

iox

yoxxv

o/^

terrl^

tory on iho^e <?upei -&atm-c9
just
completed
r^rr/rrr/777rrr7'7r

''^Ji^CITY OF PUKPLE
DKEAM^"
*'^ho OARDEN OF ALLAH"'
rr
^TILL ALARM"
OF HARVARD'*
'BROXm
"RAVlNa THE PRICE"

Export
Filrtv

Q

Imports
Co.

Vlc\ov\D Bryant

Inc.

^566^7^8

XFraak
Brockliss
Plunn? Bryatvt 53^3

Inc.

/29 Scvenilv Ave. r ^/Kew \biit City r /
s
Be lure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News.'

194

Motion

<THlNGS

Picture

(OUNT

orMotionj>icturv//

Istori/

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

News

January

M¥

Here
give

KmiBITOIX

IsTJ>ur
this

atjDur
imum
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GoldenOpportunit^«flibtt

irittinph

prices,

charge

of the

screen

providingyou

^25^.

tojourpatrjpai^
n

maiiit^

^ope^^k^0

^

:enients

nowbcH^ldngintheleadin^-^^c^^
atres ofthe

coimiryf^^^ffjerms

YOU

the-

andjurther

EPOp^ODUCING

/MDO

can

Corp.

KNOW

?

C|^miUion "Movie Fans"==the best patrons of popular amusements
J\J
the country=^have never seen this masterpiece of action.

D0Y0U1M!VNT

The
was

TO

in

SECURE

Epoch

Company
can furnish at cost all advertising data that
a feature in the successful establishment of this great subject.
Special Arrangements to stimulate interest
will be placed at your command.

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.

1%

Motion

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

Picture

News

<7h>^

THPEC

YOU

MOST

7/^8-ANNUAL
(PENDLETON,
If qou

want

excitement

to

show

see

REELS

—

lAW

EVER

THPILLINC

POUND
OPEGON)

audiences

this

picture

fairlij boil with
of daredevil

deeds.

RELEASED

UP

DEC^Qt!^

^

SHELDON

LEWI5

ARLIN£ PRETTY

BOOKED
DAY5

POQ

MAHLON HAMILTOhT^

70

OVER

CIRCUir*

PANTACES

^HIDDEN

HAND

WITH
D0QI5

KCNYON

5MCLDON
LCWI5 APLINC
MAMLON
MAMILTON

PQETTV

and

SUCCESSFUL EXHIBITORS BECOME MORE SUCCESSFUL BY SHOWING
PATME
SERIALS!
Wnti^nhy

ARTHUR

B. PEEVE

Pathe

PATHE

SEPIALS

HIM MORE
THAN ANY

MAKE-

MOISIEV^
PEATUPES

ON THE MARKET
and ho has plaqod them^
sinco IQI^.
" I b(?liove ^ATHE- und<?rWands
the* fcchnique of makinq a
sono\ that brings tfK?p«>pl6»
back...;
PATHE

sot'iQh have* made mc»

mor<? money than anq brand^
of ieoium on -the market
todaq^
ClCP.Ourford. m'qr.
r?£X Theatre

'Hfion? are hundreds of exhibifors
who like Mr.Durford book everi^
PATHE serial. 7/retf hnow hotvio
pick the winners. 7he(/ hay<? all
picked
7^SEVEN
PEAPL?
with
and
..MoaiE
Km<3^....
..CROGHTON

HALE

Produced bi^ ASTRA
Written bq CHAS.WOODDARD

Directed^ OONAID MAGCENZIE

1^

BABY

MADIE

05B0PNE

is one of iho best attractions in the
business. She is the siar of the five—
port Cold Rooster Plaii^^ —
^/Jp UTTLE

—GLADYS

HULETT&-

whos^ pictures arc olwaqs wholesome»sunshi'nu and
charming, is +he star of fhe "fivo part Oold (ioosierPiai^
OVER

THE

HILL

PATRIOT

Produced bi^ DIANDO
Written bq. JOMN W. GREY
Dead the vorious exhib'rtors' reports in
theYou
trode
tho'Gobi^
"pictures.
willmogosines
find theq onare
cleoning
up,.
>^ow Qeadi

Written bq Lois ZeUnor
Produced b<j "ASTRA^
Oir&cfod bt| Wm. Parko
"OVfR TMC HILL" isttie storq of a n(>wspop^r qirl in
a small town. You'll likp it

January

12,

Notice
and

iQi8

to^State

Right

201

Distributors

Exhibitors
"When
I agree to exploit an affracfion it
will of itself be a hallmark of distinction.
** I will

actively

and

personally

assist

each

buyer of a production to **put over**
attraction in his territory.

the

Mine is not merely a selling organization;
it is a clearing house and Serving Bureau.
« I will do business with and for reputable
concerns only, and I know them all. Ask
of them.'*
QUOTATION FROM any
JESSE J. GOLDBURG*S ANNOUNCEMENT
"AD.** Moving Picture World and Motion Picture News.
Issue Dec. 22/17.
CONSISTENT WITH HIS POLICY TO EXPLOIT ONLY PRODUCTIONS
OF MERIT,
AND TO GIVE PERSONAL
ATTENTION TO THE PRODUCTIONS
PLACED WITH
HIM, WE
TAKE PLEASURE
IN ANNOUNCING
THAT WE
HAVE CONSTITUTED
MR. JESSE J. GOLDBURG
OUR SPECIAL AND EXCLUSIVE
SALES REPRESENTATIVE FOR THE PRODUCTIONS
HANDLED
BY HIM.
MR.
THE

GOLDBURG
Productions

HAS

PERSONALLY

viewed every picture which he is exploiting.

he will handle are the following proved BOX

OFFICE

ATTRACTIONS;

«AIMOTHER*S
CONFESSION," "CONCEALED
TRUTH,** "IMMORTAL
FLAME,**
*«CITY OF ILLUSION,** "HIS WIVES," "FADED FLOWER,** "HER SURRENDER,**
"TWO MEN AND A WOMAN,'* "ONE LAW FOR BOTH,** "BABBLING TONGUES,**
"HUMAN
CLAY,'* "MARRIED IN NAME
ONLY,'* and "SINS OF AMBITION.**
Mr. Goldburg will, the First of January, comrrence a tour of the entire United States, visiting the
principal Distribution Centres, as follows : PITTSBURG, DETROIT, CHICAGO, DES MOINES,
DENVER, SEATTLE, PORTLAND, SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, FORTH WORTH,
DALLAS, NEW
ORLEANS, ATLANTA
and WASHINGTON,
D. C.
WAIT

AND

WATCH

FOR

HIM

Our contract provides that Mr. Goldburg

has absolute authority to close at a figure which, in his

judgment, is fair to the State Right Buyer and to ourselves: — ^AND

HE

KNOWS.

The disturbed condition of the trade due to unbusinesslike methods and other wanton

extravagance

does not apply to us. Our pictures prove unsparing expense yet show full value for all expenditure
made upon them. That is one reason Mr. Goldburg feels certain our productions will prove of great
saving value to State Right Distributors.
IVAN

FILM

PRODUCTIONS,

130 West

46tli St.

NcwjYopk
The " NEWS " advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.

Inc.
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Motion

»— ^^^^

|>A^

/

^MJil—

II lin

^itj\l

m I

I mail

Picture

News

!■ * y^^^^^^^^^**^*^^^^

HELE

N

GARDNE
iQ>9

opportunity
It

Don't

Knocks

Knock

CLEOPATRA,

the

at

the
magic

Your

Door

word

of

Door
Down

the

hour — the

golden ''open sesame" for the exhibitor! The
talked of and advertised attraction of the age !

HELEN

GARDNER,

in America.

Pronounced

picture

ever

amplified

made,

and

up

the
in

1914

to that

augmented

most

by

the

time,
the

CHARLES
L. GASKILL,
with
including HELEN
GARDNER.
CLEOPATRA

FILM

Suite 722 Longacre Bldg., Broadway

beautiful
most

and

the

revived,
producer,

original cast'

COMPANY

& 42nd St., New York City

Be lure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

woman

wonderful

now

original

most
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Opportunity
Now
Calling

—
!

Fortune
Give

A GOLD
MINE
for state right buyers. You
$2.00 feature for 25c and make a big profit.

—

Heed
can

Is
!

exhibit the big

SIX REELS, and an ensemble of thousands of men and women,
accordance with the most modern technique of the photoplay.
DON'T
WAIT
until the goose
that lays the golden egg has flown
— beat " the other fellow " to " the
real thing." Write or wire quick
for terms. Pictorial printing includes 24sheets, 8 sheets, 6 sheets,
3 sheets, i sheet, % sheet.

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the "News."

in
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Motion

TO
irff

THE

TIMR

TO

Picture

imvjrnv^
T^BGOTIAT^.

FOR_

rrORMAND

rat

PtRVtCT

FIIyM

ui)iik

action^

Puljatiin^
K umo

t*

p at K05

I,ONC

MACK

^ 1 oiPe

WAITED

I^OTL

Sl^T^WT-

^500,000
PH^ODTJCTION

WORLD

RIGHT5

CONTROIvLrED

BY

WESTERN
IMPORT
tOlO BROKAW
Bl^DG., N.V.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

CO.

News
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To

AU.

MABEL

E?iHIBlTORf -

TS^ORMAND
1*1

WltL

BR

mDtlj'TRV

woRivD

EPOCH

1^01^

RIGHT5

MAKING

A

lyONG

THR

TIME

con^rol<l»e:o

by

WE^^nrE^FJN
IMF>OEiT
1010 BROKAWRL,DG.,N.V.

The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.

CO.

Motion

206

ch
hi
W
^
IVe
have a number

declaration

Picture

News

"Two"?
of letters in reply to our

that: —

" One paper is enough to reacli properly and
completely tlie purchasing power of this field hut
two papers are necessary to preserve a desirable
balance of competition — and the proposition stands
right up to the manufacturer and distributor for
instant action." " Granted " say the letters in
substance "but which are the 'two'?" It is
hardly our business to designate the two. We
shall have to leave that to your own good sense.
It is, it strikes us, a matter

^

of only — good

sense.

IVe stated that ''one paper is enough to
reach properly and completely the purchasthis field/'
One
adveofrtiser
keyed his advertising and
ing power
found that one paper drew inquiries three to one
with its nearest competitor.
Another advertiser visited his field, in person,
intensively, and came back with the decision that
one paper practically dominated the field.
Another advertiser (state rights) got inquiries
from one paper twelve to one against any other.
Another advertiser asked his exchanges and
they gave one paper a 75% advertising value
against the field.
Another advertiser, practically an exclusive
advertiser in one paper for a year, gives that one
paper credit for the establishment of a highly
successful business.
ther ad vertiser, (state rights) with a businesslike proposition on goods of value, practically
sold out this country th rough an advertisement in
one paper.
And that one paper in each of these ins.tances
is MOTION
PICTURE NEWS.

^

We

will give and

•

substantiate

the above

proofs — and many more similar ones.
The point for you to consider is whether or not
your advertising announcements are in this one
paper each Week. —
If not, then, for that Week., yo\i are not heard
by the majority of the members of this trade.
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jAnES

no^dGonERy-

flagg's

"GIRLS
you
Ki^OW"
Types
aiiracUve Americans .
series
Kumorous

of "hwelue
single -reel

pn^^irval,
stories

j^eaturin^ distinctiue types of
attractiue ^irls.
Re_SLdy for release at two weekintervals

be^rnnin^

Distributed
THE

GEORGE

KLEINE

Jan. 2, 1918.

t>y
SYSTEM

63 East Adams Street. Chicago
Branches irf all principal cities.

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News!
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Motion

perfection

"^he

Qj

pictures

Standard

WM.

N.

PRESENTS

THE

Picture

9n <^otion

^cturas'*

SELIG
SUPERFEATURE

Brown

of

Harvard

FEATURING
HAZEL

"HONEY"

DALY

and

TOM

MOORE

An Adaptation in Six Parts from the Sensational Stage Success
By RIDA JOHNSON YOUNG AND GILBERT P. COLEMAN

QEORQE

KLEINE
Distributors

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writinK to advertisers

SYSTEM

News
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209

picturesection
perf
"^he
Standard
9h station ^^icturcs"*

Announcement

for

1918

A special series of Superfeatures of exceptional box-office
pulling power have been prepared for release on the
Perfection

Pictures

program

during

1918.

Included

Title
UNEASY

MONEY

....

are:

Star
TAYLOR

HOLMES

(IN SIX PARTS)
A comedy-drama of the well-known story
Produced by GEO. K. SPOOR
BROWN

THE

OF

HARVARD

- HAZEL DALY and TOM
(IN SIX PARTS)
Adapted from the sensational stage success of college life
Produced by WM. N. SELIG

UNBELIEVER

.

MOORE

.
SPECIALLY SELECTED
(IN SEVEN PARTS)
A stupendous production based on a powerful theme
Produced by THOS. A. EDISON, Inc.

CAST

I, MARY
MacLANE
.
.
.
MARY
MacLANE
Revealing the love affairs of the noted authoress ; with herself in the title role
Produced by GEO. K. SPOOR
RUGGLES

GIRLS

OF RED GAP
.
- TAYLOR
HOLMES
A comedy-drama from the famous stage success and story
Produced by GEO. K. SPOOR

YOU

KNOW

- TYPES

OF

ATTRACTIVE

AMERICANS

A series of one-reel satires on Society (one every two weeks), written by
James Montgomery Flagg, the artist-author
Produced by THOS. A. EDISON, Inc.

GEORGE

KLEINE
Distributors

If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tell us.
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Motion
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GEORGI

'

y

a

t

OL

AT ALL FIRST

Your

Seats

Are
for

Waiting

Thirty-Million
This

number

pitch

of

DuiDoaras
and

mi,

has

been

interest

aroused

' through

inrougnoui

through

reading

the Saturday

Evening

Waitini

to

Peopfe!

ine

to a fever
seeing

uniiea

this famous
Post.

See

They

the

oraies
story in

are

now

the

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Motion

Pid:ure

News

No. 2.

Jan. 12. 1918
The

Week

in the Film \A/orld

GIVE US ENTERTAINING
PLAYS (W. A. JOHNSTON) 213
EDITORIALS
214
SERVING IT WITH SPEED AND GINGER
215
fhE CHANGEABLE EXCHANGE MANAGER.
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Entertaining

THERE must be no famine of good pictures this year.
We spoke last week of the need of better showmanship— the prime necessity facing every exhibitor of
giving the pubUc full entertainment value for its money.
The producer will also have his work cut out for him
this year.
Can we make this too emphatic?
Good pictures is a broad term, we admit.
A producer is quite well justified in coming back at us
with: " Well, just what are good pictures? How will you
determine them — -in advance? "
The sho\v world asks itself the question each year, and
the lucky guesser often makes a fortune. There are many
unlucky though experienced stage-producers.

SUPPOSE, in the first place, we call attention to our
market report chart. It gives a striking unanimity of
opinion — from all sections — in reply to our query:
" What class of film is in greatest demand? "
Comedy and society dramas are wanted — of the " best
seller " story variety and supported by " heart interest."
But light dramas stand out as a concrete instance of an
almost unusual demand.
Perhaps one exhibitor hits the nail on the head with a
terse remark written on one of our box-office report cards :
" One laugh, this year," says he, " is worth a dozen sobs."
People will want to be amused this year. In hard timeand sorrowful times the public taste swings quickly and
whole heartedly to light and frivolous things.
Producers will do well to bear this fact in mind. The
truth that war times demand happy amusement is so well
known in the theatrical world as to be almost a trite saying.
But are we keeping this knowledge uppermost in picture
production?
IT is well also to take a broad tip from the legitimate stage
situation in New York City and on the road. In Ne\vYork the bottom has dropped out of the stage business.
Yet there are a half dozen striking successes.
. But the point is that these successes are all of very light
character and even tricky stage construction. Taking the
New York and road shows all into consideration the situation isvery well sized up by a writer in The Evening Post,
who says that " the high peaks are Held by girls-with-music
-'^ ■
farce."
obvious
or bywill,
spectacles
Melodrama
of course, be popular, as it always is,
if we mean by melodrama an abundance of action and heart
interest built upon stories that are at least somewhat
original, and certainly that ring true.
Serious drama will not be popular — by all the signs of
the times.

Plays

And for the morbid play — this we make emphatic — there
is, this year, no hope.
We have appealed right along in these columns for a cessation of the sex play. We need make this plea no longer.
The producer who makes a sex play this year should have
his sanity examined by his friends and especially by his
financial backers.

THIS

recommendation of light happy plays may be antagonistic to certain artistic ideals. But we fear
very much that the exploitation of these ideals will
have to be left to an after-the-war era. These stringent
times in general and especially for the motion picture industry indicate the due necessity of feehng and filling the
market demand.
Which raises the question : Just how close are our picture makers today to this market demand ?
A very practical idea was offered in our hearing the

other
Coast. day, by a manager of production' from the West
" I haven't been away from the ' lot,' " said he, " in several years and I'm glad I came East. When I go back I
will have a suggestion to make to the^ concern — that they
send ever}' director out on a short trip at least once a year,
to visit exhibitors and exchanges and study the picture
market. I wish that some of our directors had been with
me to hear the things I've heard said about their pictures."

too, have our ideals in production. We look
upon the motion-picture as a great medium that
should reflect our National life. We decry the
conception of the term " movie." We particularly decry
that leaning toward the salacious and sensational that have
put the wrong stamp upon motion pictures in the vision of
many right thinking men and women.
And we believe fully that these ideals will be reaUzed —
sometime — when we have head policies of picture production as keen and definite as those that guide and govern
the making of our successful newspapers, magazines, books
and plays.
But in the meantime we can at least hew close to the
mark right under our eyes — that of a war period that calls
for plays of laughs, not tears ; of clean action and happy
heart interest, not of depressing morbidity and bad taste
immorality ; of snappy, even frivolous interest, not labored
preachments which arrive nowhere.

WE,
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Just

a Reminder

GENERAL Committee of the industry — all-representative— asked you last week and the week before to fill out a short coupon stating certain basic
facts about the effects of the war tax on your business.
These facts from you are needed if the industry is to
secure any meed of comfort from this Congress.
Did you heed the advertisements — or our last week's
editorial urging? Or did you put it otT " till tomorrow "
and then forget it ?
It's not too late now — if you do it now. Turn to Page
140 of last week's News and find the coupon.
If you can't find the ad, write a letter. Answer these
questions :
" How does the business of your theatre for the month
of November, 1916, compare with the month of November,
1917?
the"Have
same? you suffered loss.-" To what do you attribute
A

"Did the war tax affect your business? To what
extent?"
Cheer Up!— It's Holiday Time!
SHERMAN never paid an admission tax — yet the old
fire-eater had his own decided views on war.
And war and its outcroppings give one an awry feeling as he extends the greetings of the season to a film mari.
But frankly we see — and from a chair none too softly cushioned at that — many signs of cheer. For instance :
Portents of a real exhibitor organization are on the
horizon.
That nuisance of a reel tax seems certain of adjustment.
A sane legislative program that will merit the consideration of Congress is under way.
. Amalgamation talk is thick enough to assure the evolution of some plan for the elimination of waste.
The war has hit so many theatres already tottering that
the industry may be forced to take notice of these weaker
brothers.
And
Anyway
The excess profits tax
Won't hurt us!
Features

from

the Field

in the quickly discarded spirit of the usual New
Year's resolution is our intention for the new year
to provide rearlers of AJotio.n- Picture New.s with
bright and timely articles, well illustrated, from the field.
"What Happened When I Raised My Prices" was a
sample. This week's " The Chaiiffcahlc F.xchanc/c Malinger " is another.
Watch
for them !

Helping

Picture

News

the

War Department
hundreds of thousands of husbands and
WITH
brothers being taken from their social circles and
deposited in more or less uncongenial training
camps in various parts of the country, a new social problem has forced itself to be recognized.
What are all of these lonely and frequently homesick
young men going to do for recreation?
The logical and the most popular answer is shouted
from thousands of lusty young " rookie " throats — " the
On page 224 is a news story relating to the deep interest
now being" manifested by the War Department in the efmovies!
forts of exhibitors to satisfy the camps' demands with
good and, at the same time, clean pictures.
For obvious reasons the War Department wants to keep
sex and vampire pictures away from the camps. We are
glad to know that exhibitors show willingness in all cases
so
far reported to comply with the War Department's
wishes.

Forty -Two

Minutes

from

Broadway

OUR Exhibitor Box-Office Reports are showing that
many Broadway stars are not stars forty-two minutes away from Broadway.
Timefrom
was Broadway
when roadthroughout
shows quickly
extended
star's
fame
the length
and abreadth
of the land. But pictures have largely done away with
theatrical road shows — a fact that producers seem to forget
when picking what seem to be ready-made stars for pictures.

A

One- Sheet

Suggestion

AN

exhibitor makes a good suggestion on one-sheets.
Let them give the entire cast of the play, instead
of merely featuring the star. Lots of people are interested in the other players, especially the well-known
character players.
Furthermore, the cast gives an inkling to the public of
the nature of the play.
This exhibitor finds it necessary and desirable to make
his
typewritten announcement along these lines for
lobl)yown
display.

NOT

Smokes''
Don't Forget the
IN planning your list of worthy deerls for the ensuing
twelve months don't overlook your opportunity to
make our soldiers' lives a little pleasanter by sending
them tobacco. If you are not now collecting for the smoke
fund, write to the Editor for details.

The

Picture

Is the

Thing

MUSIC has played so large a part in the success of the
successive Rothapfel enterprises that many would
unthinkingly believe that " S. L." considers the
j)icture a subsidiary portion of his entertainment.
It is intpr^j^iuiir in this connection, to note where Rothai>fel jilaces^j^ em/'Jiasis in the Program at the opening
of his new Rivoli tiieatre.
" The Picture is the Thing," says Rothapfel — and then
repeats it. The screen is the basi.s — the reason for the fine
music — the raison d'etre of the RiaUos and Rivolis.
Good music, of course, but good pictures, by all means,
is the Rothapfel promi.se.
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Serving

It

with

Speed
and
Ginger
they
have
been
calling
us
into
corners
to whisper that —
WHAT
! You've been away for the holidays ? Really
only lost a couple of business days, but feel as
hist, hist — General Film had aligned with this, that and
the other organization.
though you have been out of touch with the indusNow it's all off. But if they have taken
try for a dog's age ?
juicy
rumor from us they have at least left us to jugglethat
Your desk is all littered with papers and you feel as
with the
of likable and energetic Frank Tichenor, whothough you'll never catch up with your work. You'd like name
so all the birdies teU us — is just showering pepper, ginger
to read every line in the trade papers this week, but are
and " jazz " all around those G. F. offices.
afraid you won't get time for more than a glance.
^
^:
So, it's up to us — up to us to give you the week in a
glance.
VITAGRAPH comes across with the biggest producer ne\ts of the week. It's about the signing of
One quick skimming over this page and you'll know just
what
you
have
to
read,
and
just
what
you
haven't
time
Sergt.
Guy Empey, author of " Over the Top," for
to read.
a^ screen feature under the same title.
^ ^ :^
Pretty big news, when one considers the million dollar
think
we
Frankly,
week?
this
happened
WHAT
publicity that has been given Guy Empey and " Over
everyone else in the business did the same thing
^ ^ :^ ^
you did — laid off for the holidays.
the Top."
THE Rivoli opened on Friday night. Of course, that
Hardly a speck of news. Christmas to New Year's —
isn't news, so much, since the things that are exthere's the story in a nutshell.
pected are never news, but the opening was an event.
But that doesn't say that we haven't given you an interYou'll want to read our story.
■esting Motion Picture News this week.
^
^ ^
After you read it you won't fail to read the interview,
" What Kind of a Fellow is— Rothapfel? "
NO, Sir ! AVe start right off with a bang — right on the
And after you read that you'll be sure to read our -denext page — with a story that you'll want to read
from the first line to the word " finis."
partment,Rothapfel's
"
Answers to. Exhibitors." '
It's in the third week now — and going strong.
" The Changeable Exchange Man," we called it. Recent
exhibitor letters have told us that the story could be duplicated in a number of cities throughout the countr}^ But
AFTER we read the last paragraph— speaking. '-of
•Guy Leavitt prepared it at first hand in Omaha.
"after" — we decided that this was :somethii3'^-;;..of
It tells about those quick-change artists — the exchange
a " Rothapfel Number."
.
'
managers; tells how they hop, skip and jump around the
Which, judging from the exhibitor mail that comes, "to
our desk, means that this will be a popular issue.
map like pawns on a chessboard.
If accidents will happen, let them be popular ones.
If you are a producer you'll want to read this feature
because every line in it is going to make you think.
^ :K
If you are an exchange manager you'll read it because
the William Fox Exhibitor Aid
D heads
RAYMONThat
J J.Bureau.
■every line expresses your own thoughts.
may not be news to all of you, but
If you are an exhibitor you'll read it because — well,
* to those of us who remember the long years of
how many times have you complained to us that just when
service " on the firing line " this man Raymond put in
you get to know an exchange manager and just when he
with the Gordon interests — his handling of Eclectic's
gets to know your need — the head office shoots him a
" Les Miserables," for example — it's news that Fox's Extransfer to Oskaloosa.
hibitor Aid Bureau is going to be conducted by " one who
^ ^ ^ ^:
Al
,
Paramount
E. GREENE is head of
WALTER
Considerable news in these days of real and camouLichtman will handle distribution, etc., etc.
flaged "exhibitor service."
knows."
^ :j; ^ :Jc
There are a lot of newsy changes in the Paramount-Artcraft circle which we tell about this week. Of
THERE'S a new department for you this week.
course,- they were sort of expected after the Abrams" Bringing
Them Into a Close-up " we have label ed It.
Schulberg announcement of last week, but still there are
a lot of details you won't want to miss.
"Longacre " is writing this new feature. It's a sort of
Al Lichtman is a pretty big man today, but every mensumming up on what the projection room screens and
pre-release showings have given us in the past few weeks.
tion of his name always brings to us the thought — " A\'hy
Sort of gives you a chance to catch your breath in the rush
couldn't Fate deal a few breaks of luck to such a popular
fellow, as Al Lichtman in his Alco days? Alco was the
of new pictures, and gives you a broader view of what is
birth of a new distributing idea, since proven successful ; coming from the studios.
Al Lichtman was a pioneer and a man who knew and
Without his disguise, " Longacre " is none other than
Peter Milne.
knows film distribution from Times Square to the-Squedunk express office — yet —
Assurance to you that " Bringing Them Into a CloseFate is a curious codger.
reading.
up
" will not only be worth while, but also corking good
^ ^ ^ ^:
* * * ^
ONE bit of near-news that has hung on the- horizon
for weeks was squelched last week.
IS that all there is in the News this week?
Not by a
General Film comes forth in this issue of the
jugful. But that sincerely flattered Table of Contents
— news and advertisements all on one page — is just
News with a denial that any further " amalgamations "
two
turns to the left.
or " co-operations " are planned than the present one by
Look there now. You'll find the details of a multitude
which the General Film sales organization is emploj'ed by
Hodkinson for his Paralta pictures.
of other interesting items, and you'll find the page numbers of the stories above.
The poor rumor-mongers are squelched.
For weeks
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hangs

home
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on

the man

is} where

he

hat.

ing manager of one exchange in Omaha for several
months.
" How

can the company expect me to get acquainted with the trade ? " asks a manager.
" I don't get well enough acquainted with an exhibitor to treat him any different than if he were an
absolute stranger," said another.
" In every line of business but the motion picture
trade a man's experience is as valuable as his work,
and his acquaintance with the trade and trade conditions of a territory are on a par with either of
them," said a third.
" Talk about your fly-by-night exhibitors ! Why,
we are the
fly-by-hour exchange managers ! " exclaimed another.
" I'm going to get out of it. Oh, gee, that's what
I said the last six times I have been changed. I
^
Transferred Again !

[Do yon know the managers of the exchanges where. you
do business tvell enough to call them "Bill" and "Jack"
and "Jim"? Why are exchange members shifted so frequently that they have grown to be a race of suitcase packers? We don't know the answers to those questions. W e'd
like to! Anyway, you will find this article on the "fly-byhour" exchange manager mighty interesting and amusing.
Besides, it sticks the knife of truth into one of the vitals
of this restless, baffling industry.— F-,d\tou.]
nted with the manager
DID you ever try to keep acquai
of a motion picture exchange? It is safe to say,
judging from past experiences and what some of
the managers themselves say, that they never know, as they
wake up in the morning, whether or not that night will see
them manager of the exchange.
" Every morning when 1 walk into the exchange I halfway expect to see a gentleman with a suit case, come with
a telegram from the home office, saying he has been assigned manager in my stead," said the manager of an
Omaha, Neb., exchange the other day. This manager, by
the way, has accomplished the astounrling feat of remain-

guess I'll never get out of it. I wonder where I'll
go from here? " Another manager was talking.
Thus they go. They get a good salary, they are
temporarily looked up to, although they cannot help
feeling of less importance than the booker, the bookkeeper or the shipping clerk, because their position is less
permanent.
There are exceptions, but these exceptions
are indeed rare.
The Motion Picture News correspondent often walks
into an exchange and sees a strange man seated at the
manager's
another sidedesk.
of theQuite
room.often the desk has been moved to
" Is Mr. So-and-So ini^" asks the correspondent, feeling
certain just what has happened.
" No, he is out," parries the new manager, wondering
whether the correspondent is a bill collector, a private detective, an exhibitor or a caller from the home office.
"Will he be back soon?" asks the correspondent, the
same as he has asked in scores of such cases.
" Well, no, he is out of the city," evades the new managerin
; a tone and manner which he has probably used before in similar situations.
Thus, gradually, it leaks out the stranger at the desk is
the new manager. The old manager? AVell, it is understood he has gone to Kansas City, or to Chicago, or somewhere else ; nothing ever definite. Is he still with the
company ? No, he is not with the company ; the new man-
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ager really doesn't know anything about the old manager,
but will the correspondent have a cigar? The correspondent will, and for several weeks, or days, or months he
meets the new manager. The new manager confidently
replies, in answer to a question as to why the desk was
moved, " I had to do something different, didn't I? New Managers
always do. And there was
nothing to do but move the
desk." Often the decorations of the office
shifted, too, but not
often as the desk
moved.
F. W. Thiele, well
known in Omaha, went
to Kansas City and was
brought back to Omaha
to act as booker in a new
exchange in the Gate City.
Soon he was assistant manager, then when the manager
one day was said to be " Either
in Chicago or New York, I don't
know just which," Mr. Thiele was
made manager.
It was his first
/ Wonder Where I'll
managership.
From Here!
Mr. Thiele is a business man, a
friend of scores of exhibitors, and he knows moving pictures from A to Z, but the other day when a New York
representative called in Oriiaha Mr. Thiele himself said
he was on his way to Kansas City.
"Yep, I resigned," said he. "When the boss came
and began going through my predecessor's —
books I knew I would be responsible for all ^^mm^
the mistakes he had made, so I handed in my ^
resignation.
" What am I going to do? Well, I have a
proposition open, and I leave tomorrow to see
about it. Yes, it's another managership. Oh,
when we get to be a manager we stay in that
department. Of course we are shifted quite
often, but other managers are being shifted
too, so what do we care ? "
Harry Heyman, for several years — no, ,not
weeks — star roadman for an exchange out of
Omaha, then manager of the Omaha office,
later special World representative when he
refused to be shifted to Denver without
being permitted to give his own opinion,
finally quit when the home office one night
told him to leave the next morning for
Indianapolis.

for there is no standard governing the prices of releases
to exhibitors in the Middle West.
It is humorous, sometimes, to see an exchange manager,,
brand new in the territory, as he tells what he intends to
do. " Why, the prices out here are absurdly low ! " he
exclaims in amazement.
" How do the exchanges keep
alive ? No wonder they are dragging the ground. Just
watch me ! I'll get the price out of these guys."
In a few weeks another manager, also brand new
in the territory, is making the same claims. The
exhibitors continue to pay the same prices,
ruffled now and then by the impertinent insistence of some new manager, and watch the
coming and going of managers with indifference. Those of them who study the progress
of the business make the pointed remark that
the frequent shift of managers shows the distributing companies are afraid of the exhibitors ;
that the distributing companies intend to remain
enemies to the exhibitor," that the distributing
companies intend to continue to gouge and
squeeze the exhibitor for all they can get out of
him, and that the motion picture business, fifth
largest business in the nation, is being kept from a firm
basis by just such tactics. Oh, yes, there are excepGo tions. F. A. Van Husan was for years manager of the
Laemmle Film Service Co. in Omaha, quitting to go
into business for himself. He was again made manager of the Laemmle service, again quit for his own business, and now a new manager — C. E. Calvert, head of the
Bluebird exchange ever since it was established in Omaha
— is in the office.
exhibitors of the
Maybe New York can tell the Middle West why

" Not that I have anything against Indianapolis," said Harry, who is decidedly popular
in his territory, " but I did object to being
handled like I was a pawn on a chess-board.
Other managers may stand for that stuff, but
I don't like it." The other day Heyman made
a trip over the Omaha territory as representative out of Omaha for Metro, and he
" cleaned up " with a whole flock of healthy
contracts.
Exhibitors automatically look upon a
strange exchange manager, and upon most
other exchange managers, for that matter, as
natural enemies. They parley, they debate,
they argue, they flourish, they carry on as no
other business man in any other line of business carries on. They do it for fun, and they
do it to get a lower price for their pictures,

exchange managers are shifted
so
It
mayfrequently.
be none " of
our darned business, but we really
would like to
know," said an
Omaha exhibitor,
commenting on the
question.
Another instalment
of " What Happened
When I Raised My
Prices " will appear
next week. This wilt
deal with conditions
in
and Omaha,
Newark,NebraskaN. T.

[For the photographs used
illustrating
"The in
Changeable Exchange Manager," our thanks are
due the Artcraft Film
Corporation for the,
photograph of
Charles Ray on the
opposite page; the
Christie Film Co
the photograph
Billy Mason, to the
the
left; and
Triangle
Film Corp.
for the photograph in
the circle. — Editor. J
Good Morning! I am ths Niw Manager!
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At Least Dozen in Nebraska Cannt)t
Get Coal to Heat Auditoriiiins —
Draft Not Blamed for Losses
A COMPILATION of reports in Aliddle Western states shows that
numerous houses have had to close because of lack of coal. Other difficulties
are also advanced as the reason for either
reducing the numher of show nights each
week or closing up altogether.
An exhibitor, in speaking of the coal
shortage, said : "' Letters I receive tell me
a scarcity of coal is forcing theatres to
close: At least a dozen houses in
Nebraska closed last week from this one
cause alone. H. O. Peterson, of Genoah,
Neb., just called up, saying he had closed.
In Oakland, la., Hopkins and Larsen, two
of the best little showmen in this territory,
have been forced to cut their show nights
for the first time in their history because
the electric light companj- hgis raised the
price of current.
" The draft is not being felt in the
cities, but it took the young men of the
smaller towns. These young men took
their girls to the show, twice, three or
four times a week. Now, since they have
gone, these girls do not even come. The
exhibitors notice it.
" Epidemics are serious affairs from
which the small town exhibitor cannot recover in an entire season. Bad roads get
the people out of the theatre habit. These
are usual things. But added to them are
the unusual conditions."
All the exchange managers in Omaha
are in sympathy with the small exhibitors
— for the small exhibitors make up the
bulk of the motion picture business out of
Omaha. Here, where the business is still
in its early stages of development, the
pinch is being felt the keenest. The exhibitors, frankly, do not consider the exchanges are treating them square. But
the exhibitors, if observations made at
their meetings and in individual conversations are an indication, never did think
the exchanges were treating them square.
But In the present situation, with the
reel tax, a few more increases in film
rentals, the increased price of posters,
higher living expenses for the exhibitor
and his help and general increase in general of the expenditure of money, the
small exhibitor is growing more and more
bitter toward the exchanges. The larger
exhibitors are inclined to side against their
smaller brothers in business. " Before the
winter is over you will see most of these
small store-room theatres in Nebraska
closed," predicted one of the largest exhibitors in Omaha, Neb., last week.
Nebraska's small theatres are not storerooms, they arc especially built houses and
in most cases are highly ornamental. But
the larger theatre men of the state will
not admit it.
" The small ftieatrc man is foolish to
stay in the business and struggle against
odds which he can never overcome," continued the big exhibitor. " He had Ijetter
get out and get into many of the good
money making avenues now open." This
exhibitor added the quality of films would

Houses

Close

be better, the supply smaller and the business more profitable for the big fellows
was it not for the number of smaller exhibitors.
An Omaha motion picture man, as
widely known as any other film man in the
state, who is in a position to know wheredeclares
the new,
" war amounts
profit "
madeof heonspeaks,
films, both
old and
to hundreds of dollars a month in one
Omaha exchange where he has had access
to them.

BOOKERS

1

Sure Have W armed Up to
that "All Year Round"
Calendar

changes in sending
the exget
istmas
for
out
our
Chr
ren't
did
E
W
membrances this year.
Several hundred of the bookers
are now in possession of the
specially devised Motion Picture News Booker's Calendar —
with the whole year, the figures
in large clear type, all on one
sheet right before their eyes.
No fussing with paste and scissors, as they make their own
home substitutes; no fuming as
they turn over page after page
ty-day
e it's
to
get ona six
p
g-uall
there
one page dat
in —ban
printing on Motion Picture
News Booker's Calendar.
Have you — Mr. Booker — received yours? There are mighty
few left, but we don't want to
overlook anyone. Tell your
manager today that a brief
"from
Sendhimme will
a calendar " note
bring it to you
just as fast as Uncle Sam can
carry it.it. Tell him today — you
need

Jeanne

Hall Finds Welcome on Screen
Jeanne Hall, who has Ijcen featured by
the Film D'Art Corporation, Perry Pictures, in " Auntie's Triumph " and
" Cousins," has found a warm welcome
from patrons of the silent drama, it has
been announced.
Miss Hall entered screen work after a
number of years in stock and vatidcville.
Her early training was secured in stock,
and later she headed her own. company in
vaudeville.
Her particular style of character delinea
tion lends itself admirably, it is said, to the
screen. "
Fire Destroys Philadelphia
Films
Christmas fire caused considerable
damage in the building in Philadelphia occupied by the Ideal Film Company. The
loss is estimated at $20,000. The cause of
the fire was not determined.

j

New

Picture

News

Corporations

A LIST oftionsnew
corporain themotion
Statespicture
of Delaware,
New Jersey and New York for the week
ending December 29 as furnished from the
records of the Corporation Trust Company, IS Exchange Place, Jersey City,
N. J., is as follows'
DELAWARE
NATIONAL FILM STUDIOS, INC.— For
the manufacture of motion picture films. Incorporated inthe sum of $10,000, at Wilmington.
James W. Garlick, Emily Garlock and Henry B.
Cohen, all of Philadelphia, are the interested
ADELPHI MOTION PICTURE CORPORAparties. TION.— A general motion picture producing busmess; incorporated for $100,000, at Wilmington.
F. B. Coigne, C. L. Adams and B. C. Rule, all
of New York City, are the incorporators.
THE COPPERHEAD COMPANY.— Incorporated in the sum of $7,500, for the purpose of
conducting
place ot amusement.
Company
given)of ; Philadelphia,
L. Bankers'
E. Ware,Trust
M.
Rogers and(noD.address
Cameron,
Pa.,
are promoting the project.
NEW JERSEY
TISDALE INDUSTRIAL FILM CORPORATION.— Theatrical proprietors ; amusement enterprises, etc., incorporated of $100,000, at
Newark. The incorporators are, F. Moulton
Tisdale, 130 West Forty-seventh Street, N. Y.
C. ; Maurice J. Zucker, Sadie C. Deixel and
ark, N. J.
Edward
R. McGlynn, 810 ' Broad Street, NewNEW YORK
FILMS OF BUSINESS CORPORATION.—
Advertising and motion picture or otherwise, incorporated for $10,000, at Manhattan. The incorporators are, Camilla Donworth, 64 E. Thirtyfourth Street, N. Y. C. ; Charles Charlton, 108
Convent avenue, N. Y. C. and Elizabeth D. Rathbone, 245 W. Fifty-first Street, N. Y. C.

In and Out of Town
Beverly Griffith, special representative,
LTniversal Film Manufacturing Company,
Universal City, arrived in New York last
week for a short stay, during which time
he will transact important business at the
New York office.
George
P. Jacobs, Cleveland,
manager. O.,
Masterpiece Film Attractions,
spent
Xmas in New York, and during his stay
tory.
contracted
for some independent productions for distribution in the Ohio terriJoseph F. Lee was in Chicago last week
on business. Mr. Lee will visit all the
important cities between New York and
the Coast before his return. A card rebooming.ceived from Mr. Lee says that business is
William Parson, National Film Company, Los Angeles, arrived in New York
last week, and is stopping at the Hotel
Astor. Mr. Parson has " Tarzan of the
Apes " for distribution on the independent
market.
He will be in New York for
several days.
Harry Schwalbe, Philadelphia, associated with Stanley Mastbaum and general
manager exchanges,
of the First
Circuit
wasNational
in New Exhibitors'
York last
week. Mr. Schwalbe attended the opening of the Rivoli theatre.
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Theatres

Recover-

ing Rapidly
Motion picture theatres at Halifax, N. S.,
nearly all of which were damaged badly in
the recent explosion when a munition ship
blew up in the harbor, are recovering from
the havoc wrought, and are gradually getting under way again.
Among the theatres included in the list
of damaged houses are the Casino, Empire,
King Edward,
Orpheus, Acker's
Strand
and the Imperial.
The first Family,
named
was damaged worst of all, and the last
named came off the lightest.
All film exchanges in Halifax have been
hard hit by the explosion, as the houses
have been closed and about six weeks'
idleness is marked up. Paramount and
Universal are said to have the largest
business in Halifax.

Vitagraph

Flies

Service

Flag with 77 Stars
VITAGRAPH'S service flag, containing
seventy-seven stars, was unfurled
over the company's plant in Brooklyn December 27, President Albert E. Smith, raising it on the flag pole. Gladys Leslie, the
little star who recently joined Vitagraph,
sang " The Star Spangled Banner " while
scores of players and studio attaches joined
in the chorus of the national anthem. As
the big banner broke to the breeze the entire company, numbering more than two
hundred men and women, stood at salute.
Every branch of the service has claimed
Vitagraphers since the United States entered the war, and the soldiers and sailors
represent all branches of the big organization, from Victor Smith, brother of the
company's president and former studio
manager, down to the mechanical department of the company. Actors directors,
cameramen, studio attaches and members
of the sales organization now wear the
uniform of Uncle Sam, and several actresses also have been directly affected, Nell
Shipman and Agnes Ayres being two who
Ihave brothers in the army.
Twenty-nine
of theand
company's
sales
force are members
in the service
Walter
W. Irwin, general manager of the Vitagraph distributing organization, takes pride
in the fact that so many of his lieutenants
have gone to the defense of the nation.
Vitagraph's seventy-seven fighters are assured of everything in the way of comforts
while in service, for ever since war was
declared the girls at the studio of the company in Brooklyn and Hollywood have been
dividing their time between knitting and
working, the executives and actors providing the wool. Several months ago, a regular
club was formed at the Eastern studio by
Alice Joyce, Corinne Griffith, Agnes Ayres,
Miriam Miles and others for the purpose
of supplying the Vitagraph boys with sweaters, mufflers, wristles, etc. President Smith,
Earle Williams, Harry Morey, Edward
Earle and other studio leaders made up a
pool to purchase wool and the girls, who
bought wool, have not permitted the work
of knitting to lag for a moment since.

Holiday
Greetings
Swamp
News
Cards were also received from Victor
Christmas
and New
Year Cards,
Eubank, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mullen,
Greetings Via Wire and Other
Jules Timer, Pete Schmid, Arthur M.
Forms of Cheer Pour In
Brilant, Phil Lang, Charles Maigne, Milfrom Every Quarter of
ton E. Hoffman, Edward Earle, Marc Ed- Globe
mund Jones, Arthur Lang, Will C. Smith,
NCREASED
postal rates in no way
Walter Sanford, Lawrence Urbach, Mr.
lessened the flood of Christmas and
and Mrs. M. H. Hoffman, Lyman Fiske
and Lynde Denig, George Kann, Mr. and
New Year's greetings which finds its way
Mrs. Arthur MacManus, Nicholas Power,
to the News office annually. Exhibitors,
Tom Geraghty, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Raver,
producers, players, exchangemen, directors
Fritz Hirsch, Felix Malitz, Sidney Garrett,
Burr E. Clements, Ben H. Grimm, O. F.
Spahr, Mrs. Nellie Anderson, Neil G.
STRAFE
DER
Caward, Harry K. Lucas, Mr. and Mrs.
William W. Hodkinson and W. A. Bach.
KAISER
!
A. MacArthur, Jr., Raymond B. West,
E. M. Porter, Clarence E. Swezey, Joseph
Help Our Boys in France
Grossman, Alfred S. Black, Edward Earl,
''Smoke Him Out!''
J. Stuart Blackton, Slade F. Clark, Martin, Moriarty and Martin, Mr. and Mrs.
Previously acknowlE. Richard Schayer, George Gould, Nat
edged $1,338.06
Rothstein, James L. Hoff, G. W. Landow,
Orpheum
T h eatre, Kalispell,
H. A. Spanuth, Turner and Dahnken, Yale
Mont., F. W.
Photo-Play company, Joe Fisher, Denis J.
Striker, Prop.. .$ 4.07
Sullivan, W. H. Rudolph, William Noble,
Orpheum
T h eWiUiam J. McGrath, Ralph 0. Proctor,
atre, Muncie,
Ind., John J.
Lesley Mason, G. Clayton Heebner, Felix
Malitz and Lionel Dflacroix.
Mulhon
4.07
Mr. and Mrs. Alec Lorimore were also
Grand Theatre,
Juliaetta, Idaho,
represented, their card making a long journey from Sydney, Australia.
J.
F. Hickenbottom
70
Electric Theatre,
Glasgow, Mo.,
Exhibitors Co-operate with
Hannaca &
Government
Morgan
6.91
O. G. Cocks of the National Board of
Piper City, 111. . . . 5.57
Nogales Theatre,
Review and special representative of the
Nogales, Ariz.,
Commission on Training Camp Activities
62.64
F. Diamo
41.32
dealing with commercial amusements, has
returned from a visit to a number of the
camp cities in New England and Virginia,
including the Tidewater section which is
If you want to help$1,400.70
smoke
the most populous Army and Navy center
the Kaiser out, write Motion
in the United States. He reports a genPicture NeWs for particulars regarding the Tobacco Fund.
eral willingness on the part of the exhibitors inthe cities and tow'ns surrounding
the training and embarkation camps to cooperate with the officials of the Governand the business men of the film comment. The motion picture exhibitors are
panies sent messages of cheer and good
striving to furnish the most attidings. Holiday greetings were also re- universally
tractive and entertaining programs both for
ceived by wire, particularly from the Los
the ciyil population and for the soldiers.
Angeles edge of the continent. Bill Hart,
" The demands for service to the Army
Thomas H. Ince and D. W. Griffith sent
word from this quarter. Watterson R. and Nayy are greatest on Wednesdays and
Rothacker wired from Chicago and P. A. Saturdays," says Mr. Cocks. " The State
law in Virginia makes it impossible to
Powers telegraphed the popular sentiment
furnish any form of commercial amuseof a Merry Christmas and a Happy New
ment on Sundays. The exhibitors have
Year.
been more than willing to give the use of
A number of unusual cards were re- their theatres for military entertainments
ceived. Fred Warren of Goldwyn though
on Sundays. This is particuwishing all success called to mind the fact and meetings
larly true of those theatres which are under
that there was much else to think about
by his message, " With the wish for as the direction of the Wells Syndicate."
happy a Christmas and as comfortable
New Year as the prevailing conditions will
Omaha Operators Want
Raise
permit." Victor Saphiro had a comforting
sketch on his card picturing the American
Exhibitors of Omaha, Neb., have been
soldier of democracy lifting the Kaiser
notified that after January 1 the operators
off the earth with his foot. Joe Brandt
50 cents an hour for a day conof Universal, The Exhibitors' Herald, J. will charge
sisting of eight hours. The scale is now
S. Johnston of the Minneapolis Universal
about 35 cents an hour.
Exchange, C. Lang Cobb, Tom Bret, Paul
" Another reason why all of us will have
Gulick and George R. Meeker were among
others who expressed their greetings in a hibitor.
to raise our admission prices," said an exstriking waj'.
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Paramount

Makes
Executive Supervisor Greene Names
Department Heads for New Year
— Lichtman
Looks After
General Distribution

IN assuming executive supervision of
Paramount Pictures Corporation following the announcement of the transfer
of the activities of Hiram Abrams, president, and B. P. Schulberg, general manager, to the development of a new and more
intimate association between Famous-Playors-Lasky Corporation and the motion picture exhibitors, Walter E. Green, president
of Artcraft, gave out last week an outline
of the department heads of the Paramount
organization, effective after January 1, as
follows :
Al Lichtman, who has been general manager of Paramount and Artcraft, will undertake the duties of general manager of
the two distributing organizations. Mr.

Katterjohn Denies
Rumors

Current

Monte M. Katterjohn this week wired
Motion Picture News from Los Angeles
as follows :
" I emphatically deny trade report I have
severed connections with Paralta Plays,
Inc., and not one word of truth in rumor
I have signed with a former employer.
Now writing for Paralta stars, Bessie Barriscale, Louise Glaum, Henry Walthall and
Warren Kerrigan, besides doing big Paralto special stories such as ' Carmen of the
Klondike.'
" Just completing new type of Walthall
story. Have long-time contract with Carl
Anderson, president Paralta Plays, Inc.
Reports perhaps due to recent organization
of private feature corporation, plans for
which cannot be announced at this date."
Film Pirates Make Haul
Broadway

on

Film pirates were busy again in the
Broadway district last week, and made at
least one haul that netted forty reels.
Harlon P. Ross, Jr., of the Ross Film
Delivery, wrote Motion Picture News this
week as follows : Will you please publish
in your paper the enclosed list of reels
stolen with my machine at 48th Street, between 7th Avenue and Broadway, Thursday, December 27, at 10.00 A. M. The
machine has been found, but the reels have
not : Triangle Film Company : " Keystone
Comedy," 2 reels; "Ten of Diamonds," 5
reels ; " A Fallen Star," 1 reel. World
Film Corporation : " Divorce Game," 5
reels. George Klcine : " Truant Lord," 8
reels. Famous Players Exchange: "Antics
of Ann," 5 reels; "Silks and Satins," G
reels (^Sherry's copy); "A Comedy," 1
reel ; " Who's ' Number One,' ? " Episode
No. 7, 2 reels. Pathe Exchange (Newark
Branch ) : " Fatal Ring," No. 13, 2 reels.
New Jersey Metro Film Company: "The
Patriot," 1 reel; also one reel showing the
carniv.Tl at Kcyport, N. J.

More
Changes
Lichtman was one of the first general sales
managers of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, and also general manager of
the Artcraft organization at its inception.
He is one of the best known exchange men
in the entire film industry.
John C. Flinn will remain in charge as
general director of all publicity and advertising of Paramount and Artcraft, and in
addition to the other activities of the department, will continue as director of the
big national advertising campaign, now so
successfully under way.
Frederic Gage, assistant sales manager,
will become general sales manager, and
J. K. Burger will assume charge as head
of a new department of the organization,
the Department of Supplies and Service to
Exchanges.
Norris Wilcox will be office manager of
the organization and J. Albert Thorne will
continue as general purchasing agent.

Cleveland

Exhibitor Draws
a Fine
Jacob Stein, manager of the New Palace
theatre, St. Clair avenue and East Seventeenth street, Cleveland, drew a suspended
sentence of $50 and costs last Friday from
Municipal Judge Samuel E. Kramer.
J. E. Granger, first fire assistant chief,
testified that the safety locks in the theatre were barred November 29, at which
time there was a fire.
Crosse Church Uses
Motion Pictures
The institution of the photoplay plays a
big part in the life of at least one church
every Sunday in La Crosse, Wis. This
is St. Paul's Universalist, of which Leonard E. Blackmer, up-and-going sort of
fellow is pastor. Blackmer believes that
the young man and the young woman, as
well as the boy and girl, is the first part
of his flock to look after. He knew that
their chief pastime was the motion picture
theatre, for he, himself, was a member of
the fan body, and so he took steps to allow his congregation to enjoy at least a
part of their entertainment inside the
church walls.
Sabbath lessons are taught the children
by the aid of the screen. This is believed
to be a brand new venture in the United
States. Special features, on Biblical and
other subjects are frequently shown to the
congregation, and the auditorium is packed
on each occasion.
Photoplay theatre managers co-operate
with Mr. Blackmer. He was up against it
for funds to begin his venture at the start.
So he went to two La Crosse managers,
and put his proposition. They gave threeday performances to aid the church-movie
fund, and within a few days Mr. Blackmer
was sending in an order for an up-to-date
projection machine.
It is probable that within a short time
other denominations will follow the suit
of the Universalists.

Picture

Shortage

News

Felt

by

Saginaw Theatres
Saginaw, Mich., has been hit hard by
the coal shortage. The lack of fuel closed
many
of the
manufacturing
the week
before
Christmas,"establishments
and this did
not aid the theatrical business which is
never too good preceding the holidays. In
addition the street illumination was
dimmed and the electric display announcements in front of theatres and other places
had to be extinguished. Because of tfiis
serious situation it was also proposed that
the motion picture houses and other amusement places be required to close, but up
to this time they have been running as
usual. It was sijggested that churches
might conserve fuel through holding union
services Sunday evening, but the Minis-,
terial association replied that the theatres
should close Sundays first before further
conservation measures were asked of the
churches.

" Struggle
Everlasting "
Shown to Eambs
On Sunday evening, December 30,
through the courtesy of Harry Rapf, " The
Struggle Everlasting," was shown at the
Lambs' Club to the members of the Lambs.
Lamb Edwin Milton Royle, who is the
author; Lamb James Kirkwood, and Lamb
Bennet Musson, who wrote the scenario,
were present.
On account of the private showing of this
it.
picture
taking place the night of the Lambs
Gambol all the Lambs were not able to see

La

Saginaw Manager
Santa Claus

Plays

Manager
A. J. Mich.,
Moeller'played
of the
Franklin
theatre,
Saginaw,
Santa
Claus
host to hundreds of poor children, who
were his guests at a special performance
of the feature film, " Jack and the Beanstalk," Wednesday afternoon, December 26,
the day following Christmas.
The children of the Home for the
Friendless and St. Vincent's Orphans
Home were invited, while Secretary E. E.
Bishop of the Associated Charities, the Salvation Army, and police officials assisted in
gathering together other poor children of
the city for the show, which was given
at 3 p. m. In addition to entertaining the
youngsters Mr. Moeller paid the war tax
on the tickets. Preceding this performance
a special children's matinee was given at
one o'clock, announcement of this having
been made direct to the children of the city
through the public schools.
The production of " Jack and the Beanstalk," played a three days' engagement at
the Franklin theatre, starting Christmas
day. The picture was billed and advertised
like a circus, and in fact the circulars
which were distributed to the homes announced that the film was bigger and better than a circus, and the greatest picture
on earth. Mr. Moeller also carried a picture of a scene from the play on the cover
of his " Weekly Film News."
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Fills

Promises

of

Rothapfel Scores Another Feat with Opening of His Second Big
Broadway House Before an Audience of Notables

THREE days before 1918 — on December 28 — a new year was born into
the film industry. It came with the opening of the Rivoli Theatre —
truly, as its legend says : " The Triumph of the Motion Picture."
Representing the greatest achievement of Samuel L. Rothapfel, the building stands, in its stately Grecian architecture, as a new monument to art.
It, in its physical appearance, promises that inside one may find the perfection
-blend of amusement.
The most notable honor in the history of motion pictures was paid when
President Wilson sent as his representative Col. E. M. House, who with Mrs.
House occupied the presidential box. Hundreds of New York's notables
were there, every star of the film world within reaching distance, nearly every
man whose name means anything in the silent art.
Critical Judges
December 28 was a notable day because
it proved that the motion picture has won
the triumph of winning the most critical of
Broadway — the most severe judges in the
-world — the ones that are always looking
for failure amid success. One has only
ito recall that when Rothapfel opened the
Strand the wiseaCres stood around and
waited for the few days to come when it
Avould close — and when the Rialto was
created the hands went into the air and
'.there was moaning over " the fools who
■wasted
theirthemoney."
And scored
anothersuchdaya
came when
Rialto had
success that the men who had made it
put their hundreds of thousands of dollars into another motion picture palace.
The Rivoli was not ready when it
opened. " We crpened it on nerve," said
Mr. Rothapfel. " We had no right in the
"world to throw open the doors, but the
staff was so confident that we could put
it over that we did. It was simply another
case of organization conquering." Here
is the sort of a tribute that Mr. Rothapfel
paid his employees in his initial program
at the Rivoli :
" I have been extremely fortunate in
having a trained and loyal staff to assist
in the task of preparing our initial entertainment here. They have worked shoulder
Rivoli Theatre, Broadway
to shoulder with me so long that adjustbeauties of the house. And then the
ing the multifarious details of this program seemed little more than an elaborate
magician's hand was waved :
One was seated and the eye traveled to
rehearsal of the hundreds we had prethe wonderful dome, something on the style
pared before."
of that at the Rialto, but even richer in its
And when the initial performance had
■ended throngs crowded into the office of
lighting
blending possibilities,
of colors. Itofl:'ering
may bethe
saidfullest
here
Mr. Rothapfel to shake his hand and to
tell him of the wonder that he had
that ■ little — comparatively little — was atachieved. And as pleased as a boy with
tempted in the way of lighting eft'ect on the
Hs first triumph, he begged for criticisms
opening night, for all things were not developed as they were a few days later.
and pointed out what was wrong and
showed where the errors would be changed
And when one's curiosity was aroused by
the heavy curtain that hung from the proand the presentation bettered. And twentyscenium arch with only a few chairs for the
four hovu-s later the changes had been
orchestra before it, one wondered whether
made, the little kinks straightened out and
the wonder work of the master achieved.
there was to be only a small orchestra until
the curtain went up and revealed the fifty
Great Demand for Seats
musicians with Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld in
With the zero winds blowing, men and
charge. And as the lights burst through
women stood before the doors long bethe proscenium arch — " The Conservatory
fore they were opened. Speculators ofof Jewels," the big audience applauded.
fered almost any price for tickets which
were not for sale. And then, as the " Victory of Democracy "
throngs'
they wonderment
blocked the atlobby
The opening was " The Victory of
and
the passed
aisles inin,their
the
Democracy," an original conception by Mr.

Triumph
Rothapfel, with the music especially written by Dr. Reisenfeld. As originally produced it was in eight episodes, but it was
regarded as much too long and it was
afterwards cut down from thirty to seventeen minutes — proof that the creator of
this new house knows errors when he himself makes them. Mary Lawton appeared in the role of " History " and
alternated in recitals with Forrest Robinson as " The Reader." The first episode
told of the coming of the Pilgrims, the
second of the Minute Men, the third of
Bunker Hill, the fourth of the first
Stars and Stripes in Battle, the BatHymn of and
thePerishing
Republic,"
Lincolntle
at Gettysburg,
in France.

at Forty-Ninth Street
" The inVictory
" was
ushered
with theofcallDemocracy
of the trumpets,
sounding the theme of the hymn, the principal melody of which was the message
of " Better Daj's to Come." Gently the
different instruments took over the call
of the trumpets and brought the first part
of the composition to a heroic climax.
The movement, played by the stringed instruments, counterpointed with chimes,
led into a h\mn sung by a boy soprano
and then in its wake came the word pictures of the various episodes and "then
the finale sung by the chorus with ringing
of chimes and the counterpoint of the
national anthem. And these were the
words :
" In the breath of the tempest glad tidings ring,
'Tis
a p3Ean itforrollsfreemen
the king.
In thunder
from ;thea dirge
heavenforabove
And falls on the flowers Avith bounty of love.
The Liberty Legions sweep on through the sea.
While over them flutters the Flag ot the Free.
Our millions united have answered the call
For the rights of the world and Freedom ot all."
Too long though it was the audience was
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wonderfully moved and as the orchestra
countorpointcd with the national anthem
the huge audience arose to its . feet and
cheered. But when it sat it was silent.
And there was psychology- to this. " Do
\ou know why the public did not applaud
afterwards," Mr. Rothapfel asked, " it's a
ver>' simple little thing. In the Rivoli
the seats rise with you. When the people
started to sit down they had to use one
hand to lower the seats. One cannot applaud with one hand, can one ? "
Ended tcith Tableaux
This spectacle closed w ith a magnificent
tableau introducing the Rivoli chorus and
representing all of the allied nations, with
Victory- and America. Flags of all nations w-ere there, and they combined with
music and song and scenic settings to
leave an impression that will be everlasting.
Following this came one of Robert
Bruce's Educational Film scenics, "A
World of Dreams," a picture of which
Broadway is still talking. It is Mr.
Bruce's conception of an ideal scenic, embracing some in
of his
the tour
finestof " the
shotscountry.
" that
he has taken
.\nd with these splendid views of mountains and water and snow and grandeur
there was played the andante from Dvorak's "New World Symphony." Many
times during this the audience broke into
applause.
Eugene Cowles appeared next in " A
Reminiscence — Should auld acquaintance
be forgot," and here a w^onderful effect
was achieved. Just near the end of the
song the curtain parted and there appeared the gypsy girl reclining on a couch,
and as the singer went to seek her the
curtain — the curtain of time — closed, blotting out the past. And with the night
lights the full effect of the memory was
given.
Then came the Rivoli Animated Pictorial, which opened with the playing of the
Rialto March. Then came the presentation— in pictures — of the combined staffs
of the Rivoli and Rialto, and then a specially made cartoon by Hy Mayer showing
the stork bearing the baby Rivoli to its
little sister, the Rialto. " Somebody's Coming to My House " was played by the orchestra, and the audience was humming
the tune a second later. It added an intimate touch.
With the Animated
Scenes at the Great Lakes training station, with the Sousa band, were first
shown, and then the orchdstra began
" Semper Fidelis," the official march of the
marines and written by Sousa. It was
played with eight trumpets and three
drums, achieving a most martial effect.
" Sport* of the Navy " followed, with a
one-step being played. Then came the exclusive picture of the human American flag
— a big patriotic thrill— which was shown
to the music of " Jack Tar March," and
then toward the end " Stars and Stripes,"
a third of the Sousa compositions. Then
came logging scenes with an allegro by
Tschaikowsky, followed by the launching
of the first sailing vessel in the Government more-ship campaign, while the orchestra played " Sailing." Followed sorne
wonderful pictures of seals, a human lit-
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tle touch before another thrill — that of the
English war bond sale, which aroused
great enthusiasm as one of the tanks appeared, and the orchestra counterpointed
with " God Save the King." This was
followed by a cartoon showing Uncle Sam
as the Santa for Belgium, and then a most
unusual novelty, " American Achievement," which was shown to " American
Fantasy " by Victor Herbert. This by
clever mechanical arrangementsi — on the
order of the studies in mud that have already been shown at the Rialto, showed
Morse, Lincoln, Bell, Fulton, Edison, Liberty and then Wilson, and as the President appeared the orchestra broke into
" Red, White and Blue." There was a
clever ending with a gnome appearing on
a step on which " Thank you " was carved.
The weekly closed with a salute by the
fourteen little pages of the Rivoli.
This was followed by Vieuxtemps " Air
Varic," a solo by Alberto Bachman and
then Mr.> and Mrs. Sydney Drew appeared
in " Her First Love." Both of these numbers were cut from the regular program
for the week, being, given only on the
opening night. This was followed by a
dance interlude by young women of the
Luigi Albcrticri school. First was the
dance " By the Brook " and then a minute,
'■ Comedy and Tragedy " which ended by
the two dancers parting the curtain for the
feature.
Special scenes were made for ■ the opening of the feature — Douglas Fairbanks ' in
■' A Modern Musketeer," showing him
riding up to tlie curtain and then a hug'e
close up that covered the full screen. This
feature was especially selected for the opening because of its unusual excellence and it
left the audience applauding strenuously
as the orchestra, standing broke into " The
'AndSpangled
then the
bright lights were up
Banner."
St^r
again. A new day had been horn into the
motion picture.
Triumph of the Picture
Of what is the triumph of the Rivoli?
With an unanimity never known before
from the New York press every paper in
the city hailed the opening as a wonderful
triumph — as a triumph for the Rothapfel
presentation of music and lights and scenic
effects. But the picture is the thing. Read
word from Mr. Rothapfel in the opening
announcement :
" To my friends in the motion picture
industry I wish to say that the keystone
of our programs will always be the screen.
Some have attriljuted the popularity of The
Rialto to the music, the lighting, the service, or the surroundings. We who are behind the scenes know that it is the picture
which has made all those possible. It is
the picture which has brought good music
to the masses as part of their daily lives.
It was the picture which inspired our experiments incolor illumination, and it was
the picture which won for itself such universal popularity that it became worth
while to provide for it an environment of
the sort we have created here."
Last week a description of the new house
was printed. It need only be said that a
view of the house filled every expectation.
Built something on the order of the Rialto,
the house has a novelty of a semi-dome,
with varied illumination to the rear of the
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house and, of course, the " Conservatory
of Jewels " which, with its lighting system
working effectively offers a chance for
steps ahead in illuminating effects. Besides that the house will be perfumed for
special occasions, and with the big Rivoli
chorus, the dancers and the many novelties
that Mr. Rothapfel has planned, this new
I'riumph of the Motion Picture promises to
amaze the world with " always something
new " week after week."
Jaxon

Serial Awakes
usual Interest

Un-

THEFilm
publicity
department
of General
Company
stands behind
the
statement that no announcement made in
many months has aroused the interest
among exhibitors as has that of " A
Daughter of Uncle Sam," the Jaxon serial
to be released through General Film Company-, beginning January 19. The novelty
of a one-reel serial which will fit into any
program has been sufficient, according to
General, to stir up an unusual amount of
enthusiasm among exhibitors, many of
whom are said to be writing in to congratulate General Film upon its decision to
release something that the company claims
to be sensible and entirely different in
the way of a serial.
Perhaps the greatest attraction " A
Daughter of Uncle Sam " will have for the
exhibitor is that General promises crowded .
into one reel the action usually found
in a two-reel serial episode, eliminating
a great deal of waste in time and film.
Dull moments and draggy scenes are said
to have been absolutely eliminated, insuring the maximum of entertainment value.
This short-length serial is designed to fit
into any program at any part.
The revelations regarding spy plots and
German intrigues in the United States
will no doubt give the picture fans of the
country twelve episodes of the snappiest
and most suspenseful story. The timely
nature of the spy plot exposures, with the
other features of Uncle Sam's home
preparations for the war, have given the
Jaxon serial sufficient advertising value
to make it worth while in every nook and
corner of the country. Many incidents
featured in " A Doughter of Daring " are
said to be founded upon real sensations
which have occurred while intrigues and
spy plots were being foiled.
Victor

Film Starts Serial
Campaign
The Victor Film Service in Cleveland is
getting all its advertising ready for an extensive campaign for its new serial, " The
Bull's Eye," which promises to be as popular as " The Mystery Ship." Several local
houses are already dickering for first run
week engagements, but no contracts have
been signed as yet.
" Serials have been unusually good this
season," said L. C. Thompson of the serial
department of the Victor Film. Six downtown houses are running " The Mystery
Ship " one or two days a week, and the
Priscilla runs it every day. The Corona
theatre, on East Eighth street and Prospect
avenue, runs a different serial every day in
the week."
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J. SEIGEL is doing a
thriving business in
the Antioch theatre,
Antioch,.Neb., a town of ten
J
people. This is the smallest
town in Nebraska to have a
motion picture theatre. But
just outside the boundary lines
of the town of Antioch are big
potash mills, built in haste
since the waste lakes of potash
in Nebraska have begun to

The town in which this theatre is located has a population of TEN PEOPLE

make millionaires out of a few college boys who realized the war would shut off: this nation's
supply from outside. In these mills work scores of people who crowd the Antioch theatre
every night. The theatre seats' 100. Mr. Seigel is now building a theatre of 300 — " One of
the best little houses in the state, too," he says.

Muir Confirms Canada
Condition Statement
The serious state of affairs in the motion
picture industry, as outlined by Samuel
Goldfish recently in his sensational interview, finds ample confirmation in a statement on conditions in Western Canada
made by J. R. Muir, owner and manager
of a chain of theatres in British Columbia, including the Dominion of Vancouver,
the Dominion theatre of Victoria, the
Dominion of Nanaimo and many other
houses in those and neighboring cities, according to Goldwyn.
"The film business is in a critical condition, from the exhibitor's quite as much
as from the manufacturer's point of view.
Of course, we have the Canadian war tax
to face out there, as well as a local levy,
and the new Victory Loan. I feel that the
last-named, while it is the largest begetter
of economy among theatre patrons, is also
purely transitory. In a short time, the
pocketbooks will be adjusted to the new
outlay and people's normal and constant
craving for amusement will rule.
" But I know, as Mr. Goldfish contends,
that exhibitors everywhere in Canada, as
in the United States, are suffering from
the upward tendency in rentals, due to lack
of organization among the producers and
to reckless bidding for stars. It is the exhibitor and his patrons who have made
these players famous, and when they hold
out for huge sums of money which prevent producers from making legitimate
profits off any but excessive rentals, they
are biting the hand that has fed them."

Exhibitors

Plan

Various Organizations May Get Together in February at Exposition
in Grand Central Palace in
New York
VARIOUS nected
exhibitors'
organizations
with the motion
picture conindustry and their locals in a number of
cities in Eastern states plan to convene at
the Motion Picture Exposition in Grand
Central Palace during the week of Februarj' 2 to 10, which is to be held under
the auspices of the National Association
of the Motion Picture Industry and the
Motion
Exhibitors'
League.
This Picture
convention
has been
transferred
from Buffalo to New York in view of the
fact that the exposition is to be a gathering of unprecedented importance and affords the most advantageous time and
place to hold a convention. Associations
in the states of New York, New Jersey
and all of the New England states will be
represented, while those west of New York
will be represented to no small degree.
Despite the usual holiday rush in the
motion picture industry, considerable progress has been made during the past week
in securing new exhibitors for the exposition. Eleven more concerns were added
to the already large list of exhibitors
who have contracted for space and many
more will be closed by January 1, as many
of the communications addressed to Manager Frederick H. Elliott state, "We shall
close up a contract for an exhibit upon
the return of our president, who is on a

Convention

holiday that
trip at
present."executives
Indeed, of
it ismotion
quite
evident
numerous
picture companies are taking much needed
holiday vacations.
Members of the two organizations under
whose auspices the exposition is being
promoted who are qualified to judge declare that the outlook for a huge exposition is most promising, in spite of war
conditions. This opinion is based to some
extent upon the fact that other big industrial expositions in Grand Central Palace
already are assured financial successes.
The Automobile Show has sold every inch
of its available space and has had to refuse space to nearly one hundred applicants. The Motor Boat Exposition has
allotted most of the space on its two floors,
while the International Flower Show in
March will have more exhibitors than ever
before. Yet, all of these might be termed
expositions of luxuries, whereas the motion picture industry cannot rightly be
classed as a luxury industry, as it is the
lowest priced form of recreation in the
world and directly appeals to the masses —
rich and poor alike — more so than any
other industry, and as is well known " an
individual, a communit}-, a nation, cannot
prosper without amusement."
Ben Harris Gets Married
Ben Harris, of the Masterpiece Film Attractions, of Philadelphia, was married
December 23 to Miss Sarah Liebowitz.
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Commission on Training Camp Activities Deeply Interested in
Having Exhibitor Co-operation — National Board
Develops Spirit
THE Training
War Department's
Commission
Camp Activities,
evidently onis
deeply interested in having the co-operation of exhibitors of motion pictures in
the cities and towns surrounding the eighty
or more training camps in the United
States. " For some months," said Joseph
Lee, member of the commission, in an interview, "the National Board of Review
lias assisted us in developing a co-operative spirit between the field representatives
of the commission in the training camp
cities, and the exhibitors. This board continues to give us this valued assistance,
^uite generally our representatives have
found the exhibitors ready and willing to
serve the Government in furnishing attractive entertainments to the enlisted men.
This spirit is characteristic also of the producers of films who have already placed
on the market many feature pictures which
have helped to bind together the civilian
population and the soldiers.
" We have just received the assurance
from Charles P. Pettijohn, general manager of the American Exhibitors' Association, Indianapolis, Ind., that the members of this association have endorsed the
•work of the commission and ha\ e pledged
their support in so far as they are able
to be of service in the communities adjacent to the camps. The practical assistance of these managers and exhibitors will
render much easier one part of the work
of the commission.

Appreciated
"We have requested Mr. Pettijohn to
suggest the following definite things which
the exhibitors may do and are convinced
that such assistance will be of decided
value :
"1. Care in the selection of feature pictures, especially during the periods of
leave of the camp population. This is to
avoid pictures which are roughly designated as ' vampire ' and ' sex ' pictures.
" 2. Greater thought in booking dramas
and comedies which are especially attractive to men during these off-duty
periods.
" 3. The submission of feature programs
in advance to the representatives of the
commission each week, so that they may be
advertised in the camps and in those places
frequented by the enlisted men.
" 4. An expression of willingness to have
their theatres used both for the camp population and the townspeople, for community
activities on Sunday afternoons and evenings. This will enable our field representatives to plan community meetings at a
time when the streets are filled with men
in uniform.
" 5. Offers of assistance with the few
special benefits which may be planned by
the local committees and the commission's
representatives when funds are needed for
community purposes.
" We have discovered that most effective
results in building up a cordial spirit in the
camp communities require various methods
of treatment. Modifications of such a plan
as outlined may be necessary. The commission therefore bespeaks from the exhibitors of the United States a friendly
willingness to assist the field representatives of the commission."

Four Companies
Turn
Out Keystones
story, which was prepared by Director of
COMEDY production is said to be going
Production Albert Glassmirc, will have a
along at a rapid rate since the Trikick in the finish, which it is said will come
angle-Keystone forces have become accustomed to their new quarters at the Triangle
totally unexpected, making the whole plot a
Culver City studios and the four companies
riddle until the last scene is flashed upon
the screen. The exact nature of the story
making two-reel Keystone comedies have
productions well under way. two of them
is being closely guarded, as original comedy
already near completion.
ideas are as rare as meat on Tuesdays, but
Charles Avery, who is making one-reel
the statement that Harry Gribbon has been
Triangle Komedics, has already completed
cast in the role of a " city slicker," with
one story and has started on another, en" taking " ways similar to his performance
titled Fork
"
Over," since moving to the in " Stars and Bars," is enough to assure
new " lot." His present story has a cast in- all that the picture will not lack laughs or
cluding Max Asher, Harry Depp, Alatia
suspense. Mario Bianchi, familiarly known
Marton, Nate Salmon, Rose Carter and
on the Triangle Culver City lot as
Arthur Moon. Harry Depp is aiipearing in " Frcnchy," but who in reality is an Italian,
an original make-up which he created some
is playing the role of a German policeman
in this comedy.
time ago and which made such a hit willi
Albert Glassmirc that Depp may use it as a
permanent make-up in the future.
Director Reggie Morris is " shooting " Fairbanks May Film Picexterior scenes this week for " Did She Do
ture in Cleveland
WronK?" which will feature Harry Gribbon, supported by a capable cast, including
Douglas Fairbanks may spend a couple
of weeks in Cleveland next .spring taking a
Myrtle Bianclii,
Lind, F'rank
Boon,Morantc
Dora Rodgcrs.
Mario
Milljurn
and Mai
picture. He annoimced at one time that he
(Slim) St. Clair. Both Morris and Gribwas going to make a film with scenes taken
bon are enthusiastic about the story, which
in six different cities. Last week the manthey are confident will smash all previous
agement of the Mall and Alhamhra thelaugh records for Keystone comedies. The
atres wrote to him asking him If) include
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Attorney

Praises

" Public

RENOWNEDTION which
PICTURES
has recently
purchased
" CORPORADefender
the United States
and Canadian rights to
Harry Raver's production, " The Public
Defender," are in receipt of a letter from
Arthur Butler Graham, who has specialized
on legal procedure and practice as relating
to the motion picture, in which he speaks
in the highest terms of this screen version
of Mayer C. Goldman and Frank W. Harris' propaganda story, "The Public Defender." Both Mr. Goldman and Mr. Harris are members of the New York Bar. Extracts from Mr. Graham's letter follow :
"I viewed 'The Public Defender' at the
trade showing at Hotel Astor, principally
because I was anxious to see how you
would treat such an important subject in
motion pictures. To put it mildly, I was
agreeably surprised. Any legal subject is
difficult of presentation in motion pictures
because of the many details that must be
woven into the luifolding of the story. The
audience is frequently required to pay close
attention to these details and to think
rather than seek amusement without mental
effort. 'The Public Defender' swings
along with fine dramatic action. I was interested from first to last. T was highly
pleased with the capable acting and I was
astonished at the high quality of direction
that could present a subject of this character, filled with complex details in such
an easy and natural manner as to hold the
keen interest of the audience and maintain
it in suspense to the last. You have succeeded in achieving a photodrama in ' The
Public Defender' that is at once virile, remarkably effective and highly enterprising."

Cleveland as one of the six cities and to
he the guest of the photoplay followers
while in Cleveland. Fairbanks answered
that he would luidoubtedly include Cleveland in his itinerary.
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What

Kind

of

a Fellow
Is —
William A. Johnston

Rothapfel?
" Understand ? Keep 'em
ELLO, S. L.!"
Hello, W. A. ! "
want
to talkNo,
to anybody.
all out.
I don't
" How
do you feel,
How's
the
house
runL.?"Rothapfel grabbed
S.Mr.
ning? Packed, eh? Line
You must know music to interview Rothapfel —
a desk ruler and waved
^ blocking traffic on the
you need this bar to read the interview.
sidewalk? Well, get the
it like a baton.
etc.,.Nc
Captain
of
Police.
Tell
1
I can't help it. Understand? Tell
" Ta-dee-dee-da. Ta-da-ta-da-de-dum ! " (Bar of music)
" Whicli means — ? "
himMr.it'sRothapfel
not my fault."
winked and plaj'ed a few happy bars on his
"That I never felt better—
desk blotter, interpretative of struggling, pushing-crowds,
" But if you feel better — "
Ta-da-da-dum ! etc. "Isn't it wonderful? ' Then — " how did you like the
" Te rum bum ! " responded Mr. Rothapfel.
dum bum!"
(Bar of music).
Rivoli
" Greatopening?
! " we "replied. " Wizardry ! "
" Meaning — ? "
"
What's
that? "
" Meaning ' I simply couldn't stand it.' "
Dr. Reisenfeld
" Wizardry," we repeated.
" Don't you think, S. L., that we better
" Yes," argued S. L. " But, honestly, W. A., I've got
up to act as interpreter."
all the nonsense
the
"No! No! Now look, W. A., let's cut outget
greatest plans ! Draw up your chair and I'll Well,
tell you.
I
can't
either,"
he
added
sorrowfully.
"
I
don't
dare.
But
they're
Let's begin right now — "
serious. regarded
andMr.be Rothapfel
me solemnly for a few minutes Then
great! Revolutionary, why, I'm going to — no, I mustn't givehe spoke.
what can
"W. A.," said he,
about, S.
we
talk
" I concede that
it "away."
Let's talk about
greatare the
you est
editor in the
ourselves," suggestworld ; now what
ed Mr. Rothapfel.
do you think of
What Others Sav
? " also, looked
meWe,
" He believes comsolemn.
pletely in himself,,
" Of course," said
Mr. Rothapfel as
as
all men whoaredo doing
big
we remained solemn
and s i 1 e n t— " o f
sogthings.
e n i o uBut
s and
1 yhe's
happy
boyishly
incourse, if you don't
think it's policy to
over his success
say it— in view of
that you enjoy it
your many exhibitor readers — why,
"alone.
" He standsL?"
He
don't have to."
you" No,"
said we
Others
try to studywith him."
h i s principles o f
a bit. " We're
screencraft. But
after
a fearless paper, we
he's doing n e w"
concede it."
" Concede what? "
things
"His while
w o r k thei sasked Mr. Rothapfel, carelessly.
students are busy.""
" That you are
" He is indefati"He intuitively
the world's greatspontaneous."
est exhibitor. That
you are the Belasco
knows his audienceof the screen."
— any kind
"Ha!" said Mr.
he of audloves his
Rothapfel. "But
never
why did you hesitate?"
" Why concede it
" gable."
Works harder
at all," we argued,
" He's
w
.- a genius."'
ienc
o
"when everybody
rk e."
than
any exhibitor
I ever knew — is the
does?
Mr. " Rothapel
only exhibitor I
brightened all over
ever knew who
like lights, the
tires.
" a perpetual"
lights of his theatre
isn't
" No ! I never
over a sunrise
scene on the screen.
even heard him hint
" Ta-de-da - da that he'd like to be
da - da ! "
" Can out-hurrah
"Star Spangled
Banner," we intergrouch."
George
M. Cohan
preted as Mr. Rothahis
producer."
shows,
but doesinapfel suddenly grabit with a knack that
bed a telephone.
takesand the
" Don't let me be
out
makesshoddyyou)
Jwo of A/ew YofAs -/Tnest
JuTomob',/mQ /s his favorite pastime.
disturbed," he ordered the operator.
like it."
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Executive

Fox Film Corporation this week announces that it has appointed J. J. Raymond of New York and Boston to the
executive staff and that his sole duty
will be the promotion of the exhibitors'
interest. He will be the exhibitors' representative inthe box-office and it will be
his endeavor, it is announced, to supplement the publicity and advertising now
being done and extend his work to the
problems of management, especially toward showing the exhibitor how to increase and hold patronage.
During twenty-five years, Mr. Raymond
has had experience with every branch of
the show business. He began with road
attractions and then was connected for a
long time with George C. Tilyou at
Steeplechase, Coney Island. For the past
ten years he has been special representative and a considerable portion of the
time has been associated with Gordon
Brothers, who operate a chain of motion
picture houses in New England. He has
also written frequently for trade publications concerning motion picture problems.
In commenting on the announcement,
General Manager W. R. Sheehan said:
" ' How would that appeal to the exhibitor?' isa question constantly arising
in various departments of a producer's
organization. It will be part of Mr. Raymond's duty to answer this inquiry.
" Try as they may, men who are not
constantly in touch with exhibitors, or
who do not thoroughly understand exhibitors' problems, are likely at times to
lose the point of view we are always
striving to maintain. We do not want
even occasional deviations, so we have
placed at the disposal of our departmental
chiefs a man who has had practical dollars

to

Exhibitors'

Aid

J.Interests
J. Raymond
Will Represent
at theWho
Headquarters
of the Exhibitors'
Fox Film
CorporaSion
and cents experience in every branch of
the amusement business. He will devote
his cntFre time to answering questions and
offering suggestions within the organization and to directly helping exhibitors."

Third Floor Back" Ready for Screen
arc, until the Stranger makes his appearIT was announced from the Herbert
ance in their midst. He brings order out
Brenon offices last week that the finishof
chaos,
and happiness where misery
ing touches have been given to " The Passreigned.
ing of the Third Floor Back," Herbert
The cast includes Molly Pearson, Ketty
Erenon's latest production.
Galanta, George Le Gucre, Augusta HaviThe last scenes were " shot " at the
land and others.
Brenon studios about ten days ago, and
since that time Mr. Brenon has been working night and day supervising the cutting,
and making the titles, with the result thai
Cameraman-Soldier Nails
the announcement is made of the third
Absurd Rumor
Brenon production to see the light of day
within the past four months.
Carl von Hoffman, former motion picture cameraman for Griffith and with variThose who have seen " The Passing of
ous of the producing companies, who is
the Third Floor Back" pronounce it a
decided step forward in the development
now a first lieutenant in the Signal Reof the screen.
serve Corps of Uncle Sam's army, was in
From all accounts, this production, in New York on furlough during the Christmast period in direct contradiction of unwhich Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson
founded rumors that he had been interned
makes his bow before American screen
as an enemy alien.
audiences, is destined to have a wide appeal. The picture, in every way, it is said,
Lieutenant von Hoffman, during a visit
comes up to the high standard that Mr.
to the office of Motion Picture New.s, deBrenon has set for himself.
clared his belief that these rumors, which
found a rath* warm welcome in the colThe scene is laid in England, in a London lodging house in Bloomsbury Place.
umns of a weekly vaudeville paper dealing
The action centres around the human
mainly with scandal of the profession, were
foibles and weaknesses of the little comthe result of personal malice. Despite his
munity who make this house their home.
name, Hoffman is Russian born, but an
A disagreeable, unhappy assortment they American througjj and thi:ough.
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Training
Camp
Uses
Screen in Motor Section
The instructive as well as the entertaining value of motion pictures has been recognized b)'the officers of Camp Herring in
East Peoria, where men are enlisted to receive training in the motor section of the
Ordnance Department of the Government.
Camp Herring has been recently provided
near the Holt manufacturing plant, where
the Holt Caterpillars (tanks) now in use on
tlie battlefields of Europe are made. Several hundred men are there given instruction in the methods of operating these
tanks, and one of the first forms of the instruction to be presented to the new recruits was a series of motion pictures showing the tanks in the process of construction and later in action. These pictures
are to be presented from time to time, as
it is believed by the managers of the Holt
Company that this is a clearly defined way
of placing the system before the soldiers.
In addition to this instruction which is
to be given through the motion pictures,
the Camp Herring men are also to have
pictures as one of their principal forms of
entertainment. One such entertainment has
already been given for them, and later at
a meeting held by the fraternal organizations »of the city who are planning recreation for the men, decision was made to use
motion pictures programs each week. Practically every fraternal order of the city was
represented at the meeting when motion
pictures as a wholesome and instructive
form of entertainment were indorsed.
"Public Defender"
into Library

Goes

" The Public Defender," in book form,
which was written by Mayer C. Goldman,
attorney of New York City, and which
furnished the theme for Harry Raver's
photodramatic production of the same
name, has been added to the files of the
New York Public Library.
The screen version of " The Public Defender "was written by Mayer C. Goldman
and Frank W. Harris, the latter being also
a member of the New York bar. As a motion picture production " The Public Defender," which presents a trio of stars in
the persons of Frank Keenan, Alma HanIon and Robert Edeson, has received high
praise men,
from
manyand ofjurists,
New York's
clergyeducators
and bids
fair
to become one of the most talked about
photodramas of the coming year.
The Renowned Pictures Corporation controls theUnited
rights of
" TheandPublic
Defender "
for the
States
Canada.
Marcus

Loew Stops Off in
Cleveland
Marcus Loew was in Cleveland for one
day last week, accompanied by Aaron
Jones, Al Lichtman and Maurice Asher.
His presence in the city gave rise to the
rumor that he has it under contemplation
to buy several local theatres, but he said
he had nothing definite to announce yet.
From Cleveland, Mr. Loew went to Toledo to inspect the Valentine theatre, which
he bought several months ago.

January

Pathe's Name Suggested
for High Honor
A La Crosse (Wis.) newspaper of recent
date, in commenting upon the suggestion of
M. Pathe's name for a place in the French
Academy, said : " From France comes the
news that M. Pathe, whose name is associated with the first motion pictures seen in
this country, is suggested for the place in
the French Academy vacated by the death
of Jules Claretie. Will he get it? " asks
Book News Monthly, and they go on to
say whether
: " Hardly.
It is anit.open
as
to
he deserves
But question
even if he
is refused he'll be in good company.
"It refused
will be remembered
Verne
was
admittance that
to Jules
the French
Academy because his novels were considered years ago but fanciful dreams. But
Verne's dreams are now realities. His
stories will never die.
" And now Pathe's name is suggested for
the honor of the old French society. Per-^
haps one is incapable of looking at it from
the angle of the Frenchman, but one thing
is certain ; Pathe's name will live as long
as the screen lives. Why should his native
land wait until years after his death to do
him honor."
Chicago
Film asMagnate's
Son EnHsts
Private
James Hobart Hutchinson, eldest son of
Samuel S. Hutchinson, president of the
American 'Film Company, Inc., of Chicago,
who is enlisted with the First Company
Military Police, 310 Train, Eighty-fifth Division, at Camp Custer, Michigan, writes
that army life is the life for him.
Mr. Hutchinson, who was a student of
Armour's Technical Institute, enlisted the
minute he was twenty-one, which was early
in December. He chose the Military Police
because of his love for horsemanship in
which he excels. He enlisted as a private
on principle and proposes to win his commission on his merits.
" Uncle Sam needs men in the ranks," he
argued. " Everybody cannot be officers,"
and tumbled right into service, being one of
many rich men's sons who have taken this
same practical and manly viewpoint.
Strand
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Entertains Crippled
Children
The management of the Strand theatre,
New York, turned the theatre over to the
benefit of over three thousand crippled children from various asylums in and about
New York City on ' Christmas morning.
A special program prepared under the
personal direction of Managing Director
Harold Edel was presented to the unfortunate kiddies, the feature of which was
the new Paramount picture starring Marguerite Clark, " The Seven Swans." The
popular star herself appeared and told
several amusing little incidents in connection with the production of this film which
brought shouts of laughter from the youthful audience. Special music to delight the
children and fairy tales by Mrs. Winifred
Gracie were included in the morning's entertainment.

CAN

HE

GET

AWAY

WITH

THEM

?

R. H. Cochrane, Vice-President of the Universal Film Co.,
sat down the other day and tapped off on his typewriter the
following list of his activities for the month of January:
Jan.
Raise hell with exhibitors.
Jan. 1 — Resolve not to do any more
Find15 —reason.
fighting in the picture business.
Jan.
16— Send money to National AsJan. 2 — Raise hell with employees.
sociation.
Jan.
3
—
Fight
with
the
trade
papers,
over anything.
Jan.
17 — Think
five-reel
feature.up strong title for
Jan. 4 — Sign contract for something.
Jan.
sors.18 — Change title to please cenJan. 5 — Try to get out of contract
signed yesterday.
Jan. 19 — Change again to please exhibitors.
Jan. 6 — Raise the devil with other
Jan.
20 — Order posters for new title.
producers.
Jan. 7 — Send money to National As- Jan. 21 — Change posters after changsociation.
22ing—title.
Send money to National AsJan. 8 — Threaten to resign from As- Jan.
sociation.
sociation, for any reason.
Jan. 23 — Tell Johnston his paper is
Jan. 9 — Raise hell with other exchange men.
getting better.
Jan. 24 — Give Johnston hell for not
Jan. 10 — Send money to National Asgiving us enough publicity.
sociation.
Jan. 25 — Hire some stars.
Jan. 11— Order new contract blanks.
day.12 — Cancel order given ^yesterJan.
Jan. 26
27 — Fire
Stop 'em.
making war pictures.
Jan. 13 — Announce the greatest pic- Jan. 28 — Make more war pictures.
ture ever made.
Jan.
29 — Send money to National Association.
Jan. 14 — Announce a still better one.

General
Denies
Re- Alignment
oughly organized than before, better qualiContinues to Present Itself as Service
fied to give service.
System in Distribution of Film
" The company realizes that the only
for Any Number
way for the free lance producer to surfacturers of Manuvive is to concentrate his capital upon production, and not to divert any part of it
into free lance distribution. Being a
CONSIDERABLE prominence has been
given General Film Company during
strictly service organization with long exthe last ten days in connection with a
perience in national distribution of motion
variety of surmises of impending repicture product, devoted to giving this
alignments inthe motion picture industry.
service to film manufacturers, large and
A statement from the company makes it small, and to rendering an exact accounting
plain that so far as it is concerned the
of sales and proceeds to them. General
Film leads the way from the errors and
wildest kind of guesswork has been emfrightful waste of ordinary distribution.
ployed.
It is dedicated to advanced methods of
Said an official of General Film : " Following the agreement by which the Paralta
business in this industry.
plays are being handled through General
"When all adjustments shall have been
Film exchanges by the W. W. Hodkinson
made under the inevitable pressure of circumstances in the motion picture trade,
Corporation, a perfectly normal arrangement which is already giving signs of General Film will remain one of those
proving a great merchandising triumph,
few competent organizations that will be
stories have been published that suggest
handling
the by
great
bulk of merchandising
the country's
an even greater scope for General Film
film product
a scientific
in co-operation with other companies that
have been named. Although the inference in these stories is in the main comOklahoma Manager Deplimentary toGeneral Film, really nothing
has happened to require anything but a
pends on the Star
Manager E. L. Byar, of McAlester, Okla.,
system."
denial.
has placed himself on record as being in
" Whenever anything does happen, General Film will be heard from officially. Its favor of the star system, and insists that
one film service is as good as another.
principal aim at this time is to take on new
business as a distributing organization in
Manager Byar said : " I am strictly opposed to the reel tax because I think it
the normal course of its enlarged activiunequitable
and unjust. Most any service
ties. It continues to present itself as a
is
as
good
as
another. It depends largely
service system ready to handle the disupon
the
star's
drawing power how big
tribution of film for any number of manufacturers without the duplication of eflfort, a picture goes over. Several pictures have
gone over big, not because the picture or
exchanges, employees and overhead exstory was good, but because the star is
pense. Its position in the trade is firmly
establislied, rational and efficient. It
should be remembered that General Film
" The game is getting back to where it
used to be, but it has surely had a hard
popular.
has a habit of emerging from each rumor
period more serene than ever, more thorpull to make it."
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Mutual
Displays
Service
Flag
War Continues to Draw Men from
York ; Jack Beam, cavalry, Oklahoma City ;
Will Withrop, infantry, Omaha; Joe Cowthe Picture Industry in Big Numan, infantry, Omaha; Jesse Jcssen, infantry,
bers— Vitagraph and General
Omaha; Roy Malcolm, infantry, Omaha;
Included
Joseph E. Farrow, navy, Philadelphia ;
'T'HE call of war is being heeded very
Maurice Rose, infantry, Philadelphia;
A steadily and abundantly within the
Harry Booth, artillery, Pittsburgh ;
motion picture industry, with the result
Whithey Taylor, artillery, Pittsburgh ; R.
that nearly all of the larger companies and
C. Lutes, infantry, Pittsburgh; H. F.
organizations are finding themselves tackHastings, artillery, Portland; L. A. Cahill,
ing many additional stars to the service
infantry. Salt Lake City; Thomas Herbert,
flags.
infantry, San Francisco; Jack L. Raper,
Among the latest companies from which
infantry, St. Louis; George Line, infantry.
men have withdrawn to serve Uncle Sam
Salt Lake City ; Ben Oppenheim, infantry,
are Mutual, General Film and Vitagraph.
New York City; John Briggs, oversea
There are twenty-eight stars in the Muforces, Montreal ; G. E. Beck, aviation,
tual Film Corporation's service flag. The
Omaha
; Ralph
department,
home Sampson,
office ; E. quartermaster's
F. Carruthers,
younger
of the
staf¥ have
rallied to'members
the colors
withMutual
enthusiasm
and
infantry, Vancouver.
the names included in the roster are those
General Film loses one of its valued emof men resident in many states.
ployees to Uncle Sam in C. R. Cooper,
Messrs. Roger M. McCullough, Ellis
traveling, auditor. Mr. Cooper, whose
Merkley, Herman Cislak and John Dromey
headquarters were in New York, entered
of the home office in Chicago were among
the selective service and reported at Camp
the first to join up, and some of the men
Upton, Yaphank, Long Island, the day
whose names are included in the following list are already in France or on their after Christmas. He was given a rousing
way.
farewell at the home office of the comThe complete roster of the Mutual men
pany.
now in the service includes the following:
Gordon Laurence, sales promotion manSamuel Levine, infantry, Boston; Isadore
ager of Vitagraph's distributing organization, is now in training for active service
W'artikowsky,
infantry,
Buffalo;
P.
A.
in
the
Naval Reserve Flying Corps. For
Schmidt, infantry, Cincinnati; F. A. Tomes,
the next six months he will be instructed in
infantry, Dallas; Richard O. Battles, ambulance, Denver; Ellis Merkley, infantry,
the theory of flying at the Massachusetts
home office ; Lieutenant Roger McCullough,
Institute of ' Technology, in Cambridge,
infantry, home office; Herman Cislak, in- Mass., and then will be transferred to
some aviation camp where he will learn
fantry, home office ; John Dromey, War
Department, home office ; L. .\. Anger, in- practical flying. Mr. Laurence now has the
fantry, Indianapolis; Rudolph M. Freuler, ■rank of ensign and expects before the
summer to be in France, one of the 100,000
Milwaukee; E. H. Gilley, infantry, Milwaukee; Floyd H. Vogt, infantry. New
Yankee airmen on whom America depends
to win the war.
York; Herbert C. Luce, infantry, New

Foreign
Rights
Deal
Closed
cities of the world and are in a position
Sidney Garrett, President Brockliss,
to
place American productions everyInc., and Ben Blumenthal, Presiwhere.
dent Export and Import ComMessrs. Garrett and Blumenthal are
pany, to Handle Selig
pioneers in the foreign field, and have
SIDNEY GARRETT, president of J. visited practically every large center
Frank Brockliss, Inc., and Ben
throughout the world and have been in
Blumenthal, president of the Export and
close contact with their representatives.
Import Film Co., Inc., have returned from
Export and Import Film Company anChicago, where they completed arrangenounces that it has acquired the entire
ments for marketing the Selig-Polyscope
foreign
rights
to the Russian Art producproductions in all foreign countries, extiorls. Negotiations are under way for the
cluding Great Britain. This includes all presentation of these films in a number of
the productions which the Selig Polyscope
countries.
Company have made in the past and those
which will be released in the future.
Having acquired the exclusive rights to
" Kagle's Eye " Trade
tin- Selig productions, these two concerns
now control a great part of the output of
Showing Set
American productions. They control between them the foreign rights to the
A trade showing of several of the first
Metros. Bernstein, King Bee, Russian Art, episodes of " The Elagle's Eye," Secret
Tweedledum comedies, cartoons, "The Service Chief Flynn's screen exposure of
Barrier," " The Deemster " and have nego- the Imperial German Government's spy
tiated for the purchase for different ter- system in America will be made shortly
January 1. Every exhibitor who will
ritories of " The Submarine Eye " and the after
get in touch with the nearest Foursquare
First
National
Exhibitors'
Charlie
Chaplin
releases.
Exchange will be informed of the exact
They announce that they have offices and date, and will be sent an invitation, it is anrepresentatives in practically all tlic large nounced.
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Paralta Makes Distribution
Announcement
Paralta Plays this week made the following announcement concerning the method
of distributing Paralta Plays : " The recent
announcement stating that Paralta Plays
were to be distributed by the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation through the exchanges
of the General Film Company, seems to
have been misunderstood in a number of
cases.
" Paralta Plays, Inc., of which Carl Anderson is the president, are distributing
their productions through the offices of the
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation which has
its executive offices at 527 Fifth avenue.
New York City. Arrangements have been
consumated between the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation and the General Film Company
under the terms of which the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation will use the General
Film tion
Company's
for the distribuof Paralta exchanges
Plays. Contracts
received
will not become effective until they have
been approved by the contract department
of the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.
" Exhibitors booking Paralta Plays are
therefore dealing with the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation who are merely using the
distributing facilities of the General Film
Company rather than to open up exchanges
which would necessitate an expenditure of
money which would have to be charged to
the overhead of the territory and which
the exhibitor would ultimately have to pay.
Clara
Kimball Young
Given Xmas Surprise
The Clara Kimball Young studio in New
Rochelle was the scene of a gay Christmas
party
Monday
when a Miss
Young's
forces last
surprised
her with
big Christmas
tree elaborately trimmed and laden with
The production now under way in the
presents.
studio is " The House of Glass " by Max
Marcin, the star's latest purchase for her
Select Star Series, and it was during the
filming of a scene from the play that the
Christmas tree presentation was made.
Miss Young was inveigled into a conference with her director, Emile Chautard,
and while busy with him, her dressing
room was invaded by a group of her staff
and literally transformed. One of the
most beautiful gifts was a great horseshoe of roses given by her mechanical
staff. Her discovery of the tree was the
signal for a cessation of work and "The
House theof holiday.
Glass " was laid to rest until
after
The screen version of " The House of
Glass " was written by Charles F. Whittaker and Miss Young has selected Corliss Giles, who played opposite her in
" Shirley Kaye," as her leading man.
Others in the cast include Miss Young's
father, Edward Kimball, William Waltman
and Peggy Burke.
Solomon

Weds

on New

Year's Eve
Julian M. Solomon, Jr., of ParamountArtcraft Service Department, was married
on New Year's eve to Lila May Stephenson,
at the home of the bride in Philadelphia.
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Editor, MOTION PICTURE NEWS,
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Dear Sir: The January 5 ■ edition of the
" NEWS " is just at hand and I found the same
more than usually
interesting.
announcement isinteresting
to the Hodkinson's
extent of being
startling. If he has got what he says he has
got, star
it will
unquestionably be the solution of
the
menace.
There is another item on page 57 which seems
most timely to me, due to the fact that I have
just had an experience which justifies this
article.ment confiscate
It is the
all suggestion
the positivesthaton the
the Governmarket
more than a year old. I would go even further
and confiscate all the positives on the market
over six months old.
On last Monday, I played the film subject,
"theThesame
Submarine
Eye,"the thoroughly
advertised
but when
film arrived,
found
it to be junk as far as condition was concerned.
We immediately notified the exchange but no
new print was forthcoming. We opened to big
business on Monday but the condition of the
film was such that we had more stops in one
day than we have had in the past year combined.
This, notwithstanding the fact that we attempted to put the film in running shape before
we started. As a consequence, by the end of
our rungustedonand disgruntled
Wednesday,many
we had
disof ourthoroughly
best patrons.
Upon taking up the matter with the ones who
own this film, we are asked the question, how
many hours our operator put in repairing it and
what is his wages per hour?
The film was shipped C. O. D. and we paid for
the same and the film company has the money.
We feel that in justice to ourselves and to
other exhibitors, we should seek legal redress
and we have, therefore, instituted suit against
these people for the difference in what we paid
for the same and the price of junk, as well as
suit for damages.
True, it is going to be a hard matter to prove
the amount of damages but it may have the
result of teaching this class of distributor that
the time is past when he can openly obtain money
under false pretense.
I would suggest that if you want to be of real
service to exhibitors, that you publish names,
places and dates when the charges can be substantiated, with a view of saving other exhibitors
the same experience.
Very truly yours,
Avon Theatre.
WILLIAM FAIT, JR.,
Manager.
Bear Editor: I ask your permission for the
insertion in your paper of my views of adjusting the alleged fifteen-cents-per-reel-per-day war
tax, etc. In the complaint filed by the producers to restrain the Brooklyn exhibitors from
boycotting the exchanges, it is admitted that the
average
of theirfromfeatures
at a pricerunranging
$1.00 is
to fifty-five*
$100 per days
reel
per day, although I occasionally receive a subject
that looks more like it has filled five hundred
days' up,
runs yetinstead
of fifty,
fromwith
the this
way same
it is
shot
we are
charged
fifteen cents per reel per day. Some of the subjects were originally in five reels and in order
to fulfill their promise of five reels they are
stretched out to go on five reels with an average
of
600 reels.
feet to the reel ; yet we are charged
for about
the five
These producers or exchanges admit they get
as much per day as $100 per reel and even more.
This being the case, is it fair that the small
town and neighborhood house, which only has
from 7.30 to 10 to do business and whose receipts run any way from $3.00 to $4,000 per
night, should pay the same film war tax as the
big fellow who has an all-day grind at it and
used the show probably as many as seven times
a day and whose receipts are as much in one day
as many of the little fellows will do in a month.
Yet each exhibitor is held to pay the same tax.
Why not adjust all these differences and give
the small fellow (the 80 per cent man) by charging him, say 1 per cent war tax on his film
rental on everything, say up to $75. 00, and over
that amount charge one-half of 1 per cent. This
would make it lighter on the small fellow and
help save the industry, and a trifle higher for
the big all-day house which can better afford to
pay $2.00 war tax per day than 80 per cent of
the small fellows can 25 cents per day. In the
end the manufacturers or exchanges would realize more out of the war tax than they do today.
It
isn't right
$10.00prosperous
per day
service
man to
as charge
much the
as little
the big
$500 or $1,000 per day service man. I doubt if
there is a big town fellow in America who
would object to this slight increase on his film

COMPLICATIONS
Everyone Here hut the
Villain !
tt^^OME weeks ago I agreed
to cooperate with the
' Our Boys In France
run one Smoke
show aFund.'
week andI only
that
week show failed to arrive and
one was sent me in place of it
for last night's
showing.
Unfortunately
conditions were
against the show. We have
two preachers holding a series
of meetings Sunday denouncing
picture shows and the use of
tobacco! It was also a rainy
night and not even a regular
attendance, which resulted in
considerably less than expenses.
However, I am going to double
Respectfully,
the per cent
asked."
(Signed) J. F.Grand
Hickenbottam,
Theatre,
Box 47.

Juliaetta, Idaho.

tax in order to save the drowning small exhibitor.
This is one way to bring about harmony with
the all
exhibitors
and producers.
need
of
this stalling
on the partWhat's
of thethevarious
exhibitors'
leagues
when
we
are
all
at
the
mercy
of the manufacturers. We have got to submit
just like we have done as regards to the despots,
the return express charges, the added cost of
paper, etc. Why not fight for a more equitable
charge on the film tax.
As to tothehelp
patrons'
tax. toUncle
the
money
load guns
win Sam
this needs
war, and
the
sooner
it's
over
the
better
for
us
all.
Let's
cut the stalling. Some nights I absorb tax.
That is where I used to get 20 cents for an
extra big picture, I charged the same and take
care of the tax myself. Sometimes charge the
tax to the higher seats and assume the tax on
the cheaper seats so as to help the poor devil
who has a struggle to live today in face of
conditions,
go to
isn't the
. war
tax thatlethasalone
caused
the pictures.
decline in Itpatronage.
It's
dreadful high
everything.
Take
shoes,the foodstuffs
and cost
fuel.ofThe
average wage
scale in my town isn't ten dollars a week.
What's the- answer? The people haven't the
money alyzed
to since
attend.
businessandhassnow
beensetpar-in
the coldMy weather
ten days ago. I would have made money to
have closed.
But howpictures
could and
I when
had contracted for certain
theyI have
my
money and tell me you must play the picture on
such and such a date or wait probably several
months before I could get same. Then have it
come all shot or run to pieces.
As to the
patrons'ustax,to why
the Gov-10
ernment to allows
exactnottheaskpresent
per cent, and we settle with them, say at 8 per
cent of gross. This will not only save all this
figuring on each priced ticket, etc., but will
allow us a little pay for the trouble, take care
of our fiim war tax, increased cost of fuel, help
advertising,
and around
decliningherebusiness.
conditions in alletc.,
houses
for one The
hundred
miles are the same. All say it is desperate. I
have a large, well-kept, clean and comfortable
house and play the biggest things available, as
well as Artcraft, Goldwyn, Select, etc. Yet will
have to close in face of conditions. It now
takes
Saturday's
care $25
of myto
losses my
on the
week. Iprofits
have toto take
pay from
$50
per
day
for
service
and
many
times
take that in. Simply override my patrons don't
with
higher admissions
and send
the safe.
moneyWeto are
the the
exchange.
The
exchange
plays
ones who take the risk.
J. HENKEL HENRY,
Manager Empire.
Winchester, Va.

Editor, MOTION PICTURE NEWS.
Dear Sir: Very sincerely do I wish you a
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.
But I also wish a lot of other things, and one
is that you speak to Santa Claus for me. I wish
that you would communicate all the following
wishes to him, and please see that he gives them
to me, because I know you will fight hard in
my interest, and that you will not think all
these wishes unreasonable, for, after all, I am
merely echoing the themes of your editorials
during 1917, and if you will just look over your
files, and start with the issue of January 6, 1917,
you will find that all my wishes are but echoes
of your leading editorials. Now, for the wishes:
I WISH distinctive posters.
I WISH that
the distributing business be centralized.
I WISH that the daily change be abolished.
I WISH that the ruinous salaries of stars be also
abolished.
I WISH that a picture be judged not by its
director's salary.
I WISH that the manufacturers get together and
stop the wastes and hold-ups in the
business.
I WISH pictures for the family circle.
I WISH that the distributing organizations
would realize that the fate of the
whole industry hinges on the success
of the exhibitor.
I WISH no salacious pictures.
I WISH that every picture would be released
with the final test: "Will this please
I WISH that some manufacturers would stop
prating
about" their so-called SERVICE
the
public?
to the
exhibitor.
I WISH photoplay sections in newspapers.
I WISH that
photoplays
not by
the day. be sold by the district —
I WISH less photoplays be sold intensively.
I WISH less
pictures
in an
evening
— for I do
not wish
motion
picture
indigestion.
I WISH longer runs in small towns.
I WISH acommon
motion
clearing-house
roof picture
over exchange
centers. — a
I WISH that all the people could see the big
films. I mean an equitable scale of
box-office prices which would gradually shrink till even the lower and
poorer classes could witness a big film.
I WISH that we all be optimistic in this crisis.
I WISH that the producers retain New York
as
the film capital of the world by makfilms.
ing foreign dealers demand American
I WISH that my brother exhibitors glance once
in a while
office
sheet. over the top of their boxI WISH that
parasite in the state rights'
field the
be exterminated.
I WISH that the motion picture theatre be used
more and more as a public forum for
the discussion of grave questions.
I WISH that motion picture machines continue
hurling high explosive shells of knowledge into the minds of nations.
I WISH that theciationAmerican
shall thrive. Exhibitors' AssoI WISH that we all heed the advice of the
MOTION PICTURE NEWS, namely:
" Patriotism
— notshall
Politics."
I WISH that
Uncle Sam
have the freedom
of every screen in the country.
I WISH that
Servicethewith
a capitalPICTURE
" S."
MOTION
NEWS
continue showing its thoughtfulness
in launching such movements as the
Cigarette
Fund. should pay for our
I WISH that
the Public
increased taxes and expenses.
I WISH ascreen.
story — not a lot of trash on my
I WISH that thetionsdistributors
condi-to
before issuingstudy
theirlocal
orders
salesmen.
I WISH that we continue to realize that
Service is the stabilizer of the industry.
I WISH higher admission prices.
I WISH better retailing.
I WISH better pictures, cheaper pictures, and
longerthe runs.
I WISH that
MOTION PICTURE NEWS
continue to fight for the interest of
sanity in our business methods, that it
continue to show its progressiveness by
giving us all Sincerely,
as interesting a trade
paper as we read during 1917.
JOHN
SMITH,Who
Eighty
Exhibitor
Demands Per andCent Should
Receive
Attention.
Per, M. KASHIN.
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the story a great deal
simpler and with a far
greater punch. You will
commoner forms of tj'pc
Things Every Exhibitor Can Do
also note that this comedy
faces that ought to be
and the Pathe News are
Some Examples of Successful Advertising
found in every country
mentioned only as minor
newspaper office. This
Where the Newspaper Facilities
incidents, for the simple
week we print two adverAre Very Limited
reason that you ought to
tisements we have made
try to feature but one thing at a time in a display, and in this
up with the use of these types. These displays arc to an extent
instance we have selected the Normand picture.
crude because we have governed ourselves by the very strictest
In the single column display we have featured a single picture.
limits and have not used any type that was not before shown.
But these advertisements will at least get small exhibitors in the What do you note as the effect of this one? Isn't it that the first
thing that hits your eye is the name of Alice Joyce and that your
right way to think about their copj'.
eye immediately travels back to the cut? You get the punch of
The only additional thing that wc have used are stock cuts which
are supplied by practically all of the exchanges at minimum cost or the name and the mind stops a moment for reflection as you look
at the cut. Even if she had been forgotten for the moment she is
which may be bought for a small sum and retained for future
recalled and you are ready to go on with the next thing, the name
pictures featuring the same stars.
On account of the size of the pages of the News and their of the picture and an important fact that Robert W. Chambers
is its author. Then, as in the other display, and as it should be
difference from newspaper pages, the dimensions of these displays
have been made somewhat out of the ideal proportion, one of the in all advertising there is enough to give the character of the
advertisements being two columns wide by nine inches deep and production — and no adjectives. The border on this one is what
the other in single column.
is known in printing as a " light double rule border," something
Just one other thing should be explained before entering into that you will find in stock everywhere. Both of these displays
would
have been improved had a distinctive border been used, and
the discussion of this advertising, and that is that these displays
have taken into consideration each theatre having a name plate, we believe there are few offices in which you cannot dig up a
such as we have recommended so many times. Therefore the distinctive one and have the publisher retain it for your exclusive
use. But we have not even taken a chance on this in supplying
type that has been selected to carry the theatre name has not
these samples.
been picked to agree with the body of the display, but rather
Let us venture one caution here: Use care in the selection of
merely to indicate the space that ought to be occupied by the
your border. The average country printer will try to give you
name plate.
In the larger advertisement we have used Cheltenham Bold Caps something very " fancy." Avoid the fancy in your advertising.
It is like an amateur dressmaker trying to make a Paris gown.
and Cheltenham Italic L. C. for the part of the display referring
There is one important thing to which we wish to call your
to the Mabel Normand picture and Jensen type for the display on
the other pictures mentioned. Reference back to the display of attention, and that is the amount of white space in these displays.
You could have saved half the space we have used and have
types which were printed last week will explain what these are
without the necessity of further repetition here. In the single
employed the same sized types, if you wanted to crowd your matter up, but the result would have been bad advertising. You
column ad Condensed Gothic is used for the larger display and
would lose the smashing effect that you want to get in all displays.
Cheltenham Italic for the remainder. Certainly here are the two
very commonest of tj'pes and even the now-and-then paper in
To get this white space effect have the printer " center " your
the smallest of communities are sure to have them.
type. It's a good idea to give him a standing order to leave a
certain amount of white between the border and the other readWe repeat that we do not consider these good advertisements,
ing matter, or you can so indicate this on each piece of copy.
for we have deliberately handicapped ourselves to the limit in
order to show what can be done under the most adverse circumDon't think money is wasted where there is no ink. It's the
stances. But these displays do accomplish one thing: They tell surroundings that m.ake the mansion.
Now a reference to the cut question : We would advise
you the name of the star and the title of the picture in a way that
exhibitors who are showing, the same stars regularly to invest in
stands out^and they add to the interest in the player by presentthese single column cuts and keep them on file. They will more
ing a picture of them.
than pay for themselves in saving postage to the exchanges and
Let us call your attention to some little things about these
displays. Take the larger one first. Note that some care has in delay in getting the matter. And then you are prepared for
emergencies, like cases where another picture is substituted on you
been used in employing the border and it is run into the border
at almost the last minute.
of the cut — a simple thing, but it lends grace to the ad. Most
Of course cuts occupy space in the newspaper and space costs
exhibitors allow the printers merely to throw a border around
money, but as we have told you many times before in these
the display any old way. Of courst the general public doesn't
know the technical things about printing, but every reader of the articles, they are more than worth any mass of type display.
Practically every one of the film companies supplies cuts of all
paper knows when something is attractive to the eye, and when
its stars. Some of them furnish scene cuts on various producsomething grates. Now another thing: Mabel Normand hasn't
tions. These can be rented with the picture and returned when
been seen on the screen for some time, but she is known to every
follower of motion pictures. It is not necessary to say a lot they are finished. The great trouble about the scene cuts are
that they try to show too much within a small space. They would
about her, and the expression " The Snuggly Girl," taken from
the Goldwyn Press Book is far more descriptive than a wealth of present a crowded effect even in a well printed paper, and when
adjectives. Then the title and then barely enough about .the you figure that the smaller papers are not well printed, as a rule,
and that even the best cuts fail to come out as they should, you
picture to excite the interest. We are also trying to show you
will see the result where you try to do too much will have the
how to mention your other pictures on the same bill. Supposing
mere efTect of a smudge.
that there is another comedy.
It is an unfortunate thing that the advertising side of most of
Note the line " Added Laughs " and the mention of Billy West.
Now most of the small exhibitors run to the superlative in their the film companies are made up from the point of view of the
exploitation and two-thirds of them would probably have used big exhibitor. The man who is changing his iill frequently and
several companies cannot afford to buy a
in big type some line like " The Greatest Comedy Bill Ever " or using the services of(Continued
on page 236)
something of that sort, but the two words "Added Laughs" tell
AST
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Here are two advertisements set up ivith the use of type that will bbe found in any office, together with cuts which are supplied by producers. On the opposite page is told how it is done.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
Prlecei
THE

QUEE

FRIDAY

and

FRIDAY
4^

SATURDAY

MABEL

NORMAND
The Snuggly

Girl, is Back

Again

in

DODGING
A

MILLION

The^Romance of An Heiress Who Lived in
Luxury on Nothing a Year.
A GOLDWYN PICTURE

ADDED

I

LAUGHS:

|

BILLY
WEST
IN

I
I
I

ALICE
"The
JOYCE

in Robert
Chambers*

"THE
n

SLAVE"
□ □

j
I

LATEST

I

PATHE

I

NEWS

ADMISSION
5 and 10 Cents

I

Story

FETTERED

This

Vitagraph Production tells the struggle

of a young girl unjustly accused.WOMAN"

ADMISSION
■■■■■■■■■■■IM

W.
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WHEN we went to the Rialto Sunday
to see the first performance for the
week we did not find Mr. Rothapfcl at his
usual post of observation from which he
surveys the performance. You will immediately guess that the answer was that
he was at his new theatre, the Rivoli, which
opened on Friday. But you will guess
wrong. After two days the Rivoli was sunning smoothly, and the genius of exhibition
had left everything there in tiie hands of
the responsible subordinates.
We'll tell you where he was. He was
back at the gigantic switchboard himself
directing the light effects for the Rialto.
And toward
the and
performance
he
jumped
into the
the end'of
orchestra
himself led
the music for the Drew comedy. As a matter of fact he did not go near the Rivoli
all day. We heard him coversing with one
of his assistants over the 'phone, and was
told that everything was going smoothly.
Mr. Rothapfel congratulated the man, and
then was told that the Rivoli was still sending standing room only. " You'd better
lookout," said Rothapfel. "We are making
3'ou go some down here." And the Rialto
was packed at every showing of the W. S.
Hart feature, " The Narrow Trail." It
should be explained for the benefit of outof-town readers that this first of the Artcraft-Hart pictures had been held up
through injunction proceedings which applied to New York state, hence the fact
that it was shown here so long after its
premiere in other cities.
Now, every other manager, almost, in the
country, who had just opened a new house
would have spent at least half his time
there. But not Rothapfel. First, he was
determined that the opening of the Rivoli
shouldn't for the moment even lower the
standard 'of exhibition at the Rialto. .A.nd,
in the second place, he proved that he had
built up a wonderful organization, and he
likes to give his people confidence in themselves by leaving it to them alone to care
for the details. It is not only good showmanship, but good sense. Mr. Rothapfel believes in doing his full duty to the public,
and that spirit has so well spread to his
subordinates that the trust in them is rarely
inisplaced. everywhere
That's a mighty
goodover.
point for
exhibitors
to think
When Rothapfel writes under the name
of a theatre, " Directed by S. L. Rothapfel," he gives the public the guarantee
ihat it 'Mill be a real Rothapfel show — and
he sees to it that his word is made good.
Erne Rapee is conducting at the Rialto
this did
week.
While that
he hasn't
splensmoothness
marks won
the the
work
of
Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld, there cannot be the
slightest doubt that the mark of music
at the Rialto will be the same. Dr. Reisenfeld will divide his time between the two
houses, and will have the assistance of
three conductors. The overture this week
is " Ruy Bias " and was helped along a
great deal by the splendid lighting effects.
This was followed by another one of the

wonderful Robert Bruce (Educational
Film)
Beside
Glimmer
Glass,"
picturesscenic,
taken " in
the the
extreme
Northwest,
with some wonderful water and mountain
scenes. There is a clever humanness added
in the camp scenes. It is rather remarkable that both the Rivoli and Rialto are
showing Bruce scenics this week. This
was
with Grieg's
then played
a meditative
violin" Whispers
solo with" and
the
organ. This added a wonderful effect to
the picture and brought a torrent of applause. During the presentation of this
picture the curtains parted from the panels
on either side of the screen, showing
waterfalls and mountains, all with a lighting of deep purple.
This was followed by Henrietta Montley,
beautifully
sang A." Answer,"
balladwhocomposed
by Dr.
G. Robyn,a
one of the Rialto organists and a composer of note.
One might wonder whether the celebrated Rialto Animated Magazine did not
suffer, with the result of having to supply
Rivoli's as well, but the answer is a specific no. Mr. Rothapfel has the whole
field of short subjects at his hand now,
and if there is any difference it is that the
Animated is unusually good this week.
With " Master Builders " march it opens
with pictures of jack tars at Mare Island
and then turns into a Mutt and Jeff comic,
which has been cut down to a couple of
hundred feet and affords a good laugh
l)efore the weekly turns to pictures of fox
hunting at Piedmont, Va., shown to the
music of Bucalowski's " Hunt." Then, in

TWO special striking effects, both of
which brought a storm of applause,
are achieved at the Strand this week by
Managing Director Harold . Edel. The
first of these comes with the playing of
"The Star Spangled Banner" just before
the overture. The stage setting shows
British warships in the foreground firing
at the fort over which flies the American
flag, which is illuminated by red light and
has the perfect representation of flying in
the air. The audience, already standing, of
course, applauded with the greatest enthusiasm. The overture was " Roumanian
The second novelty came just before the
Rhapsody."
presentation of the feature, Mary Garden
in " Thais." Here the back panels of the
stage disappeared and in their place appeared a scene in the deserts of Egypt, the local
of part of the picture, with the Sphinx
and the pyramids in the background.
Clever effects brought out a small caravan
moving across the background, small
figures which just could be distinguished.
The effect was most artistic, and imme-

Picture

News

marked contrast were pictures of the
funny new hobby horses, with a fox trot,
"Cashing the Chickens." Next were Indian dances with " Tessequah " played.
Then came more of the funny " Miracles
in Mud," showing first the neighbor's boy
and our own boy. This turnea into " Our
Boy," with a picture of General Pershing
an " Attaboy " with Uncle Sam. This was
played with " Dixiana's Rise " with a
counterpoint of America, and got an immense hand. The weekly closes with a
Hearst-Pathe cartoon, showing Uncle Sam
taking over the railroads. Note that this
was a very varied weekly this week, with
the amusing side standing out rather
strong. This was because the feature is
a strenuous Western picture with a great
deal of humanness furnished by " Fritz,"
the pony. In fact, this might be called a
" human " bill this week.
It is just another case of giving a motif
to an entire bill. We have quoted Mr.
Rothapfel to you, telling how it can be
done. It is being done at the Rialto this
week, and it sends everyone away happy
with the joys of life.
This human note is carried out in
the Metro-Drew comedy, " Shadowing
Henry," which was shown with " Punchinello," amysterioso during the detective
scenes and " Blame it on the Blues," rendered pianissimo. Other musical numbers are Lacome " Los Toros," played by
the orchestra, and a due from " Martha,"
sung by Signors Sciaretti and Interrante.
It's a splendid bill. No, two theatres
are not too many for a man like Rothapfel. He works and he thinks all the
time. He never quits and that sort of a
man will never let the public quit him, and
we predict that the Rivoli will always be
packed and that the Rialto will not lose a
patron — all because of the Rothapfel way.
BE THAT WAY.

diately came the presentation of the picture.
Strand Topical Review opens with the
pictures
of Axel's
toy horse
then follows
the New
Orleansin Chicago,
fire and and
the
start of American army trucks from Detroit for Europe. The inscriptions on them
such as " From Detroit to Berlin " brought
many cheers from the audience. Then followed aseries of Christmas scenes, showing gifts being distributed at one of the
New York armories, scenes at Camp
Meade, with the soldiers getting gifts and
the singing of Christmas carols on the steps
of the nation's capitol. Methods of signalling were interesting and the patriotic
note was struck again with pictures of
American troops in France. A contingent
starting for the firing line, cheered with
music by a French band got a big hand.
It closed with pictures of Secretary
McAdoo and examples of the railway tieup, and a cartoon on Uncle Sam taking
over the railroads. This and the toy horses,
both Hearst-Pathe, are at both the Strand
and Rialto.
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I think well worth mentioning. The house,
" The Sunset " theatre to which I refer,
under the leadership and guidance of Mr.
J. A. Jennings, has made a hit and a success of running what he calls " proven suc-

Lobby
" Come on Through
" at theCoast
Sunset
Portland, Ore.
The toSunset
is one ofdisplay
the fewon houses
the Northwest
that theatre,
pays considerable
attention
lobby
exploitation.
Portland

and

Seattle

Exhibitors

Proper
Wm. A. Bach, who has been touring
the country establishing service
bureaus for Universal, writes here on
conditions in the Northwest. Numerous examples of the advertising of the
Seattle and Portland papers, to which
he refers, have been printed in this
department from time to time and will
continue to be used.
IT gives an advertising man who loves
his profession a distinct thrill of pleasure to come up into the Northwest, the
Great Northwest, and see the way the theatre men in this section handle their advertising.
Picking up the Seattle Times or the
Portland Oregonian, let's say these papers
for sake of argument, one cannot fail to
note that there are motion picture houses
in these cities. Large, well-balanced ads
and very little copy, with a consequent
generous helping of white space, is the
recipe the movie gentlemen of this section
work on.
A half-page Sunday ad of the Liberty
theatre in Portland, now before me, is an
example, and a fairly average one at that.
Simple, forceful, no bull-striking design,
well put together, and every strong point
featured — it is almost that impossibility — •
a perfect ad.
And the Liberty is not the only consumer of space in such huge doses ; the
Columbia, the Strand, the Peoples, the
Majestic; all use heavy and strong newspaper advertising campaigns.
Does it pay? I wondered that, too, at
first, but when I tried to get into the Majestic theatre at four o'clock one afternoon, after a day or two of his massed
formation advertising on the " Auction

Lead

Exploitation

in

of Pictures

Block," and found myself one of a hundred and fifty people or so stranded in the
back of the house, I felt sure that it paid
and good dividends at that.
' Now, friends, ,do not get it into your
heads that advertising out here costs little
or nothing, because while it does not approach our Eastern prices, yet it costs and
that some stiffly, too. So you see a theatre man must know what he wants to
say, how best to say it and how short to
say it before he goes treating himself to
a half-page ad in these Northwestern
But at that, liberal advertisers are treated
papers.
just as liberally by these same papers in
the 'matter of publicity, which of course
has great value to the exhibitor. I wonder why some of our Eastern papers don't
investigate our Western friends' methods,
from the standpoint of the profit and loss
column.
But while Portland exhibitors use the
daily up
presstheir
withlobbies
great efficiency,
theyondon't
line
to cash in
the
advertising as well as they should.
Portland has some wonderful houses.
They are large, modern and wonderfully
beautiful as to interior. Perhaps some of
the exhibitors think that their houses are
too high class to descend to real selling
lobby display or perhaps they feel that the
advertising does the whole work. Whatever the cause, with the exception of one
or two, Portland theatres are very ordinary in their display, pretty it is true, but
not striking, and it makes one wonder that
with men managing them, whose names
are now known from coast to coast, just
why the lobbies are so ordinary.
One of the exceptions, I have spoken of
above, had a lobby a short while ago, that

That cessesmeans
that he runs second-run
only."
pictures that have made good in one of the
larger first-run houses. His lobby on the
Jewel
production
" Come
was
an excellent
piece of
work Through,"
and thoroughly
proved itself and the idea of hammering
on one vital point, by bringing the crowds.
The photograph of the lobby is shown on
this page and is well worth study. It's
comparative
inexpensiveness also commends it.
It was interesting to note that twentyfour sheets were very much in evidence
throughout the town, all of them on the bigger features, and I must say that I disagree with a well-known film man, who
after returning from a trip in the middle
west remarked that he thought the twentyfour's were done. I believe they will always have a distinct value, especially to
the bigger house.
Another little scheme that I noticed, that
is good enough to copy, is directly in line
with my suggestion to watch your slides
carefully. Poor slides may spoil a picture
and this Portland house makes its own,
by using scenes from the "Coming play,
neatly bordered in a standard color mat
that is as distinctive as the house itself.
Also
the atendency
to show
" coming
slides for
half a dozen
features
is hap-"
pily absent in Portland and I am sure nobody is losing by it.
Special children's matinees and the
" Patrons' Chorus," a new idea introduced
into Partland by Ralph Ruffner of Seattle
fame, Chorus
have taken
a firm anhold.
The in" new
Patrans'
" is rather
old idea
dress, but Ruffner is putting it over at the
Columbia, and when the chorus of some
old favorite like " When You and I Were
Young
Maggie,"
is thrown
on camouflage
the screen,
the audience
after
a bit of
does actually sing and they do it as if they
enjoyed it. There is food for thought in
the idea because this is war time and old
songs and community singing represent
real relaxation.
The Strand theatre produced a rather
effective result by using a six sheet in a
heavy frame, lighted by hooded lights right
over the inside lobby entrance that attracted alot of attention.
Many Knitting Parties Appear at
Omaha
Omaha exhibitors are extending an invitation to the women of the city to bring
their knitting to the theatres. Recently
one of the papers published as the lead of
the society news a story about prominent
society women knitting at the picture theatres and named a number who were especially proficient in doing this patriotic work
at the movies.
There are many of the " knitting
parties " being held at the picture theatres and the managers are keeping the
lists of " those present " and sending them
to the society departments of the local
papers.
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HERE is the best of the Christmas
advertisements tliat ha\e come to our
attention up to the present, though we
haven't yet received the Far Western newspapers as this matter is printed.
Circle tlieatre always does good adver-

est in pictures. It is a simple wish ol ih ■
best of the season to the public, but there
isn't a reader that won't start to think after
he has read this display.
Keep the public's eye on your business,
no matter what it is, but more especially
keep up the interest in pictures. There was
a day when the railroads pursued a policy
of " the public be damned " on the theory
that the pubfic had to use the railroads.
Today they are spending millions in publicity. And its time for the pul^lic to set

Industry

A Merry --Christmas
and "

There isn'taverage
a theatreoutput.
in the Here
countryit
that has tising.
a better
has combined the art of making a display
on its current attraction and at the same
time getting over a Christmas appeal. While
"The Cinderella Man" hasn't anything in
the world to do with Christmas, the Circle
got the idea into the ad. by using the fireplace and the scene picture in it that certainly has the holiday touch. Then S.
Barret McCormick, the manager addressed
a personal letter to the star, Mae Marsh,
which immediately lined the note up with
the season.
This is a display of a man that thinks. It
pays to think.
What did you get for Christmas — coufidence or a grouch?
OMAHA is a very poor town so far as
motion picture advertising is concerned. The newspapers themselves appear
to have made only a fair start in co-operation, but it may be because the exhibitors
have held back on the use of space. We'd
like to know what is really the matter, for
it's too good a city to neglect.
Yet with that true, Omaha sets the pace
with a Christmas display from the theatres
and exchanges. It occupies about one-sixth
of a page and it is bound to stir new inter-

News

To-day, To-morrou«, Tuesday

BEWARE!

of Omaha

To wish its many staunch friends
who have helped make it the fifth
largest industry in the world.

j

Picture

Happy New Year
And that) they may enjoy
all the good things of ijfe.

SieHNGERS
A Htory that has not been cQdnled
in Motion Pictures. T.o be seen
and pondered over. A prodnction
that is dei«<1ned td'save the notion
nfillionM of dollars.
to bring them in. It has O
theFcheapest sort
advertising.
of appeal for it's a good form of "bunk"
" Sick 'em Tige ! " of the comics, is a
good
be the motto
Tige. for the exhibitor. But yon

out of the idea that the public is coming
to motion pictures because it has got to
come, and make it come.
A smile now is worth a dosen letters
after patrons lost.
SENSATIONALISM may be well enough
in teaser campaign and in throwaway matter, but the newspaper is no place
in which to use this matter. When you use
newspaper space with the announcement of
your current attraction, you arc supposed
to give the public some idea of the attraction that you are expecting it to BUY.
This display, which we take from the
Rochester papers might do well on cards
which should be distributed several days in
advance of the attraction. That might
arouse the curosity of a number of people
who would be watching for the announcement of the picture. But as a primary announcement itself, it is about as poor a
piece of publicity as we would expect.
Here is a display appearing right before
Christmas. It is much more calculated to
drive people away from the theatre than

WE had
don'tanything
know whether
to do our
withsuggestionsit, but a
couple of weeks ago we printed some advertising of the Sourwine theatre, Brazil, Indiana, but certainly there has been a big
improvement. You that have been following this department closely will remember
the border that was used by the Sourwine,
which
termed advertised
a " smudge attractions
" and the fact
that thewe theatre
for
two difTerent days with equal prominence.
This was the special Christmas advertisement of the Sourwine and for this a neat
border with the holly effect was used and
fSpecial Christmas Programs!
At The Sourwine At The Arc
Th'-Cirateil Circn^ t)r«mi Evrr Wdiicn
POLLY OF THE
Margarita
Fischer
CIRCUS
I'feffntlnit Ihit litf>l ui iLc Scrren
The Army
MAE MARSH
Miss Jackie Of
ir« fifiif Ho 6M Iwixtf la ThtUiflb ol i
SlIl»B- 4«dtNTTflC
'jMOlttlOr*.*
CIRCUS VU.DriiilOIH TIttDtRaniflt*
tl»KINOIM •liter
AMW*f^(kidWlltTtri|k
AN (NiOVARU INTtRTAINMKNT WiltrilKH VOU ABt ACTION* THRILLS! LOVt!
V0DVlL-u;cAi 1. utCAN I- roiir* Cu«rd. s«<ttJnf
ARC TONICirr-Tlir Wrn InmrlB,
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striking type displays were achieved. The
same face was used through the advertisement which certainly gives contrasting
effect with that of past advertising of this
theatre. This is simply one of the hundreds
of instances where attention to little suggestions can improve the displays of theatres.
Every theatre needs an advisory board,
and OH it should be every patron of the
house.

are various schools of advertising with their various theories, but a
great deal of the doctrine of advertising
that might apply in other businesses distinctly does not apply to motion pictures.
Here is a " display " of the Strand theatre.
New Orleans. Here is one of the best
managed houses in the country, new and
modern in every way, but the theatre is
setting an example of how not to advertise.
You may have noted that we quoted the
word Display. This advertisement occupies
a space two columns wide by seven inches
deep and contains more than enough matter
for a page. Of course, it is all right to
figure your advertising on thjs basis, that it
is so entertainingly written that all will
read it, but first you have to make the
public know that. And no matter how
clever a writer you may be, you are not
going to spread this impression with ri

Are

Doing

say and quits, is far more interesting to
come in contact with.

NOW take the marked contrast with the
Strand advertising. Here is a display on the Liberty theatre, Seattle, Wash,
on another Dorothy Dalton picture. This
is the work of " Hundred Per Cent " Fullerton whose work has often been commented upon in these columns. In the first
place the display occupies a space four
columns wide the full length of the newsI LIBERTjr— YOUR GURRRNTEE OF QUtLITY |

NEW

YEARS

7th & Oranpe Sts., Newafk, N. J
LEON O. MUMFORD. Manasins Director
Telephone n5\ I ra nch Brook
1917

m
m

1918

PROGRAM, DEC. 29, '17 to JAN. 12, '18

THERE

' I FIRST AT PIKE— COWTIBUOUS II TO II [

Program subject to change without notico
gram that called for special mention in
the local newspapers and also brought
scores of commendations from his patrons.
So he followed it up with this special designs for the New Year. He did not increase the size of the sheet or materially
increase the cojt, but he used a clever little
cut of the old year passing away and
printed it in blue and gray.
Little drops of courtesy make a flood of
patronage.

In "The Price Mark" Miss Daiton is cast as a
artist's model — a girl whom hunger drove to the
studio — a gem in a market where jewels are priced
in beauty and youth! Six reels!
ROPING HER ROMEO
A wild-western,
rough-riding, sfxshooting,
Five reels ofdyed-in-the-wool
fun oacked tn two!comedy.

HERE is a clever little idea that was used
by Manager W. C. Pierce of the
Royal theatre, Princeton, W. Va., during
the run of Douglas Fairbanks in " In
Again, Out Again." By using a one sheet

STAR-LIBERTY NEWS WEEKLY
ADMISSION 20c
CHILDREN 10c
paper. But the main point to bear in mind
is the punch that has been put in with the
least possible type. Note that the advertisement covers just as many subjects as
does the Strand. It calls attention to the
feature above everything else, mentions the
concert, brings out the comedy and mentions the News weekly.

jumble of type. One result of the advertisement is that there isn't the slightest
display on the pictures of the Halifax
disaster pictures which were played up
strong by other theatres all over the
country.
Like the woman who is always talking,
the advertisement that says what it has to

Things don't just happen. Something
makes 'em do it. See the idea?
WHILE we are all still in this holiday
let us show you the cover of the
program of the City theatre, Newarlj^
Here weis are
againso one
"little things'"
that
fond ofofthementioning.
Just
before Christmas Manager Leon G. Mumford issued a clever little Christmas pro-

with the picture of Fairbanks and a cage
illustrating a jail, the house was able to
get a display that stopped hundreds of
people in the street to comment on it
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" Lightless Nights " Prove
Worth
of Newspaper
Ads in Milwaukee

How the Milwaukee exhibitors have turned to advertising since the ban on use of electric signs. The Journal has two practically solid pages of display matter in its last
Sunday issue.
Things

Every Exhibitor Can Do Even
Facilities Are Limited

{Continued from page 235)
lot of advertising matter on each production. He must make the best of it and
use what is available for him. Some of
the companies, too, in the cuts that they
prepare, take advantage of the fact to give
the greatest prominence to the name of the
company and the brand, an^ at the expense
of the exhibitor. We believe by all means
in brand advertising and we believe that
you should mention the name of the maker
of every good picture in your advertising,
but you are unwilling to put that ahead of
anything else.
Another serious fault with many of the
prepared advertisements is that the writers
of them deal in superlatives and sometimes
make statements that do not fit the pictures.
Still another failing of some of these is
an attempt to give the name of the author
of the scenario, the director and often the
photographer. These are things in which
the trade is interested, but about which
the public doesn't care a hang. The name
is important when it means something,
when it stands out like the name of Robert
W. Chambers. // it doesn't mean something, it merely clutters up your display
and occupies valuable space.
Serious complaints come from all sections of the country of exchanges failing
to send out advertising cuts when they are
ordered. Some exhibitors have written
that these requests have been ignored. The
picture comes along all right, but the rest
of the stuff is ignored. You may rest assured that an exchange manager who conducts his business along such lines won't
last long — or if he is allowed to last the
film company itself is likely to go into the
discard.
But we do urge you to familiarize yourself with the advertizing aids that you can
get on each picture. Don't wait until the
day that you are going to show this picture to get the information. Get it when
you book the picture, and you will find it
advisable to make the booking of the pic-

Though

ture conditional on your getting this matter. It is a mighty good thing to go over
this matter when you receive it, but at least
file it away under a date several days before you show the picture and then dig it up
and see what you can do with your advertising. If you haven't on hand the stock
cuts that we mentioned, then get busy with
your order to the exchange if the material
has not yet been received and begin to
design your advertising.
Here is another little thing that counts.
Get your advertisement to the printer in
plenty of time and see that he sends proofs
back to you. You will then have time to
make changes without waiting until the last
minute. It's a mighty good ad writer who
can sit down and write a display merely
from his knowledge of type faces and his
sense of judgment that cannot be improved
upon in some way when they are put into
the cold type.
We know one small city exhibitor who
has done an excellent thing along this line.
Above his desk he has a large board on
which he tacks the advertisements as they
appear, until the board is filled. He has
them before him, the good ones as an inspiration and the bad ones as an example
of what to be avoided. " I often find myself unconsciously studying these displays,"
he told us. " I see things that I did wrong
and that could be easily improved. I make
a mental note of these things and it is
rarely that the same mistake happens
This is the sort of an exhibitor who is
progressing — the sort of an exhibitor that
allagain."
who expect to survive and prosper have
got to become. No one can drill into you
the necessity of these things. We cannot
help it if you simply pass these articles up
as " dry reading " and let it go at that.
But remember there is nothing that is dry
and that brings with it the sunlight of
prosperity.
It is hard to portray in arbitrarily written
advertisements what will help you, as an

LIGHTLESS
in Milwaukee
not hurting nights
the photoplay
theatres. are
At
least, not so far. One taking a view of the
downtown-house business Sunday night,
when all but the most necessary of the
lights were out, would think that it had injproved business if anything. For though
the front of the theatres were dark and
dismal and the ticket booth about the only
bright spot, all of the signs and other ads
being unlighted, the crowds were packed
around the entrance of all of the houses.
Local managers are beginning to ask themselves,was
"
all this talk about a light attractive front pure bunk?" Was all the
expensive outlay of money for signs and
electrical illumination necessary, or was it
just a case of one manager trying to outdo
the other and the public absolutely uninterested in how well a house was lighted in
front as long as the value was there in the
picture? It would seem to be true from
indications of Milwaukee's lightless nights.
It may be that they have decided that it
is better, as well as being more patriotic, to
put their money into newspaper advertising
and forget the lighting end. At least this
was the conclusion one would be forced to
reach after scanning the theatre pages of
the local papers Sunday. Practically two
solid pages of theatre advertising, and with
the exception of a small amount of space
used by the legitimate and vaudeville theatres, practilcally all of this was used by the
photoplay houses. And the results seem to
justify such expenditures. Everyone of the
downtown houses that carried these big ads
was packed Sunday night — but nine days
before Christmas— and holding them out.
The Whitehouse theatre, with " The Italian Battle Front," topped the, list with seventy-two inches of advertising. The Whitehouse was run a close second by the Butterfly theatre advertising "Joan the Woman," with a sixty-inch ad. Then came the
Alhambra theatre announcing Douglas
Fairbanks in " Reaching for the Moon,"
with a forty-inch ad. The Strand theatre
had a thirty-inch ad, followed by the Merrill with only a sixteen-inch spread, while
the Princess theatre used a fifteen-inch
space to tell of its features.
exhibitor in a small city or town, to do
better advertising, but we will be very glad
to take up with you here or in personal
correspondence any of your advertising and
show you how you can improve — and with
the facilities that you have.
We recognize that the greater share of
the advertising advice is written for those
with unlimited facilities and plenty of
money to spend. The smaller theatre is
even more in need of exploitation. And
the small theatre can do this and do it
successfully. We believe that we have
proven that to you to some extent. Now
if you want to take a step further, tell us
where we can help you specifically and we
will be very glad to devote the time and
the expense to showing you.
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Mr. Rothapfel Will Answer Here any Questions Regarding Problems in Exhibition. The Only
Conditions Are That the Questions Must Not Bear on the Merits of Particular Pictures or Services and That They Must Come Through the NEWS. Address Your Inquiries " ROTHAPFEL
ADVICE, EXHIBITORS' SERVICE BUREAU, MOTION PICTURE NEWS."
/ am sorry that I cannot give the lengthy answers to this
week's questions that I should like to, but the fact that I
am opening my new theatre, The Rivoli, makes it impossible to devote the time to these this week that I should
like to. The opening of a theatre of this kind with such a
scarcity of labor is a very strenuous task.
S. L. Rothapfel.

Diary

of

a Successful

Showman
I have just taken over a house seating 500 people. The business
has been
neglected and is in a very bad condition.
advise me
what would be the right amount to spend for weekly Please
The
population is about 38,000. The admission prices are advertising.
five
and
the matmee and ten and fifteen in the evening. Also advise metenif atI
should direct my advertising to newspapers or if I should use different
mediums such as mailing lists, window cards and billboards. I am
inexperienced
ciated.— R. T. inH. the show business and any suggestion would be appre-

Experiences of an Exhibitor Who
Learned His Lessons to
Appear
the NEWS
week ence
G next
NNIN
print
the experi
BEGIwill
of an
exhibitor just starting into business and the study of his business week
after week. He will tell himself how
he made his mistakes and how he remedied them — the things he did to put his
business on its feet.
This man started in without experience in motion picture exhibition, but
he has intelligence and he was ready to
recognize his errors. He studied the
public, he watched his pictures and he
kept a lookout for the future. There
isn't an exhibitor in the country who
cannot profit from his experience.
And this is especially true of the
smaller showmen, for the conditions
that confronted this exhibitor are those
which prevail almost everywhere.

""PHE fact that you are inexperienced in the show business does
not necessarily mean that you are handicapped except in the
matter of routine. If you will apply good business methods to
your show there won't be any question about your success. I
have a leaning toward the newspapers and of course in a town of
38,000 it might be wise to have a mailing list. It depends entirely
on the copy and the personality behind the advertising. A town
of 38,000 in my opinion could be reached very ef¥ectively for about
$50 a week, and it might pay you to spend even more until such
tirne as you get going properly. I would not have any five cent
price.
Hereto ispaymy out
problem.
Under
present
and receipts'
amX —able
a certain
amount
eachadmission
week lorprices
pictures.
I cannotI
have good pictures every night and on the others I have to pad out the
show with serials and short pictures, or else reduce the quality of my
program uniformly. I have not been successful in showing a picture for
rnorebest,
thanbuta single
run. afiord
I know
I am like
not togiving
the best
publicof
the
I simplyday's
cannot
it. that
I would
use the
big pictures and run them all two days. I am located in a possible
picture patronage of 12,000 and have a capacity of only 500 and give but
three shows a day. Therefore at the maximum, which is rarely attained,
I can reach only 1,500 on a single day — and a single picture as I am
running
at present.
better features.
— ^A. S.What
C. should I do to make my runs longer and give
IV/IY advice to you is to raise your admission price, to change
iVl your program three times a week instead of daily, to not use
padded stuff, short pictures and " fillers," as you call them. These
have been the death of many a house and their use is mighty bad
policy. Go after your house; make your show a little better.
Break it into short pictures, but have them features instead of
padded out stuff. I have never advocated the use of a serial — I
know some of my manufacturing friends are going to yell at this,
but, frankly, I have never in all my career used one. Make a personal appeal to your audience and try to make your show better
in every way. Of course you must advertise and do it generously
at first, even if you lose a little money.

to the best show and he got tired of " bumping his head against a
This wall."
man is evidently using a club over your head and has a few
stone
followers and to you it might appear as if the whole town is
against you. But prepare for your battle — stick it out and I think
you will win. In fact, I'm sure you will !
XII — I am a believer in new reels, but at the price that I can afford
to pay under present conditions, by the time I get the reel it is out of
date — some four weeks after issue, and with these changing war conditions some of the things appear ridiculous. I have a chance to get these
for a two-day run four days after release, but the price is much higher
than I am paying now. How can I feature these — for I have to run
a five-reeler also — so that they will bring in the increased admissions.
1 have the only theatre in a city of 8,000. — NORTH CAROLINA.

XI — I probably have the most peculiar problem that ever presented itself
to you. I am located in a prosperous city of 15,000. Due to war factory
operations the people are getting more wages than they ever got before.
I have the only show in town, as long as I stay at the ten-cent admission.
Recently I tried_ to raise my prices to fifteen cents, but a man who had
been in the exhibition business before and who knows nothing about it
opened his house again at ten cents. I lost patronage and had to go back
to that admission. Now he lets it be known all over town that if I again
increase. my price he will again open his theatre! 1 cannot make money
and give good pictures at the present prices. I can do this with a five
cent raise, but the minute I do this the opposition opens up again and the
result is that I am once more in the hole. Whaf can I do?— NEW YORK

OF

T AM very sorry to hear of the condition you speak of because
*■ your question shows me there is a great weakness and that you
are not as strong as you might be morally. Strange as it may seem,
I had a very similar experience in a small town that I first operated
in, but what the other man did never worried me. I went ahead,
raised my prices, gave a better show and the other man tried to
run his show for ten cents, with the result that for awhile people
went to him, but when the novelty had worn off the people came

course I, too, am a believer in having the film in as good
condition as possible, but to have new film in a location like
yours, with the price you would have to pay, would not pay you,
I think. I find that with proper manipulation and proper care you
can give a very good show on stuff two or three weeks old, and
you then have the great advantage of knowing exactly what to pick
and you will be certain of refinement, and, too, j'cu will always be
able to give a very good program, a better one, in fact, than the man
who gets the picture at release. Don't feature any picture unless
it is worth featuring. Simply because a picture is a five-reeler and
is new is no reason why it should have anj- more featuring than
one that is three weeks old and is better.
Having the only theatre in a city of 8,000 is, believe me, a cinch,
and if you will just simply run your business on a good conservative basis, be fair with your public, give them a little better
show, reap a fair profit, you will in the long run be prosperous, and
I think you will have a clientele in your town that opposition will
not dare approach.
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Motion

on the Public's Pulse
Hand
Brings Success to Minneapolis

itr'EEL
the public pulse — and stinuir
late it ! "
That is the theme which Manager
Charles Branham of the Strand theatre of
Minneapolis has as a working theory. It
is the common grade-school axiom ; the
familiar is the interesting. Probably no
manager in the Northwest so applies himself and his theatre to give the public that
with which the public is at the moment
most familiar. Mr. Baanham, before entering the theatre game was in the estate
just behind the Great Fifth. As an exmember of the Fourth Estate he has at his
finger tips experience gained by ten years
on some of the largest newspapers of the
country. He is merely applying his newspaper principle to the theatre.
The Strand, commonlj' nominated Minneapolis's Popular Playhouse, obtains its
phofoplaj-s — all its pictures — ^^on the open
market. This, according to Mr. Branham's theorj-, eliminates the surplus expense of, at times, paying for pictures on
the shelf, and further, gives him opportunity to watch and more closelj' adhere
to the tendency of public desire. Probably i;o photoplaj' produced a more satisfying box-office result than did " The

Specimen Quarter Page
Advertisement of Strand
Theatre
Slacker " of the Metro Company, and The
Little American " of the Artcraft Company.
When the state of Minnesota came to be
a state much discussed in the press of the
entire country over the dickerings with
the Peace Council in the city of Minneapolis; and when later St. Paul was
chosen as the meeting place for the NonPartisan League where was delivered th;.now notorious speech of Robert M.
LaFollettc, Mr. Branham held the showman's finger to the public pulse and " The
Little American " was thrown onto the
Strand screen for a week which broke the
house record and came back again for a
record return engagement.
The same atmosphere pervaded the state
when " The Slacker " was screened.
Throughout the days when the American
public was aroused l)y talk of sedition running rampant, Mr. Branham kept " his ear
to the*tures
ground
" and his
found
patrioticWhen
picwhich thrilled
audience.
the Dunwoody Naval Training station was
instituted in Minneapolis he invited the
entire cadet corps to his theatre. The

Picture

N' e w s

House

cadet corps came, and with it came an
enthusiastic public. Mr. Branham gave
the Jackie-thinking public that which they
were at the time most aware of.
Helping " Liberty Loan "
Fleeting stories of slackers, men who refused to register, men- who claimed to be
alien enemies and therefore not liable to
service filled the newspapers. Mr. Branham's two-estate mind rushed into quick
action. He struck the striking point.
■■ The Man Without A Country " came to
the Strand screen. It brought a week of
heavy business. Then came the Liberty
Loan campaign. Minneapolis found itself
in the midst of a money drive which it had
never before witnessed. Libert}' Day, proclaimed throughout the country, gave Mr.
Branham another opportunity to stimulate
the public pulse. He took personal charge
of filming the Liberty Day parade, as well
as the number of loan meetings, and had
them on the Strand screen early that same
evening.
To raise money for the state troops, the
First Minnesota Infantry, there was conceived the idea of a Vimy Ridge spectacle
at the State Fair grounds, with Major J.
F. Templeton, . veteran Canadian officer
who had been through the Vimy Ridge
affair, in charge. Mr. Branham filmed the
" battle " and the public rushed to see
again that at which it had been present
during the day. So continually Mr. Branham is hammering at the theory — give the
pu1)lic what jt knows most about; give
them the familiar things.
Using Local Scenes
■ When Minneapolis's own, as did many
another city's own, left with the Rainbow
division, Mr. Branham, in co-operation
with the Minneapolis News " shot " the
boys and brought the pictures to the Strand
screen.
Another big draw ing card was " France
In Arms." Few cities have such high regard for France as has Minneapolis.
French is taught to all its high-school students. The Department of French at the
I'niversity of Minnesota, located in Minneapolis, is ever bringing to the public
attention some new interpretation of
French character. Saturday evening, when
the Strand orchestra played the Marseillaise the entire audience rose from its
scats. This fact, that the audience stood
up to the playing of the French national
anthem, is one of (he vital proofs that hisear-to-the-ground is finding the proper
pulse beat.
For the jjast few weeks the hjcal newspapers have been filled with columns of
news and editorials on the state loyalty
convention held at St. Paul, and the loyalty meetings held in Minneapolis. From
all sources the public is hearing the
thought, " democracj' for all, freedom from
autocracy." And Mr. Branham booked
for a week's run " For the Freedom of
theSoWorld"
and time
it "produced."
it is from
to time.
Much as he believes in applying the
" pulse " theory, however, he does not believe in a surfeit of war, as the present

Charles

G. Brantham,atre, Minneapolis
Manager Strand The-

circumstances might bring. He chooses
comedy drama and comedy to intersperse
among the pulse pictures. Comedy, he
says, offers more relaxation now than it
ever did in peace times.
Of course not every exh:l)itor has had
newspaper experience. But every exhibitor
does read newspapers — he does know what
the public is at the moment most interested in. It is up to the exhibitor to take
advantage of this.
" It is neither advisable, nor is it good
business, to go through a weary and costly
process of teaching people to like olives
liecause other people who have learned to
know olives like them. Olives never
agree
with some people." So speaks Mr.
fjranham.
So to repeat, ending with Mr. Branham's motto : " Feel the Public Puls^ —
And Stimulate It."
Mary McAlisterXmas
Gets Theatre for
Little Mary McAlister was given the
Virginia theatre, at State and Halsted
streets, Chicago, to do with as she pleases
on Christmas Day. William Heaney, manager of the Virginia, was so pleased with
the entertainment the tiny Essanay star
gave the orphans and poor children in his
neighborhood on Thanksgiving that he felt
the least be could do was to turn the tlicatre
Over to her again on Christmas.
On Thanksgiving George Kleine donated
a print of Little Mary's picture, " Pants,"
for the charity showing and the little actress appeared herself and told stories about
humorous incidents that occurred in connection with her various pictures. And the
affair went off so well that Mr. Heaney
decided to give the unfortunates under
fifteen years of age in his neighborhood
another treat when he discovered Mary
would appear again on Christmas.
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Here are two of the lobby displays of the Midway theatre, Montreal. At the left is a display of "Rasputin" shozviiui the throne.
Appropriate
the interest
in the
the display.
the left
a display
the figure of placards
Kcrenskyincreased
dominating.
This zvas
one study
of theofmost
effective At
displays
thatisMr.
Laurie on
ever" The
used. Russian Revolution," zvith
Laurie

Tells

Exhibitors

Lobby

Displays

<<iy"ASHIN has gone, but his work still
••■^ goes on and the Midway does not
take second place to any Toronto theatre."
These lines from A. J. Laurie, advertising manager of the Midway, Montreal,
writes this in sending a number of his
lobby displays. Readers of the News will
get the reference to Mr. Kashin who originated this style of displays at the Midway and who has since come to New York
Avhere he did some brilliant work before
going into business for himself.
Mr. Laurie Ijelieves in making his lobby
displays big enough to attract real attention. He gets down to the central theme
of the picture and then portrays that one
big idea. No one who walks in front of
the Midway ever has to wonder what the
picture is about. There is nothing left uncertain the
;
appeal is smashing. He has
achieved these results, not only with strong
dramas which have the " punch," but he
has put them over equally well with com.edies.
One typical display was made on the
Arbuckle picture, " His Wedding Night."
Here he used a big picture of " Fatty " and
the mule sitting on the negro. The back
of the lobby was finished as a barn and a
one-horse wagon standing there carried out
the effect. There are not many exhibitors
who would think of turning their central
display over to a comedy when there was
a five-reel feature on the same bill, but Mr.
Laurie did this because he could put the
punch over with the comedy and he could
not do so equally well with the feature.
Exhibitors who study pictures will find
that they are able to get a variety of displays and all sorts of pictures are adapted
to this. For instance, some big event in
a news reel might be featured and the
exhibitor might even take the theme from
some scenic and fit his lobby up as the
Canadian Rockies or whatever part of the
country was being featured. The one great

That

Smashing

Bring

in

the

Police Aroused by Ads on " The
Patrons

ASK
QUESTIONS
You Are Most Fortunate
in Having Rothapfel
to Answer Them

ion
his-of the
torybef
the
inhav
orestrymot
indu
e pic
you
NEVER ture
ice
e
of
had the fre adv
the world's greatest exhibitor
on the problems that concern
your individual house. Never
before have you been able to
get the very supreme in the
ting expert."
k ofRothapfel
a " consulis
worMr.
doing this
work because of his great interest in the whole industry — because he wants to see every
showman succeed just as he has
succeeded. It is a labor of love
to him — and it is worth an untold amount to you.
There are two conditions to
these questions. They must not
deal with the merits of particular- pictures or particular film
service, and they must all come
through the NEWS. Questions
sent in any other manner will
be ignored. Address your inquiry
ROTHAPFEL ADVICE
Exhibitors' Service Bureau
Motion Picture News

thing that recommends lobbj' displays to
the exhibitor is that they contribute to
longer runs of pictures. The ordinary exhibitor who will put on a real display on
his next picture will find a demand for it
after he has taken the feature off — that is
if he has studied the picture and made
some big idea stand out in a way that
every one would understand.

to the timetheatre
of showing
" The Spy
at Prior
the Majestic
at Portland,
Ore.,"
Manager James Parker carried on so sensational acampaign that the Governor of
the state, police officers, and other officials
came to look upon it as a menace. Statements were carried in the daily papers
warning everyone to be careful, to watch
for the spy, and pointed out the attempts
that were being made to poison people by
the use of court plaster and the attempts
made on the lives of soldiers by sending
them poisoned cigarettes and water. This
frightened people who wrote
letters and
Spy''
telephoned to the officials, and the calls
became so numerous the Governor sought
the source of the advertising and urged
Parker to stop. When the other announcements came out later, the people appreciated the hookum that had been shot at
them.
Real Exhibitor to Aid Hodkinson
Service
An exhibitors' service department has
been established by the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation. At its head is L. F.
Guimond, who was with Mr. Hodkinson at
the Triangle Distributing Corporation.
While there he was in several departments,
including publicity and advertising and exexutive management, as well as sales promotion.
Mr. Guimond has had five years of exhibitor experience and is still an exhibitor,
owning a small town theatre. His previous
work has been as a free lance advertising
man, and throughout his experience in the
business he has specialized in analytical
studies looking toward service from the
producer to the screen. ■
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
'"besmokes
" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
a slacker!
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flagration spreads through the town.
The suspense becomes acute in the final reel as
to whether the Powder Plant will be destroyed
and also as to whether, in case they are not killed
by the mob, will it be Dick or Jack who wins
out witn Viola?
At the
theatre on
of
week, Jack
" TheMulhall,
Grand William
Passion,"Stowell
with
Dorothy Phillips,
and Lou Chaney in leading roles.
Jack Richardson and Strong Cast Prethe Law "
{Triaiiylcsent "The
Five Man
Reel Above
Production)
Lanier Bartlett has written a story titled " The
Man Above the Law." In this story he tells of
a victimluckyofexperience
an unlucky
love afTair
more The
unwith religion
and andthe a law.
victim has centered his hatred against women
and religion and is feared by the neighborhood.
He is has
knownbeenas prepared
" the man forabove
the presentation
law." This
story
screen
and presents one of the most interesting screen
dramas seen on the screen of the
Theatre angleforundersome
It was
Trithe time.
direction
of produced
Raymond byWells.
Duke Chalmers,
the man above
the been
law,"seenis
presented
by Jack "Richardson,
who has
in villain and character bad-man parts in some
of the best Western productions. With him in
the cast Dowell,
arewho will
seen beJosie
Sedgwick,forClaire
Mcremembered
her work
with Mary Pickford and Blanch Sweet in the
early Biograph productions, and May Giracia.
Duke goes West and becomes a trader among the
Indians. He wins them with the aid of whiskey
and then gets them hopelessly in debt. He takes
an Indian girl as his squaw and a daughter is
born, named Tonah. Esther Brown comes West
to open a mission school. Duke meets her. He
refuses to allow his daughter to attend the school
and forbids the neighboring Indians, who are his
slaves, to send their children to the school. She
pleads with Duke to permit his child and the
children of the native Indians to attend her school
and to stop selling whiskey to the Indians. Duke
agrees to the first plea but denies the second.
Esther casts a spell over Duke and he realizes
that he loves her. They are seen often together
and
Duke's for
squaw
becomesEsther
jealous.
Duke Esther
slays
a Mexican
attacking
and then
realizes that he loves her. She suggests that they
part. Duke asks a day in which to give his
answer. The morning following, Esther finds his
cabin deserted. He has left with his squaw and
child. At the
Theatre on
of
week. Jack Richardson in " The
Man Above the Law."
William Russell, Supported by Francelia
Billington,
" In Reel
Bad Production)
" — Comedy-Drama
(Mutual inFive
" Ip BadRussell
" is the
staring
vehicle
which
William
will next
be seen
on the
screenin of
the
Theatre. The story was written by
Raymond L. Shrock and adapted to the screen
by Chester B. Clapp. It was produced under the
direction of Edward Sloman for the American
Film Company releasing through Mutual. In the
supporting cast are seen Francelia Billington,
presenting the principal feminine role; Harvey
Clark. Bull Montana, who has been seen in several Douglas Fairbanks features; Fred Smith,
Lucille Ward and Carl Stockdale. William Russell presents the role of Monty, who gets " in
bad
because for
he will
the girl
his aunthe
has " selected
him notandmarry
secondly
because
turns down an offer auntie makes him on condition that he will settle down. All this takes
place before he sees the girl auntie has selected
for him. On one occasion he is knocked down
a flight of stairs in the home of his aunt, by his
trainer, Lefty
Ned,theand-girlhe whom
falls at
feet hasof
Victoria
Harrison,
his the
auntie
chosen. Victoria did not think much of his sudden entry into her life but Monte fell hard for her.
V ctoria leaves on a trip to Yucatan and Monte
follows. Speed Armstrong accompanies her.
Speed is a friend of Monte. Victoria was chaocroned
The along
party a was
treasure byhuntMontc's
and hadaunt.
brought
bunchon ofa
ruffians to help dig the treasure. The ruffians
planned to abscond with the treasure but Monte
saves the day. A fight was staged and Monte
comes out victorious. The ruffians had locked
Montc's Hisaunt,auntVictoria
fatherto infree
a handy
cave.
pleads and
withherMonte
them
and Monte, having the upper hand, exacts a
prom-se
which is fulfilled.
What isfrom
the her
promise?
See William Theatre
Russell in. " InweekBadand" receive
at the
the answer.
Tom Moore and Hazel Dily in Rita
Yountr's Play, '* Brown of Harvard "
(l^f lifl Fivr Ut f'l f'rodi/ctioii )
"
Brown
of Harvard,"
the astai;f
play hit
in which
Robert Edeson
made such
<]t ;ldcd
some
years apo, has been adap'pH for scrc-n nrcsentation and is presented by William N. Sclig on the
Perfect-on program with Tom Moore and Hazel
Daly in the featured roles. The production was
made under the direction of Harry Beaumont.
Hazel Daly will be remembered for her excellent work opposite Bryant Washburn in the

READY-MADE AD-TALKS PUBLISHED
IN LAST WEEK'S ISSUE
January 5, 1918
FEATURES
PRODUCERS
TITLE OF PLAY
Paramount
S reels
"" The
Fair
Barbarian"
Pathe
Convict 993 "
5 reels
" The Gown of Des- Triangle
5 reels
" Diamonds and
World
5 reels
Vitagraph
55 reels
reels
" Stolen Hours "
World
" In
thetiny " "Balance "
Fox
Pearls
9
reels
"" Les
Betty Miserables
Takes " a Triangle
5 reels
Fox
5 reels
"" Without
Honor Hus''
Her Second
5 reels
Mutual
First
National
" Alimony
Hand " "
Exhibitors
65 reels
reels
Universal
" Belovedband " Jim "
SERIALS
" Who
Is Number
2 reels
Paramount
—
7th Episode
" Vengeance — and the Vitagraph
& 2d Episodes,
— 1st
2 reels
(each)
e? n " "
Onma
Wo
" Skinner " stories. Mr. Moore has been seen as
leading man for many of the leading stars on the
screen. He played opposite Mae Marsh in " The
Cinderella
Man," drama
pronounced
the critics
be
the
best screen
in whichby Miss
Marshto has
appeared
since
"
The
Birth
of
a
Nation."
this production, Mr. Moore has the title role andIn
Miss Daly has the principal feminine role. The
play was written by Rita Johnson Young and
Gilbert P. Coleman. The story as told in pictures
one ofTom
the best
ever that
produced presents
and presents
Mooredramas
in a part
fits him like a glove. As Brown of Harvard he
makes a decided
" hitguaranteed
" and patrons
the
theatre are
a most ofenjoyable
time
when
Brown
of
Harvard
"
is
screened
on
of
week. It is a story
of college days and romance runs ripping through
its reelage as presented on the screen with the
delightful swish of waters in a brook. You will
enjoy
every minute
of Harvard for
" isboth
on
the screen.
There " isBrown
entertainment
young and old. It takes you back to the days
you spent at your Alma Mater and you will leave
the theatre with the satisfied feeling.
At the
theatre on
of
•
week, Tom Moore and Hazel Daly in
" Brown of Harvard."
" The Grand Passion," with Dorothy Phillips
and Jack Mulhall in Leading Roles
(./eirrl Fire Reel Production)
" The Grand Pasion " is the next Jewel production to be seen on the screen of the
theatre. Dorothy Phillips, William Stowell, Jack
Mulhall and Lon Chaney are in the principal
roles. Evelyn Selbie, Bert Appling and Alfred
Allen are
seenthein direction
support. ofTheIda picture
was produced under
May Park,
one
of the few women directors. It was adapted from
the lips
story
by
Thomas
Addison.
Dorothy
Philwill be remembered for her work in some of
the best Bluebird productions. Jack Mulhall has
been seen to advantage in a number of Universal
productions. It tells a virile, powerful story on
the screen and one which is well worth seeiner
by the patrons of the
theatre. It will
be seen
of
week. " The Powder
Plant
is going!
" is thetoward
ominoustheyell
of the Plant,
mob.
The wind
is blowing
Powder
and the whole town will go if the oil tank exDick Evans, the boss of Powderville, is about to
plodes.
start
a newspaper,
" The Trumpet,"
new city
that may redeem
his past. to
Thusevolve
a tolla
of all the hell-holes yields $4,000 for advertisements. Jack Rinlcv has editorial charge of " The
Trumpet
" and uncle.
both hePaul
and Argos,
Dick areheads
in love
with
Viola, whose
a revolt
aga'nst the boss. Viola warns Jack that his life is
in danger, and Argos casts her off as a traitress.
She is kidnapped
by a gunman.
Red isPete
Jackson,
who is enamoured
of her." but
soon"
traced bv Dick and Jack to a notorious resort at
Dea'h Valley, where she is rescued after a
thrilling fifht. The Death Valley mob and Powderville rioters, led bv " Red Pete," storm the
" Trumpet
" office, demanding
the $4,000
collected for advertisements.
Dick declines
to yield
to their demand, and the mob is held at bay by
a vigorous defence. Meanwhile Argos, half-dcmcnted, sets fire to his restaurant and the con-

Taylor Holmes in " Uneasy Money "
Best Yet— Don't Fail to See It
(Essanay-Perjection Five-Reel Production)
Taylor Holmes, who has made such a hit with
motion picture audiences in his comedy-dramas,
is to appear on the screen of the
theatre on
of
week in " Uneasy
Money,"
his
latest
work.
And
it
is
a
"
corker."
Don'twill
missbe itgiven
— if you
there is nototelling
whena
you
the doopportunity
see such
real, lively comedy-drama on the screen. This is,
without a doubt, the best work Mr. Holmes has
done. It is full of humor, and runs with the
smoothness of running water in a brook. He
presents the role of Lord Dawlish. In support
he has such well-known screen artists as Virginia Valli, Arthur Bates, Charles Gardner, Virginia Bowker, Fred Tiden, Lillian Drew, James
F. Fulton and Rod LaRocque. Ira Newcombe is
a rich American, and likes to play golf with Lord
Dawlish, who has everything but money. Later
the Lord learns that he has inherited a million
pounds, bequeathed
to himwrites
by histo oldhisfriend
Newcombe. Lord Dawlish
sweetheart
in America of his good fortune. On the boat
Claire Edmont meets rich Mr. Pickerton, and decides to dish the Lord. She does not know that
her lover has inherited a fortune. Lord Dawlish
goes under the name of plain " Bill " Chalmers.
In
the notifying
meantime her
Claire
Dawlish's
letter,
of receives
his good Lord
fortune.
She
leaves Mr. Pickerton to look up Lord Dawlish,
who
is
living
under
the
name
of
Bill
Chalmers.
Then the fun starts.
Taylor Holmes will be seen on the screen of
the
theatre on
of
week in " Uneasy Money."
Late Chapter, " Vengeance — and the
Woman Serial
"- Thrilling
" Hold-Up "
{Vitagrapji
— Two Reels)
The second chapter of Vitagraph's new serial,
" Vengeance — and the Woman," entitled " Loaded
Dice,"
with William
Holloway
in the leading
roles, Duncan
is full ofandwhatCarol
is commonly
referred to as action. There is action every minute— action on the wide open plains of the West.
In the first chapter we saw Black Jack Haines
sentenced
term are
in prison.
ter Blake toanda long
his wife
on their Inwaythis tochapthe
State capitol when they receive word that Black
Jack and his confederates have escaped from
prison.is staged
A Wildin West
" hold-up The
" ofoutlaws
an entire
town
this episode.
are
lead by two convicts, who have just escaped from
prison.
wife issleep,
carried
by theAs bandits, and,Blake's
while they
she away
escapes.
she
races through the canyon on her horse, an Indian,
a confederate of the bandits, lassos her, and she
is left swinging from the cliff as the chapter
closes.
At the
theatre and
onCarol Holloway
of
week,
William Duncan
in~
the second chapter of Vitagraph's new serial,
" Vengeance — and the Woman."
Mac Murray
in " Face Value
"— Unfortunate
The Adventures
of an
(Bluehird Five-Reel Production)
Murray is theatre
to be on
seen in " Face
at Mae
the
ofValue "
week.
" Face the
Valuedirection
" is a of
Bluebird
made under
Robertproduction,
Leonard.
The story was written by Miss Murray working
m collaboration with her director, Mr. Leonard.
The scenario was prepared by Fred Myton. In
the supporting cast with Miss Murray are seen:
Clarissa Selwyne, Florence Carpenter, Wheeler
Oakman and Casson Ferguson. Miss Murray has
the role of Joan Darby, who came from nowhere,
as far as her neighbors could learn. Had she
not taken a long chance and jumped from a
swiftly-moving freight train she would be serving
a long term in the reformatory. She took the
chance and escaped injury and the reformatory.
She found a job as delivery girl for a washwoman.
In the neighborhood in which she lived two
" gangs " fought for supremacy. Joan conceived
the idea
staginggames.
a prizeThis
fightwasbetween
leaders of theof two
done the
in order
that shetainedmight
obtain
some
money.
She
had
obthe idea from reading accounts of prize
fights in the newspapers. When the spoils were
divided Joan had enough to buy a pretty cloak
she desired. The old woman for whom she worked
accused her of being rich. Her life became intolerable and she fled. She is found by one of
the gang leaders whom she had defrauded and
threatens to expose her if she does not asisst him
in his work. Joan is detected, and is sentenced to
a reformatory. On her way to the reformatory
she leaps from the train and escapes. She is
taken in by a rich young man and his mother.
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She becomes a society belle. The gang leader
turns up again in the home of her benefactor
and he recognizes her.
Come to the
theatre on
of
week and leam how Joan is proven innocent. Mae Murray in " Face Value."
Geraldine Farrar, American Opera Singer,
in Farrar
Strong appears
Play, " onThetheDevil
Geraldine
screenStone
of the"
theatre
week in " The Devil
Stone,"Farrar
one ofwhom
her everyone
best worksrecognizes
for the screen.
Miss
as the
most accom.plished American opera singer, was
first
seen
on
the
screen
in
"
Joan
the
Woman
in which she made a tremendous hit. Her last"
picture
was
ThewhichWomancomes Godto Forgot."
this production
the In
theatre on
of
week, Miss
Farrar presents the role of Marcia Manot. In the
supporting cast are seen Wallace Reid, who has
done such fine work for Paramount in featured
roles and who is now working in the Paramount Eastern studios in a big Western play in
which he has the featured role, Hobart Bosworth
who has been seen on the screen for years. He
appeared in the old Bison and other Western
pictures when pictures first came into vogue;
Tully Marshall, James Neil, Gustave Seffertitz,
Ernest Joy, Mabel Van Buren, Lillian Leighton
and Burwell Hamrick. Jeanie MacPherson who
has contributed so many big successes to the
screen, wrote the story. Cecil De Mille produced the picture. The opening scenes of " The
Devil Stone
" areCoast
laid ofin Brittany.
a picturesque
village
on the
The fishing
latter
scenes are laid in New York. Silas Martin, an
unscrupulous American, owner of vast fisheries
along the Breton coast. He marries Marcia
Manot, a simple fishing girl. In order that he
may get possession of a valuable emerald which
the girl has found. He believes the emerald
to be a relic of the ancient Norse Queen
Grenelda, who met a violent death for
having taken the stone from a Christian priest.
Marcia marries him only to bring comfort to
her aged mother. Marcia is taken to America by
her husband where his penurious instincts are
given full play. He attempts to take the stone
from Marcia and in the struggle Marcia kills him.
Sterling, a young man whom her husband had
named as her lover, is accused. Then follows
the solving of the murder.
At the
theatre on
of
week, Geraldine Farrar in " The Devil Stone."
Charles Ray in Rupert Hughes' Storj" —
Screen Title,
"His Production)
Mother's Boy"
{Paramount
Five Reel
Charles
Ray
in
"
His
Mother's
Boy see
" — this
the picture you want to be sure and
at theis
theatre
week.
It's
a
"
corker
and one that is guaranteed to please old and"
young. " His Mother's Boy " is adapted from
one of Rupert
Hughes's was
most made
famous
and likable
stories.
The adaptation
by Ella
Stuart
Carson from Mr. Hughes's story, " When Life
Is Marked Down," presented on the screen under
the
His Mother's
Boy."
It was produced
undertitle,
the "direction
of Victor
L. Schertzinger,
under the supervision of Thomas H. Ihce for the
Paramount Program. In the supporting Cast are
seen Doris Lee, William Elmer, Joseph Swickard,
Jerome Storm, Gertrude Claire, and Lydia Knott.
The story tells of Matthew Kenyon, a product of
a New inent
England
village.
father washisa fellow
prombusiness man
who His
encouraged
citizens to invest in oil property in Texas. Matthew lived with his widowed mother. She showers a wealth of motherly affection upon him and
will not permit hira to mingle with the boys of the
village. The boy is left to redeem the family
honor which the father had jeopardized by wrongly advising his friends on a fake investment. The
story tells
of the boy's
the West,
where
he discovers
the adventures
fraud whichin ruined
the
reputation of his father and wins back the money
and a pretty wife for himself. The story is human
from the first flash to the fade-out. There is
every essential contained which goes to make for
good entertaining drama. Charles Ray is an actor.
He knows
thathe todoes
be afrom
goodfirst
actorto is
to act
ural and this
last.
Thisnat-is
the reason why he has risen from the ranks of the
supporting cast to one of the biggest stars on the
screen. You will like him in this very human
drama, adapted from one of Rupert Hughes's best
and most likable stories, " When Life Is Marked
Down."
" the
His Mother's theatre
Boy " will
the screen
of
onbe seen onof
week.
Violet Mersereau in "The Girl by
the Roadside " — Unusual Drama
(Bluehird Five Reel Productioii)
"Thebird feature
Girl in
by which
the Roadside",
is the nextwillBlue-be
Violet Mersereau
seen on the screen of the
theatre. In
the supporting cast are Cecil Owen, Ann Andrews,
Allen Edwards, Robert F. Hill, Royal Byron,
Kenneth Hall, and Sam B. Winter. Miss Mersereau has the role of Judith Ralson, sister of Budd

MAYBE

NEXT

WEEK
You'll Be Looking For Information Then on Some
Picture Covered Here
yin exhi
so man
posirstionwhoof
the bito
T tobe the
DON'go
express office
and get the feature they
are to show that day, without
knowing the slightest thing
about tionit.
Don't have
posiinbe intothedeal
that you
generalities in your statements
ing.patrons and in your advertisto
The most dangerous thing
that you can put in your theater
is BUNK. The public is always
suspicious of it, and once you
fool the public you begin building up a hesitant patronage.
And whether you mean to or
not, you will certainly bunk the
public if what
you you
don't are
know
for
yourself
talking
about
tising. and what you are adver-

Clip out these ad talks that
you know you are going to
need. File them away. If you
already know the date of the
showing of these pictures, get
yourself a monthly file and put
them under the proper days. If
you tle
don't
out thepage
litbox onknow,
the clip
opposite
and paste it in a book, and keep
this up week after week and you
will have a handy reference to
this material.
Keep it at hand where you
can find it— and use it.
Ralson,Ralson,
gentleman
adventurer.
Budd's wife
Vera
presented
by Ann Andrews.
Whileis
motoring in the mountains of Virginia, the party
is seen by Fayban, a secret service agent, who is
on Budd's track. He misses them at the hotel
and registers to lie in wait. Judith goes for a
gallop and is thrown from the horse and injured.
She is rescued by Boone Pendleton, who is on his
way to his hunting lodge in the mountains. In
the meantime Fayban arrests Budd and his wife
and sets out to search for Judith. He learns that
Judith's
horse
was andfound
neararePendleton's
hunting lodge.
Boone
held
in-doors
a heavy
storm.
They Judith
fall madly
in love.
She byis
informed by an old negro that the secret service
man is looking for her and that her brother and
his wife are in jail. The officer finds her, but she
is rescued from him by Boone. Fayban tells
Boone that Judith is a member of a band of
crooks. She goes to her brother, but he refuses
to tell her why he is in prison. She goes to
Washington. Boone follows in his car. Fayban
calls his chief in Washington and tells him to be
on the look-out for Judith. Meantime Budd and
Vera escape from jail. On the train Judith is
approached by one Cartwright, who convinces her
that he has met her. The experiences the three
have in attempting to elude the authorities are
recounted with intense interest in this most interesting drama. Miss Mersereau is at her best.
The
artists.supporting cast is composed of leading screen
At the
theatre on
of
week, Violet Mersereau in " The Girl by the
Roadside."
Marguerite Clark in " The Seven Swans " —
Most Elaborate Production — Rich Settings
{Paramount Five Reel Production)
The biggest and most elaborate production in
which Marguerite Clark has been seen will be
shown on the screen of the
^ theatre on
SwansMiss"
is the tite. J.ofSearle week.
Dawley," The
who Seven
directed
Clark
in
"
Snow
White,"
which
made
such a
tremendous hit just a year ago this time, directed
her in this late production. Those seen in the
supporting cast with Miss Clark are William Dan-
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forth, Augusta Anderson, Edwin Dennison, Daisy
Belmore, Richard Barthelmess, Richard Allen,
Jere Austin, Joseph Sterling, Fred Merrick, Leo
F. Daly,
King, dance
and Gordon
Dana.including
Among
the
scenesStanley
are several
hall scenes,
a shadow
the new
lights
and adance,
troupe using
of beautiful
girls Harmer-Mark
from the big
success of the year on the legitimate stage in New
York,
"
Chu
Chin
Chow,"
now
playing
to crowded houses on Broadway; a sundial dance,
or the
dance
of
the
hours,
from
"
La
Giaconda."
dance was directed for screen reproduction The
by
Lillian Thurgate. One of the sets used in the
production occupied an entire floor of the spacious
Famouscess Players'
New presented
York. The
Tweedledee studio
is the inpart
by PrinMiss
Clark.
She
was
to
marry
the
wicked
Queen's
son. cessAlllived was
and and
rejoicing.
The Prin-in
with feasting
her father
seven brothers
the
"
kingdom
of
the
seven
dials."
The
is announced and the wicked Queen, herwedding
witch,
and the bad son made the journey for the wedding.
A time was set apart for dancing and feasting as
was the custom in fairyland. The Princess hated
the
The Princess
wicked and
Queenthenwished
marryQueen's
her sonson.
to the
plannedto
to kill the Princess so that she could get control
of the kingdom. The wedding guests arrive and
on the screen the happenings are recounted with
all the fantastic doings of these magic people.
Miss Clark will be seen on the screen of the
theatre on
of
week in
■ " The Seven Swans."
Margarita
Fischer
in " Mollyin Important
Go Get 'EmRole
"
—True
Boardman
{Mutual Five Reel Production)
Fischer infor " the
Molly Go Gettheatre
'Em "for
—
thisMargarita
is the attraction
week. You all remember
Miss
Fischer. In the supporting cast is seen True
Boardman, who will be remembered for his work
in the featured
role ofOthers
the " Stingaree
" series,
produced
by Kalem.
in the supporting
cast are Jack Mower, who played opposite Lillian WalkerMargaret
in " TheAllen,
Lust David
of the Howard
Ages " ; Hal
Clements,
and
Emma Kluge. Miss Fischer has the role of
Molly Alison, who has the reputation for getting
into more scrapes than any other girl in town.
She is compelled by her family to remain in the
background until her older sister, Julia, has captured a husband. A bogus Count, in reality a
French cook, comes to town, and learns that Julia
is looking for a husband. He has his eye on the
Allison fortune and makes quick progress, courting Julia with all the gallantry of the Middle
Ages. Gordon Gilbert is his partner in the
scheme topromise
winMolly.Julia's
fortune.
to comHe takes
her toHetheplans
country
for
an auto ride and feigning a breakdown invites her
to remain at a roadhouse over night. Molly
escapes and starts bark home, a distance of twenty miles.
Molly's
is notto believed
her
father
and he
refusesstory
to listen
her. Sheby accidentally
meets
the
Count
and
tells
him
that
she
is not related to the Allisons and that her mother
was an Indian squaw. A burglar robs the Allison
home,
taking Julia'srobber,
valuable
pearl
Molly discovers
follows
him necklace.
andMolly
unmasks the bogus the
Count and his
assistant.
elopes with her sweetheart, Billy Wilcox, while
Julia
Molly. thanks her stars that she had a sister like
At the
theatre on
of
week, Margarita Fischer in " Molly Go Get 'Em."
Mary Anderson and Alfred Whitman in
" When Men Are Tempted " — Adams Story
(Vitagraph Fire Reel Production)
Mary Anderson and Alfred Whitman, who have
been
seen
some
of Vitagraph's
best
producedversion
atinitsof
Western
studios, are
seenfeatures
in the
screen
one of Frederick
Upham
Adams,
most
popular
and widely
read stories.
" When
Men Vitagraph,
Are
Tempted."
for
under The
the picture
directionwasof produced
William
Wolbert.
It will beof
shown at the
tre on
week. In the theasupporting
cast
with
Miss
Anderson
Mr. Whitman are seen: R. Bradbury, OttoandLederer
and
S. E. Jennings. The opening scenes are laid in
a small country town. The action, in the later
reels, is taken to the West, making a combinationdomof straight
and Western
thattheis role
selexcelled. Miss
Anderson drama
presents
of Jessie Garden, living in a small town and in
love with
John individual
Burt (presented
Mr.little
Whit-of
man), a rustic
has byseen
the world
outside.
Arthur who
Morris,
a fashionable
clubman and broker comes to spend his vacation
at the lake near the home of these two, sees
Jessie and attempts to force his attentions on her.
John,ris) isinaccidentally
revenge, attacks
Morris,believing
and he that
(Mor-he
shot. Burt,
has killed Morris, fiees to the West, where his
father lias sent him, telling him the directions to
a lost mine. Burt finds the mine, and is made
immensely
wealthy :theHestock
returns,
Morris"a
living, manipulates
marketfinds
in such
manner as to break Morris. He marries Jessie.
See this drama on the screen of the
theatre on
of
week. " When
Men
Tempted," with Mary Anderson and
Alfred Are
Whitman.
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Motion

Big

Big

Picture

News

Big
W.

TITLE. STAR, AND BRAND
ADOPTED SON. THE (Bushman-Bayne— Met.)
ADVENTURES OF CAROL (Madge Evans— World) . .
ALADDIN AND HIS WONDERFUL LAMP (Fox Kid
dies — Fox St.*
ALIAS MRS. JESSOP (Emily Stevens— Met.)
ALL FOR A HUSBAND (Virginia Pearson— Fox)

E.

S.

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
"Good
no drawing
picture,• too much Bushman." (For
other picture,
comments,
see issue card."
of Dec. "Fair
29.)
"Fair show; did not draw." "Star good, everyone liked it" (E.). "Don't care
for child stars."
"Wonderful production." "Positively great." "Good kids' picture, will not
draw show,
the adults."
"Good
star not popular." "Very good picture."
"Not up to Virginia Pearson's standard." "Poorest picture on Fox program in
months" (W.). "Rotten picture" (E.). "Good picture." "A very poor grade
of picture" (N.). "People did not care for this" (W.). "Good business, but
patrons not
(N.).
ANGEL FACTORY (Antonio Moreno— Pathe)
"Excellent
role pleased"
for Moreno."
ANTICS OF ANN (Ann Pennington— Para.)
"Very
clever
picture"
(W.).
"Fair picture."
"Great — a knockout." (For other
comments, see issue of December
29.)
ANYTHING ONCE (Franklyn Farnum— Blue.)
"Full
of
action"
(N.).
"Very
good,
much
like
Doug. Fairbanks" (W.).
APPLETREE GIRL. THE (Shirley Mason— K.E.S.E.)
"Photography good, pleasing picture."
ARMS AND THE GIRL (Billie Burke— Para.)
"Very good picture — one that pleased everybody." "Very good — improvement
over others." "Good picture but only fair drawing card." "Better than first
picture." "Good, pleased all, second day even with first." "Good picture,
only fair drawing card." "Very good — improvement over others." "Very
good." "Very fine — pleased everybody." "Billie Burke very popular — picture pleased." "Pretty good picture." "Supporting cast not strong enough
and
war film not popular" (Week run.).
ASHES OF HOPE (Belle Bennett— Tri.)
"Extra fine." "Jack Livingstone very good." "Very fine — played capacity —
pleased all." "Above average — ran two days — business good." "Excellent
Big
picture." "Everybody highly pleased." "As good as W. S. Hart."
AUCTION BLOCK, THE (Rex Beach Production— Gold.) Big
"Splendid production." "From a box-office standpoint best we have ever played."
"Record
businessin —years
big intospite
zero weather
— weekI run"
(N.).excellent
"Playedpro-in
worst weather
goodof business,
therefore
consider
duction"
(N.).
"Exceptionally
good,
typical
Rex
Beach,
liked
by
everybody"
Ave.
(S.). "Great picture, poor photography."
AWAKENING. THE(Montagu Love, Dor. Kelly— World) Ave. Ave.
good interest-sustaining picture." "Better than average."
Ave. Ave. Big "A
BAB'S BURGLAR (Marguerite Clark— Para.)
"Not as strong as first 'Bab' picture." "Very pleasing star, clever actress, fine
comedy." "Good picture, went well first day, not so well second." "Fine
comedy, exceptional photography." "Not as good as Bab's Diary." "Stories
of the Bab series are not big enough — something lacking." "Very good."
"Not
as good as most Clark pictures, but appealed particularly to young
folks." "Last of series should go over big." "Very, very good."
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Fairy
BABES IN THE WOOD (Fox Kiddies— Fox St.)..
tales
do not draw." "Good for kids only."
Ave.
Ave.
BAB'S MATINEE IDOL (Marguerite Clark— Para.).
"Tired of these stories" (S.). "Her poorest picture of the Deb series" (S.).
Ave.
"Big hit with old ladies and flappers, brought many new faces" (W.). "Tired
of
poorest
picture
to these
draw, stories"
she must(S.).
quit "Her
the baby
stuff"
(S.). of the Bab series." "If Clark is
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "One
BABBLING TONGUES (Ivan Production— St. R.)
of
best
acted
dramas
ever
produced,
good surprise finish" (S.^. "Fine
Big
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
picture." "A very good picture" (S.). "People seemed to like it" (N.).
Ave. "Business
BABY MINE (Madge Kennedy— Gold.)
better after the first day." "Great cast and direction." "Very
ordinary production, drawn out and too long." "Rain hurt business, but picture great." "Business fair, production excellent; star unknown, but watch
Ave.
Ave.
her grow." (For other comments, see issue of Dec. 15, 1917.)
Ave. Ave.
BLIND MAN'S LUCK (Mollie King— Pathe).
"As
good,
if not best, 5-reel feature this house has shown" (N.). "Fine pro-Vita.) Ave. Ave. Ave. Big
BONDAGE (Dorothy Phillips -^lue.)
"This
star is getting more popular." "Very fine production." "Bluebird imduction."
Ave.
Big
proving remarkably."
Ave.
BOTTOM OF THE WELL. THE (Evart OvertonAve.
"A good interest
holding picture."
Big Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. "Melo—
BRANDED SOUL, A (Gladys Brockwell— Fox) . .
Big Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
pleased;
elaborate production."
Ave.
BURGLAR, THE (Carlyle Blackwell— World) .. .
■"Splendid picture; stars lack draft." "Good picture, very sad, not kind that
will draw." "Stars popular, good story" (N.). "Neglected wife, forget-me-not
Ave. Poor
story, big business" (N.). "Great." "Excellent, but bad ending."
Ave. "Not
CALENDAR GIRL. THE (Juliette Day— Mut.).. .
Ave.
up to Mutual standard." "A pleasing picture."
Ave.
Ave.
CALL OF THE EAST. THE (Se«»ue Hayakawa— Para.)
"Good
play, well
all." "Very
slow, ofbutDec.holds29.)the audience." "A fair
picture."
(For liked
other bycomments,
see issue
Bic "Seven reel production
CAMILLE (Theda Bara— Fox)
made it difficult to handle crowds." "The story has been
done to death." "Bara's followers liked the picture." "Well liked star.'
"Big — Bara is great, but story has small appeal" (N.). "Not a good picture
for Bara,twowomen
it, though" (W.). "An excellent production, got me
Big
money
nights"like(N.).
Poor
CASSIDY (Dick RoMon— Tri.).
Big Poor Poor Poor
Big "Good picture — no name — no star — no business." "Most morbid production —
Big
a business killer." "Leading role very well done — fine storm scenes — hold J
interest — title only chance for improvement." "No attraction." "Just plain
story"
rot" (S.).(N.)."Good picture, but morbid" (W.). "Rosson's acting overdone, good
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
CLEVER MRS. CARFAX (Julian Eltinge— Para.) .
female impersonator; not so good in this one, though they seem to like
Extra "Clever
Extra
it" (S.). "Deserved better biz" (W.). "Just a picture, that's all" (E.).
COLD DECK, THE (William S. Hart— Lynch) ... .
"A picture that pleased." "He is a good drawing card." "Dandy Hart picture."
Ave.
"Best Hart has done — we think." "Wonderful picture — big money-getter."
COME THROUGH (Herbert Rawlinson— Jewel) .. .
Ave.
"Rattling
"Four big(W.).
days"Patrons
on this."well"Did
greater"Photography
business on
this
than good
Hart picture."
two weeks before"
pleased."
Ave. Ave.
splendid." "Too much footage." "Good picture, pleased all."
Ave.
CONSCIENCE (Gladys Brockwell— Fox) .
"Did not entirely please— too allegorical" (Middle). "Interesting story, and the
production end ranks well among the program class — average business" (South ).
"Fair only." "A very fine picture — only like others before, failed, too allegorical" (W.). "A picture that is hard to take up, unless seen from the beginning." "A good picture of its kind, but allegorical subjects not wanted."
"Fine, S. R. O." "Small appeal, but great" (N.). "Excellent picture, poor
CORNER
GROCER, THE (Madge Evans, Lew Fields- Ave. Ave. Ave.
World)
business."
Poor Ave. "Star
is not a drawing card." "Much too long to please." "A very pleasing
Poor
picture." "Very good."
CY WHITTAKER S WARD (Shirley Mason —K.E.S.E. j. Ave. Poor
Ave. Ave. Poor
Ave. "No drawing power." "Patrons like star, but not story." "Poor — not much to it."
DEAD SHOT BAKER (William Duncan— Vita.)
"Too
much subject."
blood and thunder."
"We're getting
much Westerns." "Excellent.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Western
"A good picture,
pleased toopatrons."
DESIRE OF THE MOTH, THE (Ruth Clifford -Blue.).. Big Big Big Big "Good
Western,
title
misleads
fans
"
"Title
not
appropriate. Good picture.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Monroe Salisbury a comer."
Ave. "Type
DEVIL DODGER, THE (Roy Stewart— Tri.)
of
play
that
takes
well
in
Arizona."
"An
extra strong picture.
Ave
"Not good" (W.). "Good drama, Stewart a second Hart if properly directed."
IXJRMANT POWER, THE (Ethel Clayton —World ).. . Ave. Ave. Ave.
"Very
good
picture"
(S
).
"Star
popular,
story
fair."
subject, and star,
Dec. 29.)a great favorite" (N.). "Good." (For other"Good
Clayton
comments, see issue of
DRAFT 258 (Mabel Talliafcrro— Met.)
"Very nice picture for this time" (E.). "A great patriotic picture (N.). "A
strong patriotic picture, not quite up to our expectations as a business getter."
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
N. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Big Ave.
Big
Big
Big
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big
Big Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big Big
Big
Big Big Big
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E.
Ave.
EASY MONEY (Ethel Clayton— World)
ETERNAL MOTHER, THE (Ethel Barrymore— Met.) . Ave.
Ave.
ETERNAL TEMPTRESS (Lina Cavalieri— Para.)
Ave.
FETTERED WOMAN, THE (Alice Joyce— Vita.) . .
Ave.
FIBBERS, THE (Bryant Washburn— K.E.S.E.)
Ave.
FIGHTING BACK (William Desmond— Tri.)
Ave.
FIGHTING ODDS (Maxine Elliott— Gold.) .. .
Big
Ave.
FIREFLY OF TOUGH LUCK (Alma Reubens— Tri.) .
Ave.
FLIRTING WITH DEATH (Herbert Rawlinson— Blue.) Ave.
Big
FOOLS FOR LUCK (Taylor Holmes— K.E.S.E. )
FOR Gold.)
THE FREEDOM OF THE WORLD (SpecialAve.
FRANCE IN ARMS (Pathe)
GAME OF WITS, A (Gail Kane— Mutual)
Ave.
GHOST HOUSE, THE (Pickford-Huff— Para. )
TITLE, STAR, AND BRAND

N. Ave. W.
Ave.
S. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Poor
Big
Big Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big Poor

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE

"A pleasing picture; this star is improving" (W.).
"Good picture, not much drawing power" (N.). "These kind of pictures don't
draw." "Good picture, not much drawing power." "Pleasing, good story with
moral." "Star not popular."
"Just a picture — nothing to rave over." "Star does not register, poor picture."
"Ordinary picture." "Star not popular." "Program stuff."
"Not up to Skinner." "Star well liked. A few more good pictures will make him
a big drawing card." (For other comment, see issue of Dec. 29.)
"Good Western. "Only fair." "Fair picture."
"Interesting picture" (N.). "Did not please" (W.). "Fair picture, did not draw."
"Goldwyn's
poorest
thus offar."Dec. "Picture
good, photography kills it." (For
other
comment,
see issue
29).
"Splendid, will repeat this." "Good Western." "Good Western stuff — what
they want." "Routine Western."
"Good picture."
"Fair picture." "Patrons clamor for this type" (S.). "Patrons seemed to enjoy
themselves with this" (N.).
picture." "Nice production."
Ave. Ave. Ave. "Good
"Great picture." "Too monotonous."
Ave.
"Best
Mutual
ever played" (S.). "Patrons all satisfied" (N.).
Ave. "Above averagewe inhave
Ave.
production; Jack Pickford fair in this." "Not up to standard." "Poor business-getter." "Fair picture." "Very good." "Good, patrons
"Fair picture." (For previouspleased."
comments, "Good
see issuePickford-Huff
of Dec. 22, picture."
1719.)
GOODWorld)
FOR NOTHING, THE (Blackwell-Greeley— Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. "Average picture" (W.). "Good picture" (S.).
GRELL MYSTERY, THE (Earl Williams— Vita.) Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave "Excellent picture." "Best Williams picture in some time — held the interest."
Ave.
HEART OF EZRA GREER (Frederick Warde— Pathe) . . Ave.
picture and
cast."nothing
"Good."
Big Ave.
Ave. "Good
"Fair patriotic
feature,
out of the ordinary." "Very pretty picture —
HER COUNTRY'S CALL (Mary Miles Minter— Mut.) Ave.
star becoming a favorite." "Fair picture — she always draws well" (Middlel.
"Good photography — direction poor in spots, some settings not elaborate
enough." "Well liked." "Title killed this one" (West). "Patrons tired of
Big Big Ave.
Big
war plots." "Poor story, star not popular here." "An appeal to patriotism.
-Para.) , Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
HER HOUR (Kitty Gordon— World)
"Very
good picture." "Average program."
Big
Ave.
HUNGRY HEART, THE (PauHne Frederick"Good." "Picture did not please — climax melodrama of the 10-20-30 type."
"Good picture, appealed mostly to women." "Interesting problem play with
weak finish." "Very good, average business." "Good picture" (E.). "Averfinish"age business"
(W.). (S.). "Pleased fairly well; picture took an awful slump at
INDISCREET CORINNE (Olive Thomas— Triangle).
"Olive Thomas is a comer." "Good, very pleasing picture, star rapidly growing
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Pickford a young Douglas Fairbanks. Huff also clever. Good picture with
JACK AND JILL (Pickford-Huff —Para. )
in favor."
JOHN ERMINE OF YELLOWSTONE (Francis Ford — Ave. Ave.
plenty of action."
Ave.
Butterfly)
Ave.
"Good Indian picture." "O. K."
JUDGMENT HOUSE (Stuart Blackton Production
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Only a fair production." "Good high class picture, but it didn't get the busiPara.)
Ave. Ave. Ave.
KILL- JOY, THE (Mary McAlister— K.E.S.E.)
Ave. "Pleasing, no drawing power; McAlister clever, but the story is absolutely unAve. Ave. Ave. Ave.
nd director on location bad" (W.). "Fair picture" (N.).
LAND OF PROMISE (Billie Burke— Para.)
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Has the merit reasofonable, abeing
different, only my patrons did not care for the story."
LIFE'S WHIRLPOOL (Ethel Barrymore— Metro.)
"Best Barrymore ever appeared in, but did not draw." "Very ordinary." "A
good
picture
—
star
just
fair here." "Photography good, settings good, star
ness." "Too much misery."
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
good."
LITTLE PRINCESS, THE (Mary Pickford— Art.
"Interests children only; will hurt star unless given a play to interest grownups; substituted another picture to finish the week" (E.). "A good picture,
but did
not draw
Pickfords do"
up to standard
of last
two
pictures
— goodas most
entertainment,
but (W.).
lacked "Not
the drawing
and pleasing
Big Big Big Big
qualities of Rebecca of Sunnybrook" (S.). "Did not draw like Rebecca of
Sunnybrook, or other late Pickford" (N.). "Poorest Pickford business ever
in our history." "Too much of a kid picture, does not draw grown people"
Big
(N.). fairy
"Star tale
had story,
to carrynotthea whole
load — less
average business."
"Too
much
comparison
withthan
Sunnybrook
Farm or Little
Big
LONE WOLF, THE (Brenon Production— Sel.!
"Excellent." "Return business to capacity." "Going big on second week" (W.).
American."
"Extra big entire week." "Swell picture" (N.). "A great picture, and a good
drawing card, with plenty of exciting situations." "Could recommend this
Ave.
Ave.
LOVE DOCTOR, THE (Earl Williams, Vita.).
theatre."
"A subject
winner."for any
"Story
'impossible' — star going back as drawing card." "S'ar
draws, picture not up to standard." "Good stuff." "Not up to standard
Ave. Ave. Ave Ave. "Started
MAGDA (Clara Kimball Young— Sel.)
but wentgood,big."
but did not hold up." "Business poor in comparison to what she
has done" (West). "Splendid" (Middle). "Very poor" (West). "Did not
please audience" (W.). "American people want to laugh." "Good picture,
but did not get the money" (E.). "Didn't draw — picture fair" (N.) "Very
Big
Big
pleasing, but did not draw" (E.). "Picture poor, not a proper vehicle for the
star" good."
(N.). "Very
picture."does average business." "Good picture and
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Very
MAID OF BELGIUM (Alice Brady— World) . . .
"This good
star always
Big
Ave. Ave.
very
pleasing."
"Fine,
good
Big
Ave.
MAN TRAP, THE (Herbert Rawlinson— Blue.) .
Ave.
"Not especially well liked, aboutphotography."
50-50." "Interesting, entertaining, big busiBig Big
ness." "High class picture."
MANX MAN, THE (Geo. Loane Tucker Production- Ave. Big
Gold.)
Ave.
"Turned hundreds away first night" (N.). "Very good picture, not so much
pulling power" (W.). "Wonderful picture — a httle too long" (N.). "Fine
MAM WITHOUT A COUNTRY (Jewel Production)..
"Great, if publicity is properly handled." "Fine patriotic production that any
Ave
Ave. Ave. Ave. Big
American
audience
like."
MARKED MAN, A (Harry Carev— Blue.)
business,
fine, will
pleased."
Big Ave. Ave. "Gooa
MARK OF CAIN (Mrs. Castle-A. Moreno— Pathe) . . . Ave. Ave.
"Good
picture, excellent photography, beautiful settings, no pulling power" (W).
picture."
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Well
MISS U. S. A. (June Caprice— Fox)
received" (S.). "Military N. G." (N.).
MOLLY ENTANGLED (Vivian Martin— Para.)
nice picture, star well liked" (E.). "Good picture" (W.).
Big Ave. Ave. "Very
MORE TRUTH THAN POETRY (Petrova— Met.) . . Ave. Ave.
"Petrova's best picture." "Same old stuff." "Nothing extra." "Best Petrova
yet."
"Splendid picture, did not draw especially." "Went only fair." "Good
Ave.
Ave.
photography, good settings, good story. Petrova does not draw here" (W.).
MOTH, THE (Norma Talmadge— Sel.) .
"Only
fair
— fine"Star
photography,
draggy." "Excellent
big.
business."
growing inbutpopularity."
"Excellent picture."
photoplay "Extra
— star well
liked here." "Don't come up to her previous releases." "People well pleased
Extra
with star and picture. A coming big favorite."
Extra "Excellent
NARROW TRAIL, THE (William S. Hart— Art.)
picture" (East). "Only fair" (South). "Best Hart up to date."
"Pinto pony excellent; caused as much comment as Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm" (East). "Star well liked. Remarkable horse" (South). "House record
Big
— best Hart to date— big hit here" (West). "Best of its kind" (Middle).
"Same old Hart — best drawing star in the business — cannot handle the crowds."
Big Big Big
"Wonderful Hart picture." "Hundred percent picture." "Hart draws them
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Splendid picture, star good, but does not draw." "Splendid high class comedy"
NEARLY MARRIED (Madge Kennedy— Gold.).
(N.). "Not a big drawing card" (S.). "Fine picture, fair business, star not
known." "Good picture, but very light" (E.). "Good picture, star doesn't
NORTH OF FIFTY THREE (Dustin Farnum- Fox) . .
"Cave man stuff." "This star draws well." "This type of play very popular
here" (North). "Great picture" "Well liked." "oood picture, star welt
Ave.
liked,
book very popular."
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
OUTSIDER, THE (Emmy Wehlen— Met.)
out."andpicture."
"Beautiful
"Poor title — fair picture." "Star always dr ws." "Good
picture."
draw."
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ONE SHOT ROSS (Roy Stewart— Tri.)

Motion

Bi^
E.
Big
Ave. Ave.
N.
Big

Big
W.
Big
Ave.

Big
Ave. Ave.
OUTWITTED (Emily Stevens— Metro.)
Ave.
Ave. Ave
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
OVER THERE (Charles Richman, Alice Q. Nielson— Sel.) . Ave.
PAINTED MADONNA. THE (Sonia Markova— Fox) .
PARADISE GARDEN (Hanold Lockwood— Met.)
Big
Big
Big
Big
Ave.
PEGGY LEADS THE WAY (Mary MUes Minter— (Mut. Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
PLEASE HELP EMILY (Ann Murdock— Mut.)
Ave.
POPPY (Norma Talmadge— Sel.)
Ave. Ave. Ave.
PRICE MARK, THE (Dorothy Dalton— Para.)
Ave. Big Big
Big Big Ave.
PRINCESS OF PARK ROW (Mildred Manning— Vita.) . Ave.
Big
Ave
Big Ave,
Big Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
PRINCESS VIRTUE (Mae Murray— Blue.)
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
QUEEN X (Edna Goodrich— Mut.)
Big Ave.
Big
RASPUTIN,
THE BLACK MONK (Montagu LoveWorld)
Big
REACHING FOR THE MOON (Douglas Fairbanks—
—(Art.)
Big Big Big Big
Big
Extra
REDEMPTION (Evelyn Nesbit Thaw— State R.)
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
RISE OF JENNIE GUSHING (Elsie Ferguson— Para.)
Big
SCANDAL (Constance Talmadge— Sel.)
Big
Big Big
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
SEA MASTER. THE (William Russell— Mut.) .
Big Ave. Ave.
Big
Ave.
SECRET GAME, THE (Sessue Hayakawa— Para.) . . . . Ave.
Ave.
SECRET OF THE STORM COUNTRY (Norma Tal- Big
madge— Sel.)
Big
Big Big Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave. Ave. Ave.
SHALL WE FORGIVE HER? (June Elvidge— World)
SILENT MAN, THE (Wm. S. Hart— Art.)
SIRENS OF THE SEA (Jewel Production)
SLEEPING MEMORY, A (Emily Stevens— Met.) .
SNAP JUDGMENT (William Russell— Mut.)
SOCIETY'S
Cunard—
SON OF HISDRIFTWOOD
FATHER, THE(Grace
(Charles
Ray—Butterfly)
Para.) . ..

SPREADING DAWN (Jane Cowl-Gold.)

Big
Big Big
Ave. Poor Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big Big
Big Big
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.

Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

SQUARE DECEIVER, THE (Harold Lockwood— Met.) . Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big
STAINLESS BARRIER, THE (Triangle Players— Tri.) . .
Big
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
SUNSHINE ALLEY (Mae Marsh— Gold.)

THIS IS THE LIFE (George Walsh— Fox)
THOU SHALT NOT STEAL (Virginia Pearson— Fox).

TOM SAWYER (Jack Pickford— Para.)
TROUBLE BUSTER. THE (Vivian Martin— Para.).

Big
Big Ave.
Ave.
Big Big
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.

Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
UNFORESEEN, THE (Olive Tell— Mut.)
UP OR DOWN i^Gco. Hernandez- Tri.)
Big
VOICE
OF CONSCIENCE
, THE (Bushman-Bayne— Ave.
Met
.)
Big Ave.
Big
Ave.
WAR AND THE WOMAN (Florence Labadie— Pathe) Ave.
WHEN A MAN SEES RED (William Famum— Fox St.) Ave. Big
Big
WHIP, THE (All star cait— Paragon)
Big
WHO Vita.
GOES THERE?)(Harry Morey-Corinne Griffith- Ave. Ave.
Big
WITHIN THE LAW (Joyce-Morey— Vita.) ' !
WOMAN GOD FORGOT. THE (Geraldine Farrar- Art.)

Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big
Big
Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
Big Big
Ave. Ave.

Picture

News

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPOftTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
"Very good; lots of my patrons like him better than Hart." "Routine Western."
"Picture fair; photography extra." "Good picture, but star not well enough
known to have much pulling power." "Fine Western, good business" (S.).
"Drew good crowds." "Fair Western."
"Story unusual — pleased" (E.I. "Wonderful picture" (N.). "Exceptionally
good feature" (W.). Fine picture, didn't draw" (S.).
"Very good war picture — drew good business at advanced prices."
"Good picture, star not known" (N.). "New star — did not draw" (W.).
"Good picture, but long." "Star popular, photography fair, fair business."
"Star very popular." "Subject excellent, photography delightful, star always
draws." "Good story, but peculiar; beautiful scenery." "Very nice picture,
Lockwood pretty good individual card." "Some picture — Lockwood gets me
as much as Marguerite Clark." "Very good picture, little slow." "Patrons
liked
this best of all Lockwoods." (For previous comments, see issue of Dec.
22, 1917.)
"Very popular star — appealing" (N.). "Fair picture." "Cute star, cute picture —
pleased" (W.).
"Light entertainment." "Not as good as other Empires." "Pleasing comedy
"Above the average production."
"Good picture of its kind. Too suggestive" (Middle). "Picture more for the
H.B. (high-brow) than the average. Bad start for this program here" (South).
drama."
"Good picture, but did not draw." "Very good." "From moral view a little
strong." "Entirely too suggestive."
"Good picture." "Good, but stars not known." "Good, Miss Manning ex"Very artistic picture." "Liked by some, not by others."
"Very
fair subject, star popular here." "Good picture.'' "Nothing to waste
cellent."
5000 feet on" (E.). "Fair picture, star didn't show to advantage."
"Extra big for program picture." "Great film, best World ever made." "Great
— went over big." (For other comments, see issue of Dec. 29.)
"Good pictvu'e." "Kind of picture people like to see Fairbanks in, dressed in
real clothes." "Decidedly divided opinion among patrons on merits of this —
from 'his good
best' picture,
to 'his worst.'"acted, good attendance at raised prices."
"Anranging
(Forexceptionally
other comment,
see issue well
of Dec. 29.)
"Very good picture; as yet this star does not draw" (N.). "Too suggestive."
"Good picture but only fair business."
"Splendid subject, beautiful settings, the kind of story the great majority of
the fans want" (S.). "Splendid picture and star" (E.). "Fair picture — star
is a real light and a comer" (N.). "Clever picture" (N.).
"Hepicture."
is capable of better
"Star
fight work."
picture."
"Gooda general
— pleasedfavorite."
generally""Not
(W.).a children's
"Great — one "Good
of the Jap's
best yet" (W.).
"Good
picture; star
picturestar deserves
betteralways
vehicledraws;
than best
this.sheInhasmy done."
opinion "Fairly
star in good
6 months
will
be biggest box-office attraction in the business" (S.)
"Only an average production.'"
"History repeats — they are killing off the Westerns" (W.). "Not up to Hart
standard" (N.). "Hart pictures seem to all look alike, guns, cowboys, cards,
saloons, gambling." "Give Hart a change, like 'Between Men' — dress him up,
if only for a reel or two; my patrons say, "The same old Hart with the same old
"Patrons liked this" (N.).
"Very good picture, though too deep and too long" (W.). "Had some walkouts
on this;Russell's
only a fair
play" (N.). (For other comment, see issue of Dec. 29.)
"One
best."
"Very ofgood"
(South).
"Very good." "Average program picture." "Only average." "Good picture and
thegun.'
kind that pleases." "Kind that pleases all." "Ray more popular each
picture" " (W.). (For other comment, see issue of Dec. 29.).
well liked
"Very good picture, business poor." "Good star and story" "Picture
(W.). "Weiit
very
well" (E.). "A very good picture." "Pleasing picture."
by those who
saw itof— Dec.
Jane 29.)
Cowl has no drawing power"
comment,
see issue
(W.). (For other
'Lockwood always draws." "Much better than average.' "Good picture."
"Good
picture
without
a
star."
"Ordinary."
"N.
G."
"Good
title, poor story."
"Not a picture to rave over."
"Fair picture, business bad." "Star never favorite here, production below
Goldwynpleased
standard."
"Poor "Good
stofy, picture."
photography"Story
and light,
star weak."
"Patrons
seemed
with this."
but entertaining.
star is great, well liked." "Nothing to picture." "Just a moving picture,
that's
all." "Pleased,
"Star toothat's
good all."
for such a poor story." "Some picture." "Good
picture."
"Good
comedy
star great." "Far superior to Fairbanks." "Star great."
issue
Dec. drama,
29.)practically
"Goodof picture,
as good as Fairbanks." (For other ocmments, see
"Too much of a detective drama." "Average feature — director-actor steals show
from star." "Fair picture." ''Poor picture." "Pleased nine tenths of patrons." "Pleased my audience, a good many said it was Miss Pearson's best."
"Excellent picture, but V. P. does not draw here."
"Bully picture, had us guessing to handle the crowds." "Excellent — pleased
"Well liked by patrons." "This picture nothing more than 2-reeler; poorest of
hers
I think." "Good, clean picture, very entertaining." "Only fair."
"Extrayet,good."
greatly."
"Star
unknown
fair release." "Story no good."
"Rotten"
(W.).and a (N.).
"Very
poor picture"
"Fair, that's all" (N.). "Fair production" (W.)
"An excellent picture." "This picture is good, I think star is getting better."
"Fair picture."
Bushman"
(W.). "One of the best pictures we have run this season— too much
"Good
photography.
striking effects." '"As a whole too dry for a war
picture." ""Fair — tooSome
imaginary."
"A very fine picture." "Good picture." "A good picture but it will take a little
time to bring back this star." "One great show — star ditto."
"Return engagement almost equalled first showing" (E.). "Sort of picture you
can count
on almost
anyoneof liking"
(S.). "Very big on return" (W.). (For
other
comment,
see issue
Dec. 29.).
"Not up to standard" (S.). "Star popular, picture fine" (N.). "Stars appear
lost — no acting — no punch; always expecting one and don't come" (W.).
"Very big, each day better." "Too long — great show, very interesting." "Picture good, but business slacking." "Alice Joyce is particularly well cast as
Mary Turner. The subtitles make a fat part of Aggie Lynch." "A good
picture with apparently no drawing power" (local). "Best picture I have seen
in a long time." "A box-office record-smasher, everybody highly pleased."
"Most wonderful" (S.). "Remarkable production." "Story slight, costume plays
not desirable." "All records broken." "No story, as usual with DeMille production" (W.). "Very fine." ""Wonderful production but did not please —
costume plays do not get the money." "Elegant, beautiful." "A great picture,
well
directed,see but
will not stand for a costume picture."
(For acted
other and
comment,
issueourof public
Dec. 22.).
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Pockets " Goes
Distributors

to

" Empty Pockets," the mystery storv' by
Rupert Hughes, which Herbert Brenon has
made into a photoplay, has passed into the
hands of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit. Numerous prints have been shipped
from the Brenon laboratories on Hudson
Heights to the various theatres of the First
National Exhibitors throughout the country, and already many principal theatres of
the Circuit have run the film.

' Florence

Short Goes to
Ithaca
Miss Florence Short, well known in the
picture world through her portrayal of adventuress roles, has left for Ithaca, N. Y.,
where the Wharton Bros, are producing
their new serial, " The Eagle's Eye."
It is said she is not a bit vampirish off
the screen and devotes most of her spare
time working in the surgical bandage department of the Stage
War that
Relief Committee.
Miss Women's
Short states
the supply of linen and cotton is running

Plays

of

Power

SAMUEL GOLDFISH, president of the
Gold-ivyn Pictures Corporation, is
frank to say, in an announcement last
week, that he believes the taste of photoplaygoers during the coming year will turn
from the light and frivolous to plays of
power and meaning.
" There is a decided trend," he said,
" toward drama, sturdy, up-standing heartinterest drama. Never before have the people of the whole world been living, feeling
and thinking so seriously. Many thought
that America's entrance into the war
would put a premium on light, frothy comedy as a relief
war'sindustry
cares. The
experience
of from
the the
whole
has
shown the very contrary. America is
stirred to its depths. America is aroused
emotionally as it has not been in half a
century. The reflection of this is a tremendous and constantly growing demand
for screen entertainment that gives emotional satisfaction, that expresses the stress
of the moment — and its optimism. America is ready to meet any problem, any situation, tremendous though it may be and
tragic in its potentialities, and America is
ready to solve it with confident heroism.
" It is a vital satisfaction to us of the
motion picture industry to see the democratic screen so truly a reflector of the
nation's mood.
Decides

Samuel Goldfish ol Goldwyn
" As for more general prophecy, I feel
most confident that in a fundamental respectthe
Goldwyn's
policy during
and experience
will
rule in
industry
the coming
year. There will be fewer and better pictures. By this I mean that more and more
producers will come to realize that the
making
like the takes
making of of
any' quality
other pictures,'
quality product,

on

After Some Discussion
Story " The Beautiful Mrs. Reynolds " Is Retained
as Title of Early Romance

extremely low and she would be glad to
have anyone who has old cotton or linen
rags to send them to her at her home, 156
West 106th street. New York City, as they
will be greatly appreciated and can be used
to advantage in the manufacture of bandages. Up to the present writing the league
has turned over to the- Red Cross many
thousands of bandages.

Steadily

Goldwyn President Believes Light and
Frivolous Picture Is Due for
Slump — Public Mind Is More
Serious Than Usual

World

Miss Florence Short

Gain

IT was announced last week that " The
Beautiful
Mrs. ofReynolds
" willromance
be retained as the title
the historical
of Alexander Hamilton and Aaron Burr to
be released in January by World-Pictures
Brady-Made. There was some discussion
among World executives regarding the advisability of this choice lest it conceal the
full identity of the story and characters.
In the final conclusion, however, it was
decided to bring out the Hamilton-Burr
value by supplying a suitable sub-title in the
printing and newspaper advertising, while
still holding the attractive main association,
Avhich attaches to a renowned woman of
beauty such as Mrs. Reynolds, whose fascinations played havoc with the lives of
great statesmen of Colonial times.

Drama

Name

The story provided by Samuel M. Weller
in his scenario follows not only the heart
affairs of Hamilton and Burr, but the potime.''
litical struggle betft'Cen them by which their
already bitter rivalry was intensified to the
point of extremest hatred. This side of the
picture quite naturally necessitated the most
careful preparations in pursuit of accuracy,
to the end that before the staging of " The
Beautiful Mrs. RejTiolds " was begun, Mr.
Brady had assembled one of the most complete libraries of that period in existence.
Inasmuch as the major portion of the
play was laid in old New York, it was essential to conduct a minute search of the
ancient book stores and print shops to secure really authoritative data. In addition,
the City History Club contributed material
of value in the form of maps and literature.
The most important help, however, came
with the possession of a copy of Valentine's
Manual of the Corporation of the City of
New York, dated 1854.
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Sirens
of
the
Sea"
Gains
happen. TheStrength
siren disappears and the deJewel Productions, Inc., Predict Picture Will Be One of Strongest
spairing hero follows her trail through
grottos of the sea, made surpassingly alon the Market — From Throughout World Come Good
luring l)ybeautiful diving nymphs. Scenes
Reports of Its Popularity
of fanciful Neptunic splendor flash by on
the film. At last the loving hearts are
reunited and the Lorelei princess and the
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC., predict that " the picture incomparable,"
as
" Sirens on
of the
" is now known, will prove to be one of the strongest
modern Croesus sail away to find real hapattractions
the Sea
market.
piness in a more modern land.
Reports from exhibitors throughout the United States, Canada, South
The picture was made in the grottos
America, England and France would indicate that the faith of the producers
and along the shores of Catalina Island
is warranted.
under the direction of Allen Holubar.
It is understood that in the foreign held, the beauties of the West Coast
More than one thousand people were employed in the various scenes and it took
" Lorelei
'" have already almost doubled the business done heretofore in the
six months of painstaking, careful work to
same
territory.
complete it.
Unusual Advertising
Louise Lovely, who plays the principal
siren, is a vision of delight. Never before
France and South America in particular
has she appeared to better advantage or
have been running the United States a
close race on flattering comments and it
more appealing to the human e3'e.
is interesting to note that the Latin-AmeriCarmel Myers Featured
can managers in Buenos Ayres and Rio de
Carmel Myers makes a graceful a!Kd
Janeiro used some out of the ordinary
advertising methods to increase their
alluring
second
to Miss
Lovely's
lead and
adds to her
laurels
by many
exciting
and
profits oh the production.
pretty
aquatic
evolutions.
In " Rio " one enterprising manager
The West Coast was combed for the
worked a " ballyhoo " of diving girls outmost attractive girls Holubar could find,
side his theatre, while in Buenos Ayres th^'
and it may be truthfully said that he is a
principal exhibitor had the " stills " endirector with good taste. Seldom have so
larged to almost life size. His patrons evimany pretty girls appeared in one picture.
appreciatedtohistheideas
of " in
highdroves.
art "
In getting up advertising features for
for theydentlyflocked
theatre
the aid of exhibitors Jewel Productions,
In this countrj-, according to a Jewel
Inc., have been lavish in their expenditure.
official, there seems to be no question as
Elaborate booklets with extensive illusto the feature's popularity, even in some
trations and a three color cover have been
of the smaller cities where it played to
printed
in
addition to rotogravure heralds.
capacity. In Portland, Oregon, a sworn
Stills that would attract the attention of
statement from Sam Sax, manager of the
the most blase point out the fact that beauPrincess theatre, states that the feature
tiful women abound on the enchanted
broke all box-office records while similar
testimony is said to be in the hands of
island, while, one, three, six," twelve and
twenty-four sheets allow a wide latitude
Jewel officials, which tells of like feats
in the selection of paper.
in Los Angeles and Kansas City.
In addition to this each Jewel zone
The story, it will be remembered, tells
headquarters has a publicity man who is
of the adventures of a young Croesus wh<i
ready to rush special newspaper and adsighs for new worlds to conquer. While
A Tense Moment
" The Grand Passion," a
vertising copy to meet any local exhibitor
cruising in his yacht he sights a magic
Jewelin Production
confronted with some out of the ordinary
isle where girlish sirens clad in seaweed
for him if he attempts to get better acand shells disport on the beach.
quainted with the sea maidens.
Advertising cuts to meet all requireproblem.
Legend in Story
The most beautiful of the sirens turns
ments complete the array, while special
His friend warns him of the legend
out to be the foundling daughter of the
" ideas " embodied in a publication called
millionaire owner of the island. Jealousy
which all mariners know so well and pic" The Treasure Box " show exhibitors
tures the probable fate which lies in store
parts the two friends and then things
how to get the best out of their lobby.

Louise Lovely, a Gro.ip of Lovely Sea Sirens and a Few Mere Men Form
excellent Cast Which Makes " Sirens of the Sea " a Surpassingly Interesting JeweltheProduction
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Sergeant
Empey
legitimate
stage.
Miss Meredith was born
Widely Known War Lecturer Will Appear in Special Feature to
in Pittsburgh, but spent the greater part
of her life in Belfast, Ireland, being eduBe Cal!ed " Over the Top "—Lois Meredith
cated there. She was accorded star honors
Engaged as Leading Support
the first year she went on the stage, her
work in " Everywoman " winning her such
EMPEY, author of " Over the Top " and
SERGEANT
praise that she was immediately selected
known personaHties developed by the war, has
most widelyGUY
one of the ARTHUR
for leading roles. She played in " Madame
signed a contract with Alfred E. Smith, president of the Vitagraph ComSherry " and followed Laurette Taylor in
in a big special feature to be called " Over the Top " and will
pany, to appear
" Peg o' My Heart " at the Lyric theatre,
at once.
start work
New York. Her first screen appearance
Lois Meredith has been specially engaged to appear with Sergeant Empey
was in the Morosco-Paramount production
and the production will be directed by Albert E. Smith himself, assisted by of " Help Wanted," and subsequently she
Wilfrid North and Sergeant Empey.
appeared in " The Woman," a Lasky production; "The Antique Dealer," made by
Served in Trenches
World, and " Sold at Auction " and " The
Empey, an American who volunteered
Precious Packet," Pathe plays.
for service with the British expeditionary
forces in France immediately after the
sinking of the Lusitania, served eighteen
Pathe Sales Manager Issues
months' in the trenches. He was thrice
New Year Notes
wounded in battle and won his promotion
for bravery in action.
FC.
QUIMBY,
sales has
manager
• Pathe
Exchange,
issued of
to the
the
His book, " Over the Top," in six months
organization a number of brief pointed parhas been read by more than 2,500,000 people on this side of the /\tlantic alone. His
agraphs headed " New Year Notes " which
publishers declare this to be a record in
give a good idea of what the Pathe executives are aiming at during 1918.
the book market. The advertising his work
Some
them
follow
has given him since his return to this counthan everofare
ahead
for :all" Bigger
of us. things
try is enormous, and his magnetic personal" We want you to feel that you are workity has made him one of the real individing with us rather than for us.
uals of the nation. He has collected for the
" Maximum results depend upon the
various " smoke " funds more than $50,000.
number of exhibitors on our booking sheets.
He has been an active worker, by lecture
and personal appeal, in behalf of the Red
" The we
length
service
give.of the list depends upon the
Cross and autographed copies of his book,
sold at auction for the benefit of smoke
" The equipment is our part of the business— the service is yours.
funds and the Red Cross, have brought as
high as $2,000.
" The primary elements in perfect service
are courtesy and consideration.
A new book, called " First Call, or Guide" These qualities not only mean more
posts to Berlin," is now on the presses of
customers but better jobs for those that
G. P. Putnam & Sons, publishers of " Over
have them.
the Top," and will be published on January 5.
" Alwa34S remember you are a part of a
great Institution.
Smith Puts It Over
Be interested in its progress and in its
The signing of Empey for his appearance
plans for the future.
" Your position is not trivial — you have
in " Over the Top " is considered a distinct
Sergeant Guy Empey
your definite and important place to fill.
accomplishment on the part of President
Smith, of the Vitagraph Company. Four
" Your success and Pathe's depend upon
ceived in all newspapers, large and small,
other companies previously had made over-, are unprecedented. So successful are his how well you fill it.
tures to the sergeant to appear on the
" Remember what every Big Business
lectures that he is sought by every commuMan teaches : The customer is always
screen, but he had persistently refused
nit\- in the United States and Canada.
right.
them. He also has turned down several
offers to appear in vaudeville, declaring Actual Experiences Filmed
" He is the man to be considered first,
that he had no desire to make a show of
last and all the time — if you really want
"
The
picture
'
Over
the
Top,'
will
be
a
to
consider yourself.
the sufferings which the American soldiers
drama but will contain Empey's actual ex'' Your New Year's motto should be :
and their allies are undergoing in the cause
periences, staged and directed by himself.
of civilization. He signed up for the Vitaof the Pathe family is valuWork on the production starts January 2." ' Everj'able inmember
accordance with his ability to give
graph production, he says, " simply in the
The screen version of " Over the Top "
hope that a motion picture adequately de- has been prepared by Robert Gordon Anpicting conditions on the other side may
derson, of the Putnam Company, a very
" Best service.'
wishes and the Season's greetings
perfect
serve further to awaken America to a real- close associate of Sergeant Empey and his
publishing adviser. He has woven a love
ization of what we are up against."
to you all."
Immediately upon the signing of the constory in between the events which Sertract Walter W. Irwin, general manager
Winnipeg
Censor Bureau
geant
it is war
deof the Vitagraph distributing organization,
clared the Empey's
story book
is one details
of the and
strongest
Faces
Reorganization
wired all of his branch managers as fol- documents yet produced. It shows Empey
lows :
Complete reorganization of the provinas a machine gunner and bomb thrower
cial motion picture consorship bureau of
and introduces an airplane episode wherein
" Vitagraph has just signed Sergeant
Winnipeg, together with a change in polEmpey, at the point of a revolver, forces
Empey, author of ' Over the Top ' and
icy was unofficially intimated at the Parmost widely advertised and best known
a German flyer to carry him from behind
liament buildings. It was stated that an
hero of the European war. This is the the German lines to those of his own comannouncement
would be made in which
rades.
biggest scoop for exhibitors ever obtained
many
important
changes would be foreLois Meredith, who plays the heroine, is shadowed.
in the industry. The sale of Empey's book
well known both on the screen and the
and the amount of publicity he has re-
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Fox

Engages
Peggy
Hyland
Star Will Head Her Own Company,
after Miss Hyland's features is said to
have been chosen, but as yet the Fox
Making One Picture a Week —
oflices
have not announced his name. The
Scene of Activities in
Fox
Eastern
studios will be used for Miss
East Studios
Hyland's
screen
productions under the
Fox banner.
About eighteen months ago Miss Hyland
came to the United States to appear in
pictures, and her popularity has grown
steadily.
" In Peggy Hyland," reads the announcement from Mr. Fox, " picturegoers found
an exceedingly winsome girl — one whose
charm lay chiefly in her possession of the
unique combination of appealing demureness and an irrepressible spirit of fun
and good spirit. We now anticipate an
even greater success for Miss Hyland than
has been hers in the past."
Some of Miss Hyland's earliest work
for the art pantomimic was done with
E. H. Sothern. Her characterizations
have been cameo-clear because of her
vibrant nature and her unfailing geniality.
One reviewer defined the Peggy Hyland
fascination better than any other, perhaps,
when she wrote : " She is some of the
paprika of life."
Franklyn Farnum Plays
Dual Role
" The Winged Mystery," with its dual
role, served Franklyn Farnum so well as
a Bluebird attraction, that decision was
reached to soon present him in another
comedy in which the star will play his own
" double." Joseph F. Poland prepared the
story and scenario for the forthcoming
Bluebird, now in process of construction,
under the title of " Breeze Bolton Blows
Mr. Farnum will interpret two roles entirely different in nature, one a prize fighter
of the "mixed ale" type, and the other a
college youth of a retiring and studious
disposition. Out of these contrasting natures Director Joseph De Grasse is said
in." created the elements of fast-movto have
ing and effective comedy. Juanita Han-,
son, who supported Dorothy Phillips in
" Broadway Love," will be Mr. Farnum's
leading lady, appearing with him for the
first time in " Breeze Bolton Blows In."

Peppy Hyland, One of the More Popular and
Brilliant Screen
Her Signature to a Stars,
WilliamHasFoxAffixed
Contract

PEGGY HYLAND, the English actress
who has become well known in pictures during the past two years in the
United States, has been engaged by William Fox, it was announced last week,
and it is understood the producer will
star her at the head of her own company, making one picture a week. Productions with Miss Hyland will be released
as Special Features, it is said.
For his newest star it is announced that
William Fox has secured a suitable subject, the name of which has not been
announced. The director who will look

King-Bee Waltzes Ready
for Press
King-Bee waltzes, composed by Billy
West, star of the King-Bee comedies, and
which are now ready for publication, will
be released Jan. 2, and will be published
only in Sunday magazine sections of newspapers throughout the country. They will
be given to the newspapers with a guarantee that they are an exclusive set of waltzes
that cannot be purchased anywhere, and are
dedicated by Mr. West to his admirers.
Any exhibitor desiring to play these
waltzes in his theater can do so, it is said,
feeling assured that no music tax will be
charged. A copy of these waltzes will be
sent to any exhibitor upon request to Edward Rosenbaum, Jr., publicity director,
King-Bee Corporation, Long Acre Building,
New York.

Albert Capellani,
who has completed
by Art
" Daybreak," starring Emily Stevens, which
is his initial production under the Metro
trade-mark, is a past master of screencraft.
He was trained in the old Pathe Company
of Paris, France, a pioneer of the art. He
was with this concern twelve years, practically during the entire development of the
motion picture, from the days of the 300foot comedies to the ten-reel spectacle.
" You can't make photoplays as you make
shoes," declared Capellani recently. " There
are too many motion picture factories in
America and too few real studios. Producing amotion picture is an art, not a
Berst

Believes Star Is
Essential

In speaking of Pathe's Big Stair-Big
Story features for 1918 that will begin to
be released on January 6, J. A. Berst, vicepresident and general manager of Pathe
Exchange, Inc., said : " Considerable discussion has taken place on the relative
job."
merits of the star system, the big story
system, directorial importance, the value
of national advertising, and some producers seem to think the public entertains a
preference for one or the other of these
essentials in their plays. I am of the
opinion that all three — star, story, and
director — are vital to the success of all
features and that adequate advertising is
necessary and highly valuable to both producer and exhibitor."
Three

Character

Men

in

" The Hopper "
Three of the best known character men
in the profession appear in the Triangle
feature, " The Hopper," Director Thomas
Heffron's latest picture, from the Collier's
Weekly story by the same name. They are
Walt Whitman, George Hernandez and
William V. Mong, so the picture might be
termed one showing an all-star cast of
character actors. It is a crook play.

"Madam
Who?"
Shows
Secret Service Workings
The great public interest at this time,
owing to the war, in the United States
Secret Service will no doubt find satisfaction in the first Paralta play in which
Bessie Barriscale is presented as a Paralta
star, Harold MacGrath's "Madam Who?"
Metro

Scenarioist

Goes

to

West Coast
Albert Shelby Le Vino, Metro scenario
writer, who has written the continuity of
a long list of subjects for the screen, will
leave shortly for the firm's Western studios
at Hollywood, California, where he will
be
B. A. ofRolfe's
handWestern
man in Manager
the arranging
storiesright
for
Storey. starring Viola Dana and Edith
pictures

January

12, i g i 8

" The

Knife " Gets Scenes
in Florida
One of the distinctive features of Alice
Brady's new Select production, " The
Knife," now being filmed in the Fifty-sixth
Street Studio, will be the Southern scenes
with which the story opens.
These were taken on the Emerson plantation near Jacksonville, Florida, and embody in architecture and grounds the real
atmosphei-e of the old South.
" The Knife," which was written by
Eugene Walter and which was one of last
season's Broadway successes, has been
adapted for the screen by Charles Maigne.
In it Miss Brady plays the role of a pretty
Southern girl imbued with all the superstitions of her old negro nurse. In New
York her desire to peer into the future
leads her to a clairvoyant whose side line
is white slaving, and from then on the
action moves tensely and rapidly. Miss
Brady's leading man, Frank Morgan, appears as the doctor who rescues her and
avenges her injuries. Other members of
the cast are Johnnie Walker, Anne Cornwall, Helen Lackaye and Myra Brook.
"The Knife" is the third Select Picture to be made by Alice Brady. Miss
Brady's latest Select production is
" Woman and Wife."
Writes Scenarios
for Fox
Charles Kenyon, the plajrwright, has
joined the William Fox forces as scenario writer in the Western studios at Los
Angeles. Among the plays Mr. Kenyon
has written are " Kindling," which appeared at Daly's theatre, New York, in
1912, and " Husband and Wife." He also
wrote " The Operator " and " Batting
Bill." With Frank Dare he wrote "The
Claim."
Mr. Kenyon's first work with the Fox
Film Corporation was the writing of the
scenario for George Scarborough's story,
" Cupid's Round Up," which Tom Mix is
using as his first starring vehicle. He is
now engaged in writing the scenario for
a new work in which Gladys Brockwell
will be the star.
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Kenyon

BUlie Burke Is Making
" Eve's Daughter " for
Paramount

Berst

Predicts
Declares Each Move Pathe Is Making Is Step to Bigger Things —
Better Pictures
Year for NewJ• A.eral
BERST,
and genmanagervice-president
of Pathe Exchange,
Inc., immediately following his arrival on
the West Coast, where he has gone in
accordance with Pathe future plans, revealed to a representative of Motion Picture News his aims for the future and
the steps he is taking to assure their
realization :
" The year 1918 will be the greatest in
the history of Pathe Exchange," he said.
" Each move we are making is a step to
bigger things. The industry has come to
a critical period in its development and
Pathe is on the right side of the fence.
The quality of Pathe releases all along
the line is destined to improve and go on
improving and every day I am confronted
with new evidence that our policy of giving the best possible films to the exhibitors at prices that will allow them to make
a profit on their investment, is the only
one that will win out.
" I am now planning the addition of several names to our list of Pathe plays stars
and will also probably organize another
serial and another comedy producing company. Among the plays which Pathe has
bought there are a mlmber of A. H.
Woods' biggest hits, such as ' Innocent,'
' For Sale,' ' The Other Woman,' ' Wanted
— Jim Bennett ' and ' The Power of Money,'
each of these being an immensely valuable
theatrical property in itself.
" The scenario department has been
augmented until it now contains a large

Great
Year
number of people who have done big
things with the biggest companies, and
every department is being made larger
and more
Berst continucomple
ed. te all the time," Mr.
"Gold Rooster plays with Baby Marie
Osborne, Gladys Hulette and Creighton
Hale will continue better than ever.
"Already we have laid plans for the
production of five serials in 1918, including one by Charles Logue and Arthur
B. Reeve, authors of ' The Hidden Hand,'
with scenario by Bertram Milhauser, whO'
wrote 'The Fatal Ring,' and another
founded on Guy de Taramond's famous
novel. 'The Mystery of Lucien Delorme.'
" During the year we will have more
official war pictures and just
as each we
have been released in 1917 has been
greeted as better than the one that preceded it, I hope and expect that each to
come will be a corresponding improvement. This should be the case with the
interest of America destined to become
more and more centered on the conflict
and the sensation caused by ' The German
Curse. in Russia' at the Strand, is an indication of what to look forward to in

this regard."
Finishing

Touches

Put

on

" The Rowdy "
The last scenes have been " shot " of
Harry Beaumont's latest Selig feature
" The Rowdy." The cast is said .to be exceptionally good, with Hazel Daly as " The
Rowdy," Harry Hiltiard and Sidney A''worth.
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Chapin
Series
J'araniount I'lans to dive Thcni to
Exhibitors Before Lincoln's I birthday— Called " The Son of
announced " this week thai
PARAMOUNTDemocracy

the first chapter of "The Son of
Democracy," Benjamin Chapin's series of
photoplays of early American life, will be
released early in February, so that exhibitors showing them can begin the run of
these Lincoln stories before Lincoln's birth
day, Feb. 12.
The first prints of this series of ten
dramas, each of which is a complete stor> ,
are soon to be shipped to all Paramount
exchanges and Paramount, sure of the entertainment value of these pictures, is urging that all exhibitors see the Chapin productions as soon as possible.
Famous persons, whose judgment is
worth while, are said to be heartily recommending The
"
Son of Democracy."
Josephus Daniels, Secretary of the Navy,
after attending a private showing in Washington recently, wrote to Mr. Chapin : " It
was a real pleasure to see your interpretation of Abraham Lincoln a few days ago in
this city. I have long been a student of
Lincoln's life and writings, and everything
concerning that wonderful man has deep
interest for me, as, of course, it has for all
of us. I was particularly impressed with
the fact that American spells OPPORTUNITY by this presentation of the story of
Lincoln's early life. I think his career will
forever be a thrilling inspiration to all

Makes
Brenon
Sequel to '• Lone Wolf " Will Have
L)1;ell in a Principal Role —
Bert
Others in the Cast Not Yet
Announced
HERBERT BRENON announced last
week that within a few days time,
when all the finishing touches of " The
Passing of the Third Floor Back " will
have been applied, he will begin the production of a continuation of the novel by
Louis Joseph Vance, called " False Faces,"
or " The Sequel to the Lone Wolf." As is
generally known, Mr. Brenon has already
filmed " Lone Wolf."
It is announced that Bert Lytell will again
be seen in the role which won for him so
high a place. Announcement is not as yet
made of the remainder of the cast, though
it is more than probable that many of those
who took part in the former production will
be seen again in their old roles.
"The Lone Wolf" proved that Mr.
Brenon was past master in the art of producing melodrama. Although it came out
over six months ago, it is still in great demand throughout the country. In the sequel, the action is transferred to the battlefields of Europe. With the war and the
war's spectacular setting as a background,
it contains many exciting incidents and
hairbreadth escapes. The Lone Wolf has
forsaken his life of crime, but not his love
of adventure. He meets old friends and
old enemies, and makes new ones. He beannouii
J>-

Motion

Starts
Shortly
-Vnicricans, particularly to those who make
their own way from poverty up to great
usefulness. Your interpretation is interesting and indorsement
illuminating." is especially valuable
This
since it comes from one of the South's most
prominent men.
Airs. William Cjrant Brown, president of
the New York State Federation of Women's Clubs, writes : " The story of Lincoln
is worderfully portrayed in ' The Son of
Democracy ' and it should be an inspiration to every boy and girl who sees it. To
the older people it shows the spirit of perseverance, honesty and integrity, which
should be engraved in the heart of every
true American."

Frank

Picture

News

Novelty
Lloyd
Introduces

a

There are said to be many distinctive
touches in " The Kingdom of Love," Jewel
Carmen's initial starring production for
William Fox, but Director Frank Lloyd,
who made the film, has provided, it is
said, none more effective than his method
of disclosing
of the
surprises.
Miss
Carmen one
has the
role story's
of Violet
Dale,
a dance-hall belle, in an Alaskan gilded
palace. Into her life comes her brother,
whom she has not seen in twenty years,
since both were children romping about
together on the floor. Neither recognizes
the other. The brother gives Violet a
photograph of his mother — her mother —
and as the girl recognizes it, the portrait
slowly fades out and within the narrow
frame she holds in her hands her thoughts
are visualized. One sees again, in miniature, the two children playing as they did
a score of years before.
The scene is said to be as effective as it
is novel, for it explains in a better and a
more original fashion than any subtitle
could, precisely what brings the tears to
Violetture Dale's
eyes as she gazes at the picof her mother.
This is but one of the many novelties
which Director Lloyd has introduced to
pictures.

Edna Goodrich, Mutual Film Star

"Stolen Honor" Completed
" Stolen Honor," starring Virginia Pearson, is announced by the William Fox
offices as the newest picture to be completed at the Fox studios in the East. It
is Miss Pearson's thirteenth for William
Fox, and was directed by Richard Stanton.

lse in aFac
"Fa
comes
entangled
networkes"
of thrilling
events.
While those who have seen "The Wolf"
will, no doubt, be doubly interested in his
return, those who are unfamiliar with his
previous escapades will have no difficulty in
following his career. Louis Joseph Vance
has made his continuation a complete sequence, so that it can be thoroughly enjoyed
by all, it is claimed.
Vigiiola Renews Paramount
Contract
Robert G. Vignola, who for two and a
half
has beenandoneartistic
of Famous
Players'
most years
successful
directors,
has
just renewed his contract for a year. Of
late, Mr. Vignola has been personal director
for Pauline Frederick in almost all of her
r^aramount pictures. He has displayed an
ingenuity and artistic conception of picture
drama and an ability to procure remarkably
fine results.
Some of the most successful pictures
starring Pauline Frederick, which Mr.
Vignola directed, include "The Spider,"
"The Moment Before," "The Love that
Lives," " Doublc-Crossed," " Madame Jealousy " and " The Hungry Heart." Some
other pictures, directed by Mr. Vignola recently, were " .Seventeen " and " Great- Expectations," starring Jack Pickford, and
"The Fortimes of Fifi," starring Marguerite Clark.

Bert Lytell Hasin Been
by Herbert Brenon
a NewCastPicture
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January
Bunker

12, 1^18
Bean " Stars Jack
Pickford

" His Majesty, Bunker Bean," is announced as the title of the next photoplay
for Paramount, starring Jack Pickford, to
be released in March. The play is an
-adaptation of " Bunker Bean," Harry Leon
Wilson's novel, and has already been produced on the stage. Louise Huff is cast
■opposite Pickford.
" The Spirit of '17," Jack Pickford's current Paramount picture, will be released
January 14. Several hundred Grand Army
veterans are said to be featured in some
of the scenes. Scenes of the play v^fere
made at the Veterans' Home at Sawtelle,
Cal. Headed by a fife and drum corps, a
hundred of the veterans, led by Jack Pickford, as a Boy Scout, and " Captain Jerico
Norton " of the G. A. R., surround and
capture a band of German plotters.
Marguerite

Clark Loses No
Time
Immediately after the holidays Marguerite Clark will begin a new production
for Paramount, according to an announcement just issued. Miss Clark's newest
starring vehicle is to be " Prunella,"
adapted from the play-fantasy of that
name.
" The Seven Swans," the current Paramount release starring Miss Clark, has
started off on a wave of popularity. This
production, the annual fairy-tale picture
made for Paramount, seems destined to
eclipse all records made by Miss Clark's
" Snow White."
.
Army

and Navy Approve
jewel Slogan
Jewel Productions, Inc., believing that
optimism is necessary in all branches of
the trade, are pushing their battle slogan,
" Smiles Help Win the War." All standard publicity matter is stamped with the
war motto and it is being helped along
by many influential men.
Among the latest to take notice of the
movement are Secretary of the Navy
Daniels and Secretary of War Baker.

Louise Fazenda Gets a Surprise Attack in
" The Kitchen Lady," mount
a Mack
Comedy Sennett Para-

''House
of Glass"
Is Started
fourth of the Select Star Pictures made by
Is Being Prodttced by Clara Kimball
Clara Kimball Young and her own comYoung and Her Own Coinpany
pany and when finished will be distributed
— Emile Chautard
Directing Does the
through Select exchanges.
THE filming of the "The House of
Glass " was begun last week in the
Clara Kimball Young Studios in New
Rochelle. This will be the next Select
Picture produced by Miss Young and her
own company, and follows her most recently completed offering, " The MarionChautard. ettes." It is being directed by Emile
Only a portion of the casting has been
accomplished. Corliss Giles, who was Miss
Young's leading man in " Shirley Kaye,"
has been chosen to support her in the present production, and her father, Edward
Kimball, whose portrayal of the father
in " Magda," attracted widespread approval, has been given a strong part. The
role of Burke, the chauffeur-cook, which
is one of the most important in the play,
had been planned for Nigel Barrie, but his
enlistment in the Royal Flying Corps
necessitated other arrangements, and the
place has not as yet been filled. His wife,
Mrs. Nigel Barrie, has been cast as Nellie,
the maid.
" The House of Glass " came to Miss
Young after spirited bidding from rival
film concerns and is considered one of the
most important purchases of the year. It
is a melodrama, written by Max Marcin.
The screen adaptation has been made b}
Charles F. Whittaker. This will be the

Clara Kimball Young, Star of Select Pictures

Higher
Admissions
Made
Clear
" Many of these managers, realizing that
Jew^el Productions
Submits Proof
what we could do, they could continue to
That Good Pictures Can Bring
do, are now playing better pictures at
Increased Prices as Well as
Patronage
higher prices.
" ' The Man Without a Country ' set a
standard which they have tried to follow.
THE exhibitor who has been continually
We opened up sources of revenue which
declaring that " prices can't be raised
without a loss of patronage " will find his they did not know existed. We showed
arguments refuted by statements made by them how to get the most out of their
usual advertising mediums. We demonL.
M. Goldstein,
of the Woman's
success. strated that cooperation was the keynote of
National
Council secretary
of the American
Defense
Society, according to Jewel Productions,
Inc.
" We brought about understanding between the press and the manager which has
Mr. Goldstein, who has been handling the
society's interests in the benefit showing of proved to be of lasting benefit to both. We
brought people into the theatres who had
the Jewel production, " The Man Without
never before considered the ' movies ' seria Country," has made a close study of motion picture conditions in all parts of the
country. He states that from personal obously ?"
servation, he is confident that the public
Harlem Opera Makes
will stand for higher admission prices if
Movie on Stage
the quality of the production is in keeping.
The Harlem Opera House, in One Hun" During the trial bookings of ' The Man
dred and Twent\'-fifth street, New York,
Without a Country,' " said Mr. Goldstein,
has announced a novel way of giving as" I have observed that some managers were
much averse to meeting our requests for a
for pictureto honors
chance." from
It is pirants
planned
make aa "picture
raise in the price of admission. Many of
them contended that an increase in the
beginning to end on the stage of the theatre at regular performances, the first fallprice of admission would ruin their busiing the week of January 7. The next
ness. They seemed obsessed with this
week the completed picture will be
idea and to demonstrate that they were
exhibited.
wrong,
we
often
'bought
out'
their
houses
for one day. Needless to say they regretted
R. J. O'Donnell and Sol J. Levoy will
later that they did not play on a percentage
supen-ise the " tests," which, it is underas the results justified our faith.
stood, are open to all.
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News

Busy on Features

for March
THE production forces at Universal City
arc busy on features to be distributed
in March, following the regular schedule
of releases that Universal has announced
for the first two months of the year.
There are now under way, either at Universal City or on location where adaptable
scenery is available, a production directed
by Elsie Jane Wilson ; another by Edgar
Jones, a third attraction by Jack Ford, and
a fourth release by Elmer Clifton.
The Jack Ford production will engage
Harry Carey as star, with Molly Malone
his featured leading lady, in "Lin McLean," from the widely read story of the
same title by Owen Wister, author of
" The Virginian." Important roles in support of Mr. Carey and Miss Malone will
be played by Betty Schade, Edward Jones,
Vesta Pegg and M. K. Wilson.
Ella Hall and Emory Johnson are playing the featured roles in " Donna Perfecta," the Spanish stor}', written by B.
Perez Galdos, now being picturized by Elsie
Jane
Wilson.Edgar Jones has Louise Lovely
Director
as
his star
in " The isQuest"
Joan,"
Herbert
Rawlinson
to beof the
star and
of
" More Power to Him," now being created
by Elmer Clifton. Claire Du Brey will be
Mr. Rawlinson's leading lady. Philo McCullough is a new leading man for Louise
Lovely, appearing with her for the first
time
in James
OliverCharles
Curwood's
story.
Gertrude
Aster and
Hill Mailes
will also be prominent in Miss Lovely's
support.
Vitagraph Presents Hedda
Nova in Serial
Constance Talmadge, Winsome, Petite and
Within aSelect
Charming
Personality, Is Fast Making An Enviable Name
Pictures
Constance Talmadge
CONSTANCE TALMADGE, cemedienne star in Select Pictures, who recently returned to Los Angeles after an
absence of two years, has commenced work
in the Morosco studio on her forthcoming
production, " The Shuttle." Rollin Sturgeon is directing Miss Talmadge in this
picture.
As in her former stellar releases, " Scandal," "The Honeymoon" and "The Studio
Girl," she will be presented by Lewis J.
Selznick, and the picture will be distributed
by Select Pictures Corporation.
Miss Talmadge's arrival was made the
occasion for a welcome to the young screen
star. Among those who greeted her were
Dorothy Gish from the Griffith studio and
Mildred Harris of Bluebird, Mrs. Gish, T.
L. Tally, proprietor of the Broadway Theater at Los Angeles; B. E. Loper, branch
manager of Select's Los Angeles Exchange;
Mrs. Harlan, Mrs. George Seigman, Fred
Turner, Bennie Zeldman, Al Cohen, Ed
Durling of the Telegraph, Tom Geraghty,
Pat Dowling, Paul Conlon and a host of
other friends and admirers.
In "The Shuttle" Miss Talmadge portrays a young high-spirited girl of New
York's smartest social set, who goes abroad

Gets Busy on Coast
to rescue a sister from an unfortunate
matrimonial alliance. While work is proceeding on this latest Constance Talmadge
production at the Morosco studio in the
West, the cutting and titling of her Select
Picture, " The Studio Girl," is rapidly nearing completion in the East.
" Romanoffs " Goes
New Jersey

Big in

" The Fall of the Romanoffs," Herbert
Brenon's picturization of the recent
dramatic events in Russia, had its premiere
in New Jersey on Christmas Day. Arthur
Moore secured this production to celebrate the opening of the Forest Hill theatre in Newark, where it was presented
for the first time in that territory.
The opening of "The Fall of the
RomanolTs" in Jersey was preceded by a
far reaching advertising campaign. Special paper, newspaper advertisements, and
illustrated booklets were prepared by Mr.
Moore, who reports that his labor was well
repaid by the intense interest which has
been shown in the picture.

ALBERT E. SMITH, president of
Vitagraph, announces that Hedda
Nova, whom he recently put under a long
term contract, will make her first Vitagraph appearance in a serial, work upon
which began last week. Frank Glendon,
heretofore starred in the O. Henry subjects made by Vitagraph, is to be featured
opposite Miss Nova.
The serial, which will be in fifteen
episodes, was written by President Smith
and Cyrus Townscnd Brady is called
''The Woman in the Web." Mr. Smith
promises that it will be one of the most
unusual pictures ever made. It is obvious that even an outline of the story
cannot be told, for President Smith says
that it is a story which takes the players
around the world thus giving an opportunity for showing local scenes in Russia, Japan, China, England, France and
the United States.
President Smith calls attention to the
fact that " The Woman in the Web " will
be a serial entirely different in treatment
and story from anything which his company has produced. " The Fighting
Trail," released last September and
" Vengeance — and the Woman," released
to exhibitors on Christmas Eve, were both
Western pictures with mountains and
deserts as their background, but " The
Woman
like these.in the Web " will be totally un-
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Holubar's Company Has
Many Accidents
DIRECTOR ALLEN J. HOLUBAR,
who recently finished the staging of
" The Girl Who Dared " with Dorothy
Phillips, the Bluebird star in the title role
and William Stowell playing opposite her,
is looking for a cast of unbreakable actors
for his next production. The people who
worked in " The Girl Who Dared " were
not durable enough, he declares.
Hardly had he started on the picture
when James G. Russell, playing a heavy
role, broke several bones in his right foot
while staging a fight scene with Lon
Chancy, the principal villain of the story.
His injury made it impossible for him to
go on in the part and the role was given
to James Farley, Russell's work of course,
going into the discard.
Half way through the picture, in a
scrap with Frank Brownlee, Mr. Farley
fractured a bone in one of his fingers, but
the damage was not severe enough to prevent him from finishing the picture. Priscilla Dean, playing a half-breed girl in the
production, had nearly completed her part
of the picture when she was called upon to
enact a struggle with Mr. Farley. In trying to avoid hurting the actor's broken
finger, she tore the nail completely out of
•one of her fingers.
Lon Chaney sustained a sprained ankle
and numerous nicks and skin bruises.
Those who had had no chance to get
hurt before, including Miss Phillips herself, were given ample opportunity while
the final scenes were being filmed. The
dance hall set — one of the largest ever built
at the studios — was wrecked in a general
melee. The leading lady was struck by
a flying chair and rendered unconscious.
Fully a dozen of the combatants were quite
badly hurt and everyone of the sixty people in the scene were more or less banged
up during the collapse. •
National Board Passes
Petrova Film
" Daughter of Destiny," the first of the
eight pictures in which Madame Olga Petrova will star during the new year, has
been passed in tote by the National Board
of Review of Motion Pictures. The first
Petrova picture has been made, according
to Petrova's publicity department, the subject of a special report by one of the reviewing committees^ the details of which
are as follows :
" We wish to advise you that the majority comment on your photoplay,
'National
DaughterBoard
of Destiny,'
reviewed
by the
of Review
on December
17, 1917, was as follows : Entertainment
value, good; artistic value; dramatic interest of story, good; coherence of narrative, clear; acting, good; costuming, excellent; atmospheric quality of scenic setting, good ; historic value, good ; moral
effect, good.
" General comment :— In this romance of
the present war, Madame Petrova, as an
American woman enmeshed in the intrigue
of foreign powers, first gains the sympathy,
then the interest and lastly fires the patriotism of her audience."

Fannie Ward, John Miltern and Armand Kalitz
Miss Are
WardChief Players of Pathe's " Innocent," Starring

letes
Comp
e Is Star
It is said''In
by Pathe noce
that more nt"
than twice
Path
Fannie
Ward
of the Producas much money has been spent as is usually
tion, Her First Under This Banner— Release Date Not Yet
put into high grade five-reel features, in
order to give Director George Fitzmaurice
Announced
every opportunity to instil the utmost
THE first Pathe feature in which Fannie
truth in the color and atmosphere of the
Orient which he knows so well. It is said
Ward will be starred has been completed and is now in the process of being
that a remarkably high grade of photogtitled, and an announcement is expected to
raphy has been secured and that the lightbe made later of the date on which the
ing effects have been so skilfully blended
feature will be released.
that pictorially this feature will be classed
as a camera study.
Miss Ward's first appearance in Pathe's
" Big Star — Big Story " features will bear
The story of " Innocent " begins and
ends in China, and George Fitzmaurice,
the title of " Innocent " after the Al H.
Woods play from which the production
under whose direction the production was
was made. She will be supported by John
staged, has transferred to the screen, it is
Miltern, playing the same role that -he said, all the fascinating lure of the Orient.
Miss Ward in the title role is seen as a
created in the stage production, and Armand Kalitz, a well known artist on the young girl brought up within the confines
speaking stage. According to advance in- of a high-walled Chinese garden. The
formation this subject is one of the most
death of her father leaves her dependent
colorful plays ever produced for screen
upon the protection of her father's friend,
presentation.
played by John Miltern.
War
Brings No
Change
in Film
Length
There would be no saving in presenting
CONSIDERABLE discussion has been
aroused regarding the lengths of
shorter pictures inasmuch as the public
future photoplays as a result of the war
demands a show of a certain length. If
tax on film. The supposition that reguthe pictures were made shorter the exlar productions would be shortened in
hibitor would have to get more pictures to
length does not seem to be prevalent
make up his show and this of course
would mean that there would be no saving
among the big distributors such as the
on the total footage.
Artcraft Pictures Corporation.
In this connection, Walter E. Greene,
" On the other hand, however, the war
president of that concern, last week said : tax should discourage the padding of a
production that should take no more than
" The war tax will not bring about any
noticeable change in the length of the
six reels, and making it into a longer
future photoplay. A feature production
film in order to get a big rental for it.
that demands five or six reels could not
It should not' effect the person who has
be shown in three reels with the same rea subject that really warrants more than
six reels. There will be films of such
sult, no more than the three act drama
length from time to time and if they
could be presented as effectively in a vaudeville sketch.
really justify
advancethey
in the
usualprove
admission priceanschedule
should
" The five and six reel photoplay is an
institution just as the three act drama is.
successful."
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''Daughte
r
Petrova
Considers
Unusualof
Faith
Placed in Her Fully Justified —
Newest Picture Proves Her

Destiny"
Wins
and telegrams said to have been received at
the office of the Petrova Picture Company
and the First National Exhibitors' Circuit from exhihitors and public, the folL'nusual .Artistry
lowing has been announced as indicative
of the work of the star under her own
FULLY justifying the faith placed in the
" Spontaneous outburst of enartistry and drawing powers of banner : thusiasm
marked our trade screening of
^ladame Olga Petrova by Frederick L. ' Daughter of Destiny ' to representative
Collins, president of the recently organized
number of Ohio exhibitors. United comfamous
player's
own
picture
organization
ment is that this is Olga Petrova's
and the members of the First Kational
greatest picture and one truly worthy of
Exhibitors"
who Madame
will release
the
her artistry. Picture was adjudged pereight
picturesCircuit,
in which
Petrova
fect in production and technique. Sets
will be seen during the forthcoming year,
beautiful. Believe box-office value will
are the results considered achieved by the
be accordingly high. Expect thoroughly
showing of " Daughter of Destiny." The
'iatisfactory results in bookings. First Nafirst production presenting the emotional
tional Exhibitors' Circuit Company of
artiste through liie medium of the Petrova
Picture Company has created, it is said,
Cleveland,
Another Ohio."
reads: "If coming productions
a furore among the exhibitors of the
measure up to standard of this picture,
United States and has been hailed by all
Petrova
is valuable
link exhibitors
in Exhibitors'
who have thus far seen it as one of the
Circuit chain.
Audience,
and
best screen dramas in which Madame
press critics delighted and praise picture
Petrova has appeared since her screen
highly. H. T. Nolan, First National Exdebut.
hibitors' Circuit Company of Denver,
Among the many congratulatory letters
Colorado."
Cecil

B.

DeMille

Favors Star System
In making himself clear on this point,
.Mr. DeMille said: "When Mr. Griffith
staged ' The Birth of a Nation ' he did not
feature Henry Walthall, he featured ' The
Birth of a Nation ' ; it will be the same way
with ' The Whispering Chorus.'
" This cinema will be an example of a
photoplay, which, instead of starring a
player, stars the production itself. It is one
of those stories which embodies, largely,
outstanding characters and only such pictures justify a non-star production. The
character of this particular play is such
that unusually strong roles are given to
several players of all-star caliber; these are
Kathlyn Williams, Raymond Matton and
Elliott Dexter. Several other players will
have prominent parts in the production,
among them James Neill, Edythe Chapman
and others who have earned considerable
reputation for themselves through many
\ cars of work on the stage and screen."

Real Incidents

Cecil E. DeMille, Artcraft Director
WJIEX "The Whispering Chorus," the
first of the scries of supcr-j)hotoplays Cecil B. DeMille will produce for
Artcraft, was announced, considerable interest was evidenced in the fact that there
would be no individual star featured in this
jiicturc. This, however, according to a
statement from Mr. DeMille, is no indication that he is in favor of a movement to
do away with motion picture stars. In
view of the fact that such screen artists as
Kathlyn Williams. Raymontl Ilatton and
Elliott Dexter appear in this play, it might
be termedtheless,anthe subject
" all-staritself
'" production.
Neverwill be featured,
rather than the individuality of the players.

Supply
Brown Humor
According to the newest announcement
from the offices of General Film Company,
some of the richest and most wholesome
humor uncovered in many a day has been
translated upon the screen in "The Chocolate of the Gang," the second of General
Film Company's " Judge Brown Stories of
Youth." Unlike " Bud's Recruit," the first
release in this series of stories of boy life,
"The Chocolate of the Gang" is based
upon real incidents taken from Judge
Brown's experiences in juvenile life.
" The Judge Brown Stories " are being
produced by the Boy City Film Company,
under the supervision of Judge Brown,
for twenty-five years a leader in juvenile
court work. "The Preacher's Son" will
be the third picture in the scries.

Monroe Salisbury
and Ruth Feature
Clifford in Their
Latest Bluebird
Petrova

Instills Variety Into
New Film
The vehicle in which Madame Olga
Petrova will make her second appearance
as the star of her own picture organization, the title for which has not been announced, offers the Polish artiste, it issaid, in a role distinctly different from
any in which she has yet been seen. Brimful of what is described as human interest and poignant heart appeal, the storypresents Madame Petrova in the role of a
young mother, torn between the call of professional duty toward humanity in general,,
and
the
urge
of " mother-love " for her
small son.
Martha

Mansfield
Lockwood

Joins

Harold
Lockwood'sMetro
leading wonderplay,
woman in
his
forthcoming
" Broadway Bill," now in course of production under the direction of Fred J.
Balshofer, who is also the author of the
story, will be Martha Mansfield, Metro announces.
Miss Mansfield's most recent engagement
in pictures was as leading woman for Max
Linder in the comedies he made in thi.s
country. During this engagement she was:
known under the name of Martha Early.
On the stage Miss Manfield was last seen
in A. H. Wood's production of " On with
the Dance," with John Mason, which
played an engagement at the Republic
theatre, New York, this' Fall. Miss Mansfield played the ingenue role in this production.
Hodkinson Adds to His
Mastbaum Reply
In his booklet on " What Shall We Da
With the Motion Picture Business?" W.
W. lTf)dkinson has added to his open letter to Stanley Mastbaum a statement of
his stand on qucslions of especial interest to exhibitors. The booklet contains
not only Mr. Hodkinson's letter but also
the text of Mr. Masthaum's telegram of
November 26. It is put uj) in very readable form and the points brought out in
the Hodkinson open ' letter are well emphasized with sub-heads and display type.
It is being distributed free upon request.
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Cincinnati

Exhibitors

Are

Optimistic
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC., in its
desire to get first hand information
regarding actual trade conditions throughout the country, and in order that it
might be supplied with expert testimony,
recently sent H. M. Berman, sales manager, on an extended tour.
The first report received at the home
office from Mr. Berman tells of conditions in Cincinnati as folows : " I have
personally interviewed every large exhibitor in this city and from their conversations Ican gladly say that while
present conditions are not as good as
thej' would like to see them, they are not
a bit worried, because in past years the
situation has been exactly the same during the holiday season.
" They claim that their business has not
suffered to any great extent on account
of the war tax and Mr. Libson in particular states that he is doing as good a
business as it is possible for him to do.
" Every exhibitor here seems confident
that the first of the year will see a decided increase in their receipts and that
1918 will bring better things. Really they
are most optimistic in Cincinnati.
" Messrs. McMahon and Jackson of the
Gifts theatre are greatly enthused over
the success of their new house. They
have been using our productions and spoke
very highly of them."

*' Blue Bird " Demonstrates
Film Advance
" The Blue Bird," which is being picturized by Artcraft, is said to sharply draw
attention to the advantages of the screen
in the dramatization of big themes, and
demonstrates the giant strides which have
been made in the art of motion pictures.
The cast is too lengthy to enumerate, all
the ordinary matters of life being personified, and girls in symbolical costumes
interpret various parts. Eleanor Masters,
the model for James Montgomery Flagg,
is Milk; Mary Kennedy, Water; Lillian
Cooke, Fairy Berylune ; Gertrude McCoy,
Light ; Rose Rolanda, premier dancer in
" Over the Top," lead the ballet in symbolical dances, and Lyn Donelson is Night.
Tula Belle and Robin Macdougall are the
children who search for the blue bird.
Both are well known in picture work.
Tula is eight years old and Robin ten.
Maurice Tourneur is directing.

" Over There " Creates
Much Praise
" Over There," the big war drama being
distributed by Select Pictures, has passed
the final test of merit. After winning the
approval of audiences North, South, East
and West, it has apparently captured the
commendation of the army. In a letter to
J.
S. Woody,
manager,
Major Select's
Seth W.Northwest
Ellison, ofgeneral
Fort
Flagler, Washington, emphatically places
the stamp of his approval on the picture
and declares it made a bigger appeal to
the men at ramp than any photodrama so
far sh'jv/n there.

Olive Thomas Keeps 'Em Guessing in the Triangle Play, " Betty Takes a Hand "

Triangle

Studios
Keep
Busy
days
it
looks
like a wild west circus, for
Olive Thomas' New Feature Is Commore than a half score of cow-punchers
pleted Coincidental with Desmond
are included in the cast. The working
Subject — Four Pictures Now
Near Completion
title of this story is " Little Red Decides "
and it is the screen adaptation of a magazine story by the same name. Jack Curtis
nnWO pictures, said to be of exceptional
has the leading role. Others in the cast
A merit, both five-reelers, have been
are Walter Perry, Frederick Vroom, Curcompleted in the past week, one new subley Baldwin, Goro Kino, Japanese charject has been started, four other pictures
are in various stages of production and
acter actor, and three and one-half-yearold Barbara Connelly, who has the title
four directors are waiting for new stories
in the dramatic department of the Trirole of " Little Red."
Directors who are waiting for new subangle's Culver City studios.
jects and will begin work at once include
The pictures just completed are " Heiress
Raymond Wells, E. Mason Hopper, Jack
for a Day," featuring Olive Thomas, and
Dillon and G. P. Hamilton.
Director Gilbert P. Hamilton's picture,
" Captain of His Soul," with an all-star
cast including William Desmond, Charles
Marie Dressier Finishes
Gunn and Jack Richardson.
Her Fourth
Cliff Smith, director of Triangle WestProduction activities of the Dressier
ern thrillers featuring the cowboy star,
Producing Corporation grow apace in the
Roy Stewart, is more than half through
California sunlight. Word comes from
with his latest off^ering, " Keith of the
Hollywood studios of the company that
Border," from Randall Parrish's novel of the
Marie Dressier has completed two more
the same name. A feature of this picture
film comedies for Goldwyn release, makwill be a fight between Roy Stewart arid
ing a total of four finished and ready for
Pete Morrison, who engage in a hand-tohand battle until both fall from exhaustion.
exhibitors. Two of these, " Fired " and
"The Scrub-Lady," are already being
Director Frank Borzage, whose last Trishown.
Neither of the new comedies has been
angle Texas
offering was
" The hasGunbegun
Woman
featuring
Guinan,
work''
titled, but it is said that one of them has
on a new subject, the working title of
to do with a subject closely akin to the war
which is "The Work and Its Worth." Inand that it has been developed in a manner
cluded in the cast are William Desmond,
slighth' different from the usual Dressier
Mary Warren, Wilbur Higbee, Mary
Mclvor, Aaron Edwards, Bill Dyer, Joseph
comedy pattern.
Bennett and J^ck Richardson.
Director Thomas Heffron is working
Lou Burstein Likes the
with an all-star cast of character men, inWest Coast
cluding William V. Mong, George HernanLou
Burstein.
president and general mandez and Walt Whitman, on the crook comager of the King-Bee Films Corporation,
edy drama, " The Hopper," from the Col- who has
moved to Hollywood to supervise
lier's Weekly story by the same name.
Others in the cast are Peaches Jackson,
the making of the Billy West King-Bee
comedies, has written his associates, Nat
the child star, Eugene Coery, Lillian West
H. Spitzer and L. L. Hiller, in New York,
and Irene Hunt. Heffron expects to comthat he likes the coast immensely. He has
plete "The Hopper " in another week.
leased a residence there for the period
Whento Director
Conwaj-'swork
company
takes
the road Jack
for location
these
of a year.
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Edith Storey Is Surrounded By An Excellent Cast, and Each Detail Is Perfect In Her Newest Metro Photoplay

Edith Storey's Metro Debut Arranged
EDITH STOREY, who aflixcd her name
" Captain Alvarez," " Aladdin from Broadto a Metro contract several months
way," and " The Captain of the Gray Horse
ago, makes her debut under the parrot
In her initial Metro release. Miss Storey
trademark in " The Eyes of Mystery," it
plays
Troop."both a mother and her daughter,
was announced last w-eek. Tod Browning
directed the production from the scenario
first in the fascinating crinolines and powdered hair and later in the mode of the
of June Mathis, which was based on the
moment. Through the greater part of the
storj^ " The House in the Mist," by Ocpicture, the star appears as the daughter,
tavus Roy Cohan and J. U. Giesj-.
Carma Carmichael, an athletic, outdoor
Miss Storey has been appearing in motion pictures for years, being one of the
girl. This role affords her boundless opfirst players to gain stellar prominence.
portunities toride, shoot and swim.
With the exception of one year, when she
" I feel that my role of Carma Carwas loaned to the Melies Company for a
michael in my first Metro Picture is disseries of Western pictures, Miss Storey
tinctly arole for me," said Miss Storey
played for the Vitagraph Company.
recently. " I prefer a type of role that
Among the most notable productions in
gives
wear ' sport
clothes meand opportunities
to be a real tored-blooded
girl'
which she has recently appeared are " The
Christian," " The Chains of an Oath,"
who rides, shoots and svi'ims."

Fox Uses Nationally Known
Stories
FOX FILM CORPORATION con- the first (;f the Francis Carpenter-Virginia
siders it noteworthy that its last re- Lee Corbin series.
" Among the one-a-wcek, S2-a-year Spelease for 'the year of 1917 should be " Du
cial Features and super productions may
Barry," the picturization of the memoirs
be found an equally impressive array of
of the adventuress — a story known to generations of readers.
authors. Outstanding features here are
" During the last year," said a state- ' The Darling of Paris,' founded on Victor
ment from Mr. Fox, " we have been parHugo's ' The Hunchback of Notre Dame ' ;
ticularly active in adapting for photoplay
' The Scarlet Letter,' from Hawthorne's
purposes storief and novels of national or masterwork; Dickens' immortal 'Tale of
international fame, by authors of the highTwo Cities ' ; both ' She ' and ' Jess ' by
est repute. Seven of the twelve Standard
Rider Haggard, ' Jess ' appearing in film
Pictures which Fox Film Corporation
form in ' Heart and Soul ' ; ' American
offered in the twelvemonth just elapsed
Methods,'
adapted from Ohnct's ' The Ironwere film versions of some of the most
master' ; the famous ' Babes in the Woods,'
celebrated stories in modern literature.
and the stirring novel by the Baroness
" I refer to ' Du Barry,' ' The Heart of D'Orczy, ' The Scarlet Pimpernel.' There
were many more, but these were perhaps
a Lion,' William Farnum's de luxe producthe chief stories used.
tion based on Rirlph Connor's novel, ' The
Doctor ' ; Robert Louis Stevenson's classic,
'Treasure Island'; Dumas' world-known
Van Ronkel Gets Jewel
'Camillc'; the thrilling and appealing
Chicago Berth
Arabian Nights Talc, ' Aladdin and the
1. Van Ronkcl, well known throughout
Wonderful Lamp'; 'When a Man Sees
the trade as an energetic salesman and a
Red,' William Farnum's drama visualized
close student of the motion picture ii^dusfrom 'The Painted Lady,' Larry Evans'
Saturday Evening Post story; and that try, has been appointed manager of the
anonymous, but never-to-be-forgotten tale, Chicago office of Jewel Productions, Inc.,
it was announced last week.
'Jack and the Beanstalk,' which we made

THE

DeMille Supplies New
Beban Pictures

's ncharacwork
productio
has started
Paramount
GEORGEter star,BEBAN,
on a new photoplay to follow "Jules of the
Strong Heart," which will be released January 14. Mr. Beban's new piece is called
" One More American," and the story has
been supplied by William C. DeMille, author of numerous stage and screen plays,
director, and brother of Cecil B. DeMille.
William C. DeMille will direct the picture.
In the cast supporting Mr. Beban will be
several Lasky favorites, including Jack
Holt, Raymond Hatton, Helen Jerome
Eddy, Camille Ankewich, who has changed
her name to Marcia Manon ; Ernest Joy,
Signor Buzzi, Hector Dion and May
Palmer. Mr. Beban has gathered about
him, it is said, a crowd of 300 Italians, who
are appearing in scenes taken in a reproduction of the Mulberry Bend section of
New York.
In spite of his numerous duties, Mr.
Beban had time to visit a Yuletide festival
bazar at the Billy Sunday Tabernacle,
where he and Douglas Fairbanks auctioned
each other's photographs before a crowd of
several thousand people. After half an
hour of spirited bidding the party ended by
Fairbanks buying Beban's picture and
Beban purchasing Fairbanks' likeness, thus
adding quite an appreciable sum to the object for which it was designed.
Clark

Picture Shown
Kansas City

in

Under the auspices of a daily newspaper
of Kansas City Mo., a series of presentations of " The Seven Swans," the Paramount picture starring Marguerite Clark,
was
given
Kansas week.
City's Convention
Hall during in
Christmas
Paramount Pictures Corporation was
represented by A. D. Flinton, branch manager, and Carl H. Pierce, who has been
on the road in the interests of the comFrank Newman, manager of the Royal
pany.
and Regent theatres, had managerial
charge of the details.
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Universal Shows Uncle
Sam at Work
Two years ago the Universal released a
twelve-reel subject, entitled "Uncle Sam
at Work," basing the production on " The
American Government," a book by Frederick J.Haskins that explained, in minute
detail, the inner workings of every branch
of Federal activities.
Universal believes that exhibitors will be
interested in a. re-issue of " Uncle Sam at
Work," and has prepared twelve separate
reels, to be released singly, under new
titles as applying to the United States at
war. These reels will be complete in themselves and may be used as' adjuncts to a
program, or may be combined into a complete entertainment. It is believed that
there will be a patriotic interest in seeing
" the wheels turn " in Uncle Sam's marvelous machine of government, and every detail is shown as applying to all departments.
Polly Moran Tames
Center

Target

"Taming Target Center," the Paramount-Sennett comedy, released December 30, contains a scene played by Polly
Moran and a horse that caused, it is said,
even the hardy old thrill-comedians of the
Sennett plant to gasp. In the course of
the story. Miss Moran is called on to
clean up the village in her well-known impersonation ofSheriff Nell. Polly proceeds
to do it on horseback, indoors and out.
She rides her steed galloping into a studioset barroom filled with people and trots
him upstairs, over a balcony and down
stairs again, all in full view of the camera.
There is no fake about the stunt. It is
genuine from the start; genuine that Miss
Moran and three extras were injured by
the falling horse during the filming of the
scene.
Following " Taming Target Center," Mr.
Sennett will release "The Kitchen Lady,"
featuring Louise Fazenda, and " His Hidden Purpose " with Marie Prevost in the
role of a modern September Morn, and
Chester Conklin.

"Face Value" on Broadway
The Bluebird picture, " Face Value,"
with Mae Murray, was the offering of
Katherine Russell Bleecker, Manhattan's
woman manager, in Carl Laemmle's
Broadway theatre, the week of December 30.
Robert Leonard, Miss Murray's director,
is responsible for the story, after the
scenario by Fred Myton. The cast includes Wheeler Oakman, Casson Fergurson, Mrs. E. Griffith, Clarissa Selwynne
and Florence Carpenter.

Elsie Ferguson's "Rose of the World"
V^ill Be Followed by W^illiam S.
Hart's Newest
on
January Subject
14
THE

next release of the Artcraft Pictures Corporation is an Elsie Ferguson photoplay, " Rose of the World,"
presenting what is said to be a thrilling
emotional war drama adapted from the
book of the same name by Agnes and
Edgerton Castle. This will be Artcraft's
first offering for the new year and will
be released on January 7.
Supporting Miss Ferguson in " Rose of
the World " is perhaps one of the best
casts yet given her in films. Wyndham
Standing, the screen and stage actor, and
a member of the Standing familj', portrays the leading part opposite the star.
Others in the cast are Percy Marmont,
Ethel Martin, June Sloane, Clarence
Handysides, Marie Bendetta, Gertrude Le
Brant and Sloane De Masher.
The next \\'illiam S. Hart-Thomas H.
Ince production to be released by Artcraft
Pictures, on June 14, will be " Wolves of
the Rail," an original story by Denison
Clift, presenting Hart in the role of a
railroad detective. In this photoplay Hart
is first seen as Buck Andrade, a daring
highwayman, whose gang is feared and
dreaded by the officials of a Western rail-

road. Buck's conversion is effected at the
bedside of his dying mother and he gives
to his task of' reformation all the energj',
all the vitality and all of the thoroughness
that characterize his career as a " bad
man," it is announced.
Vola Dale, the Ince actress, portrays
the role of Faith.
The story, by Denison Clift, is heralded
as one of the best vehicles yet selected for
Bill Hart. "Wolves of the Rail" and
several other scripts were recently submitted to Mr. Ince by Mr. Clift, whose
literary efforts heretofore were confined
to writing for magazines.
Groves'

Work

Stands

Out

in no
" Manx-Man
Probably
one, according to "Goldwyn,
who saw " The Manx-Man," will ever forget
the appearance of Fred Groves in the picture. His work in the production is considered by Gold\\'yn to be the height of
stalwart simplicity and rugged honesty.
Fred Groves has a long list of screen
subjects to his credit, though " The ManxMan " introduced him to American audiences. In his family are six members of
the army and navj-. each a married man
who when the call came relinquished engagements on the stage and in the administration of motion pictures in London.

Motion
Jaxon Makes

Governor Whitman of New York, Albert E. Smith, of Vitagraph, and Director John Robertson
Discuss the Forthcoming Patriotic Feature Vitagraph is to Make
Vitagraph
Names
New
Releases
First Blue Riljl)on of the Year Is for a peculiar admixture of ability, the
player being called upon to portray tragedy
"The Blind Adventure," Followed
and comedy alternately, and Mr. Earle is
by "The Wild Strain" and
said to have met the demands of the part
admirably.
" The Menace "
VITAGRAPH last week announced its
The stars, it is declared, have been surreleases for the first three weeks of
rounded by a particularly strong cast, the
l)layers including Eulalie Jensen, Percy
the new j'ear.
The first Blue Ribbon feature to be re- Standing, William Bailey, George Wright,
Frank Norcross and Gilbert Rooncy.
leased in the new year will be " The Blind
Adventure " on January 7, featuring Edward Earlc and Betty Howe. The play,
Drews Have January
which was adap'tcd from "The Agony Column," apublished serial of Earl Derr BigLaughs Ready
gcrs, was produced under the direction of
Mr. and .Mrs. Sidney Drew have proWesley H. Ruggles, now at Yaphank in
duced a (|u;irlette of laugh-provokers of
training for service in France.
one reel each for release by Metro during
Other Blue Ribbon releases for January
January, 1918. The comedy team has
are the following : January 14 — " The Wild
selected four of their Ijcst comedies of the
Strain," an adaptation from an original
story liy George Ran(l(jlph Chester and
domestic life of the "Henrys" to start
the releases of the new year.
Lillian Chester, entitled " The Eighth Great" Their Mutual Motor," a story telling
Grand-Parent." Nell Shipman with Alfred
the experiences of the Henrys with a
Whitman are featured in the production,
second-hand car, which they use as a genwhich was directed by W ilham \\ olbert.
eral excursion vehicle for the entertainJanuary 21 — "The Menace," a melodrama, featuring Corinne Griffith with
ment of their friends and their friends'
friends, will be released on January 7. The
Evart Overton. It was directed by John
second January release, on the 14th, will
Robertson.
be
" Why Henry Left Home," which exJanuary 28 — " A Mother's Sin," a melodrama, featuring Earle Williams, produced
plains the reason for hubby Henry's general dissatisfaction with home surroundings
under the direction of Tom Mills.
that should have liecn sublime.
Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph,
in announcing the features on the company's January list, declares that " The
Vitagraph Presents Garland
Blind -Adventure" is one of the most novel
in February
screen stories he has ever seen and that it
is one of the most gripping mystery dramas
Hamlin Garland, the writer and friend
ever put out.
of the American Indian, is represented on
Edward Earlc, who scored as the Amerithe screen again in the February list of
Blue Ribbon features announced by Alcan aviator in Vitagraph's drama, " For
bert E. Smith, president of the Vitagraph
France," is seen in this production in the
role of an adventurous youth with a taste
Company. Mr. Garland wrote two other
for romance and mystery, who stages a features for Vitagraph, " Money Magic "
murder, for the edification of a girl who
and " The Ca()tain of the Gray Horse
wishes to be amused. It is a role that calls Troop,"
which were released last Spring.

Picture
New

News

Comedy

The Jaxon Comedies arc being augmented with a new
series of
• eleven subSeries
jects, the first of which will be released
on January 18. These screen comedies
have proved to be one of the most widely
booked comedy series in many months
and will be continued indefinitely by the
Jaxon Film Corporation, the producers, it
is said.
Five of the new series as released by
(General Film Company will be known as
Finn and Haddie Comedies, and will feature Walter Stahl and Billy Ruge, the
two premier fun makers of other Jaxon
Comedy series. The other subjects will
present a number of robust comedy actors
who have shown unusual ability. " Out
and In," the first Finn and Haddie comedy, will be released January 18. Other
Finn and Haddie subjects in the list are
" Close Shaves," " In Wrong," " Her
Fatal Shot " and " Hash and Horrors."
The other subjects are "The Inspector's
Wife," " Anybody's Money," " Marooned,"
" Sherman Was Right," " What Will
Happen Next?'' and " Which Was Lucky?"
Moreno

Enjoys

Appearing

" Naulahka
AntonioinMoreno,
who, with "Doraldina,
the exotic dancer, heads the cast of stars
that have visualized romantic adventures
described by Rudyard Kipling in "The
Naulahka," declares that he enjoyed every
minute of the time spent in the production
of the story.
" As a production," said Mr. Moreno,
' The Naulahka ' is the finest picture I
have ever appeared in. I have never had
the pleasure of seeing so much care taken
to make a picture play so artistically perfect, for instead of following the usual
custom of going to some particular section
of the country and there doing most of the
exterior scenes, we went on what was alinost a ' Cook's Tour,' to be exact, wc
worked in five different states making outdoor scenes and the journeys were undertaken in many cases, merely to secure a
few feet of film, because these few feet of
lilm were necessary to create the proper
illusion of reality."
Triangle Wins Out
Re-Issues

on

Two Triangle features, in which William S. Hart and Douglas Fairl)anks appear, are scheduled by Triangle as January re-issues, it was announced by that
company last week.
On angle
January
6, " Between
re-issue starring
Hart, Men,"
will be Trireleased. In this production, Hart is cast
as Bob White, a Westerner who comes to
New York to aid a friend in Wall street.
On January 20, " Reggie Mixes In," one
of Fairbanks' pictures produced while he
worked imder Triangle, will be released.
These two Triangle features will ojen
the 1918 re-issue campaign and one release
a month of a Hart and Fairbanks picture
will follow.
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" Eve's

Daughter " Gets
Good Cast
What Paramount has announced as an
exceptionally strong cast is presented in
" Eve's Daughter," Billie Burke's next
Paramount picture, which is being directed
by James Kirkwood. The story is said to
be vivacious, and Paramount asserts great
•care was taken to select for the supporting
roles actors able to carry the tempo set by
Miss Burke. The principal parts are interpreted by Thomas Meighan, Lionel Atwill,
William Riley Hatch, Florence Flynn, Harriet Ross, Lucille Carney, Mary Navaro
and Harry Lee.
Lion^ Atwill and Florence Flynn have
the same roles they played in the stage production, aspresented at the Playhouse, Ts^ew
York. Harry Lee is considered one of the
most versatile members of the Famous
Players-Lasky stock company, and in the
past two years has appeared in fifty-one
photoplays.
The chief cameraman assigned to film the
scenes
Williams.in " Eve's Daughter " is L. E.
Charles

Ray Makes

" Let's Go "
" Let's Go " will be the title of Charles
IRay's fourth Paramount picture, under the
personal supervision of Thomas H. Ince.
The story is said to be totally unlike what
has come to be known as a " typical Ray
story," giving this young Paramount star a
chance to do acting of a type different from
any with which his name has heretofore
"been associated, according to Paramount.
In " The Hired Man," to be released January 28, Ray, who has come to be recognized by some as the typical American boy,
plays a new and somewhat different sort of
role from anything he has yet attempted.
This is a farmhand on a large New England farm, who is sincerely and deeply in
love with the pretty daughter of his " boss."
The sacrifices that he is called upon to
make for her are many, and he cheerfully
gives up every thought of himself for her
sake.

Charles

Ray,
Star, Makes
FriendsParamount-Ince
with the Collie

" Stolen Honor," a William Fox Picture Presenting
Moments Virginia Pearson, Promises Many Breathless

January

Brings

Three Are Special Features, the First
Being
" Stolen Honor," with
Virginia Pearson — Tom Mix
In a Drama
FIVE releases for January have thus far
been announced by the Fox Film Corporation, with the certainty of at least one
more being added to the list.
Three of these releases, and a fourth
to come, are Fox special features. The
first, January
6, is " Pearson
Stolen Honor,"
which
Miss Virginia
is starred.in
This involves the theft of a painting in
Italy and the smuggling of it into this
country.
Tom Mix, whose activities heretofore
have beeii confined to comedies, will make
his debut January 13 as a star in Western
dramas. " Cupid's Round Up," in which
he vill be seen, is reported to be a stirring story of ranch life, involving cattle
rustling by a band of w-hich a woman is
the head and numerous battles between
cowboys.
Madame Sonia Markova will make her
second appearance as a star this month,
her release, "A Heart's Revenge," being
on the calendar of special features for
January 20. Madame Markova takes the
part of a Russian girl who is loved both
by a Russian nobleman and an officer of
the United States navy.
Announcement has not been made of
the Fox special feature for Januarj^ 27,

Six

Fox

Films

the understanding being that if the " Jack
Spurlock — Prodigal " story, now being
made
in the East
by George
W'al hcan
under
the direction
of Carl
Harbaugh,
be
finished in time it will be set down for that
date. The proljabilities, however, are
said to be that this picture, based on the
book of the same name by George Horace
Lorimer, editor of the Saturday Evening
Post, will not be ready before February
The production is to be given exclusively,
and at regular rates, to exhibitors who are
under contract at the time of its release
for Fox 52-a-year pictures.
No statement has been made of releases
of Standard Pictures during January, although itis reported at the Fox offices that
there may be important announcements to
be made later.
The month's program includes two FoxLehrman Sunshine Comedies, " Shadows
of Her Pest " and " Are Married Policemen Safe?" The first of these will be
released January 6, and the other Januarv 13.

Attent
Thaw
The ion
>fero.
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Olive

Motion
Thomas

Triangle Stars Her with Charles Gunn,
Week of January 6, Followed by
Jack Richardson's
Production Latest

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION announced last week
that a comedy-drama featuring Olive
Thomas, formerly of the " Ziegfeld Follies," will open the Triangle program for
the New Year, on January 6, and Jack
Richardson, in " Man Above the Law," a
dramatic story of the Navajo Indian country is scheduled to follow.
For the first part of the week, Olive
Thomas with Charles Gunn, will appear in
" Bettj^ Takes a Hand," described as a
pleasantly humorous, fast moving story
written by Katherine Kavanaugh. The
story deals with a girl who learns from her
father that he had been swindled out of a
mine by James Bartlett, now a wealthy
politician of Los Angeles.

TRIANGLE

"Molly
Margarita
Fischer Go
Is Star Get
of the
Mutual Comedy-Drama January
7 — Gorgeous Array of Feminine Apparel
IT was announced last week that the
next
American-Mutual
release is
" Molly Go Get 'Em," on January 7, with
Margarita Fischer in what is said to be
an exciting and unusual role. Lloyd Ingraham directed the picture, which is said
to be mostly comedy, along original lines.
Miss Fischer convinces a bogus count
that she is the daughter of an Indian
squaw, and the inheritor of a tendency to
throw aboriginal fits on the least provocation. The " Count " has his pecuniary eye
on the money-bags and other valuable assets of her father, but his plans are frustrated by the irrepressible Margaret, who
catches him red-handed with the family
jewels in his possession and conducts him
to her father at the point of a rather

Takes
a
Hand
For the second release of the week.
Jack Richardson will appear in " Man
Above the Law," with Claire McDowell
and Josie Sedgwick supporting. This is
a story of a man who leaves the civilized
world in disgust because of an unlucky
love affair and an even more unlucky brush
with religion and law.
In " His Punctured Romance," the Keystone comedy, also scheduled for release
January 6, William Franey appears as a
" bunko " wrestler who offers $250 to anyone who can throw him. By having a
man underneath the stage, armed with a
hat pin and by the simple process of pounding the floor, Franey usually puts his opponent out. But when he lands in one
town, Franey gets his signals mixed and
he is chased all over the village when the
populace discovers his game.
" Matrimonial Breaker " and " His Day
of Doom," one-reel Triangle Komedies
will complete the week's releases.

'Em"
d
nervous
pistol inRelease
an unsteady hand.
The steady and consistent growth in
public favor of the Margarita Fischer productions has created a vogue for this little
cut-up of the screen, and the very favorable reports from exhibitors who have
booked the previous Fischer pictures, such
as " The Girl Who Couldn't Grow Up,"
" Miss Jackie of the Army," etc., augur
well for the forthcoming release of the
latest Fischer comedy.
The consensus of opinion of the exhibitor is expressed in the terse report from
J. J. Chrissis, of the Queen and Isis theatre, Chicago, on " The Girl Who Couldn't
Grow Up." Mr. Chrissis writes : " Splendid. Was well liked and brought good
business."
H. C. Miller, of the Boston and Alcazar theatres, Chicago, reports on " Miss
Jackie of the Army " : "A very clever
comedy drama."

''Mary 'Gusta" Stars Vivian Martin
FOR Vivian Martin's next Paramount
bered from " Molly Entangled," in which
picture there has been assembled a cast
Miss Martin was the vivacious Molly
that Paramount considers would do justice
Shawn, and Ford, her good-natured Irish
sweetheart, Barney Malone.
to any feature picture. Two of the principal parts are Captain Shad Gould and ZoJane Wolff appears in the cast as Mrs.
eth Hamilton, and these are played by Young, and Helen Gillmore as Mrs. Hobbs,
Theodore Roberts and James Ncill.
the housekeeper from whom Mary 'Gusta
Under a make-up of apparent gruffness
is rescued by Uncle Shad and Uncle Zoeth.
Captain Shad hides an exceedingly tender
Richard Cummings plays the role of
heart. Uncle Zocth is more demonstrative
Rastus Young, Bert Hadley appears as
Edgar, while John Burton is cast as Judge
of his affection for Mary 'Gusta, but both
of these old men, in their guardianship of Baxter.
the strange little personage who has en1—1 1— ' •
■ ' ' '11 ' '— ■■ "<
tered so largely into their lives, and Mary
'Gusta herself, in her "motherly" care of
The W illu n
her guardians, stand out as a charming
AOhoSetsTJ^ore Ijt^
group, it is said.
l
Harrison Ford is cast as the young leadAttention
\H
/
ing man, Crawford Smith, son of the absconding partner. Vivian Martin and HarThan The ifero, ,
rison Ford, as screen lovers, will be remem-

Gould

Picture

News

Estate in " Gates

of

MANY
of the a scenes
" Gates of
Gladness,"
new "of
World-Picture
Gladness
Brady-Made for release at the end of January, were photographed upon the estate
of George Gould. The Gould place is
named Georgian Court, and its picturesque
beauties are backgrounds for what are
said to be the stirring episodes of this
play.
The story of the new World-Picture
coils around two brothers who are both
in love with the same girl. The younger
brother marries the girl and is disowned
by
father,
who'elder
afterward
dies younger
leaving
his the
fortune
to the
son. The
has a hard time of it trying to earn a
living as an artist, but his little daughter,
played by Madge Evans, ultimately brings
the estranged brothers together, although
she is shot and very nearly killed in the
It was for the home of the rich brother
process.
that the Gould estate was utilized. One
of the " shots " takes in a birdseye view
of the most ornamental section of the
grounds. Another situation represents
moonlight in a grove of tall, slender trees,
with a midnight marauder threading his
way among the trunks as he stealthily
approaches the mansion to " break in and
steal," as the Scriptures put it.
Featured with little Miss Evans in this
screen play will be George MacQuarrie,
who
has played
in WorldPictures.
Also inmany
the roles
cast are
Gerda
Holmes, Mrs. Stuart Robson, Baby Joan,
Niles Welch and Rosina Henley.

" Ruggles " Rides on Real
Merry-Go-Round
GEORGE
SPOOR,
than the K.usual
amount toof inject
realism more
into
" Ruggles of Red Gap," starring Taylor
Holmes,
round intoimported
his studios.a genuine merry-goPreparations for the release of this
George K. Spoor special are now being
completed. The advertising end of the production has been given unlimited consideration, the chief feature of which is to be a
billboard campaign, Mr. Spoor's policy to
help exhibitors on all of his ultra features.
" Uneasy Money," also featuring Taylor
Holmes, is an adaptation of the story by
the same name that appeared in the Saturday Evening Post, and is to be the first of
Mr. Spoor's special releases. " Uneasy
Money " shows the comedian in the role of
an English lord in America.
" Men Who Have Made Love to Me,"
featuring Mary MacLanc, the authoress, is
already said to be receiving quizzes from
exhibitors representing all parts of the
country.
Love

Causes

Laughs

Essanay's comedy General Film release
for January 5 is announced as " He Loved
Her So," said to be a lively, scampering
affair, in which a suspicious husband gets
intojealousy.
a thrilling and laughable mess over
his
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Mabel Normand Had Diversified Support in Filming
"Auction Block" Draws
Good Reviews
Goldwyn announced last week that reviews in favor of Rex Beach's picture,
"The Auction Block," released by Gold■wyn, continue to come into the home offices
of that corporation.
Block"
Auction
of "The
receptioncities
by a critic
is recorded
the smaller
in The
of Tulsa (Okla.), as a demonstration that
every now and then a picture appears which
is so strong in its drawing power and its
ability to satisfy an audience that the customary two-days' showing is inadequate.
" Extraordinary in every way is ' The
Auction Block,' which opened at the Ma— all
days'
for a two
yesterday
jestic for
rarerunmerit.
of its
a picture
too brief
It ought to stay at least four days, for
every lover of great art in moving pictures
should have an opportunity to see it. Unfortunately, this is its last day, and believe me, if you are any kind of a film fan
you'll see it before it gets away."
Jewel

Meets

Mickey," Under Mack
Rights Sennett's Direction.

"Mickey"

To

The Western Import Company Controls the Releasing

Top

Them
All, Says Western
stands re-telling. We have seen it many
<<|\*V1yilCKEY,"
the MackMabel
SennettNormand,
produc- times, yet are always glad to see it again.
tion, featuring
which was more than two years under
" Experience has taught us a number of
production and is now being distributed by things about picture-making and marketing
the Western Import Company, will take its of pictures, and we feel quite confident
place at the top of comedy productions,
that ' Mickey ' will top them all.
says an official of the company who is
" A lot of time has been used in the
most optimistic over its future.
production of ' Mickey,' and it has also
cost a lot of money. It could have been
" We honestly think this will be one of made
in half the time and a fraction of
the most appealing pictures ever shown," the expense, but Mack Sennett and Miss
said he. " It has the intimate touch that
Normand were determined when they said
the public wants. Many, otherwise charming and wonderful pictures, have failed be- good-bye to ' Mickey ' and sent her out
cause the locale of the story was too into the world, the play should be as nearly
remote. People don't want to hear or see perfect as human effort could make it.
stories that happened back somewhere in
" The making of this great multiple-reel
the mists of the past. They want stories drama was a terrific strain upon all concerned, but the completed production, as
about the litle girl who lives next door —
they want something with a direct personal it stands now, is the greatest endorsement
of the director, the star and the support,
appeal.
" ' Mickey ' has the dash and zest of the that has ever been given to anyone in
youth in it— the simplicity, frankness and picture filmdom. Western Import Company
verve of early twenty. What impresses us will release ' Mickey ' on the state rights
particularly about ' Mickey ' is that it

Exhibitors

Half-Way
Extensive advertising announcements indicate that Jewel Productions, Inc., is
making a strenuous effort to meet the exhibitor more than half-way. Jewel Productions are now available to exhibitors
under the most equitable arrangements.
In speaking of the new marketing system, a Jewel official said : " It seems to
me now that we are starting the new year,
the exhibitor can find much of practical
interest and financial comfort in the terms
under which Jewels may now be secured.
Jewel Productions may be booked when
the exhibitor likes and where he .likes. No
contract tying him up for 52 weeks is required. No big deposits are necessary. He
does not have to accept a mediocre picture
in order to get the best ones, for all Jewels
have stood the test and any particular one
which strikes his fancy can be secured
without him binding himself to take the
others."

market."
Outlines Special Plans
please the public, so that, secondly, if the
IN " Daughter of Destiny," the first of public is pleased, I can repay my backers
a series of eight special feature film
subjects which will present Madame Olga who have had such faith in me. Then,
thirdly, I want to put a feminist note into
Petrova under the standard of her own
my pictures, as I am a great believer in
screen organization during the forthcoming
year, the actress essays the type of role women and everything that tends to her
advancement and development. Of course,
which it has long been her wish to portray,
I intend to do this in such a way that
according to nouncement.
herThe opportunity
company's afforded
latest an-to will not interfere at all with the value of
my pictures as entertainment. They are
carry out her own ideas by the recent
by no means to be regarded as propaformation of the Petrova Picture Company has apparently been quickly taken advantage of by the star in her initial release, which was shown at the Rialto last
You are not going to war. The men who
week.
are
need all the comforts you can give them.
Speaking recently on the subject, Madame
Help
them get cigarettes. That is your
ganda."
Petrova said : " When I signed this new
contract with Frederick L. Collins, it was
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
with the hope of accomplishing three "besmokes
a slacker!
things. In the first place, I want to make
high class dramatic pictures that will
Madame

Petrova
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Motion
Releases

Ex-Clo\vii oi 1 lipijodrome Announced
for January 13, Along with " The
Cicrman War
CursePicture
in Russia," a
WHAT is characterized as one o£ the
greatest war pictures yet seen in this
country, and the first of the two-reel
Toto comedies are the features of Pathe's
program for the week of January 13.
" The German Curse in Russia " as photographed by Donald C. Thompson, the
war photographer and staff camera correspondent of Leslie's W'cekly, as ofificial
distributor of French and British war pictures, Pathe has added to their record in
getting the animated documents of the
conflict before the American public, by securing this film of Russia in revolt taken
by the young Kansan, who has been three
years in the trenches cranking actual battle
scenes.
Doris Kcnj'on stars in " The Hidden
Hand," eighth episode, entitled "The Slide
for Life." with Sheldon Lewis, Arline
Pretty and Mahlon Hamilton.
There is an issue of the Argus Pic-

Toto
Comedy
torial, an animated magazine in one reel,
produced by Argus Laboratories, which
has made considerable of a success already. This is the fifth issue. " Our
National Parks " is the title of a one-reel
Pathe colored travel picture, dealing with
Yellowstone
Park, its wonders and oddities.
Toto makes his screen debut in " The
Movie Dummy," a two-reel comedy produced by Rolin. It was first announced
that he would appear in " A One-Night
Stand," but release dates have been
changed. The comedy is said to give Toto
an unusual opportunity to display his ability in a type of fun-making that is entirehnew to the screen. He appears in ver\large, baggy trousers and coat, as a worker
in a factory where dummies are manufactured to be used in making motion pictures. Life is so hard for him that he
resolves to become a regular dummy for a
day at least and thus he is transported to
the Rolin studio in answer to a hurry call
and the rest of the time has to act just as
a dummy would, apparently having no
bones in his body.

Hodkinson
Outlines
Next
Step
change service with the General Film
Aims at Partnershij^s with Exhibitors
Company; (3) the Motion Picture Plus;
and Groups in Exchange Centers
(4) business principles represented by a
—Called " New Hodkinson
distributing organization without control
by producers or exhibitors.
" exhibitors and
PARTNERSHIPS
Regarding the exhibitor partnerships,
Circlewith
groups of exhibitors in exchange
Mr. Hodkinson points out two advanand strategic centers is annouifced this
tages to the exhibitors ; first, a continued
week as the next step to be taken by W.
service of quality productions which is not
\V. Hodkinson. This is contained in an
dependent upon a franchise or contract,
and second, a large share of the distrioutline of what is described as the " New
bution profits which he has announced
Hodkinson Circle."
In his statement Mr. Hodkinson points
previously.
out that the Motion Picture Plus with
The next two steps toward the completion of what he describes as the New
all its possibilities for production and
also as a guarantee of quality is but one
Circle will be: (1) a tie-up with producers which will free them from the
of the forces which he is bringing to bear
in the solution of the problems of the
limitations consequent to their assuming
hour. He speaks of three other forces
the distributing problem, and (2) the supwhich he has already announced : ( 1 ) a
port of the public secured by national
advertising. This national advertising
standard product of high quality reprewill be tied to the Motion Picture Plus
sented by Paralta Plays with J. Warren
Kerrigan, Bessie Barriscale and Hcnrj' B.
with " its unmistakable trademark on the
Walthall ; (2) the arrangement for exscreen in shape and size."

of Harvard"
Moore
IT Brown
was announced
from the George Stars
and the latter
as Tom and
Brown, Daly
Ilar\'ard
Kleine Chicago offices last week that student. Miss Daly was the Honey of
negotiations have been completed whereby
" Skinner's Dress Suit " and subsequent
Skinner pictures. One of Moore's most
" Brown of Harvard," William N. Selig's
recent screen appearances was with Mae
latest production, will be released January
10 on the Perfection Pictures program.
Marsh in " The Cinderella Man."
Trade showings of the subject are being
Sidney Ainsworth, who took the part of
Strickland, the accused murderer in the
run now at all branch offices of the George
Kleine System, distributors.
superfeature, " On Trial," heads the supThe picture is an adaptation in six parts
porting cast in the role of Colton, the unscrupulous gambler. Other members of
of the novel and stage drama " Brown of
the extensive cast include Warner RichHarvard," and presents a romance of student life at Cambridge.
mond, Walter McGrail, Nancy Winston,
Kcmpton Greene, Alice Gordon, Frank
Hazel " Honey " Daly and Tom Moore
are featured as co-stars, the former in the Joyner, Robert Ellis, Lydia Dalzell, Walter
role of Evelyn Ames, a typical flaughter
I^iers, Arthur Hausman and Johnnie
Walker,
of a poor but proud New England family,

Picture

News

" Jack Spurlock " Moves
Along Nicely
THE Prodigal,"
picturization
"Jack
Spurlock
writtenof by
George
Horace—
Lorimer,pletionisat the
saidFox
to' bestudios.
rapidly Director
nearing comCarl
Harbaugh expects to complete the film
within three or four weeks, barring unforeseen delays.
George Walsh, Fox star, featured in
the picture, is enthusiastic over the pro" pep,"
interest duction,
and declaring
thrillsit has
thanmore
any life,
picture
in
which he ever worked.
" Director Harbaugh is compelling me
to extend myself to the limit in 'Jack
Spurlock — Prodigal,' " said Walsh, " and
the atmosphere of the entire studio is
surcharged with ' pep.' Everybody working with me appears infected with young
Spurlock's 'gingery' nature and the result is certain to be not only a worthwhile picture but one that will cause a
sensation.
" Mr. Lorimer's story has the punch
and
the picturepunch
also has
the ' punch.'
The
combination
is certain
to make
' Jack Spurlock — Prodigal ' the year's sucin the moment
comedy-drama
There's
not acessdull
in it— onfield.
the contrary
there's 'something doing' all the time.
I'm enjoying every minute that I'm workFairbanks
ing in it."

Selects Rosson as
Director
As a reward for his loyalty and in recognition of his developed ability. Art Rosson, who has been assisting Allan Dwan,
was last week made director by Douglas
Fairbanks.
The latter believes in the development
of new material, as in the case of Rosson,
who served his apprenticeship with Allan
Dwan. He staged several pictures that
were rehearsed by Dwan at the Eastern
Triangle Studio. Flis first picture will be
a Western story by Allan Dwan, who re" A Modern in'Musketeer."
Dwan cently
has completed
great confidence
his former
assistant and is personally lending him
every assistance.
" O, U-Boat!" Reaches the
Screen
Klever Pictures, Inc., released on December 31 aturing
comedy
called " Oh, U-Boat !" feaVictor Moore.
i he comedy tells a story about Vic, who
hates water so much that he has to be
blindfolded before he will take a bath. His
wife is a regular mermaid, and at the
beach she dives and swims like a fish.
Laughs

Linger Long in
Selburns
Rollicking, swiftly moving comedy of a
novel sort is promised in " Wedding Bells
and Lunatics," the forthcoming release in
General Film's scries of Selburn Comedies, featuring Neal Burns and Gertrude
Selby. All sorts of complications are said
to result when the heroine is given twentyfour hours in which to get married in order to claim an estate.
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Fox

Plans More Costly
Productions
W INFIELD R. SHEEHAN, general
manager of the Fox Film Corporation, predicts that the motion picture industry will have the biggest year in its history
during 1918.
" We will have more stars, more directors and more companies than we ever
had," said Mr. Sheehan discussing the
plans for 1918. " We will spend more
money for features than we ever spent before. Our productions will be made on a
scale more elaborate than anything ever
undertaken in the history of the business.
" The ' Jack Spurlock — Prodigal ' deal,
which we have just completed with George
Horace Lorimer, is an indication of our intention to go the limit in obtaining the right
sort of material for our stars. The Saturday Evening Post editor's novel cost us
more than any producer ever paid for similar rights.
" We have in hand a number of other
much bigger projects — one, for instance, already far enough under way to justify the
statement that it will surpass anything of
the sort we have ever undertaken. We are
demonstrating our faith in the picture by
carrying our foreign campaign right into
the war area."
Bouquets Still Come to
Goldwyn Picture
GOLDWYN'S first production and its
latest, " Polly of the Circus " and
" The Cinderella Man," both starring Mae
Marsh, have received notable critical praise
in the last few days, according to a Goldwyn announcement. For good measure
there came another bouquet for the Rex
Beach picture, " The Auction Block," released as a Goldwyn subject, and which is
said to be playing to good business in various sections of the country.
Of "The Cinderella Man," Edward
Childs Carpenter's play, a Chicago writer
said: "There is a feast in store in 'The
Cinderella Man ' for the admirers of Mae
Marsh. Certainly Miss Marsh, in her role
of fairy godmother to the impecunious,
good-looking and stubborn young poet in
an attic, was never more charming.
Another Chicago paper said : " The
Goldwyn Company has made a remarkably
good picture out of thi^ Broadway play.
There is something so Christmasy about it,
too. Exhibitors could do no better than
use it for one of their holiday programs."
King-Bee Shows Films to
the Trade
The King-Bee Films Corporation scheduled for a trade showing on Jan. 2, at the
Miles projection rooms in New York, their
latest two-reel comedies, called " The Candy
Kid " and " The Slave." Reviewers of the
various trade papers were expected to be
present.
Considerable interest has been shown, apparently, in the two-reel comedy, " The
Slave," through the fact it is to be released
without any sub-titles. This is said to be
the first time an innovation of this kind has
been tried.

Pathe

Releases

Scries Scheduled to Start January 20
Under Title of " The Price of
Folly " — Loew Presents Them
PATHE has completed arrangements to
release on January 20, 1918, a series
of eight two-reel dramas under the general
title of " The Price of Folly."
A prerelease booking has been arranged on the entire series by Marcus
Loew for his circuit of theatres in and
around New York City, beginning December 30.
" ' The Price of Folly ' might best be
described as a series of two-reel dramas
dealing with the general theme of the payment life exacts from humans when they
cast aside their better judgment and let
folly dictate their course of action, in cercrises, that come to everyone," said a
Pathetainofficial.
" The films are replete with dramatic
Bluebird

Forces

Short

action and deal with situations and events
that could happen in the lives of any of the
persons in the audiences, which will see
them, and similar situations no doubt are
arising in many of those lives every day.
In other words, they present vital problems
of every day life.
" The first of the series to be released
is called " The Phantom Fame." It deals
with the problem of a young wife who
wants to live her" own life and have a
career apart from her husband. She was
young and beautiful and thinks she was
fitted for a literary career. An elderly admirer encourages her in this view and the
price she pays for her folly is the wreck of
her own life and her husband's life, when
she brings a just vengeance on the head of
the man who lures her from home and
husband.
"The story and the scenario are from
the pen of Will M. Ritchey."

Prepare

THE arrangement of the Bluebird program having been completed until
week starting February 11, production
forces are active in preparing feature attractions in which all of Bluebird's stars

Dramas

New

Subjects

ard from H. Sheridan Bickers' story and
scenario, has been completed, and Miss
Murray is now employed in filming " The
Eleventh Commandment," written for her
by F. McGrew Willis.
Two features for Ruth Clifford have
been finished by Director Rupert Julian
and she is now preparing " The Heart of
the Desert,"
from Honore
Willsie's
under
the direction
of Wilfred
Lucas. book,
The
Rupert Julian productions, being finally
edited and prepared for release, are " His
Wife in Arizona," which arrived at Bluebird headquarters in New York, during the
past week, and "The Highest Card," just
finished at Seven Oaks, Cal. In all of Miss
Clifford's Bluebirds, Monroe Salisbury will
be featured as her leading man.
Director Stuart Paton, who .has lately
taken the screen management of Carmel
Myers,
has completed
The Green
from Charles
Edmund " Walk's
book,Seal,"^
and
is now producing " Bona," written and prepared for the screen by Harvey Gates. In
" The Green Seal " Ashton Dearholt will
be Miss Myers' leading man and in
" Bona " Kenneth Harlan will lead the supporting company.
War

Mae Murray IsBluebird
Starred Picture
in " Face Value," a
are participating. During the past week
three fixtures not previously announced
have been added to the program : Franklyn Farnum, in "The Fighting Grin,"
January 28 ; Violet Mersereau, in " Morgan's Raiders," February 4, and " The
Wife He Bought," starring Carmel Myers,
February 11.
Mae Murray's production of " The Eternal Columbine," directed by Robert Leon-

Films Bring Enemy
Aliens to Jail

The importance of Pathe's new war
film, " The German Curse in Russia," is
said to be shown by events wherever it is
being shown.
In New Haven last week Donald C.
Thompson, the camera-correspondent who
took the picture, stated in a front page interview that all alien enemies and suspects
should be locked up at once to prevent the
spread of German propaganda here as in
Russia.
In New York, Paul Kulikoff was sentenced by Magistrate Ten Eyck to six
months for hissing scenes of a film which
favored the Allies during its Strand theatre premiere.

Motion
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Pictograph

PLANS which have been carefully
worked out, according to an announcement made this week, enable the
Gaumont Company to promise its patrons
an even better news reel in Gaumont-Mutual Weekly for 1918 than before.
The Gaumont Company claims it is able
to make this promise because of its facilities for newsgathering. It has co-operative
branches in all of the principal countries,
and expert news cameramen throughout
the entire world. Nineteen hundred and
eighteen will be the biggest year of all time.
Distributes Short
Reels
Universal has started the distribution of
one-reel subjects that are declared to mark
a new departure in educational features.
Not alone are the subjects said to be enlightening, but they are said to carry an
unusual interest to all classes of showgoers. William Finley, superintendent of
Fish and Game Comthe Oregon State made
an intimate study
mission, who has
of the wild creatures which inhabit the sea
and air and roam the forests of our land,
has created a series of intimate pictures
that show the haunts and habits of every
species of fish, fowl and beast known to
the great Northwest.
The Finley Nature Study Pictures will
be released independent of any other Universal subjects and are available as onethe
reel adjuncts to any entertainment for
reason that being exclusive, they can in
ot
no manner conflict with any other form the
release. The distribution begins with
gh all Universal excurrent week, throu
changes throughout the country.
Universal

Cameraman Writes from
War Front
From " Somewhere in France " there has
been received by Jack Cohn, manager of
Universal's Animated Weekly, Current
Events and Screen Magazine, a letter
from one of his former cameramen, Leon
H. Caverly, now Quartermaster Sergeant
in the U. S. Marine Corps. As he explains
in his letter, Mr. Caverly has been appointed ofiicial cinematographer for the
United States Marine Corps.
: " My colWriting of his work he says
lection of both movies and stills are growing daily with some very good stuff. Light
conditions are very bad as it is pitch dark
rains and
by three-thirty, and besides itthat
we arc
rains and rains with the result
knee deep in mud spelled with a capital
said,
letter. If ' war is Hell,' as Shermaton carry
it should be fought in the tropics
out the proper idea of heat. Incidentally
light conditions would be greatly improved."

The newspapers state that the Kaiser is
planning another bid for peace, but the allied democratic nations will undoubtedly
refuse. The Gaumont-Mutual Weekly aims
to be a faithful pictorial chronicle of these
important historical events as they occur
For three years the Gaumont-Mutual
Weekly has continued an unbroken series
of numbers, the year 1917 terminating with
No. 156. For conveniences, however, it has
been decided to start a new series of numbers, and the issue for the first week of the
new year will be No. 1.
Mutual

Pictures Navy
Activities
In the Mutual Weekly No. 1 for 1918 a
great number of scenes at Great Lake, 111.,
a training station for navy men, are
scheduled, with several shots attendant
upon the subject. Among these are John
Phillip Sousa and his band of sailors, a
sham battle, recruits being presented with
comfort
kits and bringing in the Christmas
tree.
Other subjects show activities in France,
at Santa Fe, N. M., Brant Rock, Mass.,
San Francisco, Fall River, Mass., and
other places.
Gaumont

Camera Catches
Flight
Once more the Gaumont-Mutual Weekly comes forward with pictures which substantiate its claim that its cameramen are
never asleep. One of these subjects, which
is pictured in the issue which was released
on Sunday, December 31, shows the landing in the Presidio, San Francisco, of
Katherinc Stinson, the daring girl aviator
who has set a new American record in
flying without stop the 610 miles between
San Diego and San Francisco, California.
Another picture in this issue is the training of men-of-war's men at the Great
Lakes Naval Training Station. In this subject is shown the famous composer and
bandmaster, John Philip Sousa, and his
marine band of 300 pieces.
Cohn

Proud of Red Cross
Pictures
Films of which Jack Cohn is said to be
especially proud are those of war scenes
obtained for Universal's Animated Weekly
from the United States Government,
through arrangement with the Red Cross,
on the battle front in France and Belgium.
They present the dramatic thrill of intense
realism and bring the war, and what it
means, home to every American. That
some of the best cameramen in the country
are now at the front is shown by the quality of these pictures.

Picture
Shows

News
New

Type War Dog
Realizing the importance of the dog as an
aid in wartime activities, Mrs. Anita M.
Baldwin, the daughter of the late " Lucky "
Baldwin, of California, and one of America's best-known dog fanciers, has developed a new breed of dogs said to be especially well fitted for service on the battlefield. Her kennels and activities form a
unique subject in the one-hundredth release
of the Paramount-Bray Pictograph, " the
magazine
on-the-screen."
The things
which these dogs can be
trained to do are said to be quite remarkable. The will stand sentry duty with the
greatest intelligence and fortitude. As a retriever of wounded soldiers they excel any
other breed and their great strength makes
them invaluable as draught animals in driving machine guns and ammunition carts.
Rivoli Shows

Essanay

Scenic
The new series of Essanay scenics distributed by General Film Company has
scored another triumph in that " 'The Great
Natural Industries of Canada," the fourth
of the series, found a place upon the program of the new Rivoli Theater for the
opening week. The scenic was booked
through Manager P. H. Bloch of the New
York exchange of General Film. " Salmon
Fishing in New Brunswick," the first of the
series, was shown at the Strand and " The
Banff National Park " was shown at the
Rialto during the week of December 23.
Pathe

Shows

War

Films

of

Russia
The Pathe Company has added to its
record in getting the animated documents
of the conflict before the American public
by arranging to present throughout the
country the films of Russia in revolt, taken
try. Donald C. Thompson, the young Kanby
san who spent three years in the war counIt will be released on January 13, though
it is likely that special presentation will be
arranged here and in other cities than
New York before that.
Newman

Travel

Talks in

Be.§t Houses
It was announced
last week that the
thirty travel pictures which E. M. Newman will distribute through Educational
Films during this year will be exhibited
only in the first-class motion picture theatres in the United States, Canada, Mexico,
South America and all of the European
countries.
Essanay

Scenics

Fill I/Ong

Want
Essanay's scenic one-reelers, released
through General Film, are filling a long-felt
want, judging by the booking office reports.
They are scenics out of the ordinary, emphasizing the artistic grandeur of the spots
photographed, as well as revealing curious
and ponderous things to interest the somewhat blase movie-goer.

Idling over summer seas, wealthy young Waldron spies on an uncharted
Isle, beautiful Lorelei, daughter of its millionaire owner, surrounded
by school chums playfully impersonating Sirens. Pursuing them with
Royce, his companion, he is led, through the jealousy of Julie, false
friend of Lorelei, into a tragic dream life in the grottos undersea,
■ finally escaping to happiness with Lorelei in the world of today.
m

Give your patrons the most
startling photographic effects
ever achieved, enchanting as a
dream. Not weeks but months
were consumed in getting the
proper lighting for "Sirens of

M.

As long as men love women, the
posters of "Sirens of the Sea"
will crowd your Theatre. The
female form in all its divinity
enhanced by marvelous natural
scenery.

let

these

Crowrd

Allurin^Fbslers

YourlheateToo
READY IN FULL COLOR
Three 1-sheets, as shown. Also
one 3-sheet, one 6-sheet, one 24sheet — all different. Also Window Card.

HERALDS. The most exquisite of
the scores of beauty-scenes, reproduced
in finest rotogravure. Almost as powerful as the great posters.
LOBBY DISPLAYS. Black and
white, set of twelve, 8x10. Color
Gelatine Photos, set of eight, 11x14. NEWSPAPER CUTS.
Set of twelve,
One, 22x28.
six 1-column, five 2-column, one 3-column.

ffhaf

Olherf

have

Done

with

READY-MADE ADS. Smashing
designs and clever copy. Two 1 -column
and
their one
space.3-column. Little giants for
PRESS MATTER. Brilliantly
written human-interest stories about
Louise Lovely, Carmel Myers and Jack
Mulhall. Feature stories of the unique
settings.

these

Wonderful

Posters
Yoif can Do'OrSurpass!
These same wonderfully beautiful, alluring posters of the most entrancing picture ever made to
charm the senses, furnished in full color, made a town of only 1900 people give up $105 to see
"Sirens of the Sea" — an unprecedented average of five and one-half cents per head of population.
FIGURE OUT WHAT YOUR OWN TOWN'S POPULATION WILL PAY YOU ON THIS BASIS. THEN
BOOK "SIRENS OF THE SEA" FOR YOUR LONGEST RECORD RUN — NOW— TODAY.
Book through ony Jewel Exchange, or the Home 'Office

EWEL
J
PRODUCTIONS,
Inc.
1600 Broadway, New York City
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CHRISTIAN SOLDIERS
No more popular heroes ever marched across
the screen than the boys who for three years
have shared danger, suffering, and death with
the American Ambulance Units in France. The
Photographic Section ot the U. S. Signal Corps
has been perpetuating their work, and has just
sent to this country a fine set of pictures which
appear
Hearst-Pathe
Universalin Current
EventsNews
No. No.
33. 103
The and
ruinedin
towns
through
which
they
speed,
the
camouifaged roads where, at any moment a bursting
bomb lance
maywith mean
the destruction
the ambuits wounded,
and theirof own
death,
seem in no wise to chill their happy bravery.
General organization
Pershing's evident
splendid
is heartilyapproval
echoed of
by the
the
sympathetic spectator.
The News starts off with a lively football
scrimmage between army and navy at San
Diego. Close-ups show an enthusiastic band of
cheerers, and the subject ends with a fine panorama of the navy lads celebrating victory in a
triumphal march. Artillery practice at Camp
Grant, Illinois, and snow scenes in Massachusetts
and New Jersey complete the reel.
Current Events shows the destruction of a
four-hundred foot wireless tower at Brant Rock,
Mass. There is the never-failing thrill as the
lofty structure topples and crashes to earth. A
picture one views with mingled emotion is that
of German
enjoying
a baseball gameprisoners
in mostin Georgia
delightful
surroundings.
Would they change places with the prisoners
in theirtoons own
land?
Timely end
and the
amusing
from three
newspapers
reel oncar-a
laugh.
OF VARIED INTEREST
Eclipsed in spectacular interest by the men
who are learning the offensive tactics of war,
the boys
in the Hospital
Corps of Uncle
Sam's
army
are
fitting
themselves fornevertheless
the importantstillworkfaithfully
they may
be called
on to do. In Universal Screen Magazine No. 53
we see them receiving instruction in bandaging.
Then, when the word comes that comrades need
help, they search the bushes for the wounded and
render such aid as can be given before litter and
ambulance carry the patient to the Field
Hospital.
" On the face of it," anything as dainty as
My Lady's
Veil shouldthatnot are
be shown
the product
the
heavy machines
in thisof
number
of
the
Magazin^.
But
the
fine
Italianin
silk threads stand the strain and appear
filmiest weave and latest mode to deck the
pretty girls that exhibit them. The subject is
of just the right length for theatre purposes, and
is made understandable by careful editing.
" Behind
the scenesand" issophisticated.
always wonderland for
even
the grown-up
we
are introduced
to the mysteries of theHere
theatre
and the devices that produce thunder, the galloping horse, rain on the roof, and the sound
of Pat falling downstairs. An excellent opportunity, this, for the enterprising orchestra
leader to get in some realistic illustrative work !
\Yillie clay.
Hopkins presents " Some Boys " in
animated
WAY FOR THE LADIES
We always suspected that Mr. Jack Cohn of
the Universal was a man of vision. So we were
gratified but not surprised at noting the space
he gives in the Animated Weekly No. 4 to
women who are lending novel aid in the work
ofKatharine
winning Stinson,
the war. pinning
Here is atheflag
" Bird
on Woman,"
the aeroplane with which she has recently established a
new non-stop record, as a token of her hope
that Uncle Sam will adopt her as a regular
official flier. Fifteen very active girls in practical garb shovel snow from the Hippodrome roof,
not at all dismayed by their distance from the
ground. And Mary Pickford, very fetching in
braided cap and uniform, marches at the head
of the band that invites the boys to recruit for
" over there."
It's awould
changing
world weHereare are
livingfurther
in, as evithe
above
indicate.
dences. Out in Akron, Ohio, the stockholders
meeting of the Big Tire Concern is participated
in by everyone from the president to the office
boy. The smiles and lively interest displayed
seem toMexico
-prove that
the planto isbring
working
well.ur,Andto
even
is trying
herself
date. Scenes attending the adoption of a new
Constitution show delegates from twenty-seven
states, and a portion of the national ar/ny (the
official one !) looking very trim and soldier-like.
The launching of a fine new schooner at Fall
River, the first to be built there after an idle
interval of forty years; the work of a caterpillar
plough on rough lands just reclaimed for war
purposes front the salt marshes near San Francisco ; and lively scenes in the recent snowstorm, make up a particularly attractive reel.

Juvenile

League

Works
for the Child
ing matinees in the public schools in the
'"PHE exhibitor who succeeds is the exneighborhood of the chosen theater. The
A hibitor who makes his theater a part
work of the league is entirely voluntary,
of the life of his community. In these days
and no fee of any kind is charged the exof storm and slush the Children's Matinee,
hibitor for the co-operation it gives.
that keeps the youngsters off the dirty
streets, should add greatly to the popularity
For the year ending October, 1917, the
of the exhibitor who has the wisdom to in- league has a showin
itiate if.
g of childre
matinees
successfully conducted under n's
its auspices
An agency that works directly with the
all over the country, with attendance runtheater manager, who is willing to throw
ning as high as 5,000. In New York city
open his doors to the children, is the Nachildre
n's matinees were given at nine thetional Motion Picture League, of which
aters with an average attendance of 1,000.
Mrs. Adele F. Woodard is president and
An exhibitor who has been particularly
leadmg spirit. With headquarters in New
successful in pleasing large numbers of
York, the league has State chairmen and
children with wholesome, entertaining picmembers all over the country, and numbers
tures isMr. Sussman, manager of the Emon its board of directors such men and
pire Theater in New York. Using the lists
women as Owen R. Lovejoy, secretary of
of the National Juvenile Motion Picture
the National Child Labor Association;
League
and availing himself of its chapMrs. E. V. S. Chamberlin, of the National
eronage, Mr. Sussman has for a year given
Housewives League; Dr. Gustave Straubenmuller, acting city superintendent of matinees at which the attendance at times
reached 2,000, and never fell below 1,000.
schools in New York, and others of equal
With the holidays over and mothers and
prominence.
teachers free to undertake new plans for
Unlike many whose efforts for young
the young people, exhibitors can and should
people are well meaning but impractical,
interest them in this commendable enterMrs. Woodard has succeeded in making the
prise. Lists of recommended films and adleague a helpful working instrument for
vice on obtaining assistance from local
the exhibitor. The league not only pubchairmen and authorities will be gladly furlishes monthly bulletins of wholesome and
nished at the headquarters of the league,
entertaining films suitable for young people,
2173 Broadway, New York.
C. deL. B.
all of which have been viewed and passed
by volunteer members of the league, but
furnishes a certain number of chaperones
THE WONDERLAND OF
for any theater giving matinees made up
CANADA
from the league lists. This last obviates
the necessity of having adults accompany
" aFifty
Switzerlands
in one " when
was the
veteran
Alpine climber
he verdict
visited
the children, the local authorities being al- of
Banff National Park in the heart of the Canadian
ways willing to stretch the law under these
Rockies, chosen by Essanay for the fourth release in its new scenic series (General Film Comconditions. In order to insure a good atpany).
As
a tourist we first visit the beautiful Banflf
tendance, Mrs. Woodard personally obSprings Hotel, from whose porches are splendid
tained the permission of the Board of Eduviews of lake and water, then take tallvho for
cation of New York city to advertise coma wonderland of beauty and grandeur. The photographer has been particularly happy in recording only striking scenes, each a picture in itself.
Now it is Mount Rundle, thrusting its bare head
nearly ten thousand feet in the air, now Twin
Falls, pouring like silver threads over sheer walls
ot rock. An upland pasture where a little herd
of buffalo peacefully graze forms a charming
idyl in contrast to panoramas of rugged peaks
discerned through drifting cloud. In unity and
artistic
this number of the series is the
finest yetappeal
released.

Adele F. Woodard Is President of the
National Juvenile Motion Picture League

FOR THE YOUNGSTERS
How would you feel if, when you wanted to
write, a big, hairy arm came around your
shoulders and a formidable paw suggested, more
or less gently, that you romp instead? We
shouldn't like it, but the little girl playing with
"Animal Pets" (Educational Films (Corporation),
Mr. Ditmars'
for the who
holidays,
less
afraid ofreelase
the ourang
comesseems
to much
share
her Christmas festivities than she does of the
bunnies who poke their heads over the tops of
the Christmas stockings. Perhaps little girls
who live with Mr. Ditmars grow to expect the
strange and unusual and do not fear it. Anyway,
the ourang is really quite human in his manner of
emptying his own stockings for Santa Claus
Other pleasant young creatures who take
goodies.
kindly
to gentle treatment are the bear cubs
reluctantly left behind by the troops to whom
they were given as mascots ; Billy Biplane, the
goat who travelled four hundred miles in the
air ; and a funny little monkey who makes away
with walnuts, candy, a huge banana, and anyrapidity.thing else coming his way, with ill-mannered

Motion

First
*'Live
and
Let
Live,"
Says W.
H.
W. H. Productions Company, in the you can. We don't even want you to pay
for your lilms unless you can make money
Field Only Two Months, Has
Forged to the Front — Handling
" Wethem.'
intend also to go further than this,
with
Millions of Feet of Film —
and will buy any independent productions
Representing Recognized
outside of our own, if you want them, and
Powers
will supply them to you upon the same
WITH only two months having elapsed terms that you take our own product. Shiption
since the organiza
of the W. H.
ments will be made either from New York
Productions Company, this institution has or from our London connections, the Western Import Company.
become an important factor in the distributing branch of the independent field. It is
" It will pay every responsible foreign
now at the front, controlling millions of
buyer to make immediate connections with
feet of film, including comedies, dramas
us,
because we have solved the great proband the Western type.
lem of the industry, ' Live and let live.'
An official of the company gives the fol" We represent the Triangle Film Corporation for the entire world, except the
lowing statement which indicates, in general, the progress this company has made
the New York Motion PicStates;
United
since its organization two months ago :
ture Company, the famous Keystone Film
Company, the Reliance Film Manufacturing
" The keynote of the success of this comCompany, the Majestic Film Company, the
pany is found in the oft-quoted expression,
K. B. Film Company, and Bronco Film
■ live and let live,' " he said.
■■ The W. H. Productions Company will Company for the entire world. A permanent conection with us will mean the worry
now expand its energies and efforts towards
making it possible for foreign buyers and
off your mind and the burdens off your
shoulders.
distributors to secure pictures and service
on a basis that will assure profits to them" Our financial connections in New York
selves first and an assured profit to all are the Harriman National Bank, The
others concerned.
Bankers Central Trust Co., and the Columbia Bank; in London, the London, City
" W. H. Productions Company now control millions of feet of film which have not & Midland Bank, and the County of Westminster Bank.
yet been shown in foreign territories —
comedies and dramas in any and every
" The New York business will be transacted by W. H. Productions Company of
length, in any quantity, including a selecNew York City, and the London business
tion of over one thousand Keystone comedies. This film will be sold at reasonable
by the Western Import Company of London. We believe we have started someprices, and credit will be extended to responsible parties. Our motto is ; 'Pay when
thing."
Metro Buys 'Warrior " for New
York State
Film Corporation of Chicago, Illinois, the
ENTERPRISES, INC., anGE.XERAL nounces
that it has closed a deal with
States of Illinois, Texas, Michigan, Iowa,
Nebraska, Ohio, Indiana, Oklahoma, Ar.VIetro for " The Warrior " for New York
kansas, Missouri and Kansas ; the Westcott
City and State. The transaction was closed
by Arthur H. Sawyer, representing General
Film Corporation of Minneapolis, Minnesota, the States of Wisconsin, Minnesota,
Enterprises, Inc., and Joseph W. Engel and
and North and South Dakota ; to the Clark
Edward Saunders, acting for Metro. " The
and Rowland Theatres Company of PittsWarrior " will be released by the purInirgh, Pennsylvania, the States of Western
chasers as an extraordinary feature attraction through the Metro Exchange of New
Pennsylvania and West Virginia; to Civilization Film Corporation of New Jersey, the
York City and its branches throughout the
entire State of New Jersey; to the Birth
state.
The announcement of the latest sale in- of a Nation Company of the Northwest,
the States of Washington, Oregon, Idaho
volving The
"
Warrior " completes a remarkable state rights campaign which has
and Montana ; to Special Features Combeen successfully promoted for this picture
pany of Knoxville, Tennessee, the States of
by Herbert Lubin and A. H. Sawyer, of Tennessee, Georgia, Florida and Alabama ;
General Enterprises, Inc. In addition to to American Film Company of Philadelthe purchase made this week by Metro, the
phia, Eastern Pennsylvania, Maryland, Disfollowing contracts have been closed
trict of Columbia, Virginia and Delaware ;
throughout the country for territorial rights to the Eastern Feature Film Company of
for the Italian war picture : To the Allen
Boston, Mass., the New England states.

Picture

Shorty

News

Hamilton

Comedies

Ready for Release
Ernest Shipman announces that the first
releases of the W. H. Clifford Photoplay
" Denny
Company,
and
" The entitled
Snail," are
now from
ready Ireland
for dis-"
tribution. Mr. Shipman has a complete
and attractive line of posters and other
advertising matter which is offered at
actual cost. Territorial rights are available
under a protective franchise covering the
entire series of twelve released monthly.
Straight sales or the co-operative plan can
be arranged under the scale of percentages
ors' Circuit. by the First National Exhibitas adopted
Mr. Shipman says :
" The state right buyers will find the
Shorty Hamilton comedies a most inviting
business proposition inasmuch as the W.
H. Clifford Photoplay Company and I have
decided upon a marketing policy which is
estimated upon a legitimate and equitable
basis, with ample room for money-making
possibilities for the producer, state riglits
buyer and exhibitor.
" All ideas of inflated values have been
eliminated and the prices agreed upon are
the result of common sense business reasoning. A confidential price list will be
furnished bonafide buyers upon application.
The many exhibitors writing the New York
office for information as to what exchanges
will distribute the Shorty Hamilton series
will be informed as the sales are consimimated."
Three Brenon Successes
Showing in Montreal
Chandos Brenon, Canadian representative
of the Herbert Brenon Film Corporation,
reports the successful showing of three features made by Herbert Brenon, now playing in Montreal at the foremost moving
picture theatres in the city.
The three Brenon features playing in
Montreal at the present time are " The
Lone Wolf " at the New Grand, " The Fall
of the Romanoffs " at the Regent and " The
Daughter of the Gods," which was made
two years ago under the Fox banner, at the
.St. Denis. The first-mentioned productions
were
at Mr. N.Brenon's
own studios at
HudsonmadeHeights,
J.
In the past four weeks Montreal has seen
no less than five pictures directed by Herbert Brenon, for, in addition to those already cited, '" Neptune's Daughter," which
is still a drawing-card, and a re-issue of
" The Two Orphans " have also been running simultaneously.
Each of the three pictures now running
in Montreal has had its premiere as a special attraction in New York at $2 — top price
— and each was acclaimed a brilliant success.

January
Rothapfel

12, i q i 8
Endorses

Tuck-

Production,
"Mother"
S. L. er's
Rothapfel,
managing
director of
the Rialto and Rivoli theatres, following
a special private screening of " Mother "
recently given for his benefit, makes the
following statement endorsing this McClure
feature :
■' I have just seen ' Mother ' by George
Loane Tucker and, to say the least, it is a
picture that will linger with me for a long,
long time. Miss Risdon, who plays the
character part of ' Mother ' gives one of
the finest character performances I have
ever witnessed on the screen. The refinement, the intelligence and the good taste
displayed by her make her, in my opinion,
one of the greatest artistes on the screen.
The whole picture has an atmosphere of
good taste about it and the drama is so
big that I don't see how in the world it
can go wrong. The musical possibilities
in this picture are also great and I can
assure you that if it is properly played
and handled it will touch a responsive chord
in
everyone's
talked
about. heart and is bound to be
" I will let you know in the near future
just what date I can give you in either
the Rialto or the Rivoli and you can rest
assured that I shall be glad indeed to play
(Signed) S. L. ROTHAPFEL.
it."
It is announced that " Mother " will be
givenRivoli
a week's
run inat the
either
Rialto or
the
theatres
nearthefuture.
Brazilian Market Will Favor American Product
" The Brazilian film market which has
shown a marked preference for Italianmade photo productions owing to the increased cost of American-made film is
gradually swinging in favor of the American product," said Edna Williams, special
representative of the Robertson-Cole Company, which film is handling the foreign
distributing rights to the U. S. Exhibitors'
Booking Corporation's productions.
"A survey of the Brazilian field," declared Miss
Williams,
" has impressed
me
with the
fact
that American
films have
been advancing rapidly in popularity in that
territory and that as soon as the prices of
productions made in the United States are
regulated to the satisfaction of the exhibitors of Brazil they will probably use our
pictures
to the exclusion
of all the
others."
Miss Williams
announces
sale of

THE
INDEPENDENT
FIELD~TICKERj
Territorial Sales Reported During the Past Week

Productions

" Ignorance "
" The Natural Law "

"Mother"

Buyer

Territory

France, Egypt.
J. Yor
Frank Brockliss,
k New Foreign Rights.
Grainger Film Corporation,
Chicago
Illinois, Michigan, Iowa, Nebraska, Texas, Oklahoma,
souri.
Arkansas, Kansas, Mis-

"Mother"
"Mother"

Allen FQin Corp., Chicago. . Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky.
Wescott Film Corporation,
Minneapolis
Minnesota, Wisconsin, North
and South Dakota.
" Mother "
M. J. Wohlfarth, Lakewood,
N. J
New Jersey.
"Mother"
First National Exhibitors'
Circuit, Pittsburgh Western Pennsylvania, West
Virginia.
"Sins of Ambition" Joseph Monat, New York.. .France.
" One Law for Both "
"Married in Name Only"
"Human Clay"
Export and Import, Film
Company, New York Foreign Rights.
" Sins of Ambition "
Mammoth
Corpora- Northern New Jersey.
tion. NewFilm
York
"Babbling Tongues"

E. & H. Film Distributing
Co., Atlanta, Ga
Florida, Georgia, Alabama,
North and South Carolina,
Mississippi.

Human Clay"

M. & R. Feature Film Exchange, San Francisco California. Nevada, Arizona.

Twenty-eight Mack Sennett
Produced Comedies (W.
H. Productions Co.) Peerless Photoplays Co
Nebraska, Iowa, Kansas.
Twenty-eight Mack Sennett
Produced Comedies (W.
H. Productions Co.) Weiland Film Co., Pittsburgh Western Pennsylvania, West
Twenty-eight Mack Sennett
Virginia.
Produced Comedies (W.
H. Productions Co.) Regal Films, Ltd., Canada. . Canadian Rights.
" The Bandit and the
Preacher" (W. H. Productions Co.) Regal Films, Ltd., Canada. . Canadian Rights.
"The Hell Hound of
Alaska" (W. H. Productions Co.) ..Regal Films, Ltd., Canada. . Canadian Rights.
"The
Bandit
and the
Preacher"
William Politzer, San Antonio, Tex Oklahoma, Arkansas, Texas.
"The
HeU
Hound of
Alaska "
William Politzer, San Antonio, Tex Oklahoma, Arkansas, Texas.

" The Zeppelin's Last Raid," for Brazil.
George MacQuarrie in
Madge Evans Film
In furtherance of his policy of direct
recognition of effective work in World
Pictures, Director General William A.
Brady has arranged to " feature " George
MacQuarrie with little Madge Evans in
" Gates of Gladness," recently completed.
Many of the scenes of this photoplay were
taken in the house and grounds of Georgian
Court, the estate of George Gould.
The first engagement of Mr. MacQuarrie
by Mr. Brady was as leading man for
the principal traveling company playing
" Bought and Paid For " as a spoken drama.

Norma

Talmadge
Begins New
Select Film
wife
who
spends
her
time flitting from one
NORMA TALMADGE has commenced
bit of frivolity to another, and the role
work on her new photoplay, " By affords her opportunity for the wearing of
Right of Purchase," in which she is pre- an
array of beautiful gowns calculated to
sented byJoseph M. Schenck. This will be
the fourth of her Select Pictures, and its give her an added charm.
The picture will be directed by Charles
production follows that of " Ghosts of YesMiller, and Eugene O'Brien has been
recently. terday," which Miss Talmadge completed
chosen as leading man. Mr. O'Brien also
" By Right of Purchase " is a society plays opposite Miss Talmadge in her latest
drama with a New York setting, and among
picture, " Ghosts of Yesterday," which is
its interiors will be a reproduction of Hero
a screen adaptation of Rupert Hughes'
Land, the bazaar conducted this year for famous play, "Two Women," and presents
war charities in New York. Miss Tal- the star in a highly emotional characterization.
madge plays the part of a moth-like young
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Thought

SHORT

time ago a distributor summoned one of his producers and criticized him on the quality of a certain production. The director is said to have answered: "What do you care? You'll get
yours. It will go into the program and they
(the exhibitors) will have to take it."
Because of this general attitude among
some of the program distributors, the exhibitor must take, on their contract, what is
parcelled out to them, whether good or
bad, helpful or detrimental. It is plainly
seen that the program system is not sympathetic for the exhibitor.
There is a rehef from this situation. It
is the Independent Field, and the live exhibitors throughout the country are today
taking advantage of it. A vcrj' recent example is that of " Tom Moore, of Washington." His action speaks for itself. He
has the guts to fight, and he will win out,
because he is fighting for INDEPENDENCE IN THE FILM INDUSTRY.
Every exhibitor who is in business for
himself, and wants to remain in business
for himself, must cultivate and help develop
the Independent Market, by booking Independent productions from the reliable and
Hodupp
to Establis
VH. HODUPP, of V. H. Hodupp,
• Inc., Indianapolis, Ind., announces
that within the next few weeks, twenty
distributing exchanges will be opened by
this company. Mr. Hodupp has strong
faith in the maxim " while others might
be talking the Hoosier will be doing," and
says that it finds verification in their latest
developments. He said :
" There are twenty distributing centers
of V. H. Hodupp, Inc., to be opened
shortly. Two weeks ago the first of a
string of twenty newly appointed offices
were opened in the new Wimmer Building, Indianapolis. Six hustling salesmen
are entrusted with covering Indiana, and
although they have been on the job but
two weeks, they started a special drive
on the recently acquired Ivan Film Productions' output, and the office reports
sixty-seven consecutive days of booking
on ' Married in Name Only,' and the
same for every Ivan production which
I could procure for his territory.
" The location for the second office in
St. Louis has been decided upon and will
be opened on the 15th of January. The
same applies to Kansas City for the 30th
of January, and other offices will be
opened at about two weeks' interval,
until the last of the twenty offices considered necessary to cover the territories
contemplated will have been established.
" So well does Mr. Leonard of the
Lenwood Amusement Company, Indiana,
think of the general proposition as outlined by me, that he has purchased 750
shares for each of the distributing companies. It is well at this time to bear

Talk

Picture

News

to Independence
to the Exhibitor

By H. J. Shepard
efficient Independent Exchanges in their respective territories.
The large percentage of the best productions are being released on the Open Market. Even some of the program companies
resort to a camouflage, by taking a fairly
good picture from their program every
once in a while and releasing it under a different brand on the Open Market, in order
to get the extra revenue — thus taking advantage of the exhibitor. It is all wrong,
and the solution, Mr. Exhibitor, lies with
You should keep in touch with the Independent Market through the trade papers
30U.
and the Independent exchangcmen in your
territory. Select your own pictures when
and as you like them. Get what your patrons desire. There is at least one Independent exchangeman in each territory,
who is considered reliable, and if there are
two, so much the better for you. It means
that competition for your business will be
keener.
The Independent exchangemen, as a
whole, are capable business men, and select
their pictures with the utmost discrimination. You naturall}' demand the best from
them. They will, in turn, demand th^ best
Twenty
Exchanges
in mind that each territory has its own
companj' working in a co-operative form
with the exhibitor in said territory.
" Manfred Feitler of Pittsburgh, Pa.,
a representative exhibitor in Western
Pennsylvania, owning and managing seven
theatres, is a sample of the kind of an
exhibitor who has approved, and sees the
equity and thereby the assured success of,
the plan and operation of V. H. Hodupp,
Inc. Mr. Feitler has subscribed to 100
shares for each of the offices opened and
the rest of the twenty offices to be
opened.
"These operations are no tiresome network of frenzied finance or multiplication
of operations involved in the distributing
plans of the company. The plan is so
simple that ' he who runs may read.' "
VVhartons Guard Against
Pro-German Interference
Great preparations are being taken at the
Wharton Studios at Ithaca, New York, to
guard them from injury by anybody interested in preventing or delaying the production of " The Eagle's Eye," the new serial
founded on the story by William J. Flynn,
Chief of the United States Secret Service,
exposing Imperial Germany's spy system in
this country. Guards patrol the grounds
day and night and no one is permitted to
enter the premises without a pass and without being identified by someone in authority. Manager Kent is taking every precaution against interference.

from the Independent producer. By your
efforts a Ijetter product will be created.
How long would that inefficient producer
with his careless methods survive if he continued to make inferior productions in the
Independent Field? The termination of his
career would be ultimate, thus eliminating
this calibre of producer.
In the Independent Field of the film industry, like in the shoe, automobile and
other industries manufacturing articles of
universal use, the greatest amount of attention is paid to every detail — no matter how
small or seemingly unimportant. This is
absolutely necessary because a field for its
disposition, once found, must be maintained to
; be sold it must possess saleable
features, and that means efficiency in every
respect.
DECLARE YOUR INDEPENDENCE
by looking up all Independent productions
and getting in touch with your best Independent exchangemen. If you can't get the
information you want, address your inquiries to the State Rights Department
of the Trade Papers, and they will help
Finally. BOOK
ALL GOOD
PENDENT PRODUCTIONS.

INDE-

Jacobs
Gets Hart Features
you.
for Ohio Territory
George P. Jacoljs, manager of Masterpiece Film Attractions, Cleveland, and associated with Sol L. Lesser, San Francisco,
and Leon Netter, Cleveland, before leaving
New York last week, closed a deal with the
H. Productions whereby he is to distrilnite the three W. S. Hart features, "The
Bargain." " The Bandit and the Preacher "
and
Hell Hounds of Alaska," in the
Ohio "The
territory.
Mr. Jacobs is prominent in the independent field. He has been an exhibitor, producer and has had much experience in the
distributing end of the business. Before
associating with Masterpiece, he was connected with the Life Photo, Noted Players,
and World in Pittsburgh. He expects to
close contracts for other productions for
the Ohio territory soon.
Argus

Pictorial Booked at
Strand
The fifth issue of the Argus Pictorial,
Pathe's new screen magazine in one reel,
will be released Jan. 13. It is said to be a
very interesting number. The Argus Pictorial has been booked at the Strand theatre. New York.
" Gold Beating " is the title of the first
article in this issue and it shows an industry whichEgypt.
has not changed since the days of
ancient
Two tiny wonders of nature — the vorticella and the monstyla — are shown in another article, and the last part of the film is
devoted to the bag worm.
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Business

Booming

Phil L. Ryan, Sales Manager, Standard Film Corporation, Gives Encouraging Report — Distribution
in Ten Middle Western
States

Jewel Carmen, William Fox's Dresden China
W. H. Productions, Late
Hart Release True Realism
" The Bandit and the Preacher," the late
W. S. Hart feature released by the W. H.
Productions Companj^ is said to be one of
the best of this series. In their endeavor
to get realism in the scenes which depict
strong, virile action, William Hart in the
role of the bandit, fractured both hands
and Robert Edeson, presenting the role of
the preacher, emerged from the fight which
was staged between him and Mr. Hart,
with two black eyes.
The story tells of the manner in which
a preacher converts a bandit's sweetheart,
a dance-hall girl to the better walks of
life and later marries her. The bandit's
friends taunt him and he takes vengeance.
A fight follows and the bandit is worsted.
Later the preacher renders valuable assistance to the bandit and they become close
friends.
" The Bandit and the Preacher " is a
typical
Western ofpicture
and isMr.
characterization
the bandit
said Hart's
to be
the best he has ever done.

" Bar Sinister " Praised by
South Carolina Exhibitor
C. N. Carlin, manager of the Caring theatre. Greenville, South Carolina, says that
" The Bar Sinister is one of the greatest
screen plays. " The Bar Sinister," written
by Anthony P. Kelly, is an Edgar Lewis
production and distributed in this territory
b)' Hoffman-Foursquare Exchanges.
Mr. Carlin writes :
" I wish to state that we have played almost all large productions but will say that
'The Bar Sinister' is one of the very
greatest plays we have ever had the pleasure of playing and was a pronounced hit.
The photography and directing — GREAT,
and the films in fine condition. It was a
pleasure to play this beautiful play."

PHIL L. RYAN, sales manager, Standard
Film Corporation, handling William S.
Hart, two-reel features, Billy West comedies and other independent features through
ten Middle Western States, reports, upon
his return to the home office after an extended stay in New York, that business is
booming. The Standard Film Corporation
is one of the largest independent exchanges
operating in the Middle and Southwest and
Mr. Ryan is one of the best known and
most prominent sales manager in this district. His report indicates that the New
Year promises a thriving business in theindependent field.
He writes :
" The William S. Hart two-reel features,
which I am handling in ten Middle Western States, have met with an enthusiastic
reception. The Billy West comedies are
receiving the same welcome that was accorded them from the start. They are
received throughout my territory with a
welcome that could not be excelled for
real, genuine enthusiasm.
" I am in receipt of the following letter
from W. A. Mustard, manager of the Blue
Mouse theatre, St. Paul, Minn., which
speaks well for the Hart features.
" ' Enclosed find check to pay for Wm. S.
Hart two-reel feature, " The Last Raid,"
which I understand is our next booking.
The Hart film, " Dakota Dan," which we
are now running is very fine and our
patrons like it.
" ' I feel, it not only a duty but a pleasure
to let you know how exceedingly well the
Hart two-reelers are pulling the " movie
fans '' to the Blue Mouse. The first feature, "Dakota Dan," stood 'em out at every

for

Standard

performance during the showing and everyone who commented on the picture gave
it praise. When we paid you your price for
the Hart productions I fully expected fair
returns on the investment but did not anticipate alandslide. I consider Mr. Hart
the best "puller" in the business today
and am more than pleased that we have
a binding contract for the rest of the Hart
two-reelers.'
" Nothing need be said in extenuation of
the above," continued Mr. Ryan, " except,
possibly, to mention that Mr. Mustard is
the kind of exhibitor who never makes a
misleading endorsement of anything.
" The Billy West productions have been
continuing what was from the start a
meteorically successful career in the Middle
Western States," said Mr. Ryan. " The demand for this type of comedy is constant
and unvaryingly great. The Sapphire
theatre in Kansas City, Mo., has increased
its patronage approximately 20 per cent
since putting on the Billy West comedyfeatures and Mr. Elliott, the manager, who
has already placed in the hands of a construction company plans for the construction of a new theatre on the Sapphire site,
to cost nearly $100,000, is tracing the
patronage increase almost directly to the
addition of the West productions to his
" The various offices of the Standard are
program.
constantly receiving praise-filled letters on
the West productions and also .on the
single-reel Christie Comedies ; the ' society
brand ' of film comedies, and look forward
to 1918 to hang up a great competitive
record in increased distribution on these
productions. The Standard has acquired
' The Bargain,' ' The Hellhound of Alaska,'
and ' The Bandit and the Preacher,' five
and six-reel super-Hart features, directed
by Ince. These were purchased from the
W. H. Productions Company of New York
City, and are to be distributed in all of
the states served by the Standard."

Hart Features Are Getting the Business
K/^ IVING the exchanges successful
be used would not do justice to these propictures at prices assuring a profit
ductions in describing their drawing
for themselves and the exhibitors and a
service after they have bought the pro"We sold our series of two-reel Hart
ductions, to help them and the exhibitors
features in record-breaking time, and
power.
exploit each production to their best ad- from the advice received from the exchanges who are handling these producThe above statement was made by an
tions, we are pleased to say that each one
vantage."
official of the W. H. Productions when
is more than satisfied with his purchase.
asked to what he attributed the success
Of course, the fact that they are making
of this company.
money on these productions and that they
"We have found from experience that were .satisfied with our methods of doing
business has paved the way for our future
the most successful and lasting productions must have certain qualities. In releases, ' The Bargain,' ' The Bandit and
every one of our productions, you will the Preacher ' and ' The Hell Hounds of
find the following salient qualities : First Alaska,' and the series of the famous
— we have the biggest stars ; second — each twenty-eight Keystone-Mack Sennett comstar is backed up with a story and sup- edies.
porting cast that would be of sufficient
" We intend to expand and remain in
drawing power without the particular
business, and we appreciate that this can
featured star; and in addition to this, each
only be done by building up a permanent
remunerative connection with and for the
one of our productions lends itself easily
individual and independent exchangemen
to exceptional exploitation possibilities —
in fact, all of the superlatives that could
throughout the country."
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Motion

Goldburg

to

Represent

1. E. Chadwick, General Ma^iiager,
Ivan Films, Engages Jesse Goldburg as Special Representative for AH Ivan Productions
JESSE J. GOLDBURG who opened, recently, an office in the Times Building,
Xew York, to handle the executive work
in connection with his business as special
representative and exploitation manager,
closed a deal last week with I. E. Chadwick, general manager of Ivan Film Productions, Inc., whereby Mr. Goldburg becomes special and exclusive sales representative for all Ivan productions. The contract specifically provides that the exploitation of the Ivan productions shall not prevent Mr. Goldburg's
oflice
from handling
the productions
of other
manufacturers
or
Mr. Goldburg's service idea for other producers or state rights buyers. It does provide, however, that Mr. Goldburg shall
give his personal attention to the affairs of
the Ivan Film Productions.
Mr. Chadwick made the following statement :
" W'e were impressed with the advertisements and announcements of Mr. Goldburg's in the trade papers, and as a result
obtained his services. What impressed us
as much as anything else was Mr. Goldburg's appraisement of valuation of our
productions for the various territories.
There was no inflated statement as to what
he could procure, and I confess that in
some
on Mr.
Goldburg's
advice,
I madeterritories
material cuts
in what
I believed
we
should receive, and in two or three others
we made slight advances in prices. The
services of Mr. Golburg do not merely include the selling of our productions, but
also embrace a serviceable campaign for a
continuation of the exploitation of our productions after their sale.
It was Mr. Goldburg's suggestion that he
make a tour of the United States. While
this will take Mr. Goldburg away from his
office and prevent for the time being, his
taking on other attractions, he feels that
the trip will give him an opportunity to
confer with state rights buyers in order that

Pathe

Adds

Quality

News

Inc.

upon his return, he will devise new plans
of exploitation, sale and advertising if necessary, for the year 1918.
" At present we have four companies
working, and as long as the market justifies
it, as far as we are concerned, there will be
no lack of state rights releases.
" It is rare that one finds in a man all
of the qualifications which make Mr. Goldburg to our mind the most competent all
around motion picture man in the industry,
and especially as a state rights sales representative.
" Mr. Goldburg has produced his own attractions, supervised their direction, and
has acted as publicity, advertising, and sales
manager for
some and
of' the
feature
photoplays
produced,
to mybest
knowledge,
he has shown others the way. And for our
benefit as well as that of the state rights
exchange, we are taking advantage of Mr.
Goldburg's organization."
Mr. Goldburg said : " My contract with
the Ivan Film Corporation will not interfere with my organization or plans to
handle attractions of other independent
producers. I trust to do things on this trip
that will assist in keeping the state rights
market in a healthy condition, and foster
the principle of open booking. When 1
reach Los Angeles I hope to close several
contracts, to act as exclusive sales and exploitation representative for independent
producers on the Coast, operating, of
course, from my New^ York office. I also
will open a branch office there to facilitate
the increasing business.
" I have been asked by several producers :
' Is there really a market for state rights
productions?' and my answer, of course,
has been ' Yes, a healthy, substantial, and
continuous market, provided two things are
adhered to. First, that productions be made
without the expenditure of money for
which there is no value received. It makes
no difference how much a production costs
as long as the attraction itself justifies the
expenditure, and secondly, that the returns
sought be on a legitimate basis without an
attempt to reap a fortune on a " lucky
strike " without any consideration for the
state rights buj'cr's investment, or the theatre manager's ability to do business.' "

Another

WITH the completion of "The Other
Woman," featuring Peggy Hyland,
supported by Milton Sills and Anna Lehr,
Pathe has added another high quality
feature to its reserved stock of 1918 productions.
" The Other Woman " is an adaptation
arc
from a play, stage rights of which
controlled by Al. H. Wood. It has not
yet been produced on the speaking stage
but it is rumored that the story will be
seen behind the footlights shortly after it
makes its appearance on the screen.
While it is a social problem play, bringing in the eternal triangle, the story is said
to have a unique twist and in its situations
it never even remotely approaches the sug-

Ivan,

Picture

Vic UMoore
the Life-saver
in " Oh,
Boat! Saves
" a Klever
Komedy Picture
Crown

Establishes

New

Exchange in Texas
p. C. Crown announces that he has organized a new exchange at Fort Worth,
Texas. It is known as the American Film
Exchange. The first release will be " The
Lust of the Ages," Ogden production, the
negative to which is owned by Crest Pictures Corporation, New York.
Mr. Crown is one of the pioneer exhibitors, conducting, until recently, the
Crown theatre, Houston, Texas. He has
a number of other productions under consideration for this territory, it is announced. He is ljuying also for the Australian market, where he has connections.
" Mother " Shown in New
York and Chicago at
Same Time
" Rdotlier," George Loane Tucker's production, was shown to the trade last week
in New York and Chicago, at the same
time. The New York showing was held at
the Balboa projection room and the Chicago Herbert
showing Lubin
was given
tre.
was at
in Ziegfeld
charge oftheathe
Chicago ductedshowing
and
Arthur
Sawyer
conthe New York showing. ,i

Feature

gestive. The action of the story takes place
for the most part in New York City and
depicts life in the art studios.
Peggy Hyland is seen as Elenor Gates,
a country girl who comes to New York and
gains fame as a painter, and in the opposite
role is Milton SiJls playing the part of
Harrington, the husband whose wife loves
him too well and thinks that the marriage
state is all sufficient even to the exclusion
of the diversions offered by the theatres
and the restaurants.
This production was staged under the
direction of Albert Parker, who has given
the feature, it is said, all the life and color
made possible by the fascination that attaches to life in the Latin quarter.

Theda

Bara, Character
Fox Star, Rolein Her Newest
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Another Shorty Hamilton Comedy
W. H. Clifford Photoplay Company Announces Another R«ilease. Named ""fre SnaiL"
IN trade
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papers
medy dramas
year, the
horty
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Scene from "The Price of a Goodlfime" (Jewel).
fire bef
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fiat telf
this
the temptations which beset her on every side. She loves goodl JwasJ
Ibui
not work,
rfor
clothes and wants to have a "good time." She finally gives
;m
ofl
of
fetrSments
and
the[
in and sells herself to a young spendthrift who gives her all
that she desires In the way of clothes, money and jewels, but , IpiTorlactly dui
itions a
[front,
she discovers too late that love formed the essential part of j
lelE lemy'
each tre
placed in the
her scheme
'ge simultl
mobile
crash. of life and comes to an untimely end in an auto-j
result.
[sector,
'he actual cons
.were
thus
way
Lois "Weber's direction of the delicate situations invc
Je^the
word
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Tbckets
ma|
shells
ajjd
li.
The
use
and the .appealing"- acting of Mildren Harris as the "little
scenes JjBlii
the
troops was
shop
girl,"
have
received'
considerable
attention
by
the
'on.
of the nation. - Critics everywhere have commented favoJ
creal Fulated in
exactK(r«i^sai I but the con

"Price of a Good Time*' a Winner
Jewel Production Is Greeted by Capacity Houses in All Paris
of the Country.
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC., are decidedly pleased with the
remarkable success of their feature, "The Price of a Good
Time," inwhich
has ofmetthe with
bookings
all parts
countrycapacity
The 'houses
story ofand
the "repeat"
picture,
it will be remembered, deals with the struggle of a young
girl employed in a metropolitan department -store to resist

Twenty-six of the largest and most popular photoplay thea^
ters in New York, Brooklyn and Newark have or are at pres-^
ent playing the feature. At Fox's Terminal theater in Newark.
Sunday, tranceDec.
the crowds were
which sowere
waiting
ento the 9,performance
great,
that to
theygain
finally
broke th'rough the police lines and smashed their way through
main the
dooi's
of the theater.' Reserves were calle^di out tO(
disperse
crovwci
and the run ot the feature ended with"
■record nox-oThi:^
srST^ment.'
Jn some parts 'of ine country the feature received -personj
It with
6.'x\c% weapon for good.
as
a powerful
Every publicity help which could be extended to an exhibitor
was furnished those who booked the picture. Heralds, one
three, twelve and twenty-four sheets were ready to shout from
the
Dillboards
the qualityby ofthethevarious
production.
"Ort the spot"
publicity
was furnished
zone exchanges
and
many of the exhibitors arranged elaborate lobby displays to
J^'iFtl"'"
result of
is now centering
in "return' of the^
AnTheexample
of all
thisthisis aid
thg.-action
of the management
Jlount ^Morris theatei: at 116th street. New York, which, after
playing
the and
featui-e
"first run" toforthethree
is again
play
it day
date asin a opposition
samedays,
feature
bookecto ^
_^Ioss' Regent theater in tlie samd conT
the final returns are all in. the feature will prove to be even
a greater attraction than "Where Are My Children," and every
exchange manager in the thirty-two Jewel branch offices is
striving to make predictions become reality.
FORBES-ROBERTSON BIDS FAREWELL TO AMERICA.
Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson, the eminent English actor,
who came to America to take part in Herbert Brenon's proof "The
his lent duction
like
the Passing
Arabs. of the Third Floor Back," has folded
Having completed his role of the Stranger at the Brenon
etudios last week he has taken his departure for England,
lie will arivc in London in time to spend Christmas with his
f^intily, it is expected.
The last public appearance of the distinguished British actor
was at Hero Land, where he spoke briefly in behalf of the
Allies'
cause
and foritstheneeds.
journey
to America
was made
solely
purposeHisof final
fulfilling
the contract
he
had made to appear before the camera in the screen production of Jerome K. Jerome's famous drama.
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A SERIAL that will set your town afire — a serial
■^that will make your competition look sick —
a serial so utterly beyond anything in the line
hibitors— "THE BULL'S EYE," featuring
of sensations your town has ever* seen, as to make
Eddie Polo, Hercules of the Films — in
comparison
ridiculous.
WasteUniversal
not one Exchange
second's
sensational stunts that have never yet
time
in wiring
your nearest
for booking or reservation, and positively get a
been shown on any screen — Unbelievable
thrills that defy all precepts of human
copy of the huge ad campaign book free to
Exhibitors. Do it right this minute.
nerve and daring.
UNIVERSAL FILM MANUFACTURING CO.
CAKL I.AEMMLE, President
1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
" The Largest rUm Manufacturing Concern in the Universe "

If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tell us.
i
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Motion
Hart

Billy West and Beatrice Joy Canter the Park, aComedy
La Riverside Drive, in " The Stranger," a King-Bee

Ivan

Record

Spells

I. E. Chadwick, Head of Ivan Film
Productions, Inc., Points to Evidence of the High Quahty of
Ivan Productions
I E. CHADWICK, general manager and
*• executive head of Ivan Film Productions, Inc., express great satisfaction with
the record this company has made during
the past year. Mr. Chadwick, who has become head of this producing organization,
recently pointed with pride to the record
that he says stands for quality in the production of feature pictures.
During the past year the Ivan Film Productions, Inc., has given to the screen such
pictures as " Two .Men and a Woman,"
"One Law for Both," "Married in Name
Only," " Babbling Tongues " and " Sins of
Ambition.'" The wide field open to Ivan
productions is the best evidence of the efficiency and satisfaction that the producing
■company has established.
The follrnving distributors are handling
Ivan films and have made arrangements for
the purchase of other pictures to be released by the above-mentioned company :
N'ew
England Boston.
States, Eastern
Film Company,
Mass. ; Feature
Greater
New York, Merit Film Corporation, New
York
: Upper Co.,
.\'e\v Syracuse,
York State,N.Super
Film City
.Attraction
Y. ;
Northern New Jersey, Mammoth Film Corporation, New York City; Eastern Pennsylvania. Southern New Jersey, Delaware,
Marj'land, District of Columlna, Virginia,
Electric Theatre Supply Co.. Philadelphia,
Pa. ; Western Pennsylvania, Liberty Film
Renting Company. Pittsburgh. Pa. : Ohio,
Michigan, Ohio Ivan I'ilm DistriLuting
Company, Cleveland, Ohio; Kentiick>', Tennessee. Big Feature Rights Corporation,
Louisville. Ky. ; Indiana, V. H. Ilodupp,
Inc., Indianapolis, Ind.: Illinois, Southern
Wisconsin, Unity Photoplays Company,

Efficiency

Chicago, III. ; Northern Wisconsin, Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota, V. H.
Hodupp, Inc., Indianapolis, Ind. ; Iowa,
Nebraska, Quality Feature Film Company,
Sioux City, Iowa ; Kansas, Missouri, V. H.
Hodupp, St. Louis, Mo. ; North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama,
Mississippi, E. & H. Film Distributing
Company, Atlanta, Ga. ; Texas, Oklahoma,
Louisiana, True Film Company, Dallas,
Texas; California. Nevada, Arizona, M. &
R. Feature Film Co., San Francisco, Cal. ;
Canada, Globe Films, Ltd., Toronto, Can ;
foreign rights, Piedmont Pictures Corporation, New York City.
Special Publicity During
Run of Flynn Serial
An unusual method of publicity will be
put into operation during the showing of
William J. IHynn's serial, " The Eagle's
Eye," now under production by Wharton
Bros, at the Wharton studios, Ithaca, N. Y,
It is announced that as the episodes are
released a series of illustrated special
articles and stories will be pul^lished relating to the history and the evolution of
the German government's system of espionage— industrial, diplomatic, military and
naval. These articles will be ff)undc(l on
official facts.
The establishment of a branch of this
German spy system in the United States
was begun here many years ago and grew
as time progressed into a most formidable
body, numbering thousands of carefully
selected and trained men and women. Its
existence here was not appreciated till the
outbreak of the war. It soon began to
make its presence felt. The real history
of this body of military secret agents in
this country, never before related, is the
theme of Chief Flyrn's serial.

Picture

News

Re-Issues Life-Savers
for Exhibitors

Abere-issues
Warner,for who
has several'
the
Hart
distribution
in the of
Cleveland territory gives these features a word
of praise in the following statement :
" These Hart pictures," he said, " are the
biggest life savers that the motion picture
exhibitor has ever had. With conditions
as they are ; taxes, the high cost of pictures,
more taxes, the increased cost of operating, and still more taxes, they offer the
exhibitor a chance to do business and make
some money which he could not do otherwise. This is how he does it. He books a
Hart re-issue at small cost. He advertises
the Hart picture extensively. Some exhibitors have even featured it in electric
signs. Then he books an unimportant fivereel picture, also at small cost, advertises a
big double bill including a star and a
feature, and comes out on the right side
of the ledger at the end of the week.
" Fort}- houses in Cleveland are doing
just that," continued Mr. Warner, "two
first-run houses among them. And all
through the state they are shown at such
representative theatres as the Colonial, in
Columbus ; the Star and the Family, in Cincin ati the
;
Strand in Louisville, and the
Feiber Shea Circuit in Youngstown, Akron
and Ashtabula and Canton."
In addition to the Hart re-issues, Mr.
Warner releases through the Standard
Film Service of Cleveland, the Art Dramas
features and " V\'ar As It Really Is."
" My

Four Years in Germany " Praised by Nigh
" My Four Years in Germany," now under production by Mark M. Ditenfass Productions, Inc., under the direction of William Nigh, is said to possess an entertaining value unlike any other subject that
has been prepared for the screen. The
story tells of Ambassador James W.
Gerard's experiences at the German Imperial Court. The story has appeared in
many of the big newspapers. The adaptation was made by Charles A. Logue, with
the assistance of Mr. Gerard.
Director Nigh, who has won a reputation as star, director and author, has the
following comment to make on this production :
■■'My Four Years in Germany,' has been
printed in almost every important paper in
the United States and has been more discussed than any book of recent years.
When the synopsis was prepared by Mr.
Logue from which the scenario was made
with Mr. Gerard's co-operation there began to stir in me the creative feeling, and
I realized that I had the foundation for a
masterpiece, 'i'his will be the greatest of
myMr.work
for successes
the screen."
Nigh's
as star, author and
director are known by " Notorious Gallagher," "The Blue Streak," " Life's Shadows," in which he has played. As author
and director he has produced " Salomy
lane." " .Mignon '' and "Emmy of the
Stork's Nest." His picture "The Yellow
Streak" wa> pronnuiiccfl a perfect prod uc'iim.
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Exhibitor

Praises

H off man-Fou r squ a re
Features
George W. Erdmann, manager of the
Cleveland Branch Exchange, HoffmanFoursquare Pictures, is in receipt of the
following letter from J. Kennedy, manager
of the Majestic theatre, Ashtaliula, Ohio,
in which Mr. Kennedy praises HoffmanFoursquare productions. Mr. Kennedy
writes :
" I want to hand it to you for being able
to deliver the goods. When you talked me
into making a Hoffman-Foursquare week I
did not feel that -I was doing the best thing
for a naturally dull week, but you went
over big, right ' over the top.'
" ' Her Fighting Chance ' is a fine drawing card, but that blizzard we had gave me
a whack on receipts ; but at that I did very
well. The picture is a corker and just
enough out of the ordinary to put it in the
big league.
" ' The Fringe of Society ' I can not say
too much for, as it is fine. Wednesday and
Thursday I stood them up. Do this in a
1,200-seat house, four shows at a 25-cent
top and it sends you home feeling that it is
glorious to be a showman.
" ' The Great White Trail ' presents a
story of the type that pleases any class of
an audience and the scenes and photography are beautiful. ■
" All I can say is — get some more like
them and you will always find room in my
cozy corner.
(Signed)
J. Kennedy.
Katterjohn
Change

Makes

in " Zeppelin
Picture

Big
"

Monte Katterjohn, who re-edited and revised Ince's production of " The Zeppelin's
Last Raid," now being distributed by the
S. Exhibitors'
in
aU. letter
addressed Booking
to the Corporation,
officials of the
Booking Corporation, had the following to
say on the great change that was effected
in the original negative :
" For more than one year this production,
because of its similarity to ' Civilization,'
and its pronounced pacifist tone, was the
white elephant of the New York Motion
Picture Corporation. In May, 1917, after
the Zeppelin scene had been produced, to
substitute for originally made submarine
scenes, I re-wrote every title in the picture,
utterly changing the story as originally
conceived by C. Gardner Sullivan. Prior
to that time it was an extreme pacifist production, showing the people of all the nations at war, including the soldiers in arms,
organizing against war under the peace
banners of the purple cross.
" Because of America's entry into the
world conflict I eliminated the pacifist titles
and scenes, re-writing the story in the titles
so as to picture a revolution in Germany,
the overthrow of the Kaiser and the establishment of a government of, for and by
the people. To substantiate the changed
story I caused additional scenes to be cut
in and in every way so changed the picture
that it was possible to release it without
government censure,

Hall

to

Enter

Frank Hall, President of U. S. Exhibitors Booking Corporation,
Announces Plans for Special
Productions Under Direction of Prominent
Directors

States Exhibitors' BookUnited
ing Corporation will enter the production field of the industry, it is announced by Frank Hall, president and
general manager. Negotiations are pending now for a series of special productions imder the direction of four prominent directors. The names of these directors will be announced after the consummation of the deal.
" Having acquired three special productions with which to launch the United
States Exhibitors' Booking Corporation,"
said Mr.andHall,
I wantandothers
equal
worth
the ''surest
most ofefficient
way of getting them is to turn them out
under the
direct
supervision. I amorganization's
about to close
a contract
with four of the most prominent directors
in the business and under their direction
will be produced a series of special productions for the United States company.
" Our first offerings, ' The Zeppelin's
Last Raid,' an Ince production ; ' Those
Who Pay,' featuring Bessie Barriscale
and Sidney Olcott's first production for
the independent market, ' The Belgian,'
featuring Valentine Grant and Walter
Whiteside, have received the unanimous
approval of all exhibitors who have
booked them. In the forthcoming special
THE

Producing

Field

productions, the first of which I will have
ready for release some time in February,
I feel sure that the exhibitor will be given
a feature that will get the money, will
satisfy and will prove the maximum of
entertaining value.
" The United States Corporation will
assist the directors in question to
finance their productions and the company
will reserve the right to approve scenarios
and to name a supervising director whose
duty will be to co-operate with the director in chief in making the productions.
These stipulations will be put into the
contracts for the purpose of safeguarding
the booking concern against possible production errors.
" It is our intention to produce only
productions founded upon a successful
plaj' or popular book and a star of genuine box-office value will be featured in
every subject. We shall exercise care in
the selection of both the star and the
vehicle and will co-operate step by step
with the directors in the making of the
production. We shall select only such
plays as lend themselves to intensive exploitation. We believe in giving the exhibitors something they can sell to the
public, something which, to use an expression of the day, they can make a noise
about.
" Despite the wails of the calamity
howlers, I think the future holds much of
promise for the picture industry. It is
up to the picture makers, however, to
produce plays that are real attractions,
plays that the exhibitors can advertise."

Flynn
Serial Progressing
Rapidly
King Baggot and Marguerite Snow
life of
" acompared
second-story
primrose path
with man
that ''ofis a a United
Having Strenuous Tiine IinperStates secret service operative if a govsonating German Spies — Exciternment detective has to do many of the
ing Incidents Reproduced
" stunts " that have been put up to him.
" The Eagle's Eye " will reveal not only
WILLIAM J. FLYNN'S serial, "The
Eagle's Eye," now under produchow
closely Chief Flynn and his staff foltion by Whartons, Inc., at its studios in
lowed the conspiracies hatched by Von
Ithaca, is being reproduced rapidly for
Papen,
Boy-Ed,
Albert,
screen presentation. The Whartons state
but it will
also Von
showIgel
to and
whatDr.extremes
that in Chief Flynn's picture they will present a photodrama that will prove most
sensational when seen on the screen and
yet it will only reflect incidents that have
actually happened, staged with dramatic
license.
King Baggot and Marguerite Snow are
having a most strenuous time playing the
leading dramatic roles in Chief Flynn's
serial. They are repeating in their work
for the screen many of the exciting incidents that actually happened in the experience of Chief Flynn's operatives. Men
and women ar? depicted in most hazardous
acts' in the carrying out of political, military and criminal plots, actuated by a
stronger will that knows neither conscience
nor law.
Both Mr. Baggot and Miss Snow have
proved equal to every requirement. She
hat- confessed that imitating some of the
experiences of a secret service operative
for dramatic pictorial effect is no easy
joV Mr. Baggot says he believes that the

they had to go to secure the information
and evidence on which they acted to prevent the consummation of several most
carefully planned conspiracies against the
United States and the Allied Governments.

Holmes'
ses cts
ChooSubje
SpoorNew
George K. Spoor has announced " A
Pair of Sixes " and " The Rainbow
Chaser" as future subjects for Taylor
Holmes, the comedian.
" A Pair of Sixes " was written by Edward Peple, author of " The Littlest
Rebel," " The Prince Chap," " The Love
Route " and other stage pieces. Mr.
Holmes will play the' role of T. Boggs
Johns, the vivacious patent pill . manufacturer.
"The Rainbow Chaser" is an adapta
tion of the Saturday Evening Post story,
" Mr. Williams Takes a Chance," by Freeman Tilden.
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Exhibitor

Forms Circuit in
Nebraska
p. H. Hoppen, formerly an exhibitor at
Kearney, Neb., and well known among exhibitors
Nebraska,'
started
a new idea
in throughout
his state.
-He hashas
completed
a circuit of twcnt\-four houses, for which
he is the booking agent. He books pictures
for thirty days each, getting a material reduction from the exchange, as he saves the
exchange its cost of help in handling the
film during that time. He attends to circulating such films as he books among the
various houses, where only those pictures
which he supplies arc shown. Hoppen is in
one sense of the word a " hired " agent, although he developed the idea by showing
the twenty-four exhibitors how he could
save money for each of them.
Cleveland Footage War
Still On
Prosecuting Attorney Samuel Doerfier
called a meeting of the Cleveland exchange
men, whose officers are charging the exhibitors the fifteen-cent footage tax, last
Monday afternoon at 2 o'clock. The conference was the direct result of the efforts
nn the part of the motion picture exhibitors of Cleveland to indict the exchanges
on the charge of violating the Valentine
anti-trust law. Nothing conclusive was
done at the meeting, however. After hearing the exchange managers' version of the
matter, Doerfler said that he needed more
evidence before passing judgment, and
that when he had acquired the desired information he would call another meeting.
Ellman

Handles Press for
Wolfberg
J. L. Ellman, for the past few months
publicity director for the Harris P. Wolfberg Attractions, has been appointed mana;.'er of the home office, Pittsburgh.
He succeeds Howard Stabler, who is in
Maryland opening up that territory with
" The Crisis.'' The Wolfberg Attractions
now also distribute " The Mad Lover,"
" To-Day. ' " Persuasive Peggy" and " The
Deemster."
Mr. Ellman is a former advertising
agency man and was induced to enter the
moving picture industry by the present head
of the Wolfberg exchange, Harris P.
Wolfberg,
Stout Takes Up Denver
Duties
X. K. Stout, who recently resigned his
position as manager for Select Pictures
Corporation in San Francisco, has arrived
in Denver with his family and entered
upon his duties as secretary of the Foursquare Pictures Corporation of Colorado.

Motion

Picture

News

Victor Film Service in Cleveland has added
Torn Colby, Ferdinand Siegel and F. L. Davie
to its sales force. This makes six new road
I Breezy Items from Canada 1 men for Victor since E. J. Schmidt took over
the management.
C. J. Briant, former motion picture editor of a
Claude Morehouse, publicity director of
New Orleans paper, has been appointed manager
Famous Players in Cleveland, spent the holidays
of the New Orleans office of Metro.
with his family in Pittsburgh.
G. B. Svenson, construction superintendent with
J. R. Johnson, manager of the Cleveland VitaMutual, has been in Omaha supervising the re- graph
office, spent all of week before last with his
a
r
a
n
g
e
m
e
n
t
o
f
Mutual's
new
headquarters
in
sales
force, starting the campaign in behalf of the
Farnam street. Manager Herman, of the Omaha
new
" Vengeance
and the
Woman."
Exchange, expected to move into the new rooms
Toledo serial,
and Columbus
were— visited
before
Clevethe first of the year.
land exhibitors heard about the picture.
S. T. Stephens, recently appointed Southern
The Standard Exchange in Omaha, Neb., has
supervisor of the Mutual Film Corporation, was
Phil Monsky, Gordon Brov.n and Jack
tendered a supper in New Orleans recently in employed
Radley as salesmen.
honor ot his second anniversary with Mutual.
Al Darning, acting manager of the New Orleans
Nebraska and Iowa since December 7 have beeii'
branch, was among those present.
in the grip of a severe cold wave, but the motion
picture
business did not suffer except in the
B. R. Tolmas, Pennsylvania film man, has smaller places.
The Pathe exchange in Omaha
reported the week of December 9 the best in the
joined
the
sales
forces
of
the
U.
S.
Exhibitors'
history of the office.
Booking Corporation in that distirct. He succeeds F. H. Oilman, who has assumed charge of
another section.
M. S. Wessling has been appointed to succeed
W. E. Lusk as manager of the Cleveland branch
of the Mutual Film E.xchange. Wessling was
Lynn S. Card, general sales manager of the U. formerly
Pathe manager in Cincinnati.
S. Exhibitors',
receivedby word
that the " Board
Zep "
picture
has beenhas passed
the Maryland
W. E. Lusk, when he left Mutual, received a
of Censors without a cut.
smoking stand of mahogany as a farewell gift
from old associates at the exchange. He has
George
Wilson
has
succeeded
Lewis
Greentaken
over the First National Cleveland office.
stein as manager of the Standard Film Service
Company in Cincinnati. The latter has joined
Manager
G. W.in Erdman,
the Hoffman-Fourthe army, Quartermaster's Department.
square Pictures
Cleveland,of announced
that last
week
three
downtown
houses
in
the " sixth city "
Sidney
Harris,
late
of
Goldwyn's
distributing
organization, is now a marine.
presented the company's pictures.
The Laemmle Film Service Company, of
E. T. square
Lux.Pictures,
district
of Hoffman-Fourvisitedm.Tnager
Cleveland
recently with
Omaha, claims to be the first exchange in that
city to reach 100 per cent, membership in the M. H. Hoflfman to look over the exchange there.
Red Cross, according to word from Manager John
John R. Hays, one of the bright lights on the
H. Calvert.
Paramount sales force in Cleveland, has quit his
job
for a new one that he says will take him much
Raymond S. Nelson, who recently withdrew
higher. He recently joined the aviation corps for
from
General
Film's
Denver
branch
'to
enter
Uncle
Sam.
the service of Uncle Sam, was given a big
send-ofF.
Before Raymond S. Nelson, of Denver, who is
leaving General to join the army, departs for his
Walter S. Rand, Denver manager of Goldwyn,
new
duties he will be the honor guest of the
has returned from a trip through Utah and
Rocky Mountain Screen Club at a farewell
Idaho. He reports conditions good.
luncheon.
Edward Armstrong, division manager of UniW. W. Tally is making his first trip on the
versal, bases his optimistic feeling concerning
road
for
Vitagraph, and is covering the Black
the coming year on reports and contracts which
Hills
territory.
he is sending to the home office.
H. L. Knanpcn, new manager for Select, has
Manager Calvert of the Universal exchange in
hooked
and Clara
Youngin
Omaha, has bought his fourth print ot " Curfor two Eva
firstTanguay
runs a week
at theKimball
American
rent Events." The Muse theatre in Omaha re- Denver.
cently booked both the " Current Events " and
" Animated Weekly."
G. G. Ebersole, for the past four years in the
John W. Drum, Jewel manager in Denver, has services
Pathe asm booker.
Indianapolis, has been transferredofto Denver
lined up a number of contracts on " The Price
of a Good Time," released January 1.
Mutual exchange in Denver is displaying_ a
George Bourke, of the Denver Bluebird office, service
flag for R. C. Battles, former booking
has returned from an extensive trip through
clerk in the Denver office.
the Black Hills, where he has placed Bluebirds
in all except seven towns.
Walter S. Rand, of Goldwyn, has returned to
Denver from a business trip to Salt Lake City
and Boise.
Manager Grossman, of the Standard theatre
in Cleveland, declares he is getting a better look
at real rnoney since he discontinued the promarket. gram policy and started booking on the open
Goldwyn
Installs Gold
E. A. Eschmann^ formerly Ckveland manager
of the
WorldhomeFilmofiice
Corporation,
been C.
called
to
to fill a "as
vacancy.
A.
Thompson
took
up
the
duties
in
Cleveland
where
Eschmann left off.
Mutual Film Corporation in Cleveland now
has R. S. Moran as manager. He was in the
sales department of Mutual for two years, when
W. E. Lusk was manager.
AI Christie was in Cleveland recently, the guest
of Standard Film Service.
Sam Morris, manager of Select Pictures in
Cleveland, is ill, but expects to be around this
week.
I
I

King Screens
To insure the )utmost brilliance and
clearness in pictures shown to exhibitors
in branch office projection rooms, Goldwyn Pictures Corporation has installed
Gold King screens in all its exchanges.
The quality of picture shown to theatre
owners is, of course, of primary importance, and Goldwyn has taken this method
of insuring proper presentation of its
pictures and consequent satisfaction upon
the exhiliitor's part.
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Georgeas Wilson
Succeeded
Greenstein
Managerhas
Standard Lewis
Film Service
in of
Cincinnati
Goldberg

Joins Big Feature
Branch
Lee L. Goldberg, who was formerly manager of the Marj- Anderson and Strand
theatres in Louisville, K_\-., has been appointed secretary and treasurer of the Big
Feature Rights Company in that city, with
■offices in the Rex Theatre Building.
Mr. Goldberg, it is understood, resigned
from the management of the theatres only
after great consideration and with much
urging on the part of Fred Levy, president
of the Big Feature Rights Company.
The company controls the franchise on
the productions of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit in Kentucky' and Tennessee.
Jewel

Subjects Go Well in
South America
Reports received from South American
agents indicate that " The Co-Respondent "
and " Pay Me " are meeting with unusual
success in the many enterprising cities below the equator.
" Sirens of the Sea " is another feature
which Jewel claims the Latin-American
brothers have taken to strongly. Beautiful
women have ever been the apple of the
Spanish eye and with the "flock" of alluring sirens which disport in this feature it is
small wonder that the land of the tango
takes to Louise Lovely and her frolicsome
teammates.
South American managers go in heavy
for publicity. They pay special attention
to lobby displays and rely greatly on photographs and lithographs. Some of their
methods are rather sensational, but like the
old-time " ballyhoo," attract the amusementloving Latins in droves.
In Buenos Ayres, during the showing of
" Sirens of the Sea," -one enterprising manager had the " stills " of the production enlarged, that his patrons might better view
the beauties of our West Coast "Lorelie,"
while another worked a real " Ballyhoo " of
diving girls.

"Hour
Has
Struckfor
Exhibitor"
selecting pictures that have been made
deM. H. Hoffman, Hoffman-Foursquare
liberately without hurry — on a basis wherePictures, Returned Recently from
in economy has been judiciously exercised.
Extended Trip, Says Exhibitors
The
specially produced feature, indeHave Found the Light
pendently distributed, is gaining headway
with significant rapidiy.
MH. HOFFMAN, Hoffman-Foursquare
" Exhibitors who have been booking pic• Pictures, who has returned recently
tures with concerns that turn out a vast
from an extended trip through the Middle
number each year have awakened to the
West and East, had opportunity to talk
fact that no single organization, no matter
personally with some of the most prominent exhibitors in this territory and tells
how great, can hit the bull's-eye with each
production. That the large producing firms
in the following interview his impressions
of conditions generally :
have likewise made this discovery is indicated in the plans now being shaped to re" The best undivided surplus a disduce the quantity of their annual output.
tributing organization can have in these
It is quality that is now in demand and
times is a host of exhibitor patrons who
the exhibitor, in order to satisfy his
have faith in it; who are, confident quality
will be maintained in the product it offers,
patrons' growing taste for unvaryingly
and that the prices will be kept down to good pictures, is choosing with greater care
than ever before.
a reasonable point.
" Foursquare Pictures is beginning the
" The hour has struck for the exhibitor.
New Year with full cognizance of
Predictions I have been making ever since
Foursquare Pictures was organized last changing conditions which were foreseen
when it was organized. As an independent
spring are coming true. These men who
concern, it will select its picare the sources of the producers' and dis- distributing
tures with the utmost care and acquire only
tributors' bread and butter see now that
that which the exhibitor will regard as a
certain things are due them, and are
beginning to insist upon having these
good
at pricesvisited
that arevarious
right." points in
things.
Mr. buyHoffman
New
York,
Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Indiana,
" One of them is the wisdom of increasing the amount of open bookings ; of Michigan, Illinois, Missouri and Iowa.

Goldburg

Pleased
with
Venture
have rejected five in the past two weeks;
Jesse Goldburg, Who Recently Anthree of them because the producers exnounced His Entrance in Indepected a return all out of proportion to
pendent Field as Representative,
the character of the production and a
Pleased with Success
legitimate
profit on
cost." the services
Mr. Goldburg
has the
engaged
the an-in of two artists to assist in the creation of
URG
JESSE GOLDB
that sincemakes
nouncement
his venture
advertising matter issued in connection
the exploitation branch of the indepenwith the productions distributed by him.
dent field, he has met with exery success.
Mr. Goldburg announces that he has received communications from independent
Hand
Chosen Cincinnati
buyers, manufacturers and others interested in this field, for full details as to
Chairman
his plans and asking that he represent them
At the last meeting of the Associated
in disposing of their product.
Mr. Goldburg said in commenting upon
Film Exchanges of the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce, Stanley W. Hand, manhis success since his entrance into the indeager of the local office of the World Film
pendent field as an independent representaCorporation, was elected chairman of the
tive for the exploitation of manufacturers'
board of control.
products :
Mr. Hand has been associated with
" I have signed contracts to act as exthe World Film Corporation for the last
clusive advertising, publicity, and sales
three years in New York and Boston,
representative with two independent proand was only recently transferred to the
ducers, one of whom has been producing
managership of the Cincinnati office. He
extraordinary attractions of popular appeal for some time past. Announcement
has, however, been very active in striving for closer cooperation among the film
of the details of these releases will appear
in the advertising pages of this publication
exchange managers of Cincinnati, resulting with his being unanimously elected
in a forthcoming issue.
chairman of that body.
" The ready response on the part of independent producers as well as state rights
buyers to my announcement certifies not
Omaha Manager Predicts
alone to the practicability and sound business methods of the organization, but also
Big Things
to the healthy condition of the state rights
market.
E. C. Blakeman, formerly the manager
of the Paramount exchange in Atlanta,
" While I did expect encouragement and
Ga., is manager of the Triangle exchange
success, I did not believe that things
would shape themselves so soon toward a in Omaha, Neb., succeeding L. B. Thiele,
successful operation of my business. I who has gone to Kansas City.

Motion
Lucas

Supply Opens Little
Theatre
The Lucas Theatre Supply Company,
Inc., of Atlanta, Ga., opened in that city
on December 21 a " miniature demonstration ■' theatre, called Lucas Baby Grand,
seating forty people and conceded to be
one of the most complete in existence. It
is located on the ground floor of the
Lucas Building, at Marietta and Bartow
streets.
The opening, which was a formal affair, was attended by all the exchange
comemanagers in Atlanta. A half dozenoccasion
dies especially selected for the
were included in the program. The little
theatre will be used for the convenience
of local film exchanges.

BTuebird Changes Schedule
for February
The publicity department of Bluebird last
week announced that a change has been
made in the Bluebird schedule as applying
to releases previously furnished for Februar>- 4 and 11.
Violet Mersereau in " Morgan's Raiders,"
has been withdrawn from the schedule for
the present. " The Wife He Bought," starring Carmel Myers, previously set for release February 11, will be moved up one
week to take the place of the Violet Mersereau picture for the week of February 4.
Kent

Departs from West
Coast
S. R. Kent, sales manager for the General Film Company, who has spent the past
three or four weeks in Los Angeles in connection with the distribution problems here,
additional releases on the General, has
as well as looking after arrangements for
departed for the East.
Universal Makes Changes
in Omaha
These changes are announced at the Universal Exchange in Omaha, Neb., since
John H. Calvert succeeded F. A. Van
Husan as manager:
Sherman Fitch is manager of the Colonial Exchange, Universal branch at Sioux
Falls, S. D., to succeed J. W. Jackson.
E. P. Abbott, former road man, is named
manager of the Bluebird Exchange to succeed Mr. Calvert.
Jake Mitchell has resigned as assistant
manager at the Universal and H. F. Lefholtz has succeeded him. Mr. Lefholtz
continues to handle the Butterfly pictures.
C. L. Booth, manager of the Jewel Exchange, has established ofiices in the Universal building at Twelfth and Farnam
streets.
Exhibitors

Hold

Ball

The Exhibitors' Association of Queens
County has announced its Movie Ball for
January 25, at Schuetzen Park, Astoria,
L. I.

1 EXHIBITORS'

PERSONALS

ARIZONA.
— Alfred
Raboeliatti,
manager
Elks theatre
at Martin,
recently
boughtof the
the
Martin theatre on South Broad street, Martin,
and will personally manage both.
CALIFORNIA.— Fred Aulden Kamp of Laguna
Heach has bought the Downey theatre at
Downey.
R. Derby,
J. EnostheandLincoln
L. H.theatre
Killings-at
worth
have bought
Richmond from \V. S. Godfrey and O. B.
Attkisson, and have already assumed management.
C. E. Howard and N. O. Turner have
purchased the new Grass Valley theatre in
Grass Valley. Mr. Turner will personally
conduct the management of the house, having
as an assistant Herman Kersken.
Clayture H.
has bought
motionhe pictheatrePowers
at Klamath
Falls, awhere
has
moved and will personally superintend matters.J. H. Wilson, manager of the T and D
theatreager ofatoneHanford,
appointedat manof the ThasandbeenD theatres
San
Francisco. C. C. Angley of Bakersfield has
been appointed his successor.
George Campbell of San Francisco has
purchased from D. D. Baxter the motion
picture theatre at San Anselmo, and has already assumed active management.
COLORADO.— L. A. Carlin has sold his Rex
theatre at Firestone to F. J. Potestio, who
also conducts a general merchandise store
at that place.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.— Harry M. Crandall, taken
head ofoverCrandall's
circuit oftheatre,
theatres,at
has
the American
First and Rhode Island avenue northwest
Washington, and has added it to his chain
of houses. The acquisition of the American
gives Mr. Crandall one of the strongest and
most trescompact
groups
of motioncovering
picture every
theain the East,
practically
section of Washington.
ILLINOIS—
I. G. Ingersoll has leased the APerry.
Mus-U theatre, Table Grove, from H. W.
Allendale now has a motion picture theatre, with Elijah Greathouse as manager.
The Clyde King building has been purchased
by Mr. Greathouse and new equipment has
been installed. Allendale has been without
a picture house for a number of years.
Herman Hexter, former Ottawa clothing
merchant, has embarked in the theatrical
business at Camp Grant, Rockford. He has
just completed the erection of a large movie
theatre which opened December 15. It is
located just north of the main entrance to
the camp, with a seating capacity of one
thousand. It includes a vaudeville stage, as
Mr. Hexter
will pictures
put on ifa vaudeville
addition
to the
there is a show
demandin
for it.
The grounds
and building
an in-ot
vestment of $12,000,
and it isrepresent
in the thick
the small settlement of commercial houses
which has sprung up just outside the camp.
Just south of the theatre is a branch of
Henry
C. Lytton's
Hub. of the MaDominica
Frisina,Chicago
proprietor
jestic
theatre,
Charleston,
has
tion on the Rex theatre and thetaken
deal anis opexpected
to
be
closed
in
a
day
or
so.
It is believed that Frank Francis will be
a partner in the business and both theatres
will be operated at less expense and be able
to book greater attractions for the Charleston
screen fans.
In case the theatres are combined, as expected, Mr. Jackson of the Rex may go into
the theatre business in another city.
J. D. Casteel has purchased the Star Opera
House at Oakford from J. H. Garber.
INDIANA. — W. C. Senior has assumed the management of the Grand theatre, Decatur.
J. C. Rucker of Attica has purchased the
Princess theatre, Williamsport, from Miss
Lelia Hollin, who acquired possession only
about a month ago.
Julius Nassau has sold out his interest in
the Columbia and International theatres at
Indiana Harbor.
W. R. Thompson of Gaston has taken the
management
of the Pastime theatre, Hartford.
IOWA. — E. A. Moon has opened a new motion
picture theatre at Knoxville.
KENTUCKY.— C. G. Ginter and several associates have purchased from J. A. Lightner,
the latter's
interest
in the Winchester.
business of
the
Colonial half
Theatre
Company,
William Small has leased the Tabb theatre. Mount Sterling,' from Messrs. Judy and
Gay and assumed active management January I.
MARYLAND. — M. Baumgarten has reopened the
Patcrson theatre at 1202 Laurens street,
Baltimore.
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Picture

News

NEBRASKA.— J. W. Crough has purchased the
Elite moving picture theatre at Saint Paul.
Thietje and Case have purchased the Ideal
moving picture house at West Point.
L. H. Martin has opened a new moving
picture theatre at Blue Springs.
George AUgaier, Jr., has purchased the
moving picture theatre at Nelson.
NEW MEXICO. — Joseph V. Yeager, owner and
manager of the Rex theatre, Caton, has leased
the Lyric theatre at Albuquerque from
Arthur Everitt, and will assume charge
April
James1 next.
Carragien has bought the Princess
and Crystal theatres
at Deming from the Hull
Amusement
Co.
NEW YORK.— Mary F. Augar of Utica has sold
to Ira B. Cary the theatre property located
at 886 Bleecker street.
An important transaction in the theatrical
affairs of Geneva was completed recently
when L. C. Brady, manager of the Regent
theatre, signed a lease to conduct moving
pictures at the Smith Opera House.
Mr. Brady plans to produce at the Smith
Opera House first class moving pictures in
connection
tractions. with the regular high-class atRay Clover of Scranton, Pa., will succeed
Mr. Brady as manager of the Regent.
OHIO. — D. M. Detrick has bought the Idlehour
motion picture theatre at Kenton and has installed A. W. Reel of Bellefontaine as manager. A new set of projecting machines has
been put in and the theatre remodeled.
Carl Stahley of Middletown has been appointed assistant manager of the Rex theatre.
WISCONSIN.— C. A. Nelson and E. H. Neef
have
lips. leased the Idle Hour theatre at PhilG. W. Leyds and Fred Grunwell of Deerfield have purchased the entire motion picture outfit from E. J. Welsh, and assumed
active management last week.
Proctor

Takes

Chicago

Over

Pathe

Branch

Ralph O. Proctor has been appointed and
has taken over his duties as Chicago branch
manager ^or Pathe, succeeding C. W. Bunn,
now special representative.
Mr. Proctor is considered one of the
most competent and best-known film men
in the Central West. He made his entry
into the film business with the old Burton
and Webster theatres in Chicago. For two
years he remained with them. This initiatory process proved so interesting that he
decided to learn the exhibiting game from
the bottom up. In consequence, after leaving the Burton and Webster Company, he
spent some time as a motion picture
After his term of service and acquiring
operator.
the rudiments in full, he went with the General Film Company, and served in all capacities, ranging from inspector to branch
manager in Chicago for two years. He was
manager of the office until December, 1915.
He then went to Dcs Moines as special representative there, and in Omaha and Kansas City. He later took charge of the Kansas City exchange until May, 1916.
Exchange

Man

Joins the

Colors
Branch Manager R. S. Nelson, of General Film Company's Denver ofiice, will
give up his position on January 1 to enter
the new National Army. He expects to be
assigned to one of the Western camps, and
will leave immediately to join the colors.
In his absence Eugene Gcrbase will serve
as acting manager.
The Denver office will move to its new
quarters at 1539 Weltson street the first of
the year.
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HENRY

LEHRMAN has two Fox Sunshine Comedies in production at the
present time, one headed by Billy Ritchie
as the chief comedian, dealing with hotel
life. The other has Ford Sterling as his
principal comedian, and for it a great
quantity of elaborate settings and unusual
effects have been built. In addition to directing two Sunshine Comedies, Mr. Lehrman is finding it convenient to appear in
many of the scenes in the Ritchie subject.
Neither of the comedies have as yet been
named.
Triangle Increases Work
Indications at the Triangle studios point
to a material increase in production, and
by some it is whispered about that within
a few weeks productions totaling twenty
dramatic subjects per month will be filmed.
No statement is given for increasing the
output, and up to this time no additions
have been added to the producing staff outside of the scenario department and a
number of new writers have been added.
But one new subject was put in production last week. This is at present known
as " Work and Its Worth," which will
have William Desmond as star, supported
by Mary Warren, Wilbur Higby, Mary
Maclvor and others.
The Japanese photoplay, with Derral
Foss and Teddy Sampson as leads, has
been completed by E. Mason Hopper, and
permanently titled " Her American Husband " instead
of " Mr. has
Butterfly."
Gilbert
P. Hamilton
made the last
scenes for " Captain of His Soul," which
has William Desmond, Charles Gunn and
others: and Jack Dillon finished "Heiress
for a Day " in record time in order that
the star, Olive Thomas, could depart for
the East to spend a vacation.
Two companies are working on Western
subjects. One is that under the direction
of Cliff Smith with Roy Stewart as star.
This unit is still on " Keith of the Border." A very
was enacted
between
Stewart brutal
and Petefight
Morison
this week,
and will serve for a number of scenes in
this photoplay. Those who witnessed the
action say the men fought until almost
exhausted.
Weather Conditions Good
Weather conditions have been even better than satisfactory, and up to this date
the film companies have been delayed but
a few days because of cloudy weather.
No rain has prevented production so far
this fall and winter. The good weather
has been exceptionally beneficial for the
Universal Company, as it made possible
the filming of scenes for serials otherwise
impossible. Both serial companies, under
the direction of Harry Harvey and James
Home, have spent, the greater part of the
past several weeks on exteriors, and when
the rainy season does begin they can catch
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up with their interiors to good advantage.
Two new stories were put in production
at Universal City this week. Director Elmer Clifton has Herbert Rawlinson in a
photoplay adapted from a magazine story
titled " Mr. Cinderella." Priscilla Dean
has been chosen to play the feminine lead.
The Western Company, headed by Harry
Carey, is now at work on " The Flill Billy."
Alolly Malone is the principal support, and
the company is under the direction of Jack
Ford. The story is accredited to George
Hively.
Director Wilfred Lucas and company,
headed by Monroe Salisbury and Ruth
Clifford, were absent from Universal studio
last week, having spent the past ten days
on the desert north of Los Angeles. Here
exteriors for "The Heart of the Desert"
are being filmed.

Jack Richardson and Claire McDowell Star in
Triangle's " Man Above Law "
Director Allen Holubar has completed
the filming of "The Girl Who Dared,''
with Dorothy Phillips, supported by William Stowell as leading man, and Miss
Phillips will shortly begin work with Ida
Ma\- Park in a new story especially written for her. l"he subject, just finished, has
a Canadian Northwestern atmosphere.
Hart Subject Awaits Name
Until the film is edited completely and
ready for the market, no name will be
given the fifth WilHam S. Hart production for Artcraft, which was completed
last week at the Hart studios in Hollywood. The subject is now being given the
final double O's at the laboratories of the
Thomas H. Ince studio, and in the meantime the star and producing company is
enjoying a holiday vacation.
Mr. Hart, to celebrate the completion of
the film, spent an afternoon with his Pinto
pony Fritz at Fritz's home near the beach.
The star found his pensioned former mount
exceedingly glad to see him, and after
a month of enjoyable life on pasture and
in privately cared quarters was so full of

pep he would allow no one but his master
io go near him. In appreciation of Fritz's
rotuish manner of showing his appreciation, Hart presented him with several
Christmas gifts, one being a blanket that
will cause envy in the hearts of all who
see it.
Now that Director R. William Neill and
the Dorothy Dalton-Ince Company have
completed the first C. Gardner Sullivan
story for Paramount or Artcraft program,
whichorganizati
is at present
as " Love Me,"
the
on hasknown
taken up the making
of an Alaskan story in which picturesque
scenery will play a very important part.
The making of this film will take the producing unit away from the studio a greater
portion of the next three or four weeks.
Russell Completes One
During the past week the William Russell American Company, directed by Edward Sloman, completed the last of the
series of six subjects Mr. Russell was contracted to appear in. This is at present
known as " Detective Dan Cupid," and
spoken of as a comedy-drama filled with
athletic stunts of a thrilling type. There
is much speculation as to whether Russell
will continue with the American Company
for the Mutual or not, as no announcement has been made concerning whether
Mr. Russell's contract has or has not been
renewed. The contract made by President
S. S. Hutchinson more than a year ago
terminates with the completion of this
picture. It is definitely known that President Hutchinson made a special trip to the
coast to renew the contract with William
Russell, but no information has been
given as to whether terms were reached.
Russell has proven a very popular player
for the American in the three years he has
been affiliated with this organization. For
two years Mr. Russell has worked under
the direction of Edward Sloman, whose
contract was very recently renewed for a
term of one year, which is a compliment to
Director Sloman for his very satisfactory
results. Sloman and Russell have worked
together for a longer period than any
other star or director as far as is known
by the writer. The association has been
continuous for the past two years, and
all of that time the work of making fivereel subjects has been carried on.
In the subject just finished, "Detective
Dan Cupid,'' Russell is supported by
Francelia Billington in the leading feminine role and Harvey Clark takes the principal character part, that of an English
butler. Some of the thrills for this were
secured at the liberty sweepstake races held
at Ascot Park. Los Angeles, and the film
will show Eddie Hearne in his race against
time, in which he lowered the fifty-mile
record for the world. Barney Olfield will
also be seen in his record-shattering milein forty-five seconds.

Motion
Three Leading Men
With William V. Mong, George Ileriiaiidcz and Walt Whitman, all character
nun, playing in one comedy drama, " The
Hopper," for T. N. Heffron. leads the production officers of Triangle studio to believe it will be an exceptional picture. It
is an adaptation from the story hy the
same name which appeared in Collier's
W eekly. Mong grew a beard to play the
leading role in- this picture, and is now
promised possibilities of a shave on New
Year's Day.
Director Walter Edwards has the cooperation of Kate Corbaley, author of
" Real Folks," the first prize story of the
Triangle Photoplay Magazine Contest. Mrs.
Corbaley is spending considerable time at
the studio working with the director and
his players. Principals are Barney Sherry,
Francis McDonald, Fritzi Ridgeway and
Alberta Lee.
The scenario department is working
more than over-time. Julian Johnson, editor
and chief, is giving particular attention to
the adaptation
of " Shoes
Thatwill
Dance,"
now
in preparation.
This play
have
as its central figure a department store girl,
who saves her lover from arrest by captivating adetective who appears at a mask
liall in the make-up of Charlie Chaplin.
Pauline Stark has l)een assigned to play
this leading role.
Frederick Bechdolt. magazine writer and
author of a number of short subjects for
Kalem, is working on " The Hard Rock
Breed," and Kenneth B. Clark is adapting
his Saturday Evening Post story, " Blue
lattooipg."
JScw Episode Started
ninthstarted
episode atof Universal
"The Bull'sCity
Eye"
hasI'hebeen
by
Director James W. Horne.
Mae Murray is appearing in " The
Eleventh Commandment '' under the direction of Robert Leonard. F. Mcfirew Willis
wrote the story.
" Dona Perfecta," under the direction of
Elsie Jane Wilson, with Ella Hall and
limory Johnson in the leading roles, has
been finished. The story was written by
B. Perez Galdoz and prepared for the
screen by Elliott J. Oawson.
Rea Berger has been engaged by the
Universal to direct Zoe Ray, the child actress. Preparations for his first story, "Lithe Miss Sherlock," which was written by
Xorris Shannon, are under way. Gretchen
Lcderer, William Carroll and Val Paul will
constitute the supijorting cast.
Wilfred Lucas is at work on "The Heart
of the Desert," in which Monroe Salisbury
and Ruth Clifford appear. The story was
adapted for the screen by Bess Mcredyth
from the book by Honore Willsie. Other
important parts arc being played by Val
Paul, Gretchen Lederer, Monte Blue, Al
.Sears anrl Princess Ncola.
Louise Huff Shifted
Jack Pickford has gone to New York
for a vacation, and Louise HufT will be
shifted from the Morosco studio to the
Lasky, where she is to appear in the J.
Stuart Blackton production, together with
1 hcodorc Roberts and Jack Mulhall.
The next film in which Constance Talmadge appears will be " The Shuttle,"

which is to be directed by RoUin S.
Sturgeon.staff
Harvey
'Jhewthe ofscenario
the Lasky
scenario
prepared
and
the Talmadge production will be filmed at
the Morosco stages.
William C. De Mille has completed the
production
of "Beban
One More
which (ieorge
enactedAmerican,"
the leadingin
role. The story is an adaptation of the
l)c
"The production
Land of the
i he Mille
next play,
De Mille
will Free."
be a
Marion Fairfax story with Sessue Hayakavva in the leading part.
P2ugcne Pallette is not to appear in the
next Mary Pickford film. Pallette has been
given a coinniission in the Aviation Corps
and is already on his way.
Lucien Littlefield, who went to France
with the Ambulance Corps, has also earned
a commission in the Aviation Corps. Littlefield was formerly with the Lasky Company. on Location
Metro
The Tod Browning-Metro Company was
jibsent from the studio last week working
in the vicinity of Pine Crest, near Bear
Lake Valley, on exteriors for the story,
" Revenge," which has Edith Story and
Ralph I^ewis as principals.
Charles Bral)in, who arrived last week
from New York to become director for the
Metro, has spent the week with H. P.
Keeler of the scenario department, and together they have written an original story
which has a New England seacoast atmosphere. Brabin is now selecting locations
for exteriors of this story, which will be
taken at Santa Cruz Island, Oceanside, and
La Jolla, all on the Califorina Pacific coast.
The Metro Company has leased the boat
" Fremont," and considerable time will be
spent by the producing company on the
ocean.
I'elegrams from B. A. Rolfc advise that
he is on his return trip from New York
after spending tliirty-six hours there. Mr,
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Rolfe left the Coast December 15 and is
due to arrive in Los Angeles on Christmas
afternoon. He took the first two Westernmade Metro subjects, " The Legion of
Death " and " The Winding Trail," to the
New York offices of the Mtro Company.
Real Japanese Lunch
A number of members of the Japanese
Photoplay Association of Los Angeles who
took part in scenes of " Her American
Husband," produced by E. Mason Hopper,
on completion of the film tendered a dinner
to all members of the cast at a Japanese
cafe in Los Angeles. The dinner was
served in Japanese style. The guests sat
upon mats and used chopsticks instead of
the usual tools. Among the guests were
O. L, Sellers, Mr. and Mrs. Bryant Washburn, Mr. and Mrs. E. Mason Hopper,
Teddy Sampson, Derral Foss and the Japanese players Yukio Aoyama, Goro Kino,
Henry Kotani and others.
Practically all Keystone Comedy producing units are at work on new subjects
this week. Harry Depp and Max Asher
are being featured in " Fork Over," supported by Alatia Marton, Nate Salmon,
Rose Carter and others. This comedy is
Ijy Albert Glassmire, director of production.
The character make-up created by Depp
for this subject is considered so good that
he will in all probability use it in a series
of pictures.
The company, under the direction of
Reggie Morris, is filming " Did She Do
Wrong?" with a hig cast that is topped
by Harry Gribbon who has the support
of Myrtle Lind, Dora Rogers, Mai St.
Clair, Milburn Moranti and others. The
comedy is said to be a riddfe to the last
scene, when the big problem is solved.
Harry Gribbon takes the part of a city
slicker who has taking ways and bids fair
to prove himself a pretty slick article of
the brand desired for a correct delineation of the part.
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System Made Stars
" The Triangle system of production and
distribution made a large majority of the
stars of to-day and carried them to the
point where it was necessary to pay them
such exorbitant salaries that their pictures
could not be oi¥ered to exhibitors at a price
which we felt to be equitable. There is
only one course to follow in producing any
commodity, and that is the course which
•makes the product marketable. Exhibitors
will not stand for low quality nor exorbitant prices. These problems have been met
by putting in the field an organization of
writers, directors, and actors, each of whom
is peculiarly qualified for his individual
task. All the units are so harmonized that
the right sort of plays are acted by people
ciualified to play the parts assigned them.
We depend on the merit of combined efforts for our box-office value, and we get it.
It's nothing
new, just
tion of the very
old axiom
that anonewmanapplicais so
good that he cannot be replaced.
/ " The year work.
ahead promises
era see
of
constructive
No doubt a wenewshall
some plan worked out to better adjust the
natural differences between the producers
and exhibitors. Perhaps the movement of
the latter to inake the distributing field a
part of their own work will gain considerable headway. Whatever the means of
bringing it about, mutual confidence must
have a chance to grow, if all elements are to
prosper."
American Makes Additions
Production of " Molly Go Get 'Em,"
which is being directed by Lloyd Ingraham,
continues at the studio where a number of
very attractive interior settings have been
built. When President S. S. Hutchinson
was on the coast recently, he gave explicit
orders for the more lavish dressing of all
interiors, and the technical staff has, it
is reported, gone the Hmit in the making of
a ball room set Director Ingraham is using.
Margaret Allen was especially engaged for
an important part in this photoplay.
Several additions have been made to the
American scenario department. CHfford
Howard continues as department head, but
will give all of his time in the future to
the editing of scripts. James E. Hungerford, who has written a number of pictures
for the screen, is now engaged on a story
for the William Russell Company. Elizabeth Mahoney is writing a continuity for a
Charles Turner Dazey story for William
Russell, and Myron N. Stearns is engaged
-on another.
Harry Edwards, late director of Nestor
Comedies at Universal City, is a new
member of the Triangle-Keystone directorial staff, and is now casting his first
picture. He will probably have the players who w:ere formerly under the direction of Harry Williams. This boosts the
number of companies working at the Keystone up to five, the others being directed
by William Beaudine, Reggie Morris, Herman Raymaker and Charles Avery.
Monroe Salisbury, who is being starred
in another Bluebird feature under the direction of Wilfred Lucas, sprang a surprise on his companions recently when
scenes were being taken at Seven Oaks

Roscoe " Fatty " Arbuckle Was the Center
of Attraction
at the Ball Given in His Honor Recently
by Horkheimer
Brothers
with Rupert Julian. A benefit performance was given and Mr. Salisbury gave
two pianoforte solos, disclosing the fact
that he is a brilliant pianist. He is a

modest man and seldom talks about himself and only recently had a photoplay
accepted by one of the big producing companies.
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men are to work in the same
limit).
I know that those ot (75 word room
at the Lasky studio — ^Adam
Shirk, Ken. McGaffey, and
CLOSE-UPS
Irisher Dowling. Gas masks will
Not a cloud.
BY CON TRIB
" The Crusade " is to be the be R.used.
Henryevery
Grey,tourwhodays,
has has
his
cut
debut
Barnard. production for Sophye hair
been
given
a
bonus
of
a
million
Why ofDo Police
They Butler
Know ofHim?
In the future it is to be Marion shares of stock in Consolidated
Chief
L. A., Torrey
instead of Marianna de la Crepe Hair, if he'll permit the
Torre.
fourth
day. to follow him on the
white wing
according to M. G. Jonas' carbon
Vester
has joined the
copy, lects
is anthe
man
who
never
negopportunity to call and army and Pegg
so he dropped the Al Curtis came in from snowsay " Hello " to his friends among fictitious name of Perry.
and haswith
been the
knocking our weather
oft
the Bluebird
players at Uni- Mario Bianchi, Keystone Tri- clad Denver,
versal City.
angle
Italian
comedian,
is
playrepeated
statement,
"
that
the
" Good morning, Judge."
high city has more sunshiny
man. ing the role of a German police- mile
daysnot be.per annum than our beCheerful as a Funeral
Clifif
Smith
has
joined
the
arisflowered
midst." Al, this canMax Asher bidding good-bye to
tocratic class andof the
is go-devil
sportin' The Fox Company wired a
a fellow player who enlisted in a new automobile
the submarine service :
hotel keeper in the heavy snow
district of northern California to
"Well, Eddie Gribbon, old type.
American's alliteration Mary let
them know when the beautiful
top,
whatever
happens
remember
has
been
assigned
life
insurance
that the best wishes of the gang by an aviator at North Island, fell. " Plenty of snow now "
San
Diego.
came
over the wire, and a comgo down with you."
Polly Moran after owning
of thirty
north.withThey
Famous Sayings by Famous seven
found panythe
hotelwentvacant
reautomobiles
—
Saxophones
and Buicks, is now dashing about
spect to guests and no snow on
People.
the ground. Then they waited a
" Fritz is just hellish, but as in a Chandler.
week, and no snow tell. And
solvedbeen
: Double
smart
as any man." Bill Hart ' H TheVanmystery
Loan ishas
found still there are exhibitors who
Hal" When
Cooley.I was selling buttons. polishing
wonderso. what makes the pictures
the
mahogony
near
cost
" Did I ever tell you that story Fifth and Spring.
about — ." Walter MacNamara.
Ben Turpiu was knocked cold
when hit by a plaster of paris
is the license number on
From the publicity department model, and an unkind person the313313
front and rear of Bryant
was mean enough to say he was Washburn's
of Doug.ationFairbanks
Film
CorporHe insists
comes an interview sup as sensible one time as another. that thirteenmachine.
or double thirteen
The " jules " publicity story or triple thirteen
posedly with the wild man him
is
lucky.
The
selfjust
: " inThethemotion
pictureandgameso is out again. This time from the day he got the number he began
is
beginning,
over-worked P. A. of Triangle — work in " Skinner's Dress Suit."
B. Woodside. Belle Bennett Since that time he has made a
far it is a ' business ' most de- J.
found them yet.
can'tbeginner
call it canan hasn't
dandy little contract with Pathe
art, when cidedly.
a Youraw
Bob
Leonard is learning to eat and
come to Los Angeles for the
start at the bottom of the ladder spaghetti,
and
he
has
become
of films.
Now he's
trying
today and in three months arrive so fond of the wop staple that making
to
bribe
California
authorities
has Norman MacNeill play an into givingthe him
at thequickly.
top. Artists are not made he
the same number
that
accordion in all scenes.
" I have no illusions about it. . We learn that three publicity for his 1918 license.
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old melodramatic type
RECENT fortnight
gave tlic trade " The
which should prove commercially successful in
Bringing Them
Into a Close-Up
Cinderella Man," " The
the majority of localities.
Auction Block," "Mother,"
By Longacre
With its thrilling saw
Money,"
"Uneasy
" Brown of Harvard," all pictures to be described in superlatives ; mill scene as a finale, and the tremendous amount of appeal which
all holding forth a golden promise for both exhibitor and public.
the heroine will attract, it possesses two big assets which are
And there are still those who waste copy paper, time and the noteworthy in themselves. As for its subtitles. These have probamount of gray matter it takes to compose a sentence or so in
ably been more extensively commented upon than any other subEnglish to deplore the lack of good pictures. Those five pictures,
titles since the art directors conceived the idea of embellishing
to say nothing of many which have gone before, are examples
the printed inserts with symbolical sketches and silhouettes sugof the motion picture art at its best, not at its spectacular height,
gestive of the action. The background for these subtitles was
formed by throwing up a single frame of film, clipped from the
but at its even best. This seems to be striking a pretty good average. It might even indicate that the " picture business is here to action immediately preceding or following the title. Most of
them were spoken by one or another of the characters.
stay," or that it has its " future."
The effect created is somewhat inclined to throw the spectator
But a close obser\-er of the business will verj' likely call to mind
the fact that none of the five pictures mentioned above were
out of the illusion created by the melodrama. Every one knows
the misapprehension caused when a film that has previously been
written originally for the screen. Even so. " The Cinderella
Man," though a good plaj^ failed to extend any great number of running through the machine as smooth as could be desired suddenly buckles and stops dead. The players grow stiff in their
opportunities to the picture producer. " Uneasy Money " was not
tracks. They pause with uplifted arm or open lips, the imperfecthe tj-pe of magazine story to immediately attract the attention
tions, not visible in the moving film suddenly stand out with surof the director. The beauty of " Mother " rests largely in the
prising vividness. It is this result that is produced by the subhandhng. " The Auction Block " and " Brown of Harvard " conceivably presented an adequate amount of pictorial material, only
titles
first introduced
in " Blue
Jeans."
requiring final whipping into shape by the adaptor.
But while
not pleasing
in their
present state of development,
So the antagonist of the screen might be forgiven if he selected
these subtitles deserve further attention. Would it not be possible
these pictures as owning a source other than the studio or the for the backgrounds to be photographed in motion as is the main
action itself? One of the chief faults with these inserts was that
enthusiastic writer for the screen. But by going back another
while
the printed matter on the still action plainly indicated that
week, there appear " My Little Boy," " Until They Get Me,"
a conversation was in progress, the figures in the background did
" Those Who Pay " and " Convict 993," attractions of as much
merit and of equal promise. Not one of these bears the name of an
not move. Why not allow them to move? Not with the same
author known without the world of pictures. And yet these are
degree of difference that is allowed in the general line of action,
pictures that will send an audience away in a satisfied frame of but only slightly so that the desired illusion of reality may be
mind.
carried through subtitle and all. This method of procedure might
be worth experimenting with at least, for if successful it would
Consequently one may pop the question: "What is the score?"
do away with the sudden and sometimes disconcerting break in
"Has the screen its own writers of ability?" To the first there
is no answer. To the second the affirmative is obviously the only the pictured action caused by the insertion of a plain subtitle.
reply. For the first : As long as works of merit appear on the
To return to " The Cinderella Man," the exceedingly fine direcstage or in magazines, it is only reasonable to advance the theory
tion of George Loane Tucker's has received an equally worthy
that their merits will show on the screen, even though their
complement in the art direction of Hugo Ballin. This includes a
framework must of necessity be altered to meet the new requirenumber of scenes with snow on the ground — or rather on the
ments.
roof. Mr. Ballin's property snow is so realistic that it fooled more
And as to the second to say that the screen has no writers of than one wiseacre into believing it was the real thing. Mr. Ballin
ability is to absolutely belittle the works of C. Gardner Sullivan
and Goldwyn alone possess the secret of its manufacture, it is to
and Anthony P. Kelly, of Lambert Hillyer and Lynn Reynolds, of be surmised, but the recipe should be placed on the market for the
Charles Maigne and Roy Somcrville, of Monte Katterjohn and
benefit of the industry at large. Then at last would snow be
Jeanie MacPherson, and of many more who have studied the pospossible in Los Angeles right on the studio lot, snow that would
sibilities of the screen storj' and developed them to their fullest
not remind one of a confettied wedding, and which the closest obextent.
server would easily mistake for the real article. Now if some diCertainly comparing the output of the studios at the present
rector, Mr. Ballin perhaps, would only invent a realistic rain effect
time with the output a year ago, there is an improvement of we might be spared the agony of watching the results of an automatic sprinkler, buckets, spring water and a property man united
marked degree. " The deplorable lack of stories " has long been
in an effort to imitate the storm clouds.
the cry, but the few examples cited above all appearing within
the short space of three weeks seems to put this pessimistic assertion quite to route. If this average can be maintained throughout the coming year the producer has just cause to pat himself on
" Quo Vadis "
the back and laugh at the misdirected innuendos of the few who
{Perfection — Eight Reels)
Reviewed by Lisle M. Albright
will forc\-er refuse to award pictures their proper place in the
field of entertainment.
George Kleine conceived the idea of bringing forth
All of which is more or less by way of introduction. The future
great photoplay again, after leaving it on the shelf
purpose of this department will be to call the attention of the
for four years, he judged rightly that it was a production that
trade to the progress made in the production of pictures, the was not made for an age but for all time. In its present form,
progress generally referred to as revolutionizing as well as the after being re-edited, furnished with new subtitles and cut down
minor points of progress which cannot be deservedly spoken of to eight reels, it again presents an appeal that only the blind, the
in a review. And, of course, mistakes catinot be ignored or
mentally warped and the dead can refuse to hear.
avoided. Their mention here will be made purely in a spirit of
Taken from Henry Sienkiewicz's great novel dealing with the
early Christian era and the voluptlious profligacy of Rome durwell-meaning criticism.
, • ^ '
To begin with, there are the subtitles in Metrd.'s special producing Nero's reign, " Quo 'Vadis " synthesises a number of themes
any one of which would have made a picture by itself. It has
• tion, " Blue Jeans " " Blue Jeans " is; by' the way,-^; pipjiir? of the
A
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the spectacular on a grand scale, shows the burning of Rome and
revivifies the arena of history with its gladiators, bull fights, and
utter
of human life when the Emperor's lust for blood
had todisregard
be satiated.
A love story is introduced in which Vinitius, a Roman patrician, loses his heart to a Christian girl held by Nero as a
hostage. One of the best character parts ever seen on stage or
screen is played by Chile, a soothsayer and philosopher, who works
his way from beggar up to nobleman through flattery and betrayal of the Christians only to repent when he realizes the enormity of his treachery.
The persecution of the Christians and the historical events of
the time are spread before the eye in a way that is especially
illuminating, showing, as they do, the analogy between the great
crisis then and the world ferment of the present day. All of this,
however, is merely a roundabout way of saying that " Quo Vadis "
is a long way from being an ordinary picture and that it ought
to prove even more of a drawing card now than it did four
years ago.
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" Daughter of Destiny "
Petrova Pictures — First National- — Five Reels
Reviewed by Peter Milne
USING the war for a background and centering on German
intrigue in a neutral kingdom of mythical origin, though
suggestively called Belmark, " Daughter of Destiny," Mme. Petrova's first picture with her own company, makes a strong bid for
popularity, particularly before those whose patriotism is aroused
by the somewhat obvious method of flag waving. Marion Ashley,
the role carried by Petrova, is unfortunate enougli to be the wife
of a German spy, and later is still more unfortunate in believing
him dead. But it proves to her advantage after all. In Belmark
she is wooed and wed by the Crown Prince, a very democratic
young man, who favors joining the war with the Allies. A Teutonic chancellor made up like Bethmann Hollweg or some one
equally as villainous does all in his power to annul the marriage
and force the prince into a union with the German Princess Sophia.
But at the psychological moment the United States declares war
on Germany, and Belmark casts her fortune on the same side of
the line.
The film which was produced under the direction of George Irving is well presented in its scenes of even tenor. There is a view
of the West Point cadets on parade in the first reel. The German spy is villainously painted, but not realistically. If all were
like Franz Jorn no opposing nation would have the least bit of
trouble with them. Of its particular type the story is strong in
appeal. The heroine works heart and soul for America's interest
■ — and so does the hero for that matter — and when they finally
triumph over opposing forces great will be the rejoicing. The
bit of mob stuff in the last reel is theatrically staged. The frantic
waving of handkerchiefs is the sole manner in which the mob
makes its demonstration.
Mme. Petrova, whose beauty peculiarly fascinates, has seldom
shown more life than in her portrayal of Marion Ashley. It
to be regretted that in the love scenes with the prince of wh*"^
there are not a few, it reacts to her disfavor. Instead of conv';y^y
the impression of a woman deeply in love, Mme. Petrova only s-^ceeds in being excited and overwrought to a most distressing ex
tent. There are too many of these scenes, by the way, and thei'
introduction serves to disrupt the continuity of the action whic;
is otherwise good. Thomas Holding makes a fitting Crown Princ
Anders Randolph is polished as the spj^ and a most capable actoi
not named, who appears as the plotting German chancellor, com
pletes the chief support.
' ,
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
In Paris,that
before
into (Anders
the war, Randolph),
Marion (Mme.
discovers
her America's
husband, entrance
Franz Jorn
is a Petrova)
German
spy. canSheAmbassador
leaves him
to
join
her
father,
Ashley
(Robert
Broderick),
to Belmark, a neutral kingdom. Jorn is reported Ameriburned
to death in a fire, but it is merely a ruse — he has made good his escape
to Germany. In Belmark Marion renews her acquaintance with the Crown
Prince (Thomas Holding), which started in the United States. He proposes amorganatic marriage, swearing that he will never wed another while
she lives. They are married in secret, and on the following day the German Chancellor arrives to propose a marriage between the Crown Prince
and a German princess. Despite the threats the Crown Prince refuses. The
Chancellorof produces
despitethick
him,andMarion's
declaresword
his
intention
standing Jorn,
by herbut,
through
thin. Athusband
this moment
reaches Belmark that the United States has declared war on Germany.
The German Chancellor sees his cause lost. German pacifists in the crowd
surrounding the palace throw a bomb intended for the prince, but, though
Marion is severely wounded by the explosion, its only victim is Jorn. And
so there is nothing left to interfere with the happiness of the Belmark prince
and the American woman.

" Sadie Goes to Heaven "
{Essanay-Perfection — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
«<CADIE GOES TO HEAVEN" presents the best work that
Little Mary McAlister has done before the camera. A
good bit of her success is due to the excellent story which Dana
Burnet has created for reproduction on the screen. It is one of
the most human, pathetic stories screened in some time and gives
the little child actress every opportunity to present her most likable
traits for approval on the screen.
The production presents a fine example of properly done continuity and attests in a most favorable manner the care which the
author has taken in building the plot. There is just enough plot
material for five reels of pictures and the action has been kept
at a pace that moves with dramatic precision and advances with
a purpose in every scene. The most appropriate descriptive work
to use in criticizing this picture is to say that it is a charming
photoplay, presenting a most charming little star at her best. There
is not a question as to this feature's entertaining value. All will
find in this production, clean, unadulterated amusement in the
picture theatre.
The story has been worked to perfection. Enough and no more
action has been supplied. The homely, human traits of youngsters
and the eccentricities of the idle rich, are brought out in such a
matter-of-fact, true-to-life manner that old or young can not but
enjoy every moment of its run, for every move that the players
make can be appreciated for every move is human not feigned or
acted.
Little Mary McAlister shines in the production. She acts with
a grace of abandoned movement, and interprets the spirit of carefree childhood with the artistry that can be displayed only by an
accomplished, talented child. Jenny St. George, in the character
role of a tenement-house mother, gives an excellent performance.
She is due a lot of credit for her work in this picture. Other
members of a good supporting cast are : Russell McDermott,
Frankie Raymond, Rodney LaRocque, Kathryn Kennedy and Bobby
Bolder. It has been given a careful, detailed production. The
photography is of the best. Last, but not least, the sub-title is to
be given a full amount of praise. He or she, whichever it may be,
has done praiseworthy work with the explanatories.
" The Lost Express "
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
(Signal-Mutual — Two Reels)
O'Malley
Mary(Jenny
McAlister)
is six is
years
old, a hardworking
daughter of
Reviewed by F. G. Spencer
theSadie
tenements
whose(Little
mother
St. George)
a loving,
woman.tures of heaven,
Sadie, inspired
by
a
settlement
worker
because
of
her
climbs into a laundry basket, just placed in the mental
tonneaupic-of '^PHE last two episodes of " The Lost Express " titled respecan automobile, for delivery by the servant to the home of rich Mrs. Riche
1 tively " Unmasked " and " The Return of the Lost Express "
(Frankie Raymond). Sadie and her dog, George Washington Square, are
do not measure up to the standard set earlier in the series, for in
landed safely in the basement of the Riclie home. She, with George Washington Square, wanders through the house until discovered by the house- , the fourteenth episode, although Gaston Pitts' harelip makeup
keeper
(Kathryn
Theand housekeeper
littleand
girlgives
is a | has been found, it is not clearly known that he had worn same
new
novelty
with Kennedy).
herbath.
mistress
provides herthinks
with that
new the
clothes
her a much needed
.
when posing as the crook Harelip.
Mrs. Riche has left for a trip but misses the train and comes back luiexIn the fifteenth and final chapter now that the lost express has
pectedly. In the meantime Sadie is having the time of her life, playing with
been
found and returned and the reward paid, that automatical!}'
George Washington
Square
and
Mrs.
Riche's
nephew,
Orval
(Rii^sell
McDermott). Sadie thinks that she has surely arrived in heaven.
the drama.
Mrs. Riche is surprised to find the little girl in her home and/ chides the concludes
Helen Gibson has throughout carried herself remarkably well^
housekeeper for allowing her in the house. Her heart is softened toward
the little girl when she finds that she loves her pet poodle dogs. Then
hesitating at many hair-raising exploits and finally emerges
George Washington Square makes his entrance and Mrs. Riche orders the never
wholeskinned and with a fetching smile. She is well supported,
cur to be taken from the house. Sadie refuses to stay unless George Washington Square is allowed to remain, so she is taken back to her mother and
and this series will go with as great a bang as any of Helen's
father,
have been hunting the city high and low for her. Sadie has
been to who
heaven.
previous ones.
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" The Seven Swans "
[Paramount — Five Reels)
Reviewed by R. E. Pritchard
TAKEN from one of Hans Andersen's universally read fairy
stories, " The Seven Swans " is an especially appealing picture
for this season of the year, and one that ought to attract unusual
attention from the children. But it is interesting not alone to the
young, but to every person who has anything of the " refuse to
grow up spirit " in his heart. Given an elaborate production, the
picture is ably irected by K. Searle Dawlcy, while the photography adds much to the delight of the offering.
It is unnecessary to say that Marguerite Clark is delightful as
the princess. She has never had a role that gives a greater opportunity for her beauty and her grace. Unlike most of our so-called
" great " stars. Miss Clark, when she has the role of a child, never
»"jd<c5 the character foolish and simpering, with the idea that such
Vlie only way to picture childhood, but she seems to have kept
jspirit of youth eternally with her, and to be able always to inet it with the greatest charm.
; of the most interesting scenes is that in which Miss Clark
a dance. In this scene and in several others representing
t \iirics, a troupe of chorus girls from " Chu Chin Chow " app( I The cast is an excellent one, but most of the work falls on
M I Clark and Richard Harthclmess, who appears as Prince
CI filing..
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Princess Tweedledee (Marguerite Clark) is living with her father, "the
King of the Seven Dials " (William Danforth), and her seven brothers, when
the
queen eyes
of "The
Landkingdom,
of the Bouncing
Ball" (Augusta
sets
covetous
on the
so she conspires
to have Anderson),
her son marry
Princess Tweedledee. She then sets about to accomplish the destruction
of the seven princes, and calls on the service of the witch of the bouncing
ball, who changes them into seven white swans, and leads them far away
from the court. But the moon fairies come to the assistance of the princess, and tell her how her brothers have been changed. They give her
thi
bag, by
and theshesandman,
puts the she
inhabitants
the townSheto determines
sleep and
fees,sandman's
and. directed
finds theof swans.
J stay
and
keep
house
for
her
brothers,
and
during
this
time
she
is seen
Prince Charming (Richard Barthelmess), who falls desperately in
love
'.1. her. About that time the moon fairies again appear to her, and tell her
f)it
she
may
change
her
brothers
back
to
human
form
if
she
will
weave
ven robes of nettles and cover the swans with them. But a condition
-a"annot
that she
must not herspeak
to a human
beingwhen
during
time. speaking
The princeto
understand
silence,
especially
she that
is heard
er pigeons and the swans. Finding that her enforced dumbness was about
o lose her love she returns to her native land, and there she is accused
;s a witch for putting the inhabitants to sleep when she fled, and urged on
>y the wicked queen she is sentenced to be burned to death. While she is
/vaiting in her cell for the morning on which she is to die to come the
white mice suggest that she send her pigeons as messengers to summon
the Prince Charming and the seven swans to her. The swans arrive just
as she is sDout to be consigned to the pyre, and she hastily throws the
not quifl finished robes over them, and the swans again take on human
form. except that one robe was not quite finished, and one brother is left
•vjith a white wing. At that moment Prince Charming appears, and claims
liis bride, while the wicked queen is sent to the death that she would have
had the princess meet.
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(presented by William Duncan) is a prosperous railroad contractor. The seat of action is then taken to the prison where the
bandit is taken. He makes a thrilling escape with his fellow-prisoners and seeks revenge from Blake. A good thrill is registered
when the prisoners make their escape on a freight train, which
crashes through the huge door leading from the prison inclosure.
A realistic fire is shown in the final scenes. The action moves fast
with some clever horsemanship presented.
The second chapter, " Loaded Dice." opens with Blake returning
to his home to find it in flames and his wife, Bessie (presented by
Carol Holloway), gone. The action reaches dramatic heights
when Blake comes upon the escaped prisoners. The climax of this
second chapter shows the bandit and his pals in the hands of the
authorities and Blake's wife, who had been kidnapped by the prisoners, returned to her husband.
Practically all the action takes place in the open. Some realistic
scenes of Western country are shown and Director Duncan has
spared neither time nor money in detailed, careful production.
The first
chapters
Vengeance
and theofWoman
" are win-as
ners and two
should
waive ofall " doubt
in the— minds
the exhibitors
to the advisability of booking this serial. It's a corker — a sure bet!
"The Unsealed Peak" is the title of the third episode and is a
fit companion for the first two, for it abounds in thrills and shows
Helen Blake in several precarious situations. Not only is she
lassoed and dragged from her horse, but is eventually left to
spend a night on a mountain peak, she having cut the ropes of a
suspension bridge to prevent her tormentors from following. At
the present rate of development " Vengeance — and the Woman "
promises many thrills. This episode is scheduled for release on
A'londay, January 7.
" Framing Framers "
[Trianqle — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne

<4pRAMING
by Philip
J. Hurn,
is ainterests
comedy-drama
A of many FRAMERS,"
and complicated
situations,
which
mildly
from start to finish, and which will probably result in average days
for exhibitors. Its central figure is a reporter who, through the
fell clutch of circumstance is discovered asleep on a park bench
by one of two political rivals. Thought to be a bum of the con\ entional variety he is dressed up as a millionaire, introduced to
the daughter of the other political aspirant and told to marry her.
This the reporter does, but through his own choice. When at
last the first framer is ready to announce the fact that his rival's
daughter is the wife of a park bencher and so ruin his career, up
steps the reporter with all sorts of affidavits that will ruin him
if published. And so the framer is framed on his own account,
and the lovers have the laugh on all concerned.
The story in its various twists is vuiusual, and should, for this
reason if for no other, prove of interest. Its presentation gives
" Vengeance — And the Woman "
greater stress to the lighter side rather than the dramatic. In
{Vitagraph Serial — First Three Episodes)
fact, the only trouble with " Framing Framers " is that a number
of situations holding forth promising possibilities in the way
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
of suspense have not been realized to the best degree. A more
— and the Woman," if skilfully constructed continuity might have brought forth better
serial,
newfirstVitagraph
THE the
be taken as a criterion for the quality
can "Vengeance
two episodes
results in this line.
of the thirteen chapters to follow, presents the melodramatic type
Charless Gunn is a hero with a contagious smile, Laura Sears
of photoplay that is received by the motion picture audience with
a suitable heroine, and Mildred Delphine an adventuress true to
applause. Like its predecessor, " The Fighting Trail," the new
product from the Vitagraph Western studios, spells action with a type.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
capital. Events shape themselves in logical, dramatic sequence and
Gordon Travis (Charles Gunn), a reporter, after a mixup with gangsters,
is left unconscious on a park bench. He is found by Brandon (Edward
Director William Duncan has lost no reelage in superfluous exMartin), political leader, who is anxious to put his rival, Westfall (George
planatories, but has opened with a flash of meaning action and
Pcarce),
running.
He hasby previously
prevented
Westfall's
closed both of the first two chapters with a bang.
marriage out
withof a theyoung
millionaire
enlisting the
service Ruth
of Grace
Carwood (Mildred Delphine), an adventuress. He sets Travis up in affluence,
" Vengeance — and the Woman " was written by Albert I'-. .Sm'th
and imparts to him the fact that he will pay him well if he marry Ruth
(Laura isScars).
Travis
proceeds
successfully
but love from
not desire
for
and Cyrus Townscnd Brady. William Duncan and Carol HoUcmoney
responsible
for his
marriage.
In the— meantime
Grace and
way are in the featured roles. These two will be remembered as
certain gangsters he has procured sworn statements regarding Brandon's
the featured players in Vitagraph's last serial, " The Fighting
interference Brandon
in the plans
for toRuth's
to the millionaire.
As a
is forced
admit marriage
defeat, particularly
when he discovTrail.'' In the supporting cast are seen the faces of some of those ; consequence
ers
that
his
"
bum
"
is
the
reporter.
who contriWuted such good character work toward the last produc
Edwin Jobson, Lee Phelps, Eugene Burr, Anna Dodge, Verne Peterson
and Leo Willie complete the cast.
tion. George Holt, Tex Allen, Vincente Howard, Fred Burns,
S. E. Jennings and Natalie Warfield are seen in " The Oath," the
title of the first episode.
" Two Jerry Comedies "
" The Oath," in two reels, is the opening chapter. " Loaded
[Cub-Mutual — Single Reelers)
Dice" is the title of the second chapter. The serial is in fifteen
Reviewed by F. G. Spencer
chapters of two reels each.
The first chapter opens with a court-room scene. The trial of a IN " JeiW's Double Cross," poor Jerry being denied the hand of
notorious bandit has been in progress and the judge pronounces a
an anmque dealer's daughter ctecides to end it all, and so hires
sentf:nce of fifteen years on the life of the bandit. John Blake
a prof es/sional murderer to do the job. Later on he repents his
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rash act, but the party of the second part to the killing contract
insists on performing his end, with the result that Jerry does
some tall dodging to evade his finish. He makes good, however,
later to learn the bookkeeper's scheme to defraud the antique
dealer's daughter. Release date, Thursday, December 20.
"Jerry's Best Friend" is rather above the average Cub release
and shows Jerry in some rather remarkable equestrian stunts.
All the sub-titles are couched in rhyme of the Mother Goose style.
It will be well received. Release date, Thursday, December 27.
" The Grand Passion "
[Jewel — Seven Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
IF gunplay, mob stuff and exceptional lightings were the principal ingredients of a motion picture, then " The Grand Passion," the latest Jewel production, would rank with the highest,
for these ingredients it has in great abundance. Unfortunately,
however, these elements so profusely employed do not serve to tell
a story clearly and straight- forwardlj'. There is so much gunplay,
so many fights, so many surging, urging mobs that the spectator
comes away with a bewildered impression of it all.
" The Grand Passion " is derived from a magazine story by
Thomas Addison. It appears quite evident that the adaptor sought
to bring out the rough atmosphere of the munitions town at every
turn. This he has succeeded in doing at the outset. But too much
stress on this phase has resulted in its weakening to such an extent that an audience will possibly refuse to take it seriously as
the last two reels come in view. At any rate, the adaptor has
neglected the love story which, more than likely, was one of the
biggest if not the big asset of Mr. Addison's original novel. The
rivalry of Dick Evans and Jack Ripley for Viola's heart, meant
to be friendly, sacrificing rivalry dwindles down to mere rangling,
and only shows sincerity toward the finale when, however, it is
almost too late.
Ida May Park has given the picture a production that is spectacular to the last degree. The atmosphere of Powderville as she
presents it is typical of its name. It is explosive, wild, lustful,
large street settings, huge dance halls, and saloons serve as realistic backgrounds to the almost incessant individual and mob encounters of the play.
The photography and lighting presided over by King Grey are
remarkable, and serve to enhance the value of the individual
scenes. Dorothy Phillips, William Stowell, Lon Chaney and Jack
Mulhall do their best with roles that have not been properly characterized bythe scenarioist.
The manner in which a matinee audience at the Broadway
received " The Grand Passion " is perhaps a valuable record. It
was expectant because of the title, interested at its promising
start, impressed with the big scale on w'hich it was done, but disap ointed as repetition became obvious and little of the intimate
divulged.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Dick Evans (William Stowell) is boss of Powderville — a cruel, grafting
boss. Jack Ripley (Jack Mulhall) arrives to take charge of a paper contemplated by Evans, with a view of extorting more money from the Powderville citizens. On the train he makes the acquaintance of Viola (Dorothy Phillips), after protecting her from the insults of Red Pete (Bert Appling), one of Evans's henchmen. Jack's sense of fair play awakens in
Evans
an ambition
make Powderville
clean.
Viola's
father, toArgos
(Lon Chaney),
proves toa stumbling-block
at first,
because
he refuses
take
Evans's
motive
as
sincere.
Both
Evans
and
Jack
fall
in
love
Viola,
and when Red Pete makes her captive in the resort conducted with
by Boston
Kate (Evelyn Selbie), they rush to her rescue despite the fact that Pete
and Kate have a large following. The mob attacks the print shop where
Viola
and her
including
(Alfred
Evans's
loyal
henchman,
haveprotectors,
taken refuge.
WhenMackey
all seems
lost,Allen),
and with
the town
afire in various sections, Evans urges Jack to escape with Viola.. He is morhimself.
on returning
she arms.
realizestally
it is wounded
for him
that sheViola
bearsinsists
the greatest
love, for
but Evans
he dieswhen
in her
" In Bad "
{Mutual- American — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Lisle M. Albright
TN baseball parlance William Russell would be called a " pinch
hitter " if he were as successful at the bat as he is in turning
out good pictures. For of late every time he has come up " to
look 'em over " he has finished by crossing home plate.
In " In Bad," his latest feature, he starts out with an unquenchable delight in sports and fights and a total disregard of anything
that wears skirts. After a trip to the Yucatan peninsula he still
would rather meet a riot head on than walk around the block.

but his attitude toward w-omen has undergone a complete change.
For he finally met a woman, and met her right in " his own
aristocratic set," that meant a lot to him. And the rest of the
story is an explanation of how he succeeded in getting her to
realize that he meant a lot to her.
The picture moves rapidly and is full of clever comedy, Russell as usual has enough fights to last an ordinary man a lifetime and through the greater part of the life to come. In the
outdoor mountain scenes and in the unusual lighting effects during the fight in the subterranean vault the American Film Company again achieves most desirable results. Francclia Bitlington
does
good
workmake
as RusSell's
love,that
and one
Bullwould
Montana
and
Carl Stockdale
a pair oflady
crooks
not care
to meet except on the screen. Edward Sloman is the director.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Monty (William Russell) is a rough young aristocrat who doesn't care a
hang for anything outside of a fight. Women don't interest him, and his
aunt's
of fifty
thousandhim dollars
girl in offer
his own
set makes
lauEh. if he will settle down and marry a nice
He is boxing upstairs with Lefty Ned (Bull Montana) when Victoria
Harrison (Francelia Billington) calls to see whether his aunt will accompany
her father, Richard Harrison (Harvey Clark) on a treasure hunting trip to
the Yucatan
peninsula.
During
the boxingHe match
Montywithis knocked
stairs and lands
at the feet
of Victoria.
is smitten
her and downshe is
disgusted with him.
When the treasure hunting party is finally made up Monte is left out, but
he follows along later by himself. He arrives just in time to prevent a bunch
of crooks from fleecing Mr. Harrison and stealing the treasure. He liberates
the party from the tomb in which they have been locked by the workm.en,
first, however, extracting a promise from each. Victoria has to promise
that she will marry him before he will let her out. her father has to agree to
the marriage, and his aunt has to renew her promise to give him fifty thousand dollars.
First Toto Comedies
(Pathe-Rolin — Two Reels Each)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
TOTO, ex-clown at the New York Hippodrome, now Pathe
comedian, makes his debut on the films in " The Movie
Dummy," an original and highly amusing type of comedy. Toto
imitates no one and offers a type of comedy that, particularly
in his first release, registers to exceedingly pronounced effect.
Under the understanding direction of Hal Roach, the Rolin producer-in-chief, there seems to be small doubt of his attaining
the heights in the field of eccentric comed\-.
" The Movie Dummy " is designed to bring out the abilities
for which Toto is best known. He takes the place of a dummy
being shipped to the Rolin studio with which the companies plan
to do rough work. Acting the dummy, Toto reveals himself as
completely collapsible, obviously double jointed and as boneless as
a jelly fish. He is seized by the property men of the studio and
slung hither and thither as carelessly as if he were actually made
of rags and paper. The effect of this action is laughable to a
great degree.
Toto has been surrounded by a well shaped vehicle in these
two reels. The vampire w'ith rolling eyes and the soulful ingenue
to say nothing of the other conventional inhabitants of a picture
studio all do their bit to assist the lead in a most commendable
fashion. The incidental studio business is fine burlesque. Bud
Jamieson, Marie Mosquini and Kathlyn O'Connor carrj' the principal supporting parts. For comparison's sake " The Movie
Dummy " takes rank with the high type of two reel comedies the
Rolin organization has been turning out featuring Harold Lloyd.
" The

German

Curse in Russia

{Pathe — Five Reels)
Re^dewed by Peter Milne
MANY pictures of military activities on the Western fronts of
Europe have made their way to the screen but " The German Curse
Russia in" which
is the warfare
first war infilm
to show
the inmanner
the of
Eastanyis importance
conducted.
Surprisingly intimate views of trench life were caught by Donald
C. Thompson who procured the pictures, obviouslj' at great peril
to himself. Time and again the scenes show Russian soldiers
going " over the top." Not a few fall dead in their tracks, only
a handful manage to stumble through the network of barbed
wire and secure control of the enemy trenches — but in the end
control is theirs.
An interesting' section of the five reels is devoted to activities
of the women's Battalion of Death, formed by the patriotic daughters of Russia. With cropped hair, men's uniforms, handling
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guns like veterans, they present a most inspiring and unusual
spectacle which doubtless will bring a house down with applause.
But the fatal side of war is also presented with no sparing of
feelings. Literal piles of mangled dead are shown strewn on
the bloody fields of Russia. A more heart-rending sight could
not be secured.
Of great interest also are the manj' scenes taken in Petrograd
when the social revolution with all its attendant anarchy was at
its height. The streets of the city are a mass of soldiers and
civilians. Propagandists of all sorts,! harangue on every corner.
Different sects march after banners bearing different inscriptions. Disorder is in supreme commend. Any definite procedure is a thing remote. As a result the spectator gets a suggestion of the chaos that ruled in the city and which is still ruling.
Mr. Thompson has titled his scenes " The German Curse in
Russia " because of the fact that he aims to show that the defeats of the Russian army, its lack of supplies and ammunition
and the preachments of Linine and the Bolsheviki are directly
due to the vicious propaganda offered by agents of " germany."
Throughout he spells the enemy name with a small g. And Hun
is relegated to the small h with the obvious result of instilling
patriotism into the mind of the spectator as well as showing
educational topical scenes. And for both his efforts Mr. Thompson should receive great credit. With what are probably the
most interesting war pictures ever placed on the market, presented in a decidedly pro-American and anti-enemy atmosphere,
he is rendering both the individual and the United States a tremendous service.
"His Own People"
[Vitagrnph Blue Ribbon — Five Reels)
Reviewed by F. G. Spencer
<(T IIS Own People," from the pen of William Addison Lathrop
i*- and directed by William P. S. Earle, shows Harry Morey
and Gladys Leslie at their best, they both being assigned roles in
which to display their talents to good advantage.
The film contains many features of everyday life in Ireland and
the picturesque localities arc screened true to nature. The lowly
cot and the stately manor are equally interesting from their different aspects and the kindly old schoolmaster, the friend and
adviser of the poorer classes, is shown in vivid faith. The arrogant
Lord Percival Cheltenham could perhaps haye been portrayed by
some one with a more aristocratic appearance, but William Dunn
acquits himself fairly well in the role. Gladys Leslie as Mollie
the village coquette registers anger and love forcibly and loses
not an opportunity. The picture is scheduled for release on the
Vitagraph program Monday, December 31, and will prove a strong
box-office attraction anywhere.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Hugh
O'Donnell
(Harry
Morey)
the blacksmith
and leaderandamong
the
people and very much in love
with isMolly
Conway, charming
fine and
who evinces her love for Hugh in mischievous pranks at his expense.
Percival Cheltenham owns most of the village and is disliked for his war
on the peasantry who poach on his acres.
Lord Percival gives a great party at his manor and among the guests
is Lady Mary Thorne (Betty Blythe). She meets Hugh when she calls
at his shop to have a shoe of her horse set, and impressed by his rugged
manliness, asks him to call, for she is bored by the men guests. Molly,
overhearing the invitation, is piqued and retaliates by flirting with Percival.
Hugh finally decides to call on Lady Mary; and Molly, stealing up to
the manor, sees him graciously received by the hostess. As she stands
outside the window, Percival comes upon her, and to escape his advances,
she flees to the library in the manor. He pursues her and locks himself
in the room with her.
That night
is aisfight
between
the of
poachers
Percival's
keepers and athere
peasant
killed.
A band
enragedandvillagers
reachgamethe
manor bent on hanging Percival, arriving just in time to save Molly from
harm at his hands.
Hugh stable.
pacifies
promising
to turn
Percivalintoover
the conSearchingthethemob
manorby for
its master,
he breaks
the tolibrary
and
finds Percival with Molly. The girl in shame and terror flees without
attempting an explanation. That comes later when she goes in the night
to Hugh's home and in his arms tells her story.
" Betty Takes a Hand "
(Triangle — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
ONE of Triangle's first offerings for the new year is " Betty
Takes a Hand," a comedy in which Olive Thomas is the star.
In the recent scenario contest conducted by Photoplay Magazine
in conjunction with Triangle, the story upon which this picture is
based submitted by Katherine Kavanaugh, was awarded second
prize. While a number of possibilities probably presented themselves in the original 'script, it is difficult to imagine in the com-
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pleted offering how the story could have been rated high enough to
draw the second plum in such a contest. Quite lacking in suspense,
the strength of the picture obviously relies on its comedy, but the
opportunities provided in the scenario by Jack Cunningham have
seldom been realized in the production.
Miss Thomas has done work of a much higher calibre in her
previous vehicles. They at least have possessed action and comedy
sufficient to cast her engaging presence in enjoyable settings. But
too great a burden has been thrown on the shoulders of the little
star in this current offering. The caprices and whims of her
former appearances arc gone and Miss Thomas in the character of
Betty does little else than laugh at herself, while Charles Gunn as
hero runs firm as a second in this capacity. And when players
persist in laughing at themselves it becomes quite exasperating
to the mere onlooker, particularly when he is unable to find the
To be sure, there is some humor in " Betty Takes a Hand," but
nowise enough to warrant a five-thousand-foot presentation. The
joke.
boarding-house comedy registers now and then and George Hernandez realizes his few opportunities to exert his abilities in the
comedy line with some of his usual success. But an inadequate
plot and unsuccessful by-play prevent the picture from entering the
list of box office attractions as a strong competitor. Jack Dillon
directed and Anton Nagy turned the camera crank.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Betty Marshal] (Olive Thomas), leaves her father (Frederick Vroom),
for a visit with her aunt (Bliss Chevalier), who lives in the city. The
aunt and her daughter (Mary Warren), have succeeded in going through al
fortune in double-quick time and as a consequence Tom Bartlett (Charles
Gunn), son of the millionaire (George Hernandez), is looked upon as a
good catch for the girl. These two depart on a yachting trip which Tom
is supposed to attend. But Tom gets a look at Betty and decides to stay
home. Betty, under the impression that her father was once swindled by
the senior Bartlett, at first looks with disfavor on Tom, but he soon puts her
prejudices
rout. Tohouse
gain during
money her
for her
father Tom
Betty becomes
opens hertheaunt's
home
as atoboarding
absence.
star<
boarder in more ways than one. Their romance is rapid and when the picture ends they are married, while Marshall and Bartlett have patched up their
old misunderstanding.
Margaret Cullington, Graham Petite, June de Lisle and Anna Dodge
have less important parts.
" The Man Above the Law "
(Triangle — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
<<■ I 'HE Man Above the Law," by Lanier Bartlett, presents as
•I its chief male character a man both pessimistic and cynical
toward civilization, religion and women. He is a squaw-man,
holding sway over a settlement of Mexican Indians, providing
them with whiskey in the guise of " Pain-Killer " and attaching
their property in return. His sense of honor, a realization of his
duty toward the Indians and to his wife, is finally awakened by the
advent of a school mistress in the lonely place. His love and
respect for her lead him to depart from the quarter with his wife
and child, leaving the Indians in peace.
This tale is told in a suppressed monotone throughout the
entire five reels. Considerable thought has been expended on
the story and its theme awakens interest in many places. But
the picture lacks action. It bears the old burden of too much
space. The same story done in two or three reels would be twice
as entertaining and the idea of the author would rise nearer the
surface and still bg subtle enough to evade being termed a preachment. Its strength and subtlety in its present preponderance of
footage are qualities that are dulled.
Raymond Wells furnished a fine production for it. The Mexican
village is a thing to be remembered and the vast loneliness of the
single white man is driven home with force. Jack Richardson
plays this part capably. Claire McDowell is the squaw and Josic
Sedgwick the school teacher who acts as rescuing angel. May
Giracia as the child contributes an appealing bit.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Duke Chalmers (Jack Richardson) maintains the only trading post in
the Mexican desert. His chief sales are on whiskey which he sells to
the natives at an exorbitant rate. His squaw wife, Natchah (Claire
McDowell) is merely his servant although her child, Tonah (May Giracia)
is the only human being at the post able to attract any affection from him.
Esther
Brown suggesting
(Josie Sedgwick)
arrives
to teach
Chalmers'
for anything
civilization
causes
him toschool.
keep Tonah
away dislike
from
school at first but after a personal interview with Esther he consents to
her attending. Chalmers finds himself attracted by the white girl and
soon the two are in love. Esther reminds him of his duty to Natchah but
he is inclined to disregard her because she is an Indian. Later Natchah,
jealous,
makes an attempt
on Esther's her
life. Chalmers
saveshim.
her. The
But next
this
act of Natchah's
make*
for
morning
when Either
comeshimto realize
the post shegreat
finds love
Chalmers
and his
family
gone.
/
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Without the sincerity of interpretation which is always asso" His Mother's Boy "
ciated with Miss Clayton's performances it might be surmised
[Ince-Paramount — Five Reels)
that " Stolen Hours " would have been unequal to meet even the
demands of a moderately satisfied public. The picture contains
Reviewed by Peter Milne
more incident than actual plot, and her fine acting serves to add
CHARLES RAY'S thorough appreciation of the title role and
his skilful interpretation of it is the outstanding feature of impetus and appeal to the somewhat scant character of the story.
It is an adaptation of a magazine story by Olive Wadsley. Tra" His Mother's Boy," a picture based on Rupert Hughes' story vers
Vale directed. John Bowers presents the role of the hero
" When Life Is Marked Down." Mr. Ray, who can portray the in good style.
bashful, awkward youth better than any other actor on the screen,
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
follows up his individual successes scored in such pictures as
Diana Lester (Ethel Clayton), daughter of a gambler (Joseph Herbert),
meets
Hugh
Carton
(John
Bowers), member of Parliament, who takes an
" The Pinch Hitter " and " The Clodhopper " with his realistically
interest in her and places her in the care of his sister (Louise De Rigney).
Unaware
of
the
fact
that
Carton
Diana sillows herself to fall in
humorous characterization of Matthew Denton, the mother's boy love with him. When she learns isthemarried,
truth she is heartbroken. Carton acfrom a New England town who sallies forth to Texas oil fields,
quaints her with the true facts of his marriage; that his wife refuses to live
there to be severely shocked by the prevailing moral code so with him and that she also refuses to divorce him. So Diana comes back
to Carton and for a while they live together in perfect happiness. But Carstrikingly in contrast to that in which he has been reared.
ton neglects his Parliamentary duties in his attentions to Diana, and she,
urged
to leave him by his sister, finally does so. She returns to her old
And it is Mr. Ray's acting that is responsible for the abundant
home, where she accepts the attentions of Duran (Frank Mayo), a man she
comedy and the few touches of stren-gth that " His Mother's Boy "
inspired to succeed. He asks hei to marry him, realizing her past. She
but before the wedding she breaks under the strain of what she has
possesses. Mr. Hughes' story is obvious in the extreme and for- accepts,
been through and becomes delirious. Carton, who has learned that his wife
gets plot for the detailed character of Denton. But the numerous
will divorce him, eventually finds Diana and his presence proves the means
of restoring her to consciousness.
experiences of the awkward boy, his first sight of the tough barroom and his experience with a glass of condensed milk, his theJack
cast.Drumier, Victor Kennard, Richard Clarke and Lila Chester complete
initiation into poker playing, his love making, and his final awak■ening to the fact that it is better to fight than to be killed, and the
" Her Awful Fix "
fracas that follows form a series of events of high entertainment
value.
[Strand-Mutual — One Reel)
Victor Schertzinger, who has been responsible for all of the
Reviewed by F. G. Spencer
star's latter pictures, directed this one and has left nothing undone
CULLEN
LANDIS,
as successor to Jay Belasco, playing leads
in the way of proper and realistic presentation. Doris Lee, a
with Billie Rhodes, is improving right along, and in this latest
pretty little girl with an admirable sense of facial expression aprelease makes a good lover to the irrepressive Billie, and in "Her
pears opposite Ray. Billy Elmer is a ferocious heavy and Jerome
Awful Fix " many amusing situations are found. The play is
Storm has a comedy part.
built around a wedding party waiting for the bride, but Mary
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Angered by the assertions of the townfolk that his late father swindled . (Billie Rhodes) is visiting a friend who has a sick baby, and the
them in an oil well proposition, Matthew Denton (Charles Ray) finally
baby's malady is diagnosed as smallpox and the house with the
breaks away from the apron tsrings ot his mother (Gertrude Claire) and
complete party is quarantined. The groom-to-be recalls that
leaves for Texas to look into the matter. Banty Jones (Billy Elmer)
Mary is visiting a friend, and not knowing the facts he calls on
superintendent of the wells has been tapping the main pipe line and selling
her and the result is that he is cornered in the quarantine too.
oil
his ownof accord,
hence Denton
the shortage
in the
dividends.
By ona series
coincidences
discovers
the stockholders'
perfidity of Banty
but
the latter is so much of a bully that the New Englander is afraid to act.
The diagnosis was made by a disappointed lover of Mary's who
It is only when Banty openly insults Mabel Glenny (Doris Lee) that Denton
had been called in professionally. A little later, however, another
is aroused to action and in a fist and gun fight gets the better of his doctor says the child is simply suffering from prickly heat and
opponent.
Joseph Swickard and Lydia Knott as the parents of Mabel complete
the quarantine is raised and wedding bells ring.
the cast with capable performances.
This single-reeler will be well received wherever shown. Release
date, Wednesday, January 2.
" The Hidden Hand "
" A Modern Musketeer "
[Pathe — Seventh Episode)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
[Art craft — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
it'T'HE FIRE TRAP," the separate title of this episode of " The
* Hidden Hand," opens with the scene showing Doris sus- IN " A Modern Musketeer," Douglas Fairbanks in one bound
pended over a bed of boiling lime. Ramsey arrives just in time
again attains the heights of comedy, heights which have been
to save her from a horrible death and after a fight with the
languishing for an occupant since his former successes. For
henchmen of the Hidden Hand succeeds in carrying her away to
" A Modern Musketeer " is by all odds the best thing he has
safety.
done while producing for Artcraft. It allows ample play for
Flatt, the detective, who has also been working on the case
his athletic prowess, for his ability as a stunt comedian, utilizes
secures the precious locket from the Hidden Land. To make
his catching smile to excellent advantage, presents ideal romance
sure that no one but himself may have admittance to the packet
quickened by swift touches of melodrama so closely bordering
lie removes a jewel from the locket. This finished he is attacked
on a burlesque of it that one is at a loss whether to be thrilled
by the Hidden Hand and killed. Ramsey secures the jewel.
or amused, and seasons the whole with a fine assortment of
clever subtitles.
The Hidden Hand kidnaps Verda. Doris and Ramsey follow
The fearless Douglas scales houses with his usual ease,
to the rescue. The culprits lead them to an apparently deserted
shack. Here hero and heroine are thrown into a cellar the walls
travels on a rope faster than an ordinary human would scale
a ladder and balances on his hands on the very edge of the
of which spout poisonous flame. A glass trap door in the ceilGrand Canyon of Arizona! There are innumerable little feats
ing offers the only means of escape. Ramsey breaks this and
swinging up hangs by his knees. He reaches down to grasp
of agility that the actor interpolates every now and then, all of
Doris. At this juncture the Hidden Hand appears above and is which serve to garner that tremendously elusive pep and can it
in five thousand feet of film, so securely that its only avenue
about to attack Ramsey with a knife when the episode closes.
of escape leads to the audience. In fact " A Modern Musketeer "
is really a typical Fairbanks number, a thing which his last two
"Stolen Hours"
efforts were not. And " typical " is altogether conservative.
This effort can even safely be acclaimed his best.
[World Film — Five Reels)
Allan Dwan prepared the scenario from a magazine story and
Reviewed by Peter Milne
directed. He has done wonderful work in every department,
particularly in the matter of subtitling. For if all the inserts
WHILE never soaring to heights acclaimed as " gripping,"
in the five reels are of his creation then indeed he may write
" Stolen Hours," Ethel Clayton's latest World picture, runs
along at a pace that is always interesting. It is a love story
" subtitler " after his name in characters as bold as that in
quite purely and somewhat more simple in which the obstacle
which he spells " director." Scenically the picture is a marvel.
Many of its exteriors were photographed in all the natural
between the lovers is the man's wife who remains unobtrusivly
but firmly in the way for the greater part of the reelage and who
grandeur of the Grand Canyon. Some of the shots procured in
finally assists in bringing on the happy ending by consenting to this indescribable locality would outshine many a view from
a divorce.
even the better class of scenics.
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" The Girl bv the Roadside
{Bluebird — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne

"

THEIt isword
kittenish
just naturally
the "one
word " which
flashes tofits
theViolet
mind Mersereau.
when one
sees her pouting in a closeup or playing pranks on her sweetheart of the picture. It is this which is the outstanding feature
in " The Girl by the Roadside," an adaptation of the novel by
Varick Vanardy made by John Brownell and directed by Theodore Mastron. ■
The plot supplies a moderately interesting tale, concerning
a girl who is at first unaware of the fact that her brother is
a counterfeiter. Her ef¥orts are chiefly confined to keeping
Boone Pendleton, the man she loves, from discovering this
shadow that darkens her life, at the same time helping her
brother to escape the secret service agents at every turn. It
is melodrama of the average type, made more enjoyable by the
{Continued on page 302)
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BINNEY—SAYS:

J.

MASTER

MOTION PICTURE
(INCOKPOKATED)

COMPANY

ES " Fla., Dec. 14, 1917.
Producing " MASTERPICTURJacksonville,
H
1
=
Chanilit-r of Commerce,
^
Jack^^o^viIle, Kla.
2
Gentlemen:
to express m.v verj' great appreciation oi the help that has been given me
=
in getting
locatedPermit
in yourme city.
g
Your Motion Picture Service Department has been of great help to nie regarding locations, props,
=
extra talent and in fact all tliat is needed by our profession. The maintenance of this department
g
I am sure will be of much value to the companies that visit Jacksonville and I do not doubt but
=
what everj- one of them will greatly appreciate it.
=
In my opinion Jacksonville offers every advantage possible, except mountain locations, to the
^
producing companies and it seems to me that your organization is doing just the right thing in showg
ing a desire to co-operate with the companies that come here. If you keep up this good work I am
=
sure that the results that you will receive will greatly please you. Moving picture companies circulate
=
an enormous amount of money and the more of it that is spent in your fair city the better for your
=
merchants and communit.v generally.
g
Again expressing my pleasure over the service rendered me, I am,
=
Years very truly,
B
(Signed) H. J. Binney, President.

This

Co-operation

Makes

Filming

in Jacksonville

a Pleasure "

Write, wire, phone or call — We will do as much for you
JACKSONVILLE

News

Marjorie Daw who has from time to time played in Artcraft
and Paramount pictures in parts of more or less importance
takes the lead opposite Fairbanks. A sweeter, more natural and
appealing type than she would be difficult to find. Frank
Campeau, Tally Marshall and Eugene Ormonde, polished actors
all of them, contribute the type of support that one would
expect from them.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Ned
Thacker
is
a
restless
to the over.
point Heof isbeing
cyclonic, anxious to getmodern
out of D'Artagnan
Kansas and — look
the world
the
soul
of
chivalry
—
a
perfect
optimist.
So
his
father
gives
him
a Ford party
and
tells him to go. And he does. Out on the desert he meets the motor
of Vandeteer (Eugene Ormonde) which consists of himself, Mrs. Morane
(Kathleen Kirkham) and her daughter Dorothy (Marjorie Daw). Mrs.
Morane is anxious to have Dorothy marry Vandeteer because of his wealth
but
naturally
altogether
different
In the
Grand Ned's
Canyonappearance
an Indianforecasts
guide an
(Frank
Campeau)
setsconclusion.
eyes on
Dorothy and determines to have her for his own. How she is rescued by
the daring Ned and how he eventually wins her for his own provides a strong
finish to the delightful picture.

^May
t(ie vecollecdons of
the happy hour^ speni at cfe
Srand be buc a rcmiRder
of tfie many

Picture

CHAMBER

Motion Picture Service Department

OF

COMMERCE,

JACKSONVILLE,
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Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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BE

THERE!

Picture

Industry can afford to remain out of the

Motion

Picture
Exposition
To Be Held in the

Grand

Central
New

Under

FEBRUARY
the auspices of the NATIONAL

INDUSTRY

Here
products

and

MOTION

is an unusual
before

York

the people

you

City

2
to
10,
1918
_
ASSOCIATION OF THE MOTION PlCfUkt:

PICTURE

opportunity

EXHIBITORS'

wish

LEAGUE

OF

AMERICA

Motioiy>icturi
Exposifiohw^

to bring your
to reach.

Grand Central Palacf^^^" .Jt ]
FebrwrT2Tal9l8
Under
auspices ofof {he
NationaltheAssociation
the
Motion Picture Industry and
Motion
Picture
Exhibitors
League
of AmericaoOK,.

All those interested in the trade and profession
will be there.
As

Palace

a combined sales and advertising proposition the exposition will be unequalled.
BETTER

GET

YOUR

SPACE
NOW
— IT
IS GOING
FAST!

Write
Motion
805-806 TIMES
^

Telephone Bryant 6743

To-Day

For

Space

Diagram

and

Information

Picture
Exposition
BLDG.
FREDERICK H. ELLIOTT, General Manager

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.

nc.
Co.,
I
NEW YORK
Telephone Bryant 6744
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Picture

n ! DiiD

Oct.
Oct.
Dec.
„
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.

Art Dramas, Inc.
1. (Undecided) Erbograph
8. Unto the End (Crane Wilbur) Horsley
3.
10.
17.
24.
31.
7.

5
S

Bluebird Photoplays
The Raggedy Queen (Violet Mersereau)
5
The Door Between (Ruth Clifford). 5
My Little Boy (Ella Hall)
s
The Scarlet Car (Franklyn Farnum) —
TheMersereau)
Girl by the Roadside (Violet
My Unmarried Wife (Carmel My-

14. Face
Value Love
(Mae (Dorothy
Murray)
."
Jan. 21.
Broadway
Philips).
Jan. 28. The Fighting Grin (Franklyn
FarFeb. 4. The Wife He Bought (Carmei Myers)
Universal Productions
Dec. 3. Fighting Mad ,ers) _ 5(Wm. Stowell, Helen
Betty Schade)
Dec. 10. TheGretche
Silentn Led
Lady ere
(Littler)
Zoe Rae,
Dec. IS. Beloved Jim (Priscilla Dean, Harry
Carter)
Dec.
Broadway (Harry " Carey
_ 24. Bucking
Molly Malone)
Dec. 31. The High Sign (H. RaWlinson.
Brownie Vernon)
Jan. 7. The Wolf and His Mate (Louise
Lovely)
Jan.
it^' 21.
it" Madame
K?*,"'^ ^j;^'"
(G""^"Mulhall)
Cunard) : ;
Spy (Jack
Fox Film Corporation
(Special Features)
Dec. 2. '^''I^Babes in the Wood (Carpenter-

S5
num) 5
5
s
S
c
c
e
c
5s

'
'
'f °'
^''^Tfsi
utc. 23. The
Kmgdo
") 5,
P'-''
(Jewel
'•='^'
Car,^"mr"of Love
men)
Dec 2^" Th"
■ ^fi•
L'^erty (GladysBVockweli):::: s
FaS' 1^" r^°A" (Virginia Pearson)... S
I^^'
In
(Tom Mix) . . . . . s
Jan. 20. A Heart'sRoundup
Revenge (Sonia Markova). 5
Fox Standard Pictiu-es
«0V.
Treasure of
Island
Nov' 18.
18' "^i^
B, d...
(Thcda Bara) . . . fi6
Dec. 2. A Kellerman
Daughtern) of . .
the Gods ■(Annetie
Dec. 9. Troublemakers (Jane' and ' Katherine
Dec. 16. Thenum)
Heari 'or LYon' \Wiilikm * Farl ^_
Dec. 30. Du Barry (Theda skra)
7
Gold^vyn Features Corp.
nSv ti Sunshine Alley (Mae Marsh)
6
D«
2 Th/'i''
^""'l^,
^^''^ec Kennedy). 6^
r,l
Auction
Block
TDec' ,7'
(Mary Garden)
30 X"?'*
Th.'-.^?M^"'"^
Marsh).': 67
Jan. 28. Dodging a Million (Mabel Normand) S
Ivan Feature Productions
Mar. 18. Two
n (James
MorrisoMen
n. and
Christiane Woma
Mayo,
Ruybe
De Remer, Guy Coomb
s, John
j
„«"""ardt and Helen Arnold) . .
Ii.n. — One
June
Law for Both
g
Jewel Productions, Inc.
Sept. — Come Through (Drama)
_
Sept. — Pay Me (Drama)
_
o?.'" ~ m""',.?'.**" Sea (Drama):::::;:." —
Oct: Z ThVr^'"'°"'/ Country (Patriotic).—
' _
It' ^°"»P°"de"« (Drama)
NoU
Dec' ~
~ T^,'
(Drama):... _—
Dec'
Passion
(Drama)
"CC- — K (Drama)
George Kleine System
(PERFECTION PICTURES)
Nov. J. Two(Ess
Bit Seats
(Taylor)Holmes)
anay
Not. 19. Kill Joy (Essanay) .:.;::::::;:::: : s

Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

26.
3.
10.
17.
24.

Gift o'Town
Gab (Essanay)
Small
Guy (Essanay)
The Dream Doll (Essanay)
Salt of the Earth (Edison)
Sadie Goes to Heaven (Essanay)...

S5
5
5
5

Metro Pictures Corporation
Dec. 3. Thewood),
SquareYorke
Deceiver
(Harold LockFilm
Dec. 10. Alias Mrs. Jessop (Emily Stevens),
Metro
Dec. 10. (Special) Blue Jeans (Viola Dana).
Dec. 17. God's
Bushman,
BeverlyOutlaw
Bayne),(Francis
Metro
Dec. 24. An American Widow (Ethel Barrymore), Metro
Dec. 31. The Avenging Trail (Harold Lockwood), Yorke Film
Jan. 7. Daybreak (Emily Stevens) Metro...
Jan. 14. The Winding Trail (Viola Dana)
Rolfe-Metro
Jan. 21. The Eyes of Mystery (Edith Storey)
Rolfe-Metro
Jan. 28. Under Suspicion (Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne) Metro...

S
5
7
5
S
S
S
5
S
S

News

n

Jan. 6. Convict
(IreneEverton,
Castle, Warner
Oland,993Paul
Etheyle
Cooke, Bert Starkey)
Jar.. 13. The German Curse in Russia (Wat
Film), Donald C. Thompson
Select Pictures
— The Barrier
— The Lone Wolf (Hazel Dawn and
Bert Lytell)
Oct. man)
— Public Be Damned (Charles RichOct. — The Wild Girl (Eva Tanguay)
Oct. Charles
— Over Richman)
There (Anna Q. Nilsson and
Oct. — The Moth (Norma Talmadge)
Oct. — Magda (Clara Kimball Young)
Oct. — Scandal (Constance Talmadge)
Nov. — Her Silent Sacrifice (Alice Brady)..
Nov. — Secret of the Storm Country (Norma
Talmadge)
Dec. — Shirley Kake (Clara Kimball Young).
Dec. — The Honeymoon
(Constance TalJan. — Woman and Wife (Alice Brady
Jan. — Ghosts of Yesterday (Norma TalJan. — The Marionettes
(Clara Kimball
Jan. Young)
— The Studio Girl (Constance Tal-

5
5
7
6
6
5
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
madge) S

—
madge) —
Mutual Film Corporation
—
Nov. 5. A Game of Wits (Gail Kane)
5
Nov. 12. (Special)
The Planter (Tyrone
madge) —
Power)
7 Triangle Distributing Corporation
Nov. 12. Betty and the Buccaneers (American) 5 Dec. 2. The Sudden Gentleman (Wm. Desmond) S
Nov. 19. Snap
Judgment (William Russell), S
American
Dec. 2. The Ship of Doom (Claire McNov. 19. Please
Help
Emily
(Ann
Murdock),
D
owel ) S
Frohman
S Dec. 9. Fanatics (J. Barney Sherry)
5
Nov. 26. The Mate of the Sally Ann (Mary
Learnin' of Jim Benton (Roy 5
Miles Minter)
5 Dec. 9. The
Stewart)
Dec. 3. American Maid (Edna Goodrich) ... 5 Dec. 16. Because of the Woman (Billie Bennet ) S
Dec. 10. Miss Jackie of the Army (Margarita Fischer)
S Dec. 16. The Maternal Spark (Irene Hunt).. S
Dec. 17. NewAmerican
York Luck (Wm. Russell), s Dec. 23. Without Honor (Margery Wilson. S
Dec. 23. Until They Get Me (Pauline Hart) . 5
Dec. 24. Her Sister (Olive Tell) Frohman.. 5 Dec. 30. The Gown of Destiny (Alma RueDec. 31. Her Second Husband (Edna Good- rich) 5
bens)
S
Dec. 30. Framing Framers (Charles Gunn) . . S
Jan.
6.
Betty
Takes
a
Hand
(Olive
Thomas)
Jan. 7. Molly Go Get 'Em (Margarita Fischer) S Jan. 6. Man Above the Law (Jack Richard- S
son) 5
Paramount Picture Corp.
Jan. 13. I Love You (Alma Ruebens)
7
13. The
Law'sGunOutlaw
Stewart)
Dec. 3. Thelieri)
Eternal Temptress (Lina Cava- s Jan.
Jan. 20.
Woman(Roy(Texas
Guinan) . . 5S
Jan. 20. Mr. Butterfly (Darrell Foss)
5
Dec. 3. The Secret Game (Sessue Hayakawa) 5 Jan.
27. Evidence (J. Barney Sherry)
5
Dec. 10. The Land of Promise (Billie Burke) 5 Jan. 27.
Real
Folks
(Jack
Mulhall)
5
Dec. 10. Tom Sawyer (Jack Pickford)
5
Dec. 17. Nan of Music Mountain (Wallace
Reid)
5
Vitagraph
V-L-S-E.
(William Duncan, S
Dec. 17. The Fair Barbarian (Vivian Martin) 5 Dec. 3. The
CarolTenderfoot
Holloway)
Dec. 24. Love Letters (Dorothy Dalton) 5
Dec.
10.
The
Marriage
Speculation
(Mildred
Dec. 31.
24. The
His Seven
Mother's
Boy (Marguerite
(Charles Ray)...
Wallace MacDonald) ... 5
Dec.
Swans
Clark) 5S Dec. 17. InManning,
the
Balance
(Earle
Williams)...
Jan. 7. Mrs. Dane's Defense (Pauline Fred- erick) 5 Dec. 24. When Men Are Tempted (Mary S
Alfred Whitman)
5
Jan. 14. JulesBeban)
of the Strong Heart (George s Dec. 31. HisAnderson,
Own People (Harry Morey,
Gladys Leslie)
S
Jan. 14. The Spirit cf 17 fjack Pickford).. 5
Adventure (Edward Earle,
Jan. 21. Rimrock Jones (Wallace Reid)
5 Jan. 7. The BlindHowe)
5
Jan 21. Blackton's The World for Sale
5 Jan. 14. TheBetty
Wild
Strain
(Nell Shipman, Al- 5
Jan. 28. Thetinge)
Widow's Might (Julian El- 5
fred Whitman)
Menace (Corinne Griffith, Evart
Jan. 28. The Hired Man (Charles Ray)
S Jan. 21. TheOverton)
5
Jan.
Sin (Earle
Artcraft Releases
Feb. 28.4. ATheMother's
Other Man
(Harry Williams)
Morey, Grace S
Darmond, Florence Deshon)
5
(PARAMOUNT)
Dec. 17. The Devil Stone (Geraldine Farrar). S
Wliolesome Films Corporation
Dec. 31. A Fairbanks)
Modern
Musketeer (Douglas s
The
Penny Morgan),
Philanthropist
Jan. 7. Rose of the World (Elsie Ferguson). S
Ralph
D(Peggy O'Neil and 5
Jan. 14. Dead or Alive (Wm. S. Hart)
5 Cinderella and the Magic Slipper (Special ChilJan. 21. Stella Maris (Mary Pickford) 5
dren's Cast), Juv
4
His feet,
Awful
C. Downfall (Rex Adams), 1,000
Pathe
Exchange, Inc.
Little Red Riding Hood (Juvenile), 4,000 feet.
Dec. 2. The Little Patriot (Baby Marie Osborne, Marion Warner, Herbert
World Pictures
Standing)
J
Dec. 3. The Awakening (Montagu Love ann
Dec. 9. Hernaya,Sister's
Rival
(Vera
ColodoL. M. Coronova, V. A. Poi»
lonsky) Russian
s Dec. 10. TheDorothy
Good Kelly)
for Evelyn
Nothing
(Carlyle
Blackwell
and
Greeley)
... 5
Dec. 16. Vengeance
Is
Mine
(Irene
Castle,
Elliott Dexter, Edwin Hoyt, Frank
Dec. 17. The Tenth Case (June Elvidge) 5
Sheridan, Reginald Mason, Ethel
Dec. 24. The
Volunteer
(Madge Evans and 5
Henry
Hull)
Grey Terry) Astra
S
Dec. 23. Runaway Romany (Marion Davies,
Dec. 31. The Wasp (Kitty Gordon)
H
Jan. 7. Stolen Hours (Ethel Clayton)
5
Joseph Kilgour, Matt Moore, Ormi
Hawlcy, Gladden James), Ardsley. S Jan. 14. The Strong Way (June Elvidge) 5
Dec. 30. Over the Hill (Gladys Hulette, J. H.
Jan. 21. The Beautiful Mrs. Reynolds (Carlyle
Blackwell, June Elvidge)
5
Gilmour, Daniel Mason, Wm.
Parke, Jr.), Astra
5 Jan. 28. Gates of Gladness (Madge Evans).. 5
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For Manufacturers' Addresses, Names and Addresses of Buyers handling films in any territory, or any other
additional information write— State Rights Department, Motion Picture News
Animal World, No. 2 Issue.
Birdland Studies.
American News Weekly
Friedman Enterprises
Horticultural Phenomena.
One reel each week exclusively on Army and
A Mormon Maid (Mae Murray)
6 reels
Navy activities.
Cosmofotofilm Company
Frohman Amusement Corp.
American Standard M. P. Corp.
Incomparable Mistress Bellairs 4 reels The Witching Hour (C. Aubrey Smith,
Liberty Hall
4 reels
May 7.S. Jones'
Jonah Day
C..15 reels
reel The
Jack Sherrill,
Helen Conness
Arnold. Marie 6 reels
May
When Justice
Errs,(Sunshine),
D
Black Spot
4 reels
Shotwell
and Robert
4 reels Conquest
May 12. (Educational Subject)
1 reel Victoria Cross
of
Canaan
5 reels
On
18
4
reels
May 14. The Daughter of Darkness, Epi9 reels
sode No. 1, D
2 reels His Vindication
5 reels God's Man
7 reels
May 19. Ghosts (Sunshine), C
1 reel I Believe
The Italian Joseph
Battlefront. M. Gaites
Sept. 17. My Country First
6 parts
~"
Creative
Film
Corporation
Oct. 7. The Mystery of the Boule S parts
Didn'
t
Thin
k
(Jane
Oct. 15. Blackmailer
S parts
General Enterprises, Inc.
Mother (Elizabeth Risdon, McClure) . . . . 6 parts
Dixie Films
Anti-Vice Film Company
The Warrior (Maciste) (McClure) 7 parts
Is Any Girl Safe?
S reels Tempest and Sunshine (Evelyn Greely)..S reels The Liar (Jane Gail, Stanley Walpole)...6 parts
Just a Song at Twilight
5 reels
Gold Medal Photoplays
Argosy Films, Inc.
Frank P. Donovan Productions
The Web of Life (Hilda Nord, James
The Celebrated Stielow Case
6 reels
Cruze, George Spencer)
S reels
— Billy, the Governess (Billy Quirk) . . 1 reel
Where
Get That
Stuff
AbsintheD'ye(King
Baggott),
Universal Re- 5 reels July
— Butting in Society (Lou Marks)... 1 reel
Golden Features
is ue Sreels Aug.
Aug. — After Her Dough (Lou Marks).... 1 reel A Bit of Life
1 reel
Aug. — Bunked in Bunkville (Geo. Ross)..l reel
Arizona Film Company
— His Dirty Career (Lou Marks) 1 reel
Grand
Feature
Film
Company
Should She Obey
— reels Aug.
Aug. — Trying it Twice (Mabel Trinneer) . . 1 reel Rex Beach on the Spanish Main
55 reels
Aug. — Helen of Troy (All-Star Cast) S reels
Rex Beach in Pirate Haunts
reels
Arrow Film Corporation
Sept. — His Foolish Way (Geo. Thelian)...l reel
The Deemster (Derwent Hall Caine) 7 reels Sept. — At the Barber's Ball (Lou Marks). 2 reels Rex Beach in Footsteps of Capt. Kidd....5 reels
Sept. — Was She to Blame? (in prep.).
Rex Beach Pictures Co.
— In and Out (Tammany Young) 1 reel
Features
The Barrier
9 reels Sept.
The Woman Graphic
and the Beast
5 reels
Sept. — His Flying Flivver (C. J. Van
Duesen and Pearl Shepard) 2 reels
Bernstein Film Production
D. W. Griffith
9 reels
Ebony
Corporation 1 reel Intolerance
June — . Who Knows?
6 reels A Natural
Born Film
Shooter
Frank Hall Productions, Inc.
Dat Blackhand Waitah Man
1 reel
Bluebird Extraordinary
(A. H. Jacobs. Prod.)
Sept.Ruth
3. Mother
o' Mine (Rupert Julian and 5 reels Shine Johnson and the Rabbit's Foot 1 reel
Clifford)
Her Fighting Chance (Jane Grey) — reels
E. I. S. Motion Picture Corp.
The
Bar
Sinister
— reels
The Eagle's Wings (Herbert Rawlinson).
Trooper 44
S reels
Hanover Film Company
Hell Morgan's Girl (Dorothy Phillips).
Mother o* ford,
Mine
(Rupert
Julian,
Ruth
ClifElmont Feature Film Co.
Ruby La Fayette).
— reels
People vs. John Doe
6 reels Maciste
How Uncle Sam Prepares
4 reels
Brenon Productions
God's Law
6 reels
William S. Hart
Lone Wolf
7 parts
The Cold Deck
S D
Enlightment Corporation
Fall of the Romanoffs
8 parts
5 D
7 reels The Two Gun Man
Empty Pockets
7 parts Enlighten Thy Daughter
JULES BURNSTEIN
Hawk Film Corporation
Eugenic Film Company
Shame
7 parts Birth
6 reels Monster of Fate
— reels
Cardinal Film Corporation
Herald Film Corporation
European Film Company
Joan the Woman (Geraldine Farrar) 11 reels
6 reels
Fighting for Verdun
5 reels Around the World in 80 Days
Century Comedies
Exclusive Features, Inc.
Hiller & Wilk, Inc.
(FEATURING ALICE HOWELL)
Balloonatics
2 reels Where Is My Father?
7 reels The Battle of Gettysburg
— reels
Automaniacs
2 reels
The Wrath of the Gods (Sessue Hayakawa).5 reels
Export
and
Import
Film
Co.
Neptune's Naughty Daughter
2 reels Robespierre
—— reels
Benjamin Cahpin Productions
Ivan the Terrible
reels At the Front
Hippodrome
with the Allies.Film Co.
(CHAPTER FEATURES CORP.)
My Mother
2 reels
Fairmount Film Corporation
Historic
Features
7 reels
My Father
2 reels Hate
Christus
8 reels
Myself
2 reels
Flora
Finch
Film
Co.
The Call to Arms
2 reels
War Prides
2 reels
M. H. Hoffman, Inc.
Christie Film Company
The Fringe of Society (Ruth Roland and
Father's Bright Idea
1 reel First National Exhibitors' Circuit,
Milton Sills)
7 reels
Inc.
With Magic
the Mummies'
Help
reel
One Hour (Zeena Keefe and Alan Hale) . 6 reels
The
Maid
11 reel
The
Silent
Witness
(Gertrude
McCoy)...
6
reels
On
Trial.
The Milky Way
1 reel
His Last Pill
1 reel Charles Chaplin.
A
Trip
Through
China
(Brodsky's
Art
Pict
u
r
e
s
)
8
reels
The Fourteenth Man
1 reel
Her Fighting Chance (Jane Grey) 6 reels
Bud Fisher Film Corporation
Down by the Sea
1 reel
Should
She
Obey?
(Alice
Wilson,
Gene
Skirts
1 reel July 9. Cows and Caws.
Genung and Norbert Myles) 6 reels
Won in a Cabaret
1 reel July 16. Submarine Chasers.
Whither Thou Goest (Rhea Mitchell and
His Merry Mix-Up
1 reel July 23. Cheese Tamers.
Orrin Johnson)
S reels
A Smoky Love Affair
1 reel July 30. Janitors.
The Great White Trail (Doris Kenyon) . . 6 reels
Aug. 6. A Chemical Calamity.
Cinema Distributing Corp.
Aug. 13. As Prospectors.
Iliodor Picture Corporation
The 13th Labor of Hercules.
Fort Pitt Corporation
The Fall of the Romanoffs (Iliodor, Nance
Claridge Films, Inc.
The Italian Battlefront.
O'Neil, Ekaterina Galanta, Alfred
The Birth of Character
5 reels
Hickman and Conway Tearle) — reels
Fox Film Corp.
The Heart of New York
5 reels
Inter Ocean Film Corp.
(Standard Pictures)
The Spy.
Clune Productions
Enlighten Thy Daughter
— reels
Ramona
8 reels The Honor System.
Ivan Film Productions
Eyes of the World
9 reels Jack and the Beanstalk.
One
Law
for
Both
8 reels
The Conqueror.
Camille.
Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
Babbling Tongues
6 reels
Chariotte.
Oct. 18. Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp.
Married in Name Only
7 reels
The Frozen Warning.
Nov. 18. The Babes in the Wood.
Sins of Ambition
6 reels
Fraternity Films, Inc.
Corona Cinema Company
Film Corporation
The Curse of Eve (Enid Markey) 7 reels The Devil's Playground (Vera Michelena) — reeli World Juvenile
War in Kidland
1 reel
A
Chip
Off
the
Old
Block
1 reel
Frieder
Film
Corporation
Coronet Film Corporation
Chip's Elopement
1 reel
LIVING STUDIES IN NATURAL HISTORY
The
Birds'
Christmas
Carol
(Mary
I
ouise)
.
5
reels
(Continued
on
page
301)
Animal World, No. 1 Issue.
A Bit O' Heaven (Mary Louise). 5 reels
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Educational Film Corp. of Amer.
SCENICS— EDUCATIONAL
Oct. 24. From Studio to Screen.
Oct. 31. A Trip Through Japan, No. 1.
Nov. Islands,
7. A Flying
No. 1. Trip Through the Hawaiian
Nov. Islands,
14. A No.
Flying
2. Trip Through the Hawaian
Nov. 21. Me and My Dog.
Nov. 28. The Chain Gang.
Dec. Valley).
5. The Land of Enchantment (Yosemite
Dec. 12. Fishing for Fish.
Dec.
19. ABeside
Trip the
Through
Japan,
Dec. 26.
Glimmer
Glass.No. 2.
DITMARS
OF NATURE"
Nov. 19. The"LIVING
Animals ofBOOK
Australia.
Nov. 26. The Smaller Monkeys.
Dec. 3. Enemies of the Garden.
Dec. 10. Our Vsmishing Game.
Dec. 17. Nature's Weavers.
Dec.
24. The
Nature's
Songsters.
Dec. 31.
Animals
in Midsummer.
Fox Sunshine Comedies
Nov. 11. Roaring Lions and Wedding Bells.. 2 C
Nov. 18. A Milk-Fed Vamp
2 C
Dec. 9. His Smashing Career
2 C
Dec. 23. Damaged — No Goods
2 C
Jan. 6. Shadows of Her Pest
2 C
Jan. 13. Are Married Policemen Safe? 2 C
Feb. 3. Son of a Gun
2 C
General Film Company
BROADWAY STAR FEATURES
(O. HENRY STORIES)
The Skylight Room (Jean Paige, Carlton
^ King)
4 D
One Dollar's
(Chet Ryan, Fran- 2 D
cesWorthParks)
The Last Leaf (Mildred Manning, Bernard
Siegel, Patsy De Forest)
2 D
Two Renegades (Chet Ryan, W. L. Rodgers)
2 C-D
Whistling
Christmas
Stocking 2 C-D
(George Dick's
Cooper, Adele
De Garde)....
The Fourth in Salvador (Chet Ryan, W.
L. Rodgers)
2 C-D
The Clarion Call (Walter McGrail, Alice
Terry)
2 D
The Hiding of Black Bill fW. L. Rodgers,
Chet Ryan)
2D
The Jack
Thing's
the Play (Mildred Manning, 2 C D
Crosby)
ESSANAY
BLACKTrailCAT (Virginia
STORIES")
The ("THE
Long Green
Valli,
Rodney La Rock)
2 D
Don't
Lose (Margaret
Your Coat
2 C
Star Dust
Clayton)
C-D
GEORGE ADE FABLES
The Fable of All That Triangle Stuff as Sized
Up by the Meal Ticket
2 C
The Fable of the Film-Fed Family
2 C
The Fable of the Uplifter and His Dandy
Little Opus
2 C
The Fable of the Girl Who Took Notes and
Got Wise and Then Fell Down
2 C
The Fable of the Toilsome Ascent and the
Shining Table Land
2 C
The Fable of the Back Trackers from the
Hot Sidewalks
2 C
ESSANAY COMEDIES (1 reel)
Hard Luck
IC
The Genera'
;
i c
A Depot Romeo
1 C
Make Your Eyes Behave
1 C
Lunch
1 c
Nut Stuff
1 C
He Loved HerESSANAY
So
1
C
SCENICS
Salmon Fishing in New Brunswick 1 Sc.
Lake Louise
1 Sc.
BanfT National Park
1 Sc.
The Great National Industries of Canada.. 1 Sc.
Water Pov,'ers of Western Canada
1 Sc.
Through Canada from Coast to Coast 1 Sc.
How Canada and the Farmer Co-operate in
Grain Raising
1 Sc.
CHAPLIN COMEDIES
The Champion
2 C
A Jitney Elopement
2 C
By the Sea
1 c
In the Park
1 C
Work
2 R
FALCON FEATURES
FeetGrey)
of Clay fMargarct Landis, R. Henry 4 D
Brand's
CKathlccn Kirkham. R. 4 D
Henry Daughter
Grey)

His Old-Fashioned Dad (Daniel Gilfether,
Mollie McConnell)
4 D
Zollenstein (Vola Vale,
Monroe Salisbury) .. 4 D
KALEM
SAIS)
(AMERICAN GIRL SERIES WITH MARIN
The Man Hunt at San Remo
2 D
The Door in the Mountain
2D
Sagebrush Law
2 D
("THE FURTHER ADVENTURES OF
STINGAREE"
TRUE BOARDMAN)2 D
Through
Fire and WITH
Water
AThe Bushranger's
Strategy
Stranger at Dumcrieff
22 DD
A Champion of the Law
2 D
(HAM AND BUD COMEDIES)
The Boot and the Loot
1 C
A Whirlwind of Whiskers
1 C
The
Onion
Magnate's
Revenge
.
The Bath Tub Bandit
1It CC
J3RANT, POLICE REPORTER SERIES
The
Mystery
of Room 422
11 DD
A Deal
in Bonds
The Sign of the Scarf
1 D
The Man with the Limp
1 D
A DAUGHTER OF DARING SERIES
A Race to the Drawbridge
1 D
The Munitions Plot
1 D
The
Detective's
Danger
1
The Railroad Smugglers
1 DD
The Deserted Engine
1 D
JAXON COMEDIES
Too Much Alike
1 C
Barnyard Frolics
1 C
Breaking In
1 C
Blundering Boobs
1 C
Disappointed Love
1 C
He's
11 CC
How InIt Again
Worked
Their Model Careers
1 C
His Fishy Footsteps
1 C
SPARKLE COMEDIES
Week End Shopping (Kate Price, Billy Ruge) 1 C
Pals
1 C
Ambition
1 C
In High Speed
1 C
A Bargain, $37.50
1 C
Monkey-Maid-Man
1C
On the Love Line
...1 C
The Detective
1 C
Smashing the Plot
1 C
After the Matinee
1 C
Double Cross
1 C
The Best of a Bad Bargain
1 C
JOHNNY AND EMMA RAY COMEDIES
AA Laundry
11 CC
Peaceful Mix-Up
Flat
Cheating His Wife
1C
A Bathtub Marriage
1 C
KLEINE
(GEORGE BICKEL COMEDIES
A Suit and a Suitor
1 C
Nearly a Husband
1 C
Some Statue
1C
Nearly Statue
a Husband
'.
1 C
Some
A King of Cooks
I C
Love, Luck and Loot
1 C
SELIG
The Law North of 65
2 D
Vengeance vs. Mercy
1 D
Training Our Khaki-Clad Heroes 2 Military
The Angel of Poverty Row
ID
The Witness
Rustler's forVindication
21 DD
The
the State
THREE C COMEDIES
His Watery Waterloo (Lou Marks) 1 C
Fat and Foolish (Hughey Mack)
1 C
A Harem
Romance
(Lou Marks, Pearl Shep- 1 C
ard. Oom
Paul)
His Winning Ways (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
A Boarding House Battle (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard)
1 C
Stealing a Sweetheart (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
A Hash House Romance (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard. Oom Paul)
i C
The Virgmia
Hod Carrier's
(Claude Cooper,
Tracy Million
Clark, Kenneth
Clarendon) . . 1
FILM COMPANY 6 D" *
Camille HANOVER
(Helen Hespcria)
The Marvelous Maciste
6 D
PHYSICAL CULTURE PHOTO PLAYS CO.
Physical Culture Magazine (Issued
Monthly)
1 Edc.
PIEDMONT PICTURES CORPORATION
(SELBURN COMEDIES)
Hubby's
21 CC
T"o
MuchHoliday
Elephant
His Colh:ge Proxy
1 C
Wedding Bells i-nd Lunatics.-.
i C

Inter-Allied Films
July 14. Cine Topics
1 Ed.
King
Bee
Comedies
Nov. 1. The Hobo
2 reels
Nov. 15. The Pest
2 reels
Dec. 1. The Bandmaster
2 reels
Dec. 15. The Slave
2 reels
Jan. 1. The Stranger
2 reels
Kleine Exchanges
ESSANAY SERIES— DO CHILDREN COUNT?
(Featuring Little Mary McAlister)
Aug. 1. The Season of Childhood 2 D
Aug. 8. The Little White Girl
2 D
Aug. 15. The Bridge of Fancy
2 D
Aug. 22. The Kingdom of Hope
2 D
SELIG-HOYT COMEDIES
Aug. 6. A Dog in the Manger
2 C
Aug. 20. A Trip to Chinatown
2 C
Sept. 3. A Midnight Bell
2 C
Sept. 17. A Contented Woman
,...2 C
Metro Pictures Corporation
METRO-DREW COMEDIES
Dec. 3. Too Much Henry
1 C
Dec. 10. Wages No Object
1 C
Dec. 17. The Spirit of Merry Christmas 1 C
Dec. 24. The Unmarried Look
1 C
Dec. 31. Shadowing Henry
I C
Jan. 7. Their Mutual Motor
1 C
Jan. 14. Why Henry Left Home
1C
Jan. 21. Their First Love
1 C
Jan. 28. Under the Influence
1 C
Mutual Film Corporation
Monday, December 24, 1917
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly, No. 156 1 Top
Thursday, December 27, 1917
CUB — Jerry's
Friend (George
Ovey) 1 C
STRANDBest (BILLIE
RHODES)
D.ec. 4. Just Kidding
1 reel
Dec. 11. Putting One Over
1 reel
Dec. 18. Little Miss Fixer
1 reel
Dec. 25.
Mary'sAwful
Boomerang
reel
Jan.
1. Her
Fix
11 reel
Jan. 8. A Peach and a Pill
1 reel
Monday, December 31, 1917
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly, No. 1
1 Top
Serials
Dec. 3. The Lost Express, No. 12 (Daring
Death)
Dec. 10. The Lost Express, No. 13 (The Escape) 2 D
Dec. 17. The Lost Express, No. 14 (Un- masked) 2D
Dec. 24. The Lost Express, No. 15 (The
Return of the Lost Express)
2 D
MUTUAL-CHAPLINS
Oct. 29. The Adventurer
2 C
Paramount Pictures Corporation
KLEVER KOMEDIES (Victor Moore).
Dec. 3. Toothaches nad Heartaches 1 C
Dec. 19. The Instalment Plan
1 C
Dec. 31. O. U. Boat
1 C
Jan. 14. Meatless Days and Sleepless Nights.l C
Jan. 28. He Got His
1 C
BLACK DIAMOND COMEDIES
Oct. 7. Susie Slips One Over
1C
Oct. 15. Nearly a Baker
1 C
Nov. 12. A ARBUCKLE
Society Scrimmage
1
C
COMEDIES
Oct. 29. Fatty at Coney Island
1 C
Dec.
10. AOutCountry
Hero
Dec. 20.
West
21 CC
BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Dec. 3. Osaka to Nagasaki
1 Trav.
Dec. 10. Canning Time in California 1 Trav.
Dec. 17.. In Glacier Park
1 Trav.
Dec. 24. Going to the Sun
1 Trav.
Dec. 31. On the Farm Where the Food
Comes From
1 Trav.
Jan. 7. Sydney, the Antipodean Metropolis.
Jan. 14. A Trip to the Jenolan Caves of Australia.
Jan. 21. Melbourne, the Magnificent.
Jan. 28.
About Melbourne.
WHO'Round
IS NUMBER
ONE? (Serial)
Dec. 3. Episode 6. The Flight of the Fury. 2 D
Dec. 10. Episode 7. Hearts in Torment.... 2 D
Dec. 17. Episode 8. Walls of Gas
2 D
Dec. 24. Episode 9. Struck Down
2 D
Dec. 31. Episode 10. Wires of Wrath 2 D
Jan. 7. Episode 11. The Rail Raiders 2 D
Jan. 14. Episode 12. The Show Down
2 D
Jan. 21. Episode 13. Cornered
...2 D
Jan. 28. Episode 14. No Surrender
2 D
Feb. 4. Episode
15. Theon Round-Up
...2 D
(Continued
page 301)
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(Continued from page 299)
Chip's Backyard Barn-Stormers 2 reels
Chip's
Rivals
11 reel
For Sale,
a Daddy
reel
Chip's Carmen
2 reels
A. Kay Co.
Twenty Thousand Feats Under the Sea
Golden Spoon Mary
1C
Some Barrier
1 C
His Trial
1 C
(Terry Human
Interest
Reels)Face... Ed.
No. 1. Character
as Revealed
in the
No. 2. Character as Revealed in the Eyes... Id.
Klotz and Streimer
Whither Thou Goest
5 reels
The Secret Treaty
S reels
Lincoln Motion Picture Company
The Realization
Negro's Ambitions. . .23 reels
reels
Trooper
of Troopof aK
Marine Film Co.
Lorelei of the Sea
— reels
C. Post Marion Enterprises
The Wonder City of the World (Greater
N. Y. by Day and Night)... 4 reels
Masterpiece Drama Productions
Who's Your Neighbor?
—
Masterpictures
LION COMEDIES
Oct. 29. Nathan Busts Into the Movies 1 C
Nov. S. A Village Villain
1 C
Nov. 12. Her Fatal Resemblance 1 C
Nov. 19. An Account of a No-Account Count. 1 C
Nov. 26. Hicks and Hornets
1 C
Dec. 3. Waves and Wimmen
1 C
Dec. 10. Fizzled Finance
1 C
Mayfair Film Corp.
Persuasive Peggy
— reels
Moral Uplifht Society of America
It May Be Your Daughter
—
Mo-Toy
Comedies
Midnight Frolic.
Jimmy Gets the Pennant.
Out in the Rain.
In Jungle Land.
A Kitchen Romance.
Mary and Gretel.
Dinkling of the Circus.
A Trip to the Moon.
Goldie Locks and the Three Bears.
Dolly Doings.
School Days.
B. S. Moss M. P. Corporation
Birth Control
6 reels
The Power of Evil
S reels
Boots and Saddles
5 reels
The
Who ofDoesn't
Know
reels
In theGirlHands
the Law
55 reels
One Hour (Sequel to "Three Weeks")
Nevada Motion Picture Corp.
The Planter
— reels
Newfields Producing Co.
Alma, Where Do You Live?
6 reels
Ogden Pictures Corp.
The Lust of the Ages
— reels
Paragon Films
The Whip
8 reels
Peter Pan Film Corporation
(Mo-toy Troupe)
July 19. Little Red Riding Hood
1 reel
July 26. Puss in Boots
1 reel
Aug. 2. Jimmy the Soldier Boy
1 reel
Aug. 9. Jimmie and Jam
1 reel
Aug. 16. In Japoland
1 reel
Photoplay Magazine — Screen Supplement — Onereel releases, giving intimate interviews of all
the stars. (Through independent exchanges.)
Popular Picture Corporation
Corruption
6 reels
Private Feature Film
Ignorance (Earle Metcalfe)
6 reels
Public Rights Film Corporation
The Public Be Damned (Charles Richman
and Mary Fuller)
5 reels
Purkall Film Co.
The Liar
6 reels
Radio Film Company
Satan the Destroyer of Humanity 7 reels
The Spirit of 1917 (James J. Harkness and
Carl Sturmer)
— reels
Renowned Pictures Corporation
In Treason's
Grasp (Grace Cunard and 5 reels
Francis Ford)
Weavers of Life
5 reels
Select Photoplay Co.
Humanity
6. reels

I
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Triangle Distributing Corp.
TRIANGLE COMEDIES
reels
1C
reels Jan. 6. Matrimonial Breaker
reels • Jan. 6. His Day of Doom
11 CC
13. A Straight Crook
reels Jan.
Jan. 13. A Marriage Not
1 C
Jan. 20. Their Indian Uncle
1 C
7 reels Jan. 20. The Price of His Head
1 C
Jan. 27. A Butler Bust-Up
1C
Many Husbands
1 C
Sherman Eliot," Inc. 10 reels Jan. 27. TooKEYSTONE
RELEASES
The Crisis
Jan. 6. His Hidden Shame (Max Asher,
Sherman Pictures Corporation
Dora Rogers, Alice Davenport, Alatia
I Believe
7 reels
Morton, Marianne Delatorre) 2 C
The Land of the Rising Sun
Jan. 13. His Punctured Reputation (Wm.
Franey, Dale Fuller, Maude Wayne, Milt
Signet Film Corporation
Sims)
2 C
The Masque of Life
7 reels
Jan. 20. Dimples and Dangers (Harry Gribbon,
Dora
Rogers,
Frank
Bond,
Claire
Standard Newsfilm, Inc.
Anderson)
2 C
Demons of the Air
2 reels Jan. 27. Courts and Cab Ants (Peggy Pearce,
Baldy Belmont, Marianne Delatorre, Max
Julius Steger
Asher)
2 C
Redemption
6 reels
Universal Film Company
Moe Streimer
Monday,Man January
1918 Henry,
A Daughter of the Don
10 reels
NESTOR— Cave
Stuff 7,(Gale
William Franey)
1 C
Submarine Film Corporation
Wednesday, January 9, 1918
L-KO — Torpedo Pirates (Hughie Mack) 2 C
The Submarine Eye
7 reels
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY—
Ultra Film Co.
Weekly No. 6.
Saturday, January 12, 1918
A Day at West Point
UNIVERSAL
West Is West
No. 53. SCREEN MAGAZINE— Issue
The Rustler's Frame-up at Big Horn
UNIVERSAL
CURRENT
EVENTS—
No. 35 (Shipping
date, January
S). Issue
Unity Sales Corporation
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL — New Enemies
The Bishop's
Secfret
45 reels
reels
The
Lottery Man
(Thirteenth Episode of " The Red Ace " 2D
Serial)
The Marriage Bond
5 reels
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— One Minute to
Live (Seventh Episode of "The Mystery
Universal Film Mfg. Company
Ship " Serial)
2 D
Robinson Crusoe (Robert Leonard and
Monday, January 14, 1918
Margarita Fischer)
4 reels NESTOR— Maimed in a Hospital (Dave
Morris, Max Asher, Gladys Tennyson) ... 1 C
Hell
Girl
57 reels
Come Morgan's
Through
reels
Wednesday, January 16, 1918
L-KO — Home Run Ambrose (Mack Swain).. 2 C
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY—
Variety Films Corporation
Weekly No. 7.
My Country First
6 reels
January 19, 1918
The Pursuing Vengeance
5 reels UNIVERSALSaturday,
No. 54. SCREEN MAGAZINE— Issue
The Price of Her Soul
7 reels
UNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS— Issue
Victoria Feature Films
No. 36 (Shipping date, January 12).
The Fated Hour
6 reels UNIVERSAL
SPECIAI^The Fugitives (FourThe Slave Mart
5 reels
teenth Episode of " The Red Ace " 2D
Serial)
World Pictures
Over Here
S reels UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— Hidden Hands
(Eighth Episode of " The Mystery Ship " 2D
Serial)
Vitagraph
RELEASES IN
BOBBY CONNELLY SERIES
SHORT SUBJECTS
Nov. 5. Bobby to the Rescue.
Nov.
Country
Adventure.
(Continued from page 300)
Nov. 12.
19. Bobby's
Bobby Takes
a Wife,
MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
THE
FIGHTING
TRAIL
SERIES ' '
Dec. 2. An International Sneak
1 C Nov. 26. Bobby the Magician.
3. Epi. 13. The Water Trap 2 parts
Dec. 16. That Night
1 C Dec.
Dec. 30. Taming Target Center
1 C Dec. 10. Epi. 14. The Trestle of Hororrs.2 parts
Dec. 17. Epi. BIG
IS. OutV COMEDIES
of the Flame 2 parts
Jan. 13. The Kitchen Lady
2 C
Jan. 27. His Hidden Purpose
2 C
PARAMOUNT-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Dec. 3. Spooks and Spasms.
Dec. 10. Frauds and Free Lunch.
Dec. Self-Defense;
9. Fastest Thing
Four Legs;
Dec. 17. Noisy Naggers and Nosey Neighbors.
Bobbyon Bumps;
Early Woman's
Shopper.
Dec. 24. Dummies and Deceptions.
Dec. 16. How Doth the Busy Bee; Skiing oa
Dec. 31. Stowaways and Strategy.
Colorado Springs; A Substitute for Butter.
Jan. 7. Sleuths
and Surprises.
Dec. 23. A Dog Chauffeur on Fifth Avenue; BindVITAGRAPH
COMEDIES
ing Uncle's
Harvest; Goodrich Dirt
Dec. Agnes
3. A Ayres).
Family Flivver (Edward Earle,
and the
$1,000Sam's
Reward.
Dec. 30. Knit Your Bit; War Dogs; Bobby
Dec. 10. Paging Page Two (Edward Earle,
Tank.Art of Dress; Destructive PowAgnes Ayres).
Jan. Bumps's
6. The New
17. He Had to Camouflage.
er of T-N-T; Goodrich Dirt and Duke de Dec.
Dec.
24. His Wife Got AH the Credit.
Whatanob.
Dec.
31. His Wife's
VENGEANCE
ANDHero.
THE WOMAN (Serial)
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Dec. 24. The Oath (First Episode) (Wm. WunSunday, December 30, 1917
can,
Carol
Holloway).
The Hidden Hand, No. 6. "The Flower of
Dec. 31. Loaded Dice (Second Episode).
Death "Pretty,
(DorisMahlon
Kenyon,Hamilton),
Sheldon Lewis,
Arline
Pathe. 2 D Jan. 7. The Unsealed Peak (.Third Episode).
Cipher (Fourth Episode).
The Oregon
Eighth Annual Round-Up, Pendleton, 3 top Jan. 14. The
sode). Signaling
Jan. 21. The
Plunge of Destruction (Fifth EpiArgus Pictorial, No. 4
1 Ed.
Jan. 28. The Lure of Hate (Sixth Episode).
Step Lively (Harold Lloyd, Bebe Daniels,
Favorite Film Features
Pollard),
1 C
RockyHarry
Mountain
ParkRolin
(Combitone), Earle" 1 Trav.
Dec. 10. Mrs.
Melodrama
(Flora
Katzenjammer Kids, " Peace and Quiet "
Finch,Single's
Kate Price,
James Lackaye,
(Cart) ; " Making
the Comic Section,"
International,
Ed
Split reel
Hughieliam
Mack, Humphrey)
William Shea, Wil- 2 C
Wednesday, January 2, 1918
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 2
1 top Dec. 10. Tim Grogan's Foundling (Norma
Saturday, January 5, 1918
Talmadge,
Costello.
Van Kate
Dyke Price,
Brooke,Helen
Courtnay
Hearst-Pathe News. No. 3
1 top
Foote)
1 D
Sunday, January 6, 1918
The Hidden Hand, No. 7 (The Fibre Trap). 2 D Dec. 17. The Callcoln, (Edith
Storey,Ralph
E. K.Ince).2
Lin- D
Gladden
James,
The Tip (Harold Lloyd, Bebe Daniels, Harry
Pollard), Rolin
2 C Dec. 17. No Sweets (Flora Finch, Kate
Price, Hughie
Mack, Charles
Picturesque Rivers of France ; Here and
Eldridge)
1 C
There in Keswick, Cumberland, Eng. . . .
Dec.
24.
The
Masked
Dancer
2 D
Katzenjammer Kids, " Der Captain's BirthDec.
24.
The
Wonderful
Statue
1 C
day "Wednesday,
(Cart.); WarJanuary
Bibles 9,
(Ed.).
l D
1918..Split reel Dec. 31. The One Good Turn
Dec.
31.
Pickles,
Art
and
Sauerkraut
2
C
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 4
1 top
Saturday, January 12, 1918
Jan. 7. The Trap
2 D
Jan.
7.
A
Change
in
Baggage
Checks
1
C
Hearst-Pathe News, No. S
1 top
Selig Special
Bewar. of Strangers
The Ne'er-Do-Well
The Garden of Allah (Selig)
Who Shall Take My Life?
Frank J. Seng
Parentage

7
8
10
—
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Up-to-date Laboratory Manager
disengaged Is open for engagement.
Systemlzed output, highest quality
of work. Thoroughly experienced
In Photography. Omega, Motion
Picture News.
FOR SALE
— Verymachine
cheap, and
standard
moving
picture
new
compensarc.
Write
to
H.
man, SI 7th St., New YorkWasserCity.
UNIVERSAL
Motion Picture Camera
more speed,
better results,
at half the

" The Girl By the Roadside "
{Continued from page 296)
presence of the star, whose manj' admirers will douhtless revel
in " The Girl by the Roadside " in its entirety.
Allen Edwards as Boone and Robert F. Hill as a Secret Service agent contribute good performances.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Judith Ralston (Violet Mersereau) is an innocent implement in the hands
of her brother Budd (Cecil Owen) and his wife (Ann Andrews) counterfeiters. At the opening of the story they are located in a small town. The
appearance of Fayban (Robert F. Hill), secret service agent, causes the
guilty
pairprecipitates
to take flight.
Judith'sbut meeting
Pendletonto (Allen
Edwards)
a romance,
Budd andwithhis Boone
many attempts
evade
the watchful eye of Fayban in order to break up his counterfeiting machinery
for which he enlists the aid of his sister cause any amount of trouble. The
secret service men finally trap Budd in his hut but owing to the interference
of Judith his escape is made possible. The suspicion attached to Judith
because forof aher
brother's
Boone
happy
finale. unlawful trade is wiped away and Judith goes to
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Burke & James, Inc.
240 E. Ontario St., Chicago

SUBJECT

CONDUCTED
in
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Automatically luppliei only luch voltage ai arecurrent
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No waite of
in ballatt.
HERTNER ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
W. 114th St.,CIeveland,Ohio,U.S.A.

ANY
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A

Dollar Saved
is not only a dollar earnfd, Imt it s
An Earning Dollar
All
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pricessupplies
than voufor U tllPpav M elsewhere.
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CO.
6th Floor 729 7(li Ave., New York
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Keep Right
on Going!

Some of the most helpful
departments in MOTION
PICTURE NEWS are
found in the Accessory
News.

Capacity
and Art
Laboratories
Capacity is closely
related to Quality.
Our Capacity is
small, — this means
that every job gets
full attention and
that every foot of
work is personally
inspected by our
Superintendent.
This insures Quality. Therefore, we
guarantee satisfaction.

Shirley Mason, the Edison
Is Expected
Appear in " The Weaver of
Dreams Star,
" Within
the Nearto Future

Get

Your

in

Release

By

Dates

There's " Music for the Picture"— with aids that your
orchestra leader will warm
right up to and thank you
for calling to his attention.
There's "Projection" — a
department of sound, hard,
common s«nse and real aid.
There's "Worth
atres" — the
that keeps you
in knowledge
newest things
necessities.

Saturday

ART LABORATORIES
316 East 48th Street
Mimr Bill 6973
Edmood Kuho, Sapt
Office :
Brraat 8324
1476 Broadwajr
NEW YORK

Unless You Have The
Automaticket System
You Arc liOsing Money
1733 Broadway, New York.

THE WEST

Yes!

COAST

Service Plus— to Readers
Circulation Pius— 1o Advertisers
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT

While Thedepartment
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of all the
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Keep Right on Going!
— Or you will lose half
your

money's worth.
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SUCCESS
YOU

IS

GIVE

today and join that
START
large procession of MOTIOGRAPH
BOOSTERS.
MOTIOGRAPH

SERVICE

is

spoken of by every user. Read
what Mr. Melvin Godfrey, of
Magrath, Alberta, Canada, says
about MOTIOGRAPH
SERVICE:
" Magrath, Alberta, Can.,
Dec. 10, 1917.
Universal Film Co.,
Calgary, Canada.
Dear Mr. Walkley:
In regard to the Motiograph which I purchased through you or from you, I am
pleased to state that the machine is way above
my expectations. The picture is as steady as
a rock just as though it had been glued there.
It is noiseless and simple to operate.
I am very pleased with the machine and would
recommend it to any wishing to purchase.
Yours very truly,
(SD) Melvin Godfrey,
Owner & Mgr., Empress Theatre,
Magrath, Alberta, Can."

Write for literature
ENTERPRISE OPTICAL
MANUFACTURING CO.
564-572 W. Randolph Street
Chicago, lU.
Western Office: 833 Market Street
San Francisco, California

-
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use of NATIONAL

for projection costs less. The
alone, to say nothing

and

MAZDA

lamps

saving in current

of the other savings, will

pay for rebuilding your projector.
will have the added

Picture

Besides, you

benefits of:

booth;
(1) Less heat and better air in the
(2) No regulating after the lamp is
once focused;
(3) Flickerless light on the screen;
(4) Even

illumination

lenses ;
(5) Greatly

lessened

all over the
breakage

of

(6) No more expense for carbon jaws.
Full information
or

from

Nela

NATIONAL

from

your Supply

Specialties

LAMP

Electric Co., io8 Nela

WORKS

Division,
of General

Park, Cleveland,
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Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture
industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments
in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, inventions and suggestions ; camera devices analyzed and
commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature
pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and
furnishing field.
No charge is made in these departments for answering
questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited.
E. Kendall Gillett
Editor
Alfred S. Cory
■•
Technical Editor

National

Anti- Mis frame
Again Indorsed

League

WE

have published letters from four exchange systems which have indorsed our work — Fox, General, Paramount and Triangle. All are willing
and anxious to co-operate. *
Now comes a letter from the Pathe Exchange, echoing
the same sentiments.

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
25 West 45th Street, New York City.
December 21, 1917.
Mr. E. Kendall Gillett,
Motion Picture News, Inc.,
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
Dear Mr. Gillett:
I am, of course, in touch with the work of the National AntiMisframe League. This seems to me to be a splendid movement
in the direction of assuring better physical condition of films as
shown in theatres.
Pathe exchanges are extending every possible co-operation. In
this regard Mr. Hammill, the associate manager of our New York
Branch, had a talk with Mr. Cory the other day and Mr. Cory
took occasion to speak especially of the pleasure it gave him to
be able to say that Pathe exchanges throughout the United States
have always shown the finest spirit when approached on the subject of better care of film.
We are constantly on the watch to see that our film inspection
department is efficient. While, of course, we do not believe that
we should be dictated to by outsiders regarding the proper time
when a subject should be taken out of service, yet we are at all
times willing to discard films when it means the betterment of
service. The movement of the Anti-Misframe League seems to
be a meritorious one when you stop to think of the immense good
that can be done through closer co-operation between our exchanges and the operators who use our film.
The co-operation which we are extending is this, in accordance
with Mr. Cory's request: When a customer complains that a
subject run by him is in poor condition, we do not pass it by and
forget about it, but immediately investigate the print, replying
courteously by letter to the account making the complaint. We
do not try to square the kick by promises, but get right to the
root of the evil and have the print gone over and put in shape.

I understand that there is a movement on foot to affiliate the
Anti-Misframe League -with the Operators' Union of Greater
New York. This will bring the league a larger membership in
the New York territory.
In the case of Pathe, where so much of our output is made up
of serials that are booked very closely, great care must be exercised that the film is in good shape. Because of the fact that
prints of serials work almost every day, the consequent wear and
tear is greater than on features and others that have breathing
space between bookings.
Owing to the fact that we endeavor at all times to deliver films
to our customers in such shape that there can be no cause of
complaint, a movement such as that instituted by the National
Anti-Misframe League has our support. Any movement that will
help us to keep our films in good condition certainly deserves this
support. Only a small percentage of operators in the past have
given us the service that is asked for now by the members of this
new league. If the league can obtain the co-operation of operators
who heretofore have been lax in the matter, the proposition becomes asimple one for the exchange.
Very truly yours,
PATHE EXCHANGE, Inc.
(Sgd) F. C. QuiMBY, Sales Manager.
IN the case of all these exchange systems the members of
the N. A.-M. F. L. may expect co-operation and if they
■ do not get it they may expect to know the reason why.
There should not be any need at any time to dictate to
an exchange as to when a film has reached its limit of usefulness as it is a very poor organization which does not
realize this limit of usefulness. The great need, however,
is in the checking up of the inspection departments and
seeing to it that they make proper patches, keep up the
full footage of film, put in new lengths when the sprocket
holes are torn out and otherwise send out a product which
will encourage theatre patronage.
Promises by an exchange for better treatment in future
mean absolutely nothing. Every time film in bad condition
goes out it means that motion picture theatre patrons have
been driven away — and by the way those who have once
become disgusted are the hardest to ever get back again.
They are usually out for good. This is something which
the film inspectors do not realize.
The suggestion contained in iVIr. Quimby's letter that
the Operators' Union of Greater New York is to join the
League is news, though individuals are members and enthusiastic ones too. As much as we would like to have
this happen we could not accept them as a body though all
might join as individuals. We say this because every member must sign the pledge, otherwise we will not enroll them.
They must know what they are signing and be prepared to
live up to this pledge. The mere fact that this causes the
prospective members a little trouble and exertion will tend
to keep out the undesirables — the vandals — and those who
are doing so much to ruin the exhibiting end of our industry. Itis not mere members we want ; it is workers.
" Only a small percentage of operators in the past have
given us the service that is asked for now by the members
of this new League." This is significant. It shows that
we are on the right track. We have members now. We
will soon be past the thousand mark — all striving to improve the physical condition of film and hence increase the
popularity of pictures and incidentally the permanency of
their jobs.
E. K. Gillett.
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either spot may be the smaller according
THE projection of motion pictures,
to circumstances. The only kind of
while optically but an outgrowth of
Optic Projection
magic lantern work, is relatively complisource which may be placed in corresBy J. A. Orange,
cated by the presence of peculiar features.
pondence with the rectangular spot, however, is one devoid of structure, such as
The simplest mode of consideration is to
(Continued from last week)
omit all reference to the film movement
a flame, because any source structure will
be more or less clearly imaged in the
and shutter action in the first instance,
the problem beifig thus reduced to the projection of Him position and in turn on the screen. With a rough source
it is essential to place it nearer to the condenser ; how much
lantern slides 2.5 cm. in diameter as against 10 cm.
One has, as before, an objective for the actual projection
nearer is a question which depends on the degree of roughof the picture, and just as in the case of the magic lantern
ness of the source (coarseness and contrastiness of strucpreviouslj' discussed the limiting illumination at the screen is ture), the relative aperture of the objective and the degree of
evenness
desired in the screen illumination. In the case of a
A B
— 7— k, and the ideal means of attaining it would he an extended
suitable
tungsten-filament
and customarj^ objective aperture it is
jr
background of source surface behind the slide (Fig. 3a). This is sufficient in practice to adopt the sharpest circular spot as source
position. (In short, while a perfectly smooth source may someas impracticable as in the case of the magic lantern proper, and
times advantageously be placed conjugate with the film, a rough
the logical thing to do is to provide a condenser immediately
source
behind the slide, followed in turn by a source surface. Even this
opening.)must be placed more nearly conjugate with the objective
miniature edition of the complete magic lantern is difficult to use
5 F
except in amateur work. The reason is best seen from a numerical example.
A regular magic lantern might disclose the following particulars :
Slide diameter
10 cm.
Objective focal length
,
36 cm.
Effective objective aperture
4 cm.
Source size
■•
1 cm.
Clearance, source to condenser
10 cm.
\
Now, if one washed to make a change from slide to film (i.e.,
1
/
10cm. to 2.5) keeping throw, picture size and illumination the
same, then the following would be about the scheme :
Slide diameter
2.5 cm.
0
Objective focal length
9 cm.
Effective objective aperture
4 cm.
Source size
1 cm.
Clearance, source to condenser
2.5 cm.
5 t
What one may term the factor of clearance, i.e., the ratio of
the last two terms, constitutes a serious difficulty because of the
5 )(
marked heating effect on the condenser and on the lamp bulb, if
C
there is one. This difficulty becomes less marked in the cases of
where a smaller screen picture will suffice, and, in fact, there are
successful amateur outfits designed along these lines (Figs. 3b
■useand 3c).
To avoid this trouble it is well to arrange theatre outfits so that
instead of having a small condenser immediately behind the film
one has a larger condenser further away. So long as the outlook
through the film from all parts of the objective opening is faced
by condenser surface, limiting illumination at the screen is possible, subject to the inevitable condenser losses (reflection, absorption and, in the case of Frcsnel lenses, interruptions between
rings). (Fig. 4a.)
There are an indefinite number of possible condenser positions,
the greater the distance from the film the greater being the diameter of condenser required to give limiting illumination over the
screen. The single advantage of increased source clearance has
to be set off against increased absorption and increased cost as
well as a slightly decreasing economy, i.e., the more remote condenser positions require a slightly larger extent of source (if the
size of the condenser but not its form be varied). For these
reasons it is well to adopt a condenser position which is as near
the film as is consistent with a satisfactory source clearance. The
maximum useful extent of condenser opening in any plane is defined by the locus of points from which it is possible to see
through both aperture plate (the frame of the film) and objective simultaneously. The best position for the source and the
maximum useful extent in that position are most easily determined by back-testing as described in the magic lantern section.
This ijoint should be noticed, however; for some condenser arrangements back-testing will reveal two well defined spots in different planes, one being rectangular and the other circular. Naturally the smaller spot is the more economical source-position and

theaJtre. use J
HjJKlacfitLeutit&rTv
Type-j a.iaj>i€d -for
3, 00 Tke IscLTTte ada.j>ie<l-far
It is advisable to consider at this stage what effect is produced
in the general case, if one "stops down" or reduces the opening
of a condenser so that it no longer satisfies the primary condition
for limiting illumination over the screen.
In general the condenser opening is imaged some little distance o
l_
ahead of the objective. (// may he readily found by using a slip
of The
paper.)
effect is this : from any viewpoint on the
sees
1- screen asone
as much of the objective opening at standard brightness
may be
seen through the imaged condenser opening. Thus with some particular example of condenser opening it may happen that central
points on the screen have a view of the objective opening quite
unrestricted by this imaged opening, while peripheral points are
not so fortunate. The result is a waning illumination as one
moves towards the edge of the screen, a so-called vignetting
action.
It is important to notice the various stages in the transition
arising from a gradually shrinking condenser opening in the
general case where the condenser is not very close to the film.
First : with the condenser opening sufficiently large, limiting
illumination is possible at all screen-points. Reduction of the
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opening is first cfifective in a slight darkening of the corners of
the picture. The effect becomes more marked and eventually
it is impossible to get limiting illumination even at the center
of the screen. Carrying the reduction of the condenser opening
further and further, the screen illumination steadily decreases but
it becomes gradually more uniform. At a certain stage it becomes
quite uniform, and although further reduction of condenser
opening leads to decreased illumination, yet the distribution stays
uniform. These changes are illustrated in Fig. 5, representing
the distribution along the diagonal of the screen.

Such condensers would be very desirable if any attempt were
made to use this arrangement in theatre work, in fact, they
would almost be essential (Fig. 3b).
Of the other condenser positions, it may be said that the nonspherical construction is always an advantage in spite of the fact
that spherical aberration is not always a detriment (in limited
amounts). There is always a saving in lens thickness and hence
a diminished absorption and an improved source clearance when
the corrected surfaces are used.
A peculiar form of condenser of the Fresnel type can be used
for any position not immediately adjacent to the film. In estimating the relative utility of such a condenser it is necessary to
set off the advantages of small thickness (hence low - absorption
0
and good source-clearance) and cheapness -i
against -Sthe
disado
vantages of considerable " discontinuity
"
and
surface-scattering
losses.
■50
N

/
<^

CZ)

1

lOU

(c)

0

(«

(CI)
0
100
J^oHoTi pLctu.re./Sysiemff,
Xjorcfe. retK-ofe Condenser
IzTniiinef illu7nin.ation, (l)^Ttciill remete, Conienser
:foTloWy&vtrL lUumi-ncdionjCC) V^e, of Q.J^zeU. l&Tifi
a.lja.ce7iir io iJie film, C= CoHde?tsert F=fi'/w,
C !■= iifta^e, of cortdptser o^entKef^ OzciZine^ of
usefiil Z&a.m fiRowft. in each CdSe(^^^ar ^TticSer d£?iji^.

(e)
(b)

1
(d)

xilr-on. of illuminaiion- olayig screen dzcL^orwJ.
It may well be asked, of what interest is it to consider anything
but the primary condition in which the condenser opening is
(Lp afjedrei- ly TeLitve. openii^^ of Tuoiion jtidxjixe
large enough to secure limiting illumination all over the screen?
coytdeKSerj ajfiemrty^s aLinti-nx^Tt fToy>t ^) io (f),
The extreme case of restricted condenser opening is very
interesting because it is a condition advocated and practised
al?ci??a^ - Jtoini^ Fi
oIohj
^.d'. screen diacfortol
largely in the theatres to-day (Fig. \h). That is, a planoconvex condenser system of 4 in. (10 cm.) opening is often
placed at 15-20 in. (35-50 cm.) from the film. The arrange{A Fresnel lens necessarily has interruptions of aperture bement approximates to the stage e shown in Fig. 5, low but unitween the prismatic rings; in its aperture relations it is analogous
form illumination. There are advantages unconnected with il- to an ordinary condenser having black paper rings pasted on it.)
lumination associated with this arrangement; these advantages
There is a possibility which has not been discussed, namely,
will be related later and shown to be overestimated.
the use of an extent of source which is smaller than that really
The case of a slight restriction of condenser opening is of
called for by the optical train. This alternative which involves
practical interest for the following reasons. The slight vignetusing a smaller effective aperture of objective for any parting is not a seriovis disadvantage at lea'st; some even go so far
ticular screen-point than would otherwise be used, cannot be adeas to claim it as a positive improvement of the picture. There
quately treated here. The resulting illumination is correspondis quite an advantage in being able to use a smaller condenser
ingly low and there is no apparent advantage associated with this
size, both on account of cost and, more important, the saving
arrangement.
{To be continued next week)
in thickness of glass which results in an improved sourceclearance.
To summarize, the condenser for motion picture projection
may conform with any of three conditions :
The Universal 4 K.W. Generating Set
(1) Miniature magic lantern arrangement; condenser a little
The
popularity of the Universal Generating sets for moving
larger than the film and placed close behind it.
picture work and theatre lighting has advanced by bounds since
(2) Condenser at a distance from the film and of such a diameter as will lead to limiting illumination over the screen, or at this reliable outfit came on the market in 1914. The design of
this set seems to have embodied every requirement of the showany rate over the greater part of the screen.
man, and in its design every angle of this work was kept in view,
(3) Condenser at a distance from the film and of such small
such, for instance, as compactness and lightness in weight, rediameter as will given even or practically even illumination.
liability and smoothness of operation.
(There is a fourth arrangement which has had various supThe weight, 500 pounds, makes it the lightest set on the market,
porters ;this employs in addition to the condenser proper a
and this is brought about by precision in design and manufacture,
small field-lens close to the film such that the condenser opening
and the combining of the armature and fly-wheel. This is espeand objective opening are respectively conjugate, or in the relacially important where the outfit is used for portable work and
tion of object and image. Lack of space forbids more detailed
will be appreciated by traveling show men.
mention). (Fig. 4c.)
The Universal Motor Company has just completed a large adAs regards the form of condenser best suited to motion picdition to its plant to double the previous capacity, so that at presture projectors, a few remarks may be of interest.
ent the production of the 4 K.W. sets is six per day complete.
Amateur outfits using the magic lantern arrangement will give
The Universal set, shown in the illustration, comprises a foursatisfaction with plano-convex condensers. The mode of operation resembles that of the arc lantern; that is, the effective ob- cylinder four-cycle engine with built-in governor running in oil,
and combined generator of special design which is eight-pole comjective aperture is less than the gross opening (Fig. 3c).
pound wound, 110 volts 40 amperes or 60 volts 70 amperes as
Corrected, i.e., non-spherical condensers have greater possidesired.
bilities with such outfits, but it is largely a question of cost.
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A.C. WORK
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SPEER

The Universal 4 K.W. Generating Set

HOLD-ARK
FOR

D.C.

For Stationary installation a seventy-gallon water tank
supplied for cooling instead of radiator and fan or water
taken from water service pipes.
Full description of this attractive unit can be had by
the Universal Motor Company, Oshkosh, Wis., for
No. 26.

CARBONS

WORK

Produce Incomparable Results — results mould operators' opinions — opinions determine the verdicts — verdicts
establish the reputation. The operators' "stamp of approval " places
Speer Projector Carbons in that exclusive class of motion picture supplies
most essential to improved projection.
PARAMOUNT
FEATURES
ALTERNO CARBONS
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T H.Motiograph
JENKINS,machine
Boissevain,
writes:
J»
which I Manitoba,
have run for
a good "Ifew have
years,a
running one or two nights a week. I get a jump in the picture
in running. The faster I run, the worse it is, and especially
when a joint passes through the intermittent. My sprockets are
nearly new, and I have also just put in a new aperture plate
and spring shoes. I have no lost motion in the intermittent
sprocket and my framing device seems to be solid. Can you tell
me where to look for the trouble?"

TN reply: Inasmuch as the correspondent has not described
1 the jump in his picture, as it appears on the screen, we canPerfect Projection — Wanderless Arc.
not advise the particular mode of removing it right offhand, but
Noiseless Operation — Brilliant Illumination.
we can, as the correspondent requests, suggest some places to
Bright, Flickerless, Eye-Resting Light.
look for the trouble.
No Change Required in Booth Equipment.
Firstly, it is just possible that the machine is not securely
fastened to the floor of the operating-room, or, even if it is
firmly anchored, there may perhaps be vibration present. When
a projector is not firmly mounted the picture will move up and
down, and sometimes sidewise, on the screen in exact accomESSENTIAL ADVANTAGES
paniment with the turning of the crank, and in such a case, the
faster the machine is cranked the more rapid will be the jumping
HOLD-ARK CARBONS
movement of the picture on the screen.
Permanent Arc
Longer Life
It seems to us, however, that were the correspondent's machine not firmly mounted he would be aware of this, so we will
Perfect Crater
Minimum Adjustment
suggest
some other causes of unsteady projection. It might, for
Hard Core and Metal Coating
instance, be found that the tension-shoes which bear upon the
Elimination of Projection Difficulties
film at the aperture-plate are not bearing with sufficient pressure
' against the film. This could also account for the correspondent's
statement that the jump in the picture increases with increased
speed of projection. As a rule, it is found that most operators
carry too tight a tension on the shoes, or springs, but the corWhen ordering specify whether for
respondent is, nevertheless, advised to investigate this point.
alternating or direct current. Each
We note that the correspondent has recently installed new
style has a special duty to perform.
Substitutions or attempted alterations
sprockets, but he says nothing about the renewal of the starare costly.
wheel or cam. It may happen that the star-wheel or the cam,
or both, are badly worn and need renewing, although the design
and mode of adjustment of the Motiograph intermittent is conducive to a long period of usefulness on the part of the star
and cam. It can further be premised in view of the recent
Write today for descriptive literature
installation, by the correspondent, of new sprockets, that either
in removing the worn intermittent sprocket, or in putting on the
"THE CARBONS WITH A GUARANTEE"
new one, the spindle carrying the star and sprocket may have
become sprung or bent slightly out of true. It is hard to imagine
how this could occur, as the Motiograph intermittent sprocket is
SPEER CARBON
COMPANY
secured to its shaft with set-screws and no punching is necesST. MARYS, PA.
sary to remove it. We mention it as a possible cause of the
jump in the picture and many other causes of the same annoyance
could be mentioned, not the least of which is excessive wear in
the bearings of the intermittent movement.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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With regard to the jumping of the picture when a spHce passes
through the intermittent, this is a common occurrence and is sometimes due to the type of the join, a thick spHce generally causing
the picture to climb momentarily on the screen. This jumping
of the picture when a splice traverses the intermittent can also
be caused by having the idler-roller set too close to the sprocket,
and we recommend that all idler-rollers be adjusted so that they
are at a just perceptible distance from the faces of projector
sprockets.
Christmas

Brings New

Equipment

s Returns

Like

Photography,

a Good

Demands

Lens

All the better-known camera men demand the
highest grade lenses for their photography. And
operators know that

to Simplex

Office
KRIS KINGLE was up bright and early the morning of the
23rd, and when the office force of the Precision Machine
Company arrived at the Simplex factory, they were surprised
by finding an entirely new set of office equipment installed for
their use. Kris didn't forget the trimmings either, for he had
placed a nickel-plated Simplex Projector in front of a large
American flag and for a frame used a large wreath of laurel.
The second surprise of the day came when Miss Terese Hogan
of the office force, said something about remembering the Red
Cross, and before she knew it fifty-six members had been enrolled.
Then the mail started to arrive with orders for thirty machines,
pretty calendars, cards and well wishes from all parts of the
country, which goes to make one feel this is not such a large
world after all.
Then another surprise was sprung when word went the rounds
that pay-day was advanced two days in order that all might have
money on Christmas Day, and to cap the climax, Old Kris remembered all with a present or an increase in salary, making it the
end of a perfect day, to all at the Simplex factory.
Lang of Power

Projection,

from Mexico

A. J. Lang, of the Nicholas Power Company, has just
recently returned from Mexico, where he has been for
the past month in the interests of his firm. Mr. Lang reports the
successful outcome of his mission, which was, no doubt, connected with the introduction of the Cameragraph into the land
of cacti and tortillas.
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film.
Designed with special reference to projection
problems, Bausch and Lomb Projection Lenses
give you sharp, brilliant images right out to the
edge of the screen.
If you're interested in better projection, let
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free.'
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Attention Arizona Managers
WE have received word from Mr. E. E. Wise, secretary of
Local 415, Miami, Ariz., that two of the members of that
organization are now at liberty and would be pleased to resume
work as soon as possible. The gentlemen are Mr. F. L. Gibson,
of Miami, Ariz., and Mr. W. W. Garrett, Globe, Ariz. Letters
addressed to them in care of Local 415, L A. T. S. E., Miami,
Ariz, will reach them promptly, and any manager requiring a
reliable and experienced operator will do well to get into touch
with these men. Both are married and neither is subject to the
present Federal draft.
Fort Wayne Local Has Successful Dance
WORD has just been received that the dance held on Christmas week by Local 466, L A. T. S. E., of Fort Wayne,
Ind., proved a great success and netted a substantial sum for the
treasury of the organization.
The Fort Wayne boys form a real live organization and all
hustled their limit for the social affair, which gained real notice
from the city at large.
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Prizmas
An Advance

Latest Color Pictures
Over Former Demonstration

\T EARLY a year ago we described the Prizma system of color
^ ^ cinematography, and gave our impressions of the screen results by the Prizma process. After a great deal of further experimenting, Prizma, Inc., have introduced a new method, the results
of which are now on view at the 44th Street theatre, New York
City.
Under the title " Our Navy," the Prizma concern is exhibiting
a multiple-reel subject depicting the doings of our sailor boys, and
the tremendous strides by which the United States Navy has been
augmented and raised to lighting strength in the course of the past
year. The subject "Our Navy" is of paramount interest of itself
at the present time, but when it is considered in addition that the
entire picture was recorded and reproduced by color photography,
it was, to say the least, a pleasure to witness this exhibition.
The purpose of these paragraphs is to review the results from
the lechoical standpoint, which we preface by a brief outline of
the earlier Prizma process. As readers of the Camera Department will recall, the original Prizma Process was a four-color
process, the color-sensation records being produced successively in
series of four images; an orange-red, a blue-green, a yellow and
a blue image comprising each color cycle. The positives {black
and white prints representing the respective color values) were
projected by a Simplex machine equipped with a rotating filterdisk divided roughly into two sections — one-half being red-orange
and the other half blue-green.
The rate of projection for the earlier Prizma color pictures was
{for best results) thirty-two per second; and in this respect the
latest Prizma results are similar. In the case of the Prizma system
as worked at present, there is no rotating color-filter attached to
the projector, because the projecting colors are on the film itself
— each film image on the positive strip carrying its own projecting
filter. Although this may sound strange, the explanation is very
simple, as is also the practical operation of the method.
The color-sensation negatives are photographed on panchromatic
film stock, the exposures being made successively through alternating red-orange and blue-green filters. This yields a negative bearing alternate red-and-green sensation images as in the case of the
Kinemacolor system.
From the color-selection negatives thus produced, black-andwhite positive prints are made on ordinary positive stock, but the
alternating red-and-green sensation images of these positives represent, respectively, the redness and the greenness of the subjects
photographed.
Now, by passing the film through ingenious and highly accurate
machines, each red-sensation image is covered with an even coating
of transparent red dye, and each green-sensation image is covered
with an even transparent coating of green dye, and thus each
image on the positive strip is provided with its own projecting filter
of proper hue.
When, now, the positives thus prepared are projected on an ordinary projecting machine (with no special attachments), at the
rate of thirty-two or more pictures per second, the result is a
reproduction on the screen of the subjects photographed in approximately their natural colors, and the degree of fidelity of
coloring will be governed by the usual factors, such, for instance,
as: the spectral sensitiveness of the negative film stock; the transmissions of the taking-filters; the adjustment of the ratio condition; the quality of the positive prints; the transmissions, or hues,
of the projecting-filters and their approximation to fulfillment of
the neutrality condition.
In an earlier article we pointed out some of the scientific desiderata inthe case of just such a color process as we have now
under consideration, so, instead of dwelling longer on the purely
technical phases of this latest Prizma method, we pass to the con-
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sideration of the results as revealed on the screen at the 44th Street
theatre.
It can be stated at once, in connection with these successive processes in which each alternate color-sensation image is provided
with its own projecting-filter {in the form of a transparent layer
of dye) that the screen results are not free from pulsation at a
lower projecting rate than thirty-two images per second, and a
higher projecting rate is {with most subjects) essential to absolute
freedom from eye-fatigue, as we have pointed out on several previous occasions. When the projecting speed was unduly lessened
momentarily at the 44th Street theatre, as occurred on one or two
occasions, the pulsation in the bright colors was very marked, while
if the projecting speed is very considerably decreased, a stroboscopic flickering effect follows, which is more severe than any flickering which can be produced in black-and-white projection.
The color projection at the 44th Street theatre was, in the main,,
kept rigorously up to the proper speed, however, so that the performance could be appreciated and the reproduction of colors
closely studied. The whites of the subjects exhibited are of
sparkling clearness in these latest Prizma results, which indicates
that the projecting colors used are actually complimentary to one
another, or very
nearly
so, of
and,warm
as in tones
the case
Prizma's
earlier
exhibitions,
a wide
range
wereof well
reproduced,
including a close approximation to pure red in some scenes. Some
remarkably vivid and interesting volcanic scenes, showing fountains and rivers of molten lava, had obviously been specially prepared to accentuate the reds, but this was a virtue, as it enhanced
the realism of the picture.
When we reviewed the earlier Prizma results, we stated that
greens were not in evidence, and that yellows were likewise lacking; and the same holds true for the present showing, but not so
rigidly, because the blue-greens which should be greens in the
latest results are nearer to green than in the case of the former
method, and a flash of yellow can be seen now and then when
conditions have been favorable to its reproduction. The cause of
this absence of greens and yellows is that the projecting colors
used on these Prizma films lie somewhat more toward the blue
of the spectrum than the ideal scheme for two-color additive reproduction. As the green projecting color is much more blue than
green, the greens cannot be depicted on the screen, while the absence of sufficient green also prevents the formation of yellows,
which latter, as is well known, are formed by the admixture of red
and green light. The Prizma projecting red is complementary to
the decidedly bluish blue-green projecting color, as was previously
stated, and has, therefore, a wide transmission band making the
hue orange-red.
Although this combination of projecting colors has its limitations as regards the reproduction of certain hues, we are of the
opinion that it is a very useful combination for most work, and
the results shown were of such uniform quality, and reproduced
the subjects photographed with sufficient accuracy to justify the
statement that it is probably more practical to employ this synthesis
consistently than it is to use filters more near to theoretical correctness and be continually altering the color balance to secure
certain effects.
The exhibition at the 44th Street theatre represents a notable
advance over Prizma's earlier demonstration.
Alfred S. Cory.
Calculating Angle

of View
Lenses

of Photographic

R. C, New York City (name withheld by request) inquires :
" Could you describe a method of determining the angle of view
included by various lenses? I have some tables of view angles, but
they do not cover all cases, and I would like to know of some
method of ascertaining the angle of view which a lens takes in."
In reply: In speaking of the angle of view included by a lens,
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we must always take into consideration two factors upon which
the result depends, i.e., the equivalent focal length of the lens and
the size of plate with which the lens is to be used. Both of these
factors will be known to any photographer; the size of the plate
i,^ known exactly, and the E. F. of the lens as marked on the mount
will be sufficiently accurate. The only other requisites are the
ability to add, subtract and multiply, and the possession of, or
access to, a table of natural tangents of angles. A good set of
mathematical tables, i.e., logarithms, sines, cosines, tangents, etc.,
'should be in the possession of all photographers and users of apparatus for optical projection.
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Referring now to the annexed diagram, in which the solid lines
represent a camera with lens attached, we proceed as follows :
Let the dotted line A B represent the E. F. of the objective, and
let B C represent half the width of the longest side of the plate.
{Makers of photographic lenses use the diagonal of the plate, instead of the longest side, as the basis of their computations. This
gives the absolute view angle, included on a plate of given size,
but it is not generally as suitable for practical requirements crs the
view angle calculated for the longest side of the plate.) The
angle ^, or B A C, represents, therefore, one-half of the angle of
view included by any given lens on a plate of specified dimensions,
while the entire angle of view will be represented by 26.
We require to find the tangent of the angle ^, and by simple trigonometry the tangent of the angle B A C is represented by the
. BC
AB
Taking now a concrete example :
What angle of view will be embraced by a 5" lens on a 5x7
plate?
Putting the values of the equivalent focal length and the half
of the longest side of the plate into the proper sides of the above
3.5
equation, we have^-Q, or .7, for which we require the numerical
value of its tangent. By reference to a table of natural tangents,
we note that the tangent of .7 is 35°, which represents one-half of
the angle of view included on the plate considered. Twice 35°
is 70° the angle of view of the 5" lens on the 5x7 plate.
The foregoing is the method by which published tables of view
angles have been computed and will be found accurate. If it is
desired to calculate the absolute view angle along the diagonal of
the plate, the diagonal should be measured and one-half of its
length inserted in the above equation, in place of the half of the
longest side of the plate.
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Every

Detail

When you consider that the value of
every detail of every foot of film you show
depends on the character of the projection
lens, you will appreciate the value of a

Chapin Devises New Arrangement
for Cooper Hewitt Lights
MR. BENJAMIN CILVPIN, the well-known motion picture
star, was dissatisfied with any lights that he could purchase
for getting certain effects " close up," so he evolved a novel combination which gives perfect lighting in taking a close-up set.
Calling his technical director and chief electrician to his office,
he outlined his invention and instructed them to make the new
bank at once out of various parts of late model Cooper Hewitt
banks which were installed in his studio.
The accompanying photograph shows the completed bank in use
with the actor-inventor inspecting them.
When interviewed by General Sales Agent Hubbard, of the

lens, which invariably brings out the full
value of every detail in every part of
€very picture.
That is the reason that Simplex and other
first class projectors, which are only sold with
the highest quality of equipment, are furnished
with the Marlux lens when specified.
The Marlux costs no more than any
good lens, and gives better results.
Your Dealer will give you further information, or write direct to
Cr^wm

Optical
RCJCHESTER.

Compamy
N.Y.

EVANS' DEVELOPI
and PRINTING has kept
pace with the rapid NG
strides of the produc
er towards
film perfection.
Now, more than ever, competition demands that you have
ilie host of service -EVANS' SERVICE, of course.
EVANS
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MFG. CO.
416-24 West 216th Street
York City
Telephone — St. Nicholas New
3443-44

Printing, Developing, Toning, Tinting

Titles

Domestic

Foreign

Empire City Film Laboratories, Inc.
345 West 40th Street
New York

Cooper Hewitt Electric Company, Mr. Chapin explained the influences that led him to invent the new unit.
" As you doubtless know," explained Mr. Chapin, " the character of Abraham Lincoln, which I portray in the Lincoln Cycle,
is a very difficult subject to photograph for various reasons. In
the first place, Lincoln wore a black suit, and with the dark beard
it does not offer much contrast photographically. I found it particularly difficult to arrange the lights, as we are using both the
ordinary side banks and the comljination side and overhead. In
numerous tests I noticed that the black beard was hard to be distinguished from the black coat that I wear. I figured that if I
could get sufficient light from underneath, it would act as a back
light and throw the dark outlines into relief. When the combination liank was made and tested, it proved to be just as I anticipated, and gave wonderful results, which can be especially noticed
in our recent "close ups." The effect is a soft, natural tone which
we could not pet in the glare of carbon lamps generally used in
these close-up scenes."
The Cooper Hewitt Compan\- realizes the Iiig advantages of Mr.
Chapin's novel invention, and will add it to their line of banks, so
that in the near future other producers will find a diflicult phase
■A lighting solved through Mr, Chapin's ingenuity.
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Musical

Review

of Latest

1 — " We'll Follow Pershing into Old Berlin," by R. C. Young.
I A patriotic Song hit, published by the R. C. Young Music
Co., Columbus, Ohio.
— " Reflections Waltz, by Foster." A melodious Waltz
most appropriate for Society Dramas.
(Published by W.
A. Quincke & Co., Los Angeles, Cal.)
— " Alexander's Got a Jazz Band Now," by Schonberg. A
comic composition suitable for slapstick work. (Published by Deely De Sylva & Schonberg Music Co., Los
Angeles, Cal.)
4—" Boy Scouts Parade " (March), by J. K. Johnson. A typical march suitable for Military Scenes. Koninsky Music
Co., Troy, N. Y.
— " Yock-A-Hilo Town," a typical Oriental Song by Donaldson. (M. Witmark edition.)
— splendid
" Tiger Rose,"
or Twoequally
Step, by
numberOnesuitable
forLouise
concertMaurice.
or danceA
work. (Leo Feist edition.)
— " We're After You," by Lloyd. One of those typical
up-to-date march songs most appropriate for cartoons of
political character. (Jeff Branen edition., 145 W. 45th Street,
New York City.)

Compositions

A decidedly welcome
1/1
" Nocturne,"
by A.
Nepomuceno.
'J — addition
to the
somewhat
restricted literature of a
special field. This composition has a true lyric beauty, a
distinctive quality of charm, and the appeal
sentiment
r of who
melody to commend it. It will please every ipianist
cultivates a genre whose chevaux de bataille for years have been
such numbers as the Sextet from Lucia and Count Geza
Zichy's celebrated waltz. (G. Schirmer edition.)
1*7 — " Elks March." A brand new novelty March, by M.
' L. Lake (Carl Fischer edition.)
10
O
is a
and

— " Berceuse," by Huerter. Another wonderful composition by this gifted writer. " Berceuse " by Huerter
delightful and charming melody very effectively arranged
obtainable for any combination of instruments. (Published by the Boston Music Co.)

1Qy —new
" A Intermezzo
Russian Pansy,"
by Otto
An attractive
from the
pen ofLangey.
Otto Langey.
It has
much of the appeal of the familiar " Flower Song " by Gustav
Lange, together with the freshness and the interest attached
to a new composition. (Published by G. Schirmer, N. Y. C.)
OA— "At Twilight "—Theme and Romance, by Earnest S.
ZiW Golden. A delightful concert number with a Theme accompanied by chimes. This number is indispensable when
playing to pictures. (J. W. Stern, New York City.)

— " Dramatic Recitative," by Sol. P. Levy. An exceptionally fine composition depicting scenes of intense danger
and heavy dramatic situations. This number is obtainable
from the Cinema Music Co., Columbia Theatre Bldg., 47th
St. and 7th Ave., New York City, at a special reduced price.

21 ' — Golden.
" Constance
" — Themenumber
and Romance,
Earnest
A concert
of serious byintent
with S.a
melodious theme that will allow for musical synchronisation to tense and emotional situations on the Photo Play
screen. The Romance is a natural illustration for passion.
(J. W. Stern, New York City.)

9—" I'll Come Back to You When Its All Over," by Kerry
Mills. No matter what you do buy this month, do net
under any circumstances neglect to secure a copy of this
wonderful number. (Leo Feist edition.)

O O — " Venetian Barcarolle," by Earnest S. Golden, a beautiful melody in Venetian style. Adapts itself wonderfully for Theme use. The interlude is in minor, permitting
the most dramatic musical interpretation. A beautiful number with harp accompaniment.
(J. W. Stern, New York City.)

1A— "Ten Minutes of Drama." A suite of two very long
numbers. (A) Illustrates the dramatic in a neutral
style; (B) Melodiously expresses a romantic or pathetic aftermath. (Obtainable from J. W. Stern, 102 W. 38th St., N. Y. C.)
I' 1" — A" Your
Voice slow
Came movement
Back to Me,"
Keithley.
charming
withby a Clinton
most delightful
melody, growing constantly in popular favor. It is an
"Andante Expressivo " of exceptional beauty; a really exquisite composition which every music lover will appreciate.
(Published by the Frank K. Root Music Co.)
1 O — " I Don't Know Where I'm Going, But I'm On My
I ^ Way." An inspiring and catchy melody, by Geo. Fairman. (Published by Harry von Tilzer.)

1 O — " Homeward Bound," by Geo. Meyer. A typical com• position of popular appeal introducing a new surprise in
every bar. A fine snappy number with unusual attractive
chorus and arrangement which leaves absolutely nothing to be
desired. (Published by Leo Feist, Feist Bldg., N. Y. C.)
1 A — " Fifteen Minutes of Pathos." A suite of two long con' • cert numbers that will maintain a pathetic appeal interestingly. Both numbers will permit of dramatic interpretation.
I" -J
C — four
" United
We Movement,
Stand," by most
F. E. appropriate
Holly. A snappy
twoMarch
for Scenes
of military character. (Edition Schubert, HE. 22nd St., New
York City.)

Out of Town Publishers
JUST at present the music business appears to be in a very
health}- state, and patriotic songs have first call — that is, the
novelty patriotic numbers. And the out of town publishers are
turning out their share. Many of them, however, are not losing
sight of the fact that the public likes a variety, and the publishers
are getting out some good ballads and novelties. The Harmon}^ Music Hall, a new one in the field, and located at Cone}Island, has "All the World is in Love with You," and "I'm
Goin' to Peck in Pekin."
David G. Baltimore, Lakeside Building,- Chicago, has a big:
feature patriotic number in " Peace and Libert}-," which should
be good for picture work.
" We'll Have Peace on Earth and Even in Berlin " is a novelty
war number that is making a great many friends and sales for
the Thomas J. Flanagan Music Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
Boosey & Co., the House of Song Fame, has started to make
a hit of " We'll Keep Old Glory Flying." The firm is exploiting
it in the vaudeville world, feeling that it is the kind of a song
that will appeal to the masses.
C. Arthur Pfeiffer keeps on the job and after his catalog.
Day by day he is growing bigger and bigger. His " Flanders "
song is getting man}- calls from singers and musicians.
" Soul of the Rose " and " My Sweet Hawaiian Love Beside the
Sea " are two numbers that are going very big in the West. They
are published by the Allanson Publishing Co., Chicago, and are
just beginning to make themselves felt here in the East. Edward
C. Allanson wrote both numbers, much to his credit.
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The Hopewell Publishing Co. of Hopewell, Va., is making big
strides with its new number, " You've Gone Too Far with Uncle'
Sam."
The Acme Publishing Co., Philadelphia, Pa., has just issued a
new recruiting song that is stirring things up in the city of
brotherly love. " What Do You Say, Boys," is the number.
The Song Mart of Santa Cruz, Calif., has a lively gang song
suitable for comedy pictures, called "What Do you Care?" The
Song Mart has a big following on the coast.
The James S. White Company of Boston winds up the old year
by offering a fast novelty in " Who Told You You Knew How
to Love ? "
The Red Star Music Company of Fayetteville, Ark., has made
a special edition of "Astralita Serenade" for small orchestras.
" Mothers of France " is a new patriotic song just published
by Friedman, Guthman & Co., of Chicago, 111.
O. E. Howard, publisher, Chicago, has a stirring march song in
"Hurrah for the Red, White and Blue." It is a good picture
number.
" We're Off To-day for the Mighty Fray " is John E. Wall's
latest contribution to the song world. Wall is doing business in
Quincy, 111., and is giving " Pot " Pf eiffer a run for first honors.
The Sovereign Publishing Co., of Buffalo, has several war
songs7 including "Go, My Son, God Bless You."
" After the War is Over " has a fine swing, and is published by
Frederick H. Green, Muscatine, Iowa. Green has been in the
business some time and knows how to get his songs over.
John H. Bingemann, of Buffalo, is making a special play on
instrumental numbers suitable for picture work.
" Can theofKaiser"
a newMo.one just put out by Adkins-Fennell
Company,
Kansas isCity,
Harry Tenney, a Patriotic Song Writer
LJARRY TENNEY, connected with Jos. W. Stern & Co., is
anxious to do his bit towards furnishing the boys in the
trenches with cigarettes, and as a result has made arrangements
with his publishers to turn over 25 per cent, of his royalties from
his new song, " Send
Back Dear Daddy to
Me," France
to the "Our
Boys
in
Tobacco
Fund." If the song lives
up to expectations many
a soldier will be made
happy by the cigarettes
that will go over as the
result of Tenney's generosity. E. B. Marks
thinks that it will be
equally as popular as
their other juvenile hits.
"A. Little Lost Child"
and " In the House of
Too Much Trouble."
And if the reception that
Bailey and Cowan received at the Colonial
theatre two weeks a^o
when they introduced it
is any criterion of its
future success, the song
will be one of the biggest juvenile ballads this
country has ever seen.
Bailey and Cowan
stopped the show every
time they put it on^
^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^, ., g^^^ 3^^^ ^^^^
Send Back Dear Daddy To Me," Donates
His Royalties to
Cigarette Fund for Soldiers
to Me " is a
Daddy
.splendid number for motion picture work.
Some new writers have published songs and offered to give
a certain percentage of the earnings to one of the societies interested in the welfare of the soldiers, but they did not have the
proper facilities to exploit the numbers, and in most cases hoped
that patriotism would sell the copies. In Tenney's case it is
different. The song was published and put out in the regular
way, and the same amount of money and energy would go behind
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the song regardless of any donations to the soldiers. So every
cent that goes to the soldiers comes out of his pocket, and will
in all likelihood amount to more than a thousand dollars.
Tenney, however, is not the only one of the Stern staff who
is contributing to the smoke fund. Frederick Rath, now at Camp
Upton as a private, has also arranged to turn over one-quarter
of his royalties from " When the Moon Is Shining Somewhere
in France " to the " Our Boys in France Smoke Fund." Rath
has been with the boys in khaki for months and he knows just
how necessary smokes are. In giving to the soldiers Rath is
doing two bits.
E. M. Wickes.
Joe Morris Has a Live Catalog
TOE HOLLANDER, professional manager for Joe Morris, is
J one of the busiest men in Melody Lane these days. And as a
result of the time and energy he has put into Morris's catalog
he has several real hits in " Say a Prayer for the Boys Over
There," " There's a Service Flag Flying in Our Home," and " My
Heart's Tonight in Old New Hampshire." Hollander is the first
to offer a service flag song to the musical world, and the way the
calls are coming in for the number it looks as if Joe has stolen a
march on the rest of the boys. However, it is nothing new for
Joe, as he has been a long time in the game, and what he does not
know about placing songs is scarcely worth knowing.
"Who Said Dixie?" and "We're Going Over the Top" are
two other songs in the Morris catalog that are showing up very
well. Morris expects 1918 to be the biggest year he has ever
had, which means that he will have to go some, when you take
into consideration what he did with " There's a Quarker Girl
Down in Quaker Town," "America, Here's My Boy," and others.
But Morris feels that having Hollander on the job constantly,
he has nothing to worry about but depositing checks in the bank.
E. M. Wickes.
"BECAUSE OF THE WOMAN"
(Triangle Production)
(Reviewed on page 4399)
Theme: "Love Song" (Dramatic Melody) by Flegier
1 — "Longing" (Moderato) by Armand until — T: "A storm foretelling sunset."
2 — "Characteristic"
(Tremolo) by Lovenberg until — T: "Above
the3 — noise
of thefi until
Storm."
Continue
—
T:
" Gwynne
Manor, aijparatus
blocked, etc."
NOTE — Effects
of tvireless
4
—
"
Sweet
Jasmine
"
(Melodious
Allegretto)
by Bendix until — T:
" Hasn't Barrett returned yet? "
5
—
"
Garden
of
Memories
"
(Reverie)
(Vandersloot
& Ed.) until —
S: Girl and young man near big trees.
6 — Theme until — T: The epilogue of dining.
7 — Chorus
Popular
— T:
"We'll ofexcuse
Noel,Songetc."" Come back to me. Sweetheart " until
NOTE- — To be played as a Vocal Solo with Piano accompaniment
8 — Continue
kissing
Girl. Piano Solo improvise ad. lib. until — S : Young man
9 — Theme until — T: Awaiting Colonel Gwynne's return.
10 — "Heavy Mysterioso " by Sol. P. Levy until — T: "Prestige won
11 — "Dramatic Recitative" by Sol. P. Levy until — T: "Looks to
by
me 12years,
like
theetc."Colonel,
etc." by Funck until — T: "If you think you've
— "Dramatic
Tension"
got13 anything
on
me,
etc."
"Afterto lonely
Sunset hut.(4/4 Dramatic Moderato) by Pryor until — S:
Flash— back
14 — " Furioso " (for Storm Scenes) by Becker until — T: "Two
years
a long time
out here."
15 — is"Dramatic
Agitato"
by H. Hough until — T: "Write a confes16— " Ein Maerchen " (Dramatic Fantasia) by Bach until — T: "Yes
I 17married
Muriel, — etc."
— Theme
T: " You Win."
or — " until
18 — sionRepeat
"Furioso" (same as Cue No. 14) until — T: "After
Andante
by Paul byVely until — S: Incoming Train.
trying
for hours."
2019 —— Pathetic
Railroad
effects — followed
21 — Theme until — T: Finally the desire to Kill.
22 — " Le Retour " (Allegro) by Bizet until — T: "Welcome, my boy.
23 — " Pastel
Menuet " (3/4 Allegro giocoso) by Paradis until — S:
Woman
near Piano.
Welcome."
24
—
"Bring
back
Automobile on road. my daddy to me. Song (deo Feist Ed.) until — S:
25 — " The Vampire " (A dramatic Theme) by Sol. P. Levy until —
T: 26"I
have some
Allen."until — S: Change of scene.
— Piano
Solo — influence
improvise with
to action
27 — Repeat "The Vampire" until — T: That's the Greenway Girl.
28 — "Intermezzo" (Moderato) by Bohm until — T: Determined that
his29 sacrifices,
etc.
— "Mysterioso"
to action until— S : Interior* of Restaurant.
30
—
"Tiger
Rose,"
Two even.
Step by Maurise (Leo Feist ed.) until — T:
Dinner over, with honors
31 — " Reflections Waltz " by Foster until — T: All is fair in.
32 — Repeat one
"Theto bring,
Vampire"
Monopolizing
etc. (same Cue as No. 25) until — T:
33
—
"Dolorosa"
(Poem
Moderate)
by Tobani until — T: At the
TUden Ball.
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34 — Popular Waltz until — S: Night Scene in Garden.
35 — Popular One Step until — T: There must be some truth, etc.
36 — Popular Waltz until — T: Obeying a loving impulse.
37 — Theme until — S: The Fight.
38 — Agitato to action until — T : " Gentlemen why make, etc."
39 — " Erotik " (Dramatic) by Grieg until — T: "Mother what's a
■girl40—to Theme
do? " until * * * * END.
"THE ROSE OF BLOOD"
(Fox Standard Production)
(Reviewed on page 3665)
Theme : " Chanson sans Paroles," by Tschaikowsky
1— "Chanson Triste " by Tschaikowsky until — T: "The Samovar
Party."
2 — " Intermezzo Russe " by Franke until — T : " You will need no
other recommendation."
3 — " Sweet Revery " by Tschaikowsky until — T : " At the home of
the Arbassoffs."
4— Continue to action until — T: "You will serve such people."
5 — "Russian" (Characteristic) by Moszkowsky until — T: "Let me
see how they look, etc."
67—— Theme
T: —" SWass
ya and
his through
comrades."
Continueuntil
ff —until
: Prince
riding
streets.
89 —— Produce
" Herodiade,"
Fantasia
by
Massenet
until — S : Explosion.
effect, followed by —
10 — Repeat " Herodiade " ff until — S : Interior of the Prince's room.
11 — Theme until — T: "Every day adds to your chance."
12 — "Dramatic Recitative" by Sol. P. Levy until — T: "Although
you are not, etc."
13 — Continue or repeat pp until — T: " Only too eagerly are the
orders."
14 — "Allegro" by Bach until — T: "I have been assured that, etc."
15 — Orchestra Rest until — T: " By this Rose the Color of my Blood."
16 — " Cavantine " by Bohm until — T: "Love levels all ranks."
T: —" Lisza,
Doring."
1817 —— Theme
Continueuntil
pp — until
T: ThethisDayis General
of the Celebration.
1920 —— "Organ
March toSlave
"
by
Tschaikowsky
until
—
Interior of Church.
action until — S : Lisza fires theS :shot.
21
—
Continue
"March
Slave"
to
action
until
—
T:
The Arbassoffs
Reception.
22 — " Polly with a Past," Valse by Maurice (Leo Feist Ed.) until
— T: "Just as I thought you are the Red Rose."
23 — Part 1 from "Orestes" by Bendix until — T: "But still the
work,
etc." until — T : " And at this very moment."
24 — Theme
25 — Long Heavy Furioso until — T: "The Imperial Council, etc."
— " Maximilian Overture " by Ascher until — S : Lisza lighting fuse
on 26bomb.
27 — Silence until — S : Explosion.
28 — Produce effect — followed by —
29 — Theme until * * * * END.
"THE HONEYMOON"
Theme: "The Vampire" (a Dramatic Theme) by Sol. P. Levy
1 — "Polly
with a Past"
by Maurice (Leo Feist Ed.) until
— T:
"The loveliest
rose has(Valse)
its thorn."
2 — Theme until — T: "Not unless you help me break."
3 — " Air de Ballet " (3/4 Allegretto) by Chaminade until — T : " Get
me out of this pickle."
4 — " Characteristic Tremolo " (for Waterfalls) by Lovenberg until
— T: "Phil has told me everything."
5 — Theme until — T: "Yes Darling! you are the only woman, etc."
6— Repeat " Characteristic Tremolo " by Lovenberg until — T : " A
shock that brings Dick back to earth."
7 — Dramatic Recitative by Sol. P. Levy until — T : " I'm Phil Lane's
brother-in-law."
8 — "Illusion Intermezzo" (2/4 Moderato) by Bustanoby until — T:
" Just before dinner."
9 — Continue to action until — T: "I'm curious to see the stage."
10 — Theme until — T: "After Dinner."
11 — Continue ff until — T: "The short cut, through the alley."
12 — "Aurora" (Ballet Intermezzo) by Von der Mehden until — T:
" Shall we say ten thousand dollars."
13 — "Dramatic Tension No. 9" by Andino until — T: "My wife
won't believe me."
14 — Dramatic Agitato by H. Hough until — T: The relatives compare
Telegrams.
15 — " Le Retour " (Allegro) by Bizet until — S: Mrs. Greer reading
telegram.
16 — Theme until — T: "On the outing that is to terminate, etc."
17 — "Forest
Whispers" (Gavotte) by Losey until — S: Interior of
Court
room.
18 — Continue pp until — S: View of Niagara Falls.
19 — Repeat " Characteristic Tremolo " by Lovenberg (same as Cue
No. 4) until — T: "Absolutely precious the only girl, etc."
20 — " Heloise " (Moderato Intermezzo) by Langey until — T: "What
have you done with, etc? "
21 — "Vanity" (Allegro Caprice) by Jackson until — T: "I paid no
attention to."
22 — Continue ff until — T: "Thanks to that fool, etc."
23 — Galop to action until — T: "Don't disturb us."
NOTE — Play pp during " Interior Scenes " and
Exterior Scenes."
24 — Theme : until " * //* during
* * "END.
"THE PLANTER"
(Mutual Production)
(Reviewed on page 3307
Theme: "Mexican Kisses" (Hobanera) by Roberts
1 — " Serenata " (3/4 All. Mod.) by Tarenghi until — T: "While in
the far off tropics."
2 — "Tropico"
novellette (2/4 All. Mod.) by C. Smith until — T:
Mrs.
Man entertains.
3 — "Electric light" Quadrille by Schlepegrell until — T: "So we're
in 4—needMissouri,
of a new manager."
son goes forth. Waltz (Forster Ed.) until — T: And the hand-reared
5 — " Manzano " Intermezzo by Brooks until — T: "Lying at the
junction, etc."
6
— " Besos
Y Pesos record
" Mexican
Waltzman.
by Martinez until — S : Woman
showing
phonograph
to young
7 — Silence until — S : Woman starts phonograph.
Important NOTE— Just watch effects — Church tells ringing.
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MISSOURI-WALTZ"
The World's Greatest
and
Most

Popular

Waltz

30c Per

Copy

For Piano For Orchestra

\ \ and Piano

25c

For Orchestra

- Full and Piano

35c

Forster
509

Music

Publisher,

Inc»

So. Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO, ILL.
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You

Must

Know

L. Wolfe

Gilbert

and Anatol Friedland —
NOW Their Past Hits —
You Must Have Played
GILBERT

& FRIEDLAND,
Music Publishers
OFFER

INC.

ARE
YOU
FROM
MEAVEN?
A picture soDg of unusual beauty, whose title and
theme will fit any situation of love and romantic
interest.
They also offer an ear-tickling, catchy number, full
of life, suitable for any light or comedy situation
ITS

A

HUNDRED

TO

ONE

You're From Dixie
Either song wUl be sent any recognized photoplay
pianist on receipt of 10c (or both for 15c) to cover
cost of mailing. RECOGNIZED ORCHESTRA LEADERS may obtain orch^^strations (11 pts. and piano) of
either for 15c, or both for 25c, to cover mailing cost.
GILBERT

& FRIEDLAND, INC.
Music Publishers
230 West 46th St., New York
Anatol Friedland
m L- Wolfe Gilbert
Vice-Pres.
1
Pres.
iiiiiiii
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VANDERSLOOT MUSIC PUB. CO.
Williamsport, Pa.
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WANTED— PIANISTS
I
I
FOR

I

I Lyman H. Howe's Travel Festival
I
We desire to hear from young, reliable, above-the-averI age, male pianists for our traveling companies. Large and
I varied repertoire and ability to play from memory necesI sary. Long season and jjlcasant engagement. State age,
I -experience, salary expected and all particulars, first letter.
I
ADDKKS.S:

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

I THE

|

H. HOWE ATTRACTIONS,
(Incorporated)
VVilkeH-Barre, Fa.
-177 Wefct Kiver Street,
3i]niinmiiniiiiniimiiiniu:iiHaiii;tiiiiiiiiiiiiinnm:Miiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!n

MOVIE
PIANISTS
Join
our
"
Movie
Cluli."
entitles
you to everytbicg we publlBh for one year$1.00
(Vocal
and Instrumental).
ARTUUB M. SIEBRECIIT & CO., I>EXrNGTON, KENTDCKT

k
M
V.^^^

News

8 — IMPORTANT: This must be played on a phonograph, "Nearer
My GodHertzers
to Thee,"
the direct cue for this scene until — T: Dawn
brings
Yaquiin slaves.
9 — Theme until— T: " He was a Yaqui Chief."
10 — " Indian Love Theme " by Winkler until — T: "Always short in
11 — "Intermezzo
versus
the tropics. Pittoresque " by Kocian until — T: New England
funds,
etc."
12
—
"Evening
England training, Breeze
etc. Idyl" by Langey until — T: True to his New
13 — "Lola's Dream" Mexican Song by Tobani until — T: "His
spirit unbroken under, etc."
14 — Hurry to action, begin pp until — T: "Puritanical ideals suffer,
NOTE — WatcJi alarm hell — also shots.
" Moraima " (Caprice) by Espinosa until — S: Indian fighting
near15 — grave.
16 — Heavy Agitato — to action until — T: "Some day you'll remember
that17 —you"Prelude
refused (heavy
my hand.'
Dramatic) by Rachmaninoff until — T: "Time
and environments are, etc."
18 — Theme until — T: "And that night's fiesta of the slaves."
19 — " Cantar Llorando " (Me.xican Dance) by Moreno until — S:
Girletc."
standing near door — looking at Davis.
20 — " On the Mountain " No. 2 from the Suite " Scenes Poetiques "
by Goddard until — T: "Fever, the yellow fever, etc."
21 — Second Movement " Pui Vivo " from the " 'Torch Dance " from
the
"Three ofDances
from Henry VIII" by German until — T:
With Suite
the passing
Guadaloupe.
22 — Theme ff until — T: A norther brings the rain storm.
23 — ■"ofThesleepless
Tempestnursing.
" by Lake to action pp or ff until — T: Days and
nights
24 — " Love and Passion " by Messinah until — T'. " Consuela adds
the25 final
touch,untiletc."
— Theme
— T: "And as David speeds back."
26 — Short Rest, Organ improvise until — T: "Lynch them! Lynch
27 — Short Hurry to action until — T: Hertzger urges his suit.
28 — " Nocturno Op. 15," No. 2 by Chopin until — T: "While David
them!
"Open
again
the with
tropics,
29 — in
Ad. etc."
Lib. Railroad effects — followed by —
30
—
Ein Maerchen
bench "(near
House). " Fantasia by Bach until — S: Hertzer sitting on
31 — "Heavy
Dramatic No. 37" by Ochmler until — S: Hertzer
struggling
with girl.
32 — Heavy Agitato or Hurry to action until — T: "Mercy! Mercy
Senor! you can not do this."
33 — " Lamento by Gabriel Marie until — S : Yaqui fighting with girl.
34 — Heavy Furioso or Hurry until — T: "Take me. Take me! I will
Another
Hurry inforWoods.
heavy fire scene with Tympany rolls until
—go 35S anywhere."
:— Girl
and David
36— Theme ff until * * * * END.

THE GREAT PATRIOTIC HOME SONG HIT
Orchestra, 11 and Piano 25c
Song ISc
Band 25c
Waltz 15c
Full Orcheatra and Piano 3Sc
P
V
I \\onder How The Old Kolks Are At Home
Wilt rainutic WfiioD
A
I
BACK AT DEAR OLD HOUB SWEET BOMB !t I
T
c
tj Stmt Cwtpotrr*
R
T
VPTtlon by Ed. Rote
I
O
O
R
T
I

LYMAN

Picture

" REACHING FOR THE MOON "
(Artcraft Production)
Comic Maestoso Theme: "Little General" (Caprice Heroique)
1 — " Blissful
by Tobani
Alexis
by Meyer until — T: "Our Hero,
2 — Comic Maestoso Theme until — T: Alexis' prison.
3 — "Bitter
Dreams" '(Intermezzo) by Engleman) until — T: That
Evening
Alexis S—
calls.
4
—
Love
i
nt.-.
.. al — T: " In the, hope of a lookin', etc."
Cesar."
5 — Comic Meastos Theme until — T: "At least after many hours."
6
—
"Comedienne"
by Hosmer until — ^T : Back to the sympathetic
listener.
78 —— Love
Theme
until
— T: "Auntilgloom
Comic Maestoso Theme
— T: all
At silence,
the dock.etc."
9 — " Olympia " (Overture) by Ascher until — T: "When Morning
10 — " Creepy Creeps " by Taylor until — T': " After Darkest half
Joy
hour11 —Cometh."
ofHurry
liberty."
to action begin pp then ff until — T: "As our old friend
12 — Short Rest Organ Improvise until — T: "In Vulgaria."
13 — Short Heavy Mysterioso until — T: "After a hungry voyage."
14 — " Marche Grotesque" by Klugescheid until — T: The Water Fete
on the Canal.
NOTE — Tympany Rolls ff durinr/ tumultuous scenes.
15 — Continue to action until — S: Bomb Explosion,
16—
Crash
(Effect)— followed by—
said."
1718 —— Hurry
action
Sirewayyou tomust
Continueto pp
untiluntil
— T;— T:
On "the
the hurry
ball. and dress."
19 — Short Rest until — T: The Fete in the palace.
20 — " Funeral March of a Marionet " by Gounod until — T: " Beware
of 21Black
Boris."
— Short
Dance Waltz until — T: "After the Ball is over."
2223 —— Continue
until until
— T:— "You
Hurry to ppaction
T: At have
Dawn.insulted the Princess."
24 — " Presto " by Lake begin pp then ff with ff Tympany Rolls
during S — when Alexis rolls down the big mountain until — S: Alexis
falls
of his Crash
bed." ff followed by —
25 —outCymbal
26 — Silence until — S : Alexis running out of his house.
27 — Galop — Allegro until — T: Alexis in his office.
Continue
pp until
Evening Shadows fall."
2928 —— Love
Theme
until — T:
* *"As* the
* END.

Write any Bartola customer in the United States and his answer
will convince
"
THE
you that this is theBAR
musical instrumentTGl
you should have^A.
in your theatre.
The installation of a Bartola solves your music problem. Write for catalogue.
CHAS. C. PYLE, General Sales Agent, 707-712 Mailers Bldg., Chicago, 111. Factory, Oshkosh, Wis.
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Automatic Installs New Theatres
THE Automatic Ticket Selling and Cash Register Company announces that one of its most recent installations is in the
new Loevv theatre in Toronto, one of the show places of the
Dominion.
It has also equipped the Loevv theatre in New Orleans and many
other amusement enterprises in the South.
Among the installations in the East is included the Rivoli, New
York.
Since the war tax went into effect, there has been a particularly
acute demand for Automatic Systems, since the government inspectors naturally look with favor upon a device like the Automatic System that records all the ticket sales made.
The Automatic Ticket Selling and Cash Register Company has
shown an enterprising, accommodating spirit by compiling a simplified, practical working edition of the government regulations
about war taxes. This booklet may be had free by writing to the
■company.
'

ARKANSAS
The new theatre being erected at Russellville is fast approaching completion and when finished will be one of the most up to date and best
equipped theatres in the state. J. R. Baker is the owner of the new project.
CALIFORNIA
According to a report from Santa Barbara, the Pantages theatre circuit
is planning to launch theatres in Bakersfield and Fresno.
new^ theatre
at Exeter is now completed and opened a week
■or E.so V.agoCook's
to capacity
business.
The new Kinema theatre at Los Angeles was'opened a week ago with
Geraldine
" Thetheatre
Womanbeing
Goderected
Forgot at" Third
as thestreet
attraction.
The new Farrar
million indollar
and Broadway,
Los
Angeles,
will
be
known
as
"
Grauman's
"
and
it
is expected to
be ready for opening early in January.
Christmas Day
opening
of Stearn
Huntington.
It hassawa the
seating
capacity
of SOO. and Crescy's new theatre at
The new Chimes theatre, situated at College and Keith avenues, Oakland,
was opened Company.
two weeks This
ago isunder
the management
Beach-Krahnin
Amusement
the third
theatre under ofthisthemanagement
this city, the others being the Strand and the Lorin.
The Strand theatre at Grass Valley was opened December 19 under the
■management
of C.Trotter
E. Howard
and Herman
it from George
immediately
on its Kersken
completion.of Oroville, who leased
The
remodeled
Fresno
theatre,
renamed
"
The Hippodrome,"
formally opened December 23, under the personal supervision
of Lester J.wasFountain.
The improvements that have been made on the old theatre building which
adjoins the Cory block in Fresno street, give it the resemblance ot a new
building, both on the exterior and interior. A new lobby on the street
level takes the place of the old stairs at the entrance, while on the interior,
the loge and box seats on the lower floor have been removed and a number
of new chairs installed in their place. In the balcony all new seats have
been installed. A restroora for ladies and a nursery for the kiddies are
new additions to the second floor. The upper gallery has been closed, leavthe theatre
a seating
capacity
of about than
1,500.the The
seatsing are
new and
much more
comfortable
old larger
ones. part of the
Ward Morris, a former Fresno boy, will be the resident manager of the
local _ Hippodrome, Mr. Fountain being here only to launch the theatre.
Morris
has been associated with Hippodrome in San Francisco for a numcareer.ber of years, and comes to Fresno as manager after a successful theatrical
Fountain states that he will go to Sacramento from here to assist in
launching the theatre there that the Hippodrome is taking over on the
first of the year. Fountain is resident manager of the Los Angeles Hippodrome and has charge of the opening of all new holdings on the Pacific
■Coast Hippodrome circuit.
IDAHO
The American theatre, on East Center street, Pocatello, has been opened
to the public, and is presenting a good class ot movies for the crowd. It is
located in the building that was built for the New York theatre a year ago,
has been remodeled on the inside, painted and generally fixed up, and is
under
management of N. B. Grossman. Pictures will be changed four
times atheweek.
ILLINOIS
Frank Francis of Charleston announces that he and C. D. Mitchell contemplate erecting a new theatre on Sixth street, Charleston, and ground
will be broken as soon as the weather permits.
The new Empress theatre at Taylorville was opened a few days ago under
Tthe management of Messrs. McCarthy and Humphreys.
INDIANA
A. F. Brentlinger, general manager of the Bankers and Brokers Co.,

which is affiliated with the Terre Haute Theatres Co., builders of the new
theatre at Eighth and Wabash avenue, is spending a few days in Terre
Haute looking over the local theatrical situation.
" Weforhave
plans of the new theatre so as to give us more
room
the altered
stage," the
he said.
"
The
revised
plans
give
us a depthof ofalmost
thirtyanyfeetsortinstead
of twenty-five
feet — ample room for the presentation
of a vaudeville
act.
" Personally,
I
think
it
would
be
tolly
to
build
a
theatre
for
motion
ture and curtailed vaudeville acts only. With plenty of stage room
we picwill
be able to change the policy of the house from pictures and vaudeville to
out-and-out vaudeville or even dramatic stock if it should be deemed adsable to do so the
at any
time in the
yearswhoto come."
C. J. viWacker,
Indianapolis
builder,
has the contract, has agreed
to have the theatre finished by May 1.
MARYLAND
Blanke & Zink, architects have the plans ready for a palatial theatre at
Baltimore for the Homewood Amusement Co. It will be located on North
avenue near Charles street.
The New Guilford, a beautiful theatre, is going to be built by the Parkway Theatre Co., in Baltimore.
MASSACHUSETTS
The Globe theatre at Brockton was reopened recently under the management of Charles A. Gregoire of Newbury street, and fie intends making a
special
feature
of children's
plays.on Moody street, Waltham, by W. KingsThe new
theatre
being erected
bury is fast approaching completion, and will be ready for occupancy early
in January.
MISSOURI
The
South
Side
playhouse
in
Jeft'ersonopened
City, arecently
and rechristened " The Royal " was formally
few daysremodeled
ago, presenting
" Within the Law " as the opening feature.
MONTANA
The
Marlowe
theatre,
Helena's
motionaccording
picture house
be ready
for opening about the middle ot newest
February,
to C. will
E. Eckhardt
of Butte, who will assume active management of same.
NEBRASKA
York's
motion
" Thea winner
Sun " from
openedevery
its point
doors ofa
week
or sonewest
ago and
was picture
generallytheatre
conceded
view.
NEVADA
C. R. Silva, proprietor of the Big Casino, Tonopah, is arranging to open
at an tions
early
date bea made
theatreforinthis
connection
his place of of
business.
Alterawill soon
purpose.with
B. Steinberger,
San Francisco,
who has taken the position as amusement manager, is arranging to put on
soon a big musical comedy, with a chorus of twenty girls. In addition,
there will be vaudeville acts and motion pictures.
NEW MEXICO
Ground is being broken and excavating for the new theatre building at
Tucumcari is in progress. The contractor promises to push this work as
fast as possible. The name will be H & H theatre and the plans show it
to be one of the very latest as well as largest in the state. It will help
make Tucumcari the convention city of New Mexico.
NEJF YORK
The new Temple theater at No. 132 Water street, Binghampton, was
formally opened a few days ago.
Inside this playhouse a transformation has occurred. It has been made
new by carpenters, painters, electricians and decorators into one of the
cosiest, most inviting playhouses in the city.
Money has been lavishly spent. Its every appointment is new and up
to the minute,
trom thebooth
latestin models
of Powers'
machines
instal ed in a fire-proof
the balcony
to the projecting
organ in the
orchestra
The entrance is entirely made over, box office rearranged to give a more
spacious prepossessing lobby.
The lighting
arrangement
especially
-ft'ell planned
fixtures
hancing the beautiful
color isscheme
of light
blue and; attractive
deep cream
that en-is
carried out on side walls and ceiling. The corporation owning and operating
this newest amusement venture is headed by Lee M. Caflerty as president,
F.
Newell, will
vice-president,
and and
A. W.
Newman,as the
secretary
pit.
Mr. B.Newman
act as manager,
announces
policy and
of thetreasurer.
Temple
the best pictures obtainable at an admission of 10 cents.
OREGON
After
half year's
following
the was
fire inreopened
the Weatherford
ing last asummer,
the darkness
Rolfe theatre,
Albany,
a few daysbuildago
under the management of Everett Cummings.
PENNSYLVANIA
A motion picture theatre will be erected at Bethlehem. It will be conH. Schwab.
Wilmerducted by&E. Vincent,
owners of the Orpheum theatre at Allentown, will
demolish Hotel Hamilton, at Harrison street, Wilkes-Barre, and will erect a
new theatre on the site.
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ABOVE
AU-YOUR
Can
give cliaracter,
attractiveness, beautyCEILING
and distinction
to your tlicatrc — or it can mark your place as a poor, second-liand make-slaift ; a place the best people will not
patronize.
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They supply you with all the ^beauty of molded plaster, intricate
moldingsto and
and
resistence
fire. deep relief, with greater permanence
Above all, they are artistically correct, designed in wide
variety ofbyinterior
skilled decoration.
artists to blend with and unify any
scheme
Dignify your theatre with Berger Classik Steel Ceilings.
Literature on request. Address Dept. D.M.N.

Picture

News

W. J. Ross & Sons and the Thiel Construction Co. are remodeling the
theatre in the Pythian Temple at Johnstown. It will be conducted by
Scherer
undera manager
the name ofofthetheAurora
" Temple
Theatre."
William& J.Kelley
Snyder,
theatre
at Pennsburg, has
leased the moving picture there.
The Pittsburgh Opera House Co. of Pittsburgh has given a contract to
Henry Busse & Co. for a theatre building to cost $9,000.
The Dunbar Amusement Company, Philadelphia, has decided to go ahead
with the moving picture project for Borad and Lombard streets. Plans
were prepared lor a photoplay house there some time ago, but were laid
aside, it was said, because of difficulty in financing the building.
got out
plans forThea one-story
by Lachman
130 feet, &to Murphy
be built have
of brick
and new
concrete.
Standard structure,
Construction70'
Company and Alexander Chambley, of this city, and F. H. Keyser, of
Pottstown, Pa., are estimating.
VIRGINIA
J. C. Johnson & Brother are gomg to convert a store building at Berkley
into a motion picture theatre at a cost of $2,000.
Elmer D. Heins of Roanoke, has leased the Trenton theatre at Lynchburg from the Trent Corporation.
WASHINGTON
C. vertG.it into
Vaughan
has
leased
the Hancock Building at Kelso and will cona motion picture house.

You can't go wrong If you install

=
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WISCONSIN
Several weeks ago there were reports current that the Frellsons were
contemplating the erection of a new theatre at Waukesha but not until
last week did it become generally believed that such an enterprise would
materialize. Now, however, since the corner property known as the John
Gaparar homestead just west of the Hotel Waukesha has passed into the
possession by purchase of the Frellsons and plans are prepared there
remains no doubt of the accuracy of the reports.
The real estate for this enterprise was purchased at the price of $7,000.
The estimated cost of the new building is from $35,000 to $40,000. It will
have a ground dimension of 60 by 128 feet, and besides the theatre portion*
there will be two store rooms and two upper office rooms.
The theatre will have a seating capacity of 850. It will have all modera
conveniences and for safety will have exits on all sides.

^

J
" SOCIETY'S DRIFTWOOD "
1
(Butterfly Production)
1
Theme: "L'Adieu" (Andante Melody) by Karganoff
i Opening — Good Galop to action.
I
" William, the county judge," " At Sunset " (Moderato grazioso)
I byT —Brewer.
T — " Mary's career as a fortune teller," " Gipsy Serenade," by
I The Berger Mfg. Co., Canton, Ohio | II Jerwitz.
m
Branches
New York, Philadelphia,
~
M
cago, St.: Boston,
Louis, Minneapolis,
San Francisco, Chi1 T — " County fairs are figured, etc.," Continue to action.
g
Export Dept.: Berger Bldg., New York City,
I
T — " I'm going to give your show," " Dramatic Tension," by
1 Funck.
g
U. S. A.
IBEnCEHI
I
T — " Whenby an
arrogant judge," " After Sunset " (4/4 Dramatic
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim^
= Moderato)
Pryor.
miiiiiiiiiuuiuiiiuiiE I X — " In the -ccal jail," Theme.
uiiiiiimiumiiiiiujjuuiiiuiiiuuiuiiiiuiiimimuuiiuiuiui
I T — "Two ^cars later," "Dramatic Mysterioso," by Bach.
I
T — " A C'eady Toilsome Climb," " Canzonetta " (Allegretto) by
= Godard.
Perfect Projection Makes Satisfied Patrons
5
T — "byThrough
their walks in life, etc.," " Album Leaf " (4/4 ModeI rato)
Kretschmer.
Do you realize that the MOST PROSPEROUS THEATRES
In
your
vicinity
are
the
ones
that
are
giving
the
BEST
I
T
—
"
The
president
of the Pacific," Theme.
PROJECTION 1
"When the public finds, etc.," "Petals" (Moderato Intermeizo)
iI byT —Raymond.
The quality of Films you show are a large factor In your
success, but PERFECT PROJECTION IS MORE NECESSARY
I X — " In the time that followed," Theme.
TO MAKE SATISFIED PATRONS.
I
T — " Tison's story on the Pacific," " Dramatic Tension," by
I Winkler.
Can
you
get
PERFECT
PROJECTION
with
your
old
equipment?
= T — " Mary still gives her time," Continue pp.
,
i T — " You thief," " Dramatic Tension," by Borch.
We are able to take back your old machine in part payment
1 T — " Hello I little fortune teller," Continue pp.
on a new one, and sell you a new machine on small monthly
i T — " Several evenings later," " Intermezzo " (Moderato) by Bohm.
payments.
Write today for our catalog and liberal terms.
I X — "The Spell of Romance," Good (6/8 Moderato).
= T — " No. 1730 ordered, etc.," Theme.
E T — " A Thirst for gain," " Lanette " (Valse Lento) by Kenton.
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY.
1 T — " Late the following afternoon," " Sweet Jasmine " (4/4 AUe>
1 gretto) by Bendix.
Largest £zcla8lve Dealers to the Movingr Picture Trade.
I T — " I haven't spoken of it," Theme ff.
Dealers In Motlo^aph, Simplex, Edison and Standard Machines,
I T — " I'm going to open that safe," " Dramatic Tension," by Aicher.
Transverters, Motor Generators, Rectifiers and Everything
i T — " Get out of town," " Dramatic Mysterioso," by Bach. (Note—
Pertaining to the Moving Picture Theatres.
1 "Watch shot.)
Third Floor, Uallers Bldg.,
I
X — " Get a doctor, etc.," Theme until • • » END.
Cor. Madison St. & Waba«h Ave., Chicago, III.
We sell on the installment plan.
1
"THE WOLF AND HIS MATE"
aiiimiimimiiiniiimimiiiiiiimiimiiiTnimiiinnnfliimimnmiimrnnirniiimiiiiim
i
Theme: "To Spring" (Dramatic Melody) by Grieg
I Opening — " Dolorosa," Poeme d'Amour (Moderato) by Tobani.
? T : " The court gave you the title " — Agitato to action.
i T: " I reckon you're a liar" — " Intermezzo" (Allegretto) by Pieme.
The DeVry
Ii tic)T: by"You
old song of, etc" — "Woodland Whispers" (CharacteriiCzibulka.
1i ner.
S: "Old man reading letter" — "Love Song" (Moderato) by PuerStood the
f S: "Girl reading letter" — "Andante" (Mysterioso) by Lake.
^ Acid Test
I S: "Men chasing after thief" — "Hurry, No. 42," by Becker.
I
T : " We're letting you off " — " Gavotte " by Gossec.
The Ford Motor
1 S: "Man robbing child "—Hurry to action.
1
S:
"Child
on bed" — Theme.
Company writes:
i T: "A harbor of refuge" — "Tulips" (Moderato) by Miles.
•■ We would be glad to go on record,
I
T:
"Steve
Nolan! he's dead" — "Dramatic Tension" by Funck.
and have any prospective customer
1 S : " Girl with colTee can " — " Erotik " (Dramatic) by Grieg.
write us at any time, when we would
I
T:
"I
see
you
ain't moved" — Agitato to action.
..
be glad to advl.se
i S : " Girl packing her things " — Theme ff.
satisfactory
service them
that of
the theDe - very
Vry
1
T:
"The
law
also
makes
it"
—
"Dramatic
Tension,
No.
1"
(for
1 disputes), by Ascher.
Portable
ing us. M. P. Projectors are givT: "With
the passing of the days" — "Ballet Sentimental" (ModThey
are
successful,
and
we
have
I1 erato)
by Zamecnik.
Motor Drive
had no trouble with them whatever.
I ticT:Intermezzo)
"Are you byafraid
of my,
etc" — "Blissful Dreams" (CharacteriiFord Motor Company,
Size
17"
X
17"
X
7"
over
all
i
Meyer
Helmun.
Weighs
but Twenty
i T: "Want I want I take" — Theme.
Takes Standard
Size Pounds
Reels
M. P. Department."
1; erewsky.
T: " I reckon if you want, etc." — " Melody Op. 16, No. 2," by P«dand Film
Ford Uses Fifty-One De Vry's
= S: "Man robbing child" — Hurry to action.
THE DE VRY CORPORATION, 117 North Fifth Ave., Chicago, U. S. A.
'= S: " Gian returns with child " — Theme • • • END.
M
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Taking

A

■ouit isbook
aboutanyancJpicture
whetherfor ityour
will theatre,
appeal without
to your knowing
patrons?
pretty big chance to take, especially when you can secure
nformation on any picture produced by subscribing to
ocreen Opinions
ThelDdcpendeal.ComprcbcDsivc Reviewing Service
"Screen
Opinions"
yousynops.cs,
each week
each
month.
The
weekly rssue containscomes
rtva-m.to during
cast—andinThe
fact monthly
full
informareleased
issue
containstion onTallall picturc-s
the information
containedthe week.
m the preceding
weekly
issues
additionalPicture
data.Market.
Let "Screen Opinions" acguami you
with thewithMoving
Write In for Full Information

THEATRES

Cahill -I^oe Co. Chicago \
llZ "V^ Harrison St • the home oF'Clca'pRODucTs
THAT

ARE

WORTH

WHILE

"NEWMAN"
Ticket
Chopper
Safeguard agrainst having your tickets
used over again and resold. Circumstances sometimes cause many men to
yield
to temptation.
ticket
choppers
positively chopNewman's
and positively
insure you against any collusion between
ticket seller and ticket taker. The most
practical and most attractive choppers
made. Write in for 1918 Catalog of
Ticket Choppers, Brass lYames and
Rails.
THE NEWMAN MFG. CO.
717-19 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, O.
68 W. Washington
Street,
Established
1882Chicago, lU.
Coast Representative — G. A. Metcalfe,
119 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.
Canadian
Representative
— J. T.Montreal,
Malone
Films, Rialto
Theatre BIdg.,

■

IS

YOURS?

IF it is, send us full details— also photographs, in
order that we may run a
complete and fully illustrated story of which you
will be proud.

MOTION

PICTURE

729 Seventh Avenue

NEWS

New

York City

Can.Frames, Easels, KaUs, Grilles, Signs,
Choppers, Kick Plates, Door Bars
THEATRE

AND

MAILING

LIST

EXCHANGE
SERVICE

We rent littt of or address contemplated or ezisting theatres, exchanges, state rights owners,
publicity mediums and producers, selected as to
teiritory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes
were recorded in our list last year. Its use means
a Mnring to you of from 30 to 50% in postage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
Phone, 3227 ChaU«a
•0 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Phone, 2003 Randolph
42S ASHLAND BLOCK. CHICAGO
Addretting
MidtigrapMng
Printing Typewriting

NI4S

TYPHOON
rOOLINGSYSTEN
I TYPHOON PAN COMPANY U. 1544 BROADWAY
^NEW
YORK CITY
Better to read fifty advertisements than to, miss thjs one . YOU need.

320 (Accessory)

Motion

Picture

News

Mr. J. H. Hallberg, Vlce-Pres.,
United Theatre Equipment Corporation,
1604 Broadway, New York City.
Dear Mr. Halltperr;:-

Tbree years ago you equipped our theatre with a
complete outfit - two Powers 6-A projecting machines which I am
pleased to state have given us good service and are still in good
Nevertheless, I want to be up to date and I herewith
condition.
place my order for two more Powers machines r latest type, and I am
willing to pay the regular price - although I have been offered
two complete projection machines from other manufacturers without
The reason I prefer. the Powers machine is that I
charge.
havd a 168^ foot throw, and the size of my picture isie^ x 20|',
on a plaster wall, and I use only 45 ttf BO amperes - and have perfect projection. Please let me know when you will be able to install the new machines.
Very truly yours,

THE WILLIAMS PHINTINO COMPANY, NEW TOBK
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

A

Cloye

the

-up

of

Heart

of

Mr.S.L.ROTHAPFEL'S
R.IVOLI
Your
Theatre
Would
Live Better
WITH A
SIMPLEX

HEART

Released

December

Mme.

3rd

Petrova
in

Released
December
24thtiny"
Des
of
Daughter

in
Charles

Mr.
His

New

Million

Chaplin

Dollar

All productions released
First National Exhibitors
— All prints made
perfect

We

will

he

at the

developing

pleased

and

Comedies

by the
Circuit
home

of

printing.

to figure

There are reasonsCome and see them.

with

you.

'

JANUARY

HAS

THE

aUALITY

Quality

19,

1918

CIRCULATION

OF

THE

TRADE

plus

the standard of motion picture qitaiity has come to
be, foremost stars superbly directed in clean
motion pictures "- — but

es
pictur
Plus means they are
are quality plus pictures.
nationally advertised.

^

t FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASRY CORPORATION i
7^ ADOLPH ZllKOR Pres. JESSE L.LASKY
Pres. CECIL
B.DE MIUE DirvdorOenemL
- •—NEW Vice
VORK_^
•
J
485 5th Ace.. New York

VOL. XVII-NO. 3

/■n/ereJ at Second Cia.!s M.t:"r. 'l lo-'-tr 13, ton, .f ihc Pcsl Office at New York, V. 1"., uiiUtr

PRICE

10 CENTS

I

COMING witli a tremendous rush of
popularity that is making D. F. look
to his laurels as a Box Office star,
FRANKLYN FARNUM in "THE FKiHTlNG
GRIN," gets over like a house afire. Farnuni
turns hold-up man and carries this quick
action story along for 5 rapid fire reels of gilt
edge Photoplay. Book " THE FIGHTING
GRIN " and let FARNUM pack your house.
All the usual Farnum dash and speed.
Book thru your local BLUEBIRD Exchange,
or communicate with BLUEBIRD Photo
Plays (Inc.), 1600 B'way, New

York City.

I

—

is a

queer

bird!!!

a

biped

^itK

jlop ears.
Generally

masculine

is often discovered

and the local variety?
in the

back

room

at "Wallicks"
common

or garden

name

is Auto-

mobile Inspector or Shoo FI3? Cop — due
perhaps to a facult? for disappearing
suddenly

when

the

abili^ to cop anything.

door

opens

or

■witK

"AN

INTERNATIONAL

SNEAK"

CKester Conklin
Bill3' Armstrong
and
EtKel Teare
produced under the personal supervision of
MACK

SENNETT

admittecJlj) the leading director of comedies and
picker of successful ideas of sKowmansKip.
t

I
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new

— that's what every exhibitor should be
looking for — something new every minute,
,—

variety is the spice of life — yes, and

is the whole

life of the show

—

office w^ill soon

your box

of pep, punch

and

— make the
out smiling.

people

—

the

most
—

variety

single reel

business,
feel the drag

in your

talk, and

part of

shovv^.

send

your

them

show

is

important.

it offers the greatest opportunity

"what

it

you need'*

to get

into your show.

Paramount -BYay
all of these elements.

Pidograph
Add

gram and you'll get them

//vc.
iBRAYSTUDIOS

Th* " iraifTS:." advertifen beU«v« YOU worth iriiite; jnitify tfaem.

contains

it to your
coming

proback.

Motion

328

Picture

News

presents^

Put
Imagine

Yourself

in

his

yourself the Prosecuting

Place

Attorney — rich,

respected, and influential — prosecuting for murder
a beautiful girl of eighteen; you must demand her
life's blood in payment

for the crime.

At the height of the trial you discover
is— your own

daughter.

You

know

cent— that you are guilty. None
guilt. You
yourself.

Would

Now

you

call

this

that the girl

that she is inno-

but you know

your

can send this girl to her death — and save

thrilling

?

Isn't

this

unusual

suspense

booking
at " MOTION
all PICTURE
"Paramount
Be sure to mention
NEWS " when writing to advertisersExchanges

?
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Broadway

Success

Guilty

ByRuihHeknDaYis

and

Il^mVWiJlat,

An

Charles

Klein

director.

Supervision
THOMAS

M

of-

H.INCElnc

unusual

Drawing

Card

A. H. Woods is famed for presenting tense drama.
Under the supervision of Thomas H. Ince, Inc., a
Woods'

play means

a great photoplay

production.

" The Guilty Man " is famous as a successful Broadway
play — this means drawing power.
The critics of the New York dailies commented upon this
sensational drama when shown at the Astor Theatre on
Broadway,
f

as follows — ■

" The last ivord in emotional drama."
" Talk about a play with a punch.
one with several sledge-hammer

Here is
blows."

"Full to the brim with thrills and tears."
" The soul of a woman
laid bare."

wronged

is ruthlessly

" Strikes a vital spot."
Reserve dates at once for this vivid picture play — LONG
ENOUGH
DATES to permit all who will want to see
it to do so.

Won't

it thrill

the

photoplay

public,

as

it did

hlase

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.

Broadway

?

330

Motion

Picture

piCCLCGd

Benjamin

Chapin

Benjamin Chapin is a star of sufficient magnitude to pack the Strand Theatre, New York, for
a week and then move to the Globe Theatre, adjacent on Broadway, and play 2^^ performances
with a motion picture. This demonstrates his
ability to attract capacity audiences.

Benjamin Chapin is one of the best known authorities
on Abrahani Lincoln. He has written, produced and appeared inLincoln plays, playlets and vaudeville sketches.
The experience of a lifetime has been concentrated in the
work of " The Son of Democracy."
Mr. Chapin is a great artist, a finished actor, and an able
dramatist.

Remember, "The Son of Democracy" is an unsurpassed emotional drama —
—that it is a 20 reel feature bigger than any ever released—
—that it is backed by a tremendous national advertising campaign and unusual publicity—
—that it carries with it the prestige of Paramount Pictures.

I*.FAMOUS PLAYERS "LASKY CORPORATION

^ammoimt\ertes
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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attraction that interests Everybody
certain to be a financial success.

AN

Everybody
Everybody

is

has heard of the Imperial German Government's Spy Army in America.
is familiar with what Chief Flynn has accomplished in checking Enemy Spy Plots.

Everybody is interested in the startling revelations of the
Secret War Peril existing in our midst.
Everybody
These

will want

are sound

to see these facts in pictures.

reasons

why

Exhibitors

should

book

this production.
fl
SQUARE
DISTRIBUjreO
FOUKSQUAfefei EXCHANGES
P«lliCIPA'L.'0FnCE-729 isEVENTH AVENU^- «
BOOKfNG lomCeSl in' ALL PRINCIPAli Crn
Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " Newt.'

,EXCHANGES

332

Motion

Picture

III

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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WALTER
H«CRAIL
in Fiaaturcs

CHARLES
KENT
in Features
AGNES AYREr
inVitagraph Comedies i|

Pi EDWARD EARLE
jjlin Vtiaqraph Comedies
Jlillllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^^
If you like the " News," write our advertisers ; if not, tell us.
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Motion
ALBERT

E. SMITH

Picture

Presents

"VENGE

ANCE

AND

THE
Featuring

WILLIAM

In

15

HOLLOWAY
N"
witk CAROL A
M
O
W
By ALBERT
E. SMITH

DUNCAN

Smashing

AND

CYRUS

BOX-OFFICE

FIGURES
CURRENT

WHAT
ISSUE

STATEMENT

THIS
OF

BRADY

Directed by
WILLIAM DUNCAN

El
pisodes

YOUR

TO WNSEND

WILL

REVIEWER

THE

DRAMATIC

TELL

WRITES

YOU
IN

MIRROR:

"A serial that gives promise of outclassing that super-serial. The
Fighting Trail,' in its exposition of hair-raising episodes and with its rapidity of action and death-defying thrills. The all-star cast, headed by the
widely popular William Duncan and Carol Holloway. William
Duncan's splendid accomplishment as a director of serials.
"At the close of the 'Fighting Trail' we felt that all in
the way of thrills had been accomplished, but it seems we were
wrong 'Vengeance — and the Woman' gives fair promise
of outclassing the preceding western melodrama.
The story is better, and will appeal to all classes.
TTie action leaves one breathless — so rapidly are
the death-defying activities of the players unfolded.
ti It Hf * * * *
"Here is a serial that should prove a veritable gold mine to exhibitors. It has been
widely advertised, and the memory of 'The
Fighting Trail' is still fresh in the minds of the
people, and all those who witnessed that stirring
serial will want to see this new achievement of
Vitagraph. And it will not disappoint one of its
audiences. It is truly a masterpiece in the way
of thrilling melodramas of the ever-popular
western type."

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertUen
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ALBERT E. SMITH Presents

Nell

Shipman
With

ALFRED

WHITMAN
In

Strain"
Wild
Tke Story of a Girl Wko Battered Down

tke -Barrier of Family Pride to
^A^m Love and Freedom

By GEORGE RANDOLPH
CHESTER
and LILLIAN CHESTER
Directed by WILLIAM WOLBERT
Re-introducing to Vitagraph Audiences the Star of
"God's Country and the Woman" in a Quick-Action
Story That Will Be Awaited with Interest Wherever
Its Famous Authors Are Known.

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

liOok at the

News I "

PICTURES

NORMA
in
ALMADGE
"GHOSTS

Adapted hy Mildred ^onsidine
Frof^'tKe phy "TWO WOMEM"
by RUPERT HUGHES »
Directed bj) CKarles Miller
TKis isn't a \'ery ga^? part^?, is it?" asked La FJeur, bored.

OF

/^OLDWYN'S presentation of the famous prima donna
^ for the first time on the screen has proved, as we
knew it would, a master-stroke for the box-offices of the
nation. We knew that Mary Garden in "Thais" would
be the sensation that the newspapers now proclaim her
to be, but even we in our enthusiasm had underestimated
this wonderful star's drawing power.
Needing patronage, as all amusement enterprises do at
this moment, your surest way to increase receipts is by
booking Mary Garden in "Thais."
verification of these statements:

Here you find the

BOSTON: The Globe: Men and women rarely, if ever, seen,
in motion pictures houses have flocked to the Boston Theatre
to see the remarkably notable Goldwyn production, Mary
Garden in "Thais." Patrons have swamped this theatre all
week. Boston Post: Mary Garden's popularity is drawing
capacity audiences. Boston Herald: One look at the long
lines waiting outside the Boston Theatre gives you proof of
Mary Garden's great success in motion pictures.
NEW YORK: Evening Sun: Mary Garden in "Thais" is the
acme of photoplay perfection. Morning Sun: Tremendous
assemblages are greeting Mary Garden in "Thais" at the Strand
this week. N. Y. Tribune: Goldwyn's presentatation of Mary
Garden in "Thais" is magnificent beyond one's fondest dreams.
Miss Garden is a beautiful, sensuous priestess of passion.
N. Y. Times: "Thais" is one of the greatest and finest films of
the
year. Evening Mail: Mary Garden in "Thais" is a joy
to behold.
BALTIMORE: The American: Mary Garden in "Thais" is
the year's most memorable production. Miss Garden is a revolutionary artist in the drama of silence. Goldwyn is to be congratulated for bringing her to the screen.

Be lure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Cook
ike

OERE

Tilts I\*ocluction
Desi

Drains

Landed

of iKe

Dy

Naiiotv

is one truth that can never be denied:

The

* critics of one or two cities occasionally may be wrong
in their judgments but there never has been a time when
the critical judgment

of the nation was wrong.

Gold-

wyn's presentation of Mary Garden in "Thais" is approved
without one dissenting opinion in every section of North
America.
These tremendous approvals should cause all exhibitors
to book or increase their playing time, for the assured
attraction that will fill their houses to capacity.
CHICAGO: Evening Post: Mary Garden in "Thais" is an
artistic triumph that will thrill the picture audiences of the
world. Miss Garden is magnificent. The Examiner: Emphatical y picture
a
that all the world is hungry to see. The
Tribune: Permit this critic to assert that Mary Garden's form
divine is the sensational hit of Goldwyn's "Thais." The
Herald: Mary Garden justifies the Goldwyn faith in her screen
art. A picture of gorgeous splendor.
CLEVELAND:

The Plain Dealer: At The Standard Mary

Garden in "Thais" besides drawing the customary big attendance has broken all house records and also attracted a patronage that usually never sets foot in motion picture theatres.
The Leader: Goldwyn's "Thais" is the big sensation of the
screen y«ar. Mary Garden is wonderfully alluring.
Mary Garden in "Thais" will receive more newspaper
attention in your city or town than was ever bestowed
upon a screen or dramatic production in your community.

©GOtDWYN
PICTURES CORPORATION
Igi
Margaret Mayo
Edgak: Selwyn
Samuel Goldfish
Ediiorial
Viredor
VtM Pntuitnt
Prttictent
New York City
16 East 42d Street

The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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M 0 i i 0 11 Picture.

fctures

^ree

Powerful

Goldwyn

dramas

Fields
of
HomLor
By Irvin S Cobb
Directed by RafpfiW. Jnca
A tremendous emotional drama. Two beautiful and sympathetic love stories— and a
dramatic portrayal of what women are sacrificing to the world war. The strongest
Ralph Ince production of the past year.
Released: January 14

MABEL

NOIMAND
in

Dod^in^
A MullKoim
By Edgar Selwyn irA.MKQnnedif
A memorable mystery-drama with
frocks and thrills for added
zest. Directed by George Loane
Tucker.
Released: January 28

MADGE
Our

in
KENNEDY

Uttl©

Wife

By Avery "Hopwood
The daring story of the beauty who
wanted her rejected suitors cdong
on her honeymoon. Directed by Edward Dillon. Released: February 10

©GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION O
Maroaret Mayo
Edgak
Selwyn
Samuel Goldfish
yn* Prttidmt
Ediicrtal tHrtetar
New York City
16 East 42d Street

Be iure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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franchises

remaining

Pyramid

release

We

have

refrained

negotiating
these

with

four

We

in

before

have

in

need

but
New

We

If

of

that

in

they
at

going

Completed

our

one

who

the
to
the

it

prices

has

pictures.

product;

film

such

interested

going

are

quoting

not

Such

has

or

seen

is

our

not

been

letters

from

history.

numberless

exchangemen

York

are

any

received
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he
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LOVE'S

MONTAGU
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NAULAUKA

RUDYARD
and WOLCOT

IflPLINGBALESTIER.

is now fir&scnfod as a
sufi&rlofive feafuro in
EIGHT
RARTT

A^~*
<7?H? maqic, the wiiching m\3fiier\\ of the Edst,DORA
iVLDinlNthis
iuperb production
ANTONIO

MORENO
AND

DORALDINA
pyrfh WAPNCR
MARYALDEN

OLAND, HELENE CHADWICK
inih& casf

Directed bij CEORGE FiTZMAURICE. tti<? mon who hci5
never mdd<> an unsuccessful picture*
Produced by ASTliA
COMING

SOON

Pathe

IS

rjhe

HERE!

MOVIE
TWO

RELEASED
Produced
^hefe

Now
Ask

bi; ROLIN

this
ONE

nearest

funniest
TWO

...Direction

screen

liffle man

he will cause
+h©

PARTS
JANUARy

If no other

f^hisquainf

DUMMY

all New

"from Maine

PATHE

of comedies
REEL

of HAL

comedian

had

a roar

\^th

like

fiim,

York laughing;
fo California,

exchdnde

to show

TOTO'S

comedy

ROACH

every

i^ou

firsf
month

Pathe

IN COOD
COMPANY!

Ihe

exhibitor

who

shows

HAROLD

LLOYD

IN THELONESOME
(two REELS)

LUKE

4ND
QOLIN

COM
(ONE REEL)

EDI

Er

is in good compantf. 7he
besf houses ovetuwhere show
thorn and swoar

bi/ fhom!

^hc hes\ fn Com^fj
for .you !

is noi* too good

BOOKED

^UDOVEP

fAciom
ahe HEROINE
"WHO

RUm

cmcurT
01?

PAJ^S'W

ROUND
in

PRICE

OP

FOLLY"

lend
ple^

in iniexes^i . Eaucli episode
in ii$'eir. Lilce"WhoPay;$''*

i^* Comand

lieaxi iriiere^'t ^ubjecft^ in every Xylite.
CHAPTER^

ofTWD

EEEL^

EAC^H

Xnh
star

Vurdock.

in **OutcastV"'IKe

Beau-

tiful A-d^entut^," Please
Help Emil^p, " every
orte
a box ojjice success, appears in another
Frokmans

of Charles

plajJs in

pictures

Produced hy Empire
All Star Corpoiration.
Ax?ailable Januairp l4
at all exchanges tAo
Mutual Film Corporation

"THE

iUpOSTOR'

in '^hich sKq is supported hp
the able actor David Pbxoell

WE

CONFESS
That the Mutual is doing a big
business.

OUR

SECRET

Is merely in serving a lot of
theatres at prices which pay
a profit to both of us.
OUR

PRICES

Are lower, all values considered, than some competitors
offer, and are higher than others.
WE

ARE

FIGHTING

Nobody at all, and we are doing
very well thank you.
EVERY

EXHIBITOR

Properly presenting Mutual pictures ismaking money. There
is a Mutual proposition for your
theatre.

President
MUTUAL

FILM

CORPORATION

"CLASS"
IS
tKe
-^ovA
forBILLIE
RHODES
in
Sk©

Strand"
Kas

Comedies
tio

compe

tition in
the
big
Kouses and ^itk tke
discfiminatingOne

reel

a

trade

-^o^ok. is

^ availahle at excAan^es <^
Mutual Film Corporatioh
MUTUAL

PAYS

THE

WAR

TAX

Motion

OnlVletro's

recommendation

book

picture

this

Jbr

Picture
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runs

METRO
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- witk
stage
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success

DAYBREAK

stamn^

wonJej^C

EMILY

STEVENS

Directed
Albert

Adapted

MAXWELL

ME

Gapeltani

by June

Mi;(>pellani
of Jane Cowl

by

Matibis

.

and

fi'om tHe play
and JaneMwrai

KAHGER , TvoducUovt "ManagerJAGTS
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Motion

VIOLA

Picture

News

^^Ejhiiitors

DANA

IN
BLUE

JEANS
is

the

cashing

in

with

MABEL
lAUATEEEO

sensational
tox

office

Draft

success
of

the

year

es-they

259

both

are

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE cc
NEWS " when writing
to advertisers
ses^
es
su
Metro

liiiiolittlt^liiliiiia
An Advertisement by W. W. Hodkinson

PICTURES
PAKALTA
PLAYS are being booked with an enthusiasm which
justifies all my faith in this great and pleasing product. The
three star series are being received in a way that goes
down to a BED^KOCK
APPRECIATION
of the three great artists who head
the
Paralta Casts:

m£

W31

■

★

★

★

★

J.WARREN

★

*

★

★

BESSIE

★

★

★

★

HENRY
The
PAPvALTA

KERRIGAN

★

★

★

★

BARRISCALE

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

B.

WALTHALL

first three
PLAYS were

i

made

known to the industry by months of intensive advertising. Today they are three guideposts
which mark the path of appreciation for clean, bright stories,
portrayed by talent fitted and worthy of the story and Paralta Production:

A MAN'S MAN
witli
J. Warren Kerrigan

MADAM
WHO
with

HIS

Bessie Barriscale

ROBE

OF
witli

HONOR

Henry B. Walthall

These three plays, the first two of which are now released, and the third, "HIS ROBE
OF HONOR," released this month, will be followed by twenty-one others; in all,
eight for each star during the year. These three "star series" are worthy of any
theater in the world, and an asset to every theater which has contracted for them.
They are availiable for bookings in "star series" contracts through "HODKINSON
SERVICE" of the various GENERAL FILM EXCHANGES.

W.
527

W.
FIFTH

HODKINSON

CORPORATION

AVENUE

NEW

YORK

^1
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Motion

The

Second

Paralta

Play

m
Barriscale
Written by

Bessie
Directed by
REGINALD BARKER

HAROLD
"Madam
ROBERT

Now

YOU

Picture

BRUNTON,

MacGRATH

Who?"
Manager of Productions

go and see PARALTA

Plays.

And remember;
when you book PARALTA
YOU

PLAYS

get the advantage of

six months of the ndost intensely efficient publicity
ever expended on any brand of pictures.
Cash in on it.
Obey that inspiration.
Book PARALTA

PLAYS.

The Public is sold.
Now

get the money that's coming to YOU

Coming!

PARALTA

The

Motion

Picture

PLAYS,

Inc.

!

Pius

(T)

729 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW
YORK
CITY

Foreign Distributors: Inter-Ocean Film Corporation

HODKINSDN

CORPORATION

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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PARALTA

The

First

PLAYS

Paralta

J.Warren

Play

m
Kerrigan
Written by
PETER B. KYNE

"A

Man's

ROBERT

Man"

BRUNTON, Manager of Productions

Six months* Advertising and Publicity
by the highest priced staff
in the industry
have been telling the Public
via Tradepapers, Newspapers, Magazines, Billboard Circulars,
in every City, Town, Village and Hamlet
throughout the width and breadth of the land
about the Sterling Quality
of PARALTA

PLAYS.

And the Big News is that the Quality of PARALTA

PLAYS

i£ now backing up this six months' campaign
at the Box Office.

Coming!

PARALTA

The

Motion

Picture

PLAYS,

Plus

Inc.

(T)

729 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW
YORK
CITY

Foreign Distributors: Inter-Ocean Film Corporation

HOQKINSDN

CORPORATION

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News!
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Motion

THE

THRILL

SERIAL

FOR

DMGHTEP

PATRIOTIC

of

Picture

News

AUDIENCES

UNCLE

Sm
with

JANE

VANCE
and

William

A

Sorelle

Most

Dramatic
German

Story
Spy

in America

The

Great

War

at

Home

How

Beautiful,

Spirited

Heroine

a

Does

Her

Baffling the Conspiracies

Bit "

in

in

GENERAL

Phases

Sensible
Serial

against
One

FILM

Reel

Twelve

Produced

Commercial Trust Co. Bldg.

Plots

Exposed

Sensational

The

the Nation's Lives, Munition
Supply and War Plans.

JAXON

Its Most

of

Each

Week

Weeks

by the

CORPORATION

41st STREET and BROADWAY,
Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company

NEW^^YORK

FILM COMPANY does not exact the 15c charge on any of its releases.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing- to advertisers
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ALTA

P
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PICRStPICTUREvT

mm

PARALTA
ARE
FOR

NOW

PLAYS

BEING

FOREIGN

LJ
THE

UROEST

EXCLUSIVE

FIELD)/

S

distributors

OF

EXPORTERS

OF

4^0L,D

MOW
FILMS
5PEER

INTERrOCEAN

IN FOREIGN
CARBONS

FII>A\

PAULH.CROMELIN
PRES. 6 GEN U MGR..

iWE

FIELDS

220 W. -^2^0 ST.
NEW YORK CITY

OPERATE

EVERYWHERE
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Motion

Picture

News

TRIANGLE

"How

Does

Triangle

Tax?"
War
the
Pay
TRIANGLE is paying the war tax. It is not passing it
on to the already burdened exhibitor.
I

The reasons " why " have been clearly stated in the
trade papers and in other advertising media. We are not

I

surprised, however, that the question is still asked, " How
does Triangle pay the war tax? "
The " why " and the " how " of the matter are different
A

problems.
Triangle believes that the government intended the tax
to be paid by film manufacturers, producers and importers,
and was not to be transferred to exhibitors. We believe it

A

is " oiu- bit " and we are glad to make any sacrifices to do
our part.
N

That is the " WHY."

Exhibitors whose confidence has made Triangle a lead-

N

ing factor in the industry, are entitled to know " HOW " we
can afford to pay this tax. It means a large sum of money
and it must come from somewhere. Triangle wants every
exhibitor to know from what source this money comes.
G

The answer is simple and is best given by another question, "How can the people of this country afford to buy
Liberty Bonds, pay increased prices for necessities, and send
their sons to the battlefields? " Economy, which is the answer the American public would make to these questions is
also our answer to the tax question.

L

Ruin faces us if we believe the prophets. The air is full
of accusation and insinuation. These clouds of dust may
obscure some men's vision, but these men are not exhibitors.
(Continued on opposite page)

TRIAMGL
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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TRIANGLB

(Continued from preceding page)
Exhibitors know that Triangle prices have not been raised,
that Triangle pictures are better than in the old days of individual stars and producers, and that Triangle service has
set new standards for the whole industry.
Triangle did not wait for the crisis, to economize.
Months ago the eye of scientific management was turned on
production. The result is a dollar's worth of picture for
every dollar spent, and a better dollar's worth in story, cast,
settings and photography. If these things had not been done,
who woidd have paid the bill? First, the producer — and
then the exhibitor, who in turn must pass it on to the public.
But, these things have been done, with the result that a margin has been left out of which Triangle pays the war tax.
Months ago plans were made for a Traffic Department.
Transportation waste, an enormous item in overhead, was
cut to a minimimi.
Triangle is also serving a large number of new exhibitors^— increased business means decreased expenses. The
famous Triangle pictures made by Hart and Fairbanks have
been reissued. Hundreds of exhibitors are making money
on these pictures because of their unusual drawing power
and the reasonable prices at which they are sold.
These are only a few of the many reasons why Triangle
pays the war tax.
The Triangle exchange nearest you is willing to do
business with you in the same frank way.

TRIANGLE

DISTRIBUTING

1457

Broadway,

CORPORATION

New

York

S. A. LYNCH
R. W. LYNCH
FRED KENT
President Vice President Treasurer

Y. F. FREEMAN
General Manager

lANGL
You are wasting yonr opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

ALMOST

READY

RELEASED

SOON

CONTRACT

NOW
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Fox
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GEORGE
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Adapted
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FODC
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'-Read
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5
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who

SPECIAL

January

Lorimer

Eveninfi

Horbau^h

CHARGE
only

Horace

acts

people

PICTURE

contracted

for

FEATURE

Releases

VIRGINIA

PEARSON

in STOLEN

HONOR

TOM
MIX
in CUPID'S
ROUND
UP
$ONIAMARKOVAinAHEARrSSEV£N6E
JUNE

POX

T5TT

CAPRICE

,M

inTHE

HEASTofSOMANCE

mT)P0T)A.TT01V

5

I9I8
Cinemelodraim
STANDARD
William

PICTURE

Fox

Presents

CHEATING

PUBLIC

Scenario

Story hy Mary Muj'iUo
by Bichard Stanton and Ed. Sed^wrich^

Staged hy Richard Stanton
^
JheMostMaryeloiis Miracle of Modern
depicting the Monster

Manacle

of Monopoly

THE

GREAT

THE
THE
THE

90-MILE-A-MINUTE RACE
AUTO
ELECTRIC CHAIR IN ORERATIOM
FIGHT ON THE GOLDEN STAIRS

THE
THE
THE

GREAT SCENES OFlTAlIl-RAlSING SVSPIENS^
SCENE IN THE.JURY ROOM
THRILLING COURT ROOM SCENE

Great

aU

FOOD

Massiveness

star

RIOTS

cast

wAfe: EXHIBITOR
ihe timehas come when the ^mt
picture ynth a hi^ punch every minute has airived

See -your nearest branch manager today
FOX
FILM
CORPORATION
Lyric

Theatre

--Two

weeks

be^innin^

JavL.!^

•■41
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Motion

HEART
STUPENDOUS
SIDNEY

Picture

News

ST
CLE
SPECTA
^^INTERE
S
n^COTT'

<9 Y=^^

STAr?
WALKIZR
c9//c/

RING

WHITESIDE

VALENTINE

BOOK
FOURSQUARE:
XKW YOaK— 729 Seventh Ave.
13UPTALO— 47 W. Swan St.
OKTROIT— 301 Jog. Mack BMr.
CFilCAOO— 207 P. Wabash Ave.
DKN'VEll— 17.35
St.
SEATTLE—
2014 Wclton
Thlrfl;Ave.
PITTSBURGH— 127 Fourth Ave.
LOS ANGEL, a — 514 W. 8th St.

THROUGH

THE FOLLOWING

PHILADELPHIA— 1325 Vine St.
CIN'CINNATI—
StrandTheatre
TheatreBldg.
Bltlg.
ST. LOUI.S — 301 301
Empress
CLEVELAND— 310 Sloan Bldg.
ffASHINGTON- 8 F,. St.. N. W.
KANSAS CITY— 1120 Walnut St.
SA.V FRANCISCO — 191 Golden Gate Ave.
MINNEAPOLIS— 200 Film Exchange Bldg.

GRANT

EXCHANGES:
SOUTHERN STATES FILM CO.:
ATLANTA—
Walton «t.St.
DALLAS — 1900114 Commerce
GLOBE FEATURE FILM CO.:
NEW ENGLAND—
Winchester St., Boston. Ma-ss.
FRANK
GERSTEN. 20 Inc.:
NEW JERSEY- 220 W. 42d St., New York City

FOREIGN RIGHTS: ROBfeRTSON-COLE CO.. 23RD FLOOR, TIMES BLDG.. NEW YORK

TRANK O. HALL.
PR£S.
U.S.EXHIBITOR*S
DOOKINC
CORPORATION
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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MARTYRED

BELGIUM

FURNISHES
TH

E

OVERWHELMING

By

FREDERIC

APPEAL

ARNOLD

KUMMER

WHILE IN ADDITION TO THE BIG SPECTACULAR
FEATURES
OF THIS GREAT
SPECIAL
PRODUCTI0N,THETW0
EMIMENT STARS
MR.

WALKER

WHITESIDEa^
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VALENTINE
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W/rittenSy
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UNUSUAL

If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tell us.
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prepared
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world
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HERftLDED

EMELLENCY

"A powerful drama in every
sense of -the -word!'
EXM161T0R'S TRADE REVIEW
"Holds
spectator's
iTiti9res€"bythe
foice efthe
variety
of die vKor
of its punch „
. MOVING PICTURE WORLD

^^^l^
^^y^^'
l
^
^
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rilMDOM
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MOVING PICTURE WO
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PRESS
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You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

270

Motion

CHRISTIE

FILM

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.

Motion

1476 BROADWAY

NEW

YORK.

Picture

N.Y.

AN7MOU7MCE
A WOR.TMY SUCCESSOR TO
"WARRIOtt^N^/nOTHEK*
THE TWO BIG BOX OFFICE HITS OF THE YEAR
NOW

READV FOR Wlf E HATE
RIGHTS
A STIRRING FIL/A ADAPTATION OF

BARTLEY

CAMPBELL'S

WELL-KNOWN

BROADWAY

BUYERS

SUCCESS'' FAIRFAX"

E

TH

^^ft)
r
REEL5
^PRODUCED BY AUTHOR'S FILM COMPANY
FEATURING

fe

f'l
Me«
d
a
r
THE DRAMATIC
BEAUTY OF THE SCREEN
C
SUPPORTED BY
FRANICOCONNOR
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THEATRE

Mr. S. L. Rothaphel featured
One of Our Pictures (the Only Scenic on the Program)
entitled

o' Drea
World
"A picture of which Broadway
is still talking" ms"
"Many times during this the audience broke
into applause." — from M. P. News, J any 12.

"A

A

PICTURE

IN EVERY

THEATRE

ON
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During the Opening Week of the RIVOLI
we also were showing at the
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"Beside

THEATRE,

B'way, N. Y.
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Glimmer
By Robert C. Bruce
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Nature
By's
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Pictures

In

War

BECAUSE:
They are first class entertainment.
They are fascinating and intensely interesting.
They carry pleasing, cheering comedy action.
They raise the spirits and your patrons go home thoroughly
satisfied.

the public in these times of deBECAUSE
pressing war conditions are satiated with the grim and tragic and
wish to see pictures with the joy of life.
AND

LOOK
"SADIE

"THE

THEM

GOES TO HEAVEN"
presenting Little Mary
DREAM

OVER

McAlister

DOLL"

written and directed by Howard
"THE

SMALL TOWN GUY"
presenting Taylor Holmes

" GIFT

O' GAB "
presenting Jack Gardner

"TWO

BIT

" YOUNG

"THE

S. Moss

SEATS"
presenting Taylor Holmes

MOTHER
HUBBARD
presenting Little Mary

"
McAlister

FIBBERS"
presenting Bryant Washburn

"FOOLS

FOR LUCK"
presenting Taylor Holmes
Screen time : 65 minutes

TSjSISOnOll
'

Distributed by George Kleine System
throughout the United States
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A PRODUCER'S wife came into his office the other
day and listened to a talk involving new productions and plans on the marketing of them.
" Do you really mean to say," she asked, suddenly,
" that you expect to get one hundred thousand dollars for
a picture that will cost you twenty thousand ?"
" Well, you see — "
" Yes or no." She demanded.
" Yes," said her husband.
" Then I want you to get out of this business," she said,
promptly.
" It isn't business ; it's roulette."
We give this story — a true one by the way — as indicating, concretely and simply, a very large, perhaps the
largest and most central, trouble spot in this tremendous
and tremendously disordered and discontented industry.
Big profits !
We don't suggest a cure-all for the industry simply
through the elimination of this fatuous, foolish effort
after Captain Kidd's treasure chest.
But we do believe that here lies the starting point of the
or any cure-all process.
* * * *
THERE are some new and big shaping policies at
work right now. They are very interesting.
Some may be just short, though true, sighted
efforts ; others may see the true light ahead — in a big and
broad way. All of them are struggles after co-ordination.
Some of them ought to win out and put this industry or
a large part of it into a smooth running groove.
But any such policy has first got to be based upon the
clear cold principle that underlies any legitimate manufacturing industry today, namely, that the return will be
a more or less steady yield upon the capital and ability
invested.
Otherwise — if this be not true — then this is not an industry. Itistoroulette
where
a franc in a fool's hands has
been known
break the
bank.
We can hear some manufacturers — a large number
perhaps — saying: "Big profits? Good Lord! There
are no profits."
Very true. But isn't it also a fact that your business is
still geared up to big profits expectations ? What salaries
are your big executives getting? What is your office organization? How about your mantifacturing and selling
costs? How, finally, do you check vip all along the line
with other businesses in other fields having the same
capital investments or plants or gross incomes?
Others will say : " Oh well^ the big profits era is gone

OFTHE TRADE

Roulette

by. This is the era of stable investment and steady
It ought to be ; but is it ?
* * * *
return."
ONLY last Spring we saw a substantial state rights
market broken up through a species of roulette
playing where prices asked and got varied all the
way
up toa one
percent.
There wasn't
an attempt
at even
loosethousand
and wide
standardization
of values
and
prices. Some producers got less than one-tenth of what
they asked. Some buyers paid over ten times what their
territories were worth. Roulette, not business !
We once looked with vast respect upon what was conventionally termed : " a ten-thousand-dollar-a-year-man."
He was always a man who had gained recognition after
many years of specialized work. Such a salary carries no
especial distinction in the picture industry. Men jump to
it from much less than half that yearly income in other
fields.
We still hear the i^hrase used, " One good picture and
your fortune's made ! " True of roulette ; true of mine
prospecting,
pearl-fishing.
But it isn't
even
theatrical business.
The producer
whobusiness,
makes not
pictures
on this basis wastes a dozen or more fortunes — somebody's— while he's after the elusive success. And he's
not in a state of mind to make pictures economically.
The stakes look too big.
This angle of great expectations is not confined to the
producing end of the business. It has been the ruling
passion of the exhibitor end. How many theatres have
been started by men disqualified not alone by utter inexperience but more particularly by inability ever to make
a showman's success ; who were attracted by the hope of
easy money and nothing *else* ? * *

referred just recently to the fact that the time
has entirely passed when an average exhibitor
could hope for one hundred or fifty percent return upon his investment. And the chances for the
lucky exception are growing less and less each day.
Larger investments, made with the policy of lower but
longer profits have entered the field. And more and
greater investments will come.
A big profits aspect is bad for an industry. It attracts the gamblers. And it fools the better and more
experienced business element. It establishes false values
and encourages waste and inefficiency.
Everyone is agreed that waste — in some form or another— is the besetting sin of this industry to-day. It is(Continued on next page)
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Where ''Letters to the Editor'' Help
FlvAXK A. X'AXDl^RLIP is quoted in newspaper dispatclies as saying, " If, instead of buying that theatre
or movie ticket, you buy a thrift stamp, your money
goes direct to the war coffers. You then have the satisfaction of feehng that you have helped win the war."
Walter W. Irwin and Stanley Mastbaum are among the
picture men who have taken uj) the cudgels to combat the
siiort-sighted doctrine that would kill legitimate industry
under mistaken ideas of war aid. P. C. Mooney, district
manager for B'ox at Cleveland, is doing his bit by furthering the distribution of " Are Business Men a W ar Time
Menace?" a booklet by Chas. \\ . Mears, of the Winton
Company.
The National Association, we understand, is planning a
broad campaign with the aid of the Hearst publications to
show the public the aid they can give in the prosecution of
the war by maintaining a healthy support of amusements.
To the individual exhibitor, however, there is given the
best opportunity to coml)at the " kill the goose " doctrine.
Don't hesitate to take your pen in hand and write to your
local editors whenever their columns show any signs of
preaching this scrimi)ing go.si)el.
Diagnosis

Complete ; Now for Action
REPORTS are already coming in in response to the
request of the General Committee of the industry
for information regarding the effects of the war
taxes.
Such reports as we have seen would occasion no surprise to readers of Motion Picture News.
They tell the same story that our special correspondents
have told in these news columns, the same story that our
exhibitor readers have told in the department " The Reader
Has His Say " ; the same story that prompted our editorials
on " the eighty per center."
They bring the tale of an eighty per cent in sore straits ;
they tell of an eighty per cent whose ills are even deeper
than taxes, of an eighty per cent whose cure must be
drastic and speedy.
The story had already been told; let's hope that the
retelling will bring results.
Meanwhile, have you written the committee?

Ready 'Letter -Writer

Note

often wish that we could give our readers — in
addition to Motion Pu ture News — the pleasure
of reading all the mail that comes to our desk.
It would answer many questions for them. It would
particularly answer the question, " Why do the Times
Square fellows do this, and that, and the other thing?
W hy, oh why, oh why ? "
Some pertinent questions might be answered by the
letter from a company puljlicity representative which
declared :

WL

" I don't believe in all that exhibitor service stuff you
run. I think most exhibitors know all that anyway, and
those who don't know it think they do."
Yes, it's a big industry.

Beware

the Calamity

Howler!

LISTENING to the chattering of our teeth in our
cold, cold office (for last week was celebrated in
New York as Heatless and I""uelless week j we began
to believe
that Sherman's
out an element
of truth. celebrated remark was not withThen we picked up from our frosty desk a letter from
an Illinois exhibitor, who is a cripple. He said:
" I am glad to see that the News has the courage to be
optimistic and happy. I feel real chirpy when the mailman brings me that little red bundle of cheer ! "
Somehow-', even in face of all the calamity howling we
heard and read last week the office temperature slid up a
degree or two after that !
The

Cold Did Tempt Us —
not quite so pleasant, came to us last
A THOUGHT,
week when the waste basket at our side began to
fill up with the neatly typed stories of Tottie Tinseltoe's latest escape from a frightful death, and how many
letters Harold Bushvvood has received from feminine admirers, according to the latest census.
But the thought died unexecuted. Because
There is a law in our building against starting bonfires,
no matter how much frost collects on the radiator.
Merely

in Passing

A

WRITER in a dramatic publication asks us if we
know of any industry that has raised its prices in
a time of depression.
The answer is clear. Its logic may be loose but it rattles
no more than the sense of the question.
The writer in question considers the present a time of
depression. Does he, then, know of anything he can buy
to-day — from butcher, baker or candlestick maker — that
does not cost him more than it did a twelve-month ago?
Business or Roulette
(Coniiiiiicd from preceding page)

waste — somewhere along the line — that washes away the
|)rofits.
But isn't it true that this waste is fundamentally due to
a state of mind — a belief in big profits? Haven't we been
led into waste and almost criminal extravagance — led
Ijlindly by following the false fetich of — big profits?
And doesn't it follow that no matter what line of business reform we inaugurate — be it producer or exhibitor
or distribution amalgamation or all three — we shall first
have to get wholly rid of the state of mind that motion
pictures mean big profits and permit big waste ?
A good question for every concern to ask of itself is
this: how would this organization stand up with other
concerns in other fields? How would we get along in
competition with concerns long used to cutting sharp
corners in running expense and speeding efficiency up to
a high notch ?
Perhap.s — right here — is the answer to lost or shrinking profits.

W. A. Johnston.
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Speed
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Ginger

of Kalem, is among the
WRIGHT,
WILLIAM
prominent film men who have written to tell us

" Lewis larrups Laemmle lustily for scorching story
saying screen is sick. Carl counters quickly with clever

that this " busy man's department " is a good idea.
We are grateful.
But we have had the opportunity of watching Mr.
Wright while engaged in his trade paper reading. And,

cutting
Now quips."
that you know how we might have said it you know
that it is SOME story. Turn quickly to the page. Page 385.

frankly, we don't believe he needs this page.
For " Rill Kalem" is one of the film men wise in his
generation. Busy man as he is, Brother Wright takes his
two trade papers (Which Two?) and starting at the one
cover goes to the other, page by page, missing nothing.
And as a result " Bill Kalem " knows whereof he speaks
whene'er he speaks.
¥ 'I* 'i» ¥

BUT, then, healthy men and prudent men seldom fail
to take out insurance. And this page is insurance —
against accidents.
Against the accident of being unable during a seven-day
week to go over your News from cover to cover. Give

E have another page in this week's issue that just
screeches with ginger and dynamite.
An exhibitor wrote to the Rothapfel " Question
and Answer Department " saying, " It's all right for you
with all the money back of you, and your big theatres, and
big orchestras and New York to draw on to tell us what
to do.' I could do the same as you if I had your chance."
Quite a peppery question. But, say. you ought to read
the answer by " S. L."
|
That's paprika.
Page 403. |
^ :j; ^ >;c

supply of the numerous film laboratories.
It resulted in a New York conference and now the

THERE'S one big story that " almost " — if a miss is
as good as a mile — got into this week's book.
Rector's^ buzzed with it at the lunch hour last
Friday. Broadway echoed it later. Then, every half hour
during the afternoon, someone opened our editorial door
to whisper :
" Got a big tip for you — Brenon's studio and laboratory ,
caught fire this morning and burned to the ground."
Just about the time two well-known theatrical magnates
had donated their strings of houses for a series of benefit
performances we succeeded in getting the Brenon studio
on the phone.

industry's fight has been carried to Washington.
Moderating weather may possibly bring a natural solution of the coal problem. But the incident has importance
of another kind.

" Fire ? Fire, nothing," came the answer in Fort Lee
accents. " Why we can't even get coal enough to start a
fire in the furnace. We're shivering. Br'r'r. R'ring off."
* * * *

Transportation difficulties are already with us in abundance. An acute crisis is certain even should conditions
continue as they are.
But with the railroads in the hands of the Government,
what is to be the McAdoo attitude? Are we a luxury
or a necessity? Are we to fare better, the same, or worse?
Thus, from the village of Fort Lee develops the fight
that sends the industry to Washington for the first time

NEWS' force was frozen to a
MOTION
until Friday. We imagine most of the
standstillPICTURE
press agents suffered a similar fate, fof producer
news was slow in coming and scarce when it arrived.
From warmer climes came a batch of rumors linking
the names of many Coast stars with J. A. Berst. But
the only definite announcement was a burst of enthusiasm

me the fifteen minutes and the accident won't happen.
After which few inevitable pats on our own back we
will go on with the story.
^

j{; :J;

THE news of the week holding the biggest promise of
futvire developments is that coming from Fort Lee,
where the local fuel administrator shut off the coal

seeking Uncle Sam's answer to the question :
"Are we flesh, fish, or fowl?"
* * * *

on the part of the Pathe head for the new serial, " House
Page 389.

<<0 ELZNICK Sizzles; Laemmle Lambastes." That is
1^ somewhat the sort of head we would have put on
one of the stories in this week's News— that is,
we would have many, many years ago when we first
wielded the heavy black pencil at an editorial desk. Isn't
it funny how alliteration is the acme of ambition in the
adolescent age?
Then we would have gone on to say :

The rumors we never give you.
Hate."
of Life
is too short. White space too valuable.
5^ ^
too important.

THAT

Your time

last section is an indirect answer to the few

' who say, " Why don't you give us behind. the curtain
news — the inside stuff ? " We notice they always
change front quickly when we happen to quiz them on a
" strongly confirmed rumor " concerning their own companies.
1
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Prices

[Ed. Note. Two more oWes, Omaha and Newark, are covered in this instalment oj "What
Happened When I Raised My Prices t" Exhibitors who have written us their high opinion oJ the
initial instalment tcill find an equally meaty and valuable feature in this week's story. TJie facts
are " on-the-ground " facts, secured by Motion Picture Nbws exclusive correspondents, and told in
the words of the exJiibitors themselves. Meanwhile—" What Happened When YOU Raised Tour
Prices f" Why not add your contribution if you have recently passed through the crisis of price
raisingt What lessons did you learnt How would you go about it tfie next timer Just scribble off
the rough edges, — and you'll be a full-fledged member of Motion Pictubb
your
Club.^polish
Experience we'll
News ewperience;
IN a New York restaurant — one of Broadway's " gilded patriotic bunch I had to deal with, only one or two kicking
palaces " recently one of the oldest patrons of the at all. Most of them laughed, a good many said, 'Anything
to lick the kaiser,' and the others dug down and added
place ran his eye down the menu, and frowned.
Most of them, apparthe money needed.
^^^^^^^
His waiter— the waiter who had taken his
ently, had forgotten the tax, but they had
orders for lunches and dinners for the past ^i^^^^^^**'^^
^^^^^
^^^^^
Vi^^
^<!)
five years— also— frowned.
willingly
paid
they
^^^^^ money
" ^^^k.
The old patron had just discov- ^^^H|
without askmg why or where^^^^
J^^^
ered that the restaurant had
Quite a few of my
fore.
^^^^
boosted prices twenty per cent. ^
spoke to me about
Patrons
^^^Tk
XThat was why he frowned.
it- b"t very few objected
.m
I
That was why the old
in the slightest, even when
waiter also frowned. /
conmentioning it
'41^^^^^^^
/
It was very tense.
versation.
^^
n^^^^^
Then the old patron's /
expression cleared. His t^^^^^^^^^ff
^I^^^^^M
. Freeman,
look
fl^H^^^^H^
^^^^^^
M
was indicated
resigned, that
meek he ■HBHIBP
VHmitMi
^iiBHK^
H
u^Tf
" I expected it." he
MBgyjU^
^iSS99flHP^^B^H
'^-f f'^?T^^'
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said in a sad, dry
voice. " Everything
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gan to charge
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Straight.
We had
do
From Times Square,
it, that was all. We were
New York, to Twentynot making expenses under
Fourth
and F a r n u m
the tax, the increased overStreets, Omaha, Nebraska,
head and the promises of
is about two thousand miles.
higher charges to come. It
But when we consider that the
was as I expected, during the
whole nation is squirming under
first
day of the tax. Most of my
the same pains, grinning under the
patrons
are
transients and they had been
same sacrifices ; that one hundred million
used to all sorts of prices, you could see
shoulders are bending under the same
that. I booked a little better picture, put
burden — we conclude that Times Square
out better paper and went out in front
Two Thousand Miles from Broadis almost
brushing
shoulders with
to call them in. Nearby was a house
way— the Muse Theatre, Omaha.
Twenty-Fourth and Famum, Omaha.
still charging 5 cents. I was afraid my
The business man who did not kick
when he found the restaurant prices had ascended is in the
patronage would desert me for the cheaper house, but it
same frame of mind as the first man who entered the Muse
didn't. The people paid, and they paid without a murmur, except for a few who had been used to paying 5
theatre, Twenty-Fourth and Famum, Omaha; and found
that the admission prices had gone up.
cents at my theatre.
" I have been charging 10 cents ever since and my
" The war tax, two cents more, sir," said the cashier.
" What's two cents to me ! " grinned the patron. " I'm
grown, instead of falling off. I wouldn't
businessto has
return
a 5-cent house, as you have to buy junk and are
!"
patriot
a R.
never satisfied with the show you can give your patrons.
D. Shirley
is the proprietor of the Muse theatre.
I have just bought a new theatre in Sioux City, Iowa,
Let's listen to the story in his own words.
and you bet the price is 10 cents right off the bat, and
" I was going to make a blanket increase in prices at
the time the war tax was assessed against the exhibitor,
one of these days it will be 15 cents or more. I haven't
but when the move did not become general, I contented
been
accused
of being
unpatriotic,
I wasn't.
was life
or death
with me;
I had to because
do something
or runIt
myself with adding the tax to the admission prices. I put
up a big sign in the lobby, ran an advertisement in the
the danger of a loss every day."
newspaper, put on my best smile, and waited for the first
purchasers under the tax .
Grand theatre, 2918 Sherman
RACHMAN,
JULES
avenue, Omaha, Neb., said: "I was charging 10 cents
" ' War tax, two cents more, please,' my cashier had to
and not making enough money to keep myself in the kind
keep saying, over and over again. But it was a mighty
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of breakfast food I liked, when the war tax lit upon me.
I had to do something. I held down a front seat at every
meeting called to talk over increase in admission prices
and I urged it every time I got a chance.
" I may live to be 100 years old but I never will forget
the first night when I raised the admission price to 15
cents. I was there all smiles outside, but shaking like a
leaf inside. One minute I hoped they had not seen my
advertisements of higher prices, because I was afraid it
would make them stay away. The next minute I hoped
they had seen the ads, because they wouldn't then be
astonished and angry over the increase of 5 cents. I
was expecting anything from a fist fight to an empty
house. A regular patron was the first. He brought his
wife and three children. They had been coming several
times every week for months, paying the old price.
"'On account of the war?' he asked, jokingly, as the
cashier informed him of the increased price. (He had
overlooked the sign, ads and everything, apparently.) 1
never will lose my admiration for that man. That admiration leaped to its heights in that one instant when he
joked instead of frowned. My cashier said something
about it being a better picture (I had conscientiously
chosen a better and higher-priced picture than usual to
give myself an excuse if my heart thought I needed one,
for raising the price), but my blessed patron did not pay
attention to her. He told me after seeing the picture that
it was a good one. He and his family still come.
" I am now charging 15 cents four nights a week and
soon will make it unanimous. I am paying my expenses
and making a profit that makes my efforts worth while.
On these four nights
I put on pictures just
a little above the ordinary, but I advertise
them bigger, and the
people think sometimes they are more
than they really are.
But you know what
old man Bamumsaid?
And he was right.
The people are paying
more for their coal
and for their toothpaste, why shouldn't
they pay more for
their pictures ? I don't
pity an exhibitor who
doesn't raise his
prices; he makes me too mad for pity. Why doesn't he
wake up to the fact that the people not only will pay, but
they are expecting him to ask it? Here he goes along,
trying to argue with himself that it isn't the wolf at . the
door, when he might as well step to the door and kick
the wolf in the ribs."
"VT^ILFRED LEDOUX, Empress theatre, Omaha, Neb.,
™ Sixteenth and Douglas streets, said : " We increased
our admission prices before the war tax made it necessary. Our increased cost was already making it necessary.
Within the last year we have increased our higher-priced
seats 20 to 35 cents and our lower-priced seats from 10 to
20 cents. Each increase — there were two of them — has
been made without the loss of patronage. Instead, our
business is better now than at this time last year, and has
been consistently better ever since we began raising the
prices. The motion picture business is on too permanent a
foundation and is climbing upward too steadily for an exhibitor to be afraid to ask more. Personally, I would not
charge a price so low I could not show pictures I

deemed were worth showing ; I would go out of the business first."
P A. OLSON, of the Olson Opera House at Alliance^
'-^* Neb. : " When I increased my admission price from
10 to 15 cents, a number of people said they would not
pay it. I closed the theatre, put up a sign saying I would
not open it to conduct it at a loss. I returned to Omaha,
where I have business interests. Within a few days I got
a letter from a man there saying the people were ready to
pay the increased price of admission. I went back and
opened the house for two nights a week. I put on the same
class of pictures I had been showing and charged a higher
price. I cannot notice a
loss of patronage, but I
can notice a healthy increase inprofits."
]Vy| RS. L. WEBBE,
proofthe Goodwin theatre ofprietorNewark,
is
an optimist. Although
she does not underestimate the probable necessity for further and additional increases in the ad|llllllllllillllUlllllllllllllUIIIUIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIg
i Cashier :
I
I
"The War Tax— two |
i
cents more, Sir ! " I
i Patron :
g
I

" What's two cents |

I
/, ^
" P"' I mission prices to local motionI
"**
I picture playhouses, she is a
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii..nriinr..iiiimi..n..iniiinmiim nml firm believer
these ofconditions are thethat
results
two
causes, first, the public demand for better, more elaborate and more spectacular photoplays, and second, and of
least importance, the Government's war tax. Mrs. Webbe
is convinced that the day of advanced admission prices has
come to stay.
" Patrons ask for a variety of entertainment in distinct
contrast to what might be described as popular a year ago,"
explained Mrs. Webbe.
" Their new demands can only be met by increased expenditures. The Government's war program, the higher
cost of labor and other expenses coming at the same time
has supplemented the necessity for new admission prices."
"Whatwas happened
when you raised your prices? " Mrs.
Webbe
asked.
" Nothing material from the standpoint of attendance
records," answered Mrs. Webbe. " I saw it coming just as
I see other advances on the horizon. I prepared for the
present condition just as I am preparing for the next. In
other words, I waged an educational campaign among my
patrons. Every exhibitor should have done, should be
doing now, what I have attempted to accomplish.
" The public is not unreasonable. Brought to understand:
the necessity for the increased prices they have been accepted without complaint. It is not a drain on their resources. think
I
it safe to say that the majority of motion
picture patrons the country over have larger sums of money
at their disposal for entertainment than ever before in their
lives. They don't like to feel that they are imposed upon
or robbed. Hence the necessity for educational work. If
this is effectively done the exhibitor will not be the financial
loser by the changes that have and will be necessary.
" There are several
ways toonconduct
an educational cam-^
(Continued
page 447)
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Answers

In Letter to Stanley V. ^lasibauni J le
Declares Industry Is Doing Its
Part, and Infers \'anderlip
Should
" Begin at
Home "
IX a recent letter to Stanley V. Mastbaum, of Philadelphia, which resulted
from the elTect created by a newspaper
clipping Mr. Mastbaum had sent him concerning certain economy preachings of a
Mr. \'anderlip, George Kleine abandoned
gloves in handling the situation and inferred that \'anderlip should " practise
what he preaches '' in urging the people to
economize. This doctrine of Mr. Vanderlip's is understood to have included the
phrase that " picture shows and the like
should be abandoned."
Mr. Kleine said in his letter : '' I have
your circular letter of the 15th inst. enclosing a newspaper clipping which quotes
a speech of Mr. Vanderlip, in which he
recommends among other things that the
public stay away from moving picture
theatres.
" He made a speech along similar lines
in Chicago beseeching the public to give
up everything that is not an absolute necessity, inferentially all forms of amusements;
this preachment was made to a group of
heavyweight citizens at a banquet that cost
more than thirty cents per plate, which I
assume might have been adequate for simple food along the lines of Mr. Vanderlip's propaganda.
The evidence covering dramatic theatres as well as moving picture houses
shows that the public is economizing to the
utmost in its amusements. Whether the
principle of economy carried to the point
of parsimony is being overdone is an open
question. The argument that cites an individual case is not usually powerful, but
the question might be asked why Mr. Vanderlip uses a private Pullman in his travels,
in view of the enormous stress that is put
upon the railroads and the troubles to
which the traveling public is patiently submitting.
" I read in a press dispatch yesterday
the statement that some twenty-five million
train-miles had been saved this year by
the taking off of trains, etc. The consequent inconvenience to the public may receive compensation in the fact that Mr.
Vanderlip is attaching his private car to
trains to spread the preachment of the utmost economy. It might also be asked
whether he has given up his automobiles,
shut down his beautiful estate near
Yonkers, X. Y., discharged his force of
helpers and servants ; whether his charming family is staying away from theatres
and picture houses and all other forms of
amusement, and confining itself to a diet
less elaborate than the bant|ucts at which
Mr. Vanderlip advises people to avoid the
seductive five and ten cent moving picture
.••how.
" I think that all of us are in accord
with Washington on the broad principle
that waste must be avoided and our lives
patterned upon economical lines. We
know that the entire country is under high
tension, both mentally, emotionally and

Economy

Speech

huancially. The him industry has proven,
not vociferously, but practically, its sympathy with the government in its efforts to
win the war. Producers, distributors and
moving picture theatres have quietly and
without the trumpets of publicity assisted
the government effectively.
" When the government publishes the
figures showing the amount of tax collections from producers of films and picture theatre admissions, the sum will be
found to be enormous. To cut off this income from the government is bad financial policy, and of equal importance is the
fact that there is not suflicient compensation for the ruthless ruination of thousands of exhibitors and others in the industrj- to say nothing of the major point
that the interests of the country require
that the masses have some form of diversion.
" From time to time I have seen editorials in metropolitan newspapers which
do not appro\c of the wholesale stoppage
of cheap entertainment, and I believe that
the highest interests of the nation are
served by encouraging attendance at motion picture houses. Many of them advertise in the daily press, which is largely
in sympathy.
"England has not found it necessary to
discourage attendance at amusement places
and Washington will probably reach the
same conclusion eventually. It remains for
the press to teach sane procedure in this

|
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News

Corporations

A LIST
of newYork
corporations
in theending
State
of New
for the week
January 5, as furnished from the records
of The Corporation Trust Company, 15
Exchange Place, Jersey City, N. J., is as
follows :
SCREENfilms,MAGAZINE,
in IDEAL
motion picture
capitalized atINC.—
$1,000Dealat
Manhattan. F. W. Brooker, Albert Teitel and
Saul Wilchins, are the incorporators.
MASTERCRAFT PHOTO-l'LAY CORPORATION.— Motion
$1,00'0,
Manhattan.
Isaacpictures,
Wolper,capitalized
145 West at45th
street,at
New York City ; Hannah L. Geller, 850 Kelly
street,York
Bronx,
New
City.and A. G. Scheer, 149 Broadway,
MOTION PICTURES LECTURES, INC.—
Moving picture educational play and lecture
series, capitalized at $1,000. at Manhattaii. Dr.
Leonard Sugden, Carl P. Winther and Joseph R.
Miles are interested.
Reeves

on Way to Chaplin
Studios

Alfred Reeves,
old
vaudeville
manager, Charlie
arrived Chaplin's
in New York
from London last week on his way to Los
Angeles where he will be connected with
the comedian in a managerial capacity.
To Mr. Reeves belongs the distinction of
bringing the laugh maker to America. It
was also on Mr. Reeves' advice that Chaplin accepted Mac Sennett's offer to appear
in pictures. " I hated to see him leave
us," said Mr. Reeves, " but I knew it
wasMr.a big
chance
for him."
Reeves
seemed
pleased about being
in America and at the prospect of again
being associated with Chaplin.

matter."
Universal

Announces
Changes
from
the
Dramatic
Mirror and made him
Joe Brandt Named
General Sales
my private secretary. He continued as
Manager and Assistant Treasurer
such after the Universal was formed. In
— Carl
Laemmle Chosen
this capacity he had splendid opportunities
Director
General by
to learn every branch of the business and
Board
he made the most of them. Shortly after
the Universal was formed he became adONE of the most important internal
vertising manager and from that he has
changes announced by the Universal Film Manufacturing Company for the advanced from time to time until he became general inanager.
new year is President Laemmle's appoint"
Now
that we are contemplating revoment of General Manager Joe Brandt to
lutionary changes and improvements in our
the position of general sales manager of
sales systein, not only in this country but
the Universal's world-wide organization.
in foreign lands, I have again called on Mr.
Immediately preceding this appointment,
Brandt to take up a more important work
the board of directors of the Universal
than he has ever had before.
Company named Mr. Laemmle as director
" Mr. Goldstein and Mr. MacGowan are
general as well as president of the corporalso given recognition for splendid and
ation, and elected Mr. Brandt to the post
faithful service. Both have been with the
of assistant treasurer.
company a number of years, working their
C. H. MacGowan, for some years auditor
of the Universal, was appointed assistant to way up from minor positions to positions of
the director general.
trust and importance."
E. H. Goldstein was appointed to take
complete charge of merging the various
Goldburg Not Handling
New York City exchanges of the Universal,
the Bluebird, the Longacrc (Alice Howell
Rapf Productions
comedies) companies into one large unit,
Through error, Jesse Goldburg has made
occupying the entire seventh floor of the
an announcement that he is handling exMecca Building at 1600 Broadway.
clusivelyThe
"
Struggle Everlasting "
" The advancement of Joe Brandt is and " The Accidental Honeymoon."
simply a reward of merit," said Mr.
The error was made by Mr. Goldburg's
Laemmle after the meeting of the board of press
department. Mr. Goldburg is not the
exclusive
representative of these pictures.
directors. " It is the result of long and
loyal service. Away back in the days of
Harry ' Rapf has not announced how he
will dis] ose of these features.
the old Imp Company, I took Mr. Brandt
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Retorts
Laemmle
to find scattered along the roadside, but
" To the Sick All Are Sick," Is Selznick's Reply to Universal
I do know that there will be few mournHead's Interview — Laemmle Counters with Reiteration
of His Statements and Some Personal Digs
Straight from the Shoulder
After reading the above statement, Mr.
sizzling
a
with
week
last
nd
foregrou
the
to
stepped
LEWIS J. SELZNICK
Laemmle came to bat with the following:
interview in Motion Picture News, in
reply to Carl Laemmle's recent
" So Selznick is clowning it again, is he?
which the Universal head told some frank facts regarding conditions in He had added to the gaiety of the nations
the producing ranks.
ever since he laughed himself into the
moving picture business, but this is no
Mr. Selznick declared, " To the sick all are sick," and then went on to twist
time ers."
for his foolery.
declaraSelznick
the
reading
After
it.
inserting
after
the scalpel just a trifle
" Laughing it off is not the way to meet
tion Mr. Laemmle also consented to issue a statement to Motion Picture
the conditions that are confronting the
News before closing the incident. The Laemmle reply also shows an abundant
whole business to-day. Getting a little pubadmixture of pepper.
licity for himself on the strength of the
Following is the statement issued by Mr. Selznick :
fact that my recent expose of true conditions has set the whole industry talking the
" You May Be Sick; Fm Not! "
way to solve the big problems of the hour.
" The calamity howlers are loose again.
" I suppose I have piqued Looey by daring to call attention to the fact that the
" Certain producers who kept telling us
ruinous salaries paid to stars are choking
not long ago that moving pictures were in
the very life out of exhibitors today. This
their infancy, now say that they are on
is the leech that is sucking the life blood
their deathbed. Is the disease infantile
out of the business and Mr. Selznick has
gentlemen
these
Do
age?
old
or
paralysis
helped, in his own jovial way, to apply
Icnow that to the sick all men are sick, to
the leech. The fact that the exhibitors
the insane all men are crazy, to the dying
made the stars and now have to pay a
man the world is coming to an end?
killing price for them, is not serious to him
" Carl Laemmle confesses that Univei-sal
because he considers it a good joke on the
has '.close to a million dollars' tied up in
exhibitors, which it probably is.
short pictures that they can sell only at a
" As for his reference to the Broadloss. Therefore, he wails, the picture busiway theatre, this is either very serious or
ness faces disaster. Every one, producers, ■
very
funny. The fact is that I asked Mr.
distributors and exhibitors, ' will become
Selznick to get out of the Broadway theripe for the receiver.' The only salvation
atre and he got. The fifteen-cent price had
he can see is for some one to pay him more
nothing to do with it, as he well knows,
for his dead stock pictures than he ever
but chooses to forget. I admire his nerve
asked for them.
in forgetting it. It is well known that
" Mr. Laemmle doesn't seem to figure
when we cut down the length of the show
that brains are of much use in his busiat the Broadway we also cut down the
ness. He says that even after they found
price, but what is more important, we are
eighteen months ago that they could not
getting
more money in proportion to what
sell his kind of pictures at a profit they
we show than we got before. And that
went on and made a million dollars' worth
is what every exhibitor ought to do — either
more. If he were in the clothing busiget more money for his show or else get
ness, and found there was no money in a
the same money for a smaller show.
certain style, would he turn out a million
Either one means more to the exhibitor, of
dolalrs' worth more of the same style, and
course. Also Mr. Selznick forgets that at
tell the retailer the only thing to do was
the Broadway theatre we get 15, 25 and
raise the price on them? Not if he wanted
35 cents for Bluebird pictures, while Mr.
to keep out of Bloomingdale. Yet this is
Selznick's pictures are shown at Loew's
what he did in the picture business !
Lewis J. Selznick
New York theatre — his best house — for 10,
20 and 30 cents. The figures speak for
" Mr. Laemmle's cure for the condition
he himself has created, is higher admission
Laemmle that there are no Fairbanks,
themselves. Incidentally it would be interprices. But the truth is that Mr. Laemmle
esting to know how many thousands of dolClara Kimball Young, Pickf ord or Talhas proved that he doesn't mean what he madge pictures stored on shelves waiting
lars Mr. Selznick lost on " The Lone
says about admission prices. Together, he for the business to regain its health. And
Wolf" and "The Eternal Sin" at the
Broadway at dollar prices ; also how many,
and I leased the Broadway theatre, chargevery one who has common business brains
ing 25 cents to $1.00 admission. He in- knows that the high salaries for stars will
rf any, houses in the United States . are
sisted upon reducing the price to IS cents,
cease the minute the public ceases to pay
showing his pictiires at dollar prices.
so I sold my interest and let him do it. those salaries at the box office. We have
" I doubt very much, however, if Mr.
Mr. Laemmle, the exhibitor, apparently
Zukor authorized Mr. Selznick to give out
stars because the public wants them !
does not take much stock in the theories
such a piece of publicity as this latest Joe
" The industry is not in its infancy.
of Mr. Laemmle, the producer. I always
Neither is it on its death bed. But it is afhave to laugh when I see a man quarrelling
flicted with several minor ailments. One
Miller of his."
with himself.
of the worst of these is the presence in its
Fenimore
Cooper Towne
midst of men who blame general conditions
" Samuel Goldfish is also quarrelling with
Dies
himself. He recently said the film business
for their own stupidity. If a soldier dewould go to the dogs if producers didn't
liberately stands in full view of the enFenimore Cooper Towne, the young
stop paying big salaries to stars. And yet
emy and is shot, it does not mean the
actor playwright, son of Edward Owings
he has paid some of the highest salaries
whole army is defeated.
in the history of the industry. Is this an
Towne, the dramatic author, and grand" When the war tax was imposed I said
nephew of James Fenimore Cooper, the
admission that he bUnkoed himself ? If not, it was a good thing, as it would force out
what is it?
of business the producers of bad pictures.
novelist, died at his father's residence.
New York, last week.
I do not know what corpses we are about
" I violate no confidence when I tell Mr.
Selznick
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Exhibitors
Adopt
Hamlin
Plan
posed of Messrs. Gates, Greene and
Asspciated Theatres, Inc., Also Elects
Hamlin.
Officers at Meeting in Minne" We are going to open one large central
apolis— Is Six Months Old
film exchange in Minneapolis, where a
with 500 Membership
master booking sheet will be used in conFIFTY exhibitors, representative of every
junction with seven distributing and inspection stations throughout the four
section of Minnesota, Wisconsin,
North Dakota and South Dakota, unanistates," declared Manager Hamlin.
" Operations will start about January 28,
mously adopted the Hamlin plan of marketjust one month ahead of our previous
ing and distributing film, at the recent annual meeting of Associated Theatres, Inc., schedule. I have noticed with great interest the recently published admissions of the
in Minneapolis.
This organization is only six months old leading national film heads ; ' that the present system of marketing and distributing
and has a membership of more than five
hundred and fifty theatres. The election
film is all wrong and a tremendous waste.'
of officers for the ensuing year resulted as
" When they study our simplified but
efficient plan, I predict that they will give
follows :
it a thorough trial in this zone. In the
meantime we will send our organizers out
President, Charles W. Gates, Aberdeen,
to organize another zone.
S. D. ; vice-president, William S. Smith,
Menomonie, Wis.; treasurer, Henry P.
" The good feature pictures only get from
Greene, Minneapolis ; chairman board of seventy to 170 days' run in this territory
directors, H. L. Hartman, Mandan, N. D. ; now and under our plan they can be assured
secretary and general manager, Thomas J. from twice to treble the number of showHamlin, Minneapolis, Minn. The above
ings at a bigger gross and net to the producer and a lower film rental for the
mentioned officers are the board of five
directors and the executive board is comexhibitor," continued Mr. Hamlin.
Shipping
Amendment
Drafted
over
or
inside
the
body
not less than 3 inches
Sub-Committee of National Associa(except that for a 1-reel box the lap may be 2
tion Works Several Months With
inches). Telescope or slip covers must be secured to cans or cases by a strong, positive, mechanical device, made of metal. This device must
Bureau of Explosives and Probe approved by the Bureau of Explosives, both
poses to Amend Regulations
as to design and construction.
5. Each outside metal container must be plainly
THE National Association of the Mo- or
marked
" Complies
with I. C.
if desired
this marking
mayC. beSpecification
indicated by32,"a
tion Picture Industry after having symbol
consisting of a rectangle as follows :
for the past several months a sub-committee working with representatives of
I. C. C, No. 32.
the Bureau of Explosives for the purThe letters and figures in this symbol must be at
pose of amending the present regulation
least '/2 inch high.
concerning shipment of film so as to propWhen offered for shipment the package must
erly protect pictures in transit, last week
alsorequired
be plainly
Picture Films,"
b^ marked
thecontained
I. C." Motion
C.therein.
Regulations
for the
announced that the revised draft of the as
particular article
proposed amendment has been compiled.
Note. — Shipping containers complying with
Rule 43chased(a)
1914,be and
Owing to the scarcity of tin and sheetprior toeffective
FebruaryOctober
1, 1918,1,may
used purfor
iron occasioned by war requirements, it the shipment of motion picture films until September 1, 1918, provided they are securely closed
has been found necessary to make radical and in good
condition, and provided further, that
il fitted with telescopic covers, the covers fit
changes in the specifications.
tightly
against
shoulder of the box body.
The proposed amended paragraph 43 of Leather or web the
straps, if used, must be in good
express regulations, and the specification
condition
and
tightly
fastened — string or rope
must not be used.
for film containers, is as follows:
The sub-committee of the Transporta(a) Motion picture films must be packed in
sparkproof metal boxes or cans complying with
tion Committee of the National AssociaSpecification No. 32. Not more than eight reels
tion which has had the matter in charge
(approximately
1,000
feet
each)
may
be
packed
in one such outside container.
includes A. E. Siegel, Vitagraph ; Herbert
(b^ Motion picture films may also be packed in S. Clark, Paramount; Allan Rock, Paraoutside wooden boxes complyme with Specificamount; W. E. Atkinson, Metro; J. C.
tion No. 19, provided each reel is placed in a
tightly closed inside metal container. The gfross
Clark, Wm. L. Sherry Features; A. E.
weight of such a package must not exceed 400
pounds.
Rousseau, Pathe; J. H. Stilson, ParaContainer
Specification
No. iron
32. not
mount, and G. J. Schaefer, World Film.
1. Shipping
Cans or cases
must be
made of sheet
less than 0.02 inch thick. These cans or cases must
be
linedinch
throughout
hard other
fiber equivalent
board at
least
thick, or with
with some
Denies Rumor
insulatmg material approved for this purpose by Motography
Rumors that Motography was about to
the Bureau of Explosives.
2. Covers may be permanently attached to suspend publication, which apparently have
metal boxes, cases or cans by not less than two
been circulated in some quarters, are denied
hinges, which must be securely riveted, or they
may be slip covers, closely fitting. The covers
emphatically
in a telegram to Motion Picmust lined with insulating material of the same
ture News from which the following is
character and thickness as required for the body
of the container.
3. Hinged covers must fit tightly against the quoted: "We learn that malicious report
shoulder of the body, and Ian over or inside the has been circulated that Motography will
body not less than % incn on all sides. A suspend publication. Nothing could be
strong metal hasp must fit over staple or eye
further frojn the truth. Motography has
bolt,
and must
a permanent
nondetachable
catchbe toprovided
engage with
in staple
or eye bolt.
been greatly strengthened by new business
4. Telescope or slip covert must fit tightly
alliances." E. R. Mock."
against the shoulder of the body and lap down

Motion

Picture

News

Charles Rankin, who is offering " A
Modern Lorelei " to the independent buyer,
left for Baltimore and points South, last
Saturday in the interest of the feature.
Mr. Rankin expects to be absent from
New York about a week.
M. E. Merhie, official photographer,
West Virginia Department of Agriculture, Charleston, W. Va., was in New York
last week to make arrangements for the
disposition of the pictures, disclosing the
work of the Agricultural Department. Mr.
Merhie will announce later the method
of disposition — independent of program.
Mr. Merhie is at the head of his own company, West Virginia Amusement and Film
Company.
Joseph F. Lee returned from a trip
through the Central West last week. Mr.
Lee reports business to be quiet.
William Russell, whose contract has expired with Mutual, arrived in New York
during the holidays. Mr. Russell is a
free agent now and expects to announce,
in the near future, the selection of a
director for the production of his own
features. He will be in New York for
an indefinite period.
Jesse J. Goldburg left New York last
week for an extended trip, which will
take him to every important city from
here to the Coast. Mr. Goldburg has been
appointed, recently, sole agent for Ivan
productions.
William L. Sherrill, president of Frohman Amusement Company, left New York
shortly after the holiday season for Jacksonville, Fla., where he is producing a
special feature. Tony Kelly, scenario
writer, accompanied him. Mr. Sherrill expects to remain in Florida for some weeks.
Ouida

Bergere

Increases

Agency Scope
Ouida Bergere,
following Picture
the recentNews
announcement in Motion
that she has established a motion picture
agency at 516 Fifth avenue. New York,
announced this week that she has perfected all plans for a complete and independent organization to cater to the requirements of the industry. Her organization, it is announced, has an affiliation
contract with Hughes Massie, 40 Fleet
street, London, and with the Mabel Condon Exchange in Los Angeles. Miss Bergere expects these affiliations to give
greater scope to her business operations.
Parsons Opens Office
The National Film Corporation of America, of which William Parsons is president,
has taken offices at 1604 Broadway, New
York. The National Film Corporation of
America controls " Tarzan, of the Apes."
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SHERRILL was rehearsing a speech as we stepped, unobserved, into his office.
" It is the bone and sinew of the industry," he was saying with
considerable vehemence, " as the steam is to the engine and as
electricity is to the dynamo, so — "
" Is what ? " we responded, by way of introduction.
Mr. Sherrill jumped. "Why — er-er — what's that? Oh! Howdy
do, Mr. Johnston. Howdy!
Good morning, sir. Come right in,
sir. Yesser. Quite well, sir. How are you, sir?"
Mr. Sherrill was looking the pink of perfection — cold bath,
shave, manicure, valet service, pear scarf pin, fresh linen; as pink
and fresh as a pink carnation. Most men of decided personalities
give you a color impression. Mr. Sherrill's is that of pinkness —
a color of general warmth and optimism. True his automobile is
finished in Alice blue, including even the victoria top; but then,
pink and Alice blue go nicely together.
" Mr. Sherrill," we began, " the exhibitors like you."
Mr. Sherrill waved deprecatingly. " They like my pictures." he
suggested.
" Yes, but they like you. ■ You made a hit at the recent convention in Washington."
Mr. Sherrill grew
a little more pinkish.
" They say you
are the first producer who has ever
appeared before
them with no cards
up his sleeve. They
like your spirit and
intentions."
Mr. Sherrill gestured largely and
generously, like a
Southern plantation
owner indicating his
broad acres from
off a sunny Colonial
porch. Mr. Sherrill, by the way, is
a native of Macon,
Georgia.
" Thank you, sir,"
he replied, " that's
mighty nice in you,
sir; and I think exhibitors are mighty
nice folks, sir. And
they're not fairly
treated, sir." Mr.
Sherrill looked serious and earnest. "I
could make a speech
on the subject," he
suggested.
" No doubt," we
replied. " But, you
see, we are cramped
for room here. Th
exhibitors want to
know about you."
Mr. Sherrill was,
for the moment,
nonplussed. "Well,"
Tie said, " I'm an
independent — and a
■pioneer indepen■dent."
" Exactly."
" And I always
Tvill be independent.
I'd rather be William L. Sherrill,
independent, than

Is— Sherrill?

President of the U. S. on a program. Solidly independent — that's
Sherrill,
yesser, one hundred percent ! "
" Exactly."
" But I believe in co-operation — business co-operation — between
all branches of the industry. Yesser, we've got to make this a
regular business. That's my slate. Yesser. One hundred and fifty
" You don't mean profits — by one hundred and fifty per cent."
you ; no, sir," exploded Mr. Sherrill. " Certainly
!"
cent bless
per" God
not, sir. I was just being emphatic. That's the trouble with this
business — this idea of big profits and quick profit taking. No
siree, sir. I stand for legitimate profits and business co-operation,
run" Certainly."
on business principles."
" I'm not a producer — "
" Be careful," we continued.
" That's all right," said Mr. Sherrill. " I mean I don't know the
technical side of picture-making. I leave that to those who do.
I'm a business man. But I do know fine pictures
I make
"Youand certa
inly

them."

do," we acquiesced.
"So long, Bill,"
we said, as we
arose.
"So long, Bill,"
said Mr. Sherrill.
What Others Say
" He's a sure-fire
success. He just
naturally and instinctively manipulates things to a
" He believes in
successful ending."
quality production
as a business proposition. Whatever
business he was enconductgaged in he
it would
along
high-grade
lines — as
a business
principle.
" He has
never
made, erednor
makingconsidother
than clean pictures.
He believes in them ;
he believes the
other kind are bad
" He's a natural
born
leader. He
business."
wants
to be William
L. Sherrill — or he
" He's human and
won't play ball."
" He's genial — always has a laugh
likable."
ready." Next
Week :

Walter
W. Irwin
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Spain

Wants

Frank J. Marion Cables Creel That
Time Is Now Ripe for American
l'"ilnis in Theatres of That
Country
THAT there is an excellent opportunity
for the rental and sale of American
motion picture lilms in Spain is indicated
by official information to this effect cabled
to George Creel, Chairman of the Committee on Public Information at Washington, by Frank J. Marion, president of
the Kalem Company, who is a member of
the National Cinema Commission, and
was recommended for important service
by William A. Brady, president of the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry. Chairman Creel has referred the matter to President Brady, who
is Chairman of the Motion Picture Industry's War Council.
Commissioner Marion is said to be very
enthusiastic over the opportunity which
is afforded for the showing of motion
pictures in Spain, and s.ates that agencies or branches directly owned and controlled in certain centers would make big
returns. The Commissioner recommends

U.
S. Pictures
that only lilm men speaking Spanish should
be assigned to these branches, and that
films should be shipped by Spanish liners
sailing from cither New York or Havana.
Any film compaiiies desiring to open up
negotiations should communicate direct
with Hon. Frank J. Marion, Commissioner
of the National Cinema Commission, care
' of Captain Decker, U. S. Army Headquarters, Madrid, Spain.
The text of Commissioner Marion's
cablegram to Chairman Creel follows :
■■ Progress favorable. Naval Attache, Eastman and Pathe Freres Company operating.
Going to Barcelona for today but return
here, headquarters with Captain Decker.
Splendid opportunity Spain for leading
film features, sensational drama, big spectacles and lively comedies, also Western
life. Hartwell films now distributed by
agents from Barcelona but think directly
owned and controlled agencies at Coruna,
Madrid, Cadiz, Barcelona, would make big
money and stocks could be shipped by
Spanish liner from New York or Havana.
Exchange should be in charge of film men
speaking Spanish. I will gladly assist and
personally agree with such campaign.
Would greatly enhance my work."

Mastercraft
Company
Formed
Dr. F. Etigene Farnsworth Is Presiactive part in the making of " The Birth
dent and Director General— E.
of a Nation " and who is thoroughly
familiar with the workings of that organiR. Sherburne Is Treasurer
zation which has thus far never been sur— Hollywood Studio
passed, agrees with me that in the MasterANNOUNCEMENT was made this
craft Photo-Play Corporation we have an
organization
which will, within a very
week that a new motion picture proshort
time,
be
one of the potent factors
ducing company, to be known as the Mastercraft Photo-Play Corporation, has
of Mr.
the film
industry."
Farnsworth left New York last
been formed, and that a studio will probweek for California, where he will devote
ably be constructed at HoUj-^vood, Cal.
his energies in arranging the details at the
At the head of the new organization as
president and director general is Dr. F. California studios of the new company
which will be located in Hollywood just
Eugene Farnsworth, and E. R. Sherburne
outside of Los Angeles. Work on the first
as treasurer.
production is expected to start within four
According to J. H. Wal raven, through
or five weeks. The name of the producwhom the announcement of the formation
tion has not been announced as yet further
of the new company was made, the enthan the fact that it will be a visualization
trance of this new corporation into the
of one of Thomas Dixon's novels. Before
motion picture field promises to be an
leaving Mr. Farnsworth stated that he had
epoch making event, as it will bring, Walraven declares, additional works of about closed negotiations with a director
to handle the making of the picture and
Thomas Dixon, Jr., to the screen. Thus
that he would announce the director's name
far "The Birth of a Nation" is the only
as
soon as the agreement was consumwork of Dixon that has been filmed, and
mated.
it is said the new company believes the
public will welcome more stories in screen
form by the same author.
Jack Pickford Visits Effete
In speaking of the new corporation Mr.
East
Farnsworth said, " There was a time in
the early beginning when the success in
Jack Pickford arrived in New York
the manufacturing of motion picture depended on their novelty, pure and simple.
recently _on a short-time vacation between
pictures, having completed two pictures
But that time has passed. Men who succeed in the future must be men who are
ahead of his Paramount schedule.
well qualified and know the business from
The young Paramount star, whose most
every angle, the handling of scripts, the
recent picture was " Tom Sawyer," believed
technique of the studio, the casting of a he might make a picture in the East before
production, its staging, as well as the
returning to the land of sunshine. Meanmany scientific details of the laboratories
time, "The Spirit of '17," starring Jack
and the photography. I believe that wc
Pickford, will be released and followed by
have in this corporation just such an or" Huck and Tom," or " The p-urther Advenganization. Mr. Dixon who took an
tures of Tom Sawyer."

Chicago
Gets Industry
Mixed with Printers
The Chicago Association of Commerce
is all tangled up on the motion picture
question. Although this industry is ranked
as fifth with the great industries of the
world, the Association of Commerce tucked
it away among the Printing Industries
when they were sorting out committees for
the coming year.
They said the motion picture industry
could line up with the lithographers, if it
preferred, or it could train with the bookbinders and the printers, unless it would
rather run with the photographers.
It was a new interpretation for the industry, and Richard R. Nehls, manager of
the American Film Company, Inc., of
Chicago, protested. Mr. Nehls has been
chairman of the pliotographic committee
for the past year. The motion picture industry has been formerly placed under the
photo.graphic list; but Mr. Nehls considered it of sufficient importance to have a
committee all to itself, or at least to be
placed
theatres.where it rightfully belongs, under
Greene

Predicts Big Year
for Pictures

Walter E. Greene, president of Artcraft, who last week assumed supervision
as head of the Paramount Pictures Corporation, said on the occasion of the beginning of his new duties : " I believe the
year 1918 is going to be the biggest year
in the history of motion pictures, and I
am glad to be able to link up the possibilities for the future at the head of an organization with such splendid heritage of
the past. We are approaching the new
duties and problems with a spirit of
The further changes in the personnel of
the departmental activities of Paramount
have
been announced in Motion Picture
optimism."
News as follows : Al Lichtman, general
manager; Louis E. Loeb, comptroller;
Frederic Gage, sales manager; C. Lang
Cobb, Jr., assistant sales manager and J.
K. Burger, manager of department of exchange requisitions. John C. Flinn continues as general director of publicity and
ad\crtising.
Bronx

Exhibitors

New

Elect

Officers

At a regular meeting of the Cinema Exhibitors' Association, Bronx Local No. 2,
Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of
America, held on December 27, the following officers were elected for the ensuing
John J. Wittman, president, this making
his sixth term ; Nathan Vinegrad, vicepresident,
second term ; Henry Cole,
year
:
executive secretary, second term ; Abe
Suchman, treasurer; Sam Spanicr, financial
secretary; Abraham B. Samuelson, trustee;
Herman Bolte, sergeant-at-arms.
The delegates to the Allied Exhibitors
Convention in Washington December 11 and
12, 1917, made their report, which was well
received and accepted.
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Appeal

to

Fort Lee Producers Denied Coal by Local Authorities — Big Interests Affected — Garfield Appealed to — Plants Compelled
to Close — Transportation Also Big Problem
THE coal famine, which has been no respecter of persons or corporations,
has probably affected the motion picture industry more keenly than any
other branch of business. Although at the i^resent time the shortage is
felt acutely only in the Fort Lee district, the conditions, entailing in some
instances financial losses in addition to discomfort and inconvenience, were
spreading during the past week.
To such an acute stage had the fuel famine advanced in the East that an
appeal has been made to Fuel Administrator Garfield at Washington, D. C,
and a decision that will affect the entire indvistry, from Coast to Coast, or
wherever studios, laboratories and other factories devoted to the making of
motion pictures are located, is expected within a few days.
The matter of transportation is also taking on proportions that threaten an
acute crisis unless relief is soon secured. Shipments of negative film from
the Eastman plant at Rochester are suffering delays that have forced many
of the bigger companies to send their work to outside laboratories that were
so forunate as to have a supply of film on hand.
Producers Appeal to Washington
Representative men of the producing
companies located at Fort Lee, met Friday afternoon at the Craftsman Laboratories, Nineteenth street, New York, for
the purpose of taking immediate steps
to counteract the danger anticipated and
already
industry
as
localized visited
in Fortupon
Lee,' the
because
of —the
drastic action taken by the local authorities in suspending the sale of coal to the
motion picture manufacturers located within their jurisdiction.
At Fort Lee there are located the factories of Universal (Eastern producing
companies and laboratories), Fox, Peerless, Goldwyn, Blache, Solax and World.
Each of these companies was represented
at the meeting held Fridaj*. These factories represent a good percentage of the
number operating in the country. The
inconvenience caused by the. lack of fuel
for heating purposes, is not felt so keenly
and this can be tolerated without apparent effect on the actual carrying out of
the industry's purposes but when fuel is
denied for the purposes of generating
power — this means that the producing and
developing end of the business is paralyzed.
Shortage Localized — May Spread
The situation in New York is apparently normal, the studios and laboratories
in this State, entering no complaint. They
are on par with the communities in general and although there has been a Statewide coal shortage, the industry has not
sufifered more than any other industry or
business in the State.
The action taken at the meeting Friday
was of little importance when considering
actual results accomplished for the bettering of conditions. It was found that
the matter had to be taken up with the
authorities in Washington before an impression could be made on the local authorities in Jersey. The producers present, -representing every company with
laboratories and studios located at Fort
Lee, communicated with George Creel,
chairman of the committee on public in-

LIGHTLESS
NIGHTS
You'll Have to Make
the Best of Other
Exploitation

tions in front ofillmot
naumiion
ic
ofe electr
USEpictur
houses is important, and it is to be regretted that the
government's
hts nat
rulebidof
" ion
has
den" lig
m.essButnigthe
for
thehtl
is at war and we must make the
best of it.
That means that you should
pay more attention to the other
methods of exploitation at your
command, and that you ought
to use every little thing that
will attract more people to your
house. Last week we printed
a story about the way that the
leading theatres of Milwaukee
are meeting the problems of
" lightless nights " by advertising more liberally. Let us
hear what you are doing in this
regard.
And remember, if you complain that the war has taken
away many of your regular
patrons, one of your chief problems is to create new patrons.
What are you doing along this
line? You'll find many valuable suggestions in studying
these pages carefully.
formation, in Washington, and Mr. Creel
informed the producers that he would take
the matter up with Fuel Administrator
Garfield,
Garfield's
action
in theimmediately.
matter will beMr.
communicated
to the New Jersey State authorities, thence
to the county authorities and finally to
the local town authorities presiding over
the
Lee. municipal affairs of the town of Fort

Washington
Powers Gives Opinion
P. A. Powers, of Universal, in commenting upon conditions and the action
taken at the meeting, said :
"In view of the fact that only about
three carloads of coal are required to supsuply the needs of the producing companies in Fort Lee, for the period of one
week, and considering also the invaluable
assistance the industry has been and still
is to the Government, it seems strange
that the business would be practically
crippled for the want of this comparatively small amount of fuel. For two days
last week Universal was unable to accomplish any work at its laboratories in Fort
Lee, due entirely to lack of fuel. This
same inconvenience was experienced by
the other producers.
" As far as I can learn, the shortage is
confined to the interests located at Fort
Lee. The action was taken by the local
authorities after the county authorities had
advised them to act. The action was taken,
no doubt, with good intentions, but the
effect it will have unless remedied, will
be The
to practically
paralize thecompanies
industry." repFort Lee producing
resented atlast week's meeting are, World,
Goldwyn, Fox, Solax, Paragon, L^niversal
Peerless and Blache. P. A. Powers represented Universal ; William A. Brady,
World; Jules Brualtor, Eastman Kodak
Company, and Mr. Loew represented
Paragon. It is expected that Mr. Garfield
will take action immediately, and that his
decision will cover the entire industry as
to the question of fuel supply.

Jacksonville Supplies
Weather Reports
The Chamber of Commerce of Jacksonville, Fla., believes in co-operating with
the motion picture producers and aiding
them in the saving of as much time and
money as possible, and as evidence of this
efYort, the organization is sending a telegram daily to Motion Picture News of
the climatic conditions in and near the
city, and the weather forecast for the
following day, which will be given to prospective visiting producers to Jacksonville.
The motion picture service department
of the Jacksonville Chamber of Commerce
is rendering great service to the visiting producers, who advise them just what
is wanted on the day they leave New
York, and upon their arrival have nothing
to do but go to work.
W.

A. Johnston

Upheld

by

Court
Judges in the Appellate Division, First
Department, on December 28 handed down
a decision upholding the complaint of W.
A. Johnston against the Exhibitors Trade
Review in his suit against that publication
alleging libel. The defendant is given
twenty dzys in which to answer the complaint.
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Chicago

Owners

Officers for Coming Year Are Nominated and Convention Reports
Are Received — Exhibitor
Amalgamation Holds
Floor

'T'HE nomination of officers for the com*■ ing }-ear and the report of the committee sent to the Allied Exhibitors' Convention in Washington, Dec. 12-13, were
the outstanding features at the last meeting
of the Chicago Motion Picture Theatre
Owners' Association, held in their headquarter- at 19 W est Adams street.
Louis Frank, speaking for the committee
sent to W ashington by the local association,
told of the proceedings there and of the
favorable impressions he gained of the
convention as a whole.
" At no time," he said, " was either the
A.E.A. or the M.P.E.L mentioned. It was
a case of a united body rather than divided
factions and it was a good thing to see."
Mr. Frank said that the amalgamation
committee, of which he is a member, had
not met yet and that he had no idea when
it would. The resolutions passed at the
Exhibitors' Convention were read to the
meeting and approved. After explaining
that one section of the resolution referred
to the IS cents per reel tax and that the
legislative committee had been instructed to
ask Congress to make a definite decision as
to who should pay the tax. Mr. Beatty got
to his feet and said that he had heard that
■one of the members of the local organiza-

Hold
Meeting
tion had refused to cancel an exchange the
rest of the members had cancelled because
of the reel-tax troubles.
A committee was appointed to see the
backward party and it was intimated that
unless he agreed to work in harmony with
the organization that he would be dropped
from membership.
E. Thomas Beatty, representing the executive committee, told of the results of a
visit to the City Fuel Administrator's office.
He stated that the worst might be still
lurking in the office and that exhibitors
might even be requested to add another
" lightless " night to the two they already
observe. At least, according to Mr.
Beatty's version, there is little hope of modifying the present lighting restrictions as
they
apply to totheatres
for isthe
authorities'
determination
save coal
something
the
whole nation is asked to bow to.
Following further discussion on the subject nomination of officers was declared in
order by President August Krug and the
following names were proposed : E.
Thomas Beatty for president, George
Henry and August Zilligan for vice-president. Louis H. Frank and H. A. Gundling
for treasurer, Miss Anna Kesner for
financial secretary, Adolph Powell and M.
A. Choynski for secretary and August
Zilligan for sergeant-at-arms.
On the executive committee for the coming year the following were nominated:
Max Jesselson, A. J. Krug, W. J. Mulligan, A. Zilligan, M. A. Choynski, Jacob
Cooper and H. A. Gundling.

Paramount-Artcraft
Confer
Greene and Lichtman Call Meeting of reception given them by the picture theatreDistrict Managers of Exchanges
goers.
At the first meeting discussion was led
— Optimism Keynote of the
by Walter E. Greene, with Al Lichtman
Conference
presiding. Among those present were :
T JPON assuming supervision of the dis- Frederic Gage, general sales manager of
^ tribution of both Paramount and
Paramount ; William L. Smith, C. E.
Artcraft Pictures for the new year, Walter
Tandy; William L. Sherry, J. V. ChamE. Greene and Al Lichtman, general manberlain, James Steele, Max Goldstine,
ager, called a meeting in New York last Harry Asher, Herman Wobber, A. D.
week of the district managers of the ParaFlintotn, Louis Marcus, Louis E. Loeb,
mount and .\rtcraft exchanges. The meetcomptroller of Paramount; Carl H. Pierce,
ing continued over the week-end.
general representative, and John C. Flirin,
The keynote of the meeting, it develgeneral
tising. director of publicity and adveroped, was one of most satisfactory optimAt the conclusion of the discussion led
ism, a feeling that seemed to be shared by
all the men present.
by President Greene, General Manager
Many of the district managers attendLichtman said, " We want to congratuing are among the best known territorial
late the district manager and the repredistributors in the entire film industry and
sentatives of the exchanges in placing so
the large proportion of them have been
successfully the Paramount and Artcraft
associated with the Famous Players-Lasky
pictures under the new distributing star
orga;iization since the inception of its series policy. We feel the optimism for
integrals six years ago. The fact, therethe future that the members here are feelfore, that optimism for the future was
ing. A work to which we are all giving
the prevailing sentiment of the meeting is our most earnest attention now is toward
one of distinct interest to the film world.
strengthening the bond between the exThe first meetings were concerned with
hibitor and our company and to this end
the problems of general distribution and we are inviting expressions of opinion on
a discussion of problems that affect the
how to improve our service."
exhibitor and how to meet those problems
While in New York, the district managers attending the meeting visited singly
with prop'-r distribution service.
Reports were made in detail, based on
and in groups many of the picture houses
complete and accurate information as to of the city, as guests of S. L. Rothapfel,
the attitude of the public in regard to the Harold Edel, Marcus A. Loew and other
Paramount and Artcraft pictures and the prominent exhibitors.

Picture

Mastbaum Observes
less Nights

News
Light-

It was announced last week in Philadelphia by the Stanley Company that
Stanley V. Mastbaum, managing director
of the organization, has voiced his intention of voluntarily observing at every theatre under the direction of his company,
six lightless nights each week in an effort
to conserve tons of coal.
" When the war started," said Mr.
Mastbaum, " I considered it my duty and
the duty of all the interrtts with which
I am connected ih the amusement world
to give every aid to the Government in
any way that we could. That the motion
picture industry has responded nobly is
now a matter of history and they are still
doing their ' bit ' every day and giving
largely of their time, their money and
their talents that democracy may triumph. Now the country, and especially
Philadelphia, is threatened with even a
more drastic crisis than ever before in
the matter of the health and welfare of
our people — the stoppage of the natural
fuel supply— coal — without which the
wheels of industry must stop turning and
misery untold be inflicted on everyone —
especially the poor.
" I feel that, so far as I can through
the many houses that the Stanley Company represents, it is a patriotic duty to
do away with as much lighting as can
possibly be spared, not only on Sunday
and on Thursday nights but six nights each
week, leaving only Saturday night when
some extra illumination may be made.
Therefore I have sent a telegram to National Fuel Administrator Garfield in
Washington informing him of the fact
that all the large signs and other illuminations in front of the theatres and all
other lights except those which are needed
to insure safety to patrons and the public, are to be extinguished on six nights
each week. The saving in coal this will
accomplish will be of the utmost importance inthis crisis and it is hoped that
material aid will result to the people from
this effort on our part as we believe it
Maryland Expects Repeal
of Censorship
According to developments, active steps
toward securing the repeal of the Motion Picture Censorship Act of Maryland
may will."
be expected at any minute. The
Maryland Legislature held its first session
of the 1918 term Tuesday night, January
1, at Annapolis, and it is this term that the
motion picture exhibitors of the Terrapin
state expected to have the Legislators repeal the Censor bill.
Much work has been done preliminary to
having the repeal bill introduced at Annapolis. A group of earnest, energetic
men have given nearly all their time to
the preliminary work, which is now about
completed and the repeal m,easure is about
ready to be drafted.
Maryland exhibitors have a number of
pledges from members of both Houses
of the Legislature and there is strong
hope that this year will see the end of picture censorship.
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Hammons Pleased with
Bookings
E. W. Hammons, vice-president and general manager of the Educational Films Corporation of America, expressed great satisfaction last week over the bookings their
pictures have been getting in up-to-date
theatres.
The new Rivoli theatre, which opened
December 28, presented on its program a
scenic entitled " A World of Dreams."
" This was the only straight scenic on the
program, although some industrial pictures
were
shown of an outdoor nature," said
Mr. Hammons.
In further commenting on their recent
bookings, Mr. Hammons added that the
following was particularly significant because of the fact that, while they were
showing a picture at the Rivoli theatre,
they also were showing another Bruce picture at the Rialto, entitled " Beside the
Glimmer Glass," and at the Strand theatre
a Raymond L. Ditmars picture, entitled
" Nature's Songsters."
Other bookings during the same week at
other theatres were as follows : Academy
of Music, Broadway, Photoplay, Bunny
theatre. Eighty-first, The Claremont,
Loew's Greely Square, Loew's New York,
Proctor's Fifth Avenue, Savoy and Stanley.
Hal Roach

Entertains Navy
Men
More than a thousand sailors of the
United States Submarine Base at San Pedro, California, were the guests, recently,
of Hal Roach, president and general manager of the Rolin Film Company of Los
Angeles, at a great vaudeville and entertainment, given at the Base headquarters.
Members of the Submarine Base are, to
a great extent, isolated from the other
branches of the Naval Service, because of
the necessary secrecy of their work, as well
as the fact that their training must be carried on at points, as a rule, located some
distance from the regular Naval training
quarters. For this reason the San Pedro
Submarine Base had, to a certain extent,
been neglected in the big entertainments
which have been given from time to time
for the entertainment of the boys in naval
training.
Among the Rolin players providing entertainment were the comedian, Toto, the
Rolin quartet, Harry Pollard and Paddy
McGuire, comedy dancers; Harold Lloyd
of " Luke " fame, and Bebe Daniels, in
ballroom specialties; Alf. Goulding and
wife, Billy Fay, Jimmy Blyler and Fred
Brown.
Goldwyn Photographer
Joins the Colors
Goldwyn has lost its director of photography. George Hill, now of the United
States Army Signal Corps. With a first
lieutenant's commission in his inside pocket
he made a flying trip to Hollywood, Cal.,
to spend a day with his parents, following
which he reported at Washington for
further orders.

WE

GIVE

IT

UP!

Motion Picture News,
729 Seventh Ave.,
New York City,
New York.
Gentlemen :
Enclose please find
photograph; for which
two persons have a difference of opinion; one
believes it is Mary Pickford. We wish for you
to decide whether or not
it is.
Thanking you for this
favor.
Yours truly,

Theo. Desky,
Brush, Colo.

This is the photograph
Mr. Desky sent in.

Hodkinson
Re-States
His
Plan
Believes Intermediary Organizations
"Second: Having secured product from
Can Best Serve Exhibitors and
a producer on a basis that would be imProducers and Promote
possible for an exhibitor, due to the proBeneficial Growth
ducer's unwillingness to put himself inta
the hands of the exhibitor, I have geared
up my proposition so that at least half
statement
a
in
SON,
W • W.lastHODKIN
week to a representative of and as much as three-quarters of distribution profits can be passed on to my
Motion Picture News, concerning the allaround amalgamation of the motion pic- exhibitor associates and yet I have nO'
ties or affiliations with them that would
ture industry as an aid to its growth or
make me deal unjustly with producers
as a preservative for its present status,
under my contracts with them which give
re-asserted his former announced belief
that no such amalgamation or affiliation
me so much latitude for the exhibitor's
will behefit the industry, at this time.
protection.
" Third : The natural results of what
Instead of an amalgamation of manuI have in mind as the outcome of such
facturers, distributors and exhibitors, as
a connection between producer and exsuggested by several exhibitors and others,
hibitor, isto insure the producers dealing
Mr. Hodkinson believes he has a better
plan, part of which he has previously set with me a market for their product and
to the exhibitor desiring to perpetuate a
forth in Motion Picture News. For
condition under which he is assured jusfurther progress, at least until such time
tice, the added incentive of some of the
as a better value can be placed on what
profits of distribution. With this support
the exhibitor and the producer have, and
to offer producers, as well as the fact that
until their interest can be merged, Mr.
Hodkinson harbors the opinion that an
I shall continue striving to lower distribuintermediary organization such as he has
tion costs, the best producers will gravitate toward us. The exhibitor, on the
created can best serve the interests of both
parties and create a balance that will help other hand, will not object to his distributing profits being reduced by my
to do justice and establish mutual conarrangement with producers, provided by
fidence between the two present conflictso doing he secured the best product, as
ing forces of production and exhibition.
insures the success of his theatre and
Mr. Hodkinson's intentions are, in part, this
this is his first consideration.
as he states them : " First : To contract
" Fourth : And the most important part
with producers on a basis whereby my
of my plan is that I am trying to create
company or its affiliations will not assume
a constructive circle of activity whereby
production risks nor be required to conevery incentive is offered Exhibition, Distinue to utilize any product that will not
tribution and Production to make better
stand up on its own account. (That this
can be done is witnessed by the fact that product to be handled economically and
I have such product as Paralta on this to remove from the exhibitor the cares he
now has so that he may be free to develop
basis and am now negotiating for other
equally attractive product.)
his individual business more efficiently."
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Ready to Do His Bit — But i\ot the Other
Fellotv's
Editor Motion Picture
News.
Dear Sir: I have been in this business for
several years and it is the first time I have ever
opened
and as
if business
change
soon it my
will mouth,
be closed,
I will bedon't
among
the
dead. These heavy war taxes have just about
put a finish to me. Like a good many others, I
love our flag and we are willing to do our part
in this dreadful war, but do not think it fair for
a few of us to do it all. I think the film companies and the exchanges should stand their
share. The film companies could lessen their
expenses by cutting down some of these outrageous salaries they are paying. Just think of
it, some of these stars are getting higher salaries
than the president. If the greater part of the
exhibitors that have thousands of dollars invested would make a profit of one-fifth of their
salary we would feel independent and could have
a little of the pleasures of life instead of worry
andWhen
wondering
be.
the tax what
went tonight's
into effectbusiness
I raised will
my admission price S cents all around, and my books
will show that business has dropped two-thirds.
I am losing money every day. My patrons say
that living and other commodities are so high that
they
afford and
to go
the show.
I know
them can't
personally
knowto they
are telling
the
truth. What will the film companies do if the
exhibitor closes his house. I should think they
could see far enough ahead to see that by hurting the exhibitor they are hurting themselves.
This 15-cent reel tax is a shame, and I for one
am cancelling them and taking service from the
exchanges that have cut it out. And the exchange that stands by me will get my little business when this war tax is over. Heretofore the
exhibitor has stood everything and said nothing,
but the time is almost ripe when we will have
something to say. It has been only a few years
ago when the General Film Company undertook
to put a license on the film — $2 per week. It
fell flat. And only a short time ago we had to
put up a deposit for film. The exhibitor did
without his money while the film company used
It to produce the picture with. Some business.
And It will continue so just as long as the exstands for it. If we would wake up
and put hibitor
our feet
down flat there would be a
change very quick. I for one am ready
to clear
my house- in order to get justice.
We are in this war to the finish and are going
to win It. and can easily do so if we all do our
pan But if some of us stand back it will be
harder on the rest of us and take much
longer
time. So I say whatever
tax is placed on
the show business let it bewardivided
equally
beus all. up.Then those that can stand it will
nave totweenclose
Well, so
may be looking for a job bv
get I this.
the time youlong,
„
C. F. PERKINS.
Silver Star Theatre, Freewater, Oregon.

Exhibitor Kimball Does Some Figuring on
the Reel Tax
Editor, MOTION PICTURE NEWS.
Dear Sir: Another angle on the film tax.
Many discussions on this
matter have been reported in MOTION PICTURE NEWS
the
other trade papers, but
in not one that and
read has anyone seemed to hit upon theI have
real
heart of the matter. That is. the amount of this
him tax flSc per reel per day) has been based
upon absolutely false premises. The fact that a
film may work fifty days or five hundred
days is
entirely
tions. beside the question under present condiInstead of charging a tax of fifteen cents per
reel for the first fifty days
of use, as worked out
by their accountants, the manufactu
rers added it
to every reel they rented.
Consequently, the basis of the matter under the
present plan
not the number of days a film
will work, butissomething
entirely different- i e
the proportion
of
reels of film rented to the number of reels released.
Suppose, for instance, a system of Exchanges
rented on an average of 5,000
per day This
would give them, at IS cents reels
reel, $750 per
day or $5,250 per week, and pay per
the
S. film tax
on 700 new reels each week. If they U.release
more
they lose, if less than 700 they make something
regardless of whether the films work fifty days or
le
more,
.of reels '
Sinceor the
ratio ofss
the number
to the number of reels released would vary rented
widely with each distributor, it would seem
this
15 cents per reel per day might prove a that
windfall
to one while to another it would represent a loss
Under the»e circumstancei is this charge of IS

Motion

cents per reel per day fair to the distributors, to
the exhibitors, or to anyone else?
S. F. KIMBALL.
New Alamo Theatre, Alamogordo, New Mexico.

Picture

News

mission prices on to turn out to be a lemon, and
WHO IS THE GOAT?
The exhibitor, of course.
Can't something be done to remedy this for the
small
town itman?
I readandMr.it Mastbaum's
and think
is great,
has stirred letter
up a
bunch of those high priced film men in New York
who
set
prices
from
an
office
there
on
Broadway,
and never once dream of the thousands of small
town fellows who keep them there.
Accept
my good
wishes forPICTURE
a gloriousNEWS
New
Year
and may
the MOTION
continue to grow greater every day, and as far as
making tainlyitsee better,
BE DID, Itfor isI now
cerno roomIT forCAN'T
improvement.
THE
EXHIBITORS'
IDEAL
ADVISER
OF
THE HAPPENINGS Yours
OF THEvery TRADE.
truly,
ALBERT H. ESTES.
Bluebird Theatre.
now

Here's the Film
Man Over
Who aWould
Confiscate All
Year Old
Editor, MOTION
PICTURE
New York
City. NEWS,
Dear Sir: I may be starting a rumpus in the
business but it seems to me that just now is a
good time for the Federal government to do the
motion
good and
turnolder.
by confiscating all picture
films onebusiness
year ofa age
In the
trade papers I have read of a warning from the
Eastman Company to the producers to curtail any
extravagance in the use of film as the government was in need of the ingredients used in its
manufacture for the munition plants.
We all know that one of the banes of the exr is the
by many theatres
of old "star
stuff,"
especiallyhibitoleases.
theWithuse
Chaplins
rethese off and
the other
market,popular
and the only
Mrs. Blackton Presides at
chance of their re-issue being with the owners of
the negative the picture business would benefit
Criterion Luncheon
and the public be less shy of many star films. It
would be the means of keeping the projection in
The fifth annual motion picture lunchbetter shape and save many booth fires. By the
eon of the Criterion Club of New York
government confiscating the old films it would
put all producers and exhibitors on the same
was held at the Plaza Hotel in the Grand
footing, and
the supply
same time
manufacturers atkeep the
of rawhelpfilmthe atfilma normal
Ball Room on Friday, December 7. Mr.s.
output.
If there is any logic in my suggestion let it go J. Stuart Blackton presided for the afterto the public, otherwise you can consign my
noon, anumber of the Country Life series,
letter to the waste basket and not at all hurt the
not exhibited heretofore being shown for
goodwill
NEWS. of the writer for MOTION PICTURE
the large gathering of New York society
With best wishes of the approaching holiday
women who make up the membership of
season.
Very
truly
yours,
ALLEN JENKINS,
the club.
Manager.
Mrs. Blackton, a producer in her own
Bijou Theatre, Roanoke, Va.
right, believes that these meetings go
What Can Be Done for the Eighty Per Cent.
a long way toward forming an understandMan?
ing between the manufacturer and the
Editor, MOTION PICTURE NEWS.
public.
she produces
children's
tures As
she believes
it advisable
to getfea-in
Dear Sir: I have read very near every comment
passed
upon
the
"
REEL
TAX
"
and
have
touch
with
the
mothers
once
a
year
in this
carefully noticed what leading exhibitors and film
men have had to say about it, but all this talk is way and talk over the problems arising
not saving the small town exhibitor, yet SOMETHING MUST BE DONE and very, very quickly.
from
children's matinees and similar performances.
There are hundreds and hundreds of these small
town men who will close their theatre doors on
the account of poor business and the taxes levied
As one of the most distinguished memon them and a half dozen other reasons why they
bers of the Criterion Club, Mrs. Blackton
are going out of business. Some are as follows:
has presided over this luncheon since its
(1)
Many
young
men
who
were
strong
patrons
cf the theatre have gone to give their services to inception five years ago. She furnishes
their country, and then the draft has taken a
lot more, and these men counted as they were all additional entertainment by bringing
young fellows who carried the young ladies out to prominent stars with her to talk of the prothe theatres, not one night a week, but from two
duction of pictures. This year Alice Joyce
to five nights each week, and now they have
gone, of course the young ladies continue to go to and Virginia Pearson were the guests of
honor.
the
but thousands
not as oftenof asthembefore.
men theatres,
have gone,
from "These
small
towns that depended on them for their patronage
at the picture theatre, and none have taken their
places, as in a big city where thousands gather Vitagraph President Hurt
every day from all parts of the country.
(2) Then film rental has advanced considerin Accident
and yet wants
business
The toaverageably,exhibitor
the has
best decreased.
and is willing
pay
Albert E. Smith, president of the Vitafor it, but he must make more than the cost of
graph Company, had a narrow escape a few
the picture, if not, then his investment is a losing
proposition and in some places it is hard to raise
days ago when his limousine leaped headprices,self and
in
others
it
is
very,
very
easy.
I
myfirmly believe in higher admission prices for on against a telegraph pole. The crash
I think that it has got to come sooner or later.
threw him from his seat and his head
(3) The war tax is keeping away a few from
the theatres and some say the theatres should pay
struck against the front wall of the tonit, but I am of a different opinion and think it ncau. He was stunned for a few moments
is a tax that the patrons should pay; teach it to and suffered several painful injuries.
them, tell them that it is a tax that must be paid
in order that America can support her end of this
Mr. Smith was on his way to the VitaWorld War by using slides and other ad. matter.
(4) Then the last, but not the least of the graph Studio, in Brooklyn, and the car was
whole thing, THE REEL TAX. The exhibitors
proceeding down Ocean avenue. It got
should not pay this, it should be paid by the
into a rut of frozen snow and the chafmakers or distributors as others, namely The General, W. H. Productions and others. WHY
fcur, in trying to turn out, lost control of
COULDN'T ALL OF THEM PAY IT?
his wheel temporarily and before he could
Now,
Mr.
Editor,
why
not
cheapen
rentals,
let
the distributors book pictures on the strength of halt the machine it plunged against the
the
if heto does
business
theirexhibitor's
pictures hebusiness;
is willing
pay for
them onat pole. Mr. Smith, who was reading, was
hurled against the front of the tonneau, the
good
prices, but HE
CAN'T PAY
AND STAY
IN BUSINESS
OF THESE
SOimpact causing a deep cut on his forehead.
CALLED
HIGH ONSTARSOME
PRODUCTIONS
that
In addition, his leg was wrenched and his
the
theatre
patrons
heardlittle
of, town
and have
that manager's
high salaried
star never
in a hand badly lacerated.
picture that the exhibitor had to charge high ad-
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E.
TITLE, STAR, AND BRAND
Big
ADVENTURES OF CAROL (Madge Evans— World) . . Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
ALIAS MRS. JESSOP fEmily Stevens— Met.)
Poor Ave. Ave.
ALL FOR A HUSBAND (Virginia Pearson— Fox)
Big Big
Big
Ave.
ANTICS OF ANN (Ann Pennington— Para.)
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
ANYTHING ONCE (Franklyn Faraum— Blue.)
APPLETREE GIRL, THE (Shirley Mason— K.E.S.E.) Ave. Ave. Ave.
AUCTION BLOCK, THE (Rex Beach Production— Gold.)
Ave.
AWAKENING, THE (Montagu Love. Dor. KeUy— World)
Ave.
Ave.
BABES IN THE WOOD (Fox Kiddies— Fox St.)
Ave.
BAB'S MATINEE IDOL (Marguerite Clark— Para.)
Ave.
BABBLING TONGUES (Ivan Production— St. R.)...
BABY MINE (Madge Kennedy— Gold.)

Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.

BECAUSE OF THE WOMAN (Belle Bennett— Tri.)
BLIND MAN'S LUCK (MoUie King— Pathe)
BONDAGE (Dorothy Phillips— Blue.)
BOTTOM OF THE WELL. THE (Evart Overton— Vita.)
BRANDED SOUL, A (Gladys Brockwell— Fox)
BURGLAR, THE (Carlyle Blackwell— World)

Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.

CALENDAR GIRL, THE (Juliette Day— Mut.)
CALL OF THE EAST, THE (Sessue Hayakawa— Para.)
CAMILLE (Theda Bara— Fox)..

Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.

Ave.
Ave.
Big
Poor
Ave.

CASSIDY (Dick Rosson— "Tri.)

Big
Poor Poor

CINDERELLA MAN, THE (Mae Marsh— Gold.)

Extra
Big

CLEVER MRS. CARFAX (Julian Eltinge— Para.)
COLD DECK, THE (William S. Hart— Lynch)
COME THROUGH (Herbert Rawlinson— Jewel)
CONSCIENCE (Gladys Brockwell— Fox)

Big
Ave^ Ave.
Big
Extra
Ave.
Ave.

CORNER
GROCER, THE (Madge Evans, Lew Fields - Ave. Ave.
World)
Poor Poor
CY
(Shirley
Mason—
K.E.S.E.) Ave. Ave.
DEADWHITTAKER'S
SHOT BAKERWARD
(William
Duncan—
Vita.)
DESIRE OF THE MOTH, THE (Ruth Clifford— Blue.). Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
DEVIL DODGER, THE (Roy Stewart— Tri.)
DORMANT POWER, THE (Ethel Clayton— World) . . Ave. Ave.
DRAFT 258 (Mabel TalUaferro- Met.) .

Extra Extra

Ave.
EASY MONEY (Ethel Clayton— World) . .
Ave,
ETERNAL MOTHER, THE (Ethel Barrymore- Met.) . . Ave. Ave.
I
ETERNAL TEMPTRESS (Lina Cavalieri— Para.) . .
Ave. Ave.
FETTERED WOMAN, THE (AUce Joyce— Vita.)
Ave. Ave.
FIBBERS, THE (Bryant Washburn— K.E.S.E.) -Tri.).
... .
Ave.
FIGHTING BACK (William Desmond— Tri.)
Ave. Ave,
FIREFLY OF TOUGH LUCK (Alma ReubensAve.
Ave

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
"Fair show; did not draw." "Star good, everyone liked it" (E.). "Don't care
Ave. "Good
for child
show,stars."
star not popular." "Very good picture,"
business, but without any exception the biggest piece of cheese I ever
Ave. "Big
ran"
(N.).
see issue of "Worth
Jan. 12.)the money — good comedy" (N.;. (For further comment,
Ave, "Very
clever
picture"
"Fair picture."
"Great — a knockout." (For other
comments, see issue (W.).
of December
29.)
Ave. "Full of action" (N.). "Very good, much like Doug. Fairbanks" (W.).
Ave.
Big "Photography good, pleasing picture."
Extra
"Went big with little advertising" fS.). "Very good." "Great — capacity four
days" (W.). "Wonderful business, repeat, total seven days' run." "Great
business, many new faces; such a picture helps the industry" (E.). "Very
Big
good." "Great, one of the best I ever played" (E.). "Too much action, great
finish" (N.). "Fine picture, but too long." "Second day held up fine."
big." (For further comment, see issue of Jan. 12.)
Ave. Ave. "A "Went
good interest-sustaining picture." "Better than average."
Ave. Ave. "Fairy
tales do not draw." "Good for kids only."
"Three days' fine business — good picture" (N.). "A few more 'Bab's' and Miss
Clark will be through as far as I am concerned; why don't Paramount make
something with a little 'jazz* — timely — less 'art' — will get something through
the box-office" (E.). "Title too confusing for patrons; am not in favor of any
more of'sub-Deb'
issue
Jan. 12.) stories, glad they're over" (E.). (For further comment, see
Ave. Ave. "One of best acted dramas ever produced, good surprise finish" (S.V "Fine
picture." "A very good picture" (S.). "People seemed to like it" (N.).
Ave. Ave.
Big "Business
better after the first day." "Great cast and direction." "Very
ordinary production, drawn out and too long." "Rain hurt business, but picture great." "Business fair, production excellent; star imknown, but watch
her grow." (For other comments, see issue of Dec. 15, 1917.)
Ave. Ave. "A good show."
Ave. Ave. "As good, if not best, 5-reel feature this house has shown" (N.). "Fine proAve.
"This star is getting more popular." "Very fine production." "Bluebird imAve. Ave.
Big
proving remarkably."
"Aduction."
good interest
holding picture."
Big
Big Ave. "Melo
Ave.
— pleased;
(S.). "Too
much(E.).
sex; program stuff."
"Poor."
"Publicelaborate
does notproduction"
care for Mexican
stories"
Ave. "Splendid picture; stars lack draft." "Good picture, very sad. not kind that
will draw." "Stars popular, good story" (N.). "Neglected wife, forget-me-not
story, big business" (N.). "Great." "Excellent, but bad ending."
Ave. Ave. "Not
up to Mutual standard." "A pleasing picture."
"Good
play, well
all." "Very
slow, ofbutDec.
holds29.)the audience." "A fair
picture."
(For liked
other bycomments,
see issue
"Seven reel production made it difficult to handle crowds." "The story has been
done to death." "Bara's followers liked the picture." "Well liked star.'
Big
"Big — Bara is great, but story has small appeal" (N.). "Not a good picture
for Bara, women like it, though" (W.). "An excellent production, got me
Big
money two nights" (N.).
Poor Poor "Good
picture — no name— no star — no business." "Most morbid production —
a business killer." "Leading role very well done — fine storm scenes — holdJ
interest — title only chance for improvement." "No attraction." "Just plain
rot" (S.).(N.)."Good picture, but morbid" (W.). "Rosson's acting overdone, good
story"
Big Big
"Very good — great cast." "Entertaining, appealing, elevating" (N.). "This
picture I would call 'beautiful'; direction, 'wonderful'; settings, 'magnificent';
cast, 'exceptional'; the kind of picture I like to rave over" (S.). "Deserves a
Ave. Ave.
niche among
the screen's greatest"
(N.). in this one, though they seem to like
"Clever
female impersonator;
not so good
Extra
it" (S.). "Deserved better biz" (W.). "Just a picture, that's all" (E.).
"A "Best
pictureHart
that ever
pleased."
is a good — drawing
card." "Dandy Hart picture."
made." "He "Pleased
big business."
Ave.
"Rattling good picture." "Four big days on this." "Did greater business on
this than Hart two weeks before" (W.). "Patrons well pleased." "Photography
splendid." "Too much footage." "Good pictiu-e, pleased aU."
Ave. Ave,
"Did not entirely please — too allegorical" (Middle). "Interesting story, and the
production
among
the —program
classothers
— average
(South).
"Fair oiJy."end "Aranksverywellfine
picture
only like
before,business"
failed, too
allegorical" (W.). "A picture that is hard to take up, unless seen from the beginning."
"A
good
picture
of
its
kind,
but
allegorical
subjects
not
wanted.'
"Fine, S. R. O." "Small appeal, but great" (N.). "Excellent picture, poor
Ave.
Ave. "Star
is not a"Very
drawing
card." "Much too long to please." "A very pleasing
business."
picture."
good."
.
Poor
Ave. Poor
"No drawing power." "Patrons like star, but not story." "Poor — not much to it.
Ave. "Too
much blood and thunder." "We're getting too much Westerns." "Excellent.
Western
subject."title "A
good picture,
patrons."
Ave. Ave.
Big "Good
Western,
misleads
fans." pleased
"Title not
appropriate. Good picture.
Ave. Ave.
Monroe
Salisbury
a
comer."
"Type of play that takes well in Arizona." "An extra strong picture.
"Not good" (W.). "Good drama, Stewart a second Hart if properly directed."
Ave. Ave. "Very
good picture" (S.). "Star popular, story fair." "Good subject, and star,
Clayton
Dec. 29.)a great favorite" (N.). "Good." (For other comments, see issue of
Extra
"Very nice picture for this time" (E.). "A great patriotic picture (N.). "A
as a business getter."
expectations
to our'Slacker';
quite upwith
strong patriotic
"Excellent,
but picture,
pubUc notconfuses
Miss Talliaferro's acting
specially commented on as superb" (N.). "We change every day as a rule;
Ave. Ave.
ran this three days, to better business third day than first — a winner."
Ave. Ave. "A pleasing picture; this star is improving" (W.).
"Good
much not
drawing
"These
kind ofgood
pictures
draw."picture,
"Goodnotpicture,
much power"
drawing (N.).
power."
"Pleasing,
story don't
with
moral." "Star not popular."
Ave. Ave.
"Just a picture — nothing to rave over." "Star does not register, poor picture."
Ave.
Ave. "Ordinary
"Not up to picture."
Skiimer." "Star
"Star not
well popular."
liked. A few"Program
more goodstuff."
pictures will make him
Ave.
a big \JJi^*-f^m
drawing »*
card." fair
(For " other
Ave
**Faircomment,
nirtiire." see issue of Dec. 29.)
Ave. Ave,
"Good Western stuff — what
"Splendid, will repeat this." "Good Western."
tiiey want." "Routine Western."
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Motion
TITLE, STAR, AND BRAND

W.
E. Big Big Big
Big
N. Big Big
Ave
Big Poor Ave.
Big Ave
Big
Big Ave
Big Big Big
Ave
Poor Poor
Big
Ave Ave Ave. Ave.
Ave
Ave. Ave Ave.
Ave.
Ave
Ave, Ave. Ave.

FOOLS FOR LUCK (Taylor Holmes— K.E.S.E.)
FOR Gold.)
THE FREEDOM OF THE WORLD (SpecialFOR VALOR (Winifred Allen— Tri.)
FRANCE IN ARMS (Pathe)
FUEL OF LIFE, THE (Belle Bennett— Tri.) .
GAME OF WITS, A (Gail Kane— Mutual)
GARDEN OF ALLAH, THE (SeUg Special Production).
GIFT O- GAB (Jack Gardner— K.E.S.E.)
GIRL ANGLE, THE (Anita King— Mut.)
GOODWoFOR
NOTHING, THE (BlackweU-Greeley — Ave
rld)
A ve
GRELL MYSTERY, THE (Earl wiliiams— Vita.)
Ave.
HEART OF EZRA GREER (Frederick Warde— Pathe) . Ave
Big
HER COUNTRY'S CALL (Mary Miles Minter-Mut.)
HER HOUR (Kitty Gordon— World)
HUNGRY HEART. THE (PauUne Frederick— Para.) .

Ave.
Ave Ave
Ave
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.

Ave.
Ave.
Ave
Ave.

Ave.
Big
Ave. Ave Ave
Big Big Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave.

INDISCREET CORINNE (OUve Thomas— Triangle). .
JACK AND JILL (Pickford-Huff — Para. )
JOHNButterfly)
ERMINE OF YELLOWSTONE (Francis FordJUDGMENT
HOUSE (Stuart Blackton ProductionPara.)
KILL- JOY, THE (Mary McAUster— K.E.S.E.)
LAND OF PROMISE (BUlie Burke— Para.)
LIFE'S WHIRLPOOL (Ethel Barrymore —Metro.)
LITTLE PRINCESS, THE (Mary Pickford— Art.)

LONE WOLF, THE (Brenon Production— Sel.).

Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave
Ave. P oor
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave
Big

Big

Big
Big

Big

Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

Big

Big

Big

Big

Ave. Ave.
Ave.

LOVE DOCTOR, THE (Earl WiUianu, Vita.)
LUST OF THE AGES (LiUian Walker— Ogden Pict. Co.).
MAGDA (Clara Kimball Young— Sel.)

Ave. Ave. Ave

MAID OF BELGIUM (Alice Brady— Worid)
MAN TRAP, THE (Herbert Rawlinson— Blue.)
MANX
MAN, THE (Geo. Loane Tucker Production
Gold.)

Big
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big Big
Ave. Big

Ave.

Big
Ave. Ave.
Big
Big Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

MAN WITHOUT A COUNTRY (Jewel Production) . .
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
MEDICINE MAN, THE (Roy Stewart— Tri.)
Ave.
MISS U. S. A. Qune Caprice— Fox)
Ave.
MOLLY ENTANGLED fVivian Martin— Para.)
MORE TRUTH THAN POETRY (Petrova— Met.) . . . Ave.
Big
Ave.
MOTH, THE (Norma Talmadge— Sel.)

MARKED MAN, A (Harry Carey— Blue.)
MARK OF CAIN (Mrs. CasUe-A. Moreno— Pathe) ....
MATEMut.;
OF THE SALLY ANN (Mary Miles Minter -

NAN OF MUSIC MOUNTAIN (Wallace Reid— Para.>.
NEARLY MARRIED (Madge Kennedy— Gold.)

Ave. Ave. Ave
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Big
Big Ave. Ave
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Big
Ave.

Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.

Picture

News

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
"Fair picture." "Patrons clamor for this type" (S.). "Patrons seemed to enjoy
themselves with this" (N.).
"Good picture." "Nice picture." "Two days' capacity and pleased everyone."
"Good picture, bad display." "A good program offering with poor title." "Averprogram
picture."go big."
"Good,"Toobut monotonous."
did not draw" "Great
(W.). picture."
"Great agestuff
— should
"Pleased
average
audience."
"Poor."
"Title
Very
Bad"
(S.). "Does not hold
the interest" (N.).
"Best Mutual we have ever played" (S.). "Patrons all satisfied" (N.).
"Too dry — yet good picture. Not a money getter" (N.l. "Great big moneys
getter, fine picture" (N.). "An elaborate picture, but didn't draw."
"Very pleasing: Gardner a comer." "Good picture, but failed to repeat after
first day" (W.). "Light comedy — very entertaining" (W.).
"Very cute picture." "Forced comedy, not liked generally by patrons." "Good
"Average
(W.). "Good picture" (S.).
Western."picture"
"Excellent
picture." "Best Williams picture in some time — held the interest."
"Good picture" (N.). "Rattling good detective story" (E.) "Not up to
Williams' standard." "Rotten" (N.).
"Good patriotic
picture and
cast."nothing
"Good."
"Fair
feature,
out of the ordinary." "Very pretty picture —
star becoming a favorite." "Fair picture — she always draws well" (Middle).
"Good photography — direction poor in spots , some settings not elaborate
enough." "Well liked." "Title killed this one' ' (West). "Patrons tired of
war plots." "Poor story, star not popular here." "An appeal to patriotism."
"Very good picture." "Average program."
"Good." "Picture did not please — climax melodrama of the 10-20-30 type."
"Good picture, appealed mostly to women." "Interesting problem play with
weak finish." "Very good, average business." "Good picture" (E.). "Averfinish"age business"
(W.). (S.). "Pleased fairly well; picture took an awful slump at
"Olive Thomas is a comer." "Fine picture." "Pleased my patrons." "This
star getting very popular." "Ordinary." "Fair picture." "A great picture."
"Pickford a young Douglas Fairbanks. Huff also clever. "Only fair." "Very
good." "Name hurts this." "Pleased men only." "Play it — a sure-fire hit — I
shall repeat it." "Very good picture." Good picture."
"Good Indian picture.' 'O. K.'
"Only a fair production." "Fair picture only." "Will do business if handled
well — it pleased all," "Fairly interesting production of a big story."
"Pleasing, no drawing power; McAlister clever, but the story is absolutely unreasonable, and director on location bad" (W.). "Fair picture" (N.).
"Has the merit of being different, only my patrons did not care for the story."
"Best Barrymore ever appeared in, but did not draw." "Very ordinary." "A
good picture — star just fair here." "Photography good, settings good, star
good." "Too much misery."
"Interests children only; will hurt star vmless given a play to interest grownups; substituted another picture to finish the week" (E.). "A good picture,
but did
not draw
Pickfords do"
up to standard
of last
two
pictures
— goodas most
entertainment,
but (W.).
lacked "Not
the drawing
and pleasing
qualities of Rebecca of Sunnybrook" (S.). "Did not draw like Rebecca of
Sunnybrook, or other late Pickford" (N.). "Poorest Pickford business ever
in our history." "Too much of a kid picture, does not draw grown people"
(N.). fairy
"Star tale
had story,
to carrynotthea whole
load — less
average business.
"Too
much
comparison
withthan
Sunnybrook
Farm or Little
"Excellent."
"Return business to capacity." "Going big on second week" (W.).
American."
"Extra big entire week." "Swell picture" (N.). "A great picture, and a good
drawing card, with plenty of exciting situations." "Could recommend this
theatre."
"A subject
winner."for any
"Story
'impossible' — star going back as drawing card." "Star
draws, picture not up to standard." "Good stuff." "Not up to standard
but went
big." — good theme." "Fair box-office picture — draggy" (W.).
"Fine
production
"Fine — artistic, but didn't draw, or please any too well." "Very good feature,
story
great;
if handled
right."
"Started good, big
but money-getter
did not hold up."
"Business
poor "Pleased."
in comparison to what she
has done" (West). "Splendid" (Middle). "Very i>oor" (West). "Did not
please audience" (W.). "American people want to laugh." "Good picture,
but did not get the money" (E.). "Didn't draw — picture fair" (N.) "Very
pleasing, but did not draw" (E.). "Picture poor, not a proper vehicle for the
star" good."
(N.). "Very
picture."does average business." "Good picture and
"Very
"This good
star always
very
pleasing."
"Fine,
good
"Not especially well liked, aboutphotography."
50-50." "Interesting, entertaining, big business." "High class picture."
"Turned hundreds away first night" (N.). "Very good picture, not so much
pulling power" (W.). "Wonderful picture — a litSe too long" (N.). "Fine
"Great, if publicity is properly handled." "Fine patriotic production that any
American
audience will
second day."
/ like." "Extra good attraction." "Great busines
"Good
business, fine, pleased."
picture."
"Good picture, excellent photography, beautiful settings, no pulling power" (W)
"Very good offering" (N.). "Great entertainment." "Not popular kind of
picture" (N.).
"Good Western." "Average production." "Good business, hardly up to standof previous(S.).
Stewart
"Good ardpicture"
"Bestproductions."
program picture in long time; second day S. R. O.;
should have run at least three days" (N.). "Great matinee picture; held
againstnicecoldest
"Very
picture,daystarthiswellyear"
liked"(E.).(E.). "Good picture" (W.).
"Petrova's best picture." "Same old stuff." "Nothing extra." "Best Petrova
yet." "Splendid picture, did not draw especially." "Went oiJy fair." "Good
photography, good settings, good story. Petrova does not draw here" (W.).
"Only fair — fine photography, but draggy." "Excellent picture." "Extra big.
business." "Star growing in popularity." "Excellent photoplay — star well
liked here." "Don't come up to her previous releases." "People well pleased
with star""Inanda dress
picture.suit Awould
comingmakebig a favorite."
"Good."
bigger hit." ""Very good." ""Exciting
Western with splendid scenic effects — very pleasing" (E.).
'"Splendid picture, star good, but does not draw." ""Splendid high class comedy"
(N.). "Not a big drawing card" (S.). "Fine picture, fair business, star not
known." "Good picture, but very light" (E.). ""Best Goldwyn yet." "'Will
repeat;
many favorable comments on work of Barthelmess" (N.). ""Fair."
"Star fascinating."
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Big

Big

TITLE, STAR, AND BRAND
NORTH OF FIFTY THREE (Dustin Faraum— Fox)

E.

N.
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Big
W.

S.
Big
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
OUTSIDER, THE (Emmy Wehlen— Met.)
Big
Big
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
ONE SHOT ROSS (Roy Stewart— Tri.)
Big
Big Big
Ave. Ave.
OUTWITTED (Emily Stevens— Metro.)
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave
OVER THERE (Charles Richman, Alice Q. Nielson— Sel.) . Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
PAINTED MADONNA, THE (Sonia Markova— Fox)
Big
PARADISE GARDEN (Harold Lockwood— Met.)
Big Big

PAY ME (Jewel Production)
PEGGY LEADS THE WAY (Mary MUes Minter- (Mut.)
PLEASE HELP EMILY (Ann Murdock— Mut.)
POPPY (Norma Talmadge— Sel.)
PRICE MARK, THE (Dorothy Dalton— Para.)
PRIDE OF NEW YORK, THE (Geo. Walsh— Fox) .
PRINCESS VIRTUE (Mae Murray— Blue.)
QUEEN X (Edna Goodrich— Mut.)
REACHING FOR THE MOON (Douglas Fairbanks—
—(Art.)

Big
Ave.
Ave.
Big

Big
Ave.
Ave.
Big

Big Big
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big Big
Ave.

Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big
Big Big
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big
Big

Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
Ave.

Big
Big Big
Big
Big
Extra
Big Big
REDEMPTION (Evelyn Nesbit Thaw— State R.)...
Big
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
RISE OF JENNIE GUSHING (Elsie Ferguson— Para.) . .

ROSE OF BLOOD (Theda Bara— Fox St.).
SCANDAL (Constance Talmadge— Sel.)

Big Big
Big Big
Big
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
SEA MASTER. THE (William Russell— Mut.)
Big Big
Big
Ave.
Big
Big
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
SECRET GAME, THE (Sessue Hayakawa— Para.)
SECRET OF THE STORM COUNTRY (Norma Talmadge-— Sel.)
Big
Big Big Big
SEVEN SWANS, THE (Marguerite Clark— Para.) .
Ave.
SILENT MAN, THE (Wm. S. Hart— Art.)
Big
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.

Big

Big

Poor
Big
Ave.
Ave.

Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

SIRENS OF THE SEA (Jewel Production)
SLEEPING MEMORY, A (Emily Stevens— Met.)
SNAP JUDGMENT (WiUiam RusseU— Mut.)
SOCIETY'S
Cunard—
SON OF HIS DRIFTWOOD
FATHER, THE(Grace
(Charles
Ray—Butterfly)
Para.) .

Big
Ave.
Big
Ave.

SQUARE DECEIVER, THE (Harold Lockwood— Met.)
STAINLESS BARRIER, THE (Triangle Players— Tri.).
SUNSHINE ALLEY (Mae Marsh- Gold.)

Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big Big Ave.

Big
Ave.
Big Big
Big Ave. Ave.
THOU SHALT NOT STEAL (Virginia Pearson— Fox)... Ave.
Ave.

THIS IS THE LIFE (George Walsh— Fox)

TOM SAWYER (Jack Pickford- Para.) . i
TROUBLE BUSTER, THE (Vivian Martin— Para.)

Ave.

Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
UNFORESEEN, THE (OUve Tell— Mut.)
UP OR DOWN (Geo. Hernandez— Tri.)
Big
Big Big Big
VOICE OF CONSCIENCE, THE (Bushman-Bayne
Ave. Ave.
fcMet.)
Ave. Ave.
Big Big
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
WAR AND THE WOMAN (Florence Labadie— Pathe)
Ave. Big
Ave.
WHEN A MAN SEES RED (WiUiam Famum— Fox St.)
Big
Big Big
WHIP, THE (All star cast— Paragon)
Ave. Ave. Ave.
"'HOVita.)
GOES THERE? (Harry Morey-Corinne Griffith- Ave.
•WITHIN THE LAW (Joyce-Morey— Vita.)

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
"Cave man stuSf." "This star draws well." "This type of play very popular
here" (North). "Great picture" "Well liked." "Good picture, star well
liked, andpicture."
book very"Poor
popular."
"Beautiful
title — fair picture." "Star always dr ws." "Good
"Very good; lots of my patrons like him better than Hart." "Routine Western."
"Picture fair; photography extra." "Good picture, but star not well enough
known to have much pulling power." "Fine Western, good business" (S.),
"Drew
good crowds." "Fair Western."
picture."
"Story
unusual — pleased" (E.). "Wonderful picture" (N.). "Exceptionally
good feature" (W.). Fine picture, didn't draw" (S.).
"Very good war picture — drew good business at advanced prices."
"Good picture, star not known" (N.). "New star — did not draw" (W.).
"Good picture, but long." "Star popular, photography fair, fair business."
"Stfer very popular." "Subject excellent, photography delightful, star always
draws." "Good story, but peculiar; beautiful scenery." "Very nice picture,
Lockwood pretty good individual card." "Some pictiire — Lockwood gets me
as much as Marguerite Clark." "Very good picture, little slow." "Patrons
liked
this best of all Lockwoods." (For previous comments, see issue of Dec.
22, 1917.)
"Fine Western." "Great production that lives up to its advertising."
"Very popular star — appesJing" (N.). "Fair picture." "Cute star, cute picture —
pleased"
(W.).
"Light
entertainment."
"Not as good as other Empires." "Pleasing comedy
"Above the average production."
"Good picture" (W.). "Better than average program, did not draw." "Hope
to(W.).
see Miss
better parts
too much
drama."
(For Dalton
further getcomment,
see —issue
of Jan.'horrible'
12.) stuff in this to draw"
"This is a dandy." "Great favorite here." "Ran close second to Fairbanka'
Reaching for Moon." "Fast gaining in popularity in all our houses."
"Very artistic picture." "Liked by some, not by others."
"Very fair subject, star popular here." "Good picture." "Nothing to waste
5000 feet on" (E.). "Fair picture, star didn't show to advantage."
"Good." "Not up to Fairbanks' standard." "Not his best." "Not as good as
usual." "Pulled him off fourth day." "Fair — star great card." "Sanae old
smile gets 'em, and they like it." "Just a moving picture, but Fairbanks
popular as ever." (For further comment, see issue of Jan. 12.)
"An(Forexceptionally
good see
picture,
acted,29.)good attendance at raised prices."
other comment,
issue well
of Dec.
"Very pleasing subject." "Pleased — fair crowds." "Pleasing to look at but
did not get over for me." "Too much art — a little more 'hokum,' please."
"Very good." (For further comment, see issue of Jan. 12. — )
" 'Ideal ' picture." "Bara always gets the money here."
"Splendid subject, beautiful settings, the kind of story the great majority of
the fans want" (S.). "Splendid picture and star" (E.). "Fair picture — star
is a real light and a comer" (N.). "Clever picture" (N.).
"He is capable of better work." "Star a general favorite." "Not a children's
picture." "Good fight picture." "Good — pleased generally" (W.).
"Great — one of the Jap's best yet" (W.).
"Good
picture; star
picturewill
—
star deserves
betteralways
vehicledraws;
than best
this.sheInhasmy done."
opinion "Fairly
star in good
6 months
be biggest box-office attraction in the business" (S.)
"An excellent Christmas fairy tale." "Good matinees, poor evenings."
"History
killing seem
off theto Westerns"
(W.).
up to cards,
Hart
standard"repeats
(N.).— they
"Hartarepictures
all look alike,
guns,"Not
cowboys,
saloons, gambling." "Give Hart a change, like 'Between Men' — dress him up,
if only for a reel or two; my patrons say, "The same old Hart with the same old
"Patrons liked this" (N.).
"Very good picture, though too deep and too long" (W.). "Had some walkouts
on this;Russell's
only a fair
play" (N.). (For other comment, see issue of Dec. 29.)
"One
best."
"Very ofgood"
(South).
"Very good." "Average program picture." "Only average." "Good picture and
the kind " that pleases." "Kind that pleases all." "Ray more popular each
gun.' (W.). (For other comment, see issue of Dec. 29.).
picture"
"Lockwood always draws." "Much better than average." "Good picture."
"Good picture without a star." "Ordinary." "N. G." "Good title, poor story."
"Notpicture,
a picturebusiness
to rave bad."
over." "Star never favorite here, production below
"Fair
Goldwyn standard." "Poor story, photography and star weak." "Patrons
seemed pleased with this." "Good picture." "Story light, but entertaining,
star is great, well liked." "Nothing to picture." "Just a moving picture,
that's all." "Star too good for such a poor story." "Some picture." "Good
picture."
all." "Far superior to Fairbanks." "Star great."
"Good comedy"Pleased,
drama, that's
star great."
"Goodof picture,
issue
Dec. 29.)practically as good as Fairbanks." (For other ocmments, sec
"Too much of a detective drama." "Average feature — director-actor steals show
from star." "Fair picture." "Poor picture." "Pleased nine tenths of patrons." "Pleased my audience, a good many said it was Miss Pearson's best."
"Excellent picture, but V. P. does not draw here."
"Bully picture, had us guessing to handle the crowds." "Excellent — pleased
"Well liked by patrons." "This picture nothing more than 2-reeler; poorest of
hers
I think." "Good, clean picture, very entertaining." "Only fair."
"Extrayet,good."
greatly."
"Star
imknown(W.).and a fair release." "Story no good."
"Rotten"
"Very poor picture" (N.). "Fair, that's all" (N.). "Fair production" (W.)
"An excellent picture." "This picture is good, I think star is getting better."
"Fair picture."
Bushman"
(W.). "One of the best pictures we have run this season — too much
"Good photography. Some striking effects." "As a whole too dry for a war
"Fair — too"Good
imaginary."
"A picture."
very fine picture."
picture." "A good picture but it will take a little
time to bring back this star." "One great show— star ditto."
"Return engagement almost equalled first showing" (E.). "Sort of picture you
can count
on almost
anyoneof liking"
(S.). "Very big on return" (W.). (For
other
comment,
see issue
Dec. 29.).
"Not up to standard" (S.). "Star popular, picture fine" (N.). "Stars appear
lost — no acting — no punch; always expecting one and don't come" (W.).
"Very big, each day better." "Too long — great show, very interesting." "Picture good, but business slacking." "Alice Joyce is particularly well cast aa
Mary Turner. The subtitles make a fat part of Aggie Ljmch." "A good
picture with apparently no drawing power" (local). "Best picture I have seen
in a long time." "A box-office record-smasher, everybody highly pleased." <^
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lines as " stupendous
y hard on the
IT is prett
exhibitor when he gets
and " the biggest
picture"
Getting In Harmony
With
Pictures
in succession several
photoplay
production
features that some person
sensationthat
of these
the things
year."
Ybu Have To Carry It Out In All Elements of
Granted
has spoiled in the course
Presentation, and Especially In
of their creation. And
may be true, no one will
Advertising
be convinced with these
sometimes this happens.
statements. The reader
You recognize that there
will
be
convinced
that
the
man
who
wrote
this advertisement really
was an excellent opportunity to start with and that everything
regular
a
picture
didn't
know
anything
about
the
picture
itself
— that he resorted to
particular
that
or
tliis
make
to
right
looked
mere verbiage and simply hurled adjectives. There isn't the
knockout, but someone slipped in the course of the production.
slightest element of appeal in that advertisement — there isn't the
Now after you have seen this picture once and merely liave the harmony
to it that carries the convincing.
feeling of being disgusted sit down and look it over again and
Let
us
carry
the examination further. Take the display of the
you
ten
of
out
times
Nine
it.
figure out what was wrong with
New theatre Baltimore. Now remember that this is the first picwill find that some one was out of harmony with the spirit of the
ture appearance of Aliss Garden. The announcement that she
picture during its making. It may have been the man who put
was to appear on the screen has been discussed for months. Certhe storv- into scenario form, the director or the interpretation
tainly ifno other opportunity is offered the exhibitor, he is given
of the star. On mighty few occasions will you find that the
producer deliberately put on a poor picture because of cheapness
the chance to see whether one of the world's greatest opera stars
will make a hit in a noted opera. But the writer of the New
or for any other reason.
theatre advertisement has merely regarded this film as " a picture."
This thing is worth thinking hard about. The part that conHe has carefully and evenly divided his space with the Earle Wilcerns the creation of the pictures you cannot help except by reliams picture that is to be seen at the latter end of the week —
fusing to book pictures from a company that continues to offend,
but there is a whole lot for you to do in the way of getting in which we have impressed upon you as always a bad practice- —
harmony with the picture after it has been created. It makes for that of putting two pictures before the public attention at once.
But aside from that there isn't the slightest excuse in the world,
longer runs, it makes for the public appreciation and it makes
even if the Earle Williams picture is one of the greatest ever
for greater profits for you and increases the popularity of the
made, of dividing attention here. If the Mary Garden picture is
screen generally.
There are lots of ways that you can show that you are in worth your booking at all it is worth making a special appeal for
harmony with the picture— by your special decorations for the day, it. Here, too, is another writer who evidently knew nothing about
the picture itself — and we told you at the start of this article that
by your lobby display, by your stage settings, by the music that
where knowledge is absent harmony cannot exist.
you play with the picture and by the other pictures that you use
on the same program.
Except for the fact that he has used one of the advertising cuts
provided by Artcraft the Salt Lake theatre whose single column
But right here, in this series of articles we are more concerned
with advertising than any other point. So let us look for the display doesn't deserve much more credit, though it must be fairly
harmony here. But understand first that there can be no harmony
stated
ment. that this part was taken away from the rest of the advertiseivithout understanding.
To illustrate the possibility of harmony with pictures and reBoth the Standard theatre, Cleveland, showing the Garden picflected in advertising we have taken a number of newspaper adture and Loew's Stillman, in the same citj-, showing the Farrar
Garden
Mary
productions,
current
big
the
of
vertisements on two
production hold to the generally excellent plan of using a§ little
in " Thais " and Geraldine Farrar in " The Devil Stone." These
reading matter as possible and making the picture effect dominate.
orpictures represent the work of two of the biggest producingfrom
This is used most strikingly in these two displays and the harmony
are
stars
the
of
Both
ganizations, Goldwyn and Artcraft.
of the productions are followed in the illustrations used. The
grand opera, both names household words through the land with
Standard carries the idea of the opera star by showing her stepping
country genMary Garden possibly slightly better known to thescreen
from the parted curtains and the Stillman cut carries out the
because
erally and Geraldine Farrar better known to the
spirit of mystery which runs all through the Farrar story. As
she has appeared in other pictures.
we have said these are both in perfect harmony with the spirit of
See how they line side by side. Xow what, off hand is the first the stories, yet we would have said a little more about the pictures
diflference in the pictures that presents itself to your mind? Aside
in the Garden picin the two displays. \Ke would have referredother
from the question of merit, what is the wide line that separates
case we would
of the story and in the
character
the
ture
to
these t'vo pictures into two different harmonies so far as ad- have thrown in a line further defining the elements of the picvertis'jig is concerned?
ture, something like this—" The story of a gem that brought a
Mary Garden is appearing in the first screen version of a noted
like
upon all its owners." That is rather trite, but people does
curse
story?
its
is
What
success.
wonderful
a
op.'ra in which she scored
of the picture, and everyone
Geraldine Farrar is appearing in an original story. What the to have an inkling of the nature
theme?
not always get the illustration appeal, though we'll admit that they
ought to in this case.
Does that seem a little thing to you? If it doesn't you could give
Majestic theatre, Columbus, should have used the space giving
neither of these pictures justice in your advertising. Here is a
the supporting cast to something about the picture. It would have
case where the star is already wonderfully advertised. You
the appeal much stronger. A long string of names means
that is a made
don't have to tell any one who she is. But don'tit think
little to the patron.
go at that.
case of simply slapping in the type and letting
We have been slow in getting to the point of this story, but
Take the advertisement of the Boston theatre which is reproduced on the opposite page. Of course Boston is supposed to we have it in the display of the Strand theatre, Syracuse--a perfect example of the harmonizing of the advertising with the
be the city of culture and all that sort of a thing, so the bare anitself. It bears all the earmarks of the work of a
considered
production
be
nouncement of Miss Garden in " Thais " might
man who was thoroughly familiar with what he was going to
enough to draw the thousands of opera lovers in that city. But
reading the remainder of the advertisement shows that the writer
write about before he " took his pen in hand." Without knowing
processes through which this man went
certainly was not in harmony with the production for he turns
anything about the mental
(Continued on page 404)
from heavy Gothic type to unconvincing superlatives with such
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Studies in Contrast — the Jarring Types Against Harmonies
Here arc some good and bad advertising specimens on two of the b ig current productions. They tell a lesson in themselves, but on the
opposite page yon ivill read of the difference in patronage resulting from such specimens.
.J.

STANDARD

THE|?CirR^^^^^

w
1
I

.■5 ' l^fe' "-

MATIHEE PRICES
10c and 15c

EnitlKS PIKES
15c and 25c

•TILLMA
TODAY

AND

ALU WEEKr

DINE

(JERAL

[DCVIL'SIONE

ComBti NB«t WMk Jt'n. SO
,. "TiM ZeppsliD's LasttoW".
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AT

the

Rialto

with

Rothapfel

the Rialto this week there is one of a tumult of applause as it was shown with
the " Invincible Eagle " march, the same
the most " versatile " of bills, rangtune carrying through the cartoon which
ing from grand opera to Mack Scnnett comedy. It is an unusually diverting show —
follow, " A New Bird in the Vulture's
it is the sort of a show one wants after
Nest " showing America taking the place
the strain of the holidays. Many New
of Germany. Rushing work on war locoYorkers probably stopped and wondered
motives was shown to " Hero of the Isthwhether there would be a let down at the
mus " march and then came another one
Rialto. under the strain of the new Rivoli.
of the blending cartoon effects with the
railroads enlisting in the war. Ice boating
And those who have been hearing the cry
that " there are not enough good pictures " in New Jersey was shown to the accompaniment of a gavotte, which, dimmed
wondered, too, whether there would be sufficient material for the two houses. The
down, was continued through pictures of a
answer is a large YES. And when one
" nut " in San Francisco throwing pennies
considers that there must be two full twoto newsboys. Directly from this picture
hour shows without duplication of even a with a laugh there came in the pictures of
piece of the animated weekly one realities
fires set by spies, the ones in Norfolk and
the pace that Mr. Rothapfel is setting and
Hoboken, these being taken from the Universal and Pathe weeklies. They were
the proof that he is giving that the picture, with the aid of music and the light- shown with " Fire agitato " and the full
fire effects including the ringing of bells,
ing, is still the thing.
Hearing remarks about the excellence of galloping horses, the water and crashing
this week's bill at the Rialto as we left the effects, etc., while just above the screen
theatre there was mingled with these the slow flashes of red, gradually fading away
gave a perfect illusion. Now note this
statement of one man in reply, " Oh, you
never see a poor show at the Rialto."
point.
were pictures
enemies'
work in Here
this country.
They gotof every
one
There's a whole lot to this. It is a word
of mouth guarantee for your house. // is good and stirred up against the Germans.
Then came pictures of breaking the ice in
the sort of a thing that every exhibitor
should strive for. Suppose those who left Boston harbor, which recalled the sufferings in New York for the past week largely
your house said: "You never see a bad
due
to war conditions and the cold — and
show at the
/' how much do you
suppose your box office receipts would in- brought the situation home to every indicrease?
vidual. Mark you, the avenue for relief.
Then came the picture of a scene one year
And, as a matter of fact, looking back
over the more than three months that we
ago to-day when Pershing, little known,
have been writing these articles, we can say came marching with his men out of Mextruthfully that we have never seen a mediivo. " When the Boys Come Marching
ocre show at the Rialto. There have been
some features that we did not rave over,
we have pointed out some little faults from
time to time, but it stands strong and bold
before us that every time we have left this
house we have gone away with the feeling
of intense satisfaction. And the thousands
WA
with us have come away boosters for the
Rialto.
Suppe's " Pique's Dance " got one of the MANAGER HAROLD EDEL is trying at the Strand theatre this week
biggest receptions that an overture ever received in any theatre. Dr. Hugo Reisenthe experiment
of tabloid opera as a con''- portion of the entertainment,
WWsiderable
feld, musical director of both theatres, conducted the overture at the opening performtaking the place of the usual solo numances, and Erno Rapee thereafter. There
bers. One at once associates grand opera
is a crashing effect to the ending of this with all that its name applies, massive
number that literally brought the blood to scenery, big chorus and wonderful effects.
the hearer's faces. This was followed by The tabloid version of " Carmen," the
another one of the Robert Bruce Educafirst of the series to be produced, was
tional scenics, " Just for Joy," a series of rendered by four singers on a stage constructed in the space usually occupied by
scenes of out of door life, including some
clever pictures of aqua-planing which de- the screen. One set, showing a street
lighted the audience. This was shown to scene in Spain, was used through the
three acts. The version of the audience
the music of " Shades of Night," interwas that the tabloid opera was a success
mezzo, turning into "This is the Life."
for there was great applause, and as the
Then followed a minuet, " Pavanne,"
writer left the theatre at 9:30 it was
cleverly executed by Misses Reille Doree
and Yvonne Robert, which was made all necessary to use the side exits, so large
was the crowd that packed the immense
the more beautiful by the clever lighting
effects. Panels on the side showing river
lobby and reached far into the street.
scenes added to the effect.
Retaining the same effects which were
Rialto Animated Magazine opened with
described last week, " The Star Spangled
otfidal war pictures of our aviators being
Banner " continues to be played just before the overture, which during the prestrained by the French " aces " and brought
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Home " stirred the enthusiasm to a riot.
Every one in the audience knew what was
coming and when Pershing was shown in
command in France and the huge orchestra
played
" Over There," the walls needed to
be strong.
An immense success was scored with
Mile. Madelein D'Espinoy singing " Miserere " from " II Trovatore," which a male
chorus of sixteen voices which could not
be seen accompanied her. The stage setting gave the cathedral effect, and the
lights of the house were in a deep purple,
leaving the figure of the singer in her black
robe barely visible on the stage. It was
an unusually long musical number, but the
audience sat silent through it and burst into
an avalanche of applause such as rarely
greets
house. a number in any motion picture
Mr. Rothapfel did something that every
exhibitor can do during the showing of
Charles Ray
in " picture.
His Mother's
an
intensely
human
ThereBoy,"
is one
point where the phonograph in the workers' boarding house plays " Suwanee
River," and here orchestra dropped out
and the full effect was carried through
with the organ. Every one can go this —
every one who studies his picture before
hand. (Rothapfel changed his feature at
the last minute, too.) And this is the sort
of a thing that convinces the public that
you know your business and are getting
the most out of your show. No, you can
have every one saying, " We never see a
bad show at the
," if you will keep
your
eyes open for the many little things
like this.
Selections from " Sari " were then played
by the orchestra and the performance was
rounded out with a Mack Sennett comedy,
" Taming Target Center," a burlesque on
the Western pictures which delighted the
audience.

ent week is " Tales of the Vienna Woods."
Strand Topical opens with pictures of
Mayor Hylan arriving at City Hall and
includes the Hoboken fire, below zero
bathers at Coney Island, New York harbor frozen over with coal barges wedged
in and then a very clever Ditmars-Educational, " Nature's Songstress." Pictures
of the bullfrogs "singing" got a good
laugh. Great applause greeted pictures of
allied motor trucks rushing supplies to
Italy and then followed some official war
pictures of French soldiers teaching Americans bombing. The Topical closed with
pictures of a soldiers' rodeo at Fort Riley.
Except
otherwise noted these were HearstPathe pictures.
Pauline Frederick in " Mrs. Dane's
Defense " is the feature and the scenic
is " Here and There in Keswick."
There was continuous laughter with
James Montgomery Flagg's " Girls You All
Know," the subject this week being "The
Bride," which was exceptionally well done
and helped along with clever titles.
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Diary

of

a

Successful

This is the first of a series of articles by a successful exhibitor who
will tell zveek after zveek what he has done to develop his house, the
lessons that he has learned and the errors that he has discovered. It
will be a frank discussion of the pleasures and evils of exhibition in a
town of 15,000, aTid the tips contained here will probably be of value
to managers in all sections.
in talking over conditions, spoke of the
S TARTING in the motion picture exsmall rental that he was getting from a
hibition business without any actual
building which he owned on one of the
experience, but after making a more or
fair corners of the main street. The ground
less careful survey of the field, I decided
to record the errors that I made week
floor was occupied by a small grocery
store which paid its rent with irregularity
after week and the successes that I gained.
I believe that any exhibitor who will go and the second and only other floor was
into his business along similar lines will used as a lodge room. It was rented a
couple of nights a month for a nominal
profit by these records that he keeps.
fee to each of two lodges and in addiThere is something convincing about retion picked up a small sum from such
cording your activities. You are made
dances and entertainments which were
to think that at the time you are writing
given to the public. The building itself
them down, and you think over these
was sound, but unattractive for any purthings again when you read over the record at a future date.
pose. It was large and gawky, with a
The city in which I started this theatre
peaked roof and a cupola effect above —
has something over 15,000 people. It is the reason for which architecture I never
was able to guess. No first class butcher
an average community with the greater
would have ever taken the place on a bet.
portion of the prosperity depending upon
It looked like a cross between something
the factories of the city and the employes
that tried to grow up as a half brother
of the railroads — it being a junction point.
The territory around is an average farmto a church and a cousin of " the mart
ing community with many of the farmers
of busy trade."
owning automobiles and good roads preBut my father's discussion of the " invailing over half of the section. In the
vestment," for it wasn't even paying for
the taxes and depreciation, persuaded me
remainder of the territory the roadg are
passable in good weather, but heavy rains
that we wouldn't lose anything by charging
the rent off and trying an experiment.
or snows are likely to make them very
bad. There had been motion picture
The more I thought of it was I convinced that there was a possible chance
houses in this town for nearly ten years
when I decided to enter the field. Their
to do something real in my town. There
existence was more or less uncertain and
were successful men in all other lines,
compared with the limits of the town,
the ones that remained changed hands very
often.
but there was not a really successful motion picture house. Finally I determined
I returned to my native town after six
years spent in one of the larger cities be- that this was my opening, and, even with
my inexperience, I set out to try to fill
cause I felt that my aged parents needed
this need. I figured the physical side of
my care and companionship and they were
unwilling to leave the old homeplace to the remodelling as well as I could. I had
$4,000 in ready cash myself, and as I kept
make a new home in the city. I had several thousand dollars that I had saved and
talking over the matter my father volunI determined to invest it in my own town,
teered to put in $2,000 himself. I determined that I would not call upon him for
but in some way that it would be a permanent investment. The amount would
this unless it was really needed.
I carefully took the dimensions of the
not have been a large one to put in any
established business. In fact there was
house and had a local contractor see just
what part of the old building could be
such a solid prosperity in this town and
utilized. Then I went to a nearby city,
the people who were in business had been
put the measurements before him and
there so long that it would have been impossible to buy an established concern.
asked him to draw the plans for remodelling the house so that it would not
The only thing apparently left for me to
do was to start something of my own, and cost me more than $2,000, exclusive of all
this I did.
equipment. What he did was to tear away
I surveyed the entire business field so rather than add to. The cupola and peaked
far as I could, and at first I did not think
roof disappeared, the house was moved
of entering the motion picture game, but back from the street, twenty feet and a
colonial lobby effect was arranged with a
I simply dropped into each of the three
theatres as a matter of recreation. I had
false balcony above. A much lower and
been a " movie fan " in the larger city a flat roof was provided for. The most
of the other arrangements consisted of
from which I had just come, and I was
arranging the floor for proper seating and
struck with the crudeness of these exhibithe construction of a stage on which small
tions in my home town. The first impresacts could be displayed and a box effect
sion that I got was that there was not one
on either side. In these I arranged to
of these that was making any money ; and
use floral effects, with palms and the like
that deserved
one
not
was
e
ther
y
ainl
cert
k
to add attractiveness. I also had space
to make any.
The first suggestion that came to me
left for a six-piece orchestra, including a
piano. While I wasn't a carpenter, I

Exhibitor

FOR

YOUR
ADVICE

We Are Very Glad to Give
You Private Criticisms
of Displays

m ntr
ally secevery tionsday
of thefro
ofcou
ers
lettfor
ingrtis
eivadve
ing
fering
WEism. are rec
We are very glad to
critic
ens menmt vaucetheatspe
reprodrious
res cim
on
and comfro
them, but we cannot undertake
to reproduce a whole group of
displays from the same house,
especially when many of these
refer to pictures that are no
longer in circulation.
Remember that we want to
make everything we print in
this department helpful to all
the exhibitors. Send us along
your matter and we will select
those that we think offer the
best topics of discussion, and
use those.
If you want criticism on a
considerable number of advertisement, we will be glad to
give you this by maU without
anyPictures
charge to
of you.
lobby displays,
accounts of unusual stunts,
and anything of the unusual is
always welcome.
watched myself everything that was done
in the way of rearranging the house. The
result was that I got at least what I
thought I wanted.
Just as I started work on the building
I wrote to the Accessory Department of
the Motion Picture News and there secured a mass of information about equiptips which
probably I saved
eralment,hundreds
of dollars.
regret methatsev-in
every case I was not able to buy the best,
but where I could not I carefully made
mental notes that these points would be
given my attention when I was able to
spend any additional money.
Then I took up the question of film
service. Every house in town was changing its bill daily. There was constant
trouble about the failure to receive pictures which were announced, and there
was constant criticism from the public,
which could not understand that this substitution was not basically the fault of the
manager. I use the word basically because it was partly my fault. I selected
the film services that I thought that I
wanted and then went to the nearest exchange citythis
to do
my booking.
fore I did
I determined
that But
withbe-a
local population of 15,000 and probably a
possible 5,000 more to draw from it would
be foolish for me to expect to get all possible patrons
into my theatre
showing.
Therefore
I went into one
the day's
city
prepared to change my bill three times
weekly (Sunday shows not being allowed).
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GENERAL FIL.M CUAli'A.W ha.',
responded to the request of the Government for posters whicli will aid in the
recruiting campaign. It has just issued a
clever color poster for " Bud's Recruit,"
the first of the Judge Brown stories whicli

News

the display work in the smaller dailies.
With most of it we found considerable
fault. However, here is a manager that
is evidently studying his problems and he
sends us another series of displays that
show great improvement.
In this particular advertisement of
" Polly of the Circus " the manager shows
that he knew what the picture was about
and that he tried to tell tlie public without any exaggeration. The use of the cut
improved the display and the whole advertisement is better printed than the
others that we reproduced. It's always a
good idea in cases where the printing is
bad to talk to your editor about it and
see if you can not get better results. In
cases where the newspapers have stereotyping outfits, it is and
possible
to " underlay
the advertisements
get stronger
effects."
.Inybody can make hay ivhile the sun
shines. It's the wise man that knoivs hozo
to save it in_ threatening weather.

arc now being released. It will be noted
that a full copy of a naval recruiting
poster which shows a bugler blowing the
call to arms has been included and reproduced incolors on the one sheet.
Many other posters and cards issued by
the Government were introduced during
the filming of " Bud's Recruit," which is
a dramatic patriotic story telling how a
young boy answered the call to arms by
winning a slacker as a recruit for the
army. Appeals issued to the public by
the navy and army recruiting departments
and the food administration were used
liberally in the various sets and locations
used by the producers and add greatly to
the charm and interest of the story.

LOEWS Stillman theatre, Cleveland, is
another one of the live advertisers.
This week a novel effect has been accomplished in the exploitation of " The ManxFirst a scene picture has been used.
Of itself it does not mean much except that
man."

|l aSXll^M.. ADMtSSION 20c— CHRDREN 10c g.'r.'.'i 1|
LAST week wc printed an advertisement on Mae Marsh in " Sunshine
.'\llcy," as arranged by the Circle theatre,
Indianapolis, as the best example of Christmas advertising that we had seen. That
was before we had received the copies
of the papers from the Northwest Pacific.
There we find one that belongs in the best
class. It is the product of the Coliseum
theatre, Portland, Ore.
Note the perfect holiday effect that is
given with the use of the cut of Marguerite Clark. This display is in the usual
four full column space used by the Coliseum and as Hundred Per Cent Fullerton
docs in writing all of his displays there
is no waste of words.

The public likes to be knocked out with
a real punch, but use the sort that doesn't
come hack and put you down for the count.
RECENTLY

we printed some advertising of the Academy of Music,
Sclma, Ala., as an example of some of
ACADEMY

of MUSIC

For those who have not forgotten their
"make believe" and to revive it for those
who have. "Seven Swans" classes with
"Snow White" and "The Goose Girl"
A comedy in (wo parli. ,
"Damaged — No Good*,"*

it gives a little touch of Manx life, but
standing out in frontr of this is an alipse
that tells you in a few words what the
production is about.
Then in short sentences there are several pimches sent home. This is one of
the so-called "big" pictures. Most exhibitors in advertising such a production
dig up all the adjectives that the good old
dictionary holds, adds a few of the "marvelous" and "stupendous" and lets it go
at that. Simply as a patron whose cash
is sought, which sort of an advertisement
appeals to you?

Interest is an important part of every
business. See that your interest is there
— not meaning as part of the proceeds but
(IS a part of the original capital.
HERE is a clever Christmas stunt which
was used by Harry M. Bird, manager of the Dreamland Amusement Company, Maryville, Tenn. He decorated the
lobby of his house with crepe streamers,
holly and fir and then placed a large
Christmas tree right in the centre and
on this he hung cut outs of the various
stars who were to be seen at the theatre
during the week. W. S. Hart and "Fatty"
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What

Live

Wires

Are

Doing

mg ?as\ Achiovpiiientf
.,„_._Alipw Stancbrd

.^on why you couldn't center practically
the public New Year celebration of your
town in your theatre. Take the question
up with several of the societies,, arrange
for community singing and give your
house a holiday setting for the occasion.
Even if you find it necessary to give the
proceeds to charity in order to arouse this
community interest, you will find that you
have done a mighty good thing, for it
is a sure way of getting to your house
people who have rarely been there before.
You don't merely want to make people
look at the front of your theatre; you want
them to look themselves in.
BLUEBIRD

makes a specialty of incorporating some specific idea in the
poster they furnish exhibitors, departing
from the fixed method of confining the
design to a still selected as the basis of
the drawing. These art designs do not
always apply directly to any scene or incident in the story told by the films, but

Arbuckle will be quickly recognized from
the accompanying photograph. Mr. Bird
reports that this Christmas tree was the
talk of the town and the display stopped
everyone who passed tlie house, the result
being that he had a capacity week during a time which is supposed to be bad
for business.

SIDNEY S. HAAS, publicity manager
for the Colonial theatre, Columbus,
Ohio, has grasped the rule of advertising
that wepaperhave
preaching
News-is
space isbeen
valuable
only here.
when "copy
carefully prepared, and we have found that
a bare statement of fact is accepted more
readily by our patrons than the endless
chain of superlatives that our competitors

What a lot of "advertising" has been
wasted on people who zvere once fooled
by it. Anstver: Don't fool them in the
first place.

This display bears out his statement.
Here he has used a portion of a display
suggested by Paramount so as to bring the
main facts out with striking effect. The
references to Mutt and Jeff and to the
Topical Review are given the prominence
that they deserve in relation to the feature.
The use."
Charles Ray picture is made to stand
out ; the rest is incidental. The Colonial
sends us a number of other excellent dishere. plays which we haven't room to reproduce

HERE is a clever little idea that is
worth filing away for the next New
Year. Manager S. Barret McCormick, of
the Circle theatre, Indianapolis, who is
always using novelties, is responsible for
this, which is nothing more than a special midnight matinee on New Year's eve.
But it is something more than that when
one considers the program, for there were
' not
onlybut
the there
regularwasfeatures
for the
week
shown
a special
program
of music and special settings.
Here is a mighty good chance to get
the community interest. There is no reaMIDNIGHT

Samson wouldn't have been a success in
the motion picture business, but Solomon
zvoiild have had a whole string of money
making houses.

MATINEE

NEW YEAR'S (MONDAY) EVE

COMPLETE REGULAR PERFORMANCE
— WITH—
Orchestra, Soloists pnd
Special New Year's Features

are created to attract attention by the
striking nature of the work.
There is shown herewith a reproduction
of the original design for a most effective
poster that has been created for " My
Unmarried Wife," a regular program release in which the Bluebird star, Carmel
Myers,
is shown
in an isexceedingly
pose. The
lettering
intended to" nifty
carry"
out the intuition of daring that the drawing indicates.

DR. Clemmer
H. S. CLEMMER,
manager Wash.,
of the
theatre, Spokane,
has been successful in organizing a chorus
of fifty young women who will appear at
the theatre from time to time as part bf
special programs. The chorus will be
under the direction of Charles W. Hawley, Jr., organist at the Clemmer.
A peculiar thing about the organization
of the chorus is that it was perfected
largely through announcements made on
the screen.
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Newspaper Pays Tribute to
Woman Exhibitor Who
Made Good

AN

Here is an attractive lobby display made by the Strand theatre, Plontreal, on the Mutual
seven-reel special, " The
Planter."
Theof tropical
Cut-outs
and one
the threesetting
sheets obtains
are used.throughout the setting.
Universal

Continues

its Plans

Thrift Stamp
Universal is to use another test, this one
entitled "What Eddie Polo Should Have
Said
" in connection
The Vivian
Bull's Eye,"
the serial
in which with
Polo "and
Reed
will be starred. Plans for the contest have
been passed by the Postoffice department.
The awards will total $1,000 and will be
paid principally in Liberty Bonds, War Savings and Thrift Stamps. " The Bull's Eye "
contest will allow competition by boys and
girls of sixteen or under.
There will be a title in each of the first
seven episodes, but partially complete, starting with a few words, and finishing off with
dashes to indicate an uncompleted sentence.
Contestants will be expected to tell, in 25
words, what Eddie Polo should have
said in the specific instances, using the
words printed in the unfinished title as an
integral part of the caption submitted in
the contest. Thus " The Bull's Eye " competitions will be unique in that the excitement begins at the very outset of the serial.
The matter of awards will be entirely
vested in the judgment of a committee of
referees, comprising the editors of trade
papers that serve the moving picture industry. The contest begins February 1 and
ends June 1, forthcoming and the journalists who have consented to serve as sole
judges of the awards include: James L.
HofT, Moving Picture World ; William A.
Johnston, Motion Picture News; Martin
J. Quigley, Exhibitors' Herald; P. L.
Woodrufif, Motography; Lesley Mason,
Exhibitors' Trade Review; Lynde Denig,
Dramatic Mirror; Simc Silverman, Variety; William H. Donaldson, The Billboard Paul
;
Sweinhart, The Qippcr.
Exhibitors will be supplied by the Universal, with circulars, explaining the contest in full detail, to be distributed to
patrons or to be given upon request to
children who express a desire to enter
" The Bull's Eye " competitions. There
will be no restrictions or entrance fee,

to Aid

Sales With New Serial
apart from the age limit for boys and girls
of sixteen years or less. The descriptive
circulars will carry the contest title in its
incomplete form; but children are not required to use these accompanying blanks.
Public School Aids in Xmas
Patronage
Manager Michael Warshowcr, of the
Penn theatre, Brooklyn, used a number of
special plans which developed increased
business during the Christmas holidays,
according to reports received by Triangle
Distributing Corporation, whose pictures
were used.
Early in December Mr. Warshower got
in touch with the Brooklyn Teachers' Association and Mothers' League and selected
Public School No. 149, located in the center
of his community with which to conduct
a motion picture carnival along unusual
lines. Numbered tickets, good any time
except after six o'clock on Friday, Saturday and Sunday, were sold to the children
and alloted to them for sale to their parents and friends, the various teachers actingas agents. Several teachers made speeches
from the stage during evening shows, urging people to attend the Penn theatre.
Half of the value of each ticket presented, was given to a fund out of which
food and clothing were purchased for the
needy people of the neighborhood. When
started, the fund had but thirty-three cents
and during the month the $500 mark was
passed. This money provided necessities
for many children who would otherwise
have
forts. been deprived of all Christmas comDuring Christmas week a solid Triangle
program was run, the following features
being selected because of their general appeal : " The Sawdust Ring," " Slumberland," " Sudden Jim," " Golden Rule Kate,"
and " The Food Gamblers."

unusual
honor — isand
paid aa motion
ture exhibitor
woman —picby
the Marion, Ind., Chronicle, which devotes its leading editorial, set in much
larger type than usual, to the success of
Miss Dolly Spurr, whose activities have
been familiar to readers of the Motion
Picture News.
Miss Spurr has made a great success
with the Royal Grand theatre, so great
in fact that she has just taken over the
Lyric and the Indiana. In fact she has
become the "film trust" as Marion through
the attention she pays to details and the
excellent service she gives her patrons.
This unusual tribute to an exhibitor — a
successful exhibitor and a woman — is well
worth reading and profiting by :

MISS SPURR'S ENTERPRISE
To Marion belongs the distinction of having
produced the most enterprising and successful
woman moving picture manager in the country.
Miss
Dollymovie
Spun-business
began her
careercityin about
connection
with the
in this
eight
years ago. She has applied herself to it with an
intelligence and a directness that has enabled her
to master its details to the very last item. She
goes about
as one
" to theup manner
bom."
The the
fact work
that she
has grown
among
us and mentshas
under
our
very
eyes
in the moving picture fieldmade
has her
to aattaingreat
extent prevented us from perceiving the extent
of her success. We all know that she puts up a
show that is mighty fine, and that she has made
a success of the enterprise. We have scarcely
realized that her success has put her in the very
front rank of the people who are engaged in the
business.
Miss
Spurrtheatre.
has given
ing picture
She Marion
brings atohigh-class
this city movfrom
week to week a grade of moving pictures and a
class of vaudeville that aflford us opportunity for
a high form of entertainment. Under her direction we have
found
entertainment,In pleasure,
instruction, travel
and inspiration.
many ways
she has broadened and deepend our lives and
enlarged our vision and made the world brighter
and more interesting. And she has done it as
unostentatiously as she has done it eflfectively.
Miss Spurr has recently taken over the Lyric
and Indiana theatres, which she will operate in
addition to the Royal-Grand. With her insight
into the business and her extensive experience
she will be able to put the Lyric and the Indiana
into the same high class of movie theatres that
she has
put the
Royal-Grand.
the to
management of these
theatres
she will beIn able
bring
to Marion the quality and quantity of diversion
that will give to the people the entertainment and
inspiration we need. She has in her power to do
more for the happiness and enjoyment of the people of this community than any other person. It
is up to us, the people of the city and county, to
recognize both her wonderful ability as a theatre
manager
to show
our appreciation
of it. these
Having done and
all that
she has
for the city along
lines, it will be eminently becoming to us, all of
us, to turn in and help Miss Spurr make a big
success of her theatre enterprise.
Quick

Thinking Saves Electric

Sign
Cost thinking saving
is a case
of quick
for a theatre. Elbert and Getschell
Moines recently built a large house
Fort Dodge cantonment and intended naming it the " Liberty." In fact
a huge electric sign had been ordered at
a cost of $700 and was practically completed when the owners received notification that the word " Liberty " was being
used by the government-built theatres and
that the name would have to be changed.
The management hit upon the word
" Trilby," so that it was necessary to buy:
only one new letter for the sign.
Here
the day
of Des
at the
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Rothapf el's
Answers
to
Exhibitors
Mr. Rothapf el Will Answer Here any Questions Regarding Problems in Exhibition. The Only
Conditions Are That the Questions Must Not Bear on the Merits of Particular Pictures or Services and That They Must Come Through the NEWS. Address Your Inquiries " ROTHAPFEL
ADVICE, EXHIBITORS' SERVICE BUREAU, MOTION PICTURE NEWS."
XIII — Through a typographical error in my question — No. 12 — I apyour house and your show just a little better. Things have been
peared to ask about NEW reels when what I meant was NEWS reels,
such as Pathe, Universal and Mutual. I am repeating that question. At going too easy for you. Don't ever, again, let me hear you say
present I get these reels about four weeks alter their issue, and by that
to me that it's " all right for you with your great theatre and
time
the ofevents
have beenfor forgotten.
chancemany
to getof one
these pictured
brands regularly
a two day Irunnowfourhavedaysa ' immense orchestra and all the money you want to spend," etc.
after their release. How can I feature these — for I have to run a five
Man : Many a day I have gone to my room and locked the door
reeler in addition^ — so that I can cover the amount of increased rental. —
NORTH CAROLINA.
and cried like a baby. I wouldn't let anyone see me do it, but
many a day, even when failure was staring me in the face and I
I WOULD suggest that in the case of news release you co-operate
didn't know if I had enough money to pay my help and I had lost
as much as possible with your newspaper. Of course it is hard
$17,000,
everything
black, I did
I wasn't
born withanda silver
spoon looked
in my mouth.
The not
factgive
that up.I have
a big
to get first-run news releases in small towns or even a release
theatre and an immense orchestra and all I want to spend is
close to the date, but they come so rapidly nowadays that news
necessarily is not old even after three weeks. I would advertise
because I have earned every single dollar of it and the reason I
my news items, taking clippings from some of the leading papers
can spend it is because I have made it and the reason why the
that have articles on what you are showing and paste them on a crowds arc in front of my theatre is because I have never fooled
big board on the outside of your theatre, so as to call attention
them and I have always given them their money's worth — every
to them and remind the people of the fact that you are going
cent of it and just a little more, and the people are my friends,
to show pictures of what is happening. A little ingenuity will
and I am their friend. Forgive me if I have been a little harsh
with you.
bring results. Of course the newer and hotter the news the better,
but I would suggest that you try the above first and if you can't
XV— Some weeks ago I read an editorial in the MOTION PICTURE
do with that get as close to release date as possible and make
NEWS called " Mary's Lamb," which referred to the exhibitor who always
a feature of it.
followed the lead of others and never thought for himself. I'll admit that
I haveleafbeen
theseYear.
for a But
long I time,
but I'vehandicapped
decided to inturn
new
withonetheotNew
am greatly
thatover
I doa
XIV- — I have been reading the answers to question by you with great
not get the feature picture more than a couple of hours before the show is
interest,
as well
" Seeing
Rialto
With orchestra
Rothapfel."
right to
begin.
I cannot getHowit earlier
unless toI arrange
pay an additional
for
you with
your asgreat
theatre,the your
immense
and Itall istheallmoney
which
is impossible.
am I going
the music day's
or planrental,
any
that you want to spend to go the limit, but I want to know how a theatre
special
stunts
in
connection
with
the
showing
of
pictures
under
such conditions?—FACTORY TOWN.
in a town where the patronage is limited can afford to spend any more
money. I believe that I am as game as the next one, but certainly it is a
physical impossibility for me to spend more than I get in. The Samaritans
are all dead these days. I have no opposition, but I must get more people
T, good for you, boy. After the foregoing I like
EXCELLEN
to see a fellow turn over a new leaf and say he is going to try
if I would have more money to spend. What's the answer?
—intoL. myL. theatre
L.
and I congratulate you. You have a very hard proposition in
front of you. If possible, it would pay you to find out where the
MY DEAR BOY: I have been waiting for just such a question
pictures are playing before you get them and have reviews sent to
as yours to come up and I can hardly blame you for feeling
you on them, or go and see them yourself and arrange the music
as you do, but I want you to remember that I started in a town
and stunts. If you can't do this, try and teach your pianist or the
much smaller than the one in which you started and under conditions much more adverse than those under which you work. My
leader of your little orchestra to be good improvisors. I'll tell
you what I will do with you : You write me a long letter and
first show was behind a bar room and I hired 250 undertaker's
chairs, a second hand piano, and a Powers No. 4 Projector. I "explain in detail what j^our house consists of; tell me about your
orchestra ; the kind of pictures you show and what kind of
charged five cents admission and there were 6,000 miners in the
opposition you have. I will then take the time to write you a
town and I operated my machine myself. I went down to the
long personal letter and give you the information which space
station and got my film and I spent three hours examining it and
here forbids. I like a fellow who will try. I will do anything in
fixing it up, even as I do to-day. I tried my best to make my show
just as good as I could. I did not always have all the money I the world for anyone who shows a disposition to be benefitted or
wanted to spend on my immense orchestra. You write as though
will try to be. I am no different from other men— I am just like
yourself and it gives me much pleasure to help a brother exhibitor
you were licked and you are NOT game because the tone of your
if I think he is taking it in the right spirit— I enjoy it much more
letter proves you are afraid and, gee, old man, don't say " imposif someone would give me a check for a thousand dollars.
than
sibilities." hardly
I
ever use that term and it is not necessary
for you to spend more than you get in. Take heed of the following
Honest, old man, I mean it— I'm not throwing any " bull " either.
words, carefully: IT IS NOT WHAT YOU SPEND, IT IS
of
XVI I have a peculiar problem and without entering into the merits
HOW YOU SPEND IT. Of course, if you think you can't
conany stars
Without the
thefrompomt.
to
close
mustit come
yet Ifault
program
my
improve your show any more than you have done, then kismet ! any film trservice,
lost
have
I
is,
oversy as to whose
has them.
and my competitorremains
I helped to make famous in thisjusttownas good,
that
but it still
It is because of your statement that " the Samaritans are all whom
I believe that there are other pictures
i worked
because
here
players
popular
most
the
are
have
longer
no
I
stars
dead these days " that I believe you are one of those fellows that
to
again
labor
such
popular. I don't care to go to
to makesetthem
so hardanother
stand outside of your theatre with a plate in your hand waiting
lose them to a
of players popular and then possibly the
itseU
theatre
for someone to come along and drop something into it. Go out make
up
building
idea of
competitor. I am impressed withtheyour
theatre and not merely to see a certain
and making the people come to
and find Old Man Opportunity and take the geezer by the neck
— everypicture I wish that vou would outline for me a model prograin
house h and
one other
and shake him to death; get a little pep into your system. " No
of 15.000.
to'wnEngland
in aNew
included
thing
ENGLAND.
city.—isNEW
smallThere
average
an
is
this
opposition " against you — nothing in the world to oppose you,
and yet you are kicking. What's a poor fellow going to do who
of one of the things I have been
has two or three theatres all around him each trying to gain a WELL, here is the resultyears
I have been trying to make the
preaching. For three
greater patronage and who, because of this opposition, has to pay
exhibitor realize that if he is going to feature stars he will lose
a higher price for films. I say BUNK, and MORE BUNK.
his business just as soon as he loses the stars. Understand me,
Pardon me for being so perfectly frank with you but you need
I am not against the stars. Frankly, if a star is big enough to
it. I would like to take hold of you and shake you. Now that I make himself or herself an institution he or she deserves everyhave got it out of my system, take my advice : Take an inventory
thing that's to be got. But you should also make your theatre
of yourself. Grit your teeth ; get under a shower-bath and get
the Star and make ynur theatre just as important as the pictures
freshened up and go after your show. Get down two or three
you play. While this may be hard in a town of 15,000 it can be
hours earlier in the morning and go over your film ; see if you
ed dbecause
done. Don't be discourag
oi: pagethe404)other fellow with the
{Continue
can't improve it and get a paint brush and some paint and make
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Here arc two of the CIvistiiias stage settings at Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo. Harold B. Franklin, the manager, has attracted much
attention by these settings in in'hich he commemorates the holidays and other important events. They have come to be looked for by
the people of Buffalo as an integral part of the production.
Kothapfels Replies to Exhibitors About Their
Problems
(Continued front page 403)
star is doing a litllc more business than
you. Get a good show, some Httle stunt or
novelty. Go after your house a little bit —
advertise. The expense won't be much
more and you will find that the net result
will be greater in the long run. You probably have had a bad day or two and arc a
little discouraged. Many times I have felt
the same way. But remember that the sun
hasn't stopped shining. If it isn't shining
today it will be tomorrow and if it don't
tomorrow, it will the next day. In other
words, the sun has not stopped shining,
so don't be discouraged. As a model program, Iwould try a scenic or an educational— very short at first, until they get
more accustomed to them. Take the best
part of a news or topical picture. Inject
a little cartoon with a humerous touch. Get
a so-called four- or five-reel feature. Introduce some little stunt or novelty into
your program — a quartet or a good voice
from the town; get them to sing the old
songs that people know — and then have
a good one or two-reel comedy — preferably a one-reeler. That will run to
about a two-hour performance. If you will
run your pictures just a little faster than
you usually do you will find they are a
little brighter and more full of pep. Some
houses get to nnining their machines in
such a doleful, sorrowful way that it takes
the heart and snap out of everything. An
illustration is easily found in two men. One
walks with a .sharp, brisk step and another
will slouch along in a "don't give a whoop
and damn " sort of fashion. You would put
your money on the brisk walker anytime.
Of course if he ran too fast it would get
ludicrous. If you want any more information, write again but don't expect an
answer immediately because I am very,
very busy, but I will do my best for you.

Exhibitors

Must

Pictures

Get

to JVin

(Continued from page 402)
we would reason it out something like this.
He knew that Mary Garden's name was a
household word, but still he knew that a
lot of people had never seen a grand opera,
in fact, that a lot of_ people were liable to
be " bluffed " by it for the fear that they
would
get into
too " high-brow."
He wanted
to something
get something
that would
make the appeal general. He reached those
who would be interested because of their
appreciation of opera by announcing that
this was her first appearance on the screen.
Then he uses two illustrations. The first
carries the appeal of the star's beauty, her
physical charms, a touch of the physical.
Then the big punch with the name of the
star and the production. He doesn't take
up space for the author, or even the fact
that it is an opera, but he jumps into a
punch line with " The Story of the Saint
Who Became a Sinner and the Sinner
Who Became a Saint." We had seen this
picture before we saw this display and
these lines struck us as the best lines descriptive of a picture that we had ever
seen. The writer was in harmony with the
story, and he put before the public the impression that had been stamped upon him.
Then he goes further. In smaller type
he adds to the appeal with the fact that
Miss Garden does a sensational dance and
ing. other short sentences that are convinctwo
Here is a case of harmony plus, and
we'll wager that the Strand cjid a record
business.
Now don't sit there and say that the man
who wrote this display probably had seen
Mary Garden in the o|)cra, or the jjicture
itself. Without knowing, we doubt both
suppositions. But we do not doubt what
he did do.
First he had followed up the advance advertising and news stories that had ap-

Into

Harmony

Their

Greatest

TVith
Success

peared in the Motion Picture News. He
had watched the reviews, he had read every
line of the press matter sent out and he
had availed himself of all the publicity
helps, although all the physical evidence
of this is a picture of the star furnished
by the producers. He may have gone to
his library and have read the opera for
himself, or he may have made it a point
to learn in a dozen ways the full story of
it in advance. He had brought himself into
the spirit of the production before he
started out to get results.
You can do this.
Even if you are changing every day, sit
down and try this on one production and
you will soon find that you are able to run
the pictures that last only one day run for
two or three or more. You are probably
complaining now that there are too few
good pictures Tieing made, but if you will
get in harmony with the good ones and
carry that through all the elements of your
presentation you will find that there are
good pictures enough for all your needs.
Study everything that you see printed.
Go over the catch lines that are sent out
by the producers, for you will often find
a gem there. Don't merely follow the suggestions of a producer, us, or any one else
blindly. Know absolutely what you are
about. Get yourself into harmony with the
picture and there will be the appeal in your
advertising that convinces.
"Star Spangled
Banner" Ordered
in Baltimore
Playing of " The Star Spangled Bannerlar
" at orchestra
every performance
reguis used haswhere
beena made
mandatory by a Baltimore City ordinance
which has just been signed by Mayor
James H. Preston. Fines up to $100 are
provided for violations of the ordinance.
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Mob of children storming the doors of the Liberty theatre, Portland, Ore., for the Christmas festival, and the stage setting at the same
house during the holiday season.
Kansas

City Paper Entertains 500^000
Free at Great Christmas Picture

/^ARL H. PIERCE, head of the service
department of Paramount, has just returned from Kansas City, where he superintended the details of a real Christmas
gift to the children by the Kansas City Star.
This consisted of a showing of the Marguerite Clark feature, " The Seven Swans,"
■and a special holiday program.
Over a half-million people were accommodated at the five performances which
started Saturday morning at 10.30 and
ended at 8.15 Sunday evening. The pictures were shown in the immense Convention Hall, which accounts for the large
number who could be cared for. It was
probably the greatest advertising stunt
ever used by a newspaper, and shows what
can be done by press co-operation with pictures.
Mr. Pierce, in commenting on the showing said :
" At 8 o'clock Saturday morning, a
woman appeared at the hall with her brood.
The showing was scheduled for 10.30.
From that time — with the thermometer at
'9 degrees below zero — children and grownups poured from street cars and every conceivable kind of conveyance, filling to the
rafters at the roof, the tremendous auditorium, where once Bryan was nominated
for the Presidency.
" At 10.30 Leo Forbstein, director of
to
orchestra, struck up a patriotic march the
accompany the Paramount-Bray Patriotic
Pictograph, especially compiled for the
star's party. You have heard enthusiasm.
You may have seen Madison Square Garden packed — but never before in screendom
has such a shout gone up as when, after
singing "The Star-Spangled Banner," and
waving flags at the soldiers going to France,
Miss Marguerite Clark's face appeared upon
the screen and the children realized that at

last they were to have the treat of seeing
Princess Tweedledee rescued from the
grasp and intrigues of the wicked witch.
" Such a stupendous undertaking can
hardly be grasped by the mind. Carpenter
s
and electricians worked on the place as if

Fete

they were preparing for an encampment,
in fact, it was to be an encampment — during those precious hours — for happy children's hearts.
"The Kansas City Star paid over $1,400
for the music; $1,200 for the hall for two
days ; insisted on paying for the rental of
the picture itself; would not permit itself
to take one iota of credit or advertising
for the affair, and admitted through its officers that it had been well repaid, if only
it had made one little child happy at Christmas time.
" The Kansas City Feature Film officials
worked ceaselessly on the showing; Manager Frank L. Newman, of the Royal theatre, worked 20 hours a day for a week to
bring the showing to perfection ; the hotels lent their musicians; the Powers Machine Company donated eight new machines
for the occasion ; in fact, every one worked
as if all the money in the world was in the
balance' — when in reality, the entire effort
might be summed up in two words — Christianity, Service."
Mirrors Used in Clever Lobby
Displays
Scenes from photoplays forthcoming
hand-painted on mirrors on one side of the
theatre lobby and reflected in mirrors on
the lobby wall opposite — to be then reflected in countless duplicate scenes progressively diminishing in size with each
counter reflection — is the novel lobby display attained by Manager Billy B. Watson
of the New Garden theatre here. The
scenes, with the titles of the pictures in
which they appear, are painted in colors,
with particular emphasis placed on "cream"
— a color found peculiarly emphatic when
painted on mirror glass. The door leading
into the parquet, during the Christmas and
New Year's holidays, showed a cheery
scene of warmth, a crackling fire casting a
glow through the window of a farmhouse
with a row of pines in the near distance.

4000 Kiddies Guest of Portland House at Xmas
Festival
C" J. MYRICK, one of the live wire ex^« hibitors of the country, scored another hit with the public, and incidentally
another bull's-eye against his competitors, on
the day before Christmas, when he staged
the biggest Children's Festival ever held in
Oregon. His Liberty theatre, Portland,
was host to nearly 5,000 children, seating
more than 4,000 kiddies, one, two and three
to a seat, and turning away many hundreds.
He provided the youngsters — ranging in
age from two and three years to those who
question the man from the Far North and
the reindeers — with two Christmas trees, a
Santa Claus, a special film program of Bill
Hart and Fatty Arbuckle, and for each a
box of chocolates.
The show was billed for 9:30 in the
morning, but at 8 the crowd began gathering. A couple of cops and all of the house
attaches, to say nothing of numerous papas
and mammas, were required to keep the
mass of tender humanity in check.
Mr. Myrick worked indefatigably for
weeks and spent many dollars preparing
for the holidays. The many compliments
he received from patrons delighted with
the decorative effect more than compensated, however, for his efforts. The entire
lighting system was given a colorful renovation, with red, white and blue predominating. On the stage, below and above
the screen, three-foot colored lights flashed
the seasonal greetings, " Merry Christmas "
and " Happy New Year." Flanking the
screen were gayly decorated and illuminated 24-foot Christmas trees, while the
opening of the show was preceded by a
cartoon hit on the screen, " Uncle Sam's
Christmas Gift to the Kaiser."
Lobby and foyer were a mass of greenery, including holly and other evergreens,
while a profusion of Japanese fruit plants
were everywhere in evidence.
Nozf's the time to be planning what you
are going to do for your next holiday —
say Il'ashington's birthday.
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Ethel Barrymore in " An American Widow "
— Adventure, Romance of Unusual Interest
(Metro Five Reel Froiuction)
Ethel Barrymore is to appear on the screen of
the
theatre on
of
week in " An American Widow," picturized
from
Kellett
Chambers's
play
of
the
by Frank Reicher. The production same
is inname
five
reels, made by Metro under the direction of Frank
Reicher. Miss Barrymore presents the role of
Elizabeth Carter. In her supporting cast are
Irving
who hasErnest
the principal
ing role;Cummings,
Dudley Hawley,
Stallard, supportCharles
Dickson, Alfred Kappler, Arthur Lewis and Pearl
Browne. Elizabeth Carter is a wealthy American
widow. The Earl of Dettsmister comes to America in search of a rich wife. He is hounded \>y
his creditors. Elizabeth is one of the many society women who entertain the Earl, and although
she does not love him, she consents to marry the
title, not the man. A title is the only thing that
her money has not been able to buy. A brother
of her deceased husband is in love with Elizabeth,
and when he learns that she is engaged to the
Earl he carries the news to the family lawyer in
order that he may use his influence to prevent the
marriage. The lawyer shows Elizabeth her deceased which
husband's states
will, and
in said will
that points
if she out
were theto clause
marry
again, the man must be an American, or the bulk
of the estate would go to Pitney, the deceased
husband's
brother.
refers
to
a second
husband,Thenotwilla specifically
third. Elizabeth
plans
to
carry
out
her
original
plans,
but
advertises for the hire of a husband who must first
be
an American. She will give him $50,000 if he
will give her grounds for divorce. Bacon, the
lawyer, locates a man, Jaspar Mallory (Irving
Cummings). She and the stranger are married,
after which he leaves her. Mile. Albani, an
actress, agrees to pose as the corespondent. From
this marital entanglement Elizabeth is drawn by
a series of events which, when presented in logscreen,thatgiveisanseldom
exhition ical,
of dramatic
dramaorder
on onthethescreen
equaled.
Ethel
in "on
An Americanof
Widow "
at
theBarrymore
theatre
week.
" The High Sign," with Herbert Rawlinson,
Strange Adventures of College Student
(Universal Five Reel Production)
"
The
High atSign,"
Universalhasfeature
to be shown
thethe late theatre,
Herbert Rawlinson in the principal role. In the
supporting cast are Brownie Vernon, who has
been seen in some of the best features in which
Franklyn Farnum has appeared; Hayward Mack,
Nellie Allen, Ed. Brady, Marc Fenton, Frank
McQuarrie and Al. McQuarrie. The story was
written by J. Grubb Alexander and Waldemar
Young, and produced for Universal under the
direction of Herbert Clifton. Mr. Rawlinson has
the role of Donald Bruce. Bruce is expelled
from college for participating in the activities of
a secret society. A fellow student, who initiated
Donald into the society, tells Donald that the
signs that have been taught to him arc the ones
employed by the ancient Vogi. Another college
friend
Donald's
in Burgonia.
He tells
Donald ofthat
he haslives
received
a letter from
his
native land, requesting him to return at once to
marry the Princess Yvonne of Thcspania. The
friend tells Donald that he does not wish to go
back because he loves Vonia Grayley. He asks Donald to take his place. Donald consents. On the
steamer he meets Hulda Maroff. He flirts with
her.
who is istraveling
with the
her,signs,
sees him.
That Poslofi',
night Donald
practicing
and
PosloflF, looking in at the keyhole, sees him. He
recognizes the signs are the same as employed
by
The introduces
Black Seven,"
of anarchists.
He "then
Donald a toband
Hulda.
Hulda is
a member of the society, and she arranges to meet
Donald at a secret address when the steamer arrived. He attends the meeting of " The Black
Seven,"
is selected
as thewhooneis toto assassinate
the Princeand Arno,
an enemy
marry the
Princess Yvonne of Thcspania. He is given a
black box containing the vapor of death."
and" ThestrongHighcast,Sign."
will bewithat Herbert
the Rawlinson
theatre
on
of
week.
DouftlaH Fairhankh in " A Modem Munketeer"— It's a " Corker "—Don't Miss It
(Artcraft Five Reel Production)
Douglas Fairbanks opened the new Rivoli theatre on Broadway, New York, Christmas week
with his latest work for the screen. " A Modern
Musketeer."
S. L.of the
Rothapfel,
director
of the Rialto and
new theatre,
the general
Rivoli,
thought well enough of the picture to open what
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READY-MADE AD-TALKS PUBLISHED
IN LAST WEEK'S ISSUE
January 12, 1918.
FEATURES
TITLE OF PLAY PRODUCERS
' The Man Above the Triangle
S reels
Mutual
5 reels
' In Bad "
5 reels
' Brown of Harvard " Perfection
5
' The Grand Passion " Perfection
5 reels
' Uneasy" Money "
Bluebird
5 reels
Jewel
Law Value "
' Face
Paramount
5
' The Devil Stone "
Paramount
5 reels
' The
His Mother's
Boy "
Girl by the
Bluebird
S reels
5 reels
' The
Seven " Swans " Paramount
Roadside
Mutual
5 reels
' When
Molly GoMenGetAre'Em " Vitagraph
5 reels
SERIALS
" Tempted
Vengeance" — And the
Woman "
Second Episode 2 reels
is, without a doubt, the most modern, up-to-date
theatre in the world. The management of the
has theatre
secured during
Mr. Fairbanks's
est worktheatre
for his
the week lat-of
, and he now extends to you an invitation to see this picture. " The Modern Muske" is pronounced
criticsworkand oftheFairbanks.
press of
the teercountry
to be theby best
It was written and produced under the direction
of Allan Dwan, who has succeeded John Emerson as Mr. Fairbanks's director. The idea was
obtained from Alexandre Dumas's famous novel,
The far-famed"Doug"
is" The
the Three
dashing,Musketeers."
romantic Musketeer,
and is given
opportunities to perform the stunts and thrillers
for which he has become famous. In his supporting cast is seen Marjorie Daw, Geraldine
Farrar's protege.
Miss Daw
has the
principal
feminine
role. Kathleen
Kirkham,
Frank
Campeau, Eugene Ormonde and Tully Marshall are
seen in strong roles. Many of the scenes were
taken in the Grand Canyon of Arizona, and the
work of the star as he hangs from lofty heights
more than 6,000 feet above sea level. Mr. Fairbanks climbs up a rope suspended to the peak
of a cliff with Miss Daw hanging to his neck.
This feat of the star is alone well worth coming
miles to see. A pretty romance runs through the
five reels and thrillers are combined with cleverly
done drama. It is the best work that Fairbanks
has done under the Artcraft banner and will
Stand, as an example of properly done screen
work.
Douglas Fairbanks will be seen on the screen
of the
theatre on the
of
week in " by
A Modern
written and directed
his newMusketeer,"
director, Allan
Dwan.
Marjorie Daw is in the leading feminine
role.
Gladys Brockwell in " For Liberty "—
Stirring Drama of the War — Adventure
(Fox Five Reel Production)
" For Brockwell,
Liberty " and
is a will
Fox beproduction
Gladys
seen on thefeaturing
screen
of the
theatre on
of
week.well areIn seen
the supporting
cast
with
Miss
BrockCharles Clary, Bertram Grassby,
Willard Lewis, Colin Chase and Clara Graham.
The
scenario
was
doneunder
by Bennett
"The
production was made
directionCohen.
of Bertram
Bracken. It is in five reels. The story tells of
an American woman caught in Berlin during the
time that America declared war on Germany.
Her fight for her country, herself and for her
sweetheart. Marcia Glendon is the role presented
by Miss Brockwell. Marcia is caught in the
German capital during the time that America is
at war with Germany. She is in love with a
young American. The affection which she holds
for the ential
American
jealousyin ofthean army.
influGerman whocauses
is athegeneral
This
leads
to
the
death
of
Marcia's
sweetheart.
The brother of the murdered man arrives in Berlin. He is a member of the American Secret
Service,comes adisguised
officer.
bemember ofasthea German
staff of the
GeneralHe who
loves Marcia. Marcia and the American fall in
love. She is discovered in aiding the American
to get possession of some valuable German papers.
She is denounced by the man she loves. The
sceneserty " isthena stirring
change todrama
the battlefield.
" For home
Libthe terrible happenings
of bringing
the war nearer
in Europe.
Gladys Brockwell is seen at her best. The picture will interest you from start to finish, and the
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management of the
theatre promises you
a picture that you will not regret having seen.
" For Liberty " will be seen on the screen of
the Gladys theatre
onis in the leading
of role.
week.
Brockwell
She is supported by a strong cast of Fox screen
artists.
Jewel Carmen in Her First Starring
Vehicle,
The Production)
Kingdom of Love "
(Fox Five " Reel
William Fox presents his new star, Jewel Carin " The andKingdom
Love,"thewritten
Doty men,
Hobart,
producedof under
directionby
of Frank Lloyd, who is responsible for Mr. Fox's
stupendous
production
of Victor Miss
Hugo's
immorLes Miserables."
Carmen
one talof work,
the "recent
additions to stardom,
and heris
work in this picture proves the confidence Mr.
Fox placed in her ability as being well founded.
She acts
with thethatability
an old-timer,
sents a picture
will of
please
you all. and
She prehas
a good story and appreciates its value, with the
consequence
that "Miss
"The Carmen
Kingdomis ofsupported
Love " inis
one
of the best.
her work by Nancy Taswell, Genevieve Blinn, L.
C. Shumway, Fred Milton, Ernest Wade, Joseph
Manning, C. Raymond Nye and Murdock MacQuarrie.hicle.This
Miss seen
Carmen's
first productions,
starring veShe hasisbeen
in other
but never as star. You will remember her for her
fine work in " The Tale of Two Cities," " American Methods," with William Farnum; "The Conqueror," with William Farnum, and " When a
Man
Sees Red,"
with the
star. presents
In this, her
first starring
vehicle.
Misssame
Carmen
the
role of Violet Carson, who when young is taken
to the Klondike by her father. She left behind
the memory of her mother and brother and sad
thoughts of a disrupted home. Surrounded by
all the vice and curtness of the mad rush that
entered the gold mining region, Violet retained
her innocent, modest demeanor and character.
Her father is killed in a gambling fight, and she
is taken in by the keeper of a dance hall. Soon
after, a young man, and a minister arrive in
Klondike. Violet is attracted to him. He receives a message that his mother is very ill, and
that he must come to her at once with money.
Violet learns that he is her brother. She offers
herself for sale in order that she may get the
money. The minister borrows the amount and
saves
united. Violet. The brother, sister and mother are
Jewel Carmen in her first starring vehicle will
be seen at the
theatre
week.
Thrill After Thrill in Seventh Episode
of " The Hidden Hand " — Doris Kenyon
(Pathe Serial — Two Reels)
The
episode ofDoris
"The.Kenyon,
Hidden will
Hand,"be
Pathe seventh
serial featuring
seen at the
theatre on
of
week. The chapter is titled " The Fire
Trap." pendedThe
opens showing
susover a episode
bed of boiling
lime, and Doris
from that
time to the end of the second reel there are thrills
registered which will keep you gripping to your
seats.
"The Fire
Trap,"
in keeping
six preceding
chapters
of this
daring with
serial,theis
the essence of actionable drama on the screen.
Ramsey arrives while Doris is suspended over
the instrument of death and saves her from a
horrible death. After a terrific fight with the
henchment of The Hidden Hand, Ramsey succeeds in carrying Doris to safety. The detective
who has been working on the case secures the
locket from The Hidden Hand. He removes the
jewel from the locket in order that no one but
himself may have admittance to the packet. He
is attacked by The Hidden Hand and killed.
Ramsey gets possession of the jewel. Verda is
kidnapped by The Hidden Hand, and Doris and
Ramsey follow to the rescue. They are led to
what seems to be a deserted shack. They are
caught and thrown into a cellar. A glass trap
door in the ceiling offers the only means of escape. Ramsey leaps up, gets a secure hold,
reaches down for Doris, and The Hidden Hand
At the
theatre on
of
appears.the Seventh Episode of Pathe's " The Hidweek,
den Hand " serial, with Doris Kenyon in the
leading role.
Toto, Ex-Clown of New York Hippodrome,
in " The Movie Dummy " — A Scream
Proauction)
Toto,(Pathe-Rolin
who caused Two
such Reel
a sensation
at the New
York Hippodrome last season, is appearing in pictures under the Pathe banner. " The Movie
Clown " is his first comedy. It is in two reels,
produced by Rolin releasing on the Pathe prounder theis direction
ofamusing
Hal Roach.
" comThe
Movie edy,gram,
Clown
a will
highlykeep
and one " that
you intypean ofuproar
from the first flash to the final fadeout. This, is
the first time that Toto has been seen on the
screen, terionand
his first ofwork
can stand
a crifor theif quality
his work
in theas future,
the
management
of
the
theatre
can
assure his patrons that they have some corking
good comedy in store for them. In this comedy,
"roto, known
world over
his clownish
stunts
on the thevaudeville
and forspeaking
stage.
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takes the part of a dummy and is shipped into
a moving picture studio. In this part Toto would
leave the impression that he is minus the semblance of bones. He is as collapsible as a straw
dummy, and in assuming this state he registers
some of the best comedy seen on the screen of
the
theatre. In the cast with him are
seen Bud Jamieson, Marie Mosquini and Kathlyn
who hesawplayed
Toto forat anthe entire
New
YorkO'Connor.
Hippodrome,Those
where
season, will not need the second invitation to
see him at the
theatre on
of
week. be Those
of you
who
have
been theas
fortunate
will
glad
that
you
did
not
miss
two reels of fun.
Toto, the ex-clown of the New York Hippodrome, will be seen on the screen of the
theatre on
of
week, in " The
Movie Clown." Two reels.
" The German Curse in Russia " — Remarkable War Film Taken on Western Front
(Pathe Five Reel Production)
" The showing
German theCurse
in Russia
a five reel
picture
activities
of the" isGermans
and
Russians on the Eastern Front in Europe. It is
the first war film which goes into detail concerning the actual waging of war in Europe. Donald
C. Thompson
took theshots
pictures,
and helifehasin the
obtained some intimate
of trench
first lines of battle. Some of these scenes were
shot at the risk of life. Again and again during
the run of this film. Russian soldiers are seen
going
" over
Nor They
are these
scenes
rehearsals
for the
the top."
camera.
actually
occurred, for Mr. Thompson took his camera into
the midst of the fray, and at the risk of losing
his lifeteredtook
are see
now onregison film,theandchances
which which
you will
the
screen of the
theatre on — i
of
week. A good part of the run is devoted
to
the
activities
of
the
Russian
women's
legion, known as the Batallion of Death. Through
the columns of the papers we have read much
concerning the activities of the Russian women
and how they were taking the places of the men
in the trenches. But we have not seen these
women in actual service. Donald C. Thompson's
film, " Theof feet
German
in Russia,"
carriesin
hundreds
of filmCurse
showing
these women
action
and
the
part
they
are
taking
in
Russia's
part of the war. The camera has not missed the
fatal side of the war. It sweeps the battle ground
and catches
battle ground
literally strewnscene
withafter
deadscene
and ofdying.
There are
many
scenes
taken
in
Petrograd,
Russia.
These
show intimate views of the social revolution that
has been waging for months. " The German
Curse in Russia
without
doubt, thedealing
most
interesting
film "thatis, has
been a produced
with actual wartime activities in Europe. The
management of the
theatre urges you
all to attend this showing, which will be held at
the
theatre on
of
week.
The Late Chapter of " Vengeance — and the
Woman " — Big Fight Scene — Action
(Vitagraph Serial — Two Reels)
The latest episode of Vitagraph's stirring serial,
" Vengeance — And the Woman," featuring Carol
HoIIoway and William Duncan, entitled " The
Unsealed Peak," is one thrill after another.
Through its two reels there is action every minute and a thrill every minute. Blake and his
wife are in danger of being violently dealt with
at the hands of the escaped bandits. This epiwith ofthetheiroutlaws
celebrating
saloon sodetheopensreturn
two comrades
who in
havea
escaped from prison. When the celebration is at
its height, the sheriff and his posse come down
upon them, and one of the most realistic fights in
the history of the screen is staged. William
Duncan, who has the leading male role, directed
this serial. Mr. Duncan was responsible for the
direction
" The Fighting Trail," the last serial
offering byof Vitagraph.
" The Unsealed Cliff " is the title of the latest
episode of Vitagraph's serial, " Vengeanc — and
the Woman."
action
and
fight scenes.It's Ata corker
the for thrills,
theatre
on
of
week.
Charles Gunn in " Framing Framers " — ■
Story of Corrupt Politics and Love
{Triangle Five Reel Production)
" Framing
Framers
of the
angle production
which" .iswillthe betitle
shown
on Trithe
screen of the
theatre on
of
■ week. Charles Gunn, who has been
seen intures asseveral
of Olive
Triangleplayer.
feaher leading
man, Thomas's
is the featured
In the supporting cast are seen Edwin Jobson,
George Pierce, Laura Sears, Edward Martin, Lee
Phelps, Mildred Delphino, Eugene Burr, Anna
Dodge, Verne Peterson and Leo Willis. The
story deals with . corrupt city politics, with Gordon Travis as the principal character. Gordon
is an ambitious newspaper reporter and writer.
He is ambitious to write a novel exposing the
corruptness in the political life of the city, but
cannot find time from his reportorial work. An
election is pending, and Harrison Westfall, political boss, and Sylvester Brandon, young millionaire newspaper owner with political aspirations, both have weak candidates in the field for

KNOW;
BE FAIR
Don't ''Bunk'' Patrons
on Pictures
opportunity you
to hav
infeorman
y
theERpublic
broadl
WHENEV
upon the article you
are selling, to educate them
upon certain interesting points,
ripe advertising experience has
proved that that is an excellent
thing to do.
Reports from all over indicate that the newspapers have
got
wind
of certain
activities in,
as one exhibitors'
paper ex-

"jipping and
tiie falsely
public
for morepressed it,money
laying it to the war tax."
We all know that's an unfair
statement; we all know that it
is simply due to the distorted
notion most folks have regarding the picture business. No
matter how unfair it is, the public will believe that statement,
will look upon you as a cross
between a highway robber and
a pal of the Kaiser.
Tell the public the truth!
They'll be tickled to death to
hear your side of the argtmient.
Instructive advertising talks, all
ready for you to hand over to
your printer for your program
and the dailies, are being published in this part of the magazine every week.
Follow them. Clip them.
And use them.
mayor. Westfall's daughter Ruth is engaged
tosocial
marryambitions.
Lonnie Gormon,
will further
Brandon whoarranges
with aRuth's
cabaret singer to keep Lonnie from the wedding.
Ruth is left waiting at the altar. Gordon Travis
isfallsent
by histhat
paperGordon
to cover
wedding.
realizes
knowsthe the
inside ofWestthe
story, and knows also that if the story is pubinjureto his
for
election.lished it will
He tries
buy candidate's
off Travis, chance
but Travis
refuses to accept a penny. Westfall gets desperate and sets two gunmen on the trail of Travis.
They
him aandmillionaire
leave himfriend
senseless
Brandonget and
make ina the
bet park.
that
a tramp could pass as a social climber and go to
the park to find a suitable character. They come
upon Travis and engage him for the part. He
is dressed in the most stylish clothes, given a
valet and leaves for the resort where Ruth and
her
father have gone to forget the scandal of the
wedding.
Come
the
theatre
of
week andto see
how Travis
getson
back.
Ann Murdock in " The Impostor " —
Singer's Adventures in New York
(Mutual Five Reel Production)
Ann Murdock, now playing in the " The Three
Bears," one of the Broadway successes of the
season, will be seen on the screen of the
theatre on
of
week in " The
Impostor," produced for the Mutual program by
the Empire
All
Star
Corporation,
under
direction of Dell Henderson. The story wasthewritten
by Leonard Merrick. In the supporting cast are
seen David Powell, Lionel Adams, Richie Ling,
Charlotte Granville, Eleanor Seybolt, Edyth Latimer, Charles Mussett, Charles MacDonald, Enita
Rothe, George Abbott, Louise Hamilton, Herbert
Dansey
and finale
Carew there
Grant.
From thearoused.
flash of The
the
title to the
is interest
suspense element is well sustained, the action is
convincing, and the star is given every opportunity to appear at her best. She presents the
role of Mary Fenton, a girl of refinement and a
cultured voice. She has lived, always, in a small
town, and when she arrives in New York, where
she had gone to pursue her musical studies, she
finds
that not all
life is sunshine.
a combination
of one's
circumstances,
she findsThrough
herself
alone in New York without the necessaries of
life. She is unsuccessful in obtaining employment
and grows desperate. Charles Owen, a young
married man, finds her wandering the streets, and

appreciating her circumstances, offers her the
comforts of his apartment. He introduces her to
his friends at the apartment hotel as a friend
of his wife's
sister.
the hotel
and She
discovers that she
has She
left leaves
her gloves
behind.
returns
for
them
and
finds
Owen
out.
"
friends invite her to accompany them home Hisas
their guest
she wife
accepts
Later
Owen and
and his
visit tothe avert
house suspicion.
at which
Mary is stopping
and
Owen
is
placed
barrassing situation. Mary clears the in
wayan byem-a
frank confession and all is forgiven. Blake Walford decides that he likes Mary and insists that
she remain after the minister has been called.
Murdockof inthe
"The Impostor"
on Ann
the screen
theatre will
onbe seen
of
week.
An O. Henry Subject, "The Fourth
at Salvador" — Typical Henry Story
"
The
Fourth
at Salvador
" and
is anpresented
O. Henry
story,
Generaladapted
Film. toIt the
is inscreen
two reels
David Smithby
directed. The principal characters are presented
by Chet Ryan, W. L. Rodgers, Jack Wetherby,
Charles Wheelock and Fred Behrle. " The
Fourthpresented
at Salvador
is a same
typicalhuman
O. Henry
and
with " the
touch story,
that
this popular author always injected in his writings.
Billy
Casparis
is
granted
the
ice-making
concessions in Salvador, first having to post one
thousand dollars, to be forfeited if he does not
make ice continuously for a period of six months.
The time has nearly elapsed when Billy finds that
he is unable to make more ice. Three weeks
elapse without the fact being discovered by the
inspector. He learns that Billy is attempting
to substitute glass to make it look like ice. Casparis and others in the American colony plan to
celebrate the Fourth in true American fashion. General Dingo, leader of the revolutionary
party, promises them aid. A real revolution is
scheduled to take place on the Fourth. The day
is started by the Americans in true fashion, and
General Dingo puts in appearance with several
hundred natives. They attack the garrison, but
are forced to retreat. The Americans, thinking
that the natives are attempting to stop their patriotic endeavors, commence a counter-attack and
win. The newly-elected president comes to thank
Billy for his bravery, and tell him that his glass
is " ice," and that his thousand will be returned.
At the
theatre on
of
week, " The Fourth at Salvador."
June Caprice
in " Adventures
Unknown 274
Strange
of "an— ■ Orphan
Unusual heart interest attaches to the latest
work of June Caprice for the screen. William
Fox's little star appears in " Unknown 274," and
the management of the
theatre does
not
hesitate
to assuredoesyouthethat
inwork
" Unknown
274
"
Miss
Caprice
best
her
career before the camera. Supporting her of
in her
latest work are: Kittens Reichert, Florence Ashbrook, Inez Marcel, Dan Mason, Richard Neill,
Tom Burroughs, Jean Armour, Williams Burns,
Alex Shannon. The production was made under
the direction of Harry Millarde. George Scarborough wrote the story. The story opens with
a prologue,
showing a happilywhomarried
ple.
The
is the young
sonbyofcouan
influential young
foreignhusband,
official, is hounded
his
father. The couple flee to the United States,
where the young husband earns a living by playing a violin. He is kidnaped and taken to his
native country on a strange vessel. The story
proper
York, sixteen
later.
Madame opens
Gordonin isNewa popular
Broadwayyearsmodiste.
She visits an orphanage near the city, and takes
little Dola Belton back with her. Dola is dressed
in fine
clothes,thateducated,
and then
Gordon believes
she is ready
to beMadame
turned over
to some millionaire. Madame Gordon believes
that some millionaire will pay high for her. Dola
meets "voriteThe
Golden Kid,"He a is" bright
faand spendthrift.
amazed light
to "learn
that she is the daughter of Madame Gordon, and
assuming a drunken condition, promises Madame
Gordon a large sum of money for Dola. Dola reto talkis with
because She
she
thinksfuses he
under" The
the Golden
influenceKid,"
of drink.
leaves him and he is impressed. He learns that
Dola is his long, lost daughter.
Stamps Aid Thrift
Cincinnati Theatres
More than a hundred moton picture
.theatres in Cincinnati and vicinity have
agreed to open their houses to fourminute speakers who will educate the public on the purchase of war savings certificates and thrift stamps.
These same houses did excellent work
in raising the Red Cross fund and they
have won the commendation of the public and the officials for their patriotic
spirit.
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Fox

Rolfe
Arrives
Attends Xew York Conference of
Metro Officials in Connection with
West Coast Improvements —
Losing no Time
BA. ROLFE, western representative of
• the Metro Pictures Corporation,
made a hurried trip to New York a few
days ago to attend a production conference
of Metro officials anent Metro's plans to
expand its present work on the coast.
Metro, as previouslj' announced, has decided to enlarge its plant on a scale that
will not only accommodate its present stars
and their companies at the same time, but
others that are expected to begin work
there soon.
Plans for the numerous improvements
and alterations were decided upon before
Mr. Rolfe's departure in order to enable
him to put them into effect immediately
upon his return to Los Angeles. That no
time might be lost on the work, Mr. Rolfe
left for the West two days after his arrival in Xew York.
The confidence of Metro's other heads in
their new undertaking was greatly strengthened by Mr. Rolfe's report of his production work the last two months. He expressed the conviction that Los Angeles and
its surroundings surpasses all other places
as a production field, and that Metro pictures would in no way suffer from produc-

and

Departs

tion in such ideal en\-irons. He exemplified
this by a showing of Viola Dana's " The
W inding Trail " and Edith Storey's " The
Legion of Death," which is to be a Metro
production de luxe, which he brought with
him from the coast.
" Those productions," said Mr. Rolfe,
" will rank among the most finished Metro
has ever made. Full advantage was taken
of our surroundings. In fact, nowhere
else could they have been staged so advantageously. Both call for a great number
of outdoor scenes. This was particularly
true of " The Legion of Death," as a great
majority of the scenes we use were transplanted bodily from Russia and the far
Eastern battle front. The picture will go
a long way to bring home to Americans
the realization that this is a war of extermination in which the women of Russia
are doing their part to overcome the autocratic aims of German^-. In order that the
picture might be life-like in every detail
only Russian women were employed in the
big scenes.
" Miss Storey's next picture will also be
an adaptation from a novel, which is in
keeping with our new policy to bring as
many plays and novels to the screen as is
commensurate with our production of original stories. The novel is Edward Moffat's
' Hearts' Steadfast.' Its screen version
will be known as ' Revenge.' "

4(

Mary
'Gusta"
Paramount
Renames
Vivian Alarlin
Subject " A Petticoat Pilot " —
Story Laid in New England
— Sturgeon Directs
FOLLOWING her appearance in ' The
Fair Barbarian," which was recently
released by Paramount, Vivian Martin will
be seen in " A Petticoat Pilcjt," a picturization of Joseph Lincoln's story, " Mary
'Gusta," by Gardner Hunting, it was announced this week, by Paramount.
The
title
first chosenunder
was "that
Maryname
'Gusta,''
and was announced
last
week.
The story itself, is said by Paramomit,
to be particularly delightful and is laid in
the Cape Cod section of New England, a
district abounding in interesting characters
and traditions. As " that queer Lathrop
young-un,"
'Gusta is called, that
Vivianis
Martin hasas aMarycharacterization
claimed to be well suited to her qualities
as an actress.
Paramount insists that scenically the production, which was directed by Rollin S.
Sturgeon, should prove one of the most

Title
d
attractive
offerings Change
in which Miss Martin
has as yet been seen, and claims the supporting cast has been chosen with great
care. Among those who appear are Theodore Roberts, James Neill, Harrison Ford,
who has played opposite the star in several
productions; Helen Gillmorc, Richard Cummings, Jane Wolff, Bert Hadley, John Burton, Antrim Short and Tom Bates.
Real

Life Supplies Some
Reel Life
A high order of juvenile comedy from
real life is claimed by General Film for
" The Chocolate of the Gang," the second
of the series of "Judge Brown Stories"
Ijcing distributed by General Film Company, The story deals with the attempts of
a small colored boy to win admission into
a gang composed of white boys, and the
great
variety
of juvenile
nishiashun
ceremonies
through
which he "passes
is said"
to provide some most laughable scenes.
One of these scenes shows a juvenile court
in session.

Completes Lorimer
Feature
It was announced this week by William
Fox that " Jack Spurlock — Prodigal," written by George Horace Lorimer, editor of
the Saturday Evening Post, has been comGeorge Walsh is star of the picture,
pleted.
which
was directed by Carl Harbaugh.
" Jack Spurlock — Prodigal," is to be
given, without extra charge to William Fox
patrons listed January 30, 1918, as having
contracted for the Fox Special Features,
and nobody else will get it. It is going out
as a regular weekly special feature, not as
an " extra," although General Manager W.
F. Sheehan declares " it has the punch entitling it to rank as a de luxe production
and is really worthy of being distributed on
the basis of an ' extra ' at an advanced
Her Support Is Good
In the cast supporting Vivian Martin in
" A Petticoat Pilot," the Paramount film
adaptation by Gardner Hunting, from the
bookprice."
" Mary 'Gusta," by Joseph C. Lincoln,
produced under the direction of Roland
Sturgeon, are the following: Theodore
Roberts, James Neill, Harrison Ford, Helen
Gilmore, Richard Cummings, Jane Wolff,
Bert Hadley and John Burton.
Keystoner

Writes Dramatic
Scenarios
Jay Dwiggins, of the Triangle-Keystone
scenario staff, has turned his activities to
the dramatic end of scenario writing, and
in the future will write five-reel dramatic
stories with a light comedy vein. It has
been said that some of Dwiggins' comedy
scripts were so sad that his work attracted
the attention of Frank Bcrcsford, scenario
editor of the Triangle Culver City studios.
Dwiggins is an actor as well as an author,
and recently gave up his screen career to
devote his entire time to thinking up comedy situations for the Keystone comedians.
MacLane

Picture

Receives

Spoor Stamp
" Men Who Have Made Love to Me,"
(icorge K. Spoor's presentation of Mary
MacLanc, the authoress, received its final
endorsement last week when run for a final
showing in the studio projection rooms.
Twenty-four sheet billboard posters arc
about to be placed throughout the country
advertising this presentation.
Mr. Spoor believes that his national advertising plan has resulted in a far greater
popularity than would otherwise have been
gained, using his twenty-four sheet campaign on Taylor Holmes' " Uneasy Money "
as a criterion.
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Cast

in

" Broadway Bill "
What Metro characterizes as an exceptional cast has been engaged to 'support
Harold Lockwood in " Broadway Bill," a
Metro wonder play written by Fred J.
Balshofer, now in course of production.
Mr. Lockwood's leading woman in this
picture is Martha Mansfield, who, under
the name of Martha Early, formerly played
in Max Linder productions.
The heavy .character is enacted by Stanton Heck who, besides having extensive
stage experience including seven successive
seasons with Klaw and Erlangcr shows,
has appeared in many film productions,
among them " The Man from Mexico,"
" The Renegade " and " Barbara Fritchie."
Another important role is played by Bert
Starkey.
William Clifford and W. W. Black, who
appeared with Mabel Taliaferro in " Magdalen of the Hills " and with Ethel Barrymore in " The Greatest Power " are also
members of the cast. Cornish Beck, a boy
actor, plays a juvenile part.
Exhibitors
Like Triangle
Re-issues
The Triangle re-issues of Hart and Fairbanks' features are said to be constantly
bringing comments from exhibitors that
indicate the drawing power of these productions.
Exhibitors express, it is claimed, great
confidence in the box-office value of these
re-issues by re-booking them, after having
shown them for a full run when originally
released. In referring to the Fairbanks' reis ue, The
"
Lamb," released September 30,
the manager of The Colonial theatre, at
Sioux Falls, S. D., said : " This was the
fifth repeat on this picture and it played to
more business than the first time." With
reference to " The Disciple," featuring
Hart, re-issued September 16, the same exhibitor said : " This feature played to 60
per cent more business than when first
shown."
Triangle has announced that some very
clever and valuable ideas in advertising in
connection with the re-issues are being carried out by progressive exhibitors.
Petrova Uses " Personal
Letter " Idea
In order to emphasize the " personal
touch
Madamebetween
Olga Petrova
has
striven" which
to establish
herself and
screen patrons she has, through the medium
of her own company, decided to use the
" letter " idea. To mark the inauguration
of her first production, " Daughter of Destiny," produced and released under the banner of the Petrova Picture Company,
Madame Petrova has written a personal
letter to picture patrons who may witness
this picture. In order to remove all
thought of conventionality and as a token
of her appreciation to her screen patrons,
the actress caused " her letter " to be issued in what is said to be a novel form.
One side contains a picture in colors of
the star, personally autographed.

Davis

Stimulates
Triangle
eastern actors in his cast, has begun work
on " The Shoes That Danced," a screen
adaptation
of John
Moroso's
Magazine story
of the
same Metropolitan
name. Jack
Cunningham did the continuity. This is a
story in which the leading characters are
gangsters and it touches on life in the underworld. An unusual feature is claimed
in that the villain attends a masquerade
Ijall disguised as Charlie Chaplin.
Thomas N. Heffron is now working on
aIt water
subject
called of" The
Sea Panther."
is a tale
of pirates
the Caribbean
Sea
written by Kenneth B. Clarke. In this picture William Desmond will be seen as
■■ The Panther."
Director Cliff Smith, Triangle western
expert, is putting the finishing touches to
the latest vehicle of the cowboy star, Roy
Stewart,believes
and inhe " has
Keitha feature
of the that
Borderwill"
Smith
Laura Sears and Charles Gunn Furnish Smiles
score
a
new
success.
Experts
who
have
for Triangle's " Framing Framers "
seen the " rushes " on this picture declare
Opens New Year with Resolution to that the fight between Roy Stewart and
Pete Morrison is the best that has been
Make Production Record — Four
Stories Are
BegunReady
and Others
staged since " The Flame of the Yukon."
The four Triangle pictures which have
been completed in the past week include
"' Real Folks," directed by Walter EdSTIMULATED by the production
schedule set by General Manager H.
wards;"Captain of His Soul," a screen
O. Davis, the Triangle studios at Culver
adaptation of Eleanor Kinkade's magaCity opened the New Year with a burst of
zine
" Shackles,"
Gilbert P.story,
Hamilton
; the directed
magazinebystory,
speed.
The first week of 1918 saw four new
" Little Red Decides," in which Director
Jack Conway is said to have obtained
stories started and four pictures completed.
some wonderful scenes between the child
Four directors are waiting for stories and
one director. Cliff Smith, maker of actress Barbara Connolly, and the Chinese
Western thrillers, is putting the finishing
cook; and "The Hopper," from ^Meredith
touches to his latest Roy Stewart vehicle.
Nicholson's story of the same name, on
which Thomas N. Heffron handled the
E. Mason Hopper, whose last feature
megaphone.
was " Her American Husband," a romance
The Triangle directors who are waiting
of the Orient, has begun shooting on a
to
begin work on new subjects are Jack
seven-reel feature by E. Magnus Ingleton,
Dillon, Raymond V/ells, Jack Conway and
the title of which has not been announced.
Walter Edwards.
Director Frank Borzage, with two

Pathe

Keeps

Eye

Proves Its Claim to Timely Dominance with Russian Films Uncovering German Plots — Filmed
by Donald C. Thompson
without some
a weekthatpasses
HARDL
newYevidence
Pathe is one of the
few companies really keeping a close eye
to world activities in connection with the
war. The first and second weeks in the
new year are no exceptions.
As official distributor of French and
British war pictures, the Pathe Company
has added to its record in getting the animated documents of the conflict before the
American public by arranging to present
throughout the country the films of Russia
in revolt, taken by Donald G. Thompson,
the j'oung Kansan who spent three years in
the trenches " cranking " actual battle
scenes amid a rain of German bullets and
shells.
This picture, which was given its
premiere in America at the Strand theatre,
New York, will be shown under the title,
" The German Curse in Russia," and has

on World
War
many scenes which show the workings and
results of the German propaganda of lies
which strates
Mr.was responsible
Thompson'sfor camera
demonwhat happened
in Russia.
Mr. Thompson risked death, it is said,
repeatedly, to get a real record of the
struggle in Russia. The result is a picture
with ■' over the top " charges, an actual
bombardment of Turkish boats by the Russian BlackinSeaaction,
Fleet,scenes
the women's
Battalion
of Death
incidental
to the
visit of Mrs. Emmaline Pankhurst, the
English suffragette who delivers a message
to Mme. Botchkarwa, organizer and leader
of these modern Amazons, and many other
remarkable scenes.
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Goldwyn's Three Feminine Aces, Mae Marsh, " Madge
Kennedy
Normand,
Have " New
Features for Release Shortly, Titled " Fields of Honor,"
Our Little
Wife "andand Mabel
" Dodging
a Million
Respectively

''Our Little Wife"
Goldwyn
Announcement
Have Been
to Success
All

Films

Also Indicates They
Shown in Antipodes
— Bolster Handles
the Details

ACCORDING to reports this week
through Goldwyn's publicity department, pictures made by that company have
at last made the long trip to Australia and
the Orient, now made more slow and difficult by the War, and have been privately
shown to two groups of exhibitors in the
Antipodes. Both showings were arranged
by Goldwyn's special representative, Harold Bolster, now touring the world in the
interest of the new corporation. A letter,
just received at the home office after a
delay, is said to record special trade showings at the Theatre Royal, Sydney, New
South Wales, on Nov. 18, and at Melbourne on Nov. 25.
Both gatherings brought forth, it is said,
the leaders in the film industry of Australia and New Zealand, Harry Hayward of
Auckland, who is chairman of the New
Zealand Motion Pictures Supplies Co., con-

Reach
Orient
trolling over fifty theatres on the island,
making a special trip to Sydney to be
present at the showing. On both occasions, the first two Goldwyn releases,
" Polly of the Circus," starring Mae
Marsh, and " Baby Mine," starring Madge
Kennedy, were shown.
The Australian Variety and Show
World, a trade journal, wrote of the Sydneywynshowing
" The unfurled
first of the
GoldPictures: were
on new
the screen
to a massed audience who all expressed
admiration for the new feature films.
' Baby Mine,' by Margaret Mayo, is a production of the highest art and stars Madge
Kennedy, who has a charming personality.
' Polly of the Circus,' by the same author,
is a gem of motion picture art, and features the dainty and fascinating star, Mae
Marsh, who is more fascinating than ever
before. Goldwyn Pictures reach the highest point of cinema art, and all of us have
a lot that is worth while to look forward
to. Goldwyn Pictures will make a name
for themselves in Australia and in fact
through Australasia."

Universal Films ''The Flash of Fate"
one of the members of the staff, the
BECAUSE one of the staff of the production department at Universal City
plot of the story was revealed. Production Director Henry McRae, when the
has a good memory for stories and a
poor one for the names of authors, Her" buck " was passed to him, remembered
the story, having read it several years ago,
bert Rawlinson will soon appear in a fivebut' he failed to recall the author's name
reel story, " The Flash of Fate," that has
or whether he had read it in a book or
been created on a chance of its original
writer turning up at some subsequent date
magazine. Diligent inquiry failed to shed
further light upon the authorship or
to claim his recompense. The announcesource of the plot. Finally Mr. McRae
ment is made by Univcrsal's publicity department that the amount to be paid, when
told Mr. Brady to start the wheels in
the real author of the story shall bring
motion. Mr. Brady accordingly commissioned James W. Atkinson to prepare the
proof of his work, will be decided by a
story, and Waldemar Young was then
committee of play-brokers ; one to be
chosen by each of the principals to the
assigned to the scenario work, the result
decision and a third to be nominated by being passed along to Elmer Clifton, who
the two referees thus selected.
consulted with Herbert Rawlinson — and so
" The Flash of Fate " was screened.
"The Flash of Fate" will reach the
screen under unusual circumstances. While
The completed offering arrived in New
York January 2 and was shown to the
Col. Jasper E. Brady, of Univcrsal's scenexecutives of Universal.
ario department, was in conversation with

Is Nearly

Completed
Madge Kennedy's latest vehicle, " Our
Little Wife," the Goldwyn picturization of
Avery Hopwood's stage piece, is said to be
rapidly nearing completion at the Goldwyn
Fort Lee studios.
Miss Kennedy, whose most recent work
was in " Baby Mine " and " Nearly Married," is surrounded by a notable cast in
" Our Little Wife," according to announcements. Her leading man is George Forth,
and others in the cast are William Davidson, Wray Page, Kempton Greene, Walter
Hiers and Marguerite Marsh.

s"
r
"Thai
to Autho
Print Sends
Goldwyn
Following the receipt of a letter from
Anatole France, author of " Thais," expressing the writer's compliments and appreciation upon the completion of the
screen version of the story, with Mary
Garden in the star role, Goldwyn is preparing to send a special print of the picture to Paris so that the author may see
the film shortly after its release in America.
" Thais " was presented at the Strand in
New York the week of January 1, and
drew big houses.
Zoe Rae Has New Director
Rhea Berger has been engaged to direct
a special Universal company headed by
Zoe Rae, the child actress. At present
he is preparing to screen a story entitled
" Little Miss Sherlock," by Norris Shannon, which has been put into screen form
by Frank Howard Clark.
Mr. Berger is well known as a director
of cinema features and not so long ago
his name was familiar in the theatrical
world as among the foremost stage directors. The ground-work of his success as a photoplay producer was laid
at the Western Essanay studios. Later,
during an engagement of more than two
years with the American company, he
staged a number of Mutual's successes,
including
several of Kolb and Dill's feature comedies.

January

Spoor Begins Taylor
Holmes . Subject
George K. Spoor has begun production
of Taylor Holmes' next picture, " A Pair
of Sixes," by Edward Peple.
" A Pair of Sixes " is often called Mr.
Peple's most successful stage play, although
he is well remembered for his " The Colothers.lege Widow," " The Prince Chap " and
The production is in the hands of L. C.
Windom, who produced " Ruggles of Red
Gap," " Uneasy Money " and all other
Taylor Holmes pictures. Following " A
Pair of Sixes," Taylor Holmes will start
work on " The Rainbow Chaser," an adaptation of the Saturday Evening Post story,
" Mr. manWilliams
Takes a Chance," by FreeTilden.
Tourneur Covers Nudity
with Artistry
Maurice Tourneur, the director who is
producing for Artcraf t Maeterlinck's " The
Blue Bird," is said to be using his artistic
technique to the fullest in order to satisfy
the most critical in the scenes calling for
nude figures. That Director Tourneur will
make these scenes acceptable to all photoplay patrons is claimed by Artcraft.
" Nudity in itself is not objectionable,"
said Mr. Tourneur, " unless it is used as a
means to attract an unhealthy mind. Nude
figures are shown in ' The Blue Bird,' but
the circumstances are such that they will
be viewed with reverence rather than excite thoughts of immodesty."
Polo and Reed Head Serial
Company
Carl Laemmle recently stated, in a forecast of Universal's activities for the forthcoming year, that his organization would
go into the work of producing serials more
extensively than ever. For six years the
Universal forces have been making and distributing serials and had five chapterstories either released, in the making or
arranged for when the year 1918 began.
Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber are now
appearing in "The Mystery Ship" and
before that serial shall pass the tenth episode of its sixteen-chapter career Eddie
Polo and Vivian Reed will start " The
Bull's Eye " on its way. Supporting these
stars will be an unusually numerous cavalcade of riders, for the plot of the piece
deals exclusively with events upon the
sheep and cattle ranges of the Southwest.
Two
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Artcraft

Pictures Run

on Broadway
Artcraft Pictures entertained the patrons
of two New York motion picture palaces
on Broadway the past week. At the Rivoli
theatre, S. L. Rothapfel's latest achievement, Douglas Fairbanks in " A Modern
Musketeer " was the initial feature attraction of the new theatre.
After several months' delay, owing to
court procedures. New Yorkers were
finally able to see the initial William S.
Hart-Ince picture released by Artcraft,
"The Narrow Trail," at the Rialto.

Carey

Subjects

Universal Intends to Specialize in
Them, and Scripts and Cast Are
Carefully
Chosen — Molly
Malone Leading Woman
UNIVERSAL intends to specialize in
Harry Carey features, directed by
Jack Ford, as one of the production plans
announced for tfie forthcoming year. Universal contends that Carey has been created as a star during the time he has been
engaged at Universal City and it is the
managerial purpose to realize to the fullest
extent on his popularity by giving him better opportunities than he has ever had before. To that end Director Jack Ford has
made careful selections not alone of manuscripts but of players who will support
Carey in acting the parts and following his
lead in the saddle.
Molly Malone has been definitely assigned
as Carey's featured leading lady and the
first of the Carey specials will be seen January 28, when " The Phantom Riders " will
be released. This is particularly an adven-

Vitagraph

Begins

Are
Played
Up
ture in which wild riding is featured, but
his next offering, " Wild Women," on February 25, will be a comedy that takes the
cowboys on to the ocean to finish off their
escapade.
Director Ford has now in preparing two
more productions that will serve Carey with
special fitness, besides providing Molly
Malone- with agreeable roles. They are
" Back to the Right Trail," made from
Frederick R. Becholdt's story, and " Lin
McLean," founded on Owen Wister's novel
of the same title. Betty Schade, Vesta
Pegg, Edward Jones, M. K. Wilson, William Carroll, Helen Wright, Martha
Mattox, Roy Clark and L. M. Wells will be
active in Carey's support.
These Carey features, to be offered at
regular intervals during the coming year,
will carry a special equipment of advertising and publicity. It is the declared purpose of Universal to give its exhibitors
every possible facility for realizing to the
last possible sale of an admission ticket for
these attractions.

Production

for

State

This picture which is to show the people how New York State had handled
problems of the espionage, sedition and intrigue, is promised as one of the big offerings of the year in the motion picture
industry. The story was written by Robert W. Chambers, and is said to be one of
the very finest pieces of literature that this
writer has produced. The picture will be
an official document, inasmuch as the plans
for it were drafted in conference between
Governor Whitman's advisors, Albert E.
Smith, Walter W. Irwin, general manager
of the Vitagraph distributing organization,
and leading military and civil officials of
New York State. Also, archives of the
state were thrown open to Mr. Chambers
for the writing of his story.

Albert E. Smith, President of Vitagraph,
Helps Gladys Leslie Raise a Service Flag
With Seventy-seven Stars

WORK was Started January 2 on the
patriotic picture which Vitagraph is
going to make for State Defense Council
of New York. This is a picture in which
Governor Whitman, of the Empire State,
will appear.
Corinne Griffith and Webster Campbell,
the Vitagraphers who will be featured in
the picture, were taken to the Erie Canal,
to the State Capitol at Albany, and to the
Hudson, making scenes at each place under the direction of John Robertson, who
was chosen by Albert E. Smith, president
of Vitagraph, to direct the production.

Paralta Affords Study of
Paris Life
In the next Paralta Play whose star is
Bessie Barriscale, and the title of which
is " Within the Cup," an opportunity is
said to be afforded photoplay patrons to
study and compare the artistic Bohemian
life of Paris and that of New York.
The story begins in the famous Quartier
Latin of Paris and ends in Greenwich Village, which is Manhattan equivalent for
the Parisian locale of writers, artists and
models. The sets for the Parisian beginning of the photoplay were made from
drawings and photographs made under the
direction of the author, Monte Katterjohn,
and supplemented by instructions personally given at the Paralta Studios by Mr.
Katterjohn.
For the purpose of having the Greenwich Village sets as atmospheric as possible, Mr. Kattehjohn made a special trip
from the Paralta Studios to New York.
In Greenwich Village photographs and
drawings were made under his direction.
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Lovely Winter Surroundings and Unusual Situations are Said to Abound
in " A Sorelle
Daughter of Uncle Sam,' ' a Jaxon-General Production With Jane Vance
and William
Melford
Truth

Again

Outdoes

(iencral l^^ilni Claims Thrilling Scenes
in Jaxon New Serial are Founded
on R'eal Spy Incidents in
Army Circles
ACCORDING to a new announcement
by General Film Corporation, the
old adage to the effect that truth is
stranger than fiction has been vindicated
again in the filming of "A Daughter of
Uncle Sam," the Jaxon serial to be released through General Film Company.
-Many, if not all, of the most thrilling
scenes in the twelve episodes which form
this patriotic serial, are said to he founded
u])on true incidents which have taken place
since Germany began her spy and intrigue
propaganda in this country. Such events
as the Black Tom disaster, which cost
many lives and did damage amounting to
$25,000,000. the attempt to l)low up the
W'elland Canal, the destruction of scores
of munitions and manufacturing plants engaged in war work, and the systematic
manner in which the German liners interned in America were damaged and
wrecked on orders from Berlin arc all
said to be reflected in the rapid succession
of scenes filmed for this martial kaleidoscope.
The ramifications of German spies and
agents of destruction have long since Ijecn
confirmed by a series of exposures which
have brought the war very close home to
Americans. These exposures have proprovided a wealth of material for a serial
of this sort, and the difficulty has been to
choose a limited mimber of incidents out
of the hundreds available which could be
utilized in the filming f)f "A Daughter of
Sam."
Uncle
Jane Vance as the heroine takes the part
of the main fcrreter out of enemy spies,
seconded by William Sorelle as an American Army officer.
Two things have been accomplished in
limiting each episode to one reel. Dramatic quality has been obtained, it is said, by
crowding a sufficient number of incidents
to make two reels into the one-reel epi-

Fiction

sode. Tilt' elimination of draggy scenes is
said to ha\e speeded up the action sufficiently to guarantee that there will be no
dull moments.
The first episode of " A Daughter of
Uncle Sam " is expected to be ready Jan.
19. Advance inquiries indicate an unusually attractive list of bookings.
June
Elvidge Mends
" Broken Ties "
" Broken Ties " is announced as the title
of the World- Picture Brady-Made in which
June Elvidge will next appear as the staiplayer. Arthur Ashley is to be featured
with Miss Elvidge in this photoplay, in
which the heroine, finding herself in a harrowing situation, hemmed in from every
side, takes the crisis into her own hands
and works out her destiny unaided.
New

Producing

Company

Gets StartedA new prodiicin.g company has l)Cgnn
operations in New York, its oljject being to
provide a series of single-reel comedies.
The Sargent Film Corporation under
which name it is organized, has taken lease
of a studio on the Fort Lee side of the
Hudson river and has begun filming its
subjects, which will feature as comedienne
Edith Sargent, formerly a Universal player.
The productions are under the personal
supervision of George Orth, who has had
experience with the Biograph, Eclair, Gaumont, Yankee, Republic and Victor companies. An excellent supporting company
for Miss Sargent has been engaged.
The cinematographer for the new organ^
ization is Otto Schaefer, well known among
the Jacksonville studios and more recently
chief cameraman for the Tisdale Films of
New York.
Negotiations are said to be on for the release of the Sargent product through one
of the large distributing companies.

Builds

Town

in

Hawaii
Director George H. Melford, who recently took his Lasky Players, headed by
Sessue Hayakawa and Margaret Loomis,
to Hawaii for scenes in Paramount's " Hidden Pearls," built a native city in one day,
it is said on the beach at Kalapana.
The company at the islands consisted of
George HI Melford, the director; Claude H.
Mitchell, assistant; Paul Perry, Henry Kotani and Edward Rice, cameraman, while
the players included the star, Sessue Hayal<awa, Margaret Loomis, Noah Beery,
( larcnce Geldart. Others in the cast who
did rot .go to the, islands are Theodore
ivobcrts.and
Elorence/A''idor,
Jack Holt, John
llurton
Hcnrv Woodward.
Reid

Starts Detective

Pic-

ture
Wallace Reid, Paramount star, who recently came to New York from California,
will begin activities at the Famous Players
studio shortly on a new type of story in
which he will play a detective hero. The
picture has been adapted from the book,
" Marcell Levignet," by Elwyn I^arron, the
scenario for which has been made by Margaret Turnbull.
Paramount has announced that " The
Thing We Love," a Paramount picture
starring Wallace Reid and Kathlyn Williams isto be released February 18, following the appearance of Mr. Reid as a star
in " Rimrock Jones," on January 21.
Petrova

Engages Lucille
Laverne
It was announced last week that Lucille
Laverne, of the legitimate stage, has been
engaged by Madame Petrova for a role in
the star's third picture, called "The Life
Miss Laverne began her screen career
with Paula Blacton, and since then has
played with Maxine Elliott in " The Eternal
Magdalene
" and with Mary Garden in the
Mask."
(joldwyn production of " Thais."
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D'Orsay Completes Work
in Spoor Film
I-awrence D'Orsay has returned to New
York, having completed his work in
George K. Spoor's picture, " Ruggles of
Red Gap." Mr. D'Orsay assumed the
role of "The Honorable George'.' in this
Taylor Holmes production.
" Ruggles of Red Gap " was completed
on the last day of the old year. Director
L. C. Windom was compelled to work
his company overtime during the last few
days, as the scene-taking in Arizona ate
up more time than had been anticipated.
Paramount Changes Name
of Ray Film
Charles Ray's newest picture for Paramount, work on which has been started and
which was announced under the title of
" Let's Go ! " has shed the latter name, and
is now known as " The Family Skeleton."
Sylvia Bremer is Ray's chief feminine
support.
Ann

Pennington
Sunshine

Spreads

Alice Hegan Rice's novel, " Calvary Alley," which as " Sunshine Nan " is Ann
Pennington's next vehicle on the Paramount program, is said to be full of human
interest. Miss Pennington plays the part

Ann Pennington, Star
of " Sunshine Nan," for
Paramount
of Nance Molloy, of the slums, who evolves
gradually into a position of respect in the
world without imposing upon credulity.
The story is said to be replete with action
and radiates with comedy situations particularly adapted to the star.

Is Started
Serial
Vitagraph
West Coast Studios Are Scene of brother of the Vitagraph president, has
thoroughly mapped out a tour of the west
Action, with Hedda Nova and
coast states, covering those locations necesFrank Glendon Starred — In
sary for the action of the story.
Fifteen Episodes
Hedda Nova is considered by Albert E.
Smith to be the ideal actress for the leadON Wednesday, January 2, Vitagraph
formally inaugurated production at
ing role.
With the addition of a new stage 300 by
its West Coast studios of "The Woman in
150 feet, two new concrete buildings for
the Web," the fifteen-episode serial starring Hedda Nova and Frank Glendon,
dressing rooms and storage of sets, and imwhich will be released immediately upon the
proved photographic facilities of the latest
conclusion of the first run of " Vengeance
type, the Western Vitagraph studio is per— and the Woman."
fectly equipped for the production requirements of this serial, which will be more
Like its predecessors, " The Fighting
elaborate in scenic investiture than any
Trail " and " Vengeance — and the Woman,"
this serial is said to be punctuated with in- previous Vitagraph production.
cidents that require unusual outdoor loca■■ The time is past when a serial may be
tions such as furnished by the vast tracts
ground out as so many disjointed reels of
of mountain land surrounding the Califorincidents," stated Mr. Smith in reviewing
nia studios of Vitagraph. The story, which
plans for launching the new production.
is the joint work of Albert E. Smith, presi- We must give to them an entirely different
dent of Vitagraph and Cyrus Townsend
type of story than we employ for five-reel
Brady, is claimed to be of an entirely dif- subjects, just as the novelist treats his ficferent nature, however, than that of the
tion material quite differently than does a
other serials and deals with international
short story writer. There must be a vital
episodes that require a variety of exterior
theme, carrying a big train of thought in
and interior setting.
a simple, direct way, and this is what Mr.
Brady and I have endeavored to do in
The plot carries the players over threequarters of the globe, from Petrograd,
' The Woman in the Web.' The success
through Russia and many of the warring
of ' The Fighting Trail ' and ' Vengeance —
countries of Europe. Since it is manifestly
and the Woman ' has exceeded my most
optimistic hopes, and this new serial will
impossible to film episodes in the actual locale of the story, Director David Smith,
surelv go them one better.

Over
the Top"
Is Under
Way
Vitagraph Shoots First Scenes with the history of the industrj- has any production been released that has had so many
Sergeant Empey on January 2 —
parallel publicity and advertising drives
President Smith Supervises
made, each in independent channels, but all
Production Work
combining to a single smash to put over a
personality. Walter W. Irwin, general
SERGEANT ARTHUR GUY EMPEY,
Lois Meredith and a company of Vit- manager of Vitagraph distributing organization, calls particular attention to the fact
agraph artists, started work on W'ednesthat this is not a promise of what is to be
day, Januarylast2, week,
on " Over
the Top." has
As
done, but points out that these drives are
announced
this melodrama
for its basis Empey's war book, " Over the being made now. He saj-s that a glance at
the records of Empey's accomplishments,
Top,"
been read by over two and
the sale of his book, the sums raised by him
a half which
millionhaspeople.
for the Liberty Loan, the smoke fvmds, and
Albert E. Smith, president of the Vitagraph Company, is himself supervising the the Red Cross, and the ovations that he has
been accorded at all of his public appearproduction of this feature with the assistance of Wilfrid North, production manager
ances, bear witness of the appeal that Sergeant Empey makes to the American pubof the Eastern studios, and Sergeant Emlic. This appeal, Mr. Irwin says, is the
pey, whose intimate knowledge of trench
guarantee
to exhibitors of months of calife
should
assure
the
accuracy
of
the
settings.
pacity business on the big picture.
Coincident with the Vitagraph production
of " Over the Top," it is said, there will be Essanay Selects Girls for
four distinct nation wide advertising and
Comedies
publicity drives. First, there will be the
Essanay has selected several dozen girls
advertising and publicity campaign made
from a group of nearly two hundred to
by Vitagraph on behalf of its production.
Second, there will be the Empey lecture
appear
Film one-a-w'eek
comedies,in ititswasGeneral
announced
last week.
tour, which will carry him over the entire
country. Third, there will be the simultanThe release for January 12 is " One
eous publication in newspapers all over the
Night," depicting the wholesale complications arising from the innocent efforts of
country of his sj-ndicated articles. Fourth,
there will be the continued drive by G. P. a '■ gentleman drunk " to regain his hat,
fallen to the sidewalk from his hotel room
Putnam & Sons, his book publishers, on
window. In it figure many girls alarmed
" Over the Top," and on Empey's new book,
in the middle of the night by the cry of
"First Call; or. Guide Posts to Berlin,"
'■ burglar " and a number of characters
which was published on January 5.
Vitagraph claims that never before in • that are said to afford many laughs.
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Annette Kellermann, She of the Form Divine, Has Completed for William Fox What Is Said to Be a Marvelous Sub-Sea Photofantasy, Called " Queen
of the Sea "
Painting
Jewel Gets Rights to a
Fox
Prepares
a
New
Standard
Jewel Productions, Inc., announced last
" Cheating the Public " Is Second of " not only has a great deal in common with week that it has secured, through its pub' The Honor System,' but decidedly surProducer's Cinemelodramas That
passes it in quality and quantity of high
licity department, the rights to publication
Claim Drury Lane Thrills —
grade thrills and in strong, compelling, vital of the " Chase portrait " of Edward Everett
Released January 20
heart interest. It is melodrama of the Hale, author of " The Man Without a
ffOrROXGER, bigger, more gripping highest order. It expresses exactly what I
The picture, which is the property of
than ' The Honor System ' " is Wil- meant when I coined the word ' cinemeloThomas
P. August, of New York, has been
Country."
drama.'
Food
profiteering
and
child
labor
Ham Fox's description of the second in his conditions in factories are phases of the loaned to the Boston Museum of Fine Arts
series of one-a-year, all star productions
and is the work of the late William Merwhich he calls " cinemelodramas " and story, and furnish the underlying theme of ritt
Chase. At the time of the sitting Dr.
which he promised at the time of their the plot, but it is by no means dependent
Hale was seventy-five years old. The picinauguration would surpass even the stir- on these factors either for its remarkable
ture will be used in the publicity campaign
ring spectacles of the Drury Lane theatre.
appeal
or for success."
for
"
The Man Without a Country," by
The
production,
it
is
announced,
is
to
be
ciety.
" The Honor System," which, according
both Jewel and the American Defense Soto the Fox management is one of the big- released January 20, as a Standard Picture
gest money makers it has ever put on the and will be the first release of the year in
market, was the first of this series and the that series. The cast includes Enid Markey,
Wanda Petit, Frankie Lee, Ralph Lewis,
prediction is made that the new producLetters Ask About New
Bertram Grassby, Tom Wilson and several
tion, "Cheating the Public," will far surBrenon Film
pass its predecessor from a box office others. It was directed by Richard Stanstandpoint. Exhibitors who have been inSince
the
announcement was made that
ton, who made " The Spy," and the story is
vited to see prerelease showings are by Mary Murillo. Mr. Stanton and Edward
Bert Lytell was to appear in a sequel to
Sedg^vick wrote the scenario.
quoted, by the Fox publicity department,
" The Lone Wolf," the Herbert Brenon
It is declared that a record-breaking price
not only as being enthusiastic over the picFilm Corporation — which controls the
ture, but as attributing to it melodramatic
was paid for the story and that the cost
rights of distribution, claims that it has
of the production was in excess of been besieged with letters from all sections
qualities of an unprecedented sort.
" ' Cheating the Public,' " said Mr. Fox, $350,000.
of the country, asking for option on the
rights, and information concerning the
probable release date of the picture.
Dalton Company
Works
on New
Feature
chances for actual individual achievement.
DOROTHY DALTON and company
Mr. McKim, in particular, after playing
have returned to Los Angeles from
Chatsworth Park, where exteriors were
almost every sort of a screen villain that
the Ince staff of scenario experts could
photographed for a Paramount picture
devise, will offer in this new Dorothy
starring Thomas H. Ince star, to be reDalton picture a characterization that is
leased February 4. The company has resaid
to be entirely different from anything
cently been " on location " at an immense
he has yet made known, and at the same
stone quarry, belonging to Los Angeles
time he will be as polished and as suave in
County, in order to get the proper atmoshis villainies as ever.
phere for some mining-construction scenes.
to
Miss Dalton, in the role of a resourceful
Western girl, is called upon to settle a
Metro Adds Reed
strike of workmen at this place. In her
Scenario Staff
new picture. Miss Dalton will have the
support of what Paramount claims to be the
Luther Reed has been added to Metro's
best company that she has ever had. Jack staff of scenario writers, it was announced
last week. Mr. Reed is a well-known
Holt will play the leading role, opposite
newspaper man and scenario writer who
Miss Dalton, while William Conklin, Melbourne MacDowcll, Robert McKim and
has been identified with Paramount, UniMargarita Fischer Suits the Action to the
Dorcas Matthews will appear in parts in
versal and other motion picture comWord in " Molly
Go Get
'Em," an AmericanMutual
Production
which they are expected to have splendid * panies.
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Motherhood

Theme

for

a Bit
Up
Speeds
dent Smith acting in an advisory capacity.
Greets 1918 by Launching ProducEarle Williams and Grace Darmond,
tion Drive — Puts Seven Compawho arrived on the Pacific Coast Christnies in Action on Features- —
mas Day, rested over the holidays and last
Empey Picture Included
Wednesday morning started work under
the direction of Tom Mills in an O. Henry
ONE of the most noticeable production
stibject which will be released as a fivereel Blue Ribbon Feature.
drives in the company's history was
Alice Joyce, with an all-star company,
begun by Vitagraph on Jan. 2, when seven
companies started to work on as many
is working in " The Song of the Soul," a
Blue Ribbon feature, under the direction
features. Two of these will be extra-reel
of Tom Terriss. She has in her support
productions, four will be regular Blue Riba cast including Walter McGrail, Barney
bon features and one a fifteen-episode
Kane Tries for an Army
serial. New Year activities began simul- Randall, Percy Standing, young Stephen
Carr and Edith Reeves.
taneously in the eastern and western
Commission
studios of the company.
In addition to the seven productions
Robert T. Kane, vice-president of the
started on the first working day of the
One of the more important projects unParalta Studios in Los Angeles, who was
New Year, the Vitagraph company has
dertaken is the eight-reel feature, " Over
recently made sergeant-major of trains at the Top," with Sergeant Arthur Guy Emunder production " The Wooing of
Camp Lewis, in the state of Washington,
pey, soldier-author, and Lois Meredith
Princess Pat," in which Gladys Leslie is
as announced in Motion Picture News, is working
under the direction of Albert E. to be featured with Frank Glendon.
President Smith announced a few weeks
now as high as the non-commissioned ranks "Smith, president of Vitagraph, and Wilfrid
extend, and is studying for a commission
ago that this would be one of the biggest
North,
supervising
director
of
the
comas second lieutenant.
years, from a production standpoint, in
pany.
Of equal importance to Vitagraph is the the history of his company. He said that
patriotic feature which is to be produced
Hulette and Hale Start New
the company's program of feature releases
for the State of New York by the State
this year would be made from the works
Defense Council and which will show how
Comedy
of recognized authors, for the most part.
New York State is dealing with the spy
In order to get one hundred per cent proUnder the direction of Albert Parker, a problem. Governor Whitman of New
duction for the twelve months of the year,
Bill,"
President Smith has had the Vitagraph
York
will
appear
in
the
picture,
together
called " Annexing
new Pathe comedy Hulette
and Creighton
starring Gladys
Western studio greatly enlarged, so that
with Corinne Griffith and Webster CampHale, has been started, it was announced
bell, and the production will be under the it will now accommodate almost as many
last week.
companies as will the studio in Brooklyn.
direction of John Robertson, with PresiThe story has been adapted for the
which
screen from Edgar Franklyn's story
was published in a magazine.
In the cast supporting the stars will be
seen Marguerite Greene, Marc Smith,
Paralta
Plays
Start
Nicely
King and Frank NelHelen
son. Tracey, Saxon
has
entered
upon
a new era of prosperity.
San Antonio Theatre Signs to Run
If
a
picture
is
good
it is a w-aste of many
Them Nine Consecutive Days,
elements to allow it only a short run.
Chalking Up a Record for
Santa Claus Remembers
" Ever}' good picture will do a certain
the Live Texas Town
amount of self advertising, that is word of
Film Chiefs
mouth advertising, and this is the most
PARALTA PLAYS, the first of which
War, the coal and sugar shortage and
valuable kind of advertising — the kind,
to
failed
difficulties
current
d
other attendant
in "theA without which no theatre could long exist,
Warren Kerrigan
to sweeping
Man," inJ. addition
Man'spresente
put a damper on the spirits of Santa Claus. industry with unusual interest on the occabut where a theatre runs a picture only a
when he started to make his Christmas
day, this kind of advertising is practically
of their birth, are likewise sweeping
sion
lost.
rounds of the motion picture companies.
s
that
contract
genuine
with
country
the
Everybody was remembered, but some
" There is always plenty of potential
augur well for Paralta and its distributing
more so than others.
patronage for a good picture in a city of
system, through W. W. Hodkinson.
Walter W. Irwin, general manager
The following telegram, which greatly any size and a longer run gives a theatre
of Vitagraph's distributing organization,
manager a chance to develop it through
pleased
President Carl Anderson last week,
found a magnificent library desk set in his is indicative
of the strides being made by vigorous advertising campaigns."
stocking, figuratively speaking, as a Yuletide token from members of the home of- Paralta. " Just closed contract with Lytle
fice staff. The set consists of eight pieces, and Epstein, Empire theatre, San Antonio,
for nine consecutive days on all Paralta
" Kid McCoy " Cast in
made of bronze and inlaid with silver.
productions. This gives Paralta a longer
Select Picture
Thomas H. Ince, on the West Coast, was
given a mink-lined auto coat, robe and full run than any other productions played in
Norman Selbj', known in the roped arena
equipment, by Artcraft employees, and
the belief of Mr. Anderson and the as " Kid McCoy," has been engaged by
SanIt was
Antonio."
■ William S. Hart was master of cereParalta
officials
that the exhibitors of the Clara Kimball Young for a part in " The
monies. E. H. Allen received a golf set.
House of Glass," which Miss Young and
country were not getting the full return
her own company are producing at the New
from feature photoplays that was possible
Rochelle studio. Selby. it is said, v. ill have
Colored Players Appear in and that the theatre of the silent drama
the role of a detective, in v.hich his pugilisshould be developed in the matter of runs
tic art will assume dramatic aspects for the
Storey Film
until it stood on a par with the theatre
benefit
of the camera.
of articulate drama in this respect. That
Two well-known colored players are
the Paralta productions are bringing about
members of the cast that supports Edith
The casting for " The House of Glass "
is practically completed. The vacanc}- made
this condition of longer runs in screen
Storey in her initial Metro picture. " The
theatres is evident.
by Nigel Barrie's enlistment in the Royal
Eyes of Mystery," directed by Tod Browning from the scenario of June Mathis,
" We are quite convinced that the day of Fh'ing Corps has been filled by Pell Trenton, and Miss Young's leading man will be
longer runs in the motion picture theatres
which was based on the novel, " The House
Corliss Giles, who supported her in " Shiris atbelieve
hand," that
said thePresident
Anderson,
"
and
in the Mist," by Octavius Roi Cohen and we
motion picture industry
J. U. Giesy.

Kitty Gordon
Kitty Gordon's next World-Picture
Brady-Made is called " The Divine Sacrifice," and centres about motherhood, it is
said. A man, whose marriage has been
childless through the refusal of his wife,
seeks parenthood elsewhere and finds happiness with it. But when the daughter of
this informal union grows up and is sought
in wedlock a difficult and poignant problem
is presented, calling for an exhibition of
truly Spartan courage.

Vitagraph

ley Kaye."
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Hazel

Metro
ME IRQ

Acquires
Lest willWe
" Story
be in the Forget
hands of Charles
A. Taylor.
Pictures Corporation announced this week its acquisition of
Metro declares that " Lest We Forget "
has already received the indorsement of
"wliich
Lest Rita
We Forget,"'
war spectacle
Jolivet isthestarred.
The deal,in many Government officials as a good mewhich was consummated some weeks ago
dium to bring home to thinking and patriotic Americans the tremendous issues at
between the original producers. Count dc
Cippico and J. L. Kempner, and Richard
stake in the war and the righteousness of
A. Rowland and \V. E. Atkinson, of Metro,
its cause. It is wholly American in theme
and treatment, and its presentation of the
gives Aletro the entire rights to big photodrama.
incidents which finally plunged the United
States into the war is said to be a masterly
Metro regards the picture, according to
announcetnents, as the most powerful and
defense of this country's course and a stirsignificant that has yet been made bj' it
ring reminder of the grievous wrongs suffered at the hands of autocratic Germany.
around the world war, and intends to preThe story is founded on the series of
sent it shorth' at one of the Broadway
theatres as a Metro special production de historical events which led up to the
luxe. Before this presentation, however,
declaration of war on Germany and her
the picture will be completely re-arranged
allies, and includes in many scenes a reproduction of the sinking of the Lusitania.
and many new scenes taken of important
events that had not come to light at the
Miss Jolivet herself was a passenger on
this illfatcd leviathan.
time of the original filming. This work
Helen

Gardner

Airs

HELEX GARDNER, star of a re-issue
of the motion picture, " Cleopatra,"
which is being distributed by the Cleopatra
Film Companj-, last week in an announcement had the following to say : " Whoever sees several of the best class of picture dramas that are made today — those
that are written by very thoughtful writers,
directed by men of dramatic instinct and
good taste, and played by actors and actresses of dominating personalities — whoever
sees several of these productions and then
loftily scouts the suggestion that the picture drama is an art of sul)Iiminal importance ismore to be pitied than despised.
Such a person, if he pretends himself to
be an artist — and I have heard of such
persons — is either an extremely narrowvisioned creature who himself will never
Second

Petrova

Her

Picture

Views

produce a work of art, or else a mere
jealous cat.
" Only last week I read a statement written by Tom Moore, a big exhibitor, that
made me thrill with pleasure, and convinced me that the old days of the knockdown-and-drag-'em-out kind were gone.
Mr. Moore's letter is a clarion note — the
sound of the gun that ushers in the sunrise
of new and better days. More strength to
Mr. Moore and his kind ! Such exhibitors
mean the ultimate freedom of all artists
who today are clutched by the throat by
penny-changers who call themselves ' producers.' Thej' mean the disenslavement of
the picture patrons to this hoard of cheap
' programme ' productions, occasionally
camouflaged with a worthwhile one."

Picture Takes
Shape
The writer responsible for the story of
THE ever dominant appeal of " motherthe latest Petrova play is Mrs. L. Case Ruslove " is said to be strongly typified
sell, who scenarioized the play from her
in the role essayed by Madame Olga Petrova in the production following " Daughoriginal novel, " Laurel Carlisle, M. D."
It has been directed by Larry Trimble, reter of Destiny," the first Pctrova picture.
sponsible for the Goldwyn production,
This picture is now being prepared for a
release date, shortly to be announced simul" The Auction Block," and is enacted by a
cast including Thomas Holding, Lumsden
taneously with the title which has been
Hare, Freddie Verdi and the Vitagraph
withheld up to the present time.
The part in question is said to give the collie, Jean.
star a chance to display the full scope of
the emotional qualities of her art, and it Edna Goodrich Completes
is claimed she has taken full advantage of
Sixth Film
this opportunity.
The part of Laurel Carlisle, woman surEdna Goodrich, star in a series of photoplays for the Alutual Film Corporation,
geon and mother of four-year-old Donald,
her idolized little son, brings out sharply,
has completed at the studios of the Emit is said, the individual characteristics of
pire All-Star Corporation, Glendale, L. I.,
the professional woman and the mother. In the sixth of her productions.
the sharp conflict precipitated between
The play has not yet been titled, but has
these two factors by the urge of duty
been produced under the working title of
against that of mother-love, Madame Pc" Art and the Girl." It casts Miss Goodtrova is expected to contribute a realistic
rich as an artist'.s model.
bit of acting. The scenes setting forth this
The release date of the picture has not
been set. It will follow in the Goodrich
particular situation are said by her press
agent to abound in human interest and
series, " Her Second Husband," which was
poignant heart appeal, and that the emoreleased December 31. Miss Goodrich's
tional heights attained by the star should
plays
for Mutual have included " Reputasilence forever those who have taken extion," Queen
"
X," " A Daughter of Maryland'' and "Her Second Husband."
ception toher " repression."

Picture

Daly Leads
Picture

News

in Selig

Hazel Daly, who created the role of
'■ Honey " in " Skinner's Dress Suit " and
other pictures of that series, is co-starred
with Tom Moore, whose most recent appearance was in Goldwyn's " The Cinderella Man," in Selig's production of
" Brown of Harvard," which has been completed and has been given a trade showing.
Sydney Ainsworth is chief in support of
the stars in the six-part picture.
Harry Beaumont, director of the Skinner and many Walthall pictures, adapted
the screen version and directed its production.
Universal House Organ
Changes Style
Universal has put into effect its one
New Year's resolution — to instil a definite
purpose into its house organ, called Moving Picture Weekly. Heretofore the publication has been conducted with a view
to interesting " fans " in the Universal
product and its circulation has been
largely gained through sales, in bulk, to
various exhibitors throughout the country. These copies were, in turn, distributed by showmen to patrons of their
theatre to awaken interest in the Universal
product as shown at the specific house
thus advertised. Under the new purpose
the Moving Picture Weekly will be conducted exclusively to serve exhibitors
themselves in advertising and promoting
Universal's product.
Joe Maxwell

Enters Producing Field
Joe Maxwell, for twenty-five years an
actor, and who has for the past fifteen
years conducted a vaudeville producing
agency in New York, has decided to enter
the producing end of the picture industry,
and is now making his first subject in Hollywood.
Maxwell has secured what he declares is
an unusual story for his first subject. The
title is " The Married Virgin," by Hayden
Talbot, who wrote " Alimony." The same
director who made " Alimony," Emmett J.
Flynn, is also directing " The Married Virgin," although the picture is being " shot "
under Maxwell's personal supervision.

Acrobatics Are Included in Vic Moore's Latest
Klever Komcdy, " Oh U Boat "

January
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" Clarion Call " Promises
Big Climaxes
General Film Company, in an anneuncement this week concerning " The Clarion
Call,'' claims that O. Henry's penchant for
providing last-minute climaxes of an unusual nature has never been illustrated to
better advantage than in this film story,
which is a current release in the General
series of Broadway features.
The plot is said to be a swiftly moving
romance in which a battle of wits between
two friends is featured. Walter McGrail
and Alice Terry, who have won distinction
in the O. Henry stories, are featured in
this production.
Following " The Clarion Call " will come
"western
The Hiding
Black Ryan
Bill,'' and
a dramatic
story.of Chet
W. L.
Rodgers are featured.
First Tom

Mix Drama
Ready

Is

It was announced this week by the Fox
Film Corporation that Tom Mix will make
his debut as a star of Western dramas hi
a production entitled " Cupid's Round Up,"
which will be released Jan. 13 as a Fox
Special feature. The foi"mer comedian is
cast this time as a rich man's son, temporarily turned cowboy, who is betrothed
in, }'outh to a daughter of his father's best

Tom Mix, Cowboy Star, Has Completed for
William Fox His First Drama as a Star, Called
" Cupid's Roundup "
friend — a young woman whom he has not
seen since childhood and regarding whose
subsequent development he knows nothing.
The young woman is Wanda Petit.
Others in the cast, besides the star and
Miss Petit, are E. B. Tilton, Roy Watson,
Verne Mesereau, Al Padgett, Fred Clark,
Eugenie Ford and Barney Furey. The story
was written by George Scarborough and
the scenario is by Charles Kenyon. Edward
J. Le Saint did his first work as a member
of the Fox forces in directing this picture.

"Th
e
stor
IsFenton,
Com
ple
Ann Murdock
Is Impo
the Star of
Newest "of Mary
a young
ladyted
of refinement
who,
through
unfortunate circumFive-Reel
Mutual Subject,
stances, finds herself penniless and without
Scheduled for Release
friends in New York. Meeting Charles
on January 14
Owen, a chivalrous but indiscreet young
married man, she accepts the hospitality of
IT was announced last week that Ann
his hotel apartments, where embarrassing
•1 Murdock, at the head of her own comcomplications ensue, from which she is
pany, has completed " The Impostor," a finally extricated and placed on the road
five-reel comedy-drama, and the picture has
to happiness by Owen.
been scheduled for release January 14.
" Burglars " is the title of the Strand
This production, made by the Empire
comedy, starring Billie Rhodes, released
All Star Corporation under the direction
of Dell Henderson, is a screen adaptation
January IS. They aren't real burglars,
of the play of the same name first produced
however; only Billie and her cousin, an adventurous young chap, mistake each other
at the Garrick theatre. New York, by
Charles Frohman. After an extended run
for burglars when they both try to break
there it was produced at the Duke of into their uncle's house at night. They're
both arrested, but uncle arrives in time to
York's theatre, London. The play is based
on a story by Leonard Merrick and prevent their spending the night in a dark
cell.
dramatized by Michael Morton, an AmeriThe Mutual Weekly, released January 14,
can dramatist, whose writings are already
is said to contain the usual quota of
well known.
The action is built around the vicissitudes
subjects.
Bessie

Love

Finishes
Picture
charm
of
youth
and
innocence makes good
Frank Keenan Also Completes His on the stage.
First Pathe Subject and Both
Her new Pathe Play is " How Could
Stars Begin Their Second
Features in East
You, Carolyn?" by Zola Forrester, which
is being directed by Frederick Thomson,
company having already gone to LakeFROM the Pathe publicity offices it was the
announced this week that Frank wood, N. J., for snow scenes.
Keenan and Bessie Love have completed
their first Pathe Plays, and have already
" Claims Good
started work on their second features un- " Romanoffs
Patronage
der their new banner.
Mr. Keenan's finished picture is " Loaded
Dice," scenarioized by Gilson Willetts from
the novel by Hillary A. Clark, and directed
hy Herbert Blache. This is said by Pathe
to be a powerful drama affording the star
probably the strongest role he has ever
had. He is supported by a big cast, including Florence Billings. The timeliness of
the story is expected to be shown by the
fact that it deals with food profiteering.
The one to follow it, according to reports
from the studio, is even stronger. This is
called " Simeon's Shadow," and is directed
by Ernest Warde, more than half of the
scenes having been completed in record
time. It deals with a great railroad man,
who lives for and by his road, giving it his
supreme efforts.
Miss Love's initial Pathe picture is
" Spring of the Year," from Henry Kitchell
Webster's " The Painted Scene," produced
under the direction of Mme. Alice Blache,
formerly director-general of the Gaumont
Company in Paris, with the following cast :
Chester Barnett, Donald Hall, Flora Finch,
Florence Short, Walter Craven and Jack
Dunn. The story is of a little country girl,
who comes to the city, and through sheer

Following the announcement of the
launching of Herbert Brenon's " Fall of
the -Romanoffs " at the new Forest Hill
theatre, in Newark, comes the news of the
interest with which the feature was received at the Loew theatres in Greater New
York. All the Marcus Loew theatres in
Greater New York exhibited the film beginning January 2. The bookings were
made for several consecutive days at a
time. A widespread advertising campaign
preceded the showing of the picture on the
circuit.
Hodkinson Sets Paralta
Release Dates
Following the announcement that no definite release date could be set on the first two
Paralta Plays released by W. W'. Hodkinson, starring J. Warren Kerrigan and Bessie Barriscale, it was reported from the
Paralta offices last week that the third
Paralta Play, presenting Henry Walthall,
will be released January 15, and in the future one picture will be released each week.

Motion
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Early West

Picture

News

Figures in Dana
Feature

" The Winding Trail," a forthcoming
Metro Star Series production starring Viola Dana, is said by Metro to be replete
with interesting detail and incident of the
days of the early West. Katharine Kavanaugh and June Mathis, the authors, have
laid their story in the 1870's, and Director
John H. Collins has reproduced the life of
the times with great fidelity, it is claimed.
Scenes picturing the progress of a caravan of prairie schooners across the Mojave desert are shown. One scene showing
a fifty-mile sweep of the desert was obtained by John Arnold, who has photomost of Missof Dana's
Metro who
pictures.graphed
The struggles
the pioneers
heeded the call of the West were relieved
by the Metro players, who made their headquarters atthe town of Mojave. In order
to secure exactness of detail and atmosphere, the Metro technical staff built an
adobe house with a large patio, some miles
out on the desert, for the staging of both
exterior and interior scenes.
"Madame

Madge Evans and George MacQuarrie Are Featured in " Gates of Gladness," a World-Brady Picture
World
Pictures
Ready
Ahead
Company Plans to Release One Each
George Archainbaud directed " The Divine
Sacrifice," and Philip Hatkin operated the
camera.
Week,'
With i8 —Schedule
Set to
March
Many Stars
" Whims of Society," with Ethel Clayton
Included
as its star, will be released February 11 — a
re- play in which the stern old factory owner
's new the
Corporation
Film
THE World
lease sheet
is said
to announce
is about to disinherit his son for perfectly

release of World-Pictures Brady-Made at
the regular rate of one each week up to
and including March 18.
The list begins with " The Beautiful Mrs.
Reynolds," the story of Alexander Hamilton and Aaron Burr, written by Samuel
M. Weller, with many historical scenes in
old New York and Washington, D. C, and
a cast including Carlyle Blackwell, June
Elvidge, Evelyn Greeley and Arthur Ashley.
On January 28, Madge Evans, in " Gates
of Gladness " will be the attraction, and
George MacQuarrie will be featured with
her. Parts of this picture play are laid in
the art colony around Washington Square,
and other parts in Georgian Court, the estate of George Gould at Lakewood.
On February 4, Kitty Gordon, in " The
Divine Sacrifice," will make her newest appearance upon the World program. The
psychology of this photoplay concerns the
measure of justification falling to a husband who seeks the human privilege of
fatherhood elsewhere when his wife refuses to assume the responsibility of bearing children. Miss Gordon plays the selfsacrificing mother, and her daughter, Vera
Beresford, appears as the child. In the
company arc : Jean Angelo, formerly leading man with Sarah Bernhardt; Selene
Johnson, Charles Dungan, and others.

Jealousy" Scheduled for Release
The date of release of Pauline Frederick's next picture for Paramount, following "Mrs. Dane's Defence," has been
announced by that organization. The picture is George V. Hobart's allegorical
morality
entitled Feb.
" Madame
Jealousy,"
and will play
be released
4.
The subject matter is said to be entirely
new to the films and is said to make a
most unusual and interesting production.

honorable attentions to a girl in the factory, but before he can sign the document a
disgruntled employee blows up the structure, owner and all. In this picture play,
besides Miss Clayton, are Pinna Nesbit,
Katherine Johnston, Frank Mayo, Jack
Drumier, and others. The director is
Travers Vale; cameraman. Max Schneider.
June Elvidge and Arthur Ashley in
"Broken Ties" will be seen February 18;
Carlyle Blackwell and Evelyn Greeley in
" A Leap to Fame," February 25 ; Alice
Brady in a new comedy-drama, " The Spurs
of Sybil," March 4; Kitty Gordon in "The
Wasp," March 11; and Madge Evans in
" Wanted, a Mother," March 18.
Pathe

Promises Novelty in
Feature
A distinct novelty in story and in dramatic construction is promised in the Pathe
feature, completed under the working title
of " The Mysterious Client."
This picture, the first made under the
direction of Fred Wright since his return
to the Pathe Company, has Irene Castle in
the star part, supported by Milton Sills,
Warner Oland and Caesare Gravin. It
was produced from a script prepared by
Roy Somerville from a story by an anonymous author.

Monroe Salisbury,
with Ruth
Bluebird
FeatureClifford in a New

January
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Vitagraph

Releases Story by
Chesters
George Randolph and Lillian Chester
will be represented on the Vitagraph program byFeature
" The announced
Wild Strain,"fortherelease
Blue Ribbon
the
week of January 14 by Albert E. Smith,
president of the company. Nell Shipman,
with Alfred Whitman playing opposite her,
is featured in this five-reel production,
which was directed at the western Vitagraph studio by William Wolbert.
" The Wild Strain " is said to be one of
the very best stories the Chesters have ever
written, combining a delicate satire, wit
and sharply drawn dramatic incidents.
The screen version is declared to be fully
in keeping with the original story.
Spanuth Closes His New
Distribution Deal
H. A. Spanuth, president of Commonwealth Pictures Corporation, announced in
Chicago last week that he has closed a deal
with the Central Film Company whereby
the latter is to handle " The Frozen Warning,"
Charlotte,halfforof Illinois,
Indiana andfeaturing
the southern
Wisconsin.
This places the distribution of the picture
in the hands of the well known exhibiting
firms of Ascher Brothers and Jones, Linick
& Schaefer, who immediately booked the
film for their respective chains of theatres.
The Central Film Company will give a
trade showing early in January, and Mr.
Spanuth declared that Charlotte, herself,
will appear at all the Chicago houses where
her picture is being shown.
Four

Stars

Appear

in

" Hidden Hand "
The reason " The Hidden Hand " is
called the " big four-star serial," according
to Pathe, is because it stars Doris Kenyon
and features Sheldon Lewis, Arhne Pretty and Mahlon Hamilton, four well-known
favorites of filmdom.

Triangle
Diversity
Continues
brilliant night effects were made. A street
Two Features for Week of January
carnival was also taken.
13 Star Alma Rubens and Roy
Stewart — New Style of
For the second part of the week's program, "Law's Outlaw," featuring Roy
Thriller
Stewart, delineator of western characters,
will be released. The story was written by
TRIANGLE has announced for release Ethel and James Dorrance, and deals with
the week of January 13, two features
Charles Easton (Roy Stewart), who is dethat should, according to Triangle traditions
feated for the office of sheriff in a far
and claims, come up in every way to the western town. In spite of the fact that
diversified program policy of the company.
he is urged to contest the election, he reOne is a love story of foreign color, and
fuses. Easton has planned to marry Rose
the other a western stoiy said to give an
Davidson (Fritzi Ridgeway), and with a
entirely new angle from which to construct
sheriff'-s
he would
have been able
a thriller.
to
do so. salary
But under
the circumstances
the
union is impossible.
The second seven-part feature to be produced under the new Triangle plan of a
" Dimples and Dangers," featuring Harry
Gribbon, will be the Keystone Comedy for
seven-reel picture every month will be released the first part of the week, under the the week of January 13. Gribbon appears
as a dancing master with a class composed
title, " I Love You," with Alma Rubens
as the star. The story centers around
of Keystone beauties. In spite of the fact
Felice, an Italian girl of exceptional beauty,
that he is married to Claire Anderson,
who sits for a painting by a French artist, Gribbon indulges in many flirtations and
Jules Marton (Francis McDonald). He
the picture is said to be replete with action
makes love to her and after she learns to throughout. One funny scene is shown
love him, he leaves her
when Gribbon mistakes his mother-in-law
The scenes for the production are laid for the new maid and welcomes the real
in France and Italy and the scenic dismaid as ofif personalities
she were a queen.
plays are said to be of particular attractivemixing
has himGribbon's
in hot
ness. In one case the manuscript called water for a long while.
for a Venetian scene and Director Edvk^ards
" A Straight Cook " and " A Marriage
had two palaces and the Grand Canal of Not," one-reel Triangle Komedies, are inVenice reproduced, from which especially
cluded in the week's program.

Paralta Plays Orders Additional Prints
ONE of the first announcements from
Man's Man " and stated that they wished
the offices of Paralta Plays since the to book at once " Madam Who ? " as well
launching of the new year carries the news
as that they did not wish to take a chance
that the demand for the first Paralta Plays
of being deprived, owing to heavy demand,
to be distributed through the W. W. Hodof an early chance to show the Barriscale
kinson Corporation, J. Warren Kerrigan in release as well as the Kerrigan to their
Peter B. Kyne's " A Man's Man," and BesAmong the houses which have already
patrons.
sie Barriscale in Harold MacGrath's " Madam Who?" has been very heavy and is booked the first two Paralta plays, " A
continuing to such an extent that Paralta
Man's Man" and "Madam Who?" are a
has ordered a large increase in the number
hundred houses of the class which maintain
of positive prints.
large orchestras and present photoplays for
Paralta is said to be congratulating itself runs. These houses were said to be satisfied with the music scores which are a
that the capacity of the studios is now befeature of Paralta Plays. They declared
ing doubled in order to enable the organization to meet the demands.
that the music was not only appropriate
It is said that many exhibitors went to and atmospheric but that it seemed especially suited to their orchestra.
the exchanges after they had booked " A

Mutual

Madge Kennedy, Excellence
a Goldwyn Trademark of

May

Give

Russell

WILLIAM RUSSELL, Mutual star,
stopped off in Chicago last week
long enough to confer with Dennis Sullivan and Terry Ramsaye, vice-president
and advertising manager, respectively, of
Mutual Film Corporation, concerning a
new contract for the coming year.
Mr. Russell was on his way to New York
to see some producers there who have been
offering him very tempting terms for 1918.
Before going further East, however, he
wanted to stop off and see whether his
present employers would give him a studio
of his own on the West Coast with his

Own

Company

own company if he agreed to affix his
signature to another contract with them.
And when " big Bill " climbed aboard the
Twentieth Century the matter of his future
affiliations still hung in the balance.
" I must have my own studio and own
company," he said. " That is the only basis
on which I will agree to sign up with any
company. I haven't been satisfied with my
last pictures. I didn't feel that they were
as good as I am capable of making. I had
to hurry so to get them out on time that
lots of things were slighted which I could
attend to if I had my own company."
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Paramount Plans to Release
Woods Play
It was announced last week that Paramount is to release soon a photoplay version of A. H. Woods's presentation of his
Broadway
success, " The Guilty Man,"
which
in 1916.was presented at the Astor theatre
This is the first A. H. Woods motion
picture to be released by Paramount. Mr.
Woods has for years been known as a producer of sure-fire dramatic successes.
A notable cast has been chosen for " The
Guilty Man." Every character is portrayed
by an artist. Gloria Hope is Claudine, the
daughter. Vivian Reed plays the mother.
William Garwood has the difficult part of
Claude, and Charles French is Flambon.
Enid

Bennett Feature
Comes Soon
Announcement was made last week that
the first Paramount picture, which will
star Enid Bennett, under the personal
supervision of Thomas H. Ince, will be
released Feb. 11. The play, entitled, "The
Keys of
the Ince
Righteous,"
filmed
at the
studios. is now being
Miss Bennett plays the part of Mary
Planning, born in the big North forest, a
peculiar little girl of striking contrast.
She lives in the Wisconsin woods with her
mother, grandfather and Uncle John. A
love tradegy in her mother's life is the
driving spirit behind the action of the
young girl.

T\' " Innocent," the first of the Big Star
on
* Pathe Plays, which will be released
January 27, Fannie Ward is expected to be
seen in a Chinese setting that will, no doubt,
recall " The Cheat," but in theme " Innocent" is said to be entirely different from
the tragic story.
For her debut as a Pathe star that company has selected a subject that promises
abundant food for thought. From the psychological angle it asks the grave question,
Should a woman be judged guilty who is
engrained with the sins of her father? The
film version of George Broadhurst's play
leaves this vital question unanswered, but
Goldwyn

Presents

withal it has a pleasant ending. As the
last scene of " Innocent " fades out, the
spectator will be left undecided.
" Innocent," as a stage play produced by
A. H. Woods, ran for a full season in
New York City at the Eltinge theatre, and
served as a starring vehicle for Pauline
Frederick. In the screen version. Miss
Ward, in the title-role, is supported by
John Miltern, who played opposite Miss
Frederick during the New York engagement of the piece, and the debonair Parisian is interpreted by Armand Kalitz, the
well-known musical comedy star, formerly
associated with Amelia Bingham.

Film Play Within
Play
Moore)
is
unable
to
shake
the
villain
(Ar' I 'in-, combined endeavors of Edgar Selmand Cortes), so that he can make love to
* wyn and Aubrey M. Kennedy, the authors, and George Loanc Tucker, the di- the heroine (Mabel Normand), and accordingly the three are seated together
rector, of Mabel Xormand's newest Goldwatching the performance on the stage. It
wyn production, " Dodging a Million,"
promises to make this mystery play of love
so happens that the play in progress is one
of those exotic tales of love and murder
and thrills one of the novel .screen offerings of recent weeks. Together these
against a background of Arabian Nights
three have hit upon an artifice that Goldscenery and costumes; so the hero has
w>Ti claims stamps the new picture as phoevery opportunity for the exercise of his
tographically and structurally something
imagination. As he looks over the footentirely out of the ordinary.
lights, the face of the villain there, who is
about to stab the hero there, gradually
In the course of the action of " Dodging
metamorphoses into that of the dark Spana Millian," at a time when the hero, heroine
and villain are well tied up in a knot of
iard who sits beside him, the face of the
mysterious adventures, they seek the dis- hero into his own, and that of the heroine
traction of the theatre. The hero (Tom
into Miss Normand's.

Unique
Device Increases
Dramatic Effect
In " Fields of Honor," the Goldwyn
drama starring Mae Marsh, to be released
January 14, an experiment in novel stage
setting has been successfully carried out, it
is claimed. Hugo Ballin, who now designs
all details of Goldwyn productions, determined to do something which never betures. fore had been accomplished in motion picIt is his contention that the effect of
richness and harmony can be achieved
without a superfluity of embellishment, and
whereas the average art director, to
register this, believes that the setting must
be elaborate, Hugo Ballin e.xpccts to prove
that elimination is the surest way to arrive
at the same point.
Neighborhood

Houses

Re-

port on Serial
./Xmong the neighborhood
houses which
Mutual claims have reported favorably on
the serial " The Lost Express " are : Fine
Arts, Detroit; Opera House, Hartford,
Wis.; Lane Court, Chicago; Lyric, Fort
Dodge, Iowa ; Opera House, Niles, Ohio ;
Palace, Lincoln, Ncbr. ; New Brand,
Whitehall, N. Y. ; Dunbar, Winston, N. C. ;
Park, South Manchester, Conn. ; New
l-il)erty, Cincinnati, Ohio; Texahoma, Fort
Worth, Tex.; Paris, Santa Fe, N. M. ;
Orpheum, Anderson, Ind. ; Bijou, Hibbing,
.Minn.; Pekin, Montgomery, Ala.; Judith,
Lewiston, Mont.; Lyric, Annapolis, Md. ;
Garden, Philadelphia, Pa. ; Empire, Pittsburgh, and Crescent, Little Rock, Ark.
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Clayton
Picture Gets
Another Name
Leander Richardson announced last
week that the title of Ethel Clayton's next
World - Picture Brady - Made has been
changed from " Two Women," which was
rather vague, to " WTiims of Society,"
which has the advantage of carrying a
distinct suggestion.
The rich young man in this photoplay
sets the beautiful but misused factory girl
up in a fine apartment without any evil
motive whatsoever, but gets himself disowned just the same — which makes it look
for a time as if the " virtue is its own
reward " adage worked backward. In the
end, however, the young couple are literally bombed into happiness and plenty,
according to Richardson.

Sullivan's

Rise

as

" Parentage " Showing to
Packed Houses in Mass.
" Parentage," Frank J. Seng's production,
opened Keith's Boston theatre on Monday,
December 24 and during that week played
to 51,808 paid admissions. The following
Monday, December 31, it opened a week's
run in both the Central Square theatre, of
Lj'nn, Mass., and Fox's theatre, in Springfield, Mass. On the opening day, in bitter cold weather, people stood in line for two
hours. The house record was broken. Fred
B. Murphy, whose United Film Service
Exchange served Fox's theatre of Springfield, received the following wire on the
last day of the old year from Fox's manager, Harry McDonald : " ' Parentage '
holding them out Monday afternoon with
thermometer 12 below zero. It's a polar
bear ! "
Mary

Garden Draws
ers to Strand

Sing-

Mary Garden's debut as a motion picture
star, in Goldwyn's production of " Thais "
last week at the Strand theatre in New
York, accomplished more than a mere
triumph for the star and financial success
for the theatre, apparently. Stars of the
grand opera stage, who until now have
carefully avoided the motion picture theatre, visited the Strand in large numbers,
and were doubtless converted to the
" movie " faith.

Julian Eltinge TakesPlunge
His Prize Pups for a

C. Gardner
Sullivan,
Ince-Triangle
Scenario
Department
C

GARDNER SULLIVAN, the screen
• writer, who, as announced previously
in Motion Picture News, has signed a
long-term contract with Thomas H. Ince

Vic

Scenarioist Rapid
to write exclusively for Incc productions in
addition to serving as head of the Ince
scenario department, began his career as a
scenario writer about four years ago when
he submitted sixty different stories to Ince,
and all of them were accepted and produced. This followed a career as newspaper writer which began in Minneapolis,
Minnesota. Following his work there he
worked on newspapers in Chicago, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, and at the
time of engagement by Ince in May, 1914,.
was employed on the New York Journal.
It was while working on the Journal that
Sullivan first wrote for the screen. He
contributed a one-reel scenario to Edison
which was accepted. This encouraged him,
and he submitted stories written later to
Edison, Lubin and Kalem. After this he
submitted his first photoplay — one or two
reels — to Thomas H. Ince, and it was purchased by t'he New York Motion Picture
Corporation. Following this at intervals
Sullivan continued to send to Ince one- and
two-reel stories until a total of sixty had
been purchased by the head of production
of the New York Corporation. It was then
that Mr. Ince made a salary proposition to
Sullivan and induced him to come to the
Inceville studios to serve as writer. From
that time until Mr. Ince left the New York:
Company, he and Sullivan worked together
on all stories that went into production for
the various brands made by the New York
Company.

Moore
New
Satire Is Due January 14
ACCORDING to an announcement last demand the janitor's money back, but Vic
week. Paramount aims to release on compromises by offering to give them all a
January 14, the newest Klever Komedy,
banquet for it. Everything is all right
called " Meatless Days and Sleepless
until Vic served meat to the " Weed-etarians," and then the trouble starts. Vic is
Nights," a satire on the present day condition of food economy, with Victor Moore.
given some handling, and a tremendous
" wallop " at the finish.
Vic is running a " lunch-urant " according to the Food Administration idea, by
having a meatless day on Tuesday and a
wheatless day on Wednesday. A janitor
longing for a real taste of meat on pay
Hart Scheduled in New
day gets
out and makes
who
is advertising
a mealstraight
ticket for
for Vic's,
$5.00.
Melodrama
The janitor buys one, figuring that every
Tuesday he is off he will get a real feed
The third Ince-Artcraft production, starof meat, but Vic informs him that it is
ring William S. Hart, is " Wolves of the
Tuesday and a meatless day in all restauRail,"
and is said to be a melodrama of
the
West.
rants. The janitor departs swearing revenge for the mealless meal ticket he purHart has the role of " Puck " Andrade,
chased.
the leader of a gang of outlaws who terrorize the country through which the AtIn the meantime, Vic's wife gets the
lantic and Pacific Railroad runs. Hart's
" saving idea," and digs up all the old fam-~
mother, on her dying bed, prays for her
ily clothes out of the attic to be worn out
son to reform. He assures her that he has
before purchasing any new ones.
done his last "job" and from that moThe janitor goes back to Vic's the next
day which is Wednesday, and orders a
ment will go " straight." And then he
starts in to live a new sort of life, com" herd " of wheat cakes. Vic informs him
the defeat of his own gang
that it is a wheatless day. A " free for of outlawsmencingaswith they
try to hold up the train
all " follows, in which Vic is badly handled,
and the janitor goes back to the asylum
on which are " Buck " and a detective sent
from the eastern offices of the railroad, a
threatening to do all sorts of things. Vic
rushes home to get some other clothing to famous tracker of criminals known as
replace his torn ones. His wife makes him
" The Bloodhound." This detective is shot
put on a suit which she has found in the in the fray. Hart procures his papers and
attic. He goes back to the restaurant in credentials and introduces himself to the
local railroad officials as the man who has
what looks like a disguise. The janitor
been sent to clear the line of banditry.
is back with all the " Weed-etarians." They
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Artcraft

Begins New
Pickford Subject
ACORPOR
ES
" Amarilly of Clothes Line Alley," it is
ARTCRAFT TIONPICTUR
announced last week that announced,
is probably the most humorous
subject in which Miss Pickford has ever
activities on Mary Pickford's next picture
to be released by Artcraft have finally
appeared. While the story consists prinbeen commenced in San Francisco.
cipally of amusing business, at the same
time it endeavors to show that people from
The title of the new picture is "Amarilthe environment of such a place as Clothes
ly of Clothes Line Alley" by Frances
Marion, based on the novel by Belle K. Line Alley can never mix happily with the
Maniates. It was for this production that
upper strata of society. The story of the
photoplay, full of simple and homely
the Marj' Pickford players recently journeyed to Frisco, and on which they were
philosophy is based on the idea of Belle K.
unable to begin work because of the crowds
Alaniates' novel and written for the screen
that gathered in tlie streets. After several
by Frances Marion, who has been responsible for the scripts of all of Miss
unsuccessful attempts the company returned to Los Angeles, and, upon assurPickford's recent Artcraft pictures. Miss
ances from the San Francisco authorities
Pickford's newest character discloses her
as a little scrub girl of a theatre, and a
that special arrangements would be made,
resident of Clothes Line Alley, in which
the company again made the trip to that
city.
role she is said to acquit herself admirably.
Pathe

Changes
Toto
Initial Release
that
FOLLOWING the announcement
" Vera, the Vamp — not so bad as she paints
Pathe would release the first Toto tworeel comedy on January 13, a statement this
This comedy is said to give Toto an unherself."
usual opportunity to display his ability in
week contains the news that the picture in
which the funmaker will make his initial a type of funmaking that is claimed to be
entirely new to the screen. He appears in
bow will be " The Movie Dummy," instead
very large baggy trousers and coat as a
of " A One-Night Stand." The second
in a factory where dummies are
Toto comedy will be " The Junkman," the worker
manufactured
to be used in making motion
third, " Fare, Please," and the fourth, " A
pictures. Life is so hard for him that he
be
to
are
others
and
Stand,"
Night
One
announced later.
resolves to become a regular dummy for
In " The Movie Dummy " Toto plays the a day at least and thus he is transported
to the Rolin Studio in answer to a hurry
dummy, " all wool and a yard wide."
Kathleen O'Connor, an attractive little call and the rest of the time he has to act
just as a dummy would, apparently having
blonde, is Imogene, the ingenue, the " threesheet favorite," and Marie Mosquini is no bones in his body.

Fox Claims '*Les Miserables"
Educates
The Fox management announces that the
ACCORDING to an announcement made
production has been playing to good houses
this week by William Fox, among
ever since it was put on at the Lyric thethe results that have attended the presentaatre. Mr. Fox has decided to put it out as
tion of the William Farnum de luxe pro"
duction, Les
Miserables," at the Lyric a road attraction, as was done in the case
theatre in New York City is the attracting
of " Cleopatra." It will be shown throughout the country during the next year. The
of further attention to the possibilities of
motion pictures and the arousing of the length of the run at the Lyric is still indefinite.
interest of persons who seldom express
themselves publicly, except perhaps in
criticism, on the subject of cinema achievements.
Paralta Christens New Outdoor Stages
.•\mong a number of such comments
which William Fox reports having received
The
new
open
air
stages
that are part of
recently is one from William Lyon Phelps,
the extensive enlargements which are being
Lampson professor of English Literature
built at the Paralta studios in Los Angeles,
at Yale University.
are
now completed and were put into prac" I was deeply affected by ' Les Misertical use last week when Bessie Barriscalc
ables,' "Mr. Phelps wrote to William Fox. and her company made a number of interior
" The artistic and spiritual values of the
great novel are both preserved to a re- sets on them for her forthcoming Paralta
markable degree in the adaptation, and the play, which is now in the course of conacting is excellent. I wish every one in struction.
About two months ago the Paralta organAmerica could see this picture."
Professor Phelps, according to Fox,
ization purchased a large tract of land adjoining the studios for the purpose of enpronounced " Les Miserables " one of the
greatest photod ramas he had ever seen
larging facilities. Besides the open-air
and said it was to be regretted that other
stages, which are now being used, are a
producers did not devote themselves to number of glass-inclosed stages, which will
picturizing works of similar merit.
be used during the rainy season, buildings
" The educational value of such pictures containing tiers of dressing-rooms, together
as
'Les Miserables' is inestimable," he with additional buildings to house the variwrote.
ous departments.

Metro

Picture

News

Furnishes Favorites
in Dana Film

announcement
to a Metro
ACCOR
Dana is supported
week, Viola
lastDING
by a cast of favorite players in " The Windby
written
a Metrogh picture
ing Trail,"
e Kavanau
Mathis,
and June
Katharin
and directed by Tod Browning at the Metro
West Coast Studios in Hollywood.
Miss Dana's leading man is Clifford
Bruce, who played the prominent role of
Ben Boone in " Blue Jeans," with the star.
He was leading man with Mabel Taliaferro
in " The Barricade," and has been a star in
his own right in " The Devil at His Elbow," and other pictures, including " Passion," an episode of the " Seven Deadly
Sins " series for McClure, in which he
played
Mason. with Viola Dana's sister, Shirley
Hayward Mack, who plays the role of
Alvin Steel, has played with most of the
leading motion picture companies, including
Biograph, Imp, Majestic, Universal and
Triangle.
He began his picture career in
1910.
Mabel Van Buren is seen in the part of
Lou, the sin woman. She has had an extensive motion picture career, with Kinemacolor, Biograph, Vitagraph, Fox, Clune,
Selig and Lasky.
Many Western and Mexican characters
are seen in this picture, which reflects the
life of the '70's. All the players were selected to fit the exact type ,and many of
the rugged characters seen in the picture
faced the camera for the first time. The
entire production is said to be full of local
color. It will be released by Metro on
January 14.
Illness Causes Delay
" Knife "

in

Work on Alice Brady's new Select production,The
"
Knife," which is now being
filmed under the direction of Robert G.
Vignola at the Fifty-sixth street studio, has
been held up by the illness of W. J. Kane,
a member of the cast.
Kane, who was playing the part of Detective Ellis in the story, was taken seriously ill about a week ago and under
doctor's orders was unable to resume his
duties at the studio.

Alec B. Francis, of Goldwyn

January
Universal
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" Hungry

Eyes " Release
ft'T'HE HIGHEST CARD " and " Hun•i gry Eyes," the last of Rupert
Julian's productions for the Bluebird
series, with Ruth ClifYord the star and
Monroe Salisbury her featured leading
man, have been completed, and Wilfred
Lucas has undertaken the screen management of Miss Qifford and Mr. SaHsbury.
" The Highest Card " has not been definitely dated up for release, but " Hungry
Eyes " has been set for distribution February 18.
Elliott J. Clawson's story, " His Wife
in Arizona," formed the basis of the Julian
production, " Hungry Eyes." The picture
was filmed at Seven Oaks, Cal., where the
company remained to create " The Highest
Card nature
" amid has
the furnished
picturesquein surroundings
that
the foothills
of the Sierra Nevadas. Mr. Julian, besides directing, played an important role
in support of Miss Clifford. Others in
the company included W. H. Bainbridge,
H. W. Barrows, Arthur Travers, Gretchen
Lederer and Reta Pickering.
Wilfred Lucas is now engaged in filming "The Heart of the Desert " with Miss
Clifford and Mr. Salisbury leading the
cast. Bess Meredyth furnished the scenario, basing her work on Honore Willsie's
book of the same title depicting a romance
of Indian life, when a girl is taken into
the wilds to recover her health through
living like the Indians do, close to nature.
Val Paul, Gretchen Lederer, Monte Blue,
AI Sears, Princess Neola and Dark Cloud
(the last mentioned being full-blooded
Indians) will comprise the supporting
cast.
Constance Talmadge
Is Selected

Cast

TTHE cast of "The Shuttle," Constance
* Talmadge's new production in which
she will be presented by Lewis J. Selznick, has been selected, and work on the
play is now well under way in the Morosco studios in Los Angeles.
Miss Talmadge's new leading man is
Albert Roscoe, who plays the part of
Lord Mount-Dunstan, and other members of the cast are Edith Johnson, E. B.
Tilton, Helen Dunbar, George McDaniel,
Thomas Persse, Edward Peil and Casson
Ferguson.
Miss Talmadge, in the role of Betty
Vanderpoel, unspoiled daughter of New
York's greatest money king, has a characterization said to be supremely suited
to her personahty. Betty possesses charm,
an engaging directness and a penchant for
getting her own way.
The picture is being directed by Rollin
Sturgeon.
" The Shuttle," which
beenandadapted
MarThew
for the screen by Harvey has
garet Turnbull from the novel of the same
name by Frances Hodgson Burnett, is a
tale of international love and marriage
and deals directly with the lives of Rosalie
Vanderpoel, who marries for an English
title, and Betty, her younger sister, who
comes to the rescue. It will be distributed
by Select.

George Walsh, Star; Carl Harbaugh, Director, and William Fox, Producer, Have Completed "Jack
Spurlock— Prodigal," Written by George Horace Lorimer, Editor
Six

Standards

William Fox Completes Schedule to
March 15, with Some of Subjects
Now in Production — First
January 20
SIX new Standard Pictures, some of
which are now in process of production, have been announced by William Fox
for release during the first two and onehalf months of 1918.
Two pictures will be available in each
January and February and the same number in March, the schedule, however, being
completed at present only to March IS.
The January 20 pictlire will be " Cheating
the Public." The production is being advertised as of the same class of melodramatic pictures as " The Honor System."
" From the Depths," temporary title of a
picture which was recently completed, will
be released January 27. This is the story
of a young woman who becomes an outcast
in consequence of having put too much
trust in a man, but who rises again after
she has revenged herself. Part of the
scenes were taken in the Bohemian quarter
of Greenwich Village.
Jane and Katherine Lee's third picture is
scheduled for release February IS. It is
declared to be a legitimate successor to
" Two Little Imps " and " Troublemakers,"
productions in which they appeared in
1917. Like the others, it is styled a
comedjr-drama.

in

Ten

Weeks

William Farnum's next production will
probably
be titled
" Roughis and
Ready it"
and the present
intention
to release
February. This will be followed by a
propaganda production under the direction
of Frank Lloyd and to be entitled " The
Divorce System." No star, it is announced,
will be featured, but the company now at
work in Hollywood includes Rhea
Mitchell, Bertram Grassby, Marc Robbins,
Willard Lewis; Charles Clary and a number of other equally well known motion
picture actors. March 3 is the date when
it is be
expected
thatto" The
Divorce System "
will
available
exhibitors.
-Work is in progress in one of the William Fox New Jersey studios on a picture
temporarily titled " The Soul of Buddha."
Osborne

Picture

Claims

Sympathy Trend
The latest
picture
arrive
at Pathe's
executive
offices
fromto the
Pathe
Pacific
coast studios, featuring Baby Marie Osborne, shows the clever child artist in what
is claimed to be one of the strongest sympathy compelling features in which she has
yetThis
appeared.
new subject written by John W.
Grey and M. Ramirez Torres, has the allegoric title " Any Home." In substance
the story shows how the average home is
held together by a baby's influence.
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Paramount

Sets

First of Ten Two- Reel Features
Called " Son of Democracy "
Scheduled for February 1 1 —
Life of Lincoln

PARAMOUNT, it was announced last
week, has set February 11 as the release date for the first of Benjamin Chapin's series, " The Son of Democracy." This
series of ten two-reel features, each said
to be a complete story, deals with America
and Americanism in the making, and
Abraham Lincoln, the boy and the man, is
the leading character.
" My Mother," the first of the scries,
deals, it is said, with the log cabin birth of
Abraham Lincoln, and with the humorous
and pathetic events in his early boyhood.
This release is for the week of Lincoln's
birthday.
Speaking of the series Paramount said :
" ' My Mother ' and ' My Father,' the first
two releases, might well be described as
comedy-dramas. Mr. Chapin brings forward the humor of Lincoln as well as the
heart interest and his photoplays of Lincoln's childhood are so filled with genuine
boy life that F. K. Mathews, Director,

Pathe

Names

Four

Chapin

Dates

Library Department, The Boy Scouts of
America,
has pronounced
' as orthrilling
and as humorous
as Tom them
Sawyer
Huck
" The second is especially full of action
and fun, containing a rough and tumble
fight
which Abe's father gives a terrific
Finn.'in to
beating
a neighl)or who tried to cheat
him. In the first Abe himself gets into a
rousing scrap, bringing sorrow to his
mother. On her dying bed he promises her
that he never will fight again, a promise
that returns to him and holds him back
when men are clamoring for him to declare
war.
"'The Son of Democracy' is particularly
inspiring in its patriotic scenes, so much so
that Major George P. Ahern, acting secretary, the Army War College, Washington,
D. C, after seeing the picture at a special
showing in Washington wrote, ' This film
will fill the people of this country with
hope for the future and will make them
more determined than ever to remain in
this war until military autocracy is swept
aside and the world ruled by the mass of
the people and not by a small class, as at
present is the case.' "

Toto

Comedy Films
The first four comedies presenting Toto,
•ex-clown of the New York Hippodrome,
w-ill be " The Movie Dummy," " A Onenight Stand," " The Junk Man " and " Fare
Please," according to an announcement
last week from Pathe, which company distributes the pictures dealing with the inimitable Toto.

res
Goldwyn IsDecla
ss " Thais "
Succe
Goldwyn this week, after compiling reports on " Thais " from all parts of the
country, declared in an announcement that
the Mary Garden feature has been well received everywhere, and that the critics
have all been pleased with it. In the
larger cities this is especially true, according to Goldwyn.

Picture

News

Big Plans Call Pathe Chief
to Coast
It has been announced by Pathe, following the recent leave-taking of Vice-President J. A. Berst, who has gone to the
studios on the West Coast, that the executive's trip is in connection with Pathe
plans of releasing in 1918.
It is stated that the greater program of
Pathe Plays will occupy Mr. Berst's principal attention. Stars and studios, it is reported, are both scheduled for consideration and many important developments are
expected
as aisresult
of Mr.
ISlr. Berst
planning
the Berst's
additionvisit.
of
several new names to the list of Pathe
Play stars and also a new serial producing company and a new comedy producing
company, it is said.
Petrova

Player
Returns
the Stage

to

Lunisden Hare, who will soon be seen
in his characterization of Clinton Durand
in the second subject starring Madame
Olga Petrova, has returned to the spoken
drama. The English artist who will support the Polish screen star in her production following " Daughter of Destiny "
is now appearing in " Lord and Lady
Algy " at the new Broadhurst theatre.
Moreno and White to Star
in New Serial
A nounced
as the
serial released
ff'pHE
HOUSE
OF next
HATE"
is anby Pathe,
which
claims
to
have
outdone
self in this serial in which Pearl Whiteitplays
lead. of Hate " is called by
" Thethe House
Pathe an all-star serial. The leads will be
played reno;byin the
Pearl
and John
Antonio
MocastWhite
will be
Gilmour,
Peggy Shaner, Paul Clerget and J. W. Dillon.
The story was written by Arthur B.
Reeve and Chas. A. Logue, well-known
story and photoplay writers. The latter is
co-author with Mr. Reeve in " The Hidden
Hand," the Pathe serial in which the four
film stars, Doris Kenyon, Sheldon Lewis,
Arlinc Pretty and Mahlon Hamilton were
presented.
The release date of " The House of
Hate " has been set for the early spring,
and plans are now being made, it is said,
for one of the biggest advertising and publicity campaigns that Pathe has conducted
on any of its serials.
The mystery feature, production, thrills,
efficient actors, and a dramatic story, which
will bring motion picture audiences back
for every one of the fifteen episodes, have
all been provided for in " The House of
Hate," said a Pathe official in giving ading advance information on this serial.
George B. Seitz, the serial author who
left the writing end of motion pictures to
direct " The Fatal Ring," is directing " The
House of Hate." The scenarios are being
written by Bertram Millhauser, the scenario
writer of " Mystery of the Double Cross "
,'iik1 " Tile Fatal Ring."
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Pathe's Exhibitor Heavens are Illuminated Brilliantly
Such Starswithas Comedy
Mrs. Vernon
Baby Marie Osborne, Toto, the Clown: Harold Lloyd and
Bi-yant byWashburn,
and Castle,
Farce Predominating
Universal Clips News
Stories
PRESIDEXT CARL LAEMMLE, of
Universal Film Companj^ has introduced the " beat " book to his organization,
and intends in the future to keep a true
record of all Universal stories carried in
the various papers.
It is said this special book will not contain the routine notices of releases published in the motion picture departments
of the papers in which exhibitors advertise,
but only the big news feature stories.
Within the last few months Universal
claims to have led the field in national
newspaper publicity, and the " beat " book
is expected to present the evidence. For
instance, on three successive days during
the past week, four New York morning
newspapers carried a news story in which
Universal was given full credit.
The stories dealt with the New Year messages received by the Universal from world
famous men, the new policy adopted by
Mr. Laemmle of giving soldiers' wives and
sisters the preference in hiring employes,
and his vigorous statement showing to the
public that the exhibitors are fully justified in raising admission prices. These
stories also appeared in newspapers in
other cities.
Among other " stunts " that Universal
claims have challenged the attention of the
motion picture fraternity which are conspicuous in " beat " book, are the news
stories on the Pershing album, the accounts
published by fifty newspapers of their cooperation with the Universal in screening
cartoons and the three and four column
halftones showing Universal employes knitting at luncheon.
Pathe

Continues

Gold

Rooster Plays
Pathe announced last week that its Gold
Rooster plays, starring Babj- Marie Osborne, Gladys Hulette and Creighton Hale,
will continue to be released at intervals, in
addition to the new star series of Pathe
plays, with Bessie Love, Fannie W'arde,
Frank Keenan and Bryant W'ashburn.
The Gold Rooster plays have proved very
popular and it is expected that the Pathe
plays will be even bigger in every way.

Pathe Announces
January 20 Program
ARUSSL\N Art Film and a Lloyd
XX at O. U. Phaker's antique shop has
$10,000 concealed in it. Then he ^)roceeds
Comedj' stand out in Pathe's program
for the week of January 20, according to a to mark everj^ article in the place XX and
new announcement from Pathe.
the result ca.n be imagined.
" The Cloven Tongue " is announced as a
"Brugescolored
(Belgium)
the It
War"
a Pathe
travel, Before
split reel.
showsis
feature in five reels, produced by the Russian Art Film Corporation. It is a picture
the city of Bruges, which owes its name
to the number of bridges which cross its
of country life in " the land of snows."
The cast is composed of actors of the canal and which was from the 12th to the
Moscow Art theatre, prominent among
16th Centurj^ the largest commercial city
in the X^orth of Europe.
whom is Natalia Lesienko. " The Cloven
" In Blossom Time," Pathe colored
Tongue " is a storj^ of a nobleman who
educational, which forms the other half of
falls in love with his housekeeper, a Circassian peasant.
this reel, shows some close-ups of various
Harold Llo3-d's comedy is " The Big flowers and plants and is said to be one of
the prettiest things of its kind ever made.
Idea," in one reel, produced by the Rolin
Film Corporation. Business is bad for the
An International Cartoon and Educaantique dealer. Harold has the big idea.
tional split reel and Hearst-Pathe News
He starts a rumor that an article marked
X'os. 8 and 9 complete this program.
Crane Speaks on Screen Personalities
interest in their personal alYairs — appreciaSPEAKING to a gathering of New Rotion of the beautiful sex. When the camchelle young people interested in the
era started she seemed to live the characmotion picture, under the auspices of Mrs.
Earl Braddon, a local social worker, Frank
and when
all,'
she ter
would
keep Ionwould
in the say
part' That's
for a - few
Crane, director of Mary Garden in "Thais,"
last week gave his impressions of Miss
Garden and other stage stars whom he had
been called on to produce in their first
seconds."
motion picture plays. His " star stories "
were voted novel by his movie-interested
auditors.
Concerning Mary Garden. Mr. Crane
said: "This was a revelation in my life.
She was frightened by the camera — she
was in dread of everything — showed lack
of confidence in me — when she saw the
first 2,000 feet on the screen and realized
that I was giving my heart and soul to the
work, and that I got the results in unexpected ways, then she turned right around
and was willing to do anj-thing I suggested
at any time, in any way. Her ideas of dramatic values were wonderful. A mere
suggestion of the situation and she would
grasp it in its entiret}" and build up a wonderful climax. Getting her confidence was
the hardest thing of all. An extremely
generous woman. When the extra people
were used the second day, when she came
on the set in the morning, she would speak
Neva Gerber Is the Attractive Star of The
to each individual, some kind remark —
Mystery Ship," a Universal Serial
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You're

Read—

IN

doors in their haste
and see

''THE

to get in

TIME''

Title lured them-the
THE
Posters pulled them— the
fame of the Producer drew
on. And they crowded
and pushed and shoved in front
of the doors till the doors

them

smashed in and the management had to call out the reserves.
IN all earnestness in all sincerity
we say to you- here is one of
those amazing,
astounding,
country-sweeping successes which
come only once in a blue moon
which no one, not even the Pro-r
rfucer, can predict u;Aiic/i simply
take the buviness inio their own
hands

an

walk away

Solid

Ponder—

PRICE

GOOD

If

Booked

William Fox*s
of
one
Theatres on December 9th,
the crowd broke, down the

with it.

Picture

How

A

Do

'^The

We

Price

Time''
the

WE

C

T!
Know
of a

Will

That
Good

Sweep

Country?

as
it just
know
hant
merc
knows

y
ever
when

an article suddenly

takes

the country by storm — by the
unanimously favorable criticisms in the papers — by the
enthusiastic word-of-mouth
advertising of the audiences
— by the rush on the boxoff ices— by the jumping figures
on the sales sheet.
Who

Made

Commercial

This

Marvel?

e it! Lois
r mad
Webe
S r,
LOIWebe
Belasco of the
the
Screen — who made "Scandal"
and "Hypocrites" and **Shoes."
Lois Weber who came to the rescue of the Exhibitors of the country
in the infantile-paralysis-year with
that wonderful winner, "Where
Are My Children?" the Title and
the Play that made a fortune for
Exhibitors.

Be fcurc to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " whun writing to advertisers

New
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^^The
has

the

Price

same

kind

of

of Box-office

Title as * 'Where Are My Children?"
— is the same wondrously beautiful
kind of Play — has the same Masterhand behind it all.

**THE PRICE OF A GOOD
AND
TIME" is already rushing at
speed towards
tremendous
the same record mark in what is,
admittedly, a bad year for us all.

solid
you're booked rful
r ifkinds
matteall
NO with
of wonde
if it
matter
pictures — no
seems impossible to postpone even
a single Feature to make room for a
bigger money-getter —

ask you — advise you — urge
you with all the force we
behind printed
put
can
words to show Just as quickly as you
can this whirlwind Jewel Success.
WE

Be

First to Show

a

Good

Time^'

e this maras sunris
JUST as sure
is the one really
velous picture
great money-getter of the year
1918.
—
—
—
—
—

a Title so enormously alluring
a Story so tremendously affecting
a Star so heart-touching
a Producer so widely known
a Play so perfect in detail that
you will be the short-sighted
loser of your biggest profit of the

year if you don't —
— book this picture at once by wire
— advertise it to your limit and be— show it at your first opportunity
yondit twice as long as you ever
— run
ran a picture before

DON'T let anything take your
big, sure profit on **The Price
of a Good Time" away from
Don't hesitate to postpone
you.
your very biggest Feature for this
wonderful money-maker.

**The Price of a Good

Time"

do your Biggest Business — So get it All.

in Your

Section.

Act now.

for Reservation.
Most important of All — reserve
for at least Twice Your Ordinary Run.

FMOHDIUCTirCDM
INC.

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.

Wire

You'll
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Kaiser Cartooned
in
IT was announced last week that beginning Februarj- 2 General Film will have
a new product to offer in semi-monthly single reel subjects called Novelty Films, the
product of the Merkel Film Company, of
Cincinnati.
Each release will be composed of a
variety of subjects making up a full reel
and described best under its title of Novelty Films. The featured part of each release will be a comic animated cartoon on
war subjects. The remainder of the reel
will be devoted to educational, scenic or
scientific subjects.
Officials of General Film Company have
already viewed the first three releases and
regard them as subjects desirable for any
program. The headliner for each release
is the animated cartoon. In several of
them Kaiser William II. of the HohenzolIcrn tribe and the Crown Prince are the
Modes

Figure in New
Pictographs
The one hundred and first release of Paramount-Bray Pictograph, " the-magazineon-the-screen," carries, it is said, an animated message of good cheer to husbands
and good sense to wives in the subject,
" The New Art of Dress," in which Bertha
Holley, an artist, depicts the method of
making not one, but numberless attractive
gowns from the same material.
The basic principle of " The New Art
of Dress " is a simple " slip " requiring
only four yards of material. An undertunic for this slip is made of a square
of material with sleeves long or short, as
desired. With this combination is worn
one of another over-tunic suited for the
occasion so that with two or three overtunics, any woman can be well dressed,
have a variety of costumes and at an
expense comparatively trifling. Since the
same idea can be applied to children's
dresses, this economy can become one that
will do much toward conserving not only
the family funds, but, because of the saving in materials, will release, if adopted
widely, an appreciable yardage for more
serious purposes.
Burton

Holmes

Shows

Sydney Scenes
Sydney, the port of entry into .Australia,
the only country in the world that covers
an entire continent, is the subject of
No. 100 of the Paramount Holmes Travelogues. The picture shows the entrance
of the harbor, the suburban villas on the
shores, the docks, warehouses, piers and
skyscrapers, which make the noble city of
Sydney a metropolis of 800,000. The trip
goes all over the city from the top of
skyscrapers to the Post Office, Martin
Place, Botanical Garden and Circular Quay
and a number of other interesting sights.

New
Single Release
leading characters and they are put through
some stunts that are expected to strike a
popular chord with patriotic American audiences. Other patriotic matter is also included in the releases, such as an animated
gallery of American military heroes, and
British and other allied generals. One of
the subjects of Novelty Film will be " The
Birth of a Nation," showing America':
vast war-making resources in animated
form
sented.both amusingly and educationally preArno Merkel, a young man of Cincinnati,
is the author of the various stunts in Novelty Films. He is the author of " What
Will America Do?" an animated film that
scored quite a success several months ago
just before the declaration of war by the
United States. Associated w'ith him is
artist Ran M. Anderson as the animal
expert. •
Mutual

Cameraman
in Frisco

News

Arrives

.\ftcr a motor car trip of many thousands of miles, Ralph Radnor Earle, who
is engagedfor inPathe,
filmingarrived
America's
scenicin
wonders
recently
San Francisco without a single mishap
to mar his record of having covered eleven
of America's national parks without a
breakdown or a single day lost from
work. The eleven parks w-ere Mount Lassen, Crater Lake, Rainier, Glacier Park,
Rocky Mountain, Grand Canyon, Mesa
Verde, Casa Grande, General Grant,
Sequoia and Yosemite.
Mr. Earle is spoken of as the originator of the " See American First " motion
pictures. He has been with Pathe for
five years, during which time he has taken
many pictures of more than ordinary interest and beauty. One of his most recent
fil'ms is " Yellowstone Park," which is on
the Pathe program for January 13. Another is "Rainier Park" in combitone,
which will be released January 27. Mr.
Earle is not only an expert cameraman
but he is also an adept at picking out
the best locations for his " shots."
Culture

Shows
Sailor in the
Making

The Gaumont-Mutual Weekly, released
January 6, shows the making of a jack-tar
at the Mare Island Navy Yard, California.
Coupled with time for the right kind of
sport, the intensive training is making
happy and efficient fighters for our navy.
A review of the tars, a physical drill, and
a number of difTerent athletic stunts are
pictured.
This issue of the Gaumont-Mutual
Weekly contains some pictures from the
European battle-fields. The steps undertaken by French engineers to restore the
territory reconquered in the battle of the
Aisne are portrayed.

Specialty Men Named for
Government
The Association of News Weeklies, of
which Jack Cohn of the Universal Animated Weekly is president, and which
takes in the other two weeklies, the Mutual
and the Hearst- Pathe, received on December 3 an official communication from
George Creel, chairman of the Committee on Public Information at Washington, appointing Jack Cohn, E. P. Hatrick
and Pell Mitchell as employes, assigned
to the Division of Pictures, at the nominal salary of one dollar a year. All three
men took the oath of office, swearing
allegiance to Uncle Sam.
Mr. Creel wrote: "I have taken this
unusual step because the so-called news
weeklies are becoming so much a part of
governmental work — in that they bring to
the people pictures of the war, our preparations here, our work, etc. — that I want
the co-operation to be the closest possible,
and I feel that this will firmly cement your
work with ours."

Film Teaches Better Health
The third issue of the Physical Culture
Screen Magazine, which has just been released by General Film Company, contains material for picture fans who are
anxious to build stronger bodies and
insure better health for themselves. Editor
Bernarr ^lacfadden is shown performing
a feat of strength which is guaranteed
to improve the health of any business man.
Vera Roehm illustrates a number of methods which women can utilize to good advantage in protecting themselves from
mashers, and also displays a number of
Ijencficial exercises for the hips, legs and
abdominal walls of the body. Another
feature is contributed by Henry Elionakey,
a champion swimmer, who demonstrates
the use of various swimming strokes.
Proper exercises for the baby, bayonet
exercises by Prof. William Grupp, a well
known boxer,
Prof.holds
Allancomplete
Smith's exhibition of jiuandjitsu
the
unusual attractive number of this unique
screen magazine.
Canada

Essanay
Scenes
in Scenic of

" .Agricultural Opportunities in Western
Canada," the current Essanay scenic, a
General Film release, is said to uphold
the fast pace set by these de luxe scenics
as friend makers for the boxoffice, and
is claimed to be one of the most entertaining numbers of the series.
There is an unusual demand for these
short length subjects, according to advices received from General Film.
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"besmokes
" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
a slacker!
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Speaking of Children's
Matinees —
During the holiday week the Strand theatre of New York gave a daily morning
entertainment for children which could be
duplicated in many features by any exhibitor planning such matinees. While he
might not be able to engage a charming
lady to tell fairy stories, as did Mr. Edel,
nor to have the elaborate backdrop over
whose night sky bands of angels in colored robes floated, he would be sure to
please his young patrons with the pictures
which formed the chief part of the program. The feature was Marguerite Clark
in " The Seven Swans," the most beautifully executed fairy play we have ever had
the good fortune to see. It is worthy of
every bit of commendation and advertising
bestowed on it.
Preceding the feature was the Topical
Review, which children invariably enjoy, if
the reel contains scenes of action and interest, and following it was a delightful
picture made especially for the holiday
week by Mr. Ditmars. Children love animal pictures, especially do they welcome
monkeys with shouts of joy. This reel is
devoted to unusual pets of this type, and
their behaviour when given a chance at the
Christmas stockings and goodies.
Twenty-four thousand children, during
the week, were lucky enough to pass the
portal of the Strand, and except when
stilled in breathless expectation by the fairy
tale lady on the screen or stage, were in
gales of enjoyment.
Don't you want to try it in yoiir
theatre?
C. DEL.
B.
"SOLDIERS

AND SAILORS
The first issue in the new series of Mutual
TOO!"
Weekly, numbered IWl,
makes a fine appeal to
America's
pride
in
a number
striking
pictures taken at the Great
Lakes ofNaval
Training
Station. Led by Sousa's marine band of 300
pieces, the jackies march across the great parade
ground, and then take part in a mimic charge and
skirmish. More intimate views show the men
bringing in the Christmas trees through the heavy
snow, receiving their Christmas kits, and enjoying what seem to be real Christmas " eats " in
happy boy fashion. A striking picture of the
great flag, its curving stripes and clustered stars
formed by thousands of men, is a fitting climax to
this very interesting and stirring subject.
" The steel wall of France " never fails of enthusiastic applause. Here is a fine body of sturdy
French soldiers, reviewed at a recent ceremony
marking the triumph at Aisne. And the evercheerful Tommy is seen riding back to the rear
for a well-earned
flaged London bus.rest on the top of a big camouA particularly picturesque shot of the launchfine schooner
River,ing of the
pontoon
builders at" Luther
work inLittle,"
a mass atof Fall
ice
floes on a river Somewhere in America, the pulling down of the huge wireless tower at Brant
Rock, and Little Mary Pickford leading a band
out for
recruits
and other subjects in this excellent Mutual
number.
FROM

COAST TO COAST WITH
THE CAMERA
In Hearst-Pathe News No. 1, issued December
29, the camera presents noteworthy events as they
have occurred from shore to shore in our broad
land. Here are scenes at Tacoma, recently
flooded and badly damaged by the rising of the
Puyallup River. Trolley cars stand half submerged in the rushing waters.
From Detroit east the camera man has followed the new army trucks which were given a
try-out run to the coast. The big cars come
along m fine shape, easily taking the slopes of
the Appalachian Mountains, and each bearing a
sign announcing as its final destination a certain
city in the heart of Europe.
New Orleans suffers from a $200,000 fire, but
New York City is seen celebrating Christmas by
entertaining
hundreds of the poor at one of its
armories.

DEFEATING

WINTER IN THE
ALPS
While every foot of Universal Animated Week y
No. 5 that is crowded with action and interest, its
most notable feature is a remarkably fine set of
pictures taken in the Alps, where the Italian
armies are equipped against the Winter foe with
snow shoes and skiis. Whole regiments manoeuvre
easilynersinor come
open charging
formation quickly
on the inswift
lightarray.
runmassed
In heavy snows the broad American snowshoe
makes travelling easy. Down the slopes the skiis
carry the men in hurtling flight. The interest of
the subject is equalled by the beauty of the scenes
and the grace of the runners.
Mexico, for all her new constitution and army,
is far from being at peace, as a watchful reader
of the newspapers discovers. Here is testimony
in pictures of our troops on the border, with
American surgeons binding up the wounds of Carranza's soldiers
in anbandit
enVilla.
counter with thatwhostillwere
very wounded
much alive
Spain may yet be in the fight, and under the
eyes of her king is training her soldiers in the
latest phases of offensive warfare. Even Alionso
tries his hand at grenade throwing.
Meantime, under the kindly hospitality of Uncle
Sam, interned German sailors are practising a
craft in which none will begrude them supremacy
— the making of toys.
Lively pictures of street urchins finding unexpected treasure on pavement and in the air,
an unusual " shot " of smoke and flame at a
recent big fire, and cartoons by Hy Meyer complete a particularly interesting reel.
SEASONABLE— IN A SENSE
Do you know Don Marquis of the Ne'.v York
Evening Sun? He is a most delightful " columnist." A few days ago, when the local mercury
was hovering
around
minus fourteen,
Marquis, in a number
of pointed
paragraphs,Mr.advised
on the best ways of avoiding heat prostration.
In much the same way Mr. Dittmars presents
" The leaseAnimals
in Midsummer,"
current re-in
of the Educational
Films the
Corporation
the Living Book of Nature. The rhinoceros and
bears posedelight
a shower
bath — that is.
we very
supthe rhino indoes;
his countenance
is not
expressive. The deer, plagued by the wicked
cattle fly, whom Mr. Dittmars displays in all the
evil of his cruel pointed beak, seek shelter from
the sultry heat under the shade trees or in the
pond. The Shetland ponies, using their long tails
as fly swatters, suffer little, but the poor camel,
with his apology for a tail, can only wiggle-waggle ineffectually as the flies add to his discomfort.
The buffalo fare pretty well by rolling ,i the dust,
but perhaps the smartest of all is the big ourang
utang, who, taking a tip from his human relative,
stuffs his hat with green leaves, camouflages himself with a branch, and pretends he is asleep and
doesn't mind the old sun anyway!

THIS BUSY WORLD
Just body's
to domg
remind
us wage-slaves that " everyit," Universal
Screenstudies
Magazine
No.
54 starts off with
some excellent
of working bees. While the life story of the bee is made
clear by the subtitles, the pictures themselves present only the high lights, as it were, of this insect
world. The most interesting are those taken as
the bees swarm. Their peculiar harmlessness on
this
occasion,fashion.
their one day of relaxation, is shown
m startling
In pastof days
the wordDetective,
"dictaphone"
called upat
visions
the Master
the murderer
bay, and other unpleasant but necessary factors
of a thriller in real life. Now that the arch murderer lies without our gates, this highly useful
instrument is being given a new importance in
the war against him. Here we see our boys in
the army learning how to creep within dictaphone shot of theandenemy's
how itsto messages.
place the
little talebearer,
how tolines,
receive
There is a real thrill as the prostrate signalman
creeps
forwardplace.
behind a camouflage
of
smokeandtowriggles
the appointed
The newly exploited Date Industry of California gives opportunity for a number of pleasing
pictures of pretty girls and luscious fruit. The
subject, which has been touched on in the News
Weeklies, is here given the space its importance
and picturesque quality merit.
An interesting film on the laying of a macadam
road is contributed to this issue of the Magazine
by the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
BEAUTY
Did you, Mr. Exhibitor, read a little panegyric
we wrote some few weeks ago on a Pathe release entitled, " The Waterways of Bruges?" We
hope you did, and that you asked your local
Pathe Exchange for a copy of it, for though not a
recent release it was worthy of renewed and pronged life. is its companion picture, also issued
Here lonow
by
Pathe,
the War."
quaint little" Bruges
town is Before
again brought
beforeThatus dear,
from
other angles of the camera's vision. It is not the
can2ils now, but the " Gran' Place," where stands
the
famousgates,
Belfrywhose
of Longfellow's
the
mediaeval
portals now, poem,
alas, open
to the bulent
most
ruthless
foe
in
all
Bruges's
turhistory. And here are pictures, with excellent close-ups, of the lace-makers, young women
and old, whose fingers fly with incredible rapidity among the multitude of bobbins necessary to
each intricate pattern.
On the reel, and also hand colored, are charming viewsofof a opening
fruit now
blossoms
reminder
Spring that
seems— aaswelcome
remote
as the equator.

DRAMA IN THE SCENICS
Presented at the Rialto to the crashing, elemental accompaniment of the " Orgy of Spirits,"
Essanay's " Water Powers of Eastern Canada "
(General
Filmdramatic
Company)possibilities
was a vivid
tion of the
of demonstraa properly
selected, thoughtfully edited scenic. Superficially an " educational " in that it conveyed interesting information
to thethisvastfilm"white
coal"
resources
of therelative
Dominion,
was essentially and immediately an appeal to the emotions
aroused and
by power.
Nature's tremendous spectacles of
majesty
Any exhibitor planning a program which from
first to last shall grip his audience by reason of
its dramatic quality would do well to include this
reel. And once chosen, it should be accorded the
prominence and the musical setting worthy of its
beauty and strength.
AS DREAMS ARE MADE OF
If from a score of scenic reels you could choose
those ful,parts
you thought
spectacular,
and beautiful,
and most
if you
had the wondergift of
weaving about them the suggestion^ of a dream
story, you would have, we fancy, just the sort
of Dreams
picture that
Robert BruceFilmoffers
in " A World
o'
(Educational
Corporation)
and
which
Mr. "Rothapfel,
at the opening
of the Rivoli,
presented with a soft musica? accompaniment
bearing out the feeling that here was a world
of beauty seen in vision only. Majestic snowclad
peaks fade out, to give place to dreaming lakes
or torrential waterfalls. The lodge in a vast
wilderness, for which we all at times sigh, merges
itself into a fabled isle whose uncanny spectacular
beauty proclaims that after all, for the seeing
eye. Nature is the supreme artist.

William Nigh, Director of " My Four Years
In Germany "
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Happ
t By Thin
rtan
a pace. Itto
is only
within en'^
the past few
This Impo
Is the Prophecy
j\Iade
M. H. gs
wrecks that this fact seems to have been
liollnian, of Hoffman-Foursquare
driven home, and that the apprehensiveness
Pictures — " IMuggy Condition
caused has been transmitted through the
to Be Clarified "
' ner\ ous system ' of the trade to the industry.
» (IMPORTANT things are sure to hap" As a matter of fact there is nothing to
■l pen during this new year," said M. H.
Hoffman, Hoffman-Foursquare Pictures, in worry over. The chances which are inevitably inorder will only serve as a purge ;
commenting upon the prospects for the moto rid the trade of elements that are harmtion picture industry. " The present muggy
condition which prevails, generally, will be
ing it By the time the new year has gotten well under way the readjustment will
clarified and I hope I am right when I say
have begun. In a few months, the motion
that a great deal of the overproduction, expicture public will have its patronage to
travagance and unbusiness-like methods
%vill vanish during the year to come. I normal proportions. In a few months the
hope, too, that I am right in expressing the other changes of reduced production, and
increased quality of pictures, will begin to
belief that there will be fewer pictures
made during Nineteen-Eighteen, and the be felt,
percentage of quality must be higher, for
" Then business will have gained a respite ;and renewed in the changes, with
such has been the trend of late.
opportunities offered because of
" For some time no heed has been given greater
those benefits, there should be a steady
to warning signs that producers and dis- march
onward which will manifest itself as
trobutors dealing in large quantities of film
merchandise have been going to too fast
the year advances."

New

Film

Building

Washington, D. C, to Have Modern
Film Building — Sawyer, General
Enterprise and A. C. Mathers,
Chicago, Promoters
ARTHUR H. SAWYER, of General
Enterprises, Inc., who returned from
Washington, D. C., this week, announces
that a new film structure to be known as
the Mather Building in that city is to be
erected. Mr. Sawyer promoted and successfully closed the deal whereby Washington will have a special building exclusively devoted to the needs of the many
exchanges now located in various parts of
the city. Mr. Sawyer said :
" The uncertainties regarding the housing of film exchanges under one roof in
Washington were removed this week, and
despite numerous rumors and newspaper
articles the work will be carried on uninter uptedly. Ithas been stated that the
United States Government intended taking
over the new Mather Building to be located on G street, near Ninth, in Washington, for war offices. This matter was
definitely settled at a meeting attended by
the prominent exchange managers of
Washington, A. C. Mather of Chicago,
III., and myself representing General Enterprises, Inc., which organization promoted the scheme. Tiie terms of the new
building regulations in Washington state
that practically every film exchange in the
city will have to move out of its present
quarters on or before January 1, 1918 —

for

Capital

although this order was informally suspended two weeks ago to read ' April 1,
1918,' instead of 'January 1, 1918.' At a
conference between the city authorities,
Mr. Mather and myself, arrangements
were made whereby the exchanges may
remain in their present quarters until the
newTheMather
BuildingBuilding
is completed."
new Mather
is being built
on the site of the old Washington Rifles.
The building will cost upward of
$400,000. Several of the exchanges have
already signed leases for offices, and it
is expected that nearly every exchange in
the city will take space to protect themselves against being forced out of their
present quarters in April.
Usoskin

Added

to W.

Editorial Staff

H.

Moe U-oskin is the latest addition to the
editorial . taff of the W. H. Productions.
Mr. Usoskin will assist the productions
editor. Mr. Usoskin came to New York
from Russi; in 1913 and since then has
been engaged in various branches of the
picture industry. ITe was connected with
the Intcr-Coiitirvent Film Company as assistant editor. He hcliied eslablish the New
England exchange for the Sawyer products,
in 1914. He was later connected with the
National Film Corporation and the Mammoth Film Corporation.

Print of "Belgian" Devoted
to Special Showings
The number of requests which Frank
Hall,
president
of the has
U. received
S. Exhibitors'
Booking
Corporation,
from
heads of patriotic societies and charity
bazaars has been so great that Mr. Hall
has set aside one print to be devoted exclusively tothis work.
The most recent presentation of " The
Belgian" was given under the joint
auspices of Mr. Hall and Sydney Olcott,
who produced " The Belgian " at Hotel
Astor before the Theatre Club on December 26. More than five hundred women
viewed the production.
At the conclusion of the exhibition Mrs.
John H. Parker, president, expressed, on
behalf of the organization, her deep appreciation of the photo production and
paid a tribute to the art of Mr. Whiteside
and Miss Grant, the featured players. She
introduced Miss Grant as the principal
speaker of the occasion. Miss Grant
spoke on the Silent Drama.
" The Belgian " was shown also at Hero
Land on Belgium Day at the Grand Central Palace. Miss Grant and Mr. Whiteside addressed gatherings both afternoon
and evening following the presentation of
the play. The production also was shown
before the members of the Fine Arts Club
recently and dates have also been set for
its
Dix presentation
and Devons. in " Camps Upton, Mills,
Sherman

Gets Rights to

Works that he has
Harry A. Grey's
Sherman announces
purchased the rights to Zane Grey's most
popular novels, " Riders of the Purple
Sage," " The U. P. Trail," " Wildfire," and
" Heritage of the Desert," as vehicles foi
Dustin Farnum, who will start the production of " The U. P. Trail," or " The Riders
of the Purple Sage," at once, at Los Angeles, California. Mr. Sherman left New
York City on January 2, for Los Angeles.
He will make his headquarters at the Alexandria Hotel, Los Angeles, until about February 18, at which time he will return to
New York and open permanent headquarters.
Bories

and Beier Added to
Sales Force
Leon Bories and Murray Beier are recent
additions to the sales forces of the U. S.
Exhibitors' Booking Corporation. Mr.
Bories who has had experience on the
Pacific coast, will represent the company
in the Seattle district while Mr. Beier will
supervise the company's distribution in the
Buffalo territory. Both men will work
under the supervision of Lynn S. Card,
general sales manager.
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West

Two

Likes

Hart

Reelers

F. J. Fegan, general manager, Standard
Film Corporation, Chicago, writes that business in the western half of Missouri and
southern Illinois with the William S. Hart
two-reel features, released by the W. H.
Productions, is booming. Mr. Fegan said
that the Standard originally ordered two
prints of these features but because of the
heavy demand, extra prints were necessary.
Mr. Fegan said:
" St. Louis and the territory adjacent to
it is strong for William S. Hart. The Park
theatre, managed by David Russell, and one
of a chain of houses belonging to Cella &
Tate Enterprises, broke all records for
house attendance when William S. Hart was
on his famous tour. In fact, a parade of
the United States Army through the downtown streets and residence sections, with
the pick of the United States troops headed
by William S. Hart on his famous Pinto
Pony caused the people to go wild over
their Western hero. Hart did some very
excellent work in the downtown centers
getting recruits for the Government.
" We anticipate doing a land office business on the six-reel production featuring
William S. Hart as the two gun men in
' The Bargain.' Since the death of Buffalo
Bill, the Western ideal of the youngster
seems to be Hart."
Cabanne Starts Producing
on the Coast
William Christy Cabanne left for Los
Angeles, last week, where he will commence his first work under his own organization, which will be known as the William
Christy Cabanne Producing Company. Mr.
Cabanne severed connections with Metro
a few months ago and since then has been
making careful study of the producing field.
His last picture was "Draft 258" which
followed " The Slacker," both productions
produced
direction. for Metro under Mr. Cabanne's
Mr. Cabanne has been identified with the
industry for about ten years. He was
connected with Triangle and directed
Douglas Fairbanks in some of his first releases. Mr. Cabanne will announce his plans
in detail in the near future. J. L. Barnard
who launched the publicitj' campaign in
New York for " Civilization " and who is
familiar with the selling end of the busiwill represent Mr. Cabanne's interest
in theness,East.

Donald Crisp Marries
Marie Stark
Donald Crisp, the director, a few days
ago slipped away from the Lasky West
Coast Studios in company with George Beban and Marie Stark and a few invited
guests, ostensibly for a vacation in the
Yosemite, and when the party returned to
Los Angeles, Crisp and Miss Stark came
back as one. They had been married beneath the mission bells of old Capistrano.

THE
INDEPENDENT^FIELD
TICKER
Territorial Sales Reported During the Past Week
Productions
Buyer
Territory
"Persuasive Peggy"
H. D. Marson Attractions,
Boston
New England Territory.
"The Garden of AUah " H. D. Marson Attractions,
Boston
New England Territory.
"City of Purple Dreams "..H. D. Marson Attractions,
Boston
New England Territory.
"The Warrior"
Midwest Civilization Company, Denver Colorado, Utah, New Mexico, Wyoming.
"The Warrior"
Eltabran Film Company North and Sonth Carolina.
Twenty-eight Sennett Produced Comedies (W. H.
Productions)
R. D. Lewis Film Co.,
\,
Oklahoma City
Oklahoma.
"A Modem Lorelei" Theis Productions, Philadelphia Eastern Pennsylvania.
"A Modem Lorelei'^ M. Philip Hansen, Los
Angeles
California, Arizona, Nevada,
Oregon, Washington,
Idaho, Montana.
"A Modem Lorelei" Merit Film Corporation,
New York
Greater New York City.
"A Modem Lorelei" Civilization FUra Corporation, Newark New Jersey.

Hall
Sees
Boom
in Spring
sembling the U. S. sales forces beyond the
Frank Hall, President, U. S. ExhibiRockies, has forwarded an especially opti. tors' Booking Corporation, Says
Present Slump Is Temporary
mistic report in which he declares that exhibitors on the coast have not felt any depression thus far and that none with whom
FRANK HALL, president U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation, returned,
he has come in contact expect any."
recently, from a trip through the Middle
" If there is any depression in the East,"
West and has the following to say on conwrote
has not yet
felt out Mr.
here.Partridge,
I find few" itexhibitors
who been
are
ditions, generally, in that section :
" Conditions are not of the best but the not making money. Competition is keen
consensus of exhibitor opinion, so far as I and. the demand for big productions is
have been able to ascertain, is that the exstrong. Exhibitors want extraordinary productions to keep interest stimulated.
isting slump in certain quarters is but temporary and that the early spring will see
" There has been a heavy demand for the
a general boom.
U. S. subjects, 'The Zeppelin's Last Raid,'
" A majority of the exhibitors with whom
J Those Who Pay ' and ' The Belgian ' and
the engagement of the first named producI talked have little complaint to make contion at the Sennett theatre in San Francerning present conditions. A few have
found that the raise in prices occasioned
cisco was a big success."
by the war tax had affected their patronage
but none was so pessimistic as to believe
" The Belgian " to Show in
that the spring would not see a big imNew England
provement inconditions everywhere. The
demand for big pictures, however, appears
" The Belgian," Sidney Olcott's production being distributed by the U. S. Exhibto be more insistent than ever before. Exitors' Booking Corporation, will have its
hibitors desire productions that lend theminitial public presentation on January 10 at
selves to exceptional exploitation, pictures
the Poll Strand and Palace theatres, in
they can ' bill like a circus ' for in these
times the amusement going public ever is Waterbury and New Haven, Conn, respectively. The New England teriitorjseeking the unusual. Commonplace prois handled jointly by the New York and
ductions that might have filled a theatre
Boston
offices
of the distributing company.
several months ago are of little value now.
Reports
have
been submitted to Frank
" In view of the calamity howling to
which certain individuals in the East have
Hall, president of the U. S. Booking Corlately given way, I undertook to sound the
poration by A.manager,
L. Ehrgott,
the company's
New England
in which
the latter
exhibitor's opinion myself and the result
asserts that bookings on the " The Zephas been most gratifying. District representatives ofthe Booking Corporation have
pelin's Last Raid " have surpassed those
submitted reports to me during the last obtained on any other production of similar
length in that territory in several months.
few days in which they set forth their belief
that next spring will witness a boom in " Those Who Pay," while only on the
the theatrical and moving picture fields that market a few weeks, also is reported to
have touched a high water mark in bookwill carry business back to flood tide.
" Joseph Partridge, who has been as-
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King-Bee

Gets

Billy
West's
Latest,
"The Writes
Slave,"
Scream
in New
England,
N. H. Gordon — Heavy Booking in New York
NH. GORDON, head of the Olympia
• Circuit of theatres operating in
Boston, Mass., writes N. H. Spitzer of
King-Bee Film Corporation, that the latest
Billycreated
West comedy
entitled "comment
The Slave,"
has
much favorable
on
the entire circuit. It was advertised, Mr.
Gordon said, as the only comedy ever made
without sub-titles and the public were curious at first, but after seeing the comedy
they were lavish in their praises for the
enterprise of the King-Bee Films Corporation, in producing a comedy that was so
ingenious, and interesting that the story
needed no explanations in the screen
version.

Patriotic

Film

News

Good
Reports
The Bee-Hive Exchange handling Billy
West, King-Bee Comedies in New York
and New Jersey, started the new year with
eighty new accounts, it is anounced. Over
four hundred exhibitors in New York City
and State have booked this brand of comedies. Julius Singer, manager of the BeeHive Exchange, says he will have five
hundred exhibitors on his books before
the new year is a month old, and his prospects are said to look rosy.
Billy West, who composed a set of
waltzes which he dedicated to his admirers,
and presented to the King-Bee Company,
with the understanding that the waltzes
were to be given away as an advertising
feature, announces that he will compose
a fox trot which the King-Bee Corporation will publish on or about March 1, to
be released free of charge to the newspapers and exhibitors.

Shown

Dr. O. I. Lamberger Handling Exploitation and Sales of " The
Birth
of
Democracy " —
Trade Showing Tuesday —
DR. O. I. LAMBERGER, who is
handling the exploitation and sales
of " The Birth of Democracy," announces
that the feature will be given a tradeshowing Tuesday, January 8, at 11:30
o'clock, at the New York Roof. It is
announced that Mayor John F. Hylan will
be present and give the opening address.
A representative of the French Ambassador, M. Jusserand, and other prominent
personages will be present.
" The Birth of Democracy " is a patriotic
picture said to possess a powerful theme.
It tells of the upheavals that accompany
the struggles of man in his advancement
toward a higher plane. The picture is

Picture

to

Trade

said to make a strong appeal to the masses.
Lyda Borelli presents the leading feminine
role and is supported by a cast of wellknown screen artists. Miss Borelli, it is
reported by those who have seen the production, does the best work of her career
in this picture.
The feature is offered on the independent market. Dr. Lamberger announces that the New York and Northern
New Jersey territory has been purchased
by the Merit Film Corporation, New
York, and that the M. and R. Feature
Film Exchange has bought the rights for
California, Arizona and Nevada.
Sales are pending for other territories,
an announcement of which will be made
later. More than 500 people, it is reported,
took part in the production. Dr. Lamberger says that he expects a record business with this picture.

Anna Q. Nilssona Select
Is Co-Star
in " Over There,"
Picture
Epoch

to Re-Issue

of a Nationmade" that " The
ANNOUNCEMENT
Birth of a Nation is
" will be presented
in the representative motion picture houses
of the country by the Epoch Company. Responses to the announcement of the Epoch
Company show a widespread interest and
are rather startling in their demonstration of
the mediums that reach the exhibitors. The
change of policy for the big Griffith spectacle was only decided upon a few days before the announcements appeared. Thos.e
were confined to the three leading weeklies
that make a specialty of supplying information to the exhibitors direct. Within
twenty-four hours of their appearance in
the first paper to come out many applications were received asking for time and
further particulars. The delayed appearance of the other two weeklies brought out
even heavier applications. The average
shows that if the same ration was kept up
for a week practically the entire field would
be covered by the one announcement. There
was no thought of keying the advertisements at the time they were published but
returns are rather interesting and illustrate
the surest and quickest method of reaching
those most vitally interested.
Representatives of the Epoch Company
are being placed in different localities to
assume personal charge of the bookings and
to map out the local distribution of the big
spectacle. Communications can be directed
for the quickest response, to the Epoch
offices, 807 Longacre Building, New York.
The Willun
AOhoGetsTHore

Detail,
•( Evidenced
by the "Harry
Stills,"Morey
Are aandVery
Important
" His Own
People,"
a Vitagraph
Feature, Starring
Gladys
Leslie, Part
and of
Released
as a Blue
Ribbon

" Birth

Attention
Than The "H^y"^*

January
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ig , iq i8
Gives Views

on
Goldburg

Amalgamation
IN the third issue of Brenon's Exhibitor, a
publication which is issued weekly from
the Brenon Distribution Headquarters on
509 Fifth avenue, and in which Herbert
Brenon gives direct to the exhibitor his
plans, his aims, and his policy in the making of moving pictures, appears a statement
which deals with Stanley Mastbaum's telegram to the manufacturers some time ago.
In pursuance to his " director to exhibitor policy," Mr. Brenon writes as follows :" I read with great interest Stanley
Mastbaum's telegraph to the manufacturers, which, I believe, was written with the
best interests of the motion picture industry in mind. Every answer I read, however, bar none, was written from the selfish standpoint of the man who wrote it.
There is overproduction. There is waste.
There is extravagance, but the greatest
danger of all to my mind is amalgamation,
which Mr. Alastbaum suggests. When
every production stands on its own merits,
and is sold on those merits and paid for
according to its box-office value, from that
day forward can the exliibitor exist and
make his fair profit.
" An amalgamation, or, in other words,
a trust, such as Mr. Mastbaum suggest,
would, I feel certain, mean for you — the
exhibitor — the feel of the heel crushing
you out of existence, and when you go out
of existence, I go, and with us, the industry with the greatest possibilities that have
ever been offered to science."
Shallenberger

and

Priest

Handling Clune Features
Shallenberger and Priest announce that
they have taken over Clune's two productions, "The Eyes of the World" and " Ramona," for exploitation on the independent
market. Messrs. Shallenberger and Priest
report that they have received communications from buyers and exhibitors throughout the country, requesting details concerning these productions and the method of release. They will institute an extensive advertising and publicity campaign in conjunction with the exploitation of these two
releases, it is announced.

Chicago
"Those

Board
Who

Passes
Pay,"

" Belgian "
Lynn S. Card, general sales manager of
the U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation,
announces that the censor board of Chicago
has passed without change, the company's
second special release, " Those Who Pay,"
in which Bessie Barriscale is starred. Representatives of the concern in the Ohio
territory report heavy bookings for the Ince
production. Mr. Card announces, also, that
the concern's third release, Sidney Olcott's
production, " The Belgian," starring Walker
Whiteside and Valentine Grant, has been
approved by the censor board for the eastern district of Pennsylvania.

Starts

Jesse J. Goldburg Leaves on Trip to
Coast — Will Visit All Important
Cities — To Close Important
Contracts

represenG,t special
JESSE J.tativeGOLDBUR
, left
for independen
productions
New York last Thursday for Philadelphia
from which point he will proceed to the
Coast, visiting every city of importance en
route. Among the cities he will visit are :
Washington, D. C, Atlanta, New Orleans,
Dallas, Fort Worth, Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Portland, Seattle, Salt Lake,
Denver, Des Moines, Chicago, Detroit and
Pittsburgh.
Mr. Goldburg has been appointed, recently, special representative and sales and
exploitation manager for Ivan Film Productions, Inc. On his trip he will not alone
exploit the attractions of the Ivan Film
Productions, Inc., but will also contract
with one state right buyer in each territory
to act as the sole and exclusive buying
representative on all productions to be
handled by such exchange in its respective
territories.
As a further part of Mr. Goldburg's plan
of service and co-operation to and with the
exchange, he has arranged a campaign of
exploitation for all of the attractions controlled bythe exchange, which campaign of
exploitation will be operated through Mr.
Goldburg's New York organization, and
will embrace newspaper publicity and advertising in the various state right territories as well as issuing on each production
purchased through his organization, a circular setting forth a comprehensive scheme
of exploiting each attraction by the theatres
booking them.
Mr. Goldburg has also closed a contract
with Harry Rapf whereby he will handle
the sale of the production, " The Struggle

Cross-Country
Everlasting," in which Florence Reed is
starred, supported by Milton Sills and Irving Cummings, and " An Accidental Honeymoon," in which Robert Warwick is
starred supported by. Elaine Hammerstein.
Mr. Goldburg has signed a contract with
the Consolidated Film Corporation of San
Francisco whereby he acts as the sole buying representative for all productions to be
purchased by that concern for the states of
California, Arizona and Nevada ; Washington, Oregon, Montana and Idaho. Marion
H. Kohn, president of the Consolidated
Film Corporation has entered into an agreement with Ackerman and Harris, operating
the Hippodrome Circuit theatres which
represent the Western States Vaudeville
Managers' Association, and controlling theatres in the western 'and northwestern
states, and which will give a film producbooking.
tion more than one hundred days' solid
Mr. Goldburg's organization centers
under one roof, the exploitation and selling
end of state right productions.
He said : " My plans of operation are
fully formulated and when I return to New
York, which I expect will be about the
middle of February, I hope to have a solid
representation in every state right territory
in the United States with the purchasing
end centered in my office, so that not alone
will a large part of the exploitation expense of state right productions be eliminated, but the time within which the entire
territory is closed be materially shortened.
As it is now, but 60 per cent of the country
is closed out on a state right production
within a month, and the balance of the territory hangs fire for, from three months
to a year. I intend opening an office in SanFrancisco which will be operated along the
lines of mj' New York office with certain
added businesslike innovations."
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''Unsettled
Condition
A actual
Fancy''
centrated upon the
production, withSo
Says I. E. Chadwick, of Ivan
Film
out
waste
of
funds
on
extravagant overProductions — • Ivan Production,
head, the exhibitor will soon note where
" Sins of Ambition," Revalue for him can be found. They do not
ported Booked Heavy
object to paying a fair and reasonable
rental when one will present them pictures
BASING his opinion upon the reception
" Sins of Ambition " has received in like " Sins of Ambition." ' "
Wilfred Lucas, Barbara Castleton, Leah
the territories where it has been released,
Baird, Anders Randolf, Madeline Travers,
I. E. Chadwick, president of Ivan Film
James Morrison- — each and every one of
Productions, Inc., says that the muchtalked-of unsettled conditions which are
them popular stars of filmdom — have their
said to prevail today in the picture indusdrawing power ; but when gathered together, presented in one release, it indeed
try, is more fancy than fact.
" The bookings on ' Sins of Ambition,' " makes men sit up and take notice.
" It shall be the aim of the Ivan Film
saidnumber
Mr. Chadwick,
unprecedented
in
in the annals" are
of the
Merit Film
Productions to always present productions
Exchange, through which company ' Sins of for distribution which will at a glance convince the exhibitor that he is getting fullAmbition ' is being distributed in the New
est value for his money. The glamor of
York territorj'. The same news comes from
V. H. Hodupp, Inc., which company is great money as regards to overcharge must
handling the distribution of this feature in not apply to any of the outlet of the Ivan
the Indiana territory. The picture was re- people. The moving picture industry
leased in both territories on December 19, should not be conducted as a sort of
and more than 103 bookings are noted by bonanza for any individual or number of
individuals, but will succeed only if it is
V. H. Hodupp, Inc.
conducted on an efficient, energetic, econo" This merely shows that the much talked
about unsettled condition of the trade does
mic business basis.
not apply to Ivan Film Productions. It
" Jesse Goldburg, known through the
trade, who has been engaged, recently, to
shows that when proper co-operation holds
sway, all concerned — be it producer, dis- handle the exploitation of all Ivan Productions is more than satisfied with the figures
tributor or exhibitor — get their chance of
at which he can close for the sale of Ivan
earning their due.
Productions. Any deals with the distribu" As an official of the Ivan Film Productions on a previous occasion said, ' If extors will be fair to the state rights' buyers
pense, no matter how unsparing, is conand the producer."

"Eagle's
Eye"
to
Chief
William J. Flynn,
United States
Secret Service, Says Propaganda
Is Necessary Too — Picture
Powerful Medium

Expose
Impersonations ofMenace
official representatives of the German Imperial government
who were the guiding spirits of desperate
plots and sinister propaganda in this country until they were expelled, and who left
CHIEF WILLIAM J. FLYNN, of the behind them an organized syp-army of farUnited States Secret Service, who
reaching influence and power, will be one
of the conspicuous features of this serial
wrote " The Eagle's Eye," now under production by the Whartons at their studio in • photodrama, " The Eagle's Eye." It is said
Ithaca, states that his object is to inspire
the characterization of Ambassador von
patriotism and foster loyalty to the United
Bernstorff and his official colleagues in
States government ; to impress on citizens
" The Eagle's Eye " will be the truest-toof every race and creed the importance of life characterization yet seen in any photostanding by the President; to encourage enplay.
listment in the United States army and
Photographs of the originals were used
navy and establish the fact that conscripin selecting actors to impersonate von
Bernstorff and his naval and military aids.
tion is absolutely necessary to the safety
of the country; to encourage purchases of Captains Karl Boy-Ed and Franz von
Liberty Bonds and financial aid to the Red
Papen, Franz von Rintelen, personal emisCross; and, finally, to do all possible to
sary of Kaiser Wilhelm, and Dr. Heinrich
convince doubtful ones that universal
Albert, the fiscal agent of the German government.
democracy is essential to the peace and
prosperity of the entire world.
The actors engaged to play these parts
bear remarkable personal resemblance to
"Propaganda in behalf of these objects,"
said Chief Flynn, " has been shown to be the men whom they impersonate. Several
necessary. The people arc entitled to a people who have seen some of the scenes
full knowledge of the Imperial German
and who had seen von Bernstorff and his
aids, express their admiration of the fidelgovernment's crime against America. Motion pictures present a most powerful and
ity with which the personalities of Imperial
novel medium to this end. The events deGermany's
the screen. chief plotters are pictured on
picted in my story deal with closed and
concluded cases and treat of facts not
Bertram Marburgh impersonates Count
von Bernstorff. Several scenes in which
hitherto made known, which are interwoven with a romantic fictional story to Captains Boy-Ed and von Papen appear
show their connection with spy plots, and
present them in an entertaining and interreveal what they did.
esting manner."

Motion

Picture

News

Harold Lockwood, Metro Star, in " The AvengLibrarian

ing Trail "
Writes

Praises

for " ofMother
"
librarian
Great Meadow
Prison
has written McClure Pictures in
which he expresses his opinion concerning
the relation of the motion picture to the
world war. The idea, he says, was inspired
by the presentation of George Loane
Tucker's production, " Mother." The writer
says :
" The great picture of the war, definitely
marks the beginning of a new epoch in the
development
is the answer ofof the
the photoplay.
industry to "theMother,"
call of
President Wilson for help in making clear
the aims of the Allied nations and
the awakening of national consciousness
throughout America.
" The idea of embattled Democracy is
that the citizen is first and the state but an
instrument to serve him. We hold the
greatness of the state to be but the reflection of the character of the citizen, whose
manhood and womanhood find expression
in governmental institutions. The will to
honor is Democracy's answer to the will to

THE

" ' Mother ' is the story of the will to
honor. It is the supreme visualization of
power.
the fundamental idea of Allied effort.
Whoever sees this picture will have written on the imperishable tablets of memory
the reason why America fights. The creation of a collective personality among
Americans is the great duty of the American motion picture industry. Now collective personality is built up of ideals. Ideals
are best expressed in images and symbols.
' Mother ' is such a symbol.
" Through the medium of the images cast
upon the screen it addresses the mind in
terms of ideals. The old, old, tried and
proven true ideals which have been passed
on from mother to son, for so many generations that they have become the heritage
of the race. A process of unfoldment is
set in motion in the mind of each spectator
that ultimates in each case in a full revelation of the inner, better self. Not about
war or soldiers, only a simple story of
home and Mother, it has the deep, deep,
metaphysical timber of the psalms coupled
with the magic beauty of a fairy tale.
" ' Mother ' is the literary find dramatic
production c^f the vfax"
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"Tarzan"

May Get Premiere in New York
ACCORDING to latest developments
following the completion of " Tarzan of the Apes," the eight-reel screen
version of the novel of the same name by
Edgar Rice Burroughs, it is very likely
the production, controlled by the National
Film Corporation of America, of which
William Parsons is president, will be given
its premiere in New York.
For the purpose of looking after the
various interests of his company, and the
picture in particular. President Parsons
came to New York several days ago.
After six months of production Scott
Sidney, who directed its picturization, has
succeeded, according to those who have
attended pre-views of the photodrama, in
bringing out all the novelty which sold
hundreds of thousands of the book, and
has elaborated the human interest of the
story into a romance.
Isidore Bernstein, formerly studio manager at Universal City and widely known
in all branches of the industry, has been
engaged as assistant to President Parsons
of the National Film Corporation of
America. Mr. Bernstein will have general charge of the business details connected with the marketing of " Tarzan of
the Apes."
Balsly Quits Industry in
West
Lee D. Balsly, who for the past nine
months or more has been manager of the
Standard Film Corporation exchange at
Kansas City, Mo., this week announced
his intention to resign his position with
that organization in order to accept the
situation of Director of Creative Advertising for the Union Bank Note Company
of Kansas City.
Six years ago Mr. Balsly was manager
of the Aladdin and the Landers theatres
of Springfield, Mo.

MalKi by
Normand,
Star ofImport
" Mickey,"
Controlled
the Western
Company

'*Sub-TitlesImportantEssent
iar
W. H. Productions Says This Phase
higher education. I'he latter, or the
masses, compose at least seventy-five per
of a Feature Is Most Important —
cent, of the motion picture theatre going
Will Handle Independent
public. They are, therefore, entitled to
Productions of Merit
consideration. They pay for it, and, in
fairness, they should receive it. There are
WH.
PRODUCTIONS COMPANY
also the children, citizens of foreign birth,
• announces that it is now prepared
and many others who should be considered.
to handle the exploitation of any indeThere must be one set of titles that will
pendent production of merit produced for
please them all. Since it is physically imthe market. A statement made by an ofpos ible tomake them interchangeable, W.
ficial says : " We are prepared now to
H. Productions Company has adapted ithandle world rights either on percentage
self to meet these needs. They have overor on an advance with a minimum guarcome these difficulties and have attained
antee. We .will only consider the highest
class of productions and will give every
a happy medium understandable to all.
production we handle an individual and
" W. H. Productions Company is not
complete campaign that will do justice to only progressive in the above respect, but
it. The W. H. Productions has proved
in its sales and advertising methods for
the exchange and the exhibitor. The W.
that it can handle a picture to the best
advantage and this is due to an efficient
H. Productions has deviated from the
organization.
regular channel in the make-up of its
One of the most illogical things
" Adaptability is a great virtue. It is the heralds.
in heralds that are gotten up today by
slogan adopted by the company in the
the various organizations is a synopsis of
administration of its various departments.
The title department has succeeded in the picture. The purpose of a herald
making an exemplary application of it in primarily is to help sell seats for the exthe new and unique method of titling all
hibitor. Itis one of the exhibitor's salesof their productions.
men. Now, then, there isn't any particular type of story that will appeal to every
" In titling photoplays, it is necessary to
know the functions and purposes of the movie fan, and, again, in most cases the
titles. The composition of an audience is interest of the reader wanes by telling the
rarely of a particular class. In fact it is story of a production beforehand, so we
are therefore eliminating the synopsis or
generally composed of many different
story from each of our heralds and are
classes. The treatment of language, understandable and clear to the college bred
preparing our copy and lay-out to conform
mind, means absolutely nothing to others
to the idea of creating interest in the picwho do not possess the advantages of the
ture and a desire to see it."

Keeney

Engages

Frank A. Keeney Pictures Corporation Engage James Kirkwood to
Direct Catherine Calvert in
Special Productions
FRANK A. KEENEY, president of
Frank A. Keeney Pictures Corporation, announces that he has engaged James
Kirkwood to direct Catherine Calvert in
a series of special productions to be produced by this company. Mr. Kirkwood and
Benjamin S. Kutler, screen editor for
Keeney pictures, are now at work on the
first photoplay in which Miss Calvert will
appear under the Keeney banner. Work
on the production will be commenced next
month.
Mr. Kirkwood is prominent in the field
of motion picture directors. He has directed some of the biggest stars and has
appeared as leading man for Mary Pickford
and other leading screen lights. " Given a
photoplay with possibilities and Kirkwood
will never fail to put it over," was the
comment of an official of the Keeney company in making the announcement.
The announcement is made, also, that
Mr. Keeney has purchased a large track
of ground in Williamsport, Pa., and will
erect a new theatre to add to his present
chain of amusement houses. It will occupy

J ames

Kirkwood

the site of the old Lycoming Opera House,
on Third street. It is estimated that the
structure will cost approximately $200,000
and will have a seating capacity of 1,800.
It will be ready in the spring.
The Frank A. Keeney Pictures Corporation has been recently organized. Mr.
Keeney has engaged Miss Calvert who is
well known to the motion picture public
to appear in a series of special productions.
Miss Calvert is the widow of the late Paul
Armstrong, playwright.

' Over
and
Taken
in Clevel
Metropolitan
The U. S. Business Association of Pennsylvania has bought out the Metropolitan
Film Company of Cleveland, and will
maintain an office in 224 Columbia building. The Metropolitan Film Company
originally started out as a producing company under the name of the Private Feature Film Company. They made the picture "Ignorance " in which Leanore Black
and Earl Metcalf were starred. Most of
the scenes were made in Qeveland, only
a few being reserved for New York. This
picture had a large sale all through the
state.
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PRODUCTION forces of the Vitagraph
Company at its Hollywood studio
were increased last week by the arrival
of Earle Williams and his director,
Thomas , Mills, together with Grace Darmond, who will be leading woman of the
company. Mr. Williams arrived in Los
Angeles on Christmas Day, and plans provided that first production would be commenced at the studios about January 1.
Others in the party who arrived from the
East were Cameraman Fred Held and
Technical Director Frank Heath. The
studio is now a busy place, the technical
stafif being engaged in preparing settings
and other properties necessary for the
coming Williams production.
Big Serial Started
In addition to increasing the producing
staff by the Williams Company, additional
work was taken on last week in preparation for the filming of what is termed
an international serial which will be done
under the direction of David Smith.
Hedda Nova and J. Franklyn Glendon arrived in Los Angeles to play the leads in
this serial. The entire south stage at the
studio will be devoted to the serial company and the first filming was that done
last week of an ambassador's ball, the
settings for which required the full stage.
Following this, the company will work at
a private estate near Los Angeles where
gardens representing the Imperial Palace
at Petrograd will be used. This serial
will consist of fifteen episodes or releases,
each of two reels, and the different releases will be laid in different countries
of Europe and the Orient, as well as in
America. The filming of this serial has
been taken up at this time so that it will
be ready for release immediately following the showing of the last episode of
" Vengeance — and the Woman."
William Duncan and company, which
includes Carol Halloway as his leading
woman, are now working on the eleventh
episode during the day, and Mr. Duncan
is editing the tenth, which has exteriors
made at Santa Cruz Islands, in the
evening. The company experienced some
difficulty last week while at Santa Cruz
Island, off the coast of Southern California, near Santa Barbara. After' going
to the island, high seas made it impossible
for the company to go back to land in
the small boats used. For a time it looked
as though the entire troop would be
stranded on the desert island, inhabited
only by sheep herders, over Christmas,
but by wireless they told their troubles to
the studio management in Los Angeles
and it was possible to induce a Pacific
Coast liner to stop and pick up the players.
Ritchey Completes " Extra "
Will M. Ritchey, who two weeks ago
took up the work of scenario editor at
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the American studios at Santa Barbara,
has completed his first play, which is at
present known as " Extra ! Extra ! " As
the title indicates, this is a newspaper
story, many of the scenes taking place in
and about a newspaper office. Mr. Ritchey
is a former newspaper man who prior to
taking up the avocation of writing for the
screen served a number of years as writer
on leading newspapers of American cities.
Mary Miles Minter is to be the featured
player of this newspaper drama and her
usual supporting cast will appear. An-

On the Brink of a Hawaiian Volcano Crater
for Scenes Hayakawa
in " Hidden forPearls,"
Starring Sessue
Paramount
nouncement is made that the script provides for fifteen complete changes of costume for Miss Minter.
" High Heels " is being given the finishing touches in the cutting room of the
American studio this week by Director
Lloyd Ingraham, and the scenario department is busy in the preparation of a new
photoplay for this company. " High
Heels "' will introduce a number of new
faces for this American play including
David Howard, Edward Peil, Golda Madden and Fred Smith.
Another photoplay in the cutting process
is " Detective Dan Cupid," which stars
William Russell, and which will in all
probability be the last American subject
in which Russell appears. Director Edward Sloman is editing this film. Mr.
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Sloman's contract with the American has
been renewed for a long term. For almost two years this star and director have
worked together. Francelia Billington,
who has been leading woman in the past
twelve subjects made by this company, has
completed her engagement with the American and is now at her home in Los Angeles for a short stay before making a
trip East, where she will complete negotiations.
New Ince Subjects
Two Thomas H. Ince companies began
work last week on new subjects, and the
third new production for the Paramount
will be commenced within the next few
days.
Jerome Storm, who was selected to direct the Enid Bennett company following
a tutorship as assistant director for a
number of months at the Ince plant, is
to continue as director for Bennett gubjects and is now at work on his second
film with this star, which will be made
from an original scenario and continuity
prepared by C. Gardner Sullivan. Earl
Rodney,
whofirst
appeared
Bennett in the
subject,opposite
has beenMiss
engaged
for a similar role in the one being made
at present. Jack Nelson has been engaged
as assistant to Director Storm. The coming Bennett production will have many
of the scenes laid in a small Kansas town,
which gives opportunity for many types
to be found only in a village.
A modern story has been written for
Charles Ray, and a few scenes of this
have been made, notwithstanding that the
cast has not been selected. Victor Schertzinger continues as director of this company. R. Cecil Smith, of the Ince scenario
department, was taken ill while preparing
the continuity for this Ray subject, but
by the aid of Mrs. Smith the subject was
completed while he was propped up in
bed. Mrs. Smith is known professionally
as Ella Stuart Carson and has a number
of luce productions to her credit as
aiUhor.
Story is now being written for the
Dorothy Dalton company, and Director R.
William Neill will begin work on this
shortly. Carmen Phillips, who has appeared in heavy roles in a number of Fox
Lasky and Bluebird productions, has been
engaged to play an important part in the
coming Dalton production. Melbourne
MacDowell has been selected to appear in
this subject.
Lloyd Starts One
Frank Lloyd, director of several of the
latest William Farnum productions for
Fox, has given much of his time in the
past three weeks to the preparation of a
"icenario which he now has in production.
No title is given this story, which is said
to deal with the divorce evil in American
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keep up the production schedule necessary
at this season of the year. All heads of
departments received congratulatory telegrams from President Laemmle on New
Year's Day. In these he thanked them
for the enthusiastic manner in which they
had looked after production interests of
the Universal during the past year, spoke
of the continued improvement in quality
of subjects at U City, and urged
upon them the appreciation by the executives of the Universal.
Several new subjects were started this
week at U City, one being a Butterfly picture titled " The Other Thing," adapted
from a magazine story of the same title
by Harvey Gates. Kenneth Harlan, Carmel Meyers and Harry Carter will take
the principal parts in this political story
being directed by Stuart Paton.
The first subject to be made by the
new Universal director, Rae Berger, is
titled " Little Miss Sherlock," and features
Zoe Rae, together with Claire DuBray and
William Stowell. Berger is a former West

John Bowers, World-Brady Leading Man
life. While this is the first original story
by Mr. Lloyd to be produced for Fox, it
will serve to introduce a new leading
woman in the person of Bertha Mann,
who in Los Angeles is popular with theatre-goers, having played for the past two
years as leading woman in stock at Oliver
Morosco's Broadway theatre in this city.
Miss Mann is an actress of ten years' experience, who began in one of the original
Peter Pan companies in the East. Charles
Clary will play the male lead in this subject, this being his first appearance before
the camera for more than three months,
owing to illness with bronchial pneumonia.
Rhea Mitchell has been engaged to take
an important part following her engagement at Paralta, and others selected for
this cast are Mark Robbins, Bertram
Grassby and Willard Louis.
The production now being made by
Bertram Bracken gives Gladys Brockwell
another opportunity to show the screen
fans that she is successful with dual roles.
The company is now working at the studio
and expects to complete the production
within the next week.
Tom Mix and company, under the direction of S. A. Franklin, are working on
the desert on a Western subject which
has Enid Markey as leading woman and
an important part for several of the
kiddies, including Georgie Stone, Virginia
Corbin and Violet Radcliffe.
Director C. A. Franklin, who has Jewel
Carmen as his featured player, is again
working at the studio after spending two
weeks at Truckee in an effort to secure
snow
the " of
beautiful
" would
not fallscenes,
at thewhen
command
the director.
Vacation at Universal
All Universal employes, on instructions
from President Carl Laemmle, were given
two days' vacation — Monday and Tuesday— of Christmas and New Year weeks,
the several producing organizations working on Sundays of each week in order to
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make his debut oh the Triangle program
as the leading man. Another new Triangle player in the cast is Dick Rossen,
who has played in several subjects at the
Yonkers Triangle studio following a
screen career of several years. Pauline
Starke will be the featured player of this
subject.
After completing
A Soul inhasTrust,"
Director
Gilbert P. " Hamilton
been
handed the script for a story titled " The
Captainon ofthis
His subject,
Soul," which
and he isisfrom
now anat
work
original story by Cathrine Carr. The atmosphere is that of Virginia and Washington, D. C, and Belle Bennett is to be
featured, with a supporting cast that includes Lillian West, Darrell Foss, Barney
Sherry, Wilbur Higby and others.
William Desmond, who in almost all
past subjects has been given parts of the
matinee idol type, is now to come forth
before the camera as a full fledged swashbuckling pirate in a story titled " The Sea
Panther." This is laid in the Carribean
Sea and is from an original story by Kenneth B. Clark. The good ship " Fremont,"
which has had a very unique existence
serving as blockade runner during the
Civil War and in the past five years
camouflaged to appear as various kinds of
crafts, will now serve as the pirate ship.
Thomas N. Hetfron will be the director
of this subject.
The Western Triangle company, headed
by Roy Stewart and directed by Cliff
Smith, celebrated the completion of their
latest subject, " Keith of the Border," by
a big Christmas tree at the studio on the
coast. Stewart and Smith made all arrangements for the celebration and gave
the cowboys and other members of the
cast a complete surprise on Christmas
morning.
Fairbanks to Arizona
After two days' work at the studio on
a new Western story written by Alan

Alice Brady, Popular Star in Select Pictures, Star
Series
Coast director who was affiliated with the
American, and since that time has been
in vaudeville. His first story was adapted
for the screen by F. H. Clark, a new
member
of the Universal scenario department.
Herbert Rawlinson, under the direction
of Elmer Clifton, has completed the filming of " Mr. Cinderella," and as the
Rawlinson contract with the Universal expires about January 1, and no renewal has
been made, it is understood he has left,
after almost four years of continuous
service as leading man for Universal. In
this period he has been starred in several
of their most productive and successful
subjects, including "Come Through,"
" Damon and Pythias " and others.
" Shoes That Dance "
Work has been started by Triangle on
the adaptation from the John Moroso
story, " The Shoes That Dance." This is
an underworld tale, and Wallace McDonald, late of Eastern Vitagraph forces, will

Albert Capellani Directs Metro Wonder Plays
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Dwan, the Douglas Fairbanks company
left for Arizona, where they are making
their headquarters at Tucson. The producing organization consisted of about one
hundred and seventy-five people. The subject will be made under the supervision
of Alan Dwan, with Arthur Rossen as
director.
Kathrine MacDonald, who has just completed the leading feminine role in an Ince
production for Paramount, has been selected to play the leading feminine role
opposite Fairbanks in this coming Artcraft subject. An important character part
will be played by Frank Campeau. Approximately one hundred and fifty of the
party who went to Tucson are cowboys
of actual experience, and they will take
part in many of the Western scenes made.
Fairbanks appears in the role of a cowboy, and in his usual active manner performs many rescues. The scenes made
at the studio before the company departed
for Arizona and the borderland included
a Mexican raid in which more than two
hundred took part.
Fairbanks early last week spent a day
at San Diego, where he was in charge of
a Red Cross drive which resulted in more
than a thousand members. The actor purchased one hundred memberships which
he gave to newsboys. The first man he
solicited was Mayor Lewis J. Wilde. Following this, he made a personal canvass
of the business houses in the down town
district.
Par aha Reduces
In the past four or five weeks production activities at the Paralta studios have
been materially reduced, and at th6 present
time there are but two companies working
there. One is headed by Bessie Barriscale,
who has just completed an underworld
story directed by Raymond B. West, and
" The Hoops of Steel " company, which
is working under the direction of Eliot
Howe. The new subject for Miss Barriscale is of a patriotic nature, and she
takes the role of a Scottish lassie. Scenes
are laid in Scotland, England and France.
The original story and scenario are by
R. B. Kidd and Jane Holly.
The Louise Glaum company, which was
recently organized, will begin work on a
story by Monte M. Katterjohn about January 12. The director for this company
and the supporting cast have not been
named.
The Alaskan subject, " Carmen of the
Klondike," filmed by Reginald Barker,
with Clara Williams as star, was taken
East this week by Ferdinand Guinsbtrg,
financial representative of Paralta, who
has been at the studios for the past three
weeks. At the studio it is staled a
bona fide offer has been made for this
subject by the First National Exhibitrjrs'
Association prior to a showing of the film.
It is said to be one of the liest subjects
Mr. Barker has directed, and those who
have been so fortunate as to sec the studio
runs claim it will be one of the most successful pictures of recent years.
" Mystery Ship " Progresses
Douglas Gerrard is now filming for Universal Lady
"
Eldone's Daughter," adapted
from a magazine story by Doris Schroeder.
Mr. Gerrard will have Ella Hall and her
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husband, Emory Johnson, as the principal
players.
Last week saw the fifteenth episode of
" The Mystery Ship " completed by Harry
Harvey, the director, and Ben Wilson and
Neva Gerber, the leads. This serial is to
consist of eighteen episodes.
The Horne company making " The
Bull's Eye " is now working on the ninth
episode.
Louise Lovely, star of a number of successful Bluebird productions, began work
Christmas week under the direction of
Edgar Jones in " New Clothes," a society
story written by Harvey Gates and adapted
for the screen by E. B. Lewis.
Wilfred Lucas, who is directing Monroe
Salisbury and Ruth Clifford in " The
Heart of the Desert," has returned with
the company from Banning, Cal., where
many of the exterior scenes were made,
and the next two weeks will be spent at
the studio completing this subject.
Dorothy Phillips is now being starred
in an adaptation from a magazine story
entitled " Her Fling." William Stowell is
playing the leading man role and Juanita
Hansen is the other principal player under the direction of Ida May Park.
The Lyons and Moran company have
just filmed a Nestor comedy known as
" Home Talent," and with their special
scenario writer, " Pop " Hoadley, are now
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busy preparing story for their next subRolfe Home Again
Western Representative B. A. Rolfe, of
ject.
Metro, returned to Los Angeles Christmas
Day,
ten days' cutting
trip to prints
New York,
whereafter
he adelivered
and
negatives of first two Western-made subjects, and has again assumed active management of the Hollywood producing
plant. The first photoplays made in the
West, Mr. Rolfe stated, were satisfactory
to the Metro heads, and he was advised
" the pictures surely show where the money
Charles J. Bralin, who is to direct the
Viola Dana company half the time, will
during
went to."the coming week commence the
production of " Breakers Ahead," an
original photoplay by Bralin and H. P.
Keeler. This is laid in the Cape Cod
country and is spoken of as a powerful
drama of life among the fisher folk. Clifford Bruce will, as he has in the past
four Dana pictures, play the leading male
role. Russell Simpson, who formerly
played in Metro subjects in the East, will
appear in the leading character part.
Director Tod Browning was absent from
lys studio last week with a company of
fortyvicinity
filmingofexteriors
for Cal.
" Revenge " in
the
Pleasanton,
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General

Film Calls Three
Meetings
As the first act of a new year, General
Film has called three sectional conventions
of its various branches for discussion
among the managers of new activities
already under way or planned.
The first of these conventions was set
for New York on Saturday, January 5, with
executives from the home office and the
various branches of the eastern district in
attendance. The second of these conventions was dated for Monday, January 7, at
Chicago, for the benefit of the exchangemen
in the central section of the country,
and the third arranged for San Francisco
on Friday, January 11.
These sectional conventions mark the
first step in an aggressive campaign outlined for the. year 1918, each of the thirtytwo General Film offices being represented
in the deliberations. The various opportunities presented by the enlargement of General Film's usefulness, following its working alliance with the W. W. Hodkinson corporation for the distribution of Paralta
Plays through General Film exchanges,
provided the most important topic for these
conventions, which were held under the
personal direction of General Sales Manager S. R. Kent.
George

F. Law
Pioneer

Is Film

George F. Law, manager of the Minneapolis Foursquare Exchange, began his film
career with the old Dominion Film Exchange in Toronto, Can., which company
later became the Kinetograph Company and
eventually merged into the General Film
Co. Being with this company at the time
of the merger, Mr. Law took charge of
the joint office in Toronto and later in
Winnipeg. His next move was with Mutual in their Minneapolis office, where after
acting as assistant manager and head of
the sales department he was promoted to
the position of manager, which position he
held for over a year.
When M. H. Hoffman decided to open
an exchange in Minneapolis, Mr. Law left
the General to become manager of the
Foursquare Exchange.
Fire

Covers Attempted
Theatre Robbery
Following the recent fire at the Crystal
theatre on North Gay street, Baltimore,
it was discovered that the conflagration
was started to hide an attempted burglary.
The attempt to rob the theatre was discovered by Manager Harry Cluster, who,
while directing the work of men employed
to clear away the debris, noticed that the
combination and handle of the safe had
been broken off.

Kane

Associates

General Manager of Select Finds That
Seven in Eight of Seattle General
Staff Have Risen to Place
of Manager
ARTHUR S. KANE, general manager
of Select Pictures Corporation, while
running over lists of his old friends during
the season of New Year's greetings, made
the discovery that of his old associates in
the Seattle office of the General Film Company seven out of eight had risen to prominence in the picture business. These men
have all become managers.
This ability of Mr. Kane to surround
himself with men of ambition is exemplified
by the case of the eight men referred to.
These men worked under Arthur Kane,
when back in the old days the present general manager of Select Pictures went to the
Pacific Northwest to take over and organize
the General Film Company's business in
Seattle, Portland, Spokane and Butte.
" I had eight men in the Seattle office
which I managed personally, in addition to
supervising Portland, Spokane and Butte,"
said Mr. Kane in accounting his experFoursquare

Exchanges

in

Twenty-one Cities
Foursquare Exchanges throughout the
United States and Canada greeted the New
Year in twenty-one different cities ; for now
this independent distributing organization
covers this country. The latest exchanges
opened are San Francisco, at 191 Golden
Gate avenue; Los Angeles at 514 West
Eighth street; Dallas, at \9\\Y2 Commerce
street, and Minneapolis, at 206 Film Exchange Building.
Edouardo Gainborg takes charge of the
San Francisco Foursquare Exchange. W.
W. Drum will direct the business of the
Los Angeles exchanges. For years he was
with the World Film.
John C. Ezell, the Dallas Foursquare
manager, is well known to southern exhibitors. The new St. Louis manager, C.
A. Maberry (who succeeds Sidney J. Baker,
who moved on up to the Kansas City post),
is a former exhibitor; and in appointing
him, M. H. Hoffman states that he felt Mr.
Maberry to be specially fitted for his duties.

Make
Advance
ience. " Of these eight men seven became
managers. Furthermore, they secured management positions in quick order and all
of them have been managers for five or
six years. This force was able to increase
the business of Seattle Branch fifty per
cent, and holds records in that office for
business and profit. Do you wonder that
I am so strong for employes capable of
advancement? That is the real way to
The film exchange managers who were
assembled under one roof in Seattle in Mr.
Kane's day, handling various departments
of the General Film Company's Exchange,
are:
build."C. M. Simmons, Oren F. Woody, C.
P. Merwin, John S. Woody, Sam Bernfield,
Grant A. Reed and A. T. Lambson, the
latter of whom is now deceased.
This same talent of Mr. Kane for surrounding himself with men of high ability
is now bringing to Select Pictures Corporation one of the most remarkable sales organizations inthe history of the industry,
which is why Select's general manager pins
his faith in that famous declaration, " The
greatest study of mankind is man."
Paralta Representatives
Send Greetings
At a meeting of the executives and department heads of Paralta Plays and the
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, which took
place last week at the offices of the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation, telegrams were
read from the various exchanges handling
Paralta Plays throughout the country, all
of which pointed to a brilliant outlook for
the placing of these productions in the
theatres of the country.
In every case the exchange managers
were said to be enthusiastic in telling of
the reception the productions had received
when screened for the exhibitors in their
territory, and stated that in most cases
contracts have already been signed in the
principal
alta Plays.cities for the exhibition of ParThe contract department of the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation, in New York City,
passes on all contracts before they are definitely signed.
Buffalo

Williams Manages House
in Poughkeepsie
T. W. Williams, of New York, has been
appointed manager of the new Stratford
theatre in Poughkeepsie, N. Y., which was
opened recently by the Poughkeepsie Theatre Company, of which Ely Elting is the
head.
" Polly of the Circus," Goldwyn's initial
picture, starring Mae Marsh, w>5 the opening attraction. ^-'^

Manageress Loses
Through Tax
That the war tax is a serious proposition
for the small exhibitor is indicated by the
statement of Frances Aichinger, manager
of the Cozy Corner theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.,
declaring that patrons will not pay the tax
and where evening receipts before the tax
were from $200 to $300 a night, they have
now dropped to $100.
Miss Aichinger sees in the tax ruin for
the bouse, if present conditions continue.
\
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May Be Taxed on
All Tickets
In all proliability the coining session of
the Manitoba legislature, which convenes
in January, will see the passage of a ticket
tax law, imposing for war purposes, taxes
on all admission tickets ranging from
one cent to tifty cents. The i\lanitoba
Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association is
actively preparing to combat the passage
of this bill if at all possible. It is claimed
by the government that $300,000 must be
raised by this means. Exhibitors and
managers of legitimate houses assert that
this amount does not necessitate anything
like fifty cent taxes on $2 tickets. The
tax on a ten cent ticket would be one
cent ; on a fifteen cent admission two cents :
on a twenty cent ticket three cents, and
so on.
It is understood that A. Hedlcy Garland,
.Manitoba's amusement commissioner, has
already ordered from the East several million of these tax tickets, in anticipation of
their being in use immediately the new law
is passed

I EXHIBITORS'
PERSONALS |
CALIFORNIA.— T. C. Rcavis has assumed the
management
of the Chne theatre at Santa
Rosa.
E. W. Staiiffner of Santa Monica has
hought from H. \V. Riddle the Ivy theatre at
Pica Heights.
The Strand theatre at Los Gatos, after being closed for several weeks, was recently reopened under the management of William
WoliT and J. I. Thompson of San Francisco.
IDAHO.— IC. \\ . Waddell has bought the Unique
theatre at .Nampa from Mrs. J. W. Howell.
ILLINOIS.
— Roy
GilbertSprimont
of Kankakee have
leasedandfromHarry
Herman
the
show department of the opera house. They
expect to put on a moving picture show
every sides
Tuesday
and Wednesday
besuch vaudeville
and operaticevening,
attractions
as can be arranged for.
G. W. Hill, formerly of Armington has
bought cently
theassumed
Court
Pekin, and reactivetheatre,
management.
INDIANA. — Leslie Clark and Louis Hamilton,
editors of the Rensselaer Republican, have
bought the Strand theatre. Franklin, from R.
C. Milliron.
IOWA. — A community theatre is about to be
opened at Mount Vernon in the near future.
J. Brown
at E.Mason
City. has leased the Casino theatre
Frank King has rented the Princess theatre
at Storm Lake.
George Moulds of Dayton has purchased
from
Waverly.H. G. Nichols the opera house at
T. H. Connell and D. F. Doty have taken
over the Lyric theatre at Deep River.
W. H.at Iowa
Englert
theatre
City.has opened the Garden
Baltimore Manager
E.
A.
Barr
is
tlieatre at Lake the
City.new manager of the Isis
MONTANA. — H. Beverley has assumed the manChanges Positions
f the Lyric
theatre,
ing chargeagement oabout
ten days
ago. Glasgow, takCharles Thropp, who for the past two '
The
Marlow
theatre
at
Helena
is fast apyears has been manager of Nixon's Vicproaching completion and it is expected will
toria, in Baltimore, has resigned, it was anbe ready for opening by the first of February.
Erwin and Myers are opening the new
nounced last week, to become booking manmotion picture theatre at Harlowtown.
ager of the vaudeville department of the
E. F. Cartwright will be the manager of
the new picture theatre at Roy.
Parkway Company. The latter uses vaudeJ. ture
F. house
Buchanan
opened aa new
motionago.picat Hedgesville
few days
ville in some of the larger houses conNEBRASKA. — R. E. Ream has bought the Alamo
trolled by it.
theatre, Omaha, has renamed it the Liberty,
Manager Thropp entered upon his new
and opened on Christmas day.
The Lyric theatre at Ong was recently
duties January 7.
bought
L. G.is Wilcox.
Sam by
Miller
the new manager of the
Opera
House
athasTekamah.
H.
E.
Wait
bought the Comet theatre
Pittsburgh Exhibitor Helps
at Earl
Kearney
from has
A. F.soldBells.
Blacketer
the Crystal theatre
Red Cross
at Ulysses to G. M. Hogan.
George
C.
Allgaire
has
bought the motion
The manager of the Lyceum theatre, in
picture
theatre
at Nelson
G. Voix.
Pittsburgh, according to an announcement
Hortense
Porter
has soldfromthe L.Grand
theatre
at
Eldora
to
Max
Tschauder
of
Marshaltown.
this week by Jewel Productions, Inc., seOHIO.
—
The
New
Rialto
theatre
in
Elyria
cured much good news space in the local
opened December 20, with a big banquet at
newspapers the week of December 24 by
the Elks' Club, to which all the staff memlocal Following
Famous Players
Organizaoffering a certain per cent of his receipts
tionbers ofweretheinvited.
the banquet,
the
to the Red Cross campaign. The picture
guests participated in a private theatre party.
The opening program for the Rialto consisted
during the week was Jewel's " The Man
of a William
S. Hart feature and a " Fatty "
Arbuckle
comedy.
Without
a
Country,"
and
the
share
turned
over to the Red Cross was said to have
J. V. Wolcott, owner of the Princess theatre, 229 Euclid avenue, Cleveland, has purbeen $2,000.
chased from L. L. Schmucker, the Iris theatre, 1885 W. 2Sth street, for a consideration
reported to be about $4,000. Mr. Wolcott
plans to remodel the theatre soon for feature
photojilavs.
PENNSYLVANIA.
— Francis J. Loughram has
sold the Franklin theatre, a two-story
motion
picture
auditorium
locatedandatKelley.
12051209 N. 52d street,
through Mohr
out.
The name of the new purchaser was not given
H. R. Weber has sold the Star theatre,
Chambcrsburg, to Norland H. Martin.
WISCONSIN. — W. G. Beecroft opened his new
theatre at Madison a few days ago.
Nichols

Lee h. Goldberg

Plans

Omaha

Picture

House

Uses

News
Tri-

angle Re-Issueof the Sun,
Exhibitor Larry Longnccker
Sioux City, Iowa, declares the Triangle reissue of "The Lamb" went good at his
theatre, l)reaking all house records, the
hi.ghest of which was set recently by the
picture,
When awas
Manshown
Sees in
Red."
"The "Lamb"
Sioux City
eight times before it was shown at the
Sun. Manager F. W. Thiele of the Triangle exchange in Omaha says the re-issues
are going as good as the original releases
ever did.
Aelick

Succeeds

Saether

in

Wisconsin Town
E. R. Saether, who has been manager
of the three houses, Bijou, Strand and
Marinette, which the McElroy Fitzpatrick
Company operates in Marinette, Wis., has
been promoted to the place of attraction
booker of the company, and has gone to
Chicago. He has been succeeded in Marinette by T. J. Aelick.
The McElroy Fitzpatrick Company controls nineteen theatres, and uses many
of the William Fox attractions.
Christie

Company
Second Year

Passes

On New Year's day, 1918, the Christie
versary.
Film Company celebrated its second anniAl E. Christie, director of Christie Comedies, entered the producing field under his
own name on January 1, 1915. Four years
before he had established the Nestor Company, which later merged with Universal.
In discussing the two years of developmetn at his studio, Al E. Christie said, " On
New Year's Day we shot the first scenes
in a new covered stage just completed and
equipped with a modern $25,000 lighting
system. We christened this new stage on
our second anniversary for the sake of the
sentiment there was in it and with the hope
that a year from now we will have two
more stages of even greater dimensions."

Grand

Rapids House
It has been announced from Grand
Rapids, Mich., that George Nichols is
l)lanning a new motion picture theatre on
Ui vision Street South, near Franklin, witli
.1 seating capacity of 850.
C. S. Karland and Daniel H. Collins
will supervise the construction of the
■■~>{louse, and will manage it after it is
placWl-J" operation, it is said.

Norma Talmadge Stars
" Ghosts of Yesterday," a Selectin Picture
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But just a word to the
(f'-THE CROSS BEARimitators. Where you fail,
1 ER," one of Mr.
Bringing Them
Into a Close-Up
dear people, is when you
Brady's current contributhink the celebrities have
tions to the screen, shows
By
Long
acre
a series of scenes wherein
it as easy as it looks. You
take your work easily as a consequence, while the one you aim to
an actor impersonates the Pope. Not so long ago a Pathe release produced by Thanhoxiscr introduced an actor doing his best
emulate is sitting up nights trying to think how he can improve
himself and his work.
to play President Wilson. Two years ago a Fine Arts picture
As witness the producer who goes after the Mack Sennett type
intruded a subtitle " Hail the Chief ! " and then the actor made his
way across the ball room floor. He was also acting President
of comedy. He hits upon a certain gag that promises worlds of
Wilson ! The Kaiser of course has been impersonated too but a fun and of course he uses it, but to excess. If he had only studied
bad extra is not good enough to do even that part full justice.
his Sennett a little more thoroughly he would speedilj' realize that
Lea.ve the celebrities alone until they are dead. Leaving aside
when the incomparable Mack concocts an original gag he uses it
and then forgets it, for the time being anyway. The imitator will
a certain rightful prejudice of a religion against having its potentates presented by an actor, the effect produced is never worth
employ it over and over again and perhaps he will get a laugh for
the trouble. Ninety-nine times out of a hundred the audience will it every time but this is one form of successful comedy producing,
either laugh or be disgusted. Possibly it objects as a matter of Sennett's is another.
principle but probably the objection is more or less subconscious.
Evidently a keen student of psychology, Sennett realizes that
the public expects him to repeat the trick that got such a big
The all-important illusion which the author has labored to build
up, he quite totally destroys for the moment anyway, when the laugh. He knows they are waiting for it and would welcome it a
living great are impersonated. Simply because the audience's in- second time in the same picture. But, probably thinks Sennett,
terest will be detracted from the story by conjectures of how bad
" I'll fool 'em " and instead of repeating he gives them a trick of
or how good the actor.
a totally diiTerent variety but just as funny! We may be all wrong
this deduction but certainly that is the way it all appears to us.
And while the man who played the Pope in " The Cross Bearer " in
Now let his imitators do their durndest !
was imbued with a sense of the dignity of his role, it must be confessed that most such parts do not receive really good acting.
Those who attempt to out-Chaplin Chaplin, steal glory from
Fairbanks, or rob Mary Pickford of first place in the hearts of
With the case of a prominent figure long since dead, the opposite
effect results. Generally the part is played well, generally it is the fans usually fail to possess the necessary personality and
the center of the action and not dragged in by the heels. But it is usuallj' are not clever enough and are without the clever help
furnished these stars. But the same principle applies to them as
because of the fact that, with a few exceptions such as Lincoln
and Washington, we have no definite conception of our >olden
to those who strive for Sennett's glory. They overdo it and the
celebrities and so a performer can impersonate any one of them
public soon gets tired of watching their efforts and returns to its
original idol.
without jarring us out of the spirit of the picture.
At the outset of the present war an author of national reputaParalta has ready for release, " Carmen of the Klondike," a
tion was quoted as saying that the ideal war story, play or picture
corking Alaskan picture which it has been our privilege to see
but not review. However, it is violating no secret confidence to would never be written until the Allies encroached on enemy territory, that the popular situation of the victorious hero and the
express the opinion that it will be a big money-getter. Its title
heroine of the losing side might be made the basis of the work.
and locale are practically a guarantee of that without the perfecThe author evidently drew this opinion from the success of the
tion of production and virility of plot that it possesses.
majority of Civil War pictures which proved his words beyond
The popularity of Alaskan pictures is something amazing.
the shadow of a doubt. If this is the case the ideal play of the
" The Spoilers " paved the way for others. Witness " The Flame
of the Yukon " and " The Barrier " as more recent examples of present war should shortly make its appearance, for the Allies have
invaded enough enemy territory to furnish ground for such a
the success this type, of production has attained. Probably the
situation.
reason is because the life of the north is always pictured in the
But to our notion the present war, so strikingly different from
rough, elemental passions unveneered sway the characters, Alaska
all others, does not call for such a situation. While it would be
had no room for weaklings at the period of which the authors
well stocked with possibilities and make a successful story handled
write, it was live or die, and the devil take the hindermost. These
intelligently, the national prejudice of the present time would
elements when brought into story form exercise an unbounded
fascination over the observer. And there is the added attraction
make it rather impossible to accept a heroine from the ranks of
that few people in the States have any extensive knowledge of the the enemy. Fifty or a hundred years hence, maj-be, when the war
is a memory, such a form of procedure will be all well and good.
country of the far north.
But today such pictures as deal only with lovers from one side
In this respect does the Alaskan picture resemble the Western
of the fray and which introduce the enemy merely as villains are
as presented by William S. Hart and others. That type of enternaturally the only sort to produce.
tainment which is well summed up by the descriptive couplet
If 1917 produced no other innovations in the film business the
" rough stufE " meaning all the fights of the bar room and the
animated clay modelling, first introduced by Willie Hopkins in
dance hall, all the struggle in the open and the love which exthe Animated Weekly, and now perfected to a remarkable degree
cludes all else, is presented in both this variety of picture and
is worthy of note. The opening of the Rivoli disclosed some
when an author who knows the screen knits the ingredients totruly wonderful work in this line. The humorous possibilities in
gether and presents them in forcible style the result soars to the
heights of success.
the idea are unbounded. A complete face in claj" suddenly taking
a different shape is responsible for gales and gales of laughter.
The heritage of the successful in any field is to be imitated,
usually with disastrous results to the imitator and to the further
For short subjects these pictures make ideal additions to anj'
theatre program.
glory of the imitated. Those in the business of producing comedy
The fact that the models in mind, seemingly molded before the
pictures have the most extensive trail of ambitious imitators who
eyes of the audiences, yet retaining all the mysterious atmosphere
are positively aware of the fact that they are "just as good."
Charlie Chaplin has the largest number. Douglas Fairbanks has
which creates a train of thought summed up in " I wonder how
one or two. Mary Pickford has had many but they all fall by the
it is done," move rapidly but give perfect outline to each change,
makes the subject novel enough to be classed among the best
wayside. Mack Sennett's style of comedy is often vainly atin its line.
tempted but seldom if ever achieved.
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" The Narrow Trail "
{Artcraft — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
WITH such definite reports of the success of " The Narrow
Trail " coming in from all sections of the countrj', a review
of it at this late date is something rather superfluous. But it was
only shown in New York for the first time last week owing to
certain court difficulties. So it merely becomes our duty to echo
the many sentiments of praise voiced by exhibitors who have
shown " The Narrow Trail " and profitted thereby.
Consequently: Echo! Echo! Echo! And then some more.
Taken from an original story by William S. Hart, picturized by
Harvey F. Thew and starred in by the author, the outstanding
feature of " The Narrow Trail " aside from the usual sterling
work of Hart is the wonderfully intelligent performance rendered by his pinto, Fritz, the mottled pony who in the past has
shared many a scene with his owner. Fritz is introduced surveying the valley from a lofty crag, shaking his head as a king in
defiance of all mankind. Mastered by Ice Harding, king of the
outlaws, Fritz's second big appearance is put in when a race of the
cowboys is introduced. With " Ice up," Fritz leaves the field behind him, wins the thousand for his master, and then with the girl
also safely on his back leaps a fence and carries both to safety.
The story tells simply how Ice Harding and Betty, a dance hall
girl, were led to reform because of their belief in one another.
It has the right spirit of romance, the contrasting touches of
melodrama, and under this heading is included a terrific fight in
which Ice cleans up a score of opponents, and in fact it possesses
all the embellishments without which no Hart picture would be
deserving such a qualifying description. Mr. Thew's scenario is
smooth running and the crises are always approached effectively.
The picture is exceedingly well directed, the fight and the race
being handled particularly well. Lambert Hillyer directed in collaboration with Mr. Hart.
Sylvia Bremer, who has appeared in other Ince pictures,
registers the appeal due the heroine mcely and the supporting cast
is of even merit.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Forced to leave the band of outlaws of which he was the leader because
he refuses to part with his horse, so prominently marked that it is easy
for athesheriff's
to recognize.
Ice Harding
(William
S. Hart)
into
valley posse
to search
for new fields
to conquer.
He meets
Betty descends
Werdin
(Sylviacisco, a dance
Bremer),
niece
of
"
Admiral
"
Bates
(Milton
Ross)
hall proprietor who is resting in the country. of
He San
posesFranbefore Ice as a banker and Ice in turn takes the cloak of respectability provided by the cattle business. Betty and Ice are attracted but each fears
that the other will some day learn the truth. And Ice is the first to do so.
On a visit to San Francisco he sees Betty in her dancing costume and is
completely disillusioned. Disturbed by hangers-on who have a hankering
for his money Ice proceeds to clean the hall up. Later back inland he
meets Betty again who has left her uncle. A reconciliation takes place.
At a cowboys'
meet recognizes
Ice enters thethe horse
horse and
race plans
with tohis take
same Icehorse
former
days.
The sheriff
intoof custody
after
the
race.
Ice
wins
easily,
but
acquainted
with
the
sheriff's
plan,
rides
up to the grandstand snatches the prize, pulls Betty on the saddle behind
him and is off to his old retreats before the sheriff or the startled judges
can so much as protest. And for a finale Ice sets out to begin a new life.
"The Law's Outlaw"
{Triangle — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
DOUBTLESS the success of Roy Stewart in " One Shot Ross,"
a Western in which he feigned being mad in order to bring
his enemies into camp, led the Triangle management to star him
in " The with
Law's
a pictureresults.
in which
worked
the Outlaw,"
same successful
And thethissame
lattertrick
effortis
should give Mr. Stewart added prestige. For it makes one of the
most thoroughly satisfying Westerns that the writer has seen of
recent date and there have been many of them. Not the least of
its many merits is the excellent mystery touch that is introduced
with the disappearance of the sheriff. By the process of.elemination the observer might be able to guess the line of action planned
by the authors but it is quite safe to say that the finale of " The
Law's Outlaw " is considerably without the pale of the faculties
of anticipation possessed by the many who compose the average
audience.
As a consequence the story holds the interest suspended right
up to the last Its body is an extremely well developed engrossing
series of scenes in which Mr. Stewart, the center of the action by
right of his featured position on the program, always maintains
by his fine ability as an actor and his engaging screen presence.
Cliff Smith in charge of the direction has surrounded the picture
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with a Western atmosphere as typical as could be desired and has
by no means neglected his comedy relief, an element which is
handled as mcritoriouslj- as is the serious motif of the plot. Ethel
and James Dorrence are the authors while Alvin J. Beitz prepared
the scenario.
Fritzi Ridgeway, Harry Rattenberrj', Norbert Cills and William
Ellingford give valuable assistance to the star.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Charles
Easton (Roy
Stewart)
nominee
for sheriff
defeated by Ransford
(Norbert
Cills),thethecattlemen's
choice of the
farmers.
Easton,is who
had proven invaluable as a deputy to the former sheriff, refuses the offer of
Ransford to continue in this capacity and retires to his ranch. Davison
(Harry Rattenberry) , a farmer is found severely wounded in his home and
his money stolen from the safe. Ransford is unable to locate the thieves.
At
farmer's
daughter.
Rose (Fritzi
Ridgeway),
Easton
getstheto request
work onofthethecase.
Scouring
the country
for trace
of the culprits
with Ransford and the district attorney, Easton suddenly picks a quarrel
over ingRansford's
inability
locate attorney,
his prey and
shots on
him for dead.
The todistrict
in fires
terror,twodashes
backhimtoleavthe
town to spread the news. Easton then appears in a neighboring town, a
refuge for lawless characters and pretends being crazy. Because of the
price on his head he easily gets on the track of the criminals and before
long brings them to jail. He himself is arrested for the murder of Ransford but this gentleman astonishes all by suddenly turning up and acknowlhis " death Bob
" as Thompson,
mere bait toLoucatch
the robbers.
Pete edging
Morrison,
Durham,
Alfred HoUingsworth and
Percy Challenger complete the cast.
" The Cross Bearer "
[World Film — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
KNOWN in course of production as " Cardinal Mercier," " The
Cross Bearer " presents Montagu Love in the role of the Belgian Cardinal, the time being at the outbreak of the war when Belgium was invaded and devastated by the German hordes. Mr.
Love's characterization of the title role is impressive. He thus
brings out the spirit of the churchman who, with his native land,
rose to protest against the destruction of his country by the invaders. In fact, " The Cross Bearer " as a picture is impressive.
It is entertaining, too, and often sustaining with its several dramatic situations, given rise to by the natural consequences of such
warfare as conducted by both sides in Belgium. But its impressiveness is the dominating note.
For the greater part of its length the picture is quite as evenly
accumulated in interest as could be desired. The romance of the
Cardinal's ward and the Belgian soldier, so often menaced by one
German or another attracts much attention. With the final reel,
however, and the escape of the couple from the clutches of the
enemy the author seems to have lost his sense of dramatic balance. The escape, aided by the Cardinal, and about which the superior force of Germans seems to be utterly helpless, is not to be
taken in all seriousness. The German captain is such a dunce
that he will get the laugh. Not that such an effect is not all well
and good, but there are places for all effects and unfortunately
the denouement of " The Cross Bearer " does not demand one.
However, though manifestly important, this point must not be
allowed to eclipse the abundant essentials of commercial success
contained in the picture. With its realistic incidents of the invasion, not to forget one or two of the horrors of it, its high portion of suspense brought about by the conflict of war and its generally tasteful production including a patriotic finale, it should
prove a good box office attraction. Even the scene in which the
author has introduced the Pope holding audience with the Cardinal is done with the right quality of solemnity and impressiveness.
How a Catholic will take this presentation can best be judged by
recalling the manner in which those of that faith received a like
scene in " The Eternal City."
Jeanne Eagles makes a heroine of rare charm. Anthony Merlo
plays the Belgian ofiiccr with conviction and is the correct type for
the part. Alec Francis and Hubert Wilkc lead the supporting cast.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Cardinal Mercier (Montagu Love) holds the confidence of all in the little
Belgian village. His love is centered on his ward (Jeanne Eagles) who is
courted by a Belgian officer (Anthony Merlo). When the Germans invade
the land the girl only barely escapes a frightful fate when drunken soldiers
break into the convent and attack the girls. She makes her way home.
With the town in the hands of the Germans, the commander fastens lustful
eyes
on the girl.
ThetripBelgian
officer the
manages
visit athedisappointed
Cardinal's home
by stealth.
On this
he marries
girl. toUsing
lorer
with pro-German sympathies as a tool, the German commander lure* her to
his quarters. Her husband is captured. At headquarters each is made to
think the other faithless. The Belgian swears to kill the Cardinal when lo
tricked and returns to do so, but explanations follow and husband and wife
are pacified. When the Germans change their mind and decide to arrest the
Belgian, the Cardinal assists in his escape by throwing himself on the alter
and playing dead. This so disconcerts the enemy that the couple escape.
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" I Love You "
{Triangle — Seven Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
t<1 LOVE YOU" is the second of Triangle's seven reel features
offered at the regular rental price of a flve-reeler and as such
is an investment which the exhibitor should seriously consider.
For while its story is nothing pretentious, it has been produced on
a lavish scale and offers a plot that interests to the average degree,
which when attained makes a picture acceptable to say the very
least. An Italian peasant girl is the principal character. She is
betrayed by an artist who uses her as his model and shortly afterwards married by an idealist. The results of such a situation
particularly when the woman and the artist meet again can be
gleaned from the synopsis below. Suffice it to say that while they
are by no means unconventional, they serve to bring a good climax
to the picture. The plight of the women casts her in the usual
appealing light and the retribution meted out to the villain and the
ultimate happiness of husband and wife are cogs without which
such a story would not be complete.
Alma Reubens, a distinct type of beauty, adds considerable
charm to the role of the peasant girl and Wheeler Oakman as the
idealist and Francis McDonald as the artist create strong characters from the conventional parts awarded them. Walter Edwards
directed. There are a number of exterior settings of an Italian
village and a Venice water way that are staged with a fine sense
of artistry. Catherine Carr wrote the story and prepared the
scenario.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Her love and trust betrayed by Mardon (Francis McDonald) an artist,
Felice (Alma Reubens), an Italian peasant finds her world unbearable.
Mardon sells his picture of Felice to Armande (Wheeler Oakman), an
idealist, who enraptured with her beauty seeks her out and marries her.
Felice learns true happiness as the wife of Armande and when a child is
born to them her cup is filled to overflowing. After a few years, Armande
commissions Mardon to again paint a portrait of his wife and boy (Peaches
Jackson). Mardon, his desire for Felice rekindled, makes advances toward
her which she always repulses. When Armande absents himself from his
home intending to go to the city, Mardon attacks Felice and, mad at her
resistance, carries her off to a cabin on the edge of the estate. A rumor
that the Black Plague has stricken the town, forces Armande to return.
At home he finds his boy sick with fever and his wife gone. On her return
he refuses to listen to her explanations. The boy is thought dead. Driven
from the house, Felice finds protection from a kindly old priest. Mardon,
believing he is inflicted with the plague himself goes crazy and in his
wanderings falls and kills himself. The priest goes to Armande and explains his wife's
result that
reconciliation
takes place
and Felice
to herinnocence
unboundedwithjoythediscovers
that a her
son still lives.
John Lince, Frederick Vroom and Lillian Langdon complete the cast.
" Du Barry "
{Fox — Seven. Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
IT is Theda Bara's own Du Barry just as it was her own Cleo* patra, just as any role she essays is her own. Her interpretation of the woman who, because of the infatuation of Louis XV,
King of France for her, presided over the destinies of the nation
is a creation of decided originality. She makes Madame Du Barry
a flirtatious and light-headed, ambitious and kind Madame Du
Barry, a woman whose sense of love and honor is not aroused
until it is all too late. As such she is the center of a certain
amount of appeal from the very start of her notorious career
and in the end when she is committed to the guillotine, the tragedy
of her life is all the more apparent. Miss Bara displays a remarkable degree of versatility in this, her latest effort. Being
superficial and flirtatious is quite different from being a serious
Cleopatra, but the character of the present picture suffers not from
the great transition the actress must needs have undergone since
her former role.
As a picture " Du Barry " is second to " Cleopatra " only in
length. J. Gordon Edwards has staged it with the same degree of
lavishness apparent in the picturization of the tragedy of the
Egyptian queen. The settings are rich, the costumes gorgeous in
every respect, and the entire exterior streets with the surging
revolutionary mobs present a spectacle of the type that deserves
only the highest amount of praise.
The career of " the greatest adventuress in the history of
France" is vastly entertaining as set down in this adaptation of
the play by Adrian Johnson. Her first meeting with Louis XV,
his capitulation, her secret affair with the officer of the King's
Guard which she manages to conceal from her master despite the
interference of Jean Du Barry who seeks to advance in the esteem
of his king by betraying her, are episodes which furnish a lively
interest. The comedy touch of her marriage to Guillaume Du
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Barry, which confers upon her the title necessary for her introduction at court, and in which Willard Louis, fat and puffy, is the
chief figure of relief is an excellent interpolation.
Charles Clary as the king and Hcrschcl Mayall as Du Barry's
self-appointed guardian contribute to the general good of the picture in no small measure and Fred Cluircli as Cosse-Brissac, the
officer of the Guard, is the other main supporting player. " Du
Barry" is a costume picture but there is no confusion, no laborious
introduction,
things
which
sometimes
character. And
on the
contrary
it hasattend
many pieces'
if not ofall aofsimilar
those
elements which go to make the Theda Bara picture laid in the
present time the popular thing it is. This fact together with the
magnificent production given the story should establish the picture's success beyond the shadow of a doubt.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Jeanette (Theda Bara), untnown in Paris but of great beauty and wit,
attracts the attention of Louis XV (Charles Clary) who expresses a desire
to meet her to Jean Du Barry (Herschel Mayall). This gentleman takes
her in hand, marries her to one of his fat and ungainly cousins merely to
gain her the power of a Madame and presents her at court. She at once
is the King's favorite. Her love for wealth and her easily satisfied vanity
bring her into high favor with the court. Her meeting with Cosse-Brissac
(Fred Church)
the carries
King's onGuard
bringswith
something
new into her
—
love.
So secretlyof she
an affair
him, hoodwinking
the life
king
despite
JeanOnDu theBarry's
efforts
her hypocrisy
broughthe tois his
lord's
attention.
contrary
due toto have
his constant
interference
banished
from court.
Louis' death,
Madame Revolution.
Du Barry Du
and Barry
Brissacjoinsarethem
unmolested untilWith
the outbreak
of the French
and incites the mob to arrest Madame Du Barry. In the mock court of
those unsettled days she is convicted along v/ith every other person who
was
Louis'
favor. with
An Brissac
attempt mortally
to escape wounded.
in which Brissac
resultsin in
recapture
And so partakes
Madame only
Du
Barry ends her life on the guillotine — a life in which she, though sinful, was
more sinned against than sinning.
Genevieve Blinn, Hector Sarno, Joe King, Dorothy Drake, Rosita Marstini, James Conley and A. Fremont are others in the cast.
Toto and Luke Comedies
{Rolin—Pathe)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
Stand," shows
THE second Toto comedy, entitled " A One Night
this new comedian as the property-man-of-all-work in a
tank town theatre. The fun is fast and furious and as usual in
comedies Props spoils the whole show. The incident of the mystic
act with the man circulating in the audience and asking questions
which he telephones back to Toto, who relays them to the mystic
on the stage to answer is hilariously funny and the manner in
which Toto gives the game away puts a fine comedy touch on
the end of it. Then there is the scene in which he emerges from
the trap door on the stage, completely spoiling the marvelous stunt
of the magician who waves a cloth and makes a girl appear.
The stunts are all funny and Toto meanders about nonchalantly
and with an absolutely vacant smile that adds much to the humorous value of the picture. Clarine Seymour and Bud Jamieson are
those named in his support.
Lloyd'sandlatest
is " The
Big Idea,"
butHarold
still useful
very one-reel
well put effort
on here.
By marking
all old
the
antiques in his employer's shop with a double X and then circulating the report about the town that the furniture so marked
contains a thousand dollars, he boosts the sales. A good touch
showing Luke's rival buying the last piece which really contains a
thousand and so winning the girl brings the reel to a fine close.
Bebe Daniels and Snubs Pollard lend their usual capable assistance.
" The Strong Way "
{World Film — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
SAVE in details of treatment " The Strong Way," starring June
Elvidge, is the conventional picture of the woman forced
into a loveless marriage for the sake of money and who, after
reels of mental torture, finds herself free to wed the man she loved
all the time. The response which such a story finds in an audience
is divided between sympathy for the woman and whole-hearted
loathing for the rich roue of a husband in proportions which, it
must be confessed, this reviewer is at a loss to state, for its basic
elements have done such yeoman service that with many they are
taken for granted like war and the subway. The details referred
to concern the elaboration of certain situations which are generspoken of inattitude
a whisper.
is madeofofher
the bridal
woman'schamber.
utterlyallydespondent
on theMuch
inspection
And in the denouement when she declares Chadwick her lover to
save him from the police there is a chord of certain delicacytouched upon. Just why Chadwick, after he takes refuge in the
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Eugene O'Brien and Herbert Evans, Leading
Men Whose Artistry and Popularity Goes
Unquestioned
Gladys Varden — L KO Comedies
closet became so hot that he was obhged to remove his dress coat
guarantee of its worth. The handling of the many dramatic
scenes bespeak of his skillful direction. England is the locale and
and collar and so be ready to back up with appearance Eunice's
accusation of herself is not altogether clear when mere logic is a convincing atmosphere has been injected by the selection of a
considered. A more convincing and not so obvious road to the number of exceptionally pretty exteriors with imposing archisame situation might have been found.
tectural piles in the background. In fact everything that could be
Miss Eh'idge. as usual, plays her part with all the sincerity at done to make " Mrs. Dane's Defense " a successful picture has
her command, which results in a deeply appealing character. John
been done and the results should add still further to the popularity
of jNIiss Frederick and the prestige of the producing company.
Rowers is hero and Joe Herbert and Hubert Wilke, a thoroughl\THE STORY AND PLAYERS
melodramatic pair of villains. George Kelson directed. The continuity includes a number of rich exteriors taken on a large estate,
Felicia Hindemarsh (Pauline Frederick), companion to Mrs. Trent (Grace
Reals), is the unfortunate victim of the attentions of Mr. Trent (Howard
Hall). When Mrs. Trent discovers their relationship she commits suicide
and
interesting scenes at Healy's Golden-Glades with its ice-skating
cabaret^
and Felicia, with her baby, takes refuge with her cousin, Mrs. Dane (Mary
Navarro) in Canada. With the death of her cousin she assumes her wealth
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
and name and journeys to England where she is introduced to society by
Married to Geoffrey Farrow (Joe Herbert) to satisfy the desire of tier Lady Eastney (Maud Turner Gordon). James Risbee (Cyril Chadwick) an
mother (Isabel Berwin) for wealth, Eunice (June Elvidge) soon regrets the old friend of the Trents recognizes her and before long the scandal of her
impulse which led her to bind herself to such a despicable man. Farrow
past is passed about in society. Lionel (Leslie Austen) refuses to believe
any of the rumors connected with her name, this despite the caution of his
is in the power of Carter (Hubert Wilke), because of his crooked business
father, Sir Daniel Carteret (Frank Losee), a famous cross-examiner of
dealings,
and
as
a
consequence
Eunice
is
forced
to
bear
Carter's
continual
insulting insinuations. At an entertainment the two men attempt to rope
London. Mrs. Dane appeals to Risbee to deny the statement he made reChadwick (John Bowers), the man who Eunice really loves, into a bit of
garding her past and he agrees to do so. The Bulsom-Porters (John L.
Shine and Ida Darling), society leaders who have been harsh in their
bad business, but he refuses. Later that night Carter insults Eunice, and
Chadwick interferes. Afterward Farrow finds Carter dead on the lawn.
denunciations of Mrs. Dane are induced to sign an apology. But just as
Chadwick, seen by the police after the shot was fired, flees to the house to Mrs. Dane believes herself safe, free to marry Lionel, Sir Daniel calls for
interview and when it is over he has the complete confession of the
take refuge
Eunice's
room.forHere
he is found.
to save
him,he de-is an
clares that hein has
been there
the greater
part ofEunice,
the evening
— that
woman. brokenAtLionel.his suggestion she goes to her child leaving behind her a hearther lover.
Farrow,
tired
of
Eunice,
takes
steps
for
a
divorce.
Both
Chadwick and Eunice suspect one another of the murder, and the clouds are only
rolled away
by the
of Eunice's
(Rosinain Henley),
who committed the deed
whenconfession
Carter betrayed
her maid
confidence
him.
" The Devil's Playground "
{Fraternity
Films—Seven Reels)
" Mrs. Dane's Defense "
Reviewed bv Peter Milne
{Famous Players-Paramount — Five Reels)
WERNER ground
AND
ABRAMS'
are offering
Devil'splays
Play-is
"to state
rights buyers.
Where"The
the Devil
Reviewed by Peter Milne
at ihe cabaret and afternoon and evening life in these establishments present a startling picture which will no doubt furnish
LJEXRY ARTHUR JONES' play "Mrs. Dane's Defense"
*■ * adai)ted for the screen by Margaret Turiibull and presenting
added conversation to the chats of the small town folk who like
to call New York wicked and Broadway a den of iniquity. The
I'aulinc Frederick in the principal role makes entertainment of an
mnisually strong quality. The career of the unfortunate Felicia
wickedness and iniquity is set forth boldly. Both the boy and
Hindemarsh who assumes the cloak of respectability provided by the girl of the story taste of the life of Broadway and sicken of it
the name and position of her dead cousin, Mrs. Dane, and who
linally setting forth to follow the straight and narrow path for
strives to bury her past forever that she may marry the man she
the rest of their lives. The girl has an escapade with a middleloves makes as dramatically strong progress on the celluloid as
aged fellow which nearly ends disastrously for her. The boy beit did on the stage. The episode in which she is finally forced
comes infatuated with a woman who has paintings of naked men
to a confession by the cross questioning of Sir Daniel has been
and women hanging on the walls of her apartment and who beliandlcd most effectively by both adaptor, director and star with
lieves in the saving idea as applied to the volume of each of her
the result that it stands out as a series of scenes of great power.
separate gowns.
Miss Frederick, it is hardly necessary to state, rises to the
The afternoon dansant is held up as vile. Men and women
emotional requirements of the role gloriously. Frank Losee makes
wrestle with one another to fancy steps and considerable jazz
music. Flashes of old women paying the checks for young men
the part of Sir Daniel stand out as next to the star's in eflFectiveflit across the screen and of old men flourishing currency before
ness. Leslie Austen as his son is of pleasing presence and sincere
in his rendition of the character. The remainder of the cast in- the eyes of young women. There are passionate scenes between
the boy and the siren and scenes which either amuse or disgust
cluding Ormi Hawlcy and Cyril Chadwick plays with a thorough
appreciation of the assistance it is called upon to render.
between the siren and the fat and wealthy gentleman in the habit
That "Mrs. Dane's Defense" was .staged by Hugh Ford,
of paying her bills. {Continued on fxige 446)
director-in-chief of the Famous Players studio, should be further
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JACKSONVILLE
MAKES

BID

FOR

THE

MOVIE

FOLKS

IT ASKS THEM TO GET OUT OF SLUSH, ICE AND PNEUMONIA
AND TO FILM UNDER THE NATURAL RAYS OF THE SUN.
iiiiiiiiiii|iiiiiiiiiiiii:iiiiiiiiiiii:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:iiiN
THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF JACKSONVILLE, REALIZING
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY, HAS
APPOINTED A SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE WHOSE DUTY IS TO
LOOK

AFTER

THE

INTEREST

OF THE

MOVING

PICTURE

PEO-

PLE—HELP THEM FIND LOCATIONS, HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS, PROPS, AND OTHERWISE LEND A HELPING HAND AND
SO MAKE THEIR STAY HERE A PLEASANT ONE. HE WILL
MEET YOU AT THE STATION AND HENCEFORTH YOU WILL
NOT

FEEL

LIKE

" A STRANGER

IN A STRANGE

LAND."

ll:i!!!!:!l!!!!!l!!l!lll!l!llllllll!l!!l!ll!!:!!!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINIII!IIIIIIII!llllll<llllllll!!l^
WE

ALSO HAVE STUDIOS— SO WRITE DIRECT TO
VILLE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
FOR FURTHER

THE JACKSONINFORMATION

of
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People can reach your Studio in four or five
minutes. Props, on a minute's notice. No waits
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sized sets.
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shops
equipped
with
latest machinery.
2000 Amperes gives any kind
light effects.
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is now ready for distribution.

This pamphlet should be in the
hands of every film man, operator
and those in all allied arts.
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g
10 CENTS PER COPY
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I
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INS
F. JENK
I712 EleventhC. Street,
Washington,
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(Continued from page 444)
The manner in which it has been held up by Dallas Tyler, who
wrote the story, is franker than it is technically correct. First is
told the story of the girl, then the story of the boy, whereas the
two lines of action should have been welded together. But those
who look for the sort of entertainment which " The Devil's Playground "offers will hardly bother over good construction. The
numerous scenes of cabaret life in all its seaminess predominate.
Vera Michelena as the siren acts a daring role convincingly from
every standpoint. Lillian Cook contributes some of the best work
of her career as the girl and Harry Spingler is a realistic unsophisticated j'outh. George Trumbull as a man of wealth introduces whatever comedy there is in the seven reels and Dallas
Tyler, the author gives a good picture of a mother. Robert Cummings, William H. Tooker, Mrs. Mansfield and Mrs. Adams complete the cast.
" The Blind Adventure "
{Vitagraph — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
EDWARD EARLE makes his first appearance as the featured
player in a Vitagraph production, in one of Earle Derr Biggers'
Saturday Evening
stories, " The
Adventure."of
The production
was madePost's
for Vitagraph
underBlind
the direction
Wesley Ruggles. Betty Howe presents the principal feminine
role.
For sheer suspense and gripping mystery, this production has
been equalled by only a few screen productions. It presents
the sort of screen drama that all enjoy. There is mystery upon
mystery in the latter reels and running through the initial reels
there are some fine bits of original comedy. The suspense element, considering the work as a story, is the predominating
quality. Until the anti-climax you are wondering with as much
uncertainty, concerning the identity of the murderers, as you are
w^hen the murder is first made known. The manner in which
the mystery is unfolded, although not original, presents an original
quality in the manner in which the episode is introduced. In
place of taking the serious vein from the start, the author has
seen fit to introduce his subject with a laugh rather than the
serious mood.
With his two principal characters once planted, the author has
made it imperative that the director resort to the flashback and
this method of exposure is carried through the greater part of
the reelage. As a usual thing this method detracts from the
compelling force of a story as presented on the screen, but in
this particular instance it adds to the strength of the drama.
Mr. Earle proves in this production that he is entitled to more
featured parts in five-reel productions. He possesses a strong
personality, has a fine sense of humor and can bring out the
comedy situations with a punch and a laugh for all. In this
production Mr. Earle is not casted as prominently as he should
be. The nature of the story, although keeping Mr. Earle in the
thoughts of his audiences in every scene, does not permit of his
being in actual evidence throughout the run. Opposite him in
the principal feminine role, Betty Howe shows to fine advantage.
She wears a smile that never comes off and is good to look
upon. She possesses a natural grace that stands out whether she
wills or not. George Wright is fine in the role of the inspector.
He screens good and presents a strength of character that convinces. Frank Norcross, William Bailey, Gilbert Rooney, C. A.
Stevenson, P. D. Standing, Eulalia Jansen and John Sturgeon are
seen in supporting rolqs. All do good work.
Director Ruggles has given " The Blind Adventure," a good
production, and has been careful as to detail. He had diflficult
script to work from, and was called upon to watch his step. This
he did, with the result that he has turned out a program feature
that no exhibitor can overlook when doing a headlincr.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Godfrey West (Edward Earle; is taking breakfast at the Carlton in
London. He is attracted by Marion Lamed, who is at the next table with
her father (Frank Norcross), an American congressman. He inserts a personal in the columns of the daily paper asking if he may meet her. She
reads the personal and becomes interested. A correspondence is started and
West, whose fondness for romance asserts itself, dcidcs to " keep his fair
friend
tells in His
his sixth
letters letter
to herbrings
of a to
fakedMarion
murder,
himself guessing."
the accusedHeperson.
his making
confession of the murder. It also finds England on the eve of the declaration
of
war
with
Germany.
Marion's
father
insists
that
they
leave
for
America.
She does not want to leave without seeing her admirer. Her maid gets his
address from the waiter. She writes him and West packs and barely catches
the same boat that Marion and her father has taken. He tells her that the
murder ii only a fake.
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" Ghosts of Yesterday "
{Select — Six Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
NORMA
one ofsuch
Rupert
works
to the TALMADGE
list of screenintroduces
dramas with
forceHughes'
of dramatic
presentment that it will stand as the " daddy of them all." Under
the title of " Ghosts of Yesterday," the author's work, " Two
Women," was given to Director Charles Miller by Mildred Considine, who did the continuity, and from the script Mr. Miller
has fashioned a drama for screen presentation that will stand
as the best work of Miss Talmadge, without exception. There
is not a man, woman or child who can leave a theatre where
" Ghosts of Yesterday " has been shown, who can point to Miss
Talmadge's work, to the story, to the direction, to the work of
the supporting cast headed by Eugene O'Brien, to the production,
to the photography, or to any part or parcel of this Select offering
and refer to one shortcoming.
From the first, the story holds, Miss Talmadge demands attention and the directorial work of Mr. Miller stands out with
the prominence of a lofty peak against a clear horizon. Mr.
Miller has seen that every necessary detail has been supplied.
This is particularly noticeable in the cabaret scene which is the
most pretentious and true-to-the-actuality type that has come under the observation of the writer. And added credit is due Mr.
Miller for this particular piece of work because he did not go
out of the studio to get the shots, but supplied the proper atmosphere with the most capable aid of his property men, to whom
due credit is given.
The admirers of Miss Talmadge will pronounce this the crowning achievement of her career and the few who have yet to be
convinced of her highly capable work before the camera, will
be won over never to deny again ability of this little artist.
Mr. Hughes' character of Howard Marston is exemplified by
Eugene O'Brien who works opposite Miss Talmadge with a
force of dramatic ability and with an ease of manner that stamps
him an artist. Unlike some who have been drawn from the
speaking
magic
the that
camera's
Mr. O'Brien
does not stage
carry by
withthe him
the ofidea
force lens,
in action
can be
best impressed by eloquent gestures. His work is this production is to be highly commended. Many of the scenes call for
strong, emotional acting and in these scenes, he registers a
maximum percentage. His facial expressions are never exaggerated nor are they underestimated but speak of the inner
emotions, in a language as intelligible as that conveyed by the
spoken word. Stuart Holmes, seen for the first time in many
months, has the heavy, character role. He villainizes the character of the Count with marked ability. Mr. Holmes has few
equals in interpreting villain roles. John Daly Murphy, Henry
J. Herbert, Ida Darling and Blanche Douglas all do their share
with the highest appreciation.
Director Miller has given " Ghosts of Yesterday," a production
that will stand the acid test for quality. Less than five hundred
feet of the six thousand that makes for the picture, is devoted
to exteriors. The initial scenes are models of home-like simplicity. The cabaret scene is a masterpiece. The interiors of
the artist's home in Paris are lavish and complete to the finest
detail. The photography is entitled to especial mention for its
clearness. The lighting effects have registered. A noticeable fact
about the picture and one very much to its credit, is the limited
number of sub-titles. This speaks well for the story. The subtitles used are snappy, to the point, and the diction conspicuous
because of the absence of flowery language. The exhibitor who
fails to book " Ghosts of Yesterday " misses a golden opportunity to present to his patrons the crowning achievement of Norma
Talmadge's career before the camera.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Howard
Marston
(Eugene
a young
is aonewaster.
He
lives a life of dissipation. He O'Brien),
sees the folly
of it artist,
all, takes
last fling,
and the following morning goes to the park to end it all. He is in the act
of killing himself when Ruth Grahame, of humble parentage, sees him and
prevents the act. Ruth invites Howard to make his home with herself and
father. He accepts the invitation and shortly after Ruth and he are married.
Howard obtains a position in an engraving plant and invents a process of
colormaking for which he receives a large sum. He takes up pamting and
Ruth poses for her picture. When nearly finished, Ruth is taken sick and
dies.
Marston, broken in spirit, leaves for Paris and becomes the most popular
member of the artist colony. At the Bal Tabarin, cabaret and restaurant,
the queen of the dancers.
he meets Jeanne La Fleur (Norma Talmadge),
her. Marston
Count Pascal de Fondras (Stuart Holmes) is in love towith
his studio and she
come
to
her
asks
He
Ruth.
of
picture
the
her
sees in
{Continued on page 452)
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What

West
Coast
Best/'
to Mr. Abels.Says
" In cities Abels
where the war
Representative of Select Pictures Declares Western Exhibitor Is Ahead
tax was not added to the admission fees,"
Mr. Abels said, " I found that the people
of His Brethren — Says Adthought the theatre manager was contributvertising Pays
ing to political negligence by not adding
the war tax to his admission fees. In some
AFTER a tour of three-quarters of the instances I learned that failure of managers
United States, Sydney E. Abels, rep- to add the war tax caused a falling off in
resentative of Select Pictures Corporation,
their business.
reached Los Angeles last week on a tour
" Where there has been a falling off of
of the country which will put him in touch
the patronage of a theatre in any given lowith exchange conditions of the Select orcality," Mr. Abels
" I have found
ganization, and to a Motion Picture News
that it was
due tocontinued,
natural conditions
and
representative gave a very interesting sumin no instance chargeable to the additional
mary of conditions as he found them.
feeMr.caused
the of
warthetax."
" Exhibitors of the West Coast and mounAbelsbytold
very enthusiastic
reception
being
tendered
Select Pictures in
tain states," Mr. Abels said, "have progressed far in advance of the Central and
all sections of the country, and added that
Eastern states exhibitors in the matter of he felt certain that both exhibitors and picinteresting the general public in motion picture patrons would applaud the new policy
of the company which provides for big
tures.
They
have
done'
this
by
their
consistent use of all forms of advertising, and
stars and well known plays, such as " The
particularly the manner in which they have
House of Glass " and " Shirley Kaye," proused newspaper space, along with the careduced by Clara Kimball Young; Eugene
ful selection of pictures and make-up of Walter's "The Knife" for Alice Brady,
their programs. The Eastern exhibitor, if " The Studio Girl " for Constance Talhe uses a small card, thinks he is a regular
madge
" Ghosts of Yesterday " with
Norma and
Talmadge.
advertising cut-up."
The war tax has not affected the motion
After spending two weeks in Los Angeles with Branch Manager B. E. Loper,
picture exhibiting business in any particular,
unless it is to induce the people to attend
Mr. Abels plans to return East by the
theatres in order that they may contribute
southern route, stopping off at the prinwar tax and thus do their bit in the prescipal cities where Select Pictures has exchanges.
ent conflict of our Government, according

Goldwyn

Cannot

Finds that Director Is Tied up Under
Fox Option and Services Are Not
Available — Error Causes
Tangle
RA. WALSH, the director, who re• cently signed a long-term contract
with Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, will
be unable to join Goldwyn because of the
announced discovery in his contract with
the William Fox organization that he had
given that company a further option on
his services when signing up with them
last.
This discovery, it is said, was made by
Mr. Walsh upon the arrival in New York
of papers and other effects from his Los
Angeles home, and it is said to have caused
him quite as much surprise as it did Goldwyn. Goldwyn, upon the signing of Mr.
Walsh's contract, made all arrangements
for his first Goldwyn production, which
was in readiness for him to start work on
in Fort Lee. Walsh, immediately upon
the discovery of his dilemma, laid the matter before Samuel Goldfish, president of
Goldwyn, and the latter gave Mr. Walsh
his written release from his Goldwyn contract.
" It is a matter of natural regret that
Goldwyn should lose the services of a successful and able director like Mr. Walsh,"
said Mr. Goldfish, "but at no time has
Goldwyn wished to have men break their
contracts with any other organization. The
mistake in this case, as Mr. Walsh himself
frankly says, is of his own making. He

Happened When I
Raised My Prices
(Continued from page 383)
paign among motion picture patrons. One
can do it through the newspapers. They
can do it through the little house organ
that many of us publish. Little bulletins
briefly descriptive of conditions may be
flashed from time to time between reels of
the entertainment. Then I frequently resort to verbal announcements delivered
from the stage. In this way I strive to prepare the minds of my patrons for any
changes that may be essential. I guard
against surprises for them, and I generally
find that they are ready for any change of
policy that I am compelled to make.
" Exhibitors should not have the slightest fear of their abilities to explain the justification tothe public for this increase in
the price of admission. They have been
the very last to make such an advance.
Clothiers, manufacturers, pubHshers and
food distributors already have obtained
their increases from the public. Certainly
at a time like this every effort should likewise be directed toward convincing the public that the theatre wished to meet its

Engage
Walsh
felt when he came to us that he was free
to dispose of his services in any manner
he desired, but upon a re-reading of his
contract when received from Los Angeles, both he and his representatives
reached the conclusion that the Fox organization had a valid claim and right to
his services upon the exercise of the option in the previously made contract."

Pathe

Gives

U.

More Are Expected to Join Colors at
Any Time, and Foreign Offices
Also Contribute
to Army
Ranks — War Films Also

SIXTY-ONE employes of Pathe Exchange are now in uniform and actively fighting for world democracy, while
the whole organization has been congratulated on its work as a distributor of official
war films.
An additional number is likely to be
added to the present list, it is said, and the
House of Pathe in foreign countries has
many more swelling the total of Pathe
fighters for freedom to a very large one.
The sixty-one Americans are: Walter
Drake, J. Cunningham, Michael Carroll,
Andrew Golitko. Jack Schaeffer, Arthur
Hile, Frederik Hansen, Ralph Wade, Fr.

An indication
patrons
half way."of the optimism of local
exhibitors is expressed in the announcement of Alfred L. Rider, recently, to reopen a motion picture theatre at No. 352
Broad street, in the heart of the business
section. The theatre has been dark for
more than a year. Mr. Rider declares the
playhouse will be reopened in January after
a large sum has been expended in renovating and improving the property.

Riverside

at Evansville

to

Soon
Reopen
The Riverside
theatre
at Evansville,
Ind., which has been shut down for the
will be re-opened in the near
last year,
future
after remodeling and revamping
throughout. The house is near the water
front.

S. Sixty

Men

H. Christoph, Oscar Helwig, J. C. Reynolds, Jacques Meyer, Felix Slatosky,
Edward R. Paul, Fred Ford, Ray Libby,
W. S. Morse, C. D. Foster, C. H. Wortman, Geo. W. Chappel, James M. Curran,
Howard Wilson, William Sullivan, Walter
F. Peacock, Geo. L. Hanes, Irving Rauchwerk, R. E. Walker, C. M. Seipel, Lee
Wentz, Cicero Alexander, B. E. Loper,
Jr., Geo. Carney, Albert Friedland, Arthur
Gray, James H. Cuniff, Manferd Wiman,
Harold Goodemote, J. S. Cowan, George
Farrow, Fritz Bierman, Frank Olsen, H.
Adamson, Clinton Taafe, D. Bokee, Sidnev Lencher, D. E. Carroll, Karl A.
Suelke, A. Fasano, O. J. Robichek, A.
Gini, A. L. Jonas, T. P. Langdon, A. C.
Gottschalk, O. J. Pean, J. C. Donahue,
J. Rothman, James Keating, J. R. Sloan,
William Bevan, L. C. Varela, E. I. Sweigert. A. E. L. Martzolf.
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Art Dramas, Inc.
George Kleine System
1. (Undecided) Erbograph
S
(PERFECTION PICTURES)
8. Unto the End (Crane Wilbur) Horsley
5 Nov. S. Two Bit Seats (Taylor Holmes)
Nov. 19. Kill(Essanay)
Joy (Essanay)
Bluebird Photoplays
Gift o'Town
Gab (Essanay)
Dec. 3. Theeau)
Raggedy Queen (Violet Merser- 5 Nov.
Dec. 26.
3. Small
Guy (Essanay)
Dec.
10.
The
Dream
Doll (Essanay)
Dec. 10. The Door Between (Ruth Clifford) . 5 Dec. 17. Salt of the Earth
(Edison)
Dec. 17. My Little Boy (Ella Hall)
5 Dec. 24. Sadie Goes to Heaven
(Essanay)...
Dec. 24. The Scarlet Car (Franklyn Farnum) —
Dec. 31. The Girl by the Roadside (Violet
Metro Pictures Corporation
Mersereau)
—
Jan. 7. My Unmarried Wife (Carmel My- ers) 5 Dec. 3. The Square Deceiver (Harold Lockwood), Yorke Film
Jan. 14. Face Value (Mae Murray)
5
Mrs. Jessop (Emily Stevens),
Jan. 21. Broadway Love (Dorothy Philips). S Dec. 10. Alias
Metro
Jan. 28. The Fighting Grin (Franklyn Far- num) 5 Dec. 10. (Special) Blue Jeans (Viola Dana).
Bushman,
Feb. 4. The Wife He Bought (Carmel Myers) 5 Dec. 17. God's
BeverlyOutlaw
Bayne),(Francis
Metro
Dec. 24. An American Widow (Ethel BarryUniversal Productions
more), Metro
Dec. 3. Fighting Mad (Wm. Stowell, Helen
Avenging Trail (Harold LockGibson, Betty Schade)
5 Dec. 31. Thewood),
Yorke Film
Dec. 10. The Silent Lady (Little Zoe Rae,
Jan.
7.
Daybreak
(Emily Stevens) Metro...
Gretchen Lederer)
S Jan. 14. The Winding
Trail (Viola Dana)
Dec. IS. Beloved Jim (Priscilla Dean, Harry
Rolfe-Metro
Carter)
S Jan. 21. The Eyes of Mystery (Edith Storey)
Dec. 24. Bucking Broadway (Harry Carey,
Rolfe-Metro
Molly Malone)
5 Jan. 28. Under Suspicion (Francis X. BushDec. 31. The High Sign (H. Rawlinson,
man and Beverly Bayne) Metro...
Brownie Vernon)
S
Jan. 7. The Wolf and His Mate (Louise
Mutual Film Corporation
Lovely)
S
Nov. 5. A Game of Wits (Gail Kane)
Jan.
14. Madame
Hell's Crater
(GraceMiilhall)
Cunard)
Jan. 21.
Spy (Jack
55 Nov. 12. (Special)
The Planter (Tyrone
Jan. 28. The Phantom Riders (Harry Carey,
Power)
Molly Malone)
5 Nov. 12. Betty
and the Buccaneers (AmeriFox Film Corporation
Nov. 19. Snap
Judgment (William Russell),
American
(Special Features)
Nov. 19. Please Help Emily (Ann Murdock),
Dec. 2. The Babes in the Wood (CarpenterFrohman
Corbin)
5
Nov. 26. The Mate of the Sally Ann (Mary
Dec. 9. The Pride of New York (George
Miles Minter)
Walsh)
S
Dec. 16. Unknown 274 (June Caprice)
S Dec. 3. American Maid (Edna Goodrich) ...
Army (MargarDec. 23. The Kingdom of Love (Jewel Car- men) 5 Dec. 10. Miss Jackie
ita of the
Fischer)
York Luck (Wm. Russell),
Dec. 30. For Liberty (Gladys Brockwell) 5 Dec. 17. NewAmerican
Jan. 6. Stolen Honor (Virginia Pearson) ... 5 Dec. 24. Her Sister (Olive Tell) Frohman..
Jan. 13. Cupid's Roundup (Tom Mix)
S Dec. 31. Her Second Husband (Edna GoodJan.
Markova).
Jan. 20.
27. ATheHeart's
HeartRevenge
of (Sonia
Romance
(June 5
Caprice)
5 Jan. 7. Molly Go Get 'Em (Margarita Fischer)
Jan. 14. 'The Imposter (Ann Murdock) FrohFox Standard Pictures
Nov. 4. The Rose of Blood (Theda Bara) ... 6
Nov. 18. Treasure Island
6
Paramount Picture Corp.
Dec. 2. A Daughter of the Gods (Annette
Dec. 3. Thelieri)
Eternal Temptress (Lina CavaKellermann)
—
Dec. 9. Troublemakers (Jane and Katherine
Dec.
3.
The
Secret
(Sessue Hayakawa)
Lee)
7 Dec. 10. The Land ofGame
Promise (Billie Burke)
Dec. 16. The Heart of a Lion (William FarDec.
10.
Tom
Sawyer
(Jack
Pickford)
num) 6
of Music Mountain (Wallace
Dec. 30. Du Barry (Theda Bara)
7 Dec. 17. NanReid)
Jan. 20. Cheating the Public
8 Dec. 17. The Fair Barbarian (Vivian Martin)
Dec. 24. Love Letters (Dorothy Dalton) . . . .
Goldwyn Features Corp.
His Seven
Mother's
Boy (Marguerite
(Charles Ray)...
Dec. 24.
31. The
Swans
Clark)
Nov. 4. Sunshine Alley (Mae Marsh)
6 Dec.
Nov. 18. Nearly Married (Madge Kennedy).. 6 Jan. 7. Mrs. Dane's Defense (Pauline FredDec. 2. The Auction Block
6
Dec. 16. The Cinderella Man (Mae Marsh).. 6 Jan. 14. Jules of the Strong Heart (George
Bcban)
Dec. 30. Thais (Mary Garden)
7
Jan. 14. Fields of Honor (Mae Marsh)
5 Jan. 14. The Spirit cf '17 (Jack Pickford)..
21. Rimrock Jones (Wallace Reid)
Jan. 28. Dodging a Million (Mabel Normand) 5 Jan.
GOLDWYN SPECIALS
Jan 21. Blackton's The World for Sale
The Manx-Man
7
28. Thetinge)
Widow's Might (Julian ElFor the Freedom of the World
7 Jan.
Jan. 28, The Hired Man (Charles Ray)
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
fParalta Plays)
Artcraft Releases
Dec.
15.
A
Man's
Man CBessie
fj. Warren
Kerrigan)
Jan. 1. Madam Who
Barriscale)
. . . . 77
(PARAMOUNT)
Jan. 15. His Robe of Honor (Henry B. Wal- thal ; 7 Dec. 17. The Devil
Stone (Geraldine Farrar).
Dec. 31. A Modern
Musketeer (Douglas
Fairbanks)
Ivan Feature Productions
Jan.
7.
Rose
of
the
World
(Elsie Ferguson).
Mar. 18. Two Men and a Woman (James
Jan. 14. Dead or Alive (Wm. S. Hart)
Morrison, Christine Mayo, Ruybe
Jan.
21.
Stella
Maris
(Mary
Pickford)
De Remcr, Guy Coombs. John
Reinhardt and Helen Arnold)
S
Pathe
Exchange, Inc.
June — One Law for Both
9
Dec.
2.
The
Little
Patriot (Baby Marie OsJewel Productions, Inc.
borne, Marion Warner, Herbert
Standing)
Sept. — Come Through (Drama)
—
Sept. — Pay Me (Drama)
—
Dec. 9. Her Sister's Rival (Vera ColodoSept. — Sirens of the Sea (Drama)
—
naya, L.Russian
M. Coronova, V. A. Polonsky)
Oct. — Man Without a Country (Patriotic). —
Dec. 16. Vengeance Is Mine (Irene Castle,
Oct. — The Corespondent (Drama)
Elliott Dexter, Edwin Hoyt, Frank
Nov. — The Price of a Good Time (Drama).. —
Sheridan, Reginald Mason, Ethel
Dec. — The Grand Passion (Drama)
—
Dec. — K (Drama)
_
Grey Terry) Astra

Motion

Oct.
Oct.

—5
S3
S
5
5
S
5
7
5
5
5
S
S
S
5
5
7
can) S
S
5
S
S
5
S
S
rich) 5
5
man 5
5
S
S
5
5
5
5
5S
erick) S
5
55
5
5
5
S
S
5
5
S

5
5
5

Picture

News

Dec. 23. Runaway Romany (Marion Davies,
Joseph
Moore,Ardsley.
Ormi 5
Hawley, Kilgour,
Gladden Matt
James),
Dec. 30. Over the Hill (Gladys Hulette, J. H.
Gilmour, Daniel Mason, Wm.
Parke, Jr.), Astra
5
Jan. 6. Convict
Castle, Warner
Gland, 993 Paul(Irene Everton,
Etheyle
Cooke, Bert Starkey)
5
Jan. 13. The Clerman Curse in Russia (Wat
Film), Donald C. Thompson
5
Select Pictures
— The Barrier
V
— The Lone Wolf (Hazel Dawn and
Bert Lytell)
6
Oct. — Public Be Damned (Charles Richman)
65
Oct. — - The Wild Girl (Eva Tanguay)
Oct. — Over There (Anna Q. Nilsson and
Charles Richman)
6
Oct. — The Moth (Norma Talmadge)
6
Oct. — Magda (Clara Kimball Young)
S
Oct. — Scandal (Constance Talmadge)
5
Nov. — Her Silent Sacrifice (Alice Brady) . . 5
Nov. — Secret of the Storm (Country (Norma
Talmadge)
5
Dec. — Shirley Kake (Clara Kimball Young). 5
Dec. — The Honeymoon
(Constance Talmadge) 5
Jan. — Woman and Wife (Alice Brady —
Jan. — Ghosts of Yesterday (Norma TalJan. — The Marionettes (Clara Kimball madge) —
Jan. Young)
— The Studio Girl (Constance Tal- —
madge) —
Triangle Distributing Corporation
Dec. 9. Fanatics (J. Barney Sherry)
5
Dec. 9. The
Learnin' of Jim Benton (Roy S
Stewart)
Dec. 16. Because of the Woman (Billie Ben- net ) 5
Dec. 16. The Maternal Spark (Irene Hunt).. 5
Dec. 23. Without Honor (Margery Wilson. 5
Dec. 23. Until They Get Me (Pauline Hart). 5
Dec. 30. The Gown of Destiny (Alma Ruebens)
5
Dec. 30. Framing Framers (Charles Gunn) . . 5
Jan. 6. Betty Takes a Hand (Olive Thomas) 5
Jan. 6. Man Above the Law (Jack Richard- son) S
Jan. 13. I Love You (Alma Ruebens)
7
Jan. 13.
Outlaw
(Roy Stewart)
Jan.
20. Law's
Evidence
(J. Barney
Sherry)
55
Jan. 20. Flames of Chance (Margery Wil- son) 5
Jan. 27. The Gun Woman (Texas Guinan) . . 5
Jan. 27. HerFoss)
American Husband (Darrell S
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

Vitagraph
V-L-S-E. (Mildred
10. The
Marriage Speculation
Manning, Wallace MacDonald) ...
17. In the Balance (Earle Williams)...
24. When Men Are Tempted (Mary
Anderson, Alfred Whitman)
31. His Own People (Harry Morey,
Gladys Leslie)
7. The Blind Adventure (Edward Earle,
Betty Howe)
14. The Wildfred
Strain Whitman)
(Nell Shipman, Al21. The Menace (Corinne Griffith, Evart
Overton)
28.4. ATheMother's
Sin (Earle
Other Man
(Harry Williams)....
Morey, Grace
Darmond, Florence Deshon)

Wliolesome Films Corporation
The Ralph
Penny Morgan),
Philanthropist
D(Peggy O'Neil and
Cinderella and the Magic Slipper (Special ChilCast), Juv
His feet,
Awful
(Rex Adams), 1,000
C. dren'sDownfall
Little Red Riding Hood (Juvenile), 4,000 feet.
World Pictures
Dec. 10. The Good for Nothing (Carlyle
Blackwell and Evelyn Greeley)...
Dec. 17. The Tenth Case (June Elvidge)
Dec. 24. The Volunteer (Madge Evans and
Henry Hull)
Dec. 31. The Wasp (Kitty Gordon)
Jan. 7. Stolen Hours (Ethel Clayton)
Jan. 14. The Strong Way (June Elvidge)....
Jan. 21. The Beautiful Mrs. Reynolds (Carlyle
Blackwell, June Elvidge)
Jan. 28. Gates of Gladness (Madge Evans)..

5
5
i
S
S
5
5
5
5
5
4

5
5
5
S
5
5
5
5

January

ip , ip i
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For Manufacturers' Addresses, Names and Addresses of Buyers handling films in any territory, or any other
additional information write — State Rights Department, Motion Picture News
Animal World, No. 2 Issue.
Birdland Studies.
American News Weekly
Friedman Enterprises
and
Horticultural Phenomena.
One reel each week exclusively on Army
A Mormon Maid (Mae Murray)
6 reels
Navy activities.
/-i
e
.
/~i
Losmoiotonlm Lompany
Frohman Amusement Corp.
American Standard M. P. Corp.
Incomparable Mistress Bellairs 4 reels The Witching Hour (C. Aubrey Smith,
Hall
4 reels
May 7.S. When
Jones' Justice
Jonah Day
C..1S reels
reel Liberty
Jack
Helen Conness
Arnold. Marie 6 reels
May
Errs,(Sunshine),
D
The Black Spot
4 reels
ShotwellSherrill,
and Robert
4 reels
May 12. (Educational Subject)
1 reel Victoria Cross
Conquest of Canaan
S reels
On 18
4 reels God's
May 14. The Daughter of Darkness, EpiMan
9 reels
sode No. 1, D
2 reels His Vindication
S reels
May 19. Ghosts (Sunshine), C
1 reel I Believe
7 reels
Sept. 17. My Country First
6 parts
The Italian Joseph
Battlefront. M. Gaites
Oct. 7. The Mystery of the Boule 5 parts
Creative Film Corporation
Oct. 15. Blackmailer
5 parts The Girl Who Didn't Think (Jane Gail).. 6 reels
General Enterprises, Inc.
Mother (Elizabeth Risdon, McClure) . . . .6 parts
Dixie Films
Anti-Vice Film Company
Warrior (Maciste) (McClure) 7 parts
Is Any Girl Safe?
S reels Tempest and Sunshine (Evelyn Greely)..5 reels The
The Liar (Jane Gail, Stanley Walpole)...6 parts
Just a Song at Twilight
5 reels
Gold Medal Photoplays
Argosy Films, Inc.
Frank P. Donovan Productions
The Celebrated Stielow Case
6 reels
The Web of Life (Hilda Nord, James
— Billy, the Governess (Billy Quirk) . . 1 reel
Cruze, George Spencer)
5 reels
Where
Get That
Stuff
AbsintheD'ye(King
Baggott),
Universal Re- 5 reels July
— Butting in Society (Lou Marks)... 1 reel
Golden Features
is ue 5reels Aug.
Aug. — After Her Dough (Lou Marks).... 1 reel A Bit of Life
1 reel
Aug. — Bunked in Bunkville (Geo. Ross)..l reel
Arizona Film Company
— His Dirty Career (Lou Marks) 1 reel
Grand Feature Film Company
Should She Obey
— reels Aug.
Aug. — Trying it Twice (Mabel Trinneer)..l reel
Beach on the Spanish Main
reels
Aug. — Helen of Troy (All-Star Cast) 5 reels Rex
Arrow Film Corporation
5S reels
— His Foolish Way (Geo. Thelian) . . . 1 reel Rex Beach in Pirate Haunts
The Deemster (Derwent Hall Caine) 7 reels Sept.
Rex Beach in Footsteps of Capt. Kidd....5 reels
Sept.
—
At
the
Barber's
Ball
(Lou
Marks).
2
reels
Sept. — Was She to Blame? (in prep.).
Rex Beach Pictures Co.
— In and Out (Tammany Young) 1 reel
Graphic Features
The Barrier
9 reels Sept.
Sept.— His Flying Flivver (C. J. Van
S reels
Duesen and Pearl Shepard) 2 reels The Woman and the Beast
Bernstein Film Production
D. W. Griffith
June — . Who Knows?
6 reels
Ebony Film Corporation
9 reels
A Natural Born Shooter
1 reel Intolerance
Bluebird Extraordinary
Dat Blackhand Waitah Man
1 reel
Frank Hall Productions, Inc.
Sept.Ruth
3. Mother
o' Mine (Rupert Julian and 5 reels Shine Johnson and the Rabbit's Foot 1 reel
(A. H. Jacobs. Prod.)
Clifford)
Her Fighting Chance (Jane Grey) — reels
E. I. S. Motion Picture Corp.
The Eagle's Wings (Herbert Rawlinson).
The
Bar
Sinister
— reels
Trooper 44
5 reels
Hell Morgan's Girl (Dorothy Phillips).
Hanover Film Company
Mother o' ford,
Mine
Julian, Ruth ClifElmont Feature Film Co.
Ruby La(Rupert
Fayette).
— reels
People vs. John Doe
6 reels Maciste
How Uncle Sam Prepares
4 reels
Brenon Productions
God's
Law
6
reels
William S. Hart
Lone Wolf
7 ^
Fall of the Romanoffs
8 parts
Enlightment Corporation
The Cold Deck
S D
parts Enlighten
Empty Pockets
7 parts
Thy Daughter
7 reels The Two Gun Man
S D
JULES BURNSTEIN
Eugenic Film Company
Shame
7 parts
Hawk Film Corporation
Birth
6 reels Monster of Fate
— reels
Cardinal Film Corporation
European Film Company
Joan the Woman (Geraldine Farrar) 11 reels
Herald Film Corporation
Fighting for Verdun
5 reels Around the World in 80 Days
6 reels
Century Comedies
Exclusive Features, Inc.
(FEATURING ALICE HOWELL)
Hiller
&
Wilk,
Inc.
Balloonatics
2 reels Where Is My Father?
7 reels The Battle of Gettysburg
Automaniacs
2 reels
The Wrath of the Gods (Sessue Hayakawa).5— reels
reels
Export and Import Film Co.
Neptune's Naughty Daughter
2 reels Robespierre
—
reels
Benjamin Cahpin Productions
Ivan the Terrible
— reels At the Hippodrome
Front with the Allies.Film Co.
(CHAPTER FEATURES CORP.)
My Mother
2 reels
Fairmount Film Corporation
Historic Features
My Father
2 reels Hate
7 reels
Myself
2 reels
Christus
8 reels
Flora Finch Film Co.
The Call to Arms
2 reels
War Prides
2 reels
M.
H.
Hoffman,
Inc.
Christie Film Company
The Fringe of Society (Ruth Roland and
Father's Bright Idea
1 reel First National Exliibitors' Circuit,
Milton Sills)
7 reels
Inc.
With
the
Mummies'
Help
1
reel
One
Hour (Zeena Keefe and Alan Hale). 6 reels
The Magic Maid
1 reel
The Silent Witness (Gertrude McCoy)... 6 reels
The Milky Way
1 reel On Trial.
His Last Pill
1 reel Charles Chaplin.
A Trip Through China (Brodsky's Art Pic- tures) 8reels
The Fourteenth Man
1 reel
Her Fighting Chance (Jane Grey) 6 reels
Down by the Sea
1 reel
Bud Fisher Film Corporation
Should She Obey? (Alice Wilson, Gene
Skirts
1 reel July 9. Cows and Caws.
Genung and Norbert Myles) 6 reels
Won in a Cabaret
1 reel July 16. Submarine Chasers.
Whither Thou Goest (Rhea Mitchell and
His Merry Mix-Up
1 reel July 23. Cheese Tamers.
Orrin Johnson)
S reels
A Smoky Love Affair
1 reel July 30. Janitors.
The Great White Trail (Doris Kenyon)..6 reels
Aug. 6. A Chemical Calamity.
Distributing
Corp.
Aug. 13. As Prospectors.
The Cinema
13th Labor of
Hercules.
Iliodor Picture Corporation
Fort Pitt Corporation
The Fall of the Romanoffs (Iliodor, Nance
Claridge Films, Inc.
The Italian Battlefront.
O'Neil, Ekaterina Galanta, Alfred
The Birth of Character
5 reels
Hickman and Conway Tearle) — reels
Fox Film Corp.
The Heart of New York
5 reels
Inter Ocean Film Corp.
(Standard Pictures)
The Spy.
Clune Productions
Enlighten
Thy Daughter
— reels
Ramona
8 reels The Honor System.
Ivan Film Productions
Eyes of the World
9 reels Jack and the Beanstalk.
The Conqueror.
One Law for Both
8 reels
Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
Camille.
Babbling Tongues
6 reels
Chariotte.
Oct. 18. Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp.
Married
in
Name
Only
7
reels
The Frozen Warning.
Nov. 18. The Babes in the Wood.
Sins of Ambition
6 reels
Corona Cinema Company
Fraternity Films, Inc.
Film Corporation
The Curse of Eve (Enid Markey) 7 reels The Devil's Playground (Vera Michelena) — reels World Juvenile
War in Kidland
1 reel
A
Chip
Off
the
Old
Block
1 reel
Frieder Film Corporation
Coronet Film Corporation
1 reel
LIVING STUDIES IN NATURAL HISTORY
The Birds' Christmas Carol (Mary Louise). 5 reels Chip's Elopement
(Continued on page 451)
Animal World, No. 1 Issue.
A Bit O' Heaven (Mary Louise) 5 reels

Educatioual Film Corp. of Amer.
SCENICS— EDUCATIONAL
Oct. 24. From Studio to Screen.
Oct. 31. A Trip Through Japan, No. 1.
Nov Islands,
7. A Flying
No. 1. Trip Through the Hawaiian
Nov Islands,
H. A No.
Flying
2. Trip Through the Hawaian
Nov. 21. Me and My Dog.
Nov. 28. The Chain Gang.
Dec. Valley).
5. The Land of Enchantment (Yosemite
Dec. 12. Fishing for Fish.
Dec. 19. A Trip Through Japan, No. 2.
Dec. 26. Beside the Glimmer Glass.
DITMARS
OF NATURE"
Nov. 19. The"LIVING
Animals ofBOOK
Australia
Nov. 26. The Smaller Monkeys.
Dec. 3. Enemies of the Garden.
Dec. 10. Our Vanishing Game.
Dec. 17. Nature's Weavers.
Dec.
24. The
Nature's
Songsters.
Dec. 31.
Animals
in Midsummer.
Fox Sunshine Comedies
11. Roaring Lions and Wedding Bells.. 2 C
18. A Milk-Fed Vamp
2 C
9. His Smashing Career
. . . . .2 C
23. Damaged — No Goods
.
.
.
.
.
.2
C
6. Shadows of Her Pest
......2 C
13. Are Married Policemen Safe?....!.
2
C
3. Son of a Gun
2 C
General Film Company
BROADWAY STAR FEATURES
,.ru- ,■
'° HENRY STORIES)
Whistling
ChristDemasGarde)
Stocking 2 C-D
(Ueorge Dick's
Cooper, Adele
The Fourth in Salvador (Chet
L.- Rodgers) Ryan, W. 2 C-D
The Clarion Call (Walter McGrail, Alice
Terry)
2D
The Chet
HidingRya
of Black n)
Bill (W. L. Rodgers' 2D
The Jack
Thing's
the Play
(Mildred
Cro
sby
) ' Manning,' 2 C D
NAY
ESSA
r,^
,..^
E BLACK CAT
("TH
IES")
STORinia
The Rodney
Long LaGreenRoc
Trail k)
(Virg
Valli. 2 D
Don't
Lose
Your
Co
at
2 C
Star Dust (Margaret Clayton)
C-D
FABLES
ADE
?^
9"^.?,^^
w
IT
Th Fable
The
of All That Triangle Stuff
HP,^y the Meal Ticketas Sized 2 C
The
Fable
ofof thetheFilm-Fed
'.'.'..'.2 C
The Little
Fable Op
Uplifter Family
and His Dandy
us
2 C
The
of the
Notes' and 2 C
Tu FableWise
and Girl
ThenWhoFellTook'
Down
e??'''' °LTable Toilsome
Ascent and the
bhinmg
Land
2 C
The Hot
Fablebidewalks
of the Back Trackers from' the -> p
COMEDIES 'd'reel')' " " , q
A DepotESSANAY
Romeo
Make Your Eyes Behave.'.'.'.'.'
Lunch
\i 'xr
Nut Stuff
,
P
He Loved Her So . .
, r
One Night
!^
balmon
Fishing
C's'wick 1 Sc
in New
Bruns
Y SCENI
^.ESSANA
<:=,^
Lake
Louise
,c
Banff
National
Park
.,'.';.'
]
j gc'
The
National
Industries
of Canada! il Sc'
WaterGreat
Powers
of Western
Canada....
1
Sc
Through
Canada
from
Coast to Coast. . . . 1 Sc'
How Canada
and
the
Farmer
Co-operate
in
Oram Raising
1 Sc
Agricultural Opportunities in" Wcs'te'rii' Can- ad I
CHAPLIN COMEDIES
I ne Cnamnion
27 Cr
A Jitney Elopement
!!
By
the Sea
f} pr
In the
Park
Work FALCON!
'£
FEATURES
Feet of Clay fMargaret Landis. R. Henry
Grey)
'4 q
Brand's
f Kathleen)Kirkham, ' R.
Hf-nryDaughter
Grey
4 jj
His Mollie
Old-F3j,hion
ed nnel
Dad (Daniei
MrCo
l)' Gilfether. 4 0
Zollenmein (Vola Vale. Monroe Salisbury) ' 4 D
)IES
SAIS
(AMERICAN GIRLK
SER
MH MAR■ IN
WIT
LE
A
The Man Hunt at San Remo
2 D
The Door in the Mountain
2D
Sagebrush Law
...!!!!2 D

Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

("THE FURTHER ADVENTURES OF
STINGAREE
" WITH
TRUE BOARDMAN)2 D
Through
Fire and
Water
A Bushranger's
Strategy
The
Stranger at Dumcrieff
22 DD
A Champion of the Law
2 D
(HAM AND BUD COMEDIES)
The Boot and the Loot
1 C
A Whirlwind of Whiskers
1 C
The
Magnate's
Revenge
The Onion
Bath Tub
Bandit
11 CC
GRANT, POLICE REPORTER SERIES
The Mystery of Room 422
1 D
A Deal in Bonds
1 D
The Sign of the Scarf
1 D
The Man with the Limp
1 D
A DAUGHTER OF DARING SERIES
A Race to the Drawbridge
1 D
The Munitions Plot
1 D
The
Detective's
Danger
11 DD
The Railroad Smugglers
The Deserted Engine
1 D
JAXON COMEDIES
Too Much Alike
1 C
Barnyard Frolics
1 C
Breaking In
1 C
Blundering Boobs
1 C
Disappointed Love
1 C
He's
In
Again
11 CC
How It Worked
Their Model Careers
1 C
His Fishy Footsteps
1 C
Out and In (Finn & Haddie)
1 C
The
Wife
Close Inspector's
Shaves (Finn
& Haddie)
11 CC
Anybody's
Money
In Wrong (Finn & Haddie)
11 CC
Marooned
1 C
Sherman Was Right
I C
Her Fatal Shot (Finn & Haddie)
1 C
What Will Happen Next?
1 C
Which Wrs Lucky?
1 C
Hash and Horrors
I C
JUDGE BROWN STORIES
Bud's Recruit
2 C-D
The Chocolate of the Gang
2 C-D
The Preacher's Son
2 D
The Accusing Toe
2 C-D
Two Beys andSPARKLE
Two Lies
2 D
COMEDIES
Week End Shopping (Kate Price, Billy Ruge) 1 C
Pals
1 C
Ambition
1 C
In High Speed
1 C
A Bargain, $37.50
1 C
Monkey-Maid-Man
On the Love Line
11 CC
The Detective
1 C
Smashing the Plot
1 C
After the Matinee
1 C
Double Cross
1 C
The Best of a Bad Bargain
1 C
JOHNNY AND EMMA RAY COMEDIES
AA Laundry
Mix-Up
11 CC
Peaceful Flat
Cheating His Wife
1C
A Bathtub Marriage
1 C
KLEINE
(GEORGE BICKEL COMEDIES
A Suit and a Suitor
1 C
Nearly a Husband
1 C
Some StaHie
1 C
Nearly a Husband
1 C
Some Statue
1 C
A Kin2 of Cooks
1 C
Love, Luck and Loot
1 C
SELIG
Training Our Khaki-Clad Heroes 2 Military
The Angel of Poverty Row
1 D
The Witness
Rustler's forVindication
21 DD
The
the State
THREE C COMEDIES
His Winning Ways (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
A Boarding House Battle (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard)
IC
Stealing a Sweetheart (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
A Hash House Romance (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
The Hod Carrier's Million (Claude Cooper,
Virginia Tracy Clark, Kenneth Claren- don) 1 C
HANOVER FILM COMPANY
Camille (Helen Hcsperia)
6 D
"The Marvelous Macistc
6 D
PHYSICAL CULTURE PHOTO PLAYS CO.
Physical Culture Magazine (Issued
Monthly)
1 Edc.
PIEDMONT PICTURES CORPORATION
(SELBURN COMEDIES)
Hubby's
21 CC
Too
MuchHoliday
Elephant

His College Proxy
1C
Wedding Bells and Lunatics
1 C
Inter-Allied Films
July 14. Cine Topics
1 Ed.
King Bee Comedies
Nov. 1. The Hobo
2 reels
Nov. 15. The Pest
2 reels
Dec. 1. The Bandmaster
2 reels
Dec. 15. The Slave
2 reels
Jan. 1. The Stranger
2 reels
Kleine Exchanges
ESSANAY SERIES— DO CHILDREN COUNT?
(Featuring Little Mary McAlister)
Aug. 1. The Season of Childhood 2 D
Aug. 8. The Little White Girl
2 D
Aug. 15. The Bridge of Fancy
2 D
Aug. 22. The Kingdom of Hope
2 D
SELIG-HOYT COMEDIES
Aug. 6. A Dog in the Manger
2 C
Aug. 20. A Trip to Chinatown
2 C
Sept. 3. A Midnight Bell
2 C
Sept. 17. A Contented Woman
2 C
Metro Pictures Corporation
METRO-DREW COMEDIES
Jan. 7. Their Mutual Motor
1 C
Jan. 14. Why Henry Left Home
1 C
Jan. 21. Their First Love
1 C
Jan. 28. Under the Influence
1 C
Mutual Film Corporation
Monday, December 24, 1917
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly, No. 156 1 Top
Thursday, December 27, 1917
CUB — Jerry's Best Friend (George Ovey) 1 C
STRAND (BILLIE RHODES)
Dec. 18. Little Miss Fixer
1 reel
Dec.
Mary'sAwful
Boomerang
reel
Tan. 25.
1. Her
Fi,\
11 reel
Jan. 8. A Peach and a Pill
1 reel
Jan. 15. Burglars
1 reel
Jan. 22. Their Little Kid
1 reel
Monday,
December
31.
1917
Mutual Weekly Issued Every Monday
Serials
Dec. Death)
3. The Lost Express,
,No. 12 (Daring
Dec. 10. The Lost Express, No. 13 (The Escape) 2D
Dec. 17. The Lost Express, No. 14 (Un- masked) 2D
Dec. 24. The Lost Express, No. IS (The
Return of the Lost Express)
2 D
MUTUAL-CHAPLINS
Oct. 29. The Adventurer
2 C
Paramount Pictures Corporation
KLEVER KOMEDIES (Victor Moore).
Dec. 3. Toothaches nad Heartaches 1 C
Dec. 19. The Instalment Plan
1C
Dec. 31. O. U. Boat
I C
Jan. 14. Meatless Days and Sleepless Nights. 1 C
Jan. 28.BLACK
He Got DIAMOND
His
1 C
COMEDIES
Oct. 7. Susie Slips One Over
1C
Oct. IS. Nearly a Baker
1C
Nov. 12. A Society Scrimmage
1C
ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Oct. 29. Fatty at Coney Island
1C
Dec.
10. AOutCountry
Hero
Dec. 20.
West
21 CC
BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Dec. 3. Osaka to Nagasaki
1 Trav.
Dec.
in California 11 Trav.
Dec. 10.
17. Canning
In GlacierTimePark
Trav.
Dec.
the Sun
Dec. 24.
31. Going
On theto Farm
Where the Food 1 Trav.
Comes From
1 Trav.
Jan. 7. Sydney, the Antipodean Metropolis. 1 reel
Jan. Australia
14. A Trip to the Jenolan Caves of 1 reel
Jan. 21. Melbourne, the Magnificent 1 reel
Jan. 28.
About Melbourne
WHO'Round
IS NUMBER
ONE? (Serial) 1 reel
Dec. 3. Episode 6. The Flight of the Fury. 2 D
Dec. 10. Episode 7. Hearts in Torment.... 2 D
Dec. 17. Episode 8. Walls of Gas
2 D
Dec. 24. Episode 9. Struck Down
2 D
Dec. 31. Episode 10. Wires of Wrath 2 D
Jan. 7. Episode 11. The Rail Raiders 2 D
Jan. 14. Episode 12. The Show Down
2 D
Jan. 21. Episode 13. Cornered
2 D
!jan. 28. Episode 14. No Surrender
2 D
Feb. 4. Episode
IS.
The
Round-Up
2 D
(Continued on page 451)
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Chip's Backyard Barn-Stormers 2 reels
Chip's
Rivals
11 reel
For Sale,
a Daddy
reel
Chip's Carmen
2 reels
A. Kay Co.
Twenty Thousand Feats Under the Sea. . . .
Golden Spoon Mary
1 C
Some Barrier
1C
His Trial
1 C
(Terry Human Interest Reels)
No. 1.. Character as Revealed in the Face... Ed.
No. 2. Character as Revealed in the Eyes... Id.
Klotz and Streimer
Whither Thou Goest
5 reels
The Secret Treaty
S reels
Lincoln Motion Picture Company
The Realization
Negro's Ambitions. . .23 reels
Trooper
of Troopof aK
reels
Marine Film Co.
Lorelei of the Sea
— reels
C. Post Marion Enterprises
The Wonder City of the World (Greater
N. Y. by Day and Night) 4 reels
Masterpiece Drama Productions
Who's Your Neighbor?
—
Masterpictures
LION COMEDIES
Oct. 29. Nathan Busts Into the Movies 1 C
Nov. 5. A Village Villain
1 C
Nov. 12. Her Fatal Resemblance 1 C
Nov. 19. An Account of a No-Account Count. 1 C
Nov. 26. Hicks and Hornets
1 C
Dec. 3. Waves and Wimmen
1 C
Dec. 10. Fizzled Finance
1 C
Mayfair Film Corp.
Persuasive Peggy
— reels
Moral Uplifht Society of America
It May Be Your Daughter
—
Mo-Toy
Comedies
Midnight Frolic.
Jimmy Gets the Pennant.
Out in the Rain.
In Jungle Land.
A Kitchen Romance.
Mary and Gretel.
Dinkling of the Circus.
A Trip to the Moon.
Goldie Locks and the Three Bears.
Dolly Doings.
School Days.
B. S. Moss M. P. Corporation
Birth Control
6 reels
The Power of Evil
5 reels
Boots and Saddles
5 reels
The
Who ofDoesn't
Know
reels
In theGirlHands
the Law
55 reels
One Hour (Sequel to "Three Weeks")
Nevada Motion Picture Corp.
The Planter
— reels
Newfields Producing Co.
Alma, Where Do You Live?
6 reels
Ogden Pictures Corp.
The Lust of the Ages
— reels
Paragon Films
The Whip
8 reels
Peter Pan Film Corporation
(Mo-toy Troupe)
July 19. Little Red Riding Hood
1 reel
July 26. Puss in Boots
1 reel
Aug. 2. Jimmy the Soldier Boy
1 reel
Aug. 9. Jimmie and Jam
1 reel
Aug. 16. In Japoland
1 reel
Photoplay Magazine — Screen Supplement — Onereel releases, giving intimate interviews of all
the stars. (Through independent exchanges.)
Popular Picture Corporation
Corruption
6 reels
Private Feature Film
Ignorance (Earle Metcalfe)
6 reels
Public Rights Film Corporation
The Public Be Damned (Charles Richman
and Mary Fuller)
S reels
Purkall Film Co.
The Liar
6 reels
Radio Film Company
Satan the Destroyer of Humanity 7 reels
The Spirit of 1917 (James J. Harkness and
Carl Sturmer)
— reels
Renowned Pictures Corporation
In Treason's
Grasp (Grace Cunard and 5 reels
Francis Ford)
Weavers of Life
5 reels
Select Photoplay Co.
Humanity
6. reels

Selig Special
Bewar, of Strangers
The
Ne'er-Do-Well
The Garden of Allah (Selig)
Who Shall Take My Life?
Frank J. Seng
Parentage
Sherman Eliot, Inc.
The Crisis

7
108
—

reels
reels
reels
reels

7 reels
10 reels

Pictru-es Corporation
I Sherman
Believe
7 reels
The Land of the Rising Sun
Signet Film Corporation
The Masque of Life
7 reels
Standard Newsfilm, Inc.
Demons of the Air
2 reels
Julius Steger
Redemption
.'
6 reels
Moe Streimer
A Daughter of the Don
10 reels
Submarine Film Corporation
The Submarine Eye
7 reels
Ultra Film Co.
A Day at West Point
West Is West
The Rustler's Frame-up at Big Horn
Unity Sales Corporation
The
Secret
4s reels
The Bishop's
Lottery Man
reels
The Marriage Bond
5 reels
Universal Film Mfg. Company
Robinson Crusoe (Robert Leonard and
Margarita Fischer)
4 reels
Hell
Girl
reels
Come Morgan's
Through
75 reels
Variety Films Corporation
My Country First
6 reels
The Pursuing Vengeance
5 reels
The Price of Her Soul
7 reels
Victoria Feature Films
The Fated Hour
6 reels
The Slave Mart
5 reels
World Pictures
Over Here
5 reels
RELEASES IN
SHORT SUBJECTS
(Continued from page 450)
MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
Dec. 2. An International Sneak
1 C
Dec. 16. That Night
1 C
Dec. 30. Taming Target Center
1 C
Jan. 13. The Kitchen Lady
2 C
Jan. 27. His Hidden Purpose
2 C
PARAMOUNT-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Jan. 5. The New Art of Dress ; Destructive Power of T-N-T; Goodrich Dirt and Duke de
Whatanob.
Jan. 12. The Panama Canal; Evolution of the
Dance; Flour from Potatoes.
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Sunday, December 30, 1917
Sunday, January 6, 1918
The Hidden Hand, No. 7 (The Fibre Trap). 2 D
The Tip (Harold Lloyd, Hebe Daniels, Harry
Pollard), Rolin
2 C
Picturesque Rivers of France; Here and
There in Keswick, Cumberland, Eng. . . .
Katzenjammer Kids, " Der Captain's Birthday "Wednesday,
(Cart.); WarJanuary
Bibles 9,
(Ed.)..
1918 .Split reel
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 4
1 top
Saturday, January 12, 1918
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 5
1 top
Triangle Distributing Corp.
TRIANGLE COMEDIES
Jan. 6. Matrimonial Breaker
1 C
Jan. 6. His Day of Doom
1 C
Jan. 13. A Straight Crook
1 C
Jan. 13. A Marriage Not
1 C
Jan. 20. Their Indian Uncle
1 C
Jan. 20. The Price of His Head
1 C
Jan. 27. A Butler Bust-Up
1 C
Jan. 27. TooKEYSTONE
Many Husbands
1 C
RELEASES
Jan. 6. His Hidden Shame (Max Asher,
Dora Rogers, Alice Davenport, Alatia
Morton, Marianne Delatorre) 2 C
Jan. 13. His Punctured Reputation (Wm.
Franey, Dale Fuller, Maude Wayne, Milt
Sims)
2 C
Jan. 20. Dimples and Dangers (Harry Gribbon, Dora Rogers, Frank Bond, Claire
Anderson)
2 C

Jan. 27. Courts and Cab Ants (Peggy Pearce,
Baldy Belmont, Marianne Delatorre, Max
Asher)
2 C
Universal Film Company
Monday, January 7, 1918
NESTOR— Cave Man Stuff (Gale Henry,
William Franey)
1 C
Wednesday, January 9, 1918
L-KO— Torpedo Pirates (Hughie Mack) 2 C
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY—
Weekly No. 6.
Saturday, January 12, 1918
UNIVERSAL
No. S3. SCREEN MAGAZINE— Issue
UNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS— Issue
No. 35 (Shipping dale, January 5).
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL — New Enemies
(Thirteenth Episode of " The Red Ace " 2D
Serial)
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— One Minute to
Live (Seventh Episode of "The Mystery
Ship " Serial)
2 D
Monday, January 14, 1918
NESTOR— Maimed m a Hospital (Dave
Morris, Max Asher, Gladys Tennyson) ... 1 C
Wednesday, January 16, 1918
L-KO — Home Run Ambrose (Mack Swain).. 2 C
UNIVERSAL
WEEKLY—
Weekly No. ANIMATED
7.
Saturday, January 19, 1918
UNIVERSAL
No. 54. SCREEN MAGAZINE— Issue
UNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS— Issue
No. 36 (Shipping date, January 12).
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— The Fugitives (Fourteenth ial
Episode of " The Red Ace " 2D
Ser
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— )
Hidden Hands
(Eighth Episode of " The Mystery Ship " 2D
Serial)
Monday, January 21, 1918
NESTOR—Wednesday,
Who's to Blam
2 C
January 23, e
1918
L-KO — Ashcan Alley
2 C
8.
UNIVERSAL
ANIMATED
Saturday,
January WEEKLY,'
26, 1918 No.'
UNIVERSAL
No. 5.
SCREEN MAGAZINE, Issue
UNIVERSAL
CURRENT EVENTS— Issue
No. 27.
(Shipping date January 19)
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL — Hell's Riders
(Thiteenth Episode of " The Red Ace " 2D
Serial)
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— The Black Masks
(Ninth Episode of "The Mystery Shop " 2D
Serial)
Vitagraph
BOBBY CONNELLY SERIES
Nov. 5. Bobby to the Rescue.
Nov. 12.
Country
Adventure.
Nov.
19. Bobby's
Bobby Takes
a Wife.
Nov. 26. Bobby the Magician.
THE FIGHTING TRAIL SERIES
Dec. 3. Epi. 13. The Water Trap 2 parts
Dec. 10. Epi. 14. The Trestle of Hororrs.2 parts
Dec. 17. Epi. BIG
15. OutV COMEDIES
of the Flame 2 parts
Dec. 24. Dummies and Deceptions.
Dec. 31. Stowaways and Strategy.
Jan. 7. Sleuths and Surprises.
Jan. 14. Peanuts
and Politics.
VITAGRAPH
COMEDIES
Dec. 17. He Had to Camouflage.
Dec. 24. His Wife Got All the Credit.
Dec. 31.
Wife'sQuija
Hero.Work.
Jan.
7. AHisLittle
Jan. 14. Seeking An Oversoul.
VENGEANCE AND THE WOMAN (Serial)
Dec. can,
24. The
(First Episode) (Wm. WunCarolOath
Holloway).
Dec. 31. Loaded Dice (Second Episode).
Jan. 7. The Unsealed Peak (Third Episode).
Jan. 14. The Signaling Cipher (Fourth Episode),
jan. sode).
21. The Plunge of Destruction (Fifth EpiJan. 28. The Lure of Hate (Sixth Episode).
Favorite Film Features
Dec. 10. Mrs.
Melodrama
(Flora
Finch,Bingle's
Kate Price,
James Lackaye,
Hughieliam
Mack, Humphrey)
William Shea, Wil- 2 C
Dec. 10. Tim Grogan's Foundling (Norma
Talmadge,
Costello,
Van Kate
Dyke Price,
Brooke,Helen
Courtnay
Foote)
1 D
Dec. 17. The Call (Edith Storey, E. K. Lincoln, Gladden James, Ralph Ince).2 D
Dec. 17. No Sweets (Flora Finch, Kate
Price, Hughie
Mack, Charles
Eldridge)
1 C
Dec. 24. The Masked Dancer
2 D
Dec. 24. The Wonderful Statue
1 C
Dec. 31. The One Good Turn
1 D
Dec. 31. Pickles, Art and Sauerkraut 2 C
Jan. 7. The Trap
2 D
Jan. 7. A Change in Baggage Checks 1 C
Jan. 14. Under the Daisies
2 D
Jan. 14. A Model Young Man
1 C
Jan. 21. The Next Generation
2 D'
Jan. 21. And His Wife Came Back
1 C.
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lran:^rteK
Automatically suppliet only luch voltage at arccurrent
requires.
No watte oi
in ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
W. H4th St., Cleveland.Ohio.U.S.A.
EXHIBITOKS:
KESOLITION HERE'S
FOR A1918NEW
Save yourselves money on
JIOTIOX riCTURE SUPPLIES
AM) ACCESSORIES
b.v Patronizing
THE INDEPENDENT MOVIE
SUPPLY
KiN)m 603 CO.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York
/or Pri. 'lisI .V— Coill-fiw, with .nV,-,„v

THE WEST

COAST

Service Plus— to Readers
Circulation Plus— to Advertisers
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT

Unless You Have The
Automaticket System
You Arc Ix)sing Money
1733 Broadway, New York

Ghosts offrom
Yesterday
(Conliiiiircl
page 446) "
accepts the invitation. He has her pose for the unfinished picture of Ruth.
She remains at his chateau and she falls in love with Marston, hue he at first
shows only a passing interest in her. Convinced that he cares nothing for
her, Jeanne resolves to return to the old life. Marston permits her to go.
Jeanne returns to the Count and he gives a party in honor of her return.
All
leave theMarston,
Count's regretting
house but that
Jeanne.
Count Jeanne
attemptsto toleave,
force calls
his
affections.
he hasThe
permitted
at her home and learns that she is at the Count's home. He hurries there
and arrives in time to save her from the Count. A fight follows and Marston's eyes are blinded. After an operation it is discovered that Marston
will
him. be unable to see. Jeanne, realizing that she loves him, remains with
" The Slave " and " The Candy Kid "
[Kitig-Bee — T'lvo Reels Each)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
BILLY WEST'S latest efforts along the lines of comedy prescribed bysmall moustache, small derby, light cane and large
trousers result in " The Slave " and " The Candy Kid," pictures
depending in a large measure on his personality and tricks. " The
Slave is a picture without subtitles wherein West is seen as
janitor of a harem. It contains a considerable numher of laughs,
resulting from the trouble that the slave brings upon himself because of his foolery. The comedy of the foot tub is a rather unfortunate touch inasmuch as West is almost overcome by the
odor of the Sultan's sock. But in general "The Slave" is good
comedy, modelled after a well-known pattern, resembling it somewhat but not as polished. It is the first picture made by the KingBees since their arrival in Los Angeles. Beatrice Joy is a pretty
ingenue and Babe Hardy, Leo White, Budd Rose and Gladys Vardcn comprise the supporting company.
" The Candy Kid " takes one back a couple of years. Ice cream,
eggs, fruit, candy, etc., are used by the players as missiles. The
Keystoners in their palmiest days never used as many pies as West
and his associates use eggs or candy. The film winds up in a
battle royal and the set looks like Monday's hash when at last it's
over. The first part of the picture introduces much horse-play in
which West is the central figure, often to most amusing effect.
The same cast with the exception of Miss Joy appears.
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MUSIC /or i/ie
EXHIBITOR
The
MOST
COMPREHENSIVE
DEPARTMENT
on
THIS SUBJECT
in
CONDUCTED

ANY
MOTION PICTURE
TRADE
JOURNAL

Keep Right
on Going!

Latest Christie Comedies
Capacity
and Art
Laboratories
Capacity is closely
related to Quality.
Our Capacity is
small, — this means
that every job gets
full attention and
that every foot of
work is personally
inspected by our
Superintendent.
This insures Quality. Therefore, we
guarantee satisfaction.
ART LABORATORIES
316 East 48th Street
MirrtT Hill 6973
Eilniond Kob. SupL
Office:
Brrul 8324
1476 Broadirar
NEW YORK

{One Reel Each)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
ftpUPID'S
CAMOUFLAGE,"
by Altaking
Christie
with
Betty Compson
and Smiling produced
Billy Mason
the leading roles is a familiar type of comedy well presented. The
daughter of the house acting as maid and the son of the milk
dealer acting as deliverer are the principal characters and though
this situation is well worn it is developed with good taste and the
comedy resulting from it makes good seeing.
" One Good Turn," though it falls something below the Christie
standard of story, has certain amusing situations also familiar to
the majority of picture goers. On his wedding anniversary hubb>stays out for a game of poker. His wife, having prepared a big
dinner, invites one of her old suitors in to help consume it. When
her aunt and uncle arrive she introduces him as her husband and
naturally at bed time the complications come thick and fast. Bett>Browne, pretty but rather conscious of herself, takes the lead opposite Mason in this while Harry Edwards appears as the husband.
SUPERIOR
TITLES
Clear, Clean and Brilliant.
Fastman stock
Wording Perfectly Balanced. With or Without Borders.
ROTHACKER
FILM
MFG. CO.
1339-51 Diversey Parkway
Chicago, U. S. A.

$7, GOO Meisel Press, $3,500
A fust Hijoclally press cupublo of turuiug out 2,000,000 "movie"
tlckctB per day. A flue opporlunUy to engage In a jtrofiluljle lino
at a gn^at saving In Initial Investiricnl. Demonstration by apjiolntniont.
Keller Printing Company,
^^^l^J^w Yo?k"£uy'

Some of the most helpful
departments in MOTION
PICTURE NEWS are
found in the Accessory
News.
There's " Music for the Picture "— with aids that your
orchestra leader will warm
right up to and thank you
for calling to his attention.
There's " Projection " — a
department of sound, hard,
common sense and real aid.
There's "Worth
atres "■— the
that kieeps you
in knowledge
newest things
necessities.
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New California Theatre, San Francisco, Cal., a $2,000,000 theatre
Howard

Theatre, Chicago, 111., a $500,00 theatre

Dayton Theatre, Dayton, Ohio, a $500,000 theatre
AT THE TIME THE FIRST DE LUXE MODEL
WERE SHIPPED ONE HUNDRED SIGNED RUSH
ON FILE FOR THIS EQUIPMENT.
A POPULAR

PRICED

PROJECTOR

FOR
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ORDERS WERE
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Alternating

Current

Projection

Revolutionized

|

I
It is absolutely unnecessary for you to invest a single cent in extra equipI ment to obtain excellent, low cost projection on alternating current.

|
|

I

|

I WHITE
I

Simply

trim your lamp

with

A.
C.
SPECIAL
CARBONS
THIS EASY, INEXPENSIVE OPERATION GIVES YOU

|
|

I A penetrating, quiet, white light and even screen illumination.
1
A flexible light source adapted to thick and thin films.

1
1

I
'
1

A rugged light that will stand voltage variations.
.
A much lower operating cost than with the old cored carbons.

|
■

It costs but little to try these carbons and be convinced

S

S
I
m
I
B
B

FOR DIRECT
CURRENT
Use the Silvertip combinations.

|
J

A tested product that is giving satisfaction everywhere.
Built for any strength of current used in projection.
Write noiv for oiir booklets on the operation of these carbons
NATIONAL

BETTER

CARBON COMPANY,
Cleveland, Ohio

|
M
g

INC.

SATISFACTION

This notice is addressed to the minority of our subscribers who do not regularly answer
advertisements.
The service described is, however, open and free to all who wish our help.
We do not wish to discourage you from writing direct to our advertisers; in fact, you
do not do enough of it for your own good, but we do want you to get the proper goods to
fit your needs.
There are many, perhaps you, who are too busy to write each company separately;
therefore we are offering our co-operation, which means that you will receive full information
on any subject which you may designate by merely filling out the coupon, designating by
numbers the goods in which you are interested.
Your inquiries thus received will be forwarded to reputable manufacturers, even though
the goods on which you wish information are
Film Cement
1. AdvcrtlnlDK Novelties 23. Film
Cleaners
2. Architectural Suggestloiu 24.
Dyes
.3. Arc CoritrollcrB 25. Film
*. Brau KallH
26. Film Stock
Extinguishers
fi. Building Material
27. Fire
Decoratlona
6. Camerai) — Camera Attacbmenta 28. Floral
— Camera Lcnaca
29. Gas Engines
7. Carbons
30. Heralds
Generators (See Gaa Engine Card)
8. Cbalrs
31. Interior Lighting
19. Chair Upholstery 32. Interior
Telephones
10. Cbange MaklOK Machines 33.
11. Condensers
34. Laboratory Apparatus
12. Converters and Transformers 35. Lcnaes
Sets
13. Developing Material 36. Lighting
14. Developing
De\'elopln« Tanks
and Printing 3g.
37. Lithographers
1/Obby Display
15.
11. Disinfectant* and Perfumes 30. Lobby
Novelties
Ceilings
17. EcoDomlxcrs
40. Metul
18. Electric Signs
41. Motors
Mural
Paintings
20. Elevators and Escalators 42.
20. Exterior Lighting
43. Musical Instruments
21. Film Cabinets
44. Paints
22. Film Carriers
46. Perforating Machines
46.
Printing Machines

notPrograms
advertised in the
*7.
*9.
Lenses
JS. Projection Booths
^0.
Projection
02.
Rectlflers
03.
Jl. RceU
Projection Machines
Machines (Homes)
64.
Kewlndcrs
56. Rheostats
56. Safety
57.
Screens Exit Locks
58.
69. Slide
Slides Ink
60.
61. Slip
StaKCCovers
Setting
62.
Studio Lights
63 Tickets
64! Ticket Selling Machine
65.
66. Ticket
Tripods Taking Machine
67. Uniforms
68. Vacuum Cleaners
69. Ventilating and Fans
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tents carefully noted. Cards, buttons and labels
also arrived O. K. Both the operators and managers
appreciate the fair system on which your projection
department is conducted, in the past we have been

II
■
I SECTION OF MOTION

^
PICTURE

referred to a certain book, compiled by the "ALLMIGHTY," so many times, that we had just about
lost all faith in trade journals.
I am enclosing a news item clipped from an issue
of the Kalamazoo Gazette. The Gazette is the oldest

I
■

NEWSj

i Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture
I industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments
1 in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, inI ventions and suggestions ; camera devices analysed and
I commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature
I pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and
I furnishing field.
I No charge is made in these departments for answering
I questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited.
I E. Kendall Gillett
Editor
I Alfred S. Cory
•■
Technical Editor

\
|
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
|
|

paper in the State and has a circulation of fifty thousand throughout the State together with a like number
in the city. By this notice I feel certain that the message of the league will reach other operators in the
neighboring communities and will boost its membership therefrom. I would also at this time like to call
your attention to the fact, that I would like very
much to have my subscription to the News start
from December 22d, and would appreciate a copy of
that issue at your earliest convenience. Trusting that
you will grant me this favor, I beg to remain.
Yours For Co-Operation,
(Signed)
Geo. A. Knowles,
Secy. Local 188, M.P.M.O.'s.,
Kalamazoo, Mich.

Advertising

Value

to

the

Theatre

THE fact that one exhibitor shows film in better
physical condition than his competitor is an advertising point worthy of considerable thought.
The building up of patronage is something which must
be gone after and any opportunity to shout or talk about
it must be taken advantage of.
The most essential requisite before reaching this condition is a head operator in the projection room who realizes
that his whole-hearted co-operation is absolutely essential
to the success of the house.
This should be the state of mind of every operator but
unfortunately it is not. We still have a great many
vandals and those who hold their jobs from day to day in
spite of themselves rather than because of any special
qualifications.
This was the reason for the formation of the National
Anti-Misframe League. In order
have within itself an organization,
can be recommended as competent
jection rooms.
These members are now active

that the industry might
the members of which
to fill positions in proin their labors for an

improved exhibiting condition. They realize the responsibility which is theirs and are trying to do all in their power
to give their branch of picture exhibition its full share of
publicity.
The following letter shows the extent to which some of
the members are going :
Motion Picture News, Inc.,
729 Seventh Ave.,
New York City, N. Y.
Gentlemen :
Your letter of the twenty-second at hand and con-

KALAMAZOO
GAZETTE,
DECEMBER
'22, 1917.
MOVIE
OPERATORS
TO
CONSERVE FILM.
Kalamazoo motion picture operators have identified themselves with the National Anti-Misframe League which has
for its purpose the conservation of motion picture film.
Everj' operator becoming a member of the League binds
himself to send the film out of his booth in better condition
than he found it. All imperfect splices, that cause " misframes " of pictures are to be repaired by the operator.
By enlisting the co-operation of operators the country
over, it will be possible for exhibitors and distributors to
save thousands of dollars annually in films.
There is absolutely no doubt of the saving to the entire
industry when the ideals of the members of the N. A.
M. L. become universally adopted and even Avith its
present membership this saving is large.
From the personal and entirely selfish standpoint publicity of this kind is -of the utmost value to the theatres in
which league members are active. The exhibitors can
boast of having films shown in the finest possible physical
condition and the operator may be sure that his co-operation will mean an ever increasing patronage and a continuous job in a prosperous house.
The nation-wide attainment of the League's ideals requires also the co-operation of the film exchanges and
the heads of some of the largest chains of exchanges have
already expressed their approval and endorsement of the.
N. A. "M. L. on this page.
We hope that League members in other sections will put
out publicity similar to that appearing in the Kalamazoo
Gazette. It will work to their decided advantage.
E. K. Gillett.
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tion picture projection, simplified by
Optic Projection
(o) A pair of shutters working in opomission of all reference to moving parts,
posite directions through the beam ; these
By J. A. Orange,
can be made smaller than a single shutter
one is in a better position to review the
actual requirements.
for any given efficiency.
(Concluded from last week)
Standard practice involves the showing
(&) A small one-wing shutter working
at treble normal speed.
of sixteen pictures per second, each picture
Finally, there is a question of choice of light source for moving
being held stationary in the proper position for about 5/6 of the
picture projection. Theatre work has depended almost entirely
working period of 1/16 second.
upon the carJjon arc. It might he thought that the superior brilIt is necessary to interrupt the projection during the short inliancy of the arc would constitute an invincible advantage, but
tervals in which the film is moving, and further, since flicker is inwhen
one
examines the optical train used in this work it does seem
tolerable at 16 alternations per second, it is customary to interrupt the projection 32 or 48 times per second. (Thus for the lat- that a source of lower brilliancy could be utilized, given appropriate arrangements. It is a fact that the majority of objectives
ter case a cycle would be :
in use have a much smaller aperture than might be provided, and
h X
sec, film moving, projection interrupted.
moreover, the stop constituted by the condenser-image is a need■iV X
sec, film stationary, projection proceeding.
less obstacle. Thus in any particular case the illumination at a
Tig X
sec, film stationary, projection interrupted.
X -jig sec, film stationary, projection proceeding,
screen point,
. —A ~k
B may lie ol)taincd just as readily by increasing
-j'ff X iV sec, film stationary, projection interrupted.
^ y. ^6 sec, film stationary, projection proceeding.)
The necessary interruptions are effected by the rotation of a A and decreasing B, that is, by increasing the effective aperture
of the objective and decreasing the source-brilliancy.
shutter, a circular disc with sector openings, at a suitable posi(The contention that large aperture may be coupled with arction in the path of the light. A 2-wing shutter revolving 16 times
brilliancy and thus still higher screen illumination obtained is of
per second gives 32 interruptions and a 3-\ving 48.
no consequence. The main interest centers in such intensities as
The only reason for using the 2-wing shutter is found where
60-cycle alternating current is used with an arc-source ; were the are giving commercial satisfaction today. The connection between
intensity and flicker has also a bearing on this question.)
3-wing used, its frequency of 48 would give stroboscopic " beatThe extent to which objectives may be improved as regards
ing" with the 60-cycle pulsations of the light intensity. Flicker
aperture cannot well be discussed here. Suffice it to say that a
is known to depend on intensity of illumination (or more strictly
on surface brightness) as well as frequency. Now, while the in- certain well known moving picture camera lens has 3-in. (7.5 cm.)
tensity used is unlikely to produce appreciable flicker at a fre- focal length and //1.9 aperture, which gives some indication of
the possibilities.
quency of 48, it should be rememljered that there is the inherent
16 per second jumpiness of the picture details which are in motion.
This is an argument for restricting the brightness of the projected picture; it would seem that eye-strain may occur with two
very different outfits, the alternating current arc giving relatively
low illumination and a frequency of 32, and the very high power
direct-current arc giving high illumination, an unobjectionable 48
.r"
frequency and a 16 per second jumpiness which is prominent by
virtue of the degree of illumination.
The best form of shutter device is a matter of considerable importance. The requirement is that the shutter be closed entirely
Fig. 6. — Aspect of magic lantern
from aperture.
center and side of screen showing
variationobjective
in available
throughout each interval of motion of the film and yet at the
same time that the time-integral of the opening be as large as possible. It follows geometrically that it is desirable to have a shutter
which is large compared with the section of the beam in which it
operates. A number of alternati\ es are available :
1. The so-called inside shutter, operating near the film. Since
this operates in a very constricted part of the beam, it may be
made small and yet reasonably efficient. Apart from the general
inconvenience of the position, there is the slight disadvantage that
the different parts of the picture are not quite synchronous as
regards the pulses of illumination.
2. The standard shutter used with the system which employs
a 4-in. condenser opening at long range from the film. This system is characterized by a small image of the condenser opening a
short distance ahead of the objective. The shutter is placed in
this image-position, and may then be made small. There is someslight advantage in the fact that the whole picture waxes and
wanes in brightness together with this method. The one objection
is the stopping (diaphragming] effect of the condenser-image {so
Jo speak), that is, there is a restriction of illumination which is
more serious than the gain in shutter design.
3. The remaining case is that in which large condenser aperture
is used and limiting illumination attained. The inside shutter may
be used if one cares to tolerate the inconvenience. Alternatively
one would select as shutter position a plane immediately in front
of the objective, such being the smallest section of the emergent beam.
The beam section is considerably larger than that utilized in the
usual arrangement (2, above) and consequently the shutter
should be scaled up in proportion, if efficiency is to be maintained.

The largest aperture projection objectives in regular use are
about //2.2. Such an aperture when used in conjunction with a
special tungsten lamp and roughly limiting illumination conditions will give screen intensities of the order of those found in
present commercial practice. It should be pointed out that the
cost of the objective in most existing installations is relatively insignificant. An increased allowance in this respect is very desirable, in view of the importance of its function.
APPENDIX— MAGIC LANTERN AND MOVING
CALCULATIONS.
The limiting illumination at any screen point is
I=1^X/.

PICTURE

(1)

where B is the source brilliancy, A is the apparent opening of the
objective relative to the point in question, x is the throw and k
is the coefficient of transmission of the system. The apparent
opening of the objective often varies in magnitude for different
screen points, particularly in the case of the magic lantern. This
is analogous to the variation obtained with a window in a thickwalled building, as one travels past, and is known as the vignetting
action of the objective. (See Fig. 6). In general, limiting illumination is not attained, that is, the effective aperture of the objective for any particular screen-point (and^in strictness, for any
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one spectral color) is less than the whole apparent opening or
a X B
gross aperture, and I = — Xk where a is the effective objec-

The device in question is known as the J. K. & E. Film Indicator and is manufactured by the J. K. & E. Co., 2044 Market

tive aperture.
From the further relations :
arid

where / is the focal length of the objective,
in is the linear magnification, and
n is the effective numerical aperture* of objective we obtain:
(2)
X Ba
5 B ,
I=—X- /e= I-^/
s
m n
This implies that, other things being equal, magnification and
effective numerical aperture* should keep step if constant illumination is required. Hence the amateur's outfit giving a 3 to 6 ft.
(1-2 meter) picture is well enough served by an objective working
at small aperture while a theatre outfit giving a 12 to 20 ft. picture calls for proportionately extreme numerical aperture*. This
comparison is on a basis of equal film size ; i£ the amateur's outfit uses miniature film then the magnification is necessarily higher,
and with it, the lens aperture requirement.
With regard to the common inquiry as to the projection of a
fixed size of screen picture at a short throw and at a long, the
answer is that different focal lengths of objective will be required,
and if these are of the same numerical aperture* the illumination
will be the same in the two cases. Since commercial objectives
are of fixed diameter, in focal lengths, exceeding a certain moderate value, it will be seen that with relatively long throws the possible illumination at constant picture size varies inversely as the
square of the throw.
A third relation which is of interest in testing projectors may be
derived as follows :
(3)
,IS
I=- BsM"k
m'
where S is the area of screen picture, and s is the area of film
or slide. But I X S is the number of lumens in the projection
beam

N. B. — In equation (1), I and
sk involve the same unit of
. ^^x'Qshould
length — foot or meter, as the case may be — and B and A should
involve the same unit of area, square inch, square centimeter,
or square foot. In equation (2) if I is stated in foot-candles B
should be stated in candles per square foot. In equation (3),
B and j should involve the same unit of area.
Rough values of the factors which together make up the constant k are as follows :
Coefficient of transmission of objectives
0.65
Coefficient of transmission of two-lens condenser . . .0.75
Coefficient of transmission of projector shutter 0.50
ADDITIONAL REFERENCES.
Eppenstein (1), "Die Vergrossernden Projektionssysten " (2),
" Die Beleuchtungssysteme," Handbuch der Physik, Winkelmann, 1906 ed., pp. 373-75.
Kruss, H., " Uber die Konstruktion von Kondensoren fiir Vergrosserungs and Projektions Apparate," Eder's Jahrhuch, 1899.
*
The
" numerical
apertureand" istakes
misapplied
here. It isthecustomarily
applied toterm
miscroscope
objectives
into consideration
refractive
index of the media with which the first lens surface is in contact — a factor
which is not considered in optical projection calculations. — Ed.
The J. K. & E. Film Indicator
WE

recently received a leaflet illustrating a device termed " the
greatest worry saver ever put into an operating room,"
the device in question being a projector attachment which apprises the operator at any instant just what fraction of the length
of a reel has been run off, and also how many feet remain to be
run. The accompanying cut shows the appearance of the indicator.

street, Seattle, Wash. Appreciating the usefulness of such a
device, we wrote to the manufacturers, requesting fuller par ticulars, as follows :
" The description supplied of your film indicator is altogether too brief, but it certainly looks as if the device would
prove of value as a signal to apprise the operator when a
reel is just run off, so that he will know when to change
over to the next machine.
" We would like information on the following points connected with the operation of the J. K. and E. indicator.
" (1) Are special footage dials, or other parts needed to
adapt the device to reels having hubs of different diameters?
" (2) Is it correct to assume, as the drawing seems to indicate, that the bell rings when the end of the film is reached?
" (3) Can the bell ringing attachment be so adjusted as to
ring the bell after any desired length of film has been run,
and can the bell be caused to ring before the very last foot
of film is reached? (For a good change-over signal it is advisable that the signal device should operate a few feet before
the extreme end of the reel.)
" All of these questions, you will note, are practical questions, and if, in addition to answering them, you would be
pleased to supply a full description of the device, we will
be pleased to print the same."
We have just received additional information concerning this
film indicator from J. A. Jonson of the J. K. & E. Co., whose
letter follows :
" In reply to your questions I have the following to say :
" 1st. The dials will be stamped [or calibrated] for 154"
[reel] hubs, because nearly all films are sent out from Exchanges on that size hub. But if the operator wishes to use
large hubs all he has to do is to reset the hand or pointer at
zero when the arm [shown in the cut] is resting on the hub
and make an individual mark at whatever point he wants to
start the machine. A different set of graduations could be
supplied [on the dial], but operators think it superfluous.
" 2nd. The bell can be set to ring anywhere desired. Our
operators
bellstrailers
to ringon10thefeethub,
[from
end the
of
the reel], have
with set
threethe'foot
thus the
when
bell rings he strikes his arc [on the second machine], and
when the pointer is at five feet from the end of the reel he
starts the other machine and makes perfect " change-overs "
without the aid of perforations in the film. Of course to do
that it is necessary to use standard [or similar sized] hubs
and all trailers of the same length. Our operators keep a
set of extra reels, rewind the films onto them and trim all
trailers to the specified length. We have used these instruments now for two months with perfect results.
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The better the film, the greater is the need
for a high-grade projection lens. Give your
audience the full benefit of fine films, by employing
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A single good house will pay the cost, several
times over — and you'll reap rich dividends of
clearer pictures and increased patronage.
Write and tell us of your conditions, and let
us quote on your requirements. Free booklet on
request.
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"I believe the above also answers your question (3).
" The above, together with cut, explains fairly well what
the device will do; the cut [as reproduced] shows the indicator attached to a round magazine, but special brackets will
be made for square magazines. When attached no holes whatever are left in the magazine that would expose the film. If
desired a working model will be sent you on request.
"We are just in receipt of a letter from the
Co., who seem to think that a similar device has been patented, therefore we shall not attempt to put our device on the
market until we get a reply from the Patent Office. If the
road is clear, we are ready to make a contract for manufacturing and marketing the indicator. An article in the News
may hasten to locate the prior patentee, if there is such."
[Editor's Note. While we cannot speak with authority in the
mater, not having looked up the patents, we are at present of the
opinion that the patent surmised by the
Co. related
to a takeup tension equalizer, which was operated by an arm bearing on the film reel in a manner similar to that illustrated by
the cut of the J. K. & E. Indicator.]

Rewinding

a Generator

J. B. TROY, N. Y., writes: "Would like to see instructions
on the rewinding of generators published in the Projection De-

IN REPLY: The complete fulfillment of our correspondent's
partment."
request
would be quite an extensive task, and as motor and generator construction is a special subject, not directly within the
scope of knowledge required by a motion picture operator, the
subject cannot be treated at length in these columns. Inasmuch
as the subject had best be left alone unless gone into in extenso,
we shall, in lieu of the information requested, refer the correspondent to some standard reference works, the perusal of which
will furnish complete theoretical and practical data concerning
this class of work.
lUiuiiimiimiuiiiuuimiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiuiiiiiiiuDimiuimmiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiuuuiiiuiiiiiiiiiuiiii^
It ought to be here pointed out that the average operator who
SERVICE
I uses a generator set of any kind would be ill-advised to undertake
Are you getting service where you are purchasing your sup- e the rewinding of any of the coils of the same unless he has had
piles for your Theatre?
g
DO YOU GET PROMPT SHIPMENTS?
| extensive experience along this line — both on the theoretical and
DO YOU GET SATISFACTORY GOODS?
f practical side. By this we mean that it is best, in most cases,
EVERY CUSTOMER SATISFIED IS OUR AIM.
| to submit a generator set to the maker for any rewindings which
We have an efficient organization and we specialize in GOOD = may become necessary.
GOODS
PROMPT refunded.
SHIPMENTS.
We guarantee satisfaction |i
or moneyandcheerfully
In submitting a list of reference works on generator rewinding
A TRIAL ORDER WII.L CONVINCE YOU.
| we have assumed that the practical interest in the subject is,
centered in the subject of armature winding, and it is this phase
of work to which the following references apply. We recomAMUSEMENT
SUPPLY COMPANY I
mend that the following bibliography be preserved by operators
lAiTgeni ExcluHive Dealers to the Moving Picture Trade g
for
future
reference. The rewinding of field coils is best considDealers in Motiograph, Simplex, Edison and Standard Machines, 1
Transverters, Motor Generators, Rectifiers, and everything =
ered in the works on the theory and design of motors and genpertaining to the Moving Picture Theatres. = erators.
Third Floor, Mailers Bldg., Cor. Madison St. and Wabash Ave., 1
Chicugo, 111.
§
Works on Armature Winding
WE SELL ON THE INSTALMENT PLAN
|
mimnminimimiimiinnnimraimimmmnimiiniiiinimriniiimimnmnnnimnmimniimmniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiii^
(1) "Practical Armature and Magnet Winding."
By C. H. Horstmann and V. H. Tousley
Publisher — F. J. Drake & Co., Chicago
s
IMPLEX
Price $1.50
Bausch ^ Ipmb OP^i^^cil (5.
669 ST. PAUL STREET
ROCHESTER, N.Y;
Chicago
New York
Washington
San Francisco
Leading American Makers of Photographic and Ophthalmic Lenses, Microscopes, Projection Lanterns (Balopticons), and Other High-Orade Optical Products.

I
M
P
L
E
X

Motion Picture Machines, not merely as good
but far superior to any other. We are exclusive agents for Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
Delaware and Maryland.
Motor Generators and General Supplies
MINUSA Gold Fibre Screens
SPEER CARBONS for Perfect Projection
W«
ar* ftquipp^d
to giv«
ft«rvic«. WeNo repair
mechines
with toots
madeyouby export
the factories.
other
concern can offer better service than we. Try us.

L*^
eW18

JV/I
M.

STREET
1327 VINE ia,
L
C
i5Waab
Philadelph
pa.
DISTRIBUTOR

(2) " Armature Windings of Direct Current Dynamos."
By E. Arnoldfrom the German by F. B. DeGress
Translated
Publisher — D. Van Nostrand, N. Y.
Price $2.00
(3) "Armature Windings of Electric Machines."
By H. T. Parshall & H. M. Hobart
Publisher— D. Van Nostrand, N. Y.
Price $10.00
(4) "Armature
By H. M.Construction."
Hobart & A. G. Ellis
Publisher — Whittaker & Co., London
Consult at Public Libraries.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Evidence

National Anti-Misframe
League
Pledge

Have

A S a motion picture operator ■who has the interest of his pro-'l fession at heart and is willing to assist in eliminating some
of the evils practised in the operating-room, I promise that I
u'ill to the best of my ability return films to the exchange in
first-class condition. Furthermore, I -will when it becomes necessary remedy all misframes, bad patches, etc., that may be in the
film which I receive and in this way co-operate with my brother
operators and give greater pleasure to those who make up the
motion picture audience by showing films that are free from
such defects. I also promise that J will not make punch marks
in film, and when film is received by me, with punch holes, I will
notify the exchange to that effect so that they may use their
efforts to correct this evil.

I
i
1
I
1
1
i
1I
I
1
I
I

Roll of Honor
Ellsworth S. Nelson
Gridley, Calif.
Edward F. Castha
N. Y. C, N. Y.
Clifford Rumley
Opelika, Ala.
Ulla S. Johnson
Greenfield, Mass.
Dewey Hardin
Ada, Okla.
Fred C. Wilson....
Nanaimo, B. C.
E. M.
Harrell
'.
Spartanburg,
W.
H. Whitman
Spartanburg, S.
S. C.
C.
J. T. Hannon
Spartanburg, S. C.
L. W. Surface
Gallatin, Mo.
Frank Clements
■.
Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Fant E. Farmer
Tuscaloosa, Ala.

and Convincing

SPEER

Been

SPEER

Members Previously Recorded
Members Recorded This Week

668
12

Total Membership to Date

680

Notice! Anti-Misframe League Members
Membership cards are now ready and are being sent out as fast
as possible. There are a number of operators, however, who have
neglected to send in the desired information. If you will fill out
the blank and mail to this office, button and membership card will
be forwarded.
Member's name
Home address
Name of theatre where employed
Address of theatre and name of manager
This notice does not apply to those who have already sent in this
information, but it is for those who have neglected doing so, many
having merely given their names and name of city, without any
street address, making it impossible for the post office to deliver
the letters addressed to them.

Interesting Simplex Notes
SAM BERRY, connected with the Lucas Theatre Supply Company, the well known Southern distributors of Simplex Projectors, has become a benedict, according to the latest reports
from Dixieland. Miss Lillian Hightower was the lucky girl.
The Wurlitzer Hall, New York, N. Y., have lately installed
two type B. Simplex Projectors.
One more star has been added to the Service Flag of the Precision Machine Company by the call to arms of Wm. Eggerman.
This makes the twelfth Simplex employee to answer his country's
call. Five selected the Navy and seven the Army.
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Submitted

ALTERNO
FOR

Facts

CARBONS

B.C. WORK

Produce Incomparable Results — results mould operators' opinions — opinions determine the verdicts — verdicts
establish the reputation. The operators' "stamp of approval " places
Carbons in that excluSpeer siveProjecto
class of rmotion picture supplies
most essential to improved projection.
PARAMOUNT
FEATURES
ALTERNO CARBONS
Perfect Projection — Wanderless Arc.
Noiseless Operation — --Brilliant Illumination.
Bright, Flickerless, Eye-Resting Light.
No Change Required in Booth Equipment.

ESSENTIAL ADVANTAGES
HOLD-ARK CARBONS
Permanent Arc
Longer Life
Minimum Adjustment
Perfect Crater
Hard Core and ]\Ietal Coating
Elimination of Projection Difficulties

When ordering specify whether for
alternating or direct current. Each
stj'le has a special duty to perform.
Substitutions or attempted alterations
are costly.

Write today for descriptive literature
"THE CARBONS WITH A GUARANTEE"
SPEER

CARBON COMPANY
ST. MARYS, PA.

If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tells us.
B
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Chapters on Photographic Optics — /
As a leading subject for treatment in the Camera Department
in the course of the present year we have elected the optics
of photography and projection, and it will be apparent at once
that this is a happy choice, because the art of cinematography is
founded upon the cognate sciences, photography and optics. The
importance of a thorough exposition of the subject of photographic
optics is two-fold insofar as concerns all who have to do with the
production or projection of motion pictures, because the photographic objective is known in technical optics as a projection system, in common with the lenses of the eye and, any other positive
lens system which can project a real image. By real image is
meant an image which can be received, for instance, upon the projection screen or upon the ground-glass focussing screen of a
camera.
A great deal has been written upon the subject of photographic
optics, but insofar as the text books in English on this subject
are concerned, it must be said that they have, with one or two exceptions, been prepared for the edification of the amateur or nonscientific devotees of photography. The professional cinematographer requires optical knowledge of a more advanced nature than is to be found in the available treatises on photographic
optics, while the enormous advances in the art of presenting motion
pictures in the theatres renders an increased knowledge of optics
imperative on the part of the projection machine operator. Most
of the optical data on motion picture projection that has appeared
to date has been founded upon positive misconceptions, and its
publication has done more harm than good to the professional
motion picture operator.
It is not to be inferred from our remarks concerning the inefliciency of the text books that the subject of photographic optics is
in an immature state, for, as a matter of fact, it has received a
most complete development in Germany and in England. The important literature on the subject is, however, buried in photographic periodicals, and in tlie journals of photographic and scientific societies, while the most efficient text-books on the subject are
printed in German. In the course of our articles we shall, however, draw attention to important items amongst the literature of
the subject, and in this way attempt to provide interested readers
with the material for a thorough grounding in the theory of
photographic objectives and the intelligent use of projection systems.
What is without doubt a serious limitation to tiic acquisition of
an accurate knowledge of lens action is the conventional method
of the text books known as Geometrical Optics. It is true that lens
systems are designed and computed by geometrical (or trigonometrical) means, and that the performance of optical systems is forecasted or estimated by similar mathematical processes, but the fact
remains that the limits of performance of optical systems depends upon their influence upon the light waves traversing them,
and that all of the laws of optical imagery may be explained on the
basis of the WAVE THEORY OF LIGHT.
It is convenient, we might even say necessary, to represent the
passage of light through an optical system in the form of rays {or
straight lines in diagrams), and we shall find this procedure of
great utility in succeeding installments, but the significance of the
wave theory of light in optical imagery must always constitute the
fundamental theory of the action of optical instruments. To get
a proper start, therefore, we must consider the mode of propagation of light waves, and we will therefore consider a radiating,
luminous point situated in space. This luminous point (light
source) is in reality the center of a .sphere, and is radiating light
waves which advance in a periodic manner in all directions. These
light waves arc therefore spheres (or globes) having the light
source as center, and by reference to Fig. 1 (where O is the
radiating light source) we see that as the waves advance in space
they become sphere^ of evf-r in' reasinc' rwVny^ (only a section of
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the wave train, advancing in a certain direction is shoivn in Fig.
1), and as the radius of curvature of these spherical waves increases, the curvature of the wave surfaces of course becomes
less. After these light waves have been propagated for a considerable distance, the radii of curvature of their surfaces becomes so
great, and the curvature of the wave surfaces becomes so slight,
that any portion of the wave surface may be said to have an infinite radius, i. e., it is a flat surface. In this case the light is
termed "parallel light," or is said to be projected as "parallel
rays," which, as is well known, is practically the case with light
0.)1from
coming
) )a) long distance.

In Phy sical Optics, or the study of the Wave Theory of Light,
these waves of infinite radii of curvature are known as " plane
waves," or when speaking of parallel rays it is said that the light
is propagated in " right lines." In the study of practical optics
we do not deal with entire wave surfaces of entirely unknown dimensions in space, but only with portions of wave surfaces the
size of which is governed by the superficial area of the lenses of
our optical instruments. For convenience a portion of the surface of a light wave, of arbitrary dimensions governed by any
proposition in hand, is known as a " wave-front," and we shall enthe reader
visualizing
a " wave-front " by reference todeavor
theto assist
diagrams.
Figs. in
2 and
3.
In Fig. 2 light waves are incident upon an opaque screen in
which a square aperture is cut. The aperture shown is a square
one, but if it had been a round one its action in allowing only a
certain portion of the incident wave surface to pass through
would have been comparable to the action of the front glass and
mounting of a photographic objective in intercepting all but a
certain portion of incident light-waves. As the light source in Fig,
2 is close to the intercepting screen the waves falling upon the
screen of course have spherical surfaces, and the sections of the
wave surface transmitted through the opening in the opaque screen
are sections of the spherical incident light waves, or spherical wave
fronts. A succession of these wave fronts is shown in Fig. 2,
which is in accordance with the periodic method of propagation
known as wave motion. It is convenient on the basis of the wave
theory to term a succession of advancing waves, or wave-fronts, a
" train " of waves or wave-fronts. Fig. 3 merely shows in perspective atrain portions
of plane ofwave-fronts,
i. ^c,coming
a succession
wavefronts (limited
wave surfaces)
from anof infinite
distance.
An interesting characteristic of wave propagation, which was
stated to hold true for light waves as long ago as 1690 by Chrisliaan Huygcns', is that any portion of a wave-front can serve as a
center of disturbance from which fresh trains of waves are generated. This may be demonstrated experimentally in a very simple
manner, as it used to be demonstrated by the late Silvanus P.
Thompson in his lectures on Light.
A shallow metal tank (known as a ripple tank) filled with water
is all the apparatus necessary. Let Fig. 4 represent a plan of the
tank, which is divided into two sections, A and B, by the metal
partition C. Right at the center of the partition C is a very narrow slit D which forms the means of communication between the
compartments A and B. Having filled tlic ripple tank with water,
' " Traite de I^a Lumiere." (Treatise on Light), T-eyden, 1690. See
Prof. Silvanus
P. Thompson's
admirable translation of this work, published by Macmillan,
London, 1012.
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we now touch the surface of the water with the finger, or with
the end of a pencil, at the center of compartment A. This starts
a series of waves, or ripples, which spread out from the center of
disturbance in the form of concentric rings, as shown. When,
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now, the ripples, or waves have spread to such an extent that the
wave-fronts come into contact with the partition C, we note that
the wave-front is all intercepted except the very small portion
which can pass through the slit D {in the partition C). However,
when we look at the surface of the water in the compartment B
of the ripple tank, we note at once that small as was the portion
of the wave-front which passed through the slit D, it was able
to generate a new train of complete waves, for which it acted as
the center of disturbance. This experiment forms a simple proof
of Huygens' early deduction, but we now leave the subject of
simple wave motion and come back- to the subject of the passage
of light through optical systems, and the action of lenses on the
wave-fronts of light incident upon them.
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the one shown in Fig. 1, so the diagram will prove adequate for
the purposes of our demonstration. We note that while traversing
the air space between the source O and the lens L the spaces between successive wave-fronts are all equal, showing that the light
is being propagated forward at a constant and definite velocity.
When, however, the light waves fall upon the surface of the
lens, and enter the glass of which it is composed, their velocity of
propagation is retarded, or slowed down, because the glass is a
denser medium than air and the light waves cannot traverse it
with the same rapidity with which they travel in air. Before considering further the action of the lens upon these wave-fronts of
incident light we must draw attention to the shape of these incident wave-fronts. As the source O is assumed fairly near the
lens, the light waves which diverge in all directions from the
source possess spherical surfaces (or spherical wave-fronts, since
we are only considering definite portions of the wave surfaces)
and we note that in the case of these light waves diverging from
the source, the spherical wave-fronts are convex wave-fronts.
Let us now return to Fig. 1 and see what is the action of a collecting lens on these incident convex wave-fronts. As we have
already premised, the action of the lens is to slow down the rate of
travel of the wave-fronts, when once they enter the glass, and
the efifect of this retardation is shown by dotted lines in Fig. 1.
We firstly note that the jvave-fronts are closer together within
the glass, which is the diagrammatic way of representing decreased velocity of propagation of light waves.
It is further apparent in considering Fig. 1, that all portions of a
wave-front incident upon a lens do not have the same thickness of
glass to traverse in passing through the lens. In the case of a
positive lens. Fig. 1, we see that the portion of each successive
wave-front which falls upon the center of the lens has the greatest
thickness of glass to traverse, and, as the thickness is so much
greater at the center of the lens than at the edges, the edges of
the convex (or diverging) incident wave-front get through the
lens before the center of the same wave-front, with the result that
the contour of an incident convex wave-front is reversed in passing through a collective lens, so that upon emergence it has the
form of a concave wave-front. We saw that when the wave-fronts
are convex the light is diverging, so it is now apparent that when
the wave-fronts are concave the light is converging and, as a matter of simple deduction, real images are produced by concave
wave-fronts which converge to a focus.
A collecting lens will, as may readily be inferred, have the same
action upon a plane wave-front as upon a convex wave-front, i. e.,
it will transform it into a concave wave-front which will converge to a focus. Although we do not show the case diagrammatically, the action of a negative (or dispersing) lens upon incident light waves may also be readily deduced from the foregoing.
In the case of a convex (diverging) wave-front incident upon a
negative lens the center, or most advanced part, of the wave-front
will have the least thickness of glass to traverse, with the result
that it will maintain its position in advance of the edges (of the
wave-front) and will emerge from 'the negative lens still in its
original form of a convex (divergent) wave-front. This divergent
or scattering action of negative lenses upon incident light causes
them to be termed dispersing lenses.
We have learned from the above that the action of a lens is to
imprint a new curvature on the wave-fronts of the light incident
upon it, and that the character and extent of the curvature imprinted bythe lens will be governed by its form and the properties
(i. e. refractive index) of the material of which it is made.
All of the conventions of Geometrical Optics are in accordance
with the foregoing considerations of Physical Optics, for it is
conceded that light waves travel in straight lines, and by assuming that rays of light are the normals to wave-fronts, as shown in
Figs. 2 and 3, we can in future represent our trains of waves by
rays, which are equivalent to straight lines in diagrams. It is possible to conceive of rays of light which are not normal to the
wave-fronts, and in this case the light is said to be diffracted.
(To be Continued)
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of Latest

1 — " My Hawaii, You're Calling Me," by L. W. Lewis. The
' style of this wonderful Hawaiian Ballad is quite a contrast
to the other Hawaiian compositions puoHshed up to date —
" My Hawaii " is a triumph of tonal beauty, and must be considered as a very valuable addition to the library of any Musician. (Published by the Echo Music Co., New York and
Seattle.)
— " Prudence " (Entr'acte), by Ernest Luz. A number in
gavotte style, effectively arranged. Illustrates romance.
Lends itself easily to different tempos, making it valuable for
playing to the Photo Play. A melodious number throughout.
(J. W. Stem edition, 102 West 38th street, New York City.)
— " Source dans Le Desert," Idyl by Marguerite W. Horton.
Some most interesting songs by this composer have already been published, and this new Orientale for piano is
worthy of them. It is one of those exotically colorful bits of
Eastern impressionism which, without making too great demands, technically allows intelligent interpretation and a skillful use of the pedals on the part of the pianist to secure a
maximum of effect. (G. Schirmer edition.)
— " Chasing the Chickens," a Fox-Trot and Jazz number.
(Recently published by the Forster Music Co., 509 South
Wabash avenue, Chicago, 111.)

Compositions

10 — "Stolen Sweets," a beautiful and melodious Waltz
Movement, by Harry von Tilzer. (Published by Harry
vonJ Tilzer.)
1A — " Barnyard Blues," Jazz fox trot, by D. J. La Rocca.
> The big hit of the Dixieland Jazz Band as recorded by
the Victor Talking Machine Co., Record No. 18255, under the
title of " Liberty Stable Blues." (Leo Feist edition.)
1C — " Dramatic Recitative," by Sol. P. Levy. One of the
-J finest compositions recently published for heavy and
dramatic situations. (Cinema Music Co., Columbia Theatre
Building, New York City.)
1
"In the Land of Wedding Bells," by Geo. W. Meyer.
I O Leo Feist's latest hit.
I "7 — " At the Yankee MiHtary Ball," fox trot, by Harry
' ' Jentes. The most popular and most often requested
fox trot and exquisite dance number, which every music lover
will appreciate. (Leo Feist edition.)

— " Slippery Hank," by Losey. A characteristic One-Step of
exceptional merit which should be in every musician's library. (Vandersloot edition.)

1Ift—An"Theoriginal
Vampire"
(A Dramatic
by Sol.
composition
most Theme),
appropriate
for P.
the Levy.
purpose as described in the title. (Published by the Cinema Music
Co., Columbia Theatre Building, 47th and Seventh avenue.
New York City.)

— "Love's Melody" (Reverie), by Shannon.
A charming
slow movement with a most delightful melody; most appropriate for love scenes. (Vandersloot edition.)

1Q — "Compositions of Value to the 'Motion Picture Musician,' City.
obtainable from J. W. Stem, 102 West 38th street,
Newy York

— " Astralita Serenade," by Mable A. Whaley. A number
which deserves to be owned by any orchestra Leader or
piano player. (Published by the " Red Star Music Co." Red
Star, Ark.)

R. Shannon. A
" 34 Espressive
fine Trio — most
Music Co., Wil-

1. Light
Theme
No". screen
1. Arranged
as Violin Solo.
Will
make Romantic
the love story
on the
stand out.
2. Light Romantic Theme No. 2. Arranged in Duet form.
Two violins, 'cello and organ. Two violins, flute and oboe.
Clarinet and two cornets muted with organ or piano accompaniment. Three unique tonal effects combined in one arrangement.
3. A. B. C. Sacred Set No. 1. Contains " Onward, Christian
Soldiers," " Rock of Ages," " Doxology " and " Choral." Four
different religious temperaments.
4. Heavy Descriptive Agitato No. 1. A new style agitato
that has class and depth. The kind of a number that keeps
lengthy action of this character interesting. No up-to-date
leader can afford to be without it.
5. Redemption Theme. A theme that expresses motherlove in every sense of the word. Used in the Evelyn Nesbit
library.
picture " Redemption." Don't neglect adding this to your

1 1 —"Just As Your Mother Was," by Harry von Tilzer.
' ' Another famous masterpiece by this well-known composer. A melodious and most delightful composition. (Published by Harry von Tilzer, 222 West 46th street, New York
City.)

— " Land of Joy." New York's big, smashing Spanish
^v-' Musical Success — has been published by G. Schirmer,
3 East 43d street, New York City, and a " Selection Waltz "
and " One-Step " from this show are now obtainable at special
reduced prices.

10 — " When the Yanks Come Marching Home." One-Step
^ by Jerome and Furth. A worthy song to go with the
great hit, " Over There." A wonderful over-night success.
You never played a better dance for orchestra. (Published
by Jerome Pub. Co., New York City.)

21 — "Doing Our Bit," the famous New York Winter Garden
I Production is also published by G. Schirmer, and several
of the best and most popular extracts of this show are now
obtainable in single form — at special reduced prices.

— " After the War is Over," by James A. Casey. Leaders
who are in search for something distinctly novel and pretty
should send for this number, which in its typical March
rhythm is a sure success with any audience. (Published by
the Echo Music Co., New York and Seattle.)
9— "My Golden West, I Love You Best," by James W.
Casey. The very latest of this gifted writer's musical
gems; a composition most appropriate for Western scenes.
(Published by the " Echo Music Co., New York and Seattle.)
1A — " Harbor of Dreams," Reverie, by J.
V-' composition opening with a melodious
Movement," finishing with an exceptional
appropriate for Love themes. (Vandersloot
liamsport, Pa.)
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MusicW. Company's
EVERY Echo
time James
Casey, head ofBig
the Sellers
Hcho i\lusic Company, goes on the road he keeps the Seattle and New York
offices busy tilling his orders. Last month business took such a big
jump that the Xew York offices in the Exchange Building, 145
West Forty-tifth Street,, had to be enlarged, and still Mr. Casey
has not any too much room. " My Hawaii, 1 Hear You Calling
Me," and " My Golden West " are among the big sellers in all
the five and ten cent stores throughout the country and are being
featured by many of the phonograph and music roll companies.
Hundreds of picture musicians who have used the numliers have
written in to ^Ir. Casey complimenting him for the pretty melodies
that he has turned out.
Mr. Casey said that what pleases him most is the fact that
he has never failed to secure an order from a buyer after playing
either of the songs, nor has he ever known of a leader or a
pianist who was not eager to take away a copy after having
heard one or the other played. So, Mr. Musician, if you really
want to get hold of two good numbers that will appeal to the
low' or the high brows, just add to your collection " My Hawaii,
I Hear You Calling Me," and " My Golden West."
Another man who does not make very much noise, but who
delivers the goods in the way of good songs and instrumental
numbers, is Fred Vandersloot. In Williamsport, Pa., Fred has
been for a number of years, where he built up a wonderful business. His instrumental numbers are known to leaders all over
the world, and his recent song successes, "I Wonder How the
Old Folks Are Tonight " and " Longing for My Dixie Home," are
selling just as well as many of the widely advertised hits. " I
Wonder How the Old Folks Are Tonight " has already passed
the million mark, and, according to some newspaper reports, is
becoming a favorite with the boys in France.
But Casey and Vandersloot are not the only quiet chaps who
are getting big results, for Joe Hollander, manager for the Morris
Music Company, is putting over hit after hit in his unobtrusive
way. Joe is one of those genial chaps who are never too busy
to see any one, and when he goes after an act he usually gets
a real hearing. A short time ago he launched " There's a Service
Flag in Our Home," doing it in spite of the fact that some
wiseacres told him it was about time to lay off on patriotic songs.
Joe, however, felt that he had a novelty and went after Francis
Kennedy, the vaudeville headliner, to feature it. At first. Miss
Kennedy refused to put it on, not because she is not patriotic, but
she feared she would die with it at the Bushwick, where all the
turns on the bill ahead of her were using war songs. Joe talked
with her until she finally agreed to try it out at one of the
matinees, and the reception she received prompted her to say
that she would not only keep th? number in her act, but that she
was seriously thinking of using nothing but patriotic numbers.
" Say a Prayer for the Boys Over There " is another patriotic
number that Hollander has turned into a big seller. " We're
Going Over " is also one of the hits of Morris's catalog, and
with these three selling the way they are Morris and Flollander
say that they have no cause to complain about business.
E. M. WiCKES.
General Comments
((\\<E YOU FROM HEAVEN?", Gilbert and Friedland's
new Ijallad, is keeping Alinnfe Blauman busy handing out
orchestrations to leaders and pianists. The other day more than
thirty moving picture musicians came in for copies. Leaders who
enjoyed playing " My Little Dream Girl," Ijy the same writers,
have something good in store for them, if they have not already
secured orchestrations of "Are You from Heaven?"
F. J. A. Forster Music Company, Inc., has closed its New
York office, but this does not mean that the concern is not doing
business, for the sales of " Missouri Waltz," " Blue Rose Waltz,"
and " Moonlight Waltz," all by Frederick Knight Logan, are
large enough to keep any company busy. The last time Forster
was in New York he took back to Chicago orders for 100,000
copies of " Missouri Waltz," which is some sales, when you
know that he gets eighteen cents a copy for the waltz. The
Chicago office is doing more business now than it ever did.
Joseph W. Stern and Company have heard from enough singers
and musicians to feel positive that they have two new hits in
"When the Moon Is Shining Somewhere in France" and "Send
Back Dear Daddy to Mc." " Indianola," by S. R. Henry, composer of " Piy Heck ! " and published by Stern, promises to out-
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sell "By Heck ! " When writing for copies and orchestrations
of the Stern publications kindly address communications to Jos.
W.
way. Stern and Company, 102 West Thirty-eighth Street, New
York City^p^j^;ad of to the professional department on Broad■' Over There " is still getting thousands of dollars' worth of
free publicity in the newspapers. From the way the song is still
selling. Feist could have paid $50,000 for it and still make a big
Harry Von Tilzer begins the new year with a genuine hit in
profit.
"Just as Your Mother Was." And he has a big seller in "It's
a Long
Way S.to Gordon,
the U. S.publisher,
A."
Hamilton
141 West Thirty-sixth Street,
the firm that gave the musical world " Silver Threads Among the
Gold," is glad to say that calls from all over the country are
coming in for its " Motion Picture Music Collection," which is
something that every live picture musician should have close at
hand.
The William Jerome Music Corporation is finding little difficulty in getting singers and musicians to feature its new
patriotic hit, " When the Yanks Come Marching Home."
I
I

" THE

KINGDOM OF LOVE "
(Fox Production)

I
Theme: " Legende " (Moderato) by Friml
i 1 — "Love Song" (Dramatic) by Flegier until — T: "The revenge
I of a coward."
I 2 — Melody (And.) by Huerter until — T: "And now, fifteen years
I later."
i 3 — "At the Old Town Pump," Trot (Harry von Tilzer) (Barroom
I Scene) until — T: " But through it all he has, etc."
4 — "Melody" (Moderato) by Kretscher until — S: "Interior of
;I Barroom.
5—"— SMy: Girl
Hawaii,
You're
Calling Me," by Lewis (Echo Music Co.)
1I until
looking
at picture.
I 6 — Theme until — S : Interior of Barroom.
I 7—" Jazzin' Around " (One Step) (Leo Feist Ed.) (Barroom Scene)
I until — T: " You know what will happen."
I 8 — "Dramatic Recitative" by Sol. P. Levy until — T: "Sister,
I somebody has well, etc."
I 9 — " Lamento " (Pathetic) by Gabriel-Marie until — T: "Penniless
= and10 —alone."
I
"Serenade" (Dramatic) by Widor until — T: "And so a new
I attraction,
1
11 — Themeetc."until — T: " On the next boat, etc."
I 12 — " Valse Lente " by Schuette until — T: "Want to sit in on a
1 13 — " Olypmia " (Heavy Dramatic Overture) by Ascher until — T:
1 " Midnight at the Palace."
I 14 — "After
the War Is Over" (Popular Hit) (Echo Music Co.)
game? " Scene) until — T: "As time passes."
II (Barroom
I 15 — Theme until — T: "A boat goes down the river."
I 16 — "Dramatic Agitato" by H. Hough until — T: "You must let
II me 17have
the money."
— "Heavy
Dramatic" by Oehmler until — T: "Evading all quesI
18 — Theme — NOTE — " Watcli Strum Wliifstlv " until— T : " Out=I tions."
raged at their pastor, etc "
I 19 — "Dramatic Tension" by Levy until — T: "If love had waited,
I 20 — " In the Gloaming " (Paraphrase) by Barnard until — T: " Up
i the river several miles, etc."
I 21 — "Prelude" (Dramatic) by Rachmaninoff until — T: "Go up
1I and22 —get"Dramatic
him to-night."
Agitato" — to action until — T: "Waiting until
i etc."
I 23 — "Heavy Mysterioso by Levy iWalrli Sliotx) until — T: "The
i day
payment."
night."
I
24—of Theme
until * * * * END.
I
"THE CINDERELLA MAN"
I
(Goldwyn Production)
I
(Reviewed on page 4582)
f
Theme: "Dramatic Theme," by Sol. P. Levy
1 1 — " Lanette " (Valse Lente) by Henton until — T: "After the
I 2 — "Pathetic Andante" by Paul Vely until — T: "On board the
II S.S.
"
Dan3 —ce.Baronic."
1
"Missouri"
Waltz (Vandersloot Ed.) until — S: " Marjorie readI
4
—
Repeat
"Pathetic
1i isingmissing
letter." you dreadfully."Andante" by Paul Vely until — T: "Walter
1 5 — "Sleeping Rose" (Waltz) by Borch until — T: " Marjorie's
? father,
I
6 — " etc."
Dramatic Recitative " by Sol. P. Levy until — S : " Arrival of
I
7 — " Vanity " (Allegro Caprice) by Jackson until — T : " The Canes
'i home."
iH steamer."
8 — Theme until — T: "And when you find a strong."
i B — •• On Wings of Song" (6/8 Andante Tranquillo) by Mendelssohn
i until — S: "Interior of billiard room."
i 10 — "Harbor of Dreams" (Reverie) (Vandersloot Ed.) until — S:
I1 " Marjorie
piano."
11 — Silencenearuntil
— T: " I will make a song, etc."
I
12
—
Piano
Solo
until —to T:action
" Hisanduncle
I NOTE — Improviae
loatchis worth
screen millions."
verj/ carefully.
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13 — Silence until — T: "Christmas Morning."
Christmas Echoes" (Waltz) by Tobani until T: "This check
will14—be" cashed."
15 — " Around the Christmas Tree " (A Yuletide Potpourri) by Tobani until — T: " I knew it was a fairy."
16 — Continue pp until — T: "See here you are miss, etc."
17 — Theme until — T: " Let me type it for you."
18 — "Intermezzo" (Allegretto) by Pierne until— T : "Morris
Caner s illness.''
19 — " Capricious Annette " (4/8 Allegretto Moderato) by Borch
until — T: "And very late that night."
20— Theme until— T : "And Walter had found it."
21 — " Reve D'Amour " (2/4 Allegretto
until — T: "And sometimes when people." Grazioso) by Zaraeznik
22 — Therne until — T: " See here, you little hussy! "
23 — Continue ff until — S: " Marjorie running into her home."
24 — Continue "Lively Tempo" until — T: "The day of judgment."
25 — Melody (4/4 Moderato) by Kretschmer until — T. " This person brings a note."
26 — "Dramatic Tension'' by Funck until — T: "An important conference."
27 — " Canzonetta " (Moderato) by Nicode until — T: "When a girl
is engaged."
28 — Theme until — T: "I should have told you."
29 — "Pathetic Andante" by Borch until — T: "This time I've got
you, Morris Caner! "
— " am
Illusion
Intermezzo " (2/4 Moderato) by Bustanoby until —
T: 30 "I
penniless."
31 — " Aragonaise " from " Le Cid " (Allegro) by Massenet until —
T: 32 —" It's
right, *Tony,
Themeall until
* * I'm* ruined."
END.
" UNTIL THEY GET ME "
(Triangle Production)
(Reviewed on page 4401)
Theme: "Last .Spring" (Dramatic) by Grieg
Golden West"
(Song) (Echo Music Co.) until— T : "And
thus1 — in"Myan unsettled
moment."
2 — Galop to action until — T : " Ah outpost of civilization."
Love Theme " by Kretschmer until — S : Flashback to
men3 — on" Indian
horseback.
4
—
Continue
" Galop " pp until — S : Flashback to Indian woman
with child.
5
—
Repeat
"Indian
" This is too bad." Love Theme" (same as Cue No. 3) until — T:
6— " Pathetic Andante " by Paul Vely until — S : Exterior Scene.
Galop tountil
action
T: " inMeNorthern
take HI' Montana.
ride."
87 —— Theme
— T :untilA —ranch
9 — " Entr'Acte " (Valse Int.) by Meyer Helmund until — T: "Now
a fugitive, etc.''
10 — " Le Retour " (Allegro) by Bizet until — T: "It's a case of
riding double."
11 — Allegro by Bach until — T: "Picking up the trail again."
1213 —— Tlieme
until — T: "I ran away from Mrs. Adams."
" Romanze
(Moderato) by Rubens until — T: "The division
post,
14 — etc."
" At Sunset (Moderato) by Brewer until — T: "The end of a
cross examination.'
15 — Theme until — T: "And so came the great turn."
16 — " Yester-love " (Intermezzo Andantino) by Borch until— T :
" There is only the one make."
17 — Continue or repeat until — T: "And after four years."
18 — "Sweet Jasmine" (Melodious Allegretto) by Bendix until — T:
" The gala event of their year."
19 — " Bond of Love" (Waltz) by A. Roth until — T: "Summer with
its play day."
20 — "Love Song" (Moderato) by Puerner until — T: "Autumn."
21 — "Canzonetta" (Moderato) by Godard until — T: "Why, that's
the22 man,
etc." until — T : " True to the traditions."
— Theme
23 — " Dramatic Andante " by Ascher until — T : " But we always
get24 our
man."
— "Dramatic
Recitative" by Sol. P. Levy until — T: "Well,
you've
come
25— Theme back."
until _* * * ♦ END.
" SHIRLEY KAYE "
(Select Pictures)
(Reviewed on page 4583)
Theme: "Dramatic Recitative," by Sol. P. Le\'y
1 — "Entr'Acte" (Valse Intermezzo) by Meyer Helmund until — S:
" Interior of sitting room."
2 — Theme until — T: "The Magen Estate."
3 — "Romanze" (Moderato) by Rubens until — T: "It will be the
first time."
4 — " L'Adieu " (Dramatic) by Karagonoff until — T: "The old spirit
of the Pirate."
5 — Theme until — T: "Mrs. Magen, Helen Lindreth."
6 — Continue to action until — T: "Everything is wrong."
7— " Melody" (4/4 Moderato) by Kretschmer until — T: " There Shirley Kaye will have to notice you."
8 — " Capricious Anette " (4/8 Allegretto Moderato) by Borch until —
T: " Magen has my railroad."
9 — " Legende " (Melodious Moderato) by Friml until — T: "Shirley
I can't permit this."
10 —— "S Menuet
in G " (firoom.
Melodious Moderato) by Beethoven
until
: InteriorNo.of 2Reception
11 — " Lanette " (Melodious Valse Lente) by Kenton until — T: "I
didn't invite you to hear music."
12 — Theme until — T: " I hope he plays ' Annie Laurie.' "
13 — "Annie Laurie" (Song) until — T: "Miss Kaye you can't
me."
getImportant
NOTE — Cue Xo. 13 must he produced as a Violin Solo
with
Piano accompaniment.
14 — Another Violin Solo with Piano accompaniment until — S: Shirley Kaye applauding.
Important NOTE — One No. 14 must he a Concert Composition of
Standard grade.
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My Hawaii, You're Galling
The big Western ballad hit; over 200,000 copies sold.
A great Fox Trot.
After

The

War

Is Over

The most stirring war song on the market. Going
over big everywhere. A fine one step.
Songs 1'}C each. Orcheslrntions 2!>c each.
ECHO MUSIC PUBLISHING COMPANY
COAST
TO COAS'n
US (.FROM
West 40th
Street.
N«w York
Peoples B«ak BuUdine, SeatUe, Washlnrtou
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'•
Movie
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entitles
you to everything we publish for one year$1.00
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ARTHUR M. SIEBRECUT & CO., LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY
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15 — Silence until — S: Shirley near table holding a book.
16 — " Melody " by Frimi until — S: Shirley reading book — on railroad
finance.
17 — Theme until — T: "There's more than one, etc."
18 — " Missouri Waltz " (Wandersloot Ed.) until — T: " Dear old Don19 — " Aragonaise
" from " Le Cid '' (Allegro) by Massenet until — S:
(Interior
ald, etc." of room) Shirley speaking to a woman.
20 — " Sieste " (Characteristic Lento) by Laurens until — T: The
Dance
21 — "atMyKaye's.
Hawaii yours calling me " by Lewis (Echo Music Co.)
until —pp.)
T: "You took in a, etc."
wisc
Imporiant NOTE — Play g during dancing scenes only {ot.her22 — Piano Solo — improvise to action pp until S: Dancing Scene.
dancing.
23 — Repeat "My Hawaii" (Cue No. 21) until S: They all stop
NOTE — Plai) ff during dancing scenes only {otherwise pp.)
24 — " Albumleaf " (4/4 Moderato) by Kretschmer until — T: " Shirley
untilme."
— S: Dancing Scene.
is 25—
goingTheme
to help
26 — " After the War is Over " Dance Hit by Casey (Echo Music
Co.)NOTE
until— T:Plan"If ffyouduring
sign that,
etc." scenes only {otherwise pp.)
dancing
27 — Repeat "Theme" until — S: (Exterior scene) near Lake.
28
Levy until
— T: " A woman
who won't,
29 —— Dramatic
"Illusion"Theme
(2/4 by
Moderato
Intermezzo)
by Bustanoby
until etc."
— S:
Shirley knocking at door of cabin.
30— " Bond of Love" (Melodious Waltz) by Roth until— T: "The
stockholders and father want you as manager.
31 — Theme ff until T: " The Road can have me as Manager."
32— Continue pp until * * * * END.

"WITHOUT HONOR"
(Triangle Production)
(Reviewed on page 4586)
Theme: Cavaline " (4/4 Dramatic Moderato) by Bohm
1 — " Felize " (Moderato Canzonette) by Langey until — T: "Roy
Hanford, whose sympathetic, etc."
2 — Theme until — T: "While the Target of gossip."
3 — Continue to action until — T: " It's my duty to tell, etc."
4 — "Dramatic
Sol. P. Levy until — T: The Western
branch
of the AjaxRecitative"
Hardware byCompany.
5 — out"Petite
Bijouterie"
(Valse)
by Bohm until — T: Drifting withchart.
6 — "Pathetic Andante" by Borch until — T: "Recovering quickly
under
7 — " efficient,
Heloise etc."
(Moderato Intermezzo) by Langey until — T: "After
weeks of Jean's mothering care."
8 — " At Sunset '' (Moderato) by Brewer until — T: " You're the only
9 —ing"Little
the stamp. Puritan" (Gavotte) by Morse until — T: After purchas10
—
"Triumph of Love" (Gavotte) by Hoist until — T: A year of
girl, etc."
happy
security. Menuet (3/4 Allegro Giocoso) by Paradis until — T:
11
—
"Pastel
While out in Hanford
town.
12 — Theme until — T: Seeking confirmation of his suspicion.
13 — Continue pp until — T: Again in Hanford.
14— " Dramatic Theme" by Sol P. Levy until — T: "The Day when
payment
is demanded,
etc." No. 36" by Andino until — ^T: "The war15 — "Dramatic
Tension
rant
is
for
bigamy."
16 — Theme until — T: " I'll give you one more chance.
17_" Pathetic Andante " by Paul Vely until— T: " Resolving for the
pp until — T: For better concealment.
sake18 — ofContinue
her baby."
19 — "Reverie" (Dramatic Lente) by Rissland until — T: "A faint
gleam
of intelligence, Tremolo"
etc."
20 — "Characteristic
by Lovenberg until — T: "Called to
ing.21 — Organ
improvise to action (Scene of Prayer) until — T: "A
answer,
etc."
Heaven
with Mrs. Dawson."
22 — "Intermezzo"
(Allegretto) by Pierne until — T: Sabbath Morn23 — Continue pp until — S : Interior of Church.
24 — Organ improvise to action (Church scene) until — T: "There is
the25 shameless
— Improvisewoman."
ff until — T: "Full confession serves, etc."
26 — "Bright Star of Hope" (Sacred-Lente) by Robaudi until — T:
" A Mass meeting of Intolerance."
27 — "Sieste" (Characteristic Lento) by Laurens until — T: "You're
more
kind, Mrs. from
Dawson."
28 — than
"Aragonaise"
" Le Cid'' (Allegro) by Massenet until — T:
Compensation.
29 — Theme until * * * * END.
More Musical Cue Sheets will be found on page 468

THE
BARTGLA.
If you have a pipe organ in your theatre, let us explain how we can
improve your music. We will make your organ orchestral by adding a
few beautiful orchestral stops with very little cost. Write for catalogue.
CHAS. C. PYLE, General Sales Agent, 707-712 Mailers Bldg., Chicago, III. Factory, Oshkosh, Wis.
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Lyman C. Fisher Gets Allston
One of the finest photoplay theatres in New England is the
Allston on Brighton avenue, Allston, Mass., one of the best
residential sections of Boston. This splendid playhouse furnishes
finest quality entertainment to a most discriminating class of
patrons.
Lyman C. Fisher, who took possession of the Allston on Monday, December 24, has established an entirely new policy based
on his experience and marked success with the Newton Opera
House, Newton, Mass., in the past eight years, which has worked
out with gratifying results. He has discarded vaudeville and the
sort of pictures commonly used in mixed programs, and has
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by president Polin of the organization. Mr. Smith n
then r
made
a '^i
Si'
"rTi n
brief speech of acknowledgment. VW
As further evidence of the association's intention to be of benefit to its members, it is announced that classes for operators in
Physics and Applied Electricity will be conducted under the
auspices of the Association by Frank S. Pircher, E.E., B.Sc,
assisted by Edward McD. Benheim, who will give instruction in
Mathematics.
Information concerning this new medium of instruction for
operators, and also with regard to membership in the I. P. A.,
Inc., may be secured by addressing the corresponding secretary,
Morris J. Rotker, at the Association's address, given above.

CALIFORNIA
The new( Liberty Star theatre now in course ot construction at Bay Point
is fast being pushed to completion. It will have a seating capacity of 400.
J. H. Hatch, owner of the Burlingame theatre and other valuable busi4i
ness property in Burlingame, is having plans drawn for a new moving picture show house. The present building is to be offered to the Government
for a post-office and the new building, in the event the Government accepts
the offer, will be erected alongside of the present theatre. Mr. Hatch has
giventre,Martel
occupants
of the woodIt isbuilding
the wood
theanotice to Brothers,
vacate within
two months.
plannedadjacent
to moveto the
building away to make room for the new theatre, which will be much larger
and better than the present theatre building.
Manager
of the Pasadena,
new Florence
theatre now
in course
of erection on EastSchuhmann,
Colorado street,
is authority
for the
statement
that
his playhouse will be ready for occupancy in the very near future, the work
of construction moving along satisfactorily.
IDAHO
Herman struJ.
Brown,
proprietor
of
New Majestic
now the
in course
of con-in
ction at Nampa, says the new thetheatre
will embody
last word
beauty and comfort, and predicts that it will eventually be one of the most
attractive public buildings in the West.
ILLINOIS
The remodeled Empress theatre, Springfield, was opened last week to
capacity business.
INDIANA
The
Noble,
Princeton's
new
motion
picture theatre, was opened recently
under the management ot Clyde E. Noble.
Interior Allston. theatre, Allston, Mass.
adopted instead a straight pictures policy with changes Monday,
Wednesday, Friday and Sunday, instead of Monday, Thursday
and Sunday.
For the Allston as well as the Newton Opera House, Mr. Fisher
has booked the entire output of selective star series productions
of Paramount Pictures Corporation and Artcraft Pictures Corporation.
The wisdom of Mr. Fisher's policy was proven by the more
than capacity audiences that greeted Marguerite Clark in " The
Amazons " the first star series Paramount production shown at
the Allston on Monday and Tuesday, December 24-25. So great
were the crowds that clamored for admission to the shows on
Christmas Day that many were turned away disappointed.
W. C. Smith Lectures Before I. P. A., Inc.
FRIDAY evening, December 14, was the occasion of an interesting lecture at the club rooms of the I. P. A., Inc., 65^
Bergen avenue, the Bronx.
The lecturer was Wm. C. Smith of the Nicholas Power Company, who explained in detail the mechanism of the Power 6B
Cameragraph. For the instruction of the members Mr. Smith
took the 6B Cameragraph mechanism completely apart and reassembled the same, explaining each operation clearly and in
detail.
At the conclusion of his highly appreciated lecture Mr. Smith
was handed a certificate of honorary membership in the I. P. A.

MONTANA
Work has been started on the erection of a modern fireproof theatre
building at Harlowtown by a local firm of business men, Myera and Ervin.
The theatre will be housed in a three-story reinforced concrete structure, to
be erected at a cost of about $62,000, the present estimate. Link & Hare,
a firm of Helena architects, will oversee the work. Both standard and the
silent drama will hold forth in the new theatre, which will be known as
the American. Its stage will accommodate the largest company on the road,
Mr. Myers said in an interview, adding: "We will take care of anythmg in
the show line the people here want."
NEW YORK
Hempstead, has announced
Max Weiss, manager of the Fulton theatre.
rebuilt and
that in the very near future, the theatre will be completely
land
the purchase of additional
are under way for will
enlarged. Negotiations
arrangements
and
in,
put
be
balconies
New
theatre.
the
of
rear
the
in
for seating of over 1,000 people.
„ ~
...
a theatrical
Preliminary plans for a theatre proposed by Warren N. Cross,were
received
man, for the corner of East avenue and Elm street, Lockport,
elevation
front
The
architects.
Hill,
&
Lewis
trom
to-day by Mr. Cross
side of a
is of polished creamed brick and tile, with two stories on beeither
The stories will 22 by 30, aiidm
deep lobby entrance to the theatre proper.
the ground
will occupy
The theatre structure
same dimensions.
the lobbyof ofthethestores
will be 160 by 66
and lobby, and the entire
the rear
feet. The estimated cost is $100,000.
OHIO
It
comLabor Day last was
Sandusky, which on remodeled,
The Elyria theatre, at has
and was formally
been rebuilt and
pletely destroyed by fire,
opened a week ago to capacity business.
RHODE ISLAND
The Majestic, a new theatre in Providence, was opened January 1.
seats 3,000 persons, and will be booked by the Shuberts.
WASHINGTON
Sunnvside, was opened a week ago with Jack Gardat
theatre,
The-ner inGrand
" Men of the Desert." Betts & Son, in remodeling the Sterman
Building, have converted it into a pretty little theatre.
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"THE SILENT MAN"
(Artcraft Production)
(Reviewed on page 4222)
Theme: "Tlie Vampire," by Sol. P. Levy
1 — " Mysterioso Dramatic" by Borch until — T: Bakoven the Desert
Town.
2 — " Causerei " (4/4 Andante) by MacMillen until —
3— " Rustling Leaves"
dingy."Characteristic) by Koehler until— T:
When dusk fell over the (6/8
4 — "The Booster" (Trombone Rag) by Lake until— T : "I reckon
too5 — much
red, etc."
" Manzano
" (Intermezzo) by Brooks until — T: "You ought to
remember
6 — Theme me."
until — T: " You keep out of this, stranger."
7— " Dramatic Tension No. 44 " by Borch until— S : The Fight.
later.
8 — Contmue ff with ad. lib. Tympany Rolls until — T: A fortnight
9
— Intermezzo
fromMarr.
" Goyescas " by Grandados until — T: At the
of Silent Bud
claim
10 — Dramatic Tension No. 1 (for heavy disputes) by Ascher until —
T: One hour after a marriage.
U— ment
Pearl
Fischer
only until
— S: Selection
The hold byup. Bizet. NOTE — First Allegro Move12 — Continue with "Second Movement" (Tremolo) until — T: "I'm
13 — Heavy Agitato to action until — S: Coach arrives in small village.
Galop ff until— T: The Hunted.
his14—
15wife!"
— Continue pp until — T: Near the close of day.
Lark's Morning Song (6/8 Allegretto)
His16 —story.
egretto) bv
by Koelling until — T:
17— Theme until— T: Midnight.
18 — Blissful
(Intermezzo) by Meyer Helmund until — T:
Dawn
breaks onDreams
the mountain.
19 — Morning from the "Peer Gynt Suite" by Grieg until — T: "I
took20 — herTheme
away until
from— aT:snake."
"Thank you for saving me from, etc."
21 — Summer (Allegro) by Chaminade until — T: "They're just the
color
your eyes."
22 — ofForest
Whispers (Gavotte) by Losey until — T: "Attempting to
outfit
that
may, etc."" (Fantasia) by Bach (NOTE — "First Move23 — " Einhe Maerchen
ment onlij ") until — T: "Take your change and walk."
24 — Agitato of Mysterioso Character until — T: "As the word of repenetrates." Whispers " by Czibulka NOTE — Play ff— Tempo
25 — ward
" Woodland
Allegro until — S: " Church is burning."
26
—
"Long
Furioso " or heavy Hurry to Action pp or ff until — T:
Dusk.
27 — "Dramatic Tension No. 2" by Reissiger until — T: "As the
Marshal of the Government."
28
— T: "Lynch
him."There is your prisoner."
29 —— Theme
"Heavy until
Furioso"
until — T:"
30 — Continue pp until — T: " In the silence of the Mountains."
31— " Love Song" by Flegier until * * * * END.
" CAMILLE "
(Fox Standard Production)
Reviewed on Page 2950
Theme: "Swan Song and Lohengrin's Farewell" (from Lohengrin) by R. Wagner
1 — "A La Bien Aimee Valse Lente " by Schuett until — T: " Ai
his2 —adopted
etc."
"Pomp daughter,
and Circumstance"
by Elgar until — T: "To the world
of 3 —human
beings."
Continue to action until — T: "The Duvals a family without
4 — " Intermezzo " from Goyeskas (3/4 Andante sostenuto) by
Granados until — T: "Two years later."
5 — "Sleeping Beauty Waltz" by Tschaikowsky until — T: "Each
moment adds its spell."
by
6— Silence (about 15 seconds) until — S: "Girl at piano."
title."
7 — Piano solo to action (about 20 seconds) until — S: "Change of
8 — Theme until — T: "A few davs later."
9 — " Pathetic Andante No. 1 " by Paul Vely until — S: " Camille at
10 — Piano solo to action until — S: "Camille stops playing piano."
scene."
11 — Theme until — T: "Let us go to dinner. Count."
12 — Orchestra rest (about 4 minutes). Organ improvise to action
until — T: "Happiness three months of perfect happiness."
13 — "A ball scene" (Waltz) by Nicode until — T: "Do you lo»t
"
pi14an—o."Dramatic
Recitative" by Sol. P. Levy until — T: " Madamoiselle
you are
my son."
your
15 — sister?"
Theme
until ruining
— T: "The
bitter sacrifice."
15 — " Romance Of 19 " by Kronold (Cello solo and piano acc.)
until — T: "Number is finished."
17 — Orchestra rest (about 5 minutes) until — T: "And after thii
the18 —old" Athalia
life." Overture" by Mendelssohn until — T: "I am before
19 — " Orestes Miniature Symphony " (Dramatic) by Bendix until
—Nute.—l'laij
T: " I can No.not I goonly.with you."
you20 — pale."
" No 2 Allegro Agitato Appassionato " from " Orestes '
Bendix
until — T:for "Dawn."
21 — "Presto
Duels" by Lake until — T: "The price of it
22 — " No. 3 Adagio Tranquillo from " Orestes " by Bendix until
— T:
"The
eleventh
hour." Moderato)
23 — " Daisies " (Melodious
by Bendix until — S : " Armand
enters Camille's
24— Theme
until * room."
* * END.
" FEAR NOT "
(Butterfly Production)
Theme: "Love Sonp: " (Dramatic) by Flegier
Opening — " Ein Maerchen " (Dramatic Fantasia) by Bach.
T: "So a man died, etc." — "Dramatic Adagio" by Kretschmer.

Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers
all."
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T: "Doctor Mortington " — " Romanze " (Moderate) by Karganoff.
T: "I'm going to the mission Summer " (6/8 Allegro) by
Chaminade.
T: "That boy is dead" — Theme.
T: "Their mutual interest" — Continue to action.
T: "We could use a doctor" — "Dramatic Tension" by Winkler.
S: "Children
mezzo) by Pryor.dancing" — "In Lovers Lane" (Characteristic InterT: "In a little country town" — "Adoration" (4/4 Moderate, by
Barnard.
S: "Interior
of grocery store" — "Home from Club" (Characteristic) by Laurendeau.
S: "Girl arrives home" — Theme.
S: "The fight" — "Agitato" to action.
S: "Sign of justice" — "Elegy" (Melody) by Massenet.
T: "Happy
erate) by Bohm.in his complete, etc." — " Cavatine " (Dramatic ModT:
"Where
is Hilda Mortington?" — "Vanity" (Allegro Caprice)
by Jackson.
T: "I can't bring her back" — "Last Spring" (Dramatic) by
Grieg.
T: "This is suspended" — Theme.
T: "Another
Urchin played his role" — "Prelude" (Heavy Dramatic) by Rachmaninoff.
S : " Close up of big clock " — " Heavy Dramatic " by Oehmler.
T: "I'm powerless Gildane " — " Erl King" (Dramatic Agitato) by
Schubert.
"I turned the clock ahead" — "A La Ballerina" (Valse Lente)
byT:Bendix.
T: "I resolved never" — Theme until * * * END.
"THE

MATERNAL SPARK"
(Triangle Production)
(Reviewed on page 4401)
Theme: "Cavatine" (4/4 Dramatic) by Bohm
1 — "Sleeping
Rose"
Valse Lente) by Borch until — S:
Little
Boy running
after (Melodious
dog.
2 — Gavotte by Gossec until — T : Opportunity knocks.
3 — " Canzonnetta " (Moderate) by Nicode until — T: His big chance.
4— "Dramatic Recitative" by Sol. P. Levy until — T: Victory.
5 — " Heloise " (Moderate Intermezzo) by Langey until — T: "After
a most
enjoyableff until—
meal." T : Bravely dismantling the home, etc.
6 — Continue
7 — Theme until — T: Sharing the confidences, etc.
8 — Continue ff until — T: Their first guest.
9 — "Souvenir," Waltz by Cousin (Howley Edition) until — T:
" Clarice Phillips, etc."
10 — " The Vampire " (A dramatic Theme) by Sol. P. Levy until
— T : " Another lamb feels, etc."
11 — " Dramatic Tension No. 36 " by Andino until — T: " The lure of
City12 —life."
" In Lover's Lane " (Moderate Intermezzo) by Pryor until —
T: 13"You
run along
— Continue
ff untiland— T play."
: Waiting.
14
—
Piano
Solo
— Improvise to action until — S : Clarice walks away
from piano.
VOTE — Watch action — Carefully.
15 — Theme until — S: Dancing Scene.
16
—
"At
the
Old
S: Change of Dance. Town Pump" Tret (Harry von Tilzer) until —
"Aurora"
Intermezzo) by Von der Mehden until — T:
The17 —stirring
of a (Ballet
new interest.
18 — "Pathetic Andante" by Paul Vely until — T: "What's the idea,
etc?19 —" "Dramatic Tension No. 1" by Reissiger until T: With the
growing
realization.
20 — " Reve D'Ameur " (Melodious Allegretto) by Zameznick until
— T:
you time
like from
this often?"
21 — "Does
Theme Howard
until — T: leave
Stealing
the office.
22
—
"Garden
of
Love"
(Melodious
Caprice) by Ascher until — T:
the report.
23 — "Love Song" (Dramatic Moderate) by Flegier until — T: "The
Maternal Spark which glows, etc."
24 — "Heart Wounds" (Dramatic) by Grieg until — T: "Really I'm
not enough disturbed, etc."
25 — Theme until — T: "Please don't think, etc."
26 — " Dramatic Tension " by Funck until — T : " He belongs to us
now."
27 — " Dramatic Recitative " by Sol. P. Levy (same as Cue No. 4)
until
T: " Sheuntiland * I have* forgiven."
28 —— Theme
* END.

TYPH
I TYPHOON OON
FAN COMPANY

MR.

EXHIBITOR—EVERYWHERE
YOU ALL KNOW

A SlagaziDe Detoted to Photoplay New;
WE ARE ALSO PUBLISHING

A

FOUR-PAGE
PROGRAM
for2

Heavy
On a

COLORS

Book i.nLi(iue
Paper

Per

1000

$2.00
Be The First xti Yo\ir
Locality to
GET
SFND

IN

ON

FOR

SAMPLES

150 LAFAYETTE

uildin^

THIS

ST., N. Y. C.

A

Name

There
is— just
one athing
that money
can't
for your
theatre
andto that
Good inName.
You must
that up.buy Constant
attention
your ispatrons,
the pictures
you build
run,
in the comforts of your theatre, in evcrythmg you do, is the only way
you can get it. And if you fail in the sHghtest detail, you might just as
well fail in all. If your weekly program is poor in appearance and appeal,
all the effort you have spent on securing good pictures, and looking out
for the comfort and satisfaction of your patrons is wasted.
^o^;L»
"De
Programs"
^ion Arc the final
words Luxe
in Efficient ^
Advertising
for the Careful Exhibitor.
InformaThey
printed m bt-autiful
— and thetheyFreecarryWrite-Up
3 Dignified
from you to the \~Q]
public.nrc Investigate
them, andcolors
ask aK-it
Servicemessage
Wc Offer.
Cahill-Igoe Co. 1^,^^.^/.^^} Chicago
"PRINTERS of QUALITY"

rOOL
INGS
YSTE
1544 BROADWAY
^NEW
YORK N
CITY

If you like the " News," write our advertisers ; if not, tell us.

Motion

470 (Accessory)

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Picture

News

"Fifty-Fifty"
Good selection and good projection of film subjects are the essentials
of perfect
We
we
that

screen

cannot

can

select

supply

will

results.

bring

you
out

your
with
the

films,

but

a projector
best

in any

photoplay.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
THE WILLIAMS PBINTINO COMPANY, NEW YOEK

THE

SCREEN

SPEAKS

IF PROPER attention
IS PAID to me;
* * *
BUT TO feed me
ON PALPITATING pictures
AND EXPECT me to
REFLECT THE kind
THAT IMPELS people
TO COME again
AND AGAIN* and
* * again,
* *
IS LIKE throwing
a
SAUCER AT your neighbor
ACROSS THE table
AND EXPECTING him
TO CATCH a platter.
SOME TIME ago
TOLD ME that' he
A MOVIE fan
HAD DROPPED
* * in here
BECAUSE I was near;
BUT NEVER* *again
*
WOULD HE return
UNTIL I was like
* * *
A SCREEN in a
HOUSE DOWN the street
^ ^ ^
IN WHICH *the* show
*
IS NO better* than
* *
THE ONE ^given
^ ^here,
BUT THE *screen
* * is
EASY TO look at.
^: *
THE SIMPLEX would
MAKE ME so too.
* * *
I THANK vou.

THEPREaSIONMACHINE (Q-TnC.
317 East 34th: St " NewYork

f4

Olonjiof Wdlicmdhx's^ ifmiiA^
hnde n
dom ^ doors- vfi ^

on Q^LmherO'^
tfuLS" Man^

m

^

of Unwe^

Wfe

JANUARY

HAS

THE

VOL. XVII-NO. 4

aUALITY

26,

1918

CIRCULATION

/■iiUrtd as Stcoiid Class Mjtl-r. Uticijcr 13, JWi, a! ihe I'osi fgicc ,u

/Vr-*, .\

OF

THE

TRADE

PRICE

10 CENTS

I

TJlis is bui

me

of the mani/

ittihai 3Lm3MW>

.ficuiliaq fhuationj

extaordiaar^.

Jianiug-

Mye
¥itli

Kenneth

flarlan

in

BOOK thru your local BLUEBIRD Exchange, or communicate with*
BLUEBIRD Photo Plays (Inc.), 1600 Broadway, New York City
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■
"Wolves

ot the Rail"

like "Wolves
STORY
of the Rail " — a whoop,
a mad gallop, a shot in the

A

silent night —

it gets them

all —

sets them all talking —
brings new

ones —

brings them back.
All barriers go down
the tremendous
peal of WilHam

Some

people

before

popular

ap-

S. Hart.

like juveniles,

Thomas

H. Ince

some

like ingenues ; you have
to run the best of all of them
to get all the people — but

presents
William

S.

Hart

in

That's why Wilham
more

S. Hart is

than a star— he's a positive necessity.

"Wolves

of

the

By Denison Clift

" The long run is the short cut to the long profit."

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.

Rail"

476

Motion

The

Picture

GtiiltyMan

This

Is the

Made

New

Play

That

York

Gasp

4 4npHE
GUILTY
A
MAN
" is a merciless attack upon the double
standard

of morality — a play

of lofty impulse, of noble pur-

New
pose. York

gasped when

the A. H. Woods

it saw

production

of " The
A. H. Woods
Presents
His

Broadway

Success

Guilty Man " at the
Astor Theatre. " It is the last
word in emotional
critics wrote.

This Astor Theatre
now

The
By Ruth
Klein.

Irvin V. Willat, director.

Supervision of Thomas

H. Ince, Inc.

success is

ready for your theatre, in

an A. H. Woods
Man"
Guilty
Helen Davis and Charles

drama,"

motion

pic-

ture, supervised by Thos.
Ince, Inc., even

more

than the sensational
sion.

Be lure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

H.

vivid

stage ver-

News

January
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(6

The
A

Spirit

PICTURE

^

Them

live Yankee

of

'17"

to

Make

Talk — A
Doodle

real,
story.

The new story of Patriotism, in the
old home town, is on a par with the
now famous Jack Pickford photoplay success " Seventeen."
Jack Pickford's great success,
" Seventeen," has been seized upon
as material for a play.
It will have its New York premier
at the Broadhurst Theatre the week
of January 21.

Jesse L. Lasky

The superb photoplay production
was made possible by the greatest
organization of the industry and
the dramatic possibilities of the
story were brought to the attention

presents
Jack

Pickford

of the spoken stage by the photoplay's overwhelming success.
It'll pay you to line up with an organization that "puts over " such
triumphs.

:^Xm\

17"
it of
Spir
Th
Brown
Willis
ByeJudge
Scenario by Julia Crawford
Directed by William

AUOLFH ZOKORrn-t
JESSE L.LASKY Mil Prc( CECU,CORTCWION
B.DE MILLS tornorCMcral
FAMOUS
PLAyEx".S-LASRY

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

Ivers

D. Taylor

Motion

Picture

News

No/DEMOCKACY

Widen
of

the

Your

Appeal

Theatre
m

by showing
drama.

this great American

Grasp the importance
of the fact that the most influential
people in the United

States are

being individually written and appealed to— that every man, woman
and child in the United States may
have an opportunity to witness this
epoch-making

Paramount

Pictures

Corporation

presents
Benjamin

'The

Son

Chapin

of Democracy"

motion picture.

18,626 presidents and secretaries
of Women's Clubs, 3,700 County
School Superintendents, 17,143
schools, 118 patriotic societies, 41
Girl Scout Associations, 1,000
Campfire Girls' Associations, 1,163
Preparatory Schools for Girls, 41
Deaf Mute Schools, and 1,450
Librarians, will receive personal
letters and circulars.

Be Bure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when •writing
to advertisers
i

January

26, i q i 8^
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new

— that's what every exhibitor should be
looking for — something new every minute,
—

variety is the spice of life — yes, and

is the whole
—

life of the show

your box office will soon

of pep, punch

and

variety

—
make the people
out smiling.
—

the single reel

most
—

business,
feel the drag

in your

talk, and

part of

send

your

show.
them

show^

is

important.

it offers the greatest opportunity

"what

it

you need"

— /^aramoan/-

into your show.

BRAY

Pidograph

contains all of these elements . Add
program

to get

and you'll get them

it to your

coming

back.

//VC.
feBRAYSTUDIOS/^V
1^3?^^ I

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH^
Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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Motion
E. SMITH

ALBERT

Picture

Presents

.^^VENGEANCE
r^?HEWOMAN
A 15 Episode Sensational
Outdoor Serial
■witL
Featuring
William
Carol

Duncan

Holloway

By Albert E. Smitk and
CyruB Townsend Brady
I^irectecl by ^\'^illiam Duncan

TOO

BUSY

TICKETS

TO

HE

S

THAN

MORE

SELLING

WIRE

THIS:

Form ISO*
E

WEST

,clmr«Wl«W"i«'5i?J

TO"'
U
NEWCOMB CARlTE

UNION
AM
"'
ATKINS. ""TV.C--""""

"'"""<3RANCW

OFFICE

35HAVC

ABERDEEN
N 2 1918
SD 1020A JA^GREATERR viii
—
GREATE
EAPOLIS MINN
VITAGRAPH-MINN

^^^^

COLONIAL^^
J;;p
VENGEANCES

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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ALBERT

C

o

E. SMITH

r

Grif

Evart

1

n

Presents

n

e

f itk

Overton

"The
Menace"
A Powerful Drama of Love

and
By Rex Taylor
A

FIVE

PART

a Hidden
^
BLUE

Danger

m

J

Directed ty John R.ol)ertaon ^
RIBBON

FEATURE

^ A Highly Dramatic Story.
^ An Actress Whose Ineffahle Charm Has Placed Her m the
Very Forefront of Box Office Stars.
A
Splendid Production and a Strong Supporting Cast
Including Ned Finley, Herbert Pryor and Other Favorites.

The " NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.

|
^
W

^5

PICTURES

mi

ALICE

BRADY
re-creates one of the famous cKaracters of
fiction in tKe new production \\)KicK sKe Kas
recen t\y fJnisKed for SELECT PICTURES.
WitK wonderful s3)mpatKy and meticulous
fidelity) to type she brings to the screen in
"WOMAN

AND

WIFE"

a living, moving, feeling portrayal of Charlotte
Bronte's immortal "Jane Eyre", beloved heroine in
the deathless romance of the same name. It is Alice
Brady's finest achie\'ement on the screen, and
;5elect Pictures Corporation is proud to present it.
\claptation t>j) Paul West, and direction bj) Edward J ose.

i'
M:EI.'E'£r

Di.siribuJod by
729 PICTUKES
Seventh Avenue,

CORPOR
New
York City

PICTURES

L

Ex

qui site

of

the

An

flowering

camera

orchid

s art —

of the screen!

CLARA

KIMBALL

YOUNG
AND

HER

OWN

COMPAKfY

, present

''ni\e

Marionettes

from tKe pla}) of ^he same r\ame

PIERRE

WOLFF
'

If

Directed b>) EMILE

CHAUTARD

Distributed b]?
Select

Pictures

Corporation

729 ;3e>?enJ:k A^iiiie,^^

i

Cit9
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Motion

ictufcs

A

Clutch

A

Tu^

And

a

at

in

the

the

Tear

in

Throat

Heart
the

Eve.

'pHESE— and a smile—
^ aie the biggest box-office
elements that can be put into any motion picture.
In a powerful new Goldwyn
production your public is
given a story of the heart
for the mothers whose sons
are "Somewhere in France;"
whose husbands are battling
for Civilization; whose
daughters are serving Humcmity under the emblem
of the Red Cross.
In it, also, the millions left
behind will learn how "they
also serve who stay at home."
In response to the prevailing
exhibitor and public demand
for thrilling emotional
drama Goldwyn presents

yields

oflwnor

By IrVinS.Cobb
The story of the shot that rang around the world;
a picture of smashing action and suspense directed
by Ralph W. Ince.

Released everywhere January 14.

©GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION®
Mayo
Samuel Goldfish Edgar Secwyn AiAROARET
EdUorta/ Dtndar
16 East 42d Street
New York City

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

Picture

News

January
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here

Are

Story

That

Tor Ml

A

Star

and

Repay

Your

Ygw

Waiting!

nPHE story— one of romance and adventure; of thrills and mystery; of
fashion-shop elegance and
laughter.

love and

The director is George Loane Tucker,
who made your and our big boxroffice
success— Mae

Marsh

in "The

Cinder-

ella Man."
•The staT is the world-wide favorite rescreen

turning after a year's absence from the

i'adiant

Mabel

Normand
in

A

Dod^in^
by Edqar

Selwyn

Million

& AMJ^nnedy

Released everywhere: January 27
iGOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATIONi
Edgar Selwyn
A4ARGARET A/VaYO
Samuel Goldfish
vice Pretideni
Ediiorial Director
Trgtident
New York City
16 East 42d Street

The " NEWS " advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.

USE

THIS

HEADLIGHT

FOR

A

CLEAR

ROAD

AHEAD^
FOX
FEATURES
I week

"WilliamFoxprcmises
secure

the

thathe mil
produce
rights andwill

tne worlds
the stories oj^

lest

authors'
year

Coming

Releases
TOM

MIX

m'tUPID'S

SONIA
MARKOVAm
JUNE
CAPRICE
mTHE
GEORGE

Contract
FOX

FILIVL

'AHEAPT^
HEART
OF

AVALSHinjACK

now

at

ROUND

nearest

UP".

. .

REVENG
RQMANC

SPURLOCK-PRODIG

hranch

COFtPOFLATI

OI

FOOD
THE THRILLING
THEFIGHT BETWEEN MAN
THE lOO'MILETHE ELECTRIC
THE FIGHT IN
THE POWERFUL
SUSPENSE I
PERFECT

A- MINUTE -RACE' AGAINST DEATH
- CHAIR IN OPERATION
THE JURY ROOM
SCENE IN THE COURT ROOM
- - - * SUSPENSE!
SUSPENSE!
- - - - -

ALL

William
THE

I9I8

RIOTS - -- -- -- -- AND GIRL ON GOLDEN STAIRS

STAR

Fox

CINEMELODRAMA

CAST

Presents
STA>fDARD

PICTURE

PUBLIC
Story

BOX

hy Mary

OFFICE

TURNING

Murrillo- Scenario by Richard Stanton
Directed by Richard Stanton
SENSATION

THOUSANDS

OF

AVJM

THE

at the LYRIC

10000 RI'CH MONOPOLISTS' SILK HATS ON
FOX

FILM

YEAR-BOOK
THEATRE,

WALL

STREET

and Ed. Sed^wicJi

NOW

AT ANY

gWAYanrf

WHER.E

BRANCH

41^

ST N.Y

IvlOKIOPOLY THRIVE5

CORPORATION
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Motion

operated

on

U.

S.

When

press despatches burned the wires with the announcement that President Wilson had taken over the rail-

Railroad

Principles

roads, an electric thrill passed through
the nation.

For a second

great fact dawned

on

the great body of
people were dazed. And then the

them;

that the nation

has passed

through a gigantic economic movement for traffic stabilization, that the public welfare would come first and private
profits were

no longer a first consideration.

corners of the greatest nation
of praise.
While

the Railroads

From

of the world

of the United

the four

arose' a shout

States represent

an

investment of billions and Triangle investment is but a fraction of this great sum; and while the railroads are a great
governmental
make

institution and Triangle

but a private enter-

prise;—yet principles of a common nature govern both and
Triangle worthy of more than passing attention.

Triangle

News

R. W. LYNCH, Vice-President
Y. F. FREEMAN, Gen. Mgr.

^' ^' ^Y^^^' President
FRED KENT, Treasurer

WtjKU

Picture

in stabilizing the production

of its pictures and issuing them

and distribution

in a program

of the highest

merit and utmost box-office power, has solved the problem
of exhibitors who wish to be constantly certain of consistent
service and ever-growing patronage.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Triangle has first and foremost the welfare of the exhibitor atheart. The success of Triangle exhibitors means
the continued

success of the Triangle

investment

of millions

at the Culver City studios, and of the Great Triangle
uting organization.

distrib-

Triangle strikes at the heart of commercial weakness —
waste. Like the government it will have no empty freights
lying on side switches because
of investment

brings its proper

of inefficiency.
return.

Every dollar

Directors

are artists

who plan before they produce. Waste is as hateful in
Triangle as a snake to a plainsman. The standing order is,
" Kill Waste."
There

is a to-morrow,

tant as to-day. To-day

Mr.

Exhibitor, which

is as impor-

should bear its profits, but to-morrow

will see the public convinced that you and not your competitor are to be the continued success. Triangle exhibitors
face to-morrow confidently, knowing that they are more than
making good with the public to-day.
Get aboard the Triangle train.

Triangle

steam

is up.

There's a Triangle track ahead of you that leads straight to
success. Any Triangle exchange manager or salesman
will insure your passage to Triangle service. RUN
TRIANGLE.

1457
NEW

BROADWAY
YORK

Better to read fifty advertisements than to . miss the one YOU need.

CITY
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Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers
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SCREEN

the

TELEGRAM

A

TWICE

a week

news

reel of the highest excellence.
A pictorial review of events
of significance and interest.
Made

and assembled

by ex-

perts. Offered as a highly
finished

product

fitted for

the finest screens

and

the

most discriminating

theatres

in America.

M

ORE

weekly,"

than

"just

a screen journal of

de luxe quality and
which

a

makes

polish

it a choice sup-

plement to the

dramatic

program.

First

edition

to be

re-

leased March the fourth —
and available twice a week
thereafter.

Distributed from
Exchanges of the
MUTUAL FILM

CORPORATION

STOP!
ON

THE
15

AN

OTHCR

5IDE

OP

ANNOUNCEMENT

GREATEST
1MP0I2TANCE
ECY
EXHIBITOR
IN TME

THIS
OP

PAGE
THE

TO EYLAND!

RATHE

PCARLWNITE
^//g^ IDOL Of PICTURE PAHS
THE WMOLE WORLD OVER."
AND BY PAST PERFOI«MANCEf
PROVEN
TO BE GETTERS
THE 0ICCE5T
OP ALL MONEY
IN -^thousand;

of THEATRES 15 ANNOUNCED WITH

i^he

"STANDING
Says -the ROYAL

DOOM
W£AW£

OMOROUGHLY
Sags

Comind

—

NADIA*
Mme.
LESICNKO

m "fho "five part phii^
CLOVEN

TONGUE

the ISIS

ONLY

*'

of/arei/ojex.

SATISrAaODY
of Denver.

Paihe

greafosi o/ a/I war pictures, iaken kif fhe qrpafosf irar
pihat-oqraphor *-flic^ world has over soon

DONALD

THOMPSON

proscmlin^ -for ihe firsf time fho inside fruth aLouf Pusfia,
showing how Cerman inhiguo, sfcoping atnofhing. drove*
(Russian poopio fo revolt and put iheir armios out oi iho war,
with sonsat/onal fiicturos of actual /ight/ng and iho flPST
complete picturiiation o-f fhe colohratod womon's'^Daff alien orf Death" —

is now offered to exhibitors as a Box Office Attraction
^rtraordinartj. in

PIVE

SENSATIONAL

PARTS

^-tremendous busirtejs qefien , . . . gef ii ^uick !
n£L£AS£D JANUAI^y I5tt

January
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W.

\

W.

HODKINSON

has laid down

\

which

\

he

must

\

believes

stand.

Values

\

in these

the

the motion

The

day

in striking

by

principles

picture

Principle

to the Exhibitor

onstrated

\

pages

the

upon

business

X

of Equitable

is being

dem-

manner

to-

bookings

of

X

/
X

/
/

PARALTA

PLAYS

through
Exchanges
producer

at prices

requirements

ability to pay.
and

GENERAL

The

the triumphant
tribution atjust rentals

W.

W.

FILM

that balance
with

exhibitor

quality of Paralta
working

of our

is focusing

Plays

wide

attention

dison the

HODKINSON

CORPORATION
527

Fifth

Avenue

NEW
YORK
If you like the " News," write our advertisers ; if not, tell us.

Telephone:
Murray Hill 2125

Motion

PARALTA
Pl€n

The

PICTURES

Paralta

Play

m
Kerrigan
Written by

J.Warren
Directed by
OSCAR APFEL

PLAYS

»HE

First

Picture

PETER B. KYNE
"A

Man's

ROBERT

Man"

BRUNTON, Manager of Productions

Now, here is an exhibitor,
Mr. G. N. Shorey,
who says:
"If every picture of PARAL

TA issue is as good

as 'A Man's Man,'
we will willingly pay you
three times the rental
you are charging us,"
Did you ever hear that said
about any other brand of pictures?
Do you want to feel like saying what Mr. Shorey said?
Talk to us !

Comiiifit ! The

PARALTA

Motion

Picture

PLAYS,

Inc.

Pius

(I)

729 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW
YORK
CITY

Foreign Distributor: Inter-Ocean Film Corporation.

D I ST ft IB UT ED
HODKINSQN

BY

CORPORATION

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

News
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Bessie

Barriscale
Written by

Directed by
REGINALD BARKER

HAROLD
"Madam
ROBERT

MacGRATH

Who?"

BRUNTON, Manager of Productions

It isn't organization,
nor selling methods —

nor advertising

youVe interested in.
What

you want is

great pictures at a reasonable price.
We

make great pictures.

The PUBLIC
■

says so.

That's final.

And as to price,
ask your brother-exhibitor.
'■'''I

HE won't spoof you.
He'll tell you the truth.
And we are glad to abide by His judgment.
Cominfit!

PARALTA

The

Motion

Picture

PLAYS,

Inc.

Plus

(?)

729 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW
YORK
CITY

Distributor: Inter-Ocean Film Corporation

D I STRtaUT
H0DKfN5QN

E D B-Y
CORPORATION

The " NEWS " advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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Motion

THE

©PEN

B®

Picture

OK

R

BUYE

U5
IA
RA
M
SE
ES0W
I
D
E
y
M
t COOnC
S
goT

D5

FIEL

I6N
F0RE

INTERr
PAULH.CROMELIN
PRES. €. &EN L. MGR.

OCEAN

News

FIl/Ai|
220 W.4'2hoST.
NEW YORK CITY

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Get

The

Conservation

N a smart little mid -Western town
was one of the town boosters.

a motion

Idea
picture exhibitor

I

Figuring as one of its mostjprogressive citizens, he was to
the fore in every civic movement. Someone broached the idea
of establishing a central market — a place where the householders
could go to buy poultry and potatoes to advantage and where the
farmer and gardener could sell profitably to the consumer with a
mutual conservation of distributing costs. The motion picture man
was quick to see the benefits of this plan and boomed it enthusiastically. And because he was influential his advocacy did much to
put the central market plan across.
At the same time this motion picture exhibitor, while buying
his turnips at a central market, never thought of buying his film
at one.
but General
realizes Film
it.

Company

is the exhibitor's central market,

if he

For General Film Company co-ordinates service, eliminates distribution waste, and conserves overhead costs — to the great advantage of the consumer. It is to the entire picture field what a great
store is to a community, as for instance an Emporium to San Francisco, aMarshall Field & Co. to Chicago, a John Wanamaker's to
New York.
Not a day passes but the conservation idea in this country is
advanced to a sensational degree. Every big industry has its example. The national government is applying it rapidly, in historymaking fashion, to all the chief commodities — to meat, wheat,
coal, oil — striking out the distribution waste and the service waste
with a determined hand. Nowhere is the principal more vitally
applied than in the government
millions of dollars being saved
duplication of traffic.

management of transportation —
by cutting out the unnecessary

General Film Company is equipped and organized to do this
thing for motion picture product, and in fact is doing it. Motion
pictures in this day comprise a real commodity. Everybody is
practising conservation — the government, the railroads, every big
industry, the community market, the cross roads general store.
Even the motion picture showman applies it to his household
affairs.
But when he turns to General Film Company for his pictures
he at once hooks up with conservation in his business, where he
needs it most of all.
And General Film Company will save him more and more as
the bulk of product passing through its organization increases.
Very truly,
GENERAL
FILM
COMPANY
A magazine's success is measured by its advertising. Look at the " News ! "

(Inc.)
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THE

THRILL

SERIAL

PmJGHTEP

FOR

PATRIOTIC

of

In

UNCLE

Advance
Enemy

of
Spy

Conspiracy
JANE
as the

as the

All
Plot

Others/^the
Exposure

and

Hunt.
VANCE

American

WILLIAM

A

AUDIENCES

Heroine

SORELLE

Khaki-Clad

Fighting

Man

DRAMATIC
STORY
OF
THE
WAR
AT HOME
Opening
READY

Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company
General Film Company does not exact the 15c charge on any of its releases.
Be eure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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THE

THING'S

THE

PLAY"

0.
A

Henry

Two-Part Production of the Fa-

Own

vorite Author's
Refreshingly

Characteristic
Treatment of the
Domestic Triangle,
with
MILDRED
MANxNING.
as ihe little woman behind the
counter who waited.
Jack Crosby
Rex Burnett.

Eight

Current

O.

Henry

and

Successes

" One Dollar's Worth "
Chet Ryan and Frances Parks

" The Fourth in Salvador "
Chet Ryan and W. L. Rodgers

" The Last Leaf "
Mildred Manning, Patsy Deforrest and
Bernard Siegel

" The Count and the Wedding Guest "
Jean Paige and Webster Campbell

" Two Renegades "
Chet Ryan and W. L. Rodgers

" The Clarion CaU "
Walter McGrail, Alice Terry and
Bernard Randall

" Whistling Dick's Chi-istmas Stocking
Adele DeGarde and George Cooper

" The Hiding of Black Bill "
W. L. Rodgers and Chet Ryan

BROADWAY

STAR

FEATURES

Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company
General Film Company

consistently has made exhibitors prosperous

Better Xq read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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Fl

COMING!

"A

WOMAN"
WITH

CHARLIE

CHAPLIN

Book the Essanay-Chaplin Comedies That Made Him Famous
" WORK
" THE

" — " IN THE
CHAMPION

" — " BY

" A JITNEY
ONE

NEW

1"r;i<]i'iiiark
Rpg. V. S. Pat. 1907

PARK

EVERY

THE

SEA

ELOPEMENT

"
"

MONTH

PRINTS— NEW

PAPER

1333 Argyle St., Chicago
Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company
General IHlm Company does not impose the \Sc charge upon any of its releases.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

Triidcmark
Reg. U. S. Pat. 1907
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Wonders

of

Nature

and

Science

Banff— Cascade Mountain, Alberta, Canada

Scenics
Supreme
THE BEAUTY SPOTS OF NORTH AMERICA
ONE

EACH

WEEK

WILL

STRENGTHEN

Agricultural Opportunities in Western Canada
" The Water Powers of Eastern Canada "

YOUR

PROGRAM

" Electricity "
Grand Canyon of Arizona and Canyon de Chelly

*****
Brand

New

FUNNIEST
"NUTT STUFF"
" HE LOVED HER SO
Directed by ARTHUR HOTALING

Trasemabk
Reg. U. 8. Pat. 1607

ON THE

Comedies
SCREEN

TO-DAY
" ONE NIGHT "
" NEXT
Screen" time 15 minutes

Tbademabe
Eeg. U. S. Pit. 19i/?

1333 Argyle St., Chicago
Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company
If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tell us.
H
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Spectacular
scenes
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in

American
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Motion

Break

Mr.

the

First

Run

a million dollars you should
own business.
are

not

shackles-

running

to own

a theatre worth

use those brains to run

your

own

business

sign a contract that forces junk pictures on
under the camouflage of a big name.
You

News

Exhibitor:

If you have brains enough

You

Picture

are not running

your own

business

your

when

your

when

half

you

screen
you are

shackled by a contract to the slavery of oversold pictures,
exorbitant rentals, no profits and displeased patrons.
You

are not running

of your audiences

your

own

and your own

business in the interest

box

office if you do not

keep your doors open for the best picture each
regardless of who produced it.
Yes, we
booking

mean

for your

absolute,

free and

unqualified

big, fine theatre, because

is handing your business independence
over to the concern with the overpaid

week,
open

anything

else

and your profits
star for pictures

that are ninety per cent, star and ten per cent, production.
These conditions make it essential that some responsible firm in the motion picture business should undertake
to wake

up the entire industry to the rotten conditions

the present
to again

system,

and Metro

welcomes

step out in front in behalf

Metro's

proved

of

this opportunity

of the exhibitors.

friendship for the exhibitor is based on

Metro's knowledge of the motion picture theatres and their
problems. Metro's managers are exhibitors as well as
manufacturers and distributors.
In pointing the way out for the exhibitor, we first con- ^
gratulate the big first run exhibitors who have already
thrown their ruinous and impossible contracts overboard.
A contract that is not equitable to both sides is always
bad business.

Break

J{oie

^^Ikis

the

shackles-

is thejirst of several jjlamjaci
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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run
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your

THE

own

business/

REMEDY:—

Metro's

honest

advice to every exhibitor using
runs is — Sign no contracts with any one distributor. Book pictures solely on their entertainment value

weekly

so that your patrons will be continually satisfied. Don*t
accept junk pictures merely because a big star appears
in them.
cheat

By so doing

you

swindle

your

audience

and

yourself.

The

success of your house

the best picture each
Metro
Jeans"
" The

could

with

on

your booking

week.

point to its really great specials, "Blue

Viola

Legion

depends

Dana,

"Revelation"

of Death " with

Edith

with

Nazimova,

Storey, as well as

"The Slacker" and "Draft 258", or to its All Star Series
productions that are as big and fine as most specials,
but that is not Metro's purpose in this frank statement
to exhibitors. You can find in the market now, and
will in the
without

making

tributor.
afford

You

exclusive
can

provide

to pay and
choose,

Metro

run

we

contracts

secure

want

and

you

them

office attractions

with
at

any

one

dis'

prices

you

can

if Metro

Man

top, to bottom,

at prices you can afford

to judge

isn't entitled to your

your

io be issued

of big box

our productions

Mr. First Run
from

plenty

to pay.

We

and

future,

pictures

for yourself, to pick
don't

ring the bell^

patronage.

read this advertisement
and

over again,

then

own

business///

by JUFTRO
-iMaickJvr
A magazine's success is measured by its advertising. Look at the " News! "
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story
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THIIS.H

JICE

wAraT^^

WRITTEN BY C.GARDNER SULLIVAN
DIRECTED By RAVMOND B.l^/EST

SIDNEY

DLCDTTiS!;^

WalkerWhiiende
WITH THE OVERWHELM IN6
APPEAL OF MARTYRED BELGIUM
5VFREDERIC ARNOLD KUMMER^

ValeniineGmnt

TlinC

U

lllf

P

I nilj.ll.inLL

And

NEWEST
GREATEST

SPECTACLE

By
RAID
LAST
ELINS {AJRITTELN
C.G-ARDNER. SULLIVAN
DIRECTED
B"^
//eWA/AND PHOTOGRAPHED
C/. \AJILLAT
BOOK THROUGH THE FOLLOWING EXCHANGES:
FOURSQUARE:
PHILADELPHIA— 1325 Vine St
SOUTHERN STATES FILM CO.:
NEW YORK— 729 Seventh Ave.
CINCINNATI— 301 Strand Theatre Bldg.
ATLANTA— 114 Walton St.
BUFFALO — 47 W. Swan St.
ST. LOUIS — 301 Empress Theatre Bldg.
DALLAS — 1900 Commerce St.
CLEVELAND— 310 Sloan Bldg.
DETROIT— 304 Jos. Mack Bldg.
GLOBE FEATURE FILM CO.:
CHICAGO— 207 S. Wabash Ave.
WASHINGTON— 8 E. St.. N. W.
DENVER— 1735 Welton St.
KANSAS
CITY—
1120
Walnut
St.
NEW ENGLAND— 20 Winchester St., Boston, Mass.
SEATTLE— 2014 Third Ave.
SAN FRANCISCO— 191 Golden Gate Ave.
FRANK GERSTEN, Inc.:
PITTSBURGH— 127 Fourth Ave
MINNEAPOLIS— 206 Film Exchange Bldg.
NEW JERSEY — 220 W. 42d_St., New YorS City
LOS ANGELES— 514 W. 8th St.
FOREIGN RIGHTS: ROBERTSON-COLE CO.. 23RD FLOOR, TIMES BLDG., NEW YORK

IISIXIHBiTORrBOBKiNIi
CORPyRATIBN
FRANK 6. HALL — PRES.
.
TOPt)'THETIMES

BLDG.

NEW

YORK

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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WILLIAM
REQUESTS

L
THE

SHERRILL
ATTENDANCE

OF
TRADE
THE

AND

PROFESSION
AT

PRE-RELEASE
OF

THE

SCREENING

EPIC MOTION

PICTURE

PRESENTING
THE PRE-EMINENT ACTOR
MR.

ARNOLD

DALY

IN
MY

OWN

UNITED

STATES

A PHOTO-PLAY PRODUCTION
BY OF POTENT PATRIOTISM
MR.

ANTHONY

PAUL

KELLY

DIRECTED BY
MR.

JOHN

W.

NOBLE

PRESENTATION PROMPTLY AT TEN O'CLOCK, THURSDAY
MORNING, JANUARY SEVENTEENTH, AT THE RIVOLI THEATRE
BROADWAY AT FIFTIETH STREET, UNDER SUPERVISION
OF MR. S. L. ROTHAPFEL
AND
DR. HUGO REISENFELD.

APPLY FOR CARDS OF ADMISSION TO
THE

FROHMAN
AMUSEMENT
CORPORATION
WILLIAM L. SHERRILL. PRESIDENT
EXECUTIVE OFFICES
TIMES BUILDING. NEW > ORK

The " NEWS " advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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Motion

Announcement
After weeks

Extraordinary

of unceasing

ture, Foursquare Pictures

Tho/v\as

!

effort to find a truly unusual
has discovered

H .Ince

fea-

it. It is the great

Production

SUPPORTED
HOWARD

Picture

BY

HICKMAN

It is in six reels. The story— by C. Gardner Sullivan
— is a bit oi clean, human drama that will send
the spectator from your theatre with his heart
warming toward all mankind.
Bi(j because it is real. With an occasional laugh —
and a novel twist at the end that brings you up
standing.
A perfect feature, played by a smashing cast. The sort
of picture you are constantly looking for; that
will send patrons home boosting you to every
friend they meet.

hOME OFFICE
729 SEVENTH AVE
NEW YORK CITY

BOOK
NOW
AT YOUR
NEAREST
Foursquare

exchange

BO0KIN6 OFFICES
IN ALL
PRINCIPAL CITIES

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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A

novelty

^Thrilling

^Each

in serial photodrama

fiction used only as a vehicle to present startling war revelations.

episode
exposed.

A message
form.

the story of a

to the American

^ Everybody

will want

^ Sound shoio-sense should

spy plot detected

and

people in a most impressive

to see this attraction.
impel Exhibitors

DIS-TRIBUTED

to book

BV"

FOURSQUAI^tj EXCHANGES
PRINCIPa'l' OFFICE- 729 !5eVENTH AVENUE - NEVy\ Y<i>RK
eOOKING fomCESl in' ACL PRlNCIPAli Cm
You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

it.
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pressupep-feature
ASeuen-part
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and
of romeLnce

"a^eUN
DE
hings^
story
LIThe.ThreeT
upon the
based
EVER:
:,

Raymond kShipman

J^ary

Andrews

ItovONDM-KEE
andMARGUERITE
COURTOT
To Le releexsed Pebpuapxj 11,191S
distributed
THE
63

H;Kpou^K-

GEORGE
KLEINE
Ea.st Ada.ms Street,

Branches

in

JMOW

SYSTEM
Chicago

all principal

citie^iS

BOOKITSrcS-

Pep

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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Motion

3hii^5Kamcu)

JAiiiE^

fl.ClLDOm

SfiicUiro present

moDTeoiBERy

tlagg'

"GIRLS
YOU
KNOW"
Ti^pes of aiir active Americans
1 A series

of tLuelue

ori^indLl,

numorpus single-reel stories
featuring distinctiue types of
atlractiue ^iv\s
First release January 2,l9l8
ujilh succeeding releases euery
tu;o ujeeks

therea|'ter.
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The

Kind

Make

of

Money

Pictures

In

War

That

Times

BECAUSE:
They arc first class entertainment.
They are fascinating and intensely interesting.
They carry pleasing, cheering comedy action.
They raise the spirits and your patrons go home thoroughly
satisfied.

the public in these times of deBEOAUSE
pressing war conditions are satiated with the grim and tragic and
wish to see pictures with the joy of life.
AND

LOOK
SADIE
"THE

THEM

OVER

GOES TO HEAVEN"
presenting Little Mary McAlister

DREAM

DOLL"

'ivritten and directed by Howard
"THE

SMALL TOWN GUY"
. presenting Taylor Holmes

"GIFT

O' GAB"
presenting Jack Gardner

"TWO

BIT

" YOUNG

"THE

S. Moss

SEATS"
presenting Taylor Holmes

MOTHER
HUBBARD "
presenting Little Mary McAlister

FIBBERS"
presenting Bryant W ashburn

"FOOLS

FOR

LUCK"

presenting Taylor Holmes
Screen time: 65 minutes

T^JSISOnOlA
^
" '
"

Distributed by George Kleine System
throughout the United States

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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^yiVkat
"Uneasy

tne

Money

is

WINNER.
It cannot
Trade Review.

Critics

anotlier

first to the last scene." — MoOing
"Clean,

humorous,

"Humor
Taylor

in its meshes
Picture

interesting — with

' — Exhibitors

keenly

Holmes

SURE

fail to please everyone/' — Exhibitors

"A story tKat holds the spectator

entertainer.

Taylor

Say!

from

the

World.

an inimitable

screen

Herald.

infectious under

Holmes." — Dramatic

the skillful treatment

Mirror.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Motion

Vol.17

Pidure

News

No. 4.

Jan. 26. 1918
The

Week

in the Film World

STRAIGHT AHEAD (WM. A. JOHNSTON)
EDITORIALS
SERVING IT WITH SPEED AND GINGER
YOU CAN'T DO IT
MANAGERS FIGHT THREE-DAY CLOSING
IRWIN NAILS VANDERLIP OVERSIGHT
WHAT KIND OF A FELLOW IS— IRWIN?
HOW I GOT THE ADVANCE INTEREST
EXPLOITING A STATE RIGHTS FEATURE
New Specials Cast a Shadow
De Luxe Picks Kenyon Subject
Pathe Plans Still More Serials
William Fox Enlarges Studios
Paralta Tries Out a New Scenario Plan
Paralta Engages Louise Glaum
Emerson-Loos Join Paramount
Triangle Dramas Move Forward
"Rough and Ready" Begun by Bill Farnum
Keystone Comedians Keep Busy
Bushman and Bayne in "Under Suspicion"
Brenon Takes an Inventory
Distribution Plan Approved
Distribution Managers Meet
Wolper Arranges Mastercraft Details
Edison Stars Miss Courtot
Alice Brady Finishes Subject
"Entertain to Educate," Says Chapin
Pathe Plays Every Two Weeks
Fox Names February Specials
William Russell in "In Bad"
Bluebirds Are Ready to April
New Mae Marsh Film Released
:
" Innocent " Leads Pathe List January 27
Laemmle Gets X-Ray Pictures
National Committee Works With Exhibitor

531
532
533
534
537
539
541
552
588
562
562
563
564
564
565
565
566
566
567
567
568
569
570
570
571
572
573
574
575
576
577
578
578
579
581
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Straight
HE United States is not going to quit — icliy should
We would like to take credit for the above. It
appeared, you?
with "a lot of other ringing sentences and a whole
bushel of sound, live American sense, in a full page announcement inthe New York Times from the Photoplay
Magazine.
Its message is of more value to the American business
man than the combined reasoning of all the editorials appearing that day in all
the New
York dailies.
It's good sense because
it's true sense.
The
announcement
urges the American business man to build up his
good will during the war
period.
And it hits straight
home to you — Mr. Exhibitor, whoever and wherever you are, whether you
are making or losing
money— however you are
situated.
Listen to this, or rather
paste it in your hat —
"// your business is
built on publicity — on the
public's knowledge of you
and its good will toward
you — are you going to
keep that knowledge alive
mid that good will active
— or not? "
Your business, Mr. Exhibitor, isbuilt upon publicity— as much so as any
business and more particularly sothan most any
other business.
Your good will — have you ever thought about it?
Your good will is a big part — it may be practically all
of your capital investment. It is a real thing. It is
actually worth from five to ten times your yearly profits.
Good will is like a plant. You may keep it up and make
it more valuable or you can let it rot. It will decay just as
surely as wood will rot and metal will rust and wear away.

Ahead!
You

Can't— Can't—Let

It Die!

and it's
to consider
for }ouconsideratio
big thing
THEmighty
n — now
important
is : — what
willa
your good will be after the war? Are you going to
save it or not?
Take out your pencil now — and figure what your good
will is worth. You'll probably find that it's worth saving
even if you don't make much money
the warthat
period.
But during
don't figure
way
— except to get a clear illustration of value. Figure to make money during the war period. You
can — and you will, if you
will do it.
" The war period," says

the announcement, " is
the acid test."
So say
we; and You'll
we've
said
it before.
be one of the moneymaking exhibitors during and after the
war, or you'll not; yovCW
have a fine good will investment after the war
or you'll have nothing —
dependent whether you
d e c i d e now to go
straight ahead with
full steam and courage
or crawl into your shell
and wait for a buyer or
along.
the sherifif to come
" The United States is
not going to quit — why
Hi ^ H= ^
should you ? "
Down to Bed Rock

IF you think that we're writing this as optimistic fol-derol, you're mistaken. We were never more serious. We
want to tell you what we know to be true and what we
feel to be true ; and furthermore and more to the point, we
are practicing what we preach.
When the war tax was slapped on, the industry got
{Continued on next page)
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in the

Wilderness

A\\'( )R] ) (if thanks is due the Hearst pul^lications in
all cities and to Arthur Brisbane's Washington
Times for the outspoken manner in which th.ey are
taking up the cudgels for the motion picture.
Both in combating ideas of false economy and senseless
curbing for fuel i)urposes, these publications have been
quick to speak and, surely, of considerable value.
A rising vote of thanks is called for — and given.
^ ^ ^ ^
Straight Ahead
(Continued from preceding page)
its first clear revelation — through the closed eyes of the
pocket-book — of just what the war really meant.
Then followed a period of pessimism — naturally. The
fog is still on.
England had the very .same experience. Right after
England got its full realization of war the industry was
seized with nervous hysteria. Theatres were to be closed
by Government edict; taxes were ruinous anyway- -there
was no hope.
The fog is gone now — three years gone ; and what do we
find ?
The majority of picture theatres in Great Britain are
making more money than ever before — despite the fact
that the admission tax is 33 1-3 per cent as against 10 per
cent here. The theatres that have closed have l)een com])elled to largely for one reason — the drafting of organized
labor from one locality to another for munition makin<(and the consequent depopulation in ])art f)f centain centres.
More American prints are being ship])ed today to Great
l>ritain than ever before. That tells the story.
=4: * * *
Talk of
Now!"— Not "Tomorrow"
have projihesied a l)ig revival of picture business
WE
for 1918. This ])eriod, to our best knowledge and
belief, is beginning right now. We have many
such reports from the field. Business is good — everywhere, excepting only the smaller houses that are reducing
their show nights.
The heads of every exchange sy.stem in New York report to us greatly increased receipts last week. In one instance the reported increase in business is $5,500.
Inrlustries will hum this year. This is no idle saying.
It's an obvious fact. The Government alone, it is stated
on authority, will spend more on construction this year
tlian has been spent by the whole country in any ])revious
year.

0)
A
H
This is motion picture money.
pye fail to see zchy picture thcalrcs should fare worse
than British theatres during the war period. We do not
see why they should fare better.
There has been a whisper that the Government will
class motion pictures as a non-essential. We don't believe
there is the slightest chance of such a pronouncement.
War is business ; and business demands money. No
legitimate business is a non-essential which can make
money
for athe
Government's
is in itself
munition
of war. great war burden. Money
The Government says " Conserve," not " Quit! "
Conserve your heat and light — for the Government.
You'll have to adapt your business to such necessary restrictions as are imposed. Conserve your waste — for vour
own sake.
Cut out the useless waste. It's a painstaking job, but
go to it. Cut off every dollar of useless expense. And
don't forget that one of the greatest wastes of all is your
wasted energy and aj^plication. Put a few more hours into
your business day. Be more of a showman.
Trim your ship; but don't strip it. If you see a good
way to spend money — a way that will develop and
strengthen your business for the future, that will add solidly to your good-will investment, go to it! Spend it and
don't be afraid.
* * * *
Putting

the Preacher

to the Test

THAI'
is just
what this publication
is doing.
We don't
say exactly
it for self-advertisement
; we want
you
to know that we practice what we preach.
Our paper is the goods we make and sell. We are putting more money into these goods and into their wider
distrilnition than ever before. And we'll continue to do
this, even if we have to dig into our capital and even if the
war lasts five years.
We're investing
investment
we know inof.good will — about the finest, surest
Don't be afraid. You've nothing to fear outside the industry— now or in the future, unless of course you think
the
United
are going to quit. And you've nothing
to fear insideStates
the industry.
* *

* *

Hold Tight! Keep Plugging! Don't Quit!
PAY no attention to the rumors from Times Square.
They never materialize. They exist only for yellow
journals and curb gossip. They have no place in your
business curriculum. Don't take a pessimistic utterance
any way but intelligently. There's generally a reason for
the other fellow's business troubles; it's his own, not the
industry's, fault.
I'erha])s you are up against exorbitant rentals, forced to
bid against your competitor until you simply cannot make
money. Then we have this to say, that the same industry
capable of fostering .such abuses is capable of curing them.
As certain as day follows night .some man or plan will rise
to the occasion and meet you on a legitimate basis. Your
))usiness always rises to meet good business. Don't quit
now; the future looks too good.
Stick! Don't give up your ship. After you've borne
the brunt of it don't sell out and see the other fellow reap
your
Go harve.st.
straight ahcafl.
W. A. Johnston.
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NEWSPAPER man has lost considerable of the joy
of life by the time he has obtained the real trade
paper viewpoint.
For he has learned that every time he says, " It is rumored," he causes some damage — and " dollars and cents
damage, too, v\diich is more to the point. Imagine, for example, that he writes, " It is rumored that the Solar and
Lunar programs are about to merge." For weeks afterwards the Solar and Lunar exchange managers and salesmen all over the country are going to hear nothing but :
"Naw! I don't wanna sign a contract, yet. I read
somewhere where Lunar people are gonna buy you fellows
out and I wanna know where I get of¥ 'fore I sign with
you people." Or
" Say, cancel my contract, willya? I hear that Solar's
gonna take you over and those people got a coupla stars
on their program what couldn't draw a draught in my
house. Lemme out from under." Or
" Nix ! You can't talk business with me. Wait till things
settle down. Everything's too upset now. Come around
in a coupla months."
And by the time the combined cusses of the Solar and
Lunar salesmen ascend skyward our friend the newspaper
man knows that, to say the least, the recording angel is
going to record " a strong rumor " to the ef¥ect that he was
not a very popular boy here below.
A

LL of which is a rather dry introduction to the statement that
This week, last week, the week before and for
many weeks past we could have given you some spic)merger rumors.
But we haven't — for two reasons.
First, because to date there has been considerable talk
and no action. And talk never took a nickel out or put one
into a box office.

A

And, second, because when action does come it won't
make a particle of difiference to you, as an exhibitor, in
your dealings with the producers now supplying your
program. A few — or several — of the producers will get
together in one exchange system and save considerable
distribution overhead. But your contracts and your dealings will go on with the individual companies just as they
have been.
In six months — or a year — a saving will have resulted to
the producers that will be reflected strongly in general film
conditions and possibly in film rentals.
But, meanwhile, Mr. Exhibitor,. keep plugging along on
" hold fast " lines — and don't let a rumor get within six
miles of your box-office.
* * *
OF

course, if we had a Broadway Limited circulation
we would give you these rumors — just as they have
been given the grace of print.
But Broadway, strange as it may seem, is not quite all
of this picture industry. No, not quite all.
¥ H» ^

WE

have tried, in this issue of the News, to give you
the latest developments in the fuel situation in the
Eastern States. But those popular gentry, the fuel
administrators, right-about-face with such rapidity and
frequency that overnight happenings will probably change
conditions entirely.
And, since the news pages tell you the story, we must
confine ourselves on this page to a prophecy. And the
prophet saith :

and

Ginger

There won't be any three-clay closing of theatres or any
one-day closing.
And, after some moons, unless the gods of the weather
have come to their rescue, there may be some
[Pageseven-day
537 J
closings of fuel administrators. Selah!
* * * *

from
" feature;^
" magaziney
do you
H( JW
several weeks
you for
been giving
have those
we like
the field
now ?
We think
modest. So
" It Can't Be
— we almost

they're great ourselves — but then we are su
you had better turn the page now and read
Done." It's the story of Richards and Flynn
said Damon and Pythias — of Kansas City.

[Page'J—534]
boyshowwhoandshowed
that nerve.
" It Can Be Done
when
vouTwoknow
have the
^ ^

the pesissue thatthegive
in this between
stories square
twoknuckles
THERE are
eyes.
simists four
Both come from the Coast. One concerns Universal and tells of the number of companies being added to
the producing forces there.
The other is the tale of the tremendous studio expansion planned for the Fox plant.
Neither can be termed " fol-de-rol optimism," for both
concern the spending of real money — and between the pessimists and the optimists commend us to the boys who are
spending real coin of the realm.
ij; ^
^[Pages 564 and 592]

take a glance at " The
of optimism,
speaking
WHILE
nt Field
Independe
Ticker," that meaty^stock quotation method of telling you what's selling and
who's buying in the state rights field.
When we started this department some few months ago
it used to take three or four inches. Circuit talk in abundance had put a sort of damper on the field.
Now, with the circuit propositions stronger than ever,
with a new combination promised along the lines suggested
by W. L. Sherrill at the Washington exhibitor conference,
and with war pessimism trying to show its head — well, this
week The Ticker ran over to two pages.
Considerable real monev changing hands ? Eh ?— Wot ?
[Pages 583-584]
^ ^- ^ ^
MUTUAL announces this week a twice-a-week tworeel news pictorial. All news, too — not a reel of
news and a reel of magazine.
March 4 is set for the date of tlfe first issue. It's an
interesting announcement, both for what it says and what
it leaves unsaid.
The new pictorial will be handled by the Mutual organization from Chicago. Which prepares us, with
[Pageattentive
543]
ears, to hear something from Gaumont.
ij:

^

^ ii:

WALTER
W. IRWIN breaks into print twice in this
week's issue. In the first place, you learn " What
Kind of Fellow is— Irwin?" from a true-to-life
interview by Wm. A. Johnston.
Then you learn more concerning " What Kind of a
Fellow is — Irwin," by reading a corking good answer
made by the Vitagraph hea'd to Frank A. Vanderlip. Plus
his ability as a film man, Mr. Irwin marshals a sound
knowledge of economics and a lawyer's power of driving
home his point — with the result, a story worth reading.
[Pages 539 and 541]
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Flynn

the miracle

that was

account

did

do

of a lemon

transformed

a golden

it

into

orange

nothing.
The two young men gulped and said
" No sirree ! " chirped up another. " I
know. I'm a wise guy in the picture business. It can't be done."
" You'll never get away with it, boys,"
opened up a third in confidential and despondent accents. " This place is a jonah."
He stared at the two young men as though
he were attending their funeral. He was
a reasonably successful exhibitor himself.
Richards and Flynn, who were the two
young men, exchanged glances, shifted their
teet, puf¥ed thoughtfully at their respective
The New Twelfth Street Was Away Ahead of Expectations
cigars, and- — continued to say nothing.
There was nothing much to say. Their
[Editor's Note — There were really hall o dozen stories in this little
Kansax Cilji classic. We could have called it " What Happened When I good friends, on hearing that they had decided to buy the
liaised
I'rices hooxt
" /or far
Richards
and ten
Flynn
haveWeheen
pioneers
in priceit Wonderland theatre. Had come all this way to tell them
raising Mi/
at every
the past
years.
could
have titled
" Makiny the traordinary
Lemons
Pay
"
Jor
Itichards
and
Flynn,
have
shown
ex- how foolish their judgment was. It was very thoughtful
ability to take the had ones and make them imnners.an But
them. Richards and Flynn told them so, and thanked
«exhibitor
c have called
Can't anlie Inspiration
Done," telling
every successful of
them.
knons,it " itIt gives
thata story
every that
soon-to-be-succcssful
<:xhibitor needs — tells of men who faced the anvil chorus, the knockers,
When the party broke up the two young men proceeded
the gloom dinpellers, the vcll-meanlng but short-sighted friends v;ho take
the very heart out of you with their "It Can't Be Done." Buck up, if soberly up the street in silence.
pou're one of the pluggcrs vAth big dreams and whole-hearted ambitions
who is being told " It Can't Be Done" and take heed from Richards and
As they were turning the corner Richards suddenly
Flynn who shov ed that " It Can He Dime."]
looked at his companion, and burst out :
IT was a gloomy evening in Kansas City, Mo.
In front of a tlieatre that was closed and dark stood
two young men and several of their friends. Cobwebs
draped the faded posters. Dust and the litter blown in
from the street contributed to a rather mucky setting.
P»ut the friends were the chief cause of the gloom,
lirooms, mops and elbow grease would remove the flust
anrl litter; only decisive, rapid-fire action could ever make
an impression upon the gloomy friends.
" You can't do it," said the first of these, in a voice
weighted with sadness. " You can't do it; that's all."

" Say, people said the same thing to Harriman when he
started to build the big cut-ofif across Great Salt Lake."
And Flynn replied :
" Didn't everybody knock McAdoo when he began
boring the holes to bring trains under the river into New
All the next day, as the news spread around, friends of
Richard " and Flynn dropped in to see them, called them
York?
up on the ']ihonc, and informed them confidentially that
they had been handed a lemon. The lemon's name was
the Wonderland, but it was a lemon just the same.

January
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ing that " they " have been coming right in ever since.
The Wonderland grew out of the ruins as San Francisco has grown out of the earthquake.
Folks who had formerly scorned the place began dropping in during lunch hours. It was talked about. Bui
the pessimistic friends of the youthful partners stuck to
their guns.
In a year or so the little theatre that had been established
" on the outskirts " was abandoned.
Not because it was
no longer on a paying basis, but because of an expired
ease; and Richards & Flynn cast about for new fields
to conquer. The field proved close at hand.
Just a short block east on Twelfth street from the now
prosperous Wonderland was a new and much larger
Universal short
cents,
five
at
playing,
house
features and comedies.
Theoretically, the
house should have been a howling success; practically it barely approached
the paying basis. In other words
the big Twelfth Street, as it was
called, appeared
decidedlyduring
lonesome as to interior
the greater part of each business day. Things looked
rather hopeless to the
proprietor and he was

Somebody
Was Sure to
l_ Sidle Up With a Wet Blank
et]in'\Each Hand
Let us see why Richards'
and
Flynn's friends were so
downhearted.
The partners' dream, to begin
with, was all wrong from the business viewpoint, a viewpoint based on
long experience of others. Experience had proved
that a theatre
located downtown in Kansas City
Crowds coming
was not a paying investment. But
the Wonderland had more than that out are hit in the
seduc-of
against it.
From
the outside it eye bytivetheelectrics
the
other
theatre
looked like a regular dime museum.
Its lobby was cluttered up with
penny-in-the-slot machines ; and 'way
in back of these glittering decorations
was a " motion picture show."
You know what it was
like ; undertaker chairs, and a rippled sheet tacked up on
the wall. Mary Pickford was walking to work then — if.
there was work.
The partners gave that row of slot machines a look that
should have set them in flames, and exterminated them
like so many vermin.
They boarded up the front, got busy with painters,
carpenters, interior decorators and electricians.
Then they fed the anvil chorus a great big jolt — they
fixed the tariff for the new house at ten cents. Think of
it— some ten years ago — and an admission price of ten
cents for a salvaged wreck. But listen to Brother
Richards tell how it went over:
" It just seemed to have been what they had been waiting for. They paid their dimes and came right in.
And — " he paused here and smiled. It went without say-

relinglad enough
quish it to the to
hands
of
Richards
&
Flynn —
and again the word
went round that Richards & Flynn had acTwo other houses in
quired a " loser."
the next block were playing at five cents and
" getting away big " — to all
the Twelfth
appearances
Street, by virtue of its bigness
and superior appointments,
-should have been topping the rest
in receipts.
{Continued on next page)

Their good friends made it a point to tell them how bad their
judgment was. It was very thoughtful of them.
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You
Can't
Do
It
(Coiitiiiiicd from preceding Pac/c)
giving grand opera. You're showing moLeon D. Netter, Masterpiece Film AtBut the smaller houses were doing the
tion pictures! Don't you know there's a
tractions, Cleveland, who is associated with
big difference ? '
•
Sol. Lesser in his enterprises, arrived in
" topping,"' and a careful survey of theatre
Richards
and
Flynn
came
out
of
the
conditions hrmisilit to Richards and Flynn
New York, last week, to review the current
clouds and registered meekness.
what immediately proved the solution —
productions offered on the independent
urday.
"Yessirree!
You'll
be
busted
—
llat
on
super-features at advanced admission
market. He returned to Cleveland Satyimr back.s — in six months!"
prices. It meant the literal transformation of a house that had built a certain
" The poor-house never had any terrors
for me," said Richards.
■■ nickel patronage " into a theatre catering
AI. H. Hof¥man, Foursquare Pictures,
" iMc either!" supplied the other half
to a select class of theatre-goers. Furtherof the partnership.
left Saturday for a visit to the Boston,
more the select class of patrons in point
Nevertheless both of them confessed
Montreal, Toronto and St. Johns Fourhad to he educated, at least in part, into
square exchanges. He will confer with J.
the belief that fine entertainment could l)c afterwards that when the house was
J. Rubenstein, Boston exchange, and J. J.
crammed to the doors on opening night,
found in a portion of the downtown disUnger and M. C. Hughes, of Montreal.
they knew positively that the bulk of tlicir
trict anything but exclusive.
It was a situation more drastic than is patrons had paid their fifteen cents merely
to satisfy curiosity.
Dave Reed, vice-president of True Film
ordinarily faced by exhibitors even of the
Company, Dallas, Texas, was in New York
broad experience of Messrs. Richards and
With the opening of this glorified piclast week and closed negotiations for the
ture theatre came new and perplexing
Flynn.
Immediately the theatre was closed. A
rights to " 'The Whip " for Southwestern
problems. The public wasn't at all willing
territory, with Hiller and Wilk, who are
force of decorators went to work and the
at first to pay fifteen cents for what they
thought had formerly been given to them
Richards and Flynn transformation prohandling the sales for Maurice Tourneur's
for ten cents, and, before that, for a nickel.
cess took place. They met and overcame
production.
the problem of subdued lighting. The
It was up to the capal^le advertising deWilliam Parsons is in New York with a
partment of Richards and Flynn to show
lighting in that theatre is perfect — soft,
the public that such an opinion was wrong.
limpid, ample — yet the image on the screen
print of " Tarzan of the Apes." He is
is not disturbed. .And the finest of print
After a long campaign of advertising the
stopping at Hotel Astor.
can be read easily in any part of the place.
public agreed that Richards and Flynn
Richards and Flynn made their wisest
Lewis B. Alayer, Boston, was in New
were telling the truth, the whole truth.
move. They put in the best pictures to
Of course, other exhibitors followed the York last week looking over the New York
market. He conferred with Joseph F. Lee,
be had on the market. By a persuasive
example set by this headstrong pair. Prices
his representative in New York.
and seductive advertising' campaign they went up. Programs were improved. Exbegan educating the public up to better
liibiting became more of a lousiness and
pictures at higher prices. But they made
William Sherrill, president of Frohman
not so much of a gamble. Altogether the
community was helped by it.
the point that the pictures, not the price,
.\musement Company, returned from Jackwere the things to talk about.
sonville, Fla., where he has been since the
Since then the newer and l)igger WonA carefully selected orchestra and a
holidays, in the interest of his late producderland has also planted its both feet
pipe organ having the mellowest and the
solidly on Twelfth street. And a nice
of a Race,"Anthony
which is Kelly,
being
richest and most sonorous of tones, were
filmedtion, "The
in Birth
Jacksonville.
complication has grown out of the nearinstalled.
scenario writer and responsible for the
ness of the Wonderland and the Twelfth
The re-decoration was pronounced wonStreet.
It
has
l)ecome
a
matter
of
showscript
of " 'The Birth of a Race," accomderful.
panied Mr. Sherrill.
manship strategy each week to select proRichards and 1-lyiin were a little awed
grams which will not conflict, which, licing
by it themselves. They stood and looked
in direct competition, will augment, not
at their handiwork; they listened to the
J. Proctor Reed,
'Thomas
Ince'sYork
personal
cut down, the patronage of the other.
representative,
arrived
in New
last
splendid music of that great orchestra,
The programs of the Wonderland are
week,
from
Los
Angeles.
Mr.
Reed
is
stopand to the voluptuous voice of the magchanged two or three times weekly, while
ping at Hotel Knickerbocker.
nificent organ.
those at the Twelfth Street run seven days,
But modesty was not given a chance to or longer, in the cases of exceptional hits.
be forgotten. Whenever they began to
Moreover, the patrons leaving the
Fred Balshofer, president of Yorkefeel like thumping each other on the back,
Metro, is in New York. Mr. Balshofer ar'I'welfth
Street
are
attracted
by
the
l)lazing
someone was sure to sidle up with a wet
rived last week from Los Angeles. He is
sign of the Wonderland, and vice versa.
blanket in either hand.
stopping at the Claridge Hotel and will be
"Can
it
be
done?"
said
Richards
to
Their old exhibitor friend from the other
in New York for several days.
Flynn.
side of town, who had clung all these
"We can try," said Flynn to Richards.
years to his beliefs in the nickelodeon with
'Terry Ramsaye, publicity director for
undertaker chairs to sit on and a rippled
Mutual, Chicago, arrived in New York last
sheet tacked on the wall, to look at, came
week. Mr. Ramsaye stopped of? in New
Baltimore Gives Show for
York after a business trip to Washington,
up and shook his head sorrowfuly and
D.
C.
commiseratingly. Let it be said that the
Soldiers
years had not treated him any too well,
in spite of the belief he had in his own
A special performance for the benefit of
Phil Goldstone, Omaha, Neb., was in
convictions. His derby looked a wee bit the boys of the Three Hundred and
New York last week, looking at the current
Thirteenth Regiment stationed at Camp
fuzzy; the velvet lapels on his overcoat
l)roductions
offered on the independent
market.
Meade was held January 6 at the Crystal
were beginning to show signs of shoddiness and shinincss. Nor rlid his red necktheatre, Baltimore. The entire collection
tie look any too fresh and un wrinkled.
was turned over to the hoys. Representatives of the regiment were present. The
" You can't get away with it," he said,
Edgar Lewis Visits Studio
and was interrupted by a triumphant peal theatre was donated by Harry Cluster,
of Rothacker
manager.
of the organ.
Members of the Ambulance Corps at
I'xlgar Lewis, the director, stopped off at
"With what?" asked Richards and
the Rothacker studio in Chicago, recently,
Flynn in one voice.
Camp Meade were tendered a benefit peron liis way to Los Angeles. The purpose
" With all thi.s — this false glitter and
formance last SundayThenight
at Schanze's
i)i the visit was to confer with Watterson
theatre, Baltimore.
theatre
and the
show," replied the exhibitor compassionRothacker about the technical work on
were donated by Dr. Frederick W.
ately. "Mark my word, boys, you'll be show
Schanze.
bankrupt inside of six months. You're not
Lewis' feature, "The Sign Invisible."
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Managers
Fight
Three-Day
Closing
people in amusement i)larcs is only a fracWilliam Travers Jerome Engaged to Present Argument Before
tion of the amount that these people would
l)urri if they were to remain in their homes
Fuel Administration — Eastern Seaboard Affected — Figures
Compiled Showing More Harm Than Good Will
during the time that they would otherwise spend in the theatres and other places
Come from Closing
of amusement. When the people go to
THEATRICAL interests, including practically all motion picture theatres
the theatre, it is contended, they bank
their fires and only a minimum amount of
in the city of New York, have banded to face the proposed closing ordifuel is consumed during the time they are
nance caused by fuel shortage. The primary result was a meeting Janabsent from their homes. This argument
uary 13 at the offices of Marcus Loew, following a suggestion from the Fuel
not alone applies to the amount of fuel
Administration that all amusements be closed three days a week. At this conwhich is used for heating purposes but
ference, attended by representatives of 118 theatres, plans were laid to put the
to the amount which is consumed in lightcase before the National Administration. It is hoped, the managers and exing the homes. There is absolutely no
hibitors say, evidence can be shown to convince the Administration that closing
fuel consumed for light while the memorders will do more harm than good to the Government.
bers of the family are away and this means
Nicholas M. Schenck represented motion pictures and vaudeville, and Wilan immense saving in the fuel that is
burned to supply light, it is contended.
liam A. Brady was present for the Broadway managers.
Government Will Lose
1 All States Should Sacrifice
Marcus Loew, owner of the Loew circuit
Albert H. Wiggin, state fuel adminisSMOKE
OUT
of theatres, and one of the biggest motion
trator, said at the meeting held Sunday at
HEI NIE
the Grand Central Terminal, which was
picture theatre owners in New York, announces that WilHam Travers Jerome,
the most important meeting held, that he
did not think that New York should be
attorney of New York, has been engaged
Help Boost the Picture
by the representatives of 118 legitimate,
called upon to make any sacrifices that
Division Smoke Fund
vaudeville and motion pictures in New York
were not made by the other states. He
to $2,000!
said that the city and state would submit
ty
present
the
theatrical
men's
arguments
before the National Fuel Administration
to any order, no matter how drastic, if
Previously acknowledged $1,400.70
against the closing of the theatres.
coming from Washington, provided the
Rex Theatre, LakeFigures showing the amount of coal
other states involved were placed under
view, Ore., Alfred
the same order. In view of this it was
which the theatres actually consumed,
Smith, Mgr
$ 6.80
announced at the meeting that all future
were made known at this meeting by comMajestic Theatre,
orders to effect the closing of theatres and
Jackson, Miss., A.
petent engineers. "Assuming that the theaother nonessential industries and places of
tres were closed three nights' a week, as
B. Cook, Sec.amusement would have to come from
has been suggested by the authorities, the
Treas
36.60
figures show that less than 169 tons of
Istrione Theatre
Washingon. Such orders, if they are iscould would be saved in the 118 theatres a
sued from Washington, will be in the
Circuit, A. B.
nature of blanket orders and affect New
day. The value of this coal is estimated
Cook, Sec.-Treas. 9.20
to be $2,700. To offset this saving and to
England, New York, Pennsylvania, New
Bijou Theatre,
show where the Government would actuHouma, La., A. J.
Jersey, Maryland and Delaware or practically the entire Eastern seaboard, north
ally lose by the move, it was shown by acBethancourt, Mgr. 23.43
of Virginia. It is estimated that eleven
tual figures that during these three nights
Orpheum Theatre,
the Government would lose in revenue
states will be included, and that the daily
Kalispell, Mont,
loss in earnings will be, approximately,
from the tax on admissions more than
(additional)
3.66 79.69
$11,000, and that more than 3,000 actors
$20,000,000, and that there will be thrown
and 1,000 theatre workers would be thrown
out of work more than 9,000,000 persons.
out of work.
$1,480.39
All Amusements Included
If you want to help smoke
the
Kaiser out, write Motion Picture
Tumulty Intercedes
All amusements, under which head
News for particulars regarding
The first, and what is considered the
comes
the motion picture theatres, will, if
the Tobacco Fund.
the intentions of the fuel administrations,
most effective point registered in favor
both State and National, are carried out,
of the theatrical interests in their argube closed for a certain number of days
ment against the closing the theatres is the
homes and who seek refuge in the theaeach week, and may, eventually, if the fuel
action taken by Joseph P. Tumulty, sectres, particularly the motion picture theaproblem is not solved, be closed altogether
retary to President Wilson, when he teletres, would be left without any means of
until the coal bunkers of New York City
graphed Fuel Administrator Garfield askevading the cold.
are filled.
ing him not to take action which will close
Theatres Arrayed Against Action
Last Friday, in Boston, definite action
the theatres until the managers get a hearwas taken by the local authorities, with
ing in the matter.
The only theatres not represented at
the result that an order was issued which
the meeting are the small motion picture
The argument employed by the theatrical interests is that no fuel would be
calls for the closing of all motion picture
houses, it was annotmced. The theatrical
interests, with these few exceptions, are
saved by such action on the part of the
houses at ten o'clock, as the first step taken
Fuel Administration. It is contended that
arrayed against the closing of theatres for
with amusements as an objective, to coneven though such action were taken, it three days a week. The figures which have
serve the fuel supply. Following this acwould be necessary for all theatres to keep
tion of the Boston authorities, a conferbeen
compiled
by experts, will
conclusiveljshow
that
the
Government
be
the
ence
was held Saturday night at the Union
steam up to prevent the pipes from freezloser in the end, and that the welfare of
ing, and unless this could be done the theaLeague Club, New York, at which repreneither the Government nor the public is
tres would have to close entirely. If
sentatives of the National Fuel Adminisclosed altogether, theatrical interests say,
benefited. The engineers who have comtration and representatives of the local ada million men would be thrown out of
ministration were present, and although
piled these figures and who have paid parnothing definite concerning the actual steps
ticular attention to the economical phase,
work, the Government would lose millions
contend that more coal will be burned if to be taken to conserve the fuel supply
in revenue, the public would be denied
this action is taken by the authorities.
necessary relaxation from their work and
was decided, action was taken on the sugthousands in New York, who are now
gestion offered by a representative of the
They state that the amount of fuel con{Continued on page 540)
without fuel with which to heat their
sumed in providing warmth for crowds of
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Motion

The

Reader

War Tax Keeps the Children Atiay
Editor Motion Picture News:
Dear Sir: I am a very recent subscriber to
your excellent magazine but already it has been
worth much more than the subscription price.
Your holiday number was especially good; full
of clever
suggestions which I shall certainly
keep
in mind.
I am very much interested in the Mastbaum
controversy and was especially interested in the
letter of Mr. J. C. Flack (Motion Picture News,
December 22).
Personally I am not in a position to make any
statement regarding the war tax from my experience as an exhibitor, for I have had the
actual
experience
my father's
theatre
short time.
I doof know,
however,
that but
sincea
the raise in admission prices the attendance
has children.
fallen off considerably, especially that of
the
Very truly yours,
ALMA P. WOLKE.
Joy Theatre,
Grant's Pass, Oregon.
A

Word to the fP ise Passed Along byExhibitor Mims
Editor Motion Picture News:
Dear Sir : Several merchants of this city have
been " held
as aa
program
agentup "andby wea slick
want artist
you toposing
publish
notice in your trade paper and see if we cannot
catch up with this thief and keep others from
being
by him.on by this supposed agent
First" stung
I was " called
and was offered programs for my theatre for
twenty weeks gratis if I would distribute them
to my patrons. Of course I accepted this proposition. Then he goes out and gets the merchants to advertise on the program and collects
six dollars from each in advance. He claims
that the four regular advertisers, namely, CocaCola, Gossard's
Beich's
other
national Corsets,
advertiser.
His Candy,
name, andas onehe
gives it, is A. B. NafF and the receipt (the only
trace he leaves) bears the name Midland Program Company, with no address.
Surely if you will devote a small write-up to
this the exhibitors over the country will read
it and the thief can be caught. It is mighty
bad for
such frauds to live of! the moving picture business.
Thanking you for this, we are,
IRVING B. MIMS.
Temple Theatre.
Aberdeen, Miss.
" Bargain Shou Children
s " and aFree
Man Who Admits
Editor Motion Picture News:
Dear Sir: In regard to your article in Motion
Picture
Newsyouabout
like to tell
about" Bargain
the OperaShows
House" Iat would
Rittman, Ohio.
This theatre recently had Metro's " The
Slacker more,
" and making
ran it with Fatty Arbuckle and
some
22 cents
and the war a tax.ten-reel show, charging
of "isThe
Slacker which
" myselfis
andI saw
mustthesayfirstthatrunthis
a picture
worth more than twenty-five cents, as you, no
doubt know? But running it with three or
four reels more hurts the reputation of Metro's
and
everybody's.
Patrons think the feature is
not worth
the money.
The same manager runs only three or four
days a week and admits the children free. iRittman
is onlyablea to
townmakeof good
1,500 atandit Ithedon't
how he
way seehe
runs
his isbusiness.
Yours very truly,
ALFRED B. WERHAN.
Wadsworth, Ohio.
Bach

Resigns from Universal Company
W. A. Bach, who has completed a tour
of the Universal Exchanges installinj,' Publicity Service Departments and also acting
as personal representative of the General
Manager of Exchanges, has announced
his resignation from the Universal Company, to take effect on January 19,
It is understood Mr. Bach has made
no definite plans as yet.

Has

His

WE

New

Say

THANK
YOU
!

All of You — who wished us a
Merry Christvias — and from
time to time will 'pat ourselves byputting your letters
in print.
Davis,
r WalterTheatre,
SAYS
of Exhibito
the Herrold

Herrold, Iowa: " Your issue of
December 21st is at hand. Indeed you ask a great deal of
a busy exhibitor to stop long
enough on Christmas day to
write a criticism on your book,
but such a worthy publication
as the Motion Picture News
makes the task very light and a
pleasure. I can frankly say
that I get all the news and business relations pertaining to the
motion picture industry from
the Motion Picture News,
which is 100 per cent satisfaction to the purchaser. Trust
you will have a prosperousNew Year."
Ab rams-Greene Make Publicity Statement
Hiram Abrams and Walter E. Greene
lliis week made the following announcement, in regard to publicity: "No advertising or publicity announcement purporting to be indorsements by us of any state
rights features is to be considered authentic unless our signatures are attached to
these comments. Testimonials regarding
pliotoplays other than Paramount or Artcraft Pictures without this reproduction of
our signatures are not to be accepted as
emanating from the offices of Messrs.
(ircciie and Abrams with their consent and
knijwledge."
Washburn

Uses

Paralta

Plays Studio
General Manager J. A. Berst of Pathe,
who with his assistant, George A.
Smith, has been on the coast, has completed
several business transactions of importance,
two matters pertaining to the engagement
of professionals and the third with respect
to
a studio for the Bryant Washburn
Company.
Hereafter Mr. Washburn, now working
under the direction of William Worthinglon, will produce at the Paralta studios.
Heretofore this company has been working
at the Glendalc plant occupied as well by
the Diando unit, which makes the Baliy
Marie Osborne subjects for Paralta. At
the Paralta Mr. Washburn and organization
will have the advantage of the technical department of the Paralta plant as well as
laboratory aides.

Picture

News

Corporations

I

active
an unusuall
week wa.s
THEonepast
circles, y insofar
picture
in motion
as the forming of new corporations to
make, deal in and distribute pictures and
projection machines is concerned.
The list, from the records of the Corporation Trust Company of Jersey City, give
the following in Delaware, Illinois, New
York and Pennsylvania :
DELAWARE
EMERALD PICTURES COMPANY.— At
Wilmington,
for the $4,800.
manufacture
motionL.picture films. Capital,
M. L. ofRogers,
A.
Irwin and M. L. Gatchell are interested.
COLOR
MOTION
PICTURE
CORPORATION.— At Dover, with capital ot $500,000, to
deal ardinandpicture
Messrs.are Birton,
HowReilley,machines.
of New York,
interested.
ARTCOLOR PICTURES COMPANY.— At
Wilmington,
motionM.pictures,
withand$200,UOO
capital. toF. stage
D. Buck,
L. Horty
K.
E. Longfield.
ILLINOIS
CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM COMPANY.— At Chicago. To manufacture and deal
m films. Capital, $25,000. Joseph L., Henry C.
and Herbert J. Friedman.
NEW YORK
BRENON
CORPORATION.— Motion pictures. Capital, $1,000, Manhattan. Herbert
Brenon, Herbert IBeyfuss and Banjamin P. De
Witt.
BACON-BACKER FILM CORPORATION.—
Motion pictures and general photography business. Capital, $25,000, Manhattan. Florence L.
Devine, Emma Gold and Jacob Hertzberg.
BIDDLE HOLDING CORPORATION.—
Motion pictures, Manhattan. Stirling D. Ward,
Louis H. Reuter and S. Parker Gilbert.
THE MULTISCOPE
Manufacture
stereopticon and CORPORATION.—
daylight projecting
machines, motion picture cameras. Capital,
$.7,000, Manhattan. A. Fosliay, M. H. Bunge
and Russell Goldman.
G. TION.—
S.Motion
& G. pictures.
AMUSEMENT
CORPORACapital,
$4,000,
Brooklyn. Miriam Weinberg, Anna Silverman
and Ethan R. Katz.
PENNSYLVANIA
KEYSTONE
CORPORATION.— Dealing DISTRIBUTING
in motion picture films.
Capital,
$5,000, Philadelphia. Peter F. Glenn, Joseph
Goodstein and Herman Schuman.
America Films Made
New Company

by

A ■ corporation to be known as Martin
.Super Art Films Company will shortly be
formed in California for the production of
twelve-reel subject to be titled "America
In Its Making." E. A. Martin is the author
<if the scenario and will be in charge of
filming the production. It is planned that
almost a year will be spent in the making,
inasmuch as the scenes of the subject will
be taken on actual ground where the incidents transpired, in the event the changes
have not been so material as to render the
locations impossible.
The Norbig studio in Edendale, a suburb
of Los Angeles, has been purchased by the
company, and the filming of many of the
interior scenes will be done here, together
with all the laboratory work.
Censorship Issue Again
Baltimore

in

Mr. Connelly
Joint Exhibitors'
Association,
was ofin the
Baltimore
last week
in an effort to bring about a repeal of
the censorship law. Theodore Mitchell,
general representative for D. W. Griffith,
is chairman of the Committee of the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, which has this matter in
hand.
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Irwin

Nails

Vanderlip

Oversight
" Entertainment in times like the present
of Depriving Government of Untold Amount
is more a necessity than in normal times,
by Advising People to Curtail Amusements — Declares
not only for the men at the front but for
those people who have been left at home.
Hoarding Follows, and Then Panic
Deprive the people of entertainment now
and we would become a nation of brooders.
WALTER
W. IRWIN, general manager of the Vitagraph distributing
public mind would be made morose
organization, has issued an open letter in which he sounds a note of The
and it would be next to impossible to raise
warning and voices a plea for the safeguarding of the industry in the from the depths those persons who have
matter of wartime finance.
loved ones under arms.
This is in reply to recent activities of Frank A. Vanderlip in urging the
Country ]\'eeds Tax
public to conserve nickels by less frequent visits to the picture theatres.
" Every person who goes to a motion
Mr. Irwin makes the point that in advising the public along this line, Mr.
picture theatre pays a direct tax to the
Government and in addition, every foot of
Vanderlip takes one unsound position in that he urges the people to do somethe thousands of feet of film pays a tax.
thing that is going to deprive the government coffers of miUions of dollars.
It is to the interest of the nation that the
Reverse Effect Possible
motion picture shall be encouraged, not
In
[R. IRWIN'S statement follows
only as a revenue-producer, but also because
their worthy zeal to raise quickly as
it is recognized as the greatest medium for
ONE
OF MANY
'
much Mmoney as possible for the nation's
education and thought transmission in the
war chests,
some of our leading financiers
history
of mankind.
seem to have lost sight of the fact that
er
ingLY
a numb
you weof ran
tell
a story
" Practicalli' everj- agency of the GovNT
RECE
their statements, instead of bringing out
ry
Xmas
of the Mer
ernment isnow employing motion picturesthe funds desired, may have the reverse
wishes that came to Moin its war work, the Food Administration,
effect of causing the people to hoard their
tion Picture News. We'd like to
the recruiting branches of the army and
funds. I refer particularly to the recent
exyou all of the
publish for letters
navy, the Liberty Loan managers and the
ed
the
echo
that
hibitor
statement attributed to Frank A. VanRed Crosss all using it to further their
sentiments — but space is scarce.
derlip.
individual works and to visualize to the
Here is just one that is typical,
people the things that America is doing in
" Mr. Vanderlip and others who are urgver. It's from F. R. Newhowe
ing thrift on the people so strenuously, do
man, of the Crystal and Queen
the great struggle for democracy and civiso, evidently, on the hypothesis that if the
theatres, Greenville, Texas. He
lization. The State of New York, followsays:
people will deprive themselves and thus acing the lead of the National Government,
cumulate savings, and will put all of their
" I am not going to admit
has selected' the Vitagraph Company to
that it is or should be necessary
make a patriotic picture which is to show
savings into Thrift Stamps, the Governon your part to request your
ment will thereby receive directly a muc'i
readers
to
wish
you
and
Mothe people
of the
nation how
the state's
larger sum than it would obtain through a
great
protective
machinery
has guarded
the
tion Picture News a Merry
percentage tax on business.
Christmas and a Happy New
country's most populated center from danYear — for to admit this would
"If the people followed this advice and
ger at the hands of spies and seditionists."
to my mind be a clean-cut adput all of their savings into Liberty Bonds
mission that you and your asor Thrift Stamps, so that the Government
Baltimore Benefit Shows
sociates are not the best and
could return all of that money to industry,
most
progressive
friends that
the general effect would probably not be
Still Run
the exhibitor of motion picseriously prejudicial, but the fallacy of the
tures has or have had in this
It appears, from latest developments in
hypothesis is that experience shows such
broad land — which same is abBaltimore, that complaints made by a body
preachments produce financial fear, finansolutely true. Your magazine
of ministers to the Board of Police Comcial fear produces hoarding and hoarding
clearly shows that you are leavmissioners against benefit performances in
ing no stone unturned which
stops business and therefore causes panic.
aid
of
patriotic
causes have not borne fruit.
offers a possibility for better
The fact that these shows have been given
conditions. As one reader I
Encourage Business
on Sunday is said to have been the cause
want to express my hearty apfor the desire of the ministers to stop them.
" The best way for the Government to_ aspreciation
and
to
wish
you
sure itself of all the funds necessary to sucmany
years
of
continued
and
Sidney B. Lust, of Super-Film Attraccessful conduct of the war is to encourage
successful effort in your chosen
business in all branches of commercial life
tions,
of Commissioners
Washington, wrote
the Balti-to
moreInc.,
Police
in regard
and thus keep constantly in circulation the
the complaints, and received the answer
money that is so vital to the economic balthat the board is continuing to give favorance and the national safety. Everything
able consideration to applications for picbefore line."
the war, because the needs of the
should be done to reassure the people and
ture entertainments on Sunday, where the
everything should be avoided that is going
nation are greater and we have fewer peosame
are from patriotic organizations.
ple
at
home
with
which
to
do
it.
to frighten them into withdrawing their
money from trade channels and hoarding
Only Luxury Curtailed
it. When people are urged to stop spending
" It behooves all of us — employers, emNewman in Begins
their money in ordinary lines of commerce
ChicagoActivities
ployees and Government officials to keep
the immediate effect is financial stringency
thus keeping money in circulaand commercial illness, and neither the trade alive,
tion. The best way to get revenue for the
E. yi. Newman, the lecturer, spent sevGovernment nor industry has the use of the war fund of the Government is to stimulate
eral days last week at the Rothacker laboramoney. Instead, it lies idle and unproducincreased earnings of labor and capital.
tory, Chicago, arranging negative continutive.
iti" for his series of travel pictures which
" The only thing which should be curwill
be
made at the Rothacker plant and
tailed and denied its usual market, if such
" This is a time when the public, generalreleased through the Educational Films
ly speaking, is making more money than at action is deemed necessarj^ is actual luxany time in our national history. Wages
ury. By luxury, I mean extravagance and
Corporation.
were never so high. And the public should
Mr. Newman personally conferred with
self-indulgence. But clothes, shoes, food
Mr. Rothacker concerning special tints and
and innocent pleasures are necessities and
be urged to spend as much as they do normally and even more, wherever possible.
duo-tone effects, which characterize his
nothing should be done to restrict the purWe need to do more business than we did
chase of them.
productions.
Uncovers

Problem
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"Never
Shifted"
Answ ers " Suitcase Packer's " Article
and Insists Politics Has Flown
from
Branch
Offices — All
C hanges Justitied

THE recent article in .Motion Picture
News labeled " Why Are Exchange
?'" has
-Managers
Frequently
called forthShifted
at leastso one
very empiialic
answer to the question which has puzzled
the industry since the advent of l)ranch
offices.
This e.xchangeman, who prefaced his
reply with the request to keep his name
secret, with the explanation that he is not
looking for publicity and his home office
does not care to have its branch managers
trying to push themselves to the front in
this particular fashion, declares that he
has never been shifted nor discharged, and
has always changed his position of his own
accord. He adds that the " suitcase
packer's " article is incomplete Iiecausc it
does not answer the question, and proceeds
to enlighten the trade " from the sttuidpoint of a man who has l)een connected
with the industry for many years."
" The time was," remarks the exchangeman,
"forces
when of
homenearly
ofliceevery
politicsbigdominated
the sellinf;
organization
in the
business. A new jjresident or a new general sales
manager
oftentimes
meant
a
wholesale
housecleaiiing of branch managers and the installation
of perhaps inefficient men whose only qualifications were their undeniable loyalty to their apjxiinter. I believe that this evil has entirely
disappeared. Big corporations are hungry for
gooj, bright, honest, efficient managers who
understand the handling of help, the development
of salesmen and the general requisites of a biisiness having those peculiar characteristics which
make it just a little different than any other big
industry of the present day.
" Filmagers from
corporations
do not
shift branch
one territory
to another
unlessmanthe
sliift is in the nature of a promotion caused by
a vacancy or where a manager has reached the
limitice toofhishiscompany
possibilities
can becompensated
of more serv-in
and and
be better
a larger field
requiring
greater
effort.
Film mancorporations do notjustdischarge
or change
their
agers without
and sufficient
reasons.
Most
oi us wil lagree to that with a few possible exceptions, and they are practically negligible.
" Film corporations do not molest their branch
managers organization
who are ' making
A smoothrunning
showing good.'
excellent
rentals,
good collections and a low overhead is rarely disturbed unless the manager suddenly 'hits the
toboggan ' and the business starts to slide.
■■ Film
corporations
do remove
dishonest
agers of which
there have
unfortunately
beenmantoo
many for the good of the industry. They remove
men who are salesmen but who do not understand even the first rudiments of conserving the
companies'
in the through
matter oftheir
overhead
jienses; of money
maintaining
habitse.x-a
prestige which commands the respect of those
people with whom the exchange does business,
and they remove men who go stale on the job and
jiermit the other fellow to tave over many of his
valuable accounts when a little salesmanship, a
l;ttle hard work and much personal inconvenience
might have saved it all.
" Film corporations
of their
branch
managers
through no lose
faultmost
of the
corporation.
I he majority of managers after one year or two
with a company become restless and see greater
"Pportunilies In exploiting the product of other
lompanics. They lose confidence in their own
goods. They go out and seek and oftentimes
ihcy find employment either with some new company (of which there arc many api)earing on the
horizon each sixth month), or they replace some
fellow manager vtho has failed to make good.
" Film coriiorations
find from
themselves
the
Situation
of losing goodalsomen
time toin time
through the change of management of one single
local exchange. The Blank Company loses a
manager who accepts a position with a new company. Then the Blank Company is showered with
applications
from thefrom
" restless
boys ranks
" and they
instead of promoting
their own
engage the man who has been local manager for
The
Film theCompany.
And thereit reminds
you go,
all theAtlantic
way down
line. Sometimes
me of the prov<Tbi:il rov. ..f d'.iiiiii.,fs — hit tlie

Motion

first Exchangeman
one and they fall like German soldiers in
Iront of a barrage fire.
" As an exchange manager, I am satisfied that
my company is going to retain me as long as 1
continue
work manifested
for their interests
the same
way that to'
I have
since my inconnection
with them. I don't come down in the morning
expecting to find a new man in my chair and I
never go home at night worrying abimt an auditor
My books are always open to an auditor, my
business is always maintained at a standard that
represents the best efforts I have in me and
when all
is said and done ' What is there to
worrv
about?
" I'erhaps I am one of a few. Perhaps I am
not. Let's hear from a few more of you boys
who are really grateful for the co-operation you
are receiving
fromforyour
and Exchange
who believe that credit
the company
Changeable
.Managers can be laid at the door of the manager
himself rather than at the home office."

Silverman

Buys

" Grain

of

Picture

News

Fuel Scare
{Continued front page 537)
National Fuel Administrator Garfield that
all amusements be closed three days of
the week. However, this move remains
still as a suggestion and not as an order,
and the meeting came to the conclusion
that no definite steps would be taken in
this direction without orders driect from
Fuel Administrator Garfield.
New York Ice Bound
New York City is practically ice-bound.
Ice floes are jammed in the Hudson, and
access to the piers by tugs and other carriers of fuel from points in Jersey is practically cut off. A blizzard which has raged
in the States west of New Jersey, obstructing all traffic in the Central States,
has stopped the supply of the fuel and
other .supplies. This means that supplies
of fuel are practically cut off from New
York. With these conditions facing the
city it is more than likely that quick action
will be taken on the conservation of the
meager supply of coal which New York
has. It is reported that several large industries will be compelled to close within
the next few days unless the fuel problem
is
The that
National
Fuel Administra-'
tionsolved.
has ruled
all industries
necessary

"It it's a Crest picture I know that it
measures up to the Carlo E. Carlton idea
of what a big feature ought to be, and
that's enough for Dust
me to "know," is what
Mayer Silverman, of Pittsburgh, is said to
have written, in placing his order for the
new Crest feature, " The Grain of Dust,"
a film version of the David Graham Phillips novel, starring Lillian Walker.
The announcement declares that Silverman, who is known as an exhibitor and exchange man, who possesses an uncany
sense of the public demand, always makes
up his mind regarding a new picture with
the minimum waste of time, but he has surpassed his previous record in taking " The
Grain
of
He wasDust."
so certain that a picture with
the Crest stamp and the Carlton endorsement would go big, that he bought it sight
unseen. He has not so much as seen photographs from the film.
He did not even wait for a contract, but
took the film, enclosed a check which represents the highest figure Silverman has
ever paid for a feature in his territory.
" Orders of this sort make it apparent
that exhibitors are alive to the value of
' The Grain of Dust ' as a money-getter,
said Carlton. Picture-wise exhibitors know
that we have an absolutely top-notch piclure. One that will prove a box-office success, and we are glad that the exhibitors
are realizing their opportunity."

Important Conference Saturday
At the conference Januarj' 12 were Albert T. Wiggin, State Fuel Administrator ;
Harry T. Peters, chairman of the State
Conservation Committee ; Reeve Schley,
Citjr Administrator; Alfred H. Smith,
Eastern Railroad Director ; Joseph A.
Hall and Frederick E. Gunnison, Fuel Administrators for the burroughs of Bronx
and Brooklyn, and F. L. Kracke, Public
Service Commissioner.
The order which will close all theatres
for three days each week if placed into
effect will affect only those using bituminous coal. It is said that all use this
grade of coal, and it will affect practically
every theatre and place of amusement in
the city and State.
The order if made will be in effect only
so long- as New York is unable to get a
sufficient supply of coal to operate her essential industries. It may be in effect two
weeks or longer.

Kaleni

Government

Laboratory Proves
a Friend
While scarcity of coal and lack of electric
current caused many motion picture lalioralories in New York and vicinity to curtail
operations during the recent cold spell, the
Kaicm laboratory in Twenty-third street
helped out many producers in distress.
" We were ol)liged to work night shifts
in our laboratory last week," said William
Wright, the Kalem secretary-treasurer,
" not that our liig capacity was taxed, 1)Ut
because the cold snap caught several producers with release dates near at hand and
their laboratories frozen. Our laboratory
and its operation are so thoroughly systematized that although we were in the
midst of printing and developling hundreds
of suijjects for the Government, we handled
all the rush orders in record time."

to the cari-j'ing out of the nation's work
must go on at the expense of the other
industries
not necessary.
necessary. The motion picindustries not

to Flave

Dis-

play at Exposition
Genera! .Manager Frederick H. Elliott of
the Motion Picture Exposition and the
Executive Secretary of the National Secretary of the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry, made a Hying
trip to Washington, D. C, the early part of
last week, and succeeded in making arrangements for an official exhibit at the
forthcoming exposition, which will take
place in the Grand Central Palace, Fe))ruary
2 to 10. Mr. Elliott conferred with Howard E. Coffin of the Aircraft Board and the
Council of National Defense, with the result that when the exposition opens one of
the big attractions will be an army airplane
from which motion pictures have been
taken at the front and many of the pictures so taken will he shown.

January
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What
Kind
of a Fellow
Is — Irwin?
" Exactly," said Mr.
a
is
N
Being a Glance at the Real Human Side of the Big
IRWI
WW•. lawyer
. Here we
Irwin — finally. " Have you
Men
of
the
Picture
Game
Caught
in
Action
interject a remark. Once
Zip ! We got it, right
wc heard a man spoken of
By William A. Johnston
got
yourinterviewer's
facts? "
as a good lawyer among
in an
solar
film men and a good film
We
were
minded
to
tell
Mr.
s.
ng
lawyer
man amo
" Have you got your facts f
plexus.not. a brief. Facts?
Irwin that we were preparing an interview
Mr. Irwin is not that kind of a man. Hardly.
What have they to do with an interview? We struggled to revert
For one thing he neither reflects nor caters to his environment. He
to the premise. We tried to look obstinate — and sturdy. But wc
is just what he is. Speaking of camouflage, he's its living antonym.
have sat on commmittees with Mr. Irwin when he asked for facts;
Our idea of Mr. Irwin is a man — be he lawyer, film man, physiso we shook hands, picked up our hat and went out — for facts!
cian, merchant or what not — who sights an object and then goes
after it somewhat like a British tank, regardless of hell, high
We had some; we got others from other film men ; and we got '
a mouthful from his assistant manager, Gofif, who works days,
water, trenches, concrete pill boxes, Van Hindenburgs, and other
German obstacles. Mr. Irwin is sturdy.
nights and Sundays with Mr. Irwin, lunches on ice cream with
him when Mr. Irwin insists, and is generally at his side .except in
Nevertheless he is legal — from his well-polished shoes to the
tip of his judicial brow.
a motor car. Mr. Irvvin's driving of an automobile, it appears, is
not as straight cut as his cigarette.
When he deliberately, judiciously and systematically inserted a
First, we find that a statement of the aims and policies of
Richmond straight cut cigarette into a holder, and as deliberately,
judiciously and systematically placed the holder between his teeth,
V.-L.-S.-E., written and signed by W. W. Irwin inbeen
June,carried
1915, has
out
his whole atto every letter.
titudesaid:
. ,
This does not
" Now, Gentlemen of the Jury,
surprise us. As a
side-stepper Mr.
you have heard
the evidence. We
I r w i n reminds
us of G r o V e r
look for a verCleveland. We
d i c t upon the
merits of the
expect
to see
these policies
go
case. But be logical — damn you
right on when
films are no
(if one may
more.
swear at a jury)
Mr. Irwin is
BE LOGICAL."
You must be
sure of your
not cold
it's
terior. —Ask any
only a logical
expremises with
Mr. Irwin ; so
employee about
ness. big-heartedwe began cauhis
tiously. W h a t ever hopes we
stii.aie
except
He is— not
obhad of being
when he knows
jaunty and fliphe's right and
pant we carefully
concealed.
you
can't tell him
otherwise.
'• This, Mr. IrHe hates a
liar.
win," we said
firmly, " is an interview."
Mr. Irwin
hedges
He expects
n himself
e \- cnoiand
pulled deliberateone
else
to.
ly and systematically upon the
He will not
Richmond
tolerate politics
in business.
straight cut (his
smokes like his
He works with
clothes, friendhis organization
ship s , policies
and his organizaand principles
—
result tion
: with
100himper
are chosen, almost contracted
cent.
He knows the
for, with a terr i fi c singleness
tricks of the busof purpose). We
iness, but d e watched the
spises
them. every
He puts
cigar ette and
waited,, knowing
man
meets
—
even he the
little
that our premise was being
ones — on a big"
sounded to its
nessHis
religion
plane.
busi-is
lowermost, and
to elevate those
that the concluunder him.
sion would hjt us
Honorable
straight between
mention for
the eyes.
It did.
thoroughness.
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Motion
Producers

Conserve

Statistics Show That Nearly 800
Keels Less Were ]\lade Durinsi' Past
Year Than Formerly —
More Features
S'l'ATISTICS
distributors
during the compiled
past weekbydisclose
that
motion picture j)roducers abided liy the
conservation slogan in 1917, and made 774
reels less last year than in 1916.
Cranston Brenton, chairman of the National Board of Review of ^Motion Pictures, attributed the decrease, in a statement concerning the condition, to two
factors, both due to the war.
'■ The chief falling off in production,"
Mr. Brenton said, " was during the month
preceding and the two months following
the declaration of hostilities against Germany. Evidently at that time the producers were uncertain as to wliat the efDirectors Choose Officers
for the Year
At the meeting of the Motion Picture
Directors" Association, held at the New
York studio January 3,. the following officers were elected for the following year :
J. Searle Dawley, director : Maurice Tourneur, assistant director : Edwin Carewe,
technical director; James Vincent, scenarioist : Robert G. Vignola, treasurer : Paul
Scardon. inner guard ; Wally Van, outer
guard, and Travers Vale, trustee.
It was reported the committee in charge
of the supper and dance to be given by the
association January 26, at the Biltimore, is
making satisfactory progress.
Film

Men Confer with
Governor
William A. Brady, president of the National Association of the Motion Picture
Industry; Lee A. Ochs, of the M. P. E. L.
of A., and Frederick H. Elliott had a conference with Governor Whitman of New
York in Manhattan January 13 at the St.
Regis Hotel, pertaining to matters of the
industry. The g(jvcrnor was invited to
make the opening address at the forthcoming exposition in Grand Central Palace, which ofjcns February 2 for a run
of nine days.

in

1917

fect of the war would be on their induslr\-. Since .Tul\-, however, the production
has maintained the average set in former
" The number of films released has
years.
been somewhat smaller, but there is a
growing demand for features of five
reels. The one-reel picture is rapidly losing its popularity. The best illustration of
this tendency is the fact that the average
length of pictures in 1915 was 1.75 reels;
in 1916, 2.23 reels and in 1917, 2.77 reels.
In December the average length was 3.28
reels, compared to 2.28 for December, 1916.
" The second factor in the decrease in
productions was the large amount of government propaganda disseminated by the
motion picture theatres. The great value
of the motion picture as a medium of expression of opinion has been clearhdemonstrated."

to Lease Southern Studio
The Thanhouser VWm Corporation has
announced, through the advertising columns of Motion Picture News that it will
consider a short-term lease on its Jacksonville studios, consisting of one outdoor and
one glass-enclosed stage.
The studio is said to be complete with
electric equipment, carpenter shop and
stock scenery.
1 iianhouser

" Cheating

the Pubhc " Begins Lyric Run
■■ Cheating the Public," William Fox's
1918 cinemelodrama began a two-week run
January 13 at the Lyric theatre in New
York. It will be released to exhibitors as
a Standard Picture on January 20, according to plans announced by the Fox Corporation.
Cinema Association Installs
Officers
The Cinema Exhibitors' Association, of
Bronx County, held a meeting last Thursday, at Fleischmann's,
Prospect
avenues, Bronx,Westchester
New York, andat

wliirh officers for the current year were installed.

Picture

News

Try for New

York Censorship Again
Reports from Albany indicate that reformers who have been labelled " the
Christian lobby " will probably introduce
a new bill providing for state censorship,
of motion pictures in the recently convened legislature.
No advance forecast of the terms of the
bill has been given. As the reform group
plans the introduction of twenty-five other
quack bills, reforming everything from
Sundaj' groceries to newspaper sporting
pages, the motion picture bill will probor so.ably not see the light of day for a month

William Russell Entertains
Press at Luncheon
William Russell, whose series of Mutual
features, has been highly successful, presided at a press luncheon at the Claridge,
New York, on Thursday, January 10. Mr.
Russell is enjoying a short vacation in New
York prior to returning to Santa Barbara
to resume work in another series of photoplays.resentative,
Mabel Condon,
Mr. Russell's
made all arrangements
for repthe
luncheon. It was held in a private dining room at the Claridge.
Those attending besides Mr. Russell and
Miss Condon were, Mrs. Burness, Film
Fun; Miss Momence and Mrs. Case, .Vanity
Fair; Alice Glenister, Saucy Stories; Margaret MacDonald, Moving Picture World ;
Edna Earle, Pathe actress ; Milton Lowenthan, Theatre Magazine; Charles Condon, Photopla}' Magazine ; T. E. Oliphant,
Evening Mail ; Jim Huff and George Blaisdell. Moving Picture World ; Lynde Denig,
Dramatic Mirror; Peter Milne, Motion
Picture News; Joe Reddy and. Dickson
Watts, Morning Telegraph ; Lesley Mason
and Oscar Cooper, Trade Review ; Lawrence Reid, New York Review ; Herbert
Howe, representing Photoplay Journal, and
Jim Beecroft of Exhibitors' Herald.
Money for Silverman
Friends of Arthur E. Silverman, well
known in New York distributing circles,
are congratulating him on a recent piece
of
fortune in falling heir to a good
sizedgood
legacy.

RivaliriK Venice In atAlltheItsEmpire.
Watery Lionel
Splendor,
Tsin, ofChina.
During arda Spring
TreatedPekin,
Its Theatregoers
to BoatCountry
R'des to See the Pictures
Jupp,TienOwner
the Empire,
Also ofFresh-t.
the Pavilion,
Is Now In This
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Resolutions Adopted at
Wisconsin Meeting
The Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association of Wisconsin at its regular meeting in Milwaukee on January 4, resolved
that : we approve of, and are in hearty
accord with the resolutions adopted by
the Washington convention, and pledge our
united support in bringing to a successful
end the relief sought, and so sorely needed
at this time, and especially do we condemn: (1) the deposit system; (2) the
present exorbitant high prices of certain
pictures, whatever the cause of same ;
(3) the placing of the ISc per reel manufacturers' tax on the exhibitor by some
distributors. And we respectfully ask that
the Revenue War Tax Bill be repealed or
so amended
was
intended. as 'to place the tax where it
" Be it further resolved, that we show
our appreciation to those manufacturers
and distributors who have not levied the
footage tax, by patronizing them whenever possible."exhibitors were urged to send
Wisconsin
immediately to the Allied Legislative Committee, in Indianapolis, information showing decrease in business.
Cleveland League Elects
New Officers
The Motion Picture Exhibitors' League,
Cleveland branch, held a deferred meeting
January 8, at which officers for the coming year were elected.
Henry H. Lustig was chosen president
to succeed W. J. Slimm, who held the
office two years. R. H. Grey, manager
of the Majestic, was elected vice-president. Walter Horsey, secretary for four
years, declined nomination and Joseph Lefkowitz was elected for the place. Adolph
Mahrer continues as financial secretary
and treasurer.
" Birth of Democracy "
Rights Sold
The Export and Import Film Company,
Inc., this week reported the following sales
for the Franco- American Company's release, The
"
Birth of Democracy " :
New York City and Northern New Jersey, to Merit Film Company; New York
State, Modern Feature *Film Company ;
Ohio, Ohio Ivan Distributing Company,
Cleveland ; New England, Boston Photoplay Company ; California, Arizona and
Nevada, M. and R. Feature Film Company,
San Francisco.
George M.
Comes

Anderson
Back

G. M. Anderson, who created the " Broncho Billy " of screen fame, has announced
his intention of returning to pictures in a
series of features of Western life. This
plunge into the range of the camera will be
for only a short time, it is said, as Mr.
Anderson's
productions require
much of his legitimate
time.
The first feature picture to be released is
entitled " Naked Hands," and is in five
parts.
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Terry Rainsaye Brought to Light in the Bottom of His
Trunk

of the Mutual Film CorporamanagerNEWS
advertising
RAMSAYE,
TERRY tion,
blew into MOTION
office one day last week
PICTURE
and told the editors that while delving in his trunk recently he found
a luminous plate, the kind that is used in decoying fish on dark nights.
With all of the gloomy rumors that have been flying around regarding lightless nights for theatres, Mr. Ramsaye hit upon the idea of theatre signs painted
with luminous paint, which stores light in daytime and radiates at night.
He had a sign prepared and placed at the end of an alley a block long. The
night was black. He could read the sign easily a block distant!
Where there are many street lights near a theatre front, Mr. Ramsaye says
the signs won't luminate.
But for the neighborhood theatre, where streets are dark, the idea is excellent.
Mr. Exhibitor, does this give you an idea?

"Screen
Telegram"
on
the Way
Scheduled to Make Debut Through new angles, which we expect will give an
Alutual on March 4 as Twice-a- unusual attractiveness to the reel.
reels parthe news has
. " } ^ave been
ants have
Week News Reel— Suppl
to thegivmg
conclusion
and aI
period been
a long it
for
attention
ticularcome
the Weekly
proJOHN R. FREULER, of the Mutual Film rather neglected field among the film have
Corporation, has announced the coming ducers. Improvements in this field
of a new reel, which will make its ap- been very slow to come. Yet the enduring
pearance twice a week on and after March success of the Mutual Weekly and some
4, according to present plans. The subject of its better competitors, and their obvious
of the reel will be general news, under the value to the best theatres, prove the permatitle of " The Screen Telegram." Mr. nence of demand and encourage our hopes
Freuler advises it will follow up and sup- for the new venture.
" The mechanical work of the Screen
plant the Mutual Weekly.
"We have laid elaborate and promising Telegram will be handled at the laboraand printing plant of the American
tories
of
plans for the production and assembling
• The Screen Telegram,' " said Mr. Freuler, Film Company, Inc. This means that the
discussing the new release at his New York Screen Telegram reels will be of the same
offices. " We have arranged for an exten- high physical quality as the feature prosive system of foreign camera correspond- ^ ductions of the concern released through
ence with a war news service from some the Mutual Film Corporation."

Hendrick
Appoints
graph
Vita
Succeeds Gordon Laurence as Sales
tional advertisers, has made special industrial surveys for the government and has
Promotion JNIanager, and Will in
appeared before Congress in connection
with various trade subjects. He also has
Addition
the WeeklyHouseEdit
Publication
addressed many leading trade bodies on
ICK, one of the
KENDR
subjects
them."Promotion
TON
JLAW
As partof ofvital
his interest
work as toSales
• best
known
young men in New
York, and who has a wide acquaintance
^Manager, Mr. Kendrick will edit " The
in theatrical, newspaper and business cirVitagraph
Family,"
a weekly efficiency
house publication devoted
to Vitagraph
and
cles, has been appointed Sales Promotion
service.
^lanager of the Vitagraph distributing organization to succeed Gordon Laurence,
now in training for the Naval Reserve
Tax Blamed for Closings in
Flying Corps.
Mr. Kendrick was formerly sales manCleveland
ager for the Stewart-Hartshorne Company,
The past fortnight has marked the closroller shade manufacturers, but for seving of three motion picture theatres in
eral years has devoted his attention to editCleveland because of the tax on admising and publishing two trade journals covsion tickets, according to a correspondent
ering the upholstery and tobacco fields,
of MoTiox Picture News. One was the
Castle theatre in Wade Park avenue,
respectivel}'.
In announcing the engagement of Mr.
which was one of the oldest neighborhood
Kendrick, Vitagraph said : " Since his houses in that vicinity. Exhibitor Scheifgraduation from the University of Pennleinheimer had operated the house for
sylvania, Mr. Kendrick has traveled sevmore than four years. The Dante, in
eral times around the world and has been
a careful student of trade conditions and
Central avenue, and the Familj- theatre,
in Quincy avenue, were the other two
sales methods. He has acted as advisor
closed.
on numerous big sales campaigns for na-

M 0 t i 0 n P i c t iir e News
Backer to Launch Cooperative Booking Plan
FRANKLYN E. BACKER, president
Mr. Backer's firm, plus a nominal perMammoth Film Corporation, who
centage for handling. Each print will
purchased recently the Greater New York
be so routed as to cover a given number
of dates per annum as long as it will earn
rights to the Mayfair production, " Pera fair return. I will be glad to outline
Peggy,'" with
featuring
Peggy Hyland,
announcessuasivethat
the release
of this
his plan in detail to any exhibitor who
feature he will inaugurate his plan of
is interested in saving money on special
features.
co-operative hooking with the exhibitor.
Mr. Backer acquired the New York rights
" Marcus Loew has booked ' Persuasive
through Scliallenl)erger and Priest, spePeggy ' to open on his circuit January 28
cial representatives and sales agents for
under the Backer co-operative plan. This
fact alone is a splendid indorsement of
Mayfair in the disposition of their product.
Mr. Backer said :
the plan, as Mr. Loew is recognized as
a keen liusiness man in the exhibition end
"The exhibitor's rental will be calculated upon the cost of each picture to of the business."
War Films on Hand
The Hearst-Pathe News, which has
shown several special pictures of various
phases of the war and the training of
soldiers, announced this week that it has
many other films on hand showing the
training of the American troops in the
various branches of modern warfare. The
company states that all of the films were
made in the training camp of the American troops in France.
Philadelphia Anniversaries
Are Numerous
Anniversaries in Philadelphia have been
numerous of late. The chief theatres
which announced them are the Strand and
the Colonial.
Nixon's Colonial theatre, the Germantown playhouse, celebrates the fourth anniversary last week and the occasion was
observed in a most befitting manner. During the four years of this theatre it has
become the home of the very best in motion pictures and has carried to the residents of Germantown, Tioga, Logan,
Manayunk, Chestnut Hill, Rnxborough and
the surrounding territory llit higliest standards in entertainment.
New Year's week marked the first anniversary of the Strand theatre. Since the
opcni)]g of this theatre the people of North
Philadcli)hia
have made.
been ofi'ered
only the best
film
productions
It is estimated
that
during the first year of its existence, there
have been approximately a million persons
entertained in this house. A feature of
the Strand is its organ.
Picture Shows How Canada
Met Harvest
Louis Kon, Commissioner of Immigration and Colonization for the Province of
-Manitoba, has been engaged recently in
Chicago in the production of a film for
which he drafted the story, showing how
Canada, and particularly Manitoba, went
abf^ut solving the labor-shortage problem
at harvest time.
" Do Your Bit on the Farm " is a thousand-foot reel, partly produced in Winnipeg.
will beCouncils
releasedof byDefense
Mr. Kon
at
cost'i lic
Ui film
the State
in the
United States to be used in solving the
labor-shortage problem here, it is said.
Canadian distributing franchise.

"Grain
of
Dust" Stars
Lillian Walker
Through an error in a caption under
cuts of Edith Day and Lillian Walker in
Motion Picture News of January 5, the
former was given credit as the star of
" The Grain of Dust," a Crest picture.
Lillian Walker is star of the picture
and Miss Day was cast in a supporting

Manitoba Faces New Taxon Amusements
At the session of the Manitoba legislature, convening in Winnipeg, January 17, a
bill is expected to be introduced Ijy Hon
Edward Brown, provincial treasurer, pro
viding for an amusement tax which is to l)e
20 per cent, of the cost of the admission
ticket. The profits are to go toward the
I)rovincial revenue.
A Winnipeg
possibly
be a 20 exhibitor
per cent. said:
tax. If"Itit can't
is it
will just be about 20 per cent, more than
the theatres are making in profit at the
present time.
Rothermel Brothers
the Army

Henry Transfers
L-Ko Company

to

in

Addison J. Rothermel, director of the
Walt Mason single reel, human interest
stories, has left for Canada to join the
Royal Flying Corps. His brother, Royale
V. Rothermel, president of the Filmcraft
Corp., is at present in France directing
the distribution of motion picture propaganda French
and amusement
can and
fronts. film for the Ameri-

role.
Gale

Now

January

Picking Up
Shows Business

Is

Carrying out his purpose to strengthen
the drawing powers of his trade mark by
adding comedy stars. President Julius
Stern, of L-Ko, has arranged for a transfer of Gale Henry from Nestor comedies,
a Universal brand, to head an L-Ko comjiany directed by Archie Mayo. Mr. Stern,
who is on a business trip to Hollywood,
where L-Kos come from, made the arrangements and announces an early release of Miss Henry's first comedy.
Another engagement calls for the ap("Ambrose")
SwainS.
ill a series pearances
of of Mack
comedies
directed by W.
Fredericks. The first of the Ambrose
pictures have been released, and " Sherlock Ambrose," a det<cctivc comedy, is
now in the making.

According to all figures available, December proved one of the worst months
for business ever experienced by the exhibitors in the Province of Ontario. There
have been very few but have been a1)le to
show a loss for this month. Things happened in quick succession to the detriment
of business generally in the film trade.
Among these might be mentioned, the
usual Christmas rush. This came after the
Canadian Victory Loan and the easy terms
of payment prompted many to discontinue
going to the theatres. Shortly after this
Loan was concluded, Toronto was visited
by one of the worst blizzards in many years.
January, however, has got ofif to a good
start and it looks as if the first month of
the year will be especially kind to the
moving picture theatres.

Canadian Pessimism Flees
Before Pictures
.'Kccording to announcements made this
vv(-ek l)y the U. S. lixhiliitors' Booking Cor])oration, the exploitation in Canada, both
by means of billl)oards and the daily publications of the .special productions, "The
Zeppelin's Last Raid," "Those Who Pay "
and " The Belgian," has done much to dispel theminion
pessimism
lilm circles. which obtained in DoR. P. Madden, who recently went to eastern Canada as special representative of the
l)ooking corporation, has returned to New
York after launching the U. S. productions
in a majority of the principal cities of the
Dominion. He will remain here a few days
and then return to Toronto, where he will
take charge of the distribution of U. S. subjects, making his permanent headquarters
in the Toronto offices of the Superfeatures,
Ltd., to which company has been allotted
the Canadian distributing franchise after
seeing the first two numbers.

Animated Songs Feature
Universal Stars
It became known this week that a series
<if twelve animated songs made at Universal City under the direction of Harry
Cohn will have Universal stars featured in
the .SOO-foot subject.
The stars and songs in which tliey appear are as follows: Franklyn Farnum,
" Over There," " Homeward Bound " and
" It's a Long Way to Berlin " ; Eddie Lyons
and Lee Moran, " I Don't Want to Get
Well " ; Carmel Myers, " Sandomingo " ;
lien Wilson and Neva Gerber, " My
Sweetie " and " Meet Me at the Station " ;
Neal Hart, "One Day in June"; Little Zoc
Rae, "Just a Baby's Prayer at Tvviligiit";
Dorothy Phillips, "Bluebird"; Kenneth
Harlan, " A Dixie Boy Is Missing," and
Monroe Salisbury and Ruth Clififord, " The
Mason-Dixon
Line."has been contracted for
The entire series
initial showing at the Pantages theatres of
the West Coast and the mountain states,
Mr. Pantages having made tli(- contract
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jMaryland Asks Repeal of
Censorship
The Alaryland Branch of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America, regarding the question of censorship which is
to come up at the present legislature in
Annapolis, has outlined its plan of procedure in urging the repeal of the law as follows :
" Repeal of the State Board of Motion
Picture Censors' law will be asked of the
Iiresent General Assembly. The law has
lieen given fair trial, and having been found
wanting on many grounds, especially as a
large revenue producer for the state, its
wiping out will be asked, largely on the
jjlca that it gives opportunity to gag one of
tlie largest sources of public expression. A
bill has been prepared carrying a repeal of
the law and this will be introduced in both
the House and Senate within the next fewweeks.
" For several months the motion picture
people of the state have been feeling out
public sentiment in Baltimore city and in
all the counties with the result that they
are confident that the censor law is an unpopular measure from many standpoints.
" The repeal of the law is not desired
that the gateways of motion picture houses
may be opened for the exhibition of any
sort or character of picture, especially of
the sort that might tend to debase the morals of the community. Instead, there are
existing laws that will protect the public
against the showing of improper pictures.
The police now have power to stop the exhibition of any improper screen picture,
just as they can stop any theatrical exhibition regarded as improper or immoral.
The police do not stop to argue the propriety of the exhibition, but merely make the
arrests and the matter is left to a judge and
jury. .
" The censor law has been in operation
since the summer of 1916 and has operated
in Baltimore city and throughout the state.
There have been numerous complaints
against pictures shown on the screen, even
though many such pictures have borne the
patent evidence that they had been passed
upon by the Censor Board.
" One of the strongest arguments used in
favor of repeal is that the law gives opportunity for a small group of individuals to
pass upon the views and tastes of the community and to arbitrarily say what the public shall and shall not see without the public
being given an opportunity to voice its own
views.
" The Exhibitors' League of Maryland,
representing motion pictures producers of
the state, has been organized and will carry
the fight to Annapolis and through the assembly. The league has opened headquarters at 210 West Lexington street and has
issued a pamphlet on ' State Censorship —
What It Means.' The books dwells with
emphasis on Article 40 of the iNIaryland
Constitution."
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"smokes"
be a slacker!campaign, get busy--now. Don't

A
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NEW

MEXICO

SURPRISE

PARTY

the Up-and-Coming Town of Alamagordo Was Outdistanced in Wits by an Exhibitor Who Knew a
Thing or Two About the Law, By Gum!

SOME ONE threw a monkey wrench into the cog-wheels of the throbbing and purring administrative machinery of that thriving young
community, Alamagordo, New Mexico, which reposes on the hot and
dusty bosom of our celebrated American Southwest.
Stephen Kimball, proprietor of the only picture show in town, got the
laugh on the city dads.
It seems that Alamagordo (which is not a nick-name) recently suffered
from a wave of reform: the local patriarchs passed an ordinance prohibiting
pictures on Sunday.
Steve, noting that Sunday was bright and shining, opened for business as
usual.
Good and
mad Hethewas
townescorted,
had its amid
star cop
Steve's
Monday
A. M.
loud camping
buzzings,onright
downfront
the stoop
main
street to the cooler.
Steve looked the jedge square in the eye, and claimed that no such ordinance existed, all because the mayor had never signed it!
A scramble was made for the records. Steve was right!
At last reports Alamagordo is still roaring.

Bach

Tells

of

Says Whole Country Is Under Fog
So Thick It Is Hard to Estimate
Which Way Things Will Turn
— Little Fellow Hit
<< A

DENSE . war-fog is hanging over
the entire country," declared W. A.
Bach, who a few days ago returned to
New
after a tripChicago,
taking four
months'
time York
and covering
Denver,
St.
Louis, Portland, San Francisco and many
other of the larger centres of the country.
" So dense is this fog that it is mighty
liard to estimate or say definitely that this
or that twist in events will take place."
continued Mr. Bach. " The exhibitors in
the larger cities have not felt the ef¥ects
of recent developments so severely as their
smaller brothers in the towns and villages,
if an average is taken of the country at
large. But the little fellow has certainly
had a solar plexus wallop that has left him
gasping. The effect of this drive, whicli
includes war taxes and conscription aftereffects, together with general conditions,
has resulted in a really alarming reduction of show nights in the smaller towns.
'i Exchange executives in a position to
note records must have watched with
anxiety the closing off of one night here,
two nights here, and this theatre only
showing Saturday and Sunday. To my
mind this is the only source of real worry.
The average exhibitor outside of the
bigger-city men, only figures on two profit
nights a week, either Saturday and Sunday or Friday and Saturday in a closedSunday section. And there it does not
mean so much to them to cut off a single
week-night, upon which they usually do
little more than break even. But to the
producer and distributor it represents a
distinct problem, because it means a curtailment of his market. And, naturally,
curtailment of market or outlet means curtailment of production in war times, when
it is practically impossible to increase or
intensify sales effort.

War

Conditions

" Speaking of reducing markets, it seems
to me that a lot of us have forgotten that
we are at war. Every other industry has
been faced with a decreasing market owing
to war conditions and in practically every
industry production has been faced with a
decreasing market owing to war conditions
and in practically every industry production has been reduced to meet these conditions and the requirements of economy
and governmental requests for conservatism. And if the production has not been
cut it has been diverted to purely war
uses.
" Both producers and exhibitors would
fare better with about 50 per cent of the
production now running — better prices
would obtain for both and the war tax
would not be the " last straw " to the
exhibitor, which it unfortunately is in
many cases, I am convinced from my
observations in the country.
" What will help ? Well, the first thing
in my mind that seems imperative is to
forget the impression that is only too
prevalent right now ; that our industry is
going smash. We are not going smash
if we recognize the existencies of war
time and settle down to an era of conservation, forgetting for awhile our prewar dreams of expansion."

Campbell's Daughter Is
Non-Professional
In an account of the recent death of
Eric Campbell in Motion Picture News
it was erroneous!}- stated that the comedian, a member
of Charlie
Chaplin's
organization, issurvived
by Laura
Austin,
a daughter. Miss Austin is the wnfe of
.Albert Austin, a member of the company,
and is not Campbell's daughter according
to advice from the Coast. Miss Una Campbell is the surviving daughter, and she is
not in the profession.
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Eckel theatre, one of our
ADVERTISING is supbest
advertisers. Here he
posed to be an inHandicapping
Your
Advertising
has used the picture of the
centive to attract the
star as his main drawing
public to see your picture,
Things That You Should Not Do If You
but there are lots of cases
card, and he has done this
Expect
Your
Theatre
To
Get
with artistic effect. He
when the displays might
Real Results
just as well have been
has said as little as poswritten with the intention
sible, but he has told the
of keeping the patrons away — for by all the logic of advertising
public all it wants to know ; and that's a mighty good time to quit.
they are going to achieve that effect.
Victoria theatre has handicapped itself by making its display
We devotde one of these articles to " Hitting the High Spots."
hard
read, that
objectionable
in the
type'Victoria
selectionsfeltandthata succession
of
We told you there to drive the central idea home, to stamp one
displayto lines
confuse. If
it had to call
attention
in
detail
to
the
vaudeville
features
it
should
have
used
idea on the public mind ; in other words, to advertise with a purpose. Whether profit has been taken from this advice or- not a three times as much space and have boxed off the various vaudegeneral inspection of the motion picture houses in the newspapers
ville features. Evidently the writer believed his feature picture
which regularly come to our attention show a marked improvethe greatest attraction or he would not have given it the top posiment over three months ago. Yet there is room for much further
tion, but he should have made it dominate.
advance.
Get this little point :
Here is our advice: Unless you know what you want to say,
A woman will hunt through the small type of a department
store advertisement because she is hunting for bargains. She may
stay away from advertising entirely. You are like a fellow jumpneed only a piece of ribbon, but as long as she is going to the
ing from a steamer into the mid-ocean and believing that you are
going to get back home.
department store she is going to read through the list of things
and see what other bargains she can pick up.
If what you are doing means nothing to you, certainly it means
But that is not the case with motion pictures, especially beyond
nothing to the public.
the
feature picture. Advertising should not be written on the
\\'e advise using big space for your advertising, but space itself
theory that the public will hunt up your space and read through
isn't the thing; it's what you put in it, and what you refrain from
the small print to find what it is looking for. The only right
putting in it.
theory on which to plan this advertising is on the theory that you
Some advertising really handicaps the picture's success. You
had better simply announce the title and the date and let it go at want to reach the people who have to be pulled to your theatre.
that instead of aimlessly attempting to use up the inches of display
Those who follow your house blindly may find out in some way
matter that you have contracted for.
without any advertising what you are showing. You can almost
Make up your mind to one thing at the start. The general public
ignore that percentage in getting up your display. We know one
does not want to read everything that you have to say, if your
publicity man tvho always has this idea in mind when he writes
display is written like an old maid telling the latest town gossip.
a display: "How can I bring a new patron to my theatre this
You may think that after you have written a lot of matter that
week?" And that's a good idea.
it sounds mighty fine and that you have achieved a masterpiece,
Just be governed by the idea that you are writing this display
but you will find that it is not generally known because of the few
as a distinct appeal to one lone individual who has never been to
your theatre. You want to make it as striking as possible, and
people who have read it. Better to say one-tenth as much and
have it read.
you him
have with
got todescriptive
get something
catch get
his disgusted
eye. You before
can't
That is one serious handicap to advertising. Take the instance
tire
matter,thatforwill
he will
of the Butterfly theatre, illustrated on the opposite page. Butterfly
he gets to the end. You can't bunk him because he is probably
does some clever advertising week after week and we are surprised
suspicious of that. You have got to arouse his curiosity and his
interest to make him want to come.
to see this space filled with a mere mass of matter. How much
stronger this would have been if the writer had used the matter
Gift's theatre seems to have but one idea in mind, and that is to
that is in wide type and then the sentence—" A pageant of life sprinkle the name of the theatre around as much as possible. It reand love, a panorama of passion in the burning desert where men
minds us of the displays in the cheaper publications where " Free !
Free ! Free I " is used all around in big type and after one reads
and women, too, may love more fervently than in any other place."
Then you would have had something to attract attention — somethe small print one finds that there isn't anything free about it.
thing to make people read the display and something to arouse
Not that we mean that Gift's is trying to bunk the public, but it
their curiosity so that they would come to the theatre to find what
is handicapping itself by using that space with the name of the
theatre (instead of a neat name plate) instead of bringing out
it was all about. Instead of that the mass of type repels the eye,
and you have lost fifty per cent of your possible readers at the the catch line, or something that the picture tells. Here was a
picture with ample fields for advertising, but all of these have been
start. You have at least handicapped your possible patronage.
In direct contrast, and appearing just below this display in the deliberately passed up, unless we take into consideration the small
type at the bottom.
same paper, is the advertisement of Marguerite Clark in " The
Sun has a good display, but we would have used in considerably
Seven Swans." Certainly as much could have been said about this
larger type the line " She Is Omaha's Own Star." It would have
picture as the other, had the writed decided to tell " the whole
appealed to the civic pride of many people who were probably
story," but
theatre
to seehe thetoldrest.the essentials and brought the people to the hesitating which picture they would see that day.
And this brings another point to mind. We have been watching
Yet there are cases when additional reading matter, when placed
carefully for months the advertisements of the leading theatres
in a position that does 'not jar, and which is evidently secondary
matter, can be used to excellent advantage. Take the display on
of the country, large and small, and we have come upon an unbelievably small number that have made any reference to the fact
the same picture prepared by the Columbia theatre. In this case
that noted stars that they were advertising were home products.
one of the cuts supplied by Paramount was used, but the writer
has added the lines headed " And There You'll Find Your Old
Here is a point that should always be featured. Don't say to yourthat everybody knows that Jennie Jones was born in your
Sweetheart Again." Here is brought in an added appeal to the town, selfbut
go after the people that do not know it, and even if they
grown-ups, which was touched on in the Alhambra display, but
given more of a heart appeal here.
do know it keep reminding them of it.
(Continued on page 554)
A third display on a Marguerite Clark picture is that of the
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Some Who Failed to Make the Most of It and Some Who Did
Examples taken from various nezvspapers showing how some theatres handicapped themselves, compared ivith others who
took full advantage of possibilities
■ THE GARDEN
OF ALLAH"

BUTTERFLY

ASHIN6T0
TH E
^ ■
Bave You orWE-RE
YourSTARTING
Husband
EARLY an Affinity?
FIRST P!C SENSATION OF 1918
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
ASSISTED BY
WILFRED LUCAS
IN THE
JEWEL PRODUCTION
CO-RESPONDENT
SHE SUED
HUSBAND FORWASA DIVORCE.
BEAUTIFUL ELAINEHERSPOHAMMERSTEIN
NAMED
ASTHETHEINTENSE
CO-RENDENT. A BEAUTIFUL LOVE
STORY WITH
DRAMATIC SITUATIONS.
A PICTURE OF TODAY
A PICTURE OF THE
ProducedMOSTby SUPERB
Jnce. INTENSITY.
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OKIHXARILY it is a dangerous thing
to say that any bill at the Rialto is
the " greatest ever," but we are not going
to pause on the brink this week, for Mr.
Rothapfcl has certainy set a new mark in
motion picture entertainment and is presenting al)ill that is almost beyond the
dream of possible accomplishments. He is
working pictures and light and music and
chorus effects to their fullest power to
achieve a novelty that distinctly startles.
Ko, zvitli the success of the Rivoli, Rotba[<fel has not " let dozen " — he has gone a
daring l>ace further and has distinctly
" made good."
The overture this week, under the direction of Dr. Hugo Reiscnfeld, consists
of selections from " Lohengrin." After
the orchestra has played a numl)er of
selections with splendid effect, the audience is given a big surprise. The center
curtain parts reveal the Rialto female
chorus of twelve and at the same moment
the Rialto male chorus appears before the
display panels at either side, costumed as
Knights of the Holy Grail. Then were
sung the bridal song and finale with the
effect that the audience went wild in its
enthusiasm and the applause was so
hearty and continuous that it brought a
smile to the face of the director. It is
probably the most effective handling of
an operating number in the history of a
motion picture house.
Then followed one of the splendid
Robert Bruce-Educational pictures, " The
Trail of the Sky." It embraces an unusually large number of splendid bits, including mountain scenery and several
•charming reflection " shots." It is a notable fact that Rothapfcl is showing these
Bruce pictures — different ones, of course
— at both theatres. The particularly effective music for this number was the first
two numbers
of " In the Mountains," suite
and
the andante.
With the dark blue light effect through
the house the curtains again parted, revealing Signer Bonelli in East Indian costume, seated. At the same moment the
curtains of the display panels parted,
showing East Indian scenes, they, too,
bathed in dark blue. Then followed a
most effective rendition of " Temple
Bells," an Indian love lyric, accompanied
by the Rialto male chorus, which did not
appear on the stage.
Rialto Animated this week is devoted to
patriotism and every number of it got a
big hand. There isn't any comedy in it
because there is a splendid two-reel Mack
Sennett on the same bill and the greater
part of the feature is comedy. The weekly
opens with the Lord Mayor's show in
London, including the big military parade,
during which was played " Sons of
Britain," in which there is a counterpoint
of " God Save the King." Then followed
unusual pictures of the Rockland, Me.,
fire, shown with a new fire allegro arranged by Dr. Rfisenfcld, with the effects and the flashing of the red lights
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above the proscenium. The Bellevue Hospital life-saving unit was shown to a onestep, and then followed army trucks en
route to Berlin to the tune of " I'm Going
to Follow the Boys." With the " Return
of the Regiment March " and a touch of
" In Old Virginia " came pictures of the
War Council and Secretary Baker and
then official pictures of a machine gun
squad in France. This faded into a cartoon, showing the Kaiser, drunk, trying
to find the keyhole of peace. The same
music followed through this. Next was a
cleved map-cartoon, together with quotations from the President's speech, illustrating the war aims. The various titles
got prolonged applause and there were
continuous cries when there flashed on the
screen the statement that the country was
ready to make every sacrifice. A few bars
of " The Battle Hymn of the Reptiblic "
were played just before the picture was
shown and continued through the first
part, and then came the motif of " Democracy," the opening number of the Rivoli.
Now note the linking up : Next, after the
statement of these war aims, came pictures
of our boys marching down Broadway,
with " Goodbye Broadway, Hello France,"
almost bringing the audience to its feet.
The magazine ended with a Hy Mayer
cartoon, entitled " When Peace Comes,
She Will Not Come Alone," first showing
the figure of Peace and then World
Democracy
following.
Democracy
theme
was repeated
with The
the "full
orchestra."
Singing in English the first time at the
Rialto, Mile. D'Espinoy appeared with the
male chorus, singing the Ratapan aria
from " The Daughter of the Regiment."
At the first part of this there was the tri-

color effect in the lighting of the stage
;uid at the sides, there was a touch of
red, and the main lighting system carried
out the same effect.
Now here is a point that shows why the
Rothapfcl efforts are always successful.
During the first presentation of this number, the members of the chorus were very
straggling in their salute. Mr. Rothapfcl,
who was behind the stage at the time,
was wild over the error, and after the
number he called them into his office.
" 1 can always excuse a mistake," he told
them, " but never a bonehead." And they
took the advice in the spirit that it was
meant, when he added : " You'll be in the
chorus all your lives if you don't use
your brains." For the chorus men, as
all of his other employes, know that he is
really interested in their success.
A French-Canadian lumberjack song is
one of the themes played with the feature, George Beban in " Jules of the
Strong Heart," a picture that got more
applause than any that we have noted at
the Rialto in weeks. Rothapfcl accomplished another novelty during the storm
scenes in this picture by using flashes of
white through the proscenium arch, where
there are the outlets of the big organ.
It gave the effect of the audience literally being out in the storm.
The orchestra then played the " Rakoczy
March " from " The Damnation of Faust "
with the house bathed in red and the
flashes of red carrying out the effect.
The bill ends with a Mack SenneltParamount comedy, " The Kitchen Lady,"
for which light music was used. It is a
screamingly funny bit with a cat, a bear
and fish contributing their part to the
work of the human actors.
Yes, it was a wonderful bill and it was
put on with about an hour's rehearsal.
Would you believe that? It is because
Rothapfcl is always working, always
bringing his organization up to that point
of almost perfection.

MANA(]ING DIRECTOR HAROLD
EDEL'S second selection for his
tabloid opera at the Strand is " The Mikado," and this light opera being sung in
linglish was even more appreciated by the
audience than " Carmen," the initial effort.
There were six singers, every one of whom
got liljcral applause. The Japanese setting
reached across the entire stage this week,
avoiding the crowded effect during the
" Carmen " presentation.
There is a new setting this week for the
(jvcrture, presenting a Greek building with
water surrounding it and the hills in the
abackground.
rhapsody. Th(; overture is " Espana,"
Special effects and most attractive
music marked the presentation of the feaMarshscenes
ii; "from
Field the
of war
Honor."
With ture,
its Macmany
this
afforded ample opportunity for special
music and the battle effects which kept the

audience stirred.
Unusually good music also marked the
Strand Topical Review, which opens with
a baby auto race and then shows a Paramount-Bray, "Art on the Typewriter," the
clever work of a young Spaniard. One
of these was a picture of Pershing and
got a big hand as it was shown with
" Yankee Doodle." Arabians enlisting
against the Turks, the Bellevue Hospital
imit, the War Council at Wa.slhington.
Official war films which followed were the
same as those at the Rialto, as were the
American war aims, but with a different
view of marching troops at the end, which
got tremendous applause. The Topical
closed with the American flag.
" Animals in Midsummer," a DitmarsI-'ducalional, got a big hand and many
laughs. " Yellowstone Park " was the
scenic and Mutt and Jeff in " Cold Storage
Cupid " furnished the comedy element.
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" To my friends in the motion picture industry, I wish to say that the
keystone of our programs will always be the screen. Some have attributed
the popularity of the Rialto to the music, the lighting, the service, or the
surroundings. We who are behind the scenes know that it is the picture
which has made all those possible." — From the Rivoli program.

^aramount<^Cliicra£i

"
s
ture
will constitute the backbone of
Mr.
Rothapfel's
program for 1918.
ic
p
These pictures have made possible such theatres as the Rivoli and the
Rialto.
These pictures have been practically the only regular supply of consistently
superb productions featuring foremost stars in clean stories, that are nationally known or advertised.
These are the pictures that have attracted the better class of people to phototion. plays and enabled an exhibitor to count on the drawing power of an attracThese are the pictures that justified an investment of the magnitude necessary
to erect what Mr. Rothapfel so aptly styles, a "Triumph of the Motion
Picture."
The producers and the industry generally, owe much to Mr. S. L. Rothapfel, who does more than manage the Rivoli and the Rialto.
He more than any other one individual, developed the organization and the
conception which has resulted in the present motion picture presentation.
Mr. Rothapfeld has selected these pictures simply because experience has
taught him they have always been consistently the best.
Show the hest pictures obtainable and you will have the best class of
patrons and the largest number.
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By R. E. Pritchard
Author of " Seeing the Rialto with Rothapfel '

r\ NE almost wonders what would have happened to the
national sport had Samuel L. Rothapfel gone into professional baseball instead of into motion pictures. The other night
the presence of a caller at the Rivoli, now a prominent man in
the amusement field, but once a big league player, revealed the
fact that the creator of the Rialto and of the Rivoli, when a
member of the marines, had an of¥er to join one of the major
teams. He considered it awhile.
And if he had gone into baseball, there isn't the
doubt
today that he would now have been the managerslightest
of the most
active, fighting winning baseball organization in the country.
The answer is the " pep " that fills his whole system, the hunger
for hard work, the streak in him that will never quit— the earnest
determination to do the best and have the best— not at the expense of others, but because he has created it.
he didn't
into baseball,
agoButwhen
he firstgo went
to Min- and the industry is glad. Years
neapolis and took the management of the Alhambra theatre,
in a city where motion pictures
were in bad standing because of
the sensational films that had
been shown there, he had his
ideas — ideas ahead of the times.
And there he met Sarah Bernhardt, then on one of her tours
of the country. To her he explained some of his plans ;
hardly that, his ideals. " Messieur," she said to him in her
broken English, " you are truly
an artist — a genius."
And this sums up the reason
why Rothapfel is today recognized as the premier exhibitor
of the world, because he is an
artist and he never loses his
ideal.
His name today is known
wherever there is a motion picture machine. His history is as
familiar to you as that of George
Washington. And so there is
no need for any biography, except to recall to you who believe that this man has always
had the commanding opportunity to do things he wanted
to do. The other day a man
writing to the Rothapfel Information Bureau, said : " It's
all right for you with your
great theatre, your immense orchestra and all the money that
SAMUEL L.
you want to spend to go the
limit." He protably imagined
this man as one who simply has to wave his hand and have
money create for him whatever he would have.
But what are the facts? Here was a man who started out in
life as a member of the U. S. marine corps and who then became
a life insurance solicitor. Then he drifted to Forest City, Pa.,
and there he started in the motion picture exhibition business in
a room back of a saloon. You are all familiar with the odds
that he fought against there, of the way that he walked miles
through the snow to get his reels when the railroads were tied
up and his competitors closed their doors, of the fact that he
wasn't too proud to get down on his hands and knees to show
his employees how to scrub the floors, of the way that he made
this little theatre, with a patronage almost exclusively of miners
who could not speak English one of the most successful in the

country. At the start he did things, because he worked hard.
Night and day he was on the job, with no thought of personal
comfort, no thought of anything but the success of his presentation. And he is the same Rothapfel today in the midst of the
greatest success that any exhibitor has ever achieved.
Then he went to Philadelphia looking for a job and there he
became acquainted with Joe Dougherty, manager of Keith's theatres, and there he had his first opportunity. It was a case of
going ahead from that time on until he seemed to overstep himself and get too far ahead of the times. After that he became
connected with the Keith and Proctor circuit and installed the
daylight pictures which he had invented.
After that he became connected with Herman Fair and installed pictures on the Orpheum circuit and finally went to
the Alhambra, Milwaukee, brimful of new ideas, still almost
years ahead of the times. There it was that he made the
first big presentation in the history of the motion picture —
" The Fall of Troy " — in two
reels. But the way he put it on
made it stand out. It was at
that time that the General Film
Company controlled the market,
and the Saxe interest controlled
the local output of the General
Film. All that was left for
Rothapfel was the independent
product. But that only spurred
Rothapfel
to new
efifortsinto
—
to
converton his
dreams
realities. He had an orchestra
and a fountain on the stage and
he added every little detail to
raise the standard of the pictures. He brought pictures up
from the slough, an almost despised institution, to the highest
level, self
so washigh
that athemember
man him-of
elected
the leading clubs. Then the
next thing to solve was the
question of films. Rothapfel
has never waited for people to
do things for him. He always
does them for himself. So he
jumped on a train and went to
Indianapolis, got the General
Film product that he wanted,
hired an express messenger to
take them back to Milwaukee
and after that paid four messengers to be constantly getting
the films to his theatre. He got
the same films twenty-four
hours ahead of Saxe. In a few
ROTHAPFEL
weeks his despised house was
being so crowded that it was necessary to call out the police reserves night after night to hold the crowds back.
From there he went to the Lyric, Minneapolis, where he faced
awful odds. Another new 800-seat house had just been erected
and was charging five and ten cents for five acts of vaudeville
and five reels of pictures when Rothapfel undertook to buck the
game with a ten and twenty cent admission. The theatre lost
$17,000 before he had his great opportunity in the presentation of
Sarah Bernhardt in " Queen Elizabeth." " You see," he said to
me, " she came into my life again," There he installed an orchestra on the stage and presented the picture with special scenic
and lighting effects. It was the first time that a really wonderful
picture had been presented in a really great way. And in a
njoment the public saw the genius in the theatre that Sarah Bern-
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' balcony.
General viezv of the proscenium arch, shelving the orchestrathe space
lozver and general stage effect of the Rivoli. This picture ivas talien from
hardt had divined while Ustening to his story of his ideals.
But his ideas were too advanced. He wanted to do bigger and
greater things. The result was that he was left out of a job, but
almost immediately there came a call from the Regent theatre,
UOth street and Lenox avenue, New York. It was then losing
money. But he put some of his big plans into effect. He employed the orchestra and arranged the music for the production.
One of the first of the big ones, one that startled all New York
was " The Fall of Pompeii." He was at a loss for the score for
the great picture until he happened into Aeolian Hall and heard
the New York Symphony Orchestra playing " Rienzi." To his artistic mind this came as the inspiration and in his rush back to the
theatre he bumped into two taxis and actually fell off a street
car, so engrossed was he in the application of the music to the
picture. It was there that he first engaged Carl Edouarde as his
musical director, the first time that a motion picture house had
been so honored.
The rest of the story is familiar. He took the Strand when
it opened. Next he toured the country addressing exhibitors and
then astonished the world by taking the Knickerbocker, an established legitimate house and converting it into pictures, with something of the same sort of program that he is using now. Then the
Rialto was built for him, and the world acknowledged that the
limit had been reached — until the Rivoli opened.
Yet Rothapfel is not done. He has great dreams ahead — not
merely dreams, but actual plans which promise to further startle
the motion picture world, to place new laurel wreaths on the
brow of genius.
I first met this man when he was on his tour of the country,
telling exhibitors how he could improve conditions, how they
could make the industry forge far ahead. It was in a large city
and when he had finished the exhibitors present applauded mildly,

but as they left the room there were sly winks to each other, and
such comments as " He's a dreamer," and others more emphatic,
as " He's a. fool; it can't be done." This year he went to the same
city
"theideals
opening
of Rialto,
a new theatre,
a house
tried toto assist
follow at the
of the
and he was
hailedthat
by has
the
same men a$ the unquestioned leader — almost as a hero. When
he spoke for the second time in that city, it was not the voice
of the prophet, but of the man who had done. The cheers that
greeted him would have done honor to any man in the nation.
He was delighted, for he is a man zvho has/ never grown up in
anything e.vcept his accomplishments. He is today the same
boyish, genuine, enthusiastic youth of sixteen. He is ever earnest,
fighting, struggling, and never satisfied. He always takes the
burden on his own shoulders, and shifts the '' well done " to
others.
Probably one of the greatest reasons for the success of this
man is his infectious enthusiasm. When you come to know him,
to hear him talk, to see how he does things it seizes you, too.
No wonder that the same spirit moves all of his employees — that
he has one of the greatest organizations in the country. This was
proved by the fact that he opened the Rivoli without employing
the head of any new department. The men had been so well
trained at the Rialto that there were men to step into their places
when they moved to the newer theatre. There were men ready
to take their places because of the superb organization, men who
were inspired by the spirit that they had seen in their chief.
The other night we sat in the Rivoli and it was reported to
Mr. Rothapfel that something had gone wrong. He had just
arisen from bed after an illness of two days. He was under a
strain. He summoned the chief of this department and demanded
why this thing had not been fixed. He grew angry in his enthusiasm, he demanded that this man stay up until the errina'
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Side meiv of portion of the Rivoli, showing the balcony and a portion of the orchestra floor. At the extreme right will he seen the new
lighting panels at either side of the screen and above a portion of the main lighting system through which various colors may he used.
And then after this first showing he asked me what I thought
piece of machinery had moved to satisfaction. And then his
of it. It was wonderful and I said so.
voice
softened.
They
talked
of
other
affairs,
and
the
"
Chief
"
left.
There came the quick smile that makes his face so friendly.
'"I want the boy to make good," he said to me with a trace of There was almost gratitude in his voice. Rothapfel loves praise
when it is sincere. He knows and hates a sycophant.
sadness in his smile. " I have just promoted him to a position
I have seen this man more closely than probably anyone except
that many men much older would like to have. I want to make
a few of his employees. I have been with him when he was
him think for himself. I would have stayed up all night to have
seen that was in working order. I want to get my men thinking ; planning big things with his chiefs of staff. I knew many of the
I want them to get to doing things on their own account. I secrets of the Rivoli, before ; in a later discussion he imparted
some of them to his friend and publicity manager. I have seen his
don't wrong;
want them
coming
excuses
why things
man when he was worn to the thread after three days without
went
I want
them toto mefix with
the thing
and about
then come
to me
and tell that the fault has occurred, but that it has been cured."
Years ago it was hard for us to believe what our parents told
as as they gave us a good licking — that " it hurts me more
than it does you." But afterwards, when we had grown up
to the bigger life we knew that it was true — we knew the regret
that comes when we give an injury. And Rothapfel has that same
feeling for everyone that works for him — he has the fatherhood
of his people; it hurts him more than it does them when they
fail to measure up to the situation.
For Rothapfel is human ; he is more than that. Before I began
writing the stories of " Seeing the Rialto with Rothapfel," a very
good friend of mine who, I knew later, knew this man to a very
small extent, told me that I would find this man very much " up
stage." I went there the first Sunday expecting to have this man
tell me how great he was, what wonders he had accomplished,
how he led the world — as he does lead it. But we stood there
in the balcony together and looked at the first showing of a new
bill with his secretary by his side, giving orders of little mistakes, nervous in his anxiety that everything should go to the
acme of perfection. Now and then we talked, but most of the
time he was silent, spending his time criticizing himself.

rest. I have been with him when he was stirred by some "terrible" break made by one of his employees (which the audience
never noticed) and I have seen him on such a night as the opening of the Rivoli when a half hundred stars of the motion picture
world were verbally worshipping at his feet in praise of the work
that he had accomplished.
ish.And he has always been the same — genuine, enthusiastic, boyAnd this man will always be the same until the end of the
chapter.
The other night the doorman who guards visitors from him
came in, after Rothapfel had arisen from a sick bed, and expressed the wish that he go home and not break down.
" I am not going to break down," he replied. " I can't do it. I
HE
It's aWON'T.
great treat to see this man at work. Of course he has to
leave a lot of the details to his lieutenants, but at the end he is
the
man who is responsible for the successes and the errors.
won't."
Rothapfel may be a good stud poker player for all I know, hut
(^Continued on page 15)
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D lALTO is the reason for the Rivoli.
A\ When the splendid theatre at Broadway and Seventh
avenue, occupying the site of Hammerstein's vaudeville house, was
announced as the home of motion pictures there were all sorts of
predictions of dire losses that would be the result. But those who
scoffed did not count on the magic hand of Rothapfcl.
In the lirst place, the construction of the house was entirely
different from any other motion picture house, so arranged as to
allow the greatest iicld for music and lighting. And from the very
start new wonders began to happen in this house. There were
the combination of music, instrumental and vocal, with the picture,
such as were never imagined. But Rothapfel has always kept the
picture the main thing.
Within a few weeks the Rialto came to be one of the most popular places in the city and long lines stood in front of the house all
day Sunday and through the week-day evenings waiting for admission. The cry of "standing
only!'' was always to be
expected. It was natural, after theroom
Rialto had built up such a following, that there should be some outlet for those who wanted to
enjoy the handiwork of Rothapfel, and the Rivoli was the response.
Not only the musicians, the pictures and the lighting and the
stage setting contributed to the success of the Rivoli, but it has
been a fact that every detail has been given the attention of Mr.
Rothapfel. There has been no more wonderful organization built
up than that of the Rialto : in fact, so perfect was it that all the
heads of the departments of the Rivoli were taken from the staff
of the other house.
Courtesy and service have been two of tlie watchwords of the

house. The picture of the ushers with the salute " At your service "has become familiar to everyone, and the pains that are taken
in making each patron comfortable have made the theatre homelike to everyone. Mr. Rothapfel has really built up the Rialto as a
place
that the public loves, and once become a Rialto fan the habit
is
lasting.
Open bookings have been followed at the Rialto, as they will be
at the Rivoli. Paramount and Artcraft have furnished a very
generous share of attractioiis, including all the productions of such
stars as Douglas Fairbanks, William S. Hart, Elsie Ferguson,
Charles Ray, Julian Eltinge and others. First National Exhibitors'
circuit had its first picture, Mnie. Petrova in " A Daughter of Desshown at attheoneRialto,
of the productions of this circuit
will betiny,"
shown
of theandtwoallhouses.
Educational Film Company has contributed almost weekly to the
program, especially with the Robert Bruce pictures, ^and with the
music accoinpaniment that they have had they attract unusual attention. In fact, Mr. Rothapfel advertises these prominently.
With its magnificent orchestra of fifty pieces and its splendid
organ the music has surpassed anything known in New York at
popular prices. Leading soloists have appeared, together with
choral effects, the Rialto quartet and various dancers. One of the
charms of the Rialto is that the unexpected is always happening
there. And another charm is that Rothapfel always finds the
motif for his entire production, and the whole bill is in such complete harmony that there is but one feeling at the end of the performance— delight !
And so the Rialto has revolutionized.
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system it will have the effect of white marble. There are no
electric signs on the building above those used on the marquee
to announce current attractions. Searchlights and arcs are disposed in such a way as to throw the severe outlines of the
building into bold relief and render it the most conspicuous
structure within many blocks on nights lights are allowed.
The most striking feature of the fagade is its row of eight
lowering Doric columns. These extend from a point above the
level of the marquee clear up to the entablature, with nothing
to relieve their severity save the leaded glass windows set into
the wall behind them. Crowning the entire fagade is the broad
triangular pediment, adorned with sculptured figures in deep
bas-relief, which suggest those of the world-famed Parthenon
at Athens. These figures are symbolical of music and the arts
in general, as befits the nature of the entertainment offered.
There is an Egyptian note to the slanting lines which frame
the main entrance to the theatre, but otherwise the scheme is
pure Grecian. Credit for the architecture of the building goes
to Thomas W. Lamb.
Coming to the interior construction of the Rivoli, the most
novel and interesting feature is found in the elaborate precautions which have been taken to insure the expeditious handling
of large crowds. Taking advantages of the fact that the building
extends through the block from Broadway to Seventh avenue,
the architect designed a series of superimposed passageways of
generous width which parallel the auditorium on both sides
and run straight through the structure from front to rear. Not
only are the orchestra and mezzanine floors cared for in this
manner, but each cross-aisle of the balcony has its own corridor
as well, so that patrons in any part of the house will find themselves but a few steps from a doorway at which they can turn
either to right or to left and pass directly to the street most
convenient to them, without interference from incoming crowds.
This system of entrances and exits bears a marked resemblance
(Continued on page 12)

WHEN the Rivoli theatre was promised to the motion picture
public of New York as a house even finer than the Rialto
there was doubt. The Rialto has gone so far in fulfilling every
desire, in the perfection of pictures, in the combination of music
and lighting and song that it was extremely difficult to imagine
going a step further.
Yet such was the confidence in Mr. Rothapfel that on the
nigth of the opening, though it was strictly an invitation affair,
hundreds stood on the sidewalk hoping against hope that they
would be able to get a ticket from some friend or purchase
admission from a speculator. Is was an admission, after all,
that they had faith in the creator of the house — " The Triumph
of the Motion Picture."
This splendid house, with its 2,500 seats, could not be expected to supply any vast amount of novelties beyond the Rialto,
yet it does afford great facilities for the presentation of the
picture and the music, both vocal and instrumental, greater comfort of the patrons, if that were possible, and even greater
luxuriousness. It is a theatre that grows on the visitor— a
house so vast that one has to become familiar with the various
details to realize to what extent the construction progress has
gone.
Many Novel Features
From an architectural point of view, the Rivoli offers a number of novel features which will be of interest to theatre builders
and to the playgoing public in general. Certainly nothing in
the way of architecture has ever called forth more admiring
comments from the crowds along Broadway than the classic
facade which fronts on that restless thoroughfare. Viewed from
that site, it suggests an art museum or public library rather
than a theatre, and unquestionably it already has taken rank as
the handsomest theatrical edifice in the city.
The fagade is constructed of an extremely light colored stone,
so light that when illuminated at night by the indirect lighting
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three special Hallbcrg Control panels made of Blue Vermont Marthe " heart " of a motion
roomandhasonebeenwilltermed
operating
THE picture
ble upon each of which there is mounted one ampere meter readnaturally be led to expect that
theatre,
ing from zero to 150, one volt meter reading from zero, to 150,
the operating room of the Rivoli theatre represents the acme of
practical design and equipment. The hmits of space prevent a a speed indicator for indicating the speed at which the film is
being moved through the projector and a control handle for a
miscroscopic description of the operating room in Mr. Rothapfel's
dial switch mounted in a box back of each panel. The purpose
as con' new theatre, but the following outline of its equipment,
structed and installed according to the specifications of Lester
of this switch is to include a greater or smaller inimber of multiple unit resistances in the rheostats referred to in scries with
Bowen, the chief operator, will doubtless prove of interest.
The projecting machines which grace the operating room of this the arc.
By turning the control handle of the dial switch to the, right a
well-appointed theatre are two Type S Simplexes, enameled a battleship gray and have highly polished nickel trimmings, as the
range of 50 to 120 amperes of current is available, while by turning the control hand to left the full range from 10 to 120 amperes
photo shows. They are also provided with many refinements which
cannot be detailed here, although mention may be made of the fact is at the command of the operator.
This arrangement permits the operator to instantly change the
that both projectors are equipped with the Robin Cinema Time and
Speed Indicator, a device which tells with wondrous accuracy the amperage at the arc in approximately ten amperee divisions withrate of projection in pictures per minute and feet per minute. In
out moving from his post because the instrument and control panaddition to these
els are placed imbeautiful projectors,
mediately infront of
two special combined
the operator at the
stereopti con maright of the portchines, made to order
trolhole.
panelTheisentire
hingedcon-to
by the Precision Maa metal box, which is
chine Company, are
set in the wall. On
also employed. Each
the back of the box
of these special sterethe dial switch is
Qpticon machines is
mounted, and the
equipped with two arc
heavy leads running
lights, a triple confrom the rheostats
denser system, adwhich are located
justable for lenses of
various focal lengths ;
near the
nect toceiling
this condial
iris diaphragms and
gear drives for makswitch, andstructionthe
of eachcon-is
ing rapid adjustments. These mainal.
\er\ unique and origchines can be used
The shunt for the
for slide projection,
or as spotlights of
ampere meter is also
any color, and the
placed
thepanel,
box
back ofinthe
beams from the two
lenses can be made to
therefore
ments onall
the instrupanel
converge if a stronger spot is required.
are supplied w i t h
current through small
The stereopticon maflexible leads, making
chines are finished the
Rivoli Operating Room
same as the Simplex
it unnecessary to atprojectors and pre. .
tachThis
any of isthequite
heavy-a
cables
to
the
connections
on
the
marble
panel.
sent an appearance unequaled in any other operating room in the
world.
convenience if it ever becomes necessarj- to readjust or repair the
contacts on the large dial control switches. The handle for the
The projected picture is approximately 18 feet wide, being received on a Minusa Gold Fibre screen, specially built to the reswitch is part of the panel which swings on hinges, making a verj'
quirements ofthe Rivoli theatre. The projection is at an angle, of practical and satisf actorj- arrangement.
19 degrees and the screen is tilted 18 inches outward at the bottom
There are • also four similar panels, but slightly smaller with
to correct distortion. Credit for the installation of the Simplex
dial switches connected to four rheostats of the same type admachines, special stereopticon machines, the speed indicators and
justable up to 70 amperes each for the control of the four prothe Minusa screen is due to B. F. Porter, the Simplex man, of
jector arcs for use with special combination dissolving stereop1482 Broadway.
ticon and spot lights.
Returning again to the operatmg room, it is apparent from the
The arcs of the Simplex projecting machines are automatically
photo that no expense has been spared in the installing devices
fed- by two Speedco Arc Controllers, enameled battleship graj' to
which facilitate perfect projection. The electrical wiring was
match the rest of the equipment, and mounted on pedestals as
carried out by the Edwards Electrical Construction Company and
shown.
In the rewinding room is an automatic aluminum-inclosed rethe massive switch-board is probably the most expensive and flexible electrical system ever put in an operating room. There are two
winder, which is motor-driven and accommodates 15-inch reels
services connected to this board, these being alternating current
carrying 2,000 feet of film. A feature of these rewinders is that
from the United Electric Light and Power Company and direct
should a break occur when rewinding, the device automatically
current from the New York Edison Company. Direct current is stops. The Speedco Arc Controllers, automatic rewinder and
numerous other operating-room accessories were supplied by the
normally used, but in" the case of an interruption in service the
Independent Movie Supply Co., of 729 Seventh avenue, Xew York.
alternating
current
would
be
used
after
being
changed
to"D.C.
by
the large 10 K. W. Martin Rotary Converter installed. The Martin
Fairbanks Holds Rothapfel Record
Rotary is a IS H.P. machine which can deliver 140 amperes.
The installation consists of three large rheostat units, each one DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS has the record honor so far as Rothapfel theatres are concerned. His pictures have had the
capable of delivering any^vhere from 50 to 120 amperes to each
privilege of being tlie first features shown at the Knickerbocker
one of three projectors. The rheostats are of tlie wire coil multiple unit type with terminals at the bottom for each individual
and then at the Rialto. And when the Rivoli was ready " A Modunit. These terminals are connected by means of heavy cables to
ern Musketeer," his latest production, was selected.
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S. L. Rothapfel, like hundreds of other prominent
exhibitors, has had
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(Continued from page 10)
to the uiic used in emptj'iiig the Colosseum at Rome of its eighty
thousand occupants during the days of the gladiators, a process
which historians say could be accomplished in from fifteen to
twenty minutes.
It quite does away with the possil)ility of congestion even
under the most trying of imaginable circumstances. In the event
of a panic occurring with the house filled to capacity, the crowds
would find so many exists at hand, leading into corridors so
spacious and free from twists that the builders consider the
escape of the entire audience as a matter to be reckoned in
seconds rather than minutes.
The whole structure is built with similar ideas of spaciousness.
The lobby will hold three hundred people comfortably and the
foyer is wide enough to give easy access to the orchestra seats.
Entrances to the theatre are novel in that they are from the
two ends of the lobby. Thus the patrons have a direct way to
get in without interfering with the outcoming people. There
are two steps for those going to the orchestra floor, but tiie stairways to the mezzanine floor and thence to the upper portion of
the balcony lead immediately away from the entrance, so that
there is no excuse for searching about looking for the place to
go, the doorman immediately directing the patron to the portion
of the house his ticket calls for.
Additional Lighting Effects
Attracting one's attention immediately is a well-like effect
from the mezzanine floor just above the rear seats. This oval
opening gives an opportunity for much more of the lighting
effects than are afforded at the Rialto, for in the latter theatre
it is impossible for those seated under the balcony to get the
full effect of the changing colors. Under the system followed
at the Rivoli the whole of the house is bathed in the various
colors.
This method of handling color through a system of indirect
lighting permits of effects in the Rivoli which are beyond the
imagining of those who have not seen them. At the Rialto
Mr. Rothapfel first essayed this particular form of wizardry,
with results that were amazing, to say the least, but the lighting
plant there was in a measure experimental. It was installed in
a theatre which was rebuilt as a motion picture house before^
the artistic value of Mr. Rothapfel's ideas on lighting had been
demonstrated. Profiting by the popularity of the " color symphonies," for which the Rialto has become famous, the builders
of the Rivoli took into consideration that feature from the outset, with the result that the place is equipped from floor to dome
with all the wiring, the masked lamps, and other ingeniously
concealed sources of light requisite to flood the auditorium with
any color or combination of color desired. If the orchestra'
is playing the " Moonlight Sonata," the entire audience can
seemingly be bathed in moonlight without being directly aware
of where the light is' coming from. The possibilities in this
respect are quite limitless and no doubt will at times prove most
bewildering.
The central dome is somewhat on the order of that at the
Rialto, but even more beautiful and with still stronger lighting
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possibilities. The proscenium arch itself afford still greater
chance for effects, while at either side of the stage are glass
window effects through which the lighting scheme can be still
further carried out. Even the columns near the stage are subjected to this treatment, with the result that almost any result
desired can be achieved.
Elaborate Perfume System
Another and in this case an entirely novel feature of the
Rivoli is the introduction of perfume to supplement the appeal
made to the other senses. Several thousand dollars have been
expended on a newly devised compressor plant which operates
in connection with an intricate system of atomizers and by
means of which any delicate odor desired can be wafted instantly to all parts of the house; incense for Oriental scenes,
clover and new mown hay when the stage setting reveals a
country landscape at dusk, a myriad variety of floral scents if
a garden scene is to be suggested, and any other blending of
odors so long as they be aesthetically possible and have a definite
suggestive value. It is a familiar psychological fact that odors
are among the most powerful known stimulants of memory.
Mr. Rothapfel counts upon his perfumes to awaken an association of ideas in the minds of his patrons for which the effect
of his music and his pictures will be heightened to such an
extent that for the moment the audience will forget its material
surroundings and be borne away into the land of illusion which
is spread before it. Tentative experiments along these lines
at the Rialto have met with quite sufficient success to warrant
the construction of the perfume distribution plant in the new
theatre.
In the way of stage setting and scenic effects, Rothapfel has
far greater scope for his ingenuity than he has had heretofore.
For the opening of the theatre the stage setting will be known
as " The Conservatory of Jewels," a masterful creation which
made even blase Broadway open its eyes. It consists of a dome
within a dome, each studded with huge crystal gems after
the manner of the celebrated Tower of Jewels at the PanamaPacific Exposition. These flash with kaleidoscopic effect when
the light plays upon them from in front and glow softly in
their several colors when another set of lights is brought into
play behind them. The base of the inner dome is encrusted with
a fine jeweled mosaic.
The brightest jewel of all, of course, is the screen, and this
is arranged so that it fits in as a component part of the stage
picture. There are two sets of curtains, a screen curtain and
a tableau curtain, thus adding another innovation to houses of
this character.
General Interior Decorations
The general interior decoration scheme is Italian Renaissance,
with the dominant colors dull gold, ivory and black. The carpets
are in grey and the seats upholstered in black. The seats on
the orchestra floor and in the balcony are exceptionally wide and
comfortable, while in the loges there are regular arm chairs,
which are so comfortable that with a less entertaining bill than
that afforded by the Rivoli one would be tempted to fall asleep.
While one full appreciates the magnificence of the house from
the orchestra floor, one needs to go to the first and second mezzanine floor to get the full effect. On the first mezzanine are
retiring rooms, telephones, etc., with ample space all around the
well for persons to rest during the performance. This is artistically decorated with palm effects. From either side of this
there are sloping ways leading to the seats on the first mezzanine
floor and the loges.
On the third mezzanine floor are the excutive offices and
similar entrance ways to the upper portion of the balcony, which
is railed off from the lower, so as to prevent confusion of
patrons. The aisles are especially wide and there is no excuse
for any person of normal physique to be uncomfortable.
Of course one of the big features of the Rivoli is the even
greater opportunity for music. In addition to the greatest pipe
organ ever installed in any theatre, one that will give every known
musical effect, there is a symphony orchestra under the direction
of Pr. Hugo Reisenfeld. On special occasions this will be cornbi-ned with the fifty from the Rialto orchestra and the Rivoli will
be the scene of special concerts. An attractive project to be noted
in the orchestra arrangement are the music stands which were
supplied by Kliegel Brothers and which are designed with especial
reference to the artistic eflfect.
The splendid lighting equipment of the Rivoli was furnfshed by
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the Edwards Electrical Construction Company, which also installed
these put
devices
in the Rialto.
vast experience
the company'
was
to considerable
test The
to install
so large anof equipment
on
such short notice, for this was the biggest contract of the sort
ever awarded, but the whole work was carried out in record time.
The installation itself consists of a specially designed double
switchboard having eighty-three switches with a double bank of
dimmers consisting of eighty-three plates. The switchboard is the
latest type dead-front interlocking style, and is arranged so
lliat any number of switches can be operated with a throw of one
single handle. The dimmers are arranged in the same manner as
the switchboard.
The stage is equipped with footlights, borders and strips, all
four-color, employing over 3,000 lamps to get the various color
effects. Novel effects arc created by concealed lighting for the
stage dome, and also lighting behind pilasters, friezes, lattice, etc.,
so that light can be thrown either on an object or through it,
thereby obtaining a great many beautiful effects hitherto unthought
of. The stage equipment is particularly heavy in that all of the
stage pockets are four-color, and all are on dimmers.
The house is wired up in three-color circuits, so that the coves
and outlets on the ceiling can be manipulated to give various color
combinations, such as have been so successfully used by Mr.
Rothapfel.
The interior decorating was done by William Eckart of the
William Eckart studios, who had done the same work at the
Rialto. Mr. Eckart is looked upon as the father of theatre decoration in this country and he is called upon to design and execute the
decorations for the leading theatres all over the country. The
decorations of the Rivoli, while not gaudy achieve a most artistic
effect. Everywhere the eye is delighted by the splendid harmonies.
Voltaflat, a sanitary paint, made from nc/U-poisonous pigments, is
used in the interior decorations. This was selected because of its
decorative finish and sanitary value.
But while one is considering the decorative features, attention is
called to the front of the house where, unquestionably, the most
artistic announcements that have ever appeared before any motion
picture house appear. The lobby frames, both inside and. out and
all of the mirrors, were furnished by S. Markendorff, of 122 West
Twenty-third street, and these attract unusual attention because of
their artistic character. They in themselves promise that inside
the thatre everyone will find all that could be sought in the way of
dignified luxury.
Wonderful Display Effects
These poster effects are really handpainting, furnished by C. H.
Dryden and Co., of 1664 Broadway. These are changed with each
performance and there are no two of the posters duplicated. So
far those that have appeared have been on Douglas Fairbanks, in
" A Modern Musketeer," and Elsie Ferguson, in " Rose of the
World." They include beautiful pictures of the star in the costumes that they wear and a number of different scenes from the
picture. These are made after the picture itself has been studied
so that the perfect effect has been obtained, while the wonderful
coloring gives them additional delight. This work really marks a
new era in theatrical display for high-class houses and other
theatres will do mighty well to follow the example set by the Rivoli.
In the lobbies, as well as in the interior, all of the great quantity
of brass rails were furnished by the U. T. Hungerford Brass and
Copper Company. Each part of the house is railed off from the
rest so as to prevent confusion. These are of special design and
are one of the most attractive features of the theatre.
Of course, the Rivoli is heated, cooled and ventilated by the
Typhoon system, the plant being designed and installed by J. F.
Dailey, C. E. In hot weather the theatre will be cooled by four
mammoth fans, each eight feet in diameter, and two six-foot
Typhoons, all located on the roof at the screen end of the theatre.
For heating these six-foot fans draw fresh air through steamheated coils, thus warming it to the desired temperature and then
distributing it evenly through the house. The temperature is even
through the theatre and back-draughts cannot enter when the doors
are opened, for the reason that warm air forces it back.
The "hub" of the Rivoli is, of course, the box office and there
the equipment of the Automatic Ticket Seller and Cash Register
Co. is installed. There are two ticket windows at the Rivoli box
office and each window is equipped with one of these machines of
four units — that is, one that sells four different-priced tickets. A
simple touch of the finger is sufficient to make a strip of tickets
from one to five appear in an instant and therefore speed the
patron along.
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Rothapfel
(Continued from page 7)
certainly he knows nothing about " passing
the buck."
He likes to talk to people with ideas. The man who simply
comes to praise him will soon be most politely dismissed. The
man with ideas, who interests him will be begged to stay. I
have heard him say that he was literally worn out and that he
had to go home to get some sleep, and in the next breath, when
his visitor started to leave, he urged him to stay longer.
Rothapfel likes for people to criticize him ; but he wants to
know specifically what is the matter. He doesn't want generalities of praise or generalities of fault finding.
Once during the temporary illness of Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld,
musical director of both houses, Rothapfel led the orchestra for
a whole week — he often leads it for a day at a time. That Sunday evening, as we sat in his office at the Rialto, one of the chief
musicians came in and the manager wanted to know what was
the matter with the renditions. The musician told him. " I
knew that something was wrong there," said Mr. Rothapfel.
" Tell them to get that new spirit at the point where they have
been
Thislagging."
man cannot read a line of music, but he is one of the
world's greatest musicians — he has it written in his soul. When
you talk to him, he half hums the bars as he talks ; he speaks
and lives and thinks in music. It is not to him a thing written
merely to get a technical effect; it is a soul of expression.
It is wonderfully interesting to watch this man while the score
is being arranged for some feature, for the Animated Magazine, acomedy or a scenic. The picture itself always quickly suggests something to him, some air that is dug out of his vast storehouse and which generally fits the picture. It is not the music
that makes the Rialto and the Rivoli the successes they are but
the perfect coordination of the music with the picture.
Just another little thought in these more or less hazy sidelights. On the night of the opening of the Rivoli everything did
not go just right. In the first place the theatre was not ready for
opening, and, as Mr. Rothapfel expressed it, the staff was so confident that they insisted on opening the house on their nerves. I
sat near the front of the orchestra floor and with the exception
that the first number was too long everything seemed to move
with an amazing success.
I did not know that while the audience was wildly applauding
one of the numbers that Rothapfel himself, in his shirt sleeves,
was busy making a correction in the screen, that he got it ready
barely in time to show the feature. But that is Rothapfel. He is
ever ready to take off his coat and go to work. And there were
many other things to discourage him.
When the presentation was over, I and hundreds of others
found him in his office on the third floor. There was a deluge
of congratulations. Everyone told him what a wonderful performance itwas. His eyes brightened. " It was a flivver, at this
and that place," he said, far harder on himself than his worst
enemy would have been. And he himself pointed out what was
wrong .
But still the enthusiasm of the congratulations seized him and
the hypnotic smile came to his face. " I am tired," he said.
" Let's all go over to Churchill's and rest from it." And in his
wake came star after star whose prayer has been that their picture might be shown in his house, and star after star whose
pictures now and then have been shown there and who have seen
the master hand in the way their pictures were presented.
But praise does not spoil him. He is ever the genuine man
that he is. He can cast aside the false with the ease of an umbrella shedding the rain. He loves the genuine; he rejoices in
the living, in the glories of life and achievement.
Sarah Bernhardt said that he was a genius. He is a genius, a
human, lovable genius.
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Shea's Hippodrome Puts
Much Emphasis on
Orchestra

CINCE this department has been started
^ we have been telling you week after
week about the importance of music in
your theatre. Especially is this being driven
home by the answers of S. L. Rothapfel to
the exhibitors' questions.
There isn't the slightest doubt that there
has been greater growth in the interest of
music in the theatre than ever before in
the history of the motion picture. All over
the country the bigger theatres are putting
in orchestras, and many of the smaller
houses are making progress along the same
line.

Orchestra and stage setting of Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo
Rwoli,

with

Record

Will

Receipts,

Support

IT has tbeen the history of all theatres,
of all classes, that one must establish itself before it wins popularity. It may be
a success at the start, but it is not the full
grown success that it will be later. This
was true of the Rialto, the first house that
S. L. Rothapfel had built especially for
him. The house made money from the
start, but it achieved only a small portion
of the success that it has now. It's atmosphere hadn't won a clientele that
would come week after week to enjoy the
Rialto way of doing things.
But the Rivoli ! Opening during a spell
of weather when the temperature was well
below zero for days, and New York was
paralyzed by the coal shortage and with
admission only by invitation on the opening night, it is no secret to reveal that
this house has broken all records for pictures shown at anything like popular prices.
The writer left the theatre on Thursday
evening after 9:30, just the last day of
the second week of the operation of the
house, and at that time every seat was
taken, the lobby was packed and crowds
were still waiting outside to buy tickets.
And so with the success of the Rivoli,
what of the Rialto? It has not suffered
the slightest from the amazing leap of
Rothapfel's new house. With its splendid
show, described in last week's issue, the
theatre continued to be crowded at every
performance. It proved that the public is
eager for theatres of this type, and that
the opening of another one does not injure those that are already established.
The only amazing thing is that so many
thousands should take the Rivoli to their
hearts barely had the doors opened. The
answer is— Rothapfel.
In the second bill he has introduced the
chorus with remarkable effect that has

Best

Proves

Public

in Picture

Theatres

truly united music, vocal and instrumental
with the picture. After a splendid rendition of " The Dance of the Hours " during which the lighting effects perfectly carried out the scheme of the hours of dawn,
the hours of day, the hours of evening and
the hours of night came the Rivoli Animated. It opened with " Picturesque Bits
of Canada," shown to " The Festival
March," and then came the ice-bound New
York harbor, while "Rustles of Spring"
was played agitato. Urchins swiping coal
were shown with " Come Across," a whistling melody, and then followed Mayor
Hylan's
arrival
at humorous
City Halllittle
with
the
same tune.
Get the
touch?
" Taming Wild Birds," the first of the William L. Finley nature pictures was a remarkable study and " Whispering Flowers " was the music for it. " Italian Vespers " was played with the Allies sending
supplies to the Italians, and was continued
through pictures of Italian soldiers at the
front on skiis. Arrival of the Liberty army
trucks was accompanied by " Keep the
Home
the end Fires
of theBurning,"
Animatedwhich
whichcontinued
came withto
Mme. Schumann-Heink presenting a flag to
the sailors at San Diego.
Auberto Bachman, concert master, followed with Vieuxtemps' " Air Varie," and
then some Kalem pictures of " The Holy
Land " were shown for the first time.
They were used with a purpose, not only
because they were exclusive and brought
a big hand, but because they led to the
first of the two big chorusses, " Thy Love
Is Mine " from " The Queen of Sheba,"
sung by Gladys Rice and a chorus of fourteen. For this scene the background became a scene in the Holy Land, the dull
red lighting adding a weird effect, while
here the Rivoli showed some of its other

One of the houses which pays great attention tothe music is Shea's Hippodrome,
Buffalo. This house, under the able management of Harold B. Franklin, furnishes
many of the best ideas in showmanship, and
frequent accounts of what Mr. Franklin is
doing have been printed here. The accompanying picture shows the Hippodrome orchestra, which is supplemented by a massive organ.
Every picture, before it is shown at this
house, is screened by the musical director,
Mr. Moulton, and the music for the picture
is carefully selected and rehearsed. The
overtures are especially selected.
lighting possibilities by making part of the
chorus stand out in red and others in
white.
" To a Wild Rose " was the motif for
the feature. Elsie Ferguson in " Rose of
the World," a most unusual picture. Effects were used to excellent advantage during the battle scene, not only with the firing of the guns, but with the vivid flashing lights that seemed to carry the battle
into the very auditorium. There was another strong effect obtained during the incantation scene, by introducing the
chorussed voices into the strange, musical
cries of the mystic beyond. It had an uncanny, but roving power.
Now watch the connection of music and
picture. First the Holy Land picture was
followed by the " Queen of Sheba " song
and setting and then the same spirit of the
strange land was followed in the feature,
most of the scenes of which are laid in
India, also a mystic land. But it is largely
a story of fighting men, and what should
be more fitting than that this should be
followed by the big Rivoli male chorus, in
costume singing " The Soldiers' Chorus "
from " Faust." Whether every one saw
the idea or not, the effect on the audience
was magical and the words, " We lay aside
our arms for we are at home from war — •
glory toof the
men of old" swept to the
hearts
everyone.
Then after these four numbers without
a possibility of a laugh, came the Rothapfel trick of sending the audience away
whistling and merry, for he showed the
Metro-Drew comedy " Our Mutual Motor "
played with " My Merry Old Automobile."
And as the crowds thronged out to go
home there were still waiting hundreds
jamming the lobbies to get in.
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2844 MADISON STREET
Near California Ave Phone Garfield 83
PLAZA THEATRE, San Diego, Cal.,
carried an interesting advertisement
in the local papers Christmas morning.
This was paid for by the owner of theatre and paid tribute to the work of the
employes, some of them my name. In the

left on the back for the advertising of
the exhibitor, while inside there are scenes
from the production and a short story
about the picture, together with the cast.
It is always worth while to get your

CHILDREN
No school Thursday, Dec. 27tlt
Save your pennies for the big
Children's

A Little Talk About Mr. Quinn
and Others - A Christmas
Acknowledgement
On this Christmas day the owner of the Plaza
Theatre desires to make public acknowledgement of
tlie helpfulness and loyalty of the employes of the
Plaza, who have contributed-and who do contribute
daily— to the wonderful success our Theatre is having.
Greater
more orloyal
service,
both tosatisthe
Theatre "team
and towork,"
the public,
happier
or better
fied
.employes,
it
would
not
be
reasonable
to
e.xpect,
in any business at any time.
Quinn—Manager.
his friends Thecall record
hint "Chris"
shortis theMr.House
does notfor disclose
that fte was born in a theatre, but practically all of his
life has been spent in the theatre business— and he is
efficient. Born in Canada, reared in the United
Stales— a musician of high order, a scholar, and a
gentleman. Some of the real pleasure in owning
the Plaza Theatre, is the opportunity it affords to
have Mr. Quinn for employe, associate and friend.
Mr. Quinn has three brothers, alt connected in some
way with theatres. We believe your visit to our
Theatre
be ei'en
more enjoyable if you know
our
staff. willMeet
Mr. Quinn.
Mr. Russel Rogers is assistant to the Manager, and a young man of excellent attainments, the
sonofa man long connectedwith some of the greatest
financial interests in America; of whom any father
wfjuld be proud. Mr. Rogers is usually "on the
door" working
during the
busy about
men,
after
frombusytenhours.
in the These
morningtwo until
midnight — and cheerful and happy every moment —
haven't
else towhodo —helpuntilus,thewithnextourday.music, and
And much
the ladies
in the bo.x-office, on fair days and stormy days and
evenings— always sincere, painstaking, attentive,
and
-we service.
are grateful for and appreciative of
their alert—
excellent
The
"than
in the electrician,
box" you may
see..is Air.
E. H. Dowell, master
with hisnot help,
the
operator who projects the picture. We know of none
better. Tlien there are others, several others, whom
we will not mention by name, but all of whom by their
cheerful, willing and skillful efforts, go to make up the
Plaza 'scellent
business
help us forto deserve
patrotwgefamily,
we are andreceiving,
which the exWe again thank you.
Plaza Theatre
p. S. It is neealess to state that no oneconnccted
\tith the Theatre bxccpt the writer had knowledge of
this acknowledgement until its publication.
first place, we'll wager that this was read
by everyone of the regular patrons of the
theatre and a lot of others were attracted
by the unusual character of the advertisement and that it caused these people that
never or rarely went to the theatre to
think.
And of course the thought that came to
those, as well as to the regular patrons was
that the Plaza must be a little superior to
the other houses; at least it must start an
unconscious comparison in the reader's
mind. This display also typifies service
without specifically mentioning it. This
is a good Christmas tribute that is bound
to bring the public a little closer to your
house.
Lightles.i nirjhls do not call for you to
turn the current off your enterprise plant.
SELECT PICTURES has adopted a unique form for its little folders advertising each picture and which are sent to
the exhibitors for use among the patrons.
There are in the form of the reproduction of the cover of a book, space being

Matinee

10 REEL
SHOW
Admission So; Tax Ic; Starts at 2 p. m.
Fatty Arbuckle in
"THE COUNTRY HERO"
2 Reels
Julian Eltinge in
' CLEVER MRS. CARFAX"
5 Reels
McCoyComedy
in
2 Harry
Reel Keystone
"PEARLS AND PERILS"
EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
1 Reel
You can see a full show as late as 3:20 p. m.
Adults wishing to attend, 10c, war-tax Ic
THURSDAY,
DEC. 27

folder matter distinctive and this product
of Select is likely to attract attention. The
great trouble with the ordinary folder, especially when sent may mail, that the moment the possible patron opens the envelope and sees that it is merely the usual
advertising matter he throws it away without reading it. It is really necessary to
achieve some stunt that will make him
"look inside" and we believe that Select
has done that.
The ideal state for your patron to leave
your theatre is feeling that he owes you
something ; you cannot afford to have him
feel that he has failed to get value received.
GARFIELD theatre took advantage of
the holiday season in a clever way,
which not only resulted in a big audience
on the day in question, but which undoubtedly went far in popularizing the house.
A couple of days after Christmas children are probably recovering from their
holiday delights and are seeking amusement, and the chances are that their parents are still feeling in the frame of mind
that they are glad to get the little ones
away from home for a short time. So the
Garfield took advantage of conditions and
put on a special matinee at a price which
probably did not more than pay expenses,
but which certainly made for future patronage. Reports are that the attendance
of adults was also large.
There's just
littleattention
line in and
this that
announcement thatone
attracts
is the reference to " No school Thursday."

■«^fc3»Ggrai;lily & Co., 30.')5 37 W. Lake Si., Cluroiji^
Of course every child very well knew that
there was no school that day, but the announcement left the impression with the
parents and with the children themselves
that the Garfield theatre was interested
enough in the happiness of the youth to
arrange a special program on a day when
it would not interfere with their studies.
It is this careful interest — this personal
touch — that builds good will for a theatre.
The sort of a theatre to have is the sort
that begins tvith THE

THEATRE, ChambersEUM
ORPH
Pa., sends us one of the reburg,
cent displays of that house. Whoever
wrote this advertisement achieved the basis
for an interesting announcement, and if he

M>i,r>uv\ c()ri'i.ri> 'Hi•ri'JftT.VIMIKNT
iii:a€ ii T.Mi>;.'< m,i, TnijYjrFj*.
nonK <iiT or \v \tTiaiM)»x or i:\i!xisf.K titt.
TDMtinuow. «M
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had followed the arrangement and then
had cut about two thirds of the reading
matter he would. He used a space only
6^2 inches deep by two columns wide and
the amount of reading matter that he used
required the employment of regular news
style type, far too small. The manager
should have started out as he did with his
name plate, and hours of performance and
should have followed this with only the
statement " No Other Picture Shown."
That would have had much more appeal
than the old " come early " idea. The rest
of the advertisement is good down to the
words " maidenhood of America." And
there he should have stopped. The name
of the picture should have been in larger
type, Rex Beach should have been featured
more and the line, " Portraying life itself
not a simulation of it " should have been
brought out stronger. It's a strong temptation to use every bit of your space possible. Don't do it; use just as little reading matter as vou can.

Are

Doing

lines to tell the character of the picture.
Note how the white space makes the picture stand out and how the whole thing
hits you right in the face.
Remember the old game of "Heavy,
heavy hangs over your head," and how
you guessed what it was? Consider the
same conditions in your own business, hut
don't guess — KNOW.
KING BEE comedies are offering to exhibitors awaltz written by the comedian. These are sent complete to the exhibitor for distribution and he can make
any use of them he desires. In the first
place it is suggested that here is a good

-but don't attempt
to Get
straintheit.public's eyeIN its display on "The Cold Deck" the
Alhambra theatre, Indianapolis, has
achieved one of the best displays that we
have seen in a long time. In this the Alhambra adheres to every rule that we have
laid down in the talks on advertising. Simplicity, brief descriptive matter which does
not undertake to tell all that the picture

cimmra

ALL
THIS
WEEK
permanent advertisement for these comedies, for the music will be kept around
the house while ordinary advertising matter will survive but a few days at the
most.
Kjng Bee is also suggesting to the exhibitors that the way is open to have local
patrons vie in writing words for this music
and that unusual interest could be aroused
at special performances by having these
local compositions sung from the stage
and let the audience judge. However exhibitors using these ideas should
submit their plans for any contest
to the local postal authorities so that it
will agree with governmental regulations.
Otherwise printed matter carrying the announcements will not be allowed to go
through the mails.

HOUSE
PROGRAMS
Let Us See What You
Are Doing and Hints
to Others
a series of articles
ures
about motion pictbegi
to Wen
aree shor
grams.
protly
WE hous
would be very glad to have
specimens regularly from all
of the theatres which are issuing these, in order that the best
of them may be reproduced for
the aid of others who are not
so fortunate.
Next to newspaper advertising the program is probably
the most important exploitation vehicle of the motion picture house, yet there is any
amount of money wasted on
these because of carelessness
with which they are prepared
or the failure to realize the essentials that are to be featured.
Address the copies to Exhibitors' Service Bureau, Motion
Picture News.

papers in the larger cities would permit
this plan to be used unless it was made
plain that the entire page was an advertisement. Under the Birmingham principle the
Alcazar pays a certain amount for the page
and edits the copy that goes on it. It is
a question in our mind whether, in most
communities the greater part of the patrons will realize all of this pure advertising. We believe that it would be a great
deal better if your newspapers gave reasonable showing to motion picture news and
I '■ WHEN A MAN SEES RED" .wKV.^ ALCAZAR FEATURE \

THE

ALCAZAR
f"^" WmiAM FARNUM i"

You haven't done your duty when you
sell
the hepatron
ticket;
you SATISFIED.
haven't done
it until
leavesa the
theatre
MUTUAL ANIMATED
WEEKLY
ALHIMBM
COMCERT OiCHESTU
-10c and 15c
tOc and 15cis about, adequate illustration, ample white
space around the margins and the proper
representations of the other portions of the
program. The theatre has used a somewhat familiar cut of Wm. S. Hart with the
two guns in his hand and beneath that thj
ace of diamonds, with a clever catch lir>j,
"An Ace in the Hole," and then just a few

ALCAZAR theatre, Birmingham, has
adopted the idea that has obtained
in a few other cities of taking a page in
the Sunday newspapers and devoting a considerable portion of the space to reading
matter about current and future attractions at that house. Manager Charles W.
Crewnshaw reports that this plan has been
especially successful. We realize that conditions are different in various localities,
and we do not believe that most news-

•^Sn AKSZAR ORCHESTRA
FSj^
■For the Freedom
"QuoVadls"

of the WorhT

gave you prominence in relation to the
amount of advertising that you do. But
we note with regret that several of the
papers in the south, including one that was
a leader in the field, have retrograded in.
the matter of motion picture pages.
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I

Got

the

Advance

riiis is the second of our series of articles, " The Diary of a Successful Exhibitor," bya successful exhibitor who will tell week after week zvhat he has
done to develop his house, the lessons that lie has learned and the errors that
he has discovered. It w'ill be a frank discussion of the pleasures and evils of
exhibition in a town of 15,000, and the tips contained here will probably be of
value to managers in all sections.
By a Successful Exhibitor
AS

soon as I had visited a couple of
exchanges I found that I would be
able to get my pick of the pictures, but
the various managers were somewhat
skeptical of my success. They all agreed
with me that their particular pictures were
so good that they ought to have much
more than a single day's run in my town,
but at the same time they raised the price
on me for each of the two days above
what I believed that my soon-to-be competitors were paying. I had studied some
of the difficulties that my competitors had
been having, and I came back with a statement on my own behalf which did not
seem to impress them much.
It was this : I told these exchange men
that I meant to exploit my pictures and
get the fullest benefit of my territory, but
that I must get my film on time and that
there must be no substitution. In one or
two cases I was told about the trouble
with late trains and all that sort of thing,
but I replied that before I would substitute apicture I meant to let the house
go dark for the two days on which it was
booked and stand the chances of explaining it to my patrons. Some of them looked
on me tolerantly as a young man who was
very full of enthusiasm at the start, but
who would get over it in the end.
Two of the whole number of exchange
men with whom I talked offered me any
real advice on how I could show their
pictures to better advantage. A fair share
of
" bunk,"
and ifI knew
it. the
And others
let metalked
observe
here that
some
of the producing companies knew how
much some of their exchange managers
relied on this selfsame bunk, on getting
the new business and not worrying about
keeping that business, there would be very
likely to be a number of changes in some
of these companies. I don't believe that
most of these men realized the position
that they were taking, but they appeared
to have been so long trained in the atmosphere of the old-time days that they
could not get away from it.
I succeeded in getting the pictures that
I thought I wanted and then proceeded to
arrange the details. I arranged to buy a
set of photographs for each production
that I would show, although a few of the
managers urged that I rent these and then
send them along to the next exhibitor on
the booking list. I replied that I wanted
to do my own work and that I wanted to
have the material to work with even if
it did cost a little more. I arranged in
addition for stock cuts of the various stars,
scene from productions and the like. As
a matter of fact, I bought a good deal of
stuff that I did not use, but I was to learn
my mistakes only by experience.

All of this was concluded three weeks
before my opening. I went home determined to spend my whole time in deciding
how to make my public want to come to
my theatre even before it was ready for
patronage. It was just at that time that
I received my copy of the Motion Picture
News and read of the opening of a big
New York theatre and then discovered
that the admission on the first night was
only by invitation. I also noted that the
article said that all sorts of prices were
being offered for invitations by speculators
and there were hundreds before the doors
that could not get in. I determined that
if this were a good thing for New York
it would be a good thing for my town.
First I had the local artist paint a huge
banner which would almost cover the front
of the house. This announced the opening
of the theatre for Tuesday, but stated that
the admission would be by invitation only
and that the first paid admission day would
be Wednesday when the opening' bill would
be repeated. Then I went to the local
printer and had him prepare me invitations,
with a blank left for the name. Now, my
house would seat only about 500 people,
and I had arranged for one performance
in the afternoon and two in the evening,
and so I also left the hours blank in these
invitations. That was a little thing that
occurred to me at the last moment. I
purposely invited more than I could seat,
because I wanted people to be turned
away, but I did not want to disappoint
those who came from a distance — the automobile patronage and the possible excursionists. So 1 carefully arranged that
these people should be invited to the afternoon performance, reserving the two night
shows for the town people.
I sent invitations to the more prominent
people of the city, and this immediately
started talk. By this time I had become
well known in my home town again, and
after the sign had made its appearance
and the invitations had gone out I was
constantly buttonholed by acquaintances
who wanted to know why they didn't get
invitations and how they could get in. /
was very careful to see that every person
who showed such interest in my enterprise
got an invitation by the first mail.
A digression : While I had no training
in the newspaper business, I had been associated with a firm in the big city that
was a great believer in publicity. One of
my chums was employed in the advertising
department and we had many discussions
of the value of exploitation. These informal talks were partly responsible for
my determining to become an exhibitor,
for one of the things that I had noted
was that the established local houses rarely
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YOUR
EXPERIENCES
Perhaps You Could Have
Helped This Man with
Your Ideas
operative action. Every
p rfor
e
coan towexhel
you
tim
day
the
is
n
the
hibitor in ano
THIS
toward success you are helping
yourself, for you are stabilizing
the industry and working for
general prosperity that is
bound to benefit you directly.
Here is an exhibitor who is
setting down frankly his experiences of his start in business. There is no doubt that
many of you other exhibitors
have done business building
things that did not occur to this
manager. We would be very
glad to have you record them
in the Exhibitors Service
Bureau by sending us accounts
of them, where possible iladvertising.lustrated by photographs and
You ought to follow this
series of articles closely. They
are written by a man who really thought
frontedwhen
him. Youproblems
can get conlots
of ideas that are applicable to
your house.

used any newspaper space unless they had
some extraordinary attraction, and then
they expected to spend a couple of dollars,
give out a few passes and get half of the
paper. At first the editor of the only
daily in my town, and a quite creditable
little four-page sheet, did not take to me
very kindly, but I finally convinced him
that I expected to be a regular advertiser
and he agreed to co-operate with me and
see whether I would be any difTerent
from the rest. Then he gave me news
items day after day and we could find
something new to interest the public.
My invitation affair made a hit with
him and I got all sorts of publicity. Then
two days before the opening I began to
use display space. The editor reasoned
with me against doing this, since I was
selling no tickets on the opening day.
A week before my opening performance
I started my orchestra to rehearsing. The
musicians could see no reason for this,
especially as I did not intend to pay them
full wages for getting ready for permanent
work, but they finally yielded to my views
and went to work. The second day the
leader declared that everything was letter
perfect Vyt T kept them at it just the same.
The rehearsals were held just above one
of the drug stores and the " corner
loafers," who are so much a part of a small
<Sty, stood hour after hour and speculated
o\ what I(Continued
was about. on page 555)
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Mr. Rothapfel Will Answer Here any Questions Regarding Problems in Exhibition. The Only
Conditions Are That the Questions Must Not Bear on the Merits of Particular Pictures or Services and That They Must Come Through the NEWS. Address Your Inquiries " ROTHAPFEL
ADVICE, EXHIBITORS' SERVICE BUREAU, MOTION PICTURE NEWS."
XVII — I have followed very closely your answers to exhibitors and have
learned much from them. Here is my problem : I know from experience
that the argument of the daily change people that you can get your patrons
to come to your theatre every day is a false one. I believe that it would
be possible for me to use only two features a week, as I cannot show on
Sundays, where I am using six now. I am sure that this could be done
were I able to arrange for the music with the pictures, the proper setting
around them and the remainder of the program to go with them. Yet the net
result is that when the picture comes to me it is not what I expected it to
be and in many cases the musical score is impossible. I was interested in
reading in " Seeing the Rialto with Rothapfel " the use that you are making
of
" Suwanee
River score
" in of
youranother
bill this
week.which
Yet had
only inthree
ago
I got
the musical
picture
it theweeks
greatest
chance that I ever saw to use " Yankee Doodle " — and this is a New
England community — yet the point was passed by when the music cue
was written. I am seriously considering changing my policy from the
daily change to two pictures a week. That would give me a chance to go
to Boston one time a week and see the pictures that I expected to show
later. Do you think it would pay me? That would be a very radical
move for this community, a city of a possible 20,000. — NEW ENGLAND.
MY

dear man ! You are going to succeed and you are a
credit to the industry. The very fact that you are able
to criticise as you do in little question gives me a great deal
of faith in you. That's right : Don't take the other fellow's
interpretation or dope sheet for your own work. Use your
own brain, and, man, you can do it too. The dope sheets at
their best are not to be relied on, as there is very little jnterest
in the work except to get it done, and, with some exceptions of
course, the men who compile these dope sheets are not really
able to interpret the picture as they should be, and, after all,
why accept their interpretation?
Your musical library is probably limited and you cannot get
a third of the numbers, and even if you could the price would
be prohibitive. You have the right idea — go to Boston or any
other city where you can see the picture and make your own score.
The very fact that you are doing this yourself will be an inspiration and you will reap the benefit and joy of having done it
yourself. Change to twice a week and use your brain, just as
you have in this instance, and I can assure you that you will
be successful and it won't be long before you have the finest
picture, theatre in your town or will go to some town where
you will be really successful. I should like very much to hear
from you again.
XVIII — This is probably a unique problem. Although I have a small,
though the best, theatre in my community, a Pennsylvania mining town,
I have decided that I would have my theatre up to date in every way, and
so I employed a couple of ushers. I did not expect that this would result
in any immediate increase in business, but it has had the opposite effect.
I believe that my two young men are always courteous, but their experience has been that many of the miners simply brush by them and take
the aisle seats, so that it is impossible to seat the house with any regard
tor the later comers. When these men are remonstrated with they get
" sore had
" and
declare in
thatthethey
the house
have
complaints
pastwill
thatnever
womencomeand tochildren
couldagain.
not getI
comfortable seats, and that is the reason that I introduced the ushers.
Can you suggest any way in which I can deal with these conditions?
—MINING THEATRE.
V/'OUR trouble seems to be a purely executive one. I am
■»■ afraid that the miners and people in your locality have
never been checked and they go wherever they please. Of
course this is unfortunate, but j'ou must have power of personality enough to stand behind your boys. There is nothing
like standing behind your staff when they are right.
An instance of this was found in my own theatre. The Rialto,
and I am going to tell you of it so as to make the matter very
clear to you. Sometime ago I instructed my boys to hold a
line and to let no one pass through a certain portion of the
theatre. One man persisted and shoved my boy back and struck
him. While we teach our boys that the patron is always right
and that the patron must be shown every courtesy under any
consideration, this man was instantly reported to the management, who immediately caused the arrest of the patron. He
was fined a substantial sum and given a short term of imprisonWe do not think
will identical
occur again,
does thement.management
will the
act incident
in the same
way. but' if it
You must have control over your institution the same as a
man must have control over the steering wheel of his automo-

bile or else it will flivver. I would suggest in your case, nevertheless, and I have had experience in mining towns, to take
two girls with attractive personalities and make them ushers
instead of boys. Have them dressed neatly — don't put them in
monkey jackets — something simple in black, with white collars
and cuffs.
Teach them to say " good afternoon " or " good evening,"
whatever the case may be, and you will find that the miners
will not brush by them if the girls have the right stuff in them.
This, in my opinion, is the best solution of your problem. Let
me know how it works out.
XIX — Three months ago I booked a special feature which had been
largely advertised and I decided to do something that bad never been done
before in my town — book it for three days. I am in a mining section of
the country where there is great prosperity and where the population is
widely separated. But I used posters all through my territory to advertise
this picture and aroused great interest in it. I received the film about two
hours before the time to run the picture and had to put it on that day,
though the preliminary examination showed that the print was in terrible
condition, so dim that it could scarcely be seen on the screen. I wired
the exchange center, some hundred and fifty miles away, but got an answer
that this was the only print available and offering to make a discount if
I would continue to show the picture. Instead of that, I ordered another
feature from another exchange for the other two days. Lots of people who
had come by auto to see the originally advertised picture were disappointed,
but I reduced the prices from those that I had advertised and gave a clean,
clear picture. I know that I lost patrons all the way around, but what
could I have done under such circumstances? How am I going to make
an exchange furnish me a good print? — OCOEE.
THIS is a condition that is deplorable and it shows that the
exchange should be very severely censured that would let
a print go out of their ofHce if it was not absolutely in the best
condition for presentation.
I have no sympathy with any exchange or exchange manager
who would so far forget his duty to the exhibitor and the industry as a whole, and to his employer, as to make him for
one moment guilty of such negligence. I cannot say that you
did right in taking off the picture. Of course I can quite readily
understand why 3'ou did it, but it is better to go through sometimes and make the best of something than to disappoint a lot
of people, especially after j-ou had advertised so heavily. The
very fact that the exchange offered to make a discount to you
proved they were guilty and hereafter I would take such a
matter up over the exchange man's head and go right to the
producing company and make an issue of it.
// / were in your place, I believe I would let the public in
on it and show them that you are looking after the public's welfare. You will be amazed at the co-operation you will get and
the result will be that the exchange manager will never again
attempt to thrust upon you such an outrage, as it will kill him
in that territory, absolutely, not alone with the exhibitor but
with the patrons, upon whom he depends for his very livelihood.
XX — From your experience in a small town, you probably know that
the people of that community are likely to center the greater share of their
interest in one star. That is the situation here. There is one male actor,
whom I consider mediocre, who has more drawing power than any of the
others. Any time that I can show one of his new pictures I get a packed
house. I can even repeat on them and get the money. I cannot determine
for the life of me what is the secret of the popularity of this fellow except
that
women
he is is" how
very tohandsome."
Butthat
to has
get
down allto ofthe thepoint,
what declare
I want that
to know
exploit a star
not equal popularity or a picture that really has no star. Further than
that I want to know how to leave a lasting impression after I present a
'* special
guarantee
any remember
picture unless
that
it isproduction."
good, but howI refuse
can I tomake
the people
that?I know
They
remember your errors all right, but I cannot get the impression of success
stamped upon them. — R. C. C.
UNFORTUNATELY you have the same trouble that every
manager has, and it has been the great reason for the
failure of so many stock companies in the small towns. I have
been preaching all along that you should make your HOUSE
the thing and to devote some of the energy that j-ou use in
creating a following for the star to your own theatre. You will
find that by so doing other stars will be just as popular.
{Continued on page 554)
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Strand Theatre Finds That
Tabloid Grand Opera
Pleases Public.

How
the Strand
theatre
stage looked
the presentation
the stage
opera and
"Carmen"
in tabloid
form. The
orchestra
occupiedduring
its usual
place on theofmain
behind
that, taking the place of the screen, zuas a smaller stage on which the four principals
sang the chief arias from the opera.

Don't

Handicap

Your Business
by Your Own Advertising Faults
(Continued from page S46)
haps wonder at the use of taking up a
We saw recently three advertisements
number of displays and showing where
of a picture that was made in a certain city
they lost the proper punch, but it is only
where pictures are seldom made, and in not
one of the displays was there reference to by seeing where others have made mistakes
that fact. No doubt the news columns of that you can save yourselves from the same
the daily papers had carried stories of the course.
You can avoid most of the handicaps by
making of the picture at the time and the
a straight-away advertising, by using the
theatre expected every one to remember
smallest amount of reading matter possible
that. Again that ' is the wrong theory.
after giving some striking stamp to the
Don't expect anything. Make everything,
picture or the star.
especially your big point, stand out.
You don't need the daring or the offenAnd now, in this bunch of displays sesive.
lected more or less at random comes the
You don't need to write a " book " about
display of the Washington theatre. And
here is one of the worst handicaps that a the picture.
Use pictures, plenty of space and plenty
display can provide — offense.
How would you like for some one that of white space.
Then the ad will have room to work;
you did not know — or for that matter some
it will get the grip on the public and bring
one that you do know — to come up to your
the people to your theatre.
wife or sister and ask her whether she had
an affinity? You would probably smash the
offender in the face. And a theatre has
RothapfeV s Answers to Exhibitors
no right to commit the same offense. Mat(Continued from page 553)
ters of good taste are just as important to
the theatre as to anything else — and a litThe trouble has been with you that whenthe more so.
ever you got this man you made the most
Because the writer of this advertistment
of him, which, of course, is only natural
and psychologically correct, but you have
has been able to show no originality
been carried away by what you thought to
either in the design of the advertisement,
be an irresistible duty and you gave the
the selection of the type or the employment of a cut, there is no excuse for his public what it wanted, which, of course,
attempting to make up for these lacks by is also against what I am continually
preaching.
using a line that almost carries an insult.
Of course you will say that most people
Please yourself first and don't kid yourwill overlook the offense in the line and
self. You will find your audiences will
that it will probably attract some of the agree with you in the end. It is a problem
scandal lovers. Which is true. But you
that will work out all right, but don't under any condition feature the star. Make
are building your theatre, we suppose, for
your
theatre the thing. I am interested in
permanency, to make it an institution in
your case and if you want to sit down and
your town, and if you are this is distinctly
write me a long letter through the New.s
the wrong way.
I will be glad to help you in any way I can
This is a peculiar arlicie, and yun per-

LAST week the News told of the first
presentation of tabloid grand opera
at the Strand theatre, New York, together
with feature and other pictures. During
the first week " Carmen " was presented
and so great has been the box office return
that Manager Harold Edel announces that
the policy will be continued.
This is the first time on record that
tabloid grand opera has been presented in
a motion picture house, though, of course,
there have been many instances of grand
opera selections. However, in this case
four singers were used and they rendered
the principal arias in an excellent manner.
The whole of " Carmen " was condensed
into thirty minutes and really took little
more time than a couple of solos would
have done. It was presented in three acts
with the briefest sort of intermissions.
Oscar Spirescu, conductor at the Strand,
collaborated with Manager Edel in the presentation of this novelty. Of course the
big Strand orchestra played an important
part in the presentation.
" The introduction of opera in the photoplay theatre in conjunction with a bill of
screen entertainment, has proved a big success," said Mr. Edel. " The presentation
of ' Carmen ' in thirty minutes, was no
small task, but the result is more than
gratifying. The Strand is the first theatre
in the country, if not the world, to present
this new form of entertainment, and that
in due time it will be popular throughout
the entire country seems apparent. We
have had record attendances the past week,
and the enthusiastic applause and comments accorded our new entertainment encourage us to do even bigger things along
these lines. We have dared to attempt
this undertaking despite discouraging expressions on the part of various persons,
and that we have made a ten-strike is disclosed in the report of our box office receipts. We have received countless congratulations on our departure in American
amusements and are arranging for further
offerings of this kind along even broader

Thousands Theatres
Get Toys at *Frisco
lines."
Thousands of children were entertained
at the Kahn and Greenfield theatres, San
Francisco, during the Christmas holidays.
In the sections in which the New Fillmore
and the New Mission are located the merchants co-operated in making the week for
the children a great success.
Ten thousand toys were purchased for
distribution at each house and the merchants of the neighborhood distributed
many tickets to the theatres. The lobby
of each house was converted into a veritable fairyland of toys. Each child holder
of ticket was given one of these, but as
they ■Jvere often accompanied by their parents the theatres did not suffer a financial
loss from the plan.
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AtCircle
the right
is a Indianapolis.
general viezi' Note
of thetheChristmas
"postaloutcard"
setting
by Manager
Barret
McCormick
at the
Theatre,
effect brought
by the
balletarranged
girls appearing
fromS. the
figures
of the birds.
The picture on the left gives some details of the center of the display, together with another view of the ballet.
Huge

Christmas

Card

on

the

Stage

and

Chorus Greet Patrons of Circle Theatre
THE spectacular stage embellishment to danced to the spirited and lilting strains
the Christmas Week program of the of the ballet suite.
Circle theatre at Indianapolis was a gorThe dancers were all pupils of the Pierrot School of Dancing, conducted by Mile.
geous scenic, electrical ballet creation, produced by S. Barret McCormick, the manTheo Hewes, and included many wellknown professional ballet dancers who
aging and producing director, called " The
were finishing their courses, as well as
Snowflake Ballet," and presented by Mile.
others who are about to make their proTheo Hewes and corps de ballet' of fifteen.
fessional debut.
The scene was a massive affair, built
By special arrangement with this, school
and painted in the scenic studios maintained by Mr. McCormick exclusively for Mr. McCormick has the exclusive right
to their theatrical appearances in his city,
his scenic embellishments and stage spectacles which have become an integral part
and the Circle is perhaps the first photoof the Circle's entertainment. The first dramatic theatre in America to include a
ballet organization among its exclusive
scene disclosed, when the curtain went up,
features, as well as to operate a scenic
was a huge drop, fifty-five feet long and
forty feet high, representing a giant studio and department devoted to the creation of electrical and mechanical effects.
Christmas card painted in brilliant colors,
and all a-glitter with the tinsel and snow
typical of the old-fashioned holiday greetHow an Exhibitor Got Advance
ing card.
Interest
On either side of a big holly wreath
{Continued from page 552)
which occupied the center were two candles, their flames made to burn and splutBy the time of the day of the opening
ter by a special electrical arrangement.
I had everyone in the city who could be
Through the opening in the holly wreath
awakened from permanent drowsiness
one caught a glimpse of the deep stage
talking about the theatre and the opening.
That afternoon there were people in the
setting of ice and snow grottees, on which
blue and white flood lights and shifting town who rarely came there except on
spots made the scene glitter and glisten
do their week's
buying.
like a huge ice cave. At the bottom of Saturdays
eral of theto merchants
told me
that Sevthey
the big Christmas Card drop a dozen
did a record business, and that gave me
painted snowbirds perched on cedar
another idea which I put into practice later.
boughs, with the faces of the dancers stickBut the main point is that they came in
ing through.
autos, buggies and wagons, and I had to
Then as the lights dimmed, Mile. Hewes
give two shows to accommodate them all.
and another dancer, as the spirits of WinI had people there who had never seen a
ter, glided into the scene, and taking from
motion picture — possibly some who never
saw another one, but the main thing was
their purses handfuls of snow, sprinkled
it upon the scene. This was the cue for that I had the town packed with visitors,
the beautiful electrical snowstorm effect
and more than one of the town people
which flooded the scene, the dancers that whose invitation read for the evening performance tried to get by the door. They
typified the spirit of the snowbirds,
stepped through their painted bodies to the didn't, but the^y were politely told that
they had overlooked the hour mentioned,
footlights as the drop disappeared from
view, disclosing the full stage, a gigantic
and they left feeling that I hadn't got next
to the little trick that they were trying to
ice and snow grotto on which myriad
lights played as the ballet, with abandon.
play. There is no- use offending anyone, if
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DonH Sit Back and Expect Someone Else
to Ask

much profit from readget
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eacNhPICwee
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TURkE NE
but
wer
ans
an
get
to
fail
may
you
to the one that most concerns
you unless you ask the question
you are particularly
in which
interested.
Exhibitors are notoriously
loath to break the ice about
anythingselves.that
concerns
They fear
that theythemare
giving
away
some
business
secret. That is the reason that
we are not signing the names
to questions, though these
names and addresses are required as an evidence of good
faith.
Mr. Rothapfel will answer
any
question
it does
not enter
into provided
the merits
of a
particular picture of film service
and provided that these letters
comeafraid
through
this Address
paper. Don't
be
to ask.
your
letter:
ROTHAPFEL ADVICE,
Exhibitors Service Bureau,
Motion Picture News.
you can get out of it.
That evening I had more people apply at
the seven o'clock performance than I could
have accommodated at two shows, and
there was such an overflow at the nine
o'clock performance that I had to announce
another show at eleven. True, few people
stayed up until that almost " unearthly
hour," but there were a hundred or so
who did so and I was given the credit
even by those who did not wait for trying
to do my best to take care of everyone.
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"The Flame
of Cl)aiu'e,
W ilson
and Jack
AluUiall" Margery
in Leading
Roles
(Triaiii/lc
I'icc
Ifcd
Produrtioit)
Margery Wilson, supported by Jack Mulhall,
Anna Dodge, Wilbur Higbee, Percy Challenger,
Ben Lewis, Eugene Corey and Lee Phelps, is seen
the Triangle
featured role
of " Theunder
Flames
Chance,"of
ain late
production
the ofdirection
Raymond Wells. The story was written by Francis Sullivan and adapted to the screen by Harvey
Gates and Elizabeth Haas. Miss Wilson presentsrapherthein role
Gontreau,
stenoga Newof Jeannette
York office.
She is aintensely
patriotic, and takes an interest in the boys in
France. She selects the names of three soldiers
of the Allied forces who are held as prisoners by
the Germans. To these three soldiers she writes
daily. Harry Ledyard, one of the imprisoned solJeannette's
burns diersonewho receives
while reading
it byletters,
candleaccidentally
light and
discovers a secret message left visible in the
scorched gifts
leter.to Jeannette's
employer
her in
sending
the soldiers.
Harry aids
is released
from the camp and returns to New York. Realizing that her letters to the strange soldier have
been personal she decides to impersonate an old
lady so as to discourage him. He arrives and
conveys his suspicions concerning the message
in the letter. The postal authorities examine one
ofon Jeannette's
find Harry,
evidence toto save
hold her,
her
charge of letters,
being aandspy.
says that he wrote the message. Mary tells the
detective that she is suspicious of her employer
and a trap is set. Her employer walks into it,
and is proved to be a spy. Jeannette discards the
disguisecome more
of than
the old
lady, and she and Harry befriends.
" The
Flamewillof beChance,"
son featured,
seen onwith
the Margery
screen of Wilthe
theatre on
of
week.
Norma Talmadge in "By Right of Purchase"
O'Brien
Leading Man
{Select Eugene
Five Reel
Production)
Norma Talmadge, whose appearance in the
screen version of Rupert Hughes' work, " Ghosts
of
praises
fromYesterday,"
the critics brought
and the forth
public,such
will high
be seen
on
the screen of the
theatre on
of
week
in
'
By
Right
of
Purchase,"
her
latest contribution to the list of screen dramas.
Eugene O'Brien, who presented the principal
male role in " Ghosts of Yesterday," is Miss
Talmadge's leading man in " By Right of Purchase." Others inJr.,thewhocasthasare been
Ida Darling,
William Courtleigh,
seen in some
of the big Broadway successes of the speaking
stage; Charles Wellsley and Florence B. Billings.
The production was made for the Select series of
pictures under the direction of Charles Miller,
who has directed Miss Talmadge in her latest
successes. Miss Talmadge has established a reputation for most artistic work before the camera. She pleases in whatever picture she is seen
because she is talented, emotional and possesses
a fine sense of humor. In her latest picture she
presents the part of Margot Hughes, a social butterfly of New York, who seeks an anvantageous
marriage for financial reasons. She is loved by
Chadwick
(Eugenein O'Brien),
and makes
no
secret ofHimes
her interest
Dick Derwent.
Both
young men arc wealthy. Himes is desperately in
love with Margot, and begs her to marry him,
asking only that she spend three years with him.
If at the end of that time she does not love him,
he will release her. She accepts, and they are
married. She is not long in realizing her husband's worth that
ind the
of Dick.
got believes
her worthlessness
husband has lost
interestMar-in
her, and she renews her flirtations with Dick, to
make her husband jealous.. Himes thinks that his
wife does not love him, and he offers to give her
her freedom. He leaves, but is told by a friend
that she loves him. He goes back, but finds his
wife gone. They meet in France, Margot havir.K gone as a Red Cross nurse.
in " Byof the
Right of Purchase
willNorma
be seenTalmadge
on the screen
thea-"
tre on
of
week.
Mary Miles Minter in Rippling ComedyDrama, "Beauty and the Rogue"
(Ooldiriin ftix Reel I'rnduclirm)
Mary Miles Minter's next appearance at the
theatre will be in " Beauty and the
Rogue,'
a five-reel
comedy-drama,
writtenby byElizaArthur Berthclet
and adapted
to the screen
beth Mahoney. The production was made by the
American Film Company, releasing on the Mutual program, umler the direction of Henry King.
Richard Van Stone is her leading man. In the
supporting cast are seen Orral Forest, George
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FEATURES
TITLE OF PLAY PRODUCERS
"An American Widow"Metro 5 reels
"" The
High
Sign Mus" Universal 5 reels
A
Modern
keteer " Artcraft S reels
"" The
For Liberty
" of Fox
5 reels
Kingdom
Love "
Fox
5 reels
"" The
Dummy
The Movie
German
Curse"Pathe (Comedy) 2 reels
in Russia "
Pathe
5 reels
" Framing Framers " Triangle S reels
" The Impostor "
Mutual 5 reels
" The Fourth at Salvador " General 2 reels
" Unknown 274 "
Fox
5 reels
SERIALS
" The Hidden Hand " Pathe Serial
(7th Episode) 2 reels
" Vengeance — and theVitagraph Serial
Woman "
(3d Episode) 2 reels
Periolat, Lucille Ward, Spottiswoode Aitken and
Clarence Burton. Roberta Lee is the role impersonatedworker.
by Miss Minter.
Roberta isknown
a prom-as
inent social
Bill Dorgan,
Slippery Bill, has just been released from prison
after serving a long term for burglary. He resolves to go straight, but when he sees Roberta
enters the Uplift Society wearing valuable jewels,
he changes
mind, makes
to annex them. Hehis secures
a job aspreparations
assistant gardener
to
the the
girl'sjewels.
father, Heand gets
is given
locate
them.opportunity
Roberta hasto
left for the country to visit her old nurse. She
dons overalls, and goes into the garden to ashusband.
StoneHe hasis
comesist tothe nurse's
that section
to buyRichard
up oilVan
lands.
her
father's
general
manager.
In
the
meantime.
Slippery enters upon the scene, and sells to
Richard the jewels which he had stolen from
Roberta. Richard, in turn, gives them to Roberta. She, thinking that he is the one who had
stolen them, wires her father that the thief had
been detected. Shortly afterward the father receives another wire, telling him that his daughter
and his general manager had been married, and
that they could be expected on the next train.
Slippery is again placed into the hands of the
authorities and returned to prison.
Mary Miles Minter will be seen on the screen
of the
theatre on
of
week
in
"
Beauty
and
the
Rogue,"
a five-part
comedy-drama.
Mae Marsh Supported by Strong Cast
in " Fields of Honor " — Irvin Cobb
{fJoldwyn Five Reel Production)
A powerful trio of artists unite in giving to
the
" Fields
of Honor."
TheyRalph
are Irvin
Cobb,screen
author;
Mae Marsh,
star, and
Ince,
director. It is seldom that a screen production
represents such a collection of talent. Mr. Cobb
is one of the best known writers of the present
day.
Marsh needs
no introduction
— she areis
known Miss
to millions
or wherever
photoplays
shown, and Ralph Ince has establish a reputation
for work as director. " Fields of Honor " is Miss
Marsh's
latest work
for Goldwyn.
has
supporting
her Marguerite
Marsh,Miss
her Marsh
sister,
George Cooper, John Wessel, Vernon Steele, Neil
Moran, Maud Cooling, Ned Hay and Ed Lynch.
The story has appeared in the Saturday Evening
Post, and
best.a little
Miss
Marsh
has is
the one
role ofof Irvin
Marie Cobb's
Messereau,
French girl, who comes to New York to find better ing.
things.
first experiences
First, Her
her brother
is called are
to disappointFrance, to
join the colors, and then her sister is taken ill.
She loves Robert Vorhis, son of a wealthy judge,
and is about to be married when a friend whom
she has spurned tells Robert that she is not fit to
be his wife. Robert leaves for the West to forget
her. vised
Marie's
sisterto grows
worse, Marie
and shedocsis not
adto take her
a hospital.
know the address, and is arrested for accosting
men on the street in an endeavor to learn the
address. She is taken before Judge Vorhis in the
night court, and while she is absent her sister ends
her life. An investigation proves that Marie is
innocent of the charge for which she has been
takengettoMarietheandnight
court.fromRobert
is uhable
to for-to
returns
the West
in time
catch
Marie
as
she
is
boarding
a
steamer
for
France.

Picture

News

" Evidence," with J. Barney Sherry
Featured — Circumstantial Evidence
{Trianple Five Reel Production)
" Evidence
" is a Triangle
the
direction
of Walter
Edwards.production
J. Barneyunder
Sherry
is in the featured role. The story was written
by Jack Cunningham. In support of Mr.Sherry
are seen Audelle Higgins, Howard Davis, Pauline
Starke, Eugene Corey, Edwin Jobson and Georg^
Chase. " Evidence " is a strong dramatic photoholding theMr.attention
from
start toplay,finish.
Sherry of
has antheaudience
part of John
Corbin, famous lawyer. He makes the statement
to his close friend. Dr. Richard Hyde, that any
man of wealth and influence can commit murder
and be acquitted if he retain the right counsel.
The statement was prompted by a recent murder
trial, in which a rich youth was acquitted on the
grounds of insanity after he had been accused of
slaying his wife. Corbin closed the discussion
with the bold statement that he could kill his
wife and go free. He announced that he was
leaving for Boston. About to depart he was
called to his apartment by a wire, and going
there he sees a man leaving the apartment, and
one glance at his wife tells him what had taken
place. He seizes a dagger from the dresser and
kills his wife. Corbin gives himself to the police
and confessed.
Hydeconversation
rallied to he
Corbin's
defense. He tells Dr.
of the
had with
Corbin, sane.andTwo young
gave his
that Corbin
is in-of
menopinion
were under
suspicion
robbing
the Corbin
apartment, and
they areCorbin
tried
and
sentenced
on circumstantial
evidence.
is sent to an insane asylum. Corbin's son, by his
first wife, Corbin
was engaged
to marry
Dr. asylum,
Hyde'sdaughter.
is released
from the
and at the wedding the doctor asks Corbin if he
recognizes
the young
ment the night
of the man
murder.who was in his apartJ.
Barney
Sherry
in
Evidence,"
powerful
drama, dealing with the " course
of thea law,
will
be seen on the screen of the
theatre
on
of
week.
Mabel Normand in "Dodging a Million,"
Mystery, Romance, Comedy and Thrills(Ooldwyn Six Reel Production)
Edgar oration
Selwyn,
the Sullivan,
dramatist has
working
in collabwith A. M.
written
Mabel
Normand's first starring vehicle under the Goldwyn banner. the
It isfour
titledbig" Dodging
and contains
essentialsa toMillion,"
entertainment on the screen — mystery, romance, adventure and laughs. The production is in six reels,
and was produced under the direction of George
Loane Tucker, whom you all will remember asthe creator of Hall Caine's " The Manx Man "
for screen presentation, and Mae Marsh's late
picture,
" ThetheCinderella
Man." Mr.
Tucker
classed sion.with
biggest
in the
profes-inis
Miss Norman
has directors
as her leading
man,
this production, Tom Moore, who was seen asMae Marsh's
man arein Armand
" The Cinderella
Man."
Others leading
in the cast
Cortes, J.
Herbert Frank, Shirley Aubert, Rita Dane, Norah
Sprague and Bruce Biddle. Mabel Normand has
appeared in some of the biggest comedy hits on
the screen. She surpasses all her past successesin
production
" Dodging
SheGoldwyn's
presents the
role of ofArabella
Flynn,a Million."
a model
in a fashionable modiste shop, who makes one
morning and finds that she has inherited a fortune fromtemala.a Thewealthy
who had lived
in Gua-of
lawyers,aunt
representing
the estate
her aunt, gives Arabella a check for $800 and
three trunks with instructions to open one after
the other on three consecutive days. Arabella
loses no time in moving to the most fashionable
hotel where she meets Jack Forsythe, son of the
corset king. Her fame as an heiress has reached
the ears of the tradesmen of the city, and they
all insist upon giving her credit. It develops
that the three trunks contain a lot of paste jewelery, old-fashioned clothes, and some poison in
a case to be used should she find her lover untrue to her. Her account with the tradesmen runsinto the coversthousands,
clerkgiving
disthat he has when
made thea lawyer's
mistake in
Arabella a $800 check. This fact reaches the ears
of the tradesmen, and they become frantic. They
discover that Arabella has no money. What mistake did the lawyer's clerk make?
Mabel Normand
" Dodging of
a Million "
at See
the
theatreinon
week, and get the answer.
" The Blind Adventure " — Mysterious Romance, Edward Earle and Betty Howe
(Vilaiiraph Five Reel Production)
Edward Earle is to be seen on the screen of
the
in "and
The suspense
Blind Adventure,"
which for sheertheatre
mystery
is one of
the best photociramas ever seen at the
;—
theatre. Mr. Earle has been seen in several Vitagraph
productions,
but
is
seen
for
the
first
time
in the featured role in this late work. The story
was written by Earl Derr Biggers, and appeared
in the Saturday
Evening Post.
RugglesHowe
directed. In the supporting
cast areWesley
seen Betty
in the leading feminine role; Frank Norcross,
William Bailey, Gilbert Rooney, A. A. Stevenson,
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George Wright, P. D. Standing, Eulalie Jansen
and John Sturgeon. Geoffrey West is the principal character and presented by Mr. Earle. West
is breakfasting at the Carlton in London when
Marion Larned and her father, an American Congressman, enter. West is attracted to Marion, and
to get acquainted he inserts a personal in the
daily paper. Marion, next morning, reads it, and
sees a reference to her. She answers, and a correspondence isstarted. West is fond of romance,
and hits upon an idea. He writes a series of letters
describing a murder in which he was the principal character. Marion believes in his story, but
is unable to see him. The correspondence is kept
■up
until
the outbreak
of thehadwar,better
when return
Marion'sto
father decides
that they
America. West learns of this, and decides that
he has carried the romantic side of his love affair far enough. He makes desperate attempts
to see Marion, but only succeeds as she and her
father are boarding the steamer for America. He
gets aboard and explains to her that the murder
story was only a joke. But he has forgotten to
get his ticket, and is arrested. Marion sees the
joke, and permits him to be taken away, explaining that she will meet him in New York
when he has proved himself a " gentleman."
"
The
and Betty Blind
Howe Adventure,"
in the leadingwithrolesEdward
will be Earle
seen
on the screen of the
theatre on
of
week.
William Farnum in " The Heart of a Lion,"'
Ralph Connor, Author — Red-BIooded Drama
{Fox Five Reel Production)
in " Theat the
Heart of a Lionthea"—
thisWilliam
will be Farnum
the headliner
tre on
of
week. " The Heart
of ,a Lion " is a screen version of Ralph Connor's
novel, "lions.The
milIn the Doctor,"
supportingwhich
cast hasare been
seen read
Maryby Martin, William Courtleigh, Jr., Wanda Petit, Walter Law, Marc Robbins and Rita Bori. The production was made by William Fox, under the
direction of Frank Lloyd, who is responsible for
William Farnum's big success, " Les Miserables."
Mr. Lloyd directed also " The Tale of Two Cities." Mr. Farnum man,
has the role
of Barney
Kemeverything
for hisper, a big-hearted
brother, Dick. It who
is onesacrifices
of the red-blooded
parts for which Mr. Farnum is famous. The
story, itself, is from the pen of Ralph Connor,
who has written some of the most red-blooded
stories of the present day. His style is something on the order of that of Jack London's, and
his stories were masterpieces. " The Heart of a
Lion " is a typical Farnum picture, and will be
enjoyed
by allplayers
— old and
young,strong
alike.support,
A cap^le
cast of Fox
renders
and
Frank Lloyd has given this photodrama an excellent production. It is difficult to point to any
one picture in which Mr. Farnum has appeared
andtherefer
to athat
failure.
The audiences
are all goodlike.
— allThis
are
of
brand
American
one is no exception. It will please the most varied audience, and the management of the
theatre assures you that you will enjoy every
minute of the time that you spend in the
theatre
projected.duringIt which
will be" The
seen Heart
onof a Lion " ofis
week. William Farnum in his latest
work,
" The Heart of a Lion," from the pen of
Ralph Connor.
Dorothy Phillips in "Broadway Love";
Broadway Night Life Revealed
(Bluebird Five-Reel Production)
Dorothy Phillips comes back to the
theatre
week in a prize Bluebird production titled
Broadway
Love."the Miss
Phillips
has proved
by " her
work before
camera
that
she is entitled to the honor of being placed at the
head of the list of Bluebird players. Her emotional
work in the screen drama has been highly praised
by the critics, the press and the public. Her
latest
work,Wonderly,
" Broadway
Love," was
W. Carey
the original
story written
appearingby
in one of the popular magazines. The production was made by Bluebird under the direction of Ida May Park, one of the few women
directors. Appearing in the supporting cast with
Miss Phillips are Juanita Hansen, whom you will
remember for her work in the Mack Sennett
comedies; Gladys Tennyson, William Stowell who
"has
seen ain favorite
many ofBluebird
Miss Phillips'
successes;
Lon been
Cheney,
star, and
Harry
Von Meter. Miss Phillips has the part of Midge
O'Hara,
a country
girl,herwhoname
comes
to the
city
with
ambitions
to have
appear
in electric lights along the lighted way. Cherry Blow,
impersonated by Juanita Hansen, is the most pop-ular
chorusa position
girl of the
Midge
is given
in theatrical
the chorus district.
of one of
the
most popular shows, and Cherry, and she becomes
close friends. Cherry gives a party in honor of
Henry Rockwell, a rich mine owner from the
"West.
Watkins,
the country,
sweetheart,
Midge hadElmer
left behind
in the
followswhom
her
to the city, and insists that Midge marry him.
Midge attends the party, and Rockwell is fascinated with her. Midge had not expected such
-orgies as she found and went home. Rockwell accompanying her. Watkins learns that Midge is at
the party, and he takes the liberty to invite him.■self.

HERE'S
YOUR
LIGHT
Make Up for the Lost
Illumination with
Publicity
ng,er eith
erteisinev
donere
anywhoadvhav
You in
the newrspapers or
through programs and
who have been depending on
electric signs are going to have
to take a step forward. So long
as ,the coal famine lasts there
isn't going to be
much chance
for the big night displays again
in front of your house.
But that is not going to affect
your business if you avail yourself intelligently of the ways
that are open to you. One of
the first things essential is the
study of your pictures and to
tell your public about them
further in advance. Get your
patrons interested, before they
would have been had you relied
only on signs.
Rewrite from these Ad Talks
little paragraphs of interest for
your newspaper and your
program. You can find something here that you can use a
week or more in advance and
stir up the interest. Then use
them complete in your reading
notices in the local papers just
before you show the pictures.
Clip them and file them now:
They'll
help signs.
take the place of
the
electric

Carlyle Blackwell and Evelyn Greeley
in " His Royal Highness " — Adventure
{World Five-Reel Production)
Carlyle Blackwell and Evelyn Greeley are costarred
in "ofHisthe
Royal Highness,"
be seen on
the
screen
theatreto on
of
week. This is a typical Blackwell
picture presenting Mr. Blackwell in the role of a
young college athlete, who is the star football
player of the season. He is a reckless sort of fellow, the happy-go-lucky
his
adventures
is kept in hot kind,
water andmostbecause
of the oftime.
His chum at the university is a studious young
foreigner who is called to his native country of
France. The football hero is invited to go along.
In Parisworld andthesee two
the underthe start
sightsoutof totheexplore
night life.
They
meet the leader of the Apaches, a girl, whom they
attempt to rescue from her evil companions and
a fight follows, which is staged with all the realism ofeignethe
It develops
the forr is heiractuality.
to the crown
of a small that
principality,
and that he is a prince traveling incognito. The
prince has been badly hurt in the fight, and is
taken to the hospital. The football hero is called
upon sumeto theimpersonate
prince.heads.
He starts
to asduties of thethecrowned
The friends
of the usurper hear of his coming and plan to
assassinate him. The adventure starts, and what
happens is told in a most entertaining manner
in this latest World picture featuring Carlyle
Blackwell and Evelyn Greeley.
At the
theatre on
of
week, " His Royal Highness."
George Beban in "Jules of the Strong
Heart " — Story of Lumber Camp
{Paramount Five-Reel Production)
George Beban, famous for his characterizations
of Italian and other foreign parts is to be seen
on the screen of the
theatre on
of
in " Jules
of thepatron
Strongof Heart."
Mr. Beban week
is known
to every
motion
picture
theatres
throughout
the
world
his charasterizations. In this, his latestforwork
for
Paramount, he presents the role of Jules Lemaire, a happy-go-lucky French Canadian. The
picture
was produced
direction
of Donald Crisp.
The storyunder
was the
written
by William
Merriam Rouse, and adapted for screen presen-

tation by Harvey F. Thew and Frank X. Finnegan. In the supporting cast with Mr. Beban are
seen Helen Eddy, Charles Ogle, Raymond Hatton, Guy Oliver, Ernest Joy, H. B. Carpenter
and Edward Martin. Jules Lemaire arrives at
the camp of the Nemo Lumber Company in the
heart of the Canadian woods. He carries with
him a little two-year-old baby, and, to all inquiries concerning same, he gives an evasive answer. He was engaged as a lumber-jack. Tom
Farnsworth is boss of the camp, and disliked by
the lumber-jacks. His daughter, Joy, is the favorite among the members of the camp. Big Jim
Burgess is in love with her, as are Kendall, the
timekeeper, and Jules himself. The three clash
over the girl, and there follows a time of excitement in the Nemo lumber comp. Jules is the favorite of Joy's, witness
and in " Jules
of the Strong
Heart,"
adventures
love
romanceswhoof will
men of the the
lumber
camp. andGeorge
Beban will be seen on the screen of the
theatre on
of
week in " Jules
of the Strong Heart."
Franklyn Farnum, Supported by Edith
Johnson,Five-Reel
in " TheProduction)
Fighting Grin "
{Bluebird
Are you in the mood for a side-splitting
comedy-drama? The American public always is.
Then arrange your engagements so that you will
be free on an afternoon or evening on
of
next week.
Franklyn Farnum is
coming to the
theatre in " The Fighting
Grin." scene
It's aand
Blubeird
and a two
"corker."
every
sometimes
or threeA laugh
every
scene. Franklyn reaches the high spots in
comedy in this production and hands out the
laughs without hesitation. The drama was written by R. E. Bradbury and F. H. Clark and
adapted to the screen by Charles Kenyon. Joseph
De Grasse directed. Mr. Farnum is supported
by Edith Johnson, J. Morris Foster, Charles H.
Mailes and Fred Montague. Billy Kennedy is
the role presented by the Bluebird comedian.
Miss Johnson impersonates Margie Meredith.
Billy and Margie had been playmates and when
they arrive at the age of discretion decide that it
is time to get married. Their fathers had been
enemies from childhood. Margies father let it
be known that his daughter would never marry
son tells
of his
Billy's
liking
athejoke,
his enemy,
son that but
he will
givefather,
him $10,000
if he suceceds in winning Margie as a wife.
Then the race starts. Margie is in love with
Billy until Harold Vandeveer comes into her life
and then itgeneraled ibecomes
a " he
toss-up."
Billyhe issticks
outn every move
starts, but
and eventually wins out. Before he does, however, there is a cross-country chase, a mad holdup by bad men, a ride in a box car and a
thrilling
The Fighting
" isbesta
laugh
fromclimax.
start to " finish.
It is one Grin
of the
yet and presents Franklyn Farnum in a role
which he handles with the ability of an artist.
Franklyn
Farnum,
Johnson and a strong
cast, supported
will be seenby onEdith
the screen
at the
theatre on
of
week in " The Fighting Grin." It's a Bluebird.
Harry Morey and Gladys Leslie
in " His Own People " — Irish Drama
Forlar smile
the isfirst
girl withroletheonmillion-dolseentimein the
a featured
the Vitagraph
program.
Gladys
is herfeminine
name, role
and
when you see her in theLeslie
featured
opposite Harry Morey, you will all agree that
this charming little screen star is entitled to the
glowing compliment which Vitagraph had paid
her. Mr. Morey and Miss Leslie are seen in
"laid
Hisin Own
People," Isle.
the scenes
whichof the
are
the Emerald
It is aofstory
quaint Irish people, and is told with a touch of
humor and pathos that will hold form first to last.
The story was written by William Addison Lathrop, and
producedP.byS. Vitagraph
the direction of William
Earle. In under
the supporting cast are seen Arthur Donaldson, one of the
most '•s'ente'1 character men on the screen; William Dunn, Betty Blythe and Stanley Dunn. Mr.
Morey has the role of the village blacksmith,
knownthe asrolethe of" man
the people."
Miss colleen,
Leslie
has
Mollyof Conway,
the Irish
who is in love with the blacksmith. She is vivacious, spirited and takes pleasure in arousing the
jealousymen.
of herPercival
blacksmith
lover byis flirting
other
Cheltenham
the lordwithof
the village and owns most of the property. The
people are at war with him for his unscrupulous
methods in levying the taxes. Lord Percival
gives a party, and among the guests is Lady
Thorne,vites himwhom
the blacksmith
met.bentSheupon
into attend
the party. hasMolly
arousing the jealousy of the blacksmith flirts with
Lord Percival. The night of the party one of
Lord Percival's
servants
murdered.
The blacksmith pacifies the
mob iswho
seek revenge
by
promising to turn over to them Lord Percival
himself. In searching the manor for Lord Percival he plains
comes
arms.to arouse
Molly exthat sheupon
flirtedMolly
with inthehisLord
his
jealousy, and the two are reconciled.
At the
theatre on
of
week ," His Own People," featuring Harry Morey
and Gladys Leslie.
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Declares Bookings Are
Lost in Delays
Manager J. R. Johnson, of the Cleveland
\'itagraph office,
declared
the
transportation
problem
is onelastof week
the most
serious facing the industry.
He said : " There isn't any way to assure
the delivery of a film to an exhibitor, and
there isn't any way to assure its return to
our exchange office. The result is that we
ship films out days before they are wanted,
and we lose fifty per cent of possible bookings.
" Parcels Post isn't much better, either,
although most of the exchanges in the city
are using that means of transportation.
The other day I received a film from a
small town down in the southern part of
the State, which had been shipped parcels
post special delivery two weeks previously."
Hammell Takes Over New
York Office
J. A. Hammell, one of the most popular
and best known exchange men in the film
business, last week assumed charge of the
New York city sales office of General
Film Company, succeeding P. A. Bloch,
who has been assigned to special work
Mr. Hammell leaves a position with the
Pathe Exchange, Inc., to return to the General Film position he held until about six
months ago. Prior to his retirement from
the General Film family last year, Mr.
Hammell had been continuously engaged
in General Film service for many years,
holding important positions in various departments.
L/iist Enlarges

Washington

Quarters
Sidney B. Lust, of Washington, has
moved into larger quarters for his exchange. Super Film Attractions, of which
he is president and general manager. He
now occupies the entire building at 1209 E
street.
Regal Takes Over Globe
Distribution
Announcement has been made that the
Regal Films, Limited, will take over the
distribution rights for the Dominion of all
subjects of the Globe Films, Limited. This
includes the new Paralta Plays.
Globe Films, Limited, was organized six
months ago by Arthur S. Cohen. Philip
Kaufman, the well-known figure in the Canadian film circles, was then elected vicepresident. In the new arrangement which
has just become effective Mr. Kaufman
goes over to the Regal Films as general
sales manager. Mr. Cohen will continue to
act as president of Globe Films, Limited.

Here and There
H. M. Lentz, formerly manager of the Los
Angeles branch of Greater Vitagraph, has been
engaged as salesman for the K-E-S-E branch in
that city by Manager E. L. Silcocks.
Sam Morris, who handles the Select Pictures
in Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky, is back at his
Cleveland office after a severe illness which kept
hira confined to his home for several weeks.
The Famous Players Film Service, Inc., in
Cleveland, claims to be the only exchange in
that city with a reception room. It occupies the
whole third floor.
After January 2 Claude C. Moorehouse, Cleveland publicity manager for Famous Players, has
been giving his permanent residence as Cleveland.
He moved his family from Pittsburgh.
Charles C. Wanamaker, formerly manager of
the Garrick theatre in Philadelphia, is now in
charge of the Nixon-Nirdlinger publicity department.
According to reports from the Cleveland exchange, "Thais,"
picture
with Mary
Gardenthe asbigstar,
was Goldwyn
a hit atmade
the
Standard theatre.
Kennedy Wingham has purchased the Model
theatre at Goderich, Ont. , which is said to be
one
of the prettiest theatres in this section of the
country.
Tom Byerle, formerly manager of the Montreal
office of the Canadian Universal Film Company,
has left that concern to join the Montreal ofifice
of the Famous Players, Limited.
Superfeatures,
Limited, has
added inanother
office to its list of exchanges
in Canada
St. John.
Mannytion to the
BrownSuperfeatures,
will have charge
of
this
new
addiLimited.

Picture

News

Swartz, formerly of the local branch of the late
Globe Films, Limited, has succeeded Bailey at
the Regal office.
Manager Clarence Robson of the Strand theatre, Toronto, put over a big advertising campaign for " Joan the Woman." The picture
played to good business.
R. S. Marvin, formerly manager of the Strand
theatre, Toronto, and later producer of the Canadian Topical Review, has disposed of his interests
in the latter concern and has returned to New
York to embark upon another enterprise.
The Flower theatre, Ottowa, has been leased
by N. L. Nathanson, managing director of the
Regent theatre, Toronto, and the St. Denis theatre, Montreal.
George Perkins, of the Perkins Electric Company, and Abe Fischer, general manager of the
Independent Film Company of Montreal, have
returned from New York, where they purchased
" TheUnited
PublicStates
Defender
" and " Company.
The Pedlar " from
the
Amusement
The new Princess theatre of Montreal has
opened for business. The theatre building in itself is modern and the sets are arranged so that
all command a good view of the stage. The
acoustic properties are especially good.
J. T. Malone has moved his offices from the
Rialto theatre building, Montreal, to the building
formerly
occupied by Regal Films, 337 Bleury
street.
Great praise has been bestowed upon the moving picture theatre managers in the stricken city
of Halifax for the splendid manner in which they
responded to appeals of various descriptions
made upon them in connection with the recent
disaster.
Ann

Luther

Has

Lead

in

The Goldwyn Feature, " Thais," got by the
Montreal
Censor
Board
by a hair's
even
at that
several
eliminations
werebreadth,
made. and

" Moral Suicide "
Ivan Abramson, Graphic Film Corporation, announces that he has engaged Miss
Ann Luther, who began her screen career

Loew'scembertheatre,
Hamilton,
of De31 to capacity
houses.opened
This week
new theatre
on the Loew circuit seats 2,900. H. H. Turner,
formerly of Toledo, has been appointed manager.
The house started its career with the Mary Picktord feature " Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm."
Dave Stewart, manager of the Red Mill theHamilton,
was a Universal
visitor to Film
the Toronto
ficeatre,
of the
Canadian
Company,ofLimited,clares week
of January
Mr. that
Stewart
dethat in spite
of the S.
rumor
business
has been poor during the month of December
the Hamilton theatres have done especially well.
M. atreMaker
of Napanee
opened
new most
thein that town
which has
is said
to bea the
up to date theatre for any town the size of
Napanee in Canada.
The National
FilmtheCircuit,
of Van-to
couver has changed
title ofLimited,
the company
the First
National
Exhibitors'
Exchanges,
ited. They announce that bookings for allLimthe
First National Circuit Films are well under way.
The General Film Company announced that
their uWinnipeg
office was closed commecing Janary 1.
As a mark of appreciation and respect, the
staff of the Globe theatre, Toronto, presented
the manager, Harry Pomery, with a gold watch.
The pleasant co-operation which exists between
the management and employees of this downtown theatre is well known throughout the local
territory.
The stage setting, depicting a scene in Japan,
which has been in use in the Imperial theatre,
has been replaced with an Arabic scene. This
scene was used lor the first time during the
Christmas week, when the picture attraction was
" Tom Sawyer."
Thomas W. Bailey of the Winnipeg office of
Regal Films,
has been branch.
appointed Jack
assistant managerLimited,
of the Vancouver

under the direction of D. W. Griffith, to
present the leading feminine role of Beatrice
Covington in Mr. Abramson's new production, "Moral Suicide." Miss Luther's work
was on the Coast, where she starred in
" Who's to Blame '' and " The Beast."

Ann Luther

January
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E.
Big Big
N.
ADVENTURES OF CAROL (Madge Evans— World) . . Ave. Ave.
Big
AT TAG niTDC 'ra*CC^^D /V««S1«> C4-A»A«n 1VjTa4- \
Ave. Ave.
Ti
ALIMONY (Lois Wilson— First National)
i^Ig
Poor
ALL FOR A HUSBAND (Virginia Pearson— Fox)
Ave.
Big
Big Ave.
Ave.
AMERICAN
WIDOW,
AN
(Ethel
Barrymore—
Met.)
.
.
AM"'pT^-»Q r\T!' A KTTVT /Ann Dann*nn4-An Dnxn ^
Ave. Ave.
ANYTHING ONCE (Franklyn Famum— Blue.)
Ave.
Ave.
Alrr'l^Cf 1 rCc^E* uri£<i^« 1 rlc* (onirley ivLason — Jv.Ct.o.iz*. J
AUCTION BLOCK, THE (Rex Beach Production— Gold.)
TITLE. STAR. AND BRAND

S.
Big

W.
Big
EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE

Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Extra
Big

Big

Ave. Ave. Ave.
AWAKENING. THE (Montagu Love, Dor. Kelly— World) Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
BABES IN THE WOOD (Fox Kiddies— F6x St.)
BAB'S MATINEE IDOL (Marguerite Clark— Para.) Ave. Ave.
Big
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big Ave.
CALL OF THE EAST, THE (Sessue Hayakawa— Para.) . Ave. Ave.
Big Big
CAMILLE (Theda Bara— Fox)
X3nXyoLtl.r\\j liJJNuU£!#o (Xvan rTOuUCtlOn — ot. MS.,} Ave.
Ave.
BECAUSE OF THE WOMAN (Belle Bennett— Tri.) . . . Ave.
Big
BOTTOM OF THE WELL. THE (Evart Overton— Vita.) Ave.
Ave.

CINDERELLA MAN. THE (Mae Marsh— Gold.)
CLEVER MRS. CARFAX (Julian Eltinge— Para.)

Extra

Big
Big
Big
Ave. Ave.
Big Ave. Ave.
Big
Extra

COME THROUGH (Herbert Rawlinson— Jewel)
CONSCIENCE (Gladys Brockwell— Fox)

Extra

Ave.

Ave.

Ave.

Ave. Ave.
Big Big Big

Big

Poor Poor Poor Poor
Big
Ave.
Big Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
DESIRE OF THE MOTH. THE (Ruth Clifford- Blue.)..
Ave.
Ave.
DEVIL STONE, THE (Geraldine Farrar— Art.)
Big
Ave. Ave. Ave.
DOOR BETWEEN, THE (Ruth Clifford— Blue)
Ave.
DORMANT POWER, THE (Ethel Clayton— World). . . Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Extra Extra Extra
DRAFT 258 (Mabel Talliaferro— Met.)

CY WHITTAKER'S
Mason—
K.E.S.E.).
DAUGHTER
OF THEWARD
GODS(Shirley
(Annette
Kellermann—

Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
EASY MONEY (Ethel Clayton— World)
ETERNAL MOTHER, THE (Ethel Barrymore- Met.) . . Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
ETERNAL TEMPTRESS (Lina Cavalieri— Para.)
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
FAIR BARBARIAN (Vivian Martin— Para.)
FANATICS (J. Barney Sherry— Tri.)
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
FETTERED WOMAN, THE (Alice Joyce— Vita.)
Ave. Ave. Ave.
FIBBERS, THE (Bryant Washburn— K.E.S.E.)
FIGHTING BACK (William Desmond— Tri.)
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.

"Fair show; did not draw." "Star good, everyone liked it" (E.). "Don't care
for child stars." "Very good child drama."
"Good show, star not popular." "Very good picture." "Title killed it." "Very
good, really
funny,playpleased,
small crowd."
"Nicely
presented
that thoroughly
pleased our patrons."
"Big business, but without any exception the biggest piece of cheese I ever
ran" issue
(N.). of "Worth
see
Jan. 12.)the money — good comedy" (N.). (For further comment,
"Good, clean, average business-getter" (N.).
"Very
clever picture"
"Fair picture."
"Great— a knockout." (For other
comments,
see issue (W.).
of December
29.)
"Full of action" (N.). "Very good, much like Doug. Fairbanks" (W.).
"Photography good, pleasing picture."
"Went big with little advertising" (S.). "Very good." "Great — capacity four
days" (W.). "Wonderful business, repeat, total seven days' run." "Great
business, many new faces; such a picture helps the industry" (E.). "Very
good." "Great, one of the best I ever played" (E.). "Too much action, great
finish" (N.). "Fine picture, but too long." "Second day held up fine."
"Went big." (For further comment, see issue of Jan. 12.)
"A good interest-sustaining pictiire." "Better than average."
"Fairy tales do not draw" (N. and E.). "Extra good for children" (W.).
"Three- days' fine business — good pictiire" (N.). "A few more 'Bab's' and Miss
Clark will be through as far as I am concerned; why don't Paramount make
something with a little 'jazz' — timely — less 'art' — will get something through
the box-office'.' (E.). "Titie too confusing for patrons; am not in favor of any
more of'sub-Deb'
issue
Jan. 12.) stories, glad they're over" (E.). (For further comment, see
"One of best acted dramas ever produced, good surprise finish" (S.l. "Fine
picture." "A very good picture" (S.). "People seemed to like it" (N.).
"A good show."
"This star is getting more popular." "Very fine production." "Bluebird improving remarkably."
"A good interest
holding picture."
"Melo
— pleased;
(S.). "Too
much(E.).
sex; program stuff."
"Poor."
"Publicelaborate
does notproduction"
care for Mexican
stories"
"Good play, well liked by all." "Very slow, but holds the audience." "A fair
picture." (For other comments, see issue of Dec. 29.)
"Seven reel production made it difficult to handle crowds." "The story has been
done to death." "Bara's followers liked the picture." "Well liked star.'
"Big — Bara is great, but story has small appeal" (N.). "Not a good picture
for Bara, women like it, though" (W.). "An excellent production, got me
money two nights" (N.).
"Very good — great cast." "Entertaining, appealing, elevating" (N.). "This
picture I would call 'beautiful'; direction, 'wonderful'; settings, 'magnificent';
cast, 'exceptional'; the kind of picture I like to rave over" (S.). "Deserves a
niche among the screen's greatest." "Good picture, well received." "High
class productipn."
"Clever
female impersonator; not so good in this one, though they seem to like
it." "Deserved better biz." "Just a picture." "Good picture." "Fair picture, no business." "Very good." "Good comedy, will be appreciated by
"A any
picture that pleased." "He is a good drawing card." "Dandy Hart picture."
"Bestaudience."
Hart ever made." "Pleased — big business."
"Rattling good picture." "Four big days on this." "Did greater business on
this than Hart two weeks before" (W.). "Patrons well pleased." "Photography
splendid." "Too much footage." "Good picture, pleased all." "A very
good picture, drew well for four days." "Very fine subject."
"Did not entirely please — too allegorical" (Middle). "Interesting story, and the
production
end "Aranksverywellfineamong
the —program
classothers
— average
(South).
"Fair only."
picture
only like
before,business"
failed, too
allegorical" (W.). "A picture that is hard to take up, unless seen from the beginits kind,
but allegorical
subjects not
wanted."
"Fine, S.ning."R."A good
O." picture
"Small ofappeal,
but great"
(N.). "Excellent
picture,
poor
"No drawing power." "Patrons like star, but not story." "Poor — not much to it.' '
business."
"Broke
all records" (S.).
"Too much blood and thunder." "We're getting too much Westerns." "Excellent.
Western." "Good picture, pleased patrons." "Great." "Good Western,
"Good
titie misleads fans." "Titie not appropriate. Good picture.
'stuff.'Western,
"
Monroe
Salisburyvery
a comer."
"Fine
production,
pleasing, star excellent" (E.). "Did not appeal very
strong to our patrons, just an average business" (N.). "Splendid picture,
but box-office said otherwise" (W.).
"Not
as most Bluebirds, not a good character for Salisbury" (E.).
"Veryas pleasing
good" (N.).
"Clayton a great favorite" (N.). "Good." "Clayton an actress of rare
ability." (For other comments, see issue of Dec. 29.)
"Very nice picture for this time" (E.). "A great patriotic picture (N.). "A
strong
patriotic
quite upwith
to our'Slacker';
expectations
a business getter.'
"Excellent,
but picture,
public notconfuses
Missas Talliaferro's
acting'
specially commented on as superb" (N.). "We change every day as a rule;
ran this three days, to better business third day than first — a winner."
"A pleasing picture; this star is improving." "Star fine, show good."
"Good
much not
drawing
"These
kind ofgood
pictures
draw."picture,
"Goodnotpicture,
much ijower"
drawing (N.).
power."
"Pleasing,
story don't
with
moral."
"Star
not
popiJar."
"Just a picture — nothing to rave over." "Star does not register, poor picture."
"Very good" (S.). "Fine production — poor box-office attraction."
"Extra good." "Good comedy, but 'local color' simply awful." "Best Parapicture in many
"Very goodmountpicture,
star nomonths."
draw here" (S.). "Not up to standard, but drew
rather
good
here"
(W.). not popular." "Program stuff."
"Ordinary
picture."
"Star
"Not up to Skinner." "Star well liked. A few more good pictures will make him
a big drawing card." (For other comment, see issue of Dec. 29.)
"Good Western." "Only fair." "Fair picture." "Did not please patrons,"'
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TITLE. STAR, AND BRAND
Big

Big

Big

Big
Big

FOOLS FOR LUCK (Taylor Holmes— K.E.S.E.)
Ave.
Big Poor
Big
Big
FOR THE FREEDOM OF THE WORLD (SpecialGold.)
r;
Big
Big Poor
Big Poor
FOR VALOR (Winifred AUen— Tri.)
Big
Ave.
Big Ave.
Big
FRANCE IN ARMS (Pathe)
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
FUEL OF LIFE, THE (Belle Bennett— Tri.)
GAME OF WITS. A (Gail Kane— Mutual)
GARDEN OF ALLAH, THE (Selig Special Production). .
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
GIFT O" GAB (Jack Gardner— K.E.S.E.)
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
GIRL ANGLE. THE (Anita King— Mut.)
GOODWo
FOR NOTHING,
THE
(BlackweU-Greeley—
Ave.
Ave.
rld)
GRELL MYSTERY, THE (Earl Williams— Vita.) Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave
HEART OF EZRA GREER (Frederick Warde— Pathe) . . Ave.
HER COUNTRY'S CALL (Mary Miles Minter— Mut.) Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
HER HOUR (Kitty Gordon— World)
Ave. Ave. Big Ave.
HIS MOTHER S BOY (Charles Ray— Para.)
Ave.
HUNGRY HEART. THE (Pauline Frederick— Para.) . . Big Ave.
Big
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
IN THE BALANCE (Eari Williams— Vita.)
INDISCREET CORINNE (OHve Thomas— Triangle). .
Ave. Ave. Ave.
JACK AND JILL (Pickford-Huff— Para.)
JOHN ERMINE OF YELLOWSTONE (Francis FordButterfly)
JUDGMENT HOUSE (Stuart Blackton ProductionPara.)

Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Poor Ave.

KILL- JOY, THE (Mary McAlister— K.E.S.E.)
LAND OF PROMISE (BUlie Burke- Para.)
LASH OF POWER (Carmel Myers— Blue.)
LITTLE PRINCESS, THE (Mary Pickford— Art.)

Ave.
Ave.
Ave,
Ave
Big

LOVE LETTERS (Dorothy Dalton— Para.)
LONE WOLF, THE (Brenon Production— Sel.)
LOVE DOCTOR, THE (Earl WiUiams, Vita.)
LUST OF THE AGES (Lillian Walker— Ogden Pict. Co.)
MAID OF BELGIUM (AUce Brady— World)

Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Big Big
Ave.

Big Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave.
Big Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big Ave.

Ave. Ave. Ave.
MAN TRAP, THE (Herbert Rawlinson— Blue.)
Big Big
MANX MAN, THE (Geo. Loane Tucker Production- Ave.
Big
Gold.)
Big Ave.
MAN WITHOUT A COUNTRY (Jewel Production) . .
MARKED MAN, A (Harry Carey— Blue.)
MARK OF CAIN (Mrs. Castle-A. Moreno— Pathe) ....

Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.

MATEMut.)
OF THE SALLY ANN (Mary MUes Minter—
Big Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
MEDICINE MAN, THE (Roy Stewart— Tri.)
Extra Extra
MODERN MUSKETEER, A fDoug. Fairbanks— Art.) Extra
Ave. Ave. Ave.
MOLLY ENTANGLED (Vivian Martin— Para.)
Ave.
MOTH, THE (Norma Talmadge— Sel.)
Big Big Ave.
Big
MY LITTLE BOY (EUa Hall— Blue.)
NAN OF MUSIC MOUNTAIN (Wallace Reid— Para.).
NEARLY MARRIED (Madge Kennedy— Gold.)

Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.

Picture

News

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
"Fair picture." "Patrons clamor for this type" (S.). "Patrons seemed to enjoy
themselves with this." "Good." "Not serious enough." "Fair."
"Good picture." "Nice picture." "Two days' capacity and pleased everyone "
"Good picture, bad display." "A good program offering with poor title." "Average program picture." "Good, but did not draw." "Very good."
"Great picture." "Too monotonous." "Great stuff — should go big." "Good
drawing average
power."audience." "Poor." "Title Very Bad" (S.). "Does not hold
"Pleased
the interest" (N.).
"Best Mutual we have ever played" (S.). "Patrons all satisfied" (N.).
"Too dry — yet good'picture. Not a money getter" (N.V "Great big moneygetter, fine picture" (N.). "An elaborate picture, but didn't draw."
"Very pleasing; Gardner a comer." "Good picture, but failed to repeat after
first day" (W.). "Light comedy — very entertaining" (W.).
"Very cute picture." "Forced comedy, not Uked generally by patrons." "Good

"Average
(W.). "Good picture" (S.).
Western."picture"
"Excellent
picture." "Best Williams picture in some time — held the interest."
"Good picture" (N.). "Rattling good detective story" (E.) "Not up to
Williams' standard." "Rotten" (N.).
"Good picture and cast." "Good."
"Fair patriotic feature, nothing out of the ordinary." "Very pretty picture —
star becoming a favorite." "Fair picture — she always draws well" (Middle).
"Good photography — direction poor in spots, some settings not elaborate
enough." "Well liked." "Title killed this one" (West). "Patrons tired of
war plots." "Poor story, star not popular here." "An appeal to patriotism.'
"Very good picture." "Average program."
"Very
drawas better
in time."
"Too much 'silly kid' stuff."
"Did good
not picture,
please orstardo will
as well
previous
Ray pictures."
"Excellent attraction for two days." "Nothing wonderful." "Not good enough."
"Veryissuegoodof —Jan.
a little
see
19.) slow, but holds the audience." (For further comment,
"The usual Earl Williams picture; pleases some, but star does not vary recently
in his characterizations." "Biggest business we have ever done on Williams"
(S.). Thomas is a comer." "Fine picture." "Pleased my patrons." "This
"Olive
star getting very popular." "Ordinary." "Fair picture." " A great picture."
Ave. "Pickford
a young Douglas Fairbanks. Huff also clever. "Only fair." "Very
good." "Name hurts this." "Pleased men only." "Play it — a sure-fire hit — I
shall repeat it." "Very good picture." Good picture."
Ave. "Good Indian picture." "O. K."
Ave. "Only a fair production." "Fair picture only." "Will do business if handled
well, it pleased all." "Fairly interesting production of a big story." "Very
hard to understand — poorly connected, not liked" (W.). "Great picture, no
box-office power" (N.).
Ave. "Pleasing, no drawing power; McAlister clever, but the story is absolutely unreasonable, and director on location bad" (W.). "Fair picture" (N.).
Ave. "Has
the merit of being different, only my patrons did not care for the story."
"Opinion divided, just a fair picture and average drawing card."
"Excellent picture." "Poor picture for Bluebird." "Only fair."
Ave.
Big "Good picture." "Picture too kiddish. did not pass at all." "A good picture
Ave.
for a kids' Saturday matinee." "No box-ofifice value." "Satisfactory."
"Only fair." "Not up to recent plays, only fair business." "Fine picture."
"Veryissuegood."
see
of Jan."Fair
19.) only." "Very good picture." (For further comment,
Ave. "Good production, ordinary story."
"Excellent." "Return business to capacity." "Going big on second week" (W.).
"Extra big entire week." "Swell picture" (N.). "A great picture, and a good
Big
drawing card, with plenty of exciting situations." "Could recommend this
Ave "Asubject
theatre."
winner."for any
"Story
'impossible' — star going back as drawing card." "Star
draws, picture not up to standard." "Good stuff." "Not up to standard
"Fine
production
but went
big." — good theme." "Fair box-office picture — draggy" (W.).
"Fine — artistic, but didn't draw, or please any too well." "Very good feature,
Big
story
great;
handled
right."
"Pleased"
Ave. "Very good." big
"Thismoney-getter
star always if does
average
business."
"Good picture and
very
pleasing."
"Fine,
good
photography."
"Star
popular, picture pleased."
Ave.
"A
great
picture
—
a
wonder."
Big "Not especially well liked, about 50-50." "Interesting, entertaining, big business." "High class picture."
"Turned hundreds away first night" (N.). "Very good picture, not so much
pulling power"
picture"Drew
— a little
long"rather
(N.).too"Fine
picture."
"Should(W.).
have "Wonderful
drawn better."
well, too
though
long,
due to English style of directing and acting."
"Great, if publicity is properly handled." "Fine patriotic production that any
American audience will like." "Extra good attraction." "Great busines
Ave "Gooa
business,
fine, pleased."
secondpicture,
day." excellent
Ave. "Good
photography, beautiful settings, no pulling power" (W)
"Nothing extra — patrons satisfied." "This picture pleased and drew extra
big business two days" (E.). "Fair picture — best Mrs. Castle has appeared
in. no pulling power" (N.).
Ave.
Big "Very good offering" (N.). "Great entertainment." "Not popular kind of
picture" (N.).
Ave. "Good Western." "Average production." "Good business, hardly up to standExtra "Splendid
ard of previous
Stewart (E.).
productions."
— a knockout"
"Best Fairbanks yet" (S.).
Ave. "Good picture."
"Very nice, star well liked." "Good." "Another like this
and 'good night.' " "Pretty good picture." "Just a picture."
"Only fair — fine photography, but draggy." "Excellent picture." "Extra big.
business." "Star growing in popularity." "Excellent photoplay — star well
liked here." "Don't come up to her previous releases." "People well pleased
Big
with star and picture." "A coming big favorite." "A great picture." "A
good picture." "Great star, everyone pleased." "Very good, Talmadge fine."
"A good picture."
Ave. "Fine
Christmas picture, pleased everyone." "One of the best Bluebird has
made." "Everyone satisfied, splendid cast, went over big in high class locality."
"Good." "In a dress suit would make a bigger hit." "Very good." "Exciting
Western with splendid scenic effects — very pleasing" (E.).
Ave. "Splendid
picture, star good, but does not draw." "Splendid high class comedy"
(N.). "Not a big drawing card" (S-). "Fine picture, fair business, star not
known." "Good picture, but very light" (E.). "Best Goldwyn yet." "Will
repeat;
many favorable comments on work of Barthelmess" (N.). "Fair".
"Star fascinating."

Big
January

26, 1^18

TITLE, STAR, AND BRAND
NORTH OF FIFTY THREE (Dustin Famum— Fox) . .

Big

Big

E.

N.

Big
W.

OUTSIDER, THE (Emmy Wehlen— Met.)
ONE SHOT ROSS (Roy Stewart— Tri.)

S.
Ave. Ave. Big
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.

OUTWITTED (EmUy Stevens— Metro.)

Ave. Ave.
Big

Big

Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.

Big
Ave.
Ave
Ave.
Big
Ave.

Big
OVER THERE (Charles Richman, Alice Q.Nielaon—Sel.). Ave.
Ave.
Big
PAINTED
MADONNA.
THE (Sonia Markova— Fox) Ave.
PAY
ME (Jewel
Production)
PEGGY LEADS THE WAY (Mary MUes Minter— (Mut.) Ave.
Ave.
Big
PLEASE HELP EMILY (Ann Murdock- Mut.).
POPPY (Norma Talmadge— Sel.)
,
Ave.
PRICE MARK, THE (Dorothy Dalton— Para.) .
1-RIDE OF NEW YORK, THE (Geo. Walsh— Fox).
PRINCESS VTRTUE (Mae Murray— Blue.)
QUEEN X (Edna Goodrich— Mut.)
REACHING FOR THE MOON (Douglas Fairbanks— (Art.)
REDEMPTION (Evelyn Nesbit Thaw— State R.)
RED, Met.)
WHITE AND BLUE BLOOD (Bushman-BayneREGENERATES (Alma Reubens— Tri.)
RISE OF JENNIE CUSHING (Elsie Ferguson— Para.)

Big
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Big

Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.

Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big Big Big
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big Big
Big Big
Big
Extra
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EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
"Cave man stuff." "This star draws well." "This type of play very popular
here" (North). "Great picture " "Well liked." "Good picture, star well
liked, and book very popular."
"Beautiful pictvire." "Poor title — fair picture." "Star always dr ws." "Good
picture." "Very good, unusual, new " "Very good pictwe."
"Very good; lots of my patrons like him better than Hart." "Routine Western."
"Picture fair; photography extra." "Good picture, but star not well enough
known to have much pulling power." "Fine Western, good business" (S.).
"Drew good crowds." "Fair Western."
"Story unusual — pleased" (E.). "Wonderful picture" (N.). "Exceptionally ,
good feature" (W.). "Fine picture, didn't draw" (S.). "Excellent play."
"Very good picture." "Best Emily Stevens has done." "Picture gave perfect
satisfaction." "Good — well liked."
"Very good war pictxu'e — drew good business at advanced prices."
"Good picture, star not known" (N.). "New star — did not draw" (W.).
"Fine Western." "Great production that lives up to its advertising."
"Very popular star — appealing" (N.). "Fair picture." "Cute star, cute picture —
pleased." "Good, clean picture, good business-getter."
"Light entertainment." "Not as good as other Empires." "Pleasing comedy
drama."
^
"Above the average production."
"Good picture" (W.). "Better than average program, did not draw." "Hope
to(W.).
see Miss
better parts
too ofmuchJan.'horrible'
(For Dalton
further getcomment,
see —issue
12.) stuff in this to draw"
"This is a dandy." "Great favorite here." "Ran close second to Fairbanks'
Reaching for Moon." "Fast gaining in popularity in all our houses." rM ^
"Very artistic." "Liked by some, not by others." "Too high class for mob."
"Very fair subject, star popular here." "Good picture." "Nothing to waste
5000 feet on" (E.). "Fair picture, star didn't show to advantage." ,
"Good." "Not up to Fairbanks' standard." "Not his best." "Not as good as
usual." "Pulled him off fourth day." "Fair — star great card." "Same old
smile gets 'em, and they like it." "Just a moving picture, but Fairbanks
popular as ever." (For further comment, see issue of Jan. 12.)
"An(Forexceptionally
good see
picture,
acted,29.)good attendance at raised jmces."
other comment,
issue well
of Dec.

"Bushman and Bayne are coming back strong." "Very good picture."
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
"Show good." "Fine picture, no pulling power." "Good, but no business."
Big Big Ave.
"Patrons well pleased."
Big
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big
Ave. "Very pleasing subject." "Pleased — fair crowds." "Pleasing to look at but
Big
did not get over for me." "Too much art — a little more 'hokum,' please."
Big Big
Big
"Very good." "Good picture — Ferguson will prove box-office attraction after
she
issuegetsof known."
Jan. 12.) "Unfavorable title killed it." (For further comments, see
ROSE OF BLOOD (Theda Bara— Fox St.)
"
'Ideal
'
picture"
"Bara always gets the money here."
RUNAWAY ROMANY (Marion Davies— Pathe Sp.).. Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Very pretty picture; beautiful scenes; star good."
SAVAGE, THE (Ruth CUfford— Blue.)
Ave. Ave. "A fine picture."
SCANDAL (Constance Talmadge— Sel.)
"Splendid subject, beautiful settings, the kind of story the great majority of
the fans want" (S.). "Splendid picture and star" (E.). "Fair picture — star
Big
is a real light and a comer" (N.). "Clever picture" (N.). "Good picture,
Big
didn't
draw" (N.). "Very good, drew well." "Big feature, drew well, star
fine"
(S.).
Big Ave.
Big Ave.
SEA MASTER, THE (WilUam RusseU— Mut.)
Ave. Ave.
"He is capable of better work." "Star a general favorite." "Not a children's
picture." "Good fight picture." "Good — pleased generally" (W.).
Big "Great,
Big Ave.
SECRET GAME, THE (Sessue Hayakawa— Para.). . . . Ave. Ave. Ave.
one of Jap's best yet." "Dandy pictiire, very interesting" (N.). "Good
enough picture, star does not draw here" (N.).
SECRET OF THE STORM COUNTRY (Norma Talmadge— Sel.)
picture; star
picturewill
—
Big "Good
star deserves
betteralways
vehicledraws;
than best
this. sheIn hasmy done."
opinion "Fairly
star in good
6 months
Big
be
biggest
box-office
attraction
in
the
business"
(S.).
"Very
pleasing,
well
Big Ave.
Ave.
SEVEN SWANS, THE (Marguerite Clark— Para.)
"Anlikedexcellent
Christmas fairy tale." "Excellent photography." "Good matby
inees, poorall."evenings."
good picture
kind, well
suited keep
to women
and kiddies."
"Draws "Very
for children
mostly of— its
children's
pictures
away
Big
Big
an
adult
patronage."
"Great
holiday
bill
for
the
kids."
Big
SILENT MAN, THE (Wm. S. Hart— Art.)
Ave.
"History
repeats
—
they
are
killing
off
the
Westerns"
(W.).
"Not
up
to
Hart
Big
standard" (N.). "Hart pictures seem to all look alike, guns, cowboys, cards,
Big
saloons,
gambling."
"Give
Hart
a
change,
like
'Between
Men'
—
dress
him
up,
Big
Big Big
if only for a reel or two: my patrons say, 'The same old Hart with the same old
gun."
"Getting
tired
of
his
pictures"
(N.).
"Good"
(N.).
"Good
picture
and
Big
went over well" (E.). "One of his best, great drawing card for anyone."
Big
SIRENS OF THE SEA (Jewel Production)
Ave. Ave.
Big Ave.
"Patrons liked this." "A beautiful production." "Well liked."
Big
SNAP JUDGMENT (William Russell— Mut.)
Ave.
"One
of Russell's best."
Ave.
Ave.
SOCIETY'S
Cunard—
Ave. Ave. "Very good" (South).
SON OF HISDRIFTWOOD
FATHER, THE(Grace
(Charles
Ray—Butterfly)
Para.) .
"Very good." "Average program pictiire." "Only average." "Good picture and
the kind that pleases." "Kind that pleases all." "Ray more popular each
picture" (W.). "Splendid show." "Not the best Ray picture." "Ince could
make
even me an artist." (For further comment, see issue of Dec. 29.)
SQUARE DECEIVER, THE (Harold Lockwood— Met.)
"Lockwood always draws." "Much better than average." "Good picture."
"Very pleasing picture." "Production good, star a good card." "Lockwood
at his best." "Quite good." "Very good." "Well liked."
STAINLESS BARRIER, THE (Triangle Players— Tri.). Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Good
picture without a star." "Ordinary." "N. G." "Good title, poor story."
Big
Ave.
Poor
Poor
"Not overdrawn
a picture toandraveuninteresting."
over."
STRANDED IN ARCADY (Mrs. Castle— Pathe).
Big
"Story
"No story — plot bad."
SUNSHINE ALLEY (Mae Marsh- Gold.)
Ave. Ave. Ave. Poor
picture,
star
doesn't
drawpicture,
yet." photography
"Very weak."good."
"WellJustliked,
failed
Ave. "Fair
to
draw."
"Good."
"Good
a fairbutpicture,
had
no
drawing
power."
"I
would
not
classify
it
as
a
good
program
picture."
Big Big
Big Big Big
Big
(For further comment, see issue of Jan. 19.)
SYLVIA
OF THE SECRET SERVICE (Mrs. Castle—
Pathe)
"Excellent Western with
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
"Seemed
pleaseWesterns
Castle fans."
TENDERFOOT, THE (Duncan-Holloway— Vita.)
Ave. I Big Ave. Ave. "One of theto best
we have ever played" (S.)
"Excellent — pleased
Extrs
THAIS (Mary Garden— Gold.)
of comedy."handsomely done."
"A plenty
fine production,
TOM SAWYER (Jack Pickford— Para.)
,
"Bully pictxire, had us guessing to handle the crowds."
" "Good picture."
Ave. Ave.
TWO BIT SEATS (Taylor Holmes— K.E.S.E.)
Ave. Ave. "Pleases;
"Fair." clear photography." "Comedy drama, pleasing
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
UNFORESEEN, THE (Olive TeU— Mut.)
Ave. "Star unknown and a fair release." "Story no good."
Ave.
Ave.
UNKNOWN 274 (June Caprice— Fox)
greatly."
"First
half good, last half drags." "Acceptable, gets over fairly well."
Ave.
Ave.
UP OR DOWN (Geo. Hemandea— Tri.)
"Very poor picture" (N.). "Fair, that's all" (N.). "Fair production" (W.)
"Rotten" (W.). "Entertaining comedy drama" (W.).
Big
Big Ave. Ave.
Met.).
Ave. Ave.
"An excellent picture." "This picture is good, I think star is getting better."
Big
"Fair picture." "One of the best pictures we have run this season — too much
Bushman" (W.). "Very good, liked by all" (N.). "Very good." "Good
Ave. Ave.
picture."
"Negro boy very good."
WAR AND THE WOMAN (Florence Labadie— Pathe) Ave.
photography. Some striking effects." "As a whole too dry for a war
Ave. "Good
Big
picture."
"Fair — too"Good
imaginary."
"A very fine picture."
picture." "A good picture but it will take a little
) Big
time to bring back this star." "One great show — star ditto." "Typical
Famum." "Story not liked" (S.). "Remarkable picture." "Great picture,
good story, very well produced, but drew poor business."
WILD GIRL, THE (Eva Tanguay— Sel.) .
Pool Ave Ave. "Nothing to picture only the direction." "Glad she's making only one pictxire."
"Very poor, public disgusted."
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Gordon

Shadow
a
Specia
New
Freuler
and Hutchinson,
in Newls
York Cast siderable proportion of theatres a series
of occasional big special productions will
Intimate New Organization Will
Produce Series for Mutual
have a particular value in the coming year,"
said Mr. Freuler. " There are basic reaRelease — Details Lacking
sons for this trend, representing an evolution in the business of presenting pictures.
S\MUEL S. HUTCHINSON and John
R. Freuler, it became known last week,
This will not affect our handling of star
have been in New York in connection with
productions
featuring 'big stars only,' innegotiations preliminary to the production
cluding the Mary Miles Minter, Margarita
of a number of special feature pictures. .
Fischer, William Russell, Edna Goodrich,
According to all that can be learned of the Charles Frohman plays and others.
the present plans, it is expected the specials
" Mr. Hutchinson is conferring with a
number of available authors and stars who
will be made by a separate organization
working on the West Coast with the Santa
will be at liberty for contracts - at the
Barbara studios of the American Film
periods planned for the special features.
Company, Inc., as headquarters. It is to We are starting amply in advance to insure careful preparation for every aspect
be assumed that these specials will be
made available to exhibitors through the of these pictures. I am not just now in
exchanges of the Mutual Film Corporaa position to make any announcements retion, although no official announcements to
lating to the stars and casts of these spethat effect have been made.
cials, but I can say most assuredly that
these pictures will, unlike those of today,
" We have found certain marked tendencies which assure us that to a conpresent both a real star and a real story."

De
Luxe
Picks
Kenyon,
Subject
factors tending to the great success of
President
Deitrich
Secures
" The
her appearance as the heroine of " The
Street of Seven Stars " from
Street of Seven Stars," ' declared Mrs.
Mary
Roberts
Rinehart —
Rinehart. ' I consider " The Street of
Is New Company's First
Seven Stars " my most beautiful and arDE LUXE PICTURES CORPORATION, INC., which was formed retistic story.' ''
cently to produce features, and which
secured Doris Kenyon as its first star, has
Jean Paige in Comedies for
selected its first subject, according to announcements this week. This is a story
Vitagraph
by Mary Roberts Rinehart, called " The
Street of the Seven Stars," and which was
Jean Paige, whom Vitagraph has featured in several of its O. Henry releases
published serially in The Saturday Evening Post.
produced under the direction of Martin
President Theodore C. Deitrich, of De
Justice, will shortly be presented in a new
Luxe Pictures is said to have personally
Vitagraph comedy, " The Four-Cornered
looked after the negotiations with Mrs.
Triangle," in which Edward Earle and
.\gnes Ayres will be featured.
Rinehart for her story, which will in picture form star Miss Kenyon at the head
This series of comedies is being diof her own company.
rected by Graham Baker, and Vitagraph
declares they are very popular. In the
In announcing the closing of the agreement for the story, De Luxe made the
stock company making the comedies are
Denton Vane, Templar Saxe, Adele Defollowing
statement
:
"
Many
attempts
have been made to secure from Mrs.
Garde, Patsy DeForest and others.
Rinehart the motion picture rights of this
story, but up to the present time she
has withheld them pending a proposition
Looks Like All-Star
whereby a suitable star could be secured
for the portrayal of the heroine. As
In the cast of Artcraft's production of
soon as Mrs. Rinehart learned that the
" The Whispering Chorus," directed by
Cecil B. DeMille, are Kathlyn Williams,
story was intended for Miss Kenyon, she
Raymond Halton, Elliott Dexter, Edythe
enthusiastically agreed to the sale of the
Chapman, John Burton, Harkes Jones,
rights to De Luxe Pictures, Inc., declarTully Marshall, Guy Oliver, W. H. Brown,
ing Miss Kenyon to be ideal for the part.
James Neill, Noah Berry, Gustav von Self' Mis<; Kcnyon's beauty, her girlishness, and
fertitz, Walter Lynch, Edna Mae Copper
her personal charm, together with her
and others will be seen in important roles.
marked dramatic ability will be important

Picture

News

Features

'^"'^ Close Together
The next two picture subjects in which
Kitty Gordon appears for World-Pictures
Brady-Made have been announced for release a little more than a month apart.
The first " The Divine Sacrifice," is to
be released February 4, according to plans,
and lowthe
second,
on March
11. " The Wasp," will folIn the former Miss Gordon portrays a
woman who gives up her dearest hopes
for the sake of her daughter. In the latter, as the title implies, she is a person
with whom it is not the safest pursuit in
the world to trifle.
Rothapfel Uses Kalem
Scenic Gems
Manager S. L. Rothapfel, of the Rialto
and the new Rivoli theatres in New York,
presented as one of his features for the
week of January at the latter theatre views
of the Holy Land, photographed by the
Kalem Company during a search for locations in the production of " From the
The capture
Jerusalem by the British
Manger
to the ofCross."
has greatly aroused public interest in pictures of this nature, apparently.
For this reel at the Rivoli, Manager
Rothapfel selected scenes from four
Kalem subjects, and followed the picture
with a number from Carl Goldmark's
" The Queen of Sheba," with a costumed
soloist and chorus in a special setting.
Essanay

Pleased by Comments of Critics
Essanay last week announced itself as
satisfied with the comment on Mary McAlister's newest picture, " Sadie Goes to
Heaven," which, according to the company,
was favorable.
Other Essanay Perfection picture released prior to " Sadie Goes to Heaven,"
include Taylor Holmes in " The Small
Town Guy," " Efficiency Edgar's Courtship " and " Two Bit Seats " ; Jack Gardner in " Men of the Desert " and " The
Range Boss." " The Dream Doll " is an
Essanay novelty picture.
Wilson

Transferred

to

Chicago Office
G. W. Wilson, representative of the U.
S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation in Cincinnati, has been transferred to the Chicago
headquarters. Mr. Wilson reports business
flourishing in the Middle West, and says
that by Spring the reported depression in
other sections of the country will have
givenindustry.
way to a nation-wide boom in the
film
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Pathe

Plans

Still

More

Four of These Productions Are Now Under Way, One of Which
Stars Pearl White with Antonio Moreno — Called
Best Yet Done by Pathe
PATHE'S

Serials

at the far end and coming down to the
camera the scene shot through different
light effects which, of course, center on the
action. The result is one of the most beautiful things ever seen on the screen. Every- '
one noticed especially the fine sets in 'The
Fatal Ring.' Those in ' The House of
Hate ' are twice as beautiful and then
some.
" The story development of this serial is
something entirely new, allowing the carrying on of a really dramatic plot without
in any way eliminating the thrilling scenes

increased activity in the feature field, as illustrated by the announcement of the Pathe Plays policy for the present year, in Motion
Picture News, is to be accompanied by a correspondingly gauged increase in serial producing facilities, according to an announcement this week
from th.e executive offices.
Four serials are said to be already under way, the first of which stars Pearl
White with Antonio Moreno and is called " The House of Hate."
Is Pathe' s Best
It is claimed by Pathe that this serial
will be by far the biggest thing Pathe has
ever done in the serial line, and that it is
to be the forerunner of a serial program
for 1918 such as has never before been attempted by any company.
It
is
now
Pathe's ofplans,
which with therevealed
immensethatresources
the
company behind them are counted upon to
place it on the topmost rung of the feature-play ladder, also call for an unprecedented increase in time, effort and money
spent on serials. The purpose of it is to
keep their quality up to the new standard
set by the Better-Pictures-All-the-TimePolicy, which, with the announcement of
a continued effort to assure exhibitors
reasonable profits, is the outstanding feaideals.ture of Pathe's 1918 statement of ideas and
The transcontinental trip of J. A. Berst,
vice-president and general manager, accompanied by a nation-wide investigation of
exhibitor conditions in general and as regards Pathe in particular, reveal considerable discontent which, it is claimed by
Pathe, its policies are doing considerable
to decrease. Indications as to the future
point to a satisfactory adjustment as the
logical result of reaction, according to
Pearl White, with Antonio Moreno,
is starred
The ever
Housefihned
of Hate," which Pathe declares
will be the
best of inits " kind
those who are close to the Pathe chief.
An important feature of Pathe's analysis
is the fact that good serials are wanted now
more than ever before, the future demand,
however, pointing to a class of picture
which has rarely been seen in the output of
any company, but which exhibitors say has
been best approximated in Pearl White's
"The Fatal Ring."
Much Care Required
"The making of a good serial is a difficult thing, the secret being so elusive that
many companies have tried again and again
and found the path anything but strewn
with roses," said F. C. Quimby in discussing the plans of the company to produce
the last word in serials.
Mr. Quimby went on to quote figures
showing the success of past Pathe serials,
as follows : " Just as such magazines as
the Saturday Evening Post, Cosmopolitan,
Pictorial Review, etc., have built immense
guaranteed circulations through serials the
great majority of theatres have found the
continued story the best means of guaranteeing patronage. Pearl White is without
any doubt the greatest serial star, her popularity with the public being evidenced by
the fact that more than $25,000,000 has
been paid by the people of the country alone

to see her in ' the Perils of Pauline,' ' The
Exploits of Elaine,' ' The Iron Claw,'
'More
Pearl than
of the four
Army thousand
' and ' Thetheatres
Fatal Ring.'
have
already booked the last named serial despite
the comparatively short time it has been
out.
" Having been voted the most popular
actress in America by both Army and
Navy units of the American fighters, now
is the psychological time for her to make
another appearance. Antonio Moreno is
one of the most popular male stars on the
screen. With girls who make up such an
important part of picture audiences earning more than ever before, it is reasonable
to presume that his public will also inExplains
crease." Settings
: " Anis example
of Mr.
the Quimby
settings proceeded
is this. There
one set
showing an old time armor hall in a castle
about five or six hundred years old. It
has an old stone staircase which looks as
if it stepped right out of the middle ages,
a long hall, at the other end of which is
a library. Action takes place here which
allows the use of various combinations of
rooms, a full set of the whole with action

and fast action which the public wants.
" The episodes develop with a strong exposition of dramatic situations leading up
to a powerful climax preceded by unprecedented speedy action. I believe that the
new handling of the story in the scenarios
will be one of the outstanding features of
this serial.
" George B. Seitz seems able to do stunts
in an entirely new way and the originality
shown in this regard make each situation
seem different from anything ever seen before. An element of ' The House of Hate '
to which we direct especial attention is that
it is an entirely new type of mystery story.
In past mystery serials, too often you said
when you saw the last episode, that something was deliberately left out of episode
one or two in order to fool the audience.
But ours is not that kind."
Mutual

Names

Minter

Coming Subject
" Beauty and the Rogue " has been selected as the title for Mary Miles Minter's
forthcoming Mutual-American feature release, afive-reel production scheduled for
January 28.

Motion
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Picture

News

Williams

"Good Work! " Was What They Said to George Walsh Following the Completion of "Jack
Spurlock — Prodigal," Produced for William
With Carl Harbaugh at the Remitting End of
the Fox,
Megaphone

Party Arrives on
Coast
Earle Williams and his company of
Vitagraph players arrived in Los Angeles
Christmas morning and were met at the
station by such Western Vitagraphers as
could absent themselves from the Hollywood Studio and all enjoyed a Christmas
dinner in the Alexandria Hotel. In Mr.
Williams' party were Grace Darmond,
who will be his leading woman,- Hedda
Nova and Frank Glendon, who will be
featured together in Vitagraph's forthcoming serial, " The Woman in the Web " ;
Tom Mills, director, Frank Heath, assistant director, Fred Held, cameraman,
and Mrs. Darmond. The receiving party
included W. S. Smith, studio manager,
Dave Smith, director, both brothers of
Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph,
William Duncan and Carol Holloway,
stars in the Wolfville pictures, " Dead
Shot Baker " and " The Tenderfoot " and
the two big serials, " The Fighting Trail "
and " Vengeance — and the Woman," Nell
Shipman and Alfred Whitman, Lawrence
Semon, director-comedian and Earl Montgomery and Joe Rock, working in the
Big V Comedies and others.

Petrova
William
Fox
Enlarges
Studios
on
location
at
Silver
Lake,
Fernando ValPrepares for What He Believes Will
ley and Chatsworth. Where there were
Be Banner Year for Pictures — Eight
at first only two stages, Mr. Fox now has
Stages Active in West Coast
eight in constant use, and will in all probStudios.
ability be compelled to build more within
the near future.
PREPARING for what he believes will
be one of the biggest years in the
The Fox forces now have working reguhistory of the motion picture industry,
larly on the Coast four dramatic comWilliam Fox has enlarged his studios in
panies and five comedy companies, in adthe east and west.
dition to the periodic production of such
A little over tvvo years ago, in Decemspectacular productions as ' Cleopatra,"
ber, 1915, Mr. Fox sent his first company
" Jack and the Beanstalk," " Aladdin and
of motion picture players to Los Angeles.
the Wonderful Lamp," " The Babes in the
William Farnum headed the pioneer orWoods," "Treasure Island," "The Spy,"
ganization of about thirty persons. Now
" Du Barry " and others.
the Fox Film Corporation has expanded
Mr. Fox also has expanded in the east.
He has taken over the former Victor
in California from a concern originally
covering less than an acre of ground to studio at 638 West Forty-third street, New
one owning five acres in Hollywood,
York City, and alfcady has a company
fifteen on Western avenue, and ten acres
working there.
Paralta
PARALTA

Tries

Out

a

PLAYS, INC., this week, announced itself as very greatly satisfied
with its recently inaugurated idea in securing and passing upon scenarios, and
considers the move ample proof that President Carl Anderson displayed unusual foresight along new lines when he established
the Eastern Scenario Department of Paralta
fices. Plays at the company's New York ofParalta maintains a producing scenario
department at its California studios, and
many of its stories are written by staff
writers, but to assure enough material with
proper variety of subject and treatment, it
is Mr. Anderson's intention to purchase a
number of stories from outside sources,
through the Eastern Scenario Department.
Th'- liranrh of Paralta is in charge of

New
Scenario Plan
Harry Chandlcc, who has been instructed
to reject no story until he is certain that
it contains nothing which can be utilized
to advantage by Paralta. On Mr. ChandI'ee's force are Helen Christene Hoerle and
Elizabeth Peterson, both of whom have
contributed stories to the screen. It is
their duty to make any changes in scenarios
received which can be used after these corrections are made. Paralta declares that
an added advantage to this system lies in
the fact that the story, when finally sent
to the Los Angeles studios, is worked out
from a picture standpoint, and thus the
making
tated. of the continuity is greatly faciliParalta announces that already the Eastern Department has increased the available
material something over 100 per cent.

Takes

Her

Com-

pany to Florida
Madame Olga Petrova,
accompanied by
several members of her production organization, left New York a few days ago,
bound for Florida. The destination of the
Petrova troupe is Miami, at which point
the company will take up quarters for the
purpose of filming the various exteriors
called for in the third Petrova production^
" The Life Mask." The trip is a special
one, made in order to secure the necessary
atmosphere required by the story of the
anonymous author.
Director Frank Crane was in charge of
the company together with Eddie James,,
assistant director ; George Lane, photographer; Micky Whalen, assistant photographer, and a corps of property men, carpentefs and electricians.
Thomas Holding, leading man of the
Petrova outfit, Edith Hinckle, Jean Burnell
and Edward Burns were also in the party
and will appear in support.
" Revenge

" Claims

Atmos-

phere of West
An announcement from Metro's publicity department this week advises that
plenty of real Western atmosphere is being secured for the Metro Star Series production, Revenge,"
"
which is being produced at the West Coast studios at Hollywood, with Edith Storey as star. Tod
I>rowning, who has directed previous piclures with Miss Storey, is directing " ReAccent is placed by Metro on the statement that in this picture Miss Storey reWestern well
" type
of role in
venge."
which turns
sheto the
first" I)ccamc
known.
Wheeler Oakman is the male lead, and
Ralph Lewis, the heavy, is prominently
cast, it is announced.

"
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Drama in Empey's
War Picture

In announcing the advance which 'has
fjeen made in the production of the
patriotic feature, " Over the Top," which
Vitagraph has put under way with Sergeant Guy Empey and Lois Meredith in
the leading parts. President Albert E.
Smith calls attention to the statement that
the
highpicture
lights isoftaken
Empey's
book
fromdramatic
which the
are being
retained.
Wilfrid North is directing the production, the interior scenes of which are said
to have progressed nicely within the past
week. It is planned by President Smith
to begin work on exteriors shortly.

Jaxon Comedies
Rearranged
General Film Company this week announced the following new line-up for the
remainder of the new series of Jaxon
comedies, following " The Inspector's
Wife," which is the current release : " In
Wrong," "Anybody's Monej'," "Her Fatal
Shot,'" " Marooned," " Sherman Was
Right," "What Will Happen Next?" and
" Which Was Lucky? "
" Blue Blazes Rawden " for
Bill Hart
When William S. Hart flashes his shooting-irons for the next Artcraft feature,
in which he is the star, it will be in " Blue
Blazes Rawden," it was announced this
week by Artcraft. This picture, it is said,
will follow " Wolves of the Rail," which
has been completed.
In the cast with Hart will appear Maud
George, Gertrude Claire, Hart Hoxie, Robert McKim and Robert Gordon.
The story of " Blue Blazes Rawden "
concerns the adventures of a giant lumberman of the North Woods, who leaves the
wilderness in search of the life and lights
of the lumber camp saloons.
Collins Receives

Letter

from Rothapfel
Concerning Madame Petrova's initial
production as head of her own company,
which was presented recently at the Rialto
in New York, Petrova Pictures Corporation has made public the following letter
which S. L. Rothapfel wrote to Frederick
L. Collins, president of Petrova Pictures :
" You no doubt will be very much pleased
to learn that we have just finished with the
Petrova picture, "The Daughter of Destiny," at the Rialto, where it ran during
the week of December 23, to a business of
$17,500, and in spite of the fact that the
worst Sunday and Monday in the year
(the two days before Christmas) came
during that week and were followed by
four of the most bitterly cold days known
in the history of incw York, there were
lines of people a block long waiting to get
into the theatre. The picture was very
much liked and was a huge success, and I
know that if Madame continues this standard there can be but one result and that i^
success."

Paralta

Engages

Louise

Glaum

Intends to Star Her at Head of Her
Own Company, Plans for Which
Are Taking Shape — Five Stars
Now in List.
LOUISE GLAUM, the first leading
woman in motion pictures to produce
the art of vampiring before the camera,
and who about two months ago withdrew
from active work in the silent drama following the expiration of her contract with
Ince-Triangle, has been engaged by
Paralta Plays, Inc., through President
Carl Anderson, it was announced last
week.
It is understood that Paralta has contracted with well-known authors for several stories especially written for its newest star, as it is the announced intention
of President Anderson to bring forth to
the best advantage in so far as is possible the peculiar style of art of Miss
Glaum. In this connection it is expected
she will go in for a broader scope of emotional acting and less of the vampire type.
With Paralta Plays it is said Miss
Glaum will have her own producing company, but just who her director will be
has not yet been announced, as neither has
the title of her first feature.
The list of Paralta stars, in addition to
Miss Glaum, now includes Bessie Barriscale, Lois Wilson, Henry B. Walthall and
Warren J. Kerrigan.
Miss Glaum made her debut on the
stage as a member of a stock company in
Chicago. She later appeared in roles
with Nat Goodwin in his Los Angeles
Stock Company, after which she spent
several seasons on the road in dram.atic

Louise Glaum, now a Paralta star
productions. She then went to California, where she appeared before the motion
picture camera, under the direction of
Thomas H. Ince. Her screen appearances
include " The Aryan," " Honor Thy
Name," "The Wolf Woman," "The
Weaker Sex," " The Return of ' Draw '
Egan " and " The Sweetheart of the
Doomed."

Emerson-Loos
Jesse L. Lasky Engages Them to Produce Series of Dramas — Pair Considered Exceptionally Valuable
Acquisition

diLoos,ely,
Anitarespectiv
andator,
JOHN EMERS
collabor
rector andON
who came to New York a few weeks ago
following the termination of their contract
with Douglas Fairbanks, have been engaged by Jesse L. Lasky-, of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, to provide a
series of picture dramas for release by
Paramount, it was announced this week.
The company, in its announcement, declares it intends to make the pictures distinctly individual, and will call them the
John Emerson and Anita Loos Productions for Paramount.
. On the occasion of the signing of the
contract with Emerson and Miss Loos, Mr.
Lasky said : " There is little need for me
to point out the fact that this new affiliation is one that we are all glad to see consumated. The work of Mr. Emerson and
Miss Loos speaks for itself. Judged by
their past achievements, their success in the

Join

Paramount

future is assured. Exhibitors and public
have come to know the value of the Emerson-Loos collaboration in the picture
drama, a collaboration, however, that demands and must receive the support of an
organization prepared to give the proper
artistic attention to the needs of production.
" I believe Mr. Emerson and Miss Loos
will find in their new activities for Paramount that artistic attention without which
the best brains in the business cannot get
Mr. Emersons's first activties in the motion picture field, which he entered from
the
legitimate end of the business, were
results."
with Triangle in the production of " Old
Heidelberg." As director for Douglas
Fairbanks, he attained a great degree of
picture experience and attendant fame in
the production of " His Picture in the
Paper," " Down to Earth," " The Americano," Reaching
"
for the Moon," and
others, in all of which Miss Loos acted
as collaborator of scenario.
Miss Loos dates her picture experience
from the time she joined D. W. Griffith,
five years ago.
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Triangle

Motion

Dramas

Move

Forward

Four Companies in Various Stages of
Production While Four Directors
Wait
for Subjects — -Wells
Takes a Trip
ACCOMPANIED by some of the huskiest members of the Triangle playing forces, Director Raymond Wells and
company went to Colton, Calif., for a
week to do the opening scenes of a coming Triangle offering, " The Hard Rock
Breed," a screen adaptation of Frederic
Bcchdolt's magazine story of the same
title. Four other drama companies are in
various stages of production at the Culver City studios and four directors. Cliff
Smith, Walter Edwards, Jack Dillon and
Tack Conway, are waiting for new vehicles.
Director Wells' new storj' deals with
the life of those sturdy men who spend
their time burrowing into the bowels of
the earth for hard rock, the foundation of
civilization. J. Barney Sherry and Jack
Curtis are two typical hard rock men in
this story.
Cliff Smith, director of Triangle Westem thrillers, in which Roy Stewart, cowboy star, plays the leads, has finished his
latest picture, " Keith of the Border," for
February release. Smith and his company of cowboys spent the last day of the
old year at the ranch studio, Hartville,
with an impromptu rodeo in which the
punchers tried out the bucking horses in
preparation for the next Western subject
of the Triangle, which calls for some outlaw bronco riding.
Director E. Mason Hopper is well under way on his latest Triangle story, " The
Answer," featuring Alma Ruebens and including in the supporting cast Joe King,
Francis McDonald, Jean Hersholt and
Claire Anderson.
An entire glass stage was covered by
a spacious hotel set at the Triangle studios
and was used for the opening scenes in
Director Gilbert P. Hamilton's latest Triangle picture, featuring Belle Bennett. The
working title of this picture is " A Soul

George Hernandez, of Triangle
in Trust," a story of Southern society life.
Supporting Miss Bennett in this picture
are Darrel Foss, J. Barney Sherry, Lillian West, Grover Franke, Wilbur Higbee
and W. A. Jeffries.
The Clara Morris wardrobe, one of the
treasures of the Triangle Culver City costume department, has been brought to
light again and is being used in the filming of " The Sea Panther," a story of
swashbuckling pirates in which William
Desmond is seen in the title role. When
leaving for location work at the harbor,
Director Thomas Heffron's company looks
outing.
like a musical comedy troupe on a day's
The script calls for considerable sword
play and " Bill " Desmond and the wellknown Triangle villain, Jack Richardson,
are now spending their spare moments
slashing holes in the atmosphere, preparing for their coming duel.

''Rough and Ready"
Begun by Bill Farnum
ANEW de luxe production, which the a film of precisely the kind for which Mr.
Farnum is best known and in which he
producer, William Fox, declares will
be of unusual dramatic strength, was begun
shines so brightly, insures picturegoers of
a few days ago with William Farnum in an extraordinary feature. Our present inthe star part. The picture bears the tentaFebruary. tentions are to issue this subject late in
tive title of " Rough and Ready," and is
being made under the supervision of Rich" William Farnum has been the hero of
ard Stanton.
more than a score of brilliant plays for
the shadow stage and he stands perhaps
"Much time has been devoted by Mr.
unrivalled in his portrayal of the vigorous
Stanton and his staff in the preparatory
manly type on the screen. His physique
work for this new Standard Picture," said
Mr. Fox, " and the supporting company is fits him for the impersonation of the most
of exceptional quality. The names of the
rugged and courageous characters and hi§
members will be made public during the histrionic power is unquestioned. His recent work in ' Lcs Miscrables,' directed by
week. The 'script is by Mr. Stanton and
Ed. Sedgwick from an original story of Frank Lloyd, has been unanimously acclaimed one of the finest contributions to
which they are the joint authors.
"The combination and co-operation of the gallery of appreciable and enduring
William Farnum and Richard Stanton on
cinema portraits.

Picture

News

Jacksonville Throngs with
Film Folk
The city of Jacksonville, Fla., is fast
coming into its own as one of the foremost centers of film production, especially
when exterior work is considered. The
town has recently had companies to the
number of six active at once on subjects
ranging all the way from comedy to drama.
" Fumbled Fortunes " is the title of the
first comedy being produced by the Florida
Funny Films Company in Jacksonville under the direction of Harold Josh Binney,
and featuring " Funny Fatty " Filbert.
Mr. Binney expects to soon have his first
picture ready for release, which will be on
state rights' basis, it is announced.
George Larkin and associates have leased
the Thanhouser Studio and will begin the
production of a 25-reel 12-episode serial
from the pen of Mr. Larkin. Ollie Kirby
will be the female lead, and Bob Ellis will
direct the company.
Under the direction of Kenean Buel,
Jane and Katherine Lee, the Fox kiddie
stars, are in Jacksonville to make a few
scenes in a forthcoming production.
Pearl White and a company of Pathe
players are in town oti a Javanese serial.
Several scenes will be made in the tropical
scenery near the city.
Madge Kennedy and a company of Goldwyn players have been in Jacksonville on
a forthcoming production.
Director Jack Noble has used over 20,000
people altogether in several scenes in " The
Birth of a Race," which he is making near
Jacksonville for the Frohman Amusement
Corporation.
Alice Brady and her company of World
players have returned to New York after
spending several days in Jacksonville on a
picture.
Triangle

Delves Into Capt.
Kidd's Life
IS dispatches from the west coast are not
amiss, the research department at the Triangle Culver City studio is busy pouring
over the life and infamous deeds of the
renowned Captain Kidd and other wellknown pirates, in quest of the " atmosphere "needed for a massive Triangle production,The
"
Sea Panther," in which an
all-star cast has started work under the
direction of Thomas N. Heffron.
Much of the action takes place about
1680, and Count d'Elba, the director in
charge,tory forhas
looked
to Captain
hismuch
of the
necessaryKidd's
material.
Crisp Comes East to Direct
Reid
Donald Crisp, the Paramount director
who was married to Marie Stark a few
days before Christmas, and who, incidentally, has been placed undfer a new
Paramount contract that insures his services for that organization during this year
at least,
has York
been to
dispatched
from California to New
direct Wallace
Reid.
Following the completion of the Wallace
Reid picture, it is said to be likely that
Crisp will return to the West Coast to
direct other Paramount subjects.
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Jewel Changes Title of New
Picture
Jewel Productions, Inc., announced this
week that it has decided to change the title
of the next release from " K " to " The
Doctor and the Woman."
This feature, according to Jewel, will be
one of the most beautiful productions released this season, and in it Mildred Harris is said to appear to better advantage
than ever before.
She scenario is an adaptation of the Mary
Roberts Rinehart novel, " K," as published
by Houghton Mifflin & Co., and was directed by Lois Weber. True Boardman
appears
as the asmysterious
doctorThe
" K "exact
and
Miss Harris
the heroine.
date of release has not been announced.

Keystone

Comedians
Keep
Busy
" A Janitor's Fall " last week, is already
busy on a new offering, called " A Good
Elk." In the cast are Joseph Belmont,
Ruth Langston, Eugene Corey, Myrtle
Reeves, Arthur Moon, Frank Bonn, and
Marion Torrey.
WITH three new comedies under .way
and two undergoing their finishing
Director Harry Edwards has begun
work on " A Rough Diamond," and has
made rapid progress on the filming of
some interior sets. Featured in the big
cast will be Paddy McQuire and Chris
Richards.
New Laugh-Makers Are Under Way
and Some Are Receiving Finishing
Touches — New
Players Added
Recently.

Rae Godfrey, one of the Triangle-Keystone forces of former days, is again back
with the Triangle comedy companies, and
is also working at Culver City under
Director Edwards in " A Rough Dia-

Large Sets at Biograph
To gain an idea of the equipment and
facilities available at the Biograph studios.
New York, producers should note the
elaborate sets in " Lest We Forget," according to the studio management. The
sets are said to be unusually large and
the light effects good, and are cited as a
good example of what producers can do
when staging a production at the Biograph
studios.
Children Visit Florida
Town
Jane and Katherine Lee, accompanied by
their mother and the company which appears with them in William Fox pictures,
have been in Jacksonville, Fla., for scenes
in a picture which Kenean Buel is directing, but which has as yet been given no
title.
The Lee children from Jacksonville
went to Philadelphia, where they were
scheduled to make about fifteen personal
appearances in picture houses during the
showing of one of their pictures.

Director William Beaudine has been engaged for several days with an all-star
cast, assisted by a big troupe of extras, in
mond."
picturing exteriors for " Slinging It."
Director Reggie Morris' latest work,
"Did She Do Wrong?" is said to be a
" scream " from start to finish. Harry
Gribbon, Myrtle Lind, Frank Bonn and
Milburn Moranti were among the players
in the cast.

Lee

Polly

Moran
Is Rough-and-Ready
Paramount-Sennett
Comedies Star of

Triangle-Keystone Director Herman
Raj'maker, whose latest comedy, " A Lady
Killer's Doom," was also photographed
during the holiday season, was pleasantly
remembered by all the members of the
cast. Just before the final scenes were
" shot," Billy Franey and Dale Fuller, in
behalf of the players, presented Raymaker
with a silver cigarette case suitably en-

Wanda

touches the Triangle-Keystone fun makers
opened the new year with a rush.
Albert Glassmire, supervisor of comedy
direction, has a long list of subjects ready
to be put in film form. To meet the big
demand which will be made upon the
Triangle-Keystone forces within the next
twelve months, the various companies have
been augmented by the acquisition of several players.
Director Charles Avery, who completed

Pennington Feature Well
Under Way
The Famous Players-Lasky studios in
New York are the scene of activities for
the production of " Sunshine Nan," Ann
Pennington's next picture for Paramount.
It was announced last week that work
on this subject is progressing nicely, and
that the cast shows promise of being
exceptionally good. Among the players
in Miss Pennington's support are John
Hines, Richard Barthelmess, Charles Eldridge and Mrs. Lewis McCord.
The story is of the slums, with the
star as a typical "alley rat," and is said
to have many human types.

Bushman
and Bayne in Frank
''Under
MontgomerySuspicion"
plays the part of
BUSHMAN AND BAYNE, under the
direction of Will S. Davis, are well Sweeney, Chief of the Central Office detectives. He has appeared for Metro in
started on the Metro production of " Under Suspicion," it was announced this " The Brand of Cowardice " with Lionel
week. Particular stress is placed by Metro
Barrymore and Grace Valentine, " The
on the statement that a cast of well-known
Call of Her People " with Ethel Barryplayers are supporting the co-stars in this
more, and " Taliaferro,
A Magdalene
of the
Hills "
with
Mabel
besides
numerous
picture, which was adapted by Albert
other productions.
Shelby LeVino from a story called " The
Sidney D'Albrook, who registered a hit
Woolworth Diamonds."
Hugh Jeffrey, who has long been a Metro
as the Italian in Metro's patriotic picture,
player, has the prominent part of Rogers,
" Draft 258," with Mabel Taliaferro, is
the valet of Gerry Simpson (Francis X. cast as Murphy, a plain-clothes man. Arthur Housman, who has appeared in sevBushman). For Metro Jeffrey has aperal Metro plays, including " Red, White
peared in " The Wager " with Emily
Francis X. BushStevens, " A Magdelene of the Hills " with and Blue Blood," with
Bayne, is seen as Red
Mabel Taliaferro, and " The Call of Her Hogan,man anda Beverly
crook. Jack Newton, last seen
People " with Ethel Barrymore.
Eva Gordon, who has played for several in Metro's " Alias Mrs. Jessop," with
Emily Stevens, plays the part of Cassidy,
motion picture companies in Continental
Europe, makes her American screen debut a detective, and Franklyn Hanna, who has
played in several Metro pictures, plays the
in the role of the wealthy widow, Mrs.
Chief of Detectives.
Alice Woolworth.

Petit Ends Year in
Pictures
Wanda Petit has been for the past few
days celebrating the event of her first anniversary inmotion pictures, all of which
time she has been with William Fox.
Miss Petit has advanced from small parts
to leading woman, and has appeared with
WiUiam Farnum, George Walsh and Tom
Mix. She is at present at Holl}rwood.

graved.
" A Lady Killer's Doom " is a burlesque
on the draft that is said to be brimful of
laughable situations, and shows the part
women are playing along certain war lines.
Billy Franey, Dale Fuller and Maud
Wayne are among the featured players.
Raymaker had the troupe down to the
ocean side for several days.
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Second
Brenon
Takes
Resume of His Activities During: Past
Year Discloses Satisfactorj' Conditions in Producing and Releasing Pictures
HERBERT BREXON, ihrough his Department of Exploitation, has taken
an inventory of his activities during the
year 1917, and announced this week that
everything was found to be very satisfactorj'The passing of the old year, it is disclosed, leaves Mr. Brenon with no less than
four features to his credit, and this record
he considers an enviable one. The productions have differed widely from one another, it is cited, and each has attained
what is said to be satisfactory success.
Three of them have been shown on Broadway, and have had special runs of their own
before being turned over to the exhibitor.
Two other features have been completed
at the Brenon studio on Hudson Heights,
and will be released through the First National Exhibitors' Circuit.

an

Inventory

In summing up Mr. Brenon's productions
during 1917, the Department of Exploitation said : " ' The Lone Wolf ' was the first
of Mr. Brenon's pictures of the year to
achieve distinction. It was his first melodraijia, and is still playing throughout the
country. Next came ' The Fall of the
Romanoffs.' It portrayed history in the
making, dealing with the striking events
that led up to the Russian revolution, and
the abdication of the Czar. It met with
the instantaneous enthusiasm of both press
and public, and was described as ' the
screen's biggest achievement '— ' Brenon's
masterpiece.'
" ' Empty Pockets,' a melodrama of a
different type, has recently been turned over
to the First National Exhibitors' Circuit.
' The Passing of the Third Floor Back,'
with Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson, has
also been completed. Both of these prowill be seen
New few
York's
leading
theatres ductions
within
the atnext
weeks
and
present indications are that they will be as
popular as the preceding ones."

Blackton Likens West
Coast to Italy
I
can
say
truthfully that I like everything
recently
who
N,
J STUART BLACKTO
• journeyed to California for the first here, including the people.
time after touring nearly all of the balance
■' I have been renewing old acquaintof the world, has announced himself well
ances and making new ones every day,"
satisfied with the Sunset State, where he
he continued. " I frequently run across
people who have worked for me in the
is making " Wild Youth " for Paramount.
In referring to California, Mr. Blackpast — such as Rollin Sturgeon, the director; James Young, Constance Talton said : " There are wonderful vistas that
are exactly like those I have found in the
madge, Mary Charleson, Kate Price and
country of the Latins. There is frequently
others, including J. Barney Sherry and
a resemblance architecturally, for I note
Hector Dion, my two first leading men
many little villas tucked away in hollows
years ago, when pictures were young."
of the side hills, or perched upon an emi" Wild Youth," according to Commodore Blackton, is the sort of picture that
nence, vine and flower covered, and overalmost translates itself into screen terms.
looking some bit of water or a spreadThere was said to be little necessity of
ing landscape dotted with picturesque
homes. I feel almost at home, though I deletion, as it seems, made for motion
picture reproduction.
have never before been in California, and

Spoor

Increases

Feature of Petrova
Is Named
Petrova's publicity director announced
last week that the production following
" Daughter of Destiny " on Madame
Petrova's calendar has been named. " The

Publicity for MacLane
made the trip from New York especially
GEORGE K. SPOOR, who produced
to see the picture.
for release through the Kleinc SysMr. Spoor's " Ruggles of Red Gap,"
tem in January " Men Who Have Made
featuring Taylor Holmes, is now in the
Love to Me," with Mary MacLane in the
cutting room. Work is being finished on
leading role, is planning an unusual quota
the sub-titling which will, no doubt, meet,
of advertising and publicity matter to precede and accompany the subject, according
if not excel, in artistry the quality of previous Ultra Features.
to announcements this week.
This announcement advises that Mr.
Billboard and poster advertising on this
picturization of Harry Leon Wilson's SatSpoor's publicity department has completed a special news matter sheet, said
urday Evening Post story is now being
designed.
to be distinct from the customary fourpage slip sheet that goes with all his ultrafeatures. This special sheet is to be sent
MacDonald
Begins Triotit broadcast to newspapers and magazines, which received previous stories at
angle "Harmony
Lad
"
various intervals, together with cuts and
Director Frank
Borsage of the
Triangle
mats.
Studios on the Coast, has been furnished
Miss MacLane was given a special showwith Wallace MacDonald for the leading
ing of her picture in the studio projection
role of "nounced
The
Harmony Lad," it was anlast week.
room last week, and expressed herself as
pleased and even surprised at the outcome
Pauline Starke has the leading feminine
role.
of her cflorts before the camera. She

Madame Olga Petrova, Star of Her Own Productions
Light Within " is the title given to the
story, which is expected to be released
shortly. It was scenarioized by Mrs. L.
Case Russell from her original story called
" Laurel Carlisle, M.D.," and directed by
Larry Trimble.
Director Trimble, it is announced, has
been given credit for naming the feature.
Ida May

Park Directs New
Bluebird
Ida May Park, it was announced last
week from the Bluebird offices, is now in
the first stages of her new production
called " Her Fling," with Dorothy Phillips and William Stowell in the leading
roles.
It is as
saida " stenographer
Her Fling " whose
shows
Miss Phillips
whole life changed after she met a banker.
Stowell is the latter.
Headed by Miss Phillips and Mr. Stowell, the screen adaptation of Katherine
Leiser Robbins' story has a cast composed
of Juanita Hansen, Claire Du Brey, Joe
Girard, Edward Cecil, George Chesebro,
Sallie Starr and little Frankie Lee.
DeMille
Progresses with
Artcraft Feature
Production work on " The Whispering
Chorus," which Cecil B. DeMille is directing at the Lasky studio in Hollywood,
is said to be going along smoothly, with a
cast including Kathlyn Williams, Raymond
Hatton, Elliott Dexter and others. Photographic work is being done by Alvin
Wyckoff.
An announcement from Artcraft last
week declares that evidences of a mastertouch will be found in every detail of the
picture when it is completed. The story
is described as modern, with compelling
force and great appeal.
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Wharton

and Cooper
Ithaca
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Leopold Wharton, of the Wharton Brothers, producers of Chief Flynn's secret
service exposure of Imperial Germany's spy
system in this country, " The Eagle's Eye "
with Courtney Ryley Cooper, who is writing the scenario of the Chief's story, spent
three days at the Wharton Studios, at Ithaca last week, assisting in making ready
the first three episodes for the trade showing which will be made in a few days.
Leopold
Wharton's
activities
connection with this
production
so far inhave
been
■confined to the filming of special scenes and
locations in New York, Washington and
other large cities, which has greatly expedited the progress of the production. The
work at. the studios has been directed by
Theodore Wharton.

^' Eagle's Eye " Is Shown to
the Trade
It was announced last week that a trade
rshowing of first episodes of " The Eagle's
Eye," the serial photodrama produced by
The Whartons, founded on the story by
Chief Flynn, exposing the ramifications of
Imperial Germany's spy system in America, will be given at the Strand theatre
January 18, at 10 o'clock in the morning.
Invitations have been sent to all exhibitors, representatives of the trade and to
state and city officials, judges of the courts,
•clergymen, heads of patriotic, defense and
war service organizations and to military
and naval officers detailed at this station.
Vitagraph Engages Expert
Photographer
Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph,
announces the engagement of Frank Bangs,
the well known theatrical photographer, as
consulting photographic expert, and of
Henry Houry, of Paris, as technical adviser for the company's eastern studio.
These two appointments, Mr. Smith declares, are part of his recently outlined
plans for the expansion of Vitagraph in
all branches of the production department.
Comedy

Ingenue Transfers
to Drama
Claire Anderson, ingenue with the
deTriangle-Keystone comedy forces, has
serted slap-stick for the drama, and is
now cast with Triangle Director E. Mason
a drama writHopper in " The Answer,"
ten by E. Magnus Ingleton, which will be
feature
special
released as the seven-reel
on the February program.
Miss Anderson's last comedy appear-in
ance was with Director H. Edwards
Life."
"Hisof Double
picture, ion
Griffith's
RayWith
the Triangle
the consolidat
and Triangle-Keystone playing forces at
Culver City, it is probable that theofcastthe
ing directors at the dramatic end
lot will take advantage of the many new
types made available by the removal of
Hollywood. Miss AnderKeystone from
son is the first of the comedy stars to be
drafted for the regular program features.

Distribution

Plan

Hodkinson Reports Success of Plan to
Use General Exhanges for Paralta
Plays — Bookings
Considered
Satisfactory
SUCCESS and complete approval were
reported this week by W. W. Hodkinson on his plan for using the exchange
service of General Film for the physical
handling of the Paralta Plays, which he
is distributing.
It is now four weeks since the arrangement with General was completed, but the
reports on bookings of the two Paralta
Plays, " A Man's Man," with J. Warren
Kerrigan, and " Madam Who " with Bessie
Barriscale, are said to be as satisfactory
from the viewpoint of salesmanship as
could have been obtained in months by a
new organization. In addition, the service
to exhibitors of prints and supplies has
gone forward without a hitch, through the
channels furnished by the General Film
exchanges.
It has been possible, Mr. Hodkinson
states, to give the full value of his distribution service through the General exchanges. The control of prices is vested
in the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, and
every contract is approved by its head
office sales department before pictures are

Approved

releascd under it. The Hodkinson principles of the distributor serving as the balancing factor between producer and exhibitor, and spreading the return on the pictvires over a period of time sufficient both
to give the producer a full return on his
investment and the individual exhibitor a
rental charge commensurate with his ability
to pay, are becoming well known again
throughout the trade.
The sales department of the Hodkinson
Corporation is now issuing a series of letters to the General Film sales forces setting
forth the basic principles of the Hodkinson
distribution plans, as supplementary to the
three " Hodkinson Service " conventions
which S. R. Kent, general sales manager
of the General Film Company, has just
held
cisco. in New York, Chicago and San FranBacking up the definite work being done
to open the lines of Hodkinson principles
through the General Film exchanges to the
exhibitor, the publicity and exhibitor service
department of the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation has prepared an intensive exhibitor
campaign. Direct-by-mail advertising of
original but dignified form will be sent out,
commencing next week, setting forth the
Hodkinson principles and their application
to the sale of the Paralta Pictures and
other Hodkinson product.

Katterjohn
Comments
on
Star
Declares That Players Must Have
ing direction. This applies to the minority of better pictures. All the while
Compelling Story to Back Them
there has been vast room for improveUp — Thinks Construction of
ment in motion story construction, comStory Is Supreme
monly termed ' continuity,' and by critics,
MONTE M. KATTERJOHN, scenario
called
'
technique.'
editor of Paralta Plays, Inc., has
" Today we need specialization in conput into a brief article his opinions of
tinuity writing — not lifeless, mechanical,
the star system, and the stories in which
and meaningless scene arrangement. The
these players are presented on the screen.
pictured story should be so constructed
that it will be easier to follow — more
Mr. Katterjohn says: "The star will
always be a very necessary unit, but he or
closely knit — more direct. The art cries
for an improved technique.
she must possess genuine star ability.
Then there must be an interest-compelling
" The advance has outdistanced most of
story for that star — a story with drama,
those laborers who style themselves continuity writers. Where are better story
that entertains. I hold that a star-story
can be just as big and compelling as any
and continuity writers to hail from, did
other kind of story. But story and star
you ask? Many are around us now, and
need each other.
others will come to us from the indus" Then we must have more picture plays
try's allied arts, all yet to be developed,
which stand on sheer story merit, unbut only through a more decent treatment
mindful of big names or a well known
cast. We have had too few of them.
and consideration."
Such stories will do more to retain, and
perhaps re-establish the public's faith in
motion pictures than any other immediately available remedy. The picture patron not of the pronounced ' fan ' type desires and must have both the star-story
and the big plot-and-drama story. The
ratio should be about two star stories to
every one of the other sort.
" But of supreme importance just now
is the construction of any and all types
of stories, and to which, in the past, the
majority of producers have paid the very
scantiest attention. We have had the last
word in acting, ideal stories and perfect
sets, wonderful photography and astound-
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Distribution
Managers
Meet
Paramount-Artcraft
Forces Adan appropriate introduction by Toastmaster Elek J. Ludvigh, and expressed the
dressed inNew York by Brulatour
great sense of appreciation felt by those
and Graham,
of London —
present of all Mr. Zukor means to those
Marks Birthday.
Adolph Zukor's
closely associated with him as well as the
entire industry.
In his speech, Mr. Zukor thanked the
WHAT
Paramount-Artcraft officials
members of the executive committee and
characterize as one of the most enothers present, for their loyal support in
thusiastic get-to-gether meetings ever held
by that organization was held at the New
all his undertakings and cited the history
York headquarters of the Famous Playersof his organization since the very beginLasky Corporation last week, at which the
ning. Greater co-operation with the exhibitor and the continued use of fair and
branch managers from all over the country
attended.
equitable business methods in the pursuits
The series of meetings was called for the of their daily work was strongly urged by
purpose of discussing the distribution plans him.
Other speakers of the evening were,
of the coming year in connection with the
release of Paramount and Artcraft PicJules E. Brulatour, who, it is understood,
has just been elected a member of the
tures. At these conferences, it is anboard of directors, and J. C. Graham, the
nounced, the reports from representatives
London representative. Those present
in different localities throughout the country proved a most emphatic indication that were : Adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky, Eugene Zukor, Elek J. Ludvigh, Arthur
the star series system of booking, inauguFriend, Jules Brulatour, Emil E. Shauer,
rated last summer, is a potent advancement.
Concluding the series of conferences, a Walter E. Greene, Morris Kohn, Hiram
Abrams, Al Lichtman, B. P. Schulberg,
dinner at the Astor to the visiting representatives, the executive committee and the Ralph Kohn, Hugh Ford, Whitman Ben^
nett, Frank Myer, Robert Macalarney, J.
department heads of the Famous PlayersC. Graham, Arthur S. Kane, John C. Flinn,
Lasky organization and its affiliated bodies,
Charles C. Burr, Charles E. Moyer, Fred
was given by Adolph Zukor. This occaGage, J. Albert Thorne, J. K. Burger, Pete
sion marked the forty-fifth birthday of Mr.
Zukor and inasmuch as he did not know
Schmid, A. M. Botsford, Norris Wilcox,
that his associates were aware of this faci, B. P. Fineman, Herman Wobber, C. E.
he was deeply moved and surprised when
Tandy, J. V. Chamberlain, Al Lichtman, A.
D. Flintom, W. L. Sherry, William E.
the executive board presented him with an
Smith, Max Goldstine, Lewis J. Selznick,
immense silver loving cup. Jesse L. Lasky
made a stirriiit; ])rcscntatioH speech, after Joseph Schenck and Julius Steger.
Wolper

Arranges

Mastercraft

Details

Mastercraft Photo-Play Corporation, spent
several days in New York last week arranging details for the new company, before leaving for their Eastern studios.
In speaking of the Mastercraft Company,
Mr. Wolper said, "After spending a great
deal of time and money in carefully investigating the motion picture industry, I am
thoroughly convinced that there is ample
room for a picture organization operating
on purely business lines and making productions of exceptional magnitude. The
men who are my associates in Mastercraft
Photo-Play Corporation are men of not
'inly sound financial standing, but men who
have really achieved distinction in large
Imsincss enterprises and who are now going to devote their entire energies to the
development of this enterprise upon which
we are launched. In all of our departments, strictly business principles will be
followed out. It is our intention to make
no less than four nor more than seven productions a year.
" In addition to our studios in Boston,
which when completed, will cover over
fifty acres of ground, we will also have
large studios in California. F. Eugene
Farnsworth, president of our company, is
in California at the present time looking
after these details and as soon as they are
completed he will return to New York
where we will arrange the final details for
the filming of the first production."

Forth Supplies Film
" Props "
The motion picture has advanced to that
stage, according to the latest developments
surrounding the career of George Forth,
screen player, where it is not bad form for

Acting " Props " With
George Forth, WhoHis Furnishes
the actorin the
to supply
of the " props "
needed
filming some
of a story.
It is told that a Vitagraph director recently informed Forth a good part was
awaiting the latter, but a certain sort of
farm was needed before the work could
progress.
asked
Forth. The "What
director certain
describedsort?"
the desired
farm.
" Oh, I have that, too," said the player,
as if talking of his wardrobe, " down in
Maryland. I'll show you some photographs
to-morrow. Won't you and the company
so it came
that the exterior scenes
be And
my guests?
"
of "I Will Repay," featuring Corinne Griffith, were made on George Forth's farm.
Western

Story Claims

Williams' Time
According to reports from sunny California, Earle Williams and Grace Darmond, his leading woman, are now in the
midst of their first Western production, an
adaptation of one of the O. Henry stories.
It is understood the players started work
on January 2 under the direction of Tom
Mills, and the picture is expected to be
completed for release in March by Vitagraph.

January
Metro
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Plans

to Produce

of Mirththat" one of
Metro" House
this week announced
the most important productions it will make
during the coming year will be " The House
of Mirth," a screen version of Edith Wharton's novel, which was dramatized by the
late Clyde Fitch and given a Broadway
stage presentation. Emmy Wehlen will be
starred in the role of Lily Bart, in the
picturization of the story which has been
made by June Mathis and Albert Capellani.
Mr. Capellani will direct the production.
Walthall

Picture
Barriscale

Follows

Following " A Man's Man," in which J.
Warren Kerrigan is the star and " Madam
Who?" with Bessie Barriscale in the stellar role, both of which are now showing
throughout the country, Henry B. Walthall will make his debut as a Paralta star
in "His Robe of Honor," written by Ethel
and James Dorrance.
" Who Loved Him Best? "
for Miss Goodrich
Edna Goodrich's next Mutual photoplay
will be "Who Loved Him Best?" a fivereel production in which Miss Goodrich is
cast as a motion picture star, and many
of the scenes of which are laid in the
Bohemian quarter of Washington Square,
New York. It will be released February 4.
"Who Loved Him Best?" was produced
under the working title of "Art and the
Woman " at the Long Island studios of
the Mutual Film Corporation under the
direction of Dell Henderson.
Ruth

Roland Tells of Pathe
New Series
Ruth Roland, one of the stars in the
series of eight two-reel dramas being released by Pathe under the title of " The
Price of Folly," has been authorized by
that company to speak of the nature of
the pictures, through the Pathe publicity
department. Frank Mayo is the other onehalf of the starring combination.
Summed up. Miss Roland's statements
announce that the most important problems of present day life are dealt with in
the series.
Pathe announces that the entire series
has been booked for a pre-release showing
on the Marcus Loew Circuit of theatres.
The release date for the series has been
set for January 20.
Goldwyn Keeps
Moore

Tom

Tom Moore's special engagement with
Goldwyn for the chief male role in " The
Cinderella Man," with Mae Marsh, has
lengthened into additional appearances in
pictures made by that company, and he
seems fairly settled there. In " Dodging
a Million," with Mabel Normand, directed
by George Loane Tucker, Moore was
again cast, following the completion of
which Goldwyn has announced its intention of using him in still another subject.

Edison

Stars

Miss

Courtot

Considers
" The
Unbeliever " His
Greatest Screen Feature — Star Has
Part of Belgian Refugee —
In Seven Reels.

THOMAS A. EDISON'S seven-reel pro"
duction,The
Unbeliever," is characterized, in an announcement by the Edison
company, as the . greatest contribution to
the screen of that organization. The picture stars Marguerite Courtot, who has the
role of a Belgian refugee. Raymond McKee has the role opposite her.
In speaking of " The Unbeliever," the
Edison company said : " Miss Courtot considered the peculiar requirements of her
role and discussed them with her director,
Alan Crosland. They agreed that such a
part demands a convincing portrayal combined with a deep and delicate understanding, because the spirit it embodies is the
very spirit of Belgium; and Belgium's
cause is paramount in the welter of warfare to-day. The universal ideal that is
woven about the martyrdom of Belgium
exacts from its heroes and heroines an absolutely sincere expression and a subtle regard for its significance.
" The faithful delineation with which
Miss Courtot lives her screen character is
refreshing throughout the production. Entirely apart from her ability she has a personal equipment that few artists could have
afforded and which Miss Courtot probably
unconsciously brings into play as a highlight in characterization. Her direct descent from a proud French family, with a
mother whose fine patriotism sternly regards the daughter who should have been a
son of France, gives Miss Courtot an heritage which she never fails to take advantage of in "The Unbeliever." There is
about her the fragrant innocence of sheltered youth and this is revealed in startling
contrast to the brutal lust of a Prussian
lieutenant. Raymond McKee plays the
spirited young marine private who finally
Keeney

Marguerite Courtot, in Thomas A. Edison's
" The Unbeliever *'
transplants the Belgian flower to the more
fortunate sun of America, and Miss Courtot makes her inevitable surrender a victory
of love and gratitude."

Production
Starts Feb. 1st
showmanship. In regard to future plans
JAMES KIRKWOOD, who has been engaged by Frank A. Keeney Pictures
of the company Mr. Keeney said :
Corporation to direct Catherine Calvert and
" I intend to engage other stars and shall
other prominent films stars, in a series of
select them as I selected Miss Calvert, on
special productions, announces that he now
a basis of youth, beauty and dramatic abilis assembling for the cast and expects to
ity. Ishall not engage actors or actresses
have the production under way by the first who have become famous in other lines of
of February. Mr. Keeney announces that
the profession, but are unable to make good
negotiations have been completed for the
in pictures. I believe the public likes names,
leasing of one of the large studios in New
but does not care for names which carry no
York, which will be used by the Keeney
merit in the specific line of entertainment
Pictures Corporation, pending the erection
with which they are affiliated.
of the new studio to be built exclusively
for Keeney productions.
Miss Calvert will be the featured player
Vitagraph Comedians
of the first production. The story for the
Make Three
first production was written by Benjamin S.
Kutler, formerly scenario editor for
News from the center of Vitagraph activities on the West Coast infers that
Augustus Thomas and Famous Plays and
Players. He is the author of several screen
directors and comedians of that companysuccesses. The title has not yet been
are busy night and day on three new comechosen. Mr. Keeney is a newcomer in the
dies, "Telephones and Troubles," " Courts
producing field, but he is not new to the and Convicts " and " Rooms and Rumors."
The
directors include J. A. Howe and
theatrical world. He is a prominent theatre owner and has a wide knowledge of Larry Semon.
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Brady

Finishes
Subject
hands of a gang of white slavers. It is a
■■ I'he
Knife
" Now
Cut and
melodrama and gives Miss Brady a role at
Titled.
While
Star Being
Rests Before
once forceful and singularly appealing. In
Starting New Select Picture —
the cast she is supported by Frank Morgan,
Release Shortly
her leading man; Craufurd Kent, Helen

" The Knife," it
workthison week
PRODU
wasCTION
announced
by Select
Pictures, has been practically completed,
and the film is now being cut and titled preparatory to release shortly. The production stars Alice Brady.
In announcing the completion of " The
Knife," Select Pictures said : " The play is
another
Walter'sforsuccesses
and
was usedofasEugene
the attraction
the opening
of the New Bijou theatre last season. As
an offering on the legitimate stage it was
a hit and in the screen version, which has
been made by Charles Maigne, " The
Knife "viousmost
certainly lives up to all prestandards.
" The story deals with the life of a
young southern girl who falls into the

Lackaye, Paul Doucct, Alice Hollister, Jonnie Walker and Frank Evans.
" A distinctive feature of the screen play
will be the lovely southern settings it contains. These were obtained on the Emerson plantation located a few miles from
Jacksonville, Florida, where Miss Brady
with her director, Robert G. Vignola and
her company spent a couple of weeks.
"With 'The Knife' completed. Miss
Brady is planning to take a short breathing spell before commencing work on the
next of her Select productions. She. has
now finished three of her Select Star
Series, ' Her Silent Sacrifice ' and ' Woman and Wife ' being the two previous releases, and all three pictures are distributed
by Select Pictures Corporation."

Jesse L. Lasky Leaves for California
JESSE L. LASKY, vice-president of ready commenced work on the erection of
additions to the laboratories and working
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
left New York last week for California,
space. For the last year, in order to handle
following the conclusion of a series of the total number of prints of Paramount
meetings held in New York at which all and Artcraft pictures made at the Lasky
Paiamount-Artcraft Exchanges were repStudios alone, the laboratory has been runresented.
ning two shifts, handling approximately
Just prior to his departure from New
600,000 feet of positive each day. Two
York, Mr. Lasky expressed enthusiasm
years ago, when the laboratory was built,
over the manner in which all the work in it had a capacity of double the number of
Paramount releases then required. With
the various studios is progressing. " With
the completion of our new additions we
the beginning of the new year," said Mr.
will be able to take care of the greater
Lasky, " I have no hesitation in saying
that personally I can see only success of demands made on our producing forces.
the most flattering character ahead. Pres" Our production plans for the coming
ent day conditions demand that we extend
year indicate that the general merit of our
greater efforts than ever in our endeavor
offerings will far exceed even our presto cheer the nation. In fact, we have alent high standard."
Madeline
Traverse in Ivan Productions
f VAN FILM PRODUCTIONS, through
" Madeline Traverse, as the wealthy philanthropist, using her position in society
A its publicity department, last week declared that Madeline Traverse, in the suto dare espouse the cause of the more unfortunate, isexcellent in the manner in
per-photoplay,Sins
"
of Ambition," is which she handles
the situation. It is more
given ample sway for pre-eminent artistry.
than
acting
that
one
sees when beholding
The announcement said : " Her role calls
Madeline Traverse entering the scene of
upon the portrayal of two opposite characThe Grand Bazaar. One is immediately
teristics ofhuman nature — the one demanding that emotional ability is an actress that
impressed with the grandeur of her bearcan sway crowds of people to do one's
ing; "as born to the purple" — an expression which is hardly safe to use in these
bidding, the other that majestic repose
which always inspires respect when evi- democratic days except in strictly poetic
license.
<]'■]>■-■'] before a critical audience.

" Prunella " S t a r t e d for
Paramount
Work has begun, it was announced this
week by Famous Players-Lasky, on the
Paramount production of " Prunella,"
with Marguerite Clark in the star role.
In this picture Miss Clark is said to
have a part that is in striking contrast
to that in her last picture, " The Seven
Swans."

Berman

Writes

Home

Office
Harry M. Berman, sales manager of
Jewel Productions, Inc., who is making a
transcontinental tour in search of firsthand information as to national trade conditions, writes his home office from St.
Louis, that he sees " no immediate reason
to worry over the prospects for the coming year."

Constance Talmadge
Is Making
" The Shuttle "
In California
for Select
" Woman in Web " Moves
Along Nicely
Reports from the Western studio of the
Vitagraph Company which President Albert E. Smith, of Vitagraph, announced
this week he had received, advise that production of the new serial, " The Woman
in the Web," is moving along nicely and
rapidly. The first scenes, of an ambassador's ball at Washington, were made in
two days. Following this the action moved
to exteriors showing a reproduction of the
imperial
gardens in Petrograd, with David
Smith directing.
Starred in " The Woman in the Web "
are Hedda Nova and Frank Glendon, and
large casts are being used in their support.
The story is said to involve a world pursuit, which takes the principal players to
every country, nearly, in the world, but
the greater part of the action takes place
in the United States.
" Home

Trail " Blue
Ribbon
William Wolbert, director of Vitagraph
productions, is planning to take his company, featuring Nell Shipman and Alfred
Whitman, to the Mojave desert for several
" shots " in " The Home Trail," a drama
of the West. The picture will be a Bhie
Ribbon Feature, Vitagraph has ainiounced,
and the desert scenes will probably keep
llie company there two weeks.
Clara

Kimball Young in
Accident
Clara Kimball Young, the Select Pictures
star, had a narrow escape from death one
morning last week when the automobile in
which she was riding collided with a street
car at Ninetieth street and Broadway. She
was unhurt.

January
Rothacker

26, i q i 8
Studio Visited by
Many

Among the recent visitors at the Rothacker Laboratory-Studio, Chicago, were
Edgar Lewis, the director; Mr. Graham
of the Petrova Pictures Corporation, and
A. L Smith, the producer of Alaska pictures.
Tiry Miller of the Camera Department
of the Rothacker organization, has returned from an extensive stay in Pennsylvania where he was producing a multiple-reel industrial suliject.
Wesley Smith, formerly of the Camera
Department of the Rothacker organization,
has been promoted to an important position in the factory organization.
Frank J. Snyder, formerly a member of
Doc. Willats' technical staff, has arrived in
Chicago from New York to join the Rothacker organization.
Jack Byrne of the Production Department is now engaged in directing several
important industrial subjects involving
studio work.
N. J. Baumer, studio manager, is fast
recovering from a serious attack of tonsilitis which confined him to his home for
several weeks.
Watterson R. Rothacker expects to be in
New York at the Hotel Biltmore from
January 12 until about January 18, and
from New York will go to Washington before returning to Chicago.
Ed. Blackburn, well known in film circles,
has been added to the sales force of the
Rothacker organization.
Fred. Wright Mentions
Production Costs
Apropos of the present high cost of film
production, Frederick E. Wright, who is
now at work at the Astra Studio directing
Pathe Plays, mentions one instance of
comparative costs that show an 18,000 per
cent increase.
Some few years ago Mr. Wright directed
a Pathe picture called " Old Fog>'." This
was one of the first five-reel subjects made,
but was released as a three-reel feature
because at that ime it was not thought
that the public wanted five-reel subjects.
Part of the business in the story called for
circus views, and to secure these shots, Mr.
Wright spent four days en tour with the
Frank Robbins show.
Peggy
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Hyland Prepares for
Fox Film
Peggy Hyland, the film star whom William Fox recently placed under contract,
is preparing for her initial picture under
the Fox standard, it was announced last
week.
The subject selected for her has not
been announced further than the statement
that it is well suited to her particular style
of screen charm. It is understood a director has been chosen for Miss Hyland,
but his name has not been made known
thus far.
Miss Hyland's subjects are to be Fox
Special Features, it is said.

A Detail Study In Benjamin aChapin's
of Democracy
Series of" ATenSon Two-Reel
Dramas" for Release by Paramount In

Entertain to Educate,"
Says
Abraham Lincoln
is a Chapin
leading character —
BENJAMIN CHAPIN, who wrote, proI
made
up
my
mind
that they should be
duced and directed " The Son of
' good shows.' I worked to entertain and
Democracy," the series of ten two-reel
dramas of early American life that is to amuse, for I knew that the Lincoln atmosphere, the educational side, would be more
be released through Paramount, beginning
powerful if it did not so dominate the
February 11, is firmly of the opinion that
to educate the public, in the showman sense
stories that they became typical ' educaof the word, the public must likewise be
entertained.
The entire series is the story of the
building of America and Americans, an
"
Chapin who
said has
: " No
of democracy,
showing freedom in the
tionals.'
manIn this
ever connection
has made Mr.
a success,
set epic
making. The leading characters are Abraham Lincoln, his father, Tom Lincoln, who
out deliberately to ' educate ' and only to
educate the public, for the latter refuses
could neither read nor write, and Tom's
to take its education undiluted. If you
father Abraham, friend of Daniel Boone,
would be an instructor, you must first be and who was killed in a fight with Indians.
entertaining. Our best history teachers
Benjamin Chapin plays Abraham Lincoln,
are those who fill their history with huas a young man and as the President,
man interest, who are entertainers as well
Tom
Lincoln, and the grandfather. Abraas teachers.
ham Lincoln, the boy, and his rough and
ready playmates, are portrayed by a cast
"When I began five years ago to prepare
of boy actors.
for the screen these stories — in which
Frohman
Feature Ready for a Showing
Agnes Churchill ; Charles E. Graham as
TEN 17 o'clock
in
the
morning
January
Aaron Burr, Duncan McRae as Alexander
has been set by theof Frohman
Amusement Corporation as the hour for Hamilton. Roy Applegate as George Washington, P. R. Scammon as Thomas Jeffershowing, at the Rivoli theatre in New York,
son, Frank Murray as Gen. U. S. Grant.
the picture starring Arnold Daly, " My Jerald Day as Abraham Lincoln, F. C. Earle
Own United States." The presentation is a as .A.ndrew Jackson, Edward Dunn as Genpre-release one, for the trade.
eral Wilkinson, Joseph Levering as Col.
It is claimed that considerable of the
George
Morgan, Thomas Donnelly as Genthrilling part of the production has been
eral Churchill, Claude Cooper as William
enacted aboard the old U. S. S. frigate Constitution, and also, with permission of the Bayard, William Miller as Van Ness, Frederick Truesdale as Mr. Pendleton, Ma'--e
War Department, the Frohman Amusement
Corporation has been permitted to use a DuChette as Natalie Sommers, Helen Mrlas Theodosia Burr. Frederick Hergreat number of troops and marines in the holland
zo.g as Admiral Stephen Decatur, Sydney
several battles.
Bracey as Capt. Gene Gautier, Mrs. Allen
Prominent among the characters porWalker as Mrs. Nolan, Mrs. Mary Kennitrayed in " My Own United States " are the
son Carr as Mrs. Alexander Hamilton. R.
pre-eminent heroes of military and civilian
Wongeman
as Dr. Hossack and Jack Hamlife recorded in America's history.
Supporting Arnold Daly in his leading tory. ilton as Lieut. Gaines, all of which characrole of Lieut. Philip Nolan, are associated
ters are associated with this country's hisas leading lady, Anna Lehr in the role of
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Pathe
Plays
Every
Two
Weeks
Overproduction in Industry Is Given
as Cause for Decreasing Output,
but Increasing Quality — Start
January 27..
Q VERPRODUCTION
in the motion
picture industry was given this week
l)y the Pathe Exchange, Inc., as its reason
for the announcement that beginning Januarj' 27 Pathe Plays will be released one
everj' two we^ks instead of one each
week. With this policy in practice Pathe
intends, it is made known, to elevate the
quality, which it believes, under present
circumstances, is better for the industry
than quantity.
The first four Pathe Plays under this
plan, and their release dates are announced
by Pathe as follows : " Innocent," with
Fannie Ward, on January 27 ; Frank Keenan in " Loaded Dice," February 10 ;
" Kidder and Ko," with Bryant Washburn, February 24, and Bessie Love in
" Spring of the Year," Alarch 10.
" The Pathe idea in accordance with
which our vice-president and general manBryant
and His Better
Inhal-Is
ager, J. A. Berst, is now on the Coast,"
ing the Washburn
Ozone of California,
Where Half,
the Star
Appearing in Pathe Productions
said F. C. Quimby, sales manager, concerning the bi-weekly plan with alternat" We want to see the motion picture
ing stars, " is, in a nutshell, ' highest class
production with the advantages of the business go ahead, and we know that there
are too many pictures being produced tostar system and without its evils.' Pathe
day. We could very easily have gone
believes that it has been the extravagant
ahead on the one-a-week basis such as
overuse of the star idea that has brought
most companies are aiming at, and we
the terrific increase in rental prices. We
know also that stars are necessary at the would have made good pictures, but we
present time, and we think that our pol- are not taking any chances on a let-up in
quality. We know we can produce twentyicy of twenty-six quality features a year
will meet with favor. The tendency in the six features a year that are up to the
business must be to better and fewer feastandard set by ' Innocent ' and ' Loaded
tures and longer runs. It is in line with
Dice,' therefore our decision to release one
this thought that we are acting with all of the Pathe Plays every two weeks alterthe ri -;oiir' (< of Pathe behind us.
nating the stars."

Les Miserables" Released February 10
<(1 ES MISERABLES," the William Miscrables " did satisfactory business during practically the entire time it was being
•Li Fox de luxe production, will be reshown at the Lyric. During the holiday
leased to exhibitors on February 10. Announcement to this effect was made by season it pulled especially well. Top prices
William Fox this week.
of $1 were obtained.
The production closed a run of five
The photodrama, which follows the
weeks at the Lyric theatre in New York
Dumas novel of the same name, has generally been declared by critics of the New
on January 12 to make way for a twoYork press and of the trade magazines to
week showing of " Cheating the Public,"
the Fox 1918 cinemelodrama, which is the be the best dramatic work that William
Farnum has done. His cast includes Jewel
second of the series beginning with "The
Carmen, Madame Sonia Markova and
Honor System." "Cheating the Public"
others of the Fox forces. Cutting of the
is to be released January 20, and it was
production for release purposes is now
desired to have its drawing power thorunder way. As shown at the Lyric, it ran
oughly demonstrated by at least one week's
upward of 9,700 feet and it is to be reNew York showing prior to the picture's
release.
duced to 8,000 feet. As it stood when
completed by Director Frank Lloyd, it was
Reports from the Fox Film Corporation offices are to the cflfcct that " Les about 13,000 feet.

Re-Issues Chaplin's "The Woman "
What General Film Company has announced as a new edition of Charlie Chaplin's Essanay re-issue, " The Woman," has
been scheduled for release in January as
the sixth of the Essanay Chaplins being
put out by General.
" The Woman " involves Chaplin in a
series of escapades in which he is forced
to masquerade as a woman.
Mutual

Claims

Success

for

" The Planter "
" The Planter," according to Mutual,
which released the seven-reel picture as a
special, with Tyrone Power, broke all
records at the Strand, in Duluth, on New
Year's day and week. The original booking
there was for three days, but Manager C.
L. Hiller, Mutual declares, wired that he
would hold it over for a week.
World-Brady Issues Blackwell Booklet
" The Beautiful Mrs. Reynolds," said by
World-Pictures Brady-Made to be the
four hundredth motion picture in which
Carlyle Blackwell has appeared as star, has
been made the basis of an illustrated booklet which World-Brady plan to distribute
free. " From College Boy to Picture
Star " is the title selected for the booklet.
*' Jack Spurlock
" Released
in February
It was announced this week by William
Fox that the date of release of " Jack Spurlock— Prodigal," starring George Walsh,
has been changed from January 27 to February 3. The picture is a Special Feature.
In its stead on January 27, Fox plans to
release " The Heart of Romance," starring
June Caprice.
Walthall's Second Paralta
Announced
Paralta Plays, Inc., this week announced
that Henry Walthall's second Paralta Play
will be " Humdrum Brown," and that Kate
Price will be in the supporting cast.
Miss Price was formerly of the Vitagraph company, with which organization
she appeared with John Bunny.

Third Burns-Selby Comedy
Ncal liurns and Gertrude Selby are
scheduled to make their third successive
appearance in a Selburn comedy, " Wedrelease.
ding Bells and Lunatics," a General Film
reelGeneral
subject.describes this as a clean, one-
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Brenon

Forges

Ahead

on

" False Faces "
Following closely on the heels of the
announcement last week that Herbert
Brenon intended to film a sequel to " The
Lone Wolf," called " False Faces," and
starring Bert Lytell, announcement was
made this week from the Brenon Studios
that a number of scenes have been taken,
and that others are following in quick succession.
It is said that " False Faces " consists of
75 per cent of night scenes, so the regular
order of things has been reversed.
Amy

Leah

Dennis Considers Contracts
Amy Leah Dennis, who has been appearing in the Selig-Hoyt comedies which the
Selig company makes in Chicago, has arrived in New York following the expiration of her contract with that company,
and is said to be considering various offers
of engagements.
Miss Dennis heretofore has specialized
in short-reel subjects, but is considered
well fitted for roles in feature pictures.
Recently she appeared with Lew Fields in
" The Barker."

" Empty

Pockets " Booked
for Rialto
Herbert Brenon announced last week that
his production of " Empty Pockets " will
have its first presentation on January 20
at the Rialto theatre in New York, where
it will run the usual week which prevails
at the policy of the theatre.
This is Brenon's first production as an independent producer.
" Brown of Harvard "
Shown to the Trade

Trade showing of " Brown of Harvard,"
which was scheduled by George Kleine for
release January 10 as a Perfection Picture, have been in progress for some time
at all Kleine branch offices, and many
bookings have resulted, it is said.
Hazel Daly, who co-starred with Bryant
Washburn in several Skinner pictures, has
the leading feminine role, with Tom Moore
opposite her. William N. Selig produced
the picture, which is in six reels.
Big

V

Releases a LoveComedy Film
" Peanuts and Politics " was the Big
V. comedy release for the week of January 14, with Joe Rock and Earl Montgomery starred. Vitagraph has described
it as a swift moving, hilarious comedy of
love, politics and war, showing how two
assistants to an inventor save his formula for destroying the enemy by feeding them with explosive peanuts, from
foreign emissaries.
Another current release under the Big
V brand with Rock and Montgomery is
"Jumbles and
Jealousy,"
in which
newlyweds
create
most ofa farce
the fun.

William Fox Considers Nothing More Appropriate at This Time Than a Toast to America and
World Democracy, as Given by Gladys Brockwell in " For Liberty," Directed by Bertram Bracken
Fox
Names
February
Specials
The
February
24
release
will be a Tom
Among the Stars Will Be George
Mix picture, " Sixshooter Andy," which is
Walsh,
Gladys Brockwell, Jewel
being made under the direction of S. A.
Franklin. The cast, which is reported to
Carmen and Tom Mix — " Jack
be
an exceptionally strong one, includes
Spurlock " First
Enid Markey, Georgie Stone, Buddy MesWILLIAM FOX last week announced,
through his publicity department, his singer, Lewis Sargent, Virginia Lee Corbin, Violet Radcliffe, Marie Messinger,
Special Features releases for the month
Bert Woodruff, Sam Degrass, Charles
of February. George Walsh, Gladys
Brockwell, Jewel Carmen and Tom Mix
Stevens, Patrick Crj^sman, Robert Fleming and others. The story deals with life
are the stars who will carry the main roles.
The first release, it is announced, will in a wide-open W'estern town where the
sheriff is in league with the lawless elebe thetion"which
JackGeorge
Spurlock-Prodigal
producment and principally involves a young
Walsh has "completed
under the direction of Carl Harbaugh.
man and j'oung woman.
This is down for February 3 and is the
picture which the Fox management is advertising as a big extra-special production,
Fox Opens New Picture at
made exclusively for those who have contracts for Fox Special Features. The storj^
is taken from the book of the same name
William Fox's newest producfion to be
Lyric Picture, January
released as a Standard
written by George Horace Lorimer, editor
of The Saturdaj' Evening Post, and the 20, under the title of " Cheating the Pubclaim is made that more was paid for it
lic," opened a two week's run at the Lyric
than for any other story purchased by Air.
theatre in New York on Januarj' 13.
It
is the second of Director Richard
Fox during 1917.
" The Moral Law," starring Gladys
Stanton's productions to be shown in the
Brockwell, to be released February 10, Broadway district, " The Spy " having been
shows the star in a double role. The two
the first. The other, like " Cheating the
characters are half-sisters of very different Public," was a melodrama, but differs from
dispositions. Most of the scenes are laid the new production in being more largely
in South America. The picture is being propaganda. There is propaganda matemade under the direction of Bertram
rial, and much of it, in the new play, but
Bracken.
this is overshadowed by the melodramatic
Jewel Carmen's second picture as a star features, of which there are ten especially
emphasized by the producer.
will be entitled " The Girl with the ChamThe cast includes Ralph Lewis, Bertram
pagne Eyes " and will be released FebGrassby, Tom Wilson, Charles Edler, Enid
ryary 17. The story is that of a girl who
Markey, Wanda Petit, Fanny Migsley,
drifts into a life of lawlessness and is reFrankie Lee, Barbara Conley, Carrie Clark
formed through the influence of a man
on whom she had brought trouble in her Ward, James Titus, Henry Peal, Edward
own efforts to escape arrest. C. M. FrankPeil, Joseph Hartley, James Morgan, Arlin is directing the production.
thur Gh-nn and Miles AlcCormack.
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Motion

Pickford Has Three
Films Ready
It was announced by Famous PlayersLasky last week that three picture subjects, with Jack Pickford, are completed,
including the release on January 14 of
" The Spirit of '17." In all of these
Louise Huff has the leading feminine role.
The production to follow " The Spirit
of '17" is a picturization of the stage
play, " His Majesty, Bunker Bean," which
was directed by William D. Taylor.
The third of the Pickford subjects wasp
completed before the star left California
for New York, it is said, but details
of the picture, and its name, have not
been announced.

Picture

News

Jack

Familiar

Landmarks

in

Housethisofweek
Glass
"
Select" Pictures
announced
that
a number of familiar New York landmarks
will appear in the screen version of " The
House of Glass," the new Select production now being filmed by Clara Kimball
Young and her own company. Jefferson
Market and the Penn station, Blackwell's
Island and the Tombs all figure prominently inthe action of the play and several
scenes have been shot- at each location.
George

Irving Directs for
Metro
George Irving, it was announced last
week, has been added to the directing staff
of Metro Pictures Corporation. His first
picture will be " Her Boy," announced as

Georgeas Irving,
is directing
" Her Boy "
a Metrowhopatriotic
photodrama
a patriotic Star Series production, co-starring Effie Shannon and Niles Welch, with
I'auline Curley featured.
" Her Boy " was adapted for the screen
by Albert Shelby LcVino from an original
story, and is said to present America's war
problem from a new angle.

Bad''
''In
Russel
American-Mutual
Sched- l as in
William Production
" typically
Russcllistic,"
was
produced
under
the
direction
of
Edward
Sloman,
who
uled for January 21, Directed by
is understood to know the Russell temSloman — Strand Comedy Is
perament thoroughly. The picture shows
Also Listed
Russell as Monty, the impetuous nephew
of a society woman. Unshackled by conventions and with a decided leaning toward
the art of fisticuffs, he engages an ex-pugilist with cauliflower ears to help keep his
blood in circulation and shock the effete
society set. A boxing-bout results in Monty
being knocked over the balustrade on the
second floor of his home and landing in
the hall below at the feet of the girl whomhis aunt wants him to marrj', but who is
disgusted with him.
In the cast is Francelia Billington, who
has appeared opposite Russell in all American-Mutual productions ; " Bull " Montana,
an ex-pugilist and wrestler, and Carl Stockdale.
" Their Little Kid " is the title of the
Strand comedy, featuring Billie Rhodes,
scheduled for release January 22.
Bill Russell faces a business-like Colt in " In
Exhibitors
by Mutual
be enBad," Mutual-American feature
thusiasticare
over thesaidfeatures
of theto Mutual
THE

latest release schedule of the Mutual
Film Corporation discloses that William Russell is slated to appear in an American production on January 21, under the
title of "In Bad."
In addition to- this feature during that
week, Mutual also schedules a Strand
Comedy and the Mutual Weekly.
" In Bad," which is described by Mutual

Weekly. In the Weekly of January 6 were
shown some pictures of the European battle
fields, portraying graphically the work of
the French engineers in restoring the territory reconquered in the battle of the Aisne.
The Weekly of January 21 will keep in
touch with significant topics of the day and
maintain the high standard established, it
is promised by Mutual.

Calls
Jaxon-General
IN completing the opening episodes of " A
Daughter of Uncle Sam " in time for
the release of the first chapter to exhibitors January 19, the Jaxon Film Corporation, in an announcement through General
Film this week, claims to have scored a
" lieat " in this line.
This belief arises, Jaxon-General insists,
because a number of producers have been
working on serials with spy plots, with the
evident intention of bringing them out as
early in the new year as possible. In its
announcement General Film advises exiiibitors that it is the intention of General
to have "A Daughter of Uncle Sam " well
under way on the screens of the country
Ijefore other spy serials can be placed with
cxiiibitors.
In describing the new serial. General
Film said : " Though there is a red-blooded
strain of romance to be found throughout,
the twelve chapters of ' A Daughter of
L'ncle Sam ' abound in thrilling action and
encounters which have resulted from con/Jicts between American patriots and Ger'nan secret agents who have been striving
to interfere with Uncle Sam's war machine. Many of the dramatic incidents
filmed in connection with the foiling of
spies and plotters will visualize for the
first time the true, inside stories of how
this country's enemies have been balked by
akrt officials and volunteer aides. Jane
Vance as the heroine and William Sorelle
as the hero, promise a splendid interpretation of their appealing roles.

Serial **Beat"
New
" Exhibitors have been quick tt) note the
advantage of time, and General Film has
been flooded with inquiries and bookings
from theatres that wish to begin showing
the spy plot serial at a time when revelations are still fresh in the memory of
Americans."
Auto Runs

Amuck

in Miss

Young's Studio
During the filming last week of a couple
of scenes in " The House of Glass," the
new production which Clara Kimball
Young with her own company is making
in her New Rochelle studio for Select Pictures, itbecame necessary to bring an automobile into the building for use in one
of them. When it came time to haul Miss
Young's limousine into the building, the
men at the rope found they had an exceedingly difficult task, owing to slippery surfaces. Ashes were sprinkled about plentifully and a fresh start was made. About
midday up the incline one of the workers
stepped on an uncovered surface of ice
and his fall dragged down his helpers. In
a struggling mass men and car shot down
the runway and charged the throng of interested spectators gathered about. For
once, however, the innocent bystander was
overlooked by Fate, but the car and the
man who slipped were sent to the hospital,
the one with a shattered crank case and
the other with a broken arm.

January
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The

Menace " Released
January 21
Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph, announced this week that " The
Menace," featuring Corinne Griffith with
Evart Overton, will be the Blue Ribbon
feature for the week of January 21.
It was directed by John Robertson, who
now has Miss Griffith and Webster Campbell under his direction in the picture
which Vitagraph is making for the State
Defense Council of New York in which
Governor Whitman and others will appear.
In " The Menace," the Vitagraph president declares refined melodrama is brought
to the screen in its very best form. The
story is said to be exceptionally well
woven and designed to hold suspense until
the very end of the production. The
theme deals with a supposed hereditary
taint, a leaning toward crime in a young
man,
and know
a girl'shimself.
loyalty to the youth who
does not
Detroit

Theatre

Books

Bluebirds

Are

Schedule Provides for Two Appearances of All Stars in Organization— First in February Is
Carmel Myers Feature

O.

Henry Films
What General Film Company considers
an exceptionally important booking for the
O. Henry series which it releases is the
center of an announcement made this week
by that company concerning the booking
by the Washington theatre in Detroit of
all the two-reel Broadway Star Features
produced during this year.
Exhibitor William Elliott, of the Washington, is said to have declared the O.
Henry pictures have as much punch as, if
not more than, some five-reel pictures.
Chaplin

Gives Stag Party to
Friends
Charlie Chaplin, with the assistance of
the heads of departments of his producing
organization, ushered the old year out with
a banquet at the Alexandria Hotel in
Hollywood. There were ten in the comedian's party, and it was a stag affair.
Those present, besides Chaplin, were
Charles Reisner, John Jasper, Charles
Lapsworth, Melville Brown, Roland Totheroh, Frank Crompton, Henry Bergman,
Albert Austin and Carlyle R. Robinson.
Arbuckle Weaves Comedy
About Indian
From the West Coast comes the announcement this week that Roscoe
" Fatty " Arbuckle has been " absorbing "
true Western atmosphere for his forthcoming Paramount laugh-maker, " Out
West," which is described by the publicity department as a two-reel laugh
which emanates from the wildest and.
woolliest portions of the wild and woolly
west. It is claimed there is very little
about the American Red Man that Arbuckle has not learned in the past few
weeks, and all this knowledge he aims
to use in " Out West."
As usual. Buster Keaton and Al. St.
John will have a congenial place in the
star's " affections " during the filming and
screening of the picture.

With the tide low and the thermometer high,
Franklyn Farnum and Juanita Hanson, Bluebird
stars, enjoy a few minutes by the seaside
DEFINITE arrangements for the Bluebird program, as announced this
week, carry the schedule into the middle of
April and provide for two appearances of
nearlytion every
in Bluebird's
constella-in
within thatstarperiod.
Carmel Myers,
" The Wife He Bought," with Kenneth
Harlan featured as her leading man, Feb-

Universal

Schedule

FIVE-REELERS to supply exhibitors of
Universal's product for the next three
months have been scheduled by President
and Director General Carl Laemmle of the
organization, presenting all of the stars
that have lately come into prominence under Universal's auspices. Under the new
arrangement, there is no program designation for these attractions, each carrying
either the name of the star or the producer
as the advertising feature of the individual
offering. The releases for February have
previously been referred to in detail.
March 11 — Ella Hall and Emory Johnson, in " Donna Perf ecta," adapted by Elliott J.Clawson from the book by H. Perez
Galdos, and produced by Elsie Jane Wilson. Prominent parts will be sustained by
Ruby La FaA'ette, Gretchen Lederer, Winter Hall, Maxfield Stanley and Harry
Holden.
March 18—" Back to the Right Trail,"
a Harry Carey production, by Jack Ford,
with Molly Malone and Vesta Pegg featured in the support.
March 25 — Louise Lovely, in " The Quest

Ready
to
April
ruary 4, and Monroe Salisbury and Ruth
Clifford, in "Hungry Eyes," February 11,
have already been referred to in detail.
Mae Murray will make her third appearance as a Bluebird star, week starting February 18, offering H. Sheridan Bickers'
story, " The Eternal Columbine," prepared
for the screen and directed by Robert
Leonard. Miss Murray is again scheduled
for March 25 to be seen in Mr. Leonard's
production of " The Eleventh Commandment," a story by F. McGrew Willis.
" Breeze Bolton Blows In," starring
Franklyn Farnum, will be the Bluebird for
February 25, with Juanit* Hansen and Fred
Montague featured in the support. Joseph
F. Poland furnished the story and Joseph
De Grasse, who has lately directed all of
Mr. Farnum's features, made the production. Charles A. Kenyon, the author of
" Kindling," furnished the scenario.
Features starring Carmel Myers will be
offered March 4 and April 8, titles being
" The Green Seal," and " Bona."
Two features presenting Monroe Salisbury and Ruth Clifford will be forthcoming
on March 4 and April 15, both following
the type of scenic " Westerns " that have
made these stars distinctive. Rupert Julian
directed " The Highest Card " and plays an
essential role in Elliott J. Clawson's story.
" The Heart of the Desert " will be credited
to Mr, Salisbury and Miss Clifford's new
director, Wilfred Lucas, who created the
April 15 Bluebird from a story by Honore
Willsie, editor of the Delineator.
Dorothy Phillips will present " Her
Fling" as the feature for March 28, with
William Stowell featured as her leading
man. Ida May Park prepared her own
scenario and directed Miss Phillips in
Katherine Leiser Robbins' magazine story.
Juanita Hansen, George Chesebro, Joseph
Girard, Edward Cecil, Claire Du Brey and
Sallie Starr will have supporting roles.

Is Complete

to

May

of Joan." The story was directed by Edgar
Jones. Philo McCullough heads the supporting company.
April 1— "Little Miss Sherlock" will be
a Little Zoe Rae feature directed by Rea
Berger. Claire Du Brey, Charles Hill
Mailes and William Carroll will hive
prominent supporting roles.
April 6— An Ella Hall production, featuring Emory Johnson, in a screen version
of Lois Zellner's story, " Lady Eldon's
Daughter," prepared by Doris Schroeder.
April 15 — A Harry Carey feature, produced by Jack Ford, from Owen Wister's
story, " Lin McLean," \)y the author of
" The Virginian." Mollj- Malone will be
featured in support of Harr\- Carey, with
Vesta Pegg in an essential role.
April 22 — " New Clothes " will be a
Louise Lovely production, directed by Edgar Jones. Harvey Gates wrote the story
and E. B. Lewis provided the scenario.
Philo McCullough will be Miss Lovely's
leading man, with Edna Maison and Winter Hall in prominent roles.
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New

Motion

Mae

Marsh

Goldwyn's "Fields of Honor" Follows "Thais," and Normand and
Kennedy
Features
are to
Come Before February lo
CfOELDS OF HONOR," produced by
r Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, with
Mae Marsh as the star, marked the release on January 14 of that company, following the launching of the Mary Garden
production of " Thais." Incidentally, the
company plans to follow this newest feature with another on January 28, starring
Mabel Normand, and still another on February 10, with Atadge Kenned}- in the
stellar part.
The January 14 release is said by Gold\vyn to be a screen play that calls upon
Miss Marsh for great fulness of emotional
expression. It was made from the story
by Irvin S. Cobb, and sets forth the trials
and triumphs of a French girl who comes
to America with her brother, her sister
and her
Teutonic
lover,
before thesister's
war. In
the cast
are just
Vernon
Steele, who appeared with Miss Marsh in
" Polly of the Circus," and Marguerite
Marsh, who has likewise appeared in previous Goldwyn pictures. Ralph Ince di-

Film
Released
rected this newest Goldwyn feature.
Mabel Normand's production, January
28, is called " Dodging a Million," by Edgar
Selwyn and A. M. Kennedy, and is said
to present the star in silks and satins.
The last of the Goldwyn trio, on February 10, is Madge Kennedy, who has
appeared in " Baby Mine " and " Nearly
Married." As a contrast to the drama,
shadowed by war, which is told in " Fields
of Honor," and the mixture of comedy,
mystery and thrills provided in " Dodging
a Million," the newest vehicle for Miss
Kennedy
will be
Little Wife."
revolves about
the "Our
perplexities
of a brideIt
who takes her three rejected lovers on
her honeymoon and discovers that she has
a violent
jealous situations
husband who
relish
the and
consequent
in thedoesn't
least.
To the comedy of the initial situation is
thus added possibilities of wrecked happiness which make the whole story swing
back and forth between contrasts of farce
and genuine drama. Edward Dillon, formerly with D. W. GrifiSth's Coast staff,
directs " Our Little Wife." In the cast
are Marguerite Marsh, George Forth, Walter Hiers, Kempton Greene and Wm. B.
Davidson.

"Innocent"
Leads
f ithe List January 27
FAXXIE WARD in the first of the showing how models of delicate, tiny creatures are made for exhibition in Natural
Pathe Plays, " Innocent," and Ruth
History Museums. The work is done by
Roland in a two-reel drama from " The
Price of Folly " series, are outstanding fea- a Japanese artist, and among the examples
tures of Pathe's program for the week of of microscopic animal life seen are sea
horses, tiny animals which when dried and
January 27.
pulverized are highly esteemed by the Japa" Innocent " marks the first release unnese as medicine believed to cure all kinds
der Pathe's
new
two-a-month
policy
announced this week. It is taken from A.
of ailments.
Another article is devoted to laboratory
H. Woods' stage play of the same name,
and was produced under the direction of experiments in the forces known as coGeorge Fitzmauricc.
hesion and adhesion, and, bringing this
Doris Kenyon appears in the tenth
down to everyday terms, the reason for
spouts on pitchers is shown.
episode of " The Hidden Hand," entitled
" Our National Parks " — Rainier Park —
" Cogs of Death," with Sheldon Lewis,
Arline Pretty and Mahlon Hamilton.
a one-reel Pathe colored combitone scenic,
shows the glaciers which, like the frozen
Ruth Roland is starred in " Counterfeit
tentacles of an octopus, steal slowly down
Clues," the second of the series of twofrom the snow-covered summit of Mount
reel dramas. " The Price of Folly," with
Rainier.
Frank Mayo.
An International cartoon and educational
The sixth release of the Argus Pictorial
split reel and Hearst-Pathe News No. 10
contains three " animated articles." The
and No. 11 complete the program.
first is " Copying Nature's Handiwork,"
Vitagraph Releases
ANOTHER list of names of present
day stars and former stars appears
in the Favorite Film Features programs
announced by Vitagraph for the weeks of
January 28 and February 4. Edith Storey,
Clara Kimball Young, "Mother" Mary
Maurice, John Bunny and numerous
others are included in casts of the four
pictures selected from the Vitagraph library, the programs being as follows:
January 28—" Children of the Feud,"
two-reel drama, featuring Edith Storey
with James Morrison, Ned Finley, Harry
Northrup, Arthur Ashley and others;
" Getting up a Practice," one-reel comedy,
featuring Clara Kimball Young, Maurice
Costcllo, James Morrison, Hughie Mack,
and George Cooper.

More
''Favorites"
February 4 — " The Pirates," two-reel
comedy, featuring Clara Kimdball Young,
John Bunny, Robert Gaillard, Anders Randolph and others ; " The Wings of a
Moth," one-reel drama, featuring Florence Turner, Mary Maurice and L. Rogers Lytton.
Favorite Film Features were put on the
market by Vitagraph about seven months
ago and it is declared by the company
that they are growing in popularity every
week. Many of them are pictures which,
a few years ago, were ranked among the
best in the field.
The features are issued in three reels
each week, two of which arc drama, and
one comedy, or vice versa.

Picture

News

Select Closes a Contract
Los Bancs

in

WHAT Selectmarkable
Pictures
declares
a reinstance of the
recognition
of a small-town exhibitor of the value of
high-grade pictures is cited by that company in a contract which it insists is in
many respects one of the most noteworthy
that has been closed in some time between
distributor and exhibitor. The contract
calls for Select Pictures in Los Banos, Cal.,
a village of 745 persons.
The exhibitor is Charles Guintini, and
his theatre is the Crescent.
The contract which Mr. Guintini has
given Select Pictures stipulates for the
showing at the Crescent theatre of all pictures produced by Clara Kimball Young,
Norma Talmadge, Constance Talmadge and
Alice Brady during the year of 1918. This
embodies the four Select Star Series of
pictures.
Mr. Guintini, at the time of signing his
contract, gave a play-date for each new
production covering every other week in
the year, so that the Select output is contracted for and play dates given for the
entire year's output at the very beginning
of the contract. Mr. Guintini handed a
memorandum as follows to H. H. Hicks,
Select's San Francisco branch manager, at
the time of closing the contract.
" I vvish to start the first Select Picture
on Monday, December 31, 1917, and to
show a new Select Picture every other
Monday during 1918. I would like to start
first with Norma Talmadge in "The Secret of the Storm Country " ; but if this
is not possible I will start with any other
Select Picture."
Edith Storev Presented
Dual Role

in

In the forthcoming Metro picture, " The
Eyes of Mystery," in which Edith Storey
will make her debut as a Metro star, she
will be presented as both mother and
daughter, first in crinolines and powdered
hair and later in the mode of the present
moment.
June Mathis prepared the sto. v for the
screen
directed. from a novel. Tod Browning
" Next!" for General's
Lady-Barber Shop
For release on January 19 in the comedy
line, General Film has announced an
Essanay
subject, girls
calledare"Next!"
in
which one-reel
many attractive
said to
be
attraction
as " operators
in the
the center
barberof shop.
Director
Hotaling"
conceived the picture.
Essanay's scenic release for the same
date is " Water Powers of Eastern Can-

Artcraft

Completes

" Blue

The Famous Players-Lasky production
of " The Blue Bird," which will be released
by ada."
Artcraft, has been completed, according
to latest announcements. Trick photography, itis said, plays an important part
in the picture.
Bird "

January
Irwin
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Laemmle
Gets
X-Ray
Pictures
Top " Campaign
found in radiography, even within its
Universal Declares They Are First
WALTER W. IRWIN, general manahitherto limited scope, such an invaluable
Motion Pictures Made Under
ger of Vitagraph's distributing
organization, announced this week that he
aid. For eight years in all the civilized
that Instrument — Released
is planning what he expects to be, for
countries of the world they have striven,
on January 25
in conjunction with the most expert radio'" Over the Top," the patriotic feature with
Sergeant Guy Empey, one of the broadest THE Universal Film Company this week
graph photographers, to secure pictures of
advertising campaigns ever conducted in
announced, through President Carl the living human skeleton as it moves,
connection with a motion picture.
Laemmle, that it has secured X-ray pic- walks and pursues its various activities,
Last week Mr. Irwin called a conference
tures showing the bones and joints of the but their efforts remained fruitless. Dr.
of his chief aides in the Vitagraph selling human body in actual motion. These are,
E. L. Crusius, of the New York X-Ray
organization from various parts of the Universal declares, the very first motion
Laboratories, who was among the most
United States and Canada to discuss the pictures made under that instrument, and persistent of the seekers after this desired
campaign on the Empey picture and other
perfection of radiography, at last deterare expected to have an immediate value
important features which the company has in rebuilding war-shattered soldiers.
mined to call on the motion picture producers for assistance and made his appeal
in preparation. • The conference brought
The
pictures
obtained
are
said
by
UniA. W. Goff, assistant general manager;
for aid to the Universal Company. This
versal to be rich in technical value, and
E. Auger, Eastern division manager; H. expects them to be of more than passing
aid was given and complete success has
D. Naugle, Western division manager, and interest to the public, as they are conat last been obtained.
the advertising, publicity and sales promosidered anovelty and quite in line with
" Among those already taken are pictures
tion departments to the home office for a the educational subjects being shown in showing the bones of the elbow joint as
series of meetings to discuss definite methit moves up and down and from side to
the Universal Screen Magazine.
ods and expenditures to be employed.
side; of the bones of the knee joint as
The first of the X-ray pictures are
In addition to mapping out plans for scheduled in the Magazine release No. 55, they move in walking, running and ascending and descending stairs, and of the more
" Over the Top," Mr. Irwin and his lieuon January 25.
delicate bones of the foot and ankle in
tenants laid out campaigns for the exConcerning
X-ray
pictures.
President
ploitation of the patriotic feature which
similar movements. In a sense it is human
Laemmle said : " The importance of this
Vitagraph is making with the cooperation
achievement can be fully appreciated only vivisection without submission on the part
of the New York State Defense Council,
and in which Governor Whitman and the by the medical and surgical men who have of the subject to discomfort or danger."
leading New York State officials will appear, and for " The Woman in the Web,"
the next fifteen-episode serial which VitaTriangle Lists ''Evidence" This Month
Miss Wilson is supported by Jack Mulgraph is to release following "Vengeance
ftU'VIDENCE" has been scheduled by
— and the Woman." Each of these proTriangle as the first release of the hall, a recent addition to the Triangle
ductions, itis announced, will be backed
playing forces. Others in the cast are
week of January 20, with J. Barney
by campaigns which will take in the United
Sherry as the featured player. The story Wilbur Higbee and Anna Dodge. " Flames
States and Canada.
of Chance " was directed by Raymond
was prepared by Jack Cunningham of the
Wells.
In the case of " Over the Top," Mr.
Triangle scenario staff, and is described
Irwin, it is announced, has completed
Gallons of trouble are said to be turned
as a story of professional life.
arrangements whereby there will be a conAnother feature for this week is into barrels of laughter in the Keystone
certed drive from four different angles.
" Flames of Chance," with Margery Wilcomedy, " Courts and Cabarets," also reFor the benefit of exhibitors, Mr. Irwin
leased January 20. There are four sets
son in the star part. The story is an
calls attention to the fact that, in addition
of
triflers
in this comedy and they trifle
to the advertising which will be done by adaptation of " Three Godsons of Jeanwith each other's hearts with such rapidnette Contreau," by Francis W. Sullivan,
Vitagraph, there will be combined efforts
ity that they are all landed in court. And
which
recently
appeared
in
The
Ladies'
it so happens that Max Asher, appearing
put forth on the part of G. P. Putnam's
Home Journal.
Sons, publishers of Empey's book, " Over
as the judge, has purchased a bracelet for
In this feature. Miss Wilson plays a duel
one of the ladies in court and Max has
the Top," the McClure Newspaper Syndirole, first appearing as Jeannette Concate, which is running Empey's stories in
do some explaining before he clears
treau, a pretty stenographer, who is de- to
himself.
newspapers, and will run " Over the Top "
sirous
of
aiding
the
boys
at
the
front.
as serial about the time the picture is This she does by writing three soldiers
" Their Indian Uncle " and " The Price
finished; and Lee Kedig, manager of Emmany.
of the allied forces held prisoners in Gerof His Head," one-reel Triangle Komepey's lecture tour.
dies, complete the w"eek's releases.
Bernhardt

Comments

on

" Thais
Goldvi^yn's
Sarah
Bernhardt, the
French "actress,
was said to have been greatly impressed
with Mary Garden's performance in the
Goldwyn production of " Thais '' when the
picture was shown at the Strand in New
York the first week of the new year. She
characterized the production, including
both the work of the singer and the director, as " superb," it is said.
Original " Patria " Cast
Used Again
The five-part Pathe play, " The Mysterious Client," with Irene Castle in the
star role, will have the original cast that
appeared with Mrs. Castle in " Patria," it
was announced last week by Pathe. Milton Sills and Warner Oland are the male
leads and Fred Wright is the director.

Metro
Adds
''Her Boy" to Patriotic List
is brought to a realizaMETRO has added another to its list Helention ofMorrison,
of patriotic productions, which al- service. the patriotism that forgets self in
ready includes " Lest We Forget," the
multiple-reel Rita Tolivet feature which
" Her Boy " will be released January
will have an early release ; " The Slacker,"
28 in Metro's regular Star Series. Effie
Shannon has the leading role of Helen
starring Emily Stevens ; " Draft 258," with
Mabel Taliaferro as star, and the forthMorrison, who rebels against giving her
son to the service of his country. Niles
coming seven-act special production, " The
Legion of Death," starring Edith Storey as
Welch
pla3-s " her boy," David Morrison.
the
riors. leader of the Russian women-war"Her Boy" is from the pen of H.
Carej' Wonderly, and has been adapted
This new patriotic production is called
for
the screen b}^ Albert Shelby Le Vino.
" Her Boy," and is said to present the
It has been directed by George Irving,
war situation from a new angle, ' giving
public answer to the silent protest of who makes his bow in Metro pictures
with this production, and has been prothe mothers who do not want to give
duced under the personal super\asion of
their sons up to the nation. The action
Maxwell
Karger. Harrj^ B. Harris is the
of David Morrison in " Her Boy " is the photographer,
and Leander de Cordova has
only answer a self-respecting youth could
assisted Mr. Irving in the direction.
make, Metro declares, and his mother.
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Arabia

Picture

News

Comes in for Picture Attention

A subject in the issue of Gaumont-Mutual Weekly on January 13 is intended, according to that company, to shed light on
the extent of war activities in Arabia.
Of contrasted interest are other subjects in this issue, secured in Kansas, New
Jersey, California, Boston and other places.
The reel closes with " Winter Sport at Toy
Town Tavern," at Winchendon, Mass., and
the newest winter fashions which were recently exhibited at the Biltmore Ice Gardens for the benefit of the Red Cross.

Winter

Pathe Insists Cartoons Need
Plot
" When Pathe presented the first successful animated cartoons some years ago,"
said a Pathe official the other day, " almost
any animated cartoon could get by on the
strength of the novelty alone. Audiences
wondered how the effects were obtained,
and we received scores of queries asking
for a detailed statement as to how the thing
was accomplished. Animated cartoons now,
however, are no longer a novelty. They
need real comedy scenarios behind them.
They need production, smoothness, finish.
They need a humorist to conceive them and
experts to animate them. Crudeness of
conception and execution is not tolerated."
The Pathe official continued: "At this
office we go on record as saying that in our
opinion the Happy Hooligan cartoon,
' Hearts and Horses,' released on Janu
ary 13, is the funniest animated cartoon
that has ever been made. And in ' Rub-adub-dub,' the Katzenjammer cartoon for
January 20, we are releasing another tliat
will score."
John

R. Bray Scores Point
in Litigation
It was announced last week from the
offices of John B. Bray, who produces the
Bray Pictographs for Paramount, tliat Mr.
Bray has scored liis second point in the
action to nullify the patents which he obtained on the processes for making animated cartoons. It is said the action brought
against Mr. Bray by Carl F. Lcdcrer, of
Rochester, has been dropped because of insufficient grounds whereon to establish a
claim.
Recently the Bray-Hurd Process Company was formed to control the patents of
Mr. Bray and Earl Hurd, who made some
later additions to the original processes.
Mr. Bray claims that since the patents held
by this company cover completely the means
of making animated cartoons, producers
without a license attempt infringement.
Action will be taken against them. Mr.
Bray asserts.

Fox Cameraman Takes
Scenes in France
Leon H. Caverly, former Fox Film Corporation cameraman, is now in France taking war pictures for the United States Marine Corps. A letter which he has written
to the home office said in part : " You will
probably be interested in knowing that I
am getting some good stuff both in movies
and stills, and in spile of the many inconveniences am really enjoying myself as a
Caverly is well known here.
soldier."
Panama Canal Shown in
Pictographs
Although much has been shown of the
Panama Canal in pictures, additional views
which are expected to be more vivid than
preceding ones are announced for the 102nd
release of Paramount-Bray Pictographs,
the " magazine-on the-screen." These
scenes were secured by J. F. Leventhal of
the Bray studios.
In this reel is also a length of film showing the art of Terpsichore as interpreted
by the ancients of Egypt, Greece and India, as well as the more modern dances of
Java, Japan, Hawaii and Spain.
Finley Nature Series
Through Universal
The distribution of the Finley Nature
Series of fish, bird and wild animal nature
studies, through Universal exchanges, began January 14, with " Wild Birds and
.'\nimals at Home." These pictures will be
carried in one-reel form whenever the
length will permit, and in other instances
the reel will be split with selected scenic.
Others to follow are: "Taming Wild
Birds," with a scenic; "Glimpses of Yoscmite National Park," January 21 ; " The
Bears of the Yellowstone," and a scenic,
"The Long White Trail," January 28;
" Sea Birds and Animals," with a scenic,
" Gems of the Adriatic," February 4, and
"The Salmon Fisheries of the Columbia,"
February 11.

Bathers

Caught

by

Hearst-Pathe
In Hearst-Pathe News, No. 3, several
scenes are said to be devoted to New
York's " polar bears," hardy individuals
who go in bathing at Coney Island when
the mercury is flirting with zero and when
they have to dodge ice cakes.
There are also a number of scenes taken
by the United States Government of our
soldiers in France, showing the boys being taught the art of grenade throwing and
" cleaning up " the enemies' trenches.

" The

Knife

" Scenes

Shot

at Jacksonville
In a recent issue of Motion Picturk
News an article referring to " location
shots " of " The Knife," which Select Pictures recently acquired, stated that the site
of activities was Miami, Fla. The Jacksonville Chamber of Commerce advises
that the Southern scenes for " The Knife "
were secured by Select in and around
Jacksonville.
The distance between the two Florida
cities is about 400 miles.

John R. Bray, of Bray's Pictographs

January
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CANADIAN

FORESTS AND
CITIES
A rapid survey of the Dominion that lies across
our northern border is afiforded in the Essanay
release
Canada from
Coast with
to Coast
(General" Through
Film Company).
We start
a view"
of the rugged shores of Nova Scotia, where
wooden ships are building. Then come glimpses
of Montreal and Toronto and some interesting
pictures taken in and about the locks of the
Saulte, Sainte Marie. From the Great Lakes we
enter the forest tract of Canada and enjoy the
experience of a trip down the rapids in Indian
canoes and the pleasures of camping and fishing.
A night scene in Winnipeg and views of Calgary
are followed by another stretch of mountain
scenery with an impressive view of a long train
rounding a curve. Vancouver is reached and its
fine homes visited. Then, with a steamer trip
across the bay, we reach Victoria, whose splendid
parks and handsome houses give it the reputation
of being the " finest residential town in Canada."
SEEING THROUGH YOURSELF
Illuminating in more senses than one is that
part of Universal Screen Magazine No. 55 devoted to motion pictures taken under the X-ray.
You grasp at once how novel and interesting
such a subject may be. Most of us have seen
photographs of bones taken through the solid
flesh, but never have we seen the living bones
in actual motion. Here on the screen appear
first the flesh-covered hand or foot as we ordinarily perceive it, moving easily and gracefully. Then, literally in a flash, the member is
denuded and appears as a bony framework, working with the precision of a machine. The use of
the X-ray
making illustrated
a medical and
or surgical
nosis is alsoin clearly
explained.diagToo bad
the
X-ray
cannot
be
employed
in exposing fraud! In this number of the Magazine
one fruitful source of ill-gotten wealth is shown —
that
of "ismine
The appearance
ease with ofwhich
the mine
given salting."
a superficial
gold
bearing is a warning to the optimistic and
ignorant investor in stocks.
Of interest to the housewife and the children
are the other two subjects on the reel — the raising
of goats for milk and a method of putting up
foods in packages without the touch of hand. We
commend the goats not only for their value in
these war-thrift
days, but for their lively and
humorous
characteristics.
OFFERED BY THE NEWS
WEEKLIES
Subject
foot forCurrent
foot, HearstPathe
NewsforNo.subject
3 and and
Universal
Events
No. 35,. both released January 5, run a close race
in interest and excellence of presentation. Both
reels feature
in Italy
trucks
rushingscenes
supplies
to theshowing
front. the
EachAllies'
reel
has several fine shots of the wonderful mountain
roads. The foreign sections display our men receiving instructions in grenade throwing, while
the Current Events gives space also to our aviators
and
machine. the huge twin-propeller American flying
Both the Pathe and the Universal cameramen
were
Philadelphia
New Year's
Day andin
caughtinthe
gorgeouslyon grotesque
Mummers
their annual parade. The destructive fire at Norfolk, Virginia, supposed to be of incendiary origin,
appears on both reels.
As individual features, the Hearst-Pathe News
ofifers the arrival of the thirty army trucks at the end
of their 600-mile run from Detroit, scenes at a
rodeo given at Fort Riley, Kans., participated in by
soldier cowboys and soldier Indians; the celebrated "Polar
frisk in
the icy
waters of
ConeyBears,"
Island who
and enjoy
a rubdown
with snow on the beach, and some exciting scenes
of skiing at Gary, Illinois. Universal Current
Events recalls with a bit of historic film the return, justexpedition
a year toago,Mexico
of the under
UnitedtheStates
punitive
command
of " Black
Jackthe" Pershing,
and popular
shows incomhis
present
guise
splendid and
mander of our army across the water.
Universal Animated Weekly No. 6 has many
timely
Winter.
While we don't
believe reminders
in the fishot that
the occupants
of thequite
automobile pull from the frozen Hudson, we must
admit the depth of the ice which forms a solid
sheet from bank to bank at Tarrytown and offers
a new route for motorists. The Winter's snow
is
the tobogganers,
who don't
spillenjoyed
into theby drifts,
but the distressful
side mind
of thea
cold season is evidenced by the efforts here shown
to relieve hunger and delayed traffic. A pleasing
diversion in these more familiar scenes is the
pageantyearof ittheis Lord
Mayor's
Show inin character
London.
This
of course
military
and includes a tank, captured guns, and a division
of the famous " Waacs," or Women's Auxiliary
Army
fightingCorps,
front. that is doing noble service on the

National

Committee

''VVZE take all kinds of money," genially
VV
remarked Mr. Croker, in the days
when the taking was good.
The exhibitor, with an anxious eye on
the reel tax, the admission tax, and the
music tax, cannot afford to overlook any
possible class of patrons. The habitual
enthusiast he can still count on, and that
floating population that drops in on a show,
irrespective of its merits, merely to pass
an evening. But there is a certain class of
patronage that must be wooed, and can
only be won and held by clean, wholesome
entertainment of a uniform grade. Assured
that it can count on this, it will come steadily and with increasing interest. This class
has been well denominated " the family
group." It is made up of the conservative "world and his wife " who perhaps
once or twice a week will visit a " good
movie," and on Fridays, when there are
no school lessons to be done, will bring the
children.
Such an evening's Vitertainment must be
chosen with special care. It must be lively,
well-balanced, and interesting. But it must
be absolutely free of the ever-sensational,
the suggestive, and that form of fun which
is tainted with vulgarity.
To educate this public to the fact that
such pictures exist in abundance and to
help the exhibitor obtain them without
trouble or loss of time, the National Board
VARIED AND PLEASING
Nicely balanced in its appeal to masculine and
feminine patrons is Paramount-Bray Pictograph,
No. 100, its two main features being the terrible
explosive
known beauty,
as " T simplicity
N T," andanda
new
art of familiarly
dress combining
economy.
" T N T " was the main cause of the destruction of Halifax. Its terrific powers are here
shown, when in the hands of our army it is used
to tear up rails, bomb trenches, bring chimneys
to
earth, and in other ways facilitate offensive
warfare.
The change from this stern subject to that of
feminine attire is pleasing. Miss Bertha Holley,
a very comely exponent of the art, appears in a
variety of costumes, whose component parts are
extremely simple, but whose combined effect is in
every way suitable for the occasion, graceful and
becoming. The gowns vary from a simple affair
for the home to a gorgeous cloak which can be
worn on either side.
Goodrich Dirt tries a little masquerade among
the owners of yachts and titles, but is finally reduced to taking refuge in the midst of his " woist
enemy."
"HER BIT "; ALSO HIS
The surprising sex is always, in these days,
springing another surprise in the way of a new
war activity.
Pictograph No. 100Hereis ,in
Mrs.Paramount-Bray
Anita M. Baldwin,
daughter
" Lucky
Baldwindogsof for
California,
doing herot part
by "training
actual
service on the battlefield. The clever little chaps
are bred especially for the purpose, being a cross
from the Airedale. In contrast to these serviceable but plain canines are beautiful Russian wolf
hounds, whose every move is instinct with grace
and high breeding.
Everyone's
if he she
isn't,(orshehe)is.looks
So
everyone
will doing
enjoy it.
seeingOr how
when
she
(or
he)
"
knits
a
bit
"
for
the
boys
in
camp. Everything is to said for knitting. It
is easy, it can be done by almost any man,
woman, or child (and is!) under almost any circumstances, and it is th» one thing that Uncle
Sam is asking every otii; ot us to do. The Bray
I

Works
with Exhibitor
of Review of Moton Pictures created,
some months ago, a National Committee
for Better Films to ':arry on through organization the work initiated by Helen
Duey in her " Better Flms " Department of
The Woman's Home Coi.oanion. Out of
this has grown the Affiliated Ci^rnittee for
Better Films, a national federation ,
bracing clubs and committees of men and
women all over the country who are working, each in its own community, to help the
exhibitor in his efforts to offer the " family
group " program. Lists of selected features and comedies are sent out by the Committee for Better Films to its affiliated
committees. These latter co-operate with
exhibitors in choosing programs, stimulating local interest, and increasing patronage.
They also send in reports of their work
to the parent organization, which in turn
embodies these reports, together with short
editorials on various phases of the movement, in a monthly bulletin.
Any exhibitor who feels the need or
sees the wisdom of taking part in this admirable enterprise would do well to communicate with Mr. Herbert F. Sherwood,
Editor of the Bulletin of the Affiliated
Committees for Better Films, at 70 Fifth
avenue, New York, who will send him
literature and indicate how he may secure
the co-operation and support needed by him
in his own community.
C. DEL. B.
Studios have handled the subject in a novel and
amusing fashion and produced a picture that is
pleasant, patriotic, and profitable, in more senses
than one.
Bobby Bumps, fired to deeds of greater daring
than his comparatively mild domestic exploits,
constructs
" tank " and
demolish
an enemy acornfield.
Bobbyproceeds
escapesto not
quite
unscathed.
The entire reel is one that would be particularly well-suited to a Children's Matinee.
ONE SCENIC AND ANOTHER
Comparisons may not be polite. In fact, from
a business point of view they are often decidedly
impolitic. But the appearance in one week of
two fine scenics on the same subject tempts the
reviewer to tread the dangerous path.
Both the Pathe Exchange and the Educational
Films Corporation use Rainier National Park as
their current scenic release, the latter under RobBruce's title
of "otBeside
the (jlimmer-Glass."
Eachert shows
a party
men, sometimes
on horseback, again on foot where no other method of
progress pressive
is possible,
against
a
background
immagnificence and beauty. Paradiseof and
Mystic nacleValleys,
the
strange
peaks
known
as
PinRocks, the adventure of a climb over the
glaciers that skirt Mr. Rainier, are features of
each picture. Yet the impartial spectator must
admit that the Bruce picture has a quality not
possessed by the other. It is that indescribable
yet essential thing called imagination. Evidenced
in so many forms of artistic expression, it here
appears in scenes and titles which reflect the life
and the feeling of the human and animal creatures
that
lingerNational
in the wonderful
playground. Pathe's
" Rainier
Park " inspires
a due
respect
for the wonderful
scenery usof with
our native
land. It is so far as it goes entirely satisfactory.
" Beside the Glimmer-Glass," however, left this
particular spectator with the firm determination
to " come back," when the time arrives for her
to revisit this sphere, re-embodied in masculine
guise and to spend her vacations where the foamof a glacier
tumble
under larch-fringed
banksing waters
and birds
hop down
in friendly
response to
the fragrance of tlie steaming flapjack.
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Tarzan
of the Apes"
Completed
tion, care and
protection to the boy she
Screen Version q^'Burrough's Work
would
have
her own, had it lived, and he
Criyen by Na^-^Dnal Film Co rporadevelops into a monster of tremendous
1'?'"!. "o't" America — Unusual
strength. It bears a facial likeness to his
' *'
Drama — Strong Cast
father, has every characteristic of the human race, but the strength, tastes and menTHE National Film Corporation of
tal altitudes of the ape.
America announces the completion of
Then love comes to him. He sees the
the screen version of Edgar Rice Burfirst white woman, in Jane Porter, who
rough's work of fiction, " Tarzan of the
with her father and a party are cast ashore
Apes." William Parsons, president of the
on the island.
companj', arrived in New York last week
The National Film Corporation report
and engaged headquarters at 1604 Broadthe cost of the picture as being in the
way. He will inaugurate an advertising
neighborhood of a quarter-million dollars.
campaign and make plans for the distribuThe cast includes Elmo Lincoln, Enid
tion and exhibition of the feature.
Markey, True Boardman, George French,
The production itself is now beinj; assemKathleen Kirkham, Gordon Griffith, Bessie
bled and a print is expected in New York,
Toner, Thomas Jefferson and Colin Kenny.
when the picture will be opened at a BroadNine cars were necessary to carry the
way theatre at the regular price scale.
principals and properties to jungle locations
" Tarzan of the Apes " was picturized
certain sections of the country in which
from the famous Tarzan books, four of in
the
numerous scenes were made.
which are on the market and the sale of
Native
villages covering acres of ground
which books exceed two million copies.
were erected in the open to stage the proThe first book was issued in 1914.
duction. Fifty-seven aerial acrobats were
At the time of its publication " Tarzan of
engaged by the company for use in the
the Apes," as a serial in over six thousand
jungle scenes to impersonate species of the
papers, was pronounced the fiction sensababboon and ape tribes. More than three
tion of American literature.
hundred thousand feet of negative were
The story tells of the marooning on an
exposed.
island near the African coast of a British
nobleman and his wife. After undergoing
many hardships the mother gives birth to a
boy baby and dies. The father, attacked by
You are not going to mar. The men tvho
terrifying animals, foremost of which were
are need all the comforts you can give them.
huge anthropoid apes, succumbs and a sheHelp them get cigarettes. Tluit is your
ape, whose young one had been killed the
patriotic
duty. If you aren't helping in the
same day, steals the child from the cradle
"smokes"
and adopts him.
be a slacker!campaign, get busy — now. Don't
The moter ape accords the same affec-
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Evidence Healthy Condition of Open Market
As proof of the healthy condition of the
market in contradiction to the opinion of
some that the market *" depressed, Frank
Hall, president and ; y -al manager of
the U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation, announces that he has more than
twice as many prints of " The Zeppelin's
Last Raid" out, as are ordinarily needed
'to supply
the demand
for the
regular
program feature.
The same
applies,
he says,
to
" Thefeatures
Belgian are
" and
Pay."in
These
now " Those
on the Who
market
all parts of the world, the foreign distributing rights controlled by the RobertsonCole Company of New York and London.
Independent

Company

Changes Name
Southwestern Film Corporation is the
new name of the southern independent distributing organization formerly known as
The Southwestern Art Dramas, Inc., it is
announced.
Southwestern Film Corporation is incorporated under Texas laws. F. M. Sanford,
manager; L. C. McHenry, sales manager;
A. Feickert, secretary and treasurer. Executive offices are located at 191 IH Commerce street, Dallas. The territory covered
by this concern is Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Tennessee, North and South Carolina, Florida
and Georgia. Billy West — King Bee Comedies, "Crisis," " Souls Redeemed," " The
Black Stork," " It May be Your Daughter,"
"The Webb of Life," "Twilight Sleep,"
" The Human Orchard " and " The Libertine " are released in this territory by the
Southwestern.

William Parwns is in the Past arranging Lincoln
releasingnave
details
of "Tarzan
which players
has been arecompleted
on the West Coast, Enid Markey and Elmo )
leading
roles, undr,f the
otherApes,'
well-known
in the cast

January
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" The Belgian " to Show for
Belgian Society
Sidney Olcott's production, " The Belgian," which is released by the U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation, is to be
shown in San Francisco for the benefit of
the Belgium Relief Society. Frank Hall,
president of the U. S. Booking Corporation,
received a request from the society and he
has complied, it is announced. The feature
will be shown in the St. Francis Hotel, San
Francisco.
At the presentation of " The Belgian " at
the Ritz-Carlton, New York, recently, under the auspices of Sidney Olcott, a large
sum was realized for the relief of the Belgians. Hundreds of men and women
prominent in diplomatic, political and society circles attended and were warm in
their praise of the Olcott production, the
manner in which it drove home to the audience the desolation of the little kingdom of
grief and also the artistry with which it
was produced and acted by Miss Valentine
Grant, Walker Whiteside and supporting
cast.
Early

Trade

Showing

for

Flynn's "The Eagle's Eye"
showings
" ThewasEagle's
Eye,"
theTrade
Wharton
serial ofwhich
written
by
William J. Flynn, recently retired chief of
the U. S. Secret Service, will be given
'shortly in the twenty-one cities where Foursquare exchanges are located, it is announced, bx M. H. Hoffman of the Four. square Pictures Corporation.
lUniqi[ue Advertising

Cam-

"
paign for "andMothe
Arthur N. Sawyer
Herbertr Lubin
of
General Enterprises, Inc., which organization is distributing on a state right basis
the George Loane Tucker production,
" Mother," have completed arrangements
for an extensive line of exploitation matter to accompany the McClure Pictures feature. The complete story of " Mother " in
abbreviated novel form made up with an
attractive cover and so designed as to fit
the pocket easily has been published. An
extensive press sheet has been prepared in
which is incorporated appropriate stories
for program and newspaper use, biographical sketches of George Loane Tucker, the
producer, Eden Philpott, the author, and
Elisabeth Risdon, the star of the production. The press sheet also contains the
poerrt, " Mother," by" Kate Douglas Wiggin.
Wolfberg Predicts Big Year
for Amusements
Harris P. Wolfberg, Harris P. Wolfberg
Attractions, Pittsburgh, in his address before the convention of salesmen and sales
managers of this company, held New
Year's day, predicted one of the biggest
and most successful years for the amusement business. He said that the quest for
amusement would be stimulated rather
than lessened by the war. Plans were discussed for the new year. A dinner was
given in the evening at the William Penn
Hotel. Mr. Wolfberg presided as toastmaster.
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Territorial Sales Reported During the Past Week
Productions
Buyer
Territory
Whither Thou Goest" Foursquare Pictures, Denver, Colo
Colorado, New Mexico, Utah
and Wyoming.
.
Foursquare
Pictures,
San
I " Whither Thou Goest
Francisco, Los Angeles. .. California, Nevada, Arizona.
. Foursquare Pictures, Seattle,
I "Whither Thou Goest
Wash
Oregon, Washington, Idaho.
. Grandum Film Company,
1 "Whither Thou Goest
Boston, Mass
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Mass., Rhode Island,
Conn.
.Foursquare Pictures, Cleve1 "Whither Thou Goest
land, 0., Cincinnati, O . . . . Ohio.
. Foursquare
Pictures, St.
Louis, Mo., Kansas City . . Missotiri.
. Foursquare Pictures, New
Goest
Thou Goest
"Whither Thou
Orleans
II "Whillier
Mississippi, Louisiana.
. Foursquare Pictures, Dallas,
I "Whither Thou Goest
T^''^*
Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas.
"Whither Thou Goest" Vario
FUms,
Inc.,
Candler
Bldg:, New York City. ... foreign Rights.
"Parentage"
Harry I. Garson, Detroit. .. .Michigan, Ohio.
"The Bandit and the
Preacher" (W. H. Productions—Hart Feature) . . Standard
Kansas Film
City, Corporation,
Mo
Missouri, Kansas, Iowa, Nebraska, Illinois, Indiana,
"The
HeU
Hound
of
Miimesota, North and
Alaska" (W. H. ProducSouth Dakota.
tions — Hart Feature) Standard Film Corporation,
Kansas City, Mo
Missouri, Kansas, Iowa, Nebraska, Illinois, Indiana,
Minnesota, North and
South Dakota,
Twenty-eight Sennett Produced Comedies (W. H.
Productions)
Standard Film Corporation,
Kansas City, Mo
Minnesota, North and South
" The
Bandit
and the
Dakota, Illinois, Indiana.
Preacher" (W. H. Productions— Hart Feature) . .PhUNeb
Goldstone, Omaha,
Michigan, Kentucky.
"The Hell Hound of
Alaska" (W. H. Productions — Hart Feature) PhilNeb
Goldstone, Omaha,
Michigan, Kentucky.
Twenty-eight Sennett Produced Comedies (W. H.
Productions)
Peerless Photoplays Company, Omaha, Neb
Michigan, Kentucky.
"The
Bandit
and the
Preacher "
William Politzer, Queen
Theatre, San Antonio,
Tex
Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas.
"The
Hell
Hound of
Alaska "
WUIiam
Politzer, Queen
Theatre, San Antonio,
Tex
Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas.
Twenty-eight Mack Sennett
Produced Comedies (W.
H. Productions) Standard Film Corporation,
Chicago
Illinois, Indiana.
Twenty-eight Mack Sennett
Produced Comedies (W.
H. Productions) Standard Film Corporation,
Minneapolis, Minn
North and South Dakota.
"The Hell Hound of
Alaska" (W. H. Productions— Hart Featurel Wisconsin Film Company,
Milwaukee
Wisconsin.
(Continued on next page)
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Territorial Sales Reported During the Past Week
(Continued from preceding page)
Territory
Buyer
Productions
"The
Bandit
and the
Preacher" (W. H. Productions) Wisconsin Film Company,
Milwaukee
Wisconsin.
"
for Both
Law
One
(Ivan Productions) Peerless Feature Film LxPennsylvania, Marychange, PhUadelphia Eastern land,
District of Columbia,
Virginia.
West
"
ly
"Married in Name On
(Ivan Productions) Sidney Lust, Inc., Washmg,
_.. . ,
Maryland, Delaware, District
ton, D. C

, NorthColumbia
Carohna., Virginia,
'
(Modern
Sea" (Sterling
o' theCorporat
-Peg
E. Greene
ion).... Walter
Pictures
Feature
Photo Plays),
Greater New York, Northern
New York
„ ,„
New Jersey.
"Peg o' the Sea" (Sterhng
Pictures Corporation)....Hiram Ab rams (Boston ^ ,
.
Photo Plays Co.), Boston. New England Territory.
"Peg o' the Sea" (Sterling
Pictures Corporation).... Mayer Silverman (Liberty
Film Renting Co.), Pittsburgh Western Pennsylvania.
" Peg o' the Sea " (Sterling
FUm Service Co.,
Pictures Corporation).... Standard
Cleveland
Northern Ohio.
" Peg o' the Sea " (Sterling
^ .
rd FUm Service Co.,
Pictures Corporation).... Standa
Detroit
Michigan."Peg o' the Sea" (SterUng
rd Film Service Co., Southern Ohio, Kentucky.
Pictures Corporation) .... Standa
Cincinnati

Picture

News

tributete the Billy West Comedies, Christie
Comedies, the two-reel W. H.-William S.
Hart productions, and the William S. Hart
feature, " The Bargain," " The Masque of
Life " is also handled by the Standard.
Garson

Gets

Territory

for

" Parentage "
Harry I. Garson, personal manager of
Clara Kimball Young, has closed with
" Wid " Gunning for " Parentage " for
Michigan and Ohio, and will open the picture simultaneously in both States. It is
the intention to carry on a tremendous
advertising campaign — characteristic of
Garson's way of doing things. " Parentage " is declared to have been breaking all
records in New England during the terribly cold weather — playing to 60,000 admissions in Boston — broke all records in
Springfield, Mass., and Holyoke, holding
a line for hours at twelve degrees below
zero. As one local manager wired in :
" ' Parentage ' as a bear is a Polar bear."
Piedmont

Announces

" Peg o' the Sea " (Sterling
Pictures Corporation) American Photo Plays Co.,
Eastern Pennsylvania, SouthPhiladelphia
ern New Jersey, Baltimore
and Washington, D. C,
Territory.

Change in Management
Piedmont Pictures Corporation last week
sent out a number of leters throughout the
country in reference to the withdrawal of
Felix Malitz and G. A. Engler from the
management of the company.
The letter said, in part : " We herewith
inform you that Felix Malitz and G. A.
Engler have completely severed their connections with this corporation.
" The change of management does not in
the least affect our business and any matters
which are pending with your good selves or
any future business with you, will be given
the most careful attention."

"A Mute Appeal"

r.^.
,
Kentucky.
Ohio, ^

" The

Ohio, Kentucky.
^
Ohio, Kentucky.

George Backer
" The Cast-0f¥," an Ince production, with
Bessie Barriscale featured, has been purchased by George Backer for distribution
through Foursquare Pictures. The photoplay is in six reels and was directed by
Raymond B. West.
Those who have seen " The Cast-Off " at
a specially arranged private showing agree
that it is one of the strongest in its heart appeal which has been produced in the last
three years. The story is by C. Gardner
Sullivan and contains bits of appropriate
comedy and human touches.
P. V. R. Key, director of sales and advertising for Foursquare
Pictures,
"The
committee
which passes
upon said:
all pictures
had seen a great numlaer that had been
highly recommended, and several of which
were of exceptional merit. Mr. M. H.
Hoffman, whose judgment and standard of
pictures is the very highest, is more enthusiastic over 'The Cast-Off' than over any
feature he has seen. He pronounces it the
finest picture Foursquare ever acquired.
" From the exhibitors's standpoint, ' The
Cast-Off ' should go over as one of the bigof the year. Miss Barriscale's
gest featuresher
popularity,
superlative acting in this
picture and its all-around excellence will
make it talked about for long after it is

"The Cloud"
"A Mother's Ordeal"

Sundard Film Service Co.,
Michigan,
Cleveland
Standard Film Service Co.,
Cleveland
Michigan,
Service Co.,
Film
Standard
Cleveland
■■ Michigan,

Human Orchid"
"The
(Goldwitt Film Sales) Southwestern Film ComTexas, Oklahoma, Arkansas,
pany, Dallas, Tex
Louisiana.
Oklahoma, Arkansas.
Texas,
..
Tex
True Film Co., Dallas,
"The Whip"
Exhibitor

Promoted

to

Sergeant in U. S. Army
Harry Hall, brother of Frank Hall, president and general manager of the U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation, has been
the 30Sth Inpromoted to a scrgeancy in stown,
N. J.,
fantry at Camp Dix, Wright
where he has been stationed for the last
few months. Sergeant Hall presented reLast Raid," discently "The Zeppelin's corpora
tion, at the
tributed bythe booking
camp, holding two shows, one for officers
and one for the regiment. Mr. Hall will
show also "Those Why Pay" and "The
Belgian " at Camp Dix soon.
Before entering the service Mr. Hall was
manager of the U. S. theatre, Hoboken ;
the City theatre, Newark; the U. S. Aster
theatre, Plainficld, and the U. S. Garden
theatre, Elizabeth.

Shipley Succeeds Balsly as
Stancdard Manager
Following the announcement made last
week of the resignation of L. D. Balsly as
manager of the Standard Film Corporation
office at 1305 Walnut street, Kansas City,
Mo., the home office this week states that
the succeeding manager will be John L.
Shipley, widely known as a film man in
the East and Middle West.
Mr. Shipley has been connected with the
office of the Goldwyn Company, at Kansas
City. He has a wide circle of acquaintanceship among the exhibitors of Kansas and
Missouri, and is in receipt of many letters
of congratulation since the news of his
appointment. He is as well liked among
exchange men as he is popular with exhibitors.
The Standard office, at Kansas City, dis-

shown."

Cast-0£f " Bought

by

January
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ifs a JxAs

/N plain, commercial English — what's the
reason for the instant and overwhebning
success of this play?
Because every man and woman

knows long be-

fore they come to your box-office little Linnie*s
tremendous temptations, dangers, hunger for
a good time and pretty clothes.
They

know

instinctively that only tragedy

can result — and
ThriU!

they must

have

that Big

w

Webei' Px'odmticut

HY do the crowds
it for you 7

go away advertising

Because Lois Weber — the Belasco of the
Screen — has created with Mildred Harris a true,
human, lovable character, essentially innocent,
just as your audience wants her to be.
Put everything else aside till you've booked this
tremendous success to run at least twice as
long as you ever ran a picture before. You
need every cent of the money this winner will
draw for yow right now.
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/ERIAL

J. V 'I

•^4

It is reason
unusual weforareexhibitors
to reserve
booking — date
for a serial in with
advance
and that's^
the
very
tipping you
off — in a advance
to communicate
your — nearest
Universal Exchange and RESERVE A BOOKING DATE for yourself on— THE BULL'S EYE— Now.

MANUFAC
FILM
UNIVERSAL
President
LAEMMLE,
^'^'^^
rse
Unive
the
in
Concern
Manufacturing
The Largest Film

January

RING
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We couid write pages on the tremen<lous punches in
this new Universal thriller, but all we shall say now
is — No serial ever filmed, bar none, carries such absolutely unheard of thrills performed by Polo as will be
shown in "THE BULL'S EYE."
CO.
1600 BROADWAY,

NEWg YORK
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Exploiting

a

State

Rights

By Joseph F. Lee
fered on a state rights basis and figure
that a quick fortune can be made, and
may se
E emastheit" are very much surprised to find that there
ST
e NG
atRA
st
rights operator who is the
is no market for their product at all —
consumer, is the
the open market demanding a stronger
product than the producer realizes.
last to be conMan}' a feature would be saved from
sulted by the manfailure if properly cut and edited by a
ufacturer or producer of film offered
committee of expert sub-titlers before it
is shown to the trade and the reviewers,
on the open market.
the idea being to make it as near 100 per
Surely the state
rights buyer is of
cent as possible. Is is not a fact that all
some importance, as
program releases are carefully gone over
s
es
e
th succ
of the
time and time again by experts and all
faults remedied before they are shown to
producer and his
product rests upon
the trade or public? But the case of most
his action in the
of the producers of state rights features
is generally reversed, as most of the faults
"
"
. matter. Much monand cutting of useless footage is done
ey would be saved
if he were consulted first. He knows
after a trade showing, when suggestions
what he wants and in order to be sucare made by buyers. Reviewers and trade
cessful he must know the value of the
papers are blamed for their frank and
product in his territory.
honest criticism, and of course sales and
Another important point is a feature
bookings are hurt likewise. Would it not
offered on a state rights basis must be be a simple matter to have done this before offering the feature at all?
stronger in merit and box-office value than
a feature offered by releasing programs,
Paper and advertising matter is another
as the independent operator must have
important item that must not be overlooked and should be handled by some
a product stronger than most of the featone who has had experience in this line,
ures which are released weekly by the
different program combinations. If not,
as the state rights buyer expects an atwhat inducement has the independent
tractive line of paper and most of his
success is based on this.
operator to offer the exhibitor, with the
At this time the state rights market is
market already overcrowded with fairly
good productions which are offered at in a very bad condition but better conditions are bound to come. One thing cerreasonable rentals? Many are of the opinion that any old feature which is not
tain— there will be a scarcity of state
rights film, and this should help those who
strong enough for a program can be of-

Picture

News

Feature
have a product of merit that are willing
to sell at a reasonable figure. Some
claim this slump in the market is due to
overproduction. Others claim it is due
to thetorialexcessive
prices asked for terrirights.
Now, between these two opinions we
should strike somewhere a happy medium,
and perhaps some day some manufacturer
or group of men may enter the state
rights field, produce features of merit and
box office value and offer to sell their
territorial rights at a figure that will enable the independent exchange man to
offer his product to the exhibitor at a
rental price that will enable the producer,
exchange man and exhibitor to make a
reasonable profit. With such men who
know the state rights market and who are
satisfied with a fair and reasonable profit
on each production, they will find a ready
market. Most of the producers expect
to retire on the profits of one production.
Some may enter the field on a safe and
sane basis — cut down a lot of wasteless
overhead, make what is known as a one
price house, with the prices based on a
reasonable amount for each territory. The
way most film is sold now is- to ask ten
thousand for a territory and take four
thousand. Much time and money is lost
by both parties, doing business along these
lines, whereas if there was a one-price
figure, and a fair one, a deal could be
quickly consummated by both parties. Any
one entering the state rights business
along these lines will find a good profit
on the right side of the ledger.

Bound
Fail''
be failures.
It is, however, safe to say
with Story
a good cast or combination
of good to
H. J. Shepard Says ''Inferior
Good Story and
cast and star. Both are bound to fail.
that if two productions of the same story
Good Cast Are as Essential to
were made simultaneously, one possessing
Successful
Production as
" If you were asked the question which
of the two, food or water, you thought you
the asset of a star and the other without it,
Food and Water to Body
and with all other things equal, the story
could subsist better on to perpetuate your
with the star would be more successful. If
life, you would answer instantly by saying
special representative,
HJ. SHEPARD, ions,
the story of inferior value is thrust upon
strikes from the that neither, by itself would be sufficient.
• W. H. Product
It is a known fact that a man can, for a star, he is bound to fail. It is to be adshoulder in the following pertinent remarks concerning the relative values of the a short time, live on either the food or
mitted, however, that his name will attract patrons, no matter how bad the story
story and star, to the successful production.
the water without the other, but it is likeHe says :
wise a conclusively proved fact that it is might be, but if he has disappointed them,
only for a short period.
they cease to be his admirers. Naturally
" Would you give a boy a piece of highly
the theatre suffers.
priced wood to whittle? Would you expect
" A question that has been given a great
him to carve from it with a jack knife, deal of time and thought and has been the
" The producer who wants to be conservative and give the maximum results
basis for a great number of successes and
pleasing and beautiful figures just because
failures and which constantly confronts
the material was expensive? Of course
in his production, must consistently secure
you would not! Then how can one expect
good stories and choose a good cast of
the producer is whether or not the ' star '
a beautiful and artistic and interesting porproper types to interpret these stories.
system or the ' story ' system is the proper
There must be a combination of all these
trayal of a good story without skilled
one to perpetuate the life of the photoplay.
workmen, a good consistent cast and star
It seems that the logical answer to this various ingredients to make a perfect sucand good direction, to properly interpret it? question is, ' there should be a combination
cess of any production. We have seen that
food nourishes the human body and that
" On the other hand would you go to a of a good story interpreted by a good cast
man skilled in artcraft and expect him to with or without a big star, and good di- water assists it in its process and that
turn out an extra piece of work if you
their combination was the solution in obsupplied him with material of a very intaining a successful conclusion. The
" The public is like the human body. It
ferior grade? No! He is a human being
rection.' appetites — one of them an appe' story ' nourishes the appetite of pleasure
possesses
with limited capabilities. There arc times,
tite for pleasure. It is this appetite that
and the story and a good consistent cast
no doubt, when he would be able to camthe producer must cater to and satisfy and
ouflage small defects in the material, but
upon its success depends the existence of with or without the star, plus good direcif a large number of them appeared, his the producer. He may offer them a wontion, is as necessary to complete the process of nourishment as js the water to
art would be too heavily taxed. This is
derful story, poorly interpreted, or a big
the situation that exists with a poor story,
star with a poor story, both of which would
food." ■
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" The Crucible of Life." in seven parts, stars Grace D'Armand, Jack SherriU and Frank O'Connor.

Arthur 'SLfbTe
H. Sawyer andof
Herbert
'^^of
Uf eLubin,
General Enterprises, Inc., announce that
they have acquired the rights to " The
Crucible of Life," a seven-part society
melodrama. The story is an adaptation
from the stage play and novel, " Fairfax,"
written by Bartley Campbell.
" The Crucible of Life " was directed by
Captain Harry Lambart. A cast of prominent artists, headed by Grace D'Armond,
at present featured with Vitagraph; Jack
Sherrill and Frank O'Connor, who played
the original title role in " Fairfax," interpret the principal roles.
It was produced by the Authors Film
Company, from which concern General Enterprises, Inc., acquired the rights for the
United States and Canada. An extensive
exploitation drive in the interests of " The
Crucible of Life " has been started. Arrangements have been completed for a run
at the Park theatre. New York, commencing January 20. The picture will be distributed on the independent market by General Enterprises, Inc.
A trade showing will be given in one of
the New York hotels in the near future, it
is announced. Inasmuch as " The Crucible
of Life " contains a certain amount of war
atmosphere, the executives of General Enterprises, Inc., have arranged for the appearance at the showing and dinner to follow, of Private Frederick R. Rath and the
Camp Upton quartet. Mr. Rath is the author of the internationally famous war
song, " When the Moon is Shining Somewhere in France."
Slacker Theme in Pathe
New Release
The slacker theme supplies the material
for a five-reel feature called " Mrs.
Slacker," which Pathe plans to release in
the near future, it was announced this
week by that company. Gladys Hulette
and Creighton Hale will be presented as
co-stars, supported by Paul Clergot, in a
principal role.
Hobart Henley staged the picture, and
is said to have enriched it with many novel
scenes.

The picture is distributed by General Enterprises, Inc.

The story Early
tells of Marie Dubois, who
PARAMOUNT'S
screen version of the ^O""
"'^^'^ ^"'^^y
loves a"
Claude Lescuyer tooShowing
well. Claude
A. H. Woods' legitimate production,
casts off Marie to marry a woman of his
" The Guilty Man," which was presented
class. A daughter is born to Marie and
in 1916 at the Astor theatre in New York,
is named Claudine. To provide a father
will shortly be released, according to an
announcement last week. It will be the
for her daughter, Marie marries Flambon,
keeper of a low resort.
first A. H. Woods motion picture to be
released by Paramount. Irvin W. Willat
Gloria Hope is Claudine, the daughter.
Vivian Reed plays the mother. William
directed
vision. it, under Thomas H. Ince's superGarwood has the difficult part of Claude
and
Charles French is Flambon. Others
In describing the story of " The Guilty
in the cast are Hal Cooley, John StepMan,'' Paramount states that it makes a
pling, J. P. Lockne and Hayward Mack.
deep study oft man's moral responsibility,
The photography is said to be excellent
and unmercifully exposes and flays conditions arising from the practice of the
and the settings are described as gorgeous.
The dramatic intensity of the scenes,
" double standard." The woman, for her
misplaced trust in the man she loves, is Paramount declares, has been artistically
brutually punished by society. The man
handled, and throughout it is expected to
goes free. " The Guilty Man " stamps the be a production that will make the specsearing brand of guilt upon the man retators gasp and hold tight to their seats.
sponsible.

Midst Surroundings of Great Beauty, Mae Murray and Her Wolf-Hound Pose for Scenes in
" The Eternal Columbine," Directed for Bluebird by Robert Leonard
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"An
Era
of Awakening
ever will not tend at
to put Hand"
them upon a sane
" Star Will Vanish and Exhibitors
business basis.
Will Book Independently on Merit
" The war tax has been the final element
to prod the obstinate into a realization that
Pictures — Days of " Bluff
many of the methods in the making and disand Bluster " Over
tributing of motion pictures have been
THE trend of 1918 in the motion picture
wrong. One of the roots is the long existing fallacy of trusting to luck. We are
industry is pointed out by M. H. Hoffall acquainted with this man, whether he
man, Hoffman-Fo
Pictures, in the' has conducted his affairs either as an indifollowing
interview ursquare
:
vidual or corporation.
*' The trend of 1918 in motion pictures is
" But he is doomed. A destroyer, he will
very clear to those who will read what is
written indelibly upon the signboard of be slowly trampled under the foot of progress. A few of his type, fattened by unprogress. It is unmistakable. For months
earned and dishonorably gotten profits, will
past the forebodings of changes that are to
hang on for a while but the rank and file
better the industry have been rumbling, each
of him has already been shunted upon the
week marking some new beginning which
toboggan for a slide into obscurity where
has been as inevitable as the tide.
he can do no more harm.
" Metaphorically speaking, tomorrow will
" During 1918 the stars will fall. Not all
usher in another departure ; the day after
of them ; not those who legitimately are
yet another. Before summer present apstars, of course. I mean the $100 a week
prehensions will have melted before the asactor or actress who has been paid ten
suaging influences of corrective measures
times his or her actual worth.
that will reinvigorate every branch of the
"And the dear old programs — they, too,
industry and benefit all who are striving
are in for a change so severe that when the
sincerely to build upon a substantial founjob is done their own progenitors won't
dation.
know them. Going, going — presently to be
gone^are the bookings of everything in
" The making, distribution and exhibition
of motion pictures are callings which are
sight puttributor firm.
out by a single producer — disstill young. The growth of the industry as
a whole has been like a mushroom — so
" In its place is coming, on a scale that
swift, indeed, that changes have ensued be- will sweep the country, the rise of the indefore those concerned in them had time to
pendent booking. No longe;- the club, to
give them sufficient thought.
compel the exhibitor to rent five bad pictures in order to get one which is good.
" But another era of awakening is at
hand. The days of bluff and bluster, of This weapon is being encased in waddings
of thick cotton batting, so that its hardest
broken promises and false values, of extravagance and careless management, are
wallops won't hurt a fly.
" The industry is in for some hard
numbered. The 'hip-hurrah' man, grown
knocks, but they will be constructive ones
suddenly rich in spite of his pitiable conwhich are to bring it benefits. So let them
ceit and limited store of brains, is comcome, for the industry is in sore need of a
mencing to realize that, after all, motion
lusty chastisement to bring many in it to
pictures must be- treated as a commercial
business and forever divorced from whattheir senses."
44
Good
Re-Issues
This Is the Opinion of B. L. Hadfield,
General Manager of Wisconsin
Film Corporation in Praising Hart Re-Issues
WH. PRODUCTIONS is in receipt of
• a letter from B. L. Hedfield, general manager of Wisconsin Film Corporation, Wisconsin, in which Mr. Hadfield
gives the opinion of several Wisconsin exhibitors on the W. H. Productions releases
of the William S. Hart features. Mr. Hadfield says in part :
" I have talked personally to a number
of exhibitors, regarding your release with
W. S. Hart as ' The Two-Gun Man ' in
' The Bargain.' I control ' The Birth of a
Nation ' in Wisconsin, and spend considerable time with each exhibitor, and we have
talked regarding different subjects — actors
and productions. I find that about 90 per
cent of the exhibitors state that William S.
Hart is one of the biggest attractions. I
have personally noticed that a great many
re-issues with good stars, have secured
more money at the box office than some of
the stars in new productions.

Well
Received
" For example : I was standing in front
of the box office in a certain city not long
ago when I noticed a party of six walk
up and look at the posters and photos in
front of the theatre, four of the party
wanted to go to the theatre across the
street, when one of the young men said :
' Why, I saw that picture two years ago ;
it's a pippin ' — needless to say, they all went
in. The picture was a re-issue in one of
the best down-town houses. This theatre
was 'getting two for one of the house
across the street, which is an exceptionally
good house — and it struck me very forcibly
at the time. That same evening, I talked
with the man across the street, and asked
him why he did not book some of these
re-issues, and he stated that his was a firstrun house and his patrons would kick. I
then asked him how many total paid admissions he had that day, and found that the
house running the rc-issue had about two
to his one. I told him that I believed that
the public was better satisfied with the
picture across the street, even though it
was a re-issue, than with the picture he was
running. He finally agreed with me."

Picture

News

Renowned Has Seven Features on the Market
Renowned Pictures Corporation now
have seven features which it is offering on
the independent market. They are " The
Public Defender," featuring Frank Keenan^
Alma Hanlon and Robert Edeson ; " Souls
Redeemed," featuring Marie Shotwell,.
Charlotte Ives and Sheldon Lewis ; " Weavers of Life," featuring Helen Hayes, Barney Gilmore and Gilbert Rooney ; " Mother
Love and the Law," featuring Dollie Matters; "In Treason's Grasp," featuring
Grace Cunard and Francis Ford ; " Should'
She Obey " and " Naked Hands," featuring
Gilbert M, Anderson and Broncho PiUyj
Anderson,;

Kaufman Specials Looses
Film in Mississippi
Abe H. Kaufman, Kaufman Specials,
Memphis, Tenn., writes the Motion Picture News the following letter which explains itself :
" On Thursday, November 15, we shipped
the following eight reels to Roy Wallace,
at Ingomar, Miss. : " Hans and Fritz in
Barnyard," " American War News, No.
3 " ; " Nature Fakers," " Long Shift," two
reels ; " Vampire," two reels ; " Man of the
" We were under the impression that this
party operated a theatre there, but when
our films were not returned we investigated
the matter and learned that he was operating atraveling show. Although we have
Hills."repeated efforts through letters,
made
wires, and finally through the sheriff, we
have been unable to secure the return of
these films. We would appreciate you calling the attention of the exhibitors and exchange men throughout the countrv of the
fact that our film has been taken by Wallace, and that any information that will
assist us in locating these reels will be appreciated.
" (Signed) Abe H. Kaufman."

Mastbaum

Books

Three

U. S. Exhibitors' Subjects
Lynn S. Card, sales manager, U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation, announce
that Stanley V. Mastbaum, of the Stanley
Booking Company, Philadelphia, has contracted for the showing of the first three
releases of the U. S. Exhibitors' Booking
Corporation, to be shown in the Stanley
chain of theatres. The three features are,
" The Zeppelin's Last Raid," " The Belgian "and " Those Who Pay."
It is announced that the negotiations
concluded by Mr. Card with the Stanley
Company, includes the entire output of the
U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation,
with each release subject to review, first by
a representative of the Stanley Company.
Mr. Card reports conditions in eastern
Pennsylvania generally satisfactory considering the severe weather of the past few
weeks.
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Gerard's

Story Nearly Completed bv Nigh
DIRECTOR WILLIAM NIGH anTOTinces the final scenes for the Mark
M. Diiitenfass Productions, Inc. production,
" My Four Years In Germany," which is
adapted from Ambassador James W.
Gerard's book of the same title.
Ambassador Gerard has assisted personally Mr. Nigh in transferring his story to
the screen. The story, beginning with the
Zabern incident in Germany, which first
aroused the civil against the military power
is told m sequence.
" My Four Years In Germany " is interpreted by exact types of the principals in
Germany's warfare. Mr. Gerard says that
the types selected are most remarkable examples of the duplication of one man's appearance by another. It is said that the
picture reveals spectacular incidents and
scenes and that no expense or pains have
been spared to make this not only true
historically, but big and impressive as a
theatrical production. The picture when
completed and cut, will be presented first
in Washington in one of the Government
buildings. Officials of the Government will
be present and Mr. Gerard will address the
gathering.
Argus

Pictorial Booked at
Strand
The fifth issue of the Argus Pictorial,
Pathe's new screen magazine in one reel,
will be released Jan. 13. It is said to be a
very interesting number. The Argus Pictorial has been booked at the Strand theatre. New York.
"Gold Beating" is the title of the first
article in this issue and it shows an industry which has not changed since the days of
ancient Egypt.
Two tiny wonders of nature — the vorticella and the monstyla — are shown in another article, and the last part of the film is
devoted to the bag worm.
Pathe

Shows War Films of
Russia
The Pathe Company has added to its
record in getting the animated documents
of the conflict before the American public
by arranging to present throughout the
country the films of Russia in revolt, taken
by Donald C. Thompson, the young Kansan who spent three years in the war country.
It will be released on January 13, though
it is likely that special presentation will be
arranged here and in other cities than
New York before that.
Special Messenger Carries
Petrova Print
^ For reasons of safety and to avoid possible delay in transit, Bobby North, of the
Petrova Pictures Corporation, dispatched
a special messenger, Mr. Graham, from
New York with the sample print of the
second Petrova release for delivery at the
Rothacker Laboratory, Chicago, where all
Petrova subjects released through the First
National Exhibitors' Circuit are manufactured and issued.

France
Film, Inc., After ■Several
Weeks
Intensive Campaigning
Offer "The Natural Law"
on Independent Market
THE

initial production of France Film,
Inc., " The Natural Law," is now
ready for the state rights market after several weeks of careful campaign preparations, according to the announcements made
this week by that concern.
At the recent trade showing at the Broadway theatre, New York, this production,
which features pretty Marguerite Courtot,
supported by Howard Hall and George Larkin, caused critics to state their belief that
the screen version of " The Natural Law "
even surpassed the play itself, which had
such a phenomenal run in the East and is at
present
country. making a successful tour of the

As a play " The Natural Law " was seen
by thousands during its eight months' run
at the Republic theatre. New York city. As
a picture it should attract millions of people, because of the wide scope of the screen.
The daring and originality of its plot, its
universal appeal and elaborate production
should make it one of the most talked-of
films in years. The story has also been published in book form and has met with an
unusualy large sale throughout the country.
The topic treats of one of the great problems of life, and Charles H. France, who
directed the production, is said to have
brought into being a film story full of dramatic suspense, sensations and interest.
A complete line of advertising material
has been arranged and secured by France
Films, Inc., for the proper handling of the
picture. Included in this are two styles of
one sheets, two styles of three sheets, one
style of six sheets and a twenty-four sheets

stand. Three sizes of photo include black
and white in the 8 x 10 size, and colored
sets, size 11 x 14 and 22 x 28. In addition to
this there are heralds, several styles of
slides and a press book. According to officials of the company, service to buyers
will not end with the sale of teritory, but
will be continued in every case so that the
picture may be properly and successfully
exploited. Photographs have been made of
the full lobby display for rnailing to all
prospective purchasers.
M. G. Watkins, prominent Mid- West film
man identified with various motion picture
enterprises, is secretary of France Films,
Inc., and will leave Chicago for the East
this week to give his entire attention to the
selling
campaign
on "anThe
Natural Law."
The
company
reports
exceptionally
large
number of inquiries on the picture and expects to close all available territory in record time.

" His Day Out," Late Billy
West Comedy
" His Day Out " is the title of the second
two-reel Billy West comedy produced by
the King-Bee Company at Hollywood, Cal.
Billy escapes from an asylum, and
through a flirtation with a manicurist is led
to a barber shop, where he is induced to
take the barber's place, who has an engagement she is anxious to keep.
He takes the manicurist to the Barbers'
ball, where the asylum keepers trace him.
He evades them and runs back to the asylum. Arriving there he heaves a sigh of
contentment and locks the asylum guards
out for the night.
" His Day Out " will be released February 1.
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MARSHALL NEILAN, who has directed the Mary Pickford compan}' for
the past year, is to direct one or more subjects starring Constance Talmadge, who is
working at the Morosco studio of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. WilUani
D. Taylor, who for the past year has been
directing Vivian Martin subjects, has been
selected as director for Miss Pickford, and
the Pickford company will continue to work
at the Lasky studios.
Universal Expands
Present indications point to activities at
Universal City being back to the former
state in the near future. Early in the fall
the Universal Company began reducing its
producing staff, and it was cut from twentysix producing units down to ten. The producing forces reached its minimum strength
about Thanksgiving time, but since then
additional directors and players have been
added almost every week, and the force is
now increased to seventeen companies. In
other words, seventeen directors and sufficient players for each are now employed
with the exception that some of the directors work alternately with the same stars.
In engaging people for the Universal, as
the producing organization is enlarged, the
executives will show preference to mothers,
wives, sisters and other dependents of men
who have sacrificed their work to serve the
Government in the Liberty Army, according to instructions which have been received by President Carl Laemmle.
Joseph deGrasse, who has been directing
Franklyn Farnum, was taken ill last week
with what threatens to be a nervous breakdown, and he induced Lynn Reynolds to
complete the picture he had begun work on.
This is titled " The Mollycoddle," an original story and scenario by Eugene B. Lewis
and Waldemar Young. Reynolds recently
left the Triangle Company, and since has
been devoting his time to the writing of
stories which he will produce later. Mr.
Reynolds is considering several offers, and
will shortly make announcement of his
permanent plans. His most recent production, "The Gown of Destiny," for Triangle,
is spoken of by all (fUtcs and exhibitors as
his best work to date,
W oils Directs Subject
One of the new subjects in production by
Triangle
titled " Theby Hard
Rock Bechdolt
Breed,"
and is an isadaptation
Frederick
for the screen of his own magazine story of
the same title. Director Raymond Wells is
in charge of making this, and with his entire company has gone to Colton, where
many of the exterior scenes will be made at
quarries near that place. The story has to
do principally with two men who begin as
workers at the same time. J. Barney Sherry
is impersonating one of the men, while Jack
Curtis is the other.
When it was found it would be impossible for the Rov Stewart-Cliff Smith West-
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ern Triangle Company to begin work on
their next subject, " Boss of the Lazy Y,"
adapted from the novel of the same name,
the cowboys, headed by Stewart on New
Year's Day, staged a wild West rodeo at

Clara Kimball Young's Latest Select Picture Is
" The Mar.onettes "
the big ranch along the sea near Santa
Monica. One of the features of this was
Stewart riding an outlaw mule, which he
did regardless of the fact that the animal
jumped off a cliff into a canyon. Neither
the actor or animal were injured.
Director E. Mason Hopper will, in the
subject he is now filming, introduce a new
dramatic leading woman in the person of
Claire Anderson, who was last week transferred from the Keystone Comedy Com-

Evart Overton and Corinne Griffith Are CoStarrcd in Vitagraph's " The Menace "

pany to play under the direction of Hopper
in a subject titled "John Warfield." Joe
King will apear in the name part, and
others of importance in the cast are Francis
McDonald and Jean Hersholt.
Several new Keystone comedies were put
in production last week by Albert Glassmire, who supervises this department of the
Triangle studio. One of these is titled " A
Good Elk," and has such well-known players as Joseph " Baldy " Belmont, Ruth
Langston, Frank Bond and others in the
cast.
Griffith Makes Interiors
Work on the interiors for the D. W.
Griffith western front war picture continues
at the Griffith studio in Hollywood, which
was formerly known as the Fine Arts and
recently vacated by the Triangle Keystone
producing organization. At the present
time it is thought it will require at least
thirty days to complete the film, and therefore it wil not be on the market before
March 1.
Chester Withey, who has been West for
the past month, engaged by D. W. Griffith
to direct another picture for him, will begin
work within the next few days. Dorothy
Gish is to be featured in the subject made
by Withey, and George Fawcett will play
one of the most important character parts.
W. E. Keefe, who was formerly in charge
of publicity for Mr. Griffith, has been engaged as assistant to Withey, and Carl
Brown, who made many of the scenes of
"Intolerance" and other Griffith subjects,
will be in charge of the photography. No
information has been given out as to the
nature of this subject, nor with respect to
the release.
All work on editing the big nine-reel subject of the National Film Corporation of
America's spectacle, " Tarzan of the Apes,"
has been completed, and the laboratory
force is now at work cutting .the negative.
This will be completed within a few days,
and at that time Isadore Bernstein, who has
been employed as assistant to General Manager and President William Parsons, will
leave for New York to work with Mr.
Parsons in the details of the initial presentation of the subject. With this work
completed, Scott Sidney, the director, has
been eirgaged by the Southern California
Motion Picture Producing Company to direct Billic Rhodes in Strand-Mutual Featiircttcs, and is now working on " Her
Wedding Day."
Chaplin
Studio Ready
The Charlie Chaplin studio was receiving the finishing touches last week, and active production will be started within the
next day or two. The stages — an open-air
and a steel-and-glass-inclosed one — have
been ready for some time, but production
has been delayed for want of the necessary
settings and peculiar equipment necessary
for the making of such comedies as Chaplin
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will turn out for the First National Association.
Mr. Chaplin has engaged a staff of writers, which includes Charles Reisner, song
writer and vaudeville actor; Alelville Brown
and Charles Lappworth, and the organization working with Mr. Chaplin now have
four or five stories ready for production. The heads of the several departments
for the Chaplin studio include John Jasper
as manager, Frank Crompton, technical director;Roland Totheron, cameraman, and
Carlyle Robinson, director of publicity.
The only players so far engaged are Edna
Purviance, who has played in more than a
score of Chaplin comedies ; Henry Bergman and Albert Austin, comedians.
Mr. Chaplin celebrated the birth of 1918
by giving a stag dinner to the heads of departments at Hotel Alexandria. A few
minutes past twelve he was carried to the
stage by a crowd of admirers and forced
to make the welcome speech to the New
Year. This he did in his usual modest and
unassuming, yet highly entertaining, manner. Charles Reisner of the Chaplin party
sang the patriotic song of which he is
author, " Good-bye Broadway, Hello
France," and others of the Chaplin dinner
party gave numbers.
American Gets Busy
Activities of 1918 at the American studio
at Santa Barbara were begun with two
companies starting on new productions.
Manager J. R. Crone has selected the complete cast for the next subject to be filmed
by Lloyd Ingraham with Margarita Fischer
in the principal role. The story is titled
"Ann's Finish," and a majority of the
scenes are laid about a fashionable or finishing school. The plot pertains to a burglar entering the room of the girl, and
when caught by her begs for her assistance
to escape. The matron entering at this
time causes the girl to claim the burglar to
be her husband. Several of the roles in
this production are of the underworld type.
The play is said to abound in comedy situations. Beatrice Van is author of the story
and Elizabeth Mahoney prepared the screen
version.
In " Extra
! Extra
" the new actress
Mary A'liles
Minter
subject,
the !featured
takes
charge of a newspaper plant owned by her
father when he is forced to retire because
of pressure brought to bear by a political
gang. Cast for this includes Alan Forrest,
Harvey Clark, Clarence Burton, Lucille
Ward, Emma Kluge, Perry Banks and
Robert Miller. W. M. Ritchey is the author of this newspaper story, which is said
to be based upon his actual experience.
Now that William Russell has left the
American Company, Edward Sloman is enjoying the first vacation of any consequence
since he began his screen career. It is
planned that Sloman will, in the future,
direct every other Mary Miles Minter production. Mr. Russell has gone East to
complete negotiations for an engagement.
King-Bee Progresses
The few weeks the King-Bee Producing
Organization, making Billy West Comedies
has been on the coast, has enabled them to
get ahead with productions, and they are
now so well along that one film is being
edited while the next subject is being photographed. Last week the coming release,
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Withcut any sub-titles, "The Slave,''King
withBeeBilly
Westreelsas chief funster, has been released by
in two
" His Day Out," was forwarded to exchanges. Itpertains to the experiences of
West in and about a barber shop, and is
said by Manager Louis Berstein to come
within a close shave of being the funniest
two-reeler this company has ever produced.
Director Arvid Gilstrom is now making
a subject which will contain a number of
thrills and the plot of the story is based on
an automobile accident, which befalls the
1bolIvwoo6
Jan. 26, 1918

comedian. West. Owing to the illness of
Miss Joy, ingenue of the company, Rosemary Theby is playing the lead opposite
West in this picture.
Miss Grace Gershon, who has been associated with several West Coast producing
companies, has been added to the King-Bee
staff, serving as title editor. Miss Gershon
will also look after publicity at the King
Bee Studios.
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has to off er will be known
r\ESPITE the fact ihai
" Wid's " expressed
shortly, for the picture is
shown for review this
a lukewarm opinion of
Bringing Them
Into a Close-Up
week. It is more than
Select's " Ghosts of YesBy Longacre
probable that such a
terday," though condepeculiar personality as hers will register on the screen with as
scendingly admitting that it is " pretty good,'' it gives us great
much force as it did via type on the pages of a book.
pleasure to heartily indorse our own review-er's opinion of it and
As for Sergeant Empey, it is a foregone conclusion that his
re-echo praise of star,, story and production rightfully accorded it
picture will reap a harvest of dollars, both for proin last week's issue of the News. In its value as a piece of pic- Vitagraph
ducer and exhibitor. The name of Empey, firstly because of his
torial entertainment and in the merit of its setting, " Ghosts of
tremendously successful book, " Over the Top," and secondly
Yesterday" so far transcends the usual run of feature pictures that
because of his lectures in the various big centers of the country
it rightfully gains a place with the few pictures belonging with
the " best " of the season.
have become as oft-repeated household word as that of Billy Sunday when he was at the pinnacle of the publicity wave. Vastly
Its box-office record is yet to be told, but if the writer were
interesting as a relator of the events of the battlefield, deeply
even a half-baked gambler, his odds would he on it to develop into
stirring as a speaker, it remains to see what sort of an actor he
a big commercial success — one that will attract and at the same
time not disappoint. The larger of the two parts undertaken by will turn out to be. Backed by a cast of professionals and playing a role, the counterpart of which he has done in reality, he
Norma Talmadge was, if we may be permitted to suggest, extremewill have the best of assistance possible. One who has heard
ly difficult to characterize. To register the change from the vain,
pleasure-loving, profane Jeanne Le Fleur of the Paris cabaret to Empey lecture, who has been under the spell of his personal
the sweet tenderness that approaches, though which is in no way
magnetism, said: "I can not for the moment conceive of Empey
similar, to her first role, that of Ruth, demanded the concentralosing one whit of the eloquence that has made his personal appearances on the lecture platform such huge successes. A pertion of all Miss Talmadge's talents, particularly the application of
sonality such as his can not be obscured merely because of the
the remarkable sense of character which the actress numbers
among her accomplishments. Her work as an emotional actress
lossTheof advent
the voice."
has long held for her undisputed leadership of the stars of the
of Toto, of Hippodrome fame, into Pathe comscreen and her latest effort is in no wise her least.
edies was something of an event. He has already proven himself
But in all other respects— in the support, the production and the a capable picture comedian and doubtless he will assimilate new
tricks as time goes on. But even if he advanced none, the money
good handling of Mr. Hughes' play—" Ghosts of Yesterday " is so
invested in him by Pathe should make ample returns. Blessed
meritorious that to acclaim it as both a commercial and artistic
success is only moderate praise. The careful production given it with a name highly press agented about in New York, Chicago
and one or two other big cities and with the added advantage
by Charles Miller gives it a finishing polish that is admirable.
of the publicity campaign planned for him by Pathe Exchange,
Speaking of artistic successes. Brandon Fuller, writing in the
his name, particularly catchy in its briefness, should shortly be
current issue of Photoplay Magazine, takes up the cudgels in behalf of the motion picture defending it against a foolish attack by as well known in the picture world as it is today in the field
Louis DeFoe, dramatic critic of the New York World. Mr.
which
Kolb remarked
and Dill refer
to as was
the "little
speakies."
Someone
that Toto
known outside of the
Fuller's article is interesting and more than amusing considering
big cities, because of the fact that the Hippodrome show, so
the embarrassment it must have caused Mr. DeFoe. But during
monstrous, was unable to reach even the fair sized cities played
the course of it he refers to " artistic successes " as " financial
by the less pretentious of stage productions. But this is the
failures." This seems to be the prevailing idea but is, of
opinion of ignorance. Box office figures at the Hippodrome show
all wrong. The term, artistic success, has by usage come tocourse,
mean
plays or pictures that are beautifully produced and enacted, but
a large and increasing percentage of out-of-town patrons. Visitors to New York number the Hippodrome along with the Statue
which do not take the public fancy. These, however, should be
called artistic failures. An artistic success must of a necessity be of Liberty, Grant's Tomb, Fifth Avenue, the Art Museum and
a commercial success if it is a success at all. " The Ghosts of the other curiosities. In fact in many instances it comes ahead
of them. They know the Statue of Liberty exists, but the HippoYesterday " is a case in point. " The Birth of a Nation " was
drome must be seen. Word-of-mouth advertising is the result.
another, " Lcs Miserables " seems destined to be another. Artistic
failures? Let them rest in peace.
With the consequence that when Toto comes to Cheyenne, Centerville or Whatnot he will be remenbered by some and very likely
Time was when the thought of William S. Hart doing anything
romantic aside from holding up a stage coach, shooting up a bar
heard of bv a good many more,'
room or beating the villain into a pulp was unheard of, or unseen. The romantic thread in his pictures was slight and Hart's
" Thais "
prime emotion in the few scenes forming it was merely a setting
together of the teeth and a watering of the eyes. But those who
have seen his Artcraft efforts have discovered him to be quite
[Goldwyn — Five Reels)
the lover! Not a typical Romeo, to be sure, but in his clumsy exReviewed by R. E. Pritchard
pres ions oflove and admiration far from unromantic and always
PRESENTING a striking picture of life among the rich and
typical of his characters. Mr. Hart has typed himself with so few
pleasure-mad in ancient Alexandria, staged with a magnificence that has rarely been equalled in picture production, and
exceptions since his entrance into pictures that one might easily
be led into the belief that versatility is not in its makeup. But it featuring a star whose fame has spread to every part of the
is. In " Wolves of the Rail " he further demonstrates this by world, " Thais " promises to prove one of the greatest money
showing a fla'>h or two of comedy that gets over in fine style. It makers for exhibitors that has been offered in months. Mary
Garden has fulfilled every expectation, and Goldwyn Pictures
is to be hoped that his abilities along this line will not be totally
neglected in future screen appearances.
Corporation
has gone to the furthest limit to make " Thais " a true
screen
achievement.
The film world is shortly to witness the debut of two personalities whose callings have taken them into fields far removed from
Most screen presentations of great works are, unfortunately,
cither screen or stage. Arthur Guy Empey, soldier, and Mary
disappointing. By some sort of psychology it seems that in the
McLanc. novelist. What Miss McLane in a picturization of her
efforts of the various persons entering into the creation of the
own sensational story, said to relate several of her love affairs,
picture they have literally stepped on each other's toes in attempt-
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ing to achieve the best; and there is a generally unsatisfactory
result.
But in this case there has been such true harmony that one with
sentimentality in his soul might believe that the spirit of the great
opera from Anatole France's story entered into everyone connected
with the picture. Certainly there has been no more truly artistic
.effect achieved in the net result than in this picture.
Most of the scenes are laid amidst the magnificence of Alexandria, and one shudders when he pauses to consider what the sets
for this production must have oost. And the scenes in the desert
and the huts of the Christians are equally convincing in their
striking contrast of utter simplicity. As a matter of fact, this
picture might well be called a picture of contrasts, for two more
different figures that Thais, the idol of Alexandria, the queen of
love and passion, and Paphnutius, who gives up wealth and the
life of pleasure to join the Christians, and to convert Thais from
her paths of wickedness so that those who worship her in the
orgies of the earthly may follow her to the simple faith of Christianity.
There are many sensational elements to this picture that are
bound to have their effect on the box office results. The magnificence of the sets, and the gowns worn by Miss Garden are
little short of wonderful. One scene reveals the rich of Alexandria in their feasts that so many historians have described. At
another time Miss Garden appears in the desert in a diaphanous
garb that reveals every line of her form. And yet these scenes
are so centered about the main story that there is no trace of the
vulgar to them.
Miss Garden proves herself the same wonderful actress on the
screen that made her fame in the opera. She expresses the varying emotions convincingly, and makes the character of Thais
truly at one time a queen of worldly love, and at another the
repentant daughter who is seeking happiness in Christianity.
From her work in this picture one feels sure that it is not
necessary for her to follow in other operas for the screen, for
she is today as great a picture success as any of the others who
have been known in the silent drama for years. It would be
unfair to pass the work of Miss Garden by without mentioning
the wonderful dance which she executes in the opening scenes, and
which alone is bound to create a wealth of word-of-mouth advertising.
There is a brilliant cast in her support, though the chief work
falls to Hamilton Revelle as " Paphnutius," the noble who becomes
a Christian. At times his work seems a little overdone, but one
must bear in mind that earnestness was stamped upon those
Christians of the earlier days. In the final scenes when he is
overcome by his passionate love for Thais, he does some really
great work. Craufurd Kent and Lionel Adams do the other two
principal characters splendidly.
Goldwyn suggests a striking phrase in advertising this picture
that
will doBecame
well fora others
It is " Who
The Story
Saintit Who
Sinner toandfollow.
the Sinner
Becameof aa
Saint." But possibly such suggestions are unnecessary, for hers
is a picture with every advertising possibility. There are angles
after angles that will back up this truly immense production.
It is suggested that here is an opportunity to bring people to
motion picture theatres who have been prejudiced against them,
and therefore managers should use this opportunity to arrange
special effects wherever possible and to see that the other pictures on the program are up to the high standard.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Thais is the queen of love in Alexandria a dancer and courtesan. At
one of her exhibitions Paphnutius (Hamilton Revelle), one of the richest
young nobles of the city, becomes enamored of her, and with his friend,
Lollius (Craufurd Kent), goes to call on her in her home of magnificence. But
there theandjealousy
present lover,
Cyniusin his
(Lionel
aroused
after he ofhas Thais's
seen Paphnutius
take Thais
arms Adams),
he seeks tois
kill him as the young noble leaves. He does wound him and is in turn
killed.- Paphnutius goes for treatment to one of the leaders of the Christians. He has already been converted to Christianity and was about to
leave
for the
desert
when and
he was
held back
the charms
of the'hecourtesan.
But now
in his
remorse
his terror
at theby tragedy
in which
has had
a part he flees across the desert to join the Christian colony. But there
comes a call from Alexandria to him to come and convert Thais to the ways
of the Lord
he yields.
gets the
into two
Thais'
trickery
his
friend.
Then and
follows
a duel He
between
— of home
Thais by
trying
to wincf the
man back to the ways of the world and the man fighting for her soul.
After one of the orgies of the rich is pictured and Paphnutius has pointed
out to her all the sins and their results, she yields to him, burns her splendid
belongings and goes, clad only in a thin white dress with him across the
desert to the huts of the Christians, there to become a sister. Paphnutius
is
in his monastery
far away.
But Thais, into her
recollections
of the
worldly
pleasures
of her former
life determines
return
and starts
across
the
desert, drops exhausted and then with death near repents completely. But
during the same moments Paphnutius has yielded to his one time passionate
love for Thais and gtfes to seek her, only to find her dying and to kiss her
with his heart again repentant.
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" Jules of the Strong Heart "
{Lasky-Paramount — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
' I 'HERE are many things to justify the producers in the selection
of " Jules of the Strongheart," a magazine story by William
Merriam Rouse, for George Beban. Aside from offering the star
a role thoroughly congenial to him the story called for lumber
camp and forest scenes. These the company secured and not only
do they lend realism to the picture but make it beautiful. Director
Donald Crisp has introduced a storm effect, which, besides being
excellently handled serves to heighten the strength of the plot
coming as it does at a moment when the suspense registers a high
water mark,
Mr. Beban's role offers him a number of scenes with a year-old
infant. It is in this type of action that he shines best as a
comedian and his well-known style of humor, as eccentric as his
actions, is decidedly entertaining. Jules, the character Mr. Beban
interprets, has a big appeal, not, it is true, by rights of the actor,
but more by right of the part itself and the situations through
which the author has piloted it. Particularly in the latter part has
he directed sympathy toward the happy-go-lucky Jules, but save for
the rather blood-curdling scene in which he is tortured by Burgess
one can look at the photoplay dry-eyed. The fact is that " Jules
of the -Strongheart " is almost wholly a comedy when it comes
to the work of the title character. But in other respects it is a
serious subject. And while in the face of the picture's many
merits it may be irrelevant to express the wish that Mr. Beban
be presented in another part as in " An Alien " where his ability
to awaken a deep appeal may have full play, the desire forces
itself to the surface.
However, of its kind, "Jules of the Strongheart" is so worthy
that it can be heartily recommended as a comedy-drama. Harvey
F. Thew and Frank Finnegan in the handling of the scenario have
gotten the most from the story. Helen Eddy, Charles Ogle, Raymond Hatton and Guy Oliver appear in parts of prominence and
render adequate assistance to the star.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
JuleswithLemaire
Beban),
a French-Canadian,
camp
a baby, (George
the identity
of which
he is loathe to arrives
reveal. inHe a islumber
given
employment. He shortly falls in love with Joy (Helen Eddy), daughter of
Farnsworth (Charles Ogle), boss of the camp, but Burgess (Guy Oliver),
the camp bully, puts a stop to this by informing the girl that Jules has
deserted a wife. The lumbermen, having heard a rumor to the effect that
the company employing them is bankrupt, grow dangerous. On the night
the pay roll is due to arrive there is a terrific storm. Jules volunteers to
get the money from across the lake and Burgess accompanies him. While
on the water Burgess strikes Jules on the head, stunning him, and attempts
to find the order for the money. He is unsuccessful and morning finds Jules
tied to stakes on the shore being unmercifully treated by Burgess, who
remands the order. He is finally rescued by Joy and Liggitt (Ernest Joy),
father
the baby, whose
story places
back the
in Joy's
H. B.of Carpenter
and Edward
Martin Jules
complete
cast. good graces.

" The Cloven Tongue "
{Russian Art Film-Pnthe — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
PATHE'S latest release of the Russian Art Films entitled " The
Cloven Tongue " makes an average picture. It deals with the
mistress of a small land owner of Russia and his daughter. The
former has exerted her evil influence over the man until he has
little say in the manipulation of the affairs of his estate. It remains for the daughter to counteract this influence which she
finally succeeds in doing. Her love affair with the Prince which
the other woman tries so hard to blast creates an additional
interest.
Unlike the former product of the Russian Art Films already
released,
majority
of thelocations
scenes inmost
" Theof Cloven
Tongue " and
are
exteriors.theThey
are rural
them, beautiful,
well photographed.
The cast does commendable work throughout and the direction
is satisfactor}-.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Nicolai Orloff (N. V. Panoff), a horse dealer is swayed in the management
of all his affairs by his selfish mistress, Glasha (Nadya Lesienka). His
daughter Sonia (Sophie Karabana), returning from school, discovers the
other woman strangely antagonistic toward her particularly when she meets
and falls in love with Prince Alexis. Desiring the prince herself, Glasha prevails upon Orloff to forbid his daughter continuing her romance with him.
Later Glasha disappears and the prince is accused of murdering her. It
develops in the end, however, that she was killed by enraged peasant women
who objected to the harsh treatment accorded them by Orloff, who they
knew was influenced by GHsha.
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" The City of Purple Dreams "
{JJ^illiam N. Selig — Seven Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley

tryHE
OF title,
PURPLE
DREAMS
adapted
from the
A of CITY
the same
by Edwin
Baird," was
produced
by book
William N. Selig, under the direction of Colin Campbell. The production isin seven reels and distributed on the open market by
Exhibitors' Operating Corporation. Thomas Santschi, Bessie Eyton and Fritzi Brunnette present the principal roles. The melodramatic stands out prominently in the latter reels, the first reels
revealing the tragedy and pathos in the life of a derelict. Because of the human note that is sounded throughout the run of
this photoplay, the tense situations that develop and the strength
of character that takes a human derelict from the streets and
places him among the successful financiers of the age, this screen
version should be received by the patrons of both the big and
little houses as one offering entertainment of the best class.
There is no pretense at the spectacular nor does the production
offer the unusual in its manner of presentation. Director Campbell had a script offering intense melodrama, opportunity for the
development of pathos, a strain of love and the tragic and these
qualities have been brought out strong by a capable cast of players. The seven reels are devoted to the exposition of one of the
tragedies of a human life. All can understand and some will find
in its exposition exact duplications in the lives of some they have
known. It is this natural trend that is taken and the consequent
human touch that is felt, that both impresses and convinces. The
story is told in silent drama as one person would tell another —
without artificiality, without the glamour of spectacle or the unnaturalness of development. The events which take place have
marked the life of many a man. This is why " The City of Purple Dreams " should prove of interest to all who have arrived
at the age of discretion. The children will not appreciate the
lesson which it teaches nor will they comprehend its more subtle
moments but they will enjoy it for the same reason that they
enjoy tales of heroism and marvel at the exploits of the bandit.
Thomas Santchi's characterization of the derelict is of the best
brand. He is criticized, however, for his facial make-up. In
the early scenes the beard and tattered clothes are the only evidence of the derelict they cover. The facial make-up might have
been worn by a matinee idol who suddenly had occasion to affix
a false beard. Fritzi Brunnette is given first honors for the work
in the feminine roles. Bessie Eyton has little to do but does that
little with appreciation.
" Face Value "
{Bluebird — Fire Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
MAE MURRAY dons the rags of the waif and the finery of
the elite in her latest work for Bluebird and interprets
the two extremes in impersonations with all the assurance of a
little general. Her finished acting is the predominating note of
this production and it rings with true harmony throughout the
time she works before the camera. " Face Value " was written
by Miss Murray in collaboration with Robert Z. Leonard, the
director. The scenario was done by Fred Myton.
The story is divided into two main episodes, the opening reels
FLORIDA
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presented in the nature of a prologue. It is in the prologue that
Miss Murray does her best work — the characterization of a street
waif. So realistic is her portrayal of the waif and such a marked
change takes jilace in her social elevation, that it is difficult to
reconcile the Miss Murray of the prologue with the Miss Murray
of the main story. She presents the one, forgets it— the other
is taken up and put over with a bang — all of which speaks in the
highest terms of her ability and versatility as an interpreter of
personalities.
The action of the story would have been quickened and presented with greater force of conviction had the scenes in the prologue been shortened. The main theme has been developed with
one or two far-fetched situations to retain the fundamental idea.
This fact detracts a bit from the strength of the plot. Miss Murray and Director Leonard have fashioned a story that smacks of
the human element throughout, and this will sufficiently counteract the impression left by the one or two situations mentioned
above, as to shadow the weaker situations.
The scene revealing the taking of the necklace by Naquire is
the most obvious example of the far-fetched situations. A crook,
supposed to be as nimble with his fingers and as cunning of brain
as Naquire would not take the chance that Naquire took in this
scene, and it is a safe wager that he would not have left the room
undetected.
Director Leonard has fashioned a good production. His work
in staging the prologue has been presented with appreciation for
the average slum district. The atmosphere is there. When he
gets into the main story he has used equally as good judgment.
As co-author and director, Mr. Leonard gives a good account
of his stewardship in directing the destinies of " Face Value."
Casson Ferguson presents the role of a tough guy in realistic
fashion but wavers a bit when he is seen in evening clothes. He
is a bit too effective as a gentleman burglar. Wheeler Oakman
gives a good performance. Clarissa Selwynne and Florence Carpenter are seen to good advantage in minor roles.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Joan Darby (Mae Murray) is a street waif, who has been taken into the
home of a washwoman. She knows nothing of her parentage, and spends
most of her time when not delivering laundry in the streets. Louis Patrick
Naquire (Casson Ferguson) is the leader of a gang of ruffiians. His gang
is opposed to one led by a negro. Joan comes upon them wrangling, and suggest that they decide all questions in the prize ring. She has read in the
papers of the big sums given to prize fighters for bouts.
Naquire and the opposing leader agree, Joan to receive half of the receipts.SheShetakes
intendsit toallbuy
gown, aandhurried
the total
are barely
sufficient.
and a makes
exit.receipts
She leaves
her home
with the washwoman and goes to the city, obtains a position as stenographer
and is contented. Naquire comes into her life, and threatens to expose
her unless she assists him in a hold-up he has planned. Joan agrees, is
detected and sentenced to the reformatory. En route she leaps from the
train, and is rescued by Bertram Van Twiller, a wealthy young man. He
takes
her to his
home, give
and she
is givenball,fineandclothes
and reading
introducedof
to society.
The mother's
Van Twillers
a grand
Naquire
the event decides to be present, and relieve the guests of their jewels. He
is surprised to find Joan, and after he has taken the necklace belonging to
one
of the guests
makes her conceal it. Later he is detected, and Joan is
exonerated
of all hewrong.
" The Hidden Hand "
{Pathe — Eifjhth and Ninth Episodes)
Reviewed by Peter Milne

The
THE big thrill in the eighth episode of the serial entitled "RamSlide for Life," shows the spectacular manner in which
sey and Doris escape from the Hidden Hand and his henchmen.
Pursued they arrive at the brink of a yawning chasm, across
which stretches a cable, the further end reaching the opposite
Ijank at considerably lower level. Ramsey snaps on his handcuffs over the cable and with Doris clinging to him they slide to
safety. Immediately after this another thrill is registered when
one of the Hidden Hand's band, attempting to follow, is shot by
Ramsey 'and falls into the stream many feet below. The previous action of the episode is filled with the same type of incident which is yet gaining popularity for the serial.
The ninth episode " Jets of Flame," is staged for the most
part on the water front. Chasing, fights and hair-raising escapes
are present in aplenty, while perhaps the most important incident
in connection with the progress of the plot is the death of the
Hidden Hand. However, as serial villains have as many lives
as tradition is wont to allot a cat, it will not be at all surprising
if he comes back to the land of the living. At any rate conjectures as to his probable fate will cause the tenth episode to be
awaited with more than usual interest.
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" The Flames of Chance "
[Triangle — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
THE magazine story by Francis Sullivan upon which " The
Flames of Chance " is based, revolves around a little incident
of the world war, exceedingly rich from the standpoint of human
interest and containing not a little pleasing humor. But like
the previous Triangle picture, " The Gown of. Destiny," this, its
current offering, with the monstrous struggle as a dim and distant
background, is totally free from the horrors of the battlefield.
The girl, Jeanette, adopts three soldiers of the Allies as God-sons
and, when writing to them, pictures herself as old and gray and
rheumatic. When one of them, Harry Ledyard, is invalided home,
she must perforce assume this false part in reality and consequently she dons a flowing black gown, wig, spectacles and hobbles
around with a cane. From this point the romance of Jeanette
and Harry is developed delightfully by Mr. Sullivan. Jeanette,
of course, falls in love with her God-son and the ancient raiment
soon begins to aggravate her and Harry, though his eyes tell
him that Jeanette is old, is more inclined to follow the dictates
of his heart and holds for her the love of youth.
The counter-plot with the German spy not revealed in his true
colors until the final reel, furnishes an element of suspense which
contrasts favorably with the main line of action. Harvey Gates
and Elizabeth Haas provided an excellent continuity from Mr.
Sullivan's story and Raymond Wells followed on with a production that meets all requirements.
Margery Wilson as Jeanette makes an attractive heroine and. in
makeup as an old woman, plays with a sense of humor that is
charming. Jack Mulhall is a pleasing Harry, while Anna Dodge
and Wilbur Higby interpret character parts to good advantage.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Jeanette (Margery Wilson) stenographer in an advertising agency operated by Armstrong (Wilbur Higby), through the Red Cross adopts Harry
Ledyard (Jack Mulhall), an American soldier in the foreign legion and
his comrades in arms (Eugene Corey and Lee Phelps) as God-sons. She
sends them packages of good things and letters, the while posing as an
extremely aged woman. When Harry returns from the war, Jeannette
dresses herself up to make good her bluff and entertains Harry. She soon
falls in love with him, particularly as he is more than attentive to her.
She still continues her correspondence with the other soldiers but one day
the censors discover one of fier letters to contain a code message to the
Germans. Accused of being a spy, Harry, to protect her, takes the blame,
but in the offices of the secret service the guilt is placed on Armstrong and
trick hea young
is forcedwoman
into brings
a confession.
that Jeanette
isby ina reality
around aHarry's
completediscovery
happy ending.
Percy Challenger and Ben Lewis are others in the supporting cast.
" Evidence "
{Tj-i angle — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
ON the premise that " any man of wealth and influence can
commit murder and then get off if he hires a competent
counsel," Jack Cunningham, author of " Evidence," has constructed
a most absorbing photoplay. It can easily be recollected that the
basis of Mr. Cunningham's story contains more of fact than of
fiction. The force of it is driven home when, Corbin, the murderer, after a short stay in the insane asjdum after his trial, is a
free man, while two misguided hall boys, convicted of stealing,
are sent to prison for a twenty-year sentence. While this comparison is only mentioned in passing and not made the final issue
of the story, it registers with more than slight significance.
Indeed though " Evidence " is built from the premise mentioned,
another line of action claims the climax of the picture. Corbin has
murdered his wife because of her unfaithfulness. And even while
realizing that Dr. Hyde is the other man in question he refrains
from exacting vengeance in this quarter also because his son is
to marry Hyde's daughter. But which ever of the two aims of the
author, certain injustices of the law or Corbin's ultimate self-sacrificing and unselfish silence, outstand in the mind of the spectator,
" Evidence " is bound to make engrossing entertainment.
For Mr. Cunningham, in the development of his scenario, has
created a surprising amount of suspense and mystery at the very
outset. This results from the planting of the murder and the robbery, but, through a contrivance in the mechanics of the scenario,
this planting serves the other and more dominant purpose of
arousing immediate interest, interest which never subsides until
the final scene. Subsequent to the murder and the clearing up
of the mystery surrounding the action of the hall boys, the suspense isstill upheld by Corbin and his knowledge of the identity

of the man who violated his hearth. Walter Edwards has presented the picture in entirely creditable style.
J. Barney Sherry is featured. He takes the role of Corbin and
plays it well. Pauline Starke is as clever as ever in the part of
Wyllis Hyde and the support does consistently good work.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
John Corbin (J. Barney Sherry), prominent attorney, returning to his
home unexpectedly, discovers a man departing by the window. The attitude of his wife (Audelle Higgins) confirms his suspicions as to the why
and wherefore of the visitor and he deliberately kills her. Giving himself up
he declines to state the cause of his crime when he thinks of the engagement of his son (Eugene Corey) to Wyllis Hyde (Pauline Starke),
daughter of Dr. Hyde (Howard Davis), the man he suspects of visiting his
wife on porary
the insanity
nightat ofthethetrial
murder.
attorneys
a plea of to
tem-a
and heCorbin's
is acquitted
and enter
only consigned
sanitarium for the criminal insane for a short while. He is released in time
to
and for his
refrains from accusing Hyde of
the attend
crime his
he son's
knows wedding
for a certainty
he sake
committed.
" Phantom

Fame "

{Pat he — T'-tVo Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
<<pHANTOM
first under
number theingeneral
an eight-reel
^ series to beFAME"
releasedis bythePathe
title of
" The Price of Folly." It was produced at the Horkheimer
Studios in California and features Ruth Roland. As in the " Who
Pays ? " series the various episodes are complete in themselves ;
each contains a different story, but based on the same theme as
indicated by the title.
The story of " Phantom Fame " is melodrama and has as its
central figure a married woman who sets out on a literary career.
It is her misfortune to come in contact with a newspaper editor
and magazine owner who makes a regulated business of seducing
young women. In his clutches Kate Denton, the literary aspirant,
struggles until rescued by her husband and a man whose daughter
was betrayed by the villain.
This plot makes actionful two reels. It is extremely rapid in
development and several of its situations bespeak a most imaginative scenario writer. It is done after the manner of the
"Who Pays?" and "The Neglected Wife" series, both featuring the same star and produced at the same studios and will appeal to the same type of audience. Miss Roland has been surrounded by a supporting cast, which, to say the least, is appreciative of the story's possibilities.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Kate Denton (Ruth Roland), angered at the opposition of her husband
(Frank Mayo) when she announces her intention of taking up a literary
career, leaves his house and journeys to the city. There she meets Arnold
(Lake McKee), an editor and magazine owner of shady character. He has
just rid himself, by a trick, of a girl who sought to marry him when Kate
enters. He gives her a position on his newspaper. She is sent to cover a
dinner given by her employer, and not until then does she see the trap
set for her. Denton and the father of the wronged girl arrive just in time
to save her from, his clutches.
Bruce Smith, Jimsy Maye and Neal Hardin complete the cast.
" The Kitchen Lady "
{Paramount-Mack Sennett — T-wo Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
ff'~pHE
LADY"
depended upon
create
A an KITCHEN
uproar in any
house, may
as canbe practically
all thetoSennett
comedies, but the manner in which the laughs are secured is
strikingly
unusual in
thesethetwo
bear Eddie Louise
Cline's
name
as director.
While
workreels
of which
Slim Summerville,
Fazenda and Glen Cavender is undoubtedly praiseworthy, the chief
objects of attention in "The Kitchen Lady" are a bear, a goat,
a cat and a fish. Rather a queer assortment for comedy leads,
but some slight idea of the fun can be gained by relating the
scene in which the goat treats Louise unkindly after the usual
fashion of goats, the fact that the cat after having her tail nipped
by the fish expresses horror at the bear with a fine sense of facial
expression, and the series of flashes in which Glen quite against
his own will, does a wild and furious dance with the bear.
To make the animals do the right thing at the right time must
have required the greatest pains in the directing. An audience
is going
to appreciate
this and
The them
Kitchen
Lady about
" besidesit. making all who
see it laugh,
will " set
talking
Mr.
Cline's genius for creating comedy gags and utilizing them at
the right moment was never so apparent as in this release while
the entire picture bears the superlative distinctiveness common
only in Mack Sennett's product.
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Miss Fazenda works in an eccentric part, that of a slavey and
works successfully while Summerville is as ridiculously funny
as ever. Alice Maison and Eva Thatcher handle other important
roles in the unwinding of the comedy in fine style.
" The Beautiful Mrs. Reynolds "
(^JVorld Film — Six Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
THE historic rivalrj' of Alexander Hamilton and Aaron Burr,
t^vo of the most brilliant statesmen of the first years of the
American Republic, told in interesting episodes by Sam Weller, is
offered in " The Beautiful Mrs. Rej'nolds." The skeleton in Hamilton's cupboard when uncovered makes ideal photodramatic material with the celebrated Secretary of the Treasury himself as the
central and most s\Tnpathetic figure. His career from the time of
his first meeting with Burr, the development of the enmity of one
toward the other which ultimately resulted in the duel ending
Hamilton's life, is traced in a number of episodes that entertain
both because of their close relation to earlj' American history and
because of the numerous moments of drama which they supply.
The fly in Hamilton's ointment was his infatuation for Mrs. Reynolds, alady who, though she possessed two scheming husbands,
loved the statesman dearly. After his discovery of the plot
hatched by the two villains and carried through by Burr, Hamilton's public confession of his relations with Airs. Reynolds placed
him once more in high favor throughout the countrj', so firmly so,
in fact, that he caused the defeat of Burr in a close election. From
this point events lead rapidlj- to the famous duel in which Burr
killed Hamilton, with the result that his own career in politics was
forever after ended.
Arthur Ashley transferred Mr. Weller's scenario to the screen
and has furnished a production of commendable quality. The
uniforms and costumes of the Revolutionary period lend added
color to the picture. Mr. Ashley also gives a good account of himself as Burr and Carlyle Blackwell is seen to advantage as Hamilton. June Elvidge in the title-role and Evelyn Greely as Margaret
MoncriefTe, the English girl over whom the antagonism of Hamilton and Burr is born, are the other featured players. A large
supporting cast made up for the most part of regular members of
the World Film stock interpret the various historic characters who
have roles of more or less importance in the picture to its general
advantage.
" The Beautiful Mrs. Re\nolds," because of its historic angle,
which opens big possibilities in advertising, and its merit as a picture production, should prove an above-the-average asset for the
screen of any picture house.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
In the latter part of the Revolution, Aaron Burr (Arthur Ashley) meets
Margaret Moncrieffe (Evelyn Greely), and because Alexander Hamilton
(Carlyle Blackwell) is partly responsible for his designs on the girl being
defeated, there springs a deep hatred between them. Years later when
Hamilton is Secretary of the Treasury, he meets Mrs. Reynolds (June
Elvidge) and is strongly attracted by her. Through her husband (Carl
Girard) and his partner in crime, Clingman (Hubert Wilke), Burr discovers
this relationship and securing letters which Hamilton wrote to Mrs.
Reynolds, places them in the hands of his political enemies with results
that come near being disastrous for the secretary. He, however, rises in
favor when he makes a bold and fearless confession to all the charges
made against him. He enters the campaign against Burr and prevents
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his election.
ton's death. It is this which ultimately leads to the duel and to HamilPinna Nesbit as Mrs. Hamilton, George MacQuarrie as George Washington, Rose Tapley as Martha Washington, Alec Francis as General Philip
Schuyer and Lionel Belmore as General Putnam have parts of importance
in one episode or another, while others in the cast are Betty Peterson,
Justine Cutting, Albert Hart, Jack Drumier, Charles Brandt, Henry West,
Florence Beresford, William Black, Margaret Gale, Lottie Ford, Robert
Forsyth, John Smiley, William Miller, Herbert Barrington, Anthony Bird,
John Jenkins, Attilio Corbell and Madeline Barrett.
" Rose of the World "
{Artcraft — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Mibie
upOSE
WORLD,"
which Elsie
Ferguson
■•• »■ her OF
thirdTHE
appearance
on thein Aircraft
program,
is an makes
adaptation made by Charles Maigne from the novel by Agnes and
Edgerton Castle and directed by Maurice Tourneur, Miss Ferguson's rendition of the part of Rosamond English, the woman
who believes her husband dead and so marries again, is done with
as much feeling and emotional depth as marked her previous performances. But " Rose of the World," aside from Miss Ferguson's performance and the finished work apparent in all of Mr.
Tourneur's productions, is rather disappointing.
It starts out well with Captain English's departure for the front
in India, his reported death, and the marriage of Rosamond, his
wife, to Sir Arthur Gerardine, a man several years her senior. A
premonition that the unexpected is ever about to happen grips the
observer during Rosamond's awakening to the fact that she loved
Captain English more than she ever realized during his stay with>
her.. This part of the film raises suspense to an enormously high
degree and paves the way for a climax which one has the right to
expect to be of a power in proportion to the body of the film.
But to our notion the story fails at this point. There is some
Hindu mysticism worked in for effect, and Captain English reappears on the scene, his presence serving to restore Rosamond's
brain, disordered from her constant brooking, to its natural state.
This ends " The Rose of the World," and one is left with his
brain in something of a whirl. All the art applied by star, director
and scenario writer to bring out the high lights of the main portion
of the picture fails to make more of the climax than an ending
peculiarly weak for the type of story it ends.
Wyndham Standing as Captain English, Clarence Handysides
as Sir Arthur, and June Sloane as his niece lend competent support
to the star. Mr. Tourneur's
is superlative, as always.
THE STORYdirection
AND PLAYERS
In India, Rosamond English (Elsie Ferguson) learns that her husband,
Captain Harry (Wyndham Standing) has fallen in battle. After a time
she marries Sir Arthur Gerardine (Clarence Handysides), but is unhappy.
She keeps dwelling on the memory of her former husband and gradually
her love for him is kindled with renewed vigor, particularly when she
contrasts him with Sir Arthur, older, pompous and too masterly. She
retires to England to aid Lieutenant Bethune (Percy Marmount) in
writing a biography of Captain English, but this only serves to increase
her mental anguish.. Sir Arthur arrives and notices a great change in her.
After food
spending
a day were
readingscarce,
Captainshe Harry's
which table
he remarked
that
and water
comes diary,
to the indinner
terribly
distracted. The sight of the plentiful supply of food and water completely
upsets her. She is confined to her bed suffering from a mental disorder.
In her delirium she requests her Indian servant to pray for Captain Harry's
return
and the
is answered
— for Sir His
Arthur's
Indiancompletely
secretary heals
was
none other
thanprayer
the officer
in disguise.
presence
Rosamond and Sir Arthur departs.
Ethel Martin, Marie Benedetta. Gertrude Le Brant and Sloane De
Masber have other important parts.
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" Madam

Who "

[Paralta-JV . W. H odkinson, Inc. — Seven Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
REGINALD BARKER has transferred to the screen Monte
Katterjohn's dramatic version of Harold MacGrath's novel,
" Madam Who," with a resounding punch in every scene that goes
to make seven reels of that brand of entertainment which prompts
the patron to look up the management on his or her way out and
congratulate him on his wise choice. Harold MacGrath created an
embryo drama; Monte Katterjohn nursed the infant to majority.
Director Barker took the matured product and with the most capable assistance of Bessie Barriscale and cast, prepared the youngster
for its initial bow to the public. The bow is taken so graciously
and with such a fine degree of poise and dramatic intent, that even
the hardened " first-nighter " will- forget himself and applaud out
of order. The exhibitor who does not book this feature may not
lose, but if he does book it he is sMre to win.
When it is announced that the author's work confines itself
solely with the revelation of historical facts concerning the events
occurring during the Civil War, it will be doubted by many that
such a dramatic presentment can be made without arousing the old
fires of antagonism which existed between the North and South.
No such doubt should exist. The play is presented without prejudice, and because of the absence of actual war scenes excepting the
mob scenes depicting the evacuation of Richmond, there is not
offered this opportunity to either the North or the South.
" Madam Who,'' although telling of the Civil War times, is not
a war drama. It speaks, rather, of the social side of the war, not
of actual warfare. The locale of the story is laid in the South and
Washington. The heroine is a Southern girl who takes it upon
herself to avenge the death of her father and brother. To this end
she enlists her services as a secret service agent. There is mystery
prominent throughout the run and action takes the whip-hand.
The dramatic element is a prominent figure, with the result that
your attention is attracted and held to the screen. An uncertainty
which arises concerning the identity of the characters is due to the
fact that the author has left a bit too many details to the imagination of the audience. A sub-title or a more clear exposition
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through the introduction of more detail would have cleared certain
situations. But the fact that tlie audience is made to use the
imagination is sometimes a big advantage — depending upon the
intelligence of the audience.
The quality of the production which " Madam Who " has been
given by Paralta under the direction of Mr. Barker is commendable. It speaks of careful consideration for atmosphere, historical
accuracy and a true sense of dramatic appreciation. Mr. Barker
did not have a simple script from which to work. The complications aroused by the author called for exactness on the part of the
creator for screen presentation. These facts were appreciated by
the director and he looked before he leaped. His careful decisions
in the matter are evidenced tiiroughout the run. Mr. Katterjohn
made the way straight.
Miss Barriscale reaches the high spots. She is the demure little
Southerner and the revengeful daughter of the South — handling
both situations and character with the ability of a born artist. She
gets the spirit of the occasion and holds it throughout. Edward
Coxen as the Northerner who falls in love with Jeanne is a fine
type, and presents his part in a convincing manner. Howard Hickman has a difficult role, but this fact does not prevent his giving
his usual fine performance.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Jeanne
Beaufort
(Bessie
is a She
Southerner
revengeas
for the death of her father Barriscale)
and brother.
volunteersand herseeks
services
a spy and secret service agent in the cause of the South.
In her endeavor to capture a gang of spies working in the interest of the
North, she is captured and compelled to marry one of the gang — who is
masked.
a peculiarShetattoo
the man's
wrist.for This
is the onlyShemarknotices
of identity.
escapesmarkand onbegins
the search
the
man she was compelled to marry. Henry Morgan (Howard Hickman) is
a Southern officer and works with Jeanne to run down the spies. John
Armitage (Edward Coxen) is one of the gang who is working in the South
in the interest of the North. In her search for the man whom she had
married, Jeanne discovers the peculiar mark on the wrists of several men
with whom she comes in contact on her visit to Washington to get cert£iin
important papers. She succeeds in getting the papers and the Northerner
from whom she steals them kills himself rather than suffer the disgrace of
having lost them. Jeanne is suspected but succeeds in reaching her home
in the South. Armitage comes to Richmond as a Northern spy. She met
him at a social affair while in Washington. She loves him but realizes that
she cannot marry him because he is a Northerner. Later Grant takes
Richmond, is attacked, and the citizens hurriedly leave. Jeanne refuses
to give up the cause. Armitage is leading a company of sildiers attacking
Jeanne's
her forget
and prevents
his men
frommarried.
using violence.
After the home.
war he Heandsees
Jeanne
differences
and are
piitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^^
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" The Birth of Democracy "
[Export and Import— Seven Reels)
Reviewed liy Peter Milne
THE reign of terror instituted by Robespierre, subsequent to
the overthrow of the Louis of France, out of which r(»sc
the foundation of French democracy is the basis of " The Birth
of Democracy," a seven-part feature produced in Europe by the
Franco-American Film Company and released in this country by
the Export and Import organization. While an intimate and at
times highly entertaining personal story runs through the length
of the picture, its chief reason for existence is its spectacular effects. The mob scenes of the revolutionary days arc pictures
done by a master-director. The thousands of people seen surging
about the carts carrying their victims to the guillotine and storming the palaces and prisons perform with a realism no less than
that existing in reality.
The personal story which traces the activities of Countess Fontnai, arch-enemy of Robespierre showing the manner in which
she pulled the strings which either directly or indirectly resulted
in his ultimate downfall, and in which also is developed her love
affair with Jean Guery and the tremendous sacrifice she makes
in his behalf, is given considerable prominence. In its introduction the elaborate costumes of its principals may cause some
slight confusion, but this at most will be the only momr^ntary The
story is entertaining and toward the end reaches a point of suspense of power. Its development through all its stages is not,
however, of the best. It deals only with. its own high lights, skipping from one to another, with little intermediai-y action to bring
out its lesser but no less dramatically important points.
Lyda Borelli as Countess Fontnai shows some clever work and
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News

is ever an attractive figure. M. Fabiani as Robespierre, M. Novelli as Tallieu, the plotter, and M. Barny as Jean Guery, lover
of the Countess, all give highly creditable accounts of themselves.
The photography is commendable and the settings provided true
to the period. The subtitles are well written and fully descriptive.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
At the outbreak of the French Revolution, Robespierre (M. Fabiani)
seizes
the fatal
reignsto ofallthewhomuch-harassed
and institutes
reign
of terror,
were in favorgovernment
with the latter
kings of aFrance.
Tallien
(M.
Novelli),
once
a
poor
journalist,
becomes
his
right-hand
and is sent to a quarter of France to quell royalist uprisings. These man
are
headed by Jean Guery (M. Barny), known as the " Unseizable," lover of
the Countess Fontnai (Lyda Borelli). Tallien's instructions are to capture
Guery at all costs, but through the quick wit of the Countess the " Unseizcomes completely
under the
the royalists
power ofthat
the heCountess
and ableas" escapes.
a result isTallien
so favorably
inclined toward
incurs
the enmity of Robespierre. He is summoned to Paris and removed from
power. Guery, finally captured, is sentenced to die on the guillotine. The
Countess pleads with Tallien to effect his rescue. With the promise that
she will marry him providing he is successful, Tallien rallies his friends
around him and rises in revolt against Robespierre. The revolt is a success
and Robespierre dies on the guillotine. With her lover free, the Countess
fulfills her promise to Tallien.
The Wild Strain "
{Vitagraph
—Fire L.Reels)
Reviewed
by Joseph
Kelley
VITAGRAPH'S " The Wild Strain " is a photodramatic version of George Randolph Chester and Lillian Chester's story
of the same title. The production was made by Vitagraph's Western company under the direction of William Wolbert. Nell Shipman after a long absence is re-introduced by Vitagraph in the
featured feminine role. Alfred Whitman presents the featured
male role. The production will stand as an average five-reel feature, never reaching the high spots in dramatics or develping situations that incite more than an average interest.
The authors have relied upon the fact that a long line of ancestors are responsible for " the wild strain " in the heroine, and
the manner in which they have developed the theme has led them
into the paths of fancy rather than sound reasoning. After planting the characters, and after Director Wolbert has devoted
much reelage to impressing upon the minds of the audience, the
fact that the heroine is influenced by her ancestors by continued
flashbacks to their portraits on the wall, the heroine gives the
first evidence of "the wild strain" by mounting a stray circus
horse which appears on the scene, riding it back to the circus
grounds and giving an exhibition of bare-back riding before the
assembled audience. For a girl who had been under the guidance
of most severe parents, the heroine gives an exhibition of riding
that would put an old-tiine circus performer to shame.
Throughout the story there runs the unnatural. An audience is
given the impression from the start, that they might expect most
anything in the way of far-fetched situations. To those who
enjoy the incidents in life which are the exceptions rather than
the rule, this picture will hold a certain appeal. But to those
who insist upon seeing life as it is actually lived and who desire
to see the fact rather than the fancy developed, " The Wild
Strain " will hold only a passing interest.
Nell Shipman gives an average performance. She is handicapped from the start with a weak, unsympathetic role. Alfred
Whitman is under the same disad\antage. Otto Lederer, Mrs.
Huskirk, Ed Alexander, Mrs. Ruth Handforth and R. Bradbury
do what they can to convince when this is impossible. With a
poor story to work from, nothing better than a good try could
be expected from Director Wolbert. The photography is clear
and up to the present-day standard.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Winifred Hollywood (Nell Shipman) is in love with Harold Burton
(Alfred Whitman). The Burtons are invited to the home of the Hollywoods
for
The dominant
Hollywoodsswayareover
proud
their ancestry
and who
the
father" inspection."
and mother hold
theirof daughter,
Winifred,
has
inherited
"
the
wild
strain."
Kingsley
Royce
(Ed.
Alexander)
pays
V sit to the Hollywood home and insists upon Winifred doing the latesta
dances with him. The parents ol both Winifred and Harold are shocked.
Winifred and Kingsley leave the party for a stroll and come upon an escaped
circus horse. Winifred catches the horse and rides it back to the circus,
where she is ennagcd to take the part of the bare-back rider, who is sick.
She gives an exhibition and makes a hit with the audience. When she
returns home she meets a most aggravated mother and father. The Burtons
decide that Winifred will not make a suitable wife for Harold.
Harold is employed in a bank and Royce, who is in need of money, and
a friend of the vice-president, persuades tlie vice-president to accept his
note for a large sum. The note falls due and he cannot meet it. Royce
persuades his friend, the vice-president, to make it possible for a hired
gangster to rob the safe.
is again
imbued
the " that
wild she
strainwas" and
nighthome.
for
a Winifred
ride. Harold
is told
by awith
neighbor
seen leaves
leavingat her
He follows. Winifred comes upon the gangsters discussing the contemplated robbery. Harold invokes the aid of Colonel Bull, the circus owner.
The robbers arc caught and the bank robbery averted. Harold is the hero
and he and Winifred are married, returning to her home, preceded by the
circus parade.
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Jan. 6. Betty Takes a Hand (Olive Thomas) S
Jan. 6. Man Above the Law (Jack Richardson) 5
Jan. 13. I Love You (Alma Ruebens)
7
Jan. 13.
Outlaw
(Roy Stewart)
Jan.
20. Law's
Evidence
(J. Barney
Sherry)
S5
Jan. 20. Flames of Chance (Margery Wil- son) S
Jan. 27. The Gun Woman (Texas Guinan) . . S
Jan. 27. Her American Husband (Darrell
Foss)
S
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

10. The
Marriage Speculation
(Mildred
Vitagraph
V-L-S-E.
Manning, Wallace
MacDonald) ...
17. In the Balance (Earle Williams)...
24. When Men Are Tempted (Mary
Anderson, Alfred Whitman)
31. His Own People (Harry Morey,
Gladys Leslie)
7. The Blind Adventure (Edward Earle,
Betty Howe)
14. The Wildfred
Strain Whitman)
(Nell Shipman, Al21. The Menace (Corinne Griffith, Evart
Overton)
28.4. ATheMother's
Sin (Earle
Other Man
(Harry Williams)
Morey, Grace
Darmond, Florence Deshon)
World Pictiures
10. TheBlackwell
Good and
for Evelyn
Nothing
(Carlyle
Greeley)
...
17. The Tenth Case (June Elvidge)
24. The
Volunteer
(Madge Evans and
Henry
Hull)
31. The Wasp (Kitty Gordon)
7. Stolen Hours (Ethel Clayton)
14. The Strong Way (June Elvidge)
21. The Beautiful Mrs. Reynolds (Carlyle
Blackwell, June Elvidge)
28. Gates of Gladness (Madge Evans) . .

5
5
5
S
S
5
5
5
5
S
5
S
S
S
5
5
5
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Motion

Picture

News

For Manufacturers' Addresses, Names and Addresses of Buyers handling films in any territory, or any other
additional information write — State Rights Department, Motion Picture News
American News Weekly
E. I. S. Motion Picture Corp.
M. H. Hoffman, Inc.
Trooper 44
S reels
One reel each week exclusively on Army and
One Hour (Zeena Keefe and Alan Hale). 6 reels
Navy activities.
Elmont Feature Film Co.
The Silent Witness (Gertrude McCoy)... 6 reels
American Standard M. P. Corp.
People vs. John Doe
6 reels A Trip Through China (Brodsky's Art Pic- tures) 8reels
God's
Law
6
reels
May
Jonah Day
C..1S reels
reel
Her Fighting Chance (Jane Grey) 6 reels
May S.7. Jones'
When Justice
Errs,(Sunshine),
D
Should She Obey? (Alice Wilson, Gene
Export and Import Film Co.
May 12. (Educational Subject)
1 reel
Genung and Norbert Myles)
6 reels
Robespierre
— reels
May 14. The
Whither Thou Goest (Rhea Mitchell and
sode No. I,Daughter
Dof Darkness, Epi- 2 reels
Ivan the Terrible
— reels
Orrin Johnson)
S reels
May 19. Ghosts (Sunshine), C
1 reel
The Great White Trail (Doris Kenyon)..6 reels
Fairmount Film Corporation
Sept. 17. My Country First
6 parts Hate
7 reels
Oct. 7. The Mystery of the Boule 5 parts
Iliodor Picture Corporation
Oct. 15. Blackmailer
S parts
Flora Finch Film Co.
The Fall of the Romanoffs (Iliodor,Corp.
Nance
War Prides
2 reels
O'Neil, Ekaterina Galanta, Alfred
Argosy
Films,
Inc.
The Celebrated Stielow Case
6 reels
Hickman and Conway Tearle) — reels
Where
Get That
Stu£E
Inter Ocean Film
First National Exhibitors'
Circuit,
reels
AbsintheD'ye(King
Baggott),
Universal Re- Sis ue 5reels
Inc.
Enlighten
Thy Daughter
reels
On Trial.
Ivan Feature Productions
Charles Chaplin.
Arrow Film Corporation
June — One Law for Both
9
Daughter of Destiny (Mme. Petrova).
The Deemster (Derwent Hall Caine) 7 reels
Aug. — Babling Tongues
—
Herbert
EmptyMitch
Pockets."
Bluebird Extraordinary
The
Sign Brenon's
Invisible " (Big
Lewis).
Oct. — Married in Name Only
—
Dec. — Sins of Ambition
—
Sept.Ruth
3. Mother
o' Mine (Rupert Julian and 5 reels
Fort Pitt Corporation
Clifford)
Jan. — Human Clay
—
The
Italian
Battlefront.
The Eagle's Wings (Herbert Rawlinson).
Juvenile
Film
Corporation
Hell Morgan's Girl (Dorothy Phillips).
Fox Film Corp.
World War in Kidland
I reel
Mother o' ford,
Mine
Julian, Ruth ClifA Chip Off the Old Block
1 reel
Ruby La(Rupert
Fayette).
The Spy.
(Standard Pictures)
Chip's Elopement
.1 reel
Brenon Productions
The Honor System.
Chip's
Backyard
Bam-Stormers
2
reels
Lone Wolf
7 parts Jack and the Beanstalk.
Chip's
Rivals
reel
Pall of the Romanoffs
8 parts
For Sale,
a Daddy
11 reel
The Conqueror.
Empty Pockets
7 parts
Camille.
Chip's
Carmen
2
reels
Oct. 18. Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp.
Jules Burnstein
A. Kay Co.
Nov. 18. The Babes in the Wood.
Twenty Thousand Feats Under the Sea
Shame
7 parts
Golden Spoon Mary
1 C
Frieder Film Corporation
1 C
Cardinal Film Corporation
Birds' Christmas Carol (Mary Louise). 5 reels Some Barrier
1C
Joan the Woman (Geraldine Farrar) 11 reels The
A Bit O' Heaven (Mary Louise) S reels His Trial
(Terry
Human
Interest
Reels)
No. 1. Character as Revealed in the Face... Ed.
Century Comedies
Friedman Enterprises
No. 2. Character as Revealed in the Eyes... Id.
(FEATURING ALICE HOWELL)
6 reels
Balloonatics
2 reels A Mormon Maid (Mae Murray)
Klotz and Streimer
Automaniacs
2 reels
Frohman Amusement Corp.
Whither Thou Goest
5 reels
Neptune's Naughty Daughter
2 reels The Witching Hour (C. Aubrey Smith,
The
Secret
Treaty
5 reels
Jack Sherrill,
Helen Conness
Arnold, Marie 6 reels
Christie Film Company
Shotwell
and Robert
Lincoln Motion Picture Company
5 reels The Realization of a Negro's Ambitions. . .2 reels
Father's Bright Idea
1 reel Conquest of Canaan
With Magic
the Mummies'
Help
11 reel
9 reels Trooper of Troop K
3 reels
The
Maid
reel God's Man
The Milky Way
1 reel
Marine Film Co.
Enterprises, Inc.
His Last Pil!
1 reel MotherGeneral
(Elizabeth Risdon, . McClure) . . . .6 parts Lorelei of the Sea
— reels
"The
Man
11 reel
Down Fourteenth
by the Sea
reel The Warrior (Maciste) (McClure) 7 parts
Masterpiece Drama Productions
Skirts
1 reel The Liar (Jane Gail, Stanley Walpole)...6 parts
Who's Your Neighbor?
—
Won in a Cabaret
1 reel
Medal Photoplays
His Merry Mix-Up
1 reel The WebGoldof Life
Masterpictures
(Hilda
Nord,
James
A Smoky Love Affair
I reel
Cruze. George Spencer)
5 reels
Oct. 29. NathanLION
BustsCOMEDIES
Into the Movies 1 C
Cinema Distributing Corp.
Nov. 5. A Village Villain
1C
Golden Features
The 13th Labor of Hercules.
Nov.
12.
Her
Fatal
Resemblance
1 C
A
Bit
of
Life
1
reel
Nov.
19.
An
Account
of
a
No-Account
Count.
1C
Clune Productions
Nov. 26. Hicks and Hornets
1C
Ramona
8 reels
Dec.
3.
Waves
and
Wimmen
1
C
Grand
Feature
Film
Company
Eyes of the World
9 reels Rex Beach on the Spanish Main
Dec. 10. Fizzled Finance
1C
5 reels
Rex
Beach
in
Pirate
Haunts
5
reels
Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
Rex Beach in Footsteps of Capt. Kidd....5 reels
Mayfair Film Corp.
Charlotte, in The Frozen Warning.
Persuasive Peggy
— reels
Corona Cinema Company
Graphic Features
B. S.
Moss M. P. Corporation
S reels Birth
The Curse of Eve (Enid Markey) 7 reels The Woman and the Beast
Control
6 reels
The Power of Evil
5 reels
D. W. Griffith
Coronet Film Corporation
Boots
and
Saddles
S reels
LIVING STUDIES IN NATURAL HISTORY
Intolerance
9 "els
The
Girl
Who
Doesn't
Know
5 reels
reels
Animal World, No. 1 Issue.
In
the
Hands
of
the
Law
S
Animal World, No. 2 Issue.
Hanover
Film
Company
One Hour (Sequel to "Three Weeks")
Birdland Studies.
—
e
Horticultural Phenomena.
Mac
Ogden Pictures Corp.
How Uncle ist
Sam Prepare*
4 reels
The Lust of the Ages
— reels
Cosmofotofilm Company
William S. Hart
Incomparable Mistress Bellairs 4 reels The Cold Deck
5
D
Paragon Films
Liberty
Hall
reels The Two Gun Man
8 reels
5 D The Whip
The
Black
Spot
44 reels
Victoria Crost
4 reels
Photoplay
Magazine
Hawk
Film
Corporation
On 18
4 reels
Screen Supplement — One-reel releases, giving
Hii Vindication
5 reels Monster of Fate
• •— reeU
intimate interviews
of all the stars. (Through inI Believe
7 reels
dependent exchanges).
Herald Film Corporation
Dixie Films
Around the World in 80 Days
6 reels
Popular Picture Corporation
Tempest and Sunshine (Evelyn Greely) . . 5 reels
Hiller Si Wilk, Inc.
Corruption
6 reels
Just a Song at Twilight
5 reels
The
Battle
of
Gettysburg
—
reels
Public
Rights
Film
Corporation
The
Wrath
of
the
Gods
(Sessue
Hayakawa).5
reels
Ebony Film Corporation
The Public Be Damned (Charles Richman
A Nitural Born Shooter
1 reel
Historic Features
and Mary(Continued
Fuller)
S reels
Dat Blackhand Waitah Man
1 reel
on page 604)
Christug
8
reeU
Shine Johnion and the Rabbit's Foot 1 reel

January
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Educadunal Film Corp. of Amer.
SCENICS— EDUCATIONAL
Oct. 24. From Studio to Screen.
Oct. 31. A Trip Through Japan, No. 1.
Nov. 7. A Flying Trip Through the Hawaiian
Islands, No. 1.
Nov. Islands,
14. A No.
Flying
2. Trip Through the Hawaian
Nov. 21. Me and My Dog.
Nov. 28. The Chain Gang.
Dec. 5. The Land of Enchantment (Yosemite
Valley).
Dec. 12. Fishing for Fish.
Dec.
19. ABeside
Trip the
Through
Japan,
Dec. 26.
Glimmer
Glass.No. 2.
DITMARS
"LIVING
BOOK
OF NATURE"
Nov. 19. The Animals of Australia.
Nov. 25. The Smaller Monkeys.
Dec. 3. Enemies of the Garden.
Dec. 10. Our Vanishing Game.
Dec. 17. Nature's Weavers.
Dec.
Nature's
Songsters.
Dec. 24.
31. The
Animals
in Midsummer.
Fox Sunshine Comedies
Nov. 11. Roaring Lions and Wedding Bells.. 2 C
Nov. 18. A Milk-Fed Vamp
2 C
Dec. 9. His Smashing Career
2 C
Dec. 23. Damaged — No Goods
2 C
Jan. 6. Shadows of Her Pest
2 C
Jan. 13. Are Married Policemen Safe? 2 C
Feb. 3. Son of a Gun
2 C
General Film Company
BROADWAY STAR FEATURES
(O. HENRY STORIES)
The Hiding of Black Bill (W. L. Rodgers,
Chet Ryan)
2 D
The Jack
Thing's
the Play (Mildred Manning, 2 C D
Crosby)
The Fifth Wheel (W. L. Rodgers, Chet
Ryan, Patricia Palmer)
2 D
ESSANAY
THE Green
BLACKTrailCAT (Virginia
STORIES Valli,
")
The ("Long
Rodney La Rock)
2 D
Don't Lose Your Coat
2 C
Star Dust (Margaret
Clayton)
C-D
GEORGE ADE FABLES
The Fable of the Toilsome Ascent and the
Shining Table Land
2 C
The Fable of the Back Trackers from the
Hot Sidewalks
2 C
ESSANAY COMEDIES (1 reel)
Lunch
1 C
Nut Stuff
1 C
He Loved Her So
1 C
One Night
Next
11 CC
ESSANAY SCENICS
The Great National Industries of Canada.. 1 Sc.
Water Powers of Western Canada
1 Sc.
Through Canada from Coast to Coast 1 Sc.
How Canada and the Farmer Co-operate in
Grain Raising
1 Sc.
Agricultural Opportunities in Western Can- ada 1 Sc.
The Bay of Fundy
1 Sc.
The Biggest Things in the World
1 Sc.
CHAPLIN COMEDIES
By the Sea
1 C
In the Park
1 C
Work
2 C
A Woman
2 C
FALCON FEATURES
His Old-Fashioaed Dad (Daniel Gilfether,
MoUie McConnell)
4 D
ZoUenstein (Vola Vale, Monroe Salisbury) .. 4 D
KALEM
(AMERICAN GIRL SAIS)
SERIES WITH MARIN
The Man Hunt at San Remo
2 D
The Door in the Mountain
2D
Sagebrush Law
2 D
("THE FURTHER ADVENTURES OF
STINGAREE" WITH TRUE BOARDMAN)
Through Fire and Water
2 D
A Bushranger's
Strategy
The
Stranger at Dumcrieff
22 DD
A Champion of the L^iw
2 D
(HAM AND BUD COMEDIES)
The Boot and the Loot
1 C
A Whirlwind of Whiskers
1 C
The
Magnate's
Revenge
11 CC
The Onion
Bath Tub
Bandit
GRANT, POLICE REPORTER SERIES
The
Mystery
of Room 422
ID
A Deal
in Bonds
1D
The Sign of the Scarf
1 D
The Man with the Limp..'. ^
1D

A DAUGHTER OF DARING SERIES
A Race
to the Plot
Drawbridge
The
Munitions
11 DD
The Railroad
Detective'sSmugglers
Danger
The
11 DD
The Deserted Engine
1 D
JAXON FILM CORP.
"A
DAUGHTER
Number
1 OF UNCLE SAM" SERIES
X D
Number 2
1 D
Number 3
1D
JAXON COMEDIES
Breaking In
1 C
Blundering Boobs
1 C
Disappointed Love
1 C
He's
In
Again
How It Worked
11 CC
Their Model Careers
1 C
His Fishy Footsteps
1 C
Out and In (Finn & Haddie)
1 C
"The
Inspector's
11 CC
In Wrong
(Finn Wife
& Haddie)
Anybody's Money
1 C
Her Fatal Shot (Finn & Haddie)..'. 1 C
Marooned
Sherman Was Right
1 C
What Will Happen Next?
1 C
Which Was Lucky?
1 C
JUDGE BROWN STORIES
Bud's Recruit
2 C-D
Chocolate
of the Gang
C-D
The
Lost Lie
22 C-D
The Accusing Toe
2 C-D
SPARKLE COMEDIES
Monkey-Maid-Man
1 C
On the Love Line
1C
The Detective
1 C
Smashing the Plot
1C
After the Matinee
1 C
Double Cross
1C
The Best of a Bad Bargain
1C
JOHNNY AND EMMA RAY COMEDIES
AA Laundry
Peaceful Mix-Up
Flat
11 CC
Cheating His Wife
1 C
A Bathtub Marriage
,
1 C
KLEINE
BICKEL COMEDIES
A Suit (GEORGE
and a Suitor
1 C
Nearly
a
Husband
11 CC
Some Statue
Nearly Statue
a Husband
11 CC
Some
A King of Cooks
1 C
Love, Luck and Loot
1 C
SELIG
Training Our Khaki-Clad Heroes 2 Military
The Angel of Poverty Row
1 D
The Witness
Rustler'sforVindication
21 DD
The
the State
THREE C COMEDIES
Stealing a Sweetheart (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
A Hash House Romance (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
The Hod Carrier's Million (Claude Cooper,
Virginia Tracy Clark, Kenneth Claren- don) 1C
HANOVER FILM COMPANY
Camille
(Helen Maciste
Hesperia)
66 DD
The
Marvelous
PHYSICAL CULTURE PHOTO PLAYS CO.
Physical Culture Magazine (Issued
Monthly)
1 Edc.
PIEDMONT PICTURES CORPORATION
(SELBURN COMEDIES)
Hubby's
21 CC
Too
MuchHoliday
Elephant
Wedding Bells and Lunatics
1 C
His College Proxy
1 C
Bee Comedies
Nov. 1. King
The Hobo
2 reels
Nov. 15. The Pest
2 reels
Dec. 1. The Bandmaster
2 reels
Dec. IS. The Slave
2 reels
Jan. 1. The Stranger
2 reels
SELIG-HOYT COMEDIES
Aug. 6. A Dog in the Manger
2 C
Aug. 20. A Trip to Chinatown
2 C
Sept. 3. A Midnight Bell
2 C
Sept. 17. A Contented Woman
2 C
Metro Pictures Corporation
METRO-DREW COMEDIES
Jan. 7. Their Mutual Motor
1 C
Jan. 14. Why Henry Left Home
1 C
Jan. 21. Their First Love
1 C
Jan. 28. Under the Influence
1 C

Mutual Film Corporation
Monday, December 24, 1917
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly, No. 156 1
Thursday, December 27, 1917
CUB — Jerry's Best Friend (George Ovey)
STRAND (BILLIE RHODES)
Jan. 1. Her Awful Fix..
1
Jan. 8. A Peach and a Pill
1
Jan. 15. Burglars
1
Jan. 22. Their Little Kid
1
Mutual Weekly Issued Every Monday

Top
1 C
reel
reel
reel
reel

Serials
Dec.Death)
3. The Lost Express, No. 12 (Daring
Dec. 10. The Lost Express, No. 13 (The Escape) 2 D
Dec. 17. The Lost Express. No. 14 (Unmasked) 2D
Dec. 24. The Lost Express, No. IS (The
Return of the Lost Express)
2 D
MUTUAL-CHAPLINS
Oct. 29. The Adventurer
2 C
Paramount Pictures Corporation
KLEVER KOMEDIES (Victor Moore).
Dec. 3. Toothaches nad Heartaches 1 C
Dec. 19. The Instalment Plan
1 C
Dec. 31. O. U. Boat
1 C
Jan. 14. Meatless Days and Sleepless Nights. 1 C
Jan. 28. He Got His
1 C
BLACK DIAMOND COMEDIES
Oct. 7. Susie Slips One Over
1C
Oct. 15. Nearly a Baker
1C
Nov. 12. A Society Scrimmage
1 C
ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Oct. 29. Fatty at Coney Island
1 C
Dec. 10. A Country Hero
1 C
Dec. 20. Out West
2 C
BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Dec. 3. Osaka to Nagasaki
1 Trav.
Dec. 10. Canning Time in California 1 Trav.
Dec. 17. In Glacier Park
1 Trav.
Dec.
the Sun
Dec. 24.
31. Going
On theto Farm
Where the Food 1 Trav.
Comes From
1 Trav.
Jan. 7. Sydney, the Antipodean Metropolis. 1 reel
Jan. Australia
14. A Trip to the Jenolan Caves of 1 reel
Jan. 21. Melbourne, the Magnificent 1 reel
Jan. 28. 'Round About Melbourne 1 reel
WHO IS NUMBER ONE? (Serial)
Jan. 7. Episode 11. The Rail Raiders 2 D
Jan. 14. Episode 12. The Show Down
2 D
Jan. 21. Episode 13. Cornered
2 D
Jan. 28. Episode 14. No Surrender
2 D
Feb. 4. Episode 15. The Round-Up 2 D
MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
Dec. 2. An International Sneak
1 C
Dec. 16. That Night
1C
Dec. 30. Taming Target Center
1C
Jan. 13. The Kitchen Lady
2 C
Jan. 27. His Hidden Purpose
2 C
PARAMOUNT-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Jan. 5.er ofTheT-N-T;
New ArtGoodrich
of Dress Dirt
; Destructive
Powand Duke de
Whatanob.
Jan. 12. The Panama Canal; Evolution of the
Dance; Flour from Potatoes.
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
6, 1918Fibre Trap). 2 D
The HiddenSunday,
Hand, January
No. 7 (The
The Tip (Harold Lloyd, Babe Daniels, Harry
Pollard), Rolin
2 C
Picturesque
France; Here
There in Rivers
Keswick,of Cumberland,
Engand
Katzenjammer
Kids,War" DerBibles
Captain's
day "Wednesday,
(Cart.);
(Ed.).. Birth.Split reel
Hearst-Pathe
News, No.January
49, 1918
1 top
January
12, 1918
Hearst-PatheSaturday,
News, No.
5
1 top
Sunday, Jan. 13, 1918
The Hidden Hand, No. 8 (The Slide for Life) 2 D
Argus Pictorial, No. 5
1 Ed.
Our National Park, Yellowstone Park 1 Sc.
The Movie Dummy (Rolin)
2 C
Happy Hooligan (Hearts and Horses) (Cart.)
and My Lady's Furs (Ed.) International Split reel
Wednesday, January 16, 1918
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 6
1 top
Saturday, January 19, 1918
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 7
1 top
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Sunday, January 20, 1918
The Hidden Hand, No. 9 (The Jets ol Flame)2 D
The Balboa
Price of Folly, No. 1 (Phantom Fame), 2D
The Big Idea (Harold Lloyd, Harry Pollard,
Bebe Daniels), Rolin
1 C
Bruges — Before the War, Belgium (colored),
and "In Blossom Time," Educ, Pathe..
Split reel
Katzenjammer Kids " Rub-a-dub-dub " (Cart)
and " Making Linoleum " (Ed), national
InterSplit reel
Wednesday, January 23, 1918
Hearst-PatheSaturday,
News, January
No. 8
1 top
26, 1918
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 9
1 top
Triangle Distributing Corp.
TRIANGLE COMEDIES
Jan. 6. Matrimonial Breaker
1 C
Jan. 6. His Day of Doom
1 C
Jan. 13. A Straight Crook
1 C
Jan. 13. A Marriage Not
1 C
Jan. 20. Their Indian Uncle
1 C
Jan. 20. The Price of His Head
1 C
Jan. 27. A Butler Bust-Up
1 C
Jan. 27. Too Many Husbands
1 C
KEYSTONE RELEASES
Jan. 6. His Hidden Shame (Max Asher,
Dora Rogers, Alice Davenport, Alatia
Morton, Marianne Delatorre) 2 C
Jan. 13. His Punctured Reputation (Wm.
Franey, Dale Fuller, Maude Wayne, Milt
Sims)
2 C
Jan. 20. Dimples and Dangers (Harry Gribbon, Dora Rogers, Frank Bond, Claire
Anderson)
2 C
Jan. 27. Courts and Cab Ants (Peggy Pearce,
Baldy Belmont, Marianne Delatorre, Max
Asher)
2 C
Universal Film Company
Monday, January 14, 1918
NESTOR— Maimed in a Hospital (Dave
Morris, Max Asher, Gladys Tennyson) ... 1 C
Wednesday, January 16, 1918
L-KO
— Home RunANIMATED
Ambrose (Mack
Swain).. 2 C
UNIVERSAL
WEEKLY—
Weekly No. 7.
Saturday, January 19, 1918
UNIVERSAL
No. 54. SCREEN MAGAZINE— Issue
UNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS— Issue
No. 36 (Shipping date, January 12).
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— The Fugitives (Fourteenth Episode of " The Red Ace "' 2D
Serial)
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— Hidden Hands
(Eighth Episode of " The Mystery Ship " 2D
Serial)
Monday, January 21, 1918
NESTOR—Wednesday,
Who's to Blame
2 C
January 23, 1918
L-KO— Ashcan Alley
2 C
UNIVERSAL
ANIMATED WEEKLY, No.
8.
Saturday, January 26, 1918
UNIVERSAL
SCREEN MAGAZINE, Issue
No. S.
UNIVERSAL
CURRENT EVENTS— Issue
No. 27.
(Shipping date January 19)
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL — Hell's Riders
(Thiteenth Episode of " The Red Ace " 2D
Serial)
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— The Black Masks
(Ninth Episode of " The Mystery Shop " 2D
Serial)
Monday, January 28, 1918
NESTOR — Vamping the Vamp (Harry Mann,
Kathleen
O'Connor)
1 C
Wednesday,
January 30, 1918
L-KOBobby
— Barbarous
Plots
(Hughie
Mack,
Dunn)
2 C
UNIVERSAL
ANIMATED WEEKLY—
Weekly No. 9.
Saturday, February 2, 1918
UNIVERSAL
SCREEN MAGAZINE— Issue
No. 6.
UNIVERSAL
CURRENT
EVENTS — Issue
No. 38.
(Shipping date, January 26)
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— Virginia's Triumph
(Final Episode
of " TheTheRedRescue
Ace " (Tenth
Serial)2 D
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL—
Episode of "The Nature
Mystery Studies
Ship" Serial).
SPECIAI^Finley
No. 3 2 D
(Bears of the Yellowstone; The Long
White Trail) Sc
Split reel
Vitagrapli
BOBBY CONNELLY SERIES
Nov. 5. Bobby to the Rescue.
Nov.
Country
Adventure.
Nov. 12.
19. Bobby's
Bobby Takes
a Wife.
Nov. 26. Bobby the Magician.
THE FIGHTING TRAIL SERIES
Dec. 3. Epi. 13. The Water Trap 2 parts
Dec. 10. Epi. 14. The Trestle of Hororr8.2 parts
Dec. 17. Epi. BIG
15. OutV COMEDIES
of the Flame 2 parts
Jan. 7. Sleuths and Surprises.
Jan. 14. Peanuts and Politics.
VITAGRAPH COMEDIES
Jan. 7. A Little Quija Work.
Jan. 14. Seeking An Oversoul.

Motion
VENGEANCE AND THE WOMAN (Serial)
Dec. can,
24. The
(First Episode) (Wm. WunCarolOath
Holloway).
Dec. 31. Loaded Dice (Second Episode).
Jan. 7. The Unsealed Peak (Third Episode).
Jan. 14. The Signaling Cipher (Fourth Episode).
jan. sode).
21. The Plunge of Destruction (Fifth EpiJan. 28. The Lure of Hate (Sixth Episode).
Favorite Film Features
Jan. 7. The Trap
2 D
Jan. 7. A Change in Baggage Checks 1 C
Jan. 14. Under the Daisies
2 D
Jan. 14. A Model Young Man
1 C
Jan. 21. The Next Generation
2 D
Jan. 21. And His Wife Came Back
1 C

I EXHIBITORS'

Fief ii r c N c zv s

PERSONALS

CALIFORNIA.
the management
of Lef-at
iiiigwell and— Under
Haggerty,
the Auditorium,
San Pedro, was opened a week ago to capacity business. C. II. angley, of San Francisco, has acquired the ownership of the T.
&a theatre
D. Theatre
at Hanford. He also operates
at Taft.
ILLINOIS. — Robert Kennedy, the new owner of
the Court theatre, Pekiii, has moved his family liere,
and playhouse.
already assumed active management of the
INDIANA. — The Isis theatre, at Winamac, has
been leased by the proprietor, I. D. Howard,
to Band Director R. F. Wetzel, who took
personal charge on the first of the year.
IOWA.
— Fred Wasson has rented the Opera
RELEASES IN THE
House at Montezuma, and will instal a motion picture outfit.
INDEPENDENT FIELD
J.tre F.
Benton has leased the Crystal thea(Continued from page 602)
at Monravia.
KENTUCKY.—
Will Taylor
new manager
of the Princess
theatre,is the
Mayfield,
having
Renowned Pictures Corporation
recently succeeded W. F. Grau.
The Public Defender
6 reels
Naked Hands
5 reels
■ J. ture
F. theatre
Smithat has
purchased the motion picGermania.
Weavers of Life
6 reels
Frank
Stegge
has
Souls Redeemed
6 reels
atre at Pocahontas. leased the Princess theMother Love and the Law
7 reels
F.
F. Beers has purchased the Majestic
In
Treason's
Grasp
57 reels
theatre at Elkader.
Should
She Obey?
reels
J. C. Tharp has sold his interest in the
Star theatre at Milo.
Selig Special
A. H.chasedBlank,
Des Moines,
has purBewar. of Strangers
7 reels
the Strandot theatre
at Marshalltown
The Ne'er-Do-Well
8 reels
from
Ingledue
and
Jenson.
The Garden of Allah (Selig)
10 reels
Harry Musselman, manager of the AudiWho Shall Take My Life?
— reels
torium, at Osceola, has purchased the Strand
theatre there.
Frank J. Seng
NEBRASKA.
— Fred Retzmas has purchased the
Parentage
7 reels
Orpheum theatre at Red Cloud.
Earl
Blacketer
has sold the Crystal theaSherman Eliot, Inc.
tre at Ulysses to C. M. Hagen.
The Crisis
10 reels
W. atreH.at West
AgnewPoint.
has purchased the Ideal theE. Novak has sold his theatre at Brainerd
Sherman Pictures Corporation
I Believe
7 reels
to John Oak
Rech. has bought the picture theatre
The Land of the Rising Sun
at Seth
Oakland from
P. Kace.
Julius Steger
NEWpicture
YORK.
— Poughkeepsie's
uptownhas motion
house,
the
Vassar theatre,
closed
Redemption
6 reels
its doors until repairs can be mad,e to the
building.
Leonard
William
Lee,
manager
Sterling Pictures Corporation
of the house, has decided to shut the house
o' theAppeal
Sea (Jean
.... 6S parts
parts
until it can be put into condition to accomAPegMute
(Jean Sothern
Sothern feature)
feature)...
modate the large patronage which he has
The Lash of Destiny (Gertrude McCoy
built up. Backing the enterprise are Mr.
feature)
5 parts
Deubriel
and Mr. Wagner, of New York.
Her Good Name (Jean Sothern feature).. 5 parts
Mr. Lee said the theatre would be greatly
improved
and
ready for a far larger patronage
Rosie
O'Grady
(Viola
Dana
feature)
5
parts
The Cloud (Jean Sothern feature) 5 parts
if it should be opened again.
The God of Little Children (Alma Hanlon
OHIO.
—
Through
the business investment office
feature)
5 parts
of S. W. Manhein & Co., Garfield BuildAPride
Mother's
Ordeal
(Jean
Sothern
feature)
5
parts
ing,
Cleveland,
the Bolster-Lefkowitz
Comand the Devil (Alma Hanlon feature) 6 parts
pany, operators
Wonderland
Miss Deception (Jean Sothern feature)... 5 parts
1714 East
Ninthof the
street,
and the theatre,
Gaiety
Amusement Company, owners of the (iaiety
The
that Failed
(Alma (Alma
Hanlon Hanlon
f'ture)5 parts
Great LawBradley
Mystery
theatre, 1746 East Nintli street, have purfeature)
5 parts
chased the unexpired lease of the Bronx
The Mystic Hour (Alma Hanlon feature). 6 parts
Amusement
Company, operators of the
When You and I Were Young (Alma
Bronx
theatre, 1770 East Ninth street.
Hanlon feature)
5 parts
Consideration
in the deal was reported to be
The Golden God (Alma Hanlon feature).. 5 parts
about $10,000.
She Was a Dangerous
Girl (Cartoon
The
three
theatres
will be operated under
comedy)
500 ft.
one management.
Zippy the Fireman (Cartoon comedy) .... 500 ft. PENNSYLVANIA. — The two-story moving picZippy in a Sanatorium (Cartoon comedy). 500 ft.
ture theatres 1205 and 1209 North Fifty-secZippy Buys a Pet Pup (Cartoon comedy). 500 ft.
ond .street, and at Fifty-third street and LansSlick and Tricky (Cartoon comedy) 500 ft.
downe avenue, Philadelphia, have been sold.
DoctorOldBunny's
Zoo (Cartoon
... 500
■The one on Fifty-second street was bought
The
Forty-Niner
(Cartoon comedy)
comedy)..
500 ft.
ft.
by Samuel Segall from Francis J. Loughran
Mr. Coon (Cartoon comedy)
500 ft.
through Jay Emanuel tor a nominal sum,
Mose Is Cured (Cartoon comedy) 500 ft.
subject to a mortgage of $26,500, while that
Zippy's Insurance (Cartoon comedy) 500 ft.
at Fifty-third street and Lansdowne avenue,
Zippy'sUnknown
Pets (Cartoon
500 ft.
ft.
was conveyed
to Emanuel
The
(Cartoon comedy)
comedy) 500
nominal
sum andby a Segall
mortgage
ot $15,500.for a
The
first
mentioned,
on
a
lot 48 by 101
Moe Streimer
feet, is assessed at $30,000, while the second,
72 feet 3 inches, on Lansdowne avenue, by
A Daughter of the Don
10 reels
172 feet 11J4 inches, with a frontage of 51
feet 3 inches on Warren street, is assessed at
Submarine Film Corporation
The Submarine Eye
7 reels
$25,000 in the name of Robert Hamilton.
J. Weinbert has purchased the Orpheum
theatre in the Squirrel Hill District from the
W. H. Productions Co.
Rex Amusement Company.
William S. Hart as Two Gun Man in " The
The Lyric theatre, at Horelville, has been
Bargain "
6 reels
purchased by Joseph Gottdener.
William S. Hart in " The Bandit and the
Fred Barth has purchased Elite theatre on
Preacher "
5 reels
Federal street, Pittsburgh. It has been thorWilliam S. Hart in " The Hell Hound of
oughly remodeled and is now very attractive.
Alaska "
5 reels
■The Garden theatre ,at Johnstown, is now
Also Series of two-reel W. H. Hart productions.
being extensively remodeled, and will soon
be reopened
the name
of the and
ParkKelly.
theatre. It has under
been issued
by Sherer
Films(Peggy
Corporation
'
The
Rex
theatre,
at
Uniontown,
is
to
be
TheWliolesome
Penny
Philanthropist
O'Neil
and
Ralph Morgan), D
5
modeled and enlarged in the near future. reCinderella and the Magic Slipper (Special ChilTEXAS.— J. T. Hatch has purchased the Rlutual
theatre, at Kaufman, Irom J. A. Boggs and
dren's Cast), Juv
4
His feet.
Awful
C. Downfall (Rex Adams), 1,000
of Abiline, has purchased the
Son.B. S. Adams,
Little Red Riding Hood (Juvenile), 4,000 feet.
Mission
theatre from J. E. Ilamlett, and
traded
a
half
interest
in it to Robb and RowWorld Pictures
Icy for a half interest in the Queen. Mr.
Over Here
5 reels
Adams will be the manager.
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MOTIOGRAPH

DE

LUXE

PROJECTOR

Equipped
veniences.

with

all modern

con-

One-sixth horse power motor, mechanical speed control, Gundlach or
Marlux Lens, Magazine to hold
3000 ft. of film, outside shutter, large
and well ventilated lamp house and
other conveniences that will help
your operator give superb projection.

When you buy your next projector
check up the MOTIOGRAPH
DE
LUXE.
IT WILL BE THE MACHINE
YOU WILL SELECT.

$375.00

F. 0. B. CHICAGO

Write for literature
ENTERPRISE

OPTICAL

MFG. CO.

564-572 W. Randolph St., Chicago, lU.
WESTERN OFFICE:
833 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.
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Thompson

Carbon

ADVERTiSlN<;
FURNISHED

HOOKED FROM

These cuts half of original width — one-sixth height.
YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT ONE—
A new wonderful system, making mistakes impossible. A
triple check on everything pertaining to your theatre. Every
feature and department of your business posted and balanced
separately or collectively up to date.
Price prepaid anywhere in United States, $1.00; Canada, $1.26.
Bank draft, express or postal money order must accompany order.

Economizers

Thompson Reducer Clamp
Thompson
reducer clamp
and economizerbons.for copper-coated
or silver-tip
Suitable for any small
carbonscar-in
sizes
from
H
Inch
to
%
Inch
in
diameter
35c.
and win fit in any arc lamp. Price
each,

Thompson carbon economizers pay
for themselves In a very short time.
Save and burn the carbon stubs Instead of throwing: them away. Also
saves your arc lamp or burner.
No. carbons.
1 suitable for %-lnch and %Inch
No.
for each,
%-lnch$1.00.
carbons.
Prices2 suitable
either size,
Made to fit any arc lamp, extra
heavy, and will last Indefinitely.

Beautify

Your

REMARKS

THOMPSON
SPECIALTY COMPANY
SO West Seventh St.. St. Paul. Minn.

BE

Theatre

A

PERCENTAGE

EXHIBITOR!

Figure the needs of your patrons on a
percentage basis. They will figure on
you in turn for their entertainment.
Comfortable seats are rated as 25% of
your needs.

OUR

OPERA
CHAIRS

Give your theatre
from the commonplace.
away Character,
Get
n.AtDlHtluctlo
mogpherc,
A Bergcr Stoel Celling will do It^— Strong arch, cornice,
beam and wall effectH can Im; eaKlly produced at reaBonable
coHt, wlillp the br'autlful detail and Hliarp rcllefB of the
celling ItHfif, will give added Character and Distinction.
Incldeiitallv
you obtain
Ure rcBlHtance and freedom from the
danger
of /ailing
plaster.
May
tell youDept.
moreU.about
these artlHtlcally designed celliDgH. weAddreBK
M. .N.
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The Berger Mfg. Co., Canton, Ohio
Uran'li'h
Hostoij.MinneapollH,
.New York, Han
I'lilladelphla,
/gv
go, Ht. :lyOUlK,
FranclHco. Chlca- vR/
ExDort Dept.: Berger Bldg., New York City,
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GIVE
The desired percentage of perfection and comfort. We have high quality and low prices.
Quick shipment of many styles. Our Service
Department open to you.
Write for Catalogue N.
STEEL

FURNITURE

1475 Buchanan Avenue, S. W.

Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers

CO.

Grand Rapids, Mich.
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OF MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS1

Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture
industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments
in the mechanical &nd scientific field; projection helps, inventions and suggestions ; camera devices analyzed and
commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature
pictures ; improvements and innovations in the building and
furnishing field.
No charge is made in these departments for answering
questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited.
E. Kendall Gillett
Editor
Alfred S. Cory
••
Technical Editor
Passing

an

Idea

\
|
|
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\
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\
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a J 1 0NESTY among thieves " is said to be one of
I I the fundamental rules in that trade. No matter
p:
how crooked a man of the profession may be
with the populace, when he strikes one of his own kind
he is warmed with ethical ideas and radiates honesty. It
may be because the " pal " has " soniething on him " and
he knows that a misstep means " ruin." There is no doubt
that exhibitors and operators feel like outsiders and do
not know whom to trust and therefore go without many
things which could be sold to them and which they need
were the offerings made honestly.
" Exploiting the exhibitor " is a common phrase — it is
an acknowledged fact. They are the people who allow
dealers and exchanges to make a profit. Who is treating
them squarely and who is not is a hard matter to decide,
for in the main it depends upon the standards of the man
in charge of making the particular sale in the locality.
My attention has been called lately to certain exchange
conditions where exhibitors sign a contract for a certain film, subject to acceptance at the home office. The
salesman goes around the corner — flourishes the contract in the face of another exhibitor and finally convinces
him that he should pay more than his • competitor. This
is not a method which tends to stabilize film rentals or the
industry.
Do we blame the salesman for getting all he can for his
goods ? No, but it must be done honestly and not through
an " acceptance " look hole. If he allows the exhibitor
to sign the contract it should stand, as he should be considered the authorized agent of the company and he
should not be allowed by the company to show this contract to a competitor of the man who has honestly signed
for the film.
This bartering shakes any feeling of confidence which
the exhibitor may have had in the exchange or in any
other man selling him goods. He has been " exploited "
again and his feeling of distrust is deepened. He says no
one in the industry is honest. If it were possible to judge
all by this experience he would be correct, but we are glad
to say that all salesmen are not as crooked as this illustra-

tion might lead one to believe. They are graded from
this up to those who sell a man for as much as the law will
allow — sign him up and then deliver the goods.
Some of the equipment people are just as bad except
that they do not even trust each other. Their code of
ethics is different . again, for not only do they want to
" exploit " the exhibitor but actually cut each other's
throat, often, however, to the benefit of the exhibitor.
The manufacturer himself is also in a bad way. One
once told me, " Well I can afford to sell at this cheap rate
better than
(naming a competitor) as my credit
will hold out longer than his." All the time these two
companies were covering the country with apparatus at
next to no profit and killing off prospects which should
have meant good returns to both, had the prices been at
a figure comparable with the increasing costs of raw material and increasing salaries in their sales organizations.
They authorize their salesmen to sell at one discount to
one man and another discount to another. Suspicion is
again aroused and once more the purchaser does not
know where he stands.
Our attention has been called to people who circularize
the exhibitors and make statements and promises on which
they can not make good. They say we sell certain commodities which will do certain definite things which
standard and tested goods will do, but when delivery is
made it is found that these commodities are not as represented. When the reason for the purchase is sought, it
is found that it was because the sale was made at a price
a few cents or dollars less than the price of the reputable
goods the quality of which is known — " A penny wise and
a pound foolish." Here is where Mr. Exhibitor " exploited "himself.
buy goods
quality
which is
known or Hethe should
manufacturer
of the
which
has ofa
reputation for honest production. Merchandise described
as " just as good as " seldom stands the test, and goods
bought on this basis were never satisfactory.
The honest, hardworking, conscientious exhibitor is
often " exploited " most innocently for he buys something
at list price which is a greater price than his " shoestring "competitor pays and he does not receive the service guarantee which should accompany the goods. One
machine dealer told me that to meet competition he
would have to sell a new machine at a profit represented
by his cash discount, and at that would have had to accept time payment. This sale would have meant financing
a " shoe-string " competitor to some high class exhibitor.
This in itself would have been bad business but worse yet
is the fact that it creates the suspicion that all dealers
are dishonest because of the price difference which is
shown and the absolutely unfair credit allowance.
All these things have shaken the faith of the exhibitor.
He does not know where to buy or what to buy for he
feels that whatever he does will prove to be wrong. Yet
there are honest salesmen and organizations in the industry who will give square deals to those who are buying
goods. The prospective purchaser should write direct to
the headquarters of the reputable manufacturer or exchange or deal with those having actual authority to close
a deal. We stand ready at all times to help in this, for
it is our aim to do all in our power to help our stibscribers
and any others who purchase goods on which we have or
can obtain information. We go further, doing all in our
power to see to it that our advertisers are honest in every
way, both in their advertising claims and in their goods.
We want to be informed if this is not the case as we do
not wish in any way to be a party, even inadvertently, to
this " exploiting " of exhibitors. We even go so far as
to ask that you request our cooperation and help.
E. K. Gillett.
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General Electric Introduces New Compensarc
To take advantage ol the fact that the direct cunciit arc is
much more efficient lor projection than the alternating current arc, the General Electric Company has developed a new type
of A. C. to D. C. Compensarc (motor generator). This A. C.
to D. C. Compensarc as suggested by the name is designed to
operate on an alternating current supply and furnish direct current to the projection arc lamp. It does this at an exceptionally
high efficiency as it requires no steadying resistance in the circuit
and gives an unusually quiet and steady arc, assuring a brigin
picture.

N ezv s

Complete equipment includes the Compensarc, a steel cabinet
type control panel and two short-circuiting switches {one for
each projcciion lamp). The 50 and 70 ampere outfits have in addition astarting compensator. The control panel has an ammeter
and generator field rheostat, which is enclosed within the cabinet,
while the control handle comes through to the front of the panel
just below the ammeter where it is most handy for the operator
to reach in controlling the current delivered to the projection
lamp. The control for close regulation of the current at the arc
is obtained by this generator field rheostat.
The ammeter, field rheostat and all wiring are mounted on the
front wall of the cabinet. This front is remo^•able to facilitate
wall mounting of the cabinet. The wiring maj- be brought in
at either the top or the bottom through the knock outs provided.
Wilkes-Barre Sends Unique Photo
Fred J. Alles, Wilkes-Barre, Pa., our good friend and a
staunch supporter of the N. A. M. L., writes :
"Just a few lines to let you know that I am slill on the map
and still chief operator at the Orpheum theatre.
" You said you wanted the operators to send in photos of their
outfits so here you are, and now let's see this photo in the next
issue of the News. This photo shows a Powers 6 A running, and
is what I call a good picture. It was a time exposure, the camera
used being a No. 3 Brownie.
" Let's see photos of some of the other fellows' outfits in the
Projection columns of the Motion Picture News."

i

G. E. Series Type Compensarc
This new design, known as the Series Type, because the two
projection lamps are connected in series to the Compensarc while
changing over the projection from one machine to the other, is
the acme of simplicity as regards operation and therefore can
be handled easily by the operator. It is built in three standard
sizes, 35. 50 and 70 amperes for use on any standard A. C. circuit.

Co-lrol Parcl

Comment: We are pleased to reproduce the photo of one
ol Mr. Alles' machines in operation, as the same will prove quite
interesting to most readers. It is quite a difficult matter to photograph the passage of the light rays from so brilliant a source
as the electric arc without encountering excessive halation, such
as may be noted surrounding the aperture plate of the projector
in Mr. Alles' photo. It will, however, be readily apparent that
the passage of the light from condensers to aperture is well shown
by reason of the fact that the room beyond the light beam was
suitably darkened.
When one attempts to photograph the passage of the light rays
through the projector optical system he must be content to record
the light rays only, if a thoroughly instructive picture is desired.
By this we mean that if sufficient exposure is given to reproduce
the details of the mechanism, the representation of the light rays
is severely over-exposed. Halation may be greatly reduced in this
class of photography by the use of double-coated plates, while
the so-called " non-reversible" or hydrazine plates are also able
to cope with such extremes in exposure.
We will be glad to publish photos of our operator readers' machine outfits at any time, as it is by studying these photos that
the operators gain ideas concerning operating-room design and
the location and installation of equipment.

January
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Omaha

Still the Seat of Film Mutilation by
Exchanges
Mr. J. R., Sioux City, Iowa, a member of the N. A. M.
L., writes : " I am enclosing punch hole trade brands cut out of
two Universal stories. The eleven large-lettered clippings were
cut out from Parts One and Two — First Episode — of the serial
' The Mystery Ship.' The seven clippings showing dotted numbers were cut out of a two-reel L KO comedy, ' Deep Seas and
Desperate Deeds.'
" We are getting this service from the Omaha exchange and we
have several times called the attention of the exchange manager
to the fact that exhibitors do not feature punch marks to their
patrons, and that some employe at the exchange is butchering
some of the best scenes in their most valuable features, but*friend
manager doesn't seem to pay any attention to any communications
which contain ' kicks,' or complaints, even when samples are enclosed. So I determined to request your co-operation in seeing
to it that this exchange wakes up to the fact that there are a few
operators who are interested in real projection and want at least
some backing on the part of the management of the film exchange furnishing the service they run. We all try hard to keep
the punch mark evil in some state of control, and here an exchange
sends out a punch hole brand which makes the ' hick ' operators'
private punch marks look small in comparison. Is it any wonder
real friends of good pictures get discouraged?"
Comment: It is not so long ago, as readers of the Projection Department will recall, that we published a complaint
regarding the manner in which a prominent Omaha exchange defaced new and valuable films by excessive and ridiculously foolish
use of a stencil device, and the letter reproduced above would seem
to indicate that this is a regular practice in that city.
It appears that the exchange managers, or mismanagers, in that
vicinity are of the opinion that if a reel of film is mutilated in
six or eight places by^ cutting large and unsightly letters and
numbers through the film it will be easy to recover the same in
case of theft. This practice of stencilling a series of identification numbers at numerous places throughout a reel of film is
small protection against theft, to say the least, for as we have
previously pointed out, these marks could be as easily removed
by a film thief as by progressive operators, such as the members
of the National Anti-Misframe League.
Coming now to the facts of the present case, the Omaha Universal exchange apparently possesses two kinds of stencil cutting
devices. One produces the customary numerals formed of circular
performations, but the other one cuts large solid numbers and
letters from the film, and the large number of clippings forwarded
by our correspondent shows series of as many as eight of these
large and unsightly letters stencilled in succession at various
places throughout the reel. Some of these identification numbers appear right in the middle of prominent scenes in the film,
while others have been cut through titles, and the effect of these
large stencilled letters when projected on the screen can well be
imagined.
When we add to the stencilling annoyance the fact that these
Omaha exchange mismanagers, have not the necessarj' fortitude
or courtesy to reply to the letters of complaint from their customers, itis apparent that the presence of numerous N. A. M. L.
members in the Omaha territory is a fortunate circumstance, because the League members are conscientiously repairing, to the
best of their ability, the unwarranted injury which films receive
from the exchanges that own them.
We have written to the manager of the exchange above referred to, setting forth conditions in a manner similar to our
remarks here, and we have extended Mr. Manager the use of
these columns for the presentation of his reph".
Victor Animatograph Issues Attractive Catalog
WE have just received from the Victor Animatograph Co.,
Davenport, Iowa, a copy of their latest catalog descriptive
of the Model 2 Victor Animatograph, which, as is generally
known, is a most excellent and serviceable, portable, projecting
machine.
The introduction to the catalog states that the reader's time
will not be taken up with a boastful, florid description, but the
well prepared illustrations and pointed text serve to thoroughly
outline the various features of the Animatograph projector.

Quadruple

Projection

with Powers

Camera-

a Christmas party givengraph
by the Kansas City Star, the Paramount fairy-tale " Seven Swans," featuring Marguerite
Clark, was presented in quadruplicate on a four-sided screen.
There were three performances on Saturday and Sunday, December 29 and 30 respectively ; and despite the absence of the
star. Miss Clark, the immense Convention Hall was packed to
capacity at each performance.

AT

Quadruple Projection at Convention Hall, Kansas City
Eight Powers 6B Cameragraphs were utilized in projecting
feature on the four-sided screen, and the installation, shown
the accompanying cut, was supervised by Mr. Wm. W. Lewis
the Nicholas Power Company.
This novel feature was presented without a hitch and
synchronizing was so perfect as to be practically simultaneous.

the
in
of
the

A^. A. M. F. L. Member Displays a League Slide
Glen Woodbury, Pomeroy, Iowa, writes: " I am here again
shooting pictures at the same old sheet after a month's trip
through the ' wild and wooly.'
" On the whole I found operating conditions fair in the West.
Powers machines are largely used, in conjunction with rectifiers.
" I have just read the article about putting vaseline in the
[Powers] intermittent casing. I don't believe that will work in
cold weather, as the operator that was working here while I was
away did that and his machine bound up on him. Luckily I just
arrived that night and got the machine running. I had to remove
the cover [of the intermittent casing] and clean it out with
kerosene.
" I always use the Powers oil in the intermittent and it has
always proven satisfactory.
" The National Anti-AIisf rame League Slide which I recently
had made cost me only $1.25, and I think all members should get
one.
" Hoping the coming year will bring even greater success to
theComment:
League, I am
films." cold at present preIn yours
view for
of better
the extreme
vailing in the vicinity of New York City we can see ej^e to eye
with the correspondent's contention that a Powers intermittent
casing packed with vaseline would be likely, in cold weather, to
freeze up and bind the machine.
It is, nevertheless, a fact that many competent operators and
expert repair men use vaseline or other heavy lubricants, such
as Albany grease, for packing the Powers intermittent. It would
be a severe inconvenience to have this packing freeze up over
night, thus putting the machines temporarily out of operation,
but leaving the vagaries of extremely cold weather out of consideration, the use of heavy lubricant on the Powers intermittent
is conducive to noiseless operation and steady pictures, according
to our observations. There is, on the other hand, no question
but what the lubricant recommended bj- the Powers Company is
an excellent and suitable article for use with their projector.
The correspondent has enclosed a rough pencil sketch of his
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League
bears :the League emblem, the member's number, andslide,
readswhich
as follows
THIS MACHINE IS OPERATED BY
A MEMBER
OF THE N. A. M. F. L.
'•BOOSTERS FOR
BETTER
PROJECTION."
W hile we are not able to reproduce the exact design of the
correspondent's League slide, the displaying of such a slide would
be a matter of pride with all League members, and some members might like to possess a neat and attractive slide. We shall
therefore endeavor to present in an early issue a printed design
for displaying a slide to be used by members of the N. A. M. F. L.
This can be copied by any photographically inclined member with
his camera, or may be submitted to a professional slide maker
for use as a pattern.

Murray

Motion

«

Hill

Trade
School
Has
Class in
Operating
Mr. Frederick Zametkin, New York City, writes:
" New York City
justly famous for many things, among
them its initiative, toiswit:
its part in the great patriotic drive,
nor is it slow in regard to matters more permanent than war
issues.

"The City, through its Board of Education, aims to make of
motion picture operating a profession, not merely a trade. Realizing that the public and the school children are safer and receive
the benefits of a more careful education at the hands and brain
of a properly trained motion picture operator, it has opened for
the trade a motion picture operating class at the I^Iurray Hill
Evening High School, 237 East 37th street. New York City. To
achieve these high aims the class has been opened for those in
the theatrical or exhibiting profession only.
'■ I believe that this school, which demands no fee for its efforts,
should prove a valuable
asset in the development of the safe,
sane and artistic in the profession."
Comment: In the past the motion picture business has been
responsible for one of the severest impositions upon a gullible
public, in the form of the so-called schools of motion picture
operating, where, for a fee depending upon the susceptibilities
of each individual pupil, an attempt has been made to enable
students to pass the New York City examination for a projection machine operator's license. Inasmuch as the class in operating at the Murray Hill High School charges no fee for the
instruction given it does not belong in the usual category of
operators' schools.
Concerning the sort of instruction given at the Murray Hill
School, it would seem, however, that the conventional curriculum
of previous operators' schools is still being followed. The prospectus outlines the course as " motion picture operating and electricity incidental thereto; preparing for license examination."
We like the correspondents' declaration that the school "aims
to make of motion picture operating a profession and not a trade."
and we may therefore be permitted to comment briefly upon the
proposition of school instruction versus practical apprenticeship
as applied to the profession of motion picture operating. In all
schools and classes so far promoted for this purpose, everything
has been made subservient to the electrical instruction, and it
has ever been the aim of the schools and the instructors to gauge
the requirements of the license examiners, and to impart information which would enable the pupils to pass this examination, no
matter how deficient they might be in the practical manipulation
and maintenance of a projecting machine.
This is a fundamentally mistaken basis upon which to conduct
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a course of instruction in practical operating, and is the principal reason for our consistent opposition to the operator schools.
The fact that the municipal authorities exalt the importance
of the electrical end of motion picture operating is no sound
reason why electrical considerations should be considered fundamental in a course of instruction, while such basically important
considerations as the mechanics and optics of projection are only
treated perfunctorily. It is, indeed, a capital mistake to make
the practical manipulation of motion picture apparatus subservient
to the electrical requirements of the license examiners, and the
most evident shortcoming of all operator schools is the lack of
apparatus and facilities for a rigorous training in the practical
manipulation of projection apparatus.
There is no doubt whatever that motion picture operating enjoys
the status of a profession, in the case of some thoroughly experienced, conscientious students, but the process of training skilled
operators partakes also of the nature of a trade, i. e., the correct
handling of a projector and its complementary appliances is in
no way as well learned as in the operating-room of a theatre
under the supervision of an efficient and thoroughly experienced
operator. Such apprenticeship, if one may use the term, is a
vital factor in the education of an operator. It has also to be
pointed out that the whole process of motion picture projection
is based upon the science of optics, so that a knowledge of optical
principles
is a necessary
part ofofprojection
a " professional
" operator's
mental
equipment.
The optics
have been
strangely
neglected
operators'
schools,
but when
the importance
this
branch of bythethesubject
becomes
evident
we premiseof that
improved optical systems in motion picture projectors will eventually permit of satisfactory screen brilliancies at one half to
one third of the present day electrical current requirements. This
will clearly be a triumph of optics over electricity as regards
motion picture projection and this prophecy is deserving of consideration.
On the mechanical side improvements are also in store, but
some of the most desirable innovations in projector design are
denied introduction into eevry day use by reason of the deficiency
of the average operator along the line of practical knowledge of
the capabilities of his mechanism. In confirmation of this statement we have only to point out the statements of prominent
makers of projecting machines that they could put fast intermittent movements upon the market, but they refrain from doing
so because it would mean untold damage to films in the hands
of the average operator. We consider the machine manufacturers' point well taken, because observation confirms their opinion
that many operators are totally lacking in the knowledge of how
to properly adjust their mechanisms.
It has been our aim in the foregoing to outline the deficiencies
of previous operator schools, and to emphasize the importance
of practical handling of projecting machines as a necessary adjunct
to instruction in this subject. If operating is to be recognized
as a profession the optics and mechanics of the subject must also
be comprehended, and we trust that these phases of the subject
are destined to receive recognition by our correspondent in conducting his classes.
Mutual

Screen Telegram Offers Opportunity
Cameramen

to

THE

Screen Telegram, Mutual's latest innovation in the form
of a twice-a-week, two-reel news pictorial, offers a ripe opportunity for all free-lance cameramen throughout the country.
Cameramen who can produce pictures of the quality which Mutual desires will be handsomely remunerated for acceptable contributions to the Screen Telegram, and upon application to
Mutual's Chicago office all interested parties will receive informatipn which should fit them to reap the advantage of this new
market.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
«
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National Anti-Misframe League
Pledge
A S a motion picture operator who has the interest of his pro■** fession at heart and is willing to assist in eliminating some
of the evils practised in the operating-room, I promise that I
will to the best of my ability return films to the exchange in
first-class condition. Furthermore, I will when it becomes necessary remedy all misframes, bad patches, etc., that may be in the
film zvhich I receive and in this way co-operate with my brother
operators and give greater pleasure to those who make up the
motion picture audience by showing films that are free from
such defects. I also promise that I will not make punch marks
in film, and when film is received by me, with punch holes, I will
notify the exchange to that effect so that they may use their
efforts to correct this evil.

Roll of Honor
L. A. Young
Hartford, Conn.
A. W. Landmesser
Hartford, Conn.
W. L. Swartz
Des Moines, la.
Clififord Calvin
Ravenna, O.
Otto Leym
Lansing, Mich.
O. Domell
Lansing, Mich.
M. J. Haskin
Lansing, Mich.
J. Walter Brandon
Paola, Kans.
Sistu Devol
Scranton, Pa.
Earl A. Smith
Mattoon, 111.
Wesley Trout
Oklahoma City, Okla.
J. M. Leaverton
Chicago, 111.
E. A. Meester
Ellsworth, Minn.
D. J. McCarron
Ellsworth, Minn.
J. Garland Haley
Charleston, W. Va.
Walter McGraner
Keystone, W. Va.

Total Membership to Date

|
|
|
=
1
|
|
|
|
i
|
e
|
|
i
|
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Notice! Anti-Misframe League Members
Membership cards are now ready and are being sent out as fast
as possible. There are a number of operators, however, who have
neglected to send in the desired information. If you will fill out
the blank and mail to this office, button and membership card will
be forwarded.
Member's name
Home address
Name of theatre where employed
'.
Address of theatre and name of manager

Exchangemen Join N. A. M. L.
THAT the improvement in the condition of film due to the activities of the National Anti-Misframe League and its members is of a tangible nature is well shown by the increasing recognition of the League and its purposes by the various exchanges
throughout the country.
We are pleased to draw attention to two progressive exchangemen who have become members of the National Anti-Misframe
League, and^ whose names will be noted on the Roll of Honor.
These gentlemen are, Mr. Wesley Trout, manager. Peerless Feature Attractions, Oklahoma City, Okla., and Mr. J. M. Leaverton,
president Lea-Bell Co., Chicago.
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Chapters on Photographic Optics — //
WE have seen in the previous installment how the contour of
a light wave {or ■wave-front) passing through a positive
lens is so altered that it can converge to a focus — thus forming
a real image — but our consideration of the subject is in no wise
complete until we have investigated the ultimate reception of the
wave-fronts at the focal-plane, because the wave-theorj' of light
sets a limit upon the perfection of performance of any optical
instrument which operates with light waves.
It is well known to all serious students of optics that a luminous
point of any object being photographed or observed through an
optical instrument can never be reproduced as a geometrically
exact point in the image, by reason of the fact that the light waves
incident upon the lens are diffracted by the edges of the aperture
or lens mount. We are further told that this diffraction of the
incident wave-fronts causes point objects to be reproduced in
the image as circular patches of light surrounded by alternating
bright and dark rings, but beyond this the available text-books
on photographic optics do not take us.
It is quite true that the performance of a well corrected photographic objective is of such a degree of fineness (as regards the
imaging of bright points lying on the axis) that the eye
can detect no sensible deviation from point imagery, but since
we have been told that points of the object are never reproduced
as mathematically perfect points in the image, it will be interesting for us to ascertain what is the real departure from point
imagery as defined from the standpoint of Physical Optics.
In order to pursue our investigation we require to be first fortified with some elementary knowledge of simple, or harmonic,
%s'ave motion, and it will be well for us to familiarize ourselves
with some of the necessary terms utilized in explaining all forms
of wave motion. We begin by considering Fig. 1, which represents the simplest form of wave motion. The heavy curve in Fig.
\ shows all of the successive steps {commencing at 0 and ending
at i) which any portion of an advancing wave occupies in the
course of one complete oscillation, so Fig. 1 may be said to represent one complete " wave-length."

The curve of simple harmonic wave motion shown by Fig. 1
is also known as a " sine curve," and it is interesting to note
that such a curve can be readily laid out from a circle whose
center is on the zero axis of the diagram {Fig. i) in the following manner: The circle {not sho'wn in the diagram) is divided
into any number of sections of equal angular extent {8 sections
in this case). The zero axis or horizontal line in the figure is
divided into a like number of equal spaces. When, now, the
sines of the angles into which the circle has been divided are projected over so as to coincide with their corresponding divisions
on the zero axis, and these points joined in the form of a curve,
the curve is the sine curve of simple harmonic motion shown
by Fig. 1,

Motion
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Returning, therefore, to Fig. 1 we note that the greatest distance from the zero axis (or position of rest) which the wave assumes at any time during its period of oscillation is indicated by
the letters MA, and this distance is termed the maximum height
or " amplitude " of the wave. The rate of oscillation of a wave,
or waves, is known as the " phase " and any two points on a
train of waves are said to be " in phase " if they are separated
by a distance of one or more complete wave lengths, while any
two points which are separated by one-half a wave length are
said to be in opposite phase, and it can be easily seen that in
the latter case the two points considered are moving in opposite directions.

When we recollect that the kind of waves in which we arc interested are light waves, we have to translate the different positions assumed by an advancing wave into their equivalent light
intensities. It is first of all apparent that the light intensities will
be represened by the amplitude of the wave at any point and
the light intensity at any period of an oscillation varies as the
square of the amplilnde. We have further to consider that in
the case of an object being reproduced by a lens, trains of waves
are travelling to the lens from all parts of the object, and if
these trains of waves arc transmitted through the lens so that
they proceed to the focal-plane " in phase," the resultant intensity will be the sum of the intensities of the several separate
waves, while if there is a difference of a wave-length in the
phase of the advancing waves they will interfere, or cancel one
another, with the result that the illumination at their point of
incidence on the focal-plane will be zero. It is easy to visualize
the effect of interfering light waves by imagining another wave
retarded J/2 a wave length to be following the wave
shown in Fig. 1. It will also be apparent that in the case of
differences in phase of less than i/4 a wave-length, in the case of
trains of waves advancing from the lens, some light will reach
the focal-plane, but not an amount c(|ual to the effect of trains
of waves which are in phase.
With these elementary jjrinciples of wave motion in mind we
can now turn to the detailed consideration of the form in which a
luminous point of the object will be reproduced as its image at
the focal-plane of a lens. We will assume the lens to be so well
corrected that the paths of the light rays from a point of the object

January

to its representation at the focal-plane are equal for all zones of
the lens, i. e., the lens is spherically corrected for its full aperture.
We would therefore expect from the viewpoint of geometrical
optics that all wave-fronts traversing the lens would arrive at
the focal-plane in the same phase and that the resultant illumination at any point in the image would be the sum of the intensities
of all the wave-fronts emerging from the lens.
The phenomena termed diffraction prevents this result from
being realized, however, and we have next to examine the effects
of diffraction, reference being had to Fig. 2a. In Fig. 2a, XY
is a concave wave-front diverging to a geometrical focus at the
point P. This is a refracted or dioptric converging beam and we
said {Chapter I, last week) that in the cast of refracted light the
rays are normal to the wave-fronts. The normal to the converging
wave front XY (Fig. 2a) is indicated by a dotted line extending
to thp focal point P. We also said that in the case of diffracted
light the rays were not normal to the original wave fronts and we
must now find out what causes this effect.
We know that any point on a wave-front can serve as a center
of disturbance from which new trains of waves can be generated,
and we have first to assume that the converging wave-front XY
is divided into zones, all of which are travelling in phase to the
focus at P. However, the outermost zone of the wave front is
partially intercepted by the lens mount (at the edges of the lens)
and we have a right to assume that this mutilation of the outer
zone of the wave-front can result in changing the phase (or rate
of travel) of that portion of the wave-front. For our present purpose we can assume that the outer zone of the wave front is now
traveling in advance of the inner zones of the same wave-front, and
this is diagrammatically represented by the curve XY' {Fig. 2a.). It
has here to be pointed out that this acceleration of the edge of the
wave-front takes place all around the aperture of the lens,
although it can only be shown for one point in the diagram. The
light from this outer advanced zone of the wave-front will naturally travel in a new direction defined by a normal to the curve
XY', and will reach the focal plane at a point Q adjacent to the
geometrical focus P. If we should drop a perpendicular from the
point Q to the curve XY' we would immediately see that it was
not a normal to the refracted wave-front XY, so it is apparent
that the action of the edge of the lens mount on the wave-front
XY has been to set up diffraction and send some diffracted light
to the point Q, adjacent to, but not coincident with, the geometrical
focal point.
5
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As we have differentiated between refracted light and diffracted
light we have now to examine into the exact intensity distribution
of the light in the diffraction pattern which serves as the reproduction of a luminous point at the focal-plane. This diffraction pattern or disc is known under various names, but we shall follow
the ingenious English authority on Physical Optics, Mr. J. W.
Gordon, and term the diffraction pattern an " antipoint."
Considering now the light at P {Fig. 2a) with reference to the
concave wave-front XY upon its emergence from the lens, it be-
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comes apparent that an ether particle at P receives the maximum
amount of amplitude that this wave-front can give rise to, for no
greater joint effect can be produced than when the undulations
all arrive simultaneously (or in phase). Let us next consider the
light intensity at the point Q {Fig. 2a), which is the point of
incidence of the diffracted ray with the focal-plane. Assuming
the distance YY' to be half a wave-length it is apparent that an
undulation from Y must reach the point Q half a wave-length
later than one arriving there from X. We know that a difference
in phase of exactly one-half wave-length means that the crest of
one wave will meet the trough of the other, and the amplitude of
both being the same the effect due to one wave is exactly neutralized by that due to the other. Therefore, insofar as the points X
and Y are concerned the point Q would receive no light, but upon
joining the points between X and Y with points on the curve XY',
in the direction of Q, it is seen that the distance of separ|tion
varies gradually from nil to half a wave-length, and consequently
these points on the \yave-front XY produce a corresponding effect
at Q varying from nil, to the maximum amplitude. Their joint
effect is, therefore, the production of a certain amount of light
at Q — the amplitude there being slightly less than 2/3 that at P —
and the intensity of the light varying as the square of the amplitude is about 4/10 of that at P.
Coming now to the point R, still further removed from the point
P, we note from the diagram. Fig. 2b, that the point Y (on the
wave-front XY) is 2 half-wave lengths distant from Y", and that
the undulations therefore reach R from Y exactly one whole
wave-length later than from Y". Fig. 2b further shows, upon
dividing the wave-front into two parts at C, that each point
between X and C has a corresponding point exactly yi wavelength behind it between C and Y. As each of these points neutralizes the other there is consequently no light received at R at all.
We have, therefore, at P (Fig. 3a) a point of maximum illumination, and at R a point devoid of light, while at Q, midway
between P and R the light is approximately 2/3 of that at P. It
naturally follows that between the points PQR there is a gradual
transition, and the curve Fig. 3b represents the intensity distribution in the diffraction disc or " antipoint " formed at the focalplane of a lens as the reproduction of a bright point. The intensity
curve. Fig. 3b, is lettered at various points in correspondence with
the positions indicated in Fig. 3a. Fig. 3c (greatly enlarged)
gives a rough idea of the appearance or relative brightness at
various parts of the antipoint.
Returning to Fig. 2c we next consider the point S, still further
removed from the geometrical focus P than the point R previously
considered. As is evident from Fig. 2c, the undulations from Y
reach the point S three half wave-lengths behind those from X.
By dividing the wave-'front XY into' three parts — XD, DE and
EY — we see that XD and DE interfere, or neutralize each other, as
regards their effect at S, in exactly the 'same manner as did XC
and CY (Fig. 2b) with respect to the point R, but the remaining
part EY (Fig. 2c) produces some light at S. We saw that when
the variation from 0 to 5/2-wave-length was spread over the whole
wave-front under consideration (Fig. 2a) the amplitude of the
light at Q was 2/3 that at P, but now (Fig. 2c) that this variation
up to wave-length is distributed over EY, or only about of
XY, the amplitude at S cannot exceed 1/3 x 2/3=2/9. By squaring
this to obtain the relative intensity of the light at S we get 4/81
or something less than 1 /20 of the intensity at P.
Referring again to Fig. 3a, we now consider the point T, further
removed, from the focus P than any point previously considered.
Now it is evident from a study of Fig. 3a that light from Y would
reach the point T four half-wave-lengths later than light from X.
If, therefore, we divided the wave-front XY into 4 parts, each
consecutive part would cancel its predecessor, thus preventing any
light from reaching T.
From the foregoing, it is evident that the central bright disc
of the antipoint (Fig. 3c) is surrounded by two dark rings R
and T, and that the illumination between the dark rings R and T
gradually mounts up from zero (at the rings) to just a little less
than 1 /20 of the intensity of P at the point S, midway between
the rings. It could be shown that there are further consecutive
bright and dark rings surrounding the central disc of the antipoint, but they are so faint as to be negligible in all practical
considerations.
( I'd he ccniiinicd )
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Musical

Review

of Latest

1 —"The Road to France," by S. Lund. A Martial Com' position with the right spirit — which has conquered the
first prize of " The National Arts Club " in its War Song Competition, October 31, 1917. The words for this famous hit
have been written by Mr. Daniel M. Henderson. "(Published
by G. Schirmer, New York City.)
— " Venetian Barcarolle," by Ernest S. Golden. A beautiful melody in Venetian style. Adapts itself wonderfully
for theme use. The interlude is in minor, permitting the
most dramatic musical interpretation. A beautiful number
with harp accompaniment. (J. W. Stern, 102 W. 38th St., New
York City.)
— Norma (Waltzes), by Ernst Luz. A long concert waltz
with a catchy and melodious introduction. Eight minutes
of interesting melody that will be remembered. Just the kind
of number needed to fill the intervals during lengthy neutral
descriptive action on the Photoplay screen. (J. W. Stern, 102
W. 38th St., N. Y. C.)
— " Stock Yard Blues," by Maceo Pinkard. Another of
Pinkard's incomparable two steps — with all the melody
snap and dash which made this writer famous. (Leo Feist
edition.)
— " Somewhere in France is the Lily," a novelty song by
of tempo
A typical composition
J. E. Howard.

" Marziale " most appropriate for opening purposes of scenes
of a military character. (M. Witmark edition.)
6— "Bring Back My Daddy to Me," by G. W. Meyer. A
valse moderato movement of exceptional tonal beauty.
(Leo Feist edition.)

Popular

Hits

of

— " Boy Scouts Parade," March by J. K. Johnson. No
matter what you do buy or what you do not buy this
month, do not under any circumstances neglect to secure a
copy of this wonderful march. It has developed into a record
smashing hit and if you do not get a copy you will miss a
real hit. It is a typical Composition, snappy and melodious —
and written by a man whose name is sufficient guarantee for
what we have said in the above lines.
2— "Mae Marsh," Waltz by Sadie Koninsky. This
number is dedicated to Miss Mae Marsh, the popular
" Goldwyn Star," and is exceptional in its tonal beauty. It is
a beautiful " Valse Lente " equally effective for Concert and
Dancing purposes. As an accompanirnent for Moving Pictures this Waltz is very appropriate for " Society Dramas "
" Reception and Banquet Scenes," " Outdoor Scenes " and
even as a " Love Theme " this beautiful melody would satisfy
not only an audience in general but also the critic who understands something about this game — Kindly bear it in mind
that the above comments on this number have not been written by " The Koninsky Music Co." but by the Music Editor
of this paper, who has played this number at variou? occasions, with ever increasing success.
O — " The Koninsky Music Co." is also publishing the foUowing numbers, which I earnestly recommend to any musician who thinks that good music will add to his reputation:
1— "Liberty Forever," March by B. Brown.
2— " Over the Billowy," Reverie, by K. Bayley.
3 — "Shepherd's Love Song," Reverie, Serenade, by K. Bayley;
a typical 4/4 Andante, movement full of melodious
strains.

Compositions

— " America, I Love You, My Yankee Land," by Jack
Frost. A wonderful inspiring and martial composition.
(Published by the McKinley Music Co., 1501 E. 55th St.,
Chicago, 111.)
8—" Says I to Myself, Says I," by H. von Tilzer. A rollicking Irish Song — a sure hit if played for Parlor Comedies.
(Harry von Tilzer edition.)
— " The Cinema Music Co.," Columbia Theatre Building,
New York City, announce that the following compositions
are now ready for sale and are not subject to any " Music
1— " The Vampire " (A Dramatic Theme), by Sol. P. Levy.
2 — " Pathetic Andante," by Paul Vely.
Tax":
3— " Dramatic Recitative," by Sol. P. Levy.
4 — " Dramatic Agitato," by H. Hough.
. 5 — " Heavy Mysterioso," by Sol. P. Levy.
6— " Dramatic Tension," by Sol. P. Levy.
7— ' Dramatic Narrative " for scenes of reminiscence, by
Pauline Pement.
1r\ — "Garden of Memories," by F. W. Vandersloot. A
V-'- Reverie Serenade most appropriate for Love Themes.
(Vandersloot Music Co.)
1 1 — " Blue Rose Waltz " and " Moonlight Waltz," both
I I composed by Fred K. Logan and J. V. Eppel, the writers
of the famous " Missouri Waltz," are now obtainable at special
reduced prices from " The Forster Music Co.," Chicago, 111.
10 —ments
"Suitehasfrom
Ballet," orchestrated
by H. Arends,
in sixLangey
movebeentherecently
by Otto
and published by G. Schirmer, New York City.

Standard

Quality

4— "Sunset in the Mountains," by K. Bayley; a 4/4 Andante
Reverie most appropriate for Love Themes and Scenes.
5 — "King of the Air," March by J. K. Johnson; by the Composer of the famous " Boy Scouts' Parade " March.
6 — " Police Parade March," by B. Brown, a fine number for
topical subjects.

" Faugh-A-Ballagh," the Irish Battle Cry
IN "Faugh-A-Ballagh" (pronounced Fog-a-Bolla), Fred Forster
has secured an honest-to-goodness war song, and one that, if
newspaper dispatches count for anything, is becoming the battle
slogan
drivestheover
France
is
Celticduring
for clear
way,in and
the and
songItaly.
issued" Faugh-A-Ballagh
by Forster is just"
the sort that soldiers need, because it deals with battle and says
nothing about home. It helps to offset some of the overproduction
of The
the melody
sob stuff'.
has a wonderful swing to it and is an excellent number for motion picture musicians. And the author will have an
opportunity to teach it to the soldiers, as he has just enlisted.
Forster also publishes " I Wish You All the Luck in the World,"
a war song of a different type, which is showing up very well and
being featured by singers and orchestra leaders all over the counWith publishers like Forster, Jerome, Feist, McKinley, Vandersloot, Harry Von Tilzer, the Echo, Gilbert & Friedland, and Stern
issuing good war songs, as well as numbers of other types, there
is no reason why every live musician should not be able to contribute towards the success of his employer's motion picture thea-
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Picture

News

ti c. The wise leader mixes his music, using high-class and popular
brands, just as the up-to-date exhibitor does with his pictures.
The out-of-town people, especially the middle class, desire to hear
the best of the latest popular music, and the best of the latest run
in conjunction with a good picture will fill any house. Music is
a great drawing power, and anyone who has stood in a department
store and watched the mob surrounding the music counter waiting
to buy never doubts the pulling power of popular sheet music.
Publishers win success and wealth because they worry night and
day trying to find the kind of songs that will please the public, and
they pay thousands of dollars for the stuff. Publishers do not attempt to give the public what they think the latter should have,
but what they feel the public will like. And this should hold true
with singers and musicians. Many vaudeville performers and leaders have come to realize the importance of this phase of the
business, and as a result they never have to worry about their
future jobs.
" Missouri' Waltz," by Frederick Knight Logan, is excellent proof
that many musicians do not keep on the job and on the lookout
for the kind of music that will hit the public taste. Just at present
it is the biggest hit on the market, having sold over a million
copies at thirty cents a copy, and more leaders and musicians are
writing in now than ever before, and in spite of the fact that it
has been out two years. When it was first brought out only a few
gave it a hearing, the few that go after everything that is put out.
Every time it was played persons came to the leader or pianist
and asked for the title, and in this way the big demand was created. Now no live musician would think of being without a copy
. of " Missouri Waltz " in his grip, but why should anyone wait
until a number, published by a big or small publisher, sweeps the
country before adding it to his repertoire? One leader in a big
picture theatre in a western city has a large personal following
simply because he has gained a reputation for keeping up to the
minute with his music. When people wish to hear the latest music
they go to where he is employed, regardless of the fact that they
may have already seen the pictures being shown there. And any
time he feels like quitting and going over to a rival house he can
rest assured
will there
take more
thanlikelihood
fifty per ofcent
his boss's
business
with that
him.he But
is little
his ofleaving,
for
the exhibitor is a live wire himself and makes it his business to see
that the leader is well paid for his initiative and services, and
made comfortable physically. And every leader and picture musician could be just as well ofif, provided he kept on the job.
E. M. WiCKES.

"MISSOURI-WALTZ
General
The World's Greatest
And
Most

For Piano

Popular

Waltz

30c Per

-

Copy

For Orchestra

\ \ and Piano

25c

For Orchestra

- Full and Piano

35c

Forster
509

Music

Publisher,

So. Wabash
CHICAGO,

Inc.

Comments

TELL TAYLOR, the Chicago publisher, expects to open a New
York office shortly, which will give leaders an opportunity
to drop in and pick up orchestrations while making the rounds.
HARRY VON TILZER has just brought out a wonderful waltz
song called " The Little Good for Nothing Is Good for Something After All." It is even better than " Some One's More Lonesome," which is saying a great deal.
THE Buckeye Music Co., of Columbus, Ohio, the firm that is
flirting with The Saturday Evening Post, may land in New
York any day and start things humming. The Buckeye has a fine
catalog, and with the proper kind of representation could easily
become one of the big fellows in the music game. Mr. Cox, president of the Buckeye, has a warm spot in his heart for all picture
iiouse musicians.

JOE HOLLANDER, professional manager for the Joe Morris
Music Co., is positive that " There's a Service Flag in Our
Home," is a big hit with the soldiers, owing to the large number
of former singers now in uniform calling for it.
ffl ONG BOY" came from the west, made a large circle of
1— < friends in the cast, and is now stirring up matters out west.
" Long Boy " has plenty of " pep " to it, and is a good number for
comedy and rube photoplays.

Avenue
ILL,
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MOVIE
PIANISTS
Join our " Movie Club." $1.00 entitles you to everytbine we M.publlHh
for one &year
and Instrumental).
ARTHCB
8LEBRECIIT
CO., (Vocal
LEXTNGTON,
KENTUCKY
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VINCENT SHERWOOD, manager for the McKinley Music
Co., is starting to go after a new instrumental number that
has all the earmarks of a national hit.
ttOEND Back Dear Daddy to Me" and "When the Moon Is
Shining Somewhere in France," published by Jos. W. .Stern
& Co., are to be featured m newspapers all over the country.
I
" " FRAMING FRAMERS "
I
(Triangle Production)
I
'
(Reviewed on page 292)
I Theme: "The Vampire" (A Dramatic Theme) by Sol. P. Levy
i 1 — " Yelve Overture" (Characteristic) by Reissinger until — T:
I " Harrison Westfall, being a political boss, etc."
i 2 — "Dramatic Recitative" by Levy until — T: "Gordon Travis
1 felt, etc."
I 3 — " Sunset in the Mountains " (Reverie, Koninsky Music Co.)
i until — T : " Brandon figured, all's fair, etc."
I 4 — " L' Adieu " (12/8 Dramatic) by Fararger until — T: "Ready
H for the nuptials."
I 5 — "A la Ballerina" (Valse Lente) by Braham until — T: "He's
I not here, sir, etc."
i 6 — Theme until — T: "Westfall turned to his underworld."
i 7 — " Says I to Myself, Says I " (Barroom scene) Harry von Tilzer
I until — S : Flashback to former scene.
1 8 — Theme until — T: "I will not marry Lonnie Gorman."
I 9 — "Capricious Anette " (4/4 mod.) by Borsch until — T: "There
1 will be no wedding."
I 10 — "Dramatic Tension No. 36" by Andino until — S: "The Fight."
1 11 — Heavy Agitato by Hough until — T: " Can't we go away,
1 father? "
i 12 — "Albumleaf" (4/4 mod.) by Kretschmer until — T: "So to
1 the park they went."
I 13 — " Dramatic Mysterioso " by Borsch until — T: " The silk pajamas
1 were a puzzle."
i 14 — "Ballet Sentimental" (mod.) by Zenecnik until — T: "Brandon
i had an idea, etc."
I IS — "At Twilight" (Romance) by E. S. Golden until — T: "Every
I tap on the typewriter, etc."
I 16 — Continue pp until — T: "At the end of two months."
1 17 — Theme until — T: " Once again Westfall began, etc."
1 18 — "Dawn of Love" (Melodious Allegretto) by Bendix until — T:
i " Grace found occasion, etc."
1 19 — Theme until — T: "Travis had almost forgotten."
i 20 — " Legende " (mod.) by Friml until — T: "Lonnie lingered near
1 the station."
1 21 — "Heavy Descriptive Agitato No. 2" by Lutz until — S: "The
1 fight."
= 22 — Galop to action until — T : " Come across with some dough."
= 23 — Hurry to action until — S : " The fight."
1 24 — Continue ff until — S: "After the fight."
1 25 — "Dramatic Andante" by Ascher until — S: "Near church."
1 26 — Continue pp until — T: "After a wild dash."
I 27 — Theme until — T: "Do you think I can do it?"
1 28 — " Pastel Menuet
" (3 /4 Allegro Giocoso) by Paradis until
!«****
END.
" HER

SILENT SACRIFICE "
(Select Pictures Corp.)
(Reviewed on page 4042)
Theme: Yesterlove (3/4 Andantino) by Borch
1— "Mae Marsh Waltz" (Koninsky Music Co.) until — T: "Why
do they call me her Devil's daughter."
2 — "Dramatic Recitative" by Sol. P. Levy until — T: "She left
only
3 — this."
"Pathetic Andante" by Paul Vely until — T: "Richard Vale,
an artist."
4 — " In Lovers' Lane " (Intermezzo-Allegretto) by Pryor until —
S: "Near railroad station."
5 — " Pastel Menuet " (3 /4 Allegro Giocoso) by Paradis until —
T: "She is the inn keeper's grandchild."
6 — "Siesta" (Characteristic Lente) by Laurens until — T: "The
stone will keep it down."
7 — Moderato Agitato by Becker until — T : " They've killed the only
thing."
8 — Theme until — T: "Prince Boissard is equally charmed etc."
9 — " The Vampire " (A Dramatic Theme) by S. P. Levy until —
S: " (near lake) girl posing."
10 — Characteristic Tremolo by Lovenberg Intil — T : " Coralie an
ex-circus, etc."
11 — " Boy Scouts Parade March " (Koninsky Music Co.) until —
S: "Artist in his room."
12 — "Love Song" (Dramatic) by Flegier until — T: "The Countess
Coralie arrives."
13 — " Reve D'Amour " (Allegretto) by Zameznik until — T: "Even
the hope of food, etc."
14 — Theme until — T: " The Countess Coralie arrives."
15 — "Dramatic Tension No. 44" by Borch until — T: "He didn't
take the food."
16 — Continue ff until-^T: "Will you not go with me? "
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— " can
Garden
" (Melodious Caprice) by Ascher until —
T: 17"I
make ofhimLovefamous."
18 — Theme until — T: "I will go to Paris with the countess."
19 — "Dramatic Adagio" by Kreschmer until — T: "Vale believine
20 — "Good-bye" (Song) by Tosti until — S: "Interior of artist's
that,
21 — etc."
Valse Lente by Schuette until— T: "At the height of his
studio."
22 — " Traumerei " by Schumann until — T: "Vale's painting of you."
23 — Theme until — T : " Please don't follow me."
success."
24 — "March Grotesque" by Boccalari until — S: Dancing.
25 — "Tiger Rose" one step (Leo Feist Ed.) until — T: "Don't
Avoid
me, Arlette."
26 — Theme
ff until — S : Banquet scene.
— " Maximilian
(Maestoso Opening-Overture) by Ascher until
S :27Girl
dancing on "table.
28 — Aurora (Ballet Intermezzo) by Mehden until — T: " It's a liel
It's a lie! "
29 — " Dramatic Agitato " by H. Hough until — T : " Take this to the
30
Dramaticff Agitato
until — S : The fight.
31 —— "Continue
until — T:" byTheMinot
investigation.
32 — "Dramatic Tension" by Funck until — T: "My life was the
33 — Theme until *******
END..
press."
lady's."

"THOSE WHO PAY"
(U. S. Booking Service)
(Reviewed on page 4403)

Theme:*" Dramatic Recitative" by Sol. P. Levy
1 — "Berceuse" (Lento) by Karganoff until — T: The day before
Christmas.
2 — "Siesta" (Characteristic Lento) by Laurens until — T: "Three
dollars
and a halfAndante
please."" by Paul Vely until — T: " Did you see Santa
3 — " Pathetic
4 — " Cantique De Noel'' (Christmas Song) by Adam until T: "The
Mother now dwelling in the shadowy land."
5 — "Largo"
(Sacred Melody) by Haendel until — T: Ten minutes
before
closing.
Claus?
"
6
—
"
Christmas
George Graham. Dreams " (Waltz) by Herman until T: State Senator
7 — Continue to action until — S : Near automobile.
"Ave theMaria"
Andante) by Ascher until — T: With the
new8— year
result (Dramatic
of his promise.
9
—
"Pastel
Meiiuet
"
(3/4
Allegro
Spring, and the close of the legislative gioccso)
session. by Paradis until — T:
10 — Continue to action until — T: "That's a very little nifty dame."
11 — Theme until — T: "It's our last day, you know."
12 — Continue pp until — S: Automobile lights in the dark.
13 — Storm Furioso to action until — T: " May we stay here for the
14 — Continue pp until — T: " Come right in here, Mr. Hammond."
Song" (Dramatic) by Flegier until — T: There was no
time15 —for"Love
explanation.
Ad. Lib. Tympany Rolls during lightning scenes.
night?Note:
"
16 — Theme until S: Exterior storm scene.
Note: Ad. Lib. Tympany Rolls during storm scenes.
17 —Note:
Storm Watch
Furioso explosion.
to action until — T: " I love you! "
18 — " Canzonetta " (Moderato) by Nicode until — T: "And I would
be 19proud
to marry
— Theme
until —you."
T: The charming lady of his home.
20 — Continue pp until — T : Back home a prisoner.
21 — " In Lover's Lane " (Characteristic Intermezzo) by Pryor until
— T: "Well, I can't very well expect, etc."
22 — Continue pp until — T : Up to dinner.
23 — "Missouri
because
he wrote Waltz"
them. (Forster Edition) until — T: Letters treasured
24 — Theme until — T : " I heard what he said."
25 — " Ein Maerchen (Dramatic Fantasia) by Bach until — T: Three
people and the night.
26 — Continue pp until — T: The first Ward ball.
27 — " Hail, Hail the Gang is Here " (Two Step— Leo Feist Ed.)
until
T: "Take
a flash
the." who pay.
28 —— Theme
ff until
— T: atThose
29 — Continue pp until — T: The mockery, etc., of the new day.
30 — " Cavatine " (Dramatic) by Bohm until — T: "I will return to
Mrs.
etc.
31 — Grahams,"
"Heart Wounds"
(Pathetic Melody) by Grieg until T: "Are
you32 —sincere
when
say that?
" Dramatic you
Andante
" by ''Borch until — T: " What are you doing
— Theme
in 33this
house? ff" until — T: Following out his theory.
34 — Continue to action until — T: "Think it over," etc.
35 — Continue pp until — T: Shadows' gray shadows.
36 — "Tremolo" by Lovenberg until — T: "Miss Warner sent this
37 — Dramatic Theme by Levy until — T: "I shall never see you
38 — " Lamento " (Pathetic Andante) by Gabriel Marie until — END.
to you."
again."

\
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The weather and taxes do not seem to affect the theatres which have
A
Bartola Musical Instruments. The Bartola music makes the picture
seem better.
Installed on easy payments.
Write for catalogue.
CHAS. C. PYLE, General Sales Agent, 707-712 Mailers Bldg., Chicago, lU. Factory, Oshkosh, Wis. ^^^^^
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Two Views of Arcadia Theatre, Philadelphia
Arcadia Makes Good with Higher Prices
A RCADIA theatre, Philadelphia, is proving to those who doubt
*» the advisability of high prices that increased admissions
may be charged with success. This house has a seating capacity
of only 500 and the yearly rental is $25,000. With this taken into
consideration and the fact that the highest class of pictures are
shown necessitates a large income from the patrons. Twentyfive and fifty cents is charged. The result of the higher prices
has been that the theatre is packed at every performance.
The photographs show the attractive interior of the house.
The interior, which is almost severe in its simplicity follows the
general old rose color scheme.
Music is one of the big features of this theatre. In addition to
an orchestra the house is equipped with a new Kimball organ
and echo organ, the latter being at the rear of the house. Both
are concealed.

CALIFORNIA
}■ A. Ouinn of Los Angeles has signed a long lease on ijroperty owned
by the Katherine P. Hooker estate, located at 816-820 South Broadway,
where the Hampshire hotel now stands, and the ground will he immediately cleared for the construction of a motion picture theatre. This
will be the first step in the formation of a new exhibition circuit in
Southern California, under the direction of Mr. Quinn. The front of the
new bouse will be along the lines of the architectural period of the
Spanish renaissance in California. The seating capacity will be about
900^Construction
and special work
attention
to resting
smoking rooms.
of will
the benewjiaidMiller
theatreand commenced
last week.
Architects who provided the original specifications for the theatre were
obliged to remake the plans because of the impossibility of obtaining
building material of suitable quality. Modifications which will not affect
the beauty or aesthetic value of the building have now been made and
work will be rushed'.

GEORGIA
The New Liberty theatre at Camp Gordon, Atlanta, which has a seating
capacity of more than 3,000, and is one of the handsomest and best
arranged playhouses erected for the entertainment of selectmen in the
United States, was formally opened on New Year's day with two
performances
of " The Vision," the Christmas pantomime by Mrs. Earle
.Sherwood Jackson.
INDIANA
The foundation of the new Terre Haute theatre at Wabash avenue
and Eighth street is now ready and Superintendent Davidson says
construction work will be rushed to completion, in the hope that the
house will be in readiness for occupancy by the first of May.
lOJFA
A new motion picture theatre is being erected at Mount Vernon by
the Community Drama League.
KANSAS
J. H. Cooper of Topeka has completed plans for the erection of a threestory building at 308-310 East Douglas Avenue, Wichita. The actual
workleases
of construction
be commenced
about the first of March, when
the
on the old will
building
expire.
Mr. Cooper and others associated with him have obtained a 2S-year
lease on the property, which is owned by L. S. Naftzger. The theatre
building will have a frontage of SO feet. Two store rooms on the first
floor
will will
opencoston approximately
Douglas avenue,$85,000.
with the theatre in the rear. The
Ivuilding
MARYLAND
The Camp Meade Mercantile and Amusement Company, represented by
E. P. Powers, 4094 Pimlico boulevard, Baltimore, have had plans prepared by Otto G. Simonsen, Maryland Casualty Building, Baltimore, for
a one and two-story theatre and store building to be built at Odenton.
MICHIGAN
The Stoddard and Wallace theatre will be the name of the new vaudeville and motion picture theatre now in course of erection at Charlevoix.
MISSOURI
C. L. Higginbotham is preparing the second story in his new building
at Seneca for a motion pictupre theatre.
NEBRASKA
A.
U.
Blank,
of
the
First
Circtiit,
theatre in Omaha with a seatingNational
capacityExhibitors'
of 2,500, and
is to isbe erecting
known asa
" The Rialto."
The new Strand at Evanston is fast approaching completion and will
he opened in the near future.
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TO

RENT

Desirable

A sub-tenant
Picture

is Spending
where it will bring
most returns.
If you sltitnpMoney
on your printed matter— if you save
a few nickels on your weekly program
you
can rest assured that those
who live in your neighborhood will skimp also,
and will save a nickel
by not going to your theatre. A Ten Dollar Bill that brings in Twenty
Dollars
is
well
spent.
A
single
Dollar
that
doesn't
bring in more than
Its face value is poorly invested.

Office

"De Luxe Programs"
Cost more and they are worth it. And when you consider the free
advcrtmne
wnte-up
wcdollarofferyouin tpend
conjunction with them you will realize that you
set
worth forservice
every class
tnelr100costcentsin increased,
high
patronage. on them. And they will more than rcDay

of Motion

N e w s having

Cahill-Igoe
Co. VHir^.^s%
"PRINTERS
of QUALITY"'j] Chicago

given up his lease, a desirable office may
tained by an

be ob-

approved

tenant.

Apply
MOTION

PICTURE
NEWS
INCORPORATED

729 Seventh
New

to

York

Avenue
City
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"NEWMAN"

Frames, Easels,
Balls, Grilles,
Sifinos, Choppers,
Kick Plates,
Door Ban

FEW SREASONS
BRASS A FRAME
AND RAILS
why
"
NEWMAN
" big
METAL
FRAMES
chosen
by
all
the
circuits
and besthave
classbeenof
theatres.
1 — Because the constant exposure to all sorts
of weather conditions cannot affect " NEWMAN " NON-CORROSIVE
METAL FRAMES.
2 — Because
of their
richness and
in beauty
design,
they liven
the entrance
render and
the
lobby
more
inviting
than
any
other
kind of
frames.
3 — Because they will outlast a dozen wood
frames. They are practically un-wear-out-able.
INSISTWHEN
ON THE
NAME FRAMES
"NEWMAN"
BUYING
Write for New 1918 Catalog
THE NEWMAN MFG. CO.
Established 1882
717-19 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
68 W. Washington Street, Chicaso, lUinoig
Canadian Representative — J. T. Malone,
Rlalto Theatre Bldg., Montreal, Canada
Pacific Coast — G. A. Metcalfe, San Francisco, Cal.

^
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MONEY
SAVE
TO
I HOW
I
Send for our NEW THEATRE CATALOG and get
I in touch with us.
.
i
We have just issued the most complete catalog ever published
i of all goods pertaining to the MOVING PICTURE THEATRE.
I In it you will find a lot of valuable information.
i
Sent free upon request.
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j
SUPPLY
§ AMUSEMENT
Largest Exclusive Dealers
to the Moving COMPANY
Picture Trade.
1 Dealers in Motiograph, Simplex, Edison and Standard MacMnes,
g
Transverters, Motor Generators, Rectifiers and Everything
g
Pertaining to the Moving Picture Theatres
g Third Floor, Mailers BoUduig, Comer Madison Street and
M
Wabash Avenue, Chicago, HlinoiB
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I
WE SELL ON THE INSTALMENT PLAN
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THEATRE
MAILING

AND
LIST

EXCHANGE
SERVICE

We rent lists of or address contemplated or existing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners,
publicity mediums and producers, selected as to
territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes
were recorded in our list last year. Its use means
a saving to you of from 30 to 50% in postage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
Phone, 3227 Chelaea
80 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK
Phone, 2003 Randolph
42S ASHLAND BLOCK. CHICAGO
Addreaaing
MuUigraithing
Printing Typewriting

NI47

TYPHOO
N
I TYPHOON FAN COMPANY

rOQLI
NGSYS
W. 1544 BROADWAY
^NEW TEN
YORK CITY
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News

SYSTEM

has been adopted by us as the most efficient method of distributing our product.
By this system we have portioned the United States into five Zones, known
respectively as A, B, C, D and E.
In each Zone we have appointed a Distributor to carry a complete stock
of OUT Equipment and Repair Parts, thus being always in a position to render
prompt and efficient service to the trade.
For uniformity of action we would prefer that our Dealers obtain their
supplies through the Zone Distributors. Should unforeseen conditions make
it desirable to place orders direct with us, they will receive our usual careful
attention.
We take pleasure in announcing our selection of the following concerns as
ZONE DISTRIBUTORS. The States included in each Zone are shown under
the Distributor's name.
UNITED THEATRE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
MAIN OFFICE 1604 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.
ZONE A
INDIANA
MAINE
CONNECTICUT
NORTH DAKOTA
MARYLAND
NEW YORK
MICHIGAN
VIRGINIA
NEW HAMPSHIRE
SOUTH DAKOTA
ILLINOIS
NEBRASKA
PENNSYLVANIA
WEST VIRGINIA
VERMONT
KENTUCKY
WISCONSIN
NEW
JERSEY
KANSAS
MASSACHUSETTS
IOWA
DELAWARE
MINNESOTA
RHODE ISLAND
OHIO
MISSOURI
PART OP OKLAHOMA
SOUTHERN THEATRE EQUIPMENT COMPANY
MAIN OFFICE 74 MARIETTA ST., ATLANTA, GA.
ZONE B
FLORIDA
ALABAMA
NORTH CAROLINA
LOUISIANA
MISSISSIPPI
PART OF OKLAHOMA
SOUTH SAROLINA
TEXAS
TENNESSEE
ARKANSAS
PART OF NEW MEXICO
GEORGIA
THE

MONTANA

SWANSON & NOLAN SUPPLY COMPANY
MAIN OFFICE 1744 CURTIS ST., DENVER, COLO.
ZONE C
WYOMING
IDAHO
UTAH
PART OF NEW MEXICO

COLORADO

G. A. METCALF
MAIN OFFICE 117-119 GOLDEN GATE AVE., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
ZONE D
WASHINGTON
PART OF CALIFORNIA
OREGON
PACIFIC AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY
MAIN OFFICE 109 E. 6th ST., LOS ANGELES, CAL.
ZONE E
PART OF CALIFORNIA
ARIZONA
NICHOLAS

POWER
Incorporated

COMPANY

Pioneers of Projection
90 GOLD

STREET

NEW

YORK

TBB WILLUHS PBINTINO OOMPANT, MBW TO

MUSIC

"Musical Reviews of the Latest
Compositions" each week give to
the musicians a means of enlarging
their libraries — selecting numbers
with the help and guidance of a
man who writes 80% or more of the
cue sheets sent out by the leading
Film Companies.

This

is Important

The Cue Sheets are of the greatest
value to the progressive musician
both for immediate and future use.
Our Music Service Department is
always ready at any and all times
to be called upon to render you
any possible help within its power.
Write
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Douglas

Fairbanks
in

"A
MODERN
MUSKETEER"
Photoplay by Allan Dwan, based on " D'Artagnan of Kansas," by E. P. Lyle, Jr.

AiV^kat s tetter tkan
Fairtanks
test ?

^

" A Modem Musketeer "
is the best picture Douglas
Fairbanks has ever done.
All the critics

say so.

You'll agree when
it.

you see

You'll break all box-office
records

on

"A

Modern

Musketeer " for you can
advertise — " this is the
best picture Douglas Fairbanks ever made,"
make

and

g-ood onihtpromise.

Everybody in your city
will want to see it. Book
it for a " long run."

FAMOUS PLATERS -LASKY CORPORATION
•^^^^^^^» ADOLPH ZUKORPrw JESSE I LASKY lVre Pro CECU, B.DE MUXE fli/rOorCOTcni;
* > '^/fimj/Al
--NEW VOR^
J

n

icture
Better to read fifty advertiseinents than to miss the one 70U need.
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Motion

Picture

44

HIS

HIDDEN

PURPOSE"
with Chester Conklin, Marie
Provost, and Gene Rogers
Take

the hills a' flying

t me
ck
Mang
cl
sicki
Ennetco
HERSe
along at top speed with
another
mile-a-minute
comedy. Hook on and let
him whisk you over the
grades and through the
bad spots.

" His Hidden Purpose "
is a Mack Sennett riot,
with Chester Conklin,
Marie Provost, and Gene
Rogers. These are names
that bring crowds !

Mack Sennett's "purpose"
is not hidden. Everybody knows it is to make
the whole world shriek
laughter — to produce comedies that are
box-office successes.
with

Mack
Look

Sennett has accomplished his purpose. Proof?
at the crowds, hear them roar with joy, when

a Paramount-Mack

VHK^
''/fj'^'^"":i

Sennett comedy

is on the screen.

-lASRY CORPORATION
FAMOUS PLAYERS
JESSE L LASKY I'rvt CFXIl, II DE MILU; I)„--Mlj,-fm~il
MJOLI-H ZUKOR
' "'"'"""^

Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisera
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%^

SONo^DEMOCRACY

presents
BENJAMIN

CHAPIN

in a series of dramatic film stories of America in the making.
Written, directed and produced by Benjamin Chapin.
The

work

a great

of

Showman

The appeal of " The Son
of Democracy " is mighty.
It is a series for all who
have eyes to see and emotions that respond
to
humor and pathos.
America will laugh and
weep over Benjamin
Chapin's productions, for
they're " great shows."
The kids
and their
mothers,

the

professors

and

day

laborers —

the

they'll all come

to see
every chapter of " The
Son of Democracy."

Paramount's advertising
on " The Son of Democracy "is making
patrons talk about your
the
Chapin Pictures.

YORK„ CORPORATION
FAMOUS PLAYERS"-"NEW
-LASRY
ADOLPH ZUKOR Pres. JESSE L.LASKY V/ce Pres CECIL B DE MILLE Dirvctor^enemL

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."'
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64

The

This
Pkotoplay
m"
c
M
y
GuiltWill
Be tlie Talk
of Your

" The

Town

Guilty Man

tense emotional

" is a

drama, at-

tacking the double

stand-

ard of morality.

The

picture

that

helps

your house most is the one
that does more

than mere-

ly e n t e r t a i n — it is the
picture that is so vivid that
your patrons remember
A. H. WOODS

44

talk about

Supervision Thomas H. Ince.

recom-

mend it to thefr friends.

presents Success
His Broadway

n"
Ma
Klein
and Charles
Davis
ilty
l)y Ruth
Gu
e Helen
Th
Irvin V. Willat, Director.

it and

it,

That's the kind of picture
" The

Guilty Man

Be lure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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,

Carle

E.(arlton

T5RESENTS

'r.^

LILIIAHWALKEIt

WITH LESTER PARK
BY ARRANGEA^ENT
IN A FILN\ VERSION

NOVELPHILLIP5'
graham
ofDAVIDGREATEST

.

IM

-GRA

,

'

SUPPORTED BY
EDITH DAY
RAMSEY WALLACE
COMNNEUZZEU

STOP

GUESSING

P^ut your/elF in line For bii receipt/ with a
State Pisht Production that i; bound to win.
NOW IS THE TIME TO ACT
GET IN AHEADOF THE OTHER FELLOW
BOOK WITH US AS PRODUCER/
WE WILL PROTECT YOUR EXCIU/IVE RIGHT/,
DIREQ-OR THROUGH YOUR EXCHANGE,
WRITE Ur TO-DAY /TATINC FULL PARTICULAR/

you like the " NewB," write pur advertlsert; if not, tells us.

Motion
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THE

OF

Picture

News

RECORD

RECORDS

I
SI

THE

Woman

Featuring
"Vengeance-and
WILLIAM

REIGNS

DUNCAN

witk

SUPREME

CAROL

IN

THE

HOLLOWAY

BOX

OFFICE
15

^^^^^^

. THEATRE
SMASHING
EPISODES
Wriiton

a^V
Vitagr
d-jav1600 Broa

bi^

Albert Bradij
ESmiUi

y.
Compan

and
Ckjrus
Tbwnsend

Gentlemen-.,
episode ot
J325.00.
^
were
WVien 1 ran the

Directed bij
William

- -iaU nce
a= t "Vengea
reco
?w::o"
- f all
T"'^
wK.cK - Woke

Won.an
atTtle^^^^

1
-^

sKo-ei tKe f-- ;|''°3.00. wK-^.

*St.n, Tra.V ani
,,ec,al
^
»^ ""^""r i,*t episode ot The ^ «^
r °" S138.00 more tWn
^/^.dway.
.
^^^^J
run on D
^ ^
wV,icU was $W»

,.oiuet>on -Wf> ha
^

, nn

^^^^

^

e

W

^
was tVie tiggest reeor ..

Duncan

^ini
^e-

^'''^
A o{ reco^rds.
n ,
A t\^e Woma

ALDEnTE-5MITH
Be fure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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"She spurned me, and now you- her sonwill pay fta- her infidelity !"

ALBERT

EARLE

E.

SMITH

Jrresents

WILLIAMS

''A

er

Mot

s

li

m

jj^Hilcla
A

FIVE

Sharp
PART

DurectecLlyTom
BLUE

RIBBON

Mills

FEATURE

Tke Dramatic Story of a Fatkers StoreJ-Up Hate For a
Faitkless ^^ife, VenteJ Upon His Son Because He Was Also
tier Son, and How XLat Son s Grit, Strengtbened by a Woman's
Love, Triumpks — Tkat Is tke Firm Foundation of Tkis
Masterfully Directed Production, Superk in Eack Carefully
Handled Detail.
And at tke Head of An Unusually Strong Cast, Including
Miriam Miles, Ernest Maupain, Denton Vane and Otker
Supporting Players ^iVkose Deft Artistry in Tkis R.elease ^iVill
Cause Entkusiastic Comment, Stands Earle ^iVilliams — Always
An Unfailing Box-Office Magnet.

liillllllllll
Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."

WQIPICTURES

5 ?
ars

to

Sell

Stars

Select Pictures are now furnisKed to tKe trade tkrougK
the tvJent}? Select ExcKanges listed below. In command of tkese brancK ofjfices of the Select Pictures
Corporation are men \\?Ko Kave been chosen for tKeir
supreme

fitness to furnisK the Exhibitors of these

territories the highest grade of service in distributing
Select Pictures.

Select
New York
Henry Siegel, Mgr.
729 Seventh Avenue
Philadelphia
M. Milder, Mgr.
335 Vine Street
Boston
Louis B. Mayer, Mgr.
69 Church Street
Buffalo
C. R. Rogers, Mgr.
Ejtchange Street
Washington
V. P. Whitakcr, Mgr.
525-1 3th St..N. W.
Pittsburgh
Harvey B. Day. Mgr
1201 Liberty Avenue
Cleveland
Sa.-n E. Morris, Mgr.
Columbia Building
SELECT

Exchanges

Cincinnati
A. M. Muller, Mgr.
302 Strand Theatre Building
Detroit
W. D. Ward, Mgr.
Joseph Mack Building, Corner
Elizabeth and John R.
Chicago
Fred C. Aiken, Mgr.
220 South State Street
St. Louis
E. W. Dustin, Mgr.
3313 Olive Street
Omaha
C. W. Taylor, Mgr.
1512 Howard Street
W.Kansas'City
H. Bell. Mgr.
920 Main Street
PICTURES

Minneapolis
H. A. Rathner, Mgr..
Film Exchange Bldg.
Atlanta
Walter J. Price, Mgr.
61 Walton Street
C. C.Dallas
Ezell, Mgr.
1919 Main Street
Denver
H. L. Knappen, Mgr.
154 1 Welton Street
Angeles
B.Los
E. Loper,
Mgr.
736 South Olive Street
San Francisco
H. H. Hicks, Mgr.
985 Market Street
Seattle
J S. Woody. Mgr.
308 Virginia Street

CORPORATION

729^' Seventh Avenue, New Tork_City

MILDEKl
M.

An

Orchid

of the Screen!

CLARA
KIMBALL

YOUNG
AND

HER OWN

COMPANY

appear in an exquisite screen
"Pierre
THEWolff's eelversion of
ebrated plaj) of love's vagaries

under tKe direction of
MARI
ON
EMILE
CHAUTARD
ETTE
S"
Gl ar a Kimba 11 To ung s
brilliant gifts as a comedienne
sKow to splendid advantage in tKis
drama vjKerein love's poignant
passions are brilliantly) relieved by
flasKes of merriment screened vJitK
consummate art.
"TKe Marionettes" is different
and — beautiful !
TkeFernande
butterflj)
emerges — •
transformed.

Motion

THE
AN

TmilMPHANT

DETUBN

INTERNATIONAL

OF

FAVOKITE

RE-APPEARING after a year's absence from the scireen, she
finds that her admirers have increased by millions; that
she is more popular than ever before. Her world-wide audience
has remembered her beauty and charm, her wonderful funmaking — and clamors for her again.
And now, to reap new profits for all exhibitors, Goldwyn has
produced, and the brilliant genius, George Loane Tucker, has
directed the most appealing production of her career for

A4ABEL

NOEMAND

''^Dodf
in§
A
By Edgar
Selwyn

Millions
A.M.Kennedy

This unusual mystery-drama reveals "the new Mabel Notmand"
— as beautiful and lovely as ever; still the glorious comedienne
and also a dramatic actress of power, of emotional range and
infinite pathos. This is the first big box-office event of 1918.
Released everywhere: January 28.

Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertiser.

Picture

New

I
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OF

THIS

BliiMMi"
?TED,Y

DELIVERS tlfe ^u^..^
»(i.jewels; the letters of
warning and instfuci
rich old "Aunt Bettina"
and the vial of gray powdtejyior the final deed of desperation,
to beautiful Arabella Flynn, who is suddenly and magically lifted
from poverty to plenty.
You can guess, of course, that Mabel Normand is "Arabella
Flynn," but there's not a chance in the world of guessing or
anticipating the things that happen through the interference of
the bearded stranger.
This splendid production contains the vitally necessary dollar
value for every exhibitor and the plot, thrills, situations, pathos,
laughs, disappointments and triumphs that the great amusement public demands on the screen.
Goldwyn

places its guarantee

behind

Mabel

Normand

in

"Dodging A Million" because it will be an assured profit-maker
throughout the world.
8
®GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION^
Samuel Goldfish Edgar Seewyn Margaret A\ayo
PrtHdmt. Vltt Prtndmt Editorial Virvdar
16 East 42d Street
New York City

A magazine's success ig measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News! "
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TieiANGLB

The

D

O

Tower

vou remember
Babel?

Races
work
I

Babel

the story of the Tower

of all the world came

of

together and started

on a tower that was to reach to the sky. It was

to touch

the stars. It was

getting to Heaven
But

when

to solve the problem

they found

got about

I

half of the

that they were building

on quicksand ; that their plans were

not scientifically

based; and that they could not even understand
other. The

of

by the easiest route.

the workers

tower completed,
A

of

result was

A

each

a terrific quarrel in three or

four hundred different languages and the abandonment of the project as impractical.
N

So it is with many
cornering
hibitor.
The

G

the business

schemes,

plans and ideas for

of the motion

exhibitor sees a beautiful

N

picture ex-

and impractical

tower of profits raised before his eyes with uncertain
services, excessive rentals and enormous
penses. Each producer

overhead

to the exhibitor, raising a tower of Babel
confused

and weary

ex-

speaks in a different tongue

eyes, and dinning

before his

his ears with

the old, old story.
L

L
Then

the tower collapses and a lot of exhibitors

hit the sorry trail of experience — sadder and poorer
men.
(Continued on opposite page)

TSIANGL
Be »ure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers
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TR

(Continued from preceding page)
Triangle

is attempting

to build no Tower

of

Babel. We are not aiming to build the Triangle
structure into the skies until it reaches the heavens.
We
make

dont

want

a monopoly

and we are not trying: to

all of our profit in a day.
We

have

planned

square to the winds.

the Triangle

four

It is built on the policy of the

square deal to the exhibitor.
is always

structure

the exhibitor.

Our

He

first consideration

must

make

his profit

and we must help him.

He

must

meet his overhead

without

He

must

show

worry

or fear.

pictures that

will bring credit to his theatre and add to his patronage. He must be successful. His success will mean
our success.
Any

Triangle

Exchange

Manager

is willing to

help you, to advise you, frankly and honestly.
is reserved in his representations,

He

helpful in his atti-

tude, instructed to avoid exaggeration or misstatement and to aid you in building up your business.
His attitude is a Triangle
wind.

attitude, four square to the

Build on enduring Triangle principles.
the Triangle exchange nearest you.

TRIANGLE

DISTRIBUTING

1457
S. A. LYNCH
President

Broadway,

Write

CORPORATION

New

York

R. W. LYNCH
FRED KENT
Vice President Treasurer

Y. F. FREEMAN
General Manager

T^IANGL
Many a packed house is directiy traceable to an advertisement in the " News."

toAiING
THE

TO

BROADWAY

WONDER

STORY

OF

THE

SaONjj
AGE

OF
THE
iTarzan
BY
COMMENT
This is a romance of the African
forests, more fascinating, more unforgetable than any story of many
past seasons.
Tarzan is the orphaned son of a
British nobleman, adopted while a baby
by a tribe of anthropoid apes and cared
for during his childhood and youth by
a fierce animal foster-mother. He learns
all
the secrets of the wilds, he acquires
I
the strength and agility of his associates, and in time his human intelligence aids him in becoming the leader
of the tribe.
His fearless encounters with the
jungle terrors, his slowly dawning realization that he is a man, his pathetic
efforts to add to his knowledge, are
experiences such as have been nowhere
else described with so absorbing an interest.
When he meets with others of his
kind and is able to note the strange
differences; when he sees the woman
who should be his mate but is separated
from him by insurmountable obstacles,
even greater trials are before him.
It is more than a strong, unique story
— it is one that will be remembered and
read again and again through the coming years.

THE

EP6AFLRICE

PIRECTEP

BY

BVRK0V6HS

SCOTT

SIDNEY

CAST
ELA\0
TRVE

LINCOLN
BOARPMAN

THOMAS
GEORGE

NATIONAL

JEFFERSON
FRENCH

FILM

CORP.

ENID

MARKEY

KATH LEEN
BESSIE
GORDON

OF

KIRKH AfA

TONER
GRIFFITH

AMERICA

CIRCULATION

OFTHCJTORY

iToaooo

ook;/old

IT

UBUIHED
ERIALLY

OVER

P&RIOD

ONE

0F||

YEAR.

PUDLIJMEDIN
4

LANGUAGES
INCLUDiNC

English
ERMAN-

- French
Creek

Au5TRiAN-I^U55IAN;

iTALIAN-yUNGARIAN'
Japanese -TURKI5H
kNISH-PoRTUCUtit

Etc.

'

MY

HOUR

YEAR^

IK

CERHAHV

-^

4mm

There's

a

NEW
under

barrol

monoy

BOOKING
wKicK

series

is

^tKe

of

Twelve

knockout

tested

and

you

SPECIALS

comedies

profit

y{sk the JVanac^er
MUTUAL
FILM
tQlI

the

PLAN

offered

CHAPLIN-MUTUAL

to

in

about

— Screen

proven
of the nearest
EXCHA-NGE
tt -

lyiMiinilsjfi^
An Advertisement by W. W. Hodkinson

Ten

Paralta
Back

of

Plays

Every

Ready

Contract

which we offer the exhibitor today
Back

oi

Every

Partnership

with exhibitors who are to share three-quarters of the profits of our organization
Are

These

Plays

finished and ready for release:
i

''A MAN'S
''MADAM

MAN"
WHO"

(Kerrigan)

Issued

(Barriscale)

Issued

HIS ROBE
OF HONOR"
(Walthall)
"TURN
OF A CARD"
(Kerrigan)

Issued

"ROSE
OF PARADISE"
(Barriscale)
"WITHIN
THE
CUP" (Barriscale)
"BLINDFOLDED"
(Barriscale)
"PATRIOTISM"
"HUMDRUM
"WITH

BROWN"

HOOPS
All

I

(Barriscale)
(Walthall)

OF

STEEL"

These

Plays

(Walthall)
Mean

SOLIDITY
i
They mean that when you sign the Hodkinson Contracts for Paralta Plays the
Hodkinson plans and policies have already provided that you are guaranteed by
the foresight of our producers a continuous product, studied and perfected at
leisure to those high standards which the trade has already recognized as a new
brand of consistency in motion pictures.

1

For Prices, Bookings and Dates, Address:
**Hodkinsoii

Service"

at your

nearest

General

Film

Exchange
i

For information, booklets and aid in your film problems, in cori\ection with our product or any other, address the home office:
i
W.
527

W.
FIFTH

HODKINSON

CORPORATION

AVENUE
Telephone, Murray Hill 2123

NEW

YORK

M 0 t i 0 n P i c 1 1, r e News
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THE

THRILL

f ii m

FOR

SERIAL

PmJGHTEP

f|lMP4MY

AUDIENCES

PATRIOTIC

of

^

UNCLE

SilTI

WITH

JANE

A

VANCE

Red

Great
Which

and

- Blooded^
War

Virile

at Home

German

William

and

Spy

Story

Sorelle

of

the

the Manner

Plots

Are

in

Foiled

The New Serial Designed Especially for the Particular
Showman Who Looks for Something Distinctive and
Better
in
Pictures — The
Box-Office
Sensation
of 1918
READY

NOW

The

Sensible

Serial —
Twelve
One-Reel

Episodes

Prwiucf.l
I
by the jaxon

CI
nun

f ^
„ iJ
L.orporanon

DiBtribnted Exclusively by General Film Company
Be ture to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Making

the

World

Safe

for

the

Exhibitor

A bit of grim humor from the great war : The boys in the front trench were being
subjected to an intense drumfire. The air was thick with missiles of high and low calibre. Broadly speaking, they were pelted with everything, from birdshot to locomotive
boilers, and nothing had much chance to survive.
" It could never be worse than this," said one Tommy, crouching low.
"Oh, I don't know," answered a more cheerful comrade. "They might begin
snowballing us, too."
The motion picture exhibitor has felt a good deal as if a climax had arrived
in his troubles and that the outlook was hopeless.
Since the time when the exhibitor used to get most of his pictures from
General Film Company and made money, changes galore have occurred. With
the multiplication of distributing concerns the exhibitor has been over sold and
under served. Three and four years ago he used to obtain a whole week's show
for say $50, and put money in the bank from the proceeds. Today the same
showman spends $350 for a similar amount of film and retains hardly any profit.
The extravagance in useless duplication of exchanges is chiefly to blame.
General Film Company, however, can show him the prospect of better
conditions. Indeed, these conditions have been inaugurated. They open up
an existence for the exhibitor comparable to the former days when ^le prospered
exceedingly.
Of late General Film Company has had success fighting to insure more
economical merchandising for the trade. By accepting the product of film
manufacturers generally for marketing through its extensive system it has
promoted a modern conservation idea.
General Film is rapidly becoming a great clearing house — the first^ — for
motion pictures. With the most important and varied product assembling
under one roof the distribution cost becomes progressively reduced to a
minimum.
It will do wonders

toward

making

the world safe for the exhibitor.

General Film Company does not exact the 15 cent charge on any of its releases
The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS."
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AGAIN
we have been selected by one of the biggest
American distributing companies to market in the
foreign field a thrilHng emotional drama particularly
adapted to the foreign trade.

AS

New

York buyers for a large number of foreign distributing companies located in every section of the

globe — we offer the American
ice and an assured market.

Vorlcl?

manufacturer

S'lDNEV

TOO

serv-

nRlmHou^e

Ian

J. fDANn

a imique

WROCKhl^^

IMC

GfARRE^IT

PRES
Genered extDortei" and importei".
Seventh Aj/e
New York div

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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DisTftreuTED
HODKIN<;ON

a-Y

CORPORATION

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

Motion
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DRAWING
NEVER

SIDNEY

BEEN

OLCOTT'S

WALKER

POWER.

News

HAS

SURPASSED!

SPECTACULAR

STUPENDOUS

WHITESIDE

THAT

Picture

and
IN

PRODUCTION

VALENTINE

GRANT

FREPERIC
mow
KUMMER'5
5£7yj/) T/OAf/i£ 3T0Ry
OFMARTypEP
B£LmM

-rME
COM

SUB^JECT
THAT
I «
ATTENTION
THE
DING
MAN

OR

THE

ACME

VALUE-

TMe.

WORL

OFAOVERTISIHG

BACKEP

BY

AND

EXPLOITATIOM

A MAGNIFICENT

PRO-

PUCTIOfi-WITH
TWO
IMnEI15ELYP0PULAR5TAM
BOOK^THROVGH THE FOLLOWING EXCHANGES:
SOUTHERN STATES FILM CO.»
POURSOUARE:
PniLADELPIIIA—
St. Bids
CINCINNATr— 301 1325
StrandVineTheatre
ATLANTA— 114 Walton St.
NEWI YORK— 729 S«venth Ave.
BUFFALO— 47 W. Swan St.
DALLAS — 1900 Commerce St.
ST. LOUIS— 301 EmprcBfl Theatre BldK.
DETROIT— .304 Jos. Mack BMk.
CLEVELAND— 310 Sloan BldK.
GLOBE FEATURE FILM CO.:
WASHINGTON— S E. St.. N. W.
CHICAGO— 207 B. Wabash Ave.)
DENVER—
17.35
Wei
WD
St.
KANSAS
CITY—
1120
Walnut
St.
NEWi ENGLAND— 20 Winchester St., Boston 'MaM.'
SEATTLE— 2014 Third Ave.
SAN FRANCISCO— 191 Golden Gate Ave.
NEW JERSEY—
220 W.Inc.:
42d St.. New YorktClty.
FRANK
GERSTEN,
f- i
MINNEAPOLIS^206 Film Exchange BldK
PITTSBURGn—
127
Fourth
Ave'
LOST ANGELES— 514 W. 8th St.
FOREIGN RIGHTS: ROBERTSON-COLE CO.. 23RD FLOOR, TIMES BLDC, NEW YORK
UTS.

EXHIBITORS'
BOOKING
CORPORATION
FRANK G. HALL, President

Top^O'lTKe
Times Bldg, New
York
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertUert
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/PECiAL
A WEEK

rEATUREX

: SI A

YEAR.'

1

WILLIAM

POX

PReJENTT

momLvmHTHE

CHAMPAGNE
BY

BERNARD

FEBRyARY

FOX

: /TA6EP

RELEA/E

EYE/
BY

C.M.FRANKLIN

: CONTRACT

NOW

FICiM
C;oili^OR2ikTION7
Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.

650

Motion

WILUAM
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"The
Cross Bearer"
In offering you this special production on The Program,
World -Pictures agedn demonstrates its fairness of policy cjnd positive intent to mcike you more money.
"The Cross Bearer," directed by George Archciinbaud, is a picture about the war, but not a "war picture" — a story of the great
churchman whose name is now a household word that appeals to
ftvery one of every religion — a drama of today interwoven with the
I'omance of a wonderful love story.
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Like a well-knit play of niystery, plot and counterplot, the vastbintrigue
against this government and the lives and
property
ofthatits " citizens
is being"
unfolded.charged
There is plenty
action, head
and suspense is growing
in intensity.
Todayships
we
are
told and
Lieutenant
Koljcrt
beingof
to destroy
munitions
plants
. .B'ay,
. has been with
deserted
by active
his backers.of .the. Teutonic
. There conspiracy
are other elements
of interest. William .T. Flynn, chief of the United States Secret Service, has been given a free hand, with orders to go to the
bottom of the elaborate plot. Mr. Flynn seldom falls short of expectations. He is not easily baffled.
99
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SERVICE

Q Is the story of the Imperial German Government's spies and plots in America.
^ It is a twenty episode serial of facts. Into its revelations of how the Kaiser's proposed reign of terror in America was prevented has been written a story of
thrilling, heart-stirring romance.
^ " The Eagle's Eye " is the supreme serial effort. It has no equal in appeal, in
puJ>lic interest, in the international importance and prominence of its story. It
is a box office value too big to be figured from precedents.
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"A wonderful production which takes rank second to
none and which undoubtedly will inspire the people
of the world to the most wild patriotic enthusiasm.
IT IS THE MOTION PICTURE CLASSIC"
2718 people at Rivoli Theatre, N. Y.
Thurs., Jan. 17th, 1918
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Straight

Ahead!

URING the next few weeks a copy of Motion Picture News
plus a Central Slates Insert (replete with local exhibitor news,
about themselves, their competitors, their nearby friends, their
market) will be placed in the hands of every exhibitor on record
in the states of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Wisconsin and Michigan.
The West Coast Insert pubHshed in Motion Picture News each week since
September. 1917, now reaches and is cordially welcomed by practically every
exhibitor in the states of California, Oregon, Washington, Nevada, Arizona,
Utah, Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, New Mexico and Colorado.
These inserts appear each Week

each regular issue of

MOTIofTTlcfuRE
going to exhibitors in the above

NEWS
sixteen states

Plans are now under way for a similar insert for the Eastern States.
These inserts, the aim of which is to give new reader service, in combining
for the first time the biggest and best national Journal with a local news weekly,
are maintained at considerable expense.
They are a prominent part of our comprehensive plan — right in the face of
war conditions and regardless of investment expense —
— To give the reader of Motion Picture News an unequalled all-around
and complete service.
— To give the advertiser in Motion Picture News a 100% circulation.
— To prove our absolute faith in the present security and the solid future of
the industry.
Motion

Picture

News

Dominates

the Field.
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Have

THE

editorial we are writing on Tuesday, January 22,
differs but slightly in text from that we would have
written on the morning of Thursday, January 17.
Then the industrial world east of the Mississippi stood
dazed by the Fuel Administrator's drastic order. The
feeling of protest ran high.
Our thought then could be uttered in the phrase " Stand
by ! " Our thought now is the same, tempered by succeeding events which have shown that it will not be so
difficult to " Stand by."
The first rift in the clouds came with the permission to
open theatres on Mondays, the second with the intimation
that the one day a week ban may be lifted earlier than
expected, the third with reports from many theatres that
the extra Monday business w-ill go far towards counteracting the loss on the closed day.
But in industrial centres there still remains the danger
that the loss of wages for the five day shutdown period,
and possibly for one day a week, will have its effect.
And our thought is still — " Stand by ! "

TO

us " over here" there is given an opportunity to
show that we can obey orders as we would " over
there." Whether that opportunity is the gift of
necessity or of incompetence is not for us to say.
We have been given orders. Time spent in bewailing
those orders is time lost from the task of meeting the
problems they have created.
And, with or without the burdens brought by war, never
was it so necessary for picture men to devote every moment to business thought — to business-creating thought.
Never was it so necessary — and probably never will it
be so vital again — to seek courage in the injunction,
" Stand by ! Straight ahead ! "
This was our text last week, this our thought — whether
spoken or not — for the weeks to come : " Straight ahead ! "
O the bigger theatres this sign-post seems unnecessary the
;
reports we receive concerning them and
T
from them are colored with the most roseate of
hues.
But there is food for discouragement in the siftings
from the vast eighty per cent.
The eighty per center is losing heart.
The eighty per center is weary.
The eighty per center's lips are framing the words,
" Close up or sell out."
iii'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiHi'iiiiinimiii!!iiiiiiii:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiii:iiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

Faith

There is a vast dividing gulf between the theatre man
who told us last week, " I am not kicking about high
rentals; I'll pay still higher prices for pictures that will
keep on bringing me the money," and the man who wrote,
" Last month I gave the Government more in war taxes
than I will make in months for myself."
And to the latter we don't believe we can reiterate too
often the injunction to " Stand by ! "
This year is the crisis, this year is the test of your fitness as an exhibitor — but it is also the test of the industtry's fitness.
* * * *
THE

industry will not fail. It needs the eighty per
center, it will help the eighty per center, it will hold
on to the eighty per center.
There is aid, it would seem to us, in World Film Corporation's remarkable offer, detailed in the news columns
of this issue.

There will be further help for the eighty per cent —
moves that will strike more deeply at the roots. Of that
we feel certain. ■
There will be improvement in the general psychological
attitude toward war-time entertainment. That, we have
pointed out, was the experience of Engand. We see no
reason for fear that it will not be our experience.
The eighty per center with a reason for existence will
continue to exist. If you close up now or sell out you
are giving way to someone who will reap what you have
sown. If you have sown well, he will reap well. If you
have sown well, cultivate well — stand by — and you will
reap your own harvest.
We don't believe we are mouthing words for the sake of
the words ; we don't feel that we are speaking " fol-de-rol
" Fewer pictures, better pictures " ; " Less
and
distribution extravagance " ; " Don't forget
optimism."
per center," are phrases that have been tossed
the years.
But these would seem to be the days when

production
the eighty
about over
the words

areFor
made
filmdeeds
men are facing the facts, film men are digging
deeply into the problems of the business, film men are
thinking.
And when film men think — we have faith.
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We
ONE
DAY
LATE!
^ Due to the closing down of our printer
MOTION PICTURE NEWS will this week be
issued in New York and reach out-of-town subscribers one day later than usual. The same rule
will apply for the next nine weeks, till and including the week of Monday, March 25th.
^1 For that period, therefore, MOTION PICTURE
NEWS will be issued in New York on Wednesday
mornings.

First Find

the Patient

HE doctors who would prescribe for the industry are
most generally wrong because they do not know
their patient.
We have about 12,000 picture theatres worthy of consideration. We constantly speak of these theatres as a
unit.
They are not a unit and cannot be so regarded. To
prescribe for them, under such a supposition, may prove
fatal.
Daily the breach grows wider between the big house and
the little house. One wants one thing and one wants quite
another.
Take the question of high rentals. We hear few complaints from the big fellows who are filling their big
houses. But the little fellow writes in and says : " I
simply cannot make any money."
Had we not better realize this wide line of demarcation and prescribe separately for each main class of
theatres? And is it not wise to begin prescribing for the
little fellow right away?

Hip! Hip! Hurrah!
WE
are going to tell you next week about a state
rights buyer who came to New York and left for
the West waving his hat and leading cheers over
the fine treatment he got from a seller of territorial rights.
Sounds strange; but it rings true. The facts were given
us by the man himself, not by the company which accorded
the fine treatment.
This buyer will undoubtedly extend the same square,
live-and-lel-live treatment to his customer — the exliibitor. And the firm that has such business policies will
acquire many more solid clients ; and eventually, through
such practices, an important branch of the film industry
will be put upon a stable and flourishing Ijasis all around.

It^s True

That—

LAST week's press matter brought us an interview with
a company head which declared that, " The surface
has only been scratched in the film industry."
Another press agent's star has received a letter from a
Japanese admirer.
Heat prostration affected two other press agents to the
point of sending stories about the studio monkey and the
studio daschshund.
Yes, it's all true, and — maybe — interesting.

A

Are

Picture

Wondering,

News

Too

thanks us for our ediexhibitorof who
SOUTHER
the small house winds up
torialN consideration
his letter with :

" There is not a manager or owner in this entire section
Do you get
that depends on his theatre for his income.
We do get it. And we realize keenly what you are up
against because we receive many such letters.
And all we can say is : Hang on. Stick to your ship
that?" the squall.
during
If you are doing everything possible and practical to
make a showman's success then help for you is inevitable.
Some man or some plan or both are going to come to your
assistance with the pictures and the prices that will enable
you to condvict your theatre profitably.
They will come to your help because it will be good
business — for them and for you. Good business always
forces action. That's why help is inevitable.
You are wondering probably why the industry doesn't
wake up more quickly to your requirements.
Well, so are we.
Stopping Production
SINCE we are all practically agreed that there is much
overproduction and that the markets' great demand
is its mass of undigested film, then what is wrong
with the suggestion to stop production for a while?
Many important considerations are involved — undoubtedly. Possibly there are enough such considerations to kill
the idea.
But surely the main simple thought stands out : that the
market, unfed for a while, will digest its digestible film.
Which in turn goes back to the simplest, truest fact
about the film industry : that maximum profits are made
from the maximum circulation of the film.
Passing

an

Idea

Along

< <T WISH you could hammer away on an editorial that
I would make producers put better help and more
efficient service in their shipping rooms for postors
and
News.films," writes a Chicago exhibitor to Motion Picture
Just as a starter toward " hammering away " we are
mentioning the matter here. Two specific instances he
mentions have been referred to the companies affected.
Meanwhile, we are passing the thought along to you —
Mr. Manufacturer and Mr. Exchange Head. Does the
cap fit? Or, have you done anything particularly constructive toward meeting the problem presented ?
We'd like to tell about it, if you have. Drop us a line.
Speed Up !
A DAY has been taken out of the wcelc. A holiday has
been given.
To picture theatres it is almost a fair exchange.

But, still, a day lost is a day lost, so, now as never, let's all
get together — You, Us & Co.
" Speed up ! Lots of pep ! Lots of ginger."
" 1 lere we go ! "
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Serving

It

with

Speed

WHEW ! Say, boy ! Didn't the news pop hot and
We haven't got our
heavy this past week?
breath yet, though the printer gave us an extra
holiday Monday to sort of help our equilibrium.
News — news— news. After you turn this page you'll
find yourself in a tangle of it— page after page.
We didn't attempt to give you one of those " magaziney " feature articles this week. With all the news
you might miss it— and the one we have ready is one
that we don't want you producers to miss. It's aimed
right at you men who hold the bag — and the one that hits
you next week is only the first of a series.
" Tabloid dramas " they are to be — each a real drama of
studio extravagance. No names are mentioned, but the
facts of each incident in the farces are on file and on request will be given " to whom it may concern."

BUT

that's for next week — after you and yours truly
catch up with the news of this week.
It all broke so unexpectedly, too. After several
news-less weeks, or merely simmering ones at best, we
lifted the phone receiver Tuesday morning to hear :
" Do you know the Exposition at Grand Central is off ?"
We didn't — so we investigated.
As we go to press we are told that " no final decision has
been reached." But it seems tolerably certain that any
New York Exposition this year will be in September.
Which is news, we are certain. Whether it is important
forty-five minutes from Broadway we are not quite so certain. [Page 687]

THEN Thursday and the fuel order. At first a terrible
blow and much wailing and gnashing of teeth.
Then Saturday and a modification of the order.
A few smiles. Then Tuesday morning and news that
five of the " Garfield days " might be called off. More
smiles. Then reports from a score of theatres that they
had done record business on Monday because of the holiday crowds. Smiles all around.
Of course you have read the fuel story backwards and
forwards in your dailies by this time. But even so, we
think we have a few new twists for you in our reports.
[Page 680]

THURSDAY brought the shower of holidays. " What
Will Friday bring?" we thought.
For newspapermen will tell you that it never fails.
When news starts to bang it keeps right on banging, it
just don't know when to stop.
But Friday wore along its length and not a bit of " new
news " stirring. Then a flimsy half -page of typewritten
copy drifted to our desk. We started to read without
much hope. We covered four lines and then gasped.
" What's this — a film company offering free film ?"
Yes, it's true. World Film has done the trick. It's a
" war measure " and one that looks real to us.
And no matter how it looks to us — it certainly will start
something.
[Page 683]

CAN

and

Ginger

you imagine a meeting of producers discussing
the proposition of closing down production for a
period of thirty or sixty days?

Sounds interesting — doesn't it?
If the proposal had only met with more general approval itwould have been even more important than interesting. But interesting
remains, so you'll want to
read our thoroughly
readable itexclusive
story.
[page 685]
* * *
'HAT
of a Fellow is— Freuler?"
know Kind
?

Do you

Few do. John R. Freuler doesn't seek the
limelight very often, and when he does it isn't with interviews on such pregnant subjects as whether Harold Hollywood should part his hair in the middle or wear it pomNo such fascinatingly human subjects for
padour.
He usually talks business, sound, logical,
business, too — making it worse.
It seems that John R. Freuler is that kind
but then you'll know him better after you
A. Johnston's mayhap-interview.

John R.
common-sense
of a fellow —
read William
[Page 691]

SPEAKING of business and a business man reminds
us of another set of business men. The First National Exhibitors met in New York last week for a
directors' meeting.
And though the town overflowed with big exhibitors for
a few days, those First National men just seem to meet to
do business — drat 'em — never to make news or near-news.
But in that connection it might be mentioned that the
first Chaplin-First National subject is now well on its way.
That's news.
[Page 708]
SCATTERED
here,
over ordinarily
this week's crowd
book
there are bits
of there
news and
that all
would
into this page in big shape, but in this week of weeks
they have to get a passing mention.
Metro, which last week came to bat with rather startling ad-copy, this week follows with eight brilHant insert
pages and a news story of forthcoming productions that
ate up a whole page of our book for the telling.
Wonder if it's the influence of that first lieutenant's
khaki that Arthur James is wearing these days ?
Then there is the news that Universal, which last week
showed signs of renewed activity at the Coast studios, reversed itself just after we got through pointing to it as a
sign of optimism, and, finding enough productions on the
shelves for many months to come, laid off practically all
companies till after the rainy season. .
Much as Garfield did after he read our last week's fuel
story.
[Pages 685 and 719]
:ic jjj
NEWS also can be found in the fact that General Film
is about to move into spacious uptown offices. If
any proof were needed that big things are doing in
G. F. then the fact that the staid old organization is tearing away from the downtown Fourth Avenue address is
sufficient for us.
also willstudios.
be found about Pathe's arrangement
to An
use item
the Peralta
And — oh, well, you better start over the book yourself.
There's hardly a line you'll want to miss.
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Theatres,

Monday

Dazed,

Rally

Openings, with Special Matinees, Expected to Counterbalance Effect of Closed Tuesdays — Local Conditions to
Decide Film Rental Attitude

DAZED by the announcement of the Fuel Administration decreeing a fiveday close down of industry in the territory east of the Mississippi and
ten fuelless Mondays affecting picture theatres, film men rallied quickly
after the modification permitting Monday performances with Tuesday the
holiday.
Reports received by IMotion Picture News from all sections are especially
optimistic. For one thing, the national order has saved picture theatres from
more irksome rulings by local administrators, especially in Detroit and Boston.
Also, results of the first Ivlonday performances showed that the extra matinees
and the general holiday spirit resulted in business that will go far towards counterbalancing the dark Tuesdays.
No Contract Ruling
Efforts to secure a general ruling on the
attitude of film companies towards exhibitor contracts during the ten " extra-holiday
weeks " were unsuccessful, the companies
seeming to have left the decision to local
conditions and individual cases.
The closing order of the Fuel Administrator affects theatres on the ten luesdays
starting January 22nd and including March
26th. The text of Dr. Garfield's order
changing the text of his original ruling
which named Monday as the closing day,
is as follows :
" In order to accommodate public holiday
attendants, fuel maj' be burned on any of
the Mondays beginning January 21, 1918,
and continuing up to and including March
25, 1918, for the purpose of supplying heat
for theatres, moving picture houses, bowling houses, billiard rooms, private or public
dance halls or any other place of public
amusement, but no fuel shall be burned on
any Tuesday beginning January 22, 1918,
and continuing up to and including Tuesday, March 26, 1918 (except to such an extent as is essential to prevent injury to
properly from freezing) for the purpose of
supplying either heat or light for any of
the places of amusement aforesaid on any
of the Tuesdays above specified.
■' To the extent indicated herein the regulation of the United States Fuel Administrator, dated January 17, 1918, is hereby
modified."
Universal Against Protests
of Industry
Within an hour after^eceiving the fuel
conservation ordc^B^^prlministrator Garfield, the Univcrsa^^^pany issued the following notice to its employees, over the
signature of President Carl Laemmle :
The Univcraal Film Manufacturing Company
i* entirely out of sympathy with the committees
from the various industries which are flying
towar4
to protest against the new
order of Washington
the fuel administrator.
The fact that this order has the approval of
Presirknt Wilson i^ quite enough for us.
This company, like every other company in the
country, ehas
resources toofaidthethewar.govrnment in a pledged
successfulits prosecution
And now, for the first time, we arc put to the
test to see whether such pledges were empty
phrases or if they really carried a meaning. If
we have a grain of real patriotism, we will grin
and bear whatever burden the government, may
be compelled to impose upon us during these
times of ordeal.

WHAT

OF
FEB.

12?

Ifs
Lincoln's Birthday
and It's on a Tuesday
— What's the Answer?
LD NIhas
nteRd
gra
GARFIE
TO
RA
MI perST
AD
FUEL
tres
mission to
the thea
open on the ten " Garfield
but ordered they
Mondays,"
close down on Tuesday instead.
But Lincoln's birthday, a "big
money tions"of the
holiday
in most
country,
comes secon
a Tuesday this year.
Motion Picture News, before
going to press, sought to secure
information from the Fuel Administration as to whether
theatres in northern states
would be allowed to open that
Tuesday and close Wednesday,
but nothing could be learned.
Can the theatres afford, without looking ridiculous, to ask
Washington for still another
modification of the Fuel order?
Or isn't it likely that " before
we come untary
to the
bridge
volconcession
will" acome
from Washington?

We frain
request
employees
of this comment
company onto the
refrom making
unfavorable
action of the government. Let us look at the
doughnut, not at the hole. Let us remember
how little we are sacrificing in comparispn with
the young men of the nation who are offering
their lives where we are asked to offer only our
dollars. If we are stripped of every dollar we
possess, if we are reduced to the extremest poverty— we will stiil have life.
Let us show the Kaiser and his crew that our
pledge of support to our government was not
made merely to be withdrawn at the first real
pinch of war. Let us be ready in our minds to
drop everything else, if necessary, and devote
our hearts and souls to the one great object of
making the world a fit place to live in.
Standing by the President means STANDING
BY THE PRESIDENT. It does not mean
arguing, protesting or quibbling. The President
has the most terrific task that was ever imposed
upon a single human being in the history of the
world.
make his
burden as that
lightwill
as possible
and not Let's
participate
in anything
tend to
confuse
his
mind
and
swerve
him
a
hair's
from the great purpose he outlined in hisbreadth
recent
message to the world.
If
we
are
patriotic,
now
is
the
time
to
PROVE
IT.

Picture

News

Quickly

A copy was telegraphed to Washington
and an acknowledgment of its receipt there
was sent to Mr. Laemmle. The Universal
edict was published in part in the newspapers and commented upon editorially by
some.
Theatrical

Unions Take
tion on Salaries

Ac-

In response to numerous inquiries received from exhibitors throughout the
country asking advice on regulation of salaries for stage employes and musicians, the
Motion Picture News has communicated
with the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes and the American
Federation of Musicians as to the action
which these organizations have taken.
The question of the arrangement of salaries for the members of both these unions
was taken up at a special meeting called
for Tuesday of this week, at which the
union representatives will confer with the
New York managers.
It was announced that the action taken
at this meeting would not affect organizations outside of New York as the contracts
held by stage employes and musicians are
different in construction, in the different
localities. This matter of the arrangement
of salaries will have to be taken up by each
local organization, it is announced, at the
New York headquarters.
The statement was made by an official
of the International Alliance of State Employes that inasmuch as Dr. Garfield, National Fuel Administrator, had recommended that all employes be given every
consideration in this matter by the employers the action taken by the local unions
would not work a hardship on stage employes or musicians.
Violation

Causes

House

to

Close
One of the first instances on record
where a motion picture theatre has been
closed as a result of the fuel conservation orders from Washington is found in
the case of the Variety theatre in Buffalo.
Fuel Administrator Elliott C. McDougal
has ordered the Buffalo General Electric
Company to discontinue current to the theatre, which is charged with violating the
federal lighting orders.
The theatre is located at 740 Fillmore
axenue, Buffalo.
New

Yorkers

Confident

of

Meeting Situation
While the fuel order forbidding performances on Tuesdays was strictly obeyed by
Director Samuel L. Rothapfel of the Rialto
and Rivoli theatres, there was no other
change resulting from the new ruling.
Rivoli's new bill opened as usupi on Monday, the house remaining dark Tuesday,
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and the same bill continuing the rest of the
week. Rialto followed its usual policy.
Full salaries are being paid all employes
at the two houses.
Managing Director Harold Edel of the
Strand announces that special arrangements have been made with the 150 employes of that house to overcome the question of salaries during the ten closed Tuesdays. A special pro rata concession was
proposed by Manager Edel and accepted by
all the employes.
Two

I/Ost in Several
Cities
Through the interpretation by various
local fuel administrators of the Garfield
order, motion picture theatres in several
cities, including Detroit, Atlanta, Indianapolis, St. Louis and Buffalo, face the loss
of two days each week instead of one.
Al Thornburg, of Detroit, wired Motion
Picture News as follows: '' In accordance
with the order of Michigan fuel administrator, state and Detroit theatres will run
only five hours per day and will not be open
Mondaj's and Tuesdays. Co-operation -with
the state and National fuel administrators
was decided at exhibitor meeting in Detroit, January 17."
Concerning this interpretation of the order, J.H. Kunsky wired William A. Brady,
of the.N. A. M. P. I., as follows: "Wire
result of Washington interview, as IMichigan administrator insists we close Monday
and Tuesday and operate five hours daily
balance of week. Order means financial
crisis unless Washington ruling can be made
to supercede this in tome to permit full
operating schedule."
Taking the matter up at this juncture,
William A. Brady, January 18, wired Administrator Garfield, asking a ruling.
Prefacing his wire with assurance of every

You
May
Open
E^ery^Day
If—
^^ Since the original fuel order allowed the burning of fuel "to
such extent as to prevent injury to property from freezing" and
making no mention of lights, and, realizing that in many sections
of the country theaters could satisfactorily operate under such
conditions, Motion Picture News on Thursday of last week sent
the following wire to Dr. Harry A. Garfield, Fuel Administrator:
"Can picture theatres operate Mondays with unheated auditoriums, using light from service
companies?
Motion Picture News."

Days

Vote

Your

^ The following reply, dated January 18th, was received:
"Answering your wire, yes.
Fuel Administrator Noyes."
^ As this message was filed prior to the change in the Fuel Administrator's order making Tuesday the theater holiday, it is
understood that the permission granted above will apply to that
day.
^ The amended order, however, expressly forbids "places of amusement ... to use fuel on such Tuesdays for light as well as
heat." Whether this will apply to lights supplied by service companies will rest with the interpreattion of the local administrators
in each section and depend on local conditions. Don't attempt
to operate without calling your administrator's attention to the
above telegrams, and securing his ruling.
support from the industry in abiding by
the fuel order, Mr. Brady said : " From
various sections of the country, notably Detroit, Atlanta, Indianapolis, St. Louis and
Buffalo, reports indicate your territorial
representatives interpret your order to in-

Thanks
to
Bulkley

Col.

Barry

^i A committee of theatrical men headed by George M. Cohan,
Marc Klaw and David Belasco, journeyed to Washington Friday
seeking to prevail on President Wilson to permit theatres to open
on Mondays and close Tuesdays instead.
f The committee wasn't quite sure of its reception — its members
returned to New York stating that they had failed.
^ On Saturday morning the Fuel Administrator wired from Washington granting the privilege the managers had sought in vain.
^ What had happened?
^ Col. Barry Bulkley, vice-president of the Crandall Theatres
Corporation, operating the Harry Crandall theatres in Washington,
and a class mate at Williams College with Dr. Harry Garfield, had
prepared a brief showing clearly the necessity and justice of the
theatre's position.
^ The Administrator's concession followed the reading of the
brief.

clude one or more coalless days in addition
to the several Mondays prescribed. Such
interpretation as the motion picture industry believes not authorized by your order
solicits from you a ruling that your territorial representatives shall not undertake'
to make arbitrary orders with their consequent unnecessary hardships until full facts
may be placed before you. This to apply
particularly to the cities mentioned.
The outcome of the Detroit, Atlanta, Indianapolis, St. Lous and Buffalo local orders remains yet in doubt.
Chicago Meetings
Exhibitors

Call

Chicago exhibitors turned out in unprecedented numbers January 17 and 18 to attend special meetings called by Joseph
Hopp, president of the local branch of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of
America, to consider the problems that
confronted them d% a, xesult of the fuelsaving order from Waipington.
After a discussion of the situation it
was moved by W. B. Heaney and carried that the Allied Legislative Committee of Exhibitors, at Washington, be asked
to take steps to see what would be done to
relieve the situation.
At the time of the meetings the Tuesday closing instead of Monday had not
been decided upon by Washington, and
the exhibitors expressed little confidence
that the3^ could bring the Tuesday closing
about. Thej' agreed not to pay operators,
musicians and other employes if their theatres were closed on Mondays.
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Rowland

Again

Re-elected President at Annual Meeting, Following Stockholder Session — Clark Chosen VicePresident
AT

Heads

Metro

activities along larger and broader lines
would be dealt with in a forthcoming statement from President Rowland. Metro has
definitely announced that it proposes to go
after the leadership of motion picture industry, apromise the beginning of which
it considers fulfilled in the production of
" The Slacker," followed by " Draft 258,"
" Blue Jeans " with Viola Dana, " The
Legion of Death " with Edith Storey,
" Revelation " with Nazimova, " Lest We
Forget " with Rita Jolivet, and the All Star
Series Productions "Daybreak" with
Emily Stevens, " Red, White and Blue
Blood " with Francis X. Bushman and
Beverly
Bayne,
and " The Metro
Avenging
Trail "
with
Harold
Lockwood.
has further

the annual meeting of directors of
Metro Pictures Corporation last
week, following a two days' session of the
stockholders of the corporation, Richard A.
Rowland was unanimously re-elected president of the organization. The meeting was
held in the Metro ofi&ces in the Long Acre
Building, New York.
James B. Clark, of Pittsburgh, was
elected first vice-president; E. H. Hulsey,
of Dallas, Texas, second vice-president ; J.
W. Engel, treasurer; Charles K. Stern, assistant treasurer and J. Robert Rubin, secplans matured, including a five-reel picture
retary and general counsel. The directorate
production by Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew,
elected includes four new names, namely,
of which is said to be the most pretentious
Charles K. Stern, who has been cashier and
thing ever done by these stars.
Metro recently pronounced a policy of
auditor for Metro since its organization ;
David Stoneman, of Boston ; E. H. Hulsey, J open booking for first, second and third run
of Dallas, and H. J. Cohen of New York. ^theatres, and this policy will not only be
The directors re-elected were Richard A. continued but will be vigorously advocated,
Rowland, James B. Qark, J. W. Engel,
it is said, in all parts of the United States
John Kunsky of Detroit and A. S. Behmer
by the Metro representatives, who are still
city.
of Pittsburgh.
meeting
together at the home offices in this
It was announced that Metro's renewed

General

Offices

Will February i Settle Down Into
Berkeley
Building
in Fortyfourth Street — Have Been
Downtown Heretofore
BY a lease signed last week the executive
offices of General Film Company will
be located in the new Berkeley Building, 25
West Forty-fourth street. New York. The
change is effective February 1.
Thus another film company removes its
headquarters uptown from what was formerly a considerable motion picture district of New York. The quarters which
the executive officers of General Film Company are vacating at 440 Fourth avenue, at
Thirtieth street, were occupied by it for
two years after its removal from the Fifth
Avenue Building at Twenty-fourth street.
Before that the company occupied a location at 80 Fifth avenue.
General Film announced that it will be
found occupying the seventeenth or top
floor of the Berkeley Building, the whole
suite being lighted from all sides. Accommodations will be maintained here for the
executive officers, board of directors, auditing department, general sales department,
legal department, and accounting department The modern plan of office arrangement will prevail, the entire personnel of
the offices occupying the entire space of the
suite without partitions. This permits of
diffusion of light to best advantage and also
of ventilation to best advantage, and promotes the co-ordination of office activities.
The building was finished and first occupied by tenants a few months ago. It runs
through from Forty-fourth street to Fortyfifth street, with a main floor arcade, and is

Move

Uptown

situated immediately west of Fifth avenue.
Mail intended for General Film Company's main to
office
aftertheJanuary
31 shouldin
be directed
reach
new location
the Berkeley Building, 25 West Fortyfourth street. The New York exchange
office of the company remains at 71 West
Twenty-third street as formerly.
A. M. Kennedy Resigns
from Goldwyn
Aubrey M. Kennedy has resigned as
manager of productions of Goldwyn Pictures Corporation. Mr. Kennedy has been
with Goldwyn almost from its inception,
having first been manager of the Fort Lee
studios and later advanced to manager of
productions. In addition to his executive
activities he has at different times taken
personal charge of the editing, cutting and
titling of several of the company's popular
releases. He is also co-author with Edgar
Selwyn of " Dodging a Million," Mabel
Normand's first Goldwyn production, to be
released in a few days.
Exhibitors'
Thanks

Association
Quimby

An indication of the popularity of F. C.
Quimby, Pathe's new sales manager, is seen
in the fact that at the annual meeting of
the Washington Theatre Managers' Association he was tendered a rising vote of
thanks and a motion was carried congratument. lating him on his promotion and appoint-

Picture

News

Jacksonville Weather
THE Jacksonville Chamber of Commerce,
concerning its weather conditions in
connection with the production of motion
pictures, this week sent Motion Picture
News via telegram the following information for producers :
" Average temperature 58 for the week.
Five clear days out of seven. Temperature January 14 was 66, and day was clear.
The Frohman Amusement Corporation,
producing " The Birth of a Race," filmed
30,000 feet without the loss of a foot. The
atmosphere of Florida creates perfection
in photography."
Kalem

Offices House

Film

Commission
The offices of the Kalem Company were
open and conducting business as usual during the holidays thrust upon the eastern
industrial world by Fuel Administrator
Garfield's drastic order, as Kalem is quartering the American Film Commission and
the Government's Committee on Public Information.
" Our factory, however, will be closed on
the new holidays, in compliance with the
Fuel
WilliamAdministrator's
Wright of theorder,"
Kalem announced
Company,
" but this severe tax upon our plant will
not prevent us from making prompt deliveries of the laboratory work which we are
doing for various producers. With the first
warning of the impending regulation we
speeded up work on the prints soon to be
released and there have been no disap" Incidentally," added Mr. Wright, " we
pointments."
will
pay all of our employes in full for the
enforced holidays." •
First National

Passes on

Subjects
The board of directors of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit are in New York
this week to pass final judgment on several
productions which have been offered and
to complete arrangements for greater cooperation in their exchange service which
is just getting into good working order.
Fred Dahnken of San Francisco, Aaron
Jones of Chicago, Robert Lieber of Indianapolis, E. H. Hulsey of Texas and
Harry Schwalbe, supervisor of film exchanges of Philadelphia, are all in attendance at the meetings which are being held
at the Hotel Astor. They report business
in their respective territories as being well
up to average for this time of the year.
Partridge

Returns to New
York
Having blazed the trail through the West
for productions released by the U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation, Joseph Partridge, division manager of the concern, has
returned to New York, where he will center
his activities in behalf of the new company for the next few weeks.
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"Free

Film!"

Is

World's
Offer
11 "The False Friend"
5
(Robert Warwick, Gail Kane.)
Features Released Prior to November 1 Will Be Given to Exhibitors Free for Bookings, Equal to Number of
18 "The
Stolen
Paradise"
5
(Ethel
Clayton.)
New Subjects Now Contracted For
25 "The
Divorce
5
(Alice
Brady.)Game"
REE use of World Pictures released preA'iously to November equal to
those they are showing under present contract is to be granted exhibitors
as a wartime measure.
2 "The Price of Pride"
5
July. (Carlyle Blackwell, June Elvidge.)
Such is the text of an announcement made this week by the World Corpora9 " The Brand of Satan "
5
tion. "And it means what it says," was the additional emphasis given by a
(Montagu Love, Gerda Holmes.)
World official to Motion Picture News when the statement was issued.
16 "The Beloved Adventuress"
5
" There are no strings, no loop holes, no ifs and buts ; there it is in black and
(Kitty Gordon.)
white.
•
23 "A(Alice
Self-Made
5
Brady.)Widow"
The official text of World Film's startling emergency measure to aid exhibitors in the present crisis follows :
30 "The Iron Ring"
5
(Arthur
Ashley, Gerda Holmes,
Ed. Langford.)
" Not a Lever for New Business "
August.
" As a war measure designed to help ex6 " Youth "
5
hibitors toward ' standing off ' the difficul"SUSPICIOUS
!"
(Carlyle Blackwell, June Elvidge.)
ties of the present time the World Film
Corporation announces that exhibitors may
13 "Jerry for Short"
S
rs
exhibitous
be suspicio
course,
/^^\1 Fwill
^ ^I
have absolutely free use of World Pictures
(Madge Evans.)
when
they
read
our
equal to those they are showing in their
20 " Souls Adrift"
5
(Ethel Clayton.)
theatres under present contracts with this
offer," said a World Film representative when he gave us this
corporation.
27 " The Guradian "
5
story.
"
But
frome
Arthur Elvidge,
Ashley.) Montagu Love,
(June
" This applies to all World Pictures pubMissouri talk letto the
our boys
exchang
lished prior to ' The Burglar,' which was
issued at the beginning of November, and
managers — we'll produce the
September.
there is no string whatsoever to the propo3 "The Marriage Market"
5
goods, they'll prove it.
sition.
" For once there isn't a nig(Carlyle
Blackwell,
June Elvidge,
Arthur
Ashley.)
ger in the woodpile for poor
" The suggestion will not be made use of
as a lever for new business, but is issued
10 " Betsy
"
5
Mr. Exhibitor."
(Alice Ross
Brady.)
solely to benefit exhibitors in a substantial
way at a time when burdens are peculiarly
17 " Creeping
TidesCarlyle.)
"
5
(Alexandra
heavy and unavoidable.
March.
" The World executives believe their plan
24 " The Women Beneath "
5
(Ethel Clayton.)
is a thoroughly practical and substantial
5 "The Web of Desire"
5
lowes.)
source of assistance, taking effect at a
October.
(Ethel Clayton, Rockliffe Feltime when it will be of double value to the
1 "The Corner Grocery"
5
theatre managers contemplating prospects
(Lew Fields, Madge Evans.)
12 "The Dancer's Peril"
5
(Ahce
Brady.)
of a most discouraging character."
8 "Rasputin, the Black Monk"
5
19 " The Social Leper "
5
Big Features on List
(Montagu
Love, Hall,June'
(Carlyle Blackwell, June Elvidge,
There are a score of well known feaAshley, Henry
Julia Elvidge,
Dean.)
Arthur Ashley, Evelyn Greeley
tures on the list affected by the order, judgIS "Shall We Forgive Her?"
5
and Muriel Ostriche.)
(June Elvidge, Arthur Ashley.)
ing from the release chart of World pic26 "As Man Made Her"
S 22 "The Dormant Power"
S
tures.Not
■ thatthe
least
(Gail
Kane, Frank Mills, Gerda
is the fact
in the
list surprising
of releases point
prior
Holmes.)
(Ethel Clayton.)
to November is found " Rasputin," the big
World-Brady special. A complete list of
2 " Man's Woman "
5 Rothacker Company Elects
World releases since last January, 1917, April.
Directors
lowes.)
(Erhel Qayton, Rockliffe Feland until " The Burglar," is a follows :
At the recent meeting of the stockholdJanuary.
9 "The Family Honor"
5
ers of the Rothacker Film Manufacturing
(Robert Warwick, June Elvidge,
8 "On Dangerous Ground"
5
Company of Chicago the following direcHenry Hull.)
(Gail Kane, Carlyle Blackwell.)
tors for 1918 were nominated and unaniIS "The Man Who Forgot"
S 16 " Forget-Me-Not "
5
mously elected:
(Robert Warwick, Gerda Holmes,
(Kitty Gordon.)
Watterson R. Rothacker, David Beaton,
Doris Kenyon.)
23 " Darkest Russia "
5 Jr., A. A. Rothacker, H. T. Aldous and
(Alice Brady.)
1 " A Woman Alone "
.5
(Alice Brady.)
30 " The Page of Mystery "
5 John Hahn.
Blackwell, June Elvidge,
22 "The Bondage of Fear"
S May. (Carlyle
Evelyn
Greeley.)
(Ethel Clayton.)
Grauman Opens This Week
29 "Tillie Wakes Up"
5
in Los Angeles
(Marie Dressier, Johnny Hines.)
7 "Mothers of France"
5
February.
The new million-dollar motion picture
(Sarah Bernhardt.)
5 theatre built by H. J. and Sid Grauman in
5 "A Hungry Heart"
5 14 "Moral Courage"
Los Angeles at Broadway and Third, is
(Alice Brady.)
(Muriel Ostriche, Arthur Ashley.)
5 scheduled to open January 25 with Wil12 "The Red Woman"
5 21 "Yanked Pluck"
(Gail Kane.)
(Ethel Clayton, Mortagu Love).
liam S. Hart in " The Silent Man " as the
of the program.
S feature
19 " A Square Deal "
5 28 "Maternity"
The house is said to be one of the finest
(Alice Brady.)
(Carlyle Blackwell, June Elvidge,
in the country, and is commented upon in
Henry Hull, Muriel Ostriche.)
4 "The Crimson Dove"
5 detail in the Theatres Worth While sec26 "A Girl's Folly"
5 June.
tion in this issue of News.
(Robert Warwick, Doris Kenyon.)
(Carlyle Blackwell, June Elvidge.)
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Sheehan

Picture

Recalls Davs

News
of

It is the privilege rather than the duty,
though the "duty
also, of every" young
un'
married manSoldiering
in the country to volunteer
his serv-ices to the nation for the duration
of the war in the opinion of Winfield R.
Sheehan, general manager of the Fox Film
Corporation.
Mr. Sheehan, who is especially anxious
that the motion picture industry shall be
well represented at the front, and who has
been exerting his influence quietly in that
direction, was a volunteer during the war
between the United States and Spain and
was a member of the first American regiment that entered the city of Havana.

Vitagraph Sales Chiefs Told to Keep
Optimistic
Spirit Uppermost —
Claims Organization Emerges
from Successful Months
THE

sales chiefs of the Vitagraph distributing organization, following a
series of important conferences held at the
home office last week, have taken the field
again and carrj' with them, it is announced,
instructions from Walter W. Irwin, general
manager, that the entire sales force must
act and preach confidence.
" I have instructed our division managers
to carry into every branch of our organization the spirit of big business, which is an
honest reflection of our sales records for
the past six months," said Mr. Irwin.
" Vitagraph has just gone through some
of the best months in its history, and our
outlook for the coming season contemplates
the biggest business in the history of the
company.
" Much of the industry's present day
trouble is due to fear and lack of courage.
That fear is unfounded and that lack of
courage to push ahead should not enter the
breast of any one is proven by the history

of the industry in England. At the beginning of the war, the picture business in
England became panicky, but within a few
months they are and still are doing a bigger
business than ever before. This was because wholesale entertainment for the people at home, as well as for the men at the
front, is even more necessary in times of
war than in normal times.
" With the financial stress in mind,
through which England has gone, and of
which we, by comparison, are sure to continue to be relatively free, how can any
thinking man in any branch of the industry lose courage instead of gain it?
" Where local conditions are for the moment unfavorable, the industry as a whole
should recognize that these conditions are
only temporary, and accordingly, there
should be no let-down in confidence or letup in efforts. The moment a person loses
confidence or lets his courage ebb, his
efficiency and earning capacity are at once
reduced to a point far below par.
" I want our entire sales organization to
sell courage. I want them to sell their
goods not only on merit, but by selling confidence."

Brenon

Visits

Seeks to Gain Permit for " Empty
Pockets " Without Going to Court
— Wants Board to Consider
Him as Sincere Human
HERBERT BRENON, motion picture
producer, made a flying trip to Chicago last week to try new methods on the
censor board of the Windy City in an effort to get a permit for his picture,
" Empty Pockets." Instead of waiting
until Major Funkhouser and his cohorts
had slashed his film and then starting
court proceedings, Mr. Ercnon tried a
new maneuver. He walked into the lion's
den in the City Hall and tried persuasion
instead of force.
Mr. Brenon visited the Major Monday
morning,
January
after deputy,
an hour's
consultation
with 14,
the and
scoond
he
■was introduced to the other members on

Chicago

Censor

the censor board, and delivered an address in the course of which, he said :
" I am here," he said, " for only one
reason. I don't want to be a printed title
to you any longer. I want you to think
of me as a sincere man with an avowed
purpose. I have not come here to upbraid you as other producers have done.
But I want you to view my picture,
' Empty Pockets ' with a firm conviction
that I was absolutely sincere in producing it. I am not going to go to court to
force you to pass this picture, but I'm
going to ask you to give me an opportunity personally to make changes that you
deem necessary. No longer think of me
as a printed bit of celluloid, and always
remember in viewing my productions, that
I am not adverse to just criticism, and am
sincere in my efforts to make my pictures
works of art and worthy achievements."

Rothacker Paying Full
Salaries
Watterson R. Rothacker, of the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company, Chiago, was in New York last week when
the Fuel Administrator's order burst upon
the industrial world. He succeeded in making arrangements with the employees of
his plant by wire through which they are
to receive full salary for the entire period
of suspension ordered by the Fuel Administrator.
Air. Rothacker was also the recipient of.
congratulations from New York film men
on the fact that he has been able to secure
unusually good shipments from Chicago
during the railroad tie-up, and has also been
foresighted enough to be running full
blast during the coal famine.
Spoor

Offers Invention to
Government
Representative Juul of the Seventh District, Chicago, has transmitted to the war
department from George K. Spoor an offer
of a new war invention, conceived by P. J.
Briggen. This invention is called a " mechanical ferret," according to its maker,
capable of digging a tunnel at the rate of
fifty feet an hour.
Mr. Spoor makes this offer to the war
department free, with no claims for royalty,
Mr. Juul declared. It was reported that the
Germans were thwarted in their attempt to
acquire this invention back in 191S, at which
time they offered $1,000,000 for the plans.
Briggen is a Chicagoan, associated with
Mr. Spoor's Essanay studio, and is known
as the man who perfected the adaptation
of stereoscopic photography to motion pictures.
Detroit Joins State in
Association
At a meeting of exhibitors of Michigan
in Detroit, January 17, to discuss the fuel
orders from Washington, the Michigan and
Detroit exhibitor associations, which have
been operating under separate charters,
were
merged ofintoMichigan.
the American
Exhibitors'
Association
M. M.
McGee,
of the Majestic theatre, Detroit, was elected
president, and King Perry was chosen secretary and business agent
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Shut

Down

Talk

by

Producers
ton and offer the Government a voluntary
But Idea Advocated by P. A. Powers as Emergency Measure
shutting down of production, which action
on the part of the industry would not only
Doesn't Gain Support at Plotel Claridge Gathering of
be greatly appreciated, but would forestall
Leading Producers
arbitrary action on the Government's part
TALK of shutting down all motion picture production for a period of
thirty or sixty days enlivened a meeting of the leading producers held
later on."
on Monday evening at the Hotel Claridge. But the radical scheme, adUniversal Temporarily
vocated byP. A. Powers, failed to win the support of the twenty other prominent picture figures gathered at the meeting.
Lays Off Producing
The roster of those present included, Adolph Zukor, Samuel Goldfish,
Forces
WilHam A. Brady, William Fox, Winfield Sheehan, Arthur Friend.
Since the meeting the issuance of the Fuel Administration's closing order has
renewed interest in the " shut down " suggestion. Motion Picture News
therefore presents the story of the Claridge meeting as told by a prominent
film man present :
.
Meeting's Purpose in Doubt
" The meeting opened informally with a
discussion introduced by P. A. Powers,
bearing on the present co-operation between
the Government and the film industry in
the making and distribution of filrrt for
Government purposes. William Fox then
asked for the purpose of the meeting, stating that undoubtedly it has been called for
some specific and important purpose. No
one seemed to know just why the meeting was called. Samuel Goldfish then arose
and referred to a subject brought up by Mr.
P. A. Powers at the last meeting of the
Producers' Branch of the National Association. Mr. Powers at that time recommended that production be stopped
throughout the industry for a period of
thirty to sixty days, and that this cessation of production be made by Government
order. Considerable discussion followed
Mr. Goldfish's opening of the subject. At
the conclusion of the discussion a motion
to carry on the matter at a further meeting
was lost by an almost unanimous vote.
" The matter then came up of the holding of the National Exposition, which had
been scheduled for February 2 to 8. It
was voted that it was the sense of the
meeting that the Exposition be postponed.
Final action in the matter was referred to
the proper committee of the National Associaton.'
" P. A. Powers, in advocating the stopping of production for a period of thirty
to sixty days brought out the following
points in favor of such a move : Production costs now run from seven hundred
thousand to seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars a week. The industry which is
now straining its credit strings would
therefore be able to get a healthy breathing spell. Plenty of film is now waiting
on the shelves for the theatres to run on.
This, alone, would go far towards solving
the big general problem of overproduction and unused film. Through the switching around of services which would
naturally occur, many subjects would be
brought to the people in many sections who
have never seen them. A big first-run
house in New York City, for instance,
could use many excellent subjects never
shown by them. If necessary, they could
make changes two or three times instead of
once every week. The only loss in shutting
■off production would be felt by the players.

'

UNANIMOUS !
IT'S Far-off Japan, from
From
the Independent Field
and a Blunt Statement that Speaks
Volumes

from letters soquounu
ionls
tatsua
are a few
HEREthat
miss. you won't want to
From The Film Graphic,
Tokio,
hear:
"We
are
gladJapan,
to saywethat
in Japan
' Motion Picture News ' is the
most popular foreign motion
picture weekly and everybody
wishes
it." Consolidated
Fromto see
The
Amusement & Supply Co., of
Springfield,
Illinoisthat
: " business
We are
pleased
to advise
has been quite good with us
this year, and we can trace several sales directly to information obtained from the ' News.' "
And here's a statement that
for its very bluntness warmed
our
hearts for an entire coalless day:
" As I have leased my theatre to Mr. R. F. Weitzel, I am
sending you a small news item:
" ' I. D. Howard, manager and
owner of the Isis theatre, Winimac,
aftersuccess,
six years'
steady Indiana,
grind with
has
leased his house to Prof. R. F.
Weitzel for one year. Mr. Howard expects to find something
else in the field and is open to
any" ' He
proposition.
also states that success
has come through the help of
this trade paper ! ' "
In the case of the high priced stars, at least,
there would be no actual suffering. So far
as the Government is concerned, Mr.
Powers's idea was to make a virtue of
necessity. He had forecast inevitable action upon the part of the Government in
closing down the studios temporarily. His
idea was to send a delegation to Washing-

" Not counting any new negatives
started during the past week at Universal
City, we now have on hand enough firstclass five-reel feature pictures to take care
of all release dates up to next August," said
President Carl Laemmle.in a statement issued from the Universal offices.
" For that reason and also to avoid unnecessary producing during the expensive
rainy
season, we
havethose
temporarily
oft"
all
companies
except
producinglaidBluebirds and Universal serials.
" By this plan, we kill two birds with one
stone. We eliminate the terrible waste that
has hitherto been unavoidable during the
rainy season when hundreds of people had
to be carried on the payroll but could not
be used on account of bad weather. Second, we also meet the request of the Government Fuel Administrator to conserve
coal in every industry, for under this plan,
we will require but one-third as much
power as we have used in previous seasons.
" This year we have beetj fortunate because the rainy season instead of starting
in December, held off until this month,
giving us four extra weeks in which to
work at full blast. This has given us an
opportunity to get farther ahead on highclass five-reel negatives than we have ever
been since the organization of the com" V/hen the rainy season is over and we
pany.
have nearly used up our reserve supply of
five-reel negatives, the force at Universal
City will again be increased so that we
can make all of next winter's pictures before January, 1919."
" Eagle's Eye " Pronounced
a Strong Serial
The first three episodes of " The Eagle-s
Eye," a serial written by William J. Flynn,
formerly Chief of the United States Secret
Service, and produced by Wharton, Inc.,
were shown to the trade last week at the
Strand Theatre. King Baggott and Marguerite Snow are the featured players.
The story tells of the activities of the
German spies in this country and the important happenings, including the sinking
of the Lusitania and the plot to destroy the
naval fleet as it left New York harbor after
the naval review in 1914. The first three
episodes mark the serial as one of quality
and possessing an interest for all. A full
review of the first showing will appear in
the next issue of the Motion Picture
News.
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Eugene

Visits
New
York
fers a criticism of the trade papers. They
Criticises Trade Papers for What He
have unknowingly, he says, given the imTerms Unwitting Errors Conpression throughout the country, that the
producing and distributing branches of the
cerning Exhibitor and Producing Conditions
industry are in a shaky condition. It is
unwise, he believes, to create such an impression throughout the field, especially
EUGENE H. Roth, manager of the California theatre and the Portola theawhen there is little to warrant an impression of industrial chaos.
tre of San Francisco, Cal., arrived in NewYork last week.
Mr. Roth was very much interested in
Readers of Motion Picture News are
the presentation of Tabloid Operas at the
Strand theatre, and compliments Mr. Edel
well acquainted with Mr. Roth's new California theatre, which is at once the pride upon his origination of this very entertainof Filmdom on the Pacific Coast, and secing novelty. He took occasion to compliment Motion Picture News upon a recent
ond to no other theatre in the country in
capacity and beauty of appointments.
editorial, entitled " Give Us Entertaining
Mr. Roth is in New York on a vacaPictures." The public demand, says Mr.
Roth, is for plays of heart interest and
tion trip, but he seems to be very busily
calling upon the trade and has an eye on
rapid action. The over serious, and especially the morbid and depressing themes
the presentation of pictures in New York's
leading photoplay houses.
are not wanted. He lays considerable emMr. Roth takes the stand that there is a
phasis upon the value of the star, but he
very close and sympathetic identity of in- also emphasizes the importance of the vehicle. This is the day, in his belief, of
terest between the producer and exhibthe large theatre in large centers, but he
itor— the exhibitor on the one hand must
have an assurance of pictures for the fu- calls attention to the possibility and danger
ture, adequate to the needs of his house;
of over-competition in the buildings of
the producer on the other hand must
large houses so near together.
During his stay in the metropolis, Mr.
be encouraged to furnish this permanent
and adequate supply. Business, he says, is Roth visited the executive offices of the
excellent on the Pacific Coast, and conU. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation and
contracted for the three special U. S.
trary to his expectations, he finds the headquarters of the industry here in New York
releases, the subjects "The Zeppelin's
in a fairly secure and cheerful frame of Last Raid," " Those Who Pay," and the
mind. In this connection Mr. Roth ofSidney Olcott drama " The Belgian."

Pathe

Roth

Uses

Paralta

Arrangement Considered Step in Centralization of Pathe Activities —
Four Companies Ready to
Begin Work on Features
J A. BERST, vice-president and general
• manager of Pathe, announced last
week that arrangements have been completed with Carl Anderson, president, and
Robert Brunton, manager of productions of
Paralta, for the production of features in
the Paralta's new studio in Hollywood, Cal.
This arrangement is regarded by Pathe as
the first step in the direction of a centralization of its production activities and a
further means of assuring the steady supply
of bigger and better pictures.
Four of the companies now engaged in
Pathe Plays will shortly start work in the
Paralta studios. Bryant Washburn will be
the first. It is reported that Fannie Ward,
Frank Keenan and Bessie Love, who are
now working in the Pathe studios in the
East, will be sent West within the next
month under the new arrangement.
Mr. Berst and Mr. Anderson, in announcing the arrangement, emphasized the
fact that it is in no sense a combination of
any sort
" With the Eastern studios of Pathe and
the Astra Company and the Paralta studios
in the West," said Mr. Berst, "it will be
possible for us to have a greater variety of
pictures than we could get by confining our
production activities to one section of the

Studios

country. There are some pictures that can
be made to better advantage in the East and
these productions, as in the past, will be
entrusted to the Astra Film Corporation
which has done highly satisfactory work
for us. Other stories, however, requiring
either Western setting or the scenery that
can only be found in California, can be
made better in the West.
" For some time past there has been a
growing belief that a great deal of the
present waste in production could be
eliminated by centralizing production activities in two or three studios."
Kane

Gets Tribute from
California
Arthur S. Kane, general manager of the
Select Pictures Corporation, received last
week from Folsom Prison, in California,
what he considers an unique tribute to the
general excellence of Select productions.
The tribute came in the form of a large
white card upon which, lettered and illumined, was an appreciation from the men
of Folsom. It was forwarded through
Harry H. Hicks, Select's San Francisco
manager. The card, mounted on a brilliant red folder and tied with green ribbon, presents a Christmas-y appearance in
thorough accord with the good wishes expressed, and the signatures of several hundred inmates have been written in around
the margin.

I

New

Picture

News

Corporations

I

INCORPORATION of new companies to
* produce and distribute motion pictures
has progressed at a steady gait during the
past week, according to the records of the
Corporation Trust Company, of Jersey City.
This list shows that at least ten were
launched with the intention of either producing, dealing in or distributing motion
pictures and cameras.
DELAWARE
COLUMBIA FILM CORPORATION, of
Dover, with capital of $1,000,000, to manufacture
films. Incorporators are L. B. Phillips, J. B.
Bailey and R. A. Phillips.
BAUMER FILMS, INC., ol Dover, vfith capital of $600,000, to produce and sell films. James
M. Satterfield, L. B. Phillips and J. B. Bailey are
interested.
ILLINOIS
ARIZONA FILM COMPANY, of Chicago,
with capital of $50,000, to manufacture and sell
films and cameras. Geo. J. Dehn, W. H. Botham
and Fred Gerlach are interested.
NEW YORK
BENGAR PICTURES, INC., of Manhattan,
with $50,000 capital, to deal in pictures. Sidney
Garrett, Thos. F. MacMahon and Vailey C.
Elliott are interested.
DEVRY
CORPORATION,
Manhattan, with capital
of $5,000, to INC.,
deal inof cameras.
Sam F. Frank, Geo. J. Chryssikos and Isaac
Covino are interested.
ASSOCIATED
NOVELISTS'
DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION,
of Manhattan,
with
$100,000
capital,
to
deal
in
pictiu-es.
Chas. are
A.
Weeks, Jas. W. Abbott and Jas. R. Garrett
incorporators.
S AND M PALACE TREATRE CORPORATION, with $5,000 capital, to operate picture
theatres. Headquarters in Manhattan. Max
Spiro, Jacob Brodkin and Isidore Trachtenberg
are incorporators.
NORTHERN PRODUCING COMPANY,
INC., of Manhattan, with capital of $10,000, for
theatrical and motion picture enterprises. Solomon Goodman, Gilbert G. Barry and Robert
Walker, incorporators.
GARDEN FILM CORPORATION, of Manhattan, with $1,500 capital, to deal in pictures.
Jacob Seiden, Bernard Blatt and Morris Pearlman,
incorporators.
MOTION
PICTURE STORY SALES CORPORATION, of Manhattan, with capital of
$10,000,
to
deal
in pictures.
P. Shelby, P.
H. Sloane and Charles
Glass, Jos.
incorporators.
Directors

Give Supper and
Dance
Interest has been aroused in New York
picture circles concerning the invitation
supper and dance which the Motion Picture Directors' Association has planned for
the Biltmore Hotel on January 26.
At the meeting of the Association last
week Director J. Searle Dawley, on receiving the report of Chairman Wally Van
of the dance committee, expressed his conviction that the aflFair would establish a new
standard for similar events.
Mrs. Miller on Ohio Censor
Board
Mrs. Maude Murray Miller has been
elected chairman of the Ohio Board of Censors to succeed Charles G. Williams, who
has served in that capacity. When the censorship law became effective in . Ohio in
1913, Mrs. Miller was the first member appointed byGovernor Cox. She served also
under Governor Willis, and when Governor
Cox was re-elected, one of his first acts
after his second inauguration in 1917 was
to reappoint Mrs. Miller as member of the
Ohio Board of Censors.
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Exposition

Put

Off

Till

National Association of Motion Picture Industry Decides on Postponement— September 7th to 13th Likely — Reports Indicated
Financial Success
THE

National Association of the Motion Picture Industry at a meeting
held Wednesday night, January 16, attended by representative producers and other branches of the industry, decided that the exposition
planned for February 2 to 10 at the Grand Central Palace, would not be
held. After the meeting the following telegram was sent to the members :
"At meeting motion picture producers and
distributors held to-night, representatively
attended, it was ^•oted as sense of meeting
that upon patriotic grounds exposition
scheduled for February 2 to 10 should not
be held, and that meeting exposition company directors and all parties who have
contracted for space should be held eight
o'clock Friday evening, 18th, 806 Times
Building, New York, to take final action.
Wire if you will attend.
"(Signed) Frederick H. Elliott,
General Manager."
The report made at this meeting indicated that the exposition would be a financial success, but it was decided that the
general situation in regard to fuel, food
and transportation, owing to the war, was
in such a state as to make it inadvisable
to hold the show at this time. The action
taken at this meeting was not final, and
in order to determine definitely the pleasure
of the majority a special meeting was called
for Friday night at the National Association's headquarters in the Times Building.
At the meeting Friday night, representative men from the producing companies
were present and the situation was discussed pro and con. The majority of the
members were in favor of calling oi¥ the
exposition, but after further discussion it
was practically decided that a postponement would be the better plan. It was
suggested that the exposition be postponed
until April, but this action was objected to
because the time was too near that set for
the Boston exposition in July.
M. Ridder, of the Grand Central Palace,
was called to the meeting for suggestion as
to the most advantageous solution of the
problem and to get his opinion as to possibility of postponement to a future date.
Mr. Ridder suggested that the Palace was
open for engagement during the middle of
September. This suggestion met with approval, but definite action was not taken,
pending further discussion of important details concerning liquidation of accounts for
floor space. The meeting was adjourned
until Monday afternoon at 3 o'cloclc.
No statement was issued by Mr. Elliott
after the meeting scheduled for Monday
afternoon. Mr. Elliott said early in the
afternoon that he doubted whether there
would be a sufficient number of members
present to definitely decide concerning the
date to which the exposition would be postponed. When Monday was set for the adjourned meeting the members were under
the impression that on Monday the theatres would be closed. The Monday opening
of theatres prevented many from being
present.
There was everv indication that the ex-
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Few in Attendance at
the Big Show During
the Coming Year

hastral Palace show Cen
, the Grand
counrsecal
OF bee
.
led
It's
off
w
bad! But we knotoo
re
there is an all-year-round
whe
Exposition — with hundreds of
brilliant exhibits changing each
week and eleven thousand odd
film men in attendance every
week.
If you don't know where this
show is held here are some exclusive interviews with a few of
those in attendance:
F. D. Eager, General Manager, Acme Amusement Co.,
Lincoln,
Nebraska
— " I every
read the
' News ' with
interest
issue, and congratulate you on
the splendid work you are doing
forMr.theandgood
Mrs.of J.theM. industry."
Gardner,
Arc theatre, Delphi, Indiana —
" We are enclosing subscription
for the ' News.' The absolutely
best trade paper published. May
the coming year bring to you
and yours health, happiness and
prosperity. And in the words
of Tiny Tim, 'God Bless Us
William Tifft, Vaudette theEvery One.' "
atre.
Sterling,
— " The
' News out.
' is
the Illinois
best
book
Have
had exhibitors'
it for two
years and find it always fair to
F. W. Lillibridge, Pairmount
News, Fairmount, Indiana —
" Theimproved
quality soofmuch
the that
' News
has
it is'
impossible to be without it."
And
all." so on — " ad infinitum."
position would have been a big financial
success, according to reports submitted by
Frederick H. Elliott, general manager.
Nearly every producing company, firms
carrying accessory supplies, lithograph
companies, trade papers and every branch
of the industry had contracted for floor
space and promised their support.
In view of the fact that the fuel situation was acute and there existed an uncertainty as to further action which the
Government might find it necessarv to take

September?
in conserving the fuel supply, the Association considered it advisable to postpone the
show until such further date as would lend
itself with less uncertainty then the dates
which had been set for the exposition —
February 2nd to 10th.
The transportation problem was an important factor in determining the action
taken. It was to be doubted whether representative film men who desired to be represented at the exposition would find the
means of travel convenient for them,
especially those coming from Chicago and
more distant points. In the case of the
accessory people, many of them are located
in Chicago and points further distant from
New York. These companies might have
found the situation such as to not alone
delay them in transporting their exhibits to
New York, but they had reason to doubt
whether their product would reach the
place of exposition at all.
The action taken was the result of the
critical conditions existing in the fuel market and the Association's desire to cooperate with the Government in conserving the supply. Members represented at
the meeting were of the unanimous opinion
that in view of such conditions, there
should be no attempt on the industry's part
to ieave room for doubt as to their sincerity in desiring to co-operate with the Government and Dr.' Garfield in the matter of
fuel conservation. All voted to stand their
pro rata share of the expense incident to
the preliminary arrangements.
After the suggestion was offered that the
exposition be postponed until September,
each was of the opinion that this was the
better plan. The present difficulties will
have been overcome, said one member, and
there should be no reason why the exposition will not prove to be bigger and better.
Approval by the board of directors, a certainty, is now all that is needed.

Piedmont's New Management Plans Efficiency
Piedmont Pictures Corporation, now
under new management, announces that
their new plans have been perfected and a
detailed 'announcement will be made soon.
The new managment of the Piedmont Corporation have made plans whereby the compam- will be placed in closer touch with
the producer and for extending its export
business. Unlimited funds, it is announced,
are at the executives disposal.
Representatives
various
agencies,
including ofthe Piedmont's
Far East, will
be
located in New York and the producer will
have the opportunity of meeting these representatives, personally and the conditions
as they exist in foreign countries. An exchange in ideas will work to the advantage
of all concerned.
It is contended by the Piedmont Corporation that the returns from the world market
are not commensurate with the outlay and
that it is the main purpose of this organization to solve this problem and get the
maximum percentage from the investment.
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''Broadway"
Leases
Parsons
William
Parsons, President
of Na- week, while the New York Bill Posting
Company
and various other agencies have
tional Film Corporation of
been drawn on for display matter.
America, Leases Broadway
for Extended Run of
" The daily paper campaign is to be the
most unique ever instituted in the city.
" Tarzan
of the
Harry Reichenbach, who is in charge of all
exploitation for the film, is trying out a
novel plan.
WILLIAM PARSONS,
president
of
the
"
Apes Corporation of
National Film
" For the first time, hotel and ticket
America, announces that he has closed a agencies are to be used to the fullest extent and the theatre lobby and front discontract with Carl Laemmle, of Universal,
play is another innovation in that plaster
lor a lease of the Broadway theatre for an
plaques are to be used instead of photoextended run of " Tarzen of the Apes,"
graphic enlargements. Four of the lions
which will open at this theatre on January
and one of the panthers killed in the action
27. Two performances will be given daily,
after the opening night. The top price for of the piece, have been mounted and taxadermized and will be on display at the
admission at the evening show will be $1.50,
theatre while all the Riker-Hegeman winand for the matinee, 75 cents.
dows throughout New York are to carry
Mr. Parsons announces that the lobby of
colored enlargements of scenes of the
the Broadway theatre will be transformed
into a miniature jungle as an appropriate
display for his production. The scenes of piece.
" A special score for thirty pieces of
■' Tarzan of the Apes " are laid in the music, incidental and symphonic, has been
jungle and present a most unusual suljjcct
arranged and a special orchestra of soloon the screen.
ists gotten together by direction of Otto
Landau. The music is characteristic of
Mr. Parsons said:
the play and is replete with wierd jungle
" Six hundred thousand cards printed on
strains. Enid Markey and Elmo Lincoln,
velvet stock, in rosin off-set type and announcing the forthcoming presentation of two of the big cast, are expected in New
the piece, will reach New York homes this York for the opening."

' Eagle'
essin
Chief Flynn
and his operatives
succeeded
g
Fast
Leopold
Wharton,s of Eye"
Wharton, Inc.,Progr
in frustrating these plots.
Says That It Is Greatest Serial
" The actual news interests of the serial
He Has Made — Three Epiare carried by the impersonations of von
sodes Shown to Trade —
Bernstorff, von Papen, Boy-Ed and Dr.
Hundred Episodes
Albert.
If Necessary
" A very interesting point in this connection is that these four notable characLEOPOLD WHARTON has returned to
ters are played by artists selected because
New York from the Wharton Studios
at Ithaca, where he had spent a week in of their very close resemblance to the Imconnection with the production of this sonate. perial German officials Avhom they imperfirm's serial photodrama, " The Eagle's
" To speed up the production as fast as
Eye," founded on Ciiief Flynn's story expossible consistent with the best possible
posing the Imperial German Government's
results in dramatic action and photography,
spy system in this country.
we now have four directors at work on the
Mr. Wharton expressed himself as very
much pleased over the progress made in picture — my brother Theodore, Wellington
Playtcr, George Lessey and myself. I will
filming the production. Speaking of what
continue to make the special scenes in New
had been done, Mr. Wharton said : " We
York and other cities the story requires,
have made several very successful serials
while the other, three directors work at our
in
Eagle's
' isand
by studios at Ithaca. In this way we will be
far the
the past,
best but
work ' The
we have
everEyedone
I am confident that it will prove the greatable to gain much time."
est success of any serial we have ever produced. With the material we have, we can
Hamlin Comes East in Cirmake ' The Eagle's Eye ' run a hundred
cuit Interest
episodes, if we desire.
Thomas J. Hamlin, of Minneapolis, who
" This serial difTcrs very materially from
anything ever before produced for the is secretary and general manager of the
screen. It really may be classed as news
Associated Theatres, Inc., arrived in New
reels, for we show actual events in the in
York, January 22, in the interest of his
vestigations of the Secret Service framed
company. The organization embraces
in a powerful fictional dramatic setting. In nearly seven hundred theatres in the states
this way we ^ain the forces of fact coinof Minnesota, Wisconsin, North Dakota
and South Dakota, and is now organizing
cident with the interest that an intensely
Iowa, Nebraska, Montana and northern
dramatic romantic story always carries.
Michigan.
We not only show what Imperial Germany's
Mr. Hamlin announced that the several
spies plotted to do, and the incidents of
their conspiracies, but wc go further and
film exchanges of the company will be
show what would have happened had not
r<pcncd on January 28.

Denies Amalgamation of Exchanges
There will be no amalgamation or consolidation of the Vitagraph Company's
Canadian exchanges with any other exchanges whatsoever. This authorized statement comes from the office of Walter W.
Irwin, general manager of the Vitagraph
distributing organization, and is in response
to rumors that have been current for some
time past.
It is said that while in the past year a
number of propositions were submitted to
the Vitagraph company looking toward
some sort of a consolidation of Canadian
exchanges, nevertheless, none of them were
regarded as a satisfactory substitute for the
present arrangement of Vitagraph indiviual exchanges. Mr. Irwin states that Vitagraph's Canadian offices are handling their
business splendidly, and that no suggestion
for consolidation has at any time been made
which offers the Vitagraph company anything like the advantages it is enjoying with
its own distributing organization.
King

Knights William F.
Jury
The issue of The Bioscope under date of
January 3 carries an account of the knighting by His Majesty King George of William F. Jury, of Jury's Imperial Pictures,
of London.
It is understood the honor of knighthood
was bestowed upon Mr. Jury because of his
commendable activities in using his battle pictures for the benefit of national war
charities.

Woods inShows
New

" Innocent
York

"

Pathe Plays were given an auspicious
inauguration January 20 when A. H.
Woods presented Fannie Ward in " Innocent " at the Eltings theatre in New York
to an invited audience composed of theatrical people and others.
Three years ago at the same theatre Mr.
Woods presented the legitimate production
of " Innocent."

M. G. Watkins, France Films, Inc., returned to New York last week from Chicago, where he had been on business in the
interest of the company.
E. V. Richards, general manager, Sacnger Amusement Company, New Orleans,
representative of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit's branch in that city, arrived
in New York last week.
Eugene Roth, of San Francisco, was a
New York visitor.
Harry Crandall, of Washington, D. C,
lan over to the Big Burg for the First National meeting.
Frank Rembusch, of Indiana, dropped in
for a few word.? at the News office.
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Allied Conference Calls
Rembiisch East
Frank Rembusch, general manager of the
American Exhibitors' Association with
headquarters in the Indiana Trust Building,
Indianapolis, Indiana, was in New York
last week in attendance upon the Allied
Exhibitor's Legislative Committee, which
was appointed at the recent convention in
Washington. The committee, of which Mr.
Varner is chairman and Mr. Rembusch is
secreary, includes Messrs. Lee A. Ochs,
Ernest Horstman and J. H. O'Donnell. The
committee has in preparation a brief which
is to be sent to Mr. Varner at Washington
in an effort to revise and make more equitable the present war tax.
Mr. Rembusch states that some 400 exhibitors have been heard from, having sent
in reports in accordance with the announcement recently published in the trade papers.
Still more of these reports are needed. Mr.
Rembusch urges that all exhibitors send
these in as soon as possible. A number of
smaller exhibitors seem to feel thai their
reports are not needed. This, Mr. Rembusch assures them, is not the case. Reports from the small houses are particularly needed.
Speaking of the American Exhibitors'
Association, Mr. Rembusch said that there
is steady activity at the headquarters in the
Indiana Trust Building, Indianapolis. A
convention of the association will be held
later on in Detroit. No exposition will be
held in connection with the convention. It
is to be purely a business meeting. It is
also the policy of the association that no
expositions calling upon the manufacturer
for space are to be held in future.
The various state organizations under
the banner of the American Exhibitors'
Association are in better shape than ever
before, many reporting the largest membership rolls in their history.
The Allied Exhibitors' Legislative Committee has been charged with the duty of
gathering the exact truth of how the war
tax is affecting motion picture theatres,
with a view of securing readjustment.
Olive Thomas in New York
for Rest
Olive Thomas, who has been presented
successfully in several Triangle productions, is in New York with her husband.
Jack Pickford, for a brief vacation.
During the past ten months Miss Thomas
has appeared in seven five-reel features for
Triangle, the last of which was " An Heiress for a Day."
Alan

Hale

Engaged

for

Part in "Moral Suicide"
Alan Hale has been engaged by Ivan
Abramson of the Graphic Film Corporation to play the part of " Lucky " Travers
in " Moral Suicide." Mr. Abramson's latest effort is a virile, powerful problem story
of to-day. Mr. Hale's splendid work with
Zena Keefe, who won great fame as the
wronged girl in "Enlighten Thy Daughter," resulted in praise from the critics
everywhere.

RUSH!

SPECIAL!

BING

!

BANG!

Being the Story of One Telegram and of an Exhibitor Who
Wants What He Wants — Quick !
IT was Tuesday, January 15. The merry hum of ceaseless activity was
heard in MOTION PICTURE NEWS office. A Western Union boy
appeared in the doorway. " A kick from some press agent," said Ye
as he opened the telegram. " Let's see — what's
this?Editor,
" And bored-like,
he read:
Greenville, Texas, 12 P. M., Jan. 14, 1918.
Motion Picture News,
729 Seventh Avenue, New York:
" News " January Twelfth Lost
in Mail. AMUSEMENT
Can't Live Without
It.
CRYSTAL
COMPANY.
So we saved a life by rushing off a substitute copy of MOTION PICTURE NEWS for January 12. Which reminded us of another exhibitor
who wants what he wants — and wants it quick.
Eugene Roth — some call him the Rothapfel of the Coast — has his
MOTION PICTURES NEWS sent to him by Special Delivery mail each
week. It costs him $5.20 extra for the year — but he says it's worth it. Modestly— we agree with him.
We'll do the same for you, Mr, Reader, and be glad to do it

First of Shorty Hamilton
Comedies Ready
Producing in their own plant in California, and with the first series of pictures
completed, and enough under way to insure delivery up to June, 1918, the W. H.
Clifford Photoplay Cornpany is in position
to keep faith with all state rights buyers,
and release on schedule for the United
States and Canadian exhibitors. Realizing
that when the bookings are arranged for
the first release, the work is practically
done for the year, the keenest and most
prominent buyers are contracting for the
entire series.
Nathan H. Gordon, Globe Film Company, Boston, and manager of the Olympia
theatre circuit, has purchased the rights
for New England, and will open in his
Boston houses. Other buyers are doing
likewise, and over practically 60 per cent
of the territory is now sold. The list will
shortly be announced for the benefit of exhibitors everywhere.
Ernest Shipman, who is handling the
sales, says :
" We are in no particular hurry to dispose of these franchises, as the more the
buyers realize the demand for these Shorty
Hamilton five-reel stories, the more thoroughly will they do business, and as there
is but one price to all alike we will wait
to close the remainder of the territory with
the best organized organizations."
Boy Scouts'
Show at Strand
Theatre
The Boy Scouts of America presented an
invitation showing at the Strand theatre in
New York on the morning of January 22 of
a ten-reel dramatic serial called " Boy
Scouts to the Rescue, or Aids of the NaIt is said that the picture will be issued
later as a five-part serial, two reels to an
episode,
by the Universal Film Manufaction." turing
Company.

Goldw^yn Representative
Comes East
Harry Leonhardt, general western manager of Goldwyn Pictures, with headquarters in Los Angeles, has been called East
and is now on a special commission for his
organization in New England, and temstationed in for
Boston.
Mr. ofLeonhardt porarily
has direction
Goldwyn
the
Denver, Los Angeles, San Francisco and
Seattle zones.
During his temporary trip to the East
Mr. Leonhardt's family is remaining in
California.

Michigan Exhibitors Ask
Action by U. S.
Flaying exhibition conditions and placing
the blame on the war tax and the " star
system," and charging that the certain producing and distributing companies are
charging an unreasonable amount for their
product,
the American
Associa-at
tion of Michigan
and Exhibitors'
Detroit, meeting
Jackson, Mich., January 8, adopted
lengthy resolutions setting forth their contentions with the demand that they be called
to the attention of the Allied Exhibitors'
Legislative Committee to be brought before
Government authorities.
This committee is directed to see " that
the proper Government officials be asked
to take such action as will obtain relief
to the exhibitor from the present monopolistic and unfair methods of trade to the
end that the Government will receive the
highest possible aid through the screens,
stages and taxes of the motion picture theatre, and of which we believe will help
win the war, and that we believe the motion picture industry should be put on a
war basis." In addition the attorney for
the Association was directed to investigate
the situation to see what action could be
taken in Michigan.
Paramount and Artcraft are particularly
mentioned in the resolutions.
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Hart
Feature
Ready
for Release
Clara Williams, as the girl ; J. Barney
W. H. Productions Announces the
Sherry, as the father; J. Frank Burke, as
First W. S. Hart Feature, "The
the sheriff, and James Bowling, as the
Two-Gun Man " in " The Bartravelling minister, are leading characters
in support of Mr. Hart.
gain '■ Ready for Release
—Others Will Follow
The advertising matter for " The TwoGun Man " in " The Bargain " will conTHE first of the Hart super-features,
sist of two styles each of one sheets, three
" The Two-Gun Man " in " The Barsheets, six sheets, and a wonderful twengain," is shortly to be released by W. H.
ty-four sheet; a lobby display consisting
Productions Company. It has all the atof ten 8 x 10 photographs, with two title
tributes of the best things in pictures — excards, six 11 x 14 photographs, and two
ceptional scenic beauty, compelling inter22 x 28 photographs.
esting story and a perfect cast. ConsiderIn addition to this the W. H. Productions
able footage is given over to situations in
an elaborate western gambling hall, and
Company will put out for the benefit of
the incidentals throughout the entire pic- the exchanges and the exhibitors a twentyture move in remarkable speed and frepage campaign book on not only this production but on each of the other Hart
quency to the effective climax. Despite
the large number of action passages, the productions. This book will cover a complete campaign for the exhibitor in order
whole is exceptionally well developed as
to help him put his picture over.
a unit, and escapes the episodic quality
often apparent in action photoplays.
The second and third of the Hart
William S. Hart is the " Two-Gun Man,"
super-features
are nearly complete. " The
a desperado, who refuses under the inBandit and the Preacher," in which Mr.
fluence of love. The picture was taken in Hart is supported by Robert Edeson, Rhea
the Grand Canyon of Arizona, where most
Mitchell, Gladys Brockwell and Herschall
of the scenes obtained are not familiar to
Mayall
Hell Hound of Alaska,"
Markey.
the public, so that they give the picture an
in
which; andMr." The
Hart is supported by Enid
air of decided freshness.

**A
rtisin
Impo
Frank dve
Hall, President
of U.g S. Ex" It rt
is my an
belief t
that mostIte
m' in
productions
order to be an extraordin
ary success at
hibitors' Booking Corporation,
the
box
office
today
must
of necessity posSays That Advertising Is
sess abig scene, a climax about which all
Essential to Success of
the advertising may be built.
Picture
"Despite disquieting reports from
quarters I find that the exhibitors who some
book
A N advertising and publicity campaign
special productions and are advertising
**■ nation-wide in scope and embracing
them liberally, have no cause for complaint.
the use of billboards, magazines, daily
The advertising appropriation is the last
newspapers, trade pubhcations and special
circularization, is being arranged by Frank
item of expense the exhibitor should reduce. Advertising, in my opinion, both as
Hall, president and general manager of the
U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation as an exhibitor and a distributor of motion
an exhibitor aid in the exploitation of the pictures, is well nigh as important as the
picture itself. The exhibitor who books a
special releases, "The Zeppelin's Last
picture
that lends itself to big advertising
Raid," " Those Who Pay " and " The Beland then fails to take advantage of the
opportunity for exceptional exploitation is
gian."
" The success of special productions such
lacking
in showmanship."
as we distribute," said Mr. Hall, " depends
largely upon adveritis
The U. S. advertising campaign also will
ing. We have made
be extended into the foreign territory, in
it a point in the selection of our subjects
to take only such productions that readily
which phase of work it will co-operate with
the Robertson-Cole Company of New York
lend themselves to intensive exploitation."
and London, to which the foreign terri"For instance, 'The Zeppelin's Last
torial rights have been distributed.
Raid ' is built around a most timely subject. It is readily apparent that an eJchibitor can put a maximum amount of advertising behind such a production and reap
" Natural Law," Foreign
a profit.
Rights Sold
"Our second production, 'Those Who
Charles
H.
France, president of France
Pay," while possessing nothing of a spectacular nature is founded upon a subject
Films, Inc., and Sidney Garrett, president
of unusual heart appeal and lends itself
of J. Frank Brockliss, Inc., last week closed
to extraordinary advertising. The third U. a deal whereby the latter concern acquires
S. release, ' The Belgian,' inasmuch as it from the former the entire foreign rights
is a subject of momentous timehnes
s, is to the France Films production, " The Natexcellent exploitation material, and it is
ural Law," recently shown to the trade at
our intention to promote these productions
the Broadway theatre. New York.
to the limit.
Marguerite Courtot has the leading feminine role in the production, and Howard
" .Special productions, even more than
Hall and George Larkin are prominently
program subjects, require special advertising.
cast.
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Industry
Lamberger
Speaks

News
for

DR. ofO. I.
LAMBERGER,
representative
Ivan
Film Productions,
Inc.,
makes some pertinent remarks on present
conditions in the industry, in the following
interview :
" There are a lot of loquacious people
who are complaining of business methods
and of the general condition of the industry. Since we live in a democracy, any
one has a right to crow as much as he
likes or keep silent, but it is the opinion
of at least those connected with the Ivan
Film Productions that instead of crowing
and complaining, it would be much better
to get right down to brass tacks and
really look the situation in the face, and
if conditions are as some say they are, to
solve the problem, and if they are not,
to remain silent.
" It has always been a fact — especially
in this country — that when any group or
groups of men seek to dominate a field
of industry merely by power of ' big
money' and the installation of a trust, or
commonly in our industry known as a
' programme system,' they always finally
had to recognize their limitations and to
take the place where they properly belong.
The only thing in art that conclusively will
amount and does, and ever will amount to
anything, will be art. It will be merit of
production.
" The independent manufacturer in our
industry must always bear in mind that at
least nine-tenths of his productions must
all be big winners. It is the independent
manufacturer more than any one else that
is in the position of making super-features. He is not called upon by any ironcast rule to produce so and so many pictures to fill up so and so large a programme. He knows he is expected to
bring forth something that will make men
sit up and listen. He knows that his production will immediately be compared to
the very best efforts of the largest companies, and his picture must prove to be
the superior to receive recognition.
Suffice it to say that the Ivan Film Productions, having arrived at the top rung
of independent manufacturers, under the
general supervision of I. E. Chadwick, its
general manager, while having decided to
be unsparing in expenditures so far as
actual production is concerned, will take
a lead in the proposed co-operative movement between producer and exhibitor.
Douglass Color Film for
New York
It was announced from San Rafael, Cal.,
last week, that a New York trade showing
of natural color films under the process
invented by Leon Forrest Douglass, has
been arranged for February 4 and on the
two mornings to follow. These presentations, which are expected to create much
interest in picture circles, will be given at
the Wurlitzer Fine Arts theatre, 120 West
Fortieth street, at ten o'clock on the mornings named. The Douglass Natural Color
Film Company, Ltd., is controlling the
films, which have been shown in San Francisco, and were well received there.
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What
Kind
of a Fellow
Is — Freuler?
And he smiles his way
R.
John
Being
a
Glance
at
the
Real
Human
Side
of the Big
told
we
ONCEFreuler
clear through you, too.
a story. It
Men of the Picture Game
Caught in Action
As we were studying
was a funny story and we
Mr. Freuler we had a
expected to get a laugh.
By William A. Johnston
feeling that, behind his
To our chagrin — for we
smile he was X-raying us.
had put Mr. Freuler's
We felt conscious that we needed a hair cut; and we knew
ever ready smile down as indicating a facile sense of humor —
Mr. Freuler rebuked us with an introspective solemnity, said
too
chain.that he didn't like the way we toyed with our watch
" Ah, yes ! " politely and introduced us to a serious man who
We have an idea that when Mr. Freuler concluded his $675,000
wanted to know what we thought of the market for one-reel
comedies.
deal with one Charles Chaplin he told Charley not to bulge his
vest pocket with his chewing tobacco and then sent him out to
Six months later we met Mr. Freuler in Washington — one of a
get a fresh shoe shine.
peripatetic crowd, and he winked at us frequently during the day.
That evening we sat with him in the dining car to New York
We also have an idea that we'll select Mr. Freuler to write us up.
If he has ever seen you he can tell what kind of a fellow you
and he laughed right in his soup — over that six-months-old story.
are : that's the kind of a fellow he is.
Which might indicate, that Mr. Freuler, like the fabled EnglishHe catalogues away all these little points of observation — little
man, enjoys his spring jokes in the fall.
things that count but are usually overlooked. Then he forgets
Not so, it seems that Mr. Freuler filed that story away for future
them — till he wants to use them. He cultivates this temporary
reference and enjoyment— at the proper time.
Mr. Freuler is a cataloguer. He works as fast and definitely as
forgetfulness. That • leaves his mind free for major problems.
A very good idea !
a card index system.
In fact, we might call
him the Globe WerTHINGS THEY
nicke of the film inSAY
ABOUT HIM
dustry.
He's
a practical
He even files his
man,
is
John
Presidencies and DiA darn busyR. man;
rectorships— which is
a hustling, practical
going some.
In one drawer of
optimist.
his systematic desk is
He knows the film
a card index to
business.
twenty-four corporaHe's a good figurer.
tions of which he is
He
doesn't play
a god-father, papa,
uncle or cousin. They
poker be
; butparticularly
if he did
he'd
are mostly film comgood at spotting four
panies, with a sprinflushes.
kling of dye and muHe's a go-getter.
nitions concerns.
Right here we menAnd he smiles —
smiles — smiles.
tion Mr. Freuler's
smile.
He's square — the
It is a large,
comfortable, come
boost
him is.
enough.
old man
I can't
right - in - and - sitHas eyes like an
down smile. It is like
eagle — one glance
the smile of a sucand he'll tell you
cessful plate-passer in
whether you smoke,
church. When Mr.
drink or chew.
Freuler smiles you
If we make a poor
are perfectly willing to hand him a
picture that's just the
quarter. It is a reone
see in a'theatre he'll
— and
then
c e p tiv e smile. It
there's lightning.
seems to invite money
When he visits
as well as comfort
New York he stops
and confidence.
at a hotel most film
So, to a keen
men never saw.
psychologist, there
may be quite a con3Why?
n business
— here
and
Oh, he's
nection between Mr.
every
minute
counts.
Freuler's smile and
Needs a whole
the twenty-four smiling corporations of
flock ofretaries— for
private
seche saves
which he is an intihis mind for the big
things.
mate relative ; also
between his rise from
a four hundred and
The least of his
worries is what the
fifty dollar store theatre to the presidency
other
film of" magnuts " think
him.
of a $3,500,000 corporation.
He discovered
He has smiled himDennis Sullivan —
self up and along in
that's some achievethe world.
ment.
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Rembusch

Writes
on
Success
Among
the
producers
we find every one wishAs First of Six Articles on Questions
ing that he would survive and the other fellow
be unfit,ducersand
the exhibitors
helped
of Importance American Assoto survive
who werehaveunfit,
and some
somepro-fit
and fair dealing producers to die. The producer
ciation Uses " Survival of
has a start at a fair salary and is able to give
us fine pictures at a reasonable figure, in fact,
the Fittest "
through these pictures he makes the star, and
the
exhibitor helps make the star. Along comes
F you want to survive — organize " is another
producer who offers the star a bigger
the waj' Frank J. Rembusch, o£ the
salary, comes to the exhibitor with a bigger lot
of
bunk
than
other one has ever brought out
American Exhibitors' Association, of In- before, chargesanythree
times more for his pictures
dianapolis, summarizes the first of a series
with this star, and we so far have been going
of six articles which he is preparing for right along helping the new producer. The producer who gave us those good pictures with this
Motion Picture News, and which will
star
at reasonable
figures offered
couldn't theraisestar,
his because
service
to meet
the new salary
touch on various questions of importance
we wouldn't
pay
it
to
him.
Am
I
right?
at the present time.
dently then there is more money in startingEvi-a
show and starting the film business than
" The Survival of the Fittest " is the title pictures
to run a picture show or to continue to produce
of the first, and is as follows :
pictures. It seems to be that way because when
picture show opens everybody goes to see
one ainfewthisyears
" Most
folk ait new
and stays with.it quite a while. So it seems
whoSomeremain
filmback
and said,
picture
business
willunfit be
fit forbusiness
a while,
and thethenoldheshow
belong enough finally go broke." All along these a man comes
in this
; that
years we have continually heard, " It will be
saying,
"
Chickens
today
and
feathers
tomorrow,"
the survival of the fittest." A trade journal man
applies very much to pictures.
said to meforlessmany
thansmall
a month
ago,in " the
It may
survival of the
fittestthat
" iscan
the be
most said
selfishin
necessary
theatres
smallerbe and" The
unbusinesslike
thing
cities to go out of business entirely, and those any business.
Those who give the best of their
cities will be without pictures lor some time, life to a business
are entitled to live by it, but
when some one else will come along with more
this business will never be a stable affair until
energy and start a new theatre."
exhibitors join hands in some business manner
A producer
interest by which they franchise their theatres and proyour
New Year writes
Appealme,and" Icanread
see with
the situation
tect themselves. This industry should be under
of the old lady to whom you refer. Conditions
will necessarily force some one out of the busi- some form of control, but the exhibitors don't
ness. It will probably be a benefit to her in the want the producers to control them, and I don't
blame them, becausewould
they bedon't
control
end, asness isInot
feel the
myself
the motion
pictureinbusia caseevenof the
tail
mostthatlucrative
business
the themselves,theanddogthatanyhow.
The exhibitor is a
world. The returns which one derives from it wagging
permanent asset of the industry. The producer
and the amount of energy and effort directed to has
to get his in thirty, sixty or ninety days.
this business does not make it the best business
There are a lot of fine little theatres in small
in the world to invest money in. To the pro- cities that are the backbone of the industry
duction end of the business the writer has yet to
up every day. The film producers should
learn as to the first one who really made any sub- closing
get together and give these little fellows service
stantial amount of money from the industry and at
half prices in order to keep them going, but
gotTheawayproducer
with it."has up to three or four years they are all so busy trying to see that they
survive and prove the other producer unfit that
ago made money in the millions out of producing.
make My
a move.
There must would
be somebe
He has evidently stayed in long enough to lose they
radicalwon't
change.
first suggestion
a great deal of it and looks now to " the survival
to
get
rid
of
this
idea,
"
the
survival
ot
the fitof the fittest."
test," and fix it so that those who are in the
We picture folks always look at things in our business now are more fit by having conditions
so that they can work and make more picture
own little selfish angle, and when we say "the
business for themselves and everybody else. We
survival
ot the and
fittestthe" other
we always
we will survive
man isbelieve
unfit. that
The can all survive if we are all fit, and there are
none of us fit until we get some of this greed
question then is. Which is the fittest? I have
selfishness out of our systems. We should
seen a large theatre of eighteen hundred seats and
live and let live. We should survive and let
open ne.\t to a small theatre of five hundred
others survive.
seats. The large theatre spent forty thousand
dollars in fixing up and beautifying an already
very handsome building. They put in a symphony orchestra, sweet singers and flowers galore;
the pictures had wondertul settings in the way
Pioneer Film Gets Territory
of scenery, velvet curtains, etc. ; they bought the
best program on the market — that is if we judge
programthing likebyfifty
price,
and after
burning
up someShame "through its
Pioneer for
Film "Corporation,
thousand
dollars
in losses
they
closed the picture show and ran burlesque. The
president,
Nathan
Hirsh,
announces that it
other little show was frightened at this monster
that opened. They had been running several
has secured the New York and New Jeryears on short programs, but the fact is that
sey territorial
rightsForto the
" Shame,"
with inZena
this little show, like a tin lizzie, went right along,
Keefe
featured.
first time
the
turned on a little more gas and went faster and
better than ever, and is still going. Now, the history of the Newark theatre, under
question is: Which was the fittest of the two
Strand, New York, management, the house
and why did the little one survive? My interpretation would be that the big show was trying
was
compelled to display the "S. R. O."
to
to the dehighbrows
and there
didn't happen
to play
be enough
luxe patrons
to appreciate
their sign, when it opened January 13 with
dc luxe performances, while there were plenty
of common, ordinary people who liked the little " Shame."
Mr. Hirsh says that he is sparing no ex.short programs in- that city, and therefore they
survived.
pense in making "Shame" the success of
the season. He has appropriated a large
Now, it seems to us that the idea " the survival ofpointtheIf there
fittest are
" isonly
wronggoing
from toevery
standsum to an advertising campaign. Mr.
be a few
survive, who is going to take all this film service,
Hirsh has also secured "Who Shall Take
and if it
the fittest
My Life" and "City of Purple Dreams,"
survive
the should
industryhappen
will bethat
in worse
shape didn't
than
ever. The more picture shows there arc the
two additional seven-reel subjects.
more program will be absorbed, or the better
chance the good picture has to be profitable,
because it is a better chance for wider distribuCarlton Closes Foreign
tion. Production costs arc based on engagements jier each section. Every time a picture
house closes out and the town has no show that
Rights Territory
city is no longer supporting the cost of producCarle
E.
Carlton, Crest Pictures Corpotion,
and
therefore
the
big
houses
have
to
make
it up.
ration, announces that the Lillian Walker
In addition to this, people get out of the habit,
and that is very bad, as any exhibitor will tell feature, "The Lust of the Ages," has been
disposed of in Great Britain through the
you. Folks that go to shows in the little towns
KO to the big shows in the big towns. The
Robertson-Cole Company. He also anCircle here in Indianapolis, one of the most
nounces that this production has been sold
beautiful theatres in the United .States, has a
clientele from outside ol the city that probably
for France and Spain to the Money Film
amounts
to
thirty
per
cent
ol
its
gross
receipts.
And so it is everywhere.
Company, of Paris.

Motion
Oldknow

Picture

News

Announces

Changes in Sales
Force
William Oldknow has again taken up the
duties in connection with the general management of the Consolidated Film and
Supply Company, Atlanta, Ga. Since returning to the South, Mr. Oldknow has made
a number of changes in the sales force of
this company. He announces that " Smiling
Jimmy" Kelly, has been made general sales
manager in the Southwest with headquarters in Atlanta. Mr. Kelly still retains
his position as manager of the Southern
States Film Company, Atlanta.
Mr. Kelly reports that he expects one
of the greatest seasons of his career. He
has appointed Mrs. E. Wright, one of the
best known film women in the South, to
look after his interests in Atlanta, in the
capacity of assistant manager of both companies. Her experience is wide.
Mr. Oldknow has appointed U. T. Koch
as branch manager of his Atlanta office,
Mr. Koch leaving the Paramount Company
to join Mr. Oldknow's forces. He succeeds
C. T. Jordan who has been appointed manager of the Consolidated office at Jacksonville, Fla., John R. Barton, former manager
of that office having been called to the
colors. William Sipe, former road man
for the Consolidated, has been made office
manager of ^ the Memphis, Tenn., office.
William Heyward, former auditor of the
company, assumes the position of secretary
and treasury of the company, succeeding
C. R. Beacham, resigned.
Foursquare Pictures to
Assist Rehef Work
Foursquare Pictures, co operating with
the Great Lakes Naval Relief, is preparing
to aid this patriotic cause by distributing
through its twenty-one exchanges the pictures now being made showing the training of recruits. M. H. Hoilfman, administrative head of this independent organization, has sent to Mrs. W. A. MofTet, chairman of the Great Lakes Naval Relief, at
Great Lakes, 111., the following letter:
" I cannot too strongly endorse the excel ence, atthis time, of the film entitled
' Our Boys and Your Boys,' showing the
work that is being done at the Great Lakes
Relief Training Station in the cause of
democracy's freedom. It is my belief that
the distribution of this film will not only be
of the greatest interest to the public at large,
but that it will appeal to and stimulate a
patriotic feeling within all who see it.
Foursquare Pictures will be only too glad
to do its share in this splendid work by distributing, without charge, the film in question. Our twenty-one exchanges in the
United States and Canada are at your service in this mattter."
Warming the Office
The Famous Playcrs-Lasky Corporation
on January 19 gave its office employees a
" house warming " party in the new wing
of the floor taken over recently to handle
the increased activities of the company.
The affair was attended by everyone from
president to office boys, and was a genuine
get-together gathering.

February
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stfflv.

E. Big Big
Big
N.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
ADVENTURES OF CAROL (Madge Evans— World) .
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
ALIAS MRS. JESSOP (Emily Stevens— Met.)
Big Ave.
ALIMONY (Lois Wilson— First National)
Big Ave.
Poor
ALL FOR A HUSBAND (Virginia Pearson— Fox)
Ave. Big
Ave.
AMERICAN WIDOW, AN (Ethel Barrymore— Met.).. AvBige. Big
Ave.
ANTICS OF ANN (Ann Penniniton— Para.)
Ave. Ave. Ave.
ANYTHING ONCE (Franklyn Famum— Blue.)
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
APPLETREE GIRL, THE (Shirley Mason— K.E.S.E.)
AUCTION BLOCK, THE (Rex Beach Production— Gold.)
TITLE. STAR, AND BRAND

Big

mmm

B3®#(S*{>*

Big
W.

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE

Ave.
Ave.

"Fair show; did not draw." "Star good, everyone liked it" (E.). "Don't care
for child stars." "Very good child drama."
"Good show, star not popular." "Very good picture." "Title killed it." "Very
good, really funny, pleased, small crowd."
"Nicely presented play that thoroughly pleased our patrons."
"Big business, but without any exception the biggest piece of cheese I ever
ran" issue
(N.). of "Worth
see
Jan. 12.)the money — good comedy" (N.). (For further comment,
"Good, clean, average business getter.' "Good, but patrons like Ethel Barrymore in dramatic roles better."
"Very
clever picture"
"Fair picture."
"Great — a knockout." (For other
comments,
see issue (W.).
of December
29.)
"Full of action" (N.). "Very good, much like Doug. Fairbanks" (W.).
"Photography good, pleasing picture."
"Went big with little advertising" (S.). "Very good." "Great — capacity four
days" (W.). "Wonderful business, repeat, total seven days' run." "Great
business, many new faces; such a picture helps the industry" (E.). "Very
good." "Great, one of the best I ever played" (E.). "Too much action, great
finish" (N.). "Fine picture, but too long." "Second day held up fine."
"Went big." "Pleasing." "Good." "Got the money on reputation of the
story." "Well liked, Goldwyn's best drawing card." "Entirely too long —
unnecessary footage." (For further comments, see issue of Jan. 12.)
"A good interest-sustaining picture." "Better than average."
'Fairy tales do not draw" (N. and E.). "Extra good for children" (W.).
"Three days' fine business — good picture" (N.). "A few more 'Bab's' and Miss
Clark will be through as far as 1 am concerned; why don't Paramount make
something with a little 'jazz' — timely — less 'art' — will get something through
the box office" (E.). "Title too confusing for patrons; am not in favor of any
more of'sub-Deb'
issue
Jan. 12.) stories, glad they're over" (E.). (For further comment, see
"One of best acted dramas ever produced, good surprise finish" (S.l. "Fine
picture." "A very good picture" (S.). "People seemed to like it" (N.).
"Good show." "Pleasing picture, but would stand trimming — too long."
"This star is getting more popular." "Very fine production." "Bluebird improving remarkably."
"A good interest
holding picture."
"Melo
— pleased;
(S.). "Too
much(E.).
sex; program stuff."
"Poor."
"Publicelaborate
does notproduction"
care for Mexican
stories"
"Seven reel production made it difficult to handle crowds." "The story has been
done to death." "Bara's followers liked the picture." "Well liked star.'
"Big — Bara is great, but story has small appeal" (N.). "Not a good picture
for Bara, women like it, though" (W.). "An excellent production, got me
money two nights" (N.).
"Very good — great cast." "Entertaining, appealing, elevating" (N.). "This
picture I would call 'beautiful'; direction, 'wonderful'; settings, 'magnificent';
cast, 'exceptional'; the kind of picture I like to rave over" (S.). "Deserves a
niche among the screen's greatest." "Good picture, well received." "High
class production." "Good picture." "Great — should have drawn better" (E.).
"Best by far Goldwyn has turned out." "A great picture; splendid production." "Very, very pleasing."
"Clever female impersonator; not so good in this one, though they seem to like
it." "Deserved better biz." "Just a picture." "Good picture." "Fair picture, no business." "Very good." "Good comedy, will be appreciated by
"A any
picture
that pleased." "He is a good drawing card." "Dandy Hart picture."
"Bestaudience."
Hart ever made." "Pleased — big business."
"Rattling good picture." "Four big days on this." "Did greater business on
this than Hart two weeks before" (W.). "Patrons well pleased." "Photography
splendid." "Too much footage." "Good picture, pleased all." "A very
good picture, drew well for four days." "Very fine subject."
"Broke all records" (S.).
"Too much blood and thunder." "We're getting too much Westerns." "Excellent.
Western." "Good picture, pleased patrons." "Great." "Good Western
"Good
title misleads fans." "Title not appropriate. Good picture.
'stuff.'Western,
"
Monroe
Salisburyvery
a comer."
"Fine
production,
pleasing, star excellent" (E.). "Did not appeal very
strong to our patrons, just an average business" (N.). "Splendid picture,
but box-office said otherwise" (W.).
"Not
as most Bluebirds, not a good character for Salisbury" (E.).
"Veryas pleasing
good" (N.).
"Clayton a great favorite" (N.). "Good."
"Clayton an actress of rare
ability." (For other comments, see issue of Dec. 29.)
"Very nice picture for this time" (E.). "A great patriotic picture (N.). "A
strong patriotic picture, not quite up to our expectations as a business getter."
"Excellent, but public confuses with 'Slacker'; Miss Talliaferro's acting
specially commented on as superb" (N.). "We change every day as a rule;
ran this three days, to better business third than first — a winner." "Good
drawing card." "Very good feature." "Best picture we have had — not a
kick — left fine impression."
"A pleasing picture; this star is improving." "Star fine, show good."
"Good
much not
drawing
"These
kind ofgood
pictures
draw."picture,
"Goodnotpicture,
much power"
drawing (N.).
power."
"Pleasing,
story don't
with
moral." "Star not popular."
"Just a picture — nothing to rave over." "Star does not register, poor picture."
"Very good" (S.). "Fine production — poor box-office attraction."
"Extra good." "Good comedy, but 'local color' simply awful." "Best Parapicture in many
"Very goodmountpicture,
star nomonths."
draw here" (S.). "Not up to standard, but drew
rather
good
here"
(W.). not popular." "Program stuff."
"Ordinary picture." "Star
"Not up to Skinner." ' 'Star well liked. A few more good pictures will make him
a big drawing card." (For other comment, see issue of Dec. 29.)
"Good Western." "Only fair." "Fair picture." "Did not please patrons."
"Fair pictiire." "Patrons clamor for this type" (S.). "Patrons seemed to enjoy
themselves with this." "Good." "Not serious enough." 'Fair."

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Extra
Big

Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
AWAKENING, THE(Montagu Love. Dor. Kelly— World) Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
BABES IN THE WOOD (Fox Kiddies— Fox St.)
BAB'S MATINEE IDOL (Marguerite Clark- Para.) Ave. Ave.
Big
BABBLING TONGUES (Ivan Production— St. R.)
BECAUSE OF THE WOMAN (BeUe Bennett— Tri.) . . .
BONDAGE (Dorothy Phillips— Blue.)
BOTTOM OF THE WELL, THE (Evart Overton— Vita.)
BRANDED SOUL, A (Gladys BrockweU— Fox)
CAMILLE (Theda Bara— Fox)

Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Big Ave.
Big Ave.
Big Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big
Big Ave. Ave.

CINDERELLA MAN, THE (Mae Marsh— Gold.) .

Extra

CLEVER MRS. CARFAX (JuUan Eltinge— Para.)

Big
Big
Big
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big

COLD DECK, THE (WUliam S. Hart— Lynch). . .
COME THROUGH (Herbert Rawlinson— Jewel) . .

Big Extra
Extra
Big
Ave.
Big
Ave. Big

DAUGHTER OF THE GODS (Annette KellermannFox St.)
DEAD SHOT BAKER (William Duncan— Vita.)

Big
Big Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.

DESIRE OF THE MOTH, THE (Ruth Clifford- Blue.). Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
DEVIL STONE, THE (Geraldine Farrar— Art.) ,
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
DOOR BETWEEN, THE (Ruth Clifford— Blue)
DORMANT POWER, THE (Ethel Clayton— World). . Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Extra Extra Extra
DRAFT 258 (Mabel TalUaferro- Met.)

Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
EASY MONEY (Ethel Clayton— World)
ETERNAL MOTHER, THE (Ethel Barrymore— Met.) . . Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
ETERNAL TEMPTRESS (Lina CavaUeri— Para.).
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
FAIR BARBARIAN (Vivian Martin— Para.)
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
FANATICS (J. Barney Sherry— Tri.)
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
FETTERED WOMAN, THE (AKce Joyce— Vita.) ..
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
FIBBERS, THE (Bryant Washburn— K.E.S.E.)
Ave.
FIGHTING BACK (William Desmond— Tri.)
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave,
Ave. Poor
FOOLS FOR LUCK (Taylor Holmes— K.E.S.E.)
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Big
Big

Big
E.
Big

Big
Big

Big
Big

Big
Big

Big

Big

Big
Big

Ave. Ave. Ave,
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave. Ave.
HEART OF EZRA GREER (Frederick Warde— Pathe) . . Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
HER HOUR (Kitty Gordon— World)
Ave.
Ave.
HIS MOTHER'S BOY (Charles Ray— Para.)
Ave. Ave.
HUNGRY HEART. THE (Pauline Frederick— Para.) . .
(Ave. Big Big
Big Ave. Ave.
IN THE BALANCE" (Earl WiUiams— Vita.)

Ave.

TITLE, STAR, AND BRAND
FOR Gold.)
THE FREEDOM OF THE WORLD (SpecialFRANCE IN ARMS (Pathe)
FUEL OF LIFE, THE (Belle Bennett— Tri.) .
GAME OF WITS, A (Gail Kane— Mutual)
GARDEN OF ALLAH, THE (SeUg Special Production).
GIFT O' GAB (Jack Gardner— K.E.S.E.)
GIRL ANGLE, THE (Anita King— Mut.)
GOODWorld)
FOR NOTHING, THE (BlackweU-GreeleyGRELL MYSTERY, THE (Earl Williams— Vita.)

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.

INDISCREET CORINNE (OUve Thomas— Triangle).. .
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
JACK AND JILL (Pickford-Huff— Para.)

JOHN ERMINE OF YELLOWSTONE (Francis Ford- Ave. Ave. Ave.
Butterfly)
JUDGMENT HOUSE (Stuart Blackton Production
Ave. Poor Ave. Ave.
Para.)
Ave.
Big Big
Big Ave.
Big
Ave. Ave.
KILL-JOY, THE (Mary McAlister— K.E.S.E.) ... .
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
LAND OF PROMISE (Billie Burke— Para.)
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
LASH OF POWER (Carmel Myers— Blue.)
Big
LITTLE PATRIOT, THE (Baby Osborne— Pathe) .
Big Ave.
Big Ave.
LITTLE PRINCESS, THE (Mary Pickford— Art.) .
Big Ave.
Ave,
Big Big Ave.
Ave,
Ave.
Ave.
Big Big
Big
Ave.
LOVE DOCTOR, THE (Earl WiUiams, Vita.)
Ave.
Ave.
LUST OF THE AGES (Lillian Walker— Ogden Pict. Co.),
Ave, Ave,
Big Ave. Ave.
MAID OF BELGIUM (Alice Brady— World)
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
MAN TRAP, THE (Herbert Rawlinson— Blue.).
Big Big
Ave,
Big Big
MANXGold.)
MAN, THE (Geo. Loane Tucker Production- Ave.
Ave.
Big

LOVE LETTERS (Dorothy Dalton— Para.)
LONE WOLF, THE (Brenon Production— Sel.).

MAN WITHOUT A COUNTRY (Jewel Production)..
MARKED MAN. A (Harry Carey— Blue.)
MARK OF CAIN (Mrs. CasUe-A. Moreno— Pathe)

Ave.
Ave
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

MATEMut.)
OF THE SALLY ANN (Mary Miles Minter—
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
MEDICINE MAN, THE (Roy Stewart— Tri.) .
Big
MISS U. S. A. (June Caprice— Fox)
Ave. Ave.
MODERN MUSKETEER, A (Doug. Fairbanks— Art.) Extra Extra
MOLLY ENTANGLED (Vivian Martin— Para.)
Ave. Ave.
MOTH, THE (Norma Talmadge— Sel.)
A ve. Big
Big Big
Big
Big
MRS. DANE S DEFENSE (Pauline Frederick— Para.) ,
MY LITTLE BOY fEUo Hall— Blue.)
NAN OF MUSIC MOUNTAIN (Wallace Reid— Para.).
NEARLY MARRIED (Madge Kennedy —Gold.)
NORTH OF FIFTY THREE (Dustin Famum— Fox)

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Extra
Ave.
Big
Ave.

Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Extra
Big
Ave.
Big

Ave. Ave,
Big Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave,
Big Big

Picture

News

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
'Good picture." "Nice picture." "Two days' capacity and pleased everyone."
"Good picture of its kind, well liked."
'Great picture." "Too monotonous." "Great stuff — should go big." "Good
drawing average
power."audience." "Poor." "Title Very Bad" (S.). "Does not hold
"Pleased
the interest" (N.).
"Best Mutual we have ever played" (S.). "Patrons all satisfied" (N.).
"Too dry — yet good picture. Not a money getter" (N-.). "Great big moneygetter, fine picture" (N.). "An elaborate picture, but didn't draw."
"Very pleasing; Gardner a comer." "Good picture, but failed to repeat after
first day" (W.). "Light comedy — very entertaining" (W.).
"Very cute picture." "Forced comedy, not liked generally by patrons." "Good
"Average
(W.). "Good picture" (S.).
Western."picture"
"Excellent
picture." "Best Williams picture in some time — held the interest."
"Good picture" (N.). "Rattling good detective story" (E.) "Not up to
Williams' standard." "Rotten" (N.).
"Good good
picturepicture."
and cast.""Average
"Good."program."
"Very
"Very
good
picture,
star
will
drawas better
in time."
"Too much 'silly kid' stuff."
"Did not please or do as well
previous
Ray pictures."
"Excellent attraction for two days." "Nothing wonderful." "Not good enough."
"Veryissuegoodof —Jan.
a little
see
19.) slow, but holds the audience." (For further comment,
"The usual Earl Williams picture; pleases some, but star does not vary recently
in his characterizations." "Biggest business we have ever done on Williams"
(S.). "Excellent; gave entire satisfaction." "Publicity of 'The Hillman,'
from which it is taken, will get the money if exploited properly." "Good
"Olive Thomas is a comer." "Fine picture." "Pleased my patrons." "This
star getting very popular." "Ordinary." "Fair picture." "A great picture."
"Pickford a young Douglas Fairbanks. Huff also clever. "Only fair." "Very
good."
e.""Name hurts this." "Pleased men only." "Play it — a sure-fire hit — I
picturrepeat
shall
it." "Very good picture." "Good picture." "Terrible title —
fair picture." "Fair only." "Pleasing little picture, but poor title — should
have called it 'The Fighting Kid' or something similar" (N.). "We covered
title Jack and Jill on all posters" (W.).
"Good Indian picture." "O. K."
"Only a fair production." "Fair picture only." "Will do business if handled
well, it pleased all." "Fairly interesting production of a big story." "Very
hard to understand — poorly connected, not liked" (W.). "Great picture, no
box-office power" (N.).
"Pleasing, no drawing power; McAlister clever, but the story is absolutely unreasonable, and director on location bad" (W.). "Fair picture" (N.).
"Has the merit of being different, only my patrons did not care for the story.*
"Opinion divided, just a fair picture and average drawing card."
"Excellent picture." "Poor picture for Bluebird." "Only fair."
"Good enough for any theatre to show."
"Good picture." "Picture too kiddish, did not pass at all." "A good picture
for a kids' Saturday matinee." "No box-office value." "Satisfactory."
"Only fair." "Not up to recent plays, only fair business." "Fine picture."
"Very
see issuegood."
of Jan."Fair
19.) only." "Very good picture." (For further comment,
"Good production, ordinary story."
"Excellent." "Return business to capacity." "Going big on second week" (W.).
"Extra big entire week." "Swell picture" (N.). "A great picture, and a good
drawing card, with plenty of exciting situations." "Could recommend thii
theatre."
"A subject
winner."for any
"Story
'impossible' — star going back as drawing card." "Star
draws, picture not up to standard." "Good stuff." "Not up to standard
"Fine
production
theme." "Fair box-office picture — draggy" (W.).
but
big." —butgood
"Finewent
— artistic,
didn't draw,.or please any too well." "Very good feature,
story
great;
big
money-getter
handled
right."
"Pleased."
"Very good." "This star always if does
average
business."
"Good picture and
very pleasing." "Fine, good photography." "Star popular, picture pleased."
"A
great
picture
—
a
wonder."
"Not especially well liked, about 50-50." "Interesting, entertaining, big business." "High class picture."
"Turned hundreds away first night" (N.). "Very good picture, not so much
pulling power"
picture"Drew
— a little
long"rather
(N.).too"Fine
picture."
"Should(W.).
have "Wonderful
drawn better."
well, too
though
long,
due to English style of directing and acting."
"Great, if publicity is properly handled." "Fine patriotic production that any
American audience will like." "Extra good attraction." "Great businei
"Great
"Good
secondbusiness,
day." fine, pleased."
"Good pictiu'e, excellent photography, beautiful settings, no pulling power" (W)
"Nothing extra — patrons satisfied." "This picture pleased and drew extra
big business two days" (E.). "Fair picture — best Mrs. Castle has appeared
in, no pulling power" (N.).
"Very good offering" (N.). "Great entertainment." 'Not popular kind
picture" (N.).
"Good Western." "Average production." Good business, hardly up to standard of previous
Stewart picture
productions."
"Good."
"Best program
in long time; S. R. O. the second day.'
matinee picture." "Poor direction." "Fine patriotic picture,"
"Splendid — a knockout" (E.). "Best Fairbanks yet" (S.).
"Good picture." "Very nice, star well liked." "Good." "Another like thia
and 'good night.' " "Pretty good picture." "Just a picture."
"Only fair — fine photography, but draggy." "Excellent picture." "Extra big.
business." "Star growing in popularity." "Excellent photoplay — star well
liked here." "Don't come up to her previous releases." "People well pleased
with star and picture." "A coming big favorite." "A great picture." "A
good picture." "Great star, everyone pleased." "Very good, Talmadge fine."
"A good picture."
"Very good." "Excellent picture, but hardly a show for the tired business man."
"Fine Christmas picture, pleased everyone." "One of the best Bluebird has
made," "Everyone satisfied, splendid cast, went over big in high class locality."
"Good." "In a dress suit would make a bigger hit." "Very good." "Exciting
Western with splendid scenic effects — very pleasing" (E.).
4
"Comedy one of best shown; star rapidly coming to front." Photography wonderful,
star
has
advantage
of
appearing
in
best
Goldwyn
has
put
out."
"GREAT." "Wei! liked, clean comedy." (For further reports, see issue of
Jan. man
26,). stuff." "This star draws well." "This type of play very popular
"Cave
here" (North). "Great picture " "Well liked." "Good picture, star well
liked, and book very popular."
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TITLE, STAR, AND BRAND

S.

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE

OUTSIDER, THE (Emmy Wehlen— Met.)
ONE SHOT ROSS (Roy Stewart— Tri.). . .

Ave.
Big Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.

OUTWITTED (Emily Stevens— Metro.).. .

Big

OVER THERE (Charles Richman, Alice Q. Nielsen — Sel.)
PAINTED
MADONNA,
THE (Sonia Markova— Fox)
PAY
ME (Jewel
Production)
PEGGY LEADS THE WAY (Mary MUes Minter— (Mut.)
PLEASE HELP EMILY (Ann Murdock— Mut.). . . .
POPPY (Norma Talmadge— Sel.)
PRIDE OF NEW YORK, THE (Geo. Walsh— Fox) .
PRINCESS VIRTUE (Mae Mjirray— Blue.)
QUEEN X (Edna Goodrich— Mut.)
REACHING FOR THE MOON (Douglas Fairbanks—
—(Art.)

Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.

Ave.
Big Ave.

Big

Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.

Big
Ave.
Ave
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Big

Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Big Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big
Big
Big Big
Extra

Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big

'Beautiful picture," "Poor title — fair picture." "Star always dr ws." "Good
picture." "Very good, unusual, new " "Very good picture."
'Very good; lots of my patrons like him better than Hart." "Routine Western."
"Picture fair; photography extra." "Good picture, but star not well enough
known to have much pulling power." "Fine Western, good business" (S.) .
"Drew good crowds." "Fair Western."
'Story unusual — pleased" (E.). "Wonderful picture" (N.); "Exceptionally
good feature" (W.). "Fine picture, didn't draw" (S.). "Excellent play."
"Very good picture." "Best Emily Stevens has done." "Picture gave perfect
satisfaction." "Good — well liked."
"Very good war picture — drew good business at advanced prices."
"Good picture, star not known" (N.). "New star — did not draw" (W.).
'Fine Western." "Great production that lives up to its advertising."
"Very popular star — appealing" (N.). "Fair picture." "Cute star, cute picture —
pleased." "Good, clean picture, good business-getter."
"Light entertainment." "Not as good as other Empires." "Pleasing comedy
'Above the average production."
"This is a dandy." "Great favorite here." "Ran close second to Fairbanks'
Reaching
for Moon." "Fast gaining in popularity in all our houses."
drama."
'Very
artistic." "Liked by some, not by others." "Too high class for mob."
"Very fair subject, star popular here." "Good picture." "Nothing to waste
5000 feet on" (E.). "Fair picture, star didn't show to advantage."
"Good." "Not up to Fairbanks' standard." "Not his best." "Not as good a*
usual." "Pulled him off fourth day." "Fair — star great card." "Same old
smile gets 'em, and they like it." "Just a moving picture, but Fairbanks
popular as ever." (For further comment, see issue of Jan. 12.)
"An(Forexceptionally
good see
picture,
acted,29.)good attendance at raised prices."
other comment,
issue well
of Dec.

REDEMPTION (Evelyn Nesbit Thaw— State R.).
RED, WHITE AND BLUE BLOOD (Bushman-BayneMet.)
"Bushman and Bayne are coming back strong." "Very good picture."
Big "Show
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
REGENERATES (Alma Reubens— Tri.)
good." "Fine picture, no pulling power." "Good, but no business."
Big Big
"Patrons well pleased."
Big
RISE OF JENNIE CUSHING (ElsielFerguson— Para.) . . Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
"Very pleasing subject." "Pleased — fair crowds." "Pleasing to look at but
did notgood."
get over"Good
for me."
much art
a littlebox-office
more 'hokum,'
Big Big
"Very
picture"Too
— Ferguson
will— prove
attractionplease."
after
she
gets
known."
"Unfavorable
title
killed
it."
(For
further
comments, see
Big Big
issue of Jan. 12.)
" 'Ideal ' picture." "Bara always gets the money here."
ROSE OF BLOOD (Theda Bara— Fox St.)
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Very
RUNAWAY ROMANY (Marion Davies— Pathe Sp.) . . . Ave.
picture; beautiful scenes; star good."
Ave. Ave. "A finepretty
SAVAGE, THE (Ruth Clifford— Blue.)
. ..
picture."
Ave.
SCANDAL (Constance Talmadge— Sel.)
"Splendid subject, beautiful settings, the kind of story the great majority of
the fans want" (S.). "Splendid picture and star" (E.). "Fair picture — star
is a real light and a comer" (N.). "Clever picture" (N.). "Good picture,
Big
Big
didn't
draw" (N.). "Very good, drew well." "Big feature, drew well, star
Big
Big Ave.
(S.). "Very
good work."
picture, "Star
star well
liked."favorite." "Not a children's
Ave.
Ave. Ave. "Hefine"
SEA MASTER, THE (William Russell— Mut.)
is
capable
of better
a general
Ave. Ave.
picture."
"Good
fight
picture."
"Good
—
pleased generally" (W.).
Ave.
Ave.
SECRET GAME, THE (Sessue Hayakawa— Para.)
Big Big "Great, one of Jap's best yet." "Dandy picture, very interesting" (N.). "Good
enough
picture,
star
does
not
draw
here"
(N.).
SECRET
THE STORM COUNTRY (Norma Tal
madge OF
— Sel.)
"Good
picture; star
always
draws;
best
sheInhasmy done."
picturewill
—
star
deserves
better
vehicle
than
this.
opinion "Fairly
star in good
6 months
Dig
be biggest box-office attraction in the business" (S.). "Very pleasing, well
Big
Ave.
Clg
SEVEN SWANS. THE (Marguerite Clark -Para.)
"Anlikedexcellent
by all."Christmas fairy tale." "Excellent photography." "Good matOlg Ave.
inees, poor evenings." "Very good picture of its kind, well suited to women
and kiddies." "Draws for children mostly — children's pictiu-es keep away
an
adult
patronage." "Great holiday bill for the kids."
SHIRLEY KAYE (C. K. Young— Sel.)
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big "Clara Kimball Young never better than in this picture." "Business better
second repeats
day than— they
first."are killing off the Westerns" (W.). "Not up to Hart
SILENT MAN, THE (Wm. S. Hart— Art.)
Big Big Ave.
"History
Big
Big Big
standard" (N.). "Hart pictures seem to all look alike, guns, cowboys, cards,
Big
saloons, gambling." "Give Hart a change, like 'Between Men' — dress him up,
Big
if only for a reel or two; my patrons say, 'The same old Hart with the same old
gun." "Getting tired of his pictures" (N.). "Good" (N.). "Good picture and
Big
went over well" (E.). "One of his best, great drawing card for anyone."
Big
Big Ave.
SIRENS OF THE SEA (Jewel Production)
Big
"Patrons
liked this." "A beautiful production." "Well liked."
Ave.
SNAP JUDGMENT (WUliam RusseU— Mut.)
Ave. "One of Russell's
best."
Ave.
SON OF HIS FATHER, THE (Charles Ray— Para.) ,
"Very good." "Average program picture." "Only average." "Good picture and
the kind that pleases." "Kind that pleases all." "Ray more popular each
picture" (W.). "Splendid show." "Not the best Ray picture." "Ince could
make even me an artist." (For further comment, see issue of Dec. 29.)
SQUARE DECEIVER, THE (Harold Lockwood— Met.)
"Lockwood always draws." "Much better than average." "Good picture."
-Tri.) .
"Very pleasing picture." "Production good, star a good card." "Lockwood
at his best." "Quite good." "Very good." "Well liked."
Big "Story
Poor Poor
Ave.
fT^ANI^ED
IN
ARCADY
(Mrs.
Castle—
Pathe)
.
Poor
overdrawn and uninteresting." "No story — plot bad."
Ave. Ave.
Big Ave. Ave.
SUDDEN GENTLEMAN, THE (Wm. Desmondgood program
picture."draw "Very
Ave.
SUNSHINE ALLEY (Mae Marsh— Gold.) .. ..
Ave. Ave. "Very
"Fair picture,
star doesn't
yet." good."
"Very weak." "Well liked, but failed
to draw." "Good." "Good picture, photography good." Just a fair picture,
had
no
drawing
power."
"I
would
not
(For further comment, see issue of Jan. classify
19.) it as a good program picture."
Big Big Big
SYLVIA
OF
THE
SECRET
SERVICE
(Mrs.
Castie—
Pathe)
Ave.
Big Ave. Ave. Ave. "Seemed to please Castle fans."
Ave.
"One of the best Westerns we have ever played" (S.). "Excellent Western with
Ave.
TENDERFOOT, THE (Duncki-Holiowky— Vita.)V.'
Ave. Ave. Ave. Extrs
Ave.
TENTH CASE, THE (June Elvidge— World)
comedy."
"A plenty
good ofpicture."
Extra Extra Extra
THAIS (Mary Garden— Gold.). .. .7
"Record for the house — wonderful production, remarkable achievement even
for GoldwjTi." "Fine production, handsomely done."
TOM SAWYER (Jack Pickford- Para.)
"Bully picture, had us guessing to handle the crowds." "Excellent — pleased
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Pleases;
TWO BIT SEATS (Taylor Holmes— K.E.S.E.) .
"Fair." clear photography." "Comedy drama, pleasing." "Good picture."
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
UNFORESEEN, THE (OUve TeU— Mut.)
"Star
imknown and a fair release." "Story no good."
greatly."
Ave.
Ave.
UNKNOWN 274 (June Caprice— Fox)
"First half good, last half drags." "Acceptable, gets over fairly well."
Ave. Ave.
UP OR DOWN (Geo. Hemandei— Tri.)
"Very poor picture" (N.). "Fair, that's all" (N.). "Fair production" (W.)
"Rotten" (W.). "Entertaining comedy drama" (W.).
Ave. Big
Met.).
Ave. Ave. Big Ave. "An excellent picture." "This picture is good, I think star is getting better."
Big
"Fair picture." "One of the best pictures we have run this season — too much
Bushman" (W.). "Very good, liked by all" (N.). "Very good." "Good
picture."
"Negro boy very good."
Ave.
Ave.
WAR AND THE WOMAN (Florence Labadie— Pathe) Ave.
Big "Good photography. Some striking effects." "As a whole too dry for a war
Big Ave.
Big
Big
picture."
"Fair — too"Good
imaginary."
Big
"A very fine picture."
picture." "A good picture but it will take a little
) Bie
time to bring back this star." "One great show — star ditto." "Typical
Famum." "Story not liked" (S.). "Remarkable picture." "Great picture,
good story,
very well
but drew
WILD GIRL, THE (Eva Tanguay— Sel.) .
to picture
only produced,
the direction."
"Gladpoorshe'sbusiness."
making only one picture."
Poor Ave. Ave "Nothing
"Very
poor,
public
disgusted."
-ZEPPELIN'S LAST RAID
"Good spectacle, generally pleased — more because of the wonders of it than the
story."
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And the name of the
ANY exhibitors who
M have been carcfullv
author is inessential unless
How
Far With
Trademark
?
following this department
it means membersomething.
that the secret Reof
Name of the Producer Often Helps
have inquired how far
good advertising is to say
they should go toward
Greatly.
But Your Theatre
no more than you have to
using the trademarks of
Is the Main Thing
say,
and stop
the producers in their adWithout
any there.
attempt at
vertising and to what exselection,
except
to
get
good
displays
in
the
various
classes, we
tent they should subordinate their theatre to do so.
have picked a number of announcements of productions. With
Answering the last question first, let us say that you should
the exception of a single column display of the Princess theatre,
never subordiiiale your theatre to anything. Your theatre is yours
St. Paul, and that of the Park, Boston, none of these houses gives
and it is the one thing that you want to build up. Make the name
credit to the producing company, but in not one of these instances
of your house a trademark for the best and make the people come
do we believe that it would have injured the appearance of the
to your house because it is the best and not because of a pardisplays to have done so and it might have added some business.
ticular production.
But after all, the whole thing simmers down to one thing:
We have recommended many, many times that you get a name
You have got to have good pictures to make your house a
plate, a design for your newspaper advertising and always use
success ; and you have got to make the name of your theatre
this in your displays. By always we mean ALWAYS ; never
synonymous with good pictures.
let anything tempt you from putting your house before the public
We repeat that the main thing is to make your house stand out
first. With this equipment you are better able to handle the
Ijy comparison with the others. One of the chief ways to do this
varying conditions of motion picture productions intelligently.
is through your advertising, and we believe that many of the aids
Now without going into comparisons the productions of various
and suggestions of the producers will do you good. And you
companies fall into different groupings so far as advertising
can safely bet that no producer who has your interest really at
methods are concerned. For instance, in cases where companies
are spending large amounts in national campaigns, it would be heart is going to try to make your house a secondary matter. It
the height of folly not to link up with these campaigns by letting would be shortsighted policy to have you merely advertise the
the public know that you show the pictures of that company. In brand of picture and let the house that is paying for them take
care of itself.
case of newspaper advertising, as has been pointed out many
Especially in the smaller communities, you will find many of
times, you can make the whole space used by the producing or
these advertising aids of great value. In the larger communities
distributing company center on your house by using a much
conditions may be different, but it still remains a fact that even
smaller space under the main display.
in New York the name of the producer is always mentioned by
One'other
thing isis tonotbe the
seriously
Theofmotion
Rialto, Strand and Rivoli.
ture fan of today
outsiderconsidered.
of a couple
years picago
who could be fooled by the little tricks of the game. Today the
'Now, in the final discussion of advertising for the present, let
us look at these displays for a moment. Circle theatre, Indianreal " fan " is probably more familiar with the history of the
apolis, had used almost entirely the advertising suggestion from
players, the work of the various companies and their standing
Goldwyn, but had not used the name of the producer, though it
than is the average theatre manager. Any sort of advertising or
is only fair to say that the best of the advertising of the Circle on
exploitation of any kind that you do ought to have this in mind.
this production had not reached us when this plate was made. But
It is alright to tell the people again something that they already
the
point is that Circle always uses big, dominating space with
know, but be mighty careful that you dop't tell them something
striking cuts. It tries to make its display dominate the page and
that they will know to be untrue.
it generally does.
So when we say that it is preferable for you to mention the
name of the maker of the picture, or its brand, or its trademark,
Shea's Hippodrome has its own advertising prepared, and while
it uses comparatively small space, the design of the advertising
we are anticipating your question of : " What's the use of doing
always makes it stand out.
that if the fan already knows that fact?" But it is not doing any
Standard theatre, Cleveland, is committed to a single figure or
harm to tell him something that he already knows. And you may
face,
the name of the star and the title, a mighty good way of
attract some people who do not know of this player's connections
advertising when you have brought your house to an unquestioned
and who have been delighted by some other attraction from the
same producer.
position.
Metropolitan, in the same city, uses similar designs the whole
Of course, when you get down to the rock bottom, it all depends
upon whether the productions of a particular company are popular
time and " Metropolitan " is the thing that it constantly drives
in your community. And if the productions are not popular it is home. It has made its policy and it is not necessary for the house
to repeat encomiums. It has only to say that the production is up
up to you to get out and select some that will fill the bill.
to its standard.
But we do believe in connecting up, where the productions merit
Majestic, Columbus, Ohio, follows somewhat similar advertising,
the coupling. We print on the opposite pages an advertisement of
Sunday after Sunday. It has the virtue of being simple, carrying
the Old Mill theatre, Dallas, Texas, which has used one of the
the name of the star and the title in large space and bringing out
advertisements prepared by Artcraft and then in the lower-leftway.
the name of the house and the picture of the star in a dominating
hand corner, one of the suggestions of Goldwyn. Both of these
carry credit to the producers, which is natural when these were
designed in the offices of the producers and we believe that they
And while we have consistently opposed advertising the bill for
the entire week, where there are two or three changes, with equal
are entitled to this credit. Certainly this does not weaken your
prominence, the work of the Strand theatre, Buffalo, stands out
announcement, and it will probably pull in additional patrons.
as a good example of those that are committed to such a policy.
In one instance we disagree with the suggestion of Artcraft,
But the thing that we do want to bring out is that all of these
which is a very mild instance of some of the other producers who
put over the names of the director, scenario writer and even the work to one purpose — that they make the theatre itself dominate
cSmcra man, in large letters. For exploitation purposes we do as it should dominate. Whether you want to include the name of the
producer or not is largely a matter of whether it brings you any
not believe that the public is interested in knowing who wrote
increased business. That is something which requires first hand
the scenario and in very few cases who directed the picture,
(Continued on page 704)
unless, of course, the person might be a man with local connections.
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Using a Trademark For All That It Is Worth to Your House
Here are some examples of theatres that are trying to make their houses really stand for something.
the trademarks of the producers and some do not. For comment, see opposite pageSome of them use
ENTIRE WEEK, COMMENCINQ TODAY
Doom Open Dally at 11:00 A. M. — Sunday at 12;45 P. M.
The Story of the Saint Who Became a Sinn
and The -Sinner Who Became a Saint

from. th<t famous novef
ly Artatole France
THE MOST BRJLLIANT AND SENSATIONALMOTION
PRODUCTION INPICTURES.
THE RECENT HISIORS'o)^
JAMES MONTGOMERY FIASG'S
"The Screen Fan"

jf.we:ll ROBB
5
A NIGHT l» a JAPANESE INN"
CIRCLE TOPrCAL DIGEST

rmmh fischer
/>"HOLLY GOLOCKWOOD
GET EM'
" HAROLD
S»T /*"THE SOUARE DECEIVtR'

□ALTON

"LOVE

LETTERS"

A LIVINaBREATHIA^G.SOUL5TIRCING DRAMA PRODUCED
m TMOS. H. (A4CE-

Rose Wftie /laurlce
World
Toumeur |
=AHAETCEAiTPICni2E=
TODAY. TOMORROW AND TUESDAY
C. POST MASON'S PHOTO TRIP TO
S E E
"LONOOi^"
THE WORLD'S GREATEST CITY
BcUer Be Around One «! These Davs
Toiisy 4 Oa|jS Only
iff i HART

Mabel NoRMAffe
yAe Snucjgly Girl "^Dod^ingfA Million
by Edgar SelvOyn and A M- Kennedy
CUE MILLION DOLLARS A TRUNKFUL OF JEWELS
AA BEAUTIFUL
SLOW POISON
HANDSOME HEIRESS
LOVER AIVOBOTTLE
DOifENOF MANNEQUINS
A MYSTEBIOUS FOREIONER ALL THE CLOTHES IN THE WOULD
"It's a Goldwi/n Picture.'

^

'

Hill

ll %PBTMI . VHILE FK7URES I
^YMPHdliy ORCHESTRA
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THERE is al\va\s something new for
the man who is thinking, hunting up
something novel. And, of course, we are
talking about Rothapfel and how this is
illustrated at the Rialto this week and how
he is sending everyone away talking about
a very simple little thing — simple, yes, but
no one ever thought about getting this effect before.
It comes during the rendition of " Asleep
in
the Deephas'' by
aftereffect
the
Animated
led Emanuel
up to theList,
water
by showing the Finley pictures of salmon
fishing. The singer appears in the costume
of a lighthouse keeper and there is not a
light in the house save the beams on his
face. Gradually these die away, then come
again, etc., and immediately one gets the
effect of the lighthouse. Even a five-yearold child in the box with the writer GOT
the effect. " What is that, darling? " the
boys' mother asked him and quick as a flash
he answered : " Lighthouse." It was one
of those little things that we talk so much
about, but it brought thunderous applause
and resulted in most valuable word of
mouth advertising for the Rialto. The
music was accompanied by wave effects,
while the flashing of the lightning in the
proscenium arch and the rolls of thunder
added more realism.
Both the male and female choruses of
the Rialto arc used this week in connection
with the overture, " The Queen of Sheba."
During the playing of this the whole of the
house was in red and purple, emblematic
of royalty and splendor. The orchestra was
literally bathed with red and during the
orchestral portion of the number the house
was filled with the odor of incense, one of
the few times that the perfume effect has
been used at this theatre. Toward the
end the curtains parted revealing the
female chorus in the centre of the stage and
the men, in Arabian garb, at either side.
It was most effective and scored the same
big hit that it made last week.
Rialto Animated Magazine opens this
week with pictures of American troops
learning to build bridges, played with
' Let's Rally " which carried through the
next number, Christy Mathewson visiting
a training camp. Polo playing at Corondao, Cal.. was shown to a fox trot which
was carried through the next number, the
city-to-ocean race in San Francisco, to the
point where the starting shot was fired,
when a new galop was immediately introduced. Dynamiting the ice blockade was
shown to a mysterioso together with the
sound effects and then came the arrival of
French aid for Italy with pictures of
French troops marching to the front which
brought thunderous applause. This was
played with " Sambre et Meuse " with the
horns counterpointing " Marseillaise," and
continued through the new French cabinet
and the Paris war council.
Now here is something worth remembering. Someone asked Mr. Rothapfel why
he did not use the " Marseillaise " itself instead of the counterpoint. " Because," he

Motion

replied, " it would have made the audience
get up to its feet, and thereby cause more
or less confusion. The counterpoint of the
' Marseillaise ' was brought in at the appearance of President Poincare and got
the same effect." Which is true. Never
disturb your audience if you can get the
effect in some other way. This counterpointing trick is worth remembering in all
your music.
While this same music was being played
all of the delegates to the war council got
a big individual hand, but when the pictures of Pershing were shown the audience
went wild with genuine enthusiasm. Pershing's field artillery at practice was shown
to " Good Old U. S. A." and when an instance of the Yankee chivalry and the care
of the children was shown the orchestra
turned effectively to " When Yankee Doodle Learns to Polly Vous," which brought
a combined laugh and applause. The Animated ended with the salmon fishing,
shown to the music of swishing water and
effects, and which led into " Asleep in the
Deep," as we have already told you.
Then C.
cameBruce
" TheEducational
Ridge Roamers,"
Robert
film. Ita
seems that one after another of these pictures stir the audiences as scenics have
rarely stirred them and the intensely human note of the pictures and the clever
titles get close to the audiences' heart. An
idyl from " Siegfried " was used as the music for the superb scenic setting which got
laugh after laugh and a big hand at the
end.
This was followed by " Neapolitan
Dance," a 'cello solo played by Gaston Dubois, and then came the feature, Julian El-

AMOVING illustrated song is used by
Managing Director Harold Edcl at
the Strand this week to get an excellent
effect. This comes when Herbert
Waterougfsings " It's a Long Way to Berlin," and on the screen behind him are
shown pictures which carry out the words
of the song. The words of the chorus
were thrown on the screen and the audience took them up with more or less
enthusiasm.
Strand Topical Review is shorter than
usual this week, but it introduces a feature
that is distinctly novel. It opens with
polo playing at Corondo beach and then
shows pictures of Fuel Administrator Garfield. And that official got a big hand.
Next were shown the construction of the
many new buildings at Washington for
government use, followed by official war
pictures of the Americans in France. All
of these were Hearst-Pathe. Then comes
the big punch with the Paramount-Bray
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tinge in " The Widow's Might," a comedy
that pleased the audience greatly. Lively
music carried the feature through.
Now while we are talking about little
things worth while, watch this. The next
number was the prelude to the fourth act
of " Carmen," played by the orchestra.
Again the orchestra was bathed in red
lights, but all the rest of the house except
the proscenium arch and the centre piece
of the dome light, which were also red,
were in white. Before the audience got a
chance to applaud the splendid rendition,
it was watching a picture, for with the last
bars of the selection the title of the picture, "Throwing the Bull," was thrown on
the screen. Everyone got the connection
between the bull fighting in the opera and
the picture, which was sub-titled, " A Celluloidwas
Versionanother
of the one
Pikeof County
Fair."C.
Now this
the Robert
Bruce Educational pictures. It could hardly be called a scenic, but it was close to it.
flow many managers would dare put on
the bill two subjects from the same source
and expect to get away with it. No matter
how high the quality, one might think that
he had run short of sources of material.
But that wasn't the case. On account of
the excellence of both pictures Mr. Rothapfel wanted to use them, and he found a
way by introducing the beautiful musical
number and so linked up the opera selection with the picture that the effect was
gripping. In other words, everyone felt
that just the right thing had been done.
This might be called a bill of little
things — little things marvelously well done.
They are things that you can do if you
think, if you are always striving to make
the most of it. Don't tell us that you are
too busy to devote the time to it. No one
can be busier than Rothapfel with these
two immense houses dependent on his personal direction and a dozen of other things.
But he always makes time to do things
And he never stops thinking. And you
can't afford not to think, either.

showing the growth of Germany from
1140 and the way she swallowed up her
smaller neighbors and then showing her
aims at present. It was a particularly striking piece of work.
Making of an American officer at Plattsburg interested the audience greatly. This
is released by Educational and the patriotic
music played with it, counterpointed with
" Yankee Doodle " made it very effective.
The American flag is twice introduced at
the Strand this week, once during the
Topical and the second time at the end of
this picture.
There are a number of laughs in the
feature, " Stella Maris " with Mary Pickford," but its tragic ending is offset by
" The Superstitious Girl," one of the
Jamesdies that
Montgomery
Flaggbig.series of comeare going over
The musical
overturenumber
is " I Pagliacci
and the
other
Gertrude "Hoffman,
soprano, singing " The Song of Kisses."
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imony
Clever Stunt Suggested
to Call Attention to
Al

SERVICE
has outlinedEXHIBITORS'
a clever little
FIRST
NATIONAL
advertising
stuntattention.
on " Alimony " that is
bound
to attract
In a plain envelope which is addressed
in long hand and marked " Personal " and

How the First Scenic Picture, " HoundNewof the
Was Featured in the Electric Sign of the
RivoliHill,"
Theatre
Bruce

Scenic

Featured

Sign at
IT'S a far cry from a couple of years ago
when the scenic was merely a filler, a
time killer on the program of a five or ten
cent theatre until today when one of these
pictures is featured on the electric sign
of the newest and finest motion picture
house in the world.
But this is just what the past week saw
happen at the Rivoli where " The Hound
of the Hills," one of the Robert Bruce
scenics released by Educational Film Corporation has this honor, as the cut reproduced here shows. And it is well to note
that at the same time another Bruce picture
" The Trail of the Sky," was being shown
at the Rialto and one of the Ditmars-Educationals, "Animals in Midsummer," was
getting numerous laughs at the Strand.
" Reports from all sections of the country show that the increase in high grade
scenics is growing by leaps and bounds,"
said E. W. Hammons, general manager of
Educational, in discussing the new honors
that have been heaped on his product. " It
was hut a short time ago that the scenic
was not in high favor because they consisted of a mere series of still pictures
with little or nothing to connect them. It
is by using a general theme and connecting
the different ' shots ' together and striving
at some concrete purpose that we are able
to give real interest to these pictures."
This has been especially true of the Robert Bruce pictures. There is always something to connect these, and the splendidly
written titles aid greatly in achieving this
result. In two of these pictures, " Me
and My Dog," and "The Hound of the
Hills," the big Dane has been the chief
connecting feature. In the first picture
Mr. Bruce and the dog went through the
scenes showing the enjoyment of being
alone with the beauties of nature and in

sent to the patron there is enclosed another envelope which is inscribed, in an
imitation of handwriting " I dare you to
give this to your wife UNOPENED."
That is almost too much for human curiosity and the recipient is sure to pry loose
the seal on the spot and discover that he

in Electric
the

New

Rivoli

Theatre

the latter the dog, with his love for the
magnificent alone appears. The animal
gives the pictures a human interest that
invariably brings applause. And the Bruce
titles are always full of laughs, clever
spontaneous humor that is appreciated by
the audiences.
Mr. Bruce will start in a few daj's on
another trip which will occupy ten months.
He has some elaborate plans and naturally
the sections that he intends to visit are
not announced. However, there is to be
one plan new to most scenics followed in
his work in that he is to prepare scenarios
for the various pictures that he is to make
and work all the time with definite objects in view. This will enable him to use
shots taken at widely separate points and
at the same time to unite them in harmony with his general story. There will
probahly be fewer of the Bruce-Educationals made during the year, but of an
even higher grade, if that is possible.
Humor adds a great deal to the Raymond L. Ditmars pictures of animals. The
last three of these shown at the Strand
have been particularly delightful and while
they accomplish the purpose of being really
educational in giving sidelights on the animals they portray they do this in an entertaining manner. The patron dislikes being
told that he is going to be educated and
have it forced upon him. But he wants to
be interested and amused at the same time,
and that is what the Educational Film
product is seeking to accomplish.
In addition to these pictures the Education has arranged for the release of thirty
of the Newman travel pictures during the
coming year. These pictures have never
been shown at less than a dollar admission
and the exhibitor is promised an excellent
opportunity with their becoming available.

—
:
\f^S. '■
"ALIMONY"

has an announcement which bears the title
" No woman can resist ' Alimony ' " and
then includes eight scenes from the production.
Cleveland House

Gets Potatoes

The Alhambra theatre, Euclid avenue
for Poor
and East 105th street,
Cleveland, Ohio, was
the .means of making many poor families
in the
on of
Newthe Year's
Day. forIthas
beencitythehappy
custom
Alhambra,
the past few years, to conduct a matinee,
just before the beginning of the new year,
to which the only admission it not less
than three potatoes and as many more as
people feel like bringing. This year there
were six barrels placed in the lobby of
the theatre, and all six barrels were full
at the close of the matinee. They were
distributed by the Associated Charities.
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GORUU.X'S Uluupia llKalii.-, JJu^tuii, has
achieved simplicity and striking effect
in the displays before the theatre, on which
we have commented before. Here is the
display that was made on the first Petrovamade picture " A Daughter of Destiny."

Picture
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who ask lur it. This hook has the advantage of extreme simplicity and there arc
no involved processes to be followed. It
contains space for the name of the feature,
the star, the producer and the number of
reels. Beneath this arc two lines for the
short subjects.
This booklet ought to save the exhibitors
a lot of confusion, especially where they are
using a number of different services on the
features and getting the short subjects from
different exchanges. It is mighty easy to
mislay the letters giving your booking,
especially when they are coming in from
many different sources, but by using this
have an adequate and consystem you
venient record.
A steady diet of meat without any sauce
icould be rather tiresome. Thafs the reason
its worth while adding garnishments to
your photoplay presentations.

GOLDWYN has suggested to exhibitors
the form of a letter with the reproduction of a signature cut of Mary .Garden
to be used in advance of the presentation
of " Thais." It was suggested that this be
By using only the picture of the star and
few words in large letters, with the whole
display stretched across the front of the
lobby over the heads of the patrons a
smashing effect was obtained. The crowds
seen entering the house show the result of
this sort of work.
Teaser advertising in the newspapers was
employed in advance of the production and
there was large space employed in the Sunday papers just before the opening of the
week's run.
Let the " sob stuff " in your house be
confined to that shown on the screen;
there's no place for it elsewhere.
CAHILL-IGOE
COMPANY, Chicago,
has issued an attractive booking book
which it is distributing free to all exhibitors

^pu mtt^ %te me in (Solbw^iit'o initBuifirrnt
^roburltoit
at
y'ltiuxt \uarlt — iiolti % <vbove
Illi.K ll|<iu>it„b> hiiiril or m> Hi Ili> d),<ii> in
><i„>rrl, n'.illisnn m<i,j nnu ... mt in
<5»lSn.Un'« •■ifl.oi.."
"S&o-iX^l yon yXeatc ion\t nnb ate nty
*inr.r,lE.
"iTlloU?"
III. «lraut
*»lnt».c

IVeek Beginning

Read SCREEN OPINIONS

Read SCREEN OPINIONS

sent out in imitation typewritten form type
which is available at almost every newspaper office.
But W. J. Hayes manager of the Strand
theatre, Erie, Pa., went a step further and
had the announcement engraved, and the
signature reproduced. The finest quality
of paper and envelopes was used and the
whole result was an artistic achievement.
We are not in sympathy with the suggestions of producers to send out letters on
every production. In the first place the
expense would be too large and a constant
receipt of such letters would tire the
average patron. But it is a splendid thing
to do now, and then, especially when you
it up. some special attraction that will back
have

CLUNK'S Auditorium, Los Angeles,
use of
Ben Day
work presents
in one ofanitsideal
displays
on "Bessie
Bar-"
nscale in " Madam Who? " Of course it is
necessary to have the service of an engraver to accomplish this effect though
something similar may be done by using the
same character of ready-made ads that are
furnished by a few of the film companies.
Other papers carry the same display in
black and white.
Only one thing about this display that we
do not like — the expression " Unparalleled
masterpiece." In the vernacular " there
ain't no such animal." The argument of
this advertisement would have been very
much stronger had this been omitted and
one is tempted to believe that this was put
in simply because the writer found some
white space that he thought he ought to fill.
Introduction of a picture of the orchestra
at the bottom of the display does not interfere with the photoplay but adds a sales
argument lo the patron.
Any one can show a picture; and it is
generally " a picture."
WE have commented many, many times,
how much more powerful is the use
of cuts rather than a large amount of de.scriptive matter, and this is certainly well
demonstrated in the display of the Rex
theatre, Seattle, Wash. •
Manager John Hamrick has employed
three figures, The Girl, The Dance Hall
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> Knew
What

Lwe

Wires

The Biggest
Human Interest
Play of the
Past Year

Girl and The Man, and has left the patrons
to draw their own conclusions. He has
added a few lines that this is " the biggest
human interest play of the year " and then
he leaves the people to come to his theatre
to see if the story is that which is suggested
to them by the pictures. ■

Are

Doing

each of which was devoted to one of the
pictures and, in most cases, carrying a cut
of the star. These productions were divided
between Paramount, Metro and Vitagraph.
More than that the reading matter is cleverly written and while there is no attempt
made to tell the full- story of the pictures,
there is enough said to arouse the interest.
Now a daring feature of this booklet is
that the manager was willing to spend a
considerable amount for announcements
covering two weeks and left all the ballyhoo out of it. But it is the sort of a booklet that is bound to be impressive. It is the
sort of constructive work that builds business for the theatre.
Don't keep telling your public that your
theatre is the best; make everyone knoiv
that it is.
MISSION nishes
theatre,
Portland,
furan example
of the Ore.,
silhouette
in advertising that is worthy of notice.
The attraction at the time was " Bucking
Broadway," a title which probably is a
better advertising title outside of New
York than in the city itself, but it certainly carries with it the atmosphere of
SUNDAY
MONDAY
XMAS
WEDNESDAY

REX

BEACH

Them

All

The Simple
Little Country Maid

She
Whose Beauty
Was On
the Market

This Wickedest
Woman in the World
They're All In

Run your theatre as a theatre — not as a
branch drug store or candy shop.
MANAGER J. H. CLAUSER, of the
Dreamland theatre, Galena, 111. (a
town of about 5,000 people), has shown
that the small city manager can think and
originate to his profit. Recently he issued
a twenty page booklet entitled " Twelve
Master Photoplays." These included the
four-page cover and then twelve pages.
BUCKING
Twelve
Master
Photoplays

Selected For you
DREAMLAND

BROADWAY
a s(i-shooling
Broadway
—Setting
wtien he hasWesterner
a beautitulloosegirl onto rescueis especially
onlyrun one
first
feature.ot theThemany
star is Itinlls in this five reel,
HARRY CAREY

both the East and the West, especially
when it is considered that Harry Carey,
who is generally associated with Western
pictures, is the star.
But the main thing to point out is that
this work of the Mission stands out
among its other well advertised neighbors
because the ad writer did the unusual in
this case. He saw a chance to use the
silhouette effect with a punch and he did
it. You need not be told that this advertisement isthe work of a man who thinks.

HERE is an out of the ordinary display.
We spoke some time ago of using too
many cuts in advertising, but here is a case
where it is justified for every picture used
means something and carries out a separate
idea which merges with the main one.
We don't advise advertising like this
specimen of the Kinema, Oakland, Gal., but
in this particular case it did attract attention, because it repeated pictures of women
and emphasized the sex element without
using any long list of adjectives. It is
the sort of a display that is calculated to
arouse the curiosity of the reader. The
Kinema had an unusual opportunity in
" The Auction Block " to do this without
making any statements that are not borne
out by the picture, but it would not be
safe for the advertiser to try the same
thing without knowing that the picture
did bear out the statements that he was
making.
This we class under " freak " advertising.
It's good once in a while to break the
monotony, but the great trouble with this
sort of a thing is that the advertiser commences straining for the freak idea and
then he generally oversteps himself and
gets into hot water.
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This is theIncreasing
third of our series of articles,My
" The Diary of
a Successful Exhibitor," bya successful exhibitor who will tell week after week what he has
done to develop his house, the lessons that he has learned and the errors that
he has discovered. It is a frank discussion of the pleasures and evils of exhibition in a toivn of 15,000, and the tips contained here zvill probably be of value
to managers in all sections.

Appeal

By a Successful Exhibitor
runnnig the
opening was a grand success and and running
the same picture agam on
Wednesday, and then having had Thursmy newspaper friend gave me splenday and Friday for the second picture, I
did treatment. More space was -devoted to
could give the third change of bill only one
the details of the presentation than had
ever been given anything in the amusement
day, Saturday, so as to bring my arrangement back to the original plan of new bills
line in my town before. Yet on the second
day business was poor, although it was
on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
the first chance that the general public
But the Saturday business was again disappointing. At the same time it was a
had to buy tickets. I couldn't understand
it at first, but after I had begun a careful
mighty good thing for me, because it taught
me something.
study I found that it was due to reaction.
I had been led to expect that I would
The conditions were the same as prevailed
have big receipts on Saturdays on account
the day after the visit of a circus. Everyone had gone out and had a big time that of the number of people who came from
day, but the next day they had to give the country to do their buying on Saturover to getting back on the job.
days, but on this particular day they didn't
I quickly realized that the thing that I seem to do this. That evening I enquired
the reason from several of the merchants,
had to do was to make the people realize
that I had a good bill, well presented at and they admitted that they had not done
my theatre every day and that it was bad the usual Saturday business. " But,"
business to pick out any one special day pointed out one of these merchants, " you
and center all my efforts on that single will find out that you cannot get any
day. I was after that to learn better and volume of the people to come to town
oftener than once a week unless as a matbetter that one who is regularly running
a motion picture house cannot afford to
ter of necessity.
our opening
biggest day's
business
on recordWe ondidyour
day,
pick out a single day as an "occasion," but
must devote just as much attention to every
Tuesday, and the result is that these same
other day.
home."
That spent
meantSaturday
a great atdeal
to me after I
But although business was bad the first people
had
spent
Sunday
thinking
it over. It
day that my box office was open and I
was this : When some amusement attraction
failed to take in enough to pay the exbrought the people to town they spent
penses for the two days, I had accommore money with the local stores. It was
plished the thing that I had set out to accertainly to the advantage of the local mercomplish— I had everyone in my whole secchants for me to be able to get the people
tion talking about my theatre. And I had
accomplished another thing. Every one of to come to my theatre, for they would find
my invitations to the opening bore the time on the same trip to buy goods. And
name of the person to whom they were
therefore they ought to co-operate with
sent and I had had my ticket taker, a me. And, still further, if that co-operation brought results, mutual co-operation
young man who knew everyone in the secall the way around would get even better
tion, note the name of the person who
accompanied the recipient. In that way I results. I spent that whole Sunday figursecured a complete list of all who had
ing out the plan and before I had gone
actually attended. On the following day to sleep I had evolved a definite scheme.
a letter went out to all of these about the
This was nothing more or less than to
fiFst change in the bill at my theatre. The
have a " bargain day " every Saturday. I
drew up in rough the design for a little
results were amazingly successful, with
folder in which each of the merchants
tJie exception of a few cases where the
recipients thought that they were getting would have space for their announcements,
a second free trip. But I had made up with my theatre dominating. In fact, the
introduction to the circular was based on
my mind from the start that no one should
have anything on me in courtesy and after my show for the week, and by preparing
I had explained to these people that they suggestions for the advertising of the mermight expect to get similar letters from
chants Icould get them to make references
time to time calling attention to special to my attractions. One of these folders
attractions, I invited them to he my guests
was included in every purchase. Further
the second time. Some of these people
than that I persuaded these men to put
had come from a distance and others were
posters of my Saturday attractions in their
stores. A few were hesitant at first for
women and children who might not have
had the admission price with them, and, at fear that they would lose the friendship
any rate, / did not want to leave any cause
of the proprietors of the other houses, but
for their embarrassment.
they were soon won over.
It was some three weeks after this that
But the main point is that I did a splendid business the first day of the second
I discovered another tonic for these counpicture and almost as good on the second
try customers, and that was in the shape
of a serial. After spending a half hour
day of the run. Having opened on Tuesday
MY

YOU
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LEARN

Lots of Little Things
Told by Successful
Exhibitor
by a Suc-e
of these articles
l Exhibitore ther
seen
whatcessfuwe havsugg
FROM
esare lots of his
d
tions that can be applie to
st every house in the
almotry.
coun

Here is a man who invested
all of his own savings and part
of his aged
father's
in a
motion
picture
house.money
He knew
that he was not trained in this
business, but he had to make
How he met the new problems and how he developed new
business
make interesting readgood.
ing. He made some mistakes,
but he was quick to see his own,
but the main thing was that he
kept his wide-awake mind always on the possibilities of his
theatre.
Many of you doubtless have
had similar experiences. We
would like to hear how you met
your serious problems and how
you worked out methods to
stimulate your business. Others
need
them. your ideas; don't hide

around the postoffice I was impressed by
the fact that many of these people on gett'mg
the weekly
paper
which before
• they
subscribed
turned city
to the
serialto story
they read any other part of the paper.
This was especially true of the women and
the younger folk of both sexes. Since the
opening of the house I had been running
a serial Mondays and Tuesdays, but I
thought so highly of this idea that I bought
a second serial and arranged for its showing on Saturdays only. I did not make
any special attempt to advertise this to the
country people, but rather put the emphasis
on the feature picture. I counted on the
strength of the story to bring them back
again next Saturday, and I did not count
in vain.
In the course of five Saturdays under
this new " bargain day " plan my matinees
were exceeding the business that I did on
any of the evenings. The merchants told
me that their trade had also increased beyond their expectations and that a number
of people who had heretofore traded in
another town were coming to them. I
don't want to jump too far ahead of this
story, but let me say that this plan was
more than satisfactory. It brought new
Inisiness— additional business to the patronage of the town itself, and it left me an
opening to also bring new business on other
days of the week.
Automobiles were in great use through
(Continued on page 704)
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Rothapf
el's
Answers
to
Exhibitors
Mr. Rothapfel Will Answer Here any Questions Regarding Problems in Exhibition. The Only
Conditions Are That the Questions Must Not Bear on the Merits of Particular Pictures or Services and That They Must Come Through the NEWS. Address Your Inquiries "ROTHAPFEL
ADVICE, EXHIBITORS' SERVICE BUREAU, MOTION PICTURE NEWS."
XXI — Here is a question that is disturbing me seriously. In our town
the electric current is shut off at 10.30 p.m. There is no way to get it for
a longer time, except on Saturday nights, when the time limit is midnight.
I have preferred to pay a reasonable amount to have the light continued
for half an hour, and have even gotten up a petition, but without result.
My town has became accustomed to long shows. I have to run a feature of
at least five reels, a comedy and on two nights of the week a serial. I can
see no way in the world that I can get the people in for two shows during
the evening, for the reason that the greater share of my patrons are laboring
people who do not leave the factories until 5.30 and who cannot possibly get
to
the theatre
If I ascould
cut my show totoshorten
an hour andperforma ha'f
I could
overbefore
two seven.
shows, conclude
but
soon
ance theput
people
immediately
that asI Iamstart
trying to save mymor;ey,
and
the result is a loss of business. My matinee appeal is largely to women and
children and is small. If I could improve that, double it, I might be all
right, but at present with counting on only one show in the evening I am
not paying expenses, I am willing to give a better show and give only one
performance in the evening, provided I can get more money in the afternoon.
What would you suggest to get a bigger attendance all the way around. I
use three of the best services, change daily and have the opposition of three
smaller houses, one vaudeville house that now and then plays a road attraction, and have a population of 20,000 to draw from. — JERSEYMAN.
I SUGGEST that you get together with some influential men and
try to have the light extended every night. If this cannot be
done, put the matter up to the public, and fight for it. Incidentally
a big fight with you leading will help business. Explain the situation to the public. Take them into your confidence.
If your better judgment counsels a change, go ahead and change
in spite of the few kickers. If we insisted on considering the
howlers before we ever made a change, we'd still be living in
caves and eating raw fish with our fingers. That isn't the way
to do things. Strike out ahead. Remember good shozvs are not
necessarily long shows. Quantity is one thing. Quality is another, and far more important thing. To get people, you have to
give good shows. And let the people know you are giving good
shows. Get people into your theatre in the afternoon, even if
you have to give them passes. Then they will become aware of
the worthiness of your entertainment, and get the habit of visit"
ing your theatre.
Here we give two-hour shows only, at night, and I believe that
you could squeeze in two perfectly satisfactory entertainments
from seven to ten thirty. It is up to you as a showman.
XXII — I am employed as a mechanic during the day and run a motion
picture house in the evening. I have the assistance of my wife, who attends
to most of the details and acts as cashier in the show hours. I am making
$6 a day in my trade, which is more than the picture show is netting me,
and although I know that the house should have my personal attention, I
have a family and cannot afford to take the risk. Now I have a sixteenyear-old
daughter whotalent.
is quiteShea good
amateur
I believe
that
she has considerable
has been
very musician
anxious and
to play
the piano
in my theatre, where the music is now furnished mechanically and has
suggested that she be allowed to interest some of her girl friends and get
up a quartet or something of the sort. It will require investment of several
hundred dollars and will cause my daughter to work at nights — though she
insists that it would be no work at all. My wife is opposed to it and thinks
that I should give up the picture business entirely, although I feel sure
that there is good money ahead. Wages are constantly increasing and I
have the only theatre here. I know that if I quit someone else will come
in, but at the same time I am making only a few dollars a day clear. I
have ample ground room to increase the seating capacity at small cost if
I can increase my business. — ^A. A. R.
"V^ OUR letter brings me back a number of years. You had better let your girl run your theatre for you for she seems to
have better ideas than her dad. Give her every chance to make
good.
Try to instill a little enthusiasm into your wife. If she feels
you ought to give up your theatre, she certainly is not with you
heart and soul. If you pay more attention to your theatre, and
less to other things, $6 will look mighty small to you in a short
time. Increase your seating capacity. But my big tip to you is
this: Listen to Daughter.
XXIII
My trio
" orchestra
consists
of abest
piano,
I believe that— this
supplies" some
of the
freakviolin
musicandforcornet.
the slapstick

comedies which are favorites' at my house that can be supplied by any three
musicians.
I work
the afternoon
with until
the exception of an hour
for these
dinnerpeople
when from
I havetwoan inextra
piano player
ten in
the evening and it is rather too much to ask them to spend much time
rehearsing. I always show a comedy in addition to the feature and then
either a scenic or a serial. I have been very much interested in reading
about the way that the music at your houses had aided in making the
scenics such great successes. I never am able to see these before they are
shown and the result is that the three musicians simply play improvised
music with these. I am especially interested in hearing that you used the
" Pomp with
and this
Circumstance
" march
these.
am
familiar
selection and
saw atwhen
once you
how showed
it fitted one
in. ofCould
you Isuggest a more or less general plan to follow in selecting the music for these
scenics, I believe that they are going to be the backbone of the exhibition
game. — L. L.
V/' OU say your orchestra consists of piano, violin and cornet and
•*• that this orchestra supplies some of the best freak music in
captivity. Very nice. But freak music is not always interpretive
music. A cornet with a violin and a piano is rather ineffective
for interpretive music, but a violin and piano are excellent.
Any artistically inclined person will find it a simple matter to
select music for scenics. The selection should depend on the
character, locale, and general atmosphere of the picture. For
instance, suitable music for a Venetian water scene would be the
Barcarol from the Tales of Hoffman, or Nevin's Venetian Suite.
For a carnival scene, the Carnival of Venice; for Japanese scenes
selections from the Mikado. Use your head.
XXIV — I don't know whether you would be willing to advise me on a
question of mere prices. I have the best theatre in my town and I know
that
I am showing
best pictm-es.
I remodelled
my houseI also
and
contracted
for more theexpensive
featuresRecently
than I had
been showing.
employed four local musicians. They are no wonders, I know, but it is a
whole lot better than the tin pan piano music that the other house is giving.
When I did this I rair.ed my evening prices to fifteen ce:;ts and then found
that I was making no more than before. When the war tax came along
my competitor, who had raised with me, made great capital out of the fact
that he th"ough Ipaid
war tax."
added thisthatto this
the admission
price and
tried the
to point
out toI everyone
was a patriotic
tax alon
the patron my competitor got the benefit of the argument. I feel that I
made a mistake, but I then lowered my price to ten cents and kept the tax
on the patron. My competitor promptly did the same thing, but is chargingablyno tax.
service
is a whole
cheaper
mineat and
he cents,
can probafford toHis
do it.
Business
is stilllotbetter
thanthan
it was
fifteen
but
I am not breaking even. I have got to put the price back again. I really
cannot afford any additional expense. Can you suggest any way that I
can get away with it, — KANSAN.

JAM sorry you did not have courage enough to stick to your
change. It would have paid you in the end to have lost a httle
more money at the time and to have stuck to your guns, once you
had them loaded with really effective ammunition. The way to kill
opposition is to make your show bigger, better, greater. Then
in a short time you will see your competitor walking around in
a barrel, and if you are charitably inclined you will offer him
a free pass to your theatre.
I think the trouble with you is that you are paying more attention to your competitor's business than you are to your own.
Put every ounce of your energy, ability and thought into your
own affairs. You evidently are producing a better all-round
show than he is, with better pictures, better music, better service.
Keep it up. If your competitor's stuff is cheaper than yours, it
is undoubtedly not as good, and that will tell in the end. But
put some life into your show. Make people talk about it. It
will pay you to get someone who knows how to produce a show
to help you instill some pep into your entertainment. WAKE IT
UP. Put the kick, the push, the punch into it. Make a noise.
Have an opening march. Get lots of comedy. Treat j'our
patrons as if they were your brothers and sisters. You're all one
big family anyway. Cheer 'em up. Make 'em laugh. It's all a
question of showmanship. Go to it!
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Black Drops Aid in Solving
Electric Sign Display
in Grand Rapids
HERE is one suggestion that is offered
by the Strand theatre, Grand Rapids,
Mich., as a possible way to meet the loss
of advertising resulting from the " lightless nights." The fuel administrator of
Michigan is rigidly enforcing the order so
that all of the theatres are without means
of exterior illumination.
So Strand theatre wanted to make the
best out of a bad state of affairs and so
the management found a very original way
with which to partly overcome the handicap.
By hanging a large black curtain from the
marquee in front of the theatre with the
name printed on it in large white letters,
the contrast made the words visible for a
considerable distance. The black curtain
was also brought up behind the announcement of the current attraction so as to make
this prominent.
Of course this does not take the place of
electric lights, but it shows that the Strand
is trying ditionstoas they
make arc.
the very best out of conHow

Far

to go

With
Make

the Trademark
your

(Coiiliiiued from paye 696)
investigation of your own particular case,
and not mere theories.
An idealist can tell you what he would
do IF he were in your place. But he is
not there, and yqii ARE THERE and you
have GOT TO STAY there and a big
share of it is up to you. We can tell you
here, how to accomplish certain results,
and can show you where you have failed
or wasted. But to a considerable extent
you must work for your own salvation.
Yet there is one thing that you know you
must do— make your house the one dominant theatre in your section. There isn't
a producer in the world who knows anything about the industry who is going to
advise you to reach for any other result.
Yet now and then there comes into the
field someone who is shortsighted enough
to allow you to use statements that are not
justified, illustrations that exaggerate in
your di-^plays.
You will have to guard against this. It
doesn't take a smart man to fool a person
once, but don't let him pul it over a second
time.
There are two things that you want to
arrive at in your displays :
The first is to attract attention to your
advertisement — to make every possible
reader read it.
The second is to make what you say in
your space so attractive and so appealing
that the reader will at once immediately
want to come to your theatre to see that
picture.
\Vc believe that we have gone into the
field very thoroughly in this series of discussions. \Vc have tried to take up in these
preliminary articles, the good and bad in
ad\'rii i'ir from tb'- \:iri',ti- rmt'U'- Wr

House

the Big

Thing

have discussed the use of cuts, the proper
manner in which to play up stars, the way
to get the big punch out of the story, and
a dozen other things to do or avoid.
Yet, after you have mastered all of these
details the whole thing comes down to the
point, whether you have the goods. You
may have the very best, and without the
proper exploitation you will fail to reap
the benefits. And with the bad, you may
for a time be able to get away with it by
exaggeration, but not for long.
We believe in using the trademarks of
the producers where the pictures arc good
pictures and where they mean something.
But it is folly to attempt to bring people
to your theatre to see a bad picture, on the
strength of the maker's name, just as it will
as surely wreck your theatre if you try to
put over a bad one on the reputation of
your house.
Advertising has its woiult rful use s ; advertising is indispensable to the motion
picture house. But you must have the
goods.
Pearson Gives Attention to
Exhibitor Aid
E. R. Pearson, fornicrl\- with the George
Kleine system and now manager of the
joint Universal and First National Exchanges in Minneapolis announces that his
exchange intends to give the exhibitors
exemplary service. He is just installing
stocks of all sorts so that he will be able
to fill every need of those showing the
pictures he distributes.
J. L. Johnston is in charge of thc' publicity department which is planning some
important service matter.

How

I Increased My

Theatre's

(Continued from page 702)
the section and IAppeal
made it a point to go to
the country clerk where the owners had
to register and get a list of all of the
owners and then to check against these
numbers those whose owners visited my
theatre. I made up my mind that I could
get patrons out of all of these families and
that I could get a considerable business on
other days than Saturdays. With this in
view I prepared a special letter which was
actually typewritten and signed by me to
each one of these, and where I could I
included some phrase that made the recipient feel that I was considering his individual case. Where I found these people
becoming interested to any considerable extent I included their names on my regular
mailing
list, some fcatiu'es of which I will
discuss later.
It may appear to the average reader that
I seemed to be giving more attention to
the out-of-town patron than to my people
right at home, but that is not true. However, it is true that I was ciuick to realize
one phychological benefit from this patronage. The " talk " of a small city is an
important asset and nothing causes more
comment than the fact that an unusually
large number of people are in town, and
especially where the visitors know a large
number of people in the town, and the impression prevails that they came to see my
motion picture offering. After I had time
to analyze this still further, I was able to
see direct instances where the presence pi
these people brought to my theatre people
of the town itself who had never been motion picture patrons.
/ was working all the time on the theory
thing."to There
theatre
of making
were
lots ofmyother
ways" the
in which
work
on the town people.
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Three examples of the folders sent out by Select Pictures to contract exhibitors to get dates for shozving. They are
excellent aids for the exhibitors in planning their newspaper and program displays.

Perfume

System

Bathes

Roses During
RIVOLI THEATRE, with its third bill,
is showing some of the reasons for
its construction and as the various effects
are completed the wonders of the new
house become the more apparent. One
thing that stands out in the third presentation is the utilization of the choral effects for the presentation of classic, and
old-time music. There promises, especially,
to be a renewal of interest in the old songs
through the methods that Mr. Rothapfel
has adopted in their presentation.
This week a special feature is introduced with ^liss Gladj's Rice singing " The
Last Rose of Summer," the old English
folk song which was introduced by Flotow into his opera " Martha." Miss Rice
appeared in costume amid a setting of
roses with the lighting at first red, emblematic of summer, and then fading into
the deep blue as the autumn came. The
improved lighting effects of the Rivoli
were revealed in this number, the illumination coming from all angles and making
the result a real bath' of light.
For the first time with the ending of
the Animated Pictorial and with this song
the perfume system of the Rivoli was employed to perfect effect, the odor of roses
permeating all portions of the house. It
is the intention of Mr. Rothapfel to use
this feature wherever it can be done without monotony and it will probably be used
at least once at each performance. The
possibilities of this innovation are almost
limitles.s.
After the overture from " Raymond, or
the Queen's Secret " was played with the
main lighting system showing red fading
into a purple border, " The Hound of the
Hills," a remarkable Bruce-Educational
scenic was shown with the accompaniment
of "The Indian Lament and Ganne's Extace." This scenic is noteworthy because
the only character that appears in it is
the Great Dane dog, familiar to patrons
from " Me and My Dog." Its theme is
that of a dog who is tired of civilization

Rivoli

With

New Picture and Song
and who goes out into Nature's big places.
The picture got an immense hand.
This was followed by " At the Fountain," adance interlude by pupils of Helen
MoUer, introducing a novel and artistic
solo by a girl who stood in the center of
the fountain and executed her dance while
other girls worshipped in homage. Again
the splendid lighting system of the Rivoli
came into its own. The panels at the sides
were illuminated with blue, fading into
red at the edges while the dome had the
same effect. The blue effect covered the
orchestra while the red lights illuminated
the figure of the dancer as she stood on
the fountain of green light. Spot lights
from the side further heightened the effect.
Rivoli Animated opened with pictures of
Arabian troops fighting for the Allies,
which was introduced with six bars of
Chopin's " Triumphe ". and then followed
with Ganne's " March Arate." The first time
that we have ever seen a scientific picture
get a realty big hand came with the X-ray
pictures of parts of the human body in
action. These are shown with " Shadowland " intermezzo. Get it? Jap brides arriving at San Francisco called for the
opening bars from " Mikado," and coasting and skiing pictures were thrown on
the screen while " Petersburg Sleigh Ride "
was played. These were followed by interesting pictures of skating at the Biltmore with " Nights of Gladness." Breaking in army mules and baby auto races
were
both the
shown
" Giddy'ap,"
and then
followed
hotelto nre
at Redding,
Gal.,
with new fire music and effects and horse
races at New Orleans with " The Whip."
Now note the closing number was the annual Pasadena rose carnival shown to
" Bacchus March." Then the auditorium
was gradually filled with the essence of
roses which remained through the vocal
number that followed.
Another beautiful effect was achieved
with Wagner's " Spinning Chorus," sung

Select Pictures Employs
Novel Methods to Get
Dates of Clients
SOMETHING
is being done
Select Picturesnew
Corporation
in theby way
of getting closer to the exhibitor. In many
cases the exhibitor is sold and then left
practically alone ; in some cases he is really
" sold."
This plan of Select is novel in that it is
used only for the purpose of getting from
the exhibitor the dates on which he wants
to show the picture. Handsome folders
bearing pictures of the star and scenes
from the production are sent out on each
picture, but onh- to the contract exhibitors
— people who have bought the picture, but
who have not selected the date. They are
the work of Vivian IMoses, publicitj^ director.
Receipt of one of these is bound to
arouse anew the interest of the exhibitor
in the particular picture and start him to
thinking of the best ways to handle it.
There is just enough reading matter to
give the showman a few lines for use in
his advertising. The illustrations are made
in sufficiently fine screen so that cuts may
be made from them for use in your newspaper and program advertising. This is
valuable matter to have before you, if
you will start to plan your exploitation as
soon as you select the date. Then file
these away for the proper time.
by the twelve girls of the Rivoli female
chorus, sitting at spinning wheel and distaff.
in week,
" Rimrock
Jones
" is
the^^'allace
feature Reid
for this
and the
comedy
element is supplied by Mr. and Mrs. Drew
in
" Wh}^comedy.
Henry Left Home," an unusually
funny
You can use lots of schemes to get the
people
yourin theatre
once, but it's
to take tomerit
your presentation
to going
bring
them back again.
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Arnold Daly in " M\ Own United States'";
Anthony P. Kelly, Author
(Frohman Amusement Eiiiht Reel Production)
Patrons of the
theatre will have the
opportunity of seeing the greatest patriotic drama
ever produced when the Frohman Amusement
Corporation's special feature, " My Own United
Stales," is shown on
of
week.
Written by Anthony P. Kelly, probably the greatest original writer for the screen, and starring
the celebrated actor Arnold Daly, this picture is
one of the most perfect in every detail that the
management of the
theatre has ever offered. It combines the historical story of Alexander Hamilton and Aaron Burr, those two
statesmen of the early days of the American
Republic, who fought so long and bitterly, with
the epic piece of fiction " The Man Without a
Country,"
by Edward
Everett
all
acquainted
with these
two Hale.
stories, You
each areof
them the most dramatic in history and fiction
respectively and seeing them brought into being
on the screen will be of more than the usual interest. The production is complete in every detail, from costumes, settings, even down to locations for the duel of Hamilton and Burr was
staged in Weehawken, N. J., just across the river
from New York City, on a spot very near where
the original duel was fought over a centurj' ago.
Mr. Daly, in his characterization of Philip Nolan,
the Man Without a Country, rises to dramatic
heights seldom seen on either screen or stage,
while his support is of an order unusually high.
Duncan McRae as Ale.xander Hamilton gives perhaps the second best performance, although the
entire cast is so good that to single any set of
players out and rate them above the rest is wellnigh estimpossible.
Don't forget! America's
of greatweek. patriotic drama on
Teddy Thompson in Japanese Role in
" Her American Husband " — Darrell Foss
(Triangle Five Reel Production)
American
" is onthethetitle
of theof
late" Her
Triangle
featureHusband
to be seen
screen
the
theatre. In the cast are seen
Teddy Thompson, Leota Lorraine, Darrell Foss,
Thomas Kurihara, Misfo Seki, Jack Abbe, W. A.
Jeffries, Arthur Millet, Ludwig Lowy and Kathleen Emerson. The story was written by Magnus E. Ingleton, and produced by Triangle, under
the direction of E. Mason Hopper. The story
tells of a young millionaire, whose engagement
is broken because his fiancee cannot overlook his
fondness for other girls. To forget the girl he
loves, but who will not marry him, Franklyn goes
to JapanCherry
as hisBlossom,
firm's representative,
there
meets
daughter of aandwealthy
merchant in Japan. Her father thinks that she
would be marrying wisely if she would marry
Franklyn. The two are married, and Franklyn
takes his Japanese bride to America. He establishes her in a surburban home, and the two are
happy until Franklyn meets some of his old
friends and forgets about his little wife. Chepry
Blossom becomes lonesome for the Japanese tea
garden at home. Kato whom she had left behind
has a vision in which he sees the girl he loves in
distress. He tells her father that he should go
to America and visit his daughter. The two leave
for America, and the father after investigation
Icams thather.
his Franklyn
daughter'sis American
neglecting
in the midsthusband
of a riot-is
ous time with his girl friends, when he suddenly
realizes that he is neglecting his wife. He rushes
to his home and finds her gone. He sits in the
chair which she always had placed for him and
a hand from behind takes his life. Cherry BlosSun. som and Kato return to the Land of the Rising
Teddy Thompson and strong cast in " Her
American
Husband."
Atweek.
the
theatre
on
of
Fannie Ward in "Innocent" — Adapted
From(PaGeorpe
Stage Success
the FiveBroadhurst's
Reel Production)
Do you remember Fannie Ward in " The
Cheat?and" the
If you
do ^ou was
will pronounced
remember that
star
production
the the
hit
of the season. Miss Ward, as her first work
for Pathe, presents the title-role in the screen
version of George Broadhurst's stage success,
" Innocent." " Innocent " is the same type of
drama as was " The Cheat," and it is presented
with the same degree of finesse. " Innocent " is
one of the banner five-reel production of the season, and will rank as one of the best in the history of the screen drama. In the supporting cast
with Miss Ward are seen John Miltern, who originated the role of John Wyndham in the stage
production; Armand Kalitz and Frederick Perry.

Motion

WHY

WORTH
WHILE
These Ad Talks Give You
Insight Into the Picture

the public
trued that
IT is too
of theby some
ity prepare
nies is inproducing compa
tended merely to sell the
e to you — the exhibi
tor —
pictur
and that little account of the
public isIn taken into consideration. some cases the advance
rnatter is devoted to something
that the producer wants to impress on the exhibitor.
These Ad Talks, no matter
what the brand of the picture
may be, are aimed at the chief
purpose of telling you what to
tell the public about the picture.
They boil down the gist of the
story, give you the big striking
facts. And at the same time
they are informative to you, and
you can better exploit any production when you are thoracter ofoughly
it. familiar with the charWe urge you to either clip
these and file them away, or
better still, keep the copies of
the NEWS intact and use a
memo., one alphabetically arranged, for an index of the pictures, together with the page
and issue in which they are to
be found.
It'll save you a lot of worry.
The story opens in China, where we find Innocent
living with her father, who has fallen a victim to
drink. She has never know life excepting in the
little tea garden of China. Her father dies, and
she is entrusted to the care of John Wyndham,
friend of her father. John longs to be back in
Paris and the gay life. He leaves for Paris accompanied by Innocent. He has always had a
strong desire for gambling, and once in Paris his
old habits assert themselves, and he becomes a
frequenter of the gambling resorts, particularly
that of Louis Doucet. He is absent from home
at nights,
leaves
Innocent
alone Doucet
in the meets
beautiful home and
he has
provided
for her.
her and pays frequent visits to her home. John
comes home one night and finds him with Innocent, and realizes the danger confronting the innocent girl. He realizes that he loves her, and
asks her to marry him. She laughs and calls him
foolish. He is hurt. He takes her to the country estate and Doucet follows. The two elope to
Paris. John follows and kills Doucet when he attacks Innocent because she insists upon marriage
before spending the honeymoon. He goes back
to
China
Innocent follows, realizing that John
is a true and
friend.
Fannie Ward, in " Innocent," adapted from
George Broadhurst's
Seenweek.at
theatre onstage success.
of
Jack MuUiall Impersonates German
Baroness,
Woman
" Madam Who "
(Universal
Five Spy,
Reel inProduction)
Jack Mulhall makes his debut as a female impersonator in " Madam
Spy," aof late
Universal
production under
the direction
Douglas
Gerrard. The story was written by Lee Morrison,
and adapted to the screen by Harvey Gates
Donna Drew, who has been seen to advantage
in
Universal's
dramas,
is seen Inin
the some
leadingof feminine
rolebest
in this
production.
the supporting cast are Wadsworth Harris,
George Gebhart, Jean Hersholt and Claire Du
Brey. Jack Mulhall presents the role of Robert
Wesley, son of Admiral Wesley. He has just
completed his last term at Annapolis, is waiting
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to hear if he has passed his final examinations.
His father receives a telegram notifying him that
his son has flunked. Robert feels the humiliaand goes
his enters,
father's and
study
While tion,there
the tobutler
by to
the reflect.
aid of
a skeleton key takes some valuable naval plans
from
the
Admiral's
desk.
Robert's
suspicions
are
aroused, and he remains concealed from the butler's
view.
A
stranger
enters,
and
Robert
hears
him tell the butler that a certain baroness is expected to arrive from Germany, and gives him
the password by which she is to be received.
Robert decides upon a plan which, if successful,
will establish himself in the good graces of his
father. He goes to the place where the ship is
to dock, meets the baroness, who is a spy, imprisons her, and attired in her clothing, meets the
band of German spies, and makes it possible for
the authorities to arrest them. He has done his
bit
tude.for the country, and wins his father's gratiAt the
theatre on
of
week, Jack Mulhall and Donna Drew, in " MaSpy."
" The damMenace,"
with Corinne Griffith,
Evart Overton — Mystery Society Drama.
Reel Corinne
Production)
" The (Vitagraph
Menace " Five
features
Griffith and
Evart Overton. This Vitagraph production is
one of the best, and presents an intensely interwill It
afford
mentestingfor story
all —in olda way
and that
young.
is aentertainmystery
drama, and one of the cleverest that has been
conceived for screen presentation. The story was
written by Rex Taylor, and produced under the
direction of John Robertson. In the supporting
cast are seen Ned Finley, who gives an unusual
good
characterization
of a for
jailbird;
Herbert
who will
be remembered
his work
withPrior
the
old Edison company; Lelia Blow and Frank A.
Ford.lum Richard
an asyand adoptedBurnell
when was
he taken
was afrom
baby.
His
father had been convicted of a crime and sent
to
prison
for
twenty
years.
The
boy
was
reared
in the belief that he was the son of Dr. and Mrs.
Burnell. After finishing college, he returns home,
and asks Virginia Denton, daughter of an old
Virginia
become
his wife.
is worriedfamily
lest theto real
identity
of the Dr.
boy Burnell
should
become known. A few weeks before the marriage is set, Morgan is freed from prison, and
learns that his baby had been adopted by the
Burnells.
He plans
to makeandusetellsof Richard
the connection. He visits
the Burnells
that
he is not the son of Burnell, but that he, Morgan, is his father. He then threatens him with
exposu)-e
unless he assist him
rifling receptions
the safes
of
the neighborhoods.
At in
several
which are given in honor of the wedding, their
are burglaries committed. Richard has assisted
Morgan in obtaining entrance to the various
homes. Suspicion falls on him. Finally he
frames velopsMorgan,
him father,
arrested.
It dethat Morganandis has
not his
and that
he
is the legitimate son of the Burnells.
Corinne
Griffith
and
Evart
Overton
in
"
The
Menace " will
be on
seen on the
the
theatre
ofscreen ofweek.
Late Chapter of " Vengeance — and the
Woman " — Thrills and Daring Feature
I*" (Vitagraph Serial — Two Reels)
. .The Fourth Episode of " Vengeance — and the
Woman,"
serialbe ofseen
thrills,
hair-raisingVitagraph's
stunts andremarkable
daring, will
on
the screen of the ■
theatre on
of
week. The fourth episode is in keepingliam
with Duncan
the preceding
for action.
Wiland Carolchapters
Holloway,
the featured
players, are trapped by the outlaws on the side
of a cliff. The bandit leader demands a large
sum of money as the price of their liberty. Blake
gives the bandit chief an order on his bank for a
sum of money, which he has in the safe deposit
vault. The money is counterfeit. Comanche, the
Indian, who has taken an important part in this
serial, gives some wonderful exhibitions with
the lariat in this episode. His lariat is thrown
across a gorge, and he crosses, hand over hand, to
the other side. Carol Holloway falls from the
top of a cliff into space, and is saved by the
branches of a tree which intercept her fall. The
chapter has thrills aplenty.
The last chapter of " Vengeance — and the Woman," Vitagraph's serial, will be seen on the screen
of
the
theatre on
of
week.
"Meatless
and Comedy—
Sleepless Nights"
"Vic"DaysMoore
A Big Laugh
{Paramount Klever Corned,]) — Two Reels)
and Moore-Clever
Sleepless Nights
" is theIt
title" Meatless
of the lateDays
Victor
Comedy.
is a satire on the present-day conditions of food
economy. The comedy was written by Thomas J.
Gray, and produced for release on the Paramount
program under the direction of Chester M. De
Vonde.
Vic," ofthemotion
popular
comedian,
who roar,
has
made the "world
picture
audiences
jumps
right
into
the
midst
of
a
busy
"
lunchurant,"hand-in-hand
and tells the
that he intendsHoo-to
work
with world
Food Administrator

February
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ver — meatless days on Tuesday and wheatless days
on Wednesday. The janitor at the " weed-atarianasylura " is longing for a meat dinner. Pay-day
comes,
he makes straight
for atickets
" feed-shop."
" Vic's "andadvertisement
of $5 meal
catches
his
eye
and
he
investigates.
Tuesday
is
day off, and he desires to make way forthe a janitor's
regular
dinner (with meat). "Vic" is the boss at his
"feed-shop." The janitor is all "set" for a
" big feed," and orders an orphan-cow. He is informed by " meat
Vic " ofthat
a dayin disoff.
He is denied
any the
kind,cowandhasleaves
gust with his worthless meal ticket. The next day
is Wednesday, the janitor repairs to Vic's shop
and
stackjanitor
of wheats,"
but itHeis wheatless orders
day anda " the
is denied.
thinks
that Vic is kidding him, and free-for-all battle
follows. What fellows the fight is best told in
pictures,
patrons
of the
thea-a
tre fail toandseeif this
comedy
they are missing
good laugh. week.
At the
theatre on
of
Edith Storey in. " The Eyes of Mystery,"
Mystery Drama — Strong Cast
(Metro Five Reel Production)
Edith Storey, considered by critics to be a
most accomplished emotional actress, and who
has been seen featured in many of the best screen
successes, will be seen on the screen of the
theatre on
of
week,
in " The
of Mystery,"
produced The
by screen
Metro
under
the Eyes
direction
of Tod Browning.
version was adapted by June Mathis from Roy
Octavius Roy Cohen's and J. U. Giesy's story
which appeared in People's Magazine, " The
House
the Mist."
is in five
In the insupporting
cast The
withpicture
Miss Storey
are reels.
seen
Bradley drews,
Barker,
Harry
S.
Northrup,
Frank
AnKempton Greene, Frank Fisher Bennett,
Louis R. Wolheim, Anthony Byrd and Pauline
Dempsey. Miss Storey presents the part of
Carma Carmichael, who is living in a summer
lodge in the Adirondacks with her uncle, a millionaire. One day masked men gain entrance to
her room and attempt to kidnap her. During
the struggle
the ofmasked
attempt to kidnapthather,follows
the mask
one fallsmen's
off, and
Carma is surprised to find that the face of the man
whom it had covered is that of her own father.
Jack Cunningham, her servant, and her uncle
come to her rescue, but despite their efforts, the
men succeed in carrying her away. She is taken
to the South. Before leaving she finds opportunity to drop a message to her uncle, telling him
that she is being taken to the South and not to
follow. Jack Cunningham is visited by a lawyer,
and informed that Carma's uncle has died and
that he has left everything to Jack. Jack resolves to go to the bottom of the mystery and
leaves for the South, where the codicil to the will
is said to be hidden. His adventures in the South
in the House of the Mist are revealed in a series of incidents, which make this offering one of
the strongest dramatic subjects.
Edith Storey will be seen on the screen of
theatre in " The Eyes of Mystery," a
Metro production.

RflAUY-MADE AD-TALKS PUBLISHED
IN LAST WEEK'S ISSUE
January 26, 1918
FEATURES
TITLE OF PLAY PRODUCERS
"The
Flame of Triangle
5 reels
5 reels
ByChance
Right" of Pur- Select
Beauty
and the Gold wyn
6 reels
5 reels
Goldwyn
chase "
Fields of Honor " Triangle
5 reels
6 reels
Goldwyn
Evidence
"a Million "
DodgingBlind
The
Adven- Vitagraph
5 reels
The
Heart of a
5 reels
Fox
5 reels
Bluebird
Broadway
"
turRoyal
e " Love HighHis
5 reels
Lion of" the Strong World
Jules
reels
5
Paramount
5 reels
Bluebird
nes "
5 reels
The Fighting
Grin " Vitagraph
His
Own
People
"
"
Heart
Charles Lane, Rod La Rocque, Frances Conrad,
and James F. Fuiton. Mr. Holmes has few equals
in straight
comedy
roles, a and
late production he makes
possible
laughin this
or more
for all.
He has the role of Ruggles, valet of the Honorable George, an English aristocrat, who has a great
passion
for gambling.
The honorable
some Americans
who initiate
him to meets
a gamewithof
draw
poker.
When
Ruggles
is
"
collected,"
Effie, wife of a Senator Floud, is delighted Mrs.
with
the " stakes." Ruggles is turned over to Mrs.
Effie'sparty
cousin,
big-hearted
The
returnEgbert,
to Red a Gap,
Arizona, Westerner.
v/here the
Flouds head the elite of the Western town. Rugglespersis dubbed
" The theColonel,"
and that
the anewspacome
distinguishedout
colonelwith
is visitingstatement
the Flouds.
Ruggles
becomes the idol of the town. He opens a restaurant designed to serve the elite of the town.
He falls
withof pretty
Mrs. Judson, and settles downin tolovea life
happiness.
Taylor
Holmes
in
"
Ruggles
of Red
comedy-drama, will be seen on the
screenGap,"
of thea
theatre on
of
week.

Sonia Markova, Russian Actress, in
Fox (Fox
Production,
Heart's Revenge "
Five Reel" AProduction)
" A Heart's
Revenge "whois isa supported
Fox production
featuring
Sonia Markova,
by David Herblin, Frank Goldsmith, Eric Magne, Bradley Barker, Helen Long, Stanley Heck, Fred Radcliffe
Ailing.of'The
was Mme.
made
under and
the A.direction
O. production
A. C. Lund.
Markova has the role of Vera Sabouroff, daughter of Count Alexis Sabouroff, attached to the
Russian Embassy in Washington. Baron Drako
seeks to take the life of Harding. Harding is an
aviator in the American army. When he learns
that Vera and Harding are engaged, he goes to
Dr. Wu Ching and conspires to get rid of Harding. He proposes to capture Harding, and inject in his arm a certain deadly serum which the
doctor has brought from China. The Baron invites Harding to a dinner and there administers
tfie serum. Jim falls asleep, and the Baron strips
him of his coat, and puts him on a schooner
bound for China. He then writes a letter to Vera
under the name of Harding, telling her that Harding cannot marry her because he loves another.
Vera
suspicious,
and thehurries
Dr. Baron
Wu's
house, iswhere
she finds
liquid.to The
arrives while she is there, and she succeeds in
chloroforming him. He tells her where Harding is
and
dies.boatSheandovertakes
Harding
powerthenmotor
rescues her
lover. in a highAt the
theatre on
of
week, Sonia Markova
inweek.
" A Heart's Revenge," on
of

Mme. Petrova in "The Light Within,"
of a Production)
Woman's Sacrifice
(Petrova Story
Five Reel
"
The
Light
Within
"
is
the
late
Mme. Petrova picture to be showntitleon ofthethescreen
of the
theatre. In the supporting
cast with Mme. Petrova are seen Lumsden Hare,
Thomas Holding, Clarence Heritage, Freddie
Verdi, Evelyn
Dumo, Brundage.
Fred C. Jones,
McDonald and MatUda
Mme.Frank
Petrova
has the role of Dr. Laurel Carlisle, daughter of
an eminent surgeon. She sacrifices her love for
Richard Leslie on the altar of professional duty, in
order that she may pursue the research work in
which her father is deeply interested. She marries
Clinton Durand, a hard-headed millionaire. He
has a private laboratory built for his wife. A
child is born, and between her devotion for the
child and her love of her work, she has little time
for her husband whom she does not love. The
millionaire-husband becomes jealous of his wife
and child. An epidemic visits the neighborhood.
The child is sent to the country, and the mother
devotes her
worksickof and
helping
afflicted. Thetime
childto isthetaken
dies.the The
husband leaves on a yachting trip, and soon after
the yacht on which he sailed is reported sunk.
The wife believing that her husband had been
lost renews her acquaintance of the man whom
she had always loved. Later her husband turns
up, and finds his wife in the arms of her lover.
He pretends
a deep
interest
in his
lover.
Laurel
discovers
a serum
for the
cure wife's
of anthrax.
Leslie begs her to innoculate him with the serum
as an experiment. The husband overhears the
conversation, and determines that the time has
come for him to act. He destroys the serum, and
in doing so innoculates himself by contact with
the test tube. The husband dies, and Laurel and
Leslie are united.
in " ofThe the
Light Within," will
seenMme.on Petrova,
the screen
theatrebe
on
of
week.

Taylor Holmes in Comedy-Drama,
"Ruggles
of Red
— Laugh-a-Minute
(Perfection
Six Gap"
Reel Production)
Taylor Holmes is seen in " Ruggles of Red
Gap," a comedy-drama in six parts. The screen
version
was adapted
Leon Wilson's
which appeared
in thefrom
Saturday
Evening story
Post.
In the supporting cast with Mr. Holmes are seen
Frederick
Burton,
Lawrence
D'Orsay,
Virginia
Valli, Edna Phillips, Lillian Drew, Rose Mayo,

Texas Guinan in " The Gun Woman,"
Story of the West — Adventure
(Triangle Five Reel Production)
" The Gun Woman " is a typical Western
drama, with Texas Guinan in the featured role.
It is a rection
Triangle
under
the diof Frank production
Borzage. made
In the
supporting
cast with Miss Guinan are Ed. Brady, Francis
McDonald and Thornton Edwards. The " Tigres " is the proprietor of a Western dance hall,
known as " The Devil's Kitchen," the biggest and

toughest dance haU in the mining town of La
Mesa.
Tigress with
" changes
her inattitude
and
becomes " The
a woman
goodness
her soul.
This happens because The Gent has arrived m
town. The Gent is from Boston, and is known
also as " The Collector," the bandit. The Gent
makes the
his that
acquaintance
with go
The toTi-a
gress, andbest
tellsofher
they should
strange town, away from the environment of the
dance hall. He leaves under the pretense of acquiring a home, and The Tigress gives him the
money
she The
has Gent
saved.is inShortly
afterward
learns that
the mining
town sheof
Bravos, where he has opened a gambling resort.
She writes him that she is coming on to see him.
He refuses to let her come, telling her that she has
no interest in the place. Realizing that he has given
her up, The Tigress leaves for Bravos, and, entering TheGent.
Gent's She
resort,leaves
shootswiththe the
placedetective,
up and
kills The
who has been on The Gent's trail. She tells the
detectivetective,why
she The
killedTigress,
The Gent,
and the dewho loves
is silent.
of
theatre on
At the
week, Texas Guinan in " The Gun Woman."
Jack Pickford in Judge WiUis Bro^vTi's
[Paramount Five
Story,Reel
" TheProduction)
Spirit of '17 "
Jack Pickford, whose latest achievements before in the camera in " Tom Sawyer," " Jack
and
The Ghost
The of
Varmint
and Jill,"
others," have
won forHouse,"
him a "place
highest"
regard in the minds of the picture-going public,
is to be seen on the screen of the
theatre on
of
week, in " The Spirit
of '17," written by Judge Willis Brown, senarioized by Julia Crawford Ivers and directed by
William S. Taylor. Judge Willis Brown is noted
throughout the country for his excellent work in
the juvenile courts of Chicago. In the cast are
seen Katherine McDonald as leading woman for
Mr. Pickford, Edythe Chapman, L. N. Wells,
Helen Eddy, Tom Bates and J. W. Johnson. The
story deals with the subject of labor disturbances
originated by German agents and quelled by a
mere boy and a handful of Civil War veterans.
Jack
Pickford
presents the Glidden
role of of
Davythe Glidden, son
of Superintendent
Old
Soldiers'
Home.
He
is
a
patriotic
loveable
ster of thirteen. The Home is not far fromyoungBig
Top Copper Mine. Davy is particularly fond of
Captain Jerico Norton, an old soldier of about
seventy-five years. Mrs. John Edwards and her
daughter.
at the
to pay Flora,
Mrs.
Glidden a Flora,
visit. arrive
Davy has
longHome
worshiped
and rejoices over the arrival. The Captain tells
stories of are
the aroused
German byspies
to Davy.
suspicions
the actions
of twoDavy's
men
sulking
about
in
the
vicinity
of
the
mine.
little later he sees an aeroplane rise from theA spot
where he had seen the men. He tells the Captain. "The Captain
recognizes
Carl Bender
and Frank
Schmale,thetwotwowhomenhaveas
posed as Swiss citizens, but who are in reality
German spies. His adventures in rounding up
the spies and defeating their purpose are related
by this most interesting picture.
of
theatre on
At the
week. Jack Pickford in " Spirit of '17."
" The Fifth Wlieel," an 0. Henry Subject,
O. Henry Picture
TwoTypical
" The (General
Fifth Wheel
"Reel
is Production)
an O. Henry story,
adapted to the screen and presented in two reels.
In the cast are seen W. L. Rodgers, Lydia Yeamans Titus, Charles Wheelock, Patricia Palmer,
Chet Ryan and Claire Toner. Like all other O.
Henry subjects which you have seen on the
screen, " The Fifth Wheel " contains the human
coachVan Smythe's
McQuade,
note. man, Thomas
is discharged
for drunkenness
the
" bed-liners
" in Madison
Square.andIt joins
is midwinter and cold. Standing beside him is a young
man, shabby but neat. They exchange greetings,
and McQuade learns that the young man has just
been discharged from the hospital without a
penny, his wife and chUd having been obliged to
returntor todashes
her down
mother.
they are and
talking
a mo-is
FifthAs avenue,
a tire
returns
and
up,
it
picks
McQuade
dropped.
the owner. He is taken to the home of the ityanto
Smythes, and fed on tea buscuits and wine.
While
two his
women
ushered thus
into enjoying
the side himself,
room, where
host,area
clairvoyant, tells them Chaltlean Chiroscope has
been successful, and that " by the fifth wheel of
learnThe professor
he shall iscome."
the chariot
ing that McQuade
ex-coachman
for the Van
Madito
returns
he
and
out,
him
throws
Smythes,
son Square. A girl rushes up to him. It is
Annie, his sweetheart. She tells him that his old
position is open, and suddenly catching sight of
the young man she screams Walter, and then it
develops that she had accompanied her mistress
to a clairvoyant, and he had told her where she
would find her sweetheart.
An O. Henry subject,
" The Fifth of
Wheel," at
the
theatre on
week.
All right to remember about " the salt of
the earth," but get busy with the " pep "
part of -t.
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M 0 f i 0 II Picture

Sidney
Drews
Richard A. Rowland W ill Also Have
a Part in This Comedy-Drama,
Taken from the Stage Production of " Payday "
THE identity of tiie mystcr\- i>la\-. in
wliich Metro's president, Richard A.
Rowland, is to become a screen actor, is at
last disclosed. It is a five-reel comed}-drama starring Mr. and Airs. Sidney Drew,
creators and co-stars in the Metro-Drew
comedies. Mr. Rowland's part might best
be described as leading juvenile.
The Drew five-act production is the
Drews' screen version of " Payday," a melodrama by Lottie M. Meaney and Delia
Bailey that was plaj'ed on Broadway not
long ago, with Irene Fenwick in the leading role. In the Metro " thriller " that has

in Five-Reeler
l)cen made from this production, Mrs.
Drew will play a " poor working girl," and
Mr. Drew will be seen as a vitally bad man.
Mrs. Drew herself has prepared the
screen A ersion of the story, has directed the
jiicture and cut the film. "Payday" has
been i)iepared in a prelude, three episodes
and a postlude. While it is distinctly a departure from the usual Drew one-act play,
it retains the Drew comedy atmosphere, it
is said.
Mr. and Mrs. Drew are now said to be
ambitious to present a play with Mr. Rowland as star and Maxwell Karger, studio
supervisor, as second lead, but plans for
this production are not as yet completed.
" Payda\- " will be released as a special
production.

Serials
Strong
Suburban Houses and Small Towns
Show Favoritism Toward Con-

in Mid- West
said. " At 8 o'clock that night there was
not one seat vacant in my 700-capacity
theatre. At 8:25 I looked and they were
packed out on the walk. I had over 100
standing in the back of the house and in
a small balcony with only 7 seats, I counted
40 people at one time. Serials certainly
are going great in Kearney."
" The ' Fighting Trail ' serial is going
hotter than any I ever saw," said Manager Getzler of the Omaha Vitagraph
exchange. " The exhibitors are praclically nnanim(3us in sa^'ing it is making
ihem monc}', and big money, too. Our
" Vengeance and the Woman " picture is
going just as good. I never give a private showing of an episode to an exhibitor that I do not book the serial. When
the release date came on December 24, I
had a big number of bookings ahead and
I The
am getting
every day."
serials, more
of course,
are going best
in the small towns and in the suburban
'housi'S. Tweiil\-four sheets^ are being
used more liberallN- this -winter than ever
before.

tinued Pictures — " ]\Iystery
Ship " in the Pcad
«CERIALS?"
*^ " Who said serials ? "
The Middle West said " Serials " and
then added, " Some more serials, please.''
Morning, noon and night exhibitors insist they are just as good money makers
as they were when they were first started,
according to a representative of Motion
Picture Xews who has gone into the
matter thoroughly.
The " logical ending " idea of " The
Mystery
Ship"stunts
is going
big, they
say. with
'ihe
advertising
of this
picture,
photo stands, little ships to be given away
and other ideas, are being used by many.
The Acme Amusement Co. of Lincoln,
Neb., bought 1,000 each of them. Fourteen Omaha houses are using this serial.
" I am getting 25 per cent more for the
' Mystery Ship ' than I got for the ' Red
Ace ' andJohn
otherH. previous
said
Manager
Calvert ofpictures,"
the Laemmle
f Jmaha exchange. " And it is going bigger than any of them. I have two prints
of both these pictures and I have no dates
open. Although ' The Bull's Eye ' serial
is not released until February 1, I have
eight bookings for it in my desk and am
getting more every day."
H. E. Swan of the Empress theatre,
Kearney, Neb., was in Omaha the other
day, telling what great things the Vitagraph release, " Fighting Trail," has been
doing for his theatre. " It may sound
funny, but with the opening episode of
the picture, I broke all house re iords," he

Charles Chaplin on the Left and the Head of
the Belgian Mission
Chaplin

Begins Work on
Coast
The New York officers of The First National Exhibitors' Circuit have received
news pel- telesraph from California as follows: "Charlie started work toda}', will
(leli\-er fir^t eome(l\- in six weeks" — which
will place the release date of the first
eome(l.\- in the latter ]iart of February.
A lellei- froni .Sid, the comedian's Ijrother,
recei\e(l a (la\- or two prex'ious to the receipt of the wire, caused no little apprehension on lliethatpartCharlie,
of the while
Circuit's
lic ers. Il staled
doingof-a
bit ol wire walk'in,!,; on the steel roof frame
of tlie new studio lost his balance and came
mighty near cancelling his <-onlract by a
tumble to the bai-dwood studio floor, forty
I eel below .
The

" House

Ready
of Glass " Nearly

" 'I be I [oii^e of (jlass." wliieh Is being directed Kmile Chautard, is all but
finished. In it Miss Young is supported by
a cast including her father, Edward Kimball, her leading man, Corliss Giles, Pell
Trenton, Norman Selby (Kid McCoy),
.lames T. Laffey, Josie Sadler, William
Waltman, Peggy Burke and Doris Field.
When completed, the production will be
di'-tributed by Select Pictures.

N e iv s

Leslie-Glendon Blue
Ribbon Completed
Final scenes were made last week for
" TJie Wooing cif Princess Pat," the Vitagraph Blue ■ Ribbon feature in w liich
Gladx's Leslie and J. Frank filendon are to
l)e starred.
" Everything l-iap])ene(l durinn llie making f)f this picture except a deelar.-ilion of
war," said Director Earle. " To begin
with, we had to make the picture backwards
in order to get Mr. Glendon into his scenes
and let him start away to California on the
schedule that had been laid out for him in
biginning the new serial with Hcdda Nova,
' 'l"he Won-ian in the Web.' "

February
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Nation''
Cheer
Should
Exhibitor
anticipated the part the motion picture
Adolph Zukor So Declares in Interview, and Insists Golden
would take in the war for he declared, after
a eulogy of the film, that he proposed to
Opportunity Lies Before the Live-\^';re Showman —
Sunshine Is Needed
use the picture houses as the quickest
means of disseminating information to
ALL the people.
IN a statement last week to a representative of ^Iotion Picture News,
Adolph Zukor, president of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, brought
'■ Advertising is now essential to the exhibitor, for he should drive home the fact
out not only the advisability, but what he terms the absolute necessity of
that HIS is the playhouse of comfort,
increased endeavors on the part of the exhibitor to cheer the nation.
Mr. Zukor was very emphatic in his declaration that the nation needs just amusement and entertainment, in which are
presented the famous stars of the stage and
such cheer as the live-wire exhibitors can give. He predicted a wondrous
screen. His advertising must be honest,
reward for the exhibitors who take advantage of the conditions at present to however, and in many instances it will open
make their houses the oasis of the war desert for a public that needs encouragethe eyes of the exhibitor when he starts his
ment.
advertising campaign to discover that he
has nothing worth-while to advertise if he
Golden Opportunity
is not showing the stars and the plays that
" A golden opportunity lies before the
the public demands.
motion picture theatre exhibitor of today,
" Many theatres will take advantage of
which should be grasped at the psychological
the conditions which have arisen, and which
time," said Mr. Zukor
v.ill become more intense in the near
" It has taken some time for the Amerifuture, and will capture increased patronage
can public to realize that \vc are engaged in
and prosperity by broadsides of publicity.
a mighty war, for the United States has
Qthers will not, and they will have no one
fortunately occupied a position of great
to blame but themselves and their lack of
prosperity. With hundreds of thousands
enterprise and appreciation of the important
of our boys going to the froiit, however, we
part they play in the general morale of the
are beginning to experience the feelings
nation.
that our allies encountered when their men
rallied to the colors, and we should be
Great Amounts Spent
guided by the events that took place in
It should not be forgotten that the
those countries.
Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation has
" Our everyday life is being filled with
demonstrated its faith in the present condilittle inconveniences, due to the enormous
tion and the anticipation of the future by
help this country is giving the allies, and
the newspapers teem with war news. Now
spending a million dollars in a great national campaign of education to acquaint
is the time for the exhibitor to make his
the public with the photoplays it produces,
house the court of happiness and gladness
and it is backing up this publicity with the
for his locality, where his patrons will
best pictures that brains and money can
gather to relax the tension of the times,
produce. The exhibitor therefore, should
which fact he should bring out in his adsurely not ignore the warning I am giving
vertisements innewspapers, and in slides,
him, and I sincerely hope he will believe the
etc. In so doing he will not only benefit
good faith that inspires it. The prosperity
himself but will be performing a patriotic
of the picture theatre is necessarily our
service for his community.
Adolph Zukor, President of Famous Playersprosperity, and we are desirous of building
" In times of peace the maxim of ' all
Lasky Corporation
upon solid ground.
work and no play makes Jack a dull boy '
" The year 1918 should be a memorable
was well recognized, and the film industry
" The entire country is in a prosperous
one in the industrj% for it will mark the
was brought to its present proportions be- condition, and with the billions of dollars
culmination of important events that had
cause the American public thoroughly be- being spent by the government this condition is enhanced. Of course we must not
their birth in 1917. W^ithin a few months
lieved in it. In times of war, with the
blind ourselves to the fact that the cost of spring will arrive and with it the great
added mental burdens, the motion picture
offensives on the battle fronts of Europe.
the commodities of life have gone up, and
theatre is more than ever a public necessity.
The tension of the war will be at its maxithat the government has waged a campaign
Wipe Out Gloom
mum and the exhibitor has sufficient time,
of conservation which has educated the
" Don't let your patrons mope in their public to demand value for its money, but by beginning now, to decide the part his
house will play in his locality. And when
homes, but bring to them the attractiveness
this really benefits the better theatre and
the war is over, and the country again filled
of your theatre by systematic advertising.
enables the manager to get higher admiswith gladness, it will be a difficult matter
There is no doubt that millions of people
sion prices. In spetaking with our London
to wean patrons from the theatres that
who have not yet been converted to picture
representative, J. C. Graham, I find that
established a clientele during the dark hours
patrons can be made regular ' fans ' at this the same thing occurred in England, where
when entertainment was not merely a
time, if they can be induced to appreciate
the first class picture houses, after four
the real benefits derived from attending
years of war, are prosperous and those
your theatre.
pleasure but a necessitj'."
showing cheap films have suffered.
" Transportation facilities are such that Wilson Backs Pictures
Rothacker Plant Declares
the motion picture must fill the gap in the
" Great war authorities have declared
Dividend
country's amusements caused by the inabihty of travelling companies to secure accomthat the morals of the nations will plaj' an
modations. Every available car is being important part in the quick conclusion of
Aa a recent meeting of the board of dithe conflict, and the motion picture theatre
utilized to transport food and essentials,
rectors of the Rothacker Film Manufacand passenger trains have been eliminated
turing Company, held at Chicago, a cash
can play an important part in maintaining
from the schedules. Prices of admission
dividend of 7 per cent, was declared on the
the high spirits of the American nation.
The exhibitor is now the purveyor of an
preferred stock for the fiscal year of 1917.
for the speaking stage have gone skjward,
and now, more than ever, is the picture
article — amusement — which the public not
Ge.neral plans for a large extension of business activities were outlined by President
theatre the cheapest as well as the best only wants but needs.
form of entertainment.
" President Wilson himself must have
Rotha-ker and approved by the board.
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Motion

''Rough
and Ready"
Cast
Chosen
Fox Office Announce Work Is Progressing on Newest William Farnuni Picture — Violet Palmer
Leads Opposite Star
WORK
is progressing rapidly on
■■ Rough and Ready," W illiam Farnum's
forthcoming from
de luxe
production,
says announcement
the William
Fox
offices, and the entire company will leave
within the next fortnight for a snowclad region " somewhere in North America." Richard Stanton, who made, among
other plays, " The Spy " and " Cheating
the Public," is in charge of the direction.
" Every important member of Mr. Farnum's supporting cast has now been selected," read the statement from Mr. Fox.
" Miss Violet Palmer," who will be remembered as the petite co-star of ' The Blue
Jewel Carmen in Her First Starring Subject
for William Fox
Streak,' one of our feature pictures released last year, has been chosen as Mr.
has been provided with a big, smashing
Farnum's leading lady. Other players who
role of the type that has endeared him to
have prominent parts in the film are Almotion picture enthusiasts. He has never
phonze Either, Jessie Arnold, David Higgins. Frank Newton, Mable Bardine and
had a more appealing or more powerful
Franklyn McGlynn.
character
to portray
than ' Billwhose
' Stratton,
the hero of
this production,
heart
" In picking this company we have exerwas seared by an unjust accusation, but
cised scrupulous care," Mr. Fox continwhose soul remained as white as ever.
ues, "as we want absolute harmony of action. The picture demands an exceptional
" He seeks the far Northland where the
trail is as long as the day, to escape the
amount of teamwork for the brilliant success we are confident we shall achieve
shadow cast over him. It is in Yellow
with it.
Gulch, in which he is resting from the
" The story of ' Rough and Ready ' is weariness and monotony of the unending
one of strongest dramatic intensity and
snow-s, that the complications begin which
fire. William Farnum is essentially a man
form the basis for a really absorbingly
of action, a man who does things, and he
interesting story."
Constance
Talmadge
<<nrHE SHUTTLE," Select production,
A starring Constance Talmadge, is announced as only two-thirds finished at the
studio in Hollywood, but Miss Talmadge,
with her activities alert, has been busily
arranging details of her following two productions itwas made known last week.
These are to be " Up the Road with Polly," apicturization of the novel by Frances
Sterrett, and " Good Night Paul," a screen
version of the musical comedy. The screen
rights to the latter production have now
been secured, and it will take its place in
line following Miss Sterrett's work. In

Plans New
Feature
these productions Constance Talmadge is
presented by Lewis J. Selznick.
Select officials are immensely pleased
with the wonderful record that Constance
Talmadge productions have made for their
company. There has been in no single instance even a suggestion of a complaint
or kick from exhibitors playing the productions in which this brilliant young comedien e is starred. On the contrary the
Constance Talmadge pictures have not
failed in any section of the country to go
over with a bang, according to theatre reports received at headquarters.

Fox

In- Director Harry Millarde, who is making a picture of which June Caprice is the
star. Director Carl Harbaugh, at Fort
Lee, is retaking some scenes for " Jack
Spurlock — Prodigal," the George Walsh
Special Feature that is scheduled for release early next month.

Uses

Biograph Studio
in Pinch
Although he recently increased his facilities in the East by taking over the former
\'ictor Studio, William Fox again has
found himself cramped for space, and has
made a temporary arrangement for utilization of facilities at the Biograph Studio
in the Bronx. Director J. Gordon Edwards, now engaged on a picture at Fort
Lee, recently worked at the Biograph Studio for a short time, and he has been followed by Richard Stanton who is directing the making of "Rough and Ready," a
William Farnum de luxe production. Mr.
Farnum later will go North for t%vo or
three weeks to do work on locations.
The Victor Studio still is being tuilized

Work

Pro2:resses

Picture

News

" Brass Check " Started by
Metro
ft has been announced by Metro Pictures
Corporation that " Under Suspicion," starring Bushman and Bayne, has been completed, and the co-stars have started work
in " The Brass Check," which is expected
to prove a continuation of the BushmanBayne policy of trying to sense the public
taste and gratify it accordingly.
In " Under Suspicion " are Hugh
Jeffrey, Eva Gordon, Frank Montgomery,
Sidney D'Albrook, Franklyn Hanna,
Arthur Housman, Sylvia Arnold and Jack
Newton.
Theda

Bara Makes

New

Vampire Film
Theda Bara is now at work in filming
a new vampire story which was written hy
herself. This is the first attempt the Wilnario. liam Fox star has made at writing a sceThe story as constructed by Miss Bara
runs the gamut of vampire portrayals and
emotions. The scenes include that of the
far away mysterious island of Java and
the gay life of Paris where the heroine
of Miss Bara's story meets a tragic death.
Darwin

Karr Returns

to the

Screen
After an absence of some five years,
Darwin Karr, leading man of the old
Vitagraph and Essanay military dramas,
returns a toUnited
the screen
in a marine
typical "private,
Karr "
part,
States
" Lefty," in the seven-act photoplay, " The
Unbeliever." The story is based upon the
war novelette, " The Three Things," by
Mary Raymond Shipman Andrews and
produced at the Thomas A. Edison studios
under the direction of Alan Crosland.

Rapidly

" La Tosca
Work isonprogressing
rapidly on" the Victorien Sardou play, " La Tosca," at the
Famous Players-Lasky studio in New
York, which it is predicted will be the most
pretentious offering yet made by Paramount This photoplay is being directed by
Edward Jose, and stars Pauline Frederick
in the title role.

Pauline Frederick, the Paramount Star, Is Said
to Be a Charming " La Tosca "
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McCu Hough with Storey in
Feature
In the Metro special production, " The
Legion of Death," starring Edith Storey,
the star is supported by what is described
as a strong cast.
Philo McCullough plays the leading male
role of Captain Rodney Willard of the
United States Army. Pomeroy Cannon
plays the part of Dmitri, character actor.
Francis Marion, child player, is seen as the
little Czarevitch. The other members of
the cast, all of whom have played in leading productions, are Fred Malatesta as the
Grand Duke Paul, Charles Gerard as the
Grand Duke Orloff, 'Norma Nichols as
Draya, Grace Aide as the Czarina, FI. L.
Swisher as Kerensky, Flarry Moody as
Makar, and R. O. Pennell as the Czar.
" Weaver of Dreams "
Begun by Metro
Viola Dana, whose last Metro picture
was " Blue Jeans," is being directed by
John
H. she
Collins
in "Weaver
in which
is said
to have a ofroleDreams,"
similar
to the one she had in the former picture.
" Weaver of Dreams " is the second of
Miss Dana's pictures to be produced at
Metro's West Coast studios at Hollywood,
which are under the supervision of Western
Representative B. A. Rolfe.
" The Winding Trail," the star's first
California-made production, is a current
release.
Thurston

Hall in New Ince
Feature
Thurston Hall, who has supported Dorothy Dalton in several Paramount pictures,
produced under supervision of Thomas H.
Ince, appears again as the Red Rider in
" ' Flare-Up ' Sal," her forthcoming subject, directed by R. William Neill.
Others in the cast are William Conklin
who plays the part of Dandy Dave, while
the role of Tincup Casey is John P. Lockney. Milton Ross is seen as Lige Higbee.
Niles Welch

Appears

in

" Her Boy "
Niles Welch, popular leading man, is costarred with Effie Shannon in Metro's new
patriotic picture, " Her Boy," adapted for
the screen by Albert Shelby Le Vino from
H. Carey Wonderly's story, " Conscription," and directed by George Irving.
This is not Welch's first appearance
under the Metro banner. His initial engagement with Metro was in a small part
in
"Always
Miles
Minter. in the Way," starring Mary
Tourneur

Directs " Prunella "Next
Maurice Tourneur, after only a few days
rest, following the completion of " The
Blue Bird," the Maeterlinck spectacle for
Artcraft, undertook the direction of Marguerite Clark in " Prunella " last week,
for Paramount.

" Our Little Wife " Is the Endearing Title of Madge Kennedy's Latest Production for Goldwyn
New
Marsh
Subject
Is Chosen
rector
Tucker,
in spite of the handicaps as
Goldwyn Intends to Give Star Greatest
to heat, light and other necessities under
Acting Chance of Her Career —
which Fort Lee, N. J., has been laboring
Title Not
Yet Chosen —
since Christmas.
Players Go South
Mabel Normand is still braving prospects of cold weather. She has just beMAE MARSH, according to announced
gun work in the glass studio on a new
plans of Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, will have one of the best acting
Goldwyn picture, as yet unnamed. It will
give her, Goldwyn says, as decidedly
chances of her picture career in a new production in which she will appear as the
novel a part as either of the other two
pictures she has made for Goldwyn,
heroine of a romantic story of thoroughbred crookedness. It was written by " Dodging a Million," in which Miss NorIrvin S. Cobb, and was published in The
mand plays
a dresser in
transformed
intoa modiste's
an heiress,shop
or
Saturday Evening Post, under the title of suddenly
" The Web." This title may not be used,
" Joan of Plattsburg." In her newest picture, Miss Normand invades a newspaper
it is said, for the screen version. Miss
Marsh will begin work on it the moment
office as " copy girl." From the newspaper
office, where she is more or less of a hushe completes the final scenes of " The
morous figure, she is launched into the
Beloved Traitor," from the story by Frank
vortex of a criminal plot agitating the
Packard, upon which she has been enunderworld and centering about a famous
gaged for several weeks.
Some Goldwyn stars have secured asrescue mission. The girl's clever solusignments to South Georgia locations durtion of the formystery
and furnish
the " beatthe" thrills;
which
she
scores
her paper
ing the cold snap — all but Mabel Nordashed with humor, with which the story
mand, who was busily completing the last
ends.
scenes in " Dodging a Million," with Di-

Prizma Film, Dorsey-Directed, Tours
the navy work, producing in the colors
AFTER what
beensuccessful
generallyruncon-of of
attributed only to the sea the spectacular
ceded to be has
a very
array of our fleet on duty. The sailors
the Prizma natural-color picture, " Our
are seen going through drills, launching
Navy," at the Forty-fourth Street theatre,
New York, the production, which was di- torpedoes, catapulting hydroplanes, firing
big guns in broadside after broadside at
rected and supervised by Dr. G. A. Dorsey,
targets miles away.
has closed at that theatre to fill other enNavy officials who have witnessed this
gagements that have been booked in cities
picture have been gratified, it is said, to the
throughout the country.
extent of enthusiastic expressions at the
The success of this achievement of color
general development that has taken place
photography has been generally declared
in the Navy Department, as a whole, and it
by critics of New York and Boston press
Ready?"
^ question, "Are We
amply
answers the
to be a " startling revelation."
" Our Navy " portrays the human side
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Pathe
Completes
New
Features
this
production
may
be changed to a more
.\ie Ready to Be Assigned Dates on
descriptive one before the subject is reProgram,
While Producing
Forces Keep Well Ahead of
" The Mysterious Client," directed by
the Schedules
Fred
leased."Wright is a melodramatic fantasy
that embodies mystery, surprise and comFOUR additional Pathe features, " Anedy. Irene Castle is starred, supported by
nexing Bill," " Mr. Slacker," " The
Milton Sills, Warner Oland and Cacsare
Mysterious Client " and " Any Home "
Gravina.
have been completed during the past week
and are ready to be assigned release dates
" Any Home," a Baby Marie Osborne
on the program, Pathe announced this
feature directed by William Bertram from
week.
a story by John W. Grey, is a story
whose outstanding feature is said to be
" These four subjects are widely different in theme," said Sales Manager F. human interest. It tells of a misguided
ambition that results in the neglect of
C. Quimby, " but in each a strong vein of
comedy supplies the element demanded of
home and baby and the final righting of
all wrongs through the influence of the
war time entertainment. " Miss Slacker "
child.
is a romance, " The Mysterious Client "
" Annexing Bill " is another Gladys Huis melodramatic in style, " Annexing Bill "
is a comedy-drama and '' Any Home " is lette-Creightoa Hale feature, directed by
Albert
Parker from a story by Edgar
a social problem drama.
Franklin that appeared in Argosy.
" Mrs. Slacker," directed by Hobart
Henley, is a story of conditions of the
Mr. Quimby says that all of these propresent moment by Agnes Johnston.
ductions have been staged with elaborate
Gladys Hulette and Creighton Hale apcare and extraordinary effort has been expear in the star roles, supported by Paul
pended to make them rate far above the
Clerget and Walter Heirs. The title of average good feature.

Two
Crisp-Directed
DURING the week oi January 13 two
of Paramount's pictures directed by
Donald Crisp held sway on Broadway, one
showing at the Rialto and the second at
the Rivoli. The subjects were, " Rimrock
Jones," starring Wallace Reid, and George
Beban's
of the
Heart."in the
Donald " Jules
Crisp has
beenStrong
a producer
Famous Players-Lasky organization for
more than a year and has turned out productions including the George Beban series
and the two Julian Eltinge pictures. His
work led to the immediate renewal of his
contract when it expired recently, and he
has been assigned to direct Wallace Reid
in the eastern studios.
In commenting on the two current production- the New York Tribune said:
" Donald Crisp has directed two such splen-

Films On
Broadway
did pictures — pictures which have real persons and real situations in them — that we
feel impelled to say something about him
right at the start. At the Rialto Mr. Crisp
is responsible for George Beban's ' Jules of
the
with Strong
WallaceHeart,'
Reid inandthe' Rimrock
title role Jones,'
is the
chief pictorial attraction at the Rivoli."
Both pictures are then strongly praised in
the article.
Lockwood Returns from
Maine Woods
After working for three weeks at their
location camp on the Rangeley Lakes in
Maine, Harold Lockwood and his company of Metro- Yorke players have finished
the lumber camp scenes in " Broadway
Bill," Lockwood's next Metro Star Series
production, and have returned to New
York, where the final scenes to complete
the picture will be put on.
" Broadway Bill " is a story of a wealthy
young man who goes from New York to
the woods to work out his regeneration.
Fred J. Balshofer wrote the story and also
directed the pi'oduclion.

Rodney Plays Lead
Enid Bennett

Donald Crisp

with

Tom Gale, a role in " The Keys of the
Righteous," will be played by Earl Rodney,
as the leading man in Enid Bennett's first
Paramount picture, produced by Thomas
M. Ince and directed by Jerome Storm.
George Nichols has a characterization,
and others in the cast who will add to the
finished production are Joseph Swickard,
Carl
Knott. Forms, Gertrude Claire and Lydia

News

Clara Kimball Young Is Star of Select's The
House of Glass ''
Taxi Torn Up for Realistic
Scenes
Emilc Chautard, director of Clara Kimball Young, last week dissected a taxi and
mounted it on a truck for scenes in which
the star was to appear. This action was
secured in Broadway, New York, while
pedestrians looked on in astonishment.
Whartons

Use Photography
Tricks
According to an announcement last week,
the reputation the Whartons have made
for trick photography is to be fully upheld
in " The Eagle's Eye," their new serial
photodrama founded on Chief Flynn's exposure of the Imperial German Government's spies in America. To carry out the
idea of many of the situations showing
spy activities, trick exposures have been
found necessary to attain the most convincing eflfects. One of these effects is a
quadruple exposure, while another is a
triple iris in which three diaphragms open
at once in the disclosure of characters,
then fade and then reopen. This last effect, first
which istime,
made was
in "originated
The Eagle's
[or the
by Eye
John"
K. Hollbrook, chief of photography at the
Wharton Studios.
Detail Is a Goldwyn
In regard toKeynote
the correctness of detail,
as well as its completeness, in " Fields of
Honor," starring Mae Marsh, Goldwyn
announced this week that the picture is
replete with historic scenes, as nearly
correct as research and care can make
them.
One of the big moments of the subjects is said to be a reproduction of the
assassination of Francis Ferdinand at
Sarajevo, which event was made the primary cause of the present world war by
the Central Powers.
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■ The World for Sale," Which Has Been Announced for Release by Paramount,
Was Produced by J. Stuart Blackton from a story by Sir Gilbert
Parker
Paramount Releases
ton Picture

Black-

Paramount released " The World for
Sale," produced by J. Stuart Blackton,
from a book by Sir Gilbert Parker, on
January 21. It is the first of the series of
super-features produced by Mr. Blackton,
and includes in the cast Conway Tearle
and Ann Little.
On the same day Paramount released
" Rimrock Jones," with Wallace Reid.
Hotaling Completes His
700th Comedy
Arthur D. Hotaling has completed his
700th
comedy
: " 700
The comedies
Soup and without
Fish Ball."
And this
means
one
written line of script. Mr. Hotaling is one
of the pioneers of the comedv-producing
field.
General Film reports continued and
growing popularity for Essanay's one-reel
comedies, as well as the one-a-week scenics.
The release for January 26 on the scenic
program is " A Romance of Rails and
Power," a story built around the electrification of railroads and starring Virginia
Valli.
Vitagraph Players Go South
for Scenes
A company of Vitagraphers, headed by
Harry Morey and Florence Deshon, who
are to be featured in " The Desired
Woman," left last week for Georgia, where
they will be engaged for a week or more in
making scenes for the forthcoming Blue
Ribbon production.
Paul Scardon is directing the picture, and
in addition to Mr. Morey and Miss Deshon,
he took South with him Jean Paige.
New Fox Player
Miss Ivy Deibel, the nineteen-year-old
Cleveland girl who won the distinction of
having the best " camera face " out of a
field of 1,300 contestants, was cast last
week by William Fox for a part in June
Caprice's forthcoming Special Feature,
" The Heart of Romance." Harry Millarde
is directing this subject.

44
Sixes"
Cast
George K. Spoor Declares Country
Was
Combed
to Get Suitable
Types — Stage Players Among
Those Selected for Roles

Is Assembled
of " Coddles " in the stage presentation of
Edward Peple's farce-comedy. Charles E.
Ashley, who created the role of Krome in
the original stage production, will play that

GEORGE K. SPOOR has announced the
cast on " A Pair of Sixes," a Taylor
Holmes production, now in the making.
The entire country was scoured to get the
players most suitable for their parts in support of Mr. Holmes, it is claimed.
Mr. Holmes will play the part of T.
Boggs Johns, the pill manufacturer and
later butler in the home of George Nettleton, his business partner, as a result of a
game of cards. Nettleton is to be interpreted by Robert Conness, the well-known
stage star.
Mr. Spoor also has secured the services
of Maude Eburne, who created the role

Alice Mann, a screen actress, will appear
as Florence Cole.
Cecil Owens, who will play Vanderholt,
part.now appearing in Chicago with Jane
is
Cowl in " Lilac Time." Edna Phillips
Holmes takes the part of Mrs. Nettleton.
Others in the cast are John Cossar as Mr.
Applegate, Byron Aldenn as Tony Tolor,
Virginia Bowker as Sallie Parker, and
Tommy Carey as Jimmie, the office boy.
Assembling of Mr. Holmes' newly completed Spoor feature, " Ruggles of Red
Gap," is about completed. Mr. Holmes
is even more enthusiastic over this picture
than " Uneasy Money," which is now showing throughout the country.

Twenty-One
Authors
In Vitagraph List
is
assailing
the literary merit of screen
WHATof theVitagraph
as anto example
efforts it citesis making
provide
productions.
Hamlin Garland, member of the National
the best literary material obtainable for the
Institute of Arts and Letters, is represented
screen is supplied in a list of authors now
contributing to the Vitagraph program, a on the Vitagraph program by " The Captain
copy of which is given out by Albert E. of the Grey Horse Troop " and " Money
Smith, president of the company. The list Magic," and " Cavanaugh of the Forest
shows more than twenty-one fiction writers
James Oliver Curwood has been one of
are represented in Vitagraph pictures now
most frequent contributors to Vitagraph
booking, in process of production or in the
Rangers."
preparation. They are : Robert W.
and his greatest story, " Baree, the Son of
Chambers, Hamlin Garland, Geo. Randolph
Kazan," soon will be in production.
George Randolph Chester and his wife
Chester and Lillian Chester, Alfred Henry
have given many stories to the screen, as
Lewis, O. Henry, James Oliver Curwood,
have Cyrus Townsend Brady, Frederick
Frederick Upham Adams, George Barr
Upham
Adams and others included in the
McCutcheon, Harold MacGrath, Cyrus
list.
Townsend Brady, Edward Peple, Earle
Derr Biggers, E. Phillips Oppenheim, Will
Harben, Lowell Otis Reese, Mary E. Wil" Fields of Honor " Scores
kins Freeman, Mollie Elliott Seawell, Bayard Veiller, Florence Morse Kingsley,
Goldwyn
that Mae
Marsh's record in her declares
two previous
productions
for
Frederick Arnold Kummer, Edith Ellis.
This list is considered by Vitagraph a that company is being equaled with her
splendid argument in favor of better picnewest
subject,
Honor," reviews
which
it
announces
has "Fields
received ofexcellent
tures and a strong answer to the carping
from all the critics.
critics of the photoplay whose pet diversion
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Goldw

yn

Cites

Claims Credit for Its Share in Providing Powerful Features to
Bring Public Back to BoxOftice — Always \\'elcome
ACCORDING to an announcement this
week from Goldwyn, bringing the pubHe back to the box-office is in no sense a
superhuman task, providing the producers
of pictures do their bit by making powerful pictures.
Goldwyn claims credit for its share in
this work and points to reports from picture theatres on attendance secured by the
past four Goldwyn releases : " The Auction Block." Madge Kennedy in " Nearly
Married," Mae Marsh in " The Cinderella
Man " and Mary Garden in " Thais."
Regarding this angle of the picture art,
Goldwyn said : " Much mystery is made in
the industry of the means of determining
■ what the public wants ' in the way of
screen productions, and the explorer from
the outside who listens to screen magnates
must find their conversations and deductions vastly amusing. As a matter of fact,
there is little difficulty in determining in
advance the composition of successful pictures— meaning pictures that will bring
money into exhibitors' theatres.
" Despite the great emphasis laid upon
stars in screen production, it is proved
week in and week out that poor stories
will cripple and damage the reputation of
even the greatest of stars, and it is therefore obvious that the story is of first concern in any well conducted producing
General

Claims

Picture

Effect

News

King

Baggot Comments on
Serial
" The best work I have ever done in
my life — and the greatest incentive and inspiration togood work I have ever experienced," isthe quoted opinion of King Bag-,
got concerning his part of " Harrison
Grant," president of the Criminology Club,
in the new- Wharton serial photodrama,
" The Eagle's Eye," by William J. Flynn,
recently retired Chief of the United States
Secret Service, exposing the plots and
propaganda
of the Imperial German Government in America.
" The picture itself is absolutely the
most interesting thing I have ever heard
of," said Mr. Baggot. " Until I began
to work in this production I had no idea
that the Imperial German Government
could have been guiltj' of the thousand
and one crimes w'hich it committed in its
efforts to cripple America and make this
country a weakling in the face of war."

Rex Beach,Which
AuthorGoldwyn
of " The
Auction Block,"
Produced
organization. From the beginning Goldw^yn has laid emphasis upon its stories and
the sources from which they are obtained.
" ' Nearly Married,' Edgar Sehvyn's play,
had proved its earning value on the stage,
and with Madge Kennedy as the star when
transplanted to the screen it at once duplicated its former record and brought the
public flocking into picture theatres ever}-

where.'"
Centralization

Goldwyn

N speaking of the situation brought about
by the expansion of General Film Company as an exchange system for increased
product, an official of the organization said
last week: "The extravagance that has
been practised for years in the duplication of exchange service received its first
notable correction when General Film
undertook to extend its facilities to the
trade at large. Here was the ' clearinghouse 'idea, or central station idea, in
practical form and first to be worked out.
Big product immediately availed itself of
General Film facilities under this plan.
" The
was so immediately
ful that result
the attention
of the entiresuccesstrade

eral Film should be followed with somewhat similar action by other thoughtful
motion picture interests. In addition to
having taken the lead. General Film has a
natural position of advantage. It is the
oldest organized system devoted to film
merchandising. The thoroughness of its
organization is demonstrated by its ease in
assimilating huge additional business which
occurred without the slip of a single cog
in its great machinery. Moreover it is
exclusively a service company, having no
finger in manufacturing nor in the ownership of theatres."

became riveted upon General Film's innovation. Unnecessary overhead, for one
thing, was done away with in this notable
object lesson, and for another thing the
exhibitor was so pleased with being able
to book a variety of brands at one exchange that it now seems this should have
been done long ago for his convenience
if for no other reason. But the other
reasons are highly important and contain
the elements of the industry's salvation.
Th» economy in handling motion picture
product is so considerable in the use of one
competent, efficient exchange organization
like General Film, that it must save money
for the exhibitor and the manufacturer and
stabilize the whole industry.
" It is not surprising that the initiative
taken with such excellent results by Gen-

Universal Begins Third
Serial Feature

Big Audi-

Thais "that reGoldw}-n this ences
week
for "announced
ports of big audiences drawn to theatres
by
advertising
value far
of Mary
Garden's
namethe have
come from
and wide,
the
Queen theatre of Houston, Tex., agreeing
almost exactly in its estimates with the
Orpheum of Chicago. The Regent in Toronto, Goldwyn says, played to the biggest
audiences in its historj' and topped the
highest previous record by 10 per cent.
War

Credit

Claims

Song

Dedicated

to

Madge Evans
A war-time ballad called " Bring Back
My Daddy to Me " is dedicated to Madge
Evans, " the World's kiddie star," whose
real daddy, by the way, went off to the
war in Uncle Sam's service months ago.
The new ballad, which is published by Leo
Feist, carries litle Madge's portrait, with
a very serious expression, upon the cover.

With " The Mystery Ship " running current and " The Bull's Eye" ready to start
releasing February 4, Universal has begun
operations on a third serial to keep the
chapter-story pot boiling. Ben Wilson and
Neva Gcrbcr have reached the tenth
episodeandof Vivian
" The Mystery
Eddie
Polo
Rccd willShip,"
be theandfeatured
adventurers
" ThewillBull's
The new in
serial
have Eye."
a jungle plot
where wild animals abound, and Marie
Walcamp in " The Tiger's Claws " will no
doubt find tests of her courage in handling
the menagerie at Universal City during a
series of adventures Jacques Jaccard has
planned.

Madge Evans Apperrs
Cover of the Song
Dedicatedon tothe Her
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" Stella Maris "
According to statements from Artcraft
offices, Mary Pickford's next Artcraft release, "Stella Maris," is confidently expected by that company to prove a sensation throughout the country. That the
latest Mary Pickford photoplay should
prove a big success is stated by Adolph
Zukor, D. W. Griffith and others.
In this play, adapted by Frances Marion
and staged by Marshall Neilan, Miss Pickford appears in a dual role.
Russian Story for
Miss Brady
Alice Brady, whose latest Select production, "The Knife," has been based on the
play of the same name by Eugene Walter,
is to go far afield in her next Select Picture.
Scenes abounding in heavy snows and
hard frozen stretches of country will be
embodied in the new Alice Brady picture,
which will again be under the direction of
Robert G. Vignola, who likewise directed
" The Knife." " Ruthless Russia " is being
considered as a title for the new production.

Select

Adopts

Another

Cast Chosen for Empey
Feature
Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph,
last week announced some of the roles
which have been filled for " Over the Top,"
in which Sergeant Guy Empey is to appear
for Vitagraph. Opposite the soldier-actor
will be Lois Meredith, and others in the
cast are Arthur Donaldson, " Mother "
Mary Maurice and Julia Swayne Gordon.
President Smith and Wilfrid North, production manager for Vitagraph, are in personal charge of the production, with Empey
assisting in the staging and production of
scenes.

Evart Overton, Vitagraph Player

Alice Brady's Newest Select Picture Is " The
"
Arthur S. Kane Knife
Suggests
" Stars to
Sell Stars " and Phrase Is Used to
Sum Up Progressive Policy
of the Organization
SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
has adopted the slogan " Stars to Sell
Stars," as applied to its sales organization.
This phrase, used to sum up the progressive

Selling
Slogan
policy followed by Select in building up its
distribution machinery, is the choice of
General Manager Arthur S. Kane.
Mr. Kane said : " Recognizing the fact
that in the motion picture industry conditions of sale and the product sold have
vastlytion changed.
Select
has within the
last Pictures
three andCorporaa half
months built up a sales organization carefully calculated to be best suited to the
conditions which today surround the sale
of high-grade pictures. The guiding
thought in the rounding out of this organization has been that the proper
handling of a quality product calls for a
quality salesman. Paralleling this idea has
been the determination to make Select's
representatives in every territory of the
United States the commanding figures in
their respective fields. With this end in
view, every manager put in charge of a
Select branch has been chosen as being preeminent in the district of which his branch
is the center. In other words, he has been
selected because as regards that particular
field he is a Sales SpeciaHst. In this way
territory after territory has been covered
for Select Pictures by the appointment of
a specialist for each territory, so that now
the organization is complete, from Atlantic
to Pacific, and from Canada to the Gulf."

Hearst-Pathe
Has
Anniversary
force for Morality and the Right. Its
Has Been Seven Years in Existence,
views cannot be bought. Each issue is of
First as " Weekly " and One Year
such a character that it may be safely
as " NewsAre" —Issued
Many Prints
shown in any church without censorship
and without cutting, and yet it is always
interesting. Of what other class of picWITH 1918 the Hearst-Pathe News, or
tures can all this be truthfully said?
at least the Pathe " Weekly " end
of it, celebrates its seventh anniversary.
"The Hearst-Pathe News is undoubtDuring that time not an issue has been
edly to be found in more and better theamissed, not. once has it failed to come out
tres than any brand of pictures on the
market. Take New York for an example.
on time, according to Pathe.
Pathe goes on record as stating that
Most of the first-class, nationally known
houses are regular customers. Among
more prints are issued of each number of
them are theatres such as the Strand, the
the News than are put out on any other
weekly, and that this number, judging
Rivoli, the New York and the Palace. A
from sources of information, considered
while ago a census was taken of the
good and reliable, is from 40 per cent to
Broadwajr houses booking it. It was found
50 per cent higher than that of any other
that every Broadway theatre with but one
news pictorial.
exception, from the Battery to the Bronx
Pathe said : " The motion picture news
weekly, first conceived by Charles Pathe
was showing it."
eleven years ago in 1907, today has a
power that at first was not dreamed of.
"
Its strength is so great that it is invoked
" Love
ing is
ProducDalton
Dorothy
now on Me
her fifth
to aid the Government in matters of naParamount picture under the supervision
tional welfare. The Hearst-Pathe News
of Thomas H. Ince. It is called " Love
was and is of great aid in stimulating reMe," and includes in the cast Thurston
cruiting for the army, navy, and aviation
Hall, Melbourne MacDowell, William
corps ; it was of great assistance in helpConklin, Carmen Phillips and others. R.
ing the Red Cross attain its ambitions in
William Neil is director, and the entire
acquiring its big membership and in deproduction will be supervised by Thomas
H. Ince.
picting the work done by the organization ;it was called upon to aid both of the
Liberty Bond issues and did so constantly,
You are not going to war. The men who
week after week with cartoons, titles and
are need all the comforts you can give them.
pictures. Unlike newspapers it has no
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
politics and favors no candidate. It is unpatriotic
If you aren't helping in the
biased save in the interests of truth, jus- " smokes "duty.
tice and patriotism. It knows no church
be a slacker!campaign, get busy — now. Don't
as distinguished from another, yet it is a
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Lobbies

Are

Real

Sales

Makers, Says Carlton
Producer of " The Grain of Du.st "
Declare^ Many Exhibitor.^ Overlook Possibilities

Lillian Walker and Ramsey Wallace Are Prominent in " The Grain of Dust." a Crest Picture
" Headin' South " Has
Arizona Scenes
The Douglas Fairlianks company has
gone to Tucson, Arizona, for the purpose
of filming exterior scenes of " Headin'
South." from the story hy Allan Dwan.
In the company arc. besides Fairbanks.
Katherine McDonald, the new leading lady ;
Frank Campeau, Chief Producer Allan
Dwan, Director Art Rosson, Assistant Director James P. Hogan, Business Manager
John Fairbanks, Harry Tenbroek, Bennie
Zeldman, Publicity Representative. Special
reservations were made for the photographic staff, consisting of Hugh McClung,
Harry Thorpe, Len Powers, Glenn McWilliams. Charles Warrington and Billy Em
crson. who is in charge of a hiru^c rrcw of
property men and carpenters.

June Caprice Cast as Rich
Girl
'1 lit_ lox special featuic lo be released
January 27, features June Caprice as a rich
girl in the production, entitled " The Heart
of Romance." The plot hinges on a love
afifair, the star's hand being sought by a
struggling young writer, who is suspected
liv the heiress's guardian of courting the
girl because of her money. An unique
plan for testing his affection is devised with
the result that he proves his sincerity.
Chine

Reserves

Seats for

" Madam Who "
Paralta Plays, Inc., last week announced
that
H. Qune,hasof put
Clune's
Auditorium
in Los\V. Angeles,
his scats
on the
■' reserved " plan for the Bessie Barriscale
Paralta
"Madam one
Who?"
that
the production,
seats arc available
week andin
advance.
Exhibitor Clunc presented the first Paralta play, " A Man's Man." with J. Warrf-n Kerrigan.

" If more exhibitors realized the tremendous potential sales value of their lobbies,
and devoted more thought and time to the
problem of de\cloping their possibilities,
there would be a marked increase in business," in the opinion of Carle E. Carlton,
president of the Crest Pictures, which has
just completed
" Tlic and
Grain
of Dust,"
starring Lillian Walker
directed
liy Harry
Ravicr.
" What the exhibitor ought to do is to
regard his lobby as the equivalent of the
merchant's show window. H he once gets
imbued with that fiuidamcntal idea, he will
see all sorts of opportunit.\' to utilize his
lobby space to pull trade.
"If the merchant, b}' judicious and
unique displays, can assemble a crowd in
Lront of his store, and attract patronage in
that way, the picture house manager can
do the same thing.
" This does not mean for him to see how
many posters he can crowd into a given
space, nor how jarring a color combination
he can contrive to make, but it means placing posters or photographs, or oil paintings, or whatever the means of display
may be, in such a way as to draw the passer-by into the lobby. And if said passerby has any leisure on hands at that moment, the chances are much in your favor,
so far as enrolling him as a patron is concerned.
" Don't make your lobby walls look like
a weather-worn billboard. This circus
style is all glare and no punch. Focus the
attention, group your advertising material,
■-0 that its message will have the strongest
imll. Tliat is the onl}' way to get results."
Triangle

Adds Playwrights
to Staff
Se\ eral well-known magazine stories arc
being picturized and three new men have
been added at the scenario department of
Triangle Culver City studios, it was announced last week.
The new faces include Charles Mortimer Peck, well-known scenario editor and
special writer, who is picturizing Norman
.Sherbrook's magazine story, " Smoke " ;
1-^rank Condon, Saturday Evening Post
writer and continuity expert, who is picturizing "The Veil," also by Norman Sherbrook, and Charles Wilson, who is making the screen adaptation of W. Carey
Wonderley's magazine story, " Another
Foolish Virgin."
Milwaukee Exhibitor
Writes Paralta
In a letter to Paralta plays and W. W.
Hodkinson service, Charles C. Perry, of
the Strand in Milwaukee, wrote : " The
best picture that we have ever shown.
Had to run an extra show on the third
and last night."
He stated in addition that " Madam
Who?" is to his mind a greater production than " A Man's Man " and that he
has added one day to his contract.

Lieut. N. C. Travis, Doing War Duty Abroad
Travis

Returns

with Red

Cross Films
Lieutenant Norton C. Travis, who was
official cinema photographer for the Red
Cross Mission to Russia, of which he
was a member, has returned to New York
with interesting opinions on the Russian
situation. While in Russia he photographed
Premier Kerensjcy, and all the leading
Russian figures, and had an exciting experience at the front, where he was in
the front-line trenches for two weeks,
being
assigned
Regiment
division.to the Woman's Death
The film made by Lieutenant Travis has
already been returned to the United States
and will be released throughout this country by the Red Cross. More than 120,000
feet of negative was exposed on this trip.
Myrtle Lind Goes in for the
Drama
M\rt]e Lind, one of the bevy of Triangle-Keystone beauties, who has been
helping funny men make the world laugh,
has deserted the comedies for drama and
is now working with Director Jack Dillon
on his latest Triangle subject, " Betty
Comes ^Home," which has just been
started. This is a five-reel comedy drama
feature.
Gloria Swanson, who has appeared in
many Keystone comedies in the past, has
returned to the fold and will begin work
at once at the Culver City studios in one
and two-reel Triangle-Keystone comedies.
Ivan Casts Morrison in
Dual Role
Ivan Film Productions, Inc., this week
announced that its next release is " Life
or Honor," in which James Morrison has
a dual role.
Edmund Lawrence directed the picture,
and selected Leah Baird, Violet Palmer,
Ben Hendricks, Harry Burkhardt and Edward Mackay for important roles.
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Things Are Said to Happen Thick and Fast in " A Daughter of Uncle Sam," the Jaxon Serial Released Through General Film
44
Jaxon Serial Shows Spy
Methods
Shoes
That
Danced"
Finished
Lillian Langdon and others have been
" A Daughter of Uncle Sam," the Jaxon
Other
Triangle
Productions Are
serial just making its debut before audispending the week at San Pedro harbor,
Nearing Completion and Directors
ences, has added a chapter to the current
where they have been working on the TriAre
Waiting
for
Stories
to
history of the war. With its whole scene
angle three-masted barkentine, Fremont,^
Put Into Action
of action in the United States, the wide
on a story of the Carribean Sea, in which
spread activities of German spies, incenBill Desmond is a swashbuckling pirate.
ANNOUNCEMENTS from the West
diaries and plotters is the theme. Twelve
Coast last week disclose that two
H. O. Davis, vice-president and general
one-reel episodes are allotted to the story,
new subjects have been started, one pic- manager of the Triangle Film Corporation,
in which Jane Vance is the heroine and
is back at the helm at the Culver City
ture, "The Shoes That Danced," has been
William Sorelle the leading man.
completed, four other companies are in studios after a business trip to New York,
various stages of production and two di- and the feature companies are workingrectors are waiting for stories.
Mastercraft Produces at
overtime in a drive to gain on the exceptional production schedule set by Mr.
Triangle Director Cliff Smith lost no
Paralta Plant
Davis for 1918.
time after the completion of " Keith of
Word has been received by F. Eugene
the Border," in which the cowboy star, Roy
Farnsworth, president of the Mastercraft
Stewart, was featured. He began work
First National Grows in
immediately on a Western subject, the
Photoplay Corporation, of an arrangement, under the terms of which the MasCanada
working title of which is " Faith Endurtercraft Photoplay Corporation will proin',"
and
which
is
now
reported
to
be
One of the largest and strongest combinaduce their pictures in the Paralta studios
nearly completed.
tions which has ever been formed in
at Los Angeles.
Fritzie Ridgeway, who has just comCanada
took place when the Western
Robert Brunton will be the production
Triangle
feature,to "wear
Real lace
Folks,"
Canada Exhibitor Circuit joined hands with
in whichpleted ashe
was allowed
and
director and general manager of the enthe Dewees and Schuberg interest of Wintire studio organization and the Paralta
frills, will again be seen as Stewart's leadnipeg and Vancouver under the name of
ing woman. Others in the cast include
compan3-'s
own
program
of
productions
will go on as before. The Mastercraft
The First National Exhibitors' Circuit of
W. A. Jeffries, Joe Bennett, Ed. Brady,
Canada. This company is comprised of the
company expects to start work within a Walter Perkins and a half score of cowlargest
and most prominent theatre manfew weeks. They are now negotiating
boys. The picture is being made at the
with certain other authors for the film
agers in the Western Section. The comTriangle ranch studio, Hartville.
rights of their works similar to the arpany now controls the biggest and best-payAfter a vacation of several weeks, Jack
ing houses in Western Canada and it is
rangements with Thomas Dixon. It will
Dillon, who has directed Olive Thomas
believed that before long it will expand
be the policy of the Mastercraft Photoin most of her Triangle features, is again
throughout the smaller towns and in this
play Corporation not to consider original
at
work
on
a
five-reel
comedy-drama.
stories.
way will be in a position to secure the best
Working with Dillon are Jack Gilbert,
attractions for different members of thswell-known juvenile, who is back with TriCircuit.
Metro Claims Attention to
angle ;Myrtle Lind, one of the TriangleThe first officers of the circuit will be
Keystone
beauties
;
Mj'rtle
Rishell,
a
newDetail
comer at the Culver City studios who plays John A. Schuberg, president; John Hazza,
vice-president, and Louis Clark, secretarythe society matron ; Gene Burr. George
" The Legion of Death," Metro's Special
Pearce, Anna Dodge, Percy Challenger and treasurer.
production starring Edith Storey, is said
to be elaborate in Russian detail. Tod
J. P. Wilde. The working title of Dillon's
Fontaine in Detroit for
Browning directed the production from the
newDirector
story is
" BettyP. Comes
Home."
Gilbert
Hamilton
is making
scenario by June Mathis, who based her
Pathe Company
original story on the fact that since the ■ rapid strides on his latest picture, " A
J. E, Fontaine has been appointed to the
time of Catherine the Great, women have
Soul in Trust," in which Belle Bennett is
playing the featured part, supported by J. managership of Pathe's Detroit office, in
been potent factors in Russian history.
Edith Storey is supported by a cast which
Barney Sherry. Darrell Foss, Lee Hill, Lil- line with the company's policy of promoting members of the organization to the
lian West, Grover Franke and others.
includes Philo McCullough, Fred Malatesta,
Triangle Director Thomas Heffron and a higher positions.
Charles Gerard, Pomeroy Cannon, Norma
Fontaine started in the film business with
company including Bill Desmond, Jack
Nichols, Grace Aide, H. L. Swisher, Francis
General in Washington.
Richardson, Mary Warren, John Lynce,
Marion, Harry Moody and R. O. Pennell.
\
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L-Kos
Paramount

Arranges

New

THE

In " Eve'sBillie
Daughter,"
a Paramount
Burke Is
the Star Picture,
Starring Charles Ray on the 28th, and J.
Stuart Blackton's second Paramount production, The
"
World for Sale," released
on the 21st.
Eltinge Feature

Comes

January 28
The next Julian Eltinge-Paramount picture to be released will be a comedy written for the star by Marion Fairfax, " The
Widow's Might." This production was
staged under the direction of William C.
De Mille.
Headed by Florence Vidor, who also
appeared opposite Mr. Eltinge in " The
Countess Charming," the supporting cast
includes Mayme Kelso, James Neill and
Gustave von Seyffertitz. This photoplay is
the female impersonator's third Paramount
picture.
Alice

Brady
March Picture
4

on

Alice Brady's new photoplay, " The Spurs
of Sybil," will be released on the regular
World Pictures program March 4. In this
production Miss Brady appears as an exceedingly ambitious young woman who
meets with numerous and almost insurmountable obstacles before she finally
" wins her spurs."
Revelle in Jolivet Film
Hamilton Revelle has been cast opposite
Rita Jolivet in Metro's patriotic picture,
" Lest We Forget." He has appeared for
Metro in "The Price of Malice," "An
Enemy to Society," and " The Half Million
Bribe."

News

February
Ready
for Month

of

List

" Madame Jealousy " Will Lead February Schedule, on Same Day
with Dorothy Dalton Feature
— Other
Stars Are
Included
Paramount list of releases for the
month of February was announced
this week, coincidental with the statement
that each of these pictures is considered
by Paramount exceptional
The month will start off February 4 with
a Pauline Frederick picture, " Madame
Jealousy," an allegorical feature picture
written by George V. Hobart, author of
" Experience." The production was made
under the direction of Robert G. Vignola.
Many of the scenes were taken in Florida.
On the same date a new picture in which
Dorothy Dalton figures as the headliner will
be
It is called
" ' Flare-Up
Thereleased.
scenic effects
are said
to be the' Sal."
best
which Mr. Ince has ever obtaine3.
Vivian Martin will appear February 4 in
" A Petticoat Pilot," an adaptation of
Joseph K. Lmcoln's book, " Mary 'Gusta."
Enid Bennett's first picture under Paramount, The
"
Keys of the Righteous," is a
release set for February 11.
Wallace Reid's next Paramount picture,
released FebruarylS, is to be " The Thing
We Love."
What is claimed to be one of the most
spectacular and interesting photoplays
which Paramount is to release in February
will appear on the 18th when " Hidden
Pearls," starring Sessue Hayakawa, will be
shown. Most of the scenes for this picture
were taken at Hawaii.
Billie Burke's fifth picture for Paramount
will be released February 25. It is " Eve's
Daughter," an adaptation of the stage play
of the same name by Alicia Ramsey. The
direction is by James Kirkwood.
Another feature for the month of February, announced by Paramount, is " Huck
and Tom," in which Jack Pickford is the
stcr. This is an adaptation of part of the
k, " Tom Sawyer," by Mark Twain, and
is announced as being even better than
" Tom Sawyer," released last month.
George Beban will appear February 25 in
William B. DeMille's photodrama, " One
More American," a patriotic subject.
Another release announced for Paramount in February, is that of the first episode of "The Son of Democracy," featuring Benjamin Chapin as Abraham Lincoln.
Paramount's January releases include
" The Guilty Man," " Jules of the Strong
Heart," starring George Beban ; " The
Spirit of '17," starring Jack Pickford;
" Rimrock Jones," starring Wallace Reid
on the 21st; "The Widow's Might," starring Julian Eltinge; "The Hired Man,"

Picture

Julius Stern, president of L-Ko Comedies,
announces that his February product is
ready for release. Despite the rainy season
and a natural desire to avoid the attendant
drawbacks, there will be no diminution of
effort at Hollywood, where the L-Kos come
from. " Keeping even with production on
a two reel comedy every week is task
enough," says Mr. Stern, " without hoping
to get ahead with a stock of negatives."
" The Donkey Did It," will star Myrtle
Sterling February 6. For February 15 there
will be a flashy showing of femininity in
" Pearls and Girls," surrounding Hughie
Mack
and Eva Novak. Jim Davis directed
this comedy.
" Beaches and Peaches " indicates something of its nature in the title selected for
the February 20 release. Archie Mayo
directed Dave Morris and a large delegation of L-Ko girlies in this bathing suit
comedy. Mack Swain will star in
" Sherlock Ambrose," February 27, offering
a comedy detective story with slap-stick
trimmings. W. S. Fredericks directs the
" Ambrose " L-Kos.
Vitagrapih

Sets Feature

for

January
28 of Vitagraph,
Albert E. Smith,
president
has announced "A Mother's Sin" as the
Blue Ribbon Feature to be released during
the week of January 28, with Earle Williams in the star role. The picture was
produced under the direction of Tom Mills,
and there appear in support of Mr. William Ernest Maupain, Miriam Miles, Denton Vane, Louise Du Pre, Eleanor Lawson,
Fred Peters and Charles Horton.
Pathe

Names Split-Reel
Releases

Pathe announced last week for release
the following international and educational split reels, including " Katzenjammer Kids' Rub-a-Dub-Dub" and "Making Linoleum " for the week of January
20. Week of January 27, Katzenjammer
Kids, " Rheumantics " and "From Forest
to Ship " ; for the week of February 3,
Katzenjammer Kids, "Policy and Pie"
and " For Dessert."
Essanay

Releases "Broncho
Billy
" Films
According to advices
from Chicago last
week, Essanay is planning to release immediately "Broncho Billy" subjects rebuilt
and re-edited as re-issues, with " Broncho
Billy " Anderson.

February
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February
Metros
being the work of William Parker and
Five Stars Will Be Presented in Four Productions, Representing
H. P. Keeler. Tod Browning, who directed Miss Storey in " The Legion of
Studios on Both Coasts — First Is " Under Suspicion,"
with Bushman and Bayne
Death " and in " The Eyes of Mystery,"
also
Revenge."
Alvadirected
Leigh, " an
Eastern girl, goes West
THE Eastern productions and two productions made in Metro's West Coast
to
avenge
the
death
of her fiancee, Donald
Studio at Hollywood, CaL, will be released by Metro Pictures CorporaJaffray. Two men befriend her, Dick Rantion during the month of February.
Five stars will be represented—
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne, Harold Lockwood, Viola Dana and
dall, formerly Donald's cabin-mate, and
" Sudden " Duncan, owner of the dance
Edith Storey — appearing in the order named.
hall. One of them does so with a friendly
B. A. Rolfe presents the West Coast pictures, " Weaver of Dreams " and
purpose, and the other hoping to conceal
" Revenge." Added to these will be a special production, with Nazimova as his real enmity toward herself and the
star — a new gypsy play now in process of completion. Four Drew comedies will dead man. She realizes that all is not as
it should be, but is led to false conclualso be released during February. These are " Help Wanted," " The Bright
sions. Tragedy enters, and death stalks
Lights Dimmed," " After Henry," and " His Generosity," in the order named.
near. The leading man is Wheeler OakSmiles and Thrills
man. Alberta Ballard has the role of
The first February release will be " Un" Tiger Lil " and Ralph Lewis is " Sudden Duncan.
der Suspicion," a feature comedy melodrama, starring Francis X. Bushman and
Beverl}^ Bayne. William S. Davis directed
Ten Paralta Plays Ready for
this five-act production, which had been
Release
adapted by Albert Shelby Le Vino from
the original story by Hugh C. Weir.
W. W. Hodkinson this week announced
Smiles and thrills are said to be provided
that ten Paralta plays, featuring the three
in this picture in about equal proportions.
stars, Kerrigan, Barriscale and Walthall,
Mr. Bushman takes the part of a young
are now practically ready for distribution.
millionaire, Gerry Simpson, who falls in
It is pointed out that these plays, prelove with a girl reporter at a society funcpared so long ahead as they have been,
tion. The girl reporter, Virginia Blake,
allow the Paralta Company to live up to
played by Miss Bayne, has a horror of the
the high standard of quality which they
idle rich, so young Simpson goes to work.
have set. It is also pointed out that this
He becomes a cub reporter. Some jewels
is a very solid guarantee of the solidity
belonging to a wealthy woman are stolen,
of Hodkinson plans and distribution.
and suspicion points strongly to Gerry. The
Harold Lockwood Is
for Making
Metro " Broadway Bill "
The ten plays which are now ready are
girl reporter finds a clue, and begins to
the following: "A Man's Man," with J.
track the culprit. A monkey provides the
Martha Mansfield plays the part of MuWarren Kerrigan ; " Madam Who ? " with
"missing link" in the evidence.
riel Latham, opposite the star, and Stanton
Bessie Barriscale; "His Robe of Honor,"
The real thief is the person least susHeck has the role of the camp bully, Buck
with Henry B. W^althall; "The Turn
pected, of course, and there are thrilling Hardigan.
scenes of excitement and adventure before
of a Card," with Kerrigan ; " Humdrum
Brown," with Walthall; "With Hoops of
the donouement takes place. The co-stars Directed by Collins
are surrounded by a cast including Eva
Steel," with Walthall ; " Rose o' ParaMetro's February 18 release is " Weaver
dise," with Bessie Barriscale, and " Within
Gordon, Hugh Jeffrey, Frank Montgomery,
of Dreams," with Viola Dana as star. This
the Cup," " Blindfolded " and " Patriand Sidney D'Albrook.
is a picture version of Myrtle Reed's story,
otism," all with Miss Barriscale.
with Miss Dana in the role of Judith. John
Lockwood Is Second
H. Collins directed "Weaver of Dreams "
" Broadway Bill," with Harold LockMetro's West Coast studio.
Lloyd Comedy Scheduled
wood as star, will be released Feb. 11. It at Metro
claims that Miss Dana has seldom
Each Week
is a romance of Broadway and the North
had a part more suited to her personality
Beginning with the week of Sunday,
woods, written and directed by Fred J. than that of Judith. The action of
February 3, Pathe announces that there will
Balshofer, and contains a part for the star
" Weaver of Dreams " takes place in a be issued every week after that date a onesaid to be wholly to his liking.
rural community where the simpler emoreel Rolin comedy featuring Harold Lloyd.
tions hold sway, giving the star another
" Broadway Bill " is given his nickname
The first of these one-reel comedies to
on account of his fondness for the bright
opportunity to display the sincerity that
go out on the increased schedule is " The
lights of the " big town.'.' The gayeties of many consider her chief charm. " Weaver
Broadway lead him insidiously into the of Dreams " is primarily a drama of the Lamb," which will be issued on February
3. The second will be " The Gasoline
habit of drink, but at last, finding that he human heart, it is said.
has lost the good opinion of Muriel LaWedding " on February 10, the third " Hit
A cast of excellence surrounds Miss
tham, the girl who matters, he determines
Dana in this picture. Clifford Bruce, well Him Again " on February 17 and the fourth
to go to the -Maine woods and win back known to Metro patrons, has the role of 24.
will probably be " Beat It " on February
his self-respect. He finds a new enemy
Carter Keith. Mr. Bruce has played oppoto fight, this time a personal one, Buck
site Miss Dana in " The Winding Trail,"
Hardigan, foreman of the lumber camp.
and in her special production, " Blue Additions to U. S. ExhibitFor a time it looks as though the fight Jeans,"
the important part of Ben
ors' Sales Forces
would be decided against Bill, but he fin- Boone. has
Russell Simpson has an important
T. S. Schram, who will supervise the
ally succeeds in vanquishing both his an- part. Cora Drew plays Aunt Cynthia Bandistribution of U. S. Exhibitors Booking
tagonists, drink and Buck Hardigan.
croft, who has a belated romance.
Corporation, and R. H. Haines, who will
A Lockwood picture always has a fight,
have charge of the Cincinnati territory,
and sometimes more than one, concealed
" Revenge " Is Last
have been added to the sales forces of this
within its five reels. " Broadway Bill " is
The final February release is " Revenge,"
no exception. The picture also has a bliz- with
according to the announceEdith Storey as star. " Revenge " is corporation,
ment made by Lynn S. Card, general sales
zard, the photographer having built a candescribed
as
a
V.'estern
story
of
love
and
opy over his camera in order to obtain
manager. Both men are prominent salesadventure, adapted from Edward Moffat's
men of the Middle West.
"flashes."
novel, " Hearts Steadfast," the scenario
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Ribbons

Announced

Petrova Feature Comes
February i
Immediately following the announcement that the title, " The Light Within."
has been chosen for the second production in which Madame Olga Petrova will
appear, the release date for this feature
has
been set.on " The
LightFebruary
Within "1, will
be released
Friday,
on

Alice Joyce Leads Off In " The Sono
of the Soul." and " The Desired ^
\\'^onian " Follows — Strong
Program
March list of Blue Ribbon features
to be released by Vitagraph is announced by Albert E. Smith, president of
the company, as follows :
March A— " The Song of the Soul," featuring Alice Joyce with an all-star company.
March 11 — ''The Desired Woman," featuring- Harry Morey with Florence
Deshon.
March 1& — '' .\n .-Xmerican Live Wire,"
featuring Earlc Williams with Grace Darmond.
March 25 — " The Home Trail." featuring Xell Shipman with Alfred Whitman.
This promises an unusually strong program under the Blue Ribbon banner for
the first spring month, presenting as it
does several of \"itagraph"s most prominent stars. In addition, the Vitagraph announcement states that each of the plays
scheduled contains a strong story.
In the first of the March releases, " The
Song of the Soul," .Mice Joyce has witli
her a company including Walter McGrail.
Percy Standing, Barney Randall, Stephen
Carr. Edith Reeves and others, and Tom
Terriss, who directed the picture, is said
to have produced one of the best pictures
of his career.
" The Desired Woman " marks the advent of Will Harben as a motion picture
author. The play is from the book of th
same title and exhibitors are promised
one of Harry Morey's best efforts. This
picture will mark the second appearance on
the
of Florence
Deshon
the \'itagraph
Seattle girlprogram
who was
lured from
the
legitimate stage into pictures and scored
such a sensation as the adventuress in
" The .Auction Block."
" .\n .American Live Wire," in which

e zv s

THE

which date the photoplay wiU be distributed through the exchanges of the
First National Exhibitors' Circuit.
The premier of the second production,
starring Madame Olga Petrova under the
baimer of her own organization, is expected to take place at either the Rialto
or the Rivoli.
Larry Trimble directed.
Corinne Griffith, Vitagraph Star
Karlc Williams is to be starred, is the first
picture Coast
the X'itagrapher
has five
madeyears.
on the
Pacific
in more than
It
is an adaptation from the O. Henry story,
" The Lotus and the Bottle," which, as
O. Henry fans will recall, is one of the
group of stories included in the " Cabbages and Kings " volume. Grace Darmond, who was seen opposite Mr. Williams in " In the Balance," plays the leading feminine role.
" The Home Trail " is the third of the
pictures with Nell Shipman and Alfred
Whitman as a team. Their first was " The
Wild Strain," by George Randolph Chester
and Lillian Chester, and the second " Cavanaugh of Forest Rangers," which is to be
released in February. The mysterious Mojave Desert supplies the locale for the
story of " The Home Trail," which is
laid in the early seventies, and William
Wolbert, who is directing it, is said to have
picked his locations with the same remarkable care as he did in the case of
" The Flaming Omen," one of the most
artistic productions Vitagraph has put
forth in a year.

World
Sets
Cross Bearer"
Release Date
IT was announced last week that " The
Bearer " is said to be an authentic reproduction of the Louvain Cathedral, in which
Cross Bearer," in seven reels, will be
Cardinal Mercier is celebrating mass when
released by World Pictures, Brady Made,
on March 18.
the German forces rush- in and take possession, ejecting the congregation, piling up
This picture play has Cardinal Mercier
as its principal personage and Belgium as the seats and setting fire to them, and
afterward making a barracks of the edifice.
its setting. It is to be issued upon the •»
regular World program at regular World
prices, in keeping with the fixed policy of Stanley Theatres Use l>ocal
this corporation.
Events
"The Cross Bearer" will be the third
The management of the Stanley theatre
special feature to be distributed to exhibitors of World Pictures without extra
in Philadelphia, which is imdcr the direction of the Stanley Company, has added
cost. " Rasputin, the Black .Monk," and
" The Burglar " were released similarly, at still another feature to its regular programs. The new attraction is the work
greatly incraesed expenditure on the manuof the Stanley cinema man, who with his
facturer's part. Like these productions
camera secures the pictures of interesting
" The Cross Bearer " was made as a personal venture by William A. Brady anrl happenings in all parts of the city. Every
purchased by the World Film Corporation
day at noon hour the Stanley camera man
for its regular patrons by way of demoncan be foiuid
engaged and
in " picturizing
the
crowds
at Broad
Chestnut. " The
strating that big features can be brought
within the reach of program houses.
screen at the Stanley theatre soon afterward reveals the fruits of his endeavors.
One of the big scenes of " The Cross

" Hidden

Purpose
" Released
January 27

The next Paramount-Mack Sennett comedy, entitled " His Hidden Purpose," will
be released January 27. This comedy, it
is announced, is a regular Laura Jean
Libby melodrama turned into a merridrama disclosing the persecuted heroine,
the hampered hero, the yWe villain and the
sclieniing father.
There art three elopements in " His
Hidden Purpose," as well as several good
all-around fights, a few kidnappings and a
"smashing" clever climax. Marie Prevost
pla\s the Girl. Chester Conkling the Villain, Gene Rogers the Father, Neal Burns
the Sweetheart, and Frank Cooper the
Boarding House Keeper.
Jacksonville Sends Praise
to Zukor
In a telegram to Adolph Zukor, president
of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
concerning " The Seven Swans," with Marguerite Clark, the Jacksonville Chambes of
Commerce said : " Marguerite Clark in
' Seven Swans ' viewed by leading citizens, public bodies and committee from our
Chamber of Commerce. Paeans of praise
from all. Permit us in our humble way to
express our everlasting gratitude to J.
Searle Dawley for his quick and accurate
perception of Florida scenery in ' Seven
Swans.' It is a masterpiece. Florida has
ever been the sought-for land of romance
since 1492. 'Seven Swans' will go down
in art of mirrored reflections as the eighth
wonder
world." of the picture
Some of
of the
the art
exteriors
were secured at Jacksonville.
Kerrigan New Picture
Ready Shortly
J. Warren Kerrigan, whose first Paralta play, "A Man's Man," has been released, will be seen in the near future in
his second Paralta play, "The Turn of a
Card," from the pen of Frederick Chapin,
which will be released by the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, the first of Feltruarx-.
The production was made under tlie direction of Oscar Apfel and photographed
by L. Guy Wilkey, both of whom assisted
plays.
in theraltamaking
of Kerrigan's former Pa-
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"Beauty
and
the
Mary Miles Minter Is Star of New
American-Mutual which Is Scheduled for January 28 — George
Periolat in Cast

A Bright Moment Production
in " Mrs. Slacker," a Pathe

Hyland

Feature from
February 3

Pathe

Peggy Hyland in a Gold Rooster play,
a serial episode, two-reel series ; drama
and a Lloyd comedy, are announced on
Pathe's' program for February 3. Miss
Woman,"
"ThefiveOther
in in
is starredplay
aHyland
Gold Rooster
reels produced
by the Astra Film Corporation.
Doris Kenyon stars in the eleventh episode of " The Hidden Hand," the title of
which is " Trapped by Treachery," with
Sheldon Lewis, Arhne Pretty and Mahlon
Hamilton, produced in two reels by Pathe.
Ruth Roland appears with Frank Mayo
in the third drama of *the series, "The
Price of Folly." The title is " The Catspaw."
Harold Lloyd stars in " The Lamb," a
comedy in one reel, produced by Rolin.
"Picturesque Brittany" (Huelgoat),
Pathe colored travel and " Bonnets of
Brittanj%" Pathe colored educational,
form a split reel.
This program also has an International
cartoon and educational split reel, and
Hearst-Pathe News No. 12 and No. 13.
Lyons-Moran Comedies on
Regular List
Universal announced this week that the
Lyons and Moran comedies, with Gladys
Tennyson as leading woman, will shortly
be listed among Universal's regular offerings. "Hooverizing the Home " and
" Home Talent " have been completed, the
domestic nature of the titles being continued in the work now in progress to be
called " Home Again," with " Home Sweet
Home " to follow.

IN Mary Miles Minter's next AmericanMutual production, titled "Beauty and
the Rogue," which will be released on the
Mutual schedule January 28, this star will
appear in a role quite different from any
character she has yet portrayed. Mutual
claims.
As Bobbie Lee, the unsophisticated
daughter of a wealthy and doting father,
she is interested in the work of an " uplift" society and is imposed upon by an
ex-burglar who works on her sympathies
and promises to " go straight." He did
" go straight " away, but only after he had
taken her jewels, some of which , he sold
to the young chap who had fallen in love
with " Bobbie," and the j'Oimg fellow was
pinched as the thief when he presented
" Bobbie " with her own brooch.
George Periolat, who plays the father,
will have his first opportunity for aeons to
wear real human clothes, as heretofore he
has been camouflaged as decrepid misers,
crazy sea-captains, bibulous beach-combers,
and old man roles, until the public has
almost forgotten what he looks like.
The Strand Comedy, released January
29, stars Billie Rhodes in a peppery farce
titled " Somebody's Widow." Billie poses
as the inconsolable young widow of a vicMrs. Wilson Views Picture
Artcraft Pictures Corporation this week
announced that R. W. Barren, of Artcraft
Exchange in Washington, wired to the effect that Mrs. Woodrow Wilson, wife of
the President, visited a picture theatre last
week in which " A Modern Musketeer,"
with Douglas Fairbanks, was being shown.
Runs for Three Weeks
Goldwyn this week announced that Manager J. A. Quinn of the Rialto theatre in
Los Angeles extended the run of Mae
Marsh in " The Cinderella Man " to three
weeks.

Ready

Mary Miles Minter, a Dainty Dansuese in
" Beauty and the Rogue," for American-Mutual
tim of the sea, in order to captivate a
bumptious young scenario writer who is immune to feminine charms.
The " Mutual Weekly," the topical news
reel, is released on Tanuar\' 28.
Fox

Chooses Names for
Features
Announcement has been made by William Fox of the selection of titles for
three of the productions heretofore announced for release under temporary'
names. Two of these are Fox Special Features which will be released next week and
the other is a Standard Picture.
Jewel Carmen's next appearance, her
second as a star, will be made February17 in "The Girl with the Champagne
Tom Mix will be seen February 24 as
the clean-up man of Bannack, a Western
town, in " Six-Shooter Andy."
The Standard Picture which is for release January 27 has previously been carried
under the temporary title of " From
the Eyes."
Depths," but is to be released as " The
Forbidden Path." It was made under the
direction of J. Gordon Edwards and is
said to be an indictment of the attitude
of society on the question of the double
moral standard.

" In Wrong " Released
General Film

Pathe Releases Another
Russian Film
Pathe's feature release for the week
beginning January 20, was " The Cloven
Tongue," a Russian Art Film in five parts
with a cast composed of players of the
Moscow Art theatre, including Nadya
Lesienka, P. A. Baksheef, N. V. Panoff
and Sophie Karabana.

Rogue"

George Walsh, the Fox Star, Goes a Few
Rounds With Bruin in " Jack Spurlock — Prod-

by

Jaxon Film Corporation's current Finn
and Haddie comedy release through General Film is " In Wrong." Walter Stahl
and Billy Ruge, the two funmakers of this
series, furnish some fast slapstick comedy
in this subject.
" The Fatal Shot " is the next Finn and
Haddie subject to be released by General
Film.
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New

Motion
Jewel

Comes

"•The Doctor and the Woman " Was
Directed by Lois Weber, with
Mildred Harris as Star —
Private Show First
FOLLOWING in the wake of the announcement byJewel of the success
of Mildred Harris in " The Price of a
Good Time," it is this week made known
b}' that organization that the next feature
produced by Lois Weber and starring Mildred Harris will be released March 4,
under title " The Doctor and the Woman."
" The Doctor and the Woman " is an
adaptation of Mary Roberts Rinchart's
novel, " K," and tells a stor>' of the
struggles of a great surgeon to regain the
confidence lost after the failure of several operations on which he was considered aworld-wide authority.
Through a series of coincidences in which
he plays father confessor to various perKeystone

on

March

4

sons in trouble, " K," as the mysterious
doctor is known, saves the life of his rival
by the same operation that previously
proved his undoing, his former failures
explained by the confession of a jealous
nurse. " K " finds happiness in a newfound love of which he had been totally
oblivious and again devotes his life to the
ills of mankind.
True Boardman, is entrusted with the
role of " K," while Albert Rosco, Zella
Caull, Carl Miller and others make up the
balance of the cast.
The picture is said, to be one of Miss
Weber's most appealing productions, and
in point of photography and unusual titling
is considered her masterpiece.
A private showing will be arranged this
week for exhibitors in the metropolitan
territorj', after which the Jewel sales orbookings. ganization will be ready for New York

Players

Work
In New
Comedies
new
surroundings.
The
cast includes Rae
PRODUCTION activities amongst Triangle-Keystoners are keeping up a Godfrey, Chris Richards, Sylvia Ashton,
Charley Force and Dorothy Hagar.
merrjpace, according to latest reports
of
developments.
Director Charles Avery set another
Triangle-Keystone director, Herman
high-speed mark when he completed his
Raymaker, has begun the filming of a latest one-reel comedy, " A Good Elk," in
comedy, " A Pla>nvright's Wrong," in less than two days.
which a cast headed by Billy Franey and
Triangle-Keystone director Reggie MorMaud Wayne will be featured. Others in
ris is suffering with a slight attack of the
the cast are Ward Caulfield, Dora
grippe and will probably rest for a week
Rodgers, Milton Sims, Lloyd Bacon and
or two. During the absence of Morris,
Martin Kinney.
there will be no delay in the extensive
work which Director of comedy produc"A
mad
muddle
of
money
and
mud
"
is
the. theme around which has been woven
tion, Albert Glassmire, has planned. Ferris Hartman has t^ken over the two-reel
a Triangle-Keystone comedy scream,
" Slinging It," under the direction of Wilcomedy which was prepared for Morris's
liam Beaudinc. Ray Griffith and Max
next picture and is rehearsing a big company. Work of filming this production
Asher, as promoters of a get-rich-quick
scheme, head a well-known list of mirthwill be well under way this week.
provokers including Peggy Pearce, Lallah
Hart, Jim Donnelly, Frank Opperman,
Harry Depp, Fritz Schade, Fred Mack and
You are not going to war. The men who
J. Henderson.
are need all the comforts you can give them.
A comedy crook plaj', which Harry EdHelp them get cigarettes. That is your
wards isdirecting, entitled " A Rough Diapatriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
mond "' is Hearing completion.
"smokes" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
McQuire is a jewelry clerk, whose Paddy
light- be a slacker!
fingered habits cannot be forgotten in his

" The

Picture

News

Rogue," Late Billy
West Comedy

BILLY WEST is now completing the
latest King Bee-Billy West comedy at
the company's studio, at Hollywood. It is
in two leasereels
titled, " 15;
The Ethel
Rogue."
Redate isand
February
Burton,
who played opposite Billy West in the
first four King Bee comedies produced,
has been engaged to take principal comedienne roles in future productions. She
has played in Vitagraph, World and Vim
comedies.
next
release.She will appear in Billy West's
It is announced by the King Bee Films
Corporation that the Standard theatre,
Broadway and 91st street, New York, featured on its musical program for the week
of January
14, the
latest West.
" King Bee "
waltzes,
composed
by Billy
More

Energy Behind Serial
Films
Carl Laemmle, president and director
general of Universal Film Manufacturing
Co., is applying more energy, it is announced, to the production of serials than
ever before in the history of that organization. It has, previously, been Universal's
rule to finish the release of one chapterserial before starting to circulate its succes orbut
; now serials will overlap serials
throughout the coming year.
Under the new plan, Eddie Polo and
Vivian
Reed's serial,
" The 4,Bull's
starts circulation
February
when Eye
Ben"
Wilson and Neva Gerber's adventures in
" The Mystery Ship " has reached its
eleventh episode. Work has already begun
on " The Lion's Claws " in which Marie
Walcamp will be presented under the direction of Jacques Jaccard who also produced
" The Red Ace " and " Liberty, A Daughter
of the U. S. A." serials in which Miss
Walcamp furnished chapter sensations during the past year.
Stanley Circuit Books
" Bud's Recruit "
" Bud's Recruit," the boy-patriotic-comedy from a Judge Brown story for General Film, has been booked for eighteen
days in the Stanley Circuit of Philadelphia, following a two-day showing at the
Stanley theatre, according to Branch Manager Samuels of that city.
The picture is the first of the two-reel
subjects which Judge Brown is producing
for General, and others to follow will have,
it is said, the juvenile type of comedy.
"Troublemakers" Makes
Philadelphia Record
According to an announcement this week
from William Fox, "Troublemakers," the
Fox comedy-drama with Jane and Katherine Lee, Fox
" BabyforGrands,"
as starsfores-a
tablished arecord
big business

the Wharton
from with
a Painting
Are Being
for " The
Serial
King Baggot
and Used
Marguerite
SnowEagle's Eye."

week's run at Philadelphia's leading picture theatre, the Palace, during the week
January 7-12. Seven performances every
day were given, and at five of these the S.
H. O. sign was needed.
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Laemmle Changes
and Titles

Plays

Changes in both plays and titles are announced by Managing Director Carl
Laemmle for the February program of
Bluebirds. The stars involved include
Monroe Salisbury, Mae Murray, Carmel
Myers and Franklyn Farnum.
■ Here is the final arrangement for February : " The Wife He Bought " will be
presented by Carmel Myers week starting
February 4.
" Hands Down " will have Monroe Salisbury as its star, released February 11, Ruth
Clifford being featured as Mr. Salisbury's
leading lady.
" The Morals of an Actress " is a Robert
Leonard production to be presented by Mae
Murray, February 18.
" The Rough Lover," to be presented by
Franklyn Farnum, February 25, has been
previously referred to under its original
title, " Breeze Bolton Blows In," a published
story by Joseph F. Poland.
Allotments of Bluebirds for March are
tentatively forecasted " thus : March 4,
Carmel Myers, in " The Green Seal " ;
March 11, Monroe Salisbury, in " Hungry
Eyes " ; March 18, a Dorothy Phillips production,Her
"
Fling " ; March 25, Mae
Murray, in " The Eleventh Commandment."
" Forbidden Path " Comes
January 27
Theda Bara's next Standard Picture for
William Fox, according to an announcement from the Fox offices, will be released
under title of " The Forbidden Path " on
January 27. The photoplay has been completed at the Fox studios in Fort Lee,
N. J., and is the first film Miss Bara has
made since her return from California,
where " Cleopatra," " The Rose of Blood "
and " Du Barry " were put into celluloid.
J. Gordon Edwards, who has directed all
of the Theda Bara super-productions, was
in charge of the new drama. Adrian
Johnson was the author of the scenario.

"My

Wife

" Announced
Release

for

The Empire All-Star Corporation announced this week that its next release is
" My Wife," which stars Ann Murdock.
Rex McDougall will have the part which
was handled in the original stage version
by John Drew." Others in the cast are
Amy Veness, Ferdinand Gottschalk, Hubert
Druce, John Hammond, Grace Carlyle,
Dudley Hill and Carl Sauerman.
" One

More American
for Beban

"

George Beban, following his appearance
as a Frenchman in " Jules of the Strong
Heart," will be presented in " One More
American " by Paramount, and will return
to his well-known character of an Italian.
The story for " One More American "
was written by William C. DeMille, who
directed the picture.

Triangle Arranges Feature with Darrell Foss and Teddy Sampson
for January
Guinan Picture 27
Also— Scheduled
AS

its motion picture feature of chief
interest for the week of January 27,
Triangle has listed " Her American
Husband," which it announces as a reversal
of
the story andbetwen
play, "theMadame
Butterfly."
Intermarriage
white and
yellow
races is the theme, and Triangle claims it is
timely enough to draw more than usual attention.
Darrell Foss, in " Her American Husband," is cast as the profligate young millionaire, and Teddy Sampson has the part
of Cherry Blossom, a Japanese girl. The
picture was directed by E. Mason Hopper.
Texas Guinan will make her next appearance on the screen the latter part of the
same week in " The Gun Woman," in which
she is cast as the proprietress of a saloon
and dance hall in the early west. She becomes the victim of a bandit's duplicity,
and it is then that the Bostonian, a Wells
Fargo detective working incognito on his
trail, wins her love and confidence. How
the call of love comes into the sordid life
of an apparently evil woman, is shown in
this drama of a woman's regeneration.
Edwin Brady, the Bostonian, has appeared in " Wild Sumac " and " Indiscreet
Corinne." Francis McDonald, who played
in Alma Ruebens support in " I Love You,"
departs from the conventional tricks of the
heavy and has the part of the highwayman.
Frank Borzago. is credited with the direction of this production.
The Keystone comedy, " Ruined by a
Dumbwaiter," is also to be released for the
week of January 27, and there's said to be

a climax in it that kicks cords of chortles
and roars of riotous laughter from funproof fiends and the observer has just
strength enough left to get home and tell
the folks.
" A Butler Bust Up " and " Too ManyHusbands " are one-reel Triangle Komedies
included in the week's release.
Miss Phillips' Features
Independent
Although they will continue to be released through Bluebird exchanges, photoplays in which Dorothy Phillips stars will,
hereafter, be special atractions, to be desigProductions."
There nated
willas " beDorothy
no brandPhillips
designation,
and the
method of handling the pictures will apply
as though they were independent productions without being any part of the regular
Bluebird program.
" The Grand Passion," lately introduced
to the screen for the first time at the
Broadway theatre. New York, will be the
initial " Dorothy Phillips Production " to
reach exhibitors under the new plan.
Help Is Short in Omaha
The fifteen Omaha, Neb., exchanges report difficulty
getting
help. "whether
I take
whatever
comes inalong,
no matter
experience
has had
said
one manager.
Others
complainor ofnot,"^
an
the applicant
underhanded campaign to steal their employes bythe offer of a higher salary. The
managers say the salaries being paid exchange employes are now higher than they
have ever been. Stenographers are worst
needed.
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Motion

Reels

and

Conversation

\\ riter Figures That Majority of
Audience Is Feminine, and Declares Something to Make
Them IsTalk
Is ^^"hat
Needed

thing you, Mr. Exhibitur, waiU
above everything else is to send >oiir
patrons away talking about the pictures,
and so interested that the\' will continue
to discuss them at the family dinner table,
at the next lunch hour, at the knitting bee.
Especially at the knitting bee. For seventytive per cent of your house is feminine,
and it is the women, with their greater
leisure, who come back matinee after matinee, lured by the memory of what they or
their friends have enjoyed at your theatre.
Have you considered the Screen Magazine as a topic of conversation? Perhaps
you are not familiar with it— confuse it,
as a matter of fact, with the news reel.
Except that its subjects are of more or
less timely interest, it resembles a news
reel only as " Every Week," for instance,
resembles the front page of the daily paper. It has from three to five subjects
only, one of them usually a cartoon or
other humorous element, and the subjects
are such as appeal by their intimate interest or novel and picturesque character
to every man, woman, and cTiild. Here,
for example, are some of the topics treated
ONE

Arnold Daly In Starred in " My Own United
Statet." a Prohman Picture

Picture

News

" Punch " and " thrill " are all very well,
and to an extent necessary. The drawing
power of the star will remain as long as
the power of personality intrigues curiosity. But unrelieved by the wholesome
flavor of every-day life these romantic elements tend to pall and become stale. Add
to the enthralling feature and the laughprovoking comedy the screen magazine. It
will enhance the interest of your other
films by contrast, it will offer in itself just
that element needed to make the whole
program humanly real ; it will, more than
any other part of the program, remain in
the memory of the spectators and reappear
in their daily talk. " Our best people " use
it and like it. Can you afford to be anything else than the best?
C. DeL. Berg.

Pictographs Show Women
m War Work
A series on " Women In the World of
Work " is announced by the Bray Studios.
Inc., as a part of the Paramount-Bray
Pictograph,
the "ismagazine
screen."in
The first issue
scheduledof totheappear
the 103rd release, for which Anne Haviland, who distills perfume from flowers,
furnished the story.
This series will run over a period of
weeks, and each installment will be a complete story in itself.

The Universal Bones
Screen inMagazine
Motion Shows Living
during the past two months in the three
screen magazines now on the market. We
list them in columns so that you can see
at a glance the field they cover :
For the Men
Fighting Forest Fires
Niagara Supplements the Coal Fields
Training Firemen Recruits
Army Doctors Detect Slackers
New Catskill Water Works
For the Women
The New Art of Dress
The Meatless Meat Loaf
The Iccless Ice Box
-Making Perfumes at Home
Boxing for Women
For the Children
Uncle Sam's Pig Clubs
Making Trench Candles
Training Police Horses
How Crystals Form
besides such subjects of universal interest as the Movement of the Human Body
under the X-Ray, the X-Ray in Dentistry,
With the Property Man Behind the Scenes,
and the fascinating illustrations of mechanical processes animated by J. F. Levenihal, which are in a class by themselves.
The screen magazines to which we refer
are the Paramount-Bray Pictograph, the
Universal Screen Magazine, and the Argus
Pictorial, released by the Pathe Exchange.
Each differs in character as good magazines differ, yet each is eminently suited
to add that element of pleasing novelty desired Ijy the careful exhibitor.

Zeppelins

In AniShown
mated Weekly

In the Universal Animated Weekly No. 7,
two monster Zeppelins are shown, according to announcement this week from Jack
Cohn's Universal office. One of these German air machines is shown as a skeleton,
and the other is shown complete in detail.
Other features of Universal Animated
Weekly No. 7 include interesting pictures
of the construction of wooden ships at
Houston, Texas.
War Pictures Flalf of
Mutual Weekly
News pictures from Europe made up a
half of No. 4 of the Gaumont-Mutual
Weekly, which was released on Sunday,
January 20. Photographs are shown of the
new French Cabinet, headed by M. George
Clemcnccau, Premier and Minister of War,
and of the Allied War Conference, composed of special ambassadors of the Allies
which met in Paris to establish a better
unity of control in the conduct of the war.
War

Scenes Stand High
with Public
Jack Cohn, of Universal Current Events
and the Universal Animated Weekly,
claims that from a survey he has caused
to be made the result justifies his declaration that of all war pictures from the various fronts there is no series holding
higher place in the estimation of the public
than those of the Current Events and
.Animated Weeklj'.
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THE

NEWS WEEKLIES
OFFER
Hearst-Pathe
News space
No. 6 tois fine
an especially
good
number,
giving much
pictures taken
in Arabia, where the nomads of the desert are
rallying to the cause of the Allies and democracy.
A mass of men storming a rugged height is particularly effective, while the camel trains that
convey the wounded to a dressing station are
an odd contrast to our smoothly moving motor
ambulances.
Festival
furnishes
a number
of Pasadena's
floats whoseRose
warlike
character
is veiled
in the
floral wealth that decks them. The white linen
costumes of the Red Cross women who march
in the procession is a token of sunny skies and
warm weather in that happy land.
Unusual close-ups of the production of oil at
Lake Charles, La., give an idea of the cfiaracter
of the crude product and the means taken to
renderlines.
it sufficiently liquid to flow through the
pipe
The two weeklies issued by the Universal Company maintain their lively and interesting character. Space is given to the Arabian scenes and
the Pasadena
Festival, but exclusive
are offered by Current Events No. 36 infeatures
a fire
scene on the Pacific Coast, theatrical in
catastrophe, in an exciting horse race at Newits
Orleans, and in pictures of the Alaskan
huskies "in now pulling sledges to save the
wounded
snows of the Vosges Mountains.
Animated the
Weekly No.
7 starts off with iceboating on the Shrewsbury, and shows
us, in
aIS number of striking scenes, just what Chicago
struggling with in her shroud of snow. An
exclusive feature of great interest is the giant
Zeppelin recently brought
down by French aviators after
it had made
" successful raid " on
helpless
London.
Comelya young
ladies from the
cast
of
"
Flo
Flo
"
exhibit
and extravagant apparel. the latest in gorgeous
With a view, doubtless, of varying the monotof the embraces
local snow and 'ice.
Mutual
^o. onyj\Vl
ranging
from Weekly
Jioston Harbor to thescenes
Arabian desert. En frozen
route
the camera stops at the Biltmore
where
young ladies of marvelous agilitv Roof,
display
the
latest wringles in
and skating costumes ;
and at Hoboken skating
and
Junction
City,
Kansas
victims both of destructive fires. At Pasadena
It records the procession of the Tournament of
Roses, and in Eureka, California,
a
theatre which by charging a carrot orpictures
a potato
instead of the usual admission added materially
to the food supply of the needy.
The desert pictures have to do with the departure of French troops from Suez and their
arrival at El Ouedz and the Oasis of Gidda.
They are novel and pleasing.
WEST

POINT— CONCENTRATED
What our young men have gone through and
survived to win the coveted commission is
shown in very interesting fashion in a current
release of the Educational Films Corporation,
" The Making
American
picture,
one reelof inan length,
was Officer."
taken at The
the
Plattsburg Training Camp and covers the entire
day of the student lieutenant from reveille at
5.30 to dress parade.
Breakfast over, the boys wash dishes, survey
and lay out a trench, building up its walls with
"andrevetments
of sandbags
branches, study
practise " the
principles and
of engineering,
lay
and destroy barbed wire, improve their marksmanship with rifle and big gun, and exhibit their
skill in birch tree camouflage.
With a subject of such interest to all Americans, the reel should prove exceedingly popular.
A PUSSY AND A PARROT TOIE
The monkey wasn't there. Probably that is
why
in " Animal
Corporation)
the Drolleries
cat and "the(Educational
parrot chumFilms
together so lovingly. Not so happy, however, is
pussy when introduced to a coiled snake. Mr.
Snake was dead, but Puss didn't know that and
went after him very gingerly with a gentle tap of
the paw and a quick recover. But courage rises
with lack of opposition and Puss e.xhibits a real
temper and fighting spirit.
A ferret with her young, and an otter that
does his best — and worst — to take a bath in a
washbasin,
are other actors in this very amusing
reel.
BIRDS THAT FOLLOW THE SEA
Aquatic birds in their native habitat are the
subjects
of " Birdland
Studies of" the(Educational
Films Corporation).
Snapshots
diver, the
crested crevy and young birds on their nests
are followed by a number of extensive views and
close-ups of cormorants and puffins as they gather
in great swarms on the rocks or alight on the
surf.

Grand

Canyon in Scenic
from General
The current Essanay scenic released
through General Film Company is entitled
" The Two Biggest Things in the World —
The Grand Canyon of Arizona and Canyon
DeChelly." It is said to be an ideal shortlength subject for any program.
QUAINT FRANCE
Here is a story whose truth is vouched for.
A soldier of Brittany standing at attention was
addressed by his officer. The man failed to
respond even when the question was repeated
and the
man's
knowledgequestioned.
of his supposedly
native
tongue
sarcastically
A German
prisoner happened to be standing near and saw
the incident. " Pardon, sir," said he to the officer, "but this man is from Brittany; he does
notThespeak
French." of this corner of France is
remoteness
well illustrated in Pathe's " Picturesque Brittany," a half-reel in color, to which is added,
also in old
color,courtyards
" Bonnets with
of Brittany."
The neat
farms,
their ancient
and
beautiful wells, the lovely wooded ravines and
the odd costumes and headgear form a series of
charming pictures not without humor. The
" bonnets " are of lace or fine lawn, varying from
a tinyin the
cap wind
with toa "a ticker
" appendage
that
flies
dressy tape
confection
resembling
a frosted wedding cake.
WHEN EVEN SCIENCE CHARMS
Argus Pictorial No. 6 (Pathe Exchange) continues its pleasing task of showing the attractive
side of scientific cracksmanship. The first half
of the reel is devoted to those clever artisans
of the American Museum of Natural History
who devise delicate models of insect, plant and
animal life from blown and spun glass, wax,
plaster,
and paint.
o'clocks,"
sea
lettuce, celluloid
starfish and
a horny" Four
crab are
presented
in process of creation.
A short length of film on that queer creature,
the sea horse, who looks like a Greek fable come
to life, follows the above and is accompanied by
pictures of the Stentor, a microscopic fraction of
an
inch longon intherealscreen.
life, but very imposing and
formidable
The principles of physical Adhesion and Cohesion, so common in our daily life that we
fail to consider them, are illustrated by a number
of simple and easily understood experiments.
" THE HOUND OF THE HILLS "
" Once there was a dog who grew too big for
his
Robert
introducing
us tokennel,"
this, thesayslatest
and T.one Bruce
of thein most
beautiful of his scenic pictures, released by the Educational Films Corporation. So he shows us his
famous Dane setting off for adventure in the high
hills. Lying with nose almost' touching the

water, the dog watches the trout that sport in
the
He haswhen
his the
" meatless
Tuesdays
six still
dayspool.
a week,
ptarmigan
prove"
elusive. Through the fragrant pine forests he
takes his way, and up where rough ice is the
only pathway. A motionless figure of bronze,
he watches the sun drop behind the silent hills.
None can see this picture without a throb
of response to the majesty of the great Ijrute
matching his strength against the strength and
splendor of nature.
TFIE LADY OF THE PERFUMES
Not all the women are driving ambulances or
taking the place of men at counter and desk.
A few continue to pursue the professions they
have created by dint of initiative, courage and
hard work, and to preserve in the midst of the
mighty material struggle some of the charm and
beauty of life. In Paramount-Bray Pictograph
No. 102 we meet one such, Anne Haviland. a
girl from Maryland's eastern shore, who in her
own
laboratory
distilstopei'fumes
equalabroad.
to the finest
essences
that used
come from
The
pictures of her at work among the flowers, aided
by
a
real
"mammy"
in
a
bandanna,
are
notably
artistic and pleasing.
Birds are playing a prominent part in this
week's short
and the Bray
contribute somesubjects,
good snapshots
taken Studios
on Pelican
Island, the Federal bird reservation in Florida.
The poor little plucked nestlings just out of the
egg are a sorry sight, but under the care of the
parents, who fly to a distance of fifteen miles to
procure food for them, they soon develop into
lively youngsters able to take care of themselves.
Bobby Bumps's
experiments
with aforhome-made
disappearing
gun are
more notable
their ingenuity than their success.
ILLUSTRATING THE ABOVE
A comfort in the dark hour that comes to us
all when we picture the agony of the battlefield
is a knowledge of the training given the Red
Cross ambulance aides in lifting and caring for
the wounded (Universal Screen Magazine No.
56). The variety of ways in which a helpless
man may be carried so as to avoid giving unnecessary pain to injured members is almost as
surprising as the rapidity and skill with which
the aides put them into practice.
This is one of two serious subjects in this
excellent issue of the Magazine. The other deals
with the timely topic of wooden ship building
and shows the curving hulls from the inside,
views fore and aft, the driving of both metal
and wooden spikes, and the launching of the
completed vessel.
In lighter
are " ofPunch
and Judy Land,"
taken
behind vein
the scenes
the Marionette
theatre
in Greenwich Village, this city, and the making
of the artificial food that is used by the Food
Conservation Committee in its publicity campaign. A Japanese
weed furnishes
out of which
the American
Museum theof material
Natural
History fashions its object lessons, but so skillful
are the craftsmen that, as all of us know who
'nave chanced
on this sirloin
bit of and
Unclesucculent
Sam's advertising, the luscious
bean
are
feet. warranted to deceive at a distance of a dozen
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Gerard's
Screen
" }ily Four Years in Germany," By
James W. Gerard, Now Being
Cut and Edited by Director
Xigh — Facts Revealed
" My Four Years in Germany, Inc.,"
adapted from Ambassador James W. Gerard's book of the same name, has been
completed bj' Director William Nigh, it is
announced.
The picture is said to be big as a theatrical production, and a rare example of the
possibilities of a picture in reproducing
history in the making.
An official of the company said :
" Few diplomats have been so priviledged
during the last few years as Air. Gerard,
and none has borne himself with greater
credit. As long as history shall be written,
Sir Edward Goschen's narrative of his
last interview with the German Chancellor,
the famous ' scrap of paper ' incident,
will be quoted. Mr. Gerard was given the
opportunity during four years to see Germany from within, and in particular to
watch an autocratic and efficient military
machine at work during over two years of
war. His ambassadorship is memorable in
two ways : First, it was made the occasion
for a display of clumsiness, haughtiness

Version
and suspicion on the part Ready
of Germany towards the representative of a powerful
neutral country and secondly
" Mr. Gerard's term is memorable because of his printed record of it. Seldom
before has an ambassador published his
reminiscences immediately upon his retirement. But a new occasion called for
a new precedent. The world wanted an
image of German life, a picture of what
was felt to be the twisted psychology of
the German mind. Mr. Gerard was one
of the few men able to give this, and his
book ' My Four Years in Germany ' has
become one of the most important diplomatic disclosures published during any war.
" To quote the author's words it was
' written because I want to bring home to
our people the gravity of the situation.'
" It has become a striking historical
document, a plain record that none can
misunderstand of the madness of a people
drunk with autocracy, and, incidentally, a
revelation of a cool sagacious ambassador
who was equal to the many demands which
an unexempled situation made upon intelcharacter."
Mr.lect and
Nigh
is now cutting the picture.

Arrow

Warren
Productions
both Ijecause of the character of the organization and the far-sighted policy of
distribution under which they operate. I
have found Arrow Film Corporation's connections the very best and their standing
excellent. So thoroughly convinced ain I
of their sincerity and dcfinitcness of purpose that I have turned over to them both
my negatives, " Souls Redeemed " and
" Weavers of Life."
"There is some unsold territory on the
first picture that will be offered l)y .'\rrow
Film Corporation, while selling work on
my new picture has really not yet been
started. Nathan Gordon bought New England rights, Mr. Franklin Backer has
bought New York State and northern New
Jersey, and the African Film Trust has
taken the South African territory. The
rest of the world is in the hands of Arrow
Film Corporation. I have also concluded
an arrangement with them whereby they
will handle my future productions."

Film to Handle
EDW ARD W ARREN, Edward Warren
Productions, announces that he has
concluded a contract with the Arrow Film
Corporation whereby that company takes
over the marketing of all Warren productions, including future productions, as
well. Mr. Warren in making the announcement, said :
" I have spent one year in observation
and investigation, and in some measure in
experimenting with marketing methods.
Of course, we producers have done little
else in the last three months but mark
time, but the experience has been peculiarly valuable to me in that the conditions
which have obtained in the picture industry
have given us the first real chance wc
have ever had to see the seamy side of
the business and its constituent parts. If
weakness has existed anywhere it has been
disclosed in the confusion of recent
months.
am an never
optimist,
one,
and" I have
for have
one always
minute been
doubted
the future of the picture business; and the
most hopeful note in the varied chorus of
pessimism that has been dinning in our ears
lately is the firm tone of the substantial
men in the industry. And there are a lot
of them — but the organization headed by
W. E. Shallenbcrgcr and Robert W. Priest
has made an especially strong appeal to me

It will be shown first in Washington before the United States officials.

You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Hf'lp them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duly. If you aren't helping in the
"smokes"
be a slacker!campaign, get busy — now. Don't

H. Productions' Comedies Released February ist
W. H. Productions Company announce
that the twenty-eight two-reel Mack Sennett produced comedies, including three
Chaplins, will be released commencing February 1,at the rate of one a week.
The first six subjects have already been
prepared. They are : " A Small Town
Bully," with Mabel Normand, Mack Sennett, Roscoe Arbuckle, and Owen Moore;
" Friendly Enemies," with Syd Chaplin and
Chester Conklin ; " A Polished Villain,"
with Al. St. John, Charles Arling and Mae
Bush ; " His Diving Beauty," with Mabel
Normand, Roscoe Arbuckle and Mack
Swain; "His Bitter Half," with Polly
Moran and Charles Murray ; " The Dynamiter," with Chester Conklin. The advertising matter on each one of these productions will consist of a lobby display of
8 X 10 and 11 x 14 photographs, three and
six sheet posters and special novelty heralds. Information received from a number of the Exchanges that have already acquired the territory for these productions,
is to the effect that exhibitors throughout
the country are waiting for the entire
series, and it is expected that these comedies will go over big.
Wohlfarth
and Westfall
Form Atlantic Film
Martin Wohlfarth and A. E. Westfall,
prominent New Jersey exhibitors and salesmen, announce that they have established
the Atlantic Film Company, with offices in
the Leavitt Building, 126 West Fortj'-sixth
street. New York, and will exploit productions on the independent market in the
New Jersey territory. Mr. Wohlfarth is
the owner of the Atlantic theatre, Spring

Lake, N.
J., andin Mr.
W-'estfall
wellknown
salesman
the New
Jerseyis territory. Their first offering is " Mother," the
McClure picture produced under the direction
George
Loane
Tucker,
bethof Risdon
in the
featured
role.with ElisaFirst Two

Jester Comedies

Exploited
William Steiner, Jester Comedy Company, left last week for an extended trip
through the country, in the interest of the
" show you " policy inaugurated by the
company recently. He will show to the
trade of the various cities which he will
visit, the first two-part Jester Comedies,
featuring Twcde-Dan, the " International
mirth maker." The comedies are titled,
" The Recruit," and "His Golden Romance." The Arrow Film Corporation,
sales representatives, Shallenberger and
Priest, have bought the foreign rights to
these comedies.

February

England Gives " The
Belgian " Welcome
U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation's
feature, " The Belgian," produced by Sidney Olcott, attracted a gathering of more
than 400 exhibitors and buyers of New
England when this feature was shown by
A. Lincoln Ehrgott, the booking company's
representative in the New England district,
with headquarters in the Globe Feature
Film Corporation, 20 Winchester street, in
Boston, last week. Optimistic reports concerning conditions in that territory have
been resumed by Lynn S. Card, general
sales manager of the booking corporation.
He said:
" Despite the recent depression that
reached its lowest ebb around the holidays
there has come a big improvement in local
conditions, and I anticipate a big volume of
business on " The Belgian." New England
exhibitors are becoming more optimistic.
New

Thomas Kelly Becomes
Wolf berg Representative
Thomas P. Kelly, formerly connected
with Pathe, Paramount and Artcraft sales
forces, is now a member of the Harris P.
Wolf berg Attractions, Pittsburgh,' it is
announced. Mr. Kelly will be Harris P.
Wolf berg. Attractions' Pennsylvania representative. For the past several months Mr.
Kelly has been located in Detroit. He iswell known in the Pennsylvania territory
and will devote his activities to work in
the Northwestern section of that State.
Mr. Kelly said:
" I am convinced that the principle behind the Wolfberg exchanges is several
seasons in advance of the game. I think
in a short time the entire industry will be
working along the same line. I notice the
recent Metro appeal to exhibitors to choose
pictures independently and I think the big
field in the future is the independent field."
Barbara Castleton in
Brenon Film
In addition to Bert Lytell, who plays
the stellar role, and William E. Shay as
Wertheimer, a number of players have
been added to the cast of Herbert
Srenon's production of "False Faces," or
the sequel to " The Lone Wolf," now
■being
at the Brenon Studios on
Hudson filmed
Heights.
Barbara Castleton heads the list as
■Cecelia Brooke, the leading feminine role.
Alfred Hickman, who has taken prominent roles in a number of Brenon pictures, will be seen again as Eckstrom,
which character he created in the film
adaptation of "The Lone Wolf." W. L.
Abinsrdon is also a prominent member of
the cast, while others who will be seen
are Earle Brunswick, Henry Koser, Logan
Paul, Franklin Murray and Joseph Scott.
Film
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Stars Seen in " The
Crucible of Life "
" The Crucible of Life," the latest sevenpart war drama which Genejal Enterprises.
Inc., are offering for State riyht distribution, is an adaptation of Hartley Campbell's famous melodrama of " Fairfax." a

THE

INDEPENDENT

FIELD

Territorial Sales Reported During

TICKER

the Past Week

Production
Buyer
Territory
"The 13th Labor of Hercules" (Cinema Distributing Corporation) Celebrated Plaj'crs Film
Company, Chicago Illinois
"Enlighten Thy Daughter"
(Inter-Ocean)
(Through Paris Office) France, Belgium, Switzerland, Italy, Egypt, Spain,
"The Warrior" (General
Portugal, Greece, Balkans.
Enterprises, Inc.)
Allen Film Corporation,
Chicago
Louisiana, Mississippi.
"Mother" (General Enterprises, Inc-.) Allen Film Corporation,
Chicago
Louisiana, Mississippi.
" The Birth of Democracy "
(Export and Import Film
Co.)
Merit Film Company, New
York
New York City, Northern
"The Birth of Democracy"
New Jersey
(Export and Import Film
Co.)
Modem Feature Film Company, New York
New York State
"The Birth of Democracy"
(Export and Import Film
Co.)
Ohio Ivan Distributing
Company, Cleveland Ohio.
" The Birth of Democracy "
(Export and Import Film
Co.)
Boston
Photoplay Company, Boston New England Territory.
"The Birth of Democracy"
(Export and Import Film
Co.)
M. and R. Feature Film
Companj', San Francisco. . California, Nevada, Arizona.
"The Lust of the Ages"
Great Britain.
"The Lust of the Ages "... Monet Film Company, Paris. Spain, France.
Shorty Hamilton Series of
Comedies (Clifford Photoplay Company) Nathan H. Gordon, Boston.. New England Territory.
" Shame "

Nathan Hirsh, New York . . New York, New Jersey.

"The Eyes of the World"
(Arrow Film Corp.) Charles

H.

Haystead, To-

" Ramona "

H.

Haystead, To-

Charles

"The Two-Gun Man" in
"The Bargain" (W. H.
Productions)
Phil Goldstone, Omaha

ronto Canadian Rights.
ronto Canadian Rights.
Michigan, Kentucky.

Twenty-eight Sennett Produced Comedies (W. H.
Productions)
L. C. Baxley (Malinee Film
Co., Dallas, Tex
Texas, Arkansas.
Jersey. and Northern
" The Natural Law "
Elk Photoplay Co
NewNew York
country-wide legitimate success for many
years. Messrs. Sawyer and Lubin have
succeeded in securing the original stage
Fairfax
in therole
person
Frank
O'Connor
for the same
in theof tilm
version.
iMr.

Witching
Hour has
" and
" God's role.
Man." Edwin Vosburgh
the heavy
The feature has been booked for a
Broadway run at the Park theatre and
will open at that house on January 27.

O'Connor portrayed this particular part
for many years. Featured in the leading
female role is Grace D'Armond. at present
featured
by Vitagraph.
D'Armondin
will
be remembered
for her}\Iiss
appearance
the Technicolor production, '' The Gulf Between." Jack Sherrill has the juvenile role.
Mr. Sherrill's last work was in " The

You are not going to vcar. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
''smokes" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
be a slacker!

Motion
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Brenon

Plans

for

Herbert

Brenon, Who Has Established Himself and Company in
Independent Field, Announces
Plans for Year

HERBERT BRENON in announcing
his plans for the current year paves
the way for even a more successful year
than he as a director and independent producer experienced the past year. During
the past year Mr. Brenon established himself as one of the most successful independent producers in the market. He first
secured complete control of the corporation
hearing his name and acquired all other
interests. Next, he purchased the fully
equipped studios and laboratories at Hudson Heights, N. J., which he had been occupying since their construction. He then
established his own distribution organization, with offices at No. 509 Fifth avenue,
New York City..
This perfected his " director-to-exhibitor " plan. It gave him absolute control
of a production, from the selection of the
script and player to the time the finished
product reached the exhibitor. It permits him to make a production and send
it to the public exactly as he believes it
should go.
Following the establishment of this independent concern, Mr. Brenon announced
his plans for the present year. He has
just completed Rujpert Hughes's melodrama of New York life, "Empty Pockets."
He then produced Jerome K. Jerome's
'■ The Passing of the Third Floor Back,"
with Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson in
his beloved role of the Stranger. He announces as forthcoming productions. Hall
Caine's famous novel, " The Woman Thou
Gavest Me," and Edward Knoblock's
fanciful romance of old Bagdad, " Kismet." In the latter, Otis Skinner will make
his first appearance as an exponent of the
silent drama.
Another forthcoming production will be
" The False Faces," Louis Joseph Vance's
continuation of the adventures of " The

Current
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Year

Lone \\ oil," which has been running in the
Saturday Evening Post. Bert Lytell, who
scored in "'The Lone Wolf" will reappear in the leading role. AH these plans
are being faithfully carried out.
The distribution of " Emptj^ Pockets "
is being handled b^' the First National Exhibitors' Circuit. The cast includes Bert
Lytell, Malcolm Williams, Barbara Castleton, Mile. Ketty Galanta, Peggy Betts and
Susan Willa.
"The Passing of the Third Floor Back"
is practically completed. Sir Johnston
Forbes-Robertson is supported by George
Le Gucre, Molly Pearson, Mile. Galanta,
Alfred Hickman, Ricca Allen, Ben Graham and Sydney Golden in the principal
roles. This production will be presented to
the public in the very near future.
Mr. Brenon will personally direct every
production, making four or five photoplays in the course of a year. The Brenon
plant is one of the most thoroughly
equipped studios in the East. There are
two large and model studio buildings,
laboratories, administration building and
garage. Both the studios and laboratories
have ever\' modern and up-to-date appliance for the taking of film.
The Brenon Distributing Corporation is
now handling the territory of New York
State and Northern New Jersey. S. J.
Berman, one of the best known exchange
managers in this field of motion pictures,
is sales manager for the distributing organization.
" I realize more fully today than ever
before, and I think, every manufacturer
should realize it now, if he hasn't before,
that unless the exhibitor gets a square deal,
the entire motion picture industry must
collapse," he said. " Huge intermediate
profits must cease. In making pictures, it
will always be my policy to keep in close
touch with the man who shows the picture to the public. The exhibitor cannot be
fooled b)' flamboyant advertising. He is
going to look at his box-office statement
and nothing else."

First Jester Comedies
Featuring Twede-Dan
Two comedies of two reels each are
and " In and Out." The Jester Comedies
ready for release by the Jester
are offered on a straight out-and-out booking system. Mr. Steiner said:
Comedy Company. This company has entered the producing field only recently. It
" So strong is my confidence in the qualis said by those who have seen the first
itj- of the comedies to be offered that I
two comedy releases, that they contain a have inaugurated a ' show you ' policy
before buying or booking in order that
comedy punch in every scene. Twede-Dan,
each exhibitor can see for himself exknown as the International mirth maker,
is the featured comedian.
actly what is coming and has the right
of refusal if it docs not meet with his
Recently a private showing to a number
approval. It is not the intention of the
of out-of-town buyers was given and they
pronounced them to be good, live comedies.
Jester Comedy Company to force by contract the use of Jester Comedies on exIt is announced that the exclusive rights
hibitors. Jester Comedies will be ofto two years' output of these comedies
fered on a straight out-and-out open bookwere secured by several of the buyers for
their territory. The names of the buyers
ing sj'Stem.
" Twede-Dan, the featured comedian,
have not been announced.
possesses all the elements demanded by an
The Jester Company will release one
exacting public and a range of charactwo-reel comedy every month, the first
terizations that are almost limitless. I
released on the 15th of February and
predict that he will rank as one of the
titled " The Recruit," to be followed by foremost comedians ever presented to the
" His Golden Romance," " All ' Fur ' Her " motion picture public."

Jean Sothern, Who Is Starring in
" Peg o' the Sea "
Jean Sothern Feature Given
Good Reception
Sterling Pictures Corporation announce
the sale of their State right feature, " Peg
o' the Sea," starring Jean Sothern, for
more than fifty per cent of the entire
United States in the past ten days. Herbert R. Ebenstein, manager of sales for
Sterling Pictures Corporation is now en
route on a selling trip to Detroit, Chicago,
Memphis, Kansas City and St. Louis. He
announces a big demand for features that
can be rented at reasonable prices and
finds an enthusiastic reception for the
" Sterling System."
Stevens Gets Rights to Hall
Films
Charles Stevens, president of the Superfeatures, Ltd., one of the largest of the
Canadian independent distributing concerns, has returned to his home in Toronto
after having obtained from Frank Hall,
president of the U. S. Exhibitors' Booking
Corporation, the franchise for the Canadian
distributing privileges to all subjects released by his organization.
Mr. Stevens has already established offices in Montreal and Toronto and another
at St. John, through which the Alaritime
provinces are covered. J. C. Crosby is in
charge of the Toronto exchange, L. M.
Kissock is head of the Montreal offices and
M. J. Brown handles the bookings in the
maritime exchange.
Inter-Ocean Film Reports
Successful Sales
M. S. Epstin, travelling representative
of the Cinema Distributing Corporation,
who has returned from Chicago, reports
the sale of "The 13th Labor of Hercules,
the twelve-reel series of the Panama-Pacific Exposition, to Celebrated Players Film
Company of Chicago for Illinois.
The Inter-Ocean Film Corporation reports the sale of " Enlighten Thy Daughter" through their Paris office for the
following territory : France, Belgium,
Switzerland, Italy, Egypt, Spain, Portugal,
Greece, the Balkan countries and their colonies.

February
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Juggling Western
a Clock Import
Is But One
IncidentWhich
in " Controls
Mickey," the
Starring
Mabel
Normand.on the
H. Right
Winik, of the
Company,
Feature,
Is Shtiwn

Mickey"
City
Run
story, the perfect
cast and the
general
Western
Import CompanyTo
Promise Have
harmonious conditions prevailing in the
Early Showing — Mabel Normand
Is Said To Do Her Best
production of ' Mickey.'
" The stor}' of ' Mickey' ' did not call for
In This Picture
artificiality and it was not necessary for
Mack Sennett to resort to any form of
WESTERN IMPORT COMPANY announces that its special feature,
' camouflage,' because he was capable of
"Mickey," featuring Mabel Normand, will, bringing out the richness of the soul and
if present plans materialize, be given a heart and the character of the little girl
character in the most natural way : hy
Broadvva}' showing soon. The announcement says :
keeping her in rags in a number of the
" In the showing of ' Mickey ' will be scenes, so that the personality of Mabel
Normand shone more brightly. Although
demonstrated the fact that it is possible
to produce a picture that can go into a ' Mickey ' travels the road from poverty to
theatre and remain successfully for an in- riches, and is dressed up in some of the
definite period of time, the same as a big scenes in riches and the finest of jewelry,
she does her best work and shows her
successful legitimate show.
real personality while dressed in rags.
" ' Mickey ' is different from any other
production, and will stand by itself for a
" It is a known fact in the trade that
long time to come. It runs the gaunlet of when a director lacks imagination or has
every human emotion, and although Mabel
a poor story, that he resorts to the superNormand will appear in other productions,
ficial in order to try and put his picture
she will never be able to come up to the over. This is true of a great number of
the productions in which prominent stars
standard established in ' Mickey,' because
her success in this production is attributed
appear and which are produced by prominent directors ; but this has been entirely
not only to her own personality and genius,
but the happy medium of the combination
eliminated
story of a' Mickey,'
of Miss Normand, that master of comedy
which
has from
perfectthecontinuity,
human
directors, Mack Sennett, the wonderful
story and a strong cast."

g ''Mother"
Lubin
andand Herbert
Sawyer
Arthur H. Sawyer
Lubin of Exploitin
secure the co-operation of the leading" exGeneral Enterprises, Inc., left New York
hibitors and State right buyers in Boston.
Monday, for Boston, in the interests of
They will return to New York in time
for the special presentation to be given
their State right feature, " Mother." They
will arrange to obtain a first run booking
the latest feature offering, " The Crucible
for the George Loane Tucker production
of Life," the seven-part war drama starstarring Elizabeth Risdon, at one of Bosring Grace D'Armond and Jack Sherill.
ton's large photoplay houses. After the
run of " Mother " has established it as a
Omaha Exchangeman
box office attraction they plan to dispose
of the New England territory to one of
Talks Optimism
the leading buyers.
Manager Blakeman of the Triangle exDuring their stay in Boston the two
change in Omaha, Neb., has a high word of
State right distributors also expect to at- praise for the exhibitors of Sioux City, la.
tend several meetings held for the purpose
" Theysawaresuchalways
said he.
"I
of discussing the recent orders of the Masnever
a bunchhappy,"
of optimists.
Every
sachusetts Fuel Administration, whereby
one of them who comes into my office has
a new line of cheer to offer. Business is
the New England theatres must operate
between the hours of seven and ten. always good, or at least the prospects for
good business are always splendid, when
Messrs. Sawyer and Lubin have prepared
several convincing articles which they ex- they are doing the talking. And every expect to place before the local Fuel Adminhibitor in the city is making money, too, so
istrators and plans have been made to far as I can find out."

Keeney

Pictures

leases

Biograph Studios
Frank A. Keeney, Frank A. Keeney Pictures Corporation, announces that he has
leased the Biograph Studios for the first
Keeney production featuring Catherine Calvert. The Biograph Studios will be used
by the Keeney Corporation until its new
studio, the plans for which are being made
by an architect, is erected. The new studio
will be located on a site near the company's
executive headquarters, Broadway and Forty-third street, it is announced.
Miss Calvert's first picture is titled " The
Girl Who Saw Life." The story was written by Benjamin Kutler, formerly editor
for Augustus Thomas and Popular Plays
and Players. Mr. Kutler is author of
many screen successes. James Kirkwood
who has been engaged to direct Keeney
productions is now assembling the cast,
and it is intended that the first production
will be under way by February 1.
The story tells of the dramatic incidents
in the life of a young girl, who, by the turn
of fortune, is thrown, without resources,
onto the world. It is said to touch a tragic
note and yet contain some fine comedy.
U. S. Exhibitors' Product
for South America
Notwithstanding reports of slack business, in the foreign field, Miss Edna Williams, special representative of the Robertson-Cole Company, of New York and London, to which the foreign territorial rights
to the productions released by the U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation have been allotted, reports unusual success with his
product in South America.
Within a period of three weeks Miss
Williams has disposed of all the South
American rights to the IJ. E. subjects, including The
"
Zeppelin's Last Raid," "Those
Who Pay " and the Sidney Olcott drama,
" The Belgian," in which Walker Whiteside
and Valentine Grant are featured. The
most recent transaction is the disposal of
the rights to all thrpe of the aforementioned subjects for Paraguay, Uraguay and
Argentine.
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PRIOR to his departure for the East,
after a stay of almost three weeks
in Los Angeles, J. A. Berst, general manager for Pathe, gave a dinner to a number of principals of the Pathe producing staff at the Los Angeles Athletic Club,
when covers for twenty-two were laid!
A Hungarian orchestra furnished music
throughout the evening, and it proved a
most pleasant event. Among the guests
were Mr. and Mrs. Bryant Washburn, Mr.
and Mrs. W. A. S. Douglas, Mr. and Mrs.
fack Cunningham, Mr. and Mrs. Leon T.
Osborne, Toto, Harold Lloyd, Bebe
Daniels, Gertrude Selby and George A.
Smith.
Passing of Slap-Stick
Bulletin board orders at the Triangle
Culver City studios, indicate the passing
of slap-stick incidents, eccentric and
extraordinary characters in Keystone
comedies, for the instructions now before
the writers of the comedy department,
which is under the direction of Albert
Glassmirc, provide that all stories for the
future must depend upon situations and
complications for their fun, and there
must be no incidents which in production
are referred to as gags.
This will cause a complete change in
comedy making at this plant, for in many
of the comedies made heretofore, the outlandish make-ups and gags have been used
to create the mirth about a purely melodramatic plot. The writers of the department have, to a more or less degree,
specialized in the creation of such comedy
scenarios, and now it will be necessary
for them to create situations that are of
laugh-making character. What applies to
the writers, applies as well to the directors
and to a more or less extent, upon the
players themselves. The instructions became effective at once, and so the passing of the old Keystone in the newer
releases, can be expected within the next
six weeks.
The dramatic scenario department will
probably have a big change, as the result
of the resignation of Frank J. Beresford, who has served as editor of the department for a number of months, which
became effective this week. Jack Cunningham, who has been continuity writer,
and prior to that time served as editor
of the department, has also tendered his
resignation, and will accept a position with
the Western Pathe organization. Successor has not been named for either of
these parties.
Fox Makes Three
Three subjects are in production at the
William Fox studios, and one has just
been completed by Bertram Bracken. At
the studio much is to be expected of the
forthcoming Tom Mix picture now being
niadc by S. A. P'ranklin as director. The
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plot for the story is said to be based on
a heretofore unprinted or unscreened
story of actual history in California. Mix
takes the role of the hero, a romantic and
vivid type. Enid Markey plays opposite
Mix, and is the big sister of eight youngsters who are taken by the Fox kiddies,
the list including Georgie Stone, Lewis
Sargent, Buddie Messinger, Raymond
Lee, Virginia Lee.Corbin, Violet Rad•cliffe, Marie Messinger, Beulah Burns and
Vivian Planck. Others in this cast are
Sam deGrasse, Charles Stevens, Pat
Christmas and Jack Planck.
C. A. Franklin and company, headed by
Jewel Carmen are still in the mountain
country, securing scenes for the unnamed
photoplay in which Miss Carmen appears
as the city woman who revels in life in
the wild section of California, following
a very unpleasant life in the city. The
company has been in the vicinity of Bear
Lake Valley for the past two weeks.
Frank Lloyd continues on the divorce
photoplay. That is, the story deals with
the present method of divorce of this
country. Bertha Mann, who was drafted
from the speaking stage stock company at
the Morosco theatre, Los Angeles, is making her first appearance in this subject,
and is fulfilling all expectations. Charles
Clary, well known in Selig, Fine Art and
Fox
role. subjects, is playing the leading man
Bertram Bracken has just finished the
filming of a dual role photoplay starring
Gladys Brockwell, and is now at work
with the scenario writers preparing his
next production. Colin Chase, Bertram
Grassby, Joseph Singleton, Rosita Marstini, Cora Drew and Nancy Caswell are
principals of the Bracken-Brockwell play.
Metro Undergoes Change
The Metro scenario department has undergone acomplete change. William Parker and H. P. Keeler, who were formerly
there, have both resigned. The new staff
includes Albert Levine, formerly with the
Sixty-first street Metro studio staff in
New York; Frederick Osman, late of
Lasky scenario department, and H. Lewis
Synder.
Two Metro subjects will shortly be
ready for shipment east. B. A. Ralfe,
studios manager, is now supervising the
editing of these with the directors. Tod
Browning has " Revenge," the Edith Storey subject, completed, and the other in the
process of cutting is " The Weaver of
Frank Reicher, who recently arrived
Dreams."
from the east, is now directing the production of " The Claim," which was written
by Charles Kenyon and Frank Dare. Besides Edith Sorey, Mignon Anderson and
M. J. Malatesta take leading parts.
The other Metro Company is under the
direction of Charles Brabin, and is filming
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" Breakers Ahead," an original story by
Brabin and H. P. Keeler. Clifford Bruce
is the leading man of this subject, Mabel
Van Buren has been especially engaged for
an important part, and Viola Dana takes
the featured lead. There will be a number
of special sets for this subject, together
with marine scenes of a highly melodramatic nature. The script provides for the
burning of a ship at night, and a big set
will be built along the seashore. In an
explosion scene, it is estimated that more
than one thousand dollars worth of explosives will be required.
Dalton Feature Named
" Tyrant Fear " is the title given the R.
Cecil Smith story now being filmed under
the direction of R. William Neill with
Dorothy Dalton as star. This will be a
Thomas H. Ince-Paramount release in
May or June. Many of the scenes for this
are laid in Alaska, and the Dalton-Neill
Company spent the past week in snow
climate of Mount Wilson. " Tyrant Fear "
is spoken of as a Canadian northwest
story, similar to the " Flame of the Yukon," and will serve to introduce Carmen
Phillips under the Ince banner.
C- Gardner Sullivan is now devoting
practically all of his time to the preparation of the next William S. Hart Artcraft.
Hart is now engaged in filming a Story by
J. G. Hawks, which has been given the
temporary
" Bad Buck."
Sullivan, itwilltitle
be ofremembered,
is theMr.author
of " The Aryan," " Hell's Hinges," and a
number of other subjects in which Hart
was starred.
The Thomas H. Ince payroll now contains three Bennetts instead of two, the result of Marguerite, the sister of Enid and
Marjorie, paying a visit to the studio to
see her sisters earn their salaries, and
making good when given a test. Marguerite and mother of the Bennett sisters, together with a small brother, arrived in Los
Angeles
during the past week from Australia.
Lasky Visit Delayed
Information received this week at the
Lasky studio brought notice of the delay
of Jesse L. Lasky to the coast. He was
expected to arrive not later than the
twelfth, but now his visit has been postponed until in February. In the meantime
a number of changes have been made with
respect to production.
" The Honor of His House " has been
adapted for the screen by Marion Fairfax,
and production has been started by William C. deMille. Sessue Hayakawa is the
featured player, and will have as supports
Florence Vidor, Jack Holt and Clarence
Geldert. Mr. deMille has just completed
filming an adaptation from his own stage
play which was known as " The Land of
the Free." The screen version was written
by Olga Printzlau, and the finished sub-
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ject, which stars George Beban, has been
titled " One More American." A particularly large cast played in support of Beban,
who has another Italian characterization
in this photoplay, the list including Marcia
Mannon, Raymond Hatton, Helen Eddy,
Jack Holt, and Horace B. Carpenter.
Marshall Neilan has completed the filming of the Mary Pickford subject " Amarilly of Clothesline Alley," and inasmuch
as the screen rights for " Daddy LongLegs " could not be secured from the estate owning this play, which was the success of Henry Miller, and was to be directed by William D. Taylor, Miss Pickford will continue under the direction of
Marshall Neilan. The play under consideration is known at present as " How
Could You Jean."
William D. Taylor will next direct Constance Talmadge in " Up the Road With
Sally," a comedy drama, with the featured
role said to be decidedly appropriate for
this star. Miss Talmadge has just completed her first western made picture for
Select program, which is titled " The Shuttle."
Universal
Slows Down
Speaking from the standpoint of new
subjects put in production, Universal was
certainly a quiet place last week. Not a
new story has been handed over to a company to film, as it so happens that all are
continuing on productions previously
started. There are two exceptions to this
rule, as two companies this week finished
their subjects, but as yet scripts have not
been 'prepared for them to immediately
begin upon.
Wilfred Lucas has completed the film,
"The Heart of the Desert," co-starring
Monroe Salisbury and Ruth Clifford, and
will spend a week or more in- the preparation of his next story. In the writing
of this Miss Bess Meredyth will collaborate with Lucas.
"Hill Billy," the Western subject made
by Jack Ford with Harry Carey featured,
and supported by Molly Malone, M. K.
Wilson, Vester Pegg and others, has been
filmed completely, and Carey and Fordwill spend two or three weeks together
writing Western subjects before production is resumed.
The next few days will see " Lady Eldon's Daughter," co-starring Ella Hall and
Emory Johnson, completed by Douglas
Gerrard.
Lynn Reynolds has gotten well under
way in the production of a subject with
Franklyn Farnum as star, supported by
Juanita Hansen and a big cast.
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Angeles included Jack Mower, David
Howard,
John Gough, Robert Cline,
Harry Banks and Adelaide Elliott.
Announcement is made from the American studios of the engagement of two
well-known screen writers who will work
with the new editor. Will M. Ritchey, in
the preparation of American stories and
scenarios. One is William Parker, who
was formerly writer for the American, but
for the past year has been with Fox,
Metro and the Bluebird studios. Parker
is author of more than 200 produced
American Makes " Extra! "
The American studio at Santa Barscreen stories, and during his first engagebara was somewhat of a quiet place durment with the American wrote " The
ing the past week, owing to the absence
Bruiser " and " The Craving," which were
of a portion of the staff which was away
produced with William Russell as star.
shooting exterior locations. The only
Carl Koolidge, the other addition to the
staff, is also a former American writer,
company working at the studio w^s that
headed by Mary Miles Minter, which is who for the past eight or ten months has
been with Universal and writing for the
now engaged in the production of "Extra ! screen
on a free-lance basis and whose
Extra!"
a
newspaper
story
by
Will
M.
Ritchey.
works have been widely commended.
Louis Allen Whalen, juvenile actor who
Director Lloyd Ingraham and the Margarita Fischer American company spent a played with several of the southern California companies, died this week at Santa
greater portion of the week in Los AnBarbara after an illness of several months.
geles, where scenes were made for " Ann's
He is the son of Mrs. A. K. Whalen,
Finish," the fourth of the comedy dramas
auditor of the American Film Company
written by Beatrice Van, especially for
Miss Fischer. The company visiting Los
studios, at Santa Barbara.
Director Elmer Clifton continues in the
filming of Gelett Burgess' story, " The
Wildcat " with Priscilla Dean and Ashton
Dearholt as principals.
Stuart Paton is now directing " The
Other Thing " with Carmel Meyers, Kenneth Harlan and Harry Carter. This is a
screen story by Harvey Gates, adapted
from the magazine story written by Blair
Hall. The subject will be completed in
five reels.
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Generally too much responsibility isplaced on
the shoulders of the little
star. One reason why

By Longacre
Amusement Corporation's
Madge's work in " The
Burglar " stood out was because of the fact that she w^as not
latest feature, " .My Own United States." a most skilful combinathe
sole
principal
but
one
of
a
number
of leading players. And
tion of historical fact and adapted fiction prepared by Anthony P.
William
Fox's
spectacles
with
the
celebrated
band of kiddie
Kelly in which Arnold Daly stars. The historic rivalry of Alexplayers of the west coast are entertaining and amusing quite as
ander Hamilton and Aaron Burr, those two brilliant statesmen
much because of the fact that ihcy are fantastical and elaborate
of the early days of the Republic, and Edward Everett Hale's
as because of the kiddies.
classic, " The Man Without a Country," have been combined by
This might indicate that the public cares little for a straight
the author into one thrilling whole. Its producers will receive a
story in which the child is the means of reuniting estranged
due amount of praise for the patriotic propaganda offered within
parents or smoothing over the differences between the aged father
its eight reels, yet at no time does this most praiseworthy element
and the daughter who has married against his wishes. Something
crowd out the personal interest created by the story. Those supermore than this " Little child shall lead them " idea is needed to
tragic moments in the exile of Philip Nolan when he addresses
make the little child's appearance a success- — in a five-reeler at any
himself to a young sailor lad: " And for your country boy, and for
rate. It must be backed by either a spectacle or a supporting cast
that flag ," when he reads from Scott to the assembled seamen : of
full fledged players among which the child is not dominant but
" Breathes there a man with soul so dead,
merely importantly incidental.
Who never to himself hath said
As for the children who go to the theatre, it has long been
recognized that they consume the stories of the grownup stars,
' This is my own, my native land ' " —
and the awfulness of his own plight daw^ns on him anew, and
such as William S. Hart, Charlie Chaplin, other slapstick comefinally his death, when to his ecstatic joy he learns how the United
dians, Mary Pickford and Marguerite Clark, with a greater relish
States has grown and progressed since his banishment, ■ are trethan they do the storj' supposedly specially prepared for them and
mendously stirring from the patriotic side, but there is a more
presenting a juvenile player in the role of chief importance. Their
dominating note of the deepest pathos in them. At the Rivoli,
cry is for action in even greater quantities than the grownups
where " My Own United States " received an advance showing
demand. W^ild Indians, galloping horseman, train holdups, free
before a crowded house of professionals, the sniffles and the
for all fights, and eccentric comedy appeal to them. They are
blowing of noses kept pace with the accompaniment rendered by perhaps, fascinated by the actions of the child actor at first sight
the orchestra. And a trade audience, by the way, is often boisterand for one or two reels thereafter but in five reels they seem to
crave something a bit more stimulating. Not that the juvenile
' any
ous inpathetice
its appreciation
of
a
picture,
but
seldom
obviously
moved
by
moments it may possess.
players have no place in the pictures, but why should they be
Mr. Kelly has throughout combined fact with fiction with
expected
to hold an audience's interest undivided over five reels,
apparent ease. For the benefit of the public it might be well to a feat which
mature players in more virile stories often find
run an explanatory note among the other leaders on the picture
difficult to accomplish?
(o the effect that the Hamilton-Burr antagonism is historically
" Innocent," Fanny Ward's first picture done for Palhe is one
of the strongest five-feel dramas that has made its appearance in
true, while the story of " The Man Without a Country," which
many a day. It makes an auspicious beginning for the new
dovetails with the former, is Hale's fiction, but this is a point
of minor importance. To our notion Mr. Kelly has done his series of pictures with new stars that Pathe will issue during the
coming year. A play admirably suited to the screen and offering
best work in " My Own United States." The labor in research
work, the effort demanded by such a complicated though crystalMiss Ward a part of Ihe type which a good player is always glad
clear continuity must have meant days of immeasurable work.
to
get was George Broadhurst's " Innocent." It was an excellent
As for Apnold Daly, the performance he gives in his chief role, choice
— the results prove it. Such judgment as secured it for
that of Philip Nolan, is certainly the best he has contributed
Miss Ward surely can not go far wrong in securing as suitable
to the screen. His characterization of the man whose exile from
vehicles for Bryant Washburn, Frank Keenan and Bessie Love,
his native land proves such a tragedy is finished, subtle and nicely
the remaining three of Pathe's quartet of new stars. " Innocent "
repressed. But My Own United States " is a triumph for
is a brilliant beginning for Pathe's new year. And the company's
all connected with it. It is for Mr. Daly and Mr. Kelly, for policies
indicate that it is only a beginning.
John Noble, its director, for many others in the cast, for the art
Probably
Mary Pickford's best characterization is contained in
director and for the photographer and for Mr. Sherrill and the her latest Artcraft,
" Stella Maris," an adaptation from William J.
Frohman Amusement Corporation. Such a glorious piece of work
Locke's novel. She carries a dual role. The title part shows her
should bring to its sponsors sincere thanks and praise besides the to her usual radiantly appealing advantage. But it is as Unity
monetary considerations which are to be expected.
Blake, the clumsy, ugly duckling of an orphan asylum that Miss
Pickford achieves her triumph. With hair drawn tightly back and
The place of the " kid " feature in the motion picture world
seems to be very much disputed. Which of the many classes of braided, with colorless lips, a slight lop-sided carriage, and with
people who journey to the theatre appreciate it most? Or rather
an expression that always shows the pain the little waif has borne
which appreciates it? Certainly no feature with a juvenile star has
both spiritually and physically.
ever sent box office records of the past to smash, and on the
Reels)
other hand, few if any of them, ever get that extremely unpopular
" My Own United States "
fruit entitled the " raspberry " or the " razzberry " by some of our
{Frohman y^miisement Corporation — Eight
best and worst vaudeville performers. One thing, however, is
quite certain. If the kid stuff is to maintain or gain an established place in the world of films, the producers should gain
Reviewed by Peter Milne
stories of a higher type for their juvenile stars.
' I 'HE Frohman
Amusement
Corporation's epic, " My Own
Little Mary McAlister's last one, "Sadie Goes to Heaven," was
United States " is a patriotic drama of the superlative
accorded considerable praise.
Baby Marie Osborne did two or
type. Commencing with the story of the antagoni.srri of Alexthree meritorious stories in her first days as star and Madge Evans,
ander Hamilton and Aaron Burr, it follows from this into " The
William A. Brady's dimunitive star, did perhaps her best work in
Man Without a Country " that little tragedy of Philip Nolan
exiled for his life from the United States. Anthony Paul Kelly
" The Burglar." But the general run of such pictures is mediocre.
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has combined these two stories, the une from history, the other
from fiction in excellent manner with the result that " My Own
United States " presents a smooth story, interesting from beginning to end. It is a patriotic drama without any forced " hurrahs," itis a tragedy which brings forth unashamed tears, it is a
narrative that always entertains and often thrills.
Such a production as this deserves presentation in the best of
houses, for no situation of it strikes a false note, lis historic
interest is great The feud of Hamilton and Burr which de^-eloped
to such serious proportions that it terminated in the famous duel
in which the brilliant statesman lost his life is pictured with all
accuracy. It is one of the most dramatic of the many dramatic
passages in the history of our country, and its handling here is
truly great. Duncan McRae's interpretation of Hamilton is conand human,
and Charles Graham's playing as
Burr is ofvincingly
thestatelysame
high order.
Mr. Kelly continues with the traitorous venture of Burr in
Texas after the duel. In this Philip Nolan, the central figure of
Hale's wonderful epic is implicated. There follows his capture,
trial and conviction when he damns his country and expenses the
desire that he never hear the name of the United States again.
His life on the high seas, a respected captive of the American
navy, where his wish is rigidly enforced to the letter, is filled
with episodes that bring tears to the eyes. Excerpts from the
book, speeches used as sub-titles, are introduced propitiously
and with wonderful effect. But the acting of Arnold Daly, the
star, is perhaps the outstanding feature of this portion of the
picture. His characterization of Philip Nolan, who in his exile
grows to love his forbidden country more with each day,
is one of the finest pieces of acting ever contributed to the screen.
It will rank with with his best performances on the stage, may
even transcend them.
The body of the picture is linked up with the present world's
crisis. At the beginning of it a descendent of Philip Nolan
watches the American troops -marching down Fifth Avenue on
their way to France with something of scorn. His attitude calls
forth the main story from his grandfather and when it is all
told, the Nolan of the present is so impressed that he hurriedly
makes for a recruiting office.
John Notle has produced the picture in fine style. As is the
case with the author, Mr. Kelly, it is the best work he has done.
Nor can the proper costumes, settings, etc., be overlooked. Art
Director W. Bruce Bradley has seen that these are correct in
every detail. The photographic work in charge of H. O. Carlton
is also commendable. A large cast does work of an unusually
high order. Thomas Donnelly's General George Churchill and
Sydney Bracey's Captain Rene Gautier are well defined characters. Anna Lehr leads the wom^ of the cast with a performance
as Agnes Churchill, later Mrs. Philip Nolan, in which her varied
capabilities are given full play. Good characterizations are also
given by James Levering, Edward Dunn, F. C. Earle and Marie
Du Chette, but it seems in no way fair to single these players
out from among the remaining members of the cast, so high is
its average.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Lieutenant Philip Nolan (Amcld Daly) sides with Aaron Burr (Charles
Graham) in his political leud with Alexander Hamilton (Duncan McRae).
He becomes
entangled
Burr's scheme
for awith
southwestern
and is
tried
for treason,
ifn thein crowded
court-room,
patriotism empire
at its highest,
he expresses his contempt for the country in the oath, " Damn the United
States. I wish I might never hear of the United States again." So the
judge pronounces
his his
sentence,
which Lehr)
is to and
follow
out Nolan's
wish.
He parts with
wife (Anna
is made
prisoner expressed
aboard a
man-of-war. All newspapers and books given him are carefully deleted of
the
country's though
name. inNone
of the respects
officers they
ever refer
States
his presence,
all other
accpt tohimtheas United
an qual.
Evenin
his heroic conduct in keeping pirates from the magazine room of the vessel
when they raid it and for the moment overwhelm the defenders earns him
no respite from his cruel sentence. It is not until he is on his death-bed
that the dcWtor relates to the eager Nolan the growth of his country up to
the
time of the Civil War — and Nolan dies blessing the nation he once
cursed.
His lineal descenedant on hearing this tale from the lips of his grandinspiredCooper,
that heWilliam
joins America's
armyFrederick
of today.Truesdale,
The cast Jack
also
includesfather is soClaude
V. Miller,
Hamilton, Richard Wongemann, Frederick Herzog, Frank Murray, Gerald
Day, Carr
Jack and
Burns,
son
BabyHelen
Carr. Mulholland, Mrs. Allen Walker, Mrs. Mary Kenni" The Spirit of '17 "
[Lasky-Param oun t— Fiv e Reels)
Review^ed by Peter Milne
TUDGE WILLIS BROWN, of the Chicago Juvenile Court, is
J the author of this patriotic number which features Jack
Pickford. It is a picture filled with solid sentiment, good thrills
and a plentiful supply of comedy. Pickford takes the part of
Davy Glidden, a youth in his early 'teens whose father' is the

superintendent of the Old Soldiers' Home. He and an old
veteran discover the plot of German spies to create a strike in
the nearby mines and the manner in which they lead out the other
members of the Old Guard who once more serve their country
by preventing the strike, brings the picture to a fine climax.
The entire five reels are filled with incidental touches of sentiment and comedy. Captain Jerico Norton, the proudest member
of the Home, who never tires of relating to Davy thrilling incidents of the days of '61 and '97, is played by L. M. Wells, a
character actor of ability and distinction. Davy's romantic tendencies, which lead him to fall in love with a girl many years his
senior, furnish a vein of light comedy that is most welcome. The
scene at the end when the girl kisses him, telling him that she
loves him " more than Randall," while she holds hands with this
gentleman, unseen by Davy, is delightfully humorous.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Davy Glidden (Jack Pickford), son of Superintendent Glidden (G. H. Geldert)
the Oldone Soldiers'
Home, discovers
together with
(L. M.ofWells),
of the inmates,
GermanCaptain
spies Jerico
(James Norton
Farley
and Seymour Hastings) plotting to bring about a strike in the adjacent
raining town. Davy and the Captain acquaint the other old soldiers of the
plot, and on the day the strike is called when the mine superintendent is
amazed at the antagonistic attitude of his men, the young boy and the old
veteran arrive at the head of the heroes of ether days. Their appeararce
frightens the strikers into surrender and they return to work with a vengeance. TheirMcDonald),
heroism is rewarded,
Davy's
by a Her
kiss rather
from Flora
(Katherire
an older girl
whomparticularly,
he admires.
lazy
fiance, fired by the patriotism of the boy, enlists in the army.
Edythe Chapman, Charles Arling, Virginia Ware, William Chester. Helen
Eddy, the
Johncast.
Burton, Ashton Dearholt, Tom Bates
plete
. and J. W. Johnston com" Stella Maris "
{ArtcraftSix Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
T T is gratifying to note that " Stella Maris," Mary Pickford's
latest Artcraft, calls for no unfavorable criticism in any
department. More than that it deserves unstinted praise in every
department. The handling of William J. Locke's novel on which
It IS based, Miss Pickford's quaintly appeahng performance in the
title role and her extraordinarily remarkable interpretation of the
part _of Unity Blake, the excellent production and the superb
lightmgs — in fact every department of it— is superlative. The
charm and the pathos of Mr. Locke's novel, its very originality of
characterization and treatment formed the foundation of— we say
it only after careful recollection of past performances, including
even " The Poor Little Rich Girl "—the best Pickford picture.
As Stella Maris Miss Pickford is seen as a crippled child who
has been brought up by her rich relatives unacquainted with the
struggle of life. Everything to her is a Utopia until she gains
the use of her limbs and the tragedies and sorrows of the world
come for the first time to her notice. This is a prettv part at first
and most appealing when the moment of her awakening comes.
But it is the role of Unity Blake that offers Miss Pickford her
great opportunity. As the crippled waif of the orphanage who
has never known a word of kindness until her meeting with John
Risca and who sacrifices her own life that he may be made happy
with Stella Maris, she shows a marvelous ability as an actress.
Her expressions of which the dominating one is pain — pain because
of her uiihappy girlhood and pain because the happiness brought
her by Risca proves a mockery — sound the character to its very
depths. It is a wonderful performance — tremendous in its appeal
so in contrast to that contained in the other character she portrays.
Frances Marion who prepared the scenario has caught the true
spirit of Mr. Locke's original work. Intelligently constructing the
novel for screen use, she has contrasted the lives of Stella Alaris
and Unity Blake so that each appeals to the greatest possible
extent. Marshall Neilan in the directing, has again proved himself
as among the few artistic directors in the production business. As
the supervision of the production was also in his hands it may be
assumed that it is he who is responsible for the wonderful light
effects secured by the cameraman.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Stella Maris (Mary Pickford), a cripple, has been brought up by her
aunt, Lady
(Idastruggle
Waterman),
uncleworld.
(Herbert
Standing"!,
unaware of the Blount
strife and
in the and
outside
A relative
of Lady
Blount, John Risca (Conway Tearle), is constantly attentive to Stella,
brightening her life with various presents and spending many hours with
her. He is her ideal. She believes him perfect — believes his life as happy
as hers. But in reality Risca has su£Eered from his marriage; His w&e
(Camille Ankewich) is a drunkard and after a time he refuses to live with
her. She procures Unity Blake (Mary Pickford) from the orphan asylum
to work for her. But one day in a rage she beats her to unconsciousness.
For this she is sent to prison for a term of years and Unity
cared her
for
by Risca. She becomes his devout slave as he alone has istreated
kindly. An operation on Stella Maris proves successful, but with full
health she comes to the realization that the life of the world is one immense
struggle.thatSheRisca
learns
of Risca's
and then
is heart-broken.
wishing
be happy,
kills marriage
his wife and
herself. In thisUnity,
way
does she repay her debt to her one friend.
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" His Robe o£ Honor "
" i^olves of the Rail "
[Paralta — Seven Reels)
{Art era ft— Five Reels)
Reviewed bv Peter Milne
Reviewed by Peter Milne
man,
woman
or
child
who
goes
to
the
theatre
FOR
swiftness
of
of the
Hart's
ge
d
to be entertaine
third Attcraft action
is also" Wolves
his best.
He Rail,"
is seenWilliam
in theS.role
of
THElooka\sTera
and the more unusual the entcr,
nt
mc
the more he hkes it. It is all well and good for scenario
tain
the road -;>gent, more commonly known as the train robber. Rewriters to preach to young hopefuls that they will find their ^-. formation comes at the dying mother's bedside, and then he forces
drama in the lives of the ice-man and the scullery maid, but if ii detective to change identities with him and concentrates his
the planet Mars was their background instead of the Earth, they ifefforts on vanquishing the band of robbers of which he was once
and their doings would be more eagerly received, because the /leader. The story, by Denison Clift, is developed logically, and
planet Mars is not known — it is a new and unexplored field. ' a fine vein of suspense is introduced when the robber masks as
" His Robe of Honor " does not take up among the Martians, hu/ the detective. Mr. Hart performs a real thriller when he rides
it docs transport us through the inner workings of corrupt polji- his horse alongside an engine which is tearing up the rails on
the same track as the oncoming train, leaps to the cab and brings
tics, a field which offers, in this case, as fascinating array of perit to a halt, only narrowly averting a collision. Following this,
sons as could be found. Exposed by Ethel and James Dorr_Ance,
these persons become as interesting in their actions as the people th ere is a lot of fine fighting between the robbers and troops from
of the city's underworld, the inhabitants of Broadway or/of the the train, and for a finale the railroad president, so impressed
olden West, all sets of characters who make ideal pictures be- with the character of the man who has swept the country of robbers, assists him and the girl in a getaway despite the protests of
cause so few of us know them well. So "His Robe of Honor"
the real detective.
is first of all unconventional and consequently beyond the average
in entertainment value.
Real Hart material was provided in " Wolves of the Rail " and
the actor has taken full advantage of it. His role is somewhat
however,
probably
of moreWalthall
importantseries
than ofeven
this
apart from those he has been accustomed to playing in the past
is \\"hat,
the fact
that itisstarts
the Henry
Paralta
and this originality makes for better entertainment all around.
Plays. Mr. Walthall, once termed the best actor on the screen,
and who, as far as we know, still deserves that title, carries the
Vola Vale as heroine, C. Norman Hammond as the outraged detective and Melbourne MacDowell as the railroad president conrole of Julian Randolph, unscrupulous lawyer, whose reformation
tribute much to the success of the picture. Special settings, such
begins when he meets the certain young woman, Laura Nelson.
She gives him the ambition and the hope to reform. His last as a station, office and switch tower, create an atmosphere of the
utmost realism, while the photography is of the best.
little trick gains him the post of Judge and then he treads the
Straight and narrow path, not swerving from it even when acts
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Inspired to reform at the deathbed of his mother Buck Andrade (William
of his past rise up in his way to disturb him. Mr. Walthall perS.
Hart),
train
robber,
journeys back to the town of his activities. On
forms with that same wonderful expressiveness which he showed
the train he meets Cassidy (C. Norman Hammond), detective from New
in his former pictures. He is so relaxed, so unobtrusive, and
York, sent out West to round up the gang once headed by Buck. The
yet so dominating, so subtle in expression and gesture that he is train is held up, but Buck surprises his old comrades by holding them up
in turn
driving Buck,
them however,
away. Cassidy
and places
always the center of attraction while on the screen.
him
underand arrest.
turns thelearns
tablesBuck's
quicklyidentity
and taking
Cassidy to his mountain cabin makes him prisoner. Taking his letters of inAs for the story, the Dorrances have filled it with incidents
t
r
o
d
u
c
t
i
o
n
,
h
e
presents
them
to
the
division
master
and
begins
to
scour
the
that only those of the newspaper world are familiar with. The
country for the robbers. He succeeds in rounding up the majority of
them.
His
romance
with
Faith
Lawson
(Vola
Vale)
also
begins
liere.
corrupt practices of Randolph when first introduced are interCassidy's Dowell)
escape
and matters
the arrival
PresidentBuck
Lamantier
(Melbourne
esting in their originality and are not without their humorous
precipitate
to aof climax.
is revealed
in his Mactrue
side. His reformation subsequent to his meeting with Laura is colors and is about to be placed under arrest when the station is attacked by a band of Mexicans, headed by Pablo (Billy Elmer), and Pasunfolded to the tune of any number of strong situations. The
quale
(Thomas
Kurihara),
of the hold-up
band. anA engine
train load
of
soldiers
is due
to arriveex-members
at any moment.
Pablo starts
oS
scenario prepared by Julian Louis Lamothe lacks nothing in exdown
the
track
with
the
idea
of
causing
disaster.
Buck,
his
knowledge
of
plicitness althought it could have been closer woven in a few places.
the country serving him in good stead, takes a short cut and, leaping to
the
cab
of
the
engine,
saves
the
day.
The
soldiers
vanquish
the
Mexicans
Rex Ingram's direction is adequate.
and the president in gratitude and admiration makes it easy for Buck to
Lois Wilson as Laura makes a sweet and appealing opposite
escape from Cassidy with Faith.
to Mr. Walthall. Mary Charleson, one of the most competent
actresses of the films, gives an excellent interpretation of Roxana
Frisbce,
Randolph's
co-worker.
Noah Beery,
J. Dowling
" Men Who Have Made Love to Me "
Fred Montague
contribute
performances
of theJ. first
order. and
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
(Essanay-Perfection Pictures — Seven Parts)
Julian Randolph (Henry B. Walthall), crooked lawyer, in induced to sign
Reviewed by Peter Milne
an agreement with the traction company of the cities to the effect that he
will take up no more cases against them, so successful has he been in
<tT
RIARY
MacLANE,"
by Mary MacLane, has been made into
trumping up false evidence and witnesses for the use of his clients. A jourA> a picture by Essanay under the title, " Men Who Have Made
ney to thebrings
officehimof inBruce
Nelson
Dowling),
the traction
attorney,
contact
with (J.
his J.niece,
Laura (Lois
Wilson) company's
and then
Love to Me," and the star is none other than Mary MacLane. " So
and there Randolph realizes his love for her. When Boss Nordhoff (Noah
Beery, Jr.) approaches him with the request that he defend his brother'
that you may know me," says she into the lens of the camera
(Eugene Palette), a cold-blooded murderer, Randolph takes the case with
the promise that he be appointed judpe providing he is successful. An J between pufifs on her cigarette, " I, Mary MacLane, will tell you
of six piquant love episodes in my life^ — all of them damnably
he is, because three men chosen for the jury are in his power. Firmly established in a position of honor, he pays court to Laura, who readily responds.
real." And then is pictured much of the contents of her book, a
Their happiness is interrupted by the lie of Roxana Frisbee (Mary
book which, by the way, has created more than one sensation, and
Charleson),
Randolph's
aide
in
his
former
dealings,
who
declares
to
Laura,
while in a jealous rage, that Randolph belongs to her. But subsequently
her affairs with a callow youth, a literary man, a younger son, a
seeing the unhappiness she has wrought she confesses to the falsehood.
prize fighter, a bank clerk, and a husband of another are unfolded
Randolph's
whenthehetraction
is obliged
to handNelson
down threatens
a deci■ion
on a casesupreme
betweentestthecomes
state and
company.
one after another. Each of these passages as narrated by Miss
him
he complies
the company's
MacLane seems to bring out her own egoism more than anything
wisheswithbut,exposure
reminded ofofhis
his past
duty unless
by Laura,
he takes with
the honest
way and
decides in favor of the city.
else. Her own life, her own existence is omni-potent, her affairs
Roy Laidlaw and Guy Newhard complete the cast.
always interesting but unfathomable. When finally she is through
" Jerry on the Railroad "
(Cub-Mutual — One Reel)
Reviewed by F. G. Spencer
GEORGE OVEY in "Jerry on the Railroad," puts over a
new style of humor, differing considerably from the raw
slapstick variety for which he is noted. He develops a propensity
for detective work and after saving a railroad bridge from being
dynamited, he saves a girl from being poisoned, all of which is a
keen, appreciable relief from his stunts of old.
The reel is well photographed, nicely directed and will, beyond
a doubt, prove an acceptable " filler " to any program.

with the " husband of another," she questions her maid as to
whether true love exists. And the maid, having just been married, answers " oui, m'amselle." The maid's one affair has not
been piquant, it has been highly successful from her point of view.
But, being an egoist. Miss MacLane is still inclined to doubt the
existence of a perfect love. It is something of a pity she was — and
is — so cynically self-centered, an attitude which naturally tends to
distort love and forbid it its right of trespass.
How the affairs of this modern George Sand will impress their
beholders is a question of the mooted variety. They have interested many already on the printed page, they will attract more
and interest more in divers ways. " The stripping naked of a
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woman's soul " is bound to contain interesting material at least.
And exciting? At times, yes. And a little aggravating also, and
finally disappointing to a certain extent. Aggravating because
it is always I, Mary MacLane, and because the impression is conveyed that she is an egotist as well as an egoist. The lofty
heights froni which she seems to regard her six lovers, from
which point she dissects them bit by bit, generating the idea that
she must have a male Mary MacLane, if she finally select a life
mate, seem
theworld
nerveslessofanalytical,
the common
males and
and
females
that to
go grate
throughon the
less 'cynical
more contented with things as they come along. And, unlike a
play of the same type, for instance, the " Madame Sand," which
New York has only just seen, the various episodes bear a certain
sameness in their development and termination. Offset by a dialogue of brilliant wit, such as was the play, the " Men Who Have
Made Love to Me," of Mary MacLane's might have proven a?
entertaining as the " Madame Sand " of Mrs. Fiske's.
All this when considered as bearing upon the manner in which
the photoplay will be accepted leads to a certain definite conclusion. It is to be expected that with all the advertising Mary
MacLane has had in the past — with all that Essanay is giving her
in the present, that there will be a public eagerly awaiting the picture. And so it should have successful runs — from the box-office
standpoint. The audiences will, in all probability, accept it as
more or less of a curiosity — to be discussed, analyzed, criticised,
favorably' and unfavorablj^ much as she of the six love affairs
discusses, analyzes and criticises each of them.
Miss MacLane's personality registers as wierd and mystic on
the screen. Her eyes express her struggle to understand. Her
whole attitude is one of aloofness, cynicism — she anticipates the
conclusion of each affair— seems rather bored about it. The six
actors who one after another play the six men of the title are competent and selected with a fine regard to type.
Arthur Berthelet has given the picture a good setting and the
photography is to be commended.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
The callow youth (Ralph Graves) fascinated by Mary MacLane makes
her his confidant, but soon bores her, and she is glad to send him back
to his sweetheart. The literary man (R. Paul Harvey) is too dominating,
and the break comes soon. The younger son (Clif Worman) proves rather
nasty in a roadhouse, and she is rescued from him by the prize fighter
(Alador Prince). She gives him up because of an appeal made by h;s
sweetheart, and an idealistic bam: c.erk (Clarence Derwent) is next. He
paints rosy pictures of marriage, but .t is all at an end when he discovers
that she smokes and drinks. The husband of another (Fred Tiden) proves
altogether impossible when he breaks into her room and attacks her.
" The Impostor "
(Mutual-Empire — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Lisle M. Albright
itnrHE IMPOSTOR," a play produced by the Empire All-Star
J- Corporation from the Frohman success of the same
name, is the feature offering of Mutual for the middle of the
month. Ann Murdock gives- a likeable interpretation of the
country girl who goes to New York to win fame through the
medium of her voice, only to find that the great city has no ear
for those who have not already sung their way into- its capricious
favor. She tries and tries, but New York will not even give her
a chance to demonstrate her ability and finally the inevitable
happens. She meets a man and innocently goes to his hotel with
him.
Some of hia friends happen in on the little tea party, and to
clear himself he introduces her as his wife's wealthy sister. They
take her home with them and she is forced to play the part of an
impostor. Miss Murdock could have perhaps made the part more
effective if she had played it with a little more emotion. Her
acting at times was just a little lackadaisical and colorless.
David Powell as the son of the social climbers is convincing
and does good work. Lionel Adams also is to be highly congratulated for the way he plays the role of Charles Owen, the
man with offices in Chicago, New York and Boston. He screens
well and has a pleasing personality.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Mary Fenton (Ann Murdock), a girl of refinement with a beautiful voice,
leaves the little village where she has lived all her life, and goes to New
York to continue her musical studies. Through a combination of circumstances she finds herself alone and penniless. AH her attempts to find
employment end in disappointment.
Charles Owen (Lionel Adams), a young married man, meeting her on
the street, chivalrously offers her the refuge of his hotel apartment. In
order to relieve an embarrassing situation, Owen introduces her to friends
at
his towife's
Theysheinvite
her to accompany her home
as the
theirhotel
guest,as and
avoidsister.
suspicion
complies.
Later Owen and his wife come to the house, and a frank confession on
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Mary's part
relieves
the tenseness
of she
the has
situation.
Blake while
Walford
(David
Powell),
son
of
the
folks
with
whom
been
staying
sailing
under false colors, decides that he loves her even after he discovers she ha»
been an impostor, and the story ends v/ith Mary agreeing to be his wife.
" Cheating the Public "
(Fox Standard Picture — Seven Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
{{/CHEATING THE PUBLIC" is a melodrama that makes use
' of a much-discussed topic as its basis, that of food profiteering. This is employed as a complement to the old struggle
between capital and labor, throwing added sympathy in the scales
for the labor and creating an even greater villain than before of
the personality representing capital. The picture is frank melodrama and makes no pretense at hiding under the guise of anything approaching the subtle. For instance, the food monopolist
who controls the canning factory and a large chain of grocery
stores and consequently has the people in a vise-like grip, " damns
them all to hell " constantly. When warned that Congress and
the President will interfere and bring him to an accounting he
curls his lip fiendishly and swears some more.
Consequently when Mary Garvin, only a factory girl, is convicted of murdering him, there is no divided sympathy — it is all
for her. But Mary does not die in the electric chair, although
she is just about to sit in it when the pardon comes. To secure
the pardon the hero is obliged to engage in a thrilling race
with the express in which is the governor. The automobile races
the train, up hill and down dale, and performs the usual stunt
of crossing over the track only missing the engine's cow-catcher
by an inch. With the pardon secured the hero continues his race
to the jail. Of course, the governor might have stopped the train
and 'phoned, but melodramas only regard 'phones as useful when
a situation demands them. No hero could perform a last minute
rescue as thrillingly by wire as by tire.
" Cheating the Public " in other respects has all the old tricks
that go to make such a melodrama ever popular. And brought
up to date by the introduction of the food profiteering angle,
it should prove as capable of bringing the cheers and hisses of
the present public as its forerunners were in the past. The story
was written by Mary Murillo and done into scenario form by
Richard Stanton and Ed. Sedgwick. There are some turns of it
that are handled rather clumsily, but the majority of them are
well worked out while the tried and proven tricks of this type
of picture carry it through successfully.
Mr. Stanton's direction is good in all the big situations. The
race between train and automobile, interspersed with cutbacks
of Mary's preparation for death, is handled in fine form. The
mystery surrounding the murder of the villain is well built and
the clearing of it introduced a la mode. Mr. Stanton shows an
apparently irrepressible desire for introducing comedy relief,
some of which is welcome and a little of which should have been
left undone. The touches of bar-room humor coming before the
real murderer's confession are somewhat out of place in the
picture. Photographicalh% " Cheating the Public " is excellent,
some good effects laying stress on the dramatic action.
Enid Markey as Mary Garvin gives a telling performance. Her
scenes in prison, where terror-stricken at the thought of her impending death, she becomes half crazed, are acted with tremendous realism. A more villainous John Dowling than that rendered by Ralph Lewis would be hard to find. Bertram Grassby
is his son, the hero, who works reform where his father has
worked evil. Tom Wilson, Charles Edler, Wanda Petit, Carry
Clark Ward and three juveniles are much in the limelight and
perform always advantageously.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
John Dowling (Ralph Lewis), factory owner and food profiteer, cuti
wages and raises prices in his lust for money. The employees strike, but,
Dowling, secure in his position, refuses to meet their terms. Finally Mary
Garvin (Enid Markey), a factory girl, who has cared for her three little
brothers and
sistersshesince
mother's ofdeath,
appeals who
to him
aid. He
refuses.
Because
is theher daughter
the woman
onceforrefused
hii
offer of marriage, he conceives the fiendish idea of avenging himself upon
Mary personally. He attacks her, and carries her away upstairs. A struggle ensues. Mary procures a pistol, and fires.
Soon afterward she is on the stand charged with the murder of Dowling.
His son, Chester (Bertram Grassby), listens with horror to the disclosure
of his father's rule of oppression. Nevertheless Mary is convicted and sennced to theWilson),
electric foreman
chair. The
nightDowling,
before the
day, " Bull
" Thomp-in
son te(Tom
under
sincefatalremoved
by Chester
his reforms, gets drunk and boasts of having shot Dowling. Then comes
the race for the governor, and the dash to the prison with the pardon —
with
proverbial
" in the
rescue.
at thethefactory,
and Mary
and nick-of-time
Chester are " seen
happilyAfterward
married. all is rosey
Fanny Midgsley, James Titus, Henry Peal, Edward Peil, Joseph Hartley,
JamesthurMorgan,
Arthur
Glynn, Count
von Hardenburg,
James the
McNeil,
Shilling, Miles
McCormack
and Beverly
Griffith complete
cast. Ar-
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" Broadway Love "
{Bluebird— Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne

■ I ' HIS
vcrjr fascinating
shows onwhyCentral
some Park
New
Yorkis achorus
girls have picture
elegant which
apartments
West and why others live in hall rooms. The love of those of
Broadway, suggests the author, is not love but good old U. S.
currency, except when a girl of the type of Midge O'Hara comes
along. Midge encounters a man from the West, Henry Rockwell, whose idea of a show-girl is definite but wrong when it
comes to Midge. It is she who awakens within him a knowledge
that a girl can be of the chorus and still be capable of loving
with the same degree of purity prevalent in the best regulated
families. And all this with the parallel story of Cherry Blow,
queen of the chorus, she of the elegant apartment, who eventually
comes around to Midge's way of thinking too makes entertainment that can be relied upon to thoroughly satisfy.
Ida May Park who prepared the scenario from W. Carey Wonderly's story which appeared not long ago in Snappy Stories,
and who directed, has instilled great realism into her work, besides bringing out its high lights in ship-shape fashion. Midge's
peep into the lives of her sister chorus girls, the accident which
Rockwell causes, his awakening and finally her awakening to
his real self are episodes handled with taste. Realism is never
lacking and the comedy element introduced by the first appearance
of Elmer ^^'atkins, the drunken orgy in Cherry's apartments and
the comparison in the philosophies of Midge and Cherry is of a
good type.
Dorothy Phillips does Midge with her usual emotional effectiveness. A better type for Cherry than Juanita Hansen would be
difficult to find. She has that beauty, rare but typical of the type
she represents and acts the sort with just the right degree of
abandon. William Stowell as Rockwell, Harry Von Meter as
Chalvcy and Lon Chancy as Watkins do commendable work. The
supporting cast, including the remaining members of the chorus,
is unusually well selected.
" Broadway Love " has that peculiar fascination aliout it, supposedly possessed by Broadway itself before the lights were out
and this combined with the story itself and the complete manner
in which it has been presented make it an unusually good buy for
the average exhibitor.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Midge
O'Hara
(Dorothy
Phillips)
chorusqueen
girl, attends
a party theatre
in the apartment of Cherry Blow (Juanita
Hansen),
the Garden
Her
first encounter is with Jack Chalvey (Harry Vonof Meter),
in a secluded
room of the apartment is about to blow his brains out, aswho
Cherry
has gone
straight through his bank roll at high speed. Saving Jack from death
fiving him renewed hope, she attempts to partake in the fun. But ^nd
she
nds It too gross for her liking. Henry Rockwell (William Stowell) escorts
her home. In the cab he insults her and she, struggling from his embrace,
crashes through the door to the pavement. Severely injured she is taken to
the hospital and carefully provided for
Henry, whose ideas on chorus
girls have been reversed subsequent to by
the catastrophe. The action then
shifts to a seaside resort. Midge meets
Jack
again and believes she loves
him. Elmer Watkins (Lon Chaney), her girlhood
sweetheart,
to
believe her decent and makes insinuations. When Henry arrives herefuses
to arrange for the wedding of Midge and Jack, much as he loves attempts
the
girl
himself. But with this Midge discovers how
she loves Henry, and
Jack finds Cherry so changed that she accepts hismuch
proposal of marriage.
" Gates of Gladness "
[JVorlf] Film — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
pxrhR again Madge Evans, borne along on the meagre situ^ aliens of a plot adequately described by the single line, " a little child shall lead them." This time it is brothers that are estranged. The father of the little girl is poor, his brother rich;
and it remains for Beth to prove the means of the reconciliation.
This comes after five reels, through which the action runs at a
pace never in danger of breaking the speed limit. The few situations there are cater directly to little Madge, but there are hardly
enough of them to keep the average audience from liecoming restless.
The reels contain a good bit of padding, which becomes rather
noticeable when close-nps are introduced with little regard for
their proper value and prolonged to a superfluous extent. The
story itself could have been better done for all its conventionality.
The birth of the antagonism between the brothers is not effectively planted, although probably a full reel is taken up, bringing
aboMf tb.ir - J...- :,ti,,., I',, til'- lif- in the artists' quarter of New
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York which includes the incident of her posing for a sculptor is
more or less detached from the main line of action and obviously
gains a place in the picture by no other right than the footage
it consumes. Her scenes with Mrs. Colton, wife of the older
brother, who has lost her child through an accident, are the best
in the picture. The pathos of the situation is well brought out
and registers nicely.
But while Madge Evans is a most capable little actress and fully
able to rise to a big situation, " Gates of Gladness," ambles along
its own sweet way with little regard for either her talent or that
of the other members of the cast. George MacQuarrie, Niles
Welch and Gcrda Holmes appear in prominent parts, and always
appreciate and realize their opportunities. Rosina Henley, who
has been seen before in parts of minor importance in World pictures, takes the role of Beth's mother excellently, playing with
a naturalness and reserve that deserves high praise. The large
estate on which exteriors of the rich brother's home were photographed offered a number of shots for the cameraman, displaying landscape gardening at its best and richest. Harley Knowles
directed from a scenario provided by John Clymer and Harry
Hoyt.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Myron to
Leeds
Welch)
angeredleaves
at his
permitwhere
his
marriage
Mary(Niles
(Rosina
Henley),
homefather's
to liverefusal
in theto city,
he
an artist
Afterhisseveral
yearsdaughter
he has
beenpursues
unable a tocareer
make as more
than— abutbarein vain.
living for
wife and
Beth (Madge Evans), and the coming of another little one to his home
makes the outlook black indeed. Roger Leeds (George MacQuarrie), his
brother,
having
succeeded
father's
off from
the
rest of the
world.
When tohishislittle
boy estate
(Baby shuts
Joan) himself
dies from
exposure
he becomes harder than ever. His wife (Gerda Holmes) sorrows greatly
over the tragedy of her life. Finally the old housekeeper, Norah (Mrs.
Stuart Robson), conceives the idea of appealing to Myron. Her suggestion
that Beth visit her as her niece is adopted for the sake of the relief it will
bring to Mary. Beth soon melts Roger, and her presence acts as a tonic
to hisintent
wife'sto nerves.
still unsuccessful,
into Roger's
with
rob. BethMyron,
is awakened
and descendsbreaks
the stairs.
A shot house
from
Roger's
pistol
grazes
her
arm,
and
this
slight
accident
proves
the
means
of
a general reunion of the Leeds family.
Two

Moon

Comedies

{Sunshiny Film, Inc. — One Reel Each)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
ujVTO
MONEY, featuring
NO FUN,"
and "AwillBogus
i ^ comedies
Gus Prixley,
serve Uncle,"
as averageone-reel
fillers
on the program of the small-town house. They have been given
inexpensive productions and are both of the slapstick variety.
" A Bogus Uncle " is the better of the two comedies. The idea
eniplo\cd in the plot has some original touches, but in the main
it has been done before. The featured comedian, Gus Prixley,
docs some good work in spots.
" The Recruit "
[Jester Comedy (Company — Tic^o Reels)
Reviewed by Leland S. Ferguson
a' I 'HE RECRUIT," which is the first of a series of comedies
to be released via stale rights by the Jester Comedy Company, Ijeginning in February, serves to introduce to American
audiences Twedc-Dan, whose aptness at comedy in all its forms
is given ample sway. That this new funster on the picture horizon will find a hearty welcome wherever his products are shown
is firmly predicted, as his work is a combination of all that can
be expected in the laugh-raising art. Twcde-Dan balks at no
" stunt " which the director may care to name, and that these
risky but laughable situations arc numerous and excellently done
is attested by " The Recruit."
If timeliness is ever worth anything in comedy, it should join
']"wedc-Dan's efforts and make this initial Jester picture good
for a greatly replenished box office and unusually satisfied audiences. The story, which starts with the first shot and runs
evenly through to the final fade-out, is of the rapid-fire order,
with slapstick here and there, but of a subdued sort. It shows
Twedc-Dan in an effort to enlist for his country in order to win
the girl he wants. But failing in this does not keep him from
falling asleep and dreaming of accomplishing many hero feats,
with his love rewarded in the end. For the awakening a clever
punch has been provided, which is sure to send the audience away
not with a smile but a full-grown chuckle, and with other forms
of commendation.
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Aviation, horse-shoeing and horse-backing are right in Mabel Normand's line in " Mickey," controlled by the Western Import Company
they do a cliff overlooking a pretty body of water from which
" Their Little Kid "
cliff Zongar makes a high dive to rescue two girls who by the
way are fighting in the water; here again is shown a fine example
{Mutual-Strand — One Reel)
Reviewed by F. G. Spencer
of the result of physical training.
THERE are flashes of real humor in this single reeler, wherein
The picture throughout is well balanced and will make a good
Billie Rhodes is featured. The title, " Their Little Kid " is state rights proposition.
apt, if the commoner vernacular be recognized in comedy, as
doubtless it will be. In its double meaning lies the foundation
of the theme, for this young married couple are happy and live
" Innocent "
{Pat he— Five Reels)
in expectation of a substantial windfall from Jack's rich uncle.
Uncle wires them one day that he is about to visit them as he
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
is anxious to " see the kid." Thinking uncle means their baby, FANNIE WARD presents the title role of George Broadhurst's
which so far has not put in an appearance, and fearful of disapstage play, " Innocent," as adapted to screen and presented
pointing Uncle, Jack sallies forth to round up a youngster by by Pathe,
with such fine artistic ability that the writer will
hook or crook. He first steals one from a nurse in the park,
venture the assertion that she equals, if not surpasses, her success
only to discover later that the child is of ebony hue.
in the role of the young wife in " The Cheat." " Innocent " is
So many ludicrous situations arise, and many tense situations
adapted from Mr. Broadhurst's play as presented by A. H. Woods.
are revealed that this will prove an acceptable filler in any theatre.
The adaptation was made by Ouida Bergere and produced by
It is scheduled for release January 22.
Pathe under the direction of George Fitzmaurice.
There are three qualities which stand out with prominence in
this
production — Miss Ward's artistic presentation of the title role :
" Zongar "
the strength and fascination of the drama and the work of
{Bernarr MacFadden Prod. — Five Reels)
Director Fitzmaurice. The fourth quality should be added in
RevieAved by F. G. Spencer
justice to the work of the fine support given Miss Ward by John
Miltern, Armand Kalitz and Frederick Perry, John Milton, who
<< "7 O-'^^GAR,
dare Larkin
devil ofin Romance,"
is constructed
mainly
to give the
George
the title role
an opportunitj'
of originated the role of John Wyndham in A. H. Wood's stage proshowing how necessary it is to live right and take regular physical
duction, works opposite Miss Ward with ability, strength of
exercises, and throughout the five reels he has unbounded opporcharacter
and a clear-cut appreciation for the job that is before
him.
tunities of displaying his prowess as an all round athlete. He
swims well, is fleet of foot and apparently takes any and every
" Innocent " strikes home with a force that lifts the characters
risk without so much as a second thought, and even after the most
from a state of pantomimic existence orrthe gold fibre, to the
strenuous tests of endurance does not exhibit the slightest signs of reality. The screen is forgotten — it becomes, not the artificial
fatigue.
stage on which is projected motion pictures, but one that has been
Bernarr ^MacFadden edited the film, which might aptly be termed
transformed to the drowsy, sluggish life of the Orientals, their
picturesque tea gardens, and their homes of bamboo. From the
" MacFadden propaganda," for moderation in eating, total absticountry of the Oriental, the scenes shift to the gay but artificial
nence
of
alcoholic
liquors'
and
persistent
gymnasium
training
are
the keynotes of the production.
life of Paris and her gambling resorts. And with this shift
Innocent is transformed from the unsophisticated little girl of the
Some really wonderful stunts are pulled off by this perfect
specimen of right living and quite a few thrills are recorded, chief
Orient to the little butterfly of Paris — never overstepping the
of which may be mentioned his fistic battle with eight men aboard
bounds of propriety but ever subject to the temptation of being
a yawl, in which he gives an able demonstration of jiu jitsu lead astray by the unscrupulous Parisian.
tactics. Then again his rescuing a girl from an auto from the
It is this uncertainty in the career of Innocent and the subtle,
appreciative manner in which Miss Ward endows the character
deck of a low fl3'ing aeroplane affords a thrill of capacity calibre.
These two are cited simply as proof of the foregoing statement
with all that the name implies — forgetting that she is Fannie
concerning physical culture.
Ward merely impersonating before the camera — but walking in
the footsteps of a very human little girl whose instinct prompts
Throughout the theme there runs a tale of love and intrigue,
her to play with the fire that has been kept beyond her reach
the villain of the plot being Jack Hopkins, who, as Richard Sutton,
for so long. In the same spirit as the child in arms will investiattempts to foist his mistress on Zongar, and incidentally take
Helen Thorpe (Grace Davidson) from Zongar. To effect his
gate the contents of a poisoned vial. Innocent investigates the
new world into which she has been thrown, the new people with
purpose
he
poisons
Helen's
mind
again
Zongar
and
persuades
her
to engage Jierself to him.
^
whom she comes in contact, unconsciously inviting danger and
distressed because she is not permitted to bring harm to herself.
The photography is good throughout and the locations selected
The delicate shadings of emotions which are reflected in the
are idealistic for the proper display of the subject, including as
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work of Miss Ward in this role gives to this screen drama a
fascination, an appreciation that will live in the minds of those
who see her with the same vivid remembrance that springs intO'
being when " The Cheat " is mentioned.
As a drama, " Innocent " does not present .the same tense, gripping moments that accompanied the exhibition of " The Cheat,"
but Miss Ward's faultless characterization, her versatility and her
interpretation of the subtle, inner emotions of the character Innocent, will live in the same realm of excelliDnce and perfection
as now surrounds her role in " The Cheat." '
Comparisons are said to be odious but no^ such intimation is
meant to be conveyed by the frequent mention of Miss Ward's
former success in connection with a criticism ' of her latest work.
The two plays are very similar, particularly in the lesson to be
derived from their exposition. " Innocent " is a drama that will
live through the annals of dramatics on the screen. It strikes
deep — deep into the inner recesses of humanity's soul and arouses
compassion — compassion for those whom we seek only to protect
from our own kind.
George Fitzmaurice's direction of this production is entitled to
special mention. Honorary mention best describes his due. Where
pretense would have detracted, he has modestly clung to simplicity.
When the lavish in sets was required he responded with the ideal.
His opening scenes, laid in China, spell China and the Chinese in
capitals. He did not emphasize the Orient with crowds of
Orientals when this procedure would have been superfluous. He
shows one set — the Chinese home of an American in China. This
suffices. When the action turns to Paris, Paris it is. Artificiality
of the gambling life, the palatial homes of the indigent rich and
beautiful
realism. country estates of the wealthy — all are conveyed with'
The sub-titles are examples of explanatorie^:. The risque is
brought out with a subtle ingenuity that conveys vathout offending.
The photography is the work of one who knows how. John
Miltern gives one of the Class A characterizations. Armand'
Kalitz, as the young Frenchman, without morals, is an excellent
type and a good actor. Frederick Perry registers in a less important role. "Innocent" is compared to "The Cheat;" Miss
Ward in her first picture for Pathe, does a truly artistic work.
It registers from title to finale. The exhibitor takes no chance.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
The opening scenes are laid in China. Innocent (Fannie Ward) is reared,
within the walls of a Chinese garden. Her father, addicted to drink, dies
a drunkard. He leaves her to the protection of John Wyndham (John
Miltern). Wyndham tires of the Orient and longs for the gambling resorts
of Paris. He goes to Paris accompanied by Innocent. She is established
in a beautiful home. Wyndham's former friends cannot understand Wyndpositiongambling
with theresort,
girl.is Louis
Doucet anxious
(Armandto solve
Kalitz),the proprietor
ofham's
a famous
particularly
problem,
as he loves the girl at first sight.
Wyndham tries hard to fight the passion for gambling, but finally gives,
way
spends ofnight
after night
Doucet's
gambling
resort. her
Doucet
takes and
advantage
his absence
and invisits
Innocent.
He flatters
and
she becomes infatuated with him. Wyndham returns one night and finds
Doucet in company with Innocent. He realizes the danger facing Innocent.
He takes her from Paris to the country. Doucet learns that she has
gone and follows. He meets her and takes her to Paris, where he buys
her beautiful clothes. Wyndham wakes to the realization that he is in
love with Innocent. He (Wyndham) asks her to marry him. She laughs
and tells him he is foolish. Later Innocent elopes with Doucet to Paris.
Wyndham finds himself alone in the big house and broods. He follows
Innocent to Paris. Innocent and Doucet reach Paris and Doucet puts off
the marriage ceremony. Innocent insists, and he, becoming enraged because he has not conquerred her, attacks her and is killed by Wyndham who
comes upon the scene. He leaves for China. Innocent, aware of the danger which she has escaped and realizing that Wyndham is a true friena,
returns to China and Wyndham and she are united.
" The Menace

"

[Vilagraph — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. K alley
CORINNE GRIFFITH and Evart Overton are co-starred in
this late ofTering of Vitagraph, from the pen of Rex Taylor
and produced upder the direction of John Robertson. A distinct
vein of mystery runs through Mr. Taylor's work that is given
People can reach your Studio in four or five
just enough prominence in the screen version to get the attention
of an audience at the introduction and hold it throughout the run.
minutes. Props, on a minute's notice. No waits
Director Robertson selected a mnnbcr of fine exteriors and with
on account of location of Studio. A big money
saver.
these as a background for the action of the story, he has given
the screen a mystei-y-drama that will stand up under the scrutiny
Rent by the week or month, but ypu must engage
of the average picture-going audience The story is told in a
ahead, as we are well booked.
smooth, logical manner and the events are depicted in proper
sequence. From a strictly dramatic standpoint, it offers a number
Address ROLAND WEST
of situations that may be said to reach the high spots. Good
photography is evident throughout the run and the interior sets
New York City
318 East 48lh Street
have been appropriately selected for proper atmosphere and are
in keeping with the condition of affluence which an audience is
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTUR E NEWS " when writing to advertisers

Will contract to furnish you your sets on
a 10% basis, saving you your rent in
lumber alone.
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lead to believe exists in the lives of the principal characters.
The types which the director has selected to impersonate the
author's characters are replica of the images of the characters
which an audience would picture in its minds. Miss Griffith is at
no time during the run, called upon to interpret strong, emotional
acting. She does best in the lighter roles. Evart Overton presents
his part with appreciation, convinces in every scene but never
reaches unusual heights in dramatic action. Ned Finley in the
heavy character role, gives one of his best impersonations. Herbert
Prior, although not prominently casted, gives a good account of
himself while before the camera. Lelia Blow and Frank A. Ford
present minor roles convincingly.
The niystery element in this production is its strongest point of
interest. It stands up to the end and holds the attention. At no
time during the run does the picture drag, but presents a smoothness of purpose that speaks in high terms for the scenarioist. The
work of Director Robertson is commendable.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Richard Burnell (Evart Overton) is the adopted child of Dr. (Herbert
Prior) and Mrs. Burnell (Lelia Blow). When a baby Richard was taken
from
an orphan
asylum.
has been Denton
reared (Corinne
as Dr. Burnell's
child.
On leaving
college
he asksHe Virginia
Griffith),owndaughter
of an old Virginia family, to marry him. The wedding day is set. A few
days before
day, inhe prison.
meets Morgan
pleted a longtheterm
Morgan (Ned
visits Finley),
an old who
friendhasandjustis comtold
that his child had been adopted by the Burnells shortly after he was
sentenced to prison. Morgan thinks of a scheme and visits the Burnell
home, finds Richard and tells him that he is his father.
A few days prior to the wedding a series of receptions are held for
the engaged couple and during the festivities Morgan persuades Richard
by threatening to expose his identity to assist him in rifling the safes of
the homes at which the receptions are being held. Richard does so, and
it is during
the detects
night that
to rifle
Virginia's
home
that she
him Morgan
and her attempts
fiance doing
the the
job.safeSheof breaks
the
engagement,
and
Richard's
stepfather,
knowing
that
Richard's
father
is a
crook, thinks thai; the curse is hereditary and believes that Richard is committing burglary.
Richard frames Morgan and he is detected robbing a home. Morgan
is arrested and it develops that Richard is not his son, but is the son of
the Burnells who thought their child had been killed.
Molly, Go Get 'Em
{Mutual-American — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Lisle M. Albright
IN " Molly Go Get 'Em," Margarita Fischer takes unto herself
the role of a hoydenish little girl, who is forever getting
into scrapes and gumming up the love afTairs of her elder sister.
While fairly good in a number of ways, there is nothing about
the play demanding that it be classed as more than a mediocre
production.
The story seems to have been put together merely to al¥ord
Miss Fischer an. opportunity to portray the spoiled and vivacious
young harum-scarum, who hadn't made her debut in society yet,
but who couldn't see why that should prevent her from going to
parties and enjoying a general good time.
Though Miss Fischer hops, skips and jumps through the entire
performance, climbs out of bed-room windows and gives an
imitation of a female Douglas Fairbanks, for an audience wishing light entertainment, " Molly Go Get 'Em " will probably be
found satisfactory. The photography is fine and there are a
number of pretty settings. Lloyd Ingraham directed the production, and Jack Mower, Hal Clements, Margaret Allen, David
Howard and True Boardman make up a well balanced cast.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Molly Allison (Margarita Fischer) is compelled to remain in the background until her older sister, Julia (Margaret Allen), has captured a husband. Count Renaud (True Boardman), in reality a French cook, is a
suitorson for
Julia's hand,
as an aeasy
way from
to geta bread-and-water
a strangle hold on the
fortune.
acquiring
for Allimisbehavior,After
Molly arrives
on the release
scene just
in time to smite the diet
Count
with
her vivacious charms. She, however, cures him of any interest in her by
telling him that she is the daughter of an Indian squaw, and is subject to
fits, and is allowed to remain in the Allison family only because of kindness
of her adopted father.
A burglar
Allisonat work,
home, follows
taking him,
Julia'sandfamous
pearlaid necklace.
Molly
discoversrobsthetherobber
with the
of Billy
Wilcox, her sweetheart, holds up the thief and his pal while they are dividing the plunder. When unmasked, one of the robbers proves to be the bogus
Count. Julia is prostrated, but Molly rides off with Billy in his eightcylinder motor-car to look up the nearest minister.
Madam Spy "
{Universal — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
JACK MULHALL makes his initial bow to the motion picture
public as a female impersonator in " Madam Spy," written by
Lee Morrison, scenarioized by Harvey Gates and produced for
Universal under the direction of Douglas Gerrard.
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For approximately three of the five reels thai go to make for
this production, Mr. Mulhall masquerades in the guise of a female
German spy and if it were not for the fact that he burlesques
the part, he would have registered a fine attempt, if not a complete
victory. The maimer in which the author has fashioned his plot,
obviates all possibility of Mr. Mulhall deceiving an audience. A
work of this nature must be, of necessity, given subtle treatment
and this fact has not been given proper consideration by the
author. There are spots in the story where Mr. Alorrison has
stretched a point in order that he might create enough dramatic
material for five reels of pictures and in doing so he has given
rise to the farcical where true intent on the part of story and
characters might be expected.
The novelty of seeing Mr. Mulhall in the role of a female
spy will counteract much that may be said in adverse criticism
of this production. The title is catchy and arouses a certain
curiosity that will seek satisfaction. The opening scenes and the
general impression that is left by the introduction arouses anything
but a suggestion of the burlesque that is to follow when Mr.
Mulhall attempts the role of the Baroness von Ornstroff. It is
difficult to imagine any audience being convinced that the gang
of German spies who are expecting the arrival of their confedFOK SALE— CHEAP
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eratc from Germany, arc fooled by the disguise and actions of
Air. Mulhall. The story is meant to carry a serious impression
but this is lost in the burlesque which follows.
The first two reels offer good, sound dramatic entertainment.
This can not be said of the latter reels. As a whole the picture
will get over if an audience can forgive the sacrifices of the serious
for the burlesque and except it as a comedy-drama. Mr. Mulhall
docs exceptionally good, considering the impossible predicaments
into which he is thrown in the enactment of the title role. Donna
Drew in the principal feminine role, leaves a fine impression and
presents a pretty picture. Wadsworth Harris, Jean Hersholt,
Claire Du Brey and George Gebhart are in support. The Photograph is standard work.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Robert Wesley (Jack Mulhall), son of Admiral Wesley (Wadworth
Harris), has completed his term at Annapolis, but has yet to hear whether
or not he has
his final
He arrives Phyllis
home andCovington
is congratulated bypassed
his father
and examinations.
sister. His sweetheart,
(Donna Drew), is present to greet him. The next day after his arrival.
Admiral Wesley receives a telegram informing him that his son has failed
to pass his examinations.
is severely
reprimanded
his father's
studymischief,
to reflect.he
HeRobert
sits down
and hears
someone and
enter goes
the toroom.
Suspecting
remains quiet and discovers that the butler, Hanson (George Gebhart), is
searching for something in his father's desk. Another man enters and
Hanson, using
key, obtainsplans.
accessTheto his
father'stellsdeskHanson
and takes
therefrom
certaina skeleton
naval department
stranger
that
Baroness von Hulda is expected to arrive at Baltimore on a certain liner.
Robert hears the instructions and gets the pass-word by which the
Baroness is to be greeted. He decides to act. He leaves hastily and goes
to Baltimore, meets the Baroness, and, telling her that he is escorting ner
to her German friends, secretly takes her to the home of an old professor
he knew at school and has her confined as a prisoner. He then getsBaroness's
trunks, with
arraysthehimself
her clothes,
and after
a number
oftheexciting
adventures
Germanin spies
he succeeds
in trapping
the
gang
country.and winning the admiration and respect of his father, friends and
Two
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Strand Comedies

[Mutual-Strand — One Reel Each)
Reviewed by F. G. Spencer
(^DURGLARS " and " A Peach and a Pill " are the latest Strand
D releases featuring Billie Rhodes and Cullen Landis, and in
both Billie Rhodes Vnakes a decided hit. Some really unique situations are provided in each reel, and Billie, as ever, is equal to
the occasion. " Burglars " is based on an invitation being sent
to Mary (Billie Rhodes) and Jack (Cullen Landis) by the aunt
of Mary and uncle of Jack, to visit them at their country home.
Owing to delayed taxi trip to the depot, the niece is first missed
and later the nephew. Incidentally both decide to find their own
way to the uncle's house which address they have, and here is
where the ludicrous complications occur. Not expecting each
other, and finding the house empty, they enter by a window — at
different times, of course — and hearing each other in different
parts of the house and then catching a glimpse of each other, they
become alarmed and turn in a burglar alarm. Both are arrested
and only the timely arrival of uncle and aunt prevent disastrous
results. " A Peach and a Pill " is just as full of amusing incidents.
Both will be well received anywhere.
" Girls You Know "
[Edison-P erf e ction — One Reel)
Reviewed by Lisle M. Albright
AT last the cry of the exhibitor for a series of short, highclass comedies has been answered — and answered so well
that a new high water mark for single reelers has been established. Made at the Edison studios, and produced under the
personal direction and supervision of James Montgomery Flagg,
the artist, these twelve comedies, under the general title of " Girls
You Know," are simply in a class by themselves. Each one is
an irresistible social satire, featuring some particular type of
attractive American girl that Mr. Flagg has used in his illustrations and sketches.
Each comedy is a mirth provoker of the highest order, the subtitles, in themselves, being of sufficient power to pull repeated
outbursts from the most phlegmatic of individuals. Mr. Flagg
wrote the scenarios himself and appears in each production.
"The Bride" is the title of the second of the series. It is a
take-off on the bride's preparations for the wedding, the ceremony itself and the honeymoon. No one can see the picture
without enjoying it. The series undoubtedly will appeal to the
higher class patrons as the comedies are free of slap-stick and
depend for their strength on broad, keen, but good-natured satire.
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Bkiebird Photoplays
Dec. 24. The Scarlet Car (Franklj'n Farnura) —
Dec. 31. The Girl by the Roadside (Violet
Mersereau)
—
Jan. 7. My Unmarried Wife (Carmel My- ers) 5
Jan. 14. Face Value (Mae Murray)
5
Jan. 21. Broadway Love (Dorothy Philips). S
Jan. 28. The Fighting Grin (Franklyn Farnum)
5
Feb. 4. The Wife He Bought (Carmel Myers) 5
Feb. 11. Hands Down
(Monroe Salisbury,
Ruth Clifford)
5
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

Universal Productions
IS. Beloved
Jim (Priscilla Dean, Harry 5
Carter)
24. Bucking Broadway (Harry Carey,
Molly Malone)
S
31. TheBrownie
High Vernon)
Sign (H. Rawlinson, 5
7. The Wolf and His Mate (Louise
Lovely)
■
s
14.
Hell's Crater
(GraceMulhall)
Cunard)
21. Madame
Spy (Jack
S5
28. TheMolly
Phantom
Riders (Harry Carey, 5
Malone)
4. Painted Lips (Louise Lovely)
S

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
^
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

Fox Film Corporation
(Special Features)
2. The Babes in the Wood (CarpenterCorbin)
9. TheWalsh)
Pride of New York (George
16. Unknown 274 (June Caprice).
23. The Kingdom of Love (Jewel Carmen)
30. For Liberty (Gladys Brockwell)
6. Stolen Honor (Virginia Pearson) ...
13. Cupid's Roundup (Tom
20. A Heart's Revenge (SoniaMix)
Markova).
27. TheCaprice)
Heart of Romance
(June
3. Jack Spurlock — Prodigal (George
Walsh)
^.

Dec.
Dee.
_
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

Fox Standard Pictures
2. A Kellermann)
Daughter of the Gods (Annette
9. Troublemakers (Jane and Katherine
Lee)
16. The Heart of a Lion (William Farnum)
30. Du Barry (Theda Bara)
20. Cheating the Public
27.
The Miserables
Forbidden Path
Bara)'..
10. Les
(Wm. (Theda
Farnum)

7
6
7
8
86

Goldw^n Features Corp.
2. The Auction Block
16. The Cinderella Man (Mae Marsh)
30. Fields
Thais of(Mary
14.
HonorGarden)
(Mae Marsh) '..
28. Dodging a Million (Mabel Normand)
10. OurGOLDWYN
Little Wife SPECIALS
(Madge Kennedy)
The Manx-Man
For the Freedom of the World!.'.'!!

6
6
66
6
6
7
7

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

5
5
S
5
5
5
S
5
S
s

W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
(Paralta Plays)
Dec. IS. A Man's Man (J. Warren Kerrigan) 7
Jan. 1. Madam Who (Bessie Barriscale) . .. 7
Jan. IS. His Robe of Honorthall)
(Henry B. iWal7
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
geeDeo.

Jewel Productions, Inc.
—— Come
(Drama) '.. _—
Pay MeThrough
(Drama)
— Sirens of the Sea (Drama)
Man Corespondent
Without a Country (Patriotic). —
—— The
(Drama)
— The Price of a Good Time (Drama) . . —
— The Grand Passion (Drama)
—
— K (Drama)
[—

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

George Kleine System
(PERFECTION PICTURES)
S. Two Bit Seats (Taylor Holmes)
19. Kill(Essanay)
Joy (Essanay)
26.
Gift o'Town
Gab Guy
(Essanay)
3. Small
(Essanay)
10. The Dream Doll (Essanay)
17. Salt of the Earth (Edison)
24. Sadie Goes to Heaven (Essanay) ...

Metro Pictiu-es Corporation
Dec. 3. The Square Deceiver (Harold Lockwood), Yorke Film
Dec. 10. Alias
Mrs. Jessop (Emily Stevens),
Metro
Dec. 10. (Special) Blue Jeans (Viola Dana).
Dec. 17. God's
Bushman,
BeverlyOutlaw
Bayne),(Francis
Metro
Dec. 24. An more),
American
Widow
(Ethel
Metro BarryDec. 31. The Avenging Trail (Harold Lockwood), Yorke Film
Jan. 7. Daybreak (Emily Stevens) Metro...
Jan. 14. TheRolfe-Metro
Winding Trail (Viola Dana)
Jan. 21. The Eyes of Mystery (Edith Storey)
Rolfe-Metro
Jan. 28. Her Welch)
Boy Metro
(Effie Shannon, Niles
Feb. 4. Under
Suspicion
X. Bush
man and Beverly (Francis
Bayne) Metro...
(METRO SPECIALS)
Blue Jeans (Voila Dana), Metro-Rolfe
The Legion of Death (Edith Storey), MetroRolfe
Revelation (Nazimova), Metro
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.

Mutual Film Corporation
3. American Maid (Edna Goodrich) ...
10. Miss Jackie
Army (Margarita of the
Fischer)
17. New York Luck (Wm. Russell),
American
24. Her Sister (Olive Tell) Frohman. .
31. Her Second Husband (Edna Good7. Molly
Go Get 'Em(Ann(Margarita
14.
The Imposter
Murdock)Fischer)
Froh-

—5
5•
5
5
5

S
5
7
5
S
5
5
5
5
5
5
7
7
7

5
S
5
5
rich) 5
5
man S
Jan. 21. In Bad (Wm. Russell), American... S
Jan. 28. Beauty and the Rogue (Mary Miles
Minter), American
5
Feb. 4. Who Loved Him Best? (Edna Goodrich) 5
Paramount Picture Corp.
Dec. 3. Thelieri)
Eternal Temptress (Lina CavaDec. 3. The Secret Game (Sessue Hayakawa)
Dec. 10. The Land of Promise (Billie Burke)
Dec. 10. Tom Sawyer (Jack Pickford)
Dec. 17. Nan of Music Mountain (Wallace
Reid)
Dec. 17. The Fair Barbarian (Vivian Martin)
Dec. 24. Love Letters (Dorothy Dalton) ....
Dec. 24.
His Seven
Mother's
Boy (Marguerite
(Charles Ray)...
Dec.
31. The
Swans
Clark)
Jan. 7. Mrs. Dane's Defense (Pauline FredJan. 14. Jules of the Strong Heart (George
Beban)
Jan.
14. The
SpiritJones
cf "17
(Jack Reid)
Pickford)..
Jan. 21.
Rimrock
(Wallace
Jan 21. Blackton's The World for Sale
Jan. 28. The tinge)
Widow's
Might (Julian ElJan. 28. The Hired Man (Charles Ray)
Feb. 4. Madame Jealousy (Pauline FrederFeb. 4. Flare-Up Sal (Dorothy Dalton)
Feb. 4. A Petticoat Pilot (Vivian Martin) . .

Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

Pathe
Exchange, Inc.
Jan. 6. Convict
993
Castle, Warner
Oland, Paul(IreneEverton,
Etheyle
Cooke, Bert Starkey)
Jan. 13. The German Curse in Russia (Wat
Film.). Donald C. Thompson
Jan. 20. The Cloven Tongue (Special) (N. V.
Panoff, P. A. Baksheef, Nadya
Lesienko, Sophie Karabanova) . .
Jan. 27. Innocent (Fannie Ward, Frederick
Perry, John
Miltern, Armand
Kalisz),
Astra
Feb. 3. The Milton
Other Sills,
WomanWm.(Peggy
Hyland,
Parke,
Jr.),
Astra

S
S
5
5
5

Petrova Picture Company
Dec. 23. Daughter of Destiny (Mme. Petrova). 5
Feb. 1. The Light Within (Mme. Petrova). 5
Feb. 1. The Life Mask (Mme. Petrova) S
Select Pictures
Nov. — Her Silent Sacrifice (Alice Brady) . . 5
Nov. — Secret of the Storm Country (Norma
Talmadge)
5
Dec. — Shiriey Kake (Clara Kimball Young). S
Dec. — The Honeymoon , (Constance Tal- madge) S
Jan. — Woman and Wife (Alice Brady —
!jan. — Ghosts of Yesterday (Norma TalJan. — The Marionettes
(Clara Kimball mad.ge) —
Youngj
Jan. — The Studio Girl (Constance Tal- —
madge) —
Triangle Distributing Corporation
Dec. 9. Fanatics (J. Barney Sherry)
5
Dec. 9. The
Learnin' of Jim Benton (Roy S
Stewart)
Dec. 16. Because of the Woman (Billie Ben- net ) 5
Dec. 16. The Maternal Spark (Irene Hunt).. 5
Dec. 23. Without Honor (Margery Wilson. S
Dec. 23. Until They Get Me (Pauline Hart) . 5
Dec. 30. The Gown of Destiny (Alma Ruebens)
5
Dec. 30. Framing Framers (Charles Gunn) . . 5
Jan. 6. Betty Takes a Hand (Olive Thomas) S
Jan. 6. Man Above the Law (Jack Richard- son) S
Jan. 13. I Love You (Alma Ruebens)
7
Jan. 13.
Outlaw
(Roy Stewart)
Jan.
20. Law's
Evidence
(J. Barney
Sherry)
55
Jan. 20. Flames of Chance (Margery Wilson) 5
Jan. 27. The Gun Woman (Texas Guinan) . . 5
Jan. 27. Her American Husband (Darrell
Foss)
.• SS
Feb. 3. Limousine
Life (Olive Thomas)
Feb. 3. The Hopper (Wm. V. Mong)
5

5
5
S
S
S
5
Vitagraph
V-L-S-E. (Mildred
Marriage Speculation
S Dec. 10. The
Wallace MacDonald) ...
5S Dec. 17. InManning,
the Balance (Earle Williams) ...
Dec. 24. When Men Are Tempted (Mary
Alfred Whitman)
erick) 5 Dec. 31. HisAnderson,
Own People (Harry Morey,
Leslie)
5 Jan. 7. The Gladys
Blind Adventure (Edward Earle,
SS
Betty Howe)
Strain Whitman)
(Nell Shipman, Al5 Jan. 14. The Wildfred
Menace (Corinne Grirfith, Evart
S Jan. 21. TheOverton)
5
Jan. 28. A Mother's
Sin (Earle
Other Man
(Harry Williams)
Morey, Grace
ick) 5 Feb. 4. TheDarmond.
Florence
Deshon)
5
5
\^ orld Pictures
Artcraft Releases
Dec. 10. TheBlackwell
Good and
for Evelyn
Nothing
(Carlyle
Greeley)
...
(PARAMOUNT)
Dec. 17. The Tenth Case (June Elvidge)
17. The Devil Stone (Geraldine Farrar). 5 Dec. 24. The Volunteer (Madge Evans and
Henry Hull)
31. A Modern
Musketeer (Douglas
Fairbanks)
5 Dec. 31. The Wasp (Kitty Gordon)
7. Rose of the World (Elsie Ferguson). S Jan. 7. Stolen Hours (Ethel Clayton)
14. Dead or Alive (Wm. S. Hart)
S Jan. 14. The Strong Way (June Elvidge)
21. Stella Maris (Mary Pickford) S Jan. 21. The Beautiful Mrs. Reynolds (Carlyle
Blackwell. June Elvidge)
11. The Whispering Chorus (C. B. De
Jan. 28. Gates of Gladness (Madge Evans)..
Mille Prod.)
—

S
S
5
S
5
5
S
5
5

5
5
S
5
S
S
5
5
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For Manufacturers' Addresses, Names and Addresses of Buyers handling films in any territory, or any other
additional information write — State Rights Department, Motion Picture News
M. H. Hoffman, Inc.
E. I. S. Motion Picture Corp.
American News Weekly
One reel each week exclusively on Army and Trooper 44
S reels
One Hour (Zeena Keefe and Alan Hale). 6 reels
Navy activities.
The Silent Witness (Gertrude McCoy)... 6 reels
Elmont Feature Film Co.
American Standard M. P. Corp.
People vs. John Doe
6 reels A Trip Through China (Brodsky's Art Pic- tures) 8reels
6 reels
Her Fighting Chance (Jane Grey) 6 reels
May 5.7. Jones'
Jonah Day
C..15 reels
reel God's Law
When Justice
Errs.(Sunshine),
D
May
Should She Obey? (Alice Wilson, Gene
1 reel
Export and Import Film Co.
May 12. (Educational Subject)
Genung and Norbert Myles) 6 reels
Daughter
of
Darkness,
EpiRobespierre
—
reels
Whither Thou Goest (Rhea Mitchell and
Hay sode
14. The
No. 1, D
2 reels
Ivan the Terrible
— reels
Orrin Johnson)
5 reels
1 reel
May 19. Ghosts (Sunshine), C
The Great White Trail (Doris Kenyon)..6 reels
Fairmount Film Corporation
My Country First
6 parts Hate
Sept.
17.
7 reels
Oct. 7. The Mystery of the Boule 5 parts
lliodor Picture Corporation
Oct. IS. Blackmailer
5 parts
The Fall of the Romanoffs (lliodor, Nance
Flora Finch Film Co.
O'Neil, Ekaterina Galanta, Alfred
War Prides
2 reels
Argosy
Inc.
Hickman and Conway Tearle) — reels
The Celebrated
StielowFilms,
Case
6 reels
Inter Ocean Film Corp.
Where
D'ye
Get
That
Stuff
5
reels
First
National
Exhibitors'
Circuit,
Inc.
Absinthe (King Baggott), Universal Re- is ue 5 reels
Enlighten Thy Daughter
— reels
Ivan Feature Productions
On Trial.
Arrow Film Corporation
Charles Chaplin.
June — One Law for Both
9
The Deemster (Derwent Hall Caine) 7 reels
Daughter of Destiny (Mme. Petrova).
Aug. — Babling Tongues
—
Oct.
—
Married
in
Name
Only
—
Herbert
EmptyMitch
Pockets."
Bluebird Extraordinary
The
Sign Brenon's
Invisible " (Big
Lewis).
Dec. — Sins of Ambition
—
Sept.Rutn
3. Mother
o' Mine (Rupert Julian and 5 reels
Jan. — Human Clay
—
Clifford)
Fort Pitt Corporation
The Italian Battlefront.
Jester Comedies
The Eagle's Wings (Herbert Rawlinson).
Feb. 15. The Recruit (Twede Dan) 2 parts
Hell Morgan's Girl (Dorothy Phillips).
Fox Film Corp.
Mar. IS. His Golden Romance (Twede
Mother o' ford,
Mine
Julian, Ruth ClifRuby La(Rupert
Fayette).
Dan)
2 parts
(Standard Pictures)
The Spy.
Brenon Productions
April
IS. All
"Fur"
Her
(Twede
Dan).. 22 parts
parts
Honor
The
May
15.
In
and
Out
(Twede
Dan)
Lone Wolf
7 parts Jack and the System.
Beanstalk.
Pall of the Romanoffs
8 parts
Juvenile Film Corporation
The Conqueror.
Empty Pockets
7 parts
World War in Kidland
1 reel
Camille.
A
Chip
Off the Old Block
1 reel
Oct.
18.
Aladdin
and
the
Wonderful
Lamp.
Jules Burnstein
Nov.
18.
The
Babes
in
the
Wood.
Chip's
Elopement
1 reel
Shame
7 parts
Chip's Backyard Barn-Stormers 2 reels
Frieder
Film
Corporation
Chip's
Rivals
.
1
reel
Cardinal Film Corporation
Sale, a Daddy
1 reel
Joan the Woman (Geraldine Farrar) 11 reels The Birds' Christmas Carol (Mary Louise). 5 reels For
Chip's
Carmen
2
reels
A Bit O' Heaven (Mary Louise) 5 reels
Century Comedies
A. Kay Co.
Friedman Enterprises
6 reels Twenty Thousand Feats Under the Sea. . . .
(FEATURING' ALICE HOWELL) 2 reels A Mormon Maid (Mae Murray)
Balloonatics
Golden
Spoon
Mary
Automaniacs
2 reels
Frohman Amusement Corp.
Some Barrier
11 CC
Neptune's Naughty Daughter
2 reels The Witching Hour (C. Aubrey Smith,
His Trial
1 C
Jack Sherrill. Helen Arnold, Marie
Christie Film Company
(Terry Human
Interest
Reels)Face... Ed.
Shotwell and Robert Conness 6 reels
No. 1. Character
as Revealed
in the
Father's Bright Idea
1 reel Conquest of Canaan
S reels
No. 2. Character as Revealed in the Eyes... Id.
With Magic
the M Maid
ummies' Help
11 reel
g reels
The
reel God's Man
Klotz and Streimer
The Milky Way
1 reel
Whither Thou Goest
S reels
General Enterprises, Inc.
His Last Pil!
1 reel
S reels
The Fourteenth Man
I reel
Mother (Elizabeth Risdon. McClure) 6 parts The Secret Treaty
Down by tnc Sea
1 reel The Warrior (Maciste) (McClure) 7 parts Lincoln Motion Picture Company
Skirts
1 reel The Liar (Jane Gail, Stanley WaIpole)...6 parts
Won in a Cabaret
1 reel
The Realization
Negro's Ambitions. . .23 reels
reels
Gold Medal Photoplays
Trooper
of Troopof aK
His Merry Mix-Up
1 reel
A Smoky. Love Affair
1 reel The Web of Life (Hilda Nord, James
Marine Film Co.
Craze, George Spencer)
5 reels
f^inema Di.stributing Corp.
Lorelei of the Sea
— reels
The 13th Labor
of Hercules.
Golden Features
Masterpiece
Drama
Productions
A Bit of Life
i reel
Clune Productions
Who's Your Neighbor?
—
Ramona
8 reels
Feature Film Company
Masterpictures
Eyes of the World
9 reels RexGrand
LION COMEDIES
Beach on the Spanish Main
5 reels
Nov.
Oct. 29. Nathan Busts Into the Movies....! C
Rex Beach in Pirate Haunts
S reels
Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
1 C
Nov. 5. A Village Villain
Rex Beach in Footsteps of Capt. Kidd 5 reels
Charlotte, in The Frozen Warning.
Nov. 12. Her Fatal Resemblance 1
Corona Cinema Company
19. An Account of a No-Account Count. 1
Graphic
Features
Dec.
26. Hicks and Hornets
1
The Curse of Eve (Enid Markcy) 7 reels The Woman and the Beast
5 reels
3. Waves and Wimmen
1
Dec.
10.
Fizzled
Finance
1
Cororif-t Film Corporation
D. W. Griffith
LIVING STUDIES
IN NATURAL HISTORY
Intolerance
9 reels
Mayfair Film Corp.
Animal World, No. 1 Issue.
Animal
Persuasive Peggy
— reels
Hanover Film Company
BirdlandWorld.
Studies.No. 2 Issue.
Horticultural Phenomena.
Maciste
— reels
B. S. Moss M. P. Corporation
How Uncle Sam Prepares
4 reels Birth Control
6 reels
Coftmofolofilm Company
The Power of Evil
5 reels
William S. Hart
Boots and Saddles
5 reels
Incompar.ible Mistress Bellairs 4 reels
reels
Liberty Hall
4
The Cold Deck
S D In theGirlHands
Who ofDoesn't
Know
reels
the Law
55 reels
The Black Spot
.A reels
5 D The
reels The Two Gun Man
Victoria Cross
4 reels
One Hour (Sequel to "Three Weeks")
ITawk Film Corporation
On 18
His
Vindication
.'... ..'.A
.S reels
Pictures Corp.
— reels The LustOgden
I Believe
.7 reels Monster of Fate
of the Ages
— reels
Film Corporation
Dixie Films
reels AroundTTerald
the
World
in
80
Days
6
reels
Paragon Films
The Whip
8 reels
Tempest and Sunshine (Evelyn Grecly)..5 reels
Hi Her ^ Wilk, Inc.
Jujt a Song at Twilight
5
The Battle of Gettysburg
— reels
Photoplay Magazine
Ehony Film Corporation
The Wrath of the Gods (Scssue Hayakawa).5 reels
Screen interviews
Supplemen*.of — allOne-reel
releases,
intimate
the stars.
(Throughgiving
ifiA Nsfural Born Shooter
1 reel
Historic Features
dcpendent exchanges).
Dst Blackhand Waitah Man
reel
(Continued on page 744)
g reels
Shine Johnson and the Rabbit's Foot 1 reel Christus

February
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Educational Film Corp. of Amer.
SCENICS—
EDUCATIONAL
Oct. 24. From
Studio to
Screen.
Oct. 31. A Trip Through Japan, No. 1.
Nov. 7. A Flying Trip Through the Hawaiian
Islands, No. 1.
Nov. Islands,
14. A No.
Flying
2. Trip Through the Hawaian
Nov. 21. Me and My Dog.
Nov. 28. The Chain Gang.
Dec. S. The Land of Enchantment (Yosemite
. Valley).
Dec. 12. Fishing for Fish.
Dec. 19. A Trip Through Japan, No. 2.
Dec. 26. Beside the Glimmer Glass.
DITMARS
OF NATURE"
Nov. 19. The"LIVING
Animals ofBOOK
Australia.
Nov. 26. The Smaller Monkeys.
Dec. 3. Enemies of the Garden.
Dec. 10. Our Vanishing Game.
Dec. 17. Nature's Weavers.
Dec.
Nature's
Songsters.
Dec. 24.
31. The
Animals
in Midsummer.
Fox Sunshine Comedies
Nov. 11. Roaring Lions and Wedding Bells.. 2 C
Nov. 18. A Milk-Fed Vamp
2 C
Dec. 9. His Smashing Career
2 C
Dec. 23. Damaged — No Goods
2 C
Jan. 6. Shadows of Her Pest
2 C
Jan, 13. Are Married Policemen Safe? 2 C
Feb. 3. Son of a Gun
2 C
General Film Company
BROADWAY STAR FEATURES
(O, HENRY STORIES)
The Fifth Wheel (W. L. Rodgers, Chet
Ryan, Patricia Palmer)
2 D
Compliments
of the Season (Herbert
Prior, Betty Blythe, Aida Horton)...2 D
The Moment of Victory (W. L. Rodgers,
Chet Ryan)
2 C-D
ESSANAY
GEORGE ADE FABLES
The Fable of the Toilsome Ascent and the
Shining Table Land
2 C
The Fable of the Back Trackers from the
Hot Sidewalks
2 C
ESSANAY COMEDIES
(1 reel)
Lunch
1 C
Nut Stuff
1 C
He Loved Her So
1 C
One Night
1C
Next
1 C
The Soup and the Fish Ball
1 C
ESSANAY SCENICS
Water Powers of Western Canada
1 Sc.
Through Canada from Coast to Coast 1 Sc.
How Canada and the Farmer Co-operate in
Grain Raising
1 Sc.
Agricultural Opportunities in Western Can- ada 1 Sc.
Water Powers of Eastern Canada
1 Sc.
The Two Biggest Things in the V/orld 1 Sc.
Electrification of Railroads
1 Sc.
CHAPLIN COMEDIES
By the Sea
1 C
In the Park
1 C
Work
2 C
A Woman
2 C
KALEM
(AMERICAN GIRL SAIS)
SERIES WITH MARIN
The Man Hunt at San Remo
2 D
The Door in the Mountain
2D
Sagebrush Law
2 D
("THE FURTHER ADVENTURES OF
STINGAREE"
TRUE BOARDMAN)2 D
Through
Fire and WITH
Water
AThe Bushranger's
Strategy
22 DD
Stranger at Dumcrieff
A Champion of the Law
2 D
GRANT, POLICE REPORTER SERIES
The Mystery of Room 422
1 D
A Deal in Bonds
1 D
The Sign of the Scarf
1 D
The Man with the Limp
1 D
A DAUGHTER OF DARING SERIES
A Race to the Drawbridge
1 D
The Munitions Plot
1 D
The
Detective's
Danger
1
The Railroad Smugglers
1 DD
The Deserted Engine
1 D
JAXON FILM CORP.
" A SERIAL
DAUGHTER(Jane Vance,
OF UNCLE
SAM 12"
Wm. Sorelle)
Episodes
1 D

JAXON COMEDIES
Breaking In
1 C
Blundering Boobs
1 C
Disappointed Love
1C
He's
11 CC
How InIt Again
Worked
Their Model Careers
1 C
His Fishy Footsteps
1C
Out and In (Finn & Haddie)
1 C
The
Inspector's
Wife
1
In Wrong (Finn & Haddie)
1 CC
Anybody's
Money
11 CC
Her Fatal Shot (Finn & Haddie)
Marooned
1 C
Sherman Was Right
1 C
What Will Happen Next?
1 C
Which Was Lucky?
1 C
JUDGE BROWN STORIES
Bud's Recruit
2 C-D
Chocolate
of the Gang
22 C-D
The Lost Lie
C-D
The Accusing Toe
2 C-D
SPARKLE COMEDIES
Monkey-Maid-Man
1C
On the Love Line
1 C
The Detective
1C
Smashing
the Plot
After
the Matinee
11 CC
Double C'-oss
1C
The Best cf a Bad Bargain ^
1C
KLEINE
(GEORGE BICKEL COMEDIES
A Suit and a Suitor
1 C
Nearly a Husband
1C
Some Sta'-ue
'C
Nearly a Husband
1C
Some Statue,
1 C
A King of Cooks
1 C
Love, Luck and Loot
1 C
THREE C COMEDIES
Stealing a Sweetheart (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Com Paul)
1 C
A Hash House Romance (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
The Hod Carrier's Million (Claude Cooper,
Virgmia Tracy Clark, Kenneth Claren- don) 1 C
HANOVER FILM COMPANY
Camille (Helen Hesperia)
6 D
The Marvelous Maciste
6 D
PHYSICAL CULTURE PHOTO PLAYS CO.
Physical Culture Magazine (Issued
Monthly)
1 Edc.
PIEDMONT PICTURES CORPORATION
(SELBURN COMEDIES)
Hubby's
21 CC
Too
MuchHoliday
Elephant
Wedding Bells and Lunatics
1 C
His College Proxy
1 C
MERKEL FILMS
Me und Gott (Cartoon), Our Heroes (Novelty), Four Famous Battles of the Civil
War (Novelty)
1
PowerLeaders
Pro and
Con (Cartoon),
England's
on Land
and Sea (Novelty),
The Capture of a Moonshine Still (Novelty) .•
1
King
Bee
Comedies
Nov. 1. The Hobo
2 reels
Nov. 15. The Pest
2 reels
Dec. 1. The Bandmaster
2 reels
Dec. 15. The Slave
2 reels
Jan. 1. The Stranger
2 reels
SELIG-HOYT COMEDIES
Aug. 6. A Dog in the Manger
2 C
Aug. 20. A Trip to Chinatown
2 C
Sept. 3. A Midnight Bell
2 C
Sept. 17. A Contented Woman
2 C
Metro Pictures Corporation
METRO-DREW COMEDIES
Jan. 7. Their Mutual Motor
1 C
Jan. 14. Why Henry Left Home
1 C
Jan. 21. Their First Love
1 C
Jan. 28. Under the Influence
1 C
Feb. 4. Help Wanted
1 C
Mutual Film Corporation
STRAND
(BILLIE RHODES)
Jan. 1. Her Awful Fix..
1 reel
Jan. 8. A Peach and a Pill
1 reel
Jan. 15. Burglars
1 reel
Jan. 22. Their Little Kid
1 reel
Jan.
11 reel
Feb. 29.5. Somebody's
Her Friend Widow
Brown
reel
Mutual Weekly Issued Every Monday

Dec. 3. The Lost Express, No. 12 (Daring
Death)
Dec. 10. The Lost Express, No. 13 (The Escape) 2 D
Dec. 17. The Lost Express, No. 14 (Unmasked) 2D
Dec. 24. The Lost Express, No. 15 (The
Return of the Lost Express)
2 D
MUTUAL-CHAPLINS
Oct. 29. The Adventurer
2 C
Paramount Pictures Corporation
KLEVER
KOMEDIES
(Victor Moore).
Dec. 3. Toothaches nad Heartaches 1 C
Dec. 19. The Instalment Plan
1 C
Dec. 31. O, U. Boat
1 C
Jan. 14. Meatless Days and Sleepless Nights. 1 C
Ian. 28. He Got His
1 C
Feb. 3. Watch Your Neighbor
2 C
BLACK DIAMOND COMEDIES
Oct. 15. Nearly a Baker
1 C
Nov. 12. A Society Scrimmage
1 C
ARBUCKLE- COMEDIES
Dec. 10, A Country Hero
1 C
Dec. 20, Out West
2 C
BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Dec. 3. Osaka to Nagasaki
1 Trav.
Dec.
10. Canning
in California I1 Trav,
Dec. 17.
In GlacierTimePark
Trav.
Dec. 24. Going to the Sun
1 Trav,
Dec. 31. On the Farm Where the Food
Comes From
1 Trav,
Jan. 7. Sydney, the Antipodean Metropolis. 1 reel
Jan. 14. A Trip to the Jenolan Caves of
Australia
1 reel
Jan. 21 Melbourne, the Magni.'icent 1 reel
Ian. 28. 'Round About Melbourne 1 reel
Feb. 24. Adelaide, Capital of South Aus- tralia 1reel
WHO IS NUMBER ONE? (Serial>
Jan. 7. Episode 11, The Rail Raiders. ..... 2 D
Jan. 14. Episode 12. The Show Down
2 D
Jan. 21 Episode 13, Cornered
.2 D
Jan, 28. Episode 14. No Surrender
2 D
Feb. 4, Episode 15. The Round-Up 2
MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
13. The
Kitchen Purpose
Lady
2 C"
Jan. PARAMOUNT-BRAY
27.
His Hidden
PICTOGRAPHS C
Jan. er 5.ofTheT-N-T;
New ArtGoodrich
of Dress Dirt
; Destructive
Vovrand Duke de
Whatanob.
Jan. 12. The Panama Canal; Evolution of the
Dance ; Flour from Potatoes.
Pathe Exchange, Tnc.
The Hidden Sunday,
Hand, No.January
9 (The20.Jets1918of Flame) 2 D
The Price of Folly, No. 1 (Phantom Fame),
Balboa
2D
The Big Idea (Harold Lloyd, Harry Pollard,
Bebe Daniels), Rolin
1 C
Bruges — Before the War, Belgium {colored},
and "In Blossom Time," Educ , Pathe..
Snlit reel
Katzenjammer
Kids
"
Rub-a-dub-dub
"
v
*t)
and " Making Linoleum " (Ed), Split
In.„rnational
reel
Wednesday, January 23, 1918
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 8
1 top
Saturday, January 26, 1918
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 9
1 top
Sunday, January 27, 1918
The Hidden Hand, No. 10 (Cogs of Death),
Pathe
2D
The Price of Folly, No. 2 (Counterfeit Clues),
Balboa
2D
Argus Pictorial, No. 6 (Educ), Argus 1 reel
Our
National
Parks
—
Ranier
Park
(Trav.)..l
International Cartoon and International Edu- reel
cational.
Wednesday, January 30, 1918
Hearst-PatheSaturday,
News, No.
.10
1 top
February
2, 1918
Hearst-PatheSunday,
News, February
No. 11
1 top
3, 1918
The Hidden Hand, No. 11 (Trapped by
Treachery). Pathe
2 D
The Price of Folly, No. 3 (The Catspaw),
Balboa
2D
The Lamb (Harold Lloyd, Harry Pollard,
Bebe Daniels), Rolin
1 C
Picturesque Brittany and Bonnets of Brittany (colored), Pathe.
Split reel
Katzenjammer Kids, " Policy and Pie " (Cartoon) and " For Dessert " (Ed.), International Split reel
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Wednesday,
Hearst-Pathe News,
Saturday,
Hearst-Pathe News,

February 6, 1918
No. 12
February 9, 1918
No. 13

1 top
1 top

Triangle Distributing Corp.
TRIANGLE COMEDIES
6. Matrimonial Breaker
1
6. His Day of Doom
1
13. A Straight Crook
1
13. A Marriage Not
1
20. Their Indian Uncle
1
20. The Price of His Head
I
27. A Butler Bust-Up
1
27. Too Many Husbands
1
3. Airing Their Troubles
1
3. A Safe Disaster
1
KEYSTONE RELEASES
Jan. 6. His Hidden Shame (Max Asher,
Dora Rogers, Alice Davenport, Alatia
Morton, Marianne Delatorre) 2
Jan. 13. His Punctured Reputation (Wm.
Franey, Dale Fuller, Maude Wayne, Milt
Sims)
2
Jan. 20. Dimples and Dangers (Harry Gribbon, Dora Rogers, Frank Bond, Claire
Anderson)
2
Jan. 27. Courts and Cab Ants (Peggy Pearce,
Baldy Belmont, Marianne Delatorre, Max
Asher)
2
Feb. Dale
3. A Fuller,
Sea Serpent's
DesireMaude
(Wm. Wayne).
Franey, 2
Milt Sims,

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

Universal Film Company
Monday, January 21, 1918
NESTOR—Wednesday,
Who's to "Blame
2 C
January 23, 1918
L-KO— Ashcan Alley
2 C
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY, No.
8.
Saturday, January 26, 1918
UNIVERSAL SCREEN MAGAZINE, Issue
No. 5.
UNIVERSAL
CURRENT EVENTS— Issue
No. 27.
(Shipping date January 19)
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL — Hell's Riders
(Thiteenth Episode of " The Red Ace " 2D
Serial)
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— The Black Masks
(Ninth Episode of "The Mystery Shop " 2D
Serial)
Monday, January 28, 1918
NESTOR— Vamping the Vamp (Harry Mann,
Kathleen
O'Connor)
1 C
Wednesday,
January 30, 1918
L-KO — Barbarous
Plots (Hughie Mack,
Bobby Dunn)
2 C
UNIVERSAL
ANIMATED WEEKLY—
Weekly No. 9.
Saturday, February 2, 1918
UNIVERSAL
SCREEN MAGAZINE— Issue
No. 6.
UNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS — Issue
No. 38.
(Shipping date, January 26)
UNIVERSAL SPEClAI^Virginia's Triumph .
(Final Episode
of " The
Ace " (Tenth
Serial) 2 D
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL
— TheRedRescue
Episode
of
"The
Mystery
Ship"
Serial).
SPECIAL — Finley Nature Studies No. 3 2 D
(Bears of the Yellowstone; The Long
White Trail) Sc
Split reel
Monday, February 4, 1918
NESTOR — The Great Sea Scandal (Dave
Morris. Gladys Tennyson)
1 C
Wednesday, February 6, 1918
L-KO — The Donkey Did It (Merta Sterling,
Al Forbes, Babe Emerson)
2 C
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY— Weekly
No. 10.
Sp'.urday, February 9. 1918
UNIVEKP'''L
SCREEN
MAGAZINE — Issue
N -7.
Issue No.
EVENTS—
CURRENT
UNJ 39.liRSAL
(Shipping date Feb. 2).
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAI The Line of
Episode of "The MysDeath tery(Eleventh
Ship " Serial)
• -2 D
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— First Blood (First
Episode
of
"The
Bull's
Eye"
Serial)..
SPECIAL — Finley Nature Studies No. 4 2 D
(Birds of Crag and Cavern; Gems of the
Adriatic; Sc
Split reel
Vita graph
BIG V COMEDIES
Jan. 7. Sleuths and Surprises.
Jan. 14. Peanuts and Politics.
Jan. 21. Jumbles and Jokers.
Jan. 28. Guns and Greasers.
Feb. 4. Telephones and Troubles.
VITAGRAPH COMEDIES
Jan. 7. A Little Quija Work.
Jan. 14. Seeking An Overioul.
Jan. 21. A Four-Corncrcd Triangle.
Jan. 28. Their Anniversary Feast.
VENGEANCE AND THE WOMAN fSerial)
Jan. 7. The Unsealed Peak (Third Episode).
Jan. 14. The Signaling Cipher (Fourth Episode).
j»n. sode).
21. The Plunge of Destruction (Fifth EpiJan. 28. The Lure of Hate (Sixth Episode).
Feb. 4. The Wolf Trap (Seventh Episode).

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

Favorite Film Features
7. The Trap
7. A Change in Baggage Checks
14. Under the Daisies
14. A Model Young Man
21. The Next Generation
21. And His Wife Came Back
28. Children of the Feud
28.4. Getting
Up a Practice
The Pirates
4. The Wings of a Moth

M 0 t i 0 n Picture
2 D
1 C
2 D
1 C
2 D
1 C
2 D
21 CC
1D

RELEASES IN THE
INDEPENDENT FIELD
(Continued from page 742)
Popular Picture Corporation
Corruption
6 reels
Pui)lic Rights Film Corporation
The Public Be Damned (Charles Richman
and Mary Fuller)
5 reels
Renowned Pictures Corporation
The Public Defender
6 reels
Naked Hands
S reels
Weavers of Life
6 reels
Souls Redeemed
6 reels
Mother Love and the Law
7 reels
In
Treason's
Grasp
reels
Should
She Obey?
7S reels
Selig Special
Bewar. of Strangers
7 reels
The Ne'er-Do-Well
8 reels
The Garden of Allah (Selig)
10 reels
Who Shall Take My Life?
— reels
Frank J. Seng
Parentage
7 reels
Sherman Eliot, Inc.
The Crisis
10 reels
Sherman Pictures Corporation
I Believe
7 reels
The Land of the Rising Sun
Julius Steger
Redemption
6 reels
Sterling Pictures Corporation
o' theAppeal
Sea (Jean
.... 65 parts
parts
APegMute
(Jean Sothern
Sothern feature)
feature)...
The Lash of Destiny (Gertrude McCoy
feature)
5 parts
Her Good Name (Jean Sothern feature).. 5 parts
Rosie Cloud
O'Grady
Danafeature)
feature) 55 parts
parts
The
(Jean(Viola
Sothern
The God of Little Children (Alma Hanlon
feature)
S parts
APride
Mother's
and theOrdeal
Devil (Jean
(Alma Sothern
Hanlon feature)
feature) 56 parts
parts
Miss Deception (Jean Sothern feature)... 5 parts
The
that Failed
(Alma (Alma
Hanlon Hanlon
f'ture)5 parts
Great LawBradley
Mystery
feature)
5 parts
The Mystic Hour (Alma Hanlon feature). 6 parts
When You and I Were Young (Alma
Hanlon feature)
5 parts
The Golden God (Alma Hanlon feature).. S parts
She comedy)
Was a Dangenous ■ Girl (Cartoon 500 ft.
Zippy the Fireman (Cartoon comedy) .... 500 ft.
Zippy in a Sanatorium (Cartoon comedy). 500 ft.
Zippy Buys a Pet Pup (Cartoon comedy). 500 ft.
Slick and Tricky (Cartoon comedy) 500 ft.
DoctorOldBunny's
Zoo (Cartoon
... 500
500 ft.
The
Forty-Niner
(Cartoon comedy)
comedy)..
ft.
Mr. C^oon (Cartoon comedy)
500 ft.
Mose Is Cured (Cartoon comedy) 500 ft.
Zippy's Insurance (Cartoon comedy) 500 ft.
Zippy'sUnknown
Pets (Cartoon
500 ft.
The
(Cartoon comedy)
comedy) 500
ft.
Moe Streimer
A Daughter of the Don
10 reels
Submarine Film Corporation
The Submarine Eye
7 reels
W. H. Productions Co.
William S. Hart as Two Gun Man in "The
Bargain "
6 reels
William S. Hart in " The Bandit and the
Preacher "
5 reels
William
Hart in " The Hell Hound of 5 reels
AlaskaS. "
Also Series of two-reel W. H. Hart productions.
^Hiolesome Films Corporation
The Ralph
Penny Morgan),
Philanthropist
D(Peggy O'Neil and 5
Cinderella and the Magic Slipper (Special ChilCast), Juv
His Awfuldren'sDownfall
(Rex Adams), 1,000 4
feet, C.
Little Red Riding Hood (Juvenile), 4,000 feet.
World Pictures
Over Here •
S reels
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CALIFORNIA.
Haasetheatre,
has taken
a fiveyear lease on— M.
the B.
Victory
Berkeley.
W. A. Wright opened a motion picture
theatre
early in inthethenewMen's
year. Club rooms at Escalon
IDAHO. — E. \V. Waddell, who purchased the
Unique theatreprovementsatmadeNampa
has hadto many
imand opened
capacity
business January 1.
ILLINOIS. — Robert Kennedy, the new owner of
the Court
Peoria,ofhas
sumed activetheatre,
management
the already
house. asElmer
Easley
has
bought
the
motion
picture theatre at Clay City from Hayward
White
manager.and has installed his brother, Glenn, as
Herbert M. and C. D. Motz of Chicago,
have
the Colonial theatre at Urbana
from bought
Paul Casey.
James
Greig,
manager
the Royal theatre,
Litchfield, secured
the ofmanagement
of the
Lyric theatre a few days ago, and immediately re-leased same to T. F. Miller.
INDIANA.tre, —recently
Winamac's
Isis theachanged playhouse,
management,the possession
being
given
on
New
Year's
day.
The new
manager is R. F. Wetzel, known in Winamac
for
the
past
year
or
so
as
its
band
director.
He is starting a show schedule of Monday,
Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights, with
Universal programs.
Manager
Rogers offorCrump's
tur, let the contracts
300 moretheatre,
seats Decato be
placed in the theatre. He finds that the seating
capacity
of
the
upstairs
is
hardly
sufficient to accommodate the crowds, andeverin
order to relieve the congestion, the seats will
be added.
Martin Panty, formerly proprietor of the
Idle Hour
Michigan
City, Orpheum
has assumed thetheatre,
management
of the
theatre, which in the future will be known as
" The Garden." The change is to take place
February 1.
Jessie Isgrigg has purchased the Orpheum
theatre,
Houston. Clinton, from Other Stone and James
IOWA. — C. D. Grauel has purchased the Matheatre at Avoca,
Max jesticTachauder
is theIowa.
new manager of the
Grand theatre at Eldora, Iowa.
V. ture
A. theatre
Nobleat has
purchased
Lamotte, Iowa. the moving picF. A. Pahre has purchased the Milo theatre
at Indianola, Iowa, from J. G. Tharp.
W. H. Groce, of Oskaloosa, has purchased
the
fromHagenbeckDoe Boyce.Wallace motion picture theatre
M. W. Sells expects to open a new motion
picture theatre at Randolph in the near future.
KENTUCKY.
G. Taylor
has soldto hishisinterest in the— Ben
Arcade,
Hodgeville,
late
partner, C. N. McGill, who will personally
assume the management of the house.
MARYLAND. — A new lobby has just been completed at the Picture Garden, Baltimore,
which, in addition to having ornamental value,
is also practical in that it assures comfort
in the main auditorium during the cold
weather.
is builtwood
insidewiththeglass
entrance andThe
is oflobby
ornamental
partitions. There are swinging entrance and
exit doors.
MASSACHUSETTS.—
Frankel
his
interest in the ParkSimon
theatre,
Lynn, hasto sold
a party
of Boston men.
MICHIGAN. — Announcement is made of the sale
of
Electric
theatre, motion
picture
house,'
by the
Allen
G. Christianson
to Otto
J. Lauer,
manager of the Lyric theatre, Manistee. The
consideration is not made public.
Mr. Lauer took immediate possession and
announced
for the present
least",herethe
Electric willthat
be operated
as it hasat been
tofore,and
presenting
high grade film productions
Saturdavs
Sundays.
NEBRASKA.— E. L. Duman has bought the Elite
theatre at Hantington.
F. tion
J. picture
O'Hara
contemplates
theatre
at Spalding.opening a moJohn
Rech
has
leased
the Novak.
motion picture
theatre at Brainerd from Ed
Gus Holub has leased the Pastime theatre
at Ravenna.
McCullough has leased the Star the3 1 rcW. 3tH.Osliflwsv.
NORTH
CAROLINA.—
M. Williams,
manager of the StrandH. theatre,
Raleigh, late
has
secured
an
interest
in
the
Gem
theatre,
Clinton.
OREGON. — R. J. Charles of Vader, who owns
moving picture houses at Onalaska, Vader.
Toledo, chasedNapavine
and Silver
the Metropolitan
theatreLake
here has
frompur-J.
A. MncMilan. Harold McClane is associated
with Mr. Charles and will probably move to
W'inlock and manage the theatre there.
WISCONSIN.
been seven
pro- '
prietor of —theJohn
Star Ol'son,
theatrewho
for has
the last
vears. rrccntly sold the propcrtv to the Red
Strand Theatre Company with the good will.
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MOTIOGRAPH

1.
3.3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

DE

LUXE

Has many points of advantage
It is massive and rigrid.
eliminates vibration.
construction
Its isrigid
It
highly
artistic
and weU balanced.
Film
capacity
3,000 feet.
Ball bearings on take-up spindle.
Non-friction, non-slip speed control.
Will not slip when accidentally exposed to oil.
Speed control fully enclosed.
Motor
switch enclosed in base. Is invisible but
convenient.
Speed has
control
adjustable
Base
leveling
device. to a fine degrree.
Extra large lamp house.
Lamp house top removable.
Opening
dust. in base of lamp house to remove carbon
Can
use 12"
and 12"
lower
carbons.
Constant
speedupper
one-sixth
H. P.
Motor.
Electric motor connections from inside of pedestal. (Cable protected and out of sight.)
Thick screen glass windows in magazines.
Improved quick change Motiograph Condenser
Mount with focusing adjustment.
Hardened
Hardened feed
star. and take-up sprockets.
Hardened cam.
All steel spiral cut gears. (The only projector
so equipped.)
MOTIOGRAPH DE LUXE USED
IN THE $2,000,000
NEW CALIFORNIA THEATRE.
See your dealer about this new
projector or write for literature.

The ENTERPRISE

OPTICAL MFG. CO.

564-572 West Randolph Street
Chicago, Illinois
WESTERN OFFICE:
833 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Motion
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Save

Current—

and

Picture

Improve

News

Your

Projection
Figure
present

600 watts
current

per hour

against your

consumption.

That

tells

you something of what NATIONAL
MAZDA
lamps will save you in projection
cost. But it tells only part. Add
ing several dollars a month

to this sav-

of repair ex-

pense, total elimination of carbon-jaw breakage, and a considerable reduction in damage
to condensing
is— what?
apparatus
expense

these savings

Only the cost of rebuilding your
to accommodate

the lamps.

This

comes once. The savings are continuous. The preliminary expense will be

repaid to you
months,

lenses. Against

and

out of the savings in a few
after that the savings are net

profit. And besides — and most important —
incandescent lighting BETTERS
THE
PICTURES.

The

hght is without

flicker,

and the lamp once focused requires no further attention. Full information from your
nearest supply house or from Nela Specialties Division, National Lamp Works of
General

Electric Co., 109 Nela Park, Cleve-

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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We will be glad to hear from you at all times regarding the
progress of the League.
Yours for service,
QUEEN FEATURE SERVICE.
Doc Graham, Manager.
THE

SECTION

OF MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS1

Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture
industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments
in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, inventions and suggestions ; camera devices analyzed and
commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature
pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and
furnishing field.
No charge is made in these departments for answering
questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited.
E. Kendall Gillett
Editor
Alfred S. Cory
••
Technical Editor

Exchanges
N.

Co-operate
A.

M.

with

L.

following letters have been received from independent exchanges and show the desire on the part
of the film distributors to co-operate with the National Anti-Misframe League. These letters are only part
of those which we have received. Others will be published
in future issues.

THE

From what we can learn throughout the field there is
no doubt that members of the National Anti-Misframe
League are doing all in their power to co-operate with and
help the exchanges to the end that film in better condition
may be shown to the public, thus increasing picture theatre
patronage.
The following letters speak for themselves :
QUEEN

FEATURE

SERVICE
Birmingham, Ala.
December 29, 1917.

Mr. E. K. Gillett,
Motion, Picture News,
729 Seventh Avenue,
New York City.
Dear Sir: Replying to your letter of the 24th, we think. that
the National Anti-Misframe League is a great step forward, and
we are of course more than willing to co-operate at all times
with any movement that will help eliminate the mishandling of
film.
We have competent inspectors to inspect each and every reel
that leaves our exchange, and we do all in our power to give our
customers film in good condition and without misframes. You
must realize, however, that to locate misframes is a difficult
matter unless the picture is screened, and we would suggest
that operators whenever possible mark the misframes so that the
inspector's attention will be called to them. Another matter
that should be called to the attention of the League is the
replacing of bands on all reels before shipping. We often have
a five-reel feature come back without a band on it and with the
film all loose in the can, causing the film to be seriously damaged
and scratched.

LEA-BEL

COMPANY
Chicago, Illinois,
January 5, 1918.

Mr. E. K. Gillett,
Motion Picture News,
729 Seventh Avenue,
New York City.
Dear Sir : Your letter of December 31 received, calling our
attention to the National Anti-Misframe League which was
started by the Motion Picture News.
The writer can assure you that he is only too glad to become
a member of the National Anti-Misframe League, and will do
everything in his power to see that no films are sent from this
exchange that have not been thoroughly inspected, and that
theBest
misframes
havea all
been taken
'outwe ofare,
the film.
wishes for
prosperous
year,
Very truly yours,
LEA-BEL CO.
(Signed) J. M. Leaverton, Manager.
PEERLESS

FILM SERVICE, INC.
San Francisco, Cal., January 8, 1918.
Motion Picture News, Inc.,
729 Seventh Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen : Replying to your circular letter under date of
December 27, with reference to the National Anti-Misframe
League pledge. Personally, I think this is one of the best steps
forward in the motion picture business, that is in taking care
of our films. Anything I can do to help the good cause along,
I would be more than pleased to do so. The League has my
heartiest endorsement, and I will in every way work to help
make the organization a success.
Yours very truly,
■ (Signed) E. H. EMMICK.
STANDARD FILM SERVICE, INC.
19191/4 Main Street
Dallas, Texas, January 8, 1918.
Motion Picture News, Inc.
729 Seventh Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Replying to yours of the 26th, in regard to the
National Anti-Misframe League; you ask for an opinion from
me as a manager of an exchange, and from my viewpoint, no
misframes are made at the exchange, and when the operator
is compelled to make a patch, he must remember that his
brother operator ahead of him is the one who has caused this
extra work.
It is practically impossible for an exchange inspector to locate
misframes and inspect any quantity of reels.
We suggest that the operators insert a scrap of paper in the
reel where there is a misframe and in this way our inspectors can
locate and correct the fault.
If the operators would put a note in the can, giving us details
as to the complaints they have to make, it would enable us to
correct any errors.
Unless the operators will take the trouble to give this information it is almost impossible for an exchange to catch the poor
films as they can't see reels every time they come in, or at all
for that matter, after they have once been released, and are likely
to run cut up prints long after they should be out of service.
Thanking
succesSj
I am.you for your letter, and with best \\-ishes for your
Very trulv yours.
STANDARD

FILM SERVICE, INC.
R. L. Coffee, ^Manager.

These letters contain suggestions which every operator
and theatre manager should study carefully as thev are of
the greatest importance.
E. K. Gillett.
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Another CJiange-Over Signal
Messrs. W. S. Croft and J. O. Bradley, Kansas City, Mo.,
submit the following:
uVVT'E note in your sheet under date of December 29, 1917, a
W
sketch of an automatic change-over signal submitted by
the Society of M. P. E. which we think is a little deep for us
small town boys, so we are enclosing you a sketch of a device we
have been using for the last year, and which can be made (by
any magic lantern operator that is not bone from the neck up) in
about ten minutes. If this misses the wastebasket pass it to the
rest of the natives.
" Before closing will say that we use a Magnet Dowser to
change over, also arc controls made by oTd Pop Standfort (one
of the old school) which have not been put on the market yet.
Now if any of the boys have a device to thread up pass it along
as Brother Bradley has the gout and he would sure appreciate
same."
Comment: Those of our readers and correspondents who have
written in requesting us to describe something good, practical or
simple in the line of a change-over signal, must surely have a
wealth of suggestions to act upon now, because we have described
three mechanical, or electro-mechanical, change-over devices and,
in addition, the method suggested by the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, which latter consists in ending each reel of a
multiple-reeler with a sub-title and commencing the ensuing reel
with the same sub-title, so that the two identical sub-titles can
be superimposed on the screen at the instant w^hen changing over.
In this connection it looks as though the correspondents have
gotten the suggestion of the Engineers confused with our " automatic change-over signal," described and illustrated in the Projection Department of December 29, 1917, page 4602. The
mechanical device there illustrated will not be found difficult to
construct, but for simplicity the present scheme of Messrs. Croft
and Bradley has the upper hand.
J9c«Ija.m.k
or

Referring to the appended diagram of the Croft and Bradley
indicator, it will be seen that above the customary guide-roller at
the top of the film gate (Power's Machine presumably) is mounted
another metal guide-roller, the latter being thoroughly insulated
from the mechanism. The metal spindle upon which this upper
guide-roller is mounted is connected by a wire to a bell or conveniently located incandescent lamp. A wire is then run from
the other terminal of the bell (or lamp) to two dry-batteries
connected in series, and a wire from the remaining battery terminal
is grounded in any suitable fashion.
A narrow strip of tinfoil is then pasted along one edge of the
film at any desired place (for chanr/e-over sir/tialiiit) near the end
of the reel), and when this strip of tinfoil passes over the upper
guide-roller the circuit is momentarily closed and the bell rings.
This method shares with our proposed device the advantage of
being able to operate the signal at any desired point in the length
"he film, and the bell may be made to ring for any requisite

Motion

Picture

News

length of time by increasing the length of the strip of tinfoil
attached to the film. It might, at first glance, be thought that
pasting a strip of tinfoil over the perforations would cause the
film to ride the sprocket, but W'ith most of the available tinfoil,
which is very thin, the sprocket teeth will have no trouble in
penetrating it, while in the case of heavier tinfoil, the foil could
be pricked through with a pin at the center of each sprocket hole
preparatory to running the film for the first time after attaching
the tinfoil. As the tinfoil has no great affinity for the base or the
emulsion of cinefilm, it is easy to remove these strips after the
day's run.
Omaha Exchange Manager Replies
Mr. J. H. Calvert, manager, Laemmle Film Service, Omaha,
Nebraska, writes :
<<TT w-as indeed a pleasure to receive your letter of January 5,
A saying that your attention had been called to a film that was
badly punch-marked. Yhis is a condition that has existed for
many years in the Omaha territory, owing to the fact that the
operators in the small towns are very careless about our titles and
leaders, and a great many times the title is broken in two, and
unless our numbers are punched through the film in several places
we are unable to determine what the reel number is, which, of
course, is very confusing to us.
" I presume that you received this complaint from the AntiMisframe League of Sioux City, who have taken the matter up
with me several times, and I have issued instructions to our
Inspection Department that in the future they should be very
careful in the numbering of their reels. I don't believe that the
Sioux City boys will have any complaint to make in the near
future.
" I belong to Local No 343, Omaha, Nebraska, and spent five
years of my life in a booth, and I realize and appreciate the difficulties. A great deal of the fault we find is with the small
town exhibitor, by that I don't mean a town that supports a local,
but I mean the individual in the small town, whose machine only
carries one reel. It is always a great delight to those small town
men to try and duplicate city ideas — chances are he has one good
machine and one old rattle-trap head standing in his booth. In
order to make his change-overs right, he will punchmark the
films to eliminate showing ' End of Part One ' and start of
' Part Two.'
" I have taken out fully a hundred of these punch-marked
scenes since I have been manager of the Omaha office, which is
only thirty days. I am enclosing a sample.
" I wish to heartily co-operate with you and the National AntiMisframe League. It is a waste of film and from causes that
should be stopped. If I can be of any assistance I am only too
ready to do so."
Comment: This letter is in reply to one we addressed to Mr.
Calvert setting forth the complaints of a Sioux City correspondent
with regard to the stencil marking of films by Omaha exchanges,
and the failure of the exchange managers to reply to letters of
complaint received from their customers.
The fact that the exchange manager replies to our letter might
indicate that the letters of exhibitors and operators would also
be replied to if they were couched in temperate language, but
Mr. Calvert's letter to us may be taken as a letter, or declaration,
to all of his customers, and we therefore thank him, on behalf of
the League members in his territory, for the courtesy of his reply
and for his promise to assist the N. A. M. L. and its members
in improving the appearance and physical condition of films.
It is true, as Mr. Calvert says, that the small town exhibitor
tries to ape the methods of his city brother, but so long as he
does not perpetrate damage upon the films he must be encouraged in his efforts to " present " his pictures, because out of a
small town came the genius Rothapfel, and it may yet be the
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lot of the '■ tank towns " to reveal another genius hi photoplay
presentation.
If, however, the small town operators and exhibitors will persist in marking the ends of the reels (as per samples enclosed
by Mr. Calvert) the remedy is to give them none but the older
films. When they find that they cannot have good pictures unless
they will keep them in proper condition, they will abandon the
use of the punch and adopt some more professional method of
indicating the time to change over from one machine to the next.
We honestly think that the correspondents contention is a little
far fetched, that it is impossible to identify a reel returned with
the title torn in two, or even altogether missing, without recourse
to a lot of numbers stenciled through the film. The only justification for this method of identification is that it is a rapid
method, and saves consulting the records, but we request Mr.
Calvert, and all other exchange managers, to curtail this mutilation of new and valuable films to the utmost extent possible.
Surely, two identification numbers stenciled in each reel should
be sufficient, instead of six and eight as has been the practice,
and by complying with this request Mr. Calvert will be commencing the fulfillment of his promise to support the ideals of the
National Anti-Misf rame League.
The letter from Mr. Calvert, reproduced above, will doubtless
prove good news to the Sioux City operators, and we hope that
they will co-operate with him in his good intentions.
A Severe Case of Mishandled Film
ALTHOUGH the efforts of the National Anti-Misf rame
League are resulting in increased respect on the part of
operators for the films which they receive from the exchanges,
there are still many projection men who have not been awakened
by the call of progress and the result is that films are still abused
in some localities, as exchange men can af?rm.
As a recent instance of such carelessness on the part of an
operator w-ho, doubtless, does not know that such an organization as the N. A. M. L. exists, the accompanying photograph
clearly indicates that the Jewel production, " Come Through," suffered considerably when it was returned in the manner illustrated
by the Arena theatre in Astoria, L. L
Apparently there was no attempt made to rewind the films, and
the binder bands were not wrapped around their respective reels,

but were, as a matter of fact, found stuffed into a corner of the
shipping case.
As a piece of silent evidence this photograph should imjfress
manager? and operators with the importance of returning films to
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the exchange in proper condition. When an operator returns films
in the careless manner shown by the accompanying cut, he is perpetrating a severe outrage against the exchange, and such absolute
disregard for the property of others can only result, in embittering
the exchanges against the offenders. We are proud to state that
this wanton mishandling of a Jewel production did not occur
at the hands of a member of the National Anti-Misf rame League,
but we would point out for the benefit of the League members,
as well as all other operators, that it is a matter of some time
and expense on the part of the exchange to provide each film
with a reel band, properly marked \<^ith the number, name, etc.,
of each reel.
It is only common courtesy for every operator, at the conclusion
of the day's run, to see to it that each reel is wrapped with its
proper band, as this facilitates the checking up of incoming reels
by the exchange. The most important function of the reel-band,
however, is the protection of the film which it encases, and it
will be readily apparent that when the bands are placed around
the reels no such damage can result in transit as is shown in the
accompanying illustration.
With regard to rewinding the reels prior to returning to the
exchange, this is not a requirement to be insisted upon, because
some exchanges prefer to receive the reels with the last part outermost. In the case of theatres which put their shows on 2,000
foot reels, the films will be rewound with the beginning of each
reel outermost in the natural course of transferring them back to
the small reels which they came on.
Wants

to Rewind

Economizer

Clayton Flint, Delhi, N. Y., writes: "I am using a Hallberg economizer on 120 volt line and getting 30 amperes at
the arc, and the line is fused for 60 amperes. At that I have the
economizer connected on the 115 tap and would like to get more
amperage. How would I go to work to fix up my secondary coil
to get more amperage for my throw, which is 80 feet? Kindly
tell me what size and kind of wire to use and give a drawing on
how to fix it so I can cut out or hook up the coil to get the
desired results and how. many coils to cut out and just how to
In Reply: Upon considering the data furnished by the
correspondent, it would seem that he has the 30-40 ampere Hallit."
berg
known as the regular type. He is, therefore,
go at economizer
fused unnecessarily heavy on the line side as only a 20 ampere
fuse is required with this transformer.
As the correspondent is doubtless aware, there are four leads,
or taps, on the line side of the Hallberg economizers and one of
these leads is alwaj's to be attached to one side of the line or
source of supply. Of the remaining three taps, the one nearest
to the constant line lead is the one to connect to the other side
of the supply when the highest available amperage is desired. The
action of this tap, when the line is connected thereto, is to automatically cut out a few turns of the primary coil, which is calculated to have the effect of increasing the secondary voltage with
a consequent increase in amperage at the arc.
In this way the maximum amperage (about 40) w^hich the correspondent's particular type of transformer can deliver should
be available at the arc, and if he is sure that he is not getting this
much current he should have the transformer looked over by the
makers. As we recently stated in connection with the subject of
rewinding motor-generator sets, this is a proposition for the maker
of the device in question, and we do not recommend the rewinding of generators or transformers by operators, except in rare
instances where they have had special experience along such lines.
If, upon investigation,
found that
correspondent's
transformer
is delivering theit 40is amperes
which theit should,
and this
amount of current does not yield a screen picture of satisfactory
brilliancy, the remedy then is to procure a larger transformer of
greater capacity, or some other device which will provide illumination of the necessary intensity.
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A No-Scrape Film Cement
Mr. G. L. Goldie, Cherokee, Iowa, writes :
4iT AM inclosing circulars descriptive of a film cement that I
A have been using for over a year in the operating-room. I
have run up against so many fake film cements that I went to
work on one myself, and I will say that I have got a cement that
is as fine as can be made. I am putting it on the market knowing
that it will do what I claim, and if any operator or film exchange
has trouble with film cement they will find that by using this
cement their troubles will cease.
" A bottle is being sent j-ou for inspection and test. You will
note that you can splice or patch a film without scraping the
emulsion ofT, and the cement also dries quickly. The ingredients
are not to be found in other film cements, excepting one ingredient and you are probably familiar with the odor. The cement
makes its weld by a chemical reaction in the film itself — by that
I mean certain chemicals are freed by the chemicals in the cement.
It practically makes a new coat over the patch. Take a small
brush and brush some of it over the face of a film and notice
the effect it has on the emulsion. I claim it is even better than
the cement the studios use in their laboratories. I would like to
have your opinion of this film cement, and I might also state that
I have made a thorough study of chemistry and this has helped
me wonderfully."
Comment: Upon receipt of the sample bottle of cement forwarded by Mr. Goldie we proceeded to put the same to a test. It
is true that films can be joined with this preparation without removing the emulsion, and a join so made will resist a greater
strain than it would ever be subjected to in a projecting machine
without pulling apart. By the application of sufficient pressure,
however, the patch made without scraping can be pulled apart
at the point of junction, although when the join is made in the
proper way, by scraping away the emulsion from one of the
ends of the film to be joined, the splice is equal in permanency
to joins made with other cements of good quality, and if it is
attempted to pull such a join apart the film will more likely be
ruptured at some other place than at the splice.
In spite of the novelty of being able to make a splice without
scraping away the emulsion, we must protest against such prac-
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tice, because the result is a join of undue thickness, altogether
lacking in pliability. This, as can readily be appreciated, will
soon cause the breaking down of the sprocket holes following
the splice, because a stiff or heavy join will not pass over the
sprockets without considerable friction as we have^ previously
demonstrated in a special article.
Mr. Goldie's film cement is of satisfactory quality, however,
and when used in the proper way would doubtless prove satisfactory to any exchange or operator. He states that the price
is 50 cents for a one-ounce bottle, and the same may be ordered
by addressing him P. O. Box 384, Cherokee, Iowa.
The Fidelity Motor for Motion

Picture

Projectors
THERE are frequent demands for a small variable speed motor,
suitable for running a motion picture projector, and we
note what seems to be a useful motor of this type in the 1918
Bulletin of the Fidelity Electric Company, 331-337 North Arch
street, Lancaster, Pa.
This small one-eighth horse power Fidelity Motor has a speed
regulator giving a range in excess of 50 per cent of the rated
speed of the motor and is provided with a small grooved pulley.
Connection is made to two binding posts located at the base. The
motor is supplied in both A. C. and D. C. models, the only difference being that the speed regulator of the D. C. motor is
located on the base instead of connected to the brushes as is customary in the case of A. C. motors.
Local 236 Elects Officers
MR.

F. K. DE HANEY, Secretary of Local 236, of Birmingham, Ala., advises that at a recent meeting of that organization the following officers were elected : President, R. L. Rollings;vice-president, J. Halfacre; recording secretary, W. C. Alexander; secretary and treasurer, J. T. Amhertson ; business agent,
C. J. Heck; sergcant-at-arms, F. Mankin, and presiding secretary, Mr. De Haney.
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To project clearly the present day
carbons. The Silvertip was designed
the Art Film, and so is heavily plated
to eliminate the flicker it was designed
screen definition.

Picture

OF

ART

FILMS

Art Film, an exceedingly high current must be carried by the projector
to keep pace with the advance of photography, which made possible
and can carry the heaviest current without harmful heating. In order
with a small diameter as this holds the arc steady and insures perfect

These exceptional features have helped make Silvertips the standard
negative projector carbons.
,
Note — Silvertip Carbons are to be used for Direct Current only.
FOR ALTERNATING
CURRENT
The White A. C. Special Carbon gives a pure white, noiseless light and has
successfully solved the problem of projection with alternating current.
No change in lamp house — simply trim with the new carbons.
Se7id for our booklets describing the wonder carbons.
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Cleveland, Ohio
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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National Anti-Misframe
League
Pledge
A S a molioii picture operator Zi'ho ha.-; the interest of his profession at heart and is willing to assist in eliminating some
of the evils practised in the operating-room, I promise that I
will to the best of my ability return films to the exchange m
first-class condition. Furthermore , I will when it becomes necessary remedy all misframes, bad patches, etc., that may be in the
film which I receive and in this way co-operate with my brother
operators and give greater pleasure to those who make up the
motion picture audience by shozving films that are .free from
such defects. I also promise that I ivill not make punch marks
in film, and when film is received by me, with punch holes, I will
notify the exchange to that effect so that they may use their
efforts to correct this evil.
Notice!
Anti-Misframe League Members
Membership cards are now ready and are being sent out as fast
as possible. There are a number of operators, however, who have
neglected to send in the desired information. If you will fill out
the blank and mail to this office, button and membership card will
be forwarded.
Member's name
Home address
Name of theatrp where employed
Address of uneatre and name of manager
Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllll^^

REAL

I
Roll of Honor
1
Roy Wright
Mattoon, 111.
1
Wilford M. Wall
Berryvile, Ark.
1
Edward
Cassell
Watertown',
i
Elmer W.W. Sanor
Bradley, Wis.
111.
1
A. H. Pettit
London, One, Canada.
=
James Gatti
Troy, N. Y.
1
Burnett
Taylor,' Texas.
Texas!
i
Chas. W.Stevenson
Schubert
Taylor,
1
B.
W.
Brank
Jackson,
Mich.'
I
Richard Crist
Yakima, Wash.
I
H. M. Preston
Richmond, Calif.
I
Charles L. Sweet
Mapletown, Iowa.

Total membership to date

of IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIM^
thanks."
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CARBONS

Perfect Projection

Immovable

Noiseless Operation

Brilliant Illumination

Arc

A bright, flickerless, eye-resting light
No changes required in booth equipment
By the adoption of special materials, both in the body of the carbon and the core, the Speer Carbon Company is able to offer
to the exhibitor and operator a carbon with intensely bright, white light producing qualities. The illuminating qualities of the
SPEER " ALTERNO " CARBONS bring out the minute details of the film and yet have a most pleasing effect on the eye.
The operators'
whichto included
wandering
light, ghosts
sputtering
of the
arc, and of
a noise
almost
Intolerable,
have all difficulties,
been relegated
by-gone adays.
This entire
conditionin the
has picture,
been changed
by the
introduction
the SPEER
■' ALTERNO " NOISELESS CARBONS for alternating current.
The exceptional advantages and possibilities now afforded fo r alternating current counteract the arguments formerly used for
the installation of elaborate and expensive apparatus for the changing of alternating current to direct.
Write today for the folder describing Speer " Alterno" Carbons
"the
Speer

Carbon
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Employer Praises Member of IS. A. M. L.
ASIDE from the gratification which the members of the National Anti-Misframe League feel, in being able to improve
the condition of films, and consequently add to the pleasure of all
picture-goers, there is another reward for faithful adherence to
the League's policies, and that is the respect and friendship of the
operator's
instance
of this
is revealed
the Iowa
followingemployer.
unsolicited letterAn from
Charles
N. Sloane
who isby the
representative of the Allen Film Corporation. Mr. Sloane says :
" I would like to say a word in regard to one of the members
of your National Anti-Misframe League — one Philip Frahme —
who is located zt the Dyme theatre. Lake Mills, la. I am managing the Iowa print of the Allen Film Corporation Picture, ' The
Garden of Allah,' and last season I had ' Civilization ' in Illinois.
I have met all kinds of operators but I think that Mr. Frahme
is about the best I've struck in many a day. He has a Power's
6A which looks and runs as if it had just come out of the factory,
although it is over a year old. His projection is about as near
perfect as you can find, and he is sure a ' nut ' on keeping film in
good condition. My print is nearly new but he insists on going
over it after each night's show. A few more operators like Mr.
Frahme would sure make life easy for exchanges and for us men
with state rights features. More power to your League if this
is what you are doing. Keep it up and we will give you a vote

SERVICE
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SPEER
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Chapters on Photographic Optics — ///
A S we have seen that the images produced by lenses do not
consist of mathematically exact points, but rather of " antipoints " of finite dimensions, it will now be apparent that the
quality of definition, or sharpness, of a lens-produced image will
be dependent upon the size of the antipoints. If the antipoints
of which the entire image is composed are of relatively large
diameter, adjacent antipoints will overlap one another, causing
confusion or lack of definition in the image and rendering impossible the reproduction of fine details which are situated close
together in the object being photographed.
The differentiation, or distinct and separate reproduction, of
fine details in close proximit}- is known in optics as " resolution,"
and the measure of the ability of a lens to distinctly reproduce,
or separate, delicate details lying in close proximity is termed
the resolving power of the objective. It was explained on a
former occasion' that photographic resolving power was dependent upon " grain," because the silver-bromide grains of a photographic emulsion arc of greater magnitude than the antipoints
comprising the axial portion of the image produced by a well
corrected objective. While photographic resolution is therefore
dependent upon the characteristics of photographic emulsions, it
will prove valuable to familiarize ourselves with the factors
which govern the size of antipoints, for this will show us what
is the nearest approach to point imagery that can be realized
by the action of light waves through optical systems.
We know that diffraction causes the theoretical image point
to expand into an antipoint, and the principal factor which
governs the diameter of the antipoint is the diameter or aperture
of the lens by which the image is formed. The diameter of the
antipoint varies inversely as the aperture of the lens, so we may
state that the greater the aperture of an objective the smaller
will be the antipoints which it produces, or in other words, the
resolving power of objectives increases with increase in angular
aperture. This dependence of the size of the diffraction pattern
upon the size of the opening through which light proceeds to the
focal-plane is the same in the case of ordinary apertures (such
as a round hole or a vertical slit) as in the case of a lens, and,
as a matter of fact, diffraction even sets a limit upon the sharpness of definition attainable with a pin-hole camera.
As is generally known, the image produced in a pin-hole
camera is not sharp because it is composed of the overlapping
points of light proceeding from all parts of the object through
the pin-hole to the focal-plane. As the pin-hole has appreciable
dimensions the points of the object, as reproduced by the pinhole, will also be of appreciable dimensions, so that instead of
having point imagery we have an unsharp picture composed
of overlapping discs of sensible width. Now it would appear
that by greatly decreasing the width of the pin-hole we would
decrease the diameter of the discs of light comprising the image,
and that if we made the pin-hole small enough we should be able
to secure sharp reproductions. If we start with a fairly large
pin-hole, giving a coarse image, and commence substituting
smaller and smaller pin-holes, we find that up to a certain limit
the picture does become sharper with each decrease in the size
of the aperture, but when the pin-hole is made so small that it is
only a few wave-lengths in width, diffraction patterns become
apparent and the smaller we now make our pin-hole, the larger
these diffraction discs become, which of course means the rapid
deterioration of the sharpness of the picture. These diffraction
discs produced in the pin-hole camera by the use of an excessively small aperture partake of <he appearance of antipoints,
i.e., they consist of a bright central spot surrounded by alternating
bright and dark rings of steadily decreasing intensity.
It will now be inquired: why docs decrease in the aperture
of an objective cause an increase in the diffraction effect (or size
of the antipoint) ? It is not easy to illustrate the reasons by means
' '.'
5"°'^'"f6, Power."
Camera Department— issues of Scptemhrr
22, 29 and October
1917.
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of a geometrical diagram, but it has been explained by Mr.
Conrad Beck" in a most lucid manner as follows :

a)
'' A single particle of ether when caused to vibrate by reason
of a light impulse has no greater tendency to communicate its
motion in one direction than in another. A stone dropped into
water communicates the disturbance in all directions, as shown
by the circular waves (Fig. la) which travel outward from the
point of impact, but a row of adjacent stones dropped into the
water (Fig. lb) will not form a series of circles arising from
each stone. The wave created by one stone has a certain influence on that of its neighbor, and the result is that as far as the
central portion of the row of stones is concerned, a straight
wave travels outwards and the vibration proceeds in a straight
line direction. Such is also the case with light — a body of light
travels in straight lines not from any quality of its own, but
because each individual ray, although it has a tendency to wander
in all directions, is kept in a straight course by the influence of
the neighboring rays on all sides. Its endeavors to travel away
from a straight direction are frustrated by similar but opposite
endeavors on the part of its immediate neighbors, but at the
margin of the bundle of rays where on one side no neighbors exist
to regulate the conduct of the edge rays, they do not travel
in the direct line of propagation only, but send off vibrations in
the form of a fan, which is exactly comparable to the manner
in which waves are sent out in all directions at the two ends of
the row of stones dropped into the water. (Fig. lb.)
" This phenomenon is called diffraction, and the light which
does not travel in the direction of propagation is called diffracted
light.
" The statement that light travels in straight lines and the
conception of diffraction as a supplementary phenomenon is a
clumsy and inaccurate method of expressing the case. The
facts are more truly stated by saying that light travels in all
directions, but that when a sufficient body of light is considered
it travels in only one direction, because each individual ray of
a bundle is so controlled bj' its neighbors that all except the
margin moves in one direction. In large beams, where there are
many elements to regulate the behavior of the community, the
relative amount of diffracted light is small, but as the beam is
narrowed
it rapidliyof increases."
As the influence
the size of the lens aperture upon the size
of the focussed antipoint has now been explained in the elementary sense, we proceed to the exact determination of resolving power and to the consideration of other factors which
Physical Optics sliows us impose a definite limit upon the defining
power of optical instruments.
We have already seen that wave propagation is subject to the
effects of interference. At some points of the wave-front transmitted by a lens the secondary wavelets reinforce one another,
while at other points on the wave-front the wavelets interfere
and produce no luminous effect. We have also seen that a
' Cantor
Lectures
" The Theory
.Society
of Arts,
Vol. 56on n907-8),
p. 161. of the Microscope." Journal of
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divergent wave, after passing through a collecting lens, becomes
convergent; the function of the lens is to retard the central portion of the incident wave-front and the convergent wave-front
thus produced is propagated by reinforcement and interference.
The focus is the small area within which all of the secondary
wavelets reinforce each other, and this space will always possess
a certain magnitude, so that the optical image of a geometrical
point Avill never be a point itself, but will be of finite dimensions. The limits of the focus (or bright center of the antipoint)
correspond to the points where the wavelets mutually interfere,
and we now proceed to demonstrate the method of calculating
the diameter of the central disc of the antipoint, reference being
had to Fig 2.
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In Fig. 2 light waves diverge from a point A, on the axis of
the lens X Y, and are brought to a focus in the neighborhood of
the point P. We have now to determine the diameter Q Q' of
the image formed. The point Q is found, as was demonstrated
last week, from the consideration that interference must occur
there due to diffraction of the incident wave-fronts at the edge
of the lens mount. It is obvious that the wavelets from X and Y,
points on the margin of the lens, are the most capable of interference, since their paths to the focal-plane differ more in length
than those of other portions of the same wave-front. Accordingly (Y Q — X Q) must be equal to half a wave-length (V2).
We join Y to Q', and then by symmetry Y Q' = X Q, and Y Q
_We Y then
Q' =have
X/2.theLetfollowing
L P = z/relations
and let : L Y = r, while Q Q' = rf.
X/2i = r/v
from whence
i = v\/2r
(1)
Between the points Q and Q' all of the secondary wavelets
reinforce one another but at Q and Q' interference commences.
Thus, as we saw in the previous installment, Q Q' represents
the
part rapidly
of the diminishes.
image, and outside the points Q and Q'
the brightest
illumination
It therefore appears that the diameter (d) of the image (or
bright center of the antipoint) is inversely proportional to the
aperture of the lens, and this is a result of great importance
because it explains, for instance, the advantage possessed bj'
astronomical telescopes of large aperture. A star may be considered as a geometrical point of light, but the image of a star
as seen in a .telescope will always possess finite dimensions {due
to diffraction as previously described) which are diminished by
increasing the aperture of the telescope. Two stars may be so
close together that when viewed through a small telescope their
images overlap, but hy using a telescope of greater angular aperture their images are rendered smaller, as the above equation
shows, so that they are separated, or resolved, and may be seen
distinct from each other.
This brings us to the numerical computation of resolving
power which maj' be readily explained, referring still to Fig. 2.
Let B and C be two luminous points equidistant from, and on
opposite sides of, the axis A. P. Now, in order that wave fronts
from B and C shall be refracted separately by the lens L, they
must arrive at the lens distinct from each other; in other circumstances they would be refracted as one wave-front through
the lens and would form a single image. Therefore, if the wavefronts coincide with one another at the center of the lens (L),
they must be about half a wave-length apart at the margin of the
lens (Y), or BY — C Y = X/^- Let A, a point on the axis
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midway between B and C, be at a distance « from the lens L,
and let the distance betweenV2rf'
B and
C be designated by d'. Then
= r/u
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where X designates the wave-length of the incident light.
Upon transposing we have
d' = i(X/2r
(2)
Tlie diameter of each image (bright center of the antipoint)
produced by the lens L will thus be equal to the value for d expressed by equation (1). If, now, we let D represent the
resolving power, or distance between the centers of the images
of B and C {represented at the focal-plane in Fig. 2 by Q and
Q"), and take the magnification of the distance B C by the lens
as equal to v/n {customary formula for lens magnification) we
have
D/d' = v/u
or, the resolving power is expressed by
V
11 \ z!
D = u- X-—
2r= 2r = d

CO.,

N. Y.

and the images Q and Q' {of the points B and C) will just
touch at their edges and will, therefore, be just resolved or distinguishable as separate points in the image.
These results, while not of immediate importance in everyday
photography, express the limits of definition of lenses and lens
systems, and throw an important light on the theory of the
microscope. They prove that for high resolving power a microscope or other optical instrument, must possess an objective of
wide
angular
aperture,
and,that
furthermore,
since the
distance d'
between the nearest
points
can be resolved
is proportional
to the wave-length (X) of the incident light, it follows from
the equation that the resolving power is higher for light of
short-wave length than for light of long-wave length, or in other
words, a given structure would be better resolved with blue
light than with red light. A glance at Fig. 2 also shows at once
that if the distance between B and C is sensibly smaller than
half a wave-length, it would be impossible for wave-fronts from
B and C to arrive at the lens L separate from one another.
Therefore, as Helmholtz has shown', we can never hope to see
any object that is very much smaller than the wave-length of
light.
' " The Theoretical Limits of the Performing Capacity [Resolving Power]
of
the Microscope."
Poggendorff 'sVol.Annalen,
Jubelband (1874), pp. 557-584.
Wissenschaftliche
Abhandlungen,
2, pp. 185-212.
{To be continued)
A Useful Description and Analysis of Photo-

Our rei)utation supports our claim for superiority in the
UP:VEL0PING and PRINTING of motion picture film.
If your demands are for the best of service, expediency advises that you avail yourself of EVANS' competent assistance.
EVANS
FILM MFG. CO.
416-24 West 216th Street
New York City
Telephone— St. Nicholas 3443-44

Goerz

GOERZ^
Kino Hypar

F/3.5

The popularity of this lens for motion-picture photography isbased on actual use by well-known expert cameramen. These men wanted results — they got them with the
GOERZ KINO HYPAR. It is made in m, 2, ZVs and
3-inch focus, and can be fitted to every standard equipment now on the market. .Send or call for our latest
information about the GOERZ KINO HYPAR, specia]
GOERZ VIGNETTING DEVICES and GOERZ
MICRO.METER MOUNTS.
C. p. GOERZ AMEKICAN OPTICAL COMPANY
317-J 34th Street, New York City

graphic Developers
characteristics and constitution of developing reagents is
a subject of interest to most all photographers, and those
who go into the chemical aspects of the subject will find much
interesting data in an article by Samuel Wcin, entitled " Physical
and Chemical Characteristics of Photographic Developers."
This article appears in the " American Annual of Photography "
for 1918 (pp. 265-273), and the characteristics of each of the
numerous well known developers described have been tabulated
as follows : commercial name, chemical name, constitutional
formula, crystalline formation, melting point, solubility, behavior
to alkalies, acids, oxidizing agents and milk enzymes. From this
it can be seen that Mr. Wein's article contains much valuable
data in classified and readily accessible' form.
Mr. Wein who has had extensive experience as a chemist is
desirous of entering the employ of some film laboratory, with
which work he is acquainted through previous experience. He
may be reached by any one requiring a photographic and research chemist at his home address, 1423 Wilkins avenue, Bronx,
New York City.

THE

Attractive Calendar Distributed
SWANSON and Nolan, the well known film people of Omaha,
Denver and Salt Lake City, are distributing to their friends
and business associates this year a remarkably attractive calendar
of 1918, the basic charm of which is a reproduction of an oil
painting measuring 10 by 14 inches. This original in oil is by
Elmer Lewis, who called it " Discretion is the better part of
aValor."
forest The
fire. subject shows a pair of royal lions, slinking from

^^^^^
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Important Announcement
HARRY VON TILZER MUSIC COMPANY, 222 W.
Forty-sixth Street, New York City, wish to announce
that the following orchestrations can be played without a tax
or license by any theatre orchestra, motion picture house,
pianist, dance orchestra, or any place where music is played.
These numbers are now ready; consisting of ten parts, 'cello
and piano.
"Just as Your Mother Was"
Waltz or One Step
"Give Me the Right to Love You"
Fox Trot
"Says I to Myself, Says I"
One Step
One"Step
" I Don't Know Where I'm Going, But I'm on My Way

THE

"The Old Town Pump"
Fox Trot
"Stolen Sweets"
Waltz
" There's Someone More Lonesome Than You ". . . . .One Step
"On the South Sea Isle"
Trot
"Love Will Find the Way"
Waltz
" Babette, She Always Did the Minuet "
One Step
" You Were Just Made to Order for Me "
Fox Trot
" It's a Hundred to One You're in Love ". . .One Step and Trot
"Honey Bunch"
Fox Trot
" The Man Behind the Hammer and the Plow "
Medley One or Two Step
Musical Review of Latest Compositions
— " The King Bee Film Corporation " announces that they
intend publishing a series of Waltzes composed by Billy
West, which can be performed in any theatre without a music
tax. Several of these Waltzes are already placed on the
market, and they absolutely prove to be excellent compositions, equally effective for Dance, Concert and Picture Work.
— " Uncle Sammy is a'Calling You," by J. H. Hall. An inspiring composition in 2/4 Tempo di Marcia, published by
the " Quincke " Music Co., Los Angeles, Cal.
— " La Grace " Piece de Genre, by Bohm. A very melodious
number which is well known to the average pianist, splendidly arranged for Orchestra. (Carl Fischer Edition.)
— " Spirit of America."
A Patriotic Patrol, by Zamecnik.
" Spirit of America " forms a supreme feature, a great novelty for every program. The number has a clever catchy original melody, and also introduces a medley of Patriotic Airs.
(Sam Fox Edition, Cleveland, Ohio.
— " Sweet Cookie Mine." A sensational Western hit by
Clarence M. Jones. A Fox Trot or One Step of exceptional value. (McKinley Music Co.)
6— "The Darktown Strotters Ball." Fox Trot by Shelton
Brooks, the composer of the famous and international hit,
" Walking the Dog." (Leo Feist Edition.)
— " Are You from Heaven? " by Gilbert and Friedland. A
remarkably effective and melodious composition, most appropriate for Love Themes and Scenes. (Gilbert and Friedland Ed., 230 W. 46th St., New York City.)
8—" That Cabaret in Honolulu Town," by Jack Frost. This
composition is an all around favorite and a popular composition of exceptional merit. (Published by Frank K. Root.)
— " Fifteen Minutes of Laughter and Tears." A double number, in fact and musical intent. Illustrates the two extremes in melodious temperaments.
(A) Beautifully defines
the lighter or frivolous; (B) Is in a relative minor illustrating
the plaintive, which is the most serious requirement of the
Photoplay. (J. W. Stern, 102 West 38th St., New York City.)
1 C\ — " At the Grasshopper's Hop." A characteristic Two
• ^ Step equally effective for cornet, street and moving picture work. (Leo Feist Edition.)

11 — " Violets Bring Memories," by Brandon. A melodious
I 4/4 Moderato movement — unusually delightful and most
appropriate for love scenes. (Published by Stark Music Co.,
St. Louis, Mo.)
1 O— "Hail, America!" (March) "The Rookies" (March),
I ^ two favorites by Geo. Drumm. These marches have the
right tingling swing. They are bound to be heard frequently
at a time when out of the great abundance of patriotic marching a process of musical selection of the fittest assures the
popularity
Edition.) of such numbers as these by Drumm. (G. Schirmer

" WHY KILL A GOOD MOTION PICTURE
WITH POOR MUSIC? " ASKS REX BEACH
Motion picture theatre owners all over the world are driving
thousands of dollars of business from their houses every week
with musical programs unsuited to productions, in the opinion
of Rex Beach.
This famous author, whose successful novels, beginning with
" The Auction Block," are to be picturized under Mr. Beach's
supervision and distributed through Goldwyn, believes that
carefully chosen music, not necessarily original but chosen for
its suitability to the subject, will account for 25 per cent, of
the financial success of a picture.
" Orchestral music," he said recently, " has the same psychological effect on a motion picture audience as band music on
marching soldiers. In both cases music is necessary to weld
the emotional appeal.
" We all remember the elemental pianist when the motion
picture v/as in the curio stage — how he pounded and thrummed
and fought out Civil War battles on his piano keys. He served
a purpose, his day is done.
" Succeeding this earnest person was the six-piece orchestra.
You know how those fellows passed the evening — overture,
waltz, intermission for refreshments, organ selection, a silent
wait, orchestra returns and upsets chairs getting adjusted for
the popular medley, a little ragtime, organ improvisation and
so on to the finish.
" It is very different to-day in an ever-growing number of
theatres. Here in New York the 'Strand,' the ' Rialto,' the
' Rivoli,' etc., for instance, employ experts to devise musical
settings and have them played by a forty-piece symphony
orchestra. That brings almost as many people back the next
week as the worth of the picture.
" Motion picture music need not be classical, but it must be
appropriate. In a large measure the audience is unconscious
of its effect, but the effect is there, and must be taken into
account of by the theatre owner who expects to make money."
Joe Morris' Music at the Vanderbilt
Vanderbilt, the Majestic and the Park Avenue Hotels
cater to a select class of patrons, and so do many of our
well known hostelries. Today a first class orchestra is as much
of a fixture in them as the waiters in the dining-room. The leaders of these orchestras must have a wide knowledge of classical
and popular music and be ready and able to play anything requested. Even the guests at times bring manuscripts of songs
and waltzes to the leaders to play; hence the leader must be able
to read manuscripts at sight.
The average person whoi does not get the time to drift in and
out of these hotels has an idea that the orchestras and patrons
play and enjoy nothing but classical numbers. This is not so.
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"MISSOURI-WALTZ"

The World's Greatest
and
Most

Popular

Waltz

Picture

News

for the other clay when the subject of music came up for discussion in the Vanderbilt Hotel, Josef Fejer, the leader, who has
been playing at the Vanderbilt for six years, remarked:
" When the Hawaiian craze was on some of the people that
came in here couldn't seem to get enough of it, and leaders from
other hotels told me they met with the same experience."
" And do guests ever come and ask you to play popular numbers now?" he was asked.
" Yes ; but not so much as they did before. They ask for a
great deal of classical music. Sometimes I get a bunch of requests for some popular hit that has just become a craze. The
other day I had three requests for " There's a Service Flag in
Our Home," and I had never heard of the number before. Then
quite a few come and ask for " The Missouri Waltz " and the
" Blue Rose Waltz," and while these are put out by a popular
publisher, you can't call them regular popular numbers, for you
can find one of them, and sometimes both, on scores of classical
concert
" Don'tprograms."
you keep well supplied with all the popular numbers,

For Piano

30c Per

-

For Orchestra

\ \ and Piano

25c

For Orchestra

- Full and Piano

35c

Forster
509

Music

Publisher,

So. Wabash
CHICAGO,

try to, but no one can tell just when a new popular number
Mr."Icoming
Fejer?"
is
out, and if I tried to keep a copy of every popular
number published I would have to have an entire building in
which to stack them. Like all leaders, I aim to keep a stock of
the better grade of popular songs, and thoje that become genuine

Copy
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and Anatol Friedland —
You Must Have Played Their Past Hits—
NOW
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Music Publishers
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AY SHERWOOD is now doing special work for Fischer &
_ R McCarthy. For a year Sherwood has been covering the mov(
ing picture theatres for the Forster Music Co.
JOS. W. STERN & CO. has just issued " Wait for Your Honey
Boy." "Billy Boy," by Lester A. Walton and C. Lucky Roberts, is another number that is showing up very well. " Send
Back Dear Daddy to Me," by Harry Tenney and Irving Maslof,
and " When the Moon Is Shining Somewhere in France," by Private Frederick Rath, are two of Stern's big sellers.

ONE

You're From Dixie
Either xong will bo sent any recognized photoplay
pianist on receipt of JOc (or both for 15c)
cover
«OMt of maliinic. KECOGXIZED ORCHESTRA toLEADERS may obtain orchostrations (11 pts. and piano) of
either for 15c, or both for 25c, to cover malUn^ cost.

GILBERT

General Comments
| COLLINS and Harlin, the popular phonograph singers, spent
|
two hours learnirjg " Come Along Ma Honey," which is
H published by The Echo Music Co. And before Collins and Harlin will give up this much time to anj' song it has to possess more
than ordinary merit. " Come Along Ala Honey " has a double
| melody
and is a splendid number for picture houses.
1

ear-tickllngr, catchy number, fuU
any light or comedy situation

HUNDRED

& FRIEDLAND, INC.
Music Pitblishers
230 West 46th St., New York
L. Wolfe Gilbert
Anatol Friedland
Pres.
y ice-Pres.

Mr. Fejer then told his friends of his experiences with some
guests, who compose music and bring it to him for a tryout. And
when he had finished he played a new waltz called " Waltz
Blanche," written by Mrs. Leonard Thomas, the well-known and
popular
hits." society woman. Mrs. Thomas is also a leader in the
Woman's Suffrage movements, and if she does not stick to her
social and civic duties and quit writing pretty waltzes, a few of
the professional instrumental composers will have to go some
to prevent being forced into the background.
The most interesting bit of gossip that Mr. Fejer handed out
during the conversation was the fact that one guest presented
him with a check for $1,000 to play several numbers, among which
was included a popular song, now one of the big hits of the
country. All this goes to show that good popular music has its
appeal for the guests of the fashionable hotels as well as for
the moving picture theatres and cabarets. So it is up to publishers to see that the leaders and musicians get their numbers
in time.
E. M. Wickes.

p ILBERT AND FRIEDLAND have opened offices in Chicago
and next week will play at the Orpheum theatre, where they
will feature their latest hit, "Are You from Heaven?"
i
Yanks Come Marching Home," Billy Jerome's
g
VV
new war hit, is an ideal number for an overture. Jerome
I reports that leaders and pianists are taking to it just as readily
g as they did to " Over There."

=
g

ttTTHEY Go Wild Over Me" is a liig favorite with singers and
J- musicians in the West, and is becoming more so every day.

I uIjrjMEWARD BOUND," Feist's new hit, is beginning to
g
sweep the country. Hundreds of leaders are featuring it,
HIP and the public is buying it in large quantities.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PI CTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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" BETTY TAKES A HAND "
(Triangle Production)
Theme: " Canzonetta " (Moderato) by Nicode
1 — Intermezzo (Moderato) by Whelpley until — T: "I suspected things,
etc."
2 — "Dramatic Recitative" by Sol. P. Levy until — T: "Aroused to a
secret determination, etc."
3 — Theme until — T: "In exclusive Kensington Square."
4 —ter of"Capricious
Anette " (4/8 Mod.) by Borch until — T: "The daughsocial ambition."
5 — "Illusion" (2/4 Mod.) (Intermezzo) by Bustanoby until — T: "And
Betty Marshall is parted."
6 — Continue to action until- — ^T: "Are y.'>u Aunt Lizzie? "
7 — "Serenade" (Allegretto) by Saint Saens until — T: "I'd like to
take Betty, etc."
8 — "Petite Mazurka" by Sapellnikoff until — T: "After a wonderful
day of surprise."
9 — " Canzonetta " (Allegretto) by Godard until — T: " Off for the Yacht
cruise."
10 — "Evening Breeze" (Allegretto Idyll) by Langey until — T: "Outward appearance must be maintained."
11 — "Intermezzo" (Allegretto) by Pierne until — T: "You have a
fine place here."
12 — "Reflections Waltz" (Forster Music Co.) until — T: "Kindly
have my trunk sent up."
13 — Continue to action until — T: "Boarding house routine established."
14 — "Romance" (Allegretto) by Rubinstein until — T: "My son Tom
is 15missing."
— Theme until — T: " I have he:'rd that Mrs. Hains."
16 — " Reve D'Amour " (Allegretto) by Zameznik until — T: "The
swell Haines home, etc."
17 — "Jasmine" (Allegretto) by Kretschmer until — T: "The honorable James B;utlett return, etc."
18 — "Intermezzo" (2/4 Presto) by Arenski until — T: "The twentieth
call to Police Headquarters."
19 — " Pastel Minuet " (Three-quater Allegro giocoso) by Paradise
until — T: " I'll make up for this little."
20 — Theme until — T: " Morning — and a rescue party."
21 — " Sing Me Love's Lullaby " (Waltz) (Leo Feist Edition) until —
T: " And Betty calls."
22 — " Yester-Love " (Intermezzo Andantino) by Borch until — T:
"Tom, hurry, etc."
23 — "Vanity" (Allegro Caprice) by Jackson until — T: "Borrowed
wedding finery."
24 — "Dawn of Love" (Allegretto Melodious) by Bendix until — T:
" Afternoon
next day."
25— Theme theff until
* * * * END.
" THE CLEVER MRS. CARFAX "
(Paramount Production)
(Reviewed on page 3486)
Theme: "Sweet Jasmine" (Allegretto) bj' Bendix
1 — "It's a hundred to one you're from Dixie" (Gilbert and Friedland
Edition) until — T: "Temple Trask in his right, etc."
2 — "La Lisonjera " (Caprice) by Chaminade until — T: 'In the same
Hotel — Helen's Grandmother, etc."
3 — "Constellation" (Fantasia) by Wolerstein until — S: Change of
Scene.
4— Theme until — T: "Shorty, we're a hundred to the good! "
5 — "Are you from Heaven?" (Song) (Gilbert and Friedland Edition)
until — T: "No, Billy, I didn't get this inside dope, etc."
6 — "Missouri Waltz" (Forster Edition) until — T: "A sudden memetc."
7 — ory,Continue
pp until — S : Flashback to former scene.
8 — Conti'.ue to acticn until — S : Grandmother in chair.
9 — " Pizzicato Bluette " until — T: " Miss Helen, may I invite myetc."
10 —self,Theme
until — T: "The beginning of the journey.''
11 — " Amorosa Mazurka" by Navarro until — T : "Better let me deposit your securities."
12 — "Dramatic Andante No. 39" by Berge until — T: "Don't mind
your grandmother."
13 — "Just as Your Mother Was '' (Waltz) (Harry von Tilzer) until — T:
" Midnight Mrs. Bruce has, etc."
14 — Short Mysterioso until — T: "After hours of hard talk."
15 — Theme until — T: "Searching for the key."
16 — "Minuet des Follets " by Berlioz until — T: "Grandma won't
you let me talk, etc."
17 — "Idle Hours (Caprice) by Kretschmer until — T: "This is not
for strangers."
18 — "Illusion" (Intermezzo) by Bustanoby until — T: "Arrived at the
home of grandmother."
19— " Petite Bijouterie" (Valse Int.) by Bohm until — T: "If anybody comes, you hide."
20 — " Gavotte and Musette '"by Raff until — T: "But, my dear Mrs.
Bruce,
I was hurry
simply, toetc."action until — T: " Then — then Dorothy Carfax
21 — Light
was22 —only
in
name."
Theme until ♦ * ♦ * END.
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THE GREAT PATRIOTIC HOME SONG HIT
Orchestra, 11 and Piano 25c
Song
Full Orchestra and Piano 35c
Waltz 15c15c
Band 2Sc
P
V
I Wonder How Wiih
The Palriolic
Old Veriioo
Folks Are At Home
.,
A
I
F. W, VAKDERSLOOT T^
BACE AT DEAB OLD HOME SVTEZJ HOME
c
MmJc by R
HERBERT
S.LAMBERT
By
Sior
ConjpoMrt
T [ VICTOR RECOHD >0i5m
PnirioiK VcTiioQ ly Ed. Roie.
O
CHORDS stew
R

VANDERSLOOT MUSIC PUB. CO.
Williamsport, Peu

lO— WONDERFUL
NUMBERS- lO
* MY CAIKO SIAID — The Oriental Hit of the Season.
* ALEXAXDEK'S
GOT success.
A JAZZ B.AN'D NOW— Sung by Sophie
Tucker with great
*UXCLE SAMiMX IS .\-CALLING XOU— A Xation-Wide Hit.
*MX HAWAIIAN DKEAM GIKL — Wonderfully plaintive.
*SWEET LUAN'A WAXTZ — This number is coming Into its own.
SPKIXG FKOLICS — A light, airy, captivating solo for piano.
KEELECTIOXS — Tile best waltz we've seen in some tune.
Price25c.of ea.above nvimbers, loc. ea. Orchestrations (marked*),
CALLING SIE — ^An heart-appealing solo for lovers of real music.
PRIDE OF MY HEAKT-^A wonderful solo, especially adapted
for big voices.
■THIS'cliello
IS MYobligate.
SONG OF LOA E — A splendid solo with violin and
Price of above tliree songs, 30c. ea. Our ntmibers may be used
without payment of fee or license.
W. A. QUINCKE & COMPANY
401 MAJESTIC THEATRE BLDG.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

" A MODERN MUSKETEER "
(Artcraft Production)
Fairbanks Theme: " Cyrlone in Darktown," Rag by Barnard
1 — " March Militaire Francaise " from " Suite Algerienne " by Saint
Saens
until — T:to " action
Do youuntilremember
D'Artagnan? "
2 — Continue
— S : Duel.
34 —— Theme
"Presto until
for — Duels"
by
Lake
until
D'Artagnan gone?"
S : Fairbanks jumping— T:out of"Has
window.
56 —— Heavy
Hurry Storm
to actionFurioso
until —with
T: Strong
"There Wind
may effects
be a scientific
reason."
and cymbal
crashes
until — T: "You've been reading this, etc."
7 — Continue ff until — T: " So he grew up."
8 — Theme until — T : " This to-day is chiveilry."
9 — " Petite Bijouterie " (Valse Intermezzo) by Bohm until — T: " Kansas
was getting on Ned's nerves."
10 — " Says I to myself, says I " (Harry von Tilzer) until — T: " Like
D'Artagnan of old."
A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Get

Your

Dates

Release
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by

Saturday

Look at the " News!
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Continue Crash
to action
until— —S: T: Automobile
"An impossible,
1211 —— Cymbal
ff until
in view.etc."
13 — "Vanity" (Caprice) by Jackson until — T: "After fording the
desert."
14 — " Darktown Strotters Ball" (Trot) (Leo Feist Edition) until — T:
" I'll see you at the Hotel."
15 — Theme until — T: " In the Canyon."
16 — Silence until — T: " Chin De Dah, the Indian."
17 — " Indian Love Theme" by Winkler until — T: "After Dinner at El
Tovar."
18 — "Indian Dance" by Smith until — T: "Golly! what a Gully!"
— " Dramatic Recitative " by Sol. P. Levy until — S : Indian tEdking
to 19Fairbanks.
20 — Repeat "Indian Love Theme" (Same as Cue No. 17) until — T:
" The
morning."
21 next
Le Retour " (Romance) by Bizet until — T: "Who was that
11 man?
22— ' Dramatic Agitato" by Hough until — T:
Remember the last."
23— Indian Lament" by Tohomas until — T: " I'm no Bird, I'll
1
i walk." Heavy Mysterioso " by Sol. P. Levy until — T: "Where did you
1 24—
1 get that castle? "
11 25
until —pulling
T: "Now
26 —— Strong
Silence Hurry
until — S:to action
Fairbanks
man up.write what I will say." i
I 27 — Hurry pp until — S: Fairbanks galloping on horse.
1 28 — Galop H" until — T: "I'll give you a hundred thousand."
I 29 — Theme until * * ♦ ♦ END.

" THAIS "
I
1
(Goldwyn Production)
I
(Reviewed on page 594)
1
IMPORTANT NOTE
i1 extracts
The entire
Music
of " Thais
" composed
by Violin,
Massenet,Piano
as also
all
of this
OperaScore
published
in single
torm for
or any
I other combination of instruments, are subject to the Music Tax imposed
I1 by Only
the various
" Societies orof individual
Composers,musicians
Authors are
and permitted
Publishers."
those Orchestras
to play the
I Original " Thais Music " whose employers are members of one oi the
E various " Societies of Composers, Authors and Publishers," otherwise it
II means
" of theComposers
United States
Copyright are
Law.not members
A good" VIOLATION
many of the present
and PuDiishers
I of any of sucn Societies, and their compositions and publications can be
1 performed in any p£u-t of the world for just " The Purcfiasing Price."
i Our Music Cues have been, and will be, compiled of only " FREE
1 NUMBERS," but in the case of our Super Proauction " Thais," which
II is
same compelled
Libretto ofto "make
Thais an' for
which — Massenet
thebased
music,on wethe were
exception
in order composed
to secure
= the proper musical accompaniment for this picture. We leave it to your
i own judgment to see whether you are permitted to perform the original
II " Thais
For allMusic."
those who are not in possession of such license we call attenI tion to the last page of our " Music Cue," where we have mentioned
I " Substitutes " for every one restricted by the " Societies of Composers,
1I Authors
Kindly and
notePublishers.
the above ' facts, as we will under no circumstantes assume
1 the responsibility in case of any violation on your part concerning the
1 Copyright Laws of the United States or the entire world.
1
WE HAVE WARNED YOU
I ALL JUovementa and excerpts an indicated in Cues Nos. 1, 7, 9, 10, 15,
1 12, are taken from the " Thais Fantasia " arranged for Orchestra by Emile
I Tavan and published by " Heugel " in Paris (Prance).
I
Theme: "Meditation from Thais" by Massenet
I I— "Thais Fantasia" by Massenet until — T: "In Egypt on the
shore.—" Beijin with first movement "Andante tres Calme."
II Note.
1 2 — "At Sunrise" from the "Desert Suite" by H. Grunne until — T:
1 " Here, Romans, Greeks and Egyptians, etc."
i 3 — " Angelus " (Sacred) from " Scenes Pittoresques " by Massenet
I until — T: "And the early Christians."
1 4— Continue to action until — T: "While in the heart of the golden
II Ci5ty—."Theme until — T: "While Paphnutius wearied of the idols, etc."
1 6— Continue to action until — T: " Nicius still enthralled by the false,
Ii etc.7—" 4/4 Andante movement (four bars after letter B) from the "Thais
i Fantasia" by Massenet until — T: "When will you stop parading, etc.?"
I 8 — Theme until — T: "And always waiting at her door.'
I 9 — Allegro movement from letter C from the " Thais Fantasia " by
1 Massenet until — T: "In the great Theatre, etc."
I 10 — " Moderato Maestoso " movement (letter D) from the " Thais
I Fantasia" by Massenet until — T: "At dusk Thais returns."
I 11 — March from "Scenes Pittoresques" Suite No. 1 by Massenet until
II — T:
"And Lollius
12 — Theme
until — S:waiting,
Lolliusetc."
with dagger near door.
I 13 — "Dramatic Agitato" by H. Hough until — T: "And with the
i morning."
1 14 — Prelude to Act 4 from " Herodias " by Massenet until — T:
1 " Cease your chatter, bring me word, etc."
I IS — Allegro Moderato movement (letter F) from the "Thais Fantasia"
I by Massenet until — T: "And it came to pass, etc."
I 16 — Theme until — T: "And again the feet of Paphnutius." .
I 17 — Continue pp until — T: "And in the golden City."
I 18 — " Credo " from " St. Cecilc Mass " (Allegro Maestoso) by Gounod
I until — T: "Paphnutius once dragged unwillingly, etc."
I 19 — " Aubade ■' by Massenet until — T: "But not to the vile life, etc."
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20 — "Dramatic Recitative" by Sol P. Levy until — T: "The Pagan
feast
Cotas."
21 — at" Air
de Ballet " from " Scenes Pittoresques " by Massenet until —
T: " Hail Thais, the Rose of Alexandria."
22 — "Thais Fantasia" by Massenet until — T: "In the name of the
father— I Beijin
serve." ivith " Risoluto Movement" (S bars 'before letter G).
Note.
23 — " Veil Dance
" from " The Queen of Sheba Ballet " by Goldmark
until — T: "And with the morn."
24 — Continue to action until — T: "They mock their own gods."
25 — "Au Cabaret " from " Scenes Alsaciennes " Suite by Massenet until
— T: "And beneath the stars came, etc."
26 — Continue pp until — T: "The dawn of a new day."
27 — Allegro movement from the " Elijah Fantasia " by Mendelssohn
until — T: "And the word went abroad."
28 — Continue ff until — T: "And again the shadow of death."
29 — "Elegy" (Dramatic Melody) by Massenet until — T: "The cloishome ofDream
the penitent."
30 — tered
" Last
of the Virgin" (And.) by Massenet until — T: "And
day31 —after
day
her
Theme until eyes
— T: seEirched."
"And once too oft the Vision came."
32 — " Aragonaise " (Allegro) from " Le Cid " by Massenet until — T:
"A body weary, a soul astray."
33 — Continue pp until — T: "And things invisible till now."
34 — Theme until — T: " Not without me, Thais! "
35—
ff until
* * * *to END.
you Continue
ARE NOT
PERMITTED
play the following cues if your employer is not a member of any of the " Societies of Composers, Authors
and Publishers."
following
cues are substitutes:
THEME:The "Voice
of Chimes"
(Lento) by Luigini.
Cue No. 1 — Second Movement from " Heradiade Fantasia " (Andante
con Moto) by Massenet, arr. by Th. M. Tobani.
Cue No. 7 — " Ave Maria '* (Dramatic Lento) by J. Ascher.
Cue No. 9 — " Le Retour ' (Allegro) by G. Bizet.
Cue
No. 1510—— "" L'Adieu
Dramatic" (12/8
Maestoso
" by E. byAscher.
Cut No.
Dramatic)
Fararger.
Cue No. 22 — " First Movement " (Allegro Maestoso) from the " Herodiade Fantasia " by Massenet, arr. by Tobani.
" THE

GOWN OF DESTINY "
(Triangle Production)
(Reviewed on page 126)
Theme: "Love Song" (Dramatic) by Flegier
1 — "Intermezzo Francaise " (Moderato) by Hammer until — T:
" Here
again was the ppBogie."
23 —— "Marseillaise"
untilby— T:Ascher
"You until
oughtn't
have,"
"Dramatic Andante"
— T: Into the
officeetc.of the
French Consulate.
4— Continue ff until — T : " Knowing that she and her husband," etc.
5 — " Dramatic Recitative " by Sol. P. Levy until — T : In a little
French restaurant.
6 "Doctor Cupid" (Intermezzo) by Ferrari until — S: Soldiers —
parading.
7 — " March Loraine " by Ganne until — S: Interior of room.
8— Continue ff until — T: " But was France to blame?"
9 — Continue pp until — T: " But with slumber comes no peace."
10 — "Dramatic Tension" by Borch until — T: "And now he is
11 — Theme until — T: "As the dream of the night."
12 — "Mae Marsh" Waltz (Kominsky Music Co.) until — T: "It
striving."
was13 —a "Serenade"
foregone conclusion."
(Allegretto) by Saint-Saens until — T: "In the village
of Pont auntil
Cresson,"
etc. the western coast," etc.
14 — Theme
— T: "On
15 — " Bond of Love" (Waltz) by A. Roth until — T: " Once upon a
time16 — Nathalie's
"Russian father,"
Pansy" etc.(Flower Song) by Langey until — T: The
Ramsey dinner.
Rose" (Melodious Valse Lente) by Borch until — S:
Man17 — at"Sleeping
piano.
18 — "Tiger Rose" Two Step (Leo Feist Ed.) until — T: "And yet
I I can't
Note:ask you."
Play ff dtirinrj dancing scenes only (otherwise pp).
19 — Theme until — T: "Good-bye soldier boy," etc.
20 — "teriorIt's
a
of sittingLong
room.Way to Tipperary " (Popular Song) until — S: In21 — "Dramatic Tension No. 1" by Sol. P. Levy until — T: "The
Commandant
22 — Continuewillpp think."
until — T: "A little later," etc.
23
"Constance"clipping.
(A Dramatic Theme) by Golden until — S: Close
up of— newspaper
24 — Theme until — T: "In the morning the Major."
25 — "Dramatic Adagio" by Kretschmer until — S: Scene on battlefield.
26
21, by E. toLutz
until — S: Interior of room.
27 —— Battle,
Theme Hurry
until— S:No. Flashback
battlefields.
28 — Repeat "Battle Agitato" until — T: "As dawn comes over the
Note: Watch explosions, etc.
29 — "Dramatic Agitato" by H. Hough until — T: In the field hostrenches."
i
Note: Watch explosions.
30 — Prelude Du Deluge (Lento-Dramatic) by Saent-Saens until — T:
" If only I could have helped a little."
pital.
31— Theme until *******
** END.

THE
BARTOUA*
In 1918 your patrons will be more critical than ever about
your mixsic. Install a Bartola Musical Instrument and you
will have solved your music problem. Write for catalogue.
CHAS. C. PYLE, General Sales Agent, 707-712 Mailers Bldg., Chicago, 111. Factory, Oshkosh, Wis.
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Grauman

Million

Dollar

Los ANGELES has another new building of which to be proud
in the Grauman million-dollar theatre, which has just been
completed. It is located at Third and Broadway, and is a
combination of an office building and theatre.
R. H. Arnold Company, contractor and builder for the building, executed one of the most difficult tasks ever put before a
builder. Other than completing the, entire work of concrete
and steel construction in record time, this concern joined and
laid the terra cotta on the exterior of the building despite the
fact that it ran into many intricate problems. The arched span
of 104 feet, on which the balcony is hung, is without precedent,
from both an engineering and construction standpoint — one of
the most unique pieces of work ever executed anywhere in the
country. The entire balcony and mezzanine is suspended from
the side and rear walls without supporting columns obstructing
the view. Midway between the rear wall and front of the balcony are two immense reinforced concrete columns contained in
side walls. Resting on these columns is a gigantic reinforced
concrete arch in the shape of a bow, with its members concealed in the ceiling under the balcony and its arching members
extending high up just below the balcony floor. Balanced on
this arch with their upper ends connecting with the rear wall
and their lower ends terminating in the balcony rail are six rein-

Grauman Million Dollar Theatre, Los Angeles
forced cantilevers of the truss construction. The space between
the upper and lower members of the cantilevers is utilized as a
mezzanine floor with its connecting rest rooms, etc., which are
suspended from the balcony construction above. The construc-
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New

Mark

tion of this type of cantilever trusses in reinforced concrete is
something never before attempted on this large scale. The
members consist of intricate masses of deformed reinforced
rods, and the construction of the form work and the pouring of
the concrete involved intricate and difficult detail work and
engineering problems, which were successfully worked out and
consummated by the contractors.
The Grauman theatre consists of one balcony, and is so constructed as to make the acoustics perfect. As one enters the
portals of this playhouse, two grand staircases are found at
either side of a broad approach to the lower, floor. These staircases lead to a mezzanine floor, at each end of which may be
found an oil painting, life-size, of characters and scenes from
Shakespeare. They are extremely well done and correspond
strikingly with the rich colors of the purple-rugged floor with its
blending gold-colored border. From the mezzanine a grand
staircase leads to the balcony proper, where each seat is a choice
one. A feature of the balcony is that the projecting room,
from where the motion picture is thrown upon the screen, is
built into the lower part of the balcony, completely submerging
it to a point where it is unobstructive from any position in the
entire balcany. In this location, it is possible to throw the picture squarely on the screen instead of at an angle. The theatre
contains no boxes.
The general impression that Mr. Martin through his designer,
Mr. Woollett, has endeavored to convey is that of the " Temple
of Mirth." The walls and the ceilings are of elegant proportions
and give the appearance of stability and grandeur. The travertine marble , which adorns the walls forms a background of
beauty rarely seen in the most palatial structures anywhere in the
world. The minor features, such as the organ screen and decorations on the walls, are intended to convey more intimate ideas
such as opulence and mirth. The message of the interior is prirharily theatrical in harmony with this thought. The principal
figure over the proscenium arch is tragedy, but the idea has been
to convey the impression of tragedy triumphant. This figure is
treated in rich and fascinating colors and stands out as a glittering jewel emerging from the walls of the great stone arch
which supports it. This figure in a way is a re-echo in color
of the great central lighting feature in the dome.
The dome of the theatre, which is an illusion to the eye in that
it seems to be suspended in midair, is easily one of the most
featured displays in the playhouse. It appears as a studded mass
of precious jewels in the centermost part, the breaks between
being covered with platinum and gold leaf. An effect of indescribable grandeur and beauty is produced by throwing hidden
lights of a powerful nature on to this center creation of sparkling
wonder, producing different effects according to the color of the
light thrown from the spotlights. These lighting effects are
put into play during the course of the entertainment, and as the
audience sits, in silent relaxation, listening to the wonderful
pipe organ, which is one of the most modern and expensive in
the country, a soft purple shade will blend into that of a crimson or blue, or some other soft color of the rainbow.
There has been an attempt to proclaim this day in which we
live. Instead of following ornaments from old Roman and
Greek periods, things of interest in our own time have been
chosen. An example of this : Bulls' skulls and horns which are
used over the balcony are those of the long-horned Texas cattle.
The bison of our own Western plains also appears. Some of the
paintings on the beams show the revolvers of cowboys, playing
cards, and cattle, and the three balls of the pawnshop where
the cowboys pawn their things when they need money.
The opening program at the new theatre featured " The Silent
Man," the Ince-Artcraft production starring William S. Hart.
The orchestra of thirty pieces is 'directed by Rudolph G. Kopp,
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and in addition to this a Wurlitzcr-Jones Orchestral Organ is used,
with Jesse Crawford as organist. Lina Reggiani is soloist.

New

ARIZONA
Archtects Lescher & Kibbey of Phoenix are preparing plans for a one. story theatre building to be erected in Deming for William Menhennet of
Mesa, Ariz. The building will be SO.xHO feet, composition roof; estimated
cost, $12,500.
CALIFORNIA
Architect A. B. Rosenthal, 408 Lankershim Building, is completing revised plans for the reinforced concrete theatre building to be erected on
the east side of Main street, between Eighth and Ninth streets, Los Angeles,
DU PONT FABRIKOID is absolutely water,
for
Col.
J. B. Lankershim. The theatre has been leased to Fred A. Miller.
grease, stain, dirt and germ proof. It is as
The building will contain two small storerooms, large lobby 35 feet wide,
and an auditorium with gallery; total seating capacity, 3,500. The building
handsome, soft and satisfying as the costliest
will be 90x183 feet; reinforced concrete construction, terra . cotta facing,
leather, yet will outwear any leather in this
plate glass art
windows,
metal frames
store fronts,
tile wired
and marble
work, staff
ornaservice.
inentation,
glass, metal
and sash,
glass, vacuum
cleaning.
Steam heating, plumbing, wiring, metal lath, etc.
Work was begun last week on the new Ouinn theatre at 816-820 South
Broadway, Los Angeles.
DU PONT FABRIKOID is washable. Plain
Carl mentOvera
has been
the contract
to put
in the and
concrete
baseof the new
Turnerawarded
and Dahnken
theatre
at Ninth
Macdonald
soap and water will keep it permanently handstreets,
Richmond,
and
commenced
work
last
week.
some and sanitary. There is economy for you
Crane Wilbur, Los Angeles motion picture star, backed by a number of
Oaklaiiil and San Francisco capitalists, has started the organization of a
and luxury for your patrons in DU PONT
Crane
Willmr circuit of theatres for the presentation of motion pictures and
FABRIKOID.
dramatic
jin uluction.s theatre
under his
The'I"'"JIacOoiiough
in supervision.
Oakland is the first of the playhouses to be
1
1by Wilbur, and
leased
negotiations
are under way for theatres in San
Let Us Prove It With A Sample
Francisco,
Salt Lake,of Denver
the northwest.
The construction
a motionandpicture
studio to produce Crane Wilbur pictures is also contemplated by the corporation known as the " Crane Wilbur
DUPONT FABRIKOID CO.
MINNESOTA
Wilmington, Delaware
Enterprises."
W. Ramaley, caterer, 668 Grand avenue, has petitioned the City Council
for a permit, to operate a motion picture theatre at 654 Grand avenue, St.
Canadian Office and Factory
Paul. After a sharp light the Council set the question for a hearing
NEW TORONTO, ONT., CANADA
January 22.
MONTANA
The new Marlow theatre, now in course of construction at Helena,
when completed will be the finest theatre in the State and one of the
most beautiful in the entire Northwest. The playhouse will have a
seating capacity of thirteen hundred and will embrace every conceivable
convenience for the comfort of the patron. The house is equipped with a
large stage capable of handling the largest road attractions. The theatre
will be devoted to Pantages vaudeville one night each week, besides road
shows and feature pictures. C. W. Eckhardt. one of the most successful
theatrical managers in the Northwest, will have charge of the house for
the
Ansonia Amusement Company of Butte, who hold the lease.
"NEWMAN
"
BRASS
FRAMES
AND
Read What Josiah Pearce & Sons Say About OurRAILS
Goods
NEW YORK
Gentlemen:
Now lhat
completed
equipment
in our
new
Ground will soon be broken at Kingston for the erection of a new
theatres
here you
in XewhaveOrleans
and Houston.
Texas,
we want
theatre. Frank A. Kenney of New York City is the promoter of the
to take this means of expressing to you our apprci iaMon of
the
In whieh
have done
u illi ynu,
also as
Corinth Opera House, care A. T. Mallory, are having plans prepared
to themanner
charaeter
of yourwe goods.
You busine.'^s
have. Aviihfjut
exception,
P rojeca t.one-story opera house and store building.
lor
filled
our order.s
as we eould and
e\'er the
expectfactandof
A
theatre is being erected for Frank Tinney at West
probably
(lUlckerjustthanas promptly
we had anticipaicd,
Freeport.
,. Merrick road,
your having supplied us with brass frames and various other
equipment In our fifteen theatres is evidence that we are
Fred
E.
Colburn
and
James
R.
Lockwood,
of
Burlington,
Vt., will
pleased with your goods, for they are the most attractive,
expend theatre
about $25,000'
in Falls.
converting the Knickerbocker block
into t,
a movingj
durable and practical that we have as yet found.
picture
at
Glens
,
We wish you good Yours
luck inverythe truly.
prosecution of your work.
William C. Baker, 76 Hardenbrook avenue, has plans by De Rosa and
Perier, 150 Nassau street. New York, for altering the moving picture
JO.SI.4H PE.4RCE & SONS.
theatre at Jamaica, L. I., which will cost about $3,000.
J E. PE.\RCE.
Xew Orleans, La.
Edward F. Rush has purchased the southwest corner of Huguenot and
Division streets. New Rochelle, as a site on which to erect a theatre building.
The Newman
Mfg. Co.
Beck block on Main street. Port Leyden, is being converted into a
Wrilefor our Latest Catalogue
moving picture theatre. E. Tailor will be manager. , • .
EttablUhed 1882
717-19
Sycamore
-Street,
Cincinnati.
Ohio
Work
has been started on the construction of the new Keith theatre
Frames. Ea»els.
68 W. Washiniiton Street. Chicago. Illinois
and office building on South Salina street, Syracuse.
KalU.C.rlllcs. Slftnt Canadian Representative — J.T. Malone. RIalto Theatre Bids
The Lyric theatre
at Watertown
Choppers. Kick
Montreal, Canada
management
of Papayanakos
Bros. is to be rebuilt and reopened under the
Plates. Ooor Bars
Pacific Comi — G. A. Meicalte, San Francisco, Cal
The
Lyric
theatre
at
Water
street, Binghamton, is being remodeled for
A. W. Newman and Lee M. CafTerty.
C.
E.
Taylor
has
leased
the
Beck picture
block attheatre.
Main street, BoonviUe, and
is having it converted into a motion
T. J. Bird, 30 East Forty-second street. New York, has prepared plans
s
IMPLEX
for Henry
Phiefer,
motion
picture
theatre.35 Orient avenue, Brooklyn, for a new three-story
It is stated on good authority that a theatre capable of seating 600
Iicople will be built in Rye village in the spring. Prominent people are
back of the project, full particulars of which will be announced later.
I
Motion Picture Machines, not merely as good
Thomas W. Lamb, architect, is preparing plans for a brick and terra
cotta
motion picture and vaudeville theatre to be erected in Front street,
but far superior to any other. We are exHempstead.
will 1,800
be owned
by the Pat $50,000.
Casey Agency, Inc.
clusive
agents
for
Pennsylvania,
New
Jersey,
It is to have Itabout
seats and
and operated
cost approximately
M
Delaware and Maryland.
OHIO
Remodeling operations on the Majestic theatre. Lorain, will be started at
Motor Generators and General Supplies
once.
It will
is announced
that
Tender of Alliance,
who recently J^J^^'' '''^
P
theatre,
offer will
his do
firstthePeter
attraction
MINUSA Gold Fibre Screens
Miller Company
electricalabout
work. the end of January. The J. S.
Through the office of S. W. Manheim & Company, 719 Garfield building,
the Polstcr-Lcfkowitz Company, which operates the Wonderland theatre,
L
SPEER CARBONS for Perfect Projection
1714 E. Ninth street, and the Gaiety Amusement Company, operating the
new Gaiety theatre, 1746 E. Ninth street, have combined and purchased the
W« ar* equipped to give you expert service. We repair
unexpired
lease 1770
and E.business
of the Cleveland.
Bronx Amusement Company on the
machine* with tool* made by the factorie*. No other
Bronx theatre,
Ninth street,
concern can offer better service than we* Try u«.
E
The new company will be known as the Polster-Lefkowitz Company and
has elected
A. Polsteris president,
and Maxfeature
Lefkowitz
secretary
and Gaiety
treas1327 VINE STREET
urer. The intention
to run high-class
productions
in the
Lewis M. Swaab
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
and a short program in the Wonderland and Bronx.
The consideration by the new company for the Bronx theatre was
X
■ DISTRIBUTOR
about $10,000.
Be »ure to mention *' MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
DU PONT
FABRIKOID
is thelonlytheuphol~
stery
material
that will withstand
perspiration, heat and dust tests of the Moving
Picture Theatre and still remain ^beautiful,
sanitary and serviceable.
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OKLAHOMA
The New Grand theatre, 10 South Main street, Miami, was opened a wceic
ago under the management of George H. Merriam. The pUice has been
remodeled, inckiding new inclined floor, new wall paper and decorations,
new lighting system, both direct and indirect fixtures being placed. The
new mirror screen of plate glass, cost $750, and a new Wurlitzer piano
orchestra, with drums, pipes, flutes, etc., has been installed at a cost of
$2,000. The seating capacity of the New Grand is 400, every seat affording
aoperating
good view
first the
" iswalls
a noticeable
feature.
The
roomof istheof screen.
reinforced" Safety
concrete,
being about
18 inches
thick. In addition to the exits in the front there are also easy exits in the
rear. A feature that will appeal to the ladies is provided in a well appointedveniences.
retiringTwo room,
mirror,
washprojecting
stand andmachines
other conof the containing
latest design
Simplex
will
be used.
PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphians, it is reported, have bought the two store properties at
215 and 217 Mill street, Bristol, and upon their site will erect a modern
movie. The store properties occupy a lot 39x175 feet.
the recipientplants,
of a the
healthy
erection
of Bristol
the two isshipbuilding
Traylor" boom,"
and thebecause
Merchantof the
Shipbuilding
concerns, where there will be employment for 25,000 men. There is also
considerable prospect of a bridge being built across the Delaware River
from Bristol to Burlington.
B'or over
therewashas inbeen
a tiew theatre
Carbondale.
Mayor
John a T.year
Loftus
favortalkof oforganizing
a stockforcompany
and
thus giving Carbondale her amusement at home. It is likely that a new
and modern theatre will replace the old house.
Kurtz Bros, are erecting a moving picture theatre at Bethlehem.
The Orpheum theatre on East street, Bethlehem, is being extensively
improved.
_ ,
. ,
Horne andandWolfe's
at Brushton
almost theatre
completed.on
Wilmer
VincentnewareBrushton
planningtheatre
to erect
a moving ispicture
Xorth Third street, Easton.
The Queen Lane Theatre Company has given the contract to erect a
theatre at Oueen lane and Schuyler street, Philadelphia, to Alexander
Chambley.
The Orpheum
at Reading is being remodeled and will be conducted under new theatre
management.
A
new
theatre
to
be
" The Higgins
" isShamokin.
being erected on the
corner of Independence called
and Anthracite
streets,
A very attractive motion picture house is being erected at Confluence
by C. E. Yeahley.
A new motion picture theatre is being erected at Midland by Edwin
Goodman, the owner of the Elite theatre. It will be ready in the spring.
It was announced recently that Frank A. Keeney, multi-rnillionaire
theatrical man and moving picture producer, has purchased the site of the
Lycoming
Ooerathereon
House.a S200.000
Williamsport,
and will erect
theatre,destroyed by fire a few years ago,
TEXAS
E. W, Collins has opened his new Liberty theatre at Electra.
E. B. Wylie, formerly of Wichita Falls, has opened the Billie Rhue
theatre at Cuero.
JVASHINGTON
Dick
Hastie
is
behind
a
project
erect a motion
ville, full details of which will beto announced
later. picture theatre at CoupeConstruction work has been commenced on a new theatre in the neighborho d of Camp Lewis, Tacoma, for the Casady and McKee Amusement
Company. The building has been designed by Architects Rigg and Vantyne
on the Swiss chalet type to conform with the general plan of the zone.
This building, which will have a seating capacity of 2,000 persons, will be
provided
with all
includingroom
ladies'
restNorthwest
room, mert's
smoking parlor
andmodern
the mostconveniences,
complete operating
in the
for
the projection of motion pictures. Also, an especially built orchestral organ
will be installed.
Opera chairs will be designed by the Andrews Chair Company of Chicago,
through the local representatives of William L. Davis & Sons. The Casady
& McKee
Amusement
the concessions
tion of motion
picture Company,
theatres atwhich
Camp hasLewis,
will operateforat the
leastoperatwo
and as many more theatres as are necessary. The officers of the company,
which has headquarters in the Theatre building, are H. Weir Casady,
president
Thall, vice-president and general manager, and
Charles W.; Charles
McKee, M.
treasurer.
A new motion picture theatre is being erected at liwaco for E. R.
Saunders.
WEST VIRGINIA
Several local contractors have been awarded part of the vfork for the
$40,0'00
at Logan,
which C. and F. A. Weber, local architects, are
building house
for Frank
Middleburg.
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HowAboutThcKids?
Children's trade is good trade for the Moving Picture Exhibitor.
If thethekids
youris neighborhood
your theatre
betterof than
your competitor's
— you
are
man inwho
going to get thehkenickels
and dimes
the whole
family.
What are you going to do for the children? Have you given them any excuse for
wanting
come— and
to your
theatreof the
in preference
any other? Or don't you want the
children'stotrade
the trade
children's tofamilies.
CICO CARDS Win the Children
A good many exhibitors have already discovered this fact. When are you gomg to look
into this money making program proposition ? If you want the people of your vicinity
to keep your house in mind give them the CICO Card Programs each week.
W^rite in for Ful) Information
Cahill-ldoe
llzWIfarnsonSt.
O THE Co.
HOME aF"C:
I CO" PRODUCTS
.Ckicado^
O . li
mm
|iiiiiiiiiimiiiiuiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiuiiiuiuuiimiiiuiimiiiiiiiiiiiimimiiiiuimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiuiiH^
I IT HAS PAID OTHERS.
IT WILL PAY YOU
I to investigate our system of selling machines on
I the PARTIAL PAYMENT PLAN.
I
We will sell you a latest type MOTIOGRAPH. SIMPLEX or
a STANDARD Moving Picture Machine on a SJIALL PAYMENT
I DOWN, BALANCE on MONTHLY INSTALLMENT.
I
Write today for information and catalog.
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I AMUSEMENT
SUPPLY COMPANY
I
Largest Exclusive Dealers to the Moving Picture Trade
I
in Motiograph,
and Standard
Machines,
i Dealers
Transverters,
Motor Simplex,
Generators,Edison
Rectifiers,
and everything
i
pertaining to the Moving Picture Theatres.
i Third Floor, Mailers Bldg.. Cor. Madison St. and Wabash Ave.,
111.
Chicago,
I
j
WE SELL OX THE
INSTALLMENT
PL.4N
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THEATRE

AND

MAILING

LIST

EXCHANGE
SERVICE

We rent lists of or address contemplated or existing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners,
publicity mediums and producers, selected as to
territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes
were recorded in our list last year. Its use means
a saving to you of from 30 to 50% in postage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
Phone. 3227 Cheiaea
80 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Phone, 2003 Randolph
425 ASHLAND BLOCK. CHICAGO
Addressing
MiUtigraphinff
Printing Typewriting
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Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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ENLIST
The services of our Projector and win the battle for success.
In all fields of endeavor where Motion Pictures are used, there
will be found

Power's

p
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P
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Cameragraph

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
THB WIILIAMS PEINTINO COMPANY, NEW TOBKi

through the night
BROTHER ! Grimly waiting
watches — slowly realizing his little sister's deceit. Just
a nine-word sample
of that heart-gripping realness
which is making "The Price of a Good Time" the
very biggest money-getter of 1918.
HER

THE PROOF? In New York City— the most critical audience
in the world — "The Price of a Good Time" is playing in all
the best and biggest theatres — is playing for long runs — is
playing as a repeat while the Picture's often still in that section
— is playing at big First-run Houses in policy -breaking competition
with smaller theatres simply because the Big House couldn't j^ass up
the money that was waiting.
\ct promptly on "The Price of a Good Time" — Mildred Harris as poor pleasure-hungry
little Linnie has touched the country's heart. Pictures like this won't wait!

mmiww
Created
Screen,

by<M)is
and

Weber;

featuring

the^&lasco
Jlildred

of the

Jfarrcs.

INC

FEBRUARY

I HAS

THE

'• XVII-NO.

6

aUALITY

9,

1918

CIRCULATION

OF

THE

l^'ittrcd as Stnnd Class Matter, Oclobtr 13, 1913, at the Pttt Office at Sew Yor*, N. Y.,tmder Ihe <ut»J

TRADE

PRICE

10 CENTS

I
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JESSE

L. LASKY
presents

WALLACE

By Dane Coolidge.

REID

"Rimrock
Jones''
Scenario by Harvey F. Thew and Frank'X. Finnegan.

Directed by Donald Crisp.

The critical period of a theatre's life.
_ The first month constitutes the theatre in New York showed only Paracritical period in the life of a motion
mount or Artcraft Pictures in the first
four
weeks.
picture theatre. If you don't please
your patrons
the start they won't
come back for at
another trial.
^ The third week, for instance, he

_ It is significant that S. L. Rothapfel,
managmg director of the new Rivoli

booked Wallace Reid in "Rimrock Jones"
and played to capacity.

FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
W^^^f ADOLPH ZUKOR 7>res. JESSE HASKY V/a Pres. CECIL B. DE MUXE DiirclDrCemml

If you like the " News," write our advertisers ; if not, tells us.
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Motion

Stuart

J.

Picture

News

Blackton

1

J.

STUART
THE MASTER

"THE
From

OF SCREENCRAFT,

PRESENTS

WORLD
FOR
SALE"
the Novel by Sir Gilbert Parker

PICTURIZED AND PERSONALLY
What

BLACKTON

a "J. Stuart

DIRECTED

Blackton

BY J. STUART BLACKTON
Production"

Means

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NKWS " when writing to advertisers
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Benjamin

Chapin

presents
BENJAMIN

CHAPIN
in

"THE

SON
OF
DEMOCRACY"
A series of dramatic film stories of America in the making.
<
Written, directed and produced by Benjamin Chapin.

Advertised

in

t wenty

"The Son of Democracy" s advertised in twenty
magazines, a business-getting list headed by the
Saturday Evening Post and the Literary Digest.
Paramount's advertising campaign on "The Son
of Democracy" is built so that each exhibitor
that shows this important series will gain new
That

means

big business

magazines
friends, and make new patrons. The magazine
advertising is only part of the campaign. Direct-by-mail appeals already have created a demand
for "The Son of Democracy" in each school, each
woman's club, each patriotic society, each library
and each children's organization in your city.
for you when you show it

FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASIiY CORPORAI ION

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."

Motion

Picture

S

QomejcUj2

JOS. M. SCHENCK
Presents

in
Roscoe

"Fatty"

Arbuckle

"OUT
WEST"
Produced by Comique Film Corporation.

JUST

ADVERTISE— " HERE'S

Tell your town that you're showing another Paramount-Arbuckle
Comedy and the crowds will come
joyously on the run, knowing that
they're going to laugh themselves

TATTY'

AGAIN"

almost to death. " Out West " is a
scream with "Fatty" in the role of a
reformer who straightens out ' ' Mad
Dog Gulch ", with a Bible in one
hand and a six-shooter in the other.

Be iure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

New
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The

yMcm"

Guilt

A.

H. WOODS

presents

his Broadway Success

"THE
GUILTY
MAN"
By Ruth Helen Davis and Charles Klein. Irvin V. Willat, Director
Supervision
The

of

Thomas

H.

Ince

Personality

in the Motion Picture
A motion picture is a matter of A. H. Woods, the great producer;
Thomas H. Ince, the noted
personalities.
director; Ruth Helen Davis and
It is the work of men and women,
Charles Klein, the authors that
not of machines.
wrote this story that astounded
Every detail of " The Guilty Man "
Broadway.
was contributed by a big personality —

A Big Idea Produced

In a Big

Way

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."

Motion
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^^ashimStonis

Photo-Play

are well managed
spection.

and

and

Finest

prosperous — come

Picture

News

Lai*0est

Theaties

down

and

look us over — we'll bear in-

As owners of more theatres than any other individual or theatre company in Washington, my associates and myself desire to go on record to all exhibitors, exchangemen and producers, with some undisputed facts —
— no one man

or firm in Washington

owns eighteen theatres.

— there are not five strictly first-run houses in the downtown

section of Washington.

We

a

Have

Never

Been
an

Bull-dozed
Exchange

by

Producer

or

nor have we ever bull-dozed an exchange or producer.
— we have been oversold at times, but we have also been undersold
— we have alunys obtained fair adjustments from
sought them.

the exchange whenever

we

— we use the following pictures — Artcraft, Paramount, Select, Goldwyn, Metro,
World, Vitagraph, and the prestige of such productions assures our exclusive
standing.
This plain statement of facts should forever lay at rest all misleading
have been printed regarding the Washington situation.

Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers
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WITHIN

THE

LAW

"All over the circuit wherever we played ' Within the Law ' we did exceptionally good business
and we can heartily recommend this subject as one of the big drawing cards of the season. "
TURNER & DAHNKEN CIRCUIT
San Francisco, Cal.
"'Within the Law' proved the greatest attraction from a financial point that I have ever
shown in my theatre, notwithstanding the fact that we charged a price double that of any price
ever charged for a special at this theatre."
BROADWAY
THEATRE
Newburgh, N. Y.
Within the Law' is the only picture that I have been able
to charge an admission price of 50c. for this season, and I
have played most of the big productions. When I played it
on a return engagement, we did a bigger business to the day
than on the first run."

THE RIALTO
Columbia, S. Car.

Within the Law ' made more money for us than any other
picture that we have played in the last year or two. "
PASTIME AMUSEMENT COMPANY
Charleston, S. Car.
A

VITAGRAPH

SPECIAL

PRODUCTION

From BAYARD VEILLER'S Famous Stage Success
16 montlis on Broadway
Featuring

ALICE

HARRY

JOYCE
and

MOREY
Directed by

WiUiam

P. S. Earle

"Tke
Great
est
Melod ram a of tk
Mod ern Stage
"

VHAGRAPH
ALBERT
E- SMITH
If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tells us.
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Motion

A

M

MONEY

ESSAGE

THE

Picture

News

MAKING

!

'■udw.g Schwag
er, Bohemian
Anoex
Theatre, 321-32
5 East 73rT
New York City
V
, says:

DOLLARS

PILED

UP

//

VENGEANCE

AND

THE

AMDMAN
PLACE
VERY

IT AT
PEAKOF

THE
ALL

SEmALS
13 EPrSODES^KALBERTE- SMITH
and CVmiS lOWNSEND DRAOY
DIRECTED

i6/ WILLIAM

DUNCAN

S. A. Hayman, Lyda Theatre,
Grand Island, Nebraska,

VriAGRAPH
ALDEirr

E- SiytfTH

" Started
says:- "Vengeance— and the
Woman" last night, and had them
packed clear out in the street.
Beheve me, that sure is some
humdinger of a serial, and from the
looks of the first chapter, it looks
like it's going to he better than
'The Fighting Trail'. "

Vretidrnt

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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THE

UNANIMOUS

Can., says:-Just finished running th.rd 7-^? f J™;
»
prove the best
geance; and it should
fi
The
-d.
Lnt in pictures . have

f f ' "''^OO plr en . and'ever Lee, my
have doubled their
Mond;' and T^sday;
wrong
No exhibitor ean go
^lus average.
in booking it."

THE

DQX-QFFICE

TELLS

THE

TRIUMPHANT
STORy

OF

VENGCANa

AND

William

THE

AMDMAN

Duncan
wiih

CarolHblloway

llings
Bio Theatre. Bi
n.
.e
mb
Ga
H.
W.
Okla., says:■•-Var.axprol^rnso,vea;Jho^^^^
Fighting Trail v as
" ., .yengeance
-and the

Woman
even
onshke
butmypat
ev^rputout.
exhibitor
who fails to ^'^^^X
D. A. Kenworthy,

^ ,,ting
Woman'

Lyric Theatre,

Fort Dodge, Iowa, says:" 'Vengeance— and the Woman' third
episode receipts better even than 'The
Fighting Trail' which had previously
increased our receipts over features and
serials nearly 100 per cent. Patrons
well pleased. Glad to recommend this
serial as a money getter.

Trail- with
records.
r'aU_

r»srrb-

toiler house

VITAGRAPH

ALDERTESMITH
A magazine's success is measured by its advertising. Look at the " News! "

Tresidmt
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Motion

A

BIG

Picture

News

3-STAR

COMBINATION
IN

A

STRONG

HEART-TUGGING

Tke

of a Great

Story

at tke End

of a Trail

DRAMA

Love

Found

of Sorrow.

ALBERT

E. SMITH
'resents

HARRY

MOREY
■witK
"The Screen s Most Virile Star"

Fl orence

"THE
By REX TAYLOR
A

FIVE

Desk on

an a

G race

OTHER

PART

BLUE

D armon(

MAN"
Directed by PAUL SCARDON

RIBBON

FEATURE

Prcaenting Ttis Trio of Vitagraph Favorites — All Three of Them
Box-Off ice Stars in Their Own Right — in a Photoplay Towering Far Ahove
the Average m Story and Production.

VIIAC^LVPH
!i!i!!iin im Ill miiii
Be ■uro to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

ALICE

,

BRADY
in

"WOMAM
AND
Adapted b>) Paul West

WIFE"

from CKarlotte Bronte's

I

RE"
EYJose
E hy Edward
"JAN
Directed

Herejs tKe ideal combination: storj) plus star plus production!
"A povJerful offering of tKe semi-tragic type! "
— Moving Picture World.
"A higKly'thrilling melodrama in an attractiiJely modern setting."
— N. Y. Morning Telegraph.
"Miss BradjJ's
was quite
excellent,
great
earnestness
and portrayal
sincerity ofofJane
Ker Eyre
manner,
conve^Jing
as ittKealwa^Js
does, a most pleasing sense of reality." — The Dramatic Mirror

Motion
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Picture

icturcs

\-

—

•

The
of
of

Box-office

Event

1918- TheKetuvn
Normand
Mabel

of the
in all
first-run
SIXTY
greatest
cities houses
of North
America
today are playing to tremendous
audiences the first new Mabel Normand
production that has been released in
eighteen months.
Millions of admirers have clamored for
her — and here she is at last in a splendid Goldwyn achievement.
This internationally-beloved artist returns to the screen lovelier than ever, in
a story of love and mystery and thrills
— and again you see her wonderful
smile, but this tim'e with a tear.
Goldwyn stakes its reputation on and
is proud to release this profit-making
picturization by George LoaneTucker, of

MABEL
NORMAND
Dod^in^
A
Millioiv
bif Edgar Selivijn, &A M- KennQdy
Released everywhere: January 27.
^GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION;^
16 East 4 2d Street
New York City

Be Bure to mention " MOTIOn'pICTURe'nEWS " when writing to advertisers

New
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Think

Of

Bride

a

Beautiful

Taking

Her

jected Suitors on
Honeymoon

ReHer

!

/^AN you imagine the
^ feelings of tlie frantic
husband, with three lovesick rivals at his elbow?
Can you picture the many
plots, the jealousies, suspicions and accusations?
And, can you imagine
anyone on earth who can
get the drama and the
fun out of this role so
wonderfully as

MADGE
KENNEDY
n/Hfv fxer eye^
and her smile.
T£iG
Om

story

is

LITTLE

WIFE

from, ifie stage success
hy AVERY HOPWOOD.
It is directed by Edward

Dillon and once

more all America will applaud "the girl who
became famous over-night."

©GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION®
16 East 42d Street
New York City
m
Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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Motion

Picture

WILLIAM A. BRADY,
Director-General.
WORLD-PICTURES
pfesent
CARLYLE
JUNE

ELVIDGE

ARTHUR
EVELYN
CARLVLE

BLACKWELL

ASHLEY
GREELEY
in

BLACKWELL
The

Beautiful

Mrs.Reynolds
Story

by Samuel

Directed

M. Weller

by Arthur

Ashley

The Story of Hamilton and Burr

'*A

picture

action."

"An

teeming with
(Dramatic Mirror)

absorbing

interest tale."

heart(Variety)

AftTHUR

ASHLEV

"It is gripping in its virility, intensely human and
absorbing,

and

presented

sive way."

(New

in an impresYork

Review)

" A story replete with interest."
(Motography)

"Entertaining — educational, and is all
historically true." (New York Telegraph)

Be Bure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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OUT

or

1 00

PICTURES

reviewed in December by " SCREEN OPINIONS," the independent Chicago critic, which is recognized as one of the
fairest reviewers in the field,

100%

of

The

Paraltas

were chosen as two of the seven

"PICK

O'

THE

MADAM

A MAN'S
MAN
" Our Opinion," from Screen Opinions
This is a light-bearted a/fair, full of action and fun, very
well
acted, witb settings
that look
and entertaining
good, cleancut photography.
The story
is agood,
breezy,
tale, and there are chuckles all the way through. Kerrigan takes the part of the impulsive, reckless, happygo-lucky Webster in good shape, although he is given a
trifle nity
to presents.
crowdingTheupcast
fronthas stage
the opportubeen whenever
well chosen.
The big
scenes — the scenes of the revolution and the fighting in
the streets, have been handled very well. We would
label this one a very worth while picture that should
Please almost any audience of ordinary intelligence.

The

Biggest

PLAYS"
WHO

" Our Opinion," from Screen Opinions
There
isn't of& this
let-upcivilof war
interest
the entire
seven reels
play.throughout
Both the action
and
acting are fine. The story is told clearly, although it is
a tangled plot, and the suspense is worked out very well.
There are many fine scenes of the civil war — and many
tense
We'llideasayofit's
ripping,
drama.moments.
Perhaps the
its abeing
a wargripping
drama war
will
discount its value somewhat, but seeing as it is a civil
war play and has nothing to do with the present strife,
we hardly believe it will. Good music will help it immensely. The print reviewed was rather dark.

Quality

Value

Today

are these Paralta Plays, distributed at rental prices determined on the basis of
absolute fairness to both exhibitor and producer, under the principles laid down
by W. W. Hodkinson ten years ago and now at last offered to exhibitors
Without

any

Good

lis,

as

Has

No

Ever

Ands

or

Product
Made

Buts,
or

Good

and

Making

Principle
Before

For Prices, Bookings and Dates, address :
"Hodkinson Service" at your nearest General Film Elxchange
For information, booklets and aid in your
film problems, in connection with our product or any other, address the home office :
W.
527

W.
FIFTH

HODKINSON

CORPORATION

AVENUE
Telephone, Murray Hal 2125

NEW

YORK

Motion

782

"'rrrfrn

PIAY5

PARALTA
PICK

DF

THE

PICTURES

OFFERS
THE MOST
ATTRACTIVE
EXCLUSIVE CONTRACT FOR YOUR TERRITORY.

BEADY

fMSTEMOMTIONSNO¥

FEATURING
J.VAPGEN

Our

KERPICAN-BESSIE

(ontdact

A New

liLS

BARBISCAlE-tiENRY

Guarantees

Departure

1

in Notion

W
iliV

B.WALTHAIL

Quality
Pkturei

SEYEmfflefllMBAllitAWSOlg

FOR PARTICULARS

CONCEKNIHfi

YOURTERRITORY

SEEU5!fABlEUS!WRlTEUS!
THE LARGEST DISTRIBUTORS OF FIL/A IN FOREIGN FIELDS
EXCLUSIVE

EXPORTERS

INTERr
PAULHCHOMtim

WE

OF SPEER

OCEAN

OPERATE

CARBONS

FILAV
220Mtv/W. rORK
4-2™CITYST.

EVERYWHERE

Be lure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

Picture

N ezu s

P A R A L T A

P L A \' S

NOW READY
"HIS ROBE OF HONOR"-By Ethel and James Dorrance.
"HUMDRUM BROWN"-By H. B. Daniels.
"WITH HOOPS OF STEEL"-By Florenrr Finch Kelly

Distributed bv
W. W. HoDKiNio.v Corporation

Hbnry B. Walthall Pictures CoRPORATif

PARALTA
PICK
ooo£Voo

00/3000 ooog\oo

PLATS

OF THE

PICTURES

oo-^ooo (((j)) ooogVoo

oo-^ooo ooo(rt-oo oo-^ooo

II
THE

DRAMATIC

STAR

SUPREME

lasej
I

HENRY

oo

B.

oo
o
WALTHALL
oo
oo
In productions
his personal

made

U3§EiJ

supervision, assur-

ing that perfection
for which

under

of artistry

he is so justly famed.
12?

Each Production a Complete Evening's Entertainment
L38EJ

•9tiaSeJ

HENRY

B. WALTHALL

PICTURES

Executive Direction PARALTA

CORP.

PLAYS, Inc.

729 Seventii Avenue, New York

ooo€!Voo

00.^000 ooog^oo

00.^000 ((())) ooort-oo

oo-^ooo ooogl^oo oo-^ooo

DISTRIBUTED BY
W. W. HODKIKISON

CORPORATION
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Bessie

Barriscale

Directed by
REGINALD BARKER
"Madam
ROBERT

A

BRUNTON,

PARALTA-

Who?"
Manager of Productions

BARRISCALE

-PLAY

Writing in the Picture Play Magazine,
greatest critic in the United States,

the

Mr. Alan Dale, says: —
" 'Madam Who' is a particularly excellent picture.
Miss Barriscale can give points to many a star who
relies upon her 'emotional possibilities.' The 'close-ups'
of Miss Barriscale' s horror-stricken features are most
vivid and admirable. It is the best piece of emotional
work that I have seen in many a day, and some of
our 'legitimate' stars might feel proud of it.
"Scenes in a night camp, and the vietu of a burning
city and its evacuation, with rioting and pillage, lift
'Madam Who' into a prominent positio?i. I should say
that it is a distinct advance in the picture art — and I
emphasize the word 'art.' Here's my hat off to
Miss Barriscale."

NOW

BOOKING

J. Warren Kerrigan in
"A Man's Man"
By Peter B. Kyne
Direction, Oscar Apfel
Coming!

The

Henry B. Walthall in
"His Robe of Honor"
By Ethel and James Dorrance
Direction, Rex Ingram

Motion

Picture

Plus

729 SEVENTH AVENUE
Inc.
CITV
YORK
•) J. ixv^. inEW
Foreign Distributor: Inter-Ocean Film Corporation.
Canadian Distributor: Globe Films Ltd.

PARALTA

PLAYS,

D ISTftrSUTE. D a-Y
HODKINSDNCORPQRATiQN
A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News ! "
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Motion

THE

^

^

JANE

heroine
Wm.

of

the

Sorelle,

red
the

of

the

blooded
most

UNCLE

daintiest

film,

martial

AUDIENCES

and

type^of

favorite.

popular

have

VANCE,

PATRIOTIC

FOR

SERIAL

PmJGHTEP

with

You

THRILL

Picture

often
wished

for

an enthralling,

Here

sure-fire

spy-detective-adventure
Program Punch

The

Exposure

it is, in advance

of

all rivals
Book

of

It, and Beat Them!

Enemy

Conspiracies

Picturized

'bX*' Jaxon Film Corporation, New York 2?4;i*ar-/,K;tt-n?
N.B. — General Film Company does not impose the 1 5c charge on any of its releases.
25 WEST 44th ST., BERKELEY BLDG., NEW YORK CITY
Be iiure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers
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What

Becomes

of

the

Ticket

Window

Money

?

" I'll admit," says the picture showman in Oui- Town, " that many a
dollar rolls into my box-office. But it keeps on rolling. I'll declare
I don't get it. All I get is the exercise of selling tickets."
Mr. Showman

can guess what

becomes

of the dollar.

He figures that ajbig

part is claimed by the high cost of production. He's right, too. The studio
overhead is one of the things that has been mounting along with the cost of
inhaling a livelihood. However, the motion picture manufacturer is taking
notice. You won't find the average studio today staging the mad
expense-be-damned that once it did.

saturnalia

of

There's taxes. Yes, the admission tax takes some of the dollar too. And
there's decreased attendance, the reflection of other taxes.
There's distribution also. The showman dimly realizes that distribution
gets part of the dollar. It hasn't been in the spotlight until now. But it has
been getting more than its share of ticket money for almost the last four years.
By distribution we mean service, and selling, and exchange facilities, and
all that sort of thing. Four years ago fully half the exhibitors in the country
looked to General Film Company for distribution, and expected to make money,
and did make money.
When the exhibitor began to accept service and selling and exchange facilities
from every Tom^ Dick and Harry who set up a shop the exhibitor began paying
over and over for all those things which had already been provided by General
Film Company, and without getting a bit more film.
No wonder it cost more !
You can't spend your dollar for all of the distribution there is in the United
States and have anything left of the dollar.
General Film Company today again can give any showman ALL the product
he needs at ONE cost of distribution.
Because it is a strictly service organization,
gressive manufacturers release their best.

through

which

the live, pro-

Removal Notice: General Film Company now has its headquarters
office at 25 West 44th Street, Berkeley Building, New York City
Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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Motion

Picture

K. SPOOR

presents

News

^^.■'.'■..y.'.yr

GEORGE

K. SPOOR

GEORGE

presents

CHARLIE

WONDERS

CHAPLIN

OF

NATURE

in
and
"A

THE

FILMS
HIM
An

SCIENCE

Woman

THAT

MADE
Scenics

FAMOUS

Essanay-Chaplin
Every Month

ONE

EVERY

MAKE
" WORK

WEEK

YOUR

WILL

PROGRAM

"

" IN THE

PARK

" BY

SEA "

THE

" A JITNEY
" THE

Supreme!

"

ELOPEMENT

CHAMPION

" Salmon Fishing in New Brunswick "
" Lake Louise "

"

" Banff National Park "

"

" The Great Natural Industries of Canada "
BRAND
ONE
KEEP

YOUR

NEW
EACH

" Water Powers of Western Canada "

COMEDIES

" Through Canada from Coast to Coast "

WEEK

PATRONS

LAUGHING

" The Soup and Fish Ball "—Jan.
" Next "—Jan. 19.
One Night "—Jan. 12.
" He Loved Her So "—Jan.
" Nutt Stuff "
• Lunch "
" Make Your Eyes Beliave "
" A Depot Romeo "

5.

26.

" How

Canada

and the Farmer

Cooperate in

Grgin Raising "
' Agricultural Opportunities in Western Canada "
" The Water Powers of Eastern Canada "
" A Romance
Valli

of Rails and Power," with Virginia

" The Grand Canyon of Arizona and Canyon de
Screen Time, 15 Minutes
Chelly "
Distributed Exclusively
by General Film Company

1333 Argyle Street, Chicago
Be ture to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

February
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One

Whose

Human

Genius

Appeal

Perpetuated
the

No
works

here
author

are
had

of O. Henry

on

Appeal
Henry
motion

such

— these
stories.
pictures

a mastery

as visuahzed

theatre with an O. Henry
Such

Is

Screen

Charm,
Quality,
vibrant in the O.
screen,

for

three things
Translated to
of

the

right

of the fine essence

perpetuate

of Hfe.

it in graphic

subject on the program

form,

are
the
sort.
The
The

prospers.

is the box-office verdict.

And critics add their applause in words like this:
" Delightful pictures which carry all the charm of
the original."
" They carry the powerful heart appeal bound to
win favor."
" An O. Henry picture can be put on any program."

" It may be that O. Henry is destined to gain his
real permanency on the screen."
" It not only reveals new. possibilities for the motion picture, but a new and valuable interpretation
of the O. Henry plots themselves."

This Week's O. Heniy subject is another two-reel classic— " COMPLIMENTS OF THE
SEASON," with Betty Blythe, Herbert Prior and little Aida Horton; the story of a tramp, a
child, an heiress and a dog. An exquisite thing of laughs and tears.
BROADWAY
STAR
FEATURES
Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company
25 West 44th St., Berkeley Building, New York City

The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.

7^

Motion

PRACTICALLY

SOLD

Picture

News

OUT

So many exhibitors are taking advantage of big special attractions to boom their business
our representatives report
certain territories as practicallythat
sold out ....
tTAoj'.Ty.r/ic^ N£WCST;<7/7<<i6R^TC$T SPECTACLE

~

IBVIN V. WIUAT.

. . . exhibitors everywhere see the wisdom of booking extra
attractions that enable them to make a strong drive after new
business ....
SII>^^EY
STUPENDOUS HEART Ol-COTT'S
INTEIUST SPECTACLEThe

mi
anclVAlEWlNE6MNT
. . . . pictures that allow for unusual advertising and open
to capacity houses because they appeal to the public as something out of the ordinary ....

— ON
E UCTI
THO/
PROD
JPECIM.UJNC

Dir^l^d by /tlllVAM
t.OARDNER

. . . . and the fact that these big special productions
represent the best efforts of our greatest directors, guarantees
enthusiastic audiences throughout the whole engagement.
No

Wonder

They

Are

Popular!

ll^EXHiliiTyRS*BQyKiNy
EgRPyRAfiDN
FRANK G. HALL, President
Top

O* TKe Times Bldg., New
York
BOOK THROUGH THE FOLLOWING EXCHANGES:
SOUTHERN STATES FILM CO.i
HOPrMAN-FOURSOUARE:
PHILADELPHIA— 1325 Vine St.
KEW YORK— 729 Heventb Ave.
ATLANTA— 114 Walton St.
CINCINNATI— 301 Strand Theatre Bidg.
BOTTALO — i7 W. Swan 8l.
DALLAS — 1900 Commerce St
ST.
LOUIS
—
301
Empress
Theatre
Bldg
CHIOAOO— 207 B. Wkbuh A»e.
GLOBE FEATURE FILM CO. I
CLEVELAND—
310
Sloan
Bldg.
DBTaOrr— 304 Joa.
MuskHt. Bldg.
WABHINaTON— 8 E St.. N. W.
NEW
Winchester St.. Boston- Mane.
DENVER^1736
Welion
FRANKENGLAND—
GERSTEN, 20 Inc.:
KANSAS CITY— 1120 Walnut St.
SEATTLE— 2014 TbM Ave.
SAN
FRANCISCO—
191
Golden
Gate
Ave.
NEW
JERSEY—
220
W.
PITT8BUROH— 127 Fourth Ave.
SUPER FEATURE FILM 42dCO.St.,: New York City
MINNEAPOLIS— 206 Film Exchange Bldg.
lyOS ANOELE8— 614 W. 8th St.
CANADA — 69-01 Victoria St., Toronto. Ont.
FOREIG.V RI'-;hTS: ROBERTSON-COLE CO.. (23RD FLOOR, TIMES BLOC.) NEW YORK CITY
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Pathe

Plays
in

promised

would

Big

that

be

Plays."

Pathe

''Big
See

Stars

''Inno-

cent." It shows
Pathe

has

promise.

made

that

good

"Corking

ure with star

the

feat-

great,"

says

"Wid."

Pathe

presents

FANNIE

WARD
in

"INNOCENT"
a five reel Pathe Play adapted from
A.

H.

the

WOODS

famous

success

of

stage.

Produced
Directed
Written

by Astra
by

Geo.

Fitzmaurice

by George

Broadhurst

"A corking feature well played with star great. . . . You
can go the limit on it. The picture is there." — WID.
"A triumph of motion picture art. . . . Perfect in every
detail."—//. U. in N. Y. Tribune.
''Production finely balanced and of unusual charm. . . .
Fannie Ward plays with rare skill. . . . Fascinating." —
Mooing *Picture World.
"An exceptional attraction. . . . Cast of exceptional
worth . . . Atmosphere particularly good . . . Fannie
Ward presents forceful characterization." — Exhibitors Trade Review.
A

Great

Price

At

Picture
Which

PATHE

Offered
You

Can

To

Make

EXCHANGE,

The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.

You

Inc.

At

A

Money!

Motion

792

Picture

News

TOTO
one two reel comedy, — two thousand laughs,
every four weeks. Something new, something
different, something better in screen comedy.

Coming;

"THE

JUNK
MAN"
February 1 7 th

in the Pathe series

THE

PRICE

OF

FOLLY

is good. They ^/?ou; it and they want

to see her!

Eight chapters of two reels each. Each chapter complete in itself.
Remember "Who Pays?", "The Red Circle", and "The Neglected
Wife?" They made money for you. So will this! Two reel pictures with the drawing power of five reel features.

PATHE

EXCHANGE,

Inc.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

ebru a ry p , i g i8

A Pearl White serial is a positive insurance of fifteen
weeks fine business. "Pauline," "Elaine," '"The Iron
Claw," "Pearl of the Army" and "The Fatal Ring"
proved diat. That's why the mere announcement
PEARL

WHITE
and

ANTONIO

MORENO
m

THE

OF

HOUSE

HATE

means much to you !
Directed by George B. Seitz who directed "The Fatal
Ring"; Written by Arthur B. Reeve (who wrote "The
Exploits of Elaine") and Chas. A. Logue.
Scenarios by B. Millhauser who did the scenarios
of "The Fatal Ring."
This is a combination of Stars, Writers
and Director which has proven to be
unprecedently successful.
Produced by ASTRA.

The Exhibitors Trade Review says of it "Plenty
of action, interest and suspense."
The M6ving Picture World says: "Strong in interest.'
The Motion Picture News says: "Brilliant . . .

The" release date will be
announced next week.

Surprising innovations."
The Dramatic Mirror says: "It will draw the crowds
.

Rapid and exciting action."

SAY
EXHIBITORS
The Four Star Serial

"GREAT"!

THE

HIDDEN

HAND
with

DORIS

KENYON

Sheldon Lewis, Arline
Mahlon Hamilton.

Pretty

and

Written by Arthur B. Reeve and Chas. A. Logue

PATHE

EXCHANGE,

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Inc.

Look at the "News! "

Motion

94

How

Do

You

Value

a

Picture?

There

are different ways.

How

does this way

appeal to you?
The

value of a moving

is entirely dependent

picture to an exhibitor

upon the amount

of money

that

it will bring into his box office. This is independent
of whether

the picture contains a star, is made

particular producer
interesting story.
A photoplay
reasonable
isn't it?

or is founded

by any

on an unusually

that does not return an exhibitor a

profit is a' failure.

Beyond

question —

Our problem is two-fold — first, to distribute pictures that will be box office attractions and second,
to sell them

to exhibitors

at prices that will leave

them a profit.
There are a few motion picture stars whose popularity issufficient to nearly always draw a crowd.
Pictures made

with these stars have the first requisite

of success — that of being box office attractions.

If

however, these pictures are sold at prices so exorbitant that exhibitors cannot realize a proper return
from

them, they lack the second

requisite — that of

(Continued on opposite page)

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

Picture

New

February
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The
Motion

basis of a photoplay

is an interesting story.

pictures can be made,

such vital interest and
will contain

both

based

on themes

so well produced,

of

that they

requisites of success — box office

attractions and money-makers

for exhibitors.

The Triangle program offers an exhibitor pictures based on the best stories attainablie and made
at the largest and best equipped
Triangle
at reasonable

pictures are also offered to exhibitors
prices. Any

to present moving
Triangle

studios in the world.

exhibitor who

pictures can make

knoivs hoiv
money

with

productions.

We also offer to exhibitors " star " productions
— the best pictures ever made by two great film
artists — William S. Hart and Douglas
Our policy is still consistent however,
offer these pictures at prices which
The

above

shows

you how

Fairbanks.
in that we

insure a profit.

we value a picture.

As we have stated, we believe that successful productions must be first, box office pictures and second,
must be sold at profitable prices to exhibitors.
Docs this method
sonable toyou?

TRIANGLE

S. A. LYNCH
President

of valuing a picture sound

DISTRIBUTING

rea-

CORPORATION

1457 Broadway, New York
FRED KENT
R. W. LYNCH
Y. F. FREEMAN
Gen. Mgr.
Vice President
Treasurer

If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tells us.
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N e tv s

" We pay the Tax "

'"^First

NationaP^
Release
Now Released

MME.

"DAUGHTER
First Petrova Picture

PETROVA'S

" ALBIOINY,"
HERBERT

THE

SENSATIONAL

OF

Mme.

Feb.

DESTINY"

DIVORCE

BRENON'S
"EMPTY
By RUPERT
HUGHES
NEXT,

Dates

DRAMA

POCKETS."

4th

Petrova

in her second Petrova Picture

"The
Light
Within
The Romance of a beautiful girl's escape from a mistaken marriage
Feb.

18th

Edgar Lewis, the Master Producer, presents

"The
Sign
ible
A mighty drama
of the Northland, Invis
featuring Mitchell
Lewis
FIRST NATIONAL
AI^KA, WA8HIXGTON. OREGON, MONTANA.
IDAHO
1200 Foiirth Ave., Seattle, Wash.
All of Alaska, WaahlcgtoD, Oregon, Montana
AllIdaho
counties
Countyin Idaho north of and Including
ARIZONA and SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
833 South Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.
Southern
California, Including counties of San
Luis Obispo.
south
thereof Kern, San Bernardino and all
All of Arizona
AUSTRALIA
New Yorkenth Ave.Office — Australasian Films, 729 SevAustralian
OfSoe — I'llm House, Sydney
All of Australasia
CAUKOI'.'.I \. - I VAIJA, HAWAII
131Call
f.
■ ve.,
San Francisco,
of counties
of San Cal.
Luis Obispo,
I
■ Bernardino
d Hawaii
i,k BIdg., Vancouver, B. C.
Alland'.„!;:>'i:»
v..ni Of Bud Including Fort William
Port Arthur

The

First

EXCHANGES AND TERRITORIAL DIVISIONS
CANADA (Eastern)
MARYLAND, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA and
8 McGlil College Ave., Montreal, Que., Can.
DELAWARE
All Canada east of, but not Including, Fort William
Garden Theatre, Washington, D. C.
and Port Arthur
NEW ENGLAND STATES
COLORADO, NEW MEXICO, UTAH, WYOMING
20 Winchester
NEW
YORK St., Boston, Mass.
and PART OF IDAHO
All counties in Idaho south ot Idaho County
609
Fifth
Ave., New York City
NEW JERSEY
1744 Curtis St., Denver, Colo.
GEORGIA,
FLORIDA,
ALABAMA
and
609
Fifth
Ave.,
New York City
OHIO
SOUTH CAROLINA
302
Sloan
BIdg.,
Prospect Ave., Cleveland, O.
146
Marietta
St.,
Atlanta,
Ga.
ILLINOIS
PENNSYLVANIA (Eastern) and
110
8.
State
St.,
Chicago,
111.
SOUTHERN
NEW
JERSEY
INDIANA
1339 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
24 W. Washington St., Indianapolis, Ind.
All counties in Pennsylvania east of Fulton.
Huntington, Center, Clinton and Potter
IOWA, KANSAS and NEBRASICA
Garden Theatre,
Moines, Iowa
TEXAS, OKLAHOMA and ARKANSAS
KENTUCKY
and Dea
TENNESSEE
1920
MiilD Ht.. Dallas,
Tex.
WEST VIRGINIA
and WESTERN
PENNSYLVANIA
Rex Theatre, Louisviile, Ky.
LOUISIANA and MISSISSIPPI
300
WestinKhouse
Bids.,
PlttHburgh, Pa.
712
Poydras
St.,
New
Orleans,
La.
All
of
Pennsylvania
counties
west
of and IncludMICHIGAN
Pottering Fulton, Huntington, Center, Clinton and
73
Broadway,
Detroit,
Mich.
MINNESOTA, NORTH and SOUTH DAKOTA
VIRGINIA and NORTH CAROLINA
420 9th St., N. W., Washington, D. C.
717 Hennepin Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
WISCONSIN
MISSOURI
New Grand Central Theatre. St. Louis, Mo.
Toy BIdg., Milwaukee, Wis.

National
Exhibitor's
18 EAST 41st STREET, NEW YORK

Circuit,
CITY

Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers

Inc
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Have

the

Biggest
Earn

Little

Money

Man
for

in the World
You.

A Million a year —
and he has started working for it.
Release date will be upon you before your realize it.
He received 75,000 dollars for affixing this signature to
his new contract for only eight comedies.

The public will be taught to look for it on films and
posters.
The Members of The First National Exhibitors' Circuit
who pay his salary are the biggest, most successful exhibitors in America. They know what he will earn
for them.
Mr. Exhibitor: Don't let that release date catch
you'with a contract unsigned.
First come — first served, on bookings.
Any First National Exchange.^

A " First National " Attraction

Foreign Rights controlled by Wm. Vogel Productions, Inc., Longacre Bldg., New York City
you are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

Motion

iUin^

WILLIAM

FOX

Picture

tale

PRESENTS

TOM,„MIX

SIX-SHOOTER

ANDY

Scenes

in

ike

great

wild

west

M'^Conville
Story by Eernard
lin
Frank
Staged by 5 .A.

FOX
SPECIAL
FEATURES
One aweak

FOX

FIL>I

52 CLj/'ear
CORPORATION.
B« Mir* to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisert

N ^w s

e b r u ar y

i gi 8

^1

Suppose
^

tKe devil was at tteend of the forbidden patli
would you follow him?

Suppose

your tetrayei- drove •
you to the deptlis-^
would you make him pay?

If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tells us.

Motion

Picture

News

In tliese Keatless
days ' an exliititor can still keep
Kis theatre
warm
if his place is crowded
with people

Henry

Lehr

SUNSHINE

COMEDIES

guaTantee
patrons
THE

SON

warm

to

with

QFAGUN

keep

Laughter

SHADOWS

OF

^
LIONS
HUNGRY
IN A
hospital;

A

ARE

WEDDING

MARRIED

POLICEMEN

SAFE?
DAMAGED

MILK-FED

ROARING

HIS
-NO

younr

HER

^JAMP

LIONS

SMASHING

PEST

and

BELLS
CAREER

GOODS

1
FOX
FILM
CORPORATIOIsr

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

E/Dn:^

/IW^zo
Conspicuous

(GOODRICH

l^ed
beauty
of t\Qo Jam
contineats, 'Best?
famed
for

Ker
stage
successes
in
More
beautiful than
ever
Cast

as

and

love—

yiyai/abh

studio
laid

^Tehruary

London
and
Ne\P
and more
gorgeously)

star

and

sculptors

in

Ne^v

\brks

at

exchanges

model

famous
of

in

a

plaj) of art

Qreen\pich

/futua/

"^rk—
gowned

Milage

5?/^72 Corporation

Service

This

word

day

of

means
has

in

daily
more

crises
than

meant

Every

this

it

before.

day

is

an

emergency.
Service
the

to theatres

biggest

the

thing

motion

business

Mutual
limit

to

is
in

picture

now.

goes

the

serve — the

super-utmost
is behind the film. If it
can

be

will

done

do

Mutual

it and

do

it

first.

MUTUAL

MtJTUAT^ TATS THE WAR TAX

FILM CORPORATION

^^

^^

^^Ikmc

Jims

luw

W.

read

^

9\cncy

GBmKD

C

^

1

1
Motion

\buldritit;pav

youtD

Picture

have

a

F we are not already serving someone
your country

News

in

or territory we should

be

only too glad to serve you —
— and let us say here and
have learned vour needs —

now

when

we

— we

are better qualified to select American productions for you than anyone else
in the field, due to long experience and a
first hand knowledge of the people and
customs of the different countries.

Her IiusId and 6 one,
leaving no proof of
"thdr fecrebmafirla^e.

FOUNDED
on the famous thriller of the legitimate
stage, A TREMENDOUS
SENSATIONAL
MOTION PICTURE produced by Metro Pictures Corporation is now open to the foreign buyer.

PAST successes such as " The Barrier," " The
Great White Trail," "The Deemster,"
" Man's Law," " The Land of the Rising Sun,"
"The United States Navy," "Billy West
Comedies,"
— and the arrangements by which for a term of years we
control the foreign rights, exclusive of Great Britain, for
any productions of the Selig Polyscope Company, among
which are the "Garden of Allah," "Paying the Price," "The
Crisis," " Brown of Harvard," " The Still Alarm," etc.
— are facts that speak for themselves.
If Vou-wanlr the pickofthe
ilmericari market
ac/drpst^

^

SIDNBy
GARRETT
PREff
General exporter and imp oyter*
7aQ S'eventh Ave
Ne^ybrk

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Educational-Bruce
ON

SAME

Pictures

PROGRAM

AT THE

RIALTO
(The Temple
Producers
Rothapfel
Uses Our
That Were

of the Motion

Picture — Broadway)

of " Features " Advertise the Fact Broadcast When S. L.
Uses ONE of Their Pictures Now and Then. Rothapfel
Pictures Regularly, But This Week There Were TWO
So Good That He Used Them BOTH.

He Arranged His Program Especially So That
Features Would Stand Out.
This Is What the Writer of " Seeing the Rialto With
Said in the Motion Picture News:
came " The Ridge
a Robeionei
C. Then
Bruce-Bducatlonal
film. Roamers,"
It seems that
after another of these pictures stir the audiences
as scenics
rarely
themandandthe the
intenselyhave
human note
of thestirred
pictures
clever
titles get close to the audiences' heart. An idyl
from
" was used
the
superb" Siegfried
scenic setting
whichas the
got music
laughforafter
laugh and a big hand at the end.
Everyone got the connection between the bull
fighting in the opera and the picture, which was
sub-titled, " A Celluloid Version of the Pike

These

TWO

Rothapfel "

County C.Fair."
Now this was pictures.
another oneIt ofcould
the
Robert
Bruce-Educational
Hardly be called a scenic, but it was close to it.
How many managers would dare put on the bill
two subjects from the same source and expect
to get away with it. No matter how high the
quality, one might think that he had run short
of
But that
wasn't
the case.
On sources
account ofofmaterial.
the excellence
of both
pictures
Mr.
Rothapfel wanted to use them, and he found a
way berbyand introducing
the
beautiful
musical
numso linked up the opera selection with
the picture that the effect was gripping. In
other words, everyone felt that just the right
thing had heen done.

These Pictures Are Worth Rearranging Your Program To Use.
They Will Improve Any Program. They Are Real FEATURES
That Will Keep Your Audiences Talking About Your Theatre.

DUaOlONAL

129

Avenue

FILMS

GPRPQRAnQM

NEW\ORK,N.Y

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss thG one YOU need.
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MABEL

NORMAI^D
A

PHOTO

"TH£

PLAV

UTTLIv

YOU

WILL

FORGET"—

MACK

OV

GIRL
T^Uvm
in

-the

stmm

PRODUCTIOIN

WE

5

le lurt to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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M

I
CKEY

CHAT^GEAIND

CONTRAyT

''
Story of •'NICKEY
Ue
S
O
Mends
PATH
xx)\ih

HUMOR
blendf
anci

ttoili^bi

DAY

Into

NIGUT

HALrtheLA\IGH5

AC£

WltT

WITH

TEARS

1

M

TS RW

P
VOHK

O

R

T

C

O.

CITY

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."

SIO

Motion

G?o

JVa^e

Ri&hts

Picture

News

SayeB^^

Only

a

territories

Still

open

on

WILLIAM

tlie
5

exre

fellod)ili^^
KART

5uperfec3ttcifes
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A real masterpiece of facts in fiction film form, by the veteran Photoplaywright, affectionately known as the Shakespeare of the movies —
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to
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NATION

GRIFFITH

This is a great big red-blooded story in seven reels that will smash its way to the hearts of the most
blase' among humanity.
What Uncle Tom's Cabin was to literature, the Black Boomerang will be to the Motion Pictures. It is
founded on the prophecy of our own President Thomas Jefferson:
"WHEN I REALIZE GOD
FOR THE FUTURE

IS JUST, I TREMBLE
OF MY RACE."

The story is not intended as propaganda. It prea hes no solution of the negro problem, one of the most vital in America
today. It will offend neither Northerner or Southerner, as the questions involved are handled with delicate and masterful
skill. The narrative runs the whole gamut of the human emotions, with its raids in the heart of Africa; the slave chase
in the southern seas; the auction block in Virginia, and other thrilling spectacles. Running through the whole is a powerful and soul stirring love tale that will thrill the most hardened misogynist in the audience.
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following
Exchanges :
For State of New
York:
Photo Drama Co.
(Ben Title,
Rep.)
220 West 42d St..
N. Y. City. N. Y.
For Fastern Penn. &
So. New Jersey:
Masterpiece Film
Attractions,
1225 Vine Street,
Philadelphia. Pa.
For W. Penn., Ohio,
Indiana, Kentucky A: W. ^ ireinia :
United Business
A.«isn.
Inc., of Penn.,
224 Columbia
Building,
land, Ohio.CleveFor State of HlchiKan:
Thetures,Strand Fea94 Grlswold Street,
Detroit, Michigan.
For S. IllinolH & N.
WiNCODBin:
Unity Photoplays
Co.,
207 So. Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, 1 1.
For Minneapolis,
Minn.:
Standard Film Exchange.
For Omaha, Neb.:
Standard Film Exchange.
l or St. lyonU, Mo.:
.Standard Film Exchange.
For Kanaait
Mo.:
Standard Film Exchange.
l or San
Cal.
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The

value

of a News

Service

depends upon the experience of its
staff and upon its WORLD-WIDE
AFFILIATIONS.

On and after March

Gaumont
(NOW KNOWN

3 the world famous

News
AS THE MUTUAL

will be released under a new name

Service
WEEKLY)

on a plan which will make tliis

service of greater value than ever, not only to the public, but to
the exhibitor.

The

public

demands

a NEWS-REEL

Pioneers in news photography, the Gaumont
Company

has trained

correspondents

in

every part of the world, and produces
THE

GAUMONT
GRAPHIC, in England,
GAUMONT
ACTUALITIES, in France,
Italy
Branches
France

and other news-reels for exhibitors in every
country.

in —

England
Russia
South America
Africa

6aan)ont
FLUSHING,

NEW

Co.

YORK

The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the "NEWS."
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nstitution
A Bit
of Foreword

When I recited to a business friend, the other evening, the story given below he expressed
^"'^ interest and surprise.
"Why don't you tell these facts to your readers ? " he suggested.
So we give them.
You get only
institution back of
You, too, may
Have you any

Six Solid Tons
of Paper
Every Week.

-e^r^^f^

lVERY

a printed message from us each week. Perhaps you will like to know of the
the message, — its size, novelty, resources, and individuality.
be interested and surprised.
idea, for instance, of our annual budget ?

week we print and issue six solid tons of Motion Picture News.
We

Forms

go to press a magazine

in size, a newspaper in celerity.

are held open later than those of any other periodical published, to catch every last announcement of a busy industry.

Then the issue is shot to press like a morning newspaper. The printing,
binding and mailing are done at night. Twenty modern presses running all
night, and sixty men are required to do the trick.
Magazine Service
Geared Up Like
A Daily.

The first mail is caught at six o'clock in the morning. Thereafter until
twelve noon sacks of copies for each state are rushed to specific trains in order
that every subscriber to Motion Picture News shall have his magazine at the
earliest possible moment. To give a concrete idea of the careful precision of
the schedule, copies for Southern and for Northern California leave on different
trains and from different depots in New York City.
Many

copies go out special delivery.

The foreign delivery reaches the following countries: Australia, British
Guiana, China, Denmark, Dutch East Indies, England, France, Haiti, India,
Ireland, Italy, Japan, New Zealand, Norway, Russia, Scotland, Siam, South
Africa, South America, Spain, Straits Settlements, Sweden, Switzerland,
Wales, West Indies.
This magazine-newspaper

contains from 138 to 284 pages every issue.

The 1917 volume of Motion

Picture News

comprises 8600 pages.
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The pages of a single issue of Motion Picture News for 1917, if put end
to end, would extend a mile in length. The pages of all the copies printed in
1917 would stretch, end to end, from New York to Bombay, India, via London-

8600 Pages in
Issues.
One Year's

The payroll staff of Motion Picture News comprises fifty-three people.
Our salaries are high in the publishing world. We are in receipt, almost daily,
of applications for editorial staff work from newspaper men all over the country.
In addition to our fifty-three salaried employees and our large editorial
staff, regular field correspondents on space rates are maintained in every
exchange centre of the United States and Canada.
Branch offices are maintained
Chicago with three employees.

in Los Angeles with four employees;

Big Papers
in Other Fields
Cost But Half

and

Two sub-editions of Motion Picture News are a'lready maintained — the
West Coast and the Central States — ^for subscribers in a total of sixteen
states, giving them a wealth of local news impossible in a national edition.

Sixteen States
Get Two Papers
at One Price.

More of these sub-editions covering other groups of states are under way.
These sub-editions appear each week as inserts in the regular copies of Motion
Picture News so that the subscriber gets "two in one" — a national weekly
plus a local weekly newspaper. These sub-editions are maintained at considerable expense. They, too, have special field correspondents.
The offices of Motion Picture News cover over half an entire floor space
in the Godfrey Building, New York City. Eight dictaphones are required to
answer correspondence. Telephone calls outgoing and incoming average five
thousand a month or sixty thousand a year.
The circulation department alone has nine employees headed by a man
who built up and had charge of the circulation of one of the largest and best
national periodicals. A complete circulation unit, employing multigraph,
mimeograph, addressograph and graphotype outfits is geared up as if it were
handling a million circulation. Card files scientifically keep track of everyone
in the industry.
The complete annual expense of Motion
of a million dollars.

Picture News is nearly a quarter

These few salient facts — many more could be cited — will give an idea of
the amount of work and resources employed in the weekly production of this
remarkable magazine-newspaper. We know of no other weekly publication
into which as much effort and expense is put. Many a trade journal of
consequence in other big industries is pubHshed with half the editorial work
that goes into the "News,"

and half its general expense and resources.

q MOTION PICTURE NEWS is big because it meets the all-around service
needs of a big industry, an industry of the fifth estate and^ ranking fifth
among

the nation's industries.

^ MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

is a powerful and constructive factor in

this big, new industry because it is solidly and fearlessly and wholly independent.
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and
War
will do well in these times of war alarms and
WE
fail to see from the foregoing any reason for war
war pessimism to review the present and past
fog and pessimism within the American industry.
experiences of the British film trade.
We can only see, on the contrary, good practical
reasons for solid faith in the future whatever conditions
We are just entering upon war: Great Britain has had
nearly three and a half years of the great struggle.
may confront us. We can see even a rosy outlook as soon
We have raised vast sums of money, it is true, and had
as our national transportation problems have been solved
and our industries are humming, as they must and will.
a portion of our man power conscripted. We are under
taxation, and facing a degree of industrial disorganization,
Many of our theatres report earnings in excess of those
lack of fuel and transportation embargoes.
of 1916. The big houses everywhere are prosperous. The
serious complaints come only from the small houses ; and
But Great Britain has passed through a long and tremendous strain upon its man power and financial resources,
these, we believe, as we have stated, are suffering' mostly
the degree of which we can scarcely conceive.
because the industry itself has not arisen to their specific
Yet after three and a half years of war strain we find
wants.
these significant facts about the British film trade.
We believe this help for the small houses forthcoming;
More films have been produced in Great Britain during
in fact we already see it coming. Some one will make the
1917 than in any previous _year.
circulation of film through these houses — constituting as
More films have been imported from America the past 'they do, the bulk of our theatres — a profitable enterprise
to all concerned.
year than in any pre-war year.
* * * *
Less than one thovisand picture theatres have been closed
and these mostly small theatres.
SO we repeat our advice. If there is a good business
Most of the open theatres are more prosperous than ever
justification for your house and you are doing what
before. Many have been helped, just as others were closed,
a showman should and can do then stick to your post.
by the transference of labor from one place to another
The
right
business reinforcements are bound to come to
for war work.
Exhibitor organization is in better shape than it ever
your
aid. listen to the calamity-howlers. Shut your ears
Don't
has been.
to this talk and go straight ahead.
In addition to the heavy burdens of the film duty and
And — ^also — don't lay the blame of your own inefficiency
entertainment tax many and large donations have been
to war conditions. It's an easy mistake to make.
raised by the theatres and the general trade for war and
One of the big exhibitors was in our office last week.
charitable purposes.
He
is not a big theatre owner ; he is at the head of an orThe present entertainment tax levied by the Government
ganization that now owns a large string of theatres and
amounts to about $22,500,000 a year.
some of those recently acquired, are very little ones.
The admission tax is considerably higher than our 10
" Cheese-boxes " he calls them.
per cent tax.
" all solidly on their feet, little and
But he is putting them
^
^
A
house in a large city that
big ones alike. One good-sized
six months ago took in around nine hundred dollars a week
BRITISH theatres have survived the severest conditions
now runs as high in receipts as two thousand ; a little house
of lack of labor and transportation facilities. They
with a checkered career now takes in an average of four
have also stood the strain of increased costs of films,
hundred dollars a week, three times what it formerly did.
wages, fuel, electricity and the like.
Early in 191 7 the whole industry was deeply alarmed
And the interesting fact is that in no case did the successful manager change the picture services. He improved
over the rumor that the Government would look upon
the houses and then gave better service — and advertised!
theatres as non-essentials and close them. This, like other
The trouble had not been with the pictures, but with the
related rumors proved to be a false alarm. The commonsensible fact is now clear that the Government views
management. Good management and a little more outlay
converted two " losers " into steady profit makers.
have
money as a munition of war and does not class as a nones ential atax earner of twenty-two and a half millions
a year.
RE you afraid of war conditions ? " we asked.
And finally we find in these true barometers of the trade,
" Haven't even thought about it " he replied.
This man states that there is as much waste in
the trade journals, full and continuous evidence of a norexhibition as in distribution or production.
mally healthy industry. The British journals have even
{Continued on following page)
increased in size during the war.
iniiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiii:ii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^^
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Consolation

LAST week \vc xeiUured a thought on the fact tliat the
doctors who would prescribe for the picture industry
should first find the patient.
Is it the small theatre? Is it the photoplay palace? Is
it the producer or distributor?
We haven't had any luck ourselves finding the patient.
One day. after listening to a score of film men, we decide
that it's the exhibitor, and the rest of the business is strong,
hale and heart) .
The next day, when several more film men have poured
their tale into our ears, w^e decide that the exjiibitor is
crowing lustily, with the producer an anemic wreck.
Makes us think of one picture figure who was recently
asked if he was making any money.
" No, I'm not," he declared. " But I defy you to tell
me of any one who is getting more fun out of life."
That

$100,000

Do Figures Ever Lie ?
exhibitor we know had figured for months that he
was making a little money.
The bank account saw
an addition of one hundred and fifty to two hundred
<lollars every week.
In a few idle minutes one day he started his pencil working on such hitherto neglected things as depreciation, interest on investment, and necessary precautions against the
termination of his lease and a possible rental boost.
He had his own figuring checked by the fniancial advice
of his local banker.
Now he says he is losing fifty dollars a week !
He is cutting his cloth accordingly now, and he will probably soon find himself really making the jjrofit he formerly
thought he was.
Have you checked up your books recently?

Ax

A

Place

for the Magazine

(^nr^HE news pictorial has gainer! its place," declared
I a man interested in short subjects to us the other
day, " but the news magazine has a hard battle
I0 find its place."
Which i»roves — to us— that most exhibitors are making
an error of judgment, or else we are not an average fan.
To us— and it has seemed in our experience to most audiences— the jcreen magazine is a distinct program asset.
It is full value entertainment in itself — and psychologically
an actual aid to any feature getting across.

o

Jail®[PQ

The

^ n and
Government

the Express

have received many requests from exhibitors for
information regarding the Government's probable
attitude toward film shipments in the event of official control of express companies coming to pass.
Frankly, we haven't been able to find any information to

WE

Government
doesn't matters
know itself.
position
of
theThe
Government
in railroad
is much The
similar
to that
experienced by the trade papers when the war tax bill was
give.
You can get as many opinions as you can get men to
passed.
interview. None will agree with any other; none will give
afour
guarantee
hours. against changing their minds within twentyWhich resolves itself into the fact that your own opinion
is as good as the next fellow's.

Illusion

IT would be a great thing for the picture business if producers'and distributors could forget that figure $100,000.
The director who starts out to make a big special,"
immediately sets his eyes on that $100,000 figure, and
doesn't stop spending until he has reached it — and occasionally not even then.
The distributor, starting at this mark, also starts his
profit expectations at the same $100,000 figure.
If he is selling territories his profits are gaged to that
$100,000 figure; if he is booking through his exchanges,
his rentals must balance it off.
And so the circle continues, like the snake that thwarted
Hoover by swallowing itself.

News

Not

a

Word—

Only

WE

haven't heard a word along Broadway regarding
World Film's remarkable offer of free film use
detailed in last week's Motion Picture News.
No — not along Broadway.

But we feel certain we'd hear quite a few words — and
words of cheer — out along the highway, out where the
great eighty per cent is found.
_
•'
And that's what counts, isn't it?
Our

Story —

Your

Story

believe you will be interested in " The Story of
an Institution " on pages 818 and 819 of this
issue.
It's the story of Motion Picture News — our story, and,
in a way, your story.
For Motion Picture News is yours ; dedicated to your
service, achieving success only in such measure as it gives
service.
And it is because of the special interest they have always
manifested in us that the photoplay editors of the country
will within a few days receive " The .Story of an Institution " in elaborate booklet form.

WE

War

**Over
the Trade
and
{Continued
from preceding
page)There* ^

By waste in exhibition he means, of course, the exhibitor's inability to get into his theatre as much of his public
as he should and at the prices he should get. This man's
results — they have made his whole enterprise a successare pretty sure proofs that he is right.
War will not tolerate this exhibition waste — nor any
other kind of waste.
But this waste — and generally it is just the difference
efficiency. a losing and paying theatre — is just plain inbetween
Let us not charge inefficiency to war. Let us not have
inefficiency during war.
0>i
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Serving

It

with

Speed

TAKE it from a trade paper person, the proverbial
" calm the
before
storm
" is a boiler
shop compared
with
calm thethat
descends
on Filmland
after a
storm.
Last week there was so much news that we could just
barely cram it all between these two covers. This week —
well, we'll guarantee you a fully interesting hour's reading
matter, but as far as news alone is concerned there isn't
quite the pep and snap of last week.
But, somehow, we have a hunch that it isn't the calm
after the storm but only the calm between storms.
* * * *
PERHAPS our hunch 'is prompted by the whispered
information that the limited confines of Jacksonville,
Florida, will this week hold no less than the three
imposing forms of S. A- Lynch, Adolph Zukor, and Lewis
J. Selznick. " 3 — Count 'em — 3. At one and the same
time — seem-ultanee-ously, ladeez and gentulmen ! "
Gosh, maybe we shouldn't have told !
But then, maybe our informant was all wrong, anyway.
So, why worry?
sjj ^
TO

get back to this week's News. As we promised
last week we are giving you the first of our " Practical Plays for Busy Producers."
Perhaps, after you have read the tabloid drama, you
will say that the author's satire is overdrawn. Mayhap it
is. But so many facts come to our attention week in and
week out that approximate the facts of the satire as to
make us hope — earnestly — that the author will overdraw
his facts so strongly as to cause a biff -bang reaction.
When we get time to look into that question of studio
waste more closely we picture men will find both less time
and inclination to howl about a half cent a foot film tax.
^

^ Sji

[Pages 826-7]

THE

fuel story, in so far as it applies to the United
States, has little that is new since last week's Neva's
appeared.
We told you then that reports received from many points
showed that picture theatres had found the closing order a
holiday boon rather than a hardship. Later word from
our correspondents brings confirmation of this from every
city Garfield
in the " order.
east of the Mississippi " territory affected by
the
But from Canada comes a new scare. A move has been
set on foot in the Canadian Parliament to close down picture theatres, for a three day a week spell.
Just after we had buried the same bugaboo, too.
[Page 829]

THAT
" Manufacturer to Exhibitor Direct " Plan
is looming up a bit stronger. Seven independent
producers are now found in the line-up that will
attempt to put over the latest " cure-all."
Then Tom Hamlin, that thick-and-thin fighter from
Minneapolis, had to walk into town with a contract for
six hundred odd theatres tucked under his arm. Said contract now reposes in the offices of the " Direct " plan.
Guess we had better keep a weather eye out for action.
[Page 831]

and

Ginger

C. GRAHAM, who has been re-visiting New York
for a few weeks, has a few observations to make
in this issue concerning conditions abroad.
You'll want to read what he has to say. But if you are
likeWhy
us you
? won't get any enjoyment out of it.
Oh, simply because our feelings are jaundiced by real
jealousy that the foreign market should have stolen from
our midst so square and thorough a film man as " J. C."
In five years walking tip and down Knocker's Row —
from Forty-second to Forty-ninth Street — we have yet to
meet a man who didn't start boosting the minute you menioned the name " J. C. Graham."
That may not sound like much but it's only because we
writers have mis-used and wasted words so long and often
in near-pressagentry that you don't get the full force of
what it means not to have an enemy — -or even a knocker —
in the Film Mart.
And we've been " on the outside looking in " on J. C.
Graham since he hung his hat in the Universal offices,
through its biief repose wath the ill-fated United and then
to Mutual.
Now he visits us as " Famous Players' foreign repreWe're sore.
[Page 833]
sentative."
^
~ ^

4 4\Y/

^

^ ^

News.

PATHE."
WITHin this
SIGNSinterest
ILLIA
There'sM a DUNCA
heading Nof news
week's

Duncan's sudden flash to prominence through the medium of two overwhelming successful serials is one of the
big studio events of the past year. No one will deny that
the box office and exchange figures on Vitagraph's " The
Fighting' Trail " and " Vengeance — and the Woman '
justify any amount of calcium light that can be thrown the
director's way.

of our pet theories. We don't
us to onematters
brings
Which that
suppose
our opinion
much,, but we have always
held to the claim that the studios offer many an unknown
director trained in the dollar-a-foot days who will be putting dividends on the record sheets while some of the farfamed " master " directors are giving their backers apoplectic fits in the effort to get away from $75,000 expense
sheets.
Merely our opinion, of course. And our bank account
dosen't give any promise of the theory being tested even
on a split-reeler.
[Page 852]
^ ^
^

more studio news to be found in the fact that
S Loane
THERE'
Tucker is now presiding genius of the
George
Goldwyn studios.
It's a far cry from Edison in the near-pioneer days to
England and then back to Goldwyn's wonderful Fort Lee
studio, but George Loane has developed apace with the
best in picture art with every inch in the course — sometimes he has been a bit ahead — and, wonder of wonders,
[Page 853]
he's kept every friend and booster he had in the journey.
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The

No.

i|

Solemn

Truth

Satirized

Director.
(With superior air) —
I suppose you know that in a theatre all the. scenery and properties are ready to be set.
Star.
And tocould
just as departments.
well be ready in a Studio by giving a week's
notice
the proper
Director.
The Extras: "Wot?
Y're goin' to shoot soon? G'wan, we
been hearing that stuff for two days now!"
[Editor's Note. — Some ivill say that the author of these tabloid
dramas has exaggerated his facts somewhat. Perhaps he has; hut
the basis is truth, solemn and unpleasant We are publishing this
series in the hope that, even though drawing a long bow, some help
may be given to the move to stop a good share of the waste in this
great big industry at the source— in the studios. By way of footnote we might add that the principal facts told of in these dramas
are REAL — names and details have been placed on file m this office
by the author.']
SCENE— MOTION PICTURE STUDIO— FT. LEE, N. J.
THE DIRECTOR.
Cast of Characters
Exactor. .
A Motion Picture Director
Esemon .
A Picture Producer
Upstage
A Picture Star
T wistandle
A Camera Man
Killtime
A Property Man
Discovered — Director, Star, and Bunch of Extras.
Star.
Say, when do wc take this scene? I've been dressed and waiting
since half past nine this morning and it is now a quarter to six.
Director.
(Loftily) —
Arc you speaking to me?
Star.
I hope so. This is the third day I have been called for this scene,
and it hasn't been taken yet, and I'm getting sick and tired of it.
Director.
T^■^\ it to Sv. f-fiK y, I'm Ijnsy.

Star.
(Holly;- Too bad about you. 1'!] tell it to Mr. Esemon, tlu: proprietor;
that's who I'll tell it to.
Director.
(Easily) —
I should worry, go to it. What, care I?
Star.
It's a shame, that's what. When I was on the stage at the Theatre, they made sets bigger than this one during a seven minute
overture, and they've been two days getting this dinky Library
ready and it isn't finished yet.

Why Enter
worry?(carrying
"Time Camera
was made
for Slaves."
Magazines)
the Camera Man.
Director.
Hallo! Billy, did you get "loaded up"?
Camera Man.
Yep, I was going to load yesterday afternoon and be ready for
today, but we got into a game of craps and I didn't have the time,
and this morning when I started to load up the Electrician wanted
to play pinochle for fifty cents a game, and I couldn't get away.
Director.
Who won ? .
Camera Man.
I did.
Director.
Good boy — (calling) Props, props. (Temperamentally) Where
in Hell? is that Damned bone-headed property man? Does anyone
know
An Extra Man.
You sent him out for a paper of pins.
Director.
Oh! Yes, that's so.
An Extra Man.
I heard him say he was going over to New York for them.
Director.
I don't suppose there is a paper of pins in Fort Lcc. He ought
to have gone to San Francisco.
There is a i)apcr of pins onSlay.
the taljle there.
Director.
Well, why didn't some one say so? I have been holding tlie
shooting of this Scene to have those hangings pinned up. (Sits in
chair.) I suppose we'll have to wait until he gets back, it's his
business to drape them and he will have it to do. (Suddenly yellExtras.)
shooting tothis
Scene Hey
right you,
away.don't leave the Studio, we're going to
(A laugh of derision among extras.)
A Voice.
Aw ! dey bin' tellin' us dat fer two days now.
Director.
You're getting your money, you should worry.
Enter Proprietor, Esemon.
He hesitates, stands at a distance, looking at Director. Starts
l<;ward him, hesitates and stops. Makes a resolve and going near'
Director falls to his knees and kow-tows three times until his
forehead hits the Stage, looks up appealingly — gulps, swallowing
lump in his throat.
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Esemon.
May I speak to you if you please?
Director.
I guess so. What is it ; make haste
though ; I'm occupied.
Esemon.
Yes, sir; excuse me but you used eightyseven thousand nine hundred feet of film for
the first three reels of this picture, you had over
seven hundred re-takes, and I think — •
Director.
(Temperamentally.)
I don't care what you think, don't come here when I'm in
the atmosphere of this Scene and annoy me about a few feet
of stock. What do you want to do, make me spoil this Picture?
Esemon.
(Hastily,)
Oh ! No, sir. I sincerely beg your pardon ; don't be angry with
me, ]\^r. Director, I am utterly dependent upon you for my pictures kindly
;
forgive me.
Director.
I'll think about it.
Esemon.
It was most thoughtless of me. You see the thousand dollars'
worth of fresh roses you were to have taken day before yesterday have faded and —
Director.
(Yawning.)
I didn't
other
roses.feel in the Atmosphere day before yesterday — there are
Esemon.
Yes, sir ; I know. I was only going to ask, with your permission,
when I may. order another thousand dollars' worth?
Director.
(Temperamentally.)
Say, you let me do my own ordering, and quit butting in on
my art or I'll not be responsible for the Picture when it's finished.
Esemon.

ly.)- very well, just as you say. Just one thing more and
(Quickwell,
Very
I will go —
Director.
I've given you about all the time I care to.
Esemon.
I received a Scenario the first reel written by Augustus Thomas,
the second reel by David Belasco, the third reel by Rudyard

The Director:
"Go Way! Go way!
Don't bother me
when I'm in the atmosphere. What's a few
hundred feet of stock,
anyway?"
Kipling, the fourth reel by Harold Bell
Wright and the last reel by all of them
in collaboration, the whole Scenario having
been gone over by them and perfected. I think
it is wonderful. I thought of asking you about
buying it.
Director.
(Yawning.)
You may hand it to me, I'll look it over and see if I can
fix it up, and if I can I may make a Picture from it.
Esemon.
Thank you, sir; excuse me again for bothering you, and I
wish to thank you for not spending as much of my money as
you did last week.
Director.
(Easily.)
Oh!era man.that's all right, run along now, I want to talk to the CamEsemon.
Yes, sir ; I'm going.
He Exits bowing as he backs out of the Scene.
Enter Property man.
Props.
Here's the paper of pins (handing it.) And O. K. this expense slip, will you?
Director.
(Looking at slip.)
Three dollars and twenty cents — Why the Taxi?
Props.
Aw!

Didn't you tell me toDirector.
hurry?
(O. K's slip.)
So I did. How long will it take you to pin up those hangings?
Props.

"Props"— "Why the taxi? Say, didn't ya tell me to hurry?
And wot's an expense account fer, anyhow?"

Can't do it just now, my assistant 'aint here.
Director.
I asked you how long it would take you ?
Props.
When he gets back, about two hours and a half.
Director.
All off folks until to-night ; come back at eight o'clock, I'm
going to have a bite to eat.
(Continued on page 836)
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Motion
Laemmle

Metro

Organizes

Aims to Incorporate Screen Classics to
Produce Features for Release
Through IMetro — Will Control Super-Productions
A FURTHER advance within the motion
picture industry, despite the seemingly heavy burden which war has imposed,
is indicated in the announcement this week
by Metro Pictures Corporation that it is
launching a new producing company.
According to the Metro statement, the
company has organized and within the
week will incorporate a new company, to
be known as Screen Classics, Inc.. which
will acquire, produce and present big feature productions which will be distributed
through the Metro Pictures Corporation.
Screen Classics, Inc., it is said, will be
composed of some of the men prominently
identified with the present Metro organization, together with others who have now
associated themselves with them for the
larger activities of the new company. The
stock of Screen Classics, Inc., will not be
offered to the public.
The new concern will be expected to
handle all of the big special productions
up to the point of distribution, and will
control all of the super-pictures which
Metro already has. demonstrated its ability
to produce.
Screen Classics, Inc., is said to be the
natural outgrowth of Metro's entrance into
the field of first, second and third run productions, aswell as theatre runs of a longer
period. Beginnin.g with " The Slacker "

New

Company

and " Draft 258," Metro's line of big productions has been worthy. " Blue Jeans,"
with Viola Dana ; " The Legion of Death,"
with Edith Storey; "Lest We Forget,"
with Rita Jolivet, and now " Revelation,"
with Nazimova, and the Drews in the fiveact feature novelty, " Pay Day," made a
special company necessary because of the
new productions already in preparation.
A " hand picked " organization which will
devote its exclusive attention to these
greater
works.Richard A. Rowland of !Metro.
President
in speaking of the new company, said :
" Metro's larger requirements made a big
feature producing and handling company
necessary, as Metro has only began on its
great schedule, carefully outlined and prepared during the last eight months. Proceeding on the Metro policy of being sure
of our ground before entering upon any
enlargement of our activities, we have
made haste slowly but surely. The new
company will make great pictures, some
with big stars, and some without. The
essential dramatic necessity, the play, will
in each case be tlie guide and aim.
" Metro is building permanently, and the
new big organization will insure the continuance of big productions for Metro to
market to the exhibitor. Metro would
never have called on first, second and third
run exhibitors to break the shackles and
run their own theatres if Metro did not
intend to supply the productions enabling
the exhibitor to make money and maintain
his business independence."

Sends

Director Raymaker, Dick I^onaldson,
Milton Sims and E. Richard
Schayer Among Latest to
" Hock Der Kaiser ''
IX the hustle and bustle of the past few
weeks, attendant upon fuelless Mondays
and other things to which the industry was
a stranger before the war, the lads in the
picture field who are unshouldering their
jobs to shoulder a rifle for Uncle Sam have
been more or less overlooked.
As if in direct retaliation upon the
Kaiser for bringing the conflict into the
stuflios to the extent of shutting off the
coal supply, the industry is sending men
in large numbers every week to the various
camps. The industry as a whole does not
hear of these boys leaving for a trip " over
there," but it feels that no branch of industr>' is doing its bit rrtorc cheerfully and
wholeheartedly than the picture business.
Facts substantiate this belief.
Herman Raymaker, Triangle-Keystone
director, is one of the many at the Culver
~City Studio who is expecting to leave on a
moment's notice for American Lake and
the " olive drab." Raymaker has received
his classification card from his exemption
board and his mark is Al. Dick Donaldson, assistant to Director Jack Conway, is
another who has received a similar classification.

More

to

Derham

Proclamation

Makes Tour
Select

for

Comptroller J. A. Derham of the Select
Pictures organization, left last week for
an extended trip to the Southwest and
West. Mr. Derham's first stop was at Dallas. Here he expected to spend a week,
during which time he will supervise matters pertaining to the accounting department of the Select Exchange in that city.
Leaving Dallas, Mr. Derham will spend
several days or a week each in Los Angeles, San Francisco and Seattle, and will
probably stop in Denver on his way home.
In each of these places he will look after
the accounting departments of the Select
exchanges established in these cities.

War

Milton Sims of the Triangle-Keystone
forces, is busy getting his affairs in order
so that he will be ready to go when Uncle
Sam calls the next draft army into service.
A clairvoyant told Sims that he surely
would be summoned for war service and
the next day the comedian began preparations by offering his recently acquired
automobile in a raffle.
E. Richard Schayer of the Paralta staff
of authors, has applied for enlistment in
the Army Aviation Corps, and has passed
the physical examinations He expects to
be called in a week or ten days. Mr.
Schaj'er has tried several times before to
enlist in some branch or other of the army,
but was unable to do so because he had
previously lost his citizenship of the United
States by serving in the British army. This
was at the beginning of the war, when he
was sent over by a New York newspaper
syndicate as war correspondent, with Richard Harding Davis.
Due to the censor rules of that time, he
was unable to cross into France; and his
determination to get to the actual fighting front resulted in his enlisting, which
deprived him of his American citizenship,
under th^ ruling at that time. Since America has joined in the war, however, this
has been changed, and he is enabled to
join the liberty army of his own country,
anfl is now bearing arms for the U. S.

News

Spreads Rapidly
The house order signed by President
Carl Laemmle, of Universal Film ]Manufacturingployees Company^
calling"
on all from
emof the company
to refrain
critizing the Administration fuel order,
which Motion Picture News published
last week, was later given out by the White
House to the press associations and Washington correspondents of newspapers, according to a statement from the Universal
offices this week.
The announcement declares that it is the
first time that a house order issued by a
motion pitcure company has been deemed
worthy of dissemination through oiificial
channels.

Ontario
Industry

Picture

League
Officers

Elects

The Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
of Ontario held its annual meeting for the
election of officers on January IS last, with
the following result : W. Baillie was unanimously elected president ; P. J. Nolan, of
Ottawa, was re-elected vice-president ; F.
E. Karn, re-elected treasurer, and H. Alexander, of Toronto, re-elected secretary.
The Executive Committee is composed of
Toronto and out of tov^ai exhibitors, about
evenly divided. A meeting of the Executive Committee was called for Sunday,
ing.
January 20, at 2 p. m. to discuss several
important matters which have been pend-

Whitney

Takes Over
eral in Denver

Gen-

G. W. Whitney, an experienced film salesman and executive of several years' standing, has just been appointed manager of
General Film Company's branch office at
Denver. He leaves the management of the
Mutual Butte exchange to assume his new
position at Denver, and was formerly manager of the Pathe exchange at Denver.
Mr. Whitney is well acquainted with both
the exchange and exhibitor departments of
the film industry. ha\ ing been manager of a
Kcwancc, 111., theatre for a time and later
jiropriclor of a well-known Dciu'er theatre.
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Canada

May

,

Lose

Three

Government Contemplates Closing Theatres and All Amusements
as War Measure — Tuesday Closing in United States Proves
Beneficial to Exhibitors and Showmen
CONTEMPLATING action somewhat similar to the recent move of the
United States in ordering a complete shutdown of industry, especially
the theatres and amusement places, for at least one day each week, the
Dominion
is making
arrangements
to close the various province's
of
Canada Government
up tight for three
days each
week.
The plans of the Government are being met, however, by strong resistance
from exhibitors and showmen, whose chief w^eapon in combating the measure
is that it will mean ruin for theatres, in addition to leaving the country depressed and broken in spirit.
Final results are yet in doubt, but exhibitors have high hopes of heading off
what they consider disastrous legislation.
Exhibitors Band Together
As a primary step of the exhibitors in
taking united action toward saving their
business from the government order,
which was expected to materialize on Tuesday of this week, wires were being sent
.to all exchanges and exhibitors as follows :
" Understand that the Dominion Government contemplates closing all theatres and
places of amusement for three days each
week. Action is expected Tuesday of this
week. Wire Sir R. L. Borden your strong
protest and have your Dominion member
also wire Borden. Have at least ten prominent citizens, including bank managers,
mayor, labor leaders and war veterans wire
sur-e at your expense protesting against
such action. Only the immediate and combined action of all interested will prevent
this ruinous, disastrous and unnecessary
legislation. Theatres are all open throughout Great Britain by Government request
to prevent general morbidness of the population. There is no necessity for different
measures in Canada."
These wires were dispatched to the
theatre and amusement men throughout
the Dominion by the Committee of Motion
Pictures, Vaudeville and Legitimate Theatres and Film Exchanges.
Would Disrupt Theatres
The exhibitors are making no attempts
at concealing the seriousness of the situation, and say that unless every means is
taken at once to influence the Government
to either change its plans or modify the
proposed order, the theatres of the Dominion, and all kindred industries, will
sink into a sea of financial ruin. This, the
exhibitors contend, will bring about a state
of affairs that will place the country in
a low spirit, which can do no good either
at conservation or in aiding the 'troops
already abroad. It appears already understood among exhibitors and showman that
should the order be made permanent, there
will be no attempt to keep the houses or
other places of entertainment and amusement open for the three remaining days,
as receipts would not be enough to make
it worth while.
England, it is shown, has found that the
theatres and amusements are absolute
necessities to the public and to the general
conduct of the war. As a result all theatres in England are operating as nearly

NO

OTHER

WAY

To Get
the Advice of
Rothapfel But Through
the NEWS
waye for
of
the advic
no other
E tois get
THERyou
the world's leading exchibitor on your parti
ular problems except through
the MOTION PICTURE
NEWS. Questions coming
from any other source will be
ignored.
There is only one other condition to these questions, and
that is that they must not deal
with the merits of particular
pictures or film services. Your
name need not be signed in
print, but we must have it as
an evidence of good faith.
This is unquestionably the
greatest opportunity that you
have ever had. New questions
are constantly coming before
you, and we know that hundreds of you need the advice of
way.
the man who is leading the

Address your letter:
ROTHAPFELTION,
I N F O R M AExhibitors' Service Bureau,
MOTION PICTURE NEWS.

normal as possible, and good conditions
have been noted, following this move.
Just what the Dominion's idea is in outlining plans to enforce a three-days closeup each week has not been made entirely
clear, but it is- accepted generally that the
thought is to conser\''e on a basis more
strict than formerly, beginning with what
are considered non-essentials.
United States Prospers
In the United States, the recent order
closing theatres and non-essential industries for one day each week until the first
of April is developing into what exhibitors
and managers
termare a agreed
" cornucopia."
though showmen
that had Althe
Government stuck to its original plan to
keep the houses dark on Mondays, dire
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Days
a Week
t^-nl:- might possibh' ha\e ensued, the
'J in Mhiy closing has met with the immediate approval and licarly i n li ir ( incnt of
every exhibitor in llic luunlrj . Ji has been
pro\'en, in the two MoiKla_\ s thus far the
theatres ha\e been open, that the holiday
crowds which turn out f' r that day more
than repay the Ijox olticc- for the shows
lost Tuesday. Following Sunday, a day of
rest, Alonda}- dawns, figurati\cly speaking, bright with promises of plenty. As
thousands who are employed in factories
and stores which must necessarily close on
Monday under the fuel order arc left with
a full day and full pay on their hands,
the theatre box oflices are the only haven
of refuge left. Motion picture shows are
giving more performances on Monday,
and are said to be finding these extra
shows making up fully, financially, for the
Tuesday's lay-off. Other theatres make
up for the offday by giving a matinee Monday', which draws larger crowds and more
cash than the usual Tuesday' night show.
As a rule, Wednesday is likewise proving
a money maker for exhibitors, owing, the
managers say to the fact that Tuesday
under the new fuel legislation i-s tighter
than any day in the week ever was before
the war.
This state of affairs is keeping the public
spirit at a high plane, and much satisfaction has been expressed both by the Government and the public at the way things
are working out. Some cities have, naturally, experienced slight difiiculties in the
matter of pictures and amusement because local fuel administrators interpreted
the closing order in various ways. Detroit,
St. Louis and other cities labored under a
three-days-in-succession closing, which
brought immediate action on the part of
exhibitors, with the result that the matter was straightened out, and the theatres
are now getting their full share of patronAll houses are paying employees full
age.
salaries for the week, ^ and, unless more
drastic measures arise in the line of conservation, exhibitors see nothing to fear.
They say conditions are rapidly righting
themselves for a steady pace through the
duration of the war.
Virginia
Warned

Exhibitors
of Censor

Jake Wells, the well-known Southern
exhibitor, has wired all Virginia exhibitors
to be on their guard concerning: a censorship bill now pending.
The withtelegrams
: " You
hereinformed thatstated
a very
drasticaremotion
picture
censorship
bill is and
now referred
up beforeto '
the
Virginia
Legislature,
committee to pass upon it. It is up to exhibitors to act quickh', as the passage of the
bill will do irreparable damage. I advise
you to wire objections to the member of
the Legislature from j'our county, and also
wire me if you will attend an immediate
meeting
at Richmond."
Mr. Wells
filed his telegrams at Richmond on January 25.
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"ED.

" IS

RATHER

After You Read
" Seeing the Rialto
with Rothapfel"
Take a Great Big Jump
and Give
a MomenVs

Thought

to the Problems of
Ed. Fellis
of Hillsborough
Illinois

UP AGAINST
IT
{From the HiUshorough, III., News)
coninsists
ly ontheat
re
who order
ED. FELLISducting aclean
has found it necessary to close
the gallery except for the use
of private theatre parties simply behnecksallocould
ofesroug
wed n'tin
when
themhselv
behavecause abunc
the gallery. These young men and
boys insisted on bouncing nails off
of the bald heads in the seats below
them and even some supposedly
young ladies were guilty of dropping
chewing gum on the heads of those
sitting in the lower part of the house.
Mr. Fellis tried to curb the nuisance but found it useless to try so
he simply closed the gallery and the
hoodlum element must be content to
sit down stairs and behave themselves.
We understand Mr. Fellis has just
succeeded in booking eight big feature films which he will soon present
one a week at his theatre.

Bach
Sees Assertions
Work
Out
Points to Decrease in Number of
ord overtaken
here,offwere
playeddaysforwith
a week's
run and
in three
losses
Exchanges in Canada, and Calls
totalling
over
the
thousands.
F.
R.
LenIt a Help to the Situation —
non of the Universal Company in Canada,
Business Better
who recently made a flying trip in Western
<<0 0-ME time ago," said W. A. Bach this
Canada, informs me that prices have suf^
week in an interview with Motion
fered greatly, and that instead of $800 and
Picture News, " I wrote an article on
$1,000 first runs in the West, one is lucky
existing conditions in Canada as far as
to arrange a showing at $250.
the film business was concerned, and cer" Many companies, notably the Univertain gentlemen professed to disagree with
sal, have cut down their releases in Canada,
and yet when it is considered that there
The article Mr. Bach referred to w^is
me."
are twenty-seven exchanges operating in
published
in Motion Picture News, and
Ontario and nearly as many in the other
carried the writer's assertion that the only
Canadian film centers, I still contend that
hope for Canada lay in the reduction of
still more film must be cut off before profits
the number of exchanges operating there.
will be the order of the day again.
This, he insisted, would have the effect
" Canada is an open booking country
of reducing the cut-throat competition, as
just the same as the United States. It took
he remarked, that has done neither exlonger to come, but it is there now, and
hibitor nor exchange any good.
those companies like the Regal and Allen
" And today," continued Mr. Bach, " the
reduction of exchanges has come about in Inlms (Famous Players) which own their
own theatres in different centers of the
a very measurable degree. Triangle, Globe
Films and Griffin Pictures have all closed
country have really the best sort of proposition for the Canadian market.
their exchanges, I am informed. Super" I do not say the above to create the
features, Ltd., handling Griffin pictures,
impression that Canada is bankrupt and
and Regal Films the first two. This has
that the film market is gone, but simply
helped the situation, and so has the slackento correct the impression that still exist
ing of the inrush of film, which was at
over here among a lot of producers that
its high tide in July when I wrote the
Canada is a little gold mine and that they
article referred to above.
can get huge prices for their pictures any
" Claire Hague, general manager of the
and all times. Canada has held up reUniversal Film Company in Canada, who
markably well throughout her three years
was in New York last week, tells me that
of war and there is no doubt she will finish
business is really better now than it was
right in the ring, if she is not asked to
months ago, although he agreed that there
was still too much film in the country. So
carry too great a film burden."
great is this congestion of film that several
of the big producing companies have not
Miss Armbrister
even a first run in Ontario, the big-paying
Recovering
province of Canada, which also claims alAda Gifford Armbrister, formerly of
most fifty per cent of the theatres in
Canada.
Vitagraph, who was knocked down and run
" Again I am informed that three big over by a motor truck recently, has been
pictures that should have made good in removed from the hospital to the Flanders
Canada, by virtue of their quality and rec- Hotel, in Forty-seventh street. New York.
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Sol Lesser, All Star Film Feature Company, San Francisco and Masterpiece Attractions, Cleveland, was in New York last
week looking over the market.
Thomas J. Hamlin, Associated Theatres,
Inc., Minneapolis, is in New York on busiM. H. Hoffman left last Thursday on a
tour
of inspection of the Foursquare Exchanges.
Harry Charnas, president of the Standard
Film, Detroit, arrived in New York last
week, and will look at the current production offered on the independent market.
F. A. Van Huscn, Omaha, is in New
York on business. Mr. Van Husen will
look at the current productions offered on
the independent market.
Charles H, Haystead of the J. S. Small
Circuit of Theatres, Canada, left New
York, last week, with a number of prints
of independent productions which he had
purchased during his stay in New York.
Among the features, prints of which he
took back with him, are " The Eyes of the
World" and " Ramona," Clune productions
distributed by Arrow Films Corporation.
Arthur Schmidt, Buffalo, prominent fihn
man, is in New York on business.

I.ederer

States Position
Patent Case

in

Carl F. Lederer, producer of animated
ed that Motion Pichas request
cartoons, News
make the following statement
ture
of his position in recently dropping his
suit against the Bray patents as told
patent
these columns.
in
He states, " I will make it clear to the
trade just why this action in the Patent
dropped by me. The fiirst aniOffice was
mated cartoon which I produced and upon
which I depended in establishing my rights
was photographed at the Lubin plant in
of LawPhiladelphia under thehasdirection
been impossible
rence McCloskey. It
for cither my attorney or myself to locate
this film on account of the change in the
personnel of the directorship of the Lubin
Company. My second reason was that
after a thorough investigaation of the
methods and processes employed by other
manufacturers of cartoons, I found that
the subject matter covered by the Bray Patent is in universal use today."

Arnold

Manages

Nashville

al well known in
Cryst
Arnold,
W. R. (Billy)
amusement circles of Nashville, Tenn., has
been made house manager of the Crystal
theatre in that city The theatre is owned
and controlled by William H. Wassman,
who also controls the Knickerbocker there.
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More
Producers
for
"Direct"
Plan
excess of minimum quota,
in each state,
Brenon Productions and Shubert-Hammerstein Offerings Added
shall be divided between the manufacturer
and the exhibitor. In order to make up the
to List, Offering Product Direct to Exhibitors — Hamlin Signs
gross allotment there must be 2,700 days of
for Exhibitors in Many States
bookings for each picture. Each state has
DEVELOPMENTS early this week indicated that the Manufacturer to been given a certain number of days booking as per schedule which is furnished.
Exhibitor Direct Plan, recently presented to the allied exhibitor conThe plan is to bridge the gap between the
ference at Washington, and since taken up by the producers indepentwo permanent branches of the industry.
dently, isprogressing to sizable proportions.
Each exhibitor is invited to send suggesThe Brenon Productions and Shubert-Hammerstein-Ince offerings were
tions and exhibitors are asked to get toadded to the roster of producers interested in the new proposition late last
gether and act. Exhibitors will be conweek bring the list to include seven independent organizations.
sulted as to plans of production, stories
Another development was the signing of contracts by Thomas Hamlin, of and directors. The organization is known
as Manufacturer to Exhibitor Direct with
the Associated Theatres, Incorporated, covering a membership of 654 theatres,
offices in the Longacre Building, New York.
with prospects of the enrolling in the near future of additional states.
Hamlin Going Out for " Bear "
The headquarters of the Associated Theatres aggregation is in Minneapolis, Minn.
Immediately after signing the contract for
his members to work under the "Direct"
plan Mr. Hamlin announced that he was
starting West immediately to extend that
organization in the States of Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska and Montana, and
that these States would book in conjunction with the States, which he now represents, to wit : Minnesota, Wisconsin,
North and South Dakota.

pictures shall not cost less than $25,000 or
more than $50,000. To the gross cost, the,
manufacturer shall add 25 per cent which
shall be his guaranteed minimum profit.
This gross cost shall be taken up by the
forty-eight states in proportion to its number of theatres, cities and population. All
revenue derived from such distribution in

Film Exchange Moves
The Film Exchange of New York last
week announced that on and after February 1 it will be located at 126 West Fortysixth street, on the eleventh floor.
E. eral
S. manager.
Manheimer is president and gen-

A representative of the " Direct " plan
declared Monday : " Contracts will be
closed this week for New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Kentucky,
Illinois and most of the South. Exhibitors'
organizations in every State are organizing
to handle this service, and after the meeting Friday evening, when communications
from all parts of United States were read
before representatives of the seven independent producing companies, they were
all very sanguine and confident that the
plan had ' gone over ' and would be a
success."
Charles C. Pettijohn of Indianapolis,
Ind., and Lewis L. Levine of Brooklyn,
N. Y., prepared and reduced to writing
the plan upon which the seven independent
producers are proceeding, and are cooperating with the Independent Producers' Committee in the furtherance of
the same.
The plan is for the producers to market
films direct from producer to exhibitor. Mr.
Pettijohn, after the convention, sent telegrams to the prominent exhibitors and exhibitors' organizations in every state. Seventy favorable answers were received containing suggestions and ideas which have
been incorporated into the general plan of
the organizations. Five independent producers serve as the mainspring of the organizations and these five will pay the
expenses of two or more prominent exhibitors to attend meetings called by exhibitors
for the purpose of taking up this plan and
LO represent both exhibitor and producer
in the closing of contracts to put this plan
into effect. *
These manufacturers propose to produce
and release fifty-two pictures a year — one
each week. They are ready to enter into
direct business relations with the exhibitor
to the end that a large cost and profit may
be eliminated. The plans specify that the

Cropper
Qmts
Phil M. Ryan Moves Up to General
Managership from Sales Manager— Convention
Kansas CityHeld in

Standard

RUMORS of impending changes in the
executive personnel of the Standard
Film Corporation, with headquarters in
Kansas City, received confirmation this
week when the resignation of R. C. Cropper, president and general manager of the
organization, was announced. The Standard is probably the largest independent exchange system in the United States, operating offices in Kansas City, Chicago, Minneapolis, St. Louis and Omaha.
Phil M. Ryan, who has been sales manager of the Standard during the past year,
was appointed to the general managership
of the organization upon Mr. Cropper's
resignation, and immediately set about
planning an intensified campaign of activities in 1918. Mr. Ryan was formerly connected with the Paramount organization
in the Middle West, and was district manager at the Central Western offices of
Bluebird and Universal before becoming
sales manager of Standard.
General Manager Ryan called a convention of the
Standard's
branch offices
last managers
week, and ofit was
at this
meeting, in Kansas City, that F. J. Warren, treasurer of the company, made the
announcement of the changes. The purpose of the convention, aside from the
above, was to discuss future plans of the
corporation. Besides the two-reel Billy
West comedies, two-reel W. H. Productions and the single-reel Christie comedies. Standard is distributing the Wm. S.
Hart, W. H. Productions release, " The
Bargain," and "The Bandit and the
Preacher," and " The Hell Hound of

Film

Alaska." It is understood that in the
future .Standard will release at least one
big picture a month.
The Standard has also secured distribution rights on twenty-eight two-reel Keystone comedies, said to be copyrighted
Mack Sennett pictures issued by W. H.
Productions. Three Charlie Chaplin pictures are included in the latest comedy
" buy," it is said. These are " Her Trysting Place," " Dough and Dynamite " and
" His Pre-Historic Past."
" Our Policy," said Mr. Ryan, " is to
have the productions that the exhibitor
wants and needs, and to give him, at all
times, genuine personal service. My job
is to see that we do not deviate from our
policy, a good-sized, job, someone said to
me, but I think that almost everyone has
a good-sized job on his hands these days.
Incidentally film men, and that certainly
includes every exhibitor, are going to help
to boost the country over the present crisis.
President Wilson regards the motion picture industry as one of a very few absolutely essential. Picture men need have
no fear for their welfare in the coming
months,
is mymade
belief."
Mr. Ryan
no change in the management of the various Standard offices,
with the exception of the Kansas City
office, where the local manager will be
R. C. Herman. Mr. Herman takes the
place of J. L. Shipley, who resigned the
managerial desk on being offered association with A. H. Blank, of Des Moines,
Iowa, Mr. Shipley having associated with
Mr. Blank before, and Des Moines being
also Mr. Shipley's home town."
The following are the other branch managers of the Standard: St. Louis, F. J.
Fegan ; Chicago, F. B. Rogers ; Omaha,
J.
W. Rachman ; Minneapolis, C. W. Stombaugh.
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Motion
Pennsylvania

Sid Grauman, Managing Director, and D. J. Grauman, President, of Grauman's Million Dollar
Theatre in Los Angeles
San
Francisco
Sid and D. J. (jrauiiiau Turn Theatre
Over to M. L. :Markowitz— Will
Enable Them to Look After
New House

Strand
Is Sold
Seventh streets, and later established
Grauman's theatre, which became the
Lyceum. Immediately after the fire of
1906 the Graumans built the National theatre, at Post and Steiner streets, which
they
ran
with much success. Other venarcwho
N,
GRAUMA
J.
D.
SID AND
tures included the Grand theatre, in the
opening the new million dollar theMission District, and the Auditorium, the
atre, Grauman's, in Los Angeles, have sold
big amusement palace that was destroyed
the Strand, one of the best houses on San
by fire two years ago.
s
Francisco' Market street, to M. L. MarkoThis will enable Messrs. Grauman to
witz, the well-known manager of the California Universal Film Exchange in that
give all of their attention to the Los. Angeles theatre, which opened Friday evening,
city. The price is about $45,000, although
stated in the newspapers to he $100, TOO.
January
25, with " The Silent
Man," asWilliam S. Hart-Ince-Artcraft
subject,
the
The Strand has a fine location on Market street, right in the center of the city, principal part of the program.
Elaborate plans were made for the opcnand the theatre has been doing a particularly good business.
■ ing of the new million dollar house, which
Mr. Grauman, the young manager, and
is considered by experts thoroughly familiar with all theatres of the country to
his father, D. J. Grauman, have been in
ihe theatrical Inisiness in San Francisco
be the most handsome and expensive mofor twenty-one years. The elder Grauman
lion picture exhibition palace in this counestablished the first ten-cent vaudeville
try. The theatre has. scores of very attractive features for the convenience and
house in San Francisco, the Unique, then
pleasure
of its jiatrons.
leased Odd I'cllows' I fall, at Market and

Picture

News

Exhibitors

in

Organization
At a meeting
of exhibitors held recently
in Pittsburgh, at which about fifty exhibitors were present and a number of outof-town people represented, the first temporary organization
for an exhibitors'
circuit in Western
Pennsylvania
was formed.
The organization, it has been announced,
will be known as the Tri-State Exhibitors'
Circuit, and will work in conjunction with
other circuits, taking in exhibitors of
Western Pennsylvania, Eastern Ohio and
West Virginia.
The organization states it is not affiliated
with any organization, and that all bonafide exhibitors are eligible to membership.
A. J. Barthell, former president of the
Exhibitors' League of Western Pennsylvania, isnow engaged in arranging details,
and expects to present his final report at
the next meeting. Headquarters are maintained at 804 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh.
Gaumont

Plans Surprise
for March
The Gaumont Company is planning a
surprise for exhibitors, which it expects
will be met with hearty welcomes.
It was announced this week that on and
after March 3, the Gaumont News Service,
which is now known as the Mutual Weekly,
will be released under a new name and
on a plan which is expected to make this
service of greater value than ever to both
exhibitor and public.
Brooklyn

Theatre EmHold BallImperial,
The employees of ployees
the Wyckoff,
Willoughby and Broadway Lyceum of
Brooklyn held a reception and ball the
night of January 25 at Schwaben Hall,
Knickerbocker and Myrtle avenues, in
Brooklyn.
The affair was largely attended and was
voted a success. Joseph Joel is president
of the employees' association.

Famou. PUyers-La.ky Employees Gathered Recently at a " House Party " Given Them by Company Executives. In the Foreground Are Adolph Zukor.
ramou. i-idyc y^^^^Jj^ S. Friend, Elck J. Ludvigh, Walter E. Greene, Al Lichtman, Emil Shauer, Ralph Kohn and Other Celebrities
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Famous

Players-Gaumont

General Foreign Representative Graham of Former Company
Arranges for Distribution in France — Ten Offices
Maintained — Star System Well Established
WITH the return of J. C. Graham, general foreign representative of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, who has been in Europe for the
past eight months studying the situation in Great Britam and France,
comes the announcement of a contract entered into with the Gaumont Company which is said to be the biggest moving picture deal ever consummated
in France.
This contract, which becomes immediately effective, is considered important
not only owing to the tremendous amount of money involved, but as an fndication of the future policy of the film business in Europe, as well as demonstrating that modern film production is sweeping the world.
England Likes Star
" The star system was already well established in England," saiii Mr. Graham,
'■ but in France no effort had been made
to properly exploit such productions. We
had a contract with a concern for the
handling of our film, but Mr. Zukor sent
mc to Europe owing to the extreme necessity of arranging to have the output placed
for France in the hands of an institution
strong enough financialli' and with an organization well enough equipped to handle
the distribution satisfactorily, in accordance
with the new policy covering the changes
in production.
" I found Leon Gaumont, the head of
the Gaumont Company, in a receptive
frame of mind for the ambitious and enlarged policies of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation. As a famous producer
and controlling a powerful chain of distribution as well as operating large picture
houses, Mr. Gaumont has given much stud}to existing conditions, and though he has
not been in America for more than a }-ear
he has kept in close touch and has adjusted
- his organization for the inevitable new
policies.
'
" Under the old regime the Gaumont
Company had a contract for Pallas and
Morosco pictures, and their experience
with these films, through their distributing
offices and in their own theatres, satisfactorily demonstrated the future trend of the
business in France. On account of war
conditions they have decided to change
their own producing plans, and confine
their production activities to a few larger
subjects each year.
Public Critical
"As in this country and in England, the
public had become critical, and the Gaumont Company wished to secure a contract
that was in line with their high standing
in France, and recognized the fact that
Paramount and Artcraft pictures are splendidly suited for the long runs that have
become the vogue. They were far-sighted
enough to perceive the trend the star situation had taken in England and America,
and felt confident that the French public
would follow. They have arranged for a
big campaign of publicity from the standpoint of great productions and stars, so
that when the war is over they will have
forged so far ahead of their competitors

J. C. Graham, Foreign Representative of Famous Players-Lasky
that they will never have any serious competition.
" This move of Gaumont is extremely
significant, in that this contract is entered
into at a time when France has entered
into the fourth year of the war and the
eastern front of that country is the main
theatre of the conflict, and conditions would
not seem propitious for the undertaking of
such a gigantic amusement enterprise if the
Gaumont Company were not overwhelmingly convinced of the wisdom of the project. It should also dispel any pessimism
that may exist in this country, for it reflects the confidence in France of ultimate
victory over Germany.
Gauge of Morale
" I believe that the theatre is a good
gauge of the morale of the public, as was
evidenced by the great revival in theatre
conditions since the announcement that
America had come into the war, which has

in

Deal

been quite marked, beginning last September. The amusement situation was at a
low ebb, and even now cafes and similar
places are shut down at 9:30 every evening, though the theatres are permitted to
finish their performances. It has been
shown that the motion picture is the favorite amusement of France, for despite the
dark days that gallant country has seen,
and the curtailment of non-essential things
due to economic conditions, the public has
held determinedly to its picture houses.
" The contract with the Gaumont Company covers France and her colonies,
Switzerland, Belgium and Egypt, which
will be served " by the ten distributing offices maintained. The distribution in Belgium, of course, will begin after the war.
The Gaumont Company has the largest theatrecated
in Europe,
in Paris, the
with " aGaumont
seating Palace,"
capacity loof
5,000. The prices of admission run up to
ten francs ($2.00), and it is a magnificent
playhouse, well conducted, and enjoying
the patronage of the best people. Paramount and Artcraft films will receive elaborate presentation in this theatre, similar
to thatCity.
of our big picture palaces in New
York
Only the Best Takes
" The indifferent film is doomed in
France, as it is in this country, and I
believe the industry will emerge from the
conditions the war has brought on in splendid shape, crystallized and strengthened by
reforms which have become necessary.
" I must confess I have been surprised at
the pessimistic talk I have heard from some
quarters, which is in contrast to the spirit
exhibited in France where the fighting is
taking place, and the nation is. repelling
attacks by air and undersea. We all have
to make sacrifices, and experience some inconveniences, but the American exhibitor
with the instincts of a real showman who
will adjust himself to the inevitable need
have no serious fears. In times like these
the biggest and best productions with the
famous plays and noted stars will weather
the storm. In the battle for supremacy the
man who brings the biggest guns to bear
will win, and longer runs with the best
pictures is the slogan to be adopted."
Exhibitors

Not

Required

to

Stamp Tickets
E. S. Bowman, secretary of the Automatic Ticket Selling and Cash Register
Company, has returned from Washington,
where he secured a decision from the Government of interest to all exhibitors regarding the Government requirements.
Mr. Bowman has received written communication from B. C. Keith, Deputy Commissioner, Treasury Department, Washington, to the effect that moving picture
exhibitors will not be required to have
printed on tickets the legend, " War Tax
Paid," for the reason that this applied only
to those advance sale tickets, purchased
prior to November 1, upon which the
war tax had not been paid.

Motion
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''Compliment
to
affordWorld
to sell her picturesSkill"
on its regular
Publicity Departnicnl Is Authorized
program at regular prices.
to Make Announcement Concern" The experience of other manufacturers
ing "Noble Pursuit of Bushwho have paid fancj' sums for former
dustry
whacking " in the InWorld stars has been that it was necessary
to greatly increase the amount previously
charged to the exhibitor, in the first place
<<pARTLY
alsoelastic
partlysen-I'n inviting his resentment and in the second
A earnest "playful
is the and
rather
invoking a condition made to order for
tence used by the publicity department of this
situation.
World- Pictures Brady-Made in announcing
" For example, Alice Brady retired sevthis week what the company considers a
eral montlis ago from World-Pictures
compliment to its skill in picking stars.
Brady- ;\Iade, yet the corporation still has
several unpublished Alice Brady pictures,
" A favorite indoor sport among manufacturers during the past jear or more,"
which* are being issued from time to time
on the World program at World prices.
declares the publicity department, " has
taken the form of paying World stars two
One
of these, called ' The Spurs of Sybil,'
or three times their World salaries to sign
is due for publication at the beginning of
contracts elsewhere. This is a process
March, with others to follow in due course.
quite complimentary to \\'orld skill in pick" A long time ago, when Clara Kimball
ing stars and developing them to a high
Young left the World Film Corporation
point of artistic perfection, and it also
to join a new management at a greatly
places the motion picture business in a
increased income, several of her pictures,
class hy itself, not alone in the noble purmade and held in reserve for this situation,
suit of bushwhacking, but in singular lack
were released covering a period of some
of foresight.
months' duration, and a similar case was
developed in the instance of Robert War" To illustrate, Ethel Clayton's contract
wick.
with World-Pictures Brady-Made will expire during the month of March, and after
" Of Miss Clayton's finished photoplays
a vacation she will go to work for another
there will be a considerable number by the
company at a salary reported to be $2,000
time her contract is ended, and presumably
they will be published covering quite a
a week foi forty-four weeks. Naturally,
it is no part of the present utterance to
long time and entering into active comstate the amount paid to Miss Clayton unpetition, at program prices, with the new
der her World agreement further than to
pictures of this artist produced at the
say it was such that the corporation could
higher cost reflected in her inflated salary.''
Crest

Reports

Numerous
Sales
Announces
" (jrain of Dust " Is president of Crest Pictures. The latter,
for this picture, is said to have drawn care.\rousing Unustial Interest Even
fully upon his world of experience, and.
Before
Picture Has Been
knowing what the public wants to see in
Shown to the Exhibitors
times like the present, has made a supreme
effort to gratify the desire.
CREST PICTURES CORPORATION
One of the most important points rethis week announced that its David
ferred to in announciiig '^The Grain of
Graham Phillips story, " The Grain of
Dust" is the cast, which Crest claims is
Dust,"
is
arousing
unusual
interest
—
enough
exceptionally
well chosen and competent.
to lead the controllers to believe that the
Ramsey
Wallace
has the leading male role
production will surpass even the fondest
opposite Miss Walker, and is said to make
hopes which they have held for it. Greater
the part stand out prominently. F.dith Day
accent is given the statement of the feaalso is cast in one of the principal roles,
that
of a fiancee. Others supporting Miss
ture's
early
popularity
by
the
fact
that
it
has not yet been shown to the exhibitors,
Walker are Corinne Uzzell. Ralph Dclmore
the picture having been exhibited only for
and Richard Wangerman.
the trade press reviewers. Motion Picture
An unusual feature promised by Crest
News carries the review in this issue.
are several close-ups of Miss Walker, said
In the instance of a star, " The Grain of
to be larger and more pronounced than the
usual scenes of this kind in pictures. It is
Dust " is particularly fortunate, Lillian
Walker being the feminine center of attracconfidently expected by the distributing
tion of the story. There is little doubt,
company that these will create more interaccording to Crest Pictures, that this fact
est among theatre patrons than has anyhas had much to do with the stimulation
thing in the close-up line for some time.
of sales which have been reported. Miss
To aid in " putting the picture over,"
Crest Pictures has arranged a strong line
Walker's motion picture record is known.
Crest believes, by nearly every person in of advertising helps that it considers very
this country, and that her career has been
important to the showing of the feature.
one crowned with success is readily adThese include a six-page herald, three
mitted by those familiar with the indusstyles of one-sheets, two of three-sheets
try or the theatre.
and a six and twenty-four sheet, all made
The production was directed by Harry
from original sketches. In addition a 10Revicr, and was cut and edited under the
pagc press bulletin has been prepared, as
well as cuts and slides.
personal supervision of Carle E. Carlton,

Picture

News

Corporations

THEthe following
within
industry new
werecorporations
included in
the
records of the Corporation Trust Company, of Jersey City, for the week ending
January 26 :
.MARYL.\XD
The Forest Park Theatre Company, Baltimore, to operate motion picture theatres.
Capital $80,000. Incorporators are Charles
E. Ford, John I. Rowe and Harry E. Karr.
.\EW JERSEY
The Interstate Film Company, of Newark, with capital of $100,000. Purpose is
to manufacture, hire and lease films. Samuel O. Siegel, Sigmund Liebstein and
Joseph Siegler are
NEW interested.
YORK
Ned Finley Films, Inc., of Manhattan,
with capital of $20,000. Purpose is to make
motion pictures. Ned Finley, John L. Russell and Flora Nathan are incorporators.
Publicity Film Service, Inc., of Manhattan, to handle pictures and operate theatres. Edwin V. Hadley, M. DeVcrdi and
Adele M. O'Keefe, incorporators.
The New France, Inc., of Manhattan,
with capital unnamed. Nathan Frankel,
Anna H. Wagner and Benj. Schwartz are
interested.

Oklahoma

A. E. A. Holds

Convention
L. \\ . Brophy, secretary of the Oklahoma
branch of the American Exhibitors' Association, has been sending out notices to
Oklahoma exhibitors who arc members of
the association to be present at the annual
convention of the A. E. A., to be held at
the Lec-Huckins Hotel in Oklahoma City
February 5 and 6.
Secretary Brophy announces that all persons interested in the motion picture business are cordiallj' invited to the convention, the sixth annual one held in Oklahoma.

Lillian Wallier, Star
" The Grain of Dust," a
Crestof Picture
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What
Kind
of a Fellow
Is — Winik?
had lunch with Mr.
ing control for that marBeihg a Glance at the Real Human Side of the Big
Winik some time ago.
ket of a two-a-week proMen
of
the
Picture
Game
Caught
in
Action
gram of big stars and
The lunch was arranged
by a third party and
guessing
adBy William A. Johnston
vance thatcorrectly
the stars in
would
there appeared to be some
vagueness as to who extended .the invitation. But anyway Mr.
leave the program he cut releases to one a week and is now issuing
Winik paid the bill. We editors are pretty good at this sort of
new star pictures. Which seems to give pleasure to Mr. Winik's
thing, even if wc cannot turn big deals on foreign rights between
exhibitor patrons over there.
the oysters and entree.
A more recent " crazy " deal on Mr. Winik's part is the
There was also some vagueness about the object of the lunch.
acquisition of the British rights on the new Chaplin pictures.
But we finally sniffed a reason. Mr. Winik wanted to find out
One of Mr. Winik's " craziest " principles is to make happy
those concerned with him in his business deals.
what kind of fellows we were. He seems to have anticipated this
series of interviews.
He has a small 2x4 office in the Brokaw building, but his desk
contains daily cables from all over the world. He tackles a job
At
this
lunch
we
got
a
further
inkling
of
Mr.
Winik's
business
methods.
at a time, works fast and completes it before he lets go. After
First he creates an uproar. He did this with us by making
the day's work, he forgets everything and goes over to the Hotel
Astor where he lives.
some statements which we considered outrageously unreasonable,
Here he becomes a philosopher. \i you will sit up with him
and which we promptly and feelingly combated. While he battled
with us he even had some side skirmishes with a few leaders in
and listen he will talk all night. He philosophizes on subjects as
widely disassociated
the industry whom he
as the Bible and the
intentionally decoyed
film business. He
to our table. These
even thinks he can
men also yelled back
write and expects to
at Mr. Winik, and
some day. But then,
one gentleman looked
of
course, every man
as though he would
has his weakness.
like to hit Mr. Winik
on the nose.
He would rather
philosophize than play
We noticed that Mr.
Winik ate right along
during the conflict
One evening when
and even seemed to
poker.was telling us
he
what kind of a fellow
find it quite as enjoyable as his broiled
Moses was — and his
chicken.
remarks were more
After the smoke
original than complihad cleared away he
mentary— another
film magnate came in
told us pretty defiand
insisted
upon a
nitely just what kind
of fellows these men
game of poker.
were. He also said
" Now look here,"
what he thought of
said
Mr. Winik, " you
us ; (and it pleased us
hope to make some
that his remarks were
money, don't you. All
at least partly compliright ! How much ?
mentary even after he
About five hundred?
had paid the check.)
All right, I'll match
'in in
These tactics, it
you for it ! " (name
struck us, were pretty
of loser — it doesn't
good ones, especially
begin
with W — given
on request).
as they also kept the
We pf^t
That same evening
other fellows, from
guessing just what
vrei^n countries a vice-president of a
kind of a fellow
prominent
Fifth joined
AveWinik is.
nue bank who
These same tactics
us during the converhave made some peopassed Winik
a remark sation,
that Mr.
ple think that Mr.
could have his (the
Winik is crazy.
We have only to
vice-president's) shirt
say then that craziany time he wanted
ness is a good
it. . Having known a
business asset. Mr.
number of bank officials and having had
Winik reminds us of
a man who, when he
the belief that theyand their shirts were
sees something in the
street that he wants,
inseparable,
remark was a the
distinct
starts a street fight
shock to us. We
over it and then takes
noted that Mr. Winik
They knovj
him 3ll
it away unobtrusively
ovef
the ^lobe.
didn't offer to match
while the other felfor the shirt.
lows are fighting.
He did a " crazy "
Mr. Winik's loose
They Q3ve him a ,
thing recently in
(Continued on
Great Britain. Havpage 836)
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Exhibitors
Help
Fund
Drive
as possible, but the fact that he shows them
Adolph Zukor Confers with Federal
will tend to further enhance his standing
Officials on Plans for Industry
among his patrons, wlio will appreciate his
Co-operation — Slides Shown
cflforts toward the realization of the goal
in All Theatres
forThe
which
we arcoffighting."
activities
the committee from the
FOLLOW ! XG tlic return last week from
National
Association,
now working hand
Washington of Adolph Zukor, presiin hand with the Government, has received
dent of the Famous Players-Lasky, it was
many laudatory comments in Washington.
announced that plans have heen perfected
In the last Liberty Loan drive, 70,000 slides
calling for continued co-operation of exhibitors and the entire industry in the new
were prepared and sent out under the supervision of this committee, as well as
drive for war funds. Mr. Zukor is chair500,000 feet of film of patriotic appeal.
man of the Committee of the N. A. AL P. L
formed to co-operate with the Government
The efifectiveness of this co-ope"ration in
in its war program, and his Washington
the motion picture theatre was soon apparent, as expressed by Secretary McAdoo
trip was for the purpose of conferring
with federal officials in regard to the new
and other Government officials. The National Association Committee to the Govplans.
ernment consists of Adolph Zukor, chairW. G. McAdoo, Secretar\- of the Treasury, in a letter to exhibitors throughout
man ;W. W. Irwin, J. E. Brulatour, Marcus Loew and George K. Spoor.
the country, expressed high appreciation
of tlie assistance the motion picture industry has given his department heretofore.
The united front that it has presented
Legitimate Houses Caterwhen calls for voluntary service went forth
ing to Pictures
Booking records recently submitted to
has been a source of great inspiration to
Frank Hall, president and general manall who are directly charged with the conduct of the war, according to the Secreager of the U. S. Exhibitors' Bookingtary. In his new appeal to the industry.
Corporation, would indicate that many of
Mr. McAdoo asks the aid of the exhibitor
the largest theatres heretofore devoted to
road shows, exclusively, have abandoned
in making the War Savings campaign a
success.
this policy in favor of moving pictures.
"A majority of them," said Mr. Hall,
" Secretary McAdoo has already started
" made it a point to book special produca campaign among exhibitors," said Mr.
tions in preference to program pictures,
Zukro. upon his return from W'ashington,
inasmuch as they wish to conform as much
"in connection with the new War Savings
as possible with their established policy
Stamps drive. Three slides, prepared by
of presenting an attraction which in itself
the Committee of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry to cois an evening's entertainment. Many of
the legitimate theatres in towns through
operate with the Treasury Department,
Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, not to mention
have been accepted and are being distributed among exhibitors in all parts of
many below the Mason-Dixon line, have
found conditions arising from the war so
the country.
oppressive that they have taken up pictures
" Not only is it a patriotic duty of every
exhibitor to use these slides as frequently
exclusively."
King

Bee

Gets

Cooperation

and Newspaper
KL\G BEE FILMS reports that it is
having great success with the distribution of the waltzes written by Billy West
and that it is proving one of the greatest
of publicity stunts. The plan is being
worked systematically, so that all of the
exhibitors showing the Billy West comedies will get the most possible advantage
out of them.
In a letter to exhibitors attention is
called to the fact that these waltzes cannot be purchased in any store, but that they
will be furnished by the King Bee Co., so
that they can be given away to patrons.
It is suggested that the distribution of these
•should be undertaken on the evening that
the Billy West comedies are shown.
In addition King Bee is furnished matrices of the music to any newspapers that
will agree to print them, and already the
demand has been heavy for these. It is
suggested to the manager that he should
have his musicians play these waltzes on
the nights that the pictures arc shown and
at the «amc Umc thm b'- mnkf the an-

of Exhibitors

in Distributing Musie
nouncements through the use of slides.
Awards for writing the best words to
accompany the music are also suggested.
These could be either worked by the theatre
itself or through the local newspaper. Of
course, in arranging any sort of a contest
that requires the use of the mails you want
to be sure to get the approval of your local
postal officials so that you will not violate
the very strict rulings that are now in
force.
King Bee is also sending the exhibitors
suggestions for copy which can be painted
on three or eight sheets, or used for slides
or newspaper advertising. Co-operation of
the exchange men is also asked in another
series of letters so that there will be no
chance of the exhibitor not knowing the
opportunity that he has for widespread publicity at small cost. One thing that especially commends this plan is that the music
goes into the homes and has a permanent
advertising value — something that is not
true in the case of the ordinary herald or
throw-away.

Picture

News

The Solemn Truth Satirized
{Continued from page 827)
Camera Man.
Bully for you; double pay after six
o'clock; that's the proper way to do it.
Director.
(Grins.)
It isn't my money, Billy. '
Star.
(To Director.)
Say, I want you to distinctly understand
that I won't stand for this kind of monkey business and I mean it— I won't stand
for it.
Director.
(Pointing to it.)
Right over there is a nice velvet couch,
if
andyousit won't
down. stand for it— go over there
A Voice from the Extras.
How about our supper?
Director.
Go to the restaurant, order what you
like, I'll O. K. the checks. Come on Billy,
I'm dead tired. We'll have a bottle of
wine or two, the firm buys after six.
Exit Director followed by Camera man.
Star.
Sits on sofa, sighs, shakes head wearily.
Extras exit.
Property man makes out an expense slip.
" Pins for picture, $1.50."
[Our thanks — or apologies — are due to the
companies whose " stills " have provided illustrations for tliis feature. The PhtheRolin comedies were drafted for the one on
the opposite page; Tivede-Dan, of Jester
Comedies, is to the left, and above is a
moment in Vitagraplis "A Mother's .Son."]
Strand

Closing
Salaries
Not

Cut

in

Manager Harold Edel, of the Strand theatre in New York, announced this week
that despite the fact a pro-rata plan for
the reduction of employees' salaries for the
Tuesday each week the theatre is to be
closed has been submitted to and accepted
by all employees of the house, the Board
of
Directors
salaries
in full.has voted to' pay all weekly

Kind of a Fellow Is —
Winik?
(Continued from page 835)
conversation is a camouflage in more ways
than one. As a matter of fact, he listens
closely and takes advice freely.
In buying pictures, however, he consults
himself alone, and is strangely silent. He
buys suddenly out of the clear sky and pays
big amounts for big pictures.
Mr. Winik's qualifications lead us to the
firm belief that he is going to be some
figure in the film business here. Our belief
is supported by his conduct of the affairs of
W. H. Productions, in which he has done
the " crazy " thing of treating his buyers of
territory with the utmost consideration and
all around service.
We, for one, are going to watch Winik.
What

February
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E.
W.
Big Big
Big Big
N.
S. Ave.
ADVENTURES OF CAROL (Madge Evans— World) . . Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
ALIAS MRS. JESSOP (Emily Stevens— Met.)
Big Ave. Ave,
ALIMONY (Lois Wilson— First National)
Big Ave.
Poor
ALL FOR A HUSBAND (Virginia Pearson— Fox)
Big Big
AMERICAN WIDOW, AN (Ethel Barrymore— Met.) .. . Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.
ANTICS OF ANN (Ann Pennington— Para.)
Ave.
Extra
Extra
AUCTION BLOCK, THE (Rex Beacli Production— Gold.)
Big Big
TITLE, STAR. AND BRAND

AWAKENING, THE (Montagu Love, Dor. Kelly— World) Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
BABES IN THE WOOD (Fox Kiddies— Fox St.)
BAB'S MATINEE IDOL (Marguerite Clark— Para.)
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
BABBLING TONGUES (Ivan Production— St. R.)
Big
Ave. Ave.
Big
BECAUSE OF A WOMAN (Belle Bennett— Tri.)
Big
BOTTOM OF THE WELL, THE (Evart Overton— Vita.) Ave.
Ave. Ave.
BRANDED SOUL, A (Gladys Brockwell— Fox)
CAMILLE (Theda Bara- Fox)
CINDERELLA MAN, THE (Mae Marsh— Gold.)

CLEVER MRS. CARFAX (Julian Eltinge— Para.)
COLD DECK, THE (William S. Hart— Lynch) .. .
COME THROUGH (Herbert Rawlinson— Jewel). .
DAUGHTER OF DESTINY (Madame Petrova—FirstNat.)
DAUGHTER
OF THE GODS (Annette KeUermann—
Fox St.)..
DEVIL STONE, THE (Geraldine Farrar- Art.)
DOOR BETWEEN, THE (Ruth Clifford- Blue)
DRAFT 258 (Mabel TalUaferro— Met.)

Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Big
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Big Ave.
Big
Ave. Ave.

Extra

Dig Ave. Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave.
Big
Big
Extra
Extra
Big Big
Big Big
Big Big
Big
Ave.
Big Big Ave.

Ave.

Big
Ave.

Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Extra Extra Extra

Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
EASY MONEY (Ethel Clayton— World)
ETERNAL MOTHER, THE (Ethel Barrymore— Met.) . . Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
ETERNAL TEMPTRESS (Lina Cav^ieri— Para.)
Big
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.
FAIR BARBARIAN (Vivian Martin— Para. )
Big
Big Ave. Ave.
Big Ave.
FANATICS (J. Barney Sherry— Tri.)
Big Big
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
FETTERED WOMAN, THE (Alice Joyce— Vita.)
Big Ave. Ave.
Big Ave.
FIGHTING BACK (William Desmond— Tri.)
Ave.
Ave.
Big
FOR Gold.)
THE FREEDOM OF THE WORLD (SpecialBig Big Big Big
Big
FRANCE IN ARMS (Pathe)
Ave.
FUEL OF LIFE, THE (Belle Bennett— Tri.)
Ave. Ave. Ave.
GAME OF WITS, A (Gail Kane— Mutual)
GARDEN OF ALLAH, THE (Selig Special Production)..
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
GIFT O' GAB (Jack Gardner— K.E.S.E.)
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
GIRL ANGLE, THE (Anita King— Mut.)

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
"Fair show; did not draw." "Star good, everyone liked it" (E.). "Don't care
for child stars." "Very good child drama."
'Good show, star not popular." "Very good picture." "Title killed it." "Very
good, really
funny,playpleased,
small crowd."
"Nicely
presented
that thoroughly
pleased our patrons."
"Big business, but without any exception the biggest piece of cheese I ever
ran"
(N.).
"Worth
the
money
—
good
comedy"
(N.). (For further comment,
see issue of Jan. 12.)
"Good, clean, average business getter." "Good, but patrons like Ethel Barryin dramatic
better.*'on fine for three days." "Good business, well
"Patrons more well
pleased."roles "Went
liked
by
all."
"Star
unknown
"Very good." (For
other comment, see issues of Dec.here"
27 and(S.).Feb. "Good."
2,}
"Strong play well acted." "Too much action, but got by with it." "Typica 1
Goldwyn — made 'em come again." "Good picture, pleased." "Greatfpic ture."
drawing power." (For further comments, see issue
of Jan. "This
12 andpicture
Feb. has
2.)
» s
"A good interest sustaining picture." "Better than average." "Photography
excellent,
production."
picture."good for children" (W.).
'Fairy
tales average
do not draw"
(N. and "Good
E.). "Extra
"Fairly good." "Not as good as other Babs." "Poor business, picture only
fair,
have12 had
of Jan.
and enough
Feb. 2.)of the Bab series." (For further comments, see issues
"One of best acted dramas ever produced, good surprise finish" (S.l. "Fine
picture." "A very good picture" (S.). "People seemed to like it" (N.).
"Nothing to it but title, poor picture, big business first day" (S.).
"Good show." "Pleasing picture, but would stand trimming — too long."
"A good interest holding picture."
"Melo
— pleased;
elaborate
(S.).stories."
"Too much
sex; program
stuff."—
"Poor."
"Public
does notproduction"
like Mexican
"Poorest
of the week
poorest Fox picture for many weeks. Brockwell not at her best."
"Great"
"Patrons
well pleased"
(N.). (E.).
(For other
comment,
see issue (N.).
of Feb."Great
2.) picture, Bara fine in part"
"Very good — great cast." "Entertaining, appealing, elevating" (N.). "This
picture I would call 'beautiful'; direction, 'wonderful'; settings, 'magnificent';
cast, 'exceptional'; the kind of picture I like to rave over" (S.). "Deserves a
niche among the screen's greatest." "Good picture, well received." "High
class production." "Good picture." "Great — should have drawn better" (E.).
"Best by far Goldwyn has turned out." "A great picture; splendid production." "Very, very pleasing." "Kind that pleases all." "Best Marsh release." "A very good picture."
"Clever female impersonator; not so good in this one, though they seem to like
it." "Deserved better biz." "Just a picture." "Good picture." "Fair picture, no business." "Very good." "Good comedy, will be appreciated by
any audience." "This star is good, but not extra strong at the box-office yet
may improve." "Good, but has not drawing power."
"A picture that pleased." "He is a good drawing card." "Dandy Hart picture."
"Best Hart ever made." "Pleased, big business." "Too dark — photography
poor." "Good box-office attraction." "Good Hart subject."
"Rattling good picture." "Four big days on this." "Did greater business on
this than Hart two weeks before" (W.). "Patrons well pleased." "Photography
splendid." "Too much footage." "Good picture, pleased all." "A very
good picture,
four days."
"Very fine subject."
" 'Petrova's
best,'drewwas well
the for
comment
of my audience."
"Broke all records" (S.).
"Fine production, very pleasing, star excellent" (E.). "Did not appeal very
strong to our patrons, just an average business" (N.). "Splendid picture,
but box-office said otherwise" (W.). "Not Farrar's best." "Great picture,
but did not get us much business; on two days."
"Not
as most Bluebirds, not a good character for Salisbury" (E.).
"Veryas pleasing
good" (N.).
"Very nice picture for this time" (E.). "A great patriotic picture (N.). "A
strong
patriotic
quite upwith
to our'Slacker';
expectations
a business getter."
"Excellent,
but picture,
public notconfuses
Missas Talliaferro's
acting
specially commented on as superb" (N.). "We change every day as a rule;
ran this three days, to better business third than first — a winner." "Good
drawing card." "Very good feature." "Best picture we have had — not a
— left picture
fine impression."
"Akick
pleasing
— this star improving" (W.). "Star fine, show good" (N.).
"Star very popular" (N.). "Ethel Clayton pleases always."
"Good
picture,
not
much not
drawing
"These
kind ofgood
pictures
draw." "Good picture,
much power"
drawing (N.).
power."
"Pleasing,
story don't
with
moral." "Star not popular."
"Just a picture — nothing to rave over." "Star does not register, poor picture."
"Very good" (S.). "Fine production, poor box-office attraction." "Very
good, poor business." "Too heavy, not enough laugh" (W.).
"Extra good." "Good comedy, but 'local color' simply awful." "Best Parapicture in many
"Very goodmountpicture,
star nomonths."
draw here" (S.). "Not up to standard, but drew
rather good here" (W.).
"Ordinary picture." "Star not popular." "Program stuff."
"Good Western." "Only fair." "Fair picture." "Did not please patrons."
"Good picture." "Nice pictvu'e." "Two days' capacity and pleased everyone."
"Good picture of its kind, well liked, big business" (W.).
"Great picture." "Too monotonous." "Great stuff — should go big." "Good
drawing average
power."audience." "Poor." "Title Very Bad" (S.). "Does not hold
"Pleased
the interest" (N.).
"Best Mutual we have ever played" (S.). "Patrons all satisfied" (N.).
"Too dry — yet good picture. Not a money getter" (N.). "Great big moneygetter,pleasing;
fine picture"
"An elaborate
picture, but
but failed
didn't todraw."
"Very
Gardner(N.).
a comer."
"Good picture,
repeat after
first day" (W.). "Light comedy — very entertaining" (W.).
"Very cute picture." "Forced comedy, not liked generally by patrons." "Good
Western."
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TITLE, STAR, AND BRAND
GOODWorld)
FOR NOTHING, THE (Blackwell-Greeley —
GRELL MYSTERY, THE (Earl Williams— Vita.)
HER HOUR (Kitty Gordon— World)
ACRIFICE (Alice Brady— Sel.)
HIS MOTHER'S BOY (Charles Ray— Para.)
HUNGRY HEART. THE (Pauline Frederick— Para.) .
IN THE BALANCE (Earl Williams— Vita.)

S. W.
N.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
dg
Big
Big
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
E.

Rirr Riff
rNDISCREET CORINNE (Olive Thomas— Triangle).. .
Ave.
JACK AND JILL (Pickford-HuSf— Para.)
... Ave. Ave.

JOHNButterfly)
ERMINE OF YELLOWSTONE (Francis FordJUDGMENT
HOUSE (Stuart Blackton ,
ProductionPara.)

Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Poor Ave.

KILL- JOY, THE (Mary McAUster— K.E.S.E.)
LAND OF PROMISE (Billie Burke— Para.)
LASH OF POWER (Carmel Myers— Blue.) ,
LEARNIN'
OF JIM BENTON
Stewart—Pathe)
Tri.)
LITTLE PATRIOT,
THE (Baby(RoyOsborne—
LITTLE PRINCESS, THE (Mary Pickford- Art.)

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big

LOVE LETTERS (Dorothy Dalton— Para.)
LONE WOLF, THE (Brenon Production— Sel.)

Ave.
Big

oig
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Bip
Ave.
Big

Ave. Ave.
Big

LOVE DOCTOR, THE (Earl Williams, Vita.)
Ave,
Ave.

LUST OF THE AGES (LilUan Walker— Ogden Pict. Co.).
MAGDA (Clara Kimball Young— Sel.)
MAID OF BELGIUM (Alice Brady— World)

Ave. Ave.
Big

Ave. Ave.
Big Ave.
MAN FROM MONTANA (Neal Hart— Uni.)
Ave. Ave.
Big
MAN TRAP, THE (Herbert Rawlinson— Blue.)
Big
MANX
MAN,
THE
(Geo.
Loane
Tucker
ProductionAve.
Gold.)
Big Ave.
MAN WITHOUT A COUNTRY (Jewel Production)...
MARKED MAN, A (Harry Carey— Blue.)
MARK OF CAIN (Mrs. CasUe-A. Moreno— Pathe)

Ave. Ave. Ave.

MARRIAGE SPECULATION, THE (Mildred Manning
—Vita.)
MATERNAL SPARK, THE (Irene Hunt— Tri.j
MATEMut.)
OF THE SALLY ANN (Mary Miles Minter—
MEDICINE MAN, THE (Roy Stewart— Tri.)
MISSMut.JACKIE
OF THE ARMY (Margarita Fischer—
J

Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Poor
Ave Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Extra
Extra Extra
Big Big
Big Ave.
Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave.

MISS U. S. A. (June Caprice— Fox)
MODERN MUSKETEER, A (Doug. Fairbanki— Art.:
MOLLY ENTANGLED (Vivian Martin— Para.)
MOTH, THE (Norma Talmadge— Sel.)
MRS. DANE'S DEFENSE (Pauline Frederick —Para. ) .
MY LITTLE BOY (Ella Hall— Blue.)
NAN OF MUSIC MOUNTAIN (Wallace Reid— Para.).
NEARLY MARRIED (Madge Kennedy —Gold.)

Ave. Ave. Ave.

NEW YORK LUCK 'William Ru»»ell — Mut.) .

Ave. Ave. Ave.

News

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE

"Average picture" (W.). "Good picture" (S.).
"Excellent picture." "Best Williams picture in some time — held the interestXto
"Good picture" (N.). "Rattling good detective story" (E.) "Not up to.
Williams' standard." "Not as pleasing as some."
"Very good." "Kitty Gordon popular, story good." "Average program."
"Best picture Kitty Gordon has appeared in."
"Good." "Not consistent with Select Standard — star good."
"Very good picture, star will draw better-in time." "Too much 'silly kid' stuff."
"Did not please or do as well as previous Ray pictures."
"Excellent attraction for two days." "Nothing wonderful." "Not good enough."
"Very
a little
see issuegoodof —Jan.
19.) slow, but holds the audience." (For further comment,
"The usual Earl Williams picture; pleases some, but star does not vary recently
in his characterizations." "Biggest business we have ever done on Williams"
(S.). "Excellent; gave entire satisfaction." "Publicity of 'The Hillman,'
from which it is taken, will get the money if exploited properly." "Good
"Olive Thomas is a comer." "Fine picture." "Pleased my patrons." "This
star getting very popular." "Ordinary." "Fair picture." "A great picture."
Ave. "Pickford
a young Douglas Fairbanks. Huff also clever. "Only fair." "Very
good."
picture.""Name hurts this." "Pleased men only." "Play it— a sure-fire hit — I
shall repeat it." "Very good picture." "Good picture." "Terrible title —
fair picture." "Fair only." "Pleasing little picture, but poor title — should
have called it 'The Fighting Kid' or something similar" (N.). "We covered
title Jack and Jill on all posters" (W.).
Ave. "Good Indian picture." "O. K."
a fair production." "Fair picture only." "Will do business if handled
Ave. "Only
well, it pleased all." "Fairly interesting production of a big story." "Very
hard to understand — poorly connected, not liked" (W.). "Great picture, ilo
box-office power" (N.). "No better than anybody's regular service" (N.).
power; McAlister clever, but the story is absolutely unAve. "Pleasing, no drawing
reasonable, and director on location bad" (W.). "Fair picture" (N.).
"Has the merit of being different, only my patrons did not care for the story
"Opinion divided, just a fair picture and average drawing card."
Ave. "Excellent
picture." "Poor picture for Bluebird." "Only fair."
"A
goodenough
Westernfor drama."
Ave.
Bip "Good
any theatre to show."
"Good picture." "Picture too kiddish, did not pass at all." "A good picture
Big
for a kids' Saturday matinee." "No box-office value." "Satisfactory."
"Only fair." "Not up to recent plays, only fair business.' 'Adults passed
"Very good." "Fair only." "Nothing extra, didn't draw." "Fine picture."
it up,
of
Jan.too19 kiddish.
and Feb.Just
2.) a fair production." (For other comment, see issues
Ave. "Good
production, ordinary story."
"Excellent." "Return business to capacity." "Going big on second week" (W.).
"Extra big entire week." "Swell picture" (N.). "A great picture, and a good
Big
drawing card, with plenty of exciting situations." "Could recommend this
theatre."
"Asubject
wiimer."for any
"Story
'impossible' — star going back as drawing card." "Star
draws, picture not up to standard." "Good stuff." "Not up to standard
but went big." "Fair." "Good, clean picture, fair business getter."
"Fine production — good theme." "Fair box-office picture — draggy" (W.).
"Fine — artistic, but didn't draw, or please any too well." "Very good feature,
storygood
great;
big money-getter if handled right." "Pleased."
Big"Very
picture."
see
issue of
Jan. 19.)"Good picture, but did not draw." (For other comment,
Ave.
"Very good." "This star always does average business." "Good picture and
very pleasing." "Fine, good photography." "Star popular, picture pleased.'
"A great picti^re — a wonder." "Very pleasing picture, went over well in my
Ave.
Big
house"
(E.). "Anything but 'pleasing'" (S.).
Ave. "Very good."
"Fair picture."
"Not especially
about 50-50." "Interesting, entertaining, big business." "Highwell
classliked,
picture."
"Turned hundreds away first night" (N.). "Very good picture, not so much
pulling power" (W.). "Wonderful picture — a little too long" (N.). "Fine
picture." "Should have drawn better." "Drew well, though rather too long
due to English style of directing and acting."
"Great, if publicity is properly handled." "Fine patriotic production that any
American audience will like." "Extra good attraction." "Great businei
Ave
Ave. 'Good
secondbusiness,
day." fine, pleased."
"Good picture, excellent photography, beautiful settings, no pulling power" (W)
"Nothing extra — patrons satisfied." "This picture pleased and drew extra
big business two days" (E.). "Fair picture — best Mrs. Castle has appeared
in, no pulling power." "Very good plot — exceptional."
different
Ave. 'Very
'Not agood,
drawing
card."sort of story."
Poor
Ave. "Very good offering" (N.). "Great entertainment." "Not popular kind
picture" (N.).
Ave. "Good
Western." "Average production." "Good business, hardly up to standard of previous Stewart productions."
'A pleasing little picture — not big." "Fair, not good business-getter." "Bad —
Ave. "Good." "Best program picture in long time; S. R. O. the second day." "Great
not much."
matinee
picture." "Poor direction" (W.). "Fine patriotic picture" (N.).
Big
"A very pretty picture, delighted all; up to the Fox standard — pleasing subject,
very
-'j i Doug,
Big "Splendid, a patriotic"
knockout" (N.).
(E.). "Best Fairbanks yet" (S.). "Best thing
Extra
has
done"
(W.).
'^
Ave. "Good picture." "Very nice, star well liked." "Good." "Another— like '—this
and 'good night.' " "Pretty good picture." "Just a picture."
Big "Excellent,
star rapidly coming to the front." "Wonderfully produced, detail
perfect." "Very good here" (W.). (For other comment, see issue of Feb. 2.)
"Very good." "Excellent picture, but hardly a show for the tired business man."
"Good production; story did not register." "Very good picture, but expected
more Christmas
from Pauline."
Ave. "Fine
picture, pleased everyone." "One of the best Bluebird hai
made." "Everyone satisfied, splendid cast, went over big in high class locality."
"Good." "In a dress suit would make a bigger hit." "Very good." "Exciting
Western with very pleasing effects." "Great picture." "Extra good show"
(W.).
<
Ave. "Comedy one of best shown; star rapidly coming to front." Photography wonderful,
star
has
advantage
of
appearing
in
best
Goldwyn
has
put
out."
"Great." sec
"Well
clean26.)comedy." "A magnetic star." (For other
issueliked,
of Jan.
Ave. "Acomment,
very good picture."
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TITLE, STAR, AND BRAND
OUTSIDER, THE (Emmy Wehlen— Met.) .
OUTWITTED (EmUy Stevens— Metro.) ... .

E.
Big
Ave.

W.
Big
N.

Big
OVER THERE (Charles Richman, Alice Q. Nielson— Sel.) . Ave.
PAINTED MADONNA. THE (Sonia Markova— Fox) . Ave.
Big
Big
PAY ME (Jewel Production)
Ave.
PLEASE HELP EMILY (Ann Murdock— Mut.)
POPPY (Norma Talmadge— Sel.)
Big
PRIDE OF NEW YORK, THE (Geo. Walsh— Fox)
Ave. Ave.
PRINCESS VIRTUE (Mae Murray— Blue.)
REACHING FOR THE MOON (Douglas Fairbanks— Big
— (Art.)
Big
REDEMPTION (Evelyn Nesbit Thaw— State R.)
RED, WHITE AND BLUE BLOOD (Bushman-Bayne—
Met.)
REGENERATES (Alma Reubens— Tri.)
RISE OF JENNIE GUSHING (Elsie Ferguson— Para.) .

Big
Extra

Ave. Ave.
Big
Big Ave.
Ave.
Big Big

ROSE OF BLOOD (Theda Bara— Fox St.)
Ave.
RUNAWAY ROMANY (Marion Davies— Pathe Sp.)... Ave.
Ave. Ave.
SAVAGE. THE (Ruth Clifford— Blue.)
SCANDAL (Constance Talmadge— Sel.)
Ave.
SEA MASTER, THE (WUUam Russell— Mut.)
Ave.
Big Big
Ave. Ave.
SECRET GAME, THE (Sessue Hayakawa— Para.)
SECRET OF THE STORM COUNTRY (Norma Talmadge— Sel.)
Big
Ave.
Big
SEVEN SWANS, THE (Marguerite Clark—Para.)
Big Ave.
SHIRLEY KAYE (C. K. Young— Sel.)
SILENT MAN, THE (Wm. S. Hart— Art.)

Ave.
Big Big
Big Big

SIRENS OF THE SEA (Jewel Production)
SNAP JUDGMENT (WUliam Russell— Mut.)
SQUARE DECEIVER, THE (Harold Lockwood— Met.)

Ave. Ave.

Ave. Poor
Big
STRANDED IN ARCADY (Mrs. Castle— Pathe)
SUDDEN GENTLEMAN, THE (Wm. Desmond— Tri.). Ave.
Ave. Ave.
SUNSHINE ALLEY (Mae Marsh— Gold.)
SYLVIA
OF THEth
SECRET SERVICE (Mrs. Castle—
Pa
e)
TENDERFOOT, THE (Duncan-HoUoway— Vita.)
TENTH CASE, THE (June Elvidge— World)
THAIS (Mary Garden— Gold.)

Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Extra

TOM SAWYER (Jack Pickford— Para.)
Ave.
TWO BIT SEATS (Taylor Hohnes— K.E.S.E.)
Ave.
UNFORESEEN, THE (OUve TeU— Mut.)
Ave.
ITNKNOWN 274 (June Caprice— Fox)
Ave.
UNTIL THEY GET ME (Pauline Hart— Tri. ) .
UP OR DOWN (Geo. Hernandez— Tri.)
Big
VOICE
OF CONSCIENCE, THE (Bushman-Bayne - Ave.
Met.)
Big
WHEN A MAN SEES RED (WiUiam Famum— Fox St.) Big

WILD GIRL, THE (Eva Tanguay— Sel.)
ZEPPELIN'S LAST RAID (U. S. Exh. B. Corp.).

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE

Ave. Ave.
S. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big
Big
Ave
Ave. Ave.
Big
Big Ave.
Ave.
Big
Big Ave.
Big
Big
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big Big
Big

Ave.
Big
Ave.
Extra
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
Poor

"Beautiful picture." "Poor title — fair picture." "Star always dr ws." "Good
picture." "Very good, unusual, new " "Very good picture."
"Story unusual — pleased" (E.). "Wonderful picture" (N.). "Exceptionally
good feature" (W.). "Fine picture, didn't draw" (S.). "Excellent play."
"Very good picture." "Best Emily Stevens has done." "Picture gave perfect
satisfaction." "Good — well liked."
"Very good war picture — drew good business at advanced prices."
"Good picture, star not known." "New star, did not draw." "Just gets by,
not especially pleasing" (N.). "New star, but pleased all" fN.). "The tar
is very poor in this subject" (N.j.
"Fine Western." "Great production that lives up to its advertising."
"Light entertainment." "Not as good as other Empires." "Pleasing comedy
drama." "Fairly good." "An extra good comedy."
"Above the average." "Good production." "Very good business."
"This is a dandy." "Great favorite here." "Ran c'ose second to Fairbanks
'Reaching
for Moon.
Fast gaining in popularity in all our houses." "Great
show." "Star
always pleases."
Ave. "Very
artistic."
"Liked
by
some, not by others." "Too high class for mob."
"Just ordinary." "Pleased some, disappointed others."
Big Big
"Good." "Not up to Fairbanks' standard." "Not his best." "Not as good aa
usual." "Pulled him off fourth day." "Fair — star great card." "Same old
Big Big
smile gets 'em, and they like it." "Just a moving picture, but Fairbanks
popular
ever." card."
"Very good,
not comment,
his best." see"Went
great."
fair
— bigasdrawing
(For but
further
issue over
of Jan.
19.) "Only
Ave.'
"An exceptionally good picture, well acted, good attendance at raised prices."
"Drew big, picture liked." (For other comment, see issue of Dec. 29.)
"Bushman and Bayne are coming back strong." "Very good picture." "Good
— good business getter." "Classy picture, mighty good entertainment."
Ave. Ave. "Show
good."
picture, no pulling power." "Good, but no business."
Big Big
"Patrons
well "Fine
pleased."
Ave. Ave.
"Very pleasing subject." "Pleased — fair crowds." "Pleasing to look at but
did not get over for me." "Too much art — a little more 'hokum,' please."
Big Big
"Very good." "Good picture — Ferguson will prove box-office attraction after
she gets
issue
of known."
Jan. 12.) "Unfavorable title killed it." (For further comments, see
"
'Ideal
'
picture."
"Bara always gets the money here."
Ave.
Ave.
pretty
picture;
star scenery."
good."
Ave. Ave. "Very
"Fine picture." "Good beautiful
of its kind,scenes;
beautiful
"A very fine picture, will absolutely please patrons of any house" (N.). "Miss
Talmadge
greatof inFeb.
this 2.)part." "Went over well" (S.). (For further comment, see isissue
Big
Big Ave.
Ave.
"He is capable of better work." "Star a general favorite." "Not a children's
picture." "Good fight picture." "Good — pleased generally" (W.). "Poor,
Ave. Ave.
vulgar" (N.). "William Russell well liked." "Good."
Big
"Great,
one of Jap's best yet." "Dandy picture, very interesting" (N.). "Good
Big
enough picture, star does not draw here" (N.). "Excellent picture" (W.).
"Good
picture; star
picture-^
star deserves
betteralways
vehicledraws;
than best
this.sheInhasmy done."
opinion "Fairly
star in good
5 months
will
Big
be biggest box-office attraction in the business" (S.). "Very pleasing, well
by all."Christmas fairy tale." "Excellent photography." "Good mat"Anlikedexcellent
inees, poor evenings." "Very good picture of its kind, well suited to women
and kiddies." "Draws for children mostly — children's pictures keep away
an
adult
patronage." "Great holiday bill for the kids."
Ave.. Ave. "Clara Kimball Young never better than in this picture." "Business better
Big
second day than first." "Very nice story." "Best C. K. Young picture yet."
Ave.
Big "History repeats — they are killing off the Westerns" (W.). "Not up to Hart
Big Big
standard" (N.). "Hart pictures seem to all look alike, guns, cowboys, cards,
Big Big
saloons, gambling." "Give Hart a change, like 'Between Men' — dress him up,
if only for a reel or two; my patrons say, 'The same old Hart with the same old
gim." "Getting tired of his pictiires" (N.). "Good" (N.). "Good picture and
went over well" (E.). "One of his best, great drawing card for anyone."
"Patrons Uked this." "A beautiful production." "Well liked."
"One of Russell's best." "Good." "Pleased, good Western." "Fine picture."
"Lockwood always draws." "Much better than average." "Good picture."
"Very pleasing picture." "Production good, star a good card." "Lockwood
at his best." "Very good." "Well liked." "Good picture, didn't draw."
"Excellent, like Lockwood in this kind." "Good picture."
Poor Poor
Big
"Story
overdrawn and uninteresting." "No story — plot bad."
Ave.
Ave.
"Very picture,
good program
picture."draw "Fine
extra."
Ave. Ave. "Fair
star doesn't
yet."picture,
"Very drew
weak."
"Well "Very
liked, good."
but failed
to draw." "Good." "Good picture, photography good." Just a fair picture,
had
no
drawing
power."
"I
would
not
classify
it
as
a
good
program
picture."
(For further comment, see issue of Jan. 19.)
Ave.
to please Castle fans."
Ave.
Big "Seemed
"One of the best Westerns we have ever played" (S.). "Excellent Western with
Big Ave.
plenty
of comedy."
"Average Western." "Good picture."
Ave. Ave.
"Very fair
Western, "Good
no draftWestern."
for this theatre."
good
pictiu'e."
Extra Extra "A
"Record for the house — wonderful production, remarkable achievement even
for Goldwyn" (S.). "Big business, but not as good second day" (W.). "Well
liked, big business .at advanced prices" (E.).
"Bully
picture, had us guessing to handle the crowds." "Excellent — pleased
Ave. Ave.
"Pleases; clear photography." "Comedy drama, pleasing." "Good picture."
Ave.
unknown and a fair release." "Story no good."
greatly."
Ave. Ave. "Star
"A dandy picture" (N.). "The dog carries off the honors." "Acceptable, gets
"Fair."
over fairly well."
"First half
good, last drags."
Ave. Ave. "Excellent."
"Good business
on this."
Big Big "Very poor picture" (N.). "Fair, thafs all" (N.). "Fair production" (W.)
"Rotten" (W.). "Entertaining comedy drama" (W.).
Ave. Ave.
"An excellent picture." "This picture is good, I think star is getting better."
"Fair picture." "One of the best pictures we have run this season — too much
Bushman" (W.). "Very good, liked by all" (N.). "Very good." "Good
"Negro boy very good."
Big Big "A picture."
very fine picture." "Good picture." "A good picture but it will take a little
time to bring back this star." "One great show — star ditto." "Typical
Famum." "Story not liked" (S.). "Remarkable picture." "Great picture,
good
story, (W.).
very well produced, but drew poor business." "Big box-office
attraction"
Ave. Ave. "Nothing
to picture only the direction." "Glad she's making only one picture."
"Veryspectacle,
poor, public
disgusted."
"Good
generally
pleased — more because of the wonders of it than the
story."
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service recommends the
THEATRE programsg
are more for holdin
sending out of three sets
Why
the Program — And
How
of postcards and a letter
'lusiness and getting your
Discussion
of
Some
Essentials
and
Reasons
regular patrons to come
on each production and
oftencr to your theatre
that under the present
for Their Employment in Your
rates of postage this
than for creating new
House Organ
would cost him eight
business. This should always be borne in mind in
cents, while the paper and
printing would cost at least two cents more, and that even
preparing these programs, for too many exhibitors base their plans
if every person addressed came he would get just enough on a
on the bally-hoo style, evidently expecting that these programs
ten cent admission basis to pay the cost of this stunt. Of course,
in themselves will bring new people to their houses. The prono exhibitor changing daily or three times a week should attempt
gram has a most important field, but it is an entirely distinct
one from newspaper displays.
to do this regularl}-, and we don't believe that an exhibitor who
changes every week should get committed to this policy, for
Naturally there are all styles of these programs from thirtjsix page illustrated affairs, often printed in colors, to the single
aside from the expense this system is going to prove a nuisance
sheet, and we will discuss the various classes here, with the to your patrons and they are ver\- likelj- to demonstrate that, to
endeavor to point out the good features and the useless ones.
you by staying away from your house. Once in a while it is a
Starting this week we arc illustrating some of the simpler forms
good plan, but as a policy — NEVER.
\Ne. cite this because the program has just the opposite appeal.
which are comparatively inexpensive and all of which can be
mailed in an ordinary sized envelope.
If you start mailing these weekly programs you will find that
There can be no hard and fast rules made for the design of your regular patrons will feel miffed if the}' do not get one each
week.
the programs, for local conditions have a whole lot to do with it, as
does the class of patronage of the house, the number of changes
You can afford a mailing list and it will build up business for
each week and a dozen other elements that have to be considered
yon if you prepare the attractive sort of a program — one that the
before the manager will get just exactly what he wants. But
people wull preserve for the week and use for reference. W'e
there are a number of general policies that can be followed with
cited recently under one of the articles on " Is This Your Thesuccess and which can be understood from a study of the ones
trc?" the instance of a man who ran a high class neighborhood
illustrated on the opposite page.
house which had proved a failure until he took charge and who
hit upon the idea of getting the numbers of all the autos that
W ith the exception of the folder of the Liberty theatre, Spokane. W ashington, which gives onlj- a single bill and which is visited his house, learning the names of the owners and then
more in the nature of an inducement for people to attend the
mailing them his programs regularly, after he had paved the way
theatre during the days that it covers than a program in itself,
with an introductory letter. It built business for him trethe others illustrated cover at least the attractions for a week.
mendously. Itwill do the same for you. It will build business
for
the
theatre
in the small town exhibitor through his own secW'e
not recommend
to any
but the
theatres
can
tion if he will watch the people who come now and then and
standdo heavy
expenses the
issuance
of largest
a program
for which
less than
mail his programs to them. In these days when nearly every
a week for mailing purposes, and certainly none for a longer
farmer owns a car and distance amounts to little the exhibitor
period except for the " lap-over " which we will explain later.
We are, of course, taking into consideration that the theatre is will do well to develop this trade, and z^'c eniphaiicxiUy say he
can do it.
maintaining a mailing list and that it is sending out these weekly
To all these people on your mailing list, and for that matter
programs to its regular patrons. Thai, and a special effort to
develop the automobile trade of your section by this means, is to those coming to jour theatre to whom you hand copies, you
something that itr strongly recommend in connection zvilh the need to make this attractive so that they will preserve it. Though
house organ.
\ou have to expect a certain amount of \\''aste, the program thrown
Now, the ideal arrange^nt of the program end of the business
on the floor doesn't get you much additional business.
Now, in all of these programs illustrated this week there is
would be to issue a weekly program which is to be mailed and in
an absence of advertising. That is preferable where you can
addition print a small one-sheet program on each attraction.
These could be presented with the program for the week on the
afford to paj' the full expense yourself. In a later article wc
will discuss the sale of space in your program in more detail.
earlier days of the week, and there might be a possible saving on
the latter two days, although we do not believe that this sort of
The next thing to remember — and this is very important —
" saving " pays.
is
that your program is not a dodger, that yon don't have to use
Let us get back to the proposition of the mailing list for a heavy
black type and a lot of gim-crack zvork. What you wani
moment. The only objection that can be found to this is. that it
to
do
is
to use a with
lightface,
plain, readable
type. that
W'e have
these specimens
the purpose
of illustrating
point. selected
is somewhat expensive. One theatre manager asks how he can
Now, let us take up a study of these four programs.
avoid duplication. He complains that he mails his program each
week to a thousand persons and that if that thousand do come
That of the City theatre, Newark, N. J., is printed on Iniff
stock of fairly light weight. The paper itself is 6 inches in
to the theatre he has to give each one of these another program.
by 10^4 width. It folds twice and thus fits into an ordinary
The answer to that question is that if the thousand copies that depth
envelope.
he has mailed have brought the people to his house they have been
Two things especially commend this program. In the first place
north many limes over to him the amount of expense that they
caused.
the ca^t of a number of the pictures is used, a valuable thing
especially where the program is distributed in the theatre itself.
Especially in the case of theatres catering to the family trade,
The general plan in the construction of a picture is for the entire
• ' Kl^orhood houses and houses in the smaller communities,
cast to be given at the beginning of the film or the names to be
;:illy where the newspaper facilities are poor, we believe
stated as the various characters enter. But in either case the
.' ly strongly in the mailing list idea and urge its use for the
names are likely to be forgotten, or the patron may not at that
program. We believe that this is worth a great deal more
moment be interested in the personality of an actor, but before
than a constant succession of heralds, etc. — a game that has been
the picture is over he may want to know his name because he
verj' badly overworked. In this connection one exhibitor has
has been impressed with his work. There are often some of the
called our attention to the manner in which the letter and post(Continued on page 843)
card idea has been overworked. He calls attention that one
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How
Some Successful Houses Prepare Their Programs
Both sides of the pages of these house organs are reproduced here, one under each other. Comment on them appears in the article on
the opposite page.
Saturday. January 19
Special For "Kiddies* Matinee Sho'
CONQUEST
Safe and SanePICTURES
Pictures

tAonixy anil TueRilay, Jomiary 21-22
MRS. VERNON CASTLE
"THE MARK OF CAIN"

"PULLING UP THE RIVER"
Wcdnewlay, Jonaary 23
EMILY STEVENS
HAROLD LOCKWOOD
In "THE AVENGING TRAILMACK SWAIN
In "AMBROSE'S
LOVE"
L'Ko
FarciICYComedy
Piillic^Two-Act
Pictorial
Revue

Tharwday nntl Fritlay, Janaary 24-25
In "TUENORMA
SECRETTALMADGE
OF THE STORM
Prom ths book of (ho tuimo hSbO bj
I WHITE
COUNTRy*
Addd Attrartioo Friday
O'CONNELL
reatnredMOLLIE
lo Uio Fonr-Aci
FoJcon Runil F
"HER OLD-FASHIONED DAD
iaturday,
26
vn,UAM Janoary
S- HART

'Monday
«nd Tnetday, FARRAB
Januai7 2S-29
■ dERALDltffi
In "THE DEVIL STONE"
For Our Patrons:
You can obtain a complete set of Portraits of Paramount and Artcraft
Stars by sending this coupon and lOc
in stampstures orCorporation,
coin to485Paramount
PicFifth Ave.,
New York, N."Y.
CITY THEATRE
Seventh & Orange Streets. Newark, N. J.

Saturday, February 2
HERBERT RAWLINSON
In -THE HIGH SIGN"
"Kiddie
Show" Saturday
CHARLIE
CHAPLEVMatinee
In "CARMEN"

'The I

AT YOUR THEATRE
7th LBON
& Orange
Sts., Muudm
Newark,
O. MUMPORD,
DIrcdarN. J.
Tclcrhonc I3S1 Branch Brook
PROGRAM, JAN. 19th
1to FEB. 2d, '18
SUNDAY. JANUARY 27
BENEFIT
Soldiers
Tobacco
Fund
Program subject to change without notice

COMING ATTRACTIONS
MAE MARSH, TOM MOORE and
GEORGE FAWCETT

COMING ATTRACTIONS
GERAI-DINE
..ilh WAtXACEFARRAR
REID
"The Devil Stone"

TO ELMWOOD THEATRE
PATRONS :

7HAIS

)LMWOOD
THEATRE

ATTRACTIONS
PATHFINDERS
'THE PURE WATE R IN THE

SUNDAY, JAN. 20
EDNA GOODRICH
h WILLIAM DAVIDSON

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG

We Recommend
To You
'THE AUCTION

PROGRAM
WEEK BEGINNINQ
MON. UAN. 21

BLOCK"

GRYN N- BARRET
-Kiddie Show" Satttrday Matitrce
MARGUERITE CLARK
In -SILKS AND SATINS"

HAROLD LLOYD

January 30
TAYLOR , HOLMES

»«v* xonr UMUit at tb* twn offlc*

DOUGLAS FA
"Down To Earth"

HAROLD LOCKWOOD
"The Square Deceiver"

Shirley Kaye"
MARGARITA FISCHER
"The Man Hater"

"The Screen Fan"

"Molly Go Get 'Em"

Universal Animated Weekly

' "GirlsTou"Know"
C.llloB A^^oTolSwilh Beo^

"High, Low and The Game"

The Week's Programme

Motion

Seeinq
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PROBABLY the most striking single
number that has ever been tried in any
motion picture house marks the power of
tlie combination of the picture and the
human voice, of lighting effects and music
at the Rialto this week. The climax comes
with the recital of " Verdun " by Miss
Mary Lawton, the noted dramatic reader.
But first let us see the part that the screen
had, for it was the picture that led up to
this, the picture that stamped the recital
in its full meaning on the minds of everyone, that sealed the impression as a lasting one.
This recital comes immediately after the
ending of the Animated Magazine, in fact
literally joined to it, as you will see. The
Animated opens with pictures of American
troops at some of their training stunts in
France, opening to' " Hands Across the
Sea "wonderful
and changing
to " Over
Thereof " the
as
the
silhouette
views
soldiers starting for the battle line are
shown. Then follow pictures of aeroplanes
for our fliers and Patrick O'Brien, the
American airman who escaped from the
Germans and then a Hy Mayer cartoon
showing an eagle battered by the sky traffic
— airships. All these scenes were given with
" Aviation Tournament." There was a
human touch with pictures of pelicans observing meatless day at the New Orleans
zoo, for which " Indianola " was the music,
and then pictures of the Bemis, N. H.,
railroad wreck and the washout on a Washington railroad, with " Symphonette."
Power of the screen was shown in a
remarkable way in the next number which
pictures the war council at Washington
and then showed but three figures, first
Senator Chamberlain who got a big hand.
Senator Stone for whom the theatre was
filled with hisses, and then Roosevelt — and
then the audience went wild. The music
for this was distinctly appropriate—
" There'll Be a Hot Ti me in the Old Town
Tonight."
Note, after the war element had liecn
allowed to drop out for a little while, how
it was brought back with a smasli. and to
accomplish a purpose. French reinforcements in Italy got a big hand to the music
of " Lc Pcdre de Victoire" and then the
French aviators being decorated increased
the enthusiasm with " Marseillaise " being
played as the French troops were reviewed.
All of this led quite smoothly into pictures of Verdun as it looks today after
the years of German fire. The audience
sat in rapt attention, expecting something
to happen, but not exactly what did. Toward the end of this picture, with the
scenes still being shown on the screen,
there appeared in first hardly discernable
letters and then growing bolder the immortal war cry of the French, " They
Shall Not Pass." Of course this brought
a torrent of applau.sc, but wait.
The animated was over, the black curtain had fallen and the words were still
before the audience. Then the curtains
over the display panels at either side of

Picture

News

and the next picture is started and then
lilc off unseen. The spirit of the creation
lives with yon, but you are not brought
bacli with a jump to the mechanics of it.
" Mt. Hood," a Universal scenic, was
used largely because it gave an opportunity
for the orchestra to play the second number of the " Peer Gj'nt " suite, a wonderful
composition, and a second short scenic was
" Garden Spot of the World." pictures of
Sweden played with the " Swedish ProBrilliant lighting effects were achieved
cessional."
during the rendition of " The Armorer's
Song " from " Robin Hood " by Emanuel,
List, basso profundo. Here the center
of the huge dome was in light green, with
the center in red, then a row of blue and
red again with the stage bathed in red,
with the flashing light effect as from the
armorer's fire. The other musical number
of " Polonaise," played by the orchestra.
" is
theDorothy
feature Dalton
and therein is" aFlare-Up
splendid Sal
comedy

the screen parted and the center curtain
disclosed Miss Lawton. One of the panels
showed the Germans in the distance firing
on the city, the other the scenes from the
explosions in Verdun. The lighting effects.
Miss Lawton's costume, all was in the red
and then came her recital with the strains
of the " Marseillaise," the music of the
battle, the roll of drums and the crash of
cannons, while the firing effects with the
lights added to the realism. We have
never seen a more gripping thing staged
and the audience burst into applause. But
the real moment had not come for on
the panel at the left appeared the figure
of Joan of Arc on horseback, while Miss
Lawton added her appeal for France. And
when it was over there was a wild audience in the Rialto.
In the overture this week, selections
from " Tannhauser," Mr. Rothapf el has
achieved the most striking yet of his combinations ofthe orchestra and chorus. First
the orchestra renders a number of the
selections and then the chorus, behind the
curtains is heard in one of the selections,
and then the orchestra takes up the music
alone, and finally the curtains on the stage
part and reveal the female chorus and those
in the display panels the male members.
Now here is a lit,tle point for exhibitors
who are trying to do things with music
and singing in their theatres. As a matter
of fact it applies to everything you do.
You know how it breaks into the spirit of
a performance to have to watch a string
of performers march off the stage.
Rothapfcl avoids this. He can do it with
the central stage by letting the curtains
fall from either side, but not with the
display panels, so the male singers stand
there until after the lights are dimmed

in " Flis Hidden Purpose," a Mack Sennetl
creation that again introduced the wonderful cat that created such a riot of laughter
at the Rialto at its first appearance.
This bill at the Rialto this week is
probably much more than other exhibitors
can do, but it is interesting to all because
it docs show that the picture is the basis
of entertainment and it shows how the
picture builds up the dramatic strength of
every presentation. It shows, too, that the
■zvay to make the whole town come to your
theatre and keep coming, is to try to do
something new every week, but never to
abandon the picture as the basis of it. That
is one of the secrets of Rothapfel's wonsuccess. He
on" thea
musical derful
number.
He doesn't
links it "put
up with
picture and as striking as the number is
you remember the picture too.
And that's the reason why one always
expects to see a good show at the Rialto.
Any picture can be strengthened and improved by the surroundings that you give
it. Try it once.

HAROLD EDEL achieves a splendid
effect this week with the overture,
"Roumanian Poem," which is put on with
lighting and scenic effects that have seldom
been equaled. The tumultuous applause
was sure appreciation of the big audience.
It is a descriptive melody opening with
church bells ringing announcing the approach of the national fete, then shepherds
playing, night, and the moon comes up,
then the clouds gather and a terrible storm
comes. Tlie effects of the lighting and
the rain were perfect, so realistic that the
audience here burst into applause. Then
came morning and the festival, finally ending with the Roumanian national air.
Strand Topical opens with a ParamountBray "Young America in Winter" and
then shows a Pathe picture of ice-bound
Pittsburg and then another Bray, Mrs. Bell
and her cats. The pictures of Chamberlain. Stone and Roosevelt, the same as

were shown at the Rialto, got the same
sort of a reception, cheers for all but
Stone and hisses for him. Building
wooden ships and Los Angeles oil men
rushing the supply followed. French reinforcements for Italy got a big hand as
(lid the G. A. R. at Camp Kearney. The
Topical ends with the same pictures of
our boys in France as are described in the
Rialto article.
Mabel Normand showed her popularity
for there were hundreds waiting for admission when we left the theatre at 9.30
p. m. " Dodging a Million " is full of
comedy and there is more comedy of the
patriotic sort in " Putting Fritz on the
Water
Wagon."
Bruges,
" is
the
scenic.
Rosa "Lind
and Belgium
Anita Tagel
are heard in a duet from " Lakme " and
Herbert Watcrous in "I Want What I
Want " and " Hearts Bowed Down," both
of which delighted.
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Metro has offered an artistic
folder which its exchanges are
sending to exhibitors and 'which
could be adapted to use of the exhibitors themselves. The front
page, as reproduced here, would
make an attractive card for lobby
display, for it is tzventy inches in
length and printed in five colors.
The beautiful portrait of the
star, Viola Dana, could also be
used for attractive cut-outs for
display all around the lobby, with
the smaller figures of the girl in
the blue jeans.
Opposite side of the folder gives
scenes from the production and
provides address space.
This is the sort of exploitation
matter that attracts real attention.
v:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiii!iin:iiiiii:iiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;!i:i^

Some

Suggestions

On

House

Taken From
{Continued from page 840)
lesser characters that attract attention, and
these cause " word of mouth " advertising
that is invaluable. Any motion picture
page editor who has ever conducted a
" Questions and Answers " department will
testify to the interest in who pla3^ed this
or that part in a particular film. We would
strongly advise printing the full cast of
every feature picture. It takes up a little
room and it may not bring any immediate
business, but it is one of the best helps
we know of in building up the good will
of a house — in giving it tone.
The second strong point is the "lap over"
idea to which we have referred. While
the City theatre program covers two weeks,
it also covers the Saturday following the
two weeks, so that those who get the program on Fridaj', February 1, will have the
announcement of the Saturday show, and
we presume that the new programs will be
distributed on that Saturday.
The chief thing that we do not like is
the fact that the program does cover
t^vo weeks. We would strongly recommend only one week, with the "lap-over"
announcement. Two weeks is a little too
long to expect people to preserve the program, and it has another fault that we
have stressed in the case of newspaper advertising, that is, it invites the patron to
postpone his attendance to another week
when he sees the announcement of some
picture that he likes better. Of course,
even a weekly program has some of this
fault, and this should not be aggravated
by the extension of the time. There is a
slight saving in expense, but we believe
that the City would find the increase from
a weekly sheet fully justified.
Next let's take
Theatre Louisian
Baton Rouge, La. the
This town has a U. a,S.

Programs

the Work of Exhibitors
census population of 16,000, and in addition
is the seat of the state university and the
state capital. And, in passing, let us say
that it has an enterprising manager in P.
E. Coe, who was the one that invented the
phrase you will see on his program, " Did
it ever occur to you that when you leave
this theatre you can take only one thing
awaj- with you — an opinion? It's our business to see that it's a good one." We say
that because the slogan has been adopted
by several other theatres and at least one
manufacturer's organ.
Louisiana used a light green, fairly
hea^T stock 5j4 by 7 and used the full
two inside pages for the announcement of
the week. This gives the names of the
productions and a few lines of descriptive
matter about each of the features. The
two cover pages are devoted to house announcements. This is an excellent program for a manager who wants to publish
at the least expense and at the same time
wants to keep his sheet free from advertising.
Elmwood theatre, Buffalo, uses a good
grade of hea\^ white paper, the stock
measuring 4^ by 9^4 inches and folding
three times, giving a page approximately
2^ inches wide. This is a trifle too small,
and we would prefer using a little larger
stock, about the size of the City theatre.
Elmwood uses its name plate on the
cover, as every theatre should do, and has
a most attractive type arrangement. We
especially like the effect of boxing the dates
and hours of the showing of each picture
at the top of the pages. The names of the
stars and the title are attractively displayed
and there is just a few lines of reading
matter about each of the attractions — just
enough to whet the anticipation.
While the policy is followed in many

theatre programs and while some of the
producers insist it is good advertising, we
believe that it is bad policy to tell the story
of the who
picture
reader
turnsinto advance.
the end ofIt's
the like
book the
to
get the " way it turns out " before starting
the first chapter. It is all right to tell the
opening events of a picture and then leave
the possible patron in the air, but even if
there were no other error in the policjv
the fact that no brief recital of the storj'
can give the charm of the picture itself
makes the plan a bad one.
W'hile we are not going to try to point
out the ideal programs until we have illustrated a number of other specimens and
have come to the end of this series of
articles, let us show you how one splendid
program for a certain class of houses could
be arranged by following the ideas given
by the City theatre and the Elmwood.
We would adopt the size of the City,
and the number of pages would depend on
the number of times a week that changes
in the bill are made. Using the same t\"pe
that is emploj'ed by the Elmwood, there
would be room for the addition of the cast
of the feature picture, and we would insist
on having this. Incidentallj^ we ma}- mention that yon may have some trouble getting this in advance from the exchanges,
and here comes in the value of the file
system that we have referred to where
you have all the advance stories put away
for just such uses. You should insist on
these casts being supplied to 30U, but if
3-our efforts with the producers and the
exchange men fail j'ou can alwaj's get the
principal characters by referring to the
smaller type under the heading " The Story
and the Pla3'ers " which is a part of each
review appearing in the Motiok Picture
News.
On these inside pages we would also follow the box heading plan of the Elmwood.
The first page should be kept free of
an3i:hing but the name plate, the days the
{Continued on page 849)
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WE

wonder how manj' theatres of the
country took advantage of the actual
knowledge that they had to straighten out
the confusion in the puhlic mind as to what
"dark" days the fuel order really meant.
The Circle tlu-Mtre. 1 nchanapolis, dichi't take

already gone, Init you should have been devoting tlic other days to bringing patrons to
the picture that was on the screen then.
But here is a case, so far as typographical
display is concerned, whereby the theatre
actually invites the patron to wait until Friday. The display appears in the Sunday
Atlanta (Ga.) papers and plays down the
attractions for the first three days, then devotes as much space to the Thursday show
as to the other three together, and, still further, uses even bigger type for the Friday
hill. The Alpha must be counting on its
" regular " patrons, for it is not going lo
get many new ones by following this plan.
ll'hal you, want to carry in your belfry is
a clear ap-peal to the best.
HERE

any chance,-,. In the Sunday papers it used
this display three columns wide and seven
inches deep to put the exact status up to
the public. Below this was carried the
regular Sunday announcement of the current attraction.
Every time people hesitate about coming
to your theatre you use a considerable percentage of the possible business. Your
tlieatre is a public institution and it's a
mighty good thing to get to the whole public as often as you can with your announcements. Of course, the average exhibitor
would argue that the greater share of his
patrons would find out from the news columns of the paper and from other sources
that his house was to be open every day
but Tuesday. Yet the efficient manager
never takes things for granted. He impresses while the impressing is good, and
the impress is lasting.
Don't worry if you "skid" once in a
-while,
MOVING.ft at least shows that you are
I NVITING 'em to wait !
Here is the prize example. We have
warned many times against dividing your
display between two different attractions,
for the reason that you ought to sell today's show first. Suppose you are changing
your bill twice
a week. Certainly you cannot on Thursday sell the production that is
ALPHA
XHEAXER
uad
"PROWLLRS OF "GOOD FOR "Uiulv.' ^> SUft
n««
viuTHL PLAINS"
« KAn 1! wiu.NOTHING"
wc& ^ awl Strip** ID f>^Frmac***
■THUftiDAV ONLV
BRYA-^T WASHBUR.N in
"THE MAN WHO
fRIDAYWAS^ AFRAID"
Ftuwini CRACt CLNAHD ,n
"HELL'S CRATER" AtWAYS Sc
A GOOD COMEDY DAILY

is a rather unique piece of advertising, when one considers that it was
paid for entirely by the theatre. It is an
announcement of a Goldwyn month at the
Empire theatre, Yakima, Washington. It
cites, five pictures that were to be seen in
January and uses just enough of descriptive matter about each one to excite the interest. Itappeared on the Sunday before

1918
Monday
Specials

GOLDWYN MONTH. JANLARV, 1918
THE BIGGEST ANNOUNCEMENT ,
Day
THE BIGGEST PROQtAM
Every
"ran THE FDEEOOM OF THE WODLD''
MAE MARSH In "SUNSHINE AOEY"

Special

HALL CAINES "THE MANX-MAN"

EXPIRE
THEATRE
ORCaESTRA
m. L p. monjiu

MADGE KENNEDY in "NEAHIY MARHED"

AWotlAlmt

REX BEACH S THE AUCTION BLOCK "
' iKPiREI

1

New Year's and therefore got over with
an unusual punch.
There are two criticisms to be made of
the display. In the first place, if the manager wanted to display the Goldwyn month
feature he should certainly have used the
brand name in much larger type than he
did. The effect attained is that of the eye
^triking the titles first and then wandering
iiack to the top of the display to find out
what it is all about. Never make your
reader search for the main idea ; make it
liil him in the face. Another improvement
could have been made by using open-face
DcVinne, or at least a light-face type for
the announcements at either side. The contrast would have brought out all parts of
the display with added emphasis. A mass
of type NEVER counts.

ADDED FEATUREPANTS
AdmlSBlon 20c
ChllJi-en 10c

FULLERTON (Hundred
will just per
keep cent)
on breaking
GEORGE
into these columns. He is setting a strong
pace for the motion picture advertisers of
the country to follow.
Here is a case that very strongly shows
his originality. The picture that was featured was that of the Pendleton " roundup," a special three-reel feature that had
particular local interest. Naturally, the
thing that attracts attention in an event of
this sort is the daring riding, and so Fullerton used pictures of the horses and their
riders which had appeared in two issues of
the Motion Picture Nevv.s.
He simply cut these out, pasted them on
the cardboard and then blacked them over
to give the silhouette effect. We have told
you many times that it will* pay you to save
the advertising pages of this paper and that
you will be aljle to incorporate them into
your own displays without the expense of
the artist's work. Try it once.
ent
Fare
ivcllwords.
and farezvell are entirely differARTHUR P. KELLY, who has wfitten
advertising for three of the Rochester newspapers, shows that he thinks by the
samples of the advertising that he sends in.
He uses the displays of the producers as
printed in the News, in cases where they fit
his needs and changes them around to meet
any peculiar local situation.
In this display on the Douglas Fairbanks
liicture he again shows that he thinks about
liie pictures he is advertising, for he has
coined an excellent descriptive phrase:
" The man who has made the smile famous." Watch that line take like wild-fire
tlirough hibitors
the country.
wager it.that exeverywhere willWe'll
be using
The press work f)f this advertisement is
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What

Live
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Are

STANDARD

Doing
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manager of the I emple. Gait, Ontario, says
about himself, and others :
" I use advertising 52 weeks in the year
and six days a week, not a splurge once in
awhile,youbut
time.
Let 'em
know
what
haveallforthesale
has been
my policy.
If they know they may buy once in awhile ;
if they don't they will never buy. The
trouble with the picture game is that it has
too few showmen and too manj' garbage
Xow, take a look at this page display. It
collectors."
shows
why he
the could
Temple
packingabout
'em all
in.
Of course,
haveis gotten
of this matter in a quarter of the space,
but, as he says, he pursued the policy of
making the ptiblic come to his theatre.
That is the only sane method to follow in
advertising.
Mr.clerk
Green's
analogy furtherWe andmight
say carry
that any
can
sell a man something that he wants, but it
takes a good clerk to sell him something
that he didn't think he had to have.
Merely Mary Aiming is out of style.
J^on't be merely a motion picture shoii.'. Be
the slioic z^-orth idiile.
very bad, for the press man evidently wanted to save ink and therefore the contrasts
of the black and white effects did not come
out as strong as they should have done, but
that was no fault of the man who designed
the ad. It is well-balanced, without exaggeration and sufficient prominence is given
the other feature. The only thing that we
don't like is the announcement of the bill
for the following week. It takes some attention away from the current sale.
You need all your space for j'our current ad.— always.

UNUSUAL co-operation on the part of
a magazine is presented in the case
of ■" The. Whispering Chorus," a special
Artcraft release which is being made by
Cecil B. DeMille. The scenario is taken
from a story that is appearing in the
IC-Yi.^v SAT^JRD.^Y JAN. 12

ALL-

H'^--

STORY

Don'ta nczc
merely
turn over a neiv leaf —
start
volume.
WHAT

do you think about the proprietor of a motion picture theatre in a
town of 13,000 who gives but one show a
da\' and uses pages in the daily newspaper
to advertise it? JDon't answer this question
until you have read what John C. Green,

All-Story }ilagazine and the picture itself
will be released at the same time as the
serial is completed.
The All-Story devotes its whole front
cover to the announcement of the serial
and couples with that the statement that
it will soon be seen in pictures. It ought
to make a good exploitation stunt.
And when one remembers such a short
time ago when there was no co-operation
between general publications and pictures,
one is ■ struck with the progress that is
being made.

CTAXDARD theatre, Cleveland, O., be^ heves in putting the unusual into advertising, and the display that does the
unusual is generally a good display. We
have already printed a number of specimens of the work of that theatre, which
have almost uniformly showed the use of
one photograph and the title of the picture.
Here is the display that was used on the
Jewel production : The Price of a Good
Time." There were many good catch
phrases that might have been employed.
There isn't the slightest doubt in the
world that this is a striking display. Placed
by itself in a newspaper that gave no reading notices we would sa}- that it was bad
advertising because it failed to give more
than an impression of what the picture was
about.
Don't expect your patrons to build up
your
for ofyou.
They'reand too
raisingtheatre
the price
admission
pricebusy
of
other
things.
RULES — or lines as we know them in
common parlance — are very dangerous things for advertisers to fool with unless they know exactly what they are about.
These rules are supposed to cut one subject
off from another or to make one specific
point stand out.
Here is a display of the ^.lerrill theatre,
Milwaukee. The man who wrote the advertisement tried to put about three times
as much in it as the space justified. He
had two unusually good Metro productions, one of them playing a return engagement, and 3'et he gave the latter half of the
week show almost as much space as he
gave the new picture.
What is the first thing that strikes 3'ou?
— that nothing stands out except the name
of the theatre and that you have to analyze the display to find out Avhat it is
all about.
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Mr. Rothapf ol Will Answer Here any Questions Regarding Problems in Exhibition. The Only
Conditions Are That the Questions Must Not Bear on the Merits of Particular Pictures or Services and That They Must Come Through the NEWS. Address Your Inquiries " ROTHAPF EL
ADVICE, EXHIBITORS' SERVICE BUREAU, MOTION PICTURE NEWS."
XXV — I have been very much interested in your answers in the
"to Motion
and Iafter
have lour
someyears
trouble
also that
I would
put up Picture
to you.News,"
Am home
of study
at the
School likeof
Museum of Fine Arts, from which 1 graduated. Of course, I am very
much city,
interested
motion people.
picture house,
the two in
this
besides inthemy onefather's
for colored
We haveone a ofpopulation
of
about 15,000,
40
per
cent
negroes,
to
which
we
cannot
cater,
as
derstand tlie race conditions. I was instrumental in having father you
put un-on
pictures which I had seen at the Rialto and now keep in touch with pictures
you play, and often in adrertising 1 state the fact that you have shown them.
housein is
simple and It tohasmeabout
cozy,10 while
competitor's
is more Our
elaborate
architecture.
per centourbetter
location
and is the pioneer house of the city. While it has a $4,000 automatic
organ, we have a pianist who can play pictures and is a splendid improviser.
He is and
assisted
by a first-class
trap drummer.
Our musicians
play
all evening
the pianist
in tlie afternoon,
except fifteen
minutes
after the first show, when they rest. Would you advise me to go to the
extra expense of $5 a week for a poor pianist to fill in this ARKANSAS.
fifteen minutes.
THE

fault probably lies in the program. There must be something wrong with it. You must add snap to your performance.
Give still better music. Use your decorative ability ; make your
house still more home-like and comfortable. Make it look like a
parlor rather than a theatre. Get people talking about your show.
Improve your presentation, as a whole, and add a touch of novelty
to it. Apparently you are a girl with ability. Work hard. Don't
be discouraged Omit long waits in your shows. Don't make your
performances too long. Don't show gruesome pictures. Make
your show snappy, but in good taste. Keep at it.

I am finding
the classis ofthepictures
am showing
not
pleaseXXVI
my —audiences.
My theatre
only onethatin Ia copper
miningdotown
of some 8,000 people. There is but the one industry, all the others being
dependent on this. I find that a great share of the pictures are built on
society themes, etc., and furnish situations which the people do not really
understand. The Western pictures go big with me, but, of course, I cannot
show only Westerns. While I understand that you will not discuss film
services, I would like for you to suggest some way that I can build up the
program. I do not believe that it is essential for me to have a feature
every day in tlie week. I have been considering running comedy bills two
days in the week, even if 1 have to make the bill up out of one and tworeel
pictures.
There
isn't any fordoubt
thatonmysuchpeople
but
I would
like some
suggestions
putting
a showdo solikethatcomedies,
my patrons
won't
think
that
I
am
trying
to
save
money
by
cutting
out
the
five-reel
picture — which I am not trying to do. — ^A. N.
YOUR questions arc very intelligently put. I started out in a
mining town and found conditions similar to those you describe. Eventually I got out of the Western pictures, though when
well done these are quite as good as any other kind of picture. My
audience got to rely on me and I led them up gradually on to the
classic pictures, which were in time very greatly appreciated.
Being the only house in your town, you have a wide latitude in
the choice of your subjects. But be careful and see all pictures
before you run them. You must book pictures suitable to your
audience. All comedy bills are excellent, but you must be careful
in your selection. The big idea is to put the situation up to the
people. Make them feel an interest in your house. Tell them to
let you know what they want. Make them feel that they are in
the management of the theatre. Then you will find little difficulty
in pleasing them with your program.
Try good scenics of countries from which the people who comprise your audience have emigrated. It will increase the favor in
which your show is received if you picture the spot where they
were born or spent their childhood days. Try foreign pictures.
They will like the exaggerated pantomine which is distasteful to
us. Your audience is of the kind that has to be carefully watched.
I would indeed like to help you further and if you have any other
difficulties write mc again and I will be glad to do what I can for
you.
XXVII — In one of the principal cities of the country I am operating
a neighborhood house. It has a seating canacity of 700 and does a splendid
bu'iiicFS for one show each evening and fair business on the second show
;n the evening. Neither I nor any of the other neighborhood managers
have beenborho d iable
to .-.ucccssfully
an afternoon
The neighstoo far
distant from put
the oncenter
of the cityattraction.
for any considerable
portion of the men tolk of the neighborhood to come home for lunch or
during the day, and for some reason or other the women seem to wait until
evening to Mrsuadc the men to accompany them. Yet, in a sense that is not
true, for the greater part of my patrons in the evening are women who
come with female members of their family or women friends. Now, I
pay just as much film rental for the two evening shows as I would have
to pay for the entire day and my other expenses are just as heavy (with

ABOUT

ADVERTISING

Such Questions Will Be Answered
Advertising Expert

by an

two
ns as
makes only
that may
to the
conditio
el question
Rothapf
Mr.
WHILE
be asked here — that they must not refer to the merits of specific pictures or
film services and that all questions must come
through the NEWS — exhibitors are asked not
to include technical questions about preparation
of
like.advertising, make-up of house organs, and the
All such questions will be answered either in
these pages or by mail, if preferred, and criticism
given of any displays, prograrris, etc., by an advertising expert who has had years of experience
in the motion picture field. The MOTION
PICTURE NEWS is fully equipped to serve
you and serve you well. We do not offer fulsome praise or glittering generalities; we seek to
get to the base of your problems and SOLVE
THEM.

the exception of current) as they would be if I ran through the afternoon.
It is out of the question for me to put on a special bill for the children
in the afternoon, as others have tried to their regret. All of tlie neighborhood houses change their bill nightly, and you have to give the people
the same pictures that have been shown at the bigger downtown houses.
Is there any unique method of presentation that I could use during the
afternoon without greatly increasing my expense. — NEIGHBORHOOD
HOUSE.
YOURS is a case that is hard to solve. It is evidently a hard
matter to get afternoon crowds. Why not have knitting
clubs hold meetings in your theatre, you giving them the use of it
free of charge?
Show one or two of your pictures to entertain them. SHOW
THE PICTURES YOU INTEND TO SHOW IN THE EVENING. Act as host to the organization. Hire local singing talent.
Call it Ladies' afternoon, or send out invitations reading "
theatre, at home to the So-and-So Ladies' Club."
Then gradually begin to announce that you will give entertainments after the knitting club or social circle has adjourned, and ask
for their help and support. I think this will work. Let me know
in any event.
XXVIII — I have a house with a seating capacity of 250 in a town in
which
is locatedstrict
a girls' will
college
another
for men.
The motion
girls'
school there
isshows
- particularly
not and
allow
the pupils
to attend
picture
under presentandconditions,
believing,
presumably,
that they
will flirt with the college boys. Would you suggest that I devote one
afternoon or evening a week to ladies only and that I prepare a special
program for this occasion? If so, what would you suggest as the nature
of the entertainment in addition to the feature picture. — COLLEGIAN.
THESE are questions you would have to decide for yourself. It
appears to me you could eliminate the prejudice against having boys and girls at the same performance by having a matron, or
a well-known lady act as chaperon at the performance. It is not
to your credit that your performances are not in good standing
with the faculty of the girls' school. I would strongly suggest that
you make all efforts, in addition to the one mentioned above to
conciliate the faculty. You must acquire their confidence in you.
Much depends on the nature of your shows. The kind of attraction you use particularly begs in this instance for very good judgment. The opposition you have to meet clearly defines the entertainment you are expected to give.
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This is the fourth of our series of articles, "The Diary of a Successful
Exhibitor," by an exhibitor who will tell week after zveek what he has done
to develop his house^ the lessons that he has learned and the errors that he
has discovered. It is a frank discussion of the pleasures and evils of exhibition in a town of 15,000, and the tips contained here will probably be of value
to managers in all sections.
By a Successful Exhibitor
THREE weeks after I had opened I obvious advertising in the form of nezvs
had convinced the owner of the
and get away with it.
local newspaper that I was going to make
One of the first things I became impressed with was the fact that the other
good. I was advertising liberallj^ and I
exhibitors seemed to run their shows in
was paying my bills everj^ week. That
was something distinctly novel to him.
absolutely haphazard fashion. They simHe had always had trouble in collecting
ply waited until their film came, sent it
money from the other houses, and I have
to the projection room and then waited
learned since that this situation exists in for the receipts to come in. I soon
learned that one of the necessities was
all sections of the country and that many
newspapers have found the smaller houses
that an exhibitor should be perfectly
familiar with his pictures before he tried
the poorest sort of pay. Certainly a newspaper has to be operated as much on a to tell the public about them. So I invested in a number of filing cases and
cash basis as anything else and the exin these I filed all the advanced informahibitor who fails to realize this certainly
tion, press matter, etc., that came to me,
cannot expect to get much co-operation.
I convinced the newspaper man that I together with card references to matter
that appeared in the trade papers. In
was going to be on the level with him as
addition to this I used a desk calendar
well as the public. Let me say here that
and made notes on this five days before
the exhibitor who does not cultivate his
the showing of each picture to look up
local newspapers, is overlooking a mighty
big bet. I could never have won the the data that I had and then lay out my
success that I gained had I not had the campaign. The same system was followed with my photographs and cuts.
fullest sort of help.
All of the employees of my theatre I It takes a little trouble to put things
away at the right place, but it may bring
had selected with a purpose. The young
big returns in the end. The result was
ladj' I employed as ticket seller was well
that, with the exception of a few piceducated and quite a close student of the
tures where the producers ignored the
motion picture magazines and thoroughly
publicity end, I had fairly complete inup on the " news " of the industry-.
formation on each production that I was
Whenever my copy of the Motion Picto show.
ture News was missing from my desk
In writing her material for the newsI knew where to find it. And so when I
paper Miss A
constantly used this
had proved to the newspaper that I was
file sj'stem and kept one of her own so
going to make good I had no trouble
that she would be sure to mention somepersuading the editor to give me three
thing about attractions that would be seen
columns of space in the Saturday issue
in the next couple of weeks. By carefully
for general motion picture news. Miss
reading this press matter and picking out
A
was delighted when I suggested that
the little things one can really find inshe prepare this matter.
teresting news items that go toward makNow this wasn't straight advertising
ing up a chatty department.
stuff, but little stories, and paragraphs
There was another thing that I did in
about pictures that would come to my thethe way of exploitation that I found most
atre— without any mention of my house —
profitable and which can be used in 2.ny
stories about the stars whom I had
of the smaller communities. There were
booked and various interesting matter
three chief gathering places in the city,
which would be read. A great portion of
one at the largest drug store and soda
this matter was rewritten from the News
fountain, another at the chief cigar store
where I found it much easier to use than
and pool room and the third at the railto go through the press sheets of a lot of
way station. I believed that a concentraproducing companies. The illustrations I
tion of display at these three points could
obtained in most cases came from the
do more good than a lot of billposting and
exchanges.
so I bought neat frames with glass doors
Now there is one serious fault with
for each of these places just large enough
to hold a one-sheet and contracted for
these cuts as they are supplied by most of
the companies. WTioever designs them
three additional one sheets on each production. Idid not rent these, but bought
must intend them specifically for advertising purposes, for the brand name is let- them outright, thus getting clean display
tered all over it with the effect that when
material. You see I wanted to make sure
that no one would have any excuse for
one of these appears in the news columns it is apparent that it is advertising.
not knowing what picture was being
shown at my house.
I found out one thing after I had been
Before I had even entered the business
well launched into the exhibition business,
/ realized that I had to make my theatre
and that is that the general public knows
a great deal more than it is given credit
really a part of the city life before I could
for and that you cannot put over the
score a success and especially in the ad-

Towns
HE
This

USED
HEAD

HIS

Exhibitor Wanted
To Be Different

from Others
writing this week tells how
wasSFU
advise
by aitor
couplein
L d Exhib
CES
SUChe
of exchange men to conduct his business along the
lines followed by others. He
replied that he wanted to be
different if all the exhibitors
were like the ones that he has
observed in his home town.
" Being different " means that
the man is thinking, and that
he is putting into effect new
policies, thinking up novel
stunts, and using effective advertising to get results. There
are lots of other successful exhibitors inthe country who are
doing the same thing. We want
to hear from these, we want
accounts of things that you
have done, and, where possible,
fully.
pictures that will tell the story
Give other exhibitors the
benefits of your experiences.
They will all work to the end
of greater prosperity and
greater success for everybody.
vertising I used every effort to do this,
I wanted to make the people turn to my
newspaper advertising and my poster displays not merely to see what was the attraction at my theatre, but to see what
was the real amusement in the town that
day. My experience in the big city
through my association with men who
understood advertising made me understand that all the advertising in the world
simply saying that your house is the best,
and a constant use of superlatives, is unconvincing. You have first to establish
the quality of your entertainment and
then call attention to the various changes,
merely as a statement of what you have to
sellNow
and just
not another
as a " lure-on."
mention of the filing
system that I inaugurated. As soon as I
got my theatre established as an institution in my town, I began to get telephone
messages asking what picture I would
show on dates sometimes weeks ahead.
These came mainly from women who
were to have visitors on those days and
who wanted to entertain them. It was
certainly a good sign when they turned
to my theatre as THE place to take them.
Before my house had opened one practically had to walk down to the doors of
the other houses before they could learn
what was being shown and then half of
the time the display was so confusing that
a diagram was almost necessary.
And there
is another
thing"
{Continued
on page
849)about this
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Newspaper Displays Pictures of Goldwyn Stars
in Its Pressroom

HERE is one of the cleverest and nmost
distinctive pieces of exploitatio on
behalf of motion pictures that we have
seen in a long lime. It was evolved and
put into operation by John W. Rankin, of
the traveling publicity staff of Goldwyn,
through the co-operation of the Arizona
Gazette, Phoenix, and Manager John Barncord, of the Express theatre.
Consent of the newspaper, which is
patronized liberally by the theatre, was obtained for the use of the big window in

For the first time a newspaper used a motion picture window display. How the Arizona
Gaccite, Phoenix, co-operated with Goldwyn and the Empress theatre
Three

Settings Used
Numbers

in Striking Musical
at Rivoli in Single Week
IT is going pretty far in a motion picture close-up views of the falls, taken from the
theatre when three elaborate settings are ice, and during these pictures of grandeur
the inspiring " American Festival " march
prepared
for the
a single
This is about
average week's
for the attraction.
legitimate
was played. Mutual pictures of Chicago
attraction which is expected to have a New
traffic halted by the snow, followed with
York run of week after week and then
" Woodland Whispers." Now in case this
take to the road, but at the Rivoli last is used by others it should be noted that
week there were three prepared for the this was played with ponticello effect, resingle bill. In other words, Mr. Rothapfel
producing the sounds of a windstorm and
has really just begun to show what he can
giving an entirely different result than the
do with the Rivoli.
ordinary rendition. To the same music
there followed a clever Mayer cartoon,
Yet with all of this musical arrange"
The National Patient " — the snow covered
ments, lighting and effects of various sorts
he is standing true to his promise that the stove. Universal pictures of ice boating
keystone of his programs will always be at Red Bank, shown to a gallop, followed.
the screen. Careful examination of this Hcarst-Pathe then showed motor-ice boating at Brattleboro, Vt.
elaborate bill will show how true that is.
A human turn was given the animated
With Erno Rapee conducting, the overby the introduction of clever pictures of
ture is Friedemann's " Slavonic Rhapsody."
During this rendition all the lighting of the " Peculiar Pals," showing a dog, a monkey
and a cat in their frolics. It brought a suctheatre gave the gold effect.
cession of roars of laughter from the
For the first time since the theatre has
big audience and made one of the imijeen opened the lights in " The Conservapressions of the whole bill. This product of Educational Films, was shown
tory of Jewels " were working with the
showing of " Across British India," a with the chorus of " He's My Pal " and
Pathe picture in colors, which was used
then a babillage. A very opposite effect
largely to afford an introduction to the
was given in the next number with Uninext number. All the lights in the theatre
versal pictures of dancers of Java, played
except the jewels on either side of the with original music giving the native music
screen were dimmed, producing a novel
effect. Now note that all of these seleceffect.
tions had been interesting without any parFirst of the three splendid settings was
ticular appeal to strong emotions and so
that left the big punch to the last.
used in " Kashimiri Song," which followed.
All the lights in the theatre glowed into
First, and rather preparatory, were the
red, the setting showing an Indian temple.
Universal
views of the " French avenging
As an introduction to the song a girl walks
the English children," in bringing down a
across the stage singing and then Joseph
Zeppelin. These pictures, with " March
Martel renders the main theme, an East
Lr)rrainc " played by the full orchestra got
Indian love song.
a big hand. Pictures of the war council
Cold weather is really the feature of the in Paris had been shown in the weeklies
at the Rialto and the Strand, but different
Animated which opens with Hearst-Pathc
pictures of Niagara in the below zero
pictures, these from Universal, were used
weather.
There were some remarkable
at the Rivoli. // fjoes to show how pic-

the press
room, Garden,
right 'onMadge
the street,
and
heads
o.f Mary
Kennedy,
Mae Marsh, Mabel Normand, Jane Cow!
and Maxine Elliott Avere cut from the lithograph twenty-four sheets and mounted on
heavy cardboard and then were lined up
in an orderly row in the window. Above
the heads was the name Goldwyn, and in
the window there was also an attractive
card (not shown in the photo) announcing
that all of these stars were to be seen at
the Empress.
litres of the same ci'ciit, although probably seen at one of the tivo other houses
got a wonderful
audience,' treatment.
the different
by many of
reception
under
First
the Jap commissioners were shown, and
these with the Japanese national anthem,
ending with a whang of the cymbals and
then " Rule Britannia " with the British
delegates, and " Stars and Stripes Forever " with Pershing and Col. House.
In brief, here is an ideal Animated
Weekly for those who want to get away
from the war spirit once in a while.
Second of the settings and a remarkable
treatment of a song came with the next
number. First in red was revealed a beautiful scene showing an old time southern
home, with the whole scene in red. Then
appears Miss Gladys Rice, and she steps
" Joe," and from
she calls
acrosssidetheofstage
the
the stage
comes a male voice
singing " Old Black Joe." As the voice
dies away Miss Rice begins to sing " My
Old Kentucky Home," and she puts so
much pathos in the song that there is not
a dry eye in the house. And, incidentally,
this that isn't
there is a little story about
a press agent yarn, for this girl is so
moved by the whole effect herself that
tears stream down her face as she sings.
At first the whole of the scene is in red
effects, but toward the end this dies away
blue prevails, giving the added touch
and sadness
of
to the song.
Third of the big scenic effects came
after the feature with the Rivoli chorus
rendering Verdi's "Anvil
and orchestra
Chorus
" from " II Trovatore." The scene
showed a band of gypsies encamped at the
foot of a mountain as the day is dawning. The stage is almost dark and the
anvil effect was well carried out with electrical arrangements giving the spark effect as the hammers struck the anvils.
William S. Hart in "Wolves of the
Rail " is the feature and the bill is
rounded out with a Drew-Metro comedy,
" Under the Influence."
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Typical Display at Paramount Theatre
Successful

Exhibitor

Tells How

He

Made

His

Theatre Really a Part of His Town
(Continued fi oni page 847)
dissemination of information. The fronts
rut he is going to find business slipping
of all of the other houses were masses of away from him. Of course, I had the adposters and certainly there was anything
vantage of having a new theatre and to a
great extent it was good for me that I
but dignity about the houses. In my theatre I reduced these to the minimum. It was new at the business for I had to keep
was and always will be my theory that
my ear to the ground and keep thinking
you ought to sell the people your show
all the time. While I didn't realize that I
before they arrive at the theatre and not
was always trying to do something " difhave to wait on lobby displays or anyferent "that was the real result.
thing else to attract their attention. I
During that length of time I got letters from two of the exchanges with
don't mean that the lobby displays do not
serve their purpose, for they do, and a which I was dealing advising me to do
little later I am going to record what I things like others. The writers insisted
did along those lines, but the chief point
that I should follow the example of other
is that the people ought to know what
managers, and honestly I believe that they
you are going to show and be convinced
thought
that I was losing business bethat they want to see the picture before
cause I did not use generally accepted
they even leave their homes.
But after
don't Ithink
easy time
even
had that
doneI had
this.an There
are
various conditions that will cause bad
business for weeks at a time unless there
are steps taken to cure those conditions.
And there is always danger of falling into
the rut and once the manager is in the
Pathe Plays Advertised in Leading Papers
Pathe Exchange, Inc., announces a special advertising campaign in leading papers
of a number of cities in connection with the
Pathe plays to be released beginning with
Fannie Ward in " Innocent," which has its
first regular showings on January 27. The
campaign will continue through Frank
Keenan in "Loaded Dice" (Feb. 10);
Bryant Washburn in " Kidder & Ko "
(Feb. 24) and Bessie Love in " Spring of
the Year " on March 10. Eighteen papers
are included in the list now prepared.
The copy will fill a half page on each
picture and will be used in connection with
the theatre having the first-run showing in
each city. They are unusual in design
with silver print illustrations giving a
striking eflfect. For instance, the copy on
" InnocentWard
" includes
of
Fannie
and twoa large
scenes picture
from the
productions with the reading matter artistically typed and plenty of white space
given.

policies.
And so they probably thought that I
had a great deal of ego in my system that
what I wanted to do zvas the opposite of
other exhibitors — that is, if all the others
were in the same class zvith the competitors in my tozvn.
Some

Suggestions on House
Programs
(Continued front page 843)
program covers, the location of the house,
telephone number, name of manager if you
desire, and the slogan of the house. We
think that it is a splendid idea to devote
one page to a form of request to have the
program mailed to y^ou regularly and another pagebig
to future
" Coming
Attractions
or
some one
attraction
that " you
want to bring out. By all means include
in
your important
program the
" lap-over " page. It's
a very
feature.
You have now a very simple weekly program, without advertising, neatly prepared,
carrying' the essential facts, and one that
will be possible without great expense.
You have a program that arouses interest
of the Monday patron by giving him a few
lines about the Thursday picture and at
the same time you have served the Monday
patron by giving him the program he is
seeing in full, together with the cast for
his convenience.

One of Hilton's Girl L'shcrs
Lewiston Theatre Shows
Real Class Can Be
Had in Small City

conclu-in
to athetheatre
comehave
of thatmanagers
LOTS sion
because they
a small city that there can be nothing big
done with their theatres. A. H. Hilton,
proprietor of the Paramount Theatre, Lewiston, Idaho, whose population was given
in
the
last
census as 6,043, doesn't subscribe
to such beliefs.
The photograph produced on this page
shows that he believes in keeping the front
of his house attractive. In the first place
he doesn't clutter the lobby up with a lot
of material, though he does use lobby displays, resorting mainly to cut-outs of big
figures on his feature attractions. In addition he uses two sets of pictures of the
production and the star and then adds some
evergreen plants to give the theatre a
home-like atmosphere.
Manager Hilton also pays attention to
the comfort of his patrons and uses girl
ushers, who wear attractive uniforms.
Of course there are a lot of other things
that are to be considered in other classes
of programs. There are cuts, the sort of
gossip about the players that builds business, talks to your patrons, advertising that
will help to pay expenses, and many other
things that we are going to discuss in the
articles that follow.
Exhibitors who are issuing programs are
invited to send them in for comment in
this series of articles or for criticism by
letter. Others who plan to publish programs for the first time are invited to read
these articles carefully and ask any additional questions that confront them.
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"" .Men Who Have Made Love to Me," with
Mary MacLane in Featured Role
(Perfection Six Reel Production)
•■ Men
Who six-reel
Have Made
Love towhich
Me "will
is the
title
of the
photodrama
be
seen on the of
screen ofweek.
theMary MacLane,
theatre the
on
popular writer, is responsible for the story and
presents the featured role in the picture. In the
supporting cast are seen Ralph Graves, R. Paul
Harvey, Cliff Woman. Alador Prince, Clarence
Derwent and Fred Tiden. The production was
made under the direction of Arthur Berthelet for
the Essanay
releasingthethrough
tion Pictures.Company,
In this picture
author,PerfecMary
MacLane, tells of the various love affairs which
she has had — first with a callow youth, aged twenthe words
the literary
author, man,
" he fancied
lovedty. Inme."
Then ofthe
cold andhe
brutal, who dominated the woman and was dismissed. Then the younger son of gentihty, with
the spirit of rash conquest, whose plans are
crushed by the intervention of a prize-fighter.
The woman liked the prize-fighter for his honesty,
but she learned that she was not the first to
fathom his desirability and he was sent on his
way. The bank clerk is next in line, a somewhat
ungainly fellow with rare ideals regarding love
and marriage. He started when he discovered
wine and cigarettes on the table and he is told to
go elsewhere
for thewoman
perfect comes
woman.
Thenscene
the
husband
of another
on the
and proved to be as unscrupulous as he was daring, and the " husband of another " passed out of
the woman's life.
The picture
unusual
and told
in an
enter-of
taining way. Itis will
be shown
on the
screen
the
theatre on
of
week. Mary MacLane, author and star.
Compliments of the Season," Late
O. Henry Feature — Xmas Story
{General Ttco Reel Production)
" Compliments
" isscreen
the late
Henry
feature to ofbe theseenSeason
on the
of theO.
theatre. It tells a human, heart-interest
story, typical of the O. Henry type and replete
with human touches. A three-year-old child of a
millionaire is passionately fond of her rag doll,
and when, shortly before Christmas, it disappeared, she grieved until she became ill. On
Christmas Eve Fuzzy, a tramp, enters a barroom
writh the doll, which he had picked up on the
street. Three thugs, knowing that Fuzzy had
not heard of the reward offered for the return of
the doll, try to buy it from him for a small sum.
Fuzzy has conceived the idea of using it as a
vaudeville prop and refuses to sell. Then they
tell himturn. ofHe hurries
the reward
for its reto thethat
homeis ofoffered
the millionaire,
to claim the reward. Fuzzy returns the doll and
gets the money. He insists upon passing the
compliments of the season with the lady of the
house, and when she confronts hira he begins an
ancient toast of an old Virginia family. The lady
realizes that the tramp is a man of gentle birth
— a rejected
suitor.to He
to leave
is recalled and driven
his starts
destination
in abutmillionaire's car.
" Cheating the Public," Special Fox
Feature— Propaganda Play — Enid Marker
(Fox Heven Reel Production)
" Cheating
the Public
is a Markey
Fox special
production in seven
reels. " Enid
presents
the featured role. In the supporting cast are
seen
RalphElder,
Lewis.Wanda
Bertram Petit.
Grassby,
Tom Migsley,
Wilson,
Charlci
Fanny
Frankie Lee, Barbara Conley, Baby Cohen, Carry
Clark Ward, James Titus, Henry Peal, Edward
Peil, Joseph Hartley, James Morgan, Arthur
Glynn, James McNeil, Arthur Shilling, Miles
McCormack and Beverley Griffith. The story
was written by Mary Murillo and sccnarioized
by Richard
and Ed
production wasStanton
made under
the Sedgwick.
direction of The
Richard
Stanton.
"
Cheating
the
Public
"
is
a
powerful
propaganda play with a lesson for all. It deals
wit hthe differences which exist beween capital
and labor. It shows how through the efforts of a
factory girl an unjust capitalist is brought to justice and the path of the laborer made straight and
easy. Enid Markey in the featured role gives
one of her best charactcreizations in the role of
the factory girl who brings about the change.
The story
openswith
withherMary
Garvinwhoin is
the attenement dwelling
mothecr,
the
point of death. The mother dies and Mary is
left as the sole lupport of her little brother and
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READY-MADE AD-TALKS PUBLISHED
IN LAST WEEK'S ISSUE
February 2, 1918.
FEATURES
TITLE OF PLAY
PRODUCERS
" My Own United
Frohman Amuse- ment 8 reels
" Her American Hus-Triangle 5 reels
Pathe
5 reels
States ""
"" Innocent
Universal S reels
Madam
Spy
"
■' The Menace "
5 reels
Paramount (Klever
" Meatless bandDays
and Vitagraph
"
Comedy)
2 reels
•' TheSleepless
Eyes ofNights
Mys- "
Metro
5 reels
Fox
5 reels
" A Heart's Revenge " Perfection
5 reels
" Ruggles of Red Gap " Petrova
Pictures
reels
" The Light Within " Triangle 5S reels
" The Gun tery " Woman " Paramount 5 reels
"•• The Fifth
Spirit Wheel
of '17 " General 2 reels
SERIAL
Vengeance — and
Vitagraph 4th episode
the Woman "
sister. The owner of the factory attempts to
force his affections upon her and she resents his
actions. She is discharged and organizes the emvisits
the home ployeesoffor anthe attack
owner against
and he capital.
renews hisSheattacks.
He is shot in the dark and Mary is accused and
brought to trial Sh.e is pronounced guilty, but
before the execution the foreman of the factory,
who had been discharged, confessees to the murder and Mary is released. She marries the son
of the owner
and together
they and
work the
for good
the bet-of
terment of factory
conditions
the laboring class.
" Cheating
the Public,"
Enidscreen
Markeyof and
strong
cast, wil
be seen with
on the
the
theatre on
of
week.
William S. Hart in "The Narrow Trail,"
Written by Himself — Stirring Adventure
(Paramount-Artcraft Five Reels)
William
" The Narrow
" — this is
the attractionHartat in
the
theatreTrailon
of
week — William Hart in his latest picproduced byH. Paramount
sionture,
of Thomas
Ince. The under
story the
was superviwritten
by Mr. Hart himself, and adapted to the screen
by Harvey F. Thew. It is the first story ever
writtentivesbyrelatedMr.to Hart
and anis early
built settler
around innarrahim by
the
Dakotas. The one who related the incidents to
Mr. Hart
is
the
one
who
gave
him
his
first
lessons in horsemanship. In the production appears
the popular impersonator of Western characters,
charger Bremer,
Pinto. " In
supporting
cast areactress
seen
Sylvia
the the
beautiful
Australian
who has made such a pronounced hit in recent
Ince productions.
is a tense
picturesituations
of wild outdoor life, bristling Itwith
and
thrilling adventure on the Western plains. Ice
Harding is the character impersonated by Mr.
Hart in this, his latest, production. Ice is a
bandit and a leader of men. He is strangely attracted to his horse, Pinto. The sheriff swears to
" catching
get " Ice Pinto.
but realizes that ahe stage
will have
trouble
hold-up
tells his men thatIceheplans
will accomplish
the and
job
alone. He does so and relieves the occupants
of iheir valuables. Among-the passengers is " Ad" Bates, Betty
vice king
of San who
Francisco,
and hisa
prettymiral niece,
Wcrdin,
is at heart
good girl and detests luring men to the resort
run by her father. Betty offers her jewels to Ice
but he refuses to take them. The driver hastens
to the nearest town and reports the hold-up. The
sheriff gathers his posse and starts after Ice and
his gang. Then the excitement starts.
in "ofThe
Narrow Trail
" will
be William
seeen onofS.—theHart
the
theatre
on
■screen week.
Little Madge Evans and George
MacQuarrie
" Gates
of Gladness "
(World Five inReel
Production)
Madge Evans, the talented child-actress of
World Pictures, and George MacQuarrie, wellknown character actor, are co-starred in " Gates
of Gladness,''
World Knowles.
picture produced
under the directiona late
of Harley
In the supporting roles are seen Niles Welch, Rosina Hen-

Picture

News

ley, Gerda Holmes, Baby Joan and Mrs. Stuart
Robson. The story was written by Harry Clymer
and Harry O. Hoyt and adapted to the screen by
Virginia Tyler Hudson. Little Madge Evans has
one of the most entrancing roles she has yet interpreted before the camera. It is different from
anything she has ever done. She is seen in many
of the scenes as a charming little model posing
for an artist. The story tells of the manner in
which a little girl brings about the reconciliation
of two brothers
who The
had brothers
been heldboth
apartlove
by unwarranted hatred.
the
same girl. The younger brother wins out but is
disowned by his father. A daughter is born, and
until she reached the age of eight years she has
never been permitted to see her uncle. When she
is brought into the lonely home of the bachelor
uncle, she brings sunshine with her and replaces
the gloom which had held sway since the occupant of the house had been disappointed in love.
He is united with his brother and all is happiness.
Niles Welch
has the isrolepresented
of Myronby Leeds,
father.
The brother
George Beth's
MacQuarrie. Gerda Holmes, who has been seen in
leading roles in some of the best World productions, has an important part in this picture.
Gladness," with
Little byMadge
and" Gates
Georgeof MacQuarrie
supported
strongEvans
cast,
will be seen on the screen of the
theatre on
of
week.
Norma Talraadge in Rupert Hughes' Story,
" Ghosts of Yesterday "—Dual Role
(Select Five-Reel Production)
Norma Talmadge is seen in one of Rupert
Hughes' best-known works, " Ghosts of Yesterday." The original work as written by Mr.
Hughes was titled " Two Women.'' It appears
on the screen under the title " Ghosts of Yesterday." In the supporting cast with Miss
Talmadge
Eugene Miss
O'Brien,Tzilmadge;
in the principal
male
roleareopposite
Stuart
Holmes, the best-known villain on the screen ;
John ling
Daly
Murphy,
Henry
J.
Herbert,
Ida
Darand Blanche Douglas. The story offers
Miss Talmadge a dual role, and the critics have
pronounced her work in this picture the best she
has done since working before the camera. The
picture opens in American and the scenes later
shift to Paris. Miss Talmadge has the role of
Ruth Grahame and later in the picture that of
Jeanne La Fleur, a famous Parisian dancer. As
Ruth Grahame she lives with her father in most
humble circumstances. She is delivering some
needle work to a customer and while passing
through the part she comes upon Howard Marston in vents
thehim act
committing
She with
prefromof doing
so andsuicide.
takes him
her to her home. Her father dies and she marries Howard. Shortly afterward, Ruth dies and
Howard, broken in spirit, goes to Paris to
forget. He becomes a noted painter and meets
Jeanne La Fleur, a notorious dancer. He has
Jeanne
for him Howard
and the oftwohisfall
love
because pose
she reminds
deadin wife.
He discovers Jeanne at the home of Count Pascal,
a notorious character, and going there he rescues
Jeanne from him. He is injured in a fight and
his sight is lost. Jeanne realizes that she loves
him and they are married.
At the
Theatre on
of
week. Norma Talmadge in " Ghosts
of Yesterday."
Olive Thomas in "Limousine Life";
Small-Town Girl's Adventures
(Triangle Five-Reel Production)
" Limousine Life " is the title of the late Triangle picture in which Olive Thomas is seen.
Do you
remember
Corinne Follies
" in which
the
former
beauty" Indiscreet
of the Midnight
app
e
a
r
e
d
.
"
Limousine
Life
"
is
a
typical
picture and presents the little star in Thomas
a role
that pleases with every turn of her head. In
the supporting cast with Miss Thoms are seen:
Lee Phelps, Joe Bennett, Lillian West, Virginia
Foltz, Lottie De Vaulle, Harry Rattenberry,
Alberta Lee, Jules Friquet and Lillian Lan|:don.
" Limousine Life " was written by Ida M. Evans
and has been read by the thousands of readers
who take the Red Book magazine. Jack Cunningham adapted the story to the screen and the
picture was made under the direction of Jack
Dillon. Miss Thomas has the role of Minnie
Wills, belle
of a small
town aided
in Iowa.
hears
the call
of thecountry
city and
by She
Jed
Bronson, her sweetheart, she slips away from
her home and goes alone to Chicago. She knows
a Mrs. Malvin who runs a boarding house and
to this place Minnie goes on her arrival in the
WindyableCity.
position
in a fashionmodiste'sSheshopsecures
and ameets
Moncure
Kelts,
a young millionaire, the prize rounder of Chicago.
Minnie, assuming the innocent pose, accepts the
young
millionaire's
and gets
her Mrs.
first
taste
limousineattentions
meets
Kelts of
and " showers
herlife."
with Minnie
kisses and
accepts
her as her future mother-in-law. The engagement
is news to her, but she accepts it as the best,
as she believes that marriage will cause her
wild son to settle down. Kelts has no idea of
marrying Minnie and tells her so. Minnie, glad
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of the opportunity to renounce him, goes back
to the little town in Iowa and marries the man
she loves.
OMve Thomas
Life,"
theatre onin " Limousine
of
week. at the
Emily Stevens in " Daybreak " — Gripping
StoryReel
of Production)
a Wife's Sacrifices
{Metro Five
"
Daybreak
"
presents
Emily
Stevenswasin proher
latest work for the screen. The picture
duced by Metro, under the direction of Albert
Capellani. The story was written by Jane Cowl
and Jane Murfin, and adapted to the screen by
June Mathis and Albert Capellani, the director.
In the supporting
cast are Julian
Augustus Phillips, Herman
Lieb, L'Estrange,
Frank Joyner,
Evelyn Brent, Joe Daly and Evelyn Axzell. Edith
Frome is the role presented by Miss Stevens.
She is the wife of a financier. She attends a play
with
David ofBrett,
and
as theherplayhusband's
unfolds friend.
she is Dr.
reminded
her own
life. Her days, like those of the wife in the play,
are loveless. Her husband, like the husband on
the stage, is given to drink and abusive language.
The play makes a deep impression on Mrs. Frome.
She thinks of her own future. Before Dr. Brett
leaves for home, her husband returns from the
club, drunk. He offers no explanation for his
absence from the party, but remarks that his
presence was not desired. The husband desires
an heir. Mrs. Frome, realizing that she is to become a mother, and not wishing to let her husband know of the approaching event, leaves the
house,bandsaying
will return
husdecides tothat
stopshedrinking.
The when
baby her
is born,
and she leaves in care of a friend, and returns to
the home of her husband. She is seen often in
the company of Dr. Brett, and her husband beHe has ishiswounded
stenographer
follow hiscomes
wife.suspicious.
Her husband
by a shot,
and the event sobers him. He resolves to refrain
from drink, and when his wife, who has left, hears
of this, she returns, and there is a happy reunion of husband, wife and child.
in " Daybreak,"
be seen on
theEmily
screenStevens,
of the
theatrewillon
of
week.
" Her Son," with Effie Shannon and Niles
Welch in the Leading Roles
(Metro Five Reel Production)
Effie Shannon and Niles Welch are co-starred in
" Hersupporting
Boy," a cast
Metroareproduction
in five
reels. Pat
In
the
seen Pauline
Curley,
O'Malley,W. James
Galloway,
CharlesandRiegel,
Charles
Sutton, T.William
A. Bechtel
Baby
Violet Axzell.
" will on
be seen on theof
screen
of the" Her Soy theatre
week. Effie Shannon is new to the
ranks of the Metro stars, but not new to the
public. She has the role of Helen Morrison, the
mother,viable
andreputation
Nilesas Welch,
who star,
has has
won thean role
ena juvenile
of the son. Mrs. Morrison is a woman of the
finest Southern type, and she adores her son.
On her son's twenty-first birthday she turns over
totohimVirginia,
his father'sdaughter
property.ofHe Colonel
becomes engaged
Gordon.
War is declared on Germany, and the son
plans to organize a company of volunteers. He
informs his mother of his plans, and is surprised
at her attitude. She believes that her son is first
and his country afterward. She pleads with him,
and he finally agrees to remain with' her. In the
selective
the son'sto number
one of the first
called. draft,
He refuses
claim isexemption.
His
mother learns that only those who have arrived
at the age of twenty-one are taken in the draft.
She changes
the and
record
his
birth
certificate,
goes oftoherthe son's
local birth
draft on
board.
David passes his physical examination. The board
refuses to pass upon the evidence, the son, disgraced, goes to another town and enlists. His
mother, realizing what she has done, seeks to rectify the edging
wrong.
does sothebyrecords.
publicly acknowlthat she She
falsified
Word is
sent to the son, and he makes ready to serve his
country.
Constance Talmadge in " The Studio Girl,"
Story Five
of Country
Girl's Adventure
(Select
Reel Production)
" The
Studio
Girl shown
" is Constance
Talmadge's
next
picture
to be
on the screen
of the
theatre. In the supporting cast with
Miss Talmadge are seen Earle Foxe. who played
opposite
Miss John
Talmadge
" The Honeymoon
";
Edna Earle,
Hines, inGertrude
Norman, Isabel O'Madigan, Grace Barton and Fred Tidmarsh.
Studio Girlfor" was
Paul
West, who" The
is responsible
manyadapted
of the by
successful screen dramas which have been seen during
the past three years. It is an adaptation from
P. Veber and H. de Gorsse's comedy, " La Gamine." Charles Giblyn, who has directed all of
Miss Talmadge's Select productions, directed
"of The
Studio
Misswith"Talmadge
has aunts
the rolein
Celia Laird, Girl."
who lives
her maiden
a small New England village. Frazer Ordway,
comes to the town to recuperate. Celia is engaged to Obediah Daw, the village find. Celia
is not in love with him, but is resigned to the
will of her aunts. She meets Ordway, and they

FOR

PROGRAMS

Here Is Valuable Matter
—If

You

Will Use It

of
issue ther disc
ofon this
pageussi
ON housano
e the
programs is taken
up and some interesting
advice is given how to tell your
patrons in advance about your
pictures without telling them
too much and thereby taking
the edge off their interest.
Of course you can't tell the
people about the pictures that
are coming unless you know
yourself. But you will find these
Ad Talks meaty; they give the
main essentials you want to
know. You can rewrite out of
them little phrases for your
program and you can get many
semi-news items that will go to
help
Use your
these" house
now — gossip."
in advance —
for that purpose and then clip
and file them or index them by
using the boxes that appear
each week giving the pictures
that were
vious issue. covered in the preMake these Ad Talks really
work for YOU.

become close friends. Her aunts note that she
likes Ordway, and are alarmed. Ordway leaves
for New York, and finds Celia in the tonneau of
the auto after he has driven miles from the town.
He turns his apartment over to her, and stays
with a friend. The village constable arrives in the
city to arrest Ordway for abduction, but Celia
confesses her love for Ordway, and tells the conOrdway.stable that she run away through no fault of
at Constance
the Talmadge,
theatre inon" The Studio
of Girl,"
week.
Charles Ray in " The Hired Man,"
Human Heart-Interest Story
(Paramount Five Reel Production)
Charlesby Ray
seen in " The
Hiredwriter
Man,"-of
written
Julienis Josephson,
popular
short stories, produced by Paramount under the
direction of Victor L. Schertzinger, supervised by
Thomas H. Ince. The cast includes Charles
French, Gilbert Gordon, Lydia Knott, Doris Lee
and most
Carl Ullman.
" Theinterest
Hired stories
Man " is
the
human, heart
everonetoldof
on the screen. Charles Ray is seen to advantage
in one of his characteristic roles of the country
boob. He has the role of Ezra Hollins, a good
natured hired man on the farm of Caleb Endicott.
Ezra is a general favorite with the boys. He
cherishes the ambition to educate himself, and
every spare minute he spends with his books.
His employer's
daughter,
boarding
school, and
she helpsRuth,
Ezra returns
with hisfrom
lessons. Ezra worships her, but he feels himself
unworthy of her, and knows that her father would
never ter,approve
of thetown,
union.
brother,
Walin a near-by
fallsRuth's
into bad
company,
and, being heavily in debt, embezzles from the
localbe bank.
He and
learnshe that
the bank's
are
to
examined,
implores
the aidbooks
of Ezra,
who is about to leave for college. Ezra gives him
all his savings, and goes back to the grind on the
farm. The night of the harvest dance arrives.
Ruth pleads a headache, because she does not
want to attend the dance with her father's choice.
Ezra win Ruth?
See "The week.
Hired Man"
at Does
the
theatre
" The Hopper," with George Hernandez
and Irene Hunt — Mystery Story
(Triangle Five-Reel Production)
one, " The
Hopper," bywritten
byTriangle's
Meredith late
Nicholson,
scenarioized
Jack
Cunningham, and produced under the direction
of Thomas H. Heffron, is a combination of adventure and romance and a bit of mystery. The
picture
is presented
well-knownthe"Triangle
artists including
George byHernandez,
droll comedian; Thomas Kurihara, Walt Whitman, Irene
Hunt, Eugene Corey, Preaches Jackson, William
V. Mong and Louis Durham. Irene Hunt has
the part of Muriel Wilton and Preaches Jackson
has the role of Roger Livingston Talbot. "The

two are sweethearts. For years their fathers have
been good friends but their mania for antiques
851
has caused them to quarrel and as a result their
children are forbidden to be seen with each
other. An elopement resulted and the young
couple find happiness in a small bungalow with
Roger, Jr. In the outskirts of the city in which
lived
the hostile
fathers, and
lived general
" The Hopper,"
reformed
safe-blower
all-arounda
crook. His wife was an ex-shoplifter and " The
Hopper's
" pal. Humpy
was The
given three
to anyhadbranch
of
slight-of-hand
business.
combined forces and resolved to go straight. One
night the Hopper was returning home when he
recognized a detective and believing that he was
bemg followed he jumped into a waiting automobile and made his escape. He discovered that he
was guilty of kidnappmg for there was a child
found in the car. He learns the child's address
and returns
it, but Talbot.
is captured.
The child's
mother
was Muriel
She promised
the
Hopper his freedom if he will turn a trick for her.
She plans through him to bring her father and her
husband's father together. Does she do it ?
See " on
The Hopperof
" on hte week.
screen of the
theatre
Mary Pickford in Her Best Work
BeforeFive-Reel
Camera,Production)
" Stella Maris "
(Paramount
Mary Pickford's latest picture is titled " Stella
Maris," J.dramatized
the famous
novel
by
William
Locke, whofrom
is recognized
as one
of the
best
authors
of
the
present
age.
Mr.
Locke's
novel was adapted for screen presentation by
Frances Marion, the clever scenarioist, who has
adapted
many wasof Little
Mary's
successes.
The picture
produced
for biggest
Paramount
under
the direction of Marshall Neilan, who was refor " Rebecca
of Sunnybrook
Farm "
and " The sponsibleLittle
Princess."
In the supporting
cast
are
seen
:
Conway
Tearle,
as
Mary's
leading
man; Camille Ankewich, Ida Waterman, Herbert
Standing, Josephme Crowell and Mrs. Coonleu.
" Stella Maris " is pronounced by critics of the
best-known motion-picture journals as the best
work of Mary Pirkford. Mary has the part of a
little orphan, very wealthy, living with her uncle
and aunt in a big castle by the sea. Stella Blaunt
is her name, but because of the light which was
always kept burning in her window, day and
night, she was named by a distant relative Stella
Maris. Stella was afflicted with a peculiar disease
which had paralyzed her from childhood and her
room was always kept lighted. Because she was
kept from the world, Stella developed into an
angelic person, very beautiful and pure of heart
and mind. John Risca had married unwisely, his
wife being addicted to drink. He separated from
her, ward
buther support.
always bad
givennotgenerously
toHe could
get a servant
to remain with her because of her beastly
temper.
He Maris
adopts loved
Unity John
BlakeRisca
(MaryandPickford. Stella
her
childish regard for him developed into the deep
love of a woman. Mrs. Risca, now confined in
prison for attempting Unity's life, hears of her
husband'scerningregard
for Stella
and hearing
tells liesof conher reputation.
Unity
this
and knowing that Risca is deeply affected, kills
the wife in order to prevent Risca from committing suicide.
At the
theatre on
of
week, Mary Pickford in " Stella Maris."
Peggy Hyland in Her First Pathe
Production,
" The
Other Woman "
(Pathe
Five-Reel
Production)
Peggy Hyland makes her appearance in her
first
Pathewasproduction,
The Other
Woman."
The story
written by "Frederick
Arnold
Kummer,
who
is
responsible
for
many
well-known
screen successes. Philip Bartholomae made the
adaptation.
production
made under
the
direction of The
Albert
Parker.wasMilton
Sills and
Anna Lehr are seen in the principal supporting
roles. Some of you have seen Miss Hyland in
one of her recent productoins, " Persuasive
Peggy," and none of you can deny the artistic
abihty
Englishhasgirl.
In " Thedramatic
Other
Woman of" this
Misslittle
Hyland
a strong
part, which she handles with true artistry. She
presents the part of Eleanor Gates, who has been
reared in a small country town and has shown
natural talent for painting. In order to perfect
her art, Eleanor goes to the city. En route she
meets a Mr. Harrington, Wall Street broker, who
is onhehisis way
the city The
and informs
Eleanor
that
to beto married.
end of the
year
finds Eleanor a successful painter. That she
might judiciously invest her earnings, she calls on
Mr. Harrington for advice. Harrington shows
an unusual interest in her on the second meeting
and he and she are seen together often in the
Bohemian quarters. Harrington and his wife
gradually drift apart. Eleanor does not realize
that she is the cause of the domestic trouble until
the Harringtons are at the point of breaking.
When
find the
out city
thatandshe Harrington
is the " other
woman she
" shedoesleaves
and
goes behind.
back to the country to the sweetheart she
left
PeggyWoman,"Hyland will
in her
Pathe picture,
Other
be first
seen
screen of" The
the
theatre on
of on the week.
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William

Duncan

Will Direct Serials, and Plans to
Begin at Once on Western in
Which He Will Have PartNot Named
PATHE'S serial plans, it was announced
this week by that company, are now
practically completed, and by their magnitude indicate that serials will continue to bta larger feature of the Pathe program than
ever before. In accordance with these
plans J. A. Berst, vice-president and general manager of the Pathe Exchange, has
engaged William Duncan, the serial director, who will start at work almost immediately upon a Western serial in which he
will not only play the lead, but direct.
Mr. Duncan appeared in " The Fighting
Trail," " The Chalice of Courage " and in
many features. Pathe regards his acquisition as particularly fortunate, and believes
that his ability, united with the Pathe serial
experience, will express itself in work far
better than any he has yet done. Mr. Duncan is already in preparation on his new
serial, which is from the pen of Gilson
Willets, author of " The Mystery of the
Double Cross," the Pathe serial and several
Pathe features, in addition to many dramatic stories for other concerns.
The first serial to be released by Pathe in
1918 will be the Pearl White serial, " The
House of Hate," in which Miss White and
Antonio Moreno will play the leads. The
release date will be in the early Spring.
" The House of Hate " is being produced
for Pathe by the Astra Film Corporation.

Theda
THE

Bara

Returns

first week in February has been
set as the approximate time of the
leaving of Theda Bara, the William Fox
star, for Hollywood, Cal., where she is expected to begin work on a new super-production which the Fox management considers affords her greater opportunities for
display of dramatic talent than she has had
in any of her previous dramas, including
" Cleopatra," " The Rose of Blood " and
others.
Miss Bara has been in the East since last
October, having come from California to
witness the opening of " Cleopatra " at the
Lyric theatre in New York. During this
time she has made two super-productions,
" The Forbidden Path," which was released
January 27 as a Standard picture, and
"The Soul of Buddha," which is to be released April 7.
The latter production — scenario and
story— was written by Miss Bara while she

Joins

Pathe

The serial has been given a cast which includes Paul Clerget, Peggy Shanor, J. H.
Gilmour and other well-known actors. The
early episodes have now Jieen finished.

Picture

News

Max

Linder Recovers from
Illness
Max Linder, the French comedian, who
terminated his contract with Essanay last
July on account of ill health, has cabled
to friends that he has now fully recovered
and that he expects to visit this country
again in April.
After making a few productions at his
own studio, the Cinemax, in Paris, M.
Linder repaired himself to Switzerland,
and will now sail for the United States
in a few months. Just which company
will present him is still a point of conjecture.

New

William Duncan, Whom
Pathe Has Placed Under
Contract
The serial in which Mr. Duncan will be
starred, and which he will direct, has not
yet been named, but it will be released in
the late Spring.
Another forthcoming Pathe serial, the
cast of which has not yet been selected, will
be based on the novel, " The Mystery of
Lucian Delorme," by Guy de Taramond.
Other important announcements concerning Pathe serial plans are expected to be
made later.

to

the

West

Coast

was traveling across the continent from
California. It deals with life and conditions in Java and is said to strongly develop the Oriental atmosphere. Work on
this super-production was completed last
week.
J. Gordon
Miss having
Bara's left
director, already Edwards,
is in California,
New York about January 16. Some of the
members of the director's staff also have
left New York, so that all arrangements
for beginning work will have been completed by the time Miss Bara reaches Hollywood. The actress will remain in the
West indefinitely.
Reports Success
Reports from the Pathe Company indicate a highly satisfactory amount of business being done on their rc-issue of " Les
Miserables."

Bennett-Ince Story Is
Begun
It was announced last week from the office of Famous Players-Lasky that work
has been started at the Thomas H. Ince
studios in California on the second Paramount picture starring Buid Bennett. Jerome Storm is directing the picture, under
Mr. Ince's supervision, and Earl Rodney
will appear with Miss Bennett again. The
scenes are laid in a small Kansas town,
and
it is said that many rural types will be
introduced.
The working title of Miss Bennett's first
subject is "The Keys of the Righteous,"
but no name has been given to the second
one.
" The Rough Lover " for
Franklyn Farnum
With a new leading woman in the person of Juanita Hansen, Franklyn Farnum
takes his regular place on the Bluebird program in " The Rough Lover," by Joseph
F. Poland, and which was put into scenario
form by Charles A. Kenyon.
" The Rough Lover " was produced by
Joseph DeGrasse. Franklyn Farnum has a
dual role. In one character he is a studious
book-worm, timid of women, and uncertain
of himself. In the other he is a prizefighter, sure of himself, and the more
women he knows the more agreeable he
finds life.
Ralph

Kellard Returns to
Pathe
Ralph Kellard has returned to the screen,
and will make his reappearance in pictures
under the Pathe banner, in a forthcoming
five-reel Pathe Play.
Previous to his return to the stage this
season, Mr. Kellard was with Pathe for
two years, having been in " The Shielding
Shadow," " Pearl of the Army," and " The
Precious Packet."
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William Fox Cuts " Les
Miserables " Down
William Fox announced this week that
he could not cut " Les Miserables " to
eight reels, and as a consequence the picture will go to exhibitors in nine short
reels. Its total length, as the work stands
completed, is substantially 8,400 feet, approximately 1,381 feet having been eliminated. This is about 400 feet short of the
cuts which it had been proposed to make.
" Shortening this picture to bring it
within the length requirements of exhibitors has been one of the most difficult and
heart-rending tasks ever imposed upon our
organization," said William Fox this week
in the course of an interview. " Mr. Lloyd,
the director, thought the limit had been
reached when he turned the production
over to us. The film then measured 13,000
feet. For the showing at the Lyric Theatre in New York City we managed to cut
it to 9,781 feet, and our opinion then was
that we could not possibly take out another
inch.
" We realized, however, that further curtailment would be expected before the picture was released and accordingly a very
careful and exhaustive study of the possibilities was made during the whole of the
time the production was being run in New
York. We sought opinions from everyone.
Representatives of all departments of our
organization saw the picture repeatedly,
and finally, just prior to the last Lyric
showing, all of these persons made a final
inspection of the film and then submitted
detailed written reports suggesting every
sort of cutting or trimming which they
considered feasible."
General

Sends Out Another

Chaplin
General Film Company declares that the
Essanay comedy releases for the current
week are rich in those elements which appeal to showmen. To head the list General
has chosen Charlie Chaplin in a reissue
of his picture called "A Woman," made
while the comedian was with Essanay.
This is the sixth of Essanay's reissues of
Chaplin's early pictures.
The Essanay comedy for the week is
"A Touch Knight," described by General
as a farce with plenty of action.
Ethel Burton in Billy West
Comedy

In the next Billy West King-Bee comedy,
entitled "The Rogue," which is scheduled
for release February 15, Ethel Burton, who
was the King-Bee's leading lady in the first
production of this company, returns to be
made love to by the star. Another woman
seen in some of the earlier King-Bee
comedies, Rosemary Theby by name, appears in the same picture.

" Any Home " Release Set
"Any Home," the Pathe Gold Rooster
Play, starring Baby Marie Osborne
, has
been scheduled for release on March 3
Pathe announced this week.

George Loane Tucker, Goldwyn's Managing Director of Productions
George
Loane
Tucker
Promoted
this will unquestionably greatly increase the
Goldwyn Makes Him Managing DirecGoldwyn average of excellence.
tor of Production — Will Shape
" Already iMr. Tucker has produced two
Entire Output of Company —
splendid pictures for Goldwyn — Mae Marsh
Supervise Releases
in ' The Cinderella Man ' and Mabel Normand
in ' Dodging a Million.' "
p EORGE
LOANE
TUCKER,
one
of
the
better known directors and producers
in the motion picture industry, has become
managing director for Goldwyn Pictures
Universal Moves " MorCorporation, it was announced this week by
A change in the gan's
Bluebird
schedule
of rethat company. He v/ill, it is understood,
Raiders
"
have oversight and supervision of all the
lease brings " Morgan's Raiders," the latest
Violet Mersereau subject to be completed,
company's releases.
into a much earlier release date than had
In announcing the new arrangement,
been set. It will now be reGoldwyn said :— " From the earliest days of previously
leased the week of February 18, according
Goldwyn Mr. Tucker has taken a vital into announcements.
terest in the company because he felt then
" Alorgan's Raiders " was written for
and now that it presented one of the greatest opportunities for screen achievement in Miss Mersereau by Bess Aleredith, and directed byWilfred Lucas. Immediately upon
the entire industry, and because he was in
entire harmony with the Goldwyn plan of its completion Mr. Lucas was given a contract to direct Bluebirds, and was sent to
making only quality produc-tions.
Universal City, where he took charge of the
" That George Loane Tucker should step
direction of Monroe Salisbury.
into this important post is of great value
Miss Mersereau is supported by Frank
to Goldwyn for many reasons, not merely
Holland in the character of Harry Dawley,
because he is an able and brilliant director,
but because he is one of the greatest judges
Barbara Gilroy as Betsy's cousin Virginia,
of story values for the screen as well as a and Edward Burns as John Davidson, the
Union
captain.
master of continuity — one of the most difficult and exacting details of the picture art.
The assumption of these increased duties by
You are not going to war. The men toho
Mr. Tucker fortunately will not win him
exemption from personally producing pic- are need all the comforts you can give them.
tures, for he will continue to make a defi- Help them get cigarettes. That is your
nite number of releases for Goldwyn in its patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in tha
annual scheduled output. But, in addition,
"besmokes
" campaign, get busy — hoto. Don't
a slacker!
he is to give his careful and patient attention to all other Gold\vyn productions, and
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Leading Part.
and Marc
Friends,"Sergeant
BetweenIn Which
Woman
Alice Joyce Is Starred in Vitagraph's " •'A Over
the Top,"
ArthurMacDermott
Guy EmpeyHasIs aPresented

P i c t u re News

In the Center Is a " Shot " From

Gloria Swanson
Triangle

Directors

Three
Subjects
\\"ere Completed
Within tlie Past Week, With William E^esmond, Belle Bennett
and Jack Livingston
ACCORDING to announcements from
the West Coast this week Triangle
feature directors have gained a lap qn
n schedule
ithe
set byH.A'ice-Pres
dent productio
and General
Manager
O. Davis
for the Culver City studios during the
new year, completing three subjects in
the past week. The schedule calls for
two features a week. The stories on
which the directors have finished shooting and which are now in the film editing department include " The Sea Panther," "A Soul in Trust " and " The Hard
Rock Breed."
In " The Sea Panther," directed by
Thomas Heffron, William Desmond is
featured as a swashbuckling pirate of the
days of Captain Kidd, and will be seen
treading the decks of the historic old
Barkentine, " Fremont," which is the veteran of more than a hundred motion
pictures. Mary Warren, who has been
with the Triangle forces for some time,
makes her initial appearance as leading
woman in this picture, and is said to have
accomplished exceptional work in her first
big part. The well-known Triangle villain, Jack Richardson, is included in the
cast.
Belle Bennett is taking a few days' va
cation with the completion of " A Soul in
Trust," a seven-reel Southern society
drama, directed by Gilbert P. Hamilton.
Miss Bennett has nearly a dozen changes
of costume, and a bridal gown that is said
to be a masterpiece of modiste's skill.
The cast includes J. Barney Sherry, Darrell Foss, Lee Hill, Lillian West and
Grover Frankc.
Director Raymond Wells made record
time on his latest Triangle offering, "The

Gain

Lap

Hard Rock Breed," a film adaptation of
Frederic Bechdolt's Saturday Evening
Post story of the same name. This feature picture was completed with one week
of location work at the stone quarries at
Colton, Cal., and another week spent at
the Culver City studios. Jack Livingston
has the lead. J. Barney Sherry and Jack
Curtisin are
two The
typical
hardincludes
rock "
men
the the
story.
cast "also
Margery Wilson, who recently starred in
" Wild Sumac " and " Flames of Chance,"
and " Bull " Durham, Aaron Edwards and
Lee Phelps.
Director Cliff Smith has finished his
exterior "shots" on his latest Western
" Faith Endurin'," featuring the cowboy
star, Roy Stewart, and is now working
on one of the glass stages at the Culver
City studios. A rodeo and round-up at
the ranch studio, Hartville, was a feature
of the opening scenes in this new Western
feature, written by Kenneth B. Clarke.
A • surprise was sprung by Director
Smith on his cowboys when he ordered
one of the horses used on the stage coach
to be saddled for the bucking contest. Two
of the punchers were thrown before they
discovered that their director had put
one over on them and worked in a wellknown " outlaw."

Norma

Talmadge Completes Feature
After five days of enforced idleness at
the Norma Talmadge studios in East
Forty-eighth street, work was resumed this
week on " By Right of Purchase," Miss
Talmadge's next Select production, in
which she will be presented by Joseph M.
Schenck.
The picture will be practically completed
by the end of the week.

Appears

in

" Smoke "
Gloria Swanson has the featured part
in " Smoke," a Triangle picturization of
Norman Sherbrook's magazine story of the
same name made by Charles Mortimer
Peck. Director Jack Dillon conscripted the
comedienne from the Triangle-Keystone
forces, where she had but recently returned.
Edward Peale, who makes his initial appearance under the Triangle banner as Miss
Swanson's leading man, is well known to
motion pictures.
Two other discoveries of Casting Director Hoyt are Jim Cope and Grover
Franke, who also have substantial parts.
The cast includes George Hernandez, seen
in a recent release, " The Hopper " ; Claire
McDowell, Jack Richardson, Darrell Foss,
Kitty Bradbury, Bliss Chevalier and Iris
Ashton.
Coal

Shortage

Sends

Reid

West
Wallace Reid, who recently started
work at the New York studios of the
Famous Players-Lasky Studio following
his tour of the country, last week left for
California. Under the direction of
Donald Crisp, Mr. Reid commenced activities on his new Paramount picture in the
East, but owing to conditions brought
about by the coal situation, it was decided
that he discontinue operation here.
Ann

Pennington's Film
Progresses
Ann Pennington's newest Paramount
picture, " Sunshine Nan," is now rapidly
nearing completion in the Famous PlayersLasky New York studios.
In the cast are Richard Bathelmes, John
Hines, Helen Tracy, and Charles Eldridge.
Charles Giblyn is directing the films, the
scenario
liaving been written by Eve Un.scll.
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Vitagraph

Makes

Ambitious
Plans
the year. The story was prepared by RobSixteen New Five-Reel Subjects Outlined in Addition to " Over
ert W. Chambers from actual spy records
in the New York State archives, and he,
the Top " — Enough to Fill Company's Program
to First of August
with suggestions from Albert E. Smith,
has provided a story that is said to be replete with thrilling incidents.
FOLLOWING the announcement of March releases, an ambitious program
of production which will carry Blue Ribbon features well into the " The Green God " Included
summer, was made public this week by Albert E. Smith, president of the
Upon completion of this picture Director Robertson will resume production
Vitagraph Company.
His statement not only shows a great many plays acof " The Green God," featuring Miss Griftually
in
the
making,
but
many
others
in
preparation
for
the
company's
extensive list of stars.
fith and Webster Campbell, work upon
which was interrupted in order to start
Sixteen new five-reel subjects are outhned in President Smith's announcethe New York State feature. " The Green
God" is based on the novel of Frederick
ment, and these, with " Over the Top," in which Sergeant Guy Empey and
Lois Meredith are to appear, and the patriotic feature which is being made in Arnold Kummer and is said to provide
Miss Griffith with a splendid chance to disconjunction with New York State, gives Vitagraph material to fill its program
to August I.
play her talents.
Following " The Green God," Miss Griffith will be put in the leading role of " The
Six Months Ahead
Clutch of Circumstance," from the novel
A summary of the Vitagraph future
by Leighton
Osmun.
Robertproduct shows that the company not only
son also will Graves
direct her
in thisMr.
feature.
SAVING
YOUR
is prepared for almost six months in adHarry Morey, with Florence Deshon, is
vance, but also that its projected features
TIME
scheduled to begin work on " The Camare claimed to be of extraordinary high
bric Mask," one of Robert W. Chambers's
merit from a literary standpoint.
make Motion Pictureto
novels, immediately upon completion of
d
har
ty
Director William P. S. Earle, under
pret
ve
k
s
stri
New
a
boo
that
WE
" The Desired Woman," which he is now
whose guidance Gladys Leslie has worked
making under direction of Paul Scardon.
you can read with
ever since she joined the Vitagraph family,
ease as well as read with pleasAnother story which is ready for Mr.
ure.
will start production next week on " The
Morey and Miss Deshon is " The Man
Reflection of Scarlet," an original story by
First we originated the " allfrom Where," an original story by FredEdward P. Smaney, who is now actively
in-one " Table of Contents imeric R. Buckley, staff writer in the Vitarnediately preceding the editoengaged in the Photographic Department
graph scenario department.
rial page, giving you in three
at Washington on special work for the
William
Duncan, the stalwart hero of
minutes a cover-to-cover glance.
Government. Miss Leslie is to be starred
" The Fighting Trail " and " Vengeance —
Then there is "Serving it
in this feature, which will be produced in
and the Woman," the two Western serials,
With Speed and Ginger," givfive reels, and upon its conclusion will behas been selected to play the leading role
ing you with an Editorial touch
gin work immediately on " Ann Acushla,"
the high lights on the week's
in the screen adaptation of " Baree, the
happenings.
of which Paul West is the author. " Ann
Son of Kazan," the novel of the North by
When you want to know
Acushla." is described as a charming story
James Oliver Curwood.
what new stars have been
of Irish-American life.
Work on the " Kazan " feature, which
signed, what productions are
Alice Joyce, who is nearing the end of
will have a great many snow scenes in it,
nearing
completion,
what
plans
her work in " The Son of the Soul," under
is scheduled to start within a very short
the producers have, there is
the direction of Tom Terriss, is scheduled
time,
the Vitagraph announcement states.
this department: "Live News
to begin work in " My Man," an adaptation
from
Producers."
of the play by Edith Ellis. Her role in
Shipman-W hitman Feature
For theroutine
statements reNell Shipman and Alfred Whitman are
this, it is said, will give Miss Joyce one ■
garding
the
forthcoming
offerof the finest opportunities she has had since
to be featured in " A Texan Romance," by
ings of your service, you turn
to " Advance Offerings of the
her portrayal of Mary Turner in " Within
Cyrus
Townsend
Brady The
and "former
The Pariah,"
by
Lowell
Otis Reese.
is said
the Law." Other plays which are in prepto be an unusually strong story, containing
To
know
what
the
open
aration for Miss Joyce are " The BusiPrograms."
market will soon have for you
many thrilling moments such as the author
ness of Life," by Robert W. Chambers,
and what exchange will handle
gave to " The Fighting Trail," which he
and " To the Highest Bidder," a novel by
the pictures in your section, we
wrote in collaboration with J. Stuart BlackFlorence Morse Kingsley.
have " In the Independent
MacGrath Novel Used
ton,
and he
" Vengeance
— and with
the Albert
Woman,"E.
of which
was co-author
George Barr McCutcheon and Harold
There's a place for everySmith. " The Pariah " is an adaptation
thing in Motion Picture News
MacGrath supply the subjects in which
from the story of the same name which
Earle Williams will be featured with Grace
—Field."
and everything is in its
created great interest when it appeared in
Darmond, following the completion of " An
the Saturday Evening Post last August.
place.
Both these stories are said to be ideally
American Live Wire," on which they are
at work now in California. " An Ameradapted to the talents of Miss Shipman
ican Live Wire " is an adaptation from
and Mr. Whitman, who are now at work
under direction of William Wolbert on
" The Lotus and the Bottle," an O. Henry
story. " The Man from Brodneys," from
who also is directing " An American Live
" The Home Trail," scheduled for release
late in March. The stars will be directed
the novel of the same name,' by McCorinne Griffith, Webster Campbell and
Cutcheon, probably will be the next story
by Mr. Wolbert in both of the new feain which Mr. Williams will work, this to Marc MacDermott, working under the di- tures.
rection
of
John
Robertson,
are
nearing
Wire."
be followed by " The Girl in His House,"
from the pen of Harold MacGrath. Ancompletion of the patriotic picture which
Exhibitors Praise Stars
other feature in prospect for Mr. Williams
is being made by Vitagraph in co-operation
with
the
New
York
State
Defense
CounMutual's stars, V/illiam Russell, Mary
and Miss Darmond is entitled " Out of
Miles Minter, Ann Murdock, Edna Goodcil. This is the feature in which Goverthe Dark," written by Roma Raymond and
rich, Margarita Fischer, Olive Tell and
nor Charles S. Whitman, of New York,
Jane Dixon. All of these, it is announced,
will be produced at the Vitagraph Western
plays a prominent role, and it promises to Billie Rhodes, continue to elicit praise, according to Mutual, from the e.xhibitors.
Studio under the direction of Tom Mills, be one of the most sensational pictures of
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Goldwyn Distributes New
Beach Film
Goldwyn Distributing Corporation this
week announced the completion of another
Rex Beach film drama, " Heart of the Sunset," made from the author's novel of that
name. Unlike " The Auction Block," which
was purchased from the Rex Beach Pictures Company and released as a regularly
scheduled Goldwyn subject, " Heart of the
Sunset" is to be distributed as a special
Rex Beach production, it is said.
Anna Q. Nilsson is the featured feminine
player in " Heart of the Sunset." In the
leading masculine role — the Rex Beach piclures have no stars, so-called — is Herbert
Heyes.
Petrova

Is Guest of San iM-ancisco Two Days,
and ^Marches on Foot with Soldiers and Sailors — Attended
Reception
the second time within the past few
*■ weeks Mary Pickford has headed a
parade in San Francisco, wielding a baton
which Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
describes as big as herself at the head of a
military band.
Miss Pickford was the ofikial guest of
San Francisco for two days recently, during a Red Cross drive. The big event of
the drive on " Mary Pickford Day " was
the military and naval parade, which was
headed by Miss Pickford and in which
fully ten thousand soldiers and sailors took
part. There were no vehicles in the
parade.
When the head of the parade readied
the St. Francis Hotel, the Artcraft star

filtered an automobile and stood in the
tonneau while the boys in olive drab and
blue passed in review, each company saluting her with " eyes left " as it passed.
In the afternoon a reception was tendered Miss Pickford by San Francisco's
society and club women at the Colonial
liallroom of the St. Francis. There was
dancing, Miss Pickford starting it by asking a sailor boy from the escort of thirty
bluejackets tendered her for the occasion,
for the first dance.
The following day. Miss Pickford was
hurried off by the Red Cross officials to
the Union Iron Works, The Pacific Coast's
shipbuilding plant, where she spoke to
about 15,000 workingmen now engaged in
buildin.uf warships for our navy. No notice had been given of the meeting, only
a sign in front of the general offices saying, "Mary Pickford will speak here this

noon."
Suffrage Theme
in Pathe Drama
Series
A N argument for woman suffrage is said only one of the vital topics of to-day
which are made the theme for the twoto be contained in " The Catspaw,"
reel dramas released under the general
the third chapter of "The Price of Folly,"
the series of eight two-reel dramas, each
name
of 'The Price of Folly.'"
complete in ilsdf, being released by Pathe,
During
the last five years Mr. Mayo has'
according to Frank Mayo. Mr. Mayo is played in about 400 feature pictures. He
played his first Iiig part in pictures as Max
co-starred
" The
Ruth Rolandin in
this Price
serial. of Folly " with
Lamar in Will M. Ritrhcy's serial, " The
The Catspaw ' deals with the work
Red Circle," one of Pathe's continued photoplay releases. He also played opposite
of the crooked politician," said Mr. Mayo,
"and this brand of politician will be a Ruth Roland in this serial.
thing of the past when women get the vote
" The Price of Folly " is from the pen
and begin to take the interest they should
of Will M. Ritchcy, responsible for many
in the things that concern the welfare of stories. It was released January 20, and
their country.
from reports from various sections of the
country it is a winner. Marcus Loew
"The drama is not based on woman suffrage, biit the thinking pcr.son, who sees it, booked it for a pre-release showing at his
will realize that politics must be reformed
circuit of theatres in and around New
and their reformation will come through
York City and it elicited most favorable
comment.
giving women the vote. ' The Catspaw ' is

Issues Folder on
Pictures
An advertising folder has just been issued by the exploitation department of the
Petrova Picture Co. Daniel M. Henderson, advertising manager, is responsible
for this novelty. The folder is so arranged as to not only serve as an argument to all exhibitors regarding the merit
of the productions starring Madame Olga
Petrova, but is also most suitable for distribution bythe theatre man to his patrons.
The outside cover carries a personal letter from S. L. Rothapfel, managing director of the Rialto and Rivoli theatres, concerning qualities of the first Petrova production,Daughter
"
of Destiny."
Theda

Bara

Departs

from

Vampirism
Theda Bara does not have a vampire
role in her super-production, " The Forbidden Path," which will be released by William Fox as a Standard picture on January 27. Instead, she is the victim of a
vampire — that is, provided a man may
be given that name. The role, according
to the Fox management, is wholly a sympathetic one in which Miss Bara portrays
a woman who has been robbed of honor
by a rich man and then trod upon by society.
Pickford

Subject Promises
Humor
Famous Players-Lasky is of the opinion,
in an announcement this week, that " Amarilly of Clothes Line Alley," in which Mary
Pickford will next appear for Artcraft, is
the most humorous picture in which she
has ever appeared. " Clothes Line Alley "
is said to be typical of the tenement district of a great metropolis. The characters
that appear, from the star down, are all
indigenous to the precincts that form so
city.
large
and so picturesque a portion of the
Leonce

Perret Directs

Dolly Sisters
Leonce Perret, who came to this country
about a year ago to direct Robert Warwick
in a series of pictures, is now actively engaged in the production of a feature in
which the Dolly Sisters are the stars, it was
announced this week by T. E. Letendre.
The scenario was written by M. Perret.
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' Revenge," With Edith Storey; " Her Boy," With Niles Welch As the
Co-Star,
" Under Suspicion," With Bushman and Bayne, Are New Features From
MetroandStudios
Author

Named

Petrova

New Subject
The publicity department of Petrova
Pictures Corporation this week announced
that through an error inadvertently committed by a member of the studio staff of
the company, credit for the titling of the
second feature starring Madame Olga
Petrova, was misplaced last week. " The
Light Within," the title which was chosen
in competition and approved by Frederick
L. Collins, president of the Petrova Picture Co. organization, and the star herself, was erroneously ascribed as the work
of Larry Trimble, who directed the production.
To Mrs. L. Case Russell, author of the
scenario of " The Light Within," which
is an adaptation of her original story,
"Laurel Carlisle," should go the credit* of
choosing this title.

" Love

Me " from Quill of
Sullivan
C. Gardner Sullivan, who has written
many photoplays, is responsible for " Love
Me," in which Thomas H. Ince will present Dorothy Dalton on the Paramount
program following her appearance in
"Flare-Up Sal."
The picture, under the supervision of Mr.
Ince, is directed by R. William Neil, who
is said to have a remarkably well selected
cast at his disposal. The players in support of Miss Dalton have not been announced.
The story of " Love Me " ranges from
the social precincts of Philadelphia to the
wilds of a North Dakota construction
-camp.
Vitagraph

Introduces New
Players
Florence Deshon and Grace Darmond,
who were recently added to the list of
Vitagraph stars, are to be introduced on
that company's program the week of February 4,when they will appear in support
■of
Harry
Morey in "The Other Man," a
Blue Ribbon.

44
Brass
Check"
Will S. Davis Directs Metro Production Which Co-Stars Bushman
and Bayne — Frank Currier
as the Father
METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
this week announced the members
of the cast to appear with Francis X.
Bushman and Beverly Bayne in the production called " The Brass Check," which
has been put under way with Will S.
Davis directing. The story was prepared
for the screen by June Mathis from a
magazine story.
Frank Currier, a Metro favorite, is cast
as Silas Trevor, father of A. Richard
Trevor (played by Francis X. Bushman)
and head of the rubber trust. Currier
has just completed another " father" role,
playing Pharos, the parent of Azah, the
gypsy girl portrayed by Nazimova, in her
second Metro picture. He has supported
many of the Metro stars in picture productions, including Nazimova in " Revelation," Emily Stevens in " Outwitted," and
Emmy Wehlen in " The Trail of the
Robert Williamson plays Peter Glanor,
aShadow."
friend of Silas Trevor, and one of the
directors of the rubber trust. He recently appeared on the screen with George
Walsh in " The Pride of New York."
Ollie Cooper, who plays Norma Glanor,
daughter of Peter Glanor, makes her motion picture debut in this picture. Miss
Cooper, who comes from California, has
had extensive experience in stock in San
Francisco, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, Portland, Ore., and other cities.
Augustus Phillips, often a member of
Metro casts, is seen as Wellington Dix.
He was recently seen as Dr. David Brett
in Metro's picturization of " Daybreak,"
in which Emily Stevens was starred. He
has played in all except one of Viola
Dana's Eastern Metro pictures, including
" Blue Jeans."
John Smiley plays William Roberts, a
director of the rubber syndicate. Smiley
has previously supported Francis X. Bush-

Cast
Is Named
man and Beverly Bayne in " The Adopted
Son " and " Their Compact."
Hugh D'Arcy, the veteran actor, press
agent, advance man and theatrical manager, isa notable addition to this cast. He
plays J. Osborne Cole, a member of the
rubber company directorate. He has been
advance man for Edward Harrigan, Robert Mantell, Liebler & Co., the Rogers
Brothers and the Shuberts.
Frank Joyner plays Henry Everett, a
young inventor, the brother of Edith
Everett, who is portrayed by Beverly
Bayne, co-star with Mr. Bushman in " The
Brass Check." Joyner recently supported
Emily Stevens in two Metro pictures.
Rudolph de Cordova plays Cornelius
Everett, father of Edith and Henry. He
was Shakespearean advisor for the Metro
production
of X.
" Romeo
and and
Juliet,"
which Francis
Bushman
Beverlyin
Bayne played the famous lovers.
Jack Newton, recently seen in " Under
Suspicion," with Francis X. Bushman and
Beverly
Bayne,
and "plays
AliasRobert
Mrs. Jessop,"
with
Emily
Stevens,
Dexter,
the head of the Dexter Detective Agency.
Besides the principals there is a large
cast of minor players, who will appear
as farmers, detectives, tramps, lunatics,
and so forth.
Story
Flagg's Model

in Edison

For the fourth of the series of pictures
which James Montgomery Flagg is sketching for Edison under the general title of
" Girls You Know," the artist selected Mary
Arthur, the girl who has done most of the
posing for his recent drawings, as the chief
iigure. This marks her first appearance in
pictures.
The three pictures already made are
" The Screen Fan," with Eleanor Masters ;
" The Bride," with Peggy Hopkins, and
" The Superstitious Girl," with Hazel
Adams.

Hi 0 t i 0 n Picture

News

Possessing a Catchy Name and a Star With Personality, " Dodging a Million," Goldwyn's Firgt Mabel Normand Picture, Awaits Release for Approval
Goldwyn
Rushes
Plans on Normand
Film
Clarence G. Badger, brought from the
DECLARING that word of the forthWest Coast by Goldwyn, has been selected
coming release of Mabel Normand's
to direct the picture, which as yet is with"Dodging a Million" subject has brought
out a title. Badger was formerly with
forth response from many exhibitors, GoldLubin, Universal and Keystone as writer
wyn Pictures Corporation this week announced that the company deemed it im- of scenarios, and has directed comedies
perative to follow the picture up with a for the latter company.
second Mabel Normand production as soon
Tom Moore will be Miss Normand's
as is practicable.
leading
man in Granville
this " newspaper
and Charlotte
is cast " asstory,
his
Accordingly, Goldwyn announces a new
mother.
Helen
Dahl,
from
the ranks of
story has been chosen for the comedienne,
the legitimate stage, also has a role, and
which is said to tell a tale of newspaper
Louis R. Grisel has the part of an old
life combining comedy and thrills. The
newspaper employee. Willard Dashiell,
role for Miss Normand is that a " copy
girl," whose sudden and brilliant " beat " Lincoln Plumer and Wallace McCutcheon,
all well known to the screen, are other
covers her paper with glory — and the star
with fame.
players in the cast.

Balshofer Completes Lockwood Subject
With the filmization of a few remaining scenes which had to be made in New
York, following two location trips and a
long period of work in the studio, the production of Harold Lockwood's coming
Metro
wonder
Broadway
completed last play,
week " by
DirectorBill,"
FredwasJ.
Balshofer.
The cast
supporting
Mr. Stanton
LockwoodHeck,
includes Martha
Mansfield,
Cornish Beck, William Clifford, Bert
Starkey, Tom Blake, Art Ortego, Robert
Milosh, Raymond Hadley,»W. W. Black
and Blanche Davenport.
The production has been made in five
reels and is scheduled as a February release by Metro.
Goldwyn

Keystone Makes
Hay While
Sun Shines
In
the
cast
are
Rae
Godfrey, Frank Bonn,
FAVORED by the delay in California
Mario Bianchi, Rose Carter, Martin Kinney
rains, the Triangle-Keystone forces
and Marianne Torre.
have been making hay while the sun shines.
Five companies are busy at the Culver
" A Rough Diamond," with Paddy McCity studio on the schedule of comedies
Quire, headed by a big cast of well-known
fun makers, is having its finishing touches
which S. C. Burr, comedy production manager, has mapped out for the present year.
adjusted by Director Harry Edwards.
A company under the direction of HerMany
of the scenes
shot " at one
man Haymaker is completing work on the of
the jewelry
shops ofwere
the "West.
Director
William
Beaudine
has his latest
two-reel comedy " A Playwright's Wrong,"
in which one of the scenic features is the two-reeler, " Slinging It," almost ready for
the cutlers.
interior of a motion picture theatre. Much
of the action, which prepared the way for
a series of situations, takes place within
this specially constructed palace of silent
Farnum Company Goes to
fun.
Triangle-Keystone Directbr Charles
Mountains
Avery has a big cast at work on a " societyHeaded by William Farnum, the William
crook" comedy, "Her Bohemian Party."
Ruth Langston plays the principal feminine
Fox star, and Richard Stanton, who is dirole, a society girl whose longing for new
recting his new de luxe production, " Rough
sensations leads to many harrowing and and Ready," now in the making, a comlaughable experiences. Eugene Corey, as
pany of eighty-five players and technical
her sweetheart, and Arthur Moon, as a men left New York City last week for the
Adirondack Mountains. The scenes of the
suave leader of a band of discriminating
crooks, have good roles. Others in the cast photoplay, which will probably be released
late in March as a Standard picture, are
arc Al Harris, Joseph Belmont, Jim Rowe
laid for the most part in the icy wastes
and ClifT Jordan.
Director Reggie Morris, who contracted
of the frozen North. Mr. Fox says, in
a severe attack of grippe during the holiday consequence, that Mr. Farnum will spend
at least a fortnight and possibly three
season, is back at work on a one-reel
weeks in the snowclad region.
comedy, " Three Hats and Two Heads."

Engages Henley
to Direct
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, in making
arrangements for a new production in
which Mae Marsh will be presented, has
included the engagement of Hobart Henley as director. A contract has been signed
whereby
Henley features.
will direct Miss Marsh's
future Goldwyn
Besides his directing proclivities, which
have been shown in " Parentage," a state
rights picture, Mr. Henley has also ap- ,
peared in motion pictures, lastly with Universal.
The cast for the new picture now l)cing asscml)le(i.
" The

Shuttle " Nears Final
Touches
" The Shuttle," Constance Talmadge's
latest Select picture, in which she will be
presented by Lewis J. Selznick, has been
completed and is now being cut and titled.
It is the first production to l)e made by
the star since her arrival in Los Angeles
and provides her with a role of unusual
dramatic force, according to Select.
The story was written by Margaret
Turnbull and Harvey Thew from ' Mrs.
Frances Hodgson Burnett's novel of international love and marriage, and was directed by Rollin Sturgeon.
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" Changed

to

" The Argument "
The Triangle Film Corporation announces that the title of the play, " Evidence," released for the week of January
20, has been changed to " The Argument."
" The Argument " is described as a drama
of professional life, offering an entirely
new theme for a dramatic production, and
involves an interesting study of brainstorm acquittal. The principal characters
are J. Barney Sherry, who plays the part
of a well-known New York attorney, and
little Pauline Starke, recently featured in
"Until They Get Me."
Franklin

Assists Director
Davis
, Harry Franklin is assisting Will S.
Davis in the direction of Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne, " The Brass
Check," a picturization of George Allan
England's story of the same name that
appeared in All-Story Weekly. Franklin
has returned to the Metro field after a
vacation. He has previously assisted Director Davis in the production of " Alias
Mrs. star.
Jessop " in which Emily Stevens was
the
Oklahoma

Oil Fields for
Paralta
Paralta Plays, Inc., last week announced
that many of the big spectacular scenes in
J. Warren Kerrigan's forthcoming Paralplay,fields
" The ofTurn
of a Card,"
are role
laid of
in
the ta oil
Oklahoma.
In the
Jimmy Montgomery Farrell, Mr. Kerrigan
is seen as a young college man who goes
West and strikes oil in the Oklahoma
fields. During the progress of the story
the men employed at the wells become incensed and start a riot, during which they
set fire to one of the great wells.
Pathe War Film Claims
Success
Pathe announced this week that the new
Garrick theatre in St. Paul and the Strand
in Minneapolis arc doing well with Pathe
"" France
pictures.
France In
In has
.-\rms."
beenaccording
to
the announcement,
exceptionallv successful.

Baby Marie Osborne Has a Chief Part in Pathe's
" Any Home "

Brockwell
Company
Fox Western Studios Scene of Action
on Story Unnamed,
with Le
Saint Directing — Tom Mix
Completes Feature
GLADYS BROCKWELL has begun
work on a new production at the William Fox studios on the Pacific Coast. The
story and scenario are by Charles Kenyon,
but the picture has not been named. Edward J. Le Saint is the director, this being
his second picture for Mr. Fox. The cast
includes, besides Miss Brockwell, William
Scott, Bertram Bracken, Lucille Young,
Georgia Woodthrop, T. A. Crittenden,
Sarah Hernan and Betro Buzzi.
Miss Brockwell began work three days
after
completingof "Bertram
The MoralBracken.
Law," under
the direction
This
story was by E. Lloyd Sheldon and the
cast includes Rosita Marstini, Joseph Singleton, Frank Clark and Nancy Caswell
among others.
Photographing has been completed for
the Tom Mix production to be released
under the title " Six-Shooter Andy." This
story was written by Bernard McConville,
and the picture was made under S. A.
Franklin's direction. The cast, which is a
large one, includes several of the children
who had principal roles in "Jack and the
Beanstalk," " Treasure Island " and similar Fox productions, among these being
Georgia Stone, Virginia Corbin, Violet
RadclifTe, Buddie Messinger, Lewis Sargent, Raymond Lee, Beulah Burns and
Vivian Plank. Among the adults in the
company, besides Mr. Mix, were Enid
Markey, one of the stars of " Cheating the

Under

Way

Jewel Carmen, Fox California
leading lady, who is now in
Public," Bert Woodruff, Sam Degrasse,
Patrick Christmas, Robert Fleming, Jack
Plank, Charles Stephens and Benn Ham.mer.
Work also is progressing at Hollywood
on a production involving the divorce problem, which is being made under the direction of Frank Lloyd, and of which he also
is the author. This cast includes Charles
Clary, Bertha Mann, Bertram Grassby,
Mark Robbins, Rhea Mitchell, Willard
Louis and Edward M. Wallace.

Alice Brady Starts New
Select Picture
services before their engagements call them
ALICE BRADY on January 23 started away.
work on her fourth Select producAmong the company, which is only
tion in the Fifty-sixth street studio, folpartly assembled, may be noted, besides
lowing the five-day shutdown of studios
Miss Brady and Mr. Morgan, Charles
made necessary by the order of the Fuel
Francis, Harry Southard and Russell BasAdministrator.
newest
of Miss
Brady's
sett. all of whom are necessary for the
Select PicturesThewill
follow
respectively
scenes about to be filmed.
" Her Silent Sacrifice," " Woman and
Wife " (a screen version of "Jane Eyre "),
and " The Knife," a picturization of Eugene
Walter's
seen here. play of the same name recently
The next Brady production is to be Russian in theme and setting. Robert G.
Vignola, who directed " The Knife," which
has only recently been completed, will again
have charge of the Brady production.
Frank Morgan will be the leading man ;
he was likewise leading man in " The
Although a great many of the scenes in
Alice
Knife."Brady's new picture, which, for the
present,
is being called
" Ruthless
will be exteriors
in which
winter Russia,"
scenery
forms a pictorial background, the scenes
filmed during the first week or two of
work will be interiors done at the studio.
This for the reason that some of the personnel of the Brady company, who are
necessary in these interior scenes but not
in the exterior, are at liberty only for a
short time, and Miss Brady and her director wish to avail themselves of their

Alice Bradyan andHasWife,"
a Character
in " Woma SelectPart
Picture

Motion
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N ews

Ned

* Camera

Face

Born,

OLGA PETROVA, the emotional artiste now appearing in a
series of eight special starring productions
of her o\yn film organization, last week presented some personal views regarding the
topic of "type" and "camera face."
Madame Petrova's pictures thus far arc
" Daughter of Destiny " and " The Light
Within,"
ration. with " The Life Mask " in prepaShe said: "A 'camera face' is like little
Topsy of ' Uncle Tom's Cabin ' fame — ' it
just growed that way.' One may have the
beauty of the Queen of Sheba, Venus de
Milo, Cleopatra and Helen of Troy rolled
into one and still not have a 'camera face.'
The essential thing is to have features that
photograph well. In every day life, a little
droop to the mouth or a peculiar angle
to the eyebrows may add charm and character to one's looks, yet on the screen these
lines may have a very ugly effect. If the
features are quite clear and regular there
is something to hope for — and even them,
with the most perfectly shaped nose and
lips, it may be discovered that the big blue
eyes, that caused everj-body to remark on
their
weakofand
on the' soulful
screen.beauty,'
Certainlook
shades
bluefaded
will
not do at all. Black eyes photograph dull
and lifeless; brown eyes are better; but
blue-green eyes, with a rim of yellow
around the pupil are best of all, as they
retain their expression and animation.
Black hair is not desirable, as it is too

Not

Made" —

Petrova

MADAME

General

Sets

No

Irwin

Mme. Olga Petrova Has Completed " The
Light Within "
' contrasty ' ; brown, red and blond photograph well, though much depends on the
shade and quality."

Thrill

GENERAL FILM COMPANY, in its
most recent announcements concerning "A Daughter of Uncle Sam," the
Jaxon serial, sets no thrill limits on the
picture, but expects it to be the thrill sensation of the year.
General said : " Preliminary inspection of
the first six episodes of ' A Daughter of
Uncle Sam,' released through General
Film Company, reinforce the producers'
confidence, expressed some time ago, that
this new serial is to be the thrill sensation of the year. Each episode is crowded
with tense and dramatic situations well
calculated to hold the fans glued in their
seats. Besides, many of the German spy
outrages figuring in the serial are among
those dealt with in the columns of the
Providence Journal during its stirring
series of exposures.
"Jane Vance, the heroine of this exciting serial, is a sportswoman whose feats
will endear her with fans who are looking
for new sensations. A few of the many
exciting events in the early chapters of
"A Daughter of Uncle Sam" are:
"A race on ice between an automobile
and an ice boat ; a collision at sea between ayacht and a motor boat; the theft
of the Government secret code by spies;
the destruction of a munitions plant by
bombs planted by a German agent; the
arrest of the plotters and their escape from
jail with the aid of explosives; the ingenious attempts of plotters to obtain the
secret of the thcoscope, a marvelous war
invention; the rescue of ihr inventor from

Finley Begins Film
Production
Ned Finley, soldier of fortune in many
lands, actor and author, long with the Vitagraph, on January 22 departed for Bat
Cave, North Carolina, with a company of
players to direct. the first production of the
Ned Finley Films, Incorporated. The company is sponsored by several men associated with banking in this city, is capitalized
at $100,000, and will turn out three-reel
outdoor pictures, releasing about twelve a
year through the General Film.
The first one will be called " The Return
of O'Garry," being the further adventures
of the Royal Mounted Canadian hero, in
which Mr. Finley made such a success, both
as actor and director, under J. Stuart
Blackton's supervision. Edith Storey was
the leading woman in the one that brought
the largest measure of success.
The leading woman for the new series isMarian Henry, daughter of Division Chief
Henry, of the Secret Service, and the
niece of Former Chief Hazen. Incidentally, she is the wife of Mr. Finley.

Limit

on

Serial

a rock rapidly being enveloped by a tide;
a disastrous fire started by German agents;
an attempt to ' get ' the hero by cutting

Jane Vance, In Jaxon-General's "A Daughter of
Uncle Sam "
down a tree from which he is making observationsthe
;
round-up and capture of
members of the spy gang; a saw mill
scene, in which the master spy puts the
heroine at the mercy of the machinery; a
fight atop an ice covered rock between the
hero and the master spy and the former's
thirty- foot fall into the arms of soldiers
below, a clever ruse by which the heroine
throws the enemy off guard and sends a
wireless call for help, and the capture of
members of the gang in their secret cave."

Maps Out Empey
Campaign
Walter W. Irwin, general manager of
the Vitagraph distributing organization,,
was engaged for the better part of last
week in laying out plans for the quadruple
advertising campaign that is to signalize
the release of " Over the Top," the film reproduction of Sergeant Arthur Guy Empey's selfwar
book,
in which
sergeant
himis to play the
leadingtherole,
supported
by Lois Meredith.
This campaign, as outlined by Mr. Irwin, will consist of a nation-wide co-operaefTort by Vitagraph,
P. Putnam's
Sons, tivepublishers
of the bookG.; Lee
Keedick,
lecture manager for Empey, and the McClure Newspaper Syndicate, which is syndicating Empey's book.
•
Special
Fox Gets New
Contracts on
Exhibitors are evincing keen interest in
William Fox's forthcoming "Jack Spurlock-Prodigal," with George Walsh as star,
according to announcement from the Fox
offices, and many new patrons have been
obtained for the William Fox Special Features to whom this picture is to go without extra charge. This, however, applies
only to exhibitors listed January 30 as having contracted for Fox Special Features.
The Fox offices announced this week that
Walsh has been confined to the hospital'
for a week, and is likely to be " out of commission for two additional weeks," as thercsult of a fall which broke three ribs and'
gave the star a scalp wound. The accident followed closely on the cornplction of
the picture.
Specialists Called In
" The Light Within," the second production in which Madame Olga Petrova isshortly to appear, necessitated the expert
services of two New York laboratory specialists during the taking of several scenes,
Petrova Pictures announced this week.
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Jester Comedies Gaining
Ground
In the opinion of the Jester Comedy
Co. the rapidity with which the Jester
Comedies are being taken up by exchange
men throughout the country testifies to the
good judgment displayed by William
Steiner in securing Twede-Dan as the
featured comedian.
Mr. Steiner, who is now on tour
throughout the country, reports that at
all showings given Twede-Dan was proclaimed as a comedian of exceptional
ability, owing to the fact that he does
not follow a beaten path by assuming one
style of make-up.
In " The Recruit," the first of the Jester
two-reel super comedies, to be released on
February IS, Twede-Dan makes his debut
before American audiences. Immediately
upon the finishing of " The Recruit " work
was started on "His Golden Romance,"
a story entirely opposite from "The Recruit." Work is almost completed on
"All 'Fur' Her," the third release, to be
followed by " In and Out."
Coal

Shortage Stops Select
Film
The recent " closing order " from Washington caught Clara Kimball Young's studio forces unawares, according to an announcement from Select Pictures, and
"held
The up.House of Glass " was temporarily
Work was rushed on the remaining
scenes in the hope that the picture could be
finished before the ruling was enforced,
but, despite every effort, about two days'
work remained to be done when Friday
morning dawned. In consequence Miss
Young was forced to carry her staff of
players and studio helpers over the fiveday halt in activities, and the completion
of " The House of Glass " was not reached
until the end of last week.

Pantages Picks " Hidden
Hand " Serial
Reports from Los Angeles indicate great
activity in Pathe's office there. Alexander
Pantages, before booking "The Hidden
Hand," viewed another serial and, after
looking at one episode, instructed the
operator to quit, as he claimed it was
simply a continuation of a preceding one
and that the public would not like to see
these characters on the screen for another
fifteen weeks.
" Les Miserables
" played
Auditorium
for a full
week. at Clune's
Pathe News is playing at Clune's Auditorium, Clune's Broadway, Tally's theatre,
Orpheum theatre, Miller's theatre, as well
as the new million-dollar theatre.
Texas Guinan Entertains
Texas Guinan, who is now playing with
the Triangle forces, was among the screen
players at the " ringside " at the recent Red
Cross rodeo held in Washington Park, Los
Angeles. Miss Guinan had as her guests
Alma Rubens, Triangle star, Lottie Pickford and Mrs. Al Roscoe.

Elsie Ferguson, in Her Steady March to Fame's
Artcraft Pinnacle, Is Star of " Song of Songs " for
Brenon

Connects

Thinks Conflict May Cripple the Industry, But Sees No Financial
Ruin Ahead — Will Help the
Government
HERBERT BRENON, in an interview
last week concerning the war in its
relation to the motion picture, voiced his
opinion that the country has not yet
grasped the grim seriousness of the war
into which we have lately entered.
" I am not a calamity howler,' said Mr.
Brenon, " and I am not one of those who
believe that the war is going to send the
motion picture industry to the dogs. The
motion picture has come to stay. It has
already taken its place among the foremost industries of the world. But that
the war is going to cripple the industry, I
haven't a doubt. Not because of the war
tax; not because of increased admission
prices, or the salaries of stars, and the
hundred and one comparatively insignificant reasons that are being continually
set forth, but because the Government
needs men. When I say men, I do not
necessarily mean brawn. In this particular
instance I mean brains.
"The Government is going to call upon
the brains of industry to help win the war.
In a year or two there won't be an able
man
to be found
in this country
who and
' is
not devoting
his energies,
his skill,
his entire time to doing his bit for his
country.
" The motion picture industry will do its
share. It has a vast supply of resources
which even now the Government is calling
for. Do you think our young men are
going to refuse to answer?
" When the Government calls for mechanics where will better ones be found
than in the studios? Electricians, camera
men, still photographers, scenic artists for

War

and

Film

camouflage, telephone operators and stenographers, al will respond to their country's call and the industry will be crippled.
" You can't ruin an industry like ours.
It is destined to take an important place
in the world's work. Now is the time to
prove what it can do.
" The motion picture is going to be one
of the vital factors in the winning of this
war. It's going to be a strong factor in
bringing the various countries closer together, to express their real aims and accomplishments, and to spread propaganda.
The screen tells the truth. The written
word has little value compared to seeing
with one's own eye."
Quebec

Sunday
City Theatres

Open

By a decision returned January 12 in
the court of King's Bench sitting in appeals, all moving picture theatres in
Quebec City may open on Sunday. This
decision revokes a series of judgments
delivered
recorder's
court, superior
court
and inthethecourt
of revision.
For the
last few years the local theatres had been
forced to close their doors on Sunday by
a municipal by-law which had been susby the next
recorder's
court and
court. tainedThe
day after
the superior
decision
was announced being Sunday, January 13,
several local exhibitors took advantage of.
the victory to open their theatres.
Forty in a Fight
What Triangle claims is a very realistic
free-for-all fight, in which forty Westerners battled, is a feature of the Triangle
feature, " The Hard Rock Breed," which
has Jack Livingston in the leading role.
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Directs Myrtle
Lind

Director Jack Dillon is said to be making good time on his latest Triangle subject, "Betty Comes Home," a five-reel
comedy-drama, in which Myrtle Lind,
former Triangle-Keystone player, has the
title role. With good luck he expects to
have this picture in the film editing department within another week. Jack Gilbert is supporting Miss Lind in this picture
and this well-known juvenile, who recently
rejoined the Triangle forces, is seen as the
son of a rich man seeking to make his
way in the world as a chauffeur, just to
prove to his stern parent that he is of some
use after all.
The cast also includes Myrtle Rishell, a
newcomer at the Culver City studios. Gene
Burr, George Pearce, Anna Dodge, Percy
Challenger and J. P. Wilde.
Lincoln

Hi

EST WE FORGET," completed but
a few days ago by Metro Pictures
Corporation, which announced it as a timely
spectacle, opened for a brief run at the
Lyric theatre in New York on January 28.
Rita Jolivet is star of the feature, the story
of which concerns international war events.
Metro, in an announcement this week,
lays particular stress upon the excellence
of the cast supporting Miss Jolivet in the
picture. Hamilton Revelle appears opposite
the star in the role of Harry Winslow.
He is already known to Metro audiences,
having been starred in " The Price of
Malice," " An Enemy to Society " and
"The Half-Million Bribe."
L. Rogers Lytton, well-known screen
player, is seen as Baron van Bergen, a German master spy. This is a role similar to
the one he played in " The Battle Cry of
Peace."
Kate Blancke plays Madame Heriot, the

mother of Rita, who is portrayed by Rita
Jolivet. Miss Blancke is a Metro favorite
who has been seen in " The Brand of
Cowardice," " The End of the Tour " and
other productions.
Clifford Saum, who plays Fritz Muller,
also assisted in the direction of this picture. Saum is well known as an assistant
director, having worked with J. Gordon
Edwards in the production of pictures starring Theda Bara and other stars.
Emil Roe, who is seen as the mayor of
Rose-sur-Meuse, is well known on the West
Coast, where he was a member of the Balboa and other motion picture stock companies. Henry Smith, a veteran player of
the stage, is seen as General Joffre. Gaby
Pcrricr plays a young mother role. Other
members of the cast are Texas Cooper,
H. P. St. Leger, Ernest Mautain, Edward
Gerstle and George Slatteau. Extras were
used in the ensemble scenes.

Leaves New York
for Coast
E. K. Lincoln left New York for Hollyuood, Cal., January 25, where he will be
featured in a seven-reel feature under the
direction of W. Christy Cabanne. This
film production will introduce Mr. Cabanne
as author and producer, as well as director. Since appearing as star in the MutualJimmy Dale serial, " The Grey Seal," Mr.
Lincoln has been starred in " The Freedom of the World," produced by Ira M.
Lowry and released by Goldwyn. He has
also just completed a Goldwyn regular
feature, in which he played opposite Mae
Marsh, in " The Beloved Traitor."
Judge

Brown Adds Three
Stories
Three new subjects have been announced
for the Judge Brown Stories being distributed by General Film Co. " Tad's
Swimming Hole," the first, is a story of
boy life, and is said to have plenty of
lively humor in it. Following this release
comes " Marrying Off Dad." " The
Preacher's Son," which had been scheduled
for earlier release, is the sixth release in
the series of two-reel stories of youth
written by Judge Willis Brown.
" Guilty

Dixon

Confers

with

THOMAS DIXON, JR., spent several
days in New York last week conferring with the directors of the newly
formed Mastercraft Photo-Play Corporation in reference to producing his literary
works upon the screen.
In a statement to Motion Picture News
Mr. Dixon said: "I attribute a great deal
of the success of ' The Birth of a Nation '
to the fact that Mr. Griffiffith and myself
went over the script many, many times in
a careful, painstaking manner and we visualized inour own minds before the actual
work of filming, just what the result would
be upon the screen. Up to the present
time producers hnvr not favored this

Mastercraft Heads
method of working but seemed to prefer
to purchase a story from the author and
then turn it over to their scenario department and directors to make as they think
best. A great many times these men have
not the sympathy or the same viewpoint
as the author has and thus a great many
pictures are failures where it would have
been possible to have made them highly
successful. It is the intention of the Mastercraft Photo-Play Corporation to work
with the author, the same as Mr. Griffith
and I worked with ' The Birth of a Nation,' and this is the chief reason why I
am becoming affiliated with this newly
formed organization."

Man " Teaches a
Moral
A strong moral lesson is presented in
" The Guilty Man," the special feature
which is soon to be released by Paramount,
adapted from the play by Ruth Helen Davis
and Charles Klein.
The production was directed by Irvin
V. Willat, under the supervision of Thomas
H. Ince. Important roles are filled by
Vivian Reed, William Garwood, J. P.
Lockney, Charles French and Hayvvard
Mack.
Louise Glaum on Coast
Louise Glaum, Paralta Plays announced
this week, arrived at the Paralta Studios
on the Coast last week.
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Stone Subjects
Prior to commencing activities on the
John Emerson-Anita Loos Productions, to
be released by Paramount, this duo is now
engaged on a number of scenarios for Paramount stars. Fred Stone's initial motion
picture vehicle has just been completed by
Mr. Emerson and Miss Loos. This story,
not as yet titled, will present the stage
star as he first appeared in professional
life, namely, a circus performer. The picture will offer a melodramatic farce introducing Mr. Stone to the screen.
It is announced by Paramount that Donald Crisp, who recently signed a long term
contract with the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, will direct the initial Stone
film. Work on the John Emerson-Anita
Loos Prsductions for Paramount will be
started on May 1.
Child and Dog Featured
General

by

In " Compliments
of the Season,"
which
General
Film has announced
as the current
Broadway Star Feature, a child and a dog
have the principal parts. Aida Horton is
the child player, and the canine is called
" Flip." Others in the cast are Herbert
Pryor and Betty Blythe. The picture is
from an O. Henry story of the same name
as that under which the film is released.
" The Moment of Victory," a story of
Spanish-American war days, in which Chet
Ryan, W. L. Rodgers, and Patricia Palmer
have the leading roles, is announced as the
next O. Henry released through General
Film.
Foursquare Cites Exhibitor
Testimonial
Foursquare Pictures, Inc., this week cited
the following as one of the many testimonials received by the company's various
exchanges. This one was sent by Exhibitor
Filizola of tTie Theaterette at Fort Scott,
Kansas, and was received by the Kansas
City Foursquare Exchange, in charge of
Sidney J. Baker : " Please find my check
to pay for your feature, ' One Hour,' and
I also want to tell you that every one who
saw it had nothing but praise for it, and
I say myself it certainly is a perfect picture."

Ben S. Cohen Is Denver
Foursquare Manager In

Goldwyn

Experiences

Company's Activities Were Several
Days
Ahead
of Conservation
Order — Three Features Coinpleted and On Their Way
In an announcement concerning condi^ tions brought about by Fuel Administrator Garfield's recent order to sa\ e
coal by declaring a five-day holiday, Goldwyn Pictures Corporation claims that it
found itself in a very fortunate condition.
The company insists that for weeks its
officials have strained every resource to
meet any action that might be taken by
the Government's representatives.
" Therefore," explains the report from
Goldwyn, " when Director Garfield's closing order came, with a five-day enforced
closing of studios and film printing laboratories, Goldwyn at once took stock of its
state of preparedness and found that its
next three productions were completed and
in transit to its branches. This means that
Goldwyn exhibitors will suffer no delays
that can be attributed to the home offices
and producing plants of the Goldwyn organization and that the branches of the
company throughout North America have
their product in hand for the exhibitor
customers in the various zones.
" The wisdom of working at top speed
for months in the Goldwyn studios now
finds complete justification in the position
of the company. The releases ahead that
are already out are: Mabel Normand in
' Dodging a Million,' released January 27 ;
Madge Kennedy in ' Our Little Wife,' released February 10; Mae Marsh in 'The
Beloved Traitor,' released February 24.
" Goldwyn also has at least four more
completed productions in addition to these
named which can be released in any order

No

Delay

Anna Q. Nilsson, in "leasedHeart
of the Sunset," Reby Goldwyn
that the company sees fit to issue them.
During November and December much
comment was created in the industry by the
Goldwyn decision to work at the full capacity of its plant during months when,
because of weather conditions in the East,
companies usually seek to reduce operation wherever possible.
" Two weeks ago Goldwyn rented and
began work in an additiorfal studio on
Manhattan Island, and now has companies
at work in this building in 125th street,
near Lexington avenue, as well as in the
Goldwyn plant in Fort Lee. Additional
production plans give every Goldwyn exhibitor the assurance that Goldwyn will
keep far in advance of the national emergency so that its exhibitor customers will
be enabled to do ' business as usual ' with
Goldwyn Pictures."

Paramount
Announces
Louise Huff Era
T OUISE HUFF, it was announced last Kendall,' " said Paramount last week. " In
•J— ' week by Paramount, has been excep' Wild Youth,' the Blackton production
tionally busy at the West Coast studios, which is now being filmed under the direcwhere Paramount pictures are produced,
tion of George Melford, Miss Huff plays
and will be presented during the coming
one of the three leading roles. Accordthree months in frequent releases, which
ing to Commodore Blackton, whose proinclude two productions as co-star with
ductions are characterized by a selection of
characters which absolutely correspond to
Jack Pickford, .these being "His Majesty,
Bunker Bean " and " Mile-a-Minute Kenthose of the novelist's creations, no better
selection for the girl of the story could
dall," and also the first of the J. Stuart
Blackton productions to be filmed in the have been made than that of Louise Huff,
West,
" WildParker.
Youth," from the pen of who plays the young wife, Louise MazSir Gilbert
Since her appearance with Jack Pickford in " Jack and Jill," in which Miss
Huff appeared as the New York flowergirl sweetheart of the pugilistically inclined
Lloyd Directs " L>aw of
Jack, the Paramount actress is not seen
arine."
Man " for Fox
with Jack Pickford in his latest three picWith
what
is declared to be an exceptures, the two productions of " Tom Sawtionally strong cast, including Bertha Mann,
3'er " and " The Spirit of '17." Miss Huff,
Rhea Mitchell, Charles Clary, Bertram
however, will come back as co-star with
Grassby, Marc Robbins, Willard Louis and
Jack in "His Majesty, Bunker Bean," the Edward
M. Wallace, Director Frank
picture which has been filmed from the
stage play. Miss Huff plays the role of Lloyd of the William Fox staff, is working at Hollywood, Cal., on a production
"The Flapper."
which has for its object the disclosing of
" The dainty star should win fresh evils
of the divorce system.
laurels in the next of the Pickford-Huff
It is tentatively scheduled for release
releases which is to follow 'His Majesty,
March 10 as a Standard Picture.
Bunker Bean,' that of ' Mile-a-Minute-
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Red-BIooded Action Is Promised in " The Sign Invisible," Released Through the First National Exhibitors' Association
Nineteen

'*Sign Invisible" Release in February
geon, who loses faith in Providence because
EDGAR LEWIS' latest production, " The his scientifically
correct operations prove
Sign Invisible," recently acquired by
the First National Exhibitors' Circuit, is to fatal to five successive patients — and, worst
be released February 18, it was announced
of all — his own mother, who despite his
this week. The feature is from an original
protests insists that he and no other shall
script by Anthony P. Kelly, First National
perform a capital operation upon her. Folannounces.
lowing her death he seeks forgetfulness in
dissipation and is eventually persuaded by
Regarding .the picture further, First
his friends to seek regeneration in the
National said :— " It is a picture of similar
Canadian Northwest, where the principal
calibre to Mr. Lewis' 'The Barrier' and
' The Bar Sinister,' and numbers among its action of the story takes place. The other
cast several of the players whose work was
leading characters are Lou Baribeau (Edso much appreciated in them. Mitchell
ward F. Roseman), the bad factor of the
Lewis was Polcon in ' The Barrier ' and is Big Co.; Monihan (Phil Sanford), the
Lone Deer in ' The Sign Invisible.' As a toughest river boss that ever hit the North;
Rev. Rene Mercier (Wm. A. Williams),
giant half breed hunter, who is equally
ready for a lark or a fight and who is as the village clergyman; Jeanette (Mabel
popular with the Episcopal Bishop and his Juline Scott), his daughter, and Winona
daughter as with the men of the trading
(Hedda Nova), an Indian maiden, who is
post, Mr. Lewis has a role which displays
Lone Deer's sweetheart.
both hij good nature and manly strength
" The photography, by Edward C. Earl,
of character to splendid advantage. Victor
displays to good advantage the many beautiful scenic locations about Lake George,
Sutherland has the part of Dr. Robert Winston, aGod fearing man and eminent sur-

Directors

on Fox

Payroll
The recent addition
of Edmund Lawrence to the staff of directors of the Fox
Film Corporation brings the total number
now in the employ of William Fox to
nineteen. Two others, Edward J. Le Saint
and Oscar A. C. Lund, have recently joined
the Fox forces. Mr. Lawrence is directing Virginia Pearson in a new war play,
Mr. Le Saint is working on the Pacific
Coast, and Mr. Lund at present is in New
Orleans
first Fox taking
picture.scenes for Peggy Hyland's
The others include J. Gordon Edwards,
now in California ; R. A. Walsh, Frank
Lloyd, who has just completed a picture
dealing with the divorce problem ; Carl
Harbaugh, Richard Stanton, C. M. and S.
A. Franklin, Harry Millarde, Kenean Buel,
Bertram Bracken and Henry Lehrman.
Five directors are working under Mr. Lehrman's supervision on Sunshine Comedies.
Those on the Pacific Coast, besides Mr.
Edwards, are Mr. Lloyd, the Franklins,
Mr. Lehrman, Mr. Le Saint and Mr.
Bracken.

N. Y."
Vitagraph

Prunella"
in
Quaint Characters Appear
and comes back to the broken-hearted girl,
tt'T~'HE cast in ' Prunella,' Marguerite
humble
and
penitent.
Clark's next subject for the Para" Harry Leoni is Pierrot's servant, and
mount program," said an announcement
the gardeners for the aunts at various times
from Famous Players-Lasky this week,
"includes quaint and interesting types of are William J. Cross, A. Voorhes Wood
and Charles Hartley, and Arthur Kennedy
days gone by.
" Miss Clark plays the title role of is the gardener's boy.
" The extreme innocence of Prunella and
Prunella, the unfortunate child of an elopethe efforts of her aunts to withhold from
ment, who, after the death of her mother
her all knowledge of affairs of the world
was reared from infancy by her three
leads to many humorous situations, in
spinster aunts. Prude, Prim and Privacy,
marked contrast to the later incidents in
characterized in the photoplay by Isabel
which Prunella excites much sympathy.
Berwin, Nora Cecil and Marcia Harris.
Maurice Tourncur, who has won commen"Jules Raucourt, who has just completed
dation for his direction of ' Rose of the
his work in ' La Tosca ' with Pauline Fredcrick as Mario, plays the part of Pierrot,
World,' an Artcraft picture starring Elsie
the impetuous lover who takes Prunella
Ferguson, and who has finished the profrom the home where she has been brought
duction of 'The Blue Bird' for Artcraft, is
up to young womanhood as innocent of directing Miss Clark in Prunella, and
worldly things as a child, and after a few
Charles Maigne, who adapted 'The Blue
years of married life deserts her. He finds
Bird ' for the screen wrote the scenario for
that he cannot live without her, however,
this latest production."

Helps Red Cross
on Coast
From California this week Vitagraph
sent an announcement to the effect that
the Red Cross profited by several hundred
dollars recently as the result of a scene
made at the Western sutdio for " The
Woman in the Web," the serial in whichHedda Nova, the Russian actress, and J.
Frank Glendon are to be starred. Some
of the most prominent Los Angeles and
Pasadena society women, numbering among
them members of the winter colony, appeared as " extras " in the White House
ball room scene and paid for the privilege
of appearing in the picture, the money thus
paid being turned over to the Red Cross.
Hyland in the South
Peggy Hyland is in New Orleans, where
she has begun work on her first picture,
for William Fox. O. A. C. Lund will
direct the picture.
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Scheduled
February 4
ing into fragments, as he believes, his
EDNA GOODRICH, in an emotional
she confesses she has saved
play of " Bohemian " artistic life in masterpiece,
the original and destroyed a copy, made
Greenwich Village, the " Latin Quarter "
by a jealous fellow artist.
•of New York, is announced by Mutual
for release February 4, under the title
The situations developed in the " Bohemian " environment are said to afford
of
"Who
Loved
Him
Best?"
The
pro<luction was made under the direction of
Miss Goodrich scope for intensive emotional acting surpassing anything she has
Dell Henderson, and is the sixth Gooddone since joining the film forces.
rich picture made for Mutual.
Scenes taken in a motion picture
Miss Goodrich is cast as Doria Dane,
studio during the actual production and
a brilliant star of filmdom, who sacrifices
her career to be near the man she loves,
" shooting " of scenes, give glimpses of
a sculptor of genius discouraged by his
" backstage " in film plants. A gorgeous
inability to produce. Posing for the
" Saturnalia " of the artists of Greenwich
artist, her beauty inspires him to create
Village, which corresponds to the " Beauxa masterpiece, but success goes to his
Art " ball of the Latin Quarter of Paris,
head and he neglects her for a woman of is a remarkably spectacular presentation of
fashion. He ii brought to a realization
the
irrepressible and irresponsible artists
at play.
•of her unselfish love when, after break-

DeMille- Wyckoff
Add
to Color Process
ALTHOUGH no disclosures are made
Devil Stone," by no means necessitates
as to the processes which are in use hand coloring of certain scenes in which
colors are used.
to employ the use of colors in productions,
The flames surrounding Geraldine Farrar
Cecil B. DeMille, director-general of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, and Alvin
in "Joan the Woman," the light of the
Wyckoff, director of photography, are will- sacrificial altars in the Aztec spectacle, the
weird coloring of the remarkable and sining to admit, according to an announcement this week, that rapid strides have
ister jewel which gives the title to "The
been accomplished in the employment of Devil Stone " — these are all accomplished
by the new invention.
their new inventions, examples of the use
of which are to be seen in current De
" We have been working slowly and cautiously on this process for the past two
Mille-Artcraft productions. Further use
of the newly invented color process is to years," said Mr. DeMille, " and have
studied color photography in all its
be made, according to a statement by Mr.
DeMille.
branches. We have come to the conclusion
As explained by Mr. DeMille and Mr.
that color photography, in the sense of absolutely faithful reproduction of natural
Wyckoff, who have been working together
colors, or any method of coloring where
for several years to perfect the invention,
the tints used are of the glaring variety,
this process does not give glaring and noticeable colors to the films, but softens and can never be used universally in motion
subdues the coloring of scenes to an al- pictures, for the eye of the spectator would
most pastel effect. The process, by the be put to too great a strain, and the
way, noticed particularly in certain scenes
variety of the colors would distract the atin " The Woman God Forgot " and " The
tention from the story values."

"Sixth Sense Helped
IN speaking last week of the production
" Mickey," which the Western Import
Co. is distributing with Mabel Normand as
the star, Mack Sennett, the producer of the
picture, said:
" What success I have attained is due to
the fact that my whole heart went into the
work. You can teach an actor to go through
his part — you can teach a director the technique of the trade, but you can't teach
either of them to know an interesting picture situation at sight. It is a queer sixth
sense.
" In the production of ' Mickey ' I was
personally on the job seven days a week. I
superintended the planning of every scene
and situation. I went over every bit of detail with my assistants. I made the final
assembling of this production myself, and
I can now honestly say to myself, ' Well
done. Mack Sennett.' I don't want to be

'Mickey'" — Sennett
put in the light of throwing bouquets at
myself, but I feel that I can honestly say
that ' Mickey ' is a masterpiece.
" However, the credit is not only due to
myself, but to the fine co-operation of Miss
Normand, her supporting cast, my assistants and my camera men. I have a
great deal of faith in the old stage saying:
'What you cut will never bore anybody.'
For every foot of ' Mickey ' that is shown
on the screen thirty feet have been destroyed. This was deliberate on our part.
My idea is to serve nothing but the kernel
of the nut. Film fans are tired of vampires,
tired of moving picture cannon and charging soldiers. It is too much like war, and
there is too much real sorrow in the world
just now to need any heart pangs that are
made to order. ' Mickey ' will be as refreshing as a breeze from the mountains on
a hot summer day."

Jackie Saunders, Who Has Just Left Balboa
Jackie Saunders Here;
Leaves Balboa
Miss Jackie Saunders, long associated
with Balboa, at Long Beach, Cal., and now
in New York, this week announced that
she had severed connections with that company and that she was now considering
plans for the future.
Miss Saunders first attracted attention
as an artist's model for magazine illustrators, and because of her adaptability she
was persuaded to try a screen career and
became connected with Biograph. After
that she was with Pathe, Universal and
Balboa. In pictures for the latter company she has been featured on the programs of Pathe and more recently, Mutual. In addition to her work before the
camera she has written manv of the scenarios in which she has appeared.
Her reasons for seeking new connections
are that she wants a wider field for her
talents, and is anxious to appear in strong
stories that will afford opportunity for
more than the exhibition of her personal
charms. She takes her work with great
seriousness and is just as ambitious as a
girl starting on her career. She is at the
Astor and expects to announce her plans
within a few days.
Lamothe Returns from
New Orleans
Julian Louis Lamothe, Paralta staff author, tetumed from New Orleans last week,
where he had been spending his holiday
vacation. Due to the building, changing
and bustle at the studios, he was compelled
to spend most of the day of his arrival
chasing up his office furniture, which had
disappeared in his absence. When he has
righted things a little he will begin work
on a story he is preparing.
Mr. Lamothe wrote the screen version of
" His Robe of Honor " and " Humdrum
Brown," both Henry B. Walthall plays,
and several other screen versions while
with Paralta.
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Limousine
Life"
in February
New Olive Thomas Feature Released
Vaulle, Harry Rattenberry, Alberta Lee,
Jules Friquet and Lillian Langdon. Jack
Week of 3d, Along With " The
Dillon directed the feature.
Hopper " and a Keystone
The crook comedy, " The Hopper,"
Comedy Production
adapted by Jack Cunningham from MereTRIANGLE DISTRIBUTING CORdith
story,It isis the
lease ofNicholson's
the week.
saidsecond
to be re-a
PORATION this week announced its
schedule of releases for the week of Februstory.
unique, up-to-date and distinctly " live "
ary 3, when Olive Thomas' newest subject,
William V. Mong, in the title role, has
" Limousine Life," will lead off the list
opportunity for what is said to be unusual
in what Triangle expects to be an auscharacter work. Peaches Jackson, child
picious manner. Other pictures slated for
the same week are " The Hopper," with
player, who appeared in " The Maternal
William V. Mong in the title role, and a Spark," is also cast. George Hernandez
and
Walt Whitman, both veterans of the
Keystone comedy, as well as a Triangle
Triangle screen, give characterizations of
laugh-maker.
rival curio collectors. Other members of
"Limousine Life" is an adaptation of the cast are Irene Hunt, Lillian West,
the story by the same title. A fashion
exhibit is said to be a feature of the pic- Thomas Kurihara, Eugene Cory and Louis
Durham. " The Hopper " was directed by
ture, with gowns displayed by attractive
models. The story relates how the belle of Thomas N. Heffron.
Plots, powder and petticoats on board
an Iowa village slipped away to Chicago
with the assistance of her sweetheart and
ship combine to produce laughter in the
secured a position in a modiste's shop.
Keystone Comedy, " A Sea Serpent's Desire," also released this week.
Lee Phelps, a recent addition to the
Triangle forces, has a prominent role, and
" Airing Their Troubles " and " A Safe
others in the cast of "Limousine Life"
Disaster
Triangle
scheduled for"theareweek
of the Komedies
3d.
are Joe Bennett, Lillian West, Lottie Du-

Eltinge

and

Ray

New

JULIAN ELTINGE in "The Widow's
Might " and Charles Ray in the Thomas
H. Ince production, " The Hired Man,"
wound up the Paramount release schedule
for January. Both these subjects were released on January 28 when, it was felt by
Paramount, a double triumph would be
achieved in view of the advance reports on
the two productions.
The Julian Eltinge picture was staged
several months ago by William C. DcMille
at the Famous Players-Lasky Studios in
Hollywood. Written especially for the
female impersonator by Marion Fairfax
and produced under the direction of William C. offer
DeMille,
ThehisWidow's
Might"sinceis
said to
the "star
best vehicle
becoming affiliated with the motion picture
studio. The story concerns a young New
Yorker who decides to dabble in ranching
and narrowly misses being robbed by a
notorious crook. How he succeeds in foiling the designs of this individual through
the disguise of a woman, how the disguise
gets him into lots of trouble with the girl
he loves and finally how he at length wins
out and saves both the girl and the ranch
is expected to prove a series of swiftly
moving incidents that will more than hold
interest throughout. Supporting Mr. Eltinge

Features

Released

is a cast including Florence Vidor, Gustave
Von Seyffertitz, Mayme Kelso, James
Neill, Larry Steers and George McKenzie.
" The Hired Hand," Charles Ray's new
subject, produced by Victor L. Schertzinger
under the personal supervision of Thomas
II. Ince, presents the star in a typical
" down East " character. As Ezry Hollins,
Ray portrays the youthful farm hand,
whose ambitious aspirations lead hini into
various difficulties. In the cast are Charles
French, Gilbert Gordon, Lydia Knott, Doris
Lec and Carl.

Pauline Frederick,
Among Stars
Paramount's Most
Magnetic
" Madame Jealousy " Soon
The next Pauline Frederick vehicle following "Mrs. Dane's Defense" to be released by Paramount is " Madame Jealousy," the George V. Hobart story staged
recently under the direction of Robert Vignola, the scenario for which was written
by Eve Unsell.
Miss Frederick is now engaged in the
production of " La Tosca " at the Famous
Players-Lasky studio in New York.
Mozukin

" Wild Women " Stars
Harry Carey
" Wild Women," it was announced last
week by Universal, is the culmination of a
series of special features in which Harry
Carey has been starred under the direction
of Jack Ford. The story was .written by
George Hively, although both Harry Carey
and Jack Ford collaborated. The comedydrama has a Western and Hawaiian setting.
Molly Malone, Vesta Pegg, Martha Mattox, Wilfred Taylor, Ed Jones and the Universal cowboys support Harry Carey in
"Wild Women."
(

in

February

17

Pathe
Ivan Mozukin, the Russian star, will
make his next appearance in the Pathe release of February 17. The feature is entitled "The Inner Voice."
February
" Moral
Law " in
One of the William Fox February releases is announced as " The Moral Law,"
starring Gladys Brockwell. In this picture
the star has a dual role, of two sisters.
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Fuel Order Changes Pathe
Releases
Owing to the changed conditions due to
the factory closing order of the Fuel Administration, Pathe announces a change in
dates of release of the one-reel Harold
Lloyd comedies.
" The Lamb " will be released February
3, as announced, but on February 10 a
one-reel comedy will be issued, in which
Harry Pollard and Bebe Daniels are the
stars, under the title of " Hello, Teacher."
Beginning with February 17 the Lloyd
comedies will be released weekly, the first
to be " Hit Him Again," on that date,
and followed on February 24 with " Beat
It," and on March 3 with " A Gasoline
Wedding."
" Eve's Daughter " Gets
Early Release
" Eve's Daughter," it was announced this
week by Famous Players-Lasky, has been
completed, with Billie Burke as the star,
and will be released shortly dn the Paramount program. The subject is described
as a comedy drama, written by Alicia
Ramsey. As a legitimate production it
served Grace George.
Miss Burke's next production, it is announced, will be in a high comedy vein
and will be directed by Joseph Kaufman,
who recently completed " The Song of
Songs," starring Elsie Ferguson.
The supporting roles in " Eve's Daughter" are played by Thomas Meighan,
Lionel Atwill, Wm. Riley Hatch, Florence
Flynn, Harriet Ross, Lucile Carney, Mary
Navaro and Harry Lee.

" Super

Strategy " Release
Date Set
The date of release of the ten-reel feature film, " Super Strategy," which has
covered a production period of six months,
is now announced for April 7. The first
prints were shipped from the Hollywood
Studios January 26 to the New York offices
of the Mena Film Company, and the advertising campaign will be begun February
IS, under the direction of Robert Hollister.
No announcement has been made as yet by
the Mena Company as to their method of
distribution.
Rupert Julian Directs
Universal Special
After a service as a director of Bluebird features of approximately two consecutive years, Rupert Julian has terminated his association with that program
and will turn his attention to the production, at Universal City, of a super-feature
that will run into number of reels still to
be determined. The nature of the story,
which Mr. Julian will also write, has not
been divulged, but it is declared that a
world problem will be dealt with, encompassing amodern conception of international political life.
Mr. Julian has lately been directing
Monroe Salisbury and Ruth Clifford in
furnishing Bluebird attractions.

Margarita Fischer, Whom America Numbers Among Its Most Attractive Stars, Is Presented
by Mutual In " Jilted Janet "
Mutual
Chooses
Stars Included Are Edna Goodrich,
Margarita Fischer, Ann Murdock
and WilHam Russell — Other
Stars in March
MUTUAL'Sture releases
schedule
of February
feaincludes
productions
starring Edna Goodrich, Margarita Fischer,
Ann Murdock and William Russell, while
March will bring pictures starring Mary
Miles Minter, Olive Tell, Miss Murdock,
Mr. Russell and Miss Fischer.
The schedule for late January and. February is : January 21, William Russell in
" In Bad " ; January 28, Mary Miles Minter in " Beauty and the Rogue " ; February
4, Edna Goodrich in " Who Loved Him
Best?" February 11, Margarita Fischer in
"Jilted Janet " ; February 18, Ann Murdock
in " My Wife," and February 25, William
Russell in " Detective Dan Cupid."
" Jilted Janet " has been pronounced by
Mutual one of Margarita Fischer's most
entertaining pictures. It deals with the adventure of a dare-devil miss who stole the
mansion next door to entertain the lover
who jilted her and his bride, the unexpected
arrival of the young master of the house
and the girl's frantic efforts to get rid of
her company and avert exposure.
"My Wife" is one of the Charles Frohman plays in pictures, produced for Mutual
by the Empire All Star Corporation. It is
described as a clever adaptation of a clever
play and casts Miss Murdock in the role of
a young English girl who marries for convenience to comply with the terms of an
eccentric aunt's will, finds herself in love
with her husband, despite her betrothal to
a soldier in France. It is a role said to be
admirably suited to Miss Murdock. She is
supported by a cast of Frohman players.
The forthcoming William Russell production was produced under the working

February
List
title of " Detective Dan Cupid " and gives
the screen actor the role of a romantic
Sherlock Holmes. It provides Mr. Russell,
Mutual declares, plenty of opportunity to
develop the particular quality of humor
which has marked his most recent motion
picture productions.
" Extra ! Extra ! " is a newspaper story,
and Miss Minter plays the role of a young
heiress, who comes into possession of a
newspaper.
Second February
Toto Comedy
17

on

Pathe announces a slight change in the
release dates of the new Toto comedies.
" The Junk Man " is postponed from February 10 to February 17. From February
17 on there will be one of these two-reel
comedies released each week. " Fare,
Please," will be released on March 17 and
"A One Night Stand" on April 14.
From reports received oh " The Movie
Dummy," the first of the Toto comedies
to be issued, it is apparent, Pathe says,
that the new screen star has " caught on "
from the start. The first week's showings
everywhere have been most successful,
according to Pathe.
Paralta Play Presented
On Monday and Wednesday (Tuesday
being dark) of the week of January 28
the Paralta Play, " His Robe of Honor,"
starring Henry B. Walthall, was the attraction at the Eighty-first Street theatre
in New York.
This theatre on Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday of the same week pre" Olea Petrova
of Destiny,"
in which
Madame sented Daughter
stars.
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"Cinderella
Man"
Runs
Well
Goldwyn Hails It As Record Breaker
"As indicating the box-office power and
public popularity of Goldwyn productions,
and One of Best Made by That
it
may be pointed out that ' The Cinderella
Company — Three Weeks in
Man ' is by no means the first Goldwyn
Los Angeles House
production to enjoy a lengthened run at
THAT

the production of "The Cinderella Man," starring Mae Marsh,
with Tom Moore in support, is establishing a record throughout the country is
claimed by Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
this week in an announcement, which cites
the result as " what happens when a picture producer makes a feature that is nearly
flawless concerning star, story and direc-

tor."
" This production," said Goldwyn,
" which was released December 16, has
just completed a run of twenty-one consecutive days at J. A. Quinn's Rialto
theatre, Los Angeles, where the patronage
and high receipts of the third week
strongly tempted Mr. Quinn to continue
the presentation for a fourth week. This
was made impossible, however, because of
his previously made contracts.

Victor

Moore

New

Quinn's Rialto. ' Polly of the Circus ' was
played for two consecutive weeks ; ' Baby
Mine ' for two ; ' The Spreading Dawn '
for two ; ' The Auction Block ' for two.
And now, to top this, ' The Cinderella
Man ' plays for three weeks, establishing
what is undoubtedly a record for length of
booking for a regularly scheduled release
of a producing company.
" Another production distributed by
Gold\vyn, though not produced by the company, which is sweeping the country and
proving a profit-maker for exhibitors, is
'For the Freedom of the World,' written
by Captain Edwin Bower Hesser. The
Goldwyn offices say that eighty-five per
cent of the theatres that have booked and
played this feature to date either already
played repfeat dates or booked the production for repeat dates later on."

Comedy

K LEVER PICTURES, INC., released
on January 28 the Klever Komedy
called " He Got His," with Victor Moore
in the chief comedy role, supported by a
convincing cast.
The story tells that Vic is a broker,
one of the kind that wil stick to you
until your last dollar, but it has got to
be your dollar. A Mrs. Carver calls upon
him to arrange to invest some money in
stocks, and does not want to let her husband, who is a doctor, know anything
about it. Vic, of course, nails the money,
and she invites him up to tea, hoping to
interest her husband. He calls and meets
the doctor. He tells the Doc he has a fine
"tip" and offers to let him in on it if
he will be at his office early the next morning. The Doc falls for it like a busted
Zeppelin, and promises to meet Vic. The
next morning just as the Doc is about to
depart for Vic's office he gets a phone
call to come to the hospital at once. On
arrival there he is informed that a patient is coming and must be operated on

Clara Kimball Young
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG, according
to an announcement this week from
Select Pictures, has secured the motion
picture rights to Elinor Glyn's novel, " The
Reason Why," and is planning to make it
her next Select production.
The story was first published serially in
a magazine, and later came out in covers.
It deals with the tangled love affairs of
an American girl and her English husband,
and provides as a setting for the tale it
unfolds a sort of romantic background.
The screen adaptation has been made by
Mary Murillo.

Makes

Debut

immediately. He tells the nurse to prepare the patient as soon as he arrives, as he
will
be
rightis back,
and he minutes
makes for
office. He
now twenty
lateVic's
and
on arrival there he finds the oflace empty.
Presently the office boy arrives and tells
the Doc he heard Vic phone the Doc's wife
and probably he has gone there. The Doc
gets as suspicious as a dog in a sausage
factory and makes a hasty departure for
his home. Vic in the meantime, owing
to Doc being late, figured he was held
up at the hospital and rushes there. Entering the hospital he asks for Doc Carver,
and the nurses and attendants thinking
he is the patient due rush him up to the
operating room. Before he can explain
himself Vic is on the operating table, and
after a tussle manages to release himself,
knocking all the attendants over, and jumps
out
away.the window on to a passing wagon and

Picture

Exhibitor

News
Has a

" Goldwyn
Month "
Frederick
Marcy's Theatrical
Enterprises,
of North Yakima, Wash., recently used a
page of space in the newspapers of that
city to tell the public about "Goldwyn
month," so-called because the Empire Theatre, operated by that company, is playing
no less than five Goldwyn features within
the month.
These included " For the Freedom of
the World," a special; "Sunshine Alley,"
with Mae Marsh; "The Manx-Man,"
Madge Kennedy in " Nearly Married," and
the Rex Beach picture, "The Auction

" German Retreat " Is an
Block." Added Feature
Concerning " The Retreat of the Germans at the Battle of Arras," the official
British war film, which is proving so successful, the Majestic theatre, Springfield,
111., operating the Finn & Heyman Amusement Co., writes to Pathe as follows :
" We have been running this picture in
connection with our regular vaudeville
program as an added feature, and are indeed well pleased with the success we have
had. The picture is pleasing our patrons
and arousing much favorable comment."
February Brings Vivian
Martin Film
Vivian Martin's next starring subject
will be a Pallas-Paramount production, " A
Petticoat Pilot," which is now being filmed
from Gardner Hunting's scenario taken
from the book by Joseph C. Lincoln, under
the direction of Rollin S. Sturgeon. This
film will be released early in February.

From this point the story continues to
what Klever Pictures has characterized as
a rousing finish.

Buys ''Reason Why"
Production on the new play will be
started immediately and follows the star's
recently completed adaptation of " The
House of Glass," which is now being titled.
The latter. Max Marcin's melodrama of
New York life, promises to rival in its
screen presentation the Broadway showing on the legitimate stage a few seasons
ago, which was accredited a huge success.
The picture, which is the fourth of the
Star Series which she is making for Select Pictures, is directed by Emile Chautard.

Vivian Martin's Newest Paramount Picture li
" A Petticoat Pilot "

February
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Unusual Sincerity of Action and Beauty of Detail Are Promised by William Fox in " A Heart's
Revenge," In Which Sonia Markova Is Starred
Fox

Gives

Exhibitors
Choice
bution by the last week of the month.
For Week of January 27 Producer
Lets Showmen
Pick Between
" Treasure Island " is based on Robert
Louis Stevenson's novel of the same name,
Two
Standard
Features —
and is a story of a search for buried treasFuel Shortage the Cause
ure. Francis Carpenter and Virginia Lee
EXHIBITORS under contract for Fox
Corbin are the stars. " Troublemakers " is
Special Features had their choice the a comedy-drama featuring Jane and Kathweek of January 27 between two Standard
erine Lee and shows the " two little imps "
Pictures. This is a direct result of the
engaging in all sorts of pranks at the expense of nearly every one in the quiet
recent order of the fuel administrator procountry town where the scenes are laid.
viding for the closing of all industrial
The remainder of the previously schedestablishments during a five-day period.
uled Special Features have been pushed
One of the parts of the William Fox
along a week, the June Caprice picture,
organization afifected by the closing order
was the film printing plant at Fort Lee,
" The Heart of Romance," which was to
have been released January 27, is now
N. J. Due to the preceding coal shortage
scheduled for February 3. This picture is
and inability to operate the plant steadily
there had been an accumulation of work
completed
order had and
comeif athedayfuel
or administrator's
two later the
which was materially increased by the fiveprints of it would have been available for
day shut down.
release on the date originally scheduled.
To meet this situation and provide a picture for the week of January 27, the Fox
" Jack Spurlock — Prodigal," the George
Walsh feature, which Mr. Fox has widely
management took " Treasure Island " and
advertised
as being made especially for
" Troublemakers " from the Standard Pictures and placed them on the Special FeaSpecial Features, and which is to be released only to those holding contracts, now
ture calendar, giving exhibitors their
choice. Either production which is de- will be available, barring future unexpected
delays, on February 10, being moved up
sired by those holding Fox Special Feafrom February 3.
tures contracts were ready for distriBritish Rights Sold to Klever Pictures
K LEVER PICTURES, INC., has entor and his wife. The doctor's jealousy
tered into an arrangement with J. is aroused through a series of laughable
mixups, and Vic ends upon an operating
D. Walker's World's Films, Limited,
whereby the latter company has secured
table with the doctor delightedly preparing
the entire exhibition rights for the Victor
to operate on him, though he knows the
Moore comedies for Great Britain and
object of his wrath has been mistaken
Ireland for a term of years. The deal
for an expected patient and has been
was consummated through J. C. Graham,
strapped down by the zealous attendants
general foreign representative of the and nurses.
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, who
has just returned from London.
Klever Komedies are said to be meeton
, Pathe,
3
Hylandry
Peggy Februa
ing with the same success in other countries as experienced in the United States.
They are controlled in Australia by the
Pathe announces that when " The Other
Feature Films, Limited.
Woman " is released on February 3, Peggy
The last Victor Moore comedy to be Hyland will be seen in a picture play unique
in many salient features. It is said to be
released by Paramount was " He Got
a social problem play without any of the
His,"
January
28,
described
as
a
rapidfire production in which Moore is a objectionable features that usually attach
broker and becomes entangled with a doc- t - "tories of this character.

" Naulahka " Released
Pathe Play

as

Pathe this week announced that Astra's
eight-reel production of Rudyard Kipling's
story of romance and adventure, " The
Naulahka," made under the direction of
George Fitzmaurice, will be released in the
Pathe Plays program.
The titles of two of the first five pictures have been changed and the names of
these lows : Pathe Plays are announced as folFannie Ward in " Innocent " ; Frank
Keenan in " Loaded Dice " ; Antonio Moreno and Doraldina in " The Naulahka " ;
Bessie Love in " How Could You, Bessie? "
andIt Bryant
Washburn
" Twenty-One."
is claimed
that thein first
five Pathe
Plays announced above comprise five of the
best box-office attractions ever released in
consecutive order by this company.
Billy West as Pugilist,
March i
Billy West, who is turning out comedies
for the King-Bee Films Corporation at
Hollywood, Calif., is filming a two-reel
comedy in which he appears as a champion
pugilist, which is to be released March 1.
Billy, for love's sake, knocks out Babe
Hardy, who weighs three times as much as
he does, and later on fights his way through
a gang of yeggs, in Fairbanks fashion.
The title of this picture is to be "A
Scrapper."
Bennett

Feature Ready
Release

for

Enid Bennett's initial Paramount picture "The Keys of the Righteous," produced under the supervision of Thomas
H. Ince, it is announced, is now ready for
release. The production, which was directed by Jerome Storm, has just been
completed and Miss Bennett has already
commenced activities on her second film
with the same director.
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in Action
Pathe Introduces ''The Horse
ACCORDING to an announcement this like thistle-down. Every phase of their
actions makes splendid material for the arweek, Pathe plans to release on Febtist and the sculptor. When one sees these
ruary 10 a one-reel picture in color called
pictures he is conscious that he never has
" The Horse in Action." Pathe believes
seen in art true interpretation of motion.
the subject of more than ordinary imThe fine lifelike coloring adds greatly to
portance.
In this connection the company said :
the beauty of the film."
" Most persons will remember the several
' analysis of motion ' pictures which Pathe
Peace Problem Looms in
has issued in the past, and recall their exPictographs
traordinary beauty and interest. ' The
Horse in Action' shows running and jumpWhat Famous Players-Lasky considers a
ultra rapid ' remarkable and graphic illustration of why
by the ' The
as seeninvention.
ing horses
camera,
a Pathe
various
peace without annexations or indemnities
scenes are in the nature of a revelation.
cannot be looked on with favor by the
"Ordinary motion pictures are, of United States and her allies at this time is
course, taken with a camera, recording
scheduled to form part of the 104th release
sixteen pictures a second, and are proof Paramount-Bray Pictograph.
jected at the same speed. With the Pathe
" Women in the World of Work " shows
ultra rapid camera the pictures are taken
Susanne Bell as the creator of an entirely
at the rate of 120 to the second or even
of work — the raising of thoroughmore. These pictures are projected at the new kind
bred white Persian cats.
ordinary rate with the consequence that
Italy
animate objects in the film move so slowly
that the eye can easily follow every phase
Pathe Shows France Aiding
of the muscular action.
" The effects to be noticed in the case
Hearst-Pathe News No. 8 presented
of the horses in ' The Horse in Action ' toTheAmerican
audiences scenes of the
are extraordinary. In the first place the
French armies rushing to the aid of Italy.
horses selected for these camera studies
It is said that Pathe claims. this subject as
were remarkably beautiful animals with
sleek shining coats. As they go over the a " beat."
In Hearst-Pathe News No. 6 the tribeshurdles or gallop along the track, every
men of Arabia were shown flocking to the
muscular movement is clearly visible. As
they jump they seem to float in the air British colors.

Picture
Scenic

News

Stars

Virginia Valli
" A Romance of Rails and Power," the
current release in the Essanay scenic series,
furnishes a striking screen novelty, according to General Film Company. The
Essanay star, Virginia Valli, takes part in
the scenic, appearing in a story woven
around the progress accomplished in electrifying the Eastern railroads.
There is a slight change in these General
Film scenic releases, " Water Powers of
Eastern Canada " being the release formerly listed as " The Bay of Fundy."
After "A Romance of Rails and Power"
will come " The Two Greatest Things in
the World — The Grand Canyon of Arizona
and Canyon de Chelly."
Hayakawa

New Subject Is
Named

The title of Sessue Hayakawa's newest
Paramount picture to follow " Hidden
Pearls," which will be his next release, is
" The Honor of His House," by Marion
Fairfax and directed by William C. De
Mille. The triangular love affair that develops in this story culminates in a feat in
surgery by which blood transfusion is carried to its uttermost limits.
Florence Vidor has the chief feminine
role.
FEATHERS AND FUR
The Universal Company is to be congratulated
on its acquisition of an unusually fine series of
bird and animal pictures taken by William L.
Finley, Fish and Game Commissioner of Oregon.
Decorative titles and captions that bring out the
humorous and dramatic elements in the lives of
the little wild creatures add greatly to the attraction and interest of the pictures.
The first of the series, released January 14, is
" Wild Birds at Home." The troubles of Mr.
Bob White in playing nursemaid to the newlylaid eggs, while Mrs. Bob White seeks a larger
field of activity, is the first episode in this very
pleasant reel. Then follow birds of another
feather — the evil hawk, the great owl and his
fluffy son, quite as capable as his father of staring you out of countenance, and that curious
specimen and
known
as the inmoneky-faced
owl, who
snatches
swallows
three great gulps
the
innocent mice that sport at his feet. How to
catch a " wood
pussy " sois as
to avoid and
the might
usual
lamentable
consequences
interesting
prove useful. A raccoon, a weasel, the strange
kangaroo rat that can live two years without a
drink and a baby jack-rabbit are presented. Last
to appear on the screen is a group of pretty little
coyote pups found, as we are shown, at the end
of a fifteen-foot tunnel built by their parents.
splendid for
reel grown-ups.
for the Children's Matinee, but
as Aenjoyable
FILMS OF BUSINESS CORP.
MAKES ITS FIRST OFFERING
With two industrial pictures, notable for the
care with which they are taken and their excellent photography, the Films of Business Corp.,
of which Camilla Donworth is founder and president, makes its entry into the field of the publicity film, with offices at 64 East Thirty-fourth
street. New York.
Of the two subjects, that entitled " One of the
Departments of a Great Industry," which shows
the making
spaghetti
with
tomato, ofis the
best celebrated
fitted for Heinz's
theatre purposes.
The subject itself is of universal interest, while
the beautifully equipped factory, the pleasantlooking men and women who direct the machinery that does the actual work and the unique
tive.
character
of the process of spaghetti-making itself
render the film unusually interesting and attracThe factory
Makingof oftheMephisto
AugurManufacturing
Bits," taken
at " the
W. A. Ives
Co., is of too technical a character to be well
suited for a theatre program, but reflects the
greatest credit on the company producing it for
the completeness with which it covers trie subject and the scenes.
excellent quality of its close-ups and
illustrative
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NEWS WEEKLIES
OFFER
The big snowstorm of Chicago with its disastrous effects, the damage caused by the heavy ice
blockade on the Atlantic coast and the march of
the Allied troops through Italy on the way to the
front
outstanding features of the News
Reels are
of thethe week.
Both No. 4 and No. 5 of the Mutual Weekly
give space to conditions in Chicago. The amusing side of the situation is dealth with in No. S,
which pictures the Cedl for help sent out by the
newspapers and the response by bands of young
women who turn out and shovel pathways of
safety through the heavy drifts.
Weekly
No. scenes
S, by the
is unusually
good.
The
Italian
showway,French
and British
troops passing through the ancient hill cities of
Solferino, Arcole and Rivoli, with their monuments to the great Napoleon; a band of Italian
engineers throwing a wooden bridge across the
Adige and a company of Bersaglieri mounted on
bicycles. Subjects which the cameraman has
treated with an eye to their picturesque qualities
are the freight wreck in New Hampshire and the
destruction by ice of the four-mile bridge at
Salisbury, Mass. Both of these have pictorial
and dramatic quality apart from their current
interest.
Universal Current Events No. 37 starts off
with pictures taken at Squantum, Mass., of Government officials using dynamite to break the ice
sheet that kept the coal barges away from the
ship-building
plant. ofThethe " charge
grand issplash
" that
follows the explosion
satisfyingly
spectacular. Foreign film pictures the famous
French chasseurs riding through Turin on their
way to the front, and scenes in the camp of the
American artillery in France. Gun practice is
serious business, but the day is enlivened by the
antics of the artillery horse, who can develop as
much temperament as an army mule, and the welcome call to Brooklyn
" chow." and
Newspaper
cartoonists
from Omaha,
Detroit reflect
the
spirit of our war task.
Hearst-Pathe News No. 7 and No. 8 pay due
respect to the Chicago situation, the blasting of
ice in Squantum harbor, the railroad wreck in
NewBrescia
Hampshire
and the arrival of French troops
in
and Milan.
Issue No. 7 has exclusive features in pictures
taken during construction and after completion of
the buildings erected by the Government to house
the vast army that carries on the executive and
clerical work of the war in Washington, and in
some picturesque views of Niagara clad in snow
and ice. As in the case of the Mutual Weekly
noted above, this last subject is a reminder of the
factcurrent
that a interest.
News reel need not sacrifice beauty
to
Issue onNo.a 8,
contrasting
busiest
streets
normal
working New
day York's
with their
appearance on Heatless Monday, points the lesson
by showing long trains of cars and numerous
barges carrying
to areas
shivering
anticipation of a totalcoaldearth
of fuel.
An inexclusive
feature of great interest in this number shows
American soldiers being instructed in the use of
the French observation balloon.
CANADA

AND THE WHEAT
FIELDS
A comprehensive survey of the vast wheat industry of the dominion is given in the Essanay
release, " How Canada and the Farmer Co-operin Grain Raising"
(General
The atemagnitude
of the area
coveredFilmandCompany).
the labor
involved, as well as the active part taken by the
government to protect the character of the product and insure fair dealing are amply set forth in
pictures showing the cultivation of the ground,
harvesting and the various steps taken in transporting, testing and certifying the grain. Scenes
at the great grain elevators built by the farmers
themselves with government help, and in the
mills, with close-ups of the grinders and sifters,
bring the story of the precious wheat kernel down
to the perfect loaf, the achievement of which, as
we are reminded, is a patriotic duty and privilege.
WATER SPORTS
It's a long sail from the beach of Waikiki to
Coeur d'AIene
Lake inhasIdaho,
pastime
of surf-riding
foundbutitsthewaypopular
over
and is pursued with great zeal and agility by the
girls and men who disport in the Bruce picture,
" Just for Joy" (Educational Films Corporation).
Since
of surf the
thereboard
isn't toany,thelocomotion
had
by hitching
stern of ais lake
steamer. The result is quite as satisfying, and
the possibilities of a plunge into the icy water so
imminent that
a swiftwork.
motorboat is always in
attendance
for rescue
Water sports of another variety are indulged in
at Astoria, a trading post founded at the mouth
ofancestor
the Columbia
by William
Astor's
in 1811.riverHere
they twirlWaldorf
the log,
give
chase to the wild goose and ride a water bicycle.
"The film teristically
is enlivened
with Mr. Bruce's charachumorous titles.

Quimby

Gives Cartoon
Boost

a

" All of the screen's comedians receive
mention in the papers each week with the
exception of those animated stars that are
doing much to entertain humanity," said F.
C. Quimby, Pathe sales manager, " and I
think that the Katzenjammer Kids are the
greatest of all comedians, for we have yet
to record a single case wherein they have
failed to be a howling success."
NIAGARA

VERSUS THE COAL
PROBLEM
A substitute for coal that doesn't need to be
laboriously dug from the earth, piled into cars
and shoved all over the country; a substitute
that travels direct and instantaneously from its
source toabout.
the consumer — it's something worth
thinking
This is the substitute proposed by those who
would build a power plant at Niagara capable
of transmitting electricity over an area with a
SOO-mile radius, east to Boston, south to New
York and west to Cincinnati. The subject is admirably set forth in Universal Screen Magazine
No. 57, with an animated diagram and pictures of
Niagara Gorge, the rapids and whirlpool, and
some of the machinery which will generate or be
operated by the current.
Almost as important and quite as interesting to
watch on the screen is the method of cutting lake
steamers into two parts to enable them to pass
through the locks on their way to the ocean.
This is no mere succession of snapshots, but a
series of pictures and titles that make clear every
step in this unique operation.
More human in character are the pictures of
children who under the strain of ordinary school
work would lose their eyesight, but who are being
saved from this tragic fate through the efforts of
the American Museum of Natural History. Under
the guidance of one of the museum's staff these
lucky children " take a trip " by sliding fingers
over relief
and learnthrough
the manners
and customs of themaps,
inhabitants
examining
and
handling their dress and utensils.
Those who enjoy shrimps a la Newburg — and
who does not? — will view with interest the pictures showing the succulent shellfish being caught,
cleaned and_canned on their native Carolina coast.

WHAT PRUSSIA WANTS
In a startingly graphic manner, possible only to
the screen, Paramount-Bray Pictograph No. 103
shows us in the light of past history what Prussia intends getting and keeping, unless the resistance she meets is as determined as her instinct
and will to conquer. The House of HohenzoUern,
a little black spot on the map of Europe some
centuries ago, grows, with the passing of the
generations, like a dark storm-cloud, blotting out
adjoining kingdoms and appearing here and there
in isolated colonies united in time to the parent
country by the absorption of intervening lands.
With the opening of 1918 Prussia, so far as land
occupation is concerned, has realized her dream
of a state stretching through the entire extent of
middle Europe and over into Asiatic Turkey.
Based on a monograph by Professor Johnson of
Columbia University, the facts are incontrovertible. It is for us to answer the question, " How
farAnshall
the Prussian
deluge
sweep?
" of the
agreeable
and less
serious
portion
interesting number of the Pictograph shows the
Washington Square Players training young followers in a school established to encourage acting of a less conventional type. The students
not only learn the usual branches of the profession, includinginto
that groups
of make-up
and storm
effects,
but divided
rehearse
and produce
plays. We see the rehearsals of a scene and its
production later in finished, costumed form.
A heavy snowstorm, taken in Maine, furnishes
a number of exquisite views.
NATURE'S CAMOUFLAGE
Let little man pat himself on the back as the
cleverest ever, and make a noise like the latest
" Wuxtra." Madame Nature smiles and informs
him she herself has done it, ever so long ago.
As he discovers if he happens to pid up a bit
of twig and finds the thing a wiggling insect, or
plucks
a bunch
wings and
head of
of aleaves
bug. that are in reality the
Mr. Ditmars,Films
in "Corporation),
Life in the Insect
(Educational
throws World
on the"
screen for our close inspection a number of these
unconscious
— caterpillars
group moths
themselves so as mimics
to resemble
flower that
clusters,
whose brilliant underwings, used in the courting
season, are concealed by a covering exactly resembling bark; a worm disguised by means of
mock eyes as a monster of terrific aspect and
remarkable
the noted
" walking
stick Madam
" and
the Ceylonesestudies
leaf of
insect
above.
Katydid, photographed head-on as she polishes
her comely countenance and manicures her fingernails, supplies the
with which all good
entertainments
shouldcomedy
conclude.
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Coal Comedy Made
Vitagraph

by

W'lien Garfield Week descended on the
industrial world of the Eastern States, the
Vitagraph studio, like all other unexempted
plants, shut down all operations dependent
on coal ; that is, artificial lighting and heat
were eliminated. Some scenes were obtained in the sunlight and among these
were several for a Vitagraph comedy in
which Edward Earle and Agnes Ayres are
featured.
The comedy was built around the coal
scarcity and showed Earle as an exasperated young husband, whose wife kept nagging him because he could not get any coal.
Finally, in desperation, he got a job as a
coal-wagon driver and every load of coal
he was ordered to deliver he deposited in
his own cellar.
Exhibitors Receive Fox's
" Les Miserables "
" Les Miserables," the William Farnum
de luxe production produced by William
Fox, has been released by the producer to
exhibitors throughout the United States.
The picture had a long run at the Lyric
theatre in New York and was well received.
In a letter to William Fox, a professor
of English at Yale University is said to
have declared that everybody in America
should see the picture and that its educational value is inestimable.
Metro

Copies Newspaper
for Scenes
The big city room of a New York
daily newspaper was built in replica,
Metro announced last week, for scenes in
that company's forthcoming All-Star
Series production, " Under Suspicion,"
co-starring Francis X. Bushman and
Beverly Bayne.
Will S. Davis directed the picture from
the scenario of Albert Shelby Le Vino,
which was based on Hugh Weir's story,
" The Woolworth Diamonds."
February

5 Brings
Comedy

Strand

Billie Rhodes, in a Strand comedy, called
" Her Friend Brown," has been announced
by Mutual for release February 5.
The Mutual Weekly, released February
4, is said to keep pace with current events.
Scenes from the battle-front, effects of
heatlcss-day orders and the results of the
recent blizzard, which swept the country,
are shown.
General

Introduces

" Little

Essanay's General Film" comedy, " Our
Little Nell," is saidNell
by the latter company
to aflford something new in slapstickWestern melodrama burlesque. It tells
the story of how "Little Nell," tipping
the scales at a good 200 pounds, helps to
capture the terrible villain of Dead Man's
Gulch.

Keenan

Heads

Pathe

Other Stars for February lo Include
Doris Kenyon, Ruth Roland and
Harry Pollard
— Short Reels
Also
THE Pathc program for the week of
February 10 is announced by the company as an unusually strong one, the high
lights in it being the first of the KeenanPathe plays and one of the " Animal-Movements-Analyzed pictures,
"
showing " The
Horse in Action " in Pathe colors.
Frank Keenan makes his debut as a Pathe
star in " Loaded Dice," Pathe plays special
in five reels, produced by Pathe. This picture is a five-reel adaptation by the scenario
writer and author, Gilson Willets, from
Ellery H. Clark's book of the same name.
Doris Kenyon stars in the twelfth episode
of " The Hidden Hand," entitled " The
Eyes in the Wall," vvith Sheldon Lewis,
Arline Pretty and Mahlon Hamilton ; serial,
two reels, produced by Pathe. Unusual and
thrilling situations are said to develop in
this chapter, in which Ramsey rescues
Doris from Dr. Scarley, but is pursued by
"The Hidden Hand" in an attempt to obtain the locket which contains the answer
to the secret all wish to find.

Picture

New

News
List

Ruth Roland appears in the fourth episode of " The Price of Folly " series, under
the title of " The Sin of Innocence," with
Frank Mayo. The story deals with a young
girl reared in the wilds as a child of
purity and innocence and the tragedy that
comes into her life as the result of her
ignorance.
Harry Pollard stars in " Hello ! Teacher,"
a one-reel comedy produced by Rolin. Mr.
Pollard is featured in this picture with
Bebe Daniels, also of the Lloyd comedies,
as his leading lady.
The seventh issue of the " Argus Pictorial " is said to be very interesting, showing
" Oystering in the Gulf of Mexico,"
" Liquid Drops and Globules," " The
Ameba," the lowest form of animal life,
and " The Thrip," a very undesirable inhabitant of green-houses.
A split-reel is " Rocamadour and the Valley of Lot," Pathe colored travel and " The
Horse in Action," Pathe colord eeducational, taken with the ultra-rapid camera,
showing alyzedthe
movements
of the horse anin every
way.
An International Cartoon and Educational and Hearst-Pathe News Nos. 14 and
IS, complete this program.

Walthall's First Paralta Play Ready
In the role of Julian Randolph, Henry
HENRY B. WALTHALL'S first ParB. Walthall is afforded an opportunity, Paralta
play,
"His
Robe
of
Honor,"
which is the screen version of the book
alta says, for one of the strongest screen
by Ethel and James Dorrance, is now ready interpretations in which he has ever apfor booking throughout the country, it was
peared. The early part of the story shows
announced by Paralta this week.
him as an unscrupulous, yet successful
The authors of the story, before devotlawyer, amassing a fortune by blackmailing
ing their attention to the writing of fiction, large corporations. He attracts the attenwere both newspaper people on the New
tion of a graft-permeated political machine
York dailies, and much of the material
and becomes a tool in its hands, just at the
used in the story has been taken from facts
time he meets the one woman, whom he
finally marries.
concerning the political machines that " policy
"
kept
from
being
printed
in
the
papers,
Supporting Mr. Walthall will be a comParalta says.
pany of players which includes Miss Mary
The book was adapted for the screen by Charleson, Lois Wilson, Fred Montague,
Julian Louis Lamothe and sets forth the
Noah Berry, Jr., J. J. Dowling, Roy Laidstory of a shyster lawyer who becomes
law, Eugene Pallette and Guy Newhard.
an upright judge under the innate forces
The production
was made under the diof a noble woman.
rection of Rex Ingram.

Pathe Aids Woods
in
THE presentation on January 20 of
Fannie Ward in " Innocent " at the
Eltingc theatre in New York by A. H.
Woods, the producer, has been announced
by the Pathe Exchange as highly successful. The picture is Miss Ward's first
Pathc play.
On the same stage where Mr. Woods
started the spoken version oL " Innocent "
upon its stage voyage over the theatrical
sea, "Innocent"
shown lo an audience that filled thewastheatre.
Seven young ladies from the Pathe organization, the Misses Rosenzweig, Gilde,
Thomson, Fortin, Muller, Block and
Ginoris, dressed in Chinese costumes,
acted as official hostesses and looked after
the comfort of the guests.

''Innocent"
At the conclusion ofOpening
the showing,
Pauline Frederick congratulated Fannie
Ward
role. upon her interpretation of the title
The performance was started with the
two-reel Toto comedy, " A One Night
Stand," as a curtain raiser, and then when
the house had settled down the curtain
was raised on a stage set in representation of a quaint street scene in old China.
Incense from Chinese burners floated over
the footlights and filled the body of the
theatre and permeated the whole with a
truly Oriental atmosphere.
Fannie Ward and her party occupied
the lower right hand stage box. Opposite in the left hand stage box was Frank
Keenan and his party.
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" Tarzan of the Apes " Has
Big Opening
The opening of " Tarzan of the Apes,"
which was given at the Broadway theatre
Sunday night, was one of the most unusual
Broadway has witnessed. The National
Film Corporation opened with a special
lobby display of the most unique kind and
played to two dollar, top, house.
Earlier in the week, Harry Reichenbach, who is handling the publicity and advertising for the National Film Corporation, obtained permission to stretch a banner across Broadway, from the theatre to
the Continental hotel, a breadth of one hundred feet. The banner announced the feature in thirty feet letters which could be
seen for twenty blocks away.
Quarter and half-page display advertisements in the large circulation papers, six
hundred thousand throw-aways and houseto-house cards reached the homes in the
greater city by Friday, while plaster of
Paris and papier mache plaques dotted important windows throughout the Longacre
district, while eight hundred twenty-four
sheet posters and twenty thousand smaller
pieces of paper were placed on the billboards and snipe locations one week in advance.
Full column length stories and unusually
strong advance stories characterized the
publicity work the past week.
A huge ape took tickets at the door, while
another ape of a different species handed
out programs. The lobby of the theatre
was made into a jungle scene with small
monkeys dotting the foliage. *
A review of the picture and opening will
appear in next week's issue.

Raymond McKee and Darwin Karr Are Presented by Edison in " The Unbeliever "
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Is the Square
Deal
Thing
of Past
Phil Goldstone
Recounts Incident
ment, so, naturally, I was apprehensive.
" On arriving in New York I went to the
which Conclusively Proves That
office of the W. H. Productions, 71 West
Business Ethics Are Still
Twenty-third street, expecting no redress
Adhered To
but fully convinced to state my case and
make the best of it. I was cordially reWE told you we were going to tell you
ceived by a representative of the company
about the state right's buyer who
came to New York and left waving his who immediately, without preliminary rehat and giving three cheers for the fair
marks, launched into the subject of settleand square treatment he received from the ment.
seller of territorial rights.
" He asked me how much I stood to loseand I told him. He told me that he had
The buyer is Phil Goldstone, Omaha,
disposed of the territory for which I had
Neb., and the seller is W. H. Productions,
of New York. And as was stated in our
spoken and the features to another comeditorial columns last week, we received
pany. But, he said, I thoroughly appreciate the predicament in which I have
our information of the square deal from
the buyer, not the seller. Mr. Goldstone
placed you by swinging the deal to the
is one of the most prominent buyers in other fellow and I stand ready to make
the Middle West. Some weeks ago he ne- good any loss you have suffered.
gotiated with W. H. Productions for some
" First the amount which I had deposited
of their Hart releases and Sennett pro- with the W. H. Productions was returned.
Then the expense which I had undergone
duced comedies. The negotiations were
not final, but Mr. Goldstone was given an in advertising the features which I was
option (made orally) on the stated fea- to have bought under the oral option, was
figured. This amounted to considerable,
for hisNebraska.
territory ofIt Missouri,
running into four figures. Without further
Kansas tures,and
seems thatIowa',
another company had also negotiated for discussion a check was handed to me for
these subjects for its territory but had not this amount and the amount which I had
closed the deal.
deposited. In short, every cent that I stood
to lose under the agreement was willingly
Several days later W. H. Productions
closed with the other company for this ter- given to me, the sum total amounting toclose upon $10,000.
ritory, Mr. Goldstone not having notified
W. H. Productions that he would take ad" Now, there was not a reason in the
vantage of his option. Mr. Goldstone
world — or none that I knew of — why the
W. H. Productions could not have told me
wired W. H. Productions for an explanation and he received a return answer, ask- to go ahead and collect, if I could. As a
ing that he come to New York for a set- matter of fact, considering the manner in
tlement. But-— it is best to have Mr. Goldwhich some carr\- on their methods of
business dealings, I did not expect a cent.
stone, himself, tell you the story. RememI fully expected that I was to receive the
ber he is the buyer and the one whose option had run out and the one who did not
' cold shoulder ' and shown the door and
get the features for his territory.
told to do m}- ' darndest ' to collect.
" When I heard that W. H. Productions
" I have heard of the ' square deal ' and
had closed with another company for the I have experienced it, but never under such
circumstances
and with such a show of
territory and the features which I had
planned to get and for which I had taken
wholeheartedness on the part of the felan option, I felt sure that this was only
low with the 'whip hand.' It is useless
for me to say that I appreciate such treatanother so-called " gyp " game and that
ment, and the incident will remain in my
I was the one " gyped." In answer to a
wire which I received from W. H. Promemory so long as I am able to remember
ductions, asking that I come on to New
anything or events.
York for the purpose of settlement, I
/■ The W. H. Productions are entitled to
a world of credit for the way in which they
lirmly believed that the only settlement postreated one of their clients. I am sorry to
sible was to the effect that my absence had
say that there are few such companies like
been taken advantage of and that my opthe W. H. in this respect, in so far as I
tion had been entirely ignored.
" I came to New York fully expecting know personally. This is the sort of busithat I was to lose and never thinking for
ness that should inspire others toward beta moment that I would leave New York,
ter things. Business ethics in the motion
picture industry is entitled to just as high
giving three cheers for the W. H. Productions and its fair and square way of doing
a place as in any other business or profesliusiness. Remember that I had expended
sion, and the incident recited above indicates that there is at least one company,
hundreds of dollars in billing my tesritory
and that I had made a deposit as collateral
which I can cite, as having practiced business ethics as well as preached it.
for the non-performance of the oral agree-
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MarJ^eting

Independent
Features
with
By Herbert Lubin —General Enterprises, Inc.
marketing of a picture product to insure
its ultimate success.
" ' Just Pictures ' are not sufficient today— the 'public will not have them. That
may be one of the reasons why others may
find it difficult to sell State Right pictures,
but with a picture that is a box office special in every sense of the word, you will
find no difficulty in disposing of same, and
you will find no ' bad business and chaotic

<<I HEAR a great deal of talk about chai otic conditions existing at the present
time in the marketing end of this business,
especially in the selling of State Right pictures. Conditions, to mj' way of thinking,
are such as we ourselves create. We have
a great and spirited industry, the onward
rush of which is irresistible, and as a
whole, irresistibly successful.
" There are many loose ends, which are
pretty well distributed along the way,
from the production of the picture to its
exhibition on the screen. These loose ends
are simple, economical faults and internal
weaknesses. When a picture of a theatre
fails, the reason is often offered as ' bad
business and chaotic conditions.' On the
other hand, everyone knows there are
many successful pictures and successful
theatres right under the noses of the failures.
"The fundamental principle of business,
when applied to the marketing end of pictures, or to any other branch relating to
motion pictures, is really no different than
when applied to any other legitimate industry. All effort, genius and energy required
in the launching of other merchandizing
products must be likewise utilized in the

" We have made it our aim to handle
conditions.'
nothing but good pictures with big box office possibilities. We have so far been successful in marketing to State Right exchanges such pictures as ' The Warrior '
and ' Mother." These pictures are not recognized and acknowledged by the press,
film distributors throughout the country
and, most important of all, by the exhibitors
themselves to be big winners. We bought
these pictures at what we considered fair
prices and disposed of them to our buyers at
reasonable prices, with the result that everyone interested, from the producer to the
patron of the moving picture theatre, is
satisfied. There can be only one result in
the distribution of State Right specials
along these lines. No trouble selling them;

Picture

Success

no ' bad conditions ' ; satisfied State Right
buyers; satisfied exhibitors, which means a
satisfied public. It simply means that good
pictures properly exploited will find a good
market — which brings me to the most important item in connection with the successful
selling of pictures — proper exploitation.
Of course, even good pictures, cannot
distribute or exhibit themselves automatically. We have, therefore, used all our
efforts to assist the various distributors
and exhibitors throughout the country in
presenting our pictures on the screen. We
have used all means possible known to
publicity to help exploit our productions,
and we feel by rendering all the assistance
possible to our buyers even after the sale
has been consummated, and by helping
them to make a success of our pictures, we
are establishing and building a proper connection, which means easier marketing for
our future productions.
" We feel that by applying sound business principles to the marketing of state
right pictures, there is no reason why they
cannot be sold successfully and everyone
connected with the handling of the picture
makes money."
First Comedy

Hoffman

Agrees

M- H. Hoffman, Foursquare Pictures,
Comments Upon Statement of
Chairman of National Board
of Review of New York
GRANTORBRENTON'S
the New York
World thatstatement
the war inis
afifecting the quantity of film product warrants scrutiny by those in the industry who
are anxious to preserve its stability is endorsed by M. H. Hoffman, of Foursquare
Pictures, in the following statement made
in endorsing Mr. Brenton's remarks. Mr.
Brenton is chairman of the National Board
of Review of New York City.
Mr. Hoffman sees in the statistics furnished by Mr. Brenton evidence of the utmost value to producers, distributors and
exhibitors. He does not believe that there
should be any anxiety felt over the fact
that the output has decreased in 1917. On
the contrary, it is his opinion that the reduced number of pictures, which will doubtless prevail in 1918, will have the effect of
increasing the quality.
" What may appear to be at first glance
to be a contraction of business
with respect
" What may appear at first glance to be
a contraction of business with respect to
all in the industry must prove, upon
thoughtful examination, to be a cloud having a silver lining," said Mr. Hoffman. "I
predict that there will ensue a degree of
watchfulness and care on the part of both
producers and distributors which will put
them in a far stronger position at the close
of 1918 than they now hold. The constructive business men in the industry are
now fully awake. They recognize the need

with

News

Announced

BreYiton

for the elimination of waste ; for tightening the loose portions of their respective
machines.
" The producer, of intelligence, will select his stories with greater caution than
ever before. He next will have made the
most practicable scenario possible, so that
there shall be no last-minute changes to be
made. Then, a carefully laid out schedule
of costs will be prepared and the actual
work done in a manner permitting no extravagances orloss of time or materials. I
do not say that all producers will follow
such a course; but I do contend that those
who consider the interests of the distributor and exhibitor will do so."
Warren to Begin Work on
Special Production
Edward Warren, who recently signed a
long term contract with the Arrow Film
Corporation as a result of which all of his
future pictures will be released through the
latter organization, will shortly begin work
on his first super feature under the new arrangement.
"We shall decide within the next few
days on the first picture," said Mr. Warren.
" This will be selected from several big
stories that we have options on, by a special
board of experts appointed by the Arrow
Film Corporation and the Warren organization and production will commence immediately afterwards."
"Souls Redeemed" and "Weavers of
Life," the last two Warren productions,
have
b«en taken over by the Arrow Film
for distribution.

by W. Company
H.
W. H. Productions
announces
the first Sennctt-produced two-reel comedy
to be Roscoe
releasedArbuckle,
is " A Small
Town Bully,"
with
Owen Moore,
Mabel
Normand and Mack Sennett.
Many of the scenes of this comedy are
laid in the village school house. Miss Normand is the teacher. Her leading pupils are
Mack
Moore. Sennett, Roscoe Arbuckle and Owen

Mildred Harris Is Starred by Lois Weber in
Jewel's " The Doctor and the Woman "

February
Arrow

Big Features on
List
As a forerunner of the plans laid by
the Arrow Film Corporation for the present year, it is announced by the officials
of this company that a long-term contract
has been entered into with the Edward
Warren Productions whereby the latter is
to produce a certain number of features
• for distribution through the Arrow Film
Corporation.
The Warren productions completed to
date, which will find an outlet to the exhibitor through the agencies of the Arrow
Film Corporation, are : " Souls Redeemed "
and " Weavers of Life." Other features
on the Arrow list are W. H. Clune's production of " The Eyes of the World,"
" Ramona," and Mayfair's production of
"featured.
Persuasive Peggy," with Peggy Hyland

Has

Warner

Gets Reassuring
Message
W. H. Productions has sent the following
letter to A. Warner, Standard Film Service Company, Cleveland, Ohio. The letter
speaks for itself :
" We are informed that unauthorized
copies from duped negatives are being exploited byunscrupulous parties in your territory. Mailing you tomorrow sworn affidavit proving we own original negatives
seventeen two-reel Hart releases and that
you are the only authorized distributor of
original prints of these releases in Ohio
and Kentucky. We authorize you to advertise this statement in local trade papers and
in your circulars to exhibitors.
"(Signed) W. H. Productions."
" Life or Honor " Next
Ivan Feature
" Life oris Honor,"
Edmund
Lawrence,
the next directed
release ofbyIvan
Film
Productions. Leah Baird is featured in the
picture. James Morrison, in a dual role,
is in chief support. Violet Palmer has the
ingenue lead. One of the prominent characters in " Life or Honor " is Beri Hendricks, who is well known on the spoken
stage. His characterization of the somewhat crabbed old bachelor and woman-hater
is said to be most picturesquely presented
in this picture.
Hart
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Features

Playing

Return Engagements
" Our Hart pictures are doing a wonderful business all over the state," said Leon
D. Netter, manager of the Masterpiece Film
Attractions, which is releasing the Hart
five-reel re-issues on a state's right basis.
We have had a second run for " The Cold
Deck " in every town in which it had a first
run. Demands are coming in on all sides
for our other Hart pictures, "The Hellhound of Alaska," and " The Bandit and the
Preacher." L. B. Cool, district manager for
the Feiber Shea Circuit, has booked the
entire Hart series for his houses in Canton,
Youngstown and Ashtabula.

THE

INDEPENDENT

FIELD

TICKER

Territorial Sales Reported During the Past Week
Productions
Buyer
Territory
"The Two-Gun Man" in
"The Bargain" (W. H.
Productions)
Favorite Feature Company,
" The Two-Gun Man " in Oklahoma City, Okla Oklahoma, Texas, Arkansas.
"The Bargain" (W. H.
Productions) Hart Feature Max W. Herring, Pittsburgh. Western Pennsylvania, Vir" The
Bandit
and the
ginia.
Preacher" (W. H. Productions)— Hart Feature .. Max W. Herring, Pittsburgh . Western Pennsylvania, Vir" The
Hell
Hound
of
ginia.
Alaska" (W. H. Productions) Hart Feature Max W. Herring, Pitt.'iburgh. Western Pennsylvania, VirTwenty-eight Sennett Proginia.
duced Comedies (W. H.
Productions)
Consolidated Theatres ComDitmars "Living Book of pany, Cincinnati Ohio, Kentucky.
Nature " and Robert C.
Bruce Scenics — Newman
Travel Pictures (Educational Films) Foursquare Pictures, ChiDitmars "Living Book of cago
."...Illinois, Indiana.
Nature " and Robert C.
Bruce Scenics — Newman
Travel Pictures (Educational Films) Foursquare Pictures, PittsDitmars "Living Book of burgh
Pennsylvania (^West of AlNature " and Robert C.
toona).
West Virginia
Bruce Scenics — Newman
(North of Charleston.)
Travel Pictures (Educational Films) ..Foursquare Pictures, CinDilmars " Living Book of cinnati
Southwest
Virginia, KenNature " and Robert C.
tucky. South Ohio, South
Bruce Scenics — Newman
Indiana.
Travel Pictures (Educational Films).. Foursquare Pictures, CleveDitmars " Living Book of land
North of Columbus, Ohio.
Nature " and Robert C.
.
Bruce Scenics — Newman
Travel Pictures (Educational Films) Foursquare Pictures, KanDitmars "Living Book of sas Citj', Mo
Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, MisNature " and Robert C.
souri.
Bruce Scenics — Newman
Travel Pictures (Educational Films) Sidney B. Lust, Washing- District of Columbia, VirDitmars "Living Book of ton, D. C
ginia, Maryland, North
Nature" (not scenics) .... Foursquare Pictures, Bos- Carolina.
"The Recruit" and "His
ton
New England Territor>.
Golden Romance" (Jester Comedies) United Business Associa- Western Pennsylvania, Ohio,
"Tlie Recruit" and "His
tion, Inc., Cleveland
Indiana, Kentucky, West
Golden Romance" (Jes\ irginia.
ter Comedies)
Photo
Drama Company,
"The Recruit" and "His
New York
New York State.
Golden Romance" (Jester Comedies) Masterpiece Film Attrae"The Recruit" and "His
lions, Philadelphia Eastern Pennsylvania, SouthGolden Romance" (Jesem New Jersey,
ter Comedies)
Strand Features, Detroit. ... Michigan.
"The Recruit" and "His
Golden Romance " (Jester Comedies) Unity Photoplays Company,
" The Recruit " and " His
Chicago
Southern Illinois, Northern
Golden Romance " (JesWisconsin,
ter Comedies)
Standard Film Exchange,
" The Recruit " and " His
Minneapolis
Minneapolis, Minn.
Golden
Romance"
(Jester Comedies) Standard Film Exchange,
Omaha
Omaha, Neb.
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RecognizedStar in^'NaturalLaw"
IMarguerite Courtot, Star of France
before the camera. Miss Courtot's first
work before the camera was five years ago
Films Production, "Natural Law,"
when she played in Gaumont stock. Later
Has Played in Biggest Proshe went with Kalem and worked in
ductions — Offered on
comedy-drama productions. She played opOpen IMarket
posite Guy Coombs, Tom Moore and others
who were at that time favorites with the
^^'T'HE NATURAL LAW," distributed
A by France Films, Inc., has for its public. Miss Courtot's work in " The
star Marguerite Courtot. In the principal
Natural Law " was pronounced by critics
supporting roles are seen Howard Hall and and the press to be of the A-1 quality. Since
George Larkin. The production is in six finishing " The Natural Law " Miss Courtot
reels and is offered on the independent marhas completed " The Unbeliever," a special
ket. It is adapted from the stage success
production by the Edison Company. She is
of the same name.
co-starred with Raymond McKee. " The
Charles H. France, president of France
Natural Law " and " The Unbeliever " are
Films, Inc., has not offered this feature on
the first two independent productions in
the market before, owing to the fact that which she has worked.
Miss Courtot is one of the best known
all preliminary arrangements for the most
effective method of distribution had not players on the screen. Her pictures have
been perfected until the present month. The
circulated the globe as is testified to by the
picture was shown for review at the Broadmany letters which she has received from
way theatre some weeks ago and since then, fans in the Orient and Europe. Recently
she received a letter from Japan which
Mr. France has been making a careful
study of market conditions. He has de- stated that she had been voted the most
finitely decided to dispose of his production
popular screen star.
Howard Hall and George Larkin, who
on the open market and has already disare in chief support of Miss Courtot in
posed of the foreign rights to -J. Frank
Brockliss, Inc. The deal for the foreign
" The Natural Law," are both well known
rights to this production was closed in fit- to the public. Mr. Hall is perhaps better
teen minutes after Mr. Brockliss had seen
known to lovers of the speaking drama. He
the film. An extensive advertising camwill be remembered as the doctor in Richpaign has been launched in all the trade
Bennett's success, " Damaged Goods."
papers and Mr. France announces that he Mr. ard
Hall wrote " The Natural Law " and
is receiving daily inquiries from many of was responsible for its production on the
the most prominent buyers throughout the stage. George Larkin will be remembered
country, asking for detailed information on
for his work in the " Grant, Police Reportthe production and the method of disposier," series, produced by Kalem. Mr. Larkin
tion.
had the principal male role opposite Ruth
Marguerite Courtot, who is featured in MacTammany in " Alma, Where Do You
" The Natural Law," is a recognized artist
Live ?"
Sawyer
and LubinReport
Success
Arthur H. Sawyer and Herbert Lubin
" The Warrior " opened at the Boston
theatre and ran a week. The management
Report Big Success with General
of the Boston theatre has contracted for
Enterprises Features, "Mother"
another seven days' booking on the strength
and " The Warrior "
of the showing made by the General Enterprises feature. Messrs. Sawyer and Lubin
A RTHUR H. SAWYER and Herbert
are now preparing to distribute the latest
Lubin report the successful consumaddition to their string of state right feamation of an entirely original sales scheme
which they placed in operation in Boston in
tures, The
"
Crucible of Life," a sevenpart melodrama of the war, starring Grace
the interests of the state right feature,
Darmond and Jack Sherrill, and adapted
" Mother." The two executives of General
Enterprises, Inc., reversed the usual procefrom the famous stage success, " Fairfax."
dure of disposing of the picture to New
England buyers by first booking it in one
Wohlfarth and Westfall
of Boston's leading photoplay theatres in
order that its drawing powers might be
Get Educationals
fully tested.
The picture was shown at the Tremont
E. W. Hammons, vice-president of the
Educational Film Corporation, has conTemple and following the first day's run,
immediately
established itself as a box office
tracted with Wohlfarth & Westfall of the
attraction, it is announced. Messrs. Sawyer
Atlantic Film Company, to handle their enand Lubin received many bids from promitire output in the Northern New Jersey
nent New England buyers who witnessed
towns. Many of the leading theatres of New
the showing. " Mother " was disposed of Jersey already have these pictures booked.
for the entire New England states to the One Bruce scenic each week and a Ditmar's
Boston Photoplay Company, represented by animal picture every second week, starting
Edward Golden, pioneer exchange man and January 28, will be the order of release.
■well known throughout New England. The
The McClure picture, " Mother," is also dispicture will be exploited on an extensive
tributed throughout New Jersey by the Atlantic Film Company.
scale by Mr. Golden.

Picture

News

James Kirkwood,
Director,
With Frank A.
Keeney Pictures
Corporation
King-Bee Seeks Girls for
New Comedy
Louis Burstein, president of the KingBee Film Corporation, who will present
Billy West in a five-reel comedy entitled,
" Old King Sol," intends to have the handsomest girls that he can procure in this
comedy, which he will start making as soon
as peace is declared, it has been announced.
He will leave his Hollywood Studio, and
will make a trip to every city from Los
Angeles to New York, signing up one
beauty from each city, to appear in " Old
This bevy of feminine perfection, according to plans, is to be advertised as the most
King Sol."collection of girls, from all parts
beautiful
of the United States. Each girl will be
billed with the name of the city she comes
from.
Clune's Productions to
Show in Canada
W. H. Clune's productions, " The Eyes of
the world " and " Ramona " will be shown
throughout Canada, it is announced, by
Charles H. Haystead, representative of the
A. J. Small Circuit of Canadian theatres,
who was in New York last week completing
plans for the exploitation of the pictures.
Both features are to be shown with special
scenic, musical and lighting effects in all the
principal theatres. The plans for the exploitation of the Clune productions were
arranged by the Arrow Film Corporation.
Ryan

Pleased

with

First

Jester
Comedies
Phil Ryan,
Standard
Film Exchange,
Kansas City, Mo., writes Jester Comedy
Company that he was pleased with the first
two Jester comedies featuring Twede-Dan,
" The Recruit " and " Ills Golden Romance."
William Steincr, who is touring the country
with prints
the first two Jester productions, reportsof success.

February
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Buyers

Praise First Hart
Feature
Reports received from the various exchanges throughout the country by W. H.
Productions Company, indicate that their
first Hart feature, " The Two-Gun Man " in
" The Bargain," is meeting with big success.
T. E. Larson, manager of Favorite Feature Company, which control the rights for
Oklahoma, Texas and Arkansas, says :
" Our success with " The Bargain " has been
exceptionally good. We have closed practically every big town, and the future looks
very bright to us." Harry Bernstein, manager for the Jake Wells' organization in the
South, says : " Bookings are coming in very
steadily on this Hart production, and four
salesmen are now combing the territory.
We are quite satisfied that this will be one
of the biggest money makers the exhibitors
have had for a long time." Tom Moore of
Washington, D. C, who is playing "The
Two-Gun Man " at his Strand theatre,
states : " I turned them away my first two
days, and expect to do a land office business
for the balance of my run of this production."

*' Crucible of Life " Shown
for Review
The date set for the showing of General
Enterprises, Inc., " The Crucible of Life,"
was changed from Thursday, January 24,
to Tuesday night the 29th. The change
was made necessary by the fuel conservation order issued by Dr. Garfield.
The showing was held in the ball room
of Hotel Astor. A special musical program
was given and the Camp Upton quartette
gave several selections. Following the showing a dinner was given to the members of
the press. Grace Darmond and Jack Sherrill are the featured members of the cast
which presents " The Crucible of Life."
Brouse Arranges with
Unger for Service
Henry Brouse, who controls the First
National Exhibitors' Circuit franchise for
Eastern Canada, announces that he has
completed arrangements with J. J. Unger
of the Metro Film Service, whereby the latter exchange will handle all First National
releases, including the forthcoming " Signature Protected " Chaplin Comedies. Mr.
Brouse still owns the franchise and retains
his full rights as a member of the Circuit,
the new affiliation being solely an exchange
convenience which both parties feel will
prove mutually beneficial.
Swain

to Appear Next in
L-Ko Comedy
Max Swain will make his next appearance on the screen in a L-Ko two-reel
comedy, titled "Ambrose and the Lionhearted." The famous comedian will drop
the work of the slapstick comedian in this
picture and give an exhibition of straight
comedy rather than that of the slapstick
brand. Rae Godfrey is working opposite
the comedian in the principal feminine role.

Marguerite Snow and King Baggot Are Secret Service Operatives in Detective Chief Flynn's " The
Eagle's Eye," Which Will Be Distributed by M. H. Hoffman, Inc.

on's
First
Three
Shown
Elicit
Whart
e Episodes
Prais
High Praise — Lusitania Sinking
Shown — Plan to Destroy Ansonia Revealed
EXHIBITORS who saw the private
showing of the first three episodes of
" The Eagle's Eye," the serial photodrama
based on an Imperial German spy exposure
by Chief Flynn, have spoken in the highest
terms of it as a serial production. Sets
that occupy the entire stage floor of the
big Wharton studios, at Ithaca, follow one
after the other in the making of the episodes.
" It has always been our ambition to
present a serial that would have as much
class and show as expensive settings in .
each episode as are observed in a big feature production," said Theodore W. Wharton, who was in New York last week,
" and we believe that in ' The Eagle's Eye '
we have achieved that ambition."
The Whartons displayed a new feature
in photography at the recent trade showing of " The Eagle's Eye " in what they
describe as " the triple iris " — three diaphragms opening at once and • disclosing
three characters and then fading and showing a scene in which these characters appear in action.
The Whartons announce also a new form
of " close up " which will be made a feature of the photography of a later episode
in the " The Eagle's Eye " serial.
This photographic innovation was originated by " Ted " Wharton. He believes it
a new idea of great value and until it has
actually been presented in " The Eagle's
Eye " only the head of the Wharton
photographic department and himself will
know how the effect is attained.
In the first episode of the new Wharton
serial in which Chief Flynn is exposing
the America,
plots of the
Government's
in
he German
makes public
the storyspies
of
the Lusitania medal and shows it on the
screen.
The sinking of the Lusitania was the
result of a very carefully laid plan on the
part of the Imperial German naval stafiF,
aided by the leaders of the Imperial German Government's spy organization in this
country. It was decided to destroy her at
any cost and most elaborate plans were

formulated
to makee's
her destruction
on May
Eye"
''Eagl
5, 1915, a certainty. In the face of these
plans, and treachery in the wireless room
of the great liner, she had only one chance
in a million to get through the net set
for her.
In the first episodes of " The Eagle's
Eye," Chief Flynn shows how information
of the sailing of the Lusitania was sent to
Cuxhaven and how hundreds of scout
boats patrolled the sea to notify submarines
by wireless of any changes made in her
course.
Chief Flynn is in receipt of the following letter from John McE. Bowman, president of company operating Ausonia and
Biltmore Hotel, New York, complimenting him on the success of his serial :
" I have just returned from viewing your
wonderful
' The Eagle's
Eye,'
and toI
am so muchfilm,
impressed
with its
power
do good that I must write you this line
to congratulate you.
" The episode connected with the Hotel
Ansonia was particularly interesting to me
on account of the hours of mental anguish
we all went through before the navigating
officers of our fleet were out of danger and
in viewing the picture I realize more than
ever the strain you were under during that
dreadful twenty-four hours.
" Most pictures of this kind border on
the melodramatic, but this has not one
ounce in it but is really dramatic from beginning to end; and if at the end of the
third episode, when you ask people in the
audience if they are not going to help destroy German autocracy, I am much mistaken if the appeal does not bring the spectators from their seats into a loud declaration of loyalty for this great country
in which they are living. I, personally,
with the cold sober thought in my mind
that it was only a picture, could hardly restrain from rising up and giving the answer
the appeal called for.
" It is extraordinarily well done, has the
touch of authenticity behind it and will convey a wonderful message to the doubting
ones, some of whom still believe we should
be neutral.
" Wishing you every success in the wonderful story you are putting before the
public, believe me.
" (Signed) John McE. Bowman."
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Catherine

Miss

Williams

Edna
Williams,
General ^Manager,
Robertson-Cole Film Department,
Handling U. S. Exhibitors'
Corporation's
Features .
One of the handful of successful women
who are heading their own organizations
is Miss Edna Williams, general manager
of the Robertson-Cole Film Department,
famous exporters of New York and London, to which concern has been allotted the
foreign territorial rights to all productions
distributed by the U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation.
In her office in the Times Building she
directs virtuallj' single handed one of the
largest enterprises now operating in the
foreign film field. She is in touch with
prominent exhibitors in all parts of the
globe.
It was through their faith in her farsightedness and business acumen that
officials of the Robertson-Cole Company
determined to expand their vast organization in order to take up the business of
distributing motion pictures. Todaj' they
have branch offices in cities as remote as
Sydney, Singapore and Calcutta and when
a production is put upon the domestic
market by the U. S. corporation it is
oflfered almost simultaneously to exhibitors
on the other side of the world.
In less than three months this enterprising j-oung woman has established by her
own efforts a distributing organization that
has become an important factor in the
foreign field. It is her intention to distribute onlj' special productions, subjects
above the accepted program standard of
merit, as she believes there is a larger demand for that kind of pictures in the
foreign field than for ordinary program
material.
She had won high success as an amateur
composer in Los Angeles. She was appointed special representative in this country for one of the leading Australian film
concerns and it was in the service of this
company that she fitted herself for the
more important duties she now has undertaken. During her leisure time. Miss Williams wrote songs, both words and music.
Recently she wrote practically all of the
songs for an elaborate act staged by Carter
de Haven.
She also has marketed in the foreign territories the Edgar Lewis production "The
Bar Sinister " and Edwin Carewe's " Her
Fighting Chance," both of which subjects
were
Inc. controlled by Frank Hall Productions,
When Mr. Hall conceived the idea of
starting the U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation, he suggested to Miss Williams
that she take over the marketing of the
subjects released by the company in the
foreign field. Whereupon she interested
the film of Robertson-Cole, one of the
largest importing concerns in the world.
With foreign connections in nearly every
large port in the land, and many smaller
ones, Robertson-Cole took up the marketing of U. S. productions on a large scale.
Today the subjects released by the Hall
organization embracing " The Zeppelin's
Last Raid," " Those Who Pay " and " The

Heads

Company
Belgian " are being sold in every part of
the world.
" I have spent the past year in studying
the foreign film market from New York,
\^ery closely," declared Miss Williams. " I
have realized that there are many obstacles
to be overcome before one can really dispose of pictures in foreign countries as
they should be marketed. It is virtually a
lottery. Naturally, many sales have been
a distinct loss to the purchasers in the different territories and it has been my idea
that a company with branch offices in the
principal foreign cities would overcome all these disadvantages. Hence the
organization of the company through which
the U. S. productions are distributed in the
foreign markets."

Hesperia Films Enters
World Market
Hesperia Films Company, Inc., is the
newest addition to the ranks of the film exploiters on the world market. Edgar O.
Brooks has been elected vice-president and
general manager.
The Hesperia Company will handle features of both domestic and foreign manufacture, for exploitation in the United
States, Canada, Cuba, South America, and
Central America, with a probability of extending its operations later to Australasia
China, Japan, Philippines, India and South
Africa.
Mr. Brooks recently resigned the general
sales management of the Mutual Film Corporation, after a connection lasting upward
of two years, and was previously affiliated
with the firms of Gaumont, Universal, and
Cosmof otofilm. He handled every branch
of the business end of motion pictures during six years of active participation in the
American field.
Hesperia's first release will be " Morok,"
a seven-reel picturizalion of Eugene Sue's
work, " The Wandering Jew," A private
trade showing
of "Morok"
week
at Wurlitzer
Fine Artswashall.given last
Strand

Picture
Calvert

N e zu s
Has

Good Stage Record
Catherine Calvert who is featured in
Frank A. Keeney Pictures Corporation's
first special feature, now under production
under the direction of James Kirkwood, has
been seen on the stage in some of the most
successful stage productions including,
" The Deep Purple " and " A Romance of
theIt Underworld."
was announced that Miss Calvert's first
picture would be " The Girl Who Saw
Life." Mr. Keeney announces this week
that it has been decided to release " A Romance of the Underworld " first. The
change was made upon the request of many
who wished to see Miss Calvert make her
debut under the management of Mr. Keeney
in a screen version of her late husband,
Paul /frmstrong's drama, " A Romance of
the Underworld." She will appear later in
" The Girl Who Saw Life."
" A Romance of the Underworld " tells
a thoroughly human and interesting story
of life and political intrigue. A widely influential politician sets out to accomplish
the downfall of a young business man and
at the same time to win the affections of'
the young man's sister. There are highly
dramatic episodes, it is said, including a
courtroom scene in which sensation blends
with comedy.

Ebenstein Reports Good
Business in West
Robert R. Ebenstein, sales manager,
Sterling Pictures Corporation, reports from
the Middle West that conditions are very
good. For the past ten days Mr. Ebenstein says that he has made record sales
of " Peg O' the Sea," the Sterling feature
in which Jean Sothern is starred. More
than 60 per cent of the country was disposed of in this time, he reports.
Ivan

Productions

in

Southwest
The American Film Exchange, Fort
Worth, Tex., one of the distributors for
Ivan Film Production in the Southwest, reports favorably on the success of " One
Law For Both " and " Sins of Ambition,"
two features purchased recently for this
territory. Peter G. Booth is supervising
the
tory.work of the American Film Exchange,
in exploiting Ivan productions in this terri-

Shows Normand
Film
Mabel Normand in the Goldwyn picture,
"interest
Dodgingat athe
Million,"
the center
Strand was
Theatre
in Newof
York the week of January 28. This marked
the stars debut as a Goldwyn player.
A Ditmar scenic was also included in
the program.

W.

They " Support " Arbuckle
" Fatty " Arbuckle
allSupporting
his comediesRoscoe
for Paramount
release arein
Alice Lake, Al St. John and Buster Keaton. In Arbuckle's newest comedy, " Out
West," it is said Al lives up to his reputation as a bad man, while Buster assumes
the character of a Western gambler— a
laughable caricature of Jack . Ranee. Alice
Lake is a Salvation Army girl.

W. H. Productions Company, following
its announced desire to promote better
moral conditions in the training and recreation camps of the American soldiers in
France, is providing in co-operation with
the Community Motion Picture Bureau and
the National War Work Council of the
Y. M. C. A., thousands of feet of film for
the cost of printing.
It seems probable other distributors will
do their bit along these lines.

FI. Provides
Camps

Films

for

February
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War-time uncertainty insists on Picture certainties. Why not show
those that have made money everywhere ? And give them long runs.
And repeat! Forget you're a Showman. Turn merchant. Raise
your prices. Deal only in proven goods. Lengthen your runs.
Intensify your advertising. Show fewer pictures, but better those few.
These five War-time Jewels are persistent and consistent money-getters. Every
one can be booked without conditions. Every one can be repeated with profit.
Every one is reasonably priced. Book them with the knowledge that you
couldn't do half so well if you looked twice as long.
'The Co-Respondent"
A power-packed drama of New York newspaper
life, featuring Elaine Hammerstein in the great
Ralph Ince version of the stage play by Alice
Leal Pollock and Rita Weiman. 850,000 dominating publicity in the country's seventy biggest
papers guarantees you capacity business on this
brilliant Broadway Theatre success.

"Sirens of the Sea'
Louise Lovely and Carmel Myers in a Twentieth
Century enchantment of female loveliness. Fairy
scenes of beautiful diving nymphs. A daring
combination of fantasy, realism and beauty's
revelations.

'Come

Through'

Herbert Rawlinson in George Bronson Howard's
mightiest melodrama of Society and the Underworld. Played at the Broadway for two weeks
straight — at Los Angeles for two and then repeated for another — at Seattle, to more money
than vhe Liberty Theatre ever took in before.
Hailed by the Critics as the best suspense drama
of years.
'Tay Me'
Dorothy Phillips — Idol of Millions — in a great
Western drama as rugged as the Rockies. A picture of lawless passions at flood-tide — of Love
springing
likeJoseph
a lily De
out Grasse.
of ashes — of retribution. up
Made by

The Man Without a Country'
The greatest patriotic picture ever screened — the surest money-maker. Recommended everywhere for
you by the American Defense Society. Boosted by every soldier's family that sees it. The N. Y.
American said: "Immense — a thriller — a raiser of the dead." Made by Thanhouser. World Rights
bought on sight by Jewel Productions. At the Broadway, two weeks. In Minneapolis, thirteen days.

INC.
J6O0 Broa dway.
New Jbrk^

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers

Picture

News
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You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

motion
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News
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to you, the
PLAIN
BE
IT MUST
Exhibitor, that the news of a News Service
must be first news if you want to feature that
Service profitably as an attraction.
The Universal

3-A-WEEK

NEWS

SERVICE

gives you the biggest news — and gives it first.
This biggest-news- first is exactly as exclusive
as an exclusive Universal Feature Production.
Just as important — you do not have to pay
extra for those tremendous news pictures of war-time
happenings which others might seize on as opportunities for
raising the ante. Your contract with 3-A-WEEK NEWS
SERVICE is broad enough to cover an explosion of the moon.
One more point.
The miraculous X-RAY
Moving Pictures which have been the chief wonder
of the beautiful new Rivoli Theatre in New York, are nothing
unusual as far as 3-A-WEEK NEWS SERVICE is concerned. Because the Universal's 3-A-WEEK is not merely
a transmitter of such features, but is, instead, an untiring,
hard-digging co-worker in their development.
That's why we're the biggest film manufacturing concern in the universe — and why you'll find it
to your best interests to buy your necessary News Service
from us.
Book thru your nearest Universal
Exchange or communicate with the
UNIVERSAL
FILM
MN'FG.
CO,
"Largest Film Manufacturing Concern in the Universe"
CARL LAEMMLE, President
1600 Broadway, New York
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CHARLEY CHAPLIN made the first
scenes Wednesday of last week for
his first release through the First National
Exhibitors' Association. The scenes made
up to this time are mostly of a mob nature,
more than fifty extra people being used.
The only players selected to this time are
Edna Purviance, who is to play lead opposite, and Henry Bergman, the heavyweight comedian.
The Chaplin Studio is now .completed
with the exception of work on the grounds
such as building concrete walks, landscape
gardening, etc., and it will be possible for
Mr. Chaplin to proceed with production
without further delay. He plans that his
first release shall be made about March 1.
Vitagraph Stages Benefit
A benefit was given on the big stage at
the Vitagraph Hollj'wood Studio, Friday
evening, January 18, under the direction of
Nell Shipman to aid Harry Smith, formerly a member of the Vitagraph stock
company, who is ill with tuberculosis. A
jazz band furnished music for a dance,
and there were vaudeville numbers at each
intermission. Montgomery and Rock, by
the aid of their trained duck, gave several
operatic selections. Jack Pearce, former
skating entertainer, operated the rollers.
Harry Burns, champion bag puncher, was
on for an exhibition, there was toe dancing
by Madeline Marion, and several of William Duncan's prize students in the manly
art, staged three-round bouts. The benefit
netted nearly $500 which was given by Miss
Shipman to the unfortunate actor.
William Duncan, who is making the completing scenes for the Vitagraph serial,
" Vengeance and the Woman," before taking up his new work as director of serials
for Pathe, was last week elected to membership to the
Motionnumber
Pictureone.Directors'
Association
of studio
Changes at Triangle
There have been several changes at the
Triangle during the past week. Ollie Sellers, manager of production at the plant,
since the resignation of Frank Beresford,
who was scenario editor, has taken on the
duties of this department, but it is understood that this is only to be a temporary
arrangement.
In the comedy department, Albert Glassmire, who has been director of production,
tendered his resignation early last week,
and up to this time J. Farrell Macdonald,
who served as his assistant, has been looking after the duties of this office. One or
two of the writers, including Walter MacNamara and Fred Bennett, left the comedy
department when Mr. Glassmire resigned.
Reggie Morris, director, has tendered his
resignation which has been accepted, and
he has left the Triangle. Because of Morris leaving the company, it has been found
necessary to reduce the comedy stock, and
about twenty regular people have left.

Too much work under artificial light has
caused practically every member of Director Jack Dillon's troop producing " Betty
Comes Home," to take time off because
they are suffering from what is termed
" Klieg-eye." Myrtle Lind was the first to
be aff^ected with this, and soon all were
ready for the dark rooms and solitary confinement. Jack Gilbert is leading man opposite Miss Lind in this subject, he taking
the role of a rich youth who seeks to make
his way in the world serving as a chauffeur. A compromising situation serves to
help round out the comedy drama.
Lasky States Plans
Jesse L. Lasky returned to Hollywood
the first of last week and announced to the
local press that owing to unsatisfactory
weather conditions and fuel shortage, all
the producing activities of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation would be transferred to the west coast as speedily as possible.
Wallace Reid and Ann Little, who went
East with Donald Crisp for the making
of one film, are expected back within a
week, and following these will come Elsie
Ferguson early in February, and a little
later Billie Burke and possibly Lina Cavalieri.
Joseph Kauffman is the only director to
come West, and it is very probable the
others will be selected from the Los Angeles film colony. In May Mr. Lasky said
Fred Stone will come to the coast for one
of more productions.
A large ship was destroyed by a mine
in the Pacific Ocean, just off the coast at
Balboa Beach during the past week, under
the direction of William C. deMille, who
is filming an adaptation from " The Honor
of His Country,", starring Sessue Hayakawa, who has Florence Vidor as his leading woman. The principals leaped to the
water from the deck of the boat at the
time of the explosion.
Lask}' players including Louise Huff,
Harrison Ford, Helen Jerome Eddy, under
the direction of Horace B. Carpenter,
staged " The Tragedy of Man," by John
Mayfield, Friday evening of last week at
the Lasky Studio theatre. An admission
of $1 was charged, and the proceeds given
to the Hollywood Studio Club for girls.
William C. deMille will stage four oneact playettes at the Hollywood Community
theatre. The plays are, "In 1999," "The
Land of the Free."
Paralta Studios Complete
Progress of the construction work on
the new Paralta stages and buildings necessary has gone forward with such speed that
now all are in readiness for use. In fact,
all of the stages have been christened by
the making of scenes thereon, and within
a few days directors and players will move
into their offices and dressing rooms in the
new building.
Three companies are now at work at the

Paralta plant. Raymond B. West during
the past week directed the making, of
scenes showing the arrival of an aeroplane
bearing an English gentleman of wealth to
a Scotch village where he^ meets Bessie
Barriscale, the lassie heroine of the " Maid
of the Storm," which is the title of the
production now being filmed.
Eliot Howe is ready to commence work
on the next Henry Walthall subject, but
the making of scenes has been delayed because of the illness of Walthall and his
leading woman, Mary Charlesoii, who have
been ill since they returned from several
days spent on a ranch in Arizona where
they filmed the last scenes for " Hoops of
Bessie Barriscale is supervising the Red
Cross work at the Paralta Studio, and
this week secured two different donations
from members of the producing staff. On
Steel."
one
occasion the second Barriscale subject, "Within the Cup" was given the final
studio run, and all members of the staff
were invited to attend at twenty-five cents
admission. On another day Monte Katterjohn received a New Year's cake from his
mother in Indiana, and Miss Barriscale, in
a Hooverizing manner, took possession, and
sold it at twenty-five cents per slice, thereby
securing something better than $5 from the
fortunate ones who desired Indiana fruit
cake.
Wind Damages Universal
Damage estimated at $10,000 was wrought
at Universal City last week by a wind
storm which blew at a thirty-mile-an-honr
velocity. The roofs of buildings were
blown from their resting place, and carried hundreds of feet. Settings on the
open air stages were blown down and considerable damage was done to furniture
and other props, to say nothing of the
great quantity of diffusing cloth that was
torn to shreds. The storm also caused considerable loss as it made work impossible
ing.
for nearly four hours, thus keeping the
several companies at the studio from workAllen J. H-olubar is now directing Dorothy Phillips in a five-reel Bluebird production which is known as " The Mortgaged Wife." Story for this was written
by Frank H. Clark, and Holubar prepared
the screen version. Supporting cast selected includes William Stowell, Edwin
August, Sam deGrasse and a number of
others.
A number of new players will make their
Universal debut in the subject now in production of Rea Berger which is titled
"Are Children Luxuries?" Winifred
Greenwood, True Boardman and Harry
Dunkinson are all new people for Universal and cast for important parts. Little
Zoe Rae has the featured role. The story
for this photoplay was written by Charles
Turner Dazey, and Frank H. Clark prepared the scenario.
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An Indian village in New Mexico, which
is said to have heretofore escaped the eye
of the camera, will serve as setting for a
number of scenes in the Bluebird production, "The Heart of the Desert," which has
just been filmed by Wilfred Lucas, with
Monroe Salisbury and Ruth Clifford as costars.

to be used in the photoplay in contrast with
those that show the crowded city. ■ The
plot of this photoplay is said to have a distinction in that characteristics both interesting and lovable are shown by the player
who has a criminal record that is shown
almost through the entire length of the
story.

Metro in 'Frisco
But one Metro company was working at
the studio last week, the other having gone
to San Francisco to spend five or six days
to secure the water scenes for " Breakers
Ahead." General Western Representative
B. A. Rolfe has leased several ocean-going
boats on which most of the scenes will
be made. The company took with them
to San Francisco more than a thousand
dollars' worth of explosives needed for the
night and explosion scenes that will be
filmed. Clifford Bruce, who plays the masculine lead in this picture, will have a
number of thrilling adventures to perform.
Charles Brabin is the director, and the
company includes twenty people. Russell
Simpson, well-known speaking stage actor,
who has been with the American and Paralta for the past several months, has been
engaged for an important character role in
this film which will feature Viola Dana.
Director Frank Reicher is using a number of large sets at the studios where he
is working on the Edith Storey picture
titled " The Claim."
Tod Browning, who directed the first
two Metro-Storey pictures, is working with
B. A. Rolfe in editing " Revenge." This
will be completed by the end of the coming week, and Mr. Browning will then
leave for New York where he will direct
two pictures for Metro. It is not definitely
known whether the star will be Mme. Nazimova or Ethel Barrymore.
Fox Titles in East
In the future productions made at the
^\'illiam
Fox atStudio,
in Los Angeles,
will
not be titled
the producing
plant. The
important matter of selecting a name will
be taken care of by the New York office
of the Fox organization. At the studio the
subject will be known only by number.
The cause of this change is the fact that
publicity matter has been confusing because of changes made in the titles after
the completed film has reached the releasing offices.
Charles Kcnyon has written a photoplay
for Fox which will star Gladys Brockwell.
The scenes are laid in France in recent
years, and a part of the story will contain
events in the Apache district of Paris.
The principal role is spoken of as requiring portrayal of two distinct characters as
represented in the same person. E. J. LeSaint will be the director, and the principal players assigned are Lucile Younge,
VVilliam Scott and Bertram Grassby.
Frank Lloyd and his cameraman, Billy
Foster, have secured a number of remarkable effects for the photoplay starring
Bertha Mann, the plot of which deals with
the divorce evil of the present day in this
country. The drama is said to be a very
powerful one with new situations of a decidedly unique character.
Chet Franklin and company, which is
headed by Jewel Carmen, during their recent stay in the Bear Lake Valley district, secured some very attractive scenes

Comedy Companies Busy
Five companies arc now working on
Keystone and Triangle comedies. Herman
Raymaker with Billy Franey, Maude
Wayne, Dora Rogers and others, are still
at work on " A Playwright's Wrong."
Many of the scenes for this are laid within
a motion picture theatre, and it is here that
many of the players are forced to double
in the same scene — in other words, they
play the part of actors on the screen, and
then have their backs to the camera as
part of the audience.
" Her Bohemian Party," a society crook
comedy, features Ruth Langston, supported
by Eugene Corey, Arthur Moon and others.

as
willwell
be as
of Joseph
one reel." Baldy " Belmont. This
Reggie Morris, director, is back at the
Triangle after an absence of ten days, due
to la grippe, and is now at work on " Three
Hats and Two Heads." The complications
in this concern the mix-up of two creations by the same milliner that cause a
great deal of trouble. Rae Godfrey, Frank
Bond, Rose Carter, Martin Kinney, Marian
Torre are principals.
Paddy Maguirc is still working in " A
Rough Diamond," which has a big cast that
includes more than a dozen of the wellknown players of the Triangle. Many ofthe scenes were taken this week in one of
the large Los Angeles jewelry stores where
the camera played upon thousands of dollars worth of gems.
By the end of the week Director Beauwill have
completed
two-reel/'^
"dine
Flinging
It," spoken
of asthea muddle
mud and money, with Max Asher and Ray
Griffith as principals.
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WHO

STARTED
RUMORS? THESE
WorldducingFilm
transfer
proactivitieswill
to Los
Angeles.
Paralta is broke (repetition).
H. O. Davis has resigned from
Triangle.
Famous
Players-Lasky
ation are losing
$225,000 Corporweekly.
Thomas H. Ince will withdraw
from Paramount
to
produce
exclusively for Al Woods.
Carl toLaemmle's
the wayat
West
install newon policy
Universal
City.
Harry Aitken is to dispose of
his interest in the Triangle.
Metro, World and Goldwyn are
to merge, according to a story
which arrived via the New York
Times.
Fair and warm.
George Proctor has not hoed in
from the East.
Edward Hearn was seen on our
street this week.
Albert Glassmire is wearing a
new cap of a nonchalant type.
Doris Schroeder was seen writing continuity at Universal this
week.
Lynn Fairfield Reynolds has
not been affected by the many
flattering remarks about his
" Gown."
Ben Wilson is looking forward
to the day when " The Mystery
Ship
" will
be cut.
finished, and he
can have
a hair
Clifl Smith, for the sake of
variety, is going to make another
Western subject, starring Roy
Stewart.
The camera discovered that
Maude Wayne has a dimple in
her chin. This has been lost now
because the lens was cleaned.
Herman Raymaker mistook his
questionnaire for a working
script, and shot seven scenes
before he noticed his mistake.
Julian Lamothe, the Paralta
autho"V who was granted two
week's
for the
has not vacation
been heard
fromholidays,
since.
Harr>^
Depp
proved
be such
an original cuss as a tocomedian,
that Triangle transferred him to
the scenario department.
Martin Kinney has been accused ot visiting the beauty parlors daily to get his hair curled,
and
we
rise in defense — au natural.
Jackered a comfortable
Cunningham chair
has discovat the
ParaltamillStudio,
and overtime
has a welloiled
working
on
Pathe stuff.
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THEE ESQUIMOS!
A table in one of our popular HELPING MOR
cafes was used at one time by To insure that no studio will
two Russians, a Swede, Portu- permit a day lo pass without the
receiving
some
solicitaNamara. guese, Hebrew and Walter Mac- players
tion for MacNamara
helping theand
needy,
ter
Roy WalDel
Charley
Clary,
the
well-known
Ruth are serving as agents to
leading
man,
is
looking
so
youthsecure
help
for
the
stricken
ful these days that the casting di
rector insists upon giving him Esquiraos of Greenland. They are
meeting with great success, and
juvenile roles.
the contributions received to date
Jack Livingston is just
include
following:
handsome
he broke
was be-in Thomasthe H.
Ince, one dozen
fore he had to-day
had hisasnose
glass door knobs and a photo of
that rough scene for Triangle's D. W. Griffith.
Mary Pickford, autographed
The
Hard theRock
Breed."of a pub size.)
Through
kindness
postcard and a fire extinguisher.
licity
thinkbeautiful
we've William S. Hart, gun capable of
learned man,
who thewe most
shooting around corners, and one
blonde in the world really is dozen
pyramids (vest pocket
Wanda Petit, of Fox.
R. William Neill, the director, D. W. Griffith, life-sized picture
is thankihg the stars every night cracker.
that the proposed trip to New of Thomas H. Ince , and a nut
York of the Ince Company has Albert Glassmire, bottle of
been postponed.
comiiination hair tonic and metal
WallyangleMacDonald
Studio, Culver rode
City,to inTri-a
J. tor
C. withJessen,
stationary
Ford, and lost two thousand sou polish.
revolving
deviceelevaand
rectory.
venier cphotographs
he had pur- copy of M. P. News Studio Dihased to send to admirers.
Monte Katterjohn tiring of Bryant Washburn, airless electric fan and ri locomotive.
spending money for automobiles,
went out this week and bought a Constance Talmadge, Ferris
new typewriter, that will use wheel and canal.
either red or green ribbon.
Hampton Del Ruth, lawn
Roy Stewart laid away the mower and invisible light house.
chaps the other day to act as one Charles Chaplin, swimming
of the judges at Ascot Park when pool and a railroad station.
Lewis burnt
Chevrolet
Barney Old- Mitchell Lewis, poker deck and
field
up theandtrack.
'mrglar alarm.
William Christy Cabanne is in a noiseless
Polly Moran,
phonograph
our midst mobiles,
withincluding
his aflock
of auto- record. " Poor Butterfly " (her
Dusenberg,
own voice), and a kite.
a Speedster, and a four-passengei Guy Price, lemon squeezer and
runabout. What's his weakness? folding bed.
Charley Gunn is one of the Tack Cimningham, noiseless
few actors who will admit point foghorn
and a patent snore muffblank that he knows anything ler.
about an automobile when it Frank Beresford. .Swiss flag
bucks.
Yes
sir,
he
can
get
one
and
a typewriter ribbon.
started.
^'car's
Clem resolution.
Pope, one well worn New
J. Grubb and Fred were laid
up this week because of a hot Bill Worthington, one lifebox in the faithful Underwood.
boat, and carpet sweeper.
The accident will cause no loss
Barney
tooth
brush. Sherry, combination
as
they
have
two
stories
ahead
for Paralta.
E.
V.
Durling, cannon and a
cigarette case.
Tom J.
been engaged asGeraghty
publicityhaswriter
for Reggie Morris, combination
Bcnniction of Ziedman.
The publicathis information
is not tooth-pick and nail file.
in any sense meant for the George du Bois Proctor, dozen
lead pencils and a pulse warmer.
ruination
of Bradford,
Bennie's career.
Gardner
traveling salesman has writwriter
and former
P. A.,sub-title
is out A ten
Iloyt, engaging
rectorArthur
ot Triangle,
asking for di-a
for publicity and dares anyone
to print his name. If they do, place in pictures that he may
he threatens to bring around a gain national prominence in order that his daughter, whom he
photograph
that cut.
they have made
into a half tone
lost years ago, can be found.
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eeler
after and introduced withWHEN is a five-r
a five-reeler? When
Bringing Them
Into a Close-Up
out regard for its suitadoes it contain five thoubility it is not comedysand feet, forty-five hunBy Longacre
relief but comedy-out-of
dred or fifty-one Inmdred
George M. Cohan once waved the American flag and everyone
feet? Tliis question has long agitated the exhibitor, and the accepted terms by which the length of a film is judged mean little in the house cheered ; some director once place.
took a close-up of a baby
and established a precedent as popular as that introduced by the
or nothing to him. The term " five reels " has long since ceased
Indian
when
he
discovered
tobacco
was
the correct article for
to meap five thousand feet. It only means five reels or five spools,
peace meetings. Really one can seldom wander into a theatre
i^ad the amount of footage on them can vary from four thousand
these days without seeing a close-up of a squirming infant.
If J fifty-five hundred.
Most audiences take these shots good-naturedly, probably because
VSjjrThis question has only recently been brought to the attention
a baby when sufficiently quiet is never to be taken otherwise.
of the trade again. The exhibitor, we are told, wants to know
the exact length of his feature to guide him in booking the rest
But the baby close-up has been used so often without due cause
that it is becoming conventional and as a consequence rather a
of his program. Obviously, if he .used the same length short
poor thing to employ in telling a story or developing a drama on
subjects to supplement a short five-reeler as he does for a feature
the screen. Whenever a baby is called for in the scenario, nine
that runs the full five thousand feet, his shows would never begin
or finish at the same time, and like as not at the end of the
out of ten directors cannot refrain from introducing the close-up,
if for no other reason than to make the theatre rumble with
da}' he would find himself forced to run another show to fill out
nis stipulated time.
" ohs " and " ahs " and expressions of appreciation. Infants
have innocently put more than one weak situation over, but they
The producers are rather loath to take the exhibitor into their
have also interrupted more thJm one nicely running story, merely
confidence regarding this matter it seems, or else they have given
to gain a gaod but totally unnecessary effect.
it scant attention. Whether or not they believe it would work to
their benefit is beside the point. Exhibitors know the length of
the picture when they return it, and no howl has ever arisen over
" The Hired Man "
rental prices because of this — so they might just as well know
beforehand.
{Paramount-Ince — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
One alternative of merely saying five or six " reels " has been
for the reviewer to print the running time of the feature. But THIS is Charles Ray's latest picture and it takes a big stride
beyond
previous
effort, " farm
His Mother's
It introthis method has proven of little value. Projecting room operators
duces him ashisEzry,
an ambitious
hand, whoBoy."
sacrifices
his
have no standard speed. Sometimes they run at theatre speed
own
rosy
prospects
to
keep
the
brother
of
the
girl
he
loves
from
and often several minutes faster. One reel is sometimes sent
jail. The part is not so much of the boob type as was his last.
through the machine quickly and the' next slowly. So, of course,
Of the farm hand he makes a thoroughly human character,
the running time as judged by the projecting room is about as
tempering
it with a mild degree of bashfulness that makes one
inaccurate as the method now generally used in judging the
sit back in his chair and chuckle. The story was written by
length of features. It is to be hoped that the producers will come
Julien Josephson, and along with its comedy and romance offers
to this way of looking at the question. In England, where they
several situations the suspense and human-interest value of which
sell by the number of feet, the practice has always been in vogue.
is unusually high.
A glance through any of the British trade journals will show it.
Victor Schertzinger has given it a production that fairly teems
They even go so far as to bring the length down to its actual
with atmosphere. The country fair scenes are real, first and last.
measurement. Of course, such an extreme is not altogether necesIt is here that Ezry, in abbreviated overalls, wins the hurdle race
sary, but at least the American producer might be led to refer
against a field of trained contestants. The shots taken on the
to the length of his product in round numbers instead of " reels "
farm are typical in every degree and the fire scene at the end
and " parts," terms so indefinite that they might as well be left out
w^orks in a good thrill before the happy ending brings the picture
of reviews and advertising altogether.
to
a close. In the matter of photography " The Hired Man " is
The motion picture director who has served under D. W. Grifexcellent.
fith long enough to learn the ways of his directing on the surface,
Doris Lee, seen in Mr. Ray's last picture, gives a delightful
but who has not made a serious study of his methods to learn the
interpretation of the role of Ruth Endicott. Charles French as the
motives which lead to these directorial touches, is in the same
farmer is another human character and Gilbert Gordon as the
class with the imitator of the popular star, regarding which
weakling son, Lydia Knott and Carl Ullman complete a well sereference was made here recently.- Probably the most obvious
lected cast of principals.
of all the blunders made by the men who seek to emulate the
" The Hired Man " shows Charles Ray at his best in a vehicle^
wonderful work of Griffith is their introduction of ■ comedy,
which alternately amuses and touches and which, as a consechiefly through the medium of domestic animals, when they are
quence, makes idealTHEentertainment.
STORY AND PLAYERS
forced to stop the action of their story to do so. Griffith's
comedy is spontaneous, incidental — it seems to have been inEzry HoUins (Ctorles Ray), hired man on the farm of Caleb Endicott
spired at the moment and runs in as part of the main action.
(Charles inFrench),
studies
to enter
the State
School admires
and is
assisted
his lessons
by Ruth
Endicott
(Doris Agricultural
Lee), who greatly
his ambition. On the day of his departure for the State center he stops
The comedy of the army of directors who worked with Griffith,"
off at the town bank to bid goodbye to Walter (Gilbert Gordon), his emwhile perhaps inspired at the moment, rises not from the situason. whobegshasforembezzled
to fiveturns
hundred
tions of the story but from the contemplative mind of the direcdollars. ployer's
Walter
help and bank
Ezry, funds
after aamounting
great struggle,
over
to him that amount — the whole of his tuition fee. He returns to the farm
tor himself. This is the general rule, at any rate. There are
without a word and refuses all requests for an explanation. Ruth scoms
exceptions, of course, and notable ones, too, but that all powerhim for a time, but later resumes her interest as he is so good-natured^
She goes so far as to remain home from a harvest dance to cheer him up.
ful motif of " comedy-relief " often gets the better of the direcWhen her suitor (Carl Ullman), son of the owner of the bank, appears
and
sees her teaching Ezry dancing steps he distorts the facts to Endicott.
tor's judgment and results in a product that is so unbalanced
As a result Ezry is discharged that night. Early next morning he goes
that much of the illusion is destroyed. In fact, comedy relief
on his way, but a last look at the farm house shows him that it is sSire.
is a difficult element to gain. It should always be purely inciWalter, having come in late, much the worse for wear, is responsible.^
Ezry proves the hero, rouses the family and rescues Walter from his room.
dental, unforced, arising naturally from some major situation, and
Walter,
realizing the injustice he has done Ezry, confesses all to his family
so creating the desired contrast. When it is obviously sought
and naturally Ezry stays on the farm, and joins the Endicott family besides.
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Up with a conclusion identic'fti' with that of (lie fifth reel. Extensive editing and re-subtitling' >VouId make faifet entertainment
of " Morok." Editing because of the anti-climax and new sub{Select — Five Reels)
titling because those now in the picture are written with so much
Reviewed by Peter Milne
emphasis on their explanatory side that they, too, forecast the
action to a great degree.
T"" HIS romantic coincd\-draiTia, adapted from the French by
^ Paul West, gives Constance Talniadge a fitting part. She is
The director of " Morok " had more appreciation for the
seen as Celia Laird, a young girl with an artistic temperament,
a/listry of his scenes than he did of their dramatic worth. The
who finds life with her two maiden aunts in a simple sea coast
utter gullibility of Rose and Bianca, the wards of old Dagobert,
town extremely dull and uninteresting. When an artist from the
takes on humorous proportions as the story unfolds, instead of
city appears for a rest her hfe receives a certain stimulus and
arousing the suspense of the spectator as should rightfully be the
while he is there she is happy. The manner in which she forces
case. Again this fault can be laid to too much repetition. While
him to take her away with him and how finall\- they are married
a real ship and a real theatre were used in the wrecking and
after the artist discovers the hypocrisy of his fiancee, puts a fire scenes, the effect produced is not one of realism. A scene
briskly humorous finish on a picture that has entertained from the
"which should never have been shot is the short flash of a tiger
very outset.
clawing and chewing a horse to death.
Extremely fragile in plot and depending on a number of situaThe actor who takes the role of Dagobert is by all odds the
tions more French than American, much of the burden of creating
best in the cast. The remaining players are sincere, but in most
interest falls on the shoulders of Miss Talmadge. She rises to
cases they are either guilty of over-acting or not acting enough.
every situation with a sincerity and ease that is admirable. And
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
so well does she characterize Celia Laird that anything offensive
According to a peculiar will the heirs of the Rennepont fortune are to
that might have found its way into the picture because of the
the shop
readingowned
of their
ancestor's willof onthe theJewish
thirteenth
risque situations is altogether precluded. Miss Talmadge is ahearParis
by descendents
servantof February
of the firstin
Rennepont. Providing no heirs appear the fortune is to reVert to the
so real, so spirited, so full of youth and the mere joy of living
Secret Company, a g;reedy organization that masks as a virtuous religious
that she is able to put all suggestions of sex appeal to rout. And,
body. D'Aurigny,
its president,
attemptstime.
to prevent
reaching
their destination
at the appointed
Two of the
them,heirs
Rosa from
and
as in " Scandal," if she had allowed this suggestion to tint her
Bianca, under the guardianship of Dagobert, an old soldier, set out to
Paris from a rural town. Morok, an animal trainer, is commissioned by
performance in the slightest degree, " The Studio Girl " would
not be the thoroughly enjoyable thing it is.
D'Aurigny to hinder their progress. This he does, first by setting his
tiger
on Dagobert's
horseParis
and bearing
later causing
the The
arrestgirls
of ttte
soldier
Earle Foxc opposite the star gives a good performance. Johnny
for attempting
to enter
firearms.
are old
imprisoned
in a secluded house. Prince Jalma, another heir, en route to Paris aboard
Hines as Obcd Daw, her small town suitor, contributes much to
ship is attacked by his servant, a member of the Secret Order. This
attempt on his life failing, the ship is sunk but the Prince escapes. His
the comedy of the picture, as do Isabel O'A'Iadigan and Grace
fiancee is detained in a home for the feeble-minded. On the eve of
Barton, who are seen as the maiden aunts. Edna Earle, Fred
February
thirteenth,
presentshimhimself
demands
Tidmarsh and Gertrude Norman complete the cast. Charles
Only a codicil
to theD'Aurigny
will prevents
from and
securing
it. the
The fortune.
codicil
gives
a
month's
postponement.
Rodin,
D'Aurigny's
secretary,
is
then made
Giblyn's direction is in every way adequate. The picture is based
president.
His plans are better laid than D'Aurigny's, but even from
these
the harassed
on " La Gamine," l)y P. Veber and H. de Gorsse.
the
Secret
Company.heirs finally escape in time to defeat the purpose of
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Celia Laird (Constance Talmadge), lives with her maiden aunts (Isabel
O'Madigan
Grace (Earle
Barton)Foxe),
in thean sea
coast
townto ofthe Cliff
When FrazerandOrdway
artist,
comes
town Haven.
for a
rest, her life is brightened. In posing for Frazer she grows intimate with
" Limousine Life "
him and begs him to take her away from Cliff Haven before she is forced
into a marriage with Obed Daw (Johnny Hines). He refuses, being affianced to Adriana Peroni (Edna Earlt), and having certain qualms of
{Triangle — Five Reels)
conscience about taking a girl to the city unchaperoned. A foolish scandal
Reviewed by Peter Milne
is set moving in the town because of the companionship that has sprung up
between the two, so Frazer makes his plans to leave. A desire for justice
M. of
EVANS,
authoras ofit "appeared
Limousinein Life
its original
leads himcrites.toWhileCelia's
where heCelia,
denounces
the twogown,
old maids
hypo- IDAform
short story
the "Redin Book,
took
he is home,
thus engaged
m wedding
secretsas herself
in the tonneau of his car, and he is well on the road to the city before
for her central figure the " innocent country girl." But, flying in
he discovers her presence. He insists on her going back, and puts her on
the face of tradition, convention and novelists in general, Miss
a train, but the train leads to the city, and when Frazer arrives at his home
after dining with his fiancee, he discovers that Celia is his guest. Ha
Evans has drawn this central figure as considerably wiser than
spends the night with Dr. Grierson (Fred Tidmarsh), who learns the story.
her sisters of fiction. In fact, the country girl, though innocent
The next morning the doctor, jealous, tells Adriana of Celia's presence and
she denounces Frazer. The aunts learn of their niece's whereabouts and
enough, is about as sophisticated as the customary smart girl
arrive
at Frazcr's
apartment
withhmcynoon.
the police, and
but are
theyobliged
are greeted
by Mr.to' on Broadway. At any rate the tables are turned and instead of
and
Mrs.
Frazer.
off
for
their
to
return
Cliff Haven with no bride for Obed Daw.
the wicked city man sending her back to her parents sadder but
wiser, she sends him back, to his mother very much so.
This made thoroughly enjoyable reading as a story, but as
" Morok "
transferred to the screen it falls below the stride it struck as
originally presented It is some time before the observer is per{Hesperia Films-- Seven Reels)
mitted to grasp the idea of the author and even then its subtleties
Reviewed by Peter Milne
of situation and its satire fail to take effect with that definiteness that pleases Olive Thomas is seen in the principal role, but
AD.A.PTED from a section of Eugene Sue's well-known work,
"The Wandering Jew," "Morok" has the essentials of aside from a charming sniile and a pleasing appearance, has little
good picture melodrama without the polish or even the least
to lend it in the way of characterization She is the playful salacoherent finish with which the j)roduccr of America completes his
mander but fails to introduce any finer feeling in her part In
melodrama. "Morok" was made in France, and its chief merit
a word she plajs it as straight comedy when she should have
is that in selected locations and settings it is successful in bringing
handled it with some sense of its under-coverings of satire.
oiit the atmosphere of the original work. Time and again have
.A.S the story relies wholly on this idea of the author's one
sections of the French countryside and ancient quarters of Paris
tires of "Limousine Life" before the meridian of the rcelage
served the director to wonderful advantage by providing him with
is attained. There is some comedy offered, but very little, even
a background for his action as realistic as it is jiicturesque. Their
less than in Miss Thomas's last picture, and the results are not
very satisfactory. Jack Cunningham prepared the scenario and
full value
is always
apparent
for, though
' cameraman
seldom
bothered
to move
his machine
to gainthespecial
effects, has
the
Jack Dillon directed.
photography is of that same excellent variety that we usually
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
associate with the picture bearing a foreign brand.
Minnie Wills (Olive Thomas) runs away from the farm to snatch a
taste of city life in Chicago under the tutelage of Mrs. Malvin (Lottie De
But the merit of " Morok's " setting does not extend further.
Vaulle), keeper of a moderate boarding-house. She secures employment in
It requires lengthy exposition in the way to subtitles to acquaint
a fashionable gown shop, and meets Moncure Kelts (Lee Phelps), manabout-town, who is immediately attracted by her. One of the other shop
the spectator with the various characters and tbcij relationship and
girls (Lillian West), who has lived and learned, warns Minnie against him,
at the same time this forecasts the whole gist of the melodrama.
but heedless of this she accept. attentions. She indulges in the gentle
The logical end of the picture comes with the fifth reel, when
pastime of When
" kidding
Kelts forced
along, toall propose
the whileto keeping
him ofat hishis mother,
proper
he is" finally
her in front
Dagobert and his wards finally triumph over the vile schemes of hedistance.
offers her a sum of money to depart, which Minnie accepts, returning to
her country sweetheart, Jed (Joe Bennett) with a pocket full of money, and
D'Aurigny and Rodin of the Secret Company and arrive to secure
little head to help him along in business.
their rightful fortune. The last two reels are virtually an anti- a wise
Virginia Foltz, Harry Rattenberry, Alberta Lee, Lillian Langdon and
climax, inasmuch as all the contending begins over again, winding
Jules Friquet take the other named parts.
" The Studio Girl "
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" The Widow's Might "
{Las ky -Paramount-— Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
JULIAN ELTINGE again doing the female impersonation act.
so peculiarly adapted to comedy, is responsible for the success of " The Widow's Might," a five reel offering light and altogether lacking in dramatic suspense, but humorous time and again.
The moment the star appears a la Westerner and learns from his
pals that Horace Hammer has. put over a land-grabbing scheme
before their very unsuspicious noses, it doesn't take a great stretch
of the imagination to foretell the ultimate outcome of the story.
You have a sneaking idea that Dick Tavish (Mr. Eltinge) is
going to don feminine regalia and beat H. H. at his own game
and win a wife for himself besides.
All of which he does. But the picture has been saved from
being merely the uninteresting development to a foregone conclusion by the introduction of the wealth of humorous situations
arising from the complications in which Dick finds himself after
donning his finery. A stray baby also finds its way into the story
and is considered to be Princess Martini's (this lady being Dick).
Much comedy is caused by this little codger also. The humor is
quite broad and finds its way to the audience chiefly through the
subtitles. It registers well too, and immediate flashes of the
smiling, innocent infant serve to remove utterly the suggestion
of anything offensive.
Indeed, it is the excellent production, and, of course, Mr. Eltinge, that makes " The Widow's Might " the fine piece of comedy
it is. Lacking in plot and with a number of situations that demanded the most delicate kind of handling, less subtle, less artistic
direction would have turned out an uninteresting and crude product. As it is the picture can be well recommended for all varieties
of houses. Mr. Eltinge's novelty is still such to the screen and
his talents in his particular line cannot be overestimated. He
handles his various changes of character with skill and poise.
Florence Vidor is a charming heroine. Gustave Von Seyffertitz is
sure in every expression, every gesture as the Horrible Horace
Hammer, and Mayme Kelso and James Neill have comedy roles
which they carry easily.
Marion Fairfax prepared the vehicle and William C. De Mille
directed.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Ranch-owners discover that they have been swindled by Horace Hammer
(Gustave Von Seyffertitz) and appoint Dick Tavish (Julian Eltinge) and
Red (James Neill) to visit him and demand reparation. Dick welcomes the
opportunity because it gives him the chance to be near Irene Stuart (Florence Vidor), a girl whose picture he has always admired. Hammer laughs
at Dick's
threat
so he enters
decidesandto Dick
go through
his topapers..
While byburglarizing the safe
Hammer
is forced
take flight
the fire
escape. Surrounded, he finds refuge in the room of Mrs. Pomeroy Pomfret
(Mayme Kelso), who is engaged in trying on a new wig. This gives Dick
the big idea. He seizes the wig and cloak and so throws his pursuers
off the track.
The subsequent
Dick's of
triumph
over
Hammer
in his disguise,
his winningincidents
of Irene, include
to say nothing
the various
complications his escapade leads him through.
" The Grain of Dust "
{Crest Pictures — Six Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
DASED on David Graham Phillips' story, which originally ran
in the Saturday Evening Post, " The Grain of Dust " is an
unusually strong picture. And this, in face of the fact that the
story offered few possibilities to the adaptor, save for its single
big situation, should bring a large share of credit to the producers. Its central characters are a powerful man in the business
world, a human machine, in whom all finer emotions are buried
by his ambition and lust for power, and the Grain of Dust, a
stenographer in his office. She works a spell over the man of
business, quite unintentionally, but so powerful in its effect that
he forsakes his pursuit of fame and fortune for her. He offers
her love, wealth — everything but his name, and she spurns him.
The man breaks with the refusal and only settles down to his
work again when the Grain of Dust has for the time passed from
his life. But, so great has been the lesson, that when they next
meet he offers her honorable love and marriage.
It can be seen from this slight outline of the plot that the
strength of " The Grain of Dust " results from the clashing of
the two widely different characters. And to gain dramatic power
from this clash and hold it throughout six reels must have been
no easy task. Happily, though, with the skilful direction of Harry
Revier, this has been accomplished. Careful and original handling
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on the part of Mr. Revier have worked wonders with a situation
that might have remained colorless under less capable handling.
Even in the straight scenes he has succeeded in bringing out the
full force of Mr. Phillips' story — there remains something weirdly
fascinating about it all that constantly keeps the attention.
Lillian Walker is featured in the title part, and gives a performance that is sincere at least and generally effective. The
big part
of
" The GrainNorman,
of Dust,"
however,
is that ofwell
the acted
business man, Frederick
a part
exceptionally
by Ramsey Wallace, an actor new to the screen. Ralph Delmore
is a good type for the fighting capitalist, Edith Day succeeds as
Norman's fiancee and James O'Neill, Corene Uzzell and Richard
Wangerman give good performances. Jacques Tyrol, Cecil
Fletcher and Elizabeth Ferris complete the cast.
Mr. Revier's settings are always in keeping with the demands
of the story. Particularly does the Wall street office of Norman
catch the eye for its elaborateness. The film has been expertly
edited and supplied with a set of subtitles that could not be
bettered.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
works
Street,"Walker),
in "The(Lillian
a power
Frederick
along
like a Norman
well oiled(Ramsey
machine Wallace),
until Dorothy
Hallowell
a stenographer in the office, attracts his attention and proves to be the
Grain of Dust which ruffles the order of his existence. Her father (Richard
Wangerman), a feeble-minded experimenter, he sets up in a fine laboratory
and promises Dorothy to finance his inventions. He places them in an
a perfectly
whileheras she
posing the
elegant
When heapartment,
makes advances
toward
repulses well-meaning
him. Crazed protector.
with his
desire for her, he even insults her the moment of her father's death. Tetlow
fiancee,
acquaints
of Dorothy's,
rejectedwithsuitor
(James O'Neill),
Josephine
(Edith Day)
all this,
with the result
that Norman's
he is forsaken
by
all
his
friends.
He
seeks
to
drown
his
sorrow
in
drink,
while
Dorothymakes a new start in a country town. But her innocent past rises up to
damn her among her new associates, and she journeys to the city again.
Disheartened, she accepts the attentions of Prince Boris (Jacques Tyrol),
but, disgusted with him at the last moment, she flees from him. Her course
leads her to the river, and it is here that Norman, recovered after a physical
and mental breakdown and on the road to financial success again, finds her.
She regains
returns her
to spirits
his home,
careinofNorman
Norman's
housekeeper
she
and where
realizingunder
the the
change
accepts
him.
" Out West "
{Paramount— Two Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
IN " Out West " Fatty Arbuckle offers a burlesque on the Western
melodrama that possesses many laughable features. William
S. Hart is the main target of Arbuckle's comedy. For instance,
he rolls a cigarette in one hand with miraculous ease and rapidity,
volunteers to reform for the sake of a Salvation Army lassie and
proceeds to rescue her at the last moment from the villain, Heartless Bill, by tickling him to unconsciousness. These points and
additional clever burlesque on the " typical " barroom scene make
for the general good of the comedy.
But while " Out West " is good when it comes to Arbuckle and
his immediate support, consisting of Buster Keaton, Al St. John
and Alice Lake, it becomes noticeably slack when these people
recede from the foreground. The long shots of furious fighting
possess no comedy value and are quite out of place, while Arbuckle
as director has shown a marked tendency to cater directly to Arbuckle as star, sometimes to the detriment of the incidental action
of the scene. However, " Out West " hands out a good supply
of laughs and Fatty's popularity is never to be taken lightly.
"The

Hopper"

{Triangle — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
MEREDITH NICHOLSON'S name on a story is generally a
guarantee of originality, of novel situations and surprises,
and " The Hopper " is not to be excepted from the rule. He
has fashioned a most pleasing comedy-drama and toward the
end a line of action that brings unusual suspense and many more
laughs is introduced At the beginning he introduces two sets
of characters, in station and action remotely removed from one
another. Just how he will bring them together and work to a
concise conclusion is something of a mystery. But he does it
and cleverly with the result that " The Hopper " winds up in a
burst of surprises and comedy that leaves an excellent impression.
As is the case in whatever picture he appears, George Hernandez scores a decided individual success in his interpretation of the
humorously grouchy old Wilbur Talbot, antique collector. His
early and later scenes when his hatred of his rival collector,
Wilton, gets the better of him are exceptional in the way of
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comedy. Walt Whitman as the rival gives a dignified performance, touched with a likable degree of humor that registers well.
The many scenes between these two old men are the brightest
spots in the entire five reels of " The Hopper." There is the
love storj' of their children and the line of action created by
the three reformed crooks, which combined ultimately result
in a closing of the antagonism on the part of the antiquecollecting belligerents.
Tack Cunningham did Nicholson's story into scenario form
much as Nicholson might have done it himself and Thomas Heffron finished the good work with a production that is satisfactorj- in every department. Good performances are contributed
by Irene Hunt, William V. Mong, Lillian West, Louis Durham
and a clever little boj' who is forced to appear under the name
of " Peaches " Jackson.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Because Talbot (George Hernandez) secures a Ming vase which he long
coveted, Wilton (Walt Whitman) breaks his friendsliip with him. Their
children (Irene Hunt and Eugene Corey), despite paternal warfare marry.
Several years later young Talbot finds it hard to support his wife and boy
(Peaches Jackson), but the two old men remain obdurate to all entreaties.
The Hopper (William V. Mong), a reformed crook, his wife (Lillian West),
and an old pal 'Louis Durham) live on a farm near the Talbots. Returning from the city one evening, the Hopper believes a detective on his trail.
He jumps
into Roger
the boy
curb,is and
flight
for home.
On theTalbot's
trip he roadster
discoversstanding
that thebylittle
with takes
him.
He
returns
to
young
Talbot's
home
to
make
an
inspection,
and
is
by Mary. She forces him to steal the Ming vase from old Talbot,held
and upa
greatly coveted object from Wilton. These losses almost bring the old men
to blows, but when the Hopper appears with both the boy and the valuables
all is settled amicably.
"The

Hidden

Hand"

{Paf/ie — Tenth Episode)
Re\dewed by Peter Milne
BEARING the sensational title of " Cogs of Death." this, the
tenth episode of "The Hidden Hand" sees the Hidden Hand
himself brought back to the land of the living by an electrical
apparatus. After a considerable amount of feinting by both sides,
\ erda finally manages to lead Doris to a bridge over a railroad
track, where she is surrounded by agents of the Hidden Hand.
A freight train is passing below and this offers the only means
of escape. She makes the leap and lands in a car of coal. The
car is switched to a siding and Doris is dumped into a coal
bucket which revolves on an endless chain. Unconscious, she
is in danger of being ground to death by the cogs which turn the
bucket-chain, when tlic episode closes.
" The Other Woman "
{Pathe—Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
■"P illS presentation of tlie most conventional of all the "eternal
* triangle " i. e.. the married couple and the other woman, is
lacking in characterization, too swiftly developed to bring out
whatever dramatic situations the plot framework may have possessed, and shows the persons of the triangle entering upon situations which are poorly motivated as far as the mere spectator is
concerned. Philip Bartholomae prepared the scenario from a story
of Frederick Arnold Kununer's, a writer of ability. It is evident
that Mr. Bartholomae's adaptation is chiefly at fault. He has
plunged into the vitals of the action right at the start and the
rate at which he proceeds to first entangle in and then unravel his
characters from the usual situation gives the impression that liemust have been turning out a rush order. This is such an unusual
point to make in a day of padded five reelers that it may sound
hypercritical. But indeed Mr. Bartholomae seems to have jumped
to the other and no more praiseworthy extreme in preparing the
Kummcr plot for screen use.
Peggy Hyland is featuret^ in the title part and, more or less
unfortunately, shares the spotlight of sympathy along with the
husband. Anna Lehr's portrayal of Mrs. Harrington is exceptionally well played but entirely without appeal despite the ability
«i the actress. Again this seems to be the scenario writer's fault.
As Harrington eventually returns to his wife, it would have been
better had he sketched in the character as possessing more of an
appeal. >[iss Hyland is radiantly pretty as Eleanor, the girl who
makes a success at painting in New York, assumes a Greenwich
Village outlook on life, only to be rudely shaken from these ideas
by those of the world in general. Milton Sills as a very human
husband gets the most from his role.
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" The Other ^\'oman " has been very well put on by Albert
Parker. Settings and scenes are ever in good taste and the photographic work of the best.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Eleanor (Peggy Hyland), a successful artist, meets Harrington (Milton
Sills), a man from her own town. His wife (Anna Lehr) has no interests
other than those in her very household, and Harrington, tired of aimless
evenings at home, turns to Eleanor for sympathy. The sympathy soon develops into love, and, with the death of the Harrington baby, the man sees
less and less of his wife. Mrs. Harrington broods over her lost child, and
finally,
unacquainted
the identity
of her She
husband's
new her
love,whole
appeals
to Eleanor
to paint a with
miniature
of the baby.
pours out
sad
story to Eleanor, who listens in horror, realizing it is she who has caused
all the woe. Harrington departs for the West on business. His wife learns
that Eleanor is the other woman and denounces her. Eleanor gives her a
lecture on the proper treatment of husbands in return, and Mrs. Harrington
comes to a realization of her own shortcomings. And though she may have
Harrington for the mere asking; Eleanor, awakened to a sense of the wrong
of such an act, sends him back to his wife.
" The Divine Sacrifice "
[J'Forld Film. — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
KITTY GORDON is not the type to portray women in which
the maternal instinct is the dominating characteristic, but
whoever selects her screen vehicles for her seems to hold that she
is. " The Divine Sacrifice " gives her as Madeline Spencer, another such part. The story, adapted from a piece of fiction bearing the authorship of Alma Speer Benzing, centers about the
child-loving Madeline with a plot in which a marriage grown loveless and rather peculiar ideas on morality and propriety are the
chief ingredients. The divine sacrifice is made by Madeline, who
after living with Dr. Carewe for over eighteen years as his wife
and having borne him a daughter, turns the girl over to the doctor's real wife that she may go to the altar and exchange a real
name for her husband's. How it was that the daughter didn't
learn of her parents' illegal relations is never explained. And, in
the face of this, it is not reasonable for Madeline to make her
divine sacrifice. In fact, after the eighteen years have passed,
the story quite fails to convince because of its all too apparent
disregard of fact.
Miss Gordon, beautifully gowned as usual, does not express
either the passionate love or the calm sacrifice demanded of her
in any realistic measure. Neither do the eighteen years make any
perceptible change in her appearance, a fault of either star or
director that will certainly be caught by the great majority of picture goers. It is of interest that Vera Beresford, Kitty Gordon's
daughter, appears in the cast as June Carewe. Jean Angelo as
the doctor is too stiff and camera-conscious to be a lifelike figure.
George Archainbaud directed.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Because
of
his
wife's
refusal
bear her
him and
a child,
David toCarewe
(Jean Angelo) slowly drifts
awayto from
devotesDr.himself
work
in(Kitty
his children's
hospital.
Here
he
comes
in
contact
with
Madeline
Spencer
Gordon), a married woman, suffering the same sort of a life.
Mrs.
Carewe (Celene Johnson) leaves for Europe on the same boat as Rupert
Spencer
(Frank
Goldsmith),
Madeline's
husband.
By
a
coincidence
they
are both entrapped in a fire in Egypt and reported killed. Believing they
are free, Madeline and Carewe are married. Later they are astounded
at thelinereturn
Mrs.Carewe
Carewe.until
Though
the marriage
Madelives on ofwith
her daughter,
Juneis made
(Vera void,
Beresford)
reaches her eighteenth birthday, at which time she falls in love with Robert
Spencer
Eraser),
Madeline's
dead name,
husbandMadeline
by a former
So that (Harry
June may
go tosonhimof with
untainted
tells wife.
June
that she is merely her guardian — that her real mother is Mrs. Carewe.
"A

Heart's Revenge"

{Fox — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
<< A HEART'S REVENGE," featuring Sonia Markova, is melodrama. Rough melodrama. A glance at the name of the aullior. George Scarborough, might lead one to believe that the
product would l^e a little more polished with a few of its corners
smoothed off for effect, but evidently Mr. Scarborough wrote on a
formula and for sensational effects before anything else. Of these
" A Heart's Revenge " has aplenty. Witness the chief characters :
Vera, Jim Harding, of the U. S. Aviation, and Baron Eugene
Drako, villainous. With the internals of this Triangle set in
motion a large amount of action results. The Baron has a fluid
given him by a Chinaman that will make a man forgetful and
cause him to lose a:ll will power. So it is administered to Jim
])ecause Vera has accepted him. And then the Baron sets out to
win Vera for himself, but fails dolefully. Vera is suspicious,
forces the Baron's hand and in a wild motor boat chase overtakes the ship on which Jim is shanghaied.
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This is what might be termed " typical " melodrama, and it
is presented in like style. Oscar A. C. Lund was in charge of
the direction and missed no trick passed him by the author. Miss
Markova, or Mme. if you will, is an attractive leading woman,
and David Herblin as hero and Frank Goldsmith as villain are
active in their efforts to make " A Heart's Revenge " a success.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Seeing his rival, Jim Harding (David Herblin) successful in winning the
love of Vera Sabouroff (Sonia Markova), Baron Drako (Frank Goldsmith)
administers a poisonous potion to him and shanghaies him on a steamer
bound tor China. The poison works on the brain cells, deadening all initiative and making the man fretful. The Baron then attempts to win Vera
for
but, suspicious,
proceedsa confession
to fathom the
Baron's
and,himself,
by a ruse,
succeeds insheforcing
of the
plot vile
fromscheme
him.
After a thrilling chase she rescues Jim, while a blow on the head restores
him to his right mind.

a governess, and Jane applies for the position. She is accepted. Rochester,
believing that his wife had died, proposes to Jane, and their engagement
is announced.nouncement,Valerie's
brother,
Roul (Victor
Benoit),Hehears
the anand determines
to blackmail
Rochester.
bringsof Valerie,
heavily veiled, to the Rochester home while Ruth is out, and presents her
to her husband. Rochester is dumbfounded, for he thinks her dead. He
confines her in a secluded room of the house, and when Jane returns he
requests that the marriage be postponed. During the night Valerie escapes
from enter
the room,
and seeks
to kill
Rochester.
She awakens
Jane,
who sees '
her
Rochester's
room.by
finds Rochester
stabbed,
and Rochester
explains that
it was done
aJane
burglar.
The wedding
day arrives,
and as
the ceremony is about to be performed, Valerie arrives on the scene, and
the truth is disclosed.
Jane is about to leave when news is brought that Valerie who has esried. caped has been drowned. Rochester explains all, and they are happily mar-

" His Hidden Purpose "
{Paramount-Mack Sennett — Tivo Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
THE famous Mack Sennett butting ram and various kinds of
trick work made " His Hidden Purpose " another riot of
fun. Chester Conklin and Marie Prevost are the featured players,
Conklin in his usual funny make-up and Marie in various stages
of deshabille. The ram is introduced right at the start and butts
into the story, completely obliterating all signs of plot. The
film winds up with a chase, but not one of the usual variety. There
are the two automobiles and the motorcycle, but the chase is
through the pouring rain. This lends divers additional opportunities for originality in the way of gags, which Directors Eddie
Cline and Clarence Badger have utilized with uproarious results.
Gene Rogers, Neal Burns and Frank Cooper complete the cast.
'' His Hidden Purpose " will lend the right amount of comedy to
any bill, although it seems shorter than the usual run of Mack
Sennett's.

WILLIAM
serial story,
as produced
by Wharton
Brothers,J.ifFLYNN'S
the first three
episodes
can be accepted
as a
criterion for the quality of the serial as a whole, is one that will
hold the interest of everj' American and one that stands up to
the end of each episode in its revelation of German intrigue in
America. It is a series rather than a serial, for each episode
unfolds a distinct incident in the plans of the Germany spies operating inthis country. The incidents as related are founded upon
fact as furnished by William J. Flynn, former Chief of the
United States Secret Service.
The first three episodes were shown for review at the Strand
theatre, New York. The first episode reveals the important facts
incident to the German plot to torpedo the Lusitania. It is titled
" The Hidden Death." The second episode discloses the activities
of the German spies in attempting to dynamite the Ansonia Hotel
during the Naval Ball, held at the time of the naval review in
New York harbor. It is titled " The Naval Ball Conspiracy."
The third episode discloses the incident which happened prior to
the departure of the Atlantic fleet from New York harbor and
the attempts made by German conspirators to blow up the fleet.
" The Eagle's Eye " should be a strong box-office attraction and
one that will play to crowded houses whether it be in the small
town or big city. All are interested in a disclosure of the facts
relating to the activities of the Germ.an spies in the United States.
One who sees the first episode will not miss the ones that are to
follow. It is not alone a strong dramatic presentation on the
screen but it carries a certain degree of sensationalism which
spells success at the box-office. The German characters, von Bernstroff, von Papen and Dr. Albert, the three principals who worked
in the interest of German intrigue in America, are presented
by screen artists whose types closely resemble those of the German conspirators they represent. Every flash on the screen discloses some incident, based on facts submitted by ex-Chief Flynn,
which spell adventure and thrill with every action registered.
King Baggot is the hero and presents the role of Harrison
Grant, president of the Criminology Club, with fine appreciation
for the more subtle mystery element. He has grasped the idea
with both hands and hits the high spots in his dramatic portrayal
of this character. Marguerite Snow, who has the principal feminine part, registers in every scene in which she appears. Miss
Snow makes an ideal woman detective, and in the role of Dixie
Mason, who has volunteered to assist the United States Secret
Service, she executes her part with the deftness of a feminine
Sherlock Holmes. Bertram Marburgh, John Wade, Frederick
Jones and Paul Everton give a good accoimt of the treachery
of the Germans. Florence Short does her usual good work in

"Woman and Wife"
[Select- — Six Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
ALICE BRADY gives one of her best impersonations in the
late Select Picture, titled " Woman and Wife," adapted
from Charlotte Bronte's famous novel, " Jane Eyre." The production was directed by Edward Jose. In the first reels Miss
Brady is seen in the role of a young girl whose unruly temper
has compelled her relatives to send her to a reform school. In
the latter reels she appears as the governess in the home of a
wealthy Englishman whom she later marries.
" Woman and Wife " is not the best work that Miss Brady
has done for the screen, but it will stand as one of her best. The
story is one that holds the interest and the character of the role
permits the star to present two distinct types. Much of the story
calls for deep emotion, and Miss Brady rises to dramatic heights
in every scene which calls for such registration.
Edward Jose has spared nothing in giving this picture the true
atmosphere as stiggested by the author's work. Some of the sets
used are lavish in every detail and the exteriors are examples of
the beautiful. The original title would seem to be the stronger
of the two. " Woman and Wife " conveys nothing to the minds
■of
audience whereas " Jane Eyre " is recognized as the work
■of the
an artist.
The members of the supporting cast are entitled to special
notice for the convincing work which they do in this production.
Eliott Dexter, playing opposite Miss Brady in the principal male
role, gives an exhibition that defies adverse criticism. Mr. Dexter's work before the camera is commendable and especially so
in this production. Helen Green, Helen Lindroth, Victor Benoit
and Lenora Morgan are seen to fine advantage. Lenora Morgan
in a character role does Class A work. She has a difficult role
to present — that of a half-crazed girl whose mind has been deranged by drink — and her characterization is most praiseworthy.
The photography is up-to-the-minute.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Jane Eyre (Alice Brady), lives with relatives who have taken a dislike
to her. On the slightest pretense, they sent her to a reform school, where
she is kept until she has arrived at womanhood. Her true character is
discovered at the institution, and she is loved by all.
Edward Rochester (Eliott Dexter), a wealthy Englishman, who has marriedcomes
unwisely,
(Lenora
drink,theandtruth
bementallyValerie
deranged.
AfterMorgan),
a child iswhoborn,is addicted
Rochester tolearns
and leaves his wife in the care of her mother and brother. He advertises for

" The Eagle's Eye," Three Episodes
[W harton, Inc. — Two Reels Each)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley

the heavy character w'oman's
role.
The photography is, in spots, a bit shady, especially noticeable
in the scenes taken in the ball room of the Ansonia Hotel. The
direction is due special praise. In a number of the scenes Chief
" The Eagle's Eye " should be considered by everj^
Flynn appears.
as a strong, box-office attraction. It will get the crowds
exhibitor
and give the utmost satisfaction.
" Little Red Riding Hood "
[Wholesome
— Five
R'eels)
Reviewed
by lisle
M. Albright
<<T ITTLE RED RIDING HOOD " is a picturization of another
■L-i of those bedside stories that children, and especially the
very little tots, have loved to hear from time immemorial. And
no mother can give her kiddies more of a treat than to take them
to see the pictorial version of this fairy tale. Produced by the
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Motion

W'hoK-sumc Film Coinpanv ami directed by Otis B. Thayer, the
current release of this progressive mail order
tilm company stamps
it as a concern that most certainly intends to get in solid with
the coming generation.
Although a child's picture first, last and all the time, devoid
of complicated plot, without the vampire or the girl who has
gone astray, and stands the different twists that can be put on
the eternal triangle, there is something in this Wholesome story,
with its faithful depiction of the innocence of childhood play
and the things that occupy the juvenile imagination, that cannot
help but be refreshing even to grown ups.
In some of the scenes as many as three hundred and fifty children appear on the screen, and their acting, although at times
just a trifle stifl, is on the whole the natural, unafTected kind
that affords such a relief from the camera consciousness of
adults. The photography throughout is noticeably clear and fine.
The first three reels of the picture deal with a children's Christmas party so that the talc of Little Red Riding Hood and the
wolf doesn't appear until near the end. After the guests have
all gone home and the two little girls have gone to bed, the
|lllilllll>lllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^^
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Picture

News

'■ dream angel," scaled on the hook of the moon, takes control
of their destinies, and one after another bits from well known
fairy tales float through their minds. The circus scenes and the
bright piece of fantasy where the little folks dance on a revolving
[jhonograph disc are a treat in themselves, and well worth the
price of admission to any picture house.
Exhibitors who run a special children's matinee or have a regular night for children will find " Little Red Riding Hood " an
attracliion
that will find high favor among their juvenile patronage.
"Fields of Honor"
{Goldivyn — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
MAE MARSH in a screen version of Irving S. Cobb's story of
the same name, is stronger, more forcible and more convincing than the story itself. The author has opened with a bang
l)ut as he gets along in his story, he has resorted to the almost
fanciful in order to preserve its continuity and arrive at the
predestined conclusion. He has, however, written a typical Mae
.Marsh story and one in which she finds a wide field to display her
still wider scope for versatility in action and impersonation. She
endows the story with a certain strength of presentment which
in the hands of other interpreters would fall flat.
" Fields of Honor," as a Mae Marsh picture, gets over. As a
box-office attraction it ranks with the best and the exhibitors' receipts will prove this statement. There are many criticisms that
could be made adverse to the story as a screen drama, but the
fact that Miss Marsh is given such a characteristic role, sweeps all
minor defects into the background. Ralph Ince, who directed,
has given to the latter i;eels a real touch of war — war as it is
waged in the night — and the lighting effects which have been
obtained are wonders for their power to grip an audience and hold
attention
to every action that occurs during the showing of these
scenes.
The improbable situations arise during the exposition of
the heroine's adventures in America, are distinct drawbacks to the
production considered as a perfect drama. Particularly the incident which discloses Marie looking for the charitable home. By a
stretch of the imagination, one can picture such misfortunes as befall her in this search but unless the imagination is played upon,
the average person can not reconcile the natural trend with the
one which
author Ince,
seeks the
to impress.
Theandtitle,thethename
author's
fame
and
that oftheDirector
war scenes
and work
of Miss Alarsh will put this picture over with any audience and
leave in its wake a long list of thoroughly satisfied patrons.
Marguerite Marsh, Mae Marsh's sister, appears in one of the
principal roles and does credit to the responsibility entrusted to
her by Director Ince. George Cooper does his usual good work
and for the first time leaves behind the role of the gangster and
tough guy. Vernon Steele registers in the straight role. John
Wessel, Neil Moran, Maud Cooling, Ned Hay and Ed Lynch are
seen to good advantage. George Hill, at the camera, registers
some clever photographic work.
There are a number of big scenes of the battles in Europe that
arc extremely vivid and which will afford the exhibitor a chance
to advertise this picture in an effective manner. The fact that the
story was written by a man who has been over the battlefield and
has seen the armies in action should aid in the exploitation.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Marie (Mae Marsh) and Helen Mersereau (Marguerite Marsh), two little
French K'rls, arrive in America with their brother Paul (George Cooper)
and Helen's sweetheart Hans (John Wessel). Robert Vorhis, a young
American
is attracted
beauty and artist
makes returning
a sketch from
of her France,
as she waits
for the by
boat Marie's
to dock. quaint
In New York the little family engage a small fiat and for a time they
are happy. Marguerite is taken sick and confined to her bed. Paul works
as a baker and Hans finds work in a store. Marie finds work in a florist
shop. Robert, in search for flowers for his mother, stops at the florist
shop and discovers his little friend, Marie. He asks her to come to his
home so that he might finish the sketch which he had started on the boat.
SheIn consents
and is Helen
introduced
to Robert's
mother. and Paul
the meantime,
is growing
worse.father
War andis declared
returns to France to join the colors. Hans returns to Germany to fight
for the only country he knows. Marie is left alone with her sick sister.
She finds it hard to make ends meet. Robert's cousin has invited Marie
to dinner
him that
but she
placecharacter.
trust in him.
tells Robert's
father
and with
mother
Mariedocshasnota bad
RobertHe defends
Marie
and asks her to marry him. Robert is sent to California to forget. Marie
becomes poverty stricken and her sister is near her death. The doctor
advises Marie to take her sister to a home and Marie leaves in the night to
find the address. She asks several men and is accused of soliciting.
She is brought to court and faces Robert's father who is presiding
as
A detective
sent tois investigate
Marie's
and he
findsjustice.
her sister
dead. Theis judge
convinced that
Mariehome
is innocent.
She is freed and prepares to leave for France. Robert returns and finds
her as she is going aboard the steamer.
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The." Big Four" of King Bee Films Corporation Are L. Burstein, and
Billy West,
President;
Nat H.StarSpitzer, Vice-President and Sales Manager; L. L Hilliar Treasurer
King

Bee

Tells

Gives Spitzer Credit for Discovering
• Billy West and Nursing the Company to Financial Health —
Now " Solid "
«<|VT\T
H. SPITZER,
and
■•■^ sales
manager ofvice-president
the King Bee
Films Corporation," reads an announcement from the King Bee offices this week,
" discovered Billy West and promoted the
company that has made such headway that
King Bee comedies are now exhibited in
every country in the world excepting Germany, Austria and Russia.
"A great deal of the credit for the
financial success of this company is due
Mr. Spitzer, whose faith in the young comedian never wavered, and who has made
good every promise regarding West's ability to make people laugh, when he made
his trip to the state buyers throughout
the United States.
" Mr. Spitzer started in the film game
eleven years ago in the British Northwest. With the little money he saved he
bought a Selig, Vitagraph and Edison
three-reeler and went barn-storming out
there, playing school rooms and town

Pathe

Looks

After

RAMATIC stories, artistic portrayals
'-^ of character, and high-class productions make each of " The Price of Folly "
high grade attractions for every class of
exhibitor, according to an official of Pathe.
"Characterizations that put over the
strength and weaknesses of humanity are
features of these productions," said this
Pathe official. " Each and every one of
them have all the strength that an episode of a serial would have, while they
are complete in themselves.
" Ruth Roland and Frank Mayo, who
have been big box-office winners for exhibitors in other Pathe releases, are the
featured members of the cast in these
stories. Will M. Ritchey, responsible for
many Pathe successes, is the author and
he handles the themes he selected for

of

Success

halls, cl\arging 50 cents to $1.50 admission. The first show he gave he had to
be his own operator, but for some reason
the machine refused to work and he was
forced to refund the money that came in.
He traveled seventy-five miles to an expert operator with his machine and found
that he had the lenses in the wrong way.
" By this method of showing pictures he
made enough money to lease a picture
house in Seattle, which has been remodeled
from a store, seating 300 people. It did
not take long before he had his picture
theatre playing to capacity, and sold out
at a handsome profit to a local manager.
He then became salesman for the Warner
Feature Company. When the World Film
opened their Kansas City office, Nat H.
Spitzer was placed in charge. The results
he obtained out there caused William Fox
to make him general manager for the Fox
interests in Canada. His next move was
to establish offices all over the United
States and Canada for Bluebird. It was
while promoting the Bluebird brand of
film that he saw Billy West in a vaudeville theatre and made a contract with
him to go in films."

the

Character

Bronx

Exhibitors

Elect

Officers
The Cinema Exhibitors' Association of
Bronx County held its sixth annual instal ation ofofficers at Fleischmann's, in the
Bronx, on the evening of January 10. A
banquet followed the business session.
There was a large attendance of county officials and exhibitors.
President John J. Wittman was installed
for his sixth consecutive year in that capacity.
CampDaly
Frohman in
Shows

Film

Through arrangements completed in cooperation with Lieut. Louis H. Frohman,
O. R. C, the Frohman Amusement Corporation was host at a private showing of
its latest motion picture spectacle, " My
Own United States," starring Arnold Daly,
at Camp Upton, Yaphank, L. I., where
Lieut. Frohman is stationed.
Through courtesy of the Y. M. C. A. the
large auditorium at Upton was set aside
on January 25, and with more than three
thousand officers and soldiers and the full
military band as orchestra, the picture was
presented. A return date has been set
aside for early in March and the repeat
of the showing.

Roles

treatment in his ablest manner.
" The frailties and foibles of human
nature are shown on the screen. The
bitter price some girls are forced to pay
to achieve a career is the topic dealt with
in " Phantom Fame," the first of the series.
This two-reel drama is really a warning
for girls and young wives, who have
neither talent nor capacity to achieve success in a literary way, but are always
thinking what they might do along this line,
while neglecting the work that lies before
them — work perhaps in which they would
be more congenially situated and where
their real efforts would be more appreciated.
" ' What happens to the girl who flirts '
is the theme of another chapter of the
series, called ' Counterfeit Clues '."

Harold

Shaw

Proposes

War Film
Belated newspapers from South Africa,
under date of September 22, 1917, devote
much space to a proposal of Harold Shaw,
whoproduce
produceda picture
the picture,
Voortrekkers,"
to
that "may
be used to
raise money for benefiting war funds.
Mr. Shaw, of Johannesburg, S. A., has
offered to produce in that country, free of
all cost, a picture for distribution throughout the world, the proceeds to go to the
funds utilized in behalf of soldiers. It
is understood Mr. Shaw's plan provides
that all moneys raised by the firms in the
United States shall be given to American
funds for Uncle Sam's soldiers and sailors.
The length suggested for the film is three
reels.
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Features in February
Fox
Eight William
AXXOUXCE-MEXT has been ma<Je by at the Lyric theatre in New York. This
William Fox of the scheduling of release created considerable surprise in the
eight productions for release during Fcbrutrade, due to previous announcements having led to the belief that the production
ar\-. There will be two Standard Pictures,
would be retained for some time by the
four Fox Special Features, and two FoxLehrman Sunshine Comedies.
producer for road company service.
June Caprice and Henrj- Lchrman \\\\\
Gladys Brockwell will be seen in " The
provide the first releases, the former apMoral Law " beginning February 17. This
special feature gives the actress a double
pearing in " The Heart of Romance," and
role, that of two half-sisters, and makes
Mr. Lehrman's comedy offering being
her both heroine and villainess. Another
■■ Hungrj- Lions in a Hospital." Both of
Sunshine Comedy also will be released this
these will be available to exhibitors February 3.
week. It is titled " Are Married PoliceThe second week of the month, beginmen Safe?" and w'as originally scheduled
for January 13.
ning February 10, will be a big week from
Jane and Katherine Lee have completed
the standpoint of the Fox management.
a new Standard Picture which will be ofThe Special Feature set down for this date
fered to exhibitors February 24, but which
is "Jack Si)urlock — Prodigal," in which
is not yet named.
George Walsh is featured.
The Fox special feature for the week
The other release of this week, considered the most important which William
of February 24 will be " The Girl with the
Fox has made this year, is " Les MiserChampagne Eyes," a Western drama, in
which Jewel Carmen is the star and in
ables," the William Farnum de luxe prowliicli she is said to shine luminously.
duction, that has just finished a long run

Surprises

at by Director Tucker
the new production as something
<tIX picturizing the story of 'Dodging a stamps
entirely out of the ordinary. The hero,
1 Million,'" said Goldwyn Pictures Corheroine and villain find themselves in a
this week,
" George
Loane
determinedporation to
aim for
novelties.
He Tucker
shared
theatre where a gorgeous tale of the East
is in progress against a backgi-ound of
Goldwyn's confidence in the story written
Arabian Nights scenery and costumes. For
by Edgar Sclwyn and A. M. Kennedy ro
the extent of trusting the narrative to take the third surprise in ' Dodging a Million ' a
novel ice cabaret was devised, with real
care of itself. But surprises in the setice on which professional skaters go
tings, novelties of action and photographic
punches, he decided would not take care of through sensational evolutions, and Miss
themselves.
Xormand herself cuts fancy figures."
"The scenario offered certain scope to
the director's ability in this regard. He
^elected three episodes in the play capable
Reid's Next Picture
of extensive development: the atelier of
Scheduled
an exclusive creator of women's clothes, a
theatre, and a skating cabaret. Each could
Wallace Reid, who is at present appearhave been treated conventionally, in the
ing in " Rimrock Jones," will make his next
manner often seen on the screen. It was
screen appearance for Paramount in " The
for this reason, more than any other, that
Thing We Love," with Kathlyn Williams.
Mr. Tucker resolved to make the shop, the
It was with the production of this pictheatre and the restaurant unlike any ever
ture that Lou Tellegen returned to the field
?ecn on -the screen.
of directing photoplays.
" In consultation with Hugo Ballin, art
director for Goldwyn, models were prepared for these settings. The first, repreDeer Creek to Have New
senting the modiste's shop, was elaborate
in the extreme. For the theatre episode
Picture House
Mr. Tucker hit upon another device that

M 0 t i 0 II F i c t n r c A' c w s

r

Aimed

Deer Crek, 111., has a population of only
500, but it is going to have a motion picture theatre which would be a credit to a
city six times that size.
A theatre to cost $10,000 is now under
construction and will be completed in the
near future. J. M. Davis, a wealthy citizen of Deer Creek, and the manager of the
only picture house there, is providing the
new building which is to be thoroughly
equipped with all modern conveniences.
While this is under construction, Mr. Davis
is using the Deer Creek "opera house as the
place for operating, but will discontinue
there as soon as the new theatre is opened.
His new equipment has all been purchased
including one of the 1917 Motiographs and
Xu-Movie Litcs.

J. H. Magoon, of Honolulu, and Harold Bolster,
of Goldwyn, Snapped on a Cruise
Big V Features a Rock
Battle
A rock battle is said to be the feature
of the current Big V Comedy featuring
Larry Semon, also written and directed by
him. After demolishing a building, built
on the Vitagraph lot for the purpose,
Semon and his followers hide behind a
rock pile until they can no longer hide behind it, having thrown the rocks at their
pursuers. Many black eyes resulted from
the battle, it is said, and it was only a corrugated tin covering that protected the
camera from the missiles. The story is
" Stripes and Stumbles."
Winnipeg Exchanges Form
Association
The exchange managers of Winnipeg
have formedsociation.
an Luxurious
Exchange
Managers'
Asquarters
have been
secured in the Kennedy Building, where
regular
meetings
held
every
week. of the managers w^ill be
Canada

Theatres

Dim

Lobby Lights
Canadian exhibitors who formerly made
a specialty of electric lobby displays, are
now using other methods for dressing
their lobbies. Starting January 1.5 Jio
illuminated advertising and ornamental
signs are allowed because of the need for
power in manufacturing war material.
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All releases of the month are listed. In the index, .C. stands for "Comedy"; Cart., for "Cartoon"; C.-D., for "Comedy Drama";
D.,
"'Juvenile'';
Sc., "Scenic";
The onfigure
the abbreviation
is theThenumber
reels,
date "Drama";
is the date Juv.,
of release
and the figure
the page ofTop.,
Motion"Topical."
Picture News
whichbefore
the picture
was reviewed.
second ofnumber
refers to the music chart for the picture. The number in parentheses ( ) refers to the page whereon will be found the "Ready-Made Ad-Talk."
Numbers preceded by an asterisk * refer to " Short Subjects in Review."
JULES of the Strong Heart (Paramount), 5D, Jan. 4
495 (557)
FEATURES
Just a Woman (Julius Steger), 6D
133
ALIAS Mrs. Jessop (Metro), 5D, Dec. 10
KKingdom
(Jewel of
Prods.),
Love, 5D
The (Fox Special), 5D, Dec. 23
464 406
Alimony
4222 (87)
American (First
Maid National
(Mutual), Exhibitors'
5D, Dec. Circuit),
3 6D
LAND of Promise, The (Paramount), 5D, Dec. 10
4584
American Widow, An (Metro), 5D, Dec. 24
Auction Block, The (Goldwyn), 6D, Dec. 2
4589 4247
Law's Outlaw (Triangle), 5D, Jan. 13
442
Avenging Trail, The (Yorke-Metro), 5D, Dec. 31
Learnin'
of
Jim
Benton,
The
(Triangle),
5D,
Dec.
9
4582
151
Awakening, The (World), 5D, Dec. 3
4040
Little
Patriot,
The
(Pathe),
5D,
Dec.
2
Love Letters (Paramount), 5D, Dec. 24
127
BABES in the Wood, The (Fox Special), 5D, Dec. 2
Beautiful Mrs. Reynolds, The (World), 5D, Jan. 21
598
MADAM
Who?
(Paralta
Plays),
7D,
Jan.
1
.■
599
Madame Spy (Universal), 5D, Jan. 21
739
Because of the Woman (Triangle), 5D, Dec. 16
4389 314
Man Above the Law (Triangle), 5D, Jan. 6
294 (240)
Beloved Jim (Universal), 5D, Dec. 17
4584 4244 (87)
Betty Takes a Hand (Triangle), 5D, Jan. 6
294 757 (87)
Marionettes, The (Select Pictures), 5D, Jan
Birth of Democracy, The (Export and Import), 7 Hist
600
Marriage Speculation, The (Vitagraph-V-L-S-E), 5D, Dec. 10.. 4583 (4347)
Maternal Spark. The (Triangle), 5D, Dec. 16
4401 (4347)
Blind Adventure (Vitagraph V-L-S-E), 5D, Jan. 7
446 (556)
Men Who Have Made Love to Me (Essanay-Perfection), 7D
734
Blue Jeans (Metro Special), 5D, Dec. 10
4587 (4528)
Brand's
(Falcon-General),
Dec. —
Miss Jackie of the Army (Mutual), 5D, Dec. 10
4398 (4170)
BroadwayDaughter
Love (Bluebird),
5D, Jan.4D,21
736 (557)
Modern Musketeer, A (Artcraft), SD, Dec. 31
295 758 (406)
Brown of Harvard (Essanay-Perfection), 6D, Jan. 2
129 f240)
Bucking Broadway (Universal), 5D, Dec. 24
4401 4423 (4347)Me Molly, Go Get 'Em (Mutual-American), 5D, Jan. 7
(241)
126
na Mother (McCIure-General Enterprises), 6D
, Th
Sin, A (Vitagraph-V-L-S-E), 5D, Jan. 28
CHEATING the Public (Fox Standard), 7D, Jan. 20
735 ceMother's
Mrs.
Dane's
Defense
(Paramount),
SD,
Jan.
7
444.
e
Cinderella Man, The (Goldwyn), 6D, Dec. 9
4582 464 (4529)
(Vi Boy (Bluebird), 5D, Dec. 17
My Little
4390 4244 (4528)
City of Purple Dreams, The (Wm. N. Selig), 7D
596
tag United States (Frohman Amusement Corp.), 8D....732 (706)
My Own
Cloven Tongue, The (Pathe), 5D, Jan. 20
595
r
My
Unmarried
Wife
(Bluebird),
5D,
Jan.
7
4584
a
phConvict 993 (Pathe). 5D, Jan. 6
128 (86)
V
Cupid's Round-Up (Fox Special), 5D, Jan. 13
NAN of Music -LMountain
(Paramount),
5D,
Dec.
17
Narrow Trail, The-S-(Artcraft),
5D, Jan
442
E)5,D
DAMAGED— No Goods (Fox Sunshine), 2C, Dec. 23
New York Luck (American-Mutual),
5D, Dec. 17
4223 (4170)
,J
Daughter of Destiny (Petrova Pictures-First National), 5D (S,R.)291 (4170)
an.
Daughter of the Gods, A (Fox Standard), 5D, Dec. 2
OVER the Hill (Pathe), 5D, Dec. 30..
4040
Daybreak (Metro), 5D, Jan. 7
Dead or Alive (Artcraft-Paramount), 5D, Jan. 14
— —
PHANTOM Riders, The (Universal), 5D, Jan. 28
Devil Stone, The (Artcraft), 5D, Dec. 17
128 (241)
Pride of New York, The (Top Special), SD, Dec. 9
Devil's Playground, The (Fraternity Film), 7D.
444
738
QOU Vadis (Perfection), 8D, Jan
2S
Dodging a Million (Goldwyn), 5D, Jan. 28
(556)
(707
Door Between, The (Bluebird), 5D, Dec. 10
) Wilk), 7D 4225 (4529)
RAFFLES,
the
Amateur
Cracksman
(Hiller
and
Dream Doll, The (Essanay-KIeine) , 5D, Dec. 10
4402
7D
4225 (4529)
Du Barry (Fox Standard), 5D, Dec. 30
443
Raggedy Queen, The (Bluebird), SD, Dec. 3
4222 153 (4171)
Rimrock Jones (Paramount), 5D, Jan. 21
ETERNAL Temptress, The (Paramount), 5D, Dec. 3
4389
Rose of the World (Artcraft-Paramount), SD, Jan. 7
598
Evidence (Triangle), 5D, Jan. 20
597 (556)
Runaway Romany (Pathe), SD, Dec. 23
4585 (4S28)
Eyes of Mystery, The (Rolfe-Metro), 5D, Jan. 21
SADIE Goes To Heaven (Essanay-KIeine), SD, Dec. 24
291
FACE Value (Bluebird), 5D, Jan. 14
596 (240)
Salt of the Earth (Edison-Kleine), SD, Dec. 17
4587
Fair Barbarian, The (Paramount), 5D, Dec. 17
4590
(86)
Scarlet
Car,
The
(Bluebird),
SD,
Dec.
24
(4529)
Fanatics (Triangle), 5D, Dec. 9
4403
Secret Game, The (Paramount), 5D, Dec. 3
4223 (4171)
Feet
of
Clay
(Falcon-General),
4D,
Dec.
—
'
Fields of Honor (Goidwyn), 5D, Jan. 14
(556)
Ship
of
Doom,
The
(Triangle),
SD,
Dec.
2
4040 4617
Fighting Grin, The (Bluebird), 5D, Jan. 28
(557)
Shirley Lady,
Kaye The
(Select
Pictures),5D,SD,Dec.
Dec
."4583 4043
465
Fighting Mad (Universal), 5D, Dec. 3
4223 (4171)
Silent
(Universal),
10
Flames of Chance (Triangle), 5D, Jan. 20
597
Sins of Ambition (Ivan), 6D, Dec. (S. R.)
133
For Liberty (Fox Special), 5D, Dec. 30
Skylight Room, The (O. Henry-General), 4 M D, Nov. 24
4402
Forbidden Path, The (Fox Standard), 6D, Jan. 27
Small
Town
Guy
(Essanay-KIeine),
SD.
Dec.
3
4041
Framing Framers (Triangle), 5D, Dec. 30
292 617 (407)
Spirit
'17, The
(Paramount), SD, SD,
Jan. Jan.
14
733 (707)
Frozen Warning (Commonwealth), 6MD
4226
Stella ofMaris
(Artcraft-Paramount),
21
733
Stolen
Honor
(Fox
Special),
SD,
Jan.
6
GATES of Gladness (World), 5D, Jan. 28
Stolen Hours (World), SD, Jan. 7
29S (86)
736
German Curse in
The (Pathe)
Strong Way, The (World), SD, Jan. 14
443
D, Jan. 13
273 (407)
Ghosts of YesterdayRussia,
(Select), 5D, Jan.5Hist.
—
Struggle Everlasting, The (Harry Rapf), 7D
126
446
Girl by the Roadside. The (Bluebird), 5D, Dec. 31
296 4617 (241)
Studio Girl,
The (Select
Pictures), SD,
SD, Jan
Sudden
Gentleman,
The (Triangle),
Dec. 2
4040 4616
God's
Outlaw
(Metro),
5D,
Dec.
17
Good for Nothing, The (World), 5D, Dec. 10
4224 (4171)
TENDERFOOT,
The (Vitagraph-V-L-S-E).
5D, Dec. 3 4391 (4346)
4225
Grand Passion, The (Jewel Prods), 5D, Dec. —
293 (240)
Tenth
Case, The (World),
5D, Dec. 17
Gun Woman, The (Triangle), 5D, Jan. 27
Thais (Goldwyn), 7D, Dec. 30
594 758 (4528)
Those Sawyer
Who Pay
(V. S. Exhibitors'
Corp.), 7D....4403 617 (4528)
HEART of a Lion, The (Fox Standard), 5D, Dec 16
Tom
(Paramount),
SD, Dec.Booking
10
4390
Heart of Romance, The (Fox Special), 5D, Jan. 27.
Heart s Revenge, A (Fox Special), 5D, Jan. 20 .
UNEASY Money (Essanay-Perfection). 6D
4582 (240)
Hell's American
Crater (Universal),
5D, Jan. 5D,
14
'
Unknown 274 (Fox Special), SD, Dec. 16
Her
Husband (Triangle),
Jan. 27 ..
Until
They
Get
Me
(Triangle),
SD,
Dec.
23
4401
465
Her Boy (Metro), 5D, Jan. 28
]. . . .
Her Second Husband (Mutual), 5D, Dec. 31
]...!!4856 (87)
VENGEANCE Is Mine (Pathe), SD, Dec. 16
4224 (4171)
Her Sister (Mutual-Empire), 5D, Dec. 24
' 127 (43471
Volunteer, The (World), 5D, Dec. 24
4583
Her
Rival(Universal),
(Pathe), 5D.
. . • • •
High Sister's
Sign, The
SD. Dec.
Dec. 9...
31
Hired Man, The (Paramount), 5D, Jan. 28
WHEN Men Are Tempted (Vitagraph-V-L-S-E), SD, Dec. 24.. 129 (241)
His
Boy (Dad
Ince-Paramount
) , 5D, Dec.
24
295 (3616)
(241)
His Mother's
Old Fashioned
Widow's
Might.TheThe(Vitagraph-V-L-S-E),
(Paramount), 5M D.SD,Jan.Jan.28
(Falcon-General),
4D, Dec.
—
4044
Wild
Strain,
14
600
His Own People (Vitagraph), 5D, Dec. 31
294 (557)
Winding Trail, The (Rolfe-Metro), SD, Jan. 14
His Robe of Honor (Paralta), 7D. Jan. 15
734
Wolf and His Mate, The (Universal), SD, Jan. 7
4226 (4347)
Honeymoon, The (Select), 5D, Dec. —
Wolves of the Rail (Artcraft), SD,
734
Seve
World
forandSale,
The(Select
(Paramount-Blackton)
, SD, Jan. 21
'
1 LOVE You (Triangle), 7D, Jan. 13
n Sw
443
Woman
Wife
Pictures),
SD,
Jan
Impostor, The (Mutual-Empire), 5D, Jan. 14
ans,
735 (407)
In Bad (Mutual-American), 5D, Jan. 21
293 (240)
In the Balance (Vitagraph-V-L-S-E) , 5D, Dec. 17 The ( 4588
ZOLLENSTEIN
(Falcon-General),
23
4390 (3617)
(86)
Para
Zongar (Physical Culture
Prods.), 5D,4D, (S.Nov.
R.)
737
moun
t),
SD,
Dec.

(86

)

20

894
SHORT SUBJECTS
ADRIFT
lUniversal),
Episode of "The Mystery Ship" Serial,
2D. Dec. 15
Afraid to Be False (Keystone-Triangle), 2C, Dec. 30
Along the Vardar (Pathc). Split-reel, Trav., Dec. 16
Ambrose's
Icy Love
2C, Dec.
16
And His Wife
Came (L-Ko-Universal),
Back (Favorite Film),
IC, Jan.
21
Are Married Policemen Safe? (Fox Sunshme), 2C, Jan. 13
Ash-Can Alley (L-Ko-Universal), 2C, Jan. 23
BARBAROUS Plots (L-Ko-Universal), 2C, Jan. 30
Big Idea, The (Rolin-Pathe), IC, Jan. 20
Birthday Blunder, A (Triangle), IC, Dec. 23
BlackSerial,
Masks,2D.TheJan.(Universal),
Episode of "The Mystery Ship''
19
Breaking In (Jaxon-General), IC
4052
Bruges— Before the War (Pathe), Split-reel, Trav, Jan. 20
*429
Bullets and Boneheads (L-Ko-Universal), 2C, Dec. 19
Burglars (Mutual-Strand), IC, Jan. 15
740
Buried
(Pathe), Episode of "The Seven Pearls" Serial, 3858
2D, Alive
Dec. 2
Burning
Span 29
(Universal), Episode of "The Red Ace," Serial,
2D, Dec.
Busted Hearts and Buttermilk (Nestor-Universal), IC, Dec. 31...
Butler Bust-Up. A (Triangle), IC, Jan. 27
CALL, The (Favorite Film), 2D, Dec. 17
Candy Kid, The (King Bee), 2C, Dec. IS
452
Canning
in California (Burton Holmes- Paramount), 1 'Trav,
Dec. Time
10
Carnivals and Cannibals (L-Ko-Universal), 2C, Jan. 2
Cave Man Stuff (Nestor-Universal), IC, Jan. 7
Change in Baggage Checks, A (Favorite Film), IC, Jan. 7
Children of the Feud (Favorite Film), 2D, Jan. 28
Cogs2D.of Jan.
Death27
(Pathe), Episode of "The Hidden Hand" Serial,
Cornered
(Paramount),
*' Who is Number One? " Serial,
2D. Jan. 21 Episode of ■
Counterfeit
(Pathe), Episode of "The Price of Folly" Serial,
2D, Jan.Clues
27
Counterfeit
(Pathe), Episode of "The Hidden Hand" Serial, 3858
2D, Dec.Faces
2
Counterfeit Scent (Triangle), IC, Dec. 23
Country Hero, A (Paramount), IC, Dec. 10
Courts and Cab Ants (Triangle-Keystone), 2C, Jan. 27
Cupid's Camouflage (Christie), IC, Dec. 31
452
DEEP Seas and Desperate Deeds (L-Ko-Universal), 2C, Dec. 12...
Dimples and Dangers (Triangle-Keystone;, 2C, Jan. 20
Discordant Note, A (Triangle), IC, Dec. 16
Dummies and Deception (Big V), IC, Dec. 24
EIGHTH
Annual Round-Up— Pendleton (Pathe Special), 3 West, 4584
Dec. 30
Escape,
The
Episode of "The Lost Express"' 4403
Serial, 2D, (Signal-Mutual),
Dec. 10
FALSE
The 16
(Pathe), Episode of " The Hidden Hand " 4223
Serial,Locket,
2D, Dec.
Family Flivver. A (Vitagraph), IC, Dec. 3
Fifth Wheel, The (O. Henry-Broadway), 2D
Fire 2D,God Dec.(Universal),
Episode of "The Mystery
Ship" Serial,
29
...
Fire 2D,Trap,Jan.The6
(Pathe), Episode of "The Hidden Hand" Serial, 295
Fishing for Fish (Educational Film Corp. of America), 1 Educ, Dec. 12 *109
Fishing in Japan (Pathe), lEd, Dec. 2
Flight of the Fury, The (Paramount), Episode of "Who Is
Number One?" Serial, 2D, Dec. 3
Flov/er
of Death,
(Pathe), Episode of "The Hidden Hand"
Serial,
2D, Dec.The 3
129
Four-Cornered Triangle, A (Vitagraph), IC, Jan. 21
Fourth in Salvador, The (O. Henry-General), 2CD, Dec. —
Frauds and Free Lunch (Big V), IC, Dec. 10
Fugitives, The (Universal), Episode of "The Red Ace" Serial,
2D, Jan. 19
•.
GETTING Up a Practice (Favorite Film), IC, Jan. 28
Going to the Sun (Burton Holmes-Paramount), ITrav, Dec. 24...
Golden Pathway, The (Favorite Film), 2D, Dec. 3
Grave Undertaking, The (Keystone-Triangle), 2C, Dec. 9
Grip Serial,
of Hate,
2D, The
Dec.(Universal),
8 Episode of "The Mystery
... Ship"..
Guns and Greasers (Vitagraph-Big V), IC, Jan. 28
Guy and the Geyser (Nestor-Universal), IC, Dec. 24
HE Got His (Klever Komedies-Paramount), IC, Jan. 28
He Loved Her So (Essanay-General), IC, Jan. —
Hearts in Torment (Paramount), Episode of " Who Is Number
One? " Serial, 2D, Dec. 10
Hearts
Steel22
(Universal), Episode of "The Red Ace " Serial,
2D, ofDec.
Hell's2D, Riders
(Universal;, Episode of '"The Red Ace " Serial!
Jan. 26
Her Awful
Fix
f Mutual-Strand),
IC, Jan.
295
Dog Gone Dog
fStrand-Mutual),
IC, 2...'.'......'.'.'..'..'.'.'.'.'.'
Nov. 13
4041
Hero For a Minute. A (L-Ko-Universal), 2C, Dec. 5...
Hidden
(Universal), Episode of "The Mystery Ship" Serial,
2D, Hands
Jan. 19
Hi« Bad Policy (Triangle), 10, Dec. 16
Hi« Day of Doom (Triangle), IC. Jan. 6
His Double Flivver (Triangle), IC, Dec. 30
His Hidden Purpose CMack Scnnctt-Paramount) , 2C, Jan. 27
His Hidden Shame (Triangle-Keystone), 2C, Jan. 6
Hi^ Little Page (Favorite Film;, IC, Dec. 3
Hn Punctured Reputation (Triangle-Keystone), 2C, Jan. 13
H:» Smashing Career (Fox Sunshine), 2C. Dec. 9
Home Run Ambrose (L-Ko-Universal), 2C, Jan. 16
ICEBlo«som
Man's Time
Bride, (Pathe),
An (Keystone-Trian
gle), Jan.
2C, 20
Dec. 2..
In
Split-reel. Educ,
In Glacier Park (Burton Holmes-Paramount
), ITrav, Dec. 17..
In Wrong Right (Triangle), IC, Dec. 3
Instalment Plan,
The An(Paramount),
IC, unt),
Dec. 19
'.. . [ 4402
International
Sneak,
(Sernett-Paramo
IC, Dec 2....
Uland of Dread. The (Pathcj, Episode of "The Hidden Hand"
Serial. 2D, Dec. 9...
4042

Motion

P i c t u re N e zv s

JERRY'S Best Friend (Cub-Mutual), IC, Dec. 27
292
Jerry's Boarding House (Cub-Mutual), IC, Dec. 13
Gas (Cub-Mutual), IC, Dec. 6
4401
JeJerry
rr s Takes
uble Cr(Pathe),
Jetsy'2D,
ofDoFlame
oss (CubEpisode
Jan. 20
-Mutual),of IC"The Hidden Hand" Serial, 596
, DeIC,
Jumbles and Jokers (Vitagraph-Big V),
597
c. Jan. 21
Just Kidding (Strand-Mutual), IC, Dec. 4
. . . 292
KITCHEN Lady, The (Mack Sennett-Paramount) , 2C, Jan. 13.
LAIRSerial,
of the2D,Beast,
(Universal), Episode of "The Red Ace*'
Dec. The
8
Land of Enchantment, The — Yosemite Valley (Educational Film
Corp. of America), iSc, Dec. 5
Law
65, The
(Selig-General),
—
Little North
Miss ofFixer
(Strand
Mutual), IC,2D,Dec.Dec.18
4389
Little Ouija Work, A (Vitagraph), IC, Jan. 7
Loaded Dice (Universal), Episode of " Vengeance — and the
Serial,The2D,(Essanay-Black
Dec. 31
292
LongWoman"
Green Trail,
Cat), 2D, Dec. —
Lure of Hate, The (Vitagraph), Episode of " Vengeance — and the
Woman" Serial, 2D, Jan. 28
MAIMED in a Hospital (Nestor Universal), IC, Jan. 14
Make Your Eyes Behave (Essanay-General), IC, Dec. —
Man Hunt at San Remo, The (Kalem), 2D
Marriage Not, A (Triangle), IC, Jan. 13
Mary's
25
Masked Boomerang
Dancer, The(Strand-Mutual),
(Favorite Film),IC,2D,Dec.Dec.
24
Matrimonial Breaker (Triangle), IC, Jan. 6
Meatless Days and Sleepless Nights (Klever Komedies-Paramount),
IC, Jan. the14
Melbourne,
Magnificent (Burton Holmes-Paramount), ITrav,
Jan. 21
Model Young Man, A (Favorite Film), IC, Jan. 14
Move On (Pathe), IC, Dec. 12
Movie Dummy, The (Rolin-Pathe), 2C, Jan. 13
293 (406)
Mrs. Bingle's Melodrama (Favorite Film), 2C, Dec. 10
Munition Worker's Curse, A (Nestor-Universal), IC, Dec. 10....
My Lady's Furs (International-Pathe), Split-reel, Ed, Jan. 13....
NATURE'S Songsters (Ditmars), lEd, Dec. 24
Nature'sa Weavers
lEd, Dec.
*4565
Nearly
Husband (Ditmars),
(Kleine-General),
IC, 17
Dec. —
New Enemies (Universal), Episode of "The Red Ace" Serial,
Jan. 12
Next2D,Generation,
The (Favorite Film), 2D, Jan. 21
No Surrender
Episode of " Who Is Number One? "
Serial, 2D, (Paramount),
Jan. 28
No Sweets (Favorite Film), IC, Dec. 17
——
Noisy Naggers and Nosy Neighbors (Big V), IC, Dec. 17
Nut Stuff (Essanay-General), IC, Jan. —
O U BOAT (Paramount), IC, Dec. 31
Oath,Serial,
The (Universal),
Episode of "Vengeance — and the Woman"
2D, Dec. 24
292
Officer's
Miss,
An
(Triangle).
Dec. 2
On the Farm Where the FoodIC, Comes
From (Burton HolmesParamount). ITrav, Dec. 31
One
WorthThe (O.(Favorite
Henry-General),
2D, Dec.
Dec. 31
—
One Dollar's
Good Turn,
Film), ID,
452
One Minute to Live (Universal), Episode of "The Mystery Ship"
Serial, 2D, Jan. 12
Osaka to Nagasaki (Burton Holmes-Paramount), IXrav, Dec. 3..
Other Stocking, The (Nestor-Universal), IC, Dec. 3
Our National Parks — Yellowstone Park, ITrav, Dec. 9
Our Vanishing Game (Ditmars), lEduc, Dec. 10
*4379
Out Serial,
of the 2D,
Flame Dec.
(Vitagraph),
Episode of "The Fighting Trail"
17
Over2D,the Dec.
Falls 9
(Pathe), Episode of "The Seven Pearls" Serial, 4040
Overboard (Universal), Episode of "The Red Ace" Serial, 2D, Jan. 5
PAGING Page Two (Vitagraph), IC, Dec. 10
Peach and a Pill, A (Mutual-Strand), IC, Jan. 8
740
Peanuts and Politics (Vitagraph-Big V), IC, Jan. 14
Phantom
Fame 20
(Pathe), Episode of "The Price of Folly" Serial, 597
2D, Jan.
Pickles, Art and Sauerkraut (Favorite Film), 2C, Dec. 31
Plunge of Destruction, The (Vitagraph), 2D, Jan. 21
Price of His Head, The (Triangle), IC, Jan. 20
Putting One Over (Strand-Mutual), IC, Dec. 11
RAIL Raiders, The (Paramount), Episode of " 'Who Is Number
Serial,Lost 2D,Express,
Jan. 7
ReturnOne?"of the
The (Signal-Mutual), Episode of
"The Lost Express" Serial, 2D, Dec. 24
291
'Round About Melbourne (Burton Holmes-Paramount), ITrav, Jan. 28
SANITARIUM Scandal, A (Keystone-Triangle), 2C, Dec. 16
Secret of the Tomb, The (Universal), Episode of "The Mystery
Serial,(Nestor-Universal),
2D, Dec. 22
SecretShip"
Servants
IC, Dec. 17
Seeking an Oversoul (Vitagraph), IC, Jan. 14
Seventh
(Pathe), Episode of "The Seven Pearls"
2D, Pearl,
Dec. The
23
• Serial, 4390
Shadowing Henry (Metro-Drew). IC, Dec. 31
Shadows of Her Pest (Fox Sunshine), 2C, Jan. 6
Show Down, The (Paramount), Episode of " Who Is Number
One?" Serial, 2D, Jan. 14
Signaling Cipher, The (Vitagraph), Episode of "Vengeance — and
2D, Dec.
Jan. 14
Slave,the TheWoman
(King" Serial,
Bee), 2C,
IS
452
Sleuths and Surprises (Vitagraph-Big V), IC, Jan. 7
SlideSerial,
for Life,
The (Pathc),
Episode of "The Hidden
2D, Jan.
13
: Hand"
596
Somebody's
Widow
(Mutual-Strand),
IC,
Jan.
29
Spirit of Merry Christmas, The (Metro-Drew), IC, Dec. 17
Stowaways and Strategy (Big V), IC, Dec. 31
Straight Crook, A (Triangle), IC, Jan. 13
Stranger. The (King Bee Comedies), 2C, Jan. 1
— —
Struck
Down 2D, (Paramount),
Episode of " Who Is Number One? "
Serial,
Dec. 24
Suit and a Suitor, A (Klcine-Gcneral),
(Continued on IC,
pageDec.
898) —

895

Bluebird Photoplays
Dec. 24. The Scarlet Car (Franklyn Farnum) —
Dec. 31. The Girl by the Roadside (Violet
Mersereau)
—
Jan. 7. My Unmarried Wife (Carmel My- ers) 5
Jan. 14. Face Value (Mae Murray)
S
Jan. 21. Broadway Love (Dorothy Philips). 5
Jan. 28. The Fighting Grin (Franklyn Farnum) ' SS
Feb. 4. The Wife He Bought (Carmel Myers)
Feb. 11. Hands Down
(Monroe Salisbury,
Ruth Clifford)
S
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

Universal Productions
15. Beloved Jim (Priscilla Dean, Harry
Carter)
24. Bucking Broadway (Harry Carey,
Molly Malone)
31. The High Sign (H. RawUnson,
Brownie Vernon)
7. The Wolf and His Matfe (Louise
Lovely)
14.
Hell's Crater
(GraceMulhall)
Cunard)
21. Madame
Spy (Jack
28. The Phantom Riders (Harry Carey,
Molly Malone)
4. Painted Lips (Louise Lovely)
11. New Love for Old (Ella Hall, Emory
Johnson)

5
5
5
5
55
5
5
5

Fox Film Corporation
(Special Features)
Dec. 2. The Babes in the Wood (CarpenterCorbin)
Dec. 9. The Pride of New York (George
Walsh)
Dec. 16. Unknown 274 (June Caprice)
Dec. 23. The Kingdom of Love (Jewel CarDec. 30. For Liberty (Gladys Brockwell)
Jan. 6. Stolen Honor (Virginia Pearson) ...
Jan. 13. Cupid's Roundup (Tom Mix)
Jan.
20. ATreasure
Heart's Island
Revenge(Carpenter-Corbin)
(Sonia Markova).
Jan. 27.
..
Or Troublemakers (Jane and Katherine Lee)
Feb. 3. The Heart of Romance (June Caprice)
Feb. 10. JackWalsh)
Spurlock — Prodigal (George
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

5
5
5
men) S
5
5
5
56
7
5
5

Fox Standard Pictures
2. A Daughter of the Gods (Annette
Kellermann)
—
9. Troublemakers (Jane and Katherine
Lee)
7
16. The Heart of a Lion (William Farnum) 6
30. Du Barry (Theda Bara)
7
20. Cheating the Public
8
27. The Forbidden Path (Theda Bara) . . 6
10. Les Miserables (Wm. Farnum)
8

Goldwyn Features Corp.
Dec. 2. The Auction Block
Dec. 16. The Cinderella Man (Mae Marsh) . .
Dec. 30. Thais (Mary Garden)
Jan. 14. Fields of Honor (Mae Marsh)
Jan. 28. Dodging a Million (Mabel Normand)
Feb. 10. OurGOLDWYN
Little WifeSPECIALS
(Madge Kennedy)
The Manx-Man
For the Freedom of the World

6
6
6
6
6
6
7
7

W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
(Paralta Plays)
Dec. 15.1. AMadam
Man's Who
Man (Bessie
(J. Warren
Kerrigan)
Jan.
Barriscale)
.... 77
Jan. 15. His Robe of Honor (Henry B. Walthal ) 7
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
2"Dec.

Jewel Productions, Inc.
— Come Through (Drama)
— Pay Me (Drama)
— Sirens of the Sea (Drama)
— Man Without a Country (Patriotic).
— The Corespondent (Drama)
— The Price of a Good Time (Drama) . .
— The Grand Passion (Drama)
— K (Drama)

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

George Kleine System
(PERFECTION PICTURES)
5. Two Bit Seats (Taylor Holmes)
19. Kill(Essanay)
Joy (Essanay)
26.
Gift o'Town
Gab (Essanay)
3. Small
Guy (Essanay)
10. The Dream Doll (Essanay)
17. Salt of the Earth (Edison)
24. Sadie Goes to Heaven (Essanay) ...

—5
S5
5
5
5

Metro Pictiu-es Corporation
Dec. 3. Thewood),
SquareYorke
Deceiver
(Harold LockFilm
Dec. 10. Alias
Mrs.
Jessop
(Emily
Metro Stevens),
Dec. 10. (Special) Blue Jeans (Viola Dana).
Dec. 17. God's
Outlaw
Bushman,
Beverly
Bayne),(Francis
Metro
Dec. 24. An American Widow (Ethel Barrymore), Metro
Dec. 31. The Avenging Trail (Harold Lockwood), Yorke Film
Jan. 7. Daybreak (Emily Stevens) Metro...
Jan. 14. TheRolfe-Metro
Winding Trail (Viola Dana)
Jan. 21. TheRolfe-Metro
Eyes of Mystery (Edith Storey)
Jan. 28. Her Welch)
Boy Metro
(Effie Shannon, Niles
Feb. 4. Under Suspicion (Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne) Metro...
Feb. U. Broadway Bill (Harold Lockwood)
Metro- Yorke
(METRO SPECIALS)
Blue Jeans (Voila Dana), Metro-Rolf e
The Legion of Death (Edith Storey), MetroRolfe
Revelation (Nazimova), Metro
■. .
The Slacker (Emily Stevens)
Draft 258 (Mabel Taliaferro)

5
5
7
S
5
5
5
s
s
5
5
5
7
7
7
7
j

Mutual Film Corporation
3. American Maid (Edna Goodrich) ...
10. Miss Jackie
the Army (Margarita ofFischer)
17. New York Luck (Wm. Russell),
American
24. Her Sister (Olive Tell) Frohman..
31. Her Second Husband (Edna Good7. Molly Go Get 'Em (Margarita Fischer)
14. The Imposter (Ann Murdock) Froh21. In Bad (Wm. Russell), American...
28. Beauty and the Rogue (Mary Miles
Minter), American
4. Who Loved Him Best? (Edna Good11. Jilted
Janet (Margarita Fischer)
American

5
5
5
5
rich) 5
5
man 5
5
5
rich) 5
5

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

Pathe
Exchange, Inc.
Jan. 6. Convict 993 (Irene Castle, Warner
Oland, Paul Everton, Etheyle
Cooke, Bert Starkey)
5
Jan. 13. The German Curse in Russia (Wat
Jan. 20. TheFilm),
ClovenDonald
TongueC. Thompson
(Special) (N. V. 5
Panoff, P. A. Baksheef, Nadya
Lesienko, Sophie Karabanova) . . 5
Jan. 27. Innocent (Fannie Ward, Frederick
Perry, John
Miltern, Armand 5
Kalisz),
Astra
Feb. 3. The Milton
Other Sills,
WomanWm.(Peggy
Hyland,
Parke,
Jr.),
Astra
5
Feb. 10. Loaded Dice (Frank Keenan, Florence Hillings, Guy Coombs), Pathe 5
Petrova Picture Company
Dec. 23. Daughter of Destiny (Mrae. Petrova). 5
Feb. 1. The Light Within (Mme. Petrova). 5
Feb. 1. The Life Mask (Mme. Petrova) 5
Select Pictures
Nov. — Her Silent Sacrifice (Alice Brady).. 5
Nov. — Secret of the Storm Country (Norma
Talmadge)
5
Dec. — Shirley Kake (Clara Kimball Young). 5
Dec. — 'The Honeymoon
(Constance Tal- madge) 5
Jan. — Woman and Wife (Alice Brady
—
Jan. — Ghosts of Yesterday (Norma TalJan. — The Marionettes (Clara Kimball madge) —
Jan. Young)
— The Studio Girl (Constance Tal- —
madge) —
Triangle Distributing Corporation
Dec. 9. Fanatics (J. Barney Sherry)
5
Dec. 9. The
Learnin' of Jim Benton (Roy 5
Stewart)
Dec. 16. Because of the Woman (Billie Bennet ) 5
Dec. 16. The Maternal Spark (Irene Hunt).. S
Dec. 23. Without Honor (Margery Wilson. 5
Dec. 23. Until They Get Me (Pauline Hart). S
Dec. 30. The Gown of Destiny (Alma Ruebens)
5
Dec. 30. Framing Framers (Charles Gunn) . . S
Jan. 6. Betty Takes a Hand (Olive Thomas) S
Jan. 6. Man Above the Law (Jack Richardson) 5
Jan. 13. I Love You (Alma Ruebens)
7
Jan.
13.
Law's
Outlaw
(Roy
Stewart)
S
Jan. 20. Evidence (J. Barney Sherry)
5
Jan. 20. Flames of Chance (Margery Wilson) 5
Jan. 27. The Gun Woman (Texas Guinan) . . 5
Jan. 27. Her American Husband (Darrell
Foss)
5
Feb. 3. Limousine Life (Olive Thomas)
5
Feb. 3. The Hopper (Wm. V. Mong)
S
Feb. 10. Captain of His Soul (Wm. Desmond) 5
Feb. 10. Real Folks (J. Barney Sherry)
5

Paramount Picture Corp.
Dec. 10. The Land of Promise (Billie Burke) 5
Dec. 10. Tom Sawyer (Jack Pickford)
5
Dec. 17. Nan of Music Mountain (Wallace
Reid)
5
Dec. 17. The Fair Barbarian (Vivian Martin) 5 Dec. 10. The
Vitagraph
V-L-S-E. (Mildred
Marriage Speculation
Dec. 24. Love Letters (Dorothy Dalton) . . . . 5
Manning, Wallace MacDonald) ...
Dec. 31.
24. The
His Seven
Mother's
Boy (Marguerite
(Charles Ray)...
17. In the Balance (Earle Williams) ...
Dec.
Swans
Clark) 55 Dec.
Dec. 24. When Men Are Tempted (Mary
Anderson, Alfred Whitman)
Jan. 7. Mrs. Dane's Defense (Pauline Fred- erick) 5
Dec.
31. His Own People (Harry Morey,
Jan. 14. Jules of the Strong Heart (George
Leslie)
Beban)
5 Jan. 7. TheGladys
BlindHowe)
Adventure (Edward Earle,
Betty
Jan. 21.
14. Rimrock
The SpiritJones
cf '17
(Jack Reid)
Pickford).. 55
Jan.
(Wallace
Jan.
14.
The
Wild
Strain
(Nell Shipman, Alfred Whitman)
Jan 21. Blackton's The World for Sale
5
Menace (Corinne Griffith, Evart
Jan. 28. The tinge)
Widow's Might (Julian El- 5 Jan. 21. TheOverton)
Jan. 28. The Hired Man (Charles Ray)
5
Sin (Earle
Feb. 4. Madame Jealousy (Pauline Freder- ick) S Jan.
Feb. 28.4. ATheMother's
Other Man
(Harry Williams)
Morey, Grace
Darmond,
Florence
Deshon)
Feb. 4. Flare-Up Sal (Dorothy Dalton)
5 Feb. 11. The Woman Between Friends (Alice
Feb. 4. A Petticoat Pilot (Vivian Martin) . . 5
Joyce, Marc MacDermott)
Feb. 11. The Keys of the Righteous (Enid
World Pictures
Bennett)
5
Dec.
10.
The
Good and
for Evelyn
Nothing
(Carlyle
Artcraft Releases
Blackwell
Greeley)
...
Dec.
17.
The
Tenth
Case
(June
Elvidge)
(PARAMOUNT)
Dec.
24.
The
Volunteer
(Madge
Evans
and
Dec. 17. The Devil Stone (Geraldine Farrar). 5
Henry Hull)
Dec. 31. A Modern
Musketeer (Douglas
Dec. 31. Dianionds and Pearls (Kitty Gordon)
Fairbanks)
5 Jan.
7.
Stolen
Hours (Ethel Clayton)
Jan. 7. Rose of the World (Elsie Ferguson). 5 Jan. 14. The Strong
(June Elvidge)
Jan. 14. Dead or Alive (Wm. S. Hart)
5 Jan. 21. The BeautifulWay
Mrs. Reynolds (Carlyle
Jan. 21. Stella Maris (Mary Pickford) 5
Blackwell, June Elvidge)
Feb. 11. The Whispering Chorus (C. B. De
Jan. 28. Gates of Gladness (Madge Evans) . .
Mille Prod.)
—

5
5
5
S
5
5
S
S
5
5
S
5
5
5
5
S
5
5

Motion
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For Manufacturers' Addresses, Names and Addresses of Buyers handling films in any territory, or any other
additional information write — State Rights Department, Motion Picture News
Hiller & Wilk, Inc.
Dixie Films
A. Kay Co.
Tempest and Sunshine (Evelyn Greely) . . 5 reels The
Twenty Thousand Feats Under the Sea. . . .
Battle
The Wrath otoftheGettysburg
Gods (Sessue Hayakawa).S— reels
reels
Golden Spoon Mary
1 C Just a Song at Twilight
S reels
Some Barrier
1 C
Historic Features
His Trial
1C
Ebony
Film
Corporation
A Natural Born Shooter
1 reel Christus
8 reels
(Terry Human Interest Reels)
Dat Blackhand Waitah Man
1 reel
No. 1. Character as Revealed in the Face... Ed
No. 2. Character as Revealed in the Eyes... Id
M. H. Hoffman, Inc.
Shine Johnson and the Rabbit's Foot 1 reel
One Hour (Zeena Keefe and Alan Hale). 6 reels
E. I. S. Motion Picture Corp.
American News Weekly
The
Silent
Witness (Gertrude McCoy)... 6 reels
5 reels
One reel each week exclusively on Army and Trooper 44
A Trip Through China (Brodsky's Art Pic- tures) 8reels
Navy activities.
Elmont Feature Film Co.
Fighting Chance (Jane Grey) 6 reels
People vs. John Doe
6 reels Her
American Standard M. P. Corp.
Should She Obey? (Alice Wilson. Gene
God's Law
6 reels
Genung
and Norbert Myles) 6 reels
May
Jonah Day
C.l5 reels
reel
Whither Thou Goest (Rhea Mitchell and
May 5.7. Jones'
When Justice
Errs,(Sunshine),
D
Export and Import Film Co.
May 12. (Educational Subject)
1 reel
Orrin
Johnson)
S reels
Robespierre
—— reels
reels
The Great White Trail (Doris Kenyon)..6 reels
May 14. The
Ivan
the Terrible
sode No. 1,Daughter
Dof Darkness, Epi- 2 reels
May 19. Ghosts (Sunshine), C
1 reel
Fairmount Film Corporation
Iliodor Picture Corporation
7 reels The Fall of 'the Romanoffs (Iliodor, Nance
Sept. 17. My Country First
6 parts Hate
Oct. 7. The Mystery of the Boule S parts
O'Neil, Ekaterina Galanta, Alfred
Flora Finch Film Co.
Oct. IS. Blackmailer
S parts
Hickman and Conway Tearle) . —— reels
War Prides
2 reels
Inter Ocean Film Corp.
Argosy
Inc.
The Celebrated
StielowFilms,
Case
6 reels
Enlighten Thy Daughter
First National Exhibitors' Circuit,
Where D'ye Get That Stuff
5 reels
Ivan Feature Productions
Inc.
Absinthe (King Baggott), Universal Re-is ue5. reels On Trial.
One Law for Both (Rita Jolivet, Vincent
Charles Chaplin.
Serrano, Leah Baird, Pedro De CorDaughter of Destiny (Mme. Petrova).
Arrow Film Corporation
doba, James Morrison)
7 reels
Babbling Tongues (Grace Valentine, James
Herbert
EmptyMitch
Pockets."
The Deemster (Derwent Hall Caine) 7 reels
The
Sign Brenon's
Invisible " (Big
Lewis).
Morrison, Arthur Donaldson) 7 reels
Married in Name Only (Gretchen Hartman,
Bluebird Extraordinary
Fort Pitt Corporation
Milton Sills, Marie Shotwell) 6 reels
The Italian Battlefront.
The Eagle's Wings (Herbert Rawlinson).
Sins of Ambition (Barbara Castleton, WilHeU Morgan's Girl (Dorothy Phillips).
Fox
Film
Corp.
fred Lucas, Leah Baird, James MorMother o' ford,
Mine
Julian, Ruth Clifrison) 7reels
Ruby La(Rupert
Fayette).
The Spy.
(Standard Pictures)
Human Clay (Mollie King)
5 reels
The Honor System.
Brenon Productions
Jester Comedies
Lone Wolf
7 parts Jack and the Beanstalk.
Feb. IS. The Recruit (Twede Dan) 2 parts
The Conqueror.
Fall of the Romanoffs
8 parts
Mar. IS. His Golden Romance (Twede
Camille.
Empty Pockets
7 parts
Oct. 18. Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp.
Dan)
.2 parts
Nov. 18. The Babes in the Wood.
April
15. All
"Fur"
Her
(Twede
Dan).. 22 parts
Jules Burnstein
May
15.
In
and
Out
(Twede
Dan)
parts
Shame
7 parts
Frieder Film Corporation
Juvenile Film Corporation
The Birds' Christmas Carol (Mary Louise). 5 reels
Cardinal Film Corporation
War in Kidland
1 reel
Joan the Woman (Geraldine Farrar) 11 reels A Bit O' Heaven (Mary Louise) 5 reels AWorld
Chip
Off the Old Block
1 reel
Friedman
Enterprises
Century Comedies
Chip's Elopement
1 reel
A Mormon Maid (Mae Murray)
6 reels
(FEATURING ALICE HOWELL)
Chip's Backyard Barn-Stormers 2 reels
Balloonatics
2 reels
Chip's
Rivals
11 reel
Frohman
Amusement
Corp.
For Sale, a Daddy
reel
Automaniacs
2 reels The Witching Hour (C. Aubrey Smith,
Chip's
Carmen
2
reels
Neptune's Naughty Daughter
2 reels
Jack
Sherrill,
Helen
Arnold,
Marie
Klotz and Streimer
Shotwell and Robert Conness 6 reels
Christie Film Company
Conquest of Canaan
S reels Whither Thou Goest
5 reels
Father's Bright Idea
1 reel God's Man
9
reels
The
Secret
Treaty
S reels
With Magic
the Mummies'
Help
11 reel
reel
The
Maid
Lincoln Motion Picture Company
General Enterprises, Inc.
The
Milky Pill
Way
Mother (Elizabeth Risdon. McClure) . . . . 6 parts The Realization of a Negro's Ambitions. .. 2 reels
His Last
11 reel
reel The
Warrior
(Maciste)
(McClure)
7
parts
Trooper
of Troop K
3 reels
The Fourteenth Man
1 reel
Down by the Sea
1 reel The Liar (Jane Gail, Stanley Walpole)...6 parts
Marine Film Co.
Skirts
1 reel
Gold Medal Photoplays
Lorelei of the Sea
— reels
Won in a Cabaret
1 reel
Web George
of Life Spencer)
(Hilda Nord, James 5 ' reels
Hit Merry Mix-Up
1 reel The Cruze,
Masterpiece
Drama
Productions
A Smoky Love Affair
1 reel
Who's Your Neighbor?
Golden Features
Cinema Distributing Corp.
A Bit of Life
1 reel
Masterpictures
The 13th Labor of Hercules.
LION COMEDIES
Grand Feature Film Company
Oct. 29. Nathan Busts Into the Movies.... 1 C
Clune Productions
on the Spanish Main
5 reels
Nov. S. A Village Villain
1C
Ramona
8 reels Rex Beach
Beach in Pirate Haunts
5 reels
Nov. 12. Her F#tal Resemblance 1 C
Eyes of the World
9 reels Rex
Rex Beach in Footsteps of Capt. Kidd....S reels
Nov. 19. An Account of a No-Account Count. 1 C
Nov. 26. Hicks and Hornets
1C
Comnionwealtli Pictures Corp.
Dec. 3. Waves and Wimmen
1C
Features
Charlotte, in The Frozen Warning.
The Woman Graphic
and the Beast
5 reels
Dec. 10. Fizzled Finance
1C
Corona Cinema Company
D. W. Griffith
Mayfair Film Corp.
The Curse of Eve (Enid Markey) 7 reels Intolerance
9 reels
Persuasive Peggy
— reels
Coronet Film Corporation
Hanover Film Company
B. S. Moss M. P. Corporation
LIVING STUDIES IN NATURAL HISTORY
Birth Control
6 reels
Animal World, No. 1 Issue.
Maciste
— reels The
Power of Evil
5 reels
Animal World. No. 2 Iisue.
How Uncle Sam Prepares
4 reels
Boots
and
Saddles
S reels
Birdland Studies.
William S. Hart
The
Girl
Who
Doesn't
Know
5
reels
Horticultural Phenomena.
In the Hands of the Law
5 reels
"The
Cosmofotofilm Company
The Cold
Two Deck
Gun Man
55 DD One Hour (Sequel to "Three Weeks")
Incomparable Mistreis Bellairs 4 reels
Ogden Pictures Corp.
Liberty Hall
4
Hawk Film Corporation
The Lust of the Ages
— reels
The Black Spot
4 reels
— reels
Victoria Cross
4 reel* Monster of Fate
Paragon Films
On 18
4 reels
The Whip
8 reels
Herald Film Corporation
Hit Vindication
S reels
(Continued on page 898)
6 reels
I Believe
7 reels Around the World in 80 Days
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Educational Film Corp. of Amer.
SCENICS— EDUCATIONAL
Oct. 24. From Studio to Screen.
Oct. 31. A Trip Through Japan, No. 1.
Nov. 7. A Flying Trip Through the Hawaiian
Islands, No. 1.
Nov.Islands,
14. A 'No.
Flying
2. Trip Through the Hawaian
Nov. 21. Me and My Dog.
Nov. 28. The Chain Gang.
Dec. Valley).
S. The Land of Enchantment (Yosemite
Dec. 12. Fishing for Fish.
Dec.
19. ABeside
Trip the
Through
Japan,
Dec. 26.
Glimmer
Glass.No. 2.
DITMARS
OF NATURE"
Nov. 19. The"LIVING
Animals ofBOOK
Australia.
Nov.
26.
The
Smaller
Monkeys.
Dec. 3. Enemies of the Garden.
Dec. 10. Our Vanishing Game.
Dec. 17. Nature's Weavers.
Dec.
Nature's
Songsters.
Dec. 24.
31. The
Animals
in Midsummer.
Fox Sunshine Comedies
Nov. 11. Roaring Lions and Wedding Bells.. 2 C
Nov. 18. A Milk-Fed Vamp
2 C
Dec. 9. His Smashing Career
2 C
Dec.
23.
Damaged
—
No
Goods
22 CC
Jan. 6. Shadows of Her Pest
Jan. 13. Are Married Policemen Safe? 2 C
Feb. 3. Son of a Gun
2 C
General Film Company
BROADWAY STAR FEATURES
(O. HENRY STORIES)
The Fifth Wheel (W. L. Rodgers, Chet
Ryan, Patricia Palmer)
2 D
Compliments
of the Season (Herbert
Prior, Betty BIythe, Aida Horton)...2 D
The Moment of Victory (W. L. Rodgers,
Ghet Ryan)
2 C-D
The Trimmed Lamp (Mildred Manning,
Alice Terryj
2 C-D
ESSANAY
GEORGE ADE FABLES
The Fable of the Toilsome Ascent and the
Shining Table Land
2 C
The Fable of the Back Trackers from the
Hot Sidewalks
2 C
ESSANAY COMEDIES (1 reel)
Lunch
1 C
Nut Stuff
1 C
He Loved Her So
1 C
One Night
1 C
Next
1 C
The Soup and the Fish Ball
1 C.
A Tough Knight
1 C
ESSANAY SCENICS
Water Powers of Western Canada
1 Sc.
Through Canada from Coast to Coast 1 Sc.
How Canada and the Farmer Co-operate in
Grain Raising
1 Sc.
Agricultural Opportunities in Western Can- ada 1 Sc.
Water Powers of Eastern Canada
1 Sc.
The Two Biggest Things in the World 1 Sc.
Electrification of Railroads
1 Sc.
CHAPLIN COMEDIES
By the Sea
1 C
In the Park
1 C
Work
2 C
A Woman
2 C
GRANT, POLICE REPORTER SERIES
The Mystery of Room 422
1 D
A Deal in Bonds
1 D
The Sign of the Scarf
1 D
The Man with the Limp
1 D
A DAUGHTER OF DARING SERIES
A Race to the Drawbridge
1 D
The Munitions Plot
1 D
The Railroad
Detective'sSmugglers
Danger
11 DD
The
The Deserted Engine
j 1 D
JAXON FILM CORP.
"A SERIAL
DAUGHTER(Jane Vance,
OF UNCLE
SAM"12
Wm. Sorelle)
Episodes
1 D
JAXON COMEDIES
Breaking In
1 C
Blundering Boobs
1 C
Disappointed Love
1 C
He's
How InIt Again
Worked
11 CC
Their Model Careers
1 C
His Fishy Footsteps
1 C
Out and In (Finn & Haddie)
.• 1 C
The Inspector's Wife
1 C
i

In Wrong (Finn & Haddie)
1 C
Anybody's
Money
Her Fatal Shot
(Finn & Haddie)
11 CC
Marooned
1 C
Sherman Was Right
1 C
What Will Happen Next?
1 C
Which Was Lucky?
1 C
JUDGE BROWN STORIES
Bud's Recruit
2 C-D
Chocolate of the Gang
2 C-D
The Lost Lie
2 C-D
Tad's
Swimming
Hole
■
C-D
Marrying
Off Dad
22 C-D
The Preacher's Son
2 C-D
SPARKLE COMEDIES
Monkey-Maid-Man
On
the Love Line
11 CC
The Detective
1 C
Smashing
the Plot
11 CC
After
the Matinee
Double Cross
1C
The Best of a Bad Bargain
1C
THREE C COMEDIES
Stealing a Sweetheart (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
A Hash House Romance (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
The Hod Carrier's Million (Claude Cooper,
Virginia Tracy Clark, Kenneth Claren- don) 1C
HANOVER FILM COMPANY
Camille (Helen Hesperia)
6 D
The Marvelous Maciste
6 D
PHYSICAL CULTURE PHOTO PLAYS CO.
Physical
Culture Magazine • (Issued 1 Edc.
Monthly)
PIEDMONT PICTURES CORPORATION
(SELBURN COMEDIES)
Hubby's
21 CC
Too
MuchHoliday
Elephant
Wedding Bells and Lunatics
1 C
His College Proxy
1 C
Bee Comedies
Nov. 1. King
The Hobo
2 reels
Nov. IS. The Pest
2 reels
Dec. 1. The Bandmaster
2 reels
Dec. 15. The Slave
2 reels
Jan. 1. The Stranger
2 reels
SELIG-HOYT COMEDIES
Aug. 6. A Dog in the Manger
2 C
Aug. 20. A Trip to Chinatown
2 C
Sept. 3. A Midnight Bell
2 C
Sept. 17. A Contented Woman
2 C
Metro Pictures Corporation
METRO-DREW COMEDIES
Jan. 14. Why Henry Left Home
1 C
Jan. 21. Their First Love
1 C
Jan. 28. Under the Influence
1 C
Feb. 4. Help Wanted
1 C
Feb. 11. The Bright Lights Dimmed
1C
Mutual Film Corporation
STRAND (BILLIE RHODES)
Jan. 15. Burglars
1 reel
Jan. 22. Their Little Kid
1 reel
Jan.
29.
Somebody's
Widow
11 reel
Feb. 5. Her Friend Brown
reel
Feb. 12. Three Times and Out
1 reel
Mutual Weekly Issued Every Monday
Aerials
Dec. 3. The Lost Express, No. 12 (Daring
Death)
Dec. 10. The Lost Express, No. 13 (The Escape) 2D
Dec. 17. The Lost Express, No. 14 (Un- masked) 2D
Dec. 24. The Lost Express, No. 15 (The
Return of the Lost Express)
2 D
Oct. 29. The MUTUAL-CHAPLINS
Adventurer
2 C
Paramount Pictures Corporation
KLEVER KOMEDIES (Victor Moore).
Dec. 3. Toothaches nad Heartaches 1 C
Dec. 19. The Instalment Plan
1 C
Dec. 31. O. U. Boat
1C
Jan. 14. Meatless Days and Sleepless Nights. 1 C
Jan. 28. He Got His
1C
Feb. 3. Watch Your Neighbor
2 C
BLACK DIAMOND COMEDIES
Oct. 15. Nearly a Baker
1C
Nov. 12. A Society Scrimmage
1 C
ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Dec.
10. AOutCountry
Hero
Dec. 20.
West
21 CC

BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Dec. 3. Osaka to Nagasaki
1 Trav.
Dec. 10. Canning Time in California 1 Trav.
Dec.
17. Going
In Glacier
Dec. 24.
to thePark
Sun
11 "Trav.
Trav.
Dec. 31. On the Farm Where the Food
Comes From
1 Trav.
Jan. 7. Sydney, the Antipodean Metropolis.! reel
Jan. 14. A Trip to the Jenolan Caves of
Australia
1 reel
Jan. 21. Melbourne, the Magnificent 1 reel
Jan. 28. 'Round About Melbourne 1 reel
Feb. 24. Adelaide, Capital of South Aus- tralia 1reel
WHO IS NUMBER ONE? (Serial)
Jan. 7. Episode 11. The Rail Raiders 2 D
Jan. 14. Episode 12. The Show Down
2 D
Jan. 21. Episode 13. Cornered
2 D
Jan. 28. Episode 14. No Surrender
2 D
Feb. 4. Episode 15. The Round-Up 2 D
MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
Jan. 13. The Kitchen Lady
2 C
Jan. 27. His Hidden Purpose
2 C
PARAMOUNT-BRAY. PICTOGRAPHS
Jan. 6. The New Art of Dress; Destructive Power of T-N-T; Goodrich Dirt and Duke de
Jan. Whatanob.
12. The Panama Canal; Evolution of the
■ Dance; Flour from Potatoes.
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
1918
The Hidden Sunday,
Hand, - February
No. 11 3,(Trapped
by
Treachery),
Pathe
The Price of Folly, No. 3 (The Catspaw), 2 D
Balboa
2D
The Lamb (Harold Lloyd, Harry Pollard,
Bebe Daniels), Rolin
1 C
Picturesque Brittany and Bonnets of Brittany (colored), Pathe
Split reel
Katzenjammer Kids, " Policy and Pie " (Cartoon) and " For Dessert " (Ed.), International Split reel
Wednesday, February 6, 1918
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 12
1 top
Saturday, February 9, 1918
Hearst-Pathe News. No. 13
1 top
Sunday, February 10, 1918
The Hidden Hand, No. 12 (The Eyes in the
Wall), Pathe
2 D
The Price ofcence),
Folly, No. 4 (The
Sin of Inno- 2 D
Balboa
Hello Teacher (Harry Pollard, Bebe Daniels),
Rolin
1 C
Argus Pictorial, No. 7 (Educ), Argus.... 1 reel
Rocamadour and the Valley of Lot, France
(colored), and The Horse in Action
(Educ.)
Split reel
Happy Hooligan,
"American
All for theArms
Ladies
" (Cartoon),
and
"
"
(Educ),
International
Split reel
Wednesday, February 13, 1918
Hearst-Pathe News No. 14
1 top
Saturday, February 16, 1918
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 14
1 top
Triangle Distributing Corp.
TRIANGLE COMEDIES
Jan. 20. Their Indian Uncle
1
Jan. 20. The Price of His Head
1
Jan. 27. A Butler Bust-Up
1
Jan. 27. Too Many Husbands
1
Feb. 3. Airing Their Troubles
1
Feb. 3. A Safe Disaster
1
Feb. 10. His Nine Lives
1
Feb. 10. A Game Gambler
1
KEYSTONE RELEASES
Jan. bon,
20. Dimples
and Dangers
GribDora Rogers,
Frank (Harry
Bond, Claire
Anderson)
2
Jan. 27. Courts and Cab Ants (Peggy Pearce,
Baldy
Belmont,
Marianne
Delatorre,
Max
Asher)
2
Feb. Dale
3. A Fuller,
Sea Serpent's
DesireMaude
(Wm. Wayne)
Franey, .2
Milt Sims,
Feb. 10. Wronged by Mistake (Harry Gribbon. Myrtle Lind, Frank Bond, Dora
Rogers, Carolyne Rankin)
2

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

Universal Film Company
4, 1918 (Dave
NESTOR—, Monday,
The GreatFebruary
Sea Scandal
Morris. Gladys Tennyson)
1 C
February
6, 1918
L-KO — TheWednesday,
Donkey Did
It (Merta
Sterling,
Al Forbes, Babe Emerson)
2 C
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UNIVERSAL
No. 10. ANIMATED WEEKLY— Weekly
Saturday, February 9, 1918
UNIVERSAL
SCREEN
MAGAZINE — Issue
No. 57.
UNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS— Issue No.
39. (Shipping date Feb. 2).
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL — The Line of
Death (Eleventh Episode of " The Mystery Ship "SPECIAI
Serial)
UNIVERSAL
— First Blood (First 2 D
Episode
of
"The
Bull's
Eye" Serial)..
SPECIAL — Finley Nature Studies
No. 4 2 D
(Birds of Crag and Cavern; Gems of the
Adriatic) Sc
Split reel
Monday, February 11, 1918
NESTOR — A Devil with the Wimmin (Max
Asher, Beatrice Van)
1C
Wednesday, February 13, 1918
L-KO — Pearls and Girls (Hughie Mack, Eva
Novak)
2 C
UNIVERSAL
ANIMATED WEEKLY— Weekly
No. 11.
Saturday, February 16, 1918
UNIVERSAL
SCREEN
MAGAZINE — Issie
No. 58.
UNIVERSAL
CURRENT
EVENTS—
Issue N'.
40 (Shipping date Feb. 9).
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL — The Rain of Fire
(Twelfth Episode of " The Mystery
Ship" Serial)
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL — The Fearless One 2 j
(Second Episode of " The Bull's Eye " 2D
Serial)
SPECIAL — Finley Nature Studies No. 5
(The Salmon Fisheries of the Columbia
and The Drum Dancers of Java) Sc. Split reel
Vitagraph
BIG V COMEDIES
Jan. 7. Sleuths and Surprises.
Jan. 14. Peanuts and Politics.
Jan. 21. Jumbles and Jokers.
Jan. 28. Guns and Greasers.
Feb. 4. Telephones and Troubles.
Feb. 11. Babes and Boobs.
VITAGRAPH COMEDIES
Jan. 7. A Little Quija Work.
Jan. 14. Seeking An Oversoul.
Jan. 21. A Four-Cornered Triangle.
Jan. 28. Their Anniversary Feast.
VENGEANCE AND THE WOMAN (Serial)
Jan. 7. The Unsealed Peak (Third Episode).
Jan. 14. The Signaling Cipher (Fourth Episode),
lan. 21. The
sode). Plunge of Destruction (Fifth EpiJan. 28. The Lure of Hate (Sixth Episode).
Feb. 4. The Wolf Trap (Seventh Episode).
Feb. 11. The Mountain of Devastation (Eighth
Episode).
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Favorite Film Features
7. The Trap
7. A Change in Baggage Checks
14. Under the Daisies
14. A Model Young Man
21. The Next Generation
21. And His Wife Came Back
28. Children of the Feud
28.4. Getting
Up a Practice
The Pirates
4. The Wines of a Moth
11. The Sacrifice of Kathleen
11. Art tor A Heart

2 D
1C
2 D
1 C
2 D
1 C
2 D
21 CC
1 D
2 D
1 C

RELEASES IN THE
INDEPEMDENT FIELD
(Continued from page 896)
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Moe Streimer
A Daughter of the Don
10 reels
Submarine Film Corporation
The Submarine Eye
7 reels
W. H. Productions Co.
William
S. Hart
as Two Gun Man in " The 6 reels
Bargain
"
William S. Hart in " The Bandit and the
Preacher "
5 reels
WUliam
Hart in "The Hell Hound of S reels
AlaskaS. "
Also Series of two-reel W. H. Hart productions.
Wholesome Films Corporation
The Ralph
Penny Morgan),
Philanthropist
D(Peggy O'Neil and 5
Cinderella and the Magic Slipper (Special Children's Cast), Juv
4
His feet,
Awful
C; Downfall (Rex Adams), 1,000
Little Red Riding Hood (Juvenile), 4,000 feet.
World Pictures
Over Here
S reel*

Photoplay Magazine
Screen Supplement — One-reel releases, giving
intimate interviews of all the stars. (Through independent exchanges).
Popular Picture Corporation
Corruption
6 reels
Public Rights Film Corporation
The Public Be Damned (Charles Richman
and Mary Fuller)
5 reels
Renowned Pictures Corporation
The Public Defender
:. 6 reels
Naked Hands
5 reels
Weavers of Life
6 reels
Souls Redeemed
6 reels
Mother Love and the Law
7 reels
In Treason's Grasp
S reels
Should She Obey?
7 reels
Selig Special
Bewar. of Strangers
7 reels
The Ne'er-Do-Well
8 reels
The Garden of Allah (Selig)
10 reels
EXHIBITORS'
PERSONALS I
Who Shall Take My Life?
— reels
Frank J, Seng
Parentage
7 reels ARKANSAS. — F. B. Garrett has rented the building in the New South Inn Block, Clarendon,
Sherman Eliot, Inc.
formerly occupied as a picture show, and
The Crisis
10 reels
will
moderri
moving picture theatre
withinopen
the anext
tew days.
Sherman Pictures Corporation
CALIFORNIA.— J. W. Bascom has rented the
I Believe
7 reels
Opera House at Sisson, and is redecorating
The Land of the Rising Sun
same and fitting it up for motion picture purJulius Steger
The Strand
San Francisco,
was re-of
Redemption
6 reels
cently sold to theatre,
M. L. Markowitz,
manager
poses.
the California
Film asExchange.
'The considerSterling Pictures Corporation
ation is reported
a little over
$100,000.
T>eo Weinberger, resident manager of the
Peg
o' theAppeal
Sea (Jean
... .65 parts
A Mute
(Jean Sothern
Sothern feature)
feature)...
parts
Strand,
will
retain
his
position
with
the new
The Lash of Destiny (Gertrude McCoy
owner.
feature)
5 parts
C. L. Langley, of San Francisco, has
Her Good Name (Jean Sothern feature).. 5 parts
bought the T. and D. theatre at Hanford, and
same.
Rosie
O'Grady
(Viola
Dana
feature)
5
parts
already
assumed the active management of
The Cloud (Jean Sothern feature) 5 parts
The God of Little Children (Alma Hanlon
IDAHO.
—
Martyn
E. Mallory
feature)
5 parts
lease on the Hailey
Opera has
House,secured
Ilailey,a
APride
Mother's
Ordeal
(Jean
Sothern
feature)
5
parts
beginning
about
June
1.
At
the
meeting
of
and the Devil (Alma Hanlon feature) 6 parts
the Odd Fellows held recently, three bids
Miss Deception (Jean Sothern feature)... 5 parts
were submitted. Brooks & Jackson, the
The
that Failed
(Alma (Alma
Hanlon Hanlon
f'ture)S parts
present
lessees,George
put inD.a Wheeler,
bid for $100
Great LawBradley
Mystery
month rental;
$125 per
per
feature)
5 parts
month and Martyn E. Mallory, $125 per
The Mystic Hour (Alma Hanlon feature). 6 parts
month.
When You and I Were Young (Alma
It ductisa picture
presumedshowthatin Mr.
Mallory will
conHanlon feature)
S parts
the building.
Messrs.
The Golden God (Alma Hanlon feature).. S parts
Brooks
&
Jackson
are
undecided
as
to
whethShe Was a Dangerous Girl (Cartoon
er they will sell out their show business or
same. new quarters in which to conduct the
secure
Zippycomedy)
the Fireman (Cartoon comedy) .... SOO
500 ft."
ft.
Zippy in a Sanatorium (Cartoon comedy). SOO ft. ILLINOIS. — The new theatre in Herrin, reZippy Buys a Pet Pup (Cartoon comedy). SOO ft.
cently completed at a cost of $40,000, was
Slick and Tricky (Cartoon comedy) SOO ft.
badly damaged by fire recently. Joe Berra,
of Murphysboro, owner of the property, will
Doctor
Bunny's
Zoo
(Cartoon
comedy)
..
.500
ft.
The Old Forty-Niner (Cartoon comedy).. SOO ft.
reconstruct the building as soon as weather
conditions permit.
Mr. Coon (Cartoon comedy)
SOO ft.
Mose Is Cured (Cartoon comedy) SOO ft.
Thomas Gray, who has been managing the
Washington theatre at Granite City for the
Zippy's Insurance (Cartoon comedy) 500 ft.
past New
five years,
Zippy's
Pets (Cartoon
the
Grand took
theatreovera the
few management
days ago. of
The Unknown
(Cartooncomedy)
comedy) SOO
SOO ft.
ft.

(Continued from page 894)
Sydney,
Antipodean
Metropolis (Burton Holmes-Paramount),
ITrav,theJan.
7
TAMING Target Center f Sennett-Paramount) . IC, Dec. 30
That Night (Sennctt-Paramount), IC, Dec. 16
Their Anniversary Feast (Vitagraph), IC. Jan. 28
Their First Love (Metro Drew), 2C, Jan. 21
' Their
Their Little
Indian KidUncle(Mutual-Strand).
(Triangle). IC,IC, Jan.
Jan. 20
22
The> Mutual Motor (Metro-Drew;, 2C, Jan. 7
Their Strayim; Feel (Triangle), IC, Dec. 9
ThinK's the Play, The (O. Henry-Broadway), 2CD, Jan. —
Tim
(FavoriteMutual),
Film), ID,
Tom. Gronan's
Dick andFoundling
Harry (Strand
IC. Dec.
Nov. 10
27
Too Many Husbands (Triangle;. IC, ]nn. 27
Toothaches and Heartaches (Paramount), IC, Dec. 3
Torpedo Pirates ( L-Ko-Univcrsal) 2C, Jan. 9
TowerSerial,
of Death,
The 16
(Pathe), Episode of " The Seven Pearls "
2D, Dec.
' rcachery
(Universal),
2D, Jan. 5Episode of "The Mystery Ship" Serial,
Trestle of Horrors, The (ViUgraph), Episode of " The Fighting
Serial. 2D,
10
Trip Trail"
to the Jenolan
Caves Dec.
of Australia
(Burton Holmes-Paramount),
I Trav, Jan. 14
Trip Throuifh Japan, A (Educational Film Corp. of America),
1 Trav, Dec. 10
UNDER the Daisies (Favorite Film). 2D, Jan. 14
Under the Influence (Metro-Drew), 2C, Jan. 28
Universal Screen Magazine, No. SO (Universal), ITop, Dec. 21

126
737
4041
4226

*3841
*4379

Universal Screen Magazine, No. SI (Universal), iTop, Dec. 28.... Msas
Universal Screen Magazine, No. 52 (Universal), ITop, Jan. 5
Universal Screen Magazine, No. 53 (Universal), ITop, Jan. 12....
Universal Screen Magazine, No. 54 (Universal), ITop, Jan. 19....
Universal Screen Magazine, No. 55 (Universal), ITop, Jan. 26.... *581
Universal Animated Weekly, No. 1 (Universal), ITop, Dec. 5
Universal Animated Weekly, No. 2 (Universal), ITop, Dec. 12....
Universal Animated Weekly, No. 3 (Universal), ITop, Dec. 19....
Universal Animated Weekly, No. 4 (Universal), ITop, Dec. 26....
Unmarried Look, The (Metro-Drew), IC, Dec. 24
Unmasked (Signal-Mutual), Episode of "The Lost Express" Serial,
2D, Dec. 17
Unsealed Peak, The (Vitagraph), Episode of "Vengeance — and the
Woman" Serial, 2D, Jan. 7
292
VAMPING the Vamp (Nestor-Universal), IC, Jan. 28
VoiceSerial,
from 2D,the Dec.
Past 15
(Universal), Episode of " The Red Ace "
WAGES No Object (Metro-Drew), IC, Dec. 10
WallsSerial,
of Gas2D, (Paramount),
Episode of "Who Is Number One?"
Dec. (Joker-Universal).
17
Water on the
Brain
IC, Dec. 10
Water Trap, The tVitagraph), Episode of "The Fighting Trail"
Serial,
2D,
Dec.
3
We Never Sleep (Rolin-Pathc), 2C, Dec. 2
3861
When War Means Peace (Triangle), IC, Dec. 9
Who's to Blame (Nestor-Universal), 2C, Jan. 21
Why Henrv
Home (Metro-Drew),
2C, Jan. 14 4586 466 (87)
Without
HonorLeft (Triangle),
5D, Dec. 23
Wires of Wrath (Paramount), Episode of " Who Is Number
One?" Serial. 2D, Dec. 31
Wonderful Statue. The (Favorite Film), ID, Dec. 24
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MOTIOGRAPH

DE

LUXE
mm.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
17.
16.
18.
19.
20.
22.
21.
23.

Has many points of advantage
It is massive and rigrid.
Its rigid construction eliminates vibration.
It is capacity
lilghly artistic
and well balanced.
Film
3,000 feet.
Ball bearings on take-np spindle.
Non-friction, non-slip speed control.
Will not slip when accidentally exposed to oil.
Speed control
enclosed.
Motor
switch fully
enclosed
in base. Is invisible but
convenient.
Speed has
control
adjustable
Base
leveling
device. to a fine degree.
Extra large lamp house.
Lamp house top removable.
Opening
dust. in base of lamp house to remove carbon
Can use 12" upper and 12" lower carbons.
Constant speed one-sixth H. P. Motor.
Electric motor connections from inside of pedestal. (Cable protected and out of sight.)
Thicic screen glass windows in magazines.
Improved quiclc change Motiograph Condenser
Mount with focusing adjustment.
Hardened feed
Hardened
star. and take-up sprockets.
Hardened cam.
Allso steel
spiral cut gears. (The only projector
equipped.)
MOTIOGRAPH DE LUXE USED
IN THE $2,000,000
NEW CALIFORNIA THEATRE.
See your dealer about this new
projector or write for literature.

TheENTERPRISE

OPTICAL MFG.CO.

564-572 West Randolph Street
Chicago, Illinois
WESTERN OFFICE:
833 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.
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The sale of Buttons and Flags in Picture Houses has proved a great*
means of raising huge sums of money for War Charities in Europe.
For our Appeal for Starving Belgian Children we propose to sell a
special button. The likenesses of Cardinal Mercier, President Wilson, and
King Albert of Belgium, with the motto- they have so well justified "We
Have Loved Justice" will appeal to liberty loving Americans.
Will You organize a special Button Day for this fund, set aside, if
possible, a week for the sale of The Button, and by the aid of your generous
Patrons, save some thousands of helpless little ones from slow starvation.
Messrs. Bastian Bros., Woolworth Building, New York, will supply
you\v/ith. any quantity of buttons, 5,000, 10,000, 20,000, or even smaller
quantities.
(Use official paper when ordering).
Proceeds of sale and donations to be sent direct to Alexander Brown
& Sons, Bankers, Baltimore. No money to be sent to Messrs. Bast'an
Bros, for buttons. The buttons are sold from 5 cents upwards.
In this appeal to America the land of prompt decision and hustle, it
needs no apology to remind them that "He gives twice who gives quickly."
President, Cardinal Mercier.
Vice Presidents, N. Van de Werre, Princesse Albert De Ligne, Comtessc Philippe d'Oultremont,
A. De Bueger, G.
Van Der
A. A. Boissevain.
giuiiuiiiuuuiuiuuuiiijiiuuiiiiiuuiiiujiiuiiiiuiuuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^
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Treasurer, Mother Mary Duggan, Holly
Mount, Bury, England.
Bankers, Messrs. Alexander Brown 8s
Sons, Baltimore, U. S. A.
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branches of the Select Pictures Corporation, calling the
attention of the exchange managers to the League and
insisting upon their co-operation locally.
SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.

SECTION

OF MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS^

Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture
industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments
in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, inventions and suggestions; camera devices analyzed and
commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature
pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and
furnishing field.
No charge is made in these departments for answering
questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited.
E. Kendall Gillett
Editor
Alfred S. Cory
•■
Technical Editor

More

Co-operation

Guaranteed
THAT the National Anti-Misframe League has taken
its place permanently in the Motion Picture industry is an assured fact. We have had this demonstrated byletters which we have published in the past from
some of the leading film exchanges. This co-operation is
going ahead rapidly as will be seen from the letters published below.
M. H. Hoffman of the Foursquare Pictures, Inc., has
written us the following letter which speaks for itself :
M. H. HOFFMAN
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
December 31, 1917.

Mr. E. K. Gillett,
Motion Picture News, Inc.,
729 Seventh Avenue,
New York City.
Dear Mr. Gillett : Your letter of December 26, relative to the National Anti-Misframe League has had my
attention. , I want to say in reply that all of our film is
carefully gone over each and every day and any misframes
and poor patches are immediately remedied.
We also take special care to see that the film is clean
at all times as your League requests.
You will notice from the above that, though we will
co-operate at all times, there is nothing more that can be
done with our film in this line.
Wishing you success for the coming year, I am
Very truly yours,
FOURSQUARE PICTURES, INC.
(Signed) M. H. Hoffman.
Further evidence of this co-operation is shown by the
• letter printed below from A. S. Kane of the Select Pictures Corporation. Mr. Kane has done more than merely
write to the League guaranteeing his co-operation and help.
He has written a letter which, has gone out to all the

January 7, 1918.
Motion Picture News, Inc.,
729 Seventh Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
Attention Mr. E. Kendall Gillett, Secretary and Treasurer.
Gentlemen: With regard to your letter of December
7, we are pleased to co-operate with you and the National
Anti-Misframe League, The attached circular letter to
our branches will give you some of our ideas along this
subject.
Very truly yours,
SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION.
(Signed)
A. S.]\Ianager.
Kane,
General
The following letter was sent out to all branches of the
Select Pictru'es Corporation :
SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
January 7, 1918.
TO ALL BRANCHES :
Gentlemen : Doubtless you are aware of the existence
of the National Anti-Misframe League which was started
by the Motion Picture News some time ago.
This splendid movement was inaugurated by the News
for the purpose of eradicating the following evils :
Misframe bad patches,
Punch holes,
Receipt of films without bands,
Film pinned together.
Careless inspection.
Oil soaked film.
Important scenes missing.
At present there are six hundred loyal members of this
League who have pledged themselves to do everything
within their power to remedy the above conditions. They
are reporting promptly to the exchange managers when
film is received in bad condition — whether film comes direct
from exchange or from another exhibitor. This information is valuable to you, as it gives you an excellent check
on the work of your inspectors. It also throws the spot
light on the careless operator, etc.
We want all Select exhibitors to keep us informed
should they receive one of our productions not in perfect
condition. Therefore, you must co-operate with the members of the League in every way possible to support them
in their commendable efforts.
Select stands squarely behind any move which has for
its object the general uplift of the industry-. The League
and the Motion Picture News deserve our fullest cooperation— and they must receive it.
Very truly yours,
SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION.
Sales Manager.
In the case of the two exchange managers whose letters
are printed above, as well as in the case of those who have
written us previously, and whose letters have been printed,
it has been, stated that whenever just complaints can be
made by the members of the League it is the hope of the
exchange managers that they will write immediately to the
head office of the exchange in question and make their
complaints. This can also be done through the headquarters of the League in the office of Motion Picture
News if the members of the League prefer.
E. K. Gillett.
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the optics of motion
The
Regulation of the Rays
regulate the rays in
picture projection, the
in Cinematographic Projection Systems
subject still seems to.
passing through the
be in a state of vexed
system. When we stop
confusion in so far as the average operator is concerned, and in
down a double objective (ivith diaphragm between the comthe various experimental endeavors to ascertain " where the
ponents) and look at the diaphragm through the front component, we see a virtual image of the diaphragm opening which
light ray crosses," and to establish other points relative to the
is situated somewhat back of the actual plane of the diaphragm.
refracting action of the- projector optical system, some fundaThe image is virtual because the diaphragm is closer to the front
mental points have been overlooked which are of capital importance from the viewpoint of efficiency, or, in other words, the
component than its principal focal lengtli. Reversing the process, and regarding the diaphragm through the rear component
utilization of the greatest possible proportion of the available
of the lens we see a similar virtual image of the stop which is
light source in the formation of the screen image.
located somewhat to the front of the diaphragm plane.
The study of projector optics is complicated by the fact that the
These two virtual images of the stBp (seen through the front
condenser lens system is uncorrected, and hence its performance
is hampered by a severe amount of aberration, and it is of imand back elements of the lens) were termed by Abbe the " enportance to note that a corrected condenser system is a requisite
trance-pupil "and the " exit-pupil " of a lens system, and some
of their properties are as follows :
item in anj' scheme for really improving the performance and
As each pupil is the image of the other regarded through
efficiency of the motion picture projector. In view of the exthe complete lens, they are conjugate to one another, and as both
tensive aberration of the condenser system it is difficult, if not
impossible, to exactly trace the paths of the rays from the conthe " entrance-pupil " and the " exit-pupil " are images of the
denser to the aperture or the objective, but some fundamental
diaphragm opening {or stop) it follows, of course, that all rays
relationships between objective and condensers can be traced
which pass through the stop must pass through the pupils. Of
without consideration of the refracting effects of any of the
importance to our present inquiry is the fact that the center of
lenses, which comprise tlie projector optical system.
the entrance-pupil is the center of perspective of the object
To derive these relationships it is necessary to fall back, upon
space and the center of the exit-pupil is the center of perspective
geometrical optics and to consider the relationship of an object
of the image space. With the positions of the pupils ascertained
on one side of a lens with respect to its image on the other
we can, therefore, show geometrically what are the boundaries
side, after the manner of the noted theorist. Dr. E. Abbe. If, of the object and image spaces as regulated by the stops in
from a plane object perpendicular to the axis on one side of the
the optical system under examination.
When, now, we regard the light traversing a projector optical
lens, there is reproduced, point for point, a plane image perpendicular to the axis on the other side of that lens, the object
system from a point in front of the lens, it becomes apparent
that the machine aperture is the smallest stop in the system and
"-pace and the image space are said to be in collinear relationship,
and we can use this assumption as the basis of geometrical diatherefore limits the diameter of the bundle of image-forming
grams whereby to illustrate the manner in ^\lii<li tlv passage of
rays which can enter the objective. As the business of projecting
the pictures consists, however, of reproducing this aperture (as
Hght raj'S from object to image is regulated by any intervening
optical system.
object) upon the screen, we cannot consider the machine aperIn the case of the motion picture projector the fihn aperture
ture as a stop with respect to the action of the objective lens.
is the object and the screen picture is the image, and we have
Assuming the use of a conventional objective of good quality,
to see whether anything intervenes to prevent every point of the
which has no diaphragm between its components, we, therefore,
see that the diaphragms of this objective are the edges of the
fibjcct (or aperture) from being represented within the geometrical limits of the image (or screen picture). We know from
lens mount at each end. The image of the front (end towards
the screen) rim of the lens mount regarded through the back
obscr\'ation that every point in the object is reproduced in the
image in everyday motion picture projection, but we have on the
component of the lens is therefore the entrance-pupil of the
objective, while the image of the rear (end towards fihn) rim
present occasion to extend our geometrical inquiry and determine if every point in the image receives as much illumination
of the lens mount is the exit pupil of this objective. In a comas may possibly be derived from the customary light source and
pound lens of this type, with no intervening diaphragms, the
optical system of the cine projector.
entrance- and exit-pupils are, as a matter of -fact, images of
To ascertain this we have again to fall back upon the teachings
each other and interchangeable. We will therefore be sufficiently
of Abbe, and to discover what parts of the projecting machine
accurate in the present demonstration if we designate as entranceor its optical system cut off, or intercept, any part of the light
pupil the front component of the projection lens, and as exitrays in their passage from the light source to the projected
I)upil the rear component of the same lens, when the lens is
in place and focused for projecting pictures.
image on the screen. The most direct way of securing this
information will naturally be by passing light through the optical
As we propose to trace the origin of the rays which are effective
system and then looking through the system from various points
in illuminating the object, we have next to decide upon what we
of the image field. We will then find out very readily what are
will term the light source, and the light source will evidently be the
the limitations imposed upon the light rays traversing the system.
illnminant as seen through the projector optical system. When
Every optical system must present some limiting boundary to
we look through the optical system of a motion picture projector
the rays which it can transmit, as the simplest example of which
with the light passing in the usual manner, we see as the lightmay be cited the edges of a simple lens. When we look through
source, the bright front surface of the forward condenser lens,
a centered system of lenses we note that the diameter of the
or at least some portion of the same. In the present geometrical
bundle of rays which can traverse that system is regulated at
inquiry, we therefore term the bright front surface of the forvarious points by the edges of the lens mountings, by diaphragms,
ward condenser the light-source, and are concerned with its
etc. The smallest opening through which the light passes in position (or distance) and area, but not at all concerned with lis
refracting properties and aberrations.
traversing an optical system is known as the "aperture stop," and
it follows geometcically that this aperture stop must represent
Coming now to a practical case, we see in Fig. 1 a projector
the widest cross-section of the bundle of rays which can traverse
optical system consisting of a light source S, the machine aperthe system.
ture A and the objective O. We now require to find out if the
In the case of a doublet fihotographic objective, with a diaaperture A (or object to be projected) is receiving all the light
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which it is possible to direct upon it from the source S. We
said that the center of perspective of the object space was at the
center of the entrance-pupil, and as the object (or aperture A)
must be illuminated before its image can be projected by the objective O,we have to regard the light-source S from the center of
the entrance-pupil P, and see if it subtends a sufficient angle
at the pupil center P to completely cover the object to be projected (the aperture A) with light. This is ascertained geometrical y, asshown, by drawing lines from the pupil center P,
which touch the edges of the object (or aperture A) and are
prolonged until they meet the light source S. If these lines
meet the light source, as in the drawing, then the objective O
is receiving the largest bundle of light which can possibly pass
through the aperture.
Suppose, that with the distances, dimensions, etc., of the objective, the aperture and the source remaining the same, we move
the light source somewhat further back from the aperture A to
a point designated S' in Fig. 1. When, now, we follow the course
of the lines we have drawn from the center of the pupil P and
touching the sides of the aperture A, we see that no matter how
far backward these lines are produced they do not meet the light
source in its new position at S'. It is, therefore, now apparent

we have a right to assume that it is the conjugate representation
of the incomplete illumination of the aperture A. It acts as a
stop, as Mr. Orange asserts, but it would hardly be proper to
call it a stop, as it merely shows the limits of the bundle of imageforming rays with a certain arrangement of the light source,
while with a different arrangement of the light source but the
same arrangement of objective and aperture there would be no
diaphragming effect at that point. We have seen that if the distance is too great between aperture and light source the aperture,
instead of being completely covered by the direct (aud most
intense) rays from the source, will be illuminated in a manner
similar to (b) Fig. 1, and the circular disc of light just ahead
of the objective, therefore represents the resulting aperture
illumination as shown by (b).
The practical operator will inquire why it is that if the spot
more than covers the aperture even in the case of too great a
source distance, we have any right to assume that the light intensity is not equal all over the aperture. That such is the case is
apparent, however, from the circular image ahead of the lens,
and the reason is that the edges of what appears to be a generous
sized spot will be formed of scattered light when the source is at
too great a distance from the aperture. By decreasing the dis-

(as indicated by the shading) that the light source in its more
distant position S' no longer completely fills the aperture A with
light. We see at once, therefore, that in order to fill the aperture
A with light, and thus transmit to the lens the largest bundle
of rays which the aperture will allow to pass, we must either
increase the area of the source at S' or restore it to its original
position at S. As it appears upon consideration to be in no way
advisable to increase the size of the source (condensers) , it is
clear that in order to utilize as much light as possible we must
advance the source to a point where its margin subtends at
least as large an angle at the center of the entrance pupil (P)
as does the object to be projected (the aperture A).
A study of Fig. 1 will clearly show that a considerable loss in
illumination results from placing the condensers at too great a
distance from the aperture of the projector, but this point seems
to have been generally overlooked, with the result that most all
the tables of condenser distances published to date represent a
very poor utilization of the available light source. In so far as
we are aware Mr. J. A. Orange was the first to point this fact
out, in his paper on "Optic Projection," which we recently reprinted.
The effect of too great a distance between the light source
and aperture (as at Fig. 1) is the same as if we reduced the
dimensions of the source to the diameter 2d, and the only benefit
derived from such procedure is a more even intensity distribution
at the screen. (See the curves reproduced with Mr. Orange's
paper.)
A further proof that the aperture is not evenly illuminated
when the source is at too great a distance is the existence, when
projecting, of a circular image of the light source at some distance in front of the projection objective. This has incorrectly
been termed an "aerial image " by some writers, and is stated
by J. A. Orange to act as a stop which limits the cone of rays
proceeding to the screen. As both of these terms are a bit misleading itwill be well to comment briefly upon the matter. This
so-called " aerial image " is sometimes seen upon the revolving
shutter blades and may be readily located by exploring the region
in front of the objective with a piece of paper, so it is apparent
that it is not an aerial (or virtual) image but a real image, and

tance between light source and aperture the entire area of the
condenser can be utilized, and this is one of the first points to
be considered by those who seek to increase the efficiency of the
motion picture projector.
When we undertake to view the light source from the margins
of the image field (or edges of the screen picture) we see that
in order to have limiting illumination (the utmost that can be derived from a source of given dimensions and brightness) at all
points of the screen, the requirements are even more strict than
the requirement of passing to the objective the largest possible
bundle of rays. The limits of space prevent us from extending
our investigation to the projection screen on the present occasion, but we shall return to the subject in the near future.
would drawOperator's
attention to Inquiries
a special column which starts,
under
the
above
title,
in
this
issue,Department.
and which will
hereafter be a regular feature of the week's
Projection
As a glance through the current budget of inquiries and replies
will show, the new column will supply the answers to such inquiries
as may be very briefly replied to, and therefore do not warrant
the use of extensive space in the Projection Department.
It is not to be thought, however, that lengthy inquiries will not
receive our attention, for, as a matter of fact, the more detailed
or
a correspondent's
inquiry
is, the
extensive
be complete
the consideration
it receives,
and the
moremorecomplete
willwill
be

WE

the answer, if necessarj' to the thorough elucidation of the
problem.
New or important items and questions submitted to the Projection Department will, as heretofore, be printed and commented
upon in the leading pages, while the special column of answers to
Operators' Inquiries will provide ready assistance to the operators
or managers who are confronted by some minor difficulty, or who
have written in haste without providing sufficient information.
It is our aim to render speedy assistance to all correspondents
who are confronted with difficulties in the operating-room, and
we can point with pride to the fact that we do not allow our
correspondence to " snow us under " to the extent that we are
always three weeks or a month behind time.
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that

are

Operators Inquiries
P. E.bearing
EVERTS,
MarshalltDwn,
la., that
" Would
thf out?
PowerTheCompany
a new
in a main
frame casting
is worn
machme putis
REPLY : Try them and see. Their address is 90 Gold Street, New York
City.
abearings.
No. 6."Some repair shops would doubtless undertake to re-bush the worn

Important

Each detail connected with the projection of your pictures is worth your careful
attention.

E. WOOD,
111., " What
the most
suitable
to use
in portlioles?
I have Mattoon,
tried everything
from isglass
to mica
but itglass
always
throws
my
picture
out ofThefocus."
REPLY:
most suitable glass to use in port-holes would be optical
crown with the surfaces ground plane, which is an expensive proposition.
Some claim to have secured satisfactory definition through selected pieces
of plate glass, but we were never able to secure the utmost in definition
without recourse to accurately surfaced homogeneous (optical) glass.
G. M.to HOWARD,
" I have
piece inof the
copper
down
the shape ofSaginaw,
a carbon,Mich.,
and with
the tried
size Ia used
lowerground
carbon-holder could get a brilliant blue-white light, but the copper melts.
Could I in my experiments get away from this melting? It can be done
REPLY: The correspondent is correct in his last premise; it can be
some
way."it has been done. We have seen arc electrodes which appeared to
done and
be made of copper, and which would, moreover, stand the heat of the arc
without melting at an unduly rapid rate, although the electrode must melt, or
boil, at the tip prior to volatilizing. Although we have not been able to
secure any information as to the constituency or the manufacturer of the
electrodes we saw, it is sate to say that they are not pure copper, but an
alloy ofducedcopper
and electrodes
some othershowed
elements.
spectrum
between such
scoresThe
of iron
lines. of the arc pro-

Those details combine to help make, or
mar, the success of your theatre.
Whatever your projection equipment, remember that every ray of light is controlled by the
lens, and that to get perfectly even illumination
and sharp definition you want the best lens
obtainable.

A. W. when
LANDMESSER,
Conn.,
or
decrease
the machineHartford,
is speeded
up? " Does
What the
effectlight
has increase
it on the
picture?
The
amperes
at
the
arc
to
be
the
same
in
both
cases."
REPLY : The answer to this question, which has been raised several
times of late, should be perfectly obvious. We have a shutter with a
given number of openings revolving in a beam of light of given intensity,
and we require to find what is the integral effect of the successive _ light
flashes which occur in unit time. It is obvious that if the shutter is revolving slowly there will be a certain number of light flashes of comparatively long duration in the time interval we select as unit. When the
shutter is speeded up the flashes are of shorter duration, but there are
more light
flashes series
withinof the
unitwilltimeapproximately
interval and equal
the sum
of the The
intensities of either
flashes
the other.
manner in which rapidly succeeding light flashes integrate themselves upon
the retina of the eye is of fundamental importance in the study of flicker.

lenses invariably give thoroughly satisfactory results because they combine the latest optical and
mechanical improvements in the science of projection.
The Marlux will enable your operator to do
justice to the most expensive pictures, bringing
out the full value of every foot of film.
Cruwm

Optical
ROCHESTER.

C^mpamy
N.Y.
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We haveREBUILT
on hand a number MACHINES
of rebuilt machines which we
guarantee to be In Al adjustment, all worn parts having been
replaced by NEW GENUINE PARTS MADE AND GUARANPEED BY THE MANUFACTURER of the particular machines.
All orders subject to prior sales.
POWERS No. 6, complete with lenses and Rheostat $100.00
Motto, 1908 Model, complete with lenses and Rheostat 75.00
Motio, 1908 Model, complete with lenses and Rheostat.... 50.00
Powers No. 5, complete with lenses and Rheostat
50.00
Edison Exhibition Model, complete with lenses and
Rheostat
50.00
Viascope, complete with lenses and Rheostat
40.00
Monarch, complete with lenses and Rheostat
25.00
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I
AMUSEMENT
SUPPLY COMPANY
I
Largest exclusive dealers to the Moving Plctnre Trade
j
healers in Transverters,
Motiograph, Simplex,
rower's, Edison
g Machines,
Motor Generators,
RectifiersandandStandard
EveryI thing Pertaininrj to the Moving Picture Theatres.
I
THIRD FLOOR. MALLER8 BUILDENO, COR. MADISON
I
STREET AND WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO, IXL.
S****9^««i™««M»»nBBinimiimiiminiininimiiimiiiiiiimimimnimimiiiminm
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SIMPLEX

Ms

<
i

but far superior to any other. We are exelusive agents for Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
Delaware and Maryland.

I Motor Generators and General Supplies
I
MINUSA Gold Fibre Screens
JL
SPEER CARBONS for Perfect Projection
E> i machines
W« ar« equipped
to Rive
(ervice. WeNo repair
with tools
modeyouby expert
the factories.
other
} concern can offer better service than we. Try us.
"^1^

)
I
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F. L.chinesMcKIEL,
Tyler,
Texas, " WhyThedo tubes
my lenses
maget out of focus
so frequently?
fit good,onandPower
tight 6 butA still
they get out of focus 3 or 4 times a day. Where does the light cross after
leaving
REPLYcondenser?
: Maybe " it is not the lenses that get out of focus so persistently.
If, for instance, the tension-shoes are not set to give sufficient pressure,
the film will be travelling past the aperture in a difTerent plane from time
to time. In increasing gate tension do not make the same too severe, as
is frequently done, for then damage to the film and rapid wearing of
•the intermittent will result. Although the lens lubes appear to fit tight
in the focussing jackets it is possible, and probable, that the lost motion
is in the focussing jackets. Then the viljration of the machine can cause
the shift in focal distance. It may be found that the focus is being destroyetl by oil splashed onto the rear component of the objective. .
In general, the light rays from the condenser are converged just ahead of
the front element of the projection lens.
E. M. GIBSON, Washburn, Me., " Will you please give me a formula
forREPLY
a non-freezing
slide ink?
" that any compound suitable for lettering
: It occurs
to us
slides with the pen would be susceptible to freezing if the same were kept,
or allowed to remain, in a freezing temperature. The remedy is to keep the
slide-lettering compound in a reasonably warm place, or to adopt the following procedure : Secure some photographer's opaque from any phohouse, such
as G.of Gennert
& Co.,
13th Street,
New York,tographic
andsupplyopaque
a supply
clean slides,
or 24-26
cover E.glasses.
Then
when it is desired to make up a slide, scratch the lettering through the
opaque coating with any suitable sharp metal point or stylus. The slide
so prepared projects white letters on a dark ground.
L. GRAY,
" Do that
you know
of any oneequipment
thatH. can
be used Southwest
on a motionHarbor,
pictureMe.,
machine
will enable
to give
a continuous
performance
usinganytwodevice
machines?
"
REPLY: We
are not without
aware that
has been
placed on the
market which will allow one projector to function as a continuous performer, and it is in no wise to be desired that such a device should come
into
regulartwouseor atthree
present.
The feet
objections
need not
be enumerated
here,
but alter
thousand
of continued
operation
any projector
will benefit by a brief respite, and this gives the necessary opportunity
for looking to the carbons and any other adjustments which it may be
advisable to make while the other machine is running. All of the professional jjrojectors may be equipped with magazines accommodating 2,000-foot
reels of film, and it will he noted in the advertising pages that a 3,000-foot
Motiograph is now available. All things considered we think that available
machines satisfy the requirements of continuous performances, and there
is no doubt whatever that two projectors are essential to the proper
presentation of multiple-reel shows.
J. M. DeWOLFE, Bessemer, Ala., " Kindly state Ohm's law. as a great
nianv cities use this in license examinations."
REPLY: Ohm's law stales that the current is directly proportional to
the K. M. or voltage that is exerted in a circuit, and is inversely proIiortional to the resistance of a circuit. Expressed as a formula, it is :
-R
- = I. Where E represents the E. M. F. .
(in volts) R represents, the.
resistance
(in
ohms)
and
I
represents
the
resultant
current strength (m
amperes).
,

G. W. BOSSARD, Rochester, N. Y., " Will you kindly tell me of something to cleanUnless
a projector
with,is which
been through
a film left
fire? on
" the
REPLY:
recourse
had tohasabrasives
the deposit
mechanism by burning cine film can hardly be entirely removed, but the
machine can be sufficiently cleansed to permit of its use, if otherwise all
right, by immersion in kerosene. The kerosene will soften the adherent
deposit, so that a great deal of it can ultimately be scraped or wiped away,
liiit unsightly traces will remain which could only be removed by polishDISTRIBUTOR
ing or rc-linishing.
M.
Swaab philadelphIT.pY.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTU RE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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National Anti-Misframe
League
Pledge
A S a motion pictwe operator zvho has the interest of his profession at heart and is willing to assist in eliminating sonic
of the evils practised in the operating-room, I promise that I
ivill to the best of my ability return films to the exchange in
first-class condition. Furthermore, I will ivhcn it becomes necessary remedy all niisframes, bad patches, etc., that may he in the
film which I receive and in this way co-operate ivith my brother
operators and give greater pleasure to those who make icp the
motion picture audience by showing films that are free from
such defects. I also promise that I will not make punch marks
in film, and when film is received by me, zvith punch holes, I wilt
notify the exchange to that effect so that they may use their
efforts to correct this evil.

Roll of Honor
W. E. Busha
Muskegon, Mich.
Robert S. Mix
Williamsoort, Pa.
A. R. Tate
Williamsport, Pa.
Everette Gardner
Cairo, 111.
Anthony Koll
Mankato, Minn.
George Homer....
Mankato, Minn.
Rex Van Allen
Arabia, Ind.
Melvin R. Patterson
Arabia, Ind.
Daniel B. Copeland
Benton Harbor, Mich.
A. E. Percival
Neoga, 111.

Members Previously Recorded
Members Recorded This Week

708
10

Total Membership to Date

718

Notice! Anti-Misframe League Members
Membership cards are now readj- and are being sent out as fast
as possible. There are a number of operators, however, who have
neglected to send in the desired information. If you will fill out
the blank and mail to this office, button and membership card will
be forwarded.

Member's name
Home address

Xamc of theatre where employed
^
Address of theatre and name of manager
League Member

Enjoys Army

Life

THE nation's call for soldiers has l)een answered by quite a
number of members of the National Anti-Misframe League
in the past few months, and we have just received the following
letter from Mr. Ernest Lissard of Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.:
" I thought that you would be interested to learn that I
have joined the Forty-first Infantry at Fort Brady here in
Sault Ste. Marie. It is very nice in the army, and I am going
to operate the motion picture machine which they have here
in the Y. M. C. A. I hope that the N. A. M. L. is improving
every day, and that I am still counted among its members."
If our correspondent has the opportunity of glancing through
an occasional issue of the News he will see that the League is,
indeed, gaining steadily in membership, and that the purposes of
the League are being recognized by an ever increasing circle of
exchange-men and exhibitors.
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I INDISPENSABLE
IS THE

SPEER

WORD

NOW

ATTRIBUTED

ALTERNO

TO

CARBONS

Pictures projected with Speer " Alterno " Carbons give positive assurance of
Intense Illumination — Noiseless Projection — Wanderless Arc — A Bright, Flickerless, Eye-Resting Light and the Elimination of all A. C. Difficulties.
No necessity of buying new housing, new holders — or in fact — any additional equipment. Speer
"have
Alterno
" Carbons
in your
booth. produce a pure white light and steady burning with the use of the apparatus you now
The results are almost unbelievable. For that reason all A. C. operators and exhibitors should investigate the wonderful possibilities of Speer " Alterno " Carbons. A. C. houses can now assure their patrons that " ghosts," " darkspots " and
"aggravating shadows" are all eliminated. It means a complete transformation of former alternating
current
conditions.

Speer

Carbon

Write today for the folder describing Speer "Alterno" Carbons
"THE CARBON WITH A GUARANTEE"
Company
St. Marys,
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."

Pennsylvania

I
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Chapters on Photographic Optics — IV
FOR tlie purpose of providing an accurate insight into the action
of lenses and optical systems, we have in the preceding chapters given an outline of optical imagerv' from the \iewpoint of
the wave theory, but we now enter a more practical channel and
shall consider some fundamental properties of lenses.
A most necessary requirement for all users of, and experimenters
with, lenses is the knowledge of how to determine their focal length,
and it is surprising to note that many photographers and users of
projection apparatus do not know how to accomplish this in a
practical way. This is generally the result of clinging to antiquated and empirical methods, but is frequently due to lack of
knowledge on the part of the experimenter of some of the elementary characteristics of lens action.
In the old treatises on optics the focal length of a lens was
measured from the so-called " optical center," which point was
determined by drawing two parallel lines, one from the centre
of curvature of each surface, and connecting the points where
these parallel lines touched the curved surfaces of the lens by a
straight line. The point where this connecting line cut the axis
was termed the optical center of the lens, and it was from this
so-called optical center that focal lengths were measured. It is
unnecessary for us to reproduce diagrammatically this archaic
method of determining the optical center of a lens, because measurements made therefrom are incorrect from the present da.\standpoint, but the method still survives in some of the textbooks, where it may be consulted by those who are interested.
Nowadays, focal lengths are determined from the " principal
points " of a lens or lens system, and a knowledge of the location
and properties of the principal points is of fundamental impor ance
to the maker and user of lenses.

According to the well-known action of refracting surfaces,
a ray of light which enters a lens at an angle is always bent
twice in traversing the lens, as shown in Fig. 1. If, now, we extend the direction of the incident ray until it intersects the
axis of the lens (as shown by dotted lines) and also extend the
direction of the emergent ray straight back to the axis (also
shown by dolled lines) we find that we have located two points
which have the property that a light ray which passes through
one of these points upon entering the lens always, emerges
through the other point in a direction parallel to the direction
of tls entrance, although somewhat laterally displaced, of course.
These are the "principal points" of the lens, and the planes
passing through these points (at rif,ht
angles to the axis of the

Motion

Picture

News

lens) are termed the " principal planes " of the lens. These
points
referred
to as theand" nodal
points,"lenses
and
in the are
caseyevyof generally
photographic
objectives
projection
this is permissably correct, but there is a difference between the
nodal points (properly so called) and the principal points which
we now proceed to outline. In the case of a lens in air the nodal
points and the principal points coincide, and their action is
therefore identical, but if the lens is in contact with a denser
medium than air on one side, the nodal points are shifted along
the axis toward the medium of higher index, and the customary
action of the principal points then takes place through the nodal
points. As an example of this we might mention the human
eye, wherein the nodal points are situated further back than
the principal points of the crystalline lens. In the case of a
lens in contact with air on one side and water on the other, the
nodal points would be separated from the principal points (toward the side in contact with water) and would replace the principal points in their action as the optical center of the lens.
As the position of the principal points and the nodal points i>
not always identical it seems advisable, therefore, to distinguish
definitely between them, and instead of following customar\
usage we shall not refer to nodal points when considering lenses
in
air, orbutlens
willsystems.
consistently refer to the "principal points" of
lenses
The introduction of principal points into practical optics was
at the hands of the noted mathematician, Carl Friedrich Gauss\
but it will interest many students of optics to learn that it has
been pointed out by the late Dr. Hugo Schroeder" that the properties of the principal points had been previously discovered
and worked out many years before the publication of the important investigations of Gauss. The following is a free translation of Dr. Schroeder's remarks on this prior usage of the
principal points in optical calculations :
'' In studying through the older optical works I have come
across the not uninteresting fact that the theory of the Gaussianprincipal
'
points ' with reference to lenses, and also conforming to the case of the Gaussian treatment where the first
and last media are the same, has been previously [to 1841] published in full detail, with the necessary formulae and copperengraved diagrams covering all practical kinds of simple lenses,
in the year 1775 by Joseph Harris, late his Majesty's Assay
Master of the
Mint. Itofis the
to beScience
found inin 'AtwoTreatise
containing
Elements
books ofby Optics
Joseph':
Harris, London. Sold by B. White at Horace's Head, Fleet St.,
page SO, par. 2. Of oblique pencil of rays — Harris designated
the first principal point v, the second principal point s, and the
optical center O. In none of the earlier optical works, neither
in Newton's work [Opticks, 1704] nor in the work of 'The Histor.\- and Present State of Discoveries Relating to Vision, Light
and Colours,' published by Priestly in 1772, can I find even an
intimation concerning them [the principal' points], and the same
is true of the later works, for, as is known, it is not even stated
by Herschel in his classical work 'On Light' [1827], in which
the focal length is still erroneously measured from the optical
center, so that this praiseworthy treatment of geometrical optics
[Harris's treatise] has fallen entirely into oblivion until it was
again revived at the authoritative hands of Gauss in his well
known ' Dioptrische Unterschungen,' 1841."
In spite of this early anticipation of his optical researches,
f',auss is clearly entitled to the credit of having pointed out the
utility of the principal points in the measurement and calcula' " Dioptrische Unterschungen," Giittin^en, 1841. So far as we can discover, no translation of Gauss' " Dioptric Investigations " has ever been
published in English, but Gauss' methods have been very comprehensively
demonstrated in a work by Charles I'endlebury entitled : " Lenses and Systems of T,enscs, Treated After the Manner of Gauss." Cambridge, 1884.
A good outline of the Gauss theory is also to be found in R. S. Heath's
"Treatise on Geometrical Optics," second edition, Cambridge, 189.'!.
' Astronomische Nachrichtcii," vol. 11] (1885), No. 2652.
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lion of lenses and the principal points and planes are accordingly often termed the Gauss points and planes by opticians.
To return, therefore, to the practical utility of the principal
points, it is apparent that if we can locate with accuracy their
situation in any lens or lens system we then have the necessary
data wlicreb}' to determine the actual focal length. The position
of the principal points depends upon the form of the lens and
the refractive index of the material of which it is made. The
principal points are, therefore, found in different positions in
the various forms of lenses, and the approximate positions of
the principal points in a variety of well-known forms of simple
lenses are shown in Fig. 2. It is evident from Fig. 2 that the
principal points are generally found nearest to the face of
greatest curvature of anj' given lens.

EASTMAN
FILM

The

result of highest grade

materials

and painstaking
ufacture is shown

in

man-

the

re-

sults on the screen.
/
Identifiable by the words "Eastman"
and "Kodak" on the film margin.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

It is convenient to be able to calculate the positions of th;
simple lenses and this may" be accomplished
principal
by the usepoints
of theof following formulae:
Let ri = radius of first surface.
Let ri = radius of second surface,
Let Vi = vertex of first surface,
Let V2 = vertex of second surface.
Let d = thickness of lens, or distance between t'i and v-,
Let pi = first principal point,
Let
= second principal point.
Let n = refractive index of the glass.
The distance from the vertex of the first surface to the
first principal point (pi) measured inwards is given by

^ ~ („_1) ^ ( ,Kn +

N. Y.

EVANS' DEVELOPING and PRINTING
insures the full value of the negative
It is a fact well borne out by reputation and film history.
May we serve you?
EVANS
FILM
MFG. CO.
416-24 West 216th Street
N.^Y. City
Telephone: St. Nicholas 3443-44

The

n(ri + r-i — d)-\- d
and the distance from the vertex r,dof the second surface (v-) to
the second principal point {p^) measured inwards is equal to
Tid
n{ri + r2 — d)-\- d
while the equivalent thickness, or distance between pi and p' is
found from
d(ri + r. — d)(n — \) .
n ( ''i + r-2 — ) + d
which, when d is small compared with n and r-i, reduces to
(« — 1)
n
X
d (front)
The true focal lengths fipi
and p-f2 (back) may be
derived from the formula

CO.,

De Vry Portable Motion Picture

Projector
For use where
ILITY is as PORTessential as ABQUALITY.
Projectand your
where
when film
you
please — in your office,
home or at
change.the
Easier ex-to
carry ling
than
a
travelbag. Used by
Ford, Dodge, Packard,
Mitchell,
and PaigeDetroit Motor
Car
Companies. Dodge
Brothers are using 75

Motor Drive
Size
17".xl7"x7"
Over All
Weighs but Twenty
Pounds. Takes Standard
Size Reels and Film.
THE DE VRY CORPORATION, H?
North Fifth Ave., Chicago, U.S. A.
De Vry's.
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Printing, Developing, Toning, Tinting

Picture

News

With a knowledge of the action and location of the principal
points it is possible to locate graphically the image of any object as formed by a lens. In Fig, 3, A is an object situated in
front of the lens, and we require to find where its image will lie

Titles
Domestic

Foreign

Empire City Film Laboratories, Inc.
345 West 40th Street
New York
Fiqf.3.
THEATRE
MAILING

AND

EXCHANGE

LIST

SERVICE

We rent lists of or address contemplated or existing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners,
publicity mediums and producers, selected as to
territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes
were recorded in our list last year. Its use means
a saving to you of from 30 to 50% in postage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
Phone, 3227 ChaUeo
80 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Phone, 2003 Randolph
425 ASHLAND BLOCK. CHICAGO
Addretiing
MiUtigraphino
Printing Tvpewriting

''NEWMAN" BRASS FRAMES AND RAILS
Read tvliat C. A. Morrison of The Princess Theatre, Hartford, Conn., says about Newman Quality:
Gentlemen:
We ^ave purchased quite a number of Brass Frames and
Easels, ujgetber with Bras^ Ticket Rail and Three-Sheet Brass
s reac
hedany.us In perfect condition and the
Comp
these goodyour
er ofFram
PostAllity
tlI qual
was estheof best.
I have told several other managers In
the city of your goods and In several Instances orders have been
sent
you sQed
— all cust
of omer
whic.h goes to show that your best advertiser
Is a satl
PRINCESS THEATRE CO., Inc..
C. A. Mo^lson, Mgr.
Hartford, Conn
INSIST ON THE NAME "NEWMAN" WHEN BUYING FRAMES
Wrtu for New 1918 Calaloo
The Newman
Mfg. Company
i:.s 1 ALi.rJii.i) tm
Tn-lO
Sycamore Street,
Ohio
68 W. Washington
Street, Cincinnati,
Chlcaeo, Illinois
Framet. Easels,
Ralls, Grilles.
Canadian
Representative
—
J.
T.
Malone,
Theatre Bldg., Montreal, Canada Rlulto
Slftn». Choppers,
Kick Plates, Duor Bars Pacific Coast — G. A. Metcalfe, San Francisco, Cal.
M. I-. fllKXTKi; K<M II'MKNT
iinfl a<€-»-.'Hi,rii'... .)4»iii nciw *»iir
fllll* ttf ..Jlli..(WM' CllstoilHTH.
IMjKrK.NDKNT
.MOMt. v| Vl'l.\ (OMI'.W^
Urlti- lor iirifi- lint .\.
Koom W.i, '.Vl ^••\<'iilli .\vi.. .X. \.

found, Wc therefore draw a line, parallel to the axis, from A
to the first principal plane (currcspoiidiiig to the first principal point). We know that the action of the principal planes
is such that a ray when it reaches the first plane, after entering
the lens, appears to travel right straight across to the other
plane before emerging from the lens. We therefore prolong
the parallel ray from A right straight across the space between
the planes pi and p2, and as we know that parallel rays will
always come to a focus at the equivalent focal point of a lens
we continue the ray right through the (back) focal point //
after its emergence from the lens. We now draw another ray
from the object A, so that it passes through the (front) focal
point fi and continue the same to the principal i plane pi and
thence straight across to We are justified in doing this because if a parallel incident ray passes through the focal point of
a lens upon emergence, an incident ray which passes through
the focal point must be parallel on emergence, so we continue
this second ray after emergence as a line parallel to the axis
until it intersects the first ray carried through, and the point of
intersection is the image A' of the object A. It requires to be
pointed out that the actual paths of the rays from object to
image, as refracted by the lens, are not identical with the directions of the rays shown in Fig. 3, but it is nevertheless true that
the action of the lens in forming an image leads to the same
result as the graphic method of the diagram, and the location of
images may he plotted in this way without any knowledge of
the refracting action at the surfaces of the lens.
(To be continued)
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Review of Latest Musical Compositions
— " Heart of Mine," by Ralph C. Smith. This wonderful
Mysterioso,"
by Sol.
P. Levy.
The titleTheatre
signifies the purpose.
(Cinema
Music
Co., Columbia
number, first played by the composer as a Solo, is a 7—" Heavy
Bid.,
New
York
City.)
monument to his genius.
It is a charming 3/^ Moderato
Cantabile, most appropriate for Love Scenes.
(Sam Fox
8-" Give Me the Right to Love You," by Abe Glatt. ConEdition.)
sidered by many and competent judges to be the finest
composition of its kind — most appropriate for Love Themes
— The
" A Selection
"
and
"
One-Step
"
from
"
Chu-Chin-Chow."
Musical Sensation of London and New York are now
and scenes. (Published by Harry von Tilzer.)
obtainable from J. W. Stern, 102 W. 38th St., New York City.
— " Chasing the Chickens," a great Jazz number. (Published
by Foster Music Co., Chicago, 111.)
3—" In the Land of Wedding Bells," a splendid dancing
arrangement, " Fox Trot " of this new novelty song by
1r\ -" Jazzing Around," One-Step, by Earl Fuller. A snappy
Geo. W. Meyer is now obtainable from Leo Feist, New York
V/ and melodious composition, which every leader can use
City.
to good advantage. (Leo Feist Edition.)
4—" Master Melodies," No. 2, from " Light Operas," arranged
11I — Andante
" Longing moderato,
for My Dixie
Home,"— very
by Shannon.
for Orchestra by Chas. J. Roberts. Ah interesting number
movement
melodiousA 4/4,
and
very
effective.
(Published
by
the
Vandersloot
Music Co.)
for your program — compiled of hits from " Beggar Student,"
" Mikado," " Erminie," etc. (Carl Fischer Edition.)
10 — " Stolen Sweets," a beautiful and melodious waltz move^ Tilzer.)
ment, by Harry von Tilzer.
(Published by Harry
5—" The Hymn of Free Russia," by Alex Gretchaninoff — an
von
exceptional fine composition of standard quality, orchestrated by Otto Langey and published by G. Schirmer.
1Q — " In A Garden of Shadows and Tears," by A. Manlowe.
J A very attractive melody. of pathetic character. (Van6—" Golden.
ConstanceA " Concert
— Themenumber
and Romance,
Earnest
of serious byintent
with S.a derlost Pub. Co., Williamsport, Pa.)
melodious theme that will allow for musical synchronization
1^— "Hail, Hail, the Gang's Here," by Theodore Morse.
to tense and emotional situations, on the Photoplay Screen.
' Every musician knows the famous old song hit, " We
The Romance is a natural illustration for passion. (J. W.
Won't Go Home Till Morning." " Hail, Hail " is better.
Stern, 102 W. 38th St., New York City.)
(Leo Feist Edition.)
Take An Example from Albert F, Wayne
As Musical Director for the Stanley theatre, over a period
of nearly four years, with a large orchestra and organ at
my command, it has always been my rule to give to the public
all that is best in the world's great Library of Music.
The Motion Picture depicts the human passions. The composers of the world depict in tones, these same emotions.
With this as a common ground, it should not be hard to
combine the two and give to the public the best music of
the world with your picture. It is but natural that the
opinions of those having this work to do, should vary, but
nevertheless, I am positive that artistic results to satisfy the
most exacting, can be secured if the proper thought is given
to each scene of the picture.
My Musical Library is classified, not by title or composer,
but by the emotion it conveys to the public. Every composition is played as printed, and as the composer intended it
to be played, giving as perfect a rendition musically, as it
is possible for the orchestra to give, believing that this is
the way to educate those needing the education and to satisfy
those capable of judging a musical composition and its rendition. The words " fitting a picture " should be discarded.
It is my object to find music that absolutely HARMONIZES
with the scene on the screen. In other words, I place myself
in the position of the man who would compose original music
of the picture.
The senseless repetition of a number is something to which
I have always been strongly opposed, or the sudden termination of a piece, to grab the next cue. Someone in the audience knows what you are playing and is left unsatisfied.
The picture is at all times the jewel and the orchestra the
setting.
I study all musical plots to see what other minds have
chosen. If their choice is good, I use it; if not, it has aided
me in selecting another composition. My first rule is to see
the picture, get the story, the length of the scenes, etc. Then
the music is selected and the picture run again to see if
everything harmonizes; if not, changes are made and when
it does go before the public it is as nearly perfect as we
can make it.

The success of my work here is due to the fact that the
Managing Director, Mr. Stanley V. Mastbaum, is a man of
the highest type, and has never permitted us to give the
public anything but the best. He personally supervises every
projection and his knowledge of music and artistic taste does
not allow anything to pass which might mar an otherwise
perfect performance.
Let us have music if the picture is to live. There is life,
love and hope in it, joy, inspiration and heart. Let us have
music, for if ever the world needed music, it needs it now,
but let it be good music, played the best we know how, and
I am sure the results will be most gratifying all around.
Selections by Ban-Joe Wallace
WALLACE is one of the best known banjo players in
the countrj'. He never lacks good engagements, not bebause he has more friends than any other performer in the show
business, but simply because he knows how to select the proper
kind .of music for the various gatherings that he entertains. One
day Wallace may be rendering selections for the elite in a fashionable hotel or for the guests in a millionaire's mansion, and the
following day he may be booked to play at the annual entertainment of the Lady Conductors' Association. When about to take
a car or a cab to the hotel, mansion or public hall where the affair
is to be held, Wallace does not grab a bundle of music and hurry
off, regardless of what kind of music the bundle contains, for if
he did, instead of having plenty of engagements booked far ahead,
he would have a great deal of idle time on his hands and a few
benefits.
As soon as Wallace knows that he is billed to play as a certain
affair he makes a study of the kind of people he will very likely
face, and then maps out a program that he thinks will most appeal
to them, and the program that he chooses for the Fifth
avenue crowd will be somewhat different from that selected for
the Lady Conductors. Experience has taught him that the high
brows like some good popular music and that the middle classes
appreciate certain classical numbers, and hy mixing the light and
hea\-y stuff', as well as picking out special numbers appropriate
for the
4ifferent occasions, \\^allace has built up a big and profitable following.
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"MISSOURI-WALTZ"

The World's Greatest
And
Most

For Piano

Popular

Waltz

-

-

-

For Orchestra

-

\ \ and Piano

25c

For Orchestra

- Full and Piano

35c

Forster
509

Music

30c Per

Publisher^

So. Wabash
CHICAGO,

Copy

Inc»

Avenue
ILL,
fTimrmmmiiiuiimiiiuiimni c

THE GREAT PATRIOTIC HOME SONG HIT
Orchestra, 11 and Piano 25c
Song 15c
Band 25c
Full Orchestra and Piano 35c
Waltz 15c
P
I Wonder How The Old Folks Aic rtomc
Willi PJitiolic Version
A
BACK AT DEA& OLD BOUE SWEET BOUB
T
R
b7 Ed. Ro*«.
I
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Motion picture exhibitors would be doing a wise tiling if they
made it their business to see that their musicians did likewise.
Wise musicians do without being told, whether they are playing
for pictures or any other form of entertainment, but it is nothing
unusual to see a pianist grab a stack of music at the last moment
and begin to play just as the title of a picture is thrown on the
screen and continue to play, whether the music fits the picture
or not. There is not a situation shown in photoplays that the
musician cannot find at least twenty numbers from different publishers that will dovetail with the scene. And the right music
at the right time will do a great deal towards making a picture
more interesting, as well as adding to the comfort and enjoyment
of the audience. Classical music offered in conjunction with
some pictures is just as detrimental as all popular numbers of
fered with others. If music publishers followed the careless
methods adopted by some musicians and exhibitors there would
be no music publishers of any account. A, publisher aims to build
up a catalogue that will have something in it for everybody, just
the same as a magazine editor does. Successful magazine editors
do not grab the first batch of stories that comes to their desks —
it would be fatal and would drive away thousands of subscribers.
The reading text is at least fifty per cent of a magazine, just
as music is fifty per cent of motion picture entertainment, but
few exhibitors give the same attention to the music that goes
with their pictures as editors do with stories and articles, and
when business falls off the exhibitor is puzzled and discouraged
and gets the idea that there is no money in the game. He shoulders
the loss, while the man who failed to produce the proper kind of
music moves on and secures another job.
E. M. WICKES.
General Comments
MEYER COHEN, for many jears business manager for Charles
K. Harris and Harry Von Tilzer, has taken offices in the
Astor Theatre Building, where he will publish under the name of
the Meyer Cohen Music Co. He has been fortunate in getting
hold of several excellent numbers from well-known writers.
.Meyer should have little difficulty in winning success, for there is
no one in the game who knows the many angles better.
CLEVELAND can boast of other things besides having had
Lajoie for a number of years. It has a live newspaper in
the Cleveland News, live in motion pictures and musical events.
Last week it ran a big song story with pictures of Frederick
Knight Logan, the waltz king; Teddy Moore, Fred, Rath, Bailey
and Cowan, L. Wolfe Gilbert, Jack Mahoney, Harry Von Tilzer,
Ed. Rose and Earl Carroll.

JAMES W. CASEY, head of The Echo Music Co., has been
doing a wonderful business during the past month with " My
(iolden West," " Come Along Ma Honey " and " My Hawaii, I
Hear You Calling Me."
FISCHER AND McCARTHY have a great picture number in
" Alsace Lorraine." Fred Fischer wrote the melody, which
should be sufficient to get it a hearing with all musicians.
only thing that bothers Joe Hollander, manager for Joe
Morris, these days is where he will get goods to fill orders
tor half a million copies. "We're Going Over" and "There's a
.Service Flag in Our House " are the best sellers at present.

THE

GILBERT AND FRIEDLAND are playing in Chicago this
week and are featuring "Are You From Heaven?" If
you have not tried this with pictures you are missing a great deal.

VANDERSLOOT MUSIC PUB. CO.
Williamsport, Pa.

HONOR "
STOLEN
"(Wm.
i
I
Fox Production)
I
Theme: "Love Theme" (Melodious) by Herzberp
I 1— " Valse Lente " by Schuctt until — T: "The sensation of the art
1i world."
. 2—" A La Bien Aimee " (Valse) by Schuett until— T: "December
i 3 — Piano improvise to action until — S : Girl stops playing,
1i and4— May."
Theme until — T: " Some months later."
I 5— "Jasmine" by Kretschmer (Allegretto) until — T: "The event of
I
"Missouri Waltz" (Vandcrsloot Edition) until — T: "You have
1 the6 —season."
! had7 — your
Themetasteuntilof —fame."
T: "Won't you come and dine?"
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?— the
"Thestrains
Vampire"
(A Dramatic Theme) by Sol P. Levy until — T:
As
of, etc."
<• Riccio
^— "Home,
Sweet
Home"
(Waltz) by Margis Berger until — T:
visits the Carson Art Gallery."
10— " Grazielle " (Valse Halienne) by Kretschmer until — S : Telephonmg.
11 — Continue to action until — T: "When birds of a feather, etc."
12 —and
"Dramatic
by Sol P. Levy until — T: — "While Belfield
his little Recitative"
wife."
13 — Continue fl until — T: "While at Virginia's home."
14 — " Flirtation " (Valse Intermezzo) by Meyer Helmund until — T:
HoUister's business transactions, etc."
15
L'Adieuetc."
" (12/8 Dramatic) by Favarger until — T: "The night
of the— "Italian,
16 — "Sunny Italy" (Waltz — on Italian songs) by Tobani until — T:
" Luck is with us."
17 — "Heavy Mysterioso " by Sol P. Levy until — S: Interior of bedroom.
18 — Continue to action until — T: " The Vulture and his prey."
19 — "Dramatic Agitato" by H. Hough until— T: "Next morning."
20
— " Dramatic
Narrative " by Pauline Pement until — T : " That little
infernal
affair."
21
—
"Dramatic
Tension"
by Sol P. Levy until — T: "Virginia having
been the victim of, etc."
22 — Piano improvise to action (Scenes of various dances, etc.) until —
T: "Paul HoUister is here."
23 — Tragic Theme by Paul Vely until — T : " You had such success,
etc."
.
2425—— "Dramatic
until — T: "I humbly apologize."
Theme untilTension"
« ♦ ♦ by♦ Winkler
END.
" MAN ABOVE THE LAW "
(Triangle Production)

(iirirfNffr/ffrrirn
ii
1i
i1
i
i=
1
1
=
1I
1
I
iI
I
I
1i
15
i
1
1
I
11
|
1

Theme: "Adieu" (Dramatic Melody) by FrimI
I
1
—
"Indian
Theme"
(Chracteristic)
by
Winkler
until
—
T:
"With
|=
childish glee she, etc."
2 — "Berceuse" (Lento) by Karganoff until — S: Interior of store. |
3 — "Indian Song" by Lake until — T: "The system of credits, etc." =
4— " Dramatic Recitative " by Sol P. Levy until — T: " His imagination ;
conjured."
!
5 — " Indian Dance " by George Smith until — S : Flashback to former 1i
scene.
6 — "Pathetic Andante" by Paul Vely until — T: "The Duke of Mesa i
detests."
|
7 — Continue ff until — T: "Some weeks later Esther Brown, etc." ,1
89 —— Theme
until
—
T:
"
You'd
do
anything
for
money."
'^
" Ramona ' (Indian Intermezzo) by L. Johnson until — T: "The I
less you learn, etc."
|
10 — Theme until — T: "The first class."
1
1 It— Organ solo to action until — T: " Tonah, I think I shall appoint |
you, etc."
i
Note. — Watch screen and play to action.
|
12 — " Dramatic Andante" by Borsch until — T: "After a lonely supper." |
13 — Theme until T: "After this you treat that white girl, etc." |
14 — " Heavy Mysterioso " by Sol P. Levy until — T: " I left God in |
town, etc."
I
15 — "Dramatic Tension" by Reissiger until — T: "Dear God, give me §
strength."
|
16 — Organ Solo (Scene of Prayer) until — T: "During a night of, etc." i
17 — "Intermezzo" (Moderato) by Bohm until — T: "My father said i
I could come here."
I
18 — "Dramatic Agitato" by Hough until — T: "As times passes." i
19 — " In Lover's Lane " (Intermezzo Characteristic) by Pryor until — 1
T: "Here, my man. You go away! "
1
20 — Theme until — T: " On a great rock, etc."
1
21 — "Indian Theme" by Winkler until — T: "While Esther ponder- |
• ing, etc."
I
22 — " Ave Maria " (Lento) by Ascher until — T: " Matcha appeals to her i
own people."
1
23 — Repeat "Indian Theme" (same as Cue 21) until — T: "Then i
came the annual feast."
|
24 — "Torch
Dancesorceress,
" from "Henry
VIII" by Ed. German until — T: I|
" This
in the white
etc."
25 — " Heavy Agitato " to action pp or ff until — G: After the fight. |
26 — Theme until — T: "The primitive instinct to protect." |
27 — "Storm Furioso " to action i;ntil — T: "A3 the late afternoon sun, |
etc.''
28 — Theme until ♦ * ♦
END.
|I
" MRS. DANE'S DEFENSE "
(Paramount Production)
(Reviewed on page 444)
Theme: "Heart's Devotion (4/4 And. esp.) by Hurst
1
—
"
Extase " (Dramatic) by Ganne until — T: "May I speak to you
alone? ".
2 — Theme until — T: "Three years ago, while, etc."
3 — " Lost Happiness " by Eilenberg until — T : " Later the inevitable
happened."
4 — " Ein Maerchen " (Fantasia) by Bach until — T: "Then followed
the awful tragedy."
5 — Theme until — T: " Later in England, Felicia visits, etc.
6— "Intermezzo" by Huerter until — T: "At Sunning-water — Mrs.
Dane attends, etc."

7--" Ballabile
Ruebner
until — T:" (Grand
" I couldWaltz)
almost from
swear,theetc.""Prinze Ador Suite" by C.
little
■chat, my dear.
.Serenade" by Randegger until— T: "We will have a
9 — Theme until — T: The following day.
^°rr'!
^?.'^^'^to Dream"
would
be foolish
deny." (Monologue) by MacDowell until— T : "It
11 — Theme ff until — T: "To discredit the scandal mongers."
12— 'Two Waltzes " from Opus 54 by Ant. Dvorak until— T: "Come
let us show them all, etc."
13— " Extase D'Amour " by Roze until— T: "Tell me something of
your early life.
^1r~," Adagio Molto " and " Allegro Vivace " from Fourth Symphony
by Schubert
until— T:
went to Canada as Companion, etc."
15 — Adagio Lamentoso"She" from
" Symphony Pathetique " by Tschaikowsky until — T: "Tell him who you are! "
16 — Theme to action until « * » ♦ END.
"OH! MARY BE CAREFUL"
(Goldwyn Production)
Theme: "In Lover's Lane" (Characteristic Intermezzo) by A.
Pryor

1— "Illusion" (2/4 Moderato Intermezzo) by Bustanoby until — T" The Old Meacham home."
2 — ' Whispering Flowers " (^ Moderato-Characteristic) by Blon
until— T: "The Mistress of Black hills"
3 — "The Vampire" (A Dramatic Theme) by Sol. Levy until — T:
the French Canadian housekeeper."
" Corinne,
4— " Pizzicato-B
luette Andantino Grazioso) by Theo. Lack
until — T: "Ahead of time, as usual."
5 — " Reve D'Amour" (2/4 Allegretto Grazioso) by Zameznik until—
T: "Oh! Mary, be Careful."
6 — Theme until — T; "You can occupy yourself with these."
7 — "Gavotte" (4/4 Mod.) by E. Lutz until — T: "I'll attend to
your
case young
8 — Theme
until —man."
T: " Were they as bad as all the rest? "
9 — American
Patriotic
as " Marching
etc.)
until — S : Mary
and Song
Aunt (Such
at breakfast
table. through Georgia,"
springs
10 — Silence until — T: "And so it came to pass."
11 — "Funeral March'' by Chopin until — T: "But hope
12 — " Valse Poudree " (Intermezzo-Valse Lente) by Popy
T:
"And strange as it may seem."
eternal."
13 — "Sweet Jasmine" (Melodious Allegretto) by Benndix until—
T: " Your friend Susie Winkleman, etc."
14 — "Air de Ballet" (f^ Allegro) by Chaminade until — T: "Foot
until —
steps
of Angels,
15 — Theme
until —etc."
T: " Kate Lester with a mind of her own."
16 — "Intermezzo" (2/4 Moderato grazioso) by Huerter until — T:
What's the funny little book? "
Theme until — T : " If you'll excuse me, etc."
18 — "Romance" (4/4 Andanteconmoto) by Gruenfeld until — T:
" I'm sorroy you've been bored, etc."
19 — Theme until — T: " It was no way to start
20 — "Gavotte and Musette" (2/4 Allegro) by Raff until — T:
" That's a good idea, we'll, etc."
21 — "Valse Caprice" by Rubinstein until — S: Bull running wild.
22 — Hurry to action until — T: "He's not dead — ahe's
swearing."
23 — Continue pp until — T: " Shades of Aunt Myra."day."
2417-— "Dramatic Narrative" by Pauline Pement until — T: "Judge
Adams
is downstairs."
25 — "Dramatic
Recitative " by Sol. P. Levy until — T: "It was the
wish
of
Aunt, "etc."
26 — " your
Le Retour
(Allegro) by Bizet until — T: "You've stood the
27 — Theme until * * * * END.
three tests.*'
TWO, STRIKING

SONGS

Me
\if You're Calling
The big Western
Hawii ballad hit; over 200,000 copies sold.
| |il|fiy:|^:;
Going
A great Fox Trot.
I
|
Arcer
The War
Is Over
|
The most stirring war song on the market.
|=
over big everywhere. A fine one step.
1
1
Songf loc each. Orchestrations 2$c each.
i
|
3C PUBLISHING COMPA
i
|
i
West BullUiufr,
4.-.th Street,
New Wttshlngrt«u
York
1
Veopleaur>Bank
Seattle,

*k
Mr.
Majestic
and Butterfly
Theatres,
Kenosha,
^
came Charles
in our Pacini
office of
lasttheweek
and bought
his third
Bartola.
He *
saidWisconsin,
it "
was a
UA
T
BItA
M^TM
great
part of his success.
will R
help you
as itO
has him. Write for catalogue.
E
V^^>
CHAS. C. PYLE, General Sales Agent, 707-712 Mailers Bldg., Chicago, 111. Factory, Oshkosh, Wis.
Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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Lobby, Exterior and General Interior View of the Stratford Theatre, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Splendid New House Opens in Poughkeepsie
POUGHKEEPSIE has a real institution in the new $100,000
The Stratford is under the management of T. W. Williams, who
theatre, the Stratford, which opened on January 21 with Mae
YorkhadCity.
has
fifteen years' experience in the theatrical business in New
Marsh in "The Cinderella Man." It is distinctly a city institution
ard has been made possible by the public spirit of Ely Elting,
Herbert R. Gurney, John Lurie, De Garmo Smith, D. W. Wilbur,
Hoivard Theatre Cost $500,000
Dr. H. L. Salisbury, Alfred F. Schwartz, John H. Doherty, EdIn a recent issue of Motion Picture News th6 statement that
ward E. Perkins and C. W. H. Arnold. It is located at the corner
the Howard Theatre which has recently been erected in Chicago
of Liberty and Cannon streets, and is the largest house for the
was erected at a cost of $500. In order that our readers may not
exclusive presentation of photoplays in that section of New York
be misled as to the importance of this house we want to state
State. The main floor seats 1,000 and the Ijalcony 500.
that this is a tvpographical error and that it was erected at a
The theatre is modeled along the lines of the Rialto, New York,
cost of $500,000!
and is promised as the last word in modern construction and equipThe new De Luxe model Motiograph is being used. The entire
ment. It includes even the parking space for fifty automobiles,
equipment of the projection room has been chosen with the greatas there will be a large appeal to that patronage.
est care, so that the picture on tlie screen is of the highest order.
The Stratford was designed by W. H. McElfatrick, of New
York. It is absolutely fireproof and there are twelve emergency
exits and all the known safety devices employed.
The decorations follow very closely those of the Rialto, the
general effects being Roman gold and antique ivory, these colors
being carried through the house, varied with other tints and mural
decorations that harmonize with the general scheme.
ALABAMA
The house has a large ventilating system, the air being subject
The Sterling
Amusement
Company
of Alabama
about to oferect
to constant changes by exhaust fans. In cold weather the fresh air, motion
picture theatre at .Sheffield, with
a seatingis capacity
400.a newThe
name of the theatre is to be decided by popular vote.
warmed in a plenum chamber, enters the auditorium through
mushrooms under the seats and ventilators in the way and passes
CALIFORNIA
out through vents in the ceiling.
The
new
motion
picture
theatre
at I.os Banos being erected by Gennelly
In the summer time the same system is used for forcing fresh,
Bros, is rapidly approacliing completion and A. Gennelly, a member of
the firm, announces that 500 opera chairs arc to be installed this week.
cool air into the theatre. In the hottest weather outside, the
The walls and ceilings have received their finish coats and are ready for
Stratford will afford a cool, refreshing atmosphere to patrons.
the decorators.
to many
delays theandopening
disappointments,
the management has not yet JJue
definitely
announced
date.
The lighting system is a decided novelty, not to be found elseSamuel
H.
Levin,
a
pioneer
motion
picture
man
of
San
Francisco,
has
where in the State. It is technically known as the X-Ray indirect
southeasthe
the which
and Eisert,upon
KernerRichmond,
Umbsen,avenue,
agencyandof Ninth
the street
through
bought,
corner
of
Clement
self-suffusing light, by which there may be produced any desired
intends to erect a substantial, modern theatre to be devoted to the silent
f ffect — moonlight, sunlight, twilight or dawn — as the nature of ilrama.
The oflota has
an area
of ILa-SO
feet. Levin's
for
the erection
Gothic
structure
with square
steel frame,
and workplans
uponcallsame
the picture may make appropriate.
will be commenced as soon as preliminary details are arranged.
The musical feature of the Stratford is given special emphasis
Plans have been prepared and contracts let for a motion picture theatre
by the engagement of Frank L. Scofield as director. For thirty at San Jose to cost about $100,000.
The
contractor for the J. B. Lankershim theatre buildmg improvement
years Mr. Scofield has been leader of the Twenty-first Regiment
at Los Angeles will soon start operations. The permit has been granted
bv
the
city building department. The building will be erected on the east
Band,
and College
Scofield'sandOrchestra
countless
side of Main, near Eighth street, and when completed will be known as
at
Vassar
wherever,hasin played
fact, theon best
music occasions
has been
Miller's
new West
theatre.
structure
will becapacity
one ofoftheabout
handsomest
class in the
and The
will have
a seating
3,000. of its
demanded and appreciated. Mr. Scofield's plans ior orchestral
new Iris theatre at Hollywood was formally opened January 1/
performances in the Stratford, where he will have the support of to The
capacitv business, under the ownership and personal management of
Frank K. Alexander. A notable feature of the new building is the beautiful
talented instrumentalists, give promise of an uncommonly high
decorations
obtained under the direction of Howard Verbeck of the Potter
order of music.
Park studios. Mr. Verbecic endeavored to present a cheerful and invitmg
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entrance, and, without question, he has accomplished this end by the
briUiant and harmonious blending of the colors used. The interior also
is beautifully decorated with colors which rest the eyes.
The new Rex theatre, Oroville, was opened recently and is already
proving its popularity, and Manager Slissman is rejoiced with its outlook.
To Charles W. Kent and Son of Glendale has been awarded the contract for the construction and remodeling work in connection with the
alteration of the present Hampshire Hotel, at 814-16 South Broadway,
Los Angeles, into a motion picture theatre for J. A. Quinn. Plans for
the project have been prepared by A. R. Walker. The hotel interior is
to be gutted to make space for the theatre auditorium, and the front of the
building will be completely changed. The property is owned by the
Katherine Hooker estate and has been secured by Mr. Quinn under a
long-term lease.
Complete remodeling of the theatre section of the Majestic theatre
building, owned by the Hamburger Realty Company, south of Eighth
street on Broadway and near Ninth street, Los Angeles, will be made
in the near future under the direction of Architect Albert C. Martin. The
auditorium floor, balcony, gallery, auditorium ceiling and stairways will be
removed and rebuilt to conform with the approved plans made by the architect. The seating capacity is to be increased and ramps constructed to replace some ot the present stairways. The construction work required for
the new balcony and gallery will be of reinforced concrete.
INDIANA
The Family theatre at Lafayette was formally opened a week ago with
a mixed program of vaudeville and motion pictures, to the entire satisfaction
of management and patronage alike.
K/INSAS
The new playhouse now imder construction at Council Grove to be
known as the Stella Opera House will be opened to the public early in
April if present plans do not miscarry.
The Colonial theatre, 117 North Market street, Wichita, which has
been owned by J. C. Mackey of Denver ever since it was established in
1910, hasby just
takenandover
by Krehbiel.
a number For
of Wichita
men,
headed
O. K,been
Mason
Frank
the first businesf
time in eight
years Wichita men are going to be behind the proposition. Mr. Mackey,
former
from theowner,
estate. died not long ago and the' property has just been secured
KENTUCKY
The Pastime theatre, Winchester, is to be enlarged to a seating capacity
of 650. The interior will be redecorated.
MISSOURI
The Shubert interests recently acquired control of the Jefiferson theatre,
St. Louis, which they will run in conjunction with the Shubert- Garrick.
George the
H. management
Lighton, present
of the Shubert-Garrick, will also
assume
of theirmanager
recent acquisition.
NEW YORK
Plans for tlje proposed new theatre at the corner of Main and Elm
streets, Lockport, as being promoted by W. N. Cross, a former Lockport
theatrical man, were prepared by Architects Esenwein and Johnson of
Buffalo. Mr. Cross is presenting a stock company proposition to Lockportians. He proposes an expenditure of about $100,00'0.
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will be cooled in hot weather and perI
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System

The
Typhoon System -was selected strictly on its proven
merits.
The owners had before them the perfectly satisfactory
service given them by the Typhoons in their famous
Rialto Theatre for three years.
They knew from experience that only the Typhoon
System could give them the same satisfactory cooling
and ventilating service in the Rivoli Theatre.
And for that reason the Typhoon System was installed
in the Rivoli.

1
I
1
1

Isn't it a mighty good reason for
installing Typhoons in your house.
Why not let lis give facts and figures? Write
us today — NOW — while you think of it.

I

TYPHOON

FAN

I Box 105, - 1544 Broadway,
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New York

TellTheTruth
business

Several good second-hand motion
picture machines to exchange for
good comedies and feature films.
St. Paul Film Rental Agency, 50
"West 7th St., St. Paul, Minn.
Film
willshort
handle
elusive salesman
feature and
stuff ex^
In
this territory ; commission. J. W.
Leigh, 3010 Bell St., New Orleans,
La.
Wanted : Screen, Minusa make, not
less than 10 ft. 3 in. by 13 ft. 8 in. ;
19 inch
Powers
moving
picture chairs
machines ;and
wooden
benches
with iron standards. J. M. Jackson, 23 Opera Place, Cincinnati,
Ohio
MOVING PICTURE.
MACHINES,
frames,ings,motors,
lamps,supplies,
paintand other spot
theatre
both new. and second-hand at bargain prices.and"We therefore
need the are
roomofferfor
new stock
ing some exceptional bargains.
"WRITE FOR
SPECIAL
ERKER
BROS.LIST.
BOS OLIVE ST. ST. LOUIS, MO.

UNIVERSAL
Motion Picture Camera
more speed,
better results,
at half the
Write forprice.
6 new featarea
Burke & James, Inc.
240 E. Ontixi'io St., Chicago
Unless You Have The
Automaticket System
You Are Losing Money
1733 Broadway, New York

|

Trying to "put one over" on your patrons in your advertising
doesn't
in the long
to do?
He lias no payinformation
on his run.
pictures—Buthe what
simply ismustan getExhibitor
up his advertising
the
best
way
he
c.1n,
and
fill
it
full
of
"hot
air"
to
attract
the
multitude.
There is only one way out — If you want to advertise your pictures and
your theatre intelligeniJy, subscribe for
"Screen Opinions"
Endorsed ThehyId dependent. Comprehensive Reriewing Service
F. J. Rembush,
MMr.r. George
. Spoor,ShelbyviUe,
Prtsidcnt
ofIndiana.
theChicago,
Ejsanay Illinois.
Film Co.
Aschcr
Bros. KTheatrical
Enterprises,
Mr George Klcine, President of tht KUite System,
and High C'ass, Conscientious Exhibiton all over the country.
Wr7f£ In for Full Information
Cahill-I^oe Co. Chicago
llZ>^Harrison St* the home ofCICO products
$7,000
Meisel Press, $3,500
A fast per
specialty
of turning
out in
2,000,000
" movieline"
tickets
day. press
A fine capable
opportunity
to engage
a profitable
at a great saving in initial investment. Demonstration by appointment.
Keller Printing Company. ^®'^N^°\'^,^L^£tt*^^

If you like the " News," write our advertisers ; if not, tell us.
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THE WILLIAMS PnlNTINO COMPANY, NEW YORK
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The
. 1335-51 DIVERSEY PARKWAY
Motion
CHICAGO u. s a.
Picture
Industry
U. S. A.
Gentlemen : -It has been my privilege to serve you over a
period of nearly eight years.
For the success I
have attained I thank YOU .
Previous to my advent as a manufacturer in 1910,
I actively served in the motion picture trade
journal field--it was a great school.
I have not forgotten the good friends I made
during those years--I have pleasing evidence
that they have not forgotten me.
I consider it
my business in life to prove worthy of these
friendships.
The

The

company which bears my name owns and occupies the most magnificent and up-to-date laboratory-studio in America.
original

home

of PERFECT

PRINTING is ready to handle
ties large or small.
at

your

Our marvelous multiple-set
reasonable rental rates.

DEVELOPING
work

studio

in

AND

quanti-

can be yours

We are equipped and qualified to serve
motion picture trade completely and well.

the

Co-operatively yours,
[OTHACKER FILM MFGyCO.
PRES.

i
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16,

1918

Beg. in V. B. Patent Ogloe.
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— is well named
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Everybody in your
you advertise it,
— the
Mack

town

will take the tip when

people who saw the other ParamountSennett Comedies will be there and so

will all the others

they talked

to about

leather will sneak

out of the lodge

— and brother, will be the only one
sneak out;
— he and
don't

the whole

care who

gang

knows

Of course, nobody

them.

meeting;
that doesn't

will be there and they

it,

is so undignified

as to yell —

— but what other word describes the reception
given Paramount- Macfc Sennett Comedies?

"AN

IiN l ERNATIONAL
with
Chester

SNEAK"

Conklia

Billy Armstrong
and
Ethel

Teare

produce-d under the personal supervision of
MACK

SENNETT

the father — so to speak - of screen comedy

and the most

MART

PICRFORD

"STELLA
MARI
BY WILLIAM J.LOCICE, SCENARIO BY FRANCES
DIRECTED BY MARSHALL NEILAN

An

AKTCBAFT

S"
MARION

Picture

CTELLA MARIS " already has taken its place as Mary
Pickford's masterpiece.
It is the picture the fans will use
as a basis for judging all pictures for years to come.
"Almost
" almost "
told their
by Harold

as good ais 'Stella Maris'" will mean a photoplay
perfect. Here's what the New York City newspapers
readers about " Stella Maris" when it was presented
Edel at the Strand Theatre :

The Sun — " Such artful mimicry in the simultaneous delineation of two
sharply contrasted characters is rarely to be seen as Mary Pickford is
doing it this week on the screen at the Strand Theatre.
the
picture, with its many novel incidents, extraordinary photography and its
interesting story undoubtedly lifts the actress as high as she has ever gone
in her art."
The Tribune — " Mary Pickford did wonderful character work as the
little waif who bore slight resemblance to her beautiful Stella Maris. If
any there be who think that Mary Pickford is not a great actress let him
go to see ' Stella Maris' and be converted."
The Evening Telegram — " NA/hen worshippers at the shrine of Mary PickforJ have seen ' Stella
Maris' which is at the Strand this week, they will probably be more devoted than ever. "
jMlfct FAMOUS PLATERS -lASKY CORPORATION
'S^^^^^t ADOLPH ZXlKORPres. JESSE LlASKYMhrPrE,-. CEaiB.DEiUIXE2);n.-.lorCi/ifraZ
Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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Written, directed and produced by Benjamin Chapin.
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ALDEnJESMITM

presenls

ALICE

J

IN
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JOYCE
"THE

WOMAN

BETWEEN

3rom

FRIENDS

the Jamom Novel

RODEIZr

Drene
learns of
infamy.

"Hetwoon

Graylock'g

3rl<mdp"

WCHAMDERS

Diroctodhy

Tom

Torriss

■■HI
A

EEV^
Here is a -winning coml>ination in story, star, cast and production-anotLer oi tke 100 per cent features tbat are making tke Vitagrapk program
dominant in box-office value.
"Xhe Woman Between Friends" is a truly powerful drama from
pen of one of tlie world's greatest auttors — probably tbe best known
fiction writer in America — presenting beautiful Alice Joyce, supported by
Marc
Mac Dermott,
of Vitagrapb
favorites.Mary Maurice, Robert ^V^alker and a splendid cast
Against a gay background of carnival and revelry, tbis dramatic story
stands out witb striking intensity. Its appeal will be eagerly awaited by
tbe ready-made audience of millions tbat tbe book bas created.

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News.'

Cecile, the flower svl)
poses for the statue
of "Purity."
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GEORGE LOANE TUCKER'S brilliant picturization of "Dodging
a Million," which signalizes the triumphant return to the screen
of this star of world-wide popularity became — as we knew it
would — a box-office event for exhibitors everywhere. Every picture
that this master of production touches at once becomes a profit-maker.
These remarkable indorsements tell the story.
WID GUNNING: By Telegraph from Albuquerque, N. M.: Congratulations on
Mabel Normand in "Dodging a Million." It will surely clean up for every
exhibitor. Cannot remember ever seeing before such an enjoyable combination
of mystery, farce, speed and class, with touches of pathos and romance.
BOSTON RECORD- Tamar
Lane: Mabel Normand's return in "Dodging
a Million"
is more
than triumphant.
There is no one who could
take her place as a star;
she's
queen comedienne
of the the
screen.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
Louis Reeves Harrison:
"Dodging a Million" is a
genuine
photodrama
with plenty
of zip. —A swift,
new
Mabel Normand indeed, and
a joyously surprising one.

N. Y. TELEGRAPH: Frances
Agnew: Mabel Normand in
"Dodging
a Million" registers an entertainment
value
of 100 per cent. plus. George
Loane Tucker at his best;
Goldwyn exhibitors have a
treat in store.

EXHIBITORS' TRADE REVIEW: Geo. T. Pardy: One of the brightest mystery
dramas the screen has known in a decade is "Dodging a Million," which launches
Mabel Normand as a Goldwyn star under' happy auspices. This is a picture
destined to go down in film history as one of the most brilliant offerings on record.
George Loane Tucker's direction is an exhibition of perfect craftsmanship.
Exhibitors will find this unique picture a valuable attraction.
VARIETY: Sime: The combination of star, director and story in "Dodging a
Million" is irresistible. George Loane Tucker never lost a chance in making
this splendid picture, which proved pure entertainment to capacity houses at" the
Strand. "Dodging a Million" will be liked all over.
CHICAGO HERALD: Welcome, twice welcome to Mabel Normand in "Dodging
a Million." This Goldwyn production is of George Loane Tucker's make, which
is as big a boost pictorially as Worth was when applied to a Paris frock twentyfive years ago. This production has brought the crowds flocking to the Orpheum.
DRAMATIC MIRROR: "Dodging a Million" is a splendid production and a
novel mystery drama which serves as a wonderful medium for bringing Mabel
Normand back to the screen. It will delight her legion of admirers.

©GOLDWYN
PICTURES CORPORATION®
16 East 42d Street
New York City

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " whjn writing to advertisers
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EXHIBITORS, newspapers and the motion picture trade press
unanimously agree in hailing Mabel Normand in "Dodging a
Million" as one of the sensational screen successes of the year.
Capacity business resulted instantly in New York, Chicago, Boston—
in Goldwyn's
sixty odd first-run
cities. Only a money -making production arouses enthusiasm
like this:
STRAND THEATRE, Harold Edel, Managing Director: "Dodging a Million is
one of the finest productions The Strand has ever had. There is magic in Mabel
Normand's name; we were crowded all week.
ALHAMBRA THEATRE, Toledo, O., H C. Horator. Manager; In the face of
zero weather Mabel Normand in "Dodging a Million" opened to splendid business.
We have had a remarkable week with this popular' star and unusual production.
N Y GLOBE "DcKlging a
Million"
is onepictures
of the most
entertaining
evei
presented at the Strand TheMabel screen
Normand's
turnatreto the
afterre-a
year's absence is a veritable
triumph. At once she resumes her place in the very
foremost
rank of screen
stars

N, Y HERALD Why Mabel
.\ormand's for
gracethree
and orbeauty
remained
four
years concealed under grocomedy would
make-uppuzzle
is a
questiontesquethai
anyone seeing her in "Dodg
ing the
a Million
This is and
one
of
most " splendid
popular
productions
seen
in
a
long time.

N Y EVE. SUN 'Dodging
a Million" shows Mabel Normand as ansuspected
actress
unemotional ofrange.
Her grood looks and vivacity
combine at once to give this
photoplay wide popularity
This corking good mystery
drama
has brought crowds
to
the Strand.

N. Y. TRIBUNE: Once upon a time we may have seen a picture that we liked
better than we did "Dodging a Million" but, if so, we cannot recall what it was.
There is something new under the sun in motion pictures and it is "Dodging a
Million." It is to be hoped that Mabel Normand will never again see fit to stay
away from the screen again, and the only trouble with "Dodging a Million" is
that it is going to make everyone dissatisfied with just ordinarily good pictures.
Never once does your interest relax.
CHICAGO NEWS Mabel
Normand is still irresistible.
Surprising things follow in
rapid succession in "Dodging
a Jlillion.' in which all of
the detail is typical of Goldwyn productions — another
way of saying "excellent."

CHICAGO EXAMINER
"Dodging devised
a Million"mystery
is a
cleverly
drama filled with complicating incident and it keeps an
audience on edge every minute.

CHICAGOmand'sPOST:
Norreturn to Mabel
the screen
is an item of tremendous interest
combinationof
, to many.
MabelTheNormand
George Loane Tucker and
"Dodging
Million" is an
unbeatable atrinity.

CHICAGO TRIBUNE: With George Loane Tucker directing, Mabel Normand
in "Dodging a Million" has a vehicle that suits her down to the ground and has
"^come back with a flourish, the same captivating star as when she disappeared.
This is one of those "sure things" that the gang will all be there to see. A
surprise packet picture. . . . H'raay for Mabel.

©GOLDWYN
PICTURES CORPORATION®
16 East 42d Street
New York City

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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This picture is a big, sensational, gripping "thriller." It has a rushing, wonderful
melodrama and a big love story. It is the greatest production made thus far about
the World War. It sends thrills along the spine. It appeals to everyone's love of and
loyalty to their country. It shows mothers, fathers, sisters, sweethearts how their
missing ones battle for the glory of the nation. To date all of the thousand and more
exhibitors who have played this in their houses have made a profit and in most cases
it has broken every existing house record for attendance.
Freedom of the World" only through the branch offices of
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oXdm
Gyrporation.
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New York City
16 East 42d Street
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EVENT
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Morning Telegraph
"Tlie Ciiain of Dust'' in picture
form, preserves an astonishing
amount of tlie spirit of tlie
•novel's gifted author, much of the
sweep and compelhng interest
that made him one of tlie most
widely read of our fiction writers.

ahe

Picture

THE
VEAR

Exhibitors' Herald
A thrilling page from life
that holds one spellbound...
Better than a sermon. No
expense spared in making the
picture complete in every detail.. Cast, particularly good.

GRAIN
of DUST
By David Grdhdm Phillips

Dramatic Mirror
"The Grain of Dust" will be
a rock of success for any exhibitor. Itcontains the type
of story that will always prove
popular, and it is interpreted
with artistic emphasis.

Motion Picture News
An unusually strong production...
Careful and original handling
has worked wonders with Mr.
Phillips story, and there is
something wierdly fascinating about it that constantly
keeps the attention.

Moving Picture World
An artistically made picture, strong
enough in human appeal to make it
exceedingly popular with all audiences.

■feataving
TERRITORIES

Lillian
WALKER
by arrar^ment wrth LESTER PARK
EDITH DAY, RAMSEY
WALLACE. CORENNEUZZELL,
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Paralta

Quality

was assured six months before you ever saw the plays,
six months before your audiences were warmed with
their red-blooded stories and the wholesomeness of
their three great stars,
K ERRIGy\N— B ARRISC

ALE—

WALTHALL
But not until

HODKINSON

SERVICE

brought Paralta Plays to your doors could YOU cash
in on their quality, their appeal and their consistency,
at rental prices that are soundly fair to you and to the
producer also.
Through broad distribution at fair prices, the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation, with your help, supports
Paralta Plays, Inc., in building a product that will
crowd your theater for
Longer

Runs

than

You

have

Ever

Used

Before

because these plays are proving themselves to be worthy
of another day, and still another day, because
Audiences

Demand

PARALTA

PLAYS

For Prices, Bookings and Dates, address:
" Hodkinson

Service " at your nearest General

Film Exchange

For information, booklets and aid in your
film problems, in connection with our product or any other, address the home office:
W.
527

W.
FIFTH

HODKINSON

CORPORATION

AVENUE
Telephone, Murray Hill 2123

NEW

YORK

wo
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m
Barriscale
Written by

Bessie
Directed by
REGINALD BARKER

HAROLD

MacGRATH

"Madam
Who?"
ROBERT BRUNTON, Manager of Productions

A

PARALTA-BARRISCALE-PLAY

ORGANIZED

BRAINS

WINS!

By way of left-handed praise
a party asked us:
"When

will you turn out

the first poor Paralta Play?"
Here's the answer;
We've made sixteen pictures
and every one a top notcher.
We've got an organization
that can't make poor pictures.
A poor Paralta Play

!

There's no such thing.
NOW

BOOKING

J. Warren Kerrigan in
"A Man's Man
By Peter B. Kyne Direction, Oscar Apfel

Coming!

PARALTA

The

Henry

B. Walthall

By Ethel and His
James Robe
Dorranceof Honor"
Direction, Rex Ingram

Motion

PLAYS,

Picture

Inc.

Plus

OlSTfttSUTE

?

729 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW
YORK
CITY

Foreign Distributor: Inter-Oceem Film Corporation
Canadieui Distributor: Globe Films Ltd.

HODKINSDN

in

Ci B-y

CORPORATION

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertiling.
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THRILL

THE

^

JANE

DmJGHTER
WITH

and

VANCE

PATRIOTIC 1AUDIENCES

FOR

SERIAL

of uAlE

William

SiM

Sorelle
The
Sensible

A

Red -Blooded,

Great War
Which

Virile Story of the

at Home

and the Manner

Spy Plots Are

German

The

Exposure

Conspiracies

JAXON

FILM

in

Foiled

One-Reel
Serial —
Twelve in all
Episodes SNAPPY
EXCITING
CONDENSED
in Action

of Enemy
Picturized

CORPORATION

new

york

DiBtribuleil Exclusively by General Film Company, 25 West 44lh Street, New York City
VaudeUe Theatre, Muncie, Ind.
The mnsi wonderful serial we have ever seen. Great drawbuj card."—T. C. toLacy,
advertisers
Be iiure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing

943
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16, i p i 8

A

Mighty

Solid

Old

Structure

" I have run General pictures exclusively for five years and have had but
one losing week. Can you beat that? " — J. A. Keene, Bijou Theatre,
Indianapolis,
Indiana.
(Moiography,
February
2nd, 1918.)
This man

has said something

Stability and consistent
any exhibitor knows.

with five years of cumulative

service are built into General

Fact behind

Film

Company,

it.
as

There are many other exhibitors who have remained ever constant to General
Film Company, clients who originated in the former days of very high profits
and who continued through the days of lesser profits — but always profits — well
satisfied. And there are those who made adventures into other fields of supply
only to return to General Film voicing appreciation of its more reliable service.
For that is what
— Service.

has made

General

Film

Company

a landmark

unshaken

Specializing in the desirable type of one-reel, two-reel and three-reel picture,
it was the commanding purveyor of such product. Discriminative showmen
looked nowhere else for worth while subjects of short length. Even those going
to other sources for pictures in five reels, six reels and seven reels did so reluctantly. But these exhibitors returned with a rush — a rush that is current history
— when the splendid Paralta Plays, seven-reel productions, became available
at all General Film Exchanges via the "Hodkinson Service." Thus General Film
Company's debut into the field was sensational. But it was easy and graceful
as it was triumphant.
General Film Company is a mighty solid old structure, firm on its foundation, fresh and unscarred amid younger rivals that are already in decay and
toppling.
And

the motion picture exhibitor, full of the enduring
perous relations, may well say, "Can you beat that?"
A'^. B. — General Film Company does not impose the i^-cent charge on any of its releases.
(New Headquarters Address: 25 West 44th Street, New York City.)
The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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Motion

"Thumbs

Down"

Picture one of those magnificent,
gladiatorial combats of ancient Rome !

barbaric,

A gladiator has just downed his opponent. With
foot planted on his vanquished foe he rests a moment,
sword in hand, to await
Shall it be " thumbs down
up " for victory?
The motion

the Emperor's decision.
" for death, or " thumbs

picture exhibitor, confronted

by the

dangers to his business has indicated " thumbs
down " to those producers and distributors who are
not giving proper consideration to his problems.
He wants a clean-cut, open and above-board
proposition from the distributor or producer.
1 he exhibitor wants to make his profit. He
wants to place his confidence with those producers
who will study his problems, look at his business
from the box-office standpoint, cooperate with him,
sympathize with his efforts to make a real and lasting
success and give him every reasonable advantage
that can be extended.
Triangle is the company with which the exhibitor can place his confidence — fully, freely and
always successfully. And that is because Triangle
has indicated " Thumbs down " to evils and methods
that have been practised in the motion picture business.
Triangle recognized the evils of the inflated star
system and put a curb on its excesses. Obtaining the
best actors, because of genuine talent, pleasing qualities and consistent drawing power. Triangle in(Continued on o/iiiosilf jxtjii')

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

Picture

News

February
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16, i g18

augu rated the system of paying

salaries that were

within reasonable bounds — a fair and sane policy
which met with the instant approval of exhibitors.
C onsequently Triangle indicated " thumbs
down " to the policy of charging impossibly high
prices on films.
Thumbs doivn " was the policy on the war tax.
Triangle cheerfully shouldered the burden of the tax
instead of placing
exhibitor.
" Thumbs

it on the already over-burdened

down " is the Triangle

policy

on

just ordinary " service.
Every month a special
seven-reel feature of unusual merit is issued to Triangle exhibitors at no extra cost. This is a part of
the regular program.
" Thumbs down " is the policy on waste, hackneyed stories, ordinary production, and anything
which tends to keep the business from entering at
the box-office.
If you are one of those exhibitors who have not
yet looked into Triangle service, suppose you write
or call at one of our exchanges. You are a business
man. You are always anxious to learn something
new. You want to know why Triangle might be of
value to you — might show you a bigger profit — a
larger audience — and greater satisfaction. We are
certain after a careful investigation that, like thousands of other exhibitors enjoying Triangle service,
you will say
" THUMBS

TRIANGLE

A. LYNCH
President

UP

" ON

TRIANGLE.

DISTRIBUTING

CORPORATION

1457f Broad way, New York
Y. F. FREEMAN
FRED KENT
R. W. LYNCH
Gen. Mgr.
Treasurer
Vice President

iviany a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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THEATRES^

EVERYWHERE
ARE

men

SHOWING

CLASS

THAT

THESE

pictures.

-

WASHINGTON

DIRECTED
PERSONALLY
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^NO
1

THE

E.CHRISTIE

DISTRIBUTED

FOLLOWING

INDEPENDENT
CLEVELAND
Standard Film
Columbia
BIdg. Service Co.
N. Ohio

JNOIANAPOLIS
Indianapolis Exchange
Z. H. Hodutt
58 Wimmer BIdg.
MILWAUKEE
Quality Film Service
Toy BIdg., Milwaukee
eiLLINQS, MONTANA
Film Library and Exchange, Inc.
Babcock Theatre BIdg.

CHRISTIE

BOSTON
Boston Photoplay Co.
New England States
SEATTLE, WASH.
Greater Features Co.
Oregon, Washington and Idaho
BUFFALO
Metro Film Service, Inc.
327 Main St.
W New York State
DENVER, COL.
Consolidated Feature Film
1744 Curtis St.
New Mexico. Utah. Wyoming,
Colorado
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Super Film Attractions, Inc.
1209=11 E St., N. W.
Virsfinia North Carolina

FILM

CO.

CINCINNATI
Standard Film Service Co.
S. Ohio and Kentucky
DETROIT
Standard Film Service Co.
Michigan
OKLAHOMA CITY
R. D. Lewis Film Co.
1004 Campbell BIdg.
Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas
PITTSBURG
Liberty
940
Penn.Film
Ave.Renting Co.
W Pennsylvania and West Virginia
KANSAS CITY
Standard Film Corporation
1305 Walnut St.
Missouri and Kansas
OMAHA
Standard Film Corporation
Nebraska and Iowa
ST. LOUIS
Standard Film Corp.
liastern Mo.

Los

BY

WELL

THRU
KNOWN

EXCHAIfCES
SAN FRANCISCO
Peerless Film Exchange
100 Golden Gate
N. California and Nevada
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
Peerless Film Exchange
802 So. Olive St.
S California and Arizona
CHICAGO
Celebrated Players Film Service
207 So. Wabash Ave.
Illinois and Indiana
NEW YORK CITY
Reiban Film Co.
729 Seventh Ave.
Greater New York and N New Jersey
MINNEAPOLIS
The Film library and Exchange
731 Hennepin Ave.
Wisconsin, Minnesota, Montana,
North and South Dakota
PHILADELPHIA
Peerless Film Exchange
940 Penn. Ave.
E. Pennsylvania, S. New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia
and Virginia

Aiiq«l<»s.Cal,

ROIIDWqxr

5000

$2180

people

taken

turned

in in two

FIR/T

away

opening

performances

night.

day

following

opening.
Police

reserves

called

out

to

handle

crowds

after

opening.

Extra

box

office

opened

patrons

two

EVERY

Only

100

free

to

blocks

25c,

tickets

50c,

A

lines

of

long

PERFORMANCE.

issued

ADMISSION
Matinees:

accommodate

75c.

FEW

during

entire

week,

25c

$1.50

PRICES
Evenings:

PERSONAL

to

COMMENTS

I. E. CHAD WICK
npad of Ivan Film Co.

N. L. BROWN
General Manager, Paralta Pictures

'It is the biggest money maker Vve

'It is wonderful. The only spectacle
I've ever seen with dramatic interest. *'

ever seen."
WILLARD MACK
Author of "Tiger Rose", the present
biggest Broadway hit,
'It is a masterpiece. A true marvel. "

And

FRED WARREN
Goldwyn Corporation
"It is a greats picture. A real winner.

opposite are a few excerpts firom statements in the New York Daily Papers

NEW

NEW YORK SUN
It is more inleresling than
the book. It is thrilling and
realistic.

YORK

"Tarzau of the Apes" is a
real $300,000 picture. All
the wild beasts of the jungle
romped over the screen in
the most magnificent of films.
Its strange tale and remarkable atmosphere will appeal
to all people.

NEW YORK HERALD
Broadway was treated to a
genuine novelty last night
when "Tarzan of the Apes"
was shown. Never was a play
so loaded with plot. The
book lends itself with perfect
gusto to the films.

NEW

YORK

TRIBUNE

The magnitude of this production will not be realized
until you see the picture.

NEW YORK
EVENING TELEGRAM

BROOKLYN

CITIZEN

"Tarzan of the Apes" is a
sensational film. It is indeed

"Tarzan of the Apes" is gripping and full of thrills. The
company which produced it
is deserving of great praise.

a great production.
NEW YORK
EVENING POST
It is the wierdest and most

NEW YORK
EVENING SUN
It is just the kind of picture
the fans will adore.

interesting ever shown.
BROOKLYN

TIMES

EAGLE

It is a real thriller, an amazing photoplay.

It is thrilling and educational.

NEW

YORK

one word
Only IT
GIVES
^

GLOBE

EVENING

WORLD

fits this pictnre— it is "MARVELOUS''
BROADWAY
REAL
THRILLS

NATIONAL

FILM
CORPORATION
OP AMERICA

NEW YORK OFFICES
1604 BROADWAY
PHONE BRYANT 8825-8826
MAIN OFFICE AND STUDIOS
HOLLYWOOD, CAL.
WILLIAM PARSONS, President
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Picture

News

"Those Who Pay" is without doubt the most powerful
modern drama that has ever been seen on screen or stage,
and it is safe to predict that the present

generation

never see this great Bessie Barriscale Production
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Sensational
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RAVES
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THAT

ABOUT

IT

CQRPBRATiDN

FRANK G. HALL, President
Top
HOPFMAN-POURSOUARE:
NEW YORK— 7:i« Keveiiih Ave.
BUPTAI-'>— 4 7 W. HwBL HI.
CUICAOO— 707 B. Wfiliaali A»e.
DKTROIT—
204 Jci«.
Mack«t. DUJg.
UKNVKK— 1736
WelloD
BEATTI.Iv— 2014 Third Ave.
PlTT»5Ul;UOM— 127 Pourth Ave.
LOt» ANfjKI.ES— 6H W. ftth Ht.

O* TKe Times Bldg., New
York
BOOK THROUGH THE FOLLOWING EXCHANGES:
SOUTHERN
STATES
PHILAUELPIIIA— 1.326 Vine St.
ATLANTA— 114
WaltonFILM
St. CO.:
ClNCT.NNATl— aoi Strand Theatre Bldg.
;jALLAS — 1000 Commerce St
ST. LOL LS— :)01 Eint)rc»ii Theatre Bldg
GLOBE FEAIURE FILM CO.!
CLEVELAND— .310 Sloan BlrtR.
WAHHINfJTON— 8 E St.. ,N. W.
NEW KNGLAND—
Winchester St., Boston Masa.
FRANK
GEKSTEN, 20 Inc.:
KANSAS CITY— 1120 Walnut St.
NEW JERSEY— 220 W. 42d St., New York City
SAN FUANf;LSf;0— 191 Ciolden Gate Ave.
SUPER FEATURE FILM CO.:
MINNEAPOLIS— 208 Film Exchange Bldg
CANADA— 69-01 Victoria St., Toronto. Ont.
IRinilTS: ROBERTSON-COLE CO.. (23RD FLOOR. TIMES BLDG.,) NEW YORK CITY
The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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FACTS
Mirrored

THE
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S
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£A
about
Imperial
plots in
America
are the Germany's
foundation spies
of theandmarvelous
story in each of the twenty episodes of "The
—
Eagle's
obtained Eye"
by William
J. Flynn, recently retired
Chief of the Secret Service, when he was combating the enemy plotters against American
lives and American industries —

FACTS

in
firstImperial
episode—
"The agents
Hidden in Death"
showthehow
German
America—
made plans for torpedoing the Lusitania.

FACTS

about how Imperial German Secret agents
conspired to blow up the Hotel Ansonia in
New York City the night of the Naval Ball,
are pictured with powerful dramatic tensity
in the second episode — " The Naval Ball
Conspiracy."
of how the Kaiser's arch-conspirators schemed
to destroy a part of the Atlantic Fleet with
electrically controlled torpedoes, while it
steamed down the Hudson river on Presidential Review, are pictured with exciting
suspense in the third episode, "The
Against the Fleet."

Dr. HEINRICH ALBERT, custodian of
Imperial German funds for crimes of
araon, bomti p
- ' ■ " -ridiarisin
* message .
^^^^^
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Plot
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follow
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this

for you to consider in figuring the
value of "The Eagle's Eye."
A serial unequalled in timeliness and appeal.
Sponsored by Chief Flynn,
That the revelations in "The Eagle's Eye"
are the greatest topic of interest in every
newspaper in the country — excepting only
the world war itself.
That you are booking the picturization of a
great national drama, touching intimately the
welfare and interest of every one of your
patrons.
That its leading characters,

KING

BAGGOT

MARGUERITE

SNOW

are box office values.
That you can be assured of splendid dramatic action, thrills, and perfect photography
because it is produced by
THE

WHARTONS
Distributed by

FOURSQUARE
EXCHANGES
BOOKING! OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
Ready to torpedo the LUSITAWIA

KING BAGGOT
as Harrison. Grant

Court Von BERNSTORFF
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in the George K. Spoor feature

"UNEASY

MONEY"

E. C. Bostick, of the Merrill Theatre, Milwaukee,
says :
" We did exceptionally big business with ' Uneasy
Money,', and it is gratifying to say that Taylor Holmes
is becoming more and more popular in this house
every time he appears."
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"
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CO
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"
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presenting Bryant Washburn
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MAN WHO WAS
presenting Bryant Washburn
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IT is gratifying to liave the Evening Post of New York
take up the motion picture in the intelligent fashion it
observes.
It is also gratifying to have several leaders in the industry express themselves in its columns in an intelligent
fashion.
Exhibitors who are asking themselves about the future
will find much reassurance in the statement from D. W.
Griffith, who has seen much of Europe and of European
theatres under war conditions and w^ho generally knows
what he is talking about. We like his sane and repressed
optimism. .He says:
" We are passing through a natural period of depression
just at present. We are going through a process of readjustment, due to the altered conditions of our national life.
This will work itself out and then people will turn again to
the houses where entertainment is to be had. I consider
amusements a very serviceable part of our affairs, even in
war-times, and think it poor economics to retrench along
too many lines.
" The qtiality of America's motion picture productions
is constantly improving, and that improvement is sure to
find its i^eAvard in larger patronage. The turn from present
conditions is likely to come any week now, and then you
will see a decided improvement in all amtisement enterprises."

ROTHAPFEL, who finds that the new Rivoli
has called forth — from somewhere — a new audi* ence that has filled its seats from the opening night
on, has this to say :
" The admission price brings the motion picture within
the reach of all and by careful attention to the several
units of our programs we manage to present an entertainment which is restful, amusing, bright and clean — in short,
just the sort of diversion to take people's minds off the
horrors of the war and give them two hours of muchneeded relaxation.
SL.

" I think as the war proceeds the public will feel more
and more the need of that sort of light entertainment and
the motion picture theatres throughout the country, if
properly handled, will not only do a real public service by
supplying that need, but will earn a legitimate profit at the
same time. Naturally if the theatres flourish the whole
great industry will flourish, and that is my reason for believing that the picture business was never a sounder field
for investment than it is at present and will continue to be
for a long time to come."
It will be noted that Mr. Rothapfel says theatres will
succeed "if properly handled."
Jii'iiiiniiiiii!ii:iiiiiiiiiiiiii;iiiin:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;iiiiiniiii!iiiiii:iimiiiiiiiiiiiiii:iH^

Pictures

is.st advice that can be
emphas
the the
We lybelieve
sounde
secondthat
hearti
offered the exhibitor or anyone else in the industry today is to add several hours to his working day.
That there is no place for the slacker in war-times is
just as true in a commercial as in a patriotic way.
Work ! Work harder ! Conserve in everything, but
work.
receipts. Work doesn't add to expenses. It will add to the

WE

And in these war-times it will behoove the manufacturer
to remember that his retailer-to-the-public — the exhibitor
— needs the manufacturers' help as he has never needed it
before. There is no reason why the exhibitor should
weather the storm alone. There is every reason why the
manufacturer should want him to continue doing business
and doing business profitably.
^ ^

Evening Post interview also contains some remarks on production which interest us exceeding!}'.
It is significant to note that the two producers interviewed, William Fox and Jesse L. Lasky, are as one on
the future character of pictures.
" The lavish and purely spectacular," says Mr. Lasky,
" have been developed almost to the limit of human ingenuity. But the merely lavish and the merely spectacular fail
to thrill indefinitely,
THE

" The public is not interested so much in how much a
production
as it is in the amount of brains and intellimoney. gence whichcosts
have been applied to the expenditure of that
" Great plays and novels," he concludes, " will, in our
case, be employed largely as the basis for many of our star
Jj: ^ ^
vehicles."
much more definite in stating the
FOX is He
WILLIAM
says :
same thought.
" Greater stories than ever before will be told
on the screen ; the themes will be closer to the heart of the
American public, and the action of the photoplays will be
more human. Productions, while not more lavish, will depict actual occurrences in a more convincing way than
ever before.
" The great film play of the future will not necessarily
be the spectacular.- It will be a straightforwai-d story,
naturally acted, staged with newl}^ invented lighting effects
and directed without exaggeration. That character of
mind." as it always
every
will appeal
story
In other
words, tothe
playclean
will human
be the thing,
has been and always must be.
{Continued on following page)
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LA3

A

Word

from

Calcutta

LAST week, in commenting upon the growth and size
of MoTiox Picture News, it was mentioned that
if all of the pages in last year's volume were laid
end to end they would stretch from Xew York to Ronihay,
India, z'ia London.
Before that comparison had chance to grow cold a copy
of a magazine published in India came to our desk. One
of the editorial items contained therein attracted our attention and
;
in our opinion the sul)ject deserves thoughtful consideration.
In substance, it was as follows :
'• We are looking now to America to rally from the
first depressing ef¥ects of the war just as Great Britain
has rallied. What will the United States do? Turn
sour — or turn to the other check? We film men in India
consider that we have grandstand seats, from which we
can watch and judge, coldly and analytically, the rise or
fall of business in the far-away countries.
" What will the United States do? We are interested
because much of the film we depend upon to amuse our
patrons is American made. We like the gingery productions from that country."
Tlie Indian Gazette goes on to say that conditions in
that section of the world have not been sensitive so far
to the war depression, not, at least, to the great extent of
the mother countries. But all eyes of India's lilnidom are
turned u[>on the United States. As a market, India isn't
a gold mine. As a critic — well, w-e are going to watch
for the subsequent issues of the Indian Gazette with what
President Wilson calls "a particular and profound
interest."
The

Reaction

Is Here

L dnii t believe we are unduly hasty in stating that
the reaction to war pessimism is already here,Our correspondence indicates this; first-hand reports from typical neighborhood houses in Brooklyn has
laid stress on it. " Business has never been better," one or
two cheer}' exhibitors went so far as to say.
Motion Picture News has pointed to the experience of
England in rebounding from the first ef¥ects of war to an
era of prosperity for picture amusement. W e have sought,
sincerely and continuously, to bring home assurance that
the cycle would be duplicated here.
.\nd now, as our interpretation of the ticker decries a
uull market, we deny any feeling of haste to record the
practical completion of the cycle.

w

Virginia

Starts

the Ball

THE legislative ball has started rolling. The yearly
influx of cen.sorship bills is with us.
And we fear that the records will have to list a
defeat for the motion picture in the first skirmish of the
spring drive.
I-or Virginia's politicians are entering battle with ihcir
landard beanng the alleged
admission from a mf)tion i)icire man that " We want cen.sorship."
Not ver>' encouraging business. Not at all a sign that,
with our National As.sociation and all, we have
progressed
very
far in co-ordination of thought and action in the past
few vears.

The

Third

Liberty

Loan

THE

Government
will soon
be asking
for subscriptions to a third Liberty
Loan.
From good
sources,
the whispey has gone out that the loan this time
\vill aggregate ten billion dollars.
In the first and second loan drives film men, from producers to exhibitors, have come forward in a way that
ought to make everyone connected with this big business
of ours very proud and happy.
What are we going to do when the third Liberty Loan
•comes 'round?
There has been lots of squealing lately, from many
quarters. But on the other hand, the nation is at war.
The nation needs money.
Lots of it !
The shoe many pinch a little bit.
Despite hardships, we believe film men will dig down —
deeper than before, .to be sure — but nevertheless they will
dig, and they will buy bonds of the third Loan issue, and
the fourth, and the fifth.
Our representatives, headed by Adolph Zukor, have
told the President that we are with him.
Let's prove it !
Watching

the

Cat

times in the last three days we have asked different film men a question something like this: " You
don't seem very active just now; what are your

THREE

Three times in the last three days men have given us the
same answer to the question :
" Who? Me? " they say. " Oh, I'm just waiting for the
plans ? "
catWhich
to jump."
may or may not be good business. It has always
seemed to us that it doesn't do much good to know which
way the cat jumped if that feline has already nabbed the
prize.
trail. • There's little nourishment in following anyone else's
These are the times for original thinking, confident courage and sharpened wits that will enable you to " beat the
Only — jump fonvard; never to the rear.
cat to it."

Pictures and Prosperity
( Continued from preceding page)
WE

will, in 1918, if the prophesies come true, say
goodbye to the " million-dollar " spectacle. We
will stop circusing the trade and the public; and
so, in one way, we will stop making tlie public laugh at us.
Vfay. will f)ut away the ballyhoo and the bag of tricks and
We
tell the ])lainly human stories of life in a plainly human

And the greatest of all the results will be this: that by
making the play the thing we shall put the star and the
star's salary back where each belong. We shall first ac(|uire great stories and then select the star to fit them —
reversing the wrong process of today.
Not in 1918, perhaps — but the time will come.
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Serving

971

It

with

Speed

and

Ginger

EANDER
RICHARDSON
has passed into the
Valley.
Filmland has suffered a real loss.
Leander Richardson made friends — many of them — and
kept them. But it has always seemed to us that Leander
was too efliciently busy to have time for the earning of
that much-abused word " Popular."
Too unassumingly quiet, too unswervingly loyal to the
interests of his Chief. Leander Richardson gained sincere
admiration — where he might have had hollow praise.
Sturdy, strong, smiling —
Leander Richardson has passed into the Valley.
Page 977.
^ ^

CARL LAEMMLE breaks into print rather broadly
this issue. First there's an interesting interview on
general picture conditions, then there's a William
A. Johnston interview draped in horse-shoe shape around
a Harry Palmer cartoon. And then there's a story about
how Arthur Leslie's guiding hand enabled President
Wilson to mark his " X " on that Laemmle album to
Pershing. Being, we are told, the second time in as many
weeks that President Wilson has done something or other
for Carl.

FATE seems to have worn a wry smile when she chose
the same sheet of the calendar to record the passing
of Leander Richardson and the withdrawal of WilHam A. Brady from World Film.
It's over quite a stretch of years that it might have been
said that Leander Richardson was William A. Brady's
best friend — and employee; and William A. Brady was
Leander Richardson's best ^friend — and employer.

a pretty censorship mess they are having
T FIAT'S
down in Virginia. It makes a readable story, if not
an entirely new one.

resignation from a $100,A. BRADY'S
WILLIA
job makes interesting reading. His
000 Ma year
new plans are interesting, also. But Interest with
a capital " I " is spelled for us — and we feel sure for
3'ou — in the interview on producing conditions that he
times with the resignation.
Remember our httle " Practical Play For Busy Producers "last week? We've got another one planned for
next week.
But in between the Brady interview says all of the
things we said last week, a few of the things we are going
to say in the weeks to come — and some things we wouldn't
have the nerve to say at any time.
Because we are mere trade paper persons. " Pish, tush,"
a magnate is apt to say to us when we tell him a little
common sense in his studio could save him his war tax
three times over.
But William A. ought to know.
And we dare anyone to " Pish, tush ! " him.
^ "J*
BROTHER BRADY doesn't confine his remarks to
producing conditions. He has a few words to say
regarding the National Association, about his fellow
manufacturers and — well, about everything.
And everything with typical William A. Brady ginger.
You'd better read it now.
Page 975.
*!» -i"
TFIIS week our " Feature Article " goes out into the
broad highways.
" Why is a Salesman ? " it asks.
But that is only because a short question looks
better in the heading. The article itself doesn't exactly
ask " Why on earth are film salesmen," nor " Why are film
salesmen on earth ? "
No, it merely intends to throw a broad questioning beam
on the general methods of selling a motion picture.
The conditions shown in the article are pretty typical
of affairs in many sections that we happen to know. Of
course, it doesn't apply to every section, to every exchange
nor to every salesmen.
This last being said to forestall the flood of indignant
letters from some of the really top-notch, Ai managers
and salesmen we have in this jamboreed fillum game.
Page 972.

M= *

*

* ■

For the reformers (?) haven't changed their spots, and
the methods being used in Virginia are the same old hack
collection of weird and ridiculous untruths. Lobbying for
motion picture censorship bills doesn't show a new trick as
the years roll by.
Page 977.

we go to press Washington adminisfrators of one
thing and another are still making up their chameleon-like minds — so we can't say definitely that the
Monday holidays are over.
But it is as near to being certain as anything can be in
these war times. Back to the routine sort of existence we
shall go.
AS

We know of a number of exhibitors who squealed a blue
streak when the one-day-a-week fuel holiday was proposed
who will yell even louder now that they are off.
For in more than one instance the exhibitors found that
throwing an extra holiday in the week gave them just the
difference between " breaking even " and clearing a profit.
Figure it out for yourself : Just add an average dull Monday and Tuesday business and then balance it against a
packed-to-the-doors holiday house from noon to Page
eleven.977.
^

D. SORIERO, the New England exhibitor,
THOMAS
was a visitor to Motion Picture News office last
week. Soriero is one of those ever-thinking type of
exhibitors who are a delight to meet.
He has a story in this issue on what picture people are
reading.to drive the dimes back to vaudeville. It's worth
doing
Manager Soriero has promised us other articles that you
should look forward to. They are the product of an unttsual first-hand experience. At his Park theatre in Boston, this exhibitor caters to an upper-level audience. His
Lowell houses, however, get their patronage from a strictly
factory-town class.
The varying methods of appeal are interesting — to all of
us ; the lessons taught by experience are of value — to other
exhibitor readers.
Page 1029.
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Why

The

Film

By

Guy

[Editor's Note — PiTliaf^s oil suli siiicn arc nut in llu- classificalion
outlined ill this fact story from the Midn'cst. Indeed, as we go to
press a letter comes to our desk from a salesman in the South,
who says: " The present time motion picture representative to be
successful must be slraightforicard, have character and personality.
He must be able to explain the
merits of his wares to an exhibitor without resorting to
the tactics of puttiinj every
production that has ever been
made ' on the pan,' staling
that everything is rotten but
7ihat lie is trying to sell."
The frankness of the follovjing article leads us to believe
that, as has happened with previous articles of our "From Iht
field" series, no small storm of
criticism both for and against the
zcriter's
nning.] viewpoint zvill be forlli-

Salesman?

Leavitt
Here are some of the things, according to this salesman,
that are common to the trade :
To promise a big lobby display, to promise extra paper,
to promise big advertising of the film by the exchange,
then, when they have secured the contract, to
forget all a1)out their
promises.
To sell film, not according to the size of the
town, not according to
the prominence and popularity of the theatre, not
with regard to how much the
exhibitor can pay, but on the
principle of " How much can I
get for it? " " A salesman was
in to see me the other day, offered me a picture for $25, and
jefore he left he had come down
to v$i2.5o and would muloubtedly
lave come lower," said an exhibitor.
To get a contract signed and use
it as a club to make other exhibitors
offer more. Then put the matter up
to the exchange manager, who writes
the first exhibitor, " Sorry, but we cannot book the picture at the price for

picture film
VE
TWEL
esmen moti
sal
sat onali(iut a stove
in the Hotel Kcelcr. Grand
Island. Xeb.. one cold night last week.
Three
motion
picture exhibitors
busied themselves in their theatres, entertaining their patrons.
Little they
knew of the army of film salesmen that
would pour in upon them the next morning! More than that, little did they care!
For be it know-n, the Grand Island exwhich you contracted with my road man."
hiliitors, and all other exhibitors in the
) sell a picture to an exhibitor in one
town for a certain sum and go to the next
Middle West, big and little, are expert at
town and sell it for less.
dealing with film salesmen.
Why? Simply
because they have to deal with so many.
Why do they do this? Are filin salesmen
naturally a low class of brigands, lying in
" I was in the business just twenty-five
wait to take advantage of the poor, innocent
minutes w-hen I received my first call from a
exhibitor?
The film salesmen deny they are
film salesman," said an exhibitor, teUing of his
brigands
by
nature,
and they are right.
experiences.
" I had been in to the exchanges
Here is why they take such steps:
to book my first few pictures. I felt honored at
the prompt attention paid me by this salesman and
" For every day the exhibitor has o])en, here
are twenty film salesmen waiting to get his conreadily signed sf)me contracts willi him. Rcfnrc
the day was out I was dismayed.
tract for that day. I've got to make a ..showing,
so Til do almost anything to get his business. If
" At one time 1 looked up from my desk and there,
-licking their heads in the doorway to my tiny office
^ we get him once, he'll be a regular patron. Over
under the machine booth, were three salesmen. I'.ight
production ! That's the trouble. We shove film at
called on me that first day. Now film salesthe exhibitor, we'll almost give it to him, just
Dream of the film salesmen are as common to me as are my trips to
man who finds himself
to keep it oflf 'our .shelves ! " Thus one road
man— one who has been on the road for years,
in the midst of exhibithe postoffice — about five a day."
tors he has cheated,
" Sure, I can go out on the .streets of m\
his reason.
isn'twethe are
classpaid
of film
swindled and filled gave
town almost any day and shoot from two to
salesmen
higher? " Why
Because
less
with lies.
than
salesmen
for
any
other
business.
We
.six film salesmen if I had a mind to," said
get
from
$20
to
$40
a
week,
and
our
job
is
another exhibitor. " They are more common
than jack rabltits. and you know Nebraska is no back
nothing but a temporary afifair anyway," said another.
number when it comes to jack rabbit population."
In the Omaha territory it is unusual for one film salesFilm salesmen admit it. They admit they are numerous.
man to stay with one company for a year, although there
More than that, partly because they are so numerous,
are several that have been in the saine territory for several
they admit their number is guilty of some of the most
underhanded dealing that ever degraded any business. r)nc
" The higher-ui)s in New York invest a lot of money
of the best salesmen in the Omaha territory ; a man who
in a lemon, and then tell us to urge the exhibitor to put
has been on the job as long as any of them, admitted this : ityears.
on for extra days. After that they want us to go again
" There are more m\.<;repre.<;rntattnns and broken
to that exhibitor and get business! " said another salesman,
pro>ni.<:fs vi the vtotinn picture fihii business, as practiced
fjuoting an instance of where such a " lemon " was urged
nut of the exchanges, than in any other line of business
on the exhibitor and later a division manager for the
company admitted they knew it was " a rotten picture, but
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we had to get our
it."
out of
moneypicture
The
in this
instance proved a
boomerang, the exchange losing severs. eral good customAsk an exchange
manager about the
Exhibitor:
Oh, hell; You said
that last time, and
all I got was five
tin cans filled with
the worst picture
we ever put on.
situation, and what
does he say :
None of my

men practice such
a minute.
in
; I'd fire "emc
things
have one price for
every town, and
that' price goes.
who
goes out and sells him at a higher rental The
than salesman
the exhibitor
can pay and make a profit is the poorest kind of a salesman an exchange can have. We can't see the exhibitor
personally, we have to depend upon our salesmen. I am
square with the exhibitor, and expect my salesmen to be
Sduare with him. But you ought to see some of the stuff
the exhibitor pulls over on me ! Signs a contract for my
picture on a certain day, then along comes a salesman for
another exchange and he ignores mv contract to sign for
a cheaper picture, later taking the pains to write me he
made a mistake and overlooked the fact he had booked
the other picture — etc., etc., etc."
All of which is well and good. But when a number of
salesmen out of Omaha were asked about conditions, they
substantially upheld the one who said, " There are more
misrepresentations and broken promises in the film game
than in any other line of business."
Dave Block, sales manager for the Triangle exchange
in Omaha, has been in the territory for three years.
" W'e haven't a salesman on the road ; I'm doing it all
right from my little desk here in the office,'' he proclaimed the other day. " I know the exhibitors after
three years calling on them ; I can call them by their first
names. I can write a personal letter that will be as real
as if I were talking to them. I know exactly what I am
offering, and there is no chance for a slip on our deals.
We have never enjoyed better business and it is getting
better every day.
" I don't say we won't havt salesmen later on. \"\'e
probably will, but I will pay close attention to their goings
and comings.

" I stayed in this territory for three years
being
square. I count every exhibitor in the territory myby friend.
I can look back over my record and be proud." Mr.
Block admitted most film salesmen couldn't look back over
and be proud — they'd be scared of the Judgtheir records
ment day.
A common story in the Omaha territory is of a salesman
who sold an exhibitor at one price and went to the next
town, where he sold it at one-half that price. The wronged
exhibitor threatened to shoot the salesman on sight. The
salesman still travels out of Omaha — but he doesn't call

on this particular
exhibitor.
Another film
salesman lasted
about a week b\going to exhibitors
in bone-dry Nebraska and offering
them drinks from
a bottle of whiskey
Salesman:
Our company will
giveyou the Statue
of Liberty, the U.
S. Mint and the
White House for a
lobby display. Anything else you
wan
you
that t?too.Give
t
m- i
before he talked
film.
Several things
stand out in a review of film
salesmanship :
There are too
many
film salesmen.
There
are too
many pictures. There is too much cut-throat competition.
All resulting in underhanded tactics that degrade the
trade ; that would be a disgrace to any business, and that
must be eliminated before the motion picture industry can
rest on the secure foundation that is certain to be its
I'Osition within a few vears.
Betzwood Film Enters Industry
ANNOUXCEMEXT of the organization of the Betzwood Film
Company, of Philadelphia, was made this week by Clarence
Wolf, president of the company, from headquarters in the banking establishment of the Wolf Brothers & Co., in the Empire
Building in the Quaker City.
The initial step in the enterprise was the purchase outright and
for cash of the Betzwood plant from Siegmund Lubin. The
plant covers over 400 acres, with three-quarters of a mile fronting
on the Schuylkill River, about a mile from Valley Forge and twenty
miles from Philadelphia. There is a Pennsylvania Railroad station on the grounds, with a Philadelphia and Reading station
several hundred feet from the gates. Daylight studios with room
for production of any size, and equipped with up-to-the-minute
lighting systems ; separate dressing rooms for companies and
storage structures with plenty of sets are located on the grounds.
At the technical end of affairs the Betzwood plant has Ira M.
Lowry, whose picture, " For the Freedom of the World," is now
being shown throughout the country. Leonard A. Blumberg and
Xorman Jeffries are also connected with the new organization.
One interesting point in the proposed operations of the Betzwood plant is that the company will not engage at the offset any
recognized stars.

the
thanksto for
to express
desire
editors
THE stills
the folthis article
illustrate
used to
lowing producers: Universal, for the triangular scene on the opposite page, a scene from
" Madame Spy " ; Paralta for the scene in the upper
left hand corner of this page, a scene from Henry
Walthall's " His Robe of Honor," and the Fox Film
Corporation for the picture in the upper right hcind
comer, which is from " Jack Spurlock, Prodigal,"
featuring George Walsh.
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Motion

Crandall
Closes
Realty
Deal
L randall Theatre
Company Passes
Drury conveyed to Harry M. Crandall nineteen parcels of real estate for a consideraUnder Control of the Washingtion of $175,000. The capitalization of the
ton Exhibitor, in Association
new Crandall Theatre Company is placed at
with Bulkleys
$700,000.
In addition lo the Metropolitan theatre,
HARRY M. CRANDALL. head of the
Messrs, Crandall, B. and R. W. Bulkley and
Crandall circuit of theatres in WashA. E. Bcitzcll have purchased outright the
iiiviton. D. C, has returned to the Capital
City following a visit to New York, where
recently opened and finely appointed Cranhe closed some important film contracts and
dall's Knickerbocker theatre, at Columbia
Road and Eighteenth Street, Washington.
secured title to the new Metropolitan theMessrs. Tucker K. Sands, Fred S. Swindell
atre, now building in Washington.
The latter deal, which is considered the and A. Muehleisen have retired from this
biggest event of the year in Washington
corporation. The capitalization of Crantheatrical and real estate circles, includes
dall's Knickerbocker Theatre Company is
placed at $250,000.
the purchase by Mr. Crandall, Barry BulkUpon his return to Washington from
ley and R. W. Bulkley of all right and
New York Mr. Crandall expressed -much
title in the Crandall Theatre Company, congratification at the outcome of thg above
trolling the new Metropolitan. The new
house is at F and Tenth Streets, North
transactions. " The addition of the MetroWest, and was to have been opened in
politan theatre augments and properly cements the Crandall circuit of theatres in
March, but a partial collapse of the roof
last week will delay the opening about two
Washington," said Mr. Crandall, " and gives
me one of the strongest chains of motion
months. When it throws open its doors
picture houses in the country. Each and
the Metropolitan will be under the direction
of Mr. Crandall.
every one of these theatres is a representaThe new officers of the company are
tive house and is absolutely owned by myself and my associates. The Crandall TheHarry M. Crandall, president ; Barry BulkIcy, vice president and secretary, and R. W.
atre Company is not a mere booking organization ;it absolutely controls every
Bulkley, treasurer, who, together with Peter A. Drury and Michael J. Keane, of the house booked by it and owns more theatres
Merchants' Bank, constitute the Board of than any other firm or company in WashDirectors.
In the transaction Peter A.

New

ington."
Selznick

Backs

Says Fair DeaHng Between Producer
and Exhibitor Is Not Unknown —
Agrees
with Crandall in
Statements

LEWIS J. SELZNICK this week said, in
reference to H. M. Crandall's statement last week :— " I have read with intense interest the statement in last week's
Motion Picture News of that eminent exhibitor, H. M. Crandall, concerning his
splendid chain of motion picture theatres
in Washington, D. C.
•* My hat is off to Mr. Crandall !
" Mr. Crandall's remarks arc an able exposition of the progressive conduct of a
big business. They are of a special significance, in view of the many less businesslike contradictory statements which have
been given out concerning the relationship
bflwccn the big producer and the exhibitor.
"Mr. Crandall states that 'he has never
been bulldozed by producer or exchange '
and that ' he has been oversold at times,
l)Ut has also been undersold at times.' He
also says that ' he has always obtained
fair adjustments' from the exchanges
when he has sought them. This is a fine,
fair and square statement, straight from
the shoulder. But, in justice to Mr. Crandall— and in all my experience in the motion
fiirture business I have never met a fairer
man than Mr. Crandall — I wish to record
that Mr. Crandall has modestly told only
part of the truth.
"The whole truth is that Mr. Crandall
has voluntarily raised the price he has paid

Up
Crandall
me for pictures in the past. Let the strife
breeders take note of that fact. Isn't it a
complete contradiction of the usual representation of the relation existing between
exhibitor and producer? Here is the result. If Mr. Crandall were to inform me
that he was paying too great a price for
my pictures, and that in consequence he required an adjustment of prices, he would
I'lnd me ready and willing to accommodate
him and happy to do so. When a man has
raised the price he is paying me voluntarily,
he will never have to ask the second time
for an adjustment on what he considered
an unfair price.
" There are all sorts of men in the motion picture industry. If more of them were
imbued with the fair spirit of H. M. Crandall and conducted their business along the
same principles of rock bottom justice and
fair play, there would be less talk of trouble
l;etween exchange and exhibitor, and there
would be fewer calamity howlers."
Lesser

Buys Series of
Re-Issues

Sf)l L. Lesser announces that he has
closed a contract with Y. Freeman, of S. A.
Lynch Enterprises, Inc., for the Hart-Fairbanks-Keenan-Talmadge re-issues which
have been released on the Triangle program. By virtue of this deal, Mr. Lesser
becomes sole owner of all the re-issues featuring the above stars. It is announced that
the price which changed hands runs into
six figures.

Picture

N ezvs

Corporations

1

THEthe following
within
industry new
werecorporations
included in
the
records of the Corporation Trust Company, of Jersey City, for the week ending
January 26:
DELAWARE
EDWARD WARREN PRODUCTIONS, INC.
To conduct public and private theatricals and
other entertainments; incorporated for $5,000 at
Dover. Arthur W. Britton, Samuel B. Howard
and George V. Reilly, all of New York, are the
interest parties.
BRANDYWINE MOVIES PICTURE COMPANY. To exhibit moving pictures and other
amusements. Incorporated for $50,000 at Wilmington. Emily M. Anderson, Evelyn Culver and
Aaron Finger, all of Wilmington, are the incorMAINE
MASTERCRAFT
PHOTOPLAY
CORPORAporator's. TION. To exhibit and
deal in motion
pictures,
all kinds of manufacturing, trading, contracting,
building, and do all things incident. Incorporated
for
at Kittery.
HoraceAllston,
Mitchell,Mass.;
Kittery,$1,000,000'
Maine; Fred
R. Jefferson,
Edward H. Wood, Wellington, Mass., are the incorporators.
NEW JERSEY
COURTLAND EXHIBITING COMPANY.
Amusement enterprises; incorporated for $100,000 tral
at avenue,
JerseyJersey
City.City,
H. N.
Charles
Hespe, E.390Hespe,
CenJ. ; Frances
390 Central
avenue,
Jersey
City,
N.
J.,
and
liam Hackett, 8 Charles street, Jersey City, N.Wil-J.,
are the incorporators.
Flammell

Manages General Film Office

John A. Hammell, associate manager of
Pathe Film Company, has resigned his position with Pathe to become general office manager of the General Film Company.
Mr. Hammell is one of the pioneers in
the motion pictin-c business, and he is one
dustry.
of the most popular managers in the inHis first experience in the film business
was as an exhibitor in New York, leaving
this to become general manager of the
Moss and Brill chain of vaudeville and
picture houses. In his new position, as
manager of the New York sales forces of
the General Film Com])any, Mr. Hammell
has many ideas and innovations which will
soon ])c put in force.
Sweaters

Supplied

to Arniy

Men
The tion,Stage
War Relief
Associa-is
of 356 Women's
Fifth Avenue,
New York,
liending every effort to keep men who have
joined the colors from the motion picture
industry well supplied with sweaters and
other things necessary to comfort.
Men from the industry now in the ranks
have been requested to send their names to
jMrs. Relief
Julia Hurley,
of theandStage
War
Association,
they Women's
will get
special attention.
Exhibitor Joins Colors
Gtforge C. Brown, formerly assistant
manager of the Victoria the&tre, a vaudeville and motion picture house of Baltimore, has been appointed to the Purchasing
Bureau of the Ordnance Department of the
U. S. Government.
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Brady

Plans

to

Cut

Out

In Withdrawing from Active Service in World Film Producer
Aims to Continue Making Pictures Unrestricted — Steger
Rumored as World Successor
WILLIAM A. BRADY has resigned as director-general of World Film
Corporation, and statements which he has made concerning his withdrawal and future intentions indicate that his decision is another feather

the

Waste

The way
exhibitor
that. body
Theelse.only
I can doesn't
prove I believe
am in
earnest about my public job is by throwing
up my private job. I know that this business needs reconstruction. If you don't
have reconstruction you are going to have
bankruptcy
in this room.— just as' sure as we are sitting

in the cap of " efficiency," beginning with cutting out the waste all the way
Big Future for Films
from scenario to finished prodttct, and then through the distribution courses.
However, Mr. Brady does not completely sever with World, as he retains his
" I know I am connected with one of the
greatest businesses in the world. There is
interest in the company and a seat as director, according to announcements.
no business in the world to-day that has
His latest move, after two years as head of the World organization, is to test
so great a future as the motion picture busiout the idea of conservation as applied to the production of pictures.
ness.
Time Clock for Stars
" For the past eighteen months I have
The announced fact that World Film
been in a studio working with my coat off,
Corporation could ill afford, considering
and I know what goes on in studios. I
$2,000 OR BUST !
conditions at present, to pay Mr. Brad}have seen with my own ej'es what some of
$100,000 a year as director-general appears
these people do. I know many industrious
to have less bearing on the case following
Bullets First —
and conscientious directors, actors and
the producer's statement to Motion Picstudio emploj-ees — people who really work.
Then "Smokes"
ture News February 2. In this interview
I am not referring to these, because their
he asserted that his plans include an atULLETS
fired by Amerhonest efforts are blocked hy the incomican rifles and machine
tempt to avoid precedents, which, in effect,
petent ingrates who refuse to give value
will make conditions as set forth in the
B guns will clear the road to
received. Howard Kyle is one of the foreBerlin. But—
most figures and a man of influence in the
article, " The Solemn Truth Satirized," in
The first question a wounded
Motion Picture News last week, impossiActors' Equity. Recently I put Mr. Kyle
man asks when picked up off
ble.
in a picture — the first he has appeared in
the field is, " Smoke? "
— and did it with the particular purpose of
" Yes, I am going to continue to produce
Our lady Nicotine is a wongiving Mr. Kyle the opportunity to observe
unrestricted by any rules or precedents."
derful pain killer.
at first hand in the studios the deplorable
said Mr. Brady. " A man said to me toThe boys in the trenches
conditions which the producer is forced to
day : ' You say in one breath that things
need and appreciate cigarettes
are wrong and can't go on, and in the next
stomach in his relations with many overand tobacco more than anyyou say you are going to continue producpaid actors who hardly earn their salt.
thing you can give them. Are
ing. How do you reconcile the two state" The exhibitors got together. Now, I
you doing your share?
ments ?' My answer is that I am going
am going to make the producers get toIf you don't know all about
to continue producing, but on an equitable
gether. Iam going to try and lick producMOTION
PICTURE
NEWS'
ing and distributing conditions.
basis.
I don'ta want,
campaign for sending cigarstand around
studioorandI don't
see a propose
star cometo
ettes and smoking tobacco to
" I am leaving the World Film in excellent shape. The product is provided for up
France, please write for the inin at 11 o'clock, do a couple of scenes, go
formation.
Your
patrons
will
out
at 12of o'clock
awayandforputa
to Tune 1. ' Stolen Orders,' on which I am
help — willingly.
couple
hours for
more,lunch,
comestayback
working, is not to be a World Film producin an hour or two and then have an enGet in line! Help boost this
tion. It is an all-star subject, on the lines
figure to the $2,000 mark!
gagement which requires immediate deparof ' The W'hip.' I have met the expense
ture.
Previously acof the subject out of my own pocket.
knowledged $1,480.39
" I have been supposed to install an effi" I shall continue as president of the Nacient system, and I have got tired of tr>'Orpheum Theatre,
tional Association until August, and I am
M u n 0 i e , Ind.,
ing to put up with some things as I have
going
to
work along the same lines as in
outlined. If a man or woman is to be paid
John J. Meehan.$2.05
five hundred or a thousand dollars a week
Strand Theatre,
In connection with the' rumor that Julius
by a company for whose expenditures I am
Poplar, Mont.,
Steger
is to be the successor of Mr. Brady
H. C. Walker,
the
past."
responsible the player must deliver the
as
director-general
of World Film CorManager
5.11
goods.
p
o
r
a
t
i
o
n
,
a
representative
of Motion PicMissThelma Moreture News asked the former to verify the
People Avoid Real Issue
head, Port Gibson, Miss 5.00 12.26
"I took the job as president of the Nareport.
tional Association, and have tried to make
Mr. Steger was reluctant to volunteer information, neither denj'ing nor affirming
good. I found all the people arguing about
Grand
total
of
the
the rumor. He did admit, however, that
$1,492.56
conditions, but nobody ever approached the
"
Our
Boys
in
negotiations to that effect were pending,
producing condition. Asked to get at the
and his decision in the matter will largely
France " tobacco
root of things they sidestepped. I have
fund
$147,202.04
depend upon Joseph M. Schenck, who is
traveled over the country talking to exhibitors, spending my own money, trying
Mr. Steger's friend and business associate.
to get them to harmonize. You know those
Mr. Steger feels that nothing could induce him to assume the great responsibiliefforts have been successful. But it is difducer puts on a play and he feels that it
ties of that position if, thereby, his partnerferent with the producers and distributors.
is not going to be a success at first he can
ship with Mr. Schenck would have to be
At a dinner the other night at which all explain the situation to his players and obthe heads of the business were present I
tain a temporary concession in the way of severed. He wishes to retain the privilege
talked about the fundamental wrongs of salaries. Do you think anything like that
of serving Mr. Schenck's interests in an
the trade. When I got through I was
advisorj- capacity', thereby insuring for himcan
be
done
in
the
picture
business.
Conalone.
self Mr. Schenck's co-operation in fulfilling
ditions mean nothing to some motion pichis
duties as director-general of the World
" I have resigned a position paying a
ing.
ture players, they will tell you they can't Film Corporation. Mr. Schenck is taking
hundred thousand dollars a year because I cut salaries.
an active part in the negotiations now pend"
As
head of the industry, I am supposed
don't feel that I can earn it, as conditions
are at present. You know if a stage pro- to represent the exhibitor as well as any-
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Directors

Score

Initial Sui>i)f r-l)ancc of Motion Picture Directors* Association Sets
the Town Talking — Stars and
( Itlicials 1'resent
DlRECrOKS, ever un thu qui vivc for
origfinality and perfection in their acii.niplishments, had their tirst big social
inning in New York the evening of January 26. when the Motion Picture Directors'
Association held its initial supper-dance at
the Biltmore Hotel.
Tu say that the affair was a big success is but a vague compliment to the directors, who threw not only their efforts
into making the event one of the most
talked-about receptions of the season, but
their personalities as well. To revert to
tried and true studio language, " the blowout was a^ riot." Already one of the
strongest club organizations within the motion picture industry, it is safe to say the
Motion Picture Directors' Association was
given added impetus through this tenstrike carefully planned as the best thing
of its kind ever held in film circles, and
carried out along the same lines.
In speaking of the supper-dance it is well
to start with the directors who were prime
movers in the affair, and to whom unusual
credit is due. Among them are Wally
Van, William F. Haddock and Carroll
Fleming. They worked thriftily and with
zeal unceasing for the success of the event.
After it is over, and the grea-t babble of
(■(.mplimentan.- exclamations has been
noted, it is difficult to think of " work "
being associated with the reception. But,
nevertheless, the directors behind it did
their full share, and are no more than
repaid in reaping the harvest of " welldoncs ! "
President

Signs

< iold-Mounted Booklet with Signatures of Prominent Men Sent to
P'rance eral
forPershing
Delivery
to Genin Person
THE

Lacnunle gold mounted album from
the house of Tiffany has been dispatched to France, for delivery to General
Pershing as a message of good cheer from
\ir.crica, and in it are the names of numerou*- men prominent in affairs of the Unitcfl
States. Prt^ident Wilson personally autoKraphc<l the album, and commended Carl
Lacmmle, of the Universal Film Manufacturing Co., highly for his suggestion which
resulted in the materialization of the album.
Mr. I^cmmlc last week received word
from Washington that the album had been
signed by the President and that it had
bttn sent to France by Secretary of War
iJakiT for delivery to General Pershing.
It is expected that the American commanAi T will receive the token of esteem and
' r this week, or next week at the latest,
nivcrsal'* director-general conceived the
idea of sending an album, with autographs
of
the at
country's
affairs,
kwprominent
months men
ago, inand
that time
wasa
roundly prai'cd for his move.

An ord<Jr

Social

Hit

To begin with, they called upon Joseph
Urban, considered by some the dean of
scenic designers, to do the special decorations. The peculiar charm of Urban curtains, hangings, draperies and decorations
is well known throughout the entire theatrical world, and the directors are of the
opinion his reputation will not suffer
through his efforts in providing something unusual for the supper-dance. The
music was by Nicholas Orlando, and fur-,
ther instrumentalities in the way of skirls
and sy ncopation were pro\ ided by a Scotch
bagpipe band, composed of champions of
Scotland and a colored jazz band thai
jazzed through melody after melody in
regular style.
To supplement this were Spanish dancers
from "The Land of Joy," a patriotic noyelty in which a flag shower, including flags
of all the allies, figured prominently, and
colored entertainers. Dancing, of course,
cut a large swath in the trend of events,
and in the midst of this were noted not
alone directors but film stars of international reputation and officials and others
high in picture circles.
Among those present were : Mr. and Mrs.
Adolph Zukor, Mr. and Mrs. William A.
Johnson, Doris Kenyon, Nat C. Goodwin,
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew, Mr. and Mrs.
Sidney Jarvis, Grace Valentine, Sheldon
Lewis, Virginia Pearson, I. E. Chadwick,
Geo. LeGuere, Mr. and Mrs. William Fox,
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Loeb, Pearl White,
Lord Innes Ker, Baron DeWitt, Lois ]\Iercdith, Tom Moore, Betty Howe, Miriam
Nesbit, Mr. and Mrs. Max Karger, Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Rowland, Jules Rancourt, Fred Block, Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Terris, G. M. Anderson, Lawrence Webber, Capt. E. H. Lambert, Raymond Mc-

Laemmle
Album
was immediately placed with Tiffany for a
booklet appropriate in every sense of the
word, and following its completion it was
sent to Washington for the signature of the
President. It is said that the nation's head
was greatly pleased with the idea, and die!
not hesitate to place his name with the
others. In addition, he caused a letter to
be sent to Carl Lacmmle, commending him,
and conveying the further information that
the album was being sent to France in the
care of a responsible representative of the
Government, who would personally see that
General Pershing received it.
This latest patriotic move of Carl
Lacmmle has been given much attention
all over the country, not alone by the puljlic
which has read about it in the news columns, but by the editors of the leading
newspapers, who have taken the action as
another of the public-spirited ideas advanced by Mr. Laemmle. The result has
been editorials in many of the newspapers,
in
which Universal's chief was praised not
a little.
Motion Picrr'HE News of February 2
carried a notice which President Laemmle
issued to I'niversal employees, in which it
was made clear the company was entirely

Kee,
Earl
Sam
Mrs.
Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. James Huff, Lieut,
Felter, Gertrude McCoy, Phil Lang,
Spedon, Nathan Burkan, Mr. and
Edgar Selden, Capt. Lansky, Mr. and
Herbert Blache, Ted Barron, Crawford Kent, Elsie Ferguson, J. F. Chalmers,
Carlton King, J. W. Rumsev, William Russell, Carlyle Blackwell, O. A. C. Lund,
Geo. L. Derr.
Clara Kimball Young, Pauline Frederick,
Willard Mack, Harry Garson, Oscar Apfel,
S. L. [{.othapfcl, Alice Joyce, Antonio
Moreno, Duncan McRea, James Kirkwood,
Maude Fealy, Mrs. Jay Hunt, Arthur Alliertson, Courtland Young, Normal Selby,
A. M. Werner, Mr. and Mrs. Chas Abrams,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Morey, C. A. Krachl,
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Willat, Mr. and Mrs.
John Rock, Daniel Frohman, Madge Evans,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Losee, Mr. and Mrs.
E. J. Connelly, Alice Hollister, Herbert
Brenon, Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Selznick, John
Emerson, Anita Loos, Ouida Bergere, Marjorie Rambeau, Alan Dale, Sonia Markova,
Lieut. Albert Kaufman, Chas. Maigne,
Jack Pickford, Olive Thomas, Owen
Moore, Victor Morlej', Jules Powers, Edwards Davies, Valentine Grant, June Caprice, Edgar Selwyn, Margaret A'layo and
Samuel Goldfish.
The officers of the association are : J.
Searle Dawley, director; Maurice Tourneur, assistant director; Edwin Carewe,
technical director; James Vipcent, scenarioist; Robert G. Vignola, treaturer;
Paul Scardon, inner guard ; Wally Van,'
outer Travers
guard, and
Olcott, Barry O'Neill
and
Vale,Sidtrustees.
Wally Van was chairman of the dance
committee ; Vignola and Crane, tickets ;
Carroll Fleming, door; James Vincent, refreshments; Wally Van, music; Dell Henderson, supper ; Sid Olcott, reception.
These chairmen had scores of able directors as assistants, but lack of space
crowds their names out of this issue.
out
sympathy
'with thewhich
committees
from
the ofvarious
industries
were flying
toward Washington to protest against the
order of the fuel administrator. The fact
that the order had the approval of President Wilson was pronoiuiced as quite
enough for Universal. A letter of acknowledgment and thanks was also received
l)y Mr. Laemmle from Washington concerning the notice.
When requests from the Capital were
sent out to producers, asking them to use
trailers on films to help Food Controller
Hoover, Universal was among the first to
receive attention, and has thrown itself
into the cause wholly.
Sunday
Joseph Kaufman Buried
Funeral services for Joseph Kaufman,
director for Famous Players, who died Saturday morning, were held at Campbell Funeral Church, Broadway and Sixty-sixth
street, Sunday. Reverend Dr. Goldsmith
of the Free Tabernacle officiated.
Mr. Kaufman was the husband of Ethel
Clayton, the actress, and had been one of
Famous Players' leading directors. He was
founder of the Motion Picture Directors'
.\ssociation. He was born in Washington,
D. C, in 1882.
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Writer and Critic
Dies

LEANDER

RICHARDSON, publicity director for World Film Corporation,
dramatic critic, author and newspaper man,
died early Saturday morning at his
residence, 130 West Forty-seventh street.
New York, after an illness of little more
than a week, due to bronchial-pneumonia.
He is survived by his widow, two daughters
and two sons. Funeral service were held
from St. Malachy's Roman Catholic Church,
Monday morning. Interment was in St.
Raymond's Cemetery, Westchester, New
York. The ballbearers were Daniel Frohman, William A. Pinkerton, Henry Dixie,
Edward E. Rice, Al Hayman, A. O. Brown,
Robert Mclntyre, Charles Stone, Joseph
Lowe and Frederick McCloy. The deceased was sixty-two j-ears of age.
Mr. Richardson was a widely known dramatic critic and writer. Three years ago ■
he entered the editorial branch of the motion picture business, and for that period
of time was publicity director for World
Film Corporation. He was a close friend
of William A. Brady, Daniel Frohman and
was personally acquainted with every one
of importance in the theatrical world. He
was the son of Albert Dean Richardson, for
many years editor of the New York Tribune. He was born in Cincinnati, and his
first introduction in the theatrical business
was his affiliation with Charles Albert
Byrne, A. C. Wheeler and Archie Gordon,
and others who at that time were heads of
the New York Dramatic Times, the leading theatrical pubhcation of that time.
Mr. Richardson wrote several works of
note some of which were adapted for stage
presentation. Among his books are, " The
Dark City," " Lord Dunmersley " and " As
Ye Sow." His " Olivette," " The Snake
Charmer," " Anselma " and " The Nominee " were adapted and presented on the
stage. " Under the City Lamps " and
"Mr.
TheRichardson.
Millionaire " were written also by
Mr. Richardson lived for many years
with Captain Gustave Frohman, father of
Charles and Daniel Frohman. For many
years Mr. Richardson was dramatic critic
and general news writer on the stai¥ of
the New York Times, and as writer on
current topics of the stage for the Morning Telegraph. He was one of the foremost men of the times in the profession
of journalism. With the death of Mr.
Richardson the theatrical world loses one
of its foremost authorities and critics.
Cleveland

Exhibitors

pear Satisfied
ApMotion picture exhibitors of Cleveland
are more than satisfied with the results of
the Tuesday closing proposition. All of
them reported excellent business for Monday. In most cases they said that they
had done fully as well in the one day as
they usually do in two days, and several
exhibitors confessed to a margin over and
above that taken in in the two days. So
the storm, which broke so violently on Saturday, subsided into, a sudden calm by the
middle of the week.

Virginia
Fights
Censor
Bill
It remains now for the legislators to
Exhibitors Gather in Richmond and
interpret the resolution adopted I)y the exAsk That Measure Be Amended to
hibitors in the proper light, which will
Strike Out Three Censors — Nastrike out the clause for three censors and
tional Board Favored
substitute one permitting the National
Board to view the pictures and pass upon
THE State of Virginia this week comes
tbem. The opinion seems to be, however,
more closely face to face with centhat the legislators will not swerve from
sorship by three censors appointed by the
the original bill, though clinging to the
governor than it has yet experienced. The
exhibitors' statement, "We want censorTHE

FUEL
SITUATION

ProbableMonday
Let-up Next
on last
shingt
from NWa
ENTS
UrdayCEMica
Otu
ANNSa
ted
that
ind
the fuel holiday would be
called off next Monday. Inasmuch as the printers were
permitted to work this Monday there is every likelihood
that all industries will be allowed to resume work next
week.

Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of Virginia is, however, strongly opposing the
pending legislation, and telegrams, as announced in last week's Motion Picture
News, have been sent broadcast by Jake
Wells in an effort to get the exhibitors
together to combat the alleged evil.
It is contended by the Virginia exhibitors that censorship is unnecessary by
three persons in a state, as it is discriminatory. They are not opposed, however, to
having the pictures they use passed upon
by the National Board of Review.
It seems though, the exhibitors say, that
nothing but a miracle can stop the present
movement on the part of the Legislature.
Up to January 29 it appeared there was a
possible chance of kiUing the bill. On that
day, however, any possible effort that
might have been made towards helping
the legislators to see the matter in the
same light as the exhibitors was probably
set at naught by the assertion of Jake
Wells, in opening the conference which had
been called in Richmond. He expressed
himself
favor of " censorship,"
the
assembledin exhibitors
endorsed theandmove.
The House and Senate patrons will now
be urged to amend the censorship bill so
as to read : " To bar all pictures unless
passed upon by the National Board of Review or by some board of censors or review created by the laws of some state of
the American Union."
This, the exhibitors explain, will do
away with a three-person censorship,
which has been proven practically worthless in other states. They cited Maryland
as an example, in which state they claim
the censor board has been a financial failure as well as a political blunder.

A representative of organized labor,
present at the Richmond meeting, spoke
against censorship, declaring it to be
against the spirit and feeling of any true
American. He denounced censorship itself from every angle and added that there
ship."
is no stability in it because no two people
even censor alike. He said that one filra
denounced by a local Richmond newspaper
had been viewed by himself and his wife
and that they were still wondering what
there could possibly be that was objectionable in that film.
Carl Senning, of the Fox Film Corporation, summed the case up for the manufacturers. He pointed out that the proposed censorship measure would cost the
industry approximately $30,000 to $35,000
per year — an expense which would fall
heavily on the exhibitors of the State, since
the film producers themselves would be unable to stand this extra tax. This, in turn,
he pointed out, would fall upon the people
in increased admissions to theatres. He
also asked the committee for time to prove
by an appeal to the people themselves that
censorship is not a popular measure, but
is the reformer's plea for publicity. This
drew down the wrath of Mr. Wells, who
publicly rebuked Mr. Senning on the floor
of the Senate, stating that none of the
Wells's theatres would be used for the purpose of getting a public expression from
the people along these lines.
The adherents of the bill then took the
floor, and by inference and such evidence
as they could bring to bear endeavored to
show the Senate Committee how baneful
is
the influence of the " movies " upon children.
The second witness to be called by the
reformers was a woman who said she did
not represent organized society, but was a
mother pleading for mothers; that she and
other mothers of Richmond had been lured
to go to see a motion picture recently that
they believed to be especially good for children. But when they got inside of the
theatre her child and some of the others
cried and hid their eyes at the cruelty depicted on the screen — that some of the children did not sleep for three nights afterward. She implored the legislators to stop
such pictures for the children's sakes.
Her description so fitted " Jack and the
Beanstalk " that Mr. Senning rose to his
feet ; offered to have the film brought down
specially by special messenger from Washington, to show to the Senate Committee,
so that they could judge what a horrible
scene it was that the woman was describing. The chairman of the Senate Committee told Mr. Senning that there was no
(Continued on next page)
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Mary
MacLaren
Differences Between Star and Producer Are Bridged, and Plans
Are Laid for New Picture
— Two Directors
MARY MacLAREN, former Bluebird
star, who within the past, twelve
months has had court difficulties with Universal, has signed a new contract with that
company, which gives the organization her
services exclusively for a period of a year.
Miss MacLaren left the Universal ranks
about a year ago, following which difiiculties arose when she attempted. Universal
declares, to sign contracts with another
company under the name of Mary MacLaren, which name Universal claims. Before joining the company Miss MacLaren
was called Mary MacDonald.
Miss Lois Weber is given credit for
" discovering " Miss MacLaren. The first
picture in which she appeared was " Where
Are My Children," in which she had the
role of a maid. Then came " Shoes," and

Farrell

Goes

to

Was Formerly Manager of Metro's
Boston Exchange — Louis B. Mayer
Takes His Place with Latter
Organization
AN interesting and important change in
the personnel of the Select Pictures
Corporation branch in Boston became effective February 4, when E. J. Farrell, late
manager of the Metro exchange in that
city, became Select's Boston manager.
Mr. Farrell has been secured, it is understood, to further the management of the
corporation's rapidly growing business in
the New England territory. He was probably the first traveling representative of the
picture distributing organizations in the
N'cw
England byfield,
and was
in
that capacity
George
Kleineemployed
when the
latter established his Kosmic Film Exchange in Boston in 1909. When George
Kleine sold out his business to General
Film in 1910, Mr. Farrell was retained.

With
Universal
with it a fair measure of success. Based
upon a story written by Edith Wynne Hcrron, which appeared in Collier's, and which
in turn was based upon a report made to
the Chicago Vice Commission by Jane
Addams of Hull House, the Bluebird feature did well when it was released in June,
1916. The feature carried with it the girl
who played the stellar role.
Followed in turn " Saving the Family
Name," " Wanted, a Home," " The Mysterious Mrs. M.," " Money Madness " and
finally "The Plough Woman." Each of
these productions added to the player's popnlarit}-, Universal asserts, and helped make
her the asset the Universal considered her.
According to Carl Laemmle, president
and director general of Universal, Miss
MacLaren will work under the direction of
either Lynn Reynolds, another prominent
member of the film world to return to the
Universal ranks, or Wilfred Lucas. In
any event, the next few days will see the
actress hard at work in the first of a series
of new productions.

Select

Forces

working first in the capacity of traveling
representative, then as assistant manager
and finally as manager.
In connection with the change, C. E.
Shurtlefif, sales manager of Select, has
gone to Boston to spend two or more
weeks. He was accompanied by Myron
Selznick, son of Lewis J. Selznick, president of Select Pictures. The younger Selznick will, it is said, spend several weeks
in the Boston territory, looking after the
Exhibitors' Service Department of the
company.
'Louis B. Mayer, formerly with Metro,
has resumed the management of the Metro
branch in Boston, filling the position vacated by E. J. Farrell. As his assistant
Mr. Mayer will have Thomas Spry, recently with Select Pictures. While with
the company in Boston Mr. Spry is said
to have made such excellent progress that
he was presented with a watch by Lewis
J. Selznick.

Pathe
Makes
Several
Changes
criticism. Mr. Dunn has been in charge of
Joseph Dunn Is Named Title Editor,
the Pathe serial publicity department.
\ftcr Year with the Company
Tarleton Winchester, who, in addition to
— Winchester
Does Serial
special sales and publicity work, has been
Publicity
the editor of the Pathc Sun has been given
the serial publicity department. Mr. WinSl-VERAL changes in department heads
chester has been in the motion picture business for a number of years and came to
have recently been made by J. A. Berst,
vice president and general manager of
Pathe about two years ago from ParaPathc Exchange, Inc.
mount, where he was publicity director.
Tom North becomes the editor of the
Joseph Dunn, who has been with Pathe
for something over a year and as a former
Pathe Sun. Mr. North made a big hit with
newspaper man has a wide acquaintance in exhibitors in Seattle, where he was manager
New York, has bctn placed in charge of
of the V. L. S. E. Exchange, and where he
the title editing department. Mr. Berst appublished the V-L-S-E Pals, a sheet which
had wide vogue with theatre men. He has
preciates the importance of this department,
and has determined that in titles and film
been in charge of the Pathe super- feature
department.
editing the Pathc releases shall be beyond

P ic t n re News

W. H. Drummond, prominent independent buyer and distributor of Knoxville, Tenn., arrived in New York last
■week to look over the current features.
tory.
Mr. Drummond is distributing " The Warrior " and other big features in his terriWilliam Parsons, National Film Company of America, who has been in New
York for several weeks arranging for the
opening turnedofto Los
" Tarzan
the week.
Apes," Mr.
reAngelesof last
Parsons will produce comedies.
Don J Bell, Bell and Howell, Chicago,
returned to Chicago last week after a business trip to New York.
William A. Brady who announced last
week his resignation from World Film
Corporation, left last Saturday for Detroit on business.
The Virginia Convention
{Continued from preceding page)
need of so doing since he himself has seen
the picture; saw nothing objectionable in
it, and would not have cut the film had he
himself been censoring it for a Richmond
public. Another Senator spoke up, and
said : " Nor would I— I saw nothing in it
which
was objectionable."
Nevertheless,
though thus convicted of
the unreasonableness of their claim, the
opponents of freedom of speech and liberty of the individual continued their tirade
against motion pictures. A minister denounced them roundly. The president of a
hank in Richmond who had fought as a
rebel in the, Civil War in commenting upon
the cruelties of the Germans in the present
war attributed the present degredation of
woman to the evil influence of the screen
upon humanity. A young physician of
Richmond who said he had made an especial study of defectives ascribed much of
the present mental deficiency of babies —
not to the
theirtidings
parentswent
— buton tountil
the the
" movies."
Thus
weary
committee called a halt, and declared the
hearings of the Senate Committee on the
question of Film Censhopship closed.
No cognizance was apparently taken by
the committee of the fact that censorship
is not a static quantity; that no two persons ever agree as to the moral quality of a
film; that the man's or woman's judgment
in viewing a film is governed by his or her
environment, education or experience and
travel.
Much stress was laid by the adherents
upon the fact that Virginia is a sovereign
State, and as such is entitled to censor her
own films — with the evils of political, religious and social and perhaps racial prejudices properly camouflaged by carefully
chosen phrases to hide the real underlying
hydraheaded curse — censorship— which, if
not stamped out by the people themselves
has within itself the latest power to attack
the American Independence which to a real
American is treasured as his most priceless
possession.
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Laemmle

Sees

Industry

Solidified

money than ninety-nine out of every hunBelieves Present Crisis Will Convert Motion Pictures from
dred features on the market. ' Shoes,' and
Inflated Bubble to Gibraltar-Like Rock — Reasserts That
such serials as ' Liberty,' ' The Voice on
Waste Is Too Great
the Wire ' and ' The Red Ace,' all made
without the necessity of our wastP RESIDENT AND DIRECTOR GENERAL CARL LAEMMLE, of money
ing fortunes in producing them.
Universal Film Manufacturing Company, last week reasserted his recently
" Frankly, we have stopped producing
made statement that waste within the motion picture industry is too great.
spectacles because the public would rather
He still contends, also, that producers are sugaring their announcements regardpay to see stories — stories dealing with
plain people in a plain, human way. We
ing stars' salaries too much, and this has caused a souring of the general public
are not paying tremendous salaries to
against the industry.
Elowever, Mr. Laemmle has announced himself as a firm optimist in the crisis
stars for the same reason. Neither ' Where
which has made itself more or less known at the present time, and is sincere in
Are My Children,' ' Shoes ' or ' The Price
of a Good Time ' contained world-famous
his belief that in time to come the present period will be looked upon as the era
stars, but they did contain the all-imporwhich conve'^ted the motion -picture from an inflated bubble to a rock-solid
tant element — the story ! "
industri" As far as distribution is concerned, we
have still much to learn from the lowliest
Ignores Opposite Assertions
organization in the commercial field. As
Disregarding the reasons put forth by
the men prominent in the field who have
far as I can see, it is the burning ambiLIKES
IT ALL
tion of every fledgling film organization
voiced their opinions on the present state
What a South Dakota
to immediately establish a string of exof af¥airs, Mr. Laemmle again comes forchanges reaching from New York to San
ward with the assertion that waste — and
Exhibitor Thinks
Francisco, and from Chicago to Dallas.
nothing else — is responsible for the present
condition of affairs.
" That the wise old policy of ' make haste
of The News
slow ly ' is the proper one to follow, apWaste has made the industry top-heavy,
C. LAKIN, president of
parently never occurs to the average film
the Cosmo Theatre Comaccording to the Universal's head. It has
head. So offices are opened and overhead
piled cost expense so terrifically high as to
pany, Inc., of Winner,
South Dakota, writes:
piled up with the usual result.
preclude all possibility of profit for manufacturer, exchange or exhibitor. It has
" We take great interest in
Cut Out Weak Spots
your exhibitor advertising talks
been the means of attracting the fly-by" Manufacturers in other fields do things
and think they are a great innighter and the direct cause in many institution inyour valuable paper.
better. If a branch prove unprofitable,
stances of unfair taxation by municipal and
We also take great interest in
they simply withdraw from the territory
state governments.
until conditions are more favorable for
Mr. Rothapfel's page as well as
in all your special departments
" In spite of all we read and hear about
success.
The Universal has no hesitancy
and wish to compliment you on
the efficiency methods adopted by the variin declaring that it has pursued this policy
the
all
around
make
up
of
the
ous film organizations, there isn't another
NEWS. Personally I think
industry in the world in which waste is so
from time to time. W'ere this practice genthat it is the ONLY .
dope on
eral, the market for pictures in the varicommon,claredorMr. Laemmle
so complacently
regarded,"
deous territories would not be glutted.
the motion picture game.
J
in the course of an
" What has been the result of all this
" I agree perfectly with your
interview granted to a representative of
ideas as expressed frequently in
extravagance, waste and bad management?
this paper.
your editorial and feel exactly
The unscrupulous chap who had been liv" The item of stars' salaries is an old, old
as you do in regard to these
ing off the fat pickings of the fake minemany matters which are baffling
story — but an all-important one, neverthepromoting game and the oil stock swindle
less. Needless extravagance in production
so many of us today, and the
drifted
into the business. Thank heaven,
is another. Excess advertising of weak
quicker we exhibitors and the
producers
remedy
these
evils,
he didn't stay long, but he remained with
productions is a third. Slipshod distributwhich you so thoroughly cover,
us long enough to do considerable harm.
ing methods a fourth — but I could go on
" Politicians looking for bright prospects
and detail an almost unending list.
the better off we will all be."
for taxation also lit upon us as fair game.
Neglect Loses Money
The result is that we are probably the
" Let me cite you an instance of gross
dustries.heavily taxed of all legitimate innegligence that recently occurred in concertain effects. Press agent camouflage ? most
nection with a certain big feature — what I Not at all ! The writer told the truth.
" We've proudly proclaimed ourselves
say to you was in turn told me by one of Perfectly good money, and lots of it, did go
the
' fifth greatest industrj' ' so long and
the men connected with the organization
up in smoke — and all for a scene which
so loudly that we've almost come to believe
which produced the picture.
really could have been dispensed with, withit," Mr. Laemmle concluded. " But the
truth of the matter is simply this. After
" The producers engaged a certain worldout in the slightest waj' detracting from
famous star at a staggering salary. It was
the
interest
of
the
story."
we've
gotten down to a sane and sensible
agreed that the player was to commence
method of doing business, and by this I
work on a certain date. Yet not until al- Little Cost — Big Success
include
industry,
we'll find
most three weeks from the date agreed
that we all
areends
not of
thethefifth
nor perhaps
the
"You probably know that the most sucupon was the first set used in the produccessful productions the industry- has known,
sixth or seventh. What we will find, howtion ready. In the meantime the star's salcost comparatively little. Take ' Traffic in
ever, is that we've swapped pretension for
ary had to be paid. I understand that when
Souls.'tions that
Notfollowed
anotherin ofits the
rocksolid fact — bubble inflation for genutrainmany
ever imitacame
the picture was finally completed its cost
within hailing distance of the money it
reached a six-figure total — and not a small
part of it was merely represented in the
made. They cost anj^where from two to
money handed to the central figure.
ten times as much as did our picture, too.
Album from Universal
ine profit."' Goes Abroad
" ' Where Are My Children ? ' is another
" Here's another instance," said Mr.
feature that made real money. Cost?
Laemmle. " In reading a story published
Universal this week announced that it exin a magazine possessing wide circulation
Way down in the five figures. Imitations
pects General Pershing to receive, either
which followed it all cost at least again
the other day, I came across a few parathis week or next, the Laemmle gold
graphs telling of the terrific expense to as much. We produced for Jewel Producmounted album containing a message of
which one company had gone to erect a set
tions,The
'
Price of a Good Time ' and
which was subsequently destroyed to obtain
right now that picture is making more
good cheer from prominent Americans.

Motion^
I
WAR

TIME

EXTRAVAGANCE

]Vhy Running a Garage and a Picture Machine Frequently
Incurs Wastage

I
II

I
I

f /l^ tOPE, we're not in the East, where every operator is an expert,
where J.the
with everyexchange
one of them,"
said
irVI
^ and
Manager
H. unions
Calvertareof strict
the Laemmle
in Omaha,
commenting on the damage done film by the exhibitors.
" Out here the proprietor of the motion picture theatre in the small
town, who is also the operator, probably runs the garage. He has distinctly original ideas about making his machine behave. Often I have
gone into an exhibitor's booth, where he was worrying over his pictures
being out of focus, and by wiping a spot of oil from his lens put his
machine in good condition. ' And I have torn it to pieces several times,
hunting for the trouble,' they said.
" Recently I bought a thousand pretty little boxes for slides, intending
for them left.
to go and come with the reels. Now I haven't a one of the
thousand
" I wish
we could tell
the exhibitors
in some
way that
put in an
order
for advertising
material
when we get
the picture;
the we
manufacturer
makes just enough advertising material to fill each demand because with
the present high prices he doesn't want a lot wasted, then when we run
out, what can we do. We can't get any more from headquarters, for
there isn't any more. The other exchanges are having the same trouble
as we are. And we can't send out a picture with no advertising. If he
knew this, the exhibitor in these close, war-time days would be more
careful; I know he would."

"Destroys
I-lxchaiigeman Uses the Term in Al
Tak-l
iiif^ Exception to Editorial in
Trade
Paper — Picks the
Argument to Pieces
I tl TAKE exception to a recent editorial
^ in a trade paper — not Morio.v Picture News — in which the exhibitor was
warned not to come near the exchange, but
to do business with our road men." said
John W. Hicks, Jr., manager of the General
exchange in Omaha, Neb.
" It is just such things as this that make
the big problem in the business today. Here
I am, doing my best t<> establish confidence
between the exhibitor and the exchange;
inviting exhibitors in to sec me for personal
chats, and along corner such advice. What
are the exhibitors to think? That I am an
ogre, waiting in my den to devour them ?
"I was an exhibitor for years before I
was an exchange manager. I can talk with
the exhibitors about their theatre problems.
1 can, and I want to be, a personal friend
of every exhibitor in my territory.
" When an exhibitor comes to the exchange he eliminates the cost of sending a
road man to him. I'll be willing to sell any
film just as cheaply; I'll give the exhibitor
the l>cst of everything, if he'll come to the
exchange to buy it.
" The editorial warned the exhibitor not
to come near th<; exchange, as the exchange
manager would say to himself, 'Ah, he's
here to buy or he wouldn't be here. I'll
just stick the bayonet into him and turn it
around a couple of times !' ^
" When an Omaha merchant goes East to
sit down and talk over with the managers
of the big dry gwds houses his purchases
for the spring season, does the manager
indulge in such meditation? Do I, when
an exhibitor comes in? I do not. I try my
-t to entertain him; I tell him in actions

!
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I
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that I want to be his friend, that
I want
his Co
confidence.
nfidence"
"I have just written personal letters to
one hundred exhibitors, inviting them to
come in, as I have something that will interest them. To show how far of? that
trade paper's opinion of the exhibitor is, let
me tell you every one of those one hundred
exhibitors answered my personal letter.
Some arc coming in to see me. Others
sent their regrets and said why they cannot
come. They appreciated my interest in
them. I am working hard to establish
confidence between the exchange and the
exhibitor — then along comes such an editorial.
" I tell you, it is hurting the motion picture business, not helping it. And, goodness knows, the motion picture business
needs helping nowadays."
Plans

Progress

for the

Exposition
Plans for the National Motion Picture
Exposition, which has been postponed
from February 2 to 10 to October .5-13,
are reported to be progressing nicely. The
exposition will be held under the auspices
of the N. A. M. P. I. and the M. P.
E. L. of A.
To promote the exposition in the manner the organizations desire means a concentrated dri\e in all branches of the industry. President William A. Brady and
Executive Secretary Frederick H. Elliott,
as well as the directors of the two national bodies concerned, believe that this
could be done more advantageously in the
fall when it is to be hoped that many,
if not all of the problems confronting the
nation at the present moment will have
been eflfectively solved.

Bach

Picture

News

Joins Hodkinson
Forces

The sales department of the home office
of the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation was
increased last week by the addition of W.
A. Bach as assistant to Sales Manager P. N.
Brinch. Mr. Bach has just finished a five
months' tour of the country for the Universal Film Manufacturing Company as
representative of the general manager. On
this trip JNIr. Bach investigated and reported on conditions in both exchanges and
the territories generally and in addition established publicity and exhibitor service departments inthe various branches.
Mr. Bach began his motion picture career
with Universal in Canada, but last April
joined M. H. Hoffman at the beginning of
his independent distribution plans. He left
Mr. Hoffman to make a tour for the Universal, winding up that work just previous
to his connection with the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.
Finley Films

Through

General
L. Case Russell, who is writing the
scenarios for production by Ned Finley, announced this week that the pictures will be
released through General Film.
As stated previously in Motion Picture
News, Mr. Finley has organized his own
company, which has been incorporated, and
the first picture, called "The Return of
O'Garry," is now under way in North Carolina. It is understood that two productions
will be released each month.

FeelshipSecure
Maryland
Censors

in

Members of the committee of the campaign against motion picture censorship in
the State of Maryland are daily expecting
the bill repealing the act to be introduced
into the Legislature at Annapolis. The
legislator who will introduce the bill has
already been chosen, but his name for the
present is being withheld. The exhibitors
of Maryland feel that success will be theirs,
and already a great sentiment has been
aroused in Baltimore against the censoring
of pictures, which has been going on now
for nearly three years. Slides are being
-hown in nearly every motion picture house
in Baltimore and the people arc awakcnin.i:
rapidly to the alleged injustice of allowing
three people to decide what the masses shall
view.
Metro

Photographer
to Front

Goes

Lucien Andriot, chief of the photographers who took the scenes for Metro's screen
spectacle of international war events,
" Lest We Forget," starring Rita Jolivet,
which is now playing at the Lyric theatre. New York, is in government service
and expects soon to be taking actual
scenes of war at the front.
Andriot is in training to become photographer with the Aviation Corps for
sei"vice in France.
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What
Kind
of a Fellow
Is — Laemmle?
ft/^OOD afternoon. Mr.
year. If you question him
Being a Glance at the Real Human Side of the Big
Laemmle," we said,
Men of the Picture Game
Caught in Action
he And
says then
: " I'llyoubet lose.
you.''
poking our head in his ofBy
William
A.
Johnston
fice door. " We thought
He
has
said
:
"
bet
you " oftener thanI'llJohn
you'd h'ke to know that
W. Gates ever did.
we've just interviewed you."
You know, of course, that horseshoe which always framed his
Mr. Laemmle arose quickl}' -he doesn't have to go far — and
head in bygone advertisements, and the trademark phrase,
stuck his hands in his pockets.
" Laemmle Luck."
" Vv'here is it?" he asked.
We cite this to show that Mr. Laemmle is a very practical man.
He believes in that luck. It's part of him — an intense superstition— a symbolic horseshoe which aureoles his head wherever
He goes straight to the point quicker than any man we have ever
met.
he goes, whatever he does.
We got our first impression of Mr. Laemmle from that head
When we refused to show him the interview — he having mistaken
us for a press agent — he got even by interviewing us. And he within a horseshoe and the blunt, domineering remarks he made
in type. We pictured him as a burly individual standing at least
pretty nearh- pumped us dry.
six feet in his stockings and weighing many stone.
For acquiring information, Mr. Laemmle is a human sponge. He
dissolves into ears.
Our first glimpse of him was got in a Chicago hotel. It was
He assumes an attitude of bland and simple innocence that is a rainy, misty morning and before a window, peering out into
the
saw a litalmost pathetic. This
tie fog
manwe timidly
with his
prompts you to treat
hands
him in a fatherly and
clasped.
"That's Carl
almost pedagogic
manner which in turn
gives Mr. Laemmle
Laemmle," some one
said.
everything he wants
And we said :
to know.
He has a marve
" Holy
This smoke
same! " little
ous memory. So it
man has been the
behooves you to restorm center of the
member all the stuff
you teach him. Otherpicture business. In
the early days he
wise he'll look up
suddenly at you with
foughttion with
patent
one litigahand,
that bland smile and
and
with
the other
make you feel
foolish.
ran a business that
Be careful, too, in
directions
was
jumpingat once.
in fort}'
using figures.
Most men would
Once, on the way
to California, we told
have got shell shock
and retired. But he
Mr. Laemmle — in a
pedagogic way — t h c
kept front
patientlytrenches,
on in
the
costs of publishing a
through
the
thick
and
magazine. We " were
swimming around
thin of it. He's a
placidly when he sudvery
patient
It must
haveman.
been a
denly and sharply
hooked us. He told
strain. It's hard
enough to roll a big
us we were wrong
and we were.
stone up hill on
smooth ground ; but
There's a
foreign expresimagine meeting bulsion somewhat
warks every- few
to this effect :
yards
and
some you
one
pot-shotting
He started out
with you but
every now and then.
was coming
That's what makeback home
little fellows big; and
while you were
little.ones — who fail —
big
still going out.
That's the way
He never quit
^Ir. Laemmle
struggling
and for
is with figures.
his pluck he has our
He not on]}sincere. abiding
knows just
American respect.
what each of
He shows the
about seventys t r a i n — any man
five exchanges
would. He's nervous
is doing each
and jumpy at times
week, but he'll
tell you within
and again he suda few dollars
denly looks a little
what any exold,
though
only
982) he's
(Continued
on page
change did the
same week last
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Parsons

Helps

Ten Per Cent, of Receipts of " Tarzan
of for
theSoldiers
Apes "— Will
Smokes
LetterBuy
to Ennis

THROUGH the patriotism displayed by
the National Film Corporation, of
which P. A. Parsons is the president, it was
announced this week that arrangements had
been consummated whereby the organization known as Our Boys In France Tobacco
Fund will receive ten per cent of the receipts from the showing of "Tarzan of the
Apes," which opened as a Metropolitan film
attraction at the Broadway theatre Sunday,
January 27.
The arrangements involving this donation to Our Boys In France Tobacco Fund
were handled respectively by Harry Reichenbach, publicity director of the National
Film Corporation, and Bert Ennis, who,
acting in a similar capacity for the Petrova
Picture Company and McClure Films, is
also directing the exploitation matter for
the fund. It has been arranged that the
organization which is supplying our boys
in France with tobacco from its headquarters at 25 West Forty-fourth Street will
receive ten per cent of the proceeds from

Memphis

Tobacco

the showing of " Tarzan of the Apes," commencing with Sunday, January 27. The following letter is an individual and si)icere
indication of the patriotic effort which is
being made by many of the leading film
manufacturers to do their share in helping
to supply the American boys in khaki now
in France with smoke comforts :
" Dear Mr. Ennis :
" Pursuant to our recent conversation,
this is an acknowledgement of the fact
that we are giving you ten per cent of
the proceeds at the Broadway theatre
for the week of January 27th of the
engagement
Tarzan Tobacco
of the Apes
for Our Boys ofIn ' France
Fund. '
" I hope wc will be able to turn a big
check over to you. We are not going to
make any capital of this fact, except
on the banner across Broadway.
" We will render a statement each
night as to the receipts, minus war tax,
and we will submit check at the end
of the week.
" Sincerely yours,
" Harry Reichenbach,
" National Film Corporation of America."

Claims

Out of Twenty-eight Theatres None
Is Finding the Sledding Too
Steep — New House Is Being
Planned
ME.Ml'Hl.S exhibitors, congratulating
themselves upon having weathered
the trials of 1917, collided headon with ten
days of snow, sleet, rain, blizzard and slush
— never equalled before in the annals of
Dixie — and came up smiling.
The Majestic Amusement Company
(owning five film houses) and the Marcus
Locw Enterprises (owning two) told a representative of Motion Picture News that
Memphis was the home of the most loyal
screen fans in the country. Ther* are
twenty-eight houses there — and nearly
every one of them is making money.
Furthermore, just as soon as B. M. Stainback, manager of Loew's Lyceum theatre
and representative in Memphis for Marcus
Locw, can obtain enough steel and construction material and close contracts for
lalior, a new, mammoth motion picture
theatre, seating 2,800 persons — to be one
of the largest theatres of its kind in the
South, will be erected in the heart of Memphis.
C. F. Bridges, secretary and treasurer
of the Majestic Amusement Company,
operating the Majestic No. 1, the New Majestic No. 1, the Majestic No. 2 and Empire No. 1 and Empire No. 2, said that each
of the five houses was doing good business. Taking the five houses as a whole,
nearly every film manufacturer in America
is represented. Three of the houses show
first-run features. The two Empires, fivecent admission, play comedies and serials
mostly.

Fund

Loyal

Public

Seven colored motion picture houses, under white management, are doing S. R. O.
business daily. These houses are fully
equipped and have seating capacities from
250 to 1,200,
The majority of the Memphis motion
picture houses have made arrangements to
comply with the Garfield fuel order and
operate every day.
Hal Roach, of Rolin,
Visits New York
Managing Director Hal Roach, of Rolin,
is in town from Los Angeles and is making
his headquarters at the Pathe offices.
Mr. Roach reports that now that Pathe
is releasing a one-reel Lloyd comedy every
week there is a speeding up at the Rolin
studios and that whatever curtailment there
is in other quarters has not affected his
company. He expresses himself as being
much pleased at the success which has been
attained by these comedies and prophesies
that the new Toto comedies, which are personally
nounced hit.directed by him, will score a proShows

Only Two Days
Each Week

Manager William F. Seitz, of the Star
theatre, Sandusky, Ohio, in order to save
fuel, announces that shows will be given
in that theatre only on Saturday and Sunday. Mr. Seitz says that this schedule will
be followed throughout the cold season, or
until such time as the fuel situation shows
improvement.

ews

KIND OF A FELLOW IS
—WHAT
LAEMMLE?
{Continued from page 981)
just turned fifty-one. But at any moment
he's apt to fool you.
He'll grin quickly and youthfully, dig his
hands in his pockets, look up with a curving, optimistic smile and say :
" I'll bet you."
THEY SAY
He's chicken hearted about firing employes. When it has to be done he goes
away
it's allandover.hides his head in the sand till
He still reads exhibitor letters, and carries them around in his pockets. He even
pores over them in directors' meetings, giving incidental
attention to board matters
brought
up.
He's democratic — sees everybody who
calls. Too democratic, his business associates say. He wastes time that way.
He's strong on home-folks stuff. Any
man from Oshkosh can get a job with him.
He's a natural born advertiser.
He's very sensitive to criticism upon his
pictures
; he doesn't mind criticism directed
at himself.
He consults his young son — only nine
years old — on every picture. The boy has
an uncanny knowledge of box-office values.
His door is open to all employes. Stendon't greet
breath. He ographers
listens
to all.him with bated
New

Sections
Submitted
in Shipping

The Bureau of Explosives has submitted to the Transportation Committee
of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry several new sections to be included in the proposed
amended paragraph No. 43 of the regulations governing the transportation of explosives and other dangerous articles by
express.
The new sections, c, d, e and f refer
to shipments of unexposed motion picture
film, non-inflammable film and shipments
of film with advertising matter. It is expected that the recommendations will be
filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission at Washington for final approval
at an early date.
The amended i.aragraph No. 43 as revised to date by the Bureau of Explosives follows.
43 (a) Motion Picture films must be packed in
spark-proof metal boxes of cans complying with
Specification No. 32. Not more tlian eight reels
(approximately
feet each) may be packed m
one
such outside1,000
container.
Cb) Motion picture films may also be packed m
outsidetion No.wooden
boxes complying
Specifica19, provided
each reel iswithplaced
in a
tightlv closed inside metal container. The gross
pounds.
.
.
,
weight of such a package must not exceed 400,,
(c) Unexposed motion picture film in tight rolls
exnot into one
cansfeet)
in interior metal2,000
must ceedbefivejiacked
rolls (ai)i)roxiiTiatcly
inside can; the cover of each inside can must
fit tightly and be held in place by a strip of adhesive tape or paper, The interior cans must be
securely packed in outside wooden boxes complyinofgwith
' one Specification
No. must
19. not
The exceed
gross
weight
outside container
400 pounds.
(d) Non-infiamniable motion jiicture (cellulose
acetate) films may be accepted without other
restrictions when securely packed in strong packof sufficient
to destinationages withonl
rupturestrciiKlb
or l^.il jiI"' larry
"f contents^:^
each
outside TION
conlaincr
MOIMCTUKK must
FILMb' " ]il.iiiil>
and in marked
addition" must
be marked, " NOT DANGKROUS " as prescribed
by paragraph 34 (c).
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TITLE, STAR, AND BRAND
ALIAS MRS. JESSOP (Emily Stevens— Met.)

E.
Big

Big

Big
S.

N.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.

Big
W.
Ave.

Ave.
ALL FOR A HUSBAND (Virginia Pearson — Fox)
Poor Ave. Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave Ave
AMERICAN MAID (Edna Goodrich— Mut.)
Ave.
AMERICAN WIDOW, AN (Ethel Barrymore— Met.) .. . Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave. 1 Ave.
AVENGING TRAIL (Harold Lockwood— Met.)
Extr;
Extra
AUCTION BLOCK, THE (Rex Beach Production— Gold.)
AWAKENING, THE (Montagu Love, Dor. Kelly World) Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
BABES IN THE WOOD (Fox Kiddies— Fox St.)
Ave. Ave. Ave.
BABBLING TONGUES (Ivan Production— St. R.)
Ave.
Big
Big Ave.
Ave.Big Ave.
Big Ave.
BECAUSE OF A WOMAN (Belle Bennett— Tri.)
Ave.
BLIND
EarleOverton—
— Vit ) Vita.)
Ave. Ave. Ave.
BOTTOM ADVENTURE
OF THE WELL,THETHE(Ed'w
(Evart
Ave. Big Ave. Ave.
Big
Big Ave.
BRANDED SOUL, A (Gladys Brockwell— ^ox)
CAMILLE (Theda Bara— Fox)
CASE AT LAW, A (Triangle)
CINDERELLA MAN, THE (Mae Marsh— Gold.)
COLD DECK, THE (William S. Hart— Lynch)
COME THROUGH (Herbert Rawlinson— Jewel)

Big
Big
Poor Poor Poor Ave.
Big Extra Big
Extra
Big Big
Ave. Big
Big

Big
Big Extra
Big Big
Ave.
Big

DAUGHTER OF DESTINY (Madame Petrova— First Nat.)
DAUGHTER
Bie Ave.
Fox St ) OF THE GODS (Annette Kellermann— Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big
DAYBREAK (Emily Stevens— Met.)
Ave.
Ave.
DEVIL STONE, THE (Geraldine Farrar— Art.)
Ave. Ave. Ave.
DIAMONDS AND PEARLS (Kitty Gordon— World) . Ave.
DOOR BETWEEN, THE (Ruth Clifford Blue)
Extra
Extra
DRAFT 258 (Mabel Talliaferro Met )

EASY MONEY (Ethel Clayton— World)
ETERNAL TEMPTRESS (Lina Cavalieri— Para.)

Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.

FAIR BARBARIAN (Vivian Martin Para )
FANATICS (J. Barney Sherry— Tri.)
FETTERED WOMAN, THE (Alice Joyce— Vita.)
FOR LIBERTY (Gladys Brockwell— Fox)
FOR Go
THE ld
FREEDOM OF THE WORLD (Special—
.)
FRANCE IN ARMS (Pathe)
FUEL OF LIFE, THE (Belle Bennett— Tri.)
GAME OF WITS, A (Gail Kane— Mutual)
GARDEN OF ALLAH, THE (Selig Special Production)..
GIFT O' GAB (Jack Gardner— K.E.S.E.)

Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
Big
Ave.

Big Ave.
Big
Ave. Ave.
Big Big
Big
Ave.
Big Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
Big
Big Av^.
Big
Ave.
Ave.

Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big .
Big Ave
Ave.
Ave.
GOOD FOR NOTHING, THE (Blackwell-Greeley— W.). Ave.
Big Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave.
GOWN OF DESTINY, THE (Alma Reubens— Tri.)
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
GRELL MYSTERY, THE (Earl Williams— Vita. )
HEART OF A LION (Wm. Farnum— Fox St.)

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
"Good show, star not popular." "Very good picture." "Title killed it." "Very
good, really
funny,playpleased
crowd."pleased
"Veryoursatisfactory."
"Nicely
presented
that small
thoroughly
patrons."
"Big business, but without any exception the biggest piece of cheese I ever
ran" (N.). "Worth the money — good comedy" (N.). "Story all mixed up,
poor" (W.). "6000 feet of film absolutely wasted; most worthless picture I
have seencomments,
in five years"
(N.).of Jan.
"A regular
further
see issue
12.) farce, audience hissed" (E.). fFor
"Much patriotism, very pleasing" (N.). "Very poor picture" (S.J.
"Good, clean, average business getter." "Good, but patrons like Ethel Barrymore in dramatic roles better" (N.). "Good entertainment" CS.). "Average
picture" (W.). "Don't care for her in this" (N.I. "Very good" (N.).
"Very pleasing play." "Good picture, beautiful scenes, good photography —
Lockwood a drawing card." "Unsuited to star."
"Strong play well acted." "Too much action, but got by with it." "Typical
Goldwyn — made 'em come again." "Good picture, pleased." "Great picof Jan. ture."
12 "This
andpicture
Feb. has
2.) drawing power." (For further comments, see issues
"A good interest sustaining picture." "Better than average." "Photography
excellent, average production." "Star rapidly gaining in favor."
"Fairy tales don't draw." "For kids only." "Good kid subject." "Extra good
for children." "Good kid picture, fine work." "Does not draw adults."
"One of best acted dramas ever produced, good surprise finish" (S.i. "Fine
picture." "A very good picture" (S.). "People seemed to like it" (N.).
"Nothing to it but title, poor picture, big business first day" fS.J.
"Good show." "Pleasing picture, but would stand trimming — too long."
"Above average program release."
"A good interest holding picture."
"Melo
— pleased;
(S.).stories."
"Too much
sex; program
stuff."—
"Poor."
"Publicelaborate
does notproduction"
like Mexican
"Poorest
of the week
poorest Fox picture for many weeks. Brockwell not at her best."
"Great" (E.j. "Patrons well pleased" (N.). "Great picture, Bara fine in part"
"Best production
of Camille
further
comment, see
issue of ever
Feb. offered
2.) — pleased my audiences" (E.). (For
"Pleased about one fourth of the people" (S.). "Did not please patrons" (N.).
"Kind that pleases all." "Best Marsh release." "A very good picture." "Best
Goldwyn since
'Polly'."
comments,
see issue
of Feb."Great,
9.) we want more like this." (For further
"A picture that pleased." "He is a good drawing card." "Dandy Hart picture."
"Best Hart ever made." "Pleased, big business." "Too dark — photography
poor." "Good box-office attraction." "Good Hart subject."
"Rattling good picture." "Four big days on this." "Did greater business on
this than Hart two weeks before" (W.). "Patrons well pleased." "Photography
splendid." "Too much footage." "Good picture, pleased all." "A very
good
picture,
four days."
"Very fine subject."
" 'Petrova's
best,'drewwas well
the for
comment
of my audience."
"Broke all records" (S.).
"Very good picture — star is liked here" (E.).
"Fine production, very pleasing, star excellent" (E.). "Did not appeal very
strong to our patrons, just an average business" (N.). "Splendid picture,
but box-office said otherwise" (W.). "Not Farrar's best." "Great picture,
but did
not get us much business; on two days."
"Fair
picture."
"Not
as most Bluebirds, not a good character for Salisbury" (E.).
"Veryas pleasing
good" (N.).
"Very nice picture for this time" (E.). "A great patriotic picture (N.). "A
strong
patriotic
quite upwith
to our'Slacker';
expectations
a business getter."
"Excellent,
but picture,
public notconfuses
Miss as Talliaferro's
acting
specially commented on as superb" (N.). "We change every day as a rule;
ran
this
three
days,
to
better
business
third
than
first
—
a
winner."
"Good
drawing card." "Very good feature." "Best picture we have had — not a
kick — left fine impression." "Gave good satisfaction."
"A pleasing picture — this star improving" (W.). "Star fine, show good" (N.).
"Star very popular" (N.). "Ethel Clayton pleases always."
"Just a picture — nothing to rave over." "Star does not register, poor picture."
"Very good" (S.). "Fine production, poor box-office attraction." "Very
good, poor business." "Too heavy, not enough laugh" (W.).
"Extra good." "Good comedy, but 'local color' simply awful." "Best Paramount picture in many months." "Fine comedy drama — kept them laugh"Very good picture, star no draw here" (S.). "Not up to standard, but drew
rather good here" (W.).
"Ordinary picture." "Program stuff." "Poor picture, but drew well" (W.).
"Very good picture." "Fine picture, good business. " "Timely subject, good."
"Good picture." "Nice picture." "Two days' capacity and pleased everyone."
"Good
ing." picture of its kind, well liked, big business" (W.).
"Great picture." "Too monotonous." "Great stuff — should go big." "Good
drawing average
power."audience." "Poor." "Title Very Bad" (S.). "Does not hold
"Pleased
the interest" (N.). "Good cast, but poor story."
"Best Mutual we have ever played" (S.). "Patrons all satisfied." "Very good
"Too dry— yet good picture. Not a money getter" (N.). "Great big moneygetter,pleasing;
fine picture"
"An elaborate
picture, but
but failed
didn't todraw."
"Very
Gardner(N.).
a comer."
"Good picture,
repeat after
picture."
first
day"
(W.).
"Light
comedy,
very
entertaining."
"Fair
picture." "Fine."
"A clean picture that pleased."
"Good
"Averagestories."
picture." "Fair program picture."
"No endpicture."
— four different
"Excellent picture." "Best Williams picture in some time — held the interesttoo."
"Good picture" (N.). "Rattling good detective story" (E.) "Not up to
Williams' standard." "Not pleasing as some." "Good picture, pleased audience." "O. K."
"Getting back
to his old drawing power." "Very good picture." "Good
picture."
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TITLE, STAR. AND BRAND

HER HOUR (Kitty Gordon— World)
HER SILENT SACRIFICE 'Alice Brady— Sel.)
HIGH SIGN, THE (Herb. Rawlinson -Uni.l
HIS MOTHER'S BOY (Charles Ray— Para.)
HONEYMOON. THE Const. Talmadge — Sel. i .
IN THE BALANCE (Earl Williams— Vita.)

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.

Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.

W.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave
Ave.
Big
Ave.

INDISCREET CORINNE (Olive Thomas— Triangle).. .
JACK AND JILL (Piclcford-Huff— Para.)

Ave.

Ave. Ave.

Poor Ave.
JUDGMENT
HOUSE (Stuart Blackton ProductionPara.)
Ave.
Ave.

LASH OF POWER (Carmel Myers— Blue.).
LEARNIN'
OF JIM BENTON
Stewart—Pathe)
Tri. ) ..
LITTLE PATRIOT,
THE fBabyRoyOsborne—
LITTLE PRINCESS, THE (Mary Pickford— Art.) .

Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Poor
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big
Big
Big
Big

LOVE LETTERS (Dorothy Dalton— Para.)
LONE WOLF, THE (Brenon Production— Sel.) .

Big Big
Big
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.

KILL- JOY, THE (Mary McAlister— K.E.S.E.)
KINGDOM OF LOVE. THE .Jewel Carmen -Fox).
LAND OF PROMISE (Billie Burlce- Para.)

Ave,
Ave.

LUST OF THE AGES (Lillian Walker— Ogden Pict. Co.),
MAGDA (Clara Kimball Young— Sel. >
MAID OF BELGIUM (Alice Brady— World) .
MAN FROM MONTANA Neal Hart— Uni. j . . .
MAN TRAP, THE (Herbert Rawlinson— Blue.).
MANXGold.)
MAN, THE (Geo. Loane Tucker ProductionMAN WITHOUT A COUNTRY (Jewel Production)..

Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big
Big
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave.
Big

Big
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Big Big
Ave.

MARKED MAN, A (Harry Carey— Blue.)
MARK OF CAIN (Mrs. Castle-A. Moreno— Pathe)

Ave
Ave. Ave,
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave,

MARRIAGE SPECULATION, THE Mildred Manning
—Vita.)
MATERNAL SPARK. THE (Irene Hunt— Tri.j
MATEMut.)
OF THE SALLY ANN (Mary Miles Minter—
MEDICINE MAN, THE (Roy Stewart— Tri.) .
MISS-Mut.)
JACKIE OF THE ARMY (Margarita Fischer-

Ave. Ave. Ave.
Poor Ave.
Ave.
Poor
Ave Ave, Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave, Ave. Ave.
Ave.

Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave
Big
Big Extra Extra
MODERN MUSKETEER. A (Doug. Fairbanks- Art.) . Extra Extra
Big
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
MOLLY ENTANGLED (Vivian MarUn— Para.)
Big Big Ave.
Big
MRS DANE S DEFENSE 'Pauline Frederick— Para.) .. . Ave.
Big
MtSS U. S. A. June Caprice— Fox) .

MY LITTLE BOY (ElU Hall -Blue.)
NAN OF MUSIC MOUNTAIN (Wallace Reid— Para.). .
NEARLY MARRIED (Madge Kennedy— Gold )

Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.

Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
NEW YORK LUCK William Russell— Mut.)
Ave. Ave.
OVER THERE (Chartc* Richman. Alice Q. NltUon— 8ei.')'. Ave.

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE

"Good
"This
"Very good." "Kitty Gordon popular, story good." "Average program."
"Best picture Kitty Gordon has appeared in."
"Good." "Not consistent with Select Standard — star good."
"Very good — great" (N.K
"Very
drawas better
in time."
"Too much 'silly kid' stu6f."
"Did good
not picture,
please orstardo will
as well
previous
Ray pictures."
"Very pleasing picture, clever direction."
"The usual Earl Williams picture; pleases some, but star does not vary recently
in his characterizations." "Biggest business we have ever done on Williams"
(S.). "Excellent; gave entire satisfaction." "Publicity of 'The Hillman,'
from which it is taken, will get the money if exploited properly.''
"Olive Thomas is a comer." "Fine picture.' 'Pleased my patrons."
star getting very popular." "Ordinary."
"Fair picture." "A
"F^ckford
young Douglas Fairbanks. Huff also clever. "Only fair." "Very
picture."a"Name
good."
hurts this." "Pleased men only." "Play it— a sure-fire hit — I
shall repeat it." "Very good picture." "Good picture." "Terrible title —
fair
picture." "Fair only." "Pleasing little picture, but poor title — should
picture."
great
have
called it 'The Fighting Kid' or something similar" (N.). "We covered
title Jack and Jill on all posters." "Fair, too much kid." "Typical of this
star, goes over nicely." "Will satisfy any audience."
"Only a fair production." "Fair picture only." "Will do business if handled
well, it pleased all." "Fairly interesting production of a big story." "Very
hard to understand — poorly connected, not liked" (W.). "Great picture, no
box-office power" (N.). "No better than anybody's regular service"
(N.).
"Pleasing,
no drawing power; McAlister clever, but the story is absolutely unreasonable, and director on location bad" (W.). "Fair picture" (N.).
"Good
attraction"
"Does (W.i.
not draw" (E.i. "No drawing card" (W.).
"Fair business, good(S.).picture"
"Has the merit of being different, only ray patrons did not care for the story
"Opinion divided. Just a fair picture and average drawing card." "Fair
picture." "Well done, and pleased." "Fair." "Extra good picture."
"Excellent picture." "Poor for Bluebird." "Good picture, up to standard in
every Western."
way." "Only
"Good
"Poorfair."production."
"Good enough for any theatre to show."
"Good picture." "Picture too kiddish, did not pass at all." "A good picture
for a kids' Saturday matinee." "No box-office value." "Satisfactory."
"Only fair." "Not up to recent plays, only fair business." "Fine picture."
"Very good." "Fair only." "Nothing extra, didn't draw." "Adults passed
itof up,
Jan.too19 kiddish.
and Feb.Just
2.) a fair production." (For other comment, see issues
"Good production, ordinary story."
"Excellent." "Return business to capacity." "Going big on second week" (W.)
"Extra big entire week." "Swell picture" (N.). "A great picture, and a good
drawing card, with plenty of exciting situations." "Could recomme nd this
subject for any theatre." "Average picture." "Excellent."
"Fine production — good theme" "Fair box-office picture — draggy" (W.).
"Fine — artistic, but didn't draw, or please any too well." "Very good feature,
story great; big money-getter if handled right." "Pleased."
"Very
"Good picture
but did
not draw."
(W.). good(Forpicture."
other comment,
see issue
of Jan.
19. J "Big business, pleased"
"Very good." "This star always does average business." "Good picture and
very pleasing." "Fine, good photography." "Star popular, pictilVe pleased
"A great picture — a wonder." "Very pleasing picture, went over well in my
house" (E.). "Anything but 'pleasing'" (S.).
"Very good." "Fair picture."
"Not
about 50-50." "Interesting, entertaining, big busi
ness."especially
"High well
classliked,
picture."
"Turned hundreds away first night" (N.). "Very good picture, not so much
pulling power"
picture"Drew
— a little
long"rather
(N.).too "Fine
picture."
"Should(W.).
have "Wonderful
drawn better."
well, too
though
long
due to English style of directing and acting."
"Great, if publicity is properly handled." "Fine patriotic production that any
American audience will like." "Extra good attraction." "Great busines
"Good
secondbusiness,
day." fine, pleased."
"Good
picture,extra
excellent
photography,
settings, pleased
no pullingandpower"
(W )
"Nothing
— patrons
satisfied."beautiful
"This picture
drew extra
big business two days" (E.). "Fair picture — best Mrs. Castle has appeared
in, no pulling power." "Very good plot — exceptional."
"Very good, different sort of story."
"Not a drawing card." "Good."
"Very good offering" (N.). "Great entertainment." "Not popular kind
picture" (N.). "Very pleasing subject, star O. K." (N.;.
"Good Western." "Average production." "Good business, hardly up to standard of previous Stewart productions."
"A notpleasing
little"This
picturestar— not
business-getter."
much."
neverbig."
draws"Fair,
with notus"good
(N.).
"Good, people "Bad-;liked it
very much" (N.).
"Good." "Best program picture in long time; S. R. O. the second day." "Great
matinee picture." "Poor direction" (W.). "Fine patriotic picture" (N. ).
"A very pretty picture, delighted all; up to the Fox standard — pleasing subject, verya patriotic"
on account
its patriotic
appeal."
"Splendid,
knockout" (N.).
(E.)."Went
"Best over
Fairbanks
yet" of(S.).
"Best thiiig
Doug,
has done." "Very satisfactory feature from every standpoint." "First good
laughs we have heard in our house for some time."
"Good picture." "Very nice, star well liked." "Good." "Another like this
and 'good night'." "Pretty good picture." "Very good picture." "Ordinary." "Just a picture."
"Very good." "Excellent picture, but hardly a show for the tired business man.'
"Good production; story did not register." "Very good picture, but expected
more
here" from
(N.;. Pauline." "Unsatisfactory ending — leading man not popular
"Fine Christmas picture, pleased everyone." "One of the best Bluebird hat
made."
"Everyone"Beautiful,
satisfied, splendid
went over big in high class locality."
"Fine feature."
very wellcast,
liked."
"Good."
fW.). "In a dress suit would make a bigger hit." "Very good." "Exciting
Western with very pleasing effects." "Great picture." "Extra good show"
"Comedy one of best shown; star rapidly coming to front." Photography wonderful, star"Well
has advantageclean
of appearing in best Goldwyn has put out."
"Great."
comment,
see issueliked,
of Jan. 26.)comedy." "A magnetic star." (For other
"A very good picture."
"Very good war picture — drew good business at advanced prices."
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EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE

Big
S. Big
Dig Big
Ave.
Big Big Dig Dig
Clg
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big Big Big Big
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big Big
Big
Big Big
Big Big
Extra

"Good picture, star not known." "New star, did not draw." "Just gets by,
not especially pleasing" (N.). "New star, but pleased all" (N.). "The tar
is very
poor in this
subject"
(N. i. that lives up to its advertising."
PAY ME (Jewel Production)
"Fine
Western."
"Great
production
PLEASE HELP EMILY (Arm Murdock— Mut.). . . .
"Light entertainment." "Not as good as oth;r Empires." "Pleasing comedy
drama." "Fairly good." "An extra good comedy."
POPPY (Norma Talmadge— Sel.)
"Above the average." "Good production." "Very good business."
"This is a dandy." "Great favorite here." "Ran c'ose second to Fairbanks
P.<IDE OF NEW YORK, THE (Geo. Walsh— Fox).
'Reaching for Moon." " "Fast gaining in popularity in all our houses." "Great
show." "Star always pleases."
PRINCESS VIRTUE (Mae Murray— Blue.).
"Very artistic." "Liked by some, not by others." "Too high class for mob."
"Just ordinary." "Pleased some, disappointed others."
REACHING FOR THE MOON (Douglas Fairbankt— (Art.)
"Good." "Not up to Fairbanks' standard." "Not his best." "Not as good ai
usual." "Pulled him off fourth day." "Fair — star great card." "Same old
smile gets 'em, and they like it." "Just a moving picture, but Fairbanks
popular as ever." "Very good, but not his best." "Went over great." "Only
fair — big drawing card." (For further comment, see issue of Jan. 19.)
REDEMPTION (Evelyn Nesbtt Thaw— State R.).
"An"Drew
exceptionally
goodliked."
picture,(For
well other
acted,comment,
good attendance
prices."
big, picture
see issue atof raised
Dec. 29.)
RED.Met.)
WHITE AND BLUE BLOOD (Bushman-Bayne"Bushman and Bayne are coming back strong." "Very good picture." "Good
— good business
**Bushman's
best."getter." "Classy picture, mighty good entertainment."
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
REGENERATES (Alma Reubens— Tri.)
"Show
good."
picture, no pulling power." "Good, but no business."
"Patrons well "Fine
pleased."
Big
RISE OF JENNIE GUSHING (Elsie Ferguson— Para.) . .
"Very
pleasing
subject."
"Pleased — fair crowds." "Pleasing to look at but
Big
did not get over for me." "Too much art — a little more 'hokum,' please."
Big Big
"Very good." "Good picture — Ferguson will prove box-office attraction after
she
Ave.
(Forgets
otherknown."
comment,"Unfavorable
see issue oftitle
Jan.killed
12.; it." "Just a fair picture. '"Good."
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Big Ave. "Very pretty picture; beautiful scenes; star good."
RUNAWAY ROMANY (Marion Davies— Pathe Sp.).. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big "Fine picture." "Good of its kind, beautiful scenery." "Very good."
SAVAGE. THE (Ruth Clifford— Blue.)
Scandal (Constance Talmadge— Sel.)
"A very fine picture, will absolutely please patrons of any house" (N.). "Miss
Big Big
Talmadge
greatof inFeb.
this 2.)part." "Went over well" (S.). (For further comBig
ment, see isissue
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
SECRET GAME, THE (Sessue Hayakawa— Para.) . . . .
"Great,
one
of
Jap's
best
yet." "Dandy picture, very interesting" (N.). "Good
Big
enough picture, star does not dra* here" (N.). "Excellent picture" (W.).
SECRET OF THE STORM COUNTRY (Norma Talmadge— Sel.)
"Good
picture; star
picturewill
—
star deserves
betteralways
vehicledraws;
than best
this. sheIn hasmy done."
opinion "Fairly
star in good
6 months
be biggest box-office attraction in the business" (S.). "Very pleasing, well
Big
Dig
liked by all" (N.). "Well liked" (W.).
Ave.
Dig Dig
SEVEN SWANS, THE (Marguerite Clark -Para.)
"An excellent Christmas fairy tale." "Excellent photography." "Good matDig Ave.
inees, poor evenings." "Very good picture of its kind, well suited to women
and kiddies." "Draws for children mostly — children's pictures keep away
an
adult
patronage." "Great holiday bill for kids." "A very fine picture."
Ave. Ave. Ave.
"Biggest Clark day."
SHIRLEY KAYE (C. K. Young— Sel.)
"Clara Kimball Young never better than in this picture." "Business better
second day than first." "Very nice story." "Best C. K. Young picture yet."
Big "History
SILENT MAN, THE (Wm. S. Hart— Art.)
repeats — they are killing off the Westerns" (W.). "Not up to Hart
Big Big
standard" (N.). "Hart pictures seem to all look alike, guns, cowboys, cards,
saloons, gambling." "Give Hart a change, like 'Between Men' — dress him up.
Big Big
if only for a reel or two; my patrons say, 'The same old Hart with the same old
gun." "Getting tired of his pictures" (N.). "Good" (N.). "Good picture and
Big Big
went over well" (E.). "One of his best, great drawing card for anyone."
Big Big
r-..
"Second run — capacity." "Very good." "Best Hart Artcraft."
SIRENS OF THE SEA (Jewel Production)
"Patrons liked this." "A beautiful production." "Well liked."
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
SMALL TOWN GUY, THE (Taylor Holmes— K.E.S.E.
"Pleasing, but not up to other Taylor Holmes pictures."
SNAP JUDGMENT (William Russell— Mut.)
Ave. Ave.
"One
of Russell's
"Very
good." best." "Good." "Pleased, good Western." "Fine picture."
Big
SQUARE DECEIVER, THE (Harold Lockwood— Met.)
Big "Lockwood always draws." "Much better than average." "Good picture."
"Very pleasing picture." "Production good, star a good card." "Lockwood
at his best." "Very good." "Well liked." "Good picture, didn't draw."
"Excellent, like Lockwood in this kind." "Good picture."
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
STOLEN HONOR (Virginia Pearson— Fox)
Ave.
"Good
story, poor photography." "Average picture."
Ave. "Very good
SUDDEN GENTLEMAN. THE (Wm. Desmond— Tri.). Ave. Ave.
program picture." "Fine picture, drew extra." "Very good."
SYLVIA
OF
THE
SECRET
SERVICE
(Mrs.
CastleAve.
Ave.
Pathe)
"Seemed to please Castle fans." "Fair picture, don't care for star here." "Unsuited to star." "Nothing to brag about."
TENDERFOOT, THE (Duncan-HoUoway— Vita.)
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "One of the best Westerns we have ever played" (S.). "Excellent Western with
plenty
of comedy."
"Good
"Average Western." "Good picture."
"Very fair
Western, no
draftWestern."
for this theatre."
Ave. "Good
Ave. Extra
Ave. Extra
Ave. Extra
TENTH CASE, THE (June Elvidge— World)
picture."
"Fine
picture,
but
didn't
draw."
Extra Big Big Big "Record for the house — wonderful production,
THAIS (Mary Garden— Gold.)
remarkable achievement even
for
Goldwyn"
(S.).
"Big
business,
but
not
as good second day" (W.). "Well
Big
liked, big business at advanced prices." "Wonderful — went over some of
their heads" (E.). "A knockout" (S.). "Pleased some, others thought it
rotten; costume stuff don't please here — extraordinary business" (N.J.
"Weather awful — business great" (S.). "Story not liked" (S.). "Did not
please, but drew tremendous business" (^W.).
TOM SAWYER (Jack Pickford— Para.)
"Bully
picture, had us guessing to handle the crowds." "Excellent — pleased
greatly." '"The kind we need more of — PLAY IT!"
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
UNKNOWN 274 (June Caprice— Fox)
"A dandy picture" (N.). "The dog carries off the honors." "Acceptable, gets
over fairly well."
"Firststarhalfhurtgood,
UNTIL THEY GET ME (Pauline Hart— Tri.)
"Unknown
it." last drags."
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Excellent."
UP OR DOWN (Geo. Hernandez— Tri.)
"Very
poor
picture"
(N.).
"Fair,
that's
(N.). (W.).
"Fair production" (W.)
"Rotten" (W.). "Entertaining comedy all"
drama"
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
VENGEANCE IS MINE (Irene Castle— Pathe )
"Very
good
—
excellent."
VOICE
OF CONSCIENCE, THE (Bushman-Bayne— Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Met.)
"An"Fair
excellent
pictxire."
picture
is good,
I think
getting
picture."
"One of"This
the best
pictures
we have
run star
this isseason
— toobetter."
much
Ave
Bushman" (W.). "Very good, liked by all" (N.). "Very good." "Good
picture."
"Negro
boy
very
good."
Ave Ave Ave
VOLUNTEER, THE (Madge Evans— World)
Ave. Ave. "Fine picture."
Big Ave.
WHEN MEN ARE TEMPTED (Mary Anderson— Vita Ave.
Big Big Big Big "Not up to Vitagraph standard" (N.). "Not much picture" (S. i. "Poor picture, but for some unknown reason drew big" (S. i.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
WHO GOES THERE'' (Harry Morey— Vita.)
"Not up to standard" (S.). "Star popular and picture fine" (N.l. "Harry
Big Big
Morey
popular here" (N.). "No punch, always expecting one and don't
come"
(W.).
Poor Ave. Ave.
WILD GIRL, THE (Eva Tanguay— Sel.)
"Nothing
to picture only the direction." "Glad she's making only one picture."
Extra
"Very have
poor, broken
public record,
disgusted."
WOLVES OF THE RAIL (Wm. S. Hart— Art.)
"Would
but for the blizzard" (W.).
Ave.
ZEPPELIN'S LAST RAID (U. 8. Exh. B. Corp.)
"Good spectacle, generally pleased — more because of the wonders of it than the
PAINTED MADONNA, THE (Sonia Markova— Fox)

story."
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trade of the patrons while
they are down town. There
is plenty
of you
goodcanadvertising that
get,

attention
to the theatre. It
!l. „'.';■ drterSTn'J:
Making
Your
House
Organ
Pay
Some Things To Avoid in Taking Advertising
sliould not only fill the
but get it on the grounds
that the displays will bring
and How To Make Your Program
purposes of informing the
the merchants Imsiness,
patrons on the essential
Merit Patronage
facts about the current bill,
and not on the sort of impossible comparisons that will estrange your newspaper. We have
but it should also convey enough information about attractions
gone into this suljject at lengtli because the method in soliciting
for the remainder of the period that it covers to bring the patrons
back to the house again. A third function that it has to fill is to business may far more than offset the good your program does.
Now, there is another warning. Most exhibitors should be
make the people who receive it through the mails read it and bring
them to the theatre to see at least one of the features announced
content if the advertising pays two-thirds of the cost of the profor the week.
gram; certainly they should be willing to rest if it pays entirely,
But one cannot always be governed by ideals; in most cases we
for the program. Don't get into the idea of making money from
have to get down to the bed rock of the practical. In our talks
your program advertising, or you will find yourself paying more
we have firmly controverted the excuses of those who have cried
attention to getting the shekels from the merchants than in bringthat they could not afford it, and equally so do we deny the coning patrons to your theatre.
tention of those who declare that they cannot afford a program.
You have got to give your advertisers good positions, but don't
ruin the appearance of your house organ by going to the extreme,
But by that we do not mean that every manager can plunge into the
first, avoid heavy black type in these displays. It would be a
expenditure of a hundred dollars or more for each weekly progood idea to use the style known as De Vinne Open Face, which
gram. There are two choices, either to keep the program simple,
you will find in nearly every printing office, for the displays. Never
like those we illustrated last week, or to give a bigger booklet
and make the advertising pay for it.
let Black Gothic or any of the big, heavy types which will dominate
and smother the neat appearance of the rest of your program find
Just one matter before we go into the question of advertising
their way in. You can meet the argument of the merchants who
solicitation. You want to remember here, and every time that
want this sort of type by explaining to him that you must make
you do anything, that your business is that of running a motion
picture theatre. More than in nearly any other line of business
your program' attractive to have it retained and that by so making
it his advertising will be worth much more to him. And it will.
you need to keep the good will of every person in your community. You need to have everyone a booster. You have enough
.\ little later we are going to have something to say about proto do in competing with your legitimate rivals without getting
gram covers, but for the present we'll pass that by, with this
warning: Never sell an advertisement on your front cover. You
into new trouble. We recently disagreed with a promoter who
need the space zvorse than you need the money.
urged the exhibitor to go into the bu.siness of selling motion picture
Where you can do so it is better to devote the right hand pages
magazines at his box-office through screen announcements, because
to reading matter and the left hand pages to advertising. That
we believed that aside from the acknowledged good that the wide
will give you a much better effect, if you can get away with it,
circulation of these periodicals would do his theatre, he should
devote his screen to pictures and he should not put himself up in though advertisers are very prone to demand position " next to
opposition to the newsdealers, whose co-operation he must often
reading matter." None of the programs that we have illustrated
seek.
on the opposite page have succeeded in entirely separating reading
matter and advertising.
This same rule applies to program advertising. If you are living
in a community where there is a newspaper published, you need
Victoria theatre, Buffalo, one of the largest and best managed
neighborhood houses in the country, allows its advertisers to use
every aid of that newspaper. You have got to have it to get the
space alongside the announcement of the bill for the day, as is
fullest amount of your success. If we were starting a theatre
in such a town we would go to the editor and enlist his co-operashow'n in the lower right hand corner. Of course, Buffalo is a
tion, and we would try to so conduct ourselves that we would
big city and the advertisers there are " wise," and they demand
deserve his help. Our reason for saying this is the immediate
good position before they will come in, but it would have been
temptation that besets the manager when he goes out to solicit
much better if the Victoria could have devoted the whole page
advertising for his program. It is the old game of " Ours is the
to the program for the day and have added the cast of each production. We refer to the cast matter here, but we shall not atbest." Instead of being content to ask for business on the service
that the program affords, some managers start in to tell the mertempt to call attention to the various points that we covered in
the first article on house organs.
chant how much better such advertising is than newspaper advertising. Result: antagonism of the newspaper. You have to reMajestic theatre, Jackson, Mich., four of whose eight program
member that the newspaper has two things to sell, circulation and
pages arc reproduced at the upper left of the cut, comljines with
and advertising. And that the one thing that you are aiming at is the Colonial, under the same management, in issuing its program
circulation, i. e., patronage.
and devotes only part of a single page to the weekly announcement
\Vc know of the case of a representative of one of the syndicates
for each theatre. We don't like that arrangement, for this organ,
owning seven houses in a principal city who went to advertisers
which is 7K x 8-)4. should be more of a program that it is, making
and immediately started soliciting business on the ground that
the iiare announcement of the star and the title of the production.
this sort of advertising was better than that obtainable by the
Yet it devotes mucli reading matter to these attractions, but this
newspapers. It was a sort of uncalled for competition, not the
is something to which we will refer in a little while.
In this prograin and that of the Franklin theatre, Saginaw, four
sort
of
solicitation
that
brought
business,
certainly'
the prossort
that tended to estrange the papers, on whosebutgood
pages of which are shown just below, keep the advertising well
will the
toward the bottom of the page .so that they will not hurt the eye,
perity of the seven houses depended. There i.sn't the slightest
reason lor the two classes of advertising to conflict.
In the first and in most cases use light enough type. The Franklin program
place, the theatre should strive for the neighborhood advertising,
is slightly larger tlian that of the Majestic and also consists of
from merchants who cannot afford to pay for the general circulaeight pages.
tion of a newspaper but want to reach the people of their neighNow, before we enter into the second part of this discussion, let
which simply
makes
l)orhood». Then there is "class" advertising, such as that of us say that no theatre
(Continued
on page
995)of its program a list
restaurant' "
fountains, etc., which will appeal especially to the
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Pages From Programs Which Offer Some Interesting Pointers
At the top, at the left, are four pages from the house organ of the Franklin, Saginaiv, Mich., and below four from that of the
Majestic, Jackson, Mich. At the right are two pages from the Orpheum, Terre Haute, Ind., and in the corner two pages from the
Victoria, Buffalo.
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the
from
different"
NCTLV
4<pvlSTl
\-J feature
through
to the end
of the
liill is the liest description of the week's
(Tffering at the RiaUo. Probably every one
knows ferent
thatfrom "all
I Mary
is difother MacLane
features, "and
the
same difference has been carried through
practically every number. The result is a
remarkably well rounded performance of
the ■■ pleasing " type.
And that is the sort of bill that all exhibitors should try to have. Don't make
good things stand out by contract with poor
ones, but synchronize (yes, we mean that
word) so that the verdict of the audience
will be not that this or that was a splendid
it wasin athegreat
but isthat
l)icture,
The
answer
not alone
care show."
in the
selection of the entire bill, but in always
having the sort of a presentation that
leaves the audience not knowing what to
expect. It is by no means only the feature
that draws thousands to the Rialto and the
Rivoli — but the conviction that every one
has that the entire performance will be
most
ring. satisfying, that there will be no jar.Vnd speaking of jars recalls a little lesson from the week's bill. The Animated
ended with some Swiss pictures. When
Mr. Rotliapfel asked our view of the Animated we confessed that we did not care
for this particular bit. " I5ut don't you see
why fore
it that
waswereputvolcano
in?" hescenes
asked.
beand "Just
we could
not end it up with a jar and then .go into
the dainty gavotte ntunber that was to follow." Which was very true, when one
thinks uf it. The strikingly contrastic
things may be used for a purpose at times,
but they do not make for a finished presentation unless they exactly fit. He had just
come from conducting the orchestra, one of
the many things that he rioes so well, and
was full of the music of it— and you know
what music means to the Rothapfel houses.
Rialto orchestra, under the direction of
I)r. Reiscnfeld. never did finer w'ork than
in the rendition of Liszt's " Les Preludes,"
a spmi)honic poem that brings into action
and into definite interpretation every piece
in the huge orchestra. It got a storm of
applause.
The Animated this week really hasn't a
war pictute in it. Thai is most unusual and
litis u-as done 7i'ith the purpose of being
different. Yet, to show you how the enthusiasm of the audiences may be brought
out. two of the numbers brought actual
shouts. The first of these was the launching of the first government-made ship
r Mutual), and cheer after cheer came.
Then Hcarst-Pathe pictures of the former
German " Vaterland," now become the
"another
Leviathan,"
and defying
the U-boats
got
roar from
the audience.
With both
of these " Honor Thy \ati')n " march was
played. A splendid intimate touch was
given with " Bill '' Snyder, for years in
charge of thr animals at the Central Park
Zoo, bidding farewell to the various animals. Auld
"
Lang Syne," softly played,

had llie whole audience humming and
brought a clever touch to this intimate Universal selection. Propaganda for the nation came with the throwing of the screen
of the Hoover editorial on wheatless and
meatless days, with " This Is the Life " being played and a Hy Mayer cartoon on the
same subject had the same music. HearstPathe pictures showed the recent volcanic
eruption in Guatemala, shown to " The
Tempest," played with special effects and
with the red lights from the lava flashing
on the screen. This same music was carried
through Mutual pictures of the destruction
of a church steeple in . St. Louis to obtain
the copper, and then followed pictures of
S\\
itzerland.
with a " shaconne,"
and
leading
up toplayed
the gavotte,
a dainty little
number danced by Reiiie Dorrec and
Yvonne Robert to " La Cinquantaine."
I-iobert C. Bruce's remarkable e>'e for
wonderful sc'enes and his clever titles that
add much to the humanness of his Educational Film pictures was again shown in
" From Here to Summerland," a picture
with some remarkable views of mountains,
water and clouds and leading one up to
what appeared to be the most l)eautiful
jilace in the world.
Mme. Maubourg made a splendid impression with her rendition of Habanera,"
from " Carmen." Now there is another
tiling to note in that the Spanish harmony
seemed to run through the performance,
lor the other big musical number was the
march from the same opera played by the
orchestra and sung by the full male and
female Rialto chorus. Of course, the singers were in costume and they carried out
especially well the spirit of the song, for
thev have come to be not onlv excellent

TWO

effective settings are employed by
Manager Harold Edel at the Strand
this week. The first comes during the first
part of the overture Luigi's " Egyptian
Ballet." Here the .setting showed the
Sphinx with the pyramids in the background, the moon rising and a caravan
jjassing along. The second was with a
duct, "Barcarolle" from "Tales of Hoffman," aduet sung by Rosa Lind and Anita
Tagel. There was a Venetian effect for
this with boats in the harbor carrying their
lights, the singers being shown in costume
and reclining on a gondola in the foreground. The number got rei)eated applause.
There is an unusual combination in the
scenic this week, including " Picturesque
Huelgohe, Brittany " and " Bonnets of
Brittany," both Pathes, and then a Paramount-Bray cartoon, " Goodrich Dirt's
Bear Hunt."

P ict u r c N c iv s

singers, but under the careful training that
they have been they get the finer points
and are not merely wooden-like figures on
the stage.
Special music was arranged for the feature picture, there being a number of intimate touches like " My Wife's Gone to the
Country," which were introduced just at
the right nibment. While we are not going
into detail here to the various numbers
played, let us direct your attention to the
fact that music has a wonderful thing to'
do with a picture like this. To a considerable extent it is a recital by Mary MacLane
of the way six different men made love to
her, and certainly a picture of this sort
might grow tiresome if the same music was
played all the way through it. But by
breaking it up, using different airs thai
liave an evident association -jirith the scenes
that are being shoivn, any possibility of monotony isrelieved.
" Five to Five," a clever Christy comedxwith Bobbie Vernon and Ethel Lynne, made
a big hit. It is of the milder type of comedy, but there are plenty of laughs in it,
and the catchy music added to the gaiet>
of the spirit.
Above everything else, w'C hate to sit in
front of people who are always talking
jibout the pictures, but in a way this is in
teresting at the Rialto, for the comments
that are made on the pictures, the music
and the surprise effects are a good index to
what the people want. They want things
that cause them to say aloud to themselves,
'' wonderful." And when we saw this bill
there were three such persons sitting behindmentusorwho
said as" wonderful
moso, and
a matter of" every
fact there
were not wonderful things about the show
— except that it is zvonderful how a man
ivith care to every detail can weld everything together and leave a smooth entertainment that gives each patron the sense of
oneOf thing
— "delight."
course
your pictures have a whole
lot to do with it, liut there's more in what
you do with the picture.

This week's scenic opens with pictures of
the (juatemala earthquake, and then follow skiing at Gary, 111., a Paramount-Bray
exposing magic tricks, Tommies returning
from a German prison camp to Boston,
England, and then another ParamountBray showing Royal Dixon, nature writer
and his birds. An old-fashioned wagon
train at San Diego showed that the nation
is using, every resource to meet the Huns
"VafollowedandtheStripes
and the similar
terland." With
" fashion
the Stars
Abroad " showed some training scenes, and
then the weekly ended with remarkable pictures of soldiers at Camp Upton marching
in the snow. It brought down the house.
The feature is Pauline Frederick in
" Madame Jealousj'," and the comedy, Billie Rhodes in " Her Friend Brown." The
other musical number is Andre Enrico singing "Lolita."
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Uses

Some

Striking

Ideas

in

Making His Newspaper Appeals ''Different
ONE of the reasons that George F. Fullerton (commonly known as " Hundred Per Cent") has attracted so much attention among motion picture advertisers is
that he is constantlj' experimenting, constantly doing things new and things that
Sunday
MARCH Noon- Concert
Tobln
other advertising managers would hesitate
to do.
Within one week he has so successfully
Wallace ?:> Wurlltzer
SUNDAY
used several ideas in two of the three
Seattle, Wash., theatres for which he writes
the advertising, the Liberty and the Coliseum, that comment on his work is taken
out of the " Your Idea and Ours " department this week for special comment here.
During the week of January 13 the same
cuts were used in the advertising of the
Liberty and the Coliseum, the only changes
being in the she of these, in conformity to
the different quantities of space used and
the regular weekly schedules of advertising. In most cases we prefer the use of
different cuts on the different days, liut here
Inillerton determined to drive one idea
home on each of these features and he succeeded so well that both pictures played to
remarkably big business.
imm
On looking at the Fairbanks advertisement the first thing that catches one's eye
is the fact that the theatre has deliberately
imnaDGE
changed the name of the Fairbanks picture
OHOSFYESTERDflY
SCREEN DYNAMITE-ALL SIX REELS OF IT
Also the STAR ■ LIBERTY WEEKLY!
And
With Mack
LouiseSennett's
Fazenda "Kitchin Lady"
nimt at Pike; Continuous 11 to 11; Admission 20c; Children lOc

Doug, human cyclone, «ijiU Nature's Canyon
(lanorama ofoipaintnl
the Grand
Arizona!rock,A
trusty Ford, a real pippin of a girl,
athesevillyun,
a bandwithofa rattling
Injuns—good
mix
and Doug
story, add a thrill to every other
scene and
—and
you ahivehair-raiser every reel
A KANSAS MUSKETEER

mmm
UFItth«tpnra-C«iUnuou(Ui*U
AMuMti 200— Chlldnn Uc fjI I

from "A Modern Musketeer " to " A Kansas Musketeer." There was a very definite
reason for doing this in the opinion of Fullerton. The last Fairbanks picture has been
largely a costume picture and the Seattle
theatres found that the energetic star was
not so well liked in this class of productions. So it was feared that the title of
" A Modern Musketeer " would leave the
same impression and hurt business, so, without using the ordinary line " not a costume
picture" that is so frequently seen, he
changed the title itself. It's a rather daring
thing to do and one that we would not advise the average exhiljitor to do unless he
is very sure of the ground, and thoroughly
familiar with his patrons.
The same thing was done with " Wolves
of the Rail," the latest W. S. Hart picture,
where the original working title, " Dead or
Alive," was used because it was believed to
be a more typical Hart title.
As we have mentioned, Fullerton changed
the reading matter on the various days.
With the Fairbanks picture he used such
as :
" Like the Kansas cyclone, it moves fast
and makes a clean sweep."
" Like the Grand Canyon of Arizona,
where it was filmed, it must be seen to be
appreciated."
" Scenery and smiles are strewn all over
Doug Fairbanks' ' Kansas Musketeer.' "

HOLIDAYS
They Count,
'"Regular' Dayshut
Count.
Too
from exhave accounof ts ial
thingsto
hibitors spec y glad
ver
be
ld
wou
y
WE that the do in the way
of advertising, lobby decorations or special settings for
n's Birthday. Send
Washingtohs
where possible, as
photograp
they are more eloquent than
long descriptions.
This is a special invitation,
but the invitation is always
open for you to send what you
are
" regular
days doing
as well.on Ofthe
course
a par-"
ticular
holiday
makes
a
particular sort of stunt appropriate,

but you ought to keep thinking
about things that you can do
any old day.
" Kansas cyclones aren't in it with Doug
when he gets into action. See it in ' A
Kansas Musketeer,' filmed in the Grand
Canyonthe ofcase
Arizona."
of "was
Ghosts
of toYesterday,"
theInreading
matter
devoted
the Mack
Sennett comedy on the same program,
'■ The Kitchen Lady," and attention was
directed day after day to the cat comedian
andFullerton
the 'fish used
that itanother
" caught."
good idea in a
special advertisement in the Saturday issue
the same week, combining the attractions at
the three theatres, and making a special apSATURDAY

IS

A SCHOOL HOLIDAY
-Send the kiddies down.
LllBERiTiY
NORMA
TALMADGE
IN
GHOSTS OF
YESTERDAY

mmm
DOUG
IN *
FAIRBANKS
KANSAS
MUSKETEER
Filmed Canyon
in the
Grand
of Arizona !

AndComedy
a 2-Reel
Sennett
U

U

THE WOLF AND HIS MATE
MISSION TODAY AND SATURDAY \
peal for the -attendance of the children. It
simply called attention to the fact that Saturday was a holiday and gave the title of
the pictures. Of course, everyone knew it
was Saturday and a holiday, but it's a
mighty good idea to call attention to the
obvious every once in a while and you are
sure to get quick results.
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Picture

News

Sub-Deb f*icture
Crowds
Clemmer
* fpt Comedy
IX tlu- last issue of the News we published ail account of the opening of
tlic Stratford theatre, Poughkeepsic, N. Y.,
one of the finest houses in the country in
proportion to the population of the city.
And the day of the opening a page ad-

get attractive display. It cost the management a little something to have this
lettering done by an artist, but it is well
worth it and the display stands out on
the page among a mass of mostly bad advertising because it is different and because it offers some reason why the reader's eye should stop. And the writer has
achieved the desirable in keeping the
wording down to the limit. He has covered tlic essentials onlj-.
The manager who' works on the old
joke motto of " Tell your troubles to the
policeman " when his patrons complain,
is likely to be soon telling his own to the
bankruptcy court.
AS

an ordinary propostion we are very
violently opposed to the " bargain
day " method of advertising. It is this
policy that is responsible for some of the
theatres in some cities giving twelve and
fifteen reels of pictures for ordinary
l)rices, the sort of program that makes
IK'ople come to the theatre once in a while
instead of regularly.
S. Barret McCormick,
managing di-

\ crtiscment in the local i)aper e\ idenced
the worth while co-operation of Goldvvyii
pictures. Inasmuch as " The Cinderella
Man " was the first feature to be shown
at that theatre it was good advertising to
take this opportunity of getting the public fully acquainted with the Goldwyn stars.
Ju-.t at the time that a new house is about
to open the public is eager to know all
aljout it and this sort of exploitation will
leave an impression that will last many
a (lav
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HERE is certainly
novelty
advertising, and it isa the
workin of
the
Clemmer theatre, Spokane, Wash. It is
simply a reproduction of the criticism on
" Bab, a Matinee Idol," which appeared in
the news columns of the SpokesmanReview the day after the opening of the
picture. The manager of the Clemmer
figured that some of the public might have
missed the review tucked away in the
news columns and he wanted to be sure
that all saw it Certainly the purchase of
space and the use of plenty of white
around the type brought it out strong and
we will guess that most everyone read it
because
of the
novelty. That's the secret
of attracting
attention.

It's what the reader of your display
niiLIIlVF.S that brings him to your theatre.
AI'"EW weeks since we reproduced
a page from the Cincinnati Enfjuircr as an example of about the worst
aggregate lot of display matter that we
had seen. You will recall that we paid
attention to the narrow display strips
running across the top of the page. We
were mighty glad to pick up last Sunday's issue and find that only one theatre was now following that idea (?).
A little later we called your attention to
some very poor advertising from Gift's
theatre in that city, and now we are glad
to even matters up by showing you that
the same house with the same space can

Marguerite
in "Bab's
inee Idol"Clark
Provides
Deligbt-Mat-

livenmuch
hot air
fills space,
doesn't
make
impression
whenbuttheit balloon
bursts. Think of that in connection with
your exploitation.
rector of the Circle theatre, Indianapolis,
has achieved the " bargain day " effect
without any loss of dignity. Here is one
of his
on " price
Intolerance."
He
has Sunday
played displays
the reduced
against
the immensity and cost of the production
in something of circus style, but he has
achieved the purpose he sought. This is
advertising that is an exception to the
general rule because he had a picture that
comes in the exceptional class. It is good
aflvertising
" Intolerance,"
try
this styleonunless
the film thatbutyoudon't
are
advertising can deliver the goods.

AIJfAMBRA THEATRE, Toledo, O.,
enters our ranks of interesting advertisers with the display on " Dodging a
Alillion." It is a combination of halftone, line work and type matter and the
advertiser has used enough space to avoid
the criticism of too much reading matter,
though on the ordinary picture we would
hold strictly to our warning " Use as few
wordsthatas has
possible."
is a case
of a
star
been off Here
the screen
for some
lime, though her wonderful popularity has
lasted. Now here is a case where the
display could have been improved. We
would have used the two paragraphs
toward the bottom of the advertisement
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What

Live

Wires

Itldbel
^omidtid
, Tom
y In Alove
drama Moose
cf thrillj aod Idugncir
The romance of an heiress who lived in luxury.
You'llmillion
like thedollars
star, and
you'llthelikehandsome
the romance
the
lover.of
You'll be afraid of the mysterious foreigner.
'i'Ou'll'envy
heiress and
her trunk
jevvels
and herthe beautiful
clothes
and allfullin allof
you'll
like
"Dodging
a
Million."
Yoi! rcmembtT Mabel Normand? She is the real
"full of pep" star in this attraction.
"Dodging screen
a .Million"
return to the
of thismarks
little themadcap.
See Her In This Romance o1 Love.
OTHER Alb.mliri
ATTRACTIONS N«i

Are

MOVIE

Doing

sanay." Such lines mean nothing when
you keep repeating them with every picture. In this display which occupies a
half-page he tries to tell too much about
the picture and as the result he has to
crowd and the name of the star and the
title are lost in the mass of type. We are
sure that the editor of the paper would
co-operate by giving Mr. Moore some free
reading matter and he should devote that
space to stories about tjie plays, short paragraphs about the players, and save his advertising space for real display.

lly every issue we have
WITHcitedpractica
some advertising of Pacific
ing
It is
as good work.
Coast advertis
3 starting
DAYS
STRAND
TODAY
THE BIG SEVEN REEL SPECIAL FEATURE

DEPARTMENT

Coming Jlttraciions ai Cosmo Cbeaicij
Saturday, January 26 1
Sunday, January 27
■In,,,,|!l'„ lV.,.r,M
"The Secret Man"|
u "Cheyenne
Cbarley" ^
"The Regenerates"
HARRY CAREY
Alma Reubens and Walt Whitman
"HIS CROOKED CAREER"
"FALSE ALARM"
Monday and Tuesday, January 28 and 29
"THE EASIEST WAY"
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
« ertai Pla» Ml a OUnairHI Star
Wednesday, January 30

tiM Da!l-n« Jl*««« H Prll«
Thursday, January 31

"For V^our"
Winifred Allen iiu.i Henry Weaver
"TOUGH TnarAI.
TURKEY TROT"
Coamo CoiircrlKohkkI/Orcbeatrn

^'Her Life and His"
Gold RoirtU-r tValore
A bigoas picture
a big theme,
with a with
world-wiile
ap4>eal.and
f frasa Iroa a* Rnb |

S O^rt tor ihe Itlovlf Tani

Ham Cu>, In tbt BoU'rtL^'"..
D |TIII,lS..r., ™««f th* U1..I

immediately under the title and then would
have followed with the other matter in
the smaller type. In other words we believe that the advertiser should have played
more on the personality of the star than
the character of the picture, though we
would have gone into this as the AlhamiDra did because her last appearances were
in two-reel slapstick comedies. But the
writer of this advertisement shows he had
generally good sense of values, for he
know the popularity of Tom Moore in his
section and brought his name into the
announcement. But it's an ad that attracts attention and one that will be read
all the way through — the main thing.
A smile for your patron may bring you
a hee-haw over your competitor.

MANAGER E. B. MOORE of the
Wayne theatre, Waynetown, Ind.,
sends some specimens of the advertising
that he does in his home paper, an eightpage publication which is ■ issued each
Friday. He has been showing three nights
a week, but recently cut to two. Naturally
having only a weekly paper for his use
he has to use his whole week's bill, but he
could do very much better than this by
getting better display and cutting out so
much of the type. Another feature which
he uses and which gets very tiresome are
the lines " It's a Bluebird," " It's an Es-'
=AT

THE WAYNE THEATRE=
li s an Ejunai—
-4TRAI0HT
SMOOTINO'THE NtotrrwoRKEHS"
"THE UTTLE TERROK"

on far Ih. pndlctJoa Itul capkdt

ALIMONY
'"THE TIE THAT BURNS"f|
The Story of An Unwanted Wife-Written
by An Old Court Reporter
HtuU & Jeff

vsuhl prices

epidemic out that way and it's going to be
a mighty good sign for the interior and
for the portion of the East that thinks
it knows everything when the epidemic
gets all over the country. Here is a
display taken from the Strand theatre,
Walla Walla, Wash., where the people
have seen the work of George Fullerton
and others of the progressive type. It is
another example of the striking use of
cuts instead of a mass of type. But the
use of cuts can be overdone as well as
anything else. At first glimpse this seems
to be a single scene picture, but upon analysis it appears that there are four different pictures used and when you come to
wonder what it is all about the cut fails
to carry any definite pimch over. The
same characters are repeated and only
confusion stands out. We warn against
too many words because a mass of lanuse cutsguagefordetracts
the from
reasonthethatinterest.
they areDon't
cuts
or you will achieve the same unwanted
effect.

LIKE the case of the Wayne theatre,
the Cosmo theatre, Winner, S. D.,
has to rely on weeklies for its advertising
and we have seen two of them which accord the house reading matter in return
for the advertising. Here is the display
and reading matter from the Winner Journal with the advertising at the top of the
page and reading matter filling the three
columns under the display. There has
been a little bobble made by placing the
announcement of the Sunday show ahead
of the Saturday. And as we have said
where the exhibitor has only a weekly he
has to advertise the bill for the entire
week, but even in this case we believe
that he should try to sell his first show
first and that he should have put more
urday.
emphasis on his announcement for SatBut at any rate this theatre shows that
it has grasped the way to advertise in a
country weekly and we are glad to be able
to print this example of newspaper cooperation.
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RothapfeFs

Answers

to

Picture

News

Exhibitors

Mr. Rothapjol Will Answer Here any Questions Regarding Problems in Exhibition. The Only
Conditions Are That the Questions Must Not Bear on the Merits of Particular Pictures or Services and That They Must Come Through the NEWS. Address Your Inquiries " ROTHAPFEL
ADVICE, EXHIBITORS' SERVICE BUREAU, MOTION PICTURE NEWS."
conducive, not alone to the best interests of the theatre, but to
XXIX — I read your interesting answers every week, and I must say that
your optimism is very inspiring indeed. Ours is a little town of 2,000 and
the best interests, of the industry. I have been offered huge sums
we occupy the Opera House, which is a pretty auditorium with about 300
seating capacity, but which is upstairs. Our patronage now, however, is of money to show some films, but there is not enough money in
good and I can see nothing but bright prospects for business here. About
the world to make me run any picture which I do not thii^k ought
SO per cent of the population are negroes and the other 50 per cent are, as a ■ to be run.
rule, the higher class of people. We now have a player-piano. I am an
The sooner the manufacturer gets away from sensationalism,
organist and am considering installing a $3,000 pipe organ. Would you,
with the possibilities so limited by the smallness of the town, do this? The
grewsomeness, bad taste, illiteracy and, above all, vulgarity and
only expense would be the cost of the organ, for after the pictures are on,
obscenity, the better for everybody. A high ethical standard in
I have nothing much to do. We have no opposition, nor any danger of it.
motion pictures is coming as sure as you are a foot high.
While I know that business would pick up at first, would people get used to
it and take it as a matter of course when the novelty wore off? — ALABAMA.
Better minds are coming into the business ; men with principles ;
men who will build a sound and lasting foundation ; men who are
1 WOULD suggest that you do not make any outlay for the in- not striving for the almighty dollar — no matter how obtained ;
strument you speak of. I would withhold the investment until men of high moral attributes ; men with ideals ; men with an eye
after the war, but in the meantime try to improve your music a to the future.
In the hands of these men lies the real future of the industry,
little. Later on you can — if business warrants — make added exa future which will see the industry surmount all these obstacles
penditures. Because you have no competition is the one reason
and come out on top — clean, wholesome, triumphant.
why you have to be careful to live up to what your patrons expect,
and a little more. This will insure you against new competitors
XXXI — I note that you have been asked several questions about news
entering your field. In the end it will have paid you, not because
reels, but I am going to have to disturb you again. I am convinced that
you were compelled to do it, but because you did your very best
these pictures are important, especially since I am in a town not far
from one of the larger cities, where the big city papers have a daily circulawhen sailing was easy.
tion of a couple of thousand. These people who take the big city papers are
my very best patrons, and I want to appeal to them as much as possible. Now,
XXX — Permit me to ask your opinion on one phase of the business that
it is impossible for me to get the various weeklies and cut them up as you do.
is, to ray surprise, never so much as touched upon. That is the necessity
I am satisfied with the weekly that I am getting, but I know that I have not
for and adoption of some method whereby the exhibitor may determine the
put the punch in it that I should. I am more impressed with the necessity
moral aspect of a subject, in addition to its other characteristics as now
of music with this news reel and not the ordinary piano playing. I have
long considered installing a four or five-piece orchestra, which I can get for
given
in
the
various
articles
and
periodicals
under
"
Screen
Opinions."
Not
one, so far as 1 have seen, ever alludes to the subject.
$100^ a week, but I have got to get further business to justify it. Do you
My patronage consists mainly of the cultured class, in the majority of think that it would be worth while going to this expense and at the same
instances being children who will not tolerate anything but morally clean
time getting the second or third run on my news weekly so as to bring it up
plays, shunning vampires, sensuous and suggestive types. Conditions forbid
to date? I wish you would analyze this question for me, as so much addimy reviewing my service, so that I am at the mercy of film companies in
tional expense needs serious consideration and I admit that I am up in the
this respect. Twice recently I have closed down my show on the first reel
air about it— N. L.
because of some immoral trend of the subject, at which time scores of patrons
began to leave the house. Both subjects happened to be from the best film
companies and lauded by various screen opinions in the trade papers.
I CERTAINLY cannot in justice advise you to run more than
While I am aware that in the cities and certain neighborhoods this class
one weekly — it is too expensive. And as for cutting, the manuof pictures goes over all right, yet there are innumerable communities where
facturer will not tolerate this from every exhibitor. There has
its elimination is of paramount importance in building up your business. It
been a great improvement in the way weeklies are assembled tomost certainly applies in my case and has been the means of greater injury
day. Make the most of what you can get and you will still have an
to my success than any one factor. Should not trade papers cover this phase
of the subject as well as other elements? — L. G. T.
interesting topical. To do what we are doing will cost you more
than you are taking in, which would be silly. The idea of having
a weekly with every performance is excellent.
YOUR question is one that I should like to answer personally
Adding $100 a week for an orchestra is a good investment, and
and in a closed room. I would not dare to put into print
will probably supply a punch to your weekly if you can choose
what I think of conditions today. The ways are few in which a
good interpretive music. Try it. But advertise that you are going
man may speak the truth as he wishes to speak it. A high ethical
to do it. And advertise that you are doing it. Results may not
standard has not yet been attained. I know exhibitors who will
deliberately book a picture just because it is off color. These men
be apparent for two or three weeks after you have made the innovation.
should be driven out of the industry. If the exhibitor himself
wouldn't
take
that
kind
of
stuff,
the
manufacturer
wouldn't
XXXII — As a general rule, I never worry about what my competitor is
make it.
doing, but I am up against it now. I have been running one feature picture
and one comedy and two days a week an instalment or a serial, and that has
A very good way of judging what you ought to give your patrons
been the prevailing custom here where there are two theatres with 90
is to imagine you have a sixteen-year-old girl or boy with eyes
per cent working people. Now, my competitor is running two five-reel features. One of these is alw&ys old, but because there are only two houses
and mind wide open — and then ask yourself whether you would
and because many of the pictures have never been shown here he can get
let them sec the show or the picture. The answer is a good criterion
these old
features
at a very
pricetheyandshow
the public
doesn't
any difference, though
all must
realizelowthat
the wear
and know
tear very
badly.
to act on. I can't enter into the merits or demerits of trade papers
and screen opinions, because they are so confusing to interpret, and
My competitor has eaten into my business, for the reason that I cannot
so many different theories can be obtained from them.
afford two reasonably new subjects and I am not going to fool the people by
giving them old stuff. Would you advise me to stand pat, or what? — L. & N.
After all, the only way is to see them for yourself. Or rely on
the director, the producing company, and the story. That is the
worry about the
Don't
better. stuff,
showis cheap
it. Make
STICK
way I work as a rule.
other tofellow.
Two your
features
bad policy, and zvill
never yield anything.
Another way — if you will pardon my being personal or egotistical— is to watch whatever the Rialto and the Rivoli run. You
People don't want to sit through two features. They tire of it.
will not need to bow your head or feel ashamed if you follow these
Rather get a snappy, varied program — a weekly, a scenic, a comedy,
a feature, and so forth, and make these as good as you can.
theatres. Time and time again I have turned down films which,
if shown, might have packed the theatre to the doors. Time and
Then stand pat on your policy. I would like to have you keep
time again I have turned down films because I did not think them
in touch with me.
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Selling

Myself

to

My

This is the fifth of our series of articles, " The Diary of a Successful
Exhibitor/' by an exhibitor who tells each week what he is doing to develop his
house, the lessons that he learns and the errors that he discovers. It is a frank
discussion of the pleasures and evils of exhibition in a town of 15,000, and the
tips contained here will probably be of value to managers in all sections.
By a Successful Exhibitor
IN my last article 1 spoke of the fact that do not know. If you do you will regret it.
Of course, you have to become acquainted
some of the exchange managers 'seemed
to be worried that I was not following the with the various companies through expolicies of some of the other exhibitors.
perience and learn how far you can trust
their various statements, but it is always
But the}' appeared to be equally worried
the safe thing to do to avoid superlatives
because I did not carry out a great many
of suggestions from them or from their and big promises.
home offices.
I know this to my regret, for during the
One instance of this was the enormous
early weeks on my management I sent out
amount of throw-aways, circular letters,
one of the folders supplied by the producers. In my rush I failed to read it through
etc., that I was urged to use. If I had followed the advice and had employed all the before the copies were mailed, and when I
did I found in it such statements as the
material that was suggested to me the local
post-office receipts would have doubled, I old favorite, " Greater than ' The Birth of
would have had a dozen mail clerks on
a Nation,' " and similar matter. When I
my payroll^ — and the gross receipts of the saw the picture a couple of hours before I
house wouldn't have been enough to pay was to show it to the public, I found that
this expense. Aside from the financial side, it was merely an average picture, and there
your patrons don't want to be flooded with was nothing really great about it. While I"
a lot of advertising material, even though
had not raised my prices for this picture, I
they live in a country town.
did a daring thing. I printed a small sign
I regret that my experience showed that announcing the fact that the prices had been
the average exchange manager seemed to lowered for the run of this picture, and
figure on the basis that the patron in the after the feature was shown I flashed a
slide on the screen stating that this picture
smaller city and in the rural districts were
had not come up to advance promises, and
very ignorant so far as motion pictures
were concerned, and that one could " put for that reason I had lowered the admission, but that if any one was still dissatover " almost anything on them. I think
isfied that person could get his money back
that comes from studying " conditions "
from the home office and knowing nothing
at the box-office. One person took advanabout the realities of the situation. While
tage of the offer during the two days. If
I had done this thing deliberately it would
my experience has been limited to my home
town, I can readily see that conditions
not have worked for better results. It inspired confidence in me and my theatre; it
might be diametrically opposite in two different towns.
convinced the public that I had their interBut here is one thing that every exhibitor
ests at heart, and that as soon as I learned
that I had made a mistake I was not going
in a small city or a semi-rural community
to make them pay for it.
should remember. What the people read
I have been told that this was very bad
they read thoroughly — and they remember.
The city man in his rush for time and see- business on my part to ever lower my
prices or admit that I had made an error.
ing scores of papers, etc., may remember
I was asked whether I intended to do this
that he read a certain thing " somewhere,"
but it will be pretty hard for him to recall on other pictures that failed to come up to
just where. But the patron in a community
the highest standard. I replied that of
such as mine will know where, and, believe
course I did not, but that I never again exme, he is going to put the responsibility for
pected to let slip by me an announcement
that any picture was the greatest that the
the claims you make in your printed matworld had ever seen, and that when there
ter right up to you and hold YOU responsible. Too much of this matter that is pre- went out again any unequivocal statement
pared by the producer and distributor ap- about a picture that it was going out because Iknew that it was true. Now, of
pears to have been written largely for the
purpose of selling the picture to the exhibcourse, this is an exception, for most producers avoid this class of statements, but
itor. It deals in exaggeration and sometimes in distortion. But, let me say, that every exhibitor can afford the time to read
there has been a marked tendency lately to over carefully any printed matter that he
get away from this sort of matter, and I does send out.
believe that the improvement will continue.
But I was referring to my general polIt is impossible for the exhibitor in the
icy about circular matter. Certainly with
small town to see the pictures before he a theatre such as mine, changing three times
books them. I know well enough that this a week, it would be foolish to send out circular matter on each production, for the
would be the ideal way to arrange your
program, and that you could give a much
whole value would be lost. However, I did
better bill if you could reject any film that determine on one policy. Not less than
failed to come up to your standard. But once a month I went to my exchange city,
with that impossible, only the next best and I made it a point then to see as many
thing can be done : Don't let any one else of the pictures that I had booked for the
next month as possible. Then I would pick
say for you things the truth of which you

Patrons
HEADS

UP

Put Yourself in Your
Theatre and Stand
hibitor touche
for
It s on putting
itycessfu
onal
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into Exhis
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theatrewee
— on mak
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d
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ran
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stan for the pict
that he is to shov/.
His attitude is in direct contrast to the man who is trying
to bunk the public and to the
fellow who tries to argue with
his patron that his offering is a
good one, when the patron
doesn't like it.
It is a policy in direct contrast to theare"best
system.
And there
manyever"
others
who
have tried it. We want to hear
from the men who are making
successes because they make
their houses the CLASS of
their communities.
Scores of them are doing
things that others ought to
know. Let us hear from you
about them.

out one or possibly two of these for what
I called my " special drives." It was not
necessarily an unusual picture, but it had
to be a good one, one that met the acid
test pi being thoroughly interesting. Then
I sat down and wrote myself a letter about
this picture, and sent it under letter postage to every one on my list.
I did not do this because this was a better picture than my standard, but merely
for the purpose of calling the attention of
all of the people to my theatre. This was
not done for the purpose of increasing the
business on that particular picture, but to
bring back to the habit of coming to my
house any persons that were tending to
drift away. In the first couple of months
on my management I found that there were
such drifts, and I could not lay them to
bad pictures, to bad weather or business
conditions or anything else. The only way
that I could define it was that some of the
patrons seemed to be " getting out of the
My personal letters, I am sure, saved me
hundreds of patrons that might have been
lost permanently. I had allowed the drift
tohabit."
continue. Because I hadn't been flooding my patrons with reading matter on
every production I found they gave attention to the matter that they did get. An
illustration : In one of the special letters
that I prepared I started off with the statement, "I haven't seen you at our theatre
for quite a few days." I had no less than
nine people to come up to me to call my attention tothe fact that they had been in my
house on specific days during that period.
I excused it on the ground that I had failed
{Continued on page 995)
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Display Brings Crowd
to Montreal House
WORK
of A.theatre,
J. Laurie,
managerhasofbeen
the
Midway
Montreal,
printed in the News from time to time and
his lobby displays have attracted much attention because he has kept up the good
work that brought M. Kashin to the front
as probably
the best-known designer of the
country
today.
Those who read the series of articles
printed in this department on the exploitation of serials, will remember that we
urged big displays on opening of these
chaptered stories. Mr. Laurie followed this
policy to the letter on the showing of the
initial episode
Universal
serial.of " The Mystery Ship," a

Lobby Display at ^^idzvay Theatre, Montreal, on First Episode of "The Mystery Ship."
How
Scejiics Link In with the Music
with a Real Motif Shown At Rivoli
RIVOLI, on account ul a peculiarity in that have been recorded. Then came the
its arrangement, offers a splendid
second of the scenics, " White Water and
opportunity to study the effect of music
Windydoor Willie,"
an amusing
outsport, and with
this thererecord
were ofplayed
and pictures on an audience. And Rothapfcl furnishes that combination of music
selections from " Princess Pat." They were
and pictures and lighting that causes the most appropriate in themselves, but one
saw the purpose at the end of the scenic
swaying of the audiences almost at will.
when the curtain parted, revealing Miss
It is really something that the greater maIrlelena Morrill seated in the rose garden
jority of exhibitors could studj' to good
account.
and opening with the words of " Love Is
Looking down from the first mezzanine
the Best of All " from " Princess Pat."
floor there is a large oval well which allows
Why, of course, no one in the audience
one on the mezzanine an opportunity to could fail to "get it." This musical number was rendered with the Rivoli female
look down upon the rear portion of the
audience. On the mezzanine one cannot
chorus. Again the lightings were notable,
the central dome of the theatre being in
see the screen, but one may hear the music
blue and the stage settings in red and gold
and especially after one has seen the show
with the exception of the dome of the
it is a study to watch an audience, the way
it sits in its strain at some serious moment,
stage, which was also in blue.
There was a third big musical number
and then, with the music, is carried into
laughter or into cheers. It is a sure sign with the full Rialto chorus rendering the
that Mr. Roihapfel has succeeded in estab" Bell Chorus " from " I Pagliacci."
lishing amotif for each of his presentaTo the tune of " Dough Boy " the Anitions.
mated opens with a Universal picture of
our boys in France, which got a big hand
That statement is fully borne out by an
effect that is achieved this week with two
and the same tune continued through a
of the Robert Bruce-Educational Film
cartoon of Uncle Sam and Pershing. Universal also furnished pictures of cutting
scenics used as a douijlc number. Of wonderful beauty and worthy of showing in Great Lake steamers in half to bring them
themselves it was the music with them and
to the coast, shown to " Nautical Fantasy,"
which continued through Pathe pictures of
the coupling up of them with the number
that had gone before and the one that fol- constructing wooden ships. Mutual views
lowed gave the atmosphere. Watch the of harvesting ice on Lake Hopatcong was
cflfcct :
shown to " Maid of U. S. A." and then
pictures of Rodin and his funeral appeared
After the overture and the Rivoli Animated, Miss Annie David rendered " Aeolus'
with " Grave Allegro Funcbcr." Finley's
Harp" with delightful skill and giving it " Rambles With a Naturalist," a study of
a dramatic interpretation at the end. Then
young birds. " Flowerette " was played
came the first of the scenics, " Where the piccolo obligato with the effect of bird
Clouds Come From." " Cameno Ostrow " calls, delighted the audience. Then came
another human touch with an educational
was played with the harp and organ effects
picture, " Playmates," showing a parrot and
through it. // seemed that the soloist's
a cat at their fun, for which the music
number was echoing hack through the ■wonderful cloud pictures that were being
was "I Don't Care If You Never Come
thrown on the screen. This picture was
Back." The Animated ended with Pathe
a remarkable study in cloud eflfccts and
pictures
of Veterans of '61 at Camp
included some of the most unusual shots
Kearney. " Memories of 61 " was played

This part of the display has a volcano
as the chief figure in the background and
in the front the figures of the two stars,
Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber fleeing in a
launch from the ship which is in danger
of destruction from the volcano. In the
center of the crater of this artificial volcano, Mr. Laurie placed a huge red electric globe which kept costantly flashing to
give the effect of the eruption, the lobby
lights being turned off for a few minutes
every half hour so that the entire display
would be in a brilliant red effect.
One of the things to recommend this
display is that it costs very little and it
is one that every exhibitor can make. On
every picture you ought to try to create
the talk of your community, but especially
in the case of opening a serial, you ought
to make the display so original that everyone will stop to learn what it is all about.
Small lettering explained this without interfering with the display and the Midway did
big business.
and at the opening bars of it the resemblance to the national air caused a number
of people to start to rise.
Very effective musical effects were used
during the showing of Charles Ray in
" The Hired Man," with special descriptive
work for the fire scene. There is a delightful patriotic touch to the Drew comedy
this week, " Help Wanted," a story of the
war knitters. At one point pictures of the
Red Cross parade are shown and there
" Onward, Christian Soldiers," is used.
Opening the comedy was " What Sort of an
American Are You," and then a fox trot,
closing
with " "Over
There."" was the overGoldmark's
Sakuntala
ture.
Jap Lanterns Supply This House
Light
Reading electric signs by candle light is
one of the odd conditions brought about
by the war. When the " lightless night "
order issued
by the
federal
fuel administrator went into
effect
in Cincinnati,
O.,
the manager of a theatre there contracted
for a large number of Japanese lanterns,
which were hung around the marquee in
front of the theatre.
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Here are two views of the display of P. E. Noble, vianager of the American theatre, Butte, Montana, on W. S. Hart m
"them
The atSilent
sheetsfor supplied
by Artcraft
the two sidewalk
dominatingelectric
figures,signs,
mounted
eitherMan."
side ofHethe used
lobbytheandtwenty-four
used real rope
the lariat.
Another and
one cut
of out
his famous
done
in red and green, zvith white lights shining through. These zvere cut out of one sheet
Making

Your
Same
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Time
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More

Pay
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Attractive

{Continued from page 986)
ers which can easily be gathered from the
of attractions should take advertising, at producers' press sheets or from the columns of the News. Note that the Majestic
least not more than one small display, if it
theatre uses " Chatter," " Close-Ups " and
is possible to avoid it, and the small cost
of such a program should not make it " Film Notes." It is a good thing to break
these paragraphs up under a number of
worth while to worry about the advertising.
headings, for it relieves the monotony.
As we have said, it is better to avoid advertising matter if you C3n afford to do so, Franklin theatre runs longer stories about
coming productions. It is a good thing to
but if you want to have one of the larger
devote
space to stories about the plays that
and more attractive programs you cannot
are to be seen in the future, but we would
afford to do it.
not give this to attractions fof the current
Now, once that you have entered into
week, except probably to the Saturday bill.
this larger class and have determined that
We are great believers in the use of cuts
you can get the advertising to pay the in all advertising matter. Wherever availexpenses, you want to fix in your mind anable the Victoria uses a cut with the another thing. To justify the increased size,
nouncement for the day. It is interesting
to make it interesting enough for the pato the patron of the current bill and it
tron to preserve and read and to keep the builds patronage for the announcements
advertising patron, you must add something
made for later in the week. It is. an added
of interest. We don't know of any better
incentive
preserve the programs— this
way to do this than to run interesting little use of cuts.to All
of the others also use these
stories about the players. At the right of with some of their announcements, but this
the cut we have reproduced two pages from
could be carried even further and would
the program of the Orpheum, Terre Haute,
make
a more attractive appearance and save
Ind. There is an excellent feature in the
money if small half column cuts were used
broken into the matter.
" Questions and Answers " department and
one of great local interest if you have in
But with these suggestions used, with
your employ some one with sufficient inforthe changes that we have suggested, you
mation to answer them. The Studio Dihave the basis for an attractive program,
rectory, published by the Motion Picture
and one for which you ought to be able to
News^ will afford you most of the informaget advertising enough to pay. With an
tion that you need, and you can gather other
matter yourself from watching the News . eight-page program the size of the Frank- .
and the motion picture magazines and
lin's you ought to be able to include all
these suggestions that we have made in this
gathering the data on ages, who is married,
article, and the preceding ones, yet there are
to whom, and all that sort of a thing. But
some other things to be considered in makit is a specially valuable channel for directing up the very best possible program and
ing readers' attention to coming productions at your theatres by starting them to the one that will bring the most business to
asking questions about when Mary Pickf ord your house.
or Harold Lockwood, or whoever your
Constructive work, increasing the interest for the future, little home things that
stars are, will be seen.
count, special stunts and a number of other
This is a slightly difficult job, though we
have no doubt that managers can enlist the points are worth considering, and these we
will take up in a later article.
assistance of the photoplay editor in their
town in helping on this work. Orpheum
When you start out to construct a program, keep in mind above everything else
also runs a page devoted to " Reel News,"
short paragraphs about the plays and play- that you are issuing the house organ for the

/

benefit of your theatre. Once you lose
sight of that, for the purpose of getting
advertising, or any other, you weaken your
sales argument. In the first place never let
any offensive or improper advertisement get
into your program. It is just as important
as keeping a drunken tramp out of the seat
next to women and children. You have to
carry out the high tone through these displays as well as through everything else.
But once you have included in your program the announcements for each day that
your program covers, the cast for the features, a" lap over " page, and then a little
space for announcements, some for gossip
of the plays and the players, and you have
used skill in placing the advertising you
have got a mighty good start.
How

Himself
Successful Exhibitor Sold

(Continued from page 993)
to see them, but one patron took me up on
that, saying
Why, Bill
don't
you selling
remember
talking
to me: "about
Brown
his
farm." Now, I found that these intimate
touches brought me close to the people,
brought myself into their lives.
I had never forgotten a remark that I
had made when I first took my place in the
big city. I vi'as speaking of how lucky I
had been to get the position through acquaintance with .a traveling salesman?
" Luck nothing," said my friend, " j'ou sold
yourself to him, and he sold you to the
firm. There are as many sales made every
day now
in personality
as in an>i:hing
else."
had
begun to realize
this and to
striveI
to sell the personality of my theatre.
It is something that has many angles,
brings
up forces
manj' difficulties,
isn't every
hard
when one
himself to but
recallit that
time he puts out an indorsement of a show
he is selling himself to the trusting patron
for the ten or fifteen cents.
And 3^ou have to be just as careful as
if you were selling yourself into slavery — ■
or habit. Don't get accustomed to putting
your indorsement behind pictures whether
you know anj'thing about them or not.
Know first and then don't be afraid to step
out and ahead.
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" Mailaiii Jeuloii^v " witli PnMliiu- l iederick
Presenting the Title Role
(Paramount Fire Reel I'ro3\,. fion)
Pauline
Frederick's
latest was
'S^rkwritten
for the
screen,
titled
" Madam
Jealousy,"
by George
V. Hobart, author of " Experienci^ " and " Everywife,"
adapted by
Eye Unsell,
on^v^ of bj
t^e Parabestknow scenario
writers,
and produc-?<J
mount under the direction of Robert G. Vignola,
will .be shown on the screen of th;
theatre on — ->- ~ jf
week. Miss
Frederick is .«cfen in tie role of a vampire. In
«er supporting cast aie: Frank Losee, Thomas
Meighdn,
CharlesInaWellisley,
Elsie McCloud,
Bourke, Isabelle
Frances O'Madigan,
Cappelano,
Grace Bartom, Edwin Sturgis, Marcia Harris
and J. K.
allegoricalMurray..
photoplay with"Madam
scenes ofJealousy"
Oriental isluxury
and beautiful exterior scenes as shown in " the
garden of delight," an episode of the play. " The
house of heavy hours " is another scene which
has been reproduced on the screen by Director
Vignola with picturesque beauty. The cast is
composed of symbical figures representing Charm,
Treachery, Jealousy and Valor. Jealousy, the
part interpreted by Miss Frederick, attempts to
interrupt a love romance between Charm and
Valor, and, failing in this. Jealousy brings to her
assistance Treachery and Mischief, Rumor and
Sorrow, and the combined forces seek to disrupt the happy marriage of Charm and Valor.
Charm and Valor withstand the onslaught of
these
mates disrupting
arc defeated.forces, and Jealousy and her
"
Madam
with Pauline
Frederick
the title-role,Jealousy,"
will be shown
on the screen
of thein
theatre on
of
week.
One of Miss Frederick's best works.
Vivian Martin in " A Petticoat Pilot";
Quaint Story of Cape Cod
(Paramount Fnc Reel Production)
Joseph C. Lincoln, author of the famous Cape
Cod stories, such as " Capt'n Eri," " The Depot
Master" and "Mr. Pratt," has written "A Petticoat Pilot." and
it hasMartin
been adapted
to the screen
and presents
Vivian
in the featured
role
of
Mary
'Gusta.
Miss
Martin
has
very
many
motion picture friends and has a long list of
screen successes to her credit. Her latest work
is a Paramount production, under the direction of
Rollin Sturgeon. Gardner Hunting made the
adaptation. It is a romantic love story, with nice
bits of comedy scattered throughout the run of
the five reels. In the supporting cast are seen
Theodore Roberts, one of the best known character men on the screen; James Neill. Harrison
Ford, Helen Gillmore, Richard Cummings, Jane
Wolfif. Bert Hadley. John Burton, Cecil Lionel,
Jane Kecklcy. Antrim Short, Tom Bates, J. O.
Pennell, Billy Crary, Clarice Urhe, Elinor Hancock and isJack
Lott.by Mary
girl, and
adopted
three 'Gusta
quaint isoldan seaorphan
captains. Mary is only twelve years of age when
the story opens. When she is adopted by the
three old sea captains, she takes charge of their
affairs and rules them with an iron hand and a
winsome smile. Arriving at maturity. Mary falls
in love with a young Harvard graduate spending
the summer at the little Cape Cod town. He is the
son of one of the captains, whose wife hasdesertcd him years before. She realizes that she
can never marry the young man. because he is
the
of her the
uncle's
betrayer.
The young man's
fatherson writes
captain
for forgiveness.
Later
young man's father dies, and a reconciliation
istheaffected.
Martin,
Petticoat Pilot,"
will onbe
«ecnVivian
on the
screenin of" Athe
theatre
of
week.
MafJ(!c Kennedy in " Our Little Wife,"
Adapted from Hafipood's Stage Play
(Ooldiryn Pile Rett I'roduelion)
The late Goldwyn photodrama features Madge
Kennedy.
i* titled,
" Odr Little
Wife," The
and
lelU of an It
exciting
matrimonial
adventure.
screen version was adapted from the stage play
by Avery Hopwood, author of " Fair and Warmer " andplays
co-author
of "Seven
both of
which
had successful
runs Days,"
on Broadway.
You will remember Miss Kennedy for her fine
work
in " of
Babv
" and
Nearly Davidson,
Married."
In support
the Mine
star are
seen " William
Wray Page, Kempton Greene, Walter Hicrs and
Marguerite Marsh, lister of Mae Marsh. The picture was produced under the direction of Edward
Dillon. M iss Kennedy has the part of Dodo, recently married. In marrying Herb, however.
Dodo has left three sweethearts behind, and she
i* worried to think that she cannot marry all

Motion

READY-MADE AD-TALKS PUBLISHED
IN LAST WEEK'S ISSUE
February 9, 1918
FEATURES
TITLE OF PLAY PRODUCERHenry)
" Men
Who Have ' Perfection
reels
Made Love to Me
6
" Compliments of theGeneral (O.
2 reels
reels
' Cheating the Pub Fox
7
5 reels
SeasonNarrow
"
• The
Trail " Paramount
5 reels
'" Ghosts
Gates of of
Gladness
"
World
Yester
Select
5 reels
Triangle
S reels
' Limousine Life "
'Pathe
Metro
5 reels
Metro
Daybreak
reels
5 reels
"' Her
Son " "
Select
5 reels
e"
' The liStudio
Girl " Triangle
Paramount
5
' The Hired Man "
5 reels
' ThedayHopper
"
"
Paramount
5 reels
' Stella Maris "
5
' The Other Woman '
four. Before the wedding guests have left. Dodo
announces to her husband that she intends taking
on her honeymoon her three disappointed suitors.
The party of five start on the unique honeymoon,
and the husband, conceiving a plan to leave the
three suitors behind, sends a telegram to himself,
calling for his return to the city. Dodo learns
that the telegram was sent by her husband. He
returns to take her with him to the city, and finds
her under the care of Dr. Elliott, one of her disappointed suitors. She tells him tfiat his leaving
has made her hysterical. This incident is only
one of many that occur on the honeymoon of
Dodo and Herb. Laughter and thrills follow one
after the
other in the screen of Miss Kennedy's
latest
picture.
"
Our
Little
Wife,"
work for the screen,
will Madge
be shownKennedy's
at thelatest
theatre on
of
week.
Triangle vMl-Star Cast in
" The Captain of His Soul "
(I'riani/lc Five Reel Production)
Triangle has produced a screen drama, entitled
" TheKinkade,
Captainscenarioized
of His Soul,"
by Eleanor
T.
by written
Lillian Ducey,
and
produced under the direction of G. P. Hamilton.
In the cast are seen Walt Whitman, Jules Friquet,
William Desmond, Charles Gunn, Jack Richardson, Mitzi Gould, Eugene Burr, Claire McIJowell,
Percy Challenger and Lucretia Harris. William
Desmond, Jack Richardson, Charles Gunn and
Claire McDowell, are well-known screen artists.
They all have prominent parts in this late Triangle production. The story tells of a man who
is haunted with the thought that his brother has
killed the man who had ruined his father. The
man goes to the desert, and stops with a hermit,
who shares his lodge with him. The hermit reads
a poem to his guest, which awakens in the man
a sense of duty and recalls his home. He learns
that his brother Henry, whom he suspects of the
murder, is ill at Palm Beach. He goes there, and
Henry recovers, and the two men fall in love
with the same woman. In a jealous rage Henry
accuses band.hisHe isbrother
of murdering
the ofgirl's
hussaved by
the confession
Annette
De Searcy, who confesses that she is the one who
murdered
the man, whose life the brother was accused of taking.
"The Captain of His
is adapteda strong,
from a
and presents
popular magazine story, Soul"
convincing drama. William Desmond, Charles
Gunn, Claire McDowell and Jack Richardson are
will be shown on the
seen m prominent
week. roles. Ittheatre
screen of the
on
of

"R<-al f olks." *].000 I'rize Story, with
Fril/i Hidpevvay and Strong Cast
CJ'rianijh Fire Reel Produetioii)
Fritzi Ridgeway, J. Barney Sherry, Francis McDonald, Alberta Lee. Marion Skinner, Betty
Pearce and George Pearce are seen in a late Triangle $1,000
prizelucky
photoplay,
RealsheFolks."
Kate
Corbalcy
is the
author, " and
has written
a heart-interest story of unusual dramatic power.
Jack
Cunningham
adaptedand Miss
Corbaley's
for screen
presentation,
the picture
was story
produced under the direction of Walter Edwards.
Francis McDonald is the hero, and Fritzi Ridgeway is the heroine. Jimmie insists upon marrying Joyce Clifton, a dancing teacher, and his
father is equally as insistent that he will not.
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Jimmie
beenschool
expelled
from and
college
a quarrel withhadthree
chums,
his for
father
had
never forgiven him for the disgrace which he said
the son brought upon the Dugan family. Now
that Jimmie wanted to marry a dancing teacher,
the father rose in opposition and threatens to
disinherit Jimmie if he carries out his plans. But
Joyce was the niece of Lady Blessington, the
Dugan's next-door neighbor, and when this fact
is discovered and father meets the charming little girl whom he had ridiculed just because she
was' aanddancing
changes
his and
opinion
her,
when teacher,
he learnshe that
his son
Joyceof
had been married, he welcomes them both to his
home.
" Real Folks " is the story that won the $1,000
prize offered by Triangle tor the best scenario.
" Real Folks " will be seen on the screen of the
theatre on
of
week.
J.
Barney
Sherry,
Fritzi
Ridgeway
and
Francis
McDonald are seen in the principal roles.
Earle Williams and Miriam Miles in
" A Mother's Sin " — Strong Support
(Vitagraph Five Reel Production)
Vitagraph
presents
EarleforWilliams
in Mir"A
Mother
Sin,"Ernest
his
latest
work
the screen.
iam Miles,
Maupin,
Denton
Vane, Fred
Peters, Charles Horton, Louise De Pre and Eleanor Lawson are in support. The story was written by Hilda Sharpe, and the picture was produced'This
by Vitagraph
underwillthehold
direction of "Tom
Mills.the
photodrama
from
announcement
of the titleyourto attention
the final
flash on the screen, and you will see Mr. Williams in one of his best portrayals- — that of a
young
is made has
to suffer
for hisof mother's
wrong.manMr.whoWilliams
the role
Patrick
Yardley, who has expended his fortune, and goes
to
his who
father's
home to allowed
ask for him
money.
father
has purposely
to go His
the
pace that kills, refuses him because he resembles
his mother, who had left his father years before.
He bequeaths his estate and money to Vincent, a
nephew.
her
motherPatrick
learns loves
that Celia
PatrickGraham,
has beenandcutwhen
off
from the will of his father she persuades her
daughter to discontinue her associations with
Patrick and win the affections of Vincent. Patgoes abroad
start anew.
Patrick's
fatherrickhad
died heto learned
of theBefore
betrayal
of a
young gitl. He suspects Vincent, but Vincent
tells him that Patrick is the betrayer. It develops that Vincent has been masquerading under
the name
of Patrick.
This the
old will,
man learns
fore his death
and makes
a new
which behe
conceals in a book. Patrick returns from abroad.
Patrick's
former
valet
who
knew
of
Vincent's
affair with the girl, goes to Vincent and demands
money. The will is found, and Patrick's lawyer
friendrick proves
and Celia Patrick's
are untied.right to the estate. PatEarleer's SinWilliams
Miriam
in " A ofMoth" will beand seen
on Miles
the screen
the
theatre on
of
week.
"Broken Ties" Solves Strange Murder;
Montagu Love, June Elvidge Featured
June Elvidge, Montagu Love, Arthur Ashley
and Pinna Nesbit present the principal roles in
World
release,of "Arthur
Broken- Ashley.
Ties,"
producedPictures
under late
the rate
direction
The story was written by Woodbridge Clapp.
Others in the cast are: Kate Lester, Alec B.
Francis, Arthur Matthews and Frances Miller.
The story tells of the predicament in which a conscientious attorney finds himself when he attempts to solve the the mystery of the murder of
ais prominent
The and
murdered
man's nephew
accused of citizen.
the murder,
John Fleming
(Montagu Love), a noted attorney, is engaged to defend
him.
The
murdered
man's
nephew
engaged to Corinne Curtis (Pinna Nesbit), whois has
negro blood in her veins. His nephew knows
nothing of this, but Corinne overheard her father
tell the story of her birth before he died. She
loves the nephew, and when she discovers the
uncle writing his nephew, informing him of her
parentage,
she stabs
to death.
attorney's
wife and mother
are him
drawn
into the'Themurder,
and
this situation John Fleming has to face when he
innocent.
attempts to show the court that the nephew is
" Broken Ties " is a mystery drama, and one of
the best. It is presented by artists of the screen.
The drama
holds fromforstart
presents entertainment
all,tooldfinish
andandyoung.
" Broken Ties " will be shown on the screen of
the
theatre on
of
week. June Elvidge, Montagu Love, Arthur
Ashley and Pinna Nesbit present the leading
roles.
f'lara Kimball Young in French Play,
"The Marionettes" Society Drama
"The byMarionettes,"
Clara Kimball
Young's
late
picture
her own company,
released
through
Select Pictures, is one that patrons of the
theatre should not miss if they desire to see Miss
Young in a typical Clara Kimball Young production. "The Marionettes " is an adaptation of
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Pierrescenes
Wolff's
drama ofand thethe same
The
are French
laid in France,
socialtitle.
life
•of Paris is set forth in its most dazzling raiment.
Miss Young is first seen as a convent girl, who
later marries a titled Frenchman, and becomes
one of the most popular and attractive women
of Paris society. As the wife of Roger de Monclars. Miss Young presents a picture that will »
not be forgotten soon, and as the demure little
convent girl she typifies the type. The story
deals with social life in Paris, and has been transferred to the screen by Emile Chautard with
every detail worked out with a degree of skill and
lavishness that will appeal to the finer senses, and
leave a lasting impression. Fernande de Ferney
(Clara Kimball Young) is taken from the quiet of
a convent and made the mistress of Roger de
Monclars's
married
her because
he
wishes tohome.
obtainRoger
moneyhasfrom
his mother,
and
she promises him an allowance on conditions that
he will marry Fernande. She is a demure, unsophisticated lit le girl, and he considers her his
wife in name only. He leaves for Monte Carlo,
and on his return his wife has blossomed forth as
one of the most beautiful women of Paris society.
He realizes
that
he lovesthen
her. that he has made a mistake, and
in " The week.
Marionettes,"
at Clara
theKimball Young,
theatre
Dorothy Dalton in Western Drama,
" Flare-Up Sal " — Ince Production
(Paramount Five Reel Production)
Dorothy Dalton returns to the screen of the
theatre on
of
week
-in one of J. G. Hawks' stories of Western life,
" Flare-Up Sal." It tells of the days of the
^'forty-niners,"
actionable
Western
drama would be and
hard atomore
find than
this late
Paramount production under the direction of R. William Neil, and supervised by Thomas H. Ince.
In the supporting cast with Miss Dalton are seen
Thurston Hall, William Conklin, J. P. Lockney,
considered by critics to be one of the best char■acter men on the screen, and Milton Ross.
" isa a regular
typical wild
Western
and
it Flare-Up
has been Sal
given
and picture,
woolly production by Director Neil. He has taken his
company into giant redwood section of California
for the exterior scenes, and the interior scenes
including
danceexactness
"hall and ingambling
scenes
are
marvels forthetheir
duplicating
similar
scenes during the days of the gold rush to California. Miss Dalton has the title-role. She becomes the queen of a dance hall. The Red Rider,
3. notorious outlaw, hears of her, and his curiosity
gets the better of him, so he arrays himself in the
garb of a minister, and visits the town and meets
Sal. He has imprisoned the minister on his way
to take charge of the parish of the mining town,
and he is welcomed as the new minister. Sal
plans to run him out of town, but falls in love
with him instead, and they both leave and are
married. The above is but a running outline of the
story. There is action every minute, and Miss
Dalton's
of
her best.characterization of Flare-Up Sal is one
At the
theatre on
of
week, Dorothy Dalton in " Flare-Up Sal," an Ince
production.
" Jilted .Janet," a Rippling ComedyDrama with Margarita Fischer Featured
{Mutual Five Reel Production)
Margarita Fischer's late comedy-drama is titled
" Jiltedment ofJanet,"
a corker.recommends
The managethe and it istheatre
it as
satisfying to the highest degree, and requests
■every
patron
of
the
theatre
to
see
when it is shown on the screen
ofit
week. Miss Fischer is supported by
Jack Mower, David Howard, Golda Madden, Edward Peil, Jean Robbins and Fred Smith. The
story was written by Elizabeth Mahoney, who
has contributed many successes to the list of
screen dramas. It was produced by the American
Film Company, under the direction of Lloyd Ingraham. It is in five reels. Janet Barnes is the
role interpreted by Miss Fischer. Janet is not
wealthy, but she is pretty. Her sweetheart, Ernest Morgan, jilts her in favor of Suzette Sparks.
She sends a postcard to Morgan, showing a beautiful residence owned by Jules Graham, a wealthy
resident. She asks Morgan how he likes her new
'home.
writes
replyhoneymoon.
that he andJanet
his
wife willMorgan
visit her
on intheir
persuades the caretakers to lend her the house
for a few days, the owner being away. When
the Morgans arrive she entertains them in the
height of fashion. She leads Morgan to believve
that she is the owner, and he forgets his wife and
pays all attention to Janet. Graham arrives unexpectedly, and, learning from the caretakers the
joke, enters into the spirit of the occasion, and
disguises himself as the butler. She is dumJounded when she learns that her butler is the
owner of the house. She dismisses the newlyweds,
and Graham proposes and is accepted, and Janet
"becomes mistress of the home.
Margarita theatre
Fischer,
the
onin " JiltedofJanet," atweek.

KNOW
FIRST
These Ad Talks Will Tell
You About Your
Picture
y of inst
thethisDiar
nt ulof
a Succ
almeessf
INExhi
r, 's
bitoweek
the writer tells
of his experiences in mistakenly using exaggeration in
exploiting one picture and impresses upon his fellow exhibitors the importance of never
telling the public something
about ais pict
know
true.ure which you don't
Aside from the danger of exag eration, no man can advertise a picture unless he has an
outline of it before him. These
Ad Talks are of immense value
even if they were used for no
other purpose than to inform
the exhibitor himself. But they
may be used bodily for your
reading notices in the newspapers. They are written for
the man who is either too busy
to write his own material or
who fails to get any or satisfactory men from the producer's
publicity department.
On another page you will see
an account of what one country
exhibitor is doing through a
weekly. These will help you do
the same. The man to whom
reference is made is prospering;
you will prosper if you take
advantage of all your opportunities.

" Naulahka," Kipling's Best Known Work
Presented by Pathe
(Pathe Six Reel Production)
Rudyard
Kipling's
" Nulahka
" has
been
adapted
to the
screen and
produced
by Pathe
under the direction of George Fitzmaurice. In
the cast are seen Doraldina, the famous dancer,
AntonioMary
Moreno,
Helene ItChadwick,
Alden Warner
and J. Oland,
H. Gilmour.
is a
story of Romance £md Adventure dealing with
American energy and ambition. It is one of
the biggest special features that has ever been
produced by Pathe. The millions have read Rudyard Kipling's works and among them none have
been enjoyed
his " Naulahka."
aldina, who ismore
knownthanthroughout
the world Dorfor
her dancing, has the role of the gypsy queen
about whose machinations to place her son on
the throne revolves the exciting story in which
two young Americans find themselves playing
such important parts. Antonio Moreno has the
role
of Nickfrom
Tarvin,
a wide-awake
energetic
American
the West.
His dream
is to young
build
his home town in Colorado into a big metropolis.
His ambitions are carried out. Warner Oland,
prominent
somein ofthisPathe's
biggest serials has
an
importantin role
production.
It will be seen on the screen of the
theatre on
of
week.
" Bud's Recruit," a Judge Willis Brown
Story in Pictures
" Bud's Recruit," written by Judge Willis
Brown, of the Chicago juvenile court and noted
throughoutnection, hasthebeencountry
in this
adaptedfor tohisthework
screen
and conwill
be
presented
on
the
screen
of
the
theatre on
of
week. The
production
in two Gordon
reels. InandtheRuth
cast Hampton.
are Wallis
Brennan,is Robert
Reggie
learns
that
his
number
is
so
far
the draft list that there is little danger ofdown
his
tjeing called into service. His fiancee is delighted.
Bud, his kid brother, feels the disgrace of having
a brother as a slacker and shows his contempt
for Reggie in several ways. Finally Bud can
stand the disgrace no longer, so he impersonates
Reggie and enlists in his name. Reggie is at once
congratulated on all sides and is bewildered until
he sees his name among the list of those enlisted.
The realization that the part he is playing is not

a manly one, dawns upon him and he hurries to
the recruiting booth and arrives just in time to
answer to his name. Bud still in the role of
Reggie takes off his disguise and congratulates
his
brother.
A Judge
story, " Bud's
Recruit
"' will
be on
seenWillison Brown
the screen
theatre
of of the
week.
Edna Goodrich in " Who Loved Him
Best " — Story of Greenwich Village
(Mutual Fine Reel Production)
Edna Goodrich, the famous stage and screen star
next appears at the
theatre in " Who
Loved
a five-reel
drama
Mutual Him
Film Best,"
Corporation
.under
the produced
direction byof
Dell Henderson. In the supporting cast are
seen Herbert Evans, Frank Otto, Charles Martin,
Mirial Folger, Burt Busby, Nadia Cary, Thomas
Wallace.MissFrancois
and ofTalulah
head.
GoodrichDu hasBarry
the role
Doria BankDane,
a motion picture star who meets George Steele, a
sculptor of Greenwich Village, the artist section
of New York, and the two become strangely attached to each other. Doria is persuaded to pose
for the sculptor. Mrs. Schuyler, a wealthy widow
who maintains a Bohemian salon, is interested in
the sculptor and becomes jealous of his attentions to Doria. Henry North whose studio adjoins attentions
that of Steele's
is in turn
jealous
of her
the
widow's
to Steele.
Doriafor
gives
work before
the camera
to pose
Steeleup and
under her influence, Steele becomes a famous
sculptor. At the Greenwich Village Ball, the
artist's convinces
" Bacchanale,"
the
widow
Doria Steele's
that he attentions
has tired ofto her.
She leaves and returns to the studio where she
discovers
copying hisSteele's
model for
statue,
whichNorth
he considers
masterpiece.
Latera
when friends are gathered in the studio to
view the statue, Doria rushes in and smashes the
whole with a hammer. Later when she and
Steele are reconciled, she explains that the statue
which she had smashed was the copy made by
North.
'■ The Moment of Victory," an O. Henry
Picture with a Laugh a Minute
" The Moment of Victory," an O. Henry subbe seen on of
the screen ofweek.
theIn the
theatreject, willon
cast are Chet Ryan, Patricia Palmer, Jack
Wetherby and W. L. Rogers. The picture is in
two reels. Willie Robbins is afraid of girls; y:ill
you
keep tohimMyra
fromAllison,
them. the
Andprettiest
Willie
loses can't
his heart
and liveliest girl in San Augustine. Willie is
rejected
by Myra
to forget
all he enlists
in
the army.
Myraandmarries
Joe itCranberry,
but
when Willie
this and
he seems
ferent. The hears
war isof over
Willie quite
returnsindif-to
San Augustine and is met by the Mayor and a
brass band and schoolgirls. He is the hero of the
occasion. After the welcome Willie makes for
the little white cottage of Joe Cranberry. Myra
was on the porch, untidy and unattractive. Willie
waltzes up to her and the joke is on Myra.
" The Moment of Victory," an O. Henry subbe seen on the
theatreject, will
on
ofscreen of the
week. This
O. Henry story is a bit different from his others,
but just as entertaining and more funny.
Manitoba Censor Con' demns Many Reels
In fourteen days the Manitoba Censor
Board, consisting of Mrs. Valence Patriarche, Mrs. Wm. F. Osborne and James
Willoughby, have condemned outright
forty-eight reels of pictures, including all
comedies but one or two. On account of
this latter fact the exchange men, who
bring in all pictures for Manitoba and
Saskatchewan, have announced that they
will bring in no comedies after March 1.
Every edies
one which
of have
the Sennett-Paramount
thus far been seencom-in
Winnipeg have been so mutilated by the
censors that they have appeared really inane and silly.
Included in the forty-eight reels were
the first eight episodes of " Vengeance and
the Woman," Vitagraph's latest serial. The
present board has taken a stand against the
serial picture. They condemned several
episodes of " The Gray Ghost " in toto,
some little time ago, and butchered up the
rest so badly that all theatres which were
running the Universal picture cancelled
their contracts.
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" Hysteria
Worst,"
Says
Pathe
" Pathe in my opinion has a much betBerst Declares Industry's Most Seriter
solution
of
the
problem
of decreased
ous Situation Is Yelp Put up by
box-office revenue. We believe that our
Calamity
Howlers — Says
Pathe plays will make money for every
Business Not Normal
exhibitor who shows them, and we are
proud to point to the list of releases in
ttT'HE most serious situation that the
industn' confronts today," said J. the first group which is as follows :
' Innocent,' with Fannie Ward ; ' Loaded
A. Berst, of Pathe, this week to a representative of MoTiox Picture News, " is Dice,' with Frank Keenan ; ' The Nauthe inclination toward hysteria that is lahka,' with Antonio Moreno and Doralapparent in some quarters.
dina ; ' How Could You Bessie,' with
Bessie Love; 'Twenty-One,' with Bryant
" It was inevitable," continued Mr.
Washburn; 'The First Law,' with Irene
Berst, " that in times of national stress the
effects of the great world war would
be felt in all quarters. The minute normal conditions of things are disturbed,
Castle."
calamity howlers begin to yelp and whine.
Unfortunately they seldom, if ever, rep- Nilde Babette Engaged for
resent the true spirit of the industry, but
One Year
their cries nevcrtlieless are bound to ha\ c
their evil results.
The Jester Comedy Company has signed
" Sit steady in the boat. Be an opti- up for one year with Nilde Babette to play
mist if you can. I have been asked many
opposite Twedc-Dan. Miss Babette aptimes for a statement as to my opinion
pears in the first two releases, " The Reas to the present and the future of the
cruit " and " His Golden Romance," and
motion picture industry. Up to now, I her work proved so satisfactory that she
have refrained because I feared that my
was contracted for, for the first series of
statement would be misconstrued if I twelve Jester Comedies.
failed to state we were doing the greatest
business in our history and that conditions were wonderful.
"This is not so. My recent trip to the
West, during which I visited a luimber of Philadelphia Savoy Books
Chaplin
branches, has convinced me that business,
so far as the exhibitor is concerned, is not
The Savoy theatre of downtown Philanormal. There has been a falling off in
delphia, has booked the Essanay-Chaplin
attendance, but this has been offset to a
new edition of " A Woman " for a fivegreat extent by increased admission prices.
day run, according to word received by
" The greatest trouble, as Tom Moore
General Film Company. This is the fifth
of Washington and a number
of other
prominent exhibitors have pointed out, is of a series of new prints of Charlie Chapthat the exhibitors have been paying in- Hn's earlier pictures being distributed once
flated prices that did not give them a a month by General I'"ilm Company.
chance to make a profit. Before the war,
when business was good, they were able
to do this and still be on the right side
of the ledger.
" One company that
y was
over-stocked with picturesapparentl
that had no
extensive showing, has announced that to
help the exhibitors, they will give one picture free. This announcement has been
received in some quarters as a step toward
the solution of the problem.
"In my opinion it is a mistake 1«
cause it is not based on sound business
principles. Pictures cost money to produce and distribute and no concern, no
matter how prosperous, can afford to give
away its merchandise. One of the champions of this plan is the editor of a trad,
paper magazine. I doubt very much ii
that .same editor would consider giving
away any free advertising to some of the
prr/ducing and distributing companies
Billie Rhodes is Mutual-Strand star in
that arc losing money.
" Their Little Kid "

Picture
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Lois Weber Begins New
Production
After spending more than a month in
carefully working out the details of the
production, Lois Weber started last week
on the staging of a new six reel photoplay.
The story is being filmed under the tentative title, " For Husbands Only."
Mildred Harris is the star of " For Husbands Only." Lewis J. Cody has the principal male role. Other players who enact
prominent parts are Kathleen Kirkham,
who lately has been working at the Paralta
studio with Douglas Fairbanks, and Fred
Goodwins, who has just completed a principal part in Mary Pickford's latest picture.
A feature of Miss Weber's new production
will be the appearance in many of the
scenes of the Denishawn dancers, the advanced pupils of Ruth St. Denis and Ten
Shawn.
Arbuckle

Starts New

Com-

edy Feature
After closeting himself with his scenario editor, Herbert Warren, for the past
week, Roscoe " Fatty " Arbuckle has now
commenced production on his new comedy
for Paramount release, following " Out
In the new picture " Fatty " appears as
night clerk and head barber in a rube
hotel. Al. St. John plays the part of a
lazy bellboy and Buster Keaton portrays
theWest."
village pest and one of the barbers
who talks his patrons into insensibility.
Alice Lake presents her conception of a
manicurist opposite " Fatty," and Joe
Keaton topictures
" hick " character,
known
all small atowns.
Mutual

Issues New Style
Photos
Effective with the release of Edna Goodrich in " Who Loved Him Best " ? released
on February 4, Mutual is issuing a new
style of photographs
both 11 x 14'smade
and 22
handcolored
in xthe28'sgelatine
process and printed on expensive stock.
They will be issued on each of the Mutual
star productions in sets of eight, six 11 by
14 inches and two 22 by 28 inches, one of
the hiUcr to lie a star ])ortrait.
Essanay
Barclay Makes Comedy

for

Don Barclay, comedian, is now at work
in the Essanay studios on a comedy for
release through General Film.
Mr. Barclay imitates no one in his characterizations, asin his career he has evolved
a number of rare get-ups all his own.
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Select

Directors

Get

^

Assignments

Charles Giblyn Will Direct Alice Brady in " Ruthless Russia,"
and William D. Taylor Makes Constance Talmadge Feature
— Vignola Directs Miss Young

VARIOUS changes within the directorial circles of the companies producing motion pictures for release through Select Pictures Corporation
have been brought about within the past week, or are being worked out
now. Announcements from Select imply that at least three out of four feminine Select stars will change directors for forthcoming pictures.
Norma Talmadge, the fourth of the stars; is planning to rest for a month,
following the completion of " By Right of Purchase." Her goal for the hibernating period is understood to be Palm Beach.
Vignola Directs Young
Clara Kimball Young has cliosen Robert G. Vignola to direct "The Reason
Why," the next picture she is planning to
make for Select. Mr. Vignola has but
recently completed AUce Brady's latest
Select offering, " The Knife," and for a
number of productions was Pauline Frederick's director. He is one of the best
T<nown men in the field.
Miss Young is at present looking over
plans for interiors, choosing players for
the cast and selecting her gowns, which
are scheduled to be exceedingly beautiful. The story is one of high social life
and deals with the marital entanglements
of a fascinating widow and a typical
Elinor Glyn hero. Endless complications
mark the unfolding of the tale and Miss
Young has a role dramatic and romantic
as well.
Filming on " The Reason Why " will be
started almost immediately and will fol"The several
House of
Glass,"
the
star lowafter
weeks
of which
strenuous
"vvork completed a few days ago.
In Manhattan Studio
Charles Giblyn has been chosen to direct Alice Brady in her next Select production, at present called " Ruthless Russia." Mr. Giblyn has just completed a
picture with Ann Pennington and prior
to that launched Constance Talmadge on
her flight to stardom when he directed
Tier three Select Pictures, " Scandal,"
^' The Honeymoon," and " The Studio
Giri."
Production on the new play was
started this week at the Fifty-sixth street
studios. Its theme and setting take the
star back to familiar stamping grounds,
for it was as an exponent of Russian
stories that Miss Brady achieved her early
success on the screen and her characterisation of Russian heroines has become a
liyword in the profession.
The picture deals with scenes in Russian modern life, its action taking place
shortly before and during the Russian
revolution. Miss Brady plays the part
•of an army
surgeon's
daughter
becomes the victim
of and
later who
marries
one of the Czar's bodyguard. The role is
said to be tensely dramatic and affords
lier numberless opportunities for emotional acting.
She is again supported by Frank Morgan, who played opposite her in her re-

star stand to boost their previous reputations with this production.
Supporting
Miss has
Talmadge
be Norman Kerry, who
recently will
played
lead
in the support of Mary Pickford in
" Amarilly of Clothesline Alley."
Norma Talmadge Rests
With the completion last week of " By
Right
of Purchase,"
next Select
production, Norma
in whichTalmadge's
she will
be presented by Joseph M. Schenck, the
star is planning to abandon the picture
world for a month's rest and will leave
the latter part of this week for Palm
Beach.
In " By Right of Purchase " Miss Talmadge enacts the role of a dainty butterflj' forced by circumstances into a
wealthy marriage with a man whom she
does not love. Her gradual awakening
to the nobility of her husband's character, and the complications that arise out
of the belief that she has lost his love
make for an appealing drama of marital
life. In it the star is supported by
Eugene O'Brien. The picture was directed by Charles Miller, who also
directed " The Secret of the Storm
Country " and " Ghosts of Yesterday,"
Miss Talmadge's two previous offerings.

Comes East to Direct Normand
Clarence G. Badger, journalist, magazine
writer and director, has been brought
from the Pacific Coast by Goldwyn to
direct Mabel Normand in her second Goldwyn production. The new play, as yet
unnamed, gives Miss Normand the role
of Screen
a newspaper
copywillgirl."
players "who
be seen in Miss
Badger

Norma Talmadge, a Parisian Cabaret Favorite
in " Ghosts of Yesterday," a Select Picture
cent
production,
The complete,
Knife,"
While Select
the cast
is not as " yet
Charles Francis, Harry Southard and Russell Bassett have been assigned to important roles, and the remainder of the
players will be chosen during the coming
week.
On the West Coast
At Hollywood, California, in the Pallas
Morosco Studios, Constance Talmadge
has started work on her latest Select production, Up
" the Road With Sallie.'| The
story is a picturization of the novel by
Frances Sterrett, the scenario having
been prepared by Julia Crawford Ivors.
Miss Talmadge, who has just finished
making a fdm version of Frances Hodgson Burnett's novel, " The Shuttle," for
Select, has a new director in this, the second of her Select Pictures to be made in
the West. " Up the Road with Sallie "
will be directed by William D. Taylor,
who directed Jack Pickf ord in " Tom
Sawyer," " Huck and Tom," and " His
Majesty Bunker Bean." As Mr. Taj'lor's forte is comedy, backed by dramatic
incident — just the type of material with
which Constance Talmadge scored in
" Scandal " — and, as " Up the Road with
Sallie " combines humor with drama in
brilliant style, both Mr. Taylor and his

Normand's support are Charlotte Granville, Helen Dahl, Willard Dashiell, Lincoln Plumer, Wallace McCutcheon and
Louis R. Grisel.
Lee

Children Complete
Fox Feature
A new Standard picture in which Jane
and Katherine Lee, the William Fox stars,
are presented, has been completed. Its
release date has not been announced.
The new picture is a comedy drama
written by Kenean Buel, who also directed
the picture, and is said to provide the little
Lees with an excellent vehicle in which
•to display their talents as fun-makers.

Special Music for " Lest
" Lest We Forget," Metro's screen spectacle, based on the sinking
of
Lusi" athemusical
WeRitaForge
tania, starring
Jolivet,t has
setting especially arranged by George
William Beynon. Mr. Beynon conducts the
orchestra of thirty pieces, which is adding to the effectiveness of the New York
run
of " Lest We Forget " at the Lyric
theatre.
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''LaTosca"
Feature
Completed
Pauline Frederick Has Star Role,
The interiors of " Sunshine Nan," Miss
and Plans to Make Another
Pennington's next Paramount Picture,
were completed last week, and she starts
Similar Picture — Famous
on the* exterior this week.
Players Active
Billic Burke's next Paramount Picture
will be a comedy satire on incompatibility,
THE last scenes of " La Tosca " were
entitled " Let's Get a Divorce." Additaken in the Fifty-sixth street
tional interest is given this photoplay by
studios of the Famous Players-Lasky Correason of the fact that the story was
poration last week, and the big settings
have been dismantled. This spectacular
written by Anita Loos and John Emerson expressly for Miss Burke. Miss Loos
starring vehicle for Pauline Frederick was
and Mr. Emerson were interested specfinished in good time, no serious circumtators during the filming of the noted
stances having caused a delay, the exteriors being taken in southern Florida
star's last picture, " Eve's Daughter,"
which has just been completed, and in
during favorable weather.
which
unfolded a vein of comedy which
The Famous Players-Lask>- Corporation
has been used as the basis of the new
is said to be so pleased over the results atstory. Joseph Kaufman, who directed
tained that arrangements have been made
to follow this picture with another exElsie have
Ferguson
The production.
Song of Songs,"
will
charge inof " the
traordinary subject with Miss Frederick as
the star, to be directed by Edward Jose,
At the Fifty-fourth street studio Elsie
Ferguson is starting on a new production
the producer of " La Tosca."
for Artcraft release, from a scenario by
Among the cast supporting Miss FredCharles Maigne in which Betty Howe has
erick are Frank Losee as Scarpia, Jules
been engaged to play the chief supporting
Raucourt as Mario, Henry Herbert as
role to the popular star.
Angelotti and W. S. Forestelle as Spoletti.
The Paramount release date has not yet
At the Fort Lee studios Maurice Tourbeen set.
neur is directing Marguerite Clark in
An exodus of players took place when a
" Prunella." This is a fanciful producnumber of actors from the East coast
tion, with idealized characters, and Tourstudios shook the snow and ice from their
neur is adopting some novel methods in
producing it which it is claimed is a defeet and joj-fully departed for the sunny
cided advancement of the art. Jules
clime of California. Among those who reRaucourt, who has just finished with
turned to HollJ'^vood were Wallace Reid
and Ann Little, who were filming exPauline Frederick in " La Tosca," plays
the leading male role.
teriors for a production being made out
Clarence Brown, who has been TourWest. Donald Crisp, Wallace Reid's directorTom
;
Meighan, who has been transneur's assistant for some time, has enlisted in the aviation corps and dons his
ferred to California, and Jack Pickford,
uniform next week. Winthrop Kelly sucwho took advantage of a two weeks' vacaceeds him and has already entered iipon
tion to make a flying trip to the western
his duties.
metropolis, completed the party.

Pathe

Activities
Gain
Speed
where
she
will
begin
work
in a picture by
Washburn Works on Coast, While
the
Magazine
writer,
William
Addison
Keenan
Prepares
to Begin —
Lathrop. Fannie Ward will soon be on
Bessie Love Is on the Way
her way across the continent.
— Fannie Ward Soon
Further interest centers in the announceGREAT activity, according to a Pathe
ment that William Duncan, fresh from reannouncement this week, prevails at
cent successes and engaged by Pathe for
the production of something new in Pathe
the Paralta studios in Los Angeles, whert,
in keeping with the recently announced
serials will also shortly start work at the
Paralta Studio.
arrangement for the production of Pathe
Reports from the Coast are that J. A.
Plays, work is already moving along in full
swing.
Berst, vice-president and general manager
of Pathe, carefully investigated every plant
Bryant Washburn is appearing in another
story by George Randolph Chester, and. in the vicinity of Los Angeles before defrom advance accounts of all who have
ciding upon Paralta as that in which he
seen it, it will prove an ideal vehicle for wanted Pathe's Western activities to center.
him.
The announcement that Jack CunningSo successful was the combination of
ham has Ijcen
appointed
Pathe's
interests
serves toto handle
mark the
rise
Frank Keenan and Ernest C. Warde, as Western
star and director on the first picture they of a very clever man who in a few years
did together, that it is announced that they has attained this position after experiencing
have already gone West, arriving at the in practically every line of the business
Paralta Studio this week ready to begin
preceded by long contract with big city
work on a picture, the announcement of newspapers. Cunningham was in the old
which in the near future is expected to Triangle line-up and big results are excreate something of a sensation.
pected from his administration of Pathe's
Bessie Love returned to New York from
Western affai rs unde»* the supervision of
Mr. Berst at the Eastf rn Executive offices.
a trip South and has left for Los Angeles,
\
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News

Rose Tapley, Specialmount
Representative for ParaRose

Tapley mount
Begins
Journey Para-

jV/IJISS
ROSE
TAPLEY,
whoParamount
was recently
engaged
as special
representative to make a tour in connection with the Benjamin Chapin series, " The
Son of Democracy," last week started on
her itinerary making Boston her first stop.
Miss Tapley is now spending a week in the
New England territory, working in conjunction with Mr. Harry Asher, New England District Manager of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation.
The first
address by
traveling
representative
was Paramount's
before the
members of the Film Club in Boston, at a
tea given in her honor. Miss Tapley received a warm reception here and later addressed the Dorchester Woman's Clubs in
Dorchester, the Exhibitors' Banquet held:
recently at the Quincy House and a number of theatres including the Modern, Beacon, Shawmut, Fenway, Allston and Dudley.
In her speaking tour. Miss Tapley will
work hand in hand with local exhibitors.
She will address women and children clubs,
schools and theatre audiences, thus creatwide interest
Mr. Chapin's
series
of
filmsing which
have in already
received
great
prominence throughout the country. In
addition to Miss Tapley's activities, a big
advertising campaign is being conducted
covering the entire country.
■Miss Tapley has been identified with motion pictures in various capacities for ten
years and few women know its problems more intimately than she. A ready
and convincing speaker, she has addressed
numerous audiences with signal success
upon her pet topics, chief among these being her desire to present concisely, sincerely and honestly to her hearers, the truism
that the faults of the average motion pictures are due rather to the puljlic than to
those that contribute to their making.
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"Blue

Bird" Gets Finishing Touches
The finishing touches are being placed on
" The Blue Bird," the big Maeterlinck
spectacle produced by Maurice Tourneur
for Artcraft release. The cutting of the
negative for this picture has been a dehcate
undertaking, owing to the numerous multiple exposures. Considerable attention has
also been given to the titles, which have
been drawn to harmonize with the artistic
character of the subject.
It is stated that this picture will be seven
or eight reels in length when released.
Through the use of multiple exposures the
film production is claimed to be more
elaborate than on the speaking stage,
though consuming less time in the presentation.
Red

Cross

in Petrova New
Picture
The exterior scenes for the third production in which Madame Olga Petrova will
shortly appear, " The Life Mask," introduces the entire Red Cross Chapter of
Florida as a background during a major
part of the story. These scenes were filmed
under the direction of Frank Crane at
Miami. Shortly after the Polish star's arrival in the southern town she immediately
interested herself in the important work
which the Red Cross Chapter of Southeast
Florida is doing for the Medical Division of
the Government. In return for this assistance Mrs. Henry R. Naylor, president
of the Chapter, offered the services of her
entire force of workers for use by Mr.
Crane in the Petrova film.
National

Engages Gibson
for Scripts
With the starting of production of
comedies at the new Denver plant of the
National Film Company, comes the announcement that Tom Gibson has been engaged to take charge of the comedy scripts
for that organization. His first story,
" From Caterpillar to Butterfly," is now
under production by Allen Curtis. Bud
Duncan, Dot Farley and Kewpie Morgan
play the leading roles.

It s difficult to say
is the most surprised
at this moment in thewhoMutual-Amer
ican production of " In Bad," with William Russell

Harry Carey and Betty Schade Are Featured in " Lin McLean," a Universal Production

Marie

Walcamp

" The Lion's Claws " Is Chosen as
Title of Universal Continued
Story- — Laemmle Personally
Selected the Cast
CONTRARY to previous reports which
have been issued by Universal's West
Coast organization, the newest serial featuring Marie Walcamp will not be known
as " The Leopard's Claws." Instead, this
serial has been renamed " The Lion's
Two reasons are given by the Universal
for
its decesion to change the name of the
Claws."
latest serial. The first is because of the
greater significance possessed by " The
Lion's Claws." The action of the story is
laid in the region of the Upper Nile, where
Briton and Teuton pit wits for mastery
of the country. The second reason is a
zoological one — the utter lack of leopards
in Africa. Of lions there are aplenty and
since wild animals figure importantly
throughout the story, it was determined
to name the serial after the king of beasts.
In preparing its plans for " The Lion's
Claws," the Universal went to great length
to surround Miss Walcamp with the
strongest cast that has supported her in
any serial in which she has yet appeared.
Carl Laemmle, president and general director, is said to have personally selected
the players who are to appear in the production with Miss Walcamp. When the
first tentative cast was drawn, it was wired
to Mr. Laemmle for his O. K. The latter
made several changes with the view to
strengthening the line up, placing in it
several plaj'ers who have made reputations for themselves with both Universal
and other prominent film organizations.
As now constituted, the cast for " The
Lion's Claws " includes Marie Walcamp,
Gertrude Aster, Thomas Lingham, Alfred
Allen, Edwin August, Leonard Clapham,
Harry von Meter, Frank Lanning, Rex
Roselli, Ray Hanford and several others.

Serial
Changed
The serial is being directed by Jacques
Jaccard, who already has a long list of
serials, among them " Liberty " and " The
Red Ace," to his credit. As has been
stated,
action ofThere
" The a Lion's
is
laid the
in Africa.
peculiarClaws
tribe"
calling
themselves
Moonor People,"
and concerning
whom" The
but little
nothing
is
known, Messiah,
are awaiting
feminine
who the
is tocoming
reign of
overa'
them and make them rulers of the entire
region. This person is to be made known
to them in a miraculous way. Identification, according to the tribe prophets, is to
be made absolutely certain by means of a
scar, shaped after the manner of a new
moon, on one of her shoulders.
The release date for " The Lion's
Claws " has not yet been definitely decided
upon. It is likely, however, that this
serial will follow " The Mystery Ship."
It is proposed to hold special trade showings in all exchange cities, in advance of
the release date.

Universal Gets Results
from Campaign
The prize-awarding plan as an aid toward
spurring the interest of photoplay patrons
in serials is again demonstrating its value.
Two of them are now being conducted by
the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, and, according to Carl Laemmle,
president and director general of that organization, results obtained so far have far
exceeded expectations.
Participants
in " The
" campaign are striving
for Bull's
$1,000 Eye
in Liberty
Bonds, War Saving Certificates and various
other prizes. Although the starting date
for this business promotion campaign did
not start until February 1, the clerk
specially engaged by Universal to handle
the correspondence pertaining to it, already
finds herself swarriped.
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Director

For Vitagraph's " Over Addition
the Top,"to Sergeant
Empey
His Hand at Directing in
Taking theArthur
FeatureGuyRole
in theTried
Picture
Empey

Films

\'itagra])h Announces l-lxhibitors Are
Already Bidding for " Over the
Top " — Irwin Gets Requests
for Publicity Matter
EXHIBITORS hy the score are already
bidding for " Over the Top," the VitaKraph special in which Sergeant Arthur
Guy Empey is to be featured, Vitagraph
anounccd this week.
According to a statement by Walter W.
Irwin, general manager of the Vitagraph
distributing organization, first run requests
arc reaching the home office of the company
from all the important cities of the United
States and Canada, New York City theatre
men being in the lead.
As an illustration of the '"news value"
which the press of the country places on
Mmpey, Mr. Irwin says that scores of newsI)Hpers have written to his organization
avking that they be placed on the mailing
list for all matter relating to Empey, which
means that there will be a continuous fire
of publicity for "Over the Top" before
and after the picture is released.
Empcy's
lectureshim
alsointohave
beenwitha the
big
factor
in bringing
favor
public, the " American who went," having
addj-essed big audiences in many of the
leading cities, including New York, Boston,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Cincinnati and Chicago. His future lecture
dates, which he will fill immediately upon
completion of his work in " Over the Top,"
will take him into the West, South, Northwest, New England and Pacific coast territory, so that he will cover practically every
section of the country. His bookings now
are sufficient to keep him on the platform
for more than a year, so that in many cases
he will appear in cities simultaneously with
the presentation of the Vitagraph i)i( turc.

Arouse
Interest
This is certain to have a powerful efifcct
in creating interest in the picture, for
wherever Empey has appeared in person he
has stirred the multitudes to heights of
patriotic fervor.
Within the last fortnight, Empey has
added several thousand dollars to the soldiers' and sailors' smoke funds, more than
three thousand of the amount having l)een
raised by him for the " Boys in France Tobacco Fund " of the New York Morning
Telegraph. Although he is working night
and day, Empey overlooks no opportunity
to work for the funds which are providing
our soldiers with " fags," which Empey describes in his book as the thing which
makes it possible Play
for the men in the
trenches to endure the rigors of warfare.
Star of " Mother

Picture

Walsh

News

Returns

from surrounding
a " Trip the
" whereTHE mystery
abouts of R. A. Walsh, William
Fox
director, has been partially cleared up by
his rc-appearance recently in New York
City. He reports that he has been working
on a new dramatic production based on a
recent famous murder case and has been so
engaged, practically uninterruptedly, since
the completion, early in December, of " The
Pridebrother,
of NewCieorge.
York," in which he directed
his
Most of the scenes in the new production
are said to have been taken on " foreign
soil," the understanding being that the
director has been in Central or South
America. Announcement of details, however, has l)een withheld by Mr. Walsh and
no definite information was obtainable at
the offices of the Fox Film Corporation.
" Yes," said Mr. Walsh, " I am working
on a story which is based on a famous murder case. It is to be released about the
middle of March, I understand, and I hear
it is to be called " Woman and the Law,"
although the title lias not been definitely
determined.
Asked where he had been, Mr. W alsh was
non-communicative. " I've been away," he
said, " and I've been having all sorts of
trouble, too. My leading man was taken
sick, delaying work for several days at a
most critical time._ Then my leading
woman got left at a station in a territory
with which she was wholly unfamiliar and
it looked for several anxious days as if we
would not get trace of her again. I was
decidedly worried, not only on her account,
l)ut because we had used her in numerous
scenes at the time and could do nothing
toward completing the work in hand until
she re-appeared. But, having rid myself of
these drawbacks, everything is now running
smoothly,"

" in Stage

IClisabcth Risdoii, whose interpretation
of the title part in the General Enterprises, Inc., feature, " Mother," is appearing in the established Broadway success,
" Seven Days Leave," is now playing at
the I'ark theatre as Lady Mary Heather
in the striking war drama which created
a sensation in England. In the same.
pla.\-, " Seven Days Leave," also appears
I'^dwin Fosberg, who is one of the featured players in the latest slate right feature now being distributed by Messrs.
Sawyer and Lubin, namely " The Crucible
of Life." In the same film apjiears Winifred Harriss, who has an important character part in the stage success, " Cheating
Elisabeth
Risdcjn will be remembered
Cheaters."
also for her success in the William Favcrsham stage production of George Bernard Shaw's play, " Misalliance."

Harry Chandler, Paralta Scenario Staff
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" Real Folks " with Fritzi Ridgway, and " The Captain of His Soul,"
Desmond
the with
Former
Picture and Gunn, Are New Triangle Plays.
Vitagraph Keeps Ahead of
Schedule
The Vitagraph company was one of the
motion picture producing organizations
which suffered little or no ill effects from
" heatless Monday," Albert E. Smith, president of the company, declares. By the addition of many new stars, the preparation of
stories sufficient to keep these stars busy
for months to come and a general program
of preparedness, the company was in a posiAdministrator Garfield's
acquiesceanyin trouble,
orderstion towithout
Mr. Smith says.
" For more than a year," Mr. Smith's announcement reads, " we have maintained a
production policy at both our eastern and
western studios which has kept product at
least two months in advance of release date,
and just a few weeks before the fuel conservation measures were instituted we were
able, by adding to our company of artists
and our directorial staff, to increase this
lead further. Our Scenario Department
now is four months in advance of production. This means that we have in scenario
form plays which have been made ready
for all of our leading artists so that they
may start work on them just as soon as
their casts are selected."
Pair

of Sixes " Reaches
Interiors

Work on George K. Spoor's " A Pair of
Sixes " is said to be running merrily along
— as merrily as a cast of comedy stars can
make it. Taylor Holmes, supported by
several members of the original stage company of Edward Peple's comedy, worked
right up to the minute Uncle Sam would
permit him before the five-day close down
due to coal conditions.
The company is busy on interiors at
present.
Christie Comedy Named
" Mum's the Word " is the title given
the second Christie Comedy featuring
Bobby Vernon. The many exchangemen
and exhibitors who praised " Five to Five "
so highly, are anxious to see if he can do
it again. Al Christie says " Yes."

Triangle

Starts

Two Pictures are Also Completed
While
three Additional Ones
are Prepared for Shipment —
Directors Await Stories
DIRECTOR WALTER EDWARDS
has started work on a new Triangle
subject, the working title of which is
" Another Foolish Virgin," making four
new subjects which have been started at
the Triangle Culver City studios within
the past ten days. Two pictures have
been completed in the past week, making
a total of five pictures now being put
in readiness for shipping in the editing
department, and five directors of feature
companies are waiting for stories.
Director E. Mason Hopper has completed The
"
Answer," a socialistic drama
starring Alma Rubens. The cast also includes Claire Anderson, former TriangleKeystone ingenue, Joe King, Francis McDonald, recently seen in " The Gun
W^oman " with Texas Guinan, Jean
Hersholt, Wilbur Higbee and Betty
Pearce.
" Faith Endurin'," the other picture
which has just been completed, is a Westsubject,Stewart,
directed theby Triangle
Cliff' Smith,
whichern Roy
cowboyin
star, is featured. This play, declared to
be the strongest vehicle for a two-gun
hero in which Stewart has been cast, is a
screen adaptation of a magazine story by
Kenneth B. Clarke.
Other subjects now in the editing department, which will be shipped within
a few days, are " The Sea Panther," also
written by Kenneth B. Clarke, in which
William Desmond, Jack Richardson and
Mary Warren have the leading roles,
" The Hard Rock Breed," directed by
Raymond Wells, a screen adaptation of
Frederic Bechdolt's Saturday Evening
Post story b}' the same name, and in
which Jack Curtis, Jack Livingston, Margery Wilson and J. Barney Sherry are
seen in the principal parts, and " A Soul
in Trust," directed by Gilbert P. Hamilton, with Belle Bennett, Lillian West,

New

J. Barney Sherry is Also in

Features

Darrell Foss, J. Barney Sherry and Lee
Hill in the most important roles.
The new feature picture on which Director Walter Edwards has commenced
work is from the magazine story by the
same name, " Another Foolish Virgin,"
written by W. Carey Wonderly. The
continuity is the work of Charles J. Wilson. Included in the cast are Margery
Wilson, Texas Guinan, last seen in " The
Gun Woman," Mildred Defifino, Francis
McDonald, Lee Hill and George Pearce.
Director Jack Dillon, who handled the
megaphone on Olive Thomas' features, is
putting the finishing touches on a fivereel comedy drama, in which Myrtle Lind,
formerly of Keystone comedies, has the
featured role. The working title of this
picture
is "Betty
Home."
Triangle
featureComes
director,
Jack Conway,
is making r^pid progress on his latest
picture, started last week, the working
title of which is " Smoke." The exterior
of one of the most palatial yacht club
houses in America has been reproduced
at the Culver City studio for use in the
production of this picture.
Among the many costumes designed by
Peggy Hamilton for this picture is a
novel and attractive bathing suit which is
worn by Gloria Swanson.
Five directors. Cliff Smith, E. Masc^
Hopper, Gilbert P. Hamilton, Thomas
Heffron and Raymond Wells are waiting
for new subjects, and all expect to have
companies at work on stories within a
short time.
Morosco

B or rovi^s Belle
Bennett

Belle
Bennett,
favorite,for' has
been
borrowed
by Triangle
Oliver Morosco,
his
coming production of Ashton Stevens' new
play. " Mary's Way Out," which will soon
be given its premier in Los Angeles. Miss
Bennett, who has just completed her latest
Triangle
" A part
Soul inofTrust,"
is now
rehearsingrelease,
for the
the second
woman.
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"The
Claim"
Is Put
Under
Way
Edith Storey Ts the Star of This
lur lirst one of this type being "Revenge,"
Newest Metro Feature, which
a picturization of. Edward Moffat's story,
" Hearts Steadfast," recently completed
Frank Reicher Directs — Beunder the direction of Tod Browning.
ing ]\Iade on the Coast
Frank Reicher, who is directing Edith
Storey
in " The Claim," went West espeEDITH STOREY, who recently made
cially to produce this Metro picture. If
her bow as a Metro star in " The Eyes
present plans are carried out, he will remain in California just long enough to
of Mystery," has begun work in a picturization of " The Claim," the Broadway play complete this picture and then come East
written by Charles Kenyon and Frank
to direct another star. He has previously
Dare. June Mathis and Leighton Osmun
produced for Metro two pictures, starring
adapted the play for the screen and it is
Ethel Barrymore, " The Eternal Mother "
being directed by Frank Reicher at the
and " An American Widow."
Metro West Coast studio at Hollywood,
The players who have been engaged to
California.
support Miss Storey in this picture and
Miss Storey plays the role of Belle
the parts they play are Wheeler Oakman
Jones, a dance hall singer and dancer, in as John MacDonald, Mignon Anderson as
this comedy drama with Western mining
Kate MacDonald, Marion Skinner as
camp and dance hall atmosphere. In conPansy Bryan, Paul Wiegel as Mike Bryan,
trast to her previous Western roles, this and Fred Malatesta as Ted Jerome. Wilpart is a straight dramatic one, aflording
liam C. Thompson is photographing the
the Metro star opportunities for strong
picture.
emotional acting but no riding or athletic
" The Claim " is scheduled to be released
stunts. " The Claim " is the star's second
as a Metro " Edith Storey All Star Series "
" Western " under the Metro trade-mark.
picture.

Mutual

Claims

Announces That Twelve of Star's Pictures Have Played One Chicago
House 175 Times — Boston
liouse Second

twelve Mutual
CHAPLIN'
S the
I^HARLE
V.^ specials,
two-reelS comedies
which
the screen comedian produced under his
$670,000 contract with the Mutual Film
Corporation, have set new records for repeat bookings in the history of the motion
picture industry. Mutual asserts.
The record is held by the (5em theatre in
Chicago, which has played the twelve pictures a total of 175 times, an average of
nearly fifteen times each. The high mark
is
by "The
Vagabond,"
has
beenheldshown
on the
screen at which
the Gem
twenty-one times. " The Floorwalker " has
been run nineteen times, " The Fireman,"
" The Pawnshop " and " Easy Street,"
eighteen times each ; " Behind the Screen,"
seventeen ; " The Rink," sixteen ; " The
Count," fifteen ; " The Immigrant," ten ;
"The Cure," nine; "The Adventurer,"
eight,
One A. atM.,"
seven.claims second
The and
Star " theatre
Boston
place. It has run sixty-one two-day showings from the twelve releases, a total of
122, an average of better than five two-day
showings for each release. The Star theatre, a downtown house in Chicago, has almost reached the same mark.
The Royal theatre at Virginia, Minn.,
played all of the Chaplins for three days on
first run, and the Bijou, an opposition
house, repeated them all for second run on
a one-day schedule and has just commenced
a third run of three days each, booking the
twelve solid.
Reuben and Finkelstein's houses in Minneapolis have repeated all of the series at
their first run houses, and in spite of this.

Chaplin

Record

the Garden theatre, a downtown house, has
booked the series of twelve for four days
each. This booking makes virtually third
run for the Chaplins in downtown Minneapolis and a four-day run at that.
Records of the Mutual show that nearly
all of the suburban and neighborhood
houses which played th Chaplins at first
run for one, two and three days has begun
a second run before the release of " The
Adventurer," the twelfth of the series, and
that scores of houses which played the
series for first and second run are rebooking, under the new booking plan, for the
third run.
Special

Designs for Jester
Advertising

Jester Comedy Company in connection
with the distribution of their two-reel
comedies, featuring Twede-Dan, has put
out lithographs of special design, one, three
and six sheets, together with photograph
displays and other exhibitor helps. These
will be furnished those exhibitors who have
Ijookcd the first Jester comedy, " The Recruit," released this month. John Ranck,
artist, made the designs for the posters.
Every effort is being made, it is announced,
to co-operate with the exchanges and exhibitors in the way of advertising these
comedies.
Illinois Theatres

Join as

One
The Gem and Majestic theatres of Milford, 111., have consolidated and are now
being operated as the Majestic theatre by
Benson & Son and McDonough & Son.
Motion pictures are being shown.

News

Carmel Myers, the Bluebird star, has named her
canine " Sassy "
How Gaumont Service
Covers World
How the Gaumont-Mutual Weekly,
through the Gaumont news service, covers
the world is said to be shown in No. 6 of
the Weekly, released February 3.
In the thousand feet of film which make
up this news reel fourteen news subjects
from both hemispheres are illustrated with
hundreds of scenes. Among the most important of the subjects shown in this number are : The capture of Jerusalem, with
scenes of the French troops commanded by
Colonel Piepape entering the " Holy City " ;
the work of the Italian army and the Alpine Chasseurs, who are beating back the
Hun invaders in Northern Italy; the
manoeuvres of the Mikado's fleet, which is
now co-operating with other warcraft of
the Allies in destroying the German submarinesthe
; launching of one of our new
steel ships, built in the record time of sixty
days ; the opening to traffic after many long
delays and costly disasters of the famous
Quebec bridge, and the adoption of the
latest methods in removing some of the
heavy snowfall which has blanketed a
great part of the United States during the
past six weeks.
Pathe Gets Letters on
Scenes
The many scenes of General Pershing's
boys in France in the Hearst-Pathe News
have attracted much attention from theatre
audiences, Pathe says, and letters and
newspaper clippings received at tiie Pathe
ofiRces show that a large number of persons with friends and relatives now on
foreign service are following the weekly
regularly in the hope that they may catch
glimpses of the loved ones. That this hope
is sometimes realized is said to have been
proven by an article published in a Huntington (W. Va.) newspaper.
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Points Loom

in

" House of Glass "
" The fact that Clara Kimball Young's
father appears with her in ' The House of
Glass,' and that Norman Selby, better
known as the prize fighter, ' Kid McCoy,'
takes a part of a policeman in that picture —
the first in which he ever appeared — is helping me get bookings for it," said Manager
C. W. Taylor of the Select exchange in
Omaha.
" The exhibitors know these points are
good for advertising. I have had calls
from sporting editors who have wanted to
mention the picture in connection with Kid.
McCoy's appearance in it."
Hart

Donates Hat to the
Red Cross
That a hat may have other uses than
merely that of resting upon the head of its
•owner is said by Artcraft to be proved in
the case of the Stetson sombrero belonging
to Wm. S. Hart, which has been worn by
the Artcraft star for thirteen years. Bill
has surrendered his ha;t for the benefit of
the American Red Cross. He has autographed it and sent it on its travels to
have the signatures of prominent officials in
America, England, France and Italy attached, when it will be returned to this
country to be raffled off and the proceeds
given to the Red Cross.
Another

Finn

and

Haddie

"Her Fatal Shot," the fifth of the new
/Series of Jaxon Comedies being released
by General Film Co., is said to present
tht comedy team of Finn & Haddie in new
iun-making roles.

Ralph

Ince

Director

Has Been Engaged to Produce " The
Great Star," Fourth Production
by Polish
— Is a
Pioneer Artiste
in Industry

FOLLOWING the completion last week
of "The Life Mask,' the third production in which Madame Olga Petrova
will appear as the star of her own organization, announcement was made that a director for the fourth Petrova picture had
been selected. The man who will hold the
directorial reins over the fourth production on Madame Petrova's special release
calendar is Ralph Ince, for many years a
star of the production unit of the Vitagraph forces.
The story which this director will stage
for Madame Petrova is from the pen of
George Middleton. The working title is
"The Great Star," the scenario being understood to give extraordinary scope for
the display of her peculiar screen talents.
Ralph Ince has been termed one of the
pioneers of the film-producing art, having
started his career twelve years ago with
the original Vitagraph organization. For
many seasons he was one of the leading
film stars of the Flatbush forces and is still
remembered by thousands of exhibitors
and picture patrons for his film characterization of the immortal Abraham Lincoln. Ince is responsible for the screen
debut of Anita Stewart, having produced
many of the starring vehicles in which she
appeared for several years. He also directed many of the Vitagraph box-office successes during the days of Florence Turner,

Propaganda

Romantic Scenes Now Being a Chief Part of
Bill Hart's Artcraft
Bear's Affections for the Pictures,
Star Are theObvious

Petrova

Madame Olga Petrova's Second Production Is
Called " The Light Within "
John Bunny, Edith Storey, Maurice Costello and other stars. Leaving the Vitagraph Company two years ago, Ince made
several feature films, presenting Lucille
Lee Stewart in the leading roles.

Film
for Fairbanks
Activities.
Your participation, therefore,
Government Requests Athletic Star to
ice.
would be a valuable and far reaching servMake Picture for Distribution
Among Men of Army and
" What we want to put across to the men
Navy — Patriotic Move
is the idea that clean living and physical
fitness are, after loyalty and obedience, the
BENNIE ZEIDMAN, personal press repof the soldier. This picresentative of Douglas Fairbanks, an- prime ture requisites
to be most effective in presenting its
nounced from his Hollywood quarters last
week that the United States Government
propaganda must be intermixed and sugarcoated with unalloyed and educational enhas requested Fairbanks to prepare a propaganda film for distribution among the men
Immediately upon receipt of Major
of the army and navy, in their camps and tertainment."
stations, here and abroad.
Snow's letter, Douglas wired Washington
that he is prepared to undertake suggested
Major William F. Snow, of the Surgeon
film and requested further details. In the
General's office. War Department, in his
meantime Fairbanks, with his director, Alletter to Mr. Fairbanks, said it was their
lan Dwan, is at work on a scenario, which
desire to have Mr. Fairbanks prepare, under the auspices of the Surgeon General of they will submit in the near future to the
office of the Surgeon General.
the U. S. Army, a motion picture designed
for educational work among the military
forces of the United States.
Ollie Cooper Makes Her
" The concensus of opinion," continued
Major Snow in his letter, " among a numMetro Debut
ber of the Surgeon General's staff is that it
Ollie
Cooper,
a stage ingenue, will make
is most desirable to have you, as the proher screen debut with Francis X. Bushtotype of the doctrine, as the protagonist
of the drama. Will you do this for the
man and Beverly Bayne in Metro's forthUnited States Government, as a patriotic
coming All Star Series production, " The
contribution? This form of educational
Brass Check." She has the part of Norma
work constitutes an important part of the Glanor in " The Brass Check," which has
been picturized from George Allan EngSurgeon General's office and of the War
Department Commission on Training Camp
land's story in the All-Story Weekly.

Motion
Metro

Picture

Announces

News
Cast

with Dana
Viola Dana, the star of the forthcoming Metro picturization of Myrtle Reed's
novel, " Weaver of Dreams," is supported
by a capable cast, Metro announces, in this
All-Star Series production, which is being,
produced at the Metro West Coast studio
at Hollywood, California, under the direction of John H. Collins.
Clifford Bruce appears opposite the star
as Dr. Carter Keith.
Russell Simpson plays Martin Chandler.
Vera Lewis, who plays " Aunt " Hattie Taylor, has appeared in " Intolerance," " Hypocrites," and " Jack, the Giant Killer." Cora
Drew, who is seen as Cynthia Bancroft,,
appeared recently in support of Jack Pickford in " Tom Sawyer." Miss Drew first
entered motion pictures as a scenario'
writei-'. In 1915 she became an actress and
has since become a favorite player v/ith the
West Coast studios. Mildred Davis is
cast as Margery Gordon, the young girl
who comes between Judith and Carter and
v/ins him for herself.
Moore
Finds Foursquare
Pictures Popular
"Not Churchill's. But Oh You Eats! " Said
Is What
Rex Beach's "Heart of the Sunset" Company
on Location

Tucker

Devises

Golclwyn Calls It a " ]\Ioving. StoryTelling Caption " — ^^'ill Be Used
in Mae Marsh Picture, " The
Beloved Traitor "
AN announcement from the offices of
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation this
week said : " George Loane Tucker's desire for unusual effects in motion pictures
finds play in an unusual sub-title he has devised for Mae Marsh's new Goldwyn Picture, 'The Beloved Traitor,' made from
the novel of that name by Frank L. Packard. The leader, which might he described as a moving, story-telling caption,
is intended to picture psychologically to
those who see the film the subtle forces at
work in undermining the life of the hero,
first a young fisherman with an undeveloped talent for sculpture and then a successful artist in the city, facing all the distractions of a gay life.
" As the preceding scene is irised out,
there appears in the upper left hand corner
of the screen a sub-title reading, ' Two
years — and money and influence make
many changes.' At the same moment a
soft iris opens at the upper right hand
corner, circling in on an old derby hat,
which changes into a silk hat as the iris
is held just large enough to encompass it.
Below this another soft iris immediately
opens showing the rough left hand of a
fisherman holding a string of fish, which
fades into a gloved hand and a fashionable
cane.
"Finally an iris at the bottom circles
on rubber boots, which disappear and leave
a silk-socked foot which slides into a pump

New

Sub-Title

held by a valet's hand. Each previous object fades out slowly as the next comes
in below, the last dissolving into a completely new title reading, ' Mud dolls may
change to
' in figure,
the uppertypifying
right hand
corner
andmarble
a mud
the
sculptor's work in the crude elements of
his birthplace, becomes a marble head of
Mae Marsh, the heroine. As the head
fades out these lines are added to the
title: 'But even a millionaire cannot safely
strip away the rough, protecting husk given
by " life
to lives
need there
it.' is faded into
At the
same that
moment
the lower right of the picture a receipt
for studio rent made out to the hero's benefactor, one Bliss, then across it slantwise
Bliss's check for tuition in a school of art
for his protege, Judd Rlinot.
"As the check and the rent receipt fade
out there fades in a page torn from a
catalogue of an art exhibition with this at
the top: An unsteady' hand holding a half
filled wine glass is thrust across the papers
and an ugly blot of wine is spilled over
Minot's name. There the leader ends.
" All of this requires about fifty feet of
film. To photograph it was a task of four
hours enlisting the services of a director
and his assistant, a cameraman and his assistant and four supernumerary actors."
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. Ij you aren't helping in the
"besmokes
" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
a slacker!

Tom Moore, Washington, D. C, exhibitor and prominent theatre owner, writes
Manager
Abrams
of the Washington •
branch of the Foursquare Pictures as follows :
" If you have any more pictures that
would rank with ' One Hour ' we would be
only too glad to play them. Mr. Abrams
advises us that you expect more such high
class features, and we will be pleased to
have you consider us for bookings on
C. R. Black, managing director of the
Campbell Theatre, of Hazleton, Pa., writes
the Philadelphia office as follows:
" I wish to state that ' The Bar Sinister,'
andthem."
the other features you control, are not
only well worth playing, but are causing
considerable comment among the people of
Hazleton."

" How Magicians
Do It " IsPictographs
a Part of the New
Paramount-Bray
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Enough tothe Make
" Blue Blazes Rawden " for Early Artcraft Release.
William S. Hart Departs From the " Wild West Routine ' Lonp;Supervised
Production
Prepares Drive for
March Film
As part of a unique promotion drive on
" The Cross Bearer " the World superpicture scheduled for release on the program in March, a broadside has been prepared and distributed to every exhibitor in
the country. The broadside is printed in
red and blue on special book paper measuring 23^ by 36 inches and is of sufificient
artistic excellence as to deserve a good
location in any lobby. Dominating the page
is a splendid full-length portrait of Montagu Love garbed in his pontifical robes,
putting forth a protecting arm before a
group of pleading fugitives. Surmounting
this is the caption " The First 1918 Gift
from tile Service That Gave You 'Mothers
of France ' and ' Rasputin.' " Three scenes
from " The Cross Bearer," together with
the v^rords " World-Pictures, World Service,
World Policies, Yours for Success Every
Day in the Year," comprise the base of the
sheet.

Thomas H. Ince

World

" His Royal Highness "
Stars Blackwell
The next Carlyle Blackwell - Evelyn
Greeley picture has been named " His
Royal Highness " and will probably be released at the end of February. The story
relates the adventures of an American
collegian who has the throne of a European
monarchy thrust upon him and is confronted with the necessity of relinquishing
the hand of an attractive young heiress.
Evelyn Greeley, who has been the recipient
of much praise because of her work in
" The Beautiful Mrs. Reynolds," makes her
third appearance as co-star of Mr. Blackwell in this picture.
Metro Pictures Engages
Ray Smaliwood
Ray Smaliwood hrxs been engaged by
Metro Pictures Corporation as head of the
camera and photographic departments of
the Metro studio, 3 West Sixty-first Street,
New York.
Metro's camera chief began at the beginning of the industry, first going into the
laboratory of the Melies company. Next he
tackled a camera.

Pickford

Anniversary
Is
Here
She has since become a permanent fixture,,
St. Valentine's Day Marks the Star's
and one of importance, in the Pickford
First Year at Lasky Studio on
organization. " Rebecca " was followed by
Coast — Has Made Six Fea" The Little Princess " from Frances
tures for Artcraft
Hodgson Burnett's story, " Sara Crewe"
and this in turn made way for " Stella
ST. VALENTINE'S Day will mark the novel
Maris of
" that
adapted
name. from Wm. J. Locke's
completion of Mary Pickford's first
" solid " year at the Lasky studio in HollyThe last of the half dozen screen subwood, Cal. She arrived in California
jects is "byAmarilly
Clothes-Line
from New York on February 14, 1917,
directed
Marshallof Neilan,
adaptedAlley,"
from
after finishing " The Poor Little Rich
Belle
Marion. K. Maniates' book by FrancesGirl," and in the Hollywood year just ending has done six photoplays for Artcraft
release at the Lasky studios.
In speaking of Miss Pickford's year at
the Holl>-wood studio, Jesse L. Lasky, viceThe first picture made in southern Calipresident of the Famous Players-Lasky
fornia was " A Romance bf the RedCorporation said : " At the threshold of
woods," directed by Cecil B. DeMille, di- her new year in Artcraft pictures, Mary
Pickford stands upon an eminence to
rector general of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation. This was followed
which few may attain in histrionics either
for the stage or screen. She has proved
by " The Little American," also directed
by Mr. De Mille and ranking as the greatthat she need not adhere to curls or deest of all photoplays dealing with the world
mure roles, but that she is so great an arwar.
tist that even without the employment of
After this, Miss Pickford devoted a her beauty as an asset — as in the role of
the unfortunate little slavey in "Stella
month to comedy under Marshall Neilan's
Maris " she may still hold her audience
direction, and " Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm " was evolved. Frances Marion did spellbound. She has risen to greater
the script for this picture, coming from
heights than ever before and won thousands of new admirers as well as retaining
New York after her adaptation of Eleanor
Gates' play, " The Poor Little Rich Girl."
the old."
Wharton
Films Chief Flynn Revelation
The management of the elevated system
episode of " The Eagle's
the sixth
IN Eye,"
Mr. Wharton every facility and placed
the new Wharton secret service agave
train of five cars at his disposal, running
serial. Chief Flynn makes a very important
it as he requested from Rector to 155th
revelation, according to the announcements
Street. During the run several stops were
concerning the serial issued this week. The
made. The train was under the direction
revelation shows how Dr. Heinrich Albert,
of Walter J. Howe, trainmaster, and C. A.
fiscal attache of the Imperial German Emstation inspector.
bassy at Washington, lost his brown port- Woods,
Dr. Albert came to this country as an
folio containing secrets of alien propaganda
in this country.
"imperial German promoter cf proganda.
Very soon after the beginning of the war
The real story, according to the Wharton
announcement, is that Dr. Albert lost his in Europe he made his presence apparent.
His hand was seen in a mysterious camportfolio in the simplest way on a Sixth
Avenue elevated train. On Wednesday of
paign to create public opinion against England and France, and adverse to America
last week Leopold Wharton, assisted by
entering into the war.
D. H. Turner, photographed every incident
connected with its loss by the Imperial
Thebe sixth
" The Portfolio."
Eagle's Eye "'
German plotter.
will
calledepisode
" The ofBrown
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News

Yorke-Metro Goes to Jacksonville
The Yorke Film Corporation, which produces the Harold Lockwood features for
the Metro, has abandoned New York as
its producing headquarters, and has moved
to Jacksonville, Florida, where the company will remain for the rest of the winter
season. The move was made because the
next-to-be-produced Lockwood vehicles re<\\xnc backgrounds which can be better obtained in Florida than anywhere else.
Arrangements have been concluded
whereby the Yorke-Metro Company will
occupy the Klutho studio for the making of
interior scenes during its stay in Jacksonville.
Kolker and Kilgour Are
Together Again
Henry Kolker and Joseph Kilgour, who
play Lawrence Gray and Silk Wilkins, respectively, insupport of Emmy Wehlcn in
Metro's picturization of George Allan England's Saturday Evening Post story, " Good
Will and Almond Shells," first played together twenty years ago, and have not been
associated professionally since then until
now, Metro announced this week.
The picture will be released as a Metro
" Emmy Wehlen All-Star Series " picture.
McGrath

Edits Mutual

Screen Telegram
The appointment of Blaine McGrath to
the editorship of the Screen Telegram is
announced by John R. Freuler, president of
the Mutual Film Corporation.
Mr. McGrath goes to the Screen Telegram department of the Mutual from the
office of managing editor of Motography.
He was previously connected with the International News Service and with various
Hearst news picture enterprises.
The Screen Telegram, the new Mutual
news releaser, will be issued twice a week,
supplanting the Mutual Weekly, the present news reel release.

Norma Talmadge, One of Select's Brightest
Takes a Few Moments to Teach Polly a New
FlockStars,
of Words

for
Henry's
O.
Fifty
begun last
March.General'
The first anniversary
Filming
of the Series Was Begun Last
will be observed by the release of several
of the best known stories in which such
March, and One-fifth of Author's
Stories Have Been Used —
O. Henry stars as Patsy Deforrest and
New Record
Adele de Garde will be featured. During
twelve month period which will close
ANEW record is being established for the
soon seven of the 0. Henry stories have
the Broadway Star Feature O. Henry
been released in four-reel form and the
stories, according to General Film Company in announcing the approach of the others as two-reel subjects.
first anniversary of their production.
These subjects have set a new standard
Stories now completed or under way at for clean, wholesome and entertaining picthe Brooklyn and Los Angeles studios will
tures, according to General. They constitute the one series of screen features upon
increase the total number of O. Henry picwhose merits critics and reviewers have
tures released to fifty, or about one-fifth
of the number of short stories written by seldom disagreed. Their popularity with
the humorist during his eight-year-stay in exhibitors and fans alike is indicated by
the fact that many of the stories released
New York City. Inasmuch as present production plans call for many more of these
in picture form eleven months ago are
screen stories, this record of production
even more popular today than they were
of one author's works in picture form is at first. Their popularity has been connot likely to be overtaken, says General.
tinuous, due to their availability for every
The O. Henry books have proved a real
kind of program, and many of them are
being featured today in first class houses
treasure house of screen plots, in the opinion of the company.
in all parts of the country, the General
announcement makes known.
The filming of the O. Henry classics was

Vitagraph Announces
SIX of the eight comedies lo be released
by Vitagraph during the month of
February on its dual comedy unit basis are
announced by Albert E. Smith, president of
the company, as follows: Big V Comedies,
February 4, " Telephones and Troubles,"
featuring Montgomery and Rock ; February 11, "Babes and Boobs," featuring Lawrence Scmon ; February 18, " Courts and
Convicts," featuring Montgomery and
Rock
; February
25, "Semon.
Rooms and Rumors,"
featuring
Lawrence

Director Archambund,
Montagu
Love and
Jeanne Eagles
Discussing
" The Cross Bearer,"
a World
Film Production

Vitagraph Comedies : February 4, " Surprising Husband"; Feljruary 11, "Coals
for the Fire." Edward Earle and Agnes
Ayres are featured in these one-reelers,
working under the direction of Graham
Baker.

February Comedies
y\Il of the Vitagraph comedy stars, it is
learned, have turned authors lately. Semon
is the author and director of the comedies
in which he is featured, while Montgomery
and Rock, who assist Director J. A. Howe
in the
making
of their
subjects,* also are
the
authors
of nany
of them.
Mr. Earle ano Director Baker are now
collaborating on ihe Vitagraph comedies.
The stories are sait' to be real life incidents transferred to the screen and find
most of their appeal in the fact that they
are close to the hearts and home of every
man — and every woman. This unit of Vitagraph service has only been out for about
two months, but in this short space of time
it is reported that they have covered much
ground in a producing way.
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who arc appearing in this Russian serial,
ANOTHER Paramount comedy is nearwith her equestrian stunts. Frank Glendon,
ing completion at the Roscoc Arbuckle
Otto Ledercr and Ronald Bradbury are
producing quarters at Long Beach. This
the others of this company.
one will be known as " The Bell Boy." The
Larry Seaman and the Big. V Company
title, of course, refers to a " hop " of more
than three hundred pounds. Arbuckle is have filmed. " Meddlers and Moonshiners,"
and are now working on a comedy which
said to serve as barber, hotel clerk, elevahas been titled " Rummies and Razors."
tor boy and waiter as well in Pedunk Center's Metropolitan hotel. Al St. John is The second Vitagraph comedy company
the night clerk, Buster Keaton the village
headed by Montgomery and Rock are this
pest, and Joe Keaton takes the role of the
week working on a two-reel subject to be
village barber, while Alice Lake, last seen
known as " Tramps and Traitors." It has
a Tlooverizing plot, and for the farm and
as a Salvation Nell, is doing a vampire
role impersonating the city manicurist who
backyard scenes, a sixteen-acre ranch, the
breaks hearts and finger nails in the vil- home of Blueblood chickens and pedigreed
cattle has been leased. About fifty people
lage.
will take part in many of the farm scenes,
Barker Directs Novel
Pathe
Increases Force
Reginald Barker has been selected to direct the first Mastercraft Film to be made
West Coast producing forces for Pathe
at the Paralta Studios from the Thomas
were increased last week by the arrival of
Frank Keenan, and his director, Ernest
Dixon novel, " The One Woman," and the
-working script is now being prepared by Ward, who reached Los Angeles on JanuJ. Grubb Alexander and Fred Myton. ,The
ary 25, and the following day made arMastercraft representative, F. Eugene
rangements, atthe Paralta studio for beginFransworth, is now working with Producning work on the next production on Jantion Manager Robert Brunton of the Paruary 28. Cast for the first western made
alta Studios, where the photoplay will be Keenan subject will be selected by Manamade in assembling the cast. The first
ger of Production Robert Brunton within
scenes will not be made for another week.
the next day or two, and there will be no
Wallace Worsley and Eliot Howe will . loss of time in beginning the filming of the
serve as directors for the first Louise
photoplay.
Glaum Paralta play. The original story
The Bryant Washburn Company, directand photoplay, which will serve as Miss
ed by William Worthington, and which has
Gertrude Selby as leading woman, will
daum's first vehicle, was written by Monte
M. Katterjohn, who says it concerns the
within the next week complete the filming
""insidious kulture as forced upon liberty
of all scenes for " Twenty-One," Bryant
loving people by the wolf nation of the
Washburn's
second vehicle for Pathe
Plays.
world." The play is now known under the
At the Glendale studios, the Diando
working title of " Intelligence," and gives
Miss Glaum a highly emotional role.
Company is finishing up the Baby Marie
Raymond B. West and Paralta Company
Osborne subject, " A Daughter of the
have been spending the past week making
West," which opens with Eastern scenes,
and has the frontier of the West for most
scenes along the Pacific Ocean beyond
Santa Monica, where there are many locaof the last four reels, Frank Whitson aptions similar to those found on the Scotpears as the father, Marion Warner the
tish shores. Miss Barriscale in this pic- mother, and Morris Foster takes the heavy
role in this melodrama.
ture play takes the role of a daughter of
Scottish fishermen.
Because of the threatened scarcity ol
film and the increasing price, the Diando
Film Corporation has purchased a large
Vitagraph " Shoots " Desert
The Nell Shipman Vitagraph Company
quantity and caused the erection of a fire
last week concluded the filming of the desand burglarproof safe at the Glendale
ert scenes, which work was abandoned sevstudio. The capacity of this is a million
eral weeks ago because of traffic Santa
feet of film. The walls are made up of
layers of chilled steel reinforced with conAna's, or wind storms, and these contain
crete.
all necessary scenes for "The Home
Trail." In this, Nell Shipman for the first Young to Direct
time in her screen or speaking stage career,
takes the part of a vampire. The play has
The Famous Players-Lasky studio in
Hollywood promises to be a very busy
an atmosphere of 1812, and is of a semiplace during the coming few months, as
-costume nature. The Shipman Company
plans are now being made to provide for
will next take up the filming of " A Texas
quite a number of additional companies.
Romance," from the story of the same
name by Cyrus Townsend Brady. This is These will in all probability prepare productions starringactors who formerly worked
now in rehearsal, with Alfred Whitman in
at the eastern studio of this corporation.
the leading man part.
James Young, who formerly directed the
" The Woman in the Web " serial company directed by Dave Smith, is at work on
production of Lasky subjects, was this week
the second episode, and Hedda Nova is engaged to make one or more pictures starring Sessue Hayakawa, and will begin
daily astonishing tlie many western riders

work on this as soon as the scenario is
prepared. Mr. Hayakawa has just completed work on a subject made under the
direction of William C. De Mille. It will
be remembered that Mr. Young produced
" Oliver Twist," " The Lash," and others.
Donald Crisp, who went east on his
honeymoon trip with the intention of directing the production of the Wallace ReidAnn Little subject at the eastern studios,
last week arrived in Los Angeles with his
bride, and a day later Wallace Reid and
Tom Meighan came from the East. Miss
Little arrived a few days previous. The
subject began in New York with Reid and
Little, will be completed here, and Meighan
will play opposite Mary Pickford in her
next Artcraft production.
Jack Pickford and wife, Olive Thomas,
are expected to return to Los Angeles
within the next two or three days from a
holiday vacation spent in New York and
Pittsburgh. Preparations have already
been made for the filming of a subject in
which Pickford and Louise Hufif will be
co-starred
Melford. under the direction of George
Ince Plans More Speed
All of the Thomas H. Ince producing
units will take up the production of new
photoplays within the next few days.
Stories have been provided for all stars,
including William S. Hart, who will next
produce an original story written by
C. Gardner Sullivan. Hart's subject, just
completed, has been titled " The Tiger
Man," aand
within
few will
days.be shipped for release
Little Thelma Salter, who will be remembered for her work in " The Crab,"
" The Sign of the Rose "• and other Ince
made pictures, is' to return to the screen
in the Enid Bennett photoplay just completed by Director Jerome Storm. This has
been titled "Naughty! Naughty!" and is
from the pen of C. Gardner Sullivan. An
important part is also being written for
Thelma in the coming Hart subject.
Announcement of the engagement of
Enid Bennett to Fred Niblo, the wellknown actor, was recently given out, and
among intimate friends it is expected the
marriage will occur shortly. Mr. Niblo has
been in Los Angeles for the past several
weeks.
" Tyrant Fear," the Dorothy Dalton subject portraying life in the far north, has
been completed so far as filming is concerned by R. William Neill.
Irvin Willat, who has been working on
special subjects for Thos. H. Ince, is next
to direct Charles Ray, succeeding Victor
Schertzinger, who is taking a vacation.
This will be a northern subject.
One Triangle Drama
In the dramatic section of Triangle, but
one new production was started prior to
the " vacation " season. This is to be made
by Walter Edwards, and is titled " Another
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l"\)olisli \'ir^;iii," iK'iiiK an adaptation irom
the W. Carey W'onderly magazine story,
prepared for the screen by Charles J. Wilson, Jr. This is a society drama in which
a hardened woman, taken by Texas Gninan,
attempts to better her positoin i)y acting as
a guardian for an innocent yoinig girl,
taken l>y Margery Wilson. Of course,
right triimipiis in the end. Francis McDonald, Lee Hill and George Pearce are
in the cast.
Other Triangle subjects being liiiishcd
arc " Betty Comes Home," with Myrtle
Lind and Jack Gilbert, directed by Jack
Dillon; "Innocent's Progress," w'hich features Pauline Starke, with Jack Livingston
and others, and " Smoke," which is being
made by Jack Conway with a cast that
includes Gloria Swanson, Edward Peil and
George Hernandez.
During the week E. Mason Hopper completed the filming of " The Answer," which
will probably consist of seven reels. Alma
Rubens is the featured player.
" Faith Endurin'," Roy Stewart, western
subject, directed by Cliff Smith, is in the
cutting rooms, as is also " The Sea
Panther," starring William Desmond ;
" The Hard Rock Breed," made by Director
Raymondimder
Wells,
" A Soul
in Trust,"P.
filmed
the and
direction
of Gilbert
Hamilton.
No new subjects were taken up by the
comedy department at the Triangle, all five
companies having been bus\- with the completion of subjects started a few days previously.
Comedy at Universal
The only new work taken up at Universal City last week was that of the Eddie
Lyons and Lee Moran Comedy Company,
who are filming one-reel comedies on contract basis. Capt. Leslie Peacocke has
written a special subject for "the boys,"
which will be known as " Black and
White." Edith Rolierts will play the leading woman part. Lyons and Moran have
now completed eight one-reel comedies
under their new contract.
The subjects in production are " The
Mortgaged Wife," starring Dorothy Phillips, under the direction of Allen J. Holubar; "Forgive Me," starring Mae Murray,
directed by Robert- Leonard, and an unnamed subject being directed by Rupert
Julian, together with the three serials,
" The Mystery Ship," " The Bull's Eye "
and " The Moon Child."
D. W. 'Griffith continues in the work of
shrinking 263,000 feet of negative to within ten thousand-foot reels, which, when
completed, with constitute his western
front war spectacle, produced under the
auspices of the British and French war offices. Every eflfort is being made at the
plant to keep secret the plot of this photoplay, this being guarded even more zealously than was the plot for " Intolerance."
Griffith is now said to be giving eighteen
hours a dav to the work of editing the
film.
New Concreto. Biiildinf*
The second of the new concrete buildings
to be built at the entrance to the Vitagraph
Western studios, in Hollywood, has been
completed and is to be used for the scenario
department and consultation rooms for the
Big V. Comedies being produced at that

Motion
slutlio. Janies Davis and Larry Kernan,
both directors and writers, have been added to the Vitagraph forces, and will cooperate with Larry Semon and J. A. Howe,
directors of the comedies.
William Russell, starred for two years
in Mutual-American photoplays, is on his
way to the coast to begin production of
additional Mutual releases. Mr. Russell, it
is reported, lias formed his own company
and secured a release through Mutual. It
was first arranged he should make one or
two suljjects in New York, but owing to
unfavorable filming conditions, these plans
have now been changed.
After virtually completing the Fairbanks
subject, " Headin' South," several changes
were made in the script which showed
scenes taken in the village in Southern Arizona, and so the street scene of the border
town was duplicated at the studio in Hollywood.
It is very probable tliat Fairbanks will
next take up the filming of a photoplay for
the U. S. Army, designed partially for educational work among the military forces
of the nation. The Fairbanks Company
lias received letters from officers of the
War Department asking Fairbanks to make
such a film.
Hart as Bad Man
The next Artcraft production to be
made by William S. Hart will have an
atmosphere of the great Southwest, in
which Hart takes the role of a bad man
of the cattle country. Much of the action
will be laid in scenes representing the
adobe country and along the Apache trail.
The first work was done last week, when
desert scenes were filmed near Piaya Del
Rey. This subject, having a Southwestern
atmosphere and speedy action of such a
country, will make it quite different from
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the last Hart film, " Blue Blazes Rawden,"
which was laid in the Canadian Northwest. Cast for the new picture is now
being selected. The only scene taken tothis time has Hart and a number of cowboys taking part.
William S. Hart, on the suggestion of
Thomas H. Ince, promised Manager Emil
Kehrline, Jr., of the new Kinema theatre,
to make a personal appearance at this
2,500-seat house when the first Hart Artcraft, "The Narrow Trail," was given
its initial Los Angeles showing. This, it
is stated by the Ince publicity department,,
was a combined farewell appearance of
Hart and " Fritz," the Pinto pony, on any^
stage.
Lasky Rests Up
This is between picture time at the
Lasky Studio, and but two companies are
working at the plant. One is that under
the direction of C. B. deMille, which is
making its second Artcraft subject, " The
Whispering
withRaymond
KathleenHatton
Williams, Elliot Chorus,"
Dexter and
in the leading roles, and the other is
being directed by George Melford and supervised by J. Stuart Blackton. The film
in production is " Wild Youth." Very
satisfactory progress is being made on
this story, which has Theodore Roberts,
Jack Mulhall and Louise Huff as principals.
The Pickford-Artcraft company has
finished Miss Pickford's coming release,
" Stella Maris," and the subject was
shown at the Iris theatre, Hollywood, Friday evening, December 28, following the
regular program, to members of the producing staff of the Lasky Studio and a
few invited guests. It was the unanimous
opinion at this showing that this is Miss
Pickford's best subject up to this time.
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is accredited, with inventing
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Arvid Gillstrom has but one
fault to find with the industry of
today
month.— making a comedy once a
Ambrose Mack Swain was on
our street this week minus his
vampish curl which a naughty
wind disheveled.
Jack Curtis is daily receiving
offers from Pug. managers since
he knocked out Jack Livingston
for a Triangle.
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ishe said
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since
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Barbara.
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The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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Sennett Comedy

News

Feb-

The Paramount Mack Sennett Comedy,
'■ It Pays to Exercise," will be released
February 24, following " Watch Your
Neighbor." It is said to be a typical Mack
Sennett comedy, with a cast including
Chester Conklin, Alice Maison, Harry
Booker, Eva Thatcher and Slim Summerville.
Richard Jones directed the production;
under the supervision of Mack Sennett.
Essanay

Announces
Releases

New

Essanay's General Film comedy release
for February 2 was " A Tough Knight,"^
depicting
difficulties
an girl
artist'smodel in the
armour,
pursuingof the
he
loves. The release for February 9 is " Our
Little Nell," said to be something original
in western burlesque comedy.
Essanay's scenic release for February 2
was " The Grand Canyon of Arizona and
Canyon de Chelly."
Victor Moore's Newest Klever Komedy Is " He Got His," Released by Paramount
Seven
Paramounts
Are
Ready
Releases
6f Famous
Players for story by H. B. and M. G. Daniel and directed by Lou Tellegen. Two subjects are now
February Completed with Excepready for February 18th release. They are
tion of One Scheduled for
Enid Bennett in a Thomas H. Ince producLast of the Month
tion, "'I hc Keys of the Righteous," by C.
Gardner Sullivan and directed by Jerome
VY/I I ll the appearance of a new month
Storm, and Sessue Hayakawa in " Hidden
" on the calendar, the Famous PlaycrsPearls," by Beulali Marie Dix, directed by
I.asky Corporation finds its Paramount re- George
H. Melford.
leases for February completed well in adThe productions arc now all finished and
vance. All offerings for this month under
ready for release. The last offering of the
month is the new George Beban vehicle,
this trade-mark have been finished, excepting the last release, prbduction of which is " One More American." This picture is
now rapidly drawing to a close.
taken from Wm. C. DeMille's well known
Seven attractions will be released in Febstage piece and is now being produced by
ruary, exclusive of the short reel films, rep- him from the scenario by Olga Printzlau.
resenting an output of four subjects from
Scheduled for release on the 2Sth, the film
the Famous Piayers-Lasky western studios, is expected to be finished well in advance
of this date.
two from the Thomas H. Ince organizaIn addition to the aljove. Paramount
tion and one from the Famous PiayersLasky eastern studio.
short releases for Fcliruary are now, ready
The initial releases for the month are including two Klever Komedies, four Bray
three productions on February 4, viz.:
Pictographs, four Burton Holmes TravaDorothy Daiton in a new Thos. H. Ince
logues, two Mack Sennett comedies, the
subject, "Flare-Up Sal," by J. G. Hawks;
final installment of, the serial, "Who is
Numl)er One"? and the three initial inPauline Frederick in " Madame Jealousy,"
by George V. Hobart and staged by Roljert
stal ments ofBenjamin Cliapin's " The Son
Vignola from the .scenario by Eve Unsell ;
of Democracy."
Vivian Martin in " A Peticotat Pilot," from
the novel, " Mary
You are not going to war. The men who
by Josepli
Lincoln, staged by 'Gusta,"
Rollin Sturgeon fromC. are need all the comforts you can give them.
the scenario by Gardner Hunting.
Help thnm get cignrettes. That is your
On February II one Paramount picture
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
will be released, namely, Wallace Reid and
" smokes
" campaign, gel busy — now. Don't
be
a slacker!
Kathlyn Williams in " The Thing We
Love," by Harvey Thcw. founded upon the

" Out

West " Expected to
Be Hummer
That " Out West," soon to be released
by Paramount will outdistance all previous Paramount-Arbuckle comedies im
point of novelty and general interest, besides its rollicking humor, is the claim of
Paramount folk who have watched the film
from its inception during its making at the
Arbuckle studio in Long Beach, California.
The picture is described as a travesty on
the Western thriller and in fact is said to
be one of the most thrilling of all drams
of the mountains and plains and the gambling dens of the frontier, that has ever
been devised.
Roscoe " Fatty " Arbuckle, is supported
by
Lake.Al St. John, Buster Keaton and Alice
Pathe

Claims

Costly

Pro-

gram Film
Pathe maintains that in Kipling's " The
Naulalika " it offers to exhibitors the costliest picture ever placed upon a program
by any concern. Over $100,000 was spent
in the production of this picture, Pathe
says.
Originally produced as an eight-reel feature and so announced, it has been decided
to put it out in six parts, this decision
having been made because it is recognized
that six reels is a better size for the exhibitor than the longer length.
As a box-office attraction Pathe expects
" The Naulahka " to rank high. First in
importance, of course, comes the name of
Rudyard Kipling, the author.

February
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William

Fox

Announces

New

Producer Will Give " Les Miserables " to Exhibitors February 10,
and First Peggy Hyland Feature Comes in March —
.
Lee Kiddies on February 24
THE William Fox Film Corporation looks upon its releases to be issued
in the near future as the best, probably, that have been produced by
that organization in some time. The picture, " Les Miserables," which
is sceduled for February lo, is declared to the the greatest drama William Fox
has ever produced.
In addition to this picture, which, it seems agreed, has been awaited with
unusual interest by both exhibitor and public, William Fox plans to bring
out Peggy Hyland's first Fox feature on March lo. The Lee children have a
production slated for February 24.
■' Les Miserables " a Standard
<<T ES MISERABLES,"
the William
Li Farnum de luxe production which
was shown for five weeks at the Lyric
theatre, New York, and which is said to
have done capacity business there, afternoons and evenings throughout the run,
will be released by William Fox as a
Standard Picture. It is in nine short reels
and exactly follows the Jean Valjean story
as written by Victor Hugo, it is said.
The production was staged in America
and done under the direction of Frank
Lloyd. The cast, besides Mr. Farnum in
the role of Jean Valjean, includes George
Moss as the bishop, Hardee Kirkland as
Javert, Madame Sonia Markova as Fantine, Kittens Reichert and Jewel Carmen
as Cosette, Harry Spingler as Marius,
William Farnum IS Jean Valjean in William
Dorothy Bernard as Eponine, Anthony
Les Miserables "
Phillips as Gavroche, Edward Elkas as
O.
A.
C.
Lund,
who
will appear in imporFox's
Thenardier and Mina Ross as Mme.
tant roles include Frank Goldsmith, Eric
Thenardier.
Mayne and Hazel, Adams. Joseph Rutten" This production," said William Fox,
berg is in charge of the photography. The
"ever
is inhave
everyoffered
respect totheexhibitors.
greatest drama
is being screened in the Fort Lee
It is wein picture
studios.
our opinion the biggest money-making film
that has been put on the market. There
Frank Goldsmith played in " Love's
Law," " The New York Peacock " and
can be no doubt about this because we have
" A Heart's Revenge." Eric Mayne has
demonstrated its possibilities in New York.
also had prominent parts in several Fox
It has not only been shown at the Lyric
productions, notably " The Slave," " Wife
theatre at prices ranging up to $1, breakNumber Two," " The New York Peaing all house records, but it has been put
cock " and " Thou Shalt Not Steal."
on for a week at every one of my nearly
thirty houses in New York and vicinity. Lee's Feature Named
Everywhere it has done a tremendous busiThe next production in which Jane and
ness and I know it will do the same sort of
Katherine Lee will be seen has just been
business wherever it is shown. ' Les
titled "American Buds." As in the case
Miserables ' heads the list of Standard Picof " Troublemakers," it will be released as
tures."
one of the Standard Pictures, the date
Irving Cummings as Lead
set being February 24. Announcement
William Fox announces that exhibitors
also was made from the William Fox offices during the week of the dates of remay expect the first production Peggy Hylease of three other Standard Pictures
land has made since joining the Fox forces
The new releases announced were for
recently, early in March. The picture
March 10 and April 7 and 21 The first of
bears the tentative title of "The Debt of
these will be a production directed by
Honor" and will be released as one of the
special features, probably for the week of Frank Lloyd, presented by an all-star cast
March 10.
and of which present-day divorce system
evils are the subject The release of March
Irving Cummings, one of the best known
leading men in films, will be seen opposite
24, as previously announced, is to be
Miss Hyland. Mr. Cummings returns to " Rough and Ready," a William Farnum
de luxe production
the Fox fold after several months' absence. He will be recalled particularly for
The April Standard Pictures, so far
his work in the chief male roles in " Sister
as determined, include " The Soul of
Against Sister," " Royal Romance " and
Buddha," a Theda Bara super-production,
"starred
Wrath inofallLove."
and one entitled " Queen of the Sea," feaof theseVirginia
features.Pearson was
turing Annette Kellermann. The Bara
picture is based on a story written by the
The other members of Miss Hyland's
company, which is under the direction of
actress and deals with mysticism of the

Releases

East. Miss Bara has the role oi a sacred
dancing girl of the temple.
" Queen of the Sea " is said to have a
considerably stronger plot than any of the
previous Kellermann productions. It deals
with the attempts of Thonor, god of storm
and destruction, to prey upon humans
through the wrecking of ships, and with
the efforts of the Queen of the Sea to
overcome his influence. A prince and
princess of " the world of humans " also
are factors in the production, being rescued by the queen and the prince reciprocating by saving the queen when she
falls into Thonor's hands.
Tom Mix in March
Announcement of a tentative March
schedule for special features shows Peggy
Hyland, Virginia Pearson, George Walsh
and Tom Mix as the stars to be featured.
In addition, there will be one picture by
an all-star cast.
"Six-Shooter Andy," in which, of course,
Mix
is thethisstar,production
will open having
the month'sreleases,
been
crowded over from February in consequence of the five-day closing of studios
and laboratories required under the order
of the Fuel Administrator. The star is
supported by a cast which includes Enid
Markey, Georgie Stone, Virginia Corbin,
Buddie Messinger, Violet Radcliffe and
others who either have appeared as Fox
stars or had leading roles in his productions. March 3 is the date when " SixShooter Andy" will be available.
A production which is titled "Woman
and
Law," of
and R.which
was madeis under
the the
direction
A. Walsh,
to be
released March 17. It has an all-star cast,,
and, it is announced, will be strongly featured.
Virginia Pearson, who has been resting
for several weeks, now is working on a
production
called "A
Daughter
of France"of
and is scheduled
to be
at the disposal
exhibitors on March 24. A director new
to the Fox organization, Edmund Lawrence, is in charge of making the picture,
which, it is said, deals with a situation
developing in the present war on the
Franco-Belgian front.
The contriblution of George Walsh to
the March releases will be made on the
Clever.'-'
Kid Is just
" The injured
under the
31st,
Mr. Walsh
was title,
severely
following the completion of " Jack Spurlock
— Prodigal " and was a hospital patient
until the latter part of last week, when he
resumed work under the direction of Carl
Harbaugh.

Sullivan Story Released
February i8
C. Gardner Sullivan has provided the
vehicle in which Enid Bennett will appear
for Paramount following " The Keys of
the
Righteous,"
which goes to the public
February
18.
" Naughty, Naughty I " is the title, and
is directed by Jerome Storm, under personal supervision of jNIr. Ince.
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" Forbidden Path " Release
Changed
Laboratory congestion, due to the coal
saving order of the Fuel Administrator,
was responsible for the announcement by
William Fox last week of a change in the
release date of " The Forbidden Path," a
I heda Bara super-picture. The production
was to have been released January 27, but
has been set a week further down the
calendar, at February 3.
Studio work had all been completed and
Director J. Gordon Edwards had departed
for Hollywood, Cal., when the order affecting laboratory work was issued. The
film at that time was nearly ready for
printing, and it was figured that a difference
of a comparatively few days in putting the
fuel order into effect would have made it
possible to issue the production according
to schedule.
. " Pay Day

Sandy Stretches of Florida Beach Supplied the Background for Desert Scenes in Goldwyn's
" Thais," in Which Mary Garden Has Made Her Debut as a Motion Picture Star
Pittsburgh

Sees

Harry Davis In Smoky City Signs
Pictures for the Lyric Theatre — Other Exhibitors There
Use Same Brand
GOLDWYX PICTURES, the company
announced this week, have taken another stride forward in Pittsburgh with the
announcement that Harry Davis has contracted for the Goldwyn productions to be
shown at his Lyric theatre.
" Dodging a Million," starring Mabel
Xormand, will be the opening Goldwyn production at the Lyric.
" I had intended contracting for the
Goldwyn program right from the start,"
Mr. Davis told a Goldwyn representative,
" but a surplus of productions booked
ahead in 1917 set awry all my well laid
plans. No enterprising exhibitor, however,
can long resist a program containing such
box-office and artistic successes as 'The
Cinderella Man,' ' The Auction Block ' and
'Thais,' not forgetting beautiful 'Polly of
' the Circus ' and " Spreading Dawn.' "
.Another cause for Goldwyn elation is the
n ijort of big business from a number of
Goldwyn exhibitors in the Pittsburgh territory. Particularly enthusiastic is H. B.
Kcstcr, of the Camcraphone, Kast Liberty,
Pittsburgh's suburb. " ' The Cinderella
Man ' proved a big winner despite' the heavy
snowfall," said Mr. Kester. "'The Auction
Block ' is another Goldwyn production that
made me feel that a good picture will draw
<Towds even in these war times. The only
regret I have is that I didn't contract to
■■how 'The Auction Block' for a week
instead of my usual three-day policy. But
I hope to repeat on it shortly. As for
" 'i hais,' it has more than come up to expectations though I had always felt that

Goldwyn

Stars

Mary Garden's debut in pictures would be
a big
eventother
for me."
Among
contract customers around
Pittsburgh who report big profits from
Goldwyns is James Vela, manager of the
Liberty theatre, Wheeling, W. Va. " ' The
Cinderella Man ' is a thing of beauty and
a joy forever," was Mr. Vela's comment.
Genuine Characters in
Walsh Feature
" Mike " Donlon, formerly a member of
the New York Giants, and Jack Goodman,
at one time a leading lightweight boxer, are
inemljers of the cast of " Jack Spurlock —
Prodigal," the Fox Special Feature which
is to be released February 10. It is this
(ieorge Walsh picture which William Fox'
has advertised as having been made exclusively for exhibitors under contract to
show his S2-a-year productions.
The story is that of the son of a millionaire who is expelled from college and
who thereafter, as a result of trying to be
a business man, keeps his father in hot
water. Finally, however, he stumbles onto
an opportunity to unload a large ciuantity
of onions which the head of the family has
accumulated. There is, of course, a love
story involved — also a bear, the latter proving to be a real villain in that it upsets
Jack's matrimonial prospects.
Pathe Says " Round Up " Is
Popular
Pathe this week announced that its picture, "The Round Up," is going big, playing
to exceptional business in many cities. The
Strand theatre, Pasadena, Cal., and the
Plaza theatre, San Diego, report good
business, according to Patlic.

" Expected to Be
Winner
Metro's screen version of " Pay Day,"
tlie first five-act production starring Mr.
and Mrs. Sidney Drew, creators of MetroDrew comedies, will show some especially
interesting scenes, the company declares.
Mr. and Mrs. Drew were able to secure
" locations " not ordinarily seen in motion
pictures, it is said, owing to the vital interest in their work and personality taken
by people not as a rule in touch with motion picture life.
Many of the most important scenes in
" Pay Day " were taken in the home of
State Senator T. Douglas Robinson, who,
although obliged to be out of the city at
the
tesy. time, had his caretakers show Mr. and
Mrs. Drew and their company every cour-

" His College Proxy "
Comes Next
" His College Proxy," the fourth Selburn comedy in which Neal Burns and
Gertrude Selby are starred, is the forthcoming release in the series of comedies
being distributed by General Film Company. Highly amusing complications are
said to ensue when Neal persuades the
chauffeur to take his place in college while
he accepts a position as butler in order
that he may be near Gertrude. Neal's
proxy proves too good a spender and both
masqueraders are exposed.
Contrast

Said to Be Petrova
Feature

Petrova Picture Company this week announced that " The Light Within," the second production in which Madame Olga Petrova will be seen as the bright particular
star of her own production organization
offers a striking contrast to " Daughter of
Destiny," her initial release. Released on
J''el)ruary first and distributed via the various Ijranchcs of the First National Exhiljitors' Circuit, " The Light Within " presents
tiie Polisli star in a role entirely dissimilar
to any heretofore assayed by any of our
leading feminine screen artistes.

February
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May

Allison Scans Field
for a Subject
MANUSCRIPTS for May Allison are
said to be pouring in at the Metro
studio, 3 West 61st street, New York, and
from among them Miss Allison hopes to
find one suitable for her first Metro oflFering as a distinct and individual star.
Rumors have been persistent that Miss
Allison would go back to Metro as the costar of Harold Lockwood, with whom she
was formerly starred in Metro productions,
but
instead
" little
" of own
the
screen
will the
return
as blonde
a star lady
on her
account. She will appear in productions
supervised by Maxwell Karger, general
manager of the Metro studio.
Miss Allison has been " vacationing " for
several months, following the production
of a series of Metro pictures on the Pacific
Coast with Harold Lockwood as co-star.
Several offers have been made her to return to musical comedy, in which she first
attracted public attention, and comedy
drama was also considered, but the offer
to return to her eld firm, among her old
associates, was too attractive to be refused.
Miss Allison in accordance with her new
contract signed with Metro Pictures Corporation, will be a screen star in her own
right. She starred with Lockwood both in
Metro pictures and in pictures made by
American-Mutual. Now she will hold the
centre of the stage alone, so to speak. The
new Metro contract is an opportunity of
which Miss Allison expects to take full
advantage, and the best work of the best
writers will be utilized for the Allison productions.

Metro Acquires " The
Landloper " Rights
The photoplay rights to Holman Day's
widely read novel, " The Landloper," have
been acquired by Metro, it is announced,
and the story will be utilized in the making of a new Metro All-Star Series Production, with Harold Lockwood as the
star.
The production will be made in Florida,
where Mr. Lockwood and his staff have
moved for the winter months. George Irving, who has just joined the Lockwood
Company as alternate director with Fred
J. Balshofer, will direct it.
Hoover
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Trailers on Paralta
Plays

The W. W. Hodkinson Corporation has
ordered all the prints of Paralta Plays
which are sent out by exchanges to carry
trailers, reproducing one of the slogans requested by Herbert Hoover, United States
Food Commissioner. These will be attached to all films, both the new pictures
and those already issued.
The telegram sent out by Mr. Hoover
to the motion picture distributors requested the use of one of several slogans
in this way. The Hodkinson Corporation
selected one which reads : " Hoarding food
in your household is both selfish and unnecessary. The Government is protecting the food supply of its people."

Mozukin

in

New

"The Inner Voice" Is Title of Russian
Picture for February 17 — Doris
Kenyon in New " Hidden
Hand " Episode
THE Pathe program for the week of
February 17, in the opinion of the
Pathe organization, is interesting because
it contains Ivan Mozukin, the Russian star ;
Doris Kenyon in a Serial chapter ; Ruth
Roland in a two-reel series drama ; Harold
Lloyd in a one-reel comedy ; Toto in a
two-reel comedy and various short reel
features of current interest, including the
Hearst-Pathe News.
Ivan Mozukin appears in " The Inner
Voice," a Russian Art Film in five reels
produced by the Russian Art Film Corporation.
Doris Kenyon stars in the thirteenth episode of " The Hidden Hand " with Sheldon
Lewis, Arline Pretty and Mahlon Hamilton,
a two-reel sejial episode produced by
Pathe.
Ruth Roland stars in the fifth drama of
the series known >as the general title, " The
Price of Folly." This one is called " Sold
for Gold," with Frank Mayo. A woman's
desire for social standing and a man's
greed for wealth form the interesting

Margarita

Pathe
Program
theme about which has been woven this
strong two-reel drama. In it an ambitious
mother marries her daughter to the son
of an equally ambitious man. The boy is
a scoundrel. The result after a series of
dramatic incidents is the violent death of
the husband and the suicide of the wife.
Harold Lloyd is seen in " Hit Him
Again," a one-reel comedy produced by
Rolin. This is a comedy in which Child
Harold is matched with Boiler-Nose Bill,
the heavyweight champion, in a finish fight,
straight jNIarquis of Gooseberry rules, no
fighting or shooting. Object matrimony
with a daughter of a wealthy gentleman
who wants a fighter in the family.
Toto stars in a two-reel comedy called
" The Junk Man," the second of his remarkable bombshells of joy, produced by"
Rolin. In this picture Toto is introduced
in a unique role. He officiates as general
helper on a junk wagon, driven by our
old friend Bud Jamison, the fierce-looking
black mustached heavyweight who was
formerly in the " Luke " comedies.
, '^Along the Riviera, Italy," a Pathe colored travel, and "Watching Flowers
Bloom," Pathe colored, form a split reel.
There is also an International Cartoon and
split-reel, and Hearst-Pathe News No. 16and No. 17 on this program.

Fischer
Tops
List
sion that he is a stranger. Billie forgives"Jilted Janet" Is Title of Mutual's
her battered lover and heals his bruised
Chief Feature of February 11 —
body
and affections.
Billie Rhodes
Comedy Is
The Mutual Weekly, released February
Also Included
11, is said to be replete with interesting
topics. W^ar pictures, pictures showing the
MARGARITA FISCHER in "Jilted effects of the blizzard which recently swept
Janet " tops the Mutual schedule rethe country, and the results of the fuel conleases for the week of February 11. The
servation orders, are in this issue.
production was made by the American Film
Company, Inc., under the direction of Lloyd
Ingraham, from the scenario by Elizabeth
William Fox Rearranges
'Em."
the author of " ]Molly-Go-GetMahoney,
His Schedule
" Jilted Janet " is a comedy regarding a
Owing
to
the recent order of the United
young girl in moderate circumstances, Janet
States
Fuel
Administrator
it was necessary^
Barnes, who has been jilted by a "candidly
to rearrange the schedule of releases of
mercenary " young man who frankly confesses that love in a cottage is not his forte. the 52-a-year Fox specials as follows;
In a spirit of mischief, Janet sends him a Januarj' 20, Sonia Markova in " A Heart's
postal of a magnificent mansion belonging
Revenge";
January "27,; "Treasure
Island"^
or^
" Troublemakers
February 3,
June
to her neighbor, asking him how he liked
her new home. When he writes that he Caprice in " The Heart of Romance " ;
and his wife will visit her on their honeyFebruary 17, Gladys Brockwell in " The
moon, she borrows the house from the Moral
Law " ; February 24, Jewel Carmen
in
" The Girl with the Champagne Eyes " ;
caretakers
during
the
real
owner's
absence
and entertains her former suitor and his March 3, Tom Mix in " Six Shooter Andj'."
wife in regal fashion.
" Three Times and Out " is the title of
the Strand comedy, starring Billie Rhodes,
Mutual Says Exhibitors
which is released February 12.
Like Russell
Billie and her sweetheart have a lovers'
Mutual this week declared that the last
quarrel, and he refuses to take her home
from a dance when she flirts with other
three Russell
pictures,and" Snap
Judgment,""
men, and she is compelled to accept the "New
York Luck"
"In Bad,"
have
escort of the butler. On the way she is in- been pronounced by exhibitors to be the
sulted by a drunken man and is saved by best drawing cards they have ever booked.
a chivalrous mechanic, who beats up the Advance bookings on " In Bad," released
drunk and escorts her home. When her January 1, indicated that it would break all
sweetheart attempts a reconciliation, the previous records established by this star.
mechanic beats him up, under the impres- Mutual insists.
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World
Names
Features
to May
Release Dates Are Not Announced, as
portrays Cardinal Mercier in his role of
protector of the oppressed Belgians.
Order of Issue Is Not Determined
Aladgc Evans is co-starred with George
— Kitty Gordon Heads the
List
AlacQuarric in a picture with the thoughtprovoking title, " Wanted, a Mother." The
story revolves about the vicissitudes of lifTHE WORLD FILM CORPORATION
tle Madge as the motherless child of an
announced this week that it is able to ambitious surgeon who endeavors to renew
give exhibitors the titles of all the Worldthe afl'ections of her father and at the same
time find a suitable mother.
Pictures Bradj-Made completed and scheduled for release up to the middle of May.
Carlyle Blackwell and June Elvidge apInasmuch as the chronological order of the
pear in "The Way Out," Ethel Clayton in
pictures is not determined, no release dates
" The Witch Woman," and Kitty Gordon
arc given, and the following order is only
in " Devil's Dice," all of which titles are
approximate :
not permanently decided upon. Evelyn
Kitty Gordon in the " Divine Sacrifice " Greeley and Carlyle Blackwell appear toleads the list. Associated with Miss Gorgether in " Leap to Fame " and Ethel Claydon in this pictur? is Jean Angelo.
ton
plays
an unusual role in " A Soul WithMontagu Love, June Elvidge and Arthur
out Windows," which has the Shaker life
Ashley follow with " Broken Ties," which
as a portion of its background. " Journey's
is directed by Mr. Ashley. Carlyle BlackEnd," which is also an Ethel Clayton picture, has John Bowers as leading man.
well and Evelyn Greeley are co-starred in
" His Royal Highness," in which picture
The release sheet also contains an " AnMr. Blackwell performs athletic dexterity.
nouncement Extraordinary." Inasmuch as
Alice Brady reappears on the World prosuch pictures — previous to their being pergram in " The Spurs of Sybil," a comedymanently titled — as " Mothers of France,"
drama. In this picture Miss Brady por" Rasputin " and " The Cross Bearer "
trays a very ambitious girl who surmounts
were unveiled to the public under this impersonal caption, the natural implication is
all kinds of obstacles, both serious and ludicrous, in order to win her spurs.
that another superpicture is to be released
on the World program. Rumor hath it
Kitty Gordon's next picture is called
" The Wasp " and contains a number of that the cast contains the entire roster of
mob scenes and episodes which indicate
the English histrionic profession.
some deviation from her previous roles.
Ethel Clayton is scheduled to appear in
" A Modern Girl," and another all-star pro" The Cross Bearer," in seven reels, with
Montagu Love and Jeanne Eagels, is preduction entitled " Helene " is about compared for release. This is the World-Picpleted. Carlyle Blackwell, June Elvidge,
ture picturizing the conditions in Belgium
Montagu Love, George MacQuarrie and
at the opening of the war. Montagu Love
John Bowers are among the cast.

Favorite
Films
in February
Vitagraph Announces Those for Four
March A— " An Officer and a Gentleman,"
a two-reel drama, with Arthur Ashley,
Weeks Ending March 4 — Many
Naomi Childers, Jane Fearnley, Charles
Stars Noted in Line-up of
Wellesley,
Donald Hall, Darwin Karr, MaEight Subjects
rie Wierman and Bobby Connelly; "Unlucky Louie," one-reel comedy, featuring
FAVORITE FILM FEATURES for four
Sidney Drew.
The stars alone who are listed in these
weeks, the first of which are scheduled
for release on February 11, are announced
several programs indicate that the pictures
by Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph,
are up to the high standard wliich has been
as follows: February 11 — "The Sacrifice of maintained in the Favorite Film Features
since these selected reissue subjects were
Kathleen," two-reel drama, with Norma
Talmadge, Leo Delaney, Josie Sadler and first put on the market, about seven months
ago. It is declared by Vitagraph that the
Van Dyke Brooks; "Art for-a Heart," onereel comedy, with Lillian Walker and Wally
popularity of the pictures is as great as
Van.
when they were first released.
The appearance in two of the programs
February 18—" The Mischief Maker,"
listed of little Bobby Connelly calls attentwo-reel drama, with Earle Williams, Edith
Storey, Rita Bori and Darwin Karr;
tion to the scries of one-reel stories in which
" Sunny Jim in Search of a Mother," Bob- the boy star is featured, the pictures being
by Connelly, TcfTt Johnson, Dorothy Kelly, known as the Bobby Connelly Series. Seventeen of these pictures were produced by
Rose Tapley and William Shea.
Vitagraph, in most of which little Aida
February 25 — " Old Reliable," two-reel
drama, with Norma Talmadge, Julia Morton, the baby lead of the Vitagraph
Swayne Gordon, Leo Delaney, Van Dyke
forces, appeared as Bobby's leading woman.
The pictures, which received indorsement
Brooks and Anders Randolf ; " Stenografrom the National Board of Review, are
pher Troubles," one-reel comedy, with Aninumbered among the most successful of the
ta Stewart, Clara Kimball Young, Norma
Talmadge, Lillian Walker, Dorothy Kelly,
Vitagraph units, and reports from all exFlora Finch, Florence Turner, John Bunny,
changes accredit them as some of the best,
James Morrison, George Cooper and Dick as viewed from box-office standards, and
Leslie.
their appeal to patrons.

Motion

Picture

News

Serial Episode for Each
Week of Year
The policy of " a serial episode for each
week in the year," recently announced by
Vitagraph, has met with hearty response
from exhibitors of the country, states Walter W. Irwin, general manager of the Vitagraph distributing organization. He made
this declaration apropos of the receipt at
the company's office for a number of weeks
past of a steady flow of contracts for " The
Woman in thenouncement
Web."
anthat the Merely
serial on
to the
follow
" Vengeance — and the Woman " was in
preparation, exhibitors all over the country
have taken the initiative to secure an early
run, with the result that while the early episodes of "Vengeance" are just now being
released, its successor, " The Woman in
the Web," is already being heavily booked.
Winter

Carnival in Flynn
Serial
Lake Cayuga at Ithaca, New York, on
the shore of which The Whartons have
their studios, whei'e they are producing
Chief Flynn's exposure of the Imperial
German Government's spy system in this
country, is covered with ice two feet or
more thick on which snow lies fully eighteen inches deep.

In the seventh episode of " The Eagle's
Eye," a winter carnival will be made an
important incident.
March

Screen Magazine
Announced
Contents of the Universal Screen Magazine No. 60, which is scheduled for release
March 1, include the following:
" Preparedness," being a day with our
future admirals, taken at Annapolis, Md. ;
" Nature Studies, Fish Frolics De Luxe,"
" Eight Hundred Years of Coal," " Animal
Friends " and " Miracles in Mud."

Margueriteson's "The
Courtot
Is Star" ofin Thomas
A. EdiUnbeliever
Seven Reels

February

16, i g i 8

Ince Stars Make New Feature Pictures
ACTIVITIES under the Thomas H.
Ince banner on the West Coast have
been unusually noticeable during the past
week. William S. Hart, Dorothy Dalton
and Charles Ray are busy on new features,
and Enid Bennett is nearing the completion of a story in which she is appearing.
The William S. Hart players returned
*o the Los Angeles studios last week from
Chatsworth Park, where exteriors for the
new Ince production for Artcraft, following "Blue Blazes Rawden " were filmed.
During the stay at the Park, the company
camped out in the mountain fastness where
several exciting experiences occurred. Besides Jane Novak, others appearing in the
picture, as yet unnamed, are Milton Ross,
Charles K. French and John P. Lockney.
A new Dorothy Dalton vehicle to follow
"Love Me" has just been commenced at
the studio. In the production of the early
scenes of this film several days ago, Miss
Dalton had an opportunity at trying her
hand at directing. While R. William Noil,
who directs her Paramount pictures under
the supervision of Mr. Ince, is perhaps one
of the most finished experts in his work
in the industry, he is never averse to taking suggestions.
Activities on Charles Ray's sixth Paramount picture, which will follow " His
Own Home Town " and " Let's Go," have
just been commenced. The new picture is
as yet unnamed but it is announced that
Doris Lee, who supported Mr. Ray in " His
Mother's
is again The
playing
him
in thisBoy,"
production.
cast opposite
includes
Melbourne MacDowell, Billy Elmer and
other well known Ince players. Victor
Schertzinger is directing the film under
Mr. Ince's personal supervision.
Enid Bennett's newest vehicle, " Naughty,
Naughty ! " produced by Thomas H. Ince,
directed by Jerome Storm, and scheduled
for release after " The Keys of the
Righteous," her first Paramount offering,
is rapidly progressing and will be finished
in the near future. Marjorie Bennett, the
charming younger sister of the star, last
week made her debut as one of the supporting players to her sister. Earl Rodney
again plays opposite the star, others in
the cast including Gloria Hope and Andrew
Arbuckle.
Vic

Moore Surrounded by
Dainty Girls
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation this
week announced that Victor Moore has an
enviable role in the Klever comedy released
by Paramount on February 11. It is entitled "Adam and Some Eves," and Moore
is the only male appearing in the production, which includes in the cast Peggy Adams, Agnes Neilsen and a bevy of other
pretty girls.
William

Russell Picture
Renamed
The latest Russell picture released as an
American-Mutual production, has been
changed from " Polo Jack " to " The Midnight Trail."
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"Real
Fol
ks"
rua
ry
tral themeFeb
of the plot
is a mysterious
death,
10
Triangle Announces
for Same
Week for
and the belief of two brothers that the
a William Desmond Story and
other is the perpetrator of the crime.
Keystone
Comedy Called
William Desmond and Charles Gunn por" Wronged by Mistake "
tray the two brothers. Jack Richardson,
A FTER weeks of waiting. Director Wal- Triangle " heavy," has the role of the vilter Edwards succeeded in filming the
lainous Martin. Walt Whitman, recently
bringing in of an oil gusher for Mrs. Kate
seen in " The Hopper," has a characterization part as Ebenezer Boyce. Mitzi Gould
Corbaley's story, " Real Folks," released by
Triangle for the week of February 10. The
is seen to advantage as Myra, and Claire
story deals with the discovery of oil on a McDowell is Annette DeSearcy. The cast
CaHfornia farm, and Edwards resolved to also includes Jules Friquet, Eugene Burr,
wait until the desired opportunity should
Percy Challenger, and Lucretia Harris.
arrive.
Gilbert P. Hamilton was the director.
In this comedy-drama, " Real Folks," the
characters are plain people in an unnatural
environment which they have created for
themselves to " keep up with the Joneses."
The story depicts the tribulations of the
newly rich, the rebellious younger generation that refuses to be governed by conventions, and the final triumph of love over all
social prejudices.
William Desmond has the title role in
" The Captain of His Soul," also on the
Triangle program for the week of February 10. This play is a screen adaptation, by
Lillian Ducey, of Eleanoret Talbot Kinkaid's magazine story, " Shackles," which
had its inspiration in William Ernest Henley's poem, " Out of the Night." The cen-

" Wronged by Mistake," the Keystone
comedy released for February 10, is described as " a cyclone on roller skates."
Dora, the maid, loses the family bank roll
and is sent out into the cold, cruel world.
Then tickets to the skating rink go astray
and Harry Gribbon does a glide on the
glassy floor into a party of ladies. When
love's old, sweet song sneaks into the hearts
of several married couples, a matrimonial
chase ensues, followed
by love's
cruel entanglements. The missing
wad turns
up,
and the story proceeds to a grand holocaustic climax.
" His Nine Lives," and " A Game Gambler " are the Triangle Komedies released
for the week of January 10.

''Son of Democracyfall
" of Ft.Thi
Sumter,sthe call
to armsth
and the
Mon
First Feature of Chapin Series Reenthusiastic
response of the nation present
leased February ii, Followed by
scenes of stirring patriotism, in which are
Additional Chapters Weekly
appropriately interpolated pictures of our
for Ten Weeks
soldiers in the present day going to the
battle fronts of the great world war.
THE first three installments of The Son
of Democracy," written and produced
Vitagraph Serial Is Now
by Benjamin Chapin, in which the delineator of Lincoln roles plays the part of the
Completed
martyred president, will be released by ParLast week Edward J. Montague and Garamount during the month of February.
field Thompson completed the picturizaThe series consists of ten two-reel features.
The first feature of the series is entitled
tion of " The Woman in the Web," another
Vitagraph serial, from the pen of Albert
" My Mother," and will be released FebE. Smith and Cyrus Townsend Brad}-. It
ruary 11th. It deals with the log cabin
birth of Abraham Lincoln and with the is Mr. Smith's intention to have two serial
companies
at work in the West all the time.
humorous and pathetic events in his early William Duncan
is at present completing
boyhood.
" My Father," the release of February 18, " Vengeance and the Woman."
tells the story of Lincoln's early boyhood
after the death of his mother. Abe's strong
Success Reported for Suncharacter, even as a boy, is demonstrated
shine Comedies
when, in obedience to the promise made to
It is said that the Sunshine Comedies
his mother, he refuses to fight with his
youthful enemy though the provocation is which Henry Lehrman has made for William Fox are going big all over the coungreat and the fighting blood courses tumultry. A small fortune is said to have been
tously through his veins.
spent
in the production of each of these
" The Call to Arms," released February
fun makers.
25, introduces the President in the White
House in the spring of 1861, and sheds
sidelights upon the domestic life of AbraPowerful
Story Promised
ham Lincoln, revealing the greatness of his
character. Confronted by world problems,
by Goldwyn
Lincoln found time for his wife and two
The story appeal of Rex Beach's " The
little sons, WilHe and Tad, and very human
Auction Block " is surpassed, Goldwyn detouches are developed. The baiting of the
clares, in his newest production, " Heart of
President by militant delegations clamoring
the Sunset," made from the author's novel
of that name for distribution by the Goldfor war is strikingly shown, and the earnest endeavors of Lincoln to avert bloodshed
wyn Distributing Corporation as a Rex
Beach special.
bring out his strong determination. The
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Short

Subjects
By Glara

Bray Studios Add
Novelty
to Topics
THE public is williiifi enough to absorb
information. But it wants sugar on
tlic pill, it the latter is administered beA RECIPE
FOR
tween the feature and the comedy. If the
sugar takes the form of amusement or
SUCCESS
novelty, it will swallow the dose gladh'.
And ask for more..
ers
BRADBURY, own
Of this fact the Bray Studios, issuing
DO
AN
icN and&
est
of. the BR
Maj
MESSRS
liie Paramount-Bray Pictograph, are fully
Bunny
Theatres in
aware, and while adhering to their aim of
Manhattan, are successful.
Mr. Brandon told us so himadding to the public's store of information
on topics of vital and current interest, arc
self, and knowing the Bunny
Theatre even better than we
offering it in a form whicli is primarily enknow Mr. Brandon, we have
tertaining, aswell as novel and pleasing to
every reason to believe him.
the eye.
After much experiment and
" We subjects
try, of course,''
Mr. Bray,
" to
observation Mr. Brandon
obtain
which in said
themselves
possess
evolved what he considered
these qualities, such as our recent release,
the ideal program for his first
' The New Art of Dress.' But sometimes
house, the Bunny. Box office
the subject, while intcrcsfing and valna-ble,
reports justified his introduclacks just that sonictliing which gets and
ing it with slight modification
holds the attention of an audience. In such
to meet a different type of audience at his second house.
cases we supply it in the titles or edit the
Here it is:
scenario in such a way as to bring out its
A feature
possible dramatic value. ' Mobilizing the
A NEWS WEEKLY OR
Twenty Million Woman Power of the
SCREEN MAGAZINE
United States,' to be shortly released, is
A SCENIC OR NATURE
of great importance, but in the form in
STUDY
A comedy
which it was submitted to us it had no
screen value. However, by giving it snappy
titles and choosing material that has good
screen possibilities we are able to present
the subject in a manner that will interest
TC'/ij' we show how nature herself camouand hold any audience. Everyone talks
Hages, and we make clear by illustration
exactly how a big gun escapes the atten' camouflage ' and everyone has seen piction of the airman flying directly overhead.
tures of strangely daubed boats and guns.
In short, we believe that education is no
In our treatment of this subject in a forthless valuable for being pleasant, and our
coming issue of the Pictograph we are not
experience indicates that being so it is for
content to show merely the result, but wc
indicate by titles and pictures tlir reason
all concerned profitable."
P.EATING
THE
CROOK AND
THE TOOTHACHE
The widespread commendation accorded to the
X-ray pictures in motion shown in a recent release of the Universal Screen Magazine will be
extended to a similar series which forms part
of the 58th
Magazine, instrument
released Feb-is
ruary IS. issue
Here ofthethe wonderful
turned on suspicious molars and brings to light
deep-seated
troubles
that would
most
careful
external
examination.
The elude
man orthewoman
iuckv enough not to need the dentist is a museum
exhibit lor rarity. The unnumbered army who
experience both torture and relief at his hands
will gaze at this illuminating screen textbook
with keen interest.
" A crook ain't got a fair chance in New
York now!"
We quote
Screenshowing
Magazine, which makes
clear,from
in the
pictures
the training given New York policemen, just
why there'sin noa longer
a 50-50
the expert
husky
evil-doer
Ijout with
an bet
agileon and
guardian
of the law.
Pineapples
Hawaii industry
" indicates
the" Harvsting
extent to which
this in
valuable
has
grown, tricate
necessitating
modern
tractors
machinery, while under the and
title in-of
" Preparedness
comely
how
many
ways they" can
releasewomen
a man show
for thein front,
Irom making munitions to moving scenery.
GUNS PAST AND PRESENT
In its International split reel of the present
week the Pathc Exchange goes back into our
hintorv of the past one hundred and fifty years
and snows the evolution of the firearm (American Firearms) from the flintlock of the pioneer
to the rifle in the hands of our army to-day. Each

type of gun is handled and demonstrated by a
man dressed in the army uniform of the period
to which it belongs. Close-ups show the various
methods of breech and muzzle loading.
Happy Hooligan, rebuking two youngsters who
are " sonmaking
ink " byof dipping
smalla black
perinto a bucket
water, atells
wonderful
tale,
"
All
for
the
Ladies,"
of
a
border
raid,
lady with a swastika and a band of slitherya
snakes.
R.MNIER'S
WithTOdistant
Rainier, whose SUMMIT
majestic glittering
peak always dominates the horizon, as our objective, Robert Uruce takes us over " The Trail
of the Sky " (F.ducatioiial Films Corporation) in
his usual debonair and sprightly fashion. I-eaving Mountain inn, perched at an altitude of
16,000 feet in Rainier National Park, the pack
train makes its zigzag way up the heights which
lead toward Rainier's summit. The going in the
region of Nisf|ually Glacier is no easy task, but
" fresh grass and ice water " are " served in the
I31ue Room,"
and aoffers
cascade
seemingly
descendingto
from
the heavens
aesthetic
refreshments
the foot-weary.
CLIMBING THE SKY LINE
Two adventurous young men, who are satisfied
with nothing less than the High Spots, are the
heroes of the Educational Film release " The
Ridge
we mightthatmention
IJog. Roamers."
When it isAlso
announced
Robert TheT.
Bruce is one of the adventurers aforesaid, it is
needless to state that the " high spots " lie amid
the eternal
the Olympics
and the
adventures aresnows
such asof leave
soul and body
cleaner

Picture

News

and stronger, and nearer the Great Spirit that
dwells in the silences.
soundsitself
solemn,
but isn't
AndWhich
the film
is brimful
of theso witmeant.
and
gayety
that
give
a
delightful
individuality
to all
of this series ot scenic pictures.
BEAUTY IN COLOR
Eternally associated with roses and romance
is
thatNice
strip inof France
sun-drenched
from
to the shore
townsthatthatstretches
lie on
the northwestern edge of Italy. The latest Pathe
scenic,
Along
a series
of beautiful
viewstheinRiviera,"
colors ofincludes
this picturesque
region with its strongly indented shore, whose
rocky ridges stretch out like great fingers into
the turquoise waters. Most of the coast is high
and rugged, and at the base of the dark cliffs
nestle little towns and groups of summer villas.
Some wonderful sunset views in gorgeous and
startling coloring close the film.
The second half of the reel consists of the
ever-fascinating
subject,
Watching
Flowers
Bloom.''
fine " petunia.
is
the growth
and
blossoming Particularly
of a richly tinted
UNTURNING THE TRICK
You remember, don't you, how the magiciaa
used to " show " just how he did a favorite
trick? And how, after he got through the demonstration, you knew just exactly as much as you
did before, or le^? Not so in Paramount-Bray
Pictograph No. 104. The-_ioung gentleman,
Hereward Carrington in faS, who takes rabbits
from hats and changes whip? handkerchiefs into
colored
the
most bandanas'
naive can gives
grasp awaA
it. V the trick so that
This is one of ^out pleasing^ subjects in this
attractive number. \l;he first oictures Mrs. Susanna Bell, one of the women iir unusuaTTmofessions
whom the Bray Studios are presenting to the
public via the screen. Mrs. Bell raises Persian
cats and introduces U6 to a half dozen or so of
these furry aristocrats.
Young America demonstrates its ability to
withstand winter by coasting, ice-boating, playing hockeyandandice.indulging in other forms of sport
on snow
Leighton Budd, in one of his artistic cartoons,
indicates the final fate that awaits " Fritz," deHis Master'sBig Voice
Made inspite Germany
Stick. in Berlin and the
" That
ANOTHER
LUMP,
PLEASE
is what Mother
Bear said,
and when " it
wasn't
forthcoming
she
followed
the
sugarrefuge.
man
right up the tree in which he had taken
But that was last summer, when we had the run
of the bowl and not a minute dose served up
in a white
envelope event
like a doctor's prescription.
Also
the
interesting
Yellowstone Park,
where bears aretookthe place
spoiledin darlings
of residents and visitors alike, and where Mr.
Finley, of the Oregon Game and Fish Commisversal).sion, found material for a delightfully funny film
entitled " The Bears of the Yellowstone " (UniWith an instinct for the dramatic, Mr. Finley
opens his film with a picture of the park refuse
wagon visited
by a bear
or two,
as thetillfilma
unwinds
the bears
increase
in but
number
goodly herd of the big fellows occupies the
screen. The fact of their friendliness being established,formaMr.nces ot aFinley
on the
permother concentrates
bear with a pair
of twins.
The cubs want to look at the camera, but object
to the reserve process. However, Mother Bear
has no false modesty and obliges the camera
man with a fine likeness of herself. For reward,
a few lumps of sugar. But an inordinate liking
for, sweets overcomes her polite reserve, with
consequences desciibed above. The youngsters,
given the screen to themselves, have a fine boxing
match, biffing each other till both roll off their
platform. But like good children they kiss and
jnake up, and then they lie down side by side
forAn" aunusually
beauty sleep."
attractive, entertaining reel.
BACKYARD HOSPITALITY
"The little cuss wrastled with me I " exclaimed
the big man at Roaring Camp, when the little
new baby. Luck, grasped his huge finger. Much
the same sort of pride animates the boy and
girl who, in the second of the Finley nature
studies,
"Taming
" (Universal), make
friend our
with
the Wild
tinyandBirls
feathered
who
haunt
orchards
gardens, creatures
needing only
a guarantee of shelter, food and freedorn froni
become
Amolestation
first hint to
ol how
it isourdonetrusting
is givenintimates.
by the
pictures of young lads building bird houses,
which we later see occupied by wrens and bluebirds. When birds,
the cat,catches
dire enemy
our mother
useful'
insect-eating
and ofkills
bluebird, the children adopt the orphans, filling
the gaping mouths with pmches of food till the
youngsters arc strong enough to eat from outstretchedtheyplatefly
or hand.
the foster
friendliest
confidence
around Intheir
parents,
alighting on shoulder and head.
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Direct Sales Plan Launched
in New York
At a meeting of the New York Local,
No. 1, of the M. P. E. L., held Tuesday
afternoon, January 29, at the headquarters
in New York City, the manufacturer-toexhibitor-direct plan, which was approved
by the Allied Exhibitors' Convention in
Washington in December, was presented.
I. M. Chadwick, Joseph A. Golden,
Harry Rapf, Louis L. Levine and Charles
C. Pettijohn presented the details of the
plan, for the consideration of the approximately seventy-five exhibitors present.
A motion was made and unanimously
•carried to put this direct sales plan into
immediate effect in New York City, and
a committee was appointed by President
Manheimer to secure signatures necessary
to guarantee New York City's minimum
quota. Quotas have now been guaranteed
imder this new plan for sixteen states and
quotas are now organizing to adopt the
plan in sixteen other states, Nevvf York
City and Brooklyn.
Exhibitors booking units are springing
up in all parts of the United States for
the purpose of marketing film under this
direct sales plan. The seven independent
producers engaged in this enterprise are
receiving many inquiries and great encouragement from exhibitors in every mail.
"The Belgian" to Show
for Belgian Relief
Arrangements have been completed for
the screening of Sidney Olcott's production, "The Belgian," at a benefit entertainment to be given on Friday, February 8, in
St. Francis Hotel, San Francisco, in behalf
of the war orphaned children of Belgium
and France.
This marks the second time the production, which is the third special release of
the U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation,
has been shown at a Belgian benefit. It
was shown first under the joint auspices
of Sidney Olcott and Frank G. Hall at the
Ritz-Carlton Hotel, New York. An admission fee of $3 was charged and a considerable sum was raised for the Belgian fund.
Messrs. Sheehan and Lourie, owners of
the Rialto theatre of San Francisco, at
which the Olcott production will be
screened following its presentation at the
St. Francis, will co-operate to make the
entertainment a big success. The theatre
proprietors have agreed to install two machines in the Colonial Ball Room of the
hotel and to furnish an expert operator, so
that the projection will be as near perfect
as possible.
The entertainment is being arranged by
a committee of prominent San Francisco
society workers, among them Mrs. Harriet
Fay Richards, who is head of the committee on arrangements.
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far-sighted ise"
people in the
inThe Disgu
ng
Blessithemselves.
ity,
So Calam
Says P. V. R.
Key in Gommenting
industry are not agitated by this latest disUpon the Effect of the Fuel
said : turbing element. As Mr. Hoffman recently
Administrator's Order as
Affecting Industry
" ' The industry is in for some hard
PV. R. KEY, director of sales and ad- knocks, but they will be constructive ones
• vertising for Foursquare Pictures in which are to bring it benefits.
commenting upon the effect which the Fuel
" What is required, principally, is for the
Administrator's order has had upon the in- leading exhibitors to show the way to
dustry, quotes M. H. Hoff^man as saying be- others less fortunate. For the trade, without a question of doubt, is approaching an
fore he left last week for a tour of inspection of the Foursquare exchanges that while
unprecedented era of prosperity. Underlying proof is clear to those smart enough
it must hurt the weak exhibitors, the oneday-a-week closing rule will only make the to look for it; and it is these men who
strong exhibitors stronger.
are getting ready to take the fullest advantage of the upturn, which is nearer at
Mr. Key elaborates upon this the statehand than many pessimists think.
ment made by Mr. Hoifman in the follow" It would occasion no surprise among
ing interview :
" Sometimes, as many of us know, a the well informed if by March 1 the Federal Fuel Administration were to vacate
seeming calamity is a blessing in disguise.
the order for Tuesday closings. By that
This closing-order may be one of these elements for improving matters. It is likely time winter will be nearly, if not fully
to hurt a little, but the exhibitor least of over, and the freight congestion will have
become materially relieved, and shipping
all. For he may make up, in patronage, on
the Mondays and other nights what he conditions vastly improved.
loses on Tuesdays.
" Then, without doubt, will the desire for
entertainment and diversion become more
" The distributors are the ones entitled
to sympathy — if it is deemed necessary to pronounced. Likewise will the people have
pass any around. Because taking one day acquired the habit of paying war tax on
out of each week for several weeks means
admissions. So, it would seem exhibitors
a loss of possible play-dates and they are
may reasonably anticipate the business pendulum to swing toward instead of away
gone, irretrievably. Exhibitors should bear
from them. And on that account existing
this in mind, and a great many already are
troubles should be met smilingly because
so doing. Only a few days ago one Fourof absolute knowledge that they are but
square Exchange manager wrote in saying
that every theatre manager he had seen in temporary. There never was a time when
his territory agreed that exhibitors were
adversity did not depart leaving matters
far less hard hit than either distributors or
primed for subsequent betterment over
their original condition, and it will be so
producers.
in this instance.
" It would be useless to d^ny that seemingly there has been a succession of hard
" The speed with which the improvement is made, however, will rest in a
knocks for the industry — beginning with
measure with the exhibitors themselves.
the effects caused by the placing of war
taxation upon film raw stock, positive
Wry faces and hard-luck tales are not good
prints and theatre admission tickets. But
medicine for the quick recovery of the
all these hardships have been righting
ailing patient, and nothing will have a better effect on the public than a generous
amount of good advertising, a sunny
frame of mind and the showing of the
best pictures in the most up-to-date manner possible.

• by
Mabel Norm and, Star of " Mickey," Distributed
Western Import Company

Schlaifer's Feature Having
Good Runs
" Where Cowboy Is King," distributed
throughout the world by the L. J. Schlaifer
Attractions of Seattle, Washington, has
had successful engagements at the Burbank
Theatre, Los Angeles ; the Star Theatre,
Pocatello, Idaho ; Irene Theatre, American
Falls ; Baker Theatre, Baker, Oregon ; Gem
Theatre, Filer, Idaho, and the Majestic
Theatre, Boise, Idaho, it is announced. Negotiations are pnding for its exhibition
throughout Alaska.
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News

Bessie Barriscale Appears as Star of " The Cast-Off," Which Is Being Distributed by Foursquare Pictures Corporation
Piedmont

Flourishes in Foreign Fields
PIEDMONT PICTURES CORPORAHanover Films' feature, " Should a Baby
TION, through their export departDie," pass the United Kingdom's censor
and the reports as to the booking of the
ment, announces the successful operation
picture come up to all expectations.
of their efficiency distribution plan in the
The Buenos Ayres office and its various
United Kingdom. The London office just
closed for " Babbling Tongues," Ivan Film
connections report the sale of all of Ivan's
products for the following Latin American
Productions' seven-reel feature.
countries
: Argentine, Uruguay, Paraguay,
" One Law for Both," another of Ivan's
Chile, Peru and Bolivia. Ivan Productions
big hits, has had its censor troubles completely adjusted, and the feature will be are among the strongest showing in South
released in the United Kingdom within the
America. Piedmont has taken over the exnext few weeks. Two of the serials conclusive handling" of Speer Carbons from
trolled by Piedmont Pictures Corporation
Inter-Ocean, for the territories controlled
by Krishnadas Bros, of Bombay and the
have been closed for the above-mentioned
territories by the London office, and distri- various connections. The sole agency
bution of same will commence immediately.
covers India, Burma, Ceylon and the
Straits.
Piedmont has also succeeded in having

Battle Scenes
Shot " for Gerard's Picture
ramp and the men in it. Mr. Gerard was
Ambasformer
D,
GERAR
VV.
JAMES
sador to Germany and author of " My 'the guest of honor at the review of the
Four Years in Germany," accompanied by 305th Infantry. In the temporary absence
Director William Nigh and his assistants,
of General Johnson, the division comvisited Camp Upton, Long Island, last
mander, t'he troops were reviewed by Brig.
Gen. Edmund Wittcnmyer, commander of
week for the purpose of photographing
the final scenes of " My Four Years in tlie 153d Infantry Brigade. General Wittcnmyer was formerly military attache at
book.
" as
Germany
fromhisGeneral
obtainedfrom
was adapted
Permission
Havana and received Ambassador Gerard
Johnson.
when he visited there. Following an inBattle scenes were filmed, in which the
spection of the camp, Mr. Gerard made
this statement.
boys went through special review and duplicated the western battle front scenes in
"During the Spanish-American War, I
France, and the boys are shown going
was in Camp Black, Long Island, and for
" over the top " as America's answer to the last two and one-half years in GerGermany's challenge.
many I spent considerable time in visiting military camps and prison camps, and
'■ Without co-operation of the officials of
the Government and the heads of the
therefore learned by experience how to
camps, such scenes would be impossible
look at a camp, and in Camp Upton I went
to take," said William Nigh. " Money
through it just as I would ? camp in Geralone could not duplicate them, could never
many, for the purpose of seeing how the
reproduce the stern reality, the tremenmen were treated. I examined the sleepdous enthusiasm, the realism in the scenes
ing quarters- to-day and found them clean,
that will stir even the most blase audience
well-aired and warm."
to frenzied enthusiasm.
" It comes as a fitting finale to a picture that is not only timely, but is of vital
Magic in Pictographs
interest and importance to every AmeriIn the 105th release of Paramount-Bray
Pictograph,
magazine
on thethescreen,"
can everywhere."
the first of "a the
series
illustrating
tricks
Ambassador Gerard expressed his surprise and pleasure at the fitness of the that magicians perform will bo sliowii.

Wharton Takes Scenes in
New York
Leopold D. Wharton, supervising director, and George A. Lessey, director for
The Whartons, who are producing Chief
Flynn's secret service expose of the Imperial German Government's spy system,
" The Eagle's Eye," began last week the
filming in New York City of incidents in
an episode treating of one of Imperial Germany's most desperate plots — the crippling
of American shipping by creating a longshoreman's strike. Several days were occupied in this work.
Mr. Wharton brought the larger part of
the " Eagle's Eye " company to New York
for the filming of these incidents, including King Baggot, Marguerite Snow, PauT
Everton, John P. Wade, Frederick Jones,
William N. Bailey, William H. Cavanaugh,^
W. H. Sisson, W. F. Stewart, B. Potar,
John J. Sullivan, Jr., P. Hennessey, L. F.
Baker, mechanical engineer at the Wharton Studios in Ithaca, and L. T. Bacon,
camera man.
Anna

Luther

Lends

Aid

to

" Smokes "
Anna Luther has arrived in New York
after a little more than two years in California, where she recently completed a
seven-reel feature now being exploited
under. the title of "Who's to Blame?"
Bert Ennis, publicity director of " Our
Boys in France Tobacco Fund," gives Miss
Luther credit for doing good work in connection with the fund, declaring that her
personality and persistency have worked
remarkably
well in augmenting its resources.
May

Charge Theatres for
The Board ofSigns
Control of Montreal,
Quebec, has taken up the suggestion that
a license fee of $5 per year be charged
for the privilege of using desired spaces
for all permanent or temporary signs.
It is then proposed to charge an additional fee of five cents per square foot
per annum for the continued privilege.
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Westerners

Like Foursquare Releases
Ben S. Cohen, vice-president and general
manager of the Foursquare Pictures
branch, operating the territory of Colorado,
Wyoming, Utah and New Mexico, writes
the New York office that Foursquare releases are having the best of success in this
territory. He says :
"'The Bar Sinister' is regarded hereabouts as one of the finest productions,
from every standpoint, which has ever been
shown. Story, cast, direction and all else
that go to make a great picture have been
combined in this Edgar Lewis production..
' One Hour,' a feature of unique elements,
is exciting a deal of comment from experts
who know good pictures and the public
which does not stop to analyze them, but
usually guesses right.
" I find ' The Fringe of Society ' is well
liked. It is a picture of distinguished atmosphere, well produced and acted by a
fine cast. Ruth Roland, Milton Sills, J.
Herbert Frank and Leah Baird have done
work in this picture justifying their reputationsThe
.'
Great White Trail ' and the
other features we have to of¥er are all finding ready acceptance."
" Demand

for Big Features

Increasing
" the special
The increasing
popularity of
production, as reflected by the recent decision of important distributing concerns
to specialize in that type of attraction, is
becoming daily more manifest among the
exhibitors, according to Lynn S. Card, general sales manager of the U. S. Exhibitors'
Booking Corporation.
Reports recently received by Air. Card
from the firm's representative in the Virginia district, B. R. Tolmas, indicate that
the demand for special productions is not
confined to any special class of exhibitor,
but that large and small alike are showing
a marked preference for productions that
lend themselves to extraordinary exploitation.
" I am convinced that the special production isthe film attraction of the future,"
said Mr. Card. " Daily I receive reports
from representatives of the U. S. Corporation scattered throughout the country which
show an ever increasing demand for specials.
" As a rule I have found that exhibitors
want special attractions because they can
put behind them a maximum of advertising
and usually reap a fair profit.
Gaumont Is Optimistic
The recent announcement that the news
service of the Gaumont Company will
shortly be released under a new arrangement which will make it more valuable
than ever to exhibitors and to the public
has caused considerable comment in film
circles. In the midst of the pessimism
caused by the war and the shortage of coal
comes the rumor that this pioneer company
will soon increase its activities in this
country. Gaumont officials refuse to confirm this rumor, but admit that they will
soon have an interesting statement to make
public.

THE

INDEPENDENT

FIELD

TICKER

Territorial Sales Reported Ihiring the Past Week
Productions
Blood of His Fathers'
' Keen

Kartoons '

Buyer
Territory
. Sterling Pictures Corp.,
New York
United States.
. Sterling
Pictures Corp.,
New York
World Rights.

'The
in
■'TheTwo-Gun
Bargain"Man"'
(W. H.
and Jackson,
Productions Hart Fea- McMahon
Cincinnati
ture >
"The Bandit and the
and Jackson,
Preacher" (W. H. Pro- McMahon
ductions-Hart Feature) . . . Cincinnati
"The Hell Hound of
and Jackson,
Alaska" (W. H. Produc- McMahon
Cincinnati
tions-Hart Feature)
Twenty-Eight Sennett Pro- Greater Features Company,
duced Two-Reel Comedies (W. H. Productions), Seattle, Wash

Kentucky.
Kentucky.
Kentucky.
Washington,
Idaho, Montana, Oregon.

Twenty-Eight Sennett-Pro- McMahon
and Jackson,
duced Two-Reel ComeOhio. Kentucky.
dies (W. H. Productions). Cincinnati
"The Public Defender"
and Dahnken, San
(Renowned Pictures Cor- Turner
Francisco
(First National California, Arizona, Nevada,
poration)
Exhibitors' Circuit)
Hawaaian Islands.
" The Public Defender "
(Renowned Pictures Cor- Dollvan Company, Chicago. in(]iana. Illinois.
poration)
" The Public Defender "
(Renowned Pictures Cor- Frank McCormick, Minne- sota Minnesota, Wisconsin, North
poration)
Independent
Film
and
and South Dakota.
" The Public Defender "
(Renowned Pictures Cor- Theatre
Supply
Company, Montreal, Canada . . Canadian Rights.
poration)
" A Mother's Confession " Consolidated
tion, 114 Film
GoldenCorporaGate Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
(Ivan Film Productions) .
Avenue, San Francisco... Montana.
Film Corpora- Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
" The Faded Flower " (Ivan Consolidated
tion
Montana.
Film Productions)
Consolidated
Film
CorporaWashington,
Oregon, Idaho,
" The Immortal Flame " tion
Montana.
(Ivan Film Productions).
Film Corpora- Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
"His Wives" (Ivan Film Consolidated
tion
Montana.
Productions)
Consolidated Film Corpora- Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
"The
Illusion" . tion
Montana.
(Ivan City
Film of
Productions)
Film Corpora- Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
"Concealed Truth" (Ivan Consolidated
tion
Montana.
Film Productions)
Consolidated
Film
CorporaWashington,
Oregon, Idaho,
"Her Surrender" (Ivan tion
Montana.
Film Productions)
"The Girl Who Did Not
Care" (Ivan Film Pro- Consolidated Film Corpora- Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
ductions)
tion
Montana.
"Two Men and a Woman" Consolidated Film Corpora- Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
(Ivan Film Productions). tion
Montana.
"One Law for Both" (Ivan Consolidated Film Corpora- Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
Film Productions)
tion
Montana.
Consolidated Film Corpora- Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
"Babbling
Tongues"
(Ivan
Film Productions)
tion
• • Montana.
"Married in Name Only" Consolidated Film Corpora- Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
(Ivan Film Productions). tion
Montana.
"Himian Clay" (Ivan Film Consolidated Film Corpora- Washington, Oregon, IdaGo,
Productions)
tion
Montana.
"Sins of Ambition" (Ivan Consolidated Film Corpora- Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
tion
Montana.
Film Productions)
"The Recruit" and "His
Rosenthall,
Seattle, North Idaho, Washington,
Golden
" (Jes- A.
ter Romance
Comedies)
Wash
Oregon, Montana, Alaska.
"The Recruit" and "His
Golden Romance " (Jes- Swanson-Nolan Supply Colorado, Wyoming, Utah,
ter Comedies)
Company, Denver
Southern, Idaho.
(Continued on page 1026)
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Titles for " The

Cru-

A special series cible
of animated
symLife " byandArthur
bolic titles have been ofprepared
Sawyer and Herbert Lubin, sales representatives, of General Enterprises, Inc.,
for the seven-reel feature, "The Crucible
of Life," adapted from the stage melodrama, "Fairfax," by Bartley Campbell,
and featuring Grace Darmond, Jack Sherrill and Frank O'Connor.
The main title itself constitutes a novelty in that the lighted exterior of a motion picture house is shown with a line of
patrons steadily moving at the box-office.
As the electric display sign flashes in and
out the title of the picture is clearly illuminated, followed in rapid succession by
the names
of Darmond,
Sherrill, O'Connor and other
leading members
of the
cast. The picture closes with a tableau,
the central figure of which is the Goddess
of Liberty surrounded by the fighting
representatives of the Allied nations.
Foursquare

WORK

on the production of the first picture to be produced by the Frank A.
Kceney Pictures Corporation began last
Aveek in the Biograph Studios, which have
been leased by Mr. Keeney pending the
■erection of his own studio. The title of the
new picture is " A Romance of the UnderThe scenario, of
by the
Mildred
Consi<line. is anworld."'adaptation
play of
the
same name by. Paul Armstrong, which
scored such a success with the late playwright's wife, Catherine Calvert, who is
featured in the photoplay.
When he organized his new enterprise
Mr. Keeney declared that no expense would
be spared in turning out artistic productions. That his promise will be kept is
evidenced by the cast he has selected to
support Miss Calvert and the other arrangements which have been made under
the careful supervision of his director,
James Kirkwood. Among the players who
have been engaged to support Miss Calvert are Eugene O'Pjricn, leading man, who
has played opposite Norma Talmadge in

her most important productions, and David Powell, who has played opposite Mary
Pickford, Edna Goodrich and Ann Murdock. Recently he has played opposite
Olive Tell in Empire All-Star picture plays.
Edwin Forsberg, who has appeared in
principal parts in " Madame X " and other
important screen productions and is now
in one of the chief roles in " Seven Days'
Leave," has an important role, and Sybil
Carmen, the " Moon Girl " in Ziegf eld's
" Midnight Frolics," is casted for a part.
Miss Considine, who wrote the scenario,
made the screen adaptation for " Ghosts
of Yesterday," Norma Talmadge's latest
picture, from the play "Two Women," by
Rupert Hughes. She has finished recently
an adaptation of "Common Clay" for the
Pathc Company, in which Fannie Ward
will l)e starred, and has done an original
scenario, "All Wrong," for Bryant Washburn, of the same company. " Damnation
of Doubt," another original scenario by
Miss Considine, is to be the first release of
the Marry McRae Webster Company.

'Calamity Howlers
Wrong,"
Says Adams
picture industry would lie severely crimped,
JO. L. ADAMS, De.seret Film Company,
Salt Lake City, Utah, who is in New
l)ut we haven't paid any attention to them,
York on business with headquarters at the and I haven't seen any of the predictions
verified as yet.
.■\rrow Film Corporation, Times Building,
says that conditions in his part of the coun" Some of the prophets warned me estry are good, generally speaking.
pecially against handling road attractions
while the war lasted and told me if I did I
" War has had very little effect on picwould lose everything I owned. I immediture houses in my section," said Mr. Adately turned around and booked W. H.
ams, "and as a matter of fact, the majority of them are making more money than
Clune's big super-feature, "The Eyes of
ever before. There never was a better time
the World," which up to the present time
than the present for road-show picture at- has made three rounds of the intcr-mountain states as a road attraction, and is still
tractions which is a pretty good indication
that conditions might be worse.
going strong. This is not only a splendid
tribute to tlie picture itself, but will serve
" We have been listening to the calamity
as an illustration of picture conditions out
howlers and their predictions that because
of economic conditions the entire motion
in our pari of the country.

Distributing

" The Cast-Off "
" The Cast Off," a Thomas H. Ince production, featuring Bessie Barriscale and
Howard Hickman, and distributed by the
Foursquare Picture, is starting bookings
with a rush, it is announced by the New
York office. The Newark Theatre, New
Jersey, has booked this feature for a week
and this action was taken in advance of a
trade showing. A trade showing will be
given in the future. The production is in
six reels. M. H. Hoffman in speaking of
the merits of the production, said:
" I rarely believe in speaking highly of
my own product, yet here is an instance
that warrants making an exception. I can
recommend 'The Cast Off' as a picture
which will get money, and a lot of it.
Nothing Mr. Thomas H. Ince has produced
excels. ' The Cast Off ' in those essentials
that the public loves, and never has Miss
Barriscale had a role more sympathetic
than in this picture."
niversary
Jack Cohn Celebrates

An-

Jack Cohn, manager of the Universal
Screen Magazine, announces that plans are
complete to celebrate this week the anniversary of the magazine. From its inception the reel has proved popular and as a
crowning achievement a contract was
signed last week with the Rivoli and Rialto.
E. H. Culbertson, a magazine writer and
editor, has been in direct charge of the task
of selecting material submitted, although
most of the features during the year have
been suggested by Mr. Culbertson and prepared for the magazine under his direct
personal supervision.
Olcott

to Start Second
Production
Sydney Olcott announces that he will
commence soon on his second production
for the independent market. The title for
the production is not announced. Work
will be commenced about the first of the
month.
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King-Bee Branch Opens
Heavy Bookings
Nat. H. Spitzer< announces that the
Jersey office of the Bee-Hive exchange,
which was recently opened in the Strand
Theatre building, Newark, N. J., is doing
a rushing business.
Milton J. Schwartz has been appointed
resident manager of the Newark office and
is rounding up all the " live wire " theatres
in New Jersey on Billy West-King Bee
comedies.
The following is a list of some of the
representative theatres that have booked
these comedies : Wm. Fox's Terminal theatre, for a seven-day run of each Billy West
release ; Lyric theatre, Paterson, three-day
run every other week ; Keeney's theatre,
Newark, for two-day run every other week ;
Colonial theatre. Orange, two-day run every
\yeek; Spring theatre. West Hoboken, twoday run every other week ; Regent theatre,
Jersey City, two-day run every other week ;
Danforth theatre, Jersey City, two-day run
every other week ; and the Fox's Carlton,
Newark ; Strand, Jersey City ; Comedy,
Jersey City ; Regent, Jersey City ; Liberty,
Irvington ; Gaiety, Elizabeth ; Franklin,
Franklin Furnace; Palace, Newark; Playhause, Newark; Criterion, Newark; Ampere, Ampere, N. J.; Plaza, Newark; Auditorium, Jersey City ; Hippodrome, Jersey
City; Princess, Jersey City; Bishop's, Hoboken; Cortland, West Hoboken; Keystone, West Hoboken ; Palace, Passaic ;
Palace, Union Hill ; Grand Palace, Newark; Lyons Park, Morristown.

Ernest

Shipman

Confined

by Sickness
Ernest Shipman, representative sales
agent, although confined to his bed by
threatened pneumonia, writes from his
home that he is still doing business, and
certifies to the fact by stating that last week
he signed contracts which disposed of a
considerable territory for the Shorty Hamilton Comedies, which he is exploiting on
the independent market. The sales included the territories of New York, eastern
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Ohio, Michigan,
Indiana, Minensota, Wisconsin, North and
South Dakota and Oklahoma. Mr. Shipman stated that he hoped to be back at his
office next week.

Billy West's Latest Ready
for Release
Billy West, in the latest King-Bee Comedy, titled " The Rogue," has arrived from
the King-Bee studio at Hollywood, Cal.,
and is said to be one of Billy's best. The
title-role is played by Billy West, and tells
the story of a tramp who finds himself in
high-brow society, through the fact that
he is knocked down by a debutante's auto
mobile. In this picture Miss Rosemary
Theby, who appeared in the early releases
of the King-Bee comedies, makes her reappearance. Babe Hardy and Leo White
have important roles.
"Theruary 15.Rogue" will be released on Feb-

National Film Company of America's
Jungle Picture Has Auspicious
Opening at " Broadway "
May Remain
THE the opening
" Tarzan
of the
Nationalof Film
Company
of Apes,"
America's special production, at the Broadway
■theatre, January 27, was one of the biggest and most successful openings ever
attributed to a picture on Broadway. With
about 50 per cent of the house given to
the trade, it is estimated that thousands
of people were turned away on the opening
night. The day following the opening
night, a double line extended from the
box-office up Broadway for nearly a block,
at the evening performance.
The press and the public were unanimous
in the opinion that " Tarzan of the Apes "
is one of the best and most entertaining
pictures that have been shown on Broadway. Harry Reichenbach, who is handling
the publicity and directing the run at the
Broadway theatre had a novel display in
the lobby of the Broadway theatre and he
had the stage banked with tropical foliage,
the whole resembling a jungle scene.
Across Broadway from the theatre to the
Continental Hotel, he had a large banner
strung, presenting the title and announcement in huge letters. An orchestra of
thirty pieces rendered special music.
The criticisms in the New York papers
were unanimous in the opinion that "Tarzan of the Apes " is a daring spectacle
and an unusually entertaining picture. The

Evening Telegram referred to the picture
as the most thrilling ever shown, and
the New York World said it is nothing
short of marvelous and the greatest film
of the age.
It is announced by Mr. Reichenbach that
the picture will remain at the Broadway
until warm weather.
Mabel

Normand

Speaks

" says
" Mickey
of star
Mabel
cf " Mickey,"
Highly
that
she Normand,
does not remember
a production
in which she has worked which offered the
opportunities for real comedy situations
and human-interest touches as was offered
by " Mickey." " I had one of the most
wonderful times of my life," she said,
" during the making of this picture, and I
honestly believe that every one of the cast,
including Mr. Sennett himself, who helped
produce " Mickey," forgot about the outside world and put their whole heart and
soul into this picture."
Sterling Gets Keen
Kartoons
Sterljng Pictures Corporation announces
that it has purchased the world's rights to
Keen Kartoons, a series of animated comedy subjects. The cartoons will be released
in series, the first offering consisting of
twelve in number, averaging a half reel in
length. They will be disposed of on the
independent market.
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Leah Baird, James Morrison, Viola Palmer, Ed Mackay, Ben Hendrick and Harry Burkhart Are Presented in Ivan's " Life or Honor '
Sales Announced
Ivan

Announces

Big

Practically Every Ivan Feature, Including Fourteen in Number Sold
for Northwest Territor}- to
Marion Kohn
IVAN FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC.,
^ . closed last week, one of the biggest
single sales recorded in some time in the
Independent field. Marion Kohn, president of the Consolidated Film Corporation,
San Francisco, one of the largest and most
prominent film distributors in the Northwest, closed with Ivan Productions, Inc.,
for the territory covered by Washington,
Oregon, Idaho and Montana for the following special features : " A Mother's Confes ion,"Faded
"
Flower," " The Immortal
Flame," " His Wives," " City of Illusion,"
" Concealed Truth," " Her Surrender,"
"The Girl Who Did Not Care," "Two
Men and a Woman," " One Law for Both,"
" Babbling Tongues," " Married in Name
Only." " Human Claj' " and " Sins of Ambition."
Branch

Office

for

In addition to an effective advertising
quired.
campaign which Mr. Kohn will launch in
connection with the exploitation of these
features in his territory, the Ivan Productions announces that it will start a countrywide national campaign in the interest of
all their productions. Dr. O. I. Lamberger, director of publicity for Ivan, said that
close co-operation with the distributor-exhibitor would be carried out.
Dr. Lambcrger announces that within the
next few weeks he will start on a countrjwide trip to be known as " the Ivan publictrip," town
and that
will tovisit
citv ityand
fromhe here
the every
Coast.large

Harry Raver'sDefender"
production of Mayer C.
Goldman's lie
story, " The Public Defender,"
with Frank Keenan, Robert Edeson and
Tubin-Alma Hanlon featured, exploited on the
dependent market by the Renowned Pictures Corporation, has been sold for the
major portion of the United States territory and Canada, according to the announcement ofthe Renowned Pictures.
Walter E. Greene bought New York
State for his Modern Feature Film Company, Hiram Abrams secured the New
England territory for the Boston Photoplay Company, Turner & Dahnken, franchise Iiolders in the First National Exhibitors' circuit, San Francisco, have purchased California, Arizona and Nevada,
the Doll-Van Company has secured Illinois
and Indiana, Thomas Hamlin Associated
Theatres, Minnesota, control Minnesota,
Wi sconsin, North and South Dakota, and
the Independent Film and Theatre Supply
Company of Montreal have Canada.
Broadway

H.

Hart

for

to Kohn

The territory covered by the deal is practically new to Ivan product. Mr. Kohn
said that he had watched the success which
the M. and R. Feature Film Exchange had
had and are having with Ivan product in
California, Nevada and Arizona, and felt
sure that he would have the same success
in the new territory which he has just ac-

W.

The Specialty Film Company of San
Antonio, Texas, who have secured the
rights to the two W. H. Productions Company Hart superfeature productions, " The
Bandit and the Preacher " and " The Hell
Hound of Alaska" and the twenty-eight
two-reel Mack Scnnctt comedies, for
Texas and Arkansas, have established a
branch office at Dallas for the purpose of
exploiting these productions.
W. G. Underwood, who will be in charge
of the exchange, is one of the pioneer film
men of the Southwest, having located in
Texas about ten years ago. For the past
three years Mr. Underwood has been manager of the Pathe exchange branch office
at Dallas, which position he was oljliged to
give up last April on account of ill.>health.
He slates that he sees vast possibilities and
earning powers in these W. H. Productions
Hart features, and though the pictures have
not been released as yet, up to this time,
ihc-y have over $10,000 worth of bona fide
contracts on same.

Sale

Features

L. C. Baxley, who is also associated with
this enterprise, was also connected with
the Pathe exchange at Dallas for a period
of about two years, and is considered one
of the best salesmen in this territory.
They have chosen the Matinee Bar of
Dallas as a I)ranch office, liecause it is one
of the old landmarks, which is well known
U) film men and exhibitors who have visited
Dallas in the last five years. It has been
estimated by the various exchange managers of Dallas that during this period over
$8,000,000 worth of film business has hern
transacted over this liar.
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
" smokes " campaign, get busy — now. Don't
be a slacker!

Theatre

Uses

Acetylene
Broadway theatre. New York, is the one
theatre on the one " White Way " that is
living true to the name of the old street
on these " Lightless Nights."
The Broadway theatre, of which Carl
Laemmle, president of the Universal Film
Manufacturing Company, is lessee, utilized
three acetylene Milburn Hghts of 10,000
candle power and IS-inch reflectors to
illuminate its front and the signs that were
. The lights
previously lighted by electricity
were turned on the front and the signs like
searchlights.

Exhibitors Make Orchestras
a Feature
In order to increase the box-office receipts, the theatre managers of Edmonton,
decided to make their or.Mlierta, chehave
stras afeature of the program. Special
arrangements have been made for orchestral music and in their advertisements special notice will be made of the musical
attraction.
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By H. Winik—W.Yo
H.ur
Productions
Step''
Watch
EVERY one connected with tlie trade
— the exhibitors, renters, and all,
are in danger. They must awaken to this
fact and penetrate this ' smoke screen,'
which is being unfurled around them.
Their bread and butter is dependent upon
its timely realization. Their position can
be likened to that of the Allies during the
past forty years. The Kaiser in liis
scheme for world domination, was in secrec}', constantly preparing for its seizure.
His worldly philanthropies were the 'smoke
screen ' to cover his real designs and he,
too, would have succeeded if his attempt
had not been too premature. The early
realization of the scheme to gain the
domination of the film industry, will really
keep the trade free from the shackles of
its slavery.
" ' Der Tag " will come if they willingly
aid and support a consoHdation of this
kind, which will become so powerful and
consequently a menace in the exercising
of its power to the livelihood of the various dependents upon this industry. The
Allies have been for years buying goods
from Germany, and unconscious of the
fact, have, with their own money, been
preparing for their own death. - No one
realized that every dollar paid to Germany
meant suicide.
" The trade should not contribute to its
own execution. It is the little grains of
sand that, when properly coordinated, become mammoth boulders. I have been
here for several months, and have been
watching things very carefully. I have
had conversations with officers of the
largest film concerns, and when these officers forgot themselves while talking, this
is what they said : ' We have all the stars
— all the best producers, the strongest organization, and we can raise all the money
required. We will make the exhibitors
pay big prices — they cannot live without
us and our products. We figure on making several millions of dollars each year.
In two years from now, we will own the
best picture houses in every city in the
United States of over 25,000 population.
This is ' Der Tag,' which is in the process of being, although many do not realize
it, foisted upon the various branches of
the industry. Stars, actors, directors and
all will feel the weight of the mailed fist.
They will be units or cogs in the wheel of
one gigantic combine. Their individual
identity will be lost, and they will take
what is offered them, or look for other
means of making a living.
" Most of the stars to-day are stars —
but among other stars. When you visit
the zoo, and look into the monkey-house,
all the monkeys practically look alike.
You would have to put another type of
animal among them, in order for it to be
in a class by itself. The stars must carefully consider their own status and realize
that when they are linked up- with others
of stellar worth, they no longer shine
with the brilliancy with which they would
were they segregated with concerns that
are being run independently.

" To my mind, Charlie Chaplin to-day
is the biggest drawing power in the world,
because he does not allow himself to become tied up with other stars. No one
makes a bigger fuss over Douglas Fairbanks than over Mary Pickford or Marguerite Clark. They are all the same because they all come from the same exchange, with the same kind of posters,
slides, etc., showing the same trademark.
"Who ever heard that a picture that
should only cost between $15,000.00 and
$25,000.00, should bring $2,500.00 for a
week's rental for one copy from one theatre in one town? It is the craziest thing
I ever heard of. That very same picture
brings in England in a theatre just as
large as those here in the United States,
and that charges the same price of admission, $125.00 for three days. Yes, a British
exhibitor will pay $1,000.00 a week or

more, provided the picture is worth it
ered).
(the cost of production is always consid" Charlie Chaplin is the only star that
means anything in foreign countries.
Each production is booked on its merit,
regardless of who appears in it, and until
this condition exists in this country, the
bankers, who are to a great extent, responsible for the extravagant wastage, are
loaning money to irresponsible parties.
" If ' Der Tag ' comes, the film induswill become an automatic proposition
and before any one will be able to get a
job, he will have to be a relation. There
will be no advertising in trade papers, but
about $4,000,000.00 a year will be spent in
newspapers and magazines to the public,
advertising one brand of productions,
showing in theatres controlled by one organization."

'^Direct
Application
Success''
Carle
E. Carlton, President
Crest
" Definite arrangements
have been completed with exhibitors all over the country
Pictures
Corporation, Pleased
for the showing of this picture at prices
With Success of " A Grain
equitable to all concerned. Territories are
of
Dust " — Exhibitor
being closed with the definite stipulation
Assured Fair Deal
that these arrangements, both as to price
CARLE E. CARLTON, president of and to first-run protection, will be honored
Crest Pictures Corporation, whose
A Grain
" drew strong comlatest offering on the independent market
by " the
buyer."
mendationoffrom Dust
the reviewers.
is the Ogden production, " A Grain of
Dust," adapted from David Graham Phillips' work of the same name and featuring
Lillian Walker, says that the direct applications for booking received by this organization exceed the prices placed upon this
feature for some territories.
" We are not in business for a day, or
for the purpose of marketing a single picture. This being so, we are more intent
upon gaining the confidence of the trade
than we are upon abnormal profits.
" As we see it, such confidence can be
gained only in two ways : First, by making
productions, which at all times will be
worthy of such confidence. Secondly, by
so marketing these productions that both
the exhibitor and the state rights buyer
will make the money to which they are
entitled.
" That we have accomplished the first
step,
so farwould
as ' seem
The Grain
of Dust ' byis
concerned,
to be evidenced
the reception which has been accorded this
feature. Nothing but unusual and selfevident box-office value could have produced such a response as we have received
from our suggestion that exhibitors get in
touch, direct with us, regarding this picture.
" The second step is not so easy of accomplishment. My thought is that it depends fundamentally upon the sincerity of
purpose of those marketing a production.
As both an exhibitor and a state rights
buyer, in addition to a producer of pictures,
I have a very profound respect for the
ITaurice Toumeur Has Directed a Great Array
of Stars and Big Productions, and Has Comproblems and perplexities of my fellow exhibitors and state rights buyers.
pleted Artcraft's " The Bluebird "
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The Recruit" and
Tlie Western F. F. ComGolden Romance "
ter Coraedits)
pany, San Frani-isco..
(Jes'Today" (Inter-Ocean
Film Corp.)
•The Mad Lover" (InterOcean Film Corp.)
'Raffles" (Inter-Ocean
Film Corp.)
'The Recruit" and "His
(ioldcn Romance" (Jester Comedies)
Standard Film Exchange,
Kansas City
" The Recruit " and His
Golden Romance " (Jester Comedies)
Standard Film Exchange,
St. Louis
Birtli of Democracy"
(Export and Import Film Philadelphia Ideal Film
Company)
Exchange Co., Philadelphia
One Law for Both" and
" Sins of Ambition "(Ivan
Film Productions)
American Film Exchange
Co., Fort Worth, Tex
■ The Public
eres "
endtur
DefPic
(Renowned
Corp.)
Frank McCormick, Minneapolis -.
Should She Obey"

African
Films Office)
Trust, Ltd.
(New York

' Raffles,
the Amateur
Cracksman "

SolDistributors,
Lesser (State
Rights
Inc.)

Jester

Comedies

William Steiner, Jester Comedy C'oiiipany, Reports Success with First
Two
Releases — All But
South Sold
William Steiner, of the Jester Comedy
Comi)any, who is now on tlic Pacific Coast,
giving trade showings of the first
two Jester comedies, " The Recruit "
and " His Golden Romance," featuring
Twedc-Dan, sends in encouraging reports
of conditions on the Coast. He writes that
the cry of inactivity on the part of the film
I)roducers has evidently lieen started by a
few of the newcomers in the field, who
have gone to the Coast to make productions, and arc having a hard time of it
Ail the regulars arc I)usy as bees and hard
at work on productions for Spring release. He said :
" The exhibitors in this territory are in
a flourishing state, and are using only the
best that the market affords at the present
date. The question of price does not enter
into their business method at all. What
they want is good productions. There is
no room for the mediocre film plays on
the Coast
" I have given many showings of the
Jester Comedies, and they have been well
received. I have signed up for all territories from New York to the Coast, and

Meet

(California.

1

South Africa.

|

South Africa.

i

South Africa.

|

Kansas City, Mo.

i

St. Louis, Mo.

I

Eastern Pennsylvania, Dela- |
ware. West Virginia, Mary- i
land. Southern New Jersey. |
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Grier and Berman Join
U. S. Exhibitors
John K. Grier, who resigned recently as
Canadian sales manager of the Famous
Players-Lasky Company, has joined the
sales staff of the U. S. Exhibitors' Booking
Corporation and will supervise distribution
in the Cleveland territory. Mr. Grier was
formerly
manager of the Triangle exchange
in that city.
Another recent addition to the U. S. distributing organization is Charles Berman,
well known in Canadian film circles. He
will represent the Hall organization in
Toronto, in which district the U. S. subjects are handled by the Superfeatures, Ltd.,
of which Charles Stevens is president.
Branch offices are maintained in Montreal
and St. Johns, the latter covering the maritime provinces.
Mr. Berman was interested formerly in
the Regal Film Company and had the
World franchise and also has handled in
Canada Triangle and Goldwyn subjects.
Mr. Berman will supervise the distribution
of U. S. productions throughout the dominion.

Texas, Arkansas, Louisiana. |
Homer
Wisconsin, Minnesota, North
and South Dakota.
Africa.
California, Nevada, Arizona,
Hawaiian Islands.

with

Favor

will now make an invasion of tlic South.
There seems to be a difference of opinion
as to which of the two first releases of the
Jester Comedies are the Ijcst box office attractions,The
"
Recruit " or " His Golden
Romance." This is only natural, as the
stories are foreign to each other. The
idea of making the first two stories so diversified was to give the exchanges and
the exhibitors an opportunity of seeing the
full scope of the work that can be done
l)y Twede-Dan, the star.
" Heretofore, it has practically always
been customary for a comedian to adopt a
certain personal, and carry that through all
his stories with the result that the comedian soon becomes tiresome. In TwedeDan I have a remarkable comedian who
possesses not alone a real comedy strain,
but who is possessed of dramatic ability.
Both these forces are given full sway in
" The Recruit " and " His Golden Romance," and in the third of the series, " All
Fur Her," Twede-Dan has been given a
greater opportunity to show what he can
do.
You arc not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"smokes"
be a slacker!campaign, get busy — now. Don't
inmm'iiiiiiiauniiimim

Howard Joins U. S.
Exhibitors
Homer Howard, one of the best known
film men in the upper New York State
district, has resigned his position as Buffalo representative of Paramount to join
the sales forces of the U. S. Exhibitors'
Booking Corporation. He will be in
charge of the Buffalo district, making his
headquarters in the Hoffman-Foursquare
exchange of that city. The productions
to the exploitation of which Mr. Howard
will henceforth devote his entire attention are " The Zeppelin's Last Raid,"
" Those, Who Pay " and " The Belgian."
Max Cutler also has joined the U. S.
organization and has been assigned by
General Sales Manager Lynn S. Card to
the Chicago office.

Corinne Griffith, a Vitagraph Favorite

F ebruary
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Dislikes to Lose Its
Comedy
The action of the Manitoba Government
in prohibiting the comedy films in that
province has caused much discussion and
disapproval among not only the film industry, but the general public as well. The
majority of the leading Canadian newspapers have announced the law, stating
that it is thought the Evelyn Thaw production, Redemption,"
"
led up to this acttion, the authorities stating that it was such
plays and comedies that gave the public a
frivolous viewpoint.
It takes a great deal of imagination to
see what the comedy films have to do with
a production such as Evelyn Thaw in
" Redemption," the public thinks.
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Public

Pictures

Used to Teach
Trades
The Vocational Department of the Military Hospitals Commission has decided to
use moving pictures in connection with the
re-educational work of the returned soldiers. It is thought by this method the
heroes will be better able to decide just
what vocation they wish to follow in the
future.
Woman

Operator in
Canada
Mrs. Art Pelletier, wife of the proprietor
of the Sunset theatre, Estuary, Sask., is the
first woman to receive a license from the
Government to operate a moving picture
machine in the Province of Saskatchewan.
Town

of Ryley Installs Projection Machine
The first moving picture machine to be
installed in a public school in Alberta has
been formally inaugurated by H. P. Brown,
of the University of Alberta extension department at Ryley, a small town nn the
Grand' Trunk Pacific. The machine is of
the Pathescope film type, representing an
outlay of $175, which the Ryley school trustees have decided would be a good investment for their community. Mr. Brown gave
a public demonstration of the picture apparatus, and complimented the town on its
enterprise in rnaking the new departure. It
is intended to use the machine for community entertainments and general educational
purposes.
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"besmokes
" carnpaign, get busy — now. Don't
a slacker!
mHimmuummimiimminiimtiiiiiiiiimfiiiiiiiiitii Muitiiniiminiiiinmmnnwiiitti

Canada
Has
Shipping
Troubles
worse, and if the exhibitors will faithfully
Exchanges Send Printed Explanations
carry out the instructions of the exchanges
to the Exhibitors Regarding Conthey may be reasonably sure of getting
ditions— Several Days Each
their shows in good time.
Week Are Lost
Usually, if a film is ■ shipped to an outEXCHANGE managers and exhibitors of of-the-way
place, the manager of the theCanada are trying to withhold, it deatre is requested to see that it is forwarded
veloped last week, what might appear to to another exhibitor in that territory, inbe undue criticism of the men in power
stead of being reshipped to the exchange.
for their recent order curtailing the railway
Owing
to the fact that many, through careservice.
lessness or thoughtlessness, have ignored
So serious has this matter become, at this request many theatres have had to releast in the Maritime Provinces, that the
main dark for at least a day. The unforexchanges have found it necessary to issue
tunate manager does not realize what he
printed statements setting forth the real is up against until he sends to the station
conditions of affairs. These are being sent
for his film, only to find that it has not
to every exhibitor so that he may realize
arrived. His advertising, if he has done
the difficulties which are likely to confront
wasted, and he is conhim in the future. The following arc a any, is absolutely
fronted with the task of making explanafew examples of what curtailment means
tions to a disappointed public. The exto Eastern Canadian exchanges.
change, on receipt of his wire immediately
Formerly the Halifax service consisted
ships a substitute show, and, by the irony
of two trains per day, one leaving St. John,
of fate, the manager who was the cause of
N. B., at noon and one at midnight. The
the trouble is likely to find himself without
his advertised film for the coming week,
latter was, undoubtedly, the most valuable
from a business point of view as it allowed
it having been sent to appease the wrath
film which had been used in St. John that of the exhibitor whose house through his
day to be shipped to Halifax the same
carelessness, had been dark.
evening. This would arrive the next morning allowing ample time for examination
before being shown at the matinee. The
removal of this train from the service
There^s a ripple ^
means that all film now has to be shipped
at noon of the day previous tc screening,
and owing to the fact that the night train
leaving Halifax for St. John has also
nt+E conies
^^^^
been taken off, another day is lost in reinaDj av/(Jie)w
turning it.
In certain cases as many as four days
per week are lost transferring the film from
one place to another. -The loss of the train
running north to Edmunston is also causing
endless confusion, and the cutting down of
the Shore Line service from six to three
days per week seems to be the last straw.
However, bad as things are they might be
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I. Sourkcs, liitc luauagcr lor ihc Regal
Film Company in St. John, N. B., has returned to Montreal to take up his duties as
manager of the home office.
H. H. McArthur, who has taken Mr.
Sourke's place in St. John, is one of the
oldest exchange managers in experience,
yet one of the youngest in years. In 1909
he became manager for the Kinctograph
Company, in this city, then he transferred
to the Kliene Optical Company, which was
later merged with the General Film.
The Regal Film Company handles
Triangle, Goldwyn, Paralta, World and
Specials such as " The Fall of the RomanoflFs," " The Freedom of the World," " Redemption " and " The Spoilers." All of
these films are' reported to be doing good
business.
J. Levcrman, local manager for the Fox
exchange, is making a tour of the South
Shore. He sends w'ord that Dustin Farnum, George Walsh and Virginia Pearson
are the best drawing cards in that district.
The Casino, Halifax, played " The Two
Little Imps " for the second time, and say
they did remarkably well with it on its
second showing.
The Metro Corporation is handling Hoffman's Foursquare Pictures, National Exhibitors' Circuit, U. S. A. Circuit, and the
serial, " The Eagle's Eye." They report
solid bookings on all the Chaplins and very
good business on all the Pctrova pictures.
Managei Margetts of the Universal has
liecn successful in placing his two new
serials in the largest houses.
The Mutual Film Company supplies the
program for St. John's newest theatre, the
Nickel. As its name implies the charge is
only a five-cent piece, and while, of course
the pictures shown are not the latest productions, they are excellent entertainment
for the small sum charged.

BRIEFS

Mr. Spencer owns several theatres in the
Maritime Pronvinces and all are reported
to be doing good business.
Mrs. Davidson, one of the very few
women exhibitors in this part of the country, says that business in her town, Monclon, is flourishing. She has booked Chaplin
t'lrst and
and second
Madamecomedies.
Petrova first
run
the Mackrun,Sennctt
Business in Halifax is reported to be better than it was before the disaster. The
Empire opened January 23 to good houses.
Mr. Acker is having the floor of his theatre rebuilt, the roof raised, and new chairs
installed. The King Edward is also being
rebuilt and will be ready for business
shortly.
Messrs. Cragg and Fraser have opened
a very up-to-date little house in Bridgewater, and have named it the Empire. The
seating capacity is 500. The opening bill
was Pathe's " Les Miserables " and on the
first night over 200 were turned away. Mr.
Walford's
cellenthouse,
business. the Orpheum, reports exLaemmle Receives Request
from Hoover
Herbert C. Hoover, chairman of the
United States Food Administration, has
enlisted the aid of the motion picture industry in his nation-wide campaign, which
has for its purpose the driving home to the
minds of the American people the absolute necessity of food conservation.
Carl Laemmle, president and director
general of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, was among the film heads
to receive a request for co-operation from
the Food Administrator.
Conservation trailers will be run on each
program picture, it is said.

Notes War Reaction
in Canada
THE war reaction of the motion picture
industry in England, which set a highwater mark for business, has been reflected
in Canada, according to a report received
last week by Walter W. Irwin, general
manager of the Vitagraph distributing organization.
E. Auger, Eastern division manager for
the Vitagraph organization, returned from
a tour of the Eastern Canadian Provinces
and reported to Mr. Irwin that conditions
in the Dominion were most encouraging.
"Despite one of the severest winters the
country ever has known," said Mr. Irwin,
" Mr. Auger found that the theatres in
Toronto, Montreal, Quebec, St. John and
other places are doing better now than for
a long time past. Vitagraph, in fact, is
handling a larger amount of business in
this territory than at any time in its history, and this we take as a fair example of
general conditions across our northern borThis latter statement is considered especially significant, in view of the statement
issued recently by Mr. Irwin, declaring that
Vitagraph was not in any plan for amalgamation of exchanges in Canada and that it
would continue to operate individually. At
the time,in he
thatwasthesatisfactory.
company's
business
the stated
Dominion
An der."
interesting part of the information
brought to Mr. Irwin by his Eastern manager was in relation to stricken Halifax.
Although the city, which was blown to
bits, figuratively, a few weeks ago by the
explosion of the French munitions ship,
has only begun to rebuild, motion picture
houses arc open and arc doing a splendid
business.
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"smokes"
be a slacker!campaign, get busy — now. Don't

Reginald March of the Specialty Film
Company has just returned frf)m a trip to
Charlotte county and reports business poor
in Grand Falls and Perth. Mr. March has
placed " The Hidden Hand " in the Empress, Unique and Star theatres, St. John
It is also being shown in Halifax, Grand
Falls and Perth. The Vogue theatre, Woodstock, the St. Stephen theatre and the
theatre at McAdam Junction have all
l>ooked Pathe Plays.
The Imperial theatre, St. John, which is
built on the plan of Keith's Palace theatre
on Broadway, is showing all the ArtcraftParamount and Select Pictures besides
weeklies and comedies.
The Lyric theatre, owned by V. G. Spencer, and managed by S. Hurley, has been
showing " The Whip." All who have seen
it consider it a very fine production. During the coming week Herbert Brenon's picture, "The Lone Wolf," is to be shown.

Julius Stern, Hughie Mack, Archie Mayo and Gale Henry, with Ample Assistance, Are Preparing
to Plunge Into an L-Ko Comedy
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Two Interesting Maps, Prepared by the National\ s—Board of Review.
On the Left, Production by Subjects During 1916 and 1917 Is
\ \ of Reels. Dotted Lines
Indicated; on the Right, Production by Number
Indicate 1916; Continuous Line, 1917
Italian colony of Providence. \I \ had found that
there were few Italians going to the regularpriced theatres. Before long the Nickelodeon got
a
hold on the working people who had an hour
in
or so to spend for recreation, and could see a
show for five cents. They had created a new and
distinctive class of theatregoers that was steadily
growing. Then suddenly there sprung into life
the ten-cent motion picture house, which cut into
the first-class houses throughout the country.
Those were the days when every city of forty
thousand or more inhabitants had a big time
vaudeville
house at prices 10, 20 and 30 cents.
Vaudeville''
''Bring
Thomas
D. Soriero,ing
of BostonBack
and
The vaudeville supplied by the ten-cent houses
was not so bad, but that it pleased the masses,
Lowell, Makes the Assertion in
and in this way cut into the big time houses.
" Atficesthat
periodtothere
ofin Boston
take were
care twelve
of thebooking
vaudeville
Interview — Says Prices Cannot Advance
houses, and supply them with acts. The small
time vaudeville houses, giving what was known
as bargain shows, soon sprung up overnight like
mushrooms in every town of any size. Soon the
<< PRODUCERS and exchanges are
business man began to go to these amusements to
* bringing back vaudeville at popuspend an hour or a half hour, for it cost him only
ten cents.
lar prices," declared Thomas D. Soriero,
" Then came into existence the two, three and
manager of the Park Theatre in Boston,
five-reel
pictures, which soon ousted the cheap
and general manager of the Strand in
ten-cent vaudeville, and gradually the prices were
Lowell, Mass., last week in an interview
raised
to
present
maximumwereof added
thirty-five
cents, andthethen
to thedaypictures
the
with a representative of Motion Picture
high-class
orchestra
and
soloists,
such
as
we have
News.
at the Park theatre, Boston, and the Strand theatre,
In the
the high-class
Manager Soriero bases his claim on his
ture Lowell.
houses cut
into meantime
the vaudeville
houses, picand
the management of the vaudeville houses had to
opinion that the exhibitor cannot raise his
meet
the pictures
moving picture'
prices higher and make money, and on his
five-reel
with thecompetition
vaudeville,by aputting
thing
which exists at the present time.
belief that the public in demanding enter"
Producers
should
also
make
the
pictures
to
tainment at popular prices will drive the
fit the pocketbook of the exhibitors of the entire
United States, and not the Strand and Rialto of
exhibitors from motion pictures to vaudeNew York alone. If the quality and make of the
.ville.
pictureture is isbound
for the
picto goentire
big United
in New States,
York the
as well,
" Change and progress," said Manager Sowhile
if
the
picture
is
made
for
New
York
alone,
riero,ness.
"are Producers
everything
the motionarepicture
busiit will not fit the whole country. Another thing,
and inexchanges
at present
the exchanges should cater to the motion picture
acting under the incentive of the picture public,
houses more than to the vaudeville houses, as it
and are asking prices for pictures tliat are going
to drive,
and are driving, progressive managers
is thepictures
motion and
picture
that pay while
the prices
for
needhouses'
the pictures,
the
into
vaudeville.
vaudeville houses can depend on their vaudeville
"
What
is
the
reason?
The
picture
houses
have
to draw the patrons.
taught the public the popular prices, and exchange
" Up ceived
to nothing
the present
time the
the pictures
theatres from
have the
remanagers who would advise the moving picture
more than
house managers to raise their prices without
exchanges. I would suggest that each exchange
knowing the conditions that exist for pictures in
open a theatre department to consist of capable
their particular field, are not only showing a gross
theatre men, where the exhibitor can go for adinjustice
to industry.
the theatres,
on the
whole, The
movicement
on thecouldrunning
of his pictures.whoThiscould
depart-be
tion picture
The but,
reason
is obvious.
have representatives
exhibitor cannot raise his prices any higher and
sent to various theatres throughout the territory,
make money. Why? Because the high price of
and there to remain for a certain time to help the
films has been the ruination of a great many
theatre maanger in the projection of his show.
houses in small towns.
This
would be a big boom to the tlieatres, and in
Thomas
D.
Soriero,
Manager
of
the
Park
Theatre in Boston
" Withforthecertain
exchange
manager
asking cities,
a thousand
this way it would be a bigger boom to the exdollars
pictures
in certain
there
changes themselves. This could be done by havis only one thing to do for the manager in a serve that the only class of people going to the
ing thorough show men and clever business men,
small house, and that is to give a big vaudeville
vaudeville houses and theatres were the for both
qualities are essential, to go when needed,
show. He sees that it would be easier for him to high-class
English-speaking
people,
while
the
large
number
give their good advice and lend their help to
give a big vaudeville show for less money than of foreigners were taking their recreation else- the
exhibitor.
Then the exhibitor would look with
he pays for one picture, and at the same time he
where. After seeing the effects of the one-reel
confidence to the exchange and through this mupictures
that
usually
closed
the
show
at
vaudegives the patrons their money's worth.
tual help, both theatre and exchange would have
houses, I noticed that it would not be long
" But
me go
back still
some a years
the pic- beforevillethis
would be the class of entertainment
ture let
business.
Though
youngin manager
a rapid increase of business."
measured by years of service, I may be said to sought by the uneducated as well as the more intellectual public. It was the general talk at that
have lived a lite in the picture industry as long
time that there were too many theatres in the
as many a veteran. Fourteen years ago when
You are not going to war. The men who
vaudeville was all the rage, and any city of any country for the number of people that attended
importance had big time vaudeville, the prices them. That was true in a sense, there were too are need all the comforts you can give them.
many theatres of one kind, but I notice that the Help them get cigarettes. That is your
were 10, 20 and 30 cents for admissions. In my
experience from the time when I sold tickets up moving pictures would eventually create a theatregoing
duty. If you aren't helping in the
to
the present
as manager
of New
as ourpublic
own among
citizens.the foreign-born public as patriotic
leading
motiontime,
picture
house, the
ParkEngland's
theatre, well
"smokes"
campaign, get busy — now. Don't
Boston, it has been proven to me that this is the
be
a
slacker!
" It was then that I conceived the idea of openhistory of the motion picture industry. In my
ing
a
nickelodeon,
known
as
'
The
Nickel,'
to
early days as ticket seller, I was quick to ob- supply entertainment by moving pictures tor the
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"The Forbidden Path"
{Fox—Six Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
T\.\'()CI-!X'I". Iiin-tl, l)etrayt'il, deserted, avenged — so travels Tlieda
^ I'.ara in her latest Fnx Standard picture. The Forbidden Path."
.Miss Bara plays her part with feeling in all its many phases. Her
.sircatest moments are as the mother, who persists on clinging to
(hethefaint
hoi)e that
her haby's
will the
do justice
and
as
avenger,
a woman
fallen fatiicr
lower than
level of bytheher,
streets.
Always sincere and expressing her various emotions clearly. Miss
Bara contributes yet another role of outstanding force to the long
list held in awe by her numerous admirers.
" The Forbidden Path." written by E. Lloyd Sheldon, is more or
less conventional in its story, but its kind has long since been acclaimed as one of the foremost of the heart interest type, one of
llie foremost in offering situations dramatically strong in composition. Its originality lies in its cndin,g. which is far removed from
the customary finale in which the man's sins are forgiven by the
wronged lady. When the f)pportuiiity comes, Mary Lynde, the betrayed, avenges herself on the man with a heavy hand. She bleeds
him for every cent of money in his possession and even forces him
to steal. And then on the announced day of his marriage to another woman, she denounces him before the church, brands him
as a viper and a crook, and so the picture ends.
Certainly this conclusion has little, if anything, in common with
others. And far from leaving an unpleasant taste in the mouth, it
leaves an impression of outraged virtue vindicated completely.
The scenario of " The Forbidden Path " was handled in very good
style, the utmost in suspense and force being derived from the
various situations. J. Gordon Edwards has presented it in the
style generally accepted as being suitable to the star in all essentials, and the photographic work of John W. P.oyle calls for only
words of praise.
Hugh Thompson has the thankless role of the betrayer of innocence, and plays it correctly, seldom working on the sympathies,
yet making it realistic enough. Sidney Mason, cast as the artist
innocently responsible for all the trouble, gives a natural performance, while Walter Law, Wynne Hope Allen and Florence
Martin take the other roles of importance.
' THEBara)
STORY
AND toPLAYERS
Mary Lynde CTheda
is induced
pose as a Madonna by Felix
Benavente (Sidney MasonJ. who is commissioned to do the painting for a
church.
Robert
Sinclair
(Hugh
Thompson),
the
artist's
Mary
and is immediately set on having her. He goes about
his friend,
purpose meets
by keeping
the girl out until a late hour. When she returns at midnight her father
(Walter Lawj drives her from his home. She is forced to seek Sinclair for
protection. With no thought of marrying Mary he lives with her in his
mountain lodge until tired of her. When her child is born, Mary believes he
will return, but he angrily tells her he will have nothing to do with her.
She makes her way to the city with her baby and collapses from fatigue on
the doorstep of a disorderly house. She is taken in and the child is found
dead. Two years later she is sipping the dregs of life in a miserable quarter
of the city. Sinclair prepares to marry Barbara Reynolds (Florence Martin).
Felix is commissioned to do another portrait representing the " End of the
Forbidden
Seeking again
for a and,
Suitable
model he tofinds
posing
she Path."
meets Sinclair
threatening
revealMaryher again.
past toWhile
Barbara, she secures large sums of money from him — even forces him to steal
from his bank. Relenting at the suggestion of Felix, for a time, she soon
becomes hardened again when Sinclair makes an attempt on her life. She
gives him the choice of accepting her in marriage or of going to prison for
his theft. He choses the former course, but at the altar Mary interrupts the
ceremony and discloses his entire past in a passionate speech to the congregation.
Alphonse Either, Lisle Leigh and Reba Byrne complete the cast.
" The Other Man "
{Vitagraph — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
HARRY MOREY does some real character work in his latest
picture for Vitagraph and with the assistance of a good supporting cast creates for screen presentation a faithful picture of
ihc aU!hor, Rex Taylor's work, " The Other Man." Paul Scardon's
good direction is evident throughout the run of the five reels and
his handling of the diversified scenes called for by the script is
punctuated by careful detailed work. Mr. Morey's work calls for
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siipi.rlativcs in giving a criticism. From one extreme of character
work to the other he goes with an ease of self assurance and never
once misses fire on detail or atmosphere of the part he is
interpreting.
" The Other Man " can be booked as a hcadliner on any program.
The plot holds ; the suspense is well sustained to the climax and
there is a sprinkling of mystery scattered through the story that
adds a good percentage toward entertaining value. The author has
given his story a very human touch, furnishing this quality in
goodly quantity to the character of Martin West, one of the two
roles presented by Mr. Morey. There are no unnecessary preliminary steps taken in the introduction. The principal character
is planted, the support is introduced in logical order and the
action follows the natural course of events, excepting in one or two
places where the author has underestimated the intelligence of an
average audience by straining a point in order to sustain his plot.
An example of this looms up in the scenes which depict Martin
West again in the role of a noted physician after he had met
Dorothy in the tenement districts. It would seem probable that
West's, alias Stedman, notoriety as a surgeon would have reached
her ears and that she would have put two and two together.
A prominent feature of this production is the exceptionally
strong cast, all members of which, from principals to minors, give
excellent performances. Grace Darmond, in chief support opposite
Mr. Morey, shines in the role of Dorothy Harmon. Florence
Deshon, although not prominently castcd gives a credible performance. Frank Norcross puts over a character part with a
punch. Jessie Stevens, Stanley Walpole and Mrs. Chapin are seen
to fine ad-\-antage.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
John Stedman (Harry Morey), a noted surgeon, returns unexpectedly
to his home and finds his wife and a supposed friend together. He loses
all desire to follow his profession and a year later finds him a wreck, profes ional y. He is living as Martin West in a cheap tenement section.
While here he meets Dorothy Harmon (Grace Darmond), a society girl
who has come to the slums to live for a month on a wager of $10,000
that she money.
can not make her own way in the slums for this length of time
without
West and she become friends. West has met the political boss of his
ward (Frank Norcross) and the boss, learning that West was once a
surgeon, hired him as his personal body guard, explaining that a certain
gang seeks his life. The end of the month comes and Dorothy collects
the wager, $10,000. She secretly sends the amount to her lawyer, who
notifies West that the sum has been awarded to him by a certain society.
With this money West builds up a practice and once again is at the
height of his profession, and is again known as Dr. Stedman.
He has left the tenement district and letters sent to him by Dorothy,
do
not for
reachto him.
aunt isWhen
taken hesuddenly
and Dr.is Stedman
is sent
performDorothy's
an operation.
arrives, illDorothy
present.
He recognizes her but she fails to recognize him because of his beard.
He
proposes
to
Dorothy
but
she
tells
him
she
loves
another
and
mentions
the name of West. Dr. Stedman realizes that her affection for his former
self had been true, shaves his beard and returns to the slums where he
meets Dorothy, who has gone there for the same purpose. The Boss, who
has become an alderman, marries them.
" Tarzan of the Apes "
{National Film Corporation — Eight Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
HERALDED by a monster banner stretched over Broadway
and extensively and novclly advertised in divers other ways,
" Tarzan of the Apes " opened to a packed house at the Broadway
theatre a week ago Sunday and has been consistently gratifying
the hearts of its sponsors by " turning 'em away " ever since. It
is probably the greatest novelty in the fiscal year or whatever one
prefers to call the last twelve months of motion picture production. In its original form with its various startling episodes and
colorful word pictures by Edgar Rice Burroughs, " Tarzan of the
Apes " really created one of those " sensations " wdiich producers
so often claim as resulting from their offering but which so seldom
occur at all. And in its unusualness, its plot is widely diflferent
in conception from anything except Kipling's " Jungle Books."
"Tarzan" is of more than the "average interest" of the customary feature. Its distinctiveness and unconventionality make
it full worthy its eight reels, its special exploitation and the
prominence it will be accorded in the film mart. ,
- .^ , . .
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As is generally known, the story of " Tarzan " deals with a white
baby, stolen from his parents by a band of apes and brought up in
the jungle with only these hairy animals as companions until he
becomes a man. So naturally the picture's realism depends on the
realism of the jungle scenes in which the animals partake and the
degree of the primitive with which the players of Tarzan temper
their performances. Regarding the first it may be said that the
apes (in all but on instance humans skilfully covered with skins)
are well in the atmosphere of the jungle, save for a few closeups.
And the jungle stuf¥, by the way, which includes mazes of tangled
underbrush, trees shooting off parallel to the earth and varieties of
tropical vegetation is remarkable to the point of being amazing.
Particularly is the photographic work of the highest order in these
scenesself,
adding
greatly who
to their
eft'ectiveness.
for is
Tarzan
Elmo Lincoln,
portrays
him as aAsman
of a himfine
physique and obviously went about interpreting the role with
understanding. He is never sophisticated; always of the jungle,
flopping in wonderment when little by little he learns that a huge
gulf separates him from his friends the apes and standing in awe
at first sight of a woman of his own unknown race. The manner
in which he swings through the jungle on the limber vines and
leaps nimbly from tree to tree is the personification of ease,
finally completing the illusion that Tarzan never wore shoes,
B. V. D.'s or starched laundry. Young Mr. Gordon Griffith in
the same role at an earlier stage in life plays cleverly and sincerely.
His makeup however varies in shade with certain scenes.
It is Tarzan's adventures that are of chief interest. As the
boy his time is occupied solely with the apes until the lost sailor
Rinns finds him and teaches him the rudiments of the English
language. His first realization that he is other than an ape comes
when he glances in the pool with one of the animals and notes
the contrast. His discovery of the hut of his parents, how he uses
a knife on the enemy of his foster-mother, the gorilla, his nimble
escape from a lion ; these and various other episodes of Tarzan's
youth are brought out with a fascination that is quite irresistible.
Grown to manhood, his life consists of fighting the blacks, the
enemies of the apes, and learning the ways of the English when
a long delayed rescue party comes in search of him. All this
combined with the parallel story of the Greystokes in England,
which is usually played in comedy and always lightly, forms a
two-hour show of fine entertainment.
Enid Markey scores attractively as the English girl and George
French gives a fine characterization of the old sailor, Binns.
True Boardman, Kathleen Kirkham, Thomas Jefferson, Bessie
Toner, Jack Wilson and Colin Kenny, the last-named playing the
fop. Lord Greystone, contribute to the general good of " Tarzan."
Great credit is due Scott Sidney for his direction, a piece of work
which, it is plain to see, was neither ordinary nor easy. Isidor
Bernstein cut and edited it commendably.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Cast on a jungle isle by mutinous sailors. Lord Greystoke (True Boardman) and his wife (Kathleen Kirkham) revert to the primitive mode of
living. With the birth of Tarzan, Lady Greystoke dies and soon after the
apes in a body attack Greystoke and carry off his child to replace a dead
ape baby. So Tarzan is reared by the apes and only meets a white man
when Binns (George French), one of the sailors, escapes from the slavetraders
refuge
in the
Greystokes*
only learns
to
know andhimtakes
slightly
as he
is soon
forced tohut.
flee But
from Tarzan
the slave-hunters,
while Tarzan easily evades them by nestling in the tree tops. In the meantime in England,
Greystoke's
brother,
worthless fellow,
to a bar
maid, hasLord
assumed
his title.
Younga Greystoke
(Colin married
Kenny)
grows to be a worthless young man. Binns, returning to England, tells
his story to Lady Greystoke and she immediately has him thrown into
an insane asylum. So Tarzan grows to manhood before any other white
man reaches the isle. When finally a searching party comes in, which
is Jane Porter (Enid Markey), he rescues her from attacks by a lion and
aof lustful
negro and learns from her what is expected of him as a member
his race.
" Loaded Dice "
{Pathe Play — Five Reels)
RcAdewed by Peter Milne
""PHAT
remarkable
Frankin Keenan,
herewith makes hisportrayer
debut onof the"iron
Pathemen,"
program
a story
from which he benefits and which benefits by his personality. He
is seen as a man defiant of all religion save the creed of self and
the greed of power. " There is no God," he says at first, but in the
end when, twice murderer, he lies abed counting his last minutes
on earth a vision comes to him and dying he cries " There is a
God." This character, Richard Gordon, the central figure of Ellery
H. Clark's novel of the same name, so scheming, so domineering, is
brought into wonderful being by Mr. Keenan. His is i characterization not to be forgotten at the door of the theatre. It is
wicked, relentless and holds one in a fascinating grip of suspense
from first to last.
/

There is perhaps no other actor on the screen today who has
more poise, less affectation than Mr. Keenan. At any rate he
makes Richard Gordon a real personality, never for the moment a
mere character impersonated. The simple ease with which Mr.
Keenan executes a walk across a set is indicative of the air of " athomeness " with which he endows his part. And yet at the same
time he never allows Richard Gordon to drop into the background.
In fact, it is that combination of abilities so easily yet inadequately
described
the that
single
"personality" which makes Mr.
Keenan thebyactor
he word
is.
Pathe chose well in " Loaded Dice " for his first vehicle. While
a mere outline of the story will sound grewsome, its morale is
always clearly kept in view and prevents it from having this effect.
As for the story, it is most entertainingly told in all its phases.
The network of traps laid for Harry Palmer resulting in Gordon's
triumph, the calm manner with which he disposes of Palmer and
Ann Holten, his financial and political success followed by his
doom, are all handled with skill, both by continuity writer and director. There are novel touches throughout that bespeak of the
handling of a real artist. Neither of the murders is actually
shown. Both are suggested in subtle fashion, led up to with a wonderful degree of suspense and their occurrence made perfectly
clear. But they are not shown ! There are few directors, indeed,
who would cut out even the firing of the gun or the gripping of
the hands !
Florence (once Billie) Billings, is a beautiful Rose Ashton, ever
swayed by Gordon. Guy Coombs plays' Harry Palmer with ability
and a supporting cast which includes a wonderful array of types
that are such in every sense of the word contributes much to the
success of Mr. Keenan and " Loaded Dice." Once more it is a fine
picture, considerably above the average so it seems to us, whatever
the average is, fitting indeed to follow " Innocent " as the second
of the Pathe star series and more than likely to bring increased
business to the house exhibiting it.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Richard Gordon (Frank Keenan) holds everything on earth as a gamble— and he plays with loaded dice. His theory of life is to win at all
costs and he refuses to believe in a God or a hereafter. His partner in
various enterprises is Rose Ashton (Florence Billings), whom he promises
to marry. It is she who discovers that there is to be a corner on food
and Gordon demands to be let in on it. To do so he must have a hundred
thousand dollars. With Rose and a disreputable character actress he
secures this money from Harry Palmer (Guy Coombs) by working the
old game of the young lady compromised. So financial success is his but
throughfrontsanGordon
oldwith
flametheofknowledge
Gordon's, ofPalmer
discovers
tricktoand
it. Palmer
neverthe lives
tell conthe
world of it and neither does the old flame. But Gordon was careless in
his second murder. A gentleman crook saw him and it is he who, when
Gordon is elected governor, rises to blacken his happiness. But determined
Gordon plans to do away with him also. This time he is unsuccessful.
In the fracas he is wounded himself and his case is pronounced hopeless.
Though
has seen discarded,
that thereRose
is a comes
God. to his side and before he dies realizes he
"The

Naulahka"

{Pathe Play — Six Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Mibie
P ROBABLY the greatest compliment that can be given " The
A Naulahka " is that it is still Kipling. This regarding its
artistic side, a side which covers many of its merits. And this
also regarding its commercial side, for has not Kipling thrilled and
entertained the world by his work with the pen, a pen more colorful than many an artist's brush?
" The Naulahka " is one reel longer than the average feature
and proportionately greater. Greater in its story which sets two
persons from Colorado, U. S. A., down in India for a startling
series of adventures, greater in production, which is elaborate,
•rich and realistic, and greater in cast which includes besides a
selection of popular and capable screen performers, Doraldina, a
famous Hawaiian dancer of New York, who could easily be a
famous vampire throughout the country if she chose to stick to the
picture studio.
George B. Seitz made the adaptation from the Kipling story. His
is an unusually fine piece of work in that aside from performing
the difficult task of setting down the story forcefully and clearly, he
has brought out the spirit of the original work to a wonderful
degree His work, however, might all have gone for naught had
not Director George Fitzmaurice finished it off with a production
complete in every detail and fairly oozing atmosphere. For Mr.
Fitzmaurice knows his India every bit as well as Mr. Kipling, else
how the correct settings, the fidelity of detail and the retaining of
the atmosphere? A question which contains its own answer.
Watching " The Naulahka " unfold one never keeps track of the
six reels — one doesn't know there are six reels to it. It seems to
pass more rapidly than the ordinary five-reeler — and it is a deal
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more entertaining. For Colorado and India create a weird combination. A breezy American youth is a sluggish, unfriendly
India is something several leagues distant from the beaten path.
And his adventures with the Maharajali and his plotting favorite
truly supply thrill upon three.
But further elaboration on the many points of interest of " The
Naulahka " is left to the picture to accomplish itself, ll is the
only other medium eloquent enough to speak for itself aside from
the original work. It is a great picture and will show as " big "
and " extra " in the box-otfice reports unless the vision of the
present writer has become altogether distorted.
Doraldina, sensuous, gleaming, does full justice to the role of
the 2^Iaharajah's favorite and dances expertly two or three times.
Antonio Moreno, handsome and likable, is Nick Tarvin from
Colorado, and Helene Chadwick is something more than the usual
becurled and besoulful eyed heroine. Warren Oland — enough said
—is the wicked Maharajah. J. II. Gilmour, Mary Alden and Edna
Hunter take to their allotted roks skilfully.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Nick Tarvin (Antonio Moreno), native of Topaz, Col., looks forward
to
the daythrough
when the
President
(J. H. between
Gilmour)Topaz
will put
C's
railroad
town. Mutrie
The rivalry
and the
the Three
adjoining
town is at its height when Nick meets Mrs. Mutrie (Edna Hunter). This
lady loves jewels — loves particularly the Naulahka, an invaluable girdle
of gems possessed by the Maharajah (Warner Oland), a powerful Prince
of India. When Nick, full of ambitious hopes, volunteers to get it for
her laughingly
providing she
sway and
her offhusband
the arriving
railroad there
through
she
consents
he goestotorun
India,
just Topaz,'
before
Kate Sheriff (Helene Chadwick), a girl also from Topaz. Kate had left
Topaz and Nick in anger. • She wanted to teach the heathen Indians
modern medicine and had balked when her father and Nick had interfered. And so she has
doesn't
the sight
of Nick.
The Maharajah
two obviously
sons, one welcome
by his gypsy
favorite
(Doraldina),
another by his first wife (Mary Alden), this latter one the rightful heir
to his domain. The gypsy, ambitious for her boy, plans to dispose of
the rightful heir in the quicksands but Nick comes to the rescue. By so
doing he gains the good graces of the Maharajah. The gypsy tries to
get rid of Nick by giving him a false clue to obtain the Naulahka, but
Nick escapes from the trap — a trap of snakes and crocodiles. Kate finds
the natives unwilling to learn her teaching and gradually warms toward
Nick. The real heir of the Maharajah is taken sick after his three-day
wedding ceremony and Kate saves his life. In the meantime the gypsy
favorite, having failed in an attempt on the life of Nick, is forced to give
him the Naulahka, lest he tell the Maharajah of her visit to him. So
because she has surrendered the famous jewels she is sentenced to die
by the Maharajah. Kate, however, persuades Nick to return the girdle
with the provision that the gypsy cease her plotting.
And so the two Americans return to their native land, there to discover
that Mutrie had favored Topaz for the railroad all the while.
" The Fighting Grin "
{Bluebird — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
FRANKLYX FARXU.M'S late work lor Bluebird falls far short
of being the best or as-good-as the average work of his before
the camera. " The Fighting Grin " is a burlesque rather than a
comedy-drama. Its construction is of the weakest material and
its plot is supported by incidents and events without sustaining
substance.
Inconsistencies run riot throughout the picture. It is overdone
l)otli in creation and in the presentment of the roles. Mr. Farnum
is handicapped from the start by a poorly written script. The
presentation incites indifference in an audience. The burlesque ii
carried to extremes when the straight comedy could and sliould be
expected. "The Fighting (jrin " requires something beside a cast
of
players
put it over.
A personality
than Mr.
Farnum's
would
findtodifficulty
in overcoming
the stronger
shortcomings
in the
script.
Edith Johnson, playing opposite Mr. Farnum, presents a pretty
picture and carries her part well. J. Morris Foster, Charles FT.
Mailes and Fred .Montague are other members of the supporting
cast.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Margie Meredith (Edith Johnson) and Billy Kennedy (Franklyn Farnum)
arc in love but their fathers are enemies and refuse to permit their offsprings
to associate with each other. Billy's father is the more lenient of the two
and believes it would be a good joke to encourage his son to seek the company of Margie,
to spite the
his favorite.
enemy, herHefather.
Billy wins
at the
tennis
tournament
and becomes
sees Margie
waiting
in Harold
De Vanderveer's (J. Morris Foster) car and persuades her to elope with
him. He takes Harold's car and they start for the justice of the peace.
Margie's father and Harold discover them and follow in Billy's car which he
had left.
arrive
in time
Rillyv.'inmarrying
father
had They
bet him
$10,000
that toheprevent
could not
Margie.Margie.
The nextBilly's
day
Billy and Margie try again and start for the West, wlicr- their fathers owned
ranches.
has ciiiy
fansferredin
to
a freightMargie's
car and father
Margie learns
rides of
on their
alone plans
to the and
ranch.
Billy emersc;
the dress of a tramp and meeting a minister, compels him to give him his
clothes after Billy has appropriated the outfit of a bandit and hold-up man.
He takes the minister to a near-by cabin and makes him a prisoner. He
makes the bandit put on the garb of the minister.
He then sets out to find Margie. In the meantime the bandit in the minister's wife.
clothes has Billy
performed
ceremony
Harold andhasMargie
man and
finds the
Margie
shortlywhich
after made
the ceremony
been
performed and takes her away to the minister he has imprisoned and they
are made man and wife when they explain to Margie's father that the " minster " whoa bandit
had performed
ceremony making Harold and Margie man and
wife iwas
and not the
a minister.
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" Lest We Forget "
{Metro Special — Seven Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
THIS is a picture of the war and includes flashes of the invasion of France by the German hordes, the thrilling adventures of a Frenchwoman in the hands of the enemy and a reproduction ofthe sinking of the Lusitania, a spectacular series oi
scenes. Rita Jolivet, herself a survivor of the ill-fated vessel,
the heroine of the adventures. From the moment of the outbreak
of the European war until after the sinking of the huge vessel,
her life, if we may judge by " Lest We Forget," was a dramatic
series of incidents, startling and terrible to the person who sits by
and watches in his theatre chair. It serves to bring the war close
to our own shores and gives some insight into the struggle in
Europe as it has been waged for over three years.
The personal story which brings the adventures together supplied by Leonce Perret, who also directed, concerns that triangle
ever popular in war pictures. Rita Jolivet is a Frenchwoman,
Harry and
Winslow,
an American
hero, spy,
servesmasking
in the ranks
Joffre'sof
army,
the villain
is a German
as the offriend
Rita and Harry, though in realty scheming to secure the girl for
himself with an ardor equal to that with which he serves his government. The doings of these three characters would be of considerably greater interest were they separated from each other
and joined, and re-edited with more attention paid to continuity
of action.
Really it is unfair to judge " Lest We Forget " in its present
state, for the work of the editor has often spoiled a dramatic
situation. For instance, the action leading up to the sinking of
the Lusitania is remarkable for its sustained interest and increasing suspense. The unsuspecting passengers are flashed, together
with long shots of the speeding vessel, interior views of the submarine, showing the captain aiming the torpedo. This string of
scenes goes its round until one is all ready for the firing of the
torpedo, when — cut, went the editor's scissors and there is intruded
a number of feet of trench action, with the hero the central figure.
It is obviously wrong to break into the fine introduction to a clima.x;
and show something else. It snaps the interest in half. In the
same way, when the Baron breaks into Rita's room with dire intent. Here again is the action builded up to a strong point and —
cut, again the hero in a hospital is introduced. And in a few
minutes in walks Rita ! Not until then is the incident of the Baron
closed, not until she tells it to the hero herself. When the writer
saw the picture, at the Lyric last week, he was not alone in believing areel had been omitted by the operator. And to create
such an impression is certainly not skilled editing.
Probably with revisions along these lines and with the elimin;itions we understand the Metro is to make in the actual footage,
" Lest We Forget " will present a totally different appearance.
It is produced well, large exterior ■ settings were erected, burned
and bombarded. The fact that it was all made on American soil
has in no way deprived it of realism. Particularly does the division of French soldiers seen marching through the streets of
Rita's village appear 'to be the genuine article. And the Lusitania episode, staged lavishly as it is, will be immeasurably stronger
when it is not broken in half. Mr. Perret is a Frenchman, and a
Frenchman
was certainly
needed and
to produce
" Lestis We
Forget."
His
scenes never
lack atmosphere
their realism
oomplete.
Some of the photographic work is deserving of the highest
praise. The lightin.g in the prologue and epilogue is exceptional,
and all the battle stuff is aided by good camera work and the
introduction of unusual effects.
Miss Jolivet plays her role with a modesty that is always appealing and her beauty shows to wonderful advantage. Hamilton
Revelle is a good Harry Winslow and L. Roger Lytton a formidable (Jcrman spv.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
RitailtonHeriot
(Rita
Jolivet),
star, ofmeets
Winslow
Revelle) in France beforelighttheopera
outbreak
the Harry
war. He
falls in(Hamlove
with her and asks her to marry him. Slightly undecided between Winslow
and Baron Von Bergen (L. Rogers Lytton), a German spy, she tells him to
wait. On the day that war breaks Rita telegraphs Winslow, who is in London, of her acceptance. The Germans then invade the little village. The
telegraph operator is killed and Rita operates the instrument until captured
hy the Germans. She is sentenced to be shot and a soldier of the French
army,^ndseeing
the firing
her dead.thatWinslow
hears
this
enlistsherin before
the French
army.squad,
Thenreports
it is revealed
Rita escaped.
She hcd been ordered to translate a message, tortured because of her refusal
and
madesqjdier,
captivewho
in the
commander's
room. at
Onlyher through
the services
of a thei'
German
played
in the orchestra
Paris theatre,
does
she escapi: and land in England. She then sets sail for America to fulfill a
three months' engagement at the opera house. She is constantly courted by
Baron Von b«..'p;en, who has transferred his activities to the United States,
but, refusing to belicvve his report that Winslow is dead, she will have non
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of him. She books passage to London on the Lusitania and the Baron urges
her not to sail. He pleads so persistently that she becomes aware of the
fact that he is a spy. But disregarding his entreaties she sails anyway and
the ship is torpedoed. She, however, is rescued and completes the journey
to London where, after a while, the Baron arrives and persists in his unwelcome attentions. One night the Baron breaks into her room. Winslow is
wounded and taken to a hospital. He is angrily reading a letter when Rita
arrives to see him. It is from the Baron telling compromising lies about
Rita. She then continues the episode of her bedroom, relates how^ she
caught the Baron off his guard for a moment and succeeded in slipping a
cord about his neck and strangling him to death. This explanation brings
the
closes.two together again, and following some allegorical scenes the picture
" The Catspaw "
(Pathe — Two Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
THIS is the third installment in " The Price of Folly " series anrd
sets forth an interesting melodrama that is somewhat disappointing in its conclusion. The price of folly in this case seems
to be the daughter of a political grafter who falls in love with his
honest opponent. This, at any rate, is what Ruth Roland as Dorothy
Rand is and does. The honest opponent believes her as crooked
as her father and the end finds him denouncing her and leaving
her life forever.
" The Catspaw " has a plentiful supply of complications which
take the form of the plotting of the grafter and his henchmen. It
will appeal mainly to those audiences who enjoy seeing the underworld exposed for their delectation without, it must be confessed,
any great regard for anything but its melodramatic possibilities.
Supporting Miss Roland, who is seen to advantage in a tomboysociety girl girl role are Frank Mayo, Lake McKee, Mollie McConnell, George Thielan and Ruth Lackaye.
" A Petticoat Pilot "
(Pallas-Paramount — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
JOSEPH LINCOLN, author of quite a number of colorful stories
dealing with the Cape Cod fisher folk, is responsible for the
plot foundation of " A Petticoat Pilot " in which Vivian Martin apItis the
Marydiscovers
'Gusta who
brightens
the
lives of pears.two
old simple
sea saltslittle
and tale
who oflater
to what
sacrifices
they have gone that she may receiye proper education. But between author, star, adaptor and director " A Petticoat Pilot " looms
more engaging than its bare plot, though, according to rule, not
any stronger. Strength, however, is the last thing to be associated
with Miss Martin's pictures. It is the color, the atmosphere, the
comedy, the human interest and the heart interest that makes her
pictures the enjoyable things they are and "A Petticoat Pilot" follows well in line with her previous subjects.
Miss Martin has received valuable assistance from Theodore
Roberts, truly a " sterling old character actor," and James Neill,
hardly less celebrated and just as able. This pair play the old salts,
Shad Gould and Zoeth Hamilton, and play them with a rare sense
of character. Their quaint language of the subtitles, chosen by
Gardner Hunting, the adaptor from Mr. Lincoln's story, gives a
further touch of atmosphere. Miss Martin herself appears first as
an innocent little youngster and later as the fine young lady who
takes hold of the decayed business of her guardians and makes it
pay by applying modern methods. The love story, though slight, is
another point of interest.
The atmosphere of the Cape Cod town has been exceptionally
well brought out by Director Rollin Sturgeon, always a stickler for
detail and a master at making the spectator catch the spirit of his
work. Harrison Ford, Bert Hadley and Tom Bates have other
prominent roles. " A Petticoat Pilot " may be summed up as " typically Vivian Martin," a classification distinct and complete. And
of this type it is a very fine example.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
With the death of their old partner. Shad Gould (Theodore Roberts)
and
ZoethMartin).
HamiltonThe (James
adoptconduct
his orphan
child,storeMary
(Vivian
two oldNeill)
captains
a general
and 'Gusta
Mary
soon makes herself useful around the place. After a few years, Shad and
Zoeth suggest that she go to boarding school and that she may not know
of their charity invent the story that her father left her a fair sum of
money. In Boston Mary meets Crawford Smith (Harrison Ford), who
happens to be the son of Edgar Fuller (Bert Hadley), alias Smith, who
long fices
agoof Shad
elopedandwith
Mary's
mother.
learning
of theBecause
sacriZoeth,
returns
to aid When
them, Mary,
Crawford
follows.
Mary knows that her guardians would disapprove of Crawford if they were
aware of his identity she refuses him. But later Crawford returns bearing
a letter from his father, now dead, which asks forgiveness from Shad and
Zoeth and proves that the young people are in no way related — all of
which brings on th- happy ending.
Helen Gillmore, Richard Cummings, Jane Wolff, John Burton, Cecil
Lionel, Jane Keckley, Antrim Short and Clarice Urhe complete the cast.
/

" The Two-Gun Man " in " The Bargain "
{W. H. Productions — Six Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
ONE of WiUiam S. Hart's first feature productions, " The TwoGun J\Ian " in " The Bargain " has been recut and edited by the
W. H. Productions and as shown for review jyfesents one of the
most virile and strong characterizations of the Western bad-man
ever given by Mr. Hart. The picture is shown in six reels. It
was produced by Thomas H. Ince, and reveals a dance hall and
gambling scenes which for realism, detailed work and character
revelation has yet to be equaled in the screen drama. The action
of this picture is kept -at top speed and the story runs with the
smoothness of delicate machinery.
Assuming that you have seen this picture before it is worth another hour or more of your time. With the action going at top
speed and confronted with the virile type of " the two-gun man,"
in the person of Mr. Hart, an audience will forget the time, a few
years back, when they witnessed this performance. From first to
last the picture has been given an entire new set of sub-titles. In
a way it is a new picture and one that will appeal to any audience
as being fresh from the laboratory.
It is one of those subjects which grows better- with age and contains acertain human, heart-interest appeal of which the American
never tires. Mr. Hart did some of his best and most dramatic
work in his earlier pictures and in this one we find no exception to
this commonly accepted belief. It is a Western drama in every detail and the true Western atmosphere surrounds every scene. As
mentioned above, the gambling and dance hall scene, which takes
a good bit of reelage, is entitled to special mention for its settings.
It is a marvel for detail work. Some picturesque exteriors of the
mountainous country in the West are contained and reveal shots
which will please the eye regardless of the number of times seen.
The picture will go over in any house and with any audience.
William S. Hart will always be remembered for his work in this
production — a typical pfart characterization, the good bad-man.
Clara Williams is seen opposite Mr. Hart in the leading feminine
role and gives an equally good performance and presents a fine
type. F. Frank Burke, J. Barney Sherry and James Dowling give
excellent character impersonations of Western types.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Jim Stokes, the two-gun man (William S. Hart), is a bandit. He learns
of the approach of the stage coach with a big money consignment and
plans a hold-up. He dismisses his followers and resolves to play the game
alone. By a clever ruse he leads the passengers and driver of the coach
to believe that he has his followers concealed in the brush and tells the
driver that his men have the passengers covered and will shoot to kill if
they move within five minutes from the time that he leaves with the booty.
His plan succeeds and he gets away with the money.
He makes for the border but falls from his horse and is injured. He
crawls to the nearest brook and is found unconscious by a mountaineer
(J. Barney Sherry), father of the girl (Clara Williams). He is taken to
their cabin and there he falls in love with the girl. His identity is not
known and he marries the girl. He plans to return the money and goea
to town. He is recognized and succeeds in making his getaway. The
posse follows to the cabin and the mountaineer and his daughter learn
thatanother
the girl's
is the noted
man is" followed
and bandit.
goes
to
townhusband
and registers
at the" two-gun
hotel. He
by theJimsheriff
and
captured.
The
money
is
found
but
the
sheriff's
propensity
for
gambling:
gets the better of him and he loses the money he had recovered from Jimp
at the roulette wheel. Jim promises him to get the amount back if he
will give him his liberty. He agrees and Jim holds the proprietor at the
point ofanda gun
the night's
loot to and
the
sheriff
the and
sherifftakes
in return
takeswinnings.
his prisonerHe togives
the the
mountains
gives
effected.him his freedom. Jim returns to his wife and a reconciliation is
" Wlio Loved Him Best? "
(Mutual—Five Reels)
Reviewed by Lisle M. Albright
EDNA GOODRICH is seen to the best advantage of her screen
career in this latest Mutual production, directed by Dell Henderson. She is getting " camera wise " and in the not far distant
future will probably have that merciless transcriber, the lens, eating
out of her hand. Each production in which Miss Goodrich is
starred shows her making progress in ability to create a favorable
impression. Her make-up, for some reason or other, in the past
has not always been effective. But in "Who Loved Him Best?"
this criticism crumbles, and her sweet smile, lustrous dark eyes
and fine profile give her the title on the screen of being the beautiful woman folks raved about on the speaking stage.
The play itself is good, and will be of interest inasmuch as the
first part of the story is laid right in a picture studio and gives a
faithful presentation of the part cameraman, director and artists
play in picture-making. Although it is a little improbable that
" the first star of filmland " would give up her place as a bright
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luminary in picturedom and pass by a chance to marry a successful
|)icturc producer in order to become the model of a sculptor, it,
nevertheless, gives inspiration to a man who was going stale, grants
love a change to play, serves as the basis for a very interesting
picture, and. therefore, ought to be excused.
Herbert Evans, as George Steele, is opposite Miss Goodrich and
plays the temperamental sculptor with rare skill. Miriam Folger,
as Mrs. Schuyler.^a scheming widow, with a desire to annex a
famous husband so that she may share with him the honors of
an obsequious world, is also good.
"Who Loved Him Best?" is a story that ought to go well in
the average neighborhood house. It is clean and, though somewhat
lacking in comedy touches, affords five reels of well put together
entertainment. And the women as usual will be anxious to see
Miss Goodrich in her newest gowns, furs and millinery efTects.
She has. it seems, a more elaborate display than ever this time.
ai)pearing in different clothes in ])ractically every scene. The
I>hotography is good.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Doria Dane (Miss Goodrich), a motion picture star of marvelous beauty,
meets George Steele (Herbert Evans), a talented sculptor, who sees in her a
source oftractedinspiration
and obtains
her consent mode
to poseof for
him.Mrs.Doria
is atto him, despite
his irresponsible
life.
Schuyler
(Miriam Folger) is a wealthy widow interested in George and is jealous of
Doria's
influencestays
overaway
him.from
Under
his model's
back
his
old punch,
Bohemia
and theinfluence,
chatter ofGeorge
Mrs. gets
Schuyler,
and achieves success. With success, however, comes egotism and neglect of
Doria. She finally catches him kissing her arch enemy, Mrs. Schuyler, at a
bazaar, and she decides to leave him forever. She goes back to the studio
to leave a message and discovers Harry North, another sculptor, with a
studio next to that of George's, copying the latter's statue of " America
Militant."
which later,
was completed
for a prize
A few days
when surrounded
by competition.
his friends, Doria waJJcs into
George's
studio
andstudio
smashes
the statue
tothefragments.
She
then leads she
the
way
mto
North's
and
shows
them
replica and one
confesses
has exchanged the two statues and that the remaining
is the that
original.
And at the foot of the real masterpiece there is a reconciliation.
Hands Down "
{Bluebird — Five Reels)
Reviewed by F. G. Spencer
THIS picture, produced by Rupert Julian from tlic story written
by E. J. Clawson, is typically Western and faithfully depicts
the gambling element and the blackleg claim-jumper so common
in the days gone by. The whole theme centers around the efforts
of a bunch of crooks to gain possession of a rich claim just de\eloped by Dan Stuyvesant. The play is well conceived, although
the mining claim just serves as an excuse upon which to hang
the narrative. The wild mining country, the modest shacks of the
miners, the gambling den and dance hall, so much associated with
the old-time mining camp, are all very much in evidence, as is also
the hair trigger action of the habitues of these places. There are
a few thrills, and it is a picture that will surely satisfy the lover
of Western drama. Among the cast perhaps the most real character is Dago Sam, well portrayed by Monroe Salisbury. Rupert
Flynn, Hilda's
as Tomphotographed.
of himself
a good
Julian
and nicely
aptly selected
are account
locations
The gives
lover. also
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Dan Stuyvesant (W. H. Bainbridge) has struck a rich vein, and, when on
his way to record his claim, he is shot from his horse by a blackleg and his
papers taken from him. Jack Dedlow (Al Filson), a gambler who is in
" accident " and beof Stuyvesant's
hearing
crooks,
a gangsetsof out
league with
of cabin and claim. On arrivpossession
to take
dead,
lieving himcabin
they notice signs of recent occupancy and a search reveals
the
at
ing
Hilda Stuyvesant (Ruth Clifford) hiding in a bin. They decide to draw
cards for her and Dedlow holds the biggest hand, but Dago Sam (Monroe
(Rupert Julian),
'Tom Flynn
who has beenandbefriended
doors.
out of flashes
confederates
backs hisby erstwhile
pair of six-shooters
aSalisbury),
Then he takes the terrified Hilda by the hand and rushes her to another
purof Sam'sin honesty
doubtsbelieves
has her
cabin for safety.
Sam, hisofevery
Nobody
a getaway.
make however,
tries to She,
action pose,isandmisconstrued, so having the name he decides also to have the
displayed by Hilda things
cha.-'ge
the sudden
game, and
a moment of lucidity, apparently,
But,of indemeanor
with her.
gonefor badly
have but
might
of his nature declares
side
better
the
she declares " I believe in you," and
itself, and he sets about to restore her to her lover, Tom Flynn. In a brief
mixu'p consequent upon Hilda's meeting Dedlow in this cabin, Dedlow is
Flynn having heard the true history of the case regains his confikillcd.'and
dence in Sam.

" The Hidden Hand "
(Pathe — Eleventh Episode)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
^t'T'R.^PPED BY TRE.'XrilERY" opens with Doris aliout to be
1 ground to death l»y the cogs of the chain of coal shovels.
Ramsey arrives just in time to beat off the Hidden Hand and his
assistant. Later, with Ramsey led away on a false clue, Doris is
attacked while riding on a Fifth avenue bus. She only manages
lo evade the conspirators by swinging up to the elevated railway as
the bus passes beneath it. Climbing up between the tracks she nar-
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rowly misses being killed by an oncoming train and only scrambles
to the platform in the nick of time. This is a fine thrill and registers as one of the best in the serial.
Dr. Scarley, however, succeeds in capturing Doris. He demands the locket, but Doris is able to slip it into an envelope, address itand throw it to the street. A boy mails it but not before
Scarlej' reads the address. It is consigned to Doris Whitney at a
hotel. Verda registers here as Doris Whitney and secures the
letter, but Ramsey arrives and relieves her of the locket. Doris,
in an attempt to escape from Scarley, shoots and seriously wounds
one of his assistants. The villainous doctor prepares to transfuse
some of her blood to the wounded man and is about to perform
the operation when Ramsey arrives. He cov ers Scarlet with a gun
but the villain threatens to stab Doris with his knife if a shot
is fired.
" The Captain of His Soul "
{Triangle — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Mibie
A STORY that gives promise of developing into a good murder
mystery is muffed when the author has attempted to intro
duce something "high-brow." Just what this something is presents aquestion which we for one, are unable to answer. So " The
Captain of His Soul " in the last three reels goes about in circles,
(inly reaching its conclusion after the spectator has been obliged
to look on at countless mental aberrations of the author.
The situation which gives rise to the body of the picture is the
finding of the dead body of Martin, dishonest manager of the Boycc
Pistol Works. Each of the Boyce brothers believes the other
guilty of murder, for Martin's mismanagement of afTairs has
caused the death of their father. This suspicion causes the serious
illness of Flenry, the younger brother. But Horace, the older, goes
along contented, rejoicing in the fact that he is captain of his soul.
When they meet Martin's widowed daughter they become rivals in
love and Henry, slightly out of his mind, accuses Horace of the
murder. This serious situation is relieved by the confession of
Martin's discarded mistress who is the real guilty party.
The sole strong point of " The Captain of His Soul " is the cast,
which includes William Desmond, Walt Whitman, Charles Gunn,
Jack Richardson and Claire McDowell. But these able principals
do not appear at their best. Eleanor Talbot Kinkaid is author,
Lillian Ducey adaptor, G. P. Hamilton director and Tom Buckingham photographer.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Ebenezer Boyce (Walt Whitman), owner of a small arms factory, retires
from active charge at the suggestion of his sons, Horace (William Desmond)
and Henry (Charles Gunn) in favor of Martin (Jack Richardson) an agent
of a trust. He succeeds in putting the Boyce works completely in the
hands of the trust and the shock of this is so severe that old Ebenezer dies.
The next morning Martin is found lying by the roadside, dead. The verdict
of suicide is given out but Horace and Henry suspect each other. This
thought so works on Henry that he leaves his brother and sets out for
Santa Barbara. Still worried, he is taken sick. Horace, who bears his
ordeal with calm, is sent for. Myra (Mitzi Gould), widowed daughter of
Martin, making
helps at love
Henry's
bedside.
Eventually
he recovers
his
brother
to Myra.
Infuriated,
he accuses
him toof discover
the murder,
and it is not until then that Annette (Claire McDowell), once mistress
of Martin's, confesses thai in a struggle with her he was killed.
" New Love for Old "
{Utiiversal — Five Reels)
Reviewed by F. G. Spencer
I 'HERE is nothing very much out of the ordinary in " New Love
for Old," but it gives Ella Hall ample opportunity to display
her talent, and she takes full advantage of same, proving herself
;it one time a veritable mountain nymph, and always coy, artless
and winsome. Emory Johnson, a love-sick youth, carries himself
convincingly, as does also Gretehcn Lederer, but it devolves upon
Harry Holden to give the true rustic air to the picture, and he as
the village quack, always amiable, ever-ready to render a service,
makes an admirable " Doc Podden." The scene is laid around a
mountain resort, and the scenes pictured are wonderful reproductions of mountain stream, rugged woodland,- sylvan dells and a
placid lake.
The story is by Waldemar Young and was produced by Elsie
Jane Wilson. The direction is good, everything running so smoothly as to leave nothing to be desired in that respect.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Kenneth Scott (Emory Johnson) is boating on the lake with Marie Beauchamp ( Gretchen Lederer) and he takes advantage of his surroundings to
press
his attentions
her, declaring
will keepherself
h.-r outsheon promises,
the lake
until she
promises touponbecome
his wife. that
To hesafeguard
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but in the early morning leaves the resort without notifying him of her
destination and he is nearly heartbroken. Old Doc Podden (Harry Holden),
noticing his despondency, correctly diagnoses his case and invites him to
spend a few days in the woods to rid himself of the love germ. This he
does, and there meets Daphne Sawyer (Ella Hall), daughter of Ben Sawyer
(Winterno Hall),
village
postmaster
general
makes
secret the
of her
admiration
for and
Kenneth,
and storekeeper.
the old love Daphne
is fast
giving way to the new. A rustic dance is arranged and Marie Beauchamp,
who has opened a roadhouse in the immediate vicinity, which, by the way,
has furnished the village gossips with unlimited material for scandal, attends
and there meets Kenneth. The attention these two pay each other angers
Daphne, who leaves the dance-hall and goes home. She is followed by her
old
swain,herPete
Bracchi
A. Warren),
her father's
storekeeper,
who country
had viewed
actions
with (E.
Kenneth
with alarm
and suspicion
; in a
shack away from, the house he presses his suit, but Kenneth arrives and a
fierce battle ensues, in which the Italian is worsted, although Kenneth is
badly beaten up, and Daphne half carries him to the road-house to get medical attention. In the meantime Daphne is missed from the dance-hall and the
hastily drawn conclusion is that Marie has lured her to the road-house. A
posse is formed with the intention of raiding and burning the place, but
things turn out differently when the facts become known, and finally Daphne
is informed that Marie is her sister, she having left home some years before
on account of her father's cruelty.
"The

Marionettes"

[Select-C. K. Young Production — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
THE millions who admire Clara Kimball Young on the screen
will be given an exceptional opportunity to bestow this admiration on the star and at the same time to fully realize a matinee
or evening of ideal entertainment, if they will see Miss Young in
the screen version of Pierre Wolff's play, " The Marionettes," her
latest work before the camera under the direction of Emile
Chautard. From the introduction to the final scene of Mr. Wolff's
play, Miss Young is seen either in a close-up or a semi-close-up
with the spporting cast pushed all but off the stage. " The
Marionettes " is Clara Kimball Young's picture and hers alone. The
supporting cast are truly " marionettes."
The prominence with which the star's personality and magnetism
has been brought out in this prodtiction and the quality production
which Director Chautard has given the French playwright's work,
are stepping stones on which an audience can mount to considerable heights in giving praise. The followers of Miss Young's work
for the screen w-ill rejoice after reviewing this screen presentation and if there are in the audience those who have not been attracted by the star's personality, they will have succumbed at the
conclusion of this run. It is to be doubted if there is an artist nowworking before the camera who presents such a wholly refreshing and delightful picture as Miss Young. Add to this, she works
with a natural ease and appreciates so thoroughly the inaffectiveness of overexuberance in registering pleasant surprise or the
opposite feeling of depression that it is not to be regretted that she
is constantly in the spot light.
Pierre Wolff's play is of the social drama type. The sceties are
laid in Paris. The first reel presents Miss Young in the role of a
demure convent girl. The transition from this role to that of the
butterfly of Paris has been brought about in a skilful and logical
manner by the author. Director Chautard is due more than ordinary praise for the skilful manner in which he has staged this production. The interior sets shown are lavish and the finest detail
has been brought out with due prominence.
Nigel Barrie is seen opposite Miss Young in the principal supporting role. Mr. Barrie gives an average performance. He is at
times a bit too effective in his interpretations. Corliss Giles is an
excellent type and is capable of handling a more prominent role
than that of Pierre Vareine. Edward Kimball does well in a role
of average importance. Alec B. Francis does his usual good work.
Florence Atkinson, in a semi-vampirish part, gives promise of more
effective work in the future. Others in the cast are Mrs. Helen
Simpson, Mrs. Madeline Cadeux, Hazel Washburn, Mrs. Lotiise
Bates, Carey Hastings, Sam V. Phillips, John Dudley, Henry Warwick, Robert White, Henry Law, Arthur Marion and John Gaylor.
The photography stands out with prominence.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Fernande de Ferney (Clara Kimball Young) is an orphan. During the
summer when she is not at the convent she lives with her uncle, Professor
de Ferney (Edward Kimball). The professor is an old friend of the Marquise de Monclars, whose estate is near the home of the professor.
is seen
often (Nigel
at the Barrie),
home of isthein Marquise.
The Marquise's
son,Fernande
Roger de
Monclars
Paris and heavily
in debt.
He visits his mother for the purpose of obtaining money to settle. The
Marquise tells him that she will not furnish him with money unless he
marries and settles down. Knowing that Fernande admires her son, the
Marquise suggests that he marry her. He consents in order to obtain
money. They are married and Roger spends little time with his wife. He
leaves for Monte Carlo. His friend NizeroUes (Alec B. Francis) takes
an interest in Fernande and invites her to participate in a puppet show
which he is giving. The puppet deals with a neglected wife, a lover and
a husband. She adopts the methods of the neglected wife and when her
husband returns she pretends to be indifferent to him. She leads a gay
life and becomes the most prominent woman in society.

to wm her affections.
Roger realizes that she is beautiful and attempts
not
him. Because shetowill
She ignores him but at the same time loves leave,
remain
but decides
return his affections, her husband resolves to
order
in
him
toward
indifferent
acted
has
she
that
wife explains
his might
when she
that
win his respect and love.
" Madame

Jealousy "
(Famous Players-Paramount — Five Reels)
RcYiewetl by Peter Milne
GEORGE V. HOBART, whose chief claim to fame is the
popular and apparently ever recurrent "Experience," an allegorical play, is author of " Madame Jealousy," Pauline Fredcrick's latest vehicle. Miss Frederick appears in the title role and
her mission in these five reels is blighting the domestic bliss of
Valor and Charm. As the beautiful embodiment of the Green Eyed
Monster she completely upsets the home of the Valors, always
ably assisted by her aides. Mischief and Treachery. But she
retires defeated when Mrs. Valor becomes the mother of a wee
mite. Happiness, and when we last see her she is selecting another
loving couple on which to practice her disquieting abilities.
Whether or not the public takes to pictures of the allegorical
type is too general a question to discuss here, though it is difficult
to recall one that has been a distinct success. Probably " Experience " will score when at last its stage run is concluded, but
" Madame Jealousy " is lacking in successful pictorial ingredients.
In the first place, Miss Frederick's role is entirely impersonal, while
those carried by the supporting cast possess something of individuality besides fairly well carrying out the idea that they embody
certain human traits and emotions. But the star never gets into
the dramatic action of the play. She hovers constantly in the offing
and is only the center of attraction by will of her name and renown, not by reason of any possibilities contained in the part.
She is, indeed, incidental to the main action.
On the other hand the story of Valor and Charm, their distrust
of one another aroused by Madame Jealousy, never becomes more
than fairly interesting. It lacks punch, fails to hold one, possibly
because the story has a number of loopholes without which it
could not have existed for its full length and possibly because the
mixture of allegory and reality doesn't go well. When Madame
Jealousy wills to appear on a scene she does so through a dissolve
which would be quite all right providing she was neither seen nor
heard as a personality by her victims. But she comes arrayed in
modern clothes and converses with the rest as one of them. This
mixture seems false.
Certainly "Madame Jealousy" is not to be ranked with Miss
Frederick's former successes. That would be very much to their
discredit. The fact that it was written by Mr. Hobart does not
make it another " Experience," regrettably.
Thomas Meighan, Elsie McCloud, Frank Losee, Frances Cappelano and Edw-in Sturgis are among those who constitute the large
cast. Eve Unsell made the adaptation and Robert Vigsupporting
nola
directed.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
(Elsie(Thomas Meighan) and Charm
Seeing the happiness of Valor
Frederick) determines to enter their
Jealousy
Madame
McCloud),
lives. She succeeds in making(Pauline
each distrust the other and breaking up
their home. Valor returns to his parents, Finance (Frank Losee) and
Display (Ina Bourks), while Charm goes to hers. Commerce (Charles
Wellesley)
Pride (Isabelle
Jealousy
Finance andandCommerce
against O'Madigan).
one another. Madame
Valor goes
to thethen
dogssetsin
him to drown himself. But
despair and Treachery (Edwin Sturgis) urgesconstant
companion of Charm
Barton), who has been the
Sorrowthe(Grace
since
separation, urges him to return to his wife, where he finds the
baby. Happiness, to restore peace to his house.
Two

Strand Comedies

{Mutual-Strand — One Reel Each)
Reviewed by F. G. Spencer
BILLIE RHODES, mischievous as ever, always delighting in a
prank to somebody else's discomfiture pretty nearly puts one
over in " Somebody's Widow," and doubtless w^ould have succeeded
had not her friends played her false. A bevy of girls disporting
themselves on the beach at a fashionalbe resort, are somewhat
chagrined at the total absence of any men folk, until the arrival of
Jack Random (Landis Cullen) — a playwright — and his secretary.
But they are too engrossed in their work to pay any attention to
the fair sex, so on a wager Billie guarantees to bring the man on
his knees within a specified time. Showing her knowledge of
genus homo to be of profound depth, she poses as a young widow,
for " they all fall for that widow stuff," she explains. Truly, a
charming j-oung widow she makes, and jack swallows the bait —
" hook, line and sinker," and Billie bids fair to winning the bet.
But the other end of the wager, fearing to lose, lets Jack in the
secret of Billie's trickery, which he counters by having his secre-
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tarj' disguise himself and impersonate the lost husband. Billie
is terrified and is forced to make a clean breast of the affair.
She therefore loses the bet and gains a hubby.
In "Her Friend Brown," Jack's flirting proclivities get him in
trouble. He happens to meet an old sweetheart and declaring himself still single, carries on a clandestine flirtation. Nellie Brown
(Clarice Urhe), known to her friends as "Brownie," is the innocent cause of Jack's premature downfall, or she writes Jack of her
loncsomoness and urges him to dine with her that night. Wifie
gets the letter and Jack explains that " Brownie " is a rich bachelor. At this juncture. Jack is despatched by his office to a neighboring town to close a deal, so the wife decides to keep the dinner engagement with Jack's rich bachelor friend Brownie. And
here the trouble commences. The reel is brimful of amusing incidents and both these short subjects will be well received by any
audience. The release dates are January 29 and February 5 respectively.
"Flare-Up Sal"
(Paramount — Five Reels)
RcA-iewed by Joseph L. Kelley
RW'ILLIAM NEIL has created for screen presentation J. G.
• Hawks' ideas as incorporated in " Flare-Up Sal " with a
sincerity of purpose and a knowledge of the atmosphere that
hovered over the " forty-niners " in the days of the gold-rush to
California, that lovers of the Western drama are assured complete
satisfaction and si.\ty-odd minutes of rousing entertainment at the
theatre where Dorothy Dalton is scheduled to appear in the
title role.
" Flare-Up Sal " is a Western drama of the first water. Miss
Dalton is seen again as the dance-hall queen. Director Neil created
a better production from the script of " The Price Mark," the last
screen drama in which Miss Dalton appeared under his direction,
for the reason that he had a much better story to' work from and
did not have to follow ideas and incidents which, only a fewmonths ago were followed in a production in which Louise Glaum
appeared titled, " Golden Rule Kate." The two are very similar
in plot material and general atmosphere. However, this fact does
not detract from the quality of Mr. Neil's direction. He has used
every care in staging Miss Dalton's late picture and has chosen his
cast with a good eye for types.
Mr. Hawks' story is not the best example of material for a working script. In the way of introduction, the author has revealed a
family of prospectors en route to the gold fields. This incident
serves to introduce the heroine of his story. After the first reel
the family is left in camp on the way and here they are left with
no explanation offered in the latter reelage as to their whereabouts.
He sends Flare-Up Sal to the nearest settlement and after her
arrival, the action is made to center about her adventures at the
dance-hall and her family are left in oblivion. Inconsistencies like
the above are a distinct drawback to the author's story. Because
of the good direction, the appearance of Dorothy Dalton in a role
that she handles to perfection and to which she is thoroughly
adapted and because the picture reveals the distinct Western type
and action, " Flare-Up Sal " will make a distinct hit with the
average audience and will leave a favorable impression at the boxoffice.
Miss Dalton's supporting cast is made up of especially fine
Western types. Thurston Hall in the role of the Red Rider, does
commendable work opposite Miss Dalton. William Conklin as the
dance-hall proprietor, is convincing and appreciates the characteristics of the role. J. P. Loc1<ney, in the role of the hanger-on, gives
a highly commendable characterization and succeeds in getting a
full quota of laughs from his audiences. Milton Higbee does effective work. The production was made under the supervision of
Thomas H. Ince. The exteriors are fine examples of Western
country and the photography is of the best. The fire scene in the
last reel has been reproduced with finese.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
■'
Plarc-Up
"
Sal
fDorothy
with inherthefather
and
mother is on her way to theDalton),
gold fields
days (Lige
of theHigbee)
gold rush.
The father is addicted to gambling. He goes to a near-by settlement and
at the roulette wheel loses his small fortune and all his belongings.
" Flare-Up
Sal'sroulette
motherwheel,
sendshaving
her tolosttown
to fetch She
her gambles
father. with
She
finds
him at" the
everything.
the proprietor Dandy Dave Hammond (William Conklin) to determine
whether her father is given his losses or whether she remain at the dancehall in charge of Dandy Dave. She loses and remains. She becomes the
queen of the dance-hall.
The Red Rider CThurston Hall), a gentleman hold-up artist, has heard
of a" Flare-Up
and arranges
to preacher
the dance-hall
of
preacher." HeSal changes
clothes towithgo the
who isinonthehis guise
way
to take charge. Arriving at the settlement, he meets Sal. Dandy Dave,
fearing that the new preacher will drive out his business, conspires with
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Sal to run him out of town. Tin Cup Casey (J. P. Lockney), a hanger-on,
is Sal's slave. Sal invites The Red Rider to the dance-hall and Dandy
Dave has it arranged to surprise them both in Sal's room. Sal has grown
to
like 'TheTinRedCupRider
DandyTheDave
her room,
she
substitutes
Caseyandandwhen
conceals
Red comes
Rider.to Soon
after this.
The -Red Rider throws off his disguise of the preacher and enters the
dance-hall. and
He are
shoots
up the place and he and Sal escape during the
excitement
married.
" Beauty and the Rogue "
(Mu tual-A m erican — Fiv e Reels)
Reviewed by Lisle M. Albright
WHETHER or not Mary Miles Minter has actually gathered
more sunshine in her hair and more charm in her smile in
this last picture than she ever had before, is possibly a debatable
question. But, surely, her irresistible fetchingness is not. Plot, settings and story all fade into insignificance so long as her smiling
lace and sweet personality flood the screen. A twinkle in Mary's
eyes and a pout upon her lips are enough to cause one to forget
incongruities of plot, inconsistency of story, lack of realism or
fidelity to life, or even bad acting on the part of her supporters.
Not that any or all of these shortcomings apply to her current production, forwhat
they could
don't.beIncharacterized
" Beauty andas the
while she
is not given
the Rogue,"
best of stories,
the
impression of the play as a whole is more than pleasing. The
biggest fault of the picture is the easiness with which crooks, innocents and detectives seem to happen on the scene of action. They
are a little too omnipresent.
Roberta Lee, the spoiled and petted child of a Western oil magnate, has unbounded faith in the goodness of mankind and devotes much of her time to moral uplift work and the reformation
of incorrigible crooks and rogues. She finds one, who goes by tiie
name of "Slippery" among his pals, and tries to instill in him a
sense of moral consecutiveness. That he is unsuccessful in changing his moral code is due to no fault of his, for he tries hard, but
justOrral
naturally
can't. as " Slippery " Bill Dorgan, gives a most vivid
Humphreys,
and lifelike interpretation of an inveterate thief and rascal
struggling against temptation to justify the trust placed in him by
a sweet young girl. It was the first time any one had ever thought
there was even a little bit of good in him, and it created a strange
sensation in his bosom. That he couldn't reform, however, was an
essential to the story and was instrumental in bringing Allan Forrester, as Richard Van Stone, into a mesh of circumstantial evidence which branded him as a thief at first, and then cleared tip
and left him enshrined in Roberta's heart.
Henry King directed the production, -which, besides having those
already mentioned in the cast, displays to good advantage Spottiswood .Aitken, Clarence Burton and Lucille Ward.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Roberta Lee (Mary Miles Minter) is a sympathetic girl who believes
in the " uplift." Her father (George Periolat) is a rich oil magnate who
lets himself be overruled when Roberta insists that he employ " Slippery "
Bill
(OrralandHumphrey),
an ex-jail
as his among
gardener.
gets Dorgan
his chance
loots the Lee
home, bird,
stealing,
other" Slippery
things, "a
brooch. Roberta visits her old nurse in the country, where she meets
Richard
Stone (Alan Forrest), who also is in the country on business for Van
her father.
Van Stone is traveling incognito and doesn't know who Roberta is but
falls
in love
instantly.
in the
the
city and
trieswith
the her
country
life. He' Slippery,"
runs across
Van meantime,
Stone and leaves
sells him
the brooch in order to get the price of a square meal. At a charity entertainment "Mile. Tiptoe
and Richard
presents
her with The
her miso\yn
brooch. Assuming
that "he dances
is the burglar,
she has
him arrested.
understanding is later cleared up to the satisfaction of everyone when
" Slippery
" isforfinally
caught The
in a blame
party for
that theintended
to kidnap
Roberta
and
hold her
a ransom.
Lee robbery
is taken
off
of
Richard's
shoulders,
and
to
show
him
that
she
is
sorry
for
suspecting
him, Roberta gives him her hand.
'"Real Folks"
{Triangle — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
<{D FAL FOLKS" won the thousand dollar prize offered in a
■I *■ scenario contest conducted by the Triangle Film Corporation and the Photoi)lay Magazine, but there have been better piclures whose stories cost considerably less. It retells the old tale of
ihe family of humble origin whose whole existence is changed by
great wealth. It counts as its most prominent lines of action the
efforts of Pat Dugan, the head of the house, to break into elite
society and the dislike of Jimmie, his son, to the sudden changes
which the big fortune causes, together with his romance with a
girlThis
not story
of hisisfather's
played selection.
in a moderate tone from beginning to end.
There is none of the broad burlesque of the Dugans eating peas
with a knife and playing an orchestral accompaniment with the
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soupboisterous.
so often seen
in pictures
a like for
type.
" Realof Folks
" is notIt
so
Sometimes
one ofwishes
comedy
this sort.
at least has always ])roven amusing. J. Barney Sherry as Dugan
becomes initiated to the ways of the rich quite easily. True, there
is
peculiarrather
cut tosmoke
his dress
doesn't
enjoy wearing
He a would
his suit
clay and
pipe hethan
cigarettes.
But saveit.
for these and kindred eccentricities equally as mild, "Real Folks"
would be totally bare of humor. Mr. Sherry's performance is, by
the way, excellent in conception. It is a pity that he was not given
more of an opportunity to make his presence felt.
Kate Coraley is the prize-winning author. Jack Cunningham prepared her work for the screen and Walter Edwards directed. The
five reels abound in attractive exteriors and were well photographed
by C. G. Peterson. Francis McDonald, Fritzi Ridgeway and
Alberta Lee complete a pleasing quartette of players.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Pat Dugan (J. Barney Sherry), oil laborer, strikes it rich and becomes
a millionaire in a clay. His son, Jimmie (Francis McDonald), he packs
off
to ancollege
easternsnobs
college.
doesn't
thrash Then
three
of the
and aJimmie
policeman
and fit.
gets Hehis proceeds
walking topapers.
he disappears. Pat and Mrs. Dugan (Alberta Lee) move east to Long
Pat's ambition
intoown
society.
for Jimmie
isIsland
begun,to gratify
but eventually
he showsto upbreak
of his
accord A assearch
a florist.
.He is
prevailed
uponwithto aremain
his parents.
Much against
Pat's wisheswhohe
falls
in love
dancingwithteacher,
Joyce Clifton
(Fritzi Ridgeway),
is stopping on the adjoining estate with Lady Blissington (Marion Skinner),
leader of a Red Cross movement. Mrs. Dugan makes friends with her.
Jimmie elopes
withtheJoyce.
Blissington
an elaborate
enter-he
tainment to which
Dugans Lady
are invited.
Pat plans
is satisfied
at last, for
is in band
society
and
when
Joyce
introduces
his
own
son
to
him
as
her
hushe is more pleased than angered.
Betty Pearce and T. D. Crittendon complete the cast.
"Broken

Ties"

[World Film — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
A SKILLFUL combination of two themes ; the barrier of race
and the neglected wife result in Broken Ties " being one of
the strongest World pictures released in some time. These united
theuies lead up to a murder mystery, planted in great and absorbing
detail and while no mystery to the audience a seemingly impossible
one to the characters of the story. So well is the web of circumstantial evidence woven about at least two of the characters and so
delicate are the relationships of various of them that the suspense
soars to an unusually high mark.
In fact, the whole of " Broken Ties " is a carefully formulated
and evolved drama and while leading up to the murder contains
not one dull moment. The many intricacies of plot have been
clearly and forcibly handled by the author, Woodbridge Clapp, and
as well presented on the celluloid by Director Arthur Ashley. The
denouement when Corinne La Force confesses to the murder and
immediately thereafter plunges the knife into her own breast is
handled with fine regard for its possibilities.
June Elvidge, Montagu Love and Mr. Ashley, three of World
Film's most popular stars appear in the principal roles of " Broken
Ties," each of them playing with all the skill demanded by their
big situations. Pinna Nesbit, present in many a World picture of
the past, does exceptional work as Corrine, the half-breed whose
dark blood does not show. Alec B. Francis and Kate Lester complete the cast of principals with a brace of good performances.
Looking over the names of the players one reaches the obvious
conclusion that seldom has such a selection of talent been assembled to interpret the roles of a single picture.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Henry Hasbrook (Alec B. Francis) promises La Force (Arthur Matthews) at his death that he will care for his daughter, Corrine (Pinna
Nesbit), in whose veins runs the blood of a West Indian mother. In later
years
Hasbrook's
CurtisHasbrook
(Arthur admonishes
Ashley), something
a weakling, falls innephew,
love withArnold
Corrine.
him to stayof
away from her, to which he consents., John Fleming (Montagu Love), a
busy lawyer, introduces Arnold to his wife, Marcia (June Elvidge). She
is neglected and Arnold offers innocent companionship. Marcia, in debt
from gambling, is with Arnold one afternoon when a note comes from
her husband asking for three thousand dollars which he left in the safe.
This she has spent. Arnold comes to the rescue and asks for payment
that night at a certain roadhouse, where, under the influence of liquor, he
attacks her. She escapes from him and returns home, not, however, without dropping a locket in the roadhouse room. This same night, Hasbrook
is murdered by Corrine. Mrs. Fleming (Kate Lester), John's mother, is
seeri by overheard
the body by
burglar. ShewithmadeMarcia
the journey
to Arnold's
rooms,
having
his a appointment
and intending
to prevent
any disaster. Arnold is accused of the murder, for that night he returns
to the club with blood on his clothes, (Marcia, in defending herself, had
hit him with a bottle). He refuses to defend himself when questioned.
Fleming takes
learns of hearing,
his wife's
to theis cross-examined,
roadhouse and
denounces
her. the
At acase,
pre-arranged
whenvisit
Arnold
Corrine, present as the ward of the late Hasbrook, confesses to the murder
because he was on the verge of informing Arnold that she had dark blood
in her veins.
life. Flemingfollows.
decides to pay more
attention
to hisShewifethenin takes
future her
and own
a reconciliation
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" Dodging a Million "
{Goldwyn Pictures — Five Reels)
Reviewed by R. E. Pritchard
HERE are mighty few of them who can "come back," but
rules do not apply to Mabel Norniand, for in " Dodging a
Million," the first of her five-reel features released by Goldwyn,
she proves that not only has she maintained her old time popularity of the slapstick- days, but that she has been able to firmly
establish herself in the front rank of comediannes.
HigliK^ imaginative though the story is, and thoroughly improbableryct it is likely to make a box-office winner. It is the
sort of a production in which one forgets the impossibilities and
remembers the convincing charm. It is the sort that leaves everjone thoroughly satisfied with the evening's entertainment. It is
the very sort in these war-time days when people want to be
really delighted for an hour or more and forget the sterner realities of present day existence. It is a time and a day for these
stories of the fanciful, and certainly there could be no more
charming interpreter nf such roles in the land of near make
believe that Mabel.
If j'ou are going to a production to pick it to pieces and find
little things that wouldn't happen in the ordinary day's life, you
are not going to like Dodging a Million." But if you are >going
to the theatre to be interested, to laugh, to wonder at the more
or less foolish mystery of it, a mystery story without a murder
or a robbery in it, you will leave your seat mighty glad that yow
spent the admission price. Miss Normand herself is an entirely
different sort of an actress from the days when she had to be
messed up with custard pie or thrown into a lake to get a laugh.
Her beauty attracts instant attention and there are wonderful
gowns that she wears which will keep the women folk talking for
many a day. She is convincing except in one scene where she
weeps; the twinkle in her eye belies her grief.
Goldwyn has supplied her with a strong supporting compan>-,
and Tom Moore has been well cast for the leading male role. His
part is a big one and exhibitors will do well to call attention to
his presence. The production itself is elaborate, including many
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scenes of New York life, including Sherry's. George Loane
Tucker shows his skilful hand through the direction and the
photography is always good.
This picture played to unusual business at the Strand theatre,.
New York. It ought to do even better in other cities, for not
only does it possess for the others all the charm it gave New
Yorkers, but it may be played up as a story of life along the
"also
Great
White a Way."
Miss Normand's
workwork.
in this picture ought
to leave
new demand
for her later
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Arabella Flynn (Mabel Normand), a messenger in a fashionable gown
shop, after being used for a model for a late customer, is overcome by
her
" and with
dollars
of heroneweek's
in fashionable
her pocket
and "herstyleborrowed
finerytheshe eight
decides
to spend
night pay
in the
life of New York. She goes to the most fashionable restaurant and there
sees her employer, Raquin (Armand Cortes), and his favorite model, Luella
(Rita Dane), and flees. She flees and there comes to her rescue Jack
Forsythe (Tom Moore), who is the laughing stock of the city because his
father
his money
in corsets
and has
wearsfailed
'em.to Finally
she store
escapes-to
to her made
furnished
room house,
after— she
get in the
return her borrowed finery, and because of her gay clothes she is refused
admittance by the landlady. She is in desperation when an expressman
comes up with three trunks for her and a check for $800. She immediately jumps in the taxi in which she had fled from the restaurant andl
orders herself driven to the most stylish hotel and registers under the
family name of the aunt who has left her the money. Through reporters
flocking to interview her she learns that she is supposed to be the heiress
to $94,000,000. She gets the best in the hotel and gownmakers, hatters,
jewelers and all sorts of trades people flock to her. Her credit is unlimited
and she buys and buys. But, there enters one who is destined to interfere
with her joys. Signer Rodrigues (J. Herbert Frank), who bears a letter
from her aunt which says that he must be admitted at any time. Of course
it so happens that Jack is living at the same hotel and infatuation quickly
developsfering into
ardent He
courtship,
with atthethemysterious
at everyan turn.
is present
opening ofsilent
the signor
first ofinterthe
mysterious trunks filled with the aunt's clothes and bearing the message
that ifdeclares
Arabellato doesn't
them jewelry
to buy and
more,to and
the the
second
which ofa
note
include like
artificial
advise
purchase
genuine duplicates, and finally of the third which contains a mysterious
poison which the girl is told she may use if she finds the man she loves
is not true.
In thethough
meantime
the conduct
of the to
signer
has until
made heJack's
father
suspicious,
the young
man refuses
believe
has
seen
the
signor
in
the
girl's
apartment
late
at
night.
And
that
moment the lawyer representing the estate berates the clerk who just
has athunted
up Arabella that he made a mistake in the check. The clerk jumps to
the conclusion that the wrong girl got it, goes to the hotel and denounces
her as an impostor and incidentally gets back the uncashed check. Then
flocks of creditors from the hotel proprietor down demanding their money.
Jack, finally convinced that she is an adventuress, starts to leave the city,
and Arabella determines upon the poison, but the signor dispatches a
note to warn the youth that the girl needs him. He returns, but before he
can get
backto thethe lawyer
has discovered
second inandthegraver
and
rushes
hotel with
the news the
that clerk's
the mistake
check error
was
that it should have been for $80,000 instead of $800. And with the explanation thatallthelivemysterious
signor
was to learn whether the girl was reallyworthy,
happily ever
afterward.
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Bluebird Photoplays
Dec. 24. The Scarlet Car (Franklyn Farnum) —
Dec. 31. The Girl by the Roadside (Violet
Mersereau)
—
Jan. 7. My Unmarried Wife (Carmel Myers) S
Jan. 14. Face Value (Mae Murray)
S
Jan. 21. Broadway Love (Dorothy Philips). S
Jan. 28. The Fighting Grin (Franklyn Far- num) 5
Feb. 4. The Wife He Bought (Carmel Myers) 5
Feb. 11. Hands Down
(Monroe Salisbury,
Ruth Clifford)
S

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Universal Productions
IS. Beloved Jim (Priscilla Dean, Harry
Carter)
24. Bucking Broadway (Harry Carey,
Molly Malone)
31. The High Sign (H. Rawlinson,
Brownie Vernon)
7. The Wolf and His Mate (Louise
Lovely)
14.
Hell's Crater
(GraceMulhall)
Cunard)
21. Madame
Spy (Jack
28. The Phantom Riders (Harry Carey,
Molly Malone)
4. Painted Lips (Louise Lovely)
11. New Love for Old (Ella Hall, Emory
Johnson)
18. The Flash of Fate (Herbert Rawlinson (Sally Starr)

Fox Film Corporation
(Special Features)
Dec. 2. The Babes in the Wood (CarpenterCorbin)
Dec. 9. The Pride of New York (George
Walsh)
Dec. 16. Unknown 274 (June Caprice)
Dec. 23. The Kingdom of Love (Jewel CarDec. 30. For Liberty (Gladys Brockwell)
Jan. 6. Stolen Honor (Virginia Pearson) ...
Jan. 13. Cupid's Roundup (Tom Mix)
Jan.
Heart's Island
Revenge(Carpenter-Corbin)
(Sonia Markova).
Jan. 20.
27. ATreasure
..
Or Troublemakers (Jane and Katherine Lee)
Feb. 3. The Heart of'Romance (June Caprice)
Feb. 10. JackWalsh)
Spurlock — Prodigal (George
Feb. 17. The Moral Law (Gladys Brockwell)

S
5
5
S
5S
5
5
5
5

5
S
5
men) 5
5
5
5
56
7
5
.S
5

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Fox Standard Pictures
2. A Daughter of the Gods (Annette
Kellerraann)
—
9. Troublemakers (Jane and Katherine
Lee)
7
16. The Heart of a Lion (William Farnum) 6
30. Du Barry (Theda Bara)
7
20. Cheating the Public
8
3. The Forbidden Path (Theda Bara) . . 6
10. Les iVi;serables (Wm. Farnum!
8
24. American Buds (Jane and Katherine
Lee)
7

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

Goldwyn Features Corp.
2. The Auction Block.
16. The Cinderella Man (Mae Marsh) . .
30. Thais (Mary Garden)
14. Fields of Honor (Mae Marsh)
28. Dodging a Million (Mabel Normand)
10. OurGOLDWYN
Little WifeSPECIALS
(Madge Kennedy)
The Manx-Man
For the Freedom of the World

Jewel Productions, Inc.
Sept. — Come Through (Drama)
Sept. — Pay Me (Drama)
Sept. — Sirens of the Sea (Drama)
Oct. — Man Without a Country (Patriotic).
Oct. — The Corespondent (Drama)
Nov. — The Price of a Good Time (Drama) . .
Dec. — The Grand Passion (Drama)
Dec. — K (Drama)

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Jan. 6. Convict 993 (Irene Castle, Warner
Oland, Paul Everton, Etheyle
Cooke, Bert Starkey)
Jan. 13. The German Curse in Russia (Wat
Film), Donald C. Thompson
Jan. 20. The Cloven Tongue (Special) (N. V.
Panoff, P. A. Baksheef, _ Nadya
Lesienko, Sophie Karabanova) ...
Jan. 27. Innocent (Fannie Ward, Frederick
Perry,
Miltern, Armand
Kalisz), John
Astra
Feb. 3. The Other Woman (Peggy Hyland,
Milton Sills, Wm. Parke, Jr.),
Astra
Feb. 10. Loaded enceDice
Keenan, Pathe
FlorHillings,(Frank
Guy Coombs),
Feb. 17. The Inner Voice (I. I. Mozukin),
Russian Art

5
5
5
5

George Kleine System
(PERFECTION PICTURES)
5. Two Bit Seats (Taylor Holmes)
19. Kill(Essanay)
Joy (Essanay)
26.
Gift o'Town
Gab Guy
(Essanay)
3. Small
(Essanay)
iO. The Dream Doll (Essanay)
17. Salt of the Earth (Edison)
24. Sadie Goes to Heaven (Essanay)...

—5
SS
5
5
5

Metro Pictures Corporation
Jan. 7. Daybreak (Emily Stevens) Metro..
Jan. 14. The Winding Trail (Viola Dana)
Rolfe-Metro
Jan. 21. The Eyes of Mystery (Edith Storey)
Rolfe-Metro
Jan. 28. Her Welch)
Boy Metro
(Effie Shannon, Niles
Feb. 4. Under Suspicion (Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne) Metro. . .
Feb. 11. Broadway Bill (Harold Lockwood)
Metro-Yorke
Feb. 18. A Weaver of Dreams (Viola Dana),
Metro-Rolfe
(METRO SPECIALS)
Blue Jeans (Voila Dana), Metro-Rolfe
The Legion of Death (Edith Storey), MetroRolfe
Revelation (Nazimova), Metro
The Slacker (Emily Stevens)
Draft 258 (Mabel Taliaferro)

5
s
5
5
5
s
5
7
7
7
7
7

Select Pictures
Nov. — Her Silent Sacrifice (Alice Brady).. 5
Nov. — Secret of the Storm (Country (Norma
Talmadge)
5
Dec. — Shirley Kake (Clara Kimball Young). 5
Dec. — The Honeymoon
(Constance Talmadge) 5
Jan. — Woman and Wife (Alice Brady —
Jan. — Ghosts of Yesterday (Norma TalJan. — The Marionettes
(Clara Kimball madge) —
Young)
Jan. — The Studio Girl (Constance Tal- —
madge) —

5
5
5
5
rich) 5
5

Triangle Distributing Corporation
Jan. 6. Betty Takes a Hand (Olive Thomas) 5
Jan. 6. Man Above the Law (Jack Richard- son) S
Jan. 13. I Love You (Alma Ruebens)
7
Jan.
Outlaw
(Roy Stewart)
S5
Jan. 13.
20. Law's
Evidence
(J. Barney
Sherry)
Jan. 20. Flames of Chance (Margery Wil- son) 5
Jan. 27. The Gun Woman (Texas Guinan) . . 5
Jan. 27. Her American Husband (Darrell
Foss)
5
Feb. 3. Limousine Life (Olive Thomas)
5
Feb. 3. The Hopper (Wm. V. Mong)
5
Feb. 10. Caotain of His Soul (Wm. Desmond) 5
Feb. 10. Real Folks (J. Barney Sherry)
5
Feb. 17. Keith of the Border (Roy Stewart) S
Feb. 17. From Two to Six (Winifred Allen) 5

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Mutual Film Corporation
Jan. 7. Molly Go Get 'Em (Margarita Fischer)
Jan. 14. Theman
Imposter (Ann Murdock) FrohJan. 21. In Bad (Wm. Russell), American...
Jan. 28. Beauty and the Rogue (Mary Miles
Minter), American
Feb. 4. Who Loved Him Best? (Edna GoodFeb. 11. Jilted
Janet (Margarita Fischer)
American
Paramount Picture Corp.
Jan. 7. Mrs. Dane's Defense (Pauline FredJan. 14. Jules of the Strong Heart (George
Beban)
Jan.
14. The
SpiritJones
of '17
(Jack Reid)
Pickford) . .
Jan. 21.
Rimrock
(Wallace
Jan 21. Blackton's The World for Sale
Jan. 28. The tinge)
Widow's Might (Julian ElJan. 28. The Hired Man (Charles Ray)
Feb. 4. Madame Jealousy (Pauline FrederFeb. 4. Flare-Up Sal (Dorothy Dalton)
Feb. 4. A Petticoat Pilot (Vivian Martin) . .
Feb. 11. The Keys of the Righteous (Enid
Bennett)
Feb. 18. The Thing We Love (Wallace Reid)
Feb. 18. Hidden Pearls (Sessue Hayakawa) . .

erick) 5
5
55
5
5
5
ick) 5
5
5

5
5
5

Petrova Picture Company
Dec. 23. Daughter of Destiny (Mme. Petrova). 5
Feb. 1. The Light Within (Mme. Petrova). 5
Feb. 1. The Life Mask (Mme. Petrova) 5

5
5

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

V-L-S-E.
7. TheVitagraph
Blind Adventure
(Edward Earle,
Betty Howe)
14. The Wildfred
Strain Whitman)
(Nell Shipman, Al21. The Menace (Corinne Griffith, Evart
Overton)
28.4. ATheMother's
Sin (Earle
Other Man
(Harry Williams)
Morey, Grace
Darmond, Florence Deshon)
11. The Woman Between Friends (Alice
Joyce, Marc MacDermott)
18. The Wooing of Princess Pat (Gladys
Leslie, J. Frank Glendon)

5
5
5
5
S
S
S

Artcraft Releases
(PARAMOUNT)
Dec. 17. The Devil Stone (Geraldine Farrar). 5
Dec. 31. A Modem
Musketeer (Douglas
Fairbanks)
5
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
Jan. 7. Rose of the World (Elsie Ferguson). 5
Jan. 14. Dead or Alive (Wm. S. Hart)
5
(Paralta Plays)
Jan. 21. Stella Maris (Mary Pickford) . . 5
Feb. 11. The Whispering Chorus (C. B. De
Dec.
15.
A
Man's
Man
(J.
Warren
Kerrigan)
7
Jan. 1. Madam Who (Bessie Barriscale) . . . . 7
Mine Prod.)
—
Jan. 15. His Robe of Honor (Henry B. WalFeb. 25. The Song of Songs (Elsie Ferguson) —
thal ) 7 Feb.
25. Blue Blazes Rawdon (Wm. S. Hart) —

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

10.
17.
24.
31.
7.
14.
21.
28.

World Pictures
The Good for Nothing (Carlyle
Blackwell and Evelyn Greeley) ...
The Tenth Case (June Elvidge)
The Volunteer (Madge Evans and
Henry Hull)
Diamonds and Pearls (Kitty Gordon)
Stolen Hours (Ethel Clayton)
The Strong Way (June Elvidge)
The Beautiful Mrs. Reynolds (Carlyle
Blackwell, June Elvidge)
Gates of Gladness (Madge Evans)..

S
5
5
5
S
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
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For Manufacturers' Addresses, Names and Addresses of Buyers handling films in any territory, or any other
additional information write — State Rights Department, Motion Picture News
Hiller & Wilk, Inc.
Dixie Films
A. Kay Co.
reels
Battle of Gettysburg. . . .
Twenty Thousand Feats Under the Sea
Tempest and Sunshine (Evelyn Greely)..S reels The
The Wrath of the Gods (Sessue Hayakawa).5
Golden Spoon Mary
1 C Just a Song at Twilight
5
reels
Some Barrier
1 C
Historic Features
His Trial
1C
reels
Ebony
Corporation 1 reel
A Natural
Born Film
Shooter
(Terry Human Interest Reels)
Christus
8 reels
No. 1. Character as Revealed in the Face.. .Ed.
Dat
Blackhand
Waitah
Man
1
reel
No. 2. Character as Revealed in the Eyes. . .Id.
M. H. Hoffman, Inc.
Shine Johnson and the Rabbit's Foot 1 reel
One Hour (Zeena Keefe and Alan Hale). 6 reels
E. 1. S. Motion Picture Corp.
American News Weekly
S reels The Silent Witness (Gertrude McCoy)... 6 reels
One reel eacli week exclusively on Army and Trooper 44
Navy activities.
A Trip Through China (Brodsky's Art Pic- tures) 8reels
Elmont Feature Film Co.
Her Fighting Chance (Jane Grey) 6 reels
People
vs.
John
Doe
6
reels
American Standard M. P. Corp.
Should She Obey? (Alice Wilson, Gene
God's Law
6 reels
Genung and Norbert Myles) 6 reels
May
5.
Jones'
Jonah
Day
(Sunshine),
C..1
reel
May 7. When Justice Errs, D
S reels
Whither Thou Goest (Rhea Mitchell and
Export and Import Film Co.
May 12. (Educational Subject)
1 reel
Orrin Johnson)
5 reels
Robespierre
—
reels
May 14. The
Ivan the Terrible
— reels The Great White Trail (Doris Kenyon)..6 reels
sode No. 1,Daughter
Dof Darkness, Epi- 2 reels
May 19. Ghosts (Sunshine), C
1 reel
Fairmount Film Corporation
Iliodor Picture Corporation
Sept. 17. My Country First
6 parts
7 reels The Fall of the Romanoffs (Iliodor, Nance
Oct. 7. The Mystery of the Boule S parts Hate
O'Neil, Ekaterina Galanta, Alfred— reels
Flora Finch Film Co.
Oct. IS. Blackmailer
5 parts
Hickman and ConwayFilm
Tearle)
War Prides
2 reels
Corp.— reels
Inter Ocean
Argosy
Inc.
The Celebrated
StielowFilms,
Case
6 reels
First National Exhibitors'
Circuit,
Enlighten Thy Daughter.
Inc.
Where
Get That
Stuff
Ivan Feature Productions
AbsintheD'ye(King
Baggott),
Universal Re- 5is ue 5reels
On
Trial.
reels
One Law for Both (Rita Jolivet, Vincent
Charles Chaplin.
Serrano, Leah Baird, Pedro De CorDaughter of Destiny (Mme. Petrova).
Arrow Film Corporation
doba, James Morrison)
7 reels
The Deemster (Derwent Hall Caine) 7 reels
Herbert
EmptyMitch
Pockets."
Babbling Tongues (Grace Valentine, James
The
Sign Brenon's
Invisible " (Big
Lewis).
Morrison, Arthur Donaldson) 7 reels
Married in Name Only (Gretchen Hartman,
Bluebird Extraordinary
Fort Pitt Corporation
Milton Sills, Marie Shotwell) 6 reels
The Italian Battlefront.
The Eagle's Wings (Herbert Rawlinson).
Sins of Ambition (Barbara Castleton, WilHell Morgan's Girl (Dorothy Phillips).
Fox
Film
Corp.
fred Lucas, Leah Baird, James Mor- rison) 7reels
Mother o' ford,
Mine
Julian, Ruth ClifRuby La(Rupert
Fayette).
(Standard Pictures)
The Spy.
Human.
Clay
(Mollie King)
5 reels
Brenon Productions
The Honor System.
Lone Wolf
7 parts Jack and the Beanstalk.
Comedies
The Conqueror.
Fall of the Romanoffs
8 parts
Feb. 15. The Jester
Recruit (Twede
Dan) 2 parts
Camille.
Empty Pockets
7 parts
Mar. 15. His Golden Romance (Twede
Oct. 18. Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp.
Dan)
2 parts
Nov. 18. The Babes in the Wood.
Jules Burnstein
April
15. All
"Fur"
Her
(Twede
Dan).. 22 parts
parts
May
IS.
In
and
Out
(Twede
Dan)
Shame
7 parts
Frieder Film Corporation
Cardinal Film Corporation
Juvenile Film Corporation
The Birds' Christmas Carol (Mary Louise). S reels
1 reel
Joan the Woman (Geraldine Farrar) 11 reels A Bit O' Heaven (Macy Louise) 5 reels World War in Kidland
A Chip Off the Old Block
1 reel
Friedman
Enterprises
Century Comedies
1 reel
A Mormon Maid (Mae Murray)
6 reels Chip's Elopement
(FEATURING ALICE HOWELL)
Chip's Backyard Barn-Stormers 2 reels
Balloonatics
2 reels
Amusement Corp.
Chip's
Rivals
reel
Automaniacs
2 reels The Frohman
For Sale, a Daddy
11 reel
Witching Hour (C. Aubrey Smith,
Neptune's Naughty Daughter
2 reels
Chip's Carmen
2 reels
Jack Sherrill, Helen Arnold, Marie
Shotwell and Robert Conness 6 reels
Klotz and Streimer
Christie Film Company
Conquest of Canaan
5 reels Whither Thou Goest
S reels
Father's Bright Idea
1 reel God's
Man
9
reels
The
Secret
Treaty
5 reels
With Magic
the Mummies'
Help
11 reel
The
Maid
reel
General
Enterprises,
Inc.
The Milky Way
1 reel Mother (Elizabeth Risdon, McClure) . . . .6 parts Lincoln Motion Picture Company
His Last Pill
1 reel The Warrior (Maciste) (McClure) 7 parts The Realization of a Negro's Ambitions. . .2 reels
The Fourteenth Man
1 reel The Liar (Jane Gail, Stanley Walpole)...6 parts Trooper of Troop K
3 reels
Down by the Sea
1 reel
Marine Film Co.
Skirts
1 reel
Medal Photoplays
Won in a Cabaret
1 reel The WebGoldof Life
Lorelei of the Sea
— reels
(Hilda Nord, James
Merry Love
Mix-Up
reel
Cruze, George Spencer)
5 reels
Masterpiece Drama Productions
AHisSmoky
Affair
11 reel
Golden Features
Who's Your Neighbor?
—
Difstributing
Corp.
A Bit of Life
1 reel
The Cinema
13th Labor of
Hercules.
Masterpictures
LION COMEDIES
Grand Feature Film Company
Clune Productions
Oct. 29. Nathan Busts Into the Movies 1 C
Rex Beach on the Spanish Main
5 reels
Nov.
S.
A
Village
Villain
1 C
Ramona
'
8
reels
Beach in Pirate Haunts
5 reels
Nov. 12. Her Fatal Resemblance 1 C
Eyes of the World
9 reels Rex
Rex Beach in Footsteps of Capt. Kidd....S reels
Nov. 19. An Account of a No-Account Count. 1 C
Nov. 26. Hicks and Hornets
1 C
Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
Dec. 3. Waves and Wimmen
1C
Features
Charlotte, in The Frozen Warning.
The Woman Graphic
and the Beast
5 reels
Dec. 10. Fizzled Finance
1 C
Corona Cinema Company
D. W. Griffith
Mayfair
Film
Corp.
The Curse of Eve (Enid Markey) 7 reels Intolerance
9 reels
Persuasive Peggy
— reels
Coronet Film Corporation
Hanover Film Company
B. S. Moss M. P. Corporation
LIVING STUDIES IN NATURAL HISTORY
Birth Control
6 reels
Maciste
Animal World, No. 1 Issue.
— reels The
Power of Evil
5 reels
Animal World, No. 2 Issue,
How Uncle Sam Prepares
4 reels
Boots and Saddles
S reels
Birdland Studies.
Horticultural Phenomena.
William S. Hart
The Girl Who Doesn't Know
S reels
". . S reels
The Cold
S D In the Hands of the Law
Two Deck
Cosraofotofilm Company
Gun Man
5 D
One Hour (Sequel to "Three Weeks")
Incomparable Mistress Bellairs 4 reels The
Ogden Pictures Corp.
Liberty Hall
4 reels
Hawk Film Corporation
The Black Spot
4 reels
— reels
Victoria Cross
4 reels Monster of Fate
— reels The Lust of the Ages
On 18
4 reels
Paragon
Films
TT,.r;,lf
]
pilm
Corporation
The Whip
8 reels
His Vindication
5 reels
(Continued on page 1042)
I Believe
7 reels Around the World in 80 Days
6 reels
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Educational Film Corp. of Amer.
SCENICS— EDUCATIONAL
Oct. 24. From Studio to Screen.
Oct. 31. A Trip Through Japan, No. 1.
Nov. 7. A Flying Trip Through the Hawaiian
Islands, No. 1.
Nov. 14. A Flying Trip Through the Hawaian
Islands, No. 2.
Nov. 21. Me and My Dog.
Nov. 28. The Chain Gang.
Dec. Valley).
5. The Land of Enchantment (Yosemite
Dec. 12. Fishing for Fish.
Dec.
19. ABeside
Trip the
Through
Japan,
Dec. 26.
Glimmer
Glass.No. 2.
DITMARS
"LIVING
BOOK
OF NATURE"
Nov. 19. The Animals of Australia.
Nov. 26. The Smaller Monkeys.
Dec. 3. Enemies of the Garden.
Dec. 10. Our Vanishing Game.
Dec. 17. Nature's Weavers.
Dec. 31.
24. The
Nature's
Songsters.
Dec.
Animals
in Midsummer.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Tan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

Fox Sunshine Comedies
11. Roaring Lions and Wedding Bells..
18. A Milk-Fed Vamp
9. His Smashing Career
23.
Damaged —of NoHer Goods
6. Shadows
Pest
20. Son of a Gun
3. Hungry Lions in a Hospital
17. Are Married Policemen Safe?

2
2
2
22
2
2
2

C
C
C
CC
C
C
C

General Film Company
BROADWAY STAR FEATURES
(O. HENRY STORIES)
The Fifth Wheel (W. L. Rodgers, Chet
Ryan, Patricia Palmer)
2 D
Compliments
of the Season (Herbert
Prior, Betty Blythe, Aida Horton)...2 D
The Moment of Victory (W. L. Rodgers,
Chet Ryan)
2 C-D
The Trimmed Lamp (Mildred Manning,
Alice Terry)
2 C-D
ESSANAY
GEORGE ADE FABLES
The Fable of the Toilsome Ascent and the
Shining Table Land
2 C
The Fable of the Back Trackers from the
Hot Sidewalks
2 C
ESSANAY COMEDIES (1 reel)
Lunch
1 C
Nut Stuff
1 C
He Loved Her So
1 C
One Night
1 C
Next
1 C
The Soup and the Fish Ball
1 C
A Tough Knight
1 C
Our Little Nell
1 C
ESSANAY SCENICS
Water Powers of Western Canada
1 Sc.
Through Canada from Coast to Coast 1 Sc.
How Canada and the Farmer Co-operate in
Grain Raising
1 Sc.
Agricultural Opportunities in Western Can- ada 1 Sc.
Water Powers of Eastern Canada
1 Sc.
A Romance of Rails and Power
1 Sc.
Grand Canyon of Arizona and Canyon de
Chelley
1 Sc.
CHAPLIN COMEDIES
By the Sea
1 C
In the Park
1 C
Work
2 C
A Woman
2 C
GRANT, POLICE REPORTER SERIES
The
Mystery
of Room 422
11 DD
A Deal
in Bonds
The Sign of the Scarf
1 D
The AManDAUGHTER
with the Limp
OF DARING SERIES'. .1 D
A Race to the Drawbridge
1 D
The Munitions Plot
1 D
The
Detective's
Danger
11 DD
The Railroad Smugglers
The Deserted Engine
1 D
JAXON FILM CORP.
"A SERIAL
DAUGHTER(Jane Vance,
OF UNCLE
SAM"12
Wm. Sorelle)
Episodes
1 D
JAXON COMEDIES
Breaking In
1 C
Blundering Boobs
1 C
Disappointed Love
1 C
He's
11 CC
How InIt Again
Worked
Their Model Careers
1 C

His Fishy Footsteps
1 C
Out and
In (FinnWife
& Haddie)
'. 11 CC
The
Inspector's
In Wrong (Finn & Haddie)
1 C
Anybody's
Money
11 CC _S
Her Fatal Shot
(Finn & Haddie)
Marooned
1 C
Sherman Was Right
1 C
What WiU Happen Next?
1 C
Which Was Lucky?
1 C
JUDGE BROWN STORIES
Bud's Recruit
2 C-D
Chocolate of the Gang
2 C-D
The Lost Lie
2 C-D
Tad's Swimming Hole
2 C-D
Marrying Off Dad
2 C-D
The Preacher's Son
2 C-D
SPARKLE COMEDIES
Monkey-Maid-Man
11 CC
On the Love Line
The Detective
1 C
Smashing
the Plot
11 CC
After
the Matinee
Double Cross
1 C
The Best of a Bad Bargain
1 C
THREE C COMEDIES
Stealing a Sweetheart (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
A Hash House Romance (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
The Hod Carrier's Million (Claude Cooper,
Virginia Tracy Clark, Kenneth Claren- don) 1C
HANOVER FILM COMPANY
Camille (Helen Hesperia)
6 D
The Marvelous Maciste
6 D
PHYSICAL CULTURE PHOTO PLAYS CO.
Physical Culture Magazine (Issued
Monthly)
1 Edc.
PIEDMONT PICTURES CORPORATION
(SELBURN COMEDIES)
Hubby's
21 CC
Too
MuchHoliday
Elephant
Wedding Bells and Lunatics
1 C
His College Proxy
1 C
King Bee Comedies
Nov. 1. The Candy Kid
2 reels
Nov. 15. The Hobo
2 reels
Dec. 1. The Pest
2 reels
Dec. 15. The Bandmaster
2 reels
Jan.
1. The Slave
.2 reels
Jan. 15. The Stranger
2 reels
Feb. 1. His Day Out
2 reels
Feb. 15. The Rogue
2 reels
SELIG-HOYT COMEDIES
Aug. 6. A Dog in the Manger
2 C
Aug. 20. A Trip to Chinatown
2 C
Sept. 3. A Midnight Bell
2 C
Sept. 17. A Contented Woman
2 C
Metro Pictures Corporation
METRO-DREW COMEDIES
Jan. 14. Why Henry Left Home
1 C
Jan. 21. Their First Love
1 C
Jan. 28. Under the Influence
1 C
Feb. 4. Help Wanted
1 C
Feb. 11. The Bright Lights Dimmed
1 C
Feb. 18. After Henry
1 C
Mutual Film Corporation
STRAND (BILLIE RHODES)
Jan. 15. Burglars
1 reel
Jan. 22. Their Little Kid
1 reel
Jan.
Feb. 29.5. Somebody's
Her Friend Widow
Brown
11 reel
reel
Feb. 12. Three Times and Out
1 reel
Mutual Weekly Issued Every Monday
Serials
Dec. 3. The Lost Express, No. 12 (Daring
Death)
Dec. 10. The Lost Express, No. 13 (The Es- cape) 2D
Dec. 17. The Lost Express. No. 14 (Un- masked) 2D
Dec. 24. The Lost Express, No. 15 (The
Return of the Lost Express)
2 D
Oct. 29. The MUTUAL-CHAPLINS
Adventurer
2 C
Paramount Pictures Corporation
KLEVER KOMEDIES (Victor Moore).
Dec. 3. Toothaches nad Heartaches 1 C
Dec. 19. The Instalment Plan
1 C
Dec. 31. O. U. Boat
,
1 C
Jan. 14. Meatless Days and Sleepless Nights. 1 C
Jan. 28. He Got His
1 C
Feb. 3. WatrH Your Neighbor
2 r
Feb. 10. Sheriff Nell's Tussle
2 C

BLACK DIAMOND COMEDIES
Oct. 15. Nearly a Baker
1 C
Nov. 12. A Society Scrimmage
1 C
ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
rDec. 10. A Country Hero
1 C
Dec. 20. Out West
2 C
BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Dec. 3. Osaka to Nagasaki
1 Trav.
Dec. 10. Canning Time in California 1 Trav.
Dec. 17. In Glacier Park
1 Trav.
Dec. 24. Going to the Sun
1 Trav.
Dec. 31. On the Farm Where the Food
Comes From
1 Trav.
Jan. 7. Sydney, the Antipodean Metropolis.! reel
Jan. Australia
14. A Trip to the Jenolan Caves of 1 reel
Jan. 21 Melbourne, the Magnificent......! reel
Jan. 28. 'Round About Melbourne ! reel
Feb. 24. Adelaide, Capital of South Aus- tralia 1reel
WHO IS NUMBER ONE? (Serial)
Jan. 7. Episode 11. The Rail Raiders 2 D
Jan. 14. Episode 12. The Show Down
2 D
Jan. 21. Episode 13. Cornered
2 D
Jan. 28. Episode 14. No Surrender
2 D
Feb. 4. Episode 15. The Round-Up 2 D
MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
Jan. 13. The Kitchen Lady
2 C
Jan. 27. His Hidden Purpose
2 C
PARAMOUNT-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Jan. 6.er The
New ArtGoodrich
of Dress;DirtDestructive
of T-N-T;
and DukePow-de
Whatanob.
Jan. 12. The Panama Canal; Evolution of the
Dance; Flour from Potatoes.
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Sunday, February 10, 1918
The Hidden Hand, No. 12 (The Eyes in the
WaU), Pathe
2 D
The Price ofcence),
Folly, No. 4 (The
Sin of Inno- 2 D
Balboa
Hello Teacher (Harry Pollard, Bebe Daniels),
Roiin
1 C
Argus
Pictorial,
(Educ),
Argus....!
Rocamadour
and No.
the 7Valley
of Lot,
France reel
(colored), and The Horse in Action
(Educ.)
Split reel
Happy Hooligan,
"American
All for theArms
Ladies
" (Cartoon),
and
"
"
(Educ),
International
Split reel
Wednesday,
February
13, 1918
Hearst-Pathe
News No.
14
1 top
February
16, 1918
Hearst-PatheSaturday,
News, No.
14
1 top
17, 1918
The HiddenSunday,
Hand, February
No. 13, Pathe
2 D
The Price of Folly, No. 5 (Sold for Gold.),
Balboa
2D
Hit Him Again
(Harry Pollard,
Bebe Dan- 1 C
iels),
Rolin
The Junkman (Toto, Bud Jamison, Kathleen
O'Connor), Rolin
2 C
Along the Rivera, Italy (Col.), Trav., and
Watching the Flowers Bloom (Col.),
Educ, Pathe
Split reel
International Cartoon and Editorial.
Wednesday,
February
20,
1918
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 16
1 top
February
23, 1918
Hearst-PatheSaturday,
Nev/s, No.
17
1 top
Triangle Distributing Corp.
TRIANGLE COMEDIES
20. Their Indian Uncle
1
20. The Price of His Head
1
27. A Butler Bust-Up
1
27. Too Many Husbands
1
3. Airing Their Troubles
!
3. A Safe Disaster
1
10. His Nine Lives
..!
10. A Game Gambler
„. ..!
17. Their Undercover Capers
1
17. A Full Dress Fizzle
1
KEYSTONE RELEASES
Jan. bon,
20. Dimples
and Dangers
GribDora Rogers,
Frank (Harry
Bond, Claire
Anderson)
2
Jan. 27. Courts and Cab Ants (Peggy Pearce,
Baldy Belmont, Marianne Delatorre, Max
Asher)
2
Feb. Dale
3. A Fuller,
Sea Serpent's
DesireMaude
(Wm. Wayne).
Franey, 2
Milt Sims,
Feb. 10. Wronged by Mistake (Harry (jribbon. Myrtle Lind. Frank Bond, Dora
Rogers. Carolyne Rankin)
2
Feb. !7. His Double Life (R. Griffith, Dorothy Hager, Claire Anderson) 2

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

Motion
Universal Film Company
Monday. February 11, 19l8
NESTOR
A Devil Van;
with the Wimmin (Max 1 C
Asher,— Beatrice
Wednesday. February 13. 1918
L-KONovak)
— Pearls and Girls (Hughie Mack. Eva 2 C
UNIVERSAL
ANIMATED WEEKLY— Weekly
No. 11.
Saturday. February 16. 1918
UNIVERSAL
SCREEN
MAGAZINE — Iss le
No. 58.
UNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS— Issue Ni.
40 (Shipping date Feb. 9).
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— The Rain of Fire
(Twelfth Episode of " The Mystery
Ship •' Serial)
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL— The Fearless One 2 II
(Second
Episode
of "The Bull's Eye" 2D
Serial)
SPECIAL — Finley Nature Studies No. S
(The Salmon Fisheries of the Columbia
and The Drum Dancers of Java) Sc. Split reel
Monday. February 18. 1918
NESTOR—lian
Ship. Oy.Peacocke)
Oy (Wm. Franey. Lil- 1 C
Wednesday, February 20. 1918
L-KO — Beaches and Peaches (Dave Morris) . 2 C
UNIVERSAL
No. 12. ANIMATED WEEKLY Weekly
Saturday. February 23. 1918
UNIVERSAL
SCREEN
MAGAZINE — Issue
No. S.
UNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS— Issue No.
41 (Shipping date Feb. 16).
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— The Underground
House (Thirteenth Episode of " The
Mystery Ship"
Serial)
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL—
Desperate Odds 2 D
(Third
Episode
of
"
The
Serial)Bull's Eye " 2D
SPECIAL — Finley Nature Studies No. 6
(" Mount Hood " and " The Garden
Spot of the World"
Sc. Split reel
Vitagrapb
BIG V euMEDIES
Jan. 7. Sleuths and Surprises.
Jan. 14. Peanuts and Politics.
Jan. 21. Jumbles and Jokers.
Jan. 28. Guns and Greasers.
Feb. 4. Telephones and Troubles.
Feb. 11. Babes and Boobs.
Feb. 18. Courts and Convicts.
VITAGRAPH COMEDIES
Jan. 7. A Little Quija Work.
Jan. 14. Seeking An Oversoul.
Jan. 21. A Four-Cornered Triangle.
Jan. 28. Their Anniversary Feast.
VENGEANCE AND THE WOMAN (Serial)
Jan. 7. The Unsealed Peak (Third
Episode).
Jan. 14. The Signaling Cipher (Fourth
Episode),
lan. sode).
21. The Plunge of Destruction (Fifth
EpiJan. 28. The Lure of Hate (Sixth Episode).
Feb. 4. The Wolf Trap (Seventh Episode).
Feb. Episode).
11. The Mountain of Devastation (Eighth
Feb. 18. Buried Alive (Ninth Episode).
Favorite Film Features
Jan. 7. The Trap
2 D
Jan.
1^"' 14. Under
h Change
Baggageies
Checks'.'.'. 2D
1 C
the in
Dais
14. The
A Model
Young
Man
..'.
'.
'.
'.
'.
'.'.
'.
'.'.
'.
■.
i
Jan. 21.
Next
Generation
2 Dc
Jan. 21. And His Wife
Back
1 C
Jan. 28. Children of the Came
Feud
2 D
Jan.
Up a Practice
Feb. 28.4. Getting
The Pira
tes '
21 CC
Feb. II.4. The
The Sacrifice
Wings of ofa Moth
'.'.""l
Kathleen
2 DD
Feb.
for
A
Heart
'
1 C
Feb. 11.
18. Art
The Mischief Make
Feb. 18. Sonny Jim in Search of arMother.. 21 CD
RELEASES IN THE
INDEPENDENT FIELD
(Continued from page 1040)
Photoplay Magazine
Screen Supplement—
releases, givine
intimate interviews of allOne-reel
the stars. (Through independCF^ exchanges).

Popular Picture Corporation
Public Rifrlit.s
Corporation
The Public Be DamnedFilm
(Charles Richman
and Mary Puller
)
S reels
Renowned Pictures Corporation
The Public Defender
... g reels
Naked Hands
? I" !
Weavers
of Life
! 'i
66 llVll
Souls Rede
emed
Alll
Mother
Love Gra
and the Law
'75 reels
In
Treason's
sp
™ls
Should She Obey ?
!. !. !. . !!!7 Jeels

Picture

News

The I'aris-CJraiul and Alamo theatres, which
are under tlie same management at Paris,
have joint use of a four-piece orchestra. The
orchestra plays at the Alamo from 2 to 5.30
p. ni., and at the Paris-Grand from 7 to 10.30
Bloomfield and Jlinor, managers of the
Pastime mencedtheatre,
Winchester,
have comon the enlargement
and improvement
In order to take care of the inp.of m.same.creased
patronage ot tlie theatre the stage
will be torn out and the increased space
gained by tearing out the stage will allow
them
in about
100 additional
seats.at ■
which towillputrelieve
the congested
condition
the theatre considerably.
E. O. Billiter has leased the Pike theatre,
Cynthiana, from Doc Bowman, and will show
Saturday nights.
F. M.haveSparks,
O'Hara picture
and O. B.
Heady
leased Earl
the motion
tre at Hodgenville
from
R. D. Gaddie, theaand
are arranging to show five days each week.
MISSOURI. — T. E. Smedley is the new owner
of the Royal
at 'Thayer.
NEBRASKA.
— A.theatre
O. Henry
has opened a motion picture theatre at Malvern.
Dr. Gehrke has leased the Pastime theatre at Ravenna.
George
C. Allgaier
purchased the Gem
Motion Picture
theatre hasat Oakland.
NEW YORK. — Plans for changing the theatre
at the Grand Opera House, Syracuse, from
the second to the first floor have been preunder the
direction
of William F. Raffertv, pared
owner
of the
building.
NOVAhave■ SCOTIA.—
Messrs.
Cragg
and theatre
Fraser
just completed their magnificent
at Bridgewater, N. S. This theatre is modern
in every detail and the proprietors have not
spared expense in looking after the comfort
of their patrons. The projection room is fireproof and as an extra precaution, automatic
sprinklers have been installed. The theatre
has a large stage for dramatic performances,
together with dressing rooms and scenery, ami
will be able to take care of any road show.
This theatre is said to be one of the finest
theatres in Nova Scotia.
OHIO.— Throucrh the office of S. W. Manhein &
Company, 719 Garfield building, the PolsterLefkowitzderland
Company,
the Wontheatres, 1714which
E. nrierales
Ninth street,
and
the Gaiety theatre, 1726 E. Ninth street,
Cleveland, have combined and purchased the
unexpired lease and business of the Bronx
Amusement Company on the Bronx theatre,
1770 E. Ninth street.
The new company will be known as the
Politer- Lefkowitz Companv and ha.'; elected
A. Polster
Max intention
Lefkowitz issec-to
retary andpresident,
treasurer.and The
run high-class feature productions in theGaietyland andandBronx.
a short program in the WonderThe consideration by the new company for
the Bronx theatre was about $10,000.
Charles Hauser has leased the Alhanibra
theatre, Franklin, and will place a new projecting machine
in the
house.theatre
Closing will
of th'Sbe
deal means
that
Electric
closed.
H. B. Solomon, manager of the Marvin
theatre,
Findlay, Green.
has leased the Chidister theater at Bowling
PENNSYLVANIA.— The old Park theatre property at Johnstown is to be remodeled bv
George Paiiagotacos, and rendered suitable
for motion pictures.
William Berkowitz, of Brackenridge avenue, Brackenridge.
Taientum. has purchased the Luna theater.
Announcement has been made of the engagement of Miss
Ruth N. proprietor
Broome, daughter of Warren
E. Broome,
of the
Fulton
Opera
House,
I^ancaster.
and one ol
EXHIBITORS'
PERSONALS I
the leading motion picture exhibitors of this
city, to the Rev. Frank W. Tasky. pastor of
the Reformed Church at North Wales, torINDIANA. — Byron W. BrcntlinR-er. late assistant manager of tlic Orplieuni theatre, Terre
merly of Wilkes-Barre.
Haute, has been appointed manager of the
R. J. Charles, of Vader, who
new Terre Haute theatre now in course oi WASHINGTON.—
owns motion picture theatres at Onalaska,
erection, and which, it is expected, will be
Vader,
Toledo,
Napavlne and Silver Lake,
opened early in April.
has purchased the Metropolitan theatre at
Manager Alcorn, of the Lyric theatre,
Chehalis from J.. A. MacMillan, and will be
Greenburg. has closed his theatre to help the
asisted in the management of these houses
coninuinity conserve its coal supply, necesby The
Harold
M. Clanc.
sary to provide light and heat for domestic
Liberty
theatre, at Northport, which
has undergone extensive improvements, has
purjioscs.
During
the
oxtrcmelv
cold
.spell
that visited Indiana during the first half of
been reopened to the public and will be manJanuary, the I,yric remained dark.
Melvillemakes
Adams,
a motion
picture
house.aged by This
two assuch
tlieatres
for
IOWA.
— Hugh
Fleming has bought the Palace
theatre
at Afton.
Northport, the Tris having been built a few
Ttillis
IJros.
have
assumed
the
management
months
ago
by
Wilbur
Robinson.
of the theatre at Decatur.
WISCONSIN.— A. A. Altchwager has taken over
F. (1.
Sloyke
has theatre
taken at
overLakevillc.
the managethe tremanagement
ment of the
Scenic
at Columbus. of the motion picture theaJames Byrgenstein has bought the motion
J.
IT.
Henderson has purchased the Lyric
picture theatre at Leeds.
theatre at Cumberland, and will conduct
Kniilture Olesen
has
purchased
the
motion
picsame
as
a
strictly motion picture house.
theatre at Falls City.
A. F. theatre
Werner andhasallpurchased
KENTUCKY.— The Hippodrome theatre, Newpicture
equipmenttheat motion
Black
River Falls from F. E. Keefe.
port, charges five-cent admissions on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday nights.
The lease ot the Majestic theatre, Wausau.
f)n the other nights ten cents is the admiswhich has been held by W. O. Troyer for a
sion, the patrons paying the war tax on those
year
past, has been taken over by Fred
Levenhagen.
nights. Patrons approve of the plan.

Selig Special
Bewai . o( Strangers
7 reels
The
Ne'er-Do-Well
;
reels
The Garden of Allah (Selig)
108 reels
Who Shall Take My Life.'
— reels
Frank J. Seng
Parentage
7 reels
Sherman Eliot, Inc.
The Crisis
10 reels
Sherman Pictures Corporation
I Believe
7 reels
The Land of the Rising Sun
Julius Steger
Redemption
6 reels
Sterling Pictures Corporation
o' theAppeal
Sea (Jean
... .6S parts
APegMute
(Jean Sothern
Sothern feature)
feature)...
parts
The Lash of Destiny (Gertrude McCoy
feature)
S parts
Her Good Name (Jean Sothern feature).. 5 parts
Rosie Cloud
O'Grady
Danafeature)
feature) SS parts
The
(Jean(Viola
Sothern
parts
The God of Little Children (Alma Hanlon
feature)
S parts
APride
Mother's
parts
and theOrdeal
Devil (Jean
(Alma Sothern
Hanlon feature)
feature) S6 parts
Miss Deception (Jean Sothern feature)... S parts
The
that Failed
(Alma (Alma
Hanlon Hanlon
f'ture)S parts
Great LawBradley
Mystery
feature)
S parts
The Mystic Hour (Alma Hanlou feature). 6 parts
When You and I Were Young (Alma
Hanlon feature)
5 parts
The Golden God (Alma Hanlon feature).. S parts
She Was a Dangerous Girl (Cartoon
comedy)
SOO ft.
Zippy the Fireman (Cartoon comedy) .... 500 ft.
Zippy in a Sanatorium (Cartoon comedy). 500 ft.
Zippy Buys a Pet Pup (Cartoon comedy). 500 ft.
Slick and Tricky (Cartoon comedy) 500 ft.
DoctorOldBunny's
Zoo (Cartoon
.. .500
The
Forty-Niner
(Cartoon comedy)
comedy)..
500 ft.
ft.
Mr. Coon (Cartoon comedy)
SOO ft.
Mose Is Cured (Cartoon comedy) 500 ft.
Zippy's Insurance (Cartoon comedy) SOO ft.
Zippy'sUnknown
Pets (Cartoon
The
(Cartoon comedy)
comedy) 500
500 ft.
ft.
Moe Streimer
A Daughter of the Don
10 reels
Submarine Film Corporation
The Submarine Eye
7 reels
W. H. Productions Co.
William S. Hart as Two Gun Man in "The
Bargain "
6 reels
William S. Hart in " The Bandit and the
Preacher "
S reels
William S. Hart in "The Hell Hound of
Alaska "
5 reels
Also Series of two-reel W. H. Hart productions.
Wholesome Films Corporation
The Ralph
Penny Morgan),
Philanthropist
D(Peggy O'Neil and 5
Cinderella and the Magic Slipper (Special Children's Cast), Juv
4
His feet,
Awful
C. Dowmfall (Rex Adams), 1,000
Little Red Riding Hood (Juvenile), 4,000 feet.
World Pictures
Over Here
5 reels
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NEWS-

New
California
Theatre of
rancisco,
California, the
Theatre in ihe world, uses the
MOTIOGRAPH
DE-LUXE

EATERPRISE
OPTICAL MFG. CO
Chicago, Illinois
The wonderful success of
the opening of the California
Theatre is due to a large part to
the splendid projection of the pictures. I cannot fully express in this
telegram my keen appreciation of your truly
marvelous latest model motiograph machines.
The solid foundation of this new type held the
picture on the screen as firm as Gibraltar, and was
the recipient of many compliments from all exhibitors. We are ordering tico more machines
from Mr. Kemp, which is ample proof of the sincerity ofthe above.
Eugene H. Roth, Manager,
California Theatre.

If you want the best projection made order
the Motiograph De Luxe. Price Complete,
$375.00.
Enterprise Optical Manufacturing Co.
564 West Randolph Street, Chicago, Illinois
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Operators

Alliance Theatrical Stage
Of the United States and Canada
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S.
of

Picture

SHECK,
E., to

the

America

Employees

107 West 46th Street
New York City, January 19, 1918

Dear Irothers:So many niembers of our order have written me for information concerning the
SHECK UNIVERSAL ADAPTER for utilizing MAZDA lamps in motion picture projection,
that I have thought best to make a public acknowledgment of these letters
and a public reply to them.
Through the courtesy of the MAZDA engineers, I was invited to be present at
the first semi-public demonstration of MAZDA lamps in the projection of motion
pictures.
I realized at that time that I was witnessing an epoch-making event in
the motion picture industry, and the thought occurred to me that the fruits of this
wonderful invention would be more quickly available if some one were to perfect an
appliance by which any existing make of motion picture projection machine could
be adapted to the use of these MAZDA lamps immediately, instead of waiting for the
machine manufacturers gradually to awaken to the importance of the discovery. Then
the thought came to me: Why not design such an appliance myself?
This idea was
the inception of the SHECK UNIVERSAL ADAPTER.
Its development is too long a story
to tell here.
Suffice to say the adapter, passing through various stages of
experimental evolution, is now standardized and is operating satisfactorily in many
theaters in this country.
And the demand for the adapter is far in excess of our
present factory capacity!
So much for that: now a word as to the lamps.
Like every new thing, incandescent projection has encountered the usual
number of scoffers.
Many fellows who watched Robert Fulton's steamboat on its first
trip up the Hudson laughed at the "hair-brained inventor who imagined that any
such fool contrivance would ever work!"
I have even heard of operators who have opposed MAZDA projection on the
theory that it would make projection so simple that experienced men would not
be needed in the booths.
To this objection I reply that it is sheerest nonsense. I
take it as a trite proposition of industrial ethics that any invention which improves
the conditions under v/hich a man works, automatically raises the standard of his craft
and tends to increase remuneration for his services.
The linotype machine, at first
bitterly opposed by the printers of this country, is one of many proofs of this axiom.
Successfully to project pictures with MAZDA lamps requires as complete a
knowledge of the art as under the old arc-lamp regime, while the steady quality
of the incandescent light gives an operator more time to watch his picture on
the screen and to keep his films clean and in first class running condition.
But the big advantage of MAZDA Projection from the operator's standpoint is
the matter of health!
No more fumes in the booth — no more tuberculosis! That's
the thing which should recommend these lamps to all of us who are familiar with the
disastrous inroads of this terrible disease in our brotherhood.
And finally, the saving of operating costs!
In the great majority of
installations, my adapters and MAZDA lamps save the theaters 75; of the cost
of current, so our grateful friend, Mr. Exhibitor, is not likely to commit himself
to a policy of further retrenchment.
It is my firm conviction, therefore, that incandescent projection
stands for better working conditions, improved health, an elevated industrial
standard, and in the long run, a higher wage scale.
Yours fraternally,

OMS-B

General Organizer I. A. T. S. E.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

News

February

(Accessory) 1045

i 6, i p i S

Mr. George Frank Lord, Director of Advertising for
the E. I. Du Pont de Nemours Co., which company with
its allied interests is probably the largest single unit
engaged in war manufacturing, yet one of the most prosperous manufacturers in peace times in the country,
covered the subject in a recent speech in a way which
-shows the position taken by this great company which
should be an example for all others.
I SECTION

i
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
I

OF MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS1

Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture
industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments
in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, inventions and suggestions ; camera devices analyzed and
commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature
pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and
furnishing field.
No charge is made in these departments for answering
questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited.

I E. Kendall Gillett
Editor
I Alfred S. Cory
■•
Technical Editor

War — Peace — Prosperity

PREPARATION against war is one of the most potent
influences toward peace.
Preparations for peace are the most potent influences toward prosperity.
\\'hile we are under the stress and strain of a world war
— while our industries are working with every ounce of
power toward its successful culmination we must not lose
sight of that which is to come after the war clouds have
passed over us.
Industries \\hich before the war were making special
goods for a special market but which are now making war
supplies of various kinds can not afford to lose sight of the
fact that a day of reckoning is coming. Unless they are
prepared for peace they will come out again into the old
markets and meet competition with companies which
before the war they never even recognized.
The output of the old lines may be limited — perhaps
temporarily given up entirely, yet can the man with the
reputation
maintain afl'ord
to let his
prestige
and good
will
entirelyto evaporate?
Absolutely
not.
He must
keep
his name up, he must let his old customers know that he
intends later to be at the old stand serving the trade as
before, but that for the present he feels it his patriotic
duty to help the government to the utmost of his ability.
OA\' can this be done? In one way only — Advertising— talking to your customers — keeping their faith
in you stimulated — letting them know your plans
for the future.

H

" Advertise without having goods enough to go around ?'"
asks the manufacturer.
" Preposterous ! "
Not at all — the most logical thing in the world. The
present condition is not going to last forever — every day
brings the prosperity after war that much nearer and
when it comes you must be on the mark ready to be ofif
at the sienal.

" History records that all great wars have been followed
soon by periods of intense reconstruction. That the present
war surpasses all others in magnitude and destructiveness
only means that its sequel of reconstruction will also
surpass all others in magnitude.
" With the major portion of the world's cash in American hands, can there be any doubt that in this country
construction of railroads, homes, factories, utilities and
luxuries of every kind will leap forward at an unprecedented pace?

" The demand
to be tremendous. for everything of use or beauty is bound
" The war has taught us that preparedness is really the
longest word in the dictionary and also the strongest. We
cannot start preparing for big business on the day peace
is declared, any better than we started preparing for war
on the day we declared war.
" Most emphatically I believe that now is not the time
to stop advertising. On the contrar}^ it is the time to
start more and better advertising than we have ever done
before.
" Why should we hesitate to show our faith in the
future of America by building for that future ?"
THE same thing applies to all companies both great
and small — the only difference is in the degree to
which the principle is to be carried. It is the same
in the Motion Picture Industry as in any other. Those
companies who are hiding behind the war clouds as an
excuse for not advertising are merely fooling themselves.
The theatres are prosperous. Smaller houses may have
closed but those which are open are doing a greater volume
of business than ever before. They are buying goods and
many are taking cash discount who in the old days asked
ninety days credit or more and in addition wanted lo and
15 per cent discount from the list price.
Our Buyers Service Department handles requests for
goods each week in quantities which prove that the business is not dead or even on its last legs.
Last week we had five letters asking for help in the
construction of houses alone, all these men are planning
theatres under 1,000 seats. This does not look hke the
death struggle of the small house or the last gasp of a
dying industry.
The business is there — now — the exhibitors want to
know what you have got — they want to know when and
what to buy — they want to know what they are going to
be able to get if they wait. Your announcements are as
miuch news as the text itself.
It's the manufacturers' next move.
E. K. Gillett.
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IT estinghouse

Introduces Moderate Priced
Rectifier
THE growing recognition of the fact that projection satisfactory
to our present critical public can be secured only by use of
direct current in an arc source has led to the development of
several types of converting equipment, and many forms of each
type. As is always the case, the first efforts in development were
to produce equipment which was satisfactory in operation, leaving
to later development the refinements and simplifications which
reduce price.
The Westinghouse Elec. and .Mfg. Co.. East Pittsburgh, Pa.,
is announcing for the first time a simplified and inexpensive Mercury Arc Rectifier, the type W'L projection lamp, which is the logical successor of the older forms of this type of equipment. In
addition to the great price reduction, there have been made considerable improvements in the operating characteristics, which
result in increased efficiency and power factor.

Westinghouse Type WL Rectifier
The type WL rectifiers are made in 30-, 40 and 50 ampere models,
which differ only in size and output and are very much alike in
appearance and electrical characteristics. The reduction of line
voltage to the necessary value, the provision of a neutral in the
transformer, and the introduction of stabilizing reactance are all
secured by means of a single auto-transformer, so designed that
when the proper line voltage is applied to the primary, the
secondary delivers through the bulb a steady, stable direct current
of the characteristics best suited to projection. The accessory apparatus, included as part of the outfit, provides for its adaptation
in line voltage slightly off the normal, automatic starting, and protection of the bulb against dangerous overloads.
A single change which can be instantaneously made adapts the
outfit to the operation of the arc on alternating current.
The cast-iron frame in which the whole is mounted is small
and compact, and besides offering a neat appearance protects tht
bulb against accidents.
The bulbs are of the now well known " Hard Glass " construction with which the Westinghouse Company has so greatly
improved the average lives of their bulbs in the last three years.
Strand, Ft. Dodge, Has Classy Operating-Room
Mr. J. H. Anderson, Fort Dodge, la., sends the excellent
photograph reproduced herewith and writes as follows :

Motion

P ictur e X etus

" Never before have I butted into the projecting department of
tlic Motion Picture News, but for the last few months it has
l)icked up wonderfully in the art of motion picture projection, and
from now on you can count me in with the rest of the boys. I
have been reading about the operating-room equipments in the
News and think it is great.
"I enclose you the photograph of the Strand theatre [Fort
Dodge! operating room and kindly compare it with the Rivoli
theatre in New York. I don't think they have anything on us, and
later on I will send you a photo of the reading room, for the
operators only, and the generator and experimental room.
" For a long time there has been a lot of talk about the operating
room of the Rivoli theatre being such a world beater. New York
is making a howl about nothing unusual, but at the same time it
is
so youThewillbighavenoise
to hand
it to them. dissolvers.
W'hy not
givesomeus equipment,
all a chance?
iris diaphragm
special Simplexes Martin Rotary Converter, speed indicators,
special panel control switchboard, for all that they have nothing
on the West.
" Iris diaphragm dissolvers, why we have forgotten all about
lliem as being anything special ; they are a necessity in a first-class
liottse. And as for speed indicators, we have put them on the
shelf. They are of no earthly good. No cameraman ever registered his speed at which a production has been taken. It would
be impossible to tell a person the time of your next show, until
you have once run it through your machine. IVhy spoil it for the
mere sake of time?
" The instrument can be of no use until the producer sets a
standard for camera speed. But nevertheless if Brother Lester
Bowen can explain the advantage of this device it would be greatly
appreciated and I will take my hat off to him.
"And they also mentioned the arc-controllers; will say they are
great, but they have nothing on the Strand. We have been using
.\uto Arc for over a year, only there is quite a difference in the
initial output of the Rivoli Arc controllers compared to the ones
we use.
" When it comes to current, what is the matter with Old Man
Westinghouse, Type SO SK Generator, capable of delivering- 120
amperes? You can't beat that; just like a National Cash Register,
you can't beat it, so you see we have overstepped them once
again. And here is one more; two Powers projectors, that project
a picture as steady as a rock and with a determination up to the
strength of the army and navy.
" Don't think for one minute that this is taking a slam at Brother
Lester Bowen ; it is only to show you that the West is as near to
the front line as New York when it comes to projection and motion
picture
equipment,
and far
aheadthe inphotograph,
many other there
things.''is much to
Comment:
Judging
from

Operating-room, Strand Theatre, Ft. Dodge

February

16,
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praise
operating
room, We
and see
tlie clean
dominating
feature about
appearsMr.to Anderson's
be its apparent
cleanliness.
towels
strongly featured in the scheme of things, speaking well for the
personal characteristics of the correspondent, and we also note the
tooth-brush for cleaning the projector sprockets, and the projectors
are in the sparkling condition which befits their importance as the
keystone of a motion picture theatre.
The West is certainly to be congratulated upon the possession of
such up-to-date projection installations, of which there are doubtless many others, and we are at all times glad to receive descriptions of the operating-rooms of our readers.
We can
agree with
ourbelieve
correspondent's
con-a
cerninghardly
speed indicators,
and we
if he were remarks
to try out
high-class device, such as the Robin Cinema Time and Speed
Indicator, he would acclaim it one of the most valuable devices
amongst his equipment. It is true that the time necessary to run
the various reels of the show can be noted when they are screened
at the first performance, but the Robin Indicator, which is an
extremely sensitive and accurate device, in addition to indicating
the speed at which the machine is running (in pictures per second
and feet per minute) supplies this information at a glance, so that
the speed of the machine may be set, by reference to the indicator,
to run off any given film in any desired length of time. This is
a matter of importance in houses where the shows are run on a
definite and exact schedule, and it will be apparent to the correspondent that it is much easier to regulate the show by observation
of an accurate and complete time indicator than it is by reference
to a clock. We heartily endorse Mr. Anderson's observation that
no performance should be killed (by overspeeding) for the sake
of time.
As Mr. Anderson concludes with the statement that the West is
far ahead of New York in many things, we gallantly invite him
to set forth the nature of some more of these improvements, and
will also await with interest the promised photo of the operators'
reading room, and the generator and experimental room at the
Strand theatre, Fort Dodge. We hope that readers of the Projection Department may be provided from time to time with
details of the work carried on in that experimental room.
Lens Dimensions, Etc.
Jacob Sheetz, Northampton, Pa., propounds the following
questions :
(1) What size projection lens am I using on the Power 6 A
machine, a quarter or a half-size?
(2) How is the focus of the projector lens measured? I do
not quite understand the meaning of " aperture."
(3) What is a rectifier, or in other words, how does it change
the current from A.C. to D.C. ? Are they expensive and are they
proven to be a success?
In Reply: We first of all compliment the correspondent on putting forth his questions in an intelligent and straightforward manner, and will try to clear the various points up for him in the
order given.
Unless a half-sized lens was especially ordered when the Powers
machine was purchased, the correspondent can he pretty certain
that he is not working with such an objective. It is easy, however, to ascertain whether the lens is a half-size one or whether
it is something smaller. If it is a half-size lens, the diameter of its
component glasses will be Syi inches wide, or upwards, which is
considerably in excess of the diarneter of the customary cine projection lens. Half-size lenses are not supplied as regular equipment by any of the makers of projection machines, so the correspondent will probably find that he has an ordinary objective of
smaller dimensions, such as are commonly termed quarter-size.
While we are on the subject of the half -size lens, we might state
that it can be shown that there is no advantage whatever in the
use of objectives of such large aperture in motion picture projection.
The most important focal measurement of a projection lens is
its equivalent focus (E.F.), for it is the E.F. which determines
the size of the projected picture. The focal value marked on the
lens barrel by the manufacturer is the E.F., so it is hardly ever
necessary for an operator to make this measurement. In case an
operator does require to ascertain the E.F. of his projection lens,
it is important, however, to set about -this in the right way, and
as the instructions given in all of the Handbooks are incorrect,
the following suggestions are in order.

The E.F. of a projection lens, or any other positive lens, is the
distance behind the second principal point at which a parallel incident ray cuts the axis after refraction by the lens, and this value isthe E.F. marked by the makers on projection lenses.
We do not enter here upon the details by which E.F. is measured, because this has just been thoroughly explained, with
diagrams and the necessary formulae, in the -Camera Department,
issue of February 9. The optical articles in the Camera Department are for the instruction of operators, as well as cinematographers, and by commencing at the beginning of the series, our
operator readers will secure exact information on the action and
properties of lens systems. In an early issue the study of the
principal points (from which exact focal lengths are measured)
will be extended to compound lens s\stems, such as projection,
objectives.
In the loose and ordinarily used sense, the term " aperture
means the ratio of the diameter of the lens glasses to the focal
length ; for instance, a lens of 4 inch E.F. the diameter of whoseglasses is 1 inch, would be said to have an " aperture " or rapidity
of f/4. This is in no wise a correct statement of the effective
aperture of the lens, however; the aperture ratio is properlydefined as the ratio of the diameter of the " entrance-pupil " tothe focal length. As the subject of pupils is at present somewhat
ahead of the operator, we must advise the correspondent to followthe optical articles in the Camera Department until we come ta
the detailed explanation of pupils and other things concerned with
aperture. For his present requirements, however, he can assume
that if he has two objectives of like E.F. but different diameter,
the lens whose glasses have the largest diameter is the one of
greatest aperture.
With regard to the Mercury Arc Rectifier, for changing A.C.
into D.C. this cannot be treated in extenso at present, although a
complete article on the subject is a possibility in the near future.
Briefly, A.C. current after passing through an auto-transformerpasses into a tube containing rarified mercury vapor. At the bottom of the tube, and connected with the incoming current, aretwo separated pools of mercury. By tipping the tube mercury
from the two pools is splashed into contact, creating an arc acrossthe mercury vapor in the tube.
Due to the manner in which the electrodes of the tube are arranged, the current from the mercury arc is rendered unidirectional, i.e., it can only leave the tube through a certain outlet,,
from which it passes to the arc as a D.C. current, but still of a
pulsating character. In effect the ordinary A. C. waves are .flattened out by the rectifier and their hollows somewhat filled in bya reactance, which is part of the outfit, and the result at the projector lamp is a light with D.C. characteristics. The Mercury Arc rectifiers, as made by the General Electric Company and the
Westinghouse Company are an established success, and full descriptive information concerning them may be secured from therespective
manufacturers.
description
house rectifier
appears in theA present
issue.of the latest AA'esting-

Mutual

" Screen Telegram " in Market
Topical Stuff

for

<<CCREEN TELEGRAM," the twice-a-week news reel issued by
^ the Mutual Film Corporation to supplant the Mutual Weekly, .
is in the market for negative on news and short feature subjectssuitable for news reel purposes.
It offers
an unusual
for on
the a " footage
free lancebasis.
" cameraman to submit
negativesopportunity
for purchase
All negatives should be submited undeveloped, mailed to " Screen
Telegramj" 6235 Broadway, Chicago. Packages of important newsfilm should be mailed special delivery. Each tin of news negative
should contain an explanatory caption setting forth in detail the description of each scene. A duplicate caption should be mailed
separately
to Blaineaddress.
McGrath, editor of "Screen Telegram," atthe
above Chicago
Frame lines of all negatives submitted must be bet'iveen the
sprocket holes and special mention must be made on captions of '
the light conditions under which the film was exposed. All unused negative and cut out parts of used negative will be returned.
Cameramen may obtain further information by writing Blaine •
McGrath.
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This notice docs not apply to those who have ah-eady sent in this
information, but it is for those who have neglected doing so, many
having merely given their names and name of city, without any
street address, making it impossible for the post ofifice to deliver
the letters addressed to them.

Roll of Honor
John A. Stephens
Martinsville, Va.
Arthur V. Sheckler
Louisville, Ky.
Geo. R. Rambeau
Scotland Neck, N. C.
James P. Johnson...
Ponca City, Okla.
Donald Bryan
Irving, lU.
W. H. Phelps
Louisville, Nebr.
Harry McMican
Colgate, Okla.
Carl E. Forbush
Muskegon, Mich.
C. J. Richard
Mouson, Mass.
C. B. Hutchison
Richmond, Va.
N. V. Sidener
Crawfordsville, Ind.
Merle Blosser
Junction City, Ohio.
Alfred Nelson
Phillips, Wis.
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National Anti-Misframe League
A S a motion l>icturc opcralor tiVio has llic interest of his profcssion at heart and is tcilling to assist in eliminating some
«'/ //(«' evils practised in the operating room, I promise that I
i\.ill to the best of my ability return films to the exchange lu
first-class condition. Furthermore, I 'will tvhen it becomes necessary remedy all misframes, had patches, etc., that may be in the
film zi-hieh I receive and in this H'ay co-operate zvith my brother
tiperators and give greater pleasure to those zvho make up the
motion picture audience by showing films that are free from
such defects. I also promise that I tvill not make punch marks
in film, and zvheu film is received by me, zvith punch holes, I will
notify the exchange to that effect so that they may use their
rfforts to correct this evil.

Members Previously Recorded
Members Recorded This Week

718
13

Total Membership to Date

731

^^cal 384 Has Service Flag
fSotice! Anti-Misframe League Members
of those of its members who have entered the
recognition
JN
fast
as
out
sent
-Membership cards are now ready and are being
Local 384 of Hudson County, New Jersey,
service
country's
*
have
who
however,
operators,
of
number
a
as possible. There are
neslectcd to send in the desired information. If you will fill out '^as secured a service flag, and the flag was recently raised at
tlie blank and mail to this office, button and membership card will ^he headquarters of the organization.
384 bears ten stars, and the honor of
of Local
'^'^^ service
rded
be forwa
^
raising
it was flag
accorded
to Mr. Arthur Boldek of Hoboken, who
Members name
jj- stationed at Camp McClellan, Ala., but happened to be home
Home address
visiting friends.
, ,
,
, ,
Local 384 will hold a patriotic ball at Grand View, N. T., on
Name of theatre where employed
February 27th, and it is planned to have several well known motion
Address of theatre and name of manager
picture stars in attendance.
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Carbons

ALTERNATING

CURRENT

CONDITIONS

Intense Hlumination

Noiseless Projection

iranderless Arc

Perfect Operation

No Change in Carbon Holders
The operators' difTicultics, which included a wandering light, ghosts in the picture, sputtering of the arc, and a
no'ise almost intolerable, have all been relegated to by-gone days.
The adoption of .SPEER "ALTERNO" CARBONS merely necessitates the proper placing of the carbons in the
upper
and carbons.
lower holders. No new housing, no additional lamp jaws, no adapters — simply the same equipment used
for other
The exceptional advantages and possibilities now afforded for alternating current counteract the arguments formerly used for the installation of elaborate and expensive apparatus for the changing of alternating current to direct.
Operators and projection experts now declare that perfect projection is obtainable with alternating current equipment.
IVrite today for the folder describing SPEER " ALTERNO
"THE
Speer

Carbon

Company

CARBONS

WITH

" CARBONS

A GUARANTEE"
St. Marys,
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Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Operators' Inquiries
C. HOFFMAN, Albany, N. Y., "What kind of carbons should I use
on REPLY:
45 amperesTheA. most
C? Let
me developments
know the proper
sizes and forthickness."
recent
in carbons
A. C. are the
White A. C. Special of the National Carbon Company and the Alterno
Noiseless made by the Speer Carbon Co. The National Co. recommend
^" Speer
White Co.
A. C.recommend
Specials for
top Alternos
and bottom
up same
to 60' size
amperes,
the
the both
use of
of the
with and
the
current you mention.
C. J. PETERSON, Hallock, Mich., " What is the advantage in wiring
twoREPLY
110 volt
rheostats
in multiple?
: The
advantage
is that "one secures twice the amperage, minus
certain slight losses due to the customary behavior of resistance, whereas
by connecting two similar rheostats in series we secure only half of the
output of either of them.
B. E. DICE, Tooele, Utah., " Tell me the reason I cannot get as good
a lightthingatis justthe alike
aperture
of one
of my and
machines
other?lamps
Everyon both
machines
seems asto Ibedo O.at K.the Both
are
wired
the
same
and
draw
the
same
amperage."
REPLY: Although the data is insufficient we suggest the following: Possibly the amperage is not the saine at both arcs, and if separate resistances
or other devices are used for the two lamps, it is very likely that the
amperage is not identical in both cases. Have the amperages of the two
arcs measured with an ammeter. Even though both arcs were found to be
burning tensitequal,
an inferior
reduce theis not
iny at the aperture
of onecondenser
machine.system
See ifcould
one setgreatly
of condensers
inferior in quality to the other set, or whether the condensers are not
severely discolored, or roughened on the face next the arc, causing severe
light scattering. For best results, all condensers should be polished
every day.
G. E. WALKER, Enslet, Ala., "What will prevent oil leaking from the
intermittent casing of the Powers 6A? I have tried shellac but it doesn't
holdREPLY
good.": Shellac is generally found serviceable in sealing up the intermittent casing of the Powers mechanism so that it does not allow the oil
to leak out, but the manner in which the shellac is applied can influence
the result. Some operators put the cover of the casing in place, and then
apply shellac around the edge where the cover and casing come together.
This frequently prevents the oil from leaking, but it is best before putting
on the cover of the casing to apply some shellac to the rim of the casing
and to likewise apply some shellac to the inside of the cover near the edge.
When the cover is then secured in place and some shellac applied around
the outside, at the point of junction, an oil-proof connection results. If it
is found impossible to prevent the oil from dripping out, we recommend
that a solid lubricant be tried.
R. M. SHIRK, Oskaloosa, la., " Why does the Motiograph speed-control pick up: when
No. 2 machin?
struck and altogether
remain at to
thatenable
speed? an"
REPLY
The arc
dataof supplied
is too isinsufficient
intelligent reply to be given. It will be necessary for us to know the exact
and entire manner in which the machines are connected to the supply and
to each other, if they are operated from one single resistance or current
saving device. The converter, rectifier or other source of current for the
arcs should be specifically stated, and also the source to which machine

! WHITE
I

A.
FOR

C.

motors tions.
areUpon connected,
forgetting
show setting
the speed-control
connecreceipt of a not
description
and tosketch
forth these requisites
we will be in a position to advise.
J. NELSON, Douglas, Ariz., " How are projector carbons manufactured,
including
and of
Silver-tip?
"
REPLY the
: A Holdarc
description
the process
of arc-light carbon manufacture
would consume rather more space than its value to the practical projectionist would justify; nevertheless, we may prepare a brief article on the
subject at some future time. An interesting Ijook on the subject may,
however, be consulted at Public Libraries. It is entitled " The Manufacture of Carbons
for Electric
Purposes
" byhave
Francis
Jehl. The
manufacturers
of the Lighting
Holdarc and
and other
Silver-tip
carbons
not
made known the methods by which they deposit the metallic coating on
these special negative carbons. It is probably done by electro-plating, a
process
whichknown,
can bea carbon
readily coated
studied with
up inmetal
text-books
on the
subject.to the
As
IS now well
gives less
resistance
current than a plain carbon, and the use of such carbons as the negative
electrodes
C. projection
arcsmuch
results
in improved steadiness of burning
and makes oftheD. control
of the arc
easier.
H. E. SMITH, Topeka, Kan., " What do you think of the Amberlux
lensREPLY:
filter? IsTheit really
good lens
or just
get the money?
Amberlux
filter,made
as isto generally
known," is a transparent glass disc of light yellow tinge intended to be placed before the
condenser system of the projector. It imparts a yellowish tinge to the
light projected on the screen and thus, it is claimed, reduces the eye
fatigue incident to viewing the projected picture. It requires to be pointed
out that as regards black and white images, or pictures, which are the
basis of all cine, positives, there is nothing selective about the action of
the Amberlux filter, i.e., it not only reduces the intensity of the highlights
of the pictures, but it reduces the brightness of the shadows as well. It
would seem, therefore, that an equivalent result, as regards the reduction
of retinal fatigue, would be more economically secured by reducing the
amperage of the projector arc lamp.
H. J.of PHILLIPS,
Barnswell,
C, you
" I tohave
ghost infor theit.
center
my picture and
I would S.like
givea mesmall
a remedy
I am using A. C. Special Carbons and have tried moving my lamp-house
back
and forward, but it does
no good."
of the
lamp-house
is frequently
causehaveof
a REPLY
ghost in :theThefieldposition
of projected
light,
but as changes
in its the
position
been tried in this instance we have to look elsewhere for the origin of
the trouble. With the A. C. arc one gets two spots at the machine aperture
which are substantially equal in intensity, and if the operator tries to
utilize the combined light from the two spots the general result is a blue
streak across the center of the projected picture. Under exceptionally
favorable conditions, when the arc, or flame, between the carbons is only
slightly
bluish results,
in color,butthe'toghost
may not
noticeable
to the cases
detriment
of
the screen
eliminate
the besame
in annoying
it is
necessary to so alter the setting of the carbons that one of the two equally
bright tips is out of focus at the machine aperture, and to rely solely on
the light from the remaining carbon tip for projecting the picture. This
may be accomplished by advancing the lower carbon, in a manner similar
to the customary D. C. trim, and if it is then found that the light from
the upper carbon tip alone is not of sufficient intensity, the amperage at
the arc must be increased. This inquiry indicates the wastefulness and
disadvantages of A. C. projection
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The new White A. C. Special Carbon for motion picture work has proven conclusively that alternating g
current can be used to great advantage without expensive change in lamp fixtures. These carbons eliminate |
the roaring noise of the old A. C. arc.
m

B
M

use of operate
these carbons
has arc
reduced
the and
cost use
of less
operation
of thescreen
regularillumination.
cored carbons. These'
newThecarbons
at a lower
voltage
currentbelow
for that
the same
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White A. C. Specials In Operation Burn

i
g
J
B
g
a
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Both

With Perfect Craters on

Carbons

White A. C. Specials give a strong, flexible light, variable at the ivill of the
operator according to the thickness of the film. iVo two films are alike and no
two parts of the same film are of the same density or thickness, consequently to
give a true, artistic representation of any picture you must have a flexible light
source. A trial will convince you.

I
FOR DIRECT
CURRENT
WORK
1
The National-Silvertip combination is a tested product which is supreme in the direct current projection
I
field.
I
SILVERTIPS ELIMINATE SHADOW AND FLICKER
a
Send today for our descriptive booklets describing in detail the operation of these carbons.
NATIONAL

CARBON

COMPANY,

INC.

Cleveland, Ohio
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The Neiv " Duplex Printer
HEX
tlic Duplex Macliine Company of 316 Seventy-fifth
W
>trcet,
Brooklyn,
N. Y., introduced their "Duplex," or
double, printer
some three
years ago, the convenience and
value of their printing machine was immediately recognized by the laboratory technicians of the industry at
large, and its consistent adoption by the majority of the
largest laboratories testifies to
the accuracy of construction
and performance which the
Duplex printer embodies.
In the course of time certain
changes have suggested themselves to the manufacturers of
the Duplex printer, which
would add to the operating
convenience of their already
efficient machine, and would
render increasingly certain the
production of the highest quality of positive prints. The results of extensive and careful
experimental work are concretely apparent in the latest
Duplex printer, and an account
of the modifications and new
features will perhaps be of interest to producers and laboratory workers.
As the illustration shows, the
Duple.x printer consists of two
complete positive printing machines mounted on one pedestal, and the pripter may be installed with the minimum of
trouble. A complete Duplex
printer occupies but 26 inches
of floor space and is made
ready for use by simply connecting to the electrical current supply by means of a plug
and socket attached to the
motor housing at the lower
part of the pedestal.
The threading and operation
of the Duplex is likewise so
simple as to readily be mastered, and a glance at the illus
tration will give an idea of
how this is accomplished.
Above each of the printing
mechanisms are two metal discs
upon which the roll of positive
stock and the negative to be
printed from are placed. The
positive stock is placed on the
front disc, and the negative is
The Duplex
placed on the rear disc. To
thread the machine the ends of
V>oth films are led under a roller above the feed sprocket, next
over the feed sprocket, and then under a tension roller which
maintains the film in position on the sprocket. Loops are now
made in the films ; a four-inch loop being made in the negativestrip, which i'; innf-rmo't. rind a five-inch loop in the positive stock

Motion
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w hich is outermost or nearest the operator. Allowing a larger loop
in the positive film than that for the negative is a necessary precaution, as it prevents the scratches and frictional troubles which
arise if the films are allowed to run in contact at this point.
On their way to the exposure
aperture the films next pass
through the breaker-box, which
resembles a continuation of the
film track, or aperture-plate,
and is located just above the
gate. tached
A to thespring
attrack contact
at one side
of the breaker-box bears
against the edge of the negative
in its passage past this point,
and serves to operate the lightchanging mechanism through
the agency of notches cut in the
edge of the film near the points
where changes of scene occur
in the negative. An important
improvement in tiie construction of this breaker-box fs that
the width of the film track may
1)6 adjusted, thus insuring the
proper operation of the lightchanger, even in the case of old
and severely shrunken films.
During its passage from the
discs at the top of the machine
to the exposure aperture, and
also from the aperture to the
take up, the film can come in
contact with nothing except
guards or tracks of highly polished metal, which arc readily
kept clean and afford no opportunity for the accumulation
of oil or grit which might
otherwise scratch the films.
Returning to the passage of
• the films through the Duplex
|)rinter, after the formation of
tlic proper sized loops at the
lop the film is led through
the breaker-box, which has a
small gate provided with two
tension-shoes of tempered steel.
This gate is closed upon the
films thus providing a steadying tension prior to the passage of the film past the exposure aperture where the printing contact is supplied in a
most perfect manner by the
tension-gate proper. When the
films, in contact with one another, have been placed in contact with the exposure aperture
and the closed
tension-gate
of they
the
machine
upon them,
are again looped below the
gate and then pass to the takeup sprockets. The size of the
loops below the gate is just the opposite from that at the top; a
five-inch loop is now to be made in the negative strip and a fourinch loop in the positive stock. The illustration shows the arrangement ofthe take-ups for the negative and positive film strips,
and gives an idea of the method of threading. It is seen that the
Printer
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films after being passed under tiic tension rollers adjacent to cacii
sprocket are now run over the sprockets and attached to the takeup spindles. All of the take-ups on the latest Duplex printer are
provided with sliding discs, similar to those used on laboratory rewinders, which facilitate the removal of the rolls of film after a
print has been run off.
The printing aperture and tension gate are vital features of a
positive printing machine, and have received careful consideration
in the designing and construction of the Duplex printer, and as
the result of this attention prints made on the Duplex reproduce to
the utmost the sharpness embodied in the negatives printed from.
The aperture plate is made from hardened steel, machined and
ground with the utmost accuracy. The plate is relieved in the center so as not to bear upon the image area of the negative strip,
and is finished so smoothly as to prevent scratching of the film.
The tension gate is of new and improved style, and in addition
to bringing the negative and positive films into absolute contact at
the exposure aperture it is designed so as to afford the operator a
clear view at all times of the images when they are before the
printing aperture. This positive contact, which is so essential to
the production of sharp prints, is in reality a double contact, consisting of a square bronze pressure plate, with a separate square
pressure plate of glass protruding through its center. The bronze
pressure plate bears against the margins of each image, at the instant of printing, while the central glass pressure plate, which has
a slightly convex face, bears against the center of the films and
flattens them into absolute contact. By an arrangement of cams
this double pressure plate is withdrawn from contact with the
films when they are moving downward between successive pictures,
and in this way undue strain or friction on the films is avoided.
Near the top of each gate is located a framing knob for centering
the images before the exposure apertures, and as the exposure
aperture and the breaker-box move together when framing a picture, the notches along the edges of the film maintain a relationship with the aperture which causes the light changing device to
always operate at exactly the proper instant.
The intermittent substitution of pictures before the exposing
aperture of the Duplex printer is accomplished by a claw movement of rugged Construction, and in the latest model Duplex the
claws have been further strengthened, as have also the guides in
which they run and the cams by which they are actuated. The
claws are so designed that they will handle a variety of styles of
perforations of different dimensions and still produce a rock steady
print of the customary Duplex quality, and in addition all parts
of the movement have been so designed that they may be easily
replaced with very little effort on the part of the operator.
When it is desired to put the Duplex printer into operation the
motor is started by means of a snap switch on the motor housing
below the mechanism, but while this starts the motor, the printing
mechanisms do not go into operation until the operator starts them,
by turning the clutch handles seen in the figure, just beside the respective pressure-gates.
By turning these clutches outward the printing mechanisms are
put in operation at will, and the printing operation is just as easily
stopped at any instant by turning the clutch handles back to their
original positions. The clutch by which the motive power is communicated tothe printing mechanisms is of a rugged and effective
type, and causes the printing to start instantly when the handle is
turned outwards.
The source of motive power is a 1/6 h.p. motor mounted in the
motor housing below the mechanisms, and the power is conveyed
to the printers through gearing and an upright, or vertical, shaft.
At the lower end, this driving shaft communicates with the motor
through two worm gears, one being made of steel and the other of
manganese bronze, which, it will be apparent, is a durable and long
wearing combination. These worm gears which transmit the
power from the motor to the upright driving shaft run in a gear
housing which is attached to the motor casting direct and virtually
is a part of the motor. This relieves the extra long motor spindle
from the weight of the worm gears and gear housing, which latter
is packed ivith grease, assuring the steady operation of the upright
driving shaft at all times. The driving shaft is supported at its
upper end in two S. K. F. ball bearings, and is provided with a
pinion which actuates two transverse shafts connecting with the
printer mechanisms through the medium of the starting clutches.
Any necessary adjustments to the mechanisms may be made by
removing the back^of the main mechanism frame, which is conveniently held in place by two thumb nuts, and the printing lights,
in the form of 60 Watt Mazda globes are also installed or renewed
by removing this back cover. To oil the important running parts
of the new Duplex printer it is not necessary, however, to remove
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any casings or covers, as a scries of eighteen tubes terminating
in oil holes at the top of the mechanism serve to convey the lubrication to every bearing where it is required.
• On the earlier models of the Duplex printer the changing of the
light, to suit the varying densities of the scenes on the negative,
was accomplished by a hand operated lever, which, by varying the
opening in the revolving shutter, gave a range of variations in the
intensity of the printing light. This method of light changing was
eventually augmented by " automatic " light-changers, which operate electrically throiigh the instrumentation of notches cut in the
edge of the film at suitable positions. On the latest Duplex printer
the hand operated light change lias been done away with entirely,
and
perfected
t}pe of "automatic"
the
worka highly
of altering
the printing
light to suit now
the accomplishes
densities of the
\ arious scenes of the negatives being printed.
This improved " automatic " is the result of extensive experience
in constructing electrically operated light changing devices, and the
limitations of many previous types of automatic have been taken
into consideration in designing it. The automatics are shown in
place above each printer mechanism in the illustration, and the
Duplex Machine Co. can also supply their automatic light changers
for use with other makes and styles of printers, with which they
are found to operate successfully.
As the automatics are such an important factor in the performance of the Duplex printer, a short description of their improved
features will not be amiss. The light changing movement consists
of an accurate escapement which is operated by an electro-magnet
very accurateh' wound so as to operate the escapement instantaneously when a contact is made at the breaker-box. As the
illustration shows, the intensity of the printing light is controlled
by a light bar which is so operated that it comes successively into
contact with a series of plugs, on the front of the automatic, corresponding tothe various scenes on the negative strip. Each of these
contacts puts the requisite amount of resistance in series with the
printer light, and it is thus that the printing intensities are governed. The new Duplex automatic has a capacity of 18 different
light intensities and will also change the light for 18 successive
scenes at one setting.
When the proper printing intensities have been ascertained for
each scene of a given roll of negative, a card is punched with a
series of holes corresponding to these light values. The card is
then mounted on the front face of the automatic and plugs are
mserted through the holes in the card, which is only used as a
guide to the insertion of the bronze plugs, and may be removed
before printing is commenced.
With the older types of Duplex automatic, the light-bar was in
contact all the way across the front of the contact panel, but with
the present model only one of the contact buttons on the inner
side of the light-bar is in contact with one contact plug at any
time. This allows the bar to drop so easily, when the automatic is
operated, that a greater pressure can be supplied to its buttons,
which assures excellent contact between them and the plugs
through which the light changes are . accomplished, and also
eliminates any possibility of arcing when the light-bar drops from
one position to the next. Electric current is supplied to the magnet
which operates the escapement and light-bar of the automatic by
the starting clutch of the printer, and is cut off, when the printer
is slopped, through the medium of a switch which operates in
unison with the clutch handle. If the machine is run without a
negative film in place, the breaker box will supply a contimious
current to the magnet which might cause it to burn out, but this
is avoided by disconnecting the flexible wire cord and plug
through which the current reaches the automatic. The current is
cut off from the printing lamps when the light-bar is opened for
the insertion of the card and the contact plugs, while the current
is in turn cut off from the light-bar by opening the switch shown
at the bottom of each automatic. If the current is left flowing
through the light-bar a shock can he sustained if the hands of the
operator come into contact with it when arranging the contact
I)lugs. In former models the light-bar was exclusively shifted by
electricity through the medium of the contact in the breaker-box
above the machine gate, but the i)erfected escapement of the new
Duplex automatic terminates in a handle at the top by which the
light-bar can be raised or lowered by hand to any desired position.
A film notching device supplied with the printer is used to cut
notches in the edge of the film at any point where a change in
the printing light is required. This notching device is provided
w-ith a guage which indicates the exact poinf at which the film
should be notched, in order that the change of light shall occur
exactly at the dividing line between scenes.
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WOLFE GILBERT, Anatol Friedland, and Henry Lewis,
• the popular Broadway comedian, have turned out another
winner in " I'm the Brother of Lily of the Valley." Every one who
ever played " Lily " for pictures or dances knows what a big winner it was, and those who did can be assured — the writers swear to
it— that the answer song to " Lily " is a better number.
While the song has not been out more than a few weeks, singers and leaders with time to make the rounds of publishers are
clamoring for it. And Mr. Gilbert will not be offended if twice as
many musicians who used " Lily " write in for her brother.
"Are You from Heaven?" by Gilbert and Friedland, is looming
up like a real honest-to-goodness hit, and every day it is finding
way into more vaudeville and picture houses.
And speaking of vaudeville houses, it is not stretching matters
to say that approximately all publishers are pleased to know that
one of their numbers is being, featured in a vaudeville theatre, and
more than pleased to know when one is put on at the Palace theatre, even though a dozen other songs are used the same day. To
have a number introduced and featured at the Palace gives a song
a certain amount of class. Then imagine how Jos. W. Stern & Co.
must feel to know that two of their songs, " When the Moon Is
Shining " and " Send Back Dear Daddy to Me," are featured every
day by Detty Peterson at the Broadway theatre.
Miss Peterson is the only singer there, which means that the
songs could not have found a better spot.
Since this country became active in the war many of the better
class of picture theaters and hotels are taking more and more to
popular music, and whether it is because the present crop of songs
is better or the owners of the theatres and hotels wish to serve
light music as an antidote for heavy feelings is rather difficult
to say. The hotels and theatres, especially the better class, could
be made valuable channels of exploitation, if proper and businesslike methods were adopted in getting the numbers to the leaders
and owners. Some song pluggers not infrequently place publishers
in a bad light with leaders and owners by employing obnoxious
methods and making pests of themselves;
Fred. Forster, the Chicago publisher, has never bothered leaders
or allowed pluggers to make pests of themselves, and yet practically every leader of any account in the country has been featuring "Missouri Waltz " and " Blue Rose Waltz."
Fred Vandersloot is another out-of-town publisher who knows
how to induce leaders to feature his publications. He has a system all of his own that does not require the services of any pluggers, but just how he turns the trick he refuses to divulge. Without as much as having a New York office, Fred has had " I Wondere How the Old Folks Are Tonight " featured by singers, leaders and phonograph men, and has sold more than a million copies.
Two weeks ago the Oakland Tribune carried the chorus of " I
Wonder How the Old Folks Are " in a war dispatch from " Over
There."
E. M. Wickes.
General Comments
LEO FEIST has just issued a pocket size booklet bearing the
title, " Songs the Soldiers and Sailors Sing," containing about
thirty choruses, words and music, of the most popular numbers of
the eason. The booklet sells for fifteen cents and can be obtained
at any music counter.
F. J. A. Forster has gone to the Coast for three months, but his
business in Chicago will continue the same as ever. The firm has
just brought out a new number by Frederick Knight Logan, entitled The
"
Military Waltz."
L. W. Gilbert and Anatol Friedland have returned from Chicago, where they played in vaudeville for a week. While in Chicago they opened a branch office to handle the rush of performers
after their new numbers.
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James Casey, prime mover in The Echo Music Co., is trying to
figure out who is responsible for the sudden rush of eastern orders
for " My Golden West " and " My Hawaii, I Hear You Calling
Sol. P. Levy, who has made a specialty of writing motion picture music, has just placed " That's My Girl," with the Times
Music Co., 145 West Fortj'-fifth street, a new concern in the popular field.
For patriotic photoplays, " When the Yanks Come Marching
Home," by Wm. Jerome, is an ideal number, and more leaders arc
beginning to realize this every day.
Me."
Flamilton
S. Gordon's " Motion Picture Music Collection " is
growing in favor with leaders and pianists all over the country.
Musical Review of Latest Publications
— "Are You from Heaven?" by Gilbert and Friedland. A
remarkably effective and Melodious composition, most appropriate for Love Themes and Scenes. (Gilbert and Friedland Edition, 230 W. 46th St., New York City.)
— " It's a Hundred to One You're from Dixie," by Gilbert
and Friedland, an exceptional clever composition, splendidly arranged and most appropriate for any light or comedy
situation.
(Gilbert and Friedland Edition, 230 W. 46th St.,
New York City.)
— Autumn Day (Waltz), by E. M. Rosner. A very melodious Waltz, by a composer of international reputation, a
number
most appropriate for Society Pictures.
(W. A.
Quincke Edition, Los Angeles, Cal.)
4" Valley Rose Ballad," by Evans Lloyd. A beautiful Andante con expressivo 'movement, considered to be the
greatest ballad ever written by an American writer. It is a
composition of artistic value from a musical standpoint, and
still so wonderfully constructed that the listener or player
after hearing it once is bound to remember it forever. For
pathetic scenes and the like, this composition is unreplaceable.
(Publ. by Jeff Branen, 145 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.)
— " Prudence " (Entr'acte), by Ernst Luz. A number in
gavotte style effectively arranged.
Illustrates romance.
Lends itself easily to different tempos, making it valuable for
playing to the Photoplay. A melodious number throughout.
(J. W. Stern Edition, N. Y. C.)
— " Summer and Winter," six Piano pieces by Theodora
Dutton:
1— At Grandmother's Fireside.
2 — Dancing in the Moonlight.
3 — In a Jaunting-Car.
4— The Jovial Gypsy.
5 — The Lotus Lake.
6— A Skating Party.
In this little set of numbers the suggestions of the titles are
carried out with a sense for happy melodic. (G. Schirmer
Edition.)
—" My Hawaii, You're Calling Me," by L. W. Lewis. The
style of this wonderful Hawaiian ballad is quite a contrast
to the other Hawaiian compositions published up to date —
" My Hawaii " is a triumph of tonal beauty, and must be considered as a very valuable addition to the library of any musiSeattle.)cian. (Published by the Echo Music Co., New York and
— Dramatic Narrative, by Pauline Pement.
A melodious
composition of exceptional tonal beauty, especially composed to portrayTheatre
" Scenes
of Reminiscence."
(Cineman Music
Co., Columbia
Bldg.,
N. Y. C.)
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— ■■ Harbor of Dreams," Reverie, by J. R. Shannon. A
composition opening with a melodious " 34 Expressive
Movement," finishing with an exceptional fine Trip — most appropriate for Love Themes.
(Vandersloot Music Co., W11liamsport. Pa.)
]r\ — " Just as Your Mother Was," by Harry von Tilzer. An\J other famous masterpiece by this well-known composer.
A melodious and most delightful composition. (Published by
Harry von Tilzer. 222 West 46th St., N. Y. C.)
11 — " Liberty Lads," March, by Lee Orean Smith. An AllaI Breve March, in the Spirit of the Hour.
(Leo Feist
Edition.)
In — " The Rainbow," March, by Louis Maurice. A swing^ ing 6 8 March, by the composer of the " Great Divide "
and " The Fighting Hope." (Leo Feist Edition.)
10 — " Love's Melody " (Reverie), by Shannon. A charming
" J slow movement, with a most delightful melody; most
appropriate for Love Scenes. (Vandersloot Edition.)
]A — " Land of Joy." New York's big, smashing Spanish
T Musical Success — has been published by G. Schirmer,
3 East 43rd St., New York City, and a " Selection Waltz " and
" One-step " from this show are now obtainable at special
reduced prices.
1r — " When the Yanks Come Marching Home." One-step,
-f by Jerome and Furth. A worthy song to go with the
great hit, " Over There." A wonderful overnight success.
You never played a better dance for orchestra. (Published by
Jerome Pub. Co., New York City.)
1/1 — " Love in April," A Love Song, by Christian Kriens.
'J The writings of Kriens need no introduction, and this
is a wonderful melody — splendidly arranged. (Carl Fischer
Edition.)

Theme:

" GHOSTS OF YESTERDAY "
(Select Pictures Corporation)
(Reviewed on page 446)
"'Sweet Ponderiiigs"
(A Melody) Sentiment by
Oito Langey

1 — " Dramatic Recitative,' by Sol. P. Levy, until — T: "His last
fling as a spendthrift."
2
— "Flirtation"
by Meyer Helmund, until — T:
" The
toiler and the(Valse
wasterIntermezzo),
meet."
3 — "Tragic Theme," by Paul Vely, until — T: "And to his eye, etc."
4 — "friend
Canzonetta
" (Moderato), by Nicode, until — T: "Go and bring
your
Marston."
5 — Theme, until — T: "Mrs. Wittaker — a kind neighbor."
" Cavatine
" (4/4
Dramatic
get6 —away
from the
scenes,
etc." Moderato), by Bohm, until — T: "To
7 — Theme, until — T: "Jeanne La Fleur the rage, etc."
8 — " AMrs.
la Bien
Aimee " (French Waltz), by Schuett, until — T: " The
faithful
Wittaker."
9 — "Dramatic Narrative," by Pauline Pement, until — T: "The Ball
Taborin."
10 — " Liberty Lads," Two-Step (Leo Feist Edition), until — T: " Poor
Pascal, he is madly in love."
•1 — "notEldorey
" (Ballet Intermezzo;, by Von der Mehden, until — T:
" I'm
interested.'*
12
—
"
La
Danse,"
from
" Scenes Napolitaines," by Massenet, until —
S: 13"Marston
at Jeanne."
— Silence, looking
until followed
by
— "Missouri etc.?
Waltz"
let14recklessness,
" (Forster Edition), until— T: "Why do you
15 — Theme, until — T: "What would we do in this world."
16 — Continue pp until — T: "The next morning.''
"Simple
Aveu " (Moderato), by Thome, until — T: "And with
the17 —change
of dress."
18 — Prelude to Act 4 (Dramatic), from " Herodiade," by Massenet,
until— T: "That Evening."
19 — •• By the Fireside" (Andante;, by Schumann, until — T: "As the
days passed."
20 — Theme, until — T: "In the meantime Pascale, etc."
21— " Autumn Day" (Waltz), by Rosner, (Quincke Edition), until —
T: "As the painting nears completion."
22 — "Love Song" (Dramatic;, by Flegier, until — T: "I had no
right, etc."
23 — Theme, until — T: "I hate you! I hate you! "
24 — "Dramatic
Don't
let. etc.'' Agitato," by H. Hough, until — T: "Come Jeanne!
•the25 —Ball
"Eva,"
Prelude (Dramatic;, by Massenet, until — T: "Back to
Tamborin."
26— " It's a Hundred to One. You're from Dixie " (Gilbert and
Fnedland Edition;, until — T: "Remorseful and unhappy, etc."
" (French Waltz;, by Waldteufel, until— T: "In
the27—wee"Pluic
small D'Or
hours.''
28 — " Home from the Club" f Characteristic), by Laurendeau, until-We
T: "They have gone and for the first time, etc.''
—
yo. 28 opens nHh H bam of the popular Honn hit, " W
W on't Comi; Home 'Till Mornino."
29 — lieve
"Dramatic
by Sol. P. Levy, until- T:
"Don't
be"
him. he lies! Tension."
" And
through
30
—
"Agitato
No.
4,"
by
M. L. Lake, until— T:
removing
many weeks, etc."
31— " Sorrov7 Theme," by E. Roberts, until— S: "Doctor
bandages."
32—
Silence, ffuntil—
Lord! my eyes are blind." be33— Theme
until T:» "Have
• • •pityEND.
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"FIELDS OF HONOR"
(Goldwyn
(Reviewed onProduction)
page SS6)
Theme: '"Dramatic Recitative" by Sol. P. Levy
1 — "Intermezzo Francaise " (Moderato), by Hammer, until — T:
" The Gateway of America."
2 — "America" (National Song), until — S: Passengers leaving ship.
3 — " Sidewalks of New York " (typical old time song hit), until — T:
" New York soon provided work."
4 — "Intermezzo'' (Moderato), by Huerter, until — T: "The woman
who5 — is" Sleeping
on the man's
Rose" mind."
(Melodious Valse), by Borch, until — T: " Home
is home on either side."
6 — " Nocturno in F" (Moderato), by Krzyzanowski, until — T:
" Judge Voris and his wife."
7— Theme, until — T: " Day by day Robert's love, etc."
8 — Continue to action until — T: " I've just remembered, etc.''
9 — "Dramatic Tension No. 9," by Andino, until — T: "When Love
10 — "Petite Serenade" (Allegretto), by Horton, until — T: "It may
is
young."little sudden."
seem
11 — aTheme
ff, until — T: " But in those few weeks."
12 — Tympany Rolls ad. lib. only until — T: "The shot that rang
around
the world."
13 — —"Allegro
Agitato," by Becker, until — T: "And the red Glutton."
Note.
Watch Shot.
14 — Tympany Rolls ad. lib. only until — S: War (On Sign).
15 — "Herodiade," Fantasia Maestoso until — T: "This musn't make
any difference."
,
16 — "Melody" (Andante), by Friml, until — T: "And then came
17 — "Good-Bye" (Song), by Tosti, until — T: "And on the same
the18 time."
— Tympany Rolls ad. lib. only until — T: "And with the falling
of 19the— "first
snow.''
Patrol
of the Guardsmen," by Losey, until — S. Battle Scene.
20 — Battle, Hurry to action, until — T : " And meanwhile the two
21 — "Heart Wounds" (Dramatic), by Grieg, until — T: "You take
ship."
care
my sister."
22 — ofContinue
ff until — T: "While on the other Battlefield."
sisters."
23 — Battle, Hurry to action, until — T: "When the smoke of battle
24 — "Pathetic Andante," by Paul Vely, until — T: "The doctor
cleared."
25 — etc."
"Andante Pathetique No. 10," by Berge, until — T: "How do
said,
I 26
know
what heuntilsaid."
— Theme,
— T : " You'd better tell your troubles."
27 — "La Reve " (Andante), by Golterman, until — T: "Does a girl
named
28 — "Messerau."
Heavy Mysterioso," by Sol. Levy, until — T: " She was telling
"Cavatine" (Dramatic Moderato), by Bohm,_ until — T: "And
the29 —truth."
with
hope." Narrative," by Pauline Pement, until — T: "His
30 — every
"Dramatic
31 — " Le over."
Retour " (Allegro), by Bizet, until — T: " You can't leave
probation
— Theme
me32 like
this." until * * * * END.
" ROSE OF THE WORLD "
(.^rtcraft Production)
(Reviewed on page 598)
Theme: "Dawn of Hope" (Pathetic Andante) by Casella
1 — "Oriental Patrol,'' by Mozart, until — T: "Miss Elsie Ferguson,
as 2 —Rosamund
English."
Theme until
— S : Exterior scene.
3 — Repeat "Oriental Patrol" (Same as Cue No. 1) until — T: "For
two months no word came."
4— "Battle Hurry," by M. L. Lake, until — T: "Then the survivors
5 — Funeral March from the " Eroica Symphony," by Beethoven,
until— T: "After merciful time had, etc."
returned."
6 — " Lanette Waltz," by Henton, until — T : " I beg your pardon,
7 — Theme until — T: " Janie, bring me Captain English's box."
8 — "Cavatine" (4/4 Dramatic Moderato), by Bohm, until — T:
" Doctor Chatelard noted, etc."
9 — "Prelude Du Deluge" (Dramatic), by Massenet, until — T: "So
lady." Geraldine sailed."
Lady
10 — " Tendresse " (Melody), by Ravina, until — T: "Let me be — it's
11 — 'Theme until — T: "At last Rosamund sent for Bethune."
aPiano.
good,
12 — " etc."
Kunihild Prelude" (Dramatic), by Kistler, until — S: Girl near
13 — Silence Itiiporlinit Kjject.- — M'atch cat v allnnri over hei/hoard,
and produce effect- followed by
Girl14 —atRepeat
piano. "Kunihild Prelude" (Same as cue No. 12) until — S:
15 — Piano Solo — improvise to action until — S: Gerardine takes picture
off piano.
16 — " Dramatic Recitative," by Sol. P. Levy, until — T: "Then came
17 — Theme until-^ — S: Battle scene.
18— Battle hurry to action until — T: (On letter) "For I knew if
"Tragic
the19 —flag,
etc." Theme," by Paul Vely (Note. — Watch shots) until — T:
an enclosed
etc."until — S : Flashback to Lady Gerardine.
agony."
20What
— Battle
hurry, tonote,
action
21 — Continue pp until — T: "Prompt as usual."
22 — Theme until — T: "The Drudge of Life."
23 — " Love Song" (Dramatic), by Flegier, until — T: "The breaking
24 — " Allegro Movement " from " The Elijah Fantasia," by Mendelssohn, until T: "Janie, they say, etc."
25 — " Flying Dutchman," Overture (Storm Furioso), by R. Wagner,
until T: " She has had a shock."
26 — Continue ppp and very slow until — T: " Then all night through."
27 — "Dramatic Narrative," by Pauline Pement, until — T: "The
point."
Rainbows
28—
Themeend."until * * * * END.
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"FLAMES OF CHANCE"
(Triangle Production)
(Reviewed on page 597)
Theme: "Dramatic Narrative" by Pauline Pement
1 — " Valse Poudree," by F. Poppy, until — T: "These boys share
one hut."
2 — Continue pp until — T: "The three good sons, etc."
3 — "Pastel Menuet " (3/4 Allegro giocoso), by Paradis, until — T:
" Offices of the National Advertising Co."
4— Theme until — T: "Why not let me call tonight."
5 — " Canzonetta " (Moderate), by Nicode, until — T: "You're too
helpless to be turned, etc."
6 — Continue pp until — T: "At the Post Office, etc."
7 — "Melody" (Moderato), by Kreschmer, until — S: Guard enters
prisoner's room.
8— "Dramatic Tension," by Sol. P. Levy, until — T: "To Jeanette
who's, etc."
9 — Theme until — T : " I always knew something like this, etc."
10 — "Intermezzo" (Moderato), by Huerter, until — T: "Back in
New York, etc."
11 — "Serenade" (Moderato), by Drdla, until — T: "The camouflage
which has converted, etc."
12 — "Mazurka Petite," by Sapellnikoff, until — T: "Do you realize
that you."
13 — Theme until — T: "A new day brings new cheer."
14 — " Lanette " (Valse Lente), by Henton. until — T: "Harry Ledyard, called often."
15 — Continue to action until — T: "Armstrong takes deep, etc."
16 — "Atonement" (Lento), by Zameznik, until — T: "And that
night was, etc."
17 — " Heloise " (Moderato Intermezzo), by Langey, until — T: "If
Ledyard had returned, etc."
18 — " Sieste " (Characteristic Lento), by Laurens, until — T: "Armstrong's interest in Jeanette, etc."
19 — Theme until — T: "You are charged with sending."
20
—
"Dramatic
Recitative," by Sol. P. Levy, until — T: "This is
the bird we are after."
21 — " Romanze " (Moderato), by KargenofT, until — T: "You can't
come in, etc."
22 — " Dramatic Agitato," by H. Hough, until — T: " Is this the sweet
old lady."
23 — "Dramatic Tension," by Andino, until — T: "At noon, when
Miss,
etc."
24
Continueuntil
pp until
25 —— Theme
* —* T:* "I* used
END. an invisible ink."
"THE ARGUMENT"
(Triangle Production)
T'iieme: "Heavy Mysterioso "' by Sol. P. Levy
1 — "second
Entr' wife."
Acte '' (Valse), by Helmesberger, until — T: "John Corcins'
2 — Storm Furioso to action, until — S : Interior of hotel lobby.
3 — "La Grace," Piece de Genre (Moderato), by Bohm, until — T:
" The conversation of the evening."
4 — "Dramatic Recitative," by Sol. P. Levy, until — T: "At the
Civilian club."
" L'Adieu " (Moderato), by KarganofF, until — S: Close up of
big5 — clock.
"Intermezzo" (Moderato), by Huerter, until — S: At dinner table.
7— Theme until — T: " You didn't go to Boston? "
S — "Dramatic Tension," by Sol. P. Levy, until — T: "John Corlein,
the lawyer, returns."
9 — "Prelude" (Heavy Dramatic), by Rachmaninoff, until — T: "My
wife, I killed her."
10 — Theme until — T: "Morning begins a day, etc."
11 — " Erotik " (Dramatic), by Grieg, until — T: "Will you tell us
why you killed, etc."
12 — " Ein
" (Dramatic Fantasia), by Bach, until — T:
" Where
the Maerchen
fruit steamers."
13 — "Dramatic Agitato," by H. Hough, until — T: "Fifteen minutes
after."
14 — "Sieste" (Characteristic Lento), by Laurens, until — T: "Even
the present dad gave."
15 — Theme until — " When Mister Corcin called the police, etc."
16 — " Melody" (Andante), by Friml, until — T: " Some three months
later."
"Dramatic
Narrative," by Pauline Pement, until — T: "Thus in
the17 —fulness
of time."
18
—
"After
Sunset"
Woman playing piano. (4/4 Dramatic Moderato), by Pryor, until — S:
19 — wedding
Piano Soloceremony.
— " Lohengrin Wedding March " to action, until — S :
After
20 —ing for"Gavotte"
honeymoon.(Allegretto), by Gossee, imtil — S: New couple leav21— Theme until * * * * END.
PRIDE OF NEW YORK "
(Fox Production)
No theme is here suggested
1— "Burlesque Overture" by Suppe until — T: "Out of America
came the Yank."
2 — ley,"a wealthy
Liberty idler.
Bonds " March (Leo Feist Ed.) until — T: Harold Whit3
—
Continue
"Burlesque
Overture" pp until — T: A Broadway cafe
made in America.
4 — " Fox Trot" by Lake to action pp or ff until — T: " One side of
New York," etc.
5— "ofSlippery
Hank" Rag (Vandersloot Ed.) until— T : "For the
want
more time."
6 — Continue to action until — T: "John Whitley, who's ability," etc.
7 — " Abila Intermezzo" by Gruenwald until — T: "Jim was inclined
to place," etc.
8 — 4 bars only of the " Star Spangled Banner " — Followed by
9 — " Aubade Printaniere " (Spring Morning Serenade) by Lacombe
until — T: "A pipe, paper and a can of beer," etc.
10 — " Le Secret Intermezzo" by Gautier until — T: "When the
president
declared,"
etc. until — S: Near a lunch counter.
11 — Continue
to action
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I
— Piano
Solo Improvise
to action
5 of 12Reel
3) — George
Walsh near
door. (Barroom Scene) until — S : (Beg.
: 13 — Piano continue pp until — T: The training camps.
2\'ole: ^yat^■ll lor t j'p/o»io/i»'.
M — "Sons of Uiicle Sam'' March by McKoy until — T: "How
ii would
you likeuntil
to —take,"
etc.
15 — Silence
S: Explosion.
I 16 — Produce ff effect — Followed by
I 17 — Gaiop to action until — 1' : "Nice work, Keely," etc.
I 18 — Cont.nuc pp until — T: " In the waging of war," etc.
I 19 — "Grand American Fantasia" by Tobani until — T: "All of
1 which is done." etc.
I
20 — "The Girl I Left Behind Me" song until — S: Old man reading
1 letter.
I 21 — Organ pp until — T: Jim Keely, U. S. A., Aviator.
I
22 — a"Soldiers
1 make
landing. of the King" March by Parry until — T: Forced to
I 23 — Continue to action until — T: A town in France.
i 2i — Continue ff until — T: An improvised hospital.
i 25 — Short Battle Hurry — to action pp or ff until — S: Interior of
I hospital — Girl reading letter.
II etc.26— " Erotik by Grieg until — T: "While the enemy mercilessly,"
■: 27 — Heavy Battle Hurry until — T: "What hit me? "
I
28 — "The
Trout" by Eilenberg until — S: Exterior street scene:
I Soldiers
running.
I 29 — " Fiying Artillery Overture " by Bergenholtz or " The Lion
I Chase " Galop by Koelling until — T: " It was one of the grim ironies."
I
30 — German
Heavy Prince,"
Battle Hurries
to action pp or ff until — T: " Helen!
i That
etc.
I 31 — " Cuerassier Attaque " by Eilenberg until — T: "Here's to the
I Americans."
!■ 32 — Long hurry to action until — T: "That evening by the soft
1 glow," etc.
i 33 — " In the Gloaming " Pharaphrase by Barnard until * * END.
I
" THE PHANTOM RIDERS "
I
(A Butterfly Production)
I Theme: "Dawn of Love" (Melodious Allegretto) by Beudix
I 1 — "Western Allegro" by Winkler until — T: Glad Norton, the only
1 girl.2 — " In Lovers' Lane " (Characteristic Intermezzo) by Pryor until
J
I — T: Cheyenne Harry, a stranger.
I 3 — " Fair Vassar " (Characteristic) by Tobani until — T: " Say Boss,
I there is a stranger," etc.
Tension" by Andino until — S: Cheyenne Harry lookI1 ing4—at"Dramatic
a girl.
I 5 — Theme until — T: "A man who works for Dave Bland."
I 6 — "Dramatic Agitato" by Henry Hough until — T: "The boy he
I killed was my brother." •
i 7 — "Intermezzo" (Allegretto) by Bohm until — T: "Look here
I stranger," etc.
I 8—" Dramatic Recitative" by Sol. P. Levy until — T: "From miles
II around,"
9 — Galopetc.to action until — S: Interior of room (Scene near fire-place).
I 10 — Continue pp until — S: Man entering girl's room.
{ 11 — "Dramatic Tension" by Funck until — T: The raid.
I 12 — "Lion Chase" (Grand Galop) by Koebling until — T: "I guess
i that's the end."
13 — the
"Heavy
iI down
hill. Mysterioso " by Henry Levy until — S: Cattle running
I 14 — Repeat "Lion Chase" (Grand Galop) to action until — T:
I " Please daddy, remember her."
I 15 — ^^Theme until — T: "The Feller they call the unknown," etc.
I 16 — Moderato Agitato by Becker until — T: "The Unknown was not
1 the man."

BOHEMIAN
COMPOSERS
Album of 12 Pieces for Piano
50 cents puNtpaid
The melancholy strains of the gipsies and the
Kay songs of the peasants as heard in this
music make this volume an IDEAL COLLECTION for MOVING PICTURES.
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BOSTON

MUSIC
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— "Dramatic Mysterioso" by Borch until — T: The Vengeance of
the17 Phantoms.
18 — " Erl King" (Dramatic Agitato) by SchuLert until — T: "The
rangers who seldom," etc.
19 — Continue to action until — T: "Better kinda slow up."
20 — "Rustles
of Spring"
Cheyenne
shooting
with rifle. (Dramatic Agitato) by Sinding until — S:
2122 —— Theme
Furioso until
to action
"You're all alone,
* * until
* —* T:**>;**
* END.now," etc.
• THE STUDIO GIRL "
(Select Pictures Corporation)
Theme: "Sweet Jaj^iiiine" (Melodious Allegretto) by Beiidix
1 — "Venetian Barcarolle" (9/8 Molto Moderato) by Godard until —
T: "A Sunday Morning in Cliff Haven."
2 — " Heloise " (Moderato Intermezzo) by Langey until — T: " Celia,
3 — Continue
their
niece." to action until — S : Interior of Church.
4 — Organ improvise to action until — T: "Even that sermon had to
come
to an end."
5 — Silence
until — T: "After the noon dinner."
6 — "Stolen Sweets," Waltz (Harry von Tilzer) until — T: "I hope
I didn't
offenduntilyou."
7 — Theme
— T : " But, perhaps, I shall come, etc."
8 — "In Poppyland," Novelette (6/8 Mod.) by G. Albers until — T:
9 — Theme until — T: " My father took my mother to New York."
later."ff until- -T: " Bedtime."
10 —week
Continue
11 — Organ Improvise to action (Scene of Prayer) until — T: "I saw
what
afternoon." by Sol. P. Levy until — T: "In the
12 — happened
"DramaticthisRecitative"
13 — " Young April " (Moderat^o Novelette) by Cobb until — T:
morning."
" That
of war." Lento) by
14 — " night
Lullabya council
" (Characteristic
Kjerulf until— T : " I
came
tell you, etc."
15 — to" Dramatic
Tension " by Sol. P. Levy until — T : " Morning."
16
—
"
Aragonaise,"
from
"
LeCid
"
(Allegro) by Massenet until —
T : " An hour later."
17 — " Characteristic Tremolo " by Lovenberg until — T: " It's the
18 — thing
" Theto Vampire
" (A Dramatic Theme) by S. L. Levy until —
only
S: Young
man do."
telephoning.
— T: "Midnight."
2019 —— Theme
" In theuntilWoods,"
from " Scenes Poetiques " (Allegro) by
Godard until — T: "A friend in need."
21 — Canzonette " (6/8 Mod.) by Nicode until — T: "With the
22 — Continue to action until — T: "Doctor Grierson is out on an
23 — "Dramatic Tension" No. 1 by Reissiger until — T: "Oh, I've
early,
etc."
dawn."
24— Theme
caused
all this."ff until * * * * END.
" THE DEVIL STONE "
(Artcraft Production)
(Reviewed on page 128)
Theme:
"Pearl
Fisher"
by Bizet
1 — Theme until — T: Geraldine Selection
Farrar as (Dramatic)
Marcia.
2 — "Springtime Overture" (Characteristic) by Ziegler until — T:
" It's blowing a Hurricane."
3 — " Flying Dutchman," Overture (Storm Furioso) by Wagner
until — T: "The Heritage of the storm."
4— Theme until — T: "Have you heard the news?"
5 — Continue pp until — T: "The Art of Silas Martin."
6 — "Undine Overture" (Dramatic) by Lortzing until — T: "Silas
Martin
playsGrace"
his game."
7 — "La
(Mod.) by Bohm until — T: "Think what your
answer
means (Note
! " — Begin with Hcconds Movement (Andante))
8 — Theme
until
"AfterMenuet
the Wedding."
9 — —" T:Pastel
" (% Allegro giocosco) by Paradis until — T:
" Devil Stone or no Devil Stone! "
10 — " L'Adieu " (12/8 Dramatic) by Favarger until — T: "A
Woman's
World."
11 — " Valse
Lente " to action until — T: Stolen goods.
12 — Theme until — T: "A friend in need.''
13 — "After Sunset" (4/4 Moderato) by Pryor until — T: "Martin
deliberately
the stage."
14 — "A la sets
Ballerina"
(Valsf Lente) by Braham until — T: "I think
our15 firm
can
obtain,
— Theme until — T:etc."" Let's not make any fuss! "
16 — "Dramatic Agitato" by Hough until — S: Black cat near
window.
1718 —— "Heavy
Mysterioso"
by Levy until
— T: ThebyCoroner's
inquest.
" Ein Maerchen
" (Dramatic
Fantasia)
Bach until
— T:
" Conscience."
19 — Theme until — T: "Some Day."
20 — "L'Adieu" (Dramatic) by Karganoff until — T: "Why don't
you21 —wear
the Emerald?
"
"Dramatic
Recitative"
by Sol. P. Levy until — T: "The
Methods
22 — Goodof Johnson."
Melodious Classic Moderato until — T: " I'm sorry to in23— formTheme
— T: "109, Waverly Place."
you." until
24 — Heavy
Dramatic Mysterioso until — T: "Spring and Brittany."
25
—
Theme
until
—
T: "Atuntilthe *month's
26 — Continue to action
* * end."
* END.
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Exterior and View of Auditorium, New Royal Theatre, New York City
New

Theatre

Appeals

to Big

ANNOUNCEMENT is made that William Yuist has just purchased the new Royal theatre, at the northwest corner of
Forty-sixth street and Tenth avenue New York City. It is located
in a section of the city that has received very little recognition
from the motion picture interests, and until this building was
erected the residents of that section were compelled to walk several
blocks for their diversion.
The building is American colonial in design and the simplicity
of the architecture gives it the atmosphere of cheerfulness and
comforted. It is heated and ventilated hy the Typhoon System and
is equipped with one of the latest model Photoplayers. The seats
were furnished by A. H. Andrews Company. All of the other
equipment of the house is of the very latest design and everything is provided to give comfort to the body and the eye.

Des Moines

to Have

New

N.

Y. City District

Lighting Features Reading House
THREE color lighting system is one of the notable features of
the Colonial theatre, Reading, Pa., a house which can com, pare with the most modern through the country. It is owned by
Carr & Schade and was built in 1916.
The interior of the theatre is decorated in gold and brown, this

Theatre

'T'HE Rialto, the new $100,000 Des Moines moving picture house
•»• being built by the Hawkeye Amusement Company — managed
by Abe Frankel — is now in the skeleton period of construction.
The location of the new house should be its biggest asset. It
is on Locust street, on which are five other motion picture houses.
It follows the western growth of the town, being on the corner
of Eighth and Locust, and is next door to the new thirteen-story
Register-Tribune building.
The Rialto will seat 1,200 — main floor and balcony. Opera
chairs will be mahogany, upholstered in Delft blue velour. Side
panels will be ivory and blue. The lighting system will be indirect, by means of big globes, and soft side-wall lights.
A Robert Morton Symphony Orchestral organ will be installed,
calHng for only one operator but giving over forty separate instrumental effects.
The forty-four-foot street front will be finished in terra cotta,
and the name of the current bill will be flashed in electric lights.
The Hawkeye Amusement Company operates the Casino and
Majestic, also showing Triangle, Artcraft and Paramount and
Perfection pictures.

Auditorium, Colonial Theatre, Reading, Pa.
work having been done by William Eckart of the Eckart Studios.
The theatre seats 2,000, the greater portion of the seats being
on the lower floor, there is an ample gallery with a large
number of exits and side boxes on the upper floor.
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A
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Figure the needs of your patrons on a
percentage basis. They will figure on
you in turn for their entertainment.
Comfortable

seats are rated as 25% of
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CHAIRS

chine
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Precision
M aand for several

GIVE
The desired percentage of perfection and comfort. We have high quahty and low prices.
Quick shipment of many styles. Our Service
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"NEWMAN"

Why the Rivoli Picked Porter
WITH the opening of the Rivoli theatre, B. F. Porter, pioneer
in projection engineering, again comes to the force, for it
was he who was selected by E. L. Rothapfel to supervise the purchase and the arrangement of all the apparatus. He did the
work at the Rialto, and as at that theatre two of the latest type
Simplex
projectors are used.
A number of
years
Mr.
Porteragobecame
convinced that
not keeping was
pace
projection
with the quality
of the pictures
themselves. That
was in 1910
when he was one
of the rators
incorpoof the

OPERA

STEEL

N etvs

CO.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

BRASS
FRAMES
AND RAILS
Mil. ExiiiBiTOit
:—
Don't you realize thav not alone does
" NEWMAN " stand for QUALITY, but also
OKIGINALITY?
We are Originators ot every conceivable
style of frame in which to properly display
POSTERS AND PHOTOS.
TOU notwin
WHY
now?eventually use brass frames.
Get our Latest Catalogue.
It is yours /or the asking.

years
mandid not its
giveBut
up
ager.
he
his hobby when
he
resigned
from
that
company
and opened a
showroom at
Broadway and
Forty - second
street. His purpose was not
only to sell the
Simplex,
but as
to
render service
a projection exHe realized early that it would not do to simply " build a theatre and put in projectors," but that the problem was a complicated one, in no two cases alike, and in every case worthy of
deep, intelligent study and careful decision, in order that the
success of the enterprise might not be jeopardized.
pert. present a
The projection scheme of any theatre does indeed
many sided problem which cannot be solved by merely putting
your
finger on
lens indicated.
table" and ordering projectors
with lenses
of athe"projection
focus therein

By studying and working out in practice all the many details
entering into such problems, Mr. Porter soon won the confidence
of those who realized that it requires an expert to specify projection equipment and accessories to secure results that pay.
Many exhibitors have engaged him for such work, leaving the
selection of complete equipment entirely to his expert judgment,
and held him responsible for the performance of the apparatus,
with the result that the projection in many theatres has been
vastly improved.
For after all, many good theatres have lost patronage through
poor
projection. The public will often overlook the quality of
THEATRE
AND
EXCHANGE
a picture when it is properly presented and projected with brightness and clearness on the screen.
MAILING
LIST SERVICE
This concentration upon the problem has brought recognition
of a very substantial character, which is best shown by the fact
We rent lists of or address contemplated or exthat he equipped the largest and finest theatres in the world.
isting theatres, exchanges, state rights owners,
Among these may be mentioned the first, finest and largest at
publicity mediums and producers, selected as to
the time, the Regent, at 116th street and Seventh avenue, New
territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes
York, of which S. L. Rothapfel was then managing director.
were recorded in our list last year. Its use means
The next big theatre was the Olympia, at 107th street and Broada saving to you of from 30 to 50% in postage, etc.
way ;then the Strand, at 47th street and Broadway soon followed,
N
as well as the great New York Hippodrome and many of the
largest theatres in the country, including Poll's 4,000 scat Palace
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
theatre, at New Haven, Conn.
Phona. 3227 ChaUao
80 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Wiicn big feature pictures were produced and presented at ad425 ASHLAND BIX)CK. CHICAGO
Phon*, 2003 Randolph
mission prices never before dreamed of, only the utmost in projection would do, so Mr. Porter was engaged to equip the Liberty
Addrettino
Multigraphing
Printing Typewriting
theatre for the first presentation on Broadway of. D. W. Griffith's
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

The Newman
Mfg. Co.
717-19 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
68 W. Washington Street, Chicago, Illinois
Established 1882
FrameH, Easels,
Canadian
Representative
— .J. T. Canada
Malone, Rlalto
Rails, Grills, Slgni),
Theatre Bldg., Montreal.
PacificSanCoast
—
G.
A.
Metcalfe,
Choppers, Kick
Francisco, Cal.
Plates, Door Bars
Corner L'nit Hinged Frames
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stupendous spectacle, " The Birth of a Nation " and also " Intolerance."
Then came the fitting up of the Criterion theatre for Thomas
H. Ince's "Civilization." In fact he made the installations on
Broadway for nearly all of the big producers of pictures for their
initial presentations.
And when big features were roaded throughout the world, it
was Mr. Porter who specified the equipment. Many more prominent names could be added to the list but it would prove wearisome. Enough have been mentioned in number and importance
to educate the exhibitor to build his theatre around his projection.

MAINE
The roof has been put on the new moving picture theatre for H. Mayo,
Southwest Harbor.
MICHIGAN
Dr. P. P. Duket of Chicago is erecting a modern new hotel, with a
capacity of 250 rooms and a combined vaudeville and motion picture theatre
with a seating capacity of 1,500, at Sault Ste. Marie.
Arrangements
erection
a four-story
structure
on the practically
lot at the completed
southwest call
cornerfor oftheMaple
and ofCourt
streets,
opposite
the
court
house,
and
the
complete
remodelling
of
the
present
ray Hill iDuilding. The new structure will be four stories in height, andMur-an
additional story will be built on the Murray Hill building.
NEIV JERSEY
The new motion picture theatre being erected at Seaside Park for A. C.
Lewis is fast approaching completion. It will be known as the Lorraine.
NEW YORK
Lorenzo Smith, whose property in Clinton street, Gouverneur, was recently
destroyed by fire, says he will replace it with a modern theatre, work on
which will be started as soon as the weather permits. It will be located on
the site of Fairyland theatre and will have a large plate-glass front. The
main floor will seat 550 people and the balcony 250. The stage will be
approximately 35 x 25 feet, with gradual slope.
Since the Union Hall block was remodeled about three years ago, Gouverneur has been without an opera house. Public meetings and entertainments, which halls.
formerly were held in Union Hall, have been held in churches
and fraternal

OHIO
Negotiations have been closed in a deal whereby Fine & Kramer, Meadville. Pa., have sold to A. G. Phillips, owner of the Mcadville Daily Messenger, two Meadville theatres and will come to Cleveland immediately to
start operations on a new photoplay house here.
Mr. Fine, one of the owners of the Denison Square theatre, and Mr.
Kramer have bought the Zimmerman block at Lorain avenue and West Thirtieth street, which they will remodel. This, with an addition to be built on
adjoining land, will give them a theatre seating 1,200 person.s. There also
will be room on the ground floor for two store-rooms. Fine & Kramer have
acquired a parcel of land 84 x 200 feet. Building operations will start as
weather conditions permit.
OKLAHOMA
James Hues is erecting a modern motion picture theatre on D avenue,
between Second and Third streets; Lawton, to be 75 x 100', and will be the
biggest and best-equipped playhouse in this section of the country.
OREGON
St. Helens is to have another theatre. L. R. Rutherford has awarded a
contract to Christian Spies, a Portland contractor, for the erection of a
theatre building 35 x 102 feet. The theatre will be built in the rear of the
Rutherford block on Columbia street, and entrance will be from Columbia
street. Hollow tile will be used in the construction of the building, so that
it will be fireproof. A stage 18 x 24 with ample scenery and setting will be
provided, in the event that the showhouse books attractions other than the
movies. The contract price of the building is $4,000, and it is expected to
have it ready for occupancy in sixty days. The seating capacity of the showhouse will be 425, and steam heat. and a good ventilating system will make
the place comfortable.
Plans for a $30,000 unit of the coliseum for the State Fair grounds at
Salem have been approved by the members of the State Fair Board. Not
having sufficient money on hand with which to complete the structure, only
the first of two units will be built this year. For this purpose a surplus of
about $15,000, realized from the 1917 exhibition, will be used.
The board expects to have the first unit completed for use at the fair this
Fall.
Lewis I. Thompson of Portland is the architect delegated with the work of
the coliseum. The completed plans will be out in two weeks. The building
will be 200 x 300 feet in dimensions, of brick, with a seating capacity of
8,000, or almost twice the largest seating capacity of the Portland Auditorium.
The arena will be built according to nationally accepted regulations, and will
be
lO'O country
.X 200 feet,
and of truss
one of the
largesta modern
trusses
in the
beingwithout
used. posts,
The coliseum
will roof,
be naturally
lighted,
idea of light and ventilation being employed. All Oregon products will be
used.
Beneath the seats there will be a display section 1,000 feet in length, to be
used for auto display rooms, concessions and a few stalls for extra fine
livestock.
Several novel features will be employed in the construction, one of which
is the provision for a subway system of entering the seat auditorium. There
need be no passing down aisles and in front of others, according to the plan
Mr. Thompson has worked out. The completed structure, according to Mr.
Thompson's
plans, also
will iscostthe$75,000.
Mr. Thompson
architect for the new livestock pavilion to be
erected by the Pacific International Livestock Exposition, at a cost of about
$250,000.

Build
Consistently-

.fe have known
s in which
unusual care has instance
been exercised to
secure architectural beauty
and conyemence — while
importan
t factora small, yet vastlii
GOOD PROJECTION
— has been overlooked.
Architectural beauty
convenience ATTRACTS, but and
rlluv
HVLDk, good patronage, what
is
good
dIctures ever,properl
y
project
ed.
Both,
howare essential.
Westinghouse Motion Picture Equipment IS always found in the ftest theatres, because steady projection, clear
tfe^wition are insured^^
wnnir,^^®
"^"^^^
P^*^ro° what he
Be short on receip
hy=h^;t^
y*"^?
house will not
ts.
Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Co.
East Pittsburgh
Pa.

RIALTO THEATRE
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
bstindiousei
We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them !
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Good

Motion

Program

means a Good Theatre. If your theatre
is worth advertising it is certainly worth
advertising well. Poor ndvcrtisinu never made a nickc! for anyone.
The best printed maticr is ihe best buy — even if it costs more You don't
your Why
wife's nothat spend
where they
sell time
hats cheapest
you wantthe todress-up
be proudof
ofbuy her.
a little
thinking— about
your theatre. Make it somcihing to be proud of.
"De Luxe ItZ Programs"
Are Neat and Dressy
They
of Rtfiiument
to those
pre*crn abring
picturea ofmessage
a Fine, Well
Orjercil I licalrc.
Do youwhowantreceive
i>coplc tothem.
think ofThey
your
ihrjtre ai locti ' If K». a»lc about our Free \S ritc-L'p Scn-icc.
Cahill-Igoe Co. \'Hlr^,o^sVJj Chicago
ARE
YOU
PROGRESSIVE?
W e lia\c a luiinher of Rebuilt Machines as good
as new, in fact could be sold as new, but we would
rather sell them for what they are.
W e guarantee them to be in Al Adjustment; all
worn parts have been replaced by new parts.
Send lor List Today
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY
Largest Exclusive Dealers to the Moving Picture
Trade
300-302 Mailers liuil.ling 5 S. Wabash Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
Dealers in Motiogrujih, Standard and Simplex Moving Picture Marliinrs, [\'ational Carbons, Minusa Screens
and Everything jor the Theatre
Vi E SELL ON THE INSTALMENT PLAN
M. r. TUEATKK ECJIIPMENT
anil tici'ehHorieH, Join now our
dull of hatibfled customerx.
INDEPENDENT
MOVIE StPPLY COMPANY
Write for price li»t N.
Rotim 603, 729 Seventh Ave. N. Y.
Courtesy with Service

lran;^rteR
Automatically suppliei only luch voltage at arccurrent
require*.
No traste ol
in ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
W.114thSt.,Cleveland,Ohio,U.S.A

SUPERIOR
TITLES
Clear, Clean and Brilliant.
Eastman stock
Viortlinp rerfertlv Balanced.
With or Without Borders.
ROTH ACKER FILM MF(;. CO.
Chicago, U. S. A.
Iij.'i9-.')1 I)iverhe\ I'arkwa\

For

The

Picture

News

PENNSYLVANIA
The formal reopening of the recently completed Victoria theatre, corner of
[iidcpcndence and Diamoiiil streets, Shamokin, took place last week. L. J.
Chamberlain is the general manager.
TEXAS
An airdome is to be built for use iit Waco during the warm months, according to the plans of A. L. Mitchell and A. H. Simon, proprietors of the
Majestictween thetheatre.
building
to bethelocated
L-shaped
office of The
the water
boardis and
V. M. inC. the
A, and
the lotspace
north be-of
the V. M. C. A.
The leases of these two lots have been secured by the two gentlemen who
have the matter in charge, and the work will begin on them in the near
future. It is planned to expend about $5,000 for the building, and it will
seat from 2,500 to 3,000 people. The proprietors plan to make this the most
popular entertainment resort of the city during tlie summer months, and will
show motion pictures and family vaudeville.
WASHINGTON
Work of remodeling the old Pantages theatre, Tacoma, is about to be commenced, and when completed will be reopened as a motion picture theatre
under the management of Edwin F. James.
Dr. H. M. Johnson has begun the erection of a new theatre on the
east side of South Toppenish avenue, Toppenish, and expects to have
everything in readiness for opening early in March.
Rains and floods will not delay the construction of the new theatre
at the corner of Market and Ninth streets, Tacoma, being erected by
John S. Baker and H. T. Moore, if Architect R. E. Borhek carries out
his present plans. Borhek is preparing to stretch canvas over the site
of the new building so the work can go forward despite the rain, figuring
that the time gained in the construction of the building will offset the
extra cost of providing the canvas shelter. Work is now progressing on
the foundations of the new theatre.
The new Pantages theatre, recently erected at Ninth and Broadway,
Tacoma,
was opened
recently and
undertheir
mostdauyhter;
auspiciousMayor
circumstances.
Gov.
Ernest Lister,
Mrs. Lister,
A. V. Fawcett
and his wife and children; William Jones, who bought the property in
1898 and is responsible for its present development; Alex. Pantages^^
whose faith in Tacoma has resulted in his leasing of the exquisite playhis manager,
Myers, whoseyears;
firstallappearance
mentshouse;
in Tacoma
dates T.backJ. twenty-eight
these and with
many amuseothers
of Tacoma's most prominent citizens were present to assist in the dedication.The new Star theatre at Everett was opened in a blaze of glory a few
days ago,
the delight Many
of Manager
and better
the entire
faction of much
immenseto audiences.
changesTotten
for the
have satisbeen
made in this playhouse under the direction of A. W. Thorns, a local
decorator.
WISCONSIN
Charles Cohen, proprietor of the Lyric theatre, Wauhaca, will close the
house after Sunday during the week opening only on Saturdays and Sundays until further notice, to give opportunity for the improvements he
contemplates making in the theatre. The room recently used by W. J.
Olson will be added to theatre space and the entire proscenium will be
redecorated and improved, and the seating capacity increased to 300.
MOVING
PICTURE
MACHINE
MOTOR
Altei
natini;withcf
Dire.-tCiiiTrnt
(''"iiiplcte
^s
$16.
OO
ns
ie
rn
e
f
i
s
u
T
o&
lO
varialile speed
.SALESMAN wanted to represent a
delivery,
well-known lobby display frame
lever.diateImmefirm
amongst
Moving
Picture
ExLancaster.
f idelhy
ElectricPa. Co
liibitors on the road. tJood proposito right man.acquaintance
High class man
with tion extensive
only
needMotion
apply.
Address
of
Picture
News.Bo.x 50, care
MOVING PICTURE MACHINES,
Unless You Have The
frames,ings,motors,
lamps,supplies,
paintand other spot
theatre
both new and second-hand at barAutomaticket System
gain prices. We need the room for
new stock and therefore are offerYou Are Losing Money
ing
some
exceptional
bargains.
WRITE FOR SPECIAL LIST.
ERKER BROS.
1733 Broadway, New York
608 OLIVE ST. ST. LOUIS, MO.

Better

Music

Fotoplayer

62 West 45th Street
PHOTO iiiiiiiiii!iiiriiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiniiiiii[!iiiii:;iiiNiiiii:i:iiij'rvniiiiiiiiiriii!iiiiMMi[iiiiiniiiiiniriniiMinniiiiiiiiin
PLAYER CO.
New York City
__:_jail!Jllimilllllli|llllllllli|lilii]iiii AMERICAN
iiiinriiiiirniiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijniiiif iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
mill i!:^j

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Let

Your

Ceilings

be

"Classik"

Plaza Theatre, Jl'liifc Sulphur Springs, JP'est Virginia
In planning your new theatre or remodeling the old do not overlook the advantages of
a really good steel ceiling.
The interior shown above is only one of hundreds in which beauty, distinction, safety and permanence
have been economically secured by the use of
Under a hydraulic pressure of
nine hundred
tons tbe detail
sharp re-of
liefs and beautiful
" Classik
" ceilingsandare accuracy
formed
with
a clearness
that can never be attained by the
usual drop hammer process.
These ceilings are made in a wide variety of artistioally
correct
" Classik
patterns,classified
any onedesigns.
of whichYou'll
will find
blenda number
with andof unify
your"
plan of decoration, whatever it may be.
The beautifiil cornice and beam effects, jiossible Avith the
" Classik
" system,
adaptedof to
theatres,
and
this system
also -are
offersparticularly
you a wide choice
suitable
and
attractive designs for your proscenium arch or your walls
and partitions.
"and
Classilf
are ahave
positive
again" Steel
entireCeilings
buildings
been fire-retardaut.
saved becauseTime
the
"theClassik
"
ceilings
checked
the
spread
of
the
flames
until
firemen could arrive

m
=

The
Berger
Branches :
Boston

The repressed
used inwith
the
'■ Classik
" system,beadtogether
the accurate forming makes joints
practically
invisible
finished ceiling
has alland
the the
beauty
and continuity of molded plaster,
without its disadvantages and
dangers.
These ceilings also relieve you from the menace of falling
plaster. An accident of this sort in your theatre will ina loss
of patronage.
Classik
"' ceilings
cannot fall,evitably
chiplaeau or
crack.
Painted in " the
popular
fiat tones
they afford a uniform perfect surface that will retain its
beauty indefinitely.
A " Classik " Steel Ceiling will make your old theatre
beautiful and safe. It will make your new theatre attractive
and give you added safety and permanence.
Our Engineers will gladly offer plans and suggestions, Our
catalog D. M. N. is yours on request — write.

^

Manufacturing
Co.,
Canton,
O.
j
New York
Philadelphia
Chicago
St. Louis
Minneapolis
San Francisco ^
Export Department : Berger Building, New York City, U. S. A.

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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Looking

at

Things

from

the

Right

Angle

The grocer who magnifies the importance of quality of merchandise to
the extent of neglecting courtesy, appearance of store and neatness of
clerks is bound to fail. And so is
the one who installs mahogany fixtures and employs a Beau Brummel
to sell flour with weevils in, rotten
potatoes and rancid butter.
All this
applies equally to the Motion Picture business. A House with dirt
floors, grocery boxes for seats and
mouth-organ music would be a financial failure with the best of projection. On the other hand, it is folly
to magnify the trimmings at the expense of the main thing — projection.
Take a hint from the Master Exhibitor, of Rialto and Rivoli fame.
After going the limit in beauty, music
and appointments he didn't say:
" Now it doesn't matter much what
kind of projection I give the people."
Not on your life he didn't ! He looks
at things from the right angle. His
success is due to that. Therefore,
Simplex projection for him. Now
the beauty of all this is that you can
have projection exactly as good as
these Motion Picture Palaces, and it
will cost you less in the long run.
For the Simplex is so built as to be
almost repairless.
That's one of the
reasons for the permanence of its
perfect projection.
(When the better costs less, is there any excuse left
for choosing what is less good?)

A proposition as good as the SIMPLEX

looks good from any angle

ThePrecisionMachine (pJnc.
317 East 34 th: St " NewYork

H

J)ISCOVERED! Her good name gone!
good time done.

er

That's the tragedy that everyone senses when
they see this Play's name above your Theatre
— and they come to see how it all happened
for they know little shopgirl " Linnie " as
they know their own sisters.
And there you have the three vital ingredients
of a money-getting play. The tempting title
— the familiar types — the hugely dramatic
story. And there is not in all America today
a bigger commercial success than

mmmwmmmmi
Created

by Lois Weber

the Belasco of the Screen
featuring

Mildred

Harris

A youthful star whose perfection of type and
consummate art make this remarkable drama
seem written for her and her alone.

FEBRUARY

DOMINATES

XVII"NO.

8

23,

1918

THE

FIELD

EHltrtd at Second Class Matter, October 13, 1913, at the Past Office at New York. N. Y., under the act oj March 3rd, 1S79
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Adolph Zukor presents

Marguerite
in

Clark

By Granville Barlter and "PRUNELLA"
Laurence Housman Scenario by Cliarles Maigne
Directed by Maunce Xourneur
(^ammountCf>ictur&
story

m

whicli

Marguerite Clark scored one of lier greatest
successes on tlie stage.
Tlie skeer witckery of ker made Marguerite
Clark triumpk m tkis most artistic production.
In ker ckaracterization of dainty Prunella, AdolpL Zukor
recognized Marguerite Clark s genius. Her Prunella of tke
stage caused Lim to make ker a motion picture star.
Now Marguerite Clark s enckanting "Prunella is to be
reproduced in motion pictures. It is a production of significance toeack of tke milkons wko love ker.
FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
—/C;!^^X ADOLPH ZUKORfVrs JESSE LLASKY IZ-^t? Prcs CECHB DEMniE p-n-^y.-.T.-Tii
The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS.'

Motion
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4

Douglas

inFairbanks

Musketeer"
Modern
"A
Pliotoplay and direction ty Alan Dwan
Based on " D'Artagnan of Kansas" by E. P. Lyle, Jr.
An AKTCBAFT

Picture

,Musket
ModernFairban
ks eer"
ever
EACH
Douglas
that "A
it isor ttetliatbestsKows
tells usextitit
Wbat furtber argument is necessary?
made.
Wbetber be's scrambling to tbe pink peak of a cburcb steeple
or diving to tbe drab deptbs of tbe Grand Canyon, Douglas
Fairbanks always is going bimself ]ust one betterjin A
Modern Musketeer."

of tbe m see
let
yourit. patrons. Book it for a long run^'and
Don'tall disappoint

TION
I FAMOUS PLAYERS "LASKY'i'^"'CORPORA
" °'
; AUOLPll 2UKOR Prr, JF.SSK 1.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Tkomas

H.

presents
CHARLES
in

Tke

Hired

nee
I

RAY

M

an 11

Story by Julien Joseplison

ww/^HARLES RAY is tLe sort or an actor wlio can
stand still for five kundred feet of film merely
cLewing a straw, and make you wisLi tke scene tad lasted
longer." — NeuJ Yor\ Tribune.
TLe motion picture patrons kave adopted CLarles Ray.
He' s one of tlie family and tLey go to see kim in tLe same
spirit tLat tkey go to see a Lrotker or a son.
Eacli of Ills pictures is wortk a long run, for Ctarles Ray
.IS tke sort of star tlie putlic recommends, and XLomas H.
Ince's name means productions of distinction.
\i FAMOUS PLAyERS-LASRY CQEIPORATION
■SEH
A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News!

Motion
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Paramount-ArLuckle

Comedies

JOS. M. SCHENCK
presents

Roscoe

in
'^Fatty

Artuckle

' OUT
WEST"
Produced by Comiqne Film Corporation
STRAN'DED

O'N

THE

'DESERT/

ALONE
on tKeadventures
desert, " Fatty
Kis cKaotic
in tKis Artuckle
newest andte^ins
test
Paramount-Artuckle Connedy.
Indians and bandits send Kim waddling in panic across
tKe sands, but revenge comes at last.
Your patrons will scream witK ]oy wKen " Fatty
in a wild, smasKing not, makes Kimself King of tKe
Desert, and reformer-extraordinary.

Vm 11
CORPORATION WjTji
-LASRYCKaBro;MUXP,/l.r.v»r^rW
;/^»- FAMOUS
•SP5^I?7^
ADOLPHZUKORftr.PLAYERS
jr.SSKI.l^KTl'OT/v,-.
B« turc to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertlMrt
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SMITH

GLAEYS

pyosenir

LESUE
AND

JFRANKGLENDON
w
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ess
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riof
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Jfw
Story
Capricious

into a Woman

by

4k^IXIAM

of

Pat"
Grrl Tmnsfbrmod

tfrnMimch

ADDISON

WttLIAM

ofLoVQ

lAniRQP

P •S

EARLE

In this most appealing love story of a firey but lovable
little aristocrat who rebels at signing a contract to marry
a man she has never seen^ Gladys Leslie, known everywhere
as "the girl with the million dollar smile," is given an ideal
vehicle for the display of that distinctive charm that has
made her a nation-wide favorite.
And in the opposite role is J. Frank Glendon, whose
work as the star of many of the widely-advertised O. Henry
features has gained him a large and constantly growing
following.
Charles K«nt, "dean of the screen,"
William Dunn,Templar Saxe,Bigelow Cooper,
Carlton King and other widely known players
appear in the supporting cast.

A

Fr%re

Petri:

Blue

Rihhon

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News.
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fVJLLJAM
WORLD

aUNE

A.DRADY:
-PICTURES

ELVIDGE

MONTAGU
ARTHUR

LOVE

ASHLEY

Broken
Divoct&d

by

Ties

Ar-tmur

A<fmi^e->^

One

of the

strongest

World -Pictures - Suspense
soars to an unusually high
mark — Contains not one
dull moment — Seldom has
such a selection of talent
been assembled

to inter-

pret the roles of a single
News)
picture."
(Motion Picture

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Viewed from
delightful

any angle— a

comedy

drama!

Constance

Talmadg
presented

hy

Lewis

e

J. Selznick in

"TKe
Studio
Girl"
adapted
"La . j
Gamine" byby Paul
PierieWest
Veberfrom
and the
Henricomedy
de Gorsse.
Directed by Charles Giblyn
"TKere are at least tv?o miracles in tKis
story ' ' says TJie J^oving Picture
^^orld. See tKis deligKtful picture, and
you ^N'ill Kave the time of your life vJatch
ing tKem come to pass.
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Exhibitors

ttotD

Aave

"ThatGoldwqnFeeling"
P^XHIBITORS everywhere are making a profit by presenting
Goldwyn Pictures in their theatres — and today profits
come ahead of everything else.
Goldwyn productions are stronger and the Goldwyn stars
have gained tremendously in popular favor. Next to profits
these points are second in importance to exhibitors.
Only a letter like this one from Ned Burns, manager of the
New Theatre, Staunton, Va., can describe the enthusiasm and
confidence of the 4,000 Goldwyn Pictures exhibitors of North
America:
"Goldwyn has established a record for consistency in highgrade production. A feeling of pride goes with the presentation of Goldwyn Pictures. This feeling makes a manager
want to stand in his lobby and say to his people: 'Come in
and see what I've got.
Nobody in the world has anything
finer.'
. .
"We are pleased with the service you give us. We are a
small town customer and we value the fair and kindly consideration we receive."
Goldwyn invites the many exhibitors who have not yet booked
Goldwyn productions to test the strength of our stars and
productions on the basis of box-office profits.

0GOLDWYN
PICTURES CORPORATIONO
Samuel Goldfish
Edgar Selwyn
President
Vite President
^6 East 42d Street
New York City

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Icttires

Kennedy's
Hit
Screen

Mad^e
Bi^^est
Win

Your

Help

Box-- Office

•

innew picture ty
creases the populari
and drawing power of
Madge Kennedy— the
star of a thousand surEACH

prises. First "Baby
Mine," then "Nearly
Married"took the nationwide public by storm and
won for this joyous girl
the instant affection of
millions.

And now comes her most
unusual and powerful
production— a swift-moving story of action, everchanging plot, jealousy,
suspicion, laughter and
speed.
Box-offices everywhere
will profit instantly by
presenting

TKadg

e

IQrmec

fi

^

Our
from

jvifh hey
key eyes
and
smile
lYl

Liiile

the stage success
Directed by Edward

Released everywhere:

Wife

by JIuery Hopwood
Dillon.
February 10.

@GOLDWYN PICTUREi CORPORATIOKf^
Kew York City
16 East 42d Street

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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Motion
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TH^RAiyNjoFDUS

T

DAVID GRAHAM

PHILLIPS

Dynamic

of Life,

Epic

Love, Hate, Passion, Jealousy, Greed and Ambition.
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH^

A

BOX-OFFICE

LIFE

SAVER

N O advertisement which might be written for this attraction could come up to the
advertisement which
'THE

GKAIN

It is a

production

evident

drawing

In other

of DUST"

of exceptional

write

for itself.

merit — one that has self-

power —

words

— a production

will recognize
Furthermore,

can

as

a

picture which

it can

prices which

which

be

make

every showman

will

make

had, considering

certain that both

money.

its merit, at

exhibitors

distributors will get the profits which

and

the picture

assures.
Distribution

right? are

territories and

now

selling.

Several

all foreign rights have

been

closed.
Exhibitors
Featuring
A Notable Cast
Including
LILLIAN WALKER
EDITH TtA Y
RAMSEY WALLACE
CORENNE UZZELL

should

for protection
elusive

direct

for ex

AU Foreign Rights

rights.

Sold to
liOmRXSONCOLE
COMPANY

DIRECTED

BY

cy^Jl r'l'qh-fa
CARLE

apply

Jl|l_

E. CARLTON.

yrwuraiNcwV

Singer 'BIdg.
Nem York

HARRY REVIER.

^W^^ conf rolled

President

TIMES

by

'

BUILDirSG,^ew York City
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STANDARD

PICTURES

BIGGEST ATTRACTIONS ON THE SCREEN NOW OPEN FOR BOOKING
AT RENTAL PRICES WITHIN THE MEANS OF EVERY EXHIBITOR.
LENGTH IN
n CbLO

STAR
lAfUdtl
WHEN

AA

JACK

AND

1 He

IMAM
MAN

d?l?C
9E.E.9

THE

DCn
RcD

f Virginia Lee Corbin
1 Francis Carpenter

BEANSTALK

aPY

Dustin

1 KUUDLtlVIAKc.Ra
THE

HONOR

Jane

DU

AND THE
WONDERFUL

LAMP

BARRY

LES

THE

THE

FORBIDDEN

HEART

APPLY

FOX

HEAD

OF

FOR

PATH

OF

Lee
8

Bara

5

(Virginia Lee Corbin
1 Francis Carpenter
Theda Bara

6
6
7

All Star

Cast

William

Farnum

THE

Theda
GODS

A LION

IMMEDIATE

PLAYING

8
5

130

6

Bara

Annette

Kellermann

William

Farnum

DAYS

AT NEAREST

8
6

BRANCH

OFFICE

CORPORATION

FILM

OFFICE

Katnerine

(Virginia Lee Corbin
1 Francis Carpenter

ISLAND

A DAUGHTER
THE

PUBLIC

MISERABLES

TREASURE

0

Farnum

and

Theda

CHEATING

8

r George WaEsh
< G!a:dys Brockwell
(Miriam Cooper

SYSTEM

CAMILLE
ALADDIN

0

wiiiiaiTi rarnuin

W.

46th

STREET,

NEW

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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Fox

S-oeciul

Picture

News

Features
One
a weel^

WILLIAM

FOX

e greatest

o^ers
montk

of motion
picture
entertainment
ever
accumulated
v^eel^Ly
PEGGY

in

one

service
HYLAND

mJ/ieDEBT

R
^HONO
Pe^^v/'5 dekut us a. Fox Star
Directed hyO.A.C.
L\ind^

"Here's

Additional

March

R.A.WALSH'S
Master- Drama

.

a dash

of joaprilf^'

I^eleases

CARMENml
JEWEL
^keGlRLwithihe
f

WOMANanrffAelAW

CHAMPAGNE

VIRGINIA

EYES,

PEARSON

in
ADAUGHTER/FRANCE
1

Contract

FOX

now

FILM

at

nearest

FoxBrancn

COR^POR^ATIOlSr
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it makes
saw

no difference

his shadow
shining

whethet

or not

the ground ho^
sun

for exhibitors

who

CONTRACT

Hungry

1

The

A

in

Lions

is always
play

NOW

a Hospital

Son

of a Gnii'

©"Dama^ed'-No

'Are

Married

Policemen

MilkrEed

Vamp

@

'Roaring

Lions

and

"Shadov^s

Safe"

His Smashing
Wedding

of Her

Goods"

Qreer"

Bells"

Pest"

The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS.'

Motion

1080

Here's
You
new

have

Triangle

read our

the

recent advertisements

policy towards

exhibitors.

of the box office value of Triangle
square business

Proof

methods

We

the

have told you

pictures, of the fair and

of Triangle,

and

Triangle prices enable any exhibitor to make
We

describing

of the fact that

money.

have also told you that exhibitors appreciate the policy

of Triangle

and

as a result are flocking

to the Triangle

standard.

Here is a letter from Mr. H. R. Mason, w^ho operates the
Acme, Crystal and Rex Theatres at Goldsboro, N. C, which
will give you the experience
Triangle

of an exhibitor

who

is using

service.

" Regarding using Triangle Service, tvill say that ever since the
majority of the manufacturers adopted the plan of shifting the Film
Footage Tax to the Exhibitors, we have been using from one to
three Triangle Dramas and Comedies every week, besides the two
reel Keystone Comedy every Saturday for the past year or more.
It gives me much pleasure to say that both the dramas and the comedies have been entirely satisfactory to me and my patrons, and business Iam glad to say has not fallen off, and if anything has increased
as a result of the change. On the days that we run pictures only, we
get just as good if not better results from the Triangle Service, as
the Taxed Service, and what's most interesting to us is that we are
getting the service for almost half of what we have paid for the
Taxed Service.
(Continued on opposite page)
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/ am indeed glad that you, together with a few of the other recognized manufacturers, decided to align yourselves on the side of the
exhibitor, for to defeat the exhibitor, you have defeated the whole
business, and you are to be commended by the exhibitors for the
stand you took and are now taking in their behalf.
7

n7

If the Service we
to hold up as it has
not surprise me a
shortly an order for

are now getting from your Company continues
since we began with you the last time, it would
bit if your Atlanta exchange will not receive
their entire output.

While attending the Convention of the North Carolina League
held in Raleigh last week, I came in contact with a number of the
real North Carolina Exhibitors, and those that are using and have
been using Triangle Service for the same reason and beginning at
the same time I did, had everything to say in its praise, and naturally
with the endorsements Triangle received from these influential men,
your Atlanta office should be taking on a bunch of nezv business.
I sincerely trust that exhibitors all over the country will rally
around the TRIANGLE banner and accord you the support you so
much deserve, and in doing so they will not only help you but help
themselves by getting a consistent and well balanced service at a
price they can afford to pay, and no WAR TAX.

7

Assuring you of my appreciation for the stand you have taken,
and for the excellent service I am getting from your Company, and
that should the occasion arise that I can be of any assistance to
you, I am yours to command.
Yours sincerely,
H. R. Mason (Signed)."
Do
not
Mr.
Mason's
statements
inspire you?
Are you satisfied with the service that you are now securing
for your theatre? Let us suggest that you get in touch with
the Triangle Exchange nearest you so as to know exactly what
Triangle has to offer you.

TRIANGLE
S. A. LYNCH
President

DISTRIBUTING

CORPORATION

1457 Broadway, New York
FRED KENT
Y. F. FREEMAN
R. W. LYNCH
Gen. Mgrr.
Treasurer
Vice President

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the "News!

Bunk

VS.

iiJ^OOK here, old chap, }ou ,^ot to
get aboard our bandwagon, au'l
book these super deluxe, extra special
productions. Cause why? Cause the
public just eats this star of ours up :
they don't care what she's in, so long
as it's her and the pictures cost money.
And money? Oh, Boy, this here one
cost three hundred thou. Sure you
got to pay for it, and if you don't
come through Hank Smith over the
wav will. But don't worry about that.
It's going to bring you in exactly five
times as much money as your house
can hold. . . ."
So, Friend Exhibitor, you book it.
And ten to one, you lose, and then you
cuss and you swear — till the salesman
comes around next time. And
THAT'S

BUNK

Performance
^VERY wise man once said : " By
their Plays
works were
shall planned
ye know to them."
Paralta
make
good. They were taken in hand by
W. W. Hodkinson because they were
solidly good. The ten plays already
finished have all passed the one test of
MAKING GOOD. The full twentyfour pictures of the three star series,
already laid out. are planned with one
end — to make good.
P>ack of these promises is the word
of W. W. Hodkinson, who never put
over an ounce of bunk in his life.

I
THAT'S

PERFORMANCE

HIS ROBE

OF HONOR

with Henry B. Walthall
THE TURN OF A CARD
with J. Warren Kerrigan

and Hodkinson guarantees TWENTY

MORE

TO COME

This organization assumed the distribution of Paralta Plays because
we knew what was coming. Our endorsement has brought many
hundreds of contracts. Those exhibitors are now cashing in on
their faith in W. W. Hodkinson. Their profit means YOUR
guarantee, the MAKING GOOD on the promise to furnish the
very sort of pictures that are actually being delivered
Write,
or telegraph
" Hodkinson
Service," at
yourphone
nearest
GENERALto FILM
EXCHANGE
If you want to get in touch with the folks in the home
office, write to the
W.
527

W.
FIFTH

HODKINSON

i

your theatre — or your neighbors' — in
trade paper reviews, in letters from
pxbil)itors, in the enthusiasm of fans.

Take the first four Paralta Plays, four of the most solid, substantial
successes, ever shown in the theatres which have booked them. Four
of the most uniformly successful plays in the judgment of the trade
reviews. Four of the most consistently good pictures that the
hardest headed men in the business ever handled.

FOUR WINNERS,

i

But TODAY you need take no man's
promise, because the Paralta Plays
are making good before your eyes, in

And—

A MAN'S MAN
with J. Warren Kerrigan
MADAM WHO
with Bessie Barriscale

i

CORPORATION

AVENUE

NEW

YORK

PARALl^A
PICK OF THE

Distributed by

PLAYS
PICTURES

\ () W
K E A D ^'
"HIS ROBE OI- HONOR "— By Ethel and James Dorrancc
"HUMDRUM BROWN"— By H. B, Daniels.
"WITH HOOPS OF STEEL"-By Florence Finch Kelly

\V. VV. HoDKiNSON' Corporation

^

HlNRT B. WALTHALL PICTURES CORPORATION

PARALTA
PICK

THE

PLAYS

OF THE

DRAMATIC

PICTURES

STAR

HENRY

SUPREME

B.

WALTHALL

personally supervising

his own

independent

producing company — assuring
the highest attainment
in the art of the
photo-play

Each Production a Complete Evening's Entertainment

Henry

B.

Walthall

Pictures

Executive Direction PA RA L TA PLA YS, Inc.
729 Seventh A venue, I\'ew York

DISTRIBUTED BY
W. W. HODKIMSON

CORPORATION

Corp.
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l>ARALTA

Bessie

PLAYS

Barrisca
9

Written by
HAROLD MacGRATH

"Madam
Who?'
ROBERT ERUNTON, Manager of Productions

729 SEVENTH AVENUE
YORK
CITY
PARALTA
PLAYS,
Inc. ?JEW
Foreign Distributor: Inter-Ocean Film Corporation.
Canadian Distributor: Globe Films Ltd.

W.W.HODKINSQN

CQRroRATIQN

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."

Motion
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^

^

THRILL

THE

SERIAL

MUGHTEP
with
JANE

VANCE
and

William

FOR

PATRIOTIC

of

Picture

AUDIENCES

UNCLE

SilH

Twelve action-crammed one-reel episodes
exposing the greatest spy campaign in
all history.

News

The tried box-office friend.

Sorelle

Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company
25 West 44th Street, New York City
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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How

to

Ride

with

Progress

" If any proof were needed that big things are doing in General P'ilm
then the fact that the staid old organization is tearing away from the
downtown Fourth Avenue address is sufficient for us." — Editorial in
MOTION PICTURE NEWS.
General
progress.
It may
obsolete.

Film

Company

is a happy

combination

of two things — poise and

be "staid," but it has also a record for "tearing

away"

from

the

General Film Company has been the first exchange organization to put into
practice the great idea of one commercial service to handle the product of many
film producers. Magnates in the wilderness, crying for economy and elimination of duplicate overhead, take notice.
General Film has been the first to adopt the advanced
that prevail in stabilized American industries.

merchandising

details

General Film Company is the only motion picture concern to report its film
rentals to manufacturers by the employment of electrical accounting and
tabulating machinery like that used by the U. S. Census Bureau.
General Film Company is one of the few who at the outset refused to impose
the arbitrary 15c. per reel charge upon releases.
General Film Company is the only exchange organization founded upon a
market for short length pictures to make a brilliant and immediate success
with feature product, as exemplified in the Paralta Plays handled through its
exchanges

by the "Hodkinson

Service."

General Film has retained exhibitor confidence from the beginning — a
golden crown of good will that in this hour is more than treasure.
General Film Company, in fact, does not have to resort to trick photography
to simulate speed. It glides onward with power and with purpose.
The way for a motion
General Film.

picture exhibitor to ride with Progress is, to ride with
General Film Company
25 West 44th Street, New York

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News! "
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GEORGE
CHARLIE

The

K. SPOOR

presents

CHAPLIN

Tramp

Pronounced by Critics as Chaplin's Master Comedy — Ready Now
NEW PRINTS
Book an Essanay-Chaplin Every Month
NEW PAPER
A Woman

"— " Work

In the Park " — " By the Sea " — " A Jitney Elopement
— " The Champion "

Essanay's New Laugh Makers
One each week for any program
Wild Algy of Piccadilly "— " Check Your Hat, Sir "— " Our Little Nell "—
" A Tough Knight "
Dibtributed Exclusively by General Film Company, 25 West 44th Street, New York
1333 A/gjlt Siretl, Chicago
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Drama in two parts with Mildred Manning and Alice Terry. Directed by George
Ridgwell. A gripping story of two shop girls who sought for love in different
ways, and how one found it unexpectedly.
A story with a smashing climax.

O.

Henry

pictures

showmanship
bit
Wise

to

make

showmen

stand

the

everywhere.
the
are

BROADWAY

world

acid

They
safe

booking

the

STAR

test

are

for

of

good

doing

their

the

entire

exhibitor.
series

now.

FEATURES

Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company
25 "West 44th Street, New York City
The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS.

Motion

UI'M
JViowEY
Telegram

from

Picture

News

Talks

Gordon

Olympic

Theatre,
Boston
Feb. 7, 1918.

U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation,
Times Building, New York.
THE BELGIAN PACKED OUR THEATRE
THE WEEK
JANUARY 21, FROM TEN A. M. UNTIL CLOSING TIME.
WE HAVE NEVER BEFORE HAD A PICTURE IN OUR
THEATRE
THAT HAS ATTRACTED
SO MANY
HIGH
BROWS AS THE BELGIAN DID.
Gordon's Olympic Theatre.
(Signed)
That's

N. H. GORDON,

TREASURER.

what

Sidney
STUPENDOUS BEAM

Oi.cott's
INTEREST SPECTACLE-

*
he

T

VAIENTINE
DID

FOR

(iRANT

GORDON

and

will

DO

FOR

YOU

In these days of stress it is very difficult for an ordinary play to
make enough impression on people's minds to be a success. Everybody isconcerned with bigger things and it takes an extraordinary
production like "The which
Belgian"
to for
impress
and draw
accounts
the
Phenomenal

Business

in EVERY

of

SECTION

This
OF

audience's

Remarkable
THE

Attraction

COUNTRY

ll-SIXHiBiTQRSIOyKiNIi
CQRPORATiDN
FRANK G. HALL, President
Top

O' THe Times
Bld^., New
York
BOOK THROUGH THE FOLLOWING EXCHANGES:
HOFFMAN-FOURSQUARE:
PHILADELPHIA — 1325 Vine Si.
SOUTHERN
STATES FILM CO.i
NEW YOKK— 729 Bevrnih Ave.
ATLANTA— 114 Walton St.
CINCINNATI— 301 Strand Theatre Bldg.
UDFTALO— 47 W. BwkD 81.
ST.
LOUIS—
301
KmprcBs
Theatre
Bldii.
DALLAS
—
1900
Commerce St
CHICAOO— 207 8. Wabuh Ave.
CLKVKLANIJ— 310 Sloan Bldg.
GLOBE FEATURE FILM CO.i
WASHINGTON—
8
E
St..
N.
W.
UKTROIT—
2(M
Joe,
Mack
Bldg.
NEW
ENGLAND—
Winchester St., Bostoo Maw.
DENVER— 1736 Weltou HI.
KANSAS CITY— U20 Walnut St.
FRANK GERSTEN. 20 Inc.:
HEATTJ.E— 2014 Third Ave.
SAN
FRANCISCO191
Golden
Gale
Ave.
NEW
JERSEY—
220
W.
PITTBHURGH— 127 FourUi Ave.
MINNEAPOLIS— 206 Film Exchange Bldg.
SUPER FEAIXTRE FILM 42dCO.:St., New York City
LOf ANGELK8— 114 W. 8tb St.
CANADA — 6&-61 Victoria St., Toronto. Oni.
FOREIGN RIGHTS: ROBERTSON-COLErCO.. (23RD FLOOR. TIMES BLDG .) NEW YORK CITY
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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c^Oox

Office

cJuccess

YORKE

FILM

CORPOILATIOKr

HAROLD

in

his

LOCKWOOD

m-west

triumph

BROADWAY
wriTxen
Written
\

in ^
in ^

ana
and
acts
acts

presents

ar
directed
o.
o£

BILL

iy Fred J. Balsliofer

refreshing vigor' >
alLi
Siar
Series

Troduction

toTRO
RELEASED
FEBRUARY
The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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Motion

Great

EDITH

box

office

>

O

attractions

MABEL

STOREY
EMILY

ACH

of

is

an

Picture

News

with

XALIAFEBHO

STEVENS

these

great

absolute

features

success-
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oppOTtunities

a,if/iNAZlMOVA

EORGEMRITAJOLIVET

LEGIONo/DEATH«.if/iEDITH

STOREY

BLUE

DANA

Draft

%e

JEAN

25

withmOLA

9i0it/iMABEL

SUciaer

T)A\7^T^AV

S

withEniLY

a sinful

^

ACT

w^AM.&MRS.

^ACH
\S)

is

money

M

an

J'eature

STEVENS

eniertainmeni

SIDNEY

DREW

extraordinary

making

E

TALIAFERRO

.!^EL

certainty

O

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.

We pay the Tax "

''^First

MME.

Nationar'
Release
Now Released

PETROVA'S

" ALBIONY,"
HERBERT

THE

"DAUGHTER
First Petrova Picture
SENSATIONAL

Dates

DESTINY"

OF

DIVORCE

BRENON'S
"EMPTY
By RUPERT
HUGHES

DRAMA

POCKETS,"

February 4th
MME.

PETROVA*

IN HER SECOND PETROVA
PICTURE
"THE LIGHT WITHIN"
The Romance of a beautiful girl's escape from a mistaken marriage

Feb.

18th

Edgar Lewis, the Master

Producer,

presents

"The
Sign
Invisible"
A mighty drama of the Northland, featuring Mitchell Lewis
FIRST NATIONAL
ALASKA,
lUABO WASHINGTON. OREGON, MONTANA.
1200 Fourtb Ave.. Seattle. Waab.
All of Alaaka. WaablDfftoD. Oregon, Montana
AllIdabo
counties
CountyId Idabo nortb ol and Including
ARIZONA and SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
833 Soutb Broadnray, Los Angeles, Cal.
Soutbern Calllornla, Including counties of San
Luis Obispo,
aoutb
tbercot Kern, Sao Bernardino and all
All of Arizona
AUSTRALIA
New Yorkenth Ave.Office — Australasian Films, 729 SevAustralian
Offlco — Film Bouse, Sydney
All of AUBUalosla
CALIFORNIA, NEVADA, HAWAII
134 Golden Gate Ave.. San Francisco. Cal.
Collfomla,
of counties of San Luis Obispo,
Kern and nortb
Hon Bernardino
All of Nevada and Hawaii
CANADA rweitem)
13 1 H standard Bank BIdg., Vancouver. B. C.
AlloodCanada
wcat of and Including Fort William
Port Arthur

The

First

EXCHANGES AND TERRITORIAL DIVISIONS
CANADA (Eastern)
MARYLAND, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIAlTand
• 8 McGUI
College
Que., Fort
Can.William
DELAWARE
All Canada
east Ave.,
of, but Montreal,
not Including,
GardenENGLAND
Theatre, Washington,
D. C.
and Port Arthur
NEW
STATES
COLORADO, NEW MEXICO, UTAH, WYOMING
20
Winchester
St.,
Boston,
Mass.
NEW YORK
and PART OF IDAHO
countiesSt..InDenver,
Idaho south
609 Fifth
Ave., New York City
1744All Curtis
Colo. of Idaho County
NEW
JERSEY
GEORGIA.
FLORIDA.
ALABAMA
and
609
Fifth
Ave., New York City
SOUTH CAROLINA
OHIO
146
Marietta
St..
Atlanta.
Ga.
302
Sloan
BIdg.. Prospect Ave.. Cleveland, O.
ILLINOIS
PENNSYLVANIA (Eastern) and
110
8.
State
St..
Chicago,
III.
SOUTHERN
NEW JERSEY
INDIANA
1339 Vine St., Philadelphia. Pa.
24 W. Washington St.. Indianapolis. Ind.
AH
counties
In Pennsylvania east of Fulton.
IOWA. KANSAS and NEBRASKA
Huntington, Center. Clinton and Potter
Garden Theatre. Dea Moines, Iowa
TEXAS. OKLAHOMA and ARKANSAS
KENTUCKY and TENNESSEE
1920 Main St.. Dallas. Tex.
.
Rex Theatre. Louisville, Ky.
Branch Office. Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
LOUISIANA and MISSISSIPPI
WEST
VIRGINIA
and
WESTERN
PENNSYLVANIA
712 Poydraa St., New Orleans. La.
300AllWCBtlnghouse
BIdg..counties
Pittsburgh.
MICHIGAN
of Pennsylvania
west ofPa.and including
73 Broadway. Detroit. Mich.
Fulton,
Huntington,
Center,
Clinton and Potter
MINNESOTA. NORTH and SOUTH DAKOTA
VIRGINIA
CAROLINA
717 Hennepin Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
420 9th St.,andN. NORTH
W., Washington,
D. C.
MISSOURI
WISCONSIN
New Grand Central Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
Toy BIdg., Milwaukee. Wla.

National
Exhibitor's
18 EAST 4l8t STREET, NEW YORK

Circuit,
CITY
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CARMEN

YXmn

CENERAL OFFICES 1493BWa7, RAYf 0WEN5 genimg-r.

The "NEWS" adverticen believe TOU worth while; justify them.

Motion

Picture
•

News
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'

©'

N
KI

COMEDIES

THE

ARE

IN

THE

G-B
LOUIS
KINBURSTEIN
PRC5-6-OENERAI. rlANA&ER
L.L.HILUER
TREASURER

EE
FrLMJ"
CORPORATION
tivc
sole foreign rcpresenta
P ITZ ER
H . SMANAGER
1^ AT.SALES
J.FRANK
B ROCK LISS INC.
LONG ACRE BLD'G. NEW YORK
72c) SEVENTH AVE.,N.Y.C.
^^/^KINO^^>^

Ec sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Am

DassaJjOT

)V

JATIES

For
IriQ wdolc

G£MD?

state

righi"

*

disfriba+ion

inside

A -tremcn do US'

shory of Germany'^
diplomahc \>\o\s

production basGcL
on aictkcntic factx

a^^inst America

lavishly prodiuiecl

and

the world

MY

FOUR

YEARS

^^^p^^ 1^,. .j^^ ^^^^^ i^Cfias. A.to^uL>
II Directed
William Nioh

IN GE.RMANY

.nc, 60I

CANDLER

BLDG

N.Y.

Available February Eighteen
i5t all exchanges of the
Mutual Film Corporation

ANN

MURDOCK

has a highly original
role as a bride for
convenience in love with
her husband, in
"MY

WIFE

One of the Charles
Frohman stage successes
in motion pictures
CERTAIN

PROFIT

FOR

Vroduced by
Empire All-Star Corporation

THE

EXHIBITOR

The

editor

big

trade

"If

every

issued
ISM.

of

paper

certain
says:

distributor

press

like Mutual's,
of
be no need

department

Vv

a

sheets

there'd
service
our

for

exhibitors."

Mutual press sheets are
compr^ensive and complete.
Ask ;your branch managtx
to send you one.
I L

17,

Get

'7-

I
I

f^^o

- ; 'Z'^r

'-

■/>
</ %V/2^ ^V' :/A

Mutual Pays The War Tax

The stsur, the director and the writers who have been associated with the greatest money-making successes the business
has ever seen, have collaborated to make
IheUOUSE,
or

HATE

the New Pathe serial, the most phenominal box-office attraction that has ever been presented to the exhibitor.
"The Perils of Pauline." "The Exploits of Elaine," "The Iron Claw,"
"Pearl of the Army" and "The Fatal Ring," all
Peavl

White

serials, have built new and better theatres, paid off mortgages, proved
that no season is a dull season if you give your audiences the show,
and made
rich. And the proof of these facts lies in
every
town many
in theexhibitors
land!
Now Pathe presents this greatest of box office stars in the most interesting, thrilling and expensive serial she has ever been in, with the
most popular leading man she ever had —
AittonioMoreno
There can be no question but what it should
be the triumph of Miss White's career

Newspapers, Public and Exhibitors Acclaim
PCAPL

WHITE

As the Greatest Motion Picture Box-Ofiice
Attraction in the World.

of

HATE

is absolutely certain to increase that reputation.
It is estimated that the public paid over

$5,000,000.00
to see "The Iron Claw" alone. Pathe considers "The House of Hate"
to be far superior to "The Iron Claw."
Whit just a few of the exhibitors say (Pathe received over a thousand letters from
exhibitors on "The Fatal Ring" only) :
J. J. Cluxton, manager of the Pantages, San Francisco, reported that he had
increased their matinees over $50.00 per day with a Pearl White serial.
The Queen Theatre, Omaha, reported that they could not handle the crowds on
the Army."of the Marshfield Amusement Co., of Chicago,
Pearl WhiteM. inS. "Pearl
Marks,of president
owning four big houses, wrote: "In view of the tremendous drawing
power
of Pearl
don't you episodes?
think it would
'The Fatal
Ring"White,
to twenty-five
She isbea advisable
sure moneyto increase
getter."
H. C. Cooley of the Bijou Theatre, Wilmington, N. C., wired: "Audience
cheered Pearl White in 'Fatal Ring' so loud today could be heard a block
away."
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the most popular leading man she has ever had

ANIONIOAtO^NO
a real box-office star, whose name alone in a production means
good houses.
Miss White and Mr. Moreno together form an unbeatable combination.
The newspapers of a nation have recognized Ijie box office value of
Pathe's: famous serial star. Here are the statements of just a fewrof
them
The Montreal Herald: "Pearl White is Montreal's favorite star."
The New Orleans Item-: "It is doifbtful if any star
in the world has so great box office pulling power."
The Baltimore News: "Pearl White is the most
popular photoplay star in Baltimore."
The Providence, R. I., News Democrat: "Pearl
White is the most popular serial star in the world."
Nb
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George B. Seitz, the director, wrote the scenarios of "The Perils of
Pauline," "The Exploits of Elaine," and "The Iron Claw," all phenomenally successful. He directed "The Fatal Ring," another clean
up. No director in the business has been associated with so many or
so popular serials. The sets, photography, and direction of "The
House of Hate" are perfect.
Arthur B. Reeve is tihe author of the famous "Craig Kennedy" stories
in the Cosmopolitan. He was also the author of "The Exploits of
Elaine" serial. With Chas. A. Logue, another successful author, he
wrote "The House of Hate."
Bertram Millhauser, the author of the scenario, also wrote the scenarios for "Mystery of the Double Cross," and "The Fatal Ring."
Louis J. Gasnier, president of the Astra Co., which produced "The
House of Hate," directed "The Perils of Pauline," the first of the
long line of successful serials put) out by Pathe. As president of the
Astra he supervised the production of "The Iron Claw," "Mystery
of the Double Cross" and "The Fatal Ring."
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Never
have

on

three

pictures

any

program

such

splendid

been

released

as

in succession

''Inno-

cent," "Loaded Dice,"
and "The
Naulahka!"
Pathe has promised you Big Stars in
Big Pictures at a Reasonable Price.
Pathe has told you that the rentals
asked for certain pictures are exorbitant and impossible, and has assured you that in
PATHE

PLAYS

you will find pictures that are unsurpassed anywhere, and that you may
get them at prices at which you can
make money. Exhibitors everywhere are now finding that we have
told them the truth.
Ask the nearest Pathe
show you

Exchange

to

FRANK

KEENAN
in the five-part Pathe play

LOADED

DICE
The picture and the price will both
of them prove our statements!
"Loaded Dice;" adapted
book by Ellery H. Clark
Released

Feb.

from

the

10th

COMING
•

"The Naulahka,"
adapted from the
famous book by Rudyard Kipling and
Wolcot Balestier.
You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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Even o -fire 'fails to drive ouf an
audi once whon
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Picture
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f^the

CROWD DECLliD
TO B[ STRICKEN
"Lonesome
Luke",.to Keep
oo the
Screen, Fought
Crowd in Theatre

/s on tno screen
Mana<5er Fragne of the Palac? o"0
iifienoc+adq 50qf * So well ore thwe
'VxxVg comedies liked bij our audiencer
tl»at the fire did not dismciy f^iem;
"Hiet/ preferred +o ifay and see +fce
finish of Love, lauq/is,and Lo+fier/ one
of -rfie funniest (amo6\Qi oyor pic+ured."
Wi5C> exhibitors show the one reel
POLIN
EVERY

jj'"""'"' OrapU*^ WowIt. ^

COMEDIE9
WEEK.

I

PATHE
PECCY

presents*
HYLAND

/n -tho ii¥o part adapet-aiion o/ ih& 4 .H
W00D5^5/<77<> succoss*
^OTUCP

WOMAN

WriH&n bi/
Vt&dorick A. Kummet
bi reded bt^
Albetf l^atkof
f>roc/u€ocf ht/
USTPA . . .
A COLO l?OOST£R PlAV ih<rf has pronounced
box o//tte ifoluo because orf Hs'siar^ sixit^
casi and prtHJuciion
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TOTO
In ''A One Night Stand"
he is ticket taker, scene
shifter, manager, bill
poster and

electrician.

He "lakes away the show"
from the travelling troupe.
He is a headliner and a
riot.
He has the audience
in convulsions.
He will
have your audience the
very same way !
Released Feb. 24th

—
ONE TWO REEL COMEDY
... EVERY FOUR WEEKr

*7ho qn?af LOEW
PUTU

circuit booked

IX)UND

•for sixfi/'fiye dai^. Mowihoq^
fell us it is going so woll thaf^
fhoy expecf to qivo HQOOdat/s/
Pafff/sor/a/r anc/ sor/er fioyj
Ei^hf chapters'^/ two reels eoch

The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth wnile; justify them.
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SINGLE

CHANGE

What

OR

Official

ELIMINATION

U.

ment Censorship

S.

?

Govern-

Thinks

Of

44

EYE"
EAGLE'S
THE
The Committee On PubHc Information, composed of George Creel, Chairman the
;
Secretary of State, the Secretary of War, the Secretary of the Navy,
officially passed and endorsed the first three episodes of this patriotic serial.
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Is the Kaiser's
censorship
and
approval
also
necessary
to
permit
American
propaganda
American

audiences

Everyone knows that the sinking of the
Lusitania was planned in the United
States by Imperial German agents.
They do not know that it was also
planned to blow up the Hotel Ansonia,
New York, and kill 800 American
Naval Officers attending the Naval
Ball. Nor do they know that an attempt was made to torpedo the Atlantic
Fleet while in review before Presi-

"ONE

to

pictures

PICTURE

IS

shown

be

to

?
dent Wilson in New York Harbor.
These, and many other facts generally
unknown, are revealed by Chief Flynn
in " The Eagle's Eye."
Every American should know

of the

Imperial German Government's deliberate crimes of murder, arson and
sabotage, against America and its people— all the while posing as a friendly
nation.

WORTH

MORE

THAN

A MILLION
WORDS"— Arthur Brisbane
Exhibitors should give their patrons
Pro-Germans may thus be led to change
the opportunity to witness these revelatheir allegiance and disloyal Amertions because the purpose of this serial
icans influenced to alter their unpais to inspire patriotism and foster
triotic views.
loyalty.
DOES
If you

THE
are

KAISER

a luke-warm

RUN

American,

or subsidized by the Imperial
book "The Eagle's Eye."

YOUR

THEATRE?

a partisan

German

of the

Government,

If your screen is one hundred per cent,
for America, FILL IN THIS COUPON
IMMEDIATELY
and MAIL
IT!

(After filling in tbis coupon, enclose it in an envelope, addressed to Foursquare
Exchange, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York, AND MAIL IT.)
M.P.N. 22318
Population
State
City
Seating Capacity
Theatre Name
><o. Weekly Changes
Admission
Would like to start showing
No. Theatres in Town
"The Eagle's Eye," about
Signed
Address

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News.'
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don't
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EXHIBITORS

'I woot the most prominent Exhibitors in the country
SHACKMAN'S NEW
81st
YORKST.
POLIS

GRAND
WORCESTER,

THEATRE

THEATRE
MASS.

have booked for One Solid Week
WILLIAM
"THE

S. HART

TWO-GUN

in "THE

ALL

as
MAN"

BARGAIN"

THIS

WEEK—

BECAUSE
They

are

convinced

that its exceptional
merit will bring big
profits
offices!

TO

BE

RELEASED

to

their

box

SOON

The Second and Third
W. S. HART

"The
am/

and

the

Preacher"

"The

MACK

W.
71

Bandit

SUPER-FEATURES

Hell-Hound
of Alaska"
Also the Series of 28 Selected
SENNETT- KEYSTONE COMEDIES

H.

WEST

PRODUCTIONS
23d

STREET

Phone cramercy 3027

Be »ure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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NATURE'S

OWN

FIRST

COLORS

FAITHFULLY

PUBLIC

REPRODUCED

SHOWING

THE
TECHNICOLOR
PICTURE

MOTION

CORPORATION
Announces

that arrangements have been consummated for the
presentation by various touring companies of

"The
Gulf
A Romantic
Comedy

Between"
Drama
in 7 Reels

Featuring

Grace

Darmond

and

Niles

Welch

Initial Engagement

MAJESTIC

THEATRE,

FEBRUARY,

25th

TO

BUFFALO,

N.

MARCH

Tour under personal direction of
C. A. WILLAT
New York Office
Gen. Bus. Manager
17 West 44th Street
ERNEST SHIPMAN
Phone Murray Hill 5432-s

illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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Warren

Productions

WEAVERS

SOULS

THEY

Why
is

worth

let

live

MORE

than

when

you

<\m:s

a

MAKERS

production

can

Product

at

get
live

an
and

prices

WARREN

Get

ARROW

MONEY

more

Established

LIFE

REDEEMED

ARE

pay

of

FILM

in

PRODUCTIONS

Touch

with

CORPORATION,

Us

COMING

Quick

Times

Bldg.,

N.

Y.

\(;i-ats for

W. H. Clune Productions: " Eyes of the World " and " Raniona." Edward Warren
IVodiictions: "Weavers of Life" and "Souls Redeemed." Mayfair Film Corporation:
IV ftfry }I\hind as " Persuasive Peggy." Pathe Exchange, Inc.: " Mad Lover " and " Today."
\rrr.w TVxhirtions: "The Deemster" "The Woman's Law" and " Ri-ht Oft' the Bat."

Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers
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Prosperity

February

and

tide seems to have turned in the business of the
box-oflice.
Fully turned. Except for trouble spots here and
there, a big reaction has set in. Exhibitors are breathing
easily again. Many report to us the best business they
have ever done.
The change has come — as sharply, as fully — within the
past three weeks.
We are glad to have prophesied this reaction.
Since bad business was caused fundamentally and
largely by war conditions, we felt that this country would
have just about the same experience which Great Britain
went through.
Just this has happened.
theTheair.public has set about face; and there's optimism in
THE

HARD-BAKED showman who has been in the
business for twenty-two years, who is ultraconservative and who scents hard times as keenly
as good times, says that we shall have this Summer the
biggest inflow of box-ofifice cash this industry has ever
He backs up his prophecy with observations
enjoyed.
just made on a trip covering every State in the Union.
After this summer, he says, well — he doesn't know.
But we do. At least, we feel very hopeful.
Something always happens to help this industry along.
We are exceedingly lucky.
A period of unexampled prosperity, such as we shall
undoubtedly have this year, should give both time and
incentive to the producing and distributing branches to
set their house in order.
The need is obvious ; and the warning is equally obvious.
When a ship passes through a storm, the skipper gets
mighty busy when fair weather comes.
He has time to
look inside and he does. Otherwise he goes on the rocks
when the next squalls come along.
The industry's main trouble is over-production.
Not over-production, however, of good film.
The industry's glut of film is a glut of poor film.
If we devote the fair weather period, the sunshine of
which is even now right across the bow, to the stoppage
of inferior production and to the cleaning up of the market's present glut of it, there won't be any indigestion when
the next dull period comes
* * along.
* *
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Cooperation
These theatres are in a bad way.
And they need help.
We don't refer to the small house competing hopelessly
with a big theatre in a city neighborhood. We don't
mean the house foolishly built in a bad neighborhood.
We are speaking of the small house in the more or less
isolated town or community, where the people want to aiid '
will go to see good motion pictures.
The exchange needs this theatre ; the industry needs it ;
the public needs it.
And this small house, in turn, needs a doctor ; not public
prosperity, but a doctor. ^ ^ ^
THIS type of theatre has been overlooked in the
swift march of- the industry; and since this industry
is growing up this negligence cannot be maintained
with safety any longer.
In other industries the small retailer is looked after by
the
He gets a doctor's services when he
needsmanufacturer.
it.
You cannot, in this industry, produce pictures and let
your work end there. The time has come when it is necessary and when it pays to follow the film clear through to
the public. And the particular work needed here, and
needed right away, is with
house.
* * the* small
*
WE

know whereof we speak, because the small
houses are appealing to us, and there's no gainsaying their appeals. But w^e were glad, this
week, to be solidly backed in our stand by a man like
Thomas D. Soriero of Boston. Mr. Soriero was once a
small house manager ; moreover, today as manager of
the Park theatre he is in almost daily touch with smaller
exhibitors throughout New England. He knows their
situation from the practical viewpoint of an experienced
showman who had made big and little houses succeed.
" The producer," says he, " should protect his own film.
" Let him find out what's the matter with these small
houses.
" If the trouble doesn't lie with the house or the managers, or the advertising, then find out what is wrong with
the pictures or their prices — and correct the bad condition.
" Don't leave it to the exchange man. Perhaps the exchange man is merely a film man, not a business man. If
so, the situation is hopeless. Even if he is a good business man, he may not have the authority to correct conditions he knows are wrong.
" New York," concludes Mr. Soriero — who, by the way,
will say some more interesting things in these columns —
(Continued on following page)

have spoken of theatre prosperity. It is quite
universal in the large cities and communities.
But there's a sharp contrast to it in the case
of the many small theatres in the small towns.
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Administrative Bureau is announced this week
AN
by the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
The object of the Bureau is the closer union of
this producing-distributing concern with its retailer exhibitors to the end that each other's problems may be commonly worked out to the betterment of all concerned.
Much interest, throughout the trade, will center in this
announcement.
In the first place it ought to set at rest the many rumors
to the effect that the plans of this corporation included
the outright or indirect acquisition of theatres.
There are many who believe these rumors. Some students of the industry even think that theatre ownership
upon the part of the prominent producers is an inevitable
end of their higher development. There have been such
rumors before, connecting other producing firms with
chain theatre ownership.
Motion Picture News has neither believed the rumors,
nor — more to the point — do we believe that producer
ownership of picture theatres is a ieasible thing. It will
never even be attempted by those fundamentally familiar
with the picture industry.

single manufacturer's output. This idea has been tried —
notably by John Wanamaker in his one-time chain of
shirt stores handling only Wanamaker shirts — and proven
a flat failure in several striking instances.
One of the best ways, indeed, for any kind of a manufacturer toconfine and narrow his own outlet and open
the field of his competitor is to define and thereby confine
his retailing to his own retailer ownership.
We do believe, however, that producer-exhibitor cooperation isinevitable in the further evolution of this
industry.
It is even now taking place and this year will undoubtedly see many various developments of this fundamentally
important principle.
Each to His Own — There Safety Lies
In its most successful development, however, it will be
found that producer and exhibitor will each retain his
identity and individual control of his own functions. It
will be a decidedly dangerous thing for either to assume
the other's risks and limitations.
The plan of an administrative bureau is assuredly a
progressive and most important step.
(Continued on following page)

Falling

?

A LITTLE birdie has whispered to us that both in
Los Angeles and in the East a number of stars
may be found who have seriously revised their
salary demands in recent months — or maybe weeks.
And the revisions have been downward — radically so,
if we may judge from a few specific cases told us.
Of course, it may be far-flung to discern any general
swinging of the pendulum in these current reports. But,
while we are not prompted by a desire to see any man's
worldly wealth diminish in bulk, we cannot help expressing the opinion that a generous reaction in the case of
stars' salaries would have a wonderful tonic efifect on
Mr. Fillum.
Co-ordination

Needed

hope that the next bit of legislation that comes
from Washington affecting motion picture theatres will bring also with it an authoritative ruling
in every paragraph of the statute.
The greatest inconvenience to exhibitors and hindrance
to the proper functioning of the ticket tax law has come
through
the dependence on individual sectional collectors
for rulings.

WE

No general interpretations have come from Washington ;
each deputy makes his own rules. Some are reasonable,
some intelligent ; many capricious freaks, a few asinine.
Standing

The Past and Its Bitter Lessons
There are successful chain stores, to be sure, in other
fields ; but these chain stores are more like our present
booking circuits. They do not confine their goods to a

the Stars

Up

Well

show that exCity Bank
the National
REPORTS portsof
of positive
the United States
film from
during the month of December just past amounted
feet.the anaemic showing that one might be led
309.571
to Not
at all
to expect during war times.
Indeed, quite cheering.
Prosperity and Cooperation
(Continued from preceding page)
" should take an interest in its country retailers— and
right away. If not, there
* won't
* * be* any country retailers."

help for
this much-need
believe,
g this ed
the
smallhowever,
house isthat
forthcomin
year. The
signs of the industry point strongly that way.
Exhibitors will note that co-operative-producer-exhibitor
schemes are springing up everywhere.
It is being recognized that the theatres are the basis
and bulwark of the business. Producer prosperity must
be built and can be built only upon exhibitor prosperity.
Producer-exhibitor
co-operation is bound to come about
— this
year.
WE

It beehoves the exhibitor to think clearly and not too
hastily and select that kind of coordination which will
preserve his retailer identity and power and guarantee his
permanent prosperity.
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SOMETIMES it is hard enough to find news sufficient
to fill this page with comment without having a whole
column stolen from you by the editorial on the opposite page. But we have to admit that the latest move of
Adolph Zukor and that Paramount aggregation — no matter
what the step may be — naturally bursts out of the confines
of this page into the more select editorial columns.
So be it.
But it just hurts us to miss the opportunity of saying a
few personal things about Hiram Abrams and Ben
Schulberg.
Plus the opportunity of filling a few inches of these
twenty-one a week that is very — veree — shy of things to
talk about.
'K 'i' ¥ ¥
WE

shouldn't have any reason for complaint though.
Haven't we the second of those " Practical Plays
For Busy Producers " to of¥er you.
We could talk all day about those features.
This week the tabloid drama concerns the scenario department. Of course we are going to hear a loud and
long wail from a number of scenario editors who know
that their own departments are not in the state pictured
by the author of our " Practical Plays."
Surely. The picture business wouldn't have lasted this
long had all scenario departments stayed in the condition
described in the little drama. And that condition was
typical of nine out of ten just a few years ago. And today the cap fits enough to justify us in presenting the
tabloid.
Maybe we will get quite a few so sore that the rebound
will go far towards clearing up the mess.
We're willing to hear complaints if we can do that.
^ ^ ^ ^

CANADA just keeps right on trailing us in the fuel
holiday pastime. It's exciting — if not profitable for
anyone in particular.
First we had the scare of a three-day closedown all over
the land. Then that settled down to leave us with a one
day a week holiday.
Some more squirming. Then, after much labor and
pulling of strings, the ' picture houses were allowed to
remain open on the general holiday provided they closed
the following day each week.
Now Canada has gone through the same course.
At the start the same three-day scare. Quick action, a
flood of protesting telegrams, page ads in the newspapers,
sufficed to squelch that. Then, while the exhibitors were
still riding contentedly to their homes, the parliament
slipped the real order over :
A one day a week closing for all theatres in Central
Canada.
SPEAKING of fuel holidays, there is one consolation
to exhibitors totalling up the receipts of a Lincoln's
Birthday week.
February 12th comes on a Wednesday next year.

noticed in Rector's film lunch
you thehave
PERHA
past two weeks a particularly bright
roomPSduring
young man, all energy and pep. He knows every;
a nod and a smile for everybody. Even more.
body has
He can't pass a table. Drawing a chair over, he gets
well into the middle of a funny story before you have

Speed

and

Ginger

finished shaking hands, livens the conversation up for five
minutes and then moves on. Five minutes more at the
next table, five at the following — and so on. Some say
that he even eats in the course of his wanderings. But
we have never seen him do it.
As he passes on from each table you hear the remark :
" Fine boy that Rothacker. Does great printing work
too, they say. Yep, great boy. Always like to meet him."
haveis it!
with "Excelsior"
hisYou
banner
none The
otheryoung
than man
Watterson
Rothacker. on
Well, this week we give you just a bit more than your
usual five minutes with Watterson Rothacker. This week
William A. Johnston tells you just " What Kind of a
Fellow is— Rothacker."
But he doesn't tell you half of the admiration we all
have for the breezy Chicagoan. A pioneer in the game —
he was a roommate of R. A. Cochran's when the latter
was " a recent advertising man " — Rothacker way back
in 1910 took faith in the industrial end of the business
and his faith has never been shaken. He fought on and
on
it wasn't
always easy — but now he is landed squarely
on —his
two feet.
And it's the " Nozv" that counts, isn't it?
^ ^ s{c ^

NEWS from the producers' camps was light this week.
So we'll just tell you here a few of the things the
press departments want us — and you — to pay particular attention to during the coming weeks :
Pathe wants you to know that the new " House of
Hate " serial is the greatest ever — never was there a serial
the product of so many serial specialists, all the greatest
in their line.
Vitagraph wants you to keep an eye on Sergeant Guy
Empey's " Over the Top " — with its whales of newspaper
publicity.
Metro wants you to know that their present program
offers all the varieties of stars, spectacles and what not
that any manager needs to run his house.
Triangle wants you to keep an eye on that " exhibitor
first " policy and the unswerving way it is being worked
out.
World wants you to know that the " free film " is the
real goods — and that the " free film " is " good film."
There isn't much else a man needs to know in this life.
Is there? — or — is there?

Theatre

Ownership

{Continued from preceding page)
Taken as a whole it ought to bridge solidly the gulf
between the maker and exhibitor of pictures — a gulf which
cannot economically exist because the success and permanence of each factor is wholly dependent upon the
other.
In this one respect they are and must be as one.
It ought to bring about the steadier production of the
kind of pictures the public wants.
It ought to make this production more profitable for
exhibitor and producer alike.
It ought to assure the permanence of such production.
It ought to — and to this we look forward hopefully —
save the small house now hanging in the balance.
The plan is right; and the end is right. Everything
depends upon the rightness of its execution and the rightness of all the main factors involved.
Wm. a. Johnston.
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Practical
Producers
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CAST OF CHARACTERS
SCENARIO EDITOR
HACK-WRITER
DIRECTOR
LADY STAR
PROPRIETOR
SCENARIO editor's SECRETARY
FORTY employees SCENARIO DEPARTMENT
SCENE : OFFICE OF SCENARIO EDITOR
AT STUDIO
Discovered Scenario Editor at His Desk.
Discovered Scenario Editor's
Editor Secretary at near Desk
Miss Type 'em did you get a report on the scenario sent from
the East Coast written by Rex Reach?
Secretary
Yes — it's rotten, so they say.Editor
Who read it?
Secretary
Mr. Tcmpermentalio, the Director.
Editor
Send it back marked " NotSecretary
available."
I read
of ityourself?
and I thought it was great. Why don't you
read
it anda part
see for
Editor
(Indignantly.) Me read it, what do \ou think I am? What
have I got my staff for, you don't think for a moment that I am
going to waste my valuable time going over the raft of rot sent
in here, do you? Not much,Secretary
I have other things to do.
(Timidly.) I thought you being the Scenario Editor, engaged
presumably for your ability and judgment as to the worth of
Stories submitted, could tell only by personally reading them.
Editor
Well you've got another guess coming. I'm reading the best
sellers, the latest copyrighted books. You see I'm wise, little girl.
I am playing safe, if the concern buys one of these books, I can
always fall back upon the fact that it had a big sale as a book,
even if it is a freezing frostSecretary
as a picture.
(Faintly.) Oh! I sec.
The telephone rinos.
Secretary ausivers it.
Secretary
Who? Wait a minute. (To Editor.) Mr. Kel Antony, the
scenario writer is outside and wishes to see you.
Editor
Tell him that I am not in.
Secretary
Excuse me but he has been a vvonderful success as a sccnarioist.

Director: "Who?
Budyard Yipling and Baird Lebasco ?
What do they know about good stories anyway ? "
(Shortly.)

Editor
Secretary
Do as I tell you.

(Talking on 'phone.) Hello! Mr. Knowitall is not in. (She
hangs up receiver).
Editor
And kindly remember that I shall not be in at any time to Kel
Antony. He's too good at the game. You don't think for a
minute that I'm going to be idiot enough to let him slip in here
with his sure fire stuff, and first thing I know he will have my
job. Well I guess not.
Enter Director Accompanied by Lady Star
Director
Hallo! Knowitall. W'hen do I get a story worth while? I'm
ready to go ahead on my next picture.
Editor
I've
done
the
Ijest
I
could,
Mr.
Y'ou haveAddcc
had
stories by Bernard Georgesha, RexTempcrmentalio.
Beach, David Lebasco,
George, Beorge Howson Hovvdard, Charles Dickens adaptations,
some Sir Walter Scott stories, and — ■
Director
(Irritatedly.) I know all that, tell me something new; haven't
I had to wade thrcnigh them, and they're rotten, all of them.
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Editor
Regarding the Beorge Howson Howdard story, Mr. Esemon, the
proprietor read it himself and he's strong to have you do it.
Director
What are yon trying to do, hand me a laugh? What does he
know about a story. He doesn't know a continuity from an aeroplane. Nothing doing on his say so.
Editor
He was quite a prominent director, before he went into making
pictures, remember.
Director
That was years ago. He's a back number now. I came in to tell
you that I have a story which will make a wonderful picture.
Editor
(Gladly.) Good, who by?
Director
(Pointing to Lady Star.) By little gold curls here. Written by
herself for herself, and it's "some story." Isn't it, Queenie?
(Patting her on shoulder.)
Lady Star
That's what. I could just die acting it.
Editor
But you know we have an iron-clad rule against buying
scenarios for employes.
Director
That's easy, it is supposed to be written by John Wilson. You've
had it here for two weeks. You can put it through under that
name and she can collect the usual five hundred dollars for a
feature continuity.
Enter Hack-writer
Hack
Here's a story by John Wilson, and it's the worst attempt that
Irotten
have ! ever read since I have been in the business. Oh, but it's
Director
(Angrily.) That's all you know about it. That's why you are
here writing night and day for thirty-five dollars a week. I have
read that story, and it's great. I can make a wonderful picture
from it, and I guess that settles it. If we can't agree upon it
here,
about I'll
it. see Esemon, and it's a cinch he will let me have my way
Editor
(To Hack.) That will do Hack-writer; you may go — keep busy
on that serial. You only turned in eleven episodes in the last two
days, and if you can't do better than that I'll have to get another
boy. .
Hack
(Nervously.) Yes, sir, Mr. Knowitall. (To Director.) Excuse
me, Mr. me.Tempermentalio. I didn't know you had read it. Kindly
excuse
He Exits Crestfallen
Editor
(Handing continuity.) Here you are, Mr. Tempermentalio; the
story has my O. K.
Director
(To Lady Star.) Come ahead Queenie. Didn't I tell you your
story would be the next one we would make?
Lady Star
You just did, you sweet old thing; you are just too nice for
any thing.
Exit Director and Lady Star
Secretary
I read that story, and it is the worst thing I ever read in my
life, and if it's made into a picture it will mean the loss of
eighteen to twenty thousand dollars.
Editor
You should worry, it's not your money. And take a little good
advice, you had better confine your ideas and beliefs to what you
have to do as my secretary. Studio critics die very young, and
directors, who honestly try to save money, get fired. It's a very
strange thing, but the God's honest truth. The more money a
director spends, the bigger splurge he makes, the more temperamental he pretends to be, the more the proprietor thinks of him.
Secretary
I have noticed that, and yet they seem to think the world is
coming to an end upon account of the war tax. Did you ever
direct pictures, Mr. Knowitall?

Editor
Mc? I couldn't direct ten feet of picture if my life depended
upon it. I had just lost ray job as a newspaper man when I
landed this cinch job.
Secretary
Well, if 30U can't direct pictures, and don't know anything about
it, how do you expect to know what material ought to make a
good picture, or what will not?
Editor
(Disconcerted.) You'd better finish your correspondence.
The 'Phone Rings
— Secretary Answers
Secretary
Who? Printem and Sellem — just a moment, please. (To
Editor.) Printem and Sellem, the book publislicrs, on the wire.
Editor
(Taking his desk 'phone. ) Hello; yes, this is Mr. Knowitall. I
don't care for the book, no, it is not suited for our purpose. (He
waits — listens.) How much — -five per cent — what are you talking
about? Publish and Bindem, gave me twenty-five per cent on
all the best sellers I have bought from them. How's that — twentyfive — all right; it's not such a bad story after all; I'll recommend
it. (He hangs up receiver.)
Enter Eseuion, Proprietor
Esemon
(Hotly.) Say you, Knowitall, this scenario department is driving me mad. It's costing a fortune every week, and the results
are heart breaking. (Takes out piece of paper.) I've just been
figuring. With your salary, and the forty employes, secretaries,
stenographers, postage, paper, envelopes, books and magazines
purchased and the raft of other stuff, it runs into half a million
dollars a year; I simply can't stand it.
Editor
Well, what do you want me to do? _
Esemon
knowendmyself.
I have figured
I can't
nights.
TheI don't
scenario
of the business
is more until
trouble
than sleep
all the
rest
of it put together. There will have to be something done or I'll
Enter the Otiier Director
go broke.
Other Director
Say, Knowitall, this continuity will have to be changed. Here
I am held up right in the middle of the " take " with three hundred
extras all made up and waiting.
Esemon
Didn't you read the continuity before you started the picture?
Other Director
Fool question number six million — of course I did, but this
scene won't work out. I can't keep my star on the ten-foot line,
close up to the camera, and I won't stand for it; neither will she,
and I don't blame her.
(Continued on page 1128)

Scenario Editor: " Why I
couldn't direct ten feet of
picture.
But towhat's
I don't have
know that?
anything to hold this job!"
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Goldburg Returns from
Extended Trip
Central
Canada's
Fuel Controller Succeeds in Putting
Through
Measure
to Darken
Houses Each Monday for
Six Weeks — Tuesday
Closing Favored by
Exhibitors
THE Canadian Ciovernmcnt has decided,
as had been anticipated and expected
by some exhibitors, to follow the lines as
laid down by the United States in the
conservation of fuel. As a result the order
for heatlcss days has gone forth in Central Canada. On February 5 the Canadian cabinet adopted this drastic measure
upon
the recommendation of Canada's fuel
controller.
Beginning February 18 all theatres in
Central Canada will be forced to close
every Monday until March 25, inclusive.
An organized attempt will be made by the
exhibitors, it is expected, to have the day
of closing changed from Alonday to
Tuesday.
The motion picture theatres involved in
this newest trend of war legislation have
bowed to the inevitable. The order comes
on the heels of the report a week ago that

tlieyClosing
were to be closed forOrder
three days a
week. The exhibitors dispelled this idea
by hurrying to Ottawa in a body and learning for themselves that no such action of
closing for three days was contemplated.
The new order, which came through the
night of February 5, was, however, a decided surprise, as no intimation was given
beforehand.
Developments indicate that an organized
attempt will be made to change the regulation from Monday to Tuesday. The exhibitors are actuated in this, it is said, by
observation of results in the United States,
where Tuesday closings have been less
injurious to the motion picture theatres. The Canadians figure that the Monday shutdown will probably have a worse
effect on their business than any other
"dark" day in the week.
Jules Bernstein, manager of Loew's
theatre in Toroirto, is one of the exhibitors who believes that action should be
taken at once to see if the day of closing cannot be changed from Monday to
Tuesday. This change, he contends, if it
can be made, will mean much better business to the picture houses.

League
Chicago
W ith But a Single Exception All Old
Executives
Were
Re-elected —
License Question and Censorship Are Up
THE annual election of officers was the
most important stroke of business at
the last meeting of the Chicago branch of
the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of
America. The League members, when they
came together Friday, February 1, at the
Masonic Temple to consider the question as
to who should pilot them through the un
certain waters of the coming year, decided
that one good term deserves another, and
with a single exception, re-elected all the
old officers.
Joseph Hopp, who was re-elected president, was the universal choice of the exhibitors. He is held in high esteem as a
diplomat and tactful worker in the interests
of showmen. During the past year he has
shown himself a tireless and ardent advocate of the measures favoring the motion
picture theatre and its owner. As president of the Chicago League, he has used
his power and authority wherever possible
to get concessions for the exhibitors. He
has fought for them before the license committee of the Chicago city council and effectively represented them in the bitter
fight against Funkhouser censorship that
is still going on. He was instrumental in
securing a concession whereby exhibitors
are allowed to burn lights aggregating 500
watts in front of the building line on lightless nights. Mr. Hopp has been a leading
spirit in all important exhibitor proceedings
in the Windy City and was one of the representatives ofthe local theatre men at the
recent allied exhibitors' convention in
Washington where he was elected to serve
on the amalgamation committee of the two
national associations.

Officers
Names
William E. Heanc}', one of Chicago's
ablest exhibitors, was reelected vice president of the local League. Bill Sweeney,
when it was learned that Sidney Smith
would not accept the League secretaryship
for another year owing to the pressure of
increased business interests, was unanimously voted into the pad and pencil position. He has served as treasurer of the
local organization during the past year.
The members knew Bill would make a good
secretary of the local branch, inasmuch as
he has been national secretary of the
League for a number of years and still occupies that position. The office of treasurer
was bestowed upon Fred W. Hartmann.
W^illiam Rohe was elected sergeant at arms.
The following were elected on the executive committee : John H. Freundt, Robert
R. Levy, Alfred Hamburger, John Bobeng,
\Vm. D. Burford, Harry Miller, and George
Hopkinson. At their installation March 1
there will be a luncheon and smoker.
The question of theatre licenses and the
censorship problem were brought up at the
meeting but no definite action was taken.
Different methods were considered of
divorcing Funkhouser from his following
of women reformers who are always pres
ent at the meetings of the subcommittee of
the city council judiciary committee and
are continually heckling speakers whenever
they have anything adverse to say about
present censorship methods. The exhibitors resent the continual horning in of
these women and were wondering if there
was out
anythem.way of conducting a meeting withThe matter of theatre licenses was also
taken up and plans were laid to fight an increase should the Corporation Counsel, who
is now considering the legality of the scale
recently submitted by the subcommittee of
the council, send in an adverse ruling.

Jesse J. Goldburg, special representative
and distributor of independent features, returned to New York last week from a tour
of the United States in the interests of the
companies he represents. Mr. Goldburg
announces that he signed contracts covering a period of one year, by the terms of
which he becomes sole buying representative for A. H. Blank of Des Moines, Iowa,
for the territory of Missouri, Kansas, Iowa
and Nebraska; The Consolidated Film
Corporation of San Francisco, California,
for the territory of California, Arizona,
Nevada and the Hawaiian Islands; The
Consolidated Film Corporation of Seattle,
Washington, for the territory of Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana ; The
Unity Photoplay Company of Chicago, Illinois, for the territory of Illinois, Indiana
and Wisconsin ; and with The Standard
Film Corporation of Minnesota; The
Standard Film Corporation of Missouri;
and The Van Dyke Amusement Enterprises
of Illinois, jointly, for the combined territory of Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin,
Missouri, Kansas, Iowa, Nebraska and
Oklahoma, Minnesota, North and South
Dakota.
He also completed arrangements to represent Sidney Lust of Washington, D. C,
operating in the territory of Delaware,
Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia
and North Carolina. On this tour, Mr.
Goldburg also placed the undisposed-of
attractions of The Ivan Film Productions,
Inc.
Chairman

Zukor

Receives

Congratulations
Adolph Zukor, president of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation and chairman
of the committee of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry,
formed to co-operate with the U. S. Treasury Department in its war program, last
week received congratulations from S. L.
Rothapfel, Managing Director of the Rialto
and Rivoli theatres and Lee A. Ochs, President of the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League of America, on the effective work
of his committee. The recent letter sent
to exhibitors throughout the country by
Secretary of the Treasury McAdoo, in
which he expressed his appreciation of the
co-operation afforded him by the motion
picture industry prompted both Mr.
Rothapfel and Mr. Ochs to voice their commendations inletters to Mr. Zukor. The
other members of the Treasury Department
Committee are Jules E. Brulatour, Marcus
Loew,
George K. Spoor and Walter W.
Irwin.
Maryland

Exhibitors

Push

Maryland Repeal
exhibitors Bill
arc expecting a
hearing of the Censorship Repeal Bill on
February 14. The bill was introduced into
the House of Delegates the latter part of
January. The movie men say they have a
number of infiuential men in both houses of
the legislature back of them who have
given their pledge to heartily support the
bill. The men are just as optimistic as
ever that the bill will go through.

■February
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Abrams

Heads

Administrative

Is Named, with B. P. Schulberg, by Famous Players— Lasky for
Newly Created Department — Main Purpose is Co-operation
Within Industry
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION this week announced
the creation of an executive department which it explains is new to film
organizations. This new unit within the company is to be known, it is
said, as the Administrative Bureau, with Hiram Abrams as managing director
and B. P. Schulberg as vice-managing director.
The plans and purposes of the Administrative Bureau, Famous PlayersLasky announces, embrace a policy that has never before had a place within
the inner construction of film companies as they are at present organized. This
policy, it is said, contemplates a more efficient co-ordination of producers, distributors and exhibitors.
Sign of Progress
The constructive step expressed by the
inauguration of this Bureau of Administration is termed by Famous PlayersLasky a reflection of the consistent progressiveness that has actuated the course
of the organization from its inception.
New identities within the company also
reveal, officials think, the motive for the
recent surrender by Hiram Abrams and
B. P. Schulberg of the executive supervision of the Paramount organization.
At the time of the transfer of these
duties, Mr. Abrams issued a statement
explaining that the action was taken in
advance of a well developed plan to establish closer co-operation between producer
and exhibitor than was ever before possible. The present declaration of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation indicates the materialization of this plan.
Mr. Abrams, in commenting upon the
broad scope of the newly organized Administrative Bureau as an official link between
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
and the exhibitors, said :
Exploring Personal Field
" When recently I completed the national
tour which I undertook, accompanied by
B. P. Schulberg, in order to feel more
closely the trade currents of the country,
I realized that a vastly important and
necessary realm of our business, the sphere
of personal contact, had as yet been unexplored. Ibecame convinced that there
should be a specific official channel through
which a friendly intercourse and exchange
of thought and opinion with the exhibitors
could be consistently conducted. I proposed such an avenue of communication
to the members of the Executive Board
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
asking to be relieved of the details of
distribution so that I could devote all my
time and energy to the development of
such a bond between ourselves and the
exhibitors. The Executive Board itself
had often expressed the desire for a closer
contact with the exhibitor, and for a
greater understanding of his problems, and
now, in its wisdom, it has organized this
Administrative Bureau for that purpose.
" I feel that my many years of experience as an exhibitor, .and my subsequent
and equally long experience as a distributor
enable me to grasp the aspirations and
comprehend the obstacles of the average
exhibitor, and I hope to be of personal
service to each and every one of them.

A

WEEKNEXT
Special Sixteen Page
Insert on the Latest
Picture Palace
De Luxe

Angeles picture palace
ned new
S,opethe
recent
to Los
the
N'ly
GRAUMA
public, truly lives up to
its catchword " the million dolre." given you the usual
Welar theat
have
news stories about this new
temple of the screen, but you
will be interested to know that
a special sixteen page section
describing all its features in dea part Picture
of next week's
issuetail will
of beMotion
News.
The feature articles have been
prepared by experts on the
ground. They make corking
reading — and what is more, information of real business value
to every exhibitor.
So don't
forget
Next week look for the special insert on " Grauman's Million Dollar Theatre."

Organize the Exhibitors
" It is our wish to organize the exhibitors
of America into a great Common Council
by which we can obtain the value of their
collective thoughts and opinions on all important trade questions. We wish these
opinions to extend even to the matter of
production itself, for we realize that the
exhibitor should have a larger voice not
only regarding the manner in which the
pictures are delivered to him, but also in
the original creation of the subjects which
he shows.
" There are many problems within the
industry that demand and require solution,
but we of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation realize that no trade problem has
ever yet arisen or will in the future arise
the solution of which did not rest solely
with the exhibitor. It will be our purpose to maintain such close and constant
association with the exhibitors as to solve
the problems that confront the trade as
they collectively wish them to be solved.

Bureau

Consider the Problems
" We want the exhibitors to firmly believe that we consider their problems to
be our problems, and we want to render,
through the new Bureau, special and individual service, and to do our utmost to
relieve or entirely eradicate the difficulties
of the exhibitor. That is what I would
like the exhibitor to consider this department — his own service department, a
branch office of his own theatre, with
Mr. Schulberg and myself as his personal
agents. I want him to feel that we are
always at his service, as in time I am
sure we will make him know it."
Adolph Zukor, President of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, concurred in
Mr. Abrams' statement that the Administrative Bureau had been specially designed
for the welfare of the exhibitor, and said
that the company hoped to express through
the Bureau its appreciation of the fact, not
as yet ducercompletely
realized,
the same
proand the exhibitor
are that
in the
business, and the interests of one are the
interests of the other, adding:
" I believe exhibitors throughout the
country will welcome this new sphere of
communion between them and us, as it
is certain to result in many constructive
and progressive policies."
Universal

City May

House

Producers
In a denial of the report published in a
theatrical trade paper to the effect that
Pathe had
Universal
is contained the acquired
information
that theCity,
Universal
Film Manufacturing Company has issued
an invitation to all film producing companies to avail themselves of its ^^'est Coast
producing facilities.
This announcement comes from Carl
Laemmle, who describes the step merely as
a measure of conservation. With Universal City sufficiently large to accommodate
every company in the country, it is felt by
Universal that producers will be glad of
the opportunity to slash their overhead expenses.
Coast Conditions

Good,

After two Says
months Kent
on the Pacific Coast
and in various distributing centers west of
the Mississippi River Sidney R. Kent, Sales
Manager of General Film Company, returned to New York bringing the latest
estimate of the situation as regards the
trade in motion pictures. He says it is impos ible todeny that business is below normal and pronounces this due mainly to a
psychological cause, with the weather as
an added reason. The particularly gratifying feature
of itGeneral
all, fromFilm
Mr. Company
Kent's standpoint, is that
has
been scarcely a sufferer from the prevailing disturbances in conditions. It encourages him to look for a prompt recovery in
the motion picture industrj' at large.
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Motion

Luncheon to Gerard at
Aster Hotel
At a luncheon given February 9, al ihc
A^tor Hotel, to James \V. Gerard, former
L'nitcd States Ambassador to Germany, to
which members of the motion picture
trade press were invited, the diplomat
made known his reasons for choosing motion pictures as the best means for conveying the information to the public that he
gained during his four years in (icrmany.
Mark M. Ditenfass, of Sly Four Years in
Germany, Inc., is producing the screen verthe Kaiser.
ambassador's sojourn in the
land sion
of of the
Mr. Gerard explained that, while he has
written a book and had even toured a
greater part of the states, he still has a
considerable part of the public to reach
with his message. He could reach these
persons, he said, only through the screen,
and that was his underlying reason for
picturizing his experiences in German^'.
The former ambassador has seen only
part of the picture thus far produced, but
is said to be pleased greatly with the attention to detail being paid by the producers.
Mr. Gerard told the trade press men
that the Kaiser is so imbued with the desire to override everybody that even in
his study he works seated upon a wooden
horse. He further stated that it was a
motion picture producer whom the English prisoners in Germany had selected to
represent them in all matters. This man
was named Powell and. before the war,
was one of the leading producers in England.
Fear

of Germans

Damaging

Claimed

to " Eagle's

J\i.|iort.-, announcing the fact that Locw's
theatres had refused to book "The Eagle's
"
E\ e " have caused the
backers
of that serial to come forwardEye
with a statement co:-.cerning the allegation that fear of his
German patrons' displeasure was the reason given by the Loew booking manager
for not signing for the serial.
The statement, backed by affidavits of
Hy Gainsburg, Foursquare manager for
New York City, claims that the Loew officials waited four weeks to see " The
Eagle's Eye " before booking their next serial. It goes on to say that after viewing
the first episodes, the managers made no
comments on the quality of the production, but even had good words to say for
it, basing their refusal, however, on the
grounds that its strong war trend might
cause the loss of much patronage of German tendencies to the Loew houses, and
that no other reason for the refusal was
given.
Holmes Serves Red Cross
Taylfir ilolme>i will turn o\tr to the
American Red Cross all money given to
him by managers of theatres in which he
will appear during the next several months.
An itinerary of Chicago theatres for these
visits is now being laid out. Mr. Holmes
will address the audiences during the showing of his George K. Spoor picturt -
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Tax"
on
Confused
Exhibitors
and affix this stamp to each ticket sold or
Utica IJippodrome Told to Stamp
issued
for free
admissions."
Tickets When Sold — WashingExhibitor
Linton
contends that if picture
ton Previously Ruled This
theatres
are
required
to follow out the inDid Not Apply After
structions as set forth in the Collector's
November i
letter it will be next to impossible for
manj' exhibitors to do business. He points
Tl'! confusing situation which de- out that it is almost a physical impossibility
veloped some time ago among exhibto stamp tickets as the Collector suggests,
itors when it was learned that all tickets
of box offices are not arsold at the box offices of motion picture as the majority
ranged for more than one person, and
then where a ticket is sold through a matheatres would have to be stamped " War
Tax Paid " appears to be yet " alive." It
chine, as in Exhibitor Linton's two thewas supposed that this issue was settled in
atres, itmust first be run through the maJanuary, when a ruling was secured from
chine and then stamped — a double opera\\'ashington to the effect that the stamp " tion.
was not required. However, the HippoIn January a representative of the Autodrome, at Utica, has been advised by the
matic Ticket Selling and Cash Register
Internal Revenue Collector of the TwentyCompany
went to Washington for the exfirst District to stamp the legend on the
press purpose of getting a ruling on this
tickets at the time they arc sold. This
point in question. Upon his return it was
creates a situation which, if exhibitors are
announced that the Government had derequired to carry it through, would mean
cided the stamp was not required. In this
much loss of time and money.
connection Motion Picture News, in its
Exhibitor W. H. Linton, of the Hippoissue of February 9, published the followdrome, Utica, N. Y., recently submitted
ing under the heading of " Exhibitors Not
samples of his tickets to the Twenty-first
Required
to Stamp
TicketsAutomatic
" ; " E. S. Ticket
BowDistrict of New York, I. R. S. These
man, secretary
of the
Selling
and
Cash
Register
Company,
has
tickets had been stamped by the manufacturers, War
"
Tax Paid." In regard to returned from Washington, where he secured adecision from the Government of
this ticket Collector Neal Brewster replied :" The regulations require that the interest to all exhibitors regarding the
stamp shall be applied at the time the ticket Government requirements. Mr. Bowman
is issued, and it is the opinion of this of- has received written communication from
" Tax
Paidby" the
or B. C. Keith, Deputy Commissioner, Treaswordsfice that
to the
thatprinting
effect onof the
ticket
ury Department, Washington, to the effect
that moving picture exhibitors will not be
manufacturer is not sufficient. It is sugrequired to have printed on tickets the
gested that you take the matter up with
the firm from whom the tickets are purlegend ' War Tax Paid ' for the reason
chased and request them to obtain a rul- that this applied only to those advance
ing from Washington. In the meantime,
sale tickets purchased prior to November
to protect yourself, you should provide
1, upon which the war tax had not been
yourself with a rubber stamp " Tax Paid "

The

Scenario's the Thing
{Continued from f^gc 112.t)
Escnion
You'll have to pay those extras for the
day, over seven hundred dollars.
When can you have it ready for him,
Knowitall ?
Editor
Some time tomorrow.
Esemon
(Looks helplessly at editor — turns —
shakes head sadly and exits.)
Editor
(To secretary.)
Call Hackwriter in
here, and tell him to rewrite the scene and
any others which need it, so the star can
be " closeup " nine-tenths
Secretary of the time.
What about the sense of the story?
Editor
Forget it. (He yawns and looks at his
watch.)
thirty — I'm going to
exits.) ; I'll Eleven
lunch
be back at four o'clock. (He
Secretary
(Takes 'phone, makes a call.)

CURTAIN
THE CURE :— Employ for each director, apractical director-writer of expejjaid."
rience;let these two work in conjunction
W'ith the star ; let these three " dope " out
their own stories, submit them for approval, as your money will pay for their
production. If approved, let them make
their own continuity : THEN THERE
WILL BE NO COME-BACK. There will
he no " commissions " from book publishers. No bad stories from favorite stars.
No going over several hundred subjects in
HOPE of finding something to suit.
HAVE IT MADE TO ORDER, LIKE A
SUIT OF CLOTHES. When one writer
■'wears out" with a certain director and
star, move him to another director and
star, and the writer from the other director and star to the first. One of the
largest and successful producing concerns,
at the suggestion of the author, adopted
this policy, and it has PROVED THE ANSWER TO THE COMPLEX SCENARIO QUESTION. IT IS PRODUCING BETTER SURE-FIRE PICTURES
AND SAVING THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS. NAMES AND PROOFS OF
FACTS ON FILE AT THIS OFFICE.

February

Fuelless Tuesday Rumors
Stir Baltimore
There is a great deal of unrest ainl ii. decision in Baltimore at the present lir.u'
among tlie exhibitors regarding tlic luailess Tuesday order which has been put into
effect recently. All of the men have gone
to V\'ashington, the headquarters for Maryhmd distribution, and have arranged tlieir
programs so that the big features faUing
on Tuesday could be switched to sonic
other day in the week. The film brandies
also have been working under bad conditions, but now that they have practically
rearranged their program to good working
order, there is a rumor afloat that the fuelless Tuesday will be discontinued. Whether
this will go into effect or not the exhibitors
do not know, inasmuch as there is a great
deal of indecision concerning the matter.
Tiie men have decided to sit tight and
watch developments and in case the theatres will be allowed to open Tuesday, tne>will try to arrange their programs as near
to the old working order as possible. Yet
these men are mighty patriotic, and should
the present plan be kept in effect, not one
will grumble in view of the fact that it is
meaning so much to the nation at the
present time.
Trade Press Guests of
Petrova Company
Members of the motion picture trade
press were guests of the Petrova Picture
Company at Murray's on Saturday, February 9, when "' The Light Within," J\Ime.
Petrova's second starring vehicle under the
auspices of her own organization, was
given a private showing. The presentation
was followed by a luncheon. A leading
Broadway orchestra was present and elaborate brochures dealing with the photoplay
were presented to the guests as souvenirs.
Some of the prominent officials of the
First National Exhibitors' Circuit, through
which channel Madame Petrova's special
features are being distributed, were present, together with many notables of the
profession. Arrangements for the showing
and dinner were in the hands of D. J\I.
Henderson and Bert Funis, .advertising
manager and publicity director, respectively, of the Petrova Picture Company.

New
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Producing Company
Is Organized
Irving E. Goldstein, of the Superior
Photoplay Co., has organized a new film
producing company to be known as Gwendolyn Films, with headquarters at the
Knickerbocker Theatre Building, the purpose of organization being, according to
Mr. Goldstein, to " produce feature photoplays by the world's best authors."
Emil Johnson, former manager and director of Sunshine Films, Inc., will be
manager of production, and Hugo Hamlin
has been engaged as leading man.
The new organization's first production
will be "For Dear Old Glory," and this
will be followed by " Bleeding Belgium,"
"For Sale— A Woman's Heart" and "The
Judge Higher Up."

HOW

LOUD

THE

SILENCE

SPEAKS!

recently signed himself " Proprietor of the
WATERS until
JM.Lyric
had beenin
weeks he
Iowa." ofForthemany
SiouxJ. City,
exchange
Laemmle
H. Calvert,
Manager
• . writingtheatre,
Omaha that the Lyric was soon to be closed and the building
torn down by the owners.
Finally the time came when he knew the date on which he would
have to close. Another message had to be written to Manager Calvert.
It was a plain sheet of paper. At the top was written the date. Then:
" Dear Curley — "
There the message ended. But, pinned to the sheet was —
A bunch of crepe, tied in a pretty funeral knot!

Cooley

Heads

Tampa Man Re-elected at .\nnttal
Convention
which Discttsses
Tuesday Closing Order and
Other Problems
FOR the purpose of discussing the Tuesday closing order of the Fuel Administrator and many other matters of importance to the exhibitors of motion pictures,
the annual convention of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of Florida was
1 eld in Jacksonville last week. The meetirg was presided over by President C. D.
Cooley of Tampa, assisted by Secretary Al.
H. LaBelle of Tampa. A number of addresses were made by exhibitors, including.
H. T. Titus of Daytona, Jesse Clarke of
Jacksonville, E. J. Sparks of Jacksonville,
of the S. A. Lynch Enterprises; James B.
Kelley, general manager of the Southern
States Film company, Atlanta ; Robert Simlar, manager of the General Film Company,
Atlanta ; C. T. Gordam, manager of the
Consolidated Film Company, Atlanta and
Jacksonville, and Frank Chamberlain,
manager of the Paramount Film Exchange,
Atlanta.
Dr. U. T. Kook talked on " Film Leakage," telling the exhibitors that this very
unnecessary evil now existing must be
eliminated.
Among those attending the meeting
were : Leo C. Garner, Vi^ashington, D. C. ;
H. T. Titus, Daytona ; Carl Kettler,
West Palm Beach ; William P. Spivens,
New York City ; Al H. La Belle, Tampa ;
Lewis Kalbfield, Palatka; A. A. Tano, West
Palm Beach ; C. D. Cooley, Tampa ; B.
Beacham, Orlando ; Reginald De Koven,
Kassimmee; E. C. Behrens, Quincy ; Harry
Leach, Miami ; L. P. Davis, Arcadia ; Milton Jacobs, Ft. Myers ; E. C. Bennett.
Ocala ; H. T. Pasish, Gainesville ; Frank
Genevar, St. Augustine ; Bert Johnston,
Titusville; T. S. Hays, Deland ; J. E.
Rivers, Green Cove Springs, and several
prominent film men.
As a climax to the event a banquet was
given in the evening at the Mason hotel by
Judge Henry T. Titus of Daytona, and L.
D. Joel of Jacksonville. During the even
ing many speeches were made, among
which were several appropriate toasts given
by motion picture stars, among whom were
Harry Morey of the Vitagraph Company,
who is at present producing a, new feature

Florida
League
picture in Florida, and Harold Lockwood
of the Metro Company.
At the annual election of officers for the
ensuing year C. D. Cooley .of Tampa, was
re-elected president; Al H. LaBelle of
Tampa, was re-e.ectcd secretary and treasurer, and T. S. Hays of DcLand, \'ice-presidcnt. Another meeting of the association
will be held in Daytona on May 18 for the
purpose of further considering many matters of importance to the exhibitors, and a
90 per cent attendance is expected. The
League will make every effort to secure the
representation of every exhibitor in the
state.
Review

Secretary

Studies

Soldier Show^s
Orrin G. Cocks, advisory secretar}- of
the National Board of Review of Motion
Pictures, has returned to New York from
a two weeks' visit to a number of cities
near training camps made under the auspices of the Playground and Recreation
Association oi America for the purpose of
studying commercial amusements provided
for the soldiers and sailors. He visited
Boston and Lowell, Mass., New London,
Conn., and Philadelphia. In Boston, he
attended a meeting of the Massachusetts
branch of the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League. A dozen of the exhibitors present offered to distribute free tickets to certain of the men in the Service Clubs, at
the Navy Yard and elsewhere as their bit.
The exhibitors were unanimous in expressing the desire that no films should be exhibited to soldiers and sailors which might
be suggestive or improperly stinudating. It
was suggested that a committee be appointed to co-operate with the Boston Camp
Community Service in relation to commercial amusements.
Casey

Retains Place in
Boston
John M. Casey has been reappointed
Alayor's License Clerk of Boston, it was
announced this week by the National
Board of Review of Alotion Pictures. The
Board considers this an unusual tribute to
Mr. Casey's efficiency.
The duties of Mr. Casey include the regulation of motion pictures, ^■audevilIe, burlesque and musical comedy.
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New
Gerard's
Picture
Ready
Soon
the arena,
the scenes at the
embassy, the
Director William Nigh Finishing Cutsinking
of
neutral
ships,
and
the violation
ting and Editing — Scenes Shot
of American rights and the entrance of
at Camp Upton Last Taken —
America into the war is told.
German
Intrigue ExEverj' notable character in this war is
presented with a thorough knowledge of
WITH the takingposed
of the final scenes at the autocratic motives that moved them to
do the things they did, and the Kaiser is
Camp Upton, of cx-Ambassador
shown as he really is, a puppet, moved by
James W. Gerard's book, the production,
stronger wills to build a world autocracy.
" My Four Years in Germany, was comIt is said that one of the most dramatic
pleted and is being cut, titled and assemmoments of the picture is the scene of the
bled by Director William Nigh.
banquet
in Gerard's Ithonor
the
Chamber given
of Commerce.
was aat love
FourIt Years
in with
Germany
" is not
war" Myfilm.
will tell
absolute
fidel-a feast at which America was toasted and
it>-, the whole inside story of Prussian in- the Ambassador lauded.
trigue against America, and the world, from
the viewpoint of Ambassador Gerard.
Director Nigh said: "The picture is history, tense, dramatic, pictured as it was
The picture begins with the famous Zaseen by the one eye witness who went
bern incident in Germany, when a Prussian
it all, and every scene and characofficer cut down a lame shoemaker in the through
ter has been so faithfully reproduced, that
little German town. This incident crowned
Ambassad-or Gerard stood amazed when he
the feeling of resentment of the population
saw them before him.
against the militaristic Prussian system,
" ' My Four Years in Germany ' is one of
which was beginning to take strong root,
the most remarkable pictures that have ever
and one of the little known reasons for the been
filed, and will be a remarkable state
war was the desire of the imperialistic ele- rights production because of the tremenment to keep the people busy with a short
dous publicity given the book, and the vital
and profitable war.
importance of the picture to every AmeriFrom then, on the whole, story of the
can. This picture is the answer to the quesrape of Belgium, the entry of England into
tion of, ' Why America is in the War.' "
44

Birth of Democracy''
Open
s Revolution
Big
scenes in which
the French
Export and Import Company's Indelives again.
pendent Feature Makes Fine
Showing
at First Public
" In all the catalogue of emotional sensations there is not one item missing —
Presentation — Story of
scorn, irony, rage, despair, passion, loveFrench Revolution
enthralling — all are in evidence. Lydia
Bordelli, the featured player, sways her
<«T"HE BIRTH OF DEMOCRACY"
had its first public showing at audience with her dramatic power. A. Fabigives a capital performance in the role
Marcus Loew's New York theatre last ani
of Robespierre.
week and played to crowded houses during
" But when all is said and done the fact
Its run. It was received by New Yorkers
with a hearty welcome and was pronounced
remains that ' The Birth of Democracy '
carries its chief appeal to those who deby many who witnessed the first public
light in a magnificently presented spectacle,
showing, to be one of the biggest producaltogether apart from the exquisite acting
tions of the current season.
which will win the favor of many critics.
" The Birth of Democra " is in seven
Fi ner photography has never been seen
reels and reveals incidents cywhich
happened
upon the screen. The lighting effects are
during the early part of the French Revosimply faultless and several of the views
lution, known as the Reign of Terror,
have all the charm and irresistible lure
when the destinies of France were swayed
of a tapestry formed by the hand of some
by Robespierre. It enters upon the screen
great artist. Add to this, perfect direcat a particularly timely period and its retion, swift action, splendid grouping and
ception atits premiere showing speaks well
unbroken continuity, and it is difficult to
for its future successes. An official of the
prophesy anything less than a great sucExport and Import Company, which firm
cess for this really unique picture."
is handling the exploitation of the feature,
said :
" The Birth of Democracy " has been
booked in the various houses on the
Marcus Loew circuit, as well as in those
" In this picture we see France crushed,
yet triumphant, yielding to false prophets,
of
the Independent Exhibitors' Association
but finally destroying those who led her
of Pennsylvania and Maryland, and will
into chaos. It is impossible to avoid the
begin its up-state showing in Shay's Hippocomparison between blood-stained Ru'-drome, Buffalo, where it has been engaged
bia of the present era and France in
for
an
entire week's run. The Boston
a bygone age. Therefore, this film does
Photoplay Company has booked the picsomething more than entertain— it teaches
ture for a week's run in the largest theatre
a lesson, one which Young America will in Boston,
and the M. & R. Feature Film
do well to take to heart. For Democracy
Exchange will present it for the same
is now upon her bitterest trial, as exemplilength of time at the Rialto theatre, San
fied in the street fighting in Petrograd,
Francisco, the largest theatre in that city.

Picture

News

Corporations

ns within
THEthefollowing
included in the
werecorporatio
industry new
records of the Corporation Trust ComCity, for the week ending
pany, of Jersey
9:
February
NEW YORK
WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY, INC.— General theatrical booking business and manufacturing ofbymotion
pictures;A. incorporated
Manhattan
Isidor Unger,
B. Stupel andat Delia
Rindskopf, all of 1475 Broadwav, New York City.
LEVENTHAL AMUSEMENT CORPORATION.— To manage theatres and motion picture
houses; incorporated for $5,000, at Brooklyn.
Jacob Leventhal, Gussie leventhal, of 676 Riggs
avenue,
Brooklyn,
Rosie Silver of 507 Barbev
street,
are the and
incorporators.
LITERARY SERIAL AND PHOTO-PLAY
CORPOR,\TION,
INC.— To manufacture
tion pictures. Incorporated
for $100,000, mo-at
Brooklyn. John J. Lavin, 532 Flatbush avenue,
New York City; August Braun, 15 Sedgewick
avenue, Brooklyn, and Arthur W. Liebers, 1914
Bleeker street, are the incorporators.
DELAWARE
LUNA PARK AMUSEMENT COMPANY.—
Incorporated lor the purpose of conducting
places of amusement, in the sum of $500,000, at
Wilmington. F. D. Buck, M. L. Horty and
K. E. Longfield, all of Wilmington, are the incorporators.
Petti john and Rapf Take
Western Trip
C. C. Pettijohn, who represents the Producers and Exhibitors, Affiliated, in company with Harry Rapf, one of the eight independent producers who are engaged in
the " producers to exhibitors direct " plan,
left New, York February 10 for the Middle
West to wind up their contracts with exhibitors and to make arrangements for the
showing of the first production.
They will be gone about ten days. The
schedule as far as has been mapped out
comprises Cleveland, Monday ; Detroit,
Tuesday; Chicago, Wednesday, and Indianapolis on Thursday. The first positive
print of Herbert Brenon's " The Passing
of the Third Floor Back," with Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson in the stellar role,
will be shown to exhibitors who have gathered for that purpose in the leading cities.
It will probably be the first production to be
released through this direct booking
method.
According to the present plans, the second picture to be marketed will be Florence
Reed Art
in Production,
" The Struggle
High
made Everlasting,"
by Harry Rapf.a

" Tarzan

" Gives Liberally
to Fund
Through the spirit manifested by the National Film Corporation of America, sponsors for the new film, " Tarzan of the
Apes," " Our Boys in France Tobacco
Fund " has been enriched to the extent of
$622.88. This check is given as a result of
an arrangement entered into between Harry Reichenbach of the National Film Corporation and Bert Ennis of the Petrova
Picture Company and McClure Pictures,
who has handled the publicity for the fund.
The ten per cent of the gross profits donated from the showing of " Tarzan of the
Apes " at the Broadway theatre during the
week of January 27, has helped to swell appreciably the total of the fund which is
sending smokes weekly to the American
soldiers in France.
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What
Kind
of a Fellow
Is — Rothacker?
ered the field. He was
—
Being a Glance at the Real Human Side of the Big
EVERY now yand then
frequentl — the
here,
there
Men of the Picture Game
Caught in Action
where. All and
tlie everywives,
Twentieth Century glides
aunts, sisters and cousins
into New York, smoothly
By William A. Johnston
smiled at him — and the
reverses brakes and emits
male relatives smiled at him— and Watty smiled back— and everya pleasant breeze from the West — beg pardon, we mean Chicago.
body smiled. As for us, we stood around like a stick, and our only
The pleasant breeze take on the form of a well-tailored, welleffort at conversation uncovered Mr, Rowland's profanity.
barbercd, well-shod— oh, well, yes, a well-looking, well liked, young
So as a business man we envied Watty.
man who circulates breezily and snappily in and out of the main
He has a way with him, which is another form of saying that
arteries of the business and Twentieth Centuries smilingly homehe has personality.
ward with a fat bundle of printing contracts under his arm.
His name is Rothacker.
His is politic. Yet he's blunt and straight to the point.
Probably he's blunter with us than others because he v/as once
Perhaps you think of " Rothacker " as an institution — a studio
laboratory, modern, striking and solid like the advertising namein the trade-paper business. It's almost embarrassing for two
trade paper men to talk at each other in a polite or platitudinous
plate
manner.
He of
is an" Rothacker."
institution; a pretty solid one made by himself, but we
But he's all business is Wattj — with all his natty appearance,
and many others know him as " Watty."
So of Watty we would write.
and good looks and smile and diplomacy. He's a darn good business man — is RotnWith the memories
acker of Chicago.
of the Directors ball
low.
He's a practical felfresh in our minds
we cannot help but
He just wrote us a
speak of Watty's
letter which opened
dancing.
and
ended very poIndeed we made a
litely and cordially,
mental study that
but which indicated
evening of film men
in between in straight
as dancers. We
Chicagoese that he
picked R. A. Rowland as the worst
had paid
Palmer for Harry
the sketch
dancer
and
"
Watty
"
of himself, and that
as the best.
R. A. Rowland
he looked for a writestarts of? as if he
up and
didn'tabout
wantit
wanted to see a man
any
nonsense
— nor to pay for anj^
on business straight
lunches as Winik
across at the other
did.
end
of "the hall.
He admits that he
Every now and then
he discovers that he
originated the movhas a partner ating pictures advertistached loosely to his
ing business, was trie
first and only speciaTwrist whereupon he
ist in that field in
indulges in a
slight attack of
1910, and that to-day
he has the largest
locomotor ataxia and then
laboratory-studio in
America, housing
hurries straight
among other large
on. (We spoke
of this to
jobs, all oping
of andtheprinting
develMr. Rowland,
whereupon he
for the First Natold us very
tional Exhibitors' Cirquickly and
cuit, including Mafrankly to go
dame
Petrova,
Master
Charlie
Chaplin,,
to a certain
place.)
etc.,
Allpictures.
right, Watty,
But Watty
dances.
you
win.write
We'd about
much
rather
Yet it was
not his grace
you. But if you inwe admired so
sist
thesedetails
sordid upon
business
much as his
why here they are.
rapid method
We wanted to speak
of circulation.
He danced with
of your progressiveall the wives,
ness and aggressiveness, the fact that
aunts, sisters
A'oung as you are you
and cousins of
have been honored
all the men
present with
right along by promwhom he is or
iwithin
n e n t 1132)
appointments
the
industry,
may be doing
{Continued
on page
business. H e
certainly cov-
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W. E. Drummond, Special Features Company, Knoxville, Tenn., spent last week in
New York looking at the current ol?erings.
I Ic took back with him several features for
distribution in his territory.
O. D. Woodward, of Denver and Kansas City, came to New York last week for
the purpose of completing plans for the
production of special features in Denver.
Mr. Woodward stopped at the Astor Hotel. He will start producing in Denver
upon his return.
R. P. Madden, who has been the U. S.
Exhibitors' Booking Corporation representative in Canada, arrived in New York last
week. Mr. Madden will be assigned another territory to work in the interest of
the same organization.

Tom Vallance. Business Manager for Harry Lauder. the Scotch Comedian Himself, Charlie
Chaplin and Sid Chaplin Were Caught by the Camera at Chaplin's New Studio in Hollywood

Chaplin

in

War

Appears Avith Harry Lauder in Short
Reel for Exploitation Everywhere— Comedian Expects
Big Results
COMBINING two distinct brands of
comedy for the purpose of raising a
million dollars or more, Charlie Chaplin
and Harry Lauder, the world's laugh producers, have heen filmed together in a fivehundred-foot subject which will shortly be
exploited throughout this country and the
other allied nations, and the net proceeds
will
added to Lauder's $5,000,000 War
Reliefbe Fund.
The idea was conceived l)y the screen
star when he was entertaining Lauder at
his new motion picture plant in Hollywood.
The plan so strongly appealed to the
Scotch humorist that not a moment was
lost in carrying it out, and two hours later
the camera had filmed what is claimed to
be the most unique comedy ever made.
Chaplin and louder comprise the entire
cast and the story is a collaboration of these
two performers. There is only one scene
in the picture and during a large part of
the pantomime Lauder has adopted the
Chaplin style and the screen star takes a
fling at the characteristics for which the
Scotchman i' widely known.
When the story was completed, the two
comedians, with their personal business
managers, Tom Vallance and Sydney
Chaplin, took up the subject of turning the
film into money, and it was decided that
the entire Chaplin organization would be
used to further the success of the venture.
Much depends upon the action of the
First National Exhii>itors' Circuit, the
corporation holding the contract for Chapservices.
They arc
the be
onesa
who lin's
willexclusive
determine
whether
it will

Relief

Picture

violation of contract to exploit him in the
manner suggested.
Efforts will also be made to raise an additional sum of money through the sale of
fifty thousand photographs of the two
comedians. A dozen different poses were
taken and plans for the sale and distribution of these will be arranged by the two
business managers.
Chaplin is confident that the sale of the
film will net at least one million dollars.

Crandall

Theatre

Caves

Roof

In

The roof oftheatre,
Harry M.
Crandall's
Metropolitan
at Tenth
andnewF
Streets, N. W., Washington, which house
Mr. Crandall expected to open shortly,
caved in January 30, carrying with it the
balcony and causing damage to the extent
of about $30,000.
Despite this handicap, Mr. Crandall is
going ahead with the construction of the
theatre and expects to open it about two
months later than the time originally set.

What

Kind of a Fellow
Rothacker?

Is —

(Coiitiinicd from page ll.il)
that yon are a leading citizen of Chicago,
that you know more people and are knov\n
to more in the industry than almost an.\man, that you are self-made and needn't be
criticized
such things.for the job — and an\' number of
But
now Watty.
you sec, we ha\ t n't room.
So long,

M. H. Hoffman, president and general
manager of Foursquare Pictures, returned
to the New York office last week after an
extended trip through the country, which
took him to everj' Foursquare Exchange.
Carlos Crombe, an exhibitor of Mexico
City, Mexico, is in New York. Mr. CroniDc
is the owner of the Parisiana theatre, one
of the largest in that cit)'.
World's

Free Service

World FilmAppreciated
Corporation's Chicago office
has received the following communication
from President Joseph Hopp of the Illinois
branch of the Exhibitors' League :
Manager of the Chicago Branch of the
World Film Corporation,
207 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago.
Dear Sir ;
Through you I commend the course of
the World Film Corporation in recognizing
that exhibitors are meeting unusual adverse
conditions. In offering your patrons repeater service free of charge j'ou are doing
something practical. Actions speak louder
than words. Instead of expressing sympathy your company is doing something
material. It is the kind of aid worth while
during these times when exhibitors find it
difficult to make both ends meet.
Very truly yours,
Joseph Hopp,
President
Motion
Picture Exhibitors'
League of America— "Illinois Branch.
Fire Proclamation Used by
Universal
The proi'lamalion on fire i)rc\ention recently issued by Ma\or Hylan, of New
York City, has been illustrated in motion
pictures by the Industrial Department of
the Universal Film Manufacturing Company. This first link in an educational
campaign of fire prevention is to be shown
to the public in one of the early issues of
the Universal Animated Weekly.
The campaign is receiving the personal
aftcntion of Harry Levey, manager of the
I 'nix'ersal's TndiiKtrial Department.
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TITLE, STAR, AND BRAND
ALIAS MRS. JESSOP (Emily Stevens— Met.)
ALIMONY (Lois Wilson— First National)
AMERICAN MAID (Edna Goodrich— Mut.)
AMERICAN WIDOW, AN (Ethel Barrymore— Met.)
AVENGING TRAIL 'Harold Lockwood— Met.)
AUCTION BLOCK, THE (Rex Beach Production— Gold.)

AWAKENING, THE (Montagu Love, Dor. Kelly— World)
BABES IN THE WOOD (Fox Kiddies- Fox St.)
BABBLING TONGUES (Ivan Production— St. R.)
BECAUSE OF A WOMAN (Belle Bennett— Tri.)
BLIND ADVENTURE, THE (Edw. Earle— Vit.)
BOTTOM OF THE WELL, THE (Evart Overton— Vita.)
BRANDED SOUL, A (Gladys Brockwell— Fox)
CAMILLE (Theda Bara— Fox)
'.
CASE AT LAW, A (Triangle)
CINDERELLA MAN, THE (Mae Marsh— Gold.)
COME THROUGH (Herbert Rawlinson— Jewel)
DAUGHTER OF DESTINY (Madame Petrova— First Nat.)
DAUGHTER OF THE GODS (Annette KeUermann—
Fox St.)
DAYBREAK (Emily Stevens— Met.)
DEVIL STONE, THE (Geraldine Farrar- Art.)
DIAMONDS AND PEARLS (Kitty Gordon— World) . .
DOOR BETWEEN, THE (Ruth Clifford- Blue)
DRAFT 258 (Mabel Talliaferro- Met.)

EASY MONEY (Ethel Clayton— World)
ETERNAL TEMPTRESS (Lina Cavalieri— Para.)
FAIR BARBARIAN (Vivian Martin— Para.)
FANATICS (J. Barney Sherry— Tri.)
FETTERED WOMAN, THE (AUce Joyce— Vita.)
FOR LIBERTY (Gladys Brockwell— Fox)
FOR Gold.)
THE FREEDOM OF THE WORLD (Special- : .

FRANCE IN ARMS (Pathe)
FUEL OF LIFE, THE (Belle Bennett— Tri.)
GAME OF WITS, A (Gail Kane— Mutual)
GARDEN OF ALLAH, THE (Selig Special Production) . ,
GIFT O' GAB (Jack Gardner— K.E.S.E.)
GOOD FOR NOTHING, THE (Blackwell-Greeley— W.).
GOWN OF DESTINY, THE (Alma Reubens— Tri.)
GRELL MYSTERY, THE (Earl Williams —Vita. )
HEART OF A LION (Wm. Farnum— Fox St.)

Big
E.

Big

Big
S.

Big
W.

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
N.
Ave.
Ave.
Big "Good show, star not popular." "Very good picture." "Title killed it." "Very
Ave. Ave.
good, really funny, pleased small crowd." "Very satisfactory."
Big
presented play that thoroughly pleased our patrons."
Big Ave. "Nicely
Ave. Ave. Ave.
"Much
very pleasing" (N.). "Very poor picture" (S.).
Ave.
Ave. Ave. "Good, patriotism,
clean, average business getter." "Good, but patrons like Ethel Barrymore in dramatic roles better" (N.). "Good entertainment" (S.). "Average
picture" (W.). "Don't care for her in this" (N.j. "Very good" (N.j.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
"Very pleasing play." "Good picture, beautiful scenes, good photography —
Extra
Lockwood a drawing card." "Unsuited to Star."
Extra
"Strong play well acted." "Too much action, but got by with it." "Typical
Goldwyn — made 'em come again." "Good picture, pleased." "Great picture." "The picture has drawing power." "Great picture, capacity nights."
"Picture really a knockout." "Could see it every day and enjoy it — so would
my patrons." "An absolute cleanup." "Goldwyn deserves much credit for
placing
regular
service."
see issuesthisofinJan.
12 and
Feb. 2.)"S. R. O., 22 below." (For further comments
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "A good interest sustaining picture." "Better than average." "Photography
excellent, average production." "Star rapidly gaining in favor."
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Fairy
tales don't draw." "For kids only." "Good kid subject." "Extra good
for
children." "Good kid picture, fine work." "Does not draw adults."
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
"One of best acted dramas ever produced, good surprise finish" (S.l. "Fine
picture." "A very good picture" (S.). "People seemed to like it" (N.).
Big Big
Ave.
"Nothing to it but title, poor picture, big business first day" (S.).
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
"Good
"Pleasing picture, but would stand trimming — too long."
Big
Ave. Ave. "Above show."
Big Ave. Ave.
Ave.
average program release."
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "A good interest holding picture."
Big "Melo — pleased; elaborate production" (S.). "Too much sex; program stuff."
Ave.
"Poor." "Public does not like Mexican stories." "Poorest of the week —
Big Big
poorest Fox picture for many weeks. Brockwell not at her best."
Big "Great" (E.j. "Patrons well pleased" (N.). "Great picture, Bara fine in part"
"Best production
of Camille
Big
further
comment, see
issue of ever
Feb. offered
2.) — pleased my audiences" (E.). (For
Poor Poor Poor Ave. "Pleased about one fourth of the people" (S.). "Did not please patrons" (N.).
Extra Big "Kind that pleases all." "Best Marsh release." "A very good picture." "Best
Goldwyn since
'Polly'."
comments,
see issue
of Feb."Great,
9.) we want more like this." (For further
Big
Ave.
Ave.
"Rattling good picture." "Four big days on this." "Did greater business on
this than Hart two weeks before" (W.). "Patrons well pleased." "Photography
splendid." "Too much footage." "Good picture, pleased all." "A very
Big Big Big Big
good
picture, drew well for four days." "Very fine subject."
Ave. Ave.
"Very good, though too little action, no punch, — however, is the best she has
ever appeared in" (W.). "Simply terrible" (E.). " 'Petrova's best,' was the
comment of my audience" (W.). "Fair drawing card" CE.). "Scenery and
Big
costumesprevious
unexcelled" (E.). (S.j.
"Did not appeal to all, but decidedly better than
Big
recent
"Broke all records"Petrovas"
(S.).
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Good picture, story well carried with a good climax." "Very good, star liked."
"Good — the song a gem." "Star not popular here." "Good story, strong
cast,
good photography."
Ave.
Ave.
"Fine
production,
very pleasing, star excellent" (E.). "Did not appeal very
Big
stron,g to our patrons, just an average business" (N.). "Splendid picture,
but
box-office
said
otherwise" (W.). "Not Farrar's best." "Great picture,
but did
not get us much business; on two days."
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Fair
picture."
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Not as pleasing as most Bluebirds, not a good character for Salisbury" (E.).
"Very good" (N.).
Extra Extra Extra
"Very nice picture for this time" (E.). "A great patriotic picture (N.). "A
strong
patriotic
quite upwith
to our'Slacker';
expectations
a business getter."
"Excellent,
butpicture,
public notconfuses
Miss as Talliaferro's
acting
specially commented on as superb" (N.). "We change every day as a rule;
ran this three days, to better business third than first — a winner." "Good
drawing card." "Very good feature." "Best picture we have had — not a
— left fine impression." "Gave good satisfaction."
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "A kick
pleasing picture — this star improving" (W.). "Star fine, show good" (N.).
"Star very popular" (N.). "Ethel Clayton pleases always."
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
"Just a picture — nothing to rave over." "Star does not register, poor picture."
"Very good" (S.). "Fine production, poor box-office attraction." "Very
Ave.
good, poor business." "Too heavy, not enough laugh" (W.).
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big Big "Extra
good." "Good comedy, but 'local color' simply awful." "Best Paramount picture in many months." "Fine comedy drama — kept them laughBig Big
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Big "Very good picture, star no draw here" (S.). "Not up to standard, but drew
Big
Ave.
Big
rather good here" (W.).
Ave. Ave.
Ave. "Ordinary
picture." "Program stuff." "Poor picture, but drew well" (W.).
Big Ave.
Ave.
"Very good picture." "Fine picture, good business." "Timely subject, good."
Big B;g Big Big "Good picture." "Nice picture." "Two days' capacity and pleased everyone."
"Good
Big
ing." picture of its kind, well liked, big business" (W.).
"Great picture." "Too monotonous." "Great stuff — should go big." "Good
Big
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Pleased
drawing average
power."audience." "Poor." "Title Very Bad" (S.). "Does not hold
the interest" (N.). "Good cast, but poor story."
"Best Mutual we have ever played" (S.). "Patrons all satisfied." "Very good
Ave.
"Too dry — yet good picture. Not a money getter" (N.). "Great big moneygetter, fine picture" (N.). "An elaborate picture, but didn't draw."
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Very
pleasing;
a comer." "Good picture, but faHed to repeat after
e." (W.).Gardner
picturday"
first
"Light comedy, very entertaining." "Fair picture." "Fine."
Big
"A
clean
picture
that
pleased."
Big
Ave. Ave.
picture." "Average picture." "Fair program picture."
Big Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave. "Good
Big Ave.
"No end — four different stories."
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. "Excellent
picture." "Best Williams picture in some time — held the interesttoo."
"Good picture" (N.). "Rattling good detective story" (E.) "Not up to
Williams' standard." "Not pleasing as some." "Good picture, pleased audience." "O. K."
"Getting back
to his old drawing power." "Very good picture." "Good
picture." "Best picture we ever ran." "Work of star fine."
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TITLE. STAR. AND BRAND
HER HOUR (Kitty Gordon— World )
HER SILENT SACRIFICE (Alice Brady— Sel.).
HIGH SIGN, THE .Herb. Rawlinson— Uni.)
HIS MOTHER'S BOY (Charles Ray— Para.)
HONEYMOON. THE (Const. Talmadge— Sel.) .
IN THE BALANCE (Earl Williams— Vita.) . .

S.

E.
N.
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave . Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.

Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

Ave. Ave.
) Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Big
KILL-JOY. THE (Mary McAlister— K.E.S.E.)
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big
KINGDOM OF LOVE, THE (Jewel Carmen— Fox) .
Big Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
LAND OF PROMISE (Billie Burke— Para.).
Ave.
Ave.
LEARNIN'
OF JIM BENTON
Stewart—Pathel
Tri.) ..
Rio Ave.
Rio Ave.
Ave.
LITTLE PATRIOT,
THE (Baby(RoyOsborne—
Big
Big Ave.
LOVE LETTERS (Dorothy Dalton— Para.)
LONE WOLF. THE (Brenon Production— Sel.)
Ave,
Ave.

LUST OF THE AGES (Lillian Walker— Ogden Pict. Co.).
MAGDA (Clara Kimball Young— Sel.)
MAID OF BELGIUM (Alice Brady— World)

Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big

Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big
Big
MANX
MAN, THE (Geo. Loane Tucker Production- Ave.
Gold.)
Ave.
Big

MAN WITHOUT A COUNTRY (Jewel Production)...
MARKED MAN, A (Harry Carey— Blue.)
MARK OF CAIN (Mrs. Castle-A. Moreno— Pathe)
MARRIAGE
SPECULATION. THE (Mildred Manning
—Vita.)
MATERNAL SPARK, THE (Irene Hunt— Tri.)
MATEMut.)
OF THE SALLY ANN (Mary Miles Minter—
MEDICINE MAN, THE (Roy Stewart— Tri. ) .
MISSMut.)
JACKIE OF THE ARMY (Margarita Fischer -

Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Poor

MISS U. S. A. (June Caprice— Fox) .

Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave.

MODERN MUSKETEER, A (Doug. Fairbanks— Art.

Big
Extra Extra
Big Extra

MOLLY ENTANGLED (Vivian MarUn— Para.)

Big Ave.
Ave.
Big Ave.

MRS. DANE'S DEFENSE (Pauline Frederick— Para.) .

Big
Ave.
Ave.

MY LITTLE BOY (Ella Hall-Blue.)
NAN OF MUSIC MOUNTAIN (WaUace Reid— Para.).
NEARLY MARRIED (Madge Kennedy— Gold.)
NEW YORK LUCK (William Russell- Mut.). .
OVER THERE (Charles Richman. Alice Q. Nielson— Sel.)
PAINTED MADONNA. THE (Sonia
Markova— Fox)
PAY ME (Jewel Production)
PLEASE HELP EMILY (Ann Murdock— Mu'ti)'.'
POPPY (Norma Talmadge— Sel.)
PRICE OF A GOOD TIME 'Jewell Production) !
t RIDE OF NEW YORK, THE (Geo. Walsh— Fox).
PRINCESS V'RTUE (Mae Murray— Blue.)
REACHING
rOR THE MOON (Douglas Fairbanka— (Ar
t.»

Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big
Big Ave.
Ave.
Big
Big Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big Big Big

Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Big
Big
Ave.

Ave. Ave. Ave.

W.

Picture

N e zv s

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE

Big "Very good." "Kitty Gordon popular, story good." "Average program."
Ave.
"Best picture Kitty Gordon has appeared in."
Ave. "Good."
consistent
Ave. "Very good"Not
— great"
(N.). with Select Standard — star good."
Ave. "Very good picture,
star will draw better in time." "Too much 'silly kid' stufT."
"Did not please as well as previous Ray pictures." "Ray is getting popular
with
the 'regulars.'
"
"Very usual
pleasing
direction."
Ave. "The
Earl picture,
Williamsclever
picture;
pleases some, but star does not vary recently
in his characterizations." "Biggest business we have ever done on Williams"
(S.). "Excellent; gave entire satisfaction." "Publicity of 'The Hillman,'
from which it is taken, will get the money if exploited properly." "Good picture."
Ave. "Beban's
best." "A fine picture but he does not draw here" (S.). "Extra good"
(N.). "Pleased, one of his best."
Ave. "Pleasing,
Ave.
no drawing power; McAlister clever, but the story is absolutely unreasonable, and director on location bad" (W.). "Fair picture" (N.).
"Good attraction" (S.). "Does not draw" (E.). "No drawing card" (W.).
Ave.
"Fair
business,
good picture." "Poor title, stereotyped dance-hall-girl-parson
Big
"Has the merit of being different, only my patrons did not care for the story
Poor
"Opinion divided. Just a fair picture and average drawing card." "Fair
picture." "Well done, and pleased." "Fair." "Extra good picture."
"Good
Western." "Poor production."
Big
story."enough
Ave. "Good
for any theatre to show."
"Good production, ordinary story."
"Excellent." "Return business to capacity." "Going big on second week" (W.).
"Extra big entire week." "Swell picture" (N.). "A great picture, and a good
drawing card, with plenty of exciting situations." "Could recomme nd this
subject for any theatre." "Excellent." "Average picture." "Well cast,
holds thrilling interest to end with surprising finish."
"Fine production — good theme." "Fair box-office picture — draggy" (W.).
"Fine — artistic, but didn't draw, or please any too well." "Very good feature,
story
great; big money-getter
if handled
right."
"Pleased."
"CJood picture
but did
not draw."
"Big business, pleased"
Ave.
(W.).good(Forpicture."
other comment,
see issue
of Jan.
19.)
Big "Very
"Very good." "This star always does average business." "Good picture and
Ave.
very pleasing." "Fine, good photography." "Star popular, picture pleased.'
"A great picture — a wonder." "Very pleasing picture, went over well in my
Ave.
house"
(E.). "Anything but 'pleasing'" (S.).
Ave.
Big "Very good." "Fair picture."
"Not especially
about 50-50." "Interesting, entertaining, big business." "Highwell
classliked,
picture."
"Turned hundreds away first night" (N.). "Very good picture, not so much
pulling power"
picture—
long"rather
(N.).too "Fine
picture."
"Should(W.).
have "Wonderful
drawn better."
"Drewa little
well, too
though
long
due to English style of directing and acting."
"Great, if publicity is properly handled." "Fine patriotic production that any
American audience will like." "Extra good attraction." "Great busineis
second day." "Good — a very fine patriotic production" (W.). "Most timely
Ave
box-office
attraction."
Ave. "Good business,
fine, pleased."
"Good picture, excellent photography, beautiful settings, no pulling power" (W)
"Nothing extra — patrons satisfied." "This picture pleased and drew extra
big business two days" (E.). "Fair picture — best Mrs. Castle has appeared
in, no pulling power." "Very good plot — exceptional." "Very good picture,
Moreno good — held over extra day."
Ave. "Very
good, different sort of story."
Poor "Not a drawing card." "Good."
Ave. "Very good offering" (N.). "Great entertainment." "Not popular kind
picture"
(N.). "Very
pleasing
subject, star
O. K."
(N.). hardly up to standAve. "Good
Western."
"Average
production."
"Good
business,
ard of previous Stewart productions."
Ave. "A pleasing little picture — not big." "Fair, not good business-getter." "Bad —
not much." '"This star never draws with us" (N.). "Good, people liked it
Ave.
very much" (N.).
"Good." "Best program picture in long time; S. R. O. the second day." "Great
matinee picture." "Poor direction" (W.). "Fine patriotic picture" (N.).
"A very pretty picture, delighted all; up to the Fox standard — pleasing subBig
Extra
ject, very patriotic" (N.). "Went over on account of its patriotic appeal."
"Splendid, a knockout" (E.). "Best Fairbanks yet" (S.). "Best thing Doug,
has
done."
"Very satisfactory feature from every standpoint." "First good
Ave.
laughs we have heard in our house for some time."
"Good picture." "Very nice, star well liked." "Good." "Another like this
and 'good night'." "Pretty good picture." "Very good picture." "OrdiBig
nary." "Just
a picture."
"Very good."
"Excellent
picture, but hardly a show for the tired business man."
"Good production; story did not register." "Very good picture, but expected
more
from
Pauline."
"Unsatisfactory ending — leading man not popular
here" (N.).
Ave.
"Fine Christmas picture, pleased everyone." "One of the best Bluebird has
made." "Everyone satisfied, splendid cast, went over big in high class locality."
"Fine feature." "Beautiful, very well liked."
"Good." "In a dress suit would make a bigger hit." "Very good." "Exciting
Western with very pleasing effects. " "Great picture." "Extra good show" (W.).
Ave.
Big "Comedy
one of best shown; star rapidly coming to front." Photography wonderful, star"Well
has advantageclean
of appearing in best Goldwyn has put out."
"Great."
comment, see issueliked,
of Jan. 26.)comedy." "A magnetic star." (For other
Ave.
Big
''A
very
good
picture."
Ave.
Big
war star
picture
drew good"New
business
Ave "Very
"Good good
picture,
not —known."
star, atdidadvanced
not draw."prices."
"Just gets by,
not especially pleasing" (N.). "New star, but pleased all" (N.). "The tar
Big
is
very
poor
in
this
subject"
(N.).
Ave. "Fine Western." "Great production that lives up to its advertising."
"Light entertainment." "Not as good as other Empires." "Pleasing comedy
drama." "Fairly good." "An extra good comedy."
Big 'Above
the average." "Good production." "Very good business."
"Very excellent" (W.). "Pleased everybody, but not easy to get them in" (W.).
"Fine production, title makes some people stay away, gets others in" (E.).
"This is a dandy." "Great favorite here." "Ran c'ose second to Fairbanks
'Reaching for Moon.' " "Fast gaining in popularity in all our houses." "Great
Ave.
show." "Star always pleases."
'Very artistic." "Liked by some, not by others." "Too high class for mob."
"Just ordinary." "Pleased some, disappointed others."
'Good." "Not up to Fairbanks' standard." "Not his best." "Not as good as
usual." "Pulled him off fourth day." "Fair — star great card." "Same old
smile gets 'em, and they like it." "Just a moving picture, but Fairbanks
popular
ever." card."
"Very good,
not comment,
his best." see
"Went
great."
fair — bigasdrawing
(For but
further
issue over
of Jan.
19.) "Only
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TITLE, STAR, AND BKAND
REDEMPTION (Evelyn Nesbit Thaw— State R.)
RED,Met.)
WHITE AND BLUE BLOOD (Bushman-Bayne-

Big
S.
Big ) Big
IN.
. Big Extri

Ave.
REGENERATES (Alma Reubens— Tri.)
Ave.
RISE OF JENNIE GUSHING (Elsie Ferguson— Para.) . Ave.
Big
Ave.
RUNAWAY ROMANY (Marion Davies— Pathe Sp.).. . Ave.
Ave.
SAVAGE. THE (Ruth Clifford— Blue.)
SCANDAL (Constance Talmadge— Sel.)
Big
Ave.
SECRET GAME, THE (Sessue Hayakawa— Para.).
SECRET OF THE STORM COUNTRY (Norma Talmadge— Sel.)
SEVEN SWANS. THE (Marguerite Clark -Para.).
SHIP OF DOOM, THE (Triangle)
SHIRLEY KAYE (C. K. Young— Sel.).
SILENT LADY, THE (Zoe Rae— Uni.)..
SIN WOMAN (Irene Fenwick— Hoffman) .

.
.
.
SIRENS OF THE SEA (Jewel Production)
SMALL TOWN GUY, THE (Taylor Holmes— K.E.S.E.) .
..
SNAP JUDGMENT (William Russell— Mut.)
SQUARE DECEIVER, THE (Harold Lockwood— Met.)

Big
W.
Big

Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big
Big
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big
Big
Ave.
Big Ave.
Big

Big

Ave.

Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big

Big
Poor Poor Poor
Ave. Ave. Big
Big Big Ave.
Ave.
Big
Big Big
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big Big
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big Big

STELLA MARIS (Mary Pickford— Art.

Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
STOLEN HONOR (Virginia Pearson— Fox) .
. Ave. Ave. Ave.
SYLVIA OF THE SECRET SERVICE (Mrs. Castle- Ave.
Ave.
Pathe)
Ave. Ave. Ave.
TENDERFOOT, THE (Duncan-HoUoway— Vita.)
Ave. Ave. Ave.
TENTH CASE, THE (June Elvidge— World) .
Extra Extra Extra
THAIS (Mary Garden— Gold. )
Big Big
Big

Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Extra
Big

TOM SAWYER (Jack Pickford— Para.).
UNKNOWN 274 (June Caprice— Fox) . .
UNTIL THEY GET ME (Pauline Hart— Tri.)..
UP OR DOWN (Geo. Hernandez— Tri.)
VENGEANCE IS MINE (Irene Castle— Pathe) .
VOICE OF CONSCIENCE. THE (Bushman-l
Met.)

Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.

Ave.
VOLUNTEER, THE (Madge Evans— World)
WHEN MEN ARE TEMPTED (Mary Anderson— Vita.) Ave.
Ave.
Big
WHO GOES THERE' (Harry Morey— Vita.)
Big
Ave.
WINDING TRAIL, THE (Viola Dana— Met.)
Ave.
WOLVES OF THE RAIL (Wm. S. Hart— Art.) ... .
ZEPPELIN'S LAST RAID (U. S. Exh. B. Corp.)..

Ave. Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big Big
Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave.
Big
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
"An exceptionally good picture, well acted, good attendance at raised prices."
"Drew big, picture liked." (For other comment, see issue of Dec. 29.)
"Bushman and Bayne are coming back strong." "Very good picture." "Good
•— good business
"Bushman's
best."getter." "Classy picture, mighty good entertainment."
"Show good." "Fine picture, no pulling power." "Good, but no business."
"Patrons well pleased."
"Very pleasing subject." "Pleased — fair crowds." "Pleasing to look at but
did notgood."
get over"Good
for me."
much art
a littlebox-office
more 'hokum,'
"Very
picture"Too
— Ferguson
will— prove
attractionplease."
after
she
gets
known."
"Unfavorable
title
killed
it.".
"Just
a
fair
picture.
'"Good."
(For other comment, see issue of Jan. 12.)
"Very pretty picture, beautiful scenes, star good." "Fair picture, but wrong
kind picture."
of story to"Good
draw big."
"Fine
of its kind, beautiful scenery." "Very good."
"A very fine picture, will absolutely please patrons of any house" (N.). "Miss
Talmadge
is
great
in
this
ment, see issue of Feb. 2.)part." "Went over well" (S.). (For further com"Great, one of Jap's best yet." "Dandy picture, very interesting" (N.). "Good
enough picture, star does not draw here" (N.). "Excellent picture" (W.).
"Regular Hayakawa stuff." "Very good."
"Good
picture; star
picturestar deserves
betteralways
vehicledraws;
than best
this.sheInhasmy done."
opinion "Fairly
star in good
6 months
will
be biggest box-office attraction in the business" (S.). "Very pleasing, well
liked by all" (N.). "Well liked" (W.).
"An excellent Christmas fairy tale." "Excellent photography." "Good matinees, poor evenings." "Very good picture of its kind, well suited to women
and kiddies." "Draws for children mostly — children's pictures keep away
an adult patronage." "Great holiday bill for kids." "A very fine picture."
"Tired of star in baby pictures." "Biggest Clark day."
"A very gruesome show." "Poor title." "Not an entertaining picture."
"Clara Kimball Young never better than in this picture." "Business better
second day than first." "Very nice story." "Best C. K. Young picture yet."
"Good picture." "Picture better than title."
"Better than 'One Hour,' produced better and story interesting — bold but not
vulgar."
up"
(N.). "Good jazz picture, very daring, but if you can get by will clean
"Patrons liked this." "A beautiful production." "Well liked."
"Pleasing, but not up to other Taylor Holmes pictures."
"One of Russell's best." "Good." "Pleased, good Western." "Fine picture. "
"Very good."
"Lockwood always draws." "Much better than average." "Good picture."
"Very pleasing picture." "Production good, star a good card." "Lockwood
at his best." "Very good." "Well liked." "Good picture, didn't draw."
"Excellent, like Lockwood in this kind." "Good picture."
"Pickford
proves herself
an actress"
picture,
almost
too
much dependent
on fineto beacting,
however,(E.).not "Wonderful
a story people
can get
excited
over" (S.). "Too morbid for my people" (W.). "Certainly great work for
this star, some contrast with last one."
"Good story, poor photography." "Average picture." "Only fair picture —
good good
star program
wasted." picture." "Fine picture, drew extra." "Very good."
"Very
"Seemed to please Castle fans." "Fair picture, don't care for star here." "Unsuited to star." "Nothing to brag about."
"One of the best Westerns we have ever played" (S.). "Excellent Western with
plenty of comedy." "Good Western." "Average Western." "Good picture."
"Very fair Western, no draft for this theatre."
"Good picture." "Fine picture, but didn't draw."
"Record for the house — wonderful production, remarkable achievement even
for Goldwjm" (S.). "Big business, but not as good second day" (W.). "Well
liked, big business at advanced prices." "Wonderful — went over some of
their heads" (E.). "A knockout" (S.). "Pleased some, others thought it
rotten; costume stuff don't please here — extraordinary business" (N.).
"Weather awful — business great" (S.). "Story not liked" (S.). "Did not
please but drew tremendous business." "Excellent." "Big business, but did
not please
"
"Bully
picture,average
had us'fan.'
guessing
to handle the crowds." "Excellent — pleased
greatly." "The kind we need more of — play it." "Everybody liked this
picture."
"Great
—
a
winner."
"A dandy picture" (N.). "The dog carries off the honors." "Acceptable, gets
over fairly well." "First half good, last drags." "Not up to standard, would
not hold two"Unknown
days." star hurt the picture." "Good picture, but didn't
"Excellent."
draw."
"Good."
"Very
poor picture"
(N.). "Fair, comedy
that's all"
(N.). (W.).
"Fair production" (W.)
"Rotten"
(W.). "Entertaining
drama"
'Very good." "Excellent." "Fair, went over o. k."
"An excellent picture." "This picture is good, I think star is getting better."
"Fair picture." "One of the best pictures we have run this season — too much
Bushman" (W.). "Very good, liked by all" (N.). "Very good." "Good
picture." "Negro boy very good."
'Fine picture." "Not real big drawing card, but one of the most pleasing to
'Not up to Vitagraph standard" (N.). "Not much picture" (S.). "Poor picsome unknown
reasonpopular
drew big"
'Not upture,tobut forstandard"
(S.). "Star
and (S.).
picture fine" (N.). "Harry
Morey
popular
here"
(N.).
"No
punch,
always expecting one and don't
come" (W.).
."
'Stardategrowing
more popular with each release" (S.). "Not liked" (E.). "Very
pretty have
picture"
this" (W.).
(S.). "Good as Hart has done
'Would
broken(W.).record"Good
but business
for blizzard"
lately,
railroad
stuff
splendid."
"Hart
'fans'
to like this
'Good spectacle, generally pleased — more because seemed
of the wonders
of itone."
than the
story."

Last week we announced the subscription receipts of Motion Picture News to be $480. This week, ending FebJl\JTT?Tt'l\Tf^UTm ruary 7, the total is $358 (complete records open to any advertiser at our office).
liy 1 tXJli L\ \u t~l iL Lf
No other paper
this field
give such
evidence
of solidity.are open, unanswerable proofs of a publication that
Reneiials
play ain large
part can
in these
receipts;
and renewals
gives service, that is read, and that is taken only for its intrinsic value — in other words, that is solidly and broadly intrenched.
The new stihscriptions represent the new theatres just completed, and those received in our 100 per cent, circulation campaign through our
local subeditions — the West Coast, the Central States and the Eastern (now in preparation).
Next week we shall tell how the News " blankets " this field. It will he interesting.
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the comniunit\-, and in our
opinion this program itself
has been in a large measure
House Organs Offer Opportunity For the Intimate
responsible for this state of
affairs.
Talks To Patrons — Summarizing the Main
This same effect can be
Points
"I" si)irit should prevail, but
attained in other ways. The
there should be something
about it distinctive from the
Mahaiwe theatre, for instance, devotes its last page to gossip of the sort that gets close
house organs in your section, something that radiates the atmosphere of your theatre, something that will be recognized by the to the patrons, the sort that they get to look for each week.
In short, there can be no formal line of procedure laid down for
reader as carrying something more intimate than the stilted
printed appeal. Here is an essential that is hard to define, yet getting the spirit. As the old lady said, " It all depends." The
it is one of the things that divides the line between good and
appeal consists merely in reaching the ground on which the
bad house organs.
theatre's and the patrons' interest unite.
Whether you have a two page folder or an amltitious twentyMahaiwe also uses a scene out of one of the week's shows
on the front cover, but maintains its standard appearance in
four page booklet you should always strive for it to fulfill a
special mission. Of course, the basic object of the house organ
other respects. We believe that this is a good idea for inexpenis to tell the people about your current show and to announce
sive programs for in nearly every case these cuts can be obtained
from your exchange at a very small cost.
the future ones in such a way that your patrons will come again.
We regret that we have been able to find one of the perfect
But there is something further to be accomplished, and your
house organ has not accomplished the most until it becomes a programs of larger size without coming to that of the Rivoli,
part of your theatre and therefore a part of the people who come
New York's newest and finest theatre, for in the form that it is
to your house.
printed it is too expensive for any but a most limited few houses
These generalities we use in beginning this last of the series
through the country. It is printed on heavj- plate paper and in
of articles on programs because we want to warn everyone who
colors and contains no advertising in its sixteen 5K by 7-34 pages.
But all that it does can be done on a smaller scale in other
has not started a program not to do so unless they intend to
give it more than a mechanical interest. Conducting a house
theatres, and there is no reason why advertisements can be
organ is not the same thing as sticking the one sheets in front
included by following the advice given in the last week article.
The cover design remains the same permanently, only the color
of j-our house. At times it serves the same purpose, but it has
got to go a good deal further and serve the spirit of the house.
used varying from week to week to make the different ones
.And how, do you ask, can mere printed matter he more than a distinctive. Especially where the theatre has a distinctive exterior
formal affair?
design we like the idea of using this permanent design, for it
adds a certain intimate touch. The original plate itself does not
This week we arc using illustrations from three theatres, the
.Auditorium. Coatesville, Pa. ; the Mahaiwe, Great Harrington,
cost a great deal, but there must be assurance that j-ou are going
Mass., and the Rivoli, New York City.
to Week
have good
there will
be a is
smudgy
It is rather unusual that the program of the Auditorium should
after printing
week theor Rivoli
program
filled eft'ect.
with intimate
come to us as fulfilling every requirement that we laid down
matter. There is always a talk from S. L. Rothapfel about some
in the first articles for house organs of comparatively small cost
feature of the theatre or some policy. It is good " close up "
and which did not carry advertising. Just for a moment we
stuff that makes people not only feel at home in the house, but
will recall that we told you that one page ought to be devoted
causes them to go out and tell these intimate things to others,
to each different attraction, that the typography should be neat,
with something of the feeling that they are in on secrets that
that the full list of pictures shown should be given and that the the public as a whole does not know. There is another page
cast of the feature should be given, with just enough about the containing a talk with some noted musician and generally a
picture to whet the advance interest. This program fulfills all little talk about the overture or some other musical number.
of these requirements.
Other pages are occupied with the program itself and the
There are a few other things about this program which is annnounccment for the coming week and with the program at
printed on medium stock of varying tints, six by twelve inches
the Rialto sister house. Two other pages we have reproduced.
One of these is devoted to an excellent half-tone of some star
and folds twice. In the first place the initial page is kept distinctive. While we have recommended that the name plate of that is regularly seen at that theatre, or who is to be seen soon
the theatre be used, this house keeps a neat standing design.
and these generally bear a message to the patrons. Of course
this makes interesting stuff for the fans to preserve. Two other
The cover is illustrated with a scene out of one of the week's
attractions or of one of the stars. Another page is devoted to
pages,
devoted
Screenquality
Gossip."
Now are
aside
from tothe" high
of the paper, the cost of the
the next week attractions, supplying the " lap over " idea.
But the main point that we want to get to here is the hu)>ian
cover design, the color work in printing and the cuts, there is
element that is put in the program by the page that is devoted
nothing about this program that cannot be followed by any other
theatre and at the same time maintain the same intimate touch
to the theatre's talks to the patrons. It is impossible that one
should read these programs week after week without getting the
with your patrons, keep up the spirit of the theatre, make everyone who buys a ticket feel a share in your enterprise.
atmosphere of the house. 1^1*5 see the reason why. In one of
There is no reason why a portion of this space should not be
these talks, undf-r the caption of the " Coatesville Idea," the house
organ says :
devoted to advertising without seriously marring the appearance, though of course a program without advertising is prefer" Most people know that the Coatesville Auditorium is ' the only
able— but mighty expensive.
place of its kind in America.' We lay claim to that title, because
no other Y. M. C. A. in the United States— or in the world for
It is hard to conceive a theatre or a community where there
is not something each week for one of these little talks. There
that matter — has utilized the motion picture to the extent we
have. .And no other user of motion pictures has built up his are hundreds of things that will suggest themselves to you — that
you try to have clean pictures, the courtesy of your employes,
patronage along the lines we have adopted as our standards."
Yes, it is true; the theatre \^ run by the local Y. M. C. A. and
the care in your projection, ad finitum. We impress these little
that organif.ation has so well put the spirit of the organization
discussions because they make your patrons feel that you take
{Continued on page 1139)
behind it, the spirit of the town, that it has become a part of

should
TY of
NALI
be the
keynote
llic
p ERSO
ideal motion picture theatre
program.
we do not Bj"
meanpersonalitj-,
that the
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?Reaching the Ideal in Motion Picture Theatre Programs
Occupying the upper left hand space is a specimen of the work of T he Coatesville, Pa., Auditorium, and to the right the front and back
pages of the Mahain'c program. Great Barrington, Mass. Belozv are three pages from the Rivoli program.
Entertainment and Relaxation - THE AUDITORIUM PROGRAM
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
MONDAY, JANUARY 28th
JANUARY 30th and 31st
Second of the Heatltis Holidays
A
Rollicking
Story of a Hero of the Past Who
AJuatPopurar
Star 10 a forPopular
Story
ihe Attraction
a Holiday
Happened toARTCRAFT
Live In the-Preienu
Strenuous Present
SELECT ProienU
DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS
.
NORMA TALMADGE
In "Abtollvely-Postilutely"
His Beat Picture
In Grace Miller White'* Famous Stor/
"A MODERN
"THE SECRET OF THE
STORM
His Love Was Deeper Than the Grand Canyon
A TheNew
EditionStoryof with
"TcmCOUNTRY"
StormandCountry
Same
Newof thePlayers
New
MUSFantasy
KETInEER
Settings
A Fairbanks
God's WondVrUnd
"
CAST OF CHARACTERS
CAST or- CHARACTEnS
NED THACKEB ...
iCbcneicr Waldcntrlcker
Woldcralrlcker ,. .,.J.- EthelHerbert
Mndelfnc
Orey Fnuik
Terry

- Among the War Time Essentials
FRIDAY and letSATURDAY
FEBRUARY
and 2nd
An with
Unwritten
Chapterof Warof American
the Flavor
and RomanceHistory
PARALTA Prsienti
BESSIE BARRISCALE
In Harold McGrath's Secret Serv.ce Clasiic
"MADAME
A Story
Your and
SpineWHO"
— Grips Your
Heart.that Chills
Excitement
Mystery
CAST OF CHARACTERS
JKANNE BtlAL-FORT , . BESSIE
... .,
B-VRRISCALE
Jobn

OUR SU-ENT TALK

tUtr* Znm, <M lull* lur. h Urlaf M ttm iiTry

SADDED
lr^ Il ATTRACTIONS:
,.rd Cc UNDER THE
:"..,f4 THOUSAND EMwFEATS
■■TWENTY
x'.n
ADDED ATTRACTIONS:
Founded on Fiction
MR. and MRS. SIDNEY DREW In a New Comedy
"YOSEMITE VALLEY" by Robert C. Bruce
AUDITORIUM TOPICAL
F^nny REVIEW
Mldgl-'
V
THE AUDITORIUM IS CLOSED EVERY TUESDAY TO CONFORM WITH THE REGULATIONS OF THE FUEL ADMINISTRATION

ADDED ATTRACTIONS:
FAN"—Beautirul
Oames Montgomery
Flagg
'Xt'THE
SeriesSCREEN
of Twelve
"Girti You Know"
AUDITORIUM
TOPICAL
REVIEW

L

Pictures in War Time

In Englund, burdened a? she i? with the w;ir
the effects
ofmoviog
which this
countryare ha."conRlantly
hardly bpIn
gMQ
picture.-*
creasiDEto feel,
la popularity
attendance
moving picture
airesThe Inaonuaj
the British
isle? Isai1.075.000.090.
or an theav
erage ofYetone tbfvlaltBritish
every twoare week?
each per
eon.
not as forentbaslaslk
"fans"
as theaverage
Americans,
for while
Ihe
aires
there
one bouse
io> ninepicture
population.
Id America
'he average
ii
everv
five (housand
There i
ture should Increase Its bold on the public in im
ofspeedily
war. andFirstvividly,
is the faci that it brlngp
throucbhornanih
news
weeklies
Then,valuewartoo.forconditloni>
iia IssmaHInexpensive
provides
a
greater
eum
ihao i
obtainable to any other way
Butpicture
grealeSitbeatre
of all. u the social almost
5lde. cKrpan
"Sie m<
Uon
the home:
it has crepthas Intobecomethe famllv
life I' oI
themustfirsthavethought
of
war-weary
folk?
ai
home,
recreation, and yet who cannot endurw h
the
thought
enterlainra'Titor boasifal
that carries
suggestion of ofexiravagance
displayan

NEXT

Ik COATESVILLE
AUDITORIUM

WEEK

OLIVE THOMAS
She was Delightful in "Broadway Ari7on^"
'INDISCREET CORINNE'

— ,v^KALDINE\
'VhQ DoVil-gtorxo")

WILLIAM S. HART
In Hps First "Railroading- Story
"WOLVES of the RAILJ.WARREN KERRIGAN
"A MAN'S MAN'

ANAETCEAFTJCniBi
PROGRAM
Week Beginning February 4th

Screen Gossip
RayOf allRides
Red Racerbrands and varieties
the innumerable
oi gaf-wjgons thai crowd the boulevards ol
Los Angelef
its cnWrons.
perhaps none moreand noisy
or which there
can beis seen
further,
owing
to
its
brilliant
crimson
than the new car afTccted by Charley Ray.hue
It is recorded that when his car is heard
and
seen,whoit areis stalked
for miles by his adJ
rairersT
■up' of the young
staroccasionally rewarded by an
Ray fell disconsolate because he was unable lo use the machint
inthe hisaffections
last picture.
Hireddaughter
Man" drives
In the a story
of the 'Thefarmer's
car tohistherival
annua!lor
WUage
dance.
Here
was
Ray's
chance
to
gel
his
car
upon
screen, bui because a farm hand would be somewhat out of placethe
inthana racer.
driven by any one other
himself,Charley
and so refused
another tocarhavewas itused.
An Appropriate Musical Setting
SouETiUES the orchestral accompaniment to the photoplay
reaches weird and incongruous heights of medley, as illustrated
bytheatre
an incident
that happened
In a motion picture
in a Southern
city the recently.
musical accompiniments
were
rendered
on
a
hurdy-gurdy
piano
of
the
tin-pan
drama had reached the point of tender pathos. Thevariety.
hero ofThethe
play
dramatically,
while theyouthsothersin
of thewascastdying
were very
weepingslowly,at hisverybedsideThe callow
the audience
with Adam'sJust apples
maidens
wert looked
audiblyon snifffing.
as the bobbing,
dyingtt3lheroand saidthe
his last -words, the hurdy-gurdy burst forth in a perfect frenzy
of the song 'Good Bye. Girls. I'm Throu^'.

"Where You Cast Away Your Trouble"
MAHAIWE
THEATREMaSS NEWS
GREAT BARRINGTON,

Motion

Seeing

the

Rialto

AFTHR we had seen the first show at
the Rialto with Rothapfcl Sunday, an
arg:tiim-nt came up about one of the two
selections sung by the Rialto quartet. In
the informal conferences that follow the
first showing of a new bill there are always little things to be considered and possibly changed. One of those present didn't
like one of the quartet numbers ; he
thought that it was too foolish.
■' There's where you are wrong," said
Mr. Rothapfel? "Did you notice the little
laughs that it got? It was a relief to the
audience after the more serious things. Of
course, we want to maintain a high standard in our theatres, but don't get the idea
into j-our head that you have to be ' educating' the public all the time and making
them realize that you are ' educating '
them. That is the reason that the symphony concerts are not packed these days.
The public is human and the public likes
the human touches — now and then a little
of the 'foolishness,' if you want to call
it that."
" Capriccio Espanol," the overture, is one
of the most brilliant things that has been
played at the Rialto in months and it got
an avalanche of applause. The lighting
effects for this were first in red and then
with the ivor>' effect toward the middle of
the number. Then followed two scenics,
" Fontainblcau Forest " and " The Trianons," for which the " Trianon suite " was
placed. And then the quartet number
which we have just mentioned. The first
selection was a little novcltj', " Sally King,"
half sung and half spoken, and as Mr.
Rothapfel pointed out, there were chuckles
all over the house. This was sung with
full lighting effect and then all the lights
faded into red as " The Sandaman " was begun, then turning into deep purple to
give the night effect. The audience was
insistent that the quartet come back, but
that never happens at the Rialto, for Mr.
Rothapfel is opposed to encores and opposed to having the singers constantly
coming back to make new bows. And
that sort of a thing is tiresome to the
audience. Rothapfel works on the correct theory that the artists should give
the public the full value in the numbers
that they are supposed to render, and that
their duty is to please the audiences and
not to kill time taking bows which may be
genuine of the work of " Claques." And
all of this lowering and raising of curtains and reappearance of the singers
breaks into the continuity, prevents that
smooth running of the evening's entertainment that is so marked at the "R."
houses. This is a point that managers may
well think over.
Rialto animated is unusually short this
week, but remarkably effective. It opens
with a Mutual picture of training French
war dogs with some shots of them going
into the battle lines to succor the wounded.
" Our Great Little Army " march, together with battle effects made this particularly appealing and it got a big hand.
Tommies and English nurses in snowball

with

battles
and a asoldier's
theatrical
ment added
little human
touchcuterUuiito the
war activities. Then Lord Reading, the
new British Ambassador was shown.
Through
these was
threeplayed.
" Walnut Tree " and
English dance
Hearst-Pathe showed pictures of King
Gustav of Sweden, attending the Scandanavian conference, played with the Swedish national processional march. No
better lesson of the influence of pictures
in war times could be given than right
here, for the audience sat silent through
this, and there was not even the ripple
of applause for a monarch whose sympathies are uncertain. Universal pictures
of skiing, showing some remarkable falls,
introduced for the humorous effect, was
shown with a gallop, and pictures of the
railroad wreck at Grainger, III., had the
first few bars of "Undine" overture.
Then came one of the punchiest effects
that we have seen in new pictures in many
a day. First were shown pictures of the
martyr ship, the Tuscania leaving New
York. First there was a touch of " Finlandia " overture, the solemnly played
music adding a touch that caused everyone to pay a silent tribute. This was
turned into the " Terror Scene " as pictures of a German U-boat were shown.
And then came the big punch, America's
answer, showing a number of warships.
" American Festival March " was played
and there was wild applause and shouts all
over the house, many people standing up
and crying out. This Hearst-Pathe picture was one of the biggest hits in a long
time.

COMEDY inantand
are this
the week.
domnotes atpatriotism
the Strand
And evidently the patrons at the Strand
like the comedy features, for at 9.30 Sunday
evening there were as great tlirongs waiting for admission as there were two weeks
before when the first of the Goldwyn-Mabel Normand pictures was shown. This
week's feature is Madge Kennedy in "Our
Little
"Arc Wife."
Married Policemen Safe?" is a
riotous Sunshine comedy with all sorts of
trick photography that kept the audience
in a roar of laughter. Further comedy was
contributed by one of the Pathe " Analyses
of Motion," this showing a horse in action. Although this is a more or less of
a scientific study the results from the
slowing up of the movements are comedy.
Patriotic effects dominate the Topical
Review. It opens with the Pathe pictures
of the Tuscania and the effect already described in the story of the Rialto, and then
shows McAdoo issuing war insurance to
soldiers and sailors. Striking pictures of
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Mile. D'Espinoy, of the Opera Comique,
appears again this week, singing the " mad
Scene" from Hamlet with remarkable effect. As the result of her frequent and
exclusive appearances at the Rialto, she
is to-day one of the most popular artistes
in New York.
Special music was prepared for the featured picture, Olga Petrova in " The Light
Within," an intensely dramatic story.
There was not a suggestion of a laugh
and it was for that reason that there was
as much comedy as possible in the rest of
the bill which included " Watch Your
Neighbor," a Mack Sennett comedy of the
furiously funny sort with all kinds of trick
photography.
" Procession of Bacchus " is the other
orchestra number. One who studies audiences at the Rialto could see that many
people, regular attendants were expecting
the chorus to make its appearance at any
moment, for that has been done at each of
the three last bills, but no such thing happened. One of the secrets of Rothapfel's
success is to " keep 'em guessin'." Any
one who goes to the Rialto regularly will
tell you that one of the elements that delight so is the fact that you never know
what is going to happen. There is a difference between disappointing people and
surprising them.
That is the reason why the public backs
the " R's." That is one of the reasons
why a squad of American marines are being sent by the Government to have a
part in the bill at the Rivoli opening
Monday — which will be reviewed in the
next issue — because he has kept the standard up and because everybody knows that
he never lends himself to anything of the
cheap in exploitation, and, as we have
told you before, the only kind of propaganda that he allows his houses to be used
for is the propaganda of patriotism.

the ice jams in the Ohio and Mississippi
follow, and then a Paramount Bray,
" Southern Mountaineers." Pictures of
the Spanish mission at the French front
brought cheers for the heroes of Verdun,
and the audience went wild when the battle cry,screen.
" They Then
shall followed
not pass pictures
1 " flashed
on the
of
" Our Boys in France," and a flash of
Roosevelt that brought cheers, followed by
the pictures of Pershing returning from
Mexico and others of the soldiers in
France. Of course this got a big reception and it worked into the song that fol7' singing " Home
lowed, Charles Semrof
ward Bound." There was an attractive
special setting for this showing, a camp
scene in France at night, which was highly
commendable.
" Racamadour " is the scenic, and another interesting number is a Bray study
of flying. " Orpheus " is the overture, and
the other musical number, Anita Tagel and
Anton Lescaut singing the duet from
" Rigoletto."
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Advertising

for

the

Servthe Exhibitor
monthMotion
the last
WITHIN ice Bureau
Pictures' News
of the
has examined and criticized newspaper display advertising, programs and handbills from more
than three hundred different newspapers. Many of
these have been reproduced in these columns together
with the comment. In scores of other instances the
replies have gone by mail.
Theatres from the largest in the country to the
" little fellows " using the country weeklies have
written to tell us the benefit that they have been
getting from this constructive effort. They had
been accustomed in the past to having their work
praised indiscriminately ; they have appreciated it
when they realized that at last a genuine effort was
being made to tell them what was wrong and thereby improve their business.

Smaller

Theatres

NINE-TENTHS of the publicity aids of the
producers work for the benefit of the theatres in the larger cities. The service heads
like to reproduce half page spaces advertising their
particular pictures.
But the man who needs this help is the man who
cannot afford to go to the expense of handsome half
tones, who hasn't the training in designing artistic
advertising and whose newspaper facilities are
limited.
The News wants to help these exhibitors. Many
of them feel hesitant, probably, about sending in
specimens of their work because they know that they
are bad and because they do not care to have this
fact commented upon publicly. In such cases we
will be very glad to send the criticisms by mail, and
without any expense. When you wish a private
reply you need only to so indicate.

A CONSIDERABLE portion of these requests
have come from the theatres in the larger
NO same
theatre
is so from
small usthat
not get
the
service
thatitwewillwould
accord
cities. In several cases the exhibitor has
the biggest house in the land.
written that he hesitated to submit his specimens beMost of all we want to help the little fellows. You
cause he did not believe that we had time to go into
are not TOO LITTLE and there is NOTHING
the trouble of the smaller showmen.
TOO BIG for us to do for you.
And this is just where they are wrong. THE
MAN WE WANT MOST TO HELP IS THE
Let us help you. All our resources, all our expert
MAN WHO NEEDS HELP MOST.
advice will he centered on YOUR case, and you will
You are the one who is most entitled to it ; you
have our solution of your problems, governed by but
are not incurring any debt by asking.
one purpose— TO HELP YOU.
Iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiniiiiniiii!iiiiiii:i>iiiin liiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiniiiiiiiiniiinninF
House

Program Affords Theatre Chance
to Get in Close Touch with Its Patrons

(Continued from page 1136)
an interest ,in them. There are dozens of
topics of civic or neighborhood interest
that will be timely. But let us suggest
here that you never enter into politics and
factional matters. We have before us one
house program in which the manager, in
his belief that he is making his program
" chatty," brings personal paragraphs on
his patrons into his columns. That may
bring a laugh from some of your people
but it is a mighty dangerous ground on
which to tread.
We know of one manager in one of the
smaller cities, where there was a fast independent baseball team, who devoted a page
in his program to talking about the local
club. We were seated in a film office in the
nearest exchange city when the discussion
of the program arose. " Look at the idiot,"
said one supposedly wise salesman. " I'll
bet he doesn't have ten people at his matinee the next time there is a ball game in
town." But this man did not see that this
baseball team was a part of the town, that
the town's pride was in it. And he didn't
realize that what this theatre manager was
trying to do, and doubtle.'^: doing, was to
make this theatre a pari of the town and
share in that civic pnde.
The closer you can get to your people is
a mighty good thing and we don't know
any better way than through the house program.

We had intended in these articles to go
further into the criticism of various programs that come to us, but in a way that
would be more of repetition, a discussion
of types and methods. We shall be very
glad to take up under " Your Idea — and
Ours " a discussion of any programs and
point out the good and bad things, or to
discuss them with you by mail. Here we
have tried to discuss the essentials, dividing
the programs into various classes. There
are certain things that you should always
remember :
Always try to make your house organ the
best possible, but never get overambitious.
Never try to do anything on a big scale
that will turn out to be an apparent cheap
effort. Better to have a four-page folder
on neat paper with clean type and intelligently prepared than a half-hundred pages
of matter that is simply thrown together.
Your program is to serve a double purpose. To give the people in your theatre
the data for the present bill and at the
same time to so present facts about the pictures that are to be seen later in the week
in such an attractive form that the patron
will want to see that feature.
Advertising will probably pay the expenses of your program, but there is no
reason for your antagonizing your local
newspaper and you should never let any
advertising matter creep into your program
that is not up to the standard of your the-

atre. Don't sacrifice either content of the
display or the style of it to a few dollars.
Better be without it for a short time than
ruin your whole appearance.
To be of value to yourself and your advertisers your program must be one that
the recipient, if he gets it through your
mailing list, will preserve and read it during the period that it covers, or that the
patron who gets it in the theatre will take
home with him.
Your newspaper advertising might be described as the well-known " clarion call "
for your theatre. Then just as truly the
house program ought to be your intimate
word to those same patrons. It ought to
link you and your theatre closer up to
them. It is the thing that represents you
after the screen is dark, the sort of a program that the women folk glance over in
miladi's boudoir and the men folk read as
they smoke their goodnight cigarette.
Yes, there is a lot of difference between
the mere printed folder and the program
that stands for something. And when you
get down to the very bottom of it all, it is
the same old story that is true of every
portion of your business — the difference of
running a " movie show " or of conducting
one of your community's institutions.
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"besmokes
" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
a slacker!
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have been preaching right along the splendid idea of exploitation. We cannot
value of cuts in j'our advertising, and
get away from the theory that every exhere is a splendid example of how the use
hibitor ought to sell his first show first.
of a cut and witli the reading matter in Now in Providence there is no Sunday
very small letters can produce the most dis- showing, and so this rule would apply to
tinctive and striking of displays. This is ■ Monday. We would follow the idea of the
Royal, but we would base this display such
as is given to " The Honor System " on the
Monday and Tuesday attraction. The fact
that " The Honor System " may be the
stronger picture should not enter into the
argument, for that is all the more reason
why it will sell itself when the time comes.
The Royal, we believe, makes the mistake
of, in a measure, inviting the people to wait
until Friday and Saturday by saying, in effect, "Yes, we are going to have a show
the first four days of the week, but the real
^ \ . SUMO^r
l-IOMOflY
' I TUCSO*IV
attraction comes Friday and Saturday." An
wconcst>/ii
ideal arrangement would be for the Royal
to follow this policy in the Sunday papers,
the display based on the Monday show ; the
same plan on Tuesday afternoon and
Wednesday morning based on the Wednesday show and again Thursday afternoon
- ;* »
and Friday morning on the week-end show.
We are sure the aggregate receipts would
be larger.
the work of the Strand theatre, Omaha, and
We like the way that the name of the
occupies a space four columns wide by ten
theatre is displayed and linked in with the
inches deep. The picture has been boriiainmiN[imiiiiJii[|iiiJUiiiiJiMiii:ii[MaiiiiMlilllillilli1lltllMl|.j|||j|.ii'',,iliUJ1li|lilltli1iiii:ii|ii.'
rowed from the original distributor's advertising in the trade papers and has been cleverly adapted to the purpose of the Omaha
house, with the result that not only on account of its size, but because of the originality this display stands out on the entire
page of the newspaper as the ONE THING
to look at. And that is the ideal result.
And here is a little thing that we want to
call to your attention. This picture was to
be shown through Wednesday. The designer did not take your attention away
from this picture for a second by announcing, even in the smallest type, the bill for
the last half of the week.
sketch, but we would suggest that in all
such cases the letters should be exactly the
The "Gees" in exaggeration pull to the
same shape, whether in black or white effect, in all the advertising.
left. They put the "Haws" on you.
The Royal also uses this style efTectively
ROYAL THEATRE, Providence, R. I.,
on special occasions like New Year's week.
scores a hit with the use of a distincThese Sunday displays regularly occupy a
tive design in each of its Sunday displays.
space three columns wide by five inches
deep.
These specially drawn displays are always
attractive and they are of special importance where the advertisements of all the
Where you want the superlative in your
theatres are placed together and one strives
exploitation is in the word of mouth adfor distinction. With the exception of one
vertising of the patron AFTER he has
thing we would declare that this was a seen the show.
t
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HERE is a convincing piece of out-ofthe-ordinary advertising that was put
over by the Zelda theatre, Duluth, Minn.
Preceded by a liberal advertising campaign, the theatre was packed on the
opening tainlyday
see best
" Womanhood."
Cerone ofto the
sales arguments
that could be advanced was that a record
crowd saw this picture and went away in
praise of the production. So the display
writer hit upon the idea of publshing the
exact figures and inviting those who failed
to attend to ask those who did. And the

Ask any one of them what they think of
the picture, dollars to apples they will say,
"Great"— "Wonderful"— "Splendid"— etc
11 ZELDA,
SHOWS AT
10:46
AM.
*V» P. M.
n:30
P
Children
J.1& P M.
M.. TJO Pp. UH
Matinee
display puts the adjectives in the mouths of
others.
The writer of this display is to be congratulated on having said just enough and
stopping. He had a right to presume that
the advance advertising had carried a lot of
weight and he was correct in figuring on
the psychological effect of his announcement of the 3,383 patrons. It would make
anybody
didn't
already
about the who
picture.
It was
simply know
a case ask
of
sweeping the current along the faster. The
display is three columns by ten inches.
The smile of your cashier may be one of
your best revenue stamps.
ACADEMY
was one of THEATRE,
the first of theSelma,
theatresAla.,
in
smaller cities to get attention in these columns, and we are glad to say that the manager of this house has shown marked progress with his displays, considering that the
resources of his city's newspaper are limited.
Here he has achieved a very effective result. The thing that we don't like about
the display is the list of names of the supporting cast. The public is not convinced
by a mere string of names ; it suspects that
this is all you have. We would have menACADEMY-THURSDAY
She Scored in "Joan the Woman"
Geraldine Farrar
» Uiky Play by G-ci! B DeMiile
It IS a <ljama of
weird fascination based on ihc big theme pf
supcistition.
WALLACE R£ID,
TULLY MARSHALL,
H. BOSWORTH.
RAY HATTON,
ERNEST NEILL.
JOY
JAMES
"The

Devil
Regular Academy Admu

Stone
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tioned the name of Wallace Reid as playing
opposite Miss Farrar, and then have used
the entire space alongside the cut for some
striking phrase descriptive of the production.
There are seven days in every week.
Remember that in your think department,
if it does not apply anywhere else.

RECENTLY we discussed here the system of the Alcazar theatre, Birmingham, Ala., which uses an entire page in the
Sunday issue, getting a special rate because
it devotes part of the space to reading matter At that time we said that, though this

Are

Doing

Manager Edward L. Hyman has always
been able to make his program attractive
by the intimate manner in which he talks
to his patrons through his house organ, but
there has been no better example than this

AN INVITATION
Mtny Motah Clou CaOtttm. Ptpntrj
Papas.S(»f<ri,
A II YooKid:
VmniM.
Sob
Sotduiten.Mcdd.'wom*
Sou.BtuirMtnfp,
Wa' Worktn.
C<r»« Ctoamt.

J,Bi'ihdjw
jwf.f <\4Per.,^snc KTffi.
tot (rft ViSwio
D^acbjfcrfifatrtsnki.
Qps
»."lTifran
t t;an.Yo"-<S,
C.'IW M''(J(STn
T,<fma,r\Vt^ctI' I. Wlllfar
R«A
COME ON!HUNGRY
ALL YE GAYETY

plan had been worked successfully in some
communities, we did not like it as a policy.
Now here is a case that emphasizes one
of our objections. The Alcazar played
" The Crisis " for an entire week. The picture was largely made in Mississippi, the
adjoining state. Birmingham is not simply
a Southern city, for, because of its great
manufactories, it has brought in a large
Northern population. And so the way to
have advertised this picture to have attained the maximum results would have
been with a big smash. True a page is devoted to this picture, but a page is devoted
to the Alcazar each week. So there was
nothing striking about this, nothing that
would call the special attention to those
who did not ordinarily read this page. The
display portion was far too crowded for the
amount of matter it contains. With the
whole page used for real display and the
big striking features of the picture brought
out in bigger type we believe the box office results would have been greater.
Clean the holes in your pepper box and
give
thing. it a good shake; that'll start someCLEVER, chatty and interesting is the
front cover of the house organ of the
Victoria theatre, Buffalo, for its anniversary fortnight.

lii

r jnfttr
<uii«J Inlathi}YOU
joingttotwithuJihMft*
iht UttbeO
h c«I<-fiim
bratlng ihc lAfrd
and t>ov happu
Victoria Theatre
FERRY AND GRANT gTS
rhtluiltc'ljhieB
itari l^tIn l^Ufd
tht Hfnannicmaru
fimamtni
ihire duiino
cctcbr^Uion
be a loar
letnFcbmorv
day u/i'irh
ieShvolafjdun'Obeginning
ending
THESE,

'Radllles^__cr„>.»„.
OHCUmltA
I AlXAZAfl : OBCHtAIKA

Tfte fifj; And ortj- Ma'y Garden ph&!cplay.
THAU

in which he cites the list of noted stars w'ho
have been assembled to amuse the patrons
during those two weeks.
There's a swing to this : " Merry Mortals, Glum Gatherers? Peppery Papas, All
You Kids, Meddlesome Minnies, Sob Sisters, Busy
Soldier Sons,
W'ar Workers,
Gertie
Gloom,
Businessmen
and Grouch

fTcinpl
amount
you the
are amount
using, don't
the
same oftimespace
increase
of mat-at
that you
it. advertising.
That doesn't put
any ter
more
punchputin inyour
Exaggeration is like the odor of onions
— it may attract a lot of attention, but it
is just as sure to drive people away from
you ivhcH they get "wise."
THIS is a perfect display. Please note
that Loew's Stillman theatre, Cleveland,
has included every possible essential in this
advertisement, and yet the things that stand
out are the names of the theatre, and of

Grandpas, you are all invited, etc." It's
good stuff once in a while and it's bound to
pay, especially in the case of neighborhood
houses.
timely. It has the added punch of being

Don't wait for your patron to tell you
how good you show; make him effervesce
with the delight of it.
WHILE this display is very much better
than the average, what is there that
is really wrong \\\th it? The manager has
used a space five columns wide and nearly
a page in depth. It had the advantage that
it dominates the page on account of the
space it occupies, but it still has the
" crowded " effect and that means that
less people read it than should have read it.
We have told you often not to divide interest in two different productions that you
may have coming on two different dates.
The sam-e thing applies to a single picture.
Do not leave the impression on the patron
that you are trying to reproduce for him
everything that the picture is going to
show. Make one thing stand out as 3'our
central idea. This display of the Temple
theatre could have been made much better
by using one of the larger cuts of Miss
Garden and then just a few striking sentences about the production. Here is a
point to remember : ^^'^len you increase the

the star and the title, and, of course, the picture of Norma Talmadge. And then in
smaller type neatly arranged at the bottom
of the advertisement we are told. that it is
an adaptation
of Rupert
Hughes"
that
the star plays
the dual
role.book,
At and
the
top the theatre carries its name plate, prices
and hours.
It is rather seldom that one sees such a
well balanced displaj'. The man who designed this has an eye for the niceties and
appreciated thoroughly the points that ought
to be called to the attention of the reader
and the things that the reader would look
for. To use the slang expression, he
" played both ends against the middle " with
splendid results.
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This is the sixth of our series of articles, " The Diary of a Successful
Exhibitor/' by an exhibitor who tells each week what he is doing to develop his
house, the lessons that he learns and the errors that he discovers. It is a frank
discussion of the pleasures and evils of exhibition in a town of 15,000, and the
tips contained here will probably be of value to managers in all sections.
By a Successful Exhibitor
ONE of the early lessons I learned was
to make an appeal to the married
women of the community. Before I started
my theatre, the other houses were largely
patronized by the young folks and the men
of the comni.unity. Of course many of the
wives came with their husbands, but there
were few instances when the women came
alone. I found that I was getting the men
folks and the children out of the best families, but that the women were not interested. So I determined to make a special
effort to enlist these among my boosters.
Because I have already referred to the
circular clusion
letter
don't
come that
to the
that I evil,
do not
believe
therecon-is
a very good use for such letters when the
picture justifies it. It was one of the first
means I used of getting in touch with the
mothers of my section. It required some
trouble, but I had carefully prepared four
lists of these mothers; one for mothers of
boys over sixteen and under sixteen, and
for mothers of girls of the same ages. The
first picture on which I tried this experiment was one in which a famous star appeared. It was founded on a book which
most of the mothers had read during their
own girlhood. I had the personal letters
prepared and typewritten, actually signing
each one. After referring to the fact that
this star would be seen in a certain picture
at my theatre on a given date, I added :
" Here is a picture that will have an
especial appeal to girls under sixteen. I
know that they will all want to see it, and
I am not writing this letter to draw their
patronage, but to ask you to come to the
theatre during this engagement and see the
class of productions that we are offering,
and to convince you that your children are
always safe in my theatre. The play will
interest patrons of all ages and I am sure
that your attendance will convince you that
the photoplay offers a great deal in clean
and wholesome entertainment."
You will note that I did not stress the
picture itself, but I laid the main emphasis
on my theatre. The results were slow, but
sure. When I had opened my house grown
women rarely came to my house alone or
accompanied only by othf;r women. Within two months after I iuauguraled this system my matinees vjere shoiving that the
older vjotnen, without male escort, were in
the majority at the matinees.
Before I had worked out a solution of
this idea I had expressed my desire to get
the interest of the women folk of my community to the traveling representative of
one of the film companies. " Why here's
just the thing, " he suggested. " Have a
matinee for women only and you will pack
them in." I returned that I never meant
to have pictures in my house which were
so raw that I would have to separate the
sexes, " That's not the idea at all," he ex-

plained. But
"
you know the curiosity of
women. It gets them all excited and they'll
come." Then he cited to me the example
of another exhibitor and pulled a letter
from his pocket showing that this exhibitor had broken bis records on a certain
picture — and one that was not extra sensational, byshowing it to women only in the
afternoon and to men only in the evening.
" / wouldn't give a hurrah to make a record for a single day," I iold him. "I don't
care a continental to get people to my theatre one day; I want to make them patrons." And that is the solution of the
whole problem. Anybody can ballyhoo a
crowd into the house, but what of the next
day? And the next month?
Here is a point where some exhibitors
may disagree with me, but in my opinion
one of the biggest mistakes that I made was
in connection with my determination to enlist the co-operation of the women. Representatives ofthe home missionary society
of one of the local churches came to me
and asked me to give a benefit. I agreed
promptly, telling them that they could have
all the receipts over my actual expenses,
and not including my time. One of the first
results was that I actually lost money, because Icould not charge up the pro rata of
standing expenses against them. The next
was that every other society in the town,
including a couple from every church and
.Sunday school,
variousorganizations
charities, women's
branches
of fraternal
deluged
me and I could not get away with it. Once
I had started I had to go through with the
list, for I could not afford to play favorites. You may know the jealousy that exists in small cities between different denominations, and all that. Although I appreciated that I had taken an unwise step, I
knew that it would be still worse to antagonize any one of the societies. But the
worst result of these benefit performances
was that they not only hurt my business on
the second day of my showing of the same
films, but a great share of the patrons who
were besought to buy tickets got the idea
that I was getting some financial benefit
out of it and really blamed me as the cause
for their being solicited.
Once I was through with the list I made
a firm determination. The fact that some
of the societies had requested to put on
their own programs with added numbers
gave me the idea. When the next society
came to me for its second benefit perform
ancc I offered the use of my theatre, lights
and heat and the service of any of my
employes at cost to them during the morning hours. I even volunteered to get the
film for them if they wanted it— to get any
pictures they sought at the cost price, but
they were not to be the pictures that I was
then showing. J also offered to contribute
just as much as any merchant in the city,
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Probably You Have Made
Them Worth While
in Your House
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s
tre,
but he limit his
in his thea
recommendations to towns of
his size. Many managers of
neighborhood houses have
found these good business
builders where they were helps
to raise money for organizations in their immediate neighborhood because it stamps the
tre
bein
thea
y.g a real part of
that commasunit
We would be very glad to
hear from exhibitors who have
made successes through benefit
performances. While we consider the articles by Successful
Exhibitor most interesting and
mainly intensely sound business we are always anxious to
hear from those who disagree
with him and to learn how they
scored successes by different
methods.

but I further barred the sale of tickets
through my regular channels. At first there
was some bitterness over this ruling, but it
died away. My theatre was often used for
meetings of various societies which were
too large for the churches, and for such
conventions as met in my town. I was alanxious.ways ready to grant such privileges, even
Now in cases like a benefit in these war
times for the Red Cross, or something of
that sort, I would not hesitate to make an
excepion,
my theopinion
is' a mighty
bad
idea tobutget ininto
benefit ithabit.
Why,
every time an old woman got sick and
needed a few dollars some big, kind-hearted
spirit in my neighborhood would suggest a
benefit — at my theatre, and at MY expense.
Now I do not believe that there is any one
in my town who has the reputation of being
more public spirited than myself, but the
exhibitor is unwise, in my opinion, who
allows his theatre to be used as a mere excuse to gather money for others. After
this, cash contributions to worthy causes
for me.
In addition to this I would display slides
for these benefits, and by carefully explaining all that I would really do for them, I
got by with my reverse policy, though not
so very many of the societies used the
morning idea when the full responsibility
for the receipts fell on them. Then they
realized that I had been bearing the full
brunt of .it.
I know that many exhibitors will contend
that these benefits are a good way to get
new people interested in your theatre. It
may be in some communities, but not in
{Continued on page 1144)
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RothapfeFs

Answers

to

Exhibitors

Mr. Rothapfel Will Answer Here any Questions Regarding Problems in Exhibition. The Only
Conditions Are That the Questions Must Not Bear on the Merits of Particular Pictures or Services and That They Must Come Through the NEWS. Address Your Inquiries " ROTHAPFEL
ADVICE, EXHIBITORS' SERVICE BUREAU, MOTION PICTURE NEWS."
— Here
is ;i point
up frequently
dealings
a XXXIII
small town
exhibitor
with that
the comes
exchanges.
Recently inI the
booked
a bigof
eight-reel
feature
and
advertised
it
by
hand-bills
all
over
the
county.
arranged to play this picture for two days, because I expected to get aI
number of people from surrounding towns. I had been following the
various articles about increasing the appeal of the theatre and thought that
this daywasand Saturday.
an excellentWe opportunity.
Now thisshows.
pictureMywastown
booked
Fricannot run Sunday
is fiveforhours
from the nearest exchange city and there is but one train a day from that
city, the train that brings my pictures getting in about 1 p. m. when my
show starts
at_2:30.a telegram
Now the from
morning
the day saying
that I that
was itto had
showfailed
the
picture
I received
the of
exchange
to receive the film from the town that had used it the day before and that
in its place the exchange was sending me a five-reel feature, a two-reel
comedy and a ojie-reel subject. It was too late for me to notify the people
who had come from a distance, though I got the reel feature in time for Saturday'sthen
show. The
result
that Saturday
I put the without
Friday show
toprice,
the usual
priceing and
played
the was
feature
raisingback
paythe e-xchange
accordingly,
and not
the amount I agreed
tothepay,
because
I really lest money on the deal. It was probably really not the fault of
the e.xchange, but it certainly was not mine and under the circumstances
not only hurt my receipts for the two days but blocked me in my efforts
to widen my field. What would you have done under the circumstances?
Now this is not merely a lone case. Some of the exchanges do not seem
to care a rap whether they send you the picture you have booked or not,
especially
Carolina. when they know you can get no other picture in time. — North
THIS is not a point for me to answer.. I can't help you except
to tell you that if your exchange does not give you service
as exemplified in your grievance, and there seems to be no improvement or redress, make }Our case known to the president of
the corporation for which the exchange works. AH large corporations having exchanges are reliable and wish to see that the small
exhibitor gets a square deal. Some hot letter would go to the
exchanges that did not cooperate with exhibitors and give them
good service.
XXXIV — When I took control of this theatre it had already been named
after a brand of films. While I myself would not have tied myself down by
selecting such a name, the house was still playing that brand of pictures
when I took charge and I knew the difficulty of changing the name of a
house, especially one that pulled business because it was known to be the
best show in the section. Now for good reasons I threw out those pictures and one of my competitors is now shov/ing them. His is a new house
and he advertised the name of the brand in big letters in the place where
the
name
the theatre
the added
word " Films,"
in smaller ofletters
below.would
I do usually
not carehangto with
get into
any controversy
with
him. but I do want to prevent the two houses from becoming confused.
What steps would you advise toward changing the name? — Branded.
YOUR case is simply this : You have learned through bitter
experience that unless you make the theatre the important
thing you will suffer. Alake people come to the theatre to see
the pictures rather than to come to see the pictures at the theatre.
Your theatre will prosper if you do this — regardless of what its
name is. The theatre is the thing. Give it an individuality, an
atmosphere. Let people learn what it is, where it is, what it
does. Have them acquire the habit of coming to 3'our theatre.
The name is not as important as the individuality. In other words,
make you and the theatre the dominant factors.
XXXV — I am starting a theatre in a town of a little more than 1,000,
about one-fourth of whom are negroes and do not count. There is a fair
population in my section to draw from. I have arranged to show but one
day a week, on Saturdays, so as to get the farmer trade for my matinee.
To show another day will only cost the charge for the film rental. Would
you advise me to give shows two days a week, and, without entering into
the merits
of different
companies'
how that
wouldI would
you advise
make
the programs
on the
two days product,
so different
get themepeo-to
ple twice. Other shows that have operated here in the past have not
been successful, but I believe that I know- some of the reasons and I am
determined
to run pictures with nothing of the suggestive about them. — Oak
Grove.
T AM not sufficiently acquainted with the particular conditions
* obtaining in your locality, consequently it is a bit difficult to
give you an answer with any emphatic assurance of its infallibility.
However I should say that if you can possibly run two different
programs a week, do so. At first business may be poor, and you
may lose, but keep at it. A patronage may be slowly acquired,
but once acquired, if your work continues good, it is tenacious.
It may be a little fight for you, but it's the struggles and pains
and hard knocks that make the things you finally achieve worth
while. The things which come easy are usually not worth much.
T am glad indeed to learn of your intention to run pictures with

ANSWER

COLUMN

CHANGES

Many

New Points to Be Added to Be Covered
in Replies to Readers of the News
Exhibitors Service
time the
short
WITHIN
a most comprehensive
announce
Bureau awill
plan for dealing with all possible questions
from exhibitors.
Mr. Rothapfel announced originally that he would be
glad to reply to the various questions, but he has no
idea of the number of angles that these questions would
cover. He is willing to give ample of his time, but some
of these inquiries are outside of his present lines of
work.
The NEWS is working out the plan to be followed
and an important announcement will be made very
shortly. In the meantime exhibitors need not hesitate
about sending in their inquiries. They will be given
prompt attention either through these columns or by
direct letter. Mr. Rothapfel will continue to contribute
his opinions regularly, but only such questions as really
need his attention will go to him.

nothing of the suggestive about them. It will pay you personally
and financially.
I am indeed delighted with j'our determination and wish you
success. I know you will achieve it if you do snappy effective
■work, and keep your shows clean and wholesome.
XXXVI — I understand that you started in your career in a town where
the foreign element was large. I have a theatre in a section where the
population, figures only considered, is large enough to support a theatre
splendidly, but the fact is that three-fourths of these people are Italians.
On occasions
have over
had through
special Italian
" MacisteHow" 1*
have
been able when
to putI them
special pictures
circulars like
in Italian.
ever, this IS not practical in most of the pictures that I have to show.
I would like to have some of your experiences in dealing with the foreign
element. — A. N. G.
IN your case you may or may not be making a big mistake. It is
a doubtful proposition — you have to have confidence in yourself.
The case calls for good judgment all along. I showed melodrama
— stuff with a particular appeal to the foreign element.
But I gradually worked them out of it into more beautiful
things, and prett>- soon the taste for hifalutin melodrama was
on the wane. But it is important that 3-ou do not let the people
know that you are teaching them, ^^"ean them along and have
them think your way, but don't make the teaching part of it
obvious or apparent. I led my audiences to better things gradually.
It is a good thing to announce j'our program in Italian.
Have an interpreter, but get a good one, one who knows the
idiom and dialect, because a strictly literal — word for word —
Italian translation, in an attempt to sell a show, may make the
whole thing look insane.
Your interpreter must be a good one, a man who has a certain
initiating resourcefulness, who knows how to sell a show to the
Italians of your locality, and to appeal to them in an understandable, coherent, natural, colloquial way.
He must know not only Italian, but Italians ; not only Italians,
but Sicilians (who probably comprise the greater portion of your
population)
He must . know not only the popular dialect but the popular
mind. He must be a man of the people. In my little five cent
showhouse I had so many languages to translate, that I did it by
signs.
Use plenty of photos — pictures are always universal. Xow I
presume Mr. Laemmle will send me a letter of thanks and a check
which I will return, because I don"t mean what he wants me to
mean.
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Circle Stages Tableau in
Celebration of the
New Year

CIRCLE
of Indianapolis'
Year's theatre
stage spectacle,
created New
and
produced by S. Barret McCormick, was a
beautiful tableau and curtain-raiser, entitled The
"
Muses Greeting of the New
Year," and symbolized the waiting of the
Musesof of1918.
Music, Art and Dance for the
l)irth
The musical setting to the tableau was
Ihc majestic 1918 Festival March, presented by the Circle orchestra, under the con(luctorship of Max Weil. When the curtain rose to the first strains of the composition the stage was disclosed as a gorgeous
garden in the centre of which, between two
massive columns, stood a huge gate of gold
and blue.
At a trumpet blast in the orchestra the
big gates slowly parted and through a stage
dimmed in blue one saw the broad vista of
the heavens, with hundreds of stars twinkling and fleeting clouds passing over. In
the midst of this was suspended a huge
globe nearly twenty feet in diameter, with
the map of the world outlined.
Below, on a large marble slab, stood
three girls in Grecian dress, the three
muses. Music, Art, Dance, with cymbals,
pipes and pieces of sculpture, waiting to
offer their gifts of gladness to the New
Year. Another trumpet call and the figures, 1918, slowly dimmed through the surface of the globe, then as orchestral music
reached its most majestic phrase the eggshell-like covering in a part of the globe
fell away and a tiny cherub, nude save for
ribbon about his waist, peeped out from the
top of the world to behold the waiting
muses.
Details uf the Xeiu Year settinq at the Circle theatre, Indianapolis
Five

Popular
Reel

Songs

Used

of Comedy

<«r^OX'T
merely stars
tlirowonthe
of
lesser-known
the pictures
screen and
expect them to equal in drawing power
those who have been favorites almost since
the beginning of pictures." That is what
S. L. Rothapfcl advised in the presence of a
chief Paramount official after the first
showing of Vivian Martin in " A Petticoat
Pilot " at the Rivoli last week. " Music and
the atmosphere around the presentation has
everything to do with it," he added, and
he has shown this by the sort of a bill that
he has at " The Triumph of the Motion
Picture " — a bill of unusual charm tliroughout. one that carries with it the delightful
spirit of the feature.
A smooth-running program is one thing
to talk about and another to achieve, yet
such programs send the patrons away from
the theatre
the " It
delighted
that
makes with
business.
takes afeeling
lot of"
work to do this. For instance, take the
Drew comedy which closes the bill, " The
Bright Lights Dimmed," During this one
reel there were no less than five different
airs used, and all of them popular, " My
Wife's Gone to the Country," "Auld Lang

for

with

Single

Joy

Effect

at Rivoli

Syne," " There'll Be a Hot Time," " For
He's a Jolly Good Fellow " and " I'm Lonesome." Do you think anybody can get
away from
theatre
humming one ofthethese
andunless
in a they're
good humor
with the world F
After the overture, " II Guarany," the
first of a series of films on " Hunting Big
Game in the North " were shown. These
were taken under difficult conditions, which
sometimes makes them appear worn, but
they contain some remarkable shots, including pictures of salmon in the water, and
even greater things are promised in the
reels to be shown. This was shown to
the "Sigurd Josalfar" suite. Joseph Martel and the Rivoli male chorus, with the
setting of a student inn, sang " The Stein
Song" with excellent effect.
To the music of " Police Parade " the
scenic opened with Universal pictures of
New York policemen keeping in condition,
which continued through pictures of New
York first "city mother." Mutual pictures
showed the new Quebec bridge, with Herbert's World's
" (Continued
Progress
March,"
on page
1145) and then

Among the many stage creations and
tableau produced by Mr. McCormick at
the Circle, nothing has been more fitting to
the spirit of the season or more artistically
done than this.
Hoiv an Exhibitor Got Interest
(Continued
from page 1141)
of Women
mine. In neighborhood theatres in larger
cities and in the smallest communities they
may be a good thing. / contend that you
should bring people to the theatre on the
worth of the entertainment that you are
going to give them, and on no other ground.
That is the only way that you can build
permanent business.
Week after week I was using more and
more methods of exploiting my theatre,
but I never used any but a legitimate showman's excuse for calling their attention to
my house.
Other plans that I used to build up inof thenext
women
cussterest
in the
article.especially I will disYou are not going to war. The men who
(ire nae/I all llin comforts you crin f;ive them.
Help them get cigarettes. Tliat is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
" smokes " campaign, get busy — now. Don't
be a slacker!
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Educational

Fiuvis CoRPORAfjON
OF AMERICA

"THE HEAD OF WAR CREEK"
ROBERT C BPJJCE

5 Popular Songs Used with
Single Reel
(Continued from page 1144)
followed some more of the delightful Finley nature pictures, while the orchestra
played one of its original Indian compositions. Skiing scenes from Pathe were
shown with a gallop, and there was a second gallop with Universal views of an
auto race on the frozen Hudson. Then
came one of those particularly clever Cornoet-Educational bits, " Confessions of a
Money," which brought roars of laughter
and which was shown to " Vanity Caprice."
Universal pictures of the rodeo for the
Red Cross and bringing in Fairbanks followed and there was played the original
music prepared for the Fairbanks opening
bill at the Rivoli. This was followed by
a Hy Mayer cartoon showing despotism
being snatched from the torch of the Statue
of Liberty, for which the last sixteen bars
of " Hail to the Spirit of Liberty " march
were used. Then came splendid Pathe
pictures of soldiers at Camp Upton, which
ended with " The Girl I Left Behind Me,"
which led immediately into the next number. Miss Gladys Rice singing " My Hero,"
from " The Chocolate Soldier."
This young woman has made a big hit
at the Rivoli, and with six members of
the chorus all knitting sitting around her,
the song got an ovation. The lighting effects for this were unusually striking, with
the dome in red and the proscenium in
green with green effects about the stage
and the dome of the rose garden in green.
Then came the feature with the delightful musical score and the atmosphere of
serene happiness to greet it. It got a big
hand at the conclusion. Further delight
was added to the bill by the appearance
of one of the tiny pupils of the Helen
Moller school, a child of eight, dancing
■" The Wood Nymph." While it was a
splendidly executed number, the audience
had caught the spirit of the " happy even-

PROGRAM?

At the left one of the display cards of
Educational on " The Head of War
Creek," and
showing
of border
scene,
at therelation
right scene
from and
the
display on "Oddities in Film Form"
YES

Plenty of Times to Submit
Yours for Criticism
sion the
general discusicl
e sesof,
art
s ga
ns clo
house thior
WITH
but we will be very
glad to criticize the work on
any theatre from time to time,
either in the columns of the
NEWS or through personal
letters, as you desire. Of
course this service, as all other
services rendered by this paper,
is free.
Where you send in copies for
reproduction, send two as it is
often necessary to use both
sides. Always a more intelligent basis for comment is afforded when programs covering several weeks are included.
We will be very glad to be
placed on the regular mailing
list of all houses and to notice
the programs from time to time
as they bring up new subjects
of industry to the exhibitors as
a whole.

ing " that we have mentioned, and the result was that the number got one of the
biggest receptions that we have ever seen
accorded anything at a motion picture theatre. Unquestionably it was a case of leading the spirit of the audience up to this;
of bringing the delight so strong that it
insisted on an outlet in vociferous applause.
And then the final number, the Drew
comedy that we have already mentioned.
Is there any wonder that the young fellowsnuggled his girl up closer to him as they
went out and that the father and mother
were all smiles?

Striking Posters Issued by
Educational for Bruce
Scenics
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORPORATION is putting out a remarkable line
of rotogravure cards for the artistic decoration of lobbies of the theatres showing
the Robert C. Bruce scenics released by
that company. These are in addition to
the one-sheets that are issued and are intended for use either in framed display
panels especially prepared for them or in
special arrangements in lobbies.
These posters are in tone effects, each
one showing some actual " shot " from the
production they advertise, and their dignity is in full keeping with the subject.
Exhibitors who are paying especial attention to the scenics or who are trying to
attract new patrons to their theatres
through their showing will find these new
poster cards of the greatest pulling power.
The cards are 22 by 28 inches and are
printed on very heavy stock, so that they
will not be easily damaged. The lettering
is a secondary matter and do not give the
effect of the ordinary flaring poster.
It is pointed out that unusual charm
can be given the lobby by the use of one
of these pictures in a central position. If
desired the effects from the picture can be
further carried out in the remainder of
the display. They are also of the class
of pictures that merchants will be willing
to have placed in their windows, for they
are the absolute opposite of the circus effect that obtains in most such matter. A
still further permanent use can be made
of these by having them framed and placed
around the foyer or in any part of the
theatre. They are far more attractive than
many of the scene pictures for which theatres pay large sums.
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Harold I.orkwood in " Broadway Bill,"
Story of Lunibercanip Life in Maine
(Metro Five Reel Production)
"
Broadway
Bill " inLockwood
five reels isis seen.
the lateIt piclure in which Harold
will
be seen on the screen of the
theatre on
of
week. In the supporting
cast with Mr. Lockwood are seen Martha Mansfield, Cornish Beck, Stanton Heck, Raymond C.
Hadley, Bert Starkey, W. W. Black, Tom Blake,
William Clifford and Art Ortego. The story was
written and the production made under the direction of Fred J. Balshofer. Bill Clayton is
known the length and breadth of Broadway as
Broadway Bill. Bill could drink more booze than
the next fellow and could lick his weight in wild
cats. Muriel Latham, the girl he loves, shows
Bill the error of his ways and Bill determines
to turn over a new leaf. He goes to his friend
John Underwood and obtains permission to go
to
lumber Oncamp
to work
out Underwood's
his regeneration.
his inwayMaine
to camp
Bill
has his first encounter with his old enemy John
Barleycorn. He gets the better of his enemy,
however, and guided by an Indian trapper arrives at the camp. He is put to work as a
lumber picious
jack.
foreman,
is susfrom theThefirst
becauseHardigan,
he believes
Bill
has been sent from New York to investigate.
Hardigan
lot of itbird"s-eye
the
vicinityhasandfound
has a turned
over as maple
his ownin
without notifying Underwood. He plans to get
rid of Bill and causes a tree to fall on him, but
Bill escapes with a broken leg. Bill overhears
a plot to get rid of him, and he confronts Hardigant and a fight follows. Bill whips the foreman and he is discharged. Underwood learns of
the affair and decides to visit his camp. He
brings with him his wife, Muriel Latham and
her brother Jack. Bill has read an erroneous
statement in a paper announcing the engagement
of Muriel to an old contender for her hand. Bill
gives up when he learns this and starts out for
a regular time with his enemy John Barleycorn
when Muriel arrives. The regeneration of
complete.
." Broadway
At the Bill " istheatre
on
of
week, ■' Broadway Bill," with Harold Lockwood.
Sennett Comedy, "Watch Your Neiglibor,"
Charles Murray and Mary Thurman
(Paramount-Sennett Tuo Reel Comedy)
Sennett's
latest iscomedy
for
theMack
Paarmount
program
Watchproduction
Your Neighbor," with Charles
Murray,Kennedy
Mary Thurman,
Wayland Trask
and Edgar
in the leading
roles. The comedy is in two reels and is a roar
from start to finish. It is unlike Mack Sennett's recent comedies.
Victorby Heerman
An undertaker,
presented
Charles directed.
Murray,
enters a partnership with a doctor, and for better
efficiency the undertaker and doctor take adjoining offices. This proved to be a great scheme
and business getter for both partners, but the doctor did not take into consideration the fact that
his " better
be lost The
to him
in the
business
rushhalf"
whichmight
followed.
undertaker
falls
for
the
doctor's
wife
and
the
fun
starts
he attempts to cover up his scheme to ridwhen
the
world
the doctor so that his wife might be his
and hisof alone.
Watchbe Your
Step the
" offers
a minute.
It " will
seen on
screena oflaugh
the
theatre on
of
week.
J. Warren Kerrigan in Second Paralta
Picture — " The Turn of a Card '
J. Warren Kerrigan's second Paralta feature
is
titled
"
The Turn
a Card." by
written
Frederick Chapin
and ofscenarioizcd
Thomasby
J. Geraghty. Every time a star comes out in a
new picture it is customary for the producers to
say
such-and-such
picturewithout
is the any
star'sscruple
best.
Thii that
statement
can be amade
in referring to Mr. Kerrigan's second Paralta
picture. It's a corker and one that will please
the most
aud'cnce.
There isis entertainment everyvaried
minute.
The production
in seven
reels and every one of the seven contains something new in the way of comedy situations and
strong dramatic action. The action centres about
Western oil fields and a country estate on Long
Island. In the supporting cast with Mr. Kerrigan are seen Lois Wilson, who is seen in the
principal feminine role and in chief support of
Mr. Kerrigan; Eugene Pallette, David M. Hartford, William Conklin, Eleanor Crowe, Roy Laidlow, Clifford Alexander, Albert J. Cody, Wallace
Worsley and Prank Clark. Oscar Apfel, one of
the best-known directors of the photodrama,
created the production for screen presentation.
The comedy element which is brought out in this
picture is some of the best that has been presented.

RK \I)Y.M AUE.\D-TALKS PUBLISHED
IN LAST WEEK'S
ISSUE
February
16, 1918.
FEATURES
TITLE OF PLAY
PRODUCER 5 reels
Paramount
" Madam Jealousy " Paramount
5 reels
" A Petticoat Pilot " Goldwyn
5 reels
"" The
Our Little
" Triangle
CaptainWife
of His
S reels
Triangle
S reels
" Real Folks "
Vitagraph
reels
" A Mother's Sin " World
55 reels
" Broken Ties "
5
reels
" The Marionettes
"
Select
Paramount
Soul " Sal "
5 reels
" Flare-Up
Mutual
5
reels
Janet" "
6 reels
Pathe
"" Jilted
Naulahka
2 reels
" Bud's Recruit "
General
" Who
Loved Him
Mutual
5 reels
" The Moment of Vic- Feature)General (O. Henry2 reels

"
" The
of a Card " will be seen on the
BesrTurn
screentoryof " the
theatre on
of
week. It is by the turn of a card that
Jimmie Montgomery Farrell, . as interpreted by
J.
Warren
Longthat
Island
estate.a
Watch
for Kerrigan,
the turn ofwinsthe a card
involves
stake representing $80,000 in cold cash.
Winifred Allen and Earle Fox in
" From Two to Six " — Mystery, Comedy
(TriatKjle Five Reel Production)
One of Arthur Stringer's most popular stories,
" The Button Thief." has been adapted to the
screen by Triangle under the title " From Two
to
Six " and will
be presented
on theof
screen of
the
theatre
onand Earle
week with Winifred
Allen
Fox in the
featured roles. Miss Allen is one of the most
charming actresses on the screen and in this
production she works to fine advantage. Earle
Fox will be remembered for his work opposite
Constance
Talmadge
in " seen
The Forrest
Honeymoon."
the
supporting
cast are
Robinson,In
Robert Fischer, Margaret Greene, Clarence
Handyside, Charles B. Wells, Madeline Marshall,
Amy Somers and Riley Hatch. " From Two to
Six " was
supervision
Allan
Dwan,produced
who hasunder
been the
engaged
to directof
Douglas Fairbanks in his future pictures and who
was responsible for the direction of Mr. Fairlast big directed,
success, "assisted
A Modernby Musketeer."
Albert banks'
Parker
Thomas F.
Traccy. Roy Vaughn was at the camera. The
locale of the story is centered in New York and
one much
of New
famous
the seat
of
of theYork's
action.
The hostelries
picture is isessentially
a mystery drama as presented on the screen.
There are some nice bits of comedy thrown in,
and altogether " From Two to Six " affords an
excellent hour's entertainment. Miss Allen and
Earle Fox are seen to fine advantage in this proThe story tells
of a plans
youngstolen
girl'sfrom
advenduction
tures in recovering
valuable
her father
by
a
band
of
German
spies.
She
recovers the plans and wins a husband.
At the
theatre on
of
week,
" Tv/om the
to Six,"
withroles.
Winifred Allen and
Earle Fox
featured
" The Thing's the Play," Late O. Henry
Picture — Mildred Manning Featured
{Broadvay Star-General Tvo Reels)
Mildred Manning, Jack Crosby and Rex
Burnett are the principal players in the late O.
Henry story to be adapted to the screen by the
Broadway Star Features. It is titled " The
Thing's theunder
Play."
It is in two
reels andRidgewas
produced
the direction
of George
well.
When Frank Barry married Helen Mayo, John
Delaney, who also loved Helen, became bitterly
jealous.mony,One-half
the wedding
while Helen hour
was after
preparing
to departcereon
her honeymoon trip, John Delaney stole into her
room and begged her to fly with him. While
he was kissing her hand in a last farewell the
door
Helen's husband
enteredwasthesuddenly
room. opened
Delaney and
disappeared
by way
of the window and fire escape. Frank would
listen to no explanation from Helen. Flinging
her from him roughly, he rushed from the house
like a madman.
Twenty years elapse. Helen conducts a little
novelty shop and lets rooms. Ramonti, a bearded
violinist, takes lodgings there and a strong at-

N ew s

tachment soon springs up between him and Helen.
Then another lodger arrives, a man in the early
forties with strange, haunting, mysterious eyes.
He also displays great interest in Helen, but her
preference is for the violinist.
One day Ramonti declares his love, telling
Helen the story of his life. When a young man
he had been found lying in the street wdth a
deep wound in his head and taken to a hospital
in an ambulance. His life up to the time of
leaving the hospital was a total blank to him.
He knows not where he is nor where he came
from. His concert manager gave him the name
of Ramonti. Now Helen loves Ramonti, but has
become convinced that lodger niunber two is her
husband who has come back after twenty years.
And then lodger number two also declares his
love to Helen, begging her forgiveness for the
wrong he has done her, and she learns that he
is John Delaney, and that Ramonti, the violinist,
whomhusband.
she really loves, is Frank Barry, her long
lost
At the
theatre on
of
week.
Roy Stewart in Randall Parish Story
of
the West,"
of the Border"
(Triangle
Five "Keith
Reel Production)
Roy
Stewart's
late
Western
picture,
by Triangle under the direction of Cliffproduced
Smith,
who has created some of the best Western subjects for the screen, was written by Randall
Parish, the famous short story writer and novelist. It is titled
Keithpopular
of the Western
Border."character
In the
supporting
cast, "with
men, are seen Josie Sedgwick, who presents the
principal feminine role; Herbert Gills, Pete Morrison, William EUingford, Wilbur Higbee and
Alberta Lee. The story tells of the days when
the Texas rangers were policing the Mexican
border and when they held sway as the most
feared body of policemen in the country. Their
notoriety as rangers is next only to the Canadian
Mounted Police. Mr. Stewart has the role of
one of these rangers, Jack Keith. Keith is making
his rounds
of squatters some ofwhen
whosehe comes
membersuponhavea family
been murdered
by a gang of outlaws. Keith buries the bodies ,
and is seen by one of the band of outlaws, who
carries the news to the next town that Keith is
guilty of the murders. Keith rides into town
to apprehend the murderers and is arrested on
the charge of Black Bart, the leader of the band
of outlaws, who actually did the killing. He
escapes from jail
stopshe infinds
his a flight
an
out-of-the-way
cabinandwhere
young atgirl.
Black Bart, who is in pursuit, comes to the
cabin. Keith and he have a fight and Black
Bart is worsted. Keith and the girl flee. He
takes the girl to a distant town and finds lodging
for her at the hotel. Later Keith turns up and
tries to induce the girl to assist him in cashing
a check made out to the order of Hope Waite,
daughter of the man whom Black Bart thought
dead. The girl is Hope Waite herself. Hope
is looking for her sister, who has been missing
for many months, and her father, who was one
of the party which the outlaws had attacked.
Both sister and father appear. Black Bart is arrested and Hope obtains her lost fortune.
At the
theatre on
of
week, Roy Stewart in " Keith of the Border."
" The Guilty Man " Adapted from Famous
French Play- Gloria Hope Featured
(Paramount Five Reel Production)
" The duction
Guilty
Man,,"
a Thomas
prounder the
direction
of IrvinH. V.InceWillat,
features Gloria Hope and a strong supporting cast
of Paramount players. In the cast are William
Garwood, J. P. Lockney, popular character
actor; Charles French, Hal Cooley, John Steppling, Hayward Mack and Vivian Reed. The
screen version was made from Francois Coppee's
French novel
and stage
play.two" The
Guiltyago Man
" was
presented
on the
seasons
by A.
H.
Woods with Irene Fenwick in the featured role.
The story is intensely graphic, bordering on the
melodramatic and resembling in theme the much
discussed Brieux plays. The story deals with the
life of a betrayed Frenchwoman and her child
who turns out to be a famous beauty The child,
grown to womanhood, murders her stepfather to
save her
attorney
who Forgeat
prosecutes themother's
case is herlife.ownThefather.
Marie
is in love
with
a
promising
young
lawyer
who
betrays her. A child is born. Eighteen years later the
mother, in order that the child may be given a
name, marries Flambon, owner of a cafe in Paris.
Flambon makes a household drudge of his wife.
He insists
that cafe.
the child
become toonemarry
of theClaudine
entertainers in the
He hopes
to a creditor. Claudine, while an entertainer in
the cafe, meets Gaston Marceau, a writer. Later
Claudine sees Flambon maltreating her mother
and she <!"■ 'li" C'-'M'le Lesculer, the young
lawyer whosecuting
hasattorney.
betrayed
her mother,
now proClaudine
admits iseverything
and is held for the murder of her stepfather. During the course of the trial Claude learns that the
woman henouncesisthe prosecuting
is hiscaused
own child.
He deman who has
her downfall,
and then, throwing off his robe, announces that
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he is the
" guilty
verdict
of not
guilty.man.'' The jury brings in a
*'
The
Guilty
from famous
French play, will Man,"
be seen adapted
on the screen
of the
theatre on
of
week.
Sessue Hayakawa in "Hidden Pearls"
Scenes Laid in Hawaii — Strong Climax
{Paramount Five Reel Production)
Pearls,"
be Sessue
seen onHayakawa
the screenin of" The
the Hidden
■
theatre will
on
— of
week. This is, without exception, the best work that the Japanese actor
has done since his big success with Fannie Ward
in " The
Melford, who
directed theCheat."
production,George
took H.
his company
of players to the Hawaiian Islands for many of the
scenes
in fact,areallexteriors)
of the exteriors
(andwithnearly
all
the— scenes
were taken
the
beautiful land of Hawaii as a background. In
the supporting cast with Mr. Hayakawa are seen
Margaret Loomis, Theodore Roberts, James
Cruze, Noah Beery, John Burton, Florence Vidor,
Jack Holt, Charles H. Geldert, and Henry F.
Woodward. The picture is one of the finest examples of thethelong
The scene
story
holds from
flashlistof ofthephotodramas.
title to the last
and thekawa suspense
to thework
last.of Mr.
does some ofis kept
the best
his Hayacareer
before the camera in this production because he
has a part that was created especially for him by
Beulah Marie Dix, who wrote the story. Miss
Dix is one of the best writers for the screen and
is responsible
sometheof part
Paramount's
dramas.
Mr.
Hayakawafor has
of Tom best
Garvin,
son
of an American pearl trader and a prince of one
of the Hawaiian Islands. He has spent most of
his life in America and has been educated at an
American college. He loves Enid Benton, but
when his allowance is stopped and his uncle informs him that he is to hustle for himself, Enid
tells him that before she can marry him he must
first show
that heHeis capable
a comfortable fortune.
leaves offormaking
Honolulu.
His
uncle has received word that a rich deposit of
pearls has been found along the coast of one of
the islands. He suggests to Tom that he try
and get the collection that has been taken by
the natives. Tom sets out and his adventures
after stealing the pearls and his sacrifice to hold
the good graces of his people and for little Tahona are recounted in this picture with entertainment of the highest order assured every lover of
the motion picture.
in " ofThethe
Hidden Pearls
willSessue
be seenHayakawa
on the screen
theatre"
on
of
week.
" Smiling ^ George Walsh in
" Jack Spurlock — Prodigal "
(Fox Five Reel Production)
Smiling
George Walsh
is theHorace
featured
player
in "the
screen" version
of George
Lorimer's
widely
readin story,
" Jack Spurlock
Prodigal,"
which ran
The Saturday
Evening —Post.
Dan
Mason, Ruth Taylor and Robert Vivian are seen
in chief support. Ralph Spence made the adaptation and the picture was produced by William
Fox under the direction of Carl Harbaugh.
Young Jack Spurlock is expelled from Harvard
because of his many wild exploits around Boston. He capped the climax of these wild times
when he returned to the dormitories one night
after a hot time at the cabarets in Boston with a
bear. All would have been well and the incident
would have passed off as a joke, had not the animal insisted upon slapping one of the professors.
So out Jack
Jack'sof father
business
man went.
and owner
a chainis ofa wealthy
grocery
stores. When Jack announces that he has been
expelled from college his father decides to put
him to work. Jack is sent to the branch to assist
in the purchasing department. At that time the
Spurlock stores had a surplus quantity of onions,
and Jack not being acquainted with this condition in the onion stock orders 150 more car loads.
This brings on a strike among the Spurlock employes. Jack joins the strikers and when it is
settled he finds himself out of a job and his father
with 150 car loads of onions on his hands. Jack
then
tries hisToohandlively
at a for
waiter's
job he
in ais silent
restaurant.
the job,
fired
and goes to work as a physical culture demonstrator. He meets Colonel Jackson, who has perall " remedy,
the chiefforingredient
of whichfected a "iscure
the onion.
Jack arranges
the disposed of his
father's
onions and
is placed
in the
good surplus
graces stock
of theof family.
" Smiling " George Walsh in " Jack Spurlock
—of
Prodigal,'' week.
at the
theatre on
June Caprice in "The Heart of Romance,"
Adventures of Rich Little Orphan
(Fox Five Reel Production)
Jime Caprice's latest picture is titled " The
Heart of Romance," a William Fox production
under
the direction
of HarryCrowley
Millarde.
story
was written
by Frances
and 'The
scenarioized by Adeline Leitzbach. Bernard Thorton,

GETTING

NEXT

Intimate Talks to Your
Patrons Worth While

of thems ssion
discu
appearing
in
finalprogra
IN the atre
this issue the advice is
given exhibitors to get in
the closest possible touch with
their patrons by talking through
these house organs about things
of mutual interest.
Certainly one of the chief
things that may be discussed
are pictures themselves. Supposestar
that has
you the
know^widest
that apopucertain
larity in your section. You
know that her admirers are
anxious to know about the production in which she will be
seen.
Then
don't
think
that it would be
worthyouwhile
to
devote a little space in your
program
— evendiscussion
a page ofof ither
to
an intimate
coming play? It is the sort of
information your readers will
read and appreciate.
These Ad Talks furnish the
basis for this. If you have the
picture booked for the future
and it is too early to use the
story, index the Ad Talk, together with others on pictures
that you will show, or clip them
and file them until the day they
are needed.

George Bunny, Joseph Kilgour, Lillian Page, Jack
Martin and Jack Raymond are seen in the supporting cast. This picture is unlike anything Miss
Caprice has done before. She does not appear
in the rags of the street urchin or the orphan
girl, but makes her appearance in rich gowns
and is showered with everything that money can
buy, for she is the daughter of wealth in her latest screen work. Eloise Jackson is an orphan
and lives with Judge Stafford, her guardian. Harvey Greyson is a writer but his works have not
met with great success and he find himself very
often in hard straits. Eloise and Harvey meet
and both become attached to one another. Judge
Stafford believes that Greyson loves only the
prospects of falling into a fortune by marrying
Eloise and tries to discourage his ward from
marrying him. Eloise finally agrees with her
guardian that Greyson seeks only her money, and
she and the Judge arrange to test his sincerity.
A party is arranged and in the midst of the festivities two sheriff's
enter and
that Judge
Stafforddeputies
is a bankrupt
and announce
that his
property is attached. All his friends leave excepting Greyson, and he announces that he is
ready to do anything to help. The next day
Greyson turns over to the deputies two of his
manuscripts on their promise not to attach anything belonging to Eloise. The deputies report
to the Judge
Greyson'stestoffer
assist.
The
Judge
applieson another
andto has
Greyson
evicted from his studio. Eloise is sent to a cheap
boarding school. Later Greyson gets Eloise a
position as a musical comedy chorus girl. After
many
adventures
to Eloise
is proved,during
he andwhich
EloiseGreyson's
are unitedloyalty
with
the blessing of the Judge.
Caprice
" The ofHeart
willJunebe seen
on thein screen
the of Romance
theatre"
on
of
week.
Alice Brady in Screen Version of
Famous Stage Play, " The Knife "
{Select Five Reel Production)
Eugenehas Walter's
stirring
melodrama,
" The
Knife,"
adapted
for screen
and
produced been
by Select
Pictures
with presentation
Alice Brady
in the featured role. In the supporting cast are
seen Frank Morgan, Crauford Kent, Helen Lackaye,
Paul Ducet,
and Frank
Evans. Alice
The HoUister,
picture wasJonnie
made Walker
under
the direction of Robert G. Vignola. The screen
version was done by Charles Maigne. Dr. Robert
Manning (Frank Morgan) is a famous surgeon
and legal guardian of Kate Tarleton, who has

just come of age. Manning is in love with his
ward. Manning, Kate and her younger sister go
to New York, where the doctor returns to his
hospital work. Kate meets with foul play at the
hands ot a fake fortune teller. Kate has been
confined in a notorious vice den, and after a long
search the doctor traces her to the place. He
with the assistance of others breaks in the place
and locates the hiding place of the drugged girl.
He takes her to his home, wrecked in health because of a terrible disease which she has contracted. The doctor has been experimenting on such
diseases and after many months has perfected a
cure tor the disease which Kate has contracted.
She is cured and the doctor has discovered a cure
for a disease which heretofore had been fatal.
" The Knife ' is a gripping drama exposing the
evils which linger in the dens of moral lepers.
It is intensely dramatic and Miss Brady in the
role of Kate Tarleton does some of the best work
of her
careeron before
the drama.
will
be seen
the screen
of the " The Knife
theatre"
on
of
week.
Enid Bennett in —"The
Keys of the
Righteous"
C. Gardner
Sullivan
Story
{Paramount Five Reel Production)
" TheworkKeysfor ofthe the
Righteous,"
Bennett's
latest
screen,
is one of Enid
the most
powerful dramatic subjects that has been released by
Paramount. It is from the story by C. Gardner
Sullivan, considered one of the best writers for the
screen, and was produced for Paramount under
the direction of Jerome Storm and under the supervision of Thomas
every scene,
a thrillH. inInce.
every There's
action. aNotpunch
of thein
sensational order but the truly dramatic enacted
by artists. Miss Bennett has the leading role,
and in her supporting cast are seen Earl Rodney,
George Nichols, Joseph Swickard, Carl Forms,
Gertrude Claire, Ludia Knott, and Melbourne
MacDowell. Director Jerome Storm has created
for the screen a production that will rank with
the best that has ever been showm on the screen
of the
theatre. The story opens in the
North Woods of Wisconsin. Mary Manning lives
with her mother and her grandfather. Her mother
is an invalid and her grandfather is of the unrelenting kind who never smiles and rules with a
harsh
Peterministry
Manning's
son Paul
had about
been
educatedhand.
for the
and when
he was
to commence his vocation he fell in love with a
circusnever
girl and
marriedhome
her.until
He late
fearedin hislife,father
and
returned
and
then he was an habitual drimkard. His wife he
sent ent
to because
his father's
home
and
she
became
despondher husband did not return. Mary
was born. She had never seen her father. Tom
Gale comes into her life and she and Tom have
merry times in the deserted vyilderness of the
Manning
father,his whom
she into
had
never
seen,cabin.
drifts, Mary's
years after
marriage,
the town of Ore City, an outcast. He determines
to return to his father's home even though it cost
him everything. He does so. His father puts
him from the house, but Mary, who has learned
that the man whom her grandfather had put out
is her father, goes for him and brings him back
in time to see the wife he had left years before.
Mary's come
motherwhatdiesmay.
and she promises to love her
father,
Come to the
theatre and see how how
Mary Manning brings a father, a son and a
daughter together.
[van Mozukin, Famous Russian Actor in
" The Inner Voice " — Strong Drama
{Patlie Five Reel Production)
Ivan Mozukin, one of the best known actors
on
the Russian
is featured
a five-reel
production
of thestage,
Russian
Art Filmin Corporation
released on the Pathe program. It is titled " The
InnersianVoice."
Mozukin
has theofpart
a Russtudent in the
first scenes
the ofplay.
As
a student he is popular with his fellows and
made
the treasurer
of the
students'
club. Heandis
possessed
of a strong
desire
for gambling,
shortly after his election to the club he visits a
gambling resort and, carried away by the fever
of the game, he plays with heavy losses, including funds which belong to the club. In consequence heTwenty
forfeits
friendship
his ofcompanions.
yearsthe later,
at theof age
forty,
he is successful in life but is discredited with a
certain taint of dishonesty. In need of funds,
he
possession
a child
his plans
wife. toThegetchild
is takenof sick
and relative
the doctorof
promises recovery if the patient is kept from all
draughts. Ermoloff finds the sick child alone and
throws open the windows. The boy suffers a redies. Ermoloff
the child's
death
acquireslapse andpossession
of his after
property.
He obtains
a positionernmentofand power
importance
the govuses hisandinfluence
to in
graft.
The
time comes when he can no longer conceal his
underhanded methods, and his defalcations are
found out. He then comes to the realization
that those who sin must pay the penalty.
" larTheand talented
Inner Voice,"
most will
popu-be
actor inwith
the Russia's
leading role,
seen on the of
screen of week.
the Ivan Mozukin
theatre onin
" The Inner Voice."
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Comedies
Parsons
Gets
Goldwyn
Agreement Entered Into Calls for in Los Angeles. A few weeks ago the
Goldwyn executives were shown several of
Twenty-six Two-Reelers a Year
the " Smiling Billy " Parsons comedies and
— Production Work to Betheir enthusiasm for this new style of
gin on the West Coast
screen divertisement was so great that
contracts were immediately drawn up and
GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION this week announced
signed. Harry Reichenbach conducted the
that an agreement has been made between
negotiations.
the company and William H. Parsons,
The story of Mr. Parsons' personal
entry into pictures as a star is filled with
president of the National Film Corporation, whereby the latter will produce a novelty. Primarily he is a financier and
series of two-reel comedies for distribuproducer of pictures, being producer and
tion through Goldwyn. These laughone of the owners of " Tarzan of the
makers, it is announced, will be known
Apes."
During
thiswhich
picture there
were the
idlemaking
momentsof in
as Capitol Comedies.
An item of chief interest in the conMr. Parsons read the scenarios of a numtract is that Mr. Parsons, referred to by
ber of two-reel comedies and racked his
think of an engaging male comeGoldwyn as " Smiling Billy," will be the brain to
dian available to be starred under his
star of the pictures.
The contract calls for twenty-six of management, finally deciding upon himthese two-reel comedies annually, for dis- self.
Exhibitors will be invited to get in touch
tribution through Goldwyn in the United
States and the rest of the world.
with the Goldwyn offices in the principal
The contract for distribution was signed cities of North America and arrange for
last week by Samuel Goldfish, president
showings on or after February 18. The
of Goldwyn, and Mr. Parsons as the head
date
of the release of the first " Smiling
of the National. Mr. Parsons left at once
Billy" Parsons comedy has not yet been
announced.
for California to begin work in his studios

Elsie

Ferguson

New

THEElsieproduction
The said
Lie,"to starring
Ferguson, ofis "now
be well
under way at the Famous Players-Lasky
S6th Street studio. It is expected that
the interiors will be completed this week,
after which the outside scenes will be
taken.
J. Searle Dawley is directing the production and pays a high tribute to Miss
Ferguson's art. " Studio work is made a
pleasure," says Mr. Dawley, "with a talented woman like Miss Ferguson."
" The Lie " was adapted by Charles
Maigne from the play of the same name
by Henry Arthur Jones. Miss Ferguson,
as Elinor Shale, is surrounded by a supporting cast, including Betty Howe, Dave
Powell, John L. Shine, Charles Sutton and
Bertha Kent.
In Ft. Lee, N. J., Director Maurice Tourhcur is heaping imprecations upon the
weather man for the arctic weather with
which he has surrounded the Famous
Players-Lasky studio. The production of
" Prunella," with Marguerite Clark as the
star, is going on under difficulties, for the
inclemency of the weather has made travel
to and from the studio uncertain, and the
shortage of fuel has caused the authorities to withhold electric power at inopportune times.
On the other hand, at the 56th Street
studio, Director Edward Jose hailed the

Picture Under
Way
drop of the mercury with delight. He
had begun the production of " The Resurrection," in which Pauline Frederick is
starred, The
and picture
had started
on some
some Siberian
"interior
scenes.
calls for
winter scenes and it had been planned to
take the company to the extreme northern
part of New York State to obtain them.
The snow and zero weather arrived, whereupon Air. Jose dropped the interior scenes
and took his company out near Mineola,
L. I., where the winter scenes were photographed.
Billie Burke was engaged on interiors
last week at the 55th Street studio in the
satire, " Let's Get a Divorce," of which
Charles Giblyn has the direction. The
company
teriors. will go to Florida for the ex-

Tansey

with BushmanPayne
John Tansey, juvenile player, apears as a
newsboy in support of Francis X. Bushman
and Beverly Bayne in the Metro picturization of George England's story, " The
Brass
Will Check."
S. Davis is directing the production,
the screen adaptation of which was made by
June Mathis of the Metro Eastern scenario
staff.

P ic t u re News

Gladys Brockwell Is Starred by William Fox
in " The Moral Law "
New Fox Film with Gladys
Brockwell
Gladys Brockwell has begun work on a
new production at the William Fox coast
studios, after a brief respite of only three
days following the completion of " The
Edward
J. Le Saint is directing the new
Moral
Law."
picture, and included in the cast are William Scott, Bertram Bracken, Lucille
Young, Georgie Woodthrop, T. A. Crittenden, Sarah Herman and Betro Buzi.
Rex

Beach Company Back
from Mexico
Alcmbers of the Rex Beach company,
engagedreturned
in filming
of the Sunset,"
have
from" Heart
the Mexican
border,
where they spent nearly three months or»
location in Southwestern Texas and Northern Mexico.
According to the Rex Beach Pictures
Company's publicity department Director
Frank Powell and his players made frequent excursions into the very lair of the
Villistas at imminent peril of being potted
Ijy rebel snipers who were said to be lurking in the vicinity.
Everybody
King-Bee
" Waltzes

for

West, who
composed them
the " to
KingBeeBilly
" Waltzes
and dedicated
his
admirers, has received at the Hollywood
studio of the King-Bee Films Corporation
requests for over five hundred copies of
these waltzes.
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Pathe

Plans

a

New

Serial

Method

feature players and they have succeeded."
Practical Brains of the Organization Centered on " The House
Care in Picking Cast
of Hate," Starring Pearl White with Antonio Moreno
— Produced by Astra
" With Pearl White as the heroine and
Antonio Moreno as the hero, I used great
ANEW method of handling a serial will be instituted by Pathe in the recare in picking the supporting all-star cast.
leasing on March 3 of " The House of Hate," starring Pearl White
Paul Clcrget, the French pantomimist who
with Antonio Moreno, the company this week announced.
scored with Winthrop Ames, presented him
The practical business brains of the distributing organization, under the
on
Broadway in ' Pierrot the Prodigal,'
direction of J. A. Berst, vice-president and general manager, are concentrated
J. H. Gilmour, whom I consider one of the
on setting this picture, which was produced by the Astra Corporation, before
greatest character actors on the screen, and
the exhibitors of the country iri a way which retains the good points of the
Peggy Shanor, an actress of the legitimate
old system and introduces others which from experience Pathe has learned. stage who I believe, will reveal an enPrints Being Shipped
PRINTS of the first episodes are being
shipped to the thirty branch offices
where showings, preceded by a special reel,
will be arranged by the managers of
Pathe's sales force.
Mr. Berst issued this statement : " I
sincerely believe ' The House of Hate
will outdraw ' The Iron Claw ' two to one,
and it has been conceded that ' The Iron
Claw' played in more theatres in the United States than any other one picture. I
believe ' The House of Hate ' will make
more money for exhibitors than fifteen
releases of a feature program. During my
trip to the Coast and back many exhibitors
have told me that Pathe serials make more
money for them than the average feature,
and ' The House of Hate ' is bigger and
better than anything we have had."
George B. Seitz, L. J. Gasnier, President of Path e, and Bertram Milhauser, Have Concentrated
The Pathe organization has released
Their Producing Efforts In Pearl White': s New Serial, " The House of Hate "
seventeen serial and series pictures, such
tirely new interpretation of a vampire role,
as " The Exploits of Elaine," " The Perils
Experience Considered
were the three people we decided upon.
of Pauline," " The Iron Claw," " Pearl of
The men behind the production of
"We are especially proud of the stage
the Army," " The Fatal Ring," " The Red
Pathe's new serial, " The House of Hate,"
Circle " and many others. Through her
settings
and light effects in ' The House of
in which it is now announced for the first Hate' any
appearance in the first five named of these
one of which would do credit
serials. Pearl White has become one of the time Pearl White will make her appearance
to a feature picture of unusual magnitude.
best known serial stars.
March 3 with Antonio Moreno, have been
I am rarely enthusiastic about my own
identified with serial successes in the his- work, in fact, I was the most surprised perReleased March 3
tory of the continued form of motion picthe world
whenfrom
' Themy Fatal
Ring '
Mr. Berst has set the release date of
made son insuch
a hit, but
knowledge
tures, Pathe said this week.
They are Louis J. Gasnier, president of
" The House of Hate " for March 3, beof the public taste, I believe that in ' The
cause he contends this means big business
the Astra Film Corporation; George B. House
of Hate ' we have made what will
for exhibitors following Lent, which ends
Seitz and Bertram Milhauser, and each
prove the most popular serial yet.
March 31.
member of this triumvirate has drawn upon
" Bertram Milhauser is another striking
Details concerning " The House of his long experience in a concerted deterexample
of a young man who has sucmination to make this serial in every way
ceeded in the motion picture business. To
Hate " will be given to exhibitors by means
of the tradepaper advertising, the whole
him comes a great deal of the credit for
a bigger and better box-office attraction
idea being to get to the busy showmen in than any that has gone before, it is dethe success
' ThetheFatal
Ring 'from
sincetheit
clared.
the best possible way all the information
was
he who of
wrote
scenarios
they need to assure big business with this
original
idea
evolved
by
Mr.
Seitz
and
Fred
" When the story of ' The House of
Pearl White masterpiece.
Jackson, the magazine author and playHate,' written by Charles Logue and
The releasing plan calls for many pracB. Reeve, creators of ' Craig Kenwright. Beginning to direct with the intical aids to exhibitors. The things that Arthur nedy,'
tention of also writing the scenarios, Seitz
whose exploits have been followed
soon found that this was too much for
count in putting over a picture, Pathe says,
by the many readers of the Cosmopolitan
Magazine, was turned over by Pathe to any one man. Mr. Milhauser, who had
are first complete information, strong patron-pulling paper, and plenty of press matdone a number of other splendid sceAstra for production," said Mr. Gasnier,
narios for Pathe, was asked to take up
ter. To this end, the resources and energy
"
I
determined
to
draw
upon
all
the
brains
of Pathe are devoted.
and talent at my command to make it a ' The Fatal Ring,' and in doing so, while
decided step ahead in serials, in order to basing his scenarios on Mr. Jackson's idea,
Written by Charles A. Logue and Arthur B. Reeve, creator of the widely read
really the creator of a great deal of
keep pace with the great advance in the he
thatisstory.
" Craig Kennedy " story ; scenarioized by quality of the features now being released
" Milhauser is a young man and is exBertram Milhauser, who went " over the by Pathe.
pected to go on developing into doing
" I sincerely believe that the best team
top " with Miss White's last success, " The
bigger things. When a few years ago, he
for the writing and making of serial scenFatal Ring"; produced by the same comarios is Bertram Milhauser and George B. was in Pathe's advertising department, he
pany that made " The Fatal Ring," the Astra Film Corporation, and the same di- Seitz, who have proven their ability to saw opportunity in scenario writing and
rector, George B. Seitz, known as the gauge the public taste. They were given
grasped it. The whole Pathe organization
full sway with Pearl White, the serial star, is proud of his success. His work on
" George M. Cohan of motion pictures,"
' The House of Hate ' is another step
"rush.
The House of Hate " starts off with a and Antonio Moreno, one of the most popular leading men on the screen, as their
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Mac Muiray. the Bluebird Star, Has the Chief Role in "The Morals of an Actress," in Which Kenneth Harlan Is Her Leading Support
Fox

Picture

Well

Announcement I'hat Piot Is Based on
Well-Known
Society Scandal
Should Whet Appetites of
the Exhibitors
SINCE it was announced in Motion Picture News that the mysterious picture
on which R. A. Walsh lias been working is
founded on a recent socictj' scandal, killing and subsequent murder trial in New
York City, the policy of reticence at first
pursued by the William Fox interests has
in part been abandoned. Mr. Fox argues
that all the publicity the case received in the
press will redound to the advantage of the
exhibitor. In fact, Mr. Fox contends, it
may be considered as just so much preliminary advertising.
" The profits which will accrue to the exhibitor through the interest aroused in this
case by the newspaper accounts of it are
incalculable," said Mr. Fox.
" There is

Advertised

scarcely a home in the United States, or
even in Canada, which newspapers do not
reach, and there is scarcely a home in the
United States where the case in question
did not engender endless discussion."
Mr. Walsh w<ts given a free hand in the
production, Mr. Fox feeling that the high
qualities of directorship which he exhibited in such photoplays as " Carmen," " The
Conqueror," " The Regeneration '' and
" The Honor System " showed that he was
eminently capable of directing even as great
a picture as this promises to be.
" To the exhibitor," Mr. Fox states in
conclusion, '' this production presents an
opoprtunity, I think, such as he has never
been offered before. Every column of
news, every editorial discussion — and the
number of them is legion — has been equivaalent to a direct advertising drive undertaken for his benefit. This picture should
make a record."

Marguerite Snow Awakes
Fifth Avenue
j\Iarguerite Snow, who plays the role of
" Dixie Mason," a Secret Service operative,
in Chief Flynn's expose of the Imperial
German Government's spy system in America, "The Eagle's Eye," created a sensation on Fifth avenue at an early hour one
morning during the past week. Dressed in
a chauffeur's military costume, with knitted
helmet and goggles, she came dovm the
avenue in a runabout with a young man in
full dress and silk hat sitting beside her.
Turning in at one of the Fifties, she drew
up in front of a fashionable apartment
house. Her companion jumped out and
ran into the entrance. She speeded toward Madison avenue. The presence of
four camera men with their machines,
posted on Fifth avenue and on the side
street, told the onlookers that a motion
picture incident was being filmed.
Mary

Rinehart Story for De Luxe Star's Debut
DE LUXE PICTURES, INC., anen Stars," declared Mrs. Rinehart. " I connounces that its first feature, starring
siderThe
'
Street of Seven Stars' my most
Doris Kenyon at the head of her own comartistic story. "
pany, will be " The Street of Seven Stars,"
The purchase of the rights of " The
by Mary Roberts Rinehart. President
Street of Seven Stars " follows the anTheodore C. Deitrich concluded negotianounced policy by Mr. Deitrich for pretions with Mrs. Rinehart last Wednesday
senting Miss Kenyon in clean, wholesome
and artistic productions.
for the motion picture rights to the story,
which appeared in serial form in the SatOne of the best known directors in the
urday Evening Post and later attained a country, John B. O'Brien, will produce the
sale of 250,000 copies in book form. It is picture and a notable cast will be engaged
(stimated that fully 12,000,000 persons in to support Miss Kenyon, it is said.
the United States have read the story.
As soon as Mrs. Rinehart learned that
the story was intended for Miss Kenyon,
Cabanne Ready to Start
she enthusiastically agreed to the sale of
Production
the rights to De Luxe Pictures, Inc., deWork
will
be started within the next
claring Miss Kenyon to be ideal for the
few
days
on
the
first Cabanne Super-Picpart. The heroine of " The Street of Sevture. William Christy Cabanne has comen
Stars
"
is
a
musician
and
Miss
Kenyon's
well known musical talent well fits her for
pleted negotiations for lease of the Bernthe role.
stein studio, on the West Coast, and is
completing arrangements for making the
"Miss Kenyon's beauty, her girlishness
first scenes within the next few days.
and her personal charm, together with her
E. K. Lincoln, who is to be the star of
marked dramatic ability, will be important
factors in lending success to her appearthe Cabanne Pictures, arrived in Los Angeles last week.
ance as the heroine of "The Street of Sev-

Miles Minter Starts
New Picture
;

"A Bit of Jade" is the working title of
a new plaj' in which the American Film
Companj-, Inc., will feature Mary Miles
Mintcr. The story is said to abound in
mystery, the same being centered around
the theft of a green jade necklace from a
Hindu goddess.
Gowns in conformity with the Hindu
settings will be worn by Miss Mintcr in
the production.
" Smoke

"

Nearing Completion atTriangle
Gloria Swanson has the leading role in
" Smoke," a new society romance, which
is nearing completion at the Triangle studios under the direction of Jack Dillon.
" Smoke " is a picturization of Norman
Sherbrook's recent magazine story of the
same title, adapted for the screen by
Charles Mortimer. It shows the initiation

of
"smartof set"
of aa young
large girl
city,into
and thetheultra
triumph
her
ideals over the pitfalls and temptations
which Ijesct her.
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Metro

Katherine MacDonald, With Douglas Fairbanks
In a New Artcraft Feature
George Irving Directs
Lockwood Pictures
Hereafter George Irving will alternate
with Fred J. Balshofer, under the dual director system, in the production of Metro
features, with Harold Lockwood as the
star. Mr. Irving has affixed his signature
to a contract calling for this position and
he is now in Florida with the Lockwod
company beginning the production of
Metro's screen version of Holman Day's
romantic fiction story, " The Landloper."
Mr. Irving began his career as a motion
picture director with the All Star Company,
for which he produced " The Nightingale,"
with Ethel Barrymore, and " The Jungle,"
with Gail Kane. For the Frohman Amusement Company he brought Mary Miles
Minter before the public in her first picture, "The Fairy and the Waif." He afterward produced many other pictures for the
same firm.
Nazimova's First Metro
for Loew Houses
" Revelation," in which Mme. Nazimova,
the Russian actress, makes her initial appearance as a star under the Metro banner,
will be shown at all the Marcus Loew theatres, beginning February 25. Half of the
Loew houses will show the picture the first
half of that week and the others will present it the second half of the week.
Hollywood Ranch for Hart
In order that it may be possible to erect
large sets without going a great distance
to find the necessary space, sixteen acres
in the heart of Hollywood, Cal., have been
secured five blocks from the studio of
Wm. S. Hart for the use of the Thos. H.
Ince star in Artcraft pictures. The property lies in a basin and it is hoped to
secure some fine distance effects through
the camera.

Names

Supporting
Casts
\'ioIa Dana Will Be Presented in George Irving in Florida, is Pauline Cur" Breakers
Ahead " — Lockwood
ley, who appeared with the star in " The
Square Deceiver." She also has a promFeature Started and Edith
inent part in " Her Boy," with Niles Welch.
Storey Film Is Chosen
The " heavy " in " The Landloper " is
Stanton Heck, who had the same type of
METRO PICTURES CORPORATIOX
role in " Broadway Bill." Bert Starkey has
this week announced particulars conbeen selected for a character part. Wilcerning the casts of three feature producliam Clifford is also cast.
tions forthcoming shorth', in which Edith
Edith
Storey is supported by a distinStorey, Harold Lockwood and Viola Dana
guished cast in the forthcoming Metro prowill be presented, respectively. Several
duction,Revenge,"
"
which is a picturizawell-known Metro players are included in
the line-ups of supporting players for the tion of Edward Moffatt's novel of the West,
three stars.
" Hearts Steadfast." H. P. Keeler and William Parker adapted the book for the
With Viola Dana in " Breakers Ahead,"
screen, and it was directed by Tod Browndirected by Charles J. Brabin on the West
Coast, is Clifford Bruce as leading man.
ing, who produced Miss Storey's first picture, "The Eyes of Mystery," under her
He has the part of a young seafaring man
new
alliance.
who ships as first mate on board The Wasp.
Wheeler Oakman is her leading man,
Mr. Bruce has recentlj- appeared in leading
playing " Dick " Randall. Oakman has
roles with Miss Dana, including " Weaver
'^igned a long-time contract to appear opof Dreams " and " Blue Jeans."
Miss Storey.
" Revenge
" is thein first
Russell Simpson in " Breakers Ahead " Metro posite
picture
in which
he appears
this
has the part of a sea captain. His makecapacity.
up is said to be excellent. T. H. GibsonRalph Lewis, the well-known heavy, plays
Gowland, Mabel Van Buren, Eugene Pal" Sudden " Duncan. He has played for
lette, Sydney Deane, Lorena Foster and
Fox, Fine Arts, and other companies. Some
Helen Jerome Eddy are others in the cast.
In the leading feminine role with Harold
of his pictures are " The Children Pay "
Lockwood in " The Landloper," directed by and " A Sister of Six."

y''
Democrac
Novelizes ''Son
Terhune
among theofAmerican
public. His
serial
ALBERT PAYSON TERHUNE, the
stories
have
been
read
throughout
the
newspaper and magazine writer, has
length and breadth of the land, among his
commenced a novelization in serial form,
stories which have appeared in the Evening
of " The Son of Democracy," based on the
World and its syndicated papers being,
Paramount series of the same name, written, directed and produced by Benjamin
" Fifty Failures Who Came Back," " Americans Under Fire," " Famous Children of
Chapin.
History," " Stories of Great Novels," " The
Mr. Terhune's novelization of Mr.
Story of the Presidents," " Stories of the
Chapin's series of dramatic film stories of
" Great Love Stores of History,"
America in the making, will present a fic- "Operas,"
World's Greatest Events," etc. In addition article of some 30,000 words which
tion to this, Mr. Terhune has been active in
will appear from day to day in the New
the scenario field, some of his scripts being
York Evening World, commencing Febru" Years of the Locust," produced b y
ary 4. This novelization will also be syndicated to other newspapers throughout the Famous Players, "Dollars and the Woman,"
and " Happiness of Three Women."
country by the New York World Syndicate, which supplies material to a list of
thirty-five publications including the Boston Post, Philadelphia Inquirer, Pittsburgh
Press, ' Buffalo Times, Chicago Journal,
Minneapalis Journal, Cleveland News, San
Francisco Bulletin, Seattle Post Intelligencer, Washington Post, Los Angeles
Tribune. Salt Lake Telegram, Denver
News, New Orleans States, St. Louis Post
Dispatch, Ft. Waj-ne Journal and Gazette,
■ Mobile Item, Tacoma Tribune, Baltimore
News and others.
In connection with its publication of this
story in serial form, the New York Evening World will conduct an extensive exploitation campaign in which thousands of
dollars will be spent boosting " The Son
of Democracy." One-sheet posters of the
film will be used on delivery w-agons, news
stands, etc., announcing the story by Mr.
Terhune, the publication of which will be
tied up with the film, thus creating wide
advance publicity for the subject.
" My Mother " Is an Episode in ParamountAlbert Payson Terhune is widely known
Chapin's " The Son of Democracy "
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Interesting Studies of Detail and Situations, as Presented in General's " Schools and Schools,"
Left and Right, and " Tad's Swimmin' Hole," Center, a Judge Brown Story
MuUin
Tells of O. Henry Film Problems
life into reel life. Then, too, the O. Henry
{(■"PHE O. Henry stories have been both
•l the most pleasant and the most dif- stories provide some of the most skilful
characterization ever done in modern litficult stories to picturize I have ever
erature. It is always easy for the camera
known," said Eugene Mullin, editorial suto catch action, but it is extremely difiScult
pervisor of the Broadway Star Features
manuscript department, in discussing the to visualize for the screen the clever play
work of creating a living library of the of words used by the writer in depicting
works
the the
humorist.
have Dickens,
adapted
his
intensely
Editor
Mullin.human characters," continued
stories offor
screen "Ifrom
Thackeray, Hall Caine and nearly all of
" Our scenario writers have put a great
the American and English writers, but I deal of time and thought into the adaptahave never found one writer whose works
tions of the original stories for the screen
required the same care and forethought as in order that their original atmosphere
might not be lost. We have stuck closely
have the O. Henry stories we have filmed
up to the present time.
to the story and have only wandered afield
" There are several reasons for this, of when it has been necessary to develop
course. One, and to my mind the chief what seems to have been the author's
problem, is that O. Henry represents a thought at the moment. As many as five
great literary cult. His stories stand head
and six writers have been engaged in preand shoulders above anything else we have
paring the O. Henry scripts for the director, and each has been selected for his
ever attempted to do. Their motives revolve about the phenomena of human naability to read and delineate human charture as it really exists, and almost every
acter that he may more vividly and truhfan knows the difTirulty of translating real depict them.
Director Crane Comments
Upon
Petrova
THE recent completion of the final her, a personal problem. During our stay
scenes for "The Life Mask," third of at Miami, where the exteriors for ' The
the starring vehicles presenting Madame
Life Mask' were recently filmed, the
Polish star assisted even in securing the
Olga Petrova, has been marked by a tribute
to the artiste by Director Frank Crane, prolocations. The average photoplayer imag•ducer of the picture. Mr. Crane returned
ines that desirable locations 'just happen';
his or her interest extends only to the
shortly from Miami, Florida, where, under
brief visit when the actual scene is made.
his direction, all of the exteriors for "The
Madame Petrova not only toured with us
Life Mask" were filmed. In the course
of a recent interview he had the following
in the search of suitable locations but rento say regarding the artiste now appearing
dered most valuable assistance and coin pictures bearing her own name:
operation in the selection of same. Her
interest in the various productions in which
" Madame is a unique actress in that she
realizes that the director is, after all, only
she appears does not cease when the film
a human being. She expects good work
has been made. It extends right into the
and perfect results but is also willing to cutting room where many valuable hints
aid her director in the achievement of these
and suggestions aid materially in the deliends. Because of her intense interest in
cate operation of trimming and cutting the
various scenes to the proper point. Never
the details of the production she is a constant source of inspiration to the producer
during the time spent in making ' The Life
and his every little problem becomes with
Mask ' did I see her lose her enthusiasm."

Picture

News

Sam's
Eagle's Eye "
Was " Open

Leopold D. Wharton, supervising director for The Whartons, who are producing
Chief Flynn's serial photodrama exposing
the Imperial German Government's spy
system in America, " The Eagle's Eye,"
learned something of Uncle Sam's protective system during the past week. He had
brought the entire company appearing in
the Flynn serial to New York to film incidents on the water front for three episodes in " The Eagle's Eye." With D. H.
Turner, his assistant, he went to his first
location last Monday morning. The temperature was below zero and the wind
blew a gale along West street and around
the steamship piers.
Mr. Wharton crossed West street and
liad hardly got under lee of one of the
pier fronts when men came running toward
him from several directions. Four different authorities wanted to know. Papers
were all right, but even papers had to be
identified, and they all had their own way
of going about it. Each authority telephoned to his own headquarters for information, and fully three hours passed before
Mr. Wharton was permitted to proceed
with his work.
Hurst

Assists in Directing
Serial
Albert E. Smith, president of the Vitagraph Company, announces the engagement
of Paul Hurst, well-known director and
leading man, as co-director with David
Smith in the production of " The Woman
in the Web," the fifteen-episode serial in
which Hedda Nova and J. Frank Glendon
are to be starred. He assumed his duties
at Hollywood last week with the beginning of work on the third episode.
Senior Director David Smith, who is a
brother of the Vitagraph president and
who produced many of the O. Henry
stories and Blue Ribbon features, has notified the Vitagraph Eastern offices that
" The Woman in the Web " is moving
along more rapidly than he had anticipated.
The story was written by Albert E. Smith
and Cyrus Townsend Brady, and Vitagraph
officials predict that it will prove even more
thrilling than " The Fighting Trail " or
" Vengeance and the Woman."
Two

New De Mille Stories
for Artcraft
Temporarily relinquishing the megaphone
and director's stand for the typewriter, Wm.
C. De Mille will soon start work on two
original photoplays for Artcraft, which will
be produced under the direction of Cecil
B. De Mille.
Chaplin Makes Progress
Reports from the West Coast indicate
Charlie Chaplin is well into his first comedy for the First National Exhibitors' Circuit. The Chaplin new plant in Hollywood is said to be a veritable bee-hive
of activity.
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Enid Bennett Is Presented by Thomas H. Ince In "The Keys of the Righteous,"
On the Paramount Program.
Feature

Excellent Direction Is Said to Be a

Laskv

Are

Praises

Blackton's
"
Youth
Wild
In a telegram
to Walter
E. Greene, Jesse
L. Laskj', vice-president and head of productions of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, wires from Los Angeles as
follows :
" Having witnessed J. Stuart Blackton's
production of ' Wild Youth,' I have to
-express my words of tribute to a brother
producer. Mr. Blackton has secured a remarkable story on Sir Gilbert Parker's
novel. The picture has a wonderful cast.
Miss Huff as the youthful girl of the story
never has done a better performance than
in 'Wild Youth.' Theodore Roberts is
unsurpassable as old Mazarine, and Jack
Mulhall carries the role of the youthful
lover with rare skill. The character of the
Chinaman played by James Cruze presents
a wonderful bit of acting, and I cannot
"be too enthusiastic in praising this production of Mr. Blackton."
Releases Through
Pathe
Through an error in press copy furnished
Motion Picture News for the issue of January 26, it was stated in an article referring to Bryant Washburn and the Paralta
Studios that the Diando Film Corporation
makes Baby Marie Osborne subjects for
Paralta. The Diando Corporation produce
the Baby Marie Osborne pictures for release through Pathe, and there is no connection between the company and Paralta.
In an announcement Diando states the
Pathe Company made arrangements with
Diando to use the studios of the latter for
production of Washburn's " Kidder and
Ko." After the star purchased a home in
Hollywood, he moved his studio to be
closer his residence, Diando says.
Diando

Thornton Remains in Films
Bernard Thornton has decided that his
success in pictures has been great enough
to justify his remaining in " the films,"
and this week brought the announcement
that he will not return to the legitimate
stage.

Two

Ince

Pictures

William S. Hart Will Be Presented
by Artcraft in " The Tiger Man "
— Dorothy Dalton in Drama
Directed by Neill
THE titles of two new Thomas H. Ince
productions on which work is now in
progress, were received at the New York
office of the Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,
last week. Wm. S. Hart's new vehicle
following " Blue Blazes Rawden," which
will be released by Artcraft on February
18, has been named " The Tiger Man." In
this production Hart is presented as Hawk
Parsons, an outlaw of the desert who is
redeemed by the love of a good woman.
The story is by J. G. Hawks, who also
wrote " Blue Blazes Rawden."
A troop of cavalry plays an important
part in this picture.
Dorothy Dalton's newest Paramount picture, on which she has been working for
the past few weeks, has been titled
" Tyrant Fear." This story is being staged
by R. William Neill under the supervision
of Thomas H. Ince, from the scenario by
R. Cecil Smith. John Stumar is responsible for the photography. The story is
one of primitive passions unloosed and a

Named

woman's struggle against fate, with her
triumph when she has once thrown off the
shackles of fear. Work on this film is
now rapidly progressing at the Ince studio
and is expected to be completed shortly.
"Tyrant Fear" will be released by Paramount after " Love Me," the next Dorothy
Dalton offering to the public.
The new Charles Ray photoplay following "His Own Home Town," to be released by Paramount in the near future,
is now nearing completion at the Thomas
H. Ince studio.
" Naughty, Naughty ! " Enid Bennett's
second Paramount picture now being produced under the direction of Jerome Storm
and supervised by Thomas H. Ince, will
present a comedy of the rare and delectable sort from beginning to end, it is
stated. The locale is " somewhere in
Kansas," a parody on the narrowness of
the country town and the people who are
sometimes found in rural communities far
from the "madding throng." C. Gardner
Sullivan wrote the story which is expected
to prove as great a success as Miss Bennett's first Paramount picture just released,
" The Keys
of the Righteous." Jerome
Storm
is directing.

Bogus
Empey
Arrested and Deported
Walter W. Irwin, general manager of which were made before he had signed the
the Vitagraph distributing organization, re- contract to appear in the Vitagraph production of his book. During his time away
ports the arrest and deportation last week
of an alleged impostor who impersonated
Empey addressed throngs in Scranton, AlSergeant Arthur Guy Empey, author of toona, Reading and Lancaster, in each case
rousing the throngs to high enthusiasm.
" Over the Top " and star of the big VitaIn addition to his usual story of the need
graph production which is being made from
for men — American men — on the other
the American fighter's war book. The man
was first noted in Albany, later on a train side, he made an especial appeal for smokes
for the soldiers.
from the New York capital to New York
City and finally in Philadelphia, where he
was arrested.
It is announced that, owing to the progMadge Kennedy Rests
ress that has been made in taking the inFor the first time since Madge Kennedy
teriors for " Over the Top," Sergeant Empey last week was able to take four days started work for Goldwyn in " Baby Mine,"
away from the Vitagraph studio in order the comedienne is taking a brief vacation.
It is her first rest since last summer, and
that he might make a tour of Eastern
lasts but two weeks.
Pennsylvania filling lecture engagements,
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Virginia Pearson Starts
War Drama
Virginia Pearson has begun work in
what will be one of the most stirring war
dramas yet made for the screen, according to an announcement from the William
Fox offices. The tentative title is "A
Daughter of France," and Edmund Lawrence, whom Mr. Fojc recently acquired,
makes his directorial debut with the Fox
forces with this production. Hugh
Thompson, who plays opposite Annette
Kellermann in the marine spectacle,
" Queen of the Sea," and who had the
leading male part in " The Forbidden
Path," will appear in a similar role in
this picture. Mr. Fox states that it is his
purpose to release the drama as a Special
Feature for the week of March 24th.
France studio.
" is beingWilliam
filmed
at" AtheDaughter
former ofVictor
Zollinger is in charge of the photography.
The settings are said to be noteworthy.
Especial emphasis is laid on the interiors
of the French chateau where most of the
action takes place. At the Fox offices it
is declared that because of the depth of
the scenes in the chateau living room, more
lights of all kinds are being used to insure
the recording of detail than have been required at the studio for months.
Prominent in Miss Pearson's supporting company, in addition to Mr. Thompson, arc Herbert Evans, George Moss,
Ethel Kaufman, Anthony Merlo, Maude
Hill and Naida Gary.
MacGowan
Moves Up
with Goldwyn
Kenneth MacGowan, until recently director of Goldwyn publicity, has been appointed aid to George Loane Tucker, with
headquarter"; at the studio in Fort Lee. His
official title is Editor of Production.

<<IT is very gratifying to find," said Y. F.
* Freeman, general manager of the
Triangle
Corporation,
our new Distributing
policy toward
exhibitors" that
has
proven so successful. We believed it to be
a commendable one, and results have more
than substantiated our belief. The proof
lies in the numerous letters that we have
received and are receiving from exhibitors
all over the country praising Triangle
service.
" The policy is not radical. We simply
resolved to give exhibitors the best possible service at a minimum cost, and consequently adopted definite measures — all
based upon efficient service. We knew
that the one way in which the exhibitor
could earn more money was for the producer and distributor to save it for him
and so we laid our plans to economize
wherever possible and give him the results of more efficient and economical
business practices.
" First — the War Tax threatened the exhibitor, and he began to fear for his
profits. Triangle did not attempt to shift
the responsibility, but faced the matter
squarelj', saw the predicament of the ex-

Universal

News

Pleased

General Manager Freeman Announces
That In " Treating Exhibitors
Right " Company Is Being
Rewarded Satisfactorily

Virginia Pearson Has Been in William Fox
Pictures Two Years

Picture

Serials

with
Policy
hibitor, and cheerfully paid the tax. Only
absolute efficiency in every branch of its
service could have enabled Triangle to
shoulder this increased expense.
" Then Triangle inaugurated an innovation on its program. Every month a
seven-reel feature of standard quality is
furnished to exhibitors at no extra charge.
Many letters testify to the enormous pulling power of these pictures. They are a
big advertising asset to every exhibitor,
and offer him an opportunity of increascost. ing his box-office receipts at no additional

" Every exhibitor receives our personal
attention. No complaint is insignificant.
Every criticism is followed up and satisfaction is the only antidote. Triangle
branch managers and salesmen are made
to feel that their work is only begun when
a picture is booked. Co-operation with the
individual exhibitor and solicitous consideration for his needs are matters for
attention.
" Co-operation and specialization have
been our watchwords. Concentrated and
whole-hearted effort in every department
have made possible the execution of a
policy which has at heart the welfare of
the exhibitor.
" And," concluded Mr. Freeman, " the
exhibitor's approval and testimonial are
adequate rewards."

Bring Four Accidents
The accident in which Wilson was mixed
FOUR ing
accidents
in as manyCityserials
be- up was due to bad judgment on the part
filmed at Universal
occurred
during the last week as the result of the of the man who was driving the auto
directors' efforts to provide the thrills de- used in the latest episode of " The Mystery
manded by film fans.
Ship." The car was to have been halted
at the edge of the dock. The chauffeur
Nevertheless, serial production is proceeding at full blast at Universal City. applied his brakes too late, and before the
auto could be halted it took a header into
With the Ben Wilson-Neva Gerber aggregation still hard at work unravelling the the river. Wilson saw his danger and
without stopping to argue the matter
story of " The Mystery Ship ;" Eddie Polo
and Vivian Reed just commencing to get jumped clear of the car as it toppled over.
warmed up in their efforts to dodge the
snares and pitfalls lying in their path in
" The Bull's Eye," and Jacques Jaccard
busily engaged in directing Marie Walcamp in the first episodes of " The Lion's
Claws," the new Universal serial, this particular phase of studio work is going along
without let-up.
According to the players taking part in
the Universal serials, the past week has
been particularly replete with hair-raising
experiences for them. Ben Wilson is trying hard to forget an involuntary plunge
into the river as the consequence of an
auto accident. Eddie Polo is nursing a
lame shoulder that is the result of having
been thrown and trampled upon by a
frightened horse. Vivian Reed and Noble
Johnson complain of still suffering from
the shaking up they received when a runaway stage carried them down an embankment, while Marie Walcamp is just returning to her normal self after a particularly
exciting encounter with a lion during one
of the scenes in the serial in which she is
featured.
Zoe Hae, Universal Star
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Miller Will Direct Alice
Brady Picture
In order to accommodate Charles Giblyn
in a conflicting engagement which this director had with another company, Select
Pictures Corporation, finding it could secure Norma Talmadge's director, Charles
.Miller, has released Mr. Giblyn from his
agreement to direct Alice Brady in her
new picture. Miss Talmadge is in Palm
Beach for a month's rest. This made Mr.
Miller available, and it was quickly taken
advantage of. He already has started on
the picture in the Fifty-sixth street studio.
Miss Brady plays the role of Vera Souroff, a young music teacher, who is giving
instruction in the family of a countess.
However, this character is shown from the
age of seven years, and Tula Belle plays
the part of the star in her childhood.
Heading the capable cast which appears
in Miss Brady's support is Frank Morgan,
her leading man, who also played opposite
this star in her last completed Select Picture, "The Knife." Mr. Morgan's part is
that of a Russian nobleman, Count Nice.
" The

Shuttle

Nears

Com-

Out at the pletion
Morosco studios in Los
Angeles final touches are being placed on
Constance Talmadge's recently completed
Select production, " The Shuttle."
In this, her first picture to be made
since her arrival in the West, Miss Talmadge is said to have combined the lighter
touches of comedy with the heavier demands of drama, as in her earlier release,
" Scandal." Unlike " The Honeymoon "
and "The Studio Girl," "The Shuttle"
provides her with an impersonation of unusual force in which her deeper vein of
dramatic ability is given ample opportunity
for expression.
Work on "Up the Road with Sallie,"
Miss Talmadge's next Select production,
is well under way and promises a return
to her lighter comedy vein. All of her
pictures are distributed by Select.
Trench

Scenes at Regular
Army Camp
The trench scenes for " Over the Top,"
the Vitagraph super-feature, which is being made from Sergeant Arthur Guy Empey's war book with the soldier-author-lecturer as the star, are to be made at Camp
Wheeler, the national army camp at Macon,
Ga. Albert E. Smith, president of the
Vitagraph Company, announces that by
special permit of the War Department the
company has been granted leave to use the
big southern camp as a location, and Sergeant Empey, with a party of more than
fifty players and officials left Monday,
February 11, for the location.
Whitman Gets a Rest
Alfred Whitman, after the completion
of " The Home Trail " for Vitagraph on
the West Coast, was rewarded by getting
a rest of four days. Most of this time
was spent in posing for the " still " camera.

J. A. Berst, Surrounded by Members of the Rolin Conipanv. Bids Farewell to the Coast and Returns
to the Ice and Snow of New York
Pathe
Busy
at
Bessie Love, Frank Keeiian, Fannie
Ward and William Duncan Are
Ready to Start Work on
New Productions
WITH the arrival at Los Angeles last
week of Bessie Love, who will immediately begin work on " A Little Sister of
Everybody," by William Addison Lathrop,
at the Paralta studio, Pathe's West coast
producing forces received another notable
augmentation. ]Miss Love had already
been preceded by Frank Keenan and his
director, Ernest Ward, who on January 28
turned the crank on the first Keenan Pathe
Play to be made on the Pacific coast.
Fannie Ward, who has just made the biggest success of her career in Astra's production of A. H. Woods' " Innocent,"
made under the direction of George Fitzmaurice, will shortly leave for the coast.
Miss Love left New York immediately
upon her return from Charleston, S. C,
where final exterior scenes for her comedydrama, by Izola Forrester and Mann Page,
were taken. This completes the picture
which was all ready for showing with the
exception of the brief parts missing and
it is scheduled for release on March 10.
Frank Keenan, fresh from " Loaded
Dice," first of his Pathe Plays, released
February 10, is beginning work on one
of Sirbe Henry
Irving's
stage ofsuccesses.
This
will
under the
direction
Ernest Ward,
who produced " The Vicar of Wakefield,"
and also Mr. Keenan's second picture, a
final title for which has not yet been
selected, but which, however, probably will
be released as the second of his Pathe
Plays.
Fannie Ward will join Pathe's Pacific
coast colony immediately on the completion of " The Yellow Ticket." This is
an Astra production under the direction
of William Parke, with a well balanced
cast including Warner Gland, Milton Sills,

Coast
Studios
Armand Kalitz and Helene Chadwick, and
is reported to be even better than
" Innocent."
William Duncan will shortly start work
on a new type of Pathe serial by Gilsoa
Willetts at one of Pathe's West Coast
At the Glendale Studio, the Diandc
plants.
Company is putting finishing touches on
" A Daughter of the West," with Frank
Whitson, Marion Warner and Morris.
Foster in the cast.
The Bryant Washburn Company, directed
by William Worthington, with Gertrude
Selby as leading woman, is putting the
finishing touches on " Twenty-One " byGeorge Randolph Chester.
Chinese

Scenes

in New

Lasky Production
■A Chinese New Year celebration in which
three hundred Celestials take part is announced as one of the big scenes which
Cecil B. De Mille took recently for " The
Whispering Chorus," the forthcoming
Lasky production. A replica of a village
in China was constructed and the scene "was
photographed at night. Lanterns hung from
the rafters, and were strung across the
street on streamers, and Chinese dragons,
spitting fire, were dragged along by prancing Celestials.
Metro Uses Hotel Set
An elaborate and spacious hotel lobby
set was built recently at the Metro studio
in New York for the staging of scenes
in " Good Will and Almond Shells," starring Emmy Wehlen. This picturization of
Kenneth L. Roberts' Saturday Evening
Post story is being directed by George D.
Baker,
who also made the screen adaptation.

Motion
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ing for ''Tarzan"
rtis
Adve
hingcampaigns
O.XK Smas
of the biggest
that
has
in putting over the picture so well was the
fact that the Evening World ran the story
been put over in New York City for
a motion picture production is that being
serially, thus attracting the attention of
conducted by Harry Reichenbach for the thousands who had read it in original
form. Under its own bills were placed ads
National Film Company's big feature,
of " Tarzan " at the Lyric.
" Tarzan of the Apes." The widespread
publicity that has been given the feature
When the strike came along Mr. Reichenlias resulted in most liberal patronage at
bach cut down the display in the newstha Lyric theatre.
papers to the six line minimum and proceeded to reach the people in another way.
Newspaper advertising was the basis of
the local campaign, but aside from this an
Through using the registration lists he
immense herald was sent out in advance
began to circularize every home in Manto exhibitors through the country and this
hattan, the Bronz, Richmond and Westchester, and was just starting in to do the
was followed with reproductions of the
same in Brooklyn when he learned that
trade paper advertising so as to miss no
the paper there was not seriously affected.
one who might have failed to see the origHe estimated that 600,000 of these circulars
inal displays. Up to the time of the newswere put out and at an expense of over
■dealer's
strike,
Reichenbach
three and
fourMr.column
displaysusedin two,
the $1,200. In addition to this the big sign
strung across Broadway and the unique
various papers and got column after column of news space, because of the novelty
lobby display attracted the attention of
new thousands.
of the production. One of the big things

Five Companies
Busy at Astra Studios
PATHE directors and their companies
•" The House of Hate," starring Pearl
have just put in a busy week at the White with Antonio Moreno, and including in the cast Paul Clerget, the French
Astra studios at Jersey City and Fort Lee,
no less than five organizations being en- pantomimist ; Peggy Shaynor, an actress
gaged in producing Pathe pictures at the of the legitimate stage, who reveals an
entirely new type of screen vampire, and
New Jersey plants.
Webb Dillion, as the juvenile heavy.
George Fitzmaurice is doing " The Grell John
Mystery," by Ouida Bergere, starring Thrills are numerous, it is said, and Joe
Cunney, Floyd Buckley and Morgan Jones
Irene Castle — a Pathe Play.
William Parke is directing the final are kept busy with stunts in which Pearl
scenes
" ThewithYellow
starring White and Antonio Moreno figure promiFannie of
Ward
a castTicket,"
which includes
nently. This serial will be released on
March 3.
Milton Sills as the hero, Warner Oland
as the villain and Armand Kalitz and
Albert Parker has just finished "AnnexHelene Chadwick in other important roles.
ing Bill," a comedy drama, starring Gladys
In this picture Miss Ward appears in a Hulette and Creighton Hale, and is now
makeup entirely different from anything
getting ready for another production, while
she has ever been seen in before, creFred Wright has taken these co-stars for
ating the role of a Russian peasant.
the making
"For
Sale." of Fred Jackson's famous play,
George B. Seitz is at work on the serial.

Rintelen

Picture

News

Is Character

in " The
Eagle's
Captain
Franz von
Rintelen,Eye
who, "with
ten other Imperial German plotters, was
convicted in the United States Court on
Tuesday, the Sth inst., before Judge Harland B. Howe of conspiracy to destroy
neutral shipping sailing from this port, will
be one of the Kaiser's spy army prominently identified in the fourth, fifth and
sixth episodes of Chief Flynn's moving
picture expose of the Imperial German
spy system,
" The Eagle's
Eye." months
Von Rin-in
telen was sentenced
to eighteen
the Federal Prison at Atlanta, fined $2,000
and assessed the costs of his trial. This
sentence will begin at the termination of
one year he is now serving on conviction
of inciting strikes in munition plants.
The part of von Rintelen in " The
Eagle's Eye " will be acted by Wellington
Playter, who as closely resembles him in
appearance as the players who impersonate
von Bernstorff, Dr. Albert and Captains
von Papen and Boy-Ed resemble these
Imperial German plotters.
Hoover

Schedule Followed
a U. City

Actors and other employes at Universal
City, Cal., last week got their first strong
reminder that President Carl Laemmle
meant business in his recent order concerning the observance of meatless and
wheatless days, when, attempting to order
their favorite meats at the U. City restaurant, on Tuesday, they were told to
study the bill of fare.
As is well known, the Universal Film
Manufacturing Company has been devoting considerable space in its Animated
Weekly, Current Events and Screen Magazine releases to the forwarding of Mr.
Hoover's requests for the saving of food.
When the fact that the restaurant at Universal City was not entirely observing the
" less " days reached Mr. Laemmle's ears,
action was promptly forthcoming.
Scenes

in " The Claim " in
Frontier Hotel
A frontier hotel of the sort that is "all
things to all men," around which the life of
a little Western mining town centers, furnishes the background of much of the action in Metro's forthcoming production,
" The Claim," a screen version of the
Broadway success of the same name by
Charles Kenyon and Frank Dare.
Edith Storey is the featured player in
" The Claim," which is being produced at
Metro's West Coast studio at Hollywood,
Cal.
Kenneth Harlan Opposite
Miss Clifford
Kenneth Harlan, whose most recent
screen appearance was in Lois Weber's
" Price of a Good Time," has been engaged by H. M. Horkheimer as Kathleen
Clifford's leading man.
Miss Clifford has written her own production, afive-reel drama, which Howard
dio. Mitchell is directing at the Balboa StuM.

llUdred Harris, Steadily Aadvancing Toward Stardom, Is Presented by Jewel In " The Doctor
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Glaum

Subject Promises
Timeliness
Details regarding the first production in
which Louise Glaum will be presented as
a Paralta star, which have just been given
out at the studio in Los Angeles, indicate
that the production will be a particularly
timely one. The story has been prepared
especially for Miss Glaum by Monte M.
Katterjohn, and, according to the announcement, concerns the " insidious kultur as forced upon a liberty-loving people
by the Wolf Nation of the World." The
working title of the production is " Intelligence," and the leading role is said to give
Miss Glaum opportunity for many intensely
emotional scenes. To facilitate production
without making a corresponding sacrifice
in quality, two directors — -Wallace Worsley and Elliott Howe — will work simultaneously on the picture, one of them producing the scenes in which Miss Glaum
Appears and the other attending to the
various exteriors in which no action is
provided for the star. In this production
Miss Glaum is doing her first work before the camera since August 12 of last
year, when she completed the final scenes
in " Idolaters," which was also written by
Katterjohn.
Drews

Take Vacation in
Florida
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew have gone
to Florida for a vacation, after completing
their second year as creators and co-stars
of Metro-Drew comedies.
Forty-seven one-act Metro-Drew comedies were written, produced and released
during the year of 1916, and forty-two
one-act Metro-Drew comedies, with a fiveact
done" thriller
in 1917." to complete the quota, were
Mr. and Mrs. Drew will remain in
Florida until March 1. Following their
return to the North they will vary their
■work by an excursion into the realm of
the legitimate stage, appearing during the
Spring under the management of Richard
Walton Tully.
Jewel Cites Lois Weber
Advance
The publicity department of Jewel this
-week draws a comparison between the first
picture produced by Lois Weber and her
most recent one, in order to show the de-velopment Miss Weber has obtained as a
director. Her first picture was " The
Dragon's Breath," a one-reeler made for
Universal in 1913, and her latest one is
'" The Doctor and the Woman."
Paralta

Has Alaskan Story
for Hickman
William E. Wing, the author, has pro-vided Paralta with a photoplay for
Howard Hickman, entitled " The Golden
Thread." It is an Alaskan story, said to be
teeming with rugged life, but dealing with
a delicate subject, which has constituted a
problem for the law ever since the creation.
" The Golden Thread " will be one of
Faralta's regular releases.

Madame Olga Petrova's
Particular
Style atof the
Screen
Rapid Rise Since the Star
Began
Operations
HeadArtistry
of HerHasOwnMadeOrganization
Petrova
Begins
Story by George Middleton Is Used,
Under
Title of "The Great
Star " — Ralph
Ince Directs
the Feature
WORK on the fourth special starring
production in which Madame Olga
Petrova is to appear has been started at
the Petrova Studios under the direction of
Ralph Ince. The story selected for this picture is from the pen of George Middleton,
who wrote " Polly of the Circus."
The title chosen for Madame Petrova's
latest picture is " The Great Star " and in
it she interprets the role of Lucille Caruthers, daughter of a Southern gentleman of
the old school, with strong femininistic
ideas of her own and the individuality to
place them into effect.
Petrova announces a particularly strong
and capable cast has been assembled to support her in her fourth special production.
Thomas H. Holding, who has appeared opposite Madame Petrova in previous pictures, Daughter
"
of Destiny," " The Light
Within " and " The Life Mask," will portroy the leading male part, while J. Herbert
Turner

&

Dahnken

THROUGH the First National Exhibitors' Circuit this week it was announced that Turner & Dahnken, of San
Francisco, have closed a deal with the
Hippodrome theatre of that city for Chaplin's "Signature Protected " Comedies released through the First National Exhibitors' Circuit. The consideration is said
to be $2,500 for seven days' run of each
release.
The deal was made by E. M. Asher,
manager of the Turner & Dahnken Film
Exchange.
Speaking
of biggest
it, he said
So
far as we know,
it is the
price: "ever
paid for a two-reel subject in the history
of the picture business. When it is remembered that the Hippodrome is primar-

Fourth

Picture

Frank, well
known said
screento " be
heavy,"
will
handle
a character
especially
suited for the display of his peculiar talents. Mr. Frank has been seen in various
pictures of Goldwyn, Famous Players, and
other companies. Matilda Brundage and
Edith Hinkle, both of whom have appeared
in former film plays with Madame Petrova,
will occupy parts in her latest subject, together with E. J. Radcliffe, who comes from
the legitimate stage to fill one of the roles
in " The Great Star."
Ralph Ince, who has been engaged by the
Petrova Picture Company's president, Frederick L. Collins, and Madame Petrova herself to produce the latest picture scheduled
for release on her special calendar, is responsible for " Today," in which Florence
Reed appeared, and for many years directed the starring productions in which Anita
Stewart appeared for the Vitagraph ComMr. Ince is a pioneer in the staging of
pany.
film productions, having begun his career
over twelve years ago with the original
Vitagraph forces.
Place Chaplin Films
ily a vaudeville house, the true value of
camera comedy will be more fully appreciated. The Hippodrome Circuit books
some big, high priced acts and can give
them very good time. That its management can afford to pay such a price for a
motion picture top-liner bespeaks more
eloquently than words the popularity of
screen entertainment. It certainly disproves
the contention of those who say that pictures are losing their hold on the public,
for at the Hippodrome Chaplin's Comedies
are bringing higher prices than any of the
regular acts and are in direct competition
Sam Harris and Irving Ackerman acted
with the
them."
for
Hippodrome Circuit.

Motion

Betzwood

Starts

THE entrance of the Betzwood Film
Company, of Philadelphia, into the
industry, as announced last week in
.Motion Picti re News, is marked by several instances which are considered unusual in a new organization of the kind.
To begin with, the new company, of which
Clarence Wolf is president, has bought outright and for cash the Betzwood plant
twenty miles from the Quaker City from
Siegmund Lubin. Over 400 acres are included in the grounds, and as the plant
stands now everything is ready for production work to begin.
Of practical import is the series of factories comprising the film developing and
printing plant, in which are patented machines and machinery for film printing employed exclusively at Betzwood. These
patents were secured from Mr. Lubin.
Eighty per cent of the Betzwood printing
process is accomplished mechanically.
There is one machine that will automatically detect and stop itself on a variation

Well
Equipped
of a thousandth of an inch from llie true.
Ira M. Lowry, whose picture, " For the
I'reedom of the World," is now being
shown, is at the technical end of affairs
;it the plant.
Having put the printing factories into
perfect order for immediate operation the
Betzwood Company is now devoting attention to its plans for producing. In this
l)articular it proposes to reach for quality
instead of quantity. With no schedule
demanding hurried releases it will seek
the exceptional and novel in screen material. The story or play that offers no more
inducement than the fact that there is no
reason why it could not be made into a
picture will have no chance with the Betzwood Company.
Louis Bennison has been engaged as
leading man, and Tsen Mei, a Chinese
girl, has been secured to handle the feminine end of the stellar combination. Thus
far these two players are the only ones
who have been announced by the new companies. Itis understood that no nationally
known stars will be engaged, as quality
in production will be made the keynote of
the organization and not sole reliance upon
a star of renown.

Paramount
to Release
THE screen presentation of A. H.
Woods' legitimate stage production,
" The Guilty Man," produced under the
supervision of Thos. H. Ince, Inc., will
be released by Paramount February 18,
it was announced last week. The screen
version, it is stated, varies but little from
the original stage production.
Written by Ruth Helen Davis and the
late Charles Klein, author of " The Lion
and the Mouse," " Daughters of Men,"
" Next of Kin," " The District Attorney,"
etc., Mr. Woods' production was conceded
to be one of the strongest plays ever
staged. The story deals with the life of
a Parisian dancer and her illegitimate
daughter, who, murdering her stepfather,
is prosecuted for the state by her own

'*The Guilty Man"
father. In view of the several great murder cases that have held the attention of
the entire nation even in these days when
war news usually chokes out everything
else. Paramount thinks " The Guilty Man "
is an exceedingly timely and intensely
interesting subject.
The picture was directed by Irvin V.
Willat under the supervision of Mr. Ince
and the cast includes Gloria Hope, Vivian
Reed, William Garwood, J. P. Lockney,
Charles French, Hayward Mack and
others. The outdoor shots depict scenes
in Southern France before the war and
the details of the French interiors have
caused considerable comment among those
who have already viewed this exceptional
picture.

Plant Near Pliiladelphia Is Considered One of Most Complete in
Country — Louis Benni'^on
and Tsen Mei Have Leads

Red
Cross Endorses
METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
is authority for the statement that
'■ Help Wanted," a Metro-Drew comedy
starring Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew, is the
first motion picture to receive the official
sanction and endorsement of the American
Red Cross.
" Help
Wantedtheatre
" has inalready
been
shown at
the Rivoli
New
York and has now been booked for a tour
of the entire country.
Combining Red Cross propaganda with
the genial humor of a regulation Drew
comedy, " Help Wanted " has been seen
and approved by Hcnn,' P. Davison, chairman of the American Red Cross War
Council, by Mrs. Woodrow Wilson, wife
of the I'rcsidcnt of the United States, and
by Ethan Allen of the American Red
Cross, and has been officially rrcognizcd,

Metro-Drew
Comedy
passed and adopted by the Red Cross organization.
The production and release of " Help
Wanted " is directly in line with Metro's
policy of aiding the government in every
possible way. The Drew comedy, " The
Patriot," advocated food conservation, and
won the approbation of Food Administrator Hoover. " Gas Logic," a coming Metro Drew comedy, deals with the fuel situation. Among Metro's feature patriotic
productions
been and
" Lest
Forget,"at
starring Ritahave
Jolivet
nowWeplaying
the Lyric theatre, New York; "The Slacker," "Her Boy" and "The Legion of
Death." All of these have been special
productions with the exception of " Her
Boy," which is an All-Star Series production.

P ictur e News

GEORGE LARKIN
Featured in " Zongar,"
Romance the Daredevil of

" Zongar

" Marks Up Point
for Larkin
George Larkin, in front of whose name
Physical Culture Photo Plays, Inc., uses
the sobriquet " Handsome," and who that
company explains is known to a large
coterie of feminine admirers as an Apollo
of the Screen," has added another mark
to his record by his portrayal of Zongar
in the feature of that name. The picture
was produced by Bernarr Macfadden.
In speaking of Larkin, Physical Culture
Photo Plays said : " Clear grit to the backbone, combined with unusual dramatic ability and artistic inclinations, have earned for
himFormer
the name
of ' Gentleman
Unafraid.'has"
pictures
in which Larkin
appeared are " Trey o' Hearts," " Grant,
Police Reporter," and others.

Another

Chambers Story for
Alice Joyce

Alice Joyce, who has just finished "The
Song of the Soul," her third Vitagraph
Blue Ribbon feature since she went under
the direction of Tom Terriss, last week
began work on " The Business of Life," a
Robert W. Chambers story, which will be
made into a five-reel feature. Supporting
Miss Joyce in this picture w-ill be Walter
McGrail, Percy Standing, Templar Saxc
and Betty Blythe.
The Charnbers characters seem to be
particularly adapted to Miss Joyce's type
and dramatic style, and she is credited with
having given some of the best work of her
career to their interpretation.

Madge Kennedy at Strand
Madge Kennedy is the star at the Strand
theatre, New York, the week of February
11 in her newest Goldwyn production,
"Our Little Wife."

February
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With Shirley Mason In " Weaver of Dreams," Produced by Edison, Inc., Are Native Japanese Players Who Have Won Recognition in This Country
Lee

Children Start New
Production
Jane and Katherine Lee have commenced
Avork on a new production, their fourth as
stars, under the direction of Kenean Buel.
The scene this time is laid in a city of about
100,000 population and the children, orphans, under the guardianship of an aunt,
are kidnaped. Eventually they succeed,
with police assistance, in breaking up a
band of yeggmen. The supporting cast has
not been completed, but, except for Jane
and Katherine Lee, will be composed of
adults.
The latest completed Lee picture, "American Buds," will be released February 24.
The one now under way, which has not
been titled, probably will not be ready before April.
Beban

Completes Paramount Feature

George Beban's newest production for
Paramount release, titled " One More
American," has been completed at the
Hollywood, Cal., studios of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation. The scenario
was prepared by Olga Printzlau from
Wm. C. De Mille's play, " The Land of the
Free." Included in the supporting cast are
Marcia Manon, May Giracci, Helen Jerome
Eddy, Raymond Hatton, Jack Holt, H. B.
Carpenter, Hector Dion, May Palmer,
Ernest Joy and Signor Buzzi. Wm. C.
De Mille directed the production.

American Film Employees
Do Their Bit
The employees of the factory and offices
of the American Film Company, Inc., in
Chicago, have pledged themselves to abstain from meat at breakfast and wheat
at dinner for a period of sixty days. The
young women of the factory have further
pledged themselves to eliminate candy
from their bill of fare. Not to be outdone,
the male employees have agreed to taboo
swearing, under penalty of being called
upon to contribute five cents to the Red
Cross for each and every cuss word uttered.

Edison

Makes

Production Is Described as Novel
Japanese Picture — Matt Moore
Has
Strong Part, with
Japanese in Cast
MISS SHIRLEY MASON, the heroine
of " Seven Deadly Sins," and the erstwhile "Appletree Girl," is being starred by
the Edison Company in what is said to be
a novel Japanese production now nearing
completion in their Bronx studio.
Provisionally called " Aliens " or " Weavers of Dreams," the play is not yet finally
titled. The story deals with a pretty Japanese bride who is obliged to forsake her
white husband, a young American, because
of the conflict arising from difference of
race. Miss Mason takes the principal role.
Matt Moore being the American husband,
Frank O'Cononr his chum, Ormi Hawley
a belle in the Tokio foreign colony, Thomas Tomomoto the child bride's father, and
Messrs. Oskima and Wada other Japanese
characters.
L. W. McChesne}-, the author, and Bernard J. Durning, the director, believe that
the new play will have an even stronger
appeal than " Madame Butterfly," first, because the racial struggle is said to be more
evenly divided, and, second, because picture
Miss

Pearson

Mason

Feature

artistry has so greatly improved in its
methods. For example, the Edison firm^
didn't fill up the picture with white actors
dressed as Japs, but secured real Japanese
for all the native roles except the stars.
Miss Mason herself passed the most exacting series of tests which were suggested by
an art advisory board, it is said.
Settings and costumes were designed by
a prominent artist of New York's Jap colony. Antique furnishings, paintings, vases
and other objets d'art were secured to
lend a thoroughly native air.
For the
roofed
studiowinter
in the months
Bronx, Edison's
just beyondglassthe
terminus
the aThird
avenue
" L,"of has
been
turnedof into
veritable
corner
old
There has been no restriction on footJapan.age, Edison insists, so the six reels when
completed will represent the careful selection of the best photography, more than
12,000 feet having been already taken. The
play is scheduled for early release by Perfection Pictures. Before its release date,
however, it is likely to be introduced by a
metropolitan run at a Broadway theatre.
The scenes are laid in " plum blossom
time," and it is in the spring that New York
will see it.

Celebrates Anniversary
which she had in the legitimate was that
NEXT week will mark the second anniof
leading lady for William Faversham
Pearson's
the William versary
Foxof Virginia
film forces.
Duringjoining
that
in
the
original production of " The Hawk,"
period Miss Pearson has made thirteen
following j\Ime. Dorziat.
Miss
Pearson is a member of the Gallofeature programs and is now engaged
ways
family of Kentucky. She was bom
upon a war photodrama, " A Daughter of in Louisville,
and lived there until she left
France," which Mr. Fox declares will prove
to accept a small part on the stage. Her
to be the most notable production of her
entire career.
photoplay record
William
management
includesunder
starring
roles inFox's
the
Miss Pearson's first Fox picture was
" Blazing Love," released May 1, 1916. Her
following productions : " Blazing Love,"
most recent film was " Stolen Honor," a " Hypocrisy," " A Tortured Heart," " The
story of intrigue in Washington society.
War Bride's Secret," " Daredevil Kate,"
" Bitter Truth," " Sister Against Sister,"
Although she was already an actress of
distinction on the speaking stage (coming
" Royal Romance," " Wrath of Love,"
to pictures from a season as the vampire
" When False Tongues Speak," " Thou
in Robert Hilliard's "A Fool There
Shalt Not Steal," "All for a Husband"
and " Stolen Honor," in all of which she
Was"), she has won even greater fame
in photoplays.
Another important role acquitted herself most creditablj'.

Motion
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Metro

Promotes

Is Made Manager of Productions at
West Coast Studio, with Supervision of All Products Made
at Hollywood Plant

D. BAKER, one of Metro's
GEORGE
directing staff de luxe, has been appointed manager of productions of Metro's
West Coast studio at Hollj'wood, Cal., and
will leave soon for the Pacific Coast to enter upon his new position. Mr. Baker will
occupy a similar position in the Western
studio to that filled by Maxwell Karger
in Metro's New York studio. He will
have complete supervision of all the
Metro productions made in the West,
making decisions upon proposed productions and passing judgment upon the
finished product. The success of this plan,
as evolved at Metro's New York studio,
with Mr. Karger in charge, is responsible
for the extension of the same arrangement
to the West Coast studio, in accordance
with the ideas of Richard A. Rowland,
Metro's
president.
Mr. Baker
will leave for California as
soon as he has completed the production of
■' The Shell Game," with Emmy Wehlen as
star, upon which he is now engaged. " The
Shell Game " is a screen version of Ken-

Film

Exploits

THE patriotic production which Vitagraph is making in conjunction with
the New York State Council of Defense is
now reaching its final stages, President Albert E. Smith of the Vitagraph Company
announces. All of the exterior scenes
have been completed and many of the interiors, insome of which Governor Charles
S. Whitman appears, also have been finished. Mr. Smith declares that the picture,
the story of which was written by Robert
W. Chambers, will be one of the most
thrilling melodramas ever screened, although in the background will be the more
serious story of a State's protective meas:
ures. Corinnc Griffith, Webster Campbell
and Marc MacDermott appear as the featured players.
Brigadier General F. De Forest Kamp,
in command of the Third Provisional
Brigade of the New York Guard, has been
an active factor in the State's defensive
measures and he has given co-operation to
the Vitagraph officials in the making of
the picture. He was greatly interested in
the picture, in which he is to appear, and
was particularly gratified with the way his
troopers behaved before the camera.
" I am sure that as a result of our efforts
to promote the success of the production,
the people will get an excellent idea of the
manner in which our troops are working
in this State, and also their appearance,"
said course,
Gen. Kamp.
" We ofcould
present,
of
a picture
the not
entire
New
it ti'iml'-r- I'.day ap-

Baker

neth L. Roberts' story, " Good Will and
Almond Shells," originally published in the
Saturday Evening Post. With Mr. Baker
will go his assistant director, Charles
Hunt, who has been associated with him
ever since he began working for Metro.
Both men will remove their households to
California, Mr. Baker taking his sister, who
presides over his house, and Mr. Hunt being accompanied by his family.
In his new affiliation, Mr. Baker will
work in co-operation with B. A. Rolfe,
Metro's Western representative, with Joseph W. Engel/ Metro's treasurer, who has
gone to California for an extended visit,
and with the directors already installed
there. He intends to give his directors a
free hand. " I have always had a f re^
hand myself, ever since I came to Metro,"
says Mr. Baker, "and the results seem to
have been satisfactory. I do not believe in
demanding for myself privileges I am not
willing
to extend
Mr. Baker
cameto others."
to Metro from Vitagraph, where he had been most successful
in the direction of Edith Storey, now a
Metro star. He will again be associated
with Miss
Storey
in Metro's
studio. He also
directed
the late Western
John Bunny
in the famous Bunny comedies.

Defense

\'itagraph
Co-operation
of State
Defense Has
Council
in Production
in
Which Governor W'hitman
and State Troops Appear
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Director

Measures

proximately 15,000 men. They are the successors of the old National Guard which
has been called into the Federal service.
But the picture will show, however, a sufficient number of our new State troops to
give impressive proof of what we are
doing to protect the waterways, the industries, and private and public property
throughout the State during the war."
General Kemp is only thirty-five years
old. He entered the State service as a
private and has served in practically every
capacity of the military organization. He
has a commanding, attractive personality
and a smartness of action which the Vitagraph officials declare will be evident in the
screen production.
New

Blue Ribbon

on

February i8
Gladys Leslie and J. Frank Glendon are
the featured players in "The Wooing of
Princess Pat," the Vitagraph Blue Ribbon
feature, announced for release the week of
February 18 by Albert E. Smith, president
of the Vitagraph Company of America.
This drama, which marks the second appearance of Miss Leslie as a Vitagraph
star, and the first appearance of Air. Glendon on the Blue Rililion program, is the
tragic story of a politico-convenience marriage, and is said to be one of the best efforts that William P. S. Earle, director of
many artistic successes, has put forth in
the three years he has been making Vitagraph productions. In addition to the featured players, there arc in the cast Charles
Kent, Templer Saxe, William Dunn, Bigelow Cooper and Carlton King.

Picture

News

The Dolly
Sisters'
Progresses
Leonce Perret, the French director, who
made his American debut as director of
Captain Robert Warwick in " The Silent
Master," and who wrote as well as directed
" The Mad Lover " and " The Accidental
Honeymoon," with the same star, is now
actively engaged in the production of a
series of features at the Biograph studio
in which the Dolly Sisters are making their
bow to the motion picture public.
Following the production of the Warwick features, M. Perret wrote a story
commemorating the sinking of the Lusitania and the entry of the United States
into the war in " Lest We Forget."
The Dolly Sisters, appreciating the ability
of M. Perret as an author and director of
note, sought his services for their first joint
appearance in pictures. Their first picture
has already been completed, the title, cast
and nature of which will be announced by
the Misses Dolly shortly.
General

Announces

Com-

pletion ofSerial
The work of assembling, titling and
printing the final chapters of " A Daughter
of Uncle Sam," General Film's new serial,
is now well under way at the Providence
studio of the Jaxon Film Corporation, the
twelfth and final episode having been completed afew days ago.
Although the first episode was only released January 19, General Film announces
that the early chapters have proved great
drawing cards, according to reports received from exhibitors.
Terriss's London Home Is
Bombed
Tom Terriss, director of Alice Joyce in
Vitagraph Blue Ribbon features, was completing the production of " The Song of the
Soul," in which Miss Joyce is featured,
when he received word that his home in
England had been bombed by the Germans
in their last air raid. The house, which
is located in London and was partially destroyed, was formerly the property of his
father, the celebrated William Terriss, and
contained many interesting theatrical relics,
the loss of which is irreparable.

Society Girls See " A

Son

Under of
the guidance
of Miss Rose
TSipDemocracy
"
ley, special traveling representative of Paramount, aprivate showing of " The Son of
Democracy " was given to a large party of
young society women last week at the executive offices of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation. Benjamin Chapin, who
interprets the role of Lincoln and who
wrote and produced the series of features,
addressed the audience on incidents connected with the production of the film. The
party later accepted the invitation of Adolph
Zukor to visit the Fifty-sixth street studios where Billie Burke was making some
scenes for " Let's Get a Divorce," and Pauline Frederick for "The Resurrection."
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Big Moments, in Recruiting, Fighting and in Saving
the Heroine
Said Guyto Empey
Be Numerous
in " Over the Top," Vitagraph's Patriotic Feature in
Which
Sergeant Are
Arthur
Is Featured
Louise

Glaum Starts Work
with Paralta
Louise Glaum has started work on the
production in which she will make her
debut as a Paralta star. The title of the
play is " The Snapdragon " and it was
written especially for Miss Glaurti by
Monte J. Katterjohn. It is a drama of
international intrigue and unlike Miss
Glaum's former productions affords the
star an opportunity to display her ability
in the realm of straight emotional drama
rather than as a vampire.
Two more productions starring Miss
Glaum have already been arranged for by
the Paralta -scenario department, one being
the work of Thomas J. Geraghty and the
other by Julian Louis Lamothe.
" Jack " O'Brien to Direct
Doris Kenyon
John B. ("Jack") O'Brien has been
chosen by De Luxe Pictures, Inc., to direct
the production of " The Street of Seven
Stars," the first picture presenting Doris
Kenyon as the head of her own company.
He expects to start actual work on the
feature, which is to be of seven reels, on
or about March 10.
Mr. O'Brien directed a number of pictures with Mary Pickford, including
" Hulda from Holland," " The Foundling "
and others considered among her best. He
has also directed Blanche Sweet, Lillian
Gish, Dorothy Gish, Alice Brady, Charlotte
Walker, Emmy Whelan, Bessie Love,
Louise Huff, Olive Tell, Edna Goodrich
and many other stars.
Mary

Pickford Writes Her
Life Story
For some months Mary Pickford has
been quietly engaged in writing the history
of her career, and it is expected that " Mary
Pickf ord's Own Story " will ultimately go
to the public in serial form.
The date of the appearance of the first
instalment as well as the name of the medium of publication have not been announced. Itis planned to issue the story
in book form, and arrangements are already being made to have it translated into
all languages.

Gambling
Crusade will
Theme
World
WORLD
FILM CORPORATION
Park theatreofin New
York city.F'ilm
Coincirelease on March 4, on its regular
dent with the renewed interest on the part
of the American public in the tragic fate of
program, " Spurs of Sybil," with Alice
Brady as the featured player. The picture
Belgium as a result of this nation's entry
deals with the subject of gambling and is into the war, an Alice Brady picture was
regarded as particularly timely right now
called " The Maid of Belgium."
when New York city is in the throes of a screened,
Again, in line with the organized efforts
sensational gambling crusade.
to bring the public to a realization of the
importance of a rejuvenation of patriotism.
A scrutiny of past releases will bear out
the contention that the value of timeliness
World Pictures produced a screen drama
has been always emphasized by World Picrevolving about the career of Alexandertures. Contemporaneous with the news of Hamilton,
titled " The Beautiful Mrs. Reythe fall of the Romanoff monarchy and the
nolds," with Carlyle Blackwell, June Elstory of the monk Rasputin, first discredvidge and an all-star cast. A future releaseited and then spread broadcast when veriin March is " The Cross Bearer," which is
fied, "Rasputin, the Black Monk," was reconcerned with the career of Cardinal'
leased on the World program, which pic- Mercier as the protector of the oppressed'
ture incidentally had an extended run at the Belgian
people.

''Mickey" Meets Demand
for Light Comedy
when they acquired the rights to Mabel
AN official of the Western Import Company, in commenting upon the need
Normand in ' Mickey,' the officials proof good comedy, quotes the editor of
nouncing ither masterpiece.
Motion Picture News in a recent edi"
There
is not much about ancient historytorial. He said:
or blood shed in ' Mickey '— just a sweet
charming love story about a little girl
" In a recent editorial, William A. Johnston, president of the Motion Picture
you will never forget, a story with a lot
NewSj stated that comedy and society
of action and ' go,' and Mabel Normand
dramas were wanted of the ' best seller in a part that gives full scope for her
story ' variety, and supported by heart in- beauty and charm. Her characterization
terest, and that particularly for light of this lovable child shows a depth anddramas, there is an unusual demand; that an incisive appreciation of art that Miss
Normand has never had a chance to show
people will want to be amused this year,
and that producers would do well to bear before. ' Mickey ' confirms her right to be
this fact in mind.
known as the greatest comedienne on the
" The foresight of the Western Import
screen, also as one of the prettiest girlsCompany along these lines is clearly shown
in America — and that means the world."
Film
to Distribute Rothacker
Hoffman
last named subject, Mr. Hoffman said:
M. H. Hoffman, Foursquare Pictures,
announces that in addition to making ar" People are just beginning to awake to
the fact that food is one of the vital elerangements to distribute for the Naval
ments in our combat with the enemy.
ReHef League' a film entitled, " Our Boys
Food
and
and men — all are of
and Our Boys," showing the work that is the utmost munitions
value. Foursquare Exchanges
being done at the Great Lakes Relief
Training Station, Illinois, he has arranged
everywhere are getting behind this film'
with push and vim. We will put it in.
with W. M. Rothacker, of the Rothacker
Film Manufacturing Company, to dis- every motion picture theatre in the country which has a management that has a
tribute the one-reel subject, "Food Will
vestige of patriotism — and that meansthe War." upon the intention of the
WinCommenting
nearly all of them."
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Forbes-Robertson
Arrangements Made with Producers
to Exhibitors, Affiliated, to Release "The Passing of the
Third
Floor Back"
PRODUCERS to Exhibitors, Affiliated,
will distribute " The Passing of the
Third Floor Back," the Herbert Brenon
production featuring Sir Johnston ForbesRobertson in the stellar role, according to
an announcement by Mr. Brenon. This is
the first Brenon production to pass
through the new organization of eight
independent producers with which Mr.
Brenon has aligned himself.
" The Passing of the Third Floor Back"
was completed about one month ago at
the Brenon studios. It presents Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson in the role that he
played so successfully on the stage and
marks his American debut in the film
world. The eminent English actor came
to America for the sole purpose of trans-

Feature
Ready
fcrring to the screen his beloved characterization of the Stranger. The supporting cast includes Molly Pearson, who
created the role of the Slavey in the
original London production, in which part
she will again be seen ; George Le Guere,
Ketty Galanta, Augusta Haviland, Ricca
Allen, and others.
In the screen production Mr. Brenon
has somewhat elaborated on the original
play, endeavoring to develop wherever possible the underlying purpose of the drama
in accordance with the possibilities presented by the screen.
The Forhes-Robertson feature will probably be the first production to be released
through the new plan of Producers to
Exhibitors, Affiliated, which, Mr. Brenon
contends, embodies in the main all that
he has stood out for so uncompromisingly,
namely, the elimination of the middleman
and the bringing of producer and exhibitor in direct contact with each other.

Fox
Completes
Divorce
Propaganda
Film
num productions, and Jewel Carmen in
A TELEGRAM received at the William Fox offices from the western
" The Kingdom of Love."
Mr. Lloyd now possesses one of the Ijcst
studios at Hollj-wood, Cal., announces
known
names as a director in the motion
that Director Frank Lloyd has completed
the divorce propaganda production on picture business. " Les Miserables," no
doubt, is his best piece of work, and it
which he has been 'engaged for some time.
The film is now en route to the Eastern
seems destined to live always.
offices and the present expectation is that
it will be released about March 10 as the
Standard Picture following the Jane and
Katlierine Lee feature, "American Buds."
Bertha Mann is cast in the Lloyd pla\
as Ethel Langdon, the neglected wife of
a rich man who is divorced by him and
subsequently becomes Claire, the pro
prietor of a fashionable gambling resort.
The role of John Langdon, her husband,
is played by Charles Clary, and Rhea
Mitchell has the part of the couple's
daughter, Florence, who has been raised
in the belief that her mother is dead. Bertram Grassby as Stanley Merrill is a former sweetheart of Mrs. Langdon and the
unnamed corespondent in the husband's
divorce case. Fred Church appears as
Bruce Livingston, the district attorney,
who marries Florence Langdon and who
tries later to divorce her. Others who
have prominent roles are Edward Davis,
Willard Louis and Al Fremont.
The production, the name of which has
not been announced, represents Director
Lloyd's written
development
of his and
ownhadidea,
he
having
the scenario
entire
charge of the picture from the outset. His
other recent dramas include " Les Miserables," " The Heart of a Lion " and
Peggy Hyland's
FirstDebtPicture
for William
Fox
"When a Man Sees Red." William FarIs •' The
of Honor
"

Picture

News

Fairbanks Picture Held
Over Again
A telegram received at the New York
headquarters of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation announces that Clune's
Auditorium has started on its third week's
run of the Douglas Fairbanks-Artcraft
picture, " A Modern Musketeer," which
was produced under the direction of Allan
Dwan several months ago in the Grand
Canyon. It is stated that the Auditorium
will perhaps hold the feature over for
four weeks.

General Film Names OneReel Comedies
Neal Burns and Gertrude Selby are
featured in a one-reel Selburn comedy,
" His College Proxy," released this week
by General Film Company. This is the
fourth of the Selburn Comedies and is
said to maintain the high standard set by
the previous releases.
General Film also announces another
Jaxon Comedy for release this week, the
title being " Marooned." This will be followed by " Sherman Was Right," a farce
of domestic life.
"The

Unbeliever" Shown
in Baltimore

A preliminary showing of " The Unbeliever," the new production by the Perfection Pictures Corporation, was held at the
New theatre, Baltimore, February 3. All
the exhibitors of the city were invited to
\ icw the film, which had attracted wide attention among the Baltimore picture men.
Marguerite Courtot has the leading role.
The showing was arranged by R. Berger,
manager of the Washington branch of Perfection pictures.
Mastercraft Begins First
Production
Work has been started in the Paralta
studios in Los Angeles, on the first Mastercraft production which will be a screen
version of Thomas Dixon's novel, " The
One Woman." 'Hie scenario was prepared from Mr. Dixon's book by J. Grubb
Alexander and Fred Myton. The picture
is being directed by Reginald Barker and
tiie management of the production is in
charge of F. Eugene Farnsworth, who has
charge of the Mastercraft interests in California.
" The One Woman " is the first of the
series of special productions to be issued
by the Mastercraft company, which will
be
takenworks.
from the best of Mr. Dixon's
literary
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Triangle

Arranges

March
Program
were
announced
last week. The new reSchedules Eleven Pictures That Promise Unusually Diversified
leases
are
"
The
Turn of a Card," with
Bill^ — Olive Thomas Heads List in
An Heiress for a
J. Warren Kerrigan, which is released
February
15; "Within
Cup,"1, with
Day " — Roy Stewart Feature Included
Bessie Barriscale,
releasedtheMarch
and
ASSERTING that " diversity " is the keynote of its releases for the month
"
Humdrum
Brown,"
with
Henry
B.
of March, just as the idea has been followed out in former Triangle
Walthall, released March 15.
programs, Triangle Distributing Corporation this week announced that the
The fortnightly release plan would have
moved all of these plays up two weeks,
new schedule includes eleven pictures. " These should in every way," said
as the third of the Paralta Plays, with
Triangle, " substantiate our policy of diversified program features."
Several well known Triangle stars will be presented in the March line-up,
Henry B. Walthall in "His Robe of
among them Olive Thomas, who heads the list; Roy Stewart in a Western,
Honor," was released January 15. Owing
to the shutdown of industry for the conMyrtle Lind in " Nancy Come Home " and Dorothy Dalton in a t\^•o-reel
servation of fuel, however, the printing
feature.
"Heiress for Day" Opens
Olive Thomas opens the month's program
in " An Heiress for a Day," a new comedj'
drama directed by Jack Dillon, in which
she is supported by Joe King, a leading
man new to Triangle colors. Miss Thomas,
who is said to equal, if not surpass her
clever work in " Indiscreet Corinne " and
" Limousine Life," has a charming role,
according to Triangle, as a little manicurist with whom fickle fortune trifles.
The second feature for the week of
March 3 is " The Shoes That Danced," an
adaptation of John A. Morosco's American Magazine story dealing with life on
the fringe of New York's underworld, in
which Pauline Starke, Wallace McDonald
and Dick Rosson are featured.
A Saturday Evening Post story by FredBechdolt,
" The
Rockof Breed,"
is theeric
first
release
for Hard
the week
March
10, showing J. Barney Sherry and Jack
Curtis as the two typical hard rock men,
and including in the cast Margery Wilson
and Jack Livingston. The other feature is
" The Sea Panther," an elaborate costume
picture with William Desmond in the titlerole, as a swashbuckling pirate of the days
of Captain Kidd. Mary Warren, who has
been with the Triangle forces for some
time, makes her initial appearance as leading woman, with Mr. Desmond. The Clara
Morris wardrobe was utilized in providing
costumes for this play.
New Two-Gun Production
For the week of March 17, Roy Stewart
stars in a new Western thriller, " Faith Endurin'," by Kenneth B. Clarke — said to be
the strongest vehicle for a two-gun hero
in which Stewart has ever been cast. Supporting the cowboy star are Miss Fritzi
Ridgeway and a carefully selected cast.
" The Answer," a socialistic drama starring
Alma Rubens, is the second release. Joe
King enacts the role of John Warfield, Socialist, and the supporting cast also includes
Claire Anderson, former Triangle-Keystone
ingenue, Francis McDonald, recently seen
as the highwayman in " The Gun Woman,"
Jean Hersholt, Wilbur Higbee and Betty
Pearce.
" Nancy Comes Home," Jack Dillon's latest subject, features Myrtle Lind, late of
the Triangle-Keystone bevy of beauties,
and Jack Gilbert, who has recently returned
to the Triangle fold. Myrtle Rishell, a
newcomer at the Culver City Studios, appears as a society matron. The adventures
of a young school girl, who, neglected by
her society mamma, cultivates the acquaint-

of the second Kerrigan picture, " The Turn
of a Card," was held up so that it was
decided to move the whole series ahead
two weeks, to give the laboratory ample
time for thoroughly good work. There
will, however, be no further postponement, as the other pictures announced are
alread\- in work.
Pathe

Winifred Allen, In Triangle Plays
ance of the family chauffeur are divertingly
portrayed in this comedy-drama.
Pauline Starke Featured
The second release for the week of the
24th is " Innocent's Progress," a society
drama featuring Pauline Starke, and numbering in the supporting body Lillian West,
Jack Livingston, Charles Dorian and Curley Baldwin. Little Miss Starke, who is
featured for the third time under the direction of Frank Borzage, enacts the role
of a young country girl, who is driven from
home by the false accusations of narrowminded parents, and seeks her fortune in a
large city.
Dorothy Dalton is presented in a tworeel feature, " The Unfaithful," released
March 31, a play with a dramatic plot,
which affords Miss Dalton opportunity
for emotional acting.
In " The Marriage Bubble," a three-reel
comedy-drama, William Desmond appears
in a dual role. " Another Foolish Virgin "
completes the month's program. This picture is based on W. Carey Wonderley's
story of the same title, and has been
adapted for the screen by Charles J. Wilson, of the Triangle staff. It is described as
a society drama offering an unusual theme
for a dramatic production, and included in
the cast are; Margery Wilson, Texas Guinan, last seen in the title-role in " The Gun
Woman"; Mildred Delfino, Francis McDonald, Lee Hill and George Pearce.
Hodkinson Announces
Paralta Releases
Three new releases, carrying the W. W.
Hodkinson
Corporation's
endar for Paralta
Plays updistribution
to ]\larch cal15,

Devotes

Attention

to

Short Reels
Pathe has recognized the importance of
short subjects to the exhibitor by putting
on its weekly program one-reel and splitreel subjects of wide diversity, with the
result that their true value is now recognized by the best houses. There is now
issued each week a one-reel scenic or educational, and quite often the scenic is colored in the famous Pathe color; the
Hearst-Pathe News ; an animated cartoon
by one of the artists of the Hearst organization (two of the subjects are the Katzenjammer Kids and Happy Hooligan), generally split with an educational : and a
one-reel Lloyd comedy. Every other week
is issued the Argus Pictorial covering art,
science and industry. Once a month comes
a two-reel Toto comedy.
Pathe believes that if particular attention is paid by exhibitors to films of this
class the results will more than compensate for the effort.

Judge Brown Stories
Changed Around
Because of delays in the production program of the Boy City Film Company at
Los Angeles, there has been a slight
change in the order in which the subjects
already completed are released. The new
order, as announced by General Film Company, the distributor of these two-part
" Stories of Youth," is : " Tad's Swimming
Hole," "Marrying Off Dad," "The
Preacher's Son," " Thief or Angel " and
" The Accusing Toe." With this new alignment the release of the Judge Brown
Stories will be continued without interruption.
Street
Main duces
street in Ouchgosh,
hitherto"
" Main the
Repro
sleepy village that is expected to wake up
in Fatty Arbuckle's forthcoming Paramount comedy, " The Bell Boy," is said to
be
replica of the usual town's
chiefa perfect
thoroughfare.
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Ann

Murdock

in

Will Show a Dazzling Array of
Gowns in " My Wife," Next in
Mutnal's Star Production
Series
•*'VY7 EARING some stunning gowns of
»» the ultra-fasliionablc mode, one of
which is said to be the ultimate word in
decollete," to quote from an advanci'
announcement of the Mutual Film Corporation, Ann Murdock will shortly be seen
in a screen production of " My Wife,"
which is to be released by Mutual in its
star production series February 18. The
picture was made under the direction of
Dell Henderson at the Empire All Star
studios.
■■ My Wife " is an adaptation
the play
by Michael Morton, which had anof extended
run both in America and London and
achieved a tremendous stage success with
Billie Burke when first produced in New
^'ork.
wasthea film
starring
vehicle
for JohnOriginall
Drew, ybutit in
version
the
play was altered to provide a stellar part
for Miss Murdock as Beatrice Hammond,
Avho is "My Wife."
The story presents the amusing and interesting complications developed by a marriage of convenience entered into by
Beatrice who, in order to comply with the
conditions of a codicil in licr wealthsaunt's will, in which she is left a million
■dollars on condition that she marry before
she is eighteen, marries her guardian " in
•name only," with the intention of securing

Unusual

Role

Billie Rhodes, In Mutual-Strand Comedies
a divorce when her lover returns from the
front.
Rex MacDougal, whose work in " The
Three Bears " will be recalled, has the part
of the husband, and others in the cast are
Amy Veness, who has appeared with Mme.
Nazimova, Tyrone Power, Ethel Barrymore, and other stars; Ferdinand Gottschalk, who plays " Gibby Gore," the part
he created in the stage version ; Hubert
Drucc, Grace Carlyle, Dudley Hill and
Carl Sauermann.
Mutual Weekly is released February 18
and " Miss Cinderella," a Strand comedy
featuring Billie Rhodes, is scheduled for
release the 19th.

Ten
Paralta Plays Await Distribution
T X an announcement this week Paralta
plot intrigue with light humorous touches.
made known it has already completed
While these ten features are awaiting
and ready for release ten productions, all release dates, the entire organization at
in seven reels. These pictures, with stars
the Paralta studios, including the three
who have previously been announced, were
stars above mentioned and Louise Glaum,
made at the Paralta studios in Los Angeles
who has just started work on " The Snapunder the supervision of Robert Brunton.
dragon," her first production under the
Henry B. Walthall has finished two
Paralta banner, is busy preparing other
more pictures, " Humdrum Brown " and
plays.
" With Hoops of Steel." Each of these
productions, it is said, presents him in
widely differentiating characters.
Edward Comedy
Earle in Timely
Bessie Barriscale has five completed pictures ready for the exhibitors. They are,
Edward Earle, star of the Vitagraph
" Madam Who," a mystery story ; " Within
comedies, has finished his work in the onethe
emotional
with
the Cup,"
life ofan the
artists drama
in the dealing
Paris Latin
reelcr, " Coals for the Fire." As may be
imagined from the title, the story is built
Quarter and in Bohemian Washington
around the extraordinary coal situation
Square, New York City ; " Rose o' Parathat has existed in the country for many
dise," an adaption of Grace Miller White's
weeks past. Earle, in his role of a faithAmerican novel; "Blindfolded," a story
ful husband, is hard put to it to get coal
of the underworld, and another producfor his home, so he hires out as a coal
tion yet unnamed, which has just been
wagon driver and each load of coal he is
-ompleted
li. West. under the direction of Raymond
ordered
to deliver he puts in his own cellar.
J. Warren Kerrigan has two pictures, a
melodrama and a comedy-drama which arc
now booking. The first is "A Man's Man,"
which is a screen version of Peter B. Triangle Reissues in Boston
It was announced this week that Boston
Kync's novel of the same title.
The comedy-drama is " The Turn of a Photoplay Company has bought the rights
of the Triangle re-issues of the Triangle
Card," written by Frederick Chapin and
directed by Oscar Apfel. Mr. Kerrigan is Distributing Corporation for New Engabout to start on his third Paralta Play,
land, and all the re-issues will Ijc on the
regular Boston programs.
:i romantic comf:'1y-flrama which combines

Picture

News

Harry Carey Appears as
Owen Wister Hero
With " A Woman's Fool " scheduled for
early release, film fans are shortly due to
see Harry Carey in the role of one of
Owen Wister's most popular heroes.
" A Woman's Fool " is based upon Wisicr's Western romance, "Lin McLean."
Originally published in 1903, the book ran
through several editions and, next to "The
Virginian," of which it is the sequel, is
considered the most popular of the Owen
Wister romances.
Harry Carey is said to be excellently cast
in the role of the cowpuncher. The production was directed by Jack Ford, who
is responsible for all the recent Harry
Carey pictures. The cast surrounding the
Universal star includes M. K. Wilson, as
the gentle "Virginian;" Ed Jones, as
" Honey " Wiggin ; Vesta Pegg, as Tommy,
the Western Beau Brummel ; Betty
Schadek,
" biscuit and
shooter
Roy Clark,asasKatie,
Billy, the
the orphan,
Molly;"
Malone, as Jessamine Buckner. •
Chapin

Second

Episode

Changed About
An announcement from Al Lichtman,
general manager of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, calls attention to a
change in the release schedule of Paramount's Ben Chapin series, " The Son of
Democracy." The first episode entitled,
" My Mother," will be released February
11 as originally announced. The second
offering, however, will be " A Call to
Arms," in place of " My Father." The
second release will be presented to the
public commencing February 18. The
third offering
February
25. will be " My Father," on
The first three releases as mentioned
above, are now finished and have already
been shipped to the various exchanges
throughout the country.
"Broadway
Northern Bill''
Setting Has
"Broadway Bill" is the title of Harold
Lockwood's newest Metro all-star series
production, released February 11. The
scenes are laid in northern Maine. A characteristic Metro cast appears in Mr. Lockwood's support, including Martha Mansfield, Stanton Heck, William Clifford, Bert
Starkey, Cornish Beck, W. W. Black, Raymond C. Hadley and Blanche Davenport.
The story was written by Fred J. Balshofer, who also directed its production.
Fox-Lehrman Satire on
Human
Nature
Another of the Fox-Lclirman Sunshine
comedies will be released February 17. It is
titled "Arc Married Policemen Safe?" and
is said to be a satire on human nature as
evidenced in the administration of justice.
A crusade against women wearing clothes
which are more abbreviated than the law
allows results in policemen and jurists being captivated by their captives. A railroad
train running straight through a station is
one of the incidents of the action.
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Goldwin's Whim Girl, Mae Marsh, Is Said to Add Even Another Enigmatical Twist to Her Personality In "The Beloved Traitor"
Lowry

Film Claims Good
Record
The Goldwyn Distributing Corporation
announces that up to the close of the first
week in February, Ira M. Lowry's production of " For the Freedom of the World,"
which is released by Goldwyn as a special,
had been played to capacity business by
more than a thousand exhibitors in the
United States and Canada. Moreover,
according to Goldwyn, new . contracts are
coming in at the rate of more than 100 a
day, many exhibitors who played to capacity business calling for repeat dates.
Goldwyn also states that " The Manxman " has set new records for special production bookings, and that business in the
smaller towns is correspondingly as great
as that recorded in the larger centers.
Song of Songs " February
Artcraft
The initial offering for February under
the Artcraft banner is Elsie Ferguson's
newest screen production, " The Song of
Songs." The screen adaptation was made
by Charles Maigne, and the production
was directed by Joseph Kaufman. The
cast includes Cecil Fletcher, Craufurd
Kent, Frank Losee, Robert Cummings,
Corinne Uzell, Gertrude Berkeley and
Henry Leone.
The release date is February 11.
Underworld

Seen

in New

Triangle Drama
In " angle
ThedramaShoes
That Danced,"
the Trischeduled
for the week
of
March 3, many angles of life on the fringe
of New York's underworld are presented.
The play has been adapted from the magazine story by John A. Morose. Pictures
of gang killings, views of corners on the
East Side and gambling and cabaret
scenes have been reproduced. Wallace McDonald and Pauline Stark are the featured
players, and the supporting cast includes
Dick Rosson, Anna Dodge, Lydia Yeamans Titus, Anne Kromon, Edward Brady
and William Dyer. Frank Borzage has
the direction.

Four

New

Goldwyns

News That a Second Mary Garden
Production
Is Completed, Expected To Be a Surprise for
Goldwyn Exhibitors
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION, making public the names of
four new productions for immediate release, will no doubt take exhibitors by
surprise with the announcement that it has
a second Mary Garden production fully
completed and includes this among its
regular releases at the same price that
Goldwyn exhibitors pay for all other Goldwyn Pictures.
The title of Miss Garden's second picture is " The Splendid Sinner," from an
original story by Kate Jordan — a melodramatic society story.
The next four Goldwyn releases following Madge
" Our Little
Wife,"
which
has Kennedy
just beenin released
throughout
the world, are :
February 24, Mae Marsh in " The Beloved Traitor," from the successful novel
of the same name by Frank L. Packard;
March 10, Mabel Normand in " The Floor
Below," by Elaine Sterne ; March 24,
Madge Kennedy in " A Dangerous Game,"
by Roy Somerville ; April 7, Mary Garden
in " The Splendid Sinner," by Kate Jordan.
" The Beloved Traitor," Mae Marsh's
next production, is claimed to rank with
" Polly of the Circus " and " Cinderella Man " in the opportunities it gives this
star. It is exploited by Goldwyn as being
" the story of the good girl who whipped
a vampire." " The Floor Below," Mabel
Normand's second Goldwyn Picture, is
also a mystery story of a different type,
and besides being packed with dramatic action and incident, it is said to contain a
tremendous amount of fun, laughter and
pathos, with a corking love story thrown
in for good measure. To date Madge
Kennedy's screen productions have been
farce comedies, but "A Dangerous Game"
is an entirely different tj-pe of dramatic picture — a type of role that Miss
Kennedy has never had before, either on
the stage or screen.

Announced

Last
Fall, while
Thais " was
still being assembled
and "arranged
for showing,
Mary Garden plunged into the making of
her second Goldwyn picture. Not more
than one hundred persons in the entire industry— and most of those were on the
Goldwyn pay-roll — knew that Miss Garden
was to make a second Goldwyn production so quickly. This second picture was
completed even in advance of the release
of " Thais," and has been held back as a
surprise for Goldwyn customers. The production was directed by Edwin Carewe.
In addition to having these next four
pictures complete and ready for shipment
to all of its branches throughout the
world, Goldwyn also has completed three
more releases, these being the release for
the third Sunday in April and the two releases for the month of May.
Buffalo Theatre Hits High
Mark
Mutual Film Corporation this week an- .
nounced that Keith's theatre in Buffalo has
hit a high mark with the series of twelve
Mutual-Chaplin comedies. The entire
series, it is said, has been repeated eight
times in the Buffalo house, a total of
ninetj-six runs from twelve releases.
Figures from one territory, Mutual says,
show that fourteen theatres have run the
whole series of Mutual-Chaplins an average of thirty-four times, nearly three times
for each release.
MacLane the
Picture
Loop Opens

in

Mary MacLane's " ]\Ien Who Have
Made Love to Me," opened Sunday, February 3,for an indefinite run in The Band
Box, Chicago.
Since chestra
the Hall,picture's
premiere
in theUltra
Orthis George
K. Spoor
feature has been widely advertised and
commented on, and early reports from the
Band Box indicate that the picture is
dcawing splendid patronage.
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Changes in Schedule of
Fox Specials
Three changes in the schedule of Fox
Special Features releases were announced
last week. The Tom Mix production,
" Six-Shooter Andy," originally set for
February 24 and later moved along to
March 3, has been restored to its original
place on the calendar. The March 3 release will be " The Girl With the Chamin which
JewelforCarmen
is the
star. pagne
ThisEyes,"had
been set
February
24
and
now
changes
places
with
the
Mix
drama.
The third change is the elimination from
the present schedule of a George Walsh
comedy,
titled for
" The
Kid 31Isrelease.
Clever,"There
and
set tentatively
March
are no changes in the other March releases. The
"
Debt of Honor," Peggy
Hyland's first picture for Fox, will be
available March 10 ; " Woman and the
Law," an R. A. Walsh production having
an all-star cast, March 17, and Virginia
Pearson's
March 24. drama, " A Daughter of France,"

" Gripping " Is the Term UsedWith
In Describing
Moments
In " Sedgwick
Keith of the Border," a Triangle Play,
Norbert Gills
and Josie

Picture
''Border"
inthe Triangle
Royone Stewart
As
of its releases for
week of of February
17 is "His Double Life" and
features Ray Griffith, Claire Anderson and
February 17 Triangle offers " Keith
of the Border," a picturization of Randall
Dorothy Hagar. " Their Undercover Capers " -and "A Full Dress Fizzle" are the
Parrish's story of the same name. Roy
week's one-reel Triangle Komcdies.
Stewart, Triangle's cowboy star, is presented in the leading role, whicli gives him opportunity to display his horsemanship and
fistic prowess. He appears as a Texas
Ranger, who routs the notorious leader of Fox Juvenile Stars Support
the " wolves " and rescues the Southern
Tom Mix
girl whom the bandit has kidnapped. Josie
Sedgwick is given her first opportunity in
" Six Shooter Andy," starring Tom Mix,
a dual role, playing the part of a typical is announced as one of the William Fox
daughter of the South, as well as that of a March releases. The cast includes several
dancing girl.
of the children who had roles in " Jack
Director Cliff Smith is said to have se- and the Beanstalk " and similar Fox productions, among the juvenile stars being
cured unusually good atmosphere for this
picture and some of the scenes have the Georgic Stone, Virginia Lee Corbin, Violet Radcliffc, Buddie Messinger, Lewis
picturesque Mohave desert as background.
The trick photography, necessitated by the Sargent, Raymond Lee, Bculah Burns and
Vivian Plank.
dual role Miss Sedgwick plays, is considered remarkable, and in the closing scene
she is seen clasped in her own arms. Several spectacular feats of horsemanship are
Double Exposure Kiss by
worthy of comment. An ancient prairie
schooner, surrounded by many historical
Gladys Brockwell
associations, was used by Triangle and is
seen ablaze on the prairie.
Photography of a decidedly unusual
nature, a feature of which is a double
The second Triangle release of the week
exposure kiss, is claimed for "The Moral
is " From Two to Six," featuring Winifred
Allen, and presents a theme dealing with
Law," a William Fox Special Feature rethe adventures of the heroine in trailing a
leased February 17, starring filadys Brockfemale German spy. Many of the cast sup- well. Miss Brockwell lias the dual role
porting Miss Allen have appeared on the of half-sisters of very dissimilar dispositions and decidedly different conditions of
legitimate stage, among them being Robert
Fisher, Forrest Robinson. Earl Fox, Rcilly upbringing. The two appear on the screen
at the same time on numerous occasions.
Hatch, Clarence Handysides and Margaret
Greene. The production was directed by The kissing takes place when the two girls
.Mbert Parker under the supervision of meet in South America and is declared to
.Mien Dwan.
be done with such exactness as to register
perfectly and realistically.
TTie Keystone comedy, released the week

Southern
House Uses
Mutual Films
Walter Crosby, resident manager of the
Byers theatre, the Fort Worth house of the
Interstate Amusement Company, is said to
be pleased over the quality of Mutual productions which have been showing on his
screen.
" I can only speak the highest of your
pictures," he said in a letter. " Everything
that goes to make a feature is embodied
in your film, and I dare say they are second best to none. In fact, they are so far
ahead of anything yet shown in this city,
I feel that I am giving my patrons the
cream of motion pictures. I dare say
again that I believe the Byers theatre in
Fort Worth is now showing the greatest
program for liic money in the State of
Metro-Drew Comedy at
Texas." Food Meetings
Twenty-seven food conservation meetings recently have made use of the MetroDrew picture, " The Patriot," starring Mr.
and Mrs. Sidney Drew. " The Patriot " is
said to be a real " Hoover " picture, which
is credited by Food Administrator Hoover
as being of the utmost importance in interesting the households of America in this
important subject.
One of the largest meetings, at which
" The Patriot " was used as the climax of
the program, was the recent food conservation meeting of the Patriotic Food
League at the Century theatre, New York.
A Power projecting machine was installed
in the theatre for the express purpose of
showing " The Patriot."
Draws Like a Magnet
Agnes Ayrcs, co-star with Edward Earle
in Vitagraph Comedies, drew the folk in
the vicinity of her home town, Carbondale,
111., into the local theatre in great numi)ers at a recent showing of " His Wife
Got All the Credit."

February
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Woman

Between

Friends " Ready
ALICE JOYCE'S first feature of the
new i'ear, " The Woman Between
Friends," is announced for release February 11 by Albert E. Smith, president of
Vitagraph. This Blue Ribbon feature, Mr.
Smith says, is one of the most pretentious
.five-reel subjects put forth in many months
and one of the strongest dramas in which
Aliss Joyce ever has appeared. The plaj'
was adapted from the Robert W. Chambers novel, " Between Friends," and was
produced under the direction of Tom
Terriss. Alarc MacDermott appears opposite Miss Joyce in the principal male
role and the cast includes among others
"Walker.
Mother " Mary Maurice and Robert
" The Woman Between Friends " was
several months in the making and is said to
be one of the most expensive five-reel pictures ever produced by Vitagraph. To start
with, the rights to the Chambers story are
said to have cost in the neighborhood of
ten thousand dollars, and for one episode, a
scene of revelry during the carnival at Nice,
France, more than five hundred persons
were employed. Fresh flowers costing
$1,000 were used in this scene, and the set
is declared to be one of the richest obtainable.
Many of the scenes carrying the action
in the South of France are actual reproductions, made under the direction of Mr.
Terriss, who was a regular visitor to Nice
during the carnival period.
It is in this production that Alice Joyce
portrays for the first . time since her advent into motion pictures a role that was
hers in real life — that of a model.
President Smith declares without equivocation that in " The Woman Between
Friends " Miss Joyce appears more beautiful than in any picture she ever made.
In the early part of the production she is
a demure flower girl in Nice, later is transported to Paris as a sculptor's model and
there, as the object of the love of two
boyhood friends, is the pivot on which
revolves a drama of great intensity.

" The Thing We Love "Released by Paramount
Paramount will present Wallace Reid and
Kathhrn Williams in its next release, " The
Thing We Love," a picturization by Har\-ey
Thew. of the story by H. B. and M. G.
Daniel. The storj' sounds a patriotic note,
and is said to embody a series of sensational incidents.
Mr. Reid and Miss Williams were the costars of " Big Timber," a previous Paramount release. The supporting cast includes Tullv Marshall, Mavme Kelso,
Charles
Ogle the
and production.
Billy Elmer." Lou Tellegen
directed
Barclay Comedy Scheduled
"Check Your Hat, Sir?" a one-reel Essanay comedy, featuring the comedian, Don
Barclay, has been completed, and will be
released on the General Film program February 16.

''House
of Glass"
Select Will Present Clara Kimball
Young
in Prison
Garb — Star
Begins New Feature with
Costly Gowns
S-.LECT PICTURES
this week
nounced that Clara Kimball
Young an-in
prison garb is the novel sight which will
greet this screen star's many admirers when
the " House of Glass " is released hy Select
Pictures Corporation within the next few
weeks.
Miss Young has created many roles during her life on the screen, but it remained
for " The House of Glass " to present her
in stripes and lock step — or the modern
equivalent which present-day prison reform
has substituted for those time-honored earmarks of the jail bird.
In " The House of Glass," the first view
of the screen version of which was had
by Select officials during the last few daj-s.
Miss Young plays the part of a young girl
who, believing herself on the threshold of a
happy marriage, finds herself landed in the
Tombs so charged with complicity in a
major robbery that proof of her innocence
is impossible. It is while serving the resultant prison term that Miss Young — discarding for once the habiliments in which she
has made so many screen pictures — appears
in one reel in the drab garb of a Blackwell's Island inmate. It is said to be a novel
view of Clara Kimball Young.
The cutting of " The House of Glass "—
which is a screen version following closeh'
the storv' of the play of the same name by
Max Alarcin — is progressing rapidly under
the close attention of Miss Young and Emile Chautard, who directed the piece.
Meanwhile, however, the star is engrossed in the preparations for her next
Select production, a screen version of Eli-

Comedy

Dominates

Comes

Soon

" ThePresents
House Clara
of Glass," Through
Select,
PrisonKimball
InmateYoung As a
nor Glyn's serial, " The Reason Why."
The gowns for this production, which is
to be most lavish from a sartorial point of
view, are now being made.
" The Reason Why " will be directed by
Robert G. Vignola, and Louis Physioc
will do the camera work. The actual filming of the piece has begun in the New
Rochelle studios.

Universal New
Program
flicted
upon
the
heroine
by
a black-hearted
uWriLD WOMEN," a five-reel feature
VV on the order of the old Harry ■' villun." This comedy is in two reels.
The serials for the week include Episode
Carej' subject, " Love's Lariat," is Uni14 of " The Alystery Ship,'" and Episode 4
versal's lead off card in the program schedof •' The Bull's Eye." In the first, " The
uled for release during the week of FebMasked tinuesRiders,"
the Man
Mystery
ruary 25. It tells the story of the advento exert his
effortsof on
behalfcon-of
tures which befall Cheyenne Harry and
Betty Lee, as enacted hy Neva Gerber and
his pardners, following a wild and woolly
Miles Gaston, as portrayed by Ben Wilson.
celebration of the former's victory at a As in previous episodes of this powerful
Rodeo. In the cast surrounding Harry
Carey are Alolly iMalone, ]\Iartha Mattox, serial, a number of unusual photographic
Vesta Pegg and Edward Jones.
effects are introduced. " Still in the Ring "
" Watch Your. Watch " is the Nestor
is
the title
of Cody
the fourth
Bull's Eyeup"
episode.
In it,
is seen " following
comedy for the week. It features Eileen
his
pursuit
of
Sweeney.
Sedgewick and Ernie Shields, who have
The Universal Animated Weekly, the
appeared in many Universal productions.
The plot revolves about the efforts of a Universal Current Events and the Universal Screen Magazine are also included
girl to keep from her fiance tlie knowledge that another admirer has presented in the week's program. A one-reel speciaj
her with a watch. This comedy is said is a Finley Nature Study Subject entitled
to be one of the most amusing released " Rambles With a Naturalist." A naturalist
takes a party of children on a ramble and
under the Nestor brand.
shows them through a telescope the things
The L-KO Komedy is entitled " Ambrose,
they
cannot see with the naked eye. First
the Lion Hearted," and features Mack
comes the life of a frog from the egg
Swain. Swain was identified in former
days with the Keystone organization. He stage to the development of the full grown
frog. Other subjects are the spotted sand
has the role of an enormously powerful,
but tender-hearted, blacksmith, who takes piper and the baby night Irawk, comrnonly
it upon himself to right the wrongs in- known as the bullbat.
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Something
and

Brown, Camera
Chief
JOHN R. FREULER. president of the
Mutual Film Corporation, has announced the appointment of Harold P.
Bromi as chief of the camera stat¥ of
Screennews
Telegram,
Mutual's new twice-awcek
reel.
Mr. Brown is a news camera operator
of several years' experience. He started
turning a crank on news subjects in Minneapolis after he had worked on many of
the large newspapers of the Middle West
as a photographer. He was for a time
the editor of the Northwest Weekly, a
moving picture news reel distributed
throughout the northwestern states.
He joined the forces of the Hearst
International Film Service two years ago,
in Chicago, and during that period has
contributed negatives of excellent quality
to the various Hearst news films and the
Hearst-Pathe News.
Some of Mr. Brown's most notable work
was done along the Mexican border and in
the interior of Mexico at the time of the

of Screen Telegram
Pershing Expedition into the southern republic. He made some remarkable moving
pictures of the Pershing troops in Mexico
from the observer's seat of an army aeroplane. While on the border Mr. Brown
obtained exclusive pictures of the family
of Francisco Villa, at the time the noted
Mexican bandit was being hunted by
United States troops.
Mr. Brown will assist Blaine McGrath,
editor of the Screen Telegram, in the
direction of the staff cameramen who contribute to the make-up of the news reel.
Screen

Magazine Shows
War Bread
Universal Screen Magazine announces
for a forthcoming number scenes showing
May Irwin, the stage comedienne, making
" war bread." She follows the Government receipt for this new kind of bread,
and shows clearly on the screen how "it is

News

New in Song
Picture

The resourceful Cohn family, of Universal Weekly fame, is responsible for
what looks like an extremely popular and
profitable novelty, the Popular Song Picture.
Here's the idea. A thread of story, or
a series of scenes paralleling in sentiment
or action the words of one of our popular
songs, appears on the screen. At the same
time the song itself is sung by someone
off the stage. The novelty and cleverness
consist in the fact that the film is so timed
that the action fits the words to a second.
As there is nothing like getting your
audience to take part in the performance,
all are invited to join in the chorus, the
words of which stand on the screen, while
below them, through the means of double
printing, actions in the spirit of the stanza
itself are enacted.
Young Harry Cohn, who conceived the
idea and directed the pictures, is to be
congratulated on his enterprise and the
cleverness with which he has carried it out.
Arrangements are in progress to circuit
these Song Pictures, with an artist to furnish the musical accompaniment.
Draft Troops in New
Mutual Weekly

done.''

In No. 7 of the Gaumont-Mutual
Weekly, released February 10, the 308tb
Infantry, National Army, is shown in its
march, February 4, down Fifth avenue,
New York. Five months ago these soldiers were civilians, but are now trained
to the point of near-perfection.
Scenes in this number from the war
zone
show big
how guns.
Pershing's men were taught
to handle
Other foreign views show how the
French and Italian soldiers have stopped
the Prussians on the Piave River; the
training of war dogs at the front; and
ex-Premier Caillaux, who conspired to
overthrow France, and his wife, who
gained unwarranted sympathy when she
killed the editor of Figaro, one of the
first to accuse Caillaux of villainy.
Bray

The

Picture

U. S. Exbibitori' Booking CorporationProductioQ
Is Distributing " T.he Belgian," Sidney Olcott'i

Helps Train U. S.
Soldiers
The Bray Studios, Inc, which for some
time past has been doing considerable work
for the United States Government, have
been assigned to produce for training purposes in nearly all branches of the service
a series of animated diagrammatic drawings, through which the Government expects to facilitate training and make clear
many points which the screen is best
adapted to illustrate.
J. F. Leventhal, of the Bray Studios, has
been assigned to Fort Sill, Okla., where
he is gathering data for coming productions. The present work deals with artillery, and it is the belief of the Government that by means of this work the theory
of big-gun fire can be made so clear that
the
period of training can be materially
reduced.

February
WHAT
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THE

NEWS WEEKLIES
OFFER
Each company that produces a news weekly
pays due respect to the entry of the British and
French troops into Jerusalem, a picturesque and
a historically
sight.
national aspectinteresting
of the Great
War Another
is showninterby
Mutual Weekly, No. 6, and Universal Animated
Weekly, No. 10, in pictures showing the Japanese
fieet maneuvering in the Mediterranean in search
of the deadly U-boat. Weekly No. 10 and HearstPathe News, No. 11, reflect the spirit of winter in picturing the astounding feats of expert
ski-jumpers,
perform
the almost
without even who
twisting
a toe.
And an impossible
event ot
almost national significance, the farewell of wellloved " Bill " Snyder, chief attendant at the
Bron.x shotsZoo.
is the occasion
very amusing
in Universal
Current ofEvents,
No. 39,snapand
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 11.
Mutual Weekly, No. 6, is notable for two un"shots,"
the of
pulling
down that
of a sheathes
church
steeple usualtor
the sake
the copper
it, and the launching of one of our new ships built
in 60 days. As it slides off the ways, the first
girder
of'a new keeltheis yards
loweredwhich
in place,
by a panorama
showsfollowed
a battalion of ships inofprocess
of completion.
Universal Animated Weekly, No. 10, has an
interesting and instructive subject in the wreck of
the Omaha flier, where steel cars save the lives
of all but four passengers. The cars, absolutely
overturned,
are nevertheless
practically
aged. The number
of the Weekly
adds aundambit of
spice by " speeding up " New York far beyond
thatHearst-Pathe
lively burg'sNews,
fastestNo.speed.
11, starts with a fine
shot
of
a
wagon
train
reminiscent
ofin the
but
as
serviceable
to-day
as
was dreamed
the 40's,
time
before the motor truck was iteven
ot.
Views andof the
erstwhile
" Vaterland,"
rechristened
carrying
our troops
abroad, now
and glimpses
of happy British soldiers e.xchanged from a Gerprison camp,
are pleasant
in thissetreel,of
whichman rises
to a climax
in a topics
remarkable
pictures
taken
at
Guatemala
City
during
the recent volcanic explosion.
C. HE L. B.
WHERE SEA BIRDS SWARM
Away off to the surf-drenched shores of the
northwest coast, Mr. Finley, in the fifth issue
of his Nature Studies (Universal), carries us and
introduces us to islands where sea gulls swarm
like snow flakes, and the murres are so tame,
never having been harmed by man, that they
submit to stroking like a cat.
Mr. Finley was fortunate in being able to
get very near the birds and has obtained interesting and amusing close-ups ot cormorants with
their young, of the gulf chick, spotted over with
black and white polka dots, and of a baby murre
painfully pecking its way out of the shell. The
creature reaches this world in a state of collapse,
but
the same."
title
cards" gets
and there
clever just
wording
add to Artistic
the interest
and pleasure evoked by the subject.
Closing the reel is a short length, " Gems of
the Adriatic,"
viewscoast,
of thewith
beautiful
country along the giving
Dalmatian
its reminders of past Roman greatness.
FISHERS AND NETS
Every visitor to the Metropolitan Museum, and
many who know it only by reproductions of its
paintings, recalls the magnificent picture by the
Spanish artist Sorolla, showing men and horses
tugging at the heavy net which must be drawn
ashore.
In hisMr.fourth
Salmon Fishery
(Universal),
Finleyrelease,
of the" Oregon
Fish and"
Game Commission presents views of actual scenes
on the Pacific coast astonishingly like the painting, and quite as beautiful. The great seine net,
which requires twenty-one men and nineteen
teams of horses for its handling, is only one ot
the methods employed to catch the valuable
salmon. Mr. Finley shows and explains the gillnet, theviews
trap-net,
and theatsalmon
wheel,thepresents
many
of fishermen
work along
shore,
and contributes through well-written titles, interesting
information
on
this
important
and
profitable industry.
A short length showing the Drum Dancers of
Java completes the reel.
NATURE STAGE-MANAGER
Taking us with him over the high trail that
furnishes him with so many humorous adventures, which include a combined horse-and-land
slide that would daunt many an exper rider,
Robert C. Bruce, in his current release, " Where
the Clouds poration),
Comebrings From
(Educational
Filmswhose
Corus to "a lofty
peak around
summit vast masses of clouds stream, and pile
tip, and dissolve into thin mist in a " transformascene " staged
a grandeur
impossible
to thetioncleverest
humanwithskill.
Such a scenic,
presented with fitting musical accompaniment, lends
tinique
distinction
to
a
program
planned
for
audiences of exacting standards.

Peculiar

Pets in Bray Pictographs
Particular people have peculiar pets, and
it is these people and their pets that the
Bray Studios, Inc., have sought out in the
106th release of Paramount-Braj' Pictograph, " the magazine on the screen."
Royal Dixon, author and naturalist, maintains an aviary in New York City, high
up in one of the towering apartment
buildings,
"Magic for Home Use" shows how to
produce a hundred yards or so of varicolored streamers, a dozen or more balls,
a rabbit and a cannon ball out of an apparently empty silk hat. The magician shows
clearly how the tricks are performed and
no doubt every small boy after seeing this
series will become an accomplished magician.
Martin

Johnson Gets Some
Scenics
Martin Johnson, of 300 West Fortyninth street, New York, writes Motion
Picture News from Sydney, N. S. W.,
that he expects to return to the States
about the first of March with 40,000 feel
of South Sea film. Mr. Johnson is president pf the Martin Johnson Film Company, Inc.
BIRDS AS LIFE SAVERS
The intimate knowledge of birds possessed by
Royal
studentuse,of asnature'.=
secrets, Dixon,
is being lover
put to and
a patriotic
shown
in Paramount-Bray Pictograph No. 105. Birds
are more susceptible to poison gas than are
humans, and are being raised in large numbers
for service as indicators of danger in the trenches.
However, as the song of the male bird would
betray
presencetor tothethepurpose.
enemy, only
female the
birdsarmy's
are raised
Mr.
Dixon has discovered a surprising test to discover
the sex of the bird before it is hatched, and_ is
shown applying it, as well as playing in loving
intimacy with his feathered friends.
One of the resourceful women who has blazed
her own path is Mrs. Ida Kuhl Smith, who
utilizes the long, strong needle of the pine as
material for fashioning beautiful baskets, trays,
and the like. Mrs. Smith has been so successful
that trysheto teach
is establishing
schools
all over
the counthe new art,
which,
as illustrated
in
the
Pictograph,
is
easy
to
acquire
and
yields
most artistic results.
Mr. Hereward Carrington continues to show
us " how it is done " by the professional magician,
while " Goodrich Dirt " tries a trick of his own
to supplement
meat the
supply.
how-is
ever, who is tothefurnish
steaksTheandbear,
chops,
no believer in non-resistance and uses his
pugilistic skill to good advantage.
250,000,000 POUNDS OF MUTTON
FROM UNCLE SAM
The United States Department of Agriculture
contributes
the fiftyninth issue aofmost
the interesting
Universal film
Screento Magazine
showing how
the
government
is
ofTering
hospitality of grazing land to 12,000,000thesheep,
thereby increasing the meat supply by 250,000,000
pounds and adding vast stores to much needed
wool. The work of the dogs in rounding up a
big herd, the clever device for separating the
ewes from the lambs, and the quick eye work
of the men who literally " count sheep going
through
a gatein "theare life
points
noted.
Incidents
of to
an beartilleryman,
the
making of a delicious cheese souffle, which is an
excellent substitute for meat, and the strange
performances
of aof " gelatine
human and
bowknot,"
whose
body
seems made
gutta percha,
are other features of the issue. " Miracles _ in
Mud,"
element byofWillie
humor.Hopkins, supplies the concluding

SUPERB

IN LIGHT AND
SHADOW
Notable for its remarkably beautiful and startling light effects
is Universal's
scenic, released
February
" Mount
by
William L.18,Finley,
of theHood,"
Oregonphotographed
Fish and Game
Commission. Pictures taken during the ascent
to the eleven-thousand-foot summit, the last thousand feet of which is a sheer climb over the snow,
disclose range after range of dark and distant
peaksmit ofagainst
which gleams
Mt. Jefferson,
like a the
tip ofglistening
foam onsumthe
bosom of a stormy sea.
In the midst of this stupendous grandeur live
the Forest Rangers, whose task it is to guard
against insidious forest fires. The tiny cabin,
with its observation tower, resting on the very
summit of Mount Hood, is built by them, each
man, as we see, climbing up the final trail with
a hundred-pound plank on his back.
takenRiver
at the
mountain's
where
thePictures
Columbia
rushes,
through base,
its narrow
gorge to pressive
theand sea,
form a reel.
fine conclusion to an iminteresting
FAIR TIME

DOINGS IN PIKE
COUNTY
Far away in the dim, prim ages of a Puritan
past is the County Fair of quince preserve and
crazy quilt
contests,
and At
a decorous
between the local
trotters.
least, so brush
it seems,
whencamera
one looks
at " The
Bull Thrower,"
the
of Robert
C. Bruce,
and releasedfrom
by
the Educational Films Corporation. The corral
discloses
not
one
single
"
hay-burner,"
being
mass of big and little automobiles, but the equinesa
have their day in the marvelous stunts performed
by them and their riders when the party is on.
There
are inrapid
team effect
best relay
Roman races,
style.and
And a forfour-horse
a good,
exciting wind-up there is that gentle Western
pastime
known
as " throwing
the bull."
You know
the (literally)
trick, of course.
The rider
runs
the bull against the ferice, leaps from his horse,
seizes the creature around the neck, and throws
him. Then he raises one hand, still holding the
bull down, just to show how easy it is — if you
know how. You need not bother to classify this
picture.
Just book
it forof "laughs.
the fun ot it." There
will be plenty,
and lots
C. DE L. B.
THE

BEAUTY OF ANCIENT
FRANCE
The beauty and historic interest of Central
France is well shown in the Pathe split reel,
" Around Central Auvergne,' and " ClermandFerrand," an unusually attractive scenic in
color.
The first subject is characterized by views of
the lovely Vezere Valley, with its high-perched
castles,
somewhich
of them
the walls,
curious caves
pit theonlyfaceruins,
of itsandlofty
inhabited in remote antiquity by a race now
vanished. Not so far removed in structure are
the modern dwellings nestling like toy houses
under the eaves of the huge cliffs.
Clermand-Ferrand presents a prosperous moderntrasttown,to thepleasant
to view, village
and in of
interesting
convery ancient
Montferrand
which adjoins it. Here the houses almost meet
over the narrow, winding streets and the family
washing is brought on ox carts that might w'ell
have come out of Homer's Odyssey.
ASPHALT
That asphalt really comes from a lake in
Trinidad, which constantly renews itself, is amply
proven bychange)Argus
Pictorial
Exwherein are
views No.
taken8 at(Pathe
the lake
itself. The hard, gumlike substance is dug out
in chunks like peat, melted and refined in a crude
method that seems sufficient for the purpose, and
shipped in barrels for paving purposes. A man
walking on the surface of the softer portion of
the so-called lake leaves no trace, as the asphalt
is seen to rise immediately and fill up the deViews on a Peruvian sheep ranch, 16,000 feet
pressions.
above the sea, offer interesting pictures of the
herding and shearing of the wool bearers. A
study of the beaver in his native haunt shows
him detecting a break in his dam, and the
vigorous and powerful methods he employs to
•remedy the defect.
Through the microscope we glimpse those
minute forms of lite inhabiting a drop of water,
which when thrown on the screen in dimensions
measured by feet, appear as the ferocious
monsters they really are.
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"Films
Are
Selling
Too
High"
failures reported
in the producing
field, but
W". E. Shallenbergor Makes tlic Asserhe isn't. Too large a number of producers
tion and Adds Thai Producer
are trying to squeeze every penny they can
Wiio Sells at Inflated Prices
from every picture they make and in this
squeezing process they are not only murIs Murdering Business
dering their own organization, but are forcing the buyer to commit film suicide.
THE motion picture producer who sells
his product to the buyer at inflated
" The buyers today are paying too much
for their pictures. This is apparent to anyprices is not only, murdering his own organization, but he is forcing the buyer into film
one who watches film conditions throughout the country intelligently. There is too
suicide, according to W. E. Shallenbcrger,
much competition and too much overbuypresident of the Arrow Film Corporation,
ing, and because of this and the inflated
and one of the best-known independent
film men in the country.
prices, buyers are not only killing themselves off, but are clogging the industry.
According to Dr. Shallcnbergcr, the majority of the film buyers throughout the
" It is possible today to manufacture, sell
and exhibit pictures so that everyone along
country are paying too much for their pic- the
line will make his fair share of the
tures and all of them are overbuying.
" The trouble," said he, " can be traced di- profits. That this doesn't happen more frequently is due to the inflation of prices.
rectly to the producer and the inflated
Economic conditions, due to the war in
prices he has been placing on his negative.
general and the motion picture industry in
The producer comes into the market herparticular, is bringing about a new state of
alding the fact that his picture cost him so
things which will automatically eliminate
many thousands of dollars to make. This
the man who inflates prices.
is the cream of his selling talk, the amount
of money he has spent in completing the
" The intelligent buyer who knows what
film and the larger he can make this pictures to buy and when to buy them, and
amount the more pleased he. is. He places
who isn't forced to pay exorbitant prices,
an exorbitant price on the picture and exhas get
an opportunity
to makefroma 'the
turnover
and
his second picture
profits '
pects to make a handsome profit for himhe made with the first one.
himself.self. The point is he doesn't. He blankets
" Conditions will readjust themselves, but
in the meantime, more intelligent attention
" H the producer would be satisfied with
will have to be given to prices placed on
selling his picture at a fair and equitable
profit the entire business would be on a pictures if the industry is to be kept on an
much better basis and there would be less
even keel."

in Spokane
Is Formed
Titan Company
One hundred and twenty-five thousand
THE Titan Feature Photo Play Comdollars were paid in by voluntary subscrippany, with Ernest Shipman as New
tion at this meeting, and C. L. Mayo, who
York representative, has been formed in
is official underwriter for the corporation,
Spokane, Wash., for the purpose of prostates that the entire stock issue will be
ducing state rights features. It is the in- oversubscribed
by April 1.
tention, according to announcements from
The
plans
for
discerning llu- market
Mr. Shipman's office this week, to make at
needs — the co-operative methods to l)e inleast six super-pictures a year.
augurated between the Titan Company and
" The company," reads the announcestate rights buyers — and the ultimate
ment. "is capitalized at $500,000, and the the
terms of release will be the subject of a
organization contract says : ' It is further
agreed that not a move will be made to- later announcement.
A, board of advisers will be selected from
wards production, until the entire $500,000
among the film buyers and exploiters, who
is fully subscribed and paid into the treaswill act in an advisory capacity in the
choosing of stories, stars and directors,
Present
at the first meeting were J. Don
u
r
y
.
'
"
Alexander of the Alexander Electric Co., thereby largely influencing the nature of
the product which they will he handling at
president ; Eugene De Smeth, city engineer
a later date. Ernest Shipman will serve as
of Spokane, vice-president; R. E. Musser,
chairman of this board and supervise the
of the Scotch chain of woolen mills, treasadvertising methods of the Titan Company.
urer; H. G. Twomley, attorney, secretary;
A plan is already under way whereby the
C. L. Mayo, financier, trustee, and many
first release will be shown simultaneously
others active in the business life of
in seven or more of the world's most imjKirlant capitals.
Spokane.

Motion

Picture

N e ..u s

Mollie King, Star In Ivan's Production, " HuIvan Commentsman Clay "Upon
Mollie King

Miss

Ivan Film Productions, Inc., this week in
an announcement concerning " Human
Clay " and its star, Mollie King, said :
" Miss King, who stars in ' Human Clay,'
is the youngest actress who has ever played
the lead in a feature of this kind. Despite
the fact that she is one of the most popular artists and has established what can
easily be called world-wide fame through
the serial pictures in which she has appeared as the lead, it was not expected that
' Human Clay,' the first complete big feature starring her, would prove as great a
drawing power as it does.
" It seems but only just that Mollie King
get the reward due to her untiring efforts.
When we realize that she is not quite
twenty and has been on the stage for eighteen years, one can well look upon her as a
seasoned actress. From very babyhood she
breathed the atmosphere of the stage, and
when motion pictures came into their own
she took the position that is properly her
own. It is hard work that counts with
Mollie King. ' Temperament,' says the star
of ' Human Clay,' ' has no place in moving picture work. Generally we are so busy
that we have " no time for foolishness.
There are many people who have an idea
that posing for the pictures is all pleasure
and no work. If I were not so interested
in my work that I considered it play I
would say that just the reverse is true.
Working for the motion pictures is all
work and very little play. Frequently we
have worked from sunrise and sunset and
vvrre then rrnllv readv to retire."

February
Entire United
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ipi8
States Is Sold

"The
Whip
" of the
Hillerfor
and Wilk
announce
the sale
Maurice Tourneur photoplay, " The Whip,"
in Louisiana and Mississippi to the True
Film Company of Dallas, Texas. The success of the True Film Company's exploitation of "The Whip
" in Texas,
Oklahomato
and Arkansas
has caused
their decision
go beyond their normal territory and secure
Louisiana and Mississippi.
With this sale Hiller and Wilk can announce that all the territory in the United
States has been sold for " The Whip," also
the majority of foreign territory.
The following is the first complete list of
" The Whip " buyers in the United States :
New England states, American Feature Film
Company of Boston, Mass. ; New York,
Marcus Loew ; Ohio, Pennsylvania and
West Virginia, J. -Frank Hatch of Newark,
N. J. ; Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, District of Columbia and North Carolina, Sidney B. Lust, Inc., of Washington, D. C. ;
New Jersey, Civilization Company of Newark, N. J. ; Michigan, Dawn Masterplay
Company of Detroit, Mich. ; Indiana, H.
Lieber Company of Indianapolis, Ind. ;
Kentucky and Tennessee, Big Feature
Rights Corporation of Louisville, Ky. ;
Georgia, Florida and Alabama, Special Features Company of Knoxville, Tenn. ; Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, Oklahoma and
Arkansas, True Film Company of Dallas,
Texas ; Missouri, Kansas, Iowa and Nebraska, Yale Photoplays of Kansas City,
Mo. ; Minnesota, North and South Dakota
and Wisconsin, Friedman Film Corporation of Minneapolis, Minn. ; Washington,
Oregon, Idaho and Montana, De Luxe Features of Seattle, Wash. ; California. Nevada
and Arizona, All Star Feature Distributors
of San Francisco, Calif. ; Colorado, Wyoming, Utah and New Mexico, Supreme Photoplays Corporation of Denver, Col.
Information Committee
Sees Serial
Saturday, January 26, the first three episodes of The Whartons' new serial photodrama, " The Eagle's Eye," for which Chief
Flynn is standing sponsor, were run before
the Committee on Public Information in
\\'ashington and were passed. The episodes
were shown exactlj- as they were run at
the Strand theatre January 18.
The reels were taken to Washington by
Earle J. Hudson and Courtney Ryley
Cooper, representing the Wharton Releasing Corporation. While the films were in
the hands of the Committee on Public Information they arranged to present the episodes before the National Press Club.
" Crucible of Life " to
Show at Upton
" The Crucible of Life," General Enterprises, Inc., latest offering on the independent
market,
will be shown
Camp Sawyer
L'pton
under the supervision
of at
Arthur
and Herbert Lubin, who are handling the
exploitation of this and other features of
General Enterprises. A showing has been
arranged also for the benefit of the prisoners at Sing Sing.
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THE
INDEPENDENT
FIELD
TICKER
Territorial Sales Reported Durins the Past Week
Production
Buyer
Territory
"One Law for Both" (Ivan
Film Productions, Inc.).. A. H. Blank Enterprises,
Des Moines, Iowa
Iowa, Nebraska.
"'Sins of Ambition" (Ivan
Film Productions, Inc.).. A. H. Blank Enterprises,
Des Moines, Iowa
Iowa, Nebraska.
"Grain of Dust" (Crest
Pictures Corporation) .... Roberlson-Cole
Company,
New \ork and London. .. Foreiijii Riglus.
'The Whip"
.True
Film
Company,
"
Dallas, Tex
Louisiana, Mississippi.
Norma Talmadge Re-Issues:
" The
Missing
Link,"
" Martha's Vindication,"
" Children in the House,"
" Going Straight," " The
Devil's Needle," " The
Social Secretary " and
"Fifty Fifty"
(S. A.
Lynch Enterprises) Central
Film
Company
(Aaron Joiies and Nathan
Ascher), Chicago Illinois.
Frank Keenan Re-Issues:
" The Coward," " Stepping
Stones,"
"The
Phantom," " Honor Thy
Name," " The Thoroughbred," " Jim Grimshv's
Boy," " The Sins Ye Do,"
" The Bride of Hate "
'
and "The Crab" (S. A.
Lynch Enterprises) Central
Film
Company
. ( Aaron Jones and Nathan
Ascher), Chicago
Illinois.

W.H.

Productions

In Three ^lonths Has Disposed of Its
Series of Fifteen Hart Re-Issues
for the Entire United States
WH.
PRODUCTIONS COMPANY
• has been in business three months,
and during this period claims to have established the most remarkable record of
selling in the history of the industry, having disposed of the series of fifteen William S. Hart two-reel subjects for the entire United States, the three William S.
Hart super-features, viz. ; " The Two-Gun
Man " in " The Bargain," " The Bandit and
the Preacher " and " The Hell Hound of
Alaska," and the series of twenty-eight
specially selected Mack Sennett Keystone
comedies for most of the territory.
These sales, in the face of all the calamity-howling that has been going on in the
industry, W. H. Productions Company^
maintains, demonstrates the fact that the
independent market is a permanent and
proper one to solve the difficulties of the
industry's disposition of its best product.
" The men who form the personnel of
W. H. Productions Company are experienced distributors," says a statement issued
from the compan)''s office, "and in the
building of their business endeavor to exercise the best judgment possible in selecting
productions for distribution that are meritorious and can be exploited profitably, not
only by themselves, but also by the exchanges and the exhibitors. They are en-

Claims
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Record

deavoring toco-ordinate as closely as possible the interests of the exhibitor and the
independent exchanges themselves. The
future policy of W. H. Productions Company has as its foundation the exhibitors'
ultimate success in mind at all times, therefore placing the burden upon the shoulders
of the producer to turn out productions
that will assure box-office success.
" W. H. Productions Company is an independent distributor, and intends to build
up a lasting permanent business in this
field, and realizes that it can only be done
by keeping up a high standard of business
ethics in its dealings with producers, exchanges and exhibitors."
Drummond Buys W. H.
Pictures for South
W. E. Drummond, owner of one of the
principal state rights exchanges in the
South, the Special Features Companj', 610
Market street, Knoxville, Tenn., has been
in New York for the past week and has
acquired the rights from W. H. Productions Company for two of the super-Hart
features, viz.: "The Bandit and the
Preacher " and " The Hell Hound of
Alaska," for the territory consisting of
Tennessee, North and South Carolina,
Georgia, Florida and Alabama. Mr. Drummond made the following statement relative to his latest deal.

Motion

"CrucibleofLife"GivenSendOff
.\lkiusoii, treasurer and business manager,
Sawyer ami l.nl)iii, Cieiieral • Enterrespectively, for Metro; J. SkirboU of
prises, (Vwv rromierc of Latest
I'iltsburgli ; Conrad Millikcn, vii e-presidcnl
State Ki.nlits l)fferin<; at
of Pclrova Picture Company; J. F. Bacon,
Churcliill's
— Many HnySanger and Jordan ; Martin J. Quigley, Exers Present
hibitors Herald of Chicago; L. M. Day of
Herbert
and
ARTHUR H. SAWYER
Washington, D. C. ; W. E. Drummond of
Lubin held the trade premiere of
Knoxville, Tenn. ; Herman Rifkin of Boston ; E. Thomas of South America ; W.
iluir latest state rights feature, " The
Witney of American Standard Film ; C.
Crucible of Life," at Churchill's restaurant,
Westfal! of the Atlantic Film Corporation;
l'"ri(lay evening, Feliruary 1. A banquet
followed the showing. A full-sized screen
H. A. Gillespie, president of Frank Brockwas erected and two Powers 6-A machines
liss Company, Inc.; Charles N. Meyers of
were installed in an asbestos booth. A sur•Vustralia ; H. C. Walton, Sanger and Jor|irisc was sprung by Messrs. Sawyer and
dan; William H. Rudolph of the Clara
Lubin through the appearance of the Camp
Kimball Young Company; Walter H. JorUpton Quartet, especially drafted for the
dan of Sanger and Jordan; William Shcrril of the Frohman Amusement Company ;
occasion to lend the proper military atmosphere to " The Crucible of Life," which is .\rthur H. Sawyer, Herbert Lubin, M.
a patriotic spectacle dealing in vivid fashion
Fink, M. R. Lubin, Harry G. Kosch and
with the present world war on both sides
Bernard Lubin of General Enterprises,
of the w-ater. Special permission for the Inc., and Leslie Ennis of the National City
appearance of the soldiers was granted by Bank. The motion picture trade press was
Colonel Vidmer, commanding officer of the
represented by the following : Sam Spedon, Charles White, Jim Milligan, A. K.
306th Infantry, Camp Upton, L. I. Towith
gether Private Frederick Rath, author
Greenland and J. McElravey of Moving
Picture World ; Joe Reddy, Dickson Watts
iif the famous war song, " When the Moon
is Shining Somewhere in France," the and A. Kracht of the Sunday Telegraph ;
Camp Upton Quartet scored a tremendous
Peter Milne and Joseph L. Kelley of Mobit by reason of their singing and splendid
tion Picture Nkws ; Al Coumier and S.
military atmosphere provided through their Goldsmith of the Exhiliitors Trade Review ;
Harold Rendall and Laurence Reid of the
appearance.
William McKenna and Sam Ryan, well- New York Review; James Beecroft of tlie
known legitimate star and screen actor, Exhibitors Herald; Charles Brennon of
and a Jazz band enlivened the evening with
Motography; Lynde Denig, J. Gerhart and
entertainment.
Fritz Tidden of Dramatic Mirror ; Charles
Among the guests present were Richard
Condon of Photoplay ; Jo. Lowe, Variety ;
\. Rowland, president of Metro Pictures
Pat Kearney, New York Clipper, and representatives ofthe daily press.
Corporation ; Joseph Engle and William E.

New

s

Old Clothes Never Loolied Better Than on
Mabel Normand in " Mickey "
W.

^'Business
Returning
am certain toNormar'
that the storm through which
M. H. Hoffman Writes from Chicago
the
industry
has been passing will leave
That Signs Indicate Resutnption
conditions clarified and in a far better state
of Business Along Norman
than had it not fallen. Here is a definite
Lines
instance of where a seeming hardship will
prove to have been a blessing in disguise.
MH. HOFFMAN, writing from ChiBecause a great deal of what is undesir• cago to Pierre V. R. Key of the
able will be eliminated, as it should have
been some time ago.
l-'oursquare sales department, states that
-igns are gradually appearing on the hori" Men who have not been set to thinking
zon to indicate a resumption of business
as they should are now practising effialong more nearly normal lines.
ciency; efficiency of the right kind, which
rests on sane economy. The exhibitors,
" It is coming sooner than some of the
who have been actually not hurt to the
pessimists think," says Mr. Hoffman, " and
same extent as have the distributors and
it is coming to stay. In the past two weeks
I have talked with scores of exhibitors, as
producers, have utilized methods they
well as prominent citizens, in the cities of never dreamed of before.
Buffalo, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit and
" They have scrutinized picture values
Chicago. What I have learned convinces
more closely. It has been borne home on
me that the worst is past and that the sit- them that only the best pictures can stand,
uation ison the mend.
because in such times as these the public
will not tolerate the ordniary pirtrue that
" I do not wish to be misunderstood.
Immediate resumption of motion picture
is sold on the basis of being a genuine feabookings in the same volume that prevailed
ture.
before the holidays will not take place.
" Foursquare Pictures is fortunate in its
Hut it is beginning to start, and in another
clientele, for there is scarcely a case where
few weeks I expect to see smiles beginning
an exhibitor has sought to ask what was
to appear on the faces of the many who
unfair. As for our bookings, they are
have lately been looking as though they
holding up splendidly, and the demand for
had lost their best friends.
the William J. Flynn serial supreeme, ' The
" When confidence has been restored I Eagle's Eye,' indicates a record business."

Picture

H.

Releases

"A

Small

The first W. H. Productions Mack SenTown Bully "
nctt two-reel comedy, " A Small Town
Bully," is announced for February IS.
Mabel Normand, the ever versatile porIrayer of comedy, is the new teacher. Her
troubles, in addition to her duties as an instructor, are greatly increased by the bad
behavior of her pupils.
It is necessary for her to give her constant attention to Mack Se'nnett, the culprit
and l)ully of the school, who fights with
and plays practical jokes upon his arch
enemy, Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle.
Oro

Plan

Pleases State

Rights Buyer
Max Wintroub of the Fontenelle Feature
Film Co., a state rights exchange, was in
Omaha recently and contracted for the
twelve Oro productions this year. He also
contracted for the Hans and Fritz pictures,
I'lora Finch comedies and forty one-reel
Westerns for Nebraska, Iowa, Kansas and
M issouri.
" I like the plan of the Oro Company in
printing the name and locations of exchanges handling their productions," said
Mr. Wintroub. "This is the only logical
treatment to accord exchangemen, and will
go far to promote more ready co-operation.
I know from experience that it figures in
getting business from the state rights deal-

er, too."
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Quick Sale of Talmadge
and Keenaii Re-issues
Hiller and Wilk, acting for the S. A.
Lynch Enterprises, closed a record-breaking transaction when they sold sixteen
Norma Talmadge and Frank Keenan reissues to the Central Film Company of
Chicago, 111. Within twenty-four hours
after the proposition was brought to the
attention of Messrs. Aaron Jones and
Nathan Ascher of the Central Film Company, the arrangements were completed by
which the Illinois rights to the following
Norma Talmadge and Frank Keenan pictures were sold :
Norma Talmadge — " The Missing Link,"
" Martha's Vindication," " Children in the
House," " Going Straight," " The Devil's
Needle," "The Social Secretary" and
" Fifty Fifty." Frank Keenan — "The Coward," "Stepping Stones," " The Phantom,"
" Honor Thy Name," " The Thoroughbred," Jim
"
Grimsby's Boy," " The Sins
Ye Do," " The Bride of Hate " and " The
Crab."
Reports received from the various exchanges throughout the country indicate
that the box-office interest in the Norma
Talmadge and Frank Keenan re-issues is
growing daily.
£. and H. Company to
Handle Three Seligs
Arrangements were completed last week,
between C. L. Hull of Chicago and the
E. & H. Film Distributing Company of
Atlanta, Ga., for the distribution of three
big productions for the Southeast, including the New DeLuxe edition of " The
Spoilers," which is in twelve reels ; " Beware of Strangers," and " Who Shall Take
My Life?" all three productions of The
Selig Polyscope Company. Mr. Hull decided he could obtain better results by placing his productions with this company for
distribution. He intends spending several
weeks in the South and will co-operate
with the E. & H. Company in exploiting
his pictures.
The E. & H. Company own the franchise
for the following pictures : The Billy
West Comedies, the Art Dramas Productions, "The Ne'er-Do-Well," "The Submarine Eye," " The Crisis," " The Little
Girl Next Door," " Babbling Tongues " and
other miscellaneous subjects.

James W. Gerard and Von Jagow Have a
Battle of Wits in " My Four Years in
Germany "

Simmons'
Premier
Release
From there he moved to Seattle, where
C. M. .Simmon.s, Cieneral Manager..
he devoted his time to taking over runState Right Distributors, Inc.,
down theatres and building them up into
of which Sol Lesser Is -Presipaying propositions. At the forming of
the General Film Co., he became manager
dent, Announces " Carmen of the Klonof their Seattle exchange and was later
Offering
dike " as First
made sales manager, controlling all the exchanges on the Pacific Coast. Since that
time " Mell " Simmons, as he is popularly
HTHE STATE RIGHT DISTRIBUknown to thousands of exhibitors, has
A TORS, INC., will present as their in- managed theatres and exchanges from
itial offering to the exhibitors of the councoast to coast, and has had valuable experitry the Selexart Pictures' production of
ence as sales manager and has opened ex" Carmen of the Klondike," in which Clara
changes for the Electric, Triangle, Artcraft
Williams is seen in the title role.
and Goldwyn. Sol Lesser, president of the
C. M. Simmons, general manager of the State Right Exhibitors, Inc., appointed Mr.
State Right Distributors, Inc., with offices
Simmons as general manager of the organization.
in the Longacre Building, New York City,
will visit the principal cities in the United
Mr. Simmons said in commenting on the
States for the purpose of co-operating with
the franchise holders of the State Right
" The : production is full of stirring, redpicture
Distributors and assist them in exploiting
blooded action from the beginning to the
and presenting their initial production to end, is clean throughout, and one that will
the first run theatres in their territory.
appeal to people in every walk of life and
Mr. Simmons has been actively engaged in will
not offend in any way the most fastidithe motion picture industry for years and
ous. The story carries an atmosphere of
is well known to thousands of exhibitors
gamble and adventure which will appeal to
throughout the country. His trip will be every true American.
for the purpose of establishing co-opera" In speaking of the word gamble, I do
tive relations between the exhibitors and
not mean it in the term of poker or dice,
the holders of the State Right distributing
but that great big gamble for love, live
franchises.
and happiness and the power to possess,
In 1906 Mr. Simmons left the commercial
which instills the spirit of adventure. I
field to devote his energies to amusement
have never seen a Northwestern or Alasenterprises. At that time he opened a roof
kan picture fail to make money for the exgarden in one of the cities in the Middle
hibitor. Every onCj when properly done,
West. His judgment of requirements for has been a sure fire hit and in ' Carmen of
amusements and how to present them won
the Klondike,' I see a better picture than
for him immediate success and he was soon
any of a similar nature I have ever relooked upon as one of the most capable
viewed.
showmen in the country. He later went to
" Reginald Barker, who directed the picChicago to study conditions there and seture, has done a master stroke in the detail and the exceptional choice of locations,
cured the management of one of the biggest theatres on Madison street. He sold
scenic effects and lightings and his direchis interests later and went to Omaha,
tion of the production is beyond criticism.
where he became affiliated with one of the In the selection of Clara Williams to, typify
largest film exchanges there.
the title role the choice has been excellent."
Robertson-Cole
THE

Closes

Robertson-Cole
Company
announces that it has bought
outright
the Crest Picture Corporation's film version of David Graham Phillips' widely
read novel,tribution"in all
Theforeign
Grain countries.
of Dust," for
At disthe
same time the European interests entered
into a contract with Carle E. Carlton, president of Crest Pictures, for the foreign
rights of all the pictures produced by the
Crest organization.
It is said that a record cash price was
paid by the Robertson-Cole Company for
" The Grain of Dust."
A trade showing of the attraction will
be given by the London office of the
Robertson-Cole Company in Albert Hall
at wliich a symphony orchestra will be
employed to render the special musical
score which has been prepared for the
production. This is the second of the
Crest pictures for which the RobertsonCole Company have purchased the foreign
rights, the other production being " The
Lust of the Ages." Lillian Walker is
starred in both productions.

for

Crest

Features

The deal was closed by Miss Edith Williams, the general manager of the Robertson-Cole Company in New York. In addition to the foreign rights, announcement
of the sale of several territories in this
country will be made next week. The purchase of the rights of these territories has
been completed, and the announcement
regarding same is only being withheld,
pending the determination of the release
dates.
The film is already being distributed in
the Pittsburgh territory where the rights
for same were purchased by the Liberty
Film Renting Company.

[Additional State Rights News on
Pages 1174 and 1180]
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Steiner

Motion

Returns

Was (ione Little Over Month, and
Declares
He
Wouldn't Have
Missed
It for Anything —
IhiuiuI Thiniijs (^ood
WILLIAM STEINHR. better known in
the tilni iiuluslry as." Big Bill," has
ninrned from a complete tour of tlu
L nited States, which he made in the interests of the Jester Omietly Company, of
which he is the founder. .Mr. Steiner spent
little over a month in making this trip, and
touched in at all the important tilm centers
.Mr. Steiner, in speaking of the trip, saiii
he was surprised to find so many of tin
old boys still on the job, both from the e.\
change and the exhibitor's end.
■' I would not have missed making this
trip for anything. It gave me a great opportunity of sizing up the country, and at
the same time, renewing friendships of old
^tanding. Before I left New York I listened to many of the pessimistic film men
in the city, who said that the country was
shot to pieces. ' Bill, you will not be abb
to place your Jester comedies': that tin
war bad brought around conditions that
made it impossible for buyers to pay proper
prices for good films. This more than anything cLse, made me desirous of making
the trip, and, further as I bad not been
over the country for years. T was rather
.^lad of having the opportunity to go.
" .My first stop was Philadelphia, where 1
found conditions in ideal shape. The indeliendent exchanges and exhibitors are looking for films that would meet present-day
conditions. The same applies to Cleveland,
Chicago, Kansas City, Denver, Seattle.
Portland, San Francisco. Dallas, and, in
fact, every city that I touched, I found the
■-ame cheerful feeling among the exchange
men and exhibitors.
■ This talk that there is not a market for
films is all a mistake, and if the gentlemen
if the film industry, who make their head"piarters in New York, and who keep themselves nicely planted behind a glass-top
mahogany, think that tlie country is shot to
I'ieces, it behooves them to pack their little
-;rip and see the country. Evidently, this
M eling that has cropped up among many of
I be manufacturers in the East has been
Iwrought about by their figuring that the exchange man is looking for him. Very true
— they arc! But today the exchange man
has risen into a position of prominence and
lie has to be treated on the same lines as

from

Journey

Arrow

Picture

to Handle

News

" Today

"

Through arrangements
recently
" "con
Lover
eluded and
between" Mad
J. A. Berst,
vice-president
and general manager of Pathe Exchange,
and VV. E. Shallenberger, president of the
Arrow Film Corporation, the Arrow Company will act as exclusive agents for Pathe
on the sale of states rights on the Pathe
pictures " Today," with Florence Reed and
" The Mad Lover," with Robert Warwick.
The territory still unsold includes North
Dakota, South Dakota, Minnesota, northern Wisconsin, Michigan, Iowa, Missouri.
Kansas, Nebraska, Louisiana, .\rkansas,
Texas, Oklahoma, South Carolina,
Georgia, Alabama, Florida and Mississippi.
The remaining territory has been sold to
strong, active concerns who report success
with the pictures in their territory.

Comedy of Jester Comedy
William Steiner, Founder
the commercial industry is treated by the
manufacturers, 'i'hey have learned that
they are the buyers, and if a man has goods
to sell let him present bis wares and demonstrate the quality of bis goods on the
home ground.
"I did not find one exchange man who
was not ready to look at the films that I
carried with me on my trip, and I feel tliat
it is up to the independent nuniii fai l n into take to the road with bis goods or, al
least, send a capable salesman.
■' 'I'wcnty-thrce years' experience in the
film lousiness, both in manufacturing and
selling, has taught me much and this last
jaunt through the country has taught me
much more. In the future all films that 1
manufacture shall be sent through the
country under the same policy that I have
adopted for the Jester comedies, and tbal
is, to show goods on the home grounds."
Speaking of the Jester comedies, wbicli
feature Twede-Dan, Mr. Steiner would not
say much, other than the fact tiiat with
the exception of a few small territories,
the coiuUry has been, sold solid for the
period of one year (12) in number.

Work
Progressing on Keeney
Production
b.ive been trained to picture making is
r^KA-NK A, KEENEY PICTURES
r CORPORATION is progressing satis.Sybil Carmen, the "Moon Girl" of Zieglactorily with the work on the first pic- feld's " Midnight Frolics." Catherine Calvert, the star, takes the part of Doris
ture which will be placed on the market
by the new concern, " A Romance of the
b'lliott, the same she had when she starred
in the play, under the management of
L'nderworld." The picture is an adapta.Mr. Armstrong. Among those in her sup
tion by Mildred Considinc from the play
of the same name by Paid Armstrong.
pfirting
Powell. cast are Eugene O'Brien and David
:mlhor of many stage successes.
Among the members of the cast is Edwin
The production is b( ing made al the
1 1. Eorsberg, who is now appearing in the
Biograph Studios. Mr. Keeney has selected
role of a German spy : Paul Lamonde, in a location for the new studios he is going
to build in the central part of the city and
' Seven Days' Leave," which has made
such a hit at the Park theatre. Another
a definite announcement of his plans will
l)e made in the near future.
star of the dramatic stage whose talents

New Exchange Gets Rights
to W. H. Productions
New York exhibitors will no doubt l)e
interested to learn that the Magnet Fllni
Exchange, 71 West Twenty-third street,
New York, has been organized for the purpose of booking super-productions. They
liave already acquired the rights to W. H.
Productions Co.'s first Hart suijer-featurc,
" The Two-Gun Man " in " The Bargain "
and have secured a first-run Broadway
booking for the week of February 11 at tiie
Eighty-first Street theatre.
I'he R'lagnet Film Exchange intends »t(j
acquire the rights from time to time of
first-class feature productions and has inaugurated aplan l)y which the exhibitors
in New Y^ork w'ill secure a real service to
Iielp them put over each of the productions
liandled by this organization.
The New York city territory will lie liandled l)y Jesse Levine, formerly with Woild
V\]m, Vitagrapli and .Metm.

Edwin H. Forsberg, of Franlc A. Keeney, Inc.
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SOLDIER BOYS FROM YOUR OWN TOWN— Mr. Exhibitor
— don't you, too, want to see them ? The most interesting
pictures in the world today — taken by the United States
Signal Corps and distributed exclusively by the American Red
Cros<!. Book them and you'll find your patrons calling for all
three of 3-a-Week. Any Universal Exchange. Or communicate
ZJhhlhc UNIVERSAL FILM MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
Carl Laemmle. President, 16002B road way, New York.
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-you ml8s
18 chances to pack your
house }ior there are 18 episodes
to this serial and every pne of
them is packed with real punch
-you miss Eddie Polo in the greatest
stunts he ever did in his remarkable
moving picture career I

£ddle

Polo

-never in his life had such a chance
to show hie astounding ability;and
he all but breeiks his neck so that
70U cem please your people*

Shooi

Sir

~to the nearest Universal exahangs
and tie up the time you ^smit.
Book thru your nearest Universal Exchange or communicate with the
Universal Film Manufacturing Company, Largest Film Manufacturing
Company in the Universe, Carl Laemmle, President, 1600 Broadway,
New York.

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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PRACTICALLY all of the companies of
the Triangle organization returned to
their work Thursday of the past w-eck as
licr the announced schedule, and at the ofliccs of the studio it was announced there
is no reason at this time to believe there
will be another close-down.
Resumption of production was taken up
liy practically all of the companies where
ilicy had stopped. The entire organization is running with the same speed as
I'lirmerly. In the comedy department a
ciiange has been made, and now J. Farrell
.Macl^onald is manager of production in
this section, succeeding Bert Glassmire,
who resigned. The staff of writers includes Fred Palmer, Ferris Hartman and
others.
'>tnrm Films Circus Story
Jerome Storm is now filming a new circus story starring Enid Bennett, which is
from the pen of Florence Vincent. Earl
Rodney is leading man, and one of the big
parts is taken by Melbourn McDowell. Director Storm last week took many of the
circus atmospheric scenes when more than
two hundred extra people were employed.
In this he had the co-operation of Victor
Schertzinger, and it was while scenes were
being made here that a photograph which
very well illustrates what is meant by supervision of productions by Thomas H.
Ince was taken. It is Ince's habit to permit
his directors to work out the scenes and
then to ofTer any suggestions that he may
have.
The forthcoming William S. Hart contribution to the Artcraft program by
Thomas H. Ince has been titled " The
Tiger Man." The film is now in its last
editing stages and will be ready for shipment shortly. Many of the scenes for this,
as with " Blue Blazes Rawden," w ere made
at Chatsworth Park. Jane Novak plays
the lead, opposite Hart, and others of
this cast are Milton Ross, Robert Lawrence, Charles K. French and others.
The most recently filmed Ince production, with Charles Ray, is to be known as
" The Family Skeleton." This will be
ready for release shortly. It was filmed
i)y Victor Schertzinger, and has Doris Lee
as leading woman. It is a psychological
story of heredity, in which a maid, taken
by Sylvia Bremer, causes her sweetheart
to believe he is not heir to the habits of
his father. The Ray Company are now
on a new story and will shortly go to
Truckee, where Director Irvin Willat will
shoot the exterior snow country scenes.
J itagraph Fire Drill
With the anticipated burning down of
■several buildings for the Montgomery and
Kock forthcoming production for Big V
Comedies, W. S. Smith unexpectedly called
fire drill with the five companies working
at the studios. In the excitement the bear
I)eing used in " Vengeance
and the

Woman '" serial, broke from his chain and
caused a few moments' exclusive thrill.
William Duncan, featured leading man
and director of the Vitagraph serial,
"Vengeance and tlie Woman," has made

working with the star in preparing the
story and continuity, and the actual filming will be started within a few days.
Jewel Carmen has liegun work in a new
Fox play, which is directed by S. A. Frank-

Thomas H. Ince, in the Right Center, Supervises a Mob Scene for a Forthcoming Enid Bennett
Feature. Jerome Storm, the Star's Director,
Debating with Victor Schurtzinger Regarding
the IsScene
a requisition for a mammoth stream of
sufficient depth and whirlpools of such
strength as to pull a body down, for scenes
in the fifteenth episode of the serial, which
will be used as soon as this kind of stream
can l3e located. Duncan has just filmed
the fourteenth episode, in which a bed of
quicksand served to give an almost too
realistic touch. Duncan himself was the
victim, and his co-workers experienced
considerable difficulty in rescuing him from
the sands.
The big V Comedy Company is filming
" Sleuths and Slickers," which features
Alontgomery and Rock. The Hollywood
fire department refused to grant permission to burn a street set for this comedy,
but the objections were overcome when the
management of the studio induced the officials tovisit the studio and see a fire drill.
All members of the producing staff participated in this.
A wonderful effect secured for the Earle
Williams
film, "atThenight,
Lotuswhich
and the
Bottle,"
is
one made
shows
the
silvery moon with some out-of-the-ordinary silhouettes taken in the tropical city
setting, the streets of which were lined
with giant Yuccas.
Fox Adds Director
Lynn Reynolds has been added to the
directorial stafT at the William Fox studios, and has now begun his first work
in the direction of Tom Mix. He is now

lin, who is also author of the scenario.
This, it is said, will require a very extensive wardrobe and will be of the nature
of a society drama. L. C. Shumway will
be Miss Carmen's leading man.
E. J. LeSaint has been transferred to
the direction of Gladys Rockwell and he
is now at work on his first subject with
this star. Many of the scenes of this photoParis. play are laid in the Apache district of
Preparations for the filming of several
Theda Bara subjects at the Fox Hollywood plant are being carried forward under the supervision of J. Gordon Edwards,
and it is now planned that filming of these
stories will be started as soon as Miss
Bara reaches the coast.
JSew Keenan Feature
The third producing unit of Pathe Plays
i)egan work last week, when the first scenes
for " The Bells," starring Frank Keenan,
were filmed by Director Ernest Ward.
Director William Worthington has completed all scenes for the Bryant Washburn
Pathe Play, " Twenty-one." Many of the
scenes for this story, adapted from one by
George Randolph Chester, required double
exposure, inasmuch as it is a tale of two
parties who had identically the same apIjcarance. Mr. Worthington and Mr.
Washburn are now at work arranging details for the next production.
Bessie Love will reach the coast within
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a few -days for work in Pathc Plays. Director and players for the Bessie Love
productions will be selected by Robert
Brunton, manager of production, and part
ai the players will be taken from the Paralta Studios stock company.
At the Diando plant, in Glendale, the
Baby Marie Osborne company is starting
on a patriotic subject, titled " Dolly Does
Her Bit," which is adapted from the Lucy
Farver story, the scenario being by Clara
F. Baranger. The plot of this story revolves about a Red Cross bazaar.
General Manager W. A. S. Douglas of
tlie Diando Company is still in the East.
ill Directors Busy
All directors of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation at the West Coast studios are at work on the actual production
of coming photodramas with but one exception, Director General C. B. De Mille,
who has just completed editing "The
Whispering Chorus," an adaptation of the
magazine story of the same name, which
will be his third contribution to the Artcraft.
A near riot occurred when a telegram
from New York brought the information
to Los Angeles that Jack Pickford, who
was expected daily on the coast from the
East, had enlisted in the Navy. Plans
had been made for starting work on a
play co-starring Jack Pickford and Louise
Huff. The story had been written, people
engaged, the sets were built and costumes
made. When the rumor came over the
wire and reached the Lasky plant, everything was stopped and remained dormant
for several hours, the time necessary to
verify the rumor. Pickford arrived in
Los Angeles February 4, and George Melford is to direct the production.
Vivian Martin is being starred in " Unclaimed Goods," under the direction of
Rollin S. Sturgeon, who is working at the
Morosco plant. This is Miss Martin's first
appearance in Western subjects in many
months.
At the same plant William D. Taylor
is directing Constance Talmadge in her
second Western made Select subject, "Up
the Road With Sally," a farcical tale
adapted from a well-known story.
The Mary Pickford Company is rehearsing on the Bret Harte story, " M'liss," and
Sessue Hayakawa, under the direction of
James Young, is preparing for the filming
of another subject in which he will be
the star.
Four Universal Companies
With the completion of " Forgive Me "
Saturday, February 2, by Director Robert
Leonard, with Mae Murray as star, and
the filming of the last episode of " The
Mystery Ship," serial featuring Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber, by Director Harry
Harvey, the producing staff at Universal
was reduced to four companies.
Director Jacques Jaccard is now at work
on the third and fourth episodes of the
serial originally known as " The Moon
Child," which has been renamed " The
Lion's Claws." The "Bull's Eye" Company is on number fourteen, and will in all
probability finish the serial by the first of
March, as there are but eighteen episodes.
The other two units at work on photo-

plays are those under the direction of
Allen Holubar, which includes Dorothy
Phillips, William Stowell and Lon Chaney,
in " The Mortgaged Wife," and another
company making an international political
story at present known as " The IconoTriangle Gets Play
clast."
Motion picture rights for the stage play,
" The Servant in the House," by Charles
Rand Kennedy, have been purchased by
Triangle, and a screen version has been
prepared by Lanier Bartlett. Arrangements
have been made for the filming of this at
a very late date, and Walter Edwards
will be entrusted with the making of this
subject. The cast will be selected during
the coming week, and it is possible first
scenes for the play will be made within
that time.
Olive Thomas, who has been in the East
since early in December, has returned to
Los Angeles, and Jack Dillon will again
direct her in Triangle comedy-dramas. One
or two stories are now ready for Miss
Thomas, and an effort will be made to keep
up a regular release with this star.
Jack Conway, who is filming " Smoke,"
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a Southern society story, has been using
a large number of extra people, totalling
more than two hundred. Gloria Swanson,
Darrell Foss and Grover Frank are the
principals of this company. A feature of
the photoplay .will be numerous bathing
scenes in which a squad of beach beauties
will be introduced.
One of the new plays put in production
in the past few days at the Triangle is
" Another Foolish Virgin," which E.
Mason Hopper is making. Alma Rubens
is the featured actress of this, and the
principal supports are Betty Pearce and
Texas Guinan.
Louise Glaum Begins
With all preliminary work completed, it
was possible for the Louise Glaum Company to begin play
production
of thisThe
actress'
first Paralta
last week.
first
scenes to be taken for this photoplay, at
present
as story
" Intelligence,"
which ofis
from anknown
original
and continuity
Monte M. Katterjohn, are laid in a German beer garden. Inasmuch as the plot
is of the nature of propaganda against the
German military system, Katterjohn has
(Continued on page 1180)
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the celluloid art could not gain ally by the promoters who plan
News are seldom.
admission, the crowds were so to first secure the co-operation ot
E. K. Lincoln is in town. great.
all the best people of the inAUen Holubar was seen work- Jacques Jaccard has changed dustry, The name was not seing without a coat on.
the name of his serial from " The lected because of any patriotic
Lee Moran is again reported to Moon Child " to " The Lion's feeling, but rather because it was
be a married man.
Claw," which by some may seem most appropriate, the word " libFuel-less
are overtime,
not ours of
a long
jump by the mere scratch erty
" haying
been used with
very frewith
old soldays
working
a pen.
quently
in connection
anAaron
Jones
is
out
to
get
away
The
plot
of
Griffith's
coming
other
word
of
two
letters.
No
from Chicago blizzards. western front spectacle is not to stock will be issued to any proTod
Browning's
takin'
a
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of
be
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known
until
the
picture
fession?'''
vvho
have
not
worked
old winter back there. is released. Regardless of how at leas^ tiiree weeks on the West
Reg. Barker came out to a pitifully editors may cry for it. coast, and been on a vacation
directors'
meeting this week as thrills
Dick andJones
the same
duration, of Denver,
usual.
gags isfor again
Mack creating
Sennett of The
population
Billy Foster took in festivities Comedies after his strenuous Colorado, has been increased of
at Jack Doyle's arena Tuesday work of directing the production late by Tom Gibson and family,
evening.
Mickeycompleted.
" — yes, " Mickey " city,
who have
to the Tom
mile high
Monte Katterjohn has applied ofhas "been
wheregoneFather
will
for patent on the " direct action Harvey Gates was seen riding write comedies for the National
continuity."
home
down
our
main
street
in
Film
Corporation.
Tom's
family
Will M. Ritchie, the scenario his high-powered machine at a includes three young Gibsons,
bard of Santa Barbara, was in terrific speed, and inquiry re- Reggie Morris believes in fire
our town this week.
vealed the fact that he wanted to insurance. A policy on his autoChester Withey is reported at get a big idea on paper before mobile was to lapse Tuesday,
work. He was last seen en route it flitted.
Monday night somebody dropped
to San Francisco with a troop.
The kangaroo kids, a four-cor- an innocent cigarette stub in the
R. Henry Grey has been so nered organization of Ince ac- car, and the damage amounted to
busy pleasure
of late ot
he having
had to his
givehair
up tie
tresses,
Marjorie
and and
lit- the
five insurance
hundred dollars,
of which
the
sisterEnid,
Margaret,
Bennett
companyall paid,
cut every fourth day.
Sylvia Bremer is to lose one of Walter Edwards is at work on
Henry Lehrman was seen wear- its charter members — yes, girls, his spring gardening, but fears a
ing a new pair of glasses which Enid is going to marry Fred poor crop as he must devote his
makes possible for him to see a Niblo.
chore time to his new duties of
comedy situation ten miles An anti-plagiarist has been serving Culver City as an alderaway.
discovered in our midst — Bill man. In addition to this work,
Fred Church has been re- Walbert claims he never goes to Walter finds time to continue diquested to deliver a lecture on see any film shows for fear he recting for Triangle.
" New Methods of Cultivatmg might unconsciously absorb and C. Gardner Sullivan was phoCurly Hair," by the out-for-fund use someone else's ideas. Bill tographed the other, day, and the
club
of girls.
_ to a should,
stop reading.
_ pictures
camera ofof anthe X-ray
caught
S. A.
Franklin is entitled
Bert Lennon
has been working
severaltype
characters
medal, for he has written a overtime, and so Bill Hart's hat C. Gardner has created. The
scenario
that has
been alteration
O. K.'d is
be of
autographed
all the
photograph
is considered
marby a director
without
bigtomen
the countryby and
the ve!
of the age,
and will ashortly
— John
he's the
director.
allies,
which
Bert
claims
is
just
appear
in
one
of
our
well-known
Sturaar has been nick- another way of raising money for magazines,
named the " flivverless photog- the Red Cross. He's too Perhaps the happiest days of
rapher."
because
patriotic
think
publicity
the season
for Bill
are
around the Just
century
mark hefor bats
the this
plan towill
giveof totheMr.
Hart, past
because
he Desmond
has finished
R. William Neill directed pic- New movin' picture company, work in the pirate story, " The
tures. The Liberty Film Corporation Sea Panther." This was directed
" gripBryant
" at is
a newformed
enterprise
of our
Tom it HefJron,
and about
the
theMentally
Paralta ambitious
Studios, that
being
by the
manytown,
di- by
studio
is common
talk that
Washburn must be forty-two, in- rectors and actors who have re- Bill was never happier than when
asmuch as he plays the two lead- cently left other companies of struttling about in the costume
ing roles in " Twenty-One." their own volition — of course — togs of the Sixteenth Century
Sid Grauman's
theatre
was ing,
and as
are wenowsayresting
vacationtype. Inasmuch
he likes
opened
this week, and
a great
in the orWest.
The flourish
the sword,asplayers
insistto
throng of our ardent lovers of stock is being distributed liber- that he join the army.
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submittcil synopsis of the complete story
to the chairman of the Government Bureau of Public Information, George Creel,
in the hope that additional features may
be added that will make it more eflfective
for the Government.
Raymond B. West has finished the filming of the Bessie Barriscalc Paralta subject, ■The Wave," which is from an original story and continuity by J. Grubb Alexander and Fred Myton. Many of the most
recent scenes taken are laid along the Scottish shores, and for these Director West
found very desirable locations along the
Pacific Coast southwest of Los Angeles.
The Famous Players-Lasky laboratories,
located at the Lasky and Morosco studios,
are working day and night because much
of the work heretofore done at the Eastern
laboratories has been transferred to the
West. All prints of Lasky, Morosco,
Ince, Sennett and Arbuckle subjects are
made at these laboratories and consequently the amount of work being turned
out is more than twice as much as expected when the plant was erected.

Arbuckle Gets " CaU"
" Fatty " Arbuckle is wanted at Santa
Ana, the Chamber of Commerce having
extended to the heavyweight comedian a
substantial invitation for him to produce
comedies there, and within a few days a
concrete proposition will be made to Lou
Anger, general manager of the Comique
Film Corporation, which is the Arbuckle
organization. At the present time Arbuckle is producing on leased stage space
at the Long Beach studio of the Balboa
Company, now at work on his fourth
Western
madea few
picture,
Thebe Bell
Boy,"
which within
days "will
completed.
A small town, main street, with its Last
National Bank, Hotel Elk's Head, the L
O. O. F. Hall, the Emporium and the New
York Store, together with the Grand Opry
and the volunteer fire department, will be
very much in evidence in this travesty, as
well as a number of thrillers completed
by the heavyweight comedian and his coworkers. Buster and Joe Keaton, Al St.
John and Alice Lake.
Several new productions have been
started at the Balboa studios. Howard M.
Mitchell is directing a five-reel drama
which will feature Kathleen Cliflford, who
is author of the story. Ethel Ritchie, who
recently returned to this company after
some time spent with the American at
Santa Barbara, together with Neal Hardin,
who is the leading man, will be the principal supports.
Paul Powell has been engaged by Balboa and will shortly begin the direction
of his first picture there. Working script
is now being prepared by Kathrine Nelson,
a new meml'cr of the Balboa scenario department. Jack Jevne is also with Balboa and is at present writing script for
Kathleen Clifford.
Ynu are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts yoii can give them.
Hrlp them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duly. If you aren't helping in the
" smokes " campaign, get busy — now. Don't
be a slacker!

Motion

Bennett
Speaks
Hunter Bennett, Representative of
the U. S. Exhibitors' Booking
Corporation, DeHvers Pertinent Remarks on Conditions Generally in
the Market

rejust for
, who
BENNETT
HUNTER turned
from a tour
of thehasWest
tlie U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation
as special representative, has the following
to say on conditions generally in the market:
" It is amusing to me that executives of
certain distributing companies are causing
just the kind of conditions from which they
are the worst sufferers. In my trips about
the country — and I have spent most of my
time while in the film business touring the
United States — I have found that their
exchanges, as a rule, are veritable grist
mills turning out a volume of mediocre
pictures out of which only one in five productions shows a profit. The result is that
they have accumulated a great amount of
film in their various exchanges for which
there is little or no demand.
" The conscientious exchange manager
rather than see his film lay idle starts shooting it out at any old price, vainly attempting to meet the tremendous overhead expense he is compelled to operate under in
order to handle the great amount of dollar
per reel subjects he is receiving each week,
or has received in the past.

Pleased with
Hoffman
general manager of
HOFFMA
MH.
re N,
Pictures, through whose
• Foursqua
organization William J. Flynn's serial,
" The Eagle's Eye," produced by Wharton,
Inc., is to be distributed, expresses great
satisfaction at the reception given the first
three episodes of this serial when it was
shown to the trade, recently, at the Strand
theatre. New York.
" At such a time as this," said Mr. Hoffman, "when the country is at war with a
common enemy, the production of a feature
serial erected upon the subject matter contained in ' The Eagle's Eye ' does more than
provide entertainment of the most appealing and thrilling nature. It serves a patriotic purpose.
" While I know that every exhibitor
must, first of all, take into account the
quality of a serial (its commercial value
to him as merchandise which he buys to
sell to his patrons) I am well aware that
the fibre of Americanism in ' The Eagle's
Eye ' will touch a responsive chord in the
heart of every loyal man who owns or
operates a motion picture theatre.
" When I think that, in showing ' The
Eagle's Eye,' thousands of exhibitors will
know that they are standing by their government itmakes me feel a thrill of pride
that Foursquare Pictures should have been
chosen to distribute it.
" In order that ' The Eagle's Eye ' shall
have the completcst possible distribution, I
shall supervise it personally. During the
next few weeks a great part of my time

Picture

News

on
Conditions
" In the last few months a few of the
companies which have been glutting t^e
market with an inferior product woke up
and reduced the number of their releases.
But, in my opinion, this step was taken toolate, as they are maintaining exchanges
which cover three times as much floor space
as they require to handle the present number of releases. Most exchanges, I have
found, are tied up on long-term leases, and
are carrying at least twice as large a payroll as they require.
" Some distributors have permitted men
to dictate the policies of their companies
who have had practically little or no experience in this business with no practical
knowledge of actual conditions in any one
territory. It is such ' merchandise counsellors,' as they have been called, who are
largely responsible for the conditions existing at the present time, but as I have stated
above their own companies will be the first
to suffer from their folly.
" The store-show operating on a shoestring isa thing of the past. The successful
exhibitor of to-day has passed through all
the frenzy of the bally-hoo stages of the
business, and neither he nor his patrons
will accept anything they don't want. The
day also is past when any single distributor
can use a few successful stars or productions as a club over the exhibitor's head in
order to compel him to book subjects he
doesn't want. It is a case of Quantity
versus Quality, and Quality is bound to

Eye'^
will''The
be spent in Eagle's
the cities and towns, where
exhibitors have asked for special co-operation in presenting every episode.
" Apart from the wonderful publicity
win."
campaign
for ' The Eagle's
Eye,' introduced
there will
be
out-of-thc-ordinary
methods
— methods which while not possible to the
average fine feature are especially applicable to this production.
" So, I want every exhibitor to feel free
to expect that I shall follow his needs
and wishes right through. During my
absence from New York Mr. Key will
communicate with me, and by teelgraph if
necessary, whatever cannot wait to be forwarded by mail."
Paralta Photographers Lecture to Aviators
L. Guy Wilky and Robert Newhard,.
who are at the head of the photographydepartment of the Paralta studios in LosAngeles, have been called upon to render
a patriotic duty by lecturing to sixty men
who are enlisted in the aviation and radioservices of the United States Government.
While these men are waiting the call ta
active duty, they are making the best of
their time by studying all the sciences essential to their work. One of the most
important arts which they have to master in
order to be of value to the Government
as air scouts is that of operating the motion picture camera.
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on
THOSE who dwell on
sequently when he goes
the art of the moti
Bringing Them
Into a Close-up
ab.out making a mess of
picture have been keephis job every way he
ing an eye peeled recent,
By Longacre
turns, the strength of the
ly for "The Blue Bird,"
triangle is materially
lessened.
the screen version of Maurice MaeterHnck's play which Maurice
Tourneur has made for an Artcraft release. People out in the
a short time it is expected that D. W. Griffith's picture
smaller places of the United States don't know much about it of Within
the European war will be on public view. There was no
unless they have read it. It was produced in New York several
a Nation,"
of one
Birth all
seasons past with only moderate success. But New York is not
fact in "The
facewayof parallel.
in the
foolish
can do
However,
in no
cases are
the flying
but
the sole criterion. It is of interest to note that at the time of
be more
will
one
for
We
his work.
for
wait
and
back
sit
to
is
the translation of the play into English it was playing the
than surprised if Griffith comes out with a German spy who has
provinces of Russia by means of no less than fifty-nine comall the earmarks of a full-blown idiot and none of the cunning
panies ! The provinces of Russia include various peoples, high,
of his precarious trade. For that matter we don't believe a
low, middle class — and if a play can appeal to all of them after
German
the manner of " The Blue Bird " it is certain of making no mean
at
all. spy will have a prominent role in Griffith's production
impression on the varied audiences of our own United States.
The Maeterlinck play is a blending of psychology with beautiful
flights of fancy. The two children of a fairly well-to-do wood" Hidden Pearls "
cutter set out to find the Blue Bird, Happiness. Their search
{Lasky-Paramount — Five Reels)
takes them through imaginary lands of the author's conception.
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
Through the land of the Dead, the kingdom of the Blue Children,
the children yet unborn, through the stern palaces of Night.
BEULAH MARIE DIX has given Sessue Hayakawa a story
which when told on the screen affords one of the best bits of
Eventually they are obliged to give up the search with the object
still unfound. Of course, when they cease looking Happiness
entertainment that the Japanese actor and his support have been
comes to them. It is a beautiful story, pathetic, humorous,
permitted to give for some time. The author has furnished — one
whimsical, one which has a simple and direct appeal to the child
important element which is necessary for Mr. Hayakawa to reach
and a more subtle, finer appeal to the adult.
the hearts of his audience, and that is sympathy. It is a little
But these qualities will no doubt show for themselves on the
different from anything that he has ever done and it stands out
because there is incorporated snappy action, originality of theme,
screen in due time. It was Mr. Tourneur's past work, his peculiar
rapid succession of logical events and an ideal role for Sessue
fitness for undertaking the staging of such a spectacle as " The
Blue Bird " that called for this mention of it. The play is Hayakawa. He is allowed a certain latitude in interpreting the
featured role that is almost without constraint. Opportunity has
throughout filled with chances for the artistic director. Every
scene contains a fadein or a dissolve, the transformation of some
been thrust at him and he has taken a firm hold on each as prematerial or animal object into its human synonym as conceived
sented to him, and has obtained from each the very best in draby the author. A dog takes human form, a loaf of bread becomes
matic presentment. The story, impersonations and production are
a fat and foolish man. And as for the lighting effects suggested
characterized by strength — there's a punch in every scene.
by the simple descriptions of the author ; these open up huge
George Melford is deserving of special mention for his directorial work in this production. Mr. Melford has done a piece of
vistas of possibilities for the artistic director and, in this inwork that speaks for itself. Much of the locale of the story is
stance, his co-worker the cameraman.
laid in the Hawaiian Islands, in the vicinity of Honolulu. The
Mr. Tourneur by his work in the first three Elsie Ferguson
atmosphere is there. Mr. Melford has more than once shown his
pictures .and the Mary Pickford production "The Poor Little
ability as a director in his work with Sessue Hayakawa. He is
Rich Girl" has proven himself without a doubt the one and
only director capable of realizing all the possibilities of the
strong on atmosphere and detail and where both are possible both
Maeterlinck play to their fullest extent. And if Mr. Tourneur
will be realized when Director Melford is found with the megaphone back of the camera man.
has realized them, a big " if " but a very probable one, he will
The story which Miss Dix submitted received expert treatment.
have accomplished that which he may well turn to with pride,
a work which will place him in a class by himself.
The author paved the way and saw to it that there were no obstacles left in the way. It was written obviously for the sole use of
Looking back over the flood of " war spectacles " and specials
which have sprung from the Great War, one is forced to come
Mr. Hayakawa, and is entitled to special credit because it had to
be fashioned with delicacy and extraordinary care in order that
to the conclusion that the majority of them were hastily conthe requirements of the Japanese actor could be met. Miss Dix
ceived with little original thought going into their makeup. - This
statement is in no way meant to belittle their commercial value,
accomplished the purpose and turned out an excellent work.
There are few interior scenes as compared to the whole. The
for the exhibitors' books tell the tale one way or another and
action centres in the open and the exteriors are beauties. An exstand for no contradiction. But the compiler of the " great war
ample of the originality which Miss Dix. has incorporated in her
special
unable
monotony
the heroine
and
the
hero" seems
from the
ranktoofvary
the the
Allies
and the ofvillainous
German
script and which Director Melford has brought out with a fine
degree of appreciation for its originality and its power to incite
spy whose craving for the heroine ultimately results in his downfall. This triangle is, of course, the natural outcome of the
a deserved quota of sympathy for Mr. Hayakawa as Tom Garvin,
in her creation of the incident wherein Garvin, in order that he
present international situation. No one demands a German hero
might keep the stolen pearls in safety and assure their safe return
— but why make the German villain an utter fool in his actions?
to his people, has the skin of his forearm laid open with a knife
Certainly no audience who sees the spy blundering right and
left is at all convinced. Better have him possessed all the
(presumably — and the effect is as impressive as the actuality could
cunning he has in reality and cause him to be overthrown by possibly be) and the pearls concealed under the skin, which is
seweil over them. This is not only original, but gets over with a
super-cunning on the part of the defenders of the right. The
spy's post in any service is never an easy thing to gain. He
punch and a real thrill.
The supporting cast is composed of players whose work adds
must be of more than average intelligence, of quick wit and
daring. And while this discourse may seem irrelevant to the
greatly to the success of this production. Margaret Loomi'.. and
Florence Vidor have the principal feminine roles. Both do fine
motion picture, an audience knows these traits of the spy. Con-
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work before the camera. Miss Vidor screens like a winner and
is destined for better things before the camera. Theodore Roberts give one of his excellent characterizations. James Cruzc in
the role of a native leader is full of pep and strikes from the
shoulder. Noaii Beery as a native chieftain rings the bell. Jack
Holt, Charles Geldcrt and Henry F. Woodward have minor bits.
Paul Perry obtained some nice shots with the camera and has a
fine eye for distance and perspective. His work at the camera is
commendable.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Tom Garvin is the son of an American pearl trader and a prince of one
of the Hawaiian collection. He has been educated in America, and knows
little of his native land or people. He loves Enid Benton (Florence Vidor),
but she informs him that unless he can show that he is able to acquire a
comfortable fortune, she cannot marry him. Tom leaves for Honolulu
to maketionedhis
His uncle,
(Theodore
Roberts)of ispearls
stahere asfortune.
a pearl trader.
His John
uncle Garvin
learns that
a rich deposit
has
been
found
along
the
island
coast.
Tom's
uncle
suggests
that
he
go
his native island, wliere he is in reality the king, and find out where theto
pearls are located. Tom thinks of Enid, and decides to go.
He receives a royal welcome by the natives on his arrival, and is hailed
as king.. Tahona (Margaret Loomis), a daughter of Teariki, a chieftain,
falls in love with him. He learns from her where the pearls are hidden.
She takes him to the spot where they are concealed. He escapes with the
pearls, but is hunted down by the natives and branded. Tahona again
comes to his rescue, and he is freed. He escapes from the island after
thrilling adventures and returns to his uncle. His conscience hurts him, and
he refuses to give the pearls up. His uncle attempts to force him to part
with the pearls, and in a fight which follows, Tom wins out and escapes.
He pearls
meets aunder
nativethe ofskin,
his and
Islandsailshome,
he on
cutsa Tom's
arm, conceals
the
as a and
stoker
vessel bound
for his
native island to return the pearls to his people.
Tahona has been informed that unless Tom returned with the pearls
within a certain time, she would be sacrificed. Tom returns and presents
the pearls to his people. Tahona is freed, and the two are united, after
which they settle down to rule as king and queen.
" Watch Your Neighbor "
{Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedy)
Reviewed bv Joseph L. Kelley
VICTOR HEERMAN has taken Charles Murray, Mary
Thurman, Wayland Trask and Edgar Kennedy under his
guiding hand and they, at his directionfi have created one of
the Mack Sennett brand of laughs, titled " Watch Your Neighbor."
Laughs is the strongest term that can be employed in a criticism
which statement is considered essential because "Watch Your
Neighbor's " immediate predecessors can be criticised justly, only
by the employment of the qualifying noun, roars.
This late Mack Sennett comedy is distinctive in comparison
with others of the same brand. For instance — Mary Thurman
doesn'toneonceof appear
in deshaljille
in a bathing
the
only
the Sennett
beautiesor who
appears suit.
duringShetheis run
of the two reels. Charles Murray is seen in the lonesome frock
f an undertaker (almost a roar, but not quite).
The idea upon which the comedy is based is a laugh approaching
a roar, in itself — an undertaker going fifty-fifty with a doctor
on the daily receipts. Charles Murray is the undertaker and his
conception of the humorous and the ridiculous side of this dignitary's profession, is one that makes you laugh whether you will
or not. Mary Thurman makes a pretty doctor's other-half. Wayland Trask is big enough for a doctor such as the one Mack
Sennett wanted to interpret this role and his idea of humor is
neither distorted or underestimated. He holds up his end and
gets a laugh every time he reaches for one. Edgar Kennedy
could get more laughs if he were given more opportunity. The
moral : A doctor and an undertaker may form a partnership and
may get more business through the alliance but one or the other
loses his wife in the business rush.
" Three Times and Out "
(Mutual-Strand — One Reel)
Reviewed by F. G. Spencer
THIS Strand comedy featuring Billie Rhodes and Cullen
Landis as Mary and Jack respectively, is on a par with the
best of the series, with Mary coming out at the end decidedly
second best. Having been frequently warned by her lover, she
persists in flirting in a most audacious manner, and at a party
Jack decides he will not escort her home on this account. She
therefore decides to play safe and has three of the male guests
promise to do this. But over a cup of punch they compare notes,
and decide they have been fooled by frivolous Mary, so they all
decide to cancel their engagement, with the result that Mary is
left to wend her way home alone in the wee sma' hours of the
morning.
The reel is full of humorous incidents and will surely prove an
interesting filler for any program.
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" The Turn of a Card "
(Paralta — Seven Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
AN excellent romantic comedy with plenty of thrills on the
side is offered in " The Turn of a Card." Paralta's second
release featuring J. Warren Kerrigan. Seldom has Mr. Kerrigan
been seen in a more congenial role than Jimmie Montgomery
Farrell, the young Western oil magnate, who arrives in the East
to take possession of a Long Island estate (his winnings at the
gaming table), to find there the daughter of the man he believes
has taken his life because of his losses. The comedy begins at
this point and continues on to the end, every bit of it surefire,
and, backed by the serious situation which Jimmie thinks he has
precipitated, it has a high sustaining interest not often found in
subjects containing so plentiful a supply of humor. Jimmie's first
experience as a chauffeur which leads him to ditch both himself
and Cynthia by the roadside after a short and furious ride, his
experiences as a butler, his meeting with Cynthia on an equal
social footing and countless minor incidents go to make " The
Turn of a Card " splendid in light entertainment value.
The opening scenes disclose several smashing thrills which get
the story to an unusually good start. The " bringing in " of the
oil well, its subsequent burning, the vicious plotting of Phelps,
and last, but not least, the game in which Jimmie wins the Long
Island estate, are handled with rare skill. The suspense of the
card game is admirably maintained — Jimmie's fortune seems swept
away at one point but finally sheer luck brings him success. Then
comes his journey to the East and the introduction of the big
vein of comedy which serves to keep the spectator in a merry
mood up to the final scenes. " The Turn of a Card " is a rare
combination of romance, comedy and melodrama, an ideal subject
for any house high or low.
Thomas J. Geraghty made the adaptation from the story by
Frederick Chapin. His continuity is praiseworthy in every respect and the skilful manner in which he has alternated between
comedy incidents and situations of a more serious nature deserves
unstinted commendation. Oscar Apfel directed and has given
of his usual excellent work. He has caught the real spirit of
the numerous humorous scenes of the story and has staged them
with a rare sense of their possibilities. The production throughout is realistic to a degree and some fine settings are the work
of R. Holmes Paul. The photography by L. Guy Wilky and
Henry Bredesen is of the best.
Kerrigan plays Jimmie Montgomery Farrell with a sincerity
and delicate sense of humor that is delightful. Lois Wilson as
Cynthia gives a performance equally pleasing, and there are Eugene Pallettc, William Conklin, David M. Hartford, Frank Clark
and other capable performers in the supporting parts.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Jimmie Montgomery Farrell (J. Warren Kerrigan) strikes it rich in the
oil fields. Celebrating, he takes to cutting for high cards with " Ace High "
Burdette
Hartford),
" on-the-square
" gambler.
He cleans
Ace
High (David
of all hisM. money
and hisan Long
Island estate
to boot. Downcast,
Ace High wanders out from the town. He stumbles over a rock and falls
in a brook, striking
head.
by his
" Curio
Johnson
(Clifford
Alexander),
a half wit,his who
takesHe himis found
home to
shack" for
company.
He
is reported dead. Curio, in love with Millie Jarvis (Eleanor Crowe), salts
her father's land with oil, believing the farm can so be disposed of at a
large price. William Phelps (William Conklin), a crooked promoter from
the East, marries Millie, believing the property rich, only to discover soon
afterward that it is worthless. -He makes a getaway. Jimmie goes East
to sign ings.corporation
papers, inandstate.
looks One
into day
his Long
Island
estate holdHe installs himself
Cynthia
(LoisrealWilson),
Ace
high's daughter, arrives home from Europe, unaware of the transfer of
property
and
the
report
of
her
father's
death.
Jimmie
passes
himself
off
her chauffeur, and from here on the action takes a turn for the humorous,as
until Phelps, blocked in a bad deal by Jimmie, tells Cynthia that he caused
her father's death. It is at this time that Ace High presents himself in person, and his appearance is the clue for a general happy ending.
Roy Laidlaw, Albert J. Cody and Wallace Worsley complete the cast.
" The Sin of Innocence *'
{Pathe — Two Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
in "The Price of Folly" series, these two reels
FOURTH
center round a girl, who has been brought up in absolute
ignorance of life by her father whose wife proved faithless.
When finally the inevitable happens and she meets a man of her
own age, it proves her undoing and brings sorrow to herself and
her father, because the young man is a no-account. There is the
usual amount of fast, melodramatic action in these two reels.
Ruth Roland as the girl, plays with spirit, and Frank Mayo as the
and Daniel Gilfether as the father, complete a capable
betrayer
trio.
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" Jack Spiirlock — Prodigal "
{Fox — Six Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
GEORGE HORACE LORIMER who presides over the editorial destinies of the Saturday Evening Post seldom
writes. " Jack Spurlocl<-Prodigal " is one of the few stories that
bears his name as author. It appeared, naturally in the S. E. P.
There are times during the adaptation of his story as fashioned
by Ralph Spence and produced by Carl Harbaugh that one comes
to the conclusion that Mr. Lorimer was bent on satirizing that
type of fiction for which the Post is largely sought. The youth,
fresh from either college or from the lists of the down-and-outers, works up to become the head of " big business " in the majority of the stories selected by the only George Horace. And
his own Jack Spurlock accomplishes the same feat, only in a
manner that includes many touches of satire and burlesque.
In truth, " Jack Spurlock-Prodigal " fails to rank with other
adaptations from the columns of the Post, merely because the
author has chosen to be light throughout his work. There is
none of that peculiarity fascinating element of " struggle," of the
hero combating against unfair odds that makes the Post's circulations climb up to the millions. Jack Spurlock's adventures
before success comes to him constitute a series of humorous episodes beginning at the time of his last college blow-out and
continuing to the day when he discovers that onions are the basis
of a " cure-all " remedy. His deeds of comedy are not unified.
For instance his work at peeling onions is merely introduced
to produce many tears and no comedy. The " Silent Restaurant "
oi¥ers a good idea for comedy but is out of place in a story of
the length and position of this one.
Episodic is the word for the picture. It is funny, particularly
so at the start. Jack's dinner orgy participated in by Frisco, celebrated Jazz dancer, his trip home during which time he accumulates abear, his trouble the following morning with the animal —
these are moments of riotous fun. And many of the following
incidents draw laughs and smiles too, but there is that expected
element, that real struggle of the prodigal against business, that
never appears and which would have made the picture perfect of
its kind.
The adaptation is good and much humor will be derived from
the well selected and worded subtitles. Mr. Harbaugh's direction
never fails in realism. George Walsh, popular and with personality, takes the title role and characterizes the part as light and
carefree — a perfectly good characterization. Dan Mason as the
father, and Ruth Taylor, pretty, but quite unimportant as Anita
Grey are named as principal support.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Jack Spurlock (George Walsh) expelled from college because of a prank
is put to work by his father (Dan Mason), in the wholesale grocery business. For some unknown reason Ja<;k insists upon buying up all the onions
in the territory. Then the onion workers go on strike. Jack takes up the
cudgels in their behalf, and by advertising popularizes their slogan, " Live
and Let Live." Eventually the old man grants the requested increase in
the
onionoff workers'
salaries,andandobliged
they goto back
But and
not Jack.
He
is cut
by his father,
work to aswork.
a waiter
a window
demonstrator, until Anita (Ruth Taylor), the girl of his heart, calls ^ halt
on these activities. He pairs up with a Colonel Jackson (Robert Vivian),
vender of a patent " cure all," the chief ingredient of which is onions.
Jack gets a big order from a Chicago house for several gross of the " Live
and Let Live " stuff, whatever it is. The advertising has created a demand.
So
Jack sendsonions
them to
the make
" cure more
all,"— and
obliged tohimself
buy up inhis Spurlock
father's
superfluous
so isreinstating
senior's good graces.
|
" The Crucible of Life "
{General Enterprises, Inc. — Seven Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
u-yHE CRUCIBLE OF LIFE," a screen version of Hartley
Campbell's stage play, " Fairfax," produced by the Authors'
Film Company, under the direction of Captain Harry Lambert
and distributed on the independent market by Arthur H. Sawyer
and Herbert Lubin, General Eenterprises, Inc., is a society melodrama with the melodramatic element highly emphasized in its
proper order, the war scenes hitting the high spots with effective
registration, the lighter dramatic moments breaking the spell of
tenseness aroused by the stronger melodramatic efforts and the
cast including Grace Darmond, Jack Sherill and Frank O'Connor
in the principal roles, rendering convincing and dramatic impersonations ofthe featured character parts. " The Crucible of Life "
is big in many respects without being sensational. The straight
dramatic work added to the war scenes and the consequent inter-

est which the scenes laid in France arouse because, of her timely
and appropriate sentiment, places this production in rank with
some of the best of the independent, not relying upon the sensafeatures.tional for their right to position in the category of state rights'
There is nothing quite so strongly in favor of a dramatic presentation, whether it be on the stage or screen, as a sentimental
interest. This may be aroused in an audience in various ways.
The one who did the continuity for the screen version of Bartley
Campbell's play, " Fairfax," has aroused this sentimental interest
by means of the introduction of the Red Cross division in France
and a number of scenes in the front lines of battle. This has been
done with the reasoning of a logician as well as a dramatist with
the result that the impressioin of a padded effort often left by
those who seek to introduce war scenes in a straight dramatic
after a review of " The Crucible of Life."
has not isbeen
recital,
The picture
not left
one that will stand scrutiny without revealing
defects in technique and construction. Very few are. The revelation, however, comes with such a slight tap announcing its
presence, that the realization enters and exits without appreciable
noise or without having left damage in its wake. Its appeal is
of the brand that holds. The variety of dramatic possibiUties
that have been realized, covers a wide scope, considering that it
all has been revealed in one production. There is the melodramatic, the straight dramatic work, the social side and the touch
of war.
Captain Harry Lambert's direction of this production rings
true in every scene. He has put over the melodramatic, with a
punch and his intentions have been carried out to the letter by
Edwin Forsberg and Jack Sherrill. Grace Darmond is an excellent type for a Red Cross nurse and in the earlier reels presents
good work as the orphan. Frank O'Connor does creditable work.
is
Winifred Harris registers in a matron's part. The photography
clear. The lighting effects obtained good results. The thrill in the
final reel, showing the burning of the base hospital, fails to thrill
because Director Lambart did not get realism into the scene.
"The Crucible of Life" is a strong screen drama. It is well
constructed and holds the interest.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
and her
had married unwisely. She daughter
Gladys Dale (Grace Darmond)
Diana,
a position as companion to matron.
husband part and she securesHarris),
Robert
society
prominent
a
of Mrs. Dorset (Winifred
the wild sort. He makes
son of Mrs. Dorset is of Fairfax
Dorset (Jack. Sherrill),
Connor)
O
(Frank
Edwin
him.
repulses
advances to Gladys but she little daughter, Virgie, to spend a vacation at
arrives with his motherless
close friends.
Mrs. Dorset.
estatea ofcommission
country
the
for France. _
leaves becoine
and Gladys
army and
in theFairfax
receives
Fairfax
(Kdwin
Hoffbert
von
Fritz
Later Robert Dorset becomes acquainted with
The boy becomes^ simplicated
and society thief.
Forsberg), a Germanandspybecoming
necklace.
mother
more daring steals his
in several robberies
the insults of Robert and
Gladys has been compelled to leave totheescape
robbery is discovered. Robert
it is shortly after her departure that
Red Cross division and
the
in
casts suspicion on her. Gladys is accepted
leaves for France. She is assigned to the hospital near where Edwm is
other'sandpresence.
Neitheris know
stationed.
practices his work as spy, as a
called ofto theEurope
Von Hoffbert
Fairfax becomes suspicious
member of the company in which Fairfax is.
to the enemy. A hand-to-hand
signaling
him
of von Hoffbert and catches
Fairfax is wounded and
fight follows in which von Hoffbert is worsted.
re-united
Gladys is stationed Theyisare
taken to the hospital in which
caught redStates.andRobert
United woman
in thea society
for a furlough
and leave
tie
confession
his
m
of
the home
at robbing
handed
exonerates
Gladys from guilt.
" The Inner Voice "

{Pathe-Russian Art — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Mihie
A POWERFUL character study of a man heedless of the dictates of conscience is rendered in "The Inner Voice," by
Ivan Mozukin, one of the most accomplished, if not, indeed, the
actual star, of all the players who have appeared to date in this
brand of pictures Pathe is releasing. While heretofore _M.
Mozukin has made his appearances in characters, the opening
reels of " The Inner Voice " find him a young man, clean-shaven.
His reversion to his usual makeup in the latter reels lays unusual stress on his ability as a character actor. He is through
the entire five reels the centre of attraction, always in the spirit
of his role and playing it with a force and dignity that could not
be surpassed by any performer of the American studio.
constantly
characterization
Mozukin's
by reason
story,
The the
holds
attention.
It inofitself
is interesting
but it is mainly the
varying stages of wickedness through which the principal character passes that is responsible for its dramatic strength. It
works up to a high point of suspense before judgment eventually
overtakes the man who has lost track of all sense of right and
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goes through hfc working only in his own selfish interests.
The supporting cast is of the usual high standard maintained in
all the Russian Art releases. The remaining principals play with
unusual skill, but what is even more remarkable is the fact that
even the very minor roles are carried by players who seem
capable of doing larger things.
The production' is good, the film is well edited and the photography calls for no severe criticism. All in all, " The Itiner
Voice " is a fine picture, and one that should help American
audiences overcome their foolish prejudices for foreign-made
pictures.
THE STORY
ErmolofT leaves his home to study at the University of Moscow. He
enters student circles highly respected and loved by his fellows. But an
affair with the mother of the boy he tutors, gambling and drinking soon
cause his ostracism from university circles. His deceit and inattention
causes the death of the girl he loves most. In after years his personal
ambitions are his all. Though married and the father of a boy he is
unhappy.
buys his way
into the
promising
money-lender
an
importantHe Government
position.
ThenDuma
at theby height
of hisa success,
when
he
is
being
complimented
for
his
"integrity"
and
"
charitable
Conscience appears and points her finger at him. In his home, "hisways,
past
deeds rise before him to condemn — and he dies, cursing the day he first put
Conscience aside.
" The Cast-Olf "
{Foursquare Pictures — Six Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
IT rounds like old times. Bessie Barriscale, C. Gardner Sullivan, Raymond West and Thomas H. Incc — their efforts all
combined in one picture, " The Cast-Off." This was made while
the quartette was working together under the Triangle banner
and was secured by M. H. Hoffman to release on the Foursquare
program. It shows Miss Barriscale at her best, which is something'really delightful,
a story ofactress,
unusual Pancrimee
realism, well
treated
and produced.
As the inprominent
Nethaway,
alternately swayed by her desire of avenging herself on the man
who mistreated her when she was a mere slavey, Pansy May,
and her love for little children, Miss Barriscale brings into
play that versatility and ease of expression that has made her
past performances count for so much in themselves alone.
Her acting does, indeed, save "The Cast-Off " from taking a
slump in its middle. The story of the successful Pancrimee
under way, the editor has chosen to look backward to three reels
of her early struggles and the main action is thus broken in
Iwain. Not that the retrospect is unnecessary as it gives sound
motive for the actress longing to mete out punishment to Henley,
but it is a little too long. Probably the elimination of a reel
of this action would work to better results, but even as it stands
Miss Barriscale's work as the slavey, so contrasting with her
performance as the polished actress, is constantly the centre of
attention.
Mr. West's production is realistic and always possessed of the
proper atmosphere for the various phases of the picture. Howard
Hickman makes the doctor a dignified and human person. Jack
Livingston does well as the boarding house "sport" and Dorcas
Matthews plays with sincerity as his wife.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Pancrimee Nethaway (Bessie Barriscale), successful actress in a fantastical children's
play,her,gloats
overcounted
the factamong
that Henley
who once
scorned
is now
her most(Jack
ardentLivingston),
admirers.
Systematically she starts about to create a separation between him and
his wife (Dorcas Matthews). Doctor Thorpe (Howard Hickman), a
■killed physician who spends his time relieving the suffering of crippled
children, urges Pancrimee to spend an afternoon in his sospital. Loath
to do so at first, she finally consents and association with the kindly doctor
and his learns
wards ofopens
a new life
her. Inby treating
Dr.
Thorpe
the domestic
breakto caused
PancrimeeHenley's
and on child.
the night
she 15 to dine with Henley he detains her. She tells him her story of
the manner when she, a slavey in a boarding house, was made fun of by
the boarders, Henley, hypocritically posed as her friend and champion, all
the while laughing behind her back himself. This has so embittered her
that she has resolved to get even with him. Dr. Thorpe shows her the
Henley child and the actress relents. Meanwhile the romance of Pancrimee and Dr. Thorpe has developed and with the end of the picture it
reaches its happy conclusion.
" Jerry's Star Bout "
{Mutual-Cub— One Reel)
[Reviewed by F. G. Spencer
GEORGK OViCY is again presented in an almost impossible
comedy of the slap-stick variety, in which his girl's father
promises him the daughter if he will squelch a circus variety of
individual of bullying tactics. The new bully in a tent offers to meet
all comers in a fistic encounter. Jerry accepts the challenge and
arms himself with an ammonia-laden syringe, which he uses to
good effect.
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'* The Heart of Romance "
{Fox — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
JUNE CAPRICE is featured in this number by Frances Crowley
as a daughter of wealth who feigns poverty to try the mettle of
her friends. The only one who remains true is a poor, bluffing
author, who is forced by the scenarioist to prove his worthiness
of June many times and over before she accepts him as her hubby.
June is her usual smiling, kittenish self in her role in "The Heart
( f Romance." She is much in evidence throughout the five reels
and the producers rely on her personality a good deal to put the
story over. Her opposite is Bernard Thornton, who plays the
bluffing author. He is late of vaudeville and plays the part clown{•^hly from beginning to end usually with a rather empty smile
and foolish staring eyes. He gets some of his comedy over, but
five reels of his same expression is rather too much, and when
he finally tries to be dramatic he fails.
Miss Crowley's story deserves little attention save in the outlining of the plot. As a vehicle for the star it compares favorably
with others of the past, but it is light and repeats to such an
extent that it only manages with difficulty over the five reels.
The continuity was prepared by Adeline Leitzbach and Harry
^ilillarde directed. A glance at the synopsis in the press sheet
gives a further elaboration of the story, tells of a roue and his
attempt to force his attentions on the girl, with the usual " dramatic " rescue by the hero, but as this twist of the plot is never
apparent in the film as released it is neither here nor there.
George Bunny as the guardian heads a supporting cast that contributes work of an average nature.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Eloise Jackson (June Caprice), the wealthy young ward of Judge Stafford (George Bunny), lavishes her fortune on extravagant entertainments.
Harvey CSreyson (Bernard Thornton), struggling author, meets her and as
a whim she agrees to back him. Stafford lays a plan whereby Eloise will
learn the true worth of her friends and announces that her fortune has been
swept away. Greyson is the only one who remains true. They continue
the trick and Greyson finds himself hard put to provide for Eloise but he
proves true-blue till the bitter end which, however, is not so bitter after
all but very sweet as he learns that his stuff has been accepted by any number of publishers and that Eloise loves him.
Lilian Page Jack Martm and Jack Raymond are also in the cast.
Two

O. Henry Pictures

{" Compliments of the Season " and " The
Thing's the Play" — Two Reels Each)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
VITAGRAPH'S version of O. Henry's " Compliments of the
Season," adapted by Stanley Olmstead and produced under
the direction of Ashley Miller, is an original Christmas story, rich
in contrast, novelty of development and subtle humor. " Fuzzy,"
the tramp, hangs around the mansion of the millionaire and looks
with saddened eyes at the lady as she goes for a ride. A little
dog is the only inmate of the house that pays him attention, and
when the child shows her dislike for Fuzzy, the pup gets even by
stealing her pet rag doll. Rag dolls are not very important as a
rule, but this one was treasured by the spoiled child and all the
others in New York could not take its place. On Christmas eve,
she is in a serious state and a reward is offered for the return
of the doll. Fuzzy finds it and restores it to its little owner. The
lady proves to be the girl he once loved, down in Virginia, who
refused him for a millionaire.
A mere sketching of the plot never does justice to an O. Henry
story, but Vitagraph's picturization does it fully. Herbert Prior,
as the tramp, with Betty Blythe as the Lady and Aida Horton as
the child do clever work and both adaptor and director have
grasped the spirit of the author and succeeded in reproducing it
on the screen.
"The Thing's the Play" was considered funny by the author
lint not by a reporter. It was much funnier as a story than it is as a
picture for it is rather slow and the ending, unlike those of the
majority of these pictures, is obvious. The rejected suitor breaks
into the bride's room immediately after the wedding and her
husband discovers him there. He leaves her, meets the rival and
a fight occurs in which the husband is knocked unconscious. Ten
years later they meet again and when Helen discovers the identity
of the bearded stranger who has been boarding in her house, she
soon makes him remember the past. The two reels are not without their interest, but fail to come up to expectations. Mildred
Manning, Jack Crosby and Rex Burnett appeared under George
Ridgwell's direction.
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" Keith of the Border "
(Triangle — -Five Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
ROY STEWART'S late Western drama, senarioized from
Randall Parish's story by Alvin J. Neitz and produced by
Triangle under the direction of Cliff Smith, with Steve Rounds
at the camera, is a lively exposition of Western life with the
central figure a Texas ranger. Typically Western in every detail,
" Keith of the Border " should serve as a good headliner for
the exhibitor's program whose audiences are composed of those
who like the Western drama. Roy Stewart has a big following
and his work in this picture is commendable.
The author has given his story a tinge of the original in spots.
He has worked to a strong climax and the action he has made
possible in the body of his story, is of the sure-fire brand and
moves with pep. Director Cilff Smith has opened with a shot of
the open country followed by one of the same order, both of
which run to too great a length before the hero appears on the
scene. When Jack Keith does ride into view the action starts and
moves swiftly.
Some fine stretches of open country and winding trails have
been shot. The idea of making the hero a Texas ranger serves
a good purpose for, because of the notoriety of this branch of
the police of the Texas border, the mere mention of the fact
arouses an interest which would not have been aroused had not
the fact been made known. Sympathy is with the ranger from
start to finish.
Both author and director have handled the action and detail
which centres about the dual role interpreted by Josie Sedgwick,
with finesse and appreciation for the logical. Neither role had
been overplayed in its presentment. Miss Sedgwick works to
advantage and convinces at all times. Herbert Gills is an unusually good type for the part of Black Bart and his impersonation of the heavy element is an example of true dramatic work.
Pete Morrison, William Ellingford, Wilbur Higbee and Alberta
Lee present lesser roles.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Jack Keith is a member of the Texas Rangers. While riding over the
plains he discovers the murder of a band of squatters. He buries the dead,,
and is unaware that a member of the gang who did the work is watching.
He starts out to round up the band. He rides into the stronghold of
the gang, a border town, and is arrested for the murder of the squatters.
He escapes from jail, and stops at a lonely cabin, where he finds a girl, Hope
Waite (Josie Sedgwick). While he is there. Black Bart (Herbert Gills),
the leader of the gang of outlaws, stops. He has met the girl before.
Keith overpowers Black Bart, and he and the girl flee. They ride to a
nearby town where Keith knows the keeper of a boarding-hous. He places
the girl in charge of the keeper, Mrs. Murphy (Alberta Lee). The girl tells
Keith that she is searching for her sister, who has been missing for some
time. Black Bart turns up later, and asks to see Hope, the girl. He asks
her to impersonate a girl, whom she resembles, so that she will be able to
cash a check, which is made out in the name of Hope Waite, and which
check Black Bart had stolen from a member of the squatter family whom
he had thought murdered. Hope realizes that her sister is somewhere in
the neighborhood. Her father whom she suspected murdered turns up, and
recognizes her as his missing daughter. Christie McClaire arrives in town.
The father recognizes her as the only sister. The two sisters and father
are united. Hope has gained possession of the check, which is rightfully
hers, cideand
Black partners.
Bart and his gang are arrested. The ranger and Hope deto become
" From

Two

to Six "

(Triangle — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
TRIANGLE'S creation of Arthur Stringer's story, " The Button Thief," for presentation on the screen under the title,
" From Two to Six," affords Winifred Allen and Earle Fox a
corking good opportunity to combine nice bits of straight comedy
with touches of the mysterious and a few mild thrills thrown in
for good measure. Considering that the author has inculcated
some very mysterious mystery in his work, Director Albert Parker
has done some good work with this production. It ranks in the
better class of Triangle productions, and although it hasn't the inherent qualities of a world beater, it will prove satisfactory to
the average audience and will leave a most favorable impression.
" Fromvision ofTwo
Six " wasMuch
produced
the East
under around
the superAllan toDwan.
of theinaction
centres
one
of New York's best known hostelries. The mystery element has
been brought out with prominence and the suspense has been
sustained until the curtain. The opening reels disclose a most
picturesque suburban home and the shots registered by Roy
Vaughn, the camera man, in this locale, are excellent treatment
for sore eyes. Director Parker has planted the mysterious ele-

ment with the first flash on the screen. Interest is aroused from
the start and held throughout.
Winifred Allen, with Earle Fox doing the honors opposite, adds
a refreshing touch to this production which is not lost on an
audience. Miss Allen can register a smile and roll her big eyes
with all the grace and winsomeness of perfecton. She carries her
responsibilities with the ease and naturalness of an artist. Mr.
Fox puts over the light comedy with a mild bang, is a good type
for the part and works to advantage with Miss Allen. The two
should be seen more often together in light comedy drama.
Robert Fischer presents a heavy character role with appreciation. His characterization is done with ability. Forrest Robinson is seen in less than a reel of the total reelage, but in that
time he does effective work. Margaret Greene presents the vil-.
lainess with a real villainess's look. Clarence Handyside, Charles
E. Wells, Madeline Marshall, Amy Somers and Riley Hatch have
minor roles which they handle well. The cast in general does
effective work. Thomas F. Tracey assisted in the direction. The
photography is done well and is clear at all times. The illustrated sub-titles add not a little to Triangle productions.
THE STORY AND THE PLAYERS
Alice Stevens (Winifred Allen) lives with her father, John Stevens (Forrest Robinson), an inventor in a suburb of New York. He has invented
a device to rid the sea of submarines. Baron von Wiederholtz (Robert
Fischer), a German spy, assisted by Countess Elsa (Margaret Greene) and
Richard Steele (Clarence Handyside), learn of the invention, and the Countess obtains possession of the plans. Alice goes to New York to recover
them.
Howard Steele (Earle Fox) likes Margaret Worth (Madeline Marshall),
but when his and her father get together and arrange for a marriage between the two, the young people rebel. Howard and Margaret live in the
same hotel at which the Baron is living. Howard's father locks him in
his
escapesenters,
throughand,theHoward
window concealed
and entersfromthe view,
Baron's
Whileroom,
thereandthehe Baron
seessuite.
him
hide the plans. Later Alice, who has learned where the Baron is stopping,
gets access
to the
suite,areandhidden,
searches
the plans.
Howardsensedirects her to the
spot Baron's
where they
afterforknocking
the Baron
less. Alice recovers the plans, and, as a reward, Howard asks her to marry
him. They gain entrance to his room through the window, and then go to
his father's
room,arranges
where awith
minister
is waiting
to marry
Howard
garet. Howard
Margaret
to let the
ceremony
go on,andandMar-he
and Alice are united. The Baron and his confederates are arrested, and
Alice returns to her father with the plans and a husband.
" The W oman

Between

Friends "

(Vitagraph
Five L.Reels)
Reviewed
by —
Joseph
Kelley
MARC MacDERMOTT works like the artist that he is, opposite Alice Joyce in Robert W. Chambers' latest work to
be adapted to the screen by Vitagraph, " Between Friends," presented on the screen under the title, " The Woman Between
Friends." Miss Joyce and Mr. MacDermott are two ideal types
for Mr. Chambers' principal characters, and each merit the confidence placed in them by the casting director. Tom Terriss could
not possibly find a better press agent or one that would shout his
praises louder than this creation — it speaks in high terms of his
directorial ability. As it stands, " The Woman Between Friends "
is a good example of dramatic production. If Director Terriss
had kept to earth and not reached into the clouds for the mystic
and climax,
drew upon
allegorical
for aa number'
the scenes toward
the
he the
would
have had
program of masterpiece
to his
credit. In the minds of some, these mystic touches may seem to
add strength to this production, but in the opinion of the reviewer they sap it, considered as a drama, of dramatic strength.
Robert W. Chambers furnished the stepping stones to a good
dramatic creation for presentation on the screen. He endowed his
characters with human attributes and these human attributes he has
clothed in incidents which happen, not once in a life time, but
as many times as there are numbered, friends. The friends may
be artists, as in this case, or they may be friends in other walks
of life, but if friends, invariably they have been placed at dagger
points because of the green-eyed monster coming between them.
Only friends will deceive one another as Graylock deceived Drene.
With the introduction of Graylock and Drene, an audience will
follow every flash on the screen that depicts events in the lives of
these two characters. The one presented by Mr. MacDermott
with fine appreciation, with dramatic ability and with wholesouled emotional feeling, and the other by Robert Walker with
appreciation although he does not reach the heights of dramatic
impersonation, registered by Mr. MacDermott. He does, however,
give a very credible performance especially in the latter scenes
when he is called upon to do his " darndest." He does.
Until the latter reels Miss Joyce has only to smile her way to
victory. It is in the final reels that she is given the opportunity
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hit the high spots and she does it with fine dramatic results.
SIic presents a picture that will linger long after the scenes have
flitted past the gold fibre. She registers with every smile, with
'.cry look of compassion, with every show of surprise and witli
I \ ery glance of affection. Edith Speare and Katherine Lewis complete the cast of principals. Miss Speare has a semi-vampirish
role and her interpretation of same is credible. Miss Lewis has
only a bit but this bit is done with a winning smile and an eagerness which points to better things. A. B. Conkwright, seen in a
minor role, is a fine type and convinces in his bit. Mr. Walker
appears in one scene wearing a dinner coat topped with a silk hat.
The action is laid in Paris — perhaps the Parisians wear this combination. The photography could not be rendered more clear.
Mr. Chambers' original title would seem to be the stronger and
more meaning of the two.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
John Drene (Marc MacDermott) and Jack Graylock (Robert Walker)
are
artist friends.
the to
eve let
of Drene's
the twotheir
declare
eternal
friendship,
vowing Onnever
anyone wedding,
come between
friendship.
Drene is a sculptor, and after his marriage he becomes so engrossed in
his work that he neglects his wife (Edith Speave) and Graylock who is a
frequent
callerseenat often
Drene'stogether.
studio, becomes fascinated with Mrs. Speare and
the
two are
One morning Drene finds a letter left by his wife, telling him she has
left. Drene then wakes to the realization that he has neglected her. He
gives up his work and becomes despondent. Graylock professing to aid
Drene, goes to Nice where Mrs. Drene has gone and they live as man and
wife. Drene later goes to Paris to forget. He renews acquaintance with
Cecelia (Alice Joyce), a flower girl.
Graylock induces Cecelia to pose for him. While she is in his studio,
Mrs.
Drenemeet
enters
tells her Mrs.
of Graylock's
after Drene
and
Graylock
at aandcarnival.
Drene is past.
there Soon
in mask.
Her gown
catches fire and she is burned to death. Drene recognizes her as his wife.
Drene and Graylock return to Paris from Nice. Graylock writes Cecelia
asking her to come to Paris to pose for him. She does and lives with
Drene's
shows asherMrs.
a picture
of his
deadthen
wife.
She
tells
him housekeeper.
that she knew Drene
the woman
Graylock.
Drene
realizes
that
his
friend
has
betrayed
him.
He
goes
to
Graylock's
apartment
and
forces him to pledge that he will kill himself on a certain day. The day
arrives and Drene fearing that his friend will carry out his pledge, sends
Cecilia to his room. He has shot himself but recovers. Cecilia and Drene
are married and Graylock is left an outcast by his friends.
" The Guilty Man "
(Pa ra mount-In ce — Fiv e Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
AX attempted revision of the story subsequent to its production and editing that is more or less ruthless subtracts maKrially from the strength of " The Guilty Man " as it was presented on the stage by A. H. Woods. This revision, evidently
imdertaken to appease the more particular of the censors, consists of the introduction of a number of irrelevant subtitles in
the initial reel which, instead of carrying out the idea suggested
in the action itself, that Marie is Claude's mistress, switch their
relationship to that of husband and wife. Consequently Claude's
father is obliged to insist upon a divorce that the story may
proceed, instead of a separation of his son from the woman, he
might have been justified in believing was bad, a proceeding
which was current in the play and which was meant to be . current in the picture.
If this relationship of Marie and Claude was only the beginning, then the work of the editor might be passed over as only
affecting the immediate action, but on it rests the foundation of
the entire structure of "The Guilty Man." With the climax,
when Claude realizes that he must prosecute his own daughter,
he confesses to the court that he is the guilty man. Surely there
would be greater strength to this situation had he laid bare his
past for the sake of his illegitimate daughter. The moral of the
original play pointed a scathing finger at the double standard;
the moral of the picture is a weak attack against divorce. And
several times through the picture appear references to the early
relations of Oaude and Marie. Marie marries again, for instance,
in order to give her daughter a name, when she already had a
perfectly good name in Claude's. In other words, the action
and the useless revisions planned by the editor are constantly
contradicting one another, a state of affairs that by no means
furthers the interests of complete entertainment.
The editing throughout is none of the best. The flashes arc
too short and the action often jumpy. It appears to be a careIcssly-madc version of the play rather than a carefully prepared
adaptation. The direction of Irvin Willat is commendable, G.
Harold Pcrcival's sets are realistic and the photography by
Dwight Warren is all that could be desired.
" The Guilty Man " was originally a French novel by Francois
Coppee. The stage version which Mr. Woods presented in New
York was made by the late Charles Klein. It had a successful
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run — was daring and sensational. The picture has its dramatic
moments, the death of Flambon and the court-room confession of
Claude being among them — but it is not the thrilling success of
its spoken predecessor. Gloria Hope as Marie's daughter gives a
humanly appealing performance and William Garwood is an
acceptable though not dominant Claude. Vivian Reed is charming as Marie in youth but overacts in her efforts to play the same
character after twenty-five years or more. George French, Hal
Cooley, Hayward Mack, John Steppling and J. P. Lockney appear to ad\anlagc.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Forced by his father (J. P. Lockney) to divorce his wife, Marie (Vivian
Reed), and take up the pursuit of law, Claude Lescuyer (William Garwood)
goes out of her life for a quarter of a century. During this time she
married Flambon (George French) to give her child, Claudine (Gloria
Hope), a name. Flambon is the personification of cruelty and selfishness.
He plans marrying Claudine to Jean (John Steppling), his chief creditor.
When she refuses he beats her and in a rage attacks Marie, believing she
has influenced the child. To protect her mother from the brute, Claudine
shoots him. Claude, now prosecuting attorney, refuses to consider the
child innocent
learns
Marie'scourt
pastroom
and herealizes
with
horror
that he isuntil
the heguilty
man.the Instory
the of
crowded
denounces
the father of the child as being responsible for the condition of the mother
and
consequently
the child's
act. Hetothen
reveals This
himselfis
as the
father and responsible
pleads as for
a citizen
for leniency
Claudine.
granted and the last scene shows Claude reunited with Marie, while Claudine
is happy with her Gaston (Hal Cooley).
" A Mother's Sin "
{Vitagraph — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
HILDA SHARPE has not tried for the original in her story,
" A Mother's Sin," which Vitagraph has reproduced for
photodramatic presentation under the direction of Tom Mills with
Earle Williams presenting the featured role. Miriam Miles is
opposite in the principal feminine role, and Denton Vane and
Ernest Maupain portray the heavy roles. The picture is credited
with few, if any, tense moments, the suspense is broken and revived with weak results, and the general theme is not uncommon
to that which has been illuminated by many other reproductions
for the silent drama. It presents an average drama, and offers
Mr. Williams in one of his poorest portrayals before the camera.
The fault is not Mr. Williams, but is an inherent quality in the
script due to lack of real sustaining material and action.
Tom Mills has brought out the salient points of the script with
as effective results as could be obtained. He was not put to reproduction of difficult situations or the creation of subtle action.
He was, however, confronted with the lack of sufficient material
for five reels of pictures. He had plenty of material, but little
resembling strength of purpose and result.
" A Mother's Sin " is a good title. It promises more than it
gives in sound entertainment. Shortly after the run of the third
reel, the suspense is broken, and from then on an audience can
anticipate much of what is to follow, and is convinced of the result
as depicted in the climax. In spots the picture presents mild tenseness, but only in spots. When the audience is prepared for something new to break, the suspense breaks instead because of the
failure of the author to treat her story with more technique and
subtleness of introduction and exposition.
Earle Williams has little difficulty in meeting the demands of
his part. At no time is he called upon to display strength in dramatic interpretation. Miriam Miles does good work opposite Mr.
Williams. Ernest Maupain is seen to fine advantage in a heavy
role, as is Denton Vane, whose character work in Vitagraph productions iscommendable. Fred Peters, Charles Horton, Louise
De Pre and Eleanor Lawson are seen in lesser roles. The pho-:
tograpliy is clear, and there are some delightful exterior shots
registered.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Patrick Yardley (Earle Williams) has squandered his allowance and
goes to Melden Hall, the home of his father (Ernest Maupain), for money.
His father tells Patrick that he has purposely allowed him to squander his
allowance to ruin him because of his resemblance to his mother who had
left him years before. Vincent Tessier (Denton Vane), a nephew is the
favorite
of Patrick's
housegirlandandgoesherto betrayal
Paris. is
His father
learns father.
of the Patrick
betrayal leaves
of a the
young
attributed
to
Patrick.
Vincent
has
masqueraded
under
Patrick's
Later he learns that Vincent is the real offender and shortly beforename.
his
death he makes a new will, leaving the estate to Patrick. The original
will is probated and Vincent comes into possession of the estate.
Celia Graham (Miriam Miles) whom Patrick loved had been persuaded
Patrick in favor of Vincent, since Vmcent came
mother toofrenounce
by
intoherpossession
the estate. Patrick returns and his friend, a lawyer,
announces that he has discovered the last will of his father, leavmg the
and Patrick is given the estate.
estate to Patrick. The claim is proved
Vincent is ousted. Celia has loved Patrick through it all but her motheris
her engagement to Vincent.withVincent
had insisted upon her announcing
Patrick.
slain in an argument with a blackmailing valet, formerly
Patrick and Celia are re-united.
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" The Song of Songs "
[Artcraft — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
«<'T~'HE Song of Songs" is Elsie Ferguson's latest screen
triumph. It is based on the play by Edward Sheldon
which, in turn, was an adaptation of Sudermann's novel. It
offers Miss Ferguson the role of Lily Kardos, a temperamental
young woman who seeks the answer to lier Song of Songs. First
married to a man many years her senior she looks in vain iot
her happiness in his home, later as the mistress of a man of
the world she again fails to find the answer. When, however,
true love is finally hers the fruits of it are denied her for she
refuses to so endanger the happiness of the right man by marrying him.
Miss Ferguson's ability to feel her part to its very depths was
never more apparent than in " The Song of Songs." It is -a
deeply sympathetic part and the actress makes you feel it with
her every minute of the way. She has received fine support from
the three leading men, Frank Losee as the old husband, Craufurd Kent as Laird, the second man, and Cyril Fletcher as the
youth with ideals.
" The Song of Songs " probably contains a more extensive
popular appeal than any of Miss Ferguson's previous releases.
The appeal furnished by the central character and the dramatic
force contained in the various crucial moments of her career as
pictured creating an entertainment that is at all times absorbing to the letter.
Charles Maigne prepared his continuity from Mr. Sheldon's
play and it is complete in every detail. The piece was lavishly
and artistically staged by the late Joseph Kaufman and its
average as a sample of photographic work is high.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Lily Kardos
has just
inherited
her her
father's
quickshe temperament. Left alone(Elsie
in theFerguson)
world when
entering
twenties
secures
employment in an Oriental store where she meets Senator Calkins (Frank
Losee), who pays her marked attentions. Though, at first they are in no
way honorable, he finally proposes marriage to her, seeing that this is the
only way to win her. She accepts and for a time leads a mildly happy exas Mrs.him,Calkins.
housekeeperPosing
(Corinne
Uzell),
deceivedistenceby
plans toThespoilsenator's
his happiness.
as Lily
over once
the
'phone she arranges a midnight meeting with Dick Laird (Craufurd Kent)
and
then
acquaints
Calkins
of
it.
Dick
enters
Lily's
room
when
she
preparing to retire. She resists his embraces but he takes her in his armsis
just as the senator enters the room. He refuses to believe her innocence
and bids her begone with Laird. And so Lily lives with Laird for a time,
believing herself happy until she meets Stephen Bennett (Cyril Fltecher),
a young musician, full of high ideals. He falls desperately in love with her
and she with him and even after Lily acquaints him with her past does he
persist in his attentions. He proposes marriage and asks her to dine on a
certain night with him and his father (Ned Burton). The senior Bennett
is aware
character
and plans
shatterButhis Stephen
son's illusions.
At
the
dinnerof heLily's
succeeds
in getting
her to
drunk.
realizes his
father's
trick
and
still
asks
for
Lily's
hand.
She,
however,
realizes
that
their
be only
short-lived, considering the life she has led,
refuseshappiness
him and would
stays with
Laird.
Henry
Leone
and
Gertrude
parents contribute fine
characterizations in the first few Berkley
scenes ofas theLily's
picture.
" The

Knife "

{Select — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
<<'~PHEas KNIEE"
Eugene
Walter and
was terrible
a real —"hair
raiser"
a play. Itby was
sensational
the revenge
of a doctor on the two who ravaged his fiancee was terrific and
it made the spectator sit almost breathless at the thought of it.
Charles Maigne who made the picture adaptation was obliged to
tone it down considerably. What the censor boards would have
done to the play had it been pictured as originally written would
have resembled an oak after it had been jaggedly hacked down
by a woodman. So Mr. Maigne evidently anticipated such an
action and beat the censors to it by sawing the tree cleanly
through. As a result the oak — or the picture — isn't so towering,
so terrible in its strength, because the hand of more modest man
has leveled it down.
Mr. Walter, it will be remembered in connection with " The
Easiest Wiay," doesn't thing much of pictures and probably his
opinion will be in no wise improved by " The Knife." However
if his drama had been allowed to go through as he wrote it foi
the stage, there would probably be many who wouldn't think so
much of Mr. Walter. The doctor in the play for revenge inoculates his two victims with the germ of a disease —
always referred to in whispers.* This would hardly please the
family audience although it might please Broadway. And certainly the producers are to be congratulated on leaving it out —

that is reference to the disease. For all the subtitles tell it might
as well te chicken pox or whooping cough. But while this omission is commendable in one way, it is bad in another. The play
hinges on it to a certain extent and without any suggestion of
it some of its drarriatic strength takes to itself wings.
But for the greater part of the way "The Knife" proves
absorbing. Kate's ventures in the city ending with her capture
by slavers hold the interest undivided. The doctor's planned
revenge, though it will be befogged to one not familiar with the
play, has much suspense because something dreadfully serious
is suggested. The finale, however, leaves one considerably in
the dark. Just why the district attorney should relent and decline
to prosecute the doctor is not made clear save for the statement
that his " experimenting will make his name revered wherever
there is medicine." The climax is, indeed, weak considering the
strength of the body of the picture. It seems to be chopped off
and ended because the fifth reel has run out.
Alice Brady plays with feeling as Kate Tarleton, the wronged
woman, and Frank Morgan does strong work as the doctor.
Crauford Kent, Paul Doucet, Alice Hollister and Helen Lackaye
give excellent support. Robert Vignola directed and H. L.
Physioc photographed.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Kate Tarleton (Alice Brady), in New York visiting her fiance. Dr.
Robert Manning (Frank Morgan), is trapped by white slavers and while
drugged
meetsand a aterrible
Rescued
by Manning,
attorney
(Crauford Kent)
private fate.
detective.
Manning,
plans tohismake
the slavers,
the worthless ones, pay to humanity, by experimenting on them. He inoculates them, Jimmy (Paul Doucet), and Stella (Alice Hollister), with
an incurable disease. Kate is sent home to the south and here under the
care of Dr. Meredith (Helen Lackaye) is nursed to health and made to
believe her experience in New York was nothing but the visionings of a
disordered mind. Stella dies from the inoculation and this brings the
district attorney (Edward Davis) on Dr. Manning demanding an explanaand so
provingagrees
Manning's
a success,
is the tion.
alibiJimmy,
and recovered,
so the district
attorney
to keepexperiment
quiet.
" The Hidden Hand "
(Pat he — Twelfth Episode)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
THERE is, after all, a limit to the thrilling power of thrills.
The impossible will convince as long as the act is quicker
than the eye, and up to this episode the producers of " The Hidden
Hand " have kept within the limits. But " The Eyes in the Wall "
as this number is called, finds Ramsey plucking Doris from out
the air into which she has been hurled by Dr. Scarley. The
villainous M. D. flings the helpless heroine off a stairway platform
with intent to kill, but Ramsey, on the platform below, pulls
her in to safety. This is quite too far-fetched to provide any
.other sensation except a laugh.
In the final reel Doris, again tied hand and foot, falls from a
window and it is only due to a chance happening that she is
prevented from hitting the ground head first. In this plight the
twelfth episode leaves her. The remaining action is filled with
plotting and counterplotting bearing similarity to that which was
present in the former numbers.
" Carmen

of the Klondike

"
—
rs
Distributo
{Selexart — State
SevenRight
Reels)

Reviewed by Peter Milne
«/^ARMEN OF THE KLONDIKE" is Monte M. Katter^ John's latest contribution to the library of Alaskan pictures, which prove so alluring to the modern-day public. And if
Alaskan picture is successful then " Carmen of
ordinary
the
the Klondike " with its title suggesting something unusually big
and with it* action which rises gloriously to early formed expectations, should prove as good a money getter as the neverto-be-forgotten " Spoilers." It deals with a wild and open coun•try, where primitive passions sway the settlers, where fights and
broken heads and suddenly stilled hearts are as common as
mosquitoes in New Jersey, where law and order go down in
the mud of the streets and the spittoons of the dance hall, where
might is right and where the weakling has about as much show
as a small snow-ball on a sunny August afternoon in the south.
Such a picture remands a pretentious production and this
Katterjohn's "Carmen" has received at the capable hands of
Director Reginald Barker. A single Alaskan street stretches
out before the eye for the length of three city blocks — surging
with eager gold seekers who flounder about in the thick mud
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^
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Telephone Bryant 7691
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News

ever struggling to be the first in the land of promise further
north. The dance hall is bigger than anything the civilized
portion of the country has ever called its own. It, too, stretches
back farther than the eye can reach and it is jammed full to
the doors with all varieties of drunks, prospectors with hopes
upraised, prospectors with hopes blasted, chorus girls, chorus
women and sundry characters.
A big snow storm, an effect that is as marvelous as it is realistic,
through which the gold seekers madly tear when a big strike is
rumored holds a prominent place in the picture. And with the
finale there is a drenching rainstorm, equally as effective. In
this the hero and the villain stage a fight that is one of the best
the writer has ever seen. It lasts a full half reel including all
intermediary flashes and the pair are actually bathed in mud
from head to foot before it is over. This creates a fitting climax
to a story that has any number of wonderfully strong moments.
.Vs for the story sufhce it to say that it deserves all the space
allotted it. It is big enough and staged so lavishly that the added
amount of reelage is hardly noticed.
Clara Williams as heroine, Ed Coxen as hero and Herschel
Mayall as the heavy are the trio of leading players and their
work is in keeping with the spirit of the story from start to finish.
The camera work by Robert Newhard is exceptional.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Dorothy Harlan (Clara Williams), vaudeville performer, journeys to
Alaska pector
to andsurprise
Stewart (Edward
lawyer. her
On fiance,
the boatCameron
Silk MacDonald
(HerschelCoxen),
Mayall),a prosboss
of a certain town, attempts to make a hit with Dorothy and, unsuccessful,
plans a revenge when the boat lands. Sending for Stewart he dopes him
and throws him on a dirty bed. When Dorothy enters to surprise him
she discovers a slovenly woman lying by his side. Believing him unfaithful
she takes
to earn
moneyshe,forin her
transportation home.a position
Silk tries inin Silk's
variousdance
ways hall
to win
her and
the vernacular,
" kids him along." When he is recovered, Stewart is at a loss to discover
aandreason
for and
Dorothy's
him.joinA innewthe gold
is reported
Stewart
Silk areattitude
among toward
those who
rush.strike
Stewart
stakes
his claim but Silk plays unfairly. He stabs Stewart and leaves him for
dead in the snow and jumping the claim hastens back to town. It is only
through the services of a friendly prospector who rushes back with Stewart's claim and who enlists Dorothy's aid in registering it before Silk that
Stewart's mine is saved. On the way back, Stewart learns from the woman
who participated in the frameup the reason of Dorothy's change. He
hastens back
town, just
time fight
in time
rescueAnother
DorothymanfromwhoSilk's
clutches
and toto engage
in a infurious
withto him.
has
suffered
at
Silk's
liands,
shoots
him
just
as.
he
is
about
shoot Stewart
with a borrowed gun. When Stewart recovers he finds toDorothy
tending
him, eager to forgive.
" Whims of Society "
{World Film — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
''YVZHIMS of Society," by William Addison Lathrop, in which
Ethel Clayton is featured is a story of the poor but
honest working gur-r-1. She labors in a factory at nine dollars
per week until the owner's son persuades her to retire and live
on his bounty.
it is all and
perfectly
all right
the later
son's on.
intentions are quiteButhonorable
a marriage
takesforplace
The plot presents this story set in a theme that presents an
arrangement of modern social conditions, exposes the hypocrisy
of some of the supposedly sincere social workers and which
would erase the dividing line between the wealthy and the poor.
It is an interestingly' developed storj', one which gives Miss
Clayton several opportunities to demonstrate her ability as an
emotional actress and which includes the desired number of
melodramatic punches.
Frank Alayo appears as hero while Jack Drumier, Frank
Beamish, Katherine Johnson, Pinna Nesbit and Zadee Burbank
complete the cast. The production is average. Perhaps the
clothes worn by the heroine and her younger sister will appear
unusually good for nine dollars a week but otherwise the scenes
are realistic. Travers Vale directed and Max Schneider photographed.

THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Nora Carey (Ethel Clayton) supports herself and her sister (Katherine
Johnson) by working in the ribbon factory operated by Travers (Jack
Drumier), and his son, Hugh (Frank Mayo). She is forced to bear the
insults hisof attentions
the foreman,
untiltoone
forces
upon" MarlinofF
her in her(Frank
room. Beamish)
Hugh comes
the evening
rescue andhe
ejects him but the next day Nora is discharged. Pitying her, Hugh provides for her and sends her sister away to boarding school. The elder
Travers becomes engaged to Eleanor Van Schuyler (Pinna Nesbit), posses ed of a fine name but lacking in funds. MarlinofF, enraged that Hugh
should
takendischarges
Nora's part,
of histheinterest
the foregirl.
Insulted,have
Travers
him.tells
But Travers
he discovers
truth in
in the
man's
words
and
visiting
Nora
denounces
her.
She
in
turn
heaps
scorn
on
him for becoming engaged to Eleanor, the fortune seeker. Marlinoff, furious
at his discharge, sets a bomb in the ribbon factory which explodes just as
Travers is about to sign a new will disinheriting his son. He is killed before he can attach his signature to the paper. Hugh marries Nora.
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Bluebird Photoplays
Jan. 7. My Unmarried Wife (Carmel MyJan. 14. Face Value (Mae Murray)
Jan. 21. Broadway Love (Dorothy Pliilips) .
Jan. 28. The num)
Fighting Grin (Franklyn FarFeb. 4. The Wife He Bought (Carmel Myers)
Feb. 11. Hands Down
(Monroe Salisbury,
Ruth Clifford)
Feb. 18. Morgan's
Raiders
(Violet Mersereau)
Feb. 25. The Rough Lover (Franklyn Farnum)
Feb. 25. The Grand Pass. on (Dorothy Phillips Super Production)..
Mar. 4. The Girl in the Dark (Carmel
Myers)
Universal Productions
Dec. IS. Beloved Jim (Priscilla Dean, Harry
Carter)
Dec. 24. Bucking Broadway (Harry Carey,
Molly Malone)
Dec. 31. The High Sign (H. Rawlinson,
Brownie Vernon)
Jan. 7. The Wolf and His Mate (Louise
Lovely)
Jan.
Hell's Crater
(GraceMulhall)
Cunard)
Jan. 14.
21. Madame
Spy (Jack
Jan. 28. The Phantom Riders (Harry Carey,
Molly Malone)
Feb. 4. Painted Lips (Louise Lovely)
Feb. 11. New Love for Old (Ella Hall, Emory
Johnson)
Feb. 18. The Flash of Fate (Herbert Rawlinson (Sally Starr)
Feb. 25. Wild Women (Harry Carey, Molly
Malone)

ers) 5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
S
S
55
5
5
5
5
5

Fox Film Corporation
(Special Features)
2. The Babes in the Wood (CarpenterCorbin)
9. The Pride of New York (George
Walsh)
16. Unknown 274 (June Caprice)
23. The Kingdom of Love (Jewel Car30. For Liberty (Gladys Brockwell)
6. Stolen Honor (Virginia Pearson) ...
13. Cupid's Roundup (Tom Mix)
20.
Heart's Island
Revenge(Carpenter-Corbin)
(Sonia Markova).
27. ATreasure
..
Or Troublemakers (Jane and Katherine Lee)
Feb. 3. The Heart of Romance (June Caprice)
Feb. 10. JackWalsh)
Spurlock — Prodigal (George
Feb. 17. The Moral Law (Gladys Brockwell)
Feb. 24. Six-Shooter Andy (Tom Mix)
Mar. 3. The Girl with tha Champagne Eyes
(Jewel Carmen) .
Fox Standard Pictures
Dec. 16. Thenum)
Heart of a Lion (William FarDec. 30. Du Barry (Theda Bara)
Jan. 20. Cheating the Public
Feb. 3. The Forbidden Path (Theda Bara) . .
Feb. 10. Les Miserables (V/m. Farnum)
Feb. 24. American Buds (Jane and Katherine
Lee)

6
7
7
6
9
7

Goldwyn Features Corp.
2. The Auction Block
16. The Cinderella Man (Mae Marsh)..
30. Thais (Mary Garden)
14. Fields of Honor (Mae Marsh)
28. Dodging a Million (Mabel Normand)
10. Our Little Wife (Mad?e Kennedy).
24. TheGOLDWYN
Beloved Traitor
(Mae Marsh).
SPECIALS
The Manx-Man
For the Freedom of the World

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
7

W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
(Paralta Plays)
Dec. IS.1. AMadam
Man's Who?
Man (J.
WarrenBarriscale)
Kerrigan)
Jan.
(Bessie
..
Jan. 15. His Robe of Honor (Henry B. WalFeb. 15. The Turn of a Card (J. Warren KerMar. 1. Within the Cup (Bessie Barriscale).

77
thal ) 7
rigan) 7
7

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

S
5
5
men) S
S
S
5
56
7
5
5
5
5
5

Jewel Productions, Inc.
Sept. — Come Through (Drama)
Sept. — Pay Me (Drama)
Sept. — Sirens of the Sea (Drama)
Oct. — Man Without a Country (Patriotic).
Oct. — The Corespondent (Drama)
Nov. — The Price of a Good Time (Drama) . .
Dec. — The Grand Passion (Drama)
Dec. — K (Drama)

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

George Kleine System
(PERFECTION PICTURES)
17. Salt of the Earth (Edison)
24. Sadie Goes to Heaven (Essanay) ...
1. Uneasy Money (Essanay)
10. Brown of Harvard (Selig)
25. I, Mary MacLane (Essanay)
11. The Unbeliever (Edison)

5
5
6
5
5
5

Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

Metro Pictures Corporation
Jan. 7. Daybreak (Emily Stevens) Metro..
Jan. 14. TheRolfe-Metro
"vVmdmg Trail (Viola Dana)
Jan. 21. The Eyes of Mystery (Edith Storey)
Rolfe-Metro
Jan. 28. Her Boy (Effie Shannon, Niles
Welch) Metro
Feb. 4. Under Suspicion
Bushman and Beverly(Francis
Bayne) X.
Metro...
Feb. 11. Broadway Bill (Harold Lockwood)
Metro-Yorke
Feb. 18. A Weaver of Dreams (Viola Dana),
Metro-Rolfe
Feb. 25. Revenge (Edith Storey) Metro Rolfe
(METRO SPECIALS)
Blue Jeans (Voila Dana), Metro-Rolfe
The Rolfe
Legion of Death (Edith Storey), MetroRevelation (Nazimova), Metro
The Slacker (Emily Stevens)
Draft 258 (Mabel Taliaferro)

S
5
S
S
5
5
S
5
7
7
7
7
7

Mutual Film Corporation
7. Molly
Go Get 'Em(Ann(Margarita
14.
Theman
Imposter
Murdock)Fischer)
Froh21. In Bad (Wm. Russell), American...
28. Beauty and the Rogue (Mary Miles
Minter), American
4. Who Loved Him Best? (Edna Good11. Jilted
Janet (Margarita Fischer)
American
IS. Myman
Wife (Ann Murdock) Froh-

5
5
S
5
rich) 5
5
5

Paramount Picture Corp.
Jan. 7. Mrs. Dane's Defense (Pauline FredJan. 14. Jules of the Strong Heart (George
Beban)
Jan.
14. The
SpiritJones
cf '17
(Jack Reid)
Pickford) . .
Jan. 21.
Rimrock
(Wallace
Jan. 21. Blackton's The World for Sale
Jan. 28. Thetinge)
Widow's Might (Julian ElJan. 28. The Hired Man (Charles Ray)
Feb. 4. Madame Jealousy (Pauline FrederFeb. 4. Flare-Up Sal (Dorothy Dalton)
Feb. 4. A Petticoat Pilot (Vivian Martin) . .
Feb. 11. The Keys of the Righteous (Enid
Bennett)
Feb. 18. The Thing We Love (Wallace Reid)
Feb. 18. Hidden Pearls (Sessue Hayakawa) . .

erick) 5
5
55
5
5
5
ick) 5
5
5
5
5
5

Artcraft Releases
(PARAMOUNT)
17. The Devil Stone (Geraldine Farrar).
31. A Modern
Musketeer (Douglas
Fairbanks)
7. Rose of the World (Elsie Ferguson).
14. Wolves of the Rail (Wm. S. Hart) . .
21. Stella Maris (Mary Pickford)
11. The Song of Songs (Elsie Ferguson)
18. Blue Blazes Rawdon (Wm. S. Hart)
25. Headin' South

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Patlie Exchange, Inc.
Jan. 6. Convict 993 (Irene Castle, Warner
Gland, Paul Everton, Etheyle
Cooke, Bert Starkey)

S

Jan. 13. The German Curse in Russia (Wat
Thompson
Jan. 20. TheFilm),
ClovenDonald
TongueC. (Special)
(N. V.
Panoff, P. A. Baksheef, Nadya
Lesienko, Sophie Karabanova) ...
Jan. 27. Innocent (Fannie Ward, Frederick
Perry, John
Miltern, Armand
Kalisz),
Astra
Feb. 3. The Other Woman (Peggy Hyland,
Milton Sills, Wm. Parke, Jr.),
Astra
Feb. 10. Loaded enceDice
Keenan, Pathe
FlorHillings,(Frank
Guy Coombs),
Feb. 17. TheRussian
Inner Art
Voice (I. I. Mozukin),
Feb. 24. The Naulahka
(Antonio Moreno,
Helene Chadwick, Doraldina, Mary
Aldin, Warner Oland) Astra
Mar. 3. Daddy's
Girl (Baby Marie Osborne)
Diando

5
5
5
5
5
5
6
^

Petrova Picture Company
Destiny (Mme. Petrova). 55
Dec 23. Daughter of Within
(Mme. Petrova).
Feb 1. The Light
Feb. 1. The Life Mask (Mme. Petrova) 5
Select Pictures
Nov. — Her Silent Sacrifice (Alice Brady).. 5
Nov. — Secret of the Storm Country (Norma
Talmadge)
S
Dec. — Shirley Kake (Clara Kimball Young). S
Dec. — The Honeymoon
(Constance Tal- madge) 5
Jan. — Woman and Wife (Alice Brady
—
Jan. — Ghosts of Yesterday (Norma TalJan. — The Marionettes
(Clara Kimball madge) —
Young)
—
Jan. — The Studio Girl (Constance Talmadge) —
Feb. —— .. The
By Right
of Purchase
——
Feb.
Shuttle
Feb. — . The House of Glass
—
Feb. — . The Knife
—
Triangle Distrihuting Corporation
Jan. 13. I Love You (Alma Ruebens)
7
Jan. 13.
Outlaw
(Roy Stewart)
Jan.
20. Law's
Evidence
(J. Barney
Sherry)
S5
Jan. 20. Flames of Chance (Margery Wil- son) 5
Jan. 27. The Gun Woman (Texas Guinan) . . 5
Jan. 27. HerFoss) American
. Husband (Darrell 5
Feb. 3. Limousine Life (Olive Thomas)
S
Feb. 3. The Hopper (Wm. V. Mong)
S
Feb. 10. Caotain of His Soul (Wm. Desmond) 5
Feb. 10. Real Folks (J. Barney Sherry)
5
Feb. 17. Keith of the Border (Roy Stewart) 5
Feb. 17. From Two to Six (Winifred Allen) S
Feb. 24. Little Red Decides (Triangle Play- ers) S
Feb. 24. A Soul in Trust (Belle Bennett) 7
Mar. 3. Heiress for a Day (Olive Thomas) . . 5
Mar. 3. Shoes That Danced (Pauline Starke) 5

-E.
V-L-S
h Whitman)
Jan. 14. TheVita
Wildgrap
Strain
(Nell Shipman,
Alfred
Jan. 21. The Menace (Corinne Griffith, Evart
Overton)
Jan.
Sin (Earle
Feb. 28.4. ATheMother's
Other Man
(Harry Williams)
Morey, Grace
Darmond, Florence Deshon)
Feb. 11. The Woman Between Friends (Alice
Joyce. Marc MacDermott)
Feb. 18. The Wooing of Princess Pat (Gladys
Leslie, J. Frank Glendon)
Feb. 25. Cavanaugh of the Forest Rangers
Neil Shipman, Alfred Whitman) . .
World Pictures
Jan. 7. Stolen Hours (Ethel Clayton)
Jan. 14. The Strong Way (June Elvidge) . . . .
Jan. 21. The Beautiful Mrs. Reynolds (Carlyle
Elackwell, June Elvidgej
Tan. 28.4. Gates
Gladness(Kitty
fMadee
Kvans)..
Feb.
Divine ofSacrifice
Gordon)
Feb. 11. Whims of Society (Ethel Clayton)..
Feb. 18. Broken Ties (June Elvidge, Arthur
Ashley)
Feb. 25. His Royal Highness (Carlyle Blackwell, Evelyn Greeley)
Mar. 4. Spurs of Sybil (Alice Brady)

S
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
'5
5
5
5
5
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Motion

Picture

News

For Manufacturers' Addresses, PSames and Addresses of Buyers handling films in any territory, or any other
additional iuformation write — State Rights Department, Motion Picture News
His Vindication
5 reels
Herald Film Corporation
A. Kay Co.
i Believe
7 reels
Around the World in 80 Days
6 reels
Twenty Thousand Feats Under the Sea. .
Dixie
Films
Golden Barrier
Spoon Mary
Hiller & Wilk, Inc.
Some
11 CC Tempest and Sunshine (Evelyn Greely)..5 reels
His Trial
Just a Song at Twilight
5 reels
The Battle of Gettysburg
— reels
(Terry Human Interest Reelsj
The Wrath ot the Gods (Sessue Hayakawa).5 reels
Ed.
No. 1. Character as Revealed in the Face.. .Id.
Ebony Film Corporation
A Natural Born Shooter
1 reel
No. 2. Character as Revealed in the Eyes. .
Historic Features
Dat Blackhand Waitah Man
1 reel
Christus
8 reels
American News Weekly
One reel each week exclusively on Army and Shme Johnson and the Rabbit's Foot 1 reel
M. H. Ho£fman, Inc.
E. 1. S. Motion Picture Corp.
Navy activities.
Trooper 44
S reels
One Hour (Zeena Keefe and Alan Hale). 6 reels
American Standard M. P. Corp.
The
Silent
Witness (Gertrude McCoy)... 6 reels
Elmont Feature Film Co.
May
Jonah Day
C.l5 reels
reel
May S.7. Jones'
When Justice
Errs,(Sunshine),
D
People vs. John Doe
6 reels A Trip Through China (Brodsky's Art Pic- tures) 8reels
May 12. (Educational Subject)
1 reel
Fighting Chance (Jane Grey) 6 reels
God's Law
6 re'els Her
Should She Obey? (Alice Wilson, Gene
May 14. The Daughter of Darkness, Episode No. 1, D
2 reels
Export
and
Import
Film
Co.
Genung
and Norbert Myles) 6 reels
May 19. Ghosts (Sunshine), C
1 reel
Whither Thou Goest (Rhea Mitchell and
Robespierre
— reels
Sept. 17. My Country First
6 parts
Ivan the Terrible
— reels
Orrin
Johnson)
S reels
Oct. 7. The Mystery of the Boule S parts
The Great White Trail (Doris Kenyon)..6 reels
Oct. IS. Blackmailer
S parts
Fairmount Film Corporation
Hate
7 reels
Iliodor Picture Corporation
Argosy
Inc.
Flora Finch Film Co.
The Fall of the Romanoffs (Iliodor, Nance. — reels
The Celebrated
StielowFilms,
Case
6 reels
O'Neil,
War Prides
2 reels
Hickman Ekaterina
and ConwayGalanta,
Tearle) . Alfred
Where
Get That
Stuff
AbsintheD'ye(King
Baggott),
Universal Re- 5is ue 5reels
reels First National Exhibitors' Circuit,
Inter Ocean Film Corp. reels
Inc.
Arrow FUm Corporation
Enlighten Thy Daughter
On Trial.
The Deemster (Derwent Hall Caine) 7 reels
Ivan Feature Productions
Charles Chaplin.
One Law for Both (Rita Jolivet, Vincent
Bluebird Extraordinary
Daughter of Destiny (Mme. Petrova).
Serrano,doba, Leah
Baird, Pedro De Cor- 7 reels
The Eagle's Wings (Herbert Rawlinson).
Herbert
Brenon's
" (Big
EmptyMitch
Pockets."
James Morrison)
The
Sign
Invisible
Lewis).
Hell Morgan's Girl (Dorothy Phillips).
Babbling Tongues (Grace Valentine, James
Mother o' ford,
Mine
(Rupert
Julian,
Ruth
ClifMorrison, Arthur Donaldson) 7 reels
The
Ruby La Fayette).
FortBattlefront.
Pitt Corporation
Italian
Married in Name Only (Gretchen Hartman,
Brenon Productions
Milton Sills, Marie Shotwell) 6 reels
Fox Film Corp.
Lone Wolf
7 parts
Sins of Ambition (Barbara Castleton, WilThe Spy.
Fall of the Romanoffs
8 parts
(Standard Pictures)
fred Lucas, Leah Baird, James Mor- rison) 7reels
May
The
Empty Pockets
7 parts
Honor
System.
Human
Clay
(MoUie King)
5 reels
Jules Burnstein
Jack and the Beanstalk.
The Conqueror.
Shame
7 parts
Jester
Comedies
Camille.
Feb. — . The Recruit (Twede Dan) 2 parts
Cardinal Film Corporation
Oct. 18. Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp.
Mar. — . His Golden Romance (Twede
Nov. 18. The Babes in the Wood.
Joan the Woman (Geraldine Farrar) 11 reels
Dan)
2 parts
All " Fur" Her (Twede Dan)... 2 parts
Century Comedies
Frieder Film Corporation
The
Wrong
Flat
(Twede
Dan)..
2 parts
(FEATURING ALICE HOWELL)
Birds' Christmas Carol (Mary Louise). 5 reels
Balloonatics
2 reels The
Juvenile Film Corporation
Automaniacs
2 reels A Bit O' Heaven (Mary Louise) S reels
World War in Kidland
1 reel
Enterprises
Neptune's Naughty Daughter
2 reels A MormonFriedman
AAprilChip■ Off the Old Block
1 reel
Maid
(Mae
Murray)
6
reels
BENJAMIN CHAPIN'S
PARAMOUNT
SERIES
Chip's Elopement
1 reel
Frohman Amusement Corp.
The Son of Democracy..
Chip's Backyard Barn-Stormers 2 reels
Chip's
Rivals
11 reel
The
Witching
Hour
(C.
Aubrey
Smith,
For Sale, a Daddy
reel
Christie Film Company
Jack Sherrill, Helen Arnold, Marie
Shotweir
and
Robert
Conness
6
reels
Chip's
Carmen
2
reels
Father's Bright Idea
1 reel Conquest of Canaan
5 reels
Klotz and Streimer
With Magic
the Mummies'
Help
11 reel
The
Maid
reel
9 reels Whither Thou Goest
5 reels
The Milky Way
1 reel God's Man
The Secret Treaty
S reels
His Last Pill
1 reel
General Enterprises, Inc.
The Fourteenth Man
1 reel
Mother (Elizabeth Risdon, McClure) . . . .6 parts Lincoln Motion Picture Company
Down by the Sea
1 reel The Warrior (Maciste) (McClure) 7 parts
The Realization
of aK
Negro's Ambitions. .. 32 reels
Skirts
1 reel The Liar (Jane Gail, Stanley Walpole)...6 parts Trooper
of Troop
reels
Won in a Cabaret
1 reel
Gold Medal Photoplays
Marine Film Co.
Hit Merry Mix-Up
1 reel
A Smoky Love Affair
1 reel The Web of Life (Hilda Nord, James
— reels
Cruze, George Spencer)
5 reels Lorelei of the Sea
Cinema Distributing Corp.
Masterpiece
Drama
Productions
The 13th Labor of Hercules.
Golden Features
Who's Your Neighbor?
—
A Bit of Life
1 reel
Clune Productions
Masterpictures
Ramona
8 reels
LION COMEDIES
Grand Feature Film Company
Eyes of the World
9 reels Rex
Oct. 29. Nathan Busts Into the Movies 1 C
Beach
on
the Spanish
Main
5 reels
reels
Nov. S. A Village Villain
1 C
Rex
Beach
in
Pirate
Haunts
S
Nov. 12. Her Fatal Resemblance 1 C
Commonwealtb Pictures Corp.
Rex Beach in Footsteps of Capt. Kidd....5 reels Nov.
Charlotte, in The Frozen Warning.
19. An Account of a No-Account Count. 1 C
Nov. 26. Hicks and Hornets
1 C
Dec. 3. Waves and Wimmen
1C
Corona Cinema Company
Graphic
Features
The
Woman
and
the
Beast
5
reels
Dec.
10.
Fizzled
Finance
1 C
The Curse of Eve fEnid Markey) 7 reels
Mayfair Film Corp.
D. W. Griffith
Coronet Film Corporation
Intolerance
9 reels Persuasive Peggy
— reels
LIVING STUDIES IN NATURAL HISTORY
Animal World, No. 1 Issue.
B. S. Moss M. P. Corporation
Hanover Film Company
Animal World. No. 2 Issue.
Birth Control
6 reels
Birdtand Studies.
Maciste
— reels The
of Evil
5 reels
Horticultural Phenomena.
How Uncle Sam Prepares
4 reels BootsPower
and Saddles
5 reels
William
S.
Hart
The Girl Who Doesn't Know
reels
Cosmofotofilm Company
55 reels
Cold Deck
S D In the Hands of the Law
Incomparable Mistreti Bellairs 4 reels The
S D One Hour (Sequel to "Three Weeks")
Libertv Hall
4 reels The Two Gun Man
The Black Spot
4 reels
Ogden Pictures Corp.
Victoria CroBt
4 reels
Hawk Film Corporation
the Ages
On 18
4 reels Monster of Fate
on page 1192) — reels
— reels The Lust of(Continued
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Educational Film Corp. of Amer.
SCENICS—
EDUCATIONAL
Oct. 24. From
Studio to
Screen.
Oct. 31. A Trip Through Japan, No. 1.
Nov. 7. A Flying Trip Through the Hawaiian
Islands, No. 1.
Nov. 14. A Flying Trip Through the Hawaian
Islands, No. 2.
Nov. 21. Me and My Dog.
Nov. 28. The Chain Gang.
Dec. 5. The Land of Enchantment (Yosemite
Valley).
Dec. 12. Fishing for Fish.
Dec. 26.
19, ABeside
Trip the
Through
Japan,
Dec.
Glimmer
Glass.No. 2.
DITMARS
"LIVING
BOOK
OF NATURE"
Nov. 19. The Animals of Australia.
Nov. 26. The Smaller Monkeys.
Dec. 3. Enemies of the Garden.
Dec. 10. Our Vanishing Game.
Dec. 17. Nature's Weavers.
Dec. 31.
24. The
Nature's
Songsters.
Dec.
Animals
in Midsummer.
Fox Sunshine Comedies
Nov. 11. Roaring Lions and Wedding Bells.. 2 C
Nov. 18. A Milk-Fed Vamp
2 C
Dec. 9. His Smashing Career
2 C
Dec. 23. Damaged — No Goods
2 C
Jan. 6. Shadows of Her Pest
2 C
Jan. 20. Son of a Gun
2 C
Feb. 3. Hungry Lions in a Hospital 2 C
Feb. 17. Are Married Policemen Safe? 2 C
General Film Company
BROADWAY STAR FEATURES
(O. HENRY STORIES)
The Fifth Wheel (W. L. Rodgers, Chet
Ryan, Patricia Palmer)
2 D
Compliments
of the Season (Herbert
Prior, Betty Blythe, Aida Horton)...2 D
The Moment of Victory (W. L. Rodgers,
Chet Ryan)
2 C-D
The Trimmed Lamp (Mildred Manning,
Alice Terry)
2 C-D
Schools and Schools (Jean Paige, Chas.
Hutchison)
2 D
ESSANAY
GEORGE ADE FABLES
The Fable of the Toilsome Ascent and the
Shining Table Land
2 C
The Fable of the Back Trackers from the
Hot Sidewalks
2 C
ESSANAY COMEDIES (1 reel)
Lunch
1 C
Nut Stuff
1 C
He Loved Her So
1 C
One Night
1 C
Next
1 C
The
Soiip Knight
and' the' Fish' Ball! ............. . .\1 C
A Tough
Our Little Nell
1 C
ESSANAY SCENICS
Water Powers of Western Canada
1 Sc.
Through Canada from Coast to Coast 1 Sc.
How Canada and the Farmer Co-operate in
Grain Raising
1 Sc.
Agricultural Opportunities in Western Can- ada 1 Sc.
Water Powers of Eastern Canada
1 Sc.
A Romance of Rails and Power
1 Sc.
Grand Canyon of Arizona and Canyon de
Chelley
1 Sc.
CHAPLIN COMEDIES
By the Sea
1 C
In the Park
1 C
Work
2 C
A Woman
2 C
GRANT, POLICE REPORTER SERIES
The Mystery of Room 422
1 D
A Deal in Bonds
1 D
The Sign of the Scarf
1 D
The Man with the Limp
1 D
A DAUGHTER OF DARING SERIES
A Race to the Drawbridge
1 D
The Munitions Plot
1 D
The
Detective's
Danger
The Railroad Smugglers
, 11 DD
The Deserted Engine
1 D
JAXON FILM CORP.
" A SERIAL
DAUGHTER(Jane Vance,
OF UNCLE
SAM
"
Wm. Sorelle) 12
Episodes
1 D
JAXON COMEDIES
Breaking In
1 C
Blundering Boobs
1 C
Disappointed Love
1C
He's
How InIt Again
Worked
11 CC
Their Model Careers
1 C
His Fishy Footsteps .1 C
Out and In (Finn & Haddie)
1 C
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The
Inspector's
In Wrong
(Finn Wife
& Haddie)
11 CC
Anybody's
Money
Her Fatal Shot
(Finn & Haddie)
111 CCC
Marooned
Sherman Was Right
1 C
What WiU Happen Next?
1 C
Which Was Lucky?
1C
JUDGE BROWN STORIES
Bud's Recruit
2 C-D
Chocolate of the Gang
2 C-D
The Lost Lie
2 C-D
Tad's Swimming Hole
2 C-D
Marrying Off Dad
2 C-D
The Preacher's
Son
2 C-D
SPARKLE COMEDIES
Monkey-Maid-Man
1C
On the Love Line
1 C
The Detective
1 C
Smashing
the Plot
11 CC
After the Matinee
Double Cross
1 C
The Best of a Bad Bargain
1 C
THREE C COMEDIES
Stealing a Sweetheart (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
A Hash House Romance (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
The Hod Carrier's Million (Claude Cooper,
Virginia Tracy Clark, Kenneth Clarendon) 1C
HANOVER FILM COMPANY
Camille
(Helen
Hesperia)
6
The Marvelous Maciste
6 DD
PHYSICAL CULTURE PHOTO PLAYS CO.
Physical Culture Magazine (Issued
Monthly)
1 Edc.
PIEDMONT
PICTURES CORPORATION
(SELBURN COMEDIES)
Hubby's
21 CC
Too
Much Holiday
Elephant
Wedding Bells and Lunatics
1 C
His College Proxy
1C
King Bee Comedies
Nov. 1. The Candy Kid
2 reels
Nov. IS. The Hobo
2 reels
Dec. 1. The Pest
2 reels
Dec. 15. The Bandmaster
2 reels
Jan.
1. The Slave
2 reels
Jan. 15. The Stranger
2 reels
Feb. 1. His Day Out
2 reels
Feb. 15. The Rogue
2 reels
SELIG-HOYT COMEDIES
Aug. 6. A Dog in the Manger
2 C
Aug. 20. A Trip to Chinatown
2 C
Sept. 3. A Midnight Bell
2 C
Sept. 17. A Contented Woman
2 C
George Kleine System
MONTGOMERY FLAGG'S COMEDIES
KNOW"
Jan. 2. The"GIRLS
Screen YOU
Fan
...1 C
Jan. 16. The Bride
1 C
Jan. 30. The Superstitious Girl
1 C
Feb.
13.
The
Artist's
Model
11 CC
Feb. 27. The Matinee Girl
Mar. 13. The Spoiled Girl
1 C
Metro Pictures Corporation
METRO-DREW COMEDIES
Jan. 14. Why Henry Left Home
1 C
Jan. 21. Their First Love
1 C
Jan. 28. Under the Influence
1 C
Feb. 4. Help Wanted
1 C
Feb. 11. The Bright Lights Dimmed
1 C
Feb. 18. After Henry
1 C
Feb. 25. His Generosity
1 C
Mutual Film Corporation
STRAND (BILLIE RHODES)
Jan. IS. Burglars
1 reel
Jan. 22. Their Little Kid
1 reel
Jan.
Feb. 29.5. Somebody's
Her Friend Widow
Brown
11 reel
reel
Feb. 12. Three Times and Out
1 reel
Feb. 19. Miss Cinderella
1 reel
Mutual Weekly Issued Every Monday
Serials
Dec. Death)
3. The Lost Express, No. 12 (Daring
Dec. 10. The Lost Express, No. 13 (The Escape) 2D
Dec. 17. The Lost Express, No. 14 (Un- masked) 2D
Dec. 24. The Lost Express, No. 15 (The
Return of the Lost Express)
2 D
MUTUAL-CHAPLINS
Oct. 29. The Adventurer
2 C

Paramount
Pictures (Victor
Corporation
KLEVER KOMEDIES
Moore).
Jan. 14. Meatless Days and Sleepless Nights. 1 C
Jan. 20. Out West
2 reels
Jan. 28. He Got His
1 C
Feb. 3. Watch Your Neighbor
2 C
Feb. 10. Sheriff Nell's Tussle
2 C
BLACK DIAMOND COMEDIES
Oct. IS. Nearly a Baker
1 C
Nov. 12. A Society Scrimmage
1 C
ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Dec. 10. A Country Hero
1 C
Dec. 20. Out West -.
2 C
BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Dec. 3. Osaka to Nagasaki
1 Trav.
Dec. 10. Canning Time in California 1 Trav.
Dec. 17. In Glacier Park
1 Trav.
Dec. 24. Going to the Sun
1 Trav.
Dec. 31. On the Farm Where the Food
Comes From
1 Trav.
Jan. 7. Sydney, the Antipodean Metropolis.! reel
Jan. 14. A Trip to the Jenolan Caves of
Australia
1 reel
Jan. 21. Melbourne, the Magnificent 1 reel
Jan. 28. 'Round About Melbourne 1 reel
Feb. 24. Adelaide, Capital of South Aus- tralia 1reel
WHO IS NUMBER ONE? (Serial)
Jan. 7. Episode 11. The Rail Raiders 2 D
Jan. 14. Episode 12. The Show Down
2 D
Jan. 21. Episode 13. Cornered
2 D
Jan. 28. Episode 14. No Surrender
2 D
Feb. 4. Episode 15. The Round-Up 2D
MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
Jan. 13. The Kitchen Lady
2 C
Jan. 27. His Hidden Purpose
2 C
PARAMOUNT-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Jan. 6. The New Art of Dress; Destructive Power of T-N-T; Goodrich Dirt and Duke de
Whatanob.
Jan. 12. The Panama Canal; Evolution of the
Dance; Flour from Potatoes.
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Sunday, February 17, 1918
The Hidden Hand, No. 13, Pathe
2 D
The Price of Folly, No. 5 (Sold for Gold.),
Balboa
2D
Hit Him Again (Harry Pollard, Bebe Daniels), Rolin
1 C
Along the Rivera, Italy (Col.), Trav., and
Watching the Flowers Bloom (Col.),
Educ, Pathe
Split reel
International Cartoon and Editorial.
Wednesday, February 20, 1918
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 16
1 top
Saturday, February 23, 1918
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 17
1 top
Sunday, February 24, 1918
The Hidden Hand, No. 14 (The Unmasking)
Pathe
2D
The Power)
Price ofBalboa
Folly, No. 6 (In Poverty's 2 D
Argus Pictorial No. 8 (Educ.) Argus 1 reel
A One Night Stand (Toto, Clarine Seymour,
Bud Jamison) Rolin
2 C
Beat It (Harold Lloyd, Bebe Daniels, Harry
Pollard) Rolin
1 C
Around Central Auvergne, France (Col.)
and Clermont-Ferrand (Col.) Pathe
Trav
r
Split, reel
Katzenjammer Kids " Burglars " (Cart) and
" Appleblossom Land " (Educ.) International Split reel
Wednesday, February 27, 1918
Hearst-PatheSaturday,
News, No.
18
1 top
March
2, 1918
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 19
1 top
Triangle Distributing Corp.
TRIANGLE COMEDIES
Jan. 27. A Butler Bust-Up
1 C
Jan. 27. Too Many Husbands
1 C
Feb.
3.
Airing
Their
Troubles
Feb. 3. A Safe Disaster
11 CC
Feb. 10. His Nine Lives
1 C
Feb. 10. A Game Gambler
1 C
Feb. 17. Their Undercover Capers
1 C
Feb. 17. A Full Dress Fizzle
1 C
Feb. 24.
11 CC
Feb.
24. AHisCoward's
Nimble Courage
Twist
KEYSTONE RELEASES
Feb. Dale
3. A Fuller,
Sea Serpent's
DesireMaude
(Wm. Wayne).
Franey, 2 C
Milt Sims,
Feb. 10. Wronged by Mistake (Harry Gribbon. Myrtle Lind. Frank Bond, Dora
Rogers, Carolyne Rankin)
2 C
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Feb. ir. His Double Life (R. Griffith. Dorothy Hager, Claire Anderson) 3 C_
Feb. 24. A Tell-Tale Shirt (Fritz Schave,
Peggy Pierce, C. Roberts. Baldy Bel- mont) 2 C

Selig Special
Bewar. of Strangers
7 reels
The
Ne'er-Do-Well
^ reels
reels
The Garden of Allah (Selig)
10
Who Shall Take My Life?
— reels
Frank J. Seng
Universal Film Company
Parentage
7 reels
Monday. February 18, 1918
NESTOR—lian
Ship, Oy.Peacocke)
Oy (Wm. Franey, Lil- 1 C
Sherman Eliot, Inc.
Wednesday. February 20. 1918
The Crisis
10 reels
L-KO — Beaches and Peaches (Dave Morris). 2 C
UNIVERSAL
ANIMATED
WEEKLY—
Weekly
Sherman Pictures Corporation
No. 12.
I Believe
7 reels
Saturday. February 23. 1918
The Land of the Rising Sun
UNIVERSAL
SCREEN
MAGAZINE
—
Issue
No. 5.
Julius Steger
UNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS— Issue No.
Redemption
6 reels
41 (Shipping date Feb. 16).
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— The Underground
Sterling
Pictures
Corporation
House (Thirteenth Episode of " The
o' theAppeal
Sea (Jean
.... 65 parts
parts
Mystery Ship"
Serial)
APegMute
(Jean Sothern
Sothern feature)
feature)...
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL—
Desperate Odds 2 D
The Lash of Destiny (Gertrude McCoy
(Third
Episode
of
■'
The
Bull's
Eye
"
feature)
s parts
Serial)
2D
Her Good Name (Jean Sothern feature).. S parts
SPECIAL— Finley Nature Studies No. 6
Rosie
O'Grady
(Viola
Dana
feature)
parts
(■• Mount Hood " and " The Garden
The Cloud (Jean Sothern feature) SS parts
Spot ofMonday,
the World"
The God of Little Children (Alma Hanlon
February 25, 1918Sc. Split reel
feature)
s parts
NESTOR—Watch
Your Watch (Eileen Sedg- 1 C
wick, Ernie Shields)
A
Mother's
Ordeal
(Jean
Sothern
feature)
5
parts
Pride
and
the
Devil
(Alma
Hanlon
feature)
6
parts
Wednesday. February 27, 1918
Miss
Deception
(Jean
Sothern
feature)...
5
L-KOSwain)
— Ambrose, the Lion-Hearted (Mack 2 C The Law that Failed (Alma Hanlon f'ture)S parts
Great Bradley Mystery (Alma Hanlon parts
UNIVERSAL
No. 13. ANIMATED WEEKLY— Weekly
feature)
s parts
The Mystic Hour (Alma Hanlon feature). 6 parts
Saturday, March 2, 1918
When
You
and
I
Were
Young
(Alma
UNIVERSAL
SCREEN
MAGAZINE — Issue
Hanlon feature)
5 parts
No. 60.
The Golden God (Alma Hanlon feature).. 5 parts
UNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS— Issue No.
.She Was a Dangerous Girl (Cartoon
42. (Shipping date Feb. 23.)
comedy)
soo ft.
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL — The Masked
Zippy the Fireman (Cartoon comedy) 500 ft.
Riders (Fourteenth Episode of "The
Zippy
in
a
Sanatorium
(Cartoon
comedy).
500
ft.
Mystery Ship " Serial)
2D
Zippy Buys a Pet Pup (Cartoon comedy). 500 ft.
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— Still in the Ring
Slick
and
Tricky
(Cartoon
comedy)
SOO
ft.
(Fourth Ep.sode of "The Bull's Eye" 2D
Serial)
Doctor Bunny's Zoo (Cartoon comedy) ... 500 ft.
The Old Fofty-Niner (Cartoon comedy).. SOO ft.
SPECIAI — Finley Nature Studies, No. 7,
Mr. Coon (Cartoon comedy)
SOO ft.
" Rambles with a Naturalist " and
" Don't Be a Slacker " (com. cart.) .Split reel Mose Is Cured (Cartoon comedy) 500 ft.
Zippy's Insurance (Cartoon comedy) SOO ft.
Zippy's
Pets (Cartoon
ft.
The
Unknown
(Cartoon comedy)
comedy) SOO
SOO ft.
•
Vitagraph
BIG V COMEDIES
Moe Streimer
Feb. 4. Telephones and Troubles.
A Daughter of the Don
10 reels
Feb. 11. Babes and Boobs.
Feb. 18. Courts and Convicts.
Submarine Film Corporation
Feb. 25. Rooms and Rumors.
The Submarine Eye
7 reels
VITAGRAPH COMEDIES
Jan. 7. A Little Ouija Work.
W. H. Productions Co.
Jan. 14. Seeking An (Dversoul.
William S. Hart as Two Gun Man in " The
Jan. 21. A Four-Cornered Triangle.
Bargain "
6 reels
Jan. 28. Their Anniversary Feast.
William S. Hart in " The Bandit and the
VENGEANCE AND THE WOMAN (Serial)
Preacher "
5 reels
Jan. 28. The Lure of Hate (Sixth Episode).
William S. Hart in " The Hell Hound of
Feb. 4. The Wolf Trap (Seventh Episode).
Alaska "
5 reels
Feb. 11. The Mountain of Devastation (Eighth
Also Series of two-reel W. H. Hart productions.
Episode) .
Feb. 18. Buried Alive (Ninth Episode).
Whol esome Films Corporation
Feb. 25. The Leap for Life (Tenth Episode).
The Ralph
Penny Morgan),
Philanthropist
D(Peggy O'Neil and 5
Favorite Film Features
Cinderella and the Magic Slipper (Special (ChilJan. 28. Children of the Feud
2 D
dren's Cast), Juv
4
Jan. 28. Getting Up a Practice
1 C His feet,
Awful
C. Downfall (Rex Adams), 1,000
Feb. 4. The Pirates
2 C
Feb. 4. The Wings of a Moth
1D
Feb. 11. The Sacrifice of Kathleen 2 D Little Red Riding Hood (Juvenile), 4,000 feet.
Feb. 11. Art for A Heart
1 C
World Pictures
Feb. 18. The Mischief Maker
2 D
5 reels
Feb. 18. Sonny Jim in Search of a Mother..! C Over Here
Feb. 25. Old Reliable
2 D
Feb. 25. Stenographer Troubles
1 C
EXHIBITORS' PERSONALS
RELEASES IN THE
ARIZONA
INDEPENDENT FIELD
Edward J. Oioper, manaser of the Columbia
theatre, Phoenix, has been appointed state rep(Continued from page 1190)
resentative on the newly organized national committee which is to co-ordinate the work of the
motion picture in<liiRtry with that of the GovParagon Films
The Whip
8 reels
in furtherinpT thecomes
nation's
in the
war. Theernment appointment
from cause
William
A.
Brady, whom President Wilson asked to form
Photoplay Magazine
such a committee.
Screen Supplement — One-reel releases, giving
George D. Mullen, former manager of the old
intimate interviews of all the stars. (Through in- Wigwam
theatre on North First Avenue, Phoedependent exchanges).
nix, has had the place remodeled and renovated
with
the
intention of showing motion pictures.
Popular Picture Corporation
The building has been made strictly fireproof,
Corruption
6 reels
the seating capacity increased and rest rooms
for its patrons installed, and the theatre in its
Public Rights Film Corporation
nevi; garb was formally opened last week to caThe Public Be Damned (Charles Richman
business.theatre of Bisbee was opened reand Mary Puller)
5 reels
The pacity
Royal
cently under the management of L. T. Gaines
Renowned Pictures Corporation
Garrett, recently owners and manThe Public Defender
6 reels and W.agers of W.
the Martin theatre at Globe.
Naked Hands
5 reels
MASSACHUSETTS
Weaveri of Life
6 reels
Souls Redeemed
6 reels
Charles W. RadclifTe has disposed of the
Mother Love and the Law
7 reels
Strand theatre at Ilolyoke to George (jordon
and Mr. Gordon has already asIn Treaton's
Oraap
reels of Springfield,
Should
She Obey?
75 reels
sumed active management.

Motion

Picture

News

A. A. Spitz, who is building a new theatre in
Fall River, which promises to eclipse anything
built before in that city, reports that the house
is near . completion, and expects to be ready
within a very short time.
MINNESOTA
W.
F.
Atkinson
of Minneapolis has leased the
United theatre at Hutchinson.
MISSOURI
Howard O. Saunders has leased a half interest
in the New Janus theatre at Shebina, and will
devote all of his time to its management.
Dubinsky Bros. (Maurice and Edward) have
sold their interest in the Grand theatre, Kansas
City, to the Grand Theatre Company, owner of
the building wherein the theatre is situated.
Pressure of other business prompted the sale.
NEBRASKA
Sam Truele of Denver is the new owner of
the Strand theatre at Hastings, having bought
outF. C.Nesbit
Martin's
has interests.
renamed the World theatre.
Falls villeCity,
the
Empress, and will play vaudeand short reels.
W. E. Riffle sold his theatre at Sterling to
M. R. Shandy, and immediately assumed charge
of the Dixie theatre at Clay Center.
J. W. Woolstenholm, for thirty years a dry
goods merchant at Grand Island, has retired
from other lines of work to run the Majestic
theatre, which he has been conducting as a
side issue for years. He has remodeled the
house, which is one of the best in its part of
the
state.moving
It-haspicture
1,000 seats.
is money
in the
business"There
if square
and
progressive
methods
be
employed,"
said
Mr.
Woolstenholm.
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Delbel't
Smith,
formerly
part owner
the
Empire theatre. East
Manchester,
has of
bought
out his partner Earle C. Thompson and assumed
the personal management of the house.
NEW MEXICO
H. F. Blackwell has leased the Crystal theCompany.
atre, Albuquerque, from the Barnett Amusement
NEW YORK
Stiles and Merriam, proprietors of The Daily
Argus, Mount Vernon, have purchased The
Strandond avenue,
theatre,Mount
locatedVernon.
on FirstThey
streetcontemplate
and Secmaking extensive alterations when the building
will be used in its entirety by the Argus.
Edward Providence,
Fay, ownerRhode
and manager
of Fay's
theatre.
Island, has
just
leased the Avon theatre in Rochester, N. Y.,
where he intends to put on vaudeville and photoplays, and run on about the same base on which
he has made such a success of his Providence
house.
A combination hasOHIO
been effected in Elyria,
whereby all the theatres in that city will be
operated by the Elyria Theatre Company. The
last independent house in . Elyria, the American,
was recently purchased by the company from
John Prkras. Mr. Prkras, an old exhibitor,
has retired from the business, and is now engaged in the manufacturing of rubber heels.
Elyria the
Theatre
controls
the■The
American,
Strand,Company
Dreamland,nowRialto
and
Bannon's. Officers of the company are: Henry
Wurst, president; Christ Neufert, treasurer; E.
J.
manager,
and general
Melton manPhelos Georgople,
and O. J.general
Bannon,
assistant
PENNSYLVANIA
agers.
George J. Higgins and his son John, owners
and proprietors of the new and old Majestic
theatres, Shamokin, have leased the Arcade theatre, and reopened it a week or so ago to capacity business.
The Gem theatre, near Mahoning street, Punxsutawney,
has beenM. purchased
from W.manager
S. Dins-of
more bv James
Weist, former
the Jefferson theatre. The new manager is
planning to build an extension to the house.
George Bros., proprietors of the Victoria theatre. Market street, Harrisburg, Pa., are remodeling the front of their theatre and the adjoining building, where they conduct the Palace
Confectionery store, so as to provide a uniform
front to connect the two businesses. The work
nf putting in the new front is being done on
the not
Fuelto Administration's
fuellcss Tuesdays,
as
interfere with business
on the daysso
when motion picture exhibitions are permitted
by the Government.
SOUTH DAKOTA
J. II. and A. L. Hess have purchased the
Lyric and Yankton theatres at Yankton, both of
which
course. will be improved and reopened in due
TENNESSEE
Misses Aileen Fisher and Pauline Bruner, two
popular young women of Morristown, have
bought the Princess theatre in that town and
will personally undertake its management.
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SERVICE

Projection
Before

the house

is built the entire projection

system

should be plotted out. The projection room should be carefully planned, and just what equipment is needed to obtain
the best results should be selected. This takes experience
and knowledge, which can only be obtained from an authority on projection. MOTION
PICTURE
NEWS
offers
this cooperation — it is part of its service. We also answer
any and all questions which may be troubling those who have
already installed their equipment.
Music
Musical equipment is forty per cent, of the success of
any house. The house with the best music always beats out
competition. Advice is often necessary in the selection of
this necessary part of the show. We have two men experienced in the selection of music for the picture. These men
are always at your service.

This is also a part of our exhibi-

tors' service, and we hope you will take advantage

of it.

Photography
Many exhibitors today are taking their own local pictures with great success. Others are desirous of doing so.
The selection of a camera and its manipulation are difficult
problems for the novice. The value of light efects is hard to
comprehend. MOTION
PICTURE
NEWS, also as part
of its service, has an authority on photography on its regular
staff. He is ready at any time to cooperate and give advice
on any of the various problems which confront the exhibitor
who takes his own pictures.
Service
is our password — we
any and all times.

invite you

to take advantage

of it at

E. K. GILLETT.

1
Immmnni
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A magazine's success is measured by its advertising. Look at the " News! "
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Calculations

on Spherical Aberration
By Simon Arkin

[Reprinted with permission from the " Optical Journal and
Review "]
[F the diameter of a lens is large in comparison with its radius
of curvature, all parallel incident rays are not brought to a

Picture

News

focus at F, since the rays near the center intersect at F, whereas
the rays near the edges intersect at G, and the intermediate rays
meet at points between F and G. The distance F G represents the
total spherical aberration.
The shape of the lens is a determining factor in the study of
spherical aberration, but it is hard to find in books on optics information as to what shaped lens is best for a given purpose. The
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only formula I find for a single lens most nearly free from
spherical aberration is
_ 4 + M — 2 m2
r., 2 «2 -|- n
This gives a cross-spherical lens whose shorter radius is r^,
longer radius is and whose refractive index is n. When n is
1.50, = 1 and — 6. Considering the above, I determined to
investigate the whole matter by original calculations. The lenses
I selected are of four different shapes. Figs. 2 and 5 show lenses
of identical shape but with opposite surfaces facing the incident
light.
The lenses here shown, drawn to scale, are condensers such as
are used in projecting motion pictures. These lenses are 4^4
inches in diameter, and their large size makes it easy to exhibit the
results of the calculations verj' clearly. They are divided, in tlie

drawings, by lines, or rays, into six parts ; the lines are parallel
and are 0.75 or of an inch apart. The refracted rays ha and
Bii, on account of*their well conditioned angles, give results which
are readily shown here. The distance ah represents the spherical
aberration for the part of the lens between AB and BA; the
distance b¥ corresponds to the part of the lens between BC and
CB ; Ga corresponds to the part of the lens between A and the
edge of the lens, while FG represents the spherical aberration of
the whole lens. All the calculations and constructions given in
this article are made from the optical center. The center of a
thin lens is a point on the principal axis through which a ray will
emerge from tlie lens parallel to its direction of incidence.
The figures are numbered in the order of their freedom from
spherical aberration ; thus. Fig. 1 has the least and Fig. 5 the most
spherical aberration. In designing Fig. 1 various ratios of curva-

FIG. 3'

FIG. 4
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ture were used in calculating it and the results were the same for
^=6to—

=4. Since^=4»

is a better shaped lens, it was used for Fig. 1.
Tlie index of refraction («) used in these calculations is 1.52.
Let <f> represent the angle which the incident raj' makes with
the normal in air, and let (p' be the angle which the ray makes
with the normal in the glass. By the well known law of refraction,
sin
<P sin
constant
for two given
is known
as <(>'
theisindex
of refraction
(«).media,
In theandcasethisof constant
air and
ordinary crown glass h is about 1.52.
Sin 0 -J- 1.52 = sin 4>', and sin 0' X 1.52 = sin <p.
Radius of plano-convex lens in inches -r- 0.52 (the difTerence in
11 between air and crown glass) = focal length (F) in inches.
Focal length, in inclies, X 0.52 = radius in inches.
The following method was used to calculate the spherical aberration of the lens sliown in Fig. 5, which is the least complicated
of all.
= 3.25
Semi-aperture = 2.25

Then
3.25

= 0.69231 = sin 43° 48' 40"
3.25 X cos 43° 48' 40" = 2.345.

News

The parallel incident ray A was previously found to intcisect the
axis 4.520 inches from the optical center O.
Therefore
5.944 — (0.088 + 4.520) = 1.336, the distance (ab. Fig. 5) between the points at which the parallel incident rays A and B cut
the axis after refraction. The focal length, F, of the lens
(the distance OF in the draimngs) is determined by the formula
X
('-, + yj X {n ~\)
Without giving in detail the calculations for the other lenses,
their focal lengths and amount of spherical aberration are as
follows :
4.25 X 17
^Fig. 1.'F =
(4.25 4- 17) X 0.52 = 6 54
Summing up the distances
the differences in the points
incident rays A and B, and
For Fig. 1, 6.48 + 0.27 +
For Fig. 2, F =

2.345 = 0.905 the thickness of the lens at the center,
distance AC, Fig. 5, = 1.50
1.50
■r—
3.2o = 0.46154 = sin 27° 29' 10".
3.25 X cos 27° 29' 10" = 2.883
3.25 — 2.883 == 0.367
0.46154 X 1.52 = 0.70154 = sin 44° 33' 00"
0 44° 33' 00" — 0' 27° 29' 10" = 17° 03' .50"
1.50 X cotangent 17° 03' 50" = 4.887.
4.887 — 0.367 = 4.520, the distance (Oa, Fig. 5) from the optical
center at which the incident ray A cuts the axis after refraction,
distance BC, Fig. 5, = 0.75

Picture

between O and F, corresponding to
of intersection with the axis of the
the edge ray, we have
0.09 = 6.84 inches.

■ 6.25 inches

.Summing up between O and F, 6.15 + 0.31 + 0.10 = 6.56 inches.
3X— 18
—54
For Fig. 3, — F
15
X 0.52
(+ 3 — 18) X 0.52
- + 6.92 inches.
6.50 X 6.50
For Fig. 4, F
6.25 inches.
(6..50 + 6.50) X 0.52
Fig. 5 shows a lens identical in form with Fig. 2, but it is seen
that the spherical aberration is much diminished by prcfcnting the
convex side of this lens to the incident light.

3.23
'•J4^= 0.23077 = sin 13° 20' 30"
3.25 X cos 13° 20' 30" = 3.162
3.25 — 3.162 = 0.088
0.23077 X 1.52 = 0.35077 = sin 20° 32' 00"
<P 20° 32' 00" — 0' 13° 20' 30" = 7° 11' 30"
0.75 X cotangent 7° 11' 30" = 5.944

Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

FIG. 5

\
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ab
ab
ab
ab
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Spherical Aberration
0.27 inch
0.31 inch
0.38 inch
inch
inch
0.44
1.34
FG
FG
FG
FG
FG

0.90
1.25
1.02
1.45

inch
inch
inch
inch

= 4.90 inch
=
=
=
=
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Film Conditions Improve in Omaha
IT gives us pleasure to print the following letter from John J.
Rosecrans, a member of the National Anti-Misf rame League,
who is located in Sioux City, Iowa. Readers will recall that Mr.
Rosecrans recently drew attention in our columns to the numerous
and unsightly stencil marks placed in their films by the Omaha
Universal exchange, and it will also be recalled that Mr. J. H.
Calvert, the present Omaha manager, wrote a gentlemanly letter
promising to remedy this condition.
As a proof of the effectiveness of the National Anti-Misf rame
League, and also of Mr. Calvert's adherence to his promise, Mr.
Rosecrans' letter tells the story without need of further comment.
Mr. Rosecrans says :
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" I read an article by J. H. Calvert, Universal Film Exchange
Manager, Omaha, Nebr., in the February 2 edition of the News,
and wish to say a few words to it.
" We are using several brands of Universal service, from the
Omaha exchange, chief among them being Bluebird, Butterfly and
L-Ko comedies. Before Mr. Calvert assumed active management
of the Omaha exchange. Universal was notorious for the excessive
number of exchange brands punched in each reel of film, for the
number of bad splices, absence of titles, punch holes near the end
of each reel of film and heavy coats of oil on leading titles.
" Beginning with the first of this year, I have found a decided
improverhent in the condition of our service. Our last four shipments from the Omaha exchange have arrived in excellent condition, having clean titles, no punch holes, very few bad splices,
and no exchange brands punched in except in main titles and
leader films. I think Mr. Calvert is deserving of much praise
and credit for such rapid improvement of his service. And, in
addition, I think he should have the co-operation of every operator
handling his films, whether said operator is a member of the
Anti-Misframe League or not.
" The small town operator is deserving of much sympathy for
what he doesn't know about the care of machines and particularly
the care of films entrusted to him. But the small town operator
who persistently returns films to an exchange covered with oil,
punched full of change-over punch-marks, and makes a splice
by sticking the two ends together any ' old way, can quickly be
checked up by the exchange and nothing but the poorest of films
sent to his care until he learns to respect film conditions, and to
try to return films in at least as good condition as received, if not
better. I practice what I preach and intend to assist Mr. Calvert
in every possible way."
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"Alterno"
1 Speer
Reports
of exhibitors, Carbons
projection
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experts, operators and patrons all
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acclaim that Speer " A.LTERNO "
Carbons
have completely revolutionized alternating current conditions.

|
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Speer CarlDO-n Company,
St. Marys, Pa.

1
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Recent Activities of the I. P. A.
present winter has been a season of uninterrupted progress
for the International Projection Association, and the aim of
the Association, which is to pave the way to increased recognition
of, and -better salaries for, the motion picture operator, by improving his technical and practical knowledge, is deserving of the
commendation of the entire industry.
On Friday, January 25, the Association met at their headquarters, 652 Bergen avenue, Bronx, to hear a lecture on " Some
Optical Considerations Relating to Motion Picture Projection,"
by Mr. A. S. Cory of Motion Picture News. The speaker outlined the limitations of the optical systems now used in cine
projection, and threw out some suggestions, which in the hands
of operator experimenters, may result in condenser systems ot
improved capabilities being eventually devised.
The next lecturer scheduled to appear before the Association
on Friday, February 8, is Mr. Fred F. Baum of the special Universal Motor Company, who will speak on the subject of " Motors,
Generators and Transformers." A lively and interesting discussion is sure to ensue, as there are • several " Edisons " amongst
the club's personnel. The meeting will be held at 12 midnight,
following usual custom.
Great things are being accomplished by the I. P. A. along, the
line of instruction for the members, as the classes in mathematics
are now in full swing, and are being attended by an ever increasing percentage of the members. The subjects treated are
Algebra and Geometry which will be followed at the proper time
by Trigonometry. The club has a real find in its mathematical mstructor, Mr. Edmond McD. Benhdm, B.Sc, M.E., who has
aroused the enthusiasm of his pupils by his ability to clearly ex-

Gentlemen:Having worked for several
years on A.C. with, all its shortcomings, what I feel like saying
after giving "Alterno" carlDons a
good trial is that they are a
revelation.
We use A.C. with compensarc and where the use of A.C.
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in the past has always "been with
a light of inferior quality regardless of amount used, we find
that with "Alterno" carijons we
get an even, steady light of
remarkalDle quality without the
former worries of noisy, wa.ndering and trou"blesome
arcs.
Very truly
yours ,
Signed
B. A. Reed.
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Hundreds

of letters compliment-
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ing
Speer
" ALTERNO
" Carbons
in the
highest
terms are already
in
our files. The one appearing here
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relates the results obtained by an ex-
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pert who has had several years' experience on A.C.

|
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B. A. REED, Secretary g
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plain the various processes and demonstrations in the mathematical
course.
President PoHn and the executive board of the I. P. A. certainly
deserve credit for their aims in the conduct of the Association,
which should receive the support of all local operators. Any
licensed operator in Greater New York is eligible to membership
and particulars may be secured by addressing the Recording Secretary, Mr. Morris J. Rotkcr, at 652 Bergen avenue, Bronx, New
York City.
A. J. Lang Has Interesting Sojourn in
Porto Rico
A J. LANG of the Nicholas Power Company has just recently
**• returned from a five weeks' business trip to Porto Rico, and
had some
ness there.interesting observations to make on the exhibiting busiHe was much surprised to note that in many theatres projection machines of the most archaic type were in use, machines
without film magazines being commonly seen, while in some cases
the film after passing through the mechanism, was allowed to
accumulate in a sack. This latter procedure, as is well known,
was the forerunner of the take-up devices on projection machines.
In spite of this seeming inertia, on the part of Porto Rican
exhibitors, Mr. Lang reports that they are very anxious to imbibe
modern ideas in the way of presenting their shows, and in this
they are aided by the perusal of the Motion Picture News, which
is the favorite cine journal on the Island,
The Porto Rican exhibitors are awakening to the importance
of proper projection equipment, and as the result of his visit,
Mr. Lang states that the future of the Powers Cameragraph looks
very rosy, in so far as Porto Rico is concerned, and a number of
modern cameragraphs already in use there are regarded with
much satisfaction.

Operators' Inquiries
E. M. misframes
AMELUNG,whichBenton
Mich., "' weekly
What is' news
the cause
frequent
occur Harbor,
in the various
films? of" the
REPLY: As is indicated by the diverse nature of their contents, the
I ADVERTISE
YOUR
BUSINESS I weekly news reels are composed of items photographed by many different
I
BY THE QUALITY OF YOUR PROJECTION
| cameramen in all parts of the world. The cameras used by these widely
correspondents,"
as they
are aperture
termed, are
all of
g
Nothing is as good as tlie Best, and the Best can
1 scattered
the same "make,
and it follows
that tne
line ofor course
divisionnotbetween
successive film images is different in some cameras than in others. The
g
only
be
obtained
by
an
up
to
date
-machine.
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Wo will talie in your old machine on part payment 1 editors of the weekly films strive to have all of their correspondents adopt
i
on a New Machine or sell you a New Machine on the
1 the same frame-line, but it cannot always be brought about, and there
I
MONTHLY P.\YMENT PLAN.
| is no fear of any news film editor turning down a " scoop," or an important
and well photographed item, just because the frame-line happens to differ
1
Write todai/ for Particulars and Catalor;
1 from his standard.
Hamilton, with
Ont.,
Please atexplain
aerial-image
of H.
the SEDGWICK,
condenser in connection
the "distance
which the
the 'shutter
should '
I AMUSEMENT
SUPPLY COMPANY
| be located in front of the lens."
When light is passed through a projector optical system, and
i
Lnrytst ExcluHii e Dealers to the Moriny Picture Trade g theREPLY:
region in front of the objective is explored with a white paper screen,
I .300-303 Mailers RuildinK
5 South Wabash Avenue | a spot is found at which the projected beam is of the smallest cross-section.
I
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
| This section of the projected beam may be either rectangular or round in
shape, indicating, respectively, that the condensers are approximately at
1 Dealers in Motioijraph, (Standard and Simplex Moving Picture | the
distance from the machine aperture, or that they are too far from
3
Machines, National Carbons Minusa Screen and
g the proper
aperture to permit the entire available amount of light being utilized.
1
Everi/thinff for the Theatre
1
The conditions which must be fulfilled in order to utilize all of the light
I
WE SELL ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN
| proceeding from the condensers have been thoroughly treated in our article,
"Projection
The Regulation of theFebruary
Rays in Cinematographic
Projection Systems,"
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is advised toDepartment,
consult the same. It9, ispages
there 902-3,
pointedandoutthethatcorrespondent
the narrow
section
ot
the
beam
is
not
an
"
aerial-image,"
but
a
real
image,
this
image sometimes coincides with the plane in which the revolving and
shutter
operates,
in which
event it can be plainly seen on the shutter blades when
S
IMPLEX
the machine
is running.
ft would seem that inasmuch as this image represents the narrowest
cross-section of the projected beam, it would be highly advisable to locate
I
tlie
shutter at this point, and it has been recommended by some people,
Motion Picture Machines, not merely as good
who should know better, to always place the shutter at this narrowest
but far superior to any other. We are exsection or so-called " dissolving point " of the rays proceeding from the
objective to the screen.
clusive agents for Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
M
When the narrowest section of the projected beam is near the lens
Delaware and Maryland.
(within 6 inches or so) there is no objection to placing the shutter at that
point in the beam; indeed, it seems a logical thing to do, and would, no
Motor Generators and General Supplies
doubt, permit
the adherence
width of the
coverrecommendation
blade of the .shutter
be at ashould
miniP
mum. The strict
to the
that theto shutter
MINUSA Gold Fibre Screens
always operate at the narrowest section of the projected beam, leads to
ridiculously impractical consequences, however, when, as frequently occurs,
the narrowest cross-section of the projected beam is some 18 inches, or 2
L
SPEER CARBONS for Perfect Projection
feet, or more, in front of the objective. To carry out the recommendation
in such a case requires an extra long shutter shaft, or an extension on
W« are equipped to give you expert service. We repair
the customary shutter shaft, and when the revolving shutter operates at a
macliines with tools made by the factories. No other
point
removed from
gears,calculated
the vibration
and consequent
wear
concern can offer better service than we. Try us.
on thefarmechanism
are ofits anactuating
extent not
to improve
the steadiness
E
theretore, that the proper position for
appears,
It
picture.
projected
the
of
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the revolving shutter should be dictated primarily by common sense, and
Lewis M. Swaab
" and
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
" aerial-images
so-called results
of the
that the pursuit
is an obvious
"it dissolving
pointsfact" sometimes
leads to
impractical
and altogether
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undesirable consequences.
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The Use of Compensating Filters in
Cinematography
A STUDY of current film productions attests the fact that
artistic cameramen have succeeded in securing many excellent cloud and sunset effects in their exterior scenes, and these
effects appear so consistently nowadays in the more pretentious
subjects, and in scenic pictures, that they can no longer be considered anovelty, as they were some years ago.
The orthochromatic emulsion and the compensating filter represent one of the greatest advances in all photography, and it is
well known that hardly any subject exists which cannot be more
faithfully reproduced by an orthochromatic emulsion, with or
without a compensating filter, than is the case with an ordinary,
non-color-sensitive emulsion.
Orthochromatism, both in theory and in practice, has been extensively written about, and we believe that the action of compensating filters is also well understood by cameramen. As the
result, however, of our study of some of the film pictures photographed, apparently, through compensating filters, we are moved,
on the present occasion, to draw attention to some of the optical
properties of light filters, because the quality of a filter and the
manner in which it is used can influence the definition in the
photographic images.
As we write these lines we recall a charming series of films,
depicting the scenic wonders of the Western States with an atmosphere and accuracy of tonal values which only the use of
panchromatic film and the proper light compensating means (or
filter) could yield, but in spite of the fact that minute details for
miles about were apparent in the pictures, there was nowhere
present that crispness of definition so vitally necessary to the
projected cinematographic image. In the case we mention the
fault was not with the projecting machine or operator, nor was it
the fault of improper printing by the laboratory. Likewise the
cameraman had focussed his instrument correctly in the usual
manner, and the camera was fitted with a lens of irreproachable
defining power.
In order to get the clouds the photographer had, however, employed acompensating filter, placed on the lens after the picture
was focussed, and the use of this filter without regard for its
optical action caused a loss of crispness in the finished pictures.
The proper use of orthochromatic films and compensating filters
is to be encouraged at all times, and the use of a suitable compensating filter with ordinary film also permits some effects to
be reproduced which could not be secured otherwise, but it appears
advisable to point out that the optical action of a glass light filter
should be borne in mind by the cameraman before he attaches
the same to his lens and proceeds to make pictures.
Theoretically, the two faces, or surfaces, of a glass light filter
should be perfect plane surfaces, and these surfaces shotild be
perfectly parallel to each other, but it is an expensive operation
to prepare such slabs of glass, which are termed " optical flats."
The ordinary good commercial filters are, therefore, pieces of
glass which have their faces quite accurately surfaced and as
nearly plane-parallel as can be produced at a nominal manufacturing cost. The filters known as " optical flats " are much thicker
than the commercial variety of light filter (something like one-half
inch in thickness) because it has been found useless to apply perfectly accurate surfaces to thin plates of glass, since the strains
within the plate bend it into what may be termed a meniscus lens,
and there is consequently no use in applying accurate surfaces to
a plate of glass if the surfaces will not remain flat and parallel to
one another.
When a glass light filter is mounted behind a camera objective
its effect is to lengthen the focus slightly, and the extent to which
the focus is increased is approximately expressed by
n— 1 Xd
n
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where n is the refractive index of the glass and d is the thickness of the glass plate or filter. For Crown glass, of which the
commercial varieties of light filter are generally made, n is about
1.5, so it is readily seen that in the case of a glass filter located
in back of the lens, the focus is lengthened by an amount equal
to about one-third of the thickness of the glass plate, or filter.
When the filter is mounted in front of the lens its effect on the
focal length is nearly negligible, but it will be interesting to many
readers to learn that a glass plate, even though perfectly surfaced
and with plane-parallel sides, is possessed of a certain- amount
of aberration. The effect of this aberration on the image has
been briefly described by Dr. C. E. K. Mees ^ as follows :
" Suppose that we place in front of a lens a plane-parallel piece
of glass, then it will produce upon the oblique rays a displacement compared with the axial beam, which will result in twa
effects : (a) it will cause a species of spherical aberration all over
the field, causing the marginal rays of each image-forming pencil
to focus at a greater distance from the lens than its central ray;
and (h) on account of the tendency of a small oblique pencil to
foreshorten abnormally in the object-plane, the image-plane will
be curved backward. These displacements are greatest when the
obliquity of the rays is greatest; they also depend upon the thickness of the filters. They will, therefore, be at a maximum when
using a thick filter behind a short focus lens working at a wide
angle and a high speed, and they will be minimized by the use of
thin filters behind long focus lenses, and by placing the filter in
front of the lens when the image is smaller than the object."
Dr. Mees calculates the extent of the longitudinal aberration'
in a light filter, both for axial rays and for oblique rays, from
formula; found in Taylor's " System of Applied Optics," London,
1906. He found that even in the case of a process lens of 16
inches focal length, taking a picture 10 inches by 12 inches, the
effect of the filter aberration on the size of the circles of confusion was well within the limits of tolerance.
Although the aberrations and focal differences imposed upon)
the camera objective by a glass light-filter are in most cases inap reciable inordinary photographic results, their effects on the
cinematographic image are pitilessly revealed when the films are
projected, and all cameramen who use compensating filters should
therefore be guided by a knowledge of these effects in the selection and use of their filters.
It is first of all apparent that the amount of aberration caused
by a thick filter would be much greater in proportion to the focal
length of a two-inch cine lens than would the aberration of a
filter of like thickness used with a long focus process lens, and
from this it will be seen that " optical flats " would be a drawback to crisp definition in cinematography.
As it has also been pointed out that the use of the filter behind
the lens induces a change of focal length, it seems most advisable
to use the filter in front of the lens, and this will generally be
found most convenient in practice. The important requirement
when using light filters in cinematography is, however, that regardless of where the filter is placed the scene should he visually
focussed with the filter in position, for by so doing the maximum
sharpness will be secured in the image, because the effect of
aberration and change in focal distance are thus under the controE
of the photographer. We do not wish to be considered as implying that the aberration caused by the use of a glass light filter irs
conjunction with a cine camera is of a very severe order, because
with a good quality of filter it is very slight, but we would emphasize that when the cameraman focusses the image by observation,
and with the filter in place, he is in a position to secure the keenest
definition which the combination (of lens and filter) will yield,
while the fact that the filter can alter the focal length of- the lens
renders it necessary to focus with the filter in position if an accurate focus is required.
1 " The Optical Properties of Light Filters," Jl. Optical Society of America, Vol. 1, No. 1 (Jan., 1917), pp. 22-30.
Also reprinted in the British Jl. of Photography, Sept. 7, 1917, pp. 462-464.
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Bros. Issue Manual of Instruction on
K-B Camera
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416-24 West 216th Street
New York City
Telephone — St. Nicholas 3443-44

has just come to hand a well illustrated and comprehensively written booklet entitled the " Pocket Manual of
Motion Picture Photography," which is issued by Barker Bros.,
724-738 South Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal, makers of the K-B
combined camera and projector.
The K-B Camera, which was previously described in our columns, isa moderate priced outfit of 200 foot capacity which may
also be used as a projector, by adding a lamp attachment, and
which, in conjunction with the Stineman patented developing frame
and tank, makes a most useful and efficient photographic outfit for
the amateur or exhibitor film maker.
It is for the purpose of supplying accurate and concise working
instructions to users of K-B camera outfits that the " Manual "
has been prepared, although copies may be secured by anyone
interested upon remitting 25 cents to the makers of the K-R
camera.
The Manual was compiled by Mr. D. P. Lea, a motion picture
operator and photographer of long standing on the coast, and
Mr. Lee has sought to emphasize the important points of exposure,
development and positive printing, as carried out with the K-B
camera and the additional accessories which may be used in conjunction bythe amateur or exhibitor who is desirous of successfully making scenic and topical pictures.
We believe that many exhibitors, after purchasing a copy ol
this Manual of Motion Picture photography, would consider the
K-B camera described therein to be just the outfit for which they
have long been seeking, and as we have seen the K-B outfit demonstrated we can state that it is an efficient mechanism and very
good value for the price at which it is sold.
Livingston, of Peoria, Introduces New
Projection Light
AN electric light appliance that will fit any standard movinj
picture machine, that eliminates the flicker on the screen,
throws a light said to be 20 per cent stronger than the ordinary
carbon light and can be operated at less cost is the invention of
M. H. Livingston of Peoria, Illinois.
The Nu-IMovie-Lite, as it is called, consists of a large sized,
especially made electric bulb, manufactured bj' the Edison Companj', and so shaped as to get the greatest possible amount of
light concentration from the power. This bulb fits into a metal
container, with a reflector that is designed to throw the light
without any refraction, into a series of lenses.
One of the main features of the appliance is its simplicity of
operation. Controlled by a single screw lever, it does away with
the formidable lineup of control handles which the operator has
to manipulate on the ordinary rr^achinc in securing a uniform
light from the carbon. With the Nu-Movic-Lite attachment fitted
to a modern projector there is nothing for the operator to do but
keep his picture " framed " on the screen.
Mr. Livingston declares that his invention, besides throwing n
light 20 per cent stronger than the ordinary carbon light, is a
money saver as well, and. can be operated at less cost.
Mattoon

Printing, Developing, Toning, Tinting

Titles
Domestic

Foreign

Empire City Film Laboratories, Inc.
345 West 40th Street
New York

Solid for Progress

B. WOOD, Mattoon, 111., z^riles: "Since I sent
MR. in E.
my application and became a member of the N. A. M.
L. I liavc won the Better Service contest which the World
Film Corp. instituted, which I think was due to the fact that I
am a member of the League, and because they knew I was at
the same theatre continuously.
"We have all of the operators in Mattoon, 111., in the
League now, and I hope we get all the operators in the country to join.
" I will send you a slide like the one I am running as soon
as
I get it made."
Some of the largest cities in the country could folComment:
low to advantage the example of the Mattoon operators, and the
operators of other cities who have appreciated the importance to
National Anti-Misthe
frameindustry
League.of carrying out the aims of the
We look forward with interest to the -arrival of the League
slide promised by Mr. Wood, and will reproduce the design if it
is possible to make a cut of the same.
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A Real Novelty
The Boston Music Company of 26-28 West Street, Boston,
Mass., have recently published an Album containing 12 Concert Compositions, by only " Bohemian Composers." It is
entitled " The Album for PIANOFORTE " and does not only
present a list of Musical Masterpieces, but is also practical
and will supply players with the most reliable and serviceable
list of numbers ever offered in book form. To illustrate the
value of this album to Motion Picture Pianists, we herewith
reprint the contents of same, stating in every case the purpose every composition can be used for.
— Adagio, by R. Friml. An Andante Espressivo Composisition of a Dramatic Character.
— Minuet, by J. Suk. A 3^ Moderato Menuet of exceptional
tonal beauty.
— " Souvenir de Boheme," by F.* Smetana. A Characteristic
Composition in various tempos.
— " Elegy," by K. Nawratil. A Moderato Movement most
appropriate for Love Scenes.
C — "Sostenuto
Silhouette,"
by A. Dvorak. A beautiful 4/4 Andantino
Movement.
^— Polka, by Z. Fibich.
A melodious
Without Words," by E. Chvala.
7 —"Song
Composition splendidly arranged.
Butterflies," by J. Nesvera. A 2/4 Allegretto Grazioso
8 — "Composition
most appropriate for Juvenile Themes.
—Frolic, by F. Musil. A 2/4 Allegro Etude.
9
10 — Waltz, by J. Slunicko.
11 — " Air Classique," by O. Nedbal. A 3^ Adagio Number
I
and very melodious.
10 — " Furiant," by V. Novak. A ^ Presto Composition — a
^
Classic Furioso.
The price of this album is 60 cents per copy for piano solo.
Musical Revieiv of Latest Compositions
— " America Makes the World Safe for Democracy," by
R. E. De Vivo and Sol. P. Levy, a patriotic Song Hit in
a class by itself. (Published by the Times Music Co., 145
West 45th Street, New York City.)
— " Meditation Valse," by N. Kennedy.
A dreamy dancing
waltz in the style that has been so tremendously popular
in recent years. (Chapell and Co. Edition.)
a — " In the Land of Wedding Bells," by Geo. W. Meyer. A
splendid Foxtrot arrangement of this new novelty song.
(Leo Feist Edition.)
— " Cleopatra Had a Jazz Band," Foxtrot, by Jack Coogan.
A modern musical sidelight on Egyptian history. (Leo
Feist Edition.)
— " Hitchy Koo," a " Selection," " One-step " and " Foxtrot "of this famous Musical Review have been published
by M. Witmark.
— "Moonlight Waltz," by the writer of the famous " Missouri Waltz " — a composition with a wonderful dancing
rhythm. (Forster Music Pub. Co., Chicago, 111.)
"7 — " Prudence," Entr'acte, by Ernest Luz. A number in
' gavotte style, effectively arranged. Illustrates romance.
Lends itself easily to different tempos, making it valuable
for playing to the Photo Play. A melodious number throughout. (J. W. Stern Edition, 102 West 38th Street, New York
City.)
— " Sorrow Theme," by Edouarde Roberts, a composer of
international reputation. (This number is offered at a
special rate of 30 cents for small and 40 cents for full orches-
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Yorkby City.)
tra
the Cinema Music Co., Columbia Theatre Bldg., New
9— "Astralita Serenade," by Mable A. Whaley. A number
which deserves to be owned by any orchestra leaders
or piano players. (Published by the Red Star Music Co., Red
Star, Ark.)
1A — "After
Is Over,"
by James distinctly
A. Casey.novel
Leaders
who arethein War
search
for something
and
pretty should send for this number, which in its typical March
rhythm is a sure success with any audience. (Published by
the Echo Music Co., New York and Seattle.)
II I' —"My
I Lovecomposition
You Best," ofby this
Jamesgifted
W.
Casey.Golden
The West,
very latest
writer's musical gems; a composition most appropriate for
Western Scenes. (Published by the Echo Music Co., New
York City and Seattle.)
1 O — " I Wonder How the Oik Folks Are at Home," a
I Z< great patriotic home song hit of great value to the
Motion Picture Musician. (Vandersloot Music Pub. Co., Williamsport. Pa.)
IQ — National Airs of the Allies, arranged by T. H. Rollinson, introducing " America " (God Save the King), the
" Star Spangled Banner," " La Brabanconne " (Belgian), the
Marseillaise (French) and the Royal March of Italy. (Oliver
Ditson Edition.)
1A — " Easter Fantasia," by M. L. Lake. A wonderfully
y realistic tone picture which always scores a big success. (Carl Fischer Edition.)
1 C — G. Schirmer of 3 East 43d Street, New York City,
'
offer their famous " Galaxy Edition," one of the finest
editions for the motion picture player, at a special yearly subscription rate. A yearly subscription includes twenty-four
numbers or their equivalent in double numbers, two on the
first of every month. A half-yearly subscription includes
twelve numbers or their equivalent in double numbers, two
on the first of every month. Yearly subscription: S. O., $12.50
postpaid; F. O., $15 postpaid.. Half-yearly subscription: S. O.,
$7 postpaid; F. O., $8.50 postpaid. Separate numbers: Single,
S. O., $1.25; F. O., $1.50; double, S. O., $1.50; F. O., $1.85.
On separate numbers there is a discount of 25 per cent.
Vandersloot s New

Vocal Hits

FRED VANDERSLOOT lives and does business in Williamsport, Pa. In a way he has put this town on the map, and
he has the record of having sold more copies of a song than
any other out-of-town publisher. For years " I Wonder How
the Old Folks Are Tonight " has been a steady seller, and since
the war began it has taken a big jump. Wherever you find the
home ballads, the kind that live with folks long after the quick
novelty hits have died, you will invariably come across a copy of
" I Wonder How the Old Folks Are Tonight." Fred has the right
idea; he believes in putting out clean songs, and as a result he
has built up a big business. Two weeks ago some newspaper dispatches coming from France carried the entire chorus of his
" Old Folks Song," which gave Fred quite a pleasant surprise.
At the present time Vandersloot is working on a new number,
" Love Melody," by J. R. Shannon. " Love's Melody " is the kind
of a song that one would expect to find on the catalog of a high
class publisher, for it has nothing to do with hugging, squeezing
and girls, but Vandersloot is not worried in the least about its
selling possibilties, as he has built up a large following among
the trade and public for this type of song. The lyric is somewhat of a reverie with the personal element implied. The excellence of the melody, as well as its sweetness, is going to carry
the number to many high class concerts, and will become a favorite with the better class of singers.
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Besides having this winner, Vandersloot has a son who is at
one of the naval training stations. Carl, his son, entered the service in January and has been making rapid progress ever since.
In addition to being a member of the service he is also the composer of " The Fight Is On," march and two-step, and " Our
Sammies," march or one-^tep. Both numbers have been published
by The Vandersloot Music Co. and are doing very well with the
•leaders and trade.
Leo Feist is another who is making quite a play on high class
songs. " Sing Me Love's Lullaby " is now being featured by
Madame Frances Alda of the Metropolitan Ouera Company. The
number has been recorded for the Victor Talking Machine Co.,
by Madame Alda, and for the Victor Record by Tom Lamere.
Henry Burr has made a record of it for the Columbia people.
Feist has great faith in the number, which was written by Dorothy Terriss and Theordore, and feels confident that it will outsell Morse's " Dear Old Girl," published some years ago and
still a steady seller.
Just now there appears to be a general trend toward the better
class of ballads. Musicians and dealers find that the demand for
high class and semi-high class ballads has grown rapidly during
the past year. Even small publishers with first class ballads, who
ordinarily would get little recognition owing to their lack of energy and ability to push their numbers as they should, having
been doing very well. And the small publisher today is getting
a better run for his money than he did for a long time. So it
is up to him to get busy and take advantage of the good breaks.
E. M. WiCKES.
General Comments
Times Music Publishing Co., Inc., has opened offices at
145 West Forty-fifth street and started in with a bang. Rudolph E. De Vico is the president. " America, Make the World
Safe for Democracy," by De Vico and Sol. P. Levy, and " That's
My Girl," by the same writers, are among the numbers that look
to have a good chance of materializing into hits.
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I
I -ylNCENT SHERWOOD, professional manager for The Mc•
Kinley Music Co., has just turned loose " Lovingless Day,"
a novelty ballad, by Jack Frost, and " Little Blue Star in the Window," a straight ballad, which are taking well with singers and
= musicians.
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and Anatol Friedland —
You Must Have Played Their Past Hits —
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& FRIEDLAND,
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A picture song of
theme will fit any
interest.
They also offer an
of life, suitable for
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TELL TAYLOR, the Chicago publisher, is expected to reach
New York any day, and will begin activities at 146 West
Forty-fifth street.
JAMES W. CASEY, head of the Echo Music Co., 145 West
Forty-fifth street, is on the road again looking for orders.
And he seldom returns without selling from ten to fifty thousand
copies.trudeDuring
his absence the offices will be in charge of GerBaum.

HEAVEN?

unusual beauty, whose title and
situation of love and romantic

Soldier and Sailor's song book that Leo Feist put out
I T HAT
recently is selling as fast as some song hits.

ear-ticklingr, catchy number, full
any ligrbt or comedy gituatioD

ALMA
composer of
also M.
the SANDERS,
Detroit representative
for "Hong
Jos. W.Kong,"
Stern who
& Co.,is
paid a short visit to New York, where she placed several new
numbers and posed for a newspaper syndicate photographer.

HUNDRED

TO

ONE

You're From Dixie
Either nong will be sent any recogrnized photoplay
pianist on receipt of 10c (or both for 15c) to cover
cost of maliinK- RECOGNIZED ORCHESTRA LEADERS muy obtain orchestrations (11 pts. and piano) of
either for IGc, or both for 25c, to cover mailing; cost.
GILBERT

EO. FEIST has opened a branch office in Cleveland, which
will be conducted by E. Hughes.

& FRIEDLAND, INC.
Music Publishers
230 West 46th St., New York
L. Wolfe Gilbert
Anatol Friedland
Pres.
Vice-Pres.
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" THE KINGDOM OF LOVE "
(Fox Production)
Theme: "Last Spring" (Dramatic Melody) by Grieg
1 — Theme until — T: " The revenge of a coward."
2 — "Serenade"
(4/4 Moderato) by Widor until — T: "And now
fifteen
years later."
3 — " Chasing the Chickens,"' Trot (Forster Music Co.) until —
T: "But through it all he has, etc."
4 — " Albumleaf " (Moderato) by Kretschmer until — S: Interior of
Barroom.
5 — " Jazzin Around," One Step (Leo Feist Edition)) until — S: Girl
looking
at picture.
6 — Theme
until — S: Interior of Barroom.
7
—
"Jazzin
One Step (Leo Feist Edition) until — T: "You
know what willAround,"
happen."
8— "Dramatic Recitative" by Sol. P. Levy until — T: "Sister somebody has, etc."
9 — " Lamento
(Pathetic Andante) by Gabriel Marie until — T:
" Penniless and alone, etc."

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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10 — "Melody" by Friml until — T: "And so a new attraction is
added."
u
U — "Dramatic Narrative" by Pauline Pement until — ^T: „ ^
On the
next boat."
„
12— " Lanette " (Valse) by Henton until — T: "Want to sit in
on 13a— game?
"
" Olympia
Overture" (for disputes) by Ascher until — T: Midnight at the Palace."
_
. ^
14 — " Hail, Hail, the Gang is Here " (Leo Feist Edition)— until—
T: "As time passes."
15 — Theme until — T: "A boat goes down the river."
16 — "Dramatic Agitato" by H. Hough until — T: "You must let
me have the money! "
17 — "Heavy Dramatic" by Oehmler until — T: "Evading all
Questions."
, Whistle"
. ., (tictce)
,^ . > )^
18 — Theme (Note — Watcli for effect "Steam
until — Ts " Outraged at their pastor's behavior."
19 — " Dramatic Tension No. 1 " by Reissiger until — T: " If love had
waited for an invitation."
20 — "In the Gloaming "" (Paraphrase) by Barnard until — T: Up
the river several miles from Purden."
21 — "After Sunset" (Dramatic Moderate) by Pryor until — T: '"Go
up and get him to-night."
22 — " Mysterioso Agitato" by Becker until — T: "Waiting until
night."
23 — " Heavy Mysterioso " by So!. P. Levy (Note — Watch shot and
play
duringuntil
fight)* until
24 — ffTheme
* *— T:* The
END.day of payment.
" I LOVE YOU "
(Triangle Production)
(Reviewed on page 443)
Theme : Love Song" (Dramatic) by Glegier
1 — "Intermezzo" (Moderate) by Huerter until — S: Church bell
ringing.
2 — Produce efTect (church bell) followed by
3 — Organ Solo (Sacred Scene) until — T: "Jules Mardon, the
painter."
4— " Entr' Acts Gavotte" from " Manon " by Massenet until — T:
" I have heard of your daughters, etc."
5 — "Missouri Waltz" (Forster Edition) until — T: "It is true, the
message of the bells."
6 — " Venetiene Barcarolle" by Goddard until — S: Church bell
ringing.
7 — Silence until — S : Men drinking wine.
NOTE: Just produce effect of church iells.
8 — Theme until — S : Girl playing.
9 — Organ solo (Scene of prayer) until — S: Girl near window.
— "Birds of Spring" (Mazurka) by Williams until — S: Change
of 10Scene.
11 — Theme until — S: Picture Gallery in view.
Bien Aimee " (Valse Lento) by Schuett until — S : Italian
girl12 —in "Aher laroom.
13
—
Organ
Solo (Scene of prayer) until — S: Interior of Reception
Room.
14
—
"Sleeping
player in view. Rose" (Valse Lento) by Borch until — S: Guitar
15 —— "S Beneath
Window " (Neapolitan Serenade) by Di Capua
until
: Girl nearThymirror.
1617 —— Continue
pp
until
T: " Into
the land
of hislocked."
ideal."
Theme until — T: —"With
her first
romance
18 — Organ Solo (Sacred Scene) until — S: After wedding ceremony.
19 — " Tarantelle Sicilieme " by Poleani until — T: "And during the
honey-moon."
20 — " Venetian Serenade " by Kretschmer until — T: "Then came the
Carnival night."
21 —— "S:LaDancing.
Pete " (from " Scenes Napolitaines-Suite ") by Massenet
until
22 — Waltz to action until T: " All memories pain."
23 — "Dramatic Narrative" by Pauline Pement until — T: "For
Felice, the happy year, etc."
24 — "Pastel Manuet " (Y4 Allegro Giscosso) by Paradis until — T:
" I'm
doubly until
your Sdebtor."
25 — Theme
: Painter at work.
26 — " Berecuse " (Lento) by Jaemefelt until — T: "Surely some
spark of the love, etc."
27 — Repeat "Theme" until — S: In Garden near fountain.
28 — "Petite Bijsuterie " (Valse-Intermezzo) by Bohm until — T:
" I'll join you in the studio."
29
Dramaticeffect
Recitative
by Sol.followed
P. Levyby until — S : Bell ringing.
30 —— "Produce
(church" bell)
31
—
"Dramatic
Agitato"
by
H.
Hough
until — S: Automobile light
in the dark.
32 — " Ein Maerchen " (Dramatic Fantasia) by Bach until — T:
" You have taken the kiss of death."
33 — "Dramatic Tension" by Levy until — T: Father and woman
near Baby's bed.
34 — "Heart Wounds" (Dramatic) by Grieg until — T: "Through
the valley of the shadow."
35 — "Pathetic Andante" by Paul Vely until — S: Woman praying.
36 — Organ Solo (Scene of prayer) until — T: "My son she is
guiltless."
37— Theme until * * * * END.

TAE
WILL

THE

GREAT

PATRIOTIC HOME
Orchestra, 11 and Piano 25c
Full Orchestra and Piano 35c

SONG HIT
Band 25c

VANDERSLOOT MUSIC PUB. CO.
Williamsport, Pa.

^lurRepiitatibtt
must be worth something to you. You
want to be known as an Exhibitor of the
better sort. You know it pays to let your patrons know you are
constantly thinking of them and their satisfaction. Why diminish the
effect of your effort by putting into their hands mediocre printed matter?
Why not give them the best you can securer Let
"De Luxe ItZ Programs"
Represent your theatre. The Refined, Dignified tone of their message
cannot be resisted by the cultured Motion Picture Admirer. De Luxe
Programs help you build up a reputation as an Efficient Exhibitor. By
the way, inquire about the Free Write-up Service we offer.
HarrisonWeStreets c
Cahill-Igoe Co. JhiJ:,
f Qt ALITY"

GET

YOUR

RELEASE

DATES

IN BY

SATURDAY^

BARTOLA*
INCREASE THE INTEREST IN A PICTURE
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

100%

CHAS. C. PYLE, General Sales Agent, 707-712 Mailers Bldg., Chicago, 111. Factory, Oshkosh, Wis.
Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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Splendid Theatre for Pasadena
PASADENA, CAL.. is to have one of the finest theatres in
tlie country, in Tlie Florence, which is now being built by
D. H. Scliuhmann. Xo date has been set for the opening because
the owner wants to be sure that everything will be ready before
the day is announced.
The building occupies a plot 68 by 160 feet, including two stores
at the front, and is located on East Colorado, a business street
of the residence section of the city. The building is of brick,
with hollow tile veneer inside and water proof paster outside.
Ornamental terra cotta and tile is used in the front. The exterior is in strict Italian Rennaissance as is suggested by the name
of the house. The front of the house, with the exception of the
central portion, is one story in height. Interior decorations follow out the same style, with the ceiling dome shaped.
Mushroom heating and ventilating system with an opening under
each "^cat, is being used. Gas furnaces will supply the heat. The
i

entire lighting system will be indirect, there not being a light
visible, except under the marque.
Two Powers 6B machines will be used with a throw of 104 feet.
The operating room will be equipped with dissolver and spotlight,
motor generator, and switchboard for controlling the lighting of
the entire house together with a dimmer for gradual transition
from dark to full light effects and vice versa.
There will be 900 seats, all on the ground floor, the chairs being
furnished by the American Seating Company.
Music will be made an important feature of the house, and the
installation includes a Seeburg-Smith master organ.
The lobby will be twenty-five feet wide and forty-eight feet
deep with ticket ofiice on the left side. This will be equipped with
the latest mechanical arrangements and will include a switchboard
for the exterior and lobby lighting.
There will be one matinee performance and two in the evening.
The prices will be 15 and 20 cents for the matinee and 15, 20 and
30 for the evening, in addition to the war tax. Film service to
be used has not been announced.
" The House of No Disappointments " is the slogan that Mr.
Schuhmann has taken for the Florence. As he says, his office is
directlv across the street from the new theatre where he can
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see " each brick being laid," and he is giving the work the personal
supervision that promises that the house will fulfill his every wish.

Seats
War for Time
Offers
a means
of saving leather
the use of our soldiers in France,
' the DuPont Fabricoid Company is calling especial attention
to a new chair which it is putting out in connection with the
Wisconsin Cabinet and
Panel Company of New
London, Wis.
The upholstery of this
chair is entirely waterproof so that it can be
easily cleaned and is
absolutely sanitary. The
makers declare that not
only has the product
all the appearances of
leather, but that it is
even more durable because it is unaffected
by perspiration which is
so injurious to leather
seats.
The DuPont Company
points out that in these
days, where
otherfor contracts which call
the
use of goods that are
likely to be needed by
the government for war
supplies, the delivery of
these seats can go right along so that there will be no delay
getting theatres ready for opening on time.
«

As

CALIFORNIA
A motion picture theatre with a seating capacity of 900 ii to be started
at once by N. O. Anderson on Palos Verdes avenue, near Sixth street, in
the outer harbor district of Los Angeles. Plans for the building were
drawn by L. A. Smith and bids are now being taken. The structure will
be
of brick
theatre
itself. construction and will contain two stores, in addition to the
James Hamblen, owner and manager of the new combined vaudeville and
moving picture theatre nearing completion on Park street, Alameda, has
established
a record
doing
schedule."
announcement
was made last
fall thatfor the
new things
theatre" onwould
be ready When
for occupancy
after
March 1, few were convinced it would be possible to construct a building
of the pretentious character planned in so short a period. The seemingly
impossible is about to be accomplished, however, and unless some unfor»een delay
takes ofplace
will bementioned.
able to throw
open theof new
theatre's
doors
about
the 15th
the hemonth
A feature
the new
playhouse
which
promises
to
be
attractive
is
a
ladies'
rest-room
extending
across
the
entire width of the building on the second floor.
Construction work on the seven-story hotel to be erected on Sixth itreet,
San Pedro, has been commenced, and when this is completed it is proposed
to build a motion picture theatre on a large lot immediately behind the hotel
site, which will front on Seventh street. Lyman Farwell, of Loi Angeles,
ia the architect and John B. Dawson the contractor.
The new Fremont theatre, recently erected at Menlo Park, was formally
opened a few days ago, and has already earned the soubriquet " The houie
of
thousand
Van Derzeeandhasmotion
been pictures.
chosen as organist,
»nd a the
programcomforts."
will consistJohn
of vaudeville
Henry
C.
Jensen,
owner
of
the
Palace
Grand
theatre,
Glendale,
erecting a balcony in his house to accommodate the excess crowdt
now ifviiiting
him.
The recent opening of the new Iris theatre at Hollywood was an event
of paramount importance to Hollywood populace and a distinct triumph for
Frank Alexander,
and Iris
the seats
house about
was packed
capacity decorated,
at both performances. The New
900, is to
beautifully
the
lighting effects are fine, seats are comfortable, ventilation good and
acoustics satisfactory. The building was erected lor J. Q. Tabor, a recent
comer to Hollywood, and was designed and built by Frank Meiine.
Plans have been completed for the store and theatre building on Sixth
street, Los Angeles, to be owned by Kay Pierson, F. O. Adler and N. O.
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Anderson. The theatre auditorium \yill be 57 by 125 feet and will have
a seating capacity of 900.
GEORGIA
Brun.swick may soon have an airdome, which will be ready for operation this summer provided city council grants the request. Harris M.
King, proprietor of the Bijou theatre, last night petitioned council for
authority to erect such a place of amusement on a lot in the business
section. Council will no doubt grant the petition and Mr. King stated
that it was his intention to begin the work of construction as soon as
possible.
HAWAIIAN TERRITORY
Plans for the new theatre on the site of the Orpheum on Fort Street,
Honolulu, which have been prepared by Barton D. Slegman, the promoter
of the project, will be submitted to the members of the League of Good
Films, which met recently, solely for this purpose at Laniakea. Mrs. E. J.
Lindeman, president ot the League, said that the husband of every wife
interested in this work was urged to attend. The hour was set at four
o'clock, she
it was considered a most convenient hour for the
business
men said,
of theforcity.
ILLINOIS
The lease of the state of the opera house auditorium at Newton, for
an Armory Hall has been cancelled and the possession of it given back
to O. S. Scott, owner. It has been used by Co. B for over thirty years.
Mr. Scott
says theatre.
that there is a probability of utilizing it for a high-class
motion
picture
Fred Smith has purchased from Mrs. Marrietta Hammond, the vacant
lot just south of the postoffice at Mount Sterling, and intends erecting
thereon a motion picture theatre. It is authentically stated that Glaze
and Bond, the local picture manufacturers, have already leased the projected building.
Tony Serra, manager of the Gem theatre. Pawnee, is casting about for a
site suitable for a motion picture theatre, which it is his intention to erect
in the near future.
IOWA
The Palm theatre at Missouri Valley will shortly be opened by H. L.
Wise. Extensive alterations and improvements are now being made.
MARYLAND
Work on the Liberty theatre at the Maryland cantonment, Baltimore, is
being pushed to completion, and the playhouse will be opened in a few days.
The contract for the moving picture theatre. Garrison and Liberty Heights
avenues, Baltimore, after plans of E. H. Glidden, architect, to cost about
$10,000, is soon to be awarded. Herbert M. Hartman, of the Zeit Motor Car
Company, is financing the project.
As soon as plans are completed, work will be started on the theatre
and motion picture parlor to be erected for H. M. Hartman on Garrison
avenue, near Liberty Heights avenue, Baltimore. It is estimated that the
theatre will cost close to $100,000. E. H. Gidden is the architect.
MASSACHUSETTS
Patrons of the Colonial theatre, recently bought by the Holy Trinity
Roman Catholic Parish, Boston, expect to erect a modern theatre there
after the war.
MISSOURI
new theatre
at Neosho, has been christened " The White Way " by
G. The
D. Hall,
proprietor.
NORTH CAROLINA
What is claimed by its builders to be the handsomest and best appointed
house between Washington and New Orleans, is just being completed
where a tew years ago was the wilderness of the Yadkin River Narrows
of North Carolina. It is the new opera house of Badin, the new town
where about twenty million dollars has already been spent in developing
immense water power and turning it into heating and power for smelting
aluminum
tion there. in the twenty acres of factory and furnace that are in operaOHIO
Just as soon as traffic between Ironton and Ashland is resumed, Mr.
Martin, well-known theatrical man will reopen negotiations with H. D.
Minces, relative to the erection of a fine vaudeville theatre on Center
street, Ironton, just ofif the alley on the property which is at present
occupied
Rauch's theatre
poolrooms
and totailor
and barber
shops.
The plan by
is toHorton
build aandhandsome
building
be devoted
exclusively
to vaudeville and pictures.
At the annual meeting of the C. M. Amusement Company, held recently
at Marietta, it was decided that the construction of the new Hippodrome
theatre should be pushed as soon as the weather permitted. Architect
Fred J. Elliott of Columbus, has charge of the undertaking. T. C. Weber
is president of the organization behind the venture.
OKLAHOMA
John Griffin has opened a new theatre at Pitcher, which cost $30,000 and
has a seating capacity of 1,000.
OREGON
Plans for a $30,000 unit ot the Coliseum for the State Fair grounds
at Salem, were recently approved by the members of the State Fair Board
at a meeting held in Portland. Not having sufficient money on hand with
which to complete the structure, only the first of two units will be built
this year. For this purpose a surplus of about $15,000, realized from the
1917 exhibition, will be used.
Lewis I. Thompson of this city, is the architect delegated with the
work of the coliseum. The completed plans will be out in two weeks.
The building will be 200 by 300 feet in dimensions, of brick, with a seating
capacity of 8,000, or almost twice the seating capacity of the Portland
Auditorium.
QUEBEC
The Maisonneuve theatre, Montreal, has been opened under the management of Eugene Lefebyre. who is also the manager of the Crystal Palace,
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St. Lawrence Boulevard, Montreal. The new theatre, which is controlled by
Montreal
800 people.people, is an attractive and up-to-the-minute structure, seating
RHODE ISLAND
The
new
B.
F.
Keith's
house
in Providence
Day,
and it is rumored that the old house,
now in will
use beby opened
Keith, onwillLabor
be turned
into a Motion Picture House, showing high-class pictures.
SOUTH DAKOTA
D. D. O'Leary has commenced on the construction work of a new
theatre at McLaughlin.
*
TENNESSEE
Etowah is to have a new and thoroughly modern motion picture theatre.
It will be located in the building now occupied by the Newmont tailors,
and will be opened to the public just as soon as the house can be remodeled
and transformed into a theatre. Mr. Newman will vacate the building the
latter part of this week, and the workmen will begin at once to make the
change — build stage, front etc. Messrs. Manning and Wink, who will
conduct the business, are experienced picture men and know what the
public wants.
VERMONT
W. and B. F. Adams have been awarded the contract for building the
Crown theatre at White River Junction, which was recently de»troyed by
fire, and already have the work well advanced.
WASHINGTON
The Princess theatre at Prosser is being remodeled and the seating
capacity increased by 100 seats. Manager Pacius announces that the
change will increase the screen space and afford better ventilating service.
The dressing rooms are to be located in the basement and this alone will
give more space for the auditorium.
A deal has been concluded whereby C. P. Scales, manager of the Hub
theatre, Okanogan, has acquired property on Second avenue, whereon
he contemplates the erection of a modern fireproof motion picture theatre.
The property is the south 35 feet of the lots owned by the Okanogan
Loan & Investment Company, situated between the First National Bank
and the Okanogan Department Store. A consideration of the deal was
the taking over of the present theatre building and lot by the investment
company.
I
"HER AMERICAN HUSBAND"
I
(Triangle Production)
I
IMPORTANT NOTICE: The proper musical accompaniment for
11 this
ivould
be excerpts
"Madame
Butterfly,"
Pucciniproduction
— but owing
to the
fact that from
this work
(Madame
Butterfly)
I is subject to the "Music Tax" imposed by the various "Societies
1 of Composers, Authors, and Publishers," ive were compelled to use
II Nos.
different
the following cues: "Theme" and Cues,
1, 8,compositions
11, 12, 1.3 andfor 14.
I
Theme: "Japanese Sunset" (4/4 Largo) by Deppen
I
1
—
Flowers"
(Valse
Impromptu),
by Ringleben, un\ til — S:"Kingdom
Close-up ofof hand
knocking
at the
door.
I
2
—
"Home
from
the
Club"
(Characteristic),
by
L.
P. Laurendeau,
I until — S : Telephoning.
i
NOTE:'Till Cue
No. 3 opens with the old popular Jilt, "We Won't Go
1 Home
Morning."
\ 3 — "Lullaby" (Lento-Characteristic), by Kjerulf, until — T: "BeginI ning to feel somewhat bored."
i 4 — Theme, until — T: "A morning of surprise."
i 5 — "Gavotte and Musette" (Moderato), by Raff, until — S: Girl
I ■ standing near flower vase.
I 67—— Reception
" Love Theme,"
by Herzberg,
S : Banquet
scene.
1
and Banquet
Scene until
(3/4 — Valse
Movement),
by Bendix,
I until — T: " In the land of the rising sun."
I
8
—
"
Japanese
Reverie,"
by
Bartlett,
until
—
S
:
Company
= girl (in garden). meets the
i 9 — Theme, until — T: "At the close of his first visit."
I 10 — Continue pp until — T: "News from their first, etc."
I 11 — "Japanese Song" (Moderato), by Puerner, until T: "The lady
I wins."
I
— Repeat "Japanese Reverie," by Bartlett, until — T: "So ends
= the12 day."
I 13 — " Blissful Dreams " (Characteristic Intermezzo), by Meyer HelI mund, until — T: "A day of anguish for Kate."
\ 14 — Moderato Movement from " Suite — Night in Japan," by Braham.
\ until — T: " Sailing with the tide."
= 15 — Theme, until — T: "Instructions for the home-coming."
I 16 — " Canzonetta " (Moderato), by Godard, until — T: "Guess who's
= back in townl"
— "Bond of Love" (Waltz), by A. Roth, until — S: Young man
Ii at 17piano.
I
18
—
Piano Solo — improvise rag, until — T: "The weeks are long to
i those."
I 19 — " Babilage," by Gillet, until T: "Each night the light shines
1 forth."
I 20 — Theme, until — " Heartsick for weeks, etc."
I 21 — "Dramatic Narrative," by Pauline Pement, until — T: "ConI gratulations."
I 22 — "Love Song" (Dramatic), by Flegier, until — T: "In Cherry
i Blossoms' desolation."
f 23 — " Sorrow Theme," by Paul Vely, until — T : " Nearing the wed1 ding day."
I
24 — " man
Ein atMaerchen
" (Dramatic Fantasia), by Bach, until — S:
1 Young
piano.
P 25 — Piano Solo — improvise to action, until — T: "Midnight."
I 26 — "Tragic Theme," by Ed. Roberts, until — T: "And to the land
l of, etc."
I 27 — Theme, until * * * * END.
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" THE HEART OF A LION "
i
(Fox Standard Production)
\
Theme: "Heart Wounds" (Dramatic) by Grieg
I 1 — "Moonlight" (Waltz), (Forster Music Co.), until — T: "I supmore money?"
I1 pose2 — your
Theme,brother
until —wants
T: "The
close companionship, etc."
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" NEWMAN

Motion

" BRASS

FRAMES AND RAILS
DO YOU KNOW?
that 90% of all the brass frames used In the
moving picture bouses throughout the country
are "NEWMAN'S"?
WHY?
Because we steadily have refused to cheapen
or lower the quality of our goods, even though
others have sought to undermine our prestige
by underselling with cheapened products. That
Is one of the reasons why nine out of every
tenInsist
frameson sold
that bear
nametheandnamesave"NEWMAN."
money.
You ought to'have our latest catalogue. Write its today.
The Newman
Mfg. Company
Efldblisheil
717-19
Sycamore Street,
Ohio
Frames, Easels,
68
W.
Washington
Street,Cincinnati,
Chicago, Illinois
Grilles, Ralls.
Canadian
Representative
—
J.
T.
Malone,
Sliins. Choppers,
Montreal, Canada. Rialto TheaKick Plates, Door Bars Pacific Coast — G.tre Bldg.,
A. Metcalfe, San Francisco, Cal.
THEATRE
MAILING

AND

EXCHANGE

LIST

SERVICE

We rent lists of or address contemplated or existing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners,
publicity mediums and producers, selected as to
territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes
were recorded in our list last year. Its use means
a saving to you of from 30 to 50% in postage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE
go FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
425 ASHLAND BLOCK. CHICAGO
AddrcBBing

Multigraphing

DIRECTORY CO.
Phoite, 3227 CheUea
Phone, 2003 Randolph
Printing Typewriting
N151

Exhibit in
Small Towns
Attach the De Vry to any light circuit,
independ
batteries. ent lighting plant or storage
"Have been doing a little showlnn this week.
Used a hull
last night in the back woods, and
in spite of the rain and severe winds, took in
nearlg .$20.00 The night befoi . in a much
smaller place, look in S25.25, anu iiier ;owns
up to S37.0Q. and U can be done niaht after
night.
■'The hall the night I took in S25.2.T cost me
Ju.it S2.00. Am showing six reels and charging
15c
and 25c, and using a fitorage Battery.
Motor Drive
Respectfully yours,
Size 17"xl7"x7" Over All
(Signed)
A. S. Itocktcell."
Weighs but Twenty
Pounds. Takes Standard
Packard Motor Car Company are using
Size lioels and Film.
25 De Vry's.
THE DEVRY CORPORATION, 117 North Fifth Ave., Chicago, U.S.A.
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pp until — T: " lola Hammond from a nearby city."
4-3 —— Continue
'In Lovers'
Lane" (Characteristic Intermezzo), by Pryor, until
— T: 'Dick's home-coming."
J—
Continueuntil
to —action
until —a S:creature
Dick handing
letter world."
to his brother.
6— Theme,
T: " Like
from another
7— Church Hymn to action, until — T: "While to Margaret the sum8— " Sweet Ponderings " (A Melodic Sentiment), by Langey, until —
T: " mer,
Back
in town heedless, etc."
etc."
On the
farm.Land of Wedding Bells " (Fox Trot — Feist Ed.), un9 —til—S:
" In
etc.10 — Theme, until — T: "While Barney's journey toward the city,
11 — "After the War is Over" (Echo Music Pub. Co.), (Barroom
Scene), until — T: "That's the door — up there."
12 — "Dramatic
Recitative," by Sol. P. Levy, until — T: "Finally
awakened
to his selfishness."
13 — "Melody" (Moderate), by Kretschmer, until — T: "On the edge
of 14Civilization."
— Silence, until — S : Interior of Saloon.
15— -" My Hawaii, You're Calling" (Echo Music Co.), (Barroom
Scene), until — T: " I want to see you a minute. Doc — "
16—
until — T: " " You
can't quit
now."
Doctor
17 — Silence,
" praying.
Ein Maerchen
(Dramatic
Fantasia),
"byThe Bach,
fever isuntil
raging
— S.
18 — Organ Solo — (Scene of Prayer), until — T: '
where he came from."
(same
cue
as
No.
19 — Repeat first Movement of " Ein Maerchen '
17), until — T: "To this wilderness of brutality."
20 — Organ improvise pp until — S : Riot Scene in Saloon.
21 til—T:
— " "Hurry,"
by Becker
Dick's first
Sunday."pp or ff, watch action very carefully, un22 — " Credo," from " St. Cecile Mass," by Gounod (Religious Maestoso), until — T:until
" Might
as wellnotes
go and
the fun.
23 — Silence,
— S : Music
on see
screen.
24 — Organ Solo, "Hymn," "Jesus, Lover of My Soul." NOTE:
To be played as an organ and vocal solo, until — T: "My friends, I
cordially invite you, etc."
25 — Silence, until — T: "That's providing you live that long."
26 — "reading
Erotik "letter.
(Dramatic), by Grieg, until — (Scene near waterfall)
Priest
27 — "Characteristic Tremolo," by Lovenberg, until — S : Priest entering girl's room.
28 — "Heavy Mysterioso," by Sol. P. Levy, until — T: "So this is
the king of a sky pilot?"
29 — " Heavy Dramatic," by Oehmler, until — T: "Tex, if he dies, I'm
coming
30— " back."
Tragic Theme," by Paul Vely, until — T: "No matter what
happened,
31 — Themeetc."ff, until — T: "The next Sunday."
32 — Repeat " Credo," from " St. Cecile Mass," by Gounod. (Same
cue as No. 22), until — T: "Take off your hat."
33 — Organ Solo pp (Church Scene), until — T: "Tex, you'd better
come here every day."
34 — Organ continue ppp until — T: "Dead! "
35 — "Tragic Theme," by Pauline Pement, until — T: "Just as sure
as 36your
soul, etc."
— " Heavy
Mysterioso," by Becker, (watch shots), until * END.
"THE BELGIAN"
(U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation)
Spy Theme: "Heavy Mysterioso" by Sol. P. Levy
Love Theme: "Sweet byPonderings"
Otto Langey (A Melodic Sentiment)
1 — "La Brabanconne " (Belgian National Hymn), until — T: "Victor Morenne, by occupation a fisherman."
2 — " Aubade " (Moderate), by Massenet, until — T: "Colonel Maurice
3 — "Illusion" (2/4 Mod. Intermezzo), by Bustanoby, until — T:
" Teuton spies at work."
45 —— Fifth
Spy Theme,
— T:Melodious
"Father Allegretto),
Julian, etc."by Leybach, until —
Nocturneuntil(6/8
T:Dupin."
" You dreamer, you should be."
6 — Continue ff until — T: "The spy with the stolen, etc."
7— Spy Theme, until— T: "The feast day of Saint Marie."
8— " Solemn March " (Religious Maestoso), by Haendel, until — T:
" Leopold, I want Jeanne, etc."
9 — Continue to action, until — T: "Victor's career is decided upon."
10 — Love Theme, until — T: " Eventide, farewell to the old life."
11 — Continue pp until — T: "Going to Paris! Congratulations."
1213 —— "Good-bye"
(Song by
Tosti),
— T:by"Pans."
" Bonheur Perdu"
(Valse
de until
Salon),
E. Gillet, until T:

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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51 — Big Crash, followed by
52 — "Battle Hurry," by Langey, until— T: "At Christmas time."
53 —— Small
PopularDrums
"Christmas
Song," until — T: "Do not despair."
54
— ad. lib.
" Marching Tempo,'' until — S : Soldiers
marching.
55 — "March Loraine," by Ganne, until — S: American flag in view.
56 — "America' (National Anthem), until * * * * END.

" The first letter and the spy book."
1415 —— Spy
Theme,ff until
until—— S:T: Jeanne
" The reading
day's work
Continue
letter.done."
16 — "Andante Mysterioso," by Becker, until T: "Time watches,
while the young sculptor."
17 — " Pluie D'Or " (Waltz), by E. Waldteufel, until — T: "Her
heart saddened by longing."
18 — Love Theme, until — T: " News of his success."
19 — "The Vampire" (Dramatic Theme), by Sol. P. Levy, until — T:
" Wilhelmstrasse, the center, etc."
20 — Spy theme, until — T: "Rats who, etc."
21 — "Pizzicato Mysterioso," by Minot, until — T: "The gift."
22— Silence, until — T: "A. D. 1914."
23 — Tympany Rolls ad. lib. only, until — T: "The return."
24 — "Intermezzo Francaise " (Moderato), by Hammer, until — T:
" Father Julian plans a little surprise."
25 — Love Theme, until — T : " To Arms I To Arms I "
26 — Trumpet call ad lib., until — T: "The threat."
NOTE: After "Trumpet Gall" produce "marching effects" on
" small drums," until — " Title — The Threat," appears on screen.
27
— Spy
Theme, until —(Belgian
T: "Belgian's
respond."
La Brabanconne
Nationalsons
Hymn),
until — S: Trumpeter
and28 —drummer
in view.
29 — Trumpet Call ad. lib., until — T: "Night after Night."
NOTE: After "Trumpet Call" produce "marching effects" on
" small drums," until Title — " Night after night " appears on the
screen,"
30 — "Dramatic Recitative," by Sol. P. Levy, until — T: "A nearby
base of the little Belgian Army."
31 — "Battle Hurry," by M. Lake, until — T: "The irony of fate.''
32 — Continue pp until — T: "Paris."
33 — Spy Theme, until — T: "The verdict."
34 — Love Theme, until — T: "Caught I A Prussian commissary."
35 — "Mysterioso Dramatic No. 22," by Borch, until — T: "I will
handle this matter."
36 — "Dramatic Tension," by Sol. P. Levy," until — T: "Baiting the
trap."
37 — Silence, until — S: Colonel at piano.
38 — piano.
Piano Solo — improvise to action, until — S : Colonel walks away
from
39 — " Pizzicato Mysterioso," by M. L. Lake, until — T : " I am happy
to 40inform
— Love you."
Theme, until— T: ' Unmasked."
■41— Spy Theme, until — T: It was the little girl, etc."
42 — Repeat " Love Theme," until — T: "Her home-coming.'
43 — "Sorrow Theme," by Ed. Roberts, until — T: "Back with the
colors."
44 — First four bars only of " Belgian National Hymn," followed by
45
Silence,
— T: "Rolls,
On wings
45 —— Ad.
lib. until
Tympany
until —ofS steel."
: The accident.
NOTE:nearer.Begin pp — rolling in a "Crescendo" as the motorcycle
comes
47 — Big Crash, followed by
48 — Silence, until — T: "Forward with guns."
49
until— —S :T:Explosion.
" I am a daughter of Belgium.''
50 —— Hurry
Silence,ppuntil

UNIVERSAL
Motion Picture Camera
more speed,

lousiness

For Sale: 280 Opera Chairs — New.
American hogany
Seating
Co.'s No.
9. MafinishEaston,
— with
hat
Price — f.o.b.
Pa., wires.
$1.25
each. Inquire C. Frank Schwep,
11 Broadway. New York City
MOVING PICTURE MACHINES,
frames,ings,motors,
lamps,supplies,
paintand other spot
theatre
both new and second-hand at bargain prices. We need the room for
new stock
therefore are
offermg
some andexceptional
bargains.
WRITE FOR SPECIAL LIST.
ERKER BROS.
608 OLIVE ST. ST. LOUIS, MO.
JUST A MOarENT, PLEASE
Take elevator to the SIXTH
FLOOR.
THE INDEPENDENT MOVIE
SUPPLY CO. has every known
supply for the M. P. Theatre.
Courtesy with Service
Koom 603
729 7th Ave., N. Y.

better results,
at half the
Write for 6 new teataret
Burke & price.
James, Inc.
240 E. Ontario St., Chicago
Films for Sale
Singles and two-reelers in
good condition at low
prices. M. Write
CAPLONfor list.
210Baltimore,
North Calvert
Street
Maryland

Unless You Have The

Automatically supplies only such vohin ballast.
age as arccurrent
require*.
No waste of
HERTNER ELECTRIC & MFG CO
W. 114th St.,Cleveland,Ohio,US.'A.

Automaticket System
You Are Losing Money
1733 Broadway, New York^

Personal

Will
Page

"L. G. T/\
whose
992
of the Feb. 16

Picture
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will

News,
learn

please

get

something

SCREEN

in

touch

to
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with

us

?

advantage.

OPINION,
117

{The Independent

letter appeared
on
issue of the Motion

Comprehensive

W.

Harrison
Street,
Chicago

Reviewing

Service)

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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□r

To

Maintain

the

High

Standard

Of

excellence in material and workmanship which has always characterized
our product, we find it necessary to
make a moderate advance in our selling
prices. Consequently on and after Feb.
15th, 1918, the following prices will be
effective :

No.
No.
No.
No.

6
6A
6B
6

Model Machine with Loopsetter, Hand Drive
$265.00
Model Machine with Loopsetter, Hand Drive
290.00
Model Machine with Loopsetter, Hand Drive
330.00
IModel Machine with Loopsetter, (Incandescent), Hand
Drive
260.00
No. 6A Model Machine with Loopsetter, ( Incandescent ), Hand
Drive
285.00
No. 6B Model Machine with Loopsetter, ( Incandescent ), Hand
Drive
315-00
Powers's Road Equipment (Carbon Arc), Hand Drive — Loopsetter. 305.00
No. 6— 6A — 6B Model Mechanisms complete with Loopsetter
i75-00
]\Iotor Attachment 6 — 6A or 6B
8.00
110 Volt Direct Current Motor with Mechanical Speed Control —
6A or 6B
50.00
no \''olt 60 Speed
Cycle Control
Alternating
Current
Motor with Mechanical
for 6A
or 6B
220 Volt Direct Current Motor with Mechanical Speed Control —
6A or 6B
220 Volt 60 Cycle Alternating Current Motor with Mechanical Speed
Control for 6A or 6B
32 Volt Direct Current Motor with Electric Speed Control for 6A
or 6B
no or 220 Volt Alternating Current Motor with the Cycle other
than 60, prices upon application.
ALL

PRICES

A corresponding

F. 0. B., NEW

YORK

increase ivill also be made
of our entire product

50.00
55-00
55-00
50.00

CITY
in the prices

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
Tin: niLLIAMH I-KINTI.VO COUPANT, NEW TORK
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News

There's

He

a

Man

sells Theatre

You

Ought

to

Know

Supplies.

His place of business is not a one-night
He is there to stay.
So he needs the same
That's why
No

customers

he doesn't sell poor goods.

matter how

For he wants

big the profit.
you to keep coming.

And you won't, unless he makes
He does that.
He

And

a carbon

to a complete

equipment.

he stands back of all he sells.

Take

One

it worth your

can sell you anything.

From

He

right along.

Projection Machines,

could make

for instance.

two better profits.

at the time of sale.

Another

on repair parts.

But he prefers smaller direct returns.
And

more

of the kind your good-will b]

So he sells the Simplex, and satisfaction
Do

you know

him?

If not, let us tell you his name.

The Simplex Man is well worth knowing.

Try him once and you'll keep on going

ThePrecisionMachine(pJnc.
317 East 34th: St" New York

Price
is
Value
is another,

One
Thing—
and of greater importance

Inferior
value

of your

expensive

prints

negative

keep

a deep,

dark

the
and

secret.

When
your prints are properly made
and presented your negative value is seen and
acknowledged.
Your
negative
should
be
safely
stored and carefully handled. Our storage vaults,
and superior equipment and organization, give
you the protection you need.
Perfect
developing
and
printing
actually costs less in the long run than ordinary
work carelessly priced.
Screen

and

service

satisfaction

have

value immeasurably above the petty fraction-of-acent-per-foot-cheaper argument.

For

the

sake

satisfaction

of

goodness

have

your

and
prints

There are reasons —
Come and see them.

safety
made

and
by

MARCH

2,

1918

Bet. <» 17. iSt. Patent Office.
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THE

FIELD

Enttrtd at Stccnd Ciait Matter, Oclcber 13, W3, at the Pttl Office at New York, N. Y., under the act oj March 3rd. im

PRICE

10 CENTS

fhe

Heroine

of

"PainHc/Lips

"HOBOPY'S
Book thmyourtocal UniversalFxchango

"in

WIFE"
orUniversairtlmTIl/y.

Co. -CarWaemmhPresident-76doJ57vadway,

J/ewi/ork^^

Be Bure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

— you will pack your house —
break your seats, injure your drag
with the authorities for over crowding, and fill the old exchequer to
the bursting point —
— because

the PARAMOUNT- MaCK

Sennett Comedies have been getting funnier and funnier, with each
they
release until now, no one who
ever saw one would willingly
miss one.
)een thinking
If you

have

are just *'two reel comedies** —
do yourself justice by looking them
over — don^t overlook them.
\ FAMOUS
--HEW-lASKY
J
ADOLPH ZUKORPrmPLAYERS
JESSE ■LLASKY
ZActYORK_
Pr« CECltCORPORATION
B DEMILLE /)Trrto-&^-7prn/

"THAT

vvilliNIGHT"

"CHARLIE:

MURRAY"

Wayland
and Trask
Mary Thurman
produced luidcr the personal direction of
MACK

SENNETT

the man who has proven that laughs are most profitable.

MARY

PICKFORD
in

STELLA
By WILLIAM
Scenario by Frances Marion

MARIS
J. LOCKE
Directed by Marshall Neilan

An ABTO^AFT

Picture

you
get advertising teyond tke reach of gold ty stowing ttis
picture.
Eack person wto sees Mary Pickford s -wonderful double
ckaractenzation will tell friends about it and advise tbem to see it.
First as ber own dainty self and tben as a ragged, batcbet-faced kitcben
slavey, living m a squalor tbat sbe seems to deligbt m — tbis is Mary
Pickford's greatest artistic triumpb.
A sure tox-office winner without a doubt. It Las packed the Strand in New York
and is now jamming other theatres from coast to coast.
It will pack your house — -and it will advertise it. too.
U FAMOUS

PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION

The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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Motion

Q^anunount-duHm

*
*

Picture

T^lmes

FAMOUS
PLAYERS -LASKY
CORPORATION
t ADOLPH ZUKOR Pres. JESSE L.LASKY Vice Pres. CECIL B.DE MILLE Directorjzneral
Be lara to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertiaerg

News

PICTURES

"The one word that describes this pla^)
best is 'refreshing,'" sa>)s Wid, and
he remarks, "so well produced that it
should be pleasing in almost any house."
You have one guess — and you will
need only one, Mr. Exhibitor!

CONSTANCE
TALMADGE
presented by Lewis J. Seknick in

"TKe Studio Girl"
from the comedj) "La Gamine" bj) Pierre Veber
and'Henri de Gorsse ; scenario by Paul West.
Directed by CKarles Gibly n.

SUCCESSES— Three

Constance
Constance

Talmadge
Talmadge

in a Row—

SELECTS

in "Scandal"
in "The

Hone^Jmoon"

Constance Talmadge in "The
Studio
Select Star Pictures tKat mean
clean

^'■^^sS^i^^i^iSSe'

fun

and

keen

pleasure!

Girl"
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Tke

Greatest

SerialsEver

Screenedl

This Smashing 15-Episode Melodrama,
With Its Crashing Climaxes Piling Up In
ESM^■^+ALBERT
pTV^Qnts

Rapid Succession, Ushered
New Era In Screen Serials.

In a

It Changed the Course of the
Stream of Dollars that Passec/

THE

the Box-Off ice — It Turned the
Golden Stream Into the BoxOffice. It Was High-Tide
In the Money Drawer !

FIGHTING

unn^
WILLIAM

DUNCAN
Hy/A
L"
AI
R
T
HOLLOWAr^
CAROL
VkitienLy J. Stuart Bladcton
Cyrus IbwjiseiioL V^yxaS^
ALBERT

ESMITI+

prvsents*

AND
THE
-'
ANa
E
G
VEN
"Vengeance — and
Woman" Is Doing
Seemed Impossible
Even the Amazing

the
What
— Beating
Box-Office

WOMAN

Records Set By "The Fighting
Trail". Exhibitor Who Has Played
Every
These Serial Masterpieces Will Tell
You They Are
THE

GREATEST

MAKERS

ON

THE

MONEY

WILLIAM

DUNCAN

with

1/
HOLLOWAY^
CAROL
W^l&Tj^KAlberiESmitfi owe/,
Cyrus Tbwnsend Brad/

MARKET!

VIlAiQRAPH
Be sure to mention ' MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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AViVBVAiXi:

"Jrom fheWidolylhad

BLUE

Myydofthe^ameTille

RIEBON

FBATUR^

AHAMUN
GARLAND

ALDEKT

NELL

E . SMITH

proserin

SHIPMAN

ALFRED

WHITMAN
IN

W

Cavamu^

Forest

of

the

Kanf(ers

I^^yii/ WILLIAM

WOIBEOT

Hamlin Garland is known to every discriminating motion picture patron as one
of the foremost writers of the great wide West, with its rugged but human
characters — the West so often portrayed on the screen, but seldom with such marvelous reflection of detail as by this writer who thoroughly knows his West.
In this delightful love story, scened in the fragrant forestland, Garland heis easily
outstripped his previous fame- winning efforts.

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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Our
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Business

Goldi^n

Kept

Proves

Has

Promises!

Its

IN the very beginning — one year ago — Goldwyn
exhibitors of America:

said to the

"In Goldwyn Pictures we will maintain a higher average of
dramatic and technical excellence than you will be able to
find in the productions of any other organization. You can
therefore use Goldwyn as the basis in building a Quality
reputation for your theatre."
We have kept this pledge.
And we also said in the beginning: "Goldwyn will give you
bigger productions at your regular rental prices than you
have ever received before from any other organization."
We

kept THIS

promise

by giving all Goldwyn

contract

customers Mary Garden in "Thais" — a box-office recordbreaker. We are keeping this promise a second time by
giving you Mary Garden

in "The Splendid Sinner" — an even

bigger attraction than "Thais."
But the best proof of Goldwyn's value is found in the fact
that every important first-run exhibitor in North America who
began showing Goldwyn Pictures last September IS STILL
SHOWING THEM because they are popular and return a
box-office profit.
More than 4,000 other exhibitors have followed the lead of
America's biggest showmen
of Goldwyn.

GOLDWYN
Samuel Goldfish
16 East

and are now contract customers

PICTURES
President

CORPORATION

EnGAU S^LWYN. Vice President

A^ZncC Street

New

York

Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers

City
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Pe^in

Your
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Great

Spring Drive'mthThis
Mae Marsh
Production

MILLIONS of Americans like
Mae Marsh best in gripping,
emotional drama. Her tremendous
reputation is due to her unrivalled
ability to reach the human heart.
She commands the smile and the
tear. She makes audiences feel the
incidents she lives on the screen.
Harold Edel, Managing Director of
The Strand Theatre, New York,
says: "The Beloved Traitor emphasizes what I have said before:
All exhibitors owe thanks to Goldwyn for the consistency and maintained strength of its productions.
Here again is the Mae Marsh the
public loves best."
A

nation-wide and assured-in-advance following awaits your
presentation of
I;

IK
The

Eeloved

Traitor
by Frank L. Packard
Released everywhere: February 24.
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
Saaiuel Goldfish^ Presidenl Edgar SEL\%rYNj "Vice President
IS East 4-2 street New York City

The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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WILLIAM

Picture

FOX

-presents

Jane

andj

T\T\

AMERICAN

BUDS

-patriotic, romantic
drama with an all-star
cast of^rown-ups-^

STANDARD.

PICTURE

BACKED

Jke
>

greatest pojouLarity
of anyj
youngsters
in the world

i^averiisin^
^
oee

mats

arid

tke

Exhibitor's

(contract

now

FILM

iwo

cuts -suggestions
and

fir lobby ^ displays
this

FOX

BT

Guide

stunts

prepared

for

-picture

at

any

branck
CORPORATION

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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of the Law
j^A^ Grim Hand
a mothers
from
takes a babe
breast^^l^^

kills her husband,
^
Was
she rijkt /

WILLIAM

FOX

Presents

R.A.WALSH'S

DRAMA

WOMAN

andihe
STAGED

LAW
BY

WHAT
THE

R.A.WALSH

DID
JURY

SAY?

FOX

SPECIAL

ONE-A-WEEK

FEATURES
-52-A-Y6AR

CONTRACT

AT

NEAREST

NOW

BRANCH

FOX
FILM
CORPORATION
A magazine's success is measured by its advertising. Look at the " News ! "

Motion

1226

^ 1 ^here is an insuperable wall.
Producers and Distributors are encamped on one side.
Exhibitors on the other.
They cannot see each other, —
they cannot hear each other for that wall.
Its name is Prejudice.
It must be broken down.
^^^.^

stands for Service"
Hodkinson
PROGRESS — INTEGRITY PERMANENCE
in the Motion Picture Industry

The

First Four

Paralta

J. Warren Kerrigan in
"A Man's Man"
Bessie

Barriscale

" Madam

Who

in

?"

Plays

Henry B. Walthall in
"His Robe of Honor '
J. Warren

Kerrigan

in

"The Turn of a Card "

are now being booked through
"HODKINSON
SERVICE"
at all General Film Exchanges
These and all other Paralta Plays are not to be obtained anywhere else.

W.

W.

Hodkinson

Corporation

527 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Written by

FREDERIC CHAPIN

"The

Turn
of a Card
ROBERT BRUNTON, Manager of Productions

A

m

PARALTA-KERRIGAN-PLAY

No. 6 WEST 48th STREET
NEW
YO R K CITY
Foreign Distributor: Inter-Oceeui Film Corporation.
Canadian Distributor: Globe Films Ltd.
DISTRIBUTED
W.W.H0(1KINSQN

CORPORATION

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News.'

Motion

^

^

THE

THRILL

SERIAL

PMGHTEP

PATRIOTIC

FOR

of

Picture

AUDIENCES

UNCLE
with

JANE

VANCE
and

William

Sorelle

SUSPENSE!
Actual

Enemy

Spy

A Swiftly Moving
the War at Home

ADVENTURE—

Plots Exposed
Kaleidoscope

ROMANCE

The

1918

—

of

ACTION

Hit

(Bulletin)
The Sensible Serial has gone " Over the
Top " with a bang. It has scored a huge
success at the box office. Exhibitors everywhere are quick to see the attraction value
of " A Daughter of Uncle Sam."
Produced by the
JAXON

FILM

CORPORATION

Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company
25 West 44th Street, New York City
General I-'ilm Company does not impose the 15 cent charge on any of its releases
Be fure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writine to advertUeri

News
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The

Old

Road

to

Prosperity

Q. — Until three years ago, Mr. X., you bought all your pictures from General Film
Company. Is that so?
A. — Yes, sir, it is.
Q. — And since then you have dealt elsewhere, paying exorbitant prices, buying pictures
over- rated as dividend payers for your house?
A. — Yes, sir, that's true.
Q. — Will you tell us then, Mr. X., what has been the outstanding benefit to you from
this practice?
A. — Er — a saving in shoe leather.
Q. — What do you mean, a saving in shoe leather?
A. — Why, when I dealt with General Film Company I had to walk to the bank every
day to put away my profit. Now I don't have to do that, thus saving shoe leather.
This fanciful examination

reflects the actual situation of many

a showman.

When it comes to swelling the bank balance of the other fellow many a
showman has made a high record of late, whereas formerly he rented his attractions from General Film Company and used up an extra pair of shoes a year
going down the street to put away profits for himself.
Absorbing

the expense of distribution

multiplied

to an absurd

degree, and

"falling for" inflated values in muchly touted product, the motion
exhibitor of the suffering type has resolved himself into a mere human

picture
shuttle

— to an exchange for the picture, and then back to the exchange with the profits.
His bank, which used to be a regular stop in his General Film days, is now
omitted from his schedule.
The old route used to be: General
able old route.

Film— Theatre — Bank.

It was a depend-

There is no reason why he shouldn't return to it. Today General Film
Company is in finer fettle than ever. Not only is it conserving distribution costs
to the showman by delivering to him the extensive product of many manufacturers byone movement, but it leaves no exhibitor an excuse for seeking
pictures elsewhere. It has added to its releases feature product of the most
high class character — the incomparable Paralta Plays, truly the "pick
pictures," purveyed through its exchanges by the Hodkinson Service.
Travel the old road.^fltlnever led elsewhere than to prosperity.
General Film Company
25 West 44th Street, New York
A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News ! "
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Little

Talks

With
(By PAUL

Foreign

H. CROMELTN)

NUMBER

The

two

big

ican film for
WHAT

to

things

the

buy

buy it. Knowledge

of the American

ONE

in

foreign
and

Buyers

(b)

purchasing

market

are

at WHAT

Amer-

(a) to know
PRICE

to

film field as related to the foreign market

does not come in a day — or in a year. The market you are buying IN and the
market you are buying FOR must, each of them, be at your finger tips. It takes
organization to acquire the information you must have. Inter-Ocean has taken top
place as a purchaser of foreign films in the American market because it possesses the
best organizatMTi of its kind in the motion picture business to-day. We know the exact needs of
theatres in Paris, France — and in Hong Kong, China. We know precisely what fihns are manufactured from month to month in the United States THAT FILL THE NEEDS OF THE PARIS
EXHIBITOR— an<i his Hong Kong brother!

"We

In short,

Operate

Everywhere"

we never guess, we go by actual knowledge. Mr. Foreign Buyer, isn't THAT fact worth something TO YOU? Oughtn't you get your American buying down to an absolute system — ^InterOcean System? It has never failed a foreign buyer yet! Don't you feel that Inter-Ocean's
claims to your American-purchasing business are ^v^o^th investigation? Drop us a line for
further facts TO-DAY.

INTER-OCEAN

FILM

CORPORATION
220 West 42nd

Street, New

York

City

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Now

Ready

For

World

Sale

(Outside the United States and Canada)

Fifty-two World
Films
(Brady-Made)
a year —
Featuring Ethel Clayton, Clara Kimball Young, Alice Brady, Carlyle Blackwell,
June Elvidge and other celebrated stars.

Twenty-four
Paralta
Plays a year —
Featuring Bessie Barriscale, J. Warren Kerrigan, Henry B. Walthall, Louise
Glaum and other screen headliners.
"Whither
Thou
Goesf —
A Thomas H. Ince production, featuring Orrin Johnson and Rhea Mitchell.

— Arctic
North^
n ever
Froze
theadventure
in and
Gamehunting
"Hunting
The Big
most wonderful
film
taken in^ the
Regions.

Ralph Ince production, starring Florence Reed.
"Today''A —

"The

Lover'' —
Mad
A Leonce Perret production, starring Robert Warwick.

In addition to these sterling feature productions, Inter-Ocean has searched the
Comedy field for sure fire laugh-makers. The result is that we can present to the most
discriminating foreign buyers and exhibitors an array of comedy films that is unsurpassed in its box-office appeal.
Let the box-office be our judge.

See us without delay for an inspection of:

Black

Comedies

Vim

Diamond

Comedies

Bingo

"Charley

' (Mabel

Fatty)

INTERrOCBAN

Comedies

and

Cartoons

FIIyAV

"We Operate Everywhere"
Exclusive

Exporters

of

Speer

Carbons — the

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."

BEST

Toacly

No^
T^dlit

State

(or

cListributiOTi

Authorized

Flk

Vqxs'iow

of

rouRmus

IN

GERMANY

1^

ONE

tW

man

wlo

mO¥S

/KM.&ASSADOK,

JAJIES

W

^rOUHTEAUS
0O1

GERAM)

IN

CANDLEIL

GERMANY
BULQ.

N.X

Itu:

O U H T O

PATHE

AudicnccK* dcmaiui

action, ihi'ilk^tnycici'y^ axulvmjKmv^
)tif ihom

in a ferial-

all

The "Hooded Terror." a sinister and menacing figure, who captivates the imagination and whose identity is
veiled in mystery, dominates the story. His errand is Death; his motive is the control of the great Waldon
War Works. He may be Pearl Waldon's uncle, her cousin or any one of a number of persons. Your audiences
will find the question of his identity more fascinating than that of the masked man in "The Iron Claw."
7rom tho tint vccnc in iho fivfi opivbde to the t^ff fcenc in the
lavi
7a<» HOUW
of MATJC'* /r the mo^t senfAtiomUly
drtimatics'ixiry ev&i- ptxt upon the rcreen i r y -tt -r -r-r

ARatW

Jovial ic abetiev

hox ofiicc aiivacfion fhau any Mher
pictuiv for it moanf fifteen, wocky. of bid bminc^'y -rryrr^r
'Juvt txffl^^ ^ramonufnt,Jtlr.^xhihHor, \*'ha^ you havo ^ oHvr ia ^
PEARL WHITE, admittedly the greatest of all box-office attractions;
ANTONIO MORENO, a feature star and a favorite everjwhere;
A FASCINATING STORY, exciting to the last degree, written by the man who wrote "The Exploits of Elaine"
and the "Craig Kennedy" stories — Arthur B. Reeve, and Chas. A. Logue;
SUPER-DIRECTION, by George B. Seitz, director of "The Fatal Ring";
FEATURE PRODUCTION, with the finest and costhest sets ever used in a serial!
M>

mattor

what

the y\oatb0i\jJA9i

mcceffof

o/VkXtl^^willbo
PteirlWhiti? mTheVUmX
attraction or 19^ i

prove that ^
the bioooft rr^
'

iho Hist Qpwodef.
W wair ycfuv vor-^
diet wiih.cfmfid''

BUSTON

Bice

>lr.]Exhibiioiv you have

unimpeachable

e%ndencff offeKod by flitf

"The
Perils ofthan
Pauline,"
more certain
that "The Exploits of Elaine," "The Iron Claw" and "The Fatal Ring." Nothing can be

will be the greatest success of them all!
It has the stars; it has the cast; it has the story: it has the skilled direction: and above all it has the Paike ex
perience.

I

MLUAK

"Tm

TRAi

NIGH

T

The

MID
r

athletic hero

spectacular
drama

photo^

in another

knockout

picture —

portraying
periences
mantic
pursuit

of

the ex^
of a

detective
of

a

ro^
in

pretty

sleepwalker.
Available February 25 at aJl
Exchanges of the
Mutual Film Corporation
Produced by the
American Film Company, Inc..

Sparkling pictures of current events of highest
pictorial news interest.

A contribution to the major attainments of the
motion picture and to the dignity of the screen.
The work of master artists of the camera — delivered at top speed.

Laboratory work by the American

Film Company,

Inc., famed for the quality, character and finish
of its film products.

The news reel that's all news — without "planted" ad'
vertising subjects — every foot made for the entertain'
ment of your patrons.

First issue March 3 — two issues a week, available
at the exchanges of the

MUTUAL

HLM

CORPORATION

Ofiices of VuUicatIm
6235 Broadway, Chicago
1600 Broadway, New York City

Mutual Pays the War Tax

March

2, i p i

BIG

SCOOP!!

EXHIBITORS,

EVERYWHERE

NOTE

S. A.

LYNCH

THAT

THE

ENTERPRISES,

Inc.

Announce the Sale of All the

DOUGLAS

FAIRBANKS
and

WM.

S.

HART

Pictures
Produced by the Triangle Film Corporation for the following Territories ;
MASSACHUSETTS, CONNECTICUT, RHODE ISLAND,
MAINE, NEW HAMPSHIRE AND VERMONT, to
Boston Photoplaj' Company, 195 Pleasant St., Boston,

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, MARYLAND, DELAWARE
and VIRGINIA, to Superfeatures, Inc., Sidney B.
Lust, 1209 E Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA and SOUTHERN NEW
JERSEY, to Masterpiece Film Attractions, 1225 Vine
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA and WEST VIRGINIA, to
Quality Film Company, 404 Ferry St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
WASHINGTON, OREGON, IDAHO and MONTANA, to
De Luxe Feature Film Company, 2014 Third Ave.,
Seattle, Wash.

MISSOURL BCANSAS, IOWA, NEBRASKA, TEXAS,
OKLAHOMA, ARKANSAS, GEORGIA, FLORIDA,
ALABAMA, S. CAROLINA, N. CAROLINA, MISSISSIPPI, LOUISIANA and TENNESSEE, will be
handled by the S. A. Lynch Enterprises, Inc., through
the Triangle Exchanges, in the following cities:
Atlanta, New Orleans, Dallas, St. Louis, Kansas City
and Omaha.

State Rights Buyers Should Apply for Detailed Information
Regarding Territories Not Closed as Yet to
HILLER

&

WILK,

Inc.

1476 Broadway, New York
Selling Agents for the
S. A. LYNCH

ENTERPRISES,

INC.

The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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News
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TRIANGLE

More camouflage is done with printer's ink than by all
the artists with the combined fighting forces in Europe.

Exhibitors are entitled to some proof other than " Say So "
— other than camouflage, some tangible evidence that our
expressions of good faith, fairness, and equity are just exactly
as represented.
Request

any Branch

of the following

Triangle

Manager
Order

to show

you the original

No. 395, dated July 5, 191 7 :

In your future dealings with exhibitors, hear in
mind that your interest in Triangle products has only
started when you have sold the exhibitor and that our
future success is in direct proportion to his success.
That your active cooperation with him is essential to
the end that the public may be
tion and appreciation of our
ically instructed to deal with
basis that will be profitable to

brought to a full realizaproduct, you are specifno exhibitor except on a
him.
You are to bear in

TRIANGLE
1457

DISTRIB

BROADWAY
R. W. LYNCH,

■I'-a-n
man

Be sure to mention '• MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

Vice-Presl

March
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)RDER

No.

395

Mi.
mind that unless the exhibitor makes money, we cannot.
You must at all times be guided by the fact that a contract is only profitable when it insures profit to both
parties; that you are giving your greatest service to the
Triangle when you give your greatest service to the

4^

exhibitor/'
This

order was

issued shortly after the inception

present organization,
the Triangle

over the signature of the President

Distributing

for publication

of the

Corporation.

of

M

It was not intended

nor exhibition to exhibitors, but was an early

statement of what was expected from every Branch

Manager.

m
m

It is published at this time only as concrete proof that the Triangle Organization is not only spreading broadcast its policy
of fairness toward exhibitors, but is insisting that these principles be carried into effect. The Triangle blazed the way
to equity and fairness as it blazed the way for the " No

Tax

c

To Exhibitors " policy, and it will continue to blaze along
these same lines as often as occasion requires.

ING

CORPORATION
NEW

FRED KENT, Treasurer

YORK
Y. F. FREEMAN,

General Manager

4^.

^
ill

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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Motion

THEATRE

AMERICANS

Picture

MANAGERS*

SEXUAL

SUPREME

WlLUAAilFLYNN

CHIEF

SO

of

the

U.S.

THAT

LOYAL

ORIGIN
AN
TO

SECRET

ALL

SERVICE

GOOD

AND

AMERICANS,

MATTER

WHAT

MAY

BE,

DEPTHS

NO

THEIR

WILL

OPPORTUNITY
WHAT

HAVE

TO

SEE

GERMAN

DIPLOMACY

HAS

DESCENDED."
/

News

—Moving

Picture

World,

Feb. 23,

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

1918.
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AGREAT
ITS

AMERICAN

6REiKr£ST

THE

EYE

HORRORS

SOIL.

This great serial will inspire America to an
immensely stronger degree of loyalty and
patriotism. Every exhibitor should avail himself of this wonderful, timely opportunity.

DOX^NOT

PICTURE

OFTHEWORIBWAR

It is entirely about the enemy, those deported, those recalled and those STILL ON
AMERICAN

mc

AMSmCAKAUTHORlTY

"The Eagle's Eye" is a series of startling
revelations, mercilessly condemning in their
undeniable truth — proven by facts — of Imperial Germany's crimes against America.

rmiAGLE'S

SUBJECT

It is a picturized justifi-

cation for America's entry into the war for
democracy and universal freedom.
II

It is a thrilling, smashing subject of international importance. There is nothing else
available to exhibitors that can compare, in
timeliness, in theme, in public interest, in
appeal, in patriotism of subject and certain
results with

THEEAGLESEYE
PRODUCED
THE

WHARTONS
WITH

KING
BOOK
»

BY

BAGGOT
NOW

THE
and

POPULAR

STARS

MARGUERITE

THROUGH

YOUR

SNOW

NEAREST

EXCHANGE
FOURSQUARE
BRANCHES
IN
PRINCIPAL
CITIES
Further Information Upon Request to The Whartons' Publicity and Supply Department, 1476 Broadway, N. Y.

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."

TARZAhoPTWE

THROUGHOUT

sforp

a

of one

Over'
/Wjp

AMERICA/
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3.000.000
Seer?

APE5/

40

/^//r/b/7

75/:^

^^^i^

so/c/ &/?</ p£/6/?s-/?e/s

cdmo/" S£/p/)/e/ Soo^s /asf enoa
^/i
h(/Gi/ fo r^e //i9(/e, e/e/?
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/?&(/ /6

6e

6/o^e/7
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,

,

4
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f 1

W^^^^^
ji^Si

1^ --v^^:

/^fe^

i/p /S^t

'

-4

^^^^-

^

TARZAN
HAS
I4AD MORE READERS^^^f^^
THAN ANYTEN
FICTION
OKI HISTORICA
DOCUMENTS
ITS
THAN

IN

HISTORY.

CIRCULATION
ANY

Fl FTEEN

PUBLISHED

/r /s

me

IN

THE

IS

GREATER

M ACA2I
WORLD

Moesr

STOl}yPUBL/SU£D

N ES

TODAY

/^cm

Bfsrrm

S/NCEMMlE/im

n^ATIONAL
FILM
CORI^N.I
OP
AMERICA

W

I604

BROADWAY

N.YC.
25<F-50<F-75<P

$1^0
READ

n£PQ/NTH)

WOfiD

-$1.50

OCMD

fOOM

Policy
Booked
on the
"Show Yott"

UThroughf^the
following n
Exchanges:
ForDrama
State Co.
of (Ben
New York:
Photo
Title, Rep.),
220 West 42d St., New York
N. Y. Penn. and So. New
ForCity,
Fastern
Jersey: Masterpiece Film Atdelplila, Pa.tractions, 1225 Vine St., PhilaFortuclcy
W. Penn., W.Ohio,Virginia:
Indiana, KenBusinessand Assn.
of Penn.,United
Inc.,
224 Coiumbia Bidg., Cleveland,
Ohio.
For State of 9IlclUg;an: The Strand
Features,
94 Griswold St., Detroit, Michigan.
ForUnity
N. niinoig
and S. Wisconsin:
Co., 111,
207 So.
Wabash Photoplays
Ave., Chicago,
ForFilmMinneapol
is, Minn.: Standard
Exchange.
ForExchange.
Omaha, Neb.: Standard Film
ForExchange.
St. Louis, Mo.: Standard Film
ForFilmKansas
City, Mo.: Standard
Exchange.
For N. gon,
Idaho,
Waslilngrton,
and Wash
Alaska:Ore-A.
Rosenthal,Montana
Seattle,
WyominK,
UtahNewandand
S. Wanson
NolanS.
I II ForIdaho:
Colorado,
Mexico,
Supply Co., Denver, Colo.
For California,
Nevada,
Arizona and Hawaiian
Islands:
Western F. F. Co., 180
cisco,
Cal.
Golden Gate Ave., San FranFor N. & S. Carolina, Georgia,
Florida, Alabama & Tennesi St.,
see: Atlanta,
R. M. Savlni,
Ga. 63 Walton
For Texas, Oklahoma
and Arkansas:
square Pictures,FourInc.,
1911 V4 Commerce St.,
ana d Miss
Louisi
For si
l: Foan
ursquare
isctleuranpp
I" Pi
Or ess,, La.Inc., New
For atthese: New Fnglrsanond
SttractionR. D. Ma.,
Co 26
At
Piedmoton,ntMass. St., Bosllasn,tives:Te
Rexaprs.
ArresowenFitalmS ForeDaig
enberger
Corp. (Shall
iewst),
&Bldg.,PrNe
York.Times

n a battery of two part rapid fire
super comedies.

•EB.

"THE

AAR,
^PR.

"HIS GOLDEN ROMANCE"
"ALLTUR'HER"

/lAY

"THE

RECRUIT"

WRONG

FLAT"

A FKW
CALL

TERRITORIES
OR WRITE

STILL OPEN.
FOR

TERMS.

Telephone, Bryant 76fl

^JESTER

OPYRlOMT
COM
EDY ICIIO
COMPANY

220

W.4£^2ST.

NEW

YORK

itv

'MIC

KEY

ALL

THE

WORLD

WILL

ADORF.-

MAB£L
N0RNAT1D
To

QEP-EUASn^D

SOON

WOUUD RIGHTS COrffROl^l/aD BY
WESTlinil
IMPORT
CO.
lOfO BiROr<AW BLDG
NEW YOm<.
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Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News.'

M 0 t i 0 n Picture

This

tells

the

And

so

A' e w s

does

story: —
Mr. W. A. Johnston.

February 14, 1918.

$1,091.00 —
is the total amount
this:

of subscrip-

tion receipts received by MOTION

Dear Sir:
I am taking the liberty of informing you that
during a recent discussion among the different
salesmen and exhibitors of the Western part of
New York State, the question arose as to what
was the best trade publication, both from an advertising standpoint and in the way of editorial
value. For our own benefit as well as that of the
e>diibitors, we salesmen decided to check off the
magazines we saw the most of in the picture
bouses and report a week later.
Let me inform von tliat MOTION PICTURE
NEWS has them all licked. The exhibitor has
to read it to get the best information from every
angle on the pictures produced. The salesman
has to read it to keep up with the trend of business. Taking it all in all MOTION PICTURE
NEWS is like a Liberty Bond — a good thing to
liave around.
Trusting that this information will be of some
value to you, I remain.
Yours very truly,
S. RYER BANKS,
Address:
Salesman.
.1.31 W. 159th St.,
Neu York City.

Motion

TURE NEWS for the past three weeks (Jan.
31st to Feb. 14th, inc.).
Advertisers should call and analyze these
receipts.
They

show

the solid establishment

and

healthy expansion of a journal whose record
is unrivalled in the whole trade publication
field.
The large percentage of renewals prove
— no arguments are needed — a publication
that is retaken for its own intrinsic value,
that is read, that is solidly and
intrenched.

broadly

The new subscriptions tell of the sweeping editorial success of our new sub-editions
— the West Coast, Central States and Eastern (to follow).

Picture

Dominates

PIC-

News

the

Be sure to mention •'MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers

Field
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Big

Box

Breaking

Productions

Special

Office

Section

Records

of

the

in

Every

Country

showmen
RIENCED
EXPE
recognize it is absolutely
to offer their patrons

necessary
Direcltdby
' >
RXVMOND aWCTF"

unusual

special

"THE

The

at frequent

intervals. The tremendous
mand for the two THOS.
INCE

SIDNEY
STUPENDOUS HEART Ol-COTT'S
INT£MST SPICTACLE

productions

RAID
PAY

deH.

attractions,

ZEPPELIN'S

LAST

" and " THOSE

WHO

" and the great SIDNEY

success, "THE
OLCOTT
is proof-positive
BELGIAN,"
that their exceptional advertising value is an established fact,
ATCST SPfCTACLE

while reports of smashed boxoffice records from all sections
of the country
powerful

testify to their

appeal

in

EVERY

neighborhood.
IRVIN V.WIUAT.

llfiiXHiBiTORS'ByyKiNIi
CyRPBRATiDN
FRANK G. HALL, President
Top
HOFFM AN-FOUR S QU ARE :
NEW YORK— 729 Seventh Ave.
BUFTALO— 47 W. Bwan St.
CHICAGO— 207 8. Wabasb Ave.
DETROIT—
304 Jos.
MacfeSt. Bldg.
DENVER— 1736
Welton
PRATTLE— 2014 Third Ave.
PITTBBDROH— 127 Fourth Ave.
LOS ANGELES— 614 W. 8th St.

O*

THe

Times

Bldg.,

New

York

BOOK THROUGH THE FOLLOWING EXCHANGES:
SOUTHERN STATES FILM CO.:
PHILADELPHIA— 1325 Vine St.
ATLANTA—
Walton St.St.
CINCINNATI— 301 Strand Theatre Bldg.
DALLAS
— 1900114 Commerce
ST. LOUIS — 301 Empress Theatre Bldg
GLOBE FEATURE FILM CO.:
CLEVELAND— 310 Sloan Bldg.
NEW ENGLAND — 20 Winchester St., BostOB, Maafl.
WASHINGTON— 8 E St.. N. W.
FRANK GERSTEN. Inc.:
KANSAS CITY— 1120 Walnut St.
NEW JERSEY— 220 W. 42d St.. New York City
SAN FRANCISCO — 191 Golden Gate Ave.
SUPER FEATURE FILM CO.:
MINNEAPOLIS — 206 Film Exchange Bldg
CANADA— 59-61 Victoria St., Toronto, Ont.
I RIGHTS: ROBERTSON-COLE CO.. (23RD FLOOR, TIMES BLDG.,) NEW YORK CITY
The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth v?hile; justify them.
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Motion

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

Picture

News
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Gaumont
THAT ITS

Company

Announces

World famous News Service ....
Invaluable foreign connections ...
Wide-av?ake news pKotograpKers in
e^ery country? . . .
Trained and capable editorial staff . .
(Whteh mait the MiUaal Weekly preeminent in the pasC)

Is nov?

avai

on\^ in the

The
b e sit
method
ojf
distribution

this

Ree*l
News
hasgreatever
enjoj)ed

Will

so on

be

announced

6aamontCo.
FLUSHING,

52

BrancKes

N. Y.

TKrougKout

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

tke

Listen to theml

World

Motion

125 J

News

SUCCESS

BIG

WINS

Picture

with

TAYLOR

HOLMES

in the George K. Spoor feature

"UNEASY

MONEY"

E.G. Bostick, of the Merrill Theatre, Milwaukee,
says :
" We did exceptionally big business with ' Uneasj'
Money,' and it is gratifying to say that Taylor Holmes
is becoming more and more popular in this house
every time he appears."

PICTURE
LrOoK
■yoM

HITS

over
and

tHis
your

list and
patrons

SADIE GOES TO HEAVEN
presenting Mary McAlister
THE

SMALL TOWN GUY"
presenting Taylor Holmes

"

OF

THE

if yo\x
have

have

YEAR

missed

something'

any

in store:

" THE

DREAM DOLL "
Written and directed by Howard S. Moss

"GIFT

O' GAB"
presenting Jack Gardner

S"
BIT SEAT
TWO presenlinc;
Taylor Holmes

" YOUNG MOTHER
HUBBARD
presenting Mary McAlister

FIBBERS"
THE presenting
Bryant Washburn

" FOOLS FOR LUCK "
presenting Taylor Holmes

OF THE DESERT"
MEN presenting
Jack (Gardner

" PANTS "
presenting Mary McAlister

EFFICIENCY

EDGAR'S

"
COURTS
presentingHIP
Taylor Holmes

"

" OPEN PLACES "
presenting Jack Gardner

BABY"
NER'S Bryant
SKINpresenting
W ashburn

" THE

GOLDEN IDIOT "
presenting Bryant Washburn

THE

" THE

MAN WHO WAS
presenting Bryant JVashburn

RANGE BOSS "
presenting Jack Gardner

!

Distributed by George Kleine System
throughout the United States
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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The

Week

in the Film World

FEATURES
PICTURES AND THE PUBLIC (WM. A. JOHNSTON).
SPEAKING EDITORIALLY
SERVING IT WITH SPEED AND GINGER
I AM AN EXHIBITOR
WHAT KIND OF A FELLOW IS— GREENE?
DIARY OF A SUCCESSFUL EXHIBITOR
THE INDEPENDENT FIELD TICKER
OF SERVICE

1255
1256
1257
1258
1267
1287
1307

TO EXHIBITORS

Exhibitors' Box-Office Reports
1269
Exhibitors' Service Bureau
1272
Rothapfel's Answers to Exhibitors
1279
Ready-Made Ad Talks
1282
Film Specialties
1300
Short Subjects in Review
1301
Releases — Current and Coming
1321-22-23-24
Projection Department
1328
Music and the Picture
1336
Theatres Worth While
1339

Newsy

Announcements

Wm. a. Johnston, Pres. and Editor.
iituiiiitnimiiTiiinitimtuiiiiii

NEWS OF THE WEEK
"United Theatres" Latest Co-operative Move
Powers Heads Camp Committee
Triangle Points Way to More Profit
Live News from the Producers
Advance Offerings of the Programs
In the Independent Field
In and Out of West Coast Studios
March Big Month for Famous Players
Present Conditions in Independent Market
SCREEN EXAMINATIONS
' Blue Blazes " Rawden (Artcraft)
"Daddy's Girl" (Pathe)
"Hidden Hand, The" (Pathe)
" His Double Life " (Triangle-Keystone)
" His Royal Highness" (World Film)
"House of Hate, The" (Pathe)
" Keys of the Righteous " (Paramount)
"Jilted Janet" (Mutual-American)
" Light Within, The " (Petrova Pictures)
"'Little Red' Decides" (Triangle)
"Morgan's Raiders" (Universal)
"One More American" (Lasky-Paramount)
" Our Little Wife" (Goldviryn)
" UnbeHever, The" (Edison Special)
"Wooing of Princess Pat, The" (Vitagraph)

of the Week

" Nobody's Wife " presents a woman who trusted a hypocritical society
1214
The Mack Sennett-Paramount releases
1215-16
Mary Pickford's best
1217
What Burton Holmes offers on the Paramount program ... 1218
"The Studio Girl" gets more praise
1219
The Greatest Serial ever screened
1220
Nell Shipman reappears on Vitagraph program
1221
Goldwyn business
1222
Mae Marsh's next
,
1223
Fox Current offerings
1224-25
Message from Hodkinson
1226
"Turn of a Card" — Paralta
1227
"Daughter of Uncle Sam"
1228
"The Old Road to Prosperity" — General
1229
"Little Talks with Foreign Buyers"
1230-31
"My Four Years in Germany"
1232

at a Glance

Found

1263
1265
1287
1284
1296
1304
1311
1297
1305
1315
1316
1316
1315
1317
1318
1316
1315
1314
1318
1318
1319
1317
1320
1317

in the Ad-Pages

The Pathe offering
1233-34-35-36
" The Midnight Trail " and " The Screen Telegram " —
Mutual
1237-38
Killer and Wilk make interesting announcement as to Hart
and Fairbanks releases
1239
"Triangle Order No. 395 "
1240-41
America's serial supreme
1242-43
About " Tarzan of the Apes"
1244-45
Jester Comedies
1246
W. H. Productions
The Director of "Mickey"
1247
U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation
1249
Gaumont
1251
" Exceptionally good business," the word on " Uneasy
Money"
1252
" Ruggles of Red Gap," Taylor Holmes' next
1254
" Jewel , Successes "
1295

Henky F. S^vfALL,.Vice-Pres.

E. Kendall Gillett, Sec. and Treas.

Published on Tuesday every week by MOTION PICTURE NEWS, Inc., 729 Seventh Ave., New York, N.
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and

produce pictures the public wants, is, after all, the
prime problem of the industry.
The progressive producer is progressive insofar
as he realizes this all important necessity; insofar as he
diligently feels and successfully senses the public pulse
beat.
To produce pictures with the eyes turned inward only — or worse still, with the eyes turned backward upon the
past ideals of production is to retrogress, rob the picture
of its wonderful future — and assure commercial failures.
The National Board of Review has done an excellent
thing.
At a private review of a picture of notable quality a
large and representative group of critics was asked to
express its views as to proper trend of picture production.
We give the following, each oiie of which is highly
interesting.
^ ^ ^

To

^ ^' I 'HERE should be simplicity in acting, not strainI ing for effect; higher ideals in the subject matter
of scenarios ; clean, healthful moral tone — no offcolor undertone."
" Have more plays with plenty of good heart appeal, to
stir sympathy and leave food for thought. They could
be truer to art by being truer to human nature and real life.
■ Comedy appeals less vulgar and emotional appeals less
primitive. Intelligent audiences are asking for less punch
and more sincerity in the moving picture."
" The aim of the motion picture should be to present life
truly and not falsely. More attention should be given to
simplicity of stage setting. A person of taste should
choose the wall paper, which is the worst offender."
A former member of the faculty of Columbia University, Department of English, was specific in his suggestions. He said :
" I. Conceive the picture as a whole before any work
on it is begun.
" 2. Let the fundamental controlling factor be art — not
expense or the featuring of a star.
" 3. Remember that this art combines the pictorial and
the dramatic. Use more pictures for their beauty of
scenery and atmospheric effect. What makes the audience
sigh with content is a particularly beautiful setting or
background.
" 4. Put perfection of form or beauty of face (mere
prettiness) in the second place, and get people who can
act before the camera.
" 5. Avoid the rapidly growing list of motion picture
conventions and hackneyed devices. They are due to lack
of imagination or to a low intelligence on the part of the
director.

the

Public

" You cannot make a photoplay out of a novel by omitting the words, nor out of a play by omitting the acting,
nor out of an opera by omitting the music. In each case
the beauty of language, the development of action, and the
harmony of music must be replaced by and compensated
for by pictorial representation, which, in its own way, is as
excellent as good literary style, fine acting, or perfect
^

^

^ ^

(music."
( |~~\HOTOPLAYS founded on historical events meet
Y"^ with less favor than does a picture story concerning a subject in which the general American public is vitally interested — not necessarily the present world
war or national problems, but more particularly picture
fiction of simple present-day life. The more simple the
picture and the more lunnane its appeal to the average
layman, the more popular it is. As the legitimate stage has
divorced forever the old type of 'blood and thunder'
melodrama, so is the photoplay world educating the public
to better appreciation of pretty but plain and plausible
themes to the elimination of the ' murder and revenge '
variety formerly so popular."
" The motion picture of to-day is the magazine story of
yesterday," said a successful scenario writer. " But as the
magazine story has steadily declined in popular favor,
would it not be well for the producers to watch carefully to
the end that their public may not grow weary as did the
magazine readers? For do we not see displayed on the
screen to-day the same repeated and monotonous plot so
long worn threadbare in the magazines, i. e., the young
American hero rescuing the heroine from the clutches of
^ '^ ^ ^
the villain ?
^

I 'HE comedy now displayed in motion pictures is
I beneath the intelligence of an American audience:
It is played with a rapidity of movement from
start to finish that robs it of all merit. The story — if it
can be called such — is of the most foolish order, unworthy
of any praise whatever. Good comedy is more difficult
to write, as it is to produce, but it should stay.
" While the motion picture is eminently suitable for the
portrayal of physical action, it is equally suitable for the
portrayal of mental action. So many producers rely almost wholly on physical action as to throw the picture into
the dime novel class. Mental action is the real essential
of a good play in the pictured drama as well as in the
spoken drama. Too much action in motion pictures is
just as bad as too much action in stage drama. It is the
combination of different degrees of action plus mental
action that makes the good picture play and has always
{Continued on next page)

The ''Why'' of the War
THAT value of the screen as a political weapon which
we have so long been talking about is being given
some pretty good tests with the nation at war.
Pictures calculated to arouse patriotism have been testing it for some time; trailers aiming at domestic propaganda have been given their opportunity.
But it looks to us as if the big test is to come in the
jjictures that flash on the screen the titles, " The Eagle's
I'Lye " and " My Four Years in Germany." For here is
picture entertainment plus the most vital of propaganda —
the message that aims not merely to inspire but to bring
home to the hundred million the " Why " of the war.
In the one, Ambassador Gerard, the man who knows
what Kaiserism is at home, on its own stamping ground,
tells the mothers at home the " Why."
In the other, ex-Chief Flynn, the man who has fought
Kaiserism as it is within our gates, on our hearth-stones,
tells the mothers at home the " Why."
Exhibitors — it would seem to us — can give no greater
contribution to aid in furthering the war than to be able
to say that the\ helped in the telling of the " Why."
Hitting the ''High Brows
THERE is a suggestion for live managers, in the news
story elsewhere in this issue, regarding co-operation
between libraries and motion pictures. Quoting
from a recent number of the Library Journal, it says :
" Many managers are quite glad to preface or append
to the film, a word that the book may be borrowed for
reading, from the local library. Conversely, when a book
film is to be presented, the library may well advertise that
fact by displaying a movie poster and with it copies of
the book in question or of cognate books and periodical
articles. One library in Indiana has arranged with local
managers to share in the net returns where the library
advertises the book film in this way."
The suggestion has particular value in the small
" home " community where a single local library is the
rule. It may well prove the wedge breaking into the
" upper crust " that holds its nose just a shade above the
" movies."
We

Ask

Your

Pardon

EVERY now and then we think of something we'd
like to say about specific pictures on this page —
but we refrain.
We fear the accusation ever present in the background
of aiding to " advertise."
But elsewhere on this page we have just spoken of
" library-co-operation " as a means of breaking into the
" upper crust." It brought to our mind thoughts of the
Benjamin Chapin series of Lincoln pictures.
We like them as entertainment — we imagine everyone
will — but we liked them even more for the opportunity we
felt they offered the exhibitor to satisfy that hypercritical
" better class " portion of his audience that always demands "something better," that always tilts its Grecian
nose at " ordinary movies."
And, with all our modest opinions of this page, we
Itelieve that we may be pardoned for mentioning anything
that f oniribrites to thnt niiich-talked-of " elevation."

The

Men

Higher

Up

Than

the Highest

know a film man whose hand we'd like to shake.
You will want to do the same. In fact, we'd like
to shower him with bouquets, rent a few of his
features — even though we own no theatre — and even go
so far as to promise never to use his name in connection
with a rumor story.
Why all this good will? Because this film man recently
wrote a letter to another big film man — and made it a
stiff-arm punch at an abuse that We, You and the Other
Fellow have long found irritating and irksome.
We'll let you get the whole story from the letter. As it
comes to us, it reads somewhat as follows :
" My Dear Blank — This is to remind you that we
have an appointment and that I am still waiting for a call
from the Secretary of your Secretary's Secretary. This
morning I phoned and was able to reach the under butler
of your secretary's valet. This was a big spot in my day.
Before this I was only able to get as far as the footman
WE

to your third assistant's chauffeur.
" God knows whether this letter will get any higher than
the assistant to your stenographer, but if it ever reaches
your own, individual, personally conducted, executive eyes,
wheel around in your swivel chair, you big stiff, and tell
God to call me up.
" Yours bolshevikily,
" Dictated by me to me.

" Blank Blank."
Read by me. Signed by me.

The letter
brought an immediate reply.
Mailed
by me."
The

Right

Man

FOSDICK, in charge of the GovernRAYMOND
ment's training camp activities, has chosen well in
selecting the committee of motion picture men to cooperate with him.
And especially well has he chosen in naming P A.
Powers as chairman of the committee.
For Mr. Powers, while finding little time to talk, has
found ample time since the outbreak of war to work —
and work with knowledge and sincerity in the task of
harnessing the screen to the nation's service.
Pictures and the Public
(Continued from preceding page)
made the good stage play. A consideration of this fact, I
Ijclieve, would tend to greatly elevate picture plays."
* * * :|:
very valuable.
are
ons
o])ini
THESE
They are not mere theories, nor narrow conceptions of art for art's sake.
They reflect, as a matter of fact, the practical, commercial experience of the stage and the publishing business.
The producer who looks over them, or who looks back■ithin.
ward or inward today has no just complaint against the
motion picture and its market. His fault lies, as he looks.
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Serving

It

with

Speed

A WELL-KNOWN film man was finding fault with us
the other day.
(We heard you. Of course, that
isn't anything new.)
The tenor of this particular
complaint was :
" Say, you trade paper fellows are slow. Why, there's
more real news flying around under cover that you don't
get. Lots of things happening.
Then we laughed.
And we recalled to his mind the merger rumors that had
been so persistent three and two months ago. How they
had actually broken into print in some publications. And
how they were now in a limbo of forgetfulness beyond
redemption.
Then he laughed.
BUT it isn't any laughing matter. This conversation is
brought to our minds and mentioned here because of
an interview on state rights conditions throughout
the country that appears in this isstte.
Jesse Goldburg has just " made theH= circuit." What he
has to say on independent marketing conditions is interesting. But of particular interest to us was this one sentence :
" The program field is suffering because exhibitors are
worrying and upset over rumors of shifts and changes they
hear are happening in New York."
So it goes. New York creates rumors — then laughs
them out of existence. But before they die the Underground Pipe Line has caught them, and they are relayed
over exchange counters, in film building lobbies, from talkative salesmen.
Marching on forever.
Page 1305
* * * *
AND
as a matter of fact there is nothing to worry
about. The big men of the game were never devoting so much honest-to-goodness working time to
thought — to definite plans — to moves for economy.
F'rnstance :
Two different film men told us last week that they had
been offered real coin — one $500, the other $1,000— by a
filmsteal
magnate
if they could
induce " some other magnate
to
two directors
from "him.
Why?
Because the particular directors are on long term contracts at sky-high salaries.
And the magnate holding
* * the* bag
* is down to earth.
THIS incident chimes in nicely with an interview Carl
Laemmle has in this issue giving some concrete instances ofthe manner in which star's salary demands
are tumbling.
The interview was brought forth by a short editorial
note we ran last week headed, " Are the Stars Falling."
Carl says they are— and tell why.
Which should be another incentive to good cheer on
the part of an exhibitor suffering from restlessness induced
by rumoritis.
Page 1262
^ ^
H<
SPEAKING of exhibitors suffering from restlessness,
we couldn't blame an exhibitor much if he felt a bit
bewildered at the number of co-operative booking associations being shot his way these days. Br'er Pettijohn
and Harry Rapf are out on the road explaining one, Tom
Hamlin has long had one in his vest pocket up in the
Northwest, Mayer Silverman is working out Pittsburgh
way, Mississippi boasts another.
This week brings the latest. It's The United

and

Ginger

co-operation will be
much exhibitor
how feature
wonder
article this week? We are
to our
gi\en
not responsible. It came from a fellow who signs
himself " Anarchist " and who confesses — confesses, mind
you—" I Am an Exhibitor."
We hasten to say once more — we are not responsible.
For this fellow " Anarchist " sure does say some scorchis. ing things. He's worse than an anarchist — he's a bolshevik, or minshivik, or whatever the worse kind of " shivik "•
WE

Maybe he's right. If he is— give us the credit and the
glory
if he's wrong —
We for
are the
not article;
responsible.
}]c ^ ^ ^
WE

remember once, about four years ago, going to a
projection room in the World's Tower building to
viewFeatures."
the first release of a newly-formed company,
'■' Greene's
"Who's this Greene?" we asked.
" Boston fellow," replied the other spectator. " Pretty
big punkins up there, I guess."
" Huh ! Trying to bust into wider pastures ! Huh !"
Woe unto us ! " Trying," we said.
And this week William A. Johnston writes, " What Kind
of a Fellow is— Greene?"
And the man he tells you about is the —
Greene of " Greene's Features." And —
Walter E. Greene of Paramount-Artcraft !
^ :^
as special Broadway attracpictures
of
THE strength
tions seems to run in cycles. First you have a flood
of special pictures, all making money ; then a flood of
pictures, all forced-runs and losing money ; then no pictures
at all — aside from the regular photoplay theatres, of course.
Just now the tide seems to be in. Metro, having broken
the ice with " Lest We Forget " is following with " Revelation "at the Lyric. This Nazimova feature is touted as
a world beater by those who have seen it.
And down at the Broadway " Tarzan of the Apes " is
well into a real, husky Broadway run — and making money.
Which means that someone should give Harry Reichenbach a vote of thanks — or, maybe, another gold cigarette
case. For the silver-maned one has certainly shown some
stunts. He gave Broadway the first show banner it has
seen across a street since Harry pulled the trick a year ago,
he resurrected the herald on a metropolitan scale— -600,000
of Well,
'em — he
we— have just learned that an arrangement has
been completed by which the First National will distribute
" Tarzan."
^ ^
We have almost finished this page and we haven't told
you about the real big thing with this issue.
It's a special sixteen page insert descriptive of the new
Grauman " million dollar theatre " in Los Angeles.
Just to keep the country balanced properly Los Angeles
springs this wonderful temple right on the heels of New
York's Rivoli. And after reading what J. C. Jessen says
of Grauman's we know of a sure way to start a fight — and
a good scrap —
Lock J. C. Jessen, who wrote up Grauman's, and R. E.
Pritchard, who wrote our Rivoli insert, in one room and
start them argifying. Nuf sed !
Both members of this club, gentulmen !
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An

Exhibitor!"
An Anonymous Communiction, Signed
'^Anarchist** — From a Man Who Considers the Above

"Mebbe it isn't as bad as this — but some of them do seem
to think an exhibitor is a hybrid, halfbreed, lowbrow geek,
a combination what-is-it and what-not\"
Dear Mr. Johnston:
There is no denying that Teddy is our greatest little argifier,
but there are times when I think I could give him a run for first
honors. Seems like I am always going over the top for someone
or something. Right now I am in the throes of a double-header
with you as one of the bones of contention. (No baseball application to the word "bone.")
In the language of " Constant Reader," that most consistent of
all our anonymous letter writers : " A " says that all motion picuire trade journals are completely subsidized, being controlled,
written and edited by their advertisers, principally producers ;
" B " says it's a damli. I be " B " and want to prove my case.
.\nd this letter is the test.
Therefore 1 conjure you, brother, in the name of the sacred
P.rotherhood of the Slaves of the Lamp, to publish this effusion
i n toto, unscarrcd by blue pencil, scissors or enervating censorship. Do not permit that saphcad " A " to hand me an equine
acchination.
I am ^n exhibitor. There, it is out, and I feel better. I admit
my sin and error freely. Whether it is a disease or a pernicious
habit 1 know not, but I DO know that it is practically incurable.
'^The man who invents some marvelous vaccitie which will offer
immunity to men threatened with exhibitoritis will be deserving
•A all the honors his country can shower upon him, but it hasn't
Ijccn did, as yet.)
I have kidded myself into the idea that I am a fairly intelligent
animal, even in the face of my embarkation into the exhibition
game. This 1 excuse as a temporary mental abbcration. I really
believe that 1 manage my theatre with energy and ordinary

Statement

a

Con-

hosscnse, and, because I am an ex-newspaperman,
I can turn out
fession—
fairli' readable and attractive ad-copy.
Having a theatre, I naturally nurse a grievance. I say "naturally " because no one ever heard of an exhibitor without a
grievance. Theatres and grievances travel in pairs, Siamese-twinwise. I want to air my pet grievance and " A" says you won't
supply the atmosphere. I say that you will give me space to rant
in even though you may not agree or sympathize with me.
My theatre is located in a moderate sized town not far from
the Great Dark Way and I don't suppose that I face anything very
unusual in tlie way of opposition or obstacles to success. I find, in
striking up an average for a year, that I am knocking out about
the same revenue as I could earn at a copy desk on some newspaper. But to do this I had to make a rather heavy initial investment, face always the hazard of bad business, AND include my
personal services, when the latter alone would have returned mc
an equal stipend. That is by the way, however, and not the real
grievance.
Owing to my nearness to New York I have gradually acquired
an interesting and extensive acquaintanceship among film men.
My newspaper experience has made me a blood-brother to most of
the puljlicity men and through them I have met many executives in
the various home offices. Exchangemen have come to tolerate mc
even in the face of my iniquitous exhibitorship, and will sometimes
speak kindly to me, explaining patiently why I should refrain from
peeved protest when my service arrives in a condition which lends
the impression that it has been shipped through the subway;
divided into eighty seven parts; decorated throughout by dirty
film " CLEANERS " ; inspected by some ruffian who makes
patches with adhesive tape and eliminates all finales as un-essential
to the plot. Occasionally they take me out to lunch (exchange
managers, not inspectors) and expound film exchange operation
for a couple of hours, leaving me always with the impression that
exhibitors ought to be glad that they are on the books at all, even
if we are designated by numbers like Ossining sojourners. "By
their key numbers shall ye know them."
All of these film men discuss the genus "exhibitor" with brutal
frankness, dissecting him in what they firmly believe is a fair,
impartial manner, and they often lay before mc the results of their
diagnoses, with the deprecatory provision : " Of course this doesn't
apply to exhibitors of your type, old top, but men of your type
are so DAMNED rare in the exhibitor field."
And the crystallization of all the heavy brain work of producers, distributors and exchangemen seems to sum up about as
follows:
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"/ guess I ought to consider myself lucky to be granted a contract. It's like handing me a peerage, or putting me in the
Blue Book. Anyway that's the impression their conversation gives me."
" The average exhibitor is an illiterate lowbrow, incapable of
coherent thought, destitute of any power to analyze his own problems, wholly without understanding as to the first fundamentals
of the business in which he is engaged." And the " average exhibitor "is generally estimated to mean from eighty to ninety
per cent of the exhibitors of the country.
Now see here, W. A. J., you know darned well that I am not
lilting at a windmill because 3'ou hear the same sort of junk
every day yourself. It has been one of the popular indoor sports
to pan the exhibitor for a poor, simple nut, for so long now that
everybody believes it, INCLUDING a certain number of selfsufficient exhibitors who look upon the man in the sticks as something akin to a town constable running the Opry House two or
three nights a week. And I hereby register an emphatic protest.
"Anonymously," you may opine. True, true, and for the best
of reasons. I don't want to be deprived of future emanations of
erudition from these same sources. Understand, I like most of
these boys immensely, personally, but they do lead off my Angora
when they get on this " illiterate exhibitor " stuff. Why ! one publicity man told me the other day that his boss would give him the
gate if he ever used a word with more than three syllables in
circularizing exhibitors. And this boss of his is one of the type
who would wire Mr. John Homer, Rome, Italy, asking for his
price for film rights on the Iliad, unless he was forcibly restrained
by his mentors.
How erbout it? Do you agree with this indictment? Do you
believe that the "average exhibitor" is' a brainless pup? Is he
lower on the mental register than the general run of retailers?
I'll tell you what I see back of all this chatter; what I see reflected in every trade journal, including the undisputed leader, the
Motion Picture News (advt.) : I see ham actors and actorines
drawing down more money per week than they could earn in any
other business in a year ; I see many first-class plumbers, chauffeurs,
shopgirls and seamstresses spoiled to make awful " screen artists "
(save the mark).
I see salaries paid to executives which are all out of proportion
to the services rendered for these salaries. I see exchangemen
getting from one hundred to two hundred a week when the same

expenditure of brain power and efficiency in any other line of endeavor wouldn't net them more than seventy-five. I see brainless
and senseless duplication of exchanges ; unbelievably bad, though
wonderfully expensive, advertising; unscrupulous, unprincipled
business policies; exploiters of the "quick turn-over-God-care-forthe-dying" type of financiers (?); short-change artists suddenly
elevated to the altitude of " magnates " ; oh ! Lawd, I see so many
things you'd never have space to print them all and would be
libelled if you did (although you'd win your case if you were).
Now I'll admit that not all exhibitors use academic English and
may have a penchant for such words as " ain't," " fillum," " vodderveel " and sich like, and they may not know a split infinitive from a
split second; they may even think that a double negative is first
cousin to double exposure, but in all this I hold that he has nothing
on some of the men higher up. The proportion of illiteracy remains about equal. I know that this is lese Majeste, but it is
nevertheless true. Probably it would have been wiser if some of
our exhibitors had stuck to the last, the forge or the razor, but this
is true of all industries and does not condemn the entire exhibitorpersonnel of the country to general illiteracy and idiocy. Actually,
the one strongest evidence of mental weakness they have collectively shown has been their entrance into a business whose destiny
has been for years in the hands of men who have had the idea that
" principle " represents something that runs a high school.
I say that the average exhibitor is NOT an illiterate. I say that
they CAN think for themselves, that they CAN and WILL analyze
their own problems and that finally they will effectually demonstrate their capacity for right thinking when some intelligent men
assume control of this fool business and give them something tO'
think about.
Up to now I have seen nothing emanating from our so-called
leaders but press-agent piffle and hopeless junk. They offer us
advice; Lord! yes, pages of it, but it's all so damn bromidic and
valueless! We complain of a belliake and they say, i' TAKE
WINDEM AND SHOOTEM'S PUNK PICTURES FOR PALE
PROFITS." We yelp about the war tax and they say, " Cheer up f
We are with you in spirit. Pay up and later times may be better.
We AIN'T agoing to lose," etc. OH pshaw ! I am going to quit.
If you print this and say you want it, I'll send you another. Well?'
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Lewis

Stone

Films

Delcah Photoplay Company Has First
Two Productions, " Inside the
Lines " and " Man of Bronze "
Ready to Show Trade

JOSEPH MONTROSE, general manager of the Delcah Photoplay Company, is on his way to New York with the
first two photoplays made by this new organization ofLos Angeles, in which Lewis
S. Stpne is starred. Mr. Montrose was
for a number of years associated with
r of Morosco's
OliveresMorosco as manage
theatr in Los Angeles. More recently
he ser\-ed as manager of Klaw & Erlanger
theatrical attractions on the West Coast.
WTiile in New York he will make his
headquarters with the latter company.
One of the photoplays is an adaptation
of Lewis Stone's speaking stage success,
" Inside the Lines," which ran one season
at the Longacre theatre, and the follo\ving
season in Chicago, with Stone in the starring role. The play began a successful
run at the Apollo theatre in London, ten
months ago, and is still playing to good
business. The play is an adaptation from
the Earl Derr Biggers novel, and both the
story and play were used by Monte M.
Katterjohn, who prepared the screen

Films

to

Way

adaptation. The supporting cast in this
subject includes Margaret Clayton as leading woman, George Fields, Joseph Singleton, Helen Dunbar, Ida Lewis, Willard
Wayne, Arthur Allardt, Nick Cogley and
others. Every player has had experience
on the screen. " Inside the Lines " is a
octostory of Germany's secret service
pus, with suspense sustained to the last
hundred feet of the film. The photoplay
is decidedly timely, dealing as it does with
a subject daily under discussion.
The second production is titled " The
Man of Bronze," and is an original photoa deby Karl
playcided
. MisshasClayton,
western Koolidge,
atmospherewhich
Harry Von Meter and George Fields are
Mr. Stone's principal supports, and some
exceptional work is done for the screen
the "dog with the human brain."
by Teddy,
Both
productions were made under the direction of David Hartford, former stage
director for Oliver Morosco, and who had
two years' experience with the Thomas H.
Ince organization.
Lewis Stone is considered by speaking
stage producers as one of the best leading men of to-day, and for this reason
his
debut in pictures will be watched with
interest.

Teach

Industrial Department of Universal
Will Assist Fuel Administration
in Demonstrating to the Public Proper Fire Room
Methods
PLANS for a motion picture campaign
as part of a great national drive liaving for its object the prevention of another
such fuel famine as recently crippled the
nation's industries have been submitted to
the Fuel Administration by the Universal
Film Manufacturing Company through its
industrial department and have received
the O. K. of Administrator Garfield. Although various mediums are to be used in
waging the conservation fight which is expected to save to the country at least 100,(XXJ.OOO tons of coal a year, moving picture
lilms will form the first line of attack. The
fight will be carried right into the trenches
of the manufacturers and their engineers
and firemen, the weapons of attack consisting of two reels of film showing proper
and improper fire room methods. Six leaks
through the profits earned by the sales
organization may be allowed to escape as
the result of fire room inefficiency as will be
pointed out.
When completed, the films will be turned
over to Mr, Garfield, who plans to distribute^hem broadcast through the medium
of the various manufacturers' associations.
Boards of Trade, engineer and firemen's
labor organizations, etc.
It is planned eventually to issue moving
pictures which will show householders
what fuel waste in the home is costing them.
This will also be done by Universal in co-

on

East

Fuel

Saving

operation with the government and the
films will, in all probability, be released
through the medium of the Universal
Screen Magazine in addition to the Fuel
Commission's other channels of distribution.
Universal to Show Munitions Plant at Work
To serve as a direct appeal for support
of the Administration and to refute the
contention of those who have been criticizing the alleged failure of the War Department to speed up the manufacture
of munitions. Universal plans eventually
to show to the general public, through the
medium of the Universal Screen Magazine, the industrial films recently taken of
the Colt Patent Fire Arms Co. plant at
Hartford, Conn.
The pictures were taken under the
supervision of Harry Levey, manager of
Universal's Industrial Department, and although they show the entire ordnance
product of the Colt concern, particular
attention was paid to the filming, in detail, of the construction of the machine
guns that are being turned out in vast
quantities to equip the United States
forces, both here and abroad.
Accordingto tofirst
Mr. show
Levey, the
it isfilm
Universal's
intention
to the
workers in the Colt plant, after which it
will be shown to workers in every industrial center throughout the country. It
will then be placed in the Screen Magazine to be shown to the public at large.

Picture

News

" Prussianism As It Really
Is "—Gerard
Director William Nigh has shot the final
scenes of James W. Gerard's picture, " My
Four Years in Germany," adapted from
Ambassador Gerard's book, of the same
name, and is now engaged in cutting, editing and assembling the production. It is announced that a trade showing will be given
in the near future. The exact date will be
announced later.
Mr. Gerard, in commenting upon the
picture and the interpretation which Director Nigh and the cast have given his
exposition of the incidents happening during his four years in Germany as Ambassador to the Imperial Government, said :
" I was impressed," said Mr. Gerard in
a recent talk to a gathering of film representativesby
, " the eagerness shown by
the thousands of people, who flocked to
hear my lectures, to learn about the inside
history of this gigantic struggle of nations,
and my interest in this film production is
so great, because I realize the vastness of
the audiences reached in the motion picture
theatre, and the thoroughness and reality
with which the story is told in the film. If
there be any American in whose mind there
is still a question of the necessity of America's entry into this war, the production will
settle
that question
forever."
It shows
Prussianism
as it really is— the
Kaiser, whose oath is worth nothing,
whether he pledges himself as monarch or
man, Tirpitz, Hindenburg and the Imperial
ring. It shows the iron hold of Prussianism on the German people, the outrages of
women and children in Belgium and France,
the systematic starvation of prisoners, the
deportation and enslaving of non-combatants to deliberate ravaging of. towns and
countries, the sinking of neutral vessels,
and the attitude of the Emperor and his
clique toward America before war was ever
dreamed of here.
Ohio

Board

Eliminates

Surplus Lingerie
The Ohio Board bi Censorship, during
the first nineteen days of the new year,
made but seven eliminations in 131 reels reviewed. These were mad* in five plays,
three of which were comedies and the
other two dramas. For the greater part the
eliminations were in scenes disclosing
women's lingerie.
Entertained for Enid Bennett and Fiance
Enid Bennett, the Thomas H. Ince star
in Paramount pictures, who is soon to
marry Fred Niblo, the actor, was a guest
of honor, with Mr. Niblo, at a dinner
givenvan atby
Mrs. C.home,
Gardner
SullitheirMr.LosandAngeles
Jan. 26.
Jersey Exhibitors Meet
Independents
Motion picture exhibitors of the State of
New Jersey attended a meeting at the Robert Treat hotel, Newark, N. J., on February
12, at 10 a. m. with the independent producers of the Producers & Exhibitors,
Affiliated.
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Douglass

Color Pictures
Shown
Thomas. P. Boyd, general manager of the
Douglass Natural Color Film Company,
Ltd., San Rafael, Cal., showed the first of
a series of natural color pictures, last week,
at Wurlitzer Hall. The first of the series
is in four reels and presents scenes taken
in the National Yellowstone Park and in
the Grand Canyon. The color effect is said
to register with a natural effect. Scenes
taken
at j\Ir. Douglass',
the and
inventor's
estate
in California
are shown,
the various
color e :ects are brought out to good advantage in the scenes taken at the bath
beach. ]\Iirror Lake, Bridal Veil Falls and
other points of natural history are shown.
A more detailed account of the process
and its grade of perfection is given in Mr.
Corey's
article
ment of this
issue.in the projection departTempest

Stirred by Ban
Comedy

on

There is a lively storm raging in the
province of Manitoba over the recent action
taken by the Manitoba Legislature when a
bill was passed prohibiting the showing in
motion pictures of comic reels.
The western province government bases
its action for banning comic films on the
grounds that they are not in good taste
during war times.
Naturally the action has raised a storm
of protest, not only from moving pictrue
theatre managers, but the people themselves, who claim that this is the most opportune time for the showing of screen
comedy — that the people need screen
amusement at this period more than at any
other time.
Letters from many readers of the Winnipeg papers are being published daily in
which the drastic action of the Manitoba
government is roiindh- censured.
Pass Sunday Closing Law
in Kearney
The city commission of Kearney, Neb.,
has passed an ordinance closing the motion picture theatres on Sunday. Exhibitors in Iowa and Nebraska have been fearing a widespread move for Sunday closing, as there have been many demands
for this step since fuel conservation became an issue.
Charlie

Berman Re-enters
Industry

Charlie Berman, who recently severed his
connection with the Regal Films, ltd., is
back in the film industry once more. It is
understood that Berman will this time represent the United States Ex^iibitors' Booking Corporation throughout Canada, occupying the position of general sales manager. He will work in conjunction with
Superfeatures, Ltd., handling the distribution of these features in Canada, with headquarters in Toronto.

Virginia

Censor

Exhibitor W. F. Harris Claims A. E.
A. Was "Made Light Of" by
One Trade Paper in Referring to State Squabble
ONE

of the first echoes, looked upon by
some as a boomerang, resounding
from the recently launched battle in Virginia against censorship by three persons,
made itself heard last week. This was in
the form of a letter from Exhibitor W. F.
Harris of the Broadway theatre, Hopewell,
Va., and reverberates with the claim that
the Exhibitors' Trade Review was either
misinformed in its press notices of the censorship situation or published an article for
the sole reason to attack the president of
the Virginia A. E. A. Exhibitor Harris declares he is not a champion of Jake Wells,
and is not connected with him in any way.
Mr. Harris has written a letter to the
Exhibitors' Trade Review giving his views
of the case. This letter he has asked that
publication to publish, in hopes of setting
things right in the minds of those who have
possibly been misled concerning the Virginia situation, which has been covered in
detailed correctness in Motion Picture
News.
The Review
Harris isepistle
Exhibitors'
Trade
in parttoas the
follows
:
" Your
and issue
before going issue
furtherof I February
wish to say9 tothathand
in this
of your paper you have printed an article, about
which you have been misinformed, or you pubHshed it for the sole reason that you were attacking the president of the A. E. A., which organization you have been fighting ever since its
inception,
and organization
you have made
of everyor at-to
tempt of this
to dolight
anything,
be recognized
a legitimate
zation. I alsoas wish
to state exhibitors'
that what organiI am
about to write is not prompted by Jake Wells,
or any one connected with him in any way. I
know Mr.
WellsStatein ofa business
as an see
exhibitor of the
Virginia, way,
and cannot
any just reason why he should be unjustly attacked by your paper. I have no other reason
than the one above stated for defending Mr.
Wells.
" In your article you stated that Mr. Wells
' startled the Virginia exhibitors by favoring
censorship,' and that Mr. Wells says ' We want
censorship,
it.' Mr. committee,
Wells did but
say
that,
but notand toweanyneedlegislative
tohotel
the incalled
meeting
of
the
exhibitors
at
Murphy's
Richmond, and what he said and explained about wanting censorship is as follows :
That there are a great many pictures coming
into Virginia that were indecent, and should
not be shown by legitimate picture houses, as
these ingpictures
the causenowof the
askthe State were
Legislature
for people
censorship.
It was then
stated
upon
the
floor
that
any
exhibitor running pictures of the above type
should he immediately expelled from the A. E.
A. of Virginia, and that legitimate exchanges
should be notified to stop serving them with
service. (The above was not, however, suggested hy Mr. Wells, but by an exhibitor).
Every exhibitor knew that there had been a
movement all over the entire state and that the
Senators
Representatives
had when
been itpractically toldand
to vote
for censorship
was
introduced, and when said censorship bill was
introduced
in
the
legislature
it
was
done
unknown to any exhibitor in the state. We were
dumfounded at such an action, but immediately
got to work to try to head it off. With the
joint committee, it was found that we were up
against a brick wall and that nothing could be
done to change their opinions. All of this was
before Mr. Lust came to Richmond for the
meeting, but an amendment was read at the expassed;would
said
resolution hibitors'
was meeting
thatandthe unanimously
General Assembly
not create
a
Virginia
censorship,
but
would
continue to allow pictures to come into Virginia
that had been censored by the Maryland State
Board or the National Board of Review. This
amendment
was exhausted
to be introduced
effort had been
to defeatafter
the every
original
bill asking for complete censorship. Mr. Lust
seemed to be under the impression that all that
was necessary to do would be for the exhibitors
to
to the
and_ say,
' gentlemen,
you
darego not
passlegislators
this censorship
Ijill,'
and that said

Echo
Is Heard
legislators would get down on their knees and
beg forgiveness
their bill for censorship and not and
pass withdraw
it.
"
I
received
from
Mr.
Wells
a copy inof the
an
editorial against censorship printed
'editorials
RichmondMr.Times-Dispatch,'
Wells is paying which
for andcopies
sendingof
to every exhibitor in the State of Virginia.
Neither does this look as though Mr. Wells was
in favor of the censorship, or even an advocate
of it. You state editorially that there will be
state censorship in Virginia, and that the credit
and the
gloryI think
will go
to its that
standard-bearer,
Jake
Wells.
personally
this is the
most preposterous and abominable misstatement
of facts that was ever published. The fight
against censorship, headed by Mr. Wells, has
been so hot and furious that not only has the
committee changed its plans, but has practically agreed that there will be no salaried position created, but that if any censorship bill is
passed it would only be about $1.00 on the
original film and 50 cents on the duplicates.
The exhibitors have not given up hopes and are
working very hard, sending letters, telegrams,
and personal visits to the members of the legislature requesting that this bill be defeated. The
writer has personally talked to about thirty odd
members of the Virginia legislature, and none
of them are in favor of the censorship."
House

Tuesday Open
Remained

on

At least one motion picture theatre proprietor inthe United States threw his house
open to the public on Lincoln's Birthday,
the last of the proscribed Tuesdays. This
was D. J. Shepherd, proprietor of the Palace theatre. East Orange, N. J. Mr. Shepherd availed himself of the clause which
permitted theatres to open on Tuesdays for
performances in the nature of patriotic
benefits, and announced that there would be
a regular showing of pictures on February
12, the entire proceeds to go to the Smileage
Book campaign being conducted by the local
Rotary Club. To quote ]\Ir. Shepherd,
" We turned them away all afternoon and
evening."
Fairbanks Repeats
at 'Frisco

Rodeo

In response to telegraphic requests from
John N. Willys, chairman of the national
committee of the War Camp Community
Recreation Fund, and Raymond S. Fosdick,
chairman of the War Department's commission on training camp activities, Douglas Fairbanks rounded up the cowboys and
Indians who participated in his Red Cross
benefit rodeo at Los Angeles and took them
up to San Francisco and repeated the rodeo
on February 8. The event was a big success and added a considerable sum to the
camp recreation fund.
Mary

Pickford an Officer
of Red Cross

Mary Pickford has been appointed to the
position of publicity bureau chairman for
the Pacific Coast of the Salvage Department
of the Red Cross. The appointment was
made by Mrs. Otheman Stevens, of Los
Angeles, the originator and director of the
department. . The salvage department collects junk and other waste and turns it into
money. In the event that the movement becomes national. Miss Pickford will remain
in
charge of the publicity for the entire
country.
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Crisis

Is

Near

Producers Voice Belief Situation Will
Result in Benefit to Industry —
Players
Seeking Engagements Ask Less Remuneration
THAT the editorial in Motion Picture
News last week, " Arc the Stars Falling?" was not a bit premature, but
tlioroughly in step with the times is evidenced this week in reports and advices
from both the East and West Coast centers
of activity to the effect that a crisis in the
alleged star evil situation is near at hand.
Although the heads of both the manufacturing and exhibiting ends of the moving
picture industry have been gradually increasing the intensity of their denunciations of the high-salaried-star evil, the first
definite step towards decisively solving this
problem seems to have been inaugurated
by Father Time and his two trusty lieutenants, Supply and Demand.
Advices from the West Coast state that
a condition bordering upon panic now
exists in the ranks of the film players as
the result of the scarcity of engagements
that has prevailed during the last three
months. It is said that many stars who
have been twinkling in the moving picture
firmament with a fair degree of regularity
are now " At Liberty."
That this condition, however unpleasant
it may be to the players who have heretofore been able to get almost any salary
their agents were clever enough to demand,
may prove the long-sought remedy for the
expensive star evil is thought by farsighted students of the industry to be exceedingly likely. At any rate, several of
the studio managers now report that one
result of the scarcity of engagements ex-

in

Star

Picture

News

Evil

perienced by the more prominent screen
stars, is a modification of their salary demands.
As the largest of the producing units.
Universal City has probably felt to a
greater degree the effect of the panicky
condition prevailing among the jobless
players. Carl Laemmle is the authority for
the statement that never before has his
company's West Coast organization received so many applications from stars
who have not up to the present time been
identified with Universal. Nevertheless, in
spite of being thus able to literally get the
cream of workless stars, Mr. Laemmle
states that his company is well satisfied
with the line-up of the players now in its
employ and that no important changes in
its personnel are contemplated.
So far as the general run of the studios
located in and around Los Angeles is concerned, itis an open secret that this is the
season of apprehension for those players
working under contracts calling for big
salaries, and which are due to expire shortly. The general storm of condemnation of
which the star has been made the centre,
was bound in the very nature of things to
have its effect upon the players and the
result is that the rank and file of them are
now willing to get back to first principles
and work for salaries which both exhibitors and producers would regard as being
more reasonable.
Aside from the fact that there are more
players than there are positions to be filled,
there has of late been an increasing tendency upon the part of the manufacturers
to consult their selling organizations, rather
than the players themselves, for a proper
estimate of the cash value to them of their
leading performers.

Cressey-Select
Suit
Settled
ing of all litigation and the consummation
Select Pictures Corporation Takes
of this sale to the Select office.
Over
Distribution of Selznick
The Cressey offices will in future continue
to handle big productions secured from
Subjects in Southwest — Cresthe open market. Among thetr recent
sey to Handle Open
acquisitions
are "with
God'sIT. Man."
the FrohMarket Productions
man production
?>. Warner,
and
"The End of the World." They are also
NEGOTIATIONS have been closed and
handling a series of two-reel pictures feaan agreement has been entered into
turing Wm. S. Hart. Mr. Cressey will
whereby all of the Selznick productions
in future make the prices to exhibitors
which have been handled in the Southhimself.
west since the advent of Selznick pictures
by the J. A. Crcssey Interests of Dallas,
Paralta Moves New York
have been turned over to the Dallas ofOffices
fice of the Select Pictures Corporation.
This brings to an end a long period of
Paralta Plays, Inc., has moved its offices
litigation, all injunctions being released
from the Godfrey building, 729 Seventh
and all the differences settled.
avenue, to a new building at 8 West 48th
The Cressey office was opened sixteen
street, near Fifth avenue. The new quarmonths ago to exploit big productions in
ters, occupy the entire top floor of the
the South. At that time Mr. Cressey
building and a private projection room and
film vaults are being erected on the roof,
claimed to have had a five-year contract
an innovation. Paralta has been located in
for the Oara Kimball Young pictures, but
after the release of the third picture the
the old quarters in the Golfrey building
fourth was tied up in the courts by injuncever since the inception of the organization.
tions, and is only now released by the clos-

Leopold D. Wharton and Theodore W.
Wharton, Wharton, Inc., returned to
Ithaca last week, after a three weeks' stay
in New York assisting in the filming of
scenes for William Flynn's serial, " The
Eagle'swithin
Eye."a few
Theyweeks.
will return to New
York
David Simon, treasurer of The Leader
Film Service, 804 Pennsylvania avenue,
Pittsburgh, arrived in New York last week
to look at the offerings current on the independent market. Mr. Simon visited the
Motion Pictures News and shook hands
with old friends. He is stopping at the
Knickerbocker Hotel. He will be in New
York for several days, after which time
he will go to Boston for a few days. Mr.
Simon's service covers western Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
Ivan Abramson, president and general
manager of the Graphic Films, returned to
New York last week from Palm Beach, Fla.,
where he was taking exteriors for Graphic's
late production, " Moral Suicide." He was
accompanied by John Mason, Ann Luther,
Claire Whitney and Sidney Mason and
other members of the cast presenting
" Moral Suicide."
P. S. Harrison, prominent exhibitor and
exchangeman from the West Coast, arrived in New York last week to look at
the current releases.
Joseph W. Engle, treasurer of Metro,
left New York for the Coast, last week,
on business pertaining to production.
Joseph Montrose, representing Delcah
Company, of Los Angeles, arrived in New
York last week with a print of his new
picture, " Inside the Lines."
Oscar Apfel, formerly director for Paralta, came on from the Coast last week.
He is stopping at Hotel Seymour.
A. E. Pickford, large theatre owner of
Glasgow, Scotland, is in New York. He is
stopping at Hotel Gramatan, the Bronx.
Fred B. Murphy, Boston, has handled "Parentage " in the New England
territory with great success. Mir. Murphy
said that Seng's production ran a week at
the Boston theatre to over 51,000 paid admissions.
William N. Selig, Selig Polyscope, Chicago, arrived in New York last week on
business.
Hodkinson to Visit Coast
Exhibitors
W. W. Hodkinson is making a business
trip to the coast in the interests of his exhibitors' co-operative plan. His first stop
will be Denver. Mr. Hodkinson is on his
old stamping ground, having spent years
on the coast both as an exhibitor and as a
distributor. He will probably visit a ^umber f)f exchange centers on his return trip.
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New

Corporations

THE following new corporations within
the industry were included in the records of the Corporation Trust Company, of
Jersey City, for the week ending February 16:
DELAWARE
INTERSTATE PICTURE CORPORATION,
Wilming-ton.
lease films
for of
motion
picture
machines and Toconduct
places
amusement.
are
incorporators
The
Capital, $1,000,000.
GeorgeandT. Marshall
O'Dell, South
Bend, Ind.Fort
; Byron
S.
Vail
M.
Shumaker,
Wayne,
Ind.
NEW YORK
MARS FILM CORPORATION, New York
City. To manufacture and
and
Paskes CapiMax films.
Orth,exhibit
$15,000. George
Louis tal,Rosenberg
are the incorporators.
AFPRODUCERS'
York City.S'General
New EXHIBITOR
FILIATED, INC.,AND
motion picture business. Capital, $10,000. Those
interested are William L. Sherrill, Harry Rapf
and Lester Park.
THE MASKS, INC., New York City. Motion picture
business.
Capital,
porators,
Sigmund Milau,
Lillian$10,000.
KornfeldIncorand
Joseph P. Slensby.
Shurtleff Heads Hodkinsoii
Sales Force
W. W. Hodkinson announced this week
that he has engaged C. E. Shurtleff as general manager for " Hodkinson Service."
Mr. Shurtleff has been sales manager for
Select Pictures for the past six months.
Prior to his connection with the Select
Pictures he was special representative for
Pathe for one year. Shurtleff hails from
commercial fields. He did specialty work
for the National Biscuit Company twelve
years ago, at which time he headed an
efficiency training school for the salesmen
of that company, at the same time spreading the gospel of the Uneeda Biscuit.
Soon afterward, Mr. Shurtleff engaged
in the motion picture business as a salesman for Vitagraph's office in Cleveland
and he managed the office of that company
later in Detroit and Cincinnati.
Baltimore

Exhibitors

Go

Before Legislature
A delegation headed by Frank A. Hornig, an exhibitor of Baltimore, and president of the Maryland Branch, Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America, visited Annapolis February 14 in the interests of the Censorship Amendment bill.
The delegation consisted of not only motion picture men of the city but citizens
interested in the recall of the censorship
provision.
Dinner Planned for Fox
Arrangements were completed last week
for a dinner to William Fox, to be given in
the ballroom of the Astor Hotel on February 24.
The dinner will take the form of a tribute to Mr. Fox for his record of public
service in the field of charity and in his own
profession.
The following is the list of speakers :
Toastmaster, Wilton Lackaye; Rennold
Wolf, Arthur Brisbane, De Wolf Hopper,
Felix M. Warburg, Victor J. Dowling, Raymond Hitchcock and William A. Brady.

ureTheatres' ' Latest
UnitedPict
Lee Ochs Heads New Co-operative- frankly admitted the desirability of a cooperative company that would eliminate
Booking- National
Movement
— Aims at
wastage in both film, studio and selling
Scope
pictures and get producers more money
THE United Picture Theatres of Amerwith which to "make better pictures. At
ica, Inc., is the latest of the coopthe same time, it was recognized as neceserative film booking organizations to break
sary that film rentals should be reduced
upon the horizon.
to exhibitors and all far-sighted men in
Lee A. Ochs, president of the Motion
the industry to-day realize that the progress of the business demands better picPicture Exhibitors' League of America, is
president of the United; C. R. Seelye,
tures and more consistent pictures with
formerly of Pathe, Vitagraph and World,
lower rentals and that this' great result
is vice-president, in charge of the excan be accomplished only by co-operation.
" Whenever a co-operative plan has been
change and general business of the comsubmitted it has been impossible through
pany ;Louis F. Blumenthal, owner of the
personal and business jealousies, and up to
National theatre of Jersey City, Palace,
Classic and Annex of New York, and
the present time producers and distributors while favoring such a plan have
Palace of Brooklyn, with three other theatres now in the process of construction,
gained little headway.
" The views of all the prominent prois treasurer; Charles M. Rosenthal is secducers were secured by the officers of the
retary, and ]\Iilton M. Goldsmith has been
made general counsel.
United before the company was incorpoThe initial announcement of the United
rated, and when explained it was found
that the producers are confident that the
states that it is expected that the thirty
principal exchange centers will be covered
plan will work out brilliantly to the benefit of both producer and exhibitor by
by fifty experienced exchange managers
eliminating unnecessary waste and increasand
salesmen
by
March
1.
The
company's
ambitious plans are based upon the hope
hibitpr.
ing profits for both producer and exof securing the co-operative interest of
exhibitors throughout the country, the an" The United plan proposes to reduce
nouncement of the promoters pointing to the film rentals about 30 per cent., giving
producers a larger and quicker revenue
the success of the American Druggists
Syndicate which issued $5,000,000 worth of than under the present expensive exchange
stock to 22,000 druggists in all sections of
system.
the country at the start of its operations.
" The present living costs, experts inThe statement goes on to say:
sist, make necessary the organization of
co-operative companies in all lines of busi" The United Picture Theatres of Amerness and the United believes it has found
ica, Inc., will make no contracts to secure
pictures until 2,000 days have been signed,
afilmwayindustry.
toward genuine co-operation in the
but as a number of days have already been
secured the company expects to secure
" In a word, the United's plan is co-operative buying, so that feature pictures
4,200 days before September 1. The first
release will be announced at that time or
will be produced for 4,000 days at one operation rather than with 4,000 operations.
before and all prices will be based on that
number of days.
" The United will make further announcements of its plans from time to
" For several years many of the most
progressive leaders in the industry have

Oklahomans

Against
Deposits
of time."
Select, John Ezcll of Foursquare, LeRoy
State Branch, A. E. A., Calls on GovBickel of Metro, and others to the repreernment to Request Film Comsentation. Sixty-two exhibitors were in atpanies to Convert Money
tendance.
Held
by Them Into
Following is the text of the resolution :
Liberty Bonds
" Be it Resolved, That the American Exhibitors' Association, Oklahoma State
MEMBERS of the Oklahoma branch,
branch, in convention assembled, do hereby
American Exhibitors' Association,
give consent and authorize the United
assembled in annual convention at OklaStates Government to request that the film
homa City, February 5 and 6, went on reccompanies convert into Liberty Bonds the
ord as being opposed to the deposit system
and a resolution was unanimously adopted
vast amount of the exhibitors' money now
calling upon the government to request the held by said film companies as advance deposits for film service, such bonds to be
film companies to convert into Liberty
held by the film companies as security deBonds all exhibitors' money held by them
as advance deposits for service. Fourteen
posits on film service furnislied to the exhibitors bythe said film companies to the
new mepibers were voted in and the entire
end that this money, which is now lying
staff of officers, headed by A. B. Momand,
idle, may be used in the prosecution of the
president, was re-elected.
war. Oklahoma members of the associaRepresentatives of the various film companies were present and made short talks
tion who are now receiving interest on advance deposits, in excess of the rate paid
at the open meeting. Dallas exchanges conon Liberty Bonds agree to accept the retributed Al Russell of Arco, True Thompson of True Film Company, Doak Roberts
duction."
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Loew
to Answer
Special Showing
Mitchell who deponent (Mr. Wharton)
" Eagle's Eye " to Show at Biltmore
of the bookverily believes, (is) in charge Loew
Before Representative Patriotic
in the
Marcus
of
department
ing
—
Opinions
for
Societies
motion picture department; that Mr.
Mitchell attended at said exhibition; that
Washington's Birthday
Mr. Mitchell's view of the moTHE first three episodes of William J. following
tion picture 'and at the solicitation of Mr.
Gainsberg, the first episode of the said
Flynn's serial, "The Eagle's Eye,"
produced by Wharton Brothers at their
picture was on the 23rd day of
serial
Ithaca studio and released through the
1918, exhibited at the offices of
January,
Foursquare Pictures exchanges, will be Marcus Loew
and was viewed by Mr.
given a special showing in the grand ball Loew, Mr. Schenck and Mr. Mitchell.
room of Hotel Biltmore at 2:30 o'clock That Mr. Gainsberg notified deponent that
on Washington's Birthday, Feb- he was advised by the Loew offices that
p.m.,
ruarj' 22. The showing will be given for Mr. Loew did not care to present the
representatives of the patriotic societies of above named serial ; that they did not
New York. The complete serial is in think it advisable to book it in their thetwenty episodes. The first three were
atres owing to the fact that they catered
shown for the trade and reviewed by the to a large German patronage and that
press, at the Strand theatre, a few weeks
there was a great deal in the picture which
ago.
they feared would offend their German
The showing, indirectly, is an effectual
patrons and ' that they did not desire to
answer to the statement said to have been
present anything which would offend such
made by Marcus Loew to a New York
daily, that he had heard that the serial was
In answer to these alleged statements
made
by Mr. Loew and his representatives.
pro-German. As Chief Flynn said in makpatrons."
ing the announcement :
Chief Flynn will show the first three episodes at the Hotel Biltmore and has sent
" I have arranged this private showing
because I desire the opinion of Americans
invitations to the following societies to
as to the value of this production as a
get the members' opinion as to whether
means of creating a great patriotism and the
alleged statements were justified:
inspiring a more intense loyalty. A promiAmerican Defense Society, National Senent motion picture exhibitor, controlling
curity League, American Flag Association,
a great number of theatres, has criticised
American Legion, Colonial Dames of
America, Congress of States Society,
" The Eagle's Eye." He claims its revelations of Imperial German intrigue, espionGeorge Washington Memorial Association,
age and propaganda in America ' would be Guardians of American Liberty, Order of
too great a contrast to the thoughts and
the Founders and Patriots of America,
Star Spangled Banner Association, United
opinions
of
his
German
patrons.'
"
Theodore W. Wharton, president of Military Order of America and all the
Wharton, Inc., which company produced
greater city chapters of the Daughters of
" The Eagle's Eye," alleges in an affidavit, the American Revolution and The Sons of
the American Revolution. City officials
signed and sworn to before a notary puband many of the judges and justices of
lic,
"
that
on
Friday,
January
18,
the
.said
serial was exhibited to the trade and Fred
the city courts have been invited.

Tablet to Rothapfel
Unveiled
Saturday morning, February 17, at 1 1 :30,
at the Rivoli theatre was the time and
place of the unveiling of a bronze bas
relief tablet, presented to S. L. Rothapfel
by the members of the Famous PlayersLasky Company in recognition of the many
services he has rendered the motion picture industry. The tablet, which hangs in
the centre of the lobby of the Rivoli
theatre, Rothapfel's newest house, contains
his likeness with allegorical decorations
representing the art in the business of
which he is one of the foremost projectors.
A large gathering of film heads and
press men, including Adolph Zukor, Arthur
Friend, William L. Sherry, B. P. Shulberg,
Emile Shauer, William A. Johnston and
F. H. Hallberg attended the unveiling. Mr.
Johnston made the introductory speech,
Mr. Zukor dwelt briefly on the many events
of interest in the career of Rothapfel and
subsequent to the unveiling Hamish McLaurin, Mr. Rothapfel's press agent, invited the assembly to a lunch at Churchills.
The tablet is engraved with the names
of Zukor, Jesse Lasky and Cecil B. DeMille,
the chief directors of the Famous PlayersLasky Company and the Paramount Pictures Corporation.
Those who attended the ceremonies, the
unveiling and the luncheon were : S. L. Rothapfel, Adolph Zukor, Arthur S. Friend,
Emile E. Shauer, William A. Johnston,
William L. Sherry, B. P. Schulberg, J. C.
Graham, Julian M. Solomon, Jr., Tom
Wiley, Jim Milligan, Randall M. White,
James Beecroft, Nat S. Stronge, Milton
Lowenthal, Ernest A. Bench, Bert Adler,
A. L. Raven, F. H. Hallberg, Frederick
James Smith, Fritz Tidden, Peter Milne,
J. L. Kelly, Charles E. Moyer, A. M. Botsford, Charles E. Wagner, Patrick Kearney,
Pete J. Schmid, Walter K. Hill, L. J. Bourstcin, H. F. Randall, John C. Flinn, J. D.
Williams,
A. E. McCune and Hamish McLaurin.
Beulah Livingston Moves
Beulah Livingston, personal representative for Madame Olga Petrova, has moved
from the Times building to 125 West
Fortieth street, where she will continue to
handle the magazine, newspaper and syndicate end of Petrova's publicity work. Trade
papers are taken care of by Bert Ennis at
the Petrova Picture Company in Fortyfourth street.
Goldwyn Exchangeman
Joins Army
A. I. Shapiro, since the formation of the

company
Goldwynhas Pictures'
ager at Detroit,
resigned branch
to entermanthe
service of Uncle Sam.
He expects to be called to Camp Upton,
Yaphank, L. I.
Klotz & Streimer Move
Klotz & Streimer, Inc., announce the removal of their offices to the Fitzgerald
Building, 1482 Broadway, Room 803.
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Powers

Chairman

of

CampCommittee

Other Motion Picture Men Also Chosen to Serve in Facilitating
Use of Films in Training Stations — Meeting
Planned for Early Date
PA. POWERS, treasurer of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company,
has been asked by Raymond B. Fosdick, chairman of the Commission
• on Training Camp Activities, War Department, to serve as chairman
of a committee to co-operate in the use of motion pictures in the various training camps, and has accepted the place.
This committee, according to the list arranged by Chairman Fosdick, includes at least fourteen other motion picture men, but at this time it is not
known definitely whether they have replied to the request in the affirmative.
It is generally thought the men selected will consent to serve, and that a meeting will be called at an early date to take up the matter of films in the soldier
camps.
Tribute to Pictures
The fact that the Commission on Training Camp Activities has chosen the motion
picture as one of the most effective means
of training troops and furnishing them entertainment and relaxation as well is but
another proof of the high place held by the
celluloid drama in official circles, motion
picture men said following Chairman Fosdick's request for a committee. Proof of
this, they cite, has been evidenced more
than once since the war started, and will
doubtless leave the industrj^ in a more
solid position after the war than it has
even been. In Chairman Fosdick's letter to Mr. Powers, reference was made to
the attitude which the Training Camp
Commission held on motion pictures.
Mr. Fosdick, in his letter, said : " I
have written to the gentlemen whose
names are attached, asking them to ser\'e
on a committee to cooperate with the Commissions on Training Camp Activities of
the War and Navy Departmentse in facilitating the use of motion pictures in the
various camps and training stations. If
agreeable to you, I should like you to
serve as chairman of that committee.
" From the conferences that you have
had with Mr. Hanmer and me, and from
our correspondence, you are aware of .the
commission's attitude with respect to the
use of motion pictures. On this account
I hope that you will accept the chairmanship of this sub-committee. Mr. Hanmer
will represent the commission in this connection, and will afford j-ou every possible
facility for making effective such assistance as the committee is able to give.
" You will be notified promptly of the
acceptance of those who have been invited
to serve so that a meeting may be called
at an early date."
Fifteen 'Men Selected
The complete list of the motion picture
men selected to serve on the sub-committee
on motion pictures of the War and Na^'3•
Commissions on Training Camp Activities,
is as follows : Adolph Zukor, Famous
Players-Lask\' Corp. ; Ricord Gradwell,
World Film Co,rp. ; J. A. Berst, Pathe Exchange, Inc. ; Wm. Fox, Fox Film Corp. ;
Richard Roland, Aletro Pictures Corp. ; S.
A. LjTich, Triangle Pictures Corp. ; J. R.
Freuler, Mutual Film Corp. ; Samuel
Goldfish, Goldwyn Pictures Corp. ; George

the War and Navy Departments in facilitating the use of motion pictures in various camps and training stations, and your
request that I should serve on said committee.
" I am pleased to be of service to you
in the work you are doing, and shall be
glad to act as chairman of this committee.
I am sure that with the proper kind of
cooperation from the membership of this
proposed committee, verj' good results can
be accomplished along the lines suggested
Further developments, following the first
by you. of the newly chosen committee,
meeting
are expected shortly.
" Our

CITY'S
FAU
R LTS
YOU
Criticism of Advertising in
Various Communities
to Appear

er
ing is like many othisert
e adv
turdif
s in
fer
ngs s— pic
it
thi
ON
MOTIvar
iou cities. In some
there seems to be an epidemic
of bad display work, other
centers are known for the excellence of their exploitation.
In some, too, the newspapers
and exhibitors are co-operating
for mutual benefit You will
be glad to know of the methods
that are being followed, so that
you can adapt them to your
locality and get the proven
benefits.
This will be the first serious,
intelligent effort to get at the
troubles in various sections,
and these articles are sure to
attract the attention of exhibitors, exchange men and
newspapers everywhere. They
will carry analyses of the advertising as a whole and examinations of individual cases.
Omaha will be the first city.
It will be taken up in the next
issue. Watch for the announcement of your city.

Kleine, General Film Corp. ; D. W. Griffith, Motion Picture Producers Assn.; Albert E. Smith, Vitagraph Company; O. G.
Cocks, Advisorj- Secy., Xat. Bd. of Review ;W. D. McGuire, Exec. Secy., Nat.
Bd. of Review ; P. A. Powers, Universal
Film Mfg. Company; Lee F. Hanmer (exofficio). Commissions on Training Camp
Activities of the War and Navy Depts.
In accepting the chairmanship of the
committee, Mr. Powers said in his letter
to Chairman Fosdick : " I am in receipt
of your letter of the 1st, advising me that
you have notified a number of the men
in the motion picture industry- to serve on
a committee to cooperate with the Commissions on Training Camp Activities of

Navy " Shown
White House

at

Prizma
color
duced under
the pictures,
direction " ofOurDr.Navy,"
GeorgeproA.
Dorsey, were shown in the East Room of
the White House, Friday, February 11, for
the review of President and Mrs. Wilson
and members of the Cabinet. This is the
first time since the beginning of the war
that a motion picture has been shown in
the Executive Mansion at Washington,
D. C. The President was unable to attend
the private showing held at the Washington Press Club, on February 8. He expres ed adesire
to see Dr.
picture and
the showing
was Dorsey's
arrangedcolor
for
screening at the White House. Dr. Dorsey
said that President Wilson expressed himself as more than pleased with the exhibition and said that the dignity and the
greatness of the Navy had been portrayed
in a manner that could not help but please
any American.
Secretary of the Navy Josephus Daniels
was the guest of honor at the Press Club
showing. Officers of the Navy and Army,
chiefs of Government bureaus, members of
Congress and other distinguished guests
were present. At the conclusion of the
showing Secretary Daniels expressed his
gratification at having witnessed the most
remarkable, realistic and life-like pictures
of the American Navy he had ever seen
projected and said that he hoped the pictures would be shown in every city, town
and hamlet in the United States. Both
President Wilson and Secretary Daniels
thanked Dr. Dorsey for the courtesy extended them and complimented him on his
excellent production.
Eaton Will Make Red
Cross Pictures
Jack Eaton, president of Town and
Country Films, Inc., has been commissioned
to make the next Red Cross pictures to
be used in connection with the second war
fund drive, which will begin the early part
of May. With Frank D. Sniffen, head of
the motion picture department of the drive,
Mr. Eaton and James Montgomery Flagg
have gone to New Orleans to take the
exterior scenes for the production. The
picture will be known as " The Spirit of
the Red Cross."
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Films
Make
Many
New
Readers
This Is Conclusion Reached by the townspeople?' the majority seemed to feel
that the influence upon library readers had
Library Journal, in which Adnot been appreciable, but that with the
visory Secretary Cocks of
group of non readers there was a decided
Board of Review Concurs
change. Among those who frequented the
libraries evenings there was a falling off
THAT instead of being rivals for public
of requests for books and also of readers
attention, as they have long been considered, motion pictures and libraries may
within the buildings because of the attractivenes of the motion pictures. There was
meet each other half way and walk hand
also an increased desire to read popular
in hand along the highway of culture, to
fiction, some of it not up to the standard of
their mutual benefit and the common good,
the books on the shelves of the libraries.
is the conclusion which the Library JourSome few readers had been stimulated to
nal arrives at editorially in its current numrequest books of travel, and another small
ber. The issue is specialized on this subject. The editorial points out that motion
group to demand the standard works of
pictures are now more and more finding
fiction and the classics as a result of pictures discussing these themes in the comtheir subjects in great books, such as " Quo
mercial motion picture houses.
V'adis " and " Les Miserables," and that
many house managers are appending a
"
One
result of the motion pictures
word to their films to the effect that the exhibiteddirect
in given centers is an increased
books may be found upon the shelves of the demand for fiction dealing with the stories
local libraries. As a feature of the issue exhibited. In a majority of cases this was
the Journal prints a list of book films re- after the film had been shown.
cently approved by the National Board of
"In response to the inquiry: 'Do new
Review and states that the list v^-ill be readers request books which have been
augmented from time to time if libraries
made into motion pictures?' twenty-six
prove sufficiently interested.
answered imqualifiedly in the affirmative.
Among several articles on this subject is Nineteen stated that requests came to a
limited extent and six answered in the
one written by Orrin G. Cocks, advisory
secretary of the National Board of Review,
negative. It is, of course, impossible to
in which he discusses the responses to a decide just what causes a neAV reader to request a certain book of fiction unless he
questionnaire sent out to libraries throughout the country some time ago, the article makes a positive statement. There is apparently adrift on the part of motion picbeing entitled, " Motion Pictures and Readture habitues to the libraries without a
ing Habits." In taking up the questions
contained in the questionnaire, he says : " In very decided attempt being made by either
the motion picture exhibitors or the librarresponse changed
to^the question:
' Have
the ofmotion
pictures
the reading
habits
your
ians to accelerate it."
44
Smoke
Week"
Country-wide Campaign Set in Motion in the Interests of " Our
Boys
in France Tobacco
" been made by
ARkANGExMENTS
Fund had
February 16 at the headquarters in
New York of " Our Boys in France
Tobacco Fund " whereby the following
week, designated as "Washington's Birthday
Smoke Week," would sec in force a concentrated drive, participated in by every
city in the country, in the interests of the
fund.
Not only have the various newspapers
and magazines which are now receiving
contributions for the sending of tobacco to
our boys across the seas given wide-spread
publicity and assistance to make " Smoke
Week " a success, but negotiations were
completed whereby a chain of large tobacco
stores stretching from coast to coast will
donate a certain percentage of their receipts tohelp swell the already large fund.
In order to properly impress the minds
of the public with the importance of
" Smoke Week " a series of appropriate
posters for display in railroad stations,
street cars and on various bill-boards
throughout the country were prepared under the supervision of Bert Ennis, publicity
director. These lithographs arc striking in
design and were executed by a leading
magazine arti'f.

Sees
Drive
It is deemed Big
especially appropriate
that
the seven days in which the celebration of
the birthday of the country's first President, George Washington, occurs, should
have been selected as the time for a vigorous campaign to secure contributions for
our present-day fighters now enduring the
discomforts and dangers of the trenches
" over there," in order that we may have
security and peace.
CIGARETTE FUND REMITTANCES
Previously acknowledged $1,492.56
Orpheum theatre, Kalispell,
Mont,, F. W. Stirker,
Prop
$15.10
From Los Angeles office :
Manager Glimm, Garrick
theatre, Los Angeles... 4.21
J, Rialto,
A. Quinn,
Quinn's 1.11 20.42
Los Mgr.,
Angeles
Two boxes (abr,ut 800) cigarettes
from
$1,512.98
Clinton Square theatre, Albany, N. Y.

Tax Proposed in
Manitoba
Hon. Edward Brown, provincial treasurer for Manitoba, moved the second reading of his Amusement Tax bill in the legislature at the first session of the current
week. He said its purpose was to entirely
supplement the province's revenue. There
had been three and a half years of war and,
except for the patriotic levy, this was the
first war measure tax to be levied on Manitobans. This province and Saskatchewan
were the only ones in the Dominion without
a theatre tax at present, he said.
The bill, said Mr. Brown, provided for a
voluntary tax, for nobody was compelled to
go to the theatre. He had been informed
that the tax on amusements was the most
popular one in Ontario and Quebec. He
expected the revenue from the tax to be
about $200,000 yearly and that would practically take the place from the lost revenue
from the sale of liquor licenses, which followed the passing of the Temperance Act.
The second reading carried, and now the
bill is to go before the law amendments
committee, where it will be fought tooth
and nail by the motion picture men and
proprietors of legitimate houses, who have
retained legal counsel for that purpose.
Another Cameraman
Answers Call
Harry Thorpe of the Douglas Fairbanks
photographic staff, while in the midst of
filming " Headin' South," the new Artcraft Picture, received a notification from
Washington, commissioning him to report immediately to the Aerial School of
Photography, San Antonio, Texas.
This leaves the photographing of
" Headin' South " entirely in the hands
of chief Cameraman Hugh McClung, who
is training three new students, Glenn McWilliams, Len Powers and Connie De Roo,
to turn extra cameras on the scenes in
which Fairbanks does a difficult stunt or
when
a great number of " extras " are
employed.
B.Lilletin Merges with Picture Digest
The Motion Picture Bulletin, which for
the past two years has been published by
the Canadian Universal Film Co., Ltd., as a
combined trade paper and house organ, has
effected a merger with the Moving Picture
Digest of Montreal. The new publication
will be issued weekly in Toronto, to be
known as the Canadian Moving Picture Digest. Merrick R. Nutting, who launched
the Digest some years ago in Montreal, will
act as business'manager and Raymond S.
Peck, who has been in charge of The Bulletin, will become managing editor of the
Digest.
Omaha

Monday " Boost " Attacked
Much opposition has been expressed in
Richmond, Va., regarding the " holiday
rate " that has been charged at the motion
picture theatres on heatless Mondays. Protests are heard on the streets as well as
through the columns of the papers.

Theatre Makes Red
Cross Record
During the Red Cross drive in Omaha,
Neb., the Strand, a motion picture house,
raised more money than any two of the
$2 " legitimate " houses combined. This
theatre reported the largest returns of any
amusement places in Omaha.
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What

Kind

of

a

Fellow

Is —

Greene?
"No!"
Being a Glance at the Real Human Side of the Big
is'
this
,
men
likeness of a
He reminds us of the
No, notgenatle
Men of the Picture Game
Caught in Action
vniiversity professor of
diplomat — who could keep
silent in seven languages.
By William A. Johnston
Pedagogics.
His reserve, however,
This is a picture of
is that of reserve strength. You have a feeling that he is holding
Walter E. Greene, film man.
Film man, is right.
a lot back — a lot he knows and a lot he intends to, and can do.
Mr. Greene knows the film business from A to Z.
He takes things easily in his quiet, unassertive way, and is hard
to provoke. But when he is provoked he will go the limit.
This doesn't mean from Abrams to Zukor.
His clothes reflect him. They are negative. He is neatly
Mr. Greene got his film knowledge first hand, dating back to the
days of Greene's Features in New England; since which time no
dressed ; but he evidently doesn't give a rip about their effect
other name has bobbed up more frequently or centrally in the upon you.
swift evolutions of the American picture mart.
He is argument proof. If he agrees with you he says " Yes,"
if he doesn't he says "No." That's all there is to it. He just
W. E. Greene was Hiram Abrams' first boss. Boss and employee were so necessary each to the other that they did the in- smiles at you — pleasantly, but frigidly — back of his professorial
evitable thing— became partners.
glasses.
He seems to regard conversation as a weakness no man should
And partners they always will be — in some form or other.
They make an ideal partnership because they are as unlike as indulge in.
Of course, this
two poles.
A good story is
told of their early
gives him lots of
time to execute. Not
business association.
talking much, he acts
W. E. Greene fired —
a great deal. And he
in righteous indignation— a salesman
certainly
execute. Indoes
his quiet,
who spoke discourteously of his partconcentrated, s e 1 fcontained way — he
ner, Hiram Abrams.
does things.
Hiram Abrams —
He knows picture
with a smile — took
values.
him right back. " He
He is not creative
was a good salesor
imaginative. He
mAbrams.
a n," said Mr.
leaves that end of
the business to the
Two personalities
more different could
producer. But he
knows pictures when
scarcely be imagined.
they are made and
If Mr. Abrams' perwhat to do with
sonality is pink in
them.
tone, Mr. Greene's is
There are few
lily white. If Mr.
men in the trade as
Abrams radiates
the , genial warmth
deeply and thorougho f Southern
ly interested
in pictures. They are
the
climes, Mr.
soup-to-nuts of his
Greene — with
daily life. He opens
all his nice
his interest in them
courtesy — is —
as he opens his
well, he's praceggs
morning
tical New Engat theeach
Hotel.
He
land all over.
We had an
eats,
drinks,
thinks
pictures all day long.
interview with
At night he crawls
Mr. Greene,
into bed and reads
but modesty
Motion Picture
forbids us to
News.
publish it.
It is stated to us
It turned out
that Mr. Greene
to be an interdoesn't know a war
view with ouris
goingbetween
on — except
selves.
that
the
Shuberts and Klaw &
We proposed
questions and
answered them
Erlanger.
don't
believe
this We
isbytrue
—
of a man
the
at length. It
would have
name of Greene
from New England.
made a good
editorial, but it
Just the same, we
do believe that Mr.
would scarcely
be classed as
Greene takes more
an interview.
interest 1268)
in the distriMr. Greene
bution map of the
United States and
simply said :
{Continued on page
" Yes! "
■ — or —
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All Eighty Per
Jclh oj iliv W ur's
EffectCenter
on Business
Motion Picture News.
Gentlemen: Enclosed please find check for the
" News."
journal
would
the 80A perremarkable
cent, man dotrade
without
it? — what
By the way, it may interest you to hear how the
tax has affected us. Well, we have lost about
$350
was war
" wished
" on theus.inhabitants
Unless a
small since
town same
has some
industry
have all they can do to exist with the H. C. O. L.
and contributions to the various charities, etc.
Therefore, the luxuries of life have to be omited
by most of our former patrons. Some day, some
practical administrator will be able to distinguish
between
the adjust
city theatre
and the " small
town "
theatre and
taxes accordingly.
It amused
us
to
read
that
"
big
business
"
was
done
Monday holidays in the cities. We had an the
attendance of 118 and 116 respectively, so what do
we care which day we close? We advertise in the
local papers and post our town like a circus, but
until the war is over we will be lucky to continue,
even as we are at present.
You will occasionally read where some egotistical yap will roast any exhibitor who complains
and will assert that it is the unfortunate exhibitor's fault. The charms of a good healty country
life cause situation
many a that
" liveexists
wire in" tomostput small
up with
the
financial
towns.
The small town man, usually, owns his own home,
and
ment.is content with a small margin on his investHad the tax been adjusted properly, there is no
doubt that no complaint would have been made
by the rifices
" small
man."theyHowever,
our been
sacwill win town
the war,
will not ifhave
made in vain. We will try to keep going, as we
want to do our bit. We are not squealing; we
arc just stating matters as they exist, and Mr.
Critic, remember, the Big Town man of to-day
was the Small Town man of yesterday. It takes
some nerve to run a theatre in mountain and valblizzards,
taxesley towns
to bewithcounted
in. 30 to 40 below zero, and
Yours very truly,
H. E. CANE, West Street Theatre,
Coudersport, Pa.
P. S. — How many city theatres would pay taxes
on a loser? Patriotism is easy for a Winner!
hat's Good Enough for the Small House
Is Good Enough for the Large
Editor. Motion Picture News.
Dear Sir: On Page 736 "Motion Picture
issue February
1918,reviewer
I read said
a review
ofNewstwo " comedies
and note2, the
they
were inexpensive productions, and would serve as
fillers for the average small town house.
Now Mr. Johnston, if those comedies are not
good enough for the large houses, certainly they
are not good enough for the small houses. I
cannot sec why producers and distributors alike
think that anything will do for a small house.
This is one of the things which is playing an important part in killing the 80 per centers. Give
the small town house good films, and a very good
part of their battles are won. The small man has
to await the minimum price, and this means wornout film and poor satisfaction to his patrons.
Now Mr. Johnston, you are wrong in thinking
that films which are not good enough for the small
house. Our patrons demand as good as any
house, and I believe if a comedy is not good
enough for one house, then it is not good .nough
for the other.
Wishing yourself
continued
success.
Yours and
truly,the " News "
LUDWIG GEILING, Proprietor.
Maje«ic Theatre, Baldwin, La.
A

Word Regarding the Ever-Shifting Exchange Managers
Motion Picture News.
Gentlemen: In reply to your recent article unShifted-Exchangeman "
permitder themeheading,
to say "a Never
few words.
I
heartily
agree
with
"
Never
Shifted" deliver
" in many
of his statements, for when you
the
goods
"
your
position
nowadays
is
usually
secure.
The writer was employed by only one company,
which covered a period of three and one-half
yean, and worked up from office boy to manabut have now been in business for myself
• ince ger,1913.
There is one exception I wish to make, and at
the »ame time request the New York office to
give heed to, it being the rule and NOT THE
EXCEPTION.
A man it selected who has made good in a
certain territory and sent to a new field; because
he ha* done things back home he is expected in
ten to tbiny days to show a profit, systematize

Motion

WE

SENT

IT

Exhibitor Wanted Namd
for His Theatre and
He Got It
varie
workits for
thed
e of
coursled
the detai
IN and
benefit of the exhibitor the
Motion
Picture News is
sending out a blank to certain
exhibitors asking for informal
tion.
One of these lines provides
forThe
" Name
Theatre."
man ofwho
received the
letter was just building a new
house, but he knew the sort of
service that the NEWS is giving. So he filled out that line:
" Send us one."
And he got a suggestion of
a name by the next mail.
There isn't any sort of service that you cannot ask from us.
And the best part of it is that
YOU GET IT.

the office, quainted
stopwith the
exhibitors'
and get actrade, complaints
etc.
Is there any other business in this fair land of
ours that asks these impossible things? No motter how well posted Mr. Manager is in the motion
picture business he must familiarize himself with
the the local conditions, and you give him a
Herculean
you insist upon results before two ortask
fourwhen
months.
The frequent changes are the cause of so
much dissatisfaction and lack of confidence of
the exhibitors in the exchanges with the above
described policy. For the betterment of the
picture business the BIG BOYS IN THE
SWIVEL CHAIRS should change their policy.
Hoping to see these few lines in your valued
columns,
best wishes for your continued
success, Iandam withSincerely
yours,
ABE H. KAUFMAN.
Kaufman Specials, Memphis, Tenn.
Suggests Campaign to Store Up Coal This
Summer
Motion Picture News.
Gentlemen: I am enclosing a clipping from the
Cleveland News. We are situated right here in
the coal district and there is no reason why we
should be shut down, only that it is our patriotic
duty as Americans to take our medicine with a
smile. Next year we may have heatless weeks
instead of heatless days if we do not put in our
coal this Summer. So I suggest every picture
show in the United States run a slide reading:
" To avoid heatless weeks next Winter put in your
Every the
picture
acoalpagenow."
ad. reading
same. magazine should run
We have the power to help — whyS. notC. use
it?
VALE.
Vale's Theatres, Dennison, Ohio.
A Word for the Small Town Motion Theatre Man
Editor, Motion Picture News.
Dear Sir: I have always thought that as for
the little show, I mean of 200 seats, that the
items in the different trade papers took no notice
of us. For that reason when Mr. Rembusch
asked me if I had sent him in a report on my
war business I asked him " What's the use? "
and when he f;ot through telling me " What's the
use,"
I sent
Now men
all you
exhibitors
get inbusymy andreport.
help these
out. small
Out
here
we
don't
grumble
at
the
Government,
a lot of us are to keep our business, therebutwillif
have to be a change for the better. Whether we
pay
the public
pays the admission
tax dependsit
upon oryour
local conditions.
I tried collectmg

Picture

News

for three months. Three of my near competitors
paid it themselves, and, I am sorry to say, so it
came to the point where I had to pay it also.
As to raising prices, there is a limit. You can't
say to the public " pay me more " — suppose the
public won't? As Mr. Laemmle says, " Well, you
can quit."
I do think,
this to
fifteen
cent
tax is awfully
unfairthough,
to us. that
I VTTOte
the
Revenue Collector at Washington and asked him
if there was a tax on films of a year old, and they
said there was no tax on films released or sold
previous to October 3, 1917. But, all the same,
I was paying fifteen cents tax on films twelve
months old. You got to hand it to the film men
on that
that, the
fifteen centquestion,
tax must for,
be aaccording
good clearto profit.
I may
be mistaken in my surmise, but all the same it
will do no harm to send in your report and try
for a square deal.
C. M.
Cozy, Anderson, Ind.
Porter Makes Trip in Interests of Simplex
The recent five-day shut-down imposed
by the Fuel Administration was utilized to
good advantage by Manager E. M. Porter
of the Precision Machine Co., who seized
the opportunity to visit the various Simdistributors in the eastern and centralplexstates.
Mr. Porter's flying trip comprehended
the cities of Philadelphia, Washington,
Pittsburgh, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit
and Kansas City, and he found the business in Simplex projectors to be satisfactory in all quarters. This, he avers, speaks
well for the zone system of Simplex distribution, with an exclusive distributor in
each territory. Mr. Porter also believes in
active competition between manufacturers.
Industrial Film Shows
Motors in War
In co-operation with C. D. Studebaker,
manager of the Firestone Time and Rubber Company,
Universal's
industrial
department
has Inc.,
produced
a picture
titled,
" Over the Roads to War," a patriotic film.
Based on the saving of Paris by General
Gallieni in August, three years ago, when
he commandeered every available automobile and motor truck and rushed thousands
of the republic's warriors to meet the onrushing hordes of the Kaiser, turning them
back and saving the French capital by his
quick thinking, the film shows how the
motor car is helping the Allies win the
war.
What

Kind of a Fellow Is —
Greene?
{Continued from page 1267)
Canada,
of
Europe.than he does in the war map
It is not quite fair to Mr. Greene to
say that our interview was wholly negative on his part.
He said two things of considerable consequence and close to our heart.
First, that business is mighty good and
going to be even better.
Secondly, that the smaller house needed
help and was going to get it.
And, as we say, we have great faith in
Mr. Greene's judgment and execution.
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TITLE, STAR, AND BRAND
ALIAS MRS. JESSOP (Emily Stevens— Met.)
ALIMONY (Lois Wilson— First National)
AMERICAN WIDOW, AN (Ethel Barrymore— Met.).
AVENGING TRAIL (Harold Lockwood— Met.) .
BECAUSE OF A WOMAN (Belle Bennett— Tri.;
BETTY TAKES A HAND (Olive Thomas— Tri.) . .
BLIND ADVENTURE, THE (Edw. Earle— Vit.) . .
BROADWAY LOVE (Dorothy Phillips— Blue)
CINDERELLA MAN, THE (Mae Marsh— Gold.) .
CONVICT 773 (Mrs. Castle— Pathe)
DAUGHTER OF DESTINY (Madame Petrova— First Nat,
DAUGHTER OF THE GODS (Annette Kellermann—
Fox St.)
DAYBREAK (Emily Stevens— Met.)
DEVIL STONE, THE (Geraldine Farrar— Art.).

DIAMONDS AND PEARLS (Kitty Gordon— World) . .
DODGING A MILLION (Mabel Normand— Gold.)
DOOR BETWEEN, THE (Ruth Clifford— Blue)
ETERNAL TEMPTRESS (Lina Cavalieri— Para.)
FAIR BARBARIAN (Vivian Martin— Para.) .
FANATICS (J. Barney Sherry— Tri.)
FIELDS OF HONOR (Mae Marsh— Gold.) .
FOR LIBERTY (Gladys BrockweU— Fox) . . .
FOR Gold.)
THE FREEDOM OF THE WORLD (SpecialFRAMING FRAMERS (Chas. Gunn— Tri.)
GHOSTS OF YESTERDAY (Norma Talmadge— Sel.) .
GIFT O* GAB (Jack Gardner— K.E.S.E.)
GIRL BY THE ROADSIDE (Violet Mersereau— Blue.) .
GOOD FOR NOTHING, THE (BlackweU-Greeley— W.)
GOWN OF DESTINY, THE (Alma Reubens— Tri.)
HEART OF A LION (Wm. Farnum— Fox St.)
HER SILENT SACRIFICE (Alice Brady— Sel.)
HIGH SIGN, THE (Herb. Rawlinson— Uni.)
HIRED MAN, THE (Chas. Ray— Para.)
HIS MOTHER'S BOY (Charles Ray— Para.)
HIS OWN PEOPLE (Morey, Leslie— Vita.)
HONEYMOON, THE (Const. Talmadge— Sel.)
IN THE BALANCE (Earl Williams- Vita.)
JULES OF THE STRONG HEART (Geo. Beban— Para.)
KINGDOM OF LOVE, THE (Jewel Carmen— Fox) ... .
LAND OF PROMISE (BilUe Burke— Para.)
LEARNIN'PATRIOT,
OF JIM BENTON
Stewart—Pathe)
Tri.) ..
LITTLE
THE (Baby(RoyOsborne—

W.
Big Big
Big Big
EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
N.
Ave Ave,
Ave.
"Good show, star not popular." "Very good picture." "Title killed it." "Very
Ave,
good, really funny, pleased small crowd." "Very satisfactory."
presented play that thoroughly pleased our patrons." "Good." "Very
Big "Nicely
acceptable." "Nice business, star's work liked."
Ave, Ave Ave Ave "Good,
clean, average business getter." "Good, but patrons like Ethel Barrymore in dramatic roles better" (N.). "Good entertainment" (S.). "Average
picture" (W.). "Don't care for her in this" (N.). "Very good" (N.). "Why
put Barrymore in young girl parts?" (W.).
Ave. Ave,
"Very pleasing play." "Good picture, beautiful scenes, good photography —
Ave.
Lockwood a drawing card." "Unsuited to star." "Too rough, not up to
Big
"Fair." "People like this star dressed up."
Big
Ave,
Ave,
Ave, "Astandard."
Big
good show." "Pleasing picture, but would stand more trimming." "Good,
Ave,
but
too
long
for story."
"Verypleasing"
good."
Ave, Ave.
Ave Ave, Ave "Very good." "Not
great, but
Ave, Ave
Ave,
"Above
average
program
release."
Ave,
Big
Ave, Extra
"Dorothy Phillips is gaining friends fast here" (S.).
Ave.
Big
"Kind that pleases all." "Best Marsh release." "A very good picture." "Best
Goldwyn since 'Polly.' " "Great — we want more like this." "Goldwyn's best
so far." "Great." "Excellence of this picture brought added business second
Ave.
day,
star not popular yet." (For further comments, see issue of Feb. 9. )
Big "Picturethough
Ave Ave. Ave, Ave,
good for a convict story, and photography .fine."
Ave,
Big
"Very good, though too little action, no punch, — however, is the best she has
ever appeared in" (W.). "Simply terrible" (E.). " 'Petrova's best,' was the
comment of my audience" (W.). "Fair drawing card" (E.). "Scenery and
costumes
unexcelled"
(E.). (S.).
"Did not appeal to all, but decidedly better than
Big
recent
previous
Petrovas"
Big Extra Extra
"Broke
all
records"
(S.).
"Good
box-office attraction, could boost it big — it's
Ave
well worth it" (N.).
Ave. Ave, Ave. "Good
picture,
story
well
carried
with
a good
climax."
good,story,
star liked.'
"Good — the song a gem." "Star not
popular
here.""Very
"Good
strong '
Ave.
cast,
good
photography."
"Good
picture."
"Good,
but
padded
too
much."
Ave.
production, very pleasing, star excellent" (E.). "Did not appeal very
Big Big "Fine
strong to our patrons, just an average business" (N.). "Splendid picture,
Big Big
but box-office said otherwise" (W.). "Not Farrar's best." "Great picture,
but didshallnotbroughtgetmore
us much
business
good."all "TuUy
comment
for onhis two
workdays."
in this "Very
play rhan
the onesMarwe
Ave, Ave. Ave. Ave. have ever run."
"Fair
picture."
"Good."
"Something
different,
and they liked it." "Another feather in Goldwyn's cap."
Ave, Ave, Ave. Ave. "Not
as pleasing
as most Bluebirds, not a good character for Salisbury" (E.).
Ave.
"Very
good"
(N.).
Ave.
Ave, Ave.
"Just a picture — nothing to rave over." "Star does not register, poor picture."
"Very good" (S.). "Fine production, poor box-office attraction." "Very
good, poor business." "Too heavy, not enough laugh." "Very poor, smallest
Big
Ave.
Ave.
house
we ever had" (N.).
Ave.
Ave,
"Extra good." "Good comedy, but 'local color' simply awful." "Best ParaBig
mount picture in many montis." "Fine comedy drama — kept them laughBig
ing." "Vivian Martin at her best — clever star."
Ave, Ave, Ave. Ave
"Very
good
picture, star no draw here" (S.). "Not up to standard, but drew
Ave,
rather good here" (W.).
Big Poor
Big Ave.
Big Ave. "Morbid,
uninteresting" (S.). "Fine, very well liked by '400' calss" (E.). "A
Big Big Big
Ave. Ave.
disappointment."
"Very
good picture." "Fine picture, good business." "Timely subject, good."
Big
"Star has drawing power" (W.). "Good" (N.). "Story great, star weak" (N.).
"Good picture." "Nice picture." "Two days' capacity and pleased everyone."
"Good of its kind, big business, well liked" (W.). "A dandy picture."
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Poor
title, fair business." "Very good."
Big
"Star
well liked." "Star better than ever — corking good production." "Another
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
pleasing
Talmadge
production."
Big Big
Gardner
a comer." "Good picture, but failed to repeat after
Ave. "Very pleasing;
first
day"
(W.).
"Light
comedy, very entertaining." "Fair picture." "Fine."
Ave.
Ave.
"A
clean
picture
that
pleased."
very pleasing in this."
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Good." "Better than her last one.""Star"Fair
picture."
Ave. Poor Poor Ave.
"Good
picture."
"Average
picture."
"Fair
program picture."
Ave. "Very good, but didn't draw." "No end — four
different stories."
"Getting back to his old drawing power."
"Very good picture." "Good
picture."
"Best
picture
we
ever
ran."
"Work
of star fine." "Big business in
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
face of a blizzard and 36 below."
"Good." "Not consistent with Select Standard — star good." "Failed to draw —
Alice
Ave. Ave.
"Star makes
does notgood
drawappearance,
here" (E.). natural, may possibly grow in favor" (W.).
Big Ave. "Very
Ave.
good — great" (N.).
Big
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
"Very good picture." "Good, should have given longer run." "Best Ray has
Ave, Ave. Ave.
done; title hurts drawing power."
Ave. "Very
good picture, star will draw better in time." "Too much 'silly kid' stuff."
"Did not please as well as previous Ray pictures." "Ray is getting popular
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
withuptheto 'regulars.'
Not
standard" " (S.).
"Very pleasing pictiire, clever direction."
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. ■'The
usual Earl Williams picture; pleases some, but star does not vary recently
in his characterizations." "Biggest business we have ever done on Williams"
(S.). "Excellent; gave entire satisfaction." "Publicity of 'The Hillman,'
from
which it is taken, will get the money if exploited properly." "Goodpicture."
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
"A well liked picture."
'Beban's
best." "A fine picture but he does not draw here" (S.). "Extra good"
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Good
(N.). attraction"
"Pleased, one
best."not draw" (E.). "No drawing card" (W.).
(S.).of his
"Does
"Fair
business,
good
picture."
"Poor title, stereotyped dance-hall-girl-parson
Ave.
Big Ave. Ave.
Big Ave.
"Has the merit of being different, only my patrons did not care for the story
"Opinion divided. Just a fair picture and average drawing card." "Fair
picture."
pleased."
"Extra
picture."
story." as"Well
charming
usual,donebutandstory
fails to "Fair."
please; with
slightgoodchange
in last"Star
reel
would
go
big."
"Cast
and
play
pleased."
Ave.
Poor
Ave. Ave.
"Good Western." "Poor production."
,Big Big "Good enough for any theatre to show."
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TITLE, STAR, AND BRAND

Big
Big

MAGDA (Clara KimbaU Young— Sel.).
MAN'S MAN. A (Warren Kerrigan— Paralta) .
MANX
MAN, THE (Geo. Loane Tucker ProductionGold.)
MARIONETTES,
THE (C. K. THE
Young—
Sel.)
MARRIAGE SPECULATION,
(MUdred
Manning
—Vita.)
MATERNAL SPARK, THE (Irene Hunt— Tri.)
MENACE, THE iC. Griffith, E. Overton— Vita.)
MISSMut.)
JACKIE OF THE ARMY (Margarita Fischer—
MODERN MUSKETEER, A (Doug. Fairbanks— Art.)
MRS. DANE'S DEFENSE (Pauline Frederick— Para.) . .
MY LITTLE BOY (Ella Hall— Blue.).
MY UNMARRIED WIPE (Carmel Myers— Blue.)
NAN OF MUSIC MOUNTAIN (Wallace Reid— Para.) . .
NEARLY MARRIEto (Madge Kennedy— Gold )
-Sel.) .
NEW YORK LUCK (William Russell— Mut.)
OVER METHERE
Richman, Alice Q. NielsonPAY
(.Jewel(Charles
Production)
POPPY (Norma Talmadge— Sel.)
PRICE OF A GOOD TIME (Jewell Production) .
1 HE OF NEW YORK, THE (Geo. Walsh— Fox) .
RAGGEDY QUEEN, THE fViolet Mersereau— Blue.) .
KEDEMPTION (Evelyn Ncsbit Thaw— State R.)
RED,Met.)
WHITE AND BLUE BLOOD (Bushman-Bayne-

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big

SECRET OF THE STORM COUNTRY (Norma Talmadge— Sel.)
Big
Ave
Big
Poor Poor
Big Ave.
Big

Ave
Ave,
Big
SIRENS OF THE SEA (Jewel Production)
Ave.
SMALL TOWN GUY, THE (Taylor Holmes— K.E.S.E.) Ave
SNAP JUDGMENT (William Russell- Mut.)
•Mel.) .
Big
Ave.
SPIRIT OF 10 Jack Pickford -Para.^ .
SQUARE DECEIVER, THE (Harold LockwoodSILENT LADY, THE (Zoe Rae— Uni.)..
SIN WOMAN (Irene Fenwick— Hoffman; .

STELLA MARIS (Mary Pickford- Art.

News

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE

"Good production,
"Excellent."
"Returnordinary
business story."
to capacity." "Going big on second weok" (W.).
"Extra big entire week." "Swell picture" (N.). "A great picture, and a good
drawing card, with plenty of exciting situations." "Could recomme nd thii
subject for any theatre." "Excellent." "Average picture." "Well cast,
Big
holds thrilling interest to end with surprising finish."
Ave.
Big
"Very
good picture." "Good picture but did not draw." "Big business, pleased"
Ave. Big
"Started well, then 'flopped.' Star crowds out supporting cast; too much
Ave.
C. K. Y.; finish very poor." "A sex picture, minus the 'punch'; neither one
thing
of Jan.nor17.)the other; production artistic." (For further comment, see issue
Big
Extra
"Our
patrons said this was the best picture we ever had in the house" (S.).
Big
"Very fine production" (W.). "Went over very big" (N.). "Kerrigan's best
"Turned hundreds away first night" (N.). "Very good picture, not so much
Ave.
Ave.
pulling power"
(W.). "Wonderful picture — a little too long" (N.). "Fine
picture."
production.""Should have drawn better." "Drew well, though rather too long
due
to
English
style
"Very wonderful" (E.).of directing and acting."
Ave.
Ave.
Moreno good — held over extra day."
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Poor
"Very good, different sort of story." '
Ave. Ave. Ave. Poor
Ave.
drawing— both
card."are "Good."
Big "Not
"Good a picture
going to make stars." "Fair production."
Big Big
little
picture
—
business-getter."
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "A notpleasing
much." '"This star not
neverbig."
draws"Fair,
with notus"good
(N.).
"Good, people "Bad
liked —it
very much"
(N.).
Extra Extra
Big Extra Extra "Splendid,
a knockout"
(E.). "Best Fairbanks yet" (S.). "Best thing Doug.
has done." "Very satisfactory feature from every standpoint." "First good
Big
laughs
we
have
heard
in
our housebut forhardly
some a time."
show for the tired business man."
Big "Very good." "Excellent picture,
Ave.
"Good production; story did not register." "Very good picture, but expected
more
from
Pauline."
"Unsatisfactory
ending
— -leading man not popular
here" (N.).
Big
Ave.
Ave. "Fine Christmas picture, pleased everyone." "One of the best Bluebird hat
made." "Everyone satisfied, splendid cast, went over big in high class locality."
"Fine feature." "Beautiful, very well liked."
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Big "Excellent,
"Good." "Inpleased
a dresseverybody."
suit would make a bigger hit." "Very good." "Exciting
Western
with
very pleasing effects." "Great picture." "Extra good show" (W.).
Big
"Star and play both good." "Good Western, Reid well liked."
Big
Ave.
Big Ave
Big
Big Big"Comedy one of best shown, star rapidly coming to front." Photography wonBig Big
derful, star"Well
has advantage
of appearing
Goldwyn
has (For
put other
out."
Big Big
"Great."
liked,
clean
comedy." in"Abest
magnetic
star."
Ave. Ave.
comment,
see
issue
of
Jan.
26.)
Ave.
Ave. "A very good picture."
Big Ave, Ave.
Ave.
Big
"Very good war picture — drew good business at advanced prices."
Ave.
"Fine Western." "Great production that lives up to its advcr' ismg."
"Above the average." "Good production." "Very good business."
Ave. Big
excellent" (W.). "Pleased everybody, but not easy to get them in" (W.).
Ave. Big "Very
"Fine production, title makes some people stay away, gets others in" (E.).
"Classy;
wonderful "Great
production."
Big
"This is a dandy."
favorite here." "Ran c'ose second to Fairbanks
'Reaching for Moon.'" "Fast gaining in popularity in all our houses." "Great
show."
"Star
always
pleases."
"Picture full of punch." "Fine picture, lots
Big
Big
Big Ave.
of 'kick'." "Very good picture." "Geo. Walsh is Fox's best star." "Walsh
Big Poor
Poor
Poor
his picture."
best, good "Mersereau
as any Fairbanks."
"A"Anatpoor
better good
than attendance
this."
Extra Big
exceptionally
good
picture, canwelldoacted,
at raised prices."
Big
"Drew
big,
picture
liked."
"Very
good
picture,
star surprised everyone."
(For further comment, see issue of Dec. 27.)

Ave.
RIMROCK JONES ^Wallace Reid— Para.)
Ave.
ROSE OF THE BLOOD 'Elsie Ferguson— Art. J
RUNAWAY ROMANY (Marion Davies— Pathe Sp.).. Ave.
Ave.
SAVAGE. THE (Ruth Clifford— Blue.)
Big
SCARLET CAR, THE (Franklyn Farnum -Blue. ) . . . Ave.
Ave.
SECRET GAME, THE (Sessue Hayakawa— Para.)

SHIP OF DOOM, THE (Triangle)
SHIRLEY KAYE (C. K. Young— Sel.).

Picture

Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave,

LOVE LETTERS (Dorothy Dalton— Para.)
LONE WOLF, THE (Brenon Production— Sel.)

SEVEN SWANS. THE (Marguerite Clark -Para.).

Motion

Big

Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.

"Bushman and Bayne are coming back strong." "Very good picture." "Good
— good business getter." "Classy picture, mighty good entertainment."
"Bushman's best."
"Rest of the show saved the day for this one." "Ordinary." "They liked Reid."
"Good star, fair picture."
Ave. "Her
best picture so far, my people say." "Good star, poor story." "Too much
Ave.
art, too little behind it; does not hang together to hold interest, somehow."
Ave.
Ave.
"Very
pretty picture, beautiful scenes, star good." "Fair picture, but wrong
Ave.
Big Ave, "Fine
kind picture."
of story to"Good
draw big."
of its kind, beautiful scenery." "Very good."
Big
Ave
Ave.
"Rather see Farnum in comedy." "Not up to standard of Bluebirds and Frank"Great, one of Jap's best yet." "Dandy picture, very interesting" (N.). "Gnod
Big
lyn Farnum."
enough
picture, star does not draw here" (N.). "Excellent picture" (W.).
Big
"Regular Hayakawa stuff." "Very good."
"Good
picture; star
picturewill—
star deserves
betteralways
vehicledraws;
than best
this.sheInhasmy done."
opinion "Fairly
star in good
6 months
Big
be
biggest
box-office
attraction
in
the
business"
(S.).
"Very
pleasing,
well
Big
liked by all." "Well liked." "Pleased patrons and popularized this star."
"An excellent Christmas fairy tale." "Excellent photography." "Good matinees, poor evenings." "Very good picture of its kind, well suited to women
and kiddies." "Draws for children mostly — children's pictures keep away
an
adult
patronage." "Great holiday bill for kids." "A very fine picture."
Big
of star in baby pictures." "Biggest Clark day."
Poor Poor "A "Tired
very gruesome show." "Poor title." "Not an entertaining picture."
Big
"Clara Kimball Young never better than in this picture." "Business better
second day than first." "Very nice story." "Best C. K. Young picture yet."
Big Big
"Good picture and star is fair drawing magnet."
Ave. "Good
picture." "Picture better than title."
Ave. Big "Better
than 'One Hour,' produced better and story interesting — bold but not
Big Ave.
vulgar."
"Good jazz picture, very daring, but if you can get by will clean
up"
(N.).
Ave.
liked this." "A beautiful production." "Well liked."
Ave. "Patrons
"Pleasing, but not up to other Taylor Holmes pictures."
Big Ave. "One of Russell's best." "Good." "Pleased, good Western." "Fine picture."
"Verypleasing,
good." big business" fS.). "Mawkish and obvious plot" (W.).
Ave. Big "Very
"Lockwood always draws." "Much better than average." "Good picture."
"Very pleasing picture." "Production good, star a good card." "Lockwood
at his best." "Very good." "Well liked." "Good picture, didn't draw."
"Excellent, like Lockwood in this kind." "Good picture." "All enjoyed this
play." "excellent comedy drama, good second day business."
"Pickford
proves herself
an actress"
picture,
almost
too
much dependent
on fineto beacting,
however,(E.).
not "Wonderful
a story people
can get
excited
over" (S.). "Too morbid for my people" (W.). "Certainly great work for
this star, some contrast with last one." "Splendid picture, best Mary has
ever done from an artistic standpoint- as a box-office attraction did not come
anywhere near 'Rebecca of Sunnyb.-ook Farm.
Mary will never do
better, story peculiar; surlcy this one will help star's drawing power for next

picture."
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The

skill of Barker artists was engaged to create an original distinctive and beautiful decorative scheme, and the resources of the
Barker facilities were depended upon to carry out the complete
furnishing project. The success attained speaks for itself.
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The wide scope of our experience, our extensive stocks of superior merchandise, the competency of our experts and speciaHsts, and the complete character of our organization,
makes it possible for us to successfully care for ANY contract — from the decorating and
furnishing of the most sumptuous theater, hotel, club, or mansion, to the outfitting of the
most modest home, or the equipment of any office or business establishment. We shall feel
honored to receive the continued favors of the Motion Picture Industry, which already is a
liberal Barker patron.
The House of
Complete
and
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of popular patriotic song melodies, followed by William Tell
ANEW shrine — a richly marvelous one — was dedicated to the
Overture, constituted the opening orchestra numbers. Reverend
cinema art, its lovers, and creators, on February 1, when
Baker P. Lee of the Episcopal Christ Church made the dedication
Grauman's million dollar theatre in Los Angeles, was most
speech, and urged the harmony of the church, educational and
auspiciously opened with principals of the west coast film colony,
amusement interests for the general betterment of mankind.
the elite of Los Angeles society and business circles, and scores
After a short scenic furnished by the Mutual, which showed
of people of prominence, now wintering in the southwest, making
up the audience.
scenes in Holland, Jesse Crawford, organist, gave a short recital.
The building of this wonderful house was inaugurated with the
Grauman's Topical Review, consisting of selected portions from
intention of combining beauty and art for purely commercial
Universal and Mutual-Gaumont Weeklies, constituted the fourth
number of the program.
reasons. In the past few years there has been a decided change
in the business district of Los Angeles. Formerly all of the
The feature number of the program was the Thomas H. Inceprincipal stores were located on South Broadway between First
Artcraft production starring William S. Hart, " The Silent Man."
Preceding the projection of the picture, the beautiful crimson and
and Fifth streets. Expansion of the city caused more or less of
cream curtain rose, and out of the nightlike blackness of the
an exodus from this district to a new shopping center in the
vicinity of Seventh street. Property owners of the former popular
stage appeared a gigantic bronze bust of William S. Hart in
district sought some magnet that would hold the business interests
his make-up of the Western man. The theme of the incidental
music for the Hart subject was a
in their original locality. Homer
Laughlin, a most prominent man in
new
composition
entitled
" Big Bill,"'
investment circles and a student of
written
as a special
compliment
to
Sid Grauman by Victor Schertzingcr,
art, was the moving spirit in the
now a director of Thomas H. Ince
organization of the Stability Building Company, which resulted in the
Productions, who formerly served
this noted producer in the capacity
erection of the Edison building and
of preparing musical scores.
Grauman's million dollar theatre.
The men composing the company
Prolonged applause following the
represent millions, and when first
picture was broken when William S.
plans were made for the theatre, the
Hart appeared in person on the
stage. He made a short, but apearly day Western phrase, " The
propriate talk pertaining to his work
sky's the limit," was adopted for a
motto. No matter what it cost, this
in " The Silent Man."
theatre was to be the finest conceiv" A Trip Through the Sennett
able.
Studios " is the title of a short travelogue showing back of the wings
After such plans were made by the
influential men of the Broadway
scenes of the famous comedy factory of Edendale, Los Angeles. This
district — all real Californians — they
film was prepared especially for the
sought a director for their amusement palace, and it was then, after
Grauman theatre opening as a compliment to Sid Grauman from Mack
brief negotiations, that D. J. and
Sennett.
Sid Grauman, then of San Francisco,
The program was concluded by
were selected. Eighteen years ago
vocal solos of Mme. Lina Reggiani,
they had opened the first ten-cent
vaudeville house in America at San
and the showing of the Paramount
comedy in which Mack Sennett preFrancisco. Fifty feet of film constituted one number of the program
sented Chester Conklin in " His
and the theatre was called the
Sid
Grauman
Hidden
Purpose." has contracted for
Unique. It had a seating capacity of
three hundred. The venture was so
many of the Paramount and Artsuccessful that a circuit of houses
craft subjects, and in the attractive
program of thirty pages, announces
Sid Grauman
was opened in five other CaHfornia
the showing of subjects filmed
cities.
under the directorial supervision of D. W. Grifiith, Thomas H.
In 1900 the Grauman Lyceum theatre with twenty-eight hunInce and other Paramount and Artcraft films together with
dred seats, was built at San Francisco, where vaudeville and
comedies from the Mack Sennett studios.
musical comedy continued most successfully until the' San Francisco fire, when the edifice was totally destroyed. As soon as
The scale of prices provide any seat in the house with the
the ruins were cleared, a canvass top was erected, and in this
exception of loge, for fifteen cents at matinees. Loge seats will
be twenty-five cents. The evening prices are, balcony IS, dress
was given the first amusement - for the people of the stricken
circle and orchestra 25, and loges 35 cents. All tickets are subject
city. The National, as the canvass theatre was named, was
to Federal war tax.
shortly after replaced by one of corrugated iron. Three performances were given a day, and not one was missed in the
D. J. Grauman is president ; Sid Grauman, managing director,
reconstruction of the theatre.
and his staff of assistants are : John D. Callicott, assistant managThree years later the Graumans constructed on Market street
ing director ; J. Leroy Drug, business manager ; Leonard J. Meybetween Fifth and Sixth streets, a 1,900 capacity house at a cost
berg, house manager ; Arthur E. Dunning, publicity director ;
of $330,000. This theatre is still operated hy the Graumans. In
Florence Houtalinge, secretary to Sid Grauman ; George Becker,
master electrician ; Mayburn Taylor, assistant electrician ; Archie
the past few years Graumans' Imperial, seating 1,700, was built,
and is still in operation under the name of the Strand. More
Smith, projection engineer; Edward Davis, assistant projection
recently these men caused the erection of the Globe theatre in engineer ; Samuel Jamison, special officer ; Charles Nagle, doorthe Mission district of San Francisco, seating 2,500. It is the
ke perFlorence
;
Reichert and Dorothy Alleyne, cashiers ; Edward
intention of both D. J. and Sid Grauman to give all of their
Temple, costumer; Witzel, official photographer. Jesse Crawford
attention to the conduct of the new Los Angeles house.
is organist and Rudolph G. Kopp, orchestra director. The orPromptly at eight o'clock on the opening night, the fire curtain
chestra iscomposed of thirty musicians, many of whom are solowith its weird mural painting, disappeared and the orchestra of
ists who have been identified with numerous sj'mphony orchestras.
Music by the orchestra and the immense new organ, not yet
thirty pieces played the " Star-Spangled Banner," while the
auditorium and stage of the theatre was most dazzlingly lighted
ready, are to be features of the presentations.
with red, white and blue effects. The Liberty Medley of 1918,
arranged by Rudolph G. Kopp, orchestra director, and composed
/. C. Jessen.
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GRAUMAN'S

contains much that is new in theatrecraft. Architectural y itis decidedly California-esque, being of the
Spanish-Mexican Mission type within and without. In the construction new means of obtaining desired results were introduced
most successfully.
When the builders selected A. C. Martin to design and serve
as construction engineer, he began a study of motion picture and
speaking stage theatres of the country. By personal visits he
learned their defects, and sought remedies for the unsolved problems.
The theatre is built in connection with a new office building,
designed especially for the needs of the Southern California Edison
Company in Los Angeles. The office building consists of twelve
stories, with a frontage of 115 feet on Broadway and 65 feet on
Third street. Behind this office building is the theatre, which has
an entrance on Broadway through the center panel of the office
building. The auditorium of the theatre is approximately 106
feet long, 103 feet wide, and contains a balcony 70 feet long. On
the main floor there are 1,400 seats and 950 are in the balcony.
The balcony is reached by two wide stairways, one from each
side of the main lobbJ^ These reach a mezzanine floor over the
rear part of the balcony. On the mezzanine floor there are entrances to the front part of the balcony in the center and on both
sides, and also an incline which leads to entrances to the upper
part of the balcony.
As substitutes for structural steel, reinforced concrete was
used. A reinforced concrete arch, 12 feet wide and 3 feet thick,
was erected across the auditorium about half way between the
front of tlie balconj' and the back wall of the auditorium. The
truss of this arch is taken by a tension member containing seventy
one and one-quarter inch steel bars.
Six reinforced concrete cantilever trusses were erected to support the balcony, and these rest about midway on the arch and
are anchored to the back wall of the auditorium.
The top of the cantilevers form the framework for the floor of
the balconj-, and the lower side of the trusses serve as framework
for the mezzanine floor under the balcony. When this construction was employed members of the building department of the
city of Los Angeles questioned the advisability of it and refused
to accept the construction until a thorough test of the entire balcony had been made, and required loading the balcony at the rate
of 250 pounds per square foot, placing a total of 1,400,000 pounds
of sand thereon. The deflection of the arch at its center under
this load was three-sixteenths of an inch, and the deflection of the
cantilevers at their extreme ends an equal amount, which was
about half the expected deflection. This test satisfied the inspectors and the construction was passed by the city building
department.
The projection room occupies a place between the upper and
lower bars of the cantilevers, a few feet from the front of the
balcony and immediately in the center. This places the lens of
the projection machine on a level with the center of the screen,
which, when hung squarely with the auditorium in the center of the
stage, is square with the front of the lens, and but sixty-seven
feet distant. The advantages of this location for the projecting
madiines are several. The proper light can be secured at a very
low amperage, and an excellent picture, free from distortions, in
any seat of the house is secured.
Grauman's, although it is to be used at least for the present as
a motion picture theatre, was designed and has facilities for the
spoken drama or vaudeville. The proscenium arch is 40 by 40 feet,
and the stage back of this is 35 feet deep and almost the full
width of the building, 103 feet.
The acoustics are exceptionally good, due to the auditorium
being of an oval shape with no square partitions parallel with
the stage.
It is estimated that with the ample exits the building could be
emptied in two minutes.
The aisles and lobby spaces throughout arc ample and there is
a general appearance of spaciousness. On the mezzanine floor
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the atmosphere of security is enhanced by the remarkably large
areas given over to circulation. Here there is a vaulted corridor,
a rotunda and the various retiring rooms, parlors, etc., for the
use of the women patrons. The men's smoking room is approached by wide staircases leading from the main floor to the
basement.
The ventilation system, installed by Munger and Hunger, of
174 East Union street, Pasadena, Cal., is thoroughly modern.
Tempered air is brought in from under the seats of the auditorium and balcony floors, and is exhaled through the great dome
which surmounts the entire heating space. The outlets are evenly
distributed over the dome area, thus assuring an even distribution.
The system is operated in conjunction with a steam heating plant,
installed by the same firm.

General View of Building and Theatre
To the California Glass and Paint Company goes credit for the
beautiful glass in the doors and windows of the theatre, as well
as the entire front of the office building. These were designed by
this California firm, which also furnished much of the paint, varnishes and other material necessary for the finishing. This firm
supplied similar materials for practically all of the new office and
business buildings erected within the past few years in Los
Angeles.
All doors of exits and those of dressing rooms and in other
partitions are of a fire-proof nature, made under a new process
by the California Fireproof Door Company, of 1933 South Los
Angeles street, Los Angeles. The process provides for covering
doors of wood with metal and making the metal covering not
only air-tight, but fitting the wood portion of the door so tightly
there are no air spaces within. This elimination of oxygen prevents the wood from taking fire, no matter how hot it becomes,
and makes this kind of a door superior to an all-metal door, because the latter, under heat, will warp badly. At the same time
the wood serves as a non-conductor of heat.
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This is the policy adopted by this experienced owner of GRAUMAN'S
THEATRE, the Pacific Coast's newest motion picture temple.
Mighty monuments,

such as this great playhouse, are made

possible only by

ff^ictures
Paramount and Artcraft Pictures are not available alone for theatres like Grauman's.
The scale of prices is so arranged that the smallest theatres as well as the largest, can
show Paramount and Artcraft Pictures — at a profit.
FAMOUS PLATERS -lASKY CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKORIVey. JESSE LXASiSY Vice Pres. Ci,af.'B.T)E'MIIXE Director Oenerat

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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"X" HE stage setting including all curtains, drops, canopies,
panoplies, massive columns of travertine of the ninety-foot
cyclorama were prepared by the Edwin H. Flagg Scenic Company
at their mammoth Los Angeles studio by the staff of nationally
known artists maintained by this scenic company. The setting
was designed by William L. Woollett. The back drop for the
stage setting was painted bv F. M. DuMond, and the curtain
by Mr. Woollett.
The stage set represents the porch of a Greek temple which
looks out on a vast impersonal Bakst-like interpretation of
'■ Death Valley " with the " Funeral Range " in the distance.
These mountains open in a great purple " Gate of the World,"
the whole surmounted by a greenish yellow sky. Between the
columns are hung dark, richly colored curtains and the so-called
porch or stage is roofed by a canopy of the same general color
scheme of the curtain, but decorated with two winged figures
which depict the Spirit of Good and Evil fighting in mid-air.
The picture screen is arranged 'between the columns of the
portico, in such a way that it seems to be a temporary stage set
composed of canopy and curtains. The columns are travertine
stone in harmony with the travertine stone columns of the inside
of the theatre, and the color scheme and decoration is carried
out on the stage in such a manner as to create the impression that
the architecture of the theatre auditorium itself has been extended
into the stage areas.
The curtain carries out the technique of a sketch giving the
impression that some giant hand with enormous crayons had
made the drawing. It is a studj' in grays. Giant redwoods are
shown in profile. On either side of the trunk of the trees are
enormous forms which form two of the three chief decorative
spots of color. In the center below these two flame forms is a
figure of Creation, shown as a child with wings. The child being
surrounded by a mystic goblin-like creature which seems to grow
out of the tree trunks. This feature is intended to depict Civilization of the World with unseen and evil forces near. Below the
flames on either side and emerging from a belt of gray which
covers the lower portion of the picture, as a mist, are seen two
groups, one depicting Work and the other Worship, and in the
center two unobtrusive figures which in a satirical way depict the
relation of the sexes. The idea back of this design is that life
on the physical plane is seen as through a mist, darkly, whereas
the flames and the figures of Creation are .shown in the astral
plane where the real forces of life are located.
The superior work executed by the Edwin H. Flagg Scenic
Company, coupled with the fact that it has as its staff some of
the most noted scenic artists of the country, caused Sid Grauman
to place with this company the important work of preparing the
stage setting, which work represents an investment of more than
ten thousand dollars. Edwin H. Flagg, president and general
manager, established the company in the Marlow theatre building,
Chicago, in 1898. He outfitted theatres in the East, South, Middle
West, and Canada, and incorporated the first scenic studio in Los
Angeles. He is an authority on the construction of a theatre.

Curtain

Emphasizes

A GLOItlOUS, glowing, magnificent magnet is the crimson cur^* tain which lifts from the screen of this theatre of many marvels—drawing al eyes to the centre of attraction—
This
is one of the secrets of the distinct success of thethestage.
decorative
scheme of Grauman's already famed theatre.
Despite the attractiveness of the carvings, the statuary, the
murals— and all the rest of the art wonders— yet the stage and the
screen are the most important features of this, as of any, cinema
playhouse. The very liveness of the curtain at Grauman's keeps
the thought of the spell that lies behind it uppermost in the mind
of every guest.
A Parisian shade creation, originated and created by
Bros., sustains the stimulation of the decoration scheme.Barker
It is
fashioned of lustrous, sheeny silk, with inserts of silken gauze.
A stencilled green Maltese cross is the motive of ornamentation— a
uniqtJc conception of a connoisseur of " vibration." Color vibration islife! It brightens the spirits, quickens the pulse and makes
it seem infinitely worth-while to be alive and to be there. As

auditorium, stage, arrangement and equipment. Since opening
their Los Angeles studio, it has been found necessary, because of
increased business, to three times enlarge the plant. Now it is
one of the largest in the world, with capacity of twenty-six
regulation paint frames, the largest of which is 50 x 90' feet. On

Partial View of Stage and Orchestra, with Some Details of Byzantine
Organ Decorations at the Right
this the one-piece cyclorama drop for Grauman's was painted.
The studio is equipped with every quality assuring time and
labor saving facilitj'. In addition to furnishing stage setting and
scenic effects for Orpheums, Pantages, Hippod«)me vaudeville
liouses on the coast ; Clune's, Tally's, Kinema, and T. & D. Motion
Picture houses, the Flagg organization has outfitted many smaller
theatres on the coast and others from Jacksonville, Florida to
Winnipeg, Canada.

Byzantine

Spirit

Grauman's flaming curtain lifts, slowly, a border of dazzling brilliants shimmer, and when the full revelation of the screen finally
comes, the audience is thrilled by its triumphal introduction.
The carpets of Grauman's "temple of art," also designed by
Barker Brothers, are daring in their colorings, they accord effectively with the Byzantine mood of the entire arrangement, they
rise to meet the tread and spring with soft, deep buoyancy as
footsteps sink and rise again. Purple, green and gold are their
colorings. The carpets, complete, for this immense auditorium —
main floor, mezzanine, balcony, parlors, smoking rooms, retiring
rooms,
mission. etc. — were woven specially, each to fill its own particular
So, also, the furniture — the aristocratic, exclusive studio pieces,
Italian masterpieces of artistry, lovely creations in precious woods,
cunningly carved and embellished — was provided especially to the
order of this theatre. Many of the pieces were created to order,
as in no other way could the fastidious ideals of Barkers' expert
decorators be satisfied.
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" A Thomas

H. Ince

Production is synonymous with a great star,
an interesting
beautiful

photography,

and masterly

"I

chose

Man,'
Ince

a

story,

direction.

'The

Silent

Thomas

Production,

H.
star-

ring WilHam S. Hart,
because

it typifies the

motive

behind

Ince

every

Production —

wholesome

entertain-

ment combined with
box ofiice attraction."

Sid Grauman conferring with Thomas H. Ince, the
noted producer, concerning the opening program of
Grauman's Theatre where " The Silent Man," an Ince
Production for Artcraft, was the featured offering.

Million GRAUMAN^S
Dollar Cinema Temple
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Mtny a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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WHENwas the
illuminating
system was
for confronted
Grauman's with
Cinemaa problem
Temple
planned
the architect
that made necessary the carrying out of an entirely new lighting
scheme, in order that the same would harmonize witii the architectural plan, and at the same time make possil.h. an illuminating
system that could be made to synchronize with the music and
picture such as was desired by Sid Graumun. It is possible to
see any seat in the house from any part of the theatre without
the use of aisle lights, or llashliglUs frequently carried by ushers.
The Spanish mission type of architecture in the auditorium made
it impracticable to use the lighting system employed in most
theatres. In the period when this type of architecture was created
there were no suspended lighting fixtures from the ceilings. All
illumination was obtained by lights about the walls. To carry
out this architectural
scheme, architect A. C.
Martin secured as his
consulting engineer,
Frederick S. Mills,
supervising engineer of
the National X-Ray
Reflector Company of
Chicago, who was responsible for the many
innovations in exterior
illumination introduced
at the Panama-. \merican Exposition at San
Francisco.

rated in bright colors and gold leaf, while the larger one lias more
somber hues, and therefore absorbs more light.
Reds and blues are used for the projectors at the front sides of
the auditorium. The lights from these bring out many wierd
colorings of the dome, and are worked in harmony with the other
lighting effects which change the hues all over the house to fit the
scene upon the screen and the music accompanying it.
Back of tlie organ grills at each side of the auditorium are
additional banks of reds and blues which are used to accentuate
the lighting effects throughout the house. Another decided innovation isthe indirect lighting back of the massive columns extending abo^■e the center of the forty-foot proscenium arch on either
side. Here successfully masked arc strip lights in greens. The
effect secured by this is to divide the stage from the theatre
The entire lighting
proper.
system of the theatre
is operated by two
m a m m o t h switchboards, one upon the
stage and the other in
the stage basement
mediately below. imOperation
is solevers
simplified bymaster
for the dimming devices, that but one
electrician will he nec-

successful
essary for theoperation.
system's
The " eye comfort,"
or indirect system of
Telcphotiic communii 1 1 u m i n a t i o n, was
cation with the boxadopted, and an enoflice, projecting room
tirely new way of
and org.-inist or orusing it was devised
chestra Iculcr-, makes
by Mills.
possil)lc n e c e s s a r y
communication.
.\l the rear of the
liclovv the balcony,
auditorium a screen to
and in the promenades
prevent flrafts extends
the entire width of the
of the mezzanine and
auditorium, serving as
balcony floor are
a partition Ijctwecn the
numerous electric fixtures designed luider
priimenade and the
t li c supervision of
auditorium proper. In
Western Underwood
the top of the screen
arc mirror reflectors
of the l'"orvc Pettebonc
('(impany of .S14 Soiilli
with hundreds of lights
in three colors. The
P> roadway, Los Angeles, There are several
light from these harmonizes with the color
distinct
types of fixscheme of the decoratures ranging from the
massive wrought iron
tions on the ceiling becliandelier which hangs
low the balcony, and
gives the auditorium
in the lobby to ibe
small ones on the
and promenade a suljGeneral
View
from
Orchestra
Pit
dued light more inorgan
screens at each
tense than in the rear.
side of the front of
The foyer, immediately between the promenade and the lobby is the auditorium. There is a wide range of types used, but all are
still darker at all times. The i)urpose of this lighting effect is harmonious in design and finished in old Spanish iron that blends
that people entering the theatre are given a few seconds before
with the shades and tint of the decorative scheme. All lights are
of the indirect lighting type.
reaching the auditorium in which their eyes may harmonize with
the lighting conditions.
The lighting of the lobby carries out the scheme adopted for
the audiloriiuT) and promenade. In the center hangs a massive
.'\ll light is projected by lighlin;^ units, each of 57,000 candle
fixture harmonizing with the decorations within the theatre. This
power, totally hidden behind the decorative grill work on the
front sides of the auditorium, and in front of the projecting
is built on the indirect system, but differs from the lighting within
booth in the immediate center and at the front of the balcony.
the theatre, in that it reflects upon the mural paintings which
More than a million feet candle power is projected to tiic main
occupy three walls of the lobby. There are no bright blinding
ceiling dome, which is of such shape that it will not deflect the lights in front of the theatre or within the marquee, small frosted
light that is not absorbed by the dead colors to the screen. The
projectors at the sides project in the opposite direction from the globes being used.
In short, the results obtained, fulfill the desires of everyone, and
screen, and consequently the auditorium can lie intensively lighted
give to the theatre an individuality. In no building of the world
and still not afifcct the picture in any way.
There arc two ceiling domes. One of perhaps thirty feet in today is there such a lighting system used, and it is certain there
diameter in the center of another which extends almost to the
are no motion picture theatres in America that are lighted to such
walls of the auditorium on each side The smaller one is decoa high intensity as this.
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At the Right Are Shown Some of the Details of the Byzantine Decorations
the Organ Screen. In the Center Are W. S. Hart and Sid GrauCeiling of
man in the Dome Room of the Mezzanine Floor, and at the Right Stairway
to the Second Balcony, Including a Portion of the Larger Dome of

SYMBOLS of ancient, medieval and modern art have been
employed in the decorating and furnishing scheme of Grauman's Cinema Temple. All have hecn woven or welded into a
whole of remarkable harmony, beauty, warmth and attractiveness
that will make the theatre another place of note, not only for the
residents of the West, but one the thousands of visitors who tour
California will seek before returning to their homes.
There arc many famous places in the southwest, but a prophecy
that this wonderful theatre will have a call heeded by greater
numbers than any other, is not an idle guess, but one made after
hearing the exclamations of wonder made by such well-known
men of the cinema industry and theatrical world as D. W. Griffith,
Adolph Zukor, Mack Sennett, Thomas H. Ince, Eugene Roth,
Jesse L. Lasky, Charles Chaplin, Frank Reicher, S. L. Rothapfel,
Alexander Pantages, Mark Klaw, William S. Hart and scores of
others of the west Coast film colony.
The aesthetic side of Mr. Grauman's nature finds its counterpart
in the aesthetic values of the theatre. There is a winning, wholesome atmosphere totally devoid of any supercilious attempt to be
grandoise, also a thoroughly modern American note is struck.
The valuable contributing factor in the atainmcnt of this expression is its unity.
The largest portion of this work was done on the building site.
Practically all of the modeling for the interior decorating, such
as the organ screen, ornaments in the dome ceiling, electric light
fixtures, the decoration proper — murals and the coloring of the
plastic ornaments, was done under the exacting supervision of
chairman of the building committee, Homer Laughlin, a leading
capitalist of Los Angeles.
In the decorating there is an attempt to interpret the emotional
values appreciated by the present-day American. The minor wall
decorations arc done in primitive colors and gold, directly on the
concrete structure, or rough plastering, as the case may be, thus
dignif>-ing the basic parts and bringing to the consciousness the
engineering qualities of the building.
The theatre proper is a temple of stone. This sounds cold and
forbidding, but the character of the richly carved Corinthian
capitals, the ornate organ screens, rugs and tapestries, the gorgeous
dome and elaborate lighting effects inspire to alleviate the austere
proportions of the great stone walls which dominate.
The walls of the lobljy, foyer, promenades, and the auditorium
as well as the massive columns at cither side of the proscenium
arch, and the six used in the stage setting, are of a manufactured
stone made in imitation of travertine. Travertine is the building
material used in constructing many of the famous buildings of
Rome, including St. Peter's. It is an agglomerate of small fragmentary materials of volcanic origin compacted together by water

from springs holding lime solution. The stone contains cavities,
all of different sizes, depending greatlj^ upon the formation. Frequently leaves, reeds and branches of trees add to the coloring of
the stone, which becomes more pronounced after years of exposure. The imitation is made by a new process, and has been
used for but few buildings, the most notable being the Pennsylvania station in Philadelphia. The substitute travertine was
manufactured by the California Stucco Company of 1522 Bay
street, Los Angeles.
Special attention was given to the chairs for the house. These
were especially made for the theatre by the American Seating
Company for the C. F. Weber Company of Los Angeles and
San Francisco, who have equipped the better class of theatres on
the Pacific coast for the last quarter of a century.
The chairs are deep and roomy with a curved back, and have
spring seats, leather upholstered, of the same type of construction
as automobile cushions, which are known as form-fitting. The
seats for the Grauman theatre constitutes one of the largest single
shipment of chairs ever sent to the Pacific Coast for any one
house, and they will surely receive comment from the patrons
of the theatre.
In order that the spectator might be able to see with ease from
any part of the house, the staggard or zig-zag plan was put into
effect, so that instead of being forced to peer around the heads of
the persons seated in front, one is able to look between their
shoulders. Although one hundred and thirtj' seats were lost by
using this scheme, the management feels that it is amply repaid
for the effort. As to dimensions, each seat is twenty inches wide.
Instead of using the ordinary iron grill work, which is found
on the aisle seats of most theatres, a special hand carved wood
standard has been substituted, which adds to the artistic effe<;t,
and enhances greatly the beauty of the seats. The color scheme
is quite in accord with the predominating theme of the theatre.
The Grauman has several very attractive signs. On the north,
or Third street side is a large one of unusual design which was
made by Greenwood Advertising Company (Western), of 1942
South Main street, Los Angeles. This is in the shape of an
ancient lamp, and is known as " The Lamp of Knowledge." Both
sides are brightly illuminated and a red flame plays from the lamp.
Over the entrance are large letters which spell the name Grauman,
and below this is a changeable letter sign made up of transparent
letters which will be changed weekly to announce the bill. At the
end of the building is another mammoth sign which flashes red,
blue and opal, and spells the word " Grauman's." The two letter
signs in front of the theatre were furnished by the Tucker Electri,c
Sign System, and the one of the transparent letters by the Electrical Products Corporation.
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Girl Ushers at Grauman's
Girl Ushers Costumed as Cadets
SID GRAUMAN has seen to it that every detail is in harmony
and lends to the attractiveness of tlie theatre. Especially is
this true in the costumes of tlie sixteen girl usliers, who appear as
Grauman's Cadets, wearing striking uniforms of gray jackets and
white trousers. These were designed by Edgar Temple, head of
the Temple Costume Company, of 525 South Broadway, Los
Angeles. Temple has had years of experience in costuming for
the American stage, following a number of years with the Castle
Square Opera Company as tenor, stage director for Charles Frohman musical companies and other theatrical organizations of note.
Paramount- Artcrajt Pictures Seated
LOCATED in the "Home of the Motion Picture," the Graumans had every opportunity to go into the greatest detail in
their selection of pictures for showing in their new theatre, and
the result of this fullest investigation of past productions and
guarantees for the future, the product of the Paramount and Artcraft pictures, with special emphasis on the Ince and Griffith productions, and the Mack Sennett comedies have been chosen as the
permanent basis of the program.
The Graumans have held that it is not enough merely to build
a wonderful theatre, equip the projection room with the best
picture machines manufactured, give the best effects in lighting
and music and to provide the patron with every physical comfort.
The Graumans in their initial program announced that " the
play's the thing," and that they mean to live up to this rule, and
that it has guided them in the selection of pictures that has been
made.
Hart's " The Silent Man " will be followed by the appearance
of a group of stars identified with the best achievements in motion pictures, including Douglas Fairbanks, Marguerite Clark,
Sessue Hayakawa, Charles Ray, Pauline Frederick, Jack Pickford,
Enid Bennett, Dorothy Dalton, Julian Eltinge, George Beban and
Billie Burke.
These programs will be supplemented by clean, bright comedies,
interesting scenic views and pictorials.
No less important than the play will be its complement of music.
Directed by Rudolph G. Kopp, whose artistry has won him a
wide reputation, a symphony orchestra of thirty members will
render programs of the highest merit. Selections from the masters and popular melodies will be included and specially arranged
numbers will create a sj'mphony of vision in co-relation with tlie
theme of the picture.
Under the wizard touch of Jesse Crawford, whose mastery
of the keys has gained him a following throughout California,
the splendid new organ will be an attraction which in itself will
draw thousands to this playhouse. Mr. Crawford's genius
promises to create an atmosphere of rare charm. Special solo
engagements also will be presented for the entertainment of Grauman's patrons.
Because the theatre is located in Los Angeles and because the
new house has immediately stepped into wonderful popularity
with the player colony, the Graumans will be able to offer an innovation that no other theatre in the country has been able to give,
(Continued on poge 14)
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THE INTERCHANGEABLE SIGN on the Front of
Grauman's Theatre is the new bronze plate indestructible
finish with Flexlume Opex letters by
ELECTRICAL PRODUCTIONS CORPORATION
LOS AJVGELBS

Greenwood

Advertising Company
(WESTERN)
Manufacturers of Electric Signs
and Motor Driven Flashes

1942-46 South Main Street

Los Angeles, California
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PROJECTION
has where
a mostit unique
location in tlicroom
front atofGraiimaii's
the halcony,
is level and
withideal
the
centre of the screen, and only sixty-seven feet from it. The
front of the liooth can lie seen from only a few seats in the balcony. This is a very desirable arrangement in many ways, especial
ly from the standpoint of projection. Securing these advantages,
of course, restricted the size of the room, but Archie Smith, the
chief operator, has arranged his machines in a manner that will
give plenty of room and save many steps.
The two latest type "S" Simplex motor-driven projectors are
placed, one on each side of the centre line, the stcreopticon with
its double laniphousc is on the extreme left, the spot and flood
lights on the right. These machines are the first to be sold on
the Coast that are fitted with the new take-up device on the upper
magazine. The machines were installed by the Pacific Amusement
Supply Company of Los Angeles, distributors in the Southwest
Coast territory. Elbert & Huegel arc controllers aulomaticall.\
feed the carbons and keep the arc steady.
On the extreme left of the rear wall is located a metal cabinet
with a film magazine and drawers for tools and parts. Above this
cabinet is the automatic fireproof rewinder of the latest design.
Hoth the cabinet and rewinder are manufactured by D. Hooker
of San Pranciiico. A metal work bench is placed on the side
wall.
H. F. O'Brien of the Los Angeles office of the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company, designed the electrical layout. Both 110-220 volt, three-wire, direct current and three-phase,
220-'.olt, SO-cyclc, alternating current circuits arc brought to the
switchboard, which is located in the centre of the rear wall within
easy reach.
It is planned to operate all the arcs on the Westinghouse motorgenerator set primarily, using the 110-volt direct current for emergency only. This was done for two reasons : First, because it
gives very steady D. C. voltage, practically independent of the
flnrtuations in the power circuit. Second, because it effects a
direct saving of at least $50 a month in operating costs by eliminating the excessive loss in the resistance on a 110-volt circuit.
In accordance with the latest code rulings, the 6]^ kilowatt, 90amperc, 75-volt Westinghouse motor-generator set and all the
resistance grids arc placed in a separate room adjoining the projection room on the rear. The motor starting switch is located
to the left of the switchboard, so that the operator need only go
into this generator room for inspection or to alter the rheostat
connections.
The switchboard is equipped with two ammeters and one voltmeter, all Westinghouse type "SL" instruments which Operator
Smith selected because of their accuracy and readability. By
means of a plug switch, either the generator or the D. C. power
voltage can be read, and each of these circuits is provided with a
separate pilot lamp. Beneath the voltmeter is the field-rheostat

mounting. Separate 100-ampcre, thrce-poIe, double throw, fused
switches are provided for each individual circuit, so that any or
all arcs can be switched from one service to the other. Small
fused switches are also provided for the motor and light circuits
in the projection room itself, while push switches operating remote
control swilclies for house ligliting circuits are located on the
rear wall.
operator's
phone and buzzer are located in the
centre
of theThefront
wall.
Air. Smith has taken pride in having his projection room a
model. For instance, all wires to the projection machines are
brought up through the pedestals, out of sight ; the ceiling lights
in the room have been placed behind the beams, so that the room
will seem practically dark from the outside. High grade glass
windows are placed over all portholes, to make the room practically noiseless to the audience.
The motors on the projection machines are started and stopped
by pull switches located on the ceiling between the two machines.
This will enable a rjuick change to be made at the end of each
reel. Both projection machines will have four-inch vent pipes
leading from the lamphouses outside the room.
Messrs. Smith and O'Brien worked together on the installation
of the electrical apparatus, with a view of raising the standard
in the interior of projecting rooms, in Los Angeles at least.
The Los Angeles fire chief said that this was the most fireproof
installation be bad ever seen.
Notable Gathering of Stars
PROBABLY more motion pictin-e stars, directors and film
officials were present at the opening of the Grauman theatre
than ever before in all history. A part of those recorded as
present were: Jesse L. Lasky, Cecil B. De MU\e, Thomas H. Ince,
Mary Pick ford, Scssue Hayakawa, Frank Kccnan, Jack Pickford,
\N^allace Reid, George Bcban, Mae Murray, William S. Hart, Earle
Williams, Lois Weber, Phillips Smalley, Thomas Meighan,
Dorothy Dalton, Douglas Fairbanks, Roscoe Arbuckle, Margery
Wilson, Vola Vale, Franklyn Farnum, Charles Chaplin, Ruth
Roland, Edward Maicr, Harry Caulfield, Al Levy, Julian Johnson,
Mayor F. T. Woodman, Chief of Police John L. Butler, Edna
Purviance, Dustin Farnum, Winifred Kingston, Enid Bennett,
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Lewis, Charles Ray, Mitchell I..ewis, J.
Warren Kerrigan, E. H. Allen, Bessie Barriscale, Constance
Talmadgc, Mary Miles Minter, Wilfred Buckland, Douglas
Gerrard, Henry Walthall, Stuart Holmes, William Desmond,
Bryant Washburn, Sydney Chaplin, Mack Sennett, D. W. Griffith,
Henry Lehrman, David Horslcy, Alarshall Stedman, Oscar Apfel,
Hampton Del Ruth, W. H. Clunc, T. L. Tally, Donald Bowles,
Carl Walker, Emil Kchrlein, Jr., Fred Miller, Roy Miller, W. T.
Wyall, William Sibbald, Charles Gates, Seymour Tally, Hal
Roach, W. H. Clifford, Henry McRae, E. D. Horkheimer, H. M.
Horkhcimer and Harry Leonhardt.
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We Consistently
have known instances in which
unusual care has been exercised to secure architectural beauty and convenience — while a
small, yet vastly important factor
Good Projection
has been overlooked.
Architectural beauty and convenience
ATTRACTS, but what really HOLDS good
patronage, is good pictures properly proBoth, however, are essential.
jected.
Westinghouse IMotion Picture Equipment
is always found in the best theatres, because
steady
projection,
clear pictures and good
definition
are insured.
Give the movie patron what he wants, and
you receipts.
and your movie house will not be short
on
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.
East Pittsburgh, Pa.

Westinghouse
Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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Paramount

and Artcraft Pictures for Grauman
(Contwucd from page 11)

and this is the policy of having the star of the feature appear
during at least one showing of the picture.
S. Hart appeared with the opening bill and his appearWilliam
ance was one of the hits of the evening.
Manager Sid Grauman has some interesting plans in connection
folwith the arrangement of his programs that are likely to beworld.
lowed with the greatest interest by exhibitors all over the
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Staff of Grauman
The staff of the theatre follows :

Theatre

President
D. J. Grauman
Managing Director
Sid Grauman
Asst. Managing Director
John D. Callicott
Business Manager
J. Leroy Drug
House Manager
Leonard J. Meyberg
Publicity Director
Artluir E. Dunning
Florence Houtalinge. .Secretary to the Managing Director
Master Electrician
George Becker
Electrician
Assistant
or
Tayl
Mayburn
Archie Smith
Projection Engineer
Edward \V. Davis
Asst. Projection Engineer
Samuel M. Jamison
Special Officer
Chas. M. Xagle
Doorkeeper
Florence
Reichert
)r ^Cashiers
,.
1 A 11
Dorothy Alleyne
)
Temple
Costumer
Witzel
Oflicial Photographer
Jesse Crawford
Organist
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BEYRLE, Pres.

JOHN A. MOTTASHED,

CALIFORNIA
FIRE-PROOF
1931 South Los Angeles St., Los Angeles

Mgr.

DOOR
CO.
Phones: South 140
Home 24229

Metal Covered Doors, Metal Covered Sash,
^^^^C
I7wT^«.wrl-kC.^^
ILVery ining
Fire-prOOr
Metal covered window Frames, Copper and
Brass Store Fronts, Underwriters Labeled Fire Doors, Drawn Metal
Mouldings in Copper, Brass, Bronze or Silver, Wilcox Automatic
Fire Door, Fusible Links, Hardware, Interior Trim

"Acme

System"

COPPER

STORE

FRONTS

GRAUMAN'S SAN FRANCISCO and LOS ANGELES THEATRES. ALL T. & D. THEATRES. KINEMA. TALLY'S.
CLUNES. ORPHEUM. PANTAGES and HIPPODROME CIRCUITS OF THEATRES OUTFITTED BY THE
Distributors
Clancy

Guarantee
Picture

Hardware
LARGEST

STAGE

OUTFITTERS

Screens
IN AMERICA

FLAGG STUDIOS. Los Angeles. J. D. MARTIN STUDIOS. Los Angeles.
IMMEASURABLY SUPERIOR FACILITIES ASSURE
$100,000.00 WORTH OF NEW AND
1638-40 LONG BEACH AVENUE. LOS ANGELES
Be sure to mention '• MOTION

LIBERTY THEATRE STUDIOS, Oakland
UNEQUALLED SERVICE

USED SCENERY FOR SALE OR RENT
4th FLOOR PANTAGES THEATRE BLDG., SAN FRANCISCO

PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

|
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Glass

Furnished

SO. BROADWAY
LOS ANGELES
CALIFORNIA

Paint

Co.

Street
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Glass
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Paints
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Los

MILLION

512

EFFECTS

BUILDING

of the other finest business

Adonic tr,f i Jap-A-Lac
Agents
lor: | j^^^^ g^.^^ p^.^^^

buildings of Los Angeles

Glidden Varnishes
Murphy's Varnishes

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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Grauman in Giving to the Nation One of Its Finest Theatres,
a Place of Amusement That Is
at Once

a Tribute to the Popularity of the Motion Picture

and a Guarantee

of the Indus-

try's Future.
CI Men

Like the Graumans

Who

Are Putting Their Millions
Into These Palaces of Art,
Music

41 May

and Pictures, Are Performing Duty
a
to Civilization.

the Grauman

Be One

of

the Greatest of Successes — as
We Are Sure It Will Be,

March
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Ave. Ave. Ave.
STOLEN HONOR (Virginia Pearson— Fox)
Ave.
Ave.
SUDDEN GENTLEMAN. THE (Wm. Desmond— Tri.).
SYLVIA OF THE SECRET SERVICE (Mrs. CasUe—
Bie Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
TENTH CASE, THE (June Elvidge— World)
Extra Extra Extra
THAIS (Mary Garden— Gold.)
Big
Big
Big

W.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Extra
Big

TOM SAWYER (Jack Pickford— Para.)
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
UNTIL THEY GET ME (Pauline Hart— Tri.)

Ave. A ve. Ave. Ave.

Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
VFNGFANPF T*5 TVTTNF CTrpTW* PnQtlp Pathol
Ave. Big
VOICE OF CONSCIENCE. THE (Bushman-Bayne— Ave. Ave.
Big Big Ave.
VnT,TT'MTT7'f?T?

TTTP

<JJie\Aat^ TrvonQ— WnrlHl

Ave.
Bip

WHEN MEN ARE TEMPTED (Mary Anderson— Vita.) Ave. Ave.
WHO GOES THERE' (Harry Morey- Vita.)
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big
WIDOW'S
MIGHT,THETHE
(Julian Whitman—
Eltinge— Para.)
Big Ave.
WILD
STRAIN,
(Shipman,
Vita.) Ave.
Ave. Ave.
WINDING TRAIL, THE (Viola Dana— Met.)
Big
Big
WOLVES OF THE RAIL (Wm. S. Hart— Art.)
Ave. Ave.
WOMAN AND WIFE (Alice Brady— Sel.)
Ave.
WORLD FOR SALE, THE (Blackton— Para.)
ZEPPELIN'S LAST RAID (U. S. Exh. B. Corp.)

Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big
Big

Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big.
Ave.
Big
Big
Ave.

Ave.
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"Good story, poor photography." "Average picture." "Only fair picture —
good good
star program
wasted." picture." "Fine picture, drew extra." "Very good."
"Very
"Seemed to please Castle fans." "Fair picture, don't care for star here." "Unsuited to star." "Nothing to brag about."
"One of the best Westerns we have ever played" (S.). "Excellent Western with
plenty of comedy." "Good Western." "Average Western." "Good picture."
"Very fair Western, no draft for this theatre."
"Good picture." "Fine picture, but didn't draw."
"Record for the house — wonderful production, remarkable achievement even
for Goldwyn" (S.). "Big business, but not as good second day" (W.). "Well
liked, big business at advanced prices." "Wonderful — went over some of
their heads" (E.). "A knockout" (S.). "Pleased some, others thought it
rotten; costume stuff don't please here — extraordinary business" (N.).
"Weather awful — business great" (S.). "Story not liked" (S.). "Did not
please but drew tremendous business." "Excellent." "Big business, but did
not please average fan." "Not liked by our audience." "A very good picture
for high
class."had us guessing to handle the crowds." "Excellent — pleased
"Bully
picture,
greatly." "The kind we need more of — play it." "Everybody liked this
picture." "Great — a winner." "Intend to repeat this one, when weather
warmer,
and believe
will setdogrecord."
picture." "Acceptable, gets
"Agetsdandy
picture"
(N.). "The
carries off"Great
the honors."
over fairly well." "First half good, last drags." "Not up to standard, would
not hold two days." "Fair picture, my patrons don't want Caprice." "Pleasing
to lady patrons."
"Excellent."
"Unknown star hurt the picture." "Good picture, but didn't
draw."
"Good."
"Very
poor
picture"
(N.). "Fair, comedy
that's all"
(N.). (W.).
"Fair production" (W.)
"Rotten" (W.). "Entertaining
drama"
"Very good." "Excellent." "Fair, went over o. k."
"An excellent picture." "This picture is good, I think star is getting better."
"Fair picture." "One of the best pictures we have run this season — too much
Bushman" (W.). "Very good, liked by all" (N.). "Very good." "Good
picture." "Negro boy very good."
"Fine picture." "Not real big drawing card, but one of the most pleasing to
"This picture is a great novelty — not pleasing to women, but went big with
men" (E.). "Good picture, going to run two more days" (E.). "Inclined to
keep the women away" (S.). "Picture good, and Maciste as good if not better
than 'Doug.,' but title almost kills it- — people are tired of pictures dealing with
te."
"Notda up to Vitagraph standard" (N.). "Not much picture" (S.). "Poor picture, but for some unknown reason drew big" (S.).
"Not up to standard" (S.). "Star popular and picture fine" (N.). "Harry
Morey
popular here" (N.). "No punch, always expecting one and don't
come" (W.).
"Very good picture." "Clean, excellent novelty."
"A fine
picture, no star to draw."
"Star war."
growing more popular with each release" (S.). "Not liked" (E.). "Very
pretty picture" (W.). "Good business this" (S.). "Fair — did not make hit
with our audience" (N.). "Very unusual picture, peculiar ending. Good" (W.).
"Very fine, excellent plot, Dana's work great" (W.).
"Would have broken record but for blizzard" (W.). "Good as Hart has done
lately, railroad stuff splendid." "Hart 'fans' seemed to like this one."
"Star a good favorite" (S.). "Enough to say 'Up to Select standard'." (S.).
"A very funny picture to make out, poor drawing card" (E.). "Not much
picturespectacle,
for Blackton"
"Good
generally (S.).
pleased — more because of the wonders of it than the
story."

LAST

MINUTE

A few of the reports received on recent productions too late for
classification in our tables are given here.
It is understood that these are the expressions of individual
opinions of exhibitors in various sections, and have not been averaged up according to the careful method employed in preparing our
" Box Office Reports Chart."
The Bargain (Wm. S. Hart — W. H. Productions) — " Went over as
good as any Hart we have ever played." (Extra big business).
Blue Jeans (Viola Dana — Metro) — " One of their best pictures,
great drawing card." (Extra big business).
Brown of Harvard (K. E. S. E.) — " This is a good picture — well
liked." (Average business).
Dodging a Million (Mabel Normand — Goldwyn) — " They should
make more of this kind." (Extro big business). "This is a very
pleasing picture, the star has ' come back,' a picture elaborately produced." (Big business).
The Fighting Grin (Franklyn Farnum — Bluebird) — " Way below
Bluebird-Farnum standard." (Poor business).
Flare-Up Sal (Dorothy Dalton — Paramount) — " Dalton does fine
work in this; Ince style of direction shows to advantage. (Average
business) .
The Heart of Romance (June Caprice^Fox) — "A very poor picture, far from being up to Fox standard." (Business poor).
^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE

REPORTS
His Robe of Honor (Henry Walthall — Paralta) — " Walthall's acting wonderful; nobody like him, I think; more like this and he will
surelynessmake
average).good; title sounds too much like costume play." (BusiInnocent (Fannie Ward — Pathe) — " Fannie looks ten years younger
than
other pictures; clean, nice picture — patrons liked it." (Average
business).
Intolerance (State Rights) — " Best picture ever made; had to keep
open till 1:30 A. M. opening night to accommodate the large crowd."
(Extra big business). " Greatest of all motion picture spectacles."
(Extra big business).
Madame Jealousy (Pauline Frederick — Paramount) — " People
didn't know what to think of this; expected something quite different." (Big business). "Why don't they give Frederick a real
play? " (Average business).
Madam Who? (Bessie Barriscale — Paralta) — " Very good picture,
well liked — just a little too long." (Big business).
The Other Woman (Peggy Hyland — Pathe) — " They liked this."
(Big business).
A Petticoat Pilot (Vivian Martin — Paramount) — " Martin is gaining; a few more like this, please." (Average business).
Raffles (John Barrymore — State Right) — " Great picture, one of
the best of its kind ever seen here." (Big business).
Uneasy Money (Taylor Holmes — K. E. S. E.) — " High-class comedy; our patrons enjoyed it." (Big business).
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" Fine for the Kiddies ;
have
we comsome
Y few
ENTL
Blazing the Way
in Advertising
J^EChad
ments on '■ The Diary of
Better
for Grown
The various
catch Ups."
lines
Lewiston, Idaho, House Proves that Big Use of
awhich
Successful
Exhibitor,"
that
Mr.
Hilton
uses
suggested that the
Newspaper Space in the Smaller
show that he thinks about
writer of these articles
Cities Pays Best
was recommending things
every picture before he
starts in to write about
which are not practical,
it. And this particular display shows that he gives the same
especially the extent of his advertising every day in the week.
thought to a picture that he runs for but a single day as he does
These articles in question are not being written by A. H. Hilton,
to those favored zvith longer runs.
manager of the Paramount theatre, Lewiston, Idaho. The theatre
whose proprietor is writing the articles is located in a town whose
In the " Wolf Lowry " picture he has used a black and white
effect so strikingly that there is no comment required.
census population was given at something like 11,000; it has now
about 15,000. Last census gives the figures for Lewiston as 6,043,
" The Outsider " shows one of the best examples of phrasing
so we may figure on two or three thousand increase over that
advertising that we have seen from any source. This line, " From
for the present. But the argument is that the Paramount theatre
the Famous Novel, ' Nobody,' Comes the Play for Eyerybody," is
answers every objection of the small city man who opposes big Ijound to leave its impress on all who read it.
expenditure for the exploitation of his pictures.
A striking scene picture has been used with " Time Locks and
Mr. Hilton's efforts have not been spasmodic and he has been
Diamonds," and he hasn't featured any star here, probably because
successful. His case is one of the most convincing answers
of the fact that other players in the cast are as popular in his
we have ever seen, to those who dispute that " it pays to community as Desmond. The same style has been followed in
advertise." We have selected a number of his displays for repro■' Mother Instinct," with a cut of Enid Bennett and a scene picture
duction on the opposite page. These are not picked because they
worked in.
use unusually large space or have especially striking effect, but
Now, there are some other ^things to be noted about these disbecause they represent the average exploitation policy of that
plays. Except for the cost of the cuts that he has made, and often
theatre. A careful study of these will be worth more to the small
he uses the stock and scene cuts that he can get from the
exhibitor than all the theories in the world.
exchanges, Mr. Hilton is under little expense to get out these ads.
Whether you know much about Idaho or not, you know that it
The whole composition of them is type-faces that can be found
is not a state of dense populations and that conditions that would
in
almost every printing office — and LIBERAL WHITE SPACE.
be true of a city of equal size in the East where there are many
You will note that he uses different borders to get different
other thousands in easy reach would not be true of Lewiston.
effects, but at the same time they are only ordinary rule borders
And yet, this theatre is pulling the people in, and we would make
or combinations of rule borders that any printer can supply. But
if as a guess that he is pulling a number of them from a distance,
evidently Mr. Hilton has the co-operation of his newspaper — as
because of the way that he advertises and because his sensible
every exhibitor who uses liberal space will have — because care
exploitation of his pictures has convinced the people that they are
i^ taken in the use of these borders to see that the edges meet
well worth while.
a neat effect obtained. There is a point that can be borne
Possibly some of our friends in other sections have become a and
in
mind.
You know that the big regular customer at the meat
little peeved at the references that have been made in these
shop or the grocery store is apt to get the finest cuts and the
columns from time to time, of the superiority that seems to mark
freshest vegetables. And it is equally as true that the newspaper
motion picture advertising generally in the Northwest. But it is owner
who sees that there is a theatre manager who is trying to
true. We would figure that it comes from the willingness of
theatres of that section to take some risk, to spend a little more in go further than others, who is increasing the newspaper's revenue
and building his own business, is just about going to get everyexploitation than they could be certain that they would get back
thing that the newspaper can command.
and take a chance on cleaning up the big profit. But that doesn't
Smaller theatre owners who argue themselves into believing that
mean that advertising is a gamble. It means only that when you
they CANNOT AFFORD real advertising, certainly have a lesson
have become convinced that a certain policy is a good one, it will
for themselves here. We will admit the Lewiston Paramount
pay you handsomely in the long run to go to it.
theatre is an exceptional theatre, but it is exceptional because of
Large space is one of the things that marks these displays.
the methods that its owner has used in building it up. And one
Full two and three and sometimes four columns are used and
of the chief reasons for this is the advertising policy that has
because big space is used, it does not mean that Mr. Hilton tries
been followed.
to say everything that he can about a picture. He follows someThere is not a smaller theatre in the country that cannot do
thing of the style of "Hundred Per Cent" Fullerton, of Portland,
yet he varies this style by placing the name of the theatre in the same. Not one of these pictures was a first-run picture,
various positions. He has used various faces of type in the dis- though it was the first showing in Lewiston of all of them. There
were no staffs of artists needed to get out these displays. Use of
plays that we have reproduced, yet all of them are clear specimens
which do not confuse the reader.
the press sheets and USE OF GRAY MATTER brought about the
effective sales arguments.
In the Bushman-Bayne display (unfortunate in the typographical
There are a whole lot of theatres in the country that are spenderror in Miss Baync's name) he has used stock cuts of the two
ing a lot of money in what they call " experimenting," in changstars at the top of the display with the word " Today " stepped
off, the names of the stars and the title in large type and then a
ing film services and the like. The quicker they realize that the
scene cut from the production and just a few descriptive words
dollars sent for advertising are not experiments, but new blood
about the picture that tell just enough to whet the appetite.
in their theatres' lives, the better it is going to be.
The second display is an excellent example of an advertisement
Next week we are starting a series of talks about advertising
without a cut. While we have told you many times how strong
in various communities. While many of these will be studies of
we arc for the use of cuts, still one of the things that you always
conditions in larger cities, practically all of the points brought
want to attain is the contrast and this has been well done here.
out will apply to the smaller communities, and the exhibitor who
The block effect with the name of the little star running into it, wants to get the fundamental principles of exploiting his theatre
a method of display that is generally pretty certain to make your
will do well to study them carefully, for the adaptation to his
house will be easy.
patrons read all that you have to say.
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Is Doing

This

Advertising?

Studycities
theseis excellent
examples
of newspaper displays and then yon zt'?// reverse your opinion that liberal use of printer's ink in smaller
not a paying
proposition.

-ALWAYS

FRANCIS

Three Dav« Only
Startlnc TODAY

X.

BUSHMAN
anc/ BE VERILY

BAYNE

'THE
ADOPTED
A ST0R7 OF THE FEUDS
jg THE TENNESSEE
MOUNTAINS. AND. AS
"TWOGDN" CARTER.
BUSHMAN SURPASS ANY
THING HE HAS EVER
DONE ON TEE SCREEN
From th« story by Mu
BMUd in the All Story
Wwlily

POPULARTODAY
ONE DAV ONLT

SON'

IFREELLADOHING
YOU DON'T SEE OUR TWOKETSTONEHURTSOOMEDY
"SHE NEEDED A DOCTOR)'

LITTLE

MARY

SUNSHINE
The Pbeoomon&l
— m— Child
SUNSHINE
AND GOLD

< hlcber
r>rMtN)(, Itr. BOtOB

"THE LAUOH
WORLD
OVER. OFHO AONSOHZLO
CAN THE
RESIST IT."

Two Splendid
Comedies

HART
V/fiU andLowr\"
is laitlandin ihose
W«tera domaiiu
(be'Wolf"
far Ehonzou
the ritiD,?
The(incidsntaiiy
sloryfencM
ccr-i'm..isdty
with(equntlev)
tbescltiag
shcotin^cum'
ironsc&pitol
tlobrown
king)eyes,Lowry,
and bla^k
littlepastcurls
UarymaEler
Davis
whose
consisted
nf
and a. boandJess
It raolu.booSdofB.
wc oeliev^.
with
Hart's
greatest
We3t«nis
Because courage
of ni^ht
provioaa
Ibis
picture
can
be
shown
only
until
Wednesday
There
is
uo
:idvanc?
in admission price on tbii feaiare

*ind TPOrT*orrow

Special Triangle Comedy
ALSOOontlnuous Performance t to 11

FROM THE
FAMOUS
NOVEL

Day

"NOBODY"
COMES THE
PLAY FOR
EVERYBODY

Only
One
CoDtinaoqs Performtmce It to ir

DIEEOT FROM
BROADWAY

TIME
OUTSIDER
6 WONDERFUL ACTS
STARRINO CHARMINO
EMMY

AND

WEHLEN

HISTon UNCLE
fwMd
rigfatof DUDLEYH la • Eeyftoiw. wu) ft ti
rMltf
too
fnU
rokn. SwUlll bogfai glgs'lea alumts i
TODAY

LOCKS

DIAMONDS
ConcerriB '-Silver Jim" Farrcl, jrentleraan
crook,
retired,finalandQingbta come-back,
ia which
he takes
with freedom,
tane
and hisa friend
at stake.
The stars a areforWm. Desmond, Mildred Harris
Robt NcKim, Margaret Thompson
Also PatHe News
ofwarcurrent
latest
newa andvortdotherevcDla,
event*■howiag'the
of treat interest.
And Bray RIotograph*
ONL.V

Ations,pulsating
story ofdramatic
the eino>
tingHngwfth
and reaching
the very pirmoctefife
of human itferest

'Mother
Instinct'
WiTH-ENrD
Bennett and
Margery. Wilson
The
ftorm*
to«sedai^OD
BretonU laid
Co artoo andthe aioidat
the
gaities
of
Paris'
famonfl
Latin quarter
AiSO-The late Pathe News of current world events,
and a dandy Bray Canoon Comedy.
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Seeing

Motion

the

Rialto

'T'JIIS week's show gives us the opportun*■ ity for a talk that we have been waiting for since we began writing these " Seeing the RiaUo With Rothapfel " articles,
and there is probablj' a greater lesson for
exhibitors here than there has been conthe others. So let's get to
anytheof matter.
the meattained inof
"What's
the weverdict?"
Rothapfel
asked
us when
reached Mr.
his office
after
the first show. " The poorest that we have
ever seen at the Rialto," we answered
frankly, and we explained that the feature
picture was the reason for this statement.
W'e
have made
it a point
to leave
deal with
the merits
cf features
here,never
but to
that
for the regular review department, but we
were so impressed with the view of Mr.
Rothapfel's young son. who has just come
down from a military academy to spend the
day, that we have to print his opinion, for
he entered the ofiice a little after we did.
" Why, it isn't Hart at all," is the way that
he expressed it, and it was a perfect description of the way that the popular star
has been badly cast in an impossible role.
Many, many weeks ago we told you that
Mr. Rothapfel always welcomes criticism
of his work. He always wants to know
what people think about his presentations.
Now, you know that most exhibitors, and
for that matter most people of all classes,
after they have heard a few adverse criticisms are anxious to get ^way from the
criticisms and to lose themselves. And so
Sunday after this first showing he asked
every one he saw about their opinion of
the picture. Does that mean anything to
you?
// shows that here is a manager zvho owes
the greater part of his sttccess to giving the
people the sort of amusement that they
■want, though, through his methods of presjentation he has very largely invented it for
Jhem. Most managers that we know really
don't like it a bit if you tell them that their
feature is not good. We know still others
that will argue with the patron and insist
thit the picture is a corker. They seem to
think it a reflection on themselves that the
work of the producer did not come up to
the standard. But Rothapfel is the very
reverse. Not only does he know his own
abilities, but he fully recognizes the opinions of others, and is ready to agree with
such correct opinions even when they are
at his expense. , IVe wanted to bring this
matter out because it shows you the absolutely necessary spirit that an exhibitor
must have to be the big, outstanding success in his community.
Now, don't get it into your head that this
IS a bad show at the Rialto. We are, perhaps, taking advantage of the case to get
some things off of our chest, and now
they're gone.
" Martha," the overture this week, got one
•of the biggest receptions that we have seen
accorded a selection at this theatre, and it
was shown with gold effects in the lighting,
the centre of the huge illumination dome
being in greet with a tinge of red at the

V

centre. This was followed by a most interesting picture of " Scientific Fish Farming." Allle. D'Espinoy is heard again this
week,
singing
Arditi'sopens
" II Bacio."
Rialto
Animated
with Universal
pictures of the heroes of the battle
of IMons being honored in London.
With the first of the scenes was
played, " Highlanders' Fixed Bayonet "
march, and then " Boys of Tipperary " and the Belgian national anthem
as pictures of King Albert were
flashed on the screen. Other Universal
pictures of sea lions followed, with " Les
Sylphides " being played, and then came
Hearst-Pathe pictures of the rodeo at San
Francisco with which " Wild and Wooljy "
was the music. Universal pictures of treatment of dumb pets in London was shown
with " Funeral March of the Marionettes,"
and then came a big crash with " Semper
Fidelis," with pictures of Yale students
joining the marines, the music turning to a
one-step " Million Heroes " as the marines
were shown at play. Civil War veterans
at Youngsville, Cal. (Mutual), got a big
reception, as they were shown with the
" Blue and Gray " patrol. As the veterans
came marching toward the camera with the
American flag flying the cheers filled the
house.

MANAGER HAROLD EDEL is offering an unusually patriotic novelty at
the Strand this week, and one that goes
over with a series of big bursts of applause. Itis a clever arrangement of music and film, using many sections that were
specially taken for this picture and other
sections
from previously released news
reels.
It is the story of the growth of liberty
and democracy, and after the title fades
into the American flag there comes a water
scene representing morning, and then a
title with the statement that Democracy
was born with Washington. Then appears
the statue of Washington that stands in
the Sub-treasury, and this gradually comes
to life, and the first president is made to
repeat some of his famous declarations.
Another very realistic picture shows him
crossing the Delaware and then we are
taken eighty-seven years along to Lincoln
and he is shown driviug up to the White
House. Of course there was another big
burst of applause. Then McKinley
brought another tribute. There followed
pictures of the Belgian king, the French
generals, including Joffre, the Russian
czar, the Italian and Roumanian rulers,
and finally King George, with Northclifle
and Lloyd George shown later. Even
greater applause when the pictures turned

Picture

News

Now, notice a little turn in the weekly,
and with a purpose. The next pictures were
those of big glaciers on Hudson Bay Mountains, and all through the house the lights
became a deep blue and the orchestra struck
up Straus's " Dreams." This was a beautiful effect, but scarcely had the pictures died
from the screen than Sascha Fidelman, concert master of the Rialto, began to play
"Souvenir" without even a second of pause.
You see how the soft effects of the glacier
scenes and their dreamy music fitted in with
the number that followed. You will readily see that had there been a big smashing
effect at the end of the pictorial, had it
stopped with the pictures either of the marines, or of the veterans the violin soloist
would have a hard time drawing the people back from the spirit of patriotism and
into the spirit of the music. But the one
little picture inserted in between does the
work. Just one of those -little things that
we are so fond of mentioning in writing
these articles, but the little things that
count.
" March of Boyars," played by the Rialto
orchestra, and " In the Dark," a Christie
comedy, rounded out the bill.
We started this off by studying Rothapfel
himself, and so we'll leave this thought with
you at the end. As we were getting ready
to leave, Rothapfel was bubbling with enthusiasm over the next bill at the Rivoli.
"the
Justreason
wait till
it, BOYHe1 "is That's
for you
his see
success.
never
quitting. He is never grieving over little
errors, but working always for newer, better and bigger things for the future.

back to America, with McAdoo, Daniels
and Baker, and when Roosevelt was shown
there was a tremendous outburst that was
equaled only when the President was
shown. The end of the picture came with
a scene showing evening, and fading into
the Statue of Liberty.
Strand Topical this week is also devoted
to patriotic matter. It opens with pictures of the San Francisco rodeo and then
shows Lord Reading on his arrival in
Washington. Interesting pictures from
Los Angeles show " behind the scenes
in making Liberty Loaves " with the latest
mechanical baking apparatus. Then followed a Paramount-Bray sHowing what
camouflage means and how it originated
with the war. The Topical closes with
" With show
the Stars
and with
Stripes
which
training
the ingasFrance,"
masks,
and then large forces of boys from the
South drilling, with the music counterpointed with " Dixie," and then a view of
Pershing which got a great reception.
Comedy abounds on the bill this week,
for there is a large amount of it which
features John Barrymore in " Rafiles.':"
Marie Dressier is seen in " The Agonies
of Agnes." Miss Anita Tagel is heard in
"The Shadow Song" from Dinorah and
Zelaya, the Nicaraguan pianist plays
" Etude de Conc^ert F sharp." ,

*
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Designer

of Splendid

Displays

for

Standard Theatre Wife of Owner
have always puttered around with drawing
WHEN the writer took charge of the
Exhibitors' Service Bureau one of
materials. As a girl I attended the Ursuthe first things that impressed itself on him
line Convent here in the city, where I specialized in art. My preference even then
was the high class of displays maintained
was for figures. They interested me far
by the Standard theatre, Cleveland, Ohio,
more than scenes or imaginary effects. Did
especially in the Sunday issues.
you notice those oil paintings of the movie
Week after week we have printed specistars hanging downstairs in the lobby of
mens which we have held up as good adthe theatre?
vertising— and when we wanted to pay
some compliment to the person responsible
" I did those a long time ago, when I
we used the pronoun HE. We were all
right about everything else that we said,
but mighty wrong on that one point.
Mrs. Joseph Grossman, wife of the owner
and manager of the Standard, which is one
of the leading theatres and located in the
heart of the business section, is the one to
whom readers of the News owe the treats
of many perfect displays which they can
well follow in their theatres.
So we were impressed by the work of
this
writer, ofwhoever
and we
sent aad.member
the staff "it"
to Mr.was,Grossman
to make the big discovery. " Why, Mrs.
Grossman writes those ads," he replied.
" That is, we work out together what effect
we want and she creates the designs. I'm
a showman, consequently I think I know
how to reach the public. Mrs. Grossman is
an artist and she knows how to catch the
eye." But just at that moment Mrs. Grossman entered the theatre, so we'll let her
tell her own story.
" Oh, yes, I have been drawing the pictures for the Standard theatre advertisements for the past four years," she began.
" It isn't a bit difficult when you are interested m it, and when you can work together
at it, as Mr. Grossman and I do. It's Mr.
Grossman who suggests the idea he wants
to convey, you know, and then I translate
those ideas into pictures. Sometimes, however, I do them all alone. ' The Auction
Block' was all my own idea, and that one
came out fine, but almost always we work
them out together. We have no fixed rule
to go by. It all depends upon the photoplay we are advertising.
" Sometimes we aim to bring out the context of a picture, like in ' The Price of a
Good Time,' where we combined a group
of chorus girls and a view of a cabaret with
wine being served; sometimes we specialize
in a central figure, and put in just enough
lettering to explain the picture. That's the
way we treated Mary Garden's film version
of ' Thais.' Just now, for instance, I am
working on a drawing for ' The Warrior.'
When this picture was originally made in
Italy it was a serious story, but by the time
it reached these optimistic shores it assumed gigantic comedy proportions. Now
the average theatre attendant knows only
so much about a film as the advertisements
and the billboards tell him. So I am making my 'Warrior' tell its comedy story, so
that the public will not be deceived by the
name. For nothing so redounds to the disadvantage of a theatre as the reports of
patrons who find a comedy when they have
gone in expecting and wanting to see a
drama.
" Does it take a thorough artistic training to accomplish what I have done? No,
I shouldn't say that it did, but you see I

I didn't. But by knowing in just what
order these parts are assembled, and what
order of prominence each one holds, I shall
be all the better prepared to gather my material and produce a stronger, better, more
intelligent whole.
■'Interesting? It's the most fascinating
work in the world. And it is something
that anyone with a little talent and a lot of
purpose can accomplish. All wives have
more than a passing interest in their husbands' affairs, and grab at any opportunity
to help push the ball of fortune up the
hill of life. This is not merely a practical
assistance that she can render him, it is an

Mrs. Joseph Grossman
had more leisure. Now the theatre keeps
both of us busy all afternoon and late into
the evening. It is after the house is all
closed up for the night that we work out
these advertisements. It is seldom earlier
than two o'clock in the morning when we
lock up the office, and sometimes it is even
later than that. You see, we always make
up five or six drawings for each advertisement. It's impossible to foretell just how
they will work out when printed and we try
all possible effects. One of them is bound
to turn out satisfactory.
" Because I am not certain how my drawings will work out in the newspapers, I am
going to take a practical course in newspaper work. We have already made arrangements with one of the daily papers
whereby I shall be permitted to study every
process through which my drawing goes
before it is turned out a finished article.
Did you know that the main body of an ad
is put in first, and then the background is
supplied, and then the lettering, and so on ?

opportunity for aesthetic growth that is
open to all. If she has an eye for beauty
and line, let her cut out any artistic scroll
or design that she may run across in a
newspaper or a magazine, as well as any
particularly expressive or appealing pose.
Almost anyone can assemble them into a
satisfactory whole, or can, at least, adopt
portions of them or get suggestions from
them. Original work is, of course, the most
successful, but failing originality, the mere
act of assembling these clippings brings out
a certain amount of originality. Fortunately, no two people express themselves alike,
whether it is in words, or actions, or art,
and the success of a product is always in
proportion to its individuality. Try to develop individuality and youi- work will
always
stand out pre-eminently."
Mrs. Grossman
is a woman who practices
what she preaches. Look over recent copies
of the MoTiox PicTT'RE News and see how
clearly her work stands out amidst a page
of advertisements.
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STRAND THEATRE. S> . . ;^ a . .
which has contributed sonic excellent
examples of display advertising to these
columns, comes to the front now with one
of the best advertisements on " The Zeppelin's Last Raid," that we have seen.
THS HOUTE

Picture

N e zv s

' ; iiiij 1 . V Client. The ad. is two columns
wide by 4^4 inches deep. The chief faults
in this are the use of the same type
throughout and a consequent dead effect,
and the fact that all the reading matter is
in such small display that it fails to attract attention.
In our opinion the manager did right in
advertising both his Thursday show and
his Friday and Saturday show in the same
display. In this case we believe that he
Could have gotten a much better effect by
using a single column effect, 8]/2 inches
deep. That would have left him more
room for display and enabled him to give
the proper showing to the relative importance of the two bills.
■■ Getting the jump " on your patron doesn't
mean landing on his back.

Jt»P TI^Tnilfffl»H
OF" ]>^FI<>CRACY
Note that there is a minimum amount of
reading matter an<^ that onlj- the essential
facts are given. • The background of
swirling aeroplanes and a falling Zeppelin
carry out perfectly the theme of the picture, and we haven't the slightest doubt
that this display brought much bigger business than would have been the case if this
quarter of a page had been devoted to a
lot of reading matter.
There is one thing that is always true
about these special sketch plates and that
is that they stand out by contrast with the
type advertising on the same page. But if
you will pick up the average newspaper
you will be struck by the fact that most of
the managers who go to this expense are
then tempted to use a lot of gim-crack
work that spoils the effect.
Trouble wUh fronts of so many theatres
are that they look so much like scrap
heaps that tt is hard to convince one that
anything is running smoothly inside.
I EHIGH
ORPHEUM THEATRP:,
South Bethlehem, Pa., sends in this
sample of display which has much room

rOWGHT, (THURSDAY, JANUARY 17)
bul Skowinf lo BtdikiMB <A
"SCANDAL"
Tit E»tr»i,rfj:iTj PIj,. tj r>\iT.'j Hunilion, Sttirilif
CONST ANa TAUUDGE
A4Mi
11m
TliinICrW.
Ei>i><><i< a« 'The Mt><<<> SUp," villi
ML wan m4 Nrr>
TOMORROW AND SATURDAY
MARGUERITE CLARK
U Aaotbv "Sak^" Surr
"BAB'S MATINEE IDOL"
Caadofi Ha BmA't CnmUtt Nml, 'TIm Aidloo

VY/ HILE the pass question is probably not
" a serious matter with most theatres,
it is quite important in some of the larger
houses. The Saenger Amusement Com])any. - which has general offices in NewOrleans and operates some fortj- houses in
that section, has prepared a form of pass
which is good at all of its theatres, but
prevents the courtesy from being worked
o\ertime on account of the fact that the
holder cannot go to more than one of the
theatres the same day. There is a page
in the booklet for each month, and as the
patron presents this it is punched by the
1 2 3
5 5 17 8
No.
1918

191S
GOOD ONLY MONTH

31 30 , 29 28 i 27 I 26 25 i 24 ; 23 : 22 , 21 20 ! 19 ' 18 17
doorkeeper and at the end of the month
the page for the month is taken up.
It is unfortunately true that in many
cases the personal courtesy granted by the
theatre is often abused. Certainly there
can be only a limited amount of such abuse
under the Saenger policy. But it's always
a safe thing to keep the number of your
passes down to the limit. Fix up the newspapermen and the city officials that you
have to care for and let the rest line up
in front of the box office.
Printer's ink isn't worth much unless it
is mixed with human brains.
I7XHIBITORS are getting more and
*— ' more away from the habit of distributing alot of handbills, circulars, etc.,
Ijecausc there has been so much gf this
done that they don't get the attention of
the public and don't pay for the cost of
distribution. So when one of the companies does hit on an unusual idea there is
all the more reason why the stunt should
bring business.

This little folder is printed in red, white
and blue and on the cover are the words,
"What's Your Number?" and then the
directions, " Draw Here." When this i-pulled out it contains an excellent advertisement for " Draft 258." The reverse
side bears the name of the theatre. This
specimen came to us from the Garfield
theatre, Chicago, which used the stunt with
unusually good effect. A good policy to
pursue with matter to be mailed to your
patrons is this : Don't burden them with
it onl\- because it is something that you
have at hand; use only that with a punch.
// course, being on the job all the time
counts, but what counts most is being on
the job with a purpose.
MAJESTIC
THEATRE,
Mich.,
took a space
in the Jackson,
Sunday paper?
four columns wide by ten inches deep, to
advertise Mabel Normand in " Dodging a
Million." And this large space was commendable and the Majestic should have
gotten big benefits out of it had not the
designer of the display set out to tell everything that he could think about.
That's the first thing wrong about it, and
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What

Li^e

Wires

the next is that the repeated rules effects
are very trying on the eye. There are lots
of good lines used in describing the Normand picture and had a couple of the most
catchy ones been employed the effect would
have been good. Looks like the writer
started out to use everything that was contained in the press sheet. Some one besides the proofreader may have read all
of this display, but we doubt it.
Don't keep the eye of the patron jumping around from one thing to another.
When you do you leave no lasting impression of any one thing on him, and the result is that you do not get the worth of
your display.
It costs nothing to cheer up and it makes
a hit ivith the other fellozv.
UNIVERSAL is suggesting a unique
"teaser" campaign on, "Wild
Wornen," a fiye-reel feature starring Harry
Carey, which will soon be released. According to the frank confession of the
producers, this is a " plotless play," without
WHAT MADE THE
WILD WOMEN WILD?
Gadzooks, you1l have to see the
picture to find out. We've
seen
we don't
know thethepicture,
answerbuteven
yet.
HARRY CAREY AND MOLLY MALONE Ln
DIRECTED Women"
Bl JACK FORD.
"Wfld
Will not educate you.
It won't even help win the war.
Itentertain
won't doyou.a single thing but
Tis a fool thing, but, most of us
are feols anyhow.

sense or reason, but it is guaranteed that
the
publicantics
will of
" laugh
its head There
off " at isthea
foolish
the actors.
series of five advertisements suggested, all
of which are frankly aimed to draw the
people to the theatre out of their curiosity

Meatless days!
Wheatless days! !
Lightless nights!!!

and now
A Plotless Play !
HARRY CAREY AND MOLLY MALONE io
DIRECTED BYWOMEN"
JACK FO^D.
"WILD
Will rest your thinker.
It will not let you think.
'Twill only entertain you — thasall!

Are

Doing

to see what it is all about. According to
the officials of the Universal, all who
have seen this picture at its pre-release
showings declare that it is a most unusual
production.
In these war times, and especially as the
bitterness of the conflict is getting closer
home to us, the light and frivolous in
photoplays is going to be more popular, and
Universal proposes to be in the lead in
presenting some of this foolish stuff that
hasn't even an idea in it. The displays
designed by the advertising department enter fully into this spirit and they ought to
make good business pullers.

ANNOUNCES
FreeAdmission
To MONDAY

Uere ^UUW Thrift stamps on Monday, Feb.
IIoi>A*cI1nu; 4,We 1918,
want at 1,000
people
to buy
our Box
Office.
SO --Come to the ORPHEUM
on timeinee, buyfora W.the S.3 S.o'clock
at the MatBox
Office.man.Show
it to W.S.S.
the DoorKEEP THE
Walk in — take a comfortable
seat and enjoy the show
The Program
IS the strongest we know how
to secure —
Geraldine

The exhibitor who wears a funereal expression on his face all the time tvill soon
be going to his own.
have warned our readers so many
times against a large amount of
reading matter in displays, that we hesitate to appear to reverse ourselves. But if
there is ever reason for such display, it
is justified by the circus method that was
used by Manager Arthur G. Stolte. of the
Strand theatre. Cedar Rapids, Iowa. The
reproduction here is of an entire page used
in the Sunday papers. Large displays were
also used during the week.

WE

"Intem'Evqfy Alien Enmff" That Anuocic* May Not
Suffei< «<f:ft;!^.hai Suffered"; State; Capt HbnaM C
Tb(»iv«>iaHiH>o
GavS w ^Aia^iica a TbiiDiiic Leuon
of»nlieSCT«tMr.lM<i«l»lilftginH«^it|iaigy7^
HEM tteadIt noa nOnkvOTti
the taeen,
bat in-of
mq/ettioii^ mgigarttic
portraj/al
ian^mt «f OKwmt liM^ « Ml^ to nodnJlH uiAtheaUol ORCUESntA
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There is a large amount of type in this
display, and we believe that this could have
been reduced with benefit to the display,
but still, the types have been so well selected that there is no jar and each essential part of the ad. stands out by itself.
It is, after all, essentially a circus ad. and
effective where you want to work up a lot
of interest in some big, sensational picture. But the one thing that makes it
worth while is that it should be used only
on rare occasions. Many such displays in
succession would hurt your business.
Don't be like the old lady who lived in a
shoe. If you have too many things to do,
its a cinch that you won't be able to do any
of the things well.

Matinee

Farrar
Supported
by
the and
StarsTuUy
Wallace
Reid
Hobart Bosworth
Marshall
— in —
The Devil-Stone
An Artcraft Picture of Matchless Power
With the ADDED Attractions
Marguerite
Gohlke
The Kansas Nightingale
Hampstead Bentley
SoDthland's Sweetest Tenor
"THEDuetsROSARY"
and
' InOther
and Solos
Popular
Favorites
Only
And the ORPHEUM Monday
ORCHESTRA as usual
Matinee
All Free
Buy a War Savings Stamp
Free List Suspended
COME EARLY
This Same ALL-STAR Program Will
Be Given Monday Night, and At All
Performances Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday, At Regular Prices —
Matinee, 15c
::
Evening, 20c
SHOWS— 3:00, 6:30, 8:15
Note the Regular Time
HOW Government
a theatre can
co-operate
in these
war with
days theis
splendidly exemplified by an advertisement,
full three columns, which appeared in the
Topeka (Kan.) newspapers on the opening
of " Thrift Week."
The Orpheum theatre, in its effort to
boost the sales, required its patrons only to
buy the stamps and show them at the door
to gain admission. In other words, admission was entirely free, but it was excellent
propaganda for war-saving and excellent
advertisement for the theatre.
It is worthy of notice that the Orpheum
did not attempt to use this method to advertise a poor show, but put on a big feature, a sure guarantee that the theatre was
really trying to do something for the
country. Genuine co-operation of this sort
not only wins appreciation of your patrons,
but new ones.
Don't take the "I'm right" attitude all
the time. There's a whole lot of difference
in knowing that you- are right with your
patrons.
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Entertaining

Kiddies

Without

This is the seventh of our series of articles, " The Diary of a Successful
Exhibitor," by an exhibitor who tells each week wliat he is doing to develop Jiis
house, the lessons that he learns and the errors that he discovers. It is a frank
discussion of the pleasures and evils of exhibition in a tozvn of 15,000, and the
tips contained here zcill probably be of value to managers in all sections.
By a Successful Exhibitor
LET me go on record here as saying that currcd to me to issue an order barring
babies in arms, but I saw immediately that
I am innotsmaller
a believer
in special children's
matinees
communities.
I do not
this would prejudice the public against me.
mean that such programs are not excellent
And, infants in arms were not alone those
who disturbed the evening audiences, for
things in cities of a size where the theatres
those from two to five years would grow
can afford the expense, but it was impossible for me to provide two sets of films for
impatient during the evening's shows and
each change of bill. And still further than
run up and down the lobbies causing confusion and often taking Brodies to the
that, you have to remember that I was
floor,
with the result of very vigorous yelps.
counting a great deal on my country trade,
Solution came to me in a copy of the
which was largely confined to the afternoon
MoTiox Picture News, which reproduced
shows, and to put on a strictly juvenile bill
would have killed off that clement at the
a page ad of a theatre on the day of its
very start.
anniversary-, and which consisted of an intimate talk with the public. I immediately
In my advance inspection of the other
realized that this was my solution and so,
houses in my town two things had struck
me. First, the theatres were so dark that in the next Saturday issue of our local pamany of the younger folk, some of them
per, I took a full two-column space and
addressed myself to the women of the city.
hardly old enough to know about such
things, went to the theatres merely for I explained to them that they should realize
spooning purposes. The other thing was
that younger children grow very tired in the
that the custom of women in bringing small
evening and that if they are brought to the
theatre then they are likely to give the parchildren to the evening performances reents trouble. Note, that I did not refer to
sulted inmuch juvenile mouth music, which
was not at all calculated to make the other
the annoyance to other patrons, even by inference, but I did point out that it would
patrons enjoy the evening.
The other houses had only the ordinary
conduce more to their enjoyment and that
lighting system, which meant that every il- of the children to come to the afternoon
lumination inthe theatre went out when
show. This advertisement probably attracted more attention than any that had
the pictures were being shown. I had installed the indirect system, which is worth
ever appeared in the local paper and the
results were immediate.
far more to even the smaller houses than
the additional amount it costs. But even
Now, some may ask why I went into the
this lighting system results in the lights be- public print instead of sending letters to
ing dim through the showing of the pic- my patrons. They may argue that the
mothers would object to such statements
tures. So I hit upon an idea, and that was
about their children in a newspaper. But
to turn on the lights full force at unexjust the opposite is true. // / had sent out
pected times during the afternoon, generally at the end of a reel. I found that this
the circular letters every woman would
unexpected effect was very discouraging to have instantly jumped to the conclusion
that I was referring to some member of her
those who did not come to see the pictures,
but it was necessary in a couple of cases
flock and I would have lost patrons. Now,
for me to ask youths of the town not to look to the psychological aspect of the case.
You know that no matter if it is true that
come to my theatre again.
Of course, this love-making was more or the greater part of the juvenile population
of any community are a pretty rough sort,
less harmless, but I wanted to make my
theatre perfectly safe for the women and
the mothers may agree with you, hut they
children. I have heard other managers say will all point out that it's "other" children
to blame and that their own are perfect
that they have had a hard time keeping
little angels.
order at the matinees. In my case there
was practically no trouble after a week or
As I say, this plan worked in the vast
so at the start. In my last article I told
majority of cases and soon it became disyou how I wanted to attract the attention
tinctly out of style to bring one of the tots
of the women to the afternoon shows.
to an evening performance, and those who
More than that, I wanted to get the chilpersisted were fully conscious that they
dren, and the best way to do that was to were attracting not only the attention, but
the comment of their neighbors when the
get the entire confidence of the parents.
Within a short time they knew that the infant began to grow lusty.
little ones would be given as much attenDaylight audiences do not generally consist of tired working people. And it is
tion as the mayor of the town and many a
especially true that country folk are very
mother who wanted an afternoon's rest
liberal in their treatment of children and
would send the little ones to my house.
While most of us like babies, certainly
that there was no complaint when there
was an occasional outburst. I instructed
f-vcryone will agree that there can be nothing more di.squieting to an audience than to my ushers to do everything possible for the
have to listen to the sobs and screams of comforts of the children, to give them the
very best seats and then to see that they
two or three " kiddies," while they are keepbehaved themselves. Just a statement by
ing their minds on the picture. It first oc-

Picture

News

Disorders

HIS HANDS
UP
But This Advice Would
Have Helped Him

of a neighborhood house
in one of the larger
ntrry
iesvy ofof one
couage
the man
citkno
E
W
who tried Saturday matinees
for the children. He described
these sessions as a series of
disorders. He would put out
the offenders and return them
their money, but they would
come back again the next Satand
rt the same
again. sta
trouble urday
" Finally I threwr up my
hands," he told us. " No more
children's matinees for me if I
have
go out of Exhibitor
the business."
But toSuccessful
is a
man who thinks about the
problems that he had had to
confront. He did not know,
but he went about them in a
logical way. Read how he
dealt with this problem.

one of the ushers that the little boy or girl
was missing the best part of the show was
generally
enough
to secure
tion for the
rest of
the bill.their full attenYes, I occasionally did get pictures that
were not entirely fitting for childish enjoyment, and on such occasions I would throw
on the screen a slide reading " Children
Will not Enjoy this Show," and then I
would generally add a couple of lines saying "Tell the Little Ones to Wait for So
and So," generally trying to make it my
following attraction. In a similar way I
called attention of the audiences to bills
that were unusually suited for children, and
any time that I had such a picture that I
could recommend I would note that the
receipts
increased from ten to twenty dollars.
In a town the size of mine it was necessary to get every possible patron to do a
successful business. I made up my mind to
study each possible class or division of the
people and to make some special appeal to
each class without at the same time giving
the slightest hint that the attraction might
not appeal to others. It can be done easily
enough, but it takes careful study and a
full understanding of what you are about.
The best answer to my argument is that in
three months after I had opened I was getthree-fourths of the "kid" patronage
of thetingtown.
Not only was I doing that, but I was
establishing confidence in my theatre
among the grown folk who had not yet
become regular attendants. When the
children went home and told of some little
thing that happened and how order was
straightened out, it caused the mothers
who really counted to think and wonder
whetheran the
showonewasn't
really
assetmotion
to thepicture
town and
that
they ought to encourage.
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RothapfeVs

Answers

to

Exhibitors

Mr. Rothapfel Will Answer Here any Questions Regarding Problems in Exhibition. The Only
Conditions Are That the Questions Must Not Bear on the Merits of Particular Pictures or Services and That They Must Come Through the NEWS. Address Your Inquiries " ROTHAPFEL
ADVICE, EXHIBITORS' SERVICE BUREAU, MOTION PICTURE NEWS."
XXXVII —work
I have
interest
references
to thenot patriotic
propaganda
that noted
you arewithdoing
at thetheRialto,
but I have
noticed
any
references
to
"
The
Star
Spangled
Banner
"
being
played.
Now one
of my competitors has his orchestra of three pieces play the national
anthem before each performance. (As a matter of fact, the man is a German
and was very strong in his expressions before this country entered the war.)
Now I have taken the position that the people come to the theatre for relaxation and that no matter how patriotic they are they do not want to stand
during the rendition of a number. I use patriotic music at every opportunity, but there has been some criticism, of the fact that my orchestra does
not play the national anthem. Let me have your views of this subject. —
NEBRASKAN.
PROPAGANDA work at all times is a thing not to be desired.
Frankly, I abhor it, except where the best interests of our
country are concerned — and then it is to be used in the very best
taste possible.
The national anthem may be played either at the beginning or —
more preferable — at the close of every performance. But it is
not necessary at the beginning of every performance. Much can
be made of the national anthem as a musical number. But I
have heard it played at waltz time without any of the required
spirit of martialism. If you are going to play it, play it stirringly.
Don't rave about your patriotism. Don't advertise that you
are playing the anthem, but do it because you want to do it. And
don't do it boisterously, but with thought and sincerity. It is to
be regretted that in a great many cases our national anthem is
used insincerely — merely in order to get applause — a grand stand
play.
Have yotir patriotic demonstrations in good taste. As an example of careful consideration, hard work and love for what we
are doing in the matter of patriotic propaganda — this week we
are co-operating with the Marine Corps, and, while we are presenting apicture which is purely propaganda, still it is in good
taste. We afford good amusement and yet thrill our audience to
the very core. As a point of interest in this connection, we do not
use the national anthem once during the picture.
Using the national anthem indiscriminately — merely for cheap
advertising purposes — shouting from the housetops — is not good
taste. Indeed, it is almost desecrative. Love, reverence, respect
for the colors and the national anthem are to be held sacred.
Our national symbols ought not be cheapened or debased by crude
commercialism. Don't mind what your competitor does. It may
he all camouflage.
XXXVIII — Have been trying an overture in my theatre, but I find that
the audience
pay any that
attention
to them
and that
it results
constant hum of rarely
conversation
practically
drowns
out the
music.in Ia have
even followed the plan ot having my two ushers not seat anyone while the
overture is being played, but this seems to add more and more to the confusion, and there are constant arguments on the part of patrons who want
seats at once. I believe that the overture will be a good thing once I get
the
thempatrons
,but thenotproblem
is how
to dobutit.that
I don't
thinkaudiences
that it accustomed
is a case oftothe
liking the
music,
the
trouble is due to the fact that it is something new. — MUSIC LOVER.
READING your question carefully, I wish you would let me
know how large j'our orchestra is and what calibre of men
compose it. To give overtures with a small orchestra is a precarious practice, unless the few men are excellent musicians. If
I were you I wouldn't attempt to put the overture over with the
lights on. Try lighting effects ; even a little baby spot on the
violinist. If you do give an overture and want to make a success of
it, darken the house, have a flood light on the musicians, and play
some light piece, some pleasant, simple little melody. DO NOT ATTEMPT ANY LONG DIFFICULT CLASSICS because the audience won't stand for it. Unless the arrangement is made for ten
or twelve pieces, it will be ineffective. A good way to get an overture across is to take a scenic, play a few bars, dimming the
lights and throwing the scenic on the screen. The combination
of music and scenic will earn big applause, hold the attention of
the audience, and the whole show will look better. Choose the
right music — the heart songs, if you please — the violin alone or the
piano, all according to your judgment. The very fact that you are
TRYING to do something proves that you ARE doing something
and that you will succeed.

Even here, where we have a fifty-piece orchestra, where everything is done on a large, elaborate scale and where many people
come almost solely to hear the music — even here are we bothered
by a few talkative people. Some people will talk during musical
numbers, no matter how beautiful and impressive the music is.
They are not ill-bred, but merely don't think, Now, if you have a
good address and can talk well (you don't have to be a silvertongued orator), go out on the stage and tell the audience your
ideas about the music, explain to them what you are trying to do,
and ask them to pay attention to the music as a personal favor to
you. Then, if you talk to them in the right way, you will find
that they will not only listen to the music, but they will go out and
talk about it and discuss the idea, and come again.
During my first attempt in New York I had a pantomimic artist
who on appearing before the audience began to speak on what
" / did " and " Who / am," and so forth — full of egotism. Some
of the audience started to boo her. The lady was at fault, yet at
the end of her number some people applauded her, while many
were silent. In view of the general situation, I went out on the
stage and asked for all lights up. / told the audience I was not a
New Yorker and had heard wonderful things about New Yorkers,
and that I was certainly surprised and disappointed that some of
the people present had forgotten their manners and good breeding.
I told them what I was trying to do, speaking for about three or
four minutes. When I was through the house just rang with applause, and from that day on I did a tremendous business.
Yes, I have gone through the mill. This instance of what a talk
to an audience will do comes vividly to my mind.
XXXIX — Peculiar conditions obtain in my city. It has been the custom
to show two feature pictures for one admission, and all of the theatres are
doing that. In my opinion, this is a bad thing. It is hard enough for me
to cover the field and get one good feature a day. But the moment some
one tries to break away from this policy there is a certain amount of the
public that jumps to the conclusion that the move is one for saving money.
I would like to have some suggestions as to how to round out my program,
using only one feature and at the same time making the rest of the program
so good that the public will appreciate the change. I have a high class
neighborhood house, change my program daily, have an orchestra of three
pieces, besides an organ. — AL. K.
I WANT to go on record once and for all and say that I do not
believe showing two features for one admission is conducive to
the best interests of the management or the industry. Things are
in a bad state if the exhibitor is compelled to give a double feature
in order to attract business. It proves he has lost the grip and
his showmanship. All I can say is that I heartily disapprove of
it. Don't you care if some element in your audience think you are
trjang to save money by using one feature. They will think so
whatever you do. Go ahead and do the best you can, and do it
as well as you can.
Having a three-piece orchestra and an organ is fine. A violin,
a 'cello, a piano and an organ is indeed a good combination. I
would suggest changing four times a week. But you yourself
must give this question very careful consideration.
DON'T PUT ON TWO FEATURES. I am repeating this for
emphasis. Don't put on two multiple reel pictures. It is not good
policy and will kill you in the end. It is like a drink of whiskey —
exhilarating at the time you take it, but, oh boy! the after effects!
Tlie zucll-rounded program you ask for is a feature, a scenic, a
topical and a comedy. But be careful to cJioose good pictures.
XL — I understand that you have a great advantage over other exhibitors
because you can get any picture that you want and at the last moment you
can change it you find out that you have made a mistake. Now, I am a
hundred and fifty miles from my nearest exchange and such a course is
impracticable. I must book these pictures considerable time in advance,
and play the ones that I have booked. But here is the point that I want to
get at. I find certain stars are the most popular with my patrons, and yet
at the same time I find that some of the pictures in which they have been
appearing have been very bad. I have in mind one woman star who probably
had the second biggest following in this community, but the last three pictures in which she appeared have been impossible. Would you advise cancelling the other pictures in which she is to appear and booking some other
star in her place? The same company is able to furnish plenty of other
good pictures and has advised
that oncourse.
P. F.
(Continued
page— 1281)
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Aeroplane Display Scores
Big Hit at Buffalo
Picture Palace

Special aeroplane settincj at Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo
" Biggest

Patriotic

Punch

In Rivoli Presentation of
UNQUESTIONABLY the most striking presentation ever given a motion picture was that which has just been
awarded " The Unbeliever " at the Rivoli theatre. It was a splendid opportunity and Mr. Rothapfel showed his
genius to the fullest and employed all of
the wonderful effects that were at his
command to create the most striking
scenes that probably have ever been witnessed in a motion picture theatre.
You probably know that before the Ijcginning of his business career he was a
member of the U. S. Marines. Any
one who has been a member of that
wonderful organization carries with him
the pride for it, no matter how many
years may hare separated them. That
was one of the reasons why he was able
to obtain a large detachment of marines
for the whole week at the Rivoli. Another reason was that the Government has
recognized the splendid propaganda for
patriotism that Mr. Rothapfel has done at
his theatres and knew that in the presentation of this jjicture he would arouse the
enthusiasm for this branch of the service
as it probably never had been aroused in
a theatre.
In the first place this picture, which is
taken from the Mary Raymond Shipman
Andrews war novelette, "The Three
Things," was produced in co-operation
with the marines at Quantico, Va. There
is not an inch of faking in it; there is
ever the genuine thrill. The picture itself
will make a big hit even without the wonderful settings that were given it at the
Rivoli.
But let's sec how Rothapfel gave it (he
biggest punch that any picture probably
ever carried over. The Rivoli Pictorial,
which had gone before, has closed with a

" on Record

Shown

The Unbeliever "
lieaiitiful waterfall scenic, leaving an
idealistic, peaceful effect. Of course this
was done for the contrast that followed.
All of the musical setting was especially
arranged for this picture, and though it
cannot be told here in detail, there can be
enough outlined to show the big things
that Rothapfel did to put it over.
The first curtains of the series of stages
parted showing a marine on sentry. Then
came the " all's well " cry from other sentries who could not be seen, then from
the sentry on the stage. Then followed
descriptive music heralding the break of
day, the reveille called in the distance, the
cock crows and then the bugles sounding
assembly. Then the curtain came together
and the Rivoli chorus seated in the orchestra sang the " Marine's Hymn " and
once more there was a big demonstration
from the audience which stilled when the
curtains parted again showing five marine
buglers and two drummers. These gave
the adjutant's call with the blare of the
trumpets of the orchestra being included,
and then the music turned into " Semper
Fidelis " as another curtain parted showing a squad of marines with the buglers
still present. Never had there been such
music heard in the Rivoli or any other
theatre.
crashing
sounds
of Sousa's
celebrated The
march
set the
audience
wild
and there was again another ovation. But
still something was to come and Forrest
Robinson, the actor, declaiming before the
marines a poem written by Sergeant
Percy Webb. Again a wonderful demonstration and with the curtains now dropped there flashed on ihc screen the words
" Semper Fidelis," and some preliminary
scenes of marines at drill and the words,
" The marines have landed and all is well "
brought the audience to its feet again.

NOT only
because
the aeroplane
ing such
an important
part isinplaythe
war and many of our young student aviators were lost on the Tuscania, but because of the local interest since the Curtiss
Aeroplane plant is located in Buffalo, Manager Harold B. Franklin, of Shea's Hippodrome put over a stage display of unusual
power last week.
This was not merely a painting, but the
propeller was automatically operating, giving a very realistic effect. While this setting was being shown there was played a
medley of patriotic songs, ending with
" Over There." Naturally this caused a
riot of applause.
Manager Franklin reports that he has
had much success in advertising the time
that his feature pictures start. It has not
only had the result of relieving the audience of the annoyance of other people being seated during the picture, but it has
increased patronage, because the greater
share come on time and therefore get out
of the theatre just in time for the next
show, so that the waiting crowds can be
immediately accommodated.
There haVe been some wonderful demonstrations of patriotism in the New
York theatres, but we have never seen
an\ thing like this one at the opening performance.
With practically all the scenes laid in
Belgium where the marines were supposed to be holding part of the line, and
with the vivid battle scenes with real
marines appearing as the actors, there was
of course some splendid opportunities for
the musical score and these were taken
advantage of to the fullest extent. Unquestionably the screen, with the accompaniment
of music and
been
shown
a
wonderful
allysettings,
of thishas'
country
in war.
Instead of an overture the program
opens with a " prelude dansant " executed
l)y two young women in Eskimo costume,
and this serves as an introduction to the
second chapter of " Hunting Big Game
in the North " to which the second number of the Grief suite was played.
The Animated shows the launching of a
full rigged schooner in California, arrival
of an American member of the Lafayette
ICscadrille to train our own flyers ; horse
racing on the ice at Mt. Clemens, Mich. ;
sheep raising, and then some very funny
pictures,
New trick
York," photography.
which were
obtained" Speedy
through
Somewhere in Italy was shown to " Franchcsa Moro," and got a big hand and the
topical closed with Waterfalls at Aragonia, Spain, which were made wonderful
by
special
vtjlithegave
them.lighting effects that the RiOther musical numbers for the week
were Miss Gladys Rice, singing " I Hear
You Calling Me," and the Rialto quartet
in "Down South." "After Henry" was
the Metro-Drew comedy for the week.
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Some details of display on " Wolves of the Rail," at American theatre, Butte, Montana
Realistic

Railroad

Effects

Break Records for
the result of all the hig things that
he has done, many of which h'ave been
recoi-ded in the Motion Picture News,
about all of you know that P. E. Noble is
the intensely lire manager of the American
theatre, Butte, Mont.
Manager Noble believes that he has put
over the biggest one yet, and that was with
William S. Hart in " Wolves of the Rail.''
Certainly he left nothing undone in his advance campaign to bring the thousands to
his liouse.
For one week in advance of the picture
he used two hundred feet of film taken
especially for him from the centre of a
railroad track, showing a train coming first
about three miles away and then up until
it appears to be almost upon the audience.
Then he faded into it the announcement
slide the same copy of the big engine effect which happened in his newspaper advertising.
For the front of the theatre he used an
engine that measured twenty-two feet from
top to bottom. It was arranged so that the
bell would ring, and Mr. Noble heightened
the effect still further by running a piece of
hose to one of his radiators and then inserting awhistle in the end of the hose so
that the shrill blasts could be heard two
blocks away. The engine was also lighted
with electricity.
In addition to this front display the sign
over the sidewalk represented a railroad
block signal, entirely in red and illuminated
from the inside. The lights in the canopy
were alternate red and green and two engines used as " sidewalk stoppers " were
done in black with a plain, the head of
Hart being extended four inches on blocks
to give it a good relief. In addition, attractive one-sheets were used in the lobby.
This resulted in one of the biggest weeks

How Noble Uses Newspapers

in Lobby

Noble

at the

American

As

AID THAT
COUNTS
Any

Exhibitor Can Have
This Free Service

, who
man
st-d
dre
assi
New
Miss isMil
LY
NT
RECE
her father in the
ing
management of a theatre
in Helena, Ark., wrote us for
some advice about advertising
and other matters. We were
mighty glad to go into full details so as to give every aid in
our power. That these suggestions must have borne fruit is
's:
ceder,bywhiMis
denlett
Newinman
evist
ch ssays
part
late
ed
er
some
" Your lett receiv
time ago and it was my intention to acknowledge it immediately, but you see I have been
ing out your advery busy trysing
verti methods. We are
very much pleased with the
changes you suggested and I
want to assure you of our apThis is the sort of personal,
preciation."service that we are
intimate
prepared
everytoo exhibitor. Thereto isgive
no case
large
or none too small. The only expense on your part is the stamp
that carries your letter.

in the history of the American, notwithstanding that the weather was zero on the
opening night, eight below on the following
evening, finally going down to thirty under
the mark and gradually rising toward the
end of the week.

RothapfeVs Answers to Exhibitors^
{Continued from page 1279)
GET a source Queries
from which you can learn
the kind of picture you are going to
show. If not satisfied with the star, cancel
the bookings and get other pictures. We
have no advantage here over other exhibitors. Our responsibility and clientele
are very exact, and we cannot let things
go. But it is hardly true that we can get
anything we want at the last moment. If
you find that certain stars are more popular than others, get them. But it is
dangerous to cater to stars. Rather make
the house the thing. Stars are all very
well, but make the THEATRE the dominating factor — not the stars. This will
give you something to think about. Use
your it.
head. You'll get along alright — I
know
" Tags " Every Auto in Exploiting
Film
Fifty thousand automobile owners found
facsimile tags of the type used by Los
Angeles police department for arresting offenders of traffic laws on the steering
wheels of their machines. The tags summonethe
d ■ automobile owners to appear at
the Symphony theatre, Los Angeles, and
give reason why they had not previously
witnessed the exhibition of "'Whose. Your
Manager Charles Gates of the Symphony
introduced this novel advertising using fifty
Neighbor."tags. It required twelve men four
thousand
days to properly tag all automobiles that
parked
district. on any of the streets in the business
It fulwas
one of the most successstuntsreported
on record.
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Motion

Rea

Ann Murdock in a Rousing Comedy-Drama
"(Mutual
My WifeFive
" — Reel
StrongProduction)
Supporting Cast
Ann Murdock returns to the screen of the
" My Wife,"
Empire Alltheatre
Star in
Corporation
and produced
released by
on the
the
Mutual program. The story was written by
Michael Morton and the production was made
under the direction of Dell Henderson. In the
supporting cast with Miss Murdock are seen Herbert Bruce. Amy Veness, Rex MacDougal, Ferdinand Gottschalk. Grace Carlyle, Jules Rancourt,
James Kearney, Carl Sauermann, Harriet Thompson, Romaine Callender, and Dudley Hill. Miss
Murdock has the role of Beatrice Hammond,
whose aunt dies and leaves a codicil to her will
stipulating that unless Beatrice is married before
her eighteenth birthday the fortune will revert
to other kin. GeraM Eversleigh, a wealthy bachelor and lifelong friend of the family, is apexecutor ol
aunt.
Beatrice pointed
believes
thatthesheestare
is in ofInveBeatrice's
with Ronald
Farwcll. who has been called to serve his country
in France. When the news is brought to Beatrice
of her aunt's bequest and its condition, she persuades Gerald to marry her " in name only," in
order
that herRonald
aunt's isbequest
her
possession.
woundedmayandremain
at thein hospital falls in love with a French nurse whom he
later marries. Gerald falls in love with his wife
" in nametentionsonly,"
and becomes
jealous
the atpaid to Beatrice
by other
men.of Ronald
returns to America with his wife and offers Gerald a large sum of money if he will clinch his
marriage with Beatrice. Beatrice realizes that
Ronald
nothing for
and Gerald,considers
knowing thatcares
his affections
are her,
reciprocated,
the bargain a good one but refuses the money
offered, for he has won something more precious
than all the money in the world.
Murdock
in " My Wifetheatre
" wil on
be seen on
theAnnscreen
of the
of
week.
William Hart in Story of Lumber
Camp Life,
Blue Proiluction)
Blazes Rawden "
(Artcraft
Five " Reel
latest — "on
Blue Blazesof
Rawden "
— atWilliam
the IJart's theatre
week. The good-bad man leaves his sombrero, his
chaps and the West behind, dons the hob-nailed
boots and the outfit of the lumber-jack and goes
into
the Northwest.
It's that
something
different
and
presents
Bill in a role
rings with
interest
throughout the run of this picture. In the supporting cast are seen Maud George, Gertrude
Claire, Hart Hoxie, Robert McKim and Robert
Gordon. The picture was directed by Mr. Hart,
himself, under the supervision of Thomas H.
Ince. The story was written by J. G. Hawks,
popular writer of Western stories who has contributed some of the biggest successes to the
screen.ture. This
is Mr.the Hart's
Artcraft who
picHe presents
part offourth
a lumberiack
has lived his life in the north woods. He strolls
into
" Hilgard's
room and
dance" Ladyfingers
hall. He takes
a dislikegambling
to the proprietor
and the feeling is reciprocal on the part of the
•ther. When Blue Blazes wins the smiles of Hileard's
sweetheart
and wins
cards,in Hilgard
sugee«ts that
thev have
it outat and
the struggle
that follows, Hilgard is killed. Before he dies,
he says that his mother is expected and because
of that he is glad that he wil! not be there to
meet her for he would not want her to meet him
under such circumstances. The mother arrives
and
the beliefherthat
Rawdenunonwashim.
her son's
best
friendin bestows
affection
A jealous
half-breed
girl
tells
her
brother
and
in
revenge
the v\r\ shoots and injures Rawden. Unable to
face
the woman whom he worships, Rawden leaves
the camp.
At the
theatre on
of
week, William Hart in " Blue Blazes Rawden."
Frank Keenan in "Loaded Dice";
Powerful Story Dealing with Graft
(f'alhr Five Reel Production)
Frank Kecnan will appear on the screen of the
theatre on
of
week in
the first of his "series of Pathe oroductions, titled
"Loaded
Dice."
adapted
from
Ellery
H.
Clarke's
■ticccssful novel of the same name, by Gilson Willets. under the direction of Herbert Blache. Mr.
Keenan is an artist whether it be before the footlights or before the camera. His first stage
success was under the management of David
Bclaiico in " The Girl of the Golden West."
" Thesuccesses.
Warrens Mr.
of Virginia
another inof this
his
big
Keenan " isv/as
supported
production by Florence Eillingt, Guy Coombs
and
theme and
of the
deals Madeline
with food Marshall.
profiteering,Thepolitics
big story
business. Mr. Keenan has the role of Richard Gordon, a promoter who presents tc the world his
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FEATURES
PRODUCER
TITLE OF PLAY
Metro
5 reels
Comedy
" Broadway Bill "
" Watch Your Neigh- Paramount-Sennett
2 reels
Paralta
75 reels
reels
" The Turn of a Card " Triangle
Henry)
" From Two to Six " General
(O.
" The Thing's the
2 reels
Triangle
" Keith of the Border " Paramount
reels
55 reels
" The Guilty
Paramount
5 reels
" Man" "
" Hiddenbor Pearls
" JackPlaySpurlock
— Prod- Fox
"
5 reels
" The Heart of Ro- Fox
5 reels
Select
S reels
"" The
The Knife
Keys "of the
Paramount
igal 'mance "
5 reels
Pathe
" TheRighteous
Inner Voice
5 reels
" "
mask of goodness under which lies the cheat who
plays to win regardless of the methods employed.
He plays
" loaded
dice."
Ashtonto
comes
into with
his life
and she
aloneRose
is able
break his hardened nature. He gets the news
that three powerful men are to attempt to corner
the food market. He demands to be included in
the deal.mand.They
are forced
to concede
to his de-in
Gordon tells
Rose that
if he succeeds
swinging the deal, he will msurry her, but that
in the meantime he needs help. .He introduces
her to Harry Palmer, a young millionaire, as his
cousin and arranges matters so that the two are
found alone in his hunting lodge. Later he is
prepared to demand a check for $100,000. Ann
Holden, a former favorite, in a jealous rage, tells
Palmer the truth. The next morning her death
is reported. But other eyes were looking. What
is the result?
Frank Keenan in " Loaded Dice," his first
Pathe production,
the
theatre on
of at week.
Gladys Leslie Has Royal Romance
in " The Five
Wooing
of Princess Pat "
{Vitayraph
Reel Production)
" Thesome little
Wooing
of
Princess
Pat
" presents
winGladys Leslie in the role
of Princess
Pat, daughter of the ruler of the little kinedom
of Paxstadt. If you saw " The Prince of Graustark " or read the book by George Barr McCutcheon,
you will the
enjoyadventures
every footof ofMiss
the Leslie
celluloid that recounts
in portraying the part of Princess Pat in " The
Wooing
Pat."
the supporting
cast
with ofMissPrincess
Leslie are
seen InJ. Frank
Glendon,
Bigelow Cooper, William Dunn, Charles Kent,
Carlton King, Templar Saxe and J. Herbert Hall.
"The story was written by William Addison Lathrop and
producedP. by
Vitagraph
the direction of William
S. Earle.
Eric,under
the Iron
Duke
of
Warburg,
is
desirous
"of
declaring
war
on his
neighbor, the Grand Duke of Paxstadt. Princess
Pat, the daughter of the Grand Duke, is met by
the Iron Duke while she is coasting. Not knowing his identity, the Princess and he become
good friends and the Princess becomes his wife.
"War
the twoof the
kingdoms.
The
above isisaverted
only a between
short outline
story. The
adventures of the little Princess and nice bits
of comedy that develops when she is introduced
to her new surroundings and becomes first lady
of the land, form the basis for a most interesting
picturized drama.
" TheandWooing
Princess inPatthe" leading
with Gladys
Leslie
J. Frankof Glendon
roles,
will be seen on the screen of the
theatre
on
of
week.
Elsie Ferguson Stars in Edward
Sheldon's "Song of Songs"
(Artcraft Five Reel Production)
As a vehicle to exploit the great dramatic abilof Elsie Ferguson,
the ityArtcraft
production " The
which Songcomesof Songs."
to the
theatre on
proves to be her
most effective motion picture play since her advent to the screen. The picture is adapted from
Edward
Sheldon'stheatre.
play, which
provedseveral
a sensation
at the Eltinpe
New York,
years
ago, and provides melodramatic situations of
great intensity. Decidedly emotional is the role
of Lily Kardos, which Miss Ferguson is called
upon to play and the star is supported bv no
less than three leadine men, Frank Losee, Crauford Kentcellent and
Fletcher.
OthersNedin Burton,
the excast arcCyril
Gertrude
Berkely,

Picture

News

Corinne Uzell, Charles Wellesley and Henry
Leone. Possessed of unusual beauty, Lily Kardos
begins life as a sales girl for an Oriental with
branches on the boardwalks at Palm Beach and
Atlantic City, where she attracts the attention of
wealthy men. Her career is a series of dramatic
incidents and she rises to a commanding position
as the wife of ex-Senator Calkins, a millionaire
who has vances
proposed
after his Through
wily adhave been marriage
repeatedlyonlyrepulsed.
the
plotting
of
Calkins'
housekeeper,
a
former
victim of his perfidy, Lily is caught in a seemingly
compromising position, and in a fit of jealous
rage her husband drives her away. She plunges
into the fast life of the set in which she is thrown
and later meets Stephen Bennett, a high-minded
young man, and falls in love with him. Through
the
intervention
of Stephen's
shadows
of her past
are broughtwealthy
up anduncle
loom theas
a barrier between the lovers. Lily is prevented
from committing suicide by Stephen, who disregards his uncle's
and however,
rushes tois her
side. His
proposalcommands
of marriage,
refused by Lily, who realizes that their happiness
would be short-lived, and she decides to remain
with Dick Laird, the very man who had plotted
and achieved her downfall.
At the
theatre on
Elsie Ferguson in " The Song of Songs."
" Girl with the Champagne Eyes "
Drama of Deep Human Interest
(Fox
No matter howFive
low Reel
a manProduction)
or a woman may go
is always
chancesomething
for a " come
backthe"
—there
always
a chancea .that
will stir
spark
of
honor
and
cut
out,
as
with
a
surgeon's
knife, the moral sore that has grown because
the correct mental surroundings were lacking.
Such a case is shown in William Fox's photoplay
by Bernard McConville, " The Girl With the
Champagne
Eyes,"andin which
which will
beautiful
Jewelon Carmen is starred,
be seen
the
screen of the
theatre on
. According to the from
story a Nellie
the agirl,"
steals a wallet
fellow Proctor,
passenger " on
ship
bound for San Francisco. Fearing detection she
slips it into the pocket of James Blair, another
passenger, who is finally convicted and sentenced
to two years in the chain gang. Nellie, regretting
her act, gets a friend narried Mulligan to help
Blair escape, and he is brought to a rendezvous
of
slums ofthat
SansheFrancisco.
"The
girlthieves
offers toin dotheanything
can to recompense Blair for the wrong she has done him, but
he continues bitter toward her. Finally, to keep
away from the police, they go to a mining town
in Alaska. Blair is sent out to find gold and
the
and Mulligan
remainis inthetheGolden
wickedPalace
little
towngirlwhose
chief feature
saloon.comes a waiter
Money and
is necessary
and
Mulligan
bethe girl the chief entertainer
in the Golden Palace. But they have changed.
Blair has insisted that hereafter the three shall
remain straight. He had made this a condition
before he would consent to remain with them at
all. They get into some trying situations, but
survive the
deadwards
miner's
children
whomordeal
Nelliewithhas honor.
taken asA her
are
of
great
aid
in
the
beautiful
girl's
reformation.
These children are portrayed by the redoubtable
Francis Carpenter, who was Jack in " Jack and
the Beanstalk," and Aladdin in " Aladdin and the
Wonderful
Lampmaid
" ; Gertrude
Messinger,
who was
the cute little
in the Aladdin
picture,
and
Carmen De Rue and Lloyd Perl, also of fairy
tale
picture
fame.
L.
C.
Shumway,
Charles
Elcast. G. Raymond Nye. Al. Padget, Charles Goreman der,
and Eleanor Washington round out a capable
" Whims of Society " Has
Ethel Clayton as Its Star
(World Film Five Reel Production)
Ethel Clayton, who, besides possessing extraordinary good looks, knows how to wear her
clothes about as well as any actress in the films,
will be seen at the
theatre on
in " son
Whims
Society,"
a drama
by William
AddiLathrop,ofwhich
cleverly
portrays
the contrasts
between
the
so-called
upper
and
lower
social
strata. A well selected cast, including Frank
Beamish, Jack Drumier, Frank Mayo, Katherine
Johnson, Zadee Burbank and Pinna Nesbit, is
seen in support of the star. Nora Carey, portrayed by Miss Clayton, works in the prosperous
ribbon factory of John Travers, a cunning business man, philanthropic and highly respected.
Travers has a son, Hugh, who, after four extravagant years at college, has gone to work in the
factory. Mrs. Van Schuyler, head of the Welfare society, who has her eye on Hugh as a
prospective
son-in-law,
visit to Eleanor,
the factory in company
with pays
her adaughter,
and the elder Travers becomes interested in the
daufhter. Soon after that, at an outing for the
employees, Marlinoff, the big foreman, tries to
force his attentions unon Nora and he is driven
off just in time by Hugh, The young man and
Nora soon become fast friends and as an evidence
of his friendship offers to send Katherine, Nora's
sister
whomis she
has 'been
to college.an
The offer
accepted
and supporting,
later he provides
attractive apartment for Nora. In the meantime
John Travers has been accepted by Eleanor Van
Schuyler and all is well until Marlinoff, dis-
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charged as foreman, informs them that High is
maintaining an expensive apartment for Nora.
The father
man girlis up,
enraged
demands that ofhis thesonyoung
give the
even and
though
he is told that they are entirely innocent of any
wrong-doing. Hugh refuses and is disinherited,
but Nora decides to end all by turning on the
gas in venge,herkills John
room.Travers
Meanwhile,
Marlinoff,
in rewith a bomb,
and Hugh,
going to tell Nora that he is free to marry her,
though a poor man, saves her from asphyxiation.
His offer is accepted.
Ethel Clayton
" Whims of Society " at the
theatre inon
Mae Marsh in " The Beloved Traitor,"
Her Fifth Goldwyn Production
(Ooldwyn Six Reel Production)
Mae Marsh, the dazzling photoplay star of
"Pollyscreen
of the
Circus," fame,
the
of the
theatrewillonbe seen onin
her
fifth
Goldwyn
Picture,
" Theof the
Beloved
Traitor."cessfulThis
version
novel of isthea screen
same name
from the sucpen
of Frank L. Packard and furnishes six reels of
delightful entertainment. In the story Mae
Marsh has the part of Mary Garland, a Maine
fishermaiden. Mary has a sweetheart, Judd
Minot, a fisherman, who has talent as a sculptor.
His ideal figure is embodied in his fishermaiden
friend
whosehaving
life heexacted
saves.a Later
dies after
promiseMary's
from uncle
Judd
to watch over the girl, along with Father Anthony, the village priest. But Judd is prevailed
upon by Henry Bliss, a wealthy patron of art,
to go to the big city to study. There he meets
Myrnalow another
Bliss,man
v»hotosees
in the good-looking
felfascinate.
Judd meets with
success, falls in love with Myrna and forgets
Mary. He has finished a statue, carved from his
boyhood dreams, but dissipation has laid its heavy
hand on him. A scurrilous item appears in a society
paper which is seen by Mr. Bliss who sends
it to Father
sees itSheandgoes
deter-to
mines to saveAnthony.
Judd fromMary
himself.
the
city
and
gains
entrance
to
Judd's
studio,
where she is recognized as the original of the
prize model. Myrna, who is present, upbraids
Judd, and then follows a fight between Judd and
Paul
rival formodel
Myrna'sfrom
hand,destruction.
but Mary
saves Drayton,
the precious
Judd's
eyes
are
opened
and
he
turns
the girl of his youth. Splendid support again
is givento
the star by E. K. Lincoln, as Judd Minot;
George Fawcett, Hedda Hopper, Bradley Barker,
J. A. Furey, and others.
Victor Moore Drops from Clouds
in " Adam and Some Eves "
{Paramount Klever Komedy — Five Reels)
Victor Moore plays the only male role in " Adam
and
Eves,"
Klever
Komedy
by Chester
M. DeSomeVonde
whichthe will
be seen
at the
theatre on
. In this fun fest Vic
is seen as an aviator who drops from his " flying
flivver "This
rightis down
the heart
ville.
a towninto
inhabited
onlyof byFemininewomen,
and
when
Adam
(that's
Vic)
is
he
is about as welcome as a waiter's discovered
thumb in the
consomme. Helena Pinch, chiefess of police,
puts Adam in the lockup and he is put on trial
beforetionathe "jury
soprano
jury."
decides
that After
he isa short
guilty deliberaand he
is sentenced to be tickled all over and to be
confined in prison. He escapes and when the
prison bell gives the alarm the whole town of
Feminineville turns out in pursuit. They chase
him everywhere, but in the meantime his sweetheart gets word from her pet goose that he is
imprisoned in Feminineville and she is off to
the rescue in her Rolls-Ford. By the time Adam
is within reach of the city gates his sweetheart
comes dashing in and rescues him from the
women. Moore gets in a lot of very funny work
in this comedy and he is capably assisted by D.
L. Don, Peggy Adatns, Agnes Neilsen and a
big cast of girls " de looks."
War Scenes Furnish Thrills
for "The Crucible of Life"
(General Enterprises, Inc. — Seven Reels)
One of the strongest screen dramas produced
in
day is " The
Crucible of Life,"
whichon
V7illmany
be apresented
at the
theatre
. War scenes, enacted with splendid
realism, give the production a timely interest.
Nor does 't depend upon its war picturizations
alone for its popularity, for the story teems with
sentiment.
cast such
might artists
well beof termed
allstar, for _it The
includes
the screen
as Grace
Darmond,
O'Connor,
Jack Sherrill,
Winifred
Harris Frank
and Edwin
Forsberg.
Following a sad matrimonial experience, Gladys
Dale secures a position as companion to Diana,
daughter of Mrs. Dorset, a prominent society
woman.
Young toRobert
a ne'er-do-well,
makes advances
Gladys,Dorset,
but is repulsed.
Soon
after, Edwin Fairfax arrives with his motherless
child for a visit. He and Gladys fall in love.
Some time later Fairfax obtains a commission
in the army and goes to the battle front, leaving
his
in Glady's
Young Robert
fallschild
in with
Fritz care.
von Hoffbert,
leaderDorset
of a
gang of society thieves and secretly in German
government employ. The boy is prevailed upon
to steal a necklace from his own mother and

GREAT
Delaware

BENEFIT
Theatres Find

Ad Talks Most Useful

rector for the Queen and
ic, thepub
es,ityWildiestON
atrlic
MajTS
E • WA
mington, Del., the two
leading theatres of that city,
find the service given on these
pages of
great help in his work.
He writes:
" We have been following
your various departments in the
NEWS and are particularly interested in the Service Bureau
and Ready-Made Ad Talks.
These departments have been
of great benefit to us, as they
give us an advance inkling as
to the pictures. We feel that
every showman will find these
departments a real help in the
promotion of his pictures."
What are you doing, Mr. Exhibitor? Are you profiting by
all these helps or are you saying "very good " and letting
the opportunity go at that?
suspicion is cast upon Gladys. The young woman
knows
guilt,nurse
and and
to spare
mother
enlists of
as Robert's
a Red Cross
goes his
to France.
By ancommand
odd coincidence
is assigned
the
same
in whichsheFairfax
is an to
officer.
Von Hoffbert, too, joins the army as a spy and
becomes
a memberto oftheFairfax's
caught signalling
Germans company.
by FciirfaxHeandis
the two fight. Von Hoffbert is overpowered, but
Fairfax is badly wounded in the struggle. The
latter is carried to the same base hospital where
Gladys, plane,hurt
by ataken.
bomb from
a German
has been
A happy
reunion,aero-of
course, results. Meanwhile Robert Dorset,
caught in another robbery, absolves Gladys from
guilt, and Mrs. Dorset sends for the lovers to
return to her home to regain their health. A
furlough follows.
is obtained and a war wedding in
America
" The Crucible of Life " at the
theatre on '■ .
Popular Screen Players Are
Featured
in "Production)
Under Suspicion "
(Metro
Five Reel
Those popular favorites of the silent drama,
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne, are to
be seen again in
on
, when
the
theatredrama.
presentsThe" Under
a five-act Metro
story Suspicion,"
is one to
create and maintain unbounded interest among the
spectators,tectivesdealing
as it sleuthing
does with ofcrooks,
deand the clever
a woman
newspaper reporter. Incidentally, the producers
have given the picture a lavish setting. Mr.
Bushman is seen in the part of Gerry Simpson,
a young millionaire. At a society musicale he
meets a girl who interests him greatly. She
is Virginia Blake, a reporter on the Sentinel.
Suddenlythethere
is a ofcommotion.
entered
boudoir
the hostess Burglars
and rifled have
her
jewel
case.
Her
pet
monkey
has
leaped
one
of the men and snatched one of the buttonson from
his coat. Virginia Blake takes the button and
determines through it to find the culprit. Gerry
secures a position as cub reporter on the Sentinel and with his valet, Rogers, moves into
a poorer quarter of the city. He and Virginia
work together on many assignments. There is
a button missing from his coat, matching the
one she has, and her suspicions are aroused.
As a matter of fact, Rogers, the valet, is the
guilty
party,
he having
wornHow
his Virginia
master's finds
coat
the night
of the
musicale.
this
out
and
fastens
"
the
goods
"
on
him
makes
an
exciting story
the Ofspectator
in breathless
interestwhich
to theholds
finish.
course
Gerry and Virginia marry in the end..
" Under theatre
Suspicion
on " will. be seen at the
"The Woman Between Friends"
Is a Highly Dramatic Production
(Vitagraph Five Reel Production)
When Robert W. Chambers wrote " Between
Friendstion" picture
he created
a story and
with Vitagraph
wonderful mopossibilities,
has
made the most of them in its production of " 'The
Woman Between Friends," which will be seen

on the screen of the
theatre on
.
Lovely Alice Joyce and Marc McDermott are
the featured players in this highly dramatic production, but hardly less commendable is the
work of the cast, which includes Robert Walker,
Edith Speare and Katherine Lewis. " The
Woman
tangleda
fates of Between
Cecelie, Friends
a flower" deals
girl; with
JohntheDrene,
sculptor, and Jack Graylock, an artist. On the
eve ofa Drene's
wedding
the two
men, friends,
make
declaration
of eternal
friendship.
Drene
loves his wife deeply, but he is engrossed in his
work, and she seeks solace in the company of
Graylock. Finally Drene awakes to the realization that his wife has fled, although he does not
suspect his friend Graylock. The latter joins
Mrs. Drene in Nice and the two pose as man
and wife. There Graylock meets and renews
acquaintance with Cecelie, a flower girl, and she,
posing
as an artist,
Graylock."
Soon thereafter
Drene meets
goes to" Mrs.
Nice during
the
carnival. In the revelry of the carnival " Mrs.
Graylockdoes
" isnotburned
death,
even then
Drene
suspectto his
falsebutfriend.
The
two friends return to Paris and soon Cecelie
arrives to pose for Graylock. She and Drene
fall in love and one day she recognizes a picture
of
Drene who
as that
of " vengeance.
Mrs. Graylock."
tellsMrs.Drene,
swezurs
Going Sheto
Graylock's
apartment,
he
exacts
from
promise to commit suicide on a certainhimday.a
Later Drene repents his act £md sends Cecelie
to Graylock's
roomhasto already
divert him
his purpose. Graylock
shot from
himself,
but
recovers.
Drene
and
Cecelie
marry
and
Graylock
remains an outcast.
At the
theatre on
, " The
Woman Between Friends."
George Beban in " One More
American " — Italian Character
(Paramount Five Reel Production)
George Beban's latest contribution to his long
list of screen dramas is titled " One More American." It is,haswithout
best time.
work that
Mr. Beban
turneddoubt,
out inthesome
The
production was produced under the direction of
William C. De Mille. The story was written
by
and thescenarioized
Olgaactor
Printzlau.Mr.In De
the Mille
cast with
famous character
are
seen Camille Ankewich, May Giracci, Helen
Jerome Eddy, Raymond Hatton, Jack Holt, H.
B. Carpenter, Hector Dion, May Palmer, Ernest
Joy and Signor Buzzi. Mr. Beban gives one
of his far-famed Italian characterizations. This
time he is a theatre owner. Luigi Riccardo
owns the Marionette theatre in Little Italy. He
had worked and saved faithfully. His two great
ambitions are to become an American citizen
and to succeed in business for the sake of his
family. He antagonizes Regan, the ward boss,
by refusing to pay graft money. He undermines
Regan's
in in
thetheItalian
quarter
and
loses
him influence
many votes
following
election.
A reporter who has tried for months to " get
the goods " on Regan realizes his ambition
through cardo.
Riccardo.
" get he" RicHe goes toRegan
Dr. works
Ross, towhom
has
started in the profession by getting him a position as physician at Ellis Island, and tells him
that he wants him to find something wrong
with Riccardo's wife when she arrives from
Italy. Ross has to obey and pronounces Riccardo's wife andThechild
unfit learns
to be admitted
on
their arrival.
reporter
of the deal
and wrings a confession from the doctor, and
Riccardo and his family are united and Regan
is whipped at his own game.
At the
theatre on
of
week, George Beban in " One More American."
William Rus.sell in "The Midnight
Trail " — Comedy — Drama — Mystery
William Russell will be seen on the screen of
the
theatre on
of
week
Midnight
his latest
before inthe" The
camera.
In theTrail,"
supporting
cast work
with
Mr. RusseU are seen Francilia Billington, who
has the principal feminine role; Sidney Deane,
Jerome Sheler, Carl Stockdale, Edward Johnson,
Harvey Clark, Clarence Burton, Helen Howard
and
" The produced
Midnight by
Trailthe"
is a Alfred
five-reelFerguson.
comedy-drama,
American Film and released on the Mutual program. Mr. Russell has the role of Jack Woodford, millionaire clubman and auto racer, who
devourslievesthehimselfwords
of A.Sherlock
Conan Holmes.
Doyle andAlice
bea second
Moreland, the beautiful daughter of Reverend
Moreland, catches the eye of Jack, at his lawyer's office, and
him and
" theheicyasks
glare."
Her father
has she
beengives
robbed
the
lawyer to recommend to him a good detective.
Jack secures the card of Detective Irons, and,
posing as the sleuth, proceeds to the home of
the reverend gentleman and introduces himself
and his valet, Stride, as famous detectives.
Jack's curiosity is aroused by the actions of
Faxon, hears
theFaxonrector's
privatetosecretary.
threatening
reveal a He
secretover-of
Harry's,
the
rector's
son,
unless
Harry
compels
Alice to return his affections.
The adventures of Jack in the guise of a detective and the manner in which he compels
Alice to recognize him as a friend and suitor
are
told
duction. with interest in every scene of this pro-

Motion

Barbara

Castleton

Placed Under Long-Term Contract to
Star in Productions of That
Company — Independent Features to Her Credit
BARBARA CASTLETON, who has
appeared in several independent productions in prominent roles, has been
placed under a long-term contract by
World Film Corporation, which this week
announced its intention of starring her
in World-Pictures.
Commenting upon the engagement of
Miss Castleton, World Film explained that
the association of the player with World
is but a continuance of the policy w-hich
the company has followed in presenting
stars of the better class. It is expected.
World announces, that Miss Castleton's
regular appearance on the World program
will cement permanently the favor in whicl?
she is held.
Commenting further upon Miss Castleton, World said: "Her career is disproof
of the philosophy of Mr. Micawber ' to
wait
around the
for reins
something
up.'
She assumed
herselftoandturnin less
than one and one-half years has risen
from the ranks of extra to stellar parts.
Being a cousin of Louise Gunning, the
comic opera star, naturally inspired her
with ambitions and when still in her teens
she played as an understudy of Lina Abarbanell in ' Madame Sherrj'.' But the family endeavored to prevent her from entering the stage by taking her away to
Canada where she spent four years preparing for the next assault upon the booking offices. During that period she wrote
a number of scenarios and stories which
she confesses were promptly returned.
Upon reaching New York, she learned
Herbert Brenon was making a prologue
to ' A Daughter of the Gods.' The star
selected for the role did not appear and
Mr. Brenon, searching for a suitable substitute, chanced upon Miss Castleton.
Hart

Directs Himself in
Fifth Artcraft
William S. Hart is now working on the
production of " The Tiger Man," his fifth
picture for Artcraft release. He is directing the production himself, under the supervision of Thos. H. Ince, and according
to rumors that have floated forth from the
Hart studio, the western screen star will
again appear in one of his familiar haunts
— the Great Southwest.
Meantime, Hart has completed " Blue
Blazes Rawdcn." one of the most dramatic
offerings of the star in many months, it
if claimed. It is a story of the lumber
regions of the North Woods, and has as

with

World

James

Picture

News

Morrison Returns
Vitagraph

to

Albert E. Smith, president of the Vitagraph Company, this week, announced the
engagement of James Morrison to play
the part of the coward in Vitagraph's production, Over
"
the Top," in which Sergeant Arthur Guy Empey will appear in
the leading male role.
For a number of years Jimmie Morrison
was a Vitagraph favorite, and his return
to Vitagraph for an important part in
" Over the Top " will be welcomed by exhibitors and fans all over the country,
Vitagraph declares.
Thtda

Barbara Castleton Has
Been Signed by World
Pictures

" Director George Irving having been
impressed by her work presented her opposite H. B. Warner in ' God's Man." Hobart
Henley then obtained her services for the
lead in ' Parentage,' which was followed
by the lead in ' On Trial,' which played
over the First Exhibitor's Circuit. ' For
the Freedom of the World ' was the succeeding photoplay in which Miss Castleton assumed a star part; 'Sins of Ambition 'followed."
its theme- the regeneration of a man with
primal instincts and a rugged exterior but
a heart of gold. This picture will he released shortly.
Director Saves Star from a
Serious Fall
The publicity department of Metro this
week released an announcement that
Edith Storey, Metro star, probably owes
her life to Frank Reicher. her director, as
the lattcr's presence of mind saved her
from a plunge of 600 feet from a precipice
into a rocky abyss.
The cgmpany is working on " The
Claim " near Hollywood.

Bara to Appear
Her Own Play

in

Following " Rough and Ready," the William Farnum production which is scheduled
by William Fox March 24, there will be
released on April 7 "The Soul of Buddha,"
a Theda Bara super-production. This play
was written by Miss Bara herself. The inspiration, she says, came to her after she
had read of the death of Mata Hari, the
woman dancer, who was executed as a spy.
Miss Bara wrote the scenario while on a
train coming across the continent. It is
Miss Bara's first attempt as an author.
It is claimed that Director J. Gordon Edwards has constructed an unusual interior
set ir this production, the action of the
play calling for an elaborate replica of a
Rtiddliist temple in Java.
" Woman and the Law "
Ready Soon
Announcement is made from the William
Fox studios that R. A. Walsh soon will
complete " Woman and the Law." This
photoplay is based upon a recent criminal
trial that received pages of publicity in the
press for a period of several months. In a
statement from the Fox organization it is
declared
that incidents
this murder
" one
of the few
that trial
have was
occurred
since August, 1914, that succeeded in crowding the war news into inconspicuousness."
New

Film Producer
Industry?

in the

Beverly Bruce, a Montreal girl who has
appeared in vaudeville and stock and who
is the author of a number of short stories
and articles on the photodrama, intends to
enter the film-producing business. This is
deduced from an announcement in a New
York newspaper to the effect that Miss
liruce would|-pay $500 for the best scenario
isubmitted, ift 'fi«r..
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Goldwyn

Launches

Big

Spring
Drive
powers of feminine personality, and Mary
Aims to Render First Aid to the Box Office by Delivering Four
Garden as the heroine is twice as unusual
iind challenging as she was when depicted
Pictures of Exceptional Drawing Power — Mary Garden
as the courtesan of Alexandria. Edwin
New Production Is Included
Carewe directed this production. In the
GOLDWYN this week announced itself in a position which it believes will
cast with Miss Garden are Hamilton Rebe heartily hailed by the exhibitor, as it is one that promises an outlay
vclle, who did distinctive work as Paphof pictures that are expected to have an unusual drawing power
nutius in " Thais " ; Anders Randolph,
throughout the country. The Goldwyn organization has inaugurated what it Roberto Bellinger and others.
terms a great campaign " to bring the public back wholesale to box offices."
As the biggest step in the campaign, Goldwyn has announced as one of its
next four releases a second Mary Garden production, " The Splendid Sinner,"
which was completed in December before the release of " Thais."
Surrounded by Secrecy
" The Splendid Sinner " was made with
some degree of secrecy, or at least Goldwyn desired to keep it unannounced. It is
said to reveal an emotional and aggressive Mary Garden in contrast with the
reserve of her " Thais." " It would be no
misnomer to call ' The Splendid Sinner '
;> social melodrama, and it is certain to
be one of the box-office attractions of the
year,"
saidofGoldwyn.
Because
the welcome accorded Mabel
Normand in " Dodging a Million " — her
first picture to be released in more than
a year — Goldwyn likewise announces for
prompt release a second production for
this star, the title being " The Floor
Below," and very properly giving a hint
of both mystery and drama. Without any
further hint Mabel Normand herself is
expected to take care of the other important element — laughter.
The order of release for Goldwyn's next
four productions is as follows : February
24, Mae Marsh in " The Beloved Traitor,"
by Frank L. Packard; March 10, Mabel
Normand in " The Floor Below," by
Elaine Sterne ; March 24, Madge Kennedy
m " The Danger Game " ; April 7, Mary
Garden in " The Splendid Sinner," by Kate
Jordan.
Emotional Mae Marsh
Concerning the Mae Marsh picture,
Goldwyn said : " Exhibitors have expressed
their preference for two types of Mae
Marsh productions — the type of story in
' The Cinderella Man ' and the emotional
type. ' The Beloved Traitor ' is the latter type and it is the strongest dramatic
role Miss Marsh has had under the Goldwyn imprint. This production was made
in Maine and New York, was directed by
William Worthington and is an action picture as well as a highly emotional one.
Exhibitors are advised that they can emphasize the drawing power of the picture
with the catch line ' The story of the good
girl who whipped the vampire.' In the
cast supporting Miss Marsh are : E. K.
Lincoln, George Fawcett, Hedda Hopper
and other notables."
Mabel Normand's story, " The Floor
Below," combines comedy with a touch of
melodrama, and still another new phase of
this star's attainments is revealed.
Tom Moore in Cast
" The Floor Below " was directed by
Clarence Badger and in the cast with Miss
Normand are Tom Moore, under contract
with Goldwyn for a long engagement;

" M'liss " Chosen for Mary
Pickford
The next vehicle for Mary Pickford
under the Artcraft banner is to be
" M'liss," from Francis Bret Harte's novel,
one of the most stirring of all California
stories by chievous,
the author.
" M'liss yet
" is lovable
a misingenuous, uncouth,
character, withal. It should give Mary
Pickford an opportunity to again display
the gifts that have blessed her. A large
cast of principals with ensembles of extra
people will support the star. Francis
Marion supplies the scenario and Marshall
Neilan will direct the production.
The latest Pickford Artcraft picture,
" .A.marilly of Clothes-Line Alley," has
just been finished at the Lasky studio in
Hollywood. This story by Belle K. Maniates was also adapted to the screen by
Frances Marion and directed by Marshall
Neilan. It is said to be Miss Pickford's
most humorous play, to date, and will
probably be released in March.
Farnum

Madge Kennedy, Goldwyn Comedienne
Helen Dahl, Major Wallace McCutcheon,
Lincoln Plumer, Charlotte Granville, Louis
R. Grisel, and others.
Madge Kennedy's production, " The
Danger Game," will be, Goldwyn says,
one of the big surprises • of the season,
and more especially to the following she
has created with " Baby Mine," " Nearly
Married" and "Our Little Wife." Miss
Kennedy has been given an entirely new
type of role — one calling for adventure,
melodrama and action plus comedy. The
first news about the production indicated
that it might be known as " Powder Nose
Annie," but this was a temporary working
title that piqued the curiosity without revealing the strong dramatic power of the
story. In the cast are Leslie Austen, Ned
Burton, Mrs. Hugo Ballin and other capable players.
Garden Film " Stormy "
In reference to the Mary Garden release, "The Splendid Sinner," Goldwyn
said : " Mary Garden in this picture will
cause many thousands to exclaim, ' Ah,
there is the Mary Garden that we all
know! ' " It is a big, stormy, thrilling picture of a luxurious woman who yielded
to temptation but worked out for herself
a tremendous redemption and martyrdom.
Kate Jordan, the author, has in her story
conceived a splendid realization of the

and Company

Back in New York
March 24 has been set as the release date
of '■ Rough and Ready," the William Fox
production, starring William Farnum. Mr.
Farnum and the large company appearing
in his support returned last week from Port
Henry, N. Y., where they were engaged in
making snow scenes. They were gone
about three weeks and Director Richard
Stanton, who is in charge of the third picture Mr. Farnum has made since his return to the East last year, reports exceptionally fine results from the trip to the
Adirondacks. Mr. Farnum has begun work
on the remaining " interiors " of the drama
in the studios in this city. The subject will
he released as a Standard picture. .
" The

Claim " Promises
Novel Effect

Edith Storey, Metro star, and her director, Frank Reicher, claim credit for accomplishing what Metro terms a talking
motion picture, perfectly synchronized,
which is scheduled to make its appearance
in " Theduced in Claim,"
which is now being proCalifornia.
MissJones,
Storeya appears
" The Claim
" as
Belle
woman in
embittered
by grief
and a man's perfidy. One human trait
which adversity cannot destroy is her love
of song ; and it is when she sings " Annie
Laurie
that Director Reicher achieves
his new" efTect.

Motion

Miriam

Cooper

Again

in

Films

W ill Fox Plans to Present Her in
" Woman

and the Law " — Appeared in Several Big Feature Productions

MIRIAM COOPER, who retired from
motion pictures in the latter part of
1917, has returned to the field of the silent
drama, \\'illiam Fox announces, and will
be presented shortlj' in " Woman and the
Law." The production is a William Fox
picture.
Miss Cooper had roles in some of the
biggest productions ever made, among
them ■' The Birth of a Nation," " Intolerance " and " The Honor System." After
being featured in " Betrayed," some six
months ago. she announced her retirement
from film activities. She stated that she
was going away for a long rest. The
sincerity of her declaration is evidenced
by the fact that until now no news had
been heard from her.
Miss Cooper was born in Baltimore and
came to New York City when she was
twelve years of age. She made her first
picture in 1912, when she was a schoolgirl. Then she appeared in the land of
the screen, and from the time of her stage
debut, she appeared continuously until the
time of her retirement.
When R. A. Walsh began the selection
of the cast for " Woman and the Law,"
he at once realized, the Fox announcement says, that the part of the wife required an actress of unusual subtlety and
power. She must not only be capable of
registering the tenderness of motherlovc,
but also possess the power of rising to
the great emotional heights which take
place towards the end of the drama.
Checking over in his mind the actresses
who had been seen in somewhat similar
roles, he perceived that there was none
aE peculiarly fitted for the part as Miss
Edwin

Thanhouser

Cooper Has Returned to Stardom in
William Fox Productions

Cooper and at once entered into negotiations with her.
For a time she demurred. She had quit
the screen, she said, and had no desire
to re-enter the field. But Mr. Walsh
brought before her so strongly the opportunity which the role afforded her that
Miss Cooper finally consented.
to

FOLLOWING a long career in the motion picture producing business, Edwin
Thanhouser will on March 1 turn over the
duties of his office as president of Thanhouser Film Corporation to his successor,
who is yet to be chosen, and retire to
Shorewood, his new country estate on the
shores of Long Island Sound, according to
announcements this week.
After his return from Europe three years
ago, following the death of Charles J.
Hitc, president of the Thanhouser company, Mr. Thanhouser agreed to take the
presidency of the company he had originally founded for a period of three years,
ending March 1, 1918. This was with the
definite understanding that the arrangement would not be renewed, no matter
what conditions might be at the end of the
specified term.
Edwin Thanhouser was the first theatrical manager to embark in the motion picture business and he brought to the work
a knowledge of artistic and dramatic
values which made Thanhouser Pictures
popular and successful. .Several flattering

Retire

March

First

propositions have been made to him by
certain big film interests, hut Mr. Thanhouser is not inclined to remain in the
motion picture field. There is a rumor,
however, that he may consider one or two
big productions, as propositions along that
line, worth while both from a financial and
an
him.artistic standpoint, have been made to
Edison

Proud

of Cast of

" The Unbeliever "
Edison professes to be proud of the cast
which it presents in the Edison SuperFeature, " The Unbeliever." The following were chosen by Nellie Grant, the casting director; Raymond McKce as Philip
Landicutt, " The Unbeliever " ; Marguerite
Courtot as Virginie Harbrook; Kate Lester
as Margaret Landicutt, Philip's mother;
Frank de Vernon as "Uncle Jemmy"
Landicutt ; Darwin Karr as Lefty, a private of Marines ; Karl von Stroheim as
Lieut. Kurt von Schnieditz.

News

Yorke-Metro Gets Klutho's
Studio
The headquarters of the Yorke-Metro
Company during its stay in Jacksonville,
Fla., to make Metro Star Series Productions presenting Harold Lockwood, will be
the Klutho studios. Arrangements have
been made by Yorke-Metro to take over
the major portion of the plant and the
company, already housed in its new quarters, has started to produce Metro's screet
version of Holman Day's romantic story.
" The Landloper."
Members of the Florida branch of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of
America, assembled in convention in Jacksonville recently, witnessed the filmization
of several scenes for " The Landloper."
The party, guided by S. A. Sparks and W.
L. Whitehead, both Jacksonville exhibitors, included Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Bennett,
Ocala, Fla.; Thornton Parker, St. Petersburg; Franke Genover, St. Augustine; Mr.
and Mrs. L. Kalbfield, Palatka; Fletcher
Catron, A. H. La Belle and C. D. Cooley,
Tampa; Braxton Beacham, Jr., Orlando;
H. W. Titus, Daytona; C. E. Daffin, Tallahassee; Wm. Denworth, Fort Lauderdale; Parish Carter, Gainesville; J. E.
Rivers, Green Cove Springs; L. P. Davis,
Arcadia.

Harry

Miriam

Picture

R.

Durant

Joins

Goldwyn Staff
Samuel Goldfish, president of Goldwyi.
Pictures Corporation, has closed a long
term contract with Harry R. Durant,
one of the better known motion picture
writers.
Mr. Durant is a Yale man and was a
well-known free-lance writer, having over
two hundred short stories to his credit
when he joined the Munsey staff as editor
of All-Story Magazine. During his five
years there he contributed many successes
to the legitimate stage. Since leaving
Munsey he has been in turn managing editor of the Biograph, Empire and Famous
Players organizations.
Charles

Sarver Joins World
Film
Charles Sarver, novelist, short story
writer and author of many screen subjects,
has been secured by the World Film Corporation as head of the concern's scenario
department.
Mr. Sarver will conduct the department
on entirely new lines, embodying in his administration ofthe large force of authors
and continuity writers the supreme fact
which his long experience has taught him,
namely, that the story is 60 per cent, of
a production.
Neal

" U
Hart

Joins
SerialCast of

Neal Hart, Universal cowboy, makes his
appearance in the sixteenth episode of
" The Mystery Ship," making this current
Universal serial a four-star production
with Ben Wilson, Neva Gerber, ICingsley
Benedict and Neal Hart.
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Triangle
Through

Manager

W.

Points

Way

to

J. Hagerty, of Philadelphia Exchange,

Exhibitors Are Told About Co-operative Exhibiting —
Warns Against Inflated Advertising Methods
TRIANGLE DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION, in further support of
its claim that it is helping the exhibitor in every possible way, is giving
Exchangeman W. J. Hagerty, of the Philadelphia branch, full sway in
a series of articles intended to show the way to more profits — and attendant
co-operation.
In the second of his talks to exhibitors* Mr. Hagerty offers several idea?
and helps that will no doubt be welcomed by the exhibitor who is open to larger
profits and a business conducted along better lines. One of the strong points
in the Hagerty article is a warning to avoid inflated methods in advertising —
a point which has been neglected in some cases and ignored in others.
Too Much Competition
To Motion Picture News Mr. Hagerty
said : " In the wild scramble of the average exhibitor to secure pictures that will
overwhelm his competitor and give him the
bulk of the business, an element has crept
into the exhibiting end of motion pictures
that is growing every day, and causing a
serious loss of business. This is the element of disinterestedness on the part of
the average patrons. They have grown
tired of the inflated methods of advertising,
the overworked superlatives in describing
productions. They have grown tired of
going to see a picture that has been highly
praised and has been found wanting. The
consequence is that in the struggle for business, exhibitors have become frantic in
their efforts to outdo each other in attracting people to their theatres.
" Almost invariably, the exhibitor blames
his lack of healthy business to the fact that
he has a competitor down the street who is
taking many of his patrons away from him,
and he condemns him to eternal torment
because he refuses to retire from business.
The average exhibitor never approaches his
sales problem with the proper spirit. He
is so busy thinking up reasons why people
won't come to his theatre that he never has
time to convince them why they should
come. Almost every exhibitor who has had
to face the problem of getting more business and has tried to overcome the condition has failed, simply because he has
not analyzed his sales possibilities."
From a New Angle
To theatre men, Mr. Hagerty said : "Mr.
Exhibitor, do you realize that your real
competitor is the American home? It is
not the other picture house in your neighborhood, or the war, or any other element
that has prevented you from playing to capacity every night. There is enough business in your particular neighborhood for
all the theatres, providing you get the people to come. The people will never come
to the theatre just because you own it.
They must have a real reason. They have
become fastidious in their taste for entertainment; they demand a good show, a
clean, comfortable and attractive theatre
and your advertising must convince them
that your theatre can satisfy the demand.
" Once you have attracted
must
advertisyour you
make good every claim that them,
ing has put forth. The home is a very at-

Jack

Curtis, a Pillar in Triangle Productions

tractive place in the evening, and when you
expect people to come out every night you
must furnish something worth while for
their consideration. When a man gets his
pipe or cigar and newspaper and gets into a
big chair, or when a woman settles down to
read her favorite magazine or takes up her
knitting, it takes a pretty strong attraction
to bring them out of the house. Pictures,
no matter how good, will not do it night
after night.
" The theatre must be at least as comfortable as the home ; the manager and employes must be as pleasant as the home
companions ; the general atmosphere of the
theatre must resemble the atmosphere of
the home as closely as possible. If you
have these things, you go a long way toward solving the problem of bigger and
better business. Never forget this one big
fact. It is the people who remain at home
that prevent you from having a full house.
It is not the people who go to your competitor. More people remain home every
evening than you will find in both theatres
together.
Friendly Competition Urged
" Competition of a friendly kind will help
your business rather than harm it. It is
the life of trade. The combined efforts of
you and your brother exhibitor competing
in a friendly way will serve to arouse the
interest of your patrons. You and your
brother exhibitor have a common enemy —
the home. Its influence and eff^ect are very
subtle. Its patrons are the ones worth

More

Profit

while, and the ones that you want for your
theatre. If you and your brother exhibitor
co-operate properly in your interest-creating methods, you are bound to make new
patrons for your theatre every day.
'' Competition made the automobile business; it caused manufacturers to build up
the most efficient selling organizations the
world has ever known. Clever and attractive advertising was used to create business.
They never thought of how many automobiles had been sold; they thought of the
great number of people who did not own
one and who should own one. The sales
plans of a big automobile company is a
very good one for every exhibitor to follow.
" Think of the vast number of people
whom you would like to have for j'our patrons. Then go out and get them. There
is no better method of doing this than holding a council of war with your brother exhibitor down the street. Get your heads
together, run your own theatre, but plan
all of your activities to co-operate against
the common enemy — the home. It will take
a long, hard fight to overcome this condition, but you have right on your side because you know that the patrons of every
home, no matter how attractive it may be,
will be the better for viewing good motion
pictures. Plan your advertising to bring
the people out of the home."

Billie Rhodes, Parsons'
Leading Woman
As leading woman with William H.
Parsons, the film producer-comedian, who
is to star in Goldwyn's Capitol Comedies,
will be seen Billie Rhodes, who for some
time has been a star in her own right.
Tom Brett, author of the subtitles for
Metro-Drew comedies, will write the subtitles for Capitol Comedies, twenty-six of
which will be released annually by the
Goldwyn Distributing Corporation.
Edith

ElHs Resigns from
Goldwvn
It was announced this week by Goldwyn
Pictures that Edith Ellis, in order to fulfill
contracts for the writing of two plays for
the dramatic stage next season, has resigned her position as head of the Literary
Department of Goldwyn Pictures Corporation.
It is understood that Miss Ellis will
shortly undertake a campaign for a national producing theatre, a project which
she has been working on for some time.
Balshofer and Gibson Now
in Southland
With the arrival of Fred J. Balshofer
and Wiley J. Gibson, respectively president and business manager of the YorkeMetro Company, the full roster of the organization producing the Harold Lockwood photoplays is now at JacksoQville,
Fla.
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Thos. H. Ince. Inc.. Produced '■The Guilty Man," Which Is Presented by A. H. Woods Through Paramount. Big Moments Are Said To Be Many
Thomas
Famous-Lasky
Companies
Busy
West
Coast Studies Enter Upon
De Mille's special production and new pictures under the direction of George Mel' Period of Unusual
^Vctivity —
ford, Donald Crisp and James Young.
Emerson-Loos Pictures for
Working under the direction of Melford
Fred Stone
are the popular stars, Louise Huff and Jack
IN spite of tlie fact that the present time
Pickford, the latter of whom has just aris said to be one of a general slowing np
rived from New York. Sessue Hayakawa
of production on accoiuit of unusual war
begins a new production under the direcconditions, the West Coast studios of the
tion of James Young, while Wallace Reid
is being starred in a picture which was
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation have
entered upon a season of unusual activity.
started in New York and is being finished
here under the direction of Donald Crisp.
In a statement issued by Jesse L. Lasky,
vice-president of the company, the fact is At the Morosco studios Vivian Martin undertakes a new picture directed by Rollin
set forth that the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation is experiencing no difficulties
S. Sturgeon.
in securing shipments of supplies from the
According to Mr. Lasky, who recently
I-last, a matter which has been given as the arrived in California, this activity at the
reason for the slowing up of production of Western studios is only a start. Within a
several organizations making pictures in short time Elsie Ferguson, Billie Burke and
Los Angeles.
Lina Cavalicri will be in Los Angeles ready
Six feature productions are under way
for a season of picture-making under the
this week at the Hollywood studios, and al Famous Players-Lasky management. Later
the Morosco studios two additional comin tlic Spring, when he has finished his
panies have started work on new pictures.
stage engagement, Fred Stone is scheduled
At the Hollywood studios the companies
to work in Hollywood in stories which are
engaged in active i;roduction are those of now being prepared by John Emerson and
Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, C. B. Anita Loos.

Tearle

in

Clara

Kimball

PRODUCTION started this week on
* " The Reason Why," which Clara
Kimball Young with her own company is
lil.mning as her next Select Picture.
While the casting has not as yet l)een
completed, principals have been chosen,
and Conway Tcarlc as Lord Tancred will
play opposite the star in the role of Zara.
Tearle, it will be remembered, was Miss
Young's leading man in " The Common
I^w," and his support was one of the
features of a notable production. Other
members of the company will be Kate
Lester as the Duchess of Glastonbury and
Little FJdcan Stewart as Mimo. Roliert G.
Viffnola and his assistant, William J. Scully,
will handle the direction of the piece, and
Lewis J. Physioc has been retained as
cameraman.

Young
Subject
" The Reason Why " is a story of European social life from the pen of Elinor
(ilyii. It deals with the love affairs of
Lord Tancred and the beautiful Zara,
whom he has married. Misunderstandings
and seemingly insurmountable difficulties
obstruct the way of true love and multii)ly the complications. The tale is romantic and intensely absorbing, and Miss
Young as Zara, is provided with an emotional role of great sympathy.
With the usual disregard for expense,
the star is f)rdering lavish settings.
The new play will be the fifth of Miss
Young's Select Star Series and will take
rank in every regard with her previous
successes, " Magda," " Shirley Kaye,"
"The Marionettes" and " Ihe Hrjuse of
Glass."

Bret Writes Titles
for Parsons
Thomas Bret, who was responsible for
the titles in many of the Drew comedies,
has been engaged by Harry L. Reichenbach,
for the National Film Corporation, to act
as scenario editor and title writer for the
Capitol comedies, in which William Parsons is to appear and which are to be re
leased through Goldwyn.
" Billy's Baby " and " Billy's Predicament " are now under way. Lois Zellner,
Walter Shrock, Tom Bret and several other
comedy writers have already been placed
under agreement to submit a number of
stories to Parsons.
Lockwood

Begins Work

on

" The
Landloper
"
Harold
I^ockwood
and his company
of
Yorke-Metro players have begun the proof "The Landloper" at JacksonIrving. ville,duction
Fla., under the direction of George
The production is being made in five
reels and will be released as a Metro All
Star Series Production. Appearing in support of the star are Pauline Curley, who
was Mr. Lockwood's leading woman in
" The Square Deceiver," William Clifford,
Bert Starkey and Stanton Hgck.
San

Fernando Scenes in
Blue Ribbon
San Fernando Mission, one of the most
visited spots in Southern California, will
be filmed in several scenes in " An American Live Wire," a forthcoming Blue Ribbon Feature in which Earle Williams, with
Grace Darmond, will be starred. Not only
does the Mission provide an artistic and
beautiful setting, but to snowbound Easterners who read the railroad guides to
California, it will recall all the charm and
romance of the spot.
Thomas Mills has been most happy in his
selections of locations for this picture,
which is adapted from the O. Henry story,
" The Lotus and the Bottle," and predicts
one of the most finished features in this
respect, he ever turned out.
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Export

House

Adds

Film

Department
The export firm ol Rojas, Randall &
'Co., Inc., which has been doing business
in the United States tor many jears, has
added a film department to its other lines
and has appointed Jose M. de Aragon as
organizer and manager of the new department.
In its announcement to the motion picture trade the compan}- states as follows :
■" Mr. Rojas has cut to the root the old
and peculiar evils hitherto connected with
the motion picture business, so that it mav
prove fruitful for his house, beneficial to
the foreign buyers and fair to the producers."
Beach

Supervises Cutting
of Picture
Rex Beach is directing the titling and
assembling of his newest motion picture,
" Heart of the Sunset," now in process
of editing in the Rex Beach Pictures
Company's laboratories in New York.
Pursuing the practice he established for
" The Auction Block," the author will personally write the subtitles for the new
production, which is to be distributed by
Goldwyn as a Rex Beach special.
Loew

Circuit to Show

New

Howell Comedy
Marcus Loew has signed a contract with
the Universal Film Exchange of New
York, whereby " Oh, Baby ! " the newest
Alice Howell Century Comedy, will be
shown over the entire Loew Circuit, covering a period of sixty-five days. " Oh,
13aby ! " is the sixth Century comedy featuring Miss Howell. In general theme it
is a radical departure from its predecessors.
The comedy was directed by J. G. Blystone. In support of Miss Howell appear
Eddie Barrie, Neal Burns, Russ Powell,
Iva Novak and a " bevy of beauties "
loaned by the L-KO Komedy Kompany.
It is declared that because of the novel
photographic effects contained in the production, eight weeks were consumed in
filming Lt.

Alice

Howell,

in Universal
Century Comedies Through

''Midnight
Trail"
Anierican-i\Iutuar.s Comedy-Drama
■Star Has Congenial Role As
Rich Young Clubman in
New Production

Suits

Russell

u-yHE
MIDNIGHT
TRAIL," thi^
announced
by American-Mutual
week, is said to be one of the best of the
William Russell pictures recently produced
b\' the American Film Companj-. Mr. Russell in this, his latest comedy-drama prouction, issaid by many critics to have outing. done dhimself
in his wholesome laugh-mak" The Midnight Trail " was directed by
Edward Sloman and is the story of a
wealthy young clubman who is addicted to
auto racing, polo playing and all the sports
to which a rich young man may turn for
amusement. The young millionaire. Jack
Woodford, wants to be a detective, so one
day, the opportunity being present, he impersonates the famous detective Irons, and
with his valet as assistant ferrets out the
thief in a robbery in the home of a rector
who has a beautiful daughter and, despite
the fact that the real Irons appears on the
scene, marries the daughter.
Francelia Billington is Russell's leading

William

Fox

Plants

the fuel situation someALTHOUGH handicapped
what
the work in the
Fort Lee studios of William Fox, the two
new studios in New York city somewhat
relieved the situation in the East, %vhile in
the West the making of new photoplays
continued without interruption.
In the Los Angeles studios Lynn
Reynolds is directing Tom Mix in a new
photoplay. The story is by Mix and the
scenario by Reynolds. In this production,
Victoria Forde comes back as leading lady
for Tom Mix. Miss Forde played in many
of the Mix comedies. Others in the cast
are Frank Clark and Barney Furey.
Edward Le Saint has finished photographing a new picture in which Gladys
Brockwell is starred. The story is by
Charles Kenyon. In the cast are Lucille
Young, William Scott, Bertram Grassby,
T. D. Crittenden, Henry De Montford and
Andrew Robson.
William Farnum and his company of
players, having returned from exteriors at
Port Henry in the Adirondacks, are at the
Biograph studios in New York, finishing
work on a William Farnum de luxe production, Rough
"
and Ready." At the Biograph studios also, R. A. Walsh is at work
on " Woman and the Law," the storj- of
which is based on a recent murder, and
the Lees, Jane and Katherine, are busy on
a new picture to follow " American Buds."
At the Victor studio Virginia Pearson is
finishing " A Daughter of France," and
Harry Millarde is directing June Caprice
in a picture W'hich will be one of the April
releases.
In Los Angeles also J. Gordon Edwards
has begun photographing a new Theda

'■ The Midnight Trail " Stars William Russell
tor American-Mutual
woman,
the role
of theBurton
rector'sis
beautiful pla},'ing
daughter.
Clarence
Irons, the detective, and Sydney Deane is
the rector. Carl Stockdale plays the part
of an unscrupulous secretary, and Harvey
Clark is Jasper Stride, the valet.
Other parts are taken by Jerome Sheler,

Weather

Fuel

Edict

Bara super production. The story has
been adapted nouncby
Adrianfrom
Johnson.
anement ismade
the FoxTheoffices
that in this new production Miss Bara
does better work than she did in " Cleopatra." Big things are expected of this
production.
C. AI. Franklin is directing another story
in which Jewel Carmen is the star. At the
Fort Lee, N. J. studios, Peggj- Hyland
has finished her first picture for William
Fox.
Leading

Man

Chosen

for

Irving Peggy
Cummings Hyland
has returned to the
William Fox forces as leading man for
Peggy- Hyland, the new William Fox star.
Mr. Cummings played opposite Virginia
Pearson in "Sister Against Sister," "Royal
Romance " and " Wrath of Love." Miss
Hyland's first picture for William Fox has
been titled " The Debt of Honor."
World Film Saves Light
It was announced this week that a new
working schedule will go into effect at
the studio of World-Pictures on March 1.
This provides for the beginning of work
each day at the studio one hour earlier
than is now the case. The studio will begin
activities at 8 o'clock each morning thereafter, the change being made to save daylight.
The fi-rst picture to be completed under
the new schedule will be " The Way Out."
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May

Motion

Allison

Subject

Is

Chosen

Metro Will Present Her in " Social
Hypocrites,"
from Legitimate
Drama — Capellani to Direct
Well Selected Cast
ttCOCIAL HYPOCRITES." Metro Pic*^ tures Corporation this week announced, has beenas chosen
as May Allison's
initiaj subject
an individual
star in
Metro pictures. The picture is from the
stage play. " Bridge," in which Effie Shannon and Herbert Kelcey appeared. Formerly Miss Allison has been presented by
Metro with Harold Lockwood, and this
will be her first starring venture.
" Social Hypocrites " will be directed by
Albert Capellani, who recently made his
bow as a Metro director with " Daybreak,"
starring Emily Stevens. Mr. Capellani is
preparing the screen adaptation himself,
in collaboration with June Mathis, and
work on the new production will be begun
at the Metro studio at once, under the personal supervision of Maxwell Kargor.
Leander de Cordova will assist Mr. Capellani.
.\ real " Capellani cast " has been chosen
to support Miss Allison in " Social Hypocrites." Among these are Henry Kolker,
Joseph Kilgour, Marie Wainwright, Stella
I lammerstein, Frank Currier and Stephen
Gratton, to mention only a few of the
more important.
" Social Hypocrites " affords excellent
opportunity, Metro declares, for the display of Miss Allison's talents and winsome
personality. The star has the role of Leonore Fielding, an English girl who is somewhat carelessly brought up by her father,
a Colonel of the Coldstream Guards. The

May Allison, Metro Star
fact that he has been, accused of being a
card cheat is responsible for many of the
life.
surprising incidents that mark Leonore's
A portion of the story harks back to that
part of the Victorian era when the quaintest, most interesting costumes worn in the
world's history were in vogue.

Alice Brady '*In Person"
at Many
Houses
houses that evening, beginning at eight
A LICE Brady has been giving a shining example of " How to live on o'clock and ending at ten. At each place
twenty-four hours a day," according to she was received cordially, and obliged
Select Pictures, since she consented to with a " monologue and song."
oblige Loew theatre patrons by appearing
On February 20 Miss Brady was schedin person at theatres where her pictures
uled to " cover " six more houses, beginare being shown.
ning with the Orpheum and closing with
Miss Brady began her whirl around the the Boulevard. Thursday night, February
circle by appearing at the Loew house in 21, is also on the program, with some long
Providence, February 11. There Mayor
jumps included to make the " appearGainor received the actress upon her apances"more exciting. Only four theatres
pearance atthe Emery theatre, where Miss
were to be " made " on Thursday, with
Friday bringing four appearances in
Brady obliged with a monologue, followed
by a song revue.
Brooklyn. Saturday, February 23, is
slated for three personal appearances of
Returning to Xew York, Miss Brady
the Select star.
-pent a busy day at the studio on Tuesday
and also on Wednesday, and on Wednesday night appeared at the Loew theatre in
New Rochelle, where " Woman and
Extra Prints for General
Wife," the second of her Select Pictures,
Film Serial
was being presented. Here practically the
same program was followed out — and with
Reports received from branch managers
the same result Friday found the star at by General Film Company indicate that
the Loew theatre in Newark, " Woman
" A Daughter of Uncle Sam," the spy exposure serial, starring Jane Vance, has
and
bill. Wife" again being the picture on the
gone " over the top." Important bookings
This, by no means, completed Miss
have been reported from many territories
Brady's " personal appearances." On the and General Film states that the demand
from some districts has been so great that
night of February 18 she started again,
with everything fixed in New York for the it has been necessary to order extra prints
to supply the trade.
right-of-way, and appeared at six Loew

Picture

News

Alice Howell Overcame
Obstacles
Some people are born lucky. Others are
bumped right into their fortunes, while a
third class struggle along unrecognized until one day Old Man Good Luck suddenly
stops in front of them and says, " Howdy,
Alice Howell, who is featured in Century Comedies,
belongs to the latter class.
Stranger
!"
" Struggle " but mildly describes this comedienne's existence prior to the time that
Old Man Good Luck, cleverly camouflaged
in the persons of Abe and Julius Stern,
found her out and caused her to be featured
in her own brand of comedies.
A modest sort of person. Miss Howell
was recently requested to fill out a " History Blank
which
would enable Company,
the Universal" Film
Manufacturing
which distributes the Century Comedies, to
give publicity to the various players appearing in its releases. In supplying the
film organization with this information
some of the performers almost wrote whole
books about themselves. Here, however, is
all the Century comedienne had to say :
" I've been in the show business about
eleven years, and there isn't really much
for me to tell. I came to California because the health of one of the members of
my family demanded it. Pictures claimed
me because I had to earn a living. I've
tried my best to make good."
Bushman

Host

to Fellow

Players
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne,
together with a large company of players,
have returned to the Metro studio in New
York, following the staging of a number of
scenes for " The Brass Check " in and near
the city of Baltimore. While in Maryland
the company ran into a big snowstorm and
some striking snow scenes were taken.
Mr. Bushman's own country estate. Bushmanor, was used as the setting of a number
of rural scenes and there the Metro star
proved himself a true Southern host, entertaining the players at luncheon each day.

Clymer

Joins Yorke-Metro
Scenario Staff
John B. Clymer, well-known author for
the screen, has been engaged by the YorkeMetro Company as scenario writer and has
left New York to join his new associates
in Jacksonville, Fla., where Harold Lockwood, Yorke-Metro star, is engaged in the
production of Metro's screen version of
Holman Day's novel, " The Landloper."
Mr. Clymcr's co-worker is Richard V.
Spencer, who has written the continuity of
practically
all of the Yorke-Metro productions to date.

Barclay Begins New One
Don Barclay, comedian, has begun work
on a second Essanay one-reel comedy,
title not yet announced.
His first comedy, " Check Your Hat,
Sir?" was released on February 16.
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Mae

Marsh's Fifth Goldwyn Completed
" The Beloved Traitor," Mae Marsh's
fifth Goldwyn production, was recently
completed at the Fort Lee studios, following the taking of a number of scenes at
Sebasco, Me., and Marblehead, Mass. The
play is from the novel of the same name
by Frank L. Packard.
Supporting Aiiss Marsh as leading man
is E. K. Lincoln, who was one of the featured players in the Goldwyn spectacle,
" For the Freedom of the World." In "The
Beloved Traitor " he has the role of Judd
Minot.
George Fawcett is another featured
player, appearing as Henry Bliss, a wealthy
patron of art. Hedda Hopper, wife of De
Wolf Hopper, who assisted Madge Kennedy in " Nearly Married," has the role of
Myrna Bliss. Mrs. Hopper, before her entry into the cinema world, played prominent parts in a number of Broadway stage
productions.
Others in the cast are Bradley Barker,
as Paul Drayton, a politician ; J. A. Furey,
as Father Anthony; Louis R. Grisel and
Chester Morris.

Select Opens New Branch
in New Orleans
In order better to take care of its augmented business in that territory, Select
Pictures Corporation has just opened an
entirely new exchange in New Orleans.
This makes the total number of Select
branches throughout the United States
proper twenty-one.
The New Orleans branch has been placed
under the management of John S. Taylor,
who was formerly associated with Branch
Manager C. C. Ezell in Select's Dallas exchange. The new Select branch will take
care of the states of Mississippi and Louisiana, which heretofore had been respectively served from the Atlanta branch,
under Manager Walter J. Price, and the
Dallas branch, under Mr. Ezell.
Petrova

Promises
Effect

" Cavanauf;h of the Forest Rangers " Is a Forthcoming
Vitagraph Blue Ribbon Which Promises
Much

Vitagraph Chooses
Name
for State Film
OFFICIAL announcement was made by ture, in order to insure accuracy in the
President Smith of Vitagraph, this presentation of the most elaborate deweek, to the effect that the title of the
fensive and protective machinery mainpatriotic American picture which the comtained by any state — that is, any organizapany is making in conjunction with the self. tion other than the Federal Government itState Defense Council of New York, will
Work was started on " New York, or
be Corinne
" New York,
Griffithor isDanger
to be Within."
the star of the Danger
Within " just after the first of the
year and a large part of the time has been
picture, with Webster Campbell and Marc
MacDermott also featured with her. Govspent in the so-called " vital spots " of the
ernor Charles S. Whitman of New York,
big state — i.e.. New York harbor, Erie
Canal,
Ashokan Dam, the big buildings of
also appears in the picture, which is deNew York City itself — all guarded by
signed to show the nation how New York
armed troops. The new National Guard,
has protected itself against the intrigues
of Teutonic foes within our borders.
the regular army, the state military police,
The military and civil officers of the the secret service and all of the other protective agencies which enter into New
New York State government have worked
York's defense are to be shown in the
in close co-operation with President Smith
and John Robertson, director of the pic- picture, it is promised.

New

" The Life Mask," the third special production listed for release on Madame Olga
Petrova's starring calendar, for a showing
in March, is marked by the introduction
of an absolutely new photographic effect.
This is done, it is said, without the use
of subtitles in the parts of the film where
the effect is shown. The idea includes
throwing the scene out of focus with the
exception of the star, who occupies the
center.
Correcting an Error
Through an error in captioning a cut of
George B. Seitz, L. J. Gasnier and Bertram Milhauser, of Pathe, which appeared
in Motion Picture News of February 23,
it was stated Mr. Gasnier is president of
Pathe. Mr. Gasnier is president of the
Astra Film Corporation, which releases
through Pathe.

"Resurrection"

Stars Pauhne
Frederick
for
some
time
past
to handle big producAT the Fifty-sixth street studios of the
tions, and following the massive MaeterFamous Players-Lasky Corporation
Pauline Frederick is again monopolizing
linck picture, " The Blue Bird," the settings in " Prunella " are occupying the
most of the floor space with the big setentire studio. Owing to the peculiar nature
lings of " The Resurrection," a Paramount
of the story the exteriors are being taken
picture, adapted to the screen by Charles
inside, and everything has been specially
E. Whittaker from the story by Count Leo
Tolstoi. Last week the company went to constructed.
The property department and carpenter
Mineola, L. I., where the golf links, had
shop are busily engaged in getting together
been converted into Siberian scenes, and
the drop in the mercury simplified the the settings for the new Elsie Ferguson
picture, which will occupy the studio next
work of Director Edward Jose in registering the pain and discomfort resulting from
week. Miss Ferguson has finished " The
the cold.
Lie," for Artcraft release, at the Fiftyfourth
Street studio under the direction of
At the Fort Lee, N. J., studio. Director
J. Searle Dawley. The story was adapted
Maurice Paramount
Tourneur ispicture,
rushingto "completion,
Prunella/'
by Charles Maigne from the play by Henry
another
Arthur Jones, and Miss Ferguson plays the
and Marguerite Clark, the star, is putting
in some long hours in order to finish the stellar role of Elinor Shale.
production this week and make up for
Ann Pennington is taking a few days'
some of the time lost on account of fuelrest following the completion of " Sunshine Nan," for Paramount release.
less days. It has fallen to Tourneur's lot
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Pathe

Reviews

Speaks of Many Men Who Have
Been witli the Conijiany for Years
in Face of Constantly Changing Conditions
<t'T~'HERE is so much talk about shiftA infj sands in the motion picture industry." said an oflicial of Pathc this week,
'■ that it is interesting to note a number
ot men in responsible positions in the Pathe
sales force that have been with the company for what is a long time in this or
most any other business, and also the number that have been promoted from the
ranks to fill the bigger positions.
' For instance, W. S. Wessling, manager
of the Cincinnati ofiice, has been with
Pathe ever since the days of Electric. He
was manager of the Portland (Ore.) subbranch, then manager of the same office
when it became a full-lledgcd branch, and
was then transferred to Cincinnati.
■' H. M. Osborii of Philadelphia, has been
with Pathe about three >ears. Was manager at W ashington and later ad\anccd to
Philadelphia manager.
" R. Jiniet of New Orleans, has been
with this company about three years. Was
salesman at Chicago and later advanced
to present position.
" D. F. O'Donnelt of Washington, has
been with the company about three years.
Was salesman in New York and then advanced to present position. C. S. Edwards, Jr., Kansas City, has been with
Pathe almost four years. G. E. Epperson,
Denver, has been with Pathe more than
three years. Was booker in Salt Lake

Goldwyn

in

Its Exchanges
and later in Denver, and is now manager.
" C. E. Holah of Omaha, has been with
Pathe a year on his second engagement,
since he was formerly connected with the
Pathc organization for a considerable
time. L P. Arnold of Salt Lake City,
was manager of that branch when it was
only a sub-ofTice and was made manager
when it became a full-fledged exchange.
Has been with Pathe about three years.
M. J. Frisch of Oklahoma City, was
booker at Des Moines for about two years,
and has just been appointed manager of
the new branch.
" L. A. Sheridan of Des Moines, has
been manager ever since that branch was
opened. W^as formerly a salesman at
Kansas City. A. Reinlieb of Newark, has
been manager of that branch ever since
it was opened, which is more than two
years ago, and was formerly a salesman at
New York. N. J. Filkins of Buffalo, has
been with Pathe more than three years.
Was formerly salesman in that office and
advanced to manager.
" W. A. Aschmann of Milwaukee, has
been with Pathe for about three years.
Was formerly salesman out of Chicago
office and later out of Milwaukee, and
after that appointed manager. P. L. Carroll of Spokane, has been in that city ever
since Pathe has been doing business
there. He was manager of the subbranch. W. W. Kofeldt of Minneapolis,
has been in the employ of this company
for more than three years and has been
advanced from the position of cashier."

Australasian
Field
productions in New Zealand with the New
( iains Entry to Antipodes, Through
Zealand Picture Supplies, Ltd., through
Deal Recently Closed by Harold
Mr. Harry Hayward, chairman of the
Bolster with J. C. Williamlioard
of directors of that organization.
son Films, Limited
This contract is inclusive, besides New
Zealand, of the Samoan Islands, Fiji
H AROLD BOLSTER, of Goldwyn PicIslands and the Island of Tahiti.
tures Corporation, has recently reMr. Bolster reports that theatrical and
turned from the Antipodes where he
other amusement enterprises in Australia
closed an important contract for all Goldwyn productions in Australia with J. C. and New Zealand faced their war crises
with a solid front and have emerged safely,
Williamson I-'ilms, which is the cinema
branch of J. C. Williamson, Ltd., one of public patronage and attendance being virthe leading amusement promotion concerns
tually fully restored. " The American peo"i that continent.
ple will find," he says, " just as the Australians did, that the theatre is the one
This contract was effected on behalf of
diversion and amusement which they will
Goldwyn by Mr. Bolster with F. W.
not consent to renounce. In Australia the
Thring. managing director of J. C. Wilpuljlic came Ijack in even larger numbers
liamson Films, and 'means that Goldwyn
than ever before and business and the genproductions at once gain entry into the
eral feeling of the various cities were stimParamount, Star and Victoria theatres in
ulated instantly. This change in the tide is
-Melbourne, and the Theatre Royal in Sydalready much in evidence in the United
ney. 'Ihc Williamson cinema interests in States, where altered weather conditions
Australia have handled " The Birth of a
are also hastening improvement throughNation " and " Intolerance " and the signing of their contract with Goldwyn marks
out the colder Northern states."
the entrance of that organization into the
active distribution field. Their contract
Wheeler Oakman Enlists
covers all of the Commonwealth of Australia, which is the entire continent, and
Wheeler Oakman, leading man for the
'["a<.mania as well.
Metro star, Edith Storey, has canceled a
Mr. Bolster on this same trip closed a long-time contract with B. A. Rolfe,
contract of cfjual imp')rfance for its terMetro's Western representative, to enlist
as a private of artillery.
ritory for the distribution of all Gr,ldwyn

Busy
Jane Lee, Youthful William Fox Comedienne
Jane and Katherine

Lee

That work is well under way on the newest vehicle for Jane and Katherine Lee, the
William Fox stars, is the report from the
Fox Corporation. The cast selected some
time ago is now engaged in making the
early scenes. The size of the production
and the number of photoplays that are being made at the regular Fox studios necessitated the employment of many extra studio workers and the renting of the Biograph studio in the Bronx.
New

Faces in Triangle
Casts

Among
new faces
at Triangle's
Culver City the
studios
are Zenaida
Williams,
who has an important role in " The Servant in the House"; Harvey Clark, character actor, who will appear in the same
picture; Mary Mersch, leading woman in
"The Veil"; five-year-old Frankie Lee,
who is working with Director Cliff Smith
in " Boss of the Lazy Y," and Alice
Knowland, character woman, supporting
Pauline Starke in " Innocent's Progress."
Metro Player in Army
Circus Event
" Texas " Cooper, who directed the
cavalry scenes in Metro's " Lest We Forget," and who is well known in the realm
of " outdoor " showdom, acted as official
announcer of the home-grown circus
staged week of February 11 at Camp Upton, L. I., by the 308th Infantry.
Bartlett Joins Triangle
Lanier Bartlett, scenario writer, and
adapter of several photodrainatic successes, has joined the staff at the Triangle
Culver City studio. His first work since
his return to the screen world was the
adaptation of Charles Rann Kennedy's
famous play, " The Servant in the House,"
a seven-reel feature that will be among
the early Triangle productions.
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Doris

Kenyon Plans an
Early Start
Doris Kenyon will start work shortly on
the lirst picture to be produced by her
own company, De Luxe- Pictures, Inc. It
will be a screen yersion of " The Street of
Seven Stars,"
Rinehart
acterizes as herwhich
most Mrs.
beautiful
and charmost
appealing story. It was originally published serially in The Saturday Evening
Post, and afterwards attained a book sale
of more than 250,000 copies. Mrs. Rinehart is taking a keen interest in the preparations for the screen presentation and is
giving much valuable advice to Miss Kenyon as to her own conception of the
charming heroine of her story.
In addition to acting ten hours a day
before the camera Miss Kenyon recently
has been posing for portraits to two
artists, Haskell Coffin and Charles Chambers, besides holding conferences with Mrs.
Rinehart, making occasional trips to cantonments to appear before the soldiers,
and working for the Red Cross.

Blackton

Adapts " Missing "to Screen
Commodore J. Stuart Blackton is preparing to translate to the screen for Paramount what is said to be one of the most
remarkable novels dealing with the great
war's problems that has been written thus
far. This book is " Missing," by Mrs.
Humphrey Ward, and deals with woman's
part in war in no uncertain terms, proving
that the heroism of the weaker sex, which
stays behind when the men go to the front,
is no less pronounced than that displayed
by the soldiers.

First

Has

MOORE'S Theaters Corporation, Tom
Moore, President and Director General, franchise holder in the First National Exhibiters' Circuit for the territory
of Delaware, Maryland and the District of
Columbia, announces the opening of a
Washington branch exchange of the First
National at 419 Ninth Street, Northwest,
Washington, D. C, under the management
of Walter R. Liebmann, formerly Washington manager for Goldwyn. The new
branch exchange is located on the first
floor in one of the busiest down town
blocks on " the Broadway of the Capital,"
and is being equipped with the most
modern devices for the handling, protection and distribution of films.
Mr. Liebmann, who has been appointed
branch manager, is a native of Deadwood,
N. D., and has had a continuous experience
of about fourteen years in the various
branches of 4he theatrical business. In the
position of stage director for Joe Weber
he produced " The Climax," " Alma,
Where Do You Live?" and other successes, and later, in the same position with
Werba and Leuscher, he staged " The Rose
M'aid." After an extensive experience
upon the articulate stage, Mr. Liebmann
entered the picture field, serving as branch

Washington

Branch

Walter L. Liebman, Manager
First Nationals Washington
manager for Mutual, Boston manager for
Triangle and subsequently Washington
manager for Goldwyn.
The Wiashington branch exchange of the
First National Exhibitors' Circuit will
have the distribution in the territory specified of all the Petrova Pictures, the
Herbert Brenon's, the Edgar Lewis', the
Chaplin's and numerous other products.

Larkin Winds
Up WorkThe filming
on '*Zongar"
of the interior scenes Film
occupied
GEORGE LARKIN, according to an
the
late
autumn
months, following which
announcement this week from Physithe titling was done by a literary expert.
cal Culture Plays, Inc., completed his work
It didn't seem possible then to condense
in and on " Zongar " February 16, after
the picture into less than seven reels, but
several months of steady activity in behalf
Messrs. Macfadden and Larkin have
of the picture. " Zongar " was recently
shown to the trade press.
achieved the seeming impossible and withFor the last month Mr. Larkin and Mr.
out sacrificing the love story have played
up the thrills more sharply to accentuate
Macfadden have been working in the assembling room till they got "Zongar"
suspense,
and climax.
is
an hour surprise
and a quarter
show. " Zongar "
down to solid " meat." There are five reels
of the stunt picture now. By trimming
George Larkin is to make another picture for the Physical Culture Company,
unessential action and retaining all the
thrills, they produced a truly hair-raising
probably imder next Summer's sunny skies,
but in the meantime is said to be considerspectacle, Macfadden declares.
ing an offer from a program corporation
Grace Davison, Dolores Cassinelli and
to star in a serial.
Jack Hopkins are in the supporting cast.
Burr

Sergeant Arthur Guy Empey, in " Over the
Top " for Vitagraph

National

Paramount
Distribution
Previous
to
his association with the
CHARLES C. BURR, for the past year
Times,
Mr.
Burr
was connected with the
advertising manager of the ParaMcCall Company, publishers of the McCall
mount Pictures Corporation, was appointed
Magazine and manufacturers and distribassistant general manager of the distribututors of the McCall patterns.
ing department of the Famous PlayersWhen the Paramount and Artcraft naLasky Corporation last week, according to
tional advertising campaign was inauguan announcement issued by that company.
rated recently, Mr. Burr was associated
M^r. Burr will, in the future, be closely aswith John C. Flinn, director of publicity
sociated with General Manager Al Lichtand advertising for the Famous Playersman in the execution of the latter's duties,
which have materially increased during the
Lasky Corporation, in conducting the extensive
workcampaign.
of merchandising this trepast few months.
mendous
Mr. Burr became a member of the
Paramount organization in the latter part
of 1913 as exploitation manager of the
You are not going to war. The men who
South American Travel Series, which
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Paramount produced and distributed. He Help them get cigarettes. That is your
came from the New York Times, where
he was doing general promotion work for patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in tha
"smokes"
be a slacker!campaign, get busy — nou'. Don't
the business management of that newspaper.

Assists
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Raymond McKee Stars in
"The Unbeliever"
Raymond McKee, the young Edison
star, who has been seen in many light
dramas, plays the big part of Philip Landicutt in the new Super-Feature, " The Unbeliever," which is released by Edison
through the George Kleine System this
month. In the beginning he is the idle
young American, wealthy, care-free and
unthinking. His bitter resentment at any
form of oppression draws him into the
great war and amid its perils and hardships he finds his own soul.
The picture was shown at the Rivoli,
New York, the week of February 10.
Still Another Type
Petrova

for Olga

The publicity department of Petrova
Picture Company, this week, declared that
a decided innovation in the type of film
story which Mme. Olga Petrova has appeared in during the past few months will
mark the release of her third special
starring subject, "The Life Mask," directed
by Frank Crane. Adapted for the screen
by Mrs. L. Case Russell, v Madame Petrova's latest picture is said to be an ennality.
grossing mystery drama of much origiFrank Keenan, Pathe Star, Shows Decided Skill at Hunting
Pathe
Announces
New
Program
Doris Kenyon stars in the fifteenth epiWeek of March 3 Brings Baby Marie
sode of " The Hidden Hand," " The Girl
Osborne Feature and First Epiof the Prophecy," with Mahlon Hamilton,
sode with
of " ThePearl
House
of
Hate,"
Arline
Pretty and Sheldon Lewis.
White
Harold Lloyd appears in " A Gasoline
Wedding." a one-reel comedy produced by
THERE are two outstanding features,
said an announcement this week from
Rolin. Split-reel is made up of " YellowPathe, on the Pathe program for the week
stone Park — Its Geysers " and " Buxton
of March 3 — the latest Baby Marie Os(Derbyshire, England)." An International Cartoon and Educational split-reel
borne Gold Rooster Play and the first epirelease and Hearst-Pathe News No. 21
sode of the new serial, " The House of and
No. 22 round up this program.
Hate."
Baby Marie Osborne stars in " Daddy's
Girl," produced in five parts by Diando.
Mary Warren Is Featured
It is said to be a charming story of childhood with also a strong dramatic element
by Triangle
which gives good action. Little Sambo,
Mary Warren, who has appeared with
the colored boy, who has been in recent
Hive Thomas in several recent Triangle
Baby Osborne pictures, has a prominent
plays, makes her initial appearance as
part in the cast. Herbert Standing is also leading woman with William Desmond in
in the cast, as is Marian Warner, who has
" The Sea Panther," a romantic drama of
played in many of these Baby pictures.
the days of Captain Kidd. Miss Warren,
who
is rememljcred for her work as Ida
Indications point to " The House of
Hate " as the biggest serial Pathe has ever
Haines in " Betty Takes a Hand," and as
released. " The Hooded Terror " in " The
Grace Antrim, in the new society drama,
House of Hate " is declared to be a " Heiress for a Day," has done good work
stronger mystery character than the in her first prominent role. Triangle diLaughing Mask. Born of the lust for
rectors say.
profit out of blood, he starts through the
fifteen episodes seeking to kill the beautiful heroine.
" One Woman " Directed
Pearl White appears as Pearl Waldon
and Antonio Moreno as Harvey Gresham,
by Barker
It was reported from the West Coast
a young man of great wealth who is, however, so interested in science that he works
this week that the Mastercraft production
of " The One Woman," already under
in a private laboratory at America's greatest munition factory. It is thus that he way, will be directed by Reginald Barker,
of the Paralta staff. Mastercraft does not
falls in love with Pearl Waldon who shows
her liking for him but does not realize that
exploit stars in connection with any of its
he is a man of her own station.
pictures, but concentrates on the story.

Taylor

Holmes

Completes

Spoor Film
It was announced this week that Taylor Holmes is now on the last lap of his
latest George K. Spoor feature, " A Pair
of Sixes." All indications are that this
picture will rank very high if not the
highest among his previous vehicles.
The production is enacted by an all-star
cast. Robert Conness, well known on both
stage and screen, plays the role of Nettleton, Holmes' business partner.
Chicago Strong for Mary
MacLane Picture
That George K. Spoor's picture, " Men
Who Have Made Love to Me," has a great
popular appeal is indicated by the box-office
reports so far received, according to an announcement from the George K. Spoor offices. Especially enthusiastic are the reports from the Chicago Band Box theatre
where, it is asserted, the photoplay is showing to packed houses.
Baby

Marie

Osborne

as

" Daddy's Girl "
Baby Marie Osborne is announced by
Pathe Rooster
as the play,
star which
of "Daddy's
Gold
will be Girl,"
releaseda
on March 3. This is the picture previously spoken of as "Any Home." The
story by John W. Grey and M. Ramirez
Torres is said to afford the Baby excellent opportunities to display her remarkable talent. Associated with her in the
cast is little Sambo, the pickaninny, whose
performance with his battered trombone in
" The Little Patriot " will be recalled with
pleasure.
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IF you, the Showman, could strike as high a quality average as Jewel
Productions steadily maintains, you would net a bigger percentage
of profit than anyone else in the business. Because never before has
there been any single group of moving pictures whose Stars, Stories and
Directors gave you such big profits over their Rentals. Book every Jewel
Production simply because every Jewel Production is a commercial saccess.
het Jewel Productions build up your daily profits average.

'Herbert. Rawtinson
, COME

THROUGH"

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to theml
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Myers

in New
Bluebird
liome, he finds a peculiar Chinese ideograph
Subject Is " The Girl in the Dark/'
burnt into her shoulder. His Oriental serScreen Version of Charles Edvant also sees the mark and becomes
niond Walk's Novel, " The
strangely excited. Late that night Ferris
Green Seal "
hears a shriek coming from Lois' room.
BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS, INC., has He enters, to find his servant dead on the
scheduled for early release "The Gir! lloor. A seal identical in character to the
in the Dark," a screen adaptation of mark on Lois' shoulder is clutched in the
man's hand. Investigation proves that a
Charles Edmond Walk's novel, " The
tiny needle, covered with a deadly poison
Green Seal." This newest Bluebird is made
the vehicle for Carmel Myers, who departs
and contained in the seal, had killed the
from the foreign type she has portrayed in man. These are the early events around
several previous photoplays and appears in which the mystery story is said to be most
the role of an American girl, whose life is interestingly woven.
menaced by a band of Orientals.
Theportcast
appearing
in MissAlfred
Myers'Allen,
supAccording to the story, an atmosphere of
includes
Betty Schade,
mystery surrounds the life of Lois Fox,
Harry Carter, Frank Deshon, Ashton Dearwhom Brice Ferris, a young man of wealth,
holt and Frank Tokanaga. " The Girl in
rescues from a band of Chinese thugs.
the Dark" will be released the week of
When her rescuer takes the girl to his March 4.
Vitagraph Names Releases
for April
Vitagraph this week, through President
Smith, announced the Blue Ribbon features
for release in April as follows:
April 1, Gladys Leslie in "Little Miss NoAccount," directed by William P. S. Earle ;
April 8, Alice Joyce in " The Business of
Life," directed by Tom Terriss; April IS,
Earle Williams, supported by Grace Darmond, in " The Man from Brpdneys," directed by Terriss; April 22, Harry Morey,
willi Florence Deshon, in " A Bachelor's
Children," directed by Paul Scardon ; April
29, Xcll Shipman, with Alfred Whitman, in
" The Wolbert.
Girl from Beyond," directed hy W illiam

George

Beban Feature Released February 25
" One More American," the next Paramount production, featuring George Beban,
has been set for release February 25. It is
a screen adaptation of William C. De
Afille's play, " The Land of the Free," and
bares the pathetic side of political rottenness and graft which has for its victims
the ignorant aliens, newly from Ellis Island,
who are the potential good citizens of
America. George Beban, the featured star
of the play, is a typical Italian, who has
come to this country, working hard and
conducting his business in an honest manner, while he awaits eagerly the coming of
his family from the homeland and his own
naturalization as a real American citizen.
The adaptation of the story to the screen
was made by Olga I'rintzlau and the production was staged under the direction of
William
in;il
play. C. De Mille, author of the orig-

Revelation " Opens at
Lyric Theatre
" Revelation," Nazimova's newest picture, opened for a run at the Lyric theatre,
New York, February 17, under the auspices of Metro Pictures Corporation.
George D. Baker directed the picture.
Ready
" Whispering Chorus

Mary Carden'n Second Goldwyn Feature Is
" The Splendid Sinner "

"

After several weeks of strenuous work,
" The Whispering Chorus " has been completed, under the direction of Cecil B.
De Millc. In the cast are Raymond Hatton, Kathlyn Williams, Elliott Dexter,
Tully Marshall and others.

Carmel Myers, in Bluebird's " The Girl in the
" The

Wasp " Slated for
March ii
Kitty Gordon's next " World Picture,
" The Wasp," to be Dark
released on the program March 11, is said to be entirely different from any of her previous pictures.
Miss Gordon has the part of Grace Culver,
better known as " The Wasp " because
of her caustic tongue, the daughter of
John Culver, who is owner of vast canneries working on government contracts.
On his death-bed, Culver's partner sends
his son, Kane Putnam, to the Culver
home, but the friendship between Grace
and Kane does not prosper.
Flagg

February 27
" Girl " Comedy

for

" The Matinee Girl," the fourth of James
Montgomery Flagg's one-reel comedy
sketches, " Girls You Know," will be released p-ebruary 27 and will run at the
Strand theatre in New York.
American

Releases

Have

Food Trailers
Getting promptly in line with the re(|ucst of the National Food Administration
the American Film Company has ordered
food conservation trailers for all its releases for the next month.
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March

Big

Month

for

Famous
Players
subject
and
practically
an all-star cast is
Charles Ray New Picture Included, Along with Others Starring
presented, including Louise Huff, Theodore
Billie Burke and Well-Known Stars — Considered
Roberts, Jack Mulhall, James Cruze and
Adele Farrington. Staged by George H.
Banner Program for Company
Melford, under the personal supervision
of Mr. Blackton, this film is said to be
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION this week announced,
in its March schedule of features, what it terms one of the very best
the hitter's best Paramount release.
arrays of attractions offered by this organization since its inception,
Dorothy Dalton's new vehicle, " Love
Aie," is an original story by the Ince writer,
Nine productions with recognized stars are inckided in the hne-up, practically
C.
Gardner Sullivan. A society drama,
all of the subjects fpr March having been completed.
this production tells of a breezy Western
Among the stars included are Billie Burke, Charles Ray, Jack Pickford,
girl who marries into an exclusive wealthy
Ann Pennington, Marguerite Clark, Dorothy Dalton, Pauline Frederick and
family,
is not "accepted"
Enid Bennett. A J. Stuart Blackton production will also be released in March,
she
has where
made she
a tremendous
sacrificeuntil
of
it is announced.
herself for her husband's sister. Clever
Jack Holt, who played with Mary Pick" Eves Daughter " First
ford in " The Little American," appears
The initial releases for the third month
in the role of the husband. William Conkof the year are subjects starring Billie
lin is the " heavy " as usual, the balance
Burke and Jack Pickford. Miss Burke's
of the cast including Robert McKim, Dorcas Mathews, Melbourne MacDowell and
new vehicle is " Eve's Daughter," which
appeared as a play on Broadway recently
Elinor Hancock. Roy William Neill staged
with Grace George as the star. The story
" Love Me " under Thomas H. Ince's perby Alicia Ramsey, deals with a girl who
sonal supervision and John Stumar is rehas been strictly brought up and decides
sponsible for the photography.
to have her fling with a meager fortune
Last — But Not Least
left by her father. James Kirkwood staged
this production. In the cast are Thomas
i\Iarch 25 presents the last two Paramount pictures for the month with Pauline
Meighan, Lionel Atwill, William Riley
Frederick in " La Tosca " and Enid BenHatch, Florence Flynn, Harriet Ross,
Lucile Carney, Mary Navaro, and Henry
nett in " Naughty, Naughty ! " Miss FredLee.
erick's "La Tosca " is taken, with as little
change as possible, from the opera of the
Jack Pickford appears in another Mark
same name. Staged under the direction of
Twain story, " Huck and Tom," which
Edward Jose, this production is said to be
takes up the adventures of " the immortal
one of Miss Frederick's most pretentious
Tom " from his return to his home
vehicles, the sets are copied exactly from
through the discovery of the grave robRoman buildings, including the castle of
bers. 'William D. Taylor, who staged
St. Angelo, the interior of the Church of
"the
To'm
Sawyer,"
is also
responsible for
Saint Andrea, etc. The costumes follow
direction
of the
new picture.
On March 11 two Paramount Pictures
those used on the operatic stage. A coincidence inconnection with the filming of
starring Charles Ray and Ann Pennington,
this production is attached to the fact that
will be released. Charles Ray's new veEdward Jose, the director, also directed
hicle is " The Family Skeleton." The story
Sarah Bernhardt, who appeared in Sargives a humorous account of the struggle
dou's " La Tosca," over thirty years ago.
of a young millionaire against an imaginIn the chief parts supporting the star are
ary inherited craving for drink, who is
finally cured by a chorus girl sweetheart
Frankbert Losee,
Raucourt, Henry Herand W. H.Jules
Forestelle.
through a trumped up kidnapping episode.
Victor L. Schertzinger staged the picture Thomas H. Ince, Who Produces for' Paramount
■' Naughty, Naughty ! " Enid Bennett's
new Thomas H. Ince production, is anunder the supervision of Thomas H. Ince
other story by C. Gardner Sullivan. The
and Chester Lyons performed the camera
Dorothy Dalton's new Thomas H. Ince
photoplay tells of the struggles of an upwork. Sylvia Bremer appears opposite
production, " Love Me." Miss Clark's
to-date young girl, who has visited New
Ray, the balance of the cast including
photoplay, " Prunella," is an adaptation
York, in rejuvenating the old fashioned,
Andrew Arbuckle, Billy Elmer, Otto Hofffrom the play by Granville Barker and
narrow-minded mid-western town where
man and Jack Dyer.
Laurence Housman, the scenario having
she lives. Staged by Jerome Storm, under
been handled by Charles Maigne. In the the
Ann Pennington in Slums
supervision of Thomas H. Ince, this
subject, it is expected, will even outshine
cast are Jules Raucourt as " Pierrot,"
Ann Pennington's photoplay is " SunHarry Leoni, Isabel Berwin, Marcia
Miss Bennett's initial Paramount picture,.
shine Nan," adapted from " Calvary Alley,"
Harris, Nora Cecil, William J. Gross,
" Keys of the Righteous." In the supportAlice Hegan Rice's book. In the part of A. Voorhes Wood, Charles Hartley and
Nance Molloy, Miss Pennington portrays
ing cast are Earl Rodney, Marjorie BenArthur Kennedy.
the ambitious little slum girl who rises
nett (the star's sister), Gloria Hope and
Andrew Arbuckle. Charles Stumar is the
to become the wife of a successful in- Artistry Rates High
ventor despite tremendous obstacles which
photographer.
J. Stuart Blackton's offering, " Wild
are placed in her path. Adapted to the Youth,"
is heralded as one of the most
screen by Eve Unsell and staged under the artistic achievements of this producer.
Cardinal Mercier in World
direction of Charles Giblyn, this film was
Taken from the story by Sir Gilbert
Feature
just finished recently in New York and is Parker, the scenario was prepared by Mr.
Blackton
in
collaboration
with
Sir
Parker
As an opening feature for the postsaid to be Miss Pennington's very best
screen effort. In the cast are Richard
and Beulah Marie Dix. This is the third Lenten season World Pictures will release
Barthelmess, John Hines, Mrs. Lewis McBlackton-Paramount release, the other two
on April 1 " The Cross Bearer," with
Cord, Charles Eldridge and others.
also being adaptations from the works of Montagu Love. The locale is Belgium and
March 18 marks the release of MarSir Gilbert Parker. The story of the agethe play deals with Cardinal Mercier's
tremendous struggle for humanity in that
guerite Clark's newest picture, " Prunella " ; old call of youth to youth is said to be war-stricken
land.
beautifully portrayed in the new Blackton
J. Stuart Blackton's "Wild Youth," and
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Triangle
Offers
"A Soul in Trust " Is Drama of
Washington's Political and Social
Life — Is" Little
Red Decides"
Also Released

7-Reel
Special
Franklin. The pleasure-loving aristocrat,
Dabney Carter, is portrayed by Darrell
Foss. Lillian West is Nan Barker. Grover
Franke, as Dabnej' Carter, Jr., has his first
important role as a Triangle player. The
supporting body also includes Lee Hill,
Lizzie Davis and William Dyer. Gilbert P.
Hamilton is credited with the direction of
" A Soul in Trust."
" Little Red Decides," adapted from William V. McCoy's American Magazine storj'
of the same name, is the second feature
on the Triangle February 24 program. In
this stor}' " Little Red," a waif of the range,
is saved from a professionally prescribed
mother, and finds a substitute and equivalent for maternal love in the affection of
Duck Sing, a Chinese cook. Many Americans believe that the Chinaman is a most
dangerous enemy to white society, and various plays have been based on the racial differences of the East and West. " Little
Red Decides " offers a reversal of this
theme, emphasizing the fidelity and trustworthiness of some Chinese characters,
this one in particular.
Little Barbara Connolly, three and a half
years
old,ofappears
as " Little
Red," bywhile
the role
Goro Kino
is played
the

ment's naof theng Govern
ionfollowi
THE expans
val policy
the outbreak of
the present war, with the resultant efforts
of certain unscrupulous business men to obtain advance information on locations of
naval bases, furnishes the underlying
theme for " A Soul in Trust," Triangle's
seven-reel feature, released February 24.
In the plot Wall Street schemers use a
clever woman to obtain the desired information from an incorruptible Senator
on the Naval Affairs Committee.
The story, which is by Catherine Carr,
relates how Nan, a mountain girl, betrayed
by Dabney Carter, a wealthy Virginian,
sells her child to Mrs. Carter when Carter
dies. Mrs. Carter (Belle Bennett) treats
the infant as " a soul given into her care to
mould." She brings the boy up to an appreciation of all that is honorable, noble
and worthy. In after years Nan, who has
developed into an adventuress, uses him
as a stool in a criminal conspiracy against
the man he most respects. A mother's love
is awakened and, in the climax which fol- Oriental actor, Goro Kino. The cast includes, among others, Frederick Vroom,
lows. Nan renounces her schemes when
she discovers that her victim is her own
Jack Curtis and Jean Hersholt.
flesh and blood.
" The Telltale- Shirt," with Fritz Schade,
Belle Bennett, last seen in " Because of is the Keystone Comedy released for the
a Woman," first Triangle seven-reel proweek of February 24, and " A Coward's
duction, enacts the role of Mrs. Carter, and Courage " and " His Nimble Twist " are
J. Barney Sherry appears as Senator
the week's one-reel Triangle Komedies.

*'Some Professor" New
THE newest Klever Komedy presenting
Victor Moore will be a Paramount
release on February 25, entitled " Some
Professor," written by Robert James and
directed by Harry Jackson. The scenes of
this picture are laid in a seminary, and a
bevy of pretty girls take part in the rapid
comedy action. The supporting cast includes D. L. Don, Emma Littlefield, Charlotte Gray and Harry Foy.
Moore appears as a professor of elocution at the Sweet Cookie Girls School, and
soon becomes popular with all the girls,
including Miss Thorn, the old maid principal. The professor is smitten with the
charms of Miss Bright Eyes, and arouses
the enmity of her sweetheart by monopo-

Viclizing herMoore
attention. TheComedy
jealous rival
soaps the floor of the platform, and the
professor and Miss Thorn do a " loop the
loop." The school is thrown in an uproar
and someone turns in a fire alarm and pandemonium reigns.
The professor makes a heroic rescue of
Bright Eyes, ignoring the appeals of the
frantic principal, and after the excitement
is over she indignantly orders the professor to leave. Bright Eyes announces
her intention of going with him, but she
changes her mind when the professor's
wife and family arrive on the scene. The
professor, who has been eluding his belligerent spouse, makes his escape with the
determined woman in pursuit.

Changes Made in Fox
March Program
The Tom Mix production, " Six-Shooter
Andy," originally set for release February
24, and later moved along to March 3, has
been restored to its original place on the
calendar of William Fox's releases. The
March 3 release will be " The Girl with
the
Champagne
Carmen
is the star.Eyes," in which Jewel
A. third change is the elimination from
the present schedule of a George Wash
comedy, titled "The Kid is Clever," and
set tentatively for March 31 release.
There arc no changes in the other March

releases. " The Debt of Honor," Peggy
Hj'land's first picture for William Fox, will
be available March 10, " Woman and the
Law," an R. A. Walsh production having
an all-star cast, March 17, and Virginia
Pearson's war drama, " A Daughter of
France," March 24.
Happy Life for Vic
Klever Pictures, Inc., released on February 11 a Klever Komedy called "Adam
and Some Eves," with Victor Moore the
only " mere man " in the picture. Peggy
Adams and Agnes Neilson are among the
girls in the comedy.

Picture

News

a One-Reel
Comedyin " I'll Fix It,"
Universal Presents
King Baggot

Universal

Releases

King

Baggo
t Film
King Baggot
returns
to the Universal
program in a one-reel comedy, entitled
" I'll Fix It," which he both wrote and
produced. The picture will be released
under the Nestor brand on March 18.
Baggot has been seen in but few roles
of a comedy nature. In the years he was
a Universal star, this player appeared in
about two hundred productions, the matheme. jority of which were strongly dramatic in
As John Raymond, who lives at the
Hotel Expensible, Baggot meets a charming young lady who seeks to smuggle her
little dog into the hostelry, although this
is against the rules of the house. Raymond accomplishes this by dropping the
animal into a valise owned by a woman, who with her very jealous husband, seeks
accommodations. Complications occur
when Raymond endeavors to recover the
dog, after the valise is taken to the new
arrivals' room. The husband promptlj'
conceives the idea that he has just reason
to be suspicious of the stranger and entruder. deavors to make things hot for the inIn the cast supporting King Baggot are
Paul Porcasi, Virginia Dare and Alice
Mann.
Lydia Yeamans in Triangle
Drama
Lydia Yeamans appears in the new Triangle play of the New York underworld,
" The Shoes that Danced." In her earlier
days Lydia Yeamans was a singer, and
later was with Sol Smith Russell's comedians. As a buxom old Irish woman of
the East Side, in "The Shoes that
Danced," she is said to be a counterpart
of her mother, Annie Yeamans.

Marchs,
Three
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New

Ince Productions Ready
Three new Thomas H. Ince productions
are now ready for Paramount release, it
was announced last week. The subjects
which have been finished within the past
few days are new subjects for Charles Ray,
Enid Bennett and Dorothy Dalton.
The final touches upon Charles Ray's
new picture, " His Own Home Town,"
have just been completed and this production will shortly be scheduled for Paramount release. " His Own Home Town "
will be released after " The Family Skeleton," which is Ray's next ofifering under
the Paramount trade-mark.
Enid Bennett's new photoplay just finished, Naughty
"
Naughty ! " is her second
offering to Paramount patrons, following
" Keys of the Righteous." " Naughty
Naughtythe! " supervision
was directedof byMr.Jerome
under
Ince. Storm
" Tyrant Fear " is Dorothy Dalton's newest subject which has just been finished.
The scenes for this are laid in the frozen
northland and were directed by R. William
Neill, under Mr. Ince's supervision.
Date

Set for New Kellermann Spectacle
The so-called sub-sea photo-phantasy,
" Queen of the Sea," featuring Annette
Kellermann, has
been definitely announced
for release as a Standard Picture by William Fox for April 21.
" This
will undoubtedly create even production
greater comment
than the first
million-dollar picture ever made — ' A
Daughter of the Gods,' in which Miss
Kellermann appeared and which broke all
records in every theatre in which it was
exhibited," declared William Fox.
"'Queen of the Seas' is filled with
thrills, including one in which Miss Kellermann walks a wire eighty feet in the air
and dives into the ocean from this height.
But, it is in the under-sea stunts that Miss
Kellermann excels. She gives a marvelous
exhibition of swimming and diving and the
photography is of the best."

Current Judge Brown Story
of Boy Matchmaker
The difficulties encountered by a young
boy in getting his dad safely married are
pictured in " Marrying Off Dad," the current Judge Brown Story among General
Film releases. A number of juvenile actors,
drawn from real life, are said to make this
picture one of the most attractive of the
" Stories of Youth " yet produced.
" Sherman Was Right " is the title of
current Jaxon comedy being distributed the
by
General Film.
Marie Dressier in Person
Marie Dressier, whose latest celluloid
burlesque, "The Agonies of Agnes," was
presented at the Strand, New York, for
the first time, February 17, appeared in
person on the stage after the presentation
of her film at the first evening performance.

Enid Bennett, the Ince Star, and Sessue Hayakawa, Who Are In New Paramount Features
Bennett and Hayakawa
in New
Pictures
Claire and Melbourne MacDowell.
ENID BENNETT, the Thomas H. Ince
Charles Stumar is responsible for the
star, and Sessue Hayakawa, the Japphotography.
anese player, were both scheduled to appear in new Paramount pictures FebruSessue Hayakawa's new screen vehicle,
ary 18.
" Hidden Pearls," is from the pen of BeuMiss Bennett's subject, "Keys of the lah Marie Dix, responsible for " The Call
Righteous," by C. Gardner Sullivan, marks
of the East," " The Ghost House," " The
her debut as a Paramount star, and much
Hostage," etc. George H. Melford, who
enthusiasm has been expressed by the prodirected " The Cheat " and other screen
ducers over this film. It was scarcely a plays, staged the Hayakawa film, and it is
felt that this offering should even score a
year ago that Miss Bennett signed a contract with Thomas H. Ince to appear ungreater success than " The Cheat." The
production was filmed in Hawaii several
der his direction, and 'when he in turn
signed with Paramount and Artcraft, she,
months ago, and tells of a young halftogether with Dorothy Dalton and Charles
caste, hereditary high chief of a South
Ray, commenced work as a Paramount
Sea island,
in the United
States,'
star.
who
returnseducated
to his island
realm and
by
In the cast af the Bennett picture are
fraud and violence secures from the natives their hidden treasure. In the cast
such players as Earl Rodney, who has recently been working at the Mack Sennett
supporting the star are Margaret Loomis,
studios ; George Nicholas and Joseph
Florence Vidor, Theodore Roberts, James
Cruze, Noah Beery, John Burton, Jack
Swickard, two of the best loved " old men
Holt and other players.
of the screen " ; Lydia Knott, Gertrude
Second

Petrova

Picture Shown
at Rialto
of the Rialto symphony orchestra, formed
ttTpHE
LIGHT
starring
the dominant theme of the musical program
A Madame
Olga WITHIN,"
Petrova at the
head
of her own company under the direction of during the presentation and considerable
Larry Trimble, was presented for the first space in the Rialto Revue was devoted to
the discussion of the Petrova play and an
time on any screen at the Rialto theatre.
interview with the star herself.
New York, on Sunday, February 10, and
continuing throughout the week. It will be
Following the showing of " The Light
remembered that Mr. Rothapfel presented
Within," at the Rialto, the picture is to be
to his patrons, via the Rialto screen,
released to exhibitors throughout the country via the exchanges of the First National
Madame Petrova's initial starring producExhibitors Circuit, who are presenting
tion, "Daughter of Destiny," made under
the auspices of her personal organization,
Madame Petrova in a series of eight starring vehicles during the present year.
in the latter part of December.
In accordance with the importance of the
The public premiere of this production
subject and the prominence of the leading
was preceded on Saturday afternoon by a
player, the presiding genius of the Rialto
private showing followed by a banquet at
arranged for special musical embellishMurray's,
given
the benefit
the motion picture
tradeforpress
in the ofPompeiian
ments and settings to accompany the proroom. Many notables of the film world
duction. The
"
Petrova Waltz," especially
were present at the special showing.
composed by Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld, leader
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Screen
Magazine
Plants
Goal
lack Cohn Proves He Is Out for Pcipiilar Pig Clubs initiated b}- the fcdci-al
government. A forthcoming topic of great
Humor and Human Interest All
interest will be the " Making of a Newsthe Time — Strives to Give
Public Timeliness
paper," from the manufacture of newsprint to the delivery of the printed sheet.
JACK COHN of the Universal, in one of This will appear as three short episodes in
those many strenuous moments when
successive numbers of the Magazine.
he is trying to put salt on the tail of the
Now, you can throw pictures on the
elusive ideal, declared he was out for screen about all these subjects, and leave
humor and human interest, first, last, and your spectator not only as ignorant as he
all the time. "Are we getting it?" he was before, but resentful of the fact that
demanded, " Show me ! "
his evening's pleasure has been interrupted, bysome half-told and stupidly told
Whereupon E. H. Culbertson, Jack's information.
He is not there to think and
very able lieutenant on the Universal
Screen Magazine, slammed down on the puzzle. If he is to learn anything he must
have it handed out easily and quickly, with
desk a sheaf of just-completed and soonto-be-completcd subjects designed for the a laugh thrown in. So the Magazine's editors do his thinking for him. They realMagazines, and proceeded to " show him."
ize the limitations of his knowledge and
That was the end of Jack's temper.
For, with entire truth, the Universal
supply in brief but clearly-worded titles,
Screen Magazine succeeds admirably in the links he needs to add the new
knowledge to the old. And since everypresenting " humor and human interest."
The two things that impress even the
thing under heaven, and we rather think
casual observer, are the timeliness and im- especially in heaven, has its bright and
portance of the subjects covered and the amusing side, they lighten even the most
witty and interesting titles that make even
serious subject with a smile.
Human, intelligent, and entertaining, the
the highly technical subjects easily understood and entertaining.
Universal Screen Alagazine offers fresh
As for example, recent topics of the proof that knowledge need not be dull,
Magazine are the " Coal Supply ; " the humor need not be pointless ; that an inproposed mammoth electrical generating
telligent and happy combination of the
plant at Niagara ; the training given those two offers a form of entertainment unique,
pleasing and popular.
objects of both partisan and non-partisan
concern, the New York police ; and the
C. DeL. B.
Screen

Telegram Organizing Staff
A staff of cameramen and camera correspondents who will supply the material
for the making of the Screen Telegram,
the Mutual Film Corporation's twice-awcek release, is being organized with such
rapidity that before the publication of the
first issue, on March 3, every source of
news film in the world will have been
covered, according to Mutual.
Numerous subjects available for use in
the Screen Telegram have been received at
the laboratory and arrangements are being
made for the handling of up-to-the-minute
happenings until a few hours in advance
of the time set for shipping the completed
news films to the various Mutual cx• hangcs.

Pershing's

Care in Current
Events
Universal explained this week that the
folks at home should find much to comfort
them in the pictures showing how carefully
General Pershing looks after the welfare
of our boys in France, in Universal Current Events No. 40.
The scenes contained in this issue of
Current Events were i»h(4ographed when
General Pershing, accompanied by Prcsi-

dent Poincare of France, and General Petain, commander-in-chief of the French
armies, made an unexpected visit to one
of the largest of the American cantonments. Our boys are shown practising the
gentle art of bombing, engaging in a hike
through a driving snow storm and in various other interesting maneuvers.
Dogs

of War in HearstPathe News
The outstanding feature of the HearstPathe News No. 14 are some scenes from
France and Belgium. Those from France
show the real " dogs of war " at work
under fire, racing to and fro over "no
man's land " in search of the wounded.
Shells explode near them but do not prevent them frqpi carrying out their duties.
One dog is shown at the conclusion of a
successful search. A wounded French
officer is lying on the ground unconscious.
The dog seizes the man's cap and races
away with it to the stretcher liearers as a
token he is to be followed to the owner.
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is yoiu
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"besmokes
" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
a slacker!

N eiv s

Scene In An Essanay Scenic Released Through
General Film
Rudiments of Flying
Pictograph

in

The 107th release of the ParamountBray Pictograph, " the-magazine-on-thescrcen," contains an animated diagrammatical drawing, entitled " The Rudiments
of Flying," by J. F. Lcventhal, which
should make easily comprehensible to the
lay mind why it is possible for a heavierthan-air machine to maintain itself in the
air. While there have been countless motion pictures showing the aeroplane in
flights, this picture for the first time explains why it is that the aeroplane flies,
and has reduced the rudiments of flying to
zation.
a most comprehensible and vivid picturiShort Reels at Cleveland
Stillman
The Stillman theatre of Cleveland, recently contracted for two short reel programs to be furnished by local exchanges.
They are the Bruce Educational Travelogues, released through the HoffmanFoursquare exchange, and the James
Montgomery Flagg series of " Girls You
Know," from the Kleine-Edison exchange.
The Flagg pictures were to have been
shown at the Stillman every alternate
week, but after running the first one, " The
Screen Fan," Manager Jack Kuhn notified
J. H. Norwood of the Kleine exchange,
that he wanted them every week.
Paralta Denies Rumor
Paralta Plays this week, denied a rumor
which it says was circulated recently to
the cfTect Paralta Plays would be released
through Pathc.
As previously announced in ATotion Picturf, News, Paralta Plays arc released by
W. W. Hodkinson, fnc. The latter is using
the various exchanges
distribution
purposes. of General Film for
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NEWS WEEKLHiS
OFFER
There are times when the Xews Weeklies seem
to unite un certain topics of great public interest,
all treating tliem in much the same fashion. This
week, however, it would look as though exclusive
features The
wereonly
sought,
so greatto appear
is the invariet\'
chosen.
two subjects
more
than one News Weekly are views of the Belgian
troops and their loved commander, King Albert,
shown in Hearst-Pathe News No. 14 and Universal Animated Weekly No. 11; and pictures of
the real dogs ot war, doing valiant service on the
lighting front. These are shown in Hearst-Pathe
News No. 14 and Mutual Weekly No. 7.
An instant appeal to patriotism is made by
Hearst-Pathe News No. 13, released February 9,
which opens with a picture of a transport at sea
and a title recalling the sinking of the Tuscania.
There follows a glimpse of a submerging submarine, Germany's
cowardly
; thenonecomes
hne picture
of our
great weapon
war fleet,
of thea
strong arms that will sweep the sea clear of the
assassin. Equally sure of enthusiastic applause
are pictures of Roosevelt in his splendid vigor.
The disaster wrought by the recent winter
storms is strikingly shown in the wrecks of bi,c
river steamers, buried to the hub of their paddle
wheels in great masses of ice. An industry stimulated by the war is the raising of rabbits to supfur forthe aviators'
rabbits,
the
pelts plyand
manner inhelmets.
which theThelatter
are used
for lining are shown. A pleasant picture on this
reel discloses Tommy convalescing in London,
and repeating on the snowball field the dexterity
he put to such deadly use on the field ot war.
The fourteenth issue of the News, released
February
a stirring
its picture of the13,Boymakes
Scouts
launchingappeal
theirindrive
for
funds to carry on the splendid work this organiz
a
t
i
o
n
i
s
doing.
"The
wreck
on
the
New
York
" L " is a new lesson in the need for steel to replace the old wooden cars.
Mutual Weekly No. 7, released February 11,
can claim a number of striking and interesting
exclusive features, the liveliest of which, as might
be supposed, is the Wild West show staged by
Douglas Fairbanks in Los Angeles, which added
$18,000
the Redrides
Cross.
in allofhisa
exuberantto vitality
down" Doug
center," sure
burst of applause from welcoming friends. An
unusually picturesque ship launching at Oakland
and views of a new type of street car, built to run
by
gasoline instead of electricity, are other topics
ot interest.
A much-needed lesson in preparedness is given
by Universal
Current ofEvents
No. 40, released
ruary 9, in pictures
the harvesting
of theFebice
crop. Work now will keep down prices next
Summer.dance andAsusefulness
for ice now,
it
is
proving
its
abunin more ways than one.
Here, for instance, is how an iceboat comes to the
rescue of an army motor transport when the latter
breaks down near Cleveland ; the machine parts it
is carrying for repair purposes are transferred to
an iceboat, which makes the fifty mile trip on
Lake Erie in thirty minutes.
Pictures on the French front show our troops
marching cheerfully through a heavy snowstorm
and demonstrate how a Sammy learns to prepare for a gas attack. He seems no worse for the
stream of deadly vapor that is turned on him.
Universal Animated Weekly No. 11, released
February 13, is full of good things, with plenty ot
" pep " and wanted
timeliness.
For the
instance,
when theat
cameraman
to catch
toboganners
Chicago lie did not content himself with standing
on shore, but took himself and his camera into
a sled andcameraman
snapped what
couldhave
" over
the top."
Another
who hemust
handed
himself a large wreath is the chap who caught the
" nose
dive trying
" that outnearly
the deathTheof
an
aviator
a newresulted
type ofin machine.
machine glides easily off the water, flies a short
<iistance, followed always by the camera, then
-Nliddenly twists and precipitates itself and its
driver into the water. Destroying the new pest
that threatens the cotton crop, women as housebuilders and housepainters, a new type of lifesaving suit and glimpses of the survivors of the
famous
Britishand" Army
the Mons " C.aredeL.
subjects
of
timeliness
great ofinterest.
B.
THROUGH GHOSTLAND TO
THE HAPPY VAELEY
A succession of lovely views, differing greatly
in character yet linked by their wild beauty,
forms the Bruce scenic, " From Here to Summerland."
Beforeis the
Valley
where foliage
richlyHappy
luxuriant
and isthereached,
waters
flow
free
*of
ice
fetters,
rough,
snow-covered
steeps must be negotiated and ghostly
forests,
where skeleton trees thrust bare limbs up through
the drifting clouds, must be traversed.
But through it all the pack horses, with their
debonnair riders, take their patient way, while
the Great Dane bounds joyfully alongside, thrice
covering
reached. the distance before Summerland is
" From Here
Summerland
Educational
Filmsto Corp.,
March " 15.

THE

u are
that w,yoMr.
tord,
ibihar
Exhe.
WE prekno
ssed for tim
We
want you to read our
.
s,
rse
iew
rev
of cou
But we also
want to make it as easy as possible for you to book the ,pictures they cover. Hereafter at
the end of each review, we will
print the name of the film, its
er, and the date of its
produc
ase.
rele

TWENTIETH CENTURY STAR
GAZING
You tendwould
think
had own
quite planet
enoughwithout
to atto at present man
on his
bothering about others. But the astronomer, even
now, continues to turn his back on earth and
direct his gaze to the heavens.
In a current release of the Educatictnal Films
Corporation,
" Thedelicate
MountyetWilson
Observatory."
the wonderfully
powerful
machinery
that he employs to search out the secrets of stars
and planets is shown in a reel notable tor its
fine photography and the unusual character of
its subject matter.
The zig-zag mountain road over which the
heavy telescope parts are being painfully transto their follows
destination"
feet long
abovetelescope
is first
shown. portedThen
views6,000
of the
house and the tower, and close-ups of the various
clock-driven machines that turn with the revolving heavens. Last, the photographer allows his
camera to look through the telescope and^ register
those wondrous
the Milky
W'ay,rings,
star
clusters,
the planetcreations,
Saturn with
his famous
and nitrogen flames rising to a height of, 80,000
miles.
C. deL. B.
The Mount Wilson Observatory
Educational Films Corp., February 4.
^lONKEY SHINES
Are you looking for something especially good
in short reels? Book "The Confessions of
Pongo." It is not the story of a retrospective
sinner.fectlyNor
" rough stufT."
the pernatural isbutit extremely
funny It's
performances
of a monkey when presented with a mirror and
a hose for playthings. As it happened, we sat
through two showings ot this short film at an
evening performance in a big Broadway house.
The shouts
laughter given
- accorded
it each
time
rivalled
the of
reception
the very
excellent
comedy" Confessions
that closedofthePongo
program.
Educational Films Corporation.
IN THE

WAYS OF THEIR
ANCESTORS
A subject probably never shown on the screen,
but one of great interest and picturesque quality
is " Our Southern Mountaineers," in the Paramount-Bray Pictograph No. 106. These men and
women, descendants of an ancient fighting race,
by reason of their isolation and poverty preserve
customs that date back two or three hundred
years. Here the women are seen spinning and
weaving on wheels and looms that date back, in
type, to Colonial days. Wood is chopped aiid
hides tanned and beaten, also by the women, in
the simplest fashion. The grist mill is turned
by a rude sluice ; ox carts are the only means of
travel.
As if to emphasize the difference between then
and now,tributes acartoon,
there andmaking
here clear
T. F. theLeventhal
principlescon-of
aviation. With his customary understanding of
the limitations
the his
spectator's
knowledge
technical
matters,of and
remarkable
clevernessof
in visualizing processes, Mr. Leventhal leads us
step by step from the kite on a string, upheld
by air pressure on its nether surface, to the complete and complex aeroplane.
Here Ward Carrington continues his lessons
in home magic.
C. deL. B.
Paramount-Bray Pictograph No. 106
Paramount Pictures Corp., February 17.

.MARVEL OF THE RU\^NING HORSE
At intervals too long for the many who marvel
at
the wonders
Pat^e's
extra-speed
camera,
this firm revealed
issues a bypicture
taken
with its
means that
reveals
the
intricate
harmony
ot move-as
ments that to normal vision appear so simple
to be of no interest. In this case the horse, walking, trotting, and at full gallop, is the subject.
He isera, hisphotographed
first with
the ordinary
movements being
so rapid
except incamthe
walk as to defy analysis. He is then caught with
the special camera, that makes 120 exposures to
the second, as against the usual sixteen, with the
result that the action, when projected, is so retarded that each move of the limbs and neck,
and the wonderful and beautiful co-ordination of
muscles
are never
clearlyfailseen.
Theseintense
pictures,
when-a
ever shown,
to evoke
interest,
ripple of amusement at the novel effect of an animal seeming to float in mid-air, and hearty apOn the reel with the above is a beautiful scenic
showing French town of Rocamadour and the Valplause.
ley of the Lot. Rocamadour is a pilgrimage town,
and its ancient castle and basilica, built as part
ot the solid rock wall that rises from the valley,
has been recently restored. When this picture
was shown at the Strand theatre, the artistic effect
was greatly heightened by a chime of bells that
sounded gently through the music played during
its presentation.
Split reel: "Rocamadour and the Valley of the
Lot" andchange, "The
Horse 10).
in Action ""( Pathe ExInc.. February
COAL FOR EIGHT CENTURIES
About the most talked of and unpopular topic
at present is the coal supply. But that is not the
fault of the supply itself. We had a suspicion
there ingwas
plentyScreen
of coalMagazine
somewhereNo.I 60After
Universal
we seeare
sure of it. For here are pictures of the Pocohontas Seam in West Virginia, and the title man
assures us that it is good for eight hundred years
to come. Selection of those parts of the process
of mining that are most important, from the
drilling hundreds of feet underground to the
loading of the coal on vessels for transportation,
with careful titling, make this short length of
educational film both informative and interesting.
The waysreally
peopleout.
are Therefore
those who London,
can alfind timebusyto help
with
its
terrible
burden
ot
w-ar
and
wounded,
extends its sympathy and active aid to injured
animal pets. The pictures of the little creatures,
trustfully coming to the door of the hospital that
ministers especially to them, and their happiness
while under the care of the nurses, are most attractive.
So much is said and shown of our army in the
making that we almost forget we have ^ navy.
But the Screen Magazine does justice to that
institution that shares with West Point in our
countrys esteem, and shows how our boys are
trained to be officers at the Naval Academy in
Annapolis.
Though they would doubtless deny the charge,
the fish whom the camera has snapshotted as
they
the Aquarium
in NewYork swim
supplylu.xuriously
the comedyin note,
because they
are
so solemn, to a reel that because of its pleasantly
varied and attractive subject matter is admirably
adapted to a family audience. C. deL. B.
" Universal Screen Magazine "
L'niversal Film Manufacturing Co., March 1.
SCOFFING AT DANGER
Commissioner Finley of Oregon continues to
surprise
us with
the deals
versatility
of his
camera.of
His
current
release
with the
Indians
the Columbia River section and their primitive
methods of fishing. Just as though there were
no such things as gill-nets and salmon wheels,
the Indians perch on rocks over the roaring
rapids
and spear the salmon, fish by fish, as they
dart past.
Nor is this adventure enough. The Indian
becomes so accustomed to the dangerous waters
that tive
he contrivance
does not ofbridge
with even
a primiplanks,them
but fastens
a rope
from
shore tomergedshore
and
swings
himself
across,
to the neck in the whirling mass thatsub-at
any moment threatens his destruction.
■The subject
is handled
to bring
out not
value.
merely
its picture
quality,sobutas its
real dramatic
The Manufacturing
Indian FishermanCo.." March 4.
Universal " Film
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"The
Blue Bird" Scheduled for Easter
AN announcement from the Famous
organization are highly enthusiastic over
the screen visualization and have decided
Players-Lasky Corporation, issued
last week, establishes the release date of on a pretentious exploitation plan. A special music score by James R. Bradford is
Maeterlinck's " The Blue Bird," which has
now under way and everything is being
been produced on the screen for Artcraft,
under the direction of Maurice Tourneur.
done to give the film an elaborate presenAfter a private showing to the executives
tation on an unusually artistic and digniof the company, it was decided that this
fied scale in accord with the high standfilm, which is said to present a most elaborard of Maeterlinck's piece.
Robin McDougall and Tula Belle have
ate version of Maeterlinck's play, will be
offered as a special Easter release under
the parts of Tyltyl and Mytyl, the little
the Artcraft trade-mark.
characters who go in search of the bird
of happiness. Edwin E. Reed, Emma
Already eighty theaters, stretching from
S. L. Rothapfel's Rivoli in New York to Lowry, William J. Gross, Florence Anderson, Edward Elkas, Katherine Bianchi, LilGrauman's new million dollar cinema pallian Cook, Gertrude McCoy, Lyn Donelson,
ace in California, have arranged for the
Charles Ascot, Tom Corless, S. E. Potascreen debut of the subject and preparations are being made by exhibitors for povitch, Mary . Kenedy, Eleanor Masters,
Charles Craig and Sam Blum are some
presentations of a special nature. The
of the important players in the large cast.
executives of the Famous Players-Lasky

Shipman-Whitman
Feature on February 25
every advantage of the opportunities given
HAMLIN GARLAND, the American
author, will be represented on the to him by the author to show the majestic
screen again when " Cavanaugh of the timberlands of the Far West.
Many of the scenes were made in the
Forest Rangers," the Blue Ribbon feature
with Nell Shipman and Alfred Whitman,
big pines at Mt. Wilson outside of Pasadena, the spot which has attracted tourists
is released on February 25, according to
announcement this week from Albert E. from all parts of the country for many
Smith, president of Vitagraph. William
years. On Mt. Wilson is located the obWolbert directed the film. The cast also
servatory which is said to have the most
includes Otto Lederer and R. Bradbury.
powerful telescope in the world.
Nell Shipman, it would seem, has an
This story, like another Vitagraph feaopportunity in this picture to duplicate the
ture from the pen of Mr. Garland, " The
Captain of the Gray Horse Troops," tells success she made in the Vitagraph proa big story of the great outdoors. It is
duction of " God's Country and the
set in the timberlands of Northern CaliWoman," which also was a story of the
fornia, and a strong dramatic theme is forest reaches, and which brought into
said to run through it.
the play the athletic ability and talent of
this Vitagraph star.
Director Wolbert, it is said, has taken

" Eve's Daughter " Is Billie
.
Burke's Next
The next appearance of Billie Burke, under the Paramount trade-mark, will be in
" Eve's Daughter," adapted to the screen by
Margaret Turnbull, from the play by Alicia
Ramsey. The picture will be released in
March. William Riley Hatch plays father
to Miss Burke, who has the stellar role of
Irene Simpson Bates, a headstrong girl.
Thomas Meighan is the faithful lawyerlover who brings the girl to her senses.
Lionel Atwill, Florence Flynn, Harriet
Ross, Lucille Carney, Mary Navaro and
H cnry Lee complete the cast. The production was directed by James Kirkwood.
Tom

Mix, Star of Current
Fox Special
Tom Mix appears as the star of " Six
Shooter Andy," the William Fox Special
Feature release for the week of February
24. It is a play of the gold-mining West.
The cast includes several of the children
who made hits in "Jack and the Beanstalk," Aladdin
"
and the Wonderful
Lamp " and other William Fox standard
pictures. Among these little stars are :

Georgie Stone, Lewis Sargent, Buddie
Messinger, Raymond Lee, Virginia Lee
Corbin, Violet Radcliffe, Vivian Plank and
Beulah Burns. Enid Markey plays opposite Tom Mix.
The story is taken from a page in the
history of the gold rush days of sixty years
ago. It is the claim of the William Fox
organization that this play gives an entirely new conception of the pioneer days.
Jaxon

Stamp
Serial Gets Official

General Film Company has announced
that the governmental stamp approval has
been given " A Daughter of Uncle Sam,"
the Jaxon serial, as the result of the action
of the Committee on Public Information in
passing for release the early episodes of
the serial. No changes were ordered in
the story by the members of the Division
of Pictures which reviewed the production,
according to word received by General
Film Company.
Because of the exposes made in the
serial, the governmental bureau has been
much interested. General says, in reviewing
" A Daughter of Uncle Sam."

Picture

News

Triangle Cites Unique
Routine
A survey of the Triangle program, it is
said, issued for the past several months,
presents a unique order of production. On
January 20, Triangle released a story with
a novel note in Western photoplays. Texas
Guinan was featured as a desperate, vampirish sort of woman, a gunplayer of the
very first order. The story, while containing the usual Western mining town
atmosphere,
pictured
" woman
the
terror
of the
town the
rather
than "a asman.
From the West with its brawlers and
gamblers Triangle patrons were next
whirled to Italy and the Grand Canal of
Venice, where gondolas carry lovers past
the Grand Palace.
" Something new " is ever the cry of
the public. Triangle repeats, and those who
give their audience " something new " will
find " something more " in their box-office
results each week.
Nazimova

Feature

Booked

by Loew
Metro's
" Revelation,"
ring Mme.photodrama,
Nazimova, has
been bookedstarby
Marcus Loew for his circuit of theatres
beginning Monday, February 25. This is
the backing which Mr. Loew has given to
his own personal letter to E. M. Saunders
of the New York Metro Exchange in which
he expressed his appreciation of the picture
which he saw at a private showing. The
letter follows : " I accidentally stopped at
the New York Roof the other afternoon,
while Mr. Schenck was reviewing Nazimova's picture, ' Revelation.' I thought you
would be pleased to know that I agreed
with him that it was a production well
worthy of booking, and we are going to
book it in our theatres. Nazimova's acting
was especially fine."
Triangle Author Was
Mounted Officer
Ralph R. Westfall, author of Triangle's
forthcoming production, " The Law of the
Great Northwest," was a member of the
Royal Northwest Mounted Police for four
years, and many of his thrilling adventures
provided material for the photodrama. As
an officer he came in personal contact
with natives and adventurers who in the
freedom of the big outdoors developed
their own code, which often brought them
in conflict with the Canadian officers.
Jewel

Gets Letters About
" Stars "
Evidence that exhibitors are beginning
to realize that overpaid stars are not necessary to the success of a production is
said by Jewel Productions, Inc., to be contained in the letters constantly being received from showmen the country over.
A communication characteristic of the
many which come in with every mail was
recently received from J. E. Rickard, manager of the Hop theatre. Phoenix, Arizona.
This exhibitor booked "The Price of a
Good Time" for three days.
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Mona
Lisa Engaged
for Horkheimer
Film
The
Horkheimer
press
department
claims
THE motion picture industry and the
public at large, according to an anits publicity
that Mona
Lisa's
nouncement which found its way east this in
resemblance
to amatter
well-known
painting
by
the same name is responsible for the title
week, from the offices of H. M. Horkheimer on the West Coast, are about to under which Mr.- Horkhcimer's new star
will be known in motion pictures.
he enriched by the addition lo the motion
picture ranks of Mona Lisa.
The Horkheimer announcement said:
" Mona Lisa's first screen appearance will
'I lic \ oung lady in question has been
under contract by Mr. Horkheimer, it is be in an emotional drama of seven reels.
said, for a production which he has had in The piece is one Mr. Horkheimer has been
mind for years, but which has been held
waiting years to do, while seeking the right
up — likewise all these years — because he player for the stellar role. The play from
which the film version has been adapted
could not secure the proper type o£ womanhood for the picture.
is to be presented in a New York legitiINIona Lisa, the announcement explains,
mate theatre about the same time the mois a remarkably beautiful young woman.
tion picture
version
is released."
Paul
Powell
is filming
the production,
Just who she is is not made known, but it
is admitted the stage name is not her own.
and predicts success for Mona Lisa.

Mae Marsh, Goldwyn Star
Charley Murray Remains
with Sennett
Charley Murray is to remain with Mack
Sennett for appearance in Sennett-Paramount Comedies for another year, according to contract taken up Monday of
this week by Mr. Sennett. This will be
the fifth consecutive year for Murray with
the Sennett organization. Mr. Murray
joined the Keystone organization shortly
after it was organized by Mr. Sennett, at
a time when the plant consisted of a small
stage, three dressing rooms, and a two-byfour office and small laboratory. It is one
of
Murray's
pleasures
show the
his
friends
who call
on himof atlifetheto studio
original dressing room of the company
where for more than a year, Ford
Sterling, Fred Mace, Charley Chaplin,
Roscoe Arbuckle, Mack Sennett and Murray put on the make-up. In the time
Murray has been with the Sennett organization, he has seen all the improvements
made to the big plant, and is now entitled
to the claim of being the " oldest " member of the organization with the exception of Mr. Sennett.
Brinch

Becomes Hodkinson Assistant
p. N. Brinch, who has been sales manager of the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation since the inception of that organization several months ago, has been appointed assistant to the president and will
take up the duties of that office immediately.
Mr. Brinch has been associated with the
motion picture industry since 1907 when
he joined the sales forces of Pathe.
Vitagraph Company
from South

Back

Director Paul Scardon and his compam-,
headed by Harry Morey and Florence
Deshon, returned this week from Jacksonville, Fla., where the exterior scenes of
" The Desired
duction, were Woman,"
secured. the Vitagraph proAmong the players were Jeane Paige,
Julia Swayne Gordon, Eulalie Jensen, little
Aida Horton, Charles Hutchinson, William
Cameron, Harold Foshay and Herbert
Pattee.

Paralta

Plans

Ahead

SEVERAL stories have already been prepared for production by Louise
Glaum, who started work on her first
Paralta Play last week at the Los Angeles
studios of that company. The filming of
the picture in which she will make her
debut as a star of the Paralta organization, is now well under way and the
scenario department is losing no time in
making plans for " The Lady of the PeaThe first two productions since she has
abandoned
the real of the screen vamcocks."
pires for dramatic and emotional characterizations, will be " Intelligence " and
" Snapdragon." The former was written
for her by Monte M. Katterjohn, of the
Paralta staff of authors, and the latter is
adapted from the story of the same title
by Horace Hazeltine which appeared in the
Silhouette Photography in
Select Film
Unusual photography is expected to be a
feature of Constance Talmadge's new Select production, " Up the Road with Sallie,"
which is now being filmed under the direction of William D. Taylor at the Morosco
studios in Los Angeles.
Frank E. Garbutt, who has charge of the
camera work, has introduced, it is said, a
new and novel system of lighting, with silhouette photography a feature.

Kerrigan's Second
for Release

for

Louise

Glaum

Cavalier Magazine. Arrangements are
now being consummated to provide Miss
Glaum with strong, gripping dramas without the vampire element, to follow the first
two releases. All of the first of Miss
Glaum's Paralta Plays will be produced
under the direction of Wallace Worsley.
The castHall,
for "Charles
Intelligence
" will include
Thurston
Hammond,
Joseph
J. Dowling, Jay Morley, Arthur Allardt
and Baby Mary Jane Irving.
All of Miss Glaum's pictures with Paralta Plays, Inc., will be made by the star's
own producing company, of which she herself is the head. Both Miss Glaum, the
woman of business, and the Paralta executives are co-operating in the undertaking
of removing her from the narrow, confining field of seductress parts, and establishing her as a straight dramatic actress.
" Humdrum
Brown " Next
" Humdrum Brown," Henry Walthall's
second Paralta play, which has been comwill follow
" His Robe of Honor,"
which ispleted,now
showing.

Ready

J. Warren Kerrigan's second Paratta
Play, " The Turn of a Card," is now ready
for distribution through the W. W. Hodkinson Service. The picture is a sevenreel comedy-drama.

" Up In the Air " at Hand
"Up in the Air" is the title of the
Strand-Mutual comedy release of February
26 in which Billie Rhodes is featured.
Mutual Weekly is scheduled for release
February 25.

Florence Short Is an Imperial German Spy in
" The Eagle's Eye "
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New

Motion

Producers

Bacon-Backer Film Corporation, New
Producing
Company, Gives
Luncheon — New Studio —
Perry Vekroff to Direct
— First Production
Started
GEORGE BACKER, president, and
Gerald F. Bacon, vice-president and
treasurer of the new organized BaconBacker Film Corporation, announced their
advent into the field of motion picture producing activities under the name of BaconBacker Film Corporation, with a luncheon,
at the new Chatam Hotel, Forty-eighth
street and Vanderbilt avenue, Thursday, at
the noon hour. Representatives of both
the daily and trade press were Messrs.
Backer and Bacon's guests. Following the
luncheon the party was taken to the company's new studio at 230 West Thirtyeighth street.
The Bacon-Backer studio is one of the
finest in the East and is equipped with the
most modern improvements from cellar to
garret. Everything is new. The studio
is a three-story brick building and fireproof, and was erected by George Backer,
whose ability as a building constructor and
contractor is reflected in many of the big
hotels and office buildings in Manhattan.
The studio is a model of perfection.
Messrs. Bacon and Backer's guests were
taken from cellar to garret and all were of

Hite

Joins

Forces

with

CC. HITE, of Cincinnati, prominent
• buyer and distributor in that section,
has bought the Ohio rights of Edward
Warren's production, " Souls Redeemed,"
and other features, contracts for which
were signed by Mr. Hite and W. E. Shallenberger, president of the Arrow Film
Corporation last week.
Mr. Hite announced also that he has
taken into partnership with him R. K. Shallenberger, the youngest brother of the head
of the Arrow Film Corporation.
W. E. Shallenberger of the Arrow Corporation and the late Charles J. Hite were
associated in putting over some of the biggest film deals that took place in this country at that time. They had been schoolmates in Lancaster, Ohio, and were later
business partners in many big ventures.
They were instrumental in bringing the
Thanhouser Film Company into being, as
well as several other producing organizations, and both played an influential part
in the growth of the industry.
C. C. Hite, who is playing such an important part in picture operations in Ohio, is
the youngest brother of the late Charles J.

Entertain

Press

the opinion that the studio is one of the
finest in the East.
The stage, which is on the second flooi%
will permit of a 92 by 40 feet shot. The
lighting apparatus is complete to finest detail with overhead lights and sidebanks of
the most modern invention. The carpenter
^hop is on the ground floor and is large
enough to permit of the construction of
the largest set that is of common use. The
sanitary conditions that prevail throughout
the building is one of the most noticeable
facts. The dressing rooms are fit for
kings. There are shower baths and closets
and every convenience.
Production will be started immediately.
Perry Vekroflf, who directed Alice Joyce
and Harry Morey in some of their biggest
successes for the Vitagraph program, will
direct the first production. Mr. Vekroff is
now casting for the first production. It
was expected that the first scenes would
be shot Sunday. Alfred H. Moses, Jr., is
Director Vekroff's cameraman.
Mr. Bacon lias been affiliated with motion picture activities for many years. Recently he was connected with the SangerJordan interests in New York and is
acquainted with every phase of the business. He will devote his time to the
selection of plays and casting. Ralph
Underbill is secretary of the new company.
Mr. Backer will act in an advisory
capacity.

R.

K.

Shallenberger

Hite, and his new partner, R. K. Shallenberger, is the youngest brother of W. E.
Shallenberger of the Arrow Corporation.
For the past several years Mr. Hite has
represented various organizations in Ohio,
including Mutual, Triangle, Goldwyn and
Jewel. His decision to Iiecome an independent operator followed a close study of
picture conditions not only in Ohio but
throughout the country. The new firm will
be conducted in Mr. Hite's name. Offices
have already been opened in Cincinnati,
Ohio, as a starting point.
Southwest Plans Service
Bureau
E. T. Peter, prominent film man in the
southwestern section, who has recently
been exploiting " Redemption " in this territory, has organized ihc Exhibitors Service Association, with headquarters in Dallas. Offices will be opened, it is announced, about March 1. The membership of the organization will cover Texas,
Oklahoma, Arkansas and Louisiana.

Picture

News

Children's Picture Shown
at Top Prices
Eskay Harris Feature Film Company,
Inc., with offices at 126 West Forty-sixtli
street, New York, announce that its
children's feature, " Alice in Wonderland,"
played to $2.50 top at a special performance
given at the Alexandria Hotel, Los Angeles, the latter part of December. The
performance was given for the benefit of
the Orphans' Home. The attraction has
met with equal success in Rochester, New
York, Buffalo, Grand Rapids, Salt Lake
City, Baltimore, Cleveland and Boston, at
prices ranging from 10 to 50 cents.
The Eskay Harris Company is circulating
eighteen prints throughout the country,
booking direct from New York. It is announced that every town of importance in
the United States has been covered witli
circulars through co-operation with the
superintendent of schools.

Raver's,

" The

Master

Crook," Ready Soon
" The Master Crook," Harry Raver's
late production, will be ready for distribution among the state rights' buyers in
the near future, it is announced. Edmund
Brcese and Alma Hanlon are seen in the
principal roles. Mr. Breese is a prominent
figure on the speaking stage and is appearing now in a Broadway success, " Why
Marry," running at the Astor theatre.
Among his successes on the stage are " The
Master Mind," " The Lion and the Mouse "
and " The Third Degree." He scored a
big hit in the photodramas, " The Spell of
the Yukon," " The Walls of Jerico " and
" The Master Mind." Mr. Breese has a
crook part in Mr. Raver's latest production. Miss Hanlon's recent picture successes are " The Whip," " The Libertine "
and " The Public Defender."

Masterpiece

Opens Cincinnati Office

Leon D. Netter, who, with Sol Lesser,
operates the Masterpiece Film Attractions
in Ohio and Kentucky, announces that
their Cleveland office is insufficient to
handle their rapidly growing business in
this territory. They are opening a branch
in Cincinnati, Strand theatre building.
George P. Jacobs will be placed in charge
of the Cincinnati branch until a permanent manager is appointed. The Cleveland
office will be enlarged after the first of the
month, it is announced and will take in
rooms 404, 405, 406 and 407, Sincere building, opposite the present offices of the
Masterpiece.

March
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Present

Conditions

in

Independent

Market

By Jesse J. Goldburg
THE

conditions of the state right field
seem to have made a complete turn
about from the position it occupied but a
few months ago. My tour of the United
States, just completed, revealed a state of
affairs never contemplated by me and which
is another link in the chain of altering circumstances that would ordinarily baffle one
studying the market.
The demand for particular character of
productions is completely altered; methods
of booking state right or independent attractions altogether changed from those
pursued heretofore; prices completely reversed; percentages heretofore assigned to
particular territories are altered, and all of
this created largely because, not of war
conditions, but the uncertainty that the exhibitor has been taught to believe, exists
with the regular programs, and in fact the
entire producing end of the industry.
What has largely tended to unsettle
the buying market of Independent attractions and the booking of them by exhibitors is the attempt to consolidate state
right exchanges or to form aggregations
to book independent attractions. It is as
futile to attempt to exploit a state right
production at this time, and to attempt to
realize any profit, as it would be to place
upon the market an entire new program.
This does not, however, apply to the state
righting of big productions or the reissue
of subjects purchased largely because of
the popularity of the star, at present releasing through another medium.
The exchanges are anxious to buy and
willing to pay a substantial figure for a
real big production, and we have gone back
to three years ago when spectacular productions with an altogether modern story
was the vogue. Society dramas of the program variety have taken a horrible slump
in popularity. One and two-reel subjects,
particularly comedies of a clean and nonstapstick variety are a crying need.
The number of state right buyers has
been diminished in the past six months by
about forty per cent, and of the remainder,
not all of them have enough financial resources to pay cash for what they buy.
The state right territorial lines have been
altered in every instance, diminishing the
field of operation so that the exchange is
permitted to concentrate their activities.
For instance, Delaware, Maryland, District
of Columbia and Virginia no longer forms
a part of the eastern Pennsylvania territory, but is sold and looked from separately. Indiana is now a separate state right
field, so that Illinois is joined only with
southern Wisconsin. Washington and Oregon hold only western Montana and northern Idaho; eastern Montana and southern
Idaho being joined with Utah. Colorado,
Wyoming and New Mexico are separate
entities. It is a ruinous expense to book
the State of Utah from the city of Denver.
Texas, Arkansas and Oklahoma have lost
Louisiana and that state is now joined with
Mississippi. Missouri and Kansas are separated as a state right territory from lovvg
and Nebraska.

The pcrcriila^i",, too, have been radically
changed. Kasttrn Pennsylvania has been
widened as a state right field, and open
booking is now a set policy, in view of the
breaking open of a combination which
heretofore was considered to be " a rock
of Gibraltar "■ in the control of profitable
bookings. Illinois has proved a more fertile field for state right attractions than
any time heretofore, and Minnesota and
the Dakotas have followed, whereas
Oregon and Washington, as a motion picture field, have dropped about thirty per
cent. But the conditions in Oregon and
Washington are peculiar. There is really
but one state right or independent exchange of any consequence, with the result that exhibitors are compelled to resort
to programs. California has also advanced, and to-day the prices received for
productions of merit exceeds the prices of
a year ago, although far below the amount
paid two or more years ago. Texas is a
much underestimated field of operation,
and there, too, is a lack of progressive,
financially responsible exchanges. The
South Atlantic States still appears to be as
difficult as ever in which to place worthwhile attractions. There are the theatres,
there is the population, but there are not
the exchanges.
Among the three elements that constitute
the motion picture business, namely, producer, exchange and exhibitor, there is but
one that has kept pace with the march of
events and the everchanging desires of the
public, and that one is the exhibitor. The
producer continues to produce, refusing to
regulate his expenses and without studying
the needs of the market.
This tour of the United States, just completed, is the third I have made within

twelve months, and if my judgment is of
any value, and if my activities as a producer, executive and state right exploiter
of independent attractions, permitted me
to properly state the needs and reciuirements of the industry, based upon the lessons learned on this tour, they are as
follows :
First — The making of productions with
a strong element of the spectacular or sensational, with a plain yet interesting story
that will permit of a release of no less than
six nor more than eight reels.
Second — The necessity of stars has
dropped fifty per cent.
Third — One or two-reel comedies that
are not in imitation of any other comedy
will prove decidedly profitable.
Fourth — The cost of an independent production cannot exceed $35,000 if it is to
bring reasonable profit to the producer.
Fifth — Purchases and bookings are
made not on the cost of a production, but
only on what the screen reveals.
Sixth — Trade-paper advertising to a substantial extent is indispensable to the
proper exploitation of any attraction. The
theatre depends upon trade-paper information, but strange as it may seem, reviews
of trade critics are not given as much credence to, by any means, as heretofore.
The exchange and exhibitor have learned
to depend upon their own judgment, but
this state of affairs has been occasioned by
the reported bias of certain so-called independent reviewers.
My final word is, that when independent
producers make pictures with an eye to
the exhibitor and not to the state right
buyer, he will more speedily dispose of his
productions, and at a profit.

Distributing
Company
Formed
world," which is to be the first Keeney
Frank A. Keeney Incorporates Keeney
release, is progressing satisfactorily at the
Distributing Corporation — Will
Biograph studios, it is announced. The
Handle
Keeney Product —
picture is now about half finished. Scenes
First Picture Finished
which have been shown in the projection
FRANK A. KEENEY, producer and room of the studio indicate that the picture reflects great credit upon the director,
theatre owner, has incorporated the
James Kirkwood, as well as upon the cast,
Frank A. Keeney Distributing Corporation, it is ^announced. Papers have been which includes Catherine Calvert, David
filed with the Secretary of State at Albany.
Powell, Eugene O'Brien, who has played
opposite Norma Talmadge in some of
Mr. Keeney is president ; Ray C. Owens,
her most important productions ; Edwin
secretary, treasurer and general manager,
and Mayer C. Goldman, general counsel.
Forsberg, star in " Jack o' Diamonds,"
" Madame X " and other feature photoThe new concern will handle the distribuplays, and now taking one of the principal
tion of all Keeney releases. It is the intention to handle New York State, New
roles in " Seven Days' Leave," and Sybil
Jersey and New England direct. Other
Carn^, famed as a stage beauty. The
films ^f the picture have been insured for
territory, it is announced, will be sold on
the open market basis.
Within the last week Mr. Keeney has
Mr. Keeney announces also that he is en- $50,000.
larging his offices ^n the Putnam Build- completed arrangements whereby work on
ing, Broadway and Forty-third street. The his new theatres at Kingston, N. Y. and
new concern will have its headquarters
Williamsport, Pa., will be started as soon
there and will also have branches in as the weather permits. The Kingston
Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia and other house is to cost about $100,000 and the
one at Williamsport about $200,000, it is
large distributing centres.
stated.
Work on "A Romance of the Under-
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''Triumph
of Venus"
Comple
ted
of New Hampshire,
where the
company
Edwin Bower llesser Will Show His
spent
several
weeks,
to
the
sandy
shores of
Production to Trade February 26,
Florida, used in the reproduction of the
Strand Theatre — Betty Lee
island of Milo, where the earthly part of
Starred
the story takes place.
" To create the proper costuming was in
EUWIN BOWER HESSER'S niyiliuitself
task,"
said Mr.outdoor
Hesser,settings
" and
logical spectacle, "The Triumph of
then toa great
find the
necessary
Venus," is ready for the public and will
for each of the seven hundred scenes comfirst be shown to the trade on Tuesday
prising the picture was another accommorning, Fchruaiy 26, at the Strand theplishment. To get scenes on the very tops
atre.
of high mountains, it was necessary for
The star is Betty Lec, who plays ihe
the company to camp far above the timberrole of Venus, the Goddess of Love and
line,
wenttheir
through
four ripped
days'
stormwhere
duringthey
which
tents awere
Beauty. Because of her remarkable similarity to the Venus de Milo stntue, Miss
to pieces and even their food swept away
Lee gives a startling reality to the portion
by a sixty-mile-per-hour gale of wind.
The swimming scenes were taken amid the
of the story, the solution of this worlddiscussed problem being part of the slory
icy waters of northern Maine, and such
of the picture, which has to do with both
risks as swimming over waterfalls and
the heavenly loves and the earthly wanderthrough dangerous rapids became of everyings of the deities of Mount Olympus.
day occurrence to the company."
Swimming scenes of remarkable beauty
Edwin Bower Hesser was both the diare included, it is said, in one portioii of
rector of the production and the author of
the story. The cast supporting Miss Lee
the spectacle, which, from beginning to
end, has been produced with an eye to
includes William Wherwood, Phyllis Beveridge, Grace Hamel, Hassan Mussalli,
beauty and artistic perfection. Seven
states were visited in filming the producPercy Standing and several hundred players in minor roles.
tion, ranging from the White Mountains

Exceed
gs
Bookin
Foursquare
Exchanges Report Favorably on Advanced Bookings
for Flynn Serial — Twenty
Episodes in All
E.VSTERN Foursquare Exchange managers, who were in the offices of the
Wharton Releasing Corporation this week
for consultation in regard to the big national advertising campaign, which will begin within the next ten days on "The
Eagle'svanceEye,"
good reports
of adinterest inmade
the serial.
They declared
that the demand for bookings of the
twenty-episode serial, written by William
J. Flynn, the recently retired Chief of the
United States Secret Service, has far exceeded all preliminary estimates.
All of the branch managers, it is said,
were enthusiastic over the reception which
exhibitors have given the first episodes of
the authentic revelations of facts of the
secret attacks directed by the German Government against the United States.
" The general opinion has been that serials produced now will never touch the
records established by the earlier ones,"
>aid Mr. Grand, manager of the Foursquare Exchange in Boston. " I handled
some of the big successes and I knov.' the
preliminary symptoms of a knockout. The
Whartons have never produced a disappointing serial. That is one point in favor
of 'The Eagle's Eye.' The big demand,
however, is caused by the timeliness of the
subject matter and its authenticity as attested by the position of its author."
Arrangements arc being made for a
private showing of the episodes of " TinFjglc's Eye " to the police and detective
forces
every city
in which
the I'oursquarc of
exchanges,
which
will release
the

te"
Estima
First
serial,
have branches.
The pictures
will be
shown as an educational feature, pointing
out the methods employed by Imperial
German agents in the United States, and
the up-to-the-minute metliods employed to
circumvent them.
All of the episodes deal with the largest
of
Imperial
plotsthewhich
were German
oiiginatedGovernment's
here. The
first one shows in detail the plot which resulted in the sinking of the Lusitania.
The others show attempted crim - of
which the public was unaware until Chief
Flynn received permission to include them
in his serial. One is of the attempt to
blow up the Hotel Ansonia in New York
while the Naval Officers' Ball was in progress. Another is the plan to blow up the
flagship
Connecticut
she steamed
the
head of " the
Atlantic " fleet
in reviewat for
President Wilson in the Hudson River.
After a three weeks' stay in New York,
filmingpoldscenes
in "The Eagle's
Eye," Leo-of
D. and Theodore
W. Wharton
Wharton, Inc., who are producing the piclure, returned to the home studios in
Ithaca, N. Y., last week. With two exceptions, they were accompanied by the entire company, including King Baggot and
Marguerite Snow, and a score of additional
people engaged in New York, who will be
used in later episodes. George A. Lesscy,
director, and K. M. Turner, an assistant
director in charge of locations, will remain
ill New York for a few days to make final
plans for more outdoor scenes when the
companj' returns to film later episodes.
" The Eagle's Eye " company will return
lo New York within the next few weeks,
after the weather has cleared, for only the
occurrences which actually took place in
the winter were photographed on the trip

Picture

News

Jesse Levine, of Magnet Film Exchange, New
York
Levine to Represent Magnet Film in New York
Jesse Levine, who will have charge of
the New York territory for the newlyformed Magnet Film Exchange, is one of
the most successful and popular of salesmen. Mr. Levine began his film career
with the Pa the Exchange. He later joined
sales forces of the World Film Corporation as its New York representative and
assistant sales manager. He has been associated with the Vitagraph company and
for the past year, represented Metro in
New York. The Magnet Film Exchange
has been organized for the purpose of
handling special productions.
International

to Release

Graphic Product
The productions of the Graphic Film
Corporation, of which Ivan Abramson is
director general and in which William
Randolph Hearst is interested, will be released through the International Film
Service Company, Inc., according to an
announcement made by the International.
The first picture announced by International, tmder the new arrangement, is
" Moral Suicide," in which John Mason
and Ann Luther are featured. It will be
released about March 15.

" The Orderly," Billy
West's Latest
Louis Burstein, president and general
manager of the King-Bee Films Corporation, has arrived in New York from Hollywood with the latest Billy West-King-P)ee
comedy, entitled " The Orderly," which
they will release on March 1, and is said
to be the finuiiest of all the comedies made
by this famous organization. Mr. Burstein
is here f)n private business of an important
nature, and for a meeting of the directors
of the King-Bee Films Corporation. He
will return to Hollywood on February 18.

March
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Madden

to Work a New
Field
R. P. Madden, who has been serving as
special representative of the U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation in Canada,
has returned to New York and will be assigned to another post in the near future.
During his stay in the Dominion, Mr. Madden saw to it that the U. S. productions,
" The Zeppelin's Last Raid," " Those Who
Pay" and "The Belgians," were given a
fitting introduction.
" Conditions throughout Canada," he declared, are
"
practically as they were several months ago. There is no evidence of
suffering from want of fuel or foodstuffs
notwithstanding the fact that Canada has
been at war for three years.
" The theatres seem to be doing a highly
profitable business and as soon as the cold
spell ends they should reap a mighty harvest as the people of Canada seek amusement as relief from the worries of the
war."
Improvement Reported in
South
Jerome Abrams, general manager in the
South for Foursquare Pictures, reports an
improvement in business in his territory.
A satisfactory number of contracts on
" The Eagle Eye," Wharton's serial, have
been forwarded by Mr. Abrams, to the
home office, whose prediction for volume
from his territory touches a new high
mark. He said :
■ " In ' The Eagle's Eye ' we have at once
a serial that entertains to an unusual degree, and one which has the strongest
patriotic appeal of any picture of which I
know. Every American will want to see
it— and more than once. Dealing with the
machinations of the Imperial German Government against our own government, it
will startle many a man, woman and
youngster to discover that such methods
could be used against a country with whom
the German Government was on supposedly friendly relations."

" Tarzan " Playing Still to
Crowded Houses
" Tarzan of the Apes," National Film
Corporation of America's special feature,
continues to draw the crowds at the Broadway theatre. Capacity houses are reported
for each performance with an extra matinee on Monday. The engagement which
was announced originally for four weeks,
has been extended to eight weeks. Harry
Reichenbach, in charge of the run at the
Broadway theatre reports excellent business.

" God's

Man"
Has Good
Run in Texas
The Tivoli theatre, Beaumont, Texas,
reports a successful three days' run of the
Frohman production, " God's Man," featuring H. B. Warner. J. C. Clemmons, manager of the Tivoli, said his three days' run
on this picture was "good from every
standpoint."

THE

INDEPENDENT

FIELD

TICKER

Territorial Sales Reported During the Past Week

,

Productions
Buyer
Territory
"The Crucible of Life"
(General Enterprises) .... George Meyer, London and
New York
Australia, New Zealand.
"The Crucible of Life "....J.

Frank Brockliss, Inc.,
New York
Foreign Rights.

Three
Jester Comedies
(Jester Comedy Co.) R. M. Savini, Atlanta, Ga... North and South Carolina,
" City of Purple Dreams "
Georgia,
Florida, Ala(Export and Import) —
bama, Tennessee.
Selig Production
International Variety and
Theatrical Agency, South
Africa and New York. . . . South Africa.
" Brown of Harvard " (Exi
.
port and Import) — Selig
Production
International Variety and
Theatrical Agency, South
Africa and New York. ... South Africa.
" Runaway Colt " and "A
; .^
Bear Fact" (Selig-Hoyt
Comedies)
International Variety and
Theatrical Agency, South
Africa and New York South Africa.
Billy Comedies (Series)
(King-Bee)
K.-D.
Brothers, Tokio,
Japan
EastDutchIndies,
Philippines,
East Indies,
Japan.
I
Hall

;
Comments

on

FRANK G. HALL, president of the U. S.
Exhibitors' Booking Corporation, has
the following to say on special production :
" When reports of record box ofilice returns followed closely the release of ' The
Zeppelin's Last Raid,' the first U. S. picture, allowance was made for the fact
that it was a very special offering with
unusual spectacular effects which appealed
to ^the curiosity of the masses, and this
was also thought to account for the exfor early
said Mr. ceptional
Hall,demandwhen
askedruntobookings,"
give his
views on the subject. "It was merely considered an especially
big ' hit ' which
had
been launched
at the psychological
moment
and could not be figured as a criterion
upon which to base the amount of business
expected from other special productions.
But when the Thomas H. Ince seven-part
drama, ' Those Who Pay,' featuring
Bessie Barriscale, began to duplicate the
success of ' The Zeppelin's Last Raid,' it
became plain to us that the demand for
extra attractions; — pictures that offered exceptional opportunities for unusual exploitation— was even greater than we anticipated and showed money making possibilities far in excess of those generally actributors.cepted by experienced exhibitors and dis" Now we are recei\'ing letters and even.
telegrams acquainting us with the splendid
business being done by ' The Belgian ' and
it looks as if this Sidney Olcott offering
would even surpass ' Those Who Pay ' as

Worth
of Specials
a box office winner. The interesting part
of ' The Belgian's ' success is the fact that
Mr. Gordon of New England announces
a banner run of an entire week at the
Olympic theatre, Boston, while other theatres in widely different sections of the
country report that its appeal is equally
strong in their localities.
" Our experience is that special pictures
are now proving so much more valuable
to exhibitors than formerly, that old calculations of box office and booking returns
are in need of further readjustment in
favor of the right side of the ledger."
Jewel's Late Production
Ready March i
Jewel Productions, Inc., the companion picture to " The Price of a Good
Time," " The Doctor and the Woman,"
produced under the direction of Lois
Weber with Mildred Harris in the featured
role, will be shown to the trade within
the next week, at the Broadway theatre.
It will be released March 4. The story
was
Rinehart's
work adapted
of the from
same Mary
title. Robert
True Boardman
is co-starred with Miss Harris.
Harry M. Berman, sales manager of
Jewel Productions, Inc., announces that
twenty prints have been ordered by the
New York branch of Jewel Productions.
He promises first runs for this picture
within thirty days after the trade showing.
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Export and Import
THE EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM
COMPANY, INC., one of the largest
exporters of film, announces that despite
the drawbacks caused by the war, a recordbreaking shipment of film to various
foreign countries widely divided, was madelast week.
Among the recent sales reported by this
concern, are the " City of Purple Dreams "
and " Brown of Harvard," produced by the
Selig Polyscope Company, all of whose
productions
the for
Export
and Import ' are
Filmcontrolled
Company, byInc.,
the
various foreign countries. These, together
with the Selig Hoyt Comedies, " Runaway
Colt " and " A Bear Fact " and the
" Tweedledum Comedies " were sold to
the International Variety and Theatrical
Agency for South Africa.
They also report the following sales for

Carlton

to

Get

Report Big Sales
Argentine, Uruguay, Paraguay and Chile ;
" City of Purple Dreams," " Brown of
Harvard," "Garden of Allah" and a
series of ten two-reel Selig Hoyt
Comedies ; " Painted Doll," " Her Sister's Rival," Russian Art's productions ;
a series of thirteen Tweedledum Comedies." To Australia they have sold
" Garden of Allah," " Brown of Harvard "
and " The Crisis," Selig productions, and
" Man's Law." Only recently they sold for
Scandinavia eleven five- and six-reel Metro
productions, also " An Ocean Waif,"
" Garden of Allah " and " Tweedledum
Comedies." To Great Britain they sold
the following: "An Ocean Waif,"
" Tweedledum Comedies," " Man's Law,"
" Loyalty " and " Humility," Bernstein
productions. And for Japan : " An Ocean
Waif " and " Black Sheep."

First-Hand

CARLE E. CARLTON, president of
Crest Pictures Corporation, left New
V'ork, last week, for an extended trip
through the country in the interest of
Crest productions. Mr. Carlton will
gather first-hand information as apply to
the conditions which the exhibitor must
meet. This step is taken in order that exhibitors will be assured an equitable share
of the profits resulting from the booking
of Crest productions. His first stops will
be at Buffalo, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Inliianapolis, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis and
Kansas City. He will visit every important
<ily from New York to the Coast. E.
Lanning Masters will be left in charge of
executive work at the New York offices.
Mr. Carlton said, before leaving:
" With the conflicting reports about conditions, itis difficult to sit in New York
and decide what is fair and what is not.
Distributors claim that exhibitors arc beating <lown prices to the point where exI hangi s arc running at a loss, and exhibitors declare that di<>trilMitors are holding
fhem up for exorbitant rentals.

Information

" There is nothing to do, if a producer
wants to deal equitably by all concerned,
but for him to go out into the field and
make his own conclusions.
" As an exhibitor myself, I think I shall
he
to getsame
the time
exhibitor's
of exact
view,
andable
at the
see to point
it that
justice is done to the distributors of our
first two pictures, ' Lust of the Ages ' and
' The Grain of Dust.' "
Standard of Cleveland Has
No Affiliations
II. Charnas, general manager of ilie
Standard Film Service Company, announces
that this company, with offices in Cleveland,
Ohio, and branches in Detroit and Cincinnati, has no connections with the various
Standard exchanges in other part-; of ibc
country.
Standard
Film Service
("unipany, of The
which
Mr. Charnas
is general
manager, has operated in the territory covered by Ohio, Michigan and Kcntiuky for
three years.

Picture
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Exhibitor Speaks Well
Crest Picture

of

Mayer Silverman, Liberty Film Renting Company, Pittsburgh, who is handling
the Crest Pictures Corporation's feature,
"Gold; or. The Lust of the Ages," in his
territory, is in receipt of a letter from H.
Goldberg, manager of the Majestic theatre,
Rochester, Pa., in which Mr. Goldberg says
that this production drew fine business at
his theatre during its run. He wrote :
"I played 'Gold; or. The Lust of the
Ages ' yesterday
duringnotthebreak
rainstorm.
Unfortunately, Icould
my house
records on account of the weather, but I
received very fine comments from my audience. One man from Kansas requested me
to give him some of my advertising matter
so he could have his family see the picture.
The photography is beautiful. The scenes
and the theme are wonderful. The music
score is fine, and with my four-piece orchestra, was greatly appreciated by my audience. Iexpect to break my house record
to-day if it doesn't rain. My people informed me that they wanted their friends
to witness it.'"
" Carmen of the Klondike,"
Alaskan Picture
" Carmen of the Klondike," the first release of the State Right Distributors, Inc.,
produced by Selcxarl, is said to lie one of
the best Alaskan pictures yet shown. The
locale of the story is laid in Alaska dm-ing the day of the gold rush. Clara Williams has the principal role. One of the
tense moments in the picture is the fight
which takes place in the latter reels. C. M.
Simmons, general manager of the organization, is handling the distribution.
First National's Branch
Opens in Oklahoma
The b'irst National b'-xhiliitois Circuit
111' Oklalicjiiia announces its opening for
business at temporary (|uarlers, 112'/.
West Main street, Oklahoma City. T. E.
Larson is president and general manager.

M arch
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Doris Kenyon, DeertsLuxe
and Mary RobRinehart,Star,
Author
Abramson Returns from
Palm Beach
Ivan Abramson, president and general
manager of Graphic Film Corporation, has
completed the exteriors for Graphic's late
production, " Moral Suicide." Mr. Abramson returned to New York, last week,
from Palm Beach, Florida, where the exteriors were taken. John Mason, Ann
Luther, Leah Baird, Alan Hale, Claire
Whitney, Sidney Mason, Jack McLean and
William Lampe accompanied Director
Abramson. Because of the many requests
from exhibitors throughout the South, for
public appearances of these principals. Director Abramson will arrange a tour, on
which the members of the cast will appear
in person at the different theatres throughout the South.
Pittsburgh

Buyer

Praises

" The Warrior "
Arthur H. Sawyer and Herbert Lubin of
General Enterprises, Inc., which concern is
exploiting on a state rights basis " The
Warrior," " Mother," " The Crucible of
Life " and " The Liar," are in receipt of
splendid reports from the various territories in which " The Warrior " is now playing to large audiences. C. F. Schwerin,
general manager of the First National Exhibitors' Exchange of Pittsburgh, from
whose office " The Warrior" is being distributed throughout Pennsylvania, writes :
" Rowland and Clark's Regent theatre,
the most beautiful. house in Pittsburgh, ran
' The Warrior ' for three days, breaking
all house records, and then repeated the picture for an additional two days' run. Following this, the Princess theatre at Jeannette, Pa., showed the film spectacle for
two days and, with the temperature 10 belovv zero and a ten-inch fall of snow, broke
all records. The Princess theatre has rebooked the picture. Joseph Lombardo of
the Empire theatre, DuBois, Pa., played
' The Warrior ' for three days and had to
call the police reserves to take care of the
crowds. He has arranged to play the film
again. Reports of this nature are pouring
into this exchange daily.

Pettijohn
News
Chicago
Hears
Learns lie Has Withdrawn from A. They declared in favor of letting well
enough alone.
The meeting was conducted with George
E. A. to Devote Attention to InHenry, vice president, in the chair, Edward
dependent Producers — AffiliaBeatty, the newl}- elected president, still
tion Plans Still Progress
being in Hot Springs, Ark., recuperating
from an attack of pneumonia.
MEMBERS of the Chicago branch of
the American Exhibitors' Association recei\'cd some interesting news at their
Pettijohn Successful in
last meeting, Friday, February 1, when a
Ohio
letter from Frank Rembusch to Louis
Charles C. Pettijohn and Harry Rapf.
Frank, treasurer of the local organization,
was read and they learned for the first time
representing the newly-formed Producers
and Exhibitors — Affiliated, report from the
that Charles C. Pettijohn, general manager
Middle West where they now are working
of the A. E. A., was no longer connected
with that exhibitor body.
in the interest of launching the new organization, that the direct booking plan has
In stating that he had just attended the
been accepted and approved by the entire
recent convention of Michigan exhibitors
quota in Ohio and that a committee of nine
and had found the A. E. A. very strong
has been appointed to incorporate and
there, Mr. Rembusch went on to give assurance that the impression which holds
guarantee the quota. Mr. Pettijohn and
Mr. Rapf left New York last week for
sway in certain quarters, that the Motion
Chicago and have been working in the
Picture Exhibitors' League of America and
Middle West since. They carried with
the American Exhibitors' Association are
amalgamated, is erroneous, and that the
them a print of Herbert Brenon's latest
plans are still going forward for the naproduction, " The Passing of the Third
tional convention to be given by the latter
Floor Back," featuring Sir Johnston
organization.
Forbes-Robertson which they have shown
for the
review of the exhibitors through
In continuing, Mr. Rembusch threw the this
territory.
bomb that made everybody sit up and take
notice.
The New York office announces that Joe
" I will also enclose a financial statement
Hopp
ofciationthe
American
Assoof the A. E. A. for the time it has been in
and Louis
Frank,Exhibitors'
of the Motion
my hands," he said. " I say, in my hands,
because Mr. Pettijohn has taken a position
with some independent producers, and of
course, is now practically on the other side
of the fence. They are going to exploit a
booking plan. I think it is really absolutely
imperative that exhibitors book together
and a booking plan that keeps a report of
the bookings of competitive theatres and
adjusts their differences is well worth the
time
money itnecessary
to carry
out."'
Mr. and
Pettijohn,
was learned,
had it
thrown
his lot in with the independent producers,
among whom are included the Frohman
Amusement Company, Harry Rapf, Triumph Film Company, Ivan Film Company,
the Herbert Brenon Corporation and
others. In conjunction with Louis L. Levine Mr. Pettijohn is working out and issuing propaganda on a manufacturer to exhibitor direct method of doing business.
Lfnder the new plan manufacturers are to
spend not less than $25,000 on a picture
nor more than $50,000. They are permitted
to make a profit of 25 per cent on their
outlay and after 2,703 days of bookings participate with the exhibitors in the excess
profits on a 50-50 basis.
Prior to getting this news concerning Mr.
Pettijohn, the members of the Alotion Picture Theatre Owners' Association took a
smash at the photoplay critic on the Chicago Tribune, the paper that modestly calls
itself " The World's Greatest Newspaper,"
by adopting a resolution censuring its manner and style of reviewing pictures.
The question of having to close on Lincoln's birthda}' came up, but the exhibitors
decided, in view of the fair and equitable
treatment they had received at the hands of
the fuel administration, that it would be
unwise to ask to have their closing day during the week containing Lincoln's birthday
changed so as not to fall on that holiday.

Picture Exhibitors' League of America,
have sent the following telegram to Mr.
Pettijohn :
"We both just promised Pettijohn that
we would bury the hatchet and put over
this Exhibitors' relief offered by you at tomorrow's meeting.
make us shake
hands.It's good enough to
(Signed) Joe Hopp and Louis Frank."
" The

Master Crook " Without Usual Titles
" The Master Crook," Harry Raver's
late production, featuring Edmund Breese
and Alma Hanlon, will be released without
the customary sub-titles, it is announced
by j\Ir. Raver. Mr. Raver says that for
the five thousand feet of film there are
less than thirty explanatory titles, and
these represent the spoken words of the
characters. Mr. Raver announces that he
will sell " The Alaster Crook " to terribasis. torial buyers on a twenty per cent profit
" Bandit

andNext
the Preacher

"

The second of W. H. Productions' Hart
releases will be " The Bandit and the
Preacher," it is announced. William Hart
is supported in this production by Robert
Edeson, Gladys Brockwell, Herschel ]Mayall and Rea ^litchell. The release date
will be announced soon.
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
" smokes
" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
he
a slacker!
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When Is an Orderly Disorderly?

Motion

The Answer Is Said To Be in Billy
West's King Bee Comedy Called ' The Orderly."
Director

4
Foreign Sales Better
PALL IL. CROMLIN, president of InterOcean Films, in commenting upon con(litiuns in the foreign market and particularly the French and Italian markets, says
tl;at American films are breaking into these
markets in surprising volume and that
Intcr-Ocean's business in these countries
shows a better scale than before the war.
He said:
" The reports which I have received recently from the Paris office of Inter-Ocean,
which sells both France and Italy, is one to
make anyone with faith in American film
lee!
good. and
I think
Inter-Ocean's
in French
Italian
sales is anexperience
item for
fuel administrators and others to think
over. The cinema theatre is held to be a
necessity in these war-torn lands, as the
sales figures show, and the people insist on
motion picture entertainment despite the
pinching war conditions. The government,

" Exhibitors
Than
Before War "
which was first disposed to curtail amusements, now encourages them. Officials told
me during my tri pabroad last year that
without the diversion given by the cinemas
the people could not have borne their war
griefs.
" I am disposed to feel that the German
revolt failed because that government had
seen to it that the people had plenty of
amusement. There is even a report that
the motion picture shows have been subsidized by the state, but we shall not have
the truth in the matter until the great
struggle is over. Lloyd George voiced universal official sentiment when he stated :
' The people's entertainment must not suffer
interference.' The motion picture today is
necessary to the happiness and well-being
of whole nations. Our own President recognized this to a greater degree than any
other head of a nation."

W. H.
Productions'
Campaign
Book
Wli.
PRODUCTIONS
COMPANY has
secure additional
bookings Unique
and will help
• published for the use of exhibitors
exhibitor to sell more seats."
a campaign book on William S. Hart, as
This book is expected to be of material
benefit, particularly, to small independent
■' The Two-Gun Man " in " The Bargain,"
their first Hart super-feature, which is exchanges. It embodies the story of the
claimed to be one of the most elaborate
ever compiled for the mutual benefit of the play, reasons why exhibitors should book
the production, stories on the cast, the
I xchan^je and exhibitor.
punch situations and big scenes, photoPhil L. Ryan, general manager of the
graphs of all posters, complete campaign of
.Standard Film Corporation, says in a wire
newspaper cuts and publicity, star cuts, adto W. H. Productions Company : " The
vice on the heralds, lobby displays and
< ampaign book on ' Two-Gun Man ' is
finally suggestions for free advertising.
;^^reat, wonderful, best ever. Will help us
Aileen

Brenon with Producers— Affiliated
Aileen St. John-Brenon, formerly of the
editorial staff, Morning Telegraph, has
been placed at the head of the publicity
department of the Producers and Exhibitors— Affiliated, with offices in the
Ix»ngacrc Building, Times Square, New
York. Miss Brenon is a niece of Herbert
Brenon, producer-director. She will handle
the publicity of the new company in addition to her work for Mr. Brenon.

Christie New Comedy
Named

Is

" Never forSurprise
YourChristie
Wife," comedy
is the title
selected
the new
in
which Betty Compson and Harry Edwards
are featured. Al. E. Christie is directing
ilie picture, following an accident to Billy
Mason which discontinued for a short period the production of " Betty's Adventure."
l)Ut under Mr. Christie's direction things
are now moving apace, and bid fair so to
do until Mason's recovery.

Picture
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Arvid E. Gills'trom Is
See Before

Binaiig
" — "Steiner
" In the
Wrong Flat
is announced as
the fourth Jester Comedy, featuring
Twede-Dan. It is scheduled for release in
May. It is said that the comedian does
some real thrills in his latest picture.
William Steiner, founder of the Jester
Comedy Company, said that he was surprised to find, during his trip across the
country in exploiting this product, that a
great number of exhibitors insisted upon
seeing before buying. He said that a great
number of the bigger houses have installed
private stances
projection
and are
in many
inthe services rooms
of a critic
engaged.
The smaller exhibitor cither attends the
showing at the larger theatres where such
action is convenient or have the picture
shown at their own theatre after the regular performance. Mr. Steiner said that it
is not an uncommon sight in traveling
through the country to find the exhibitor
at his theatre as late as one or two o'clock
in the morning looking at pictures. "This
signifies," said Mr. Steiner, "that the exhibit6r is getting away from the old polif^y
of liooking on a paper flash.''
Canadian

Company Expanded Its System
In order to give subjects released by the
U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation
wider distribution in western Canada, Super-features, Ltd., one of the largest independent concerns in the Dominion, has expanded its system to the coast. Offices
have been established in Winnipeg, Calgary and Vancouver by Charles Stevens,
general manager of the concern.
Mr. Stevens, who has spent the last few
weeks in the western section of Canada,
declares that conditions in that territory
are rapidly improving and that milder
weather will surely see a return to normal.
Few exhibitors, however, are complaining,
he said.
" There is far more optimism in vvester)i
Canada," he stated in a letter to Frank (i.
Hall, president of the U. S. Booking Corl)oratit)n,
than we
in thehaseastern
sec
tion. The " hand
of find
ihe war
not fallen
with such serious effect in the West as in
the East."

March
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To facilitate production of serials at the
Vitagraph Hollywood Studio, it has been
found expedient to place the production in
charge of two directors, and Paul C.
Hurst, remembered for his work in the
Signal Serials, where he served as director, and who later made many of the
" Stingaree " series, has been engaged to
alternate with Director Dave Smith in the
filming of " The Woman and the Web "
serial. This story has scenes laid in many
different lands, all of which require considerable research work and careful study
of technic and detail. With two directors
working on this serial,- one can edit an
episode and prepare for the filming of the
next episode while the other director is
at work with the players.
As soon as the Earle Williams company
makes the few remaining scenes for the
O. Henry story, which it is now working on, the filming of " The Man from
Brodney's," by George Barr McCutcheon,
will be starred. Williams will appear in
the role of Hollingsworth Chase, and
Grace Darmond will play the feminine
lead. This story has a Treasure Island
locale, and many instances of adventure
■should make the action snappy. Locations
•on Catalina Island have been selected for
many of the exteriors. The direction will
be done by Thomas Mills.
Joe Rock of the team of Montgomery
and Rock, producing Big V Comedies for
the Vitagraph Company, is wearing iiis left
■ wrist in bandages as the result of a jump
made for a scene* Rock jumped from the
third story of a building to a moving
street car and then to an automobile. He
■misjudged the distance from the street
car to the machine, and states he hit the
now broken wrist on Earle Montgomery's
head.

The first of the Ralph Westphal stories,
" The Law of the Great Northwest," is
in production by Triangle under the direction of Raymond Wells, with a cast
that includes Margey Wilson, William V.
Mong, William Jeffries, Eugene Corey and
a number of others.
" The Veil " is to be made by Thomas
Heffron, and the leading players selected
are J. Barney Sherry, Edward Brady,
Mary Mersch, late of the Lasky Company;
Frank Bond and Dora Rogers, who will
make their debut in dramatic subjects.
Joe King, George Hernandez, Eugene
EBurr, Wilbur Higby, Mary Warren and

others, have been selected as the cast for
" The Vortex," a drama to be filmed by
Gilbert P. Hamilton. This is a story of
a forced spite elopement, in which the
minister shows the couple there has been
a grave misunderstanding, and then follows a love affair between husband and
wife.
Cliff Smith has begun the direction of
" Boss of the Lazy Y," with Roy Stewart
in the name role. This is an adaptation
from the Charles Alden Seltzer novel, and
gives Stewart the role of a serious ranchman. Josie Sedgwick is to be leading
woman, and a cast of well-known Triangle players has been selected to support.
The big plunge of the Triangle Studio
was used last week as a plunge of a country club, the walls being of marble and
very elaborate decoration for the set.
These scenes were for the society drama,
" Smoke," being filmed by Jack Conway.
In the plunge setting, a bathing party was
given, all those present being in the abbreviated costume of the beach. Gloria
Swanson, George Hernandez, Edward Peil,
Darrell Foss and Claire McDowell are
principals.

Many of the members of the Los Angeles police department, together with
Mayor Woodman, Chief of Police Butler,
and members of the City Council, were
guests of Thomas H. Ince recently when
a private showing of the six-reel subject,
" Police ! " was shown at Clune's Auditorium. Others in the big audience that
saw this picture were Jesse L. Lasky and
executives of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation studios. The film is a special
production from the Ince plant for release on the Paramount program.
" Police ! " was filmed under the direction of Irvin V. Willat, and has as its principals Thurston Hall, Marjorie Bennett,
Rosemary Theby, Melbourne McDowell
and J. P. Lockney. The story is laid in
Chinatown of San Francisco, and portrays
the heroic work of American police.
Prior to the showing Mr. Ince explained
to the Los Angeles officials his reason for
making this subject and dedicating it to
the policemen of America.
" It had long been my ambition to provide the patrons of motion picture theatres with a drama based upon the heroism and self-sacrifice of American policemen," said Mr. Ince. " Soldiers, sailors,
workers for the Red Cross — these have I
paid tribute to in stories on the screen.
Yet, in my opinion, the conscientious, honest policeman is as deserving of the nation's gratitude for protecting the rights
of mankind at home, as is the warrior

who safeguards their liberties on the firing line. While we give praise to the
brave boys '.Over There' we must not
lose sight of the valiant boys ' Over

Zlnitrerj^aJ .^ms'et^s*
Here.' " the next week production of a
Within
new serial will be commenced at Universal
City when the filming of " Pleasure Island," an adaptation from the Frank R.
Adams story will be commenced under the
direction of Harry Harvey. This story
ran serially in one of the national magazines, and has been adapted for the screen
by Walter Woods. A new manner of producing serials will be introduced at U
City
in
the making
" Pleasure
Island."
Heretofore
continuityof has
been prepared
on but one or two episodes before the
filming was actually begun, but with this,
the entire series of working scripts has
been completed. This, it is believed, will
effect a great saving for the company, inasmuch as scenes for the entire serial can
be made on the location at the same time.
In other words, if an interior setting is
required in the first, seventh, etc., episodes, they may all be taken at one time,
while the set is up. The same applies to
exterior locations, and to mob scenes. In
the latter case, if a large number of extra
people are needed in a number of different scenes, these may all be taken while
the people are engaged for one, two or
three days, instead of calling out a great
number on a greater number of days. The
cast for this serial has not been decided
The other companies continuing work at
upon.
U city are those making the serials, " The
Bull's Eye " and " The Lion's Claw." Allen Holubar and Dorothy Phillips company are at Bear Lake Valley securing
snow scenes, and Rupert Julian and company are continuing at U City, making a
total of four companies at work there.

With
Another producing unit was added to
the Pathe west coast forces last week
when Bessie Love arrived at Los Angeles
to be in work in forthcoming Pathe Plays.
The Bessie Love Company, as well as
Bryant Washburn and Frank Keenan, will
work at the Paralta Studios, where the
subjects will be made under the general
supervision of Production Manager Robert Brunton. Miss Love, accompanied by
John M. Quinn, her manager, arrived February 8, and it is now planned the first

Motion
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scenes will be made within a few days.
Supporting cast is now being selected. It
is understood that all future subjects starring Miss Love for Pathc will be made on
the west coast.
Fannie Ward, another star lor Pathe
Plays, is now on her way to the coast,
and should arrive early during the coming week. No plans have been made at
the
studio
to be made for
there.Miss Ward's first subject
Work of preparing the scenario for the
first Mastercraft Production, an adaptation from the Dixon novel, " The One
\\'oman," is going forward at the Paralta
plant, where Reginald Barker is to direct
the making of this film. Walter MacNamara, who for the past eighteen months
has been devoting his time to the writing
of comedy scenarios, has been engaged
to prepare continuity and sub-titles for
this first film to be made for the Mastercraft trade mark. Mr. MacNamara
was until this time affiliated with the Keystone organization at Culver City.

^V^re

and

Ukerey

For the first time since the early days
of his screen career when he was with
Sennett, Charles Chaplin last week worked
nights at the new studio. The reason for
this was that he wished to get the picture
out on schedule time, and not because of
any particular effects possible only at
night were being made.
Mr. Chaplin and his studio manager,
John Jasper, have selected their entire
stall and stock company. The regular
players will be Edna Purviance, leading
woman ; Zasu Pitts, ingenue characters ;
Henry Bergman, Fred Starr, Albert Austin, James Kelly, Thomas Riley and Tom
Wilson. The photographers are Rollie
Totheroh and " Happy " DePue. Alf.
Reeves, who was technical director for
Carno Attractions, in which Chaplin did
his first stage work of consequence, recently arrived from London, and will
serve as a co-director. Danny Hall is
technical director, and Charles Reisner
and Melville Brown constitute the scenario staff. Carlyle Robinson will continue as publicity director, and Charles
Lappworth, formerly editor of Lord
Nordcliffe's London Times, and Sid Chaplin, will look after the personal affairs of
Mr. Chaplin.
An examining board of Hpllywood, this
week summoned Sid Chaplin to appear for
examination charging that he had failed
to register. At the same time they gave
out the story to Los Angeles newspapers
which caused many columns of undesirable publicity. Mr. Chaplin proved to
them conclusively that he was over draft
age, being thirty-three years old at the
present time.
Both Metro companies will begin the
production of new stories during the coming week. The final scenes for " Breakers Ahead," a Viola Dana subject in
which Clifford Bruce is leading man, were
taken at the studio recently when a big
set showing the deck and interior of a
fishing boat was burned at the studio. A

recent fire in Hollywood, caused by a motion picture fire scene, caused the chief of
the fire department to urge producers to
take extraordinary precautions. The
.Metro company had a number of firemen
on duty with six fire hose, which were
turned on the burning set as soon as the
scenes for the picture were made. By
that time the entire set was a charred
ruin, all props being burned, including an
expensive barometer. All of the big sets
standing at the Metro Studio were wet
before the fire was started, and the burning ship scenes were taken without damage to any other property, which resulted
in the precaution taken by Studio Manager B. A. Rolfe. Charles Brabin directed
this production and wrote a portion of it
in collaboration with H. P. Keeler.
Director Frank Reicher has completed
all scenes for " The Claim," which features Edith Storey, and is now at work
on a scenario for his next production
which will be titled " Treasure." This is
an original story by Leighton Osmuii of the
Metro scenario staff, and pertains to the
heroic efforts of a business girl to recuperate the family funds lost because of the
treachery of her father's business partner.
The story is laid in both the East and
West.
The toll-gate evil in Kentucky a few
years ago is to form the basic for the next
Viola Dana subject, at present known as
" The Night Rider." John Collins, who
will direct this, is author of the original
scenario, and Clifford Bruce will appear
as leading man.
Monte M. Katterjohn has turned over
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ROMANCE
OF ROTHSTEIN
(Maybe a Serial)
Nat Rothstein was in town last
week, andplicated
leftcircumstances.
under rather
Nat comwent
to the station in time, but the
California Limited could not be
made up to leave on the scheduled time for want of an observation car. The station master told
Nat it would be at least an hour
late, and Nat, after asking to be
notified when the train was ready,
started to get exercise by walking
up and down the platform. On
the paralleling platform was a
very attractive girl, and frequently thererection
were(business
glances
her diof timein flying).
An hour later, Nat rushed to
the station master's office, upon
noticingsons about
therewho
were seemed
no otherto perbe
waiting a train, and then it was
he learned the train had gone.
His remarks were in a high
falsetto voice, and they attracted
the attention of the maid. Said
she
the that
station
must tocatch
train,master,
too, or" I1
won't get to New York in time
to Everything
bid friends good-by."
had inandCalifornia was on Nat
the train,
he
threatened a damage suit. The
train dispatcher reported the
train at Pasadena, some fifteen
miles out. It was ordered to
wait there, and the last seen of
Nat was when the station master
closed the door of a taxi-cab after he and the girl had entered.
It was definitely understood

News

to George Beban the original story which
he has written for the Italian star, and
this will form the first independent production to be made by Mr. Bcban. Mr.
-Katterjohn is now at work on the initial
stages of a new story for Louise Glaum,
who is at work on her first Paralta production, also written by Katterjohn, and
based on the insidious intrigue of the
Wilhelmstrasse. The story on which Mr.
Katterjohn has started work will be along
the lines of " Golden Rule Kate," which
he also wrote for Miss Glaum, and the
author claims it will eclipse anything of
this nature which he has ever written.
" Primitive Woman," is to be the next
starring vehicle for Margarita Fischer,
and the play is now in production at the
American studios. This is an adaptation
from the Henry Albert Phillips story by
William Parker, and Miss Fischer's supporting cast will include Jack Mower,
Philo McCullough, Mildred Wilson and
Mollie McConnell. Lloyd Ingraham, who
has directed four previous releases of this
actress, is in charge of filming this. The
play requires an entire new wardrobe for
Miss Fischer which was purchased during the past week in Los Angeles. The
first scenes required some exceptional exterior locations, and. these were filmed this
week in San Marcus Pass.
Earle Williams has begun work on a
new Vitagraph Blue Ribbon Feature,
" The Man from Brodney's," from George
Barr McCutcheon's book of the same
title. Mr. Williams will play the title role,
Hollingsworth Chase, the man from Brodney's, with Grace Darmond
as the
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Viola Dana's Newest Picture for that Company Is
Edith Storey Is Expected
to Reach the High Plane in Her Metro
Career ofin Dreams
" The Claim.'
',
" A Weaver
"
Princess Generva playing opposite. The
Universal Tries New
Method
On Public
story is an acknowledged " best seller " and
offers splendid s'ettings in the " treasure
According to Mr. Laemmle, the genA POLICY which marks a radical deisland" locale, and a plot stirring with
parture from the generally accepted
eral tendency to shout from the houseincidents of adventure and dramatic tenmethod of advertising and publicising of
tops the cost of a production or a star,
sion, provide a splendid vehicle for the motion pictures has been put into effect
savors too much of the spirit which
star. Tom Mills will direct the producby the Universal Film Manufacturing
prompts the owner of a new diamond ring
tion, in five reels. The island and sea
to find it necessary to twirl his moustache
scenes will be made at Catalina, Cal., Company. According to instruction, is- or
stroke his chin, with his beringed hand.
sued
by
Carl
Laemmle,
head
of
that
orwhere also the interior settings will be
Worse
than this, it presents a standing
g
a
n
i
z
a
t
i
o
n
,
t
h
e
public
is
not
to
be
informed
constructed.
hereafter as to the production cost of any invitation to the unscrupulous politician to
come in and get some of the easy money
of its subjects, nor is information
he hears so much about. The only exconcerning the salaries paid to the playception to the new policy insofar as Uniers on that company's roster ever to be
versal isconcerned, will occur when a progiven out.
duction of unusual merit is produced at a
This policy was adopted following a
Theda Bara, accompanied by her sister, conference in which the executive head,s low cost.
Lola, and personal publicity manager, A. of Universal took part. It was felt that
" From this day on, the dollar mark will
to the flamboyant and bombastic methods
L. Selig, arrived in Los Angeles, February
find no resting place in Universal adver8, and will remain here for the making
in advertising costly productions and the
tisements or publicity stories," said the
of several productions, the first of which
salaries paid to stars, the industry in genUniversal's head in confirming his organieral
owes
the
various
millstones
now
zation's new policy. " Neither the general
will
be a screenin adaptation
of " Salome."
As announced
Motion Picture
News
public, nor the trade will ever know in the
weighting it down. A field which ranks
recently, she was preceded to the coast by fifth or sixth in point of importance de- future whether any of our productions
cost one hundred dollars, or one million
serves advertising and publicity treatment
her director, J. Gordon Edwards, who at
dollars, to make. Nor will information
less suggestive of the circus side show,
the time of her arrival had practically
everything ready for starting the filming
and more in keeping with its dignified po- concerning the salaries received by our '
of this production. Director Edwards and
sition, say the Universal officials.
stars ever be given out."
Miss Bara both insist that this shall be
the most elaborate production in which
she has appeared, and plans for such are
being made at the William Fox HollyWashington
Buyer Praises Ivan Features
wood Studios.
Baltimore, also announces successful runs,
Now that Lynn Reynolds is to be the SIDNEY B. LUST, Super Film Attracnew director for Tom Mix Western Fox
tion, Washington, D. C, who is dis- and as a result of the advertising from
these engagements, we enjoyed a number
productions, it is also learned that this
tributing two of Ivan Film Productions,
Inc., in his territory, writes the New York
of good bookings throughout the state of
company will have a new leading woman
office of Ivan of the success which these
in the person of Victoria Forde. ProIvan Film Productions announces that
duction of the first Reynolds-made play productions are having throughout the
it is gratified with the co-operation of
East-Central .territory. Mr. Lust has
is now going forward, the company spendMaryland."
handling Ivan production, urges all
ing its time in the making of exteriors for " Babbling Tongues " and " Married In those
handling
their product to co-operate to get
which several big sets have been built.
Name
Only,"
both
Ivan
productions.
He
writes :
the best possible results.
Reynolds having specialized in the making of outdoor plays, combining as he did,
" I am handling your productions ' Babscenic beauties with melodrama action,
bling Tongues ' and ' Married in Name
makes him a very valuable man for the Only.' Both subjects are giving satisfacYou are not going to war. The men who
tion
and are of good construction and are need all the comforts you can give them.
production of Western plays.
photography. The exhibitors have shown
The Gladys Brockwell Company has
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
completed its Apache story which was
their approval of the first-named subject, patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in th«
but the latter is only starting off. Tom
made by Director E. J. LeSaint from story
"smokes" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
by Charles Kenyon. S. A. Franklyn is Moore played ' Babbling Tongues ' to a be a slacker!
The Hippodrome,
directing Jewel Carmen, supported by L. wonderful business.
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meant one that deserves
RE producers
ll Uscramble
PIC
for the
stiT
big advertising and extra
Bringing
Them
Into
a
Close
-Up
rights to a stage play,
length. Both of these
whether or not that play
numbers run to seven
By
Longacre
has been a success. For
reels. As the other Paralta pictures already shown have proven of real worth, and as those
that matter it matters little whether the play was an utter failure,
who have seen the next brace of release are unanimous in their
for the press department can tell all about its " record breaking
approval of them, Paralta has succeeded — in one respect at any
run on the stage " and usually will stand uncontradicted, because
rate. They have made not only one or two good pictures, but a
common folk have forgotten. However, there has been many a
string of them.
stage failure that has been a success in pictures, and the rule, not
being a poor one, works the other way as well. But it seems as if
" The Turn of a Card " has some of the cleanest, snappiest
comedy seen in many a day. Mistaken identity rules the situation
the modern day producer might use more discretion in selecting
in full}' two reels of it and the byplay between J. Warren Kerrimaterial from the stage to convert into pictures. Of recent date
gan and Lois Wilson is amusing to the point of being uproarious
there have been two adaptations made from plays of more or less
in effect. The plot is actionful from beginning to end and there
success that have contained matter so objectionable that either
are a number of thrills. All in all, it is quite a perfect picture
the producers themselves, or the censors, have called for alterafrom the standpoint of its entertainment value and little else
tions. We refer specifically to " The Knife " and " The Guilty
matters. " Carmen of the Klondike " has already, been mentioned
Man." With the case of the first the " punch " of the spoken
here. Suffice it to say again that it is the Alaskan picture at its
drama was done away with before it was transformed into a
strongest and at its best.
scenario. And well it might be, for that punch would have been
The serial still continues to thrive and will probably go on doing
fatal if delivered before the cosmopolitan type of audience that
so for some time to come, despite its faults. How many times
visits the picture theatre. As a play it was just about the most
has the writer seen a serial start ofif with all the promise in the
sensational thing in town and the sophisticated, the morbidly curiworld of being really convincing in further episodes? And how
ous and the usual collection of persons who like to be thought
many times has it collapsed into a sensational melodrama molded
sophisticated and morbid enjoyed it. But it played to a limitedonlv to suit the tastes of the less intelligent of picture-goers? Each
public. It would never, never do on the screen. And yet it was
bought, the objectionable passages eliminated and the rest proepisode must end with a thrill and the authors and directors don't
duced. The results show a picture that is average, though the
seem to care how they get it as long as it's " got." They will
make the heroine who has been harassed for so long a time that
eliminations may be cause for misunderstanding on the part of
she
would suspect her morning newspaper and evening tub of
the picture-goer. Its sensational nature as a play may be brought
concealing death if she were normal, a sweet and trusting maiden,
out in the advertising to commercially valuable results, and there
absolutely ready to walk into the most complicated and obvious
are those who may be attracted to it by the promise of seeing a
of traps laid by the villain. The hero is always detained, usually
duplication of the Broadway play. But why not come right out
by a blow that knocks him unconscious for a while, until the last
with it, if this be the aim? The answer is that some of the public
moment, when he arrives just in time to rescue his love from an
would object. And here we come right back where we started
awful fate, and then it begins all over again. It is our opinion
from to the question, Why docs not the producer use more discretion in his selections?
that the serial public, though it likes its thrills, would prefer
them set in a more logical setting, which, however, is a thing
With the case of " The Guilty Man," there appears to have
•easily
wished for, but more than difficult to secure.
been an attempt to tone down a drama that didn't need toning
down unless the modern standard of morals is molded after that
maintained by the Puritan fathers. Surely the picture public isn't
shocked at a mere mistress! There have been so many of them
" The Light Within "
that they are not to be watched with gasps and blushes. But
(Petrova Pictures — Six Reels)
even so the introduction of the drama was rewritten by the sub
Reviewed by Peter .Milne
title writer subsequent to the picture's production. The mistress
becomes a wife, and she is so decent that the objection of the ""PHE box office reports indicate that Mme. Petrova's
first First
picture made by her own company and released over the
young man's father to the union seems altogether foolish. In the
denouement this alteration of the beginning rises up to weaken
National Exhibitors' circuit played to better-than-average receipts
the finish. And here is a case where, comparing it with some of
Such being the case, " The Light Within " should meet with even
the stuff that is allowed to pass, the modifications of the picture
further succes.s, for it presents, in most instances, a better story
producer were unnecessary.
and one in which the star appears to better advantage. It would
What are the standards by which a censor or the public judges
probably be improved considerably if it were reduced to the length
of the usual feature. If intelligently edited the eliminations would
the moral effect of a picture anyway? Sometimes vulgarities are
let lose on the screen that are not only unnecessary, but which
serve to speed up the beginning and sharpen the climax to a great
extent. But aside from this the admirers of Petrova will find
reach the height of offensiveness, and at other times one hears
little that does not meet with their approval. Specially as the adhowls of supposedly righteous rage at incidents that arc perfectly
proper considering. All of which turns out to be more or less
mirers of Petrova in nine cases out of ten have eyes only for
of a usf/less argument, but at any rate we hope the picture proher, and of her " The Light Within " gives aplenty.
ducer will refrain from an attempt to adapt the Hippodrome show
The story written by Mrs. L. Case Russell, a photoplaywright
to the screen, to find pictorial material in "Oh, Boy!" or any of of prominence, shows Mme. Petrova as a doctor — a very great
M. D. whose experiments in cures for heretofore incurable ailthe numerou."; revues current on Broadway.
One becomes rather dubious when a company says so much that
ments have made her a boon to the world. But she is tied down
is nice about itself in the manner that Paralta has been doing for to a narrow-minded, old-fashioned, impossible and foolish husthe past few weeks. But, in the case of that company, all doubts
band, whose main argument is the talking machine statement that
can be set aside, for they have backed up their statements with
"woman's place is in the home." Naturally when the lady doctor
the real gofids— good pictures. Last week two, "The Turn of a finds herself in love with a male colleague there is the beginning
Card" and "Carmen of the Klondike" (the latter disposed of of a strong dramatic situation which culminates when both husto another distributing organization) were shown, and each is
band and lovcr lie in danger of death from anthrax poisoning
prrtentioti^ cnon-h to r,-,nl:, .,,fri;,) ffntitrc. Bv 'ipecial is with only enough antidote on hand to save one of them. Fate
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intervenes and saves the heroine from forcing to choose between
love and duty and the husband dies of his own indiscretions while
the lover lives to love again.
The intermediate action is of good entertainment value. The
death of the little son due to the father's carelessness is deeply
touching and the mother's only comforter, a remarkably intelligent
collie dog, gets a tear or so on his own account. How is it when
an animal shows appreciation of human suffering that the play
upon the sympathies is always greater than with only humans as
the interpreters of sorrow?
Larry Trimble's direction is decidedly individual and particularly does one notice that he seems to have inspired Mme. Petrova
to greater warmth of feeling in her role. Lumsden Hare heads
the supporting cast as the husband of many vices and makes much
of the unrealistic part. Thomas Holding's classic features are the
lover-doctor's and Freddie Verdi is good as the little son.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Laurel Carlisle, M.D. (Madame Petrova), has drifted far from her
narrow-minded husband Clinton (Lumsden Hare). He insists that she give
up her hospital and experimental work, but, believing this her calling, she
refuses. Her main interest aside from her professional duties is her little
son, Donald
life with
Clinton becomes
unbearable with(Freddie
each day Verdi).
and whenLaurel's
he departs
on a yachting
trip she more
is hardly
sorry. It is announced in the papers that the yacht has been lost and
Clinton with it. After a time Laurel openly welcomes the attentions of
Dr. Leslie (Thomas Holding). One evening Clinton returns and accuses
Laurel of being unfaithful to him. Her position in the world seems to
prevent a divorce, so she decides not to see Leslie again. A disease breaks
out among the children of the city and Donald is sent to the country.
Laurel
tendswith
the pneumonia.
unfortunate poor.
carelessness,
is stricken
ShortlyThrough
he dies Clinton's
and Clinton
accuses hisDonald
wife
of contaminating the little fellow with the deadly disease. Although her
lot is seemingly unbearable because of her husband. Laurel manages to
struggle on. She perfects a successful antidote for the disease, anthrax.
Dr. Leslie professes his willingness to be inoculated with the disease that
Laurel may experiment on him. So the experiment is begun. Clinton, half
crazed with drink and foolish jealousy, destroys the antidote while the
inoculation is in progress, but another tube containing the anthrax germ
breaks and cuts him. So both men lie in danger of death with no antidote
in sight. At the zoo, however, there is one mascarine turtle from which
the serum might be made. Laurel's chauffeur steals this for her, the serum
is injected
in Dr.Leslie
Leslierecovers
for Clinton's
dissolute
tion hopeless.
and finds
Laurelhabits
free. have made his condiClarence Heritage, Evelyn Dumo, Fred C. Jones, Frank McDonald and
Mrs. Matilda Brundage appear to advantage in the supporting roles.
" Jilted Janet "
{Mutual-American — Five Reels)
Reviewed by liisle M. Albright
D RIGHT, snappy Margarita Fischer is the star who twinkles
her way through this Mutual production. Although jilted
by one lover, who was too much of a worshipper of the long
mazuma anyway, to ever care much for anything that couldn't be
measured by the dollar sign, she found another that was finer in
every way and far better suited to her.
Miss Fischer is seen at first as the little busybody trying to get
a return on her money from a run-down lemon grove. In the
midst of a discovery that the bugs are ruining her crop, she
receives a letter from her lover, in which he politely informs her
that he has married another woman. It takes more than lemons,
jiltings and bugs to sour Janet's disposition, however, and she
sends him back a postcard of the beautiful home next door and
invites him to stop in and see her there some time.
The rest of the story deals with the manner in which she,
unknowingly, shanghais the owner of the beautiful home next
door into service as a butler, requisitions his house and iinally
steals his heart while playing the part of hostess to her former
fiance who had taken her at her word and brought his bride on to
see her. There is much humor in the story and the suspense carries
through to the end. " Jilted Janet " was directed by Lloyd
Ingraham, and is the best vehicle Miss Fischer has had for some
time. The photography and cast are both good.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Janet Barnes (Marguerita Fischer) is jilted by Ernest Morgan (Edward
Peil) for Suzette Sparks (Golda Madden), a young woman with money.
In a spirit of pique and mischief, Janet sends a picture postcard to Morgan
of a magnificent mansion near her home, belonging to Jules Graham (Jack
Mower), and asks him how he likes her new home. Morgan writes back
that he and his wife will visit her while on their honeymoon. Janet is
greatly excited but finally gets the consent of the care-takers to let her
use the Graham mansion for a few days in order to deceive Morgan.
In the meantime, Graham starts for his country estate, helps Janet get
her auto started when it leaves her stalled by the roadside, falls in love
with her and agrees to act as her butler when her guests come on. When
the newly-married couple arrive they are entertained in regal style and
Morgan, beginning to feel that he has made a mistake, makes love to
Janet again. She pushes him into a lake and the honeymooners depart in
a huff. Janet discovers that she has pressed into service as a butler, the
man in whose house she has been entertaining and is nearly overcome.
Graham,
however,
asks her if she won't continue to remain in his home as
his
wife and
she accepts.

"Blue Blazes Raw den "
{Artcraft — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
AS a mere glance at the title implies, this feature is William
S. Hart's latest starring vehicle, a melodrama of the Northwestern lumber camp. Judging it by Hart's immediately previous
effort, " Wolves of the Rail," and by his many former pictures in
which the interest was always sustained and wherein suspense was
raised to its highest degree, the story of Blue Blazes as set down
by J. G. Hawks lacks the material to supply a full five reels with
builds to a situaaction, though it starts off with a real bang andwould
have served
tion of considerable strength. But the story
less in fact.
much
footage—
less
occupied
it
had
purpose
to better
Blue Blazes kills a worthless Englishman in a fight and takes
possession of his hotel and saloon. Then enter the -worthless Englishman's sweet, fond mother and unsophisticated younger brother,
and Blue Blazes lies to them about the defunct member of the
family— says that he was the soul of honor and died in bed instead
of in his boots. This lie he tells more that their faith in the dead
man may remain unshattered than to save his own face. There
are many touching scenes between Blue Blazes and the kindly
English gentlewoman who takes a liking to him because he was
" the friend of her boy." The pathos of the situation and the
suspense it creates may easily be realized, particularly when there
are two jealous folk who would have the mother know the truth.
The situation is, however, strung out and Blazes and his woman
act so strangely toward the mother after a time that she gives
evidence of possessing an intelligence slower than the sense of
humor of the proverbial Britisher, so unsuspecting is she of the
beautiful lie.
Hart under his own direction seems to have lost certain of his
remarkable restraint in the earlier scenes. There are times when,
angered, he twists his face into an indefinite mass of features. In
the latter part, however, when the action subsequent to the lie
arrives he is his usual fine self, silent, dominating and smouldering. Gertrude Claire, long character woman with the Ince forces,
gets the most from the sympathetic role of the English mother.
Maude George is an unusual type and a good one for the half
breed woman. Robert McKim is villainous while alive as the
worthless Englishman and Hart Hoxie and Robert Gordon are
seen to advantage.
" Blue Blazes Rawden " is beautifully mounted as to exteriors.
The few shots of the lumber camp confirm all that the sub-titles
say regarding " God's great cathedral, the forest." The interiors
present a backwoods hotel of the better type, with bar, dance hall
and gambling rooms, giving the picture a true a la Hart atmosall that could be desired.
phere. Joe August's
THEphotography
STORY ANDis PLAYERS
Fresh from long days in the logging camp, Blue Blazes Rawden (William
" Hilgard
Ladyfingers
of "first
dance hallThe
hotel and
arrives ata the
Hart) McKim),
S(Robert
does
thing Blazes
Englishman.
worthless
is to fight and beat uhe unbeaten bartender, Joe (Hart Hoxie) and so win
and
Blazes
woman.
George),and Hilgard's
Babettefor (Maud
of cards
admiration
the
success goes to the former.
high stakes
Hilgard cut the
fight
Blazes to a pistol
of luck, Hilgard challenges
Believing himself outwinner
to take the hotel and Babette. He first removes
in a dark room, the
Hilgard
trick ofandfate,Blazes
a queer
But byclose
gun. They
the cartridges from Blazes'Blazes.
comesis
and grapple
on
unable to inflict injury
a letter and thereon
out whole, while Hilgard lies dying. He gives theof victor
Mrs. Hilgard (Gertrude
hangs the tale. It announces the coming
Claire) and her younger son, Eric (Robert Gordon). On her arrival
Blazes tells of -Hilgard's death, and seeing the sweetness and trust of the
mother, lies to her that he was a respected gentleman and that he died
an honorable death. Believing him, she stays on, settling her dead son s
affair and all the while finding something finer in Blazes than he ever
knew existed in him. This state of affairs keeps workimg on him until he
can bear it no longer. He prepares to leave. Babette, furious at his
inattention, tells Eric the truth. In a rage the boy shoots at Blazes. The
crowd iumps on him but Blazes commands them to set him free. Wounded,
Eric,hisrealizing
while lets
the lone
"hitsstory
in theandblinding
sets" out
he
mother
Joe, never
from trail,"
the true
hearingsnow,
bigness,
Blazes'
know the secret of Hilgard's death.
" His Double Life "
(Triangle-Keystone — T^vo Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
RAY GRIFFITH is featured in this Triangle comedy as the
husband of an unusually large family. He gets knocked on
the head by an automobile and has a wild dream about being rescued by an heiress, winning out over her other suitor and leading
her up to the justice of the peace to be married when confronted
by his wife. Then he awakes. The two reels contain a moderate
number of laughs, which results mainly from the business which
Griffith interpolates. He is a natural-born comedian and is the
very life of " His Double Life."
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" Keys of tlie Righteous "
(Paramount — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
CNID BENNETT goes "over the top" with the "Keys of the
^ Righteous" after C. Gardner Sullivan has laid a most eflective liarrat;e fire between tlie enemy and the point of vantage,
with Jerome Storm advancing the colors, Thomas H. Ince commanding from tlie rear lines and a company of fervid, fight-loving
screen artists wielding the implements of dramatic assurance,
bringing down an enemy with every cliange of expression, with
ever\- dramatic move and with every advance toward the cHmax.
And the little Australian, who broke into the screen without the
assistance of a press agent and with nothing to herald her arrival
excepting the exposition of dormant artistic ability, which awaited
only the right avenue of escape to assert itself in a most potential
manner, has bridged a long gap between the small and big time
stuff, and will, unless the writer is all wrong, go over big.
Miss Bennett has been seen in some comparative successes on
the screen, but never has she demonstrated her ability as an artist,
never bas she reached the depths of feeling or the heights of
emotion or the quaintness of simplicity as she does in this Paramount offering. She has Mr. Sullivan, first, to thank for making
the way straight, and then her appreciation turns to Thomas H.
Ince and Jerome Storm. Mr. Storm, like Miss Bennett, is a new
star on the horizon. As one of Mr. Ince's pupils, he reflects the
genius of this master director, and the writer takes the liberty to
prophesy a bright future for Director Storm if " Keys of the
Righteous " be a criterion foi* other creations to come. There are
spots in this production which, unfortunately, reflect a too great
eagerness on the part of Mr. Storm to obtain realism, noticeably
the scenes in the court room, where the bulldozing tactics employed by the policemen and court attendants will find no precedent
in the annals of our courts, unless they be isolated incidents. The
court room setting, the procedure and the general atmosphere of
it all are, with the above exceptions, marvelous expositions of
detailed work.
The human note is struck by author and interpreters in this
photodrama with a resonance that will echo its appeal long after
the five reels of pantomime have gone on to the next town or
city. It is more than inanimate motion ; it reflects a soul which
speaks as plainly and as intelligibly as would a universal language
echoing around the world. AH can understand its most subtle moments; all will feel the grip which tightens as the simple, homely
folks of the back woods recount the story of innocence conquering
the worldly wise; the man defeating what some would call fate,
and the mother rejoicing in death when it finds her kin and mate
united in love.
For every foot of the five thousand feet of film that tells the
storythe ofscreen
" Keysmeans
of the
Righteous " there's a reason. Every flash
on
something.
There is no padding, no ulterior
action or scenes brought in to make possible a set rcelage. Thematerial is there— no more, no less— and it is brought out with a
punch, punctuated with a kick where such action becomes imperative. Miss Bennett is fortunate in having such a story to tell. She
as fortunate in having Jerome Storm and Mr. Ince in command.
The supporting cast is composed of artists who know how.
George Nichols personifies Peter Manning — makes it a living character. Josef Swickard gives one of the most finished, idealistic
characterizations of a victim of drink that has ever been given for
the review of the writer. Carl Forms and Gertrude Claire are fine
in the role of good-natured back woods people. Earl Rodney,
although not prominently castcd, does fine while before the camera.
Lydia Knott and Melbourne MacDowell both register in strong but
less important roles. Lydia Knott has numerous opportunities to
overact in the role of the invalid mother, but not once does .she
overstep the bounds of conservatism.
The author has worked up to the scene wherein the mother dies,
with care and a subtleness that is seldom seen in following the
action to this point. Instead of following the usual method of
showing the victim of death expiring, Director Storm has reflected the scene in the face of the heroine as she kneels by the
bedside with everything cut except facial emotions. " Keys of the
Righteous" lies secure
in its strength.
THE STORY
AND PLAYERS
Mary Manninf; fEnid Bennett; lives with her mother (Lydia Knott) and
her grandfather. Pclcr Manning
Nichols), in the back woods of
Wi»coniin. Her mother was a (GeorKC
circus performer and
had married Paul
IfanninK (Jotel Swickard;. who had been educated for the ministry, against
his father's wishes. The husband dared not enter the home of his father
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after the marriage. Later Mary was born. She had never seen her father
until she had grown to womanhood, and here her father returns, a physical
wreck, because
of his
motherpraying
is an invalid,
had
waited
year after
yeardrunken
for her habits.
husbandMary's
to return,
that sheandmight
see him before her death. Paul is not recognized by his father until he
establishes his identity. The old man becomes enraged and turns him from
the house. Mary, learning that the stranger is her father, fetches him back
and promises her mother before her death that she will love and respect
her father.
During these days Tom Gale (Earl Rodney) comes into her life and their
lives are filled with sunshine and happiness. Paul, her father, whom she
has cared for, feeling that he is a burden to his daughter, leaves and goes
to Ore City. Remembering her promise to her mother, Mary follows and
finds her father back to the old life of drunkenness.
Her grandfather, swearing vengeance, goes to Ore City. Tom also goes in
search
of Mary.
He meets the old
man Mary
and threatens
to have
if he harms
his granddaughter,
Mary.
has located
her him
father,arrested
Paul,
in a disreputable dance hall, and while she is there with him the place is
raided. She and her father are taken before the judge, who knows Paul as
an old offender. Mary tells the judge that it is she who is to blame, not
her father. He discharges both. The grandfather is united with his son
and the happy party of four start back to the home in the woods.
" Daddy's Girl "
(Pathe — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
TO make one Baby Marie Osborne picture take a little colored
boy, an)' number of domestic animals, several typical childish
pranks, a selected variety of close ups of the star and stir thoroughly, giving the mixture a five thousand-foot background, and
run through it a slight vein of erring elders brought back to a
sense of duty by Marie. Such a recipe is most always dutifully
followed in the making of Baby Marie's pictures, and the authors
of " Daddy's Girl," John W. Grey and Ramirez Torres, her latest,
have not failed to put it into use again.
The colored boy is clever, the three little kittens are cute and
the trick dog is entertaining, the chief typical childhood game is
the
circus.to As
erring of
elders,
these are fortune
Marie's without
father,
who kids'
is unable
bearforthetheluxuries
an inherited
forgetting his matrimonial vows and an unhappily married sweetheart of former days. The nervous breakdown of Marie's mother
caused by her husband's neglect and the child'y pleading bring
about the desired reunion and with it the happy ending. The closeups of the star are used to ad\antage.
Those who have followed Marie's career to date may justly
express a wish for something a little bit different after seeing
"Daddy's Girl," though before a new clientele she may be just
as capable of pleasing as ever. Since her leap to stardom Marie
has grown fast. She is quite the cute little youngster that she was
in her first two or three pictures. This natural course of events
is lamentable considering the fine favor in which the little star
is still held.
William Bertram directed the picture and made an average production of it. Marion Warner and Lewis J. Cody appear as
.Marie's parents and Herbert Standinp has a small character role.
Quite the most favorable impression is made by Katherine McLaren, who, despite a thankless role, succeeds by grace of exi)ression and beauty in attracting much sy mpathy. This she shouldn't
ha\e done for the sake of the story, but as a display of talent
iier appearance is altogether successful.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
When William Nordly (Herbert Standino;) passes away and leaves his
fortune to Baby Marie (Marie Osborne), with her mother (Marion Warner)
as guardian, John (Louis J. Cody), the husband starts in to waste it and
before long his activities lead him away from his wife to the company of
a woman he once loved. Until his wife breaks down and his child comes
through the streets in the dead of night to bring him home, things are
pretty much upset, but with this act of Marie's John's eyes are opened.
" The Hidden Hand "
(Pathe — Thirteenth Episode)
Reviewed by Peter Mibie
THE HIDDEN HAND enlists the aid of a seeress in this number entitled "The Jaws- of the Tiger." This lady, Yoga
Rahnce by narne, has in her possession a sacred tiger who craves
a human sacrifice. By a carefully laid plan Doris is lured to
Yoga's den and there threatened with a terrible death unless she
tells the place where the locket is hidden. Doris refuses. She is
taken to a loft directly above the tiger's cage. In the floor of this
is a spring trap-door. When Doris stands on it the Hidden Hand
presses the button and only by grasping a rope does Doris prevent
herself from being dashed into the den of the savage beast. As
the episode closes she is momentarily losing her strength, but
Ramsey is, as usual, rushing to the rescue.
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" His Royal Highness "
{World Film — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
' I 'HIS
is
a
picture
mythical itsBalkan
kingdom,
and
tottering, and of of
an aAmerican,
antithesis
in everyweak
respect,
who sets it aright by injecting in it a goodly amount of native
pep. The plot calls to mind McCutcheon, McGrath, Anthony
Hope and the musical comedy of the past. In fact, " His Royal
Highness " is the picture counterpart of a musical comedy of another day, the only difference being that a few melodramatic
touches supersede the songs. It is staged after the manner of
the nnisical comedy. The costumes of the peoples of Wallarya
and Terresta, of the Balkans, being miscellaneous and gaudy.
The American shows up in a white uniform with gold braid chasing itself all over his chest. The peasant costumes, too, appear
to have been called out from the Shubert storehouse for an airing,
and the settings might once have graced the stage of the theatre.
Carlyle Blackwell is featured as the American with pep. He
uses slang in the subtitles and disregards all autocratic formalities democratically, which is as it should be. Mr. Blackwell
directed in the bargain. One sometimes wishes that Mr. Blackwell the director had urged Mr. Blackwell the actor to put a bit
more comedy in his part and to derive more from the conventional
though easy opportunities provided in the script. There are times
when it appears that he really took the story seriously, which is
to be regretted, because it is doubtful if anyone else can. The
picture's main asset is the contrast between the American's breezy
character, indicated almost entirely in the subtitles, and the formal though tottering mythical kingdom.
The thrills include a high dive by Blackwell to the rescue of his
pal and the blowing up of the " royal limousine " with a bomb,
the kidnapping of the heroine and her rescue by the American,,
Evelyn Greeley has little to do as the heroine, but makes a pleasing
impression. Lionel Belmore has a leading character part, while
Kitty Johnson, Bert Honey and Kate Lester portray the other
principal roles.
Raymond L. Schrock prepared the scenario and A. Moses and
L. Tainguy were behind the camera.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Jack Christie (Carlyle Blackwell), Harvard football star, rooms with
Victor Borden (Bert Honey), in reality the heir to the throne of Wallarya,
a Balkan kingdom. Victor urges Jack to visit Europe with him at the
close of college. Here it develops that all has been arranged for Victor
to return to his kingdom on the 18th of August. It so happens, however, that he gets in a brawl while protecting his Apache sweetheart (Kittys
Johnson), and Jack is obliged to take his place. Adventures follow thick
eind fast. There are several attempts made on his life, but eventually he
comes out all right, makes peace with the neighboring kingdom by marrying the Princess (Evelyn Greeley), whom he met on the boat coming over,
and decides to stay on as King for life as Victor has returned to America
with his bride.
" The Wooing of Princess Pat "
{Vitagraph — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
LADYS LESLIE and J. Frank Glendon present the principal
roles in Vitagraph's late feature, " The Wooing of Princess
Pat," produced under the direction of William P. S. Earle from
the script by William Addison Lathrop. The plot and theme of
the story is analogous to those exposed by " The Prince of Graustark," and is an exposition of a royal romance. The author, Mr.
Lathrop, has eliminated the American character and the wooing is
confined within the borders of two small principalities in Europe.
Unlike " The Prince of Graustark," " The Wooing of Princess
Pat" is lacking in strength of plot and sufficient material for a
five-reel production.
Director Earle's chief forte in staging this production appears
to have been an unsatiable desire to bring Miss Leslie into the
close-up and to substitute the little actress' unlisputed magnetism
for sound dramatic situations. The author has not supplied the
material and it necessarily follows that Mr. Earle could not have
supplied " that which ain't." But he could have done some better.
The children will like this picture, but the grown-ups will find in
it little in the way of real dramatic substance. Miss Leslie looks
cute and skips through her part with ability. Given a script with
more substance and more weight and Miss Leslie will give a good
account of her stewardship before the camera.
Some beautiful exteriors have been shot and a real touch of the
winter season is felt when the scenes showing the hillsides covered
with snow and Miss Leslie enjoying coasting, are flashed. Because
of such scenes as the above the picture should be a winner for the

children and the women patrons. The men will find this feature
lacking in strong action and virility.
J. Frank Glendon is a fine type for the role opposite Miss Leslie
and gives a credible performance. Bigelow Cooper, seen for the
first time in some months in Vitagraph productions, does his usual
good work in a character part. William Dunn does well in a role
of average importance. Charles Kent is capable of handling a
more important part than that of the Duke. Carlton King, Templar Saxe and J. Albert Hall do good work as the three sons. The
photograph is of the best.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Eric, Iron Duke of Warburg (J. Frank Glendon) is anxious for war with
the neighboring principality of Paxstadt. The Grand Duke of Paxstadt
(Charles Kent) rules the destinies of this small kingdom and wishes to
avoid
Marask and(Bigelow
is atoclose
friend war.
of the General
Grand Duke,
suggestsCooper),
that he Eric's
go on adviser,
a mission
the
neighboring kingdom. Marask sees in the marriage between his ruler, Eric,
and thebetween
Grand the
Duke's
(GladysPat Leslie),
way to
peace
two daughter.
kingdoms. Princess
Little Pat
Princess
admiresa General
The suggestion
is made
Grandto visit
Duke theby Grand
Marask,
little
Princess
revolts. Later
Eric tois the
induced
Duke,but andthe comes
upon
her friends.
father's estate.
She doesis not
know who
he is,Princess
but the Pat
twocoasting
become ongood
The wedding
arranged
and
consummated, and Princess Pat becorres the first lady of the land. Count
Ladislaus (William Dunn) has been uanished by Eric for disobeying his
orders, andSaxecarries
wordHerbert
to Princess
three abuses
brotherstheir(Carlton
Templar
and J.
Hall) Pat's
that Eric
sister. King,
The
three
brothers
go
to
Eric's
palace
and
demand
an
explanation.
They learn
that the chief diwculty is that Princess Pat does not love her husband,
Eric.
Princess
Pat admires
that
she loves
him. her husband's stand, and for the first time tells him
" Our

Little Wife "

[Goldwyn — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
<</^UR LITTLE WIFE" is an adaptation of a stage farce by
V-/ Avery Hopwood, auther of " Seven Days " and " Fair
and Warmer," and serves as Madge Kennedy's third starring
vehicle for Goldwyn. It is made up of complications, " Our
Little Wife." The bride of a few minutes decides to take her
three rejected suitors on her honeymoon so that they may not
pine away and die without her. Naturally, the husband of a
few minutes doesn't take over kindly to the idea, and when all
four are securely stationed in a Florida resort things begin to
happen. The element of farce is brisk in this section of the
film and leads up to a ludicrous situation, in which the husband
finds his wife in an embarassing situation with one of the trio.
Of course, she is innocent, and so is the seemingly guilty intruder. It is in molding this type of situation that Hopwood
excels and the laughs in this particular one are abundant.
Then the action jumps a year to the wedding anniversary.
Husband forgets all about it; wifey is piqued at his inattention.
Readily she sets out to save a feminine friend, now engaged
to one of the trio, from a naughty party, but again does she innocently compromise herself, the girl's fiance and still a third party,
until explanations prove every one innocent. There are innumerable complications introduced while the author builds to the top
of his situation, little twists and turns that serve to furnish
comedy on their own account, as well as to build to the very
height of farce, a point where the laughs come as fast as the feet
of the film.
And the results are that " Our Little Wife " is a good comedy,
although it is by no means Hopwood's best. The very fact that
the entire action centers about the two situations mentioned signifies that the picture is lacking in material of consequence and
divided into two distinct episodes, each somewhat remote from
the other. An effort has been made to bolster up the five reels
by the plentiful introduction of close-ups of Miss Kennedy, a
form of padding that serves neither to the credit of the star nor
of the picture. The star also introduces that inebriated attitude
that served to such good purpose in the stage success, " Fair and
Warmer," to an irrelevant extent. Just what place it has in the
telling of " Our Little Wife " is not apparent, save perhaps that
it gives her a chance to further prove her ability as a comedienne.
Miss Kennedy's performance in the scenes bearing upon the
plot is always favorable. Again it may be reiterated that she
has the personality, the appearance and the ability of expression
to place her in the first rank of screen artists. George Forth
handles the role of the husband adequately. There are Walter
Hiers, the fat young man (who is responsible for considerable
comedy on his own account) ; William Davidson and Kempton
Greene, who play the three rejected suitors with fine results, and
Marguerite Marsh completes the cast of principals with a clever
performance.
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Roy Somerville prepared Uic continuity from llopgood's play
and produced a script that made full use of all the material for
comedy available. Edward Dillon gave it a production that is
entirely satisfactory, and the camera work of George Hill and
David Abel is commendable in every department.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
marriage
of Dodo
^Madge Tommy
Kennedy) (Kempton
to Herb Greene),
(George Forth)
Dr.TheElliott
(William
Davidson),
a writerfindsof
verse, and Bobo (Walter Hiers), disappointed suitors every one of them,
without inspiration. Fearing for them Dodo requests the trio to accompany her on her honeymoon, much to the displeasure of Herb. Arrived
in the South, Herb, nettled considerably, sends a telegram to himself saying
that his presence is needed in New York. He commands Dodo to accomany him home and leaves for the train alone. Tommy and Bobo also
asten to the train, but just as Elliott is leaving the hotel he hears Dodo
sobbing
her tends
room her
and and
enterso6fers
to find
her slightly
overmidst
Herb'sof
desertion."n He
consolation,
and hysterical
while in the
this Herb and the others return. Naturally, their conclusions are all wrong
until explanations are heard.
A year later finds Dr. Elliott married to a jealous lady (Wray Page) and
Bobo engaged to Angie (Marguerite Marsh). Dodo prepares for her wedding anniversary, but Herb forgets all about it. Feehng ill from the shock
Dodo the
callsnews
the that
doctor,
arousing
his wife's
calls
with
she thereby
is attending
a costume
ball suspicions.
and that sheAngie
is taking
tea with a man of doubtful character in the rooms below, where the entertainment is held. In consternation Dodo calls Bobo and together they
journey tonottheto ball.
Elliott
to go for below,
old times'
Angie,the having
decided
take tea
withdecides
the gentlemen
goessake.
on with
dance
while Dodo, Bobo and Elliott in their efforts to save her are all compromised before their respective spouses and fiancees. The situation builds
to a jolly climax
straightened
out. when explanations are again in order and everything
"Morgan's Raiders"
{Universal — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
WIOLET MERSEREAU'S latest work for the Universal pro» gram, " Morgan's Raiders," relates incidents growing out
of the Civil War period and gives in some detail the activities
of the Confederate Band known as Morgan's Men, The play
was written and directed by Bess Meredith and Wilfred Lucas.
The authors have succeeded in creating enough material for five
reels of pictures, but have apparently forgotten that there is such
a requisite as continuity in fashioning a photodrama. Miss
Mersereau's fetching personality and the sentiment that looms up
with the presentation of a play devoted to the recounting of incidents relative to the Civil War, and particularly to such an historic
band of warriors as Morgan's Men, are reasons enough for the
presentation of this picture, and the defects in technique of the
drama will be overlooked undoubtedly by the average audience.
It represents an average photoplay, with strong moments registered at intervals, but for the most part the production is lacking
in real dramatic substance. Its action breaks in places and the
directors have attempted to supply this failing by intimate views
of the star. Miss Mersereau is seen in the familiar role of the
tomboyish character, appearing in overalls and tattered dresses as
a girl of the mountains. At no time during the run is she called
upon to interpret strength in the drama or depth of emotion. It
remained for her to portray the care-free, unsophisticated girl,
and this she does with a fine appreciation, for it is her one strong
point in working before the camera.
Some fine exteriors of mountainous country has been shot by
Directors Meredith and Lucas. Much of the action takes place in
the open. The story is the weakest element of the production.
It has little substance in the way of support for a semblance of a
Ijlot. Miss Mersereau is the shining light in the picture and
rf-gisters in spite of the flimsy material with which she has to
'.v.jrk. The supporting cast, including Barbara Gilroy, Edward
Burns and Frank Holland, is adequate. Miss Gilroy's work in
this production, although of small import, points to better things
in the future. She screens well and gives evidence of real dramatic ability. The photography is clear.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Beuey Dawlev (Violet Mersereau), daughter of Handsome Harry Dawley
iVr^rU IfoUand), live* with her father in the mountains of Kentucky. When
'.'/ar
breaks— out
people
the town
Greenburgh,
arc
somethewith
sympathy
the ofSouth,
the ofothers
with theKy.,
North.
J
y family were strongly in favor of the South. Handsome Harry
wj', oiic ol the firit ones to volunteer as one of the famous band of Morgan's
Raider*. He i* the disowned son of one of the proudest families in Greenburgh. Hn father wa» strongly in favor of the cause for which the North
wu fighting.
Betsey had met and attracted the attention of John Davidson (Edward
Burns). He came back to Greenburg
captain of a Yankee company of
volunteers. Colonel Morgan called for asa men
to carry a message through
the lines to the Dawley mansion, and Handsome
volunteered. He
WIS shot down and BeUey, attired in the uniformHarry
of the Morgan band,
carried the message through to the Dawley mansion.
is her
irandlather and Betsey proudly announced herself as one of Dawley
Morgan's men.
Dawley recognized her as his granddau/jhter. Several days later
she
her father and Dawley s »on from Davidson's men, who had come to saves
take
him prisoner.
Betsey re-unites her grandfather and her father and there
1-. a happy reunion at the old homestead.
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" ' Little Red ' Decides "
{Triangle — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
AN immensely colorful little comedy-drama is " ' Little Red
Decides," in which a four-year-old youngster, adopted by the
cowboys, proves the very joy of their several existences. There
is a pathetic episode when the little boy lies seriously ill, when the
cowboys, rough and burly, go about with their heads hanging; but,
for the most part, the five reels ofTer light comedy, sprinkled with
ever so many human touches that are a treat to see. That William
McCoy, its author, formulated little or no plot for his picture, is
an omission that can be passed over lightly in this instance. For
so skilfully has Jack Cunningham brought out the humor and the
human qualities of the various episodes of the picture, and so ape isDirector ofJack
Conway's handling of it, that one seldom
misses thepropriatelement
struggle.
Barbara Connolly, as the little boy, though always obviously a
girl, is one of the cutest children ever seen on the screen. No one
can help loving her or " him " with the same whole-heartedness
professed by the various hands of the ranch. A fine array of types
was assembled to carry these roles. Frederick Vroom, as the
owner, is a kindly, refined-appearing gentleman. Jack Curtis, as
the grufif cowboy whose heart is completely melted by the child, is
excellent, and when it comes time for him to propose to the three
single women in the town, that the youngster may have a mother,
he handles his opportunities with a fine sense of their comedy
value. Nor should Coro Kino, as the ranch cook, be overlooked.
Chinamen have appeared before in pictures, many times, but never
has one displayed the histrionic ability of Kino. He has a fat part
and puts it over in fine style.
The picture is laid in exteriors, for the most part, and these are
always well selected. " ' Little Red ' Decides " has none of the
strong points of the picture that one describes in superlatives. It
is not dramatic, but taken as a whole, it comes as a breath of fresh
air 'midst a good many breaths that are far from fresh.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Little Red (Barbara Connolly) is adopted by the Aliso Ranch after her
father's
permanent
fixture before
and cheers
the
heartsdeath.
of all.SheThebecomes
ministera (Frank
MacQuarrie)
and a long
committee
from
the neighboring town of Casitas visits the ranch and tells its ovmer. Colonel
Aliso (Frederick Vroom), that the boy should be brought up in better surroundings than those provided at the ranch. However, by donating substantial y to the Red
organforfund
raised longer.
by the minister's
wife,histheserious
boys inanage
to keep Little
a while
Then comes
illness,
through which he pulls only after days and days when his life hangs in the
balance.
After
that
the
doctor
believes
that
the
minister's
home
is
the
real
place for Little Red, unless someone on the ranch marries. Tom Gilroy
(Jack Curtis) is selected to enter the bonds of matrimony, but the available
women in town
doesthenotColonel
relish legally
at all, adopts
and he the
returns
unsuccessful.heHowever,
boy to
andtheall ranch
is happy
Walter Perry, Jean Hersholt, Margaret CuUington, Alice Davenport, Nellie
again.
Anderson,
MaudePearce
Handforth,
Percythe Challenger,
George Pearce, Curley Baldwin and Betty
complete
cast.
" The

House

of Hate "

{Pathe — First Episode — Two Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
ASIDE from starting out after the manner of a good serial,
" The House of Hate," Pathe's latest, is more pretentious in
setting than the usual fifteen or twenty weeks " to be continued
in our next " picture. The interiors are as fine as those that ever
graced a five-reel feature — are in every way as realistic and magnificent asthose that one sees in a Pathe play. But probably that
which exhibitors will receive with smiles and the rubbing of hands
is the fact that Pearl White is the star of " The House of Hate."
The only Pearl ! She who established the serial in " The Perils
of Pauline " and who has been steadily increasing its fame and
her own popularity ever since. She who can deal a knockout
blow to the jaw of her opponent with the impact of a Willard,
and who can the next minute turn around and look sweet and
pretty in lingerie. It is also of note that Antonio Moreno, handsome and one of the most popular leading men on the screen,
puts in an appearance as the hero. So there are two leads. Without them the U. S. mail could discharge a few odd dozen of its
employees,ernment
butinstitution
because
the to" The
of Hate " that govmay ofhave
hire House
a few more.
The story of the serial, written by Arthur B. Reeve and Charles
A. Logue, and scenarioized by Bertram Millhauser gets away to
a flying start, in which a mysterious character is prominent. He
is dressed in black and completely camouflaged by a hood and flits
around from scene to scene dropping notes, threats and murders.
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In episode Xo. 1 he kills Waldon (J. H. Gilmour), munitions
manufacturer, and every relative of the man is suspected. Mr.
Millhauser has gloriously succeeded in casting suspicion on every
one of the principal characters and those who see the first episode
will certainly be in a quandary over the identity of the Hooded
Terror.
George B. Seitz, who needs no introduction to the trade, directed. Aided by a production department that hesitated .at no expense, he has turned out a superlative product in these two reels.
He has brought out the mystery element to a fine degree, and
planted all the characters clearly. Paul Clerget, an actor of real
ability, Peggy, Shaynor and J. Webb Dillon have the other princi pal roles.
Pathe is off again. Another serial will come and go for fifteen
weeks or more, and if the exhibitor fails to derive profit from it
then he will from no other serial.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Winthrop Waldon (J. H. Gilmour), munitions manufacturer, calls his heirs
together to decid? who among them shall take charge of the works. Tradi-tion
that ahismale
Waldon Pearl
has always
been at tothe Haynes
head, soWaldon
Winthrop(J.
plans holds
marrying
daughter.
(Pearl White)
Webb Dillon), a distant relative. Pearl, however, is very much in love
with Harvey
Moreno), toa Haynes
chemist inin sorrovv.
her father's
.tory,
and hearsGresham
the news(Antonio
of her betrothal
That laboraevening Winthrop is killed by the Hooded Terror, who claims via a note that
he is the rightful heir to the Waldron plant. The Hooded Terror then kidnaps Pearl, and Gresham pursues. The chase leads to the munitions plant,
•where the Terror plans to crush Pearl to death between two huge castings.

" One

More

American

"

{Las ky -Paramount — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
SOME of the strongest dramatic work shown by George Beban
since the beginning of his screen career is within the five reels
of " One More American," his latest Paramount offering. His
Viliiiiiliiiiiiiiiliiiiiiilllilliliiiiiiiiiiiilliiiiuiiilililliiiiliiiilliuiliiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiii:^^

last two pictures, it will be remembered, were for the most part
humorous, the desired suspense being obtained by the introduction
of melodramatic situations which hardly allowed for the display
of his talents. In his present role, however, that rare acting
ability of his, his sense of tragedy, is allowed full play, and if
one dissects the emotions after watching him one comes away
with a feeling that he has seen a great character actor in a great
part. Only an actor of the ability and expressiveness of Beban
could essay to do the scene wherein Luigi Riccardo learns that
his long expected wife and child are detained at Ellis Island, with
the awful prospect of being deported to Italy. Here is a scene
where the star rises to unexcelled heights. His performances, so
true to the pathos of the situation, will bring tears to the eyes.
Olga Printzlaue made an excellent adaptation of William DeMille's play, upon which the picture is based. The continuity
is skilfully arranged and there are no loose ends to confuse. Mr.
DeMille himself directed, and has laid the story in backgrounds of
real atmosphere. The East Side streets, with their pushcart peddlers and cver-active masses of humanity, are realistic to a degree,
and the puppet show is something quite novel and interesting. Of
the supporting cast, Raymond Hatton, Helen Jerome Eddy, H. B.
Carpenter, Jack Holt, Hector Dion and Camille Ankewich all
stand out in parts of prominence, rendering performances that go
toward making "One More American" practically the best of
Beban's five-reel offerings.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Because Luigi Riccardo (George Beban) refuses to accede to the wishes
of Regan (H. B. Carpenter), boss of his ward, the latter plans vengeance.
Learning that his wife (Camille Ankewich) and young daughter (May
Giracci) are aboard an incoming boat, he forces Dr. Ross (Hector Dion),
an inspector at Ellis Island, who owes his position to the corrupt political
leader, to find something the matter with the two immigrants. Luigi is in
ecstasies of delight at the prospect of being reunited with his wife and child,
but his happiness is short-lived, as the doctor carries out orders and puts
the
Luigi's who
familyhasdown
deportation.
(Jackincoming
Holt), amembers
political ofreporter,
been fortrying
to get theSam
goodsPotts
on
Regan for some time, learns of Luigi's tragic story and suspects foul play.
With
Rump
Rundle
(Raymond
Hatton)
he
plans
a
frame-up
on
Regan,
with
the ultimate result that his hand is forced. The upshot of it is that Luigi s
wife and child are permitted admittance to the country, while the boss gets
his just deserts.
May Palmer, Ernest Joy and Signor Buzzi complete the cast.
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Educators and Superintendents of |
Schools Through the Country Have |
Unanimously
Given
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Highest |
Commendation to
|
"ALICE IN WONDERUND"
It Is from One of the Widest Read Books
Ever Written. The Children of Your Section Know It and Their Parents Glow with
the Memory of Its Reading.
You'll Get the Children and Their Parents with
This Picture. But You Will Do More Than That.
You
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Are Soon
Becoming
and Women. They Will Know That Your House
Stands for the Clever and Clean Things.
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Studio

For

" The

Unbeliever

Picture

N ezv s

"

(Edison Special — Seven Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley

Rent
WHEN

Most

conveniently

New

York

located Studio in

City —

318-320-322

East 48th Street.

Floor space — 80 x 100.
Room

for six good sized sets.

Carpenter shops
latest machinery.

equipped

with

2000 Amperes gives any kind of
light effects.
Will contract to furnish you your sets on
a 10% basis, saving you your rent in
lumber alone.
People can reach your Studio in four or five
minutes. Props, on a minute's notice. No waits
on account of location of Studio. A big money
saver.
Rent by the week or month, but you must engage
ahead, as we are well booked.
Address ROLAND
318 East 48th Street

WEST
New York City

Foreign
Buyers
Tbls old and well established concern, wishing to extend facilities to the foreign buyers
In their relations with American Film producers, has recently opened a special department
for the purchasing and exporting of Moving
Picturement itFilms.
this you,
special
will l)e Through
possible for
on departa very
reasonable basis, to purchase your films and
other articles in the moving picture line to
much better advantage than could be done
directly by yourself.
For this very complete service, backed by our
thorough knowledge of American condltlous,
you pay us only a commission.
Saving
Owing to the fact that our purchases are very
large, we can give to you the benefit of the
lowest prices. We are holding out no profit for
ourKclvcH
the customers.
purchase price.s, whatever we
nave Ih foron our
S'lt i>^fiui'irtiiwii
i»m
Is to satisfy our customer In
.^uLi.
i.vepy poBslbloobject
onlytheto best
be able
save
money for him, way,
but not
to buy
the to
market
•ilTordH;
and keep
him
posted
regularly
as to
what
Id
going
on
In
the
film
Industry
as
regards
new productions.
SllilimfTltS
connection with the film department you
I "I" will alHO
have thedepartment,
advantagesthusofyouourare well
operated hhlpping
asKurc'J of the careful and proper handling of all
gootlM, which means for you Prompt Delivery.
CnnflflfnCf
.You winfinancial
<Jcal with a concern with unques'^UUIIUCIICC tlonable
standing.
National
City
New York
Royal
Bank
i,;ii].i<la
N. -.v Y'irk

REFERENCES:
Bank
Mechanics & Metals
City
National Bank
of
New York City
State
Street Trust Co.
City
lioHton, .MasH., U.S.A.

ROJAS
RANDALL
& CO., Inc.
No. 26 Beaver Street, New York City

ihr lady sitting next to you at the theatre boldly extracts her 'kerchief from her bag and the man in front
of you tttriis his eyes from the screen to quell the emotions arising within them, there is something with a deep-set meaning flitting across the gold fiber before them — there's a drama worth
while being enacted in pantomime. This is what was seen in
at least one performance, at the Rivoli last week, when Mary
Raymond Shipman Andrews' " The Three Things " was shown
on the screen under the title " The Unbeliever," produced by Edison, under the direction of Alan Crosland, and presenting Raymond McKec and Marguerite Courtot in the leading roles. S.
I^. Rothapfel made no mistake when he booked this run. It has
substance — the white meat of the drama and the thrills that accompany awell-staged
a reason
for the
war
scenes. The
author haswarlaiddrama.
a firm There's
foundation
and then
entered
the battle fields and the trenches with assurance and victory is
hers. " The Unbeliever " crosses the line well in the lead and
wins the applause of the onlookers.
A pure and simple war drama is " The Unbeliever." The
author has not attempted to play upon the sympathy of an
audience without first having furnished a good and sufficient excuse for demanding sympathy. You cannot resist it if you keep
your eyes on the screen and unless your heart is one of stone it
will incite sympathy and tears. It is in the class of screen dramas
that have a purpose back of them. It holds with a grip that
tightens as the plot unfolds.
Alan Crosland, who directed, with the co-operation of the
United States Marine Corps, has shot the actuality in registering
the backgrounds. When he sends the hero into the trenches,
trenches they are — not props. Every detail conforms to the
actuality from the French type of helmet adopted by our troops
in France to the bobbed-wire entanglements barricading the approach of the advancing army. He has not caused hundreds of
men to fall before the fire of the enemy and the lens of the
camera, but he has characters, in the role of the trench soldiers, picked off one by one. He shows more of the preparedness
prior to battle and less of the gruesome sights incident to the
actual battle. By this method he has made possible a certain
suspense which would have been absent had he driven his characters before the fire of the enemy without first working up to
the point. Credit for this is due in a large measure to the author
but Mr. Crosland comes in for his share in rightly interpreting
her intentions.
The photography stands out in every scene with the clearness
of a blue sky. The detailed work in production is noticeable
throughout. The action moves at a rapid gait and for every expression on the characters' faces, for every advance in plot and
for every scene shot, there's a reason. The story works to a logical conclusion, without pressure from the outside but carried
on
to its climax by reasonable, necessary and logical events and
incidents.
Raymond McKee, although not as strong and virile a type as
might be expected for the role of Philip Landicutt and lacking in
the ability to express the subtler emotions which would convince
an audience of his unbelief and his aristocratic birth, rises to
dramatic heights at times and on the whole gives a good account
of the hero. Mr. McKee has too much of the humorous within
him to portray with strength 'and character and purpose the
" unbeliever." Marguerite Courtot, as the Belgian girl, works to
advantage in the lighter scenes and registers dramatic emotion at
times. She could have dressed her hair, in the earlier scenes, in a
more conventional style and have left a more favorable impression
with her audiences. Karl Stroheim, as the German officer is an exceptionally good type, a seasoned actor and a strong, convincing
character impersonator. His work in this production is highly
commendable even though he is sneered at and hissed. His work
stands out in bold relief. Blanche Davenport and Gertrude
Norman leave lasting impressions as Belgian women and mothers.
I'rank deHarold
VernonHallachcr
makes aandfine
"Jemmy."
Martini,
EarlUncle
Schenck
do fine Mortimer
in minor
roles. Darwin Karr has the audience with him and gets a full
quota of sympathy. The war scenes were taken at the U. S. M. C.
Cantonment, at Quantico, Va.
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Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.

Bluebird Photoplays
4. The Wife He Bought (Carmel Myers)
11. Hands Down
(Monroe Salisbury,
Ruth Clifford)
18. Morgan's
Raiders
(Violet Mersereau)
25. The Rough Lover (Franklyn Farnum) . . :
25. The Grand Passion (Dorothy Phillips Super Production)
4. The Girl in the Dark (Carmel
Myers)
11. Hungry Eyes (M. Salisbury)

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Universal Productions
15. Beloved Jim (Priscilla Dean, Harry
Carter)
24. Bucking Broadway (Harry Carey,
Molly Malone)
31. The High Sign (H. Rawlinson,
Brownie Vernon)
7. The Wolf and His Mate (Louise
Lovely)
14.
Hell's Crater
(GraceMulhall)
Cunard)
21. Madame
Spy (Jack
28. The Phantom Riders (Harry Carey,
Molly Malone)
4. Painted Lips (Louise Lovely)
11. New Love for Old (Ella Hall, Emory
Johnson)
18. The 'Flashlinsonof(SallyFate
(Herbert RawStarr)
25. Wild Women (Harry Carey, Molly
Malone)
4. Nobody's Wife (Louise Lovely)...

5
5
5
S
55
5
5
5
S
5
5

Feb. 15. The Turn of a Card (J. Warren Kerrigan) 7
Mar. 1. Within the Cup (Bessie Barriscale). 7
Mar. 15. Humdrum Brown (Henry B. Walthal ) 6
Jewel Productions, Inc.
Sept. — Come Through (Drama)
Sept. — Pay Me (Drama)
Sept. — Sirens of the Sea (Drama)
Oct. — Man Without a Country (Patriotic).
Oct. — The Corespondent (Drama)
Nov. — The Price of a Good Time (Drama). .
Dec. — The Grand Passion (Drama)
Dec. — K (Drama)
George Kleine System
(PERFECTION PICTURES)
Jan. 1. Uneasy Money (Essanay)
Jan. 10. Brown of Harvard (Selig)
Jan. 25. I, Mary MacLane (Essanay)
Feb. 11. The Unbeliever (Edison)
Feb. 25. Ruggles of Red Gap (Essanay)
Metro Pictvu-es Corporation
4. Under Suspicion (Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne) Metro...
11. Broadway
Bill (Harold Lockwood)
Metro-Yorke
18. A Weaver of Dreams (Viola Dana),
Metro-Rolfe
25. Revenge (Edith Storey) Metro Rolfe
4. TheMetro
Shell Game (Emmy Wehlen)
11. The Brass Check (Francis X. Bushman, Beverly Bayne)
(METRO SPECIALS)
Blue Jeans (Voila Dana), Metro-Rolfe
The Legion of Death (Edith Storey), MetroRolfe
Revelation (Nazimova), Metro
"
Draft
258 (Mabel
• .•••
Stevens)
(EmilyTaliaferro)
The Slacker
Mutual Film Corporation
Jan. 7. Molly Go Get 'Em (Margarita Fischer)
Jan. 14. Theman
Imposter (Ann Murdock) FrohJan. 21. In Bad (Wm. Russell), American...
Jan. 28. Beauty and the Rogue (Mary Miles
Minter), American
Feb. 4. Who Loved Him Best? (Edna GoodFeb. 11. Jilted
Janet (Margarita Fischer)
American
Feb, 18. Myman
Wife (Ann Murdock) FrohFeb. 25. TheAmerican
Midnight Trail (Wm. Russell)
Mar. 4. Powers That Prey (Mary Miles
Minter) American
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.

Fox Film Corporation
(Special Features)
Dec. 2. The Babes in the Wood (CarpenierCorbin)
Dec. 9. The Pride of New York (George
Walsh)
Dec. 16. Unknown 274 (June Caprice)
Dec. 23. The Kingdom of Love (Jewel CarDec. 30. For Liberty (Gladys Brockwell)
Jan. 6. Stolen Honor (Virginia Pearson) ...
Jan. 13. Cupid's Roundup (Tom Mix)
Jan.
20. ATreasure
Heart's Island
Revenge(Carpenter-Corbin)
(Sonia Markova).
Jan. 27.
..
Or Troublemakers (Jane and Katherine Lee)
Feb. 3. The Heart of Romance (June Caprice)
Feb. 10. JackWalsh)
Spurlock — Prodigal (George
Feb. 17. The Moral Law (Gladys Brockwell)
Feb. 24. Six-Shooter Andy (Tom Mix)
Mar. 3. The Girl with the Champagne Eyes
(Jewel Carmen)
Mar. 10. Theland)
Debt of Honor (Peggy Hy-

7
5
5
5
5
5
5

Fox Standard Pictures
16. The Heart of a Lion (William Farnum)
30. Du Barry (Theda Bara)
20. Cheating the Public
3. The Forbidden Path (Theda Bara) . .
10. Les Miserables (Wm. Farnum)
24. American Buds (Jane and Katherine
Lee)

6
7
7
6
9
7

Famous

Goldwyn Features Corp.
2. The Auction Block
16. The Cinderella Man (Mae Marsh)..
30. Thais (Mary Garden)
14. Fields of Honor (Mae Marsh)
28. Dodging a Million (Mabel
Normand)
10. Our Little Wife (Madge Kennedy).
24. The Beloved Traitor
(Mae
Marsh).
10. TheGOLDWYN
Floor Below SPECIALS
(Mabel Normand).
The Manx-Man
For the Freedom of the World

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
7

Mar. 11.
Mar. 25.
Mar. 31.

Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.

5
S
5
men) S
5
S
S
56

W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
(Paralta Plays)
Dec. IS.1. AMadam
Man's Who?
Man (J.
WarrenBarriscale)
Kerrigan)
Jan.
(Bessie
. . 77
Jan. 15. His Robe of Honor (Henry B. Wal- thal ) 7

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

4.4.
11.
11.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
s
5
5
5
7
7
7
7^
5
5
5
5
rich) 5
5
5
5
5

Players-Lasky Corpora'
tion
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
Eve's
Daughter
(BilliePickford)
Burke)
Huck and
Tom (Jack
The Family Skeleton (Charles Ray)
Sunshine Nan (Ann Pennington)...
ARTCRAFT PICTURES
Amarilly of Clothes-Line Alley
(Mary Pickford)
De Mille's
" The Whispering
Chorus
"
Maeterlinck's "The Blue Bird

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Jan. 6. Convict 993 (Irene Castle, Warner
Gland, Paul Everton, Etheyie
Cooke, Bert Starkey)
Jan. 13. The German Curse in Russia (Wat
Film), Donald C. Thompson
Jan. 20. The Cloven Tongue (Special) (N. V.
Panoff, P. A. Baksheef. Nadya
Lesienko, Sophie Karabanova) ...
Jan. 27. Innocent (Fannie Ward, Frederick
Perry, John
Miltern, Armand
Kalisz),
Astra

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.

3. The Other Woman (Peggy Hyland,
Milton Sills, Wm. Parke, Jr.),
Astra
10. Loaded enceDice
Keenan, Pathe
FlorHillings,(Frank
Guy Coombs),
17. The Inner Voice (I. I. Mozukin),
Russian Art
24. The Naulahka
(Antonio Moreno,
Helene Chadwick, Doraldina, Mary
Aldin, Warner Oland) Astra
3. Daddy's
Girl (Baby Marie Osborne)
Diando

S
5
S
6
5

Petrova Picture Company
Dec. 23. Daughter of Destiny (Mme. Petrova). S
Feb. 1. The Light Within (Mme. Petrova). S
Feb. 1. The Life Mask (Mme. Petrova) S
Select Pictures
Nov. — Her Silent Sacrifice (Alice Brady) . .
Nov. — Secret of the Storm (Country (Norma
Talmadge)
Dec. — Shirley Kake (Clara Kimball Young).
Dec. — The Honeymoon
(Constance TalJan. — Woman and Wife (Alice Brady)
Jan. — Ghosts of Yesterday (Norma TalJan. — The
Marionettes
(Clara Kimball
Young)
Jan. — The Studio Girl (Constance TalMar.
By Right
of Purchase
Mar. —— .. The
Shuttle
Mar. — . The House of Glass
Mar. — . The Knife
SPECIAL RELEASES
Over Thereson)
(Chas. Richman, Anna Q. NilsThe Lone Wolf (Bert Lytell, Hazel Dawn)...
The Barrier (Rex Beach Production)
The Wild Girl (Eva Tanguay)

5
5
S
madge) s
S
madge) 6
5
madge) S
65
S
S
6
5
7
5

Triangle Distributing Corporation
Feb. 3. Limousine Life (Olive Thomas)
5
Feb. 3. The Hopper (Wm. V. Mong)
S
Feb. 10. Caotain of His Soul (Wm. Desmond) 5
Feb. 10. Real Folks (J. Barney Sherry)
5
Feb. 17. Keith of the Border (Roy Stewart) S
Feb. 17. From Two to Six (Winifred Allen) S
Feb. 24. Little Red Decides (Triangle Play- ers) 5
Feb. 24. A Soul in Trust (Belle Bennett) 7
Mar. 3. Heiress for a Day (Olive Thomas) . . 5
Mar. 3. Shoes That Danced (Pauline Starke) S
Mar. 10. The Hard Rock Breed (Margery
Wilson)
5
Mar. 10. The Sea Panther (Wm. Desmond).. 5
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.

Vitagraph
V-L-S-E.
4. The
Other Man (Harry
Morey, Grace
Darmond, Florence Deshon)
11. The Woman Between Friends (Alice
Marcof MacDermott)
18. TheJoyce,
Wooing
Princess Pat (Gladys
Leslie, J. Frank Glendon)
25. Cavanaugh of the Forest Rangers
Shipman,
Whitman)
4. TheNeilSong
of the Alfred
Soul (Alice
Joyce,. .
Walter
McGrail)
11. The Desired Women (Harry Morey,
Florence Deshon)

5
5
5
S
5
S

World Pictures

5
5
5
5

Jan. 7. Stolen Hours (Ethel Clajrton)
Jan. 14. The Strong Way (June Elvidge)
Jan. 21. The Beautiful Mrs. Reynolds (Carlyle
Blackwell, June Elvidge)
Tan. 28. Gates of Gladness (Madse Evans)..
Feb. 4. Divfhe Sacrifice (Kitty Gordon)
Feb. 11. Whims of Society (Ethel Clayton)..
Feb. 18. Broken
Ties (June Elvidge, Arthur
Ashley)
Feb. 25. His Royal Highness (Carlyle Blackwell, Evelyn Greeley)
Mar. 4. Spurs of Sybil (Alice Brady)
Mar.ll. The Wasp (Kitty Gordon)

5
5
5
S
5
S
S'
S
S
S
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News

For Manufacturers' Addresses, Names and Addresses of Buyers handling films in any territory, or any other
additional information write — State Rights Department, Motion Picture News
His Vindication
S reels
Herald Film Corporation
A. Kay Co.
1 Believe
7 reels
Around the World in 80 Days
6 reels
Twenty Thousand Feats Under the Sea....
Dixie Films
Golden
Spoon
Mary
1
C
Hiller & Wnk, Inc.
Some Barrier
1 C Tempest and Sunshine (Evelyn Greely)..5 reels
Hii Trial
1 C Just a Song at Twilight
The Battle of Gettysburg
S reels
reels
(Terry Human Interest Reels)
The Wrath of the Gods (Sessue Hayakawa).5 reels
No. 1. Character as Revealed in the Face... Ed.
Ebony
Film
Corporation
No. 2. Character as Revealed in the Eyes... Id. A Natural Born Shooter
1 reel
Historic Features
Dat Blackhand Waitah Man
1 reel
Christus
8 reels
American News Weekly
One reel each week exclusively on Army and Shine Johnson and the Rabbit's Foot 1 reel
M.
H.
Ho£fman,
Inc.
E. I. S. Motion Picture Corp.
Navy activities.
One Hour (Zeena Keefe and Alan Hale). 6 reels
Trooper 44
5 reels
American Standard M. P. Corp.
The Silent Witness (Gertrude McCoy)... 6 reels
Elmont
Featvire
Film
Co.
May
Jonah Day
C..1S reels
reel People vs. John Doe
A Trip Through China (Brodsky's Art Pic- tures) 8reels
May S.7. Jones'
When Justice
Errs,(Sunshine),
D
6 reels
May 12. (Educational Subject)
1 reel God's Law
Her Fighting Chance (Jane Grey) 6 reels
6 reels
May 14. The
Should She Obey? (Alice Wilson, Gene
sode No. 1,Daughter
Dof Darkness, Epi- 2 reels
Export
and
Import
Film
Co.
Genung and Norbert Myles) ....6 reels
May 19. Ghosts (Sunshine), C
1 reel Robespierre
Whither Thou Goest (Rhea Mitchell and
—
reels
Sept. 17. My Country First
6 parts Ivan the Terrible
— reels
Orrin Johnson)
5 reels
Oct. 7. The Mystery of the Boule 5 parts
The Great White Trail (Doris Kenyon)..6 reels
Oct. IS. Blackmailer
S parts
Fairmount Film Corporation
Hate
7 reels
Iliodor Picture Corporation
Argosy
Inc.
The Fall of the Romanoffs (Iliodor, Nance
Flora Finch Film Co.
The Celebrated
StielowFilms,
Case
6 reels
War
Prides
>
2
reels
O'Neil, Ekaterina Galanta, Alfred
Where
Get That
Stuff
Hickman and Conway Tearle) — reels
AbsintheD'ye(King
Baggott),
Universal Re- Sis ue 5reels
reels
First National Exhibitors' Circuit,
Inter Ocean Film Corp.
Arrow Film Corporation
Inc.
Enlighten
Thy Daughter
— reels
On
Trial.
TTie Deemster (Derwent Hall Caine) 7 reels
Ivan Feature Productions
Charles Chaplin.
Bluebird Extraordinary
One Law for Both (Rita Jolivet, Vincent
Daughter of Destiny (Mme. Petrova).
Serrano, Leah Baird, Pedro De CorThe Eagle's Wings (Herbert Rawlinson).
Herbert
Brenon's
" (Big
EmptyMitch
Pockets."
The
Sign
Invisible
Lewis).
doba, James Morrison)
7 reels
Hell Morgan's Girl (Dorothy Phillips).
Babbling Tongues (Grace Valentine, James
Mother o' ford.
Mine
(Rupert
Julian,
Ruth
ClifRuby La Fayette).
Morrison, Arthur Donaldson) 7 reels
Fort Pitt Corporation
The Italian Battlefront.
Married in Name Only (Gretchen Hartman,
Brenon Productions
Milton Sills, Marie Shotwell) 6 reels
Fox
Film
Corp.
Lone Wolf
7 parts
Sins of Ambition (Barbara Castleton, WilPall of the Romanoffs
8 parts
The Spy.
(Standard Pictures)
fred Lucas, Leah Baird, James Mor- rison) 7reels
Smpty Pockets
7 parts
The Honor System.
Human
Clay
(MoIIie King)
5 reels
Jules Burnstein
Jack and the Beanstalk.
The Conqueror.
Shame
7 parts
Jester
Comedies
Camille.
Feb. — . The Recruit (Twede Dan) 2 parts
Cardinal Film Corporation
Oct. 18. Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp.
Mar. — . His Golden Romance (Twede
Join the Woman (Geraldine Farrar) 11 reels Nov. 18. The Babes in the Wood.
Dan)
2 parts
April — . AU "Fur" Her (Twede Dan)... 2 parts
Centurv Comedies
Frieder Film Corporation
May — . The Wrong Flat (Twede Dan).. 2 parts
Birds' Christmas Carol (Mary Louise). S reels
(FEATURING' ALICE HOWELL) 2 reels The
Billoonatics
A Bit O' Heaven (Mary I Duise) 5 reels
Juvenile Film Corporation
AutomaniacB
2 reels
World War in Kidland
1 reel
Friedman
Enterprises
Neptune's Naughty Daughter
2 reels A Mormon Maid (Mae Murray)
1 reel
6 reels A Chip Off the Old Block
BENJAMIN CHAPIN'S
PARAMOUNT
Chip's Elopement
1 reel
SERIES
Frohman Amusement Corp.
Chip's Backyard Barn-Stormers 2 reels
The Son of Democracy..
Chip's
Rivals
1
The Witching Hour (C. Aubrey Smith,
For Sale, a Daddy
1 reel
reel
Jack Sherrill, Helen Arnold, Marie
Christie Film Company
Shotwell and Robert Conness 6 reels
Chip's Carmen
2 reels
5 reels
Father's Bright Idea
1 reel Conquest of Canaan
Klotz
and
Streimer
With Magic
the Mummies'
Help
11 reel
9 reels Whither Thou Goest
S reels
The
Maid
reel God's Man
The Milky Way
1 reel
The Secret Treaty
5 reels
General
Enterprises,
Inc.
Hit Last Pil!
1 reel
Mother (Elizabeth Risdon, McClure) . . . . 6 parts Lincoln Motion Picture Company
The Founeenth Man
1 reel The
Warrior (Maciste) (McClure) 7 parts
Down by the Sea
1 reel The Liar
(Jane Gail, Stanley Walpole)...6 parts Trooper
The Realization
of aK
Negro's Ambitions. . .23 reels
Skirts
1 reel
of Troop
reels
Won in a Cabaret
1 reel
Gold Medal Photoplays
Marine. Film Co.
His Merry Mix-Up
1 reel The Web of Life (Hilda Nord, James
— reels
A Smoky Love Affair
1 reel
Cruze, George Spencer)
5 reels Lorelei of the Sea
Cinema Distributing Corp.
Masterpiece Drama Productions
Golden
Features
The 13th Labor of Hercules.
Who's Your Neighbor?
—
A Bit of Life
1 reel
Clune Productions
Masterpictures
LION COMEDIES
Grand Feature Film Company
Kamona
8 reels
Oct. 29. Nathan Busts Into the Movies 1 C
Beach on the Spanish Main
5 reels
Byes of the World
9 reels Rex
Nov.
5.
A
Village
Villain
1 C
Rex
Beach
in
Pirate
Haunts
5
reels
Corp.
Nov. 12. Her Fatal Resemblance 1 C
Rex Beach in Footsteps of Capt. Kidd 5 reels
Commonwealth Pictures
Nov.
19.
An
Account
of
a
No-Account
Count.
1
C
Charlotte, in The Frozen Warning.
Nov. 26. Hicks and Hornets
1 C
Graphic
Features
Dec.
3.
Waves
and
Wimmen
1
C
The Woman and the Beast
S reels
Dec. 10. Fizzled Finance
1 C
Corona Cinema Company
The c urte of Eve fCnid Markey) 7 reels
D. W. Griffith
Mayfair Film Corp.
Intolerance
9 reels
Persuasive Peggy
— reels
Coronet Film Corporation
LIVING
3TTJDIES
IN
NATURAL
HISTORY
Hanover
Film
Company
B. S. Moss M. P. Corporation
Animal World, No. 1 Issue.
Birth
Control
6 reels
Animal World. No. 2 Issue.
Maciite
— reels The Power of Evil
S reels
Birdland Studlet.
How Uncle Sam Prepare*
4 reels
Boots and Saddles
5 reels
Horticultural Phenomena.
William S. Hart
The
GirlHands
Who ofDoesn't
Know
SS reela
In
the
the
Law
reeli
Cosmofotofilm Company
The Cold Deck
S D
5 D One Hour (Sequel to "Three Weeks")
Incomparable Mittresi Bellairs 4 reels The Two Gun Man
Llbertjr
Hill
44 reels
Ogden Pictures Corp.
The
Black
Spot
reels
Hawk Film Corporation
the Ages
— reels
(Continued
on page 1324)
Victoria Cross
4 reels
Monster of Pate
— reels The Lust of
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Educational Film Corp. of Amer.
SCENICS— EDUCATIONAL
Oct. 24. From Studio to Screen.
Oct. 31. A Trip Through Japan, No. 1.
Nov. Islands,
7. A Flying
No. 1. Trip Through the Hawaiian
Nov. Islands,
14. A No.
Flying
2. Trip Through the Hawai-in
Nov. 21. Me and My Dog.
Nov. 28. The Chain Gang.
Dec. Valley).
5. The Land of Enchantment (Yosemuc
Dec. 12. Fishing for Fish.
,
Dec.
19. ABeside
Trip the
Through
Japan,
Dec. 26.
Glimmer
Glass.No. 2.
DITMARS
OF NATURE '
Nov. 19. The"LIVING
Animals ofBOOK
Australia.
Nov. 2:6. The Smaller Monkeys.
Dec. 3. Enemies of the Garden.
Dec. 10. Our Vanishing Game.
Dec. 17. Nature's Weavers.
Dec.
24. The
Nature's
Songsters.
Dec. 31.
Animals
in Midsummer.
Fox Sunshine Comedies
Nov. 11. Roaring Lions and Wedding Bells . 2 C
Nov. 18. A Milk-Fed Vamp
2 C
Dec. 9. His Smashing Career
2 C
Dec. 23. Damaged — No Goods
2 C
Jan. 6. Shadows of Her Pest
2 C
Jan. 20. Son of a Gun
2 C
Feb. 3. Hungry Lions in a Hospital 2 C
Feb. 17. Are Married Policemen Safe? 2 C
General Film Company
BROADWAY STAR FEATURES
(O. HENRY STORIES)
The Fifth Wheel (W. L. Rodgers, Chet
Ryan, Patricia Palmer)
2 D
Compliments
of the Season (Herbert
Prior, Betty Blythe, Aida Horton)...2 D
The Moment of Victory (W. L. Rodgers,
Chet Ryan)
2 C-D
The Alice
Trimmed
Lamp {Mildred Manning, 2 C-D
Terry)
Schools and Schools (Jean Paige, Chas.
Hutchison)
2 D
A Madison Square Arabian Night (Dun-.
can McRae, Patsy
De
Forrest)
2
D
ESSANAY
GEORGE ADE FABLES
The Fable of the Toilsome Ascent and the
Shining Table Land
2 C
The Fdble of the Back Trackers from the
Hot Sidewalks
2 C
ESSANAY COMEDIES
(1 reel)
Lunch
1 C
Nut Stuff
1 C
He Loved Her So
;
i c
One Night
i c
Next
. .\ C
The Soup and the Fish Ball
. .\ C
A Tough Knight
1 C
Our Little Nell
'.',\\ c
Check Algy
Your ofHat,
Sir
. '.. '.\1 CC
Wild
Piccadilly
ESSANAY
SCENICS
Water Powers of Western Canada
1 Sc.
Through Canada from Coast to Coast 1 Sc.
How Canada and the Farmer Co-operate in
Grain Raising
1 Sc.
Agricultural Opportunities in Western Can- •
ada
1 Sc.
Water Powers of Eastern Canada
1 Sc.
A Romance of Rails and Power
»l Sc.
GrandChelley
Canyon of Arizona and Canyon de 1 Sc.
CHAPLIN COMEDIES
By the Sea
1 c
In the Park
'.. . . \ A2 CC
Work
A Woman
2 C
The Tramp
2 C
REPORTER' SERIES I D
The GRANT,
Mystery POLICE
of Room 422
A Deal in Bonds
1 d
The Man
Sign with
of thetheScarf
The
Limp '.. . . . . .\IDD
A DAUGHTER OF DARING SERIES
A Race to the Drawbridge
I n
The Munitions Plot
1 D
The Detective's Danger
.\
The Railroad Smugglers
. . . .....\ DD
The Deserted JAXON
Engine
1 D
FILM CORP.
" A SERIAL
DAUGHTER(Jane Vance,
OF UNCLE
SAM 12"
Wm. Sorelle)
Episodes
ID
JAXON COMEDIES
Breakmg In
] c
Blundering Boobs
\ C
Disappointed Love
....... \ C

He's
How InIt Again
Worked
11 CC
Their Model Careers
1 C
His Fishy Footsteps
1 C
Out and In (Finn & Haddie)
1 C
The
Inspector's
11 CC
In Wrong
(Finn Wife
& Haddie)
Anybody's
Money
1
Her Fatal Shot (Finn & Haddie)
1 CC
Marooned
1 C
Sherman Was Right
1 C
What Will Happen Next?
1 C
Which Was Lucky?
1 C
JUDGE BROWN STORIES
Bud's Recruit
2 C-D
Chocolate of the Gang
2 C-D
The Lost Lie
2 C-D
Tad's Swimming Hole
2 C-D
Marrying Off Dad
2 C-D
The Preacher's Sen
".
2 C-D
Thief or Angel
2 C-D
The AccusingSPARKLE
Toe
Z C-D
COMEDIES
Monkey-Maid-Man
11 CC
On
the Love Line
The Detective
1 C
Smashing the Plot
1 C
After the Matinee
1 C
Double Cross
1 C
The Best ct THREE
a Bad Bargain
1 C
C COMEDIES
Stealing a Sweetheart (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
A Hash House Romance (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
The Hod Carrier's Million (Claude Cooper,
Virginia Tracy Clark, Kenneth Clarendon) 1 C
HANOVER FILM COMPANY
Camille (Helen Hesperia)
6 D
"The
MarvelousCULTURE
Maciste
PHYSICAL
PHOTO PLAYS 6CO.D
Physical Culture Magazine (Issued
Monthly)
1 Edc.
PIEDMONT
PICTURES CORPORATION
(SELBURN COMEDIES)
Hubby's
21 CC
Too
Much Holiday
Elephant
Wedding Bells and Lunatics
1 C
His College Proxy
1 C
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.

King Bee Comedies
1. The Candy Kid
15. The Hobo
1. The Pest
15. The Bandmaster
1. The Slave
IS. The Stranger
1. His Day Out
15. The Rogue
SELIG-HOYT COMEDIES
6. A Dog in the Manger
20. A Trip to Chinatown
3. A Midnight Bell
17. A Contented Woman

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels.
2 C
2 C
2 C
2 C

George Kleine System
MONTGOMERY FLAGG'S COMEDIES
KNOW "
Jan. 2. The" GIRLS
Screen YOU
Fan
Jan. 16. The Bride
Jan. 30. The Superstitious Girl
Feb.
13. The
Artist's Model
Feb. 27.
The Matinee
Girl
Mar. 13. The SpoHed Girl

1
1
1
11
1

C
C
C
CC
C

Metro Pictures Corporation
METRO-DREW COMEDIES
Jan. 14. Why Henry Left Home
Jan. 21. Their First Love
Jan. 28. Under the Influence
Feb. 4. Help Wanted
Feb. 11. The Bright Lights Dimmed
Feb. 18. After Henry
Feb. 25. His Generositv
Mar. 4. Before and After Taking
Mar. 11. His Strength of Mind

1
1
I
1
1
1
1
1
1

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mutual Film Corporation
STRAND (BILLIE RHODES)
15. Burglars
1
22. Their Little Kid
1
29.5. Somebody's
Her Friend Widow
Brown
11
12. Three Times and Out
1
19. Miss Cinderella
1
26. Up in the Air
l
Mutual Weekly Issued Every Monday

reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel

Dec. 3. The Lost Serials
Express, No. 12 (Daring
Death;
Dec. 10. The Lost Express, No. 13 (The Escape) 2D
Dec. 17. The Lost Express. No. 14 (UnDec. 24. The Lost Express, No. 15 (The masked) 2D
Return of the Lost Express)
2 D
Oct. 29. The MUTUAL-CHAPLINSAdventurer
2 C
Paramount Pictures Corporation
KLEVER KOMEDIES
(Victor Moore).
Jan. 14. Meatless Days and Sleepless Nights. 1 C
Jan. 20. Out West
2 reels
Jan. 28. He Got His
1 C
Feb. 3. Watch Your Neighbor
2 C
Feb. 10.BLACK
Sheriff DIAMOND
Nell's Tussle
2
C
COMEDIES
Oct. 15. Nearly a Baker
1 C
Nov. 12. A ARBUCKLE
Society Scrimmage
1 C
COMEDIES
Dec. 10. A Country Hero
1 C
Dec. 20. Out West
2 C
BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Dec. 3. Osaka to Nagasaki
1 Trav.
Dec.
in California 11 Trav.
Trav.
Dec. 10.
17. Canning
In GlacierTimePark
Dec.
24.
Going
to
the
Sun
1
Trav.
Dec. 31. On the Farm Where the Food
Comes From
1 Trav.
Jan. 7. Sydney, the Antipodean Metropolis.! reel
Jan. Australia
14. A Trip to the Jenolan Caves of 1 reel
Jan. 21 Melbourne, the Magnificent 1 reel
Jan. 28. 'Round About Melbourne 1 reel
Feb. 4. Adelaide, Capital of South Aus-tralia 1reel
WHO IS NUMBER ONE? (Serial)
Jan. 7. Episode 11. The Rail Raiders 2 D
Jan. 14. Episode 12. The Show Dovra »..2 D
Jan. 21. Episode 13. Cornered
2 D
Jan. 28. Episode 14. No Surrender
2 D
Feb. 4.MACK
Episode SENNETT
15. The Round-Up
2 D
COMEDIES
Jan. 13. The Kitchen Lady
2 C
Jan. 27. His Hidden Purpose
2 C
Pathe Exchange, Inc. J
The Hidden Sunday,
Hand, No.
14 (The24,'Unmasking)
February
1918
Pathe
2 D
The Power)
Price ofBalboa
Folly, No. 6 (In Poverty's 2 D
Argus Pictorial No. 8 (Educ.) Argus 1 reel
A One Night Stand (Toto, Clarine Seymour,
Bud Jamison) Rolin
2 C
Beat It (Harold Lloyd, Bebe Daniels, Harry
Pollard) Rolin
i c
Around Central Auvergne. France (Col.)
and Clermont-Ferrand (Col.) Pathe
Trav
Split, reel
Katzenjammer Kids " Burglars " (Cart) and
" Appleblossomtional
Land " (Educ.) InternaWednesday, February 27,; 1918 Split reel
Hearst-PatheSaturday,
News, No.
18
1 top
March
2, 1918
Hearst-Pathe News. No. 19
1 top
Sunday, March 3, 1918
The House of Hate, No. 1 (The Hooded Terror (Pearl White. Antonio Moreno, Paul
Clerget, Peggy Shanor) Astra
2 D
The Hidden Hand, No. 15 (The Girl of the
Prophecy)
2 D
The Bal
Price of Folly,
No. 7 (The Rebound)
boa
2 D
A Gasoline Wedding (Harold Lloyd, Eabe
Daniels, Harry Pollard) Rolin
1 C
Our National Parks (Col.) Yellowstone
Park; Buxton (Derbyshire, Eng.), Trav.
InternationalWednesday,
Cartoon and Educational
, „ March 6, 1918 Split reel
Heast-Pathe Saturday.
News, No,March
20
1 top
9, 1918
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 21
1 top
Triangle Distributing Corp.
TRIANGLE COMEDIES
Feb. 3. Airing Their Troubles
10
Feb. 3. A Safe Disaster
1 c
Feb, 10. His Nine Lives
1 C
Feb.
17. ATheir
Feb. 10.
GameUndercover
Gambler
Capers ,'l1 C
Feb.
ge..'.'.'!.'l1 C
Feb. 24.
17. AA Coward's
Full DressCoura
Fizzle
Feb. 24.3. His
Nimble inTwist
Mar.
A Discord
A Flat'.
11 Cc
Mar. 3. His Hidden Shame
"l C
Mar. 10. Wives and Worries,, ..
" 'l C
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Mar. 10. She Didn't Do It
1 C
KEYSTONE RELEASES
Feb. Dale
3. A Fuller,
Sea Serpent's
DesireMaude
iWm. Wayne).
Franey, 2 C
Milt Sims,
Feb. 10. Wronged by Mistake (Harry Gribbon. Myrtle Lind, Frank Bond, Dora
Rogers. Carolyne Rankin)
2 C
Feb. 17. His Double Life (R. Gri£Bth, Dorothy Hager, Claire Anderson) 2 C
Feb. 24. A Tcll-Tale Shirt (Fritz Schave,
Peggy Pierce, C. Roberts, Baldy Bel- mont) 2C
Mar. 3. A Ladyney, Killer's
Doom Dale
(Wm.Fuller,
FraMaude Wayne,
Milt Sims)
2 C
Mar. 10. Did
Do Anderson,
Wrong? (Harry
Gribbon, She
Claire
Frank Bond,
Dora Rogers)
2 C
Universal Film Company
Monday, February 25, 1918
NESTOR— wick,Watch
Your Watch (Eileen Sedg- 1 C
Ernie Shields)
Wednesday, February 27, 1918
L-KO — Ambrose, the Lion-Hearted (Mack
Swain)
2 C
UNIVERSAL
No. 13. ANIMATED WEEKLY— Weekly
Saturday, March 2, 1918
UNIVERSAL
SCREEN
MAGAZINE — Issue
No. 60.
UNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS— Issue No.
42. (Shipping date Feb. 23.)
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL — The Masked
Riders (Fourteenth Episode of " The
Mystery
Ship"
Serial)
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL—
Still in the Ring 2 D
(Fourth
Episode
of
"The
Serial)Bull's Eye" 2D
SPECIAL — Finley Nature Studies, No. 7,
" Rambles with a Naturalist " and
" Don't Be
a Slacker
" (com.
cart.). Split reel
Monday.
March
4, 1918
NESTOR— Who's Zoo? (Rube Miller, Kathleen
O'Connor)
1C
Wednesday,
March 6, 1918
L-KO— A Flyer in Folly (Hughie Mack, Gale
Henry)
2 0
UNIVERSAL
No. 14. ANIMATED WEEKLY— Weekly
Saturday, March 9. 1918
UNIVERSAL
SCREEN
MAGAZINE — Issue
No. 61.
UNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS— Issue No.
43. (Shipping date. Mar. 2.)
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL— The House of 4
Trickery (Fifteenth Episode of "The
Mystery Ship"
Serial)
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL—
The Swing of2 D
Death
(Fifth
Episode
of "The Bull's
Eye " —Serial)
SPECIAL
Finley Nature Studies, No. 8,2 D
" The Indian Fisherman " and " The
Grandeur of Switzerland" (Sc.) .... Split reel
Vita graph
BIG V COMEDIES
Feb. 4. Telephones and Troubles.
Feb. 11. Babes and Boobs.
Feb. 18. Courts and Convicts.
Feb. 25.4. Rooms and Rumors.
Mar
Jacks and Jail Birds.
Mar.
11. Jumping
Meddlers and Moonshiners.
Mar. 18. Tramps and Traitors.
Mar. 25. Stripes and Stumbles.
VITAGRAPH COMEDIES
A Little Ouija Work.
Jan. 14.7. Seeking
An Oversoul.
Jan. 21. A Four-Cornered
Triangle.
Jan.
28.
Their
Anniversary
Feast.
Jan.
Feb. 4. Surprising Husband.
Feb. 11. Coals for the Fire.
Feb. 18. Sweets to the Sour.
Feb. 25. Their Godson.

CASH

With

No

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Favorite Film Features
2 D
Feud
Children Upof the
28.
28.4. Getting
a Practice
The Pirates
f1 ^J;
4. The Wings of a Moth
1D
11. The Sacrifice of Kathleen 2 D
11. Art for A Heart
-1 C
18. The Mischief Maker
2 D
Jim in Search of a Mother..!2 CD
18. Sonny
25.
Old Reliable
1
les
25. Stenographer andTroub
a Gentleman 2 D
4. An Officer
4. Unlucky Louis
1C
DREW COMEDIES
11. Their First Quarrel.
18. A Telegraphic Tangle.
25. His Wife Knew About It.
RELEASES IN THE
INDEPENDENT FIELD
(Continued from page 1322)

Paragon FOms
The Whip

8 reels

Photoplay Magazine
Screen Supplement — One-reel releases, giving
intimate interviews of all the stars. (Through independent exchanges).

News

Julius Steger
Redemption

6 reels

Sterling Pictures Corporation
Peg
o' theAppeal
Sea (Jean
feature)
... .6 parts
ATheMute
(Jean Sothern
Sothern
feature)...
Lash of Destiny
(Gertrude
McCoy 5 parts
feature)
S parts
Her Good Name (Jean Sothern feature).. 5 parts
Rosie
O'Grady
(Viola
Dana
feature)
S
parts
The Cloud (Jean Sothern feature) S parts
The God of Little Children (Alma Hanlon
feature)
5 parts
APride
Mother's
and theOrdeal
Devil (Jean
(Alma Sothern
Hanlon feature)
feature) 56 parts
parts
Miss Deception (Jean Sothern feature)... 5 parts
The
that Failed
(Alma (Alma
Hanlon Hanlon
f'ture)5 parts
Great LawBradley
Mystery
feature)
5 parts
The Mystic Hour (Alma Hanlou feature). 6 parts
When You and I Were Young (Alma
Hanlon feature)
5 parts
The Golden God (Alma Hanlon feature).. 5 parts
She Was a Dangerous Girl (Cartoon
comedy)
500 ft.
Zippy the Fireman (Cartoon comedy) .... 500 ft.
Zippy in a Sanatorium (Cartoon comedy). 500 ft.
Zifpy Buys a Pet Pup (Cartoon comedy). 500 ft.
Slick and Tricky (Cartoon comedy) 500 ft.
DoctorOldBunny's
Zoo (Cartoon
... 500
500 ft.
ft.
The
Forty-Niner
(Cartoon comedy)
comedy)..
Mr. Coon (Cartoon comedy)
500 ft.
Mose Is Cured (Cartoon comedy) 500 ft.
Zippy's Insurance (Cartoon comedy) 500 ft.
Zippy's
Pets (Cartoon
SOO ft.
ft.
The Unknown
(Cartooncomedy)
comedy) ........ 500
Moe Streimer
A Daughter of the Don

10 reels

Submarine Film Corporation
The Submarine Eye
7 reels

Public Rights Film Corporation
The Public Be Damned (Charles Richman
and Mary Fuller)
5 reels

W. H. Productions Co.
William S. Hart as Two Gun Man in " The
Bargain "
6 reels
William S. Hart in " The Bandit and the
Preacher"
5 reels
Waiiam S. Hart in "The Hell Hound of
Alaska "
5 reels
Also Series of two-reel W. H. Hart productions.

Renowned Pictures Corporation
The Public Defender
6 reels
Naked Hands
S reels
Weavers of Life
6 reels
Souls Redeemed
6 reels
Mother Love and the Law
7 reels
In
Treason's
Grasp
Should
She Obey?
75 reels
reels

Wholesome Films Corporation
The Ralph
Penny Morgan),
Philanthropist
D(Peggy O'Neil and 5
Cinderella and the Magic Slipper (Special Children's Cast), Juv
4
His feet,
Awful
C. Downfall (Rex Adams), 1,000
Little Red Riding Hood (Juvenile), 4,000 feet.

Selig Special
Beware of Strangers
The Ne'er-Do-Well
The Garden of Allah (Selig)
Who Shall Take My Life?
Frank J. Seng
Parentage

World Pictures
Over Here

Popular Picture Corporation
Corruption
6 reels

7
8
10
—

reels
reels
reels
reels

7 reels

Sherman Eliot, Inc.
The Crisi*

10 reels

Sherman Pictures Corporation
I Believe
7 reels
The Land of the Rising Sun

FOR

STATE
Deal

VENGEANCE AND THE WOMAN (Serial)
Jan. 28. The Lure of Hate (Sixth Episode).
Feb. 4. The Wolf Trap (Seventh Episode).
Feb. 11. The Mountain of Devastation (Eighth
Feb. Episode).
18. Buried Alive (Ninth Episode).
Feb. 25. The Leap for Life (Tenth Episode).
sode).Cavern of Terror (Eleventh EpiMar. 4. The
sode).
Mar. 11. The Desperate ^Chance (Twelfth Epi-

Picture

LENGTH,

YOUR
STAR

Principals

Proposition

AND

or
Too

NEGATIVE

CASH

Ov^ners
Big

1 PERFECT DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
I TITLES, made on Eastman Stock
I1
Tinting:Menand B^irnished
Toning
Camera
I Best workmanship gruaranteed
I LET US BE OF SERVICE TO YOU
I ROTHACKER FILM MFG. CO.
=
1339-51 Diversey Parkway,
=
ChicaKO, U. S. A.

PRICE

DESIRED

Only — No

If It Has

Address, X. Y. Z., Motion
Picture
729 Seventh Avenue, New York

Brokers

Merit
News

5 reels
|
i
||
i
I
1
=
1

MOTIOGRAPH

DE

LUXE

Are

MACHINE

in big demand

in all parts

of the country.

There
Those

is a

who

understand

picture machine
its modern

reason
motion

construction

development,

scribe the NEW
GRAPH DE LUXE

in
de-

MOTIOMODEL

as, " the projector of the year."
You

want the best — then investigate the NEW
MOTIOGRAPH DE LUXE.
Write for literature

ENTERPRISE

OPTICAL

MFG. CO.

564-572 West Randolph Street
Chicago, Illinois
WESTERN OFFICE:
833 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.
■
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No

Adjustments

—

Save

Nothing
but
You know

to
the

Picture

News

Time

Watch
Film

what it means in the booth

to have no adjustments " to malce — an
end to all the fussing and regulating of
sputtering carbons! It means an operator with time to watch the film. It means
a reasonable booth temperature and other
conditions right, so the operator can
operate!
NATIONAL
MAZDA
projector
lamps not only require no attention after
they are once focused, but they do away
with flickering light. They improve the
pictures They dispense with the breaking of carbon-jaws and lenses.
And

they save current!

They save TWO-THIRDS
of the current. They effect so great an economy
that within a few months they entirely repay the cost of rebuilding your apparatus.
Exhibitors who want to save trouble —
who want to please their audiences with
better pictures^ — or who want to make
more net profit — will get in touch at once
with their nearest supply house — or Nela
Specialties Division, National Lamp
Works of General Electric Co., 110 Nela
Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

lONAL

DA

Be ture to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

I
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PICTURE

NEWS1

Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture
industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments
in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, inventions and suggestions ; camera devices analyzed and
commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature
pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and
furnishing field.
No charge is made in these departments for answering
questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited.
E. Kendall Gillett
...Editor
Alfred S. Cory
Technical Editor

One of the greatest evils in the theatre end of our industry has been in the sales price of projectors. This is
the one commodity which has been purchased with the
idea of saving every possible cent, even to cutting the
profits of the sales agent down to his cash discount and
then demanding time payments.
The method of sales has been such that the fly-by-night
exhibitor has been encouraged to the detriment of the
honest man^ — in fact he has counted on the supply dealer
and indirectly the machine manufacturer as one of his
sure financial supporters. He has known that if he
handled things right he could get dealers fighting over his
order regardless of credit until some one would come
across with an offer which meant no profit plus ruinous
time payments, and all on the promise of the exhibitor to
buy other supplies through him in future — in itself an

i
\
\
|
\
1 empty promise.
\
Recently we have seen great advancement in distribut|
ing methods. All three of the big manufacturers have
1
come out with new sales policies which from reports are
| working out in fine shape. This is certainly encouraging.
| It is our hope that the result of these policies will be the
stabilizing of prices with sales based upon legitimate sales
arguments
and above all service, and not as in the past
A Step in the Right Direction
with
cut
throat
competition, on a price basis without anyTHE NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY announced
thing to back it up.
in last week's issues of the trade papers that, on
It is our belief that no manufacturer with a reputation
and after February 15, 1918, the Ust prices of their
to uphold will reduce the quality of the material put into
vafious model projectors would be increased.
their machines, nor will allow individual sales agents to
Motion Picture News wishes to congratulate the
again run wild. Also that when the profits on their
Power Company on this step. It is something which we
product have reached a point where something must be
have advocated on every possible occasion. The question
done in the interests of better business that they will then
is whether the advance is sufficient. It was inevitable —
take the bull by the horns and increase prices. As we
it had to come — but it took courage to be the first to make
have said above, the one thing produced for our industry
the break. The peculiar thing is that every time we have
which has been kicked from pillar to post, underestimated
talked with a machine manufacturer he has agreed with
as to actual value and looked down upon in general, has
us, but he seemed afraid to be the first to move.
been the projection machine — the heart of the picture
The price of raw materials has doubled in some intheatre.
stancesthe
; cost of labor has increased from ten per cent
E. K. Gillett.
up. Yet our machine manufacturers have gone straight
ahead on the old basis, showing a continually lessening
profit — a limit had to be reached. Others will follow
suit — they will have to. For a time other manufacturers
may see an increase in sales, but, in the long run, these
increases, at best but small, will not prove to be worth
while.
Get
Your
Release
One thoLisand dollars profit on sales is a thousand dollars, whether it represents the sale of ten machines or
twenty. The sale of ten machines, however, means a
smaller overhead — a smaller manufacturing force— and
Dates
in by
just that many more purchasers in the field who are still
prospects for future sales.
Aside from the manufacturers' point of vicAv, the exhibitors should also be considered. The heart of every
theatre is the projection room and all the equipment in it
must be of the very best. If overhead and cost of raw
materials increase, with the result that the quality of the
mechanisms produced become inferior to present standards, merely in order to uphold the net profits to the company, itis not fair to the honest exhibitor.

Saturday
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The Regulation

of the Rays

John W. GrifHths, Ansonia, Conn., writes:
" With reference to your article on ' The Regulation of the
Rays ' in the February 9th issue of the Motion Picture News.
" .\s the author of most of the tables of condenser distances recently published, and as the advocate of a greater distance between
condensers and aperture, I feel that the article in question was a
criticism of my work, and as such should be open to discussion.
" Speaking frankly, I consider the author of the article in ques
tion to be in error in depicting the passage of the condenser beam
through the objective lens, as shown in Fig. 1. It may be correct
geometrical optics, but it would only apply to the rays from one
point of the crater, and the rays from the other points of the crater
would more than fill up the deficiency at the aperture plate.
'■ I think it would greatly facilitate matters if we first obtained
a clearer idea of how the condenser beam really passes through
the objective lens, and also a clearer idea of the direction of the
total rays that go towards making up the condenser beam as a
whole. In order to do this let us consider as a separate proposition all the rays that pass from the source {front surface of the
condenser) and the image of the source {called the aerial image
of the condenser). From each point of the surface of the source
we have a diverging cone of rays, the angular width of the said
cone
dependingtoward
upon the
the objective
size of thelens,
crater.
Thesethe cones
\of plate,
rays'\
are directed
through
aperture
and if we consider a cone of rays from the center of the source
it will arrive at the objective as a rectangle of light somewhat
larger than the aperture, and at this position Ibetween aperture
and objectixe] it will have a greater width than at any other
position in its passage between the source and its image. The
action of the lens will overcome the divergence and bring the
total rays forming the cone to a focus at the image of the source
{in front of the objective). It will be seen that this single cone
from one point {or small area) of the source carries a full film
image to the objective, and then reduces the full film image to a
point at the image of the source, plainly showing that the film
image is reversed at the image of the source. Also, it will be
noted that the rays from one point of the source almost fill the
lens tube; and a little consideration will show tliat the same action
is taking place between each point of the source and the points
of the image of the source, and when any obstruction occurs it is
from the marginal points of the source.
" Xow to get to the real reason for this letter, namely, what is
the effect of increasing the distance between the source and the
aperture?
" Let us first consider two marginal points of the source, diametrically opposite each other. They both pass through the aperture
in their passage to the lens, and each one is depositing a rectangle
of light at the lens. If the distance be short the rectangles of
light will be larger than they would with a greater distance
between the source and the aperture, and also they would be further apart; therefore, a greater part of them would be lost to
the screen through not entering the lens at all, producing unevenncss and loss of light. The endeavor of the tables \of condenser
distances] was to include the whole of the rectangles from all
points of the source within the effective diameter of the objective
lens, and this is impossible when the condensers are too close to
the aperture. Increasing the distance between the source and the
aperture reduces the area over which the individual rectangles
arc '!< [...-itcd and also reduces the divergence of each cone making
!',: .T' =t< r ffficicncy and better definition.
"I' S. — There is a great difference between
'aerial-image'
and a virtual image. An aerial-image is a positivean and
real image
when a »cre<n is interposed to receive it; a virtual image is negative and non-existent."
In Reply: Mr. Griffiths can claim a position in the foremost
rank<; of projectionists because of his conscientious investigations
in projector optics. For his painstaking experimental endeavors
he has our warmest praise, but in some of his inferences he has
departed from a proper consideration of the action of systems of
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lenses. Mr. Griffiths' deductions are to a considerable extent
based upon experiments made with a conventional projector optical system, and photographs of the light ray action through this
appartus have been offered in support of his conclusions.
The use of such a crude condenser system as is commonly employed in cine projection prohibits many important points concerning light ray action from being definitely ascertained, and this
fact was pointed out in our article, now under discussion, where
we said: "The study of projector optics is complicated by the
fact that the condenser lens system is uncorrected, and hence its
performance is hampered by a severe amount of aberration." We
also said : " In view of the extensive aberration of the condenser
system, it is difficult, if not impossible, to exactly trace the paths
of the rays from the condenser to the aperture or the objective."
Experience, and experiments, confirm these observations of
ours, and we consider that the results noticed by Mr. Griffiths
when using his experimental projector system, and also some of
the photographs of those experiments, are misleading, to say the
least, and liable to create a mistaken idea of what constitutes
efficient optical action in a motion picture projector.
Mr. Griffiths has also misinterpreted the intended purport of
our article, as another quotation from the same will show. We
said, in our preliminary remarks : " Some fundamental relationships between objective and condensers can be traced without
consideration of the refracting effects of any of the lenses which
comprise the projector optical system." Our article stands as published, and Mr. Griffiths' remarks are not to be considered as invalidating any of its statements, but we shall endeavor on the
present occasion to convey our meaning to Mr. Griffiths in a
clearer manner than appears to have been accomplished by the
published article. Our diagram, marked Fig. 1, has been misinterpreted byMr. Griffiths where he says it does not correctly
depict the passage of the condenser beam through the machine
aperture, and an examination of our article will show that we did
not, at any place, state that any lines in the diagram depicted the
passage of light rays. As previously mentioned the article was in
the nature of a geometrical demonstration, and refraction by the
lenses of the projector optical system was altogether ignored. It
is correct, as Mr. Griffiths subsequently states, that a rectangular
shaped bundle of rays is transmitted through the aperture, but as
our article points out, this rectangular bundle of rays passing
through the aperture will not be of maximum intensity unless the
conditions shown in our Fig. 1 are complied with.
We are utterly at loss to comprehend the revclancy of Mr.
Griffiths' allusion to the "rays from one point of the crater," for
in our article the bright front surface of the forward condenser is
considered as the light-source, and Mr. Griffiths knows, as well as
we do, that the light proceeding from the forward condenser surface represents rays from every point of the arc crater, but perhaps Mr. Griffiths meant to refer to rays from one point of the
forward condenser surface.
Let us follow, with Mr. Griffiths, the passage of the light rays
from the source {the front condenser surface) to its conjugate
representation out in front of the objective. We can agree that
each
the condenser
is sending
a small
conethat
of
rays topoint'
the of
objective
through surface
the machine
aperture,
and also
each of these small cones of rays which passes through the objective will take
in the formation of the so-called " aerial-image "
in front
of thepartobjective.
It is true, as Mr. Griffiths subsequently remarks, that the rays
from any point of the condenser surface will transmit to the
objective a rectangle of light representing the complete aperture,
but if he finds the cross-section of this rectangular bundle to be
substantially greater than the diagonal of the machine aperture
when it has arrived at the rear surface of the objective, then it is
a sign that his light-source, or condenser, is at an excessive distance from the aperture. It was shown by our previous article
that when the condensers are at an excessive distance from the
machine aperture the entire available extent of the light-source is
not utilized in illuminating the image to be projected, but when
the condensers are at a suitable distance, and we have a converging beam falling upon the aperture, we will secure the most intense
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illumination possible from an arc and condensers, and we only
require to have the cross-section of this convergent beam large
enough to cover the aperture with a comfortable margin all around.
We return to Mr. Griffiths' description of the passage of the
rays (from condensers and aperture) through the objective, and
we agree that these rays will be converged by the objective to
form an image of the light source (surface of front condenser)
some distance in front of the objective. Mr. Griffiths, however,
entirely ignores the fact that the machine aperture is the " aperture stop" of the entire projector optical system. In the case of
a converging condenser beam, substantially equal in intensity
throughout and slightly larger than the diagonal of the aperture,
the aperture (being the smallest stop in the system) will intercept
the edges of the circular condenser beam, and the image of the
source formed in front of the objective should be rectangular in
shape. As a matter of fact, the image of the source formed ahead
of the objective is a rectangle when the condensers are close
enough to the aperture to furnish limiting illumination, and the
formation of a circular source-image ahead of the lens is prima
facie evidence that the source is too far removed from the aperture, and that a convergent beam of sufficient cross-section to
properly cover the aperture is not being supplied by the condensers.
When Mr. Griffiths, in describing the manner in which the
source-image ahead of the objective is formed, says that each
single cone of rays from a point of the source carries a full film
image to the objective "and then reduces the full film image to a ^
point at the image of the source " he falls into grave error indeed.
It is wise, when considering the action of the projection objective,
to divorce it from the condensers entirely, and to start at the
aperture, which, of course, is the object projected. No matter
whether the object (aperture or film picture) is illuminated by
diverging or by converging light, each point of the object will be
reproduced by the lens as a corresponding point in the image, but
it is palpably wrong for any one to state that the complete object
(either aperture or film picture) is reduced to a point in the image
by the action of the lens.
Mr. Griffiths states that obstructions in the path of the rays
occur from the marginal points of the source, and as our previous
article, and figure show, when one places the condensers too far
from the aperture he does the same as if he cut off with a stop a
portion of his light source (or condenser surface). We might
state here that in our experim.ental work, and in our previous
article, we assume that the customary metal cone does not intercept any rays proceeding from the front surface of the condenser
system, and it is then apparent, as we have repeatedly pointed out,
that the machine aperture is the determining factor in regulating,
the cross-section of the image-bearing bundle of rays which traverses the objective. This is a point of importance, because the
aperture is of substantially the same dimensions on all projecting
machines, and makers of lenses are well aware that in the case of
focal lengths under six inches an objective does not require an
effective aperture much in excess of the diagonal of the machine
aperture.
Mr. Griffiths' further statement that the bundle of rays proceeding from the aperture to the objective will be of greater angular
width in the case of a short source distance than in the case of a
long source distance is a point in favor of the nearer condenser
position, rather than otherwise, because the greater the angular
width of the effective portion of the condenser beam, the greater
is the illumination from a light source and condenser system of
given brightness and dimensions. It was clearly shown by our
previous article that excessive source distance reduces the effective angular width of the condenser beam, and this is the effect
which Mr. Griffiths has in mind when he says : " Increasing the
distance between the source and the aperture reduces the area over
which the individual rectangles are deposited, and also reduces
the divergence of each cone, making for better efficiency and better
definition." We must object to Mr. Griffiths' claim of better efficiency with this arrangement, however, as our earlier article
abundantly proves that excessive source distance results in a very
inefficient utilization of the available light-source. We would also
recommend that Mr. Griffiths abandon his conception of a number
of separate rectangles of light proceeding from the machine aperture to the objective, because all of these rectangles overlie one
another and proceed to the objective as a single beam of rectangular section, and in considering the illumination transmitted to
the objective we have always to consider the totality of rays in
the beam which can pass through the machine aperture. When
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a converging beam is considered, the beam is, in effect, parallel
between the machine aperture and the objective, because its marhave been
trimmed
the edges
of the
aperture,
and
unlessginsthe
objective
is of oft'
veryby long
focus the
bundle
will enter
the objective without sensible loss at the sides of the objective,
although in the case of extremely long focus objectives this rectangular bundle commences to diverge and then, of course, larger
lenses are required to collect the light.
It might appear from the foregoing that we are widely at variance with Mr. Griffiths' views concerning the action of the projector optical system, and that we are unwilling to place a proper
value upon his deductions. Such, however, is not the case, for, as
a matter of fact, we believe that many of the things stated by
Mr. Griffiths are in accordance with the observed action of the
light rays when the source is at a great distance from the aperture.
The fundamental difference between Mr. Griffiths' contentions
and our own is merely that Mr. Griffiths bases his remarks on the
study of a condenser beam which is generally diverging when it
reaches the aperture, while our recommendations are principally
confined to the case of true collimation, or, in other words, the
illumination of the object (or aperture) by a converging or at
least a parallel beam of light. It is the result of experience that
a greater extent of the effective aperture of the condenser system
can be utilized when the source is at a moderate distance from
the aperture (the proper distance is ascertained as shozvn in our
previous article), and it is also readily apparent (from our previous published diagram) that the light source is not efficiently used
when the condensers are at an excessive distance from the aperture. Under the circumstances we are obliged to declare ourselves
in favor of the arrangement which represents the most efficient
utilization of the light source, but we do not wish to be considered
as depreciating the value of Mr. Griffiths' experimental endeavors.
We compliment him upon his initiative in carrying out extensive
experimental investigations, and upon his diligence in reducing
the results to numerical data, because we know that Mr. Griffiths
has done this purely from the love of experimenting, and with
no desire for publicity or monetary gain. It would be our pleasure to assist or co-operate with Mr. Griffiths, and we can assure
him, on behalf of our readers, that his further communications
will be welcome at all times.
With regard to Mr. Griffiths' postscript, concerning the term
" aerial-image," we favor the abolition of this term because it
has no established meaning in optical literature or terminology,
and when it is used it is most always used to indicate a virtual
image. A real image (such as that of the light-source formed
ahead of the objective) is a real image even if it does exist in air,
because it can always be received upon a screen, so we think it
advisable to refer to a real image as such, or, for brevity, to refer
to it as just an image.
Seattle Supply House Gives De Luxe Motiograph a Novel Introduction
UPON the arrival of the first De Luxe model Motiograph shipped
to the state of Washington, the Theatre Supply Co. of 2006
Third avenue, Seattle, proceeded to introduce this ornate and
serviceable projector to their customers by sending out embossed
invitations of which the following is a facsimile.

titat goit mag knnfo
I HAVE JUST ARRIVED AND OFFER MYSELF FOR YOUR APPROVAL AND
THEREFORE EXTEND TO YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS A CORDIAL INVITATION
TO CAUL AND INSPECT THE W^ONDERFUL OPPORTUNITIES THAT I OFFER.
IT IS SAID. AND I DARE SAY IT IS TRUE THAT I AM POSITIVELY THE LAST
WORD IN MOTION PICTURE PROJECTING
SEEING IS BELIEVING. SO KINDLY CALL AT YOTJ R E AR LI EST CON V EN lENCE
1918 DE LUXE MOTIOGRAPH
*T THEATRE SUPPLY CO
2006 THIRD AVENUE
SEATTLE, WASH
This attractive
Co., who are the
port that a large
rooms every day

card proved very beneficial to the Theatre Supply
Motiograph dealers in that territory, and they renumber of people have been calling at their showsince the invitations were mailed.
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M. Swaringen, Petersburg, Va., writes: " I take pleasure in
^vriting you for a little comment on the following apparatus, for
which I will thank you in advance, though not knowing whether
you will give me the desired ' light.' W ill you please pass it along
in the Projection Department and see what other operators have
to say.
" It is in reference to the New Style Power motor drive.
Although it is not new, it is the latest style, or the latest I have
used. I use two Power motor-driven machines, one with the
old style and one with the new style motor drive. I find that 1
have considerable trouble with the new style, which in ray opinion
is designed wrong, or which after only a short use will give
trouble. The old style motor drive which I am using is giving
absolute
was made. satisfaction, and I can't understand why the change
■■ In the old model the large friction disc was on the motor shaft
and revolved therewith, driving the other friction disc which
supplied power to the mechanism, and in the new model this
arrangement was reversed, the large friction drive being on the
countershaft which carries the belt pulley driving the mechanism,
and the leather disc wheel on the motor shaft, the same being
stationary, while the friction disc is movable, etc. The N. Power
Co. says that their objection against the old model, or rather one
of the imperfections which developed through use, lay in the
tendency to vibration, which operated to loosen up joints on the
stand. Beg to state that I ran one of the old models for two yearsand it did not either loosen any of the joints, nor did it require
any repairs, and very little attention. They claim that the new
model does away with this tendency.
" You will notice from the illustrations
tJiing with which I am having my trouble. of their new model the

" I double my reels each day and performance ; in other words
my reels average 30 minutes each, which with Power's old style
take-up attachment, naturally requires the take-up belt to be
pretty tight in order to take up 2,000 feet with the heavy 14 in.
reels. This of course causes the machine to pull heavier, and this
also causes the belt from motor attachment to the friction driving
pulley below to be very tight, which will very soon cause too much
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■' The old style motor on my other machine is still running like
a Comment:
clock after over
years'
use."respective merits of the old and
With two
regard
to the
the new styles of Power motor drive, we certainlj- agree with the
Power Co.'s contention that the prosent model is an improvement
over the earlier one, although we have found them both satisfactory in operation.
All friction drives seem to be somewhat liable to vibration, and
the duty imposed upon such an appliance is very heavy when 2,000
foot reels of film are used continuously. For this reason the
motor drive and speed controlling device needs careful attention,
and even though properly lubricated and kept in adjustment there
will inevitably be some wear in the course of time. It is undoubtedly some slight wearing of the speed controlling parts which has
caused the correspondent's trouble, and without a knowledge of
the exact places where this w"ear has occurred we could hardly
advise how to compensate for the same, but we suggest that if the
correspondent makes a close investigation, taking the apparatus
apart if necessary, he will speedily discover whether any parts
need renewing. If it is found that new parts are required, there
should be no delay in purchasing and installing the same, because
no device can be expected to work in ■ an entirely satisfactory
manner unless it is in perfectly sound mechanical condition.
From his letter it appears that the correspondent has remedied
his own trouble after a fashion similar to rendering " first aid to
the injured," but if the wear is severe in his speed controlling
device we believe, as above stated, that the installation of new parts
is the proper remedy. Other operators who have had similar
trouble are, however, invited to send in their methods of surmounting the same for the benefit of the present correspondent.
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vibration with the new model motor drive, and as soon as the
friction shaft and one or two other small points begin to wear, this
will cause the friction disc to give and pull from its regular course,,
which lessens the connections at that point, and then you get poor
results, viz., loss of speed and vibration. I didn't feel justified
in asking the manager to buy these several new parts, and my own
remedy to stop this annoyance was the following, which worked
like a clock. I put a large hook screw further into the floor, which
then pulls the disc back in proper position.
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CURRENT
Satisfactory Projection

J lie light of high intrinsic brilliancy given by Silvertips is ideal for the projection of the modern photo-play film.s. The use of these films demands a steady, intense, even white light to bring
oiit correctly the details of the picture. You cannot find a light source using direct current that
will meet the requirements more exactly than the light given by the National-Silvertip combination.
These carbons have been tested and tried so that today Silvertips and satisfactory projection mean the
^^'"^Jh'ng-. Exhibitors the country over know that this new carbon has answered every demand — they know
that Silvertips have made perfect direct current projection a reality.
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I he White A. C. Special Carbons
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Operators" Inquiries
Lead," S. D., "What is a good gear compound
to C.use W.on CORSTARPH
the Powers ER,
machines?
REPLY: The Powers Company supplies a gear preparation which has
•their endorsement, and they will be pleased to advise you as to its price if
you will write them. Powdered graphite worked up with vaseline into
the
form of a paste has proven a satisfactory gear lubricant for all makes
of machines.
. R. V. \yRIGHT, Morris, III., " What is the cause of the picture jumping up and down after the tension springs have been adjusted?"
REPLY: Without
description of the character of the jump in the
picture It IS difficult to a state
cause with certainty, but it can be stated
that increasing the tension ofthe the
springs on the gate is in no case a
remedy for a jumping picture.
Assuming that the machine is rigidly anchored to the floor of the operatand that there
is no suggest
vibrationthemselves:
of the floor(a)itself,
following
causes of ing-room,
a jumping
picture
worn theintermittent
•movement, or worn intermittent sprocket, (b) improperly adjusted intermittent, (c) movement or sprocket bent out of true. Remedies are, (a)
if the movement
not too severely worn it may be made to run steady by
careful, accurate isadjustment.
If the teeth of the intermittent sprocket are
badly worn, i. e., hooked or " undercut," the sprocket should be renewed
forthwith, and the same applies to the movement if it is so extensively worn
that accurate adjustment will not eliminate, lost motion. (b) If the intermit ent isirnproperly adjusted this condition should be rectified at once.
Improper
adjustment
of the intermittent is commonly of two" varieties,
(1) lost motion
not sufficiently
taken up, (2) cam and sprocket spindles
•not parallel, i. e., one or both spindles running out of true. The lost
motion should be taken up by means of the eccentric bushings, so that there
ts just a cam
hair'sshaft
breadth
and star;
lack ofby parallelism
between
and of
starplay
shaftbetween
is alsocam
generally
removed
manipulation of the eccentric bushings on the latter, but in the case of wear in the
cam shaft bearings, considerable overhauling of the mechanism may be
required. In some present-day machines there is only one eccentric bushing,
in which case the star shaft and cam shaft cannot depart from parallelism
with one another except in case they become bent. (c) When parts of
the intermittent movement, or the intermittent sprocket, are bent, it is, in
most all instances, advisable to install new parts.
Lastly, the pressure applied to the film at the aperture by the tension
springs, is intended to counteract the momentum of the intermittent
sprocket when it comes suddenly to rest (16 times per second) to expose the
pictures. The amount of spring tension necessary to accomplish this is
very slight, in the case of normal projecting speed, but must be increased,
of course, in the case of high speed projection. No amount of spring
tension will render steady the operation of an unsteady intermittent moveexcessive
tensionrapidon wearing
the filmofatthetheintermittent
aperture, merly
causes
injury ment,
to andthean'film
and unduly
movement.
A. C. COOPER, Jonesboro, Ark.: Mention some ways of removing the
bluecondensers
spot in thedetermined?
center of the picture. How is the distance from aperture
to
REPLY : As appears to have been inferred in advance by the correspondent, a blue spot in the center of the screen is generally removed by alteration of the distance between condensers and aperture. We cannot prescribe

with actitude in. the present instance, because the necessary data are lacking.
If. for instance, A. C. is used the blue spot
of the screen
might be removed by an alteration in the settingin ofthethecenter
carbons. The distance between condensers and aperture is determined by observation
of what
produces the best screen results in conjunction with the exercise of common
sense, but it the requirements mentioned in our recent article (The Regulaized. tion of the Rays) are not fulfilled the light source will not be efficiently utilE. G. CORNWELL, Mansfield Pa. : We are having trouble breaking condensers in our Powers 6 B machine. In order to get a spot we have to
seems
and itfrom
'lens, back
condenser
the with
upway very
run theto carbons
lens.
the there
the carbons
the tofocus
to getclose
ought
We have bea some
Hertner Transverter and use about 35-40 amperes at the arc.
Have
been
using
6
H
-inch
back
and
7
H
-inch
front
condensers. Would you
advise the use of a Preddy condenser mount?
REPLY: If the conditions are as stated (that a spot is not secured unless
the arc is very close to the condensers) it is a sign that the condensers
are of shorter focal length than is supposed, or that the lamphouse is too
far from the machine aperture. By advancing the position of the lamphouse a good spot should be secured with the arc about 3 to i'/i inches
troni the rear condenser, which is the usual distance with the 6^-754 combination. Ifcondensers continue to break it is a sign that draughts of air
are reaching the condensers when they are hot, or that the condensers are
held too tightly in their mounts. It might be found that by bending out
the edges of the metal sheaths which carry the condensers on the Powers
lamphouse your breakage would cease. Condensers should always be so
mounted that they are a loose fit in the holders, and will rattle slightly when
the
rate condenser
article. mount is shaken. The Preddy condenser mount is a firstSMITH,I have
Lynden,
Wash.:the Isethavecollar
a Powers
6 andbuttheI 'large
gearR. isL. loose.
tightened
on the No.
spindle,
find itidler
has
worn in the machine. I have put a brass bushing in it, but this does not
do much good. What would you do in a case of this kind?
REPLY : It is hard for us to say what we would do without actually seeing the machine in question. Possibly we would send the machine to the
junk heap. The condition described indicates badly worn bearings, which,
however, could probably be brushed so as to give the machine a further lease
of operative life. It is clearly a mistake to bush the bearings with brass,
because brass wears away very rapidly. A repair shop which understands
motion picture projecting mechanisms could rebush the worn bearings with
phosphor-bronze
preferably
former —toand
should
provein
durable in service.or Itsteel
is —false
economy,thehowever,
spendthismuch
money
repairing
a
decrepit
projecting
mechanism;
the
best
remedy
is
to
secure
a
new one.
R. S. MIX,
Williamsport,
condenser
be spaced
apart? Pa.: iHow far should a 6%-inch and a 7%-inch
REPLY : When a condenser combination for use in motion picture projection consists of two plano-convex lenses, these should be mounted with
their convex faces inward (or facing), and there should be a very slight
space between the apices of the convex surfaces. Separating the components increases the E. F. of the combination, which is generally not desirable in ordinary practice, so the correct procedure is to mount the lenses
close together, leaving only sufficient space (one-eighth inch) between them
to prevent their touching when expanded by the heat of the arc.
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Pledge
National Aiiti-Misframe League

OF

PICTURE

A S a iiioliun picture operator ivlio has the interest of his profesjion at heart and is iviUiiig to assist in eliminating some
of the eTils practised in the operating-room, I promise that I
zvill to the best of my ability return films to the exchange in
first-class condition. Furthermore, I will when it becomes necessary remedy all misframes, bad patches, etc., that may be in the
film which I receive and in this way co-operate with my brother
operators and give greater pleasure to those who make up the
motion picture audience by showing films that are free from
such defects. I also promise that I will not make punch marks
in film, and when film is received by me, zvith punch holes, I will
notify the exchange to that effect so that they may use their
efforts to correct this evil.
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The Douglass Process of Color Cinematography
THE most recent addition to the list of natural-color cinematographic processes which has reached the stage of public demonstration isthe Douglass color process, which comes as the result
of several years' experimental work on the part of Leon F.
Douglass of San Rafael, Cal.
The Douglass colorfilms are produced by the Douglass Natural
"Color
Filmdemonstrational
Co., Ltd., of San
Rafael,byand
were P.
brought
New
York for
exhibition
Thomas
Boyd, togeneral
manager of the company.
That Mr. Douglass was working on a motion picture color
process has long been known, and we set forth some notes upon
his methods in the Camera Department eight months ago.^ Although the outline of the Douglass process, as sketched in our
early article, was based entirely upon supposition, events have
proven that our conjectures were well founded, and that our description represents with exactitude the manner in which Mr.
Douglass' ideas are carried out in practice.
As a newcomer to most of our readers, Mr. Douglass requires
some words of introduction, which we supply by stating that he is
an inventor by vocation, and has had a large share in perfecting
the tonal rendition of the talking machine — his best work along
this line being embodied in the Victrola. Thus it is apparent that
Mr. Douglass is a practical man whose inventions are of recognized
commercial worth.
Some years ago Mr. Douglass conceived the desirability of natural-color photography as an adjunct to the motion picture, and
this has claimed his attention for a considerable period. In line
with the best modern ideas on the subject, Mr. Douglass' efforts
have been directed toward applying natural-color photography to
motion pictures in a practical manner, such as would not require
any alteration in the conventional methods of cine projection and
could be effected with an ordinary projecting machine requiring no
special attachments. Mr. Douglass has advised us in a private
communication that he could have introduced natural-color motion
pictures years ago, but the method he then had in mind involved
the use of a special attachment on the projecting machine, so he
withheld the proposition and has now come' forward with the
process and results which we shall proceed to describe and comment upon.
The manner in which the Douglass colorfilms that have just been
demonstrated were produced is quite extensively described in our
earlier article (loc. cit.), so a very brief outline of the method
will suffice on the present occasion.
Panchromatic film is exposed in a cine-camera of conventional
type, which is, however, provided with a pair of color-filters of redorange and blue-green color, respectively. These filters may be in
the form of a rotating disc (as in the Kinemacolor camera), or may
be of any other form which is found convenient and adaptable to
the customary motion picture camera.
After the color-selection negatives, thus produced, have been
developed, fixed and dried, positive prints are made therefrom on
ordinary positive stock by the well-known method. The result is
a black-and-white positive print, the images of which alternately
represent the redness and the greenness of the subjects photographed. The present Douglass colorfilms are projected by the
additive method, which, it will be recalled, requires that the film
pictures representing the redness of the subjects photographed
must be projected by red light, and that the green-sensation images
must be projected by green light. As the method is an alternating,
or successive, method, the pairs of red-and-green-sensation pictures are superimposed in the eye by persistence of vision, which
requires the pictures to be projected and photographed at not less
than double the customary speed for black and white subjects. Mr.
Douglass has advised us, however, that his taking and projecting
speed is 24 images per second, instead of 32; a rate which is lower
" California
Inventor Demonstrates Color Process." Camera Dept. July
7,^ 1917,
pp. 140-141.
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than we think can be competently employed with most successive
processes.
In order to make his process simple and readily capable of introduction into all motion picture theatres, without necessitating the
use of a special machine or any attachments, Mr. Douglass applies
his projecting-filters directly to the film strip itself in the following
manner : Each red-sensation image on the black-and-white positive film strip is covered with a layer, or coating, of transparent
red dye, and each green-sensation image is covered with a transparent layer of green dye. Each separate image, or picture, on the
positive film thus carries its own color-filter of proper hue, and a
length of such film presents to the eye the appearance of a series
of alternating patches of red and green color, corresponding to the
alternating red-and-green-sensation pictures on the strip. When
such a film is projected on an ordinary projector, at the rate of
from 32 to 40 images per second, a representation in colors of the
objects photographed is revealed to the spectator, and the closeness with which the projcted results approximate the coloration of
the original subject will be governed by the extent to which the
physical and physiological requirements of color photography have
been complied with. From this outline of Mr. Douglass' present
method it will be seen that his procedure is substantially identical
with the method which has been demonstrated and utilized by
Prizma, Inc.,'' and as the method has been experimented with, and
described, on various occasions during the past three years, it appears that it cannot be specifically claimed as the invention of any
one particular worker.
As Mr. Douglass' present methods will be well understood from
the foregoing description, and a study of the accompanying references, itonly remains to record our impressions of the demonstrational exhibition. An exhibition of motion pictures in colors is
always of profound interest to the student of cinematography, and
the contrast between black-and-white pictures and pictures recorded
by color photography is so overwhelmingly in favor of the latter
method, that the faults of a colorfilm exhibition are always outweighed byjts virtues. We were quite prophetic in our article of
July, 1917, when we said " it must be considered that up to the
present the Golden State has not witnessed the results of numerous
other workers wherewith comparisons might be made."
We feel that it has been Mr. Douglass' misfortune that he has
not been able to study the work and progress of other colorfilm
makers, most of whom are located in the East, because the exhibition of Douglass color pictures did not reveal as finished a technique as is embodied in other methods demonstrated in the last
three years, and we can state from observation that the Douglass
colorfilms do not realize the complete possibilities of the method by
which they are produced. This is by no means a discouraging indictment of Mr. Douglass' endeavors, as we know that up until
very recently his color experiments have been in the nature of
personal recreation. However, the more recently photographed
scenes in the Douglass exhibition show a consistent improvement,
and there is no doubt that Mr. Douglass is now on the way toward
a complete conquest of the technical details involved in his
methods.
The Douglass exhibition comprised a wide variety of scenes, such
as are usually employed to indicate the scope of a color process,
among which may be mentioned : views in Yosemite Park and the
Yellowstone, a life-portrayal of Millet's painting, "The Angelus";
a forest-fire, many attractive views of California womanhood, the
residence of the inventor, his charming wife and children, and some
ne'er-to-be-forgotten scenes of sunny California's daughters in
bathing costumes. We must not neglect to state that " Old Glory,"
the standby of vaudevillians and colorfilm makers alike, was prominently featured in the scheme of things.
The dominating feature of the Douglass exhibition was the brilliancy of the colors, which have not 'been equalled in saturation
since the days of Kinemacolor. The hues of the projecting-filters
appear to be not standardized as yet, as a variation in the positive
2 " Prizma's Latest Color Pictures." Camera Dept. Jan. 12, 1918, pp. 310.
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synthesis was apparent at various stages of the exhibition. As
near as could be judged from observation of the projected results,
the projecting colors used by Air. Douglass are: a bright scarlet
and an almost pure green. This constitutes some deviation from
what theory would seem to require as the positive synthesis for a
two-color process ; Mr. Douglass' red filter is about right, but a
more bluisl.i green projecting filter is required as its complementary.
It is an absolute requirement that the projecting filters (for a twocolor additive process) be exactly, or very nearly, complementary
to each other in hue, because this is the condition for the reproduction of whites as whites in the projected pictures. Inasmuch as
Mr. Douglass' filter combination is quite far from being a complementary pair, good sensation-whites were lacking in most of the
scenes — the whites appearing greenish yellow or green in the majority of instances. The more recently photographed scenes
showed large improvement in this respect, however, and Mr.
Douglass has very probably mastered, by now, the problem of
securing a good neutral white.
An important consideration in a successive (additive) process of,
color cinematography is the speed at which the pictures are projected, and in common with other workers along the same line Mr.
Douglass has endeavored to decrease the rate of projection, as this
appears to be desirable from both the practical and the commercial
standpoint. Unfortunately, the reduction of the projecting speed
below the theoretical 32 pictures per second is not compatible with
freedom from pulsation in the bright filter colors, and when the
projecting speed falls below 32 per second the reds and greens of
the screen picture exhibit a fluttering appearance which is in direct
proportion to the brightness of the screen illumination and the
saturation of the projecting colors. We have insisted on numerous
occasions that a high projecting speed is required with the method
now under consideration, and it appears that the only way in
which the speed may be lessened without introducing pulsation into
the screen colors is by the use of a shutter so geared and so divided
as to expose the red and 'the green images for diiferent periods of
time, as theoretically dictated, for instance, by the data of Broca
previously stated, Mr. Douglass specifies his projecting rate
andAs Sulzer.'
as 24 images per second, and it follows that his pictures are photographed at substantially the same rate, in order to portray motion
correctly. Experience shows that this is rather too slow a taking
rate if the red-and-green-sensation images are photographed successively, because the blurring of objects moving rapidly, or at
unfavorable angles with respect to the camera objective, will result
in severe color fringing in the projected results.
In the case of moving objects Mr. Douglass' pictures showed the
severest color fringing which has been seen since the days of Kinemacolor, but a recently issued patent would appear to indicate that
he has in view the positive abolition of color-fringing. We must
reiterate, however, that so long as Mr. Douglass practices the
method which we now have under consideration, a much higher
projecting rate than 24, per second will be required to free the
bright colors from pulsation, and this is particularly important, because of the vivid hue of his projecting filters.
Some further points which require consideration are related to
the purely photographic side of color photography and these are:
(a) the quality of the black-and-white positive print and (b) the
precautions which must be observed in exposing the negatives. All
color processes require a soft quality of positive print, of very full
gradation, but lacking the dense snappy blacks which are esteemed
in an ordinary cine positive.
The importance of this requirement has not been fully appraised
by Mr. Douglass up to the present, if his demonstrational pictures
are a criterion, for a great many of the scenes were of too conIrasty a quality to reveal the utmost in color and shade interpretation which the method can accomplish. Some other scenes could
not be faithfully portrayed on the screen on account of incorrect
exposure in the original negative, and it may not be altogether
beside the question for us to dwell briefly upon the question of
exposure in color photography.
All color photographers are aware that the latitude in exposure
is very much less in color photography than in ordinary photography, so that whereas a very good black-and-white print can often
be secured from a severely over or under exposed negative, the
result of such conditions in color photography is a diluted color
rendition or an oversaturated reproduction, respectively. This
applies to both additive and subtractive color processes, but as we
" Broca and Sulzer's paper appeared in the Comptes Rendus, but a resume
in English will be found in P. G. Nutting's " Outlines of Applied Optics."
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are here describing an additive method we will attempt to show
how an incorrect exposure will influence the positive result. The
film images in an additive color photograph are stencils which let
through, at any point of the image, an amount of light of their
corresponding color which must be as nearly as possible identical
with the amount of light of that color which radiated from the
corresponding point of the object photographed. It is thus apparent, from sensitometric principles, that proportionality must exist
beween the density at any part of a photographic color-sensation
image, and the light intensity possessed by the corresponding part
of the object at the instant when the photograph was taken, and it
must also be apparent that if such proportionality {or a very close
approximation thereto) does not exist, the reproduction of fine
gradations or tonal differences will be lacking in the completed
color positives. Fortunately, exposure can be mastered very readily by Mr. Douglass' photographic staff, and we have only dwelt
upon this point because it is frequently overlooked, in spite of its
importance.
In a review of the present character some detailed description of
the color effects is in order, and the colors in many of the Douglass
scenes were a great delight to us, because we favor bright, vivid
colors. The reds and all warm tones in these pictures came out
very well, as they seem to in the majority of color processe's. As
Mr. Douglass has seemingly not standardized the spectral transmissions of his projecting filters, faces were too ruddy on a few
occasions, but in some scenes, including human characters, the reproduction offlesh tints was equal to anything previously shown.
When pronounced reds were in evidence these were reproduced
with purity and clearness, and were only marred by the pulsating
effect which was previously mentioned. A reduction in the pulsating effect has been achieved, however, in the scenes most recently made, because Mr. Douglass has learned that it is not wise
to photograph subjects which correspond in color to the bright
scarlet and green hues of his projecting filters.
In the views of natural scenery, Mr. Douglass' bright green projecting color has come to the fore with unpleasant prominence,
and our only observation on this point is that skies and water are
not convincing when rendered as a bright emerald green. It will
quickly be found by Mr. Douglass, if it has not been already, that
his green projecting filter should be rather more blue than green,
and it is entirely possible that properly colored positive prints from
some of his already existing scenic negatives would show a more
faithful color rendition than the ones which we have just witnessed. Mr. Douglass and his photographic staff have attempted
with complete success some striking scenes with back-lighting, and
have secured the first good effects along this line which we have
seen recorded by color cinematography. We refer to some flashes
of flimsily {hut colorfully) draped dancing girls, photographed
against the light with a dark background afforded by a shady nook,
and Mr. Douglass must be congratulated on the success of this
experiment.
When it is considered that the majority of the scenes comprising
the demonstrational exhibition were the subjects of the inventor's
very earliest experiments, it- must be said that the results were of
commendable quality, and we were unable to notice any defects of
so fundamental a nature that they could not be readily obviated by
the application of correct theory or by standardizing the manufacturing procedure.
The principle of Mr. Douglass' process has already been pronounced practicable in some of our previous articles, and there is
no doubt but what Dr. Douglass can develop this method to its
utmost limits by a careful consideration of the factors we have
drawn attention to.
Mr. Douglass has already turned his attention to a different type
of color process (o subtractive process), which is designed to permit of motion pictures yielding natural-color effects being projected
at the standard (black-and-white) rate of 16 images per second.
When his perfected process is ready Mr. Douglass has promised
that the first account of the new method will be presented in the
Camera Department of Motion Picture News, and we have no
doubt that the modified process will be equal in scientific and
artistic interest to the results which have just been shown.
Alfred S. Cory.
SB. LELAND of the Leland Theatre Supply Company, of 97
• State street, Montpelier, Vermont, has just announced that
he has opened a branch office at 515a Congress street, Portland,
Maine.
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Musical Review of Latest Publications
— '■ I Want to See My Girl in London," by M. Pinkard. A
wealth of melody combined with snappy rhythms make
this song exceptionally effective and desirable. In point of
originality this song hit leaves nothing to be desired. (Published by the Independent Music Co., 850 S. 23rd St., Omaha, Nebraska.)
0 — " I Wish I Had a Sweetheart," by Edwin Dicey. Unques^ tionably the most beautiful valse movement on the market. Order your copy at once and give the audience a musical
treat. (Published by the National Music Co., 339 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.)
3—" Liberty Bell. It's Time to Ring Again," by Halsey K.
Mohr. Is not a war song, but a tribute in words and
music to the emblem that is sacred to every true American
heart. (Shapiro-Bernstein Edition.)
A — " Sing Me Love's Lullaby." A delightful number by
' Theo. Morse. (Published for dancing as a waltz; also
obtainable as a concert arrangement for cornet or trombone
solo.) (Leo Feist edition.)
— Compositions of value to the " Motion Picture Musician "
obtainable from J. W. Stern, 102 West 38th St., New
York City:
1. — Light Romantic Theme No. 1. Arranged as violin
solo.
out. Will make the love story on the screen stand
2. — Light Romantic Theme.
Arranged in duet form.
Two violins, 'cello and organ. Two violins, flute
and oboe. Clarinet and two cornets muted with organ or piano accompaniment. Three unique tonal
effects combined in one arrangement.
3 —"A. B. C. Sacred Set, No. 1. Contains " Onward
Christian Soldiers," " Rock of Ages," " Doxology "
and
ments." Choral." Four different religious tempera-

4. — Heavy Descriptive Agitato No. 1. A new style agitato that has class and depth. The kind of a number
that keeps lengthy action of this character interesting. No up-to-date leader can afford to be without it.
5. — Redemption
Theme.
A theme that expresses
mother-love in every sense of the word. Used in
the Evelyn Nesbit picture, " Redemption." Don't
neglect adding this to your library.
Zl — " Somewhere in France Is the Lily," the most appealing
^
march ballad ever written, by Jos. E. Howard.
(M. Witmark edition.)
y' — "lutely
Some the
Sweet
Day." Jazz
The number
sensational
fox-trot
hit. Absogreatest
on the
market.
Composed by the writer of the famous " Missouri Waltz." (Forster Music Co. edition.)
ft — " Adoration," by Felix Borowski. An orchestra arrange^ ment by Chas. J. Roberts, equally effective for small and
large orchestra combinations.. (Carl Fischer edition.)
Q — •' Hawaiian Nights," by Lee S. Roberts. The most wonderful Hawaiian waltz sensation of the years, introducing
the ever popular " Aloha Oe." (Richmond Music Co. edition.)
1'0 ~"
beautiful and melodious waltz
movement, Sweets."
by Harrya von
Tilzer (Published by Harry
von Tilzer.)
I j — The
•' Barnyard
Blues."
Jass fox-trot,
by D. asJ.recorded
La Rocca.
big hit of
the Dixieland
Jazz Band,
by
the Victor Talking Machine Co.. Record No. 18255, under the
titir of " Liberty Stable Blues." (Leo Feist edition.)
I 9 —Sorrow Theme, by Edouarde Roberts. Most appropri' ^ ate for pathetic scenes. (Cinema Music Co., Columbia
Th-atrc Bldg . New York City.)
I O — " Source Dans Le Desert," idyl by Marguerite W. Hor'
ton. Some most interesting songs by this composer
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have already been published and this new Orientale for piano
is worthy of them. It is one of those exotically colorful bits
of eastern impressionism which, without making to great demands, technically allows intelligent interpretation and a skillful use of the pedals on the part of the pianist to secure a
maximum of effect. (G. Schirmer edition.)
1A — " Chasing the Chickens," a fox-trot and Jazz number.
I
(Recently published by the Forster Music Co., 509
South Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.)
1C — " Slippery Hank," by Losey. A characteristic one-step
■J
of exceptional merit which should be in every musician's library. (Vandersloot edition.)
Piano and Drum

vs. the Orchestra

THE many inquiries at the box office in regard to the orchestra and the hours it is on duty, to me, is ample proof
sity.
that the music has a great deal to do in regard to filling the
house. The time has arrived where the orchestra is a necesThere are a great m_any houses of large seating capacity
using piano, piano and drums or orchestra. Organ: the question arises, do they give the service and pleasure to the audience that is given by the management of the house, maintaining the orchestra? The many complaints in regard to
" canned " music will answer one part of the question. In
regard to piano or piano and drums, can say the greatest fault
of this combination is too much repetition. In seven cases out
of ten the pianist will not put out a musical program, improvising and faking. It stands to reason that a man must have
an extraordinarily inventive memory to play as few as three
or four feature pictures without " old man " repetition sliding
in every once in a while. With the orchestra it is a different
matter. The men must have parts for every number in the
program. The orchestra leader of a first class picture house
of today must possess an enormous library of music. He must
have same arranged that he can lay his hands on an appropriate number for a situation on the screen at a moment's
notice, whether it be a nigger buck dance or an aria from one
of the operas. To acquire such a library is by no means an
easy matter, and I think your idea in organizing a club for
the purchase of orchestra music with the co-operation of the
publishers and suggestions of various leaders of numbers suitable for " themes " and the many situations we are called upon
to synchronize is a very good one. To me the selection of a
" theme " is a most important matter. That I am successful
is proven by the audience as to " title " of the number used, I
have had as many as a dozen requests through the ushers for
the title and composer of the theme used in a picture. When
you hear an audience humming a melody while they are leaving the theatre is a good sign to me, so must be also to the
management.
After playing a picture I take the program used and put
same in a cabinet for " used music." Only in case of requests
or absolute necessity are any of those numbers used for at
least six or eight weeks. In this way I avoid repeating. Suggestions of mu:-:ic covering the various actions on the screen
would fill a book.
The many uses for the mysterioso and the kind to use. The
u^es of the galop. A bright two-four vivace would be far from
appropriate for a fire scene. Numbers for love scenes are a
very important matter. One used to advantage in one picture
would probably kill a good situation in another. " Oh, Promise Me " if used in some Vamp picture I have played, if used
improperly, would have made a good comedy out of a strong
dramatic picture. The many loose leaf collections are indispensable to the progressive leader. I would be pleased to hear
from some of the leaders through your columns, and am sure
if they will show an interest in this subject it will not only
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mean
" better music for the pictures," but more work for the
musicians.
In conclusion will say: My firm belief is that if the "manager " using piano or piano and drums tries orchestras, not
cheap, but good ones; if he is successful in procuring a leader
who is one of those " better music for the picture " boys, I am
sure he will have made the greatest possible addition to his
business and his increased box office receipts will more than
justify him in his expenditure.
Professionally yours,
DICK C. CAHILL,
Leader Strand Theatre, Norfolk, Va.
A. P. Wilcox Opens Offices
THE A. P. Wilcox Music Publishing Co. has opened offices in
the Gaiety Theatre Building and has already released a number of' good songs written by H. Lyon Smith. Jules Ruby, who
has been in the popular song game since it started down in Twentyeighth street, will act as general manager for the company.
The Wilcox firm has some very pretty numbers, especially " My
Little Yellow Rose," which should become an excellent counter
seller on its merits, and a big favorite with ballad singers. It is
also a fine number for love scenes and quiet moments in moving
pictures.
" I Vyant Some One to Love Me When I'm Old and Gray " is
another good ballad. " How'd You Like to Have a Baby Like
Me," a novelty number and good for flirting episodes in pictures.
Yankee Soldier Boy " is Mr. Smith's patriotic contribution to
the war song cycle. Mr. Smith has been writting songs for a number of years and appears to be familiar with all the tricks of the
trade, and he is just as versatile as he is wise. Comedy numbers
are just as easy for him to \Vrite as quiet ballads, and his melodies
have that something that clings to one after hearing them.
Gertrude Baum, formerly with Joseph W. Stern & Co., has been
engaged as pianist for the firm, and what she does not know about
teaching songs to performers and demonstrating at the stores is
scarcely worth knowing.
Another new firm that is making itself heard owing to some
good material is The Times Music Co., 145 West Fortyfifth street.
Ralph E. De Vivo, the president, has been keeping every one on
the jump, and, although very busy himself, has found time to
write a few good numbers for the catalogue. " America, Make
the World Safe for Democracy," is a corking good number for
pictures where the story carries any patriotic elements. " St. Patrick's Day in the U. S. A." and " Love Cannot Say Good-Bye "
are other numbers that are beginning to show results. Mr. De
Vivo is doing things in a big way, and if he gets any breaks of.
the game he won't be long in getting his firm into the front line
of popular music publishers.
Meyer Cohen is another addition to the ranks of publishers. He
has been in the business for twenty years, knows all the worthwhile acts, leaders and every angle of the trade, as well as the
buyers. His or&ces are in the Astor Theatre Building, and he
has been fortunate in securing from another publisher, " There's
a Vacant Chair in Every Home Tonight," which is doing well
with singers and musicians and producing a raft of orders from
the trade. As a professional and business manager for other
houses Meyer has always been successful. So there is no reason
why he should not win success for himself, for at the head of his
own firm he will be free to apply his own theories into the business without encountering any opposition. His numbers are well
worth playing.
E. M. Wickes.
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MISSOURI-WALTZ

The World's Greatest
And
Most

Popular

Waltz

30c Per

Copy

For Piano For Orchestra

1 \ and Piano

25c

For Orchestra

- Full and Piano

35c

Forster
509

Music

Publisher,

Inc»

So. Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO, ILL.
[LinnnmrnujimaimnminiimminimmiimmmMuiuiiumimimiiuiiiimiiuiiiiiiimiw

THE GREAT PATRIOTIC HOME SONG HIT
Orchestra, 11 and Piano 25c
Song 15c
Band 25c
Full Orchestra and Piano 35c
Waltz 15c
I Wonder How Wiih
The Palriolic
Old Version
Folks Are At Home
,,,,
BACK AT DEAE OLD HOME SWEET HOME

General Comments
In the February issue of the American Magazine there is a spe* cial article on Leo Feist, his theories and ideals of business.
Plis
accompaniesof the
The American
Ma^^azine
has photograph
a monthly circulation
morearticle.
than 800,000
copies, and
when
you figure that at least five persons read every magazine printed,
you can readily see how more than 4,000,000 persons will -read
about Mr. Feist and his way of winning and holding success in
one of the most uncertain lines of business in the world.
EARLE REYNOLDS and Nellie Donegan are busy trying to
popularize two of their song compositions, namely, " My
Hoosier Rose " and " Jerusalem Is True." They have induced
several well known performers to use either one of the songs,
and have interested a number of leaders and pianists in them.

ff

VANDERSLOOT MUSIC PUB. CO.
Williamsport, Pa.

|
I
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Picture

News

"THE MARIONETTES"
(Select Pictures Corporation)
(Reviewed on page 1035)
1 — ■■ Angelus " (Sacred) from " Scenes Pitloresqucs," by Massenet,
until — T: Rogers De Montclars, etc."
2 — "Longing" (2/< Andantino grazioso), by Floridia, until — T:
" Fernande spends her Summer vacation."
3 — "Souvenir (4/4 Andante con Moto). by Ed. German, until — T:
" How would you like Fernande become, etc.?"
4— Love Theme, until — T: " After the honeymoon."
5— " La (Clara
Grace,"Kimball
Piece deYoung)
Genre writing
(4/4 Moderate),
Fernande
letter. by Bohm, until — S:
6— " Romance " from " Concerto No. 2 " (12/8 And. non troppo), by
H. Wieniawski, until — T; " I must speak to you before I go."
7 — Love Theme, until — T: " I am going to be happy."
8— "Whims"
(3/4 Allegro Giocoso), by R. Schumann, until — T:
" Left
alone in Paris."
9— "A La Bien Aimee " (Valse Lente), by E. Schuett, until — T:
" At the dress rehearsal."
1011 —— Continue
Marionetteor Theme,
untiluntil
— T:— S:" Roger
home." hall.
repeat pp
Interiorreturns
of reception
12
—
"
Petite
Bijouterie
''
(Valse
Intermezzo),
by
C.
Bohm, until — T:
" I mean the modiste."
13 — Marionette Theme, until — T: "Could I see you a minute?"
14 — Continue pp until — T: " My dear, your gown, etc."
15 — "Good Lancers" (Dance), until — T: "Their return home."
16 — Love Theme, until — T: "Morning."
17 — "Swing Song" (6/8 Moderate), by Barns, until — T: "That
evening."
1819 —— Silence,
Continue until
to action,
until — T:at "The
— S: Fernande
piano musicale."
(playing).
ing.20 — Piano Solo — Improvise to action, until — S : Fernande stops play21 — Silence, until — T: "That was exquisite."
22 — Marionette Theme, until — T: " I'll be back in an hour."
23 — Continue pp until — T: " The Neapolitan party."
24 — S ": Fantasia
" (On Neapolitan songs), by E. Boccalari,
until
FlashbackNapolitana
to Fernande.
25 — Continue pp until — T: " Every hour I'm away from you, etc."
26
n untiluntil
— T:
are not girls
waitingsinging.
for Roger? "
27 —— Continue
Love Theme,
— S:" You
Neapolitan
28 — About 16 bars of " Fantasia Napolitana," followed by
29 — "Dramatic Agitato," by H. Hough, until — T: "Roger has just
told30—me," Dramatic
etc."
Narrative," by Pauline Pement, until — T: "At
dawn."
31 — Continue pp until — T: "I'm going to Spain."
32 — '"The Vampire" (A Dramatic Theme), by Sol. P. Levy, until —
T: " If I do that, you will ruin everything."
Love Theme,Theme,
until — until
T: "Thank
3433 —— Marionette
* * goodness,
* » END.now I can go home."

THE LAW'S OUTLAW "
(Triangle Production)
(Reviewed on page 442)
(Dramatic Moderate) by Pryor
"After
Sunset'
"" Western
Moderate
" by Bach until — S : Interior of Room,
21 ——Theme:
Canzenette
(Mod.)
" I'mto notbe
by Nicode until — T: "You ought
ashamed
of yourself."
3 — " Dramatic
Recitative '
by Sol. P. Levy until — T: ' Ethan Ransford,
elect, "etc."(Allegretto)
4— "sheriff
Intermezzo
by Pierne until — T :
drinkin' with you."
5 — Theme until — T: "I'm going back to my range."
6 — Continue ff until — T: " El Rancho Pincon, etc."
7 — " Manzano '' (Mexican intermezzo) by Brooks until — T:
lowing
a day's ffinspection,
8 — Continue
until — S: etc."
Interior of cabaret.
910—— "Stolen
von Pilzer)
until hall.
— S: Dancing,
Continue Sweets"
ff until — Waltz
S: Girl(Harry
and sheriff
leave dance
11 — "Dramatic Tension" by Sol. P. Levy until — T: "Oh daddy!
Folhew12 —I "Dramatic
wish, etc." Agitato" by H. Hough until — T: "Remember
sheriff,
prisoners
13 — Theme
until are
— T:no " good."
Impatient at the ineffective methods, etc."
14 — "Intermezzo" (Moderate) by Huerter until — T: "I know
you15 —don't
like
Mr.
Ransford."
" Yester Love" (Intermezzo Andantino) by Berch until — T:
" Maybe I've discovered a clue."
16 — "Dramatic Andante" by Ascher until — T: "A more or less
friendly
little posse."(12/8 Dramatic) by Favarger until — T: "You're
1,7 — "L'Adieu"
18
—
Hurry
until — T: "You know I shot in self defense."
a quitter,
etc."to action
19 — " Dramatic
Tension No. 1 " by Reissiger until — T: " Be careful,
net20 to— "Dramatic
say anything,Tension"
etc." by Andino until — T: "Ethan Ransford in

" THE GUN WOMAN "
(Triangle Production)
Theme: "By the River" (Romance) (12/8 Animate) by Morse
1 — "Western Moderate," by Bach, until — T: "An anonymous but
active, etc."
2 — Continue pp until — T: " La Mesa, dying metropolis, etc."
3 — "Dramatic Tension," by Levy, until — T: "Well, just tell that
feUer."
4— "After the War is Over" (Echo Music Co.), until — T: "Another stranger in town."
5 — "Cleopatra Had a Jazz Band," Trot (Leo. Feist Ed.) until T:
" They call me the agent."
6— Continue pp until — T: "Then with the passing days."
7 — Theme, until — T : " I'd make that pest a deputy."
8— Continue pp until — T: "Again in her roll."
9—
until T: " The pest becomes an official.'"
10 — "Dramatic Agitato," by H. Hough, until — T: "He had to
kill him."
11 — Theme, until — T: "With thoughts of gentle future."
12 — " Dramatic Tension No. 1," by Reissiger, until — T: " I know
a little place you'd like."
13 — Continue pp until — T: "The partnership."
14 — Popular Rag to action (Western barroom scene), until — T:
" Two more strangers reach La Mesa."
15 — "Debutante" (Waltz), by Santelman, until — T: "I think we've
got enough capital."
16 — Theme, until — T: "As the tigress becomes, etc."
17 — "Dramatic
boneback
appears. Narrative," by Pauline Pement, until — S: Man on
18
—
"Western
Allegro," by Winkler," until — T: "Won't you let
me take you away?"
'9
—
Continue
pp
T; " Bravos
transformed
20 — Heavy Rag until
to —action
(Western
barroom almost
scene),overuntilnight."
— T:
" Awaiting for the first time in her life."
21 — Theme, until — T: "Welcome to our city."
of 22the— "Love
month." Song" (Dramatic), by Flegier, until — T: "At the end
23 — Continue pp until — T: "I don't know where she went."
24 — "Allegro, ' by Bach, until — S: Hanging lamp in view.
25 — HurryWatch
to action,
SOTE:
nhoU. until — T: " For each man kills, etc."
26 — Theme, until • • • • END.

Theme : " Dramatic Recitative " by Sol. P. Levy
1 — " Chinese Serenade," by Puerner, until — T: " Man's memory is
2 — "Serenade" (Allegretto), by Saint-Saens, until — T: "Come to
the3 — sale
with me."
Continue
ff, until — T: " No worse than you, etc."
4 — "Dramatic Tension" by Sol. P. Levy, until — T: "And while
theshort."
5 —tempest
Theme rages."
ff, until — T: " But the vase which stayed."
6 — Continue pp, until — T: "The same night finds, etc."
7 — "Heavy Mysterioso," by Levy, until — T: "Two nights later
8 — " Vera Waltz, ' by A. F. Lithgow, until — T: " Four years later."
9 — "Intermezzo"
(Allegretto), by Bohm, until — T: "A few miles
they
meet."
10 — Continue to action, until — T: "After a successful sale of
11 — "Mysterioso Agitato," by Becker, until — T: "The day you
quit
son, etc."
12
—theTheme,
until — T: " Give me the phone book."
away."
13 — " asleep
Cavatine(on" bed)."
(4/4 Dramatic Moderate), by Bohm, until — S:
"poultry."
Child
14 — "Mysterioso Pizzicato No. 14," by Lake, until — T: "I don't
knew
what to do (Dramatic
with you." Allegro), by Zameznik, until — S: "Bur15 — "Ecstasy"
glar
near
window."
16 — " Fourteen Fathoms Deeo " (Dramatic Mysterioso), by Lake,
until— S : " The fight."
17 — Hurry to action, until — S; "Young woman at piano."
18 — "Allegro," by Bach, until — T: "So that's what you went for."
19 — " Aragenaisc from " Lc Cid " (Allegro), by Massenet, until —
T: " Oh, I don't know whether I can, etc."
20 — "Dramatic Narrative," by Pauline Pement, until — T: "Meanthe policeuntilof— your
counties."
21 — while
Theme,
S: "Close
up of watch."
22 — " Dramtic Tension No. 9," by Andino, until — T: "Watch out
for23the
bulls."
— "Dramatic
Agitato," by H. Hough, until — S: "Child with
man enter the house."
24 — "Return to Me Soon" (Allegro), by Gregh, until — T: "I told
you25 —heTheme,
stole that
until boy."
*****
END.
{More Music Cues Will Be Found on Page 134u]
N
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2122 —— "Theme
T: " You're justModerate)
the man I'm
Vielettauntil" — (Characteristic
by looking
Tobani for."
until — T:
" Distrusting
the
Mexican,
etc."
23 — " Heavy- Mysterioso " by Sol. P. Levy until — S: The fight.
24 — "Agitate" No. 4 by Lake until — T: "And the devil, etc."
death."
25 — " Intermezzo " (2/4 Presto) by Arenski until — T: " Rejoicing
in 26her— "father's
etc.'' by Bizet until — T: "Unlock that door,
LeRetourrecovery,
" (Allegro)
you boob ! "

"THE HOPPER"
(Triangle Production)
(Reviewed on page 887)

THE
BARTOLA*
GROWSMORE POPULAR WITH YOUR CUSTOMERS THE LONGER YOU USE IT
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE
CHAS. C. PYLE, General Sales Agent, 707-712 Mailers Bldg., Chicago. 111. Factory, Oshkosh, Wis.
Be -jure lo mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

March

2, i g i

Montana Theatre Scores Hit
PYTHIAN THEATRE, Belt, Montana, stands out among the
theatres in the smaller cities that are distinctly making good.
Although Manager J. W. Anderson admits that he has felt the
influence of the war tax he means to survive by " digging in."
Belt is a town of 1,500, located in the center of a rich farming
country and is a modern town in every respect. There is a rich
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Recent improvements at the Atascadero theatre include a vestibule with
doors to exclude the draft from the main entrance and still further improved
heating facilities. More important, perhaps, than anything else, the doors
have been rehting so that now they all open outward, and this fact, taken
together
with the
of exits
from the
the place
sate
as a building
can number
be in that
respect.
The building,'
theatre makes
is on the
groundas floor
and, besides the main entrance facing the playground has two double door
exits on the street side and one double door exit on the opposite side.
Mrs. Ruth S. Cassil, formerly of Hollywood, the new owner of the
Colonial theatre, Monrovia, is seriously contemplating the erection ot a new
theatre, being of ^he firm Ijelief that Monrovia can and will support a more
substantial and pretentious theatre than the one she now owns.
The new Liberty theatre at Camp Kearney, San Diego, was opened recently with great eclat. The theatre, with a seating capacity of approximately 1500, will do its bit toward providing clean, wholesome diversion
for the men. It is of modern construction, well ventilated and sanitary in
every way, and it is equipped with the very latest and best features essential
to the showing of motion pictures, among them being the 100 per cent
perfect
projection.
It ismentthe
plan scouring
to have the
a change
week, a and
has been
market of torprogram
several twice
weeksa with
view theto managebooking
attractions which they feel sure will appeal to the boys in the camp.
J. A. Smith, 621 Investment Building, San Pedro, has completed plans
for a theatre and store building to be erected on Palos Verdes avenue near
Sixth street, San Pedro, for N. O. Anderson, F. O. Adler and Ray Piersons,
all natives of San Pedro. The theatre auditorium will be 57 x 125 ft. in
size and will have a seating capacity of 900 people. The entrance and
lobby will be 25 x 75 ft. in size. There will also be one storeroom in the
building. The building will have concrete foundation, tile and cement flooring, pressedventilators,
brick and staff
glass and
storewiring.
front, composition roofing,skylights,
pine front,
trim, plate
plumbing
ILLINOIS
Frank Bridgewater of Springfield announces his intention of converting
his business property into a motion picture theatre in the near future.

Exterior of Pythian Theatre, Belt, Montana
coal field underlying the entire section, and eight mines are now
in operation. One of the mottos of the theatre is " We are not
boosting Belt; we are building Belt."
This house, which seats 204 people, boasts of being one of the
loest equipped houses in the whole Northwest. It is the owner of
a $5,000 American Fotoplayer, which is operated by Mr. Anderson and his wife; Simplex machines of the latest model, Hallberg
generator, Emerson exhaust fans and other modern conveniences.
The pictures are shown on an 8 x 10 screen and the detail is
made the more perfect by using a shadow box about six feet deep.
This theatre changes its bills each day, always using features,
and including the product of Pathe, Bluebird, Butterfly, World
and the Artcraft Hart, Fairbanks and Mary Pickford features.
Evans with National X-Ray
NATIONAL X-RAY REFLECTOR COMPANY announces
the appointment of G. F. Evans as supervising engineer for
the territory including Ohio, with the exception of Toledo and
Cincinnati ; West Virginia and Western Pennsylvania. Mr. Evans,
who was formerly connected with the W. C. Moore Company, will
have his offices at 825 Columbus Savings and Trust Building, Columbus, Ohio.

CALIFORNIA
Definite announcement has been made of the projected theatre building
for the southeast comer of Clement street and Ninth avenue, San Francisco.
Samuel H. Levin has engaged Reid Brothers, architects, to make plans and
supervise construction of the theatre. The playhouse, which is intended for
motion pictures, will cover a ground area of 82.6 x 125, and have a seating
capacity
of 1200
on the
ground with
floor two
and stores
800 'on fronting
the balcony.
The building
will be two
stories
in height,
on Clement
Street,
and a spacious vestibule and lobby between. Reinforced concrete will be
used entirely for the structural parts. Exits will be provided on both streets
and in the rear. On the second floor plans are made for the reception
rooms and parlors for women. The cost estimate is stated at $110,000.

lOJVA
Extensive plans have been outlined by Manager E. M. Henle, of the
Palace theatre, Muscatine, for a number of improvements to be made on his
picture house during the early spring months. The first big improvement
will be the addition to the seating capacity of the house, approximately one
hundred and twenty-five seats to be added, and the adding of new carpets to
replace the old ones all over the theatre,
MASSACHUSETTS
The new Broadway theatre at Springfield was opened last week to a
capacity
business, playing
" The
Broadway Itwasis
built
by Goldstein
Bros., who
are Garden
putting ofon Allah."
high classThephotoplays.
a beautiful theatre, seating- twenty-five hundred people.
Plans have finally been made for the erection of .a theatre in Harvard
Square, Cambridge, and it will be started on without delay. It is the new
owners of the College House who are to start operations.
NEW BRUNSWICK
" The Nickel," St. John's newest motion picture theatre, was opened a
week mentagoof Robert
to capacity
business,
undera seating
the ownership
manageArmstrong.
It has
capacity and
of onegeneral
thousand
and
forty and is a beautifully designed structure.
NEW MEXICO
Hardwick Brothers, proprietors of the Lyceum theatre, Clovis, have
contracted with architects of Kansas City for the erection ot a new theatre
building, which will have a much larger seating capacity than the one occupied at present.
NEW YORK
Hoosick Falls builder and contractor, has
well-known
the
Gillespie,
John
been awarded the contract to rebuild the Knickerbocker theatre m Glens
Falls The Knickerbocker block, of which the theatre is a part, was recently
purchased from the estate of Samuel Pruyn by Colburn and Lockwood, of
for an exthe theatre calls the
contract for rebuilding When
Burlington, Vt. The for
theatre
completed
work.
construction
penditure of $40,000
will
$15,000,
at
valued
organ,
pipe
large
a
and
Rialto,
The
named
be
will
d.
, ,
,
. . ,
,
be installe
An interesting structural alteration is planned on top of the new motion
"L "
an West.
forming
City, 305
Eighthof avenue.
at 623 corner
theatre
and 307
picture the
to Nos.
street,York
Fortieth New
northwest
around
The Bofan Amusement Company, lessee, has commissioned S. B.in Eisendrath,
order that
for the roof
architect, to make plans for an open air theatre
The changes will cost abotjt
it may operate during the summer months.early
to the
leased
and
1917
in
erected
was
theatre
existing
The for twenty-one 'years to Louis W. Weil. ,
$30,000.Company
, , .
Bofan
Some one has revived the rumor that the West End, Newburgh, is to
George
spring. According to the yam,
have a moving picture theatre this
into
Broadway and Fullerton Avenue Had
Cohan is to convert a building near theatre
uptown.
farther
be
to
is
a theatre. Others have it that the
and
he
that
probable
is
it
colors
the
to
called
been
not
Moore
WR. A.Schuyler
Brown would have had a company incorporated seeking to locate a
moving picture there.
NOVA SCOTIA
Bridgewater's newest motion picture theatre, " The Empire," was opened
a week ago under the management of Cragg and Fraser. It has a seating
capacity of five hundred.
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PONT AMERICAN INDUSTRIES^™

mm

Seats That Stay Beautiful
Here is a theatre seat that will he heautiful
after years of hard ser\ ice hoeause it is covered with I)u Pont Fahrikoid which floes not
wear shahhy and is ahsohitely unafTected by
water, <;rcasc. stains, dust or perspiration.
DU PONT FABRIKOID
CO.
Wilmington, Del
Caoidian
Ficloi •
and OSficr:
NEW TORONTO
ONTARIO

No. 680
Made by
WISCONSIN
CABINET &
PANEL CO.
105 WeM 40th
Street
New York
Li

InThe

Dark?

Vou wduld laugh ar the busines*; m;in who refuses to use light
while he IS workmc to keep down expenses. That man
would be pjyinu dearly for his io-called economy. But you
arcbscribc
dome for
'he very same thing with your theatre, unless you
"Screen Opinions"
Tb(lndrpca<lcol,G>inprcbcnilvc Rt%'icwio£ Service
It trill )oo sti about all ihc piciurct rclcawd — roicwi— fynopici—
cjiti
author—Mindly
dirrttor—ilar.
And if youpicture*
don't kfwrt* —ihncniimlwr
thingto(tn*tourcch—
»ft working
youlhi» »trtcrricfbooking
itxr
nif kel ■ d»)ntlor—propoution
— 1« your
thin il corti hiin
t-<j aifk
li|hti Ifin tuw
ytMtt IMtyIhin— ■iweMittu
now
Wriu In for Ful) Jnf ormation
Cahill -I^oe Co. Chicago
llZ MHarrispn Si • ihe hone of QCO "piBPucTf .
'♦NEWMAN"
Ticket Chopper
.Safeiruuril uKoInNt haTlnc; your tickets
UHed over
aK»iii and
utantex
Moinetimeti
cauxereHold.
muny CLrcummen to
yield
to
temptation.
Newman's
ticket
cliopperH poNitively chop and poHltlvely
inxure yon uKuUiHt any colluHlon between
ticket Hollcr and ticket tjvker. The most
pra/'tlcal
and moNt
choppersof
miMic. Write
In forattractive
1918 Catalog
Ticket CliopperH, Brass Frames and
KuIIh.
THE NEWMAN MFG. CO.
717-10 Hycamore Street, Cincinnati, O.
68 W. WaNhUiKton
Street,
r:Ktal>llahed
1882Chlcaco, III.
Coaat Rcprescntntlve — <}. A. Metcalfe,
119 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.
Canadian Representative — J. T. Malone
Films, niallo Theatre Bldg., Montreal,
Can.Framr*, Eauels, Ralls, Grilles, 8l«ms,
Chopprrs, Kick Plates, Door Bars
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WASHINGTON
Marking
the
beginning
of
a
new period
in Bremerton's
the new Kialto theatre had its opening
performances
Feb. 6theatrical
and 7. history,
An unusually good program was provided, and that doubled the pleasure
of attending one ot the opening performances to see the inside of the
beautiful inamusement
interest
the city. structure, the building of which has caused so much
Probably not a city in the country the size of Bremerton can boast of a
l)layhouse that is superior to the Rialto, in which are incorporated all of
the most modern features for the comfort o£ the patron and for the presentation of a high class of entertainment.
A building permit for the erection of a $50,000 theatre building at South
Ninth and Market Streets, Tacoma, has been taken out by John S. Baker
and 11. F. Moore. The permit states that the building will be 90 x 120, with
the entrance on Ninth Street and the alley. Roland E. Borhek is named
as the contractor and Dawson and Dahlberg as the contractors. It is
estimated
that the building, which was started last month, will be completed
in five months.
Joe Lucas, manager of the Grand theatre, Centralia, announces that he
has secured a lease on the new $50,000 theatre being erected at the corner
of Tower Avenue and Maple Streets and which is rapidly nearing completion. The lease runs tor a period of ten years. Arrangements have been
completed for the furnishing of the new theatre, the equipment to be as
line as in any house on the Coast. All of the big road attractions possible
will be booked for the new house, the stage of which is large enough to
accommodate the biggest shows.
I
" DODGING A MILLION "
I
(Goldwyn
I
(Reviewed onProduction)
page 1038)
I Theme: "Illusion Intermezzo" (2/4 Moderato) by Bustanoby
1 1 — " A La Bien Aimee " (French Waltz Lente), by Schuett, until —
i T: "And this lowly person is Arabella Flynn."
1
2 — "Intermezzo" (Allegretto), by Pierne, until — T: "She's stabbed
i me."
I 3 — "Dramatic Tension," by Sol. P. Levy, until — T: "1 will give
= you this gown and a dinner."
I 4 — "Missouri Waltz" (Forster Ed.), until — T: "Arabella makes a
I delivery, etc."
1 5 — "Serenade" (Allegretto), by Saint-Saens, until — T: "A late
i customer."
1 6 — "Album Leaf" (4/4 moderato), by Kretschmer, until — S: "Arai bella dressing in front of mirror."
1 7 — Theme, until — S: "Arabella near taxi."
I 8 — "Silvery Brook" (Waltz), by Braham (Melodious), until — S:
I " Arabella enters the restaurant."
I
9 — "Swing
(6/8 Moderato), by Barns, until — S: "Arabella
= running
out ofSong"
restaurant."
I 10 — "Allegro," by Bach, until — T: "Raquines, night watchman, etc."
I 11 — "Dramatic Recitative," by Sol. P. Levy, until — T: "Does a
1 dame Arabella Flynn? "
I
12 — "Essence
Grotesque"
(Mysterioso), by M. Lake, until — S:
1 " Interior
of Hotel
Lobby."
1 13 — " Manzano " (Mexican Intermezzo), by Brooks, until — T: " Par1 don, Senorito, but I am the manager."
1
until —Watch
T: " But
am not
fatalist."
1 14 — Theme,NOTE:
DoorI Bell
and a Produce
Effect.
1 15 — Continue pp, until — T: " Her first false step."
i
16 — "Sweet
Jasmine" (Allegretto), by Bendix, until — S: "Arabella
1 reading
letter."
i 17 — "Heavy Mysterioso," by Sol. P. Levy, until — T: "New York
i gets a little reading matter."
5 18 — Theme, until—
T: "Arabella
a financial, etc.''
i
NOTE:
Watch forcomprehends
Telephone Bell.
i 19 — "Dramatic Narrative," by Paulin Pement, until — T: "Throughi out20 —the"Egyptian
day Jack was
1
Ballet"unable,
(Partetc."
3 Andante Sostenuto), by Luigini,
I until — T: "And they say that opportunity, etc."
I 21 — "Love Theme'' (Dramatic), by Herzberg, until — T: "The
1I second
Rex."
22 — " morning
Cavatine at" the
(4/4 St.Dramatic
Moderato), by Bohm, until — T:
I " When the theatres are empty."
., o
= 23 — "Aurora" (Ballet Intermezzo), by Vonder Mehden, until — S:
I " Jack kissing Arabella."
I
— "Serenade"
(Andante), by Drigo, until — S: "Jack standing
; on 24stairs
near window."
I 25— " Tragic Theme," by Paul Vely, until — S: "Arabella telephonNOTE: Watch for Seme
"Jack
Breaking Windoiv and
Produce
Effect.
26 — "Serenade" (Dramatic Andante), by Widor, until — T: "Morncame as dull Theme"
and grey, (Andante),
etc."
27 ing
— "Sorrow
by Pauline Pement, until — S:
" Interior of office."
28ing.— " " Aragonaise " from " Le Cid " (Allegro), by Massenet, until —
T: "To say nothing about your hotel bill."
29 — " Dramatic Agitato " by H. Hough, until — T : " My son has
30— " Ein Maerchen " (Dramatic Fantasia), by Bach, until — T:
" Don't you believe me? "
31—
Dramatic Andante," by E. Ascher, until — T: (on letter) It
gonC) ••etc."
is 32—
my Theme,
sad experience,
etc."
until *****
END.

TlIK

METOL'S
RIVAL
IMOUFKC'TWRITE
FlI-.M l>i;Vi;i,<>I>KR

Franklin Import and Export Co.
new York
(Inc.)
220 BROADWAY
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" WOLVES OF THE RAIL "
(Artcraft Production)
(Reviewed on page 734)
Theme: " Heartwounds " (Dramatic) by Grieg
1— " L'Adieu " (12/8 Dramatic), by Favarger, until — T: "At Smoky
Cap,
New Mexico."
2 — Silence
"just produce railroad eiTects " until — T: "The office
of the division."
3 — " Violetta " (Concert Piece), by Herman, until — T: "Box Canyon
in 4the
Rita, " etc."
— " Sant
Manzona
(Characteristic Mexican Intermezzo), by Broolis,
(watch for railroad effects), until — T: "Buck Andrade, one of the
5 — Heavy Western Allegro — to action (watch for railroad effects),
many."
until — T: "A wild cat trail."
6 — "Dramatic Recitative," by Sol. P. Levy, until — T: "Over the
divide in another country."
7 — "Ave Maria" (Dramatic), by Ascher, until — S: "When bandit
shoots
Andrade."
g — Watch
Shot — with ad. lib. Tympany Rolls during fall, followed by
9 — Dramatic Allegro — to action, until — T: " My son, you will tell
me the truth ! "
10 — Theme, until — T: "After disloading and driving his followers,
11 — Continue pp, until — T: " On the Westbound limited."
etc."
12 — " Hearts Devotion," Reverie (4/4 And.), by Hurst (Watch for
railroad effects), until — T: "The mutiny that band, that refused."
13 — Continue to action — with ad. lib. railroad effects, until S : " The
hold-up."
14 — "Tragic Theme," by Paul Vely, until — T: "Morning."
15 — "Con Amore " (Melody), by Beaumont, until — T: "With the
arrival of No. 3."
1617 —— Continue
action until
— T: followed
"A fortnight
later."
Open withto railroad
effects,
by
18 — "Melody," by Friml, until — T: "In New York."
19 — Continue to action until — T: "Then came the quiet mountain
twilight."
20 — Theme, until — T: "The band that rallied, etc."
21 — " OUa Podrida " (Spanish Burlesque), by Puerner, until — T:
" My name is Cassidy."
22 — "Dramatic Tension," by Sol. P. Levy, until — T: "Didn't your
mother ever teach you, etc."
23 — Theme, until — T: "The outlaw. Buck Andrade, is dead."
24 — " Dramatic Tension No. 1," by Reissiger (watch for railroad
effects), until — T: " Are you the man who? etc.''
FOR SALE
$2000 WURLITZER
In STYLE
use only 14"O"
months.
A-1 condition. A Bargain.
Write LIONEL DELACROIX,
Plaquemine, Louisiana
JUST _A MOMENT, PLEASE
Take elevator to the SIXTH
FLOOR.
THE INDEPENDENT MOVIE
SUPPLY CO. has every known
supply for the M. P. Theatre.
Courtesy with Service
Room 603
729 7th Ave., N. T.

Automatically supplies only such voltage as arccurrent
require*.
No waste ol
in ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
W. 114th St.,Cleveland,Ohio.US. A

lousiness
P&ferin^s

MOVING PICTURE MACHINES,
frames,ings,motors,
lamps,supplies,
paintand other spot
theatre
both new and second-hand at bargain prices. We need the room for
new stock
therefore are
offering someandexceptional
bargains.
WRITE FOR SPECIAL LIST.
ERKER BROS.
608 OLIVE ST. ST. LOUIS, MO.

25— Heavy Battle, Hurry, until— T: "Is he Buck Andrade, my
26 — " The Lion Chase " (Grand Galop), by Koelling (watch for
railroad effects), until — T: "I'm going to kill you with my hands."
27 — Continue ff until — S: "Andrade throws the bandit through
"
28
— Cymbal
Crash, followed by
dear?
the29 window."
— Theme, until — T: "The last of the Devil's division."
30 — Continue to action (with ad. lib. railroad effects), until * END.

The

Automaticket
for

Policy

1918

One of the greatest ,sat!.sfactions in our business
life is to hear so many exhibitors refer to us
by such " pet terms " as " progressive," " leaders
in their field," etc.
During 1918 we propose to live up to these expectations more strenuously than ever before.
We shall spare no efforts to deserve the patronage of
exhibitors, improving constantly on our efforts in the
That this policy has been appreciated, is evidenced by
our constantly growing patronage. It includes the
past.
largest circuits as well as medium and small houses.
It is evidenced by our busy factories in various parts
of the country from which we ship our Automaticket
Systems and tickets to exhibitors in this country and
abroad.
The key note of our policy is to put the interest of the
exhibitor FIRST. We know that is the best way to
serve our own interest.
Automatic Ticket Selling and
Gash Register Company
Manufacturers of Automatic Ticket Selling
Machines
Tickets and Other Box Office Equipment
1731 BROADWAY

-

NEW

YORK

Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
We rentchanges,lists
o'f or owners,
address publicity
contemplated
or existing
theatres, exstate rights
mediums
and producers,
selected as to territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes were
recorded in our list last year. Its use means a saving to you of from
30 to 50% in MOTION
postage, etc.
-kt 152
PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
80 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YOKK
Phone, 3227 Chelsea
425 ASHLAND BLOCK, CHICAGO
Phone, 2003 Randolph
Addressing Muldgraphing Printing Typewriting

YPHO
ONrO
OLIN
GSYS
TYPHOON
PAN COMPANY
1JJ544
BROADWAY
^NEW TEN
YORK CITY
The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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Motion

It's

The
We're

Man
All

Behind

Thinking

Of

How

The

These

About
The

You

Picture

News

Gun

Days

YOUR

MAN,

Operator?

demand

results of him,

but he cannot "produce"
without the machine.
Give
A

Him

Power's
If you

Nicholas

Power

The

Best

—

Cameragraph; —

expect the best of him.

Company

Incorporated
Pioneers
90 GOLD

of Projection

STREET,

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

Be lure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
THE WILLIAMS PBINTINO COMPINT. mtW TOBK

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the "News!

MARCH

9,

1918

U. B. Patent O Jloe.

DOMINATES

THE

FIELD

My Dear Mr. Zukor: —
^
I thought you would be pleased to know that my schedule of bookings for T;He^^i^
Rivoli and The Rialto throughout February and March and the first two weeki'^/^
(Uj /
April, contains, with one exception onl
y
I (

This fact gives me a decided feeling of security and satisfaction, as I know from'^^^^Al
past experience
that it will mean excellent business at both houses. Thanking you for
the splendid cooperation you have given me and assuring you of niy continued good
wishes, I remain,

VOL«

XVII— NO»

10

Hnltrtd as ^Mni aast Matur, VUober 13, 1913, at tht Ptst Office at l\'ew York, N. Y , under the act cj March 3rd, W9

PRICE

10 CENTS

bluebird

a*
in.

ihe

Photoplay^

man

-ifxe

i^Ro

^reA-t

lauded

St

.AjiTveirlca.xv

El«.er

pla.y

Cliflon.

Book thru your local Bluebird Exchange or communicate with
Bluebird Photo Plays fine.) 1600 Broadway, New York

Maeterlinck's
THE

A

BLUE

o[ Happiness,

Spectacle

of beauty
beating

inconceivable,-

hearts thrown

Released
A

on

Easter

mighty, emotional

as the

most

upon

drama

BIRD

a pictorial

an endless
the

imac^e

sun-screen

Sunday

March

o

of Heaven.
51st

that the public will hail

artistic photoplay

b FAMOUS

adventare

yet

produced.

PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION

Thomas

H. Ince

presents
William

in

S.

Hart

"BLUE
BLAZES
RAWDEN"
by J. G. Hawks, Directed by William S. Hart. Photographed by Joe August
Supervision of
Thomas

An

H.

ADTCBAFT

Ince

Picture

YylLLIAM
S. HAPvT
is a boss^umber^jack in
"Blue Blazes Fkawden," a tough customer who
kills bears with his hands.

He's a "fighting fool" and

there's not a dull spot in this intensely vigorous story.
This Thomas H. Ince star is a 100 percent box office
attraction.

He

is a splendid hero of the big outdoors.

\A/^illiam S. Hart pictures are inspiring. They
folks breathe deeper.
That's why you've
your theatre.
TRADE

got to have

William

S. Hart

AO

iMiK
FAMOUS PLATERS -LASKY CORPORATION
X^^^^^^i, ADOLPH ZUKOK Pres. JESSE L.USKY Vice Pres. CECILB.DEMILLE^/WcfcrCenenzi

The " NEWS

advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.

make

in

Io50

Benjamin

Chapin
in

Sonfilm of
A''The
series of dramatic
stories Democracy''
of America in the making.
Written, directed and produced by Benjamin Chapin
A
AN

Paramount

Series

audience of ten million has learned from The
Saturday Evening Post and The Literary Digest

what "The Son of Democracy"
should see it.

is and why

they

No one who saw the "ads" will miss the photoplay.
The Saturday Evening Post and The Literary Digest
are only two of many national magazines being used
to make this picture a mighty box-office attraction.
Every patron who is sent to you by these advertisements
is good for ten "admissions," because "The Son of
Democracy" is so built that each chapter not only is all'
satisfying but leaves a hungry desire for the next one.

PLAYERS
CORPORATION
VV". :FAMOUS
ADOLMI ZUKUU/vr,
JCSSK L IJkSKY-LASKY
Wr.' CrX:iLB
OthtlUX VirMirfmnil Yl'

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Adolph Zukor
Presents

Elsie

"The

An

Ferguson
in

Song
of Songs'
By Edward Sheldon
Scenario by Charles Maigne
Directed by Joseph Kaufman
ADTCBAFT

Picture

THAT'S
a downright good picture. \t
will get a pile of money," an exhibitor
remarked at a trade showing of "The Song
Of
Songs." it will. Success begets success and
of course
"The

Song of Songs" was one of the greatest successes that ever thrilled the stage
world.
The story of the ravishingly beautiful woman who trod
the primrose maze of life brought blase Broadway to its
feet and packed the E hinge Theatre for months.
Reinforced by a star whose very personality means a
full house, the picture is greater than the stage version.

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

Motion
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J.

Stuart

Picture

Blackton

The Master of Screencraft
Presents
"The

World
For
From the Novel by

Sale"

Sir Gilbert Parker
Picturized and personally presented by
J. STUART BLACKTON

^(^aramoimt(^icture/
J STUART BLACKTON
productions are "pyramiders."
• Each one piles up even more business for you than the
one before.
J. Stuart Blackton is a big drawing card in motion pictures and
his fame grows even greater with the release of each of his
Paramount Pictures.
Ann Little and Conway
of the Northwest.
_

Tearie are featured players in this story

It's worth a long run.

V: FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION

Be iure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

News
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ALBERT

E- SMITH

7^es(^^

If
ALICE

THE

JOYCE
IN

SONG

o/ii^

SOUL

AP(wayftd
Siovqof

a

Wmian's
Shaihrcd
Soul,Healcd

Balm
Love

of
and

Devotion.

TKis Vitagrapk Five Part Blue K-ibbon Feature
presents beautiful Alice Joyce, a never failing box-office
star, in a big, appealing beart-Jrama witb tbe dominant note
of motber-lovc — tbe tbeme tbat never bas failed and never
will fail to toucb a responsive cbord in tbe beart of
every motion picture patron.
SHANNON

FIFE

Direc-tecL hq^
TOM TERRISS

VIIAGRAPH
We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to theml

M 0 t i c n Picture
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RAVER
HARRV
AAJ>N OUAJ CE^
THE

FAMOUS

JEKYLL-HYDE

OF

SILENT

C

BREES
EDMUND
IN HIS OWN. HIGH TENSION
MYSTERX^TALE

ITH AMERICA'S
.MA

MAGNETIC

STAR

HANLO

AND A SUPERLATIVE

SUPPORTING

COMPANY

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

News

jgy)

A
a

stage hit last season —
this!
sensation
screen

Eugene

Walter's

"THE
n wKich
Select

wonderful

play

KNIFE"
Pictures presents

ALICE

BRADY
directed bj) Robert G. Vignola
scenario bjl Charles Maigne
The picture, ''TKe Knife, ' ' is one of tKe most remarkable
dramas eA^er sKoWn through the medium of the screen
its action svjift, straight, direct — like the stab of a blade
through the dark. "The Knife" is a photoplaj) triumph !

PICTURES

Motion
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S/^®

®/^®

#/^®

(«)

(M)
m^m

(#)

P i c tx,r e News

H^r/^" ll'"^
. CARDN E by
R IRVIN
SULLI VAI^
Directed
ant/CPAofographed
V. WliLAT;

^

IIP i?s

Hi

;t

^

«

?g

«
M

-Nf ;^, ^
^
^

BP
m
*

>i& m

^
^

a

T

A
^

^

2St J«:
^
•
^
Verdt Theatre, Ban Francisco

BIG SPECIALl PICTURES LIKE "THE ZEPPELIN'S LAST«RAID," "THOSE WHO PAY" AND "THE BELGIAN," DO A TREMENDOUS BUSINESS //V EVESK NEIGHBORHOOD. IN BRIDGEPORT, CONN., (POP. 102,054) NINE THEATRES BOOKED "THE
ZEPPELIN'S ORDINARY
LAST
RAID" VALUE.
— AN ABSOLUTELY UNPRECEDENTED DEMAND FOR A FEATURE — PROOF POSITIVE OF EXTRABOX OFFICE

U. S. EXHIBITORS'
CORPORATION
FRANK BOOKING
G. HALL, President
REPRESENTATIVES IN THE FOLLOWING EXCHANGES:
HOFFMAJ*-POURSOUARE:
PIIILAUELPHIA— 1325 Vine St.
SOUTHERN STATES FILM CO.i
WKW YORK— 7W BcTeolb Ave.
ATLANTA—
Walton St.St.
CINCINNATI— 301 Btrand Theatre Bldg.
BOTTALO— 47 W. Hwm Ht.
DALLAS
— 1900114 Commerce
BT.
LOUIS
—
301
Empress
Theatre
Bldg.
OBICAOO— 207 B. W»t,»ih Are.
GLOBE
FEATURE
FILM CO.i
CLEVELAND—
310
Sloan
Bldg.
DKTROIT— 17M
804 Jo*
MackHt. Bldg.
WASHINGTON— 8 E St.. N. W.
NEW ENGLAND—
20 Inc.:
Winchester St., BottOB, Mui.
DENVER—
Welton
FRANK
GERSTEN,
KANKA8
CITY—
1120
Walnut
St.
■EATTI.B— 2014 Third Ave.
PAN I IIANCIKCO— 101 Golden Gate Ave.
NEW
JERSEY—
220
W.
42dCO.:St., New York City
SUPER
FEATURE
FILM
MINNEAPOLIS— 206 Film Exchange Bldg
Pl'I
ieBtmaB— 127614Fourth
UM^iANOELSS—
W. StbAve.
St.
CANADA — 59-61 Victoria St., Toronto, Ont.
FOR
EIGN Rlf^HTSi ROBERTSON-COLE CO.. (23RD FLOOR, TIMES BLDG.,) NEW YORK CITY
Be iure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when vyriting to advertisers
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Goldwgn
The

Of

Announces
Turning

The

Tide

INCREASED business for Goldwyn Pictures from the great
* and unconquerable WEST — a sure sign of returning pros*
perity for the nation's exhibitors.
Increased businesss from the prosperous Ten Billion Dollar
SOUTH; richer and wealthier than ever before in its history.

Increased business and bigger patronage from the yecentlyzero NORTH, just thawing out under the first sunshine after
the worst winter ever recorded.
Bigger business than ever from all-powerful ElAST— the
financial heart of America with steadily mounting war profits
coursing through its veins.
Goldwyn business is feeling and benefitting by these
wonderfully changing conditions and the reason we are
benefitting is that our productions throughout a desperate winter have kept thousands of our exhibitors
"ahead of the game" in revenues; ahead of their competition inpatronage; ahead of their rivals in quality
product.

We definitely predict the most prosperous Spring and
Summer exhibitors have had in several years and we
can further insure this prosperity with Goldwyn productions made according to the most skilful hox-offic^
pattern.
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
Samuel Goldfish. President
Edgar S-Eijvrvs. J/iceJ>resi3ent_
New York City
16 East 4-2«</ Street

obV
The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS."
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Motion

(5olcl\yy

For

Picture

icturcs

February

—

March

pOCKET-BOOK
strength
"on the pictures
door" ofwith
theatres;
pictures
with action, plot PICTURES—
and humanity pictures
in them; with
but above
everything
profit in
them.
If they have Quality and Art in them, so much the better, but thie profit-making essentials
must come first.
These
string
series
proud

are the demands of every exhibitor in America today and Goldwyn, following up its
of profil-making pictures, is continuing to meet the exhibitor-demand with a consecutive
of remarkable productions which will cover the entire Spring and Summer. We are
to submit for the box-office verdict:

ME

THE

MAPSH

BELOVED

MABEL

IN
NOPMAND

THE

FLOOR

BELOW
BY ELAINE STERNE

TRAITOR
BY FRAMK L. PACK-ARD
An emotional, melodramatic love story of action
and romance — revealing the great dramatic
nower of February
one of the
Released
24. screen's biggest favorites.

A bigger, faster and more thrilling romantic comedy-drama than her successful "Dodging A Million," which broke house-capacity records. Directed byClarence Badger. Released March 10.

Consult the box-office charts of the trade press about every recent Goldwyn production and find
these reports by exhibitors who played them: "Record for my house." "Big business at advanced
[trircs." "Extra big business." "Weather awful — business great." "Drew tremendous
business." "Turned hundreds away." "Two days to capacity." "22° below — S. R. O."
All Goldwyn Pictures are drawing big business througbcrut America.
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
.SamIU I (Inl.DHSII. u/r,ll IjXiAK S I.VV VN, ^'/. .■ /'■ i',W(/cM (
16 East 4-2,.,/ Street Now York City

Be Kurc to mention " MOTION

IMCTUHK Np;WS" when writing to advertisers

New
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FoK

March

— April

T^HINK what a sensation a melodramatic Madge Kennedy will be — the Madge Kennedy of
the smile and the wonderful comedy eyes added to a new and still more rernarkable Madge
Kennedy in a rushing, mysterious, amazing drama that sets audiences aquiver.
This is the
big surprise picture we have made to keep your Spring business booming.
And to all of you who broke every house record with Mary Garden in "Thais" — think of the
profits and the box-office prosperity that will be yoiirs with another Mary Garden picture —
more sensational, more daring than "Thais."
Goldwyn is pleased to announce:

mi

THE

KENNEDY

DANGER

GAM
BY ROY SOMERVILLE
More than a "Feminine Raffles;" If you were not
"in on the secret" you would call her "the most
beautiful
March 24. burglar in the world." Released

MARY

THE

GARDEN

SPLENDID

SINNER
BY KATE -JORDAN
An amazing drama of a magnificent woman who
sacrificed her honor but won redemption and became one of the world's martyrs. Directed by
Edwin Carewe.
Released April 7.

Already the world is demanding peace. When it comes America faces the greatest ten years
of prosperity in its history. Every class will have an abundance of money. Labor will be
better paid than ever before. Goldwyn is expending every ounce of its energy and effort to
make for the nation's exhibitors productions that will be insurance policies against the
possibilities of poor business.
GOLDWYM PICTURES CORPORATION
Samuel Goldfish Pmsident
Edgar New
Selwyn, York
Vice President'
City
16 East A-Zy^c/ Street

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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Motion

THiy
HER

BEAUTIFUL

AMERICI^N

HEBO-HyjTBAND

TO

GiRL

AMERICA'J'

P ic 1

r e News

FOLLOWED
BATTLE

LINE

Exhibitors Throughout- N'ovth Mmerica
Jlre Breaking
Jill Existing House Capacity and Box-office Records with
li'a.M.
For

Lowry's

(he

Tremendous

FREEDOM
Capt. Edwin

A gigantic, spine-thrilling proof of the
daring
and
sons
at war.

bravery of the Nation's

An epic of the loyalty and devotion of
the Nation's wives and daughters.

Patriotic
of

Bower

the

War

Drama

WORLD

Hessev

A great, vivid and unparalleled production that makes every onlooker
thrill with pride and love of country.
Featuring E. K. Lincoln, beautiful Barbara Castleton and Romaine Fielding.

Every exhibitor playing "For the Freedom of the World" has made
a profit.
75% who have played it have booked "repeat dates."
Wire or write at once to your nearest Goldwyn
branch office for prices and open dates.

Corporation.
un
dm
ol
(3 Dirtributing
16 Eas) 12<1 Stictt
Nrw York City
Be lure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers
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B.A.ROLFE

uixQ,

presents

hvzomparaSfe

EDITH

STOm
IN

REVENGE

QAdaptedJrom

§dward^<^ts

'poj^uCar never jfearts Sieac^si
and directed in^ supreme acts
Sy
AN

ALL

Tod

Browning*

STAR

DUCTION^PO

SERIES
WER

PRO-

andcmm

RELEASED

BV

METRO
FEBRUARY

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.

l^^tk
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h'ade-

papers
and

News-

papers

Motion

A
PHOTOPLAY
that can
run into the HeVie
seven partWclass
^ade
bitorS
Sxhi
without e\er once losing its interest, wit"hout faih'ng
through
every~reeJ
to to
bring
the eyesas^of
the
audience,
deserves
go regular
clown ui tears
screento history
rara avis. Yet this is what has bec'n accomplished in tFe
case
"Revelation."
Wordshercanillimitable
hardjv descrihe
wond eriiilof acting
6T Nazimova.
art, herthesinuous
grace,
Krnm th'pa
first shenT^ma^eronTe^cnan)n[pahl^
wms ner auaience, when in themoods
French cabaret,
half naked dancer, the curves of her delicate body move
the spectators in the wine tavern to a • mad outbreak of
enthusiasm.
Then later the love episode — the woman who .fqund in
the American artist the ideal of her sadly tarnished life,
and finally awakening to the • Matgdalene horror of sin in
its bald, brazen aspects, conquers the passions of the flesh
and yields all else in a sublime devotidn to The Christ^
the image of The Virgin and hope for Divine forgiveness.
This is but a poor description of a play which deserve^
far more space tnan it can he p^iven at present. One can
only dwell upon a few instances of such telling power that
they must be 'outlined, if only in brief. As a Parisian
grisette, light of love, living but for the moment, despising
the future, revelling in a glamorous atmosphere of wine,
song and rose leafs cast under her white, twinkling feet,
Joline, as portrayed by Nazimova, captures all . heartsi
And ri^ht here is seen' the |nsig5t of the ]:rue artiste.
•| lie ordinary
s[;aged ,in such circumstances would
fiievitahlv
spoilactress.
the climay hv nvprHning the part. Mot, SO
Nazimova' When the model of whom she is jealous appears, the artist's sweetheart approaches her with all due
humbleness. Her wonderful eyes seem to express nothing
but sympathy. ~UD to the instant when they flame into "a"
hell tury of rage, and she hurls herself upon the otijer
woman like an avenging demon. After which, the revulsion ot feeling, the passionate desire to atone, followed by
the gift to her rival of her rings, and, declaration of guilt
to her lover.
A finer cast could not have bYeri coIIecfef ^d
George Baker has directeTTR^T^ay'^yitK such skill and
caretul
aetaiiadmirable
as to establish
to "be
numberedattention
with theto most
craftsmantus ofright
the silent
raa.

^'^■Mrnat
NAZIMOVA
A REAL

Picture

N e zv s

of Commerce
PICTDJE
PHOTO

PLAY

•'REVELATION" AT LYRIC RANKS
HIGH AMONG FILMS.
Metro Production Is One of the Best
Ever Screened and the Work of
the Star Is Superb-rSettings Are
Beautiful and Appropriate Photography Is Excellent and the. Supporting Cast Adequate.
One of ■ the motet noted dramatic reviewers of Ne<v Torkvcaine out of the
Lyric Theatre late yesterday afternoon
after the first "preaentatio*! of the MietfO
picture,
iiiova as "Kevelation."
the star, and- with
said; Mttie. NaXl"I've been going to pictures fof a loner
tihie, lotfking^ for what I consider, a real
photo play, and at last rv« found one"That is what "RieVelation" la— a real
photo play. It has a beautiful story,
beautifully told- ah<a wonderfully well
acted. Practically all the interest cen,,
tcrs in the one character, Jollne, played
by Mme. Nazinnova. There never has
been, never can be any question as to the
talent of this aciress, and in the role of
Joline, the vi\id, picturesque little tnodel
of the JLatin Quarter, who, through a
miracle, Ifirrds her SoUjl, M me. Naslraova is
Koited as she seldom has beet) before. Wer
IJluyltig, whet^rer as model, mistress,- Ma^
donna or nurse, is a triuitiph, one that
stage.
the -.ever has exceeded on the spcakUig
"fejetatio
is a ecrftened.
truly great picture, ojje
the bestn" ever
ot

le war views, depicting the "going over the top," and
search among the wounded by the Red Cross contingent,
are wonderful even in these days of numerous battle films
The lightinpf is
superb and considered as a whole, "Revelation" offers to
exhibitors one ot the hnest drawing cards from a boy
office standpoint that the screen has known in many a lorv
day.
G. T. P.
T)ramatic Mirror

"Nazimova possesses "great drawing
and in Revel at ion" she has a role that' power,
should
satisfy her many admirers "

JidY.'Tribune
"Right from the start, one of the most
lascmating pictures"

XX

Sun
Excellent"

emus

Kazlmova's'
worit
la • "War Brrdes" 'showed
her. sulendin
adaptability as a .sereea artiste, biit the
part
played ibotc- oi-.
In "rjevelatlon"
shelessrunsoij-one
'tbe Ye.j
Scaleonly.of
"Gemollpna,
aijd spectator
holds (beitiiroughout.
syw^athctlc interest of the

^YSvening

Mali

Better than War Brides"
J\Cr. Times
"Spectators showed theu-warm
endorsement "
Svening leiegram
" Displayed heights of temperament never before eq^uallea "

"Established a new type of
Uncommonly interesting"
terrific temperament"
Be lure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Repoi'ts fxom

tremendous

all over the

receipts

at the

ability
you

and

through

to make

to share

"LEST

WE

them

sHow

office thi'ou|li
" They set a
return to the

Metro

hi§ successes -^Aetro
in the

at your

land

hox

METJRD's feature productions
new high standard for cash
exhihitor

knocks

proves

its

wants

cLean- up -

F0ECET;withEIIAJ01IVET,wiU

maice
you hip' profits * It has exceptional aavertisia^
advantages, such as the sinking of the Lusitania,
an mter national star and a tremendous spectacle^
Just having

finished

at the Lyric

its hig run

Iheatre^NewYork^at prices of 25<:-50<^and^IOO
STOKEX
ofDEATH, with EDITH
LEGION
should he advertised as a tremendous drama
of modern
women

actually

high hfe, with

Russian

and

American

fighting

in the

*

trenches

^'fhe Slacief:with EMILY STEVENS, and Diaft25S"
withMABEL TALIAFERED, are aheady demonsti-ated
box office sucossses of tremendous siT.e - In order
to reap the full Lenefit from these hig features,
advertise them well hefore you show them"BLUE JEANSrwith V10LADANA,is
one of the
greatest attractions presented in motion pictures*
It is an ahsolutely certain clean-up IheseJ^atures, together
ready Jor reLease, make

with

the other bi^ Metro produchons

the motion picture business

safejbr

which

are about

the exhibitor-

IL
'Ihe

sinful
A

g2

CAct

R

entertainment

Y

Feature

o

D

AY

}Jovelty
E

W

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News.'
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By

DESK

A

WORLD"
THE
OF
MAP
A
AND
{Little Talks With Foreign Buyers — No. 2)

President

success in selecting American

INTER-OCEAN'S
A

ers has tempted a number
A MAP
AND
DESK

GOOD

ENOUGH

WANTS.

TO

Oughtn't

film for foreign buy-

of people to go into " the exporting business."
TO BE
IS SUPPOSED
OF THE WORLD

CATER

TO

THE

FOREIGN

FILM

it be perfectly easy to be a successful

ture exporter," — the whole world is buying

film, so why

BUYER'S

" moving

pic-

not good naturedly

accommodate the whole world? What the Inter-Ocean's competitor forgets isthat Inter-Ocean has made of film-selection-for-foreign-buyers a highly specialized business that cannot be learned in a month or a year or by
the installation of a shiny new desk; and that purchasers of American film for the foreign market are careful about their purchases to the point that they will ONLY deal
with firms that know

the FOREIGN

market as completely as do the buyers them-

selves. It's a fact! It stands to reason that only a large exporting organization that
is a 100 per cent FILM exporting organization, that devotes the brains of its entire
well-trained force to the foreign film market, and the foreign film market only, CAN
BE PERFECTLY EQUIPPED TO SELECT FILMS FOR THAT MARKET. The foreign buyer
is accustomed to lOO per cent market knowledge at the place he buys his American film, and he
knows that such knowledge can be only had by an organization that CONCENTRATES ALL ITS
ENERGIES TO LEARN EXHIBITOR CONDITIONS IN ALL COUNTRIES. That organization is indisputably the —

PAULHCROMEUN

2Z0W.4.2wST.
NEW YORK CITK

"We Operate Everywhere" — Largest Distributors of Films in Foreign Fields
READY FOR WORLD SALE— 52 World Films (Brady-Made) a year; featuring Ethel Clayton, Clara
Kimball Young, Alice Brady, Carlyle Blackwell and June Elvidge; 24 Paralta Plays a year ; featuring
Bnssir. Barriscale, J. Warren Kerrigan, Henry B. Walthall and Louise Gloam; the great features
" W hi I her Thou Goest," " To-Day," "The Mad Lover," "Hunting Big Game in the Frozen North";
the surefire comedy brands. Vim, Black Diamond, Bingo, "Charley" (Mabel and Fatty) cartoons.

Be lure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertUen
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Perfect

Prints

The exchanges of the Mutual Film
Corporation handle only films in
perfect condition.
All subjects reaching a certain age
are taken off the market at a definite date.
All prints showing
diately replaced.
There

are

no

wear

old

are imme-

prints in the

Mutual's

exchanges.

Ancient

pictures circulated

on

a

"give-away" or "next to nothing"
basis are as bad for your business
as a second hand suit of clothes.
Mutual prints are always clean,
crisp and clear Keep a clean screen,
use enough light and you will find
every Mutual picture a good picture.
Mutual Film Corporation
220 South State Street
Chicago

ComingFebruary 25
March 4
March II
March 18
March 25
April 1
Apnl8

•The M/dn/ght Trail"
"Powers That Prey"
"ANN'S Finish"
"The Q;rl and
THE ofJUlKiE"
"A Bit
Jade"
"Primitive Woman"
"The Richest QiRt"

William Russell
Mary Miles Minter
Margarita Fischer
Olive Tell
Mary Miles Minter
Margarita Fischer
Ann Murdock

MU'I UAI. PAYS
riir. WAR -TAX

Distrilnitcd ilnoiigli
"lIoDKiNsoN Skr\ici:"

P A R A I/r A
P L A Y S
PICK OF I'lir: PK rrRi:s

COMPI.E l ED
"MADAM \VH(rr -By Harold
"Wn MIX 1 IIK CrP '-By Monte
■■KI,I\I)K)I.I)K.n"-By Richard
"UOSl', ()' I'AHADISE" — By CJrac.-

MacGrath
M. Kattcrjolui
E. Siliayrr
Millfr Wl.itc

Hf-S|F. R\KRr.-C\l.r

FF.AnRES

C'llR PIlRATIl )\'

long as Producer and Distributor insist
' that all profit belongs to them,
and let the Exhibitor whistle for his,
just so long will this business be headed
for the toboggan.
It is high time for Producer and Distributor
to realize that they must consider
the Exhibitor not as an enemy,
but as a Partner.

vice"
Ser
PROGRESS
PERMANENCE
son
HodkinINTEGRITY
in the Motion Picture Industry

The

First Four

Paralta

J. Warren Kerrigan in
"A Man's Man"
Bessie Barriscale in
"Madam Who?"

Plays

Henry B. Walthall
"His Robe of Honor"
J. Warren Kerrigan
"The Turn of a Card"

in

in

"HODKINSON
SERVICE"
at all General Film Exchanges
These and all other Paralta Plays are not to be obtaint-d anywhere else.

W.

W.

Hodkinson

Corporation

527 Filth Avenue, New York City
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Are

You

Handcuffed

to

a

Lemon?

A poor greengrocer filled with envy thus addressed his neighbor, a motion picture exhibitor with a popular theatre playing a list of extravagant attractions :
"Judging from the crowds that go to see your show you will soon be able to retire
from business."
" Knowing what my show costs me," replied the exhibitor grimly, " I soon will be compelled to."
MANY
a picture showman performs the miracle
the producer while earning not even bread for
The showman who is today still in business is a
The trouble is now that it takes all his business talent

of earning cake for
himself.
good business man.
to overcome some-

one else's overhead expenses.
One body of exhibitors is on record as declaring that the rental price
for some groups of pictures increased 100 to 300 per cent, in the last year,
while the pictures did not increase at all in merit. There being a demonstrated limit to merit in pictures, how natural for the exhibitor to sigh
for a limit in prices.
Imagine yourself an exhibitor who has committed himself to buying
over-rated product, enduring every advance in price, upon the theory
that he gets something exclusive — only to discover the net result to him
is a thin existence, and that he has only fattened a profiteering monopoly.
Judge further of his emotions when he sees other exhibitors get from
General Film Company pictures of equal merit at prices that are within
reason.
And

when

he sees these exhibitors doing splendidly, making

a normal

profit, leaving him to carry the over-rated stuff they won't finance, then
indeed does the thought strike him that helis neatly handcuffed to a
Lemon!
Of what use is a film exchange unless it offers an exhibitor the means
of making a living?
General Film Company is strictly a^{service organization for worth
while product. By its system of reducing overhead costs of distribution,
it insures with its service an adequate profit"^to the user of film.
General Film Company
25 West 44th Street, New York
General Film Company does not impose the i^-cent charge on any of its releases.
You are waiting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertiiing.
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^

^

THRILL

SERIAL

PilUGHTEP

FOR

of

PATRIOTIC

Picture

News

AUDIENCES

UNCLE

SiM

with
JANE

VANCE
and

William

Sorelle

Exhibitors

every-

where are demanding this big

money

maker.
Here

are

the

reasons

why:
Twelve One-Reel Chapters
The Serial Hit of 1918
Spy Plots Foiled
Action-crammed Episodes
A Daring and Beautiful Heroine
A Militant Leading Man
Romance ! Color ! Suspense !
A Great Story of the War at Home
Beautiful Photography
Most Wonderful

Scenery

A Proved Box-Office Attraction
^IJAXON FILM CORPORATION NEW YORK

The Sensible Type of Serial
A Call to Patriotism

iJihtributcd Exduhively by General Film Company
25 West 44th Street, New York City
Be iure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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7IPMPIS0N
By

SOMRE

>ri

ry

O.Henr

With
DUNCAN

MSPAE

Patsy DEFORPEST
MIRIAM

MILES

Another
another
fans

0.

Henry

of those

beating

theatre

a

An

in

opportunities
pathway

showing

pictures.

triumph

0.

to

Henry

to

the

something

pictures—
start

door

of the

distinctive

day

the

in

is prosperity

insurance.

BROADWAY

STAR

FEATURES

Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company
25 West 44tb Street, New York City
You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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JUDGE

BROWN

Picture

STORIES

Thomas BclliUiiy and lOriicst Buttcrworth, two of the clever boy comedians in Judge Brown stories.
" These two-reelers are very interesting. Don't miss booking
them." — T. C. Lacey, Vaudelle Theatre, Muncie, Indiana.
Judge
wholesome
first aides

of

Willis

Brown

pictures
for

the

can

has
be

demonstrated
both

clean

entertainment-plus

and
and

box-office.

If your theatre isn't showing
these
undiluted essence of happiness and

are missing
now.

that

a rare

treat.

There

two-reel subjects
joy, your patrons

is plenty

of time

to begin

Real, live comedy-dramas of real boy life — by a man who knows boys
and who knows how to write photoplays with the human appeal, the demonstrated Mark
"
Twain of the Screen."
Produced by the

Boy

Corporation
Film
City
Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company
25 West 4'Uh Street, New York City

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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The

Delighl- of

f ^
Every

As*

Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company
25 West 44th Street, New York City
Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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CHARLIE

CHAPLIN

NOW APPEARING
IN HIS GREATEST COMEDY

"THE
New

TRAMP

Essanay -Chaplin Print
Every Month

" A WOMAN
— " BY

" WORK
THE

SEA

" IN THE
" A JITNEY

MENT THE
"

ESSANAY

Roaring

Your
with

" THE

LIE THAT

" ALL

STUCK

" WH.D

" OUR

YOUR

LITTLE

" A TOUGH

"

ELOPE-

CHAMPION

Patrons
Laughter

FAILED

"

UP "

ALGY

" CHECK

PARK

COMEDIES

Will Keep

OF

PICCADILLY

HAT,
"

KNIGHT

"

ONE EACH

"

SIR? "

NELL

WEEK

presented by
GEORGE

K. SPOOR

Uistributed Exclusively by
General Film Company
1333 Argyle Street, Chicago

Picture

25 West 44th Street, New York City

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Contract

William

Fox

presents

Sunshine

Now

Henry

Comedi^

''WnMiiniiiiiiigiigiiiiiiiiiiiii
Ptetty

Girls

Excruciating

Comedians

Emotional

Animals

Fox

Film

Lelirmaris

Corporation
The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.

Fox

Special
WILLIAM

Features

FOX

y

Presents

H^BROCKWELL

WHEEL

LDEYILS

^Itlow

a

aj^ the
CHARLES

woman

JEWEL
PEGGY

KENYON

GEORGE

heart

Sia^ed b\) EDWARD

MARCH

CARMENinTHE
HYLAND

VIRGINIA

the

TlnderworLdL.

Varis

OTHER

ruled

PEARSON
WALSH

GIRl

in
in A

RELEASES
WITH

THE

FOX

NEAREST
FILM

THE

DEBT

DAUGHTER

in

THE

CONTRACT
AT

LE SAINT

FOX

KID

CHAMPAGNE
OF
OF
IS

EY£S

HONOR
FRANCE
CLEVER^

NOW
BRANCH

CORPORATION

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Fox

Exhibitors

who
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JSr

Wo
new
(iiiiiigiwiiHiiiiHiigiiiigiiiiiiiiniiiiiHiiiiiDiiiDiiu
WILLIAM

PICTURES

STANDARD

ones-now

FOX

released

WILLIAM

presents

presents

WILLIAM

andJANE
KATHERINE LEE
m

FARNTJM
Victor Hugo's

in
Masterpiece-

AMERICAN
BUDS

MISESABLES
Staged by Franli Lloyd

^ta^ed

A^ISO.OOO PICTURE MADE
IN AMERICA
TURNED THOUSANDS AWAY
AT LYRIC THEATRE -42?!^ ST,
a.nd B'WAY. N.^

FOX

FX

LM

FOX

R

Buel

A PATRIOTIC

ROMANTIC

DRAMA

AN ALL-STAR

CAST

O

by Kenean

P

O

WITH
OF

R

GROWN

AT

-UPS

10

M
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Here's

YOU

M

read in a recent Triangle advertisement of what Mr.
H. R. Mason at Goldsboro, N. C, had to say about

Triangle

service.

Here's another letter which is also well worth reading. It
was written by Mr. Herman J. Brown, President of the
Brown's Amusement Enterprises at Boise, Idaho, the Company operating the Strand, Majestic, Isis and Comic Theatres at Boise, and the Majestic Theatre at Nampa, Idaho.
" Thinking it may interest you to know of our experience zvitli
Triangle Film, we are taking the liberty of zvriting you this.
When your service lost certain of its most prominent stars, we
zvere of the opinion that its value had been hurt, and cancelled.
We then opened our Majestic Theatre to a straight open market
booking policy and secured a succession of high priced stars.
With the inauguration of the i^-cent per reel "graft," we placed
your service in our Isis Theatre, one change a week, throwing
out the product of one of the predatory grafting producers. We
immediately realized after seeing your nezv film, what a foolish
mistake zve had made in cancelling your service and hastened to
book a second change, thus eliminating ihc product of another
one of the skin-'em-alivc boys. As an experiment zve then lifted
your " One Shot Ross" into our Majestic Theatre and zvere astonished tofind that it ont-drczv the high priced shniild-be, but is- '
not lady star, in one of our super-dc-luxe feature company's pictures which had been in that house on the same day the preceding week. We pleased our public and made good money on
" One Shot Ross" — zve lost heavily on the lady star that had succeeded in sticking one of the producing companies zvith an en-

m

TRIANGLE
1457
S. A. LYNCH,

DISTRIB

BROADWAY

President

SSlslT!

Be sure to mention ■ MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

R. W. LYNCH,

Vice-Presic
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Proof

ormous salary, hut is unable to get the public into the theatre.
With this experience in mind zve at once booked your service,
tivo changes a zveek, into our handsome nezu thousand-seat theatre
in Nampa, Idaho, the Majestic, which zve claim is the finest theatre in a city of 10,000 or less in the United States. -We opened
this theatre with a succession of states rights pictures. We played
three of them at high prices — then came the first Triangle
" Fighting Back," zvhich outdrew the three big state right pictures
and succeeded in getting what they failed to get, vis., hearty applause. Exhibitors near here tell us that some of the nezv Triangles have broken their house record for business. We are now
moving Triangle service from the Isis Theatre to the Majestic
Theatre in this city, the largest and best equipped motion picture
theatre in the state of Idaho, and they are going to stay there
indefinitely.
With best zvishes for yoitr continued success in delivering the
exhibitor fine pictures at fair prices with clean methods and an
absence of bludgeoning tactics of other exchanges, zve are.
Yours very truly,
BROWN'S

We

want

AMUSEMENT

ENTERPRISES, Ltd.,
Herman I. Brozvn {signed).

to repeat our recent statement.

If the pictures

you are running are not making money for you, if the service you are receiving is not prompt and satisfactory, if the
business methods of the companies furnishing you pictures
are not perfectly fair and square, let us suggest that you communicate with the nearest Triangle exchange and find out
what Triangle has to offer you.

riNG

CORPORATION
NEW

FRED

KENT, Treasurer

J^^-^^

YORK
Y. F. FREEMAN,

General Manager

FV-w—

The " NEWS " advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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CUTTING
Announcement
UNITED

PICTURE

THEATRES

OF AMERICA,

and

Picture

YOUR
Explanation

INC., has been chartered under

the laws of New York to enable several thousand exhibitors in every section of the
United States to own collectively and to distribute to its members

pictures on which

all members can and will make a profit. Through this organization which exhibitors
themselves own and operate from top to bottom, we are bringing together our membership which will give a film 4,000, 6,000 or 9,000 days of booking time and wipe
out instantly the cost of selling, overhead distribution and print waste, which are the
chief reasons for the high rentals you are now paying.
Every manufacturer or producer of pictures wishes to do this, wishes to save this
money, wishes to free himself of the burden of distribution and salesmanship expense
in a highly competitive industry. But every producer who has tried to do this has
failed. Therefore, this revolutionary change, which every producer will welcome,
has had to come from THE EXHIBITORS OF MOTION PICTURES.
Tliat is why United Picture Theatres of America,
Inc., has been organized. We, as exhibitors, do not
want to pay the tremendous cost of maintaining
thirteen selling organizations with a first-run product
trying to sell only three available first-run prospects
in Salt Lake City, or seventeen exchanges spending
a fortune weekly in seeking the business of five firstrun houses in Minneapolis. We are now doing
this. None of the various producing firms are any
more anxious to pay these costs than we are — but
they do not know how to escape them. But WE
do know, and this means that this organization of
exhibitors, because of its plans and purposes, is a
friend and money-saving ally of all producers and
one to be encouraged by every friend of the industry.
United Picture Theatres of America, Inc., is the exhibitors' own solution of the costly evil that every
factor in the industry wishes to destroy. What we
wiU do is this: We will agree on a star whose popularity and money-making powers are unquestioned.
We will make certain in advance that the star and
productions are big enough for the foremost theatres, and therefore for all other theatres. We will
then say to the producer having this star: "Make
U8 six or eight pictures annually with this star and
we will pay you for each negative a price that will

give you a liberal and yet fair profit." We will
make our own prints, our own accessories and lake
care of the distribution of this and all of our other
pictures to our members here and in foreign lands.
We are free of salesmanship costs because we have
an assured playing time of several thousand days
guaranteed in advance by our members. There is
today no profit in distribution. The United plan
relieves producers of the unprofitable exchange investment and worry and at the same time gives
them cash on completion of pictures and wider distribution of their pictures than they now receive.
This collective buying is the principle of co-operation which dynamites selling expense out of existence. It accomplishes for the film exhibitor what
the American Druggists Syndicate has achieved for
its 22,000 druggist members. It has cut the purchase
cost of drugs practically in half. It unites thousands
of small buyers into one huge purchasing unit.
The druggists own 90% of all the stock of this company, so they are their own bankers and reap the
bankers' dividends — the druggist members control
the company, so all companies selling these druggists
must give them fair treatment and fair prices.
These druggist members are not only the bankers
and customers of their own company, but they hire

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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HALF

IN

RENTALS

Theatres

of

America,

experts to run the A. D. S. for the equal benefit ai
all members. No drug manufacturer owns stock in
the A. D. S., so all manufacturers are treated with
equal fairness. When the A. D. S. members advertise and popidarize a brand they derive the benefit.
Starting with $400 eleven years ago, the A. D. S.
today has received from its druggist members
$5,000,000 with which to carry on its business. In
return for this money the company issued common
stock, and so large have been the dividends that the
stock has long sold above par and the A. D. S. has
assets enough to buy back its $5,000,000 worth of
stock issued and still have remaining assets worth
probably $10,000,000, which is about the total value
of the quick assets of all the film companies combined. Everyone has been benefited by the A. D. S.
No one has been hurt by it. The A. D. S. has
profited its members by the elimination of the
waste of competition by co-operation. Ask the
A. D. S. druggist in your community.

Inc.

Behind this organization, devoting their energies
and capacities to creating this great new exhibitors'
purchasing and distributing alliance, are the men
whose names are undersigned, and who have heeded
the urgent appeals of several thousand exhibitors to
create this nation-wide organization and wipe out
the ruinous waste incurred through separate buying.
The founders of this company have worked out a
plan which many of the largest and best known exhibitors, practically all big producers in New York
and many stars have pronounced to be unique and
of great value to all branches of the industry.
Within the next few weeks a United salesman — a
high-class man whom you respect — will visit your
community. He will thoroughly explain the United
purposes, every detail of the plan, the method of
incorporation and everything else. This is the ex-

Applying the A. D. S. method of organization to the

hibitors' company, and you are entitled to know.
There are no insiders. There is nothing to conceal.
The more you know about the United plan the
stronger you will be for it.

exhibitors' problem. United Picture Theatres of
America, Inc., will instantly cut your rental price for
a picture thirty to fifty per cent below the price you
are now paying and give you many of the very same
pictures you are now playing.

In our next announcement we will tell you more
about this revolutionary cost-saving plan, which wiU
re-establish sanity and profit for all elements in the
motion picture industry.

UNITED

PICTURE
THEATRES
OF AMERICA,
Inc.
1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
LEE A. OCHS, President
LOUIS F. BLUMENTHAL, Treasurer
C. R. SEELYE, Vice-President
CHAS. M. ROSENTHAL, Secretary
MILTON M. GOLDSMITH, General Counsel

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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Picture

News
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Reproduction of 24-8heet Poster, by the Greenwich Litho. Co.

A

"First

National"

Rothapfel
An

Edgar

Attraction

Presentation

Lewis

Production

"The
Sign
Invisible"
— a mighty drama of the Northland, featuring Mitchell Lewis — the giant
of " The Barrier " — in a fighting, loving, daring role

— with Victor Sutherland, Mabel Juliene Scott, Hedda Nova and a big
cast of accomplished players.
— in a story of how Providence scourged a rebellious soul by leading
him out to where Nature's millstones of sky and mountain, and men and
women free of pretence changed him from a thing to a man.

At

the

Rivoli,

February

25

This exceptionally beautiful and very human photoplay presented with Rothapfel's line appreciation of mus<ical and atmospheric enhancement demonstrated the perfection attainable by screen entertainment when all conditions
were ideal.

" We Pav the Tax "

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NliWS " when wnt'm to nc'.vc-t:s :rr
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Chaplin's

First

Million
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Dollar

Comedy

nearly

The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.

finished!
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" It is because our people should be
INFORMED
that I have consented
that this photoplay be made. There
are too many thinkers, writers and
speakers in the United States. From
now on we need the workers, the
doers and the realists who alone can
win this contest for democracy and
permanent peace."
— J.AMF.s W. Gerard.

1

Tbi: fti"fel.u)li£r Apply to
My Tom ^aiv m (jormmy inc
eOl CAJSTDIJELTLBIDG JSr.X.
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PATHE

it is the Hooded Terror, who is the most niysterious.
the most dangerous and the most attention grippmg of
them all!

After seeing, one or two episodes your patrons will
begging you lo tell them who the man really is!
And from start to finish

E
screendom s greatestWH
attraction, IT
and
A.KTOMIO
MOniEMO
are the centre of a perfect whirlpool of mystery, suspense, action and thrillmg deeds!

^lJ«TON Hice

PATHB

A successful serial must have a strong slory — a fifteen week s long story, that at no point lets down in interest
bvt always leaves audiences eager for more.

HATE
OF
•<:enanoized by B. Millhauser. who wrote the scenarios (or
"Tlie Fatal Ring." The direction is (aultless. George B. Seilz
wrote the scenarios lor Miss White's earlier successes and
directed The Fatal Ring " He has given "The House of
Hale" super-feature production. Astra produced it.
OSSU rti£MA}JAGl!R orTlUS PAl'HE EXCHANGE SERVING YOU TO mOWYOlT
OUH 9PECIAL INFORMATION JREEL, IT WILL DEMONSTRATE TO YOlimr
YOU OWE IT TO YOURPELF TO BOOR " ^eUOXISE oiTJOAOTE * ^ff-r-rr
HOUyE
THE
h«A ftich a *tory.
Ii waf written b.' ih<- 'lolor o( ihc fomoui Crsig Kennedy'
■lone-. IP the Cotmopolilan Maisazinr. Arthur B Reeve, loitelher with Chai A Loi;ue l( han everylhini; you have
icatRcd lo expect in a Pearl While aerial — and more. I( waa

March
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Pathe
PATM

/i'NAULAUKA
wiih
ANTONIO

and

MOPENO

"
DORALDINA"
fhe bicftfesf picture ihaf has ever been
upon a program !

cAroallij qroaf picturo^at^ iho reviewers
" ' The Naulahka ' is one reel longer than the average feature and proportionately greater. . . . Greater
in story . . . greater in production which is rich
and realistic . . . greater in cast. . . . Fairly
oozes atmosphere. A great picture. . . . Will show
as ' big ' and ' extra ' in the box office reports." — Motion
Picture Netvs.
" In every way ' The Naulahka ' is of such even, high
merit that it is impossible to determine one feature as
better than another. ... A production of the highest,
artistic type. . . . An attraction of extraordinary
value to the exhibitor." — Dramatic Mirror.
^"INNOCENT," "LOADED DICE" and "The NAUL^uS"
a// qroaf pic+urof and cf// on fhe — '

PATME'
program,
y/ieu provePLAYy
Hjof fhe promise
made by PATHE of'QiqSfarsm BiqPIaifr'\
is being lived up fo. 7/^eif prove fhe PATME
PIAY5 Vb be fhe ''^estBuy'*on-fhe marlMfffor-fheg are o-f^ered %1 A REASONABLE
price - a price at which you can make
money:*:.
7h
Adapted

•

q^NTONIO

NAULAHKA
from ihe -famous book

APD
RUDVWOLCOT
....and

MORENO-

KIPLINGGALESTIER

Oireciodbj^ GEORGE
l^rocfuced

FITZMAURICC
ASTRA...,.

The " NEWS " advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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Motion

Picture

News

Pathe

in two

rod

ovori/ month,

comodios,

on0

gives to qour

audiortcor real -fun unsur/oasfod af anq price.
children love him;
'Ti^e grown Mhs-wo/iju^lisfoti
io we laughter t^hen you
show

RUTH

W

FPANK

him.

ROLAND

MAVO

o/'^WHO

famo
a/j</nRED
PAYS?;i

EIGHT CHAPTEPr-TWO

CIRCLE**

REELS

EACH

"^"^LitHo fclotures with a big sfar'^
Your program n&ods them.

Bt sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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y4nnoundn^
OSDOPNE
MAPIE
DADV
in fhP fivo patf COLDPOOfTEI^PlAY
DADDY^

CIRC

Producod by DIANDO
"BABYMAOI£OSBOI?N£ wHhmooufdram -two stars supt^osod +o bo fho
biggosf. F>ooplo i<?ll mo fhoy want
more of hor pkfurps . "V/tpu would
'
como ovpri/ nic/hi i^o soohef • • - •
CM.SCHOnELO, DUNDB£
WBATPE, OmahOs Nob.
..RELEASED MAR.

It IS" tho oldest f bos f known and the
widest distributed of all news^-filmpj
H-snome is used everqwhere to indicate

'ilmhasqu
it
It
the al
bes t news
pictures
y: first , ....
/ is the best of boa office ot fractions. ^ ,
H is.
;

HEARiT-PATMENEWf
only one t&el -feature

m

,y

The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS.'

Motion
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Picture

News

>i3
ml
i
m

-PICTURES'
fese n i

WORLD

I

mi
1

m
w
i

I
ALICE

DRADY

li
m
M
a

I'
'a
i
Story
by
DiTOCted

Lowise
by T r. a v

W i m t e fi-/
e p2.s V a u e

V

BOUGHT
M ATE
'THE

AND
R

PAID FOR'
N
I TV

DANCER'S

"BETSY

PERIL"

ROSS

GAME"
DIVORCE
THE
A SELF MADE
WIDOW
A

WOMAN

THE

HUNORY

FATES"
coats:

TANGLED
"MISS
PETTI

THE

GILDED

DE
VIE
XA
'DARKEST

HEART"

CAGE"

DOI1EME'
RUSSIA"

ALONE
THE

MAID

OF

DEL6IUN"

Be iure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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now

City,

Extraordinary

in the

being

CaL,

by

HOUSr

Filmed

at

Triangle

Film

Corp.

m

Every
effort

is

possible
of

being

Artistry

expend-

ed to make

this

Production

PHOTO

a

PLAY

MASTERPIECE

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

More
Listen to themt

details

soon

AN

APPRE£BAT»®N
OF
„
paCTOUIRIIZEID
Bl^

THE

EAGLE
OB ^

FACTS

S

--1

EYE

A^ILLIAMJ.ELVNN

((IRECENTILV

CHIEF

of

[RETaiRElD>

US.SECRET

SERVKE

r
A tremendous
York.
The NewBiltmore"
John McE. Bowman
president

January 18th., 1918

20 episode

S€|rial

of
-thrilling'
("evc^
lations of

; Mr. V!. J, Flynn,
I.'ew York City. '
yij dear Chief:

the Imperial

i
I have just returned from viewing your wonderful film.
The Sagle Bye, and I am so much impressed
with its power to do
good that I must vn:ite yoa this line to congratulate you.
The episode connected v/ith the Hotel Ansonia was par' ticularly interesting to me on account of the hours of mental anguish
we all went through before the navigating officers of our fleet were
out of danger, and in viewing the picture I realize more than ever
the strain you were under daring that dreadful twenty-four hours.

German
ment^

Ooverti-

spies and

plots m America

Llost pictures of this kind border on rha melodraraatio^,
but this has not one ounce in it but is really dramatic from beginning
to end; and if at the end of the third episode, when you ask people in
the audience if they are not going to help destroy German aatocrr.cy,
I am much mistaken if the -jappeal does not bring the spectators from
their seats into a loud declaration of lOyalty for th ts gr'dat country
in which they are living,
I, personally, with the cold sober thought
in my mind that it -v^as only a picture, could hardly restrain from
rising up and giving the answer the appeal called for.
It is extraordinarily v/ell done, has the touch of authenticity behind it and will convi:/ a wonderful message to the doubting
ones, some of whom still believe we should be neutral.
Wishing you Gvory success in the wonderful story you are
putting before the public, believe me

'THE EAGLE'S

EYE" DOES NOT PICTURE THE HORRORS
PRODUCED BY

THE

OF THE WORLD

WAR

WHARTONS
WITH THE SCREEN FAVORITES

KING
BAGGOT
and MARGUERITE
SNOW
Book Now Through Your Nearest Foursquare Exchange.
Branches in Principal Cities
For further informatio7i address The Whartons' Publicity and Supply Department, H76 Broadway, New York

Resolution

Passed

AT

NATIONAL

CONVENTION
OF THE

MOTION

PICTURE

EXHIBITORS

AT

CHICAGO,

LEAGUE

JULY,

OF

AMERICA

1917

♦

AfOVED
and

by

seconded

Mr.
by

i?ESOLVED,
Exhibitors

Mr.

that

League

Eager

of

Hopp

the

Nebraska
of Illinois:

Motion

of America,

Pidiure
in

con-

vention assembled, offer to the President
of
the

the

United

screen

propaganda,

States

the

for the

purpose

and

call upon

itors throughout the country
widest

publicity

the Federal

to such

Government

freedom

of

of patriotic
the

exhib-

to give the

departments
as he may

of

dired:.

IES

TARZAN

I

WILL

CIT

APES

AM

IN

BE

CA

I
ER

WILL
DISTRIBUTED

OPEN
L
PA
CI
N
I
PR

BY

M
FIRST

NATIONAL

WITHL THIS2Ni>
APRI
REMARKABLE

EXHIBITORS
PICTURE

INC.

CIRCUIT,

RENTAL

DATE'

RELEASE

OR
PERCENTAGE

APRIL

2nd

(ADDRESS

NEAREST

EXCHANGE
BOOKINGS

NOW

ARRANGED
IN

SIXTY

CITIES
ON

BEING

TO

OPEN

m\

PRINCIPAL

IN

EKHIBITORS

AMERICA

ABOVE

DATE

WITH

TO

OF

CAM-

PAIGN BACKED

niM

CORPORATION

AMERICA

BY

NEWSPAPERS

WHICH
ED THE

7

m.

WORLD-

WIDE PUBLICITY

2000

CnU,

OR

NAINAL
CO-INCIDE

NATIONAL

HAVE

PUBLISH-

1604

STORY

PEOPLE
HAVE

NEW

OUT
READ

OF

8

THE

BROADWAY
YORK

IN

YOUR

STORY

CITY

CITY
AND

AWAIT

THE

FILM

Arrow

l^eatufes

Sy

Announce

the

Purchase

HELEN

IN

WILL
TO

THE

I

After

CANADIAN

THEATRE

carefully

rent state rights
the Cleopatra
jj

* 'Helen

'me as

being

in

that

are

be real

offerings,

Gardner

wholesome,

With

I closed
Acre

on

with

Bldg.

Cleopatra

Four

SMALL

impresses

big

in

pleasing picture.
conception,
with ensembles

••

We

have

picture,
like

in

Com
Tou

, N.Y.

the facilities

the

biggest

way,

Helen

Gardner

in

to exploit
BUT

they

CLEOPATRA.

an
Circuits i
Also B

tremendously

amazing.
features

OPERA

all the cur-

Co. , Long

It's

the biggest

viewing

Film

a

GRAND

MANAGERS:

'Eyes

of the

Worl

must
ARROW

GHAS.

A.

FEATU

HAYSTE
100

KING

TORONTO

ndicate

of

Canadian

Rights

of

Toronto

for

ARDN

ER

)PEN

HOUSE,
)anies to Follow

Toronto

of the

B WALKER
Canada
oking
" and

ES

"Ramona"

SYNDICATE

D, General
ITREET w.
lANADA

Manager

1400

Motion

Sessue

Hayakawa,

duce his own
merit,

screen

features, picturizations

red blooded

originality

unique

and

stories

crashing

teeming
dramatic

Picture

artist, will proof unexcelled
with

startling

action.

For date and manner of release, wire or write

Haworth
H.

W.

Pictures

Corporation

HELLMAN
BUILDING
Los Angeles,
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

Cal.

News
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I

am

leaving

Company
revision

Mabel

of

after
of

and

Normand

the

Goldwyn

completing

my

additions

to the

Picture

''Joan

Plattsburg/^
GEORGE
LOANE

TUCKER

imiii
You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

Motion
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''

Picture

WILLIAM
A.
BRADY'S
BIG
PICTURE

Whip''?

Did you play "The
If you did you know
Well, there
the making.
Over
The

what

a box

is a companion

$100,000

picture

has already

last reel alone

remains

office bear

been

it is.

to "THE

spent

unfinished

on
and

WHIP"

in

it.
it shows

a battle

in mid-air between a monster Zeppelin (not a model — a
real one) made
on government lines at a cost of over
$25,000,
The

with

real actors

a war

hydroplane

go in the clouds,

STOLEN
founded

on the Drury

the real ocean.

not faked — the real thing.

ORDERS

Lane

play

" Sealed Orders," written by Cecil
p
^
^
^

over

"The

Whip"

did. The title,
" Sealed Orders " was appropriated by a Danish picture some

Raleigh and Henry Hamilton, auyears ago, hence the change
thors of " The Whip," which ran
name to " Stolen Orders."
at the Drury Lane longer than
Directed by Harley Knolcs, George Kelson and William A. Brady

ACTED

6

BY

STARS

I
I

CARLYLE

BLACKWELL

KITTY

GORDON

I

GEORGE

MacQUARRIE

MADGE

EVANS

I

Guaranteed
WHIP."

^
I
^
^

bigger

than

"THE

It's in 8 Reels, just jammed full of
Love, Sport, Passion, Jealousy,
^.
Crime
and Thrills.
No war.
^
_

A

picture

punch

of

MONTAGU

JUNE

with

in every

For sale the world

LOVE

ELVIDGE

a solar

plexus

reel.
over on a terri-

torial basis.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Broncho

Billy—

Revivified

Essanay yields to popular demand from showmen all over the country
and announces an immed i a t e weekly release
of the world
famous
single reel Western
BRONCHO
BILLY
(Reg. U. S. Pat. Oft.)
subjects.
No

other

character

ever

enjoyed the phenomenal
success in shows that was
afforded BRONCHO
BILLY, the first exponent of the drama of the
hills and plains, as well as
the greatest. He appeared
every week in a thrilling,
Western
years,

picture

to

the

for

delight

of

millions of "fans." Every
single reel BRONCHO
BILLY
has more action,
story, plot than the present day five reel features.
The best of the famous

BRONCHO BILLY
(Reg. U. S. Pat. Oft.)
tures only will be offered.
HERE
"
"
"
"
"

Broncho
Broncho
Broncho
Broncho
Broncho

ARE

THE

All re-edited

FIRST

Billy's Leap "
Billy and the Rattler "
Billy's Close Call "
Billy and the Settler's Daughter '
Billy's Indian Romance "
BETTER

THAN

WONDERFUL

BRONCHO
BILLY
and rebuilt.

TEN-BOOK
" Broncho
" Broncho
" Broncho
" Broncho
''Broncho

EVER— ALL

See Them

PAPER

BEAUTY

Before Booking
George Kleine System

Distributors Everywhere — Now

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

ALL

Billy, a Friend in Need "
Billy's Wild Ride "
Billy's First Arrest "
Billy and the Rustler's Child '
Billy's Last Deed"

NEW

PHOTOGRAPHIC

THEM

pic-

Listen to them!

14

GEORGE

I, MARY

K. SPOOR
Presents

GEORGE

TAYLOR

MacLANE
in

"Men

Who

SPOOR

HOLMES
f:o:&
mm

in

loJCoaPI
I
):P33<|
-flOvOl

K.

Have

"Uneasy
Money"
By P. G. Wodehouse
Love

Made

George

K. Spoor

features,

Here's

says :

are in the show

You

pains

Me"

lo

to

Essanay

business.

has produced

not just as pictures, but as shows.
make

your

them

stand

opportunity.

country's showmen.
board advertising.

out

Take

These

distinctive
your

shows

It has
from

taken
other

these

particular
pictures.

place in the front rank
are

backed

of the

by national

Distributed by
QBORKlk KLBINB SVSTHM
Througfjout the United States

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Pidture

News

No. 10.

March 9, 1918

The

Week

in the Film World

FEATURES
WHO
IS WATCHING
THE PUBLIC?
(WM. A.
JOHNSTON)
1407
SPEAKING EDITORIALLY
1408
SERVING IT WITH SPEED AND GINGER
1409
THE CAMERA MAN (BY HAL REID)
1410-11
WHAT KIND OF A FELLOW IS— KESSEL?
1419
DIARY OF A SUCCESSFUL EXHIBITOR
1433
THE INDEPENDENT FIELD TICKER
1465
OF SERVICE TO EXHIBITORS
Exhibitors' Box-Office Reports
1423
Exhibitors' Service Bureau
1426
Rothapfel's Answers to Exhibitors
1432
Ready-Made Ad-Talks
1436
Film Specialties
1454
Short Subjects in Review
1455
Releases — Current and Coming
1477-78-79-80
Monthly Index of Releases
1481
Projection Department
1486
Music and the Picture
1493
Theatres Worth While
1497
NEWS OF THE WEEK
Censor Conditions in the Limelight
1413
Friends Honor William Fox
1418
"Don't Surrender!" Says Berst
1418
Outlook Bright in the West
1415

Newsy

Announcements

Wm. a. Johnston, Pres. and Editor.

Camp Committee Prepares for Work
1416
Live News from the Producers
1438
Advance Offerings of the Programs
1448
In the Independent Field
1456
In ar.d Out of West Coast Studios
1474
News Notes from Canada
1421
Among the Exchanges
1473
SCREEN EXAMINATIONS
"Adam and Some Eves" (Clever)
1470
" Cavanaugh of the Forest Rangers" (Vitagraph) 1469
"Circumstantial Evidence" (Christie)
1470
"Flash of Fate, The" (Universal)
1469
" Girl with the Champagne Eyes, The " (Fox)
1468
"Great Adventure, The" (Pathe)
1467
"Heiress for a Day" (Triangle)
1466
"His Day Out" (King-Bee)
1470
"House
of Hate, The" (Pathe)
1469
"In
Poverty's
Power" (Pathe)
1468
"In the Dark" (Christie)
1470
"Mum's the Word" (Christie)
1470
"My Wife" (Mutual)
1467
" Night of His
The " (Christie)
! ! ' 1470
1470
"Orderly,
The" Life,(King
-Bee)
"Revelation" (Triangle)
1465
"Rogue, The" (King-Bee)
1470
"Rough Lover, The" (Bluebird)
..1468
""Shuttle,
Shoes That
Danced,
The
"
(Triangle)
....
1467
The" (Select)
1472
" Six-Shooter Andy" (Fo
x)
1468
"Sold for Gold" (Pathe)
1470
" Spurs of Sybil,
" (World Film)
, 1469
" Stranger, The " The
(King-Bee)
1470
"Wild Women" (Universal
)
!!.!l466

of the Week

" Brace Up " Looks Like Another " Come Through "
1346
"The Blue Bird," Superlative Artistic Achievement .... 1347-48
William S. Hart, His Pulling Power and His Latest Fea- ture 1349
Saturday
Evening Post and Liter2iry Digest Herald " Son 1350
of Democracy"
"Song of Songs," Elsie Ferguson's Best
1351
"World for Sale," Blackton's Second for Param.ount 1352
" Song of the Soul" Features Alice Joyce
1353
Harry Raver Presents "The Master Crook".
1354
Thrilling Scenes from "The Knife"
1355
"Zeppelin's Last Raid '' — How One Theatre Advertised It. 1356
Goldwyn
Turningon ofGoldwyn
the Tide"
Mae
MarshAnnounces
and Mabel"The
Normand
Program for 1357
February and March
1358
And for March and April, Madge Kennedy and Mary
Garden
1359
"For the Freedom of the World" Breaking Records 1360
Metro Announces "Revenge," with Edith Storey 1361
Trade Presslation
and Newspapers Praise Nazimova
"in " Reve- 1362
Metro Opportunities
-.1363
Little Talks with Foreign Buyers, No. 2, from Inter-Ocean . 1364
Mutual Releases Displayed
1365-65
Paralta
1367-58
General Puts a Pointed Question
1369
"A Daughter of Uncle Sam"
1370
One
of
O.
Henry's
Most
Popular
Stories
Picturized
1371
The Merit of the Judge Willis Brown Pictures 1372-73

at a Glance

Found

in the Ad-Pages

''The Tramp," Latest Essanay-Chaplin Reissue
1374
Fox Comedies
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CALLS
"RUGGLES

OF

GREATEST

GAP

PICTURE

E. C. Bostick, of The
Milwaukee,

RED

Merrill theatre,

Wis., says: " ' Ruggles

3 *'>a

of

Red Gap,' with Taylor Holmes is,
without doubt, one of the greatest pictures Iever saw. It is my opinion that
this picture will be a bigger attraction
than the Skinner pictures, w^hich up
to this time held the record for attendance at The

Merrill."
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Watching

editorial of last week we pointed out, as emphatically as we could, the prime necessity upon the
producer's part of making pictures the public wants.
The latter phrase sounds trite, we confess ; the text is
one most any journal might select to spin out into an
tmread editorial.

IN OUR

But suppose we put the question more definitely. Suppose we ask each producer these questions :
Are you really producing your own pictures or is your
director doing them ?
If you are producing them — that is if you are originating
them and executing them right through to the finish — then
on what basis are you doing your work?

you studying the public taste? Are you sensing
it? Still more important, are you looking ahead —
six months, a year — and estimating subtly what
trend the times will take and what the public will want in
consequence ?
Are you in close touch with the exhibitor — the progressive exhibitor — the man who makes it his business to feel
the public pulse through his patrons — and can tell you first
hand what the public wants ?
Or, if you leave everything to your director, is the
director in close touch with the public ? Is he sensing the
future? Is he in constant touch with the exhibitors,
North, East, South, West?
Or, is he never looking far beyond the extremely limited
horizon of the film colony in which he creates?
These are mighty important questions.
Producer profits, exchange profits, exhibitor profits are
mightily concerned in your answer to them.
We have overproduction but not overproduction of
pictures the pviblic wants. That's certain !
We have waste, and lack of co-operation, and exhibitor
inefficiency and the many glaring evils a new and big
industry always heaps upon itself.
But in our box-office reports we note here and there a
picture that is going "big, big, big, big; " and we know
perfectly well that despite all industrial evils that picture
will send back a fine line of profits to its producer and exchange and exhibitor.
So, here in production, is the underlying problem after
all ; and the producer who isn't tackling it— and solving
it— had better get right out and into the other kind of
business his experience and forebears intended him for.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiimiiiiiH
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the

Public?

prompts us to write again of this all-important
WHAT
subject is a five-page letter from Frank L. Newman, manager of the Royal and Regent theatre
of Kansas City. Mr. Newman writes spontaneously, and
without reference to our previous editorial. He says :
" My patrons tell me what they like. It is my business to
have my finger always on the pulse of my public and my
pictures." And that's where the producer should have
his finger.
Agreed !
Mr. Newman asks us to hammer home some other suggestionand
s;
we cheerfully give them the prominence and
emphasis they deserve.
Let the producer, he asks, give the first-run exhibitor
the footage of a picture and not its number of reels. Mr.
Newman speaks, he says, for a large number of exhibitors
in his state. We can add, from the letters we get, that
he speaks for a large number of exhibitors in every state.
The exhibitor runs his show on a standard schedule.
He wants to make it up in advance and advertise its
make-up definitely in his newspapers and other advertising matter. He generally adds to his feature a comedy or
current events picture or both. In order to fit his show to
his schedule and in order to announce its character he must
know the footage of the feature. Reels are indefinite and
misleading.
Why not footage?

*

*

*

paper reviews, Mr. Newman says — and he
TRADE
speaks generally — do not suit his needs. They are
too indefinite. The same fault, he says, reacts upon
the producer. More definite appraisal of pictures would
raise the standard of production.
We agree, in a way, with Mr. Newman; and we have
been working on the problem he presents. It is of the utmost importance. x\nd we shall have an announcement
to make, as early as next week, we expect, which will be
of exceeding interest to Mr. Newman and to every firstrun and later run exhibitor in the country.
Watch for it!
Mr. Newman takes a bang at titles. Too many are
misleading, he says.
And misleading titles are bad business — for pictures
and picture theatres.
To use his own practical phraseology : " When you say
' lemon ' you expect it to be sour ; and ' salt water ' means
{Continued
just that and nothing
else."on following page)

Motion
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Russia's Lesson For Us
American newspaperman, returning from Russia,
is explaining in a series of articles what he declares
to have been the errors of Allied diplomacy in dealing w^ith the revolution torn nation.
In particular he complains of the motion picture mistake.

AN

Fifty prints, he declares, of a picture showing America's
vast industrial organizations were sent to Russia. The
newly enfranchised peasant was shown Uncle Sam's steel
mills, locomotive works, munitions factories, and so on.
With the result that the peasants were more than ever
convinced that this is a capitalist's country, the war a capitalist's war, and the German agent right when he declared
that the peasant would be a fool to continue fighting at the
behest of American money-grubbers.
The newspaperman's opinion is that we should have
shown the new Russia a more human story — our contented
workingmen with their own homes, our schools free to all,
and so on.
This incident in motion picture diplomacy, interesting
enough in itself, is really dragged in here for the lesson it
teaches us of the film industiy in presenting our own story
to the general public.
For years we gave the public through the newspapers
nothing but tales of million dollar productions, fortunes
made over night, wealth — wealth— wealth.
And when each year's legislature brings its crop of taxgrabbing bills we wonder why the representatives from
Four Comers hasn't a more intelligent view of our business.

WE

Is a Comedy

?

know an exhibitor who will back his^ judgment on
a feature production against that of any man in the
land.

He swears that he has never gone wrong in rating a feature's appeal to any of the different classes of audiences he
has had to handle.
The same man wouldn't bet a five-cent piece on the
chances of a particular comedy before any type of audience.
" I've seen the high-brows yawn all through a clever
' polite ' comedy and then roar their heads off at slapstick,"
he declares. " And I've given slapstick to supposed lowbrows who almost demanded their money back. I've never
been able to lay down a comedy rule that would hold good
till the next performance in the same house.
" No ! I have found one rule. No matter how an audience may fool you temporarily, there is never any lasting
pull in the comedy that makes a man sorry he brought his
wife and daughter into your house."

News

You Are Right — We Are Wrong
A REVIEWER recently treating an average comedy
endeavored to let it down lightly by saying that it
would be found " suitable in the small house."
An exhibitor calls us sharply to account for the phrase.
" I run what New Yorkers might think a dinky little village theater," he says " but what isn't good enough for the
best Broadway house isn't good enough for mine."
We admit the error — and pass the correction along for
the benefit of producers whose thoughts often slip just as
did our reviewer's pen.
" Too many of the producers," continues the exhibitor,
" when they set out to make a production that can be
rented at a reasonable price for the small theater, seem to
think that
thought level must also be low. That'swhere
they the
are wrong.
" It's one thing to make an economical production and
it's another to make a picture cheap in thought and execution. My patrons are as well educated as any you will get
in the Rivoli, their tastes in magazines and literature are
just as high — is there any reason then, because they live
in a small town and my house seats only three hundred,
that they will be satisfied with pictures of a lower level of
intelligence?
The point " taken is correct — whether applied to short
svibjects, to comedies or to the occasional features announced as made " with the small house in view."
The

Man

in the Sticks

THAT obstreperous person. The Man in the Sticks,
wants to know —
Why, when his five years reading of trade papers
has convinced him that every film magnate in the game is a
business wizard, an executive wonder and a dynamic whizHe — still finds the industry whirling around in circles with
bang
the self-same Goliaths still pursued by —
Overdistribution, overproduction and overadvertising.

Aren't we a bit weak in our diplomacy?
'J* ¥ 'i* 'i^
When

Picture

Who

Is Watching the Public ?
(Continued from preceding page)
Titles that bring people into the theatre and then show
them something else are like false labels on any kind of
goods. The purchaser is bound to feel deceived. The
practice drives patrons away from the house. It is bad —
very bad — for the picture business. Mr. Newman refers
in this connection, he says,
to* all producers.
*
*

this week,
announcingeditors
PICTURE
MOTION
that
staf¥ ofis associate
of a NEWS
the formation
will comprise a large group of exhibitors like Mr.
Newman, and representative of all sections of the country.
They will not only render valuable editorial service to
their brother exhibitors, but we believe that this step will
largely bring about the necessary link between the maker,
distributor, exhibitor — and the public demand for pictures.
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Serving

It

with

Speed

had expected to give you a real big bit of family
news this week — by " family news " we mean an
announcement from Motion Picture to its family
of readers.
But, pending the full completion of our latest plan, if
you will turn to Page 1422 you will find a sort of half-way
announcement — a sort of invitation to a feast without
showing ycu the menu.

WE

It tells you of the new " Exhibitor Service Bureau Advisory Editorial Board." •
Just as there is no room for debate about the popularity
and value of our " Exhibitor Service Bureau," so are we
certain of the enthusiastic welcome that will be given this
latest innovation. The Service Bureau has gained its place
now, through unselfish interest in the problems of their
fellow exhibitors, it is to have the constant aid and advice
of fifteen or more of the top-notch exhibitors of the country.
Think what that means. Each member of the Service
Bureau Advisory Editorial Board has gained success and
country-wide recognition — each has had his own experience and has his own methods — and now they have volunteered to put their shoulders to the service wheel for the
benefit of the whole exhibiting family.
^ :|c ^
»
THE

and

Ginger

" I haven't any work for you," said the manufacturer.
You are no longer in my employ."
" But I have a long term contract with you," said the
director — the accent a trifle French.
" You did have a contract," replied the manufacturer.
" In fact, that contract was worrying me to death. But
you forced me to break it yourself by giving you an increased salary. Now the contract is void. Good day ! "
And this quick- thinking manufacturer, who so easily
shed a burdensome contract, is a man whom supposed wise
film folk persist in declaring a " back number."
We don't believe it. * * * *
SOMETIMES
hard less
to write
more difficult it's
to write
than aa page;
book. sometimes it is
William A. Johnston had to resist the latter temptation when he wrote " What Kind of a Fellow is— Kessel ? "
for this week's News.
For it's hard to write about picturesque Ad. Kessel, Jr.,
and not write one half of a two-volume history of the
motion picture industry.
, W. A. J. didn't entirely resist the temptation — with the
result that you will find " What Kind of a Fellow is—
Kessel ? " an extra long and extra interesting instalment of
this popular series.
Page 1419
* * *

details of that big bit of news will be one of the

good things in next week's issue. Also, don't be
startled if we spring another surprise next week.
There's no law against breaking the speed limit in trade
journalism —
So— our dust.
Watch

^

^

^; ^

HAL REID, who is writing our " Practical Plays For
Busy Producers," has discovered a man who can
tame the wild and woolly dictator of all picture destinies— the director.
The man who does the trick is none other than the camera man.
The $1000 a week star can't do it, the boss can't do it,
but the camera man can make the director eat out of his
hand.
So says the author. And he goes on to tell just what the
camera man's contribution is to studio inefficiency.
You remember, don't you, that the facts of all the incidents in these tabloid dramas are on file in our office?
Page 1410
* * * *
SPEAKING of studio matters we heard a story recently
of a director on a long term contract who held up a
producer in the middle of a film spectacle's staging
and demanded an increase in salary.
" All right," said the manufacturer, " PU give it to you."
And for four weeks the director drew the increased salary. Then the spectacle was completed and he called on
the manufacturer to see what his next production would be.

Spring Drive of censor legislation is now on. Virginia started the rush, but sister states were not slow
to follow the procession.
And strange to say, picture men have so far been granted
a fair share of success in meeting the flood. Perhaps the

THE

censor advocates' Spring Drive is to receive the same welcome that is in store for the vaunted Teuton Spring Drive
" over there."
* * * *

J A. BERST comes to bat with somewhat of a scorcher
this week. Banging away at an unmentioned organ* ization and a five-year contract, which he declares
this organization will soon present to exhibitors. Brother
Berst swings his adjectives in a hot and heavy fashion —
not quite his usual manner.
The story published in this issue tells of a letter being
sent to exhibitors in all sections of the country.
^ ^ ^
YOU may notice that we seldom get the chance to tell
you about the good things in our Exhibitor Service _
Bureau.
Frankly,
we areelse
afraid
to page.
start. There wouldn't be
room
for anything
on this
Every week of the Service Bureau brings several features, one of which alone not many months ago would
have given a trade paper crowing material for several
months.
So — while there isn't room on this page to work off
all our enthusiasm — there is room to urge you to turn
now to Page 1426 and read every line of the Service
Bureau.
Read it with an exhibitor's viewpoint. Then you'll have
one of the reasons why Motion Picture News
Dominates the Field !
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Producers;

No.

31

Director
No.
The

Camera

Man

CAST OF CHARACTERS
TWISTEM, CZAR OF THE STUDIO — THE CAMERA MAN
DIRECTOR, HIS SERVANT — HIS MAJESTY
STAR, THEIR MUTTON — HERSELF
ACTORS AND ACTRESSES — THEY
EXTRAS, THE FOUR HUNDRED — THEM
C. HEWITT, THE ELECTRICIAN — HIM
EZEMON, THE PROPRIETOR— A. MUTT
scene:
STUDIO STAGE
DISCOVERED
Director, Star, Actors, Actresses, Extras, Four Hundred of Them.
Director
(Yelling.) Electrician, turn on the lights!!
Electrician
andAwoff?! Rats ! How many times do you want 'em turned on
Director
None of your business, lights I say!!
Elect.
(Pushing switch in.) There they are for the fiftieth time.
Director
(To Ensemble.) All ready for this scene!!
Ezemon — Tiptoes in to one side and listens.
Star
Thank God ! !
Actor
Here too.
Actress
And then some.
Extras
Hurray ! ! Plurrah ! ! Whoopee ! !
Director
Shut up ! ! Stand by.
Director
(Turns toward Ezemon, who ducks quickly and hides behind
the scenery.)
Director
(Commanding.)
Camera, all ready Twistem ! !
Twistem
(Stands looking at director with a smile of pity upon his lips.)
Director
(■Questioning.) Ready, Twistem?
(Looks at director, grins, shakes his head slowly.)
Director
(Questioning.) Ready?
Twistem

Whatta yuh doin — jokin'?

What do you mean ?

TvL'istem

(Pityingly.) Wuz you tinkin'
'bout shootin' dis?
Director
That was the idea, Twistie.
Twistem
Fergit it! (He saunters easily over and sitting upon the couch
in the scene, picks up a prop newspaper and begins to read same.)
Director
(Going to Twistie.) What's the matter, Twistie?
Twistem
Say, inaredisyourotten
" nutty,"
shoot
light?honest, do you tink' fer a minnit' dat I'd
Director
Why, what's the matter with it— I've had all the " overheads "
all the " banks " and everything changed nine times now.
Twistem
Well, I can't help it, dey ain't
rite, I tell yuh.
Director
How do you know? You haven't even looked through the camera
Twistem
Aw ! I don't have to, a blind man could see dat dey ain't rite.
Director
yet.
Come ahead, Twistie. That's the boy, take a peek.
Twistem
What for?
Director
So we can go ahead. We have four hundred extras, the star,
the company waiting. We've been two days on this scene now,
I don't care only I'm tired of it. Come ahead, take a peek.
Twistem
Dey hain't no use, I tell you. I won't shoot 'til de lites are
me? and dat's all dere is to it, do you wanna make a bum out o'
rite
Director
(Imploringly.) Go ahead, Twistie, do me a favor, take a peek.
doin'.
(Lighting a cigarette.) Nuthin'
Director
(In a temper.) I am the director here, and
Twistem
I am de camera man, ef you tink you kin take wit'out me
" shoot." (He starts to take the camera down.)
{Ezemon cautiously peeks around the scenery)
Director
(Laughing, apologetically, slapping Twistem on the shoulder.)
Now, now, Twistie, be good; don't do that, I was only joking.
Can't you stand for a little fun? Don't take the camera down.
Tell mc what you want and you shall have it.
Twistem
to-day.
Yuh got me sore now. I don't think I wanna work any more
Director
Ah ! Now, now, old fellow, be good. What do you want done ?
Twistem
Move de " overheads " back where dey was, push dem " banks "
furdcr back, send someone on de roof to block out dat sunshine,
hang half a dozen " aristoes " down front, pull de " diffusers "
half way— en den I'll take a peek.
Director
(Slapping Twistie on the back.) Good boy, thank you, Tvtfistie.
(Yelling.) Lights out!
EAcctrician
Oh, hell! (He pulls the switches.)
(Catcalls from extras, moans from company.)
Director
(YelHng.) Here you, cut that out!

March

Star
(Sighs, looks about helplessly, shakes head silently, slowly sits
in big easy chair — settles down.)
Actor
(To actress) : I am going to telephone that I won't be home
until midnight.
(Actor and actress exit)
Twist em
I'm goin' to de dark room. Lemme know when dey git ready —
den I'll take a peek.
Director
(Placing his arm about Twistem's neck.) All ri^ht, old pal.
You are not sore, arc you? Excuse me, I forgot.
Twisteni
Aw! dat's all rite. (He starts
to exit.)
Director
(Goes to electrician. Gives him orders.)
Esemon
(Comes cautiously to Twistie. ) (Whispering.) May I speak
to you, Mr. Twistem?
Twistem
You said it.
Esemon
Will you take two hundred thousand dollars a year and run
the studios for me?
Twisteni
What are you doin', tryin' Ezcnion
to kid me?
No. You are the first human being I ever saw who could run
a director; if I could do it, I could save two million dollars a
year.
Twistem
Dat's easy — learn to be a camera man.
{He swings out easily)
Ezcmon
(Walks haltingly to director.)
Ezemon
Good afternoon.
Director
(Looks at Ezemon and turns his back upon him without
replying.)
Ezemon
(Smiles sheepishly, waits a while and again plucks up courage —
speaks.)
Ezemon
Do you think you will shoot this scene to-day?
Director
(Shortly.) How do I know?
Esemon
Pardon me, but you are the director. If j'ou don't know, who
should — I— I
Director
Say! Do you want me to call it off right now until to-morrow?
I will if you don't let me alone — I'm not feeling very well anyway.
(Ezemon turns and sprints out of scene)
{Three hours later)
(The lights are all moved, the sunshine blocked out, the star
asleep in the chair, the extras spread all over the studio and
grounds, the company in their dressing rooms or the restaurant.)
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YOUR
CITY'S ADVERTISING
Discussion of Situation in Salt Lake
First of a Series of Intimate
Exploitation Talks
IN News,
this week's
the Motion
we beginissue the of discussion
of Picture
motion
picture advertising and the co-operation between exhibitors and advertising in various
cities.
The first city discussed is Salt Lake. No especial
geographical
of any inspecial
basis of population will be line
followed
the selection
of the
cities to be taken up. Your city may be the next
one. Its identity will be given a week in advance
of publication.
Exhibitors in that city will find their advertising
emalyzed there and they will get mciny hints as to
how they can improve their displays, not alone as a
single advertisement, but on account of its relations
to those of other theatres.
Exchange managers who are seeking to build up
more and permanent business will do well to call
these discussions to all of the exhibitors in their
city. Anything that tends to make them better advertisers is certain to make business for the exchange. Call their attention to the advertising
studies in advance, for only the smallest number of
extra copies of the NEWS are printed and these are
quickly exhausted.
This is a new and serious attempt to obtain better
advertising, to stimulate the co-operation between
the exhibitor and producer on one hand and the
newspaper on the other. We believe that it will
bear healthy fruit.
Read these articles carefully, and write us suggestions about your home town, especially in cases
when you note that conditions in that community
will be treated next week.

Director
That's good, where's Twistie — go get him. somebody.
{Enter Twistem)
Director
Ah ! Twistie, I was just going to send for you. How's that?
(Pointing to lights.)
Twistem
(Looking at lights, goes to camera, peeks through finder, turns
away shaking head. " No.") Director
No? Not right yet, Twistie?
Twistem
Naw, dey wuz better de way dey wuz, have 'em all changed
back again, an' den we'll take.
Director

What do you say, let's call it all off until to-morrow?
Twistem
Dat's
let's
beatrite,
it. I hatt an engagement witt me " best " all de time ;
Director
REMEMBER!
(Yelling): All off until to-morrow!
(Star awakens.)
{He locks arms with Twistie and they exit. Extras
This Series of Tabloid Dramas is based on I
shout and laugh. The electrician opens desk drawer,
actual facts.
takes out a quart of boose and drinks half a pint.)
|
Star
All the incidents pictured at different times \
(To actress.) Fine business, eh, can you beat it?" Four himdred extras, stage crew, my salary, the company salaries, electric
in these " Practical Plays " Jiave actually \
director's
man's
salary. made.
Cost about
taken place in a motion picture studio. I light
sixteen,bills,
hundred
dollarssalary,
a day, camera
not a foot
of negative
Some
waste, eh? And not a word said about it. The proprietors stand
IVe have the real names and dates on file
for it, stand by and see, say nothing and lose, and yet Ezemon
in Motion Picture News office.
I kicked yesterday when I asked him to raise my salary to eleven
thousand dollars a week.
Those interested may have them for the
Actor
asking.
I
Well, what do you think The
of that,
End.ain't it rotten?
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WAR

TAX

— SEPARATE BANK
ACCOUNT

A Suggesiion Which May Save
Etnbarrassment and Possible
Legal Complications
adan tor,
tax to n anpaysexhibi
soon as amissionperso
As the
latter becomes a trustee
of that tax until he turns it
over to the Collector of Internal Revenue at the end of the following month. In other virords, the
money collected for taxes does not belong to the exhibitor at ces
all. While
under ordinary circumstan
the exhibitor might not incur any penalty or
inconvenience because of this, still it
might ocis likelyunderthat circumstances itor
cur
which an exhib
would
se of
ulties
find himself
becau
diffic
in
this commingling of funds.
The situation is different from that
of an ordinary tax payer whose relation to the Government is that of
debtor and creditor. If a manufacturer
should fail, he would simply owe the
Goverrunent tax; if an exhibitor should
fail and has his admission tax on deposit with his other funds, he might be
liable for larceny.
There is another interesting chance
for trouble in this connection — namely,
that if an exhibitor should pay his tax
with a non-certified check, and the
turn out to be " no good,"
check
the taxshould
considered unpaid,
and the would
exhibitorbe would
be liable to
any penalty that might attach to an
overdue payment. This, of course, applies to a payment not made at the
end of the month following the month
for which the tax was paid.
Th« " News " recently wrote to the
Commiss
ioner of Internal Revenue at
Washington, and has received
the
lovnng reply from B. C. Keith, folthe
Deputy Commissioner:
" Treasury "Departme
...
Washingtnton,
" February 15, 1918.
^Mr. Wn«. A. .Johnston, Editor,
" Motion Picture News, Inc.,
" 729 Seventh Avenue,
" New York City.
"Sir: Replying to your letter of the
5th instant,
you are advised that the
Treasury Department has issued no
definite ruling as to how the war tax
money collected on admission should be
handled
its payment to the
Governmenpending
t when due.
" The
the theresponsibility
upon
the Act
personplaces
selling
admissions
to collect the tax due the Government
on such admissions, as imposed in
Section 700. The tax thus collected
belongs to the Government, and the
management of amusement places is
liable for turning it over to the Collector of Internal Revenue. However,
there is no objection if a corporation
or individual operating an amusement
place desires to deposit the tax collected in a separate account in the bank
to be due.
paid over to the Government
when
" Respectfully,
"(Signed)
B. C. Keith,
" Deputy Commissioner."
In other words, the opening of a separate bank account is not required, but
it
able.is suggested to exhibitors as advisThere is another situation which is
apt to arise unless the war tax collections are kept separately — namely, that
if at the end of February, for example,
you come to pay the January tax, you
may find it quite a little job to raise
the necessary money, while if the war
tax is kept by itself and has not been
touched, it is comparatively a simple
matter to draw a check against that.
In the event that any readers of the
"accounts,
News " we
desire
open by
these
are toadvised
bankspecial
men
here
York that the proper form
wouldin beNewas follows:
" fNameporation
of running
firm the
or individual
cortheatre) inor trust
for the Collector of Internal Revenue."

Board

Adds

News

to a

Committee
The Hon. H. W. Adams, mayor of Bcloit,
Wis., and Rev. James Boyd Coxe, rector of
Trinity Episcopal church, St. Louis, have
been elected members of the national advisory committee of the National Board of
Review of Motion Pictures. Mayor Adams
has shown a very intelligent interest in the
subject of regulation of motion pictures.
Soon after entering office he invited the
proprietors of the motion picture houses to
meet him at his office for a conference on
the subject of regulation. At this conference he told them of the city's desire to cooperate with them in placing their business
upon a basis that would deserve public con
fidence and respect, and added that it was
the city's intention that only acceptable pictures should be shown. The Mayor requested the exhibitors to inform him of any
picture about which they had any doubt as
to the desirability of exhibiting it in Beloit.
" We found," said Mayor Adams in describing this plan, " that they were all willing to co-operate, and this voluntary censorship was established. I believe that the
proprietors, knowing that we have this plan
and practice here, are very careful as to
what pictures they bring in."
New

Jersey Women
Discuss Censorship
Members of the women's clubs of New
Jersey, since a bill for the regulation of
motion pictures by a state board of censors
was introduced in the Legislature of that
state, have been discussing it at meetings
of their legislative committees. The committees of the Contemporary Club of Newark, the State Federation of Women's Clubs
and the East Orange Woman's Club have
held meetings. The first two mentioned assembled at the Y. W. C. A. in Newark on
February 14. This meeting was addressed
by Mr. Roe, who prepared the bill, and
Orrin G. Cocks, advisory secretary of the
National Board of Review of Motion Pictures. Mr. Cocks pointed out the ineffectiveness of any legalized form of censorship and showed that it was unnecessary.
It is reported that the legislative committee
of the State Federation voted that it did
not favor state censorship.
A meeting was held on February 18.
Soldier Boys See Metro's
Lest ofWearrangements
Forget made
"
As a" result
by
William Atkinson, business manager of
Metro Pictures Corporation, and Bert
Ennis, publicity director of the Petrova
Picture Company and McClure Pictures, one hundred soldier boys from
Camp Upton witnessed the Metro patriotic
film spectacle, " Lest We Forget," on Saturday, February 16. The entertainment afforded the Camp Upton boys, through their
visit to the Lyric theatre, is but a return
of the courtesy extended by Col. George
Vidmer, commanding officer of the 306th
Infantry of Camp Upton, through permitting the quartet to appear at a private
showing of Messrs. Sawyer & Lubin's patriotic film feature, "The Crucible of

Life."

Picture

Norma Talniadge, Caught by the Camera In
Florida With Mr. and Mrs. Lewis J. Selznick
Constance

Talmadge

Com-

pleteshasPicture
Constance Talmadge
completed the
second Select picture, which she has been
making in California, " Up the Road with
Sallie," and is now ready to begin work on
a new production. " Up the Road with
Sallie " is by Frances Sterrett, with the
scenario by Julia Crawford IVers, and directed by William D. Taylor.
Gerard's
on Picture
Broadwayto Open
" My Four Years in Germany," screen verof Ex-Ambassador
W. Gerard's
book sionof
the same title,James
will probably
be
shown in not less than ten reels, according
to an announcement made by My Four
Years in Germany, Inc. Arrangements are
now under way to have the feature play an
extended run at one of the Broadway theatres. A trade showing is announced for
the near future.
Women Discuss Motion
Picture Publicity
The importance attached to the motion
picture as a medium of publicity was em-,
phasized at a dinner of the League of Advertising Women, held at their headquarters in New York on February 19.
psychology
of " putting
it across
wasThediscussed
by various
speakers,
notable"
among whom was Dr. Alexander Black,
known as " the grandfather of the motion
picture," because of his success, some twenty-five years ago, in telling a screen story
by means of three-to-the-second slides of
the actors in a play. Several advertising
films, illustrating the points under discussion, were shown the audience.
Miss Camilla Donworth, president of the
Films of Business Corporation, and who is
an active member of the league, was chairman of the evening.
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Holds

the

Jersey Rejoices at Defeat of Roberts Bill, While Virginia
Passes Through Stages of Battle — Maryland Puts
Forces Into First-Line Trenches

CENSORSHIP, the ever-present shadow of dark forbodings to exhibitor
and producer and the omnipresent haven of refuge of well-meaning reformers who seek to check the riotous pace which they claim the motion
picture is traveling during the past fortnight, lost none of its magnetic tendrils
which have drawn discussion and battle toward it since its advent into the
industry Instead, it became apparently imbued with the desire to go " over
the top " in a supreme spring drive, and did so in various parts of the country.
In New Jersey, however, the tide of battle turned against censorship, and
the Roberts bill went down in deefat. In Virginia tWngs " are quiet," with
hope still remaining that the proposed measure will be killed. In Maryland
exhibitors are fighting hard
Killed — May Live Again
Unless Assemblyman Roberts, of Moorestown, Burlington County, New Jersey, has
the power of bringing back the dead to
life, the last rites were sung February 19
over his bill to create a Board of State
Censors, each of the three members to get
as salary $2,500 per year. This money, with
other expenses for the upkeep of the bureau, would come from a tax imposed on
the picture industry for all films that would
receive the sanction or rejection of the
trio.
Mr. Roberts made a plea for his bill
principally on the ground that " it was necand thenon minority
leader Simpson
led the essary,"
attack
the measure.
He declared that there was absolutely no justification for such a measure, following which
he denounced it as a senseless interference
by law with the rights of the individual.
Simpson declared it was similar to putting
the ban on free speech, by giving three men
the authority to decide for each community
in the state, and for each man and woman
what pictures they should see and which
they should not see.
Mr. Simpson cited that New Jersey, next
to California, has the greatest motion picture producing percentage in the country.
" Millions of dollars are invested here in
picture production," he said, " and this law
would impose an unjust and unnecessary
tax on them when they are already
severely taxed."
No other members spoke on the bill,
and in the vote Roberts changed his " yea "
to " nay " that he may be able to recall the
bill for another vote when he musters up
the thirty-one needed to pass it.
Several Maryland Hearings
The fight of the motion picture exhibitors
in the state of Maryland to repeal the
existing censorship law is now well under
way. The first hearing of this bill was held
at Annapolis recently before the joint committee of the Judiciary of both branches.
Another hearing was held February 21
and it is expected that further hearings
will also be necessary inasmuch as motion
picture exhibitors from all sections of the
state desire to be heard on this question.
The Motion Picture Exhibitors' League,
which is conducting the fight to repeal
censorship, is made up of 238 managers
and owners in the state. Every first-class

exhibitor in the state has gone on record as
being opposed to legalized censorship because they maintain that it has proven a
failure during the past two years that it
has been in existence. The exhibitors declare that thousands of their patrons have
criticized the censors for destroying the
plots of many of the best pictures.
At the recent hearings there were many
interesting reasons brought forth by the
exhibitors for the abolishment of this
board. As an example, it was stated that
a picture was presented to this board by
an exhibitor and it was carefully reviewed
by one of the censors. It was passed and
ordered to be run without any eliminations. This same picture was presented to
the censors three weeks later under another title. The picture was an exact duplicate in every scene. The same censor
went over the picture and ordered a great
many eliminations made.
No Films for Children
Maryland is one of the few states in
this country where educational pictures
are not shown to children. The exhibitors
declare that this is due wholly to the existence of the censorship board. In order
to run a children's show it is necessary
to have at least seven reels of pictures.
The cost of censoring these reels amounts
to
$14. This
that 280to children's
admissions
will means
be necessary
pay the
censor fees alone. With the cost of the
production and the regular overhead expenses the exhibitor would lose money if
he were to run educational pictures. The
Civic Federation has been for two years
endeavoring to have the exhibitors run
educational pictures in all the theatres on
Saturday mornings for children.
Furthermore, the exhibitors maintain
that the present laws on the statute books
are sufficient to prohibit the showing of
any objectional film. They declare that
the board is now being conducted for
political reasons and that in spite of the
fact that there has been a vacancy on the
board since last September the Governor
has not seen fit to fill the office. They also
declare that one member of the board did
not consider the position of enough importance soaccepted another position. This
member is now holding down two positions and spends but a very few hours
daily in the office of the censor board.

Limelight
They also point out the unusual activity
of a certain state official who has already
announced to his friends that he is to be
a candidate for Governor ne.xt year. They
declare that his only interest in the fight is
to retain a position for a relative of his
on the board.
" Eagle's Eye " Acclaimed
at Biltmore
The Grand Ball Room of Hotel Biltmore
had the S. R. O. sign out on the afternoon
of Washington's Birthday. The occasion
was the first public showing of the first
three episodes of William J. Flynn's serial,
" The Eagle's Eye," the story of the Imperial German Government's spies, plots
and propaganda in the United States. The
enthusiastic audience, which included many
of the most prominent people in New
York's society, representatives of every
patriotic society in New York and army
and navy officers, was unanimous in pronouncing the initial episodes of Chief
Flynn's serial, entertaining and a marvelous exposition of German propaganda in
America.
Among the prominent people present
were :
Lieut. -Governor Schoenick; Samuel
Gompers, president of the American Federation of Labor; Mrs. W. K. Vanderbilt,
Prince and Princess Troubetzky, Justice
Vernon M. Davis, of the Appellate Division ;Supreme Court Justice Barstow S.
Weeks, Judge William H. Wadhams and
Judge Grain, of General Sessions ; Justice
Peter Schmuck, of the City Court ; Senator
James E. Walker, and representatives of
the Army and Navy Intelligence Department ;representatives from every patriotic
society in New York City and the editors
of practically every national magazine published in New York.
Ohio

Exhibitor

Denies

Joining Combine
Melton Phelos, manager of the Strand
and Rialto theatres in Elyria, Ohio, has
issued a denial of the announcement made
recently that he had joined the theatrical
combine made some time ago in Elyria,
whereby all theatres in the city would be
operated by the Elyria Amusement Com" I have my own idea of running a
pany.
motion picture theatre," said Exhibitor
Phelos, " and I do not propose to be dictated to in the
manner
of operating
Exhibitor
Phelos
is said
to be the it."
only
manager in Elyria who stood out against
the combine.
Enid Bennett Marries
Enid Bennett, the Ince-Paramount star,
and Fred Niblo, well known on the legitimate stage and in stock, were married at
Christ Church in Los Angeles, February
23. Their
was announced several weeks engagement
ago.
It is said Mr. and Mrs. Niblo expect to
establish a home on the Coast, and both
will appear in pictures.
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Fairbanks
to
Help
Uncle
Sam
the
National
War
Camp
Community
Fund,
Screen Comedian Goes to Washington
he received a telegram from Herbert
to Confer Regarding a Stunt for
Hoover regarding special film for propathe Next Liberty Bond Drive
ganda purposes. One hour after the
message was received the film was being
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, who has
heen devoting considerable time,
developed, and a strip of it with approl)riate sub-titles and pictures of Fairbanks
energA', and money to raising funds for
the Red Cross, leaves on about March 2 will be attached to every production in
for Washington, D. C, where he is to which the strenuous Artcraft star appears.
confer with the government officials in
The message from the Government
regard to a " stunt " which Fairbanks will Food Controller reads :
probably do for the third Liberty Loan.
" I ask as an immediate important patriThere seems to be considerable mystery
otic contribution that you add at least one
attached to the visit, but it has been defi- of the following trailers to every copy of
nitely ascertained that the Liberty Loan
every motion picture sent out by you during
will be one of the things which Fairbanks
the next three weeks. ' Use only Victory
will help put over. The comedian has
Bread so that our boys at the front may
received many letters and telegrams of
be maintained. It is a small thing that
appreciation from officials on account of our boys at the front ask of you as partial
the remarkable success he has made in
recompense for the much you ask of them."
getting up rodeos and other entertainments
' Observe Mondays and Wednesdays as
for tiie Red Cross. Actual figures at the
Wheatless Days and one wheatless meal
present time show that Fairbanks and his every day.' ' Observe Tuesday as Meatless
company have raised $68,000 for war relief.
Day and one meatless meal every day.'
' Observe Tuesdays and Saturdays as Porkwho
Farnum,
Dustin
of
exception
the
\\'ith
,
aided at San Francisco Fairbanks and his less Days and make every day a fat and
company were practically alone in the
sugar saving day. Use fruits, vegetables
enterprises, and to date he holds the record
and
potatoes
abundantly.'
Remember,
children
must have
milk. Use 'all
the milk
for getting out and doing things while
many others have been talking about what
— waste no part of it.' ' Hoarding food
they were going to do. As an example,
in your household is both selfish and unupon his return from San Francisco where
necessary. The Government is protecting
he staged two Wild West shows and a
the
food
supply
of its people.'
vaudeville performance for the benefit of
" (Signed) Herbert Hoover."

Fuel
Embargo
Such Is Conckision of A. S. Kirkpatrick, of IMutual, Who Has
Returned to Chicago After
\'isit to Eastern Branches
T11.\T the recent fuel embargo was beneficial rather than detrimental to the
film business is the statement made by A.
S. Kirkpatrick, of the sales department of
the Mutual Film Corporation, in an interview with MoTio.v Picture News in Chicago. Mr. Kirkpatrick has just returned
from ficesaof the
ten Mutual
days' trip
covering inIjranch
oforganization
the East.

Helps
Business
in the towns named and others, I found a
feeling of confidence in Mutual's business
attitude. The thing that particularly impressed exhilsitors, I judge from my talks
with
them,which
was Mutual's
assumption
of the
war tax,
relieved them
of a serious
and endless cmljarrassment.
" The consensus of opinion among exhibitors isthat no producing concern should
issue more than one feature a week. They
are asking for quality rather than quantity.
" The Screen Telegram is in strong demand. Ifound that it would be impossible
for the present to take care of orders for
that service which are pouring in from all
" The embargo actually increased our
directions. There was also enthusiasm for
business one-third in most of the territory
our Mutual press sheet. There was also
mvolved," said. Mr. Kirkpatrick. "This
was due to the fact that every man in our
general recognition of the physical condition of our film, which is declared to be one
service was spurred to great activity by
of the strong points of Mutual service.
what most of us regarded in the Ijeginning
as a possible calamity. Under the impetus
" Generally speaking I think that the outof this idea everybody worked unceasingly
look is highly favorable to an era of proslierity in the film industry if those printo overcome the handicap and the result
ciples are subscrilied to which John R.
was highly gratifying.
Freuler, president of Mutual, has so fre" During my trip I visited the Mutual
branch offices at Albany, Washington,
quently emphasized— namely recognition of
r-'hiladelphia, New York and other points. I and adherence to sane business rules."
found the organization working admirably
and may say that I believe we have a most
Ruth StonehoLise to Desert
efficient sales force. Our branch managers
the Screen
and their staffs have been carefully selected.
Ruth Stoneliouse is to desert the screen
They are young men, full of ginger and go.
for the vaudeville stage, where she will
The work they are doing speaks for itself.
I he working staffs are compact and effi- do interpretive dancing, giving two origcient. They work without friction and get
inal dances, one " 'i he Debutante Dance "
good results.
and the other " The Dance of tlie Vam" Discussing matters with the exhibitors

M 0 t i 0 n Picture

News

C. C. Pettijobn has returned to New
York from a trip through the West in
the interest of the Producers and Exhibitors— Affiliated. He reports that the exhibitors through the West have placed the
stamp of approval on the " direct to the
Exhibitor " plan.
Harry Rapf, who has been in the Middle
West for the past two weeks in the interest
of the Producers and Exhibitor.s — Affiliated, returned to New York from Chicago
last week. He reports a successful showing of Herbert Brenon's " Passing of the
'lliird Floor Back," one of the first releases
of this organization.
William Steijier, Jester Comedies, returned to New York from Boston last
week. While in Boston Mr. Steiner disposed of the New England territory to
R. D. Marson Attractions Company for
Jester Comedies.
Joseph A. Golden, president of the Triumph Film Corporation, returned from a
trip through the South, where he had been
in the interest of the Producer and Exhibitors— Affiliated.
Louis Burstein, president of the KingBee Film Corporation, arrived in New
York last week from Los Angeles to attend
a meeting of the board of directors of the
King-Bee company and to make arrangements for the first Billy West five-reeler.
Old King Sol."
C. H. Haystead, general manager of the
Arrow Features Syndicate, Toronto, Canada, was in New York last week. He
returned to Toronto with a print of Cleopatra, featuring Helen Gardner, which will
be shown on the Small circuit of theatres
and throughout Canada.
A. J. Small, large theatre owner of
Canada, returned to Toronto last week
after a trip to New York. Mr. Small
looked at the current features.
W. F. Harris, prominent exhiljitor from
Hopewell, Virginia, was a New York visitor last week. Mr. Harris purchased
equipment for his new 1,000-seat vaudeville and picture house to l)e erected in
that place. Work on the new theatre will
l)e started in a few weeks. Mr. Harris
expects
summer. to open the new house late in the
Roberts

and Marshall
" M'liss "

in

Theodore Roberts, Tully Marshall and
fjther well-known players will be seen with
Mary picture
Pickford
" M'liss,"
newHarte.
Artcraft
fromin the
story byherBret
The scenario is by Frances Marion and
Marshall Neilan is director, assisted by Al
Green. Walter Stradling is doing the
photographic work on llic film.
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Operators Held Following
Theatre Fire
Investigation of the destruction by fire of
the Annex motion picture theatre, one of
the two pioneer photoplay houses in Indianapolis, burned on the morning of February 14, has resulted in the arrest of four
motion picture operators. The union operators were taken in custody to be held as
witnesses for the Criminal Court after
George G. Swain, manager of the theatre,
reported that he suspected that members of
the motion picture theatre operators' union
had something to do with the blaze which
he declared was of incendiary origin.
Swain told the authorities that union members placed boycott signs on his theatre at
one time, warning the public not to patronize the place because union men were not
employed as operators. Another time the
theatre was entered and the screen was
slashed.
Linder

Wants

to Work

at

High Altitude
Max Linder is already making his preparations for his return to America in
April. He has communicated, through T. E.
Letendre, his American representative, with
the secretary of several Chambers of Commerce in cities of high altitude with a view
of locating there. Mr. Linder feels that if
he works in a high and dry climate, he will
be less apt to be troubled with the stomach
ailments which have bothered him in the
past, due to injuries received while serving
with the French army in the first year of
the war. Several Arizona cities have made
tempting offers to induce the French comedian to make his pictures in their locality,
some going so far as to offer to build a
studio for him. However, this matter will
not be decided until M. Linder's arrival in
this country.
Jester Studio To Be
Enlarged
William Steiner, Jester Comedy Company, announces that extensive alterations
will be made on the studio in Cliffside, N. J. An additional wing will be
built on in order to increase the floor
space of the stage.
At the present time the combined outdoor and indoor studio measures seven
thousand five hundred square feet and,
with the new addition, it will raise these
figures to twelve thousand five hundred
square feet. The laboratory also will be
greatly enlarged, which will have a capacity of two hundred thousand feet of film
per week, double the present capacity.
Pathe

Shows New Serial to
Trade
An event of interest last week was a special showing of the first episode of the new
Pearl White serial, " The House of Hate,"
with Antonio Moreno, at the New York
theatre roof on Thursday. x-Vmong those
present were several hundred exhibitors of
Greater New York and representatives of
the press.

Mastbaum

and

Illegal Combination in Restraint of
Trade, Is Charge Filed in U. S.
Court in Philadelphia by Some
Amusement Company
THE Some Amusement Company has
filed in the U. S. District Court in
that city a bill of equity accusing Stanley
ilastbaum, the Stanley Booking Company,
of which he is the head ; the Metro Pictures Corporation of New York, and the
Metro Pictures Exchange of Pennsylvania,
of forming an illegal combination in violation of the Sherman anti-trust act. According to the complaint the defendants
have formed a local " movie trust " and
are using, it is alleged, illegal methods
against independent exhibitors. It would
appear from the complaint in the action
that the ^letro Corporation of New York
is the producing company, the Pennsylvania Aletro concern the distributing
agency, and the Stanley firm the booking
company in the alleged combination.
The Some company explains that up
to December last it had a contract with
the Metro companies to exhibit their fea-

" Revelation," With Nazimova, Has Premiere
'■ Revelation," Metro's special production
starring the Russian actress, Nazimova, is
said to have proved worthy of all the
praises sung in its favor. At its premiere
at the Lyric theatre, New York, public and
press hailed the return of this star by way
of the screen. Nazimova had not been seen
by the public since her stage production,
■■ "Ception Shoals."
first nightandofeclat
'' Revelation
had all
theThe
importance
of a first" night
of
the dramatic stage. ]Mme. Nazimova was
there in person.
Hauser

Brothers

Take

Pro-

jection Rooms
Hauser Brothers, owners of a chain of
theatres in Greater New York, last week
announced to the trade that they had taken
over the lease of the two projection rooms
on the eighth floor of the Godfrey building,
at Seventh avenue and Forty-ninth street,
and that they were now ready to transact
business with the local exchange and the
distributor. They also announced that the
two projection rooms had been remodeled
and rebuilt, and that they were now
equipped with all of the latest improvements in the way of motion picture apparatus.
Metro

Films

Treasure

Edith Storey, Metro star, is about to begin work in her next picture in the Metro
program, the working title of which is
" Treasure." The story was written by
Leighton Osmun, of the Aletro scenario
staff.

Others
Accused
ture films. In December, it is alleged, this
contract was canceled and Mastbaum announced to the Some company that he had
acquired some of the stock of the Metro
companies and that in the future the latter's bookings would be under the control
of the Stanley companj'. It is further
stated in the complaint that Mastbaum
and the Stanley company had threatened
to put the companies operated by the Some
company out of business. Slander of some
of the officers of the complainant company is another charge, also the attempted
proselyting of its employees.
The acquisition by Mastbaum of part
of the stock of the ^letro concerns was
solely for the purpose of gaining control
of the bookings, it is alleged, and the court
is asked to compel Mastbaum and the
Stanley company to relinquish their holdings in the Metro corporations.
While the Some Amusement Company is
the sole complainant in the action it is
charged that 167 in Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, Atlantic City and neighboring cities are experiencing similar
annoyances and embarrassments.

Secretary Francis

M. Hugo

Universal's Guest
The L^niversal Film Manufacturing Company, in co-operation with the Firestone
Tire and Rubber Company, tendered a
testimonial luncheon to Secretary of State
Francis M. Hugo of New York State, at
Rector's, on Friday, February 22, in appreciation of the suggestion by Mr. Hugo
and his co-operation in the production of
two
reels for a special " Safety First "
Campaign
country. to be conducted throughout the
Among the guests in addition to ^Ir.
Hugo were John J. Curran of the New
York State Automobile Bureau ; Henry
Goldsmith, Edwin S. Babcock, advertising
manager of the Firestone Tire and Rubbc
Compan}-; J. G. Robinson, treasurer of the
Firestone Company, and C. D. Studebaker
of the same company ; C. H. MacGowan,
assistant to President and Director-General
Carl Laemmle, of the Universal Film
r^Ianuf acturing Company ; Joseph Brandt,
assistant treasurer of the Universal Companj- :Paul Gulick, publicity manager of
the Universal : Harry Levey, manager of
the
Industrial
Department
of the L'niversal;
Hal Hodes,
of the Publicity
Department, and some forty to fifty other
guests.
Private Nat
from

Wolf Writes
Camp

Private Nat Wolf, Receiving Company
No. 3, Block C-10, Camp Johnston, Fla.,
who was formerly with the Goldwyn offices
in Chicago, has written Motion Picture
News that much lonesomeness has filled his
army career, dating back some three
months. With the exception of an occasional News which he is able to get. Private
Wolf declares film news is scarce in camp.
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Plans
Progress
for
Camp
Films
fenders of the country. It is recognized
Xewly
Appointed
Committee Arthat motion pictures can contribute to the
ranges Schedule of Rentals, with
morale of the army and navy in a very imGraded Prices and Free Picportant way. By means of this committures for Certain Cantee Ave will be able to contribute our bit as
tonments
an The
industry
to the
successdesired
of thebywar."
kind of
pictures
the army
THE plan to ensure the exhibition of the
and navj' commissions for use in the camps
best motion pictures at small cost in- will
chosen by the National Board of
side the army and navj' training camps of Reviewbe from
the lists of productions of all
the country, first news of which was given
the
companies.
The plan is to provide for
to the industry last week in Motion Pican adequate number of first-rate pictures
ture News' story that P. A. Powers has
been chosen chairman of the committee, is which shall be available at any point the
about to be put into effect by the body of Training Camp Commissions may designate and at a much lower cost than heretoproducers and distributors appointed. In
fore has been made possible for those orthis work they will co-operate with Rayganizations which are responsiblue for the
mond B. Fosdick, chairman of the Federal
entertainment
of the men while in the canCommission on Training Camp Activities.
tonments. This will be done through the
The plan calls for a schedule of rentals of
exchanges of the various motion picture
photoplays graded at three to four prices,
companies scattered throughout the counand including a free list provided for camps
which cannot afford to pay for entertainti-}'-The spirit with which the picture indusment, and for entertainments for the militry is taking hold of the opportunity to do
tary forces at which no admission charge
its bit in connection with the entertainment
is made. The prices quoted for the films
of soldiers and sailors in training camps
will be far below those charged to commerwas
illustrated at a meeting of the Americial theatres, it is said, and in most cases
Motion Picture Advertisers at Keen's
will be sufficient only to cover the cost of Chop canHouse
in New York on February 21.
distribution.
Chairman
Powers,
of the committee, was
On the committee with Chairman Patrick
present upon invitation.
A. Powers are William D. McGuire, Jr.,
who has been appointed secretary; Adolph
Zukor, Richard Gradwell, J. A. Berst, WilBusy Times at Klutho Stuliam Fox, Richard Rowland, F. A. Lynch,
J. R. Freuler, Samuel Goldfish, George
dios in Jacksonville
Kleine, D. W. Griffith, Albert E. Smith and
The Klutho Studios at Jacksonville, Fla.,
Orrin G. Cocks.
have been the scene of lively operations
during the past month, with the Metro" This is a patriotic movement on the
Yorke Company and Harold Lockwood
part of the whole motion picture industry,"
said Mr. Powers. " It is our intention to working on two stages and the Binney
furnish fine motion pictures for the army
Comedy Company of the Florida Funny
and navy freely through anj' agency that
present upon invitation, and described in a
may be engaged in providing this form of Films
stages. working on the other outer air
entertainment and recreation for the de-

Better

Films

Movement
Grows
plan of distribution and to now feel that
Mrs. Michael Decides to Make Scope
she must have the co-operation of exof Her Illinois Uplift Organizachanges all over the country.
tion Country-wide — ■ Film
Up
to
this time she has had splendid coCompanies Cooperate
operation, she says, from Paramount, MuMRS. FREDERICK MICHAEL, for a
tual, Pathe, Vitagraph, Wholesome, Uninumber of years chairman of the
versal and Atlas in Chicago, and hopes to
Better Films Committee of the Illinois
have no trouble in getting the exchanges
of these concerns in other cities to aid her
Congress of Mothers and the Parentin her work.
Teachers' Association, and since the first
of the year affiliated with the Atlas Educa" While associated with the Congress of
tional Film Company, has decided to enMothers and the Parent-Teachers' Association as chairman of the Committee for
large the scope of her Better Films ClearBetter Films I was doing all the work
ing House and if possible extend her work,
now confined to Chicago and the districts
gratis. Now," she said recently in speakwhich can be reached from that distribuing of her
new inenterprise,
I amaffiliated
a film
broker.
While
the offices " and
tion center, to the whole country.
with the Atlas Educational Film Company,
The new bureau was organized for the
purpose of distributing approved films
I don't want anyone to think they are paythrough one centrally located exchange for
ing me a salary, for they're not. Neither is
use in schools, churches, community cenanyone else. I am in this thing as an inters, clubs and cantonments, but Mrs.
dependent. Iwant to carry out my own
Michael declares the requests she is conideas in this matter and a salary would tie
stantly receiving from points outside the
me up with obligations that might work
radius she can reach from Chicago, has
cr-ntrary to the success of the plans I now
intend to unfold.
already caused her to reviee her original

Statement

News
from

"United Theatres"
The United Picture Theatres organization of which was announced in last
week's Motion Picture News, has issued
a further statement of its plans. The
statement explains the waste in distribution which it is declared the new cooperative booking plan would eliminate.
The announcement follows:
" United Picture Theatres of America,
Inc., is the exhibitors own solution of
the costly evil that every factor in the
industry wishes to destroy. We will agree
on a star whose popularity and moneymaking powers are unquestioned. We will
make certain in advance that the star and
the productions are big enough for the
foremost theatres and therefore for all
other theatres. We will then say to the
producer having this star : ' Make us six
or eight pictures annually with this star
and we will pay you for each negative a
price that will give you a liberal yet fair
profit. We will make our own prints, our
own accessories^ and take care of the distribution of this and all other pictures to
our members here and in foreign lands.'
" We are free of salesmanship costs because we have an assured playing time of
several thousand days guaranteed in advance by our members. There is today no
profit in distribution. The United plan
relieves producers of the unprofitable exchange investment and worry and at the
same time gives them cash on completion
of pictures, whereas now the producer
must often wait a year or more for the
exchanges to get back his negative cost.
Producers also will receive a wider distribution for their pictures than at present.
Whereas today the average good feature
plays less than 2,500 days, the United will
give 4,000, 6,000, 9,000 days of playing
The announcement then tells that the
plan of the United is formed on the cooperative plan of the American Drug
Syndicate and states that it is merely aptime." plying the well-known principles of cooperative buying to the motion picture industry. In this respect the announcement
states: "Applying this principle to the
exhibitors'
problem.Inc.,
United
tres of America,
will Picture
instantlyTheacut
exhibitors' rental prices for a picture thirty
to fifty per cent below the price they are
now paying and give them many of the
very
same are
pictures
are now showing."
Offices
beingtheyestablished
at 1600
Broadway, New York.
Beverly Bruce Confirms
Production Rumors
Beverly Bruce, well known in vaudeville
and stock, this week confirmed the rumor
that she was contemplating entering the
motion picture producing field, announcement of which, was made last week in
Motion Picture News. Miss Bruce asserts
she has as much money at her back as will
be needed to produce the kind of pictures
she has in mind, which she says will be
of a happiness-scattering nature without a
tracelife.of war, crime or the more bitter sides
of
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Fire Damages Dallas Film
Offices
A disastrous fire gutted the offices of
the Select Pictures Corporation of Texas
and the Standard Film Supply Company,
Inc., located at 1919 Main street, Dallas,
on February 22. Four people were injured when an explosion blew out part of
the front of the building. A dozen girl
workers escaped in advance of the explosion. The Standard's loss is estimated
at $20,000, partially covered by insurance,
while the Select company's loss is also
considerable. N. F. Wirthheimer, owner
and manager of the Standard company,
was slightly burned. The fire was in the
heart of the Dallas film district, which
includes also the offices of Goldwyn, First
National and other companies, and illustrates the pressing need of a fireproof film
trade building in that city.
Private School Installs Picture Machine
The influence of the motion picture on
modern education was demonstrated in a
concrete way in St. Louis last week when
Sister Mary Jane, directress of Loretta
Academy (Sacred Fleart, Catholic), an exclusive girls' school, installed a screen and
machine for educational purposes. Sister
Mary Jane will superintend the initial projection, but the machine will be used shortly in demonstrations before the classes. The
innovation, it is said, is being watched
closely by other educational institutions in
St. Louis and it is believed the step will be
followed by other schools, academies and
colleges.
Pictures as Government
War Insurance
It was announced from Washington this
week that a two-reel dramatic motion picture with professional players in the leading roles will be shown at all military and
naval camps throughout the country beginning this week as part of the Government's
war-insurance campaign. The photoplay,
which is called " His Best Gift," was produced by the Photographic Division of the
Signal Corps, U. S. A., under the direction
of Captain Edwin R. Hesser, a well-known
motion-picture director and formerly in
charge of photoplay propaganda for the
Canadian Government.
Approximately one thousand persons
take part in the action of the picture. A
battalion from the 314th Infantry, Camp
Meade and an Engineer Battalion from
Washington Barracks take the leading part
in the military action which is portrayed
with full and picturesque details. Realistic
overseas battle-scenes feature the picture.
Sold Twice in One Day
The Lyric theatre in Litchfield, III., probably holds the record for changing hands
in quick order. It was sold recently to
James Gehlman by S. E. Pirtle, and on the
same day the former turned it over to
James Grieg, who took control. Exhibitor
Grieg also owns the Royal, in Litchfield,
and will conduct both houses.
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Everything Points to Better Business,
Is the Opinion of F. A. Van
Husan,
United Theatre
Equipment Manager in
Omaha
uDUSINESS will be better than it was
•L' last year."
Thus does F. A. Van Husan, head of the
United Theatre Equipment Corporation
branch in Omaha, Neb., dispose of fears,
expressed from time to time by exhibitors
in the Middle West. Mr. Van Husan, one
of the oldest and most experienced film men
in the Omaha territory, insists the exhibitor's business will be better, and that
there will be more repairing, improving and
building of motion picture theatres than in
any year past. Last year set a record in
this territory, the type of theatres and the
quality of show-houses in general making
great forward steps.
" The people have money — more than
usual — and they will seek entertainment.
Because of good business, and because of
the steady progress in the motion picture
industry, the exhibitors will improve their
houses." Thus does Mr. Van Husan reason.
" Exhibitor Jenkins of Neligh, Nebraska,
was just in here," said Mr. Van Husan,
" and said he intends to build this
Spring. I observed closely the plans he had
in mind. He said he wanted a theatre that
will seat about 600 people, and that it must
be modern in every respect. He does not
intend to build a large, elaborate theatre,
but it must be essentially a motion picture
house, intended for permanency and a
structure
munity. that will be a credit to the com" His ideas coincided entirely with mine.
I believe the smaller theatres in the Middle
West will, in a couple of years, have entirely disappeared from the made-over store
rooms and will o&cupy specially constructed
buildings. These will be good, substantial
theatres, built to last and built for a maximum of comfort and efficiency for patrons.
" The building boom in this section of the
country will begin about March 15. Up to
this time the exhibitors have been cautious.
This attitude has been noticeable since the
first of last November. It is now wearing
away, with a satisfactory Winter's business,
great promises for Spring and Summer,
they are anxious no longer, but are decided
to go ahead and be prosperous like those in
other lines of trade. I am interested in the
Hipp theatre, down-town house in Omaha,
and its business has shown a thirty per cent
increase in the last few months. Others
tell me the same story.
" To show the opportunities in pictures —
the Brandeis theatre, big Omaha legitimate
house, the biggest and best theatre in this
section of the country, is now showing pictures along with vaudeville. I have just
put in a Powers machine and the management said they expected big returns.
" Sam Harding of the Overland Amusement Company, building the Liberty theatre
at Kansas City, has contracted for two
Powers machines, a Minusa gold fiber
screen, a double dissolving lantern and a
spot-light.
" The New Rialto theatre in Omaha is act-

Times

in

West

ing as a confidence-restorer for many exhibitors. Despite off and on days, this big
theatre is steadily going up and will open
about May 1, setting a new pace in motion
picture affairs in the Middle West. We are
to install two Powers machines, American
auto-arcs, Newman frames and Minusa
screen there. Manager Thomas looks forward confidently to a big financial success.
" I can see big prosperity in the future,
in the immediate future, and I think it will
not be many weeks until the exhibitors will
not only see that prosperity, but will be
realizing it."
HaysteadForGets
"Cleopatra"
Canada
Charles H. Haystead, general manager of
Arrow Features Syndicate, Toronto, Canada, has purchased the Canadian rights to
Cleopatra Film Company's independent feature, "Cleopatra," featuring Helen Gardner. Before leaving for Canada Mr. Haystead announced that four companies will
be sent through the Dominion over the
Small and Walker circuits.
Miss Gardner and her company, completed, last week, a number of additional
scenes and owing to adverse weather conditions experienced by the company during
taking of exteriors, the releasing date was
postponed until last week. Miss Gardner
has the title role. The story is a version
of events happening during the life of
the famous Egyptian queen.
The Cleopatra Film Company announces,
also, that its feature has been booked for
an extended run at the Paris theatre, one
of the leading picture houses of Denver.
Eighty twenty-four sheet posters in addition to small paper will be used to exploit
this production.
" Carmen

of Klondike

" to

Open at Strand
The Pioneer Film Corp., with offices at
130 West 46th street, New York City, will
distribute in the New York territory the
first State Rights Distributors, Inc., release
" Carmen of the Klondike." The picture
will be shown at the Strand theatre during
the week of March 3, Managing Director
Harold Edel being well pleased with the
picture.
Fourteen Subjects in Gaumont-Mutual
Fourteen different subjects of news, all
said to be interestingly pictured, are shown
in the issue of ' Gaumont-Mutual No. 9,
released February 24. In keeping with the
times, many of these subjects deal with
matters pertaining to the world war.
Foreign subjects show the graves where
rest the first American soldiers who fell
on French soil; French soldiers in the
trenches and on the fighting line ; and a
remarkatle engineering feat which has
made possible a drawbridge so nicely balanced that it can be operated by one man.
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''Don't
Surrender
will,"
within theSay
next fewsmonths,Ber
force st
you to
Pathe Official Warns Exhibitors Not
sign a five-year contract that will shackle you
with
bands
ol
steel
that
you
will
not
be
able
to
to Sign Five- Year Xon-Cancelbreak.
This combination is reported to be trying to
lable Contracts with a " Cercorner all of the stars and all of the directors;
tain Organization of
all of the scenario writers and all of the motion
picture authors. When they succeed in that,
there will be no chance of escaping that five-year
Producers "
contract. AND THEY WILL SUCCEED UNLESS YOU, MR. EXHIBITOR, WAKE UP IN
IX an open letter headed " A ^lessage to
TIME AND SAVE YOURSELF.
But I have faith in the exhibitors. I believe
the Exhibitors of America," J. A. Berst,
that once they fully appreciate the danger of the
vice-president and general manager of
situation, they will wrest themselves free from
the monopoly that threatens to crush them. In
Pathe Exchange, Inc., sends a " Jack Johnthis belief, I have inaugurated our new program
son " over the trenches of " a certain
of Pathe Plays, with some of the greatest stars
organization of producers and distributors
and some of the greatest stories and plays the
market affords. Every exhibitor who has seen
who,'' he says, are scheming night and
our first three Pathe Plays releases — Innoday to monopolize the motion picture incent," "Loaded
" and
agree that
never Dice
before
have" The
threeNaulahka
features " —of
dustry." The special objective of Mr.
such strength been released on any program.
We cannot continue to make features, however
Berst's attack is a five-year non-cancellable
contract which, he states, the organization
—is and
othersupport.
company can continue — unless it
with noyour
referred to will soon offer to exhibitors.
Having
presented
these facts to you, I sound
this warning:
He warns exhibitors that they are facing
Unless our Pathe Plays program is supported
the most critical situation that has ever
by the exhibitors of the United States, we will
developed in the industry and advises them
cease making feature productions.
And when we cease, you may rest assured that
to " wake up in time and save themselves."
within a very short time every other independent
The letter follows :
producing company will be forced to discontinue.
Just stop a minute and realize what that means.
One company will absolutely monopolize the
Do tendyou
and allmeekly
of your
to surrender
to afellow
certainexhibitors
organizationinfeature
one five
company
will have
of producers and distributors who, according to
feature production
pictures. — For
yearsalone
at least
you
reliable information, are scheming night and day
will have no selection. You will pay the price
to monopolize the motion picture industry?
set forwillyou.
don't,contract
your competitor
Do you want to be forced to sign a five-year
You
sign Ifa you
five-year
with this will.
monon-calcellable contract that will place you and
nopoly, and then a real feature program trust
will be a reality.
your business absolutely at the mercy of those
who have already boosted the price of service
The erally
plansreported
are that
already
it is their
genfrom three to five hundred per cent?
they formed,
are justandbiding
Do you want to have your business policies,
time — waiting until you exhibitors entrench them
your admission prices and your service prices
strongly enough to freeze out the independent
dictated to you by those who, thanks to YOUR
producers.
I believe you are too good a business man to
indifference, will be placed by YOU in a position to close down your theatre and put you out
permit anything like this to happen. You would
be
soundmg your own death knell. It would
of
business
if
you
do
not
submit
to
their
demands?
only be a question of time — and not a very long
time either — when this monopoly controlled not
These are the questions that you, Mr. Exhibitor, and all of your fellow exhibitors must anonly the feature picture but also your theatres —
swer right now — TO-DAY. For to-morrow may
your
business.
be too late. I give you my personal assurance
Already
you have had a taste of high handed
methods. Some of you have been arbitrarily
that the situation you are facing to-day is the
forced to increase your admission prices to the
most critical that has ever developed in the motion picture industry, because an attempt will
danger point (many times beyond) to pay the
be begun within the next fifty days to force you
high
rentalhasprices
Youfallen
knowoff what
the result
been.demanded.
Business has
and
to sign that new five-year contract.
The question you must answer is: Do you
so
have
your
profits.
want to be your own boss or do you want to be
We
can't
help
you
unless
you
help
yourselves.
bossed? For I warn you that if you permit
Think it over. Your future and the future of the
present conditions to continue, a combination
motion
are in the
WHATpicture
ARE industry
YOU GOING
TO balance.
DO?
that is being daily strengthened by your support

Friends

Banquet

Eight Hundred and Fifty Attend Dinner Given as Testimonial to His
Philanthropy and His Activities in Picture World
UPWARD of 850 men gathered in the
grand ball room of the Hotel Astor
on Sunday evening, February 24, at a
dinner, organized by a committee of his
friends, as a tribute to William Fox. The
gathering was representative of the motion picture and theatrical world as well
as the other branches of activity in which
Mr. Fox has been engaged. The contributions of the guest of honor to the motion picture industry were fittingly celebrated, as was his success in the recent
drive of the Federation of Jewish Philanthropic Societies for new members. Mr.
Fox having led the team which enrolled
the greatest number.
Prominent among the speakers were
Felix M. Warburg and Supreme Court
Justice Victor J. Dowling, the latter of
whom presented a gold tablet, suitably in-

William

Fox

■,cril)C(l, t(j the guest of honor. Mr. WarIjurg, who was associated with him in the
recent membership drive, cited the fact
that Mr. Fox's activities in Jewish charities dated from the time when he, a boy,
was himself in the tender care of a Jewish
hospital. He resolved then to repay the
debt, Mr. Warburg said, and during the
long years of his struggle to fortune he
never forgot the resolution. Other speakers were George M. Cohan, Raymond
Hitchcock, Rennold Wolf and Joseph
Johnson. Charles Gehring was chairman
of the committee which organized the
dinner and Wilton Lackayc presided as
toastmaster.
Arthur Brisbane, tinable to I)e present,
sent the following letter to Mr. Gehring
which was read :
I regret extremely that it is not possible for
me to attend the dinner in honor of Mr. Fox, I
planned to go, reserving my accommodations
on the train, and made an especial effort to do
so. But agemenIt of this
havenewspaper
recently inundertaken
the and
man-I
Washington,
know that
Mr.
Fox,
who
has
so
many
big
enterprises on his hands, will realize that men are
controlled by their work and its necessities.

Picture

News

It would have given me great pleasure to say
in presence of Mr. Fox and his friends what I
thnik concerning the industry to which he has
devoted his energies, and through which he has
usefully built up a very great fortune.
Better than the spoken word, infinitely better
than turethetalksword
written,
life-like moving picdirectly
to thethebrain.
Men have used the spoken word and written
word for a few centuries only. They have used
their eyes as men for a quarter of a million
years — and for millions of years before that ,as
animals.
The eye tells the mind INSTANTLY. The eye
sees an entire picture, and all sides of any truth,
moral or scientific.
To tantput
thoughts,thatnoble
importruths good
into pictures
move,actions,
is to prepare
food for the human brain — and there is no more
important work than that.
Besides being an education, the moving picture
offers the nation relaxation, at a time wfien it is
needed, when the mind is tired and anxious.
The rnoving picture in its power of instant
presentation is as much of an advance upon the
printing
as was and
the the
printing
press upon the
illumined press,
manuscript,
old hieroglyphics.
Mr. Fox is one of the few who have come
through the rush and struggle of a new field of
adventure with colors flying and success assured.
Those that appreciate the importance of the
work ressin when
which
is a leader
they hehonor
him. honor modern progI
send
to
him
through
continued useful work. you my best wishes for
Among those present were Adolph
Zukor, Jules Brulator, Harry Raver, Paul
H. Cromlin, Hiram Abrams, Benjamin
Schulberg, Herbert Blache, Edward Earle,
Samuel Cassard, Arthur J. Lang, Samuel
Goldfish, Edward Warren, Fred B. Warren, Alfred Weiss, R. A. Rowland, W. W.
Irwin, W. W. Johnson, Al Kessel, E. D.
Horkheimer, W. E. Greene, P. A. Powers,
Harry Reichenbach, Winfield R. Sheehan,
T. Lawrence Weber, C. F. Zittel, J. D.
Williams, Harry Wilson, Maurice Tourneur, A. S. Kane, Arthur H. Friend and
Harold Edel.

Local Discusses

Live Issues

Members of the Motion Picture Exhibitors League of America, New York
State Local, No. 1, met Thursday afternoon for the purpose of discussing the
pending legislation now before the State
Legislature at Albany, relative to the admittance of minors to motion picture
houses. New York State Senator S. A.
Cotoillo was scheduled to address the
meeting but sent word that he would not
be able to attend. Senator Cotoillo introduced the bill in the Legislature.
John Manheimer, president of the local,
and Sidney Asher, secretary, were appointed acommittee of two to confer with
Senator Cotoillo in reference to amending
the bill as introduced. The matter of
transportation of films was taken up at
the meeting and discussed pro and con.
It was decided to constitute a publicity
department for the League. The Common Show License was discussed and a
resolution was adopted to make the exhibitor pay $500 instead of the $25 which
he now pays for retaining such license.
Those present were: John Manheimer,
Brooklyn; Charles O'Reilly, Manhattan;
Sol Coleman, Bronx; Benjamin Kelly,
Queens; David Weinstock, Manhattan;
Sidney Asher, Bronx; Morris Needle,
Manhattan ; Gus Koenigswald, Brooklyn ;
Haring, Isaac Hartstall, C. R. Mastineau,
Charles Steiner, A. J. Wolf, WilHam
Hilkemeier, Otto Lederer, M. Oestreicher,
Sydney S. Cohen, M. J. Gerson, Charles
David Picker and Samuel Rhonheimer.
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Ad. further admitted
Being a Glance at the Real Human Side of the Big
A. KESSEL, Jr., C. O.
• Bauman, Charles
that he wasn't strong for
Men of the Picture Game
Caught in Action
Kessel.
the real old-fashioned
These are the names on
By William A, Johnston
country stuff — the old
the door of an office in
water trough and chilblains and cottage cheese and other inconveniences.
the Longacre building. New York — an office that has played a very
considerable part in the afifairs of motion pictures.
His place on the shores of Lake Champlain is modernized —
The uninitiated, passing by, might suppose that A. Kessel, Jr., electric lights, modern plumbing, push buttons, hot and cold water,
hot and cold rum, hot and cold anything you want. You can press
was some smart young man who had taken his uncle Chas. Kessel
a button and turn on a light in the cow pasture, get a fresh egg
and one C. O. Bauman into partnership with him and was trying
by trolley from the hen house or order anything from a cocktail
to edge into the picture business.
But those who know anything at all about pictures know of to a cabaret.
Ad. goes up there in his yacht, takes a crowd of at least sixteen
Kessel and Bauman — of Kay-Bee and Keystone and 101-Bison and
fellows along, turns them loose and then sails back to Times
Triangle and New York motion picture fame, and that far from
edging mto the business they have had a very large edge in it for
.Square and films.
the past eleven years — ever since in fact, they came up one day
• He says he's mostly out of the film business (accounting thereby
for
his handsome estate and ability to maintain it). Perhaps we
from Sheepshcad Bay and discovered it.
And A. Kessel, Jr., is not Charley's nephew but his older brother ; should say he's safely out. He'll never be wholly out.
in fact Ad. is the older brother of all the Kessels, and an uncle to
But he's stopped working eighteen hours a day and he doesn't
worry any more over stars' salaries. And he's and
done worrying
a lot of workof
the
and filmthe business.
K into He's the man who put the Kay in Kay-Bee
this kind.
Keystone and a lot
Ad. Kessel, by the
of other big things
way,
has been
we can't mention
to more
stars uncle
than
here.
any other man in
As we entered the
the business.
office we spied a
We started to
box marked " A.
count up the ones
Kessel, Jr., Keesehe brought into
films.
ville, N. Y."
" Well,"
Ad.,
As a reporter we
"there's said
Chaplin,
are something of a
sleuth if we do say
Fairbanks — each
it, not even taking
did his first picture
oflF our hat to the
for us — Arbuckle,
famous boy sleuth
Mabel Normand,
of the business ;
and right away we
"Ma
Pick—"Will
iamryS. Hart
scented a big story.
for
"Wd?"
" Aha ! " we said.
ell, weMasugry
Then, right on
top of Ad's desk alcamed. to us from
most as conspicuous
geste
as a copy of Mowhe
own
Biongrawe
— edthatthe
tion PiTURE News
's
Relianph
ce at 540
we sleuthed a book
West 21st Streetentitled " Modern
Farming."
Stanfo
rddioWhi
old
stu
Wes
. te'
" Aha ! " we said
started in there with
again.
Arthur Johnson,
And
then the
truth came out.
James Kirkwood,
Ad. Kessel has
Tony Sullivan,
Henry Wal
gone to the cows
Ma
rion Leotha
narll,
d,
and chickens ! YesGertrude Robinson
sir !
— Then Mack SenFilmer once but
nett came along and
farmer now! He's
proposed making
deep in it. You
comedies. And a
wouldn't say that he
little later Thomas
has hayseed in his
H. Ince came up
hair; it seems to be
from Florida where
inside his head. He
he had made a picstarted talking farm
ture for Carl
and we thought he'd
never get to film.
Lae"And
' Doc I'
mmle —andwell
" Were you born
Wil
latt—
in the country " we
all."a
can't
t 'em to
asked, " that you
We coun
referred
enjoy it so much? "
call we once made
" No," said Ad.
on Mr.1420)
Kessel at
honestly. " I was
which time we
born in Brook(Continued on page
lyn. But that's not
for publication."
3 yScht and enjoys it ',
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from page" 1419)
bumped into DeWolf Hopper in the elevator, stepped on Willie Collier's corns in
the hall and on entering the office saw Eddie Foy— hat on side of his head — whispering confidentially to Mr. Kessel, Weber
and Fields cracking jokes — real ones, and
over in one corner Raymond Hitchcock
talking to his own wife. Flora Zabelle.
" It gives me a headache," said Mr.
Kessel, " to think of them. They cost all
the way from $2,600 to $6,000 a week."
We have spoken of A. Kessel, Jr., as
uncle to many stars.
" Uncle " is right. He's the man who
paid the bills. And he has stood a tremendous bombardment.
" Honestly, Johnston," said he, " I got so
I couldn't open a telegram. I'd hand it to
Charley and say : ' Here, read it. My
heart is broken ! '
" Why those fellows used to wire in :
' Send me $40,000 for next week's payroll.'
And then along would come another : ' No,
make it an even hundred thousand.' You
know
— ^justandlikeBauman
you'd askhave
for always
a dime.'"been
Kessel
plungers. They plunged in pictures when
others didn't dare ; and they plunged right
— almost always — because they made it
their business to make pictures the public
was hankering for. They worked night
and day and they knew their business.
One day Bauman wired Kessel : " Can
hire Miller's IQl Ranch for winter season
at $2,100 a week."
That was back in the days of small expenditures and struggling bank accounts.
When A. Kessel, Jr., got the telegram he
fell backward out of his chair. Then he
wired back: " If you think it's a good bet,
take a chance."
That sentence tells the story of Kessel
and Bauman.
And we close with it— though we could
write all day about Ad. Kissel and what
he knows about the making of pictures that
pay.
.St. IvOuis

Looks

for

Big

Spring Drive
A number of happy developments last
week combined to lend a new impetus to
the motion picture business in St. Louis.
In the first place, the strike of 3,000 carmen
was ended, thus enabling residents to get
down to the big houses. Then the Fuel
Board lifted the ban on all closing hours,
and set aside all lighting orders save the
Garfield lightless Thursday and Sunday
proviso. The thermometer added a new
joy when it broke the Winter snap that has
lasted since two weeks before Christmas,
and with balmy air, the snow, which had
kept a good many movie fans indoors for
eight weeks without a single break disappeared.
President Mogler of the St. Louis Exhibitors' League declares that the prospects
for the early Spring are the most favorable
in years. Frank R. Tate, head of the CellaTate Syndicate, controlling a string of the
largest theatres, says that the prosperity of
the film now anticipated will probably break
all records since the Spring of 1915.

Picture

News

Denver

Acclaims
Hodkinson
Mr.
Hodkinson
out of their territory, as
Exhibitors Covering Big Territory in
they thought his ideas would mean their
financial ruin. After a long struggle, he
Several States Are " Tied In " in
New
Distribution
Plan —
forced the exhibitors to accept his policies
Hodkinson
on Coast
and then turned his attention to assisting
and building up theatres that were losing
AFTER an absence of several years, W.
W. Hodkinson arrived in Denver the
money, into paying propositions. It was not
until after Mr. Hodkinson had left Denver
other day for the purpose of entering into
that what he had accomplished was apprenegotiations with the exhibitors there to efciated, however, and then the exhibitors
fect the " tie-in " which is an important part
sent a petition to the New York office of
of Mr. Hodkinson's new method of distribution.
the General Film Company asking that he
He was met at the station by a number of be sent back to Denver. Today the exhibitors in the Denver territory swear by
exhibitors and was escorted to the Brown
him.
Palace hotel. There a banquet had been
arranged in his honor, during the course of
Mr. Hodkinson spent only about twentywhich Mr. Hodkinson was toasted as the
four hours in Denver and during that time
man who had made the motion picture in- he closed the first " tie-in " of those he expects to effect all over the country. The
dustry possible. Back in 1912, while connected with the General Film Company,
territory affected by this arrangement includes all of Colorado, Wyoming, New
Mr. Hodkinson brought about a complete
Mexico and Utah, which will be known as
change in exhibiting conditions in Denver.
He increased the runs to two and three
zone fifteen. After consummating these arrangements inDenver, Mr. Hodkinson left
days where formerly the old daily change
for San Francisco where preliminary work
had prevailed. He also caused the admishas been done through the mail and it is
sion prices to be increased from five to ten
expected that Mr. Hodkinson will have a
cents. It was only after a bitter fight that
Mr. Hodkinson won his battle, however. At
portentous
few days. message for the trade within a
first the exhibitors failed to agree with him
Mr. Hodkinson expects to visit several
and fought him tooth and nail. In fact, so
exchange cities on his return East after his
bitter became the fight that legal counsel
visit in California.
was employed by the exhibitors to drive

Camp Sherman Men Not to
Lose Sunday Shows
Camp Sherman, the National Army cantonment at Chillicothe, Ohio, will continue
to enjoy motion picture shows on Sundays,
as the latest effort to suppress these shows
has been frowned upon by Mayor Story,
preachers, the military police and merchants of the city. This good news has
been approved by the 20,000 soldiers now at
Camp Sherman.
Rev. H. A. Straub of Ada, Ohio, tried
to have the shows closed on Sundays. The
Ministerial Association, in a report endorsed the Sunday movies.
The Scioto Gazette, in commenting upon
the decision,
said : of" Chillicothe
As long as are
the ofmerchants and citizens
the
opinion the shows should remain open on
Sunday, Lieutenant Flora says they will be
allowed to operate, unless the case is
decided in court."
Educators

See

"Alice

in

One of Wonderland
the topics scheduled " to be discussed during the convention of the Department of Superintendence of the National Educational Association during the
week of February 25 at Atlantic City, is the
adaptation of motion pictures for the use
of public schools. As a fitting subject to
represent the discussion the Atlantic City
Daily Press has selected " Alice in Wonderland." The editor, A. J. Feyl, has invited the educators to review this attraction
at the Virginia theatre on Wednesday, February 25.

Sterling Corp'n Secures
" The Natural Law "
The Sterling Picture Corporation, with
offices in the Godfrey building, has secured through Arthur Beck, president of
the corporation, the six-reel feature film
owned by the France Films, Inc., titled
" The Natural Law." Marguerite Courtnot, Howard Hall and George Larkin are
among the featured members of the cast.
" The Natural Law " is a screen version
of the play of that title originally produced
by John Cort at the Republic theatre. New
York. It prospered there for eight months
during which over three hundred thousand
theatregoers were thrilled by its story. It
has also played in the majority of first-class
theatres throughout the United States and
Canada.
" U " Films
Shipbuilders

Through
Appeal to
Edwin N. Hurley, chairman of the United
States Shipping Board and president of the
Emergency Fleet Corporation, made a flying trip to New York early last week, for
the express purpose of conferring with the
heads of the Universal Film Manufacturing
Company relative to the part that organization is to play in helping the government
obtain volunteers for shipbuilding.
Mr. Hurley's request for moving picture
co-operation came as the result of his discovery of the assistance which Universal is
now rendering the Fuel Service Commission, the Red Cross, Bureau of Public Information and other government departmental organizations.
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Quebec

Raises War Tax
One Cent
On Monday, February 11, the Quebec
city authorities collected all the one-cent
war tax tickets and replaced them with
two-cent tickets, instructing the exhibitors
to collect two cents on all tickets from five
cents to twenty-five cents, inclusive. No
previous notice whatever had been given
that such action was to be taken, and the
managers are of the opinion that the law
governing the tax must have been changed
over night.
The whole province of Quebec is affected by this order.
First National

Announce

Big Deals
Recently the First National Exhibitors'
Circuit concluded two important deals — it
closed for the United States rights to Herbert Brenon's " Fall of the Romanoffs," and
for the distributing rights to " Tarzan of
the Apes." Al H. Woods, acting for the
Ilidor Picture Corporation, had made a
thorough canvass of the distributing situation before deciding to place Mr. Brenon's
drama of current Russian history in the
hands of the First National. Since its successful Broadway run the Ilidor Company
decided to add to the picture the most recent developments in the Russian situation,
bringing the story up to date. The " Fall of
the Romanoffs " has already been shown
over Loew's New York circuit. The Canadian rights had been sold before the present deal was negotiated.
The release date awaits the completion
of the large number of prints, on which the
Rothacker plant is at present engaged. It
will probably be set early in March, it is announced.
Earl Rodney Again
Enid Bennett

with

In view of Earl Rodney's individual success as leading man to Enid Bennett in her
first two Thomas H. Ince productions, released under the Paramount trade-mark,
this young actor will again appear opposite
the star in her third picture, the title of
which has not as yet been decided upon.

Rodeo

Feature of Roy
Stewart Play
What Triangle claims is one of the most
thrilHng rodeos ever seen in a "Western"
is shown in Roy Stewart's newest subject,
"Faith Enduring"," which Cliff Smith directed. Scores of spectators were present
at the filming to see the Triangle cowboys
ride outlaw horses and mules at the ranch
studio, Hartville.

Flash-backs of Canada
Each Thursday night the Princess theatre in
Calgary, Alta., has been giving away a whole
ton of coal as a prize to the holder of a lucky
number. American exhibitors would like to know
how their Canadian brother manages to get the
coal.
Sam Gibson, a well-known exhibitor of Montreal, who has likewise had long exchange experience, has joined the staff of Metro in the
Quebec city.
L. Ernest Ouimet, president and general manager of Specialty Film Import, Ltd., Pathe distributors in Canada, recently made a trip to
New York in connection with Fannie Ward's
" Innocent."
The Francais
End
theatre,
has bookedtheatre,
first runMontreal's
ot the newEastChaplin
releases, handled in Canada by Metro for First
National.
ManagerhadO'Connell,
the Academy
Halifax,
to think ofquickly
during ofa Music,
recent
evening performance to quiet his audience when a
street
car
dashed
down
a
hill
and
struck the box
office.
An agitation has been started in Quebec City
for the closing of all motion picture theatres on
Sunday. Exhibitors have already won a point
in this issue, but local influences are trying to
get the houses closed.
Some important improvements are being made
at the Empress, Amherst, N. S., owned by F. G.
Spencer, of St. John. The arcade is being floored
over, towillgivebe more
rooms
added.space. Waiting and smoking
Alfred Gaudet has accepted the management of
the Gem theatre, Frederickton, N. B. He has
lately been traveling representative for Famous
Players in St. John.
Word from Truro, N. B., advises the coal
shortage has been very acute throughout Eastern
Canada, and many of the theatres have felt the
pinch. The Princess in Truro closed recently
until coal is again available.
Archie Mason, manager of the Opera House
in Wolfville, N. S., has been doing remarkably
well on features. He recently finished with
" Joan the
pleased
with Woman
business." and voiced himself well
Rumor is current in Canada that Marcus Loew
will erect four theatres in Eastern Canada. The
St.
Denis, in Montreal, may also go to Loew, it
is rumored.
The cidedcity
council
Saskatoon,
Sask,must
has pay
dethat the
motionof picture
theatres
higher licenses for the privilege of operating in
that western city. Houses seating more than a
thousand will pay $250, an increase of $100.
Smaller theatres will pay $50 more than formerly.
Winnipeg, Man., has had a strong discussion
as to whether or not motion picture theatres
would be permitted to remain open Sundays for
benefit and patriotic performances. The quarrel
seems to be evenly divided.
The first woman in the province of Saskatchewan to receive a provincial license to operate a
projection machine is Mrs. Art. Pelletier, wife of
the exhibitor at Estuary who operates the Sunset.
" Damaged Goods," the film dealing with a
problem that confronts authorities looking after
Canadian soldiers, will likely be shown to the
men under arms throughout Ontario. A print
of the film has been in Ontario for some time,
and an attempt was made to have the picture
passedout success.
by the censors over a year ago, but withThe food controller of Canada is co-operating
closely with the film trade in the effort to teach
Canadians how to cut down on their food waste.
Film men of the Dominion have formed the
Motion Picture Distribution Committee, and are
circulating films dealing with the food question.

Arrow

Features Opens in
Toronto
Another film-distributing company has
taken the field in Canada. This time it is
the Arrow Features Syndicate, which has
opened up head offices in Toronto, with
Charles Haystead as general manager, ;
The new company has secured the Canadian rights to "The Eyes of the World"
and " Ramona." They also have for sale
the Canadian rights to " Persuasive Peggy,"
" Souls Redeemed " and " Weavers of
Life." Mr. Haystead is one of the bestknown theatrical men in that country, and
previous to his entry into the film business
was interested with the A. J. Small stage
productions in Canada.
Soskin Visits Montreal
I. Soskin, general sales manager of the
Famous Players Film Service in Canada,
and his secretary are spending two months
in Montreal. This is in line with the firm's
plan of studying carefully conditions ais
they exist with the exhibitor.
Director Apfel Stages
World Feature
Oscar C. Apfel, the well known director,
has signed a contract with World Film
Corporation, that organization announced
this week, and will direct Kitty Gordon in
a forthcoming feature as his first contribution to the World program. Apfel and
his company are scheduled to leave at once
for the South to get the exteriors of the
picture, called "Her Great Moment."
Director Apfel has a number of excellent productions to his credit, among them
"The Turn of a Card" and "A Man's
Man,"
with J. Warren Kerrigan, and other features.

4

1
Ruth Roland In Pathe's " The Price of Folly "
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the selection of the Exhibitors Service Bureau

Leading
For

Exhibitors

Service

to

to

Fellow

Picture

Advisory BoardlW

Cooperate
Workers

With the next issue the MOTION PICTURE NEWS will
announce the names of an Advisory Board of some fifteen of the
leading exhibitors of the Nation who will give such of their time
as is necessary for the benefit of their fellow showmen.
Since the inauguration of the Exhibitors Service Bureau there
has been a wonderful response to our plea for co-operation. Never
in the history of this industry, and seldom in the history of any
industry, have such a representative group of the leaders come
forward and given the results of their work and their experiences
to the trade.
On invitation of the NEWS these gentlemen have now consented to go still further in this work. They will not be responsible for matter regularly appearing in the Service Bureau, but
the columns of this paper are to be open to them for any expression of disagreement with policies we advocate, for any suggestions of their own and for answers to any inquiries of exhibitors
everywhere.
Next week will appear the first of the names of these men.
This list will be added to from time to time. They represent
various sections of the country and they are typical of the men
who are doing the big things today. They are the thinkers and
the workers. It is a remarkable privilege for a publication to be
able to call upon them for their assistance — a labor of love they
are doing for the good of their fellow exhibitors.
Watch for this announcement next week. It is a new step
forward. It is one of the greatest progressive movements that
has ever been recorded in any industry.

New

s

March
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LAST MINUTE BOX
I
Brown of Harvard (Selig— K. E. S. E.)—" Great! Opened on a
I
Wednesday and held it over for the full week." (Extra big busi1 ness.)
Cleopatra (Theda Bara — Fox) — " Advanced prices on this — 50c.,
I
i 75c. and $1 — week run." (Extra big business.) ^
V. Mong — Triangle) — " Good picture, poor
The Hopper
i title."
i
(Average(William
business.)
— Fox) — " Star makes this
Jack Spurlock, Prodigal (George Walsh
I
Sat. Post story not so great, but brought in many new faces."
go
i
1
(Bigbig;business.)
Farnum— Fox) — " Easily Farnum's
Les Miserables (William box-office."
1
(Extra big business.)
fine direction, sure
1
s
"greatest,
Great story, great production." (Big business.)
National) — " Can't sec
The Light Within (Madame Petrova — First
I
one (no pun intended) ; not kind of story for Petrova." (Averthis business.)
I age
g
Limousine Life (Olive Thomas— Triangle) — " Olive is always a
I
i money-getter." (Big business.) " Dandy picture." (Big business.)
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiii^

Big

TITLE. STAR, AND BRAND

Big
N.

ALIMONY (Lois WUson— First Natioaal)
AMERICAN WIDOW. AN (Ethel Barrymore— Met.).

Ave, Ave.

AVENGING TRAIL (Harold Lockwood— Met.) .

Big Big
Ave. Ave.

BARGAIN, THE (Wm. S. Hart Re-issue— W. H. Prod.)
BEAUTIFUL MRS. REYNOLDS, THE (Elvidge-Black
well— World)
BECAUSE OF A WOMAN (Belle Bennett— Tri.)
BETTY TAKES A HAND (Olive Thomas— Tri.)
BLIND ADVENTURE, THE (Edw. Earle- Vit.)
BLUE JEANS (Viola Dana— Metro)
BROADWAY LOVE (Dorothy PhiUips— Blue)
BROWN OF HARVARD (SeUg— K.E.S.E.)
CINDERELLA MAN, THE (Mae Marsh— Gold.)

CONVICT 773 (Mrs. Castle— Pathe)
CUPID'S ROUND-UP (Tom Mix— Uni.).
DAUGHTER OF DESTINY (MadamePetrova—FirstNat.)

DAUGHTER
OF THE GODS (Annette KeUermannFox St.)
DAYBREAK (Emily Stevens— Met.)
DIAMONDS AND PEARLS (Kitty Gordon— World) . . .
DODGING A MILLION (Mabel Normand— Gold.)
EYES OF MYSTERY, THE (Edith Storey— Mut.)
FIELDS OF HONOR (Mae Marsh— Gold.)
FIGHTING GRIN, THE (Franklyn Famum— Blue.)
FLARE-UP SAL (Dorothy Dalton— Para.)
FOR LIBERTY (Gladys Brockwell- Fox)
GERMAN CURSE IN RUSSIA (Pathe)
GHOSTS OF YESTERDAY (Norma Talmadge— Sel.) . .

Poor
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.

Poor
Ave,

Ave,
Ave.
Ave.
Big Big
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big
Big
Big
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Big
Extra
Big
Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave. Poor
Big
Poor
Big Ave.
Big Big
Ave. Ave.

Big

- iiiiiiiiliiiliiiiiiiii,:;...i:idiiiiiiuiiiiii>^

OFFICE REPORTS
LoadedtypeDicestory.
(FrankHowever,
Keenan —ought
Pathe)to — have
" Keenan's
work great,
not
popular
done better;
comments
good. (Average business.)
A Mother's Sin (Earle Williams — Vitagraph) — " Not up to standard, but star got it over." (Average business.)
The Other Man (Harry Morey — Vitagraph) — "Good picture.
Morey popular." (Average business.)
ness.)
Our Little Wife (Madge Kennedy — Goldwyn) — " Snappy comedy,
Madge the whole show. Nice picture, clever little star." (Big busiSon of Democracy — My Mother (Chapin — Paramount) — " Good
patriotic feature for variety program; first chapter went big." (Big
business.)
The Song
of Songs possibilities
(Elsie Ferguson
— Paramount)
This star
coming,
big advertising
in this
one, though— "picture
far
from a knockout." (Big business.)

Big

W.
EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
Big
"Nicely presented play that thoroughly pleased our patrons." "Good." "Very
acceptable." "Nice business, star's work liked."
Ave, Ave. "Good,
clean, average business getter." "Good, but patrons like Ethel Barrymore in dramatic roles better" (N.). "Good entertainment" (S.). "Average
Big
Big
picture"
(W.). "Don't care for her in this" (N.). "Very good" (N.). "Why
Ave.
put Barrymore in yoimg girl parts?" (W.).
"Very pleasing play." "Good picture, beautiful scenes, good photography —
Lockwood a drawing card." "Unsuited to star." "Too rough, not up to"standard." "Fair." "People like this star dressed up." "Would pleaseaverage audience, star always good."
"Went
over as good as any Hart we have ever played." "Excellent Hart picture."'
Ave
Ave
"Very
ordinary."
"Not up to usual standard of this pair."
Big
Ave, Ave. "A good show." "Pleasing
picture, but would stand more trimming." "Good
Ave,
but too long for story." "Very good."
good." liked
"Not it."great, but pleasing." "This star is dependable; fair story."'
"Audience
Ave. "Very
Ave. Ave.
"Above
average
program release." "Good picture, very good business." "SatisBig
Ave.
"Viola Danafactory, atliked ithero.k."
best, great — good picture but didn't get any money with
it" (N.). "One of their best pictures, great drawing card" (W.). "Dana alwaysAve
good"
(S.).
"Will
go over if advertised big — picture is there" (E.).
Ave.
Phillips is gaining friends fast here" (S.).
Ave. Ave, "Dorothy
"Good
picture
—
well
liked"
(S.). "Very acceptable subject, a little different"
(E.).
Extra
"Kind that pleases all." "Best Marsh release." "A very good picture." "Best
Goldwyn since 'PoUy.' " "Great — we want more like this." "Goldwyn's best
so far." "Great." "Excellence of this picture brought added business second
Big
day, though star not popular yet." "We want more of this kind, everybody
liked it." "This should give Mae Marsh a start here — lots of favorable comAve,
ment." (For further comment, see issue of Feb. 9.)
Ave.
Ave. Ave, "Picture good for a convict story, and photography fine."
"Some swell picture — Tom Mix great." "Dandy title, clever work of star, too.
Ave. Big "Very
though too little action, no punch, — however, is the best she has
Nice good,
picture."
ever
appeared
in" (W.). "Simply terrible" (E.). " 'Petrova's best,' was the
comment of my audience" (W.). "Fair drawing card" (E.). "Scenery and
costumes unexcelled" (E.). "Did not appeal to ail, but decidedly better than
recent Petrovas." "Money wasted." "Some good points, but on whole disappointing; supporting cast and production good."
Big
Extra
i'Broke all records" (S.). "Good box-o£6ce attraction, could boost it big — it's
Big
weU worth it" (N.).
Ave. Ave. "Good
picture, story well carried with a good climax." "Very good, star liked."
"Good — the song a gem." "Star not popular here." "Good story, strong
Big
cast,
good photography." "Good picture." "Good, but padded too much."
"Not even interesting."
Ave. Ave. "Fair
picture." "Good." "Very ordinary."
different, and they liked it." "Another feather in Goldwyn's cap."
Big "Something
"Only an average picture." "Normand fits role well, fine story." "Should
make
more
of this kind." "Very pleasing picture, star has 'come back,' elabAve. Big
orately
produced."
"Good
picture"
(S.). "Very good, lots of punch" (W.). "Dandy star, some of
Big Poor
Poor
her best work in this" (N.).
"Morbid,
uninteresting"
(S.). "Fine, very well liked by '400' class" (E.). "A
Poor
disappointment here" (E.). "Not a popular subject" (E.).
Ave.
Big Big "Below
Bluebird-Famum standard." "Poor picture for Bluebird."
Ave.
"Big feature, big business" (N.). "Dalton fine in this; Ince style direction shows
to advantage" (E.). "A bit rough for Paramount" (S.).
"Very good picture." "Fine picture, good business." "Timely subject, good."
Ave. Ave.
"Star has drawing power" (W.). "Good" (N.). "Story great, star wesJt" (N.).
"Very good of its kind." "Fair." "Timely, went over very well."
"Star well liked." "Star better than ever — corking good production." "Another
pleasing Talmadge production." "Fine picture; Norma Talmadge not yet
very well known here" (W.).
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E. Big Big
S. Big
W.
■W.). Big
N.
GIRL BY THE ROADSIDE (Violet Mersereau— Blue.) . Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
GOOD FOR NOTHING, THE (Blackwell-GreeleyAve.
Ave. Poor Poor Ave.
GOWN OF DESTINY, THE (Alma Reubens— Tri.) .
HEART OF A LION (Wm. Farnum— Fox St.)...
Big
Poor
Ave. Poor
HEART OF ROMANCE, THE (June Caprice— Fox)
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
HEART'S REVENGE, A (Sonia Markova— Fox) . . .
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Big
Ave.
HIGH SIGN, THE (Herb. Rawlinson— Uni.)
Ave.
Bip
Biff
HIRED MAN, THE (Chas. Ray— Para.)
HIS ROBE OF HONOR (H. B. Walthall— Paralta) . .
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big
Big
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
HIS OWN PEOPLE (Morey, LesUe— Vita.)
HONEYMOON, THE (Const. Talmadge— Sel.)
Ave
Big
Ave.
Poor Ave.
IMPOSTOR, THE (Ann Murdock— Mut.)
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
IN BAD (William Russell— Mut.)
Big Big Ave.
Ave. Ave.
IN THE BALANCE (Earl WiUiams— Vito.)
Big
TITLE, STAR, AND BRAND

INNOCENT (Fannie Ward- Pathe).
INTOLERANCE (Griffith Sp. Prod.).

Ave.
Extra Extra

Extra

Ave. Ave. Ave.
JULES OF THE STRONG HEART (Geo. Beban— Para.) Ave.
Ave.
KINGDOM OF LOVE, THE (Jewel Carmen— Fox)
LAND OF PROMISE (Billie Burke— Para.).
LEARNIN' OF JIM BENTON (Roy Stewart— Tri.)
MADAME JEALOUSY (Pauline Frederick— Para.)
MADAM WHO? (Bessie Barriscale— Paralta)
MAN ABOVE THE LAW (Jack Richardson— Tri.) .
MAN'S MAN, A (Warren Kerrigan— Paralta)

Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big Ave.
Big
Big
Big Big Big Big
Poor
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big Big Big
Ave.
Big
Big
Ave.
Big Ave. Ave.
Ave.

Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
AvA.
Big Big Ave.
Big
Extra
Extra
Extra
MODERN MUSKETEER, A (Doug. Fairbanka— Art.) . Extra Big
MARIONETTES, THE (C. K. YOftng— Sel.)
MENACE,
THE OF(C.THE
Griffith,
E. Overton—
MISS JACKIE
ARMY
(MargaritaVita.)
Fischer
Mut.)

Ave.

Big
MRS. DANE'S DEFENSE (Pauline Frederick— Para.) .. .
MY LITTLE BOY (EUa Hall— Blue.).
MY UNMARRIED WIFE (Carmel Myers— Blue.) .. .
NAN OF MUSIC MOUNTAIN (Wallace Reid— Para.).
NEW YORK LUCK (William Russell— Mut.)
OTHER WOMAN, THE (Peggy Hyland— Pathe) . .
PETTICOAT PILOT, A (Vivian Martin— Para.) . . .
PRICE OF A GOOD TIME (Jewell Production)..
PRIDE OF NEW YORK, THE (Geo. Walsh— Fox)
RAFFLES (John Barrymore— State Rights)
Met.).
RIMROCK JONES (Wallace Reid— Para.).
ROSE OF THE BLOOD (EUie Ferguson —Art.)
RUNAWAY ROMANY (Marion Davie*— Pathe Sp.)..

Big

Big
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave.
Big Ave.
Big
Big Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Big Big Big
Bi<7 Biff Big
Big
Big
Big Big

Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.

Picture

News

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
"Better
her last" well"
(E.). (W.).
"Good" (W.). "Fair picture." "Very -good"
"Drew than
exceptionally
"Good picture." "Average picture." "Fair program picture."
"Very good, but didn't draw." "No end — four different stories."
"Getting back to his old drawing power."
"Very good picture." "Good
picture." "Best picture we ever ran." "Work of star fine." "Big business in
face of a blizzard and 36 below." "Can always bank on Farnum, but this
one of his very best." "Fine."
"A "Nothing
very poortopicture,
far from being up to Fox standard." "Very ordinary."
this one."
"Good picture, poor draw." "Poor production." "Some liked it, only fair
"Very good, great." "Took well with my audience."
"Very
good picture" (N.). "Great — very good" (E.).
business."
"Too
nobody
like him,
I think;
moreheavy"
like this(W.).
and he"Walthall's
will surely acting
make wonderful
good, but —title
too much
like costume
play"
(S.). Colonel'
"Too much(N.).court"Fair
and parlor
stuff(W.).
— give Walthall a real part like
'Theup Little
picture"
"Not
to standard" (S.).
"Very pleasing picture, clever direction." "Not as good as Scandal." "Good
r duction."
ery
"V
"Not aspoogood pro
as some of his others" (E.). "Very good, big business; can always
count on Russell" (E.). "Fair picture" (W.).
"Thepicusual
Earl
Williams picture; pleases some, but star does not vary recently
e."
in histurcharacterizations."
"Biggest business we have ever done on Williams"
(S.). "Excellent; gave entire satisfaction." "Publicity of 'The Hillman,'
from which it is taken, will get the money if exploited properly." "Goodpicture."
"A well liked picture." "Best Williams picture in two years." "A dandy."
"Started off with a bang, should have run it a week, best Pathe we ever had —
photography too dark, everything else o.k." (E.). "Fannie looks ten years
younger than other pictures; clean, nice picture — patrons liked it." "Excellent, a real picture." "Ward is there, with the right stuff."
"Best ever made" (W.). "Had to keep open till 1.30 A.M. opening night to
accommodate the large crowd." "Greatest of all motion picture spectacles"
(N.). get
"Surethe went
over (S.).
big here" (E.). "Impressed, but over heads here;
didn't
money"
"Beban's best." "A fine picture but he does not draw here" (S.). "Extra good"
(N.). attraction"
"Pleased, one
best."not draw" (E.). "No drawing card" (W.).
"Good
(S.).of his
"Does
"Fair business, good picture." "Poor title, stereotyped dance-hall-girl-parson
story." "Seemed to please everyone" (W.). "Picture and star enjoyed by
our patrons" (E.). "Same old dance hall" (N.).
"Has the merit of being different, only my patrons did not care for the story
"Opinion divided. Just a fair picture and average drawing card." "Fair
picture."
pleased."
"Extra
picture."
charming as"Well
usual,donebutandstory
fails to "Fair."
please; with
slightgoodchange
in last"Star
reel
would go big." "Cast and play pleased."
"A good Western drama." "Poor production." "Good picture if Hart had
played didn't
title role."
"Average
picture."
"People
know what
to think
of this; expected something quite different.
Why don't they give Frederick a real play?" (E.). "Frederick fine, picture
disappointed" (N.). "More like this and 'nay, nay, Pauline'" (S.).
"Very goodriscale"
picture,
well production;
liked — ^just Paraltas
a little toocould
long"cut (N.).
good Bar(E.). "Good
subjects"Very
to advantage;
five reels enough" (S.).
"Good picture, pleased — 50-50 on comments."
"Our patrons said this was the best picture we ever had in the house" (S.).
"Very fine production" (W.). "Went over very big" (N.). "Kerrigan's best
production." "Well liked, better second day" (N.). "Excellent picture."
"Pleased,
but didhasnoteverhavehad"box-office
"Best Kerrigan
(S.). drawing power; his next one will" (E.).
"Very wonderful." "Good picture." "Fair business, nothing extra."
"Good picture — both are going to make stars." "Fair production."
"A notpleasing
picturestar— not
much."little'"This
neverbig."
draws"Fair,
with notus"good
(N.).business-getter."
"Good, people "Bad
liked —it
very much" (N.).
"Splendid, a knockout" (E.). "Best Fairbanks yet" (S.). "Best thing Doug,
has done." "Very satisfactory feature from every standpoint." "First good
laughs
have heard best."
in our "Great
theatre business."
in some time."
date." we"Fairbanks'
"Best "Best
liked ofof Fairbanks
all." "Bestto
yet."
"His
best."
"Very good." "Excellent picture, but hardly a show for the tired business man."
"Good from
production;
story "Unsatisfactory
did not register."ending
"Very— leading
good picture,
more
Pauline.'.'
man but
not expected
popular
here." Frederick needs something more suited to her former stunning work."
"Fine Christmas picture, pleased everyone." "One of the best Bluebird hat
made." "Everyone satisfied, splendid cast, went over big in high class locality."
"Fine feature." "Beautiful, very well liked."
"Excellent, pleased everybody."
"Good." "In a dress suit would make ■ bigger hit." "Very good." "Exciting
Western with very pleasing effects." "Great picture." "Extra good show" (W.).
"Star and play both good." "Good Western, Reid well liked." "Not a good
"Very
picture." "This star always pleases." "Very good." "Clever
story good
for Reid."
stuff,
well
done."they liked this."
"A
good
picture,
"Star becoming popular."
"Martin is gaining; a few more like this, please."
"Kindexcellent"
of story (W.).
this star
should everybody,
have."
"Very
"Pleased
but not easy to get them in" (W.).
"Fine production, title makes some people stay away, gets others in" (E.).
"Classy; wonderful production." "One of the best pictures of the season,
full ofis aheart
interest,"Great
with favorite
a good moral."
"This
dandy."
here." "Ran close second to Fairbanks
'Reaching for Moon.' " "Fast gaining in popularity in all our houses." "Great
show." "Star always pleases." "Picture full of punch." "Fine picture, lots
of 'kick'." "Very good picture." "Geo. Walsh is Fox's best star." "Walsh
at his picture,
best, good
Fairbanks."
"Great
one asof any
the best
of its kind ever seen here" (E.). "First class;
big; better than expected even" (N.).
"Bushman and Bayne are coming back strong." "Very good picture." "Good
— good business getter." "Classy picture, mighty good entertainment."
"Bushman's best." "Good picture, well liked, stars are drawing better" (W.).
"Very
goodshow
picture."
"Rest of the
saved the day for this one." "Ordinary." "They liked Reid."
"Good star, fair picture."
"Her best picture so far, my people say." "Good star, poor story." "Too much
art, too little behind it; does not hang together to hold interest, somehow."
"Away above the average. Al product" (N.).
"Very pretty picture, beautiful scenes, star good." "Fair picture, but wrong
kind of story to draw big." "Fair story."
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EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
Big Big
Ave. "Rather see Famum in comedy." "Not up to standard of Bluebirds and FrankSCARLET CAR, THE (Franklyn Farnum— Blue.) Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Great, one of Jap's best yet." "Dandy picture, very interesting" (N.). "Good
lyn Famum."
enough
picture, star does not draw here" (N.). "Excellent picture" (W.).
"Regular Hayakawa stuff." "Very good." "Timely picture, Jap a favorite"
Ave. Ave.
SEVEN SWANS, THE (Marguerite Clark— Para.)
"An(N.).excellent Christmas fairy tale." "Excellent photography." "Good matBig Big Big
inees, poor evenings." "Very good picture of its kind, well suited to women
and kiddies." "Draws for children mostly — children's pictures keep away
Big Big
an adult patronage." "Great holiday bill for kids." "A very fine picture."
"Tired of star in baby pictures." "Biggest Clark day." "Good, but too
Big Big Poor Poor
Poor
Poor
Ave. "A very gruesome show." "Poor title." "Not an entertaining picture."
SPIRIT OF '17 (Jack Pickford— Para.)
"Very
pleasing, big business" (S.). "Mawkish and obvious" (W.). "Tom
childish."
Sawyer
helped this star, good business" (W.). "Very fair." "Jack a comer,
not much picture, but timely."
SQUARE DECEIVER, THE (Harold Lockwood— Met.) .
Big Big Big "Lockwood always draws." "Much better than average." "Good picture."
"Very pleasing picture." "Production good, star a good card." "Lockwood
Big
at his best." "Very good." "Well liked." "Good picture, didn't draw."
"Excellent, like Lockwood in this kind." "Good picture." "AH enjoyed this
play." "Excellent comedy drama, good second day business." "Very good
picture."
"Kind that brings 'em back."
STELLA MARIS (Mary Pickford— Art.)
"Pickford
proves herself
an actress"
picture,
almost
too
much dependent
on fineto beacting,
however,(E.).
not "Wonderful
a story people
can get
excited
over" (S.). "Too morbid for my people" (W.). "Certainly great work for
this star, some contrast with last one." "Splendid picture, best Mary has
ever done from an artistic standpoint — as a box-office attraction did not come
anywhere near 'Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm.' " "Mary will never do
better, story peculiar; surely this one will help star's drawing power for next
picture." "One of her best." "Splendid picture, but not strong enough for
two weeks' run." "Mary has never equalled this one." "Double exposure
Ave. Aye. Ave. Ave.
stuff marvelous."
STOLEN HONOR (Virginia Pearson— Fox)
"Good
story, poor photography." "Average picture." "Only fair picture —
good star wasted." "Very ordinary picture." "Good picture but terrible
photography, impossible to read titles." "Attractive cast, big business, ordiAve. Ave. Extra
Ave. Extra
Ave. "Excellent." "Interest well sustained."
STRONG WAY, THE (June Elvidge— World)
Extra
Extra
THAIS (Mary Garden— Gold.)
"Record naryforpicture."
the house — wonderful production, remarkable achievement even
for Goldwyn" (S.). "Big business, but not as good second day" (W.). "Well
Big
liked, big business at advanced prices." "Wonderful — went over some of
their heads" (E.). "A knockout" (S.). "Pleased some, others thought it
Big Big Olg
rotten; costume stuff don't please here — extraordinary business" (N.).
"Weather awful — business great" (S.). "Story not liked" (S.). "Did not
please but drew tremendous business." "Excellent." "Big business, but did
not please average fan." "Not liked by our audience." "A very good pictiu"e."
"Went over big on name, many adverse comments." "Sure got the money."
Big Rio
"Bully picture, had us guessing to handle the crowds.*' "Excellent — pleased
Big
greatly." "The kind we need more of — play it." "Everybody liked this
picture." "Great — a winner." "Intend to repeat this one, when weather
gets warmer, and believe will set record." "Great picture." "His best —
pleased greatly." "Very fine; this kind of subject will put Jack Pickford on
Ave. Ave.
UNEASY MONEY (Taylor Holmes— K.E.S.E.)
"High
class comedy, our patrons enjoyed it." "Seems to strike a popular chord
the
top."
— good
picture." "Very good picture."
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Excellent."
UNTIL THEY GET ME (Pauline Hart- Tri.)
"Unknown
star — hurt
picture." "Good picture, but didn't
draw." "Good."
"Pleased
star the
not known."
"Very
poor
picture"
(N.).
"Fair,
that's
(N.).(W.)."Fair production" (W.)
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
"Rotten" (W.). "Entertaining comedy all"
drama"
"Fine picture." "Not real big drawing card, but one of the most pleasing to
date." "Not attractive for downtown house; kiddie picture." "Great picture
Big Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
for houses running World — Madge Evans not liked here."
WIDOW'S MIGHT, THE (Julian Eltinge— Para.)
"Very good picture." "Clean, excellent novelty." "Fine, one of his best."
"Eltinge best in this so far." "Better business than last one, Eltinge improvBig
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
WILD STRAIN, THE (Shipman, Whitman— Vita.)
as draw." no star to draw." "Slow at beginning — as a whole fine." "ExBig Big Big. "A fineing picture,
Ave.
Big Ave.
cellent production."
WINDING TRAIL, THE (Viola Dana— Met.)
"Star growing
more popular with each release" (S.). "Not liked" (E.). "Very
Big
pretty picture" (W.). "Good business this" (S.). "Fair — did not make hii
Big
Big
with our audience" (N.). "Very unusual picture, peculiar ending. Good" (W.).
"Very fine, excellent plot, Dana's work great." "Good Western setting
WOLVES OF THE RAIL (Wm. S. Hart— Art.)
"Would have broken record but for blizzard" (W.). "Good as Hart has done
lately, railroad stuff splendid." "Hart 'fans' seemed to like this one." "Hart
Ave.
aspicture."
the bandit — nuf sed." "Very good Hart subject."
Ave.
Ave.
WOMAN AND WIFE (Alice Brady— Sel.)
Ave. Ave.
'Star
a good favorite" (S.). "Enough to say 'Up to Select standard'." (S.).
WORLD FOR SALE, THE (Blackton— Para.)
'A very funny picture to make out, poor drawing card" (E.). "Not much
picture for Blackton" (S.).
IN.
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Service!

^ These Box Office Reports and our Exhibitor Service Bureau are evidence of
the effort that Motion Picture News is putting forth to give you real Box
Office Service.
^ We

have other plums

in store for you.

And

^ A few will be announced

next week.

^ Then
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let us know

what

Watch

they too will be Box
for them !
Office Service.
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wanted to sec printed, not
from the viewpoint of
what the reader wanted to
vertising in these columns
know. We know, as a
we liave had occasion to
First of a Series of Talks About Co-operation
[in MotionAdvertising
Picture News and
refer to the co-operation
matter of fact, that motion picture editors then
lietwecn newspapers and
had to BEG for the sort
theatres in certain cases.
of matter that they wanted
Xaturally conditions vary
— and in the majority of cases they didn't get it.
in different cities, but in our opinion a great deal of the prosperity
Another great drawback in the way of proper co-operation the
of the future depends on just this co-operation and we are going
exhibitor is responsible for. He is content when he gets a highlyto present here from time to time a discussion of conditions as
adjectived notice of his own theatre. He either doesn't know or
lliey appear in various cities. These discussions are written largely
from an examination of the newspapers themselves and a study of doesn't realize that the public is not misled by this sort of bunk
and that one paragraph of indirect advertising matter with the
the advertising that is paid for by the theatres and the matter that
NEWS element in it would do his theatre more good than columns
the newspapers give free. It is possible that some errors will creep
of this bunk that feiv read and none believe. And so the average
into these articles, but because it is the impression, the effect upon
exhibitor is satisfied if the paper gives him the free reading notices
the public that we want to interpret, we prefer to look at the condiand calls doing that running a motion picture department.
tions as they appear to be rather than to attempt to go into these
local conditions.
With these general remarks, and many others of similar character that will come up week after week, let us look at the situation
In some cities the theatres and the newspapers are co-operating
as it exists in Salt Lake City.
loyally and to the financial benefit of all concerned. In others the
Because of the more or less of romance that surrounds the city,
theatres themselves are to blame, because they use the smallest
one, offhand, would call this one of the largest cities of the
amount of space that they can get away with and then insist that
country, but, as a matter of fact, in 1910 it had a census population
the newspapers give them a lot of free matter. In a small minority
of 92,777. There are four daily papers published there:
of cases the newspapers refuse to co-operate with any considerable
Deserct News — Afternoon daily, except Sunday, with main
extent
and the
th'^treget.
manager
practicallyas toarepurchase
the
edition Saturday.
space that
he does
Such has
newspapers
pursuingall this
Herald-Republican; morning, daily and Sunday.
policy are generally relics of the days of ultra dignity or under the
Telegram — Afternoon daily and Sunday morning.
influence of editors who hold that the motion picture has no part
Tribune — Morning, daily and Sunday.
among the arts of the day. These are gradually disappearing. In
On the opposite page we have printed specimen pages of these
fact, we know of the case of one paper in a principal city where
the editors declared that if they had their way not a piece of pages, both the Sunday and week-day issues.
In the top row we have printed two of the Sunday pages from
motion picture matter would enter their columns. A younger and
the Tribune, and at the right one of the daily pages. In order to
liver paper took this hint and went into the motion picture co-opsave space we have pasted over the center pages the advertising of
eration with vigor and effect — so much that the older paper was
soon glad for a chance to reverse its position and make an appeal
the Paramount-Empress and the Rialto theatres as they appeared
for this patronage.
on still a third page. You will note that this paper makes no distinction between the motion picture houses and the legitimate, and
There are two other things that will enter into all of these discussions and which will come up with more or less vigor as various
that all the matter is printed under the head of " At the Theatres."
It has lieen our experience that it is much better where you can get
cities are treated. First is, that some newspapers fail to see the
a separate motion picture page and where you can separate the
value of motion picture news from a circulation point of view.
advertising from those of the other houses. But the Tribune
They are willing to give pages to baseball and other sports, because
jumbles all of this matter together and the page consists largely
they are convinced that the reader interest is there and because
of reading notices, yet toward the end there are a few news items
they have to print this matter to sell their papers. Yet, from this
about the players. These are carried along without any head,
matter, they derive practically no revenue from the sports themleaving it to the reader to begin at the star and read all the way
selves. For instance, the money that the local baseball club spends
through, a mighty bad theory to work on from the point of view
in its advertising is not a drop in the bucket to the pages of free
of benefit to the picture house. Now for the benefit of those who
publicity it gets. But the newspaper prints this, not because of any
are not familiar with advertising, it should be stated that the
philanthropic desire to help out the local owners, but because the
paper knows that it has to print it. Yet there are hundreds who
" reading notice " is a relic of the days of the beginning of advergo to the motion picture to every one that sees a ball game.
tising— of the days when every man who spent any money for an
There are few papers who look upon motion picture matter as
ad expected the editor to give him a free "write-up." It has held
on in the amusement field alone, but it has resulted in the rate for
news. We believe that it would pay every paper in the country to
amusement advertising being made higher than the regular rates,
devote a certain amount of space every week to motion picture
NEWS, whether they get a cent of advertising return or not. We
to compensate for the "free" space. Now these reading notices
helieve that the reader interest justifies it. But that is on ideal.
are essential and we don't want to be imderstood as indicating that
we would sugest their elimination. They are very valuable when
What we are seeking to get at here is the way to better conditions,
both for the exhibitor and for the newspaper.
properly written — when the bunk and exaggeration are left out and
they are made as nearly news as possible.
There are two reasons for this failure to print NEWS. In the
There are five cuts used by the Tribune and only one of these,
first place the publicity men have been to blame. Up to a couple
that of Mabel Normand, is a motion picture player.
of years ago it was almost impossible for the newspapers that
Advertisements of the Paramount-Empress, Rialto, Liberty and
wanted to co-operate to get anything but a lot of hunk, exaggeration and bad copy. When it was discovered in the trade that a lot
Broadway appear in this paper, a total of 66 inches of display.
Now look at the page at the right of the top row, a copy of the
of newspapers were waking up to the public interest in pictures,
Wednesday morning issue. Many of the Salt Lake theatres are
it seems that a great portion of the men who were doing the publiberal advertisers during the week. In this issue Paramountlicity, or the bosses themselves, welcomed this as an opportunity
Empress and Liberty both use three inches double-column, Rialto
to put over the most glaring sort of free advertising, false statethree inches triple-column and Broadway two inches single. Now,
ments and tiresome drivel. " Publicity" matter was written largely
{Continued on page 1429)
from the point of view of what the president of the company
X the course of the vari-
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Here
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Theatres

At the top arc three pac/es from the Salt Lake Tribune. Below, three from the IIcrald-Republican and beloic tzi'o from the Deseret
JSIews, and at the right one from the Telegram. Portions of other t'ac/es pasted over shozv neics matter given. See story opposite
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SUPREME showmanship includes the
art of keeping the jars out of a presentation of pictures and music. We
have often spoken of the little things "
here, but it is often the little thing that is
done or the little thing that is avoided
that marks the line between the smooth,
artistic effect and the jarring, blatant or
gruesome.
There is just an instance of it this
week at the Rialto which, while it is a little thing, is worth a whole lot of thought
by managers through the country. One
of the numbers this week is presented by
the Ampico reproducing piano, a mechanical invention which reproduces perfectly
the interpretations of the greatest players.
For instance, this week Mme. Marguerite
Volavy is the " invisible soloist " in
Grieg's "Concerto — First Movement."
Now at the start of this number the lights
in the theatre were all dark blue and
there was a green spot thrown on the big
concert grand piano which occupied a
place at the left of the orchestra. The
orchestra itself accompanied the invisible
player through the selection. Now this
green light gave the mysterious, weird effect, which was especially noticeable when
only the piano was playing or the orchestra dropped its accompaniment for the
solo effect. It was a marvelous effect and
one that got prolonged applause, largely
due to the wonderfully perfect direction
of Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld.
As we do each Sunday we were talking
the show over after the first presentation
when some one suggested that there
should be a spotlight on the vacant stool
at the piano to show more plainly that
no one was playing it. " That," replied
Mr. Rothapfel, " is an effect that I purposely avoided. There is only one excuse
for the vacant chair effect and that is
ichen something unusually solemn is to be
achieved. Don't you see the meaning of
the ' vacant chair.' How many people do
you suppose among that audience out
there have had the death of some loved
one to whom the vacant chair would remind the fact? Its effect would be gruesome, and you always want to avoid anything like this ins a theatre. Especially
do not remind the people of their private
sorrows."
Special music and lighting effects help
to put over the feature, Billie Burke in
" Eve's Daughter " this week. During the
storm scene at the first of the picture
which is little more than suggested, Mr.
Rothapfel uses the lighting flashed in the
extreme right end of the proscenium arch,
just enough to get the effect on the
audience without any big glaring of light
that interferes with the screen. Effects of
this sort should always be only suggestive,
not heavily emphasised and distracting.
Rialto Animated this week is especially
good and there is a strong effect gained
by the opening and closing pictures. In
the first place there is interest added by
the introduction of a new set of animated

y

titles for the various parts of the program and these made a big hit. But back
to the Animated. It opens with HcarstPathe pictures of the Washington's birthday parade on Fifth avenue, and contained
shots from many striking angles. These
were introduced with a fanfare of trumpets and drums and then the crashing effects of " Over There " played now full
volume and then with a lighter effect.
This number got continuous applause, the
same music continuing through the Universal cartoon on War Savings Stamps.
Volcano scenes were shown with special
music giving the effects. Just before the
next picture was thrown on the screen
there were two pistol shots from back of
the stage and then comes the Universal
title of Douglas Fairbanks's rodeo. For
this the Douglas Fairbanks one step, an
original composition of the Rialto was
used. Following this was a humorous
touch with two cartoons, one of waterless
days and the other on " Straphangers'
Extension." " This Is the Life " was the
music that added a clever touch. " Mount
Morris Dance " was used with Universal
pictures of the horse show, and then there
was a delightful human touch with Pathe
pictures of " Lion's Cubs," with which
Victor Herbert's " Badinage " was played.
Then came a flash of the Bellevue nurses
ready for the front, shown to a couple
of bars' of " Onward Christian Soldiers,"
and then pictures of poilus skiing with
" Free and Easy " polka. Now watch the
ending. The Animated had been opening
with pictures of our troops getting ready

Picture

News

for " over there," new men on whom
hopes of the world rest. In striking contrast with that opening then came pictures of the review of the French heroes
of Verdun. This contained some wonderful shots of marching thousands that got
applause equal to that for the American
soldiers. " La Pere de Victorie " was
played and the effect on the audience was
magical. Of course everyone in the audience got theitseffect;
it wasn't
labelled
but it worked
way into
the hearts
and
minds of all.
Riccardo Bonelli sang " Visions de
Venicia" this week and for this the settings
were all in blue with the display panels
at the side showing scene in Venice.
First the singer is heard from the side
of the stage and then appears before the
audience, without any distracting spotlight and finally strolls off following the
vision of the city of the Doges. It was
remarkably pleasing and the audience was
insistent on an encore — except that this
is never done at the Rialto. Rialto chorus,
in costume, makes a big hit with " Chorus
and Cavatina " from the last act of "Lucia di Lammermoor." The overture is
" In the Spring," the first part of which
was played with the main dome and the
proscenium arch in red, the semi-dome
over the orchestra in gold, the whole effect becoming gold toward the end.
First section of pictures of the Yellowstone Park form the scenic, and the comedy is a Metro-Drew, " Before and After
Taking," which delighted the audience and
sent them away whistling " They're Going Simply Wild Over Me " and " Who's
Who
It's Around
a splendidHere."
bill — without a jar in it.
These jars are worth your hunting for —
so that you can kick them out. You'll
be astonished at the result on your audiences.

SfiiirflllH

IT is rather uinisual that there should be
storm effects in the feature pictures at
lioth the Rialto and the Strand this week,
but during the showing of Mae Marsh in
"The Beloved Traitor," Managing Director
Harold Edel used the side panels very
effectively reproducing the rain effect
through his method of lighting and adding occasional flashes of lightning while
the thunder and wind effects accompanied.
" Scheherazade " is the overture this week
and is followed by the Strand Topical
Review. This opens with pictures of a
Red Cross unit starting from San Francisco and as the orchectra played " Onward,
Christian Soldiers" the audience of its own
free will began to sing, several hundred
people joining in the chorus. Organ dirge
music was
usedfuneral.
with theThen
pictures
the'
Vernon
Castle
came of
scenes
of the poilus skiing, followed by King
.Alfonso's inspection of one of his army
camps. Paramount-Bray showed pictures
of Southern moonshiners and then came
scenes of the flood in Toledo. Marines
raising pigs and making smokes for the

soldiers followed. Then came the climax,
the same pictures of the Camp Upton
parade as were also used at the Rialto,
except that they were treated differently.
Instead of showing the departure of the
troops from camp, the pictures were preceded by a cartoon of the Kaiser reading a
newspaper saying that the U. S. was falling
down on the war. 'J'hen the pictures broke
into the actual parade, followed by a flasli
of Wilson on horseback as the commanderin-chief and then the cartoon came back
but the lettering on the newspaper was
changed to show that America had 2,000,000
soldiers and these figures fired a stream
of bullets that keeled over the Kaiser.
Miss Mabel Beddoe sang "Pipe's of
Gordon's Men " effectively and then came
afollowed
Pathe scenic,
" Vezera
by a piano
solo byValley,
Daniel France,"
Wolfe.
After the feature Herbert Waterous rendered a double number and the program
wound up with pictures of the " Invincible
Tank " at Camp Dix and a screaming new
James Montgomery Flagg comedy, " The
Man Eater."
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COMING ATTRACTIONS
WILLIAM INFARNUM
" THE CONQUEROR "
MAE INMARSH
■ FIELDS OF HONOR"
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
•'A MODERN MUSKETEERMABEL NORMAND
"DODGING AIN MILLION"
MARY MILES MINTER
IN
"THE BEAUTY AND THE ROGUE"

SUNDAY,
17
DOUBLE
FEATUKEFEB.
PKOGRAM
Continuous rcrformanccH. 2 to 11 P. M.
ALMA INRUBENS
"THE GOWN OF DESTINY"
Adapted fiom
"EachLivening
AccordlnRPostTostory.
His Gifts,"
Saturday
By Earl Derr Biggers.
CAST
Andre Lericli
Natalie
Drew
Neil
Cunninsliam
Liliian West
Mrs.
Mortimer Keyton.
Mr.
Reyton
arney
Sherr>'
Lucien
Lcriche
..J.
PielroVroom
liuzzi
"Goldie".
Sir John Cunningham..
...Fredcriclt
Dorodiy Marshall
Miss
Fisher
Kalhloen
Emerson
Madame Fehte
Screened at 2.X5 4.30.... bliss
7.1SChevaher
9:30
"JILTED JANET"
With MARGARITA FISCHER.
CAST Marearita Fisher
Janet
Barnes
Jules
Graham
Jack Howard
Mower
Frank
Barnes
_ ...Gold
David
Sazett
Sparkes
Madden
Frnest
Morgan
Edward
Peil
Mercedes
.lean
Leon
_.FredRobbiris
Smith
story ofs ahouse
venturesome miss who borro'
erTheneighbo.
lillionaire
butler. and fell in love with
Screened at 3,30 5.45 8.1S

Same Program on Tuesday, Feb. 19
MONDAY— FEB. 18
Continuous 2 to 11 P. M.
DOUBLE FEATURE PROGRAM
DOUGLAS INFAIRBANKS
"The Habit of Happiness"
Sammy
Wiggins CAST
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
His Father
Baikus
His
Sister Clarice George
Grace Rankin
Jonathan
Pepper
.".George
Fowcell
Elsie
Pepper
DorothyHarlem
West
Foster
Macey
Jones
Williem
JeRer.on
'1 he people
adventures
of a young mission
red-blooded
tliroptst
whosehappy.
self-appointed
in lifephilauis lo
make
Screened at 2.15 4.30 7.1S 9.30
MRS. VERNON
IN CASTLE
CAST of Cain"
"The Mark
Alice
MRS. VERNON CASTLE
Kane
Langdon
Moreno
Rowland Trowbridge Antonio
J. H. Gilmour
Trowbridge's
Housekeeper
Elinore
Black
A iiivs'ery slorv ol unusual cv;c:icTicc, rcpleie
lliroughout wiih thrilling situations.
Screened at 3.30 5.45 S.15
HEARST PATKE NEWS

WED. THUR.— FEB. 20-21
TWO PERFOBMANCES. 7 and « p. m.
GERALDINE FARRAR
IN
"The Woman God Forgot"
Tezca, a daughter ofCAST
Menlezuma
GSRALDINE FARRAR
Montezuma,
"The
Magnificent"
RaymondBosworlh
Hatlon
Cortez, Spanish Adventurer, Hobart
Cuatemoco, Montezuma's nephew
Theodore
KojIoH
Talco,
Long
Cacamo,a priest
a slave
CharlesWaller
B. Roger.
Marina,
Tezca's
Slave
Olga
Greylor
siorysheol loves,
a Princess
her countrychapihcA man
taken who
from sells
an interesting
ter of theScreened
early historyat of7.15
America.
and 9.30
MARY MILES MINTER
in "BEAUTY AND
CAST THE ROGUE"
Roberta
Lee
MARY _MILESAlanMINTER
Richard
Van
Stone
Forrest
Bill Dorgan
Orral
Humphrey
Thomas
Lee_
George
Periolat
Sarah
Wilson
Lucille
Ward
Banjamin
Spolliswoode
Ailken
Deiective Wilson
Callahan
Clarence Burton
Screened at 8.00
MR. AND MRS. SIDNEY DREW
IN "BRIGHT LIGHTS DIMMED"

Here is an answer to the question: "Are exhibitors profiting from the Exhibitors' Service Bureau?" In the first of our series of
articles on house organs we reproduced the program of the Elmwood theatre, Buffalo, among others. Jn the same article we pointed
out where another theatre gave the casts of the features and recommended this. Last week came the copy of the new program at
live exhibitors are striving for improveresponse shows that the j.
the Elmzvood, showing that this suggestion has been followed. mentSuch
every moment
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In Cooperating With the Exhibitor
{Continued from page 1426)
continues to keep picture matter and legitithe Tribune is liberal with the space given
mate together, but there is some news matter about picture players under this. We
during the week. This free matter we
have pasted across the page shown at the
have pasted diagonally across the page and
inclosed in lines. Including a box that
centre right one of the two-column headings and one of the single columns, one
give the attractions at the theatres there
is over a column and a half devoted to a of which the paper uses each day. This
matter is well written and will interest the
combination of pictures and legitimate
readers and make business for the theahouses, but in this particular issue only
tres. Daily advertising is about the same
two of the picture houses get attention.
as that carried in the Tribune.
Similar columns are run each day. The
At the lower left we have printed the
great fault that we have to find -with this
daily matter is the continued inclusion of
Saturday page of the Deseret News, the
the legitimate and the picture under the
only paper in Salt Lake that really has a
same heading, and the lack of NEWS that
page devoted to pictures. There is NEWS
is evidenced in the Sunday issue.
on this page — something that will be read,
Herald-Republican has the same fault of
something that will stir the interest of
mixing things up, though it devotes two
everyone in pictures and something that
pages to amusements and as much as poswill bring people into the theatres.
sible gives one (not reproduced) to the
First the paper has a distinctive heading.
legitimate houses and the other to pictures.
Starting off the pages are brief reading
notices for the theatres that advertise.
There is another thing that we distinctly
do not like. The Herald-Republican allows
Then follows more than a column of mateach one of its advertisers so much space.
ter under the heading " Single Reels." This
Note that the three main headings on the
is good chatty stuff about what the players
page at the left refer to the attractions at and producers are doing. Of course these
the American, Paramount-Empress and
paragraphs
don't enter
into a mention
Rialto respectively. This is the very sort
what local theatre
the pictures
referred of
to
of apparent free matter that is unconvincing to the patron. The newspaper reader
is a whole lot wiser fellow today than he
used to be and he knows that this is a
bunch of matter printed because the thea- ,
tre advertises — and not because the matter
is interesting in itself. And therefore the
wise reader is very likely to pass the matter up. There is a total absence on any
news matter about pictures in the HeraldRepublican.
So far as advertising is concerned in this
paper Paramount-Empress reduces its
space, but it has the added patronage of
the American and the Isis.
During the week the Herald-Republican

will be seen, but in our opinion this matter, in addition to the reading notices, is
invaluable. There are three main stories
on this page and every one of these has the
element of news. One tells about Bill Hart
selling his famous sombrero, another of
Griffith's narrow escape in Europe and the
other of Brady leaving the World.
Of course we realize that this is a Saturday evening edition, but we regret to
see that the theatres have not patronized this paper any better than they
have done. Rialto comes nearer having
done so that any others. This sort of failure to patronize a paper that is really doing something for the motion picture

houses is certainly not intended to make the
other papers do more.. The Deseret News
is
lacking
in not
" layout " giving
scenes
from
the having
various a productions,
but
for that matter not one of the Salt Lake
papers does that.
Paramount-Empress uses good space in
this paper daily, lower centre page. During the week this paper devotes a column
to the theatres, but they are the same old
reading notices to which we have referred.
The longer column marked is the one from
the Deseret News.
At the lower right we have reproduced
a page from the Telegram. None of the
ads. appearing on it actually appeared on
that page, but we have pasted them over it
to save space. Only one word describes
this page — it is an enormity. There is a
messy use of all sorts of old cuts and the
only thing that the page suggests is that
the paper is giving each theatre the free
matter that it has to give to get the advertising. Yet, according to the copies before
us, it carries the most motion picture advertising of any paper in the city. Can
youDuring
beat it?
the week the paper devotes no
news space to the theatres. The shorter
of the two marked articles reproduced on
the lower centre page is the box that the
Telegram runs during the week. It simply
lists the attractions at the various houses
and adds, " Our expressions on local attractions will be confined to this department." Yet during the week it appears to
carry as much advertising as any of the
other papers.
Political and religious divisions are probably responsible for the existence of four
daily papers in Salt Lake — rather a heavy
number to expect all of the theatres to patronize liberally. As we said at the beginning of this article, we are not going intolocal conditions in Salt Lake. We know
that in this city, as in all others, it may be
that one of these papers has a much greater
pulling power than the others, and that
{Continued on page 1434)
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"Fatty"*" SecondComedy.
"Made in

Come
to the
Matineea

Long Beach"
DLKl.Xi,. ihc run of the .Metro special
production, " Lest We Forget," at
the Lyric theatre. New York, there were
a number of verj' effective lobby displays
used, including some of the property of
Rita Jolivet, star of the picture and one

ing two special matinees for the children.
However, there was a difference in these
matinees. He figured that there were a lot
of pople whom he could get at a nickel,
but who would not pay more, so he put
on a special matinee in the morning at that
price. It was advertised on the same cards
as the afternoon afifair. In short, if people wanted to get to the theatre a little
earlier in the day and save money by doing
it they had the opportunity. This arrangement might solve the problem of special
children's shows for some exhibitors.
Only way some people can keep out of
hot water is to turn off the heat.
HERE is a clever advertisement that
earns its recognition because it is
just a little different from anything thai
you ever saw. And for the same reason
it is going to attract the attention of the
possible
patron
without any
delay.Cleveland,
It's tlie
product of
the Standard
theatre,
STANDARD^^tS
Madge

i
>)i those saved from the Lusitania. Uf
course, a great part of tiicse displays arc
not available to the ordinary exhibitor who
will show the picture, I)ut there are lots
<if things that suggest themselves for lobby
purposes, such as life boats, reproductions
of a torpedo, etc.
One very striking feature used at the
Lyric was a ship's clock which was stopped
at 2.32. the hour at which the giant liner
was torpedoed. Just above it was a card
with the brief announcement. Kspcciall.\in seaport towns it ought to be comparatively easy to get such a clock and it is
bound to attract attention.
Ifs the fellow who viakes today couni
zvho keeps the prospects for to>iiorro2c
bright.
NE of the reasons why Manager John
C. Green, of the Temple theatre, Gait,
Ontario, is doing the big ljusiness that Iris registering is because he never overlooks an opportunity. We have already
told you how liberally he used newspaper
advertising every day in the year, often
whole pages of it.
Recently he showed " The Seven Swans "
and he made a record for the day by givBir; DOUBLE
TUTMnfTnOTB
School Children's
Matinee
Saturday, Feb. 16
Morningo.*«,
MilinccM u 10 o'clock
Children Sc. WarTax Free
Aflernoon .Miiince •! 3 o'clock
Chidrcn foT* wTr Tax Free

iFATTV)
ROSCOE
ARBUCKLE
With Al St. John,in Hit
AliceLatest
Lake,Comedy
Biiat«r and Joe Keaton
OUT—ON THE
MARCARTTA
FISHER ,.

WES1
SAMfl
BILl^
"THE
GIRL GROW
WHO UP."
COULDNT
J. WARREN

I^^V And Lois Wibon, Stan of
WHjjV
IN"A Man*!
PERSON
Man"
U
TONIGHT
1^ KERRIGAN
Id CmucUod _WMi Dm Uit tkairtm^ *t
•A U*in MAMTHE

LIBERTY

PiiM^ 10c-15e-20e^.

Kennedy

i^

OUR

TlirM Big Day* Starting Tomorrow (Thurtday)

UTTLE

^

WIFE

The/toiij oP« ff\'\
%AocViect'ecl herrc*
jected loverj* by
^king them on her
honetjmoon
O., so many of whose displays have been
reproduced here and since you were told
last week how Mrs. Grosman designs these
advertisements there should be an increased
interest in them.
.Vote the name of the star is used right
against a i)icture of Miss Kennedy and
there is a large amount of white space
the name and that then the title of the
picture is emphasized by the double rule
above and below and then there is more
white space and then just a few words
about the picture, with the type centered.
The whole display can be read without delay and the reader gets everything that
he need to know about the picture.

POSSIBLY some of our readers think
that we are insistent on our oft repeated advice to sell today's show first,
but we cannot get away from the idea
that every exhibitor needs to get the admissions while the admissions are possible
and not pass up some opportunity that
could be used. This advertisement, sent
us by the Liberty theatre. Long Beach,
Gal., is an excellent piece of display work
from many points of view, and the designer of the display states that people
were standing in line in the rain to get a
chance to see Arbuckle. But he doesn't
mention what happened on the evening
that Kerrigan and Lois Wilson were to
appear. Both papers published in Long
Beach are afternoon papers and therefore
there could be no separate time appeals
made to the public. As we say the display
on Arbuckle is excellent, but we believe
that business would have been better on
Kerrigan's appearance and just as good
as Arbuckle's if the relative display had
been reversed. Certainly if the argument
is that Arbuckle is the more reason why
as much of the display should be put on
the Kerrigan appearance as possible.
An unusual border has been used on
this display, one too heavy for most cases,
but with the use of a large head at the
top it serves to emphasize the half tone.
Newspaper space is the best remedy for
removing the spots of stagnation from your
theatre.
MANAGER
S. BARRET
of the Circle
theatre,McCORMICK
Indianapolis,
is as you have been told many times before a man who thinks about every pic-
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ture that he shows and he devotes hours
of his attention to planning his designs.
During February he showed Mabel Normand in " Dodging a Million," and he used
a unique advertising campaign because of
the fact that the popular star has been
away from the screen for over a year. He
felt sure that she had lost none of her popularity, but he planned his campaign so as
to be very sure that the appeal would be
made to all of her old friends.
Note that in the display reproduced here
and which was five columns wide and
seven inches deep, and therefore loses much
in its reproduction, he traces her career
back to Biograph and then through her
Key stone days and makes her NOW " A
Regal Queen of the Screen." Similar lines
have been employed in all of his other
displays, including " She has crept up close
to your heart and snuggled there," " An
old sweetheart of yours," and " The little
girl you never could forget."
You can be sure that this sort of advertising isgoing to get the most possible
out of a picture. It is the sort if exploitation that doesn't take things for
granted, but of¥ers every sales argument.

Are

Doing
iiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiirii
tractive result gained for the cover of the
program by using one of the advertising
plates furnished by Goldwyn. It will pay
the exhibitors to always learn in advance
what material they can get with various
pictures, for there is always some opportunity like this to convert your program
into an attractive affair, and without any
expense. This program in question also
bore on its last page, a letter to the women
of the city, calling attention to the Mary
Garden feature and it was used in that
form for the whole of the houses' mailing
list.
The fclloiv ivho " can't afford to advertise "might just as well cut off the current
from his projection machine " to save
money."
PATHE

is supplying
a noveltyitsforlatest
exhibitors who are booking
serial, " The House of Hate " in the shape
of a special reel which is in the possession
Jesse' Crawford

" Yon are always welcome at this house,
but it vuist appear in more zvays than mere
words" — Motto of the Nicollet theatre,
Minneapolis.

MAJESTIC THEQUEEN AND Wilmington
, Del., issues a
ATRE,
joint program, devoting one of the inside
pages to each house, which is ample, since
both theatres make only two changes with
each week.
The main thing shown here is the at-

Anatole France

of every Pathe salesman, and which nol
only gives an idea of what the picture is
about, but introduces the casts in some of
the scenes, shows some of the actual thrills,
portrays various specimens of the attractive advertising matter and shows how to
use
"
The Hooded Terror " in stunt advertising.
This is the first time that the exhibitor
has had put before him in picture form all
of these serial elements and the plan certainly ought to result in better exploitation
of the serial, especially by the smaller exhibitors who are not apt to study publicity
books as they should. One of the special
pieces of display matter available is an art
portrait of Pearl White.

Jiir a Gofdwt/n Picture"^
A Week of NOTABLE PRODUCTIONS
FEBRUARY 4-9

He who expects business without going
out for it is like the fellow in an island
city waiting for his ship to come in.

The Queen and Majestic
WILMINGTON'S FINEST THEATRES
Presenting Quality Photoplays in a Quality Way

GoldwyiY
presents'
The world's
most
spectacular woman
TTlart/Gardm
Athais

RAUMAN'S THEATRE, Los Angeles, a full description of which appears in the last week's issue, has adopted
a distinctive style for its advertising,
and one that is in keeping with the
high class of the theatre. We have had a
great deal to say here about individuality
in advertising, and the man who achieves
that has gone a distinct step forward.
This particular display is Ben Day work,
and shows the entrance to the theatre, with
the announcement for the week let in with
white letter effects.
This was one of the first of the Grauman
advertisements. Others show different details of the architecture and reproduced
with the same effect they are very attractive. It is one of the best ways that we
know of to introduce all the features of
a new theatre to the public. The immediate
effect upon those who have seen the displays and then recognize that particular
piece of architecture will be to bring the
exclamation, " Look there, Frank, there's
the doorway that was used in the newsGrauman's is a wonderfully fine theatre
and it has great opportunities for use of
this sort of advertising, but there is hardly
a new theatre anywhere that could not follow this plan to some extent. Photographs
of various parts of the theatre, even to the
paper." and operating room could be
box-office
used with the Ben Day effect. This is the
sort of advertising that makes people
KNOW your house, and know that it is
different from other theatres.
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Mr. Rothapfel Will Answer Here any Questions Regarding Problems in Exhibition. The Only
Conditions Are That the Questions Must Not Bear on the Merits of Particular Pictures or Services and That They Must Come Through the NEWS. Address Your Inquiries " ROTHAPFEL
ADVICE, EXHIBITORS' SERVICE BUREAU, MOTION PICTURE NEWS."
I have a chance to book another feature, and a really big one, for a week.
XLl — they
I findhave
thatmade
the heatless
been were
a realannounced
benefit toI demfe
because
me think.Tuesdays
As soonhave
as they
I have seen it and know that ordinarily it would deliver the goods. I am
cided to put on a special bill for Mondays, and as the result I took in more
willing1 should
to admitgo that
bluffed by
last experience
know
money on those days than I formerly did on the two days combined. Now
lu)w
aboutI am
advertising
thismypicture
to overcomeandthedon't
prejudice
that my last big hit (?) aroused. — N. A. N.
Ihave
havetheonebestof house
the three
theatres
in
'a
town
of
20,000,
and
I
believe
that
I
and that I am showing the best pictures. Yet I am
uncertain whether I should continue to make the Monday bill the feature
bill or make every day just as good. Do you think that the argument is FRIENDSHIP in business is something to be careful about.
that there are more people wanting to see each picture that I show, than
have been coming to my house and that I ought to show each bill two
Placing your reliance in your friend's word has led you into
days?— ABERDEEN.
aeasily.
sorry mess, but not so bad as not to be able to get out of it
ANYTHING that makes a person think is a real benefit in that
respect. Your question is a corker. It proves that the
things I have preaclied are so. That heatless Tuesday made you
think, and consequently you put on a special bill, by which I take
it you mean a bill which was a little better than your ordinary bills,
that is, an improved presentation and better pictures. And you
did a great business. Now your course is clear. Go ahead and
make every bill a special bill. I think you will find that showing
each bill two days will prove beneficial rather than detrimental.
I advise you to close down for a couple of weeks and THINK,
if one heatless Tuesday brought such results. No, Aberdeen, you
are like other exhibitors who have never thought. You left it all
to the manufacturers. You let them do your thinking for you.
Here the first time you think, you are rewarded. I am certainly
pleased with your question. Now keep up the good work, and
don't stop using your head. Get people coming to your theatre
as a matter of habit. Get a trade mark — make the name of the
Theatre mean all that is best in Motion Pictures, and see that
the Motion Picture is honored, respected and loved, by conforming to those practices which reflect the very highest credit on you,
your theatre, and the entire industry.
XLII men
— I kave
my their
best patrons
the war,
young
who lost
havesome
gonetwooffhundred
to fi^rhtof for
country.through
I realize
that
there is ample population here for me to draw from, including many people
who rarely if ever attend my theatre. I am running my show daily, except
Sunday, and have three feature nights a week, two serial nights when the
rest of the program is filled in with short subjects and one night that is
given over largely to a local stock company which plays at other neighborhood houses in this city. My theatre is situated in a large and prosperous
section of the city. This is a principal port and everyone seems to be making money, and the simple point is that the young men whom I have lost
were
regulars,"
have that
beenI unable
to recruit
regulars tomotion
take
their "places.
You andmayI say
have been
runningother
an ordinary
picture show. I have tried to give the best in pictures, but I realize that I
have done nothing out of the ordinary. Now I am faced with the necessity
of awakening new interest in my house. This is rather indefinite, but I won<i«r if you could suggest any method by which I could attract the attention
of the people who are not coming to my house now. Ballyhoo methods
won't
do in my
but still
there that
is no I use
show—
itself unlcs*
I canneighborhood,
get the attention
of those
am tonotimprove
reachingthenow.
MECCA.
IT is probably a good thing that two hundred of your best patrons
have left for war service, because it apparently has had the
effect of bringing you to your senses and making you do some
thinking. Now you are forced to do something to offset the absence of the young men, and you have to use your head. Good !
You, like many other exhibitors, have gotten yourself in a rut,
and are now compelled to get out of it. You may find it hard
to do so, unless you dc some hard and clear thinking.
Don't use ballyhoo methods because no sensible exhibitor ever
does, especially in refined districts. Use your head. There are a
hundred things you can do.
After YOU have tried the very best you know how with what
YOU have, and have seen what YOU yourself are able to do,
write me a letter c/o The Motion Picture News, and I will tell
you what / think will help you. The best advice I can give you
now is to use your head PLUS. Now go to it.
XLIII — Thii is a question of judgment. Recently I booked an attraction
for a solid week, on the strength of the fact that the man who had the picture was supposedly a friend of mine and told me that it was the greatest
feature ever. Now I ordinarily never run a picture longer than two days,
and it has been only when there was something really worth while that I
have broken my record. When I got this picture in question I saw that it
was a poor one and closed it after the second night. I was unable to get a
picture from my regular exchange for the third night, which was my fault
because I had no bookings with that exchange for the entire week, but the
exchanKr was good enough to help me out for the rest of the week. Now

Don't let your friends tell yon how to run your business. Let
your own heart and head dictate your policy. If you want things
well done, do them yourself until that time when you are able to
have efficient and sufficient help to do it for you.
I advise you to spend all the money you can in a big Publicity
Campaign. Write an open letter, have it read by everybody; say
in it: "I have made a mistake by listening to a friend's advice
with the result that I have run a picture not altogether worth
while, after having advertised it as a wonder. I am mortified and
humiliated far more than I can say, and am sorry to the extent
of being willing to return every cent to any patron who was not
satisfied by the performance. I want to make reparation. Now
I have booked a picture I have SEEN personally and KNOW
justifies this campaign I am launching. I made a huge mistake
before. I know it and am sorry for it. I want another chance.
Will you give it to me? Thank you." Sign it. This appeal will
have effect, and will I think quickly wipe away the result of your
previous blunder.
XLlV — I have noticed several questions addressed to you about the com.petition
implyspecial
any criticism,
the
fact that ofyouvaudeville.
include bigWithout
musical seeming
numbers towith
settings aiiisn't
admission thatpos the
people
want
some
variety
from
the
film
itself?
Now
it
is
imible for me to spend the money for such settings, but I can afford to
get a couple of vaudeville numbers which I would change every week. Do
you think that it would be a good idea for me to include these? I have
read a great deal about the way that you weld the musical numbers in with
the pictures, and I know that the vaudeville would cause something of a
break between the pictures. If I could overcome the seeming dislike of the
public to local talent I believe that I could solve my problem, but when I
. put on musical numbers with home people there seems to be a conviction
-that I am doing this to save money. How would you suggest for me to
. work up interest in their work? I have two young women and a young man
who have really good voices who are available, but my problem is to make
■ thisN-ST.
their appearances
ELMO. popular. Can you aid with any suggestions for doing
YES, I do give little things such as songs, instrumental numbers, preludes and interludes, but I make them part of the
picture program by making them pictures too. Not all pictures
tion. on celluloid. A song may be a picture, s all in the presentaare
When these numbers relate to a picture, or introduce a picture,
or provide a proper atmosphere for a picture, they are advantageous, as they lend variety and strength to the picture program.
But vaudeville proper is so varied, so diversified, that it is not
always in good taste to mix it with pictures, unless it has a particular relation to the pictures in the manner I have noted. Otherwise, in showing vaudeville and pictures, it is best to divide the
program into two parts. Part 1 being pictures, and Part 2 being
the vaudeville. Don't mix them, but divide your program like the
Minstrel Show, the olio being the picture program, and Part 2
the vai'.deville. It depends entirely upon your arrangements.
It is not necessary for you to spend money for expensive settings.
We have to do it here in New York because of the general vastness of things. With you it is not necessary. A plain curtain,
with nice lighting effects are all you need, and these should not
cost you over $50.
As for local talent, it is dangerous to use it unless you have
production ability. Make your local talent numbers attractive.
Choose attractive subjects — subjects not too long, and have them
popular. To use local talent, without proper publicity, and proper
presentation is a dangerous course.
I believe this answers your question. If you want any further
advice, give me the specific conditions you are up against, with all
details, and I will do my very best to help you further.
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This is the eighth of our series of articles, " The Diary of a Successful
Exhibitor," by an exhibitor who tells each week zvhat he is doing to develop his
house, the lessons that he learns and the errors that he discovers. It is a frank
discussioti of the pleasures and evils of exhibtion in a town of 15,000, and the
tips contained here will probably be of value to managers in all sections.
By a Successful Exhibitor
house, but he had no such list, and so on
FOUR months after I had opened the
proprietor of one of the two other
the very day that I decided to take over
motion picture houses in my town came to
the lease I arranged for him to run two
nights longer and placed one of my young
me with a proposition that we combine remen at the theatre to take the name of
sources and control . the field. He admitted that I had eaten into his business,
every person who entered. He got the
but still he felt sure that there was plenty
greater share of the names and immediateof room in the town for two good houses,
ly I began a circular letter campaign, directing attention to my next picture. The
and he suggested that we get together
result was amazing. Such regular patrons
and control the field. Naturally I refused.
as the house had left felt that they were
Already I had the cream of the business
without an amusement friend when the
and I knew that this man was a poor showman, one who would rather resort to the
old place closed. Of course, practically
all of them had visited the other theatres,
fake methods than really work hard to get
but still they wanted a place that had the
business on pure merit. I did not tell him
that I thought merely to let it be known
" home " appeal to them. My letters did
that he had a hand in my business would
the work. I believe that I got permahurt it and that, similarly, I did not care
nently nine-tenths of the business.
to be known to be interested in his house.
Let me say right here that the fheatre
A couple of weeks later he came to me
manager who has opposition makes a seriwith an offer to sell out.
ous mistake in recognizing any of his rivals
further
than to always have a better show
I didn't buy, but, after he had told me
his hard luck story and I had a chance
than they are putting on. / have never reto think the matter over, I made him a
ferred to my competitors in my advertising ,
proposition. He had a small farm, to even by inference, that is, not after the
which he said that he wanted to devote
first couple of weeks. I started out by adhis attention for the future, and I agreed
vertising my theatre as " the best show in
to take the lease of his theatre, which
town," but I soon cut that out and started
out to make mine THE show.
had about a year to run, off his hands.
Then I spent two hundred dollars conHeretofore the policy among the comverting itinto a business house and finally
petitors has seemingly been to try to get
rented it at a price that resulted in a total
the film service that appeared to be drawloss of three hundred dollars on the ening money to his rival. It was shortly after
tire transaction to me, figured purely from
I had put this fourth theatre out of the
the viewpoint of the property itself.
running that a representative of one of
the three exchanges from which I was
Neither my father or any other person
getting service regularly came to me with
could see any reason for this step. Everythe demand that I either take all of the
one seemed to agree that there was plenty
of room for two motion picture houses
service that the company had to offer or
pay more for what I was getting. When
and that when I put the one out of business I was simply helping the two rivals
I hesitated I was slipped the information
that I had left. Those people who had
that the exchange had a better offer for
some idea of the business side of exhibition
the service from another house in my town.
held that I should have retained this secI didn't hesitate a moment. It happened
that this was the weakest of the three
ond show and have charged a lower price
of admission and put on cheaper pictures
services that I was using, although there
there.
were some pictures that I desired to retain,
I had a different idea. I have already
but I had made up my mind early in the
told you how fully I had become coverted
game that I didn't mean to stand for any
to complete publicity, to frank dealing with
four-flushing of this sort.
the public. The only use I made of this
I knew well enough that the statement
theatre was to put a larger announcement
of the other offer was genuine. In fact,
on the front stating that the lease had
I had been approached by a couple of
been taken over by my theatre, that the
"friends," who had wanted to know how
much I was paying for this service, and I
only house would remain dark, and inviting the patrons to come to a place
knew that they had come from one or the
where they would see the best pictures.
other of my competitors. So my answer
Similarly I used newspaper space in makto the salesman was to turn to my typeing the announcement. / did not once rewriter and knock off a formal notice canfer to the two other houses.
celing the service entirely. He was very
These other houses counted on getting
much taken by surprise and wanted to
a share of the business resulting from
argue about the matter, but I had fully
the reduction in number, but I made it made up my mind as to how I would meet
my point to see that this business was
such a situation. " You have the offer
diverted to my theatre. If I could have
from the other house, now go and take it
done so I would have gotten a list of his
up," I told him. I might have added that
regular patrons from the proprietor of this
I didn't intend to try to get even by tak-

Competitors

HIS

HOUSE
ALWAYS

That Was One of Successful Exhibitor's Secrets
hibitor gives
some
sidelights
Exssful
Succe
e ss
INonthisthearticl
succe
of his theatre. It came from the fact
that he was always giving attention to his house. He ignored
the others and centered all his
energies on giving the public
the very best that he had in
him.
He wasn't figuring on getting
control of the other theatres in
his community and in thus
crowding out competitors. His
policy was to make his ovm theatre so good that it would be
the only amusement of its kind
worth while — the easiest way to
dominate the entire field.
We'd like to hear what you
are doing to put your house in
the very leadership of things.
ing one of the services that house now
had. / much preferred to leave himi to
pay the combined rentals. I knew that he
couldn't be making much money as it was
and that the more he was saddled with, the
surer the end would be.
I still stuck to my plans of publicity.
The very next day and for several days
thereafter I announced in the newspaper
that I would no longer show pictures of a
certain brand. / gave no reason for the
fact, and so firmly had my house become
established and so accustomed were the
people to finding my frank announcements
in the newspaper, and finding them true,
that I was not asked by more than three
people why I had given up the service.
Neither did I advertise what other pictures were to take their place. Probably
such a policy would have resulted in comparing the substitute pictures, and at least
two of the stars that were employed by
company whose product I had been compelled to cancel were more popular than
any of those on the roster of the company
I picked to fill the vacancy.
But there was one striking result. When
I went to the exchange city a week later
I found that the salesman had himself
told the story of what had occurred, and
that I was received with a whole lot more
deference than had ever been accorded me
before. You will remember that most of
these fellows had looked upon me at the
start
a youngster
who would
didn't either
know come
what
he wasas doing
and who
around
" ways of doing
business toor the
blow" regular
up.
It was not simply the way that I had
dealt with this salesman, though, that
brought me the respect of the exchange
men. It was because of the fact that I had
(^Continued on page 1434)
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How

Salt Lake Papers Treat
Pictures
(Continued fi'om page 1429)
fact governs the volume of advertising. Ot
course, we also know that in certain cases
papers which do not co-operate with the
picture theatres to any extent get more
business for the theatre than the paper that
gives columns of free space, because the
paper has the public confidence and the circulation.
But we would like to see what would
happen if the exhibitors of Salt Lake would
get together — mind you, not in any spirit
of attempting to dictate — and agr«e to give
the bulk of their business to one paper
that would undertake to run a real motion
picture department. We are sure, from
the experience in other cities, that the result would be improvement in the other papers, and that the benefits to the theatres
themselves would be vast.
We have exhausted so much space in this
introduction to studies of various cities
that we haven't space to analyze the advertising of the various theatres, but in later
articles we will take this matter up as part
of the discussions.
Paramount

Sends Stills to All
Exhibitors
Paramount-Artcraft has inaugurated a
new service to exhibitors in sending them
three stills on each production for use m
making their newspaper cuts. The service
began with the Enid Bennett picture, " The
Keys of the Righteous," and will continue
so long as the exhibitors get results.
Many showmen and many newspaper
men have complained that they have not
been able to get suitable pictures from
which to make their own cuts and this new
service is expected to fill this long-felt need.

Specimens of pages
from the " Movie
Books" being made
by a Cincinnati
Woman's
for
our Society
soldier
boys abroad. Note
the zvay that the
lettering from the
cover of the
Motion Picture
News has been
employed on the
cover
Successful Exhibitors and
Cincinnati Theatre Aids
in Making Booklets
for Soldiers
HERE is an intcresling piece of publicity
work that is being used by the Walnut Street theatre, Cincinnati. Through
the Cincinnati Woman's club the theatre
has arranged for the women to prepare
motion picture scrap books which will be
sent to the boys in the trenches. These
contain pictures of the stars taken from
various publications, little jokes and stories
about the players and a lot of interesting
matter that is likely to bring a lot of
chuckles to the boys on the firing line. Of
course they are more or less crude, but
the boys over there are mainly young fellows and they are likely to enjoy them
very much.
It is a good way to stir up interest in
pictures while performing a patriotic service and any theatre can interest the girls
and women of its neighborhood in such
work. It will be noted that the covers for
these " movie books " have been made by
clipping the lettering from the cover of the
MoTiTON Picture News.

Competitors
(Cuiiliiiucd
from page 1433)
established the character and the appeal
of my theatre that gave me the dominating
position in the exchange center, as well
as in my home town.
And here again I was met with the suggestion that I would soon be owning all
the houses in my towii. " Such a situation
is impossible," I replied. " It might lie
that I will some day have two houses, because it is physically impossible to accomthe people ina one,
believe inmodate
dominating
field but
withI don't
numbers.
Quality is the only thing that counts."
That is a point I afterwards had opportunity to think over very carefully. But
I had long decided that the man who made
his theatre the dominant factor in his town
had the battle won, and I always will believe it.
Prices Draw Big Parlies to Illinois
House
Majestic theatre. Perry, 111., recently offered aprize of $3 to the person who would
bring the largest number of people to the
theatre in one vehicle. It was won by a
man who brought 36 on his sled, while the
local high school was second, with 32.

Bronze tablet in commemoration of the
work of S. L. Kothapfel and presented
by the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, which has just been placed in the
lobby of the Rivoli theatre. An account
of the unveiling of this tablet, which is
ail unprecedented tribute, was published
last week
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Effective Lobby Display

on

Big Feature at Very
Small Cost

Lobby Display of the Midway Theatre, Montreal, of "The Babes in the Woods"
"Little

Touches'^ Instill
RiK>oli That

Spirit Into
Brings Audiences Back
liroke any monotony of the music, but
IF we were asked to tell the one chief sewhich still did not remain long enough to
cret of the success of the Rialto and
distract attention. For a moment after the
Rivoli presentations, we would immediately
say that it is the intimate touch that the bill curtains had parted many in the orchestra
expected some singers to make their apalways gives, the ability to pick pictures
pearance, and to have kept the display
that get close to one, that bring laughter or
longer
would
have created a waiting extears or the applause of patriotism spontneously. It is that spriit which is so much
pectancy that would have marred enjoyment of the overture.
a part of the two theatres that brings the
The scenic was followed by Miss Helena
patrons there day after day, regardless of
what picture may be announced on the elecMorrill singing " When You Are Away " in
the rose arbor setting. Members of the
tric signs. And that spirit may be conveyed
Rialto
quartet were distributed throughout
by some big smashing effect, or by some
the orchestra and behind the stage, and
of the little touches — and it is fully possible
their accompaniment kept the audience
to send the people away from your theatre
wondering where their voices came from.
remembering some little detail and just as
Rivoli Animated this week began in a
much impressed by it as by some great cligreat crash of patriotic music and ends in
max that had been carefully created for
dead silence. Watch the reason for that.
you.
For instance, in the final instalment of It opened with pictures of Southern troops
at Camp Gordon and there is a medley of
" Hunting Big Game in the North," there
Southern selections, and as these were
is a considerable part devoted to showing a
polar bear and her cub, and the lassoing it, played with the mass of marching troops
there was wild applause. These were
and
to save on
the the
littlescreen
one.
And the
whenmother's
the titlefight
is thrown
Hearst-Pathe. Following these were pictures of Roosevelt signalizing his recovery
that the captor's admiring the mother's fight and the
audience used its combined voice
set the cub free, and the audience saw the
two swim off together, applause swept the to show its enthusiasm. Other Universal
pictures showed the new invention enabling
house. The first question of several persons who had seen the show was whether
soldiers to walk on water, and then folthe audience applauded at the time we witlowed some of those delightful Finley nanessed the presentation. It was one thing
ture pictures. There was a good laugh
that impressed them in the midst of a most
when the fish got away from the fisherman
human bill.
and some interesting views of deer, bear
Mr. Rothapfel continues to show the big cubs, squirrels and bald eagles. There was
things that the Rivoli is capable of doing,
a laugh and a thrill, too, with the Universal
and with the current show there are a coupictures of bob-sledding in Chicago.
ple of novelties presented. The overture
Hearst-Pathe showed the new Los Angeles
plant for making Liberty bread and the
was selections from " Madame Butterfly."
With the lights in the dome blue and the pictorial ended with remarkable Universal
proscenium arch in red, and then the stage
pictures
an that
aviator's
narrow escape.
was withofthis
the Animated
came toIt
arch in blue, and the curtains parted about
half way during the overture, showing a an end without a sound, the silence adding
Japanese window view, which remained be- to the impressiveness of the scene.
fore the audience but a short time before
Rivoli quartet followed, first rendering
the curtains came together again, it was
one of the old negro melodies, " Jerusalem
simply a little touch of atmosphere that
Morning," and then " We'll Never Let the

MAKING an effective lobby display at a
cost of $13.28 is some feat, but it is
right in line with the things that A. J. Laurie is doing week in and out at the Midway
theatre, Montreal. The one illustrated this
week is on " Babes in the Wood."
The trees, the caves and the figures of the
two children in front of the display, and
that of the fairy as well as the connecting
top pieces, were all made of cardboard and
braced at the back with one-inch strappers
of wood. A study of this display will show
that Mr. Laurie has brought out all the
essential details of the story except the
gingerbread house. This would have required so much space that it would have
cramped the other display, and therefore it
was sacrificed in order to get the most
striking results possible.
These fairy stories may be placed in the
dream class of pictures, and so the two children were represented as dreaming beside
the big trees, the remainder of the picture,
including the stage coach, representing their
dreams. It will be noted that the title of
the picture is strikingly brought out so that
any one will know at a glance what it is
about. It is Mr. Laurie's theory that often
a person gets a quick flash of a lobby display, and without the name being stronglydisplayed he will not take the trouble to investigate further.
A line which may barely be seen in the
picture is made purposely to show where
the portions of the display were joined.
The entire background is formed of a
frame eight feet high and twelve feet wide.
This same frame may be used six or eight
times by covering it on alabastine coating.
Old Flag Fall." There was a striking effect
brought in just at the end of this when the
stage curtains parted showing the Statue of
Liberty with the red, white and blue effects.
Elsie Ferguson, in " The Song of Songs,"
was the feature, an intensely dramatic but
very human picture, and following this
there was Caprice Viennois," by Fritz
Kreisler, danced by one of the Helen Moller
pupils. This was made particularly effective by the changing rays of light that constantly mellowed into each other from the
side of the stage, adding a fairy-like effect
to the art of the scantily-robed dancer.
" His Generosity," a Metro-Drew comed)%
of course, added another touch of intimacy
to the already most human bill.
In short, this Rivoli bill was one of those
well-rounded selections, with everything on
it good, but with everything so good that
the chief impression taken away from the
theatre is that one has had a most human
evening, with the best things in life. And
that is the very feeling that brings people
back to the theatre night after night, and
builds a house up to the point where people
know that they will always be intensely
pleased. It is one of the reasons why people simply go to the Rialto or the Rivoli
and are not drawn there simply by a single
attraction over which their curiosity is aroused.
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" Wild Women " — Laaghs Aplenty
Harry Carey and Molly Malone — A Corker
(VniversaJ Five-Reel Comedy)
" Wild Women " is a corker — you want to see
itwasif you
want abybunch
of laughs.
Wilddirection
Women of"
produced
Universal
under " the
Jack Ford. It was written by George Hively.
It is in five reels, and five reels of more laughs
and more amusing entertainment than " Wild
Women
you have
seen. Harry
Carey and" affords
Molly Malone
have never
the principal
parts.
You will also see Ed. Jones, Vesta Pegg, Martha
Mattox, E. Van Beaver and Wilfred Taylor in
action.
CheyenneHe " receives
Harry isa foreman
of the
Circle Z "ranch.
letter from
the
rodeo association inviting him to participate in
the coming rodeo meet. Harry refuses to accept the invitation unless the bunch can go. All
agree and off they go for the rodeo. The boss
learns of his employees' intentions and tells them
that only
if they
go theyleftneedn't
go.
The
employee
on the return.
ranch is "They
the chief
cook and bottle-washer. He tries to rope a twoyear-old with disastrous results. The rodeo opens
with exhibitions of roping and bucking broncho
riding. Cheyenne carries off the prize. After
the rodeo a celebration is had. They enter the
" speediest " cafe in town and are all " set " for a
rousingandtime.
all indulge
" special
drink
— oh, They
what that
special in
doesa do.
After"
several rounds they all imagine they are in Hawaii
with the dancers. Mentally they set sail on a raft
and reach the shores of the famous isle. Here
they meet with the dancers and — well, a good
time is had by all — which is all one can say of
they write a book. A good time is had by all —
that is what every patron of the
theatre
will say after leaving the theatre on the occasion
of the above performance of " Wild Women."
It's a corker — Jon't miss it.
" Wild Women " at the
theatre on
of
week. Harry Carey and Molly
Malone featured.
Mary Miles Minter in " Powers
That Prey " — Comedy-Drama with Punch
(Mutual Five-Reel Production)
Mary Miles Minter returns to the screen of the
theatre on
of
week in
"Film
Powers
That Prey,"
producedon bythe theMutual
American
Company
and released
program. Henry King directed. In the supporting
cast with Miss Minter are Alan Forrest, Harvey
Clarke, Clarence Burton, Lucille Ward, Emma
Kluge, Perry Banks and Robert Miller. Miss
Minter has the role of Sylvia Grant, whose father,
Burton Grant, is editor of the Daily News. She
has
inheritededitor
her offather's
talent published
for writing,
is elected
the paper
by and
the
school at which she attends. Her father is unfriendly with Jarvis McVey, political boss. He
has exposed his part in a franchise scandal. McVey visits Grant at his office and Grant orders
him out at the point of a pistol. McVey has
him arrested for attempted assault and Grant
is obliged to leave town.
Grant goes to the school where his daughter
is and asks her to go back home and put Summers, the city editor, in charge. She returns
to her home and takes charge of the newspaper
and runs it according to her own way of thinking.
Summers treats her as a joke. She prints the
truth
her father's
paper, McVey
sparing and
no one
no
class. inSummers
discovers
the or
president of the railroad starting work on the tranchase before they have been given permission by
the City Council. Sylvia gets out an extra, appealing to the townsmen to tar and feather Mcpeoplethebecome
furious
McVey's
attempt Vey.toThe steal
franchise,
and at
seizing
McVey,
prepare
to
carry
out
Sylvia's
suggestion,
when Grant appears. Grant prevents the crowd
from carrying out their intentions and compels
McVey to sign an agreement to drop his plan to
sell the city rights.
Mileson Minter
Prey "
willMary
be seen
the screenin of" Powers
the That theatre
on
of
week.
Mabel Normand in Her New Goldwyn
Floor Below "
(OoldmynSuccess,
Kiw-Reel" The
Production)
Mabel Normand, who has scored a big hit in
on the screen
of" Dodging
the a Million,"
theatre will
on appear of
week
in her latest work before the camera, entitled
" Theproduced
Floor Below,"
written
Sterneof
and
by Goldwyn
underby theElaine
direction
Clarence Badger, who is responsible for some of
Mack Sennetrs best comedy productions and is
one of the oldest and most experienced directors
for the screen drama. In the supporting cast
with Miss Normand are seen : Tom Hoore, who
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READY-MADE AD-TALKS PUBLISHED
IN LAST WEEK'S ISSUE
March 2, 1918.
FEATURES
TITLE OF PLAY
PRODUCERS
" My Wife "
Mutual 5 reels
" Blue Blazes Raw- Artcraft-Paraden "
mount 5 reels
" Loaded Dice "
Pathe 5 reels
" The Wooing of Princess Pat "
Vitagraph
5 reels
" Song of Songs "
Artcraft-Paramount 5 reels
" The Girl with the
Champagne Eyes "
Fox
5 reels
WhimsBeloved
of Society " World 5 reels
" The
Traitor "
Goldwyn S reels
" Adam and Some
Klever Comedy
Eyes "
(Paramount) 2reels
" The Crucible of General EnterLife "
prises 7 reels
UnderWoman
Suspicion
"
Metro 5 reels
"" The
Between
FriendsMore
"AmeriVitagraph.
5 reels
" One
can"
Paramount
5 reels
" The Midnight Trail " Mutual 5 reels
was seen to such a fine advantage in Miss Normand's
last picture,
"Dodging Lincoln
a Million;"
Helen
Dahl, Wallace
McCutcheon,
Blummer,
Charlotte Grenville, A. Romaine Callender, Louis
R. Grisel and Willard Dashiell. This is Miss
Normand's second appearance under the banner of
Goldwyn. She made a big hit in her first Goldwyn and
she makes
a bigger
hit in this,
ond Goldwyn
release.
She presents
the her
rolesec-of
PatriciatorialO'Rourke,
who
"
runs
"
copy
in
the
ediroom of a newspaper office. The care-free
Patricia gives little thought to the problems absorbing the minds of the busy newspaper men,
preferring to torment the older men in the office
and match wits with the cubs. A band of crooks
are preying upon the rich of the neighborhood,
and the editorial staff of the newspaper is busy
trying to get the inside of the story and to round
up the band. The tip is passed that the police
are watching the settlement house of the wealthy
young Hunter Mason. She carries her fun a bit
too far and the managing editor fires her. She
is given one chance to save her job, by going to
the mission house as a supposed derelict in order
to get the story the editor wants. Her adventures
in following the trail of the crooks and her capture of Hunter Mason as a husband form entertainment of the brightest sort.
Mabel
Normand
in " The Floor Below
" will
be seen onof
the screen
theatre
on
week. of the
" Cavanangh of the Forest Rangers,"
Hamlin Garland's Famous Story
{Vitagraph Five-Reel Production)
" Cavanaugh of the Forest Rangers," adapted
from Hamlin
Garland'sunder
mostthepopular
story,
produced by Vitagraph
direction
of William Wolvert and presenting Alfred Whitman and
Nell Shipman in the featured roles, will be seen
on the screen of the
theatre on
of
week. In the supporting cast with Miss
Shipman
and
Mr.
Whitman
are
seen:RexOttoDowns,
Lederer, Laura Winston, R. Bradbury,
Joe
Rickson,
Hal
Wilson
and
Mrs.
Hattie
Buskirk. The story of the adventures of one of Uncle
Sam'sing fiveforest
the most
reels rangers
of picturesis told
ever inshown
on theinterestscreen
of
are the
known from theatre.
coast to Mr.
coastGarland's
for their stories
vivid
portrayal of strong, virile characters and homely
life. Ross Cavanaugh is the hero of " Cavanaugh
of
the Forest
Ed. rustlers
Whetherford
gets
in bad
with a Rangers."
band of cattle
and quits
the country, leaving his wife and young daughter,
Virginia. Virginia is sent East to live with relatives, and after six years returns to find her
mother proprietress of a cheap boarding house.
She meets Cavanaugh and he protects her from
the insults of the rough element of the settlement.
Cavanaugh in his travels over the range finds an
old man stricken with smallpox and cares for
him.
the old
man years
is Virginia's
father, Hewholearns
had that
left the
country
before.
He does not tell Virginia what he has learned.
He succeeds in rounding up all the cattle rustlers
in
the inneighborhood
united
happiness. and he and Virginia are
"
Cavanaugh
of theof Forest
" will onbe
seen on the screen
the Rangers theatre
of
week. Nell Shipman and Alfred
Whitman are featured.
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Bessie Love in 'Her
The First
Great Pathe
Adventure
Production
(Pathe Five-Reel Production)
Bessie Love will be seen on the screen of the
in her first Pathe production, entitled
" The Great Adventure." In support of Miss Love
will be seen such well-known actors and comedians as Flora Finch, who will be remembered
for her comedy work opposite John Bunny; Donald Hall, Chester Bamett and Florence Short —
all talented actors and actresses. Chester Bamett
was seen in "The Submarine Eye"; Donald Hall
was Florence
seen in Short
" Poppy,"
Norma partTalmadge,
and
has anwith
important
in William J. Flynn's serial just released, " The Eagle's
Eye."At Miss
Love has
role ofentertainment
" Rags " Jan-in
sen.
the annual
hightheschool
the little town of Middletown she creates such a
favorable impression that she is moved to seek
her fame and fortune on Broadway. Arriving in
New York, she finds things a bit different than
what she expected. For days she is one of the
thousands of jobless persons of the streets, of
New York. Billy Blake, a chorus man, who occupies a room adjoining that of Rags, is appeeiled
to, and he gives her the name of the manager
of the show which he is in. She sees the manager
and gets a place in the chorus. Rags gets an
opportunity
the and
star'stheplace.
the audience tobytake
storm,
leadingShemantakesas
well. He uses all his known wiles to win Rags,
but Billy, knowing his purpose, prevents him from
gaining his point. After many adventures. Rags
and Billy decide that they were meant for one
another.
Bessie Love in her first Pathe production, " The
Great Adventure,"
on the screen
the
theatrewill
onbe seen of
week. of
Typical Western Picture, Well Done,.
Is " Little Red Decides "
{Triangle Five Reel Production)
Cowboys, mosphereshooting,
riding
all the
atthat should reckless
be found
in — the
typical
Western photoplay — will be brought to the screen
of the
theatre on
, when Triangle
presents
Red figure
Decides."
the title
indicate, "theLittle
central
in theAs story
is a would
child,
and the producers have entrusted this stellar role
to
little ofBarbara
Connolly.boy,Thewhoyoungster's
part
is that
a five-year-old
is discovered
by two cowboys of the AUiso ranch as he steps
into the light of their camp fire. He leads them
to a lonely cabin to awaken his father. The cowboys find the man is dead and that he has left a
note asking whoever takes the boy to bring him
up as a Christian. He is taken to the ranch,
where he becomes greatly beloved by Col. Alliso
and the cowboys and especially by Duck Sing,
the Chinese cook. The church people of the
neighboring town protest that the child should
have a woman's care, but the cowboys buy their
silence by donating the " kitty " from a poker
game
for the ispurchase
an organfollowing
for the chiu-ch.
The climax
reachedof when,
the recovery of the child from an attack of pneumonia,
the doctor prescribes " one mama for Little Red,
to be obtained at once." Now there are only
three sters
marriageable
town,of two
spin-it
and a widow, women
and by inthetheturn
a card
falls tomeets
the lot
Tom Gilroysuccess,
to " go and
courtin'."
Tom
withof indifferent
while
he is pursuing his " courtin'," Little Red, who,
the doctor's
orders,parson,
has been
transferredby
tounder
the home
of the village
is kidnapped
Duck Sing and returned to the ranch. Moved
by the devotion
the child
Chinese,
Col. He
Alliso
determines to adoptof the
legally.
finally
decidestion himself,
to let and
Littlethe Red
decide
the
mother
quesboy ends it all by running
to Duck Sing and saying laconically, " I guess
I'll keep the
Chink."
KinoSing,
does and
some Jack
remarkably fine acting asCoroDuck
Curtis, Frederick Vroom and Betty Pearce are
prominent in a large and capable cast.
At the
theatre on
, " Little Red
Tom Mix Scores
in "Six Shooter Andy,"
Decides." Romantic Drama of Frontier Life
(Fox Five Reel Production)
Those who have never seen Tom Mix on the
screen will do well to go to the
theatre
on
, when this virile Western star of the
William
Fox
galaxy
will
be
seen
in
"
Six-Shooter
Andy,"is ataken
breezyfrom
dramaa page
of lifein onthethehistory
plains.of The
story
the
gold
rush
of
sixty-odd
years
ago.
Conditions
those shown in the picture are gone and past, like
but
they
were istimes
men's Nevada,
souls. where
Andy
Crawford
makingthatfortried
Bannack,
he hopes to get rich by panning gold. Near the
town he finds Susan Allenby with her eight
brothers and sisters. Their father is lying in the
road dead, having been killed by one of the
" gang " of Bannack, whose leader was no less
a man than the sheriff, Tom Slade. AH go into
the town, where Andy fights for everything that
is decent. He proves to be quicker with his gun
than the sheriff, and in the end turns Bannack
into a place where men get their just dues. He
even
balkshowever,
the sheriff's
designssome
on Susan.
To do
all this,
requires
clever acting,
some quick gun play. Tom Mix, man of the
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plains, does some hair-raising stunts in winning
the girl and cleaning up Bannack. Enid Markey,
who, by the way, was born in Colorado, where
the traditions of the pioneer still exist, appears
as leading woman in the role of Susan Allenby.
The part of Tom Slade, the sheriff, is well looked
after by Sam De Grasse, and among the eight
little brothers and sisters of Susan is Virginia
Lee Corbin, who was the little star in " Jack
and the Beanstalk " and " Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp."
Tom Mix in " Six-Shooter Andy," with Enid
Markey, at the
theatre, on
.
" The Cast-off," Storj' of a Woman's
Revenge, Starring Bessie Barriscale
(Four Square — hice Production — Seven Reels)
A big picture — one of the finest which that master of screencraft, Thomas H. Ince, ever pro" The Cast-off,"
the
screen duced—ofis the
■ theatrewhich
on comes. Itto tells
an intensely
dramatic
story
of
a
woman's
revenge, and in the emotional role of Pansy May,
the orphan girl, who grew up to be famous as
Pancrimee Nethaway, an actress, Bessie Barriscale achieves another triumph in her notable
career as a screen star. The production was directed by Paul West under the supervision of Mr.
Ince. According to the story, Pansy May has
come from an orphan asylum with all the lovableness of a fourteen-year-old child, who sees nothing
but good in the world about her. She proves a
willing little maid-of-all-work in the exclusive
boarding house of Mrs. Hendon Ware and forms
quite an attachment for Guy Henley, one of the
boarders, only to excite the amusement and derision of the guests, including Henley and Miss
Wilson, who is in love with him. Her first great
heartache comes when, on the afternoon Henley
has promised to take her to a matinee, she sees
him going in company with Miss Wilson instead.
But here Dame Fortune intervenes and leads the
little cast-off in the way of her future career.
The manager of the play, seeing the child hiding
behind the half-sheet frame of the star she worships,for.
recognizes
her the tj^pe
has been
searching
An inengagement
is thehe result,
and
in the course of years Pansy May achieves fame
on the stage as Pancrimee Nethaway. Henley
sees her in her triumph and forgetting his wife,
the former Miss Wilson, and his baby, woos her
ardently. Pancrimee allows him to go on — for
revenge. Here is created a big dramatic situation. What Pancrimee does, the punishment
meted out to the cad Henley and the extent to
which Dr. Thorpe, her true lover, figures in the
events provide a novel twist to the ending of the
story. Jack Livingston does splendid work as
Henley, and others in the capable cast are Dorcas
Mathews,
Howard Hickman and C. Gardner Sullivan.
"
The
Cast-off,"
a Thomas
H. Ince production,
with Bessie Barriscale,
at the
> theatre
on
.
" Morgan's Picture
Raiders of" Presents
Vivid the War
South Before
(Bluehird Five Reel Proctuetion)
Violet Mersereau, the tomboy of the screen,
whose friends are numbered in the millions among
motion picture devotees all over the country,
comes to the screen of the
theatre on
in " Morgan's Raiders," a Bluebird photoplay, based upon the exploits of " Morgan — Morgan the raider and Morgan's terrible men." Mid'61 had awoke
passedto when
quiet Greensburg,
Kentucky,sum er offinally
the terrible
actuality of
war between the North and the South. When it
did it became the secret rallying place of Morgan's famous raiders. Handsome Harry Dawley,
disowned
family,band.
was
one of the son
firstoftoGreenburg's
volunteer forproudest
this intrepid
Little Betsey, his daughter, was known as the
Wild Cat. Betsey hated almost equally the North
and the family of her father. Before the war she
had met and attracted John Davidson, her proud
cousin's
Now hecompany.
was backMorgan
at Greenburg
as
captainfiance.
of a Yankee
needed
a man to carry a message through Davidson's
lines
to the but
Dawley
Handsome
Harry
volunteered,
a spy'mansion.
cut him down
as he entered
the house where he was born. To prevent his
capture Betsey took his place, and clad in a
trooper's uniform saluted her grandfather with
" I'm one of her
Morgan's
He was proud
acknowledge
as his men."
granddaughter,
and stillto
more proud when several days later she saved her
wounded father from John Davidson and his men,
who had come to take him prisoner. " If you will
stay outside
she back
promised
sweetly.
She I'll
did, send
but ithimwas out,"
out the
door
that he went. When Captain John saw the proud
light in her eyes he could not find it in his heart
to censure her. The victories of the South were
not all won on the battlefield.
" Morgan's
theatre
on
. Raiders " at the
" Daddy's Girl " Reveals Remarkable
Talent of Baby Marie Osborne
(Pathe Five Reel Production)
Baby
Marie brings
Osborne,herPathe's
charming,
chubby youngster,
remarkable
personality
and talent to the screen of the
theatre
on
, when she appears in " Daddy's Girl,"

TODAY'S
BOOSTS
And These Talks Are Useful for Tomorrow, Too

operaco-led
tention to the cal
atRECENTLY
certain theation that a we
tre was getting through
a couple of country weeklies in
which it advertised. These two
papers devote a certain amount
picof reading matter toe motion
tures and the theatr utilizes the
n
r
greate portio of this space by
writing little paragraphs about
the productions that are coming
to that theatre in the future.
These Ad Talks afford you an
excellent source for such little
items. There is not one of these
that will fail to give you a new
angle on the picture.
a Pathe Gold Rooster play. The cast supporting
the tiny star is an excellent one, including Marion
Warner, Louis J. Cody, Katherine McLaren and
Herbert
Standing.
The ofstory
of " Daddy's couple
Girl "
is
the The
life
a young
withbased
one upon
child.
father
is a married
well educated
young man who has not prospered in a business
way. At the office where he is employed he is
not in tinual
high tardiness.
favor owing
to hisdaughter,
laziness with
and conHis little
her
winning ways, is the favorite of the neighborhood.
His father's uncle dies and leaves him considerable
and atdifferent
once the
man in embarksproperty,
upon a vastly
life.young
He goes
for
high living, something he has never been able to
do before. As his wife is home-loving and does
not
for the
primrose
spends
mostcare
of his
time" away
frompath,"
her, heandsoon
eventually
imagines himself in love with a widow of the sort
known comes
as acquainted
" fast."withBythechance
this they
woman
beBaby and
become
great friends, though she is ignorant as to who
the child really is. Thus when the climax comes
the Baby's
influence
oversake
the gives
widowup istheso father
great
that
the woman
for her
and is the means of his becoming reconciled with
his wife. In the course of the story the Baby
makes friends with the little ebony-hued son of
the
gardener and they hold a kid circus
whichfamily
is a scream.
Baby Osborne in " Daddy's Girl ' at the
on
•-.
" A Madison Square Arabian Night " Is
Henry's
Best Stories
{General One
Film ofTwoO. Reel
Production)
One of O. Henry's best short stories is " A
Madisonas Square
Arabian
shown
a Broadway
Star Night,"
Feature which
on the will
screenbe
of the
theatre on
. A splendid
cast, including Duncan McRae, Patsy Deforrest,
Miriam Miles and Joe Burke, interprets the story.
According to the tale Carson Chalmers has received two parcels in the foreign mail. One contains the photograph of a woman ; the other is a
letter from another woman, containing innuendoes
concerning the one in the photo. Tearing the letter into bits, he orders his butler to go out and
get a man from the bread line in Madison Square
to dine with him. Seated at the table, the human
wreck decides to discard all the conventional hard
luck stories in his repertoire and tell the truth
about himself, which was that he was Sherrard
Plumer, once a noted portrait painter who, because of an uncontrollable trick of bringing out
in the face of a portrait the hidden characteristics
of the original, has come to be feared and
shunned.
HenceChalmers
his downfall
from at" booze."
an
experiment
sets him
work on Asa
pastel sketch from the photograph he has retries
to look ceived.
at AfterthePlumer's
sketch departure
but his Chalmers
courage fails.
Finally he summons a young artist in the house,
who pronounces it the work of a master and the
face
" onepounces
of God's
angels," young
whereupon
Chalmers
upon own
the astonished
man,
gripping his hand and shouting, " It's my wife.
She's traveling in Europe. Take the sketch and
paint the greatest picture of your life."
" A picture,
Madison atSquare
Night," an
Henry
the Arabianon
. O.
"Heiress for a Day" Presents
Olive Thomas, Triangle Star
{Triangle Five Reel Production)
The pretty and dainty Triangle star, Olive
Thomas, comes to the screen of the
theatre on society drama.
in " Heiress
for a isDay,"
charming
Miss Thomas
said toa

be prettier and daintier than ever in this, her
latest production, in which she plays the role of
a manicurist who suddenly inherits millions. The
star is supported by an able cast, Joe King appearing in the leading male role of Jack Standring.able Helen
a fashionhotel, is inThurston,
love with manicurist
her wealthy atpatron.
Jack
Standring, the most sought after popular bachelor
in society, but realizes that her station in life
precludes her winning him. While she is brooding over it all she suddenly hears that she is heir
to millions left by her grandfather who has just
died. Before learning the extent of the bequest
she plunges into society, where she is welcomed
as the press
city'sStandring.
richestInheiress,
but sheof fails
imthe midst
her tosocial
preparations she discovers that her grandfather
has left her only $1,000, the bulk of the fortune
going to her
Spindrift,
under certain
conditions.cousin.
Recovering from
her shock,
she decides
to use her $1,000 to be an heiress for a day. Society bows at her feet and her triumph seems complete except that Standring does not respond.
Suddenly creditors clamor for the thousands due
them and at a fashionable ball a detective threatens her with arrest. She is deserted by all except
Standring, to. whom the fact that she is only a
poor girl after all, and not a member of the useless society set, appeals. However, the conditions
of the will have been violated by Spindrift and
asHelen
well. wins not only the fortune but a husband
on in ". Heiress for a Day," at the
Olive Thomas,
" The Shoes That Danced " Portrays
Life in New York's Underworld
{Triangle Five Reel Production)
Tirangle has transferred to the screen with rare
faithfulness the atmosphere of New York's underin " The Shoesat That
which will
be the world attraction
theDanced," theatre
on
. In it
's theatre goers will have
the opportunity of seeing Pauline Starke, Triangle's newest star, who seems destined to reach the
very heights of prominence in the motion picture
world. Her work in this production as a daughter of the East Side is most impressive and reveals that she has all the attributes of a truly
great artist. The play abounds in types peculiar
to the underworld and they are portrayed by a
cast of capable actors. Wallace McDonald appears as a gang leader who is reformed through
the love of a girl, and gives a splendid character
delineation. Rhoda Regan, East Side girl, and
her lover, the Harmony Lad, fiee from the Pepper
Pot when gang
" Thefollows,
Killer "andshoots
gangster.
Another
Rhodaanother
persuades
the
Harmony Lad to give up the life and go into
vaudeville. But the Harmony Lad's pal. Stumpy,
commits a murder, and the police seek the Lad
in
the hope
that he the
will police
reveal the
Stumpy's
hiding
place.
To outwit
Lad induces
Rhoda to go to a masquerade while he is making
his getaway, for he does not wish his vaudeville
hopes wrecked. Rhoda goes to the ball, dances
all night with Stumpy and decoys him to her
home. There she kisses him and the police nab
him, thinking he is the Harmony Lad. The latter has seen her kiss Stumpy and leaves in a jealous rage, true
only toto him
returnafterwhen
has been
all. he finds that Rhoda
At the
theatre on
, " The Shoes
That Danced."
Constance Talmadge in "The Shuttle,"
Adapted from Frances Burnett's Novel
Constance
appearance
on the
screen
is in Talmadge's
an adaptationlatefrom
one of Frances
Hodgson
most first
famousbig novels,
Shuttle." Burnett's
The author's
success" The
was
" Little made
Lord his
Fauntleroy,"
in which
Eddinger
stage debut.
It hasWallace
since been
adapted to screen. Another of the author's succes es is " Sarah Crewe," which was adapted to
the screen
the title,
little Princess,"
which
MaryunderPickford
was" The
starred.
The adapta-m
tion was made by Harvey Thew and Margaret
Turnbull and produced by Select Pictures under
the direction of RoUin Sturgeon. In the supporting cast are seen Edith Johnson, E. B. Tilton,
Helen Dunbar, George McDaniel, Albert Roscoe,
Thonas Perssem, Edward Peil and Sasson Ferguson. Miss Talmadge has the role of Bettina
Vanderpoel, younger sister of Lady Nigel
Anstruthers, whose life in England is made miserable by her titled husband. Sir Nigel had wasted
his wife's
and little
adds soninsult
to injury
by
treating herfortune
and her
brutally,
.Betty,
is determined to ascertain why her sister does not
write. Arriving at the Anstruthers estate she
learns the truth. Betty makes it possible for her
sister to go out in society, and with her own
money repairs the estate which had been left to
ruin by Sir Nigel. She meets Lord Mount Dunstan of the neighboring estate. Lourd Mount has
no money and is impoverished because his father
had squandered the Dunstan fortune. He tries to
ayoid
Betty'sto company
because
does not
want
his friends
think that
he is hefortune
hunting
Events
turn
so
that
Betty's
sister
is
freed
from
the dominance of her husband and Betty becomes
the husband of Lord Mount.
" Theture, willShuttle,"
Talmadge'stheatre
late picbeof
shownConstance
atweek.
the
on
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Pathe
Offers
Factory
to U. S.
request which you have made of us. And
Plant in France Placed at Disposal of
we derive additional pleasure from the
Our Government for Work of
fact that we thus can aid in a most efficient
Cinematographic Divsion of
manner the photographic and cinematoSignal Corps •
graphic service of our friends and allies,
PATHE in France has extended to the
United States Government the full theThe
Americans."
many Americans who have visited
use of one of its factories, with every upthe vast Pathe plants in France will remember their marvellous completeness and
to-date appliance for the developing,
printing, etc., of motion pictures and
modernity, excelled by none other in the
world. They are considered models of
" still " photographs, according to an announcement byJ. A. Berst, vice-president
their kind and represent large expendiand general manager of the Pathe extures. In the various units not only mochange in New York.
tion pictures are made, developed and
This generous offer should render it unprinted, but the raw stock and every kind
of motion picture appliances, cameras,
necessary for the United States Government to build the structures hitherto
projection machines, etc., manufactured.
deemed necessary for the work of the
In some of them are also made the Pathe
Cinematographic Division of the Signal
phonographs, which constitute a large
Corps and will save the considerable exbusiness by itself. That the privilege acpense entailed by a new installation.
corded by the Pathe Company will save
In the letter to Mr. Berst announcing
the United States much time, labor and
expense goes without saying.
the offer, Charles Pathe says in part: " The
American Cinematographic Service will
To J. A. Bert, it is understood, goes
have at its disposition the entire factory
the credit for the suggestion which resulted in this new proof of the cordial
and our most complete and devoted cooperation. We are happy to thus give to
feeling between France and the United
States.
you so quickly a favorable answer to the
Petrova
Offers
Announcement Is Made of Establishment of Special Service and Accessory Department for Aid
of Exhibitors
THE

Petrova Picture Company announce that a Special Service and
Accessory Department has been established for the benefit of exhibitors presenting the special productions starring
Madame Olga Petrova. This step has
been taken, it is stated, as the result of
the many letters received from exhibitors
expressing their desire to exploit the productions tothe fullest extent possible. The
service will exploit individually each of
the eight Petrova special features.
The new department will become effective in sufficient time to give *the exhibitor complete ser\'ice and advertising
aid for "The
Mask," in
the March.
third pro-A
duction slatedLife
for release
survey of the field has resulted in an exact
knowledge of the exhibitors' wants and
the Petrova Service Department will supply all theatre managers presenting their
pictures with single and double matrices,
together with electros, suitable for reproduction in newspapers or programs, and
photographs, press sheets, etc. As a special u.id to the Petrova showman, the Polish
star's own
production
has and
ordered alimited
numberorganization
of exclusive

a
New
Service
beautiful photographic poses which will be
loaned to exhibitors as a novel lobby display during the Petrova presentation.
The Petrova productions are released
through the branches of the First National
Exhibitors' Circuit.
Sills, Not

Tearle,

Miss

Young's Leading Man
It has been found necessary to make a
change in the cast of " The Reason Why,"
which Clara Kimball Young and her own
company are preparing to film for Select
Pictures, and Milton B. Sills, not Conway Tearle, as previously announced, will
be Miss Young's leading man.
Sills appeared in " The Seven Sins " in
support of Shirley Mason; also with Mrs.
Vernon Castle in " Patria," and in " The
Honor System," the Fox presentation of
prison evils.
Work has been launched in the New
Rochellc studio on " The Reason Why,"
and the first scenes are well under way.
While the cast is by no means complete,
it is being rapidly assembled, and production will be in full swing by the end of the
week. Robert G. Vignola is directing the
piece and the photography is being handled
by Lewis J. Physioc.

Picture

News

Jane Novak, Lead V/hh William Hart In " The
. Tiger Man," Ince-Artcraft
Wm. S. Hart Completes
Man
" H. Ince
William " S.Tiger
Hart, the
Thomas
star in Artcraft pictures, has completed
" The Tiger Man," it was announced this
week by Famous Players-Lasky. This
feature is scheduled to follow " ' Blue
•Blazes' Rawden," which was presented at
the Rialto in New York the week of
February 17. In this picture Hart has a
new leading woman, Jane Novak.
It is announced that Hart will shortly
begin work on his next Artcraft picture,
a story by C. Gardner Sullivan. A title
has not yet been chosen.
"Mr. Sullivan," said Mr. Hart, "has
big, splendid ideas back af all his pictures.
To this I attribute much of the success of
photodramas. They are not merely western pictures but in every instance there is
some motive behind the story, that has
weight and depth and meaning; that makes
people think and creates a profound impression.
Simril Now Manager
R. M. Simril, for a number of years a
salesman with General Film Company, has
just been appointed manager of the company's Atlanta office. He was at one time
manager of the old General Jacksonville
office, but more lately has been traveling
out of the Atlanta office, of which he now
assumes charge.
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"Over
the
Top"
Campaign
Complete
proximate reading circulation of the newsMany Newspapers Co-operating with Vitagraph in Working
papers which are publishing his writings.
Public Up to High State of Interest — Trench Scenes
" In our plans for advertising ' Over the
Being Made at Southern Camp
Top ' we shall urge exhibitors to co-operate
with the newspapers al! over the country,
THE campaign of co-operation with exhibitors, designed to help them in so that they may reap the benefit from the
making a success of " Over the Top," is practically complete, according
audience of millions which alto an announcement this week by Walter W. Irwin, general manager of ready-made
ready awaits the coming of Empey on the
the Vitagraph distributing organization. A wide advance publicity campaign,
screen. I do not believe exhibitors ever
operated in conjunction with the newspapers which are running the book or were placed in such a fortunate position
special feature stories, already is said to be catching on, and will be continued,
with a photoplay offering as they will have
it is said.
in connection with ' Over the Top,' because,
with Empey's articles now being published
Sergeant Arthur Guy Empey is to star in the Vitagraph production, as prein newspapers of thirty-four states, it is
viously announced in Motion Picture News, and Lois Meredith will have
safe to say that they are being read in
the role opposite him. The feature is expected to be a high mark in Vitagraph
practically every state of the Union. Thus,
production records.
there is not an exhibitor anywhere in the
United States who has to introduce Empey
Epoch in Pictures
or the picture to his public.
" The showing of ' Over the Top ' will be
" The production will measure up fully
an epoch in motion picture exhibition,"
to the enormous publicity which the persaid Mr. Irwin. " When Albert E. Smith,
sonality of the star has received, because
the president of Vitagraph, obtained SerVitagraph, in this feature, has exceeded
geant Empey's agreement to appear in a
anything it has ever done, and the picture
screen version of his book, he registered a
big accomplishment for the motion picture
is certain to take its place among the masterpieces ofthe screen. Mr. Smith has surindustry as a whole, for the individual exrounded Empey with a cast of exceptional
hibitor and for the nation itself, because
merit and has spared no expense in giving
' Over the Top ' will be a national event in
its relation to the part America is to play
' Over the Top ' the finest settings that
in the final readjustment of the world. And
money can buy."
to insure the adequate handling of the enterprise, the entire production will be under
Third Tom Mix Feature in
the personal supervision of Mr. Smith."
Mr. Irwin said that advices which he had
Progress
received through Mr. Smith indicated that
The announcement is made by the Wilthe trench scenes which are being made at
liam Fox organization that the elevation
Camp Wheeler, Macon, Ga., for " Over the
to stardom of Tom Mix has pleased exhibitors and that there is a demand for
Top " will be completed much sooner than
was expected. When Wilfred North, dithe kind of plays that Mix is making. The
rector, with Sergeant Empey, Lois Merefirst feature he made for Fox after his
dith, James Morrison, and tlie rest of the
elevation to stardom was " Cupid's Round
Vitagraph company arrived at the camp
Up." This was followed by " Six Shooter
they found that everything was in readiness for the beginning of work, and they
Another Mix offering is now in the prolost no time in setting to.
cess of making in the William Fox West
Sergeant Empey, it is said, found the solCoast studios, and will be one of the early
diers there well advanced in the methods
Andy."releases. Mix is working under the
April
of trench warfare as it is practiced abroad,
direction of Lynn Reynolds.
and needed little rehearsing for their part
' The Dein the scenes which are to show them goHarry Morey, Vitagraph's Star In
Willat Directs Next Chas.
ing over the top. The prompt delivery of
sired Woman "
the steel helmets for the thousand or more
the
picture
equal
in
timeliness
and
accusoldiers who are being used in these scenes
Ray Picture
racy to the importance of the star and the
While Victor Schertzinger, who has dipresented a problem, but a wire was rebook from which it is made. He also exceived at the Vitagraph studio early last
rected Charles Ray's various Paramount
pressed the opinion that " Over the Top " pictures under the supervision of Thomas
week announcing that these had reached
would prove the most sensational offering H. Ince, takes a brief rest, Irvin Willat,
Camp Wheeler and that the big scenes
ever made for the screen.
of the Ince directorial staff, will handle
would be completed within a few days.
" Looking back over the history of the the next Ray production. " The Family
motion picture," he said, "we fail to find
Picture Nears Completion
Skeleton," by Bert Lennon, is the latest
anywhere a motion picture production that
Charles Ray Paramount to be completed
This means that " Over the Top," which
ever had the popular appeal and the ad- and will be followed in order of release
has been in course of production since the
vance introduction which ' Over the Top * by still another picture directed by Victor
first working day of the new year, JanSchertzinger before the Irving Willat film
uary 2, is nearing completion, and that the possesses. Empey himself is known personally tothousands and thousands of peois released.
date of-release may soon be announced.
ple because of his appearance on the lecUnder agreement with the War Departture platform and in the prosecution of spement, the Vitagraph company has to subcial patriotic enterprises, while his book
Levison Joins Select
mit to the Government authorities all the
and his other writings, through their disLeo
F. Levison has been chosen by
trench scenes taken at Camp Wheeler, and
semination inthe columns of scores of the
Select Pictures Corporation to become
it also has been provided that the completed
leading newspapers of the country, have
film will be submitted to the War Departmanager of the company's exchange in
ment officials for official review before it is made him known to millions more.
Pittsburgh, succeeding Harvey B. Day,
released for public exhibition.
who has resigned that post in order to go
Publicity Is Widespread
Mr. Irwin declares that the Vitagraph
" It has been found that Empey's name is into business for himself. Mr. Levison
entered upon his duties as branch manCompany, in producing " Over the Top," is being seen daily by more than twenty milager February 19.
doing so with the idea in mind of having
lions of people, this figure being the ap-
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Seventeen
Triangles
Six New Features Have Been Started
at Culver City, While Four yVwait
Shipment — Jack Curtis Subject Ready

PRODUCTION is making rapid headway at the Triangle Culver City
studios, an announcement this week makes
known. Nine features, it is said, are in
various stages of completion, and six new
subjects have been commenced under the
personal supervision of Vice-President and
General Manager H. O. Davis. Two other
companies have nearly completed their
latest dramas, and Director Jack Dillon
has sent his latest oflfering to the film editing department, where four additional
subjects are awaiting shipment.
These completed pictures are " The
Scar," a western featuring Roy Stewart ;
" The Sea Panther," a romance of the days
of Captain Kidd, in which William Desmond is a swashbuckling pirate ; " The
Answer," a socialistic drama featuring
Alma Rubens and Joe King, and " The
Hard Rock Breed," with Margery Wilson, Jack Curtis and Jack Livingston in
the leading roles.
Charles Rann Kennedy's play, " The
Servant
in theasHouse,"
will features
be transferred
to
the screen
one of the
of the
production program arranged by Triangle.
Jack Curtis has been chosen for the important and difficult role of the Drain Man,
the most ambitious role he has ever assailed in his motion picture career. Jean
Hersholt will portray Manson, the Qiristlike character, whose love and tenderness
overcomes the conventionalities and dogmatic principles which obscure the truth
from the professional churchman. The
cast also includes Jack Gilbert, Claire Anderson, Clara Horton, Anna Dodge, Edward Piel and Dick Rosson. Zenaida Williams and Harvey Clark have been especially engaged for this production.
" The Law of the Great Northwest " is
the working title of Director Raymond
Wells' new feature. Wells, whose specialty is rough and ready stories of the
great outdoors, is working with a cast com-

Working

Myrtle Lind, Formerly a Keystoner, Is Now In
Triangle Dramas
prising Margery Wilson, William Jeffries,
William V. Mong, Eugene Cory, Wm.
Dyer, Louis Durham, J. P. Wild and Leo
Willis. This picture, adapted from Ralph
Westfall's story, is the first of his tales of
the Canadian wilderness to be produced
by Triangle.
Following the completion of " The Sea
Panther," a seventeenth century pirate
story, Director Thomas J-Ieffron has a society drama,
entitled
" The Veil."
numbers,
in the
supporting
cast, J. Heffron
Barney
Sherry, known as " the screen millionaire,"
who recently appeared in " Real Folks "
and " A Soul in Trust " ; Ed Brady, Mary
Mersck, leading woman engaged especially
for the picture ; Frank Bonn and Dora
Rodgers.
Director Frank Borzage is nearing completion on Pauline Starke's latest Triangle
vehicle from the story by Frances Quillan,
the working title of which is " Innocent's
Progress." Intolerance drives Pauline
Starke, as the heroine, from her home in
a secluded village to the big city, where
she is saved from its myriad pitfalls by the
timely assistance of a newly found protector. Included in the supporting cast are
Lillian West, Alice Knowland, a character
woman engaged especially for the picture ;
Jack hamLivingston,
Charles Dorian and GraPette.

Pathe Reports Demand
for Lloyd Comedy
IN consequence of the change in policy by show these comedies. This one is going
which Pathe is giving to exhibitors a over big. It is my belief that the hardest
thing lor the exhibitor to get for his show
one-reel Harold Lloyd comedy each week
is good ccnnedy. Those of this brand that
there has arisen a largely increased demand for the comedies, Pathe reports. ExI ha^■e seen arc all very good and what is
hibitors who formerly complained that
more, unobjectionable." "I have shown
thc-y found it difficult to arrange their prothem for over a year," answered the exgrams to include them when they were behibitor, "and find my audiences like them
and look for them. They never fall flat.
ing issued only every other week, have exThere is always something doing and I find
pressed themselves, according to Pathe, as
that the laughter is pretty continuous
being much pleased with the increased outwhile they are being screened. If Pathe
put.A well known trade paper man sat next
put an exhorbitant price upon them I suppose some exhibitors who are not now
to the manager of the house the other
showing them would fall over themselves
evening while a Lloyd comedy was being
shown in the theatre. Each of them had
to get them. As for me, I am mighty glad
some hearty laughs as they watched the
to be able to get them at a reasonable
price and make money. I like them as
fun on the screen. "What I can't underwell as any comedies that are made, bar
stand," said the trade paper man, " is why
every big theatre in the country doesn't
none."

Picture

News

Mary Pickford New Play
Abounds in Humor
Humor is said to be the keynote of
" Amarilly of Clothes-Line Alley," the new
Mary Pickford production soon to be released by Artcraft. The story is by Belle
K. Maniatcs, with the scenario by Frances
Marion, who has done, it is declared, one
of the best pieces of work of her career.
Marshall Ncilan directed, assisted by Nat
Deverich. The principal players include,
besides the star, William Scott, Norman
Kerry, Margaret Landis, Kate Price, Ida
Waterman, Thomas Wilson, Fred Goodwins, Herbert Standing, Wesley Barry,
Frank Butterworth, Antrim Short, George
Hackathorne, Gertrude Short and others.
Boy City Films Make
Further Progress
The half-way stage, General Film this
week announced, has been reached in the
production of the Judge Brown stories being distributed by General Film Company.
Ten of the twenty subjects are being
filmed at Los Angeles by the Boy City
Film Company, of which Judge Willis
Brown, children's advocate and author of
conspicuous moving picture successes, is
the head, has been completed. Plans are
well advanced for the filming of the remaining stories in the series.
Director King W. Vidor and Director
McQuarrie are engaged in preparing Judge
Brown's stories at the studios of the Boy
City Film Company at Culver City, Cal.
The stories being ' distributed or ready
for distribution are " Bud's Recruit,"
" Chocolate of the Gang," " The Lost Lie,"
" Tad's Swimming Hole," " The Preacher's Son," " Thief or Angel," " Marrying
off Dad," " The Accusing Toe," " Frank's
Endorser " and " The City of Boys."
•
■
Tom

Moore

Under

Long

Contract
Goldwyn this week announced that Tom
Moore, the leading man popular with all
the Goldwyn stars, as well as with the
public, has been placed under contract for
a long period. He has appeared in
" Dodging a Million," " The Cinderella
Man " and other Goldwyn productions.

Tom Moore, Under
Contract
Leading
Man to Goldwyn as
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In the Circles Are Earl Rodney, Left, Leading Man for Enid Bennett, Ince- Paramount Star, and Jack Pickford, right. Who Is Appearing In "Sandy'
for Paramount Release. In the Center Is a Novel Set Used In Marguerite Clark's Paramount Picture, " Prunella "
Tourneur

Rise

vVell-Known Director, Pupil of Antoine and Later of Chautard, Has
Many Big Productions to
His Credit
IN his direction of Elsie Ferguson in
" The Doll's House," for Artcraf t,
Maurice Tourneur, director, is said to
have given the Ibsen masterpiece a finer
expression than it has ever had upon the
speaking stage, expanding the author's
meaning to the full circumference of his
thought. This indeed is no faint praise,
for the works of Ibsen depend so much
on symbol and suggestion to carry their
lessons.
Maurice Tourneur was born in Paris
in 1878 and was graduated from Lycee
Condorcet when he was eighteen years
old. After finishing college, he became a
designer and interior decorator and has
to his credit many illustrations for books
and magazines, poster, lace curtain and
fabric designs as well as a number of
original stage settings. He then became
associated with Rodin, the sculptor, and
later with the French artist, Puvis de
Chavannes and did much work with him
on the decorations of the Boston Public
Library. The next three years of his life
were spent in the French Army as an

Draws
Praise
officer of artillery. When his period of
service expired, he was seized with the
desire to go on the stage. His rise in the
profession was rapid and in an engagement with Mme. Rejane he made practically a world tour including South
America, England, Spain, Portugal, Italy
and Africa. He then became associated
with Antoine, greatest of French theatrical producers, and for seven years collaborated with him in the production of
over four hundred plays.
About this time the motion picture was
beginning to come into its own and
Tourneur naturallj' looked to his old
friend, Emile Chautard, who was a leading man under Tourneur's direction on
the legitimate stage, but then director general of the Compagnie Eclair, the leading
film company of Paris. The tables were
now turned for Tourneur and he became
an actor under Chautard's direction. It
was only a matter of a short time that
Mr. Tourneur himself was directing for
the same company and was sent to Africa
to produce war pictures. Here he produced several big features, including
" The Fall of Constantine."
His rise in this countrj^ has been characterized as meteoric, although he has to
his credit many productions.

Exhibitors Appreciate Triangle Policy
The following telegram is said to be
EXHIBITORS throughout the country
are expressing their appreciation of indicative of the exhibitors' attitude toward
Triangle's recently announced policy of the Triangle policy and this new step
making no charge for contracted service
toward proving its claims of co-operation :
that is not used on the Tuesday fuel holi" We believe in co-operation and highly
days, according to a statement issued from
appreciate the stand you have taken in
the Triangle offices. While Triangle is said
regard
Tuesdays."
This torecent
action is in line with the
to be incurring considerable loss in carrying out this measure, the sacrifice is far less earlier announcements of Triangle regardthan anticipated, says the statement. The
ing its policy in the matter of war taxes,
exhibitors met the proposition half way,
the company being among the first in the
stood loyally by, and when they were able field to take the burden of the taxes from
to use the service on another day, did so. the exhibitors' shoulders. Later it inaugurBut, on the other hand, when they could
ated the monthly seven-reel feature as a
not use the pictures at another time, the business aid for the exhibitor, all making
for the establishment of a closer personal
charges were automatically cancelled, and
relation between exhibitor and distributor.
Triangle stood the loss.

Critic Marvels at Serial
Stunts
Kitty Kelly, dramatic and photoplay
critic of Chicago, places the life of a serial
star among the most hazardous occupations filled by women, an announcement
this week from Pathe advises.
Regarding Doris Kenyon, in " The Hidden Hand," Miss Kelly said : " Doris
Kenyon is safe and sound. After losing
one's breath over the hazardous things
the young lady dashes briskly through in
the various episodes of her new serial,
' The Hidden Hand,' it seems almost like
a dream to recall having sat in her
dressing room in the New York studio
and chatted with her an hour's length. To
think that any young woman should appear intact, let alone equal to comfortable
chatting after such an existence is unbelievable— is one of the marvels of the
serial celluloid world."
Unusual for Polly!
Polly Moran is now at work on a Paramount-Mack Sennett comedy which requires that she discard the familiar attire
of Sheriff Nell and appear as a regular
lady in skirts and everything. The change
will be marked, no doubt.

A Moment
Indecision
" The Brass
Check,'
a Metro ofFeature
with inBushman
and Bayne

Motion
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News

" Life Mask " Mystery Element Vouched For
Probably the most novel and strange
procedure ever resorted to by a motion picture producer in order to assure the proper
atmosphere of a screen poduction was the
method pursued by Frank Crane, director
of the third feature in which Madame Olga
Petrova will soon be seen. The play selected
by the Polish actress as a proper vehicle
for the display of her talents is " The Life
Mask," written by the mysterious and unnamed author who sprang into prominence
some years ago with his novel, " To M. L.
G." The story, dealing with an engrossing
mystery concerning the strange death of
a wealthy society leader, was scenarioized
by Mrs. L. Case Russell, who has acted in
a like capacity for Madame Petrova's two
former special features, " Daughter of Destiny " and "The Light Within."
Blackton

Nearly All Nationalities Are Represented By Members of the Universal Serial Company, " The
Lion's Claws," of Which Marie Walcamp Is Star, and Jacques Jaccard Director
Jaccard

Starts

New

Universal

Serial

DIRECTOR JACQUES JACCARD,
who produced for Universal the serials, "The Red Ace" and "Liberty," has
commenced work at Universal City on the
production of " The Lion's Claws." Marie
Walcamp, star of " The Red Ace " and
" Liberty," will be the featured player in
the new serial, and the supporting cast will
include Edwin August, Ray Han ford,
Thomas Lingham, Nigel De Bruilliere,
Harry A'on Meter and Rex De Roselli in
principal roles. Parts of lesser prominence
will be played by Gertrude Aster, Alfred
Allen, Frank Lanning, Charles Brindley,
Sam Polo, Leonard Clapham, Sam Appel,
and others who have been identified with
other Universal serials. The. large collection of animals at the Universal Zoo also
will have a prominent place in the production.
Jaccard himself is the author of " The
Lion's Claws," and the locale of the play is
the interior of Africa, much of the action

taking place at a British military post on
the Upper Nile. Nearly every setting, both
interior and exterior, must be especially
built for the play, and the task of designing
and constructing these is under the supervision of Ed. M. Langley, who for two
years was technical director of the Ameribara. can Film Company's Studios at Santa BarSo thoroughly has Jaccard planned the
production that the stage settings which
are to appear in the last episode were designed before the introductory scene of the
first episode was filmed and every costume,
fixture and " prop " required for the entire
serial was arranged for. Jaccard was determined that when the filming of " The
Lion's Claws" started, nothing should interrupt or delay proceedings.
Mack Wright is acting as assistant director, and Milton Moore, who photographed the " Liberty
of tilt raniera
work. " serial, is in charge

Adds More Realism
Famous Players-Lasky declares another
touch of realism has Ijcen added by Cecil
B. DcMillc to his special Artcraft picture,
" The mentWhispering
Chorus," stafif
by the
engageof B. G. Seiclstad,
artist
of a
Los Angeles daily, to draw a portrait of
Kathlyn Williams in the courtroom scene,
which supplies one of the episodes in the
storj'-

A'liss Dana in " Blue Jeans " and many
other of her Metro pictures, wrote the
original story for her new picture, the
working title of which is " The Night
Riders." Mr. Collins will direct the production of »' The Night Riders " from a
scenario prepared by Albert Shelby Lc
Vino.

Collins

Lovers of romance and cfjlorful adventure. Triangle thinks, will welcome the
forthcoming pirate play, " The Sea Panther," released March 10. William Desmond, Mary Warren, Jack Richardson,
Arthur Millett, Lillian Langdon and Lee
Hill are included in the cast of this seventeenth century costume play.

Directs Dana
duction

Pro-

A Kentucky storj- without the traditional feud basis is announced by Metro
a; the next screen vehicle for Viola Dana,
following her appearance in " Breakers
Ahrad ■ I' hii H CoH-ns, who d'rcctcd

Triangle

Paints His Own

Subtitles
Maintaining that with few exceptions
subtitles never have been accorded the consideration they demand. Commodore J.
Stuart Blackton is painting his own decorative substitles for " Wild Youth," the
production of which he has just completed for Paramount at the Lasky Hollywood studios.
" To my mind," the producer asserted
the other day, " the subtitle is as important
as the set and yet think of the amount of
money that is spent on settings. Evei'y
possiblbe artistic adjunct is utilized in obtaining effective properties and scenes.
Lighting effects are secured at great cost
and trouble ; miles are covered to obtain
proper locations. And after this is accomplished and the picture is ready for
subtitling only too often a low-salaried
writer is employed to put in the titles.
Yet these titles must do something nothing
else can do — they must say in words what
it is impossible to indicate by action.
"The titles in 'The World For Sale'
and 'The Judgment House' — in fact in
all Paramount and Artcraft titles — are examples of what I mean when I say that
they should be in keeping with the rest
of the production. They have been termed
' super-titles ' but this is erroneous. They
arc simply what is demanded by the quality of the pictures themselves."

Story
Offers a Pirate

J. Stuart Blackton Subtitles
Paints His Own Paramount
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"The

Way Out" Stars
June Elvidge
June Elvidge, a World Picture star, will
make her next appearance in " The Way
Out," scheduled for release on March 25.
This deals with a question of international
marriage, and the story owes its creation to
the characteristic cupidity of Americans
who are prone to become interested in any
individual who claims for himself a prominent position in Burke's peerage or the Almanach de Gotha.
•
Ned

Finley Picture Nears
Completion
The first of the Ned Finley Films, " The
Return of O'Garry," General Film Company this week announced, will shortly be
ready for release. The picture is in three
reels, dealing with the new adventures of
the Royal Mounted Canadian Police.
Probably twelve of these three-reel
stories in which the Canadian mounted
police hero will be featured, are to be produced in the studios located at Bat Cave,
near Esmeralda, North Carolina. These
O'Garry Stories will be released once a
month by General Film Company.
Ann

Little and Director
Back on Coast
Ann Little, leading woman for Wallace
Reid, who appeared with him in " Nan of
Music Mountain " and " Rimrock Jones "
and who is to be seen again in " Marcel
Levignet," which is to be completed in the
West, has arrived at the Lasky Hollywood studios. Donald Crisp, the director,
is also back at the Coast workshop and
filming of the new production will be immediatel}' resumed. It will be a Paramount release.
Theda

Bara Busy on New
Production
Considerable mystery, which will no
doubt be shortly dispelled by an announcement from the William Fox offices, surrounds the production of Theda Bara's next
feature for Fox. Nothing concerning the
picture has been given out, with the exception that Air. Fox expects it to be the
best she has yet done.
Director Edwards is staging the feature.

Jewel Carmen, William Fox Star, In " The
Girl With the Champagne Eyes "

Constance Talmadge In Select's " Up the Hoad With Sallie " Has Norman Kerry As Leading Man.
Her Sister, Norma, Stars In " By Right of Purchase," With Eugene O'Brien As Male Lead
Goldwyn

Dates

Goldwyn asserts are the four
WHATpictures
issued by that company in
consecutive release since its organization,
are now in process of booking and distribution. The first in order is " The Beloved
Traitor," released everj^vhere Feb. 24. Mae
M'arsh is the featured player and here again
Miss Marsh is found to have an emotional
role. Although, so Goldwyn states, both
exhibitors and the public eagerlj^ welcome
her in an occasional sweet picture of " The
Cinderella Man " type, there is a frequent demand that she be presented in
other productions calling for stronger emotional work. " The Beloved Traitor," by
Frank L. Packard, comes, therefore, in direct answer to demand, Goldwyn says.
The next release in order gives exhibitors
Mabel Normand in a comedy-drama, '' The
Floor Below." This is set for March 10.
The story is by Elaine Sterne and is claimed
to be bigger in interest and gripping quality than " Dodging a Million." While it is
classed as a comedy-drama it is said to
give Mabel Normand an opportunitj- for
dramatic acting as well as laugh-creating
tricks and mannerisms. Clarence G.
Badger
Miss Normand's
As theis Goldwyn
release director.
on Alarch 24

Its Next
Four
for repeat dates by more than sixty per
cent of the customers who have played it.
The advantage of " The Splendid Sinner "
over " Thais " is said to lie in its modernness of theme and dress and the fact that
it is an emotional drama. The production
was completed early in December and was
directed by Edwin Carewe. It goes to all
Goldwyn customers at their regular rental
price.
Vitagraph

Plans Two More
Serials
Albert E. Smith, president of the Vitagraph company, announces that within a
fortnight two companies will be at work
simultaneously on Vitagraph serials at the
company's western studio in Hollywood.
At the present time Hedda Nova and J.
Frank Glendon, under direction of David
Smith and Paul Hurst, are engaged in
making " The. W'oman in the Web," and
plans are about completed for starting its
successor. The name of the picture, the
stars and the supporting company have not
been announced.

comes iladge Kennedy in " The Danger
Game," bj' Roy Somerville. As its title Universal Changes Name
suggests, this, too, is of a melodramatic
character, but with a measure of comedj'.
of Feature
Madge Kenned)- asked Goldwyn to give
her the chance for a picture that could not
" The Risky Road " is the title decided
upon
by Universal for the Dorothy Philbe termed a " bridal veil comedy.'' She
lips feature previously known as " Her
wanted a picture with an " acting role "
Fling." " The Risky Road " is from a
and Gold\\^\'n is now glad that it acceded
to her wishes. " The Danger Game " is story by Katharine Leiser Robbins which
unlike anything she has done before. This
appeared in " Live Stories " and was
adapted and produced by Ida May Parks.
production was directed by Edward Dillon. '
On April 7 Alary Garden will be preDorothy Phillips is supported in " The
Risky Road" by William Stowell, George
sented in " The Splendid Sinner." hy Kate
Cheseboro, Edwin Cecil. Joseph Girard,
Jordan. This is said to be a bigger and
Juanita Hansen, Claire DuBrey and Sail}'
more unusual picture even than " Thais,"
Starr. Release date has not been set.
which, Goldwyn says, has been re-booked
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New

s

Bessie Barriscale's Second Paralta Play, With George
In Second
Support, Feature
Is " Within
the Company
Cup." J. Warren Kerrigan Contributes " The Turn of a
Card "Fisher
As His
for That
Denishawn
Goldwyn
Widens
Distribution
organization in Argentina. This company,
Follows Up Australian Deal with
Goldwyn says, has tremendous financial reArrangements for South Africa,
sources atits disposal, and after long conArgentina and Porto Rico —
sideration closed with Goldwyn for its
F"urther Moves Expected
productions because of their peculiar fitness for the South American market.
FOLLOWING quickly upon the entry of
In India, Burmah and Ceylon Oriental
Goldwyn Pictures into Australasia
comes the further announcement from
audiences will see the Goldwyn productions, as a result of a contract just signed
Goldwyn of the distribution of Goldwyn
for exclusive distribution in this territory
Pictures in South Africa, Argentine Republic and Porto Rico. Negotiations have
by K. D. & Brothers.
been closed for distribution in these lands
Agencia General Cinematografica of San
Juan, Porto Rico, has closed negotiations
through Arthur Ziehm, of Goldwyn's exwith Goldwyn for the distribution of all
port department, and signalize the further
extension of the Goldwyn activities in forGoldwyn productions in Porto Rico, Venezuela and Santo Domingo.
eign territories.
Goldwyn Pictures are to be shown in all
Goldwyn's entry into two of the great
European nations and in still other parts
of Africa south of the equator in associaof
the world is expected to be announced
tion with the African Film Trust, Limited.
shortly.
This organization controls the South AfIn less than six months from the date
rican territory, owning up-to-date theatres
of its first release in the theatres of North
and representing the leading cinema producing organizations in that field.
America Goldwyn has girdled the globe
and finds its productions Ijcing shown in
Contracts for distrii)ution in the Argentine Republic, Uruguay and Paraguay have
virtually all civilized lands of the universe,
with the natural exception of Germany and
been signed with Messrs. Saenz and Gonlands allied with the Germans in the war.
zalez, a comparatively new but powerful

Good
Weather Speeds
WITH improved weather conditions,
William Fox announced last week,
there has been a speeding up of work in
the making of William Fox pictures in
the East Coast studios.
In till- production which June Caprice
making in the Victor studios under the
direction of Harry Millarde " meatless
days" play
part.
hinges
aroundan aimportant
kis.s in the
darkTheandplotis
said to be novel and to give Miss Caprice
an excellent chance to display her coy
love making.
Pcgg>- Hyland has finished " The Debt
of Honor," the first picture -^he has made
for Fox. The play has a spy interest and
war plot. R. A. Walsh expects shortly
to finish " Woman and the Law " at the

Up Fox Studio Work
Biograph studios. This play is based on
a recent sensational case in which a woman
was acquitted of the charge of murdering
her husband. Miriam Cooper returns to
the screen in this production.
In the Biograph studio also Jane and
Kathcrine Lee have begun work on a new
Standard production, and Director Stanton
is putting the finishing touches on "Rough
and Ready," the new William Parnum de
luxe production. At the Victor studios
Edq;iund Lawrence is finishing a new picture for Virginia Pearson titled " A
Daughter
of France."
In the West
Coast studios Jewel Carmen
has completed a new picture which has
a very interesting part of the underworld
for its theme.

Artists

Dance

" Wild
Youth
Ruth in
St. Denis
and Ted
Shawn " are said
to have contributed an effective feature to
the J. Stuart Blackton production, " Wild
Youth," which is being filmed in California
for Paramount, by arranging a special sequence of dances in which thirty of the
Denishawn artists assist in the allegorical
scenes of the play. The scenes in which the
dancers appear are symbolical of youth and
are said to be a distinct achievement. The
dances were arranged by Ted Shawn to
especially conform to the theme of the
story and the scenes were filmed in a beautiful glade in the world-famous Busch Gardens of Pasadena. Leading the dancers
was Miss Inez Stryker, who has attained
considerable reputation through several
years on the road with Miss St. Denis'
company of performers.
Caprice Feature in Step
with Times
" Meatless days," " Pork Barons " and
" Hooverisms " are featured in the new feature which June Caprice is making for William Fox at the Victor Studio. As a result
of the slogan, " Eat less meat and more
beans," there is said to be unprecedented
prosperity in a bean cannery, the proprietor
of which falls in love with June.
The plot hinges around a kiss in the dark
or, as it might be termed, a camouflage kiss.
Spoor

Features Booking in
Australia
The new Essanay agency in Sydney,
Australia, conducted by Clement Mason, is
now booking not only the Essanay scenics
and comedies but the George K. Spoor
Ultra features, " Uneasy Money," " Men
Who Have Made Love to Me " and " Rugglcs of Red Gap." Mr. Mason reports
that Taylor Holmes has a host of admirers throughout Australia and also that
North American scenics are popular among
the natives of that country.
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Mary Been
Murillo's
Rise Has
Meteoric
From a beginning only a few years
ago, at which the sum of twenty-five dollars a reel loomed large in her eyes, Mary
Murillo, the Irish-American author of
scenarios, has blazed a path for herself by
the power of her typewriter. This sudden
rise of Miss Murillo from obscurity to
prominence among scenario builders would
seem incredible were it not for the fact
that meteoric flights to fame and fortune
have marked the careers of many presentday leaders in the various branches of the
motion picture profession, Bert Ehnis
shows in a current announcement.
" Song of the Soul " Has
Alice Joyce as Star
" The Song of the Soul," with Alice
Joyce as the star, is announced by Albert
E. Smith, president of the Vitagraph Company, as the Blue Ribbon feature scheduled
for release the week of March 4. The
story, which is described as one of exceptional power, was written by Shannon
Fife and was produced under the direction
of Tom Terriss. With Miss Joyce appear
a number of notable players, among them
Walter McGrail, Barney Randall, Percy
Standing, Bernard Siegel, Edith Reeves
and Stephen Carr, the boy actor.
Russian Expert Works on
Brady Picture
Vladimir G. Tilleman, an expert on Russian art and customs, has been working as
special adviser on the filming of " The
Bride's Revenge," Select's new production
starring Alice Brady. In this play Miss
Brady will again be supported by Frank
Morgan, who was her leading man in " The
Knife,''
and W.herC. cast
includes
Walker,
C. Porches,
Carlton,
HelenR.Lindroth,
Jack Johnson, Yolande Bucquette and Tula
Bell. The picture is being directed by
Charles Miller and photographed by Hal
Young.

Mae Marsh's Next Goldwyn Feature Is "The
Beloved Traitor "

Surrounded by Everything a High-Class Production Requires, the Dolly Sisters Are Making Their
First Motion Picture, Directed by Leonce Ferret
World
Makes
Changes
in Scenario Field
five high officials of the company before
IN the cause of increased efficiency which
it is finally accepted for production. And
will enable the World Film Corporation
after a script has once been put in work
to give exhibitors better and better World
there will be no rewriting, no changing by
Pictures at the minimum of cost, the
the director. The work will be pushed
World has recently made several radical
changes in its scenario department and in through without expensive halts or
changes, thereby assuring prompt, efficient
the production end of the business. These
completion of the film. In the casting, it is
changes are all said to be in the interest
said, merit alone will count.
of better co-operation and coordination in
the securing and filming of the highest
quality of stories — stories that have the
Keystoners Initiated Into
biggest
hibitors. possible box-office value to the exthe Dramatic
The World scenario department, under
Wardforces
Caulfield
of the Triangle-Kej-stone
has deserted
comedy long
the management of Charles Sarver, whose
engagement was recently announced, will
enough tO' play a dramatic role in " Anoperate on the principle that the subject
other Foolish Virgin,'' in which Alma
matter is sixty per cent of screen success.
Rubens and Texas Guinan are being featured. Another Triangle-Keystoner who
In other words,_ the story is of vital imhas recentlj' left the fun-makers for a seriportance in boosting the box-office for the
exhibitors, and it is for the very best
ous part is Frank Bonn, " heavy," who has.
stories obtainable that Mr. Sarver and
been cast for an important role in " The
his assistants are now diligently searchVeil," the first dramatic production in
which he has appeared since he left the
ing. While the name of the author means
nothing to the World scenario department,
speaking stage. Ray Griffith appears for
it is realized that established authors have
the first time in a Triangle feature picture
achieved their position through successful
as one of Miss Thomas' supporting cast in
work, and the leading authors will be got" The Siren in the House."
ten in touch with and their work purchased
if found suitable for World filming. An
instance of this occurred last week when
for
Innocent's
PaulineProgress
Starke "
two stories by Maravene Thompson, the
Triangle has provided what is claimed
novelist, were purchased in record-breakto be another strong subject for Pauline
ing time the morning after they were submitted.
sixteen-year-old star of " Until
Following the acceptance of a story by Starke,
They Get Me " and " The Shoes That
the World scenario department the story Danced," in " Innocent's Progress," a story
will be given to one of the staff scenario
of' a countr\' girl who seeks fame and
writers for the preparation of the working
fortune in a big city. Frank Borzage is
directing
it.
script. This script will be passed on b}'
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Russell
Heads
Own
Company
Mutual Will Handle Distribution of
writers of the first rank and I shall have
an interesting announcement presently in
Pictures of William Russell Prothat connection. I am also bringing on
ductions, Inc.— In California
from the East a special staff scenario
Ready for Work
writer who is going to live on the job with
FROM the Los Angeles offices of Wilme. I am not at liberty yet to give out
liam Russell Productions, Inc., comes
the announcement tliat William Russell is the names of the members of the staff, including the director, as there is a possito appear in a series of special productions
bility that I may make a change in direcmade by his own companj' and distribtors before we start to shoot on story
uted to the trade through the exchanges
No. 1.
of the Mutual Film Corporation.
" I am pleased to have concluded arThe studios of William Russell Producrangements for distribution through the
tions, Inc., will be located in Southern
Alutual Film Corporation. I may also adCalifornia, centrally situated for the range
mit that the fact that the Mutual is not
of scenic settings necessary to the depicnow offering in competition the work of
tion of the Russell type of story with the
any other male star is a fact of importance
" big outdoor stuff."
in arriving at my decision."
" It seems probable now that my first
Mr. Russell's eastern representatives
vehicle will be a story by William Hamilare in negotiation with a number of
writers for vehicles to be used in the RusOsborne," tosaidtheMr.
Russell,
just ton
returned
West
Coast who
afterhasa
sell specials this year, including Charles
short sojourn in New York. "While in LeRoy Edson, Sinclair Lewis, Rex Beach
New York I negotiated with a number of and others.
Its Drew
Comedies
Vitagraph Reissues
A LBERT E. SMITH, president of the
has made him one of the big drawing cards
of the screen. Mr. Smith says that the
\'itagraph Company, announces that
the company has completed plans for the comedies, of which there are several score
reissue of one reel comedies, featuring
in the Vitagraph library, have been careMr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew, under the title
fully selected and subjects have already
of " Vitagraph Drew Comedies." The first been chosen for thirty-five weeks to come.
of them will be put out on March 11 and
The pictures as they will be released durthey will be released at the rate of one a
ing the first fifteen weeks are announced
week.
by Mr. Smith as follows :
These are the pictures in which Mr. and
March 11, " Their First Quarrel "; March
Mrs. Drew first attained fame as screen
18,
Telegraphic Tangle " ; March 25,
entertainers, although they had appeared in " His" A Wife
Knew About It " ; April 1,
many Vitagraph pictures prior to the time
" Following the Scent " ; April 8, . " The
they became a featured team. Mr. Smith
Home Cure"; April 15, "The Deceivers";
is authority for the statement that these
April 22, " Beautiful Thoughts"; April 29,
comedies will compare favorably with any
" All for the Love of a Girl " ; May 6, " The
now on the screen and he predicts that exStory of the Glove " ; May 13, " Fox Trot
hibitors all over the country will reap a
Finesse " ; May 20, " The Mysterious Mr.
harvest with them.
Da-\'ey " ; May 27, " Rooney's Cad Case " ;
Most of the comedies were written and
3, "Romantic Reggie ";• June 10, "A
directed by Mr. Drew himself, and they June
Case of Eugenics," and June 17, "When
contain all of the unctuous humor which
Two Play a Game."

Alice Brady Picture
T T has been decided, according to an anA nouncement this week from Select Pictures, to call the new production which
Alice Brady is making for Select Pictures
at the West Fifty-sixth Street studios
" The Bride's Revenge," this title replacing
"Ruthless
working
titlebeen
by
which the Russia,"
productionthe has
hitlierto
known.
While " The Bride's Revenge " as a title
may have a somewhat melodramatic flavor,
the producers feci that it is peculiarly
suited to the new Brady picture, inasmuch
as this story is claimed to be a strong and
gripping tale of love and adventure in modern Russia, just before that land was
plunged into chaos by revolution and internal strife. The scenes are laid in Petrograd, and the spirit of unrest and mood of
the moment is reflected in the by-play of
incident and happening with which the picture abounds. "The Bride's Revenge" is

Changes
Its Title
in no sense of the word a war picture, a
political picture, or a picture of the revolution. It is a love story, told against the
background of adventure in five reels.
Alice Brady, who has always done well
in Russian stories, and whose " Darkest
Russia " was one of her most popular pictures prior to her becoming a Select Pictures star, is said to be ideally suited to
the role of Vera Souroff, the daughter of
a major in the Russian Guards, and a
protege of a family of noble birth. Opposite her plays Frank Morgan, who was also
her leading man in the recently completed
Select feature, "The Knife." This is Mr.
Morgan's first Russian part. Such rapid
progress in filming the picture is being
made under the direction of Charles Miller
that it now seems likely that the taking of
" The Bride's Revenge " will be completed
several days ahead of time, originally set
for the end of February.

Picture

News

William Russell, Who Leads His Own Company
to Make Pictures for Mutual
Bert

Lytell Signs with
Metro Pictures
Bert Lytell, whose last appearance was
in " The Lone Wolf," a Herbert Brenon
picture, and who also was announced as
the star of " Empty Pockets," which has
not yet been released, has signed a longterm contract to star in Metro pictures, the
latter company this week announced.
Unlike some of the Metro stars, who devote their time between productions to appearances on the legitimate stage, Mr. Lytell plans to confine himself entirely to motion picture work. In addition to Mr. Lytell, Metro now has on its star list Ethel
Barrymore, Effie Shannon, Emmy Wehlen,
Emily Stevens, Rita Jolivet, Viola Dana,
Mabel Taliaferro and Mile. Nazimova.
Metro proposes, according to the announcement, tomake Mr. Lytell's pictures
a part of their all-star series features. Each
production will have an all-star cast, and
will be produced under the personal supervision of Maxwell Karger, manager of productions of Metro's Eastern studios.
Arrangements Made for
New Jaxons
It was announced by General Film last
week that arrangements have been made
for the release of a new series of Jaxon
comedies, beginning early in March.
The sixth series is now drawing to a
close,
"What
Will The
Happen
as
the with
current
release.
last Next?"
of the
present series will be " Which Was
Lucky
?"
Well-Known
Players in
Essanay Comedy
Robert Conness and Virginia Valli are
shortly to be featured in a short farce
comedy, the idea for which was conceived
by
one Bcrthelet
of Essanay's
scenario
writers.
Arthur
will direct
the picture
for
George K. Spoor. The title of the comedy
is " The Lie That Failed," and deals with
the attempts of two hubbies to have an
evening of poker in the face of the opposition of their wives.

March,
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Mrs. Thompson's Stories
for World Pictures
World-Pictures has obtained the first
call on all the screen rights to all of the
work of Mrs. Marevene Thompson, novelist, playwright and short story writer,
whose work appears regularly in Ladies'
Home Journal, American Magazine,
Woman's Home Companion, and other
publications.
The World has just secured two stories
from Mrs. Thompson, " The Blood of the
Trevors " and " The Heart of a Girl,"
which will shortly be screened.
Osmun

Joins Metro Scenario Staff
Leighton Graves Osmun, author of numerous motion picture scenarios, as well
as novels and short stories, has joined the
scenario department of Metro as a staff
writer, and has made his first contribution, "Treasure," in which Edith Storey,
Metro star, will shortly be seen.
Stage Play Adapted for
Billie Burke
The next subject featuring Billie Burke
to be released under the Paramount trademark by arrangement with F. Ziegfeld,
Jr., is " Eve's Daughter," an adaptation of
Alicia Ramsey's play in which Grace
George was starred. Margaret Turnbull
prepared the scenario and James Kirkwood
directed the production.
Lockwood Feature Reaches
Last Stage
Metro's screen presentation of Holman
Day's romantic story, " The Landloper,"
which is Harold Lockwood's next starring
vehicle, is reaching the final stages in production under the direction of George Irving. All the interior scenes, as well as a
large number of exteriors, have been filmed.
With the completion of the Palm Beach
episode, which is now in the making, the
picture is finished in so far as work before
the camera is concerned.

Pathe

Points

to

Bes.sie Love's Initial Feature for That
Company Scheduled, Along with
First " House of Hate " Episode— Other Releases
PATHE attaches special interest to its
program for the week of March 10,
which, it is announced, marks the first
appearance of Bessie Love in Pathe Plays
and the release of the first episode of the
Pearl
" The then.
House of Hate "
which White
will beserial,
launched
Miss Love stars in " The Great Adventure," byHenry Kitchell Webster, with
scenario by Agnes C. Johnston. The production was made with a cast including
Donald Hall, Chester Barnett, Florence
Short, Flora Finch and John W. Dunn.
The comedy drama is said to be of the
type very popular at the present time.
The story deals with a little girl who
forges her way to the top rung of the theatrical ladder through her innate sweettive. ness, purity and naively ingenious initiaPearl White stars in the first episode
of " The House of Hate " with Antonio

10

List

Moreno, the episode title being " The.
Hooded Terror." There seems to be no
doubt that " The House of Hate " is the
best Pathe serial yet and advance bookings are said to be pouring in. The punch
in Episode One comes when the head of
the House of Waldon . is mysteriously
murdered by an awe-inspiring black
cowled stranger who has sworn an oath
of hate against him and his only heir, a
young and beautiful girl, who through his
death becomes owner of America's largest
munitions factory — The Waldon War
Works.
Ruth Roland appears in the eighth of
"The Price of Folly" dramas entitled
" Shifting Sands," with Frank Mayo.
Does divorce solve marital troubles? That
is the question asked in this picture.
Harold Lloyd stars in a one-reel Rolin
comedy
"Our entitled
National" Look
Parks"Pleasant."
— Mesa Verda
Park, and Rainier Park are shown in a
striking split reel scenic.
International Cartoon and Educational
split reel and Hearst-Pathe News No. 22
and No. 23 complete this program.

Mary Miles Minter Seen in Comedy-Drama
S next pro- ings of a newspaper plant are shown and
MINTER'
MARY MILES
is " Powers that the actual process of getting out a newsduction for Mutual
paper is said to be tinctured with comedy
Prey," which is to be released March 4.
that relieves the tension. Included in the
The play is a comedy-drama and is based
cast are Alan Forrest, who plays lead ;
on a story by Will M. Ritchey. It was
Clarence Burton, the crooked politician ;
produced by the American, under the direcLucille Ward, Emma Kluge and Harvey
tion of Henry King, and is a story of newsClark.
paper life involving the conflict of a scruThe first issues of the Screen Telegram,
pulous editor and unscrupulous politicians.
Miss Minter is cast in. the role of Sylvia the Mutual's twice-a-week news release, are
scheduled for March 3 and March 6. The
Grant, the pampered daughter of Burton
Grant, editor of the Daily News, who is Weekly.
Screen Telegram supplants the Mutual
fighting the attempted stealing of a franchise by crooked politicians working in the
Billie Rhodes appears in a Strand cominterests of a railroad. The inside workedy, "Waltzing Around," released March 5.

California
Gets "
CALIFORNIA
Blackton. " Ihas
shall"got"
never J.
makeStuart
an-

Roscoe " Fatty " Arbuckle Is An Ardent Wooer
InAlice
" TheLake
BellIs Boy,"
for Paramount
the Other
Half of The Release.
Duo

March

other foot of film in the East," the Commodore, who has justandcompleted
for Paramount,
will soon"Wild
beginYouth"
work
on " Missing," asserted with emphasis to
a friend the other day at Hollywood, Cal.
" It required just 21 years of worry and
expense to drive me to this conclusion," he
said, " but you know, it's never too late to
learn. I probably could have moved out
West long ago, if I had had any idea of
the many advantages California possesses
for the maker of screen entertainment. But
when I heard all the wonderful eulogium
of the State while I was busy turning out
hundreds of films in the East, I thought
them simply the exaggerated ravings of
super-enthusiastic ' boosters ! ' W'hat a
mistake ! I'm one of 'em myself since I
reached
here."
The Commodore
let his eye rove across
the Santa Monica hills. " Scenically," he
went on, " I've been unable to discover a
thing in any of the scripts intended for my

J. Stuart Blackton
forthcoming productions which cannot be
found within a short distance of the Lasky
Studio. It is really marvelous. Bear Valley for the Arctic ; Playa del Rev for the
tropics. The Panama Canal is out back of
Beverly Hills, and old England in all its
pastoral beauty is within two miles. Fairyland isto be found at Pasadena masquerading under another name. You can find
Desolation over near Barstow. Near Newhall
is the wildest ofof elegance
the \\'oolIy
the quintessence
and ^\'est,
charmandis
— all over Hollywood. Los Angeles can supply the busiest of busy streets, and there is
desert and wilderness less than five miles

Yon are not going to war. The men who
distant."
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"smokes"
be a slacker!campaign, get busy — now. Don't
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Contrasts
in Triangle
Olive Thomas and Pauline Starke
Presented in Dramas Depicting

Program

^^'idelyNew
Different
Phases of
York Life
WITH the presentation of " Heiress
for a Daj'," with Olive Thomas in
the title role, and "The Shoes That
Danced," featuring Pauline Starke, Triangle depicts two widely different phases
of New York life in its releases for the
week of March 3.
" Heiress for a Day." scenarioized In
Robert F. Hill from Henry Albert Phillips' story of the
deals atwith
the adventures
of asame
little name,
manicurist
the
Ritz-Carlton whose sudden inheritance
wins a place for her among the 400. Many
of the scenes are staged at the Ritz, and
the ballroom of that hostelry was reproduced for this production hy the Triangle
decorators. Elaborate costuming is said
to be a feature of the play.
In her new vehicle Miss Thomas is featured for the seventh time as a Triangle
player. Since leaving the Ziegfeld Follies
to appear in " Madcap Madge," she has
appeared in Triangle photoplays, her most
recent features being " Indiscreet Corinne," " Betty Takes a Hand " and " Limousine Life." Joe King, Triangle's new
leading man, is seen in her support and
the cast also includes Eugene Burr, Graham Pctte, Lillian Langdon, Mary Warren and Anna Dodge.
" The Shoes That Danced," second feature of the Triangle's March 3rd program,
has been adapted from John A. Moroso's
story of the same name which appeared
in a recent edition of the Metropolitan
Magazine. It picturizes gang life in the
New York underworld as it Hourishcd in
the days before the Rosenthal murder
turned the piercing light of investigation
into the criminal police system. Manj
angles of life in the underworld arc seen,

" The Great Adventure," the first picture
in which Bessie Love appears as a Pathe
star, is an adaptation of Henry Kitchell
Webster's book, " The Painted Scene." In
it Miss Love has the part of a lovable
young girl who by her innocence and
sweetness dispenses sunshine upon those
about her and is an influence for good.
In the cast are Chester Barnett, Donald
Hall, Flora Finch, Florence Short, Walter
Craven and Jack Dunn. Several of these
players have appeared in Pathe pictures
before. Chester Barnett only recently
played leading man to Gladys Hulette in
" Over the Hill " ; Miss Finch was in the
Gladys Hulette picture, " Prudence, the
Pirate," and Mr. Dunn had a prominent
part in the Pearl White serial, " The Iron
Claw." The picture will be released March
10 in five parts.
Lockwood
New

Olive Thomas, Triangle Star
and pictures of gang killings, views of
well-known East Side corners, and gambling and cabaret scenes have been reproduced in vivid likeness. A feature of this
production is a masquerade in an East Side
dance hall.
Pauline Starke appears as the heroine,
supported by Wallace MacDonald as leading man. Others in the cast are Anna
Dodge. Lydia Ycamans Titus, Dick Rosson. Anne Kroman, Edward Brady and
William Dyer.
" A Lady Killer's Doom " is the Keystone comedy for the week and the Triangle Komedies are " A Discord in a
Flat " and " His Hidden .Shame."

4(

Queen
of the Sea"
P DITING of the William Fox new sub^ sea photo fantasy, " Queen of the
Sea." featuring Annette Kellermann, has
been completed at the Fox offices and the
prints are now at the Fox laboratory for
unusual tinting. This picture will be released as a Standard production April 21.
Many of the scenes in " Queen of the
Sea " were made at Bar Harbor, Me., Ia.st
Summer. Those in the cast frequently
were Kucsts of the people summering there.
Bar Harbor society folk got many a thrill
during the making of the picture, it is said.
One day Miss Kellermann walked a tight
wire and dived cighty-fivc feet into the
ocean. On another day a tower was de-

First Bessie Love Pathe Released March lo

Underg
oes charge
Tinting
stroyed bya powerful
of dynamite.
The scenario called for these two stunts
and society waited a whole week for them
to come off. Miss Kellermann, as in all
her work in pictures, refused to be doubled
in the wire-walking scene. She was almost l)lown from the top of the tower, to
which the wire was anchored. Five
cameras were focussed on her as she
started on her perilous trip across the wire.
From the beginning it was a struggle
against the gale which was blowing. In
her dive the gale turned her in the air, but
by a struggle she straightened out her
body and struck the water eighty-five feet
below perfectly.

Romantic
Feature

in

His last two Metro releases, " The
Avenging
Trail "himandin " vigorous
Broadway stories,
Bill,"
having offered
Harold Lockwood will be presented, by^
way
of sharp
in a lighter screen
romance
in hiscontrast,
next-to-be-released
Metro '
vehicle. The story is an adaptation of
Holman Day's novel, " The Landloper,"
and the production is now being made
Irving.
in
Florida under the direction of George

Violet Palmer Again with
Wm. Farnum
Violet Palmer, who was co-starred by
William Fox in " The Blue Streak," a special feature released in 1917, is William
Farnum's leading woman in the new William Farnum de luxe production, " Rough
and Ready," which is scheduled for release
as a standard Fox i)icture March 24. Others
in the cast are Alphonzc Either, Jessie
Arnold, David Higgins, Frank Newton,
Mabel Rardine and Franklyn McGlynn.

Durning's Career Shows
Steady Rise
In a brief resume of the career of Bernard J. Durning, who directed the Edison
six-reel picture, "Aliens," starring Shirley
Mason, the Edison Company this week
called attention to the fact that Durning
has risen from the ranks of studio employment instead of stepping from the " legitimate " boards to the realm of the camera
and megaphone.
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Serial
Pathe
can get a good deal of publicity was made
by Mr. Quimby. In brief, it is as follows :
Arrangements Made to Release " The House of Hate, with
Get a man and dress him in a black-hooded
Pearl White, on March 10 Instead of Earlier — Exhibitors
robe with white eyeholes and have him do
unusual stunts, climb church steeples, ride
Advised on " Stunt " Ideas
through the streets, etc., running at the
same time readers in the newspapers. After
AN announcement of unusual import, coming from the Pathe offices this
three or four days of this, run a striking
week, carries the news that " The House of Hate," the new Pearl White
advertisement in the paper, giving the letserial, with Antonio Moreno, will be released March 10. This, it is
ters of the name, " The House of Hate,"
said, is in accordance with requests from exhibitors who find this date better
all jumbled up, then announce that a prize
of an admission ticket for the entire serial
suited to their booking requirements than March 3, for which the serial was
will be given to the first person who, on a
originally set.
certain day, walks up to the mysterious
Interesting circumstances, Pathe explains, have developed in Chicago in constranger
in your city hall park and tells himnection with the release of "The House of Hate." M. Cooper, who owns the
Twentieth Century theatre, and Sam Gold and his partner, Bartlestein, of the the name of the picture he is advertising.
The
next
day run an advertisement in
Gold theatre, have been careful to refrain from repeating pictures that either
the newspapers containing the announcehas run, with one exception — Pathe serials.
ment of the winner of the contest and, if
possible,
a photograph of him or her in
Booked Day and Date
the act of winning it. After having announced that the man in the black robe is
These exhibitors, Pathe announces, have
agreed to run every Pathe serial day and
the Hooded Terror in " The House of
date and have rehgiously kept this agreeHate," then follow it with an advertisement
ment. They have signed for " The House
showing
him, Terror,
telling your
public vengeance
: " This
is
the Hooded
who vows
of
Hate "houses.
first-runWithin
to opena block
on release-day
in both
of these
upon the House of Waldon and the beautitwo houses are located the Circle and
ful girl, who, through his murder of her
father, becomes its head.
Springfield theatres. These two houses will
repeat the picture of the larger houses at a
" Pearl White, the serial star, is Pearl
Waldon; Antonio Moreno is Harvey
later date. In Evansville, Ind., " The House
Gresham in Pathe's continued photoplay,
of Hate" will play at the Majestic theatre,
first run, and the Northside, second run.
' The House of Hate,' but who and what is
These houses are controlled by Charles
this mysterious and awful man — the HoodSweeton.
ed Terror? This is the question everyV. J. Haydel of the Jewel theatre, Helena,
one who sees this serial will ask.''
Ark., is another showman who has taken
out what he calls a " House of Hate " insurance policy, and he is paying a higher
Jersey City Theatre to Show
Pathe Plays
premium than ever before, it is said. Mr.
Haydel stated to R. K. Evans, Pathe's St.
Following the reception accorded the
Louis manager, that in view of the star and
Pathe Plays, Fannie Ward in " Innocent,"
production in " The House of Hate," he
Frank Keenan in " Loaded Dice " and Anfeels that he should pay more money than
usual.
tonio Moreno and Doraldina in " The
Naulahka," on the new two-a-month basis,
In New York a special showing was given
many exhibitors have signed contracts for
at the New York roof recently. It was
the pictures, Pathe announced this week.
attended by several hundred exhibitors of
One of the latest is Louis F. Blumenthal,
the metropolitan district and intense interRalph Kellard Returns
to the Screen In a
Pathe Play
of the Nationtl theatre, Jersey- City, one
est was shown. " Manager Raynor of our
of the largest houses in the East.
New York office has big advance bookings
a
very
striking
24-sheet
which
Pathe
is
and reports from other offices are equally
prepared to furnish free to exhibitors who
Another Toto Comedy Is
as enthusiastic," said F. C. Quimby, sales
will post from 5 to 30 for one month.
manager.
Released
" About two weeks before the first episode
is
to
open
these
24
sheets
should
be
On
February
24 Pathe released a new
Good Film — Better Price
posted," Mr. Quimby said. " A novel piece
Toto comedy, called " A One-Night
of advertising matter, which we are issu" Most exhibitors," said Mr. Quimby,
Stand," which the company declares is
ing, will take the place of a banner and
" realizing the value of a good serial, are
even stronger than " The Movie Dummy."
will help to make a striking lobby display.
willing to pay good prices for it. However,
The picture shows the comedian as manthey generally cut down on their feature on
A generous use of the various advertising
ager, scene shifter,other
ticketduties
'taker,attached
electricianto
the days the serial runs. The manager
helps issued, together with good newspaper
and performing
of the theatre circuit in question does not
advertising and publicity, will insure
the " opry house " of a small town.
look at things this way. His idea is to launching the serial in a big way and the
exhibitor can rest assured that each episode
book a very big feature for the opening
and thus make sure that an unusually large will bring the people back to see the next.
Childs Closes Pathe's War
number of people see the first episode. On
Scattering through the paper in bold type
Picture for Coast
the Pacific Coast, Mr. Pantages, one of the the words ' The House of Hate,' and nothmost successful showmen in the business,
E. O. Childs,
manager
of Pathe's with
San
Francisco
branch,
has contracted
ing else, will create interest."
uses the same system except that he books
Sheehan & Lurie, managers of the Rialto
a headline vaudeville act to run with the Publicity Suggestions
first episode of a new serial. This is an
The Hooded Terror in " The House of theatre, San Francisco, not only to run
idea, the value of which is proven, and
" The German Curse in Russia," Donald
Hate " is a mysterious black-cowled creature, which it is believed will prove a Thompson's war picture, at that theatre for
which I am calling to the attention of all
one week, but for them also to take over
greater mystery character than the Laughof our managers and salesmen."
territory.
Mr. Quimby brought out a number of
this
picture for every theatre in Mr. Childs'
ing Mask in "The Iron Claw."
other ideas. Prince Paleologue has painted
A suggestion through which exhibitors
Date

Approaches

/

for

Motion
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" Blue
Bird "
Drive
Is Planned
W ill Be Released as Artcraft Easter
" One of the distinctive features of our
campaign will be, what is conceded by exSpecial, with Pretentious Experts, a most effective arrangement for
ploitation Campaign — Whole
Nation To Be Covered
reaching the public in a direct appeal giving the exhibitor exceptional advance
WHAT Artcraft hopes to develop into
publicity. This drive will be conducted
the most pretentious, as well as
with the co-operation of newspapers
distinctive exploitation campaign ever
throughout the countr3\ Through this
accorded a production of its kind, has
channel a unique exploitation campaign
has been perfected in behalf of the exbeen arranged for Maeterlinck's " Blue
Bird," produced by Famous Playershibitors showing
' Thereturns
Blue Bird
and
which insures
direct
for 'these
Lasky under the direction of Maurice
managers.
Tourncur, according to an announcement
" Another feature of the campaign is
this week. The picture, as already announced in Motion Picture News, is to
evidenced in the distribution among exbe released as an Artcraft Easter Special.
changes, theatres and public, of a beautiful
booklet of twelve pages plus an art cover
The campaign planned, according to
Walter E. Greene, managing director in of unusual attractiveness. This booklet
will offer a standard entirely in keeping
charge of the distribution department,
will be of nation wide scope, reaching the
with that of the subject with which it
picture public of every city and hamlet in deals and will be part of a direct-by-mail
the count r\\
advertising drive.
In outlining the plan of action aflfecting
" Arrangements for advance publicity in
the exploitation of this production, Mr.
newspapers all over the country presenting
large feature displays, are now under way
Greene said : " The fame of Maeterand figures not compiled indicate that in
linck's masterpiece is international. Our
this particular field alone the results will
campaign, therefore, will directlj' tie up
with the popularity of this subject and
afford an exploitation service to exhibitors that has never before been
treat in a dignified manner, the wonderful thoughts so effectively portrayed
duplicated. Waterson, Berlin and Snyder
Company, the music publishers, have also
in the Belgian poet's dramatic success,
which in its transference to the screen ofseen the advisability of ' co-operating^with
fers perhaps, the first genuine visualizaus on a plan of tying up their song, ' The
tion of Maeterlinck's storj'. The stage
Blue Bird ' with our photoplay. This procould never do full justice to this subject,
motion idea is also under way and will
and with the almost boundless possibiliprove another good booster for managers
ties of the film art only such a real interpretation could be disclosed.
showing the film."

Madge

Evans

Seen

Madge Evans, World Film's Diminutive Darlling. Is Preaented in " Wanted, a Mother "
M.MJGE EVANS is starred with George
MacQuarrie in " Wanted, a Mother,"
a World I'icture, to be released March 18.
Those who sec this picture will instantly
recognize, it is said, the fxporienccs of a
child, surrounded by all the things that
money can buy, who needs, but is denied,
that priceless heritage of children of men —
a mother's love, a mother's cart and a
•mother's training.

Play
in Motherhood
The youthful star and her leading man
are said to be surrounded by a cast of more
than ordinary ability, including Gerda
Holmes, Alec Francis, Lionel Belmore,
Tom Evans, Rosina Henley and Harry
Bartlett. The production was directed by
Harlcy Knoles.
Madge Evans in the role of Eileen
Homer is the neglected little daughter of a
surgeon whose happiness was early blighted by the loss of his young wife. The child
is turned over to the tender mercies of a
governess and in her dreams constructs a
fairylaiid which possesses all the requisites
of iiappiness absent from her life. One
evening Dr. Homer discovers Eileen playing in the street without her governess and
he is so angered that he writes out an advertisement tobe inserted in the morning
paper and leaves it on his desk. The child
reads the note and in order to retain her
governess rewrites it and captains it,
" Wanted, a Mother." It happens that Dr.
Homer has formed the acquaintance of Dr.
Thelma Winters, a woman physician and
an expert on trephining. An opportunity
presents itself to her to perform a delicate
operation on Eileen, the child's own father
being unnerved by the accident which has
befallen the little one. The operation is a
success, the friendship of the two surgeons
ripens into love and Eileen soon has a
mother.

Picture

News

Louise Glaum, Who Stars In " The Snapdragon "for Paralta
Jewel Carmen Release
Slated March 3
The William Fox special feature release
for March 3 will be Jewel Carmen in " The
Girl scenes
with the
Eyes."
Mostposts
of
the
are Champagne
centered about
trading
of the far North.
The story opens on a steamship bound
for San Francisco. Jewel Carmen, in the
role of Nellie Proctor, a beautiful girl,
steals a wallet from a fellow passenger.
Fearing detection, she slips the wallet into
the pocket of a male passenger who is convicted of the crime and sentenced to two
years in the chain gang.
In the supporting cast are Francis Carpenter, who played Jack in " Jack and the
Beanstalk," Aladdin in " Aladdin and the
Wonderful Lamp," and Jim in " Treasure
Island." Gertie Messinger, the little maid
in " Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp,"
also lends her charm to this picture, as
does Carmen de Rue, one of the youthful
dancers in Aladdin and the Good Fairy in
" The Babes in the Woods," and Lloyd
Perl, who played " Black Dog" in " TreasL. C. Shumway plays opposite to Jewel
ure Island."
Carmen,
G. Raymond Nye is said to be a
capable villain. Others in the cast are
Charles Elder, A. Padget, Charles Gorman
and Eleanor Washington. The story and
scenario are by Bernard McConville, and
the play was staged by C. M. Franklin.
" It Pays to Exercise " Released March lO
The release date of the ParamountMack Scnnctt comedy " It Pays to Exercise" has been changed from February 24
to March 10. The cast of comedians includes Chester Conklin, Alice Maison,
Harry Booker, Eva Thatcher and "Slim"
Summerville.
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Madame Olga Petrova's Third Picture at the Head of Her Adds
Own Much
CompanyInterest
Is Called
The Life Mask," Which Is Said to Have a Vein of Mystery That
to the" Picture
Quarries Provide " Set " for
Triangle Play
Realism in every detail is said to have
been demanded by Director Raymond
Wells in the production of " The Hard
Rock Breed," a Triangle play soon to be
released. This drama, adapted by George
Elwood Jenks from Frederic Bechdolt's
Saturday Evening Post story, deals with
the life of men who tunnel through huge
mountains, and has as its theme the experiences of a city-bred boss with two factions
of laborers. Triangle was fortunate in securing the quarries of the Colton Company
for the location work, and more than a
score of the Colton employees were loaned
to Director Wells for this picture and were
gladly accepted, as. they offer the types of
every nationality which the script calls for.
Jack Livingston, Jack Curtis, Margery
Wilson and J. Barney Sherry are seen in
the leading roles.
Jaxon

Short Episode Serial
Popular
Among the important bookings recorded
during the past week for "A Daughter of
Uncle Sam," the Jaxon serial distributed
by General Film Company, was that of the
Garden Theatre at Baltimore, which has
arranged to show each of the twelve episodes for one week.
" A Daughter of Uncle Sam," by rea'son of its condensation of the action into
one-reel episodes, is unique among serials,
and reports from the twenty-eight General
Film territories are said to substantiate the
claim made some weeks ago by General
Film that the production would be a big
winner.
Secures Rare Exteriors
The third special production in which
Madame Olga Petrova will make her appearance, namely " The Life Mask," is
said to be marked by a series of beautiful
exterior locations, many of which have
•up
tures.to now, never been seen in motion pic/

Paramount-Artcrait
in
AT the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation headquarters in New York last
week it was announced that with one exception the Rialto and Rivoli theatres have
booked solid with Paramount and Artcraft
pictures up to April 8. Undoubtedly one of
the most pretentious booking arrangements
of its kind, it is felt by Paramount-Artcraft
that this deal involves the greatest array of
stars for successive presentation ever consummated.
In a letter received by Adolph Zukor,
president of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation from Managing Director S. L.
Rothapfel of the Rialto and Rivoli theatres,
the latter expresses his feeling of entire security in making this arrangement and
states that from past experience, he knows
it will mean excellent business at both
houses.
The productions to appear at the Rialto
are : Enid Bennett in " Keys of the Righteous," for the week of February 17 ; William S. Hart in " ' Blue Blazes ' Rawden,"
February 24; Billie Burke in "Eve's
Daughter," March 3 ; George Beban, " One
More American," March 10 ; Ann Pennington, "Sunshine Nan," March 17; Cecil B.
De Mille's, " The Whispering Chorus,"
March 24, and Charles Ray, " The Family
Skeleton," March 31. At the Rivoli for the
weeks commencing with the dates mentioned, the following subjects will appear:
Elsie Ferguson, " Song of Songs," February 18 ; Jack Pickford, " Huck and Tom,"
March 4 ; Douglas Fairbanks, " Headin'
South," March 11; Blackton's "Wild
Youth," March 18 ; Dorothy Dalton, " Love
Me," March 25; Maeterlinck's, "The Blue
Bird," April 1 ; Enid Bennett, " Naughty,
Naughty ! " April 8.
Involving a period of fourteen consecutive weeks' bookings, both parties to the
agreement have expressed great satisfaction in the arrangement which will insure
a high-class presentation on Broadway for
these films as far as the producers are concerned as well as big box-office attractions,
from the two theatres' standpoint. S. L.
Rothapfel, in addressing a letter to Adolph
Zukor on the matter, said : " My dear Mr.

Long Broadway
Run
Zukor : I thought you would be pleased to
know that my schedule of bookings for The
Rivoli and The Rialto throughout February
and March and the first two weeks in April
contains, with one exception, only Paramount and Artcraft features.
" This fact gives me a decided feeling of
security and satisfaction as I know from
past experience that it will mean excellent
business at both houses.
" Thanking you for the splendid co-operation you have given me and assuring you
of my continued good wishes, I remain,
Yours most sincerely," signed, S. L. Rothapfel, manager director of the Rialto and
Rivoli theatres.
" A

Pair of Sixes " Goes to
Cutting Room
Taylor Holme's newly completed George
K. Spoorn feature,
an
adaptatio
of the "A
stagePair
playof bySixes,"
Edward
Peple, is now in the cutting room and the
subtitles are being designed. The George
Kleine offices also report that bookings in
" Ruggles of Red Gap," due for release
soon, are already coming in. " Uneasy
Money " is proving a pajang attraction for
exhibitors, according to reports.

Don Barclay, Essanay Comedian
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Myrtle Lind in Triangle
March Release
In " Nancy Comes Home," Triangle
March release. Myrtle Lind, formerly of
the Triangle-Keystone Beauty Brigade,
will appear for the first time in a five-reel
feature. This society drama which Robert
F. Hill scenarioized from the story by B.
D. Garber shows Miss Lind as the vivacious Nancy, who, neglected by her parents, samples Bohemian life for herself.
Several restaurant scenes were staged for
this production under the direction of Jack
Dillon. Jack Gilbert, well-known juvenile,
who recently returned to the Triangle lot,
is seen as leading man. Myrtle Rishell, a
newcomer at Culver City, appears as Mi's.
Mortimer Worthing. Eugene Corey, is
cast as a gunman in this feature. George
Pearce, Anna Dodge and Percy Challenger
also have important roles.

m Metro's Production, Social
May Allison
Cast with
on the
Kolker, and
Henry
Has Joined
the Right,
Lytell,Hason Been
Bert Left,
Hyoocrites";
Contractthe List of Metro Stars Under a LongTerm

Metro Announces
Its March'fAll Stars
METRO'S Eastern and Western studios
l-'.(lith Storey, the third Rlarch release — underlined for the 18th — was directed by
will release four All-Star Series proFrank Reicher. June Mathis and Leighton
ductions through the Metro exchanges durOsmun wrote the screen version. Edith
ing the month
of March.
Francis
X. Bushman
and Emmy
Beverly W'ehlen,
Bayne,
Storey is cast as Belle Jones, a dance hall
Edith Storey and Viola Dana, in the order
girl, who is reclaimed by maternal love for
named, supported by all-star casts are the her child.
stars who will be seen in these pictures.
" Breakers Ahead," with Viola Dana as
The first two releases were produced at the star, is the March 25 release. Charles
J. Brabin and H. P. Keeler wrote this
Metro's New York Studios, under the personal supervision of Maxwell Karger, and
story, and Brabin directed the production.
the last two weeks staged at Hollywood in In this story of the Cape Cod sea coast,
Miss Dana portrays Ruth Bowman from
sunny California.
childhood to womanhood.
" The Shell Game," a society crook play,
starring Emmy Wehlen, is the first March
Nazimova's initial photodrama, " Revrelease, ready for showing on the 4th.
elation," will be released under the Metro
banner
after its run at the Lyric theatre in
George U. Baker, who directed this producNew York. This picture presents the star
tion, adapted the story from " Good Will
and Almond Shells," written by Kenneth
as Joline, an artist's model, v/hose reformaL. Roberts and published in the Saturday
tion is brought about in an unusual manEvening Post.
ner. It is a screen version of Mabel Wag" The Brass Check," in which Francis X. nails' story, " A Rose Bush of a Thousand
Bushman and Beverly Bayne appear, is
scheduled for release on March 11. This
Charles Bryant appears in the leading
role of Paul Graiiville. Others
vehicle is a society crook play, adapted by masculine
Years."
are
:
Frank
Currier, Syn de Conde, John
June Mathis from George Allan England's
Martin, Eugene Borden, Phillip Sand ford,
story, published in the All-Story Weekly.
Will S. Davis directed it.
Bigelow Cooper, True James, Dave Turner, Fred Radcliffc, A. C. Hadley and
" The Claim," a picturization of Charles
Hazel Washburn.
Kenyon and Frank Dare's play, starring

Kennedy
Close-Ups in
Goldwyn Release
Thout;h, Goldwyn said this week, Madge
Kennedy will be given an opportunity in
her forthcoming Goldwyn picture, "The
Danger Game," to reveal herself as a
player of dramatic roles, the subject is to
be \yy no means a gloomy one. " The Danger Game " is to open with a close-up
of Miss Kennedy's eyes alone, closed.
They will open gradually and slowly reflect
the thoughts of Clytie, the heroine of " The
Danger Game," as they are shown in va-

rious moments during the play. Boredom,
obedience, inspiration, concentration will be
expressed in the Kennedy eyes as Clytie
thinks of the boredom of her idle life in the
society of her mother's elderly friends.
Barclay Paper Hanger
Don Barclay is nearing the completion
of his second Essanay comedy, " All Stuck
Up," in which the comedian plays th^role
of a paper hanger's assistant.
His first comedy released on February
is called "Check Your Hat, Sir?"

Charles Ray Again
Diversified Role

in

" The Family Skeleton," which Paramount will release March 11, provides
Charles Ray with a diversified role, it is
said. Ray plays the part of Billy Bates,
sole heir to the Bates millions, who is
convinced by his over-solicitous guardian
that he has inherited his father's craving
for drink, when as a matter of fact
this condition exists only in his imagination.
Sylvia Bremer plays opposite Ray as
Poppy Drayton, of the Follies Beauty
Chorus, and the rest of the cast includes
Andrew Arbuckle, Billy Elmer, Otto Hofifman and Jack Dyer.
Ruth

Roland in Pathe
Two-Reeler

" Shifting Sands," the eighth of Pathe's
" The Price of Folly " series of two-reel
dramas, is released the week of March 10.
The story deals with the question, " Does
divorce solve marital troubles?"
Ruth Roland, who is co-starred with
Frank Mayo in " The Price of Folly," is
well known to motion picture fans for her
work in other Pathe productions. Although only twenty-three years old, she
has been on the stage seventeen years. She
made her debut in child parts on the
Pacific Coast and was one of the attractions of the company in which she played.
As an ingenue she won even greater
laurels. She was well known for her versatility, playing comedy or dramatic parts
with equal ease. She began her work in
motion pictures about five years ago in
Western and Indian plays. Later she was
put into comedies and was a success in
them. Her first continued play was " Who
Pays?" Then she was chosen for the star
of the Pathe serial, " The Red Circle " and
"The Neglected Wife."
Enid Bennett Busy
, Enid Bennett has started on her third
Ince production for Paramount release, the
title of which has not yet been decided
upon. Earl Rodney is leading man and
Melbourne MacDowell has an important
role. Jerome Storm is directing the picture.
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Pathe's " France in Arms "
Going Strong
Of all the war pictures released by Pathe,
it is claimed none is proving a better attraction than " France in Arms," the fivereel official French picture to which especial
interest attaches, owing to the presence on
the French front of American soldiers.
A number of big exhibitors report great
success with this picture, among them Manager A. A. Miller of the Knickerbocker
theatre, Columbus, O. ; Manager George
Fischer of Saxe's Alhambra theatre, Milwaukee, Wis. ; Manager Gregory of the
Strand theatre, Stevens Point, Wis., and
many others.
Two

Triangles Now Being
Edited
Triangle pictures now in the editing department, according to an anouncement this
week, are " Innocent's Progress," with
Pauline Starke and Jack Livingston, made
under the direction of Frank Borzage, and
" Smoke," a society drama directed by Jack
Conway, in which Gloria Swanson and Edward Piel are seen in the leading .roles, supported by a cast including Jack Richardson,
Barrel Foss, George Hernandez and a bevy
of Triangle-Keystone beauties.
General

Releases

New

O.

Henry Film
" A Madison Square Arabian Night," a
story by O. Henry of New York life, has
been released by General Film. In it
there is said to be a powerful last-minute
climax. Duncan McRae, Patsy Deforrest,
Miriam Miles and Joe Burke are included
in the cast.
The succeeding General release in the
O. Henry series is announced as " The
RathskellerandandEvart
the Rose,"
DeGarde
Overton.featuring Adele
Paramount

Releases Second

Tom Sawyer Picture
Jack Pickf oi-d's latest picture, " Huck
and
MarchTom,"
4. Thisisis released
the secondby ofParamount
the Tom
Sawyer pictures, from Mark Twain's immortal books, although each in itself is a
complete release. Director William D.
Taylor, a fervent admirer of the great
American humorist, found that there was
too much material to be contained in a
mere five-reel photoplay, so he has divided
the subject matter into two productions.
" One More American "
New Beban Picture
The Famous Pfeyers-Lasky Corporation
will wind up its February releases under
the Paramount trade mark on the 2Sth,
with George Beban's newest photoplay vehicle which was recently finished at the
Hollywood studios. This production,
under the title of " One More American,"
is an adaptation from William C. De Mille's
play, " The Land of the Free," which won
wide recognition for the author. Mr. De
Mille also directed the production.

Fairbanks'

Tale of Two
Borders
ing with the capture of a notorious band
of Mexicans who defy all laws and governmental warnings. The scenario is by
Chief Director Allan Dwan and is said
to present an extremely unique plot containing a strong undercurrent of fascinating mystery which is expected to create
wide comment from this standpoint alone.
" Headin' South " marks the entrance of
Art Rosson as a director of Fairbanks
pictures. Rosson is a pupil of Allan Dwan,
who supervised his work in this photoplay.
The feeling of both the star and the chief
director that Rosson was entirely capable
of handling the direction of a Fairbanks
picture is said to be amply justified in his
results isobtained
South,"
which
proclaimedforthe" Headin'
most thrilling
of
all Douglas Fairbanks pictures.
A new leading woman for the acrobatic
<<LJEADIN' SOUTH" is the title of
Douglas appears in this production in the
A 1 Douglas Fairbanks' newest picture.
person of Catherine MacDonald. Other
This Artcraft subject, which is released
February 25, discloses a thrilling tale of important parts in the story are portrayed
by Frank Campeau and James ]\Iason.
two borders, Mexican and Canadian, deal-

New

Latest

Dates

a

Set

Chaiige Is Made in Order of Release
of Several Productions Announced
for Presentation in March
and April
UNIVERSAL announces changes in the
dates of release of forthcoming Bluebird photoplays as follows : March 18,
" Brace Up," with Herbert Rawlinson ;
March 25, " The Wine Girl," featuring Carmel Myers and Kenneth Harlan ; April 1,
" The Mollycoddle," with Franklyn Farnum
and Juanita Hansen ; April 8, " The Heart
of the Desert," with Monroe Salisbury and
Ruth Clifford. This list supersedes all
previous release date announcements.
" Brace Up," in which Herbert Rawlinson is featured, was written by Elmer Clifton, who also directed the picture. Waldemar Young prepared the scenario.
Thought transmission is the foundation of
the plot in which Rawlinson has the congenial role of an American college boy, who
is the star of the football team until he is
" framed " by a traitor to the team during
the progress of a game and deliberately
injured in a manner that affects his brain
and strength. Sam De Grasse, Claire Du
Brey, Alfred Allen and Blanche Gray are
included in the cast.
" The Wine Girl " provides an Italian
character part for Carmel Myers. She is
supported by Rex De Roselli, E. A. Warren, and Katharine Kirkwood in addition
to her leading man, Kenneth Harlan. The
story was written by Harvey Gates and
Stuart Paton directed the production.
In " The Mollycoddle," Franklyn Farnum, christened Laurence Percival Van
Huyler, proves to be all that the term implies until he discovers that he really is of
Irish descent. From that time on he is a
changed young man. " The Mollycoddle "
was written by John McDermott and produced by Linn F. Reynolds.
Monroe Salisbury in " The Heart of
the Desert " has the type of role in which

for
Bluebirds
he is said to do his best work — that of an
Indian. He plays a half Apache-half Pueblo, who is a Yale graduate and engineer,
and who has a longing to return to his people and lead them. Other members of
the cast are Ruth Clifford, Val Paul,
Gretchen Lederer, Allan Sears, Monte Blue
and Princess Neola.
'' The Girl in the Dark," featuring Carmel iVlVers, is the Bluebird release of
Mjarch 4, and Monroe Salisbury in " Hungry Eyes," the March 11 release.

" Raffles " Booked for Big
Coast Theatres
Sol L. Lesser, president of All Star Features Distributors, Inc., who has purchased
recently " Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman," featuring John Barrymore, for the
territory covering California, Nevada and
Arizona, reports that he has closed with
Maurice Markowitz, Strand theatre, San
Francisco, and Mr. Kehrlein, Kinema therun. atre, Los Angeles, for an extended first

Billie Burke, Paramount Star

Motion
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Hearst-Pathe
Shows
Moroccoans
in Army
Pathe News showed American soldiers of
<<IX the Hcarst-Pathe News No. 16, reFrance wearing for the first time gas
* leased Februarj'
an this
announcement from the 20,"
Pathesaid
offices
masks and undergoing training from
French officers as to their use. These
week, " are some striking scenes dealing
scenes are expected to be all the more
with a countrj' and incidents which are
interesting since recent newspaper disver>' rarely seen in this country. They
patches refer to German gas attacks upon
depict the rush of the natives of Morocco
the sector held by the Americans.
to join the French army. The great
No. 15 also showed the review of an
picturesqueness of the scenery, the unentire division of the National Army at
usual costumes, the life and the action
of these scenes make them of a kind to
Camp Gordon in the South. This is perbe remembered. Their importance may
haps the first time that such a large number of soldiers of the new army have
be judged from the fact that some 225
feet of the issue is absolutely devoted to
been caught by the camera in review.
The
" shots " are said to be excellent and
them alone."
most impressive.
The previous number of the HearstHuman

Polar

Bears

in

Bray Pictograph
In the 108th release of the ParamountBray Pictograph, " the magazine on the
screen," " The Human Polar Bears " are
shown taking their daily plunge in the
Altantic Ocean. Clad in no more than the
regulation bathing suit, these men and
women were caught by the Pictograph
camera man enjoying a swim off Brighton
Beach among the grinding cakes of ice
on one of the coldest days that has ever
visited the eastern shore. Tired by the
buffeting of the waves, they found rest
stretched out on a convenient bit of ice
that lay on the sand, and then, undisturbed
by a forty-mile gale, romped about on the
beach.
Among the tricks shown in " Magic for
Home Use " is one which has its origin
among the East Indian fakirs and has been
the cause of endless comment. A seed is
planted in a flower pot and in a moment
or two it sprouts and grows to the height
of several feet and evidently without any
assistance on the part of the magician. It
is a simple trick when understood, and its
explanation is minutely shown.

Deceased

Aviator

in Screen

Telegram
The last appearance before the camera of
Captain Vernon Castle, of the British
Royal Flying Corps, who gave his life in
averting a collision with another airplane
above the flying field at Dallas, Tex., will
be included in the initial release March 3
of the Screen Telegram, the new twice-aweek news release of the Mutual Film Corporation.
Blain McGrath, editor of the Screen Telegram, has moved into offices at the American Film Company plant, 6235 Broadway,
Chicago, where the laboratory work on the
news films will be done. Mr. McGrath has
organized a large staff of cameramen who
are stationed at advantageous points
throughout the country for covering every
news happening of pictorial importance.
War Stamps in Cartoons
War Savings Stamp cartoons. Universal
announced last week, will be included in
the weekly releases of animated newspaper
cartoons shown in the Universal Current
Events.

Picture

News

In This Universal "Marines
Shot " There Were 3,800

"Shot"
Rare
Universalof Gets
s
Marine
The 3,800 United States marines who
were " shot " by one Universal camera in
a living reproduction of the anchor and
eagle emblem of our " Soldiers of the Sea "
are shown as one of the features of Universal Current Events No. 41.
Jackrent Cohn,
Universal proud
CurEvents is editor
said toofbethe
particularly
of this " shot," not alone for the patriotic
appeal or interest but in the fact that a
special tower, two hundred feet in height,
had to be erected before the picture could
be taken, thus providing another example of
what his cameramen are prepared to do in
order
to get proper " shots " of what they
are after.
Physical Culture Magazine
Enlarged
Beginning with the sixth number, soon
to be issued, Bernarr Macfadden announces
that he will enlarge the scope and size of
his Physical Culture Screen Magazine.
Each number will be a complete 1,000-foot
reel, published monthly — as soon as present
facilities are added to, fortnightly. The
magazine will not be on a program, but will
be issued by territorial rights, so that the
independent exchanges can handle it.
Mr. Macfadden's plans include everything
of interest in the big outdoors and athletics
generally. Champion athletes will be shown
at their training tasks, doings at soldier
camps will and
be recorded,
women'sinformation
activities
illustrated
much practical
about food and health will be pictorialized.
In addition to the " takes " of its own expert camera staff. Physical Culture Photo
Plays is in the market for any good negative of the above character.
I. S. Seidman, who has been long connected with educational film work and also
of the Western Newspaper Union staff, is
in active charge of the publication. He will
give special attention to the reporting of
athletic events, and the titles will be written by an expert in the Macfadden office,
who is thoroughly acquainted with the popular requirements of concise information
as to sports, dress, hygiene, health and diet.
Universal
In Universal
many interesting
navy are shown,

Current Events
Current Events No. 41
views of the army and
according to Universal.
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For

the Patriotic Program
for a perA picture particularly suitable create
the
formance designed to meet or
spirit of patriotism is the feature released
by the George Kleine System and made by
Edison called "The Unbeliever." The
story of the boy who learned in the
trenches that the hatred of evil need not
include the hatred of even one's enemies,
that in the essentials of courage and kindness aristocrat and the man of humble
birth are brothers, and that faith in God
survives the crudest suffering, is sympathetic, humorous, and at times strongly
dramatic. The democratic feeling existing
between officers and men in our own army
is contrasted with the arrogance of the
German officer. The trench scenes are unusually realistic and well done; the raid
made in the dead of night through the
dangerous wire entanglements shows the
youthful hero to great advantage.
With this as its feature, a news weekly
or screen magazine giving glimpses of our
nationwide activities in war preparation
and industry, a short scenic of one of
America's magnificent national parks, and
a patriotic cartoon, a program could be
arranged that would make a sure appeal
and win an enthusiastic response from
as well as the adult memboys bersand
of thegirls
community.
C. DEL. B.
War Camouflage Explained
Camouflage was first employed in the war when
it was discovered
thatthethewhite
Germans
quicklyof discriminated between
sandbags
the
British trenches and the holes for the rifles that
lay between. They themselves had painted many
of theirnents.sandbags
confuseandtheir
oppoThereafter theblack
Alliesto adopted
improved
on their disguise, as shown by the clever cartoons in the 108th issue of the Paramount-Bray
Pictograph. While the German guns vainly tried
to locate rifle holes in the diagonal lines of black
spots on the face of the French trenches, the
French guns were pounding at the even rows of
spots and apertures in the Boche trenches. The
principle
" countershading
" to object,
produceanddistortion or flatof surfaces
in a rounded
imitative coloring as illustrated by nature and the
war paint of artillery and ships, is also shown
by photograph and drawing.
Fido Bumps, after suffering indignity at the
claws of a stranger cat, develops a terrific toothache and is taken by kind-hearted Bobby to the
dentist. In the gas dream that ensues during the
tooth-pulling
operationthoroughness,
Fido " gets back
cat with gratifying
though" attothat
be
sure the awakening proves a sad disillusion.
Paramount-Bray
Pictograph
108.
Paramount Pictures Corp. : March 2.
Little Birds and Tadpoles
"
upon brothers
a time "used
(years
not stated),
with Once
our little
to hunt
tadpoles wein
what is now the cultivated tract of Riverside
Drive.
werehome,
placedalways
in a soupdish on The
theirtadpoles,
arrival who
at our
died
before they turned into frogs. But the pleasure
of the chase never diminished.
We vvere reminded of this phase of our past by
the delightful Finley picture, " Rambles with a
Naturalist," in which boys and girls in early
spring
search the
of streams
frogs'curious
eggs,
and through
the banks
microscope
watchfor the
evolution of the black speck into the wriggling
tadpole that later becomes the frog.
But as Mr. Finley says, not everyone likes
frogs._ For these is the joy of seeking the tiny
bird in its nest. Here are sandpipers in their
home among the reeds, and baby sandpeeps, all
bill and perky tail, who dart about on the water
like toy steam boats. A brood of partridges just
out of the egg is a charming sight, as unlike
wild birds they are covered with thick, striped
down, and look very much alive.
We suggest that any exhibitor showing this —
and may his name be legion !— choose for this
latter part the music used by the Rivoli when
this
picture was shown there — " Flowerette,"
with
calls. a piccolo obligato imitating the tiny bird
" Rambles Film
with Mfg.
a Naturalist."
Universal
Co. : February 25.

Offered by the Netvs Weeklies
The grip of ice still laid on our land by this
unparalleled winter is still offering interesting
subjects to the camera man. Mutual Weekly
No. 8, released February 8, shows how an ice
jam on the Ohio River was broken ; Hearst-Pathe
News
16, released
p'ebruary
20, gives
strikingNo.scenes
along the
Potomac,
when some
the
great ice floes melt and inundate the land; and
Universal Animated Weekly No. 12, released February 20, has a fine shot of the launching of a
merchant
the ice wreckage just pro-,
duced by aship
blastamid
of dynamite.
Foreign
pictures
shared
the Universal News
Animated Weekly No. 12 andby Hearst-Pathe
No. 16 rocco,
are showing
pictures
taken
in
the
deserts
of
the native troops rallying to Mothe
aid of the Allied forces. The picturesque dress
of the men, the fine Arabian horses, and the
strange land through which they move give these
camera shots all the quality of paintings.
Universal Current Events No. 41 responds to
Uncle of Sam's
for co-operation
by instance,
showing
some
the mostcallneeded
activities. For
the Boy Scouts of Fort Lee, N. J., who did such
valued service in selling Liberty Bonds, are here
shown vigorously chopping wood to help out the
fuel shortage; the people of Durham, S. C, start
a trainload of 400,000,000 cigarettes on their way
" over there " ; the Hotel Biltmore chef does his
part by teaching would-be navy cooks to bake
bread ; and the popular Marine Corps shows us
how
ment. they can work and play with equal enjoyUniversal Animated Weekly No. 12 continues
the patriotic work by pictures that remind us to
hasten with our Income Tax declaration. It presentsCitysomeafter
striking
scenes of the
Guate-be
mala
the earthquake
thatruins
mightof well
the work of the invaders in France. Vernon
Castle receives a tribute in a picture taken while
he was at the training field where he met his
death.
Hearst-Pathe News No. 15 is strongly martial.
It opens with big scenes at Camp Gordon, where
the entire 82d Division takes part in a stirring review. Scenes at Camp Logan show the men learning the art of wire entanglements, while the Official War Films from France present the interinto aagainst
" gas
chamber esting" sight
forofa detachments
rehearsal of going
the. defense
the deadly weapon of the Germans. All emerge
smiling. A parade of a less military character is
that preceding the rodeo given in San Francisco.
Here are the cowboys and cowgirls of the Wild
West of our childhood memories.
Hearst-Pathe News No. 16 pays its tribute to
both branches of the Navy, showing the pleasant
" home life " of the sailor recruits stationed at
San Pedro, California, and the vigor with which
the rookie marines at Mare Island work and play.
Some fine wrestling matches furnish scenes that
are far too short for the interested spectator.
That we are not being left entirely unprotected
while the main body of our new army goes abroad
is proved by the pictures of armored cars being
used by the New York State guard. The pictures
of the cars
parading New
York's and
streets, and
close-ups
of their
are itexcellent
ing. In the
midst guns,
of which
is pleasant tointerestwatch
the
of the
rich "of enjoying
the
games" little
that children
the summer
climate
Palm Beach
makes possible.
Scenery Plus
Commissioner
fine picture
devoted toof
the Geysers of theFinley's
Yellowstone
is an example
how interest in the beautiful and curious in nature
can be heightened by attention to the editorial
matter accompanying the pictures. A panorama
of Upper Geyser Basin, with a few words as to
its extent and the number of geysers and boilingspringsgentfound
in it,of paves
an intelli-A
appreciation
what the
the way
film for
contains.
picture stone
of wonders,
Old Faithful,
most
famous
of
with a brief explanation Yellowof the
cause of the phenomenon known as a geyser, is
firstful inseen.
Then follow
of Old and
Faith-of
the intervals
of his close-ups
hourly eruptions,
the crater. Finally the geyser is seen in action,
sending a jet of boiling water and steam to a
height of one hundred and fifty feet.
Close-ups
acter peculiarof toother
itself,geysers,
of the each
Giantwith
Painta charPots
with their boiling mud, of the seething Punch
Bowl, and the beautiful Fire Hole Pool, set in
the midst of the Yellowstone woods, form an exceedingly interesting and beautiful subject.
A short film on the same reel, entitled " Flower
of
Orient,"youngsters.
shows Japanese girls, village life,
and theJapanese
"Universal
The Geysers
of
the Co.:
Yellowstone.'
Film Mfg.
March 11.

Encouraging Community
Interest

The Bulletin of the Affiliated Committees for Better Films, with headquarters
at 70 Fifth avenue, New York, reports a
successful method of increasing patronage
on dull nights which results in added
prestige for the theatre while aiding in
the
Cross.nationwide movement to aid the Red
Co-operating with local community committees, the owner gives his theatre on
what he considers his poorest night of the
week to a performance of an especially
patriotic nature, the nature of which is
determined by the committees. A short
patriotic address is given by a committee
member, and a special musical program is
furnished, also by the committees, who of
course advertise the performance as widely
as Ofpossible.
the receipts the owner of the theatre
gets what he would ordinarily take in on
this otherwise poor night. The remainder
goes to the local Red Cross. Comrnunity
spirit has been encouraged, patriotism
practically served, and the theatre has been
established in prestige and popular esteem.
Food Supplies
In the olden days, pigs were an offense to
everytable.
sense Under
until killed,
the
modern dressed,
methods,andMr.served
Pig, onas
we are shown in the current Universal Screen
Magazine, is housed in sanitarjf edifices of concrete, his food is carried to hira in clean conhimself
is held to
strict accountabiliveyors,
ty in theand hematter
of personal
appearance.
Thus
do
hygiene
and
the
principles
of
efHcient
manageindustry.ment combine to produce a vast and profitable
The oyster needs no such care. Keep him free
from polluting waters and he will increase and
multiply, as he is here doing in Chesapeake Bay,
to the joy of epicures and the satisfaction of Mr.
.Hoover.
The making
steel, understood
ordinarily shown
intricate and not ofeasily
process,as isanhere
presented
in
its
essential
features
with
titles
sufficient to carry over the meaning of what is shown.
You may not know it, but the need for horses
on farms is greater than ever, despite the gasoline-driven machinery. The United States Detment ofAgriculture
here the
presents
handsome and paruseful
types, from
mightymany
Percheron
brood mares to the sinewy jumpers who clear
the bar at six feet nine inches.
Williemated clayHopkins's
" Souls
are unusually
good.and Soles " in aniUniversal Screen Magazine 61.
Universal Film Mfg. Co. : March 8.
No Rent Bills for Them!
When of iscourse.
a reptileFornottheya snake?
turtle,
are first When
cousins,it'sanda
the
easy fellows
to understand
when you
see relationship
some of the isqueer
photographed
by
Mr.
Ditmars
in
his
film,
"
Turtles
of
All
Lands."
For instance, there is one chap whose_ snakelike
neck is so long that he cannot draw it in after
the
_ of other trutles, but must fold and
pack manner
it in sidewa5;s.
Equally interesting is the submarine turtle from
the Amazon,
provided
a periscope
ment on his nose,
and with
the African
veldt arrangetortoise
whose shell has a scoop extension for digging into
the sand. Last come the enormous tortoises from
the Galapagos
Islands,areweighing
all of threeofhundred pounds. They
lineal descendants
the
prehistoric tortoise monsters ten times their size,
who used
to
move
over
the
landscape
like
animated adobe huts. Mr. Ditmars shows one of
these just emerging from his egg all ready for
business, and a half-grown specimen strong
enough to carry a man on his back.
" Turtles of Films
All Lands."
Educational
Corp.: March 11.
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Tarzan"
Through sidering1st
theatre ownersNation
outside your own
First National
Exhibitors' Circuit
directorate, we hereby advise you that your
\\\\\ Distribute National Film's
acceptance of our proposed agreement can
Production in United States
be considered a closing of the arrangement.
and Canada
I am glad to know that we are to have so
successful a coterie of theatre managers
BY arrangement with the First National
associate.d with us in the dissemination of
Exhibitors' Circuit, the National Filni
Corporation of America's production,
theByproduction."
the arrangement, any theatre owner
" Tarzan of the Apes," will be distributed
throughout the United States and Canada,
in the country can secure the picture in
through the First National exchanges. The
competition to even the franchise owner of
the First National. That is, the booking
deal, Harry Reichenbach announces, does
of the picture is open and can be secured
not constitute an outright sale. It is prifor first, second or third run by any theatre
marilj' an arrangement by which the First
National exchanges control the bookings
manager who sees the value of the picture
and the National Film Corporation aids,
to his house, and in order to get the picboth in the booking and the exploitation.
ture himself, the territorial representative
of the First National Circuit will have to
Harry Schwalbe and J. D. Williams, of the
outbid the other.
First National Exhibitors, acted for their
It was the willingness of the directors of
organization and Harry Reichenbach represented the National Film Corporation.
the First National to accept this broad
Mr. Schwalbe in a letter to the National
clause in their contract which influenced
Film Corporation, said :
the National concern to distribute through
" Believing ' Tarzan of the Apes ' to be them.
the kind of picture to arouse new interest
On April 2, it is proposed by the producer
and distributor that sixty prints will open
in the motion picture and realizing your
ambition to handle it so that it will bring
in si.xty principal cities for a run of one
week or longer.
the best results to individual theatre ownExhibitors can secure rental either on
ers, we accept outright your proposal for
percentage basis or on a flat rental for the
the distribution through your circuit."
Harry M. Rubey, president of the Naopening periods. Both exploitation and adtional Film Corporation, in answer to Mr.
vertising will begin in each city immediately
contract is closed.
Schwalbe, wrote:
Harry Reichenbach at the National of"After convincing ourselves that the
First National Exhibitors Circuit was the
fices in New York will co-operate with the
logical distribution channel for our picture,
First National in designating the first run
accounts.
and noting your broadmindedness in con-

Spanuth Reports Sales on
Frozen
Warning"
Commonwealth
president
announced that
HA. SPANUTH, president of the Comthere was a deal now pending for more
• monwealth Pictures Corporation
Eastern and foreign territory.
with offices in the Consumers' Building,
Chicago, is at present making a trip
William Sievers a short time ago purchased the film for Missouri and will inthrough the East in the interests of " The
troduce the picture by running it at his
Frozen Warning," the special Commonwealth feature starring Charlotte, the ice new Grand Central theatre, in St. Louis.
queen. The territory for this picture is P. J. Dawson, who has the Kitsilano thetre in Vancouver, B. C, has bought the
rapidly being sold out and Mr. Spanuth
film for all the western half of Canada.
expresses gratification at the reception that
is being given him in all the cities he has
Roland and Clark of Pittsburgh have sevisited. He is confining his attentions
cured it for Western Pennsylvania and
solely to the members of the First NaWest Virginia.
tional Exhibitors' Circuit.
During the past week word came into
the Chicago office from Mr. Spanuth that
You are not going to war. The men who
he had sold " The Frozen Warning " to are need all the comforts you can give them.
the First National representatives for the
state of New York, had closed a deal with
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
Tom Moore of Washington for Maryland,
Delaware and the District of Columbia,
patriotic duly. If you aren't helping in the
and had sold Stanley Mastbaum the rights " smokes " campaign, get busy — now. Don't
to Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern
be a slacker!
New Jersey. Not content with this for
a little more than a week's work, the

Alone At Last! One of the More Tender
Moments in " Mickey,'' With Mabel Normand,
Direct

Plan

Accepted

in

South
"Joseph A. Golden, president of Triumph
Film Corporation, and one of the eight producers affiliated with the Producers and
Exhibitors, Affiliated, returned last week
from a trip through the South in the interest of the new organization, and reports
that he closed for Maryland, North and
South Carolina, Delaware, District of Columbia, where Harry Crandall has taken
the matter up, and Virginia, Georgia, Florida, Tennessee, Mississippi and Alabama.
Mr. Golden had with him a print of Harry
Rapf's " The Struggle Everlasting," featuring Florence Reed. He expressed satisfaction with the success of the venture.
Louis Levine, prominent member of this
organization, who has charge of the Eastern territory, announces that the exhibitors
of New Jersey at a meeting held Tuesday,
February 12, at Robert Treat Hotel, Newark, adopted the proposition. He also announces that he has closed with the UpState exhibitors for all territory outside of
Greater New York.
Is
" Triumph of Venus
Shown Feb. 26
" The Triumph of Venus," written and
directed by Edwin Bower Hesser, controlled by the Victor Film Manufacturing
Company, and featuring Betty Lee, will be
shown Tuesday morning, February 26, at
the Strand theatre for review of the trade.
Miss Lee is supported by William Sherwood, Percy Standing, Hassan Mussalli,
Phyllis Beveridge and Grace Hamel. It is
said that more than five hundred people appear in the production. The locale of the
story is laid in ancient Greece. It is a
classic drama. The action takes place in
the open, not one exterior being used.

March
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Jack Sherrill,trolledInby General
" The Crucible
of Life,"
Enterprises,
Inc. ConSpecial

Music for " Crucible of Life "
ARTHUR H. SAWYER and Herbert
Lubin of General Enterprises, Inc.,
are providing a musical score for " The
Crucible of Life," the latest of their territorial specials. Arrangements have been
entered into with William J. McKenna,
song writer, who will furnish an original
and appropriate musical setting for the feature, which stars Grace Darmond, Jack
Sherrill and Frank O'Connor. Mr. McKenna has so devised the various music
cues which accompany " The Crucible of
Life " as to be used by a small orchestra
or one containing several pieces.
In addition to the entire musical setting
compiled b}' Mr. McKenna, arrangements
have been entered into between the F. B.
Haviland Publishing Company of New
York City and General Enterprises, Inc.,
whereby the former concern will provide
all exhibitors showing " The Crucible of
Life " with a full orchestration of " My
Broken Rosary," which melody forms the
dominant theme of the special music.
William J. McKenna is tlie composer of
" Has Anybody Here Seen Kelly," " Mandy
Lane " and other song hits.
U. S. Exhibitors Subjects
Popular
Circuit bookings obtained for subjects
distributed by the U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation indicate the increasing
popularity of the special productions west
of the Mississippi, according to Lynn -S.
Card, general manager of the Exhibitors'
concern.
All of the large theatre circuits in the
Chicago district have been booked for the
entire output of the U. S. to date, embracing the Thomas Ince production, " The
Zeppelin's Last Raid " ; " Those Who Pay "
and the Sidney Olcott drama, " The Belgian." Among those which will show the
aforementioned productions are the Jones,
Linnick and Schaeffer circuit, Ascher
Brothers and Lubliner and Trinz.

Advertising:
for
special Campaign Book Issued
for
Exploitation of Flynn's Serial —
Unique Designs on Posters —
Novelty Stunts
A N intensive advertising campaign has
been launched in connection with the
exploitation of William J. Flynn's serial,
" The Eagle's Eye," produced by Whartons. Inc., and distributed through the
Foursquare exchanges.
The campaign book for the " Eagle's
Eye," which made its appearance last week,
maps out a campaign in detail. A series
of newspaper advertisements, heralds,
slides and lobby displays have linked up
" The Eagle's Eye " with the national publicity which has already been given to its
author and his subject.
Six single column cuts for newspaper
insertion or for use as " throwaways "
constitute the beginning of the local campaign. These contain no direct reference
to the picture, but are intended to arouse
interest, and are so closely connected with
advertising to follow that they constitute
a most effective " teaser " campaign at
a very small cost. Each of the cuts is
effective. One of them depicts the medal
which was distributed throughout Germany
to commemorate the sinking of the Lusitania.
The direct display advertising has been

''Eagle's
Eye"
prepared
with the express purpose
of connecting itup closely to the publicity which
has been given in newspapers everywhere
to the subject matter of the serial as a
whole and of each separate episode. Such
titles as " The Song of Hate," " The Destruction of the Atlantic Fleet," " The
Crime of the Ages" (across a picture
showing the sinking of the Lusitania) and
others of eye-compelling interest feature
each cut, followed by copy emphasizing
the authenticity of the facts shown by the
picture, attested by the authorship of the
serial.
It is when the book reaches the part
of the advertising over which the exhibitor himself has absolute control that
the campaign strikes its most unusual note.
The banners, heralds, slides, lobby displays and portraits, all are a departure
from the ordinary. The banner is in four
colors. It is of especially heavy waterproofed canvas and prepared to stand
twenty weeks of any kind of most strenuous
weather.
Novelty stunts of various kinds are suggested for lobby or store window display.
Photographs of various articles of unusual
interest, with methods for duplicating them
at slight expense, with a detailed description of how they can be incorporated into
attractive displays, are in this section of
the book.

Arrow
Reports oi
ATION anCORPOR
ARROW FILM
foreign department
nounces that its
has sold the LTnited Kingdom rights of
" Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman," in which
John Barrymore is featured, for L. Lawrence Weber. According to W. E. Shallenberger, president of the Arrow organization, the film brought a record price.
The Arrow Corporation also announces
the sale of the South American rights of
the two Edward Warren productions,
" Souls Redeemed " and " Weavers of
Life." The Indiana rights of these two
films were also sold this week.

Foreign Business
America, taking with him, among others,
prints of the two W. H. Clune productions,
' Ramona ' and ' Eyes of the World ' ; the
two Warren productions, ' Souls Rede med 'and ' Weavers of Life ' ; three
Arrow productions, ' The Woman's Law,'
' The Deemster ' and ' Right Off the Bat ' ;
the Mayfair production, ' Persuasive Peggy,' and the two-reel comedies made by the
Jester Comedy Corporation."

Mr. Shallenberger said: " W^e have been
greatly widening our foreign service. For
months past we have had representatives
traveling in all parts of the world studying
film conditions and getting a first-hand
knowledge of the exact requirements of the
various markets. We have collected a vast
amount of valuable data that has proven
of immense value not only to us, but to the
producers, with whom we are associated,
as well.
" In line with our expansion in the foreign field we have established a special
South American bureau, which will devote
its energies exclusively to business in this
field. We have been paying special attention to South American film conditions
and have just completed a fifteen
months' research campaign there. Mr. Luis
O. Tornero, who is widely known in film
circles in the Southern Hemisphere, has been
appointed special representative for the
Arrow organization and is now on his way
back to Buenos Aires. He is to make another tour of the big film centers of South

" Business Shows Increase,"
Says Wolfberg
Harris P. Wolfberg, Wolfberg Attractions, Inc., Pittsburgh, and one of the most
successful states rights men in the Middle
West territory, writes the Motion Picture
News that exhibitors throughout the Middle West look for a record-breaking business during the Spring and Summer. Mr.
Wolfberg is in immediate touch with the
conditions in this territory and especially
with the exhibitor. He reports good business in Ohio and Pennsylvania, and said
that despite the one-day closing, business
noted an increase.
Regan,

Assistant Director
for Jester
" Tommy " Regan, who has been for
many years an assistant director of comedies for Pathe, Mittenthal, Pokes & Jabs
and the World Film Company, has been
engaged by the Jester Comedy Company
as assistant director for the Jester Comedies, featuring Twede-Dan, the international mirth maker.
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Jester Comedy Company, In Turning Out Two-Reel Twede-Dan Comedies with Real Comedy, Has Named the April Release "All Fur Her"

Report Big Bookings
Jester Comedies
handling
are
signed up his whole territory on the first
who
men
GE
EXCHAN
Jester Comedies report to the New
showing of " The Recruit," the first of the
series of the Jester Comedies. In St. Louis,
York office thSit the exhibitors are pleased
with the way the initial Jester releases,
he is down for a week at William Sievers'
New Grand Central and follows for anfeaturing Twede-Dan, are going over.
William Steiner, executive head of the
other week's stand at the downtown Grand
Central.
Jester Company, says that he attributes
the success with which these comedies have
In the South, R. M. Savini of Atlanta,
you " policy at
show
"
the
to
of
been disposed
Ga.,
closedtheatre
for week
' stand showings
thehasArcade
in Jacksonville,
Fla.,
inaugurated in the exploitation of these
releases. This policy was incorporated in and the Strand theatre at Spartanburg,
and all of the Lynch theatres in the South.
the contract with the buyer, and the exchanges have followed it in selling to the
" The Recruit," " His Golden Romance,"
exhibitor, Mr. Steiner reports.
"All Fur Her" and "The Wrong Flat"
are the first four releases of Jester
F. J. Fegan of the Standard Film Corixiration of St. Louis, Mo., practically
Comedies. They are in two reels each.

Mickey' a Real Big Picture" — Woods
what impressed me a great deal was the
WOODS, theatrical producer, who
is generally conceded to be one of
fact that there is no padding — when the
the best judges of dramatic values in the
story comes to the natural end, the curtain
theatrical world, after reviewing Western
goes down. I do not think it is possible
to put anything into a picture that is not
Import Company's " Mickey," featuring
Mabel Normand made the following statein ' Mickey.' "
ment :
" ' Mickey ' is what I call a real big picture. It is vivid and appealing and the Boston Man Reports Good
characters are real and human. The people
Bookings
in the play will make a lasting impression.
S. V. Grand, Boston manager for the
' Mickey ' particularly appeals to me very
Foursquare exchanges, has contracted for
strongly as a story of universal interest.
It is a human tender narrative that in the first-runs on " The Eagle's Eye," it is announced. Mr. Grand reported to the Whartelling is somewhere between laughter and
pathos. There are charming bits of tons, who are producing the picture, that
before the release of the first episode of
comedy in it, and there arc places where
the story trembles very close to the brink
" The Eagle's Eye," which is scheduled for
February 27, he expects to have enough
of tears. I have read thousands of plays
signed contracts to break all records.
and have produced hundreds of successful plays, and I believe ' Mickey ' will be
one of the greatest hits ever produced on
the screen. I would like to have the op- Song Dedicated to Mabel
portunity of making a play of it some day.
Normand
Miss Normand as the quaint little mounArrangements have been made by
tain girl is wonderful. To my mind this
marvelous child, with her little scoffed
Western Import Company with Daniels &
Wilson, music publishers, to release a song
over-shoes and her bull dog and lap-eared
old burro, is one of the best characterizacalled " Mickey," and dedicated to Mabel
Normand, the star of the picture. The
tions Ihave ever seen. In ' Mickey ' she
is a combination of the personality of all words of the song, based upon the Mack
of the most popular screen stars, and a Sennett feature production " Mickey."
written by Harry Williams and the
little more besides. The action of the play is were
music by Neil Moret.
off the ordinary run of picture plays, and

AL

Englanders Like
Zep Picture
In Bridgeport, Conn., a city of about
102,000 inhabitants, nine of the fifteen theatres devoted to motion pictures have
booked " The Zeppelin's Last Raid " production, released by the U. S. Booking Corporation. They are the Poll, \\'est End,
Strand, Hippodrome, Elite, American,
South End, Barnum and Bostwick. Frank
Hall, president of U. S. Booking Corporation, said :
" The Bridgeport bookings obtained by
our representative, S. P. Farber, prove bequestion upon
that the
an kind
exhibitor's
success
dependsyondsolely
of pictures
he
shows. Furthermore, it proves that a distributor's success hinges upon the caliber
of production he distributes. Give the exhibitor the kind of picture he can advertise extensively and reap a fair profit, and
you will sell your products at a good price.
That has been our experience in the brief
but satisfactory life of the U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation.
" When a production like this can do the
amount of business for which we have contracted in a city like Bridgeport it proves
conclusively that the wails of the calamityhowlers are without foundation ; in fact,
the main difficulty is in the kind of picture
involved. The distributor that sells the
highest-grade product is not complaining.
Business may not be at the best, to be sure,
but the decline has not hit the distributor
who specializes in good productions as hard
as the one who has glutted the market with
New

mediocre film."
Abramson Finishes Graphic's "Moral Suicide "
Ivan Abramson, president and directorgeneral of the Graphic Film Corporation,
has completed Graphic's latest photodrama,
" Moral Suicide," and is now busily engaged in assembling the film. The play will
be released soon. .Heading this cast is John
Mason, who originated the part of Richard
Covington, the principal character in the
stage
play. "problem
Aloral Suicide
" deals
an important
of life of
today, with
and
teaches the manner of overcoming some of
the difficulties
met with in one's course
through
the world.
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"Romance of Underworld "
Progressing
JAMES KIRKWOOD, who is directing
Frank A. Keeney Pictures Corporation's
first production, "A Romance of the Underworld," written by the late Paul Armstrong, playwright, and featuring Catherine Calvert, with Eugene O'Brien in chief
support, announces that four episodes have
been shot and the production is progressing
rapidly at the Biograph studios, where the
interiors are being taken. The exteriors
have been taken around lower Manhattan.
The completed scenes have been run off
in the projection room, announces Mr.
Keeney, and indicate that Keeney Pictures
Corporation's first production is full of pep
and punch. The theme of the story relates
life in the underworld as the title suggests.
One of the tense scenes of the play as presented on the screen will be the court room
scene. The lighter element of the drama is
afforded by the cabaret scene. It is said
that two prize fighters of note give a lively exhibition of the manly art before the
camera.
The screen version is an adaptation of
the stage play of the same title.
Special Advertising for
Hart Features
W. H. Productions, releasing Hart
features, announces that the advertising
matter for " The Two-Gun Man " in " The
Bargain," consists of two styles each of
one-sheet, three-sheet, six-sheet and a
twenty-four sheet; a lobby display consisting of ten 8x10 photographs with two
title cards, six 11x14 photographs, two
22x28 photographs, and a campaign book
that will be of exceptional benefit to
every exhibitor, because it was compiled
primarily for the purpose of helping exhibitors sell the picture properly to the
public. It embodies a story of the play,
reasons why exhibitors should book the
production, stories on the cast, the punch
situations and big scenes, photographs of
all posters, complete line of newspaper
cuts and publicity matter, star cuts, advice
on the heralds, lobby displays and finally
suggestions for free advertising.

■ Parentage " Makes
Showing

Good

Frank J. Seng's " Parentage " had its
initial showing on the Pacific Coast February 9 at the Strand theatre, Seattle, Wash.
The management of the Strand writes that
the feature broke all house records. The
same success is reported from the management of the Majestic theatre, Portland,
Ore.,
where
" Parentage " has an extended
run.
Garrett Back on the Job
Sidney Garrett, president of J. Frank
Brockliss, Inc., is back at his desk after
a severe illness which confined him to his
home for more than a month. Mr. Garrett suffered from pneumonia. H. A.
Gillespie was in charge during Mr. Garrett's absence.

SA. LYNCH ENTERPRISES, INC.,
• have closed a contract for the sale
of the Hart, Fairbanks, Keenan and Talmadge re-issues through Hiller & Wilk,
Inc., to the following open market operators :Boston Photoplay Co., 195 Pleasant
Street, Boston, Mass. ; Masterpiece Film
Attractions, 1225 Vine Street, Philadelphia,
Pa. ; Quality Film Company, 404 Ferry
Street, Pittsburgh, Pa. ; Centra! Film Co.,
Chicago, 111. ; De Luxe Feature Film Co.,
2014 Third Avenue, Seattle, Wash., and
the S. A. Lynch Enterprises, Inc., are retaining the re-issues for their own offices
located in Atlanta, New Orleans, Dallas,
St. Louis, Kansas City and Omaha.
The Hart and Fairbanks pictures in the
list if re-issues are : " The Disciple," " Between Men," " Hell's Hinges," " The
Aryan," " The Primal Lure," " Captive
God," " The Patriot," " The Dawnmaker,"
" The Apostle of Vengeance," " The Re" Educationals

Regarded

as

The Bruce scenics and Ditmars animal
" are finding
Features
pictures, Educational
subjects,
a steadily expanding market in Chicago,
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh and Kansas City, according to the reports received
at the New York offices of the Foursquare
Pictures from Branch Managers Flaherty,
Erdmann, Lux, Bronstetter and Baker, of
those cities. These subjects, according to
the reports, are regarded as features, despite their brief length.
" Every week discloses progress in our
distribution of Educational Pictures," said
Mr. Key of the Foursquare organization.
" The people would rather see a Bruce
scenic and a Ditmars animal picture nine
times out of ten in preference to the average program feature.
" Mr. Hoffman recognized this fact some

turn of Draw Egan," " The Devil's
Double," " Truthful Tulliver," " The Gun
Fighter," " The Square Deal Man," " The
Desert Man " and " Wolfe Lowry." The
Douglas Fairbanks pictures are : " The
Lamb," " Double Trouble," " His Picture
in the Papers," " The Habit of Happiness,"
"The Good Bad Man," "Reggie Mixes
In," "FHrting with Fate," "The Half
Breed," " Manhattan Madness," " American Aristocracy," " The Matrimaniac " and
" The Americano."
The Frank Keenan re-issues are : " The
Coward," " Stepping Stones," " The Phantom," "Honor Thy Name," " The Thoroughbred," "Jim Grimsby's Boy," "The
Sins Ye Do," " Bride of Hate " and " The
Crab." The Talmadge pictures are : " The
Missing Link," " Martha's Vindication,"
" Children in the House," " Going
Straight," " The Devil's Needle," " The Social Secretary " and " Fifty Fifty."
time ago. His experience had been a
convincing teacher. He knew that the ordinary scenics
'
' and ' animals ' wouldn't do,
but he had an abiding faith in such subjects as the Educational was producing.
And the results are proving what Mr.
Hoffman believed to be true."
Lazarus

Buys Territory for

" Redemption "
Julius Lazarus, exhibitor and distributor
of Canada and New York, announces that
he has bought from the Nanuet Amusement Corporation Julius Steger's production of " Redemption," featuring Evelyn
Nesbit and her son, Russell, for California,
Nevada and Arizona. Mr. Lazarus left for
the coast last week where he will open an
office in San Francisco and Los Angeles.
N. R. Greathouse is associated with Mr.
Lazarus in this undertaking.
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Seena Owen and Norma Talmadge In " Martha's Vindication," Through Hiller and Wilk
Warwick Feature Under
Direct Sales Plan
Harry Rapf, one of the eight independent producers to market their productions
through the Producers and Exhibitors—
AftiHated, direct-to-the-exhibitors plan, announces that " The Accidental Honeymoon," featuring Robert Warwick and
Elaine Hamnierstein, will be distributed in
accordance with the direct sales plan.
"The Accidental Honeymoon" is a romantic-comedy. Iwas
t
written and directed
by Leonce Perret. It is the fourth feature
to be added to the Producers and Exhibitors— Affiliated releases. The others are
'■ The Struggle Everlasting," featuring
Florence Reed ; Herbert P>rcnon's production of " The Passing of the Third Floor
Back," featuring Sir Johnson Forbes-Robertson, and " The Window Opposite," produced by the Rialto Film Corporation.

MacFadden

Tells Why

He

Made
" Zongar
Bcrnarr
MacFadden,
expert on" piiysical
culture, who has entered the producing field
of the industry with " Zongar," has the following to say on his production :
" I would not hope to interest the young
people by preaching to them nor even by
presenting a propaganda picture, no matter
how excellent. I wanted to fascinate and
enthral them, so chose the medium of a fictional story pictured with romantic charm
and lively incident. Audiences will like
' Zongar,' whether interested in physical
culture or not. But the exemplification of
the body beautiful, together with the glories
and achievements of athletic training,
should exert a powerful effect in directing
youth of both sexes and influencing them to
RCt ready for the strenuous tasks that
America has in hand."
The president of Physical Culture Photo
Plays, Inc., is an active patriot. He scored
a ten-strike in the current number of his
book-magazine by publishing an article on
" President Wilson and Health." It is
shown by what means the Chief Executive
of the country always keeps fit ; that he is
100 per cent man in his body as in his thinking. For thirty-five years Bcrnarr MacFadden has \xcn a sort of pioneer of phys
ical preparedness. His own career is a
romance of the results achievable by firm
purpose, sound sense and perfect body.

List of Buyers

News

for

" The Warrior "
The following independent buyers control territory for General Enterprises' " The
Warrior"; Regal Films, Ltd., Toronto, Ont. ;
Canada. John F. Paine, Palace hotel, San
Francisco; California, Civilization Film
Corp., Newark, N. J. ; New Jersey. Ameri
can Photoplay Co., 257 North Twelfth
street, Philadelphia; eastern Pennsylvania,
Alaryland, Delaware, Virginia and District
of Columbia. Special Features Co., 609
Market street, Knoxville, Tenn. ; Georgia,
Florida, Alabama and Tennessee. Eastern
Feature Film, 57 Church street, Boston ;
New England states. Westcott Film Corp.,
700 Film Exchange building, Minneapolis ;
Alinnesota, Wisconsin, North and South
Dakota. Eltabran Film Co., Piedmont
Theatre building, Charlotte, N. C. ; Nortli
and South Carolina. Mid-West Civilization Co., 763 Gas and Electric building,
Denver; Colorado, Wyoming, Utah and
New Mexico. Allen Film Corp., 139 North
Clark street, Chicago ; Illinois, Louisiana,
Mississippi, Kansas, Missouri, Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Michigan, Iowa and Nebraska. Allen Attractions, 404 Sincere building, Cleveland ; Ohio and Indiana. First
National Exhibitors Exchange, 300 Westinghouse building, Pittsburgh; West Virginia and western Pennsylvania. JordanBrewster Film Corp., 205 Orpheum building, Seattle ; Washington, Oregon, Idaho
and Montana. Atlantic Film Co., 126 West
Forty-sixth street. New York city; New
Jersey. Boston Photoplay Co., 195 Pleasant
street, Boston ; New England states. Allen
Attractions, 404 Sincere building, Cleveland; Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky. Allen
Film Co., 139 North Clark street, Chicago ;
Illinois, Michigan, Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas,
Alissouri, Texas, Oklahoma, Arizona, Louisiana and Mississippi. First National Exhibitors Exchange, 300 Westinghouse build
ing, Pittsburgh; West Virginia and western
Pennsylvania. Westcott Film Corp., 700
Film Exchange building, Minneapolis ;
Minnesota, Wisconsin, North and South
Dakota.
Export and Import
America

Picture

in South

Ben Bhimenthal, president of the Export
and Import Film Company, Inc., reports
that he disjjosed of twenty-five five and sixreel Selig features, including " The Carpet
from Bagdad," " The Millionaire Baby "
and " The Rosary," for y\rgentina, Uruguay, Paraguay and Chile. He has also
sold for this territory the Selig World
Library and Selig Athletic Series.
He further announces that he is sending
a representative to South America within
a few days, for the purpose of determining
the exact needs of this country in the film
line. Mr. Blumentbal said: "The resulting understanding between our customers
and ourselves amply repays us, for in no
other business is it as essential to success
that the exporter and buyer come into personal contact, as in the exporting of films.
Active preparations for an aggressive campaign in European film centers after the
close of the war are now being vigorously
prosecuted.

Ethel Burton In King Bee Comedies
Striemer

Buys Territory
"Mother"

for

Charles H. Striemer, general manager of
Modern Feature Film Company, New York,
closed a deal with Herbert Lubin and
Arthur Sawyer, General Enterprises, last
week, for the New York State and city
rights to George Loane Tucker's production, "Mother," in which Elizabeth Risdon
is featured.
Messrs. Sawyer and Lubin stated that the
disposition of their state-right serial,
" Mother," to the Modern Feature Film
Company leaves but 17 per cent of the territory for this picture unsold. At the present time the following territories are still
being offered by Messrs. Sawyer and Lubin
on the basis of territorial allotment : New
Mexico, Colorado, Utah and Wyoming;
eastern Pennsylvania ; Washington, Maryland, Delaware and West Virginia ; Georgia,
Florida, Alabama, Tennessee, North and
South Carolina.
" Eagle's Eye " Makes
in Detroit

Hit

Joseph Horowitz, manager of the Foursquare Pictures Exchange at Detroit, sent
the following wire to M. H. Hoffman immediately after the showing of the first
three
episodes
" The Eagle's Eye " to
the trade in his ofterritory.
" Screening a great success. Over one
thousand people, large percentage exhibitors, attended. General opinion, serial is
great. Bookings have started at a rate that
makes me predict record for my district."
" Mr. Horowitz's enthusiasm," said P. V.
R.
of Foursquare
Pictures,
" is merely
thatKey,
of all
other exchange
managers.
The
trade showings have not all been made, yet
in every instance the verdict has been the
same. The reason is evident ; ' The Eagle's
Eye ' offers so much exceptional entertainment, and appeals to the patriotic feelings
of people to such an extent that it impresses the vast majority alike."
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That's the mighty-close-to-where-they-live question that every
married or unmarried man or woman in your town Avill
crowd into your Theatre to see answered in
Lois Weber

s Newest

W onder-Play

4%

DOCTOR

WOMAN
An Intimate Disclosure of Life as We Live It
Adapted from Mary Roberts Rinehart's famous
" K " — the Story that had Two Million Readers.
Published in book form by Houghton, Mifflin & Co.

MIIDRED

Reserve now thru Jewel Productions, Incorporated.
1600 Broadway, New York
A magazine's successRR
is measured by its advertising.
Look at the
" News ! "
'
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We're
always first —
^rst with the big news pictures of our boys in France
that your patrons will walk miles through the snow
to see. First, because there isn't a comer of the universe that our expert cameramen don't cover when
the news breaks. First, because we know what the
public want — and give it to them first.

Get 'em all —
Universal Current Events
— Animated Weekly --Universal
Screen Maf^azine.
Each is the unfinnlififfl winner in its class!
Remember
These Liquid Fire
Pictures are

Not

shown

in

any

other

news

I»«ok thru )<,ur n<ar«.t rnirerHiil KxchiinKe or rommiinicate with the UNIVERSAL, FltM MN'FO. CO.
J-iiric.-Kt I llm Mti'fK. Co. In the IJnIvcrHe. Carl Laeinmle, Prmident, 1600 Broadway, New York.
i ' sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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From
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size
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in

every

consequence,

is
EYE"
BULL'S
in "THE
POLO
EDDIE
playing to thousands with a calibre of high pressure conthat inisthedragging
of their
homes andtinued
warm entertainment
firesides to drink
fascinating people
pictures, out
absorbing
action '*comfy"
and rapid
fire punches. Swift as lightning — gripping as a vise and charmingly sweet with romance, this
UNIVERSAL

SERIAL

EDDIE
AND

CHARMING,

TH

R I LLE

R —

WITH

POLO
DAINTY

VIVIAN

REED

■ — is fairly packing 'em in everywhere. With a record of 14 successful serials^out of 16
serials to date — the Universal sets a pace not equalled by any film concern in the
Universe, and "THE BULL'S EYE" adds another success scalp to our belt. In a
Western Universal Exchange recently, several exhibitors staged a healthy scrap to see
who would get the favored contract, and you can take it from us — they knew what
they were scrapping for. If you've not booked "THE BULL'S EYE" yet, it's a cinch
you're not going to let a stream of dollars slip away from you. Wire for it right NOW
Book thru your nearest Universal Exchange, or communicate with
the UNIVERSAL FILM MN'FG. CO., Largest Film Mn'fg. Co. in the
Universe, CARL LAEMMLE, President, 1600 Broadway, New York

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to themt

Motion
Hart

Features

Buyers Write W. H. Productions
That Hart Re-issues Are Meeting
with Big Success — Exhibitors Pleased
LETTERS

received by the W. H. Productions from exchange men and exhibitors throughout the countrj' would indicate that the Hart features released by
this company arc meeting with great success.
Leon Netter, general manager of The
Masterpiece Film Attractions of Cleveland, Ohio, who has the rights to Ohio,
says: "VVc are booked solid on William
S. Hart as ' The Two-Gun Man ' in ' The
Bargain ' for some time to come, and the
bookings that have already been filled
have brought e^fceptional returns to the
exhibitors."
Phil Ryan, general manager of the
Standard Film Corporation, Kansas City,
who control this production for the Middle
West, writes : " We find that we will
need two more additional prints on ' The
Two-Gun
Manhit' in
in all
' The
Bargain.'
is
a sure fire
of the
territoriesIt
we control. We attribute a great deal of
the success of this production to the fact
that it is bringing home the bacon to the
exhibitors."
Sol Lesser, of the All Star Feature
Distributors, of San Francisco, Cal., who
has the rights to California, Nevada and
.\rizona, of ''The Two-Gun Man" in
"The Bargain," says : " William S. Hart
as ' The Two-Gun Man ' in ' The Bargain '
is a sure winner in this territorj'. It
books itself, and that is the greatest asset
for any picture."

Booked
Heavy
Mike Rosenberg, of DeLuxe Features,
Inc., of Seattle, Wash., who has Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana,
writes: "If we meet with as much success with ' The Bandit and the Preacher '
and ' The Hell Hound of Alaska ' as we
are with ' The Two-Gun Man ' in ' The
Bargain,' we certainly will be perfectly
satisfied. This picture is a clean-up in
this
T. territorj-."
E. Larson, manager of the Favorite
Features Co., of Oklahoma Cit}^, Okla.,
who has Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas,
advises that " 'The Two-Gun Man ' in ' The
Bargain ' was a great start off for our new
Exchange. It is making money for the
Max W. Herring, of Pittsburgh, Pa.,
exhibitors."
who controls the rights to Western
Pennsylvania and West Virginia, states :
" The results so far obtained on bookings
of ' The Two-Gun Man ' in ' The Bargain '
is very satisfactory, and the outlook on
future business for this production is
Jake Wells, of Richmond, Va., who controls the Rights to So. Carolina, Georgia,
Florida, Alabama, Mississippi and Tengreat." nessee, advises : " All of our prints on
' The Two-Gun Man ' in ' The Bargain,'
are booked solid. This certainly speaks for
The Magnet Film Exchange of New
York,
itself." which has just acquired the rights
of " The Two-Gun Man " in " The
Bargain " for that territory, writes : " We
believe this will be one of the biggest hits
of the year. On the first showing at the
81st Street theatre, it broke all house
records."

ond, theConfid
errors of the third
the fourth
M. Must
H. Hoffman,Supply
Back from Visit
to
ence"
Every
— and each being dependent upon the others
Foursquare Exchanges, Says All
has had its share to pay for wrong policies
Have Suffered, But Alarm
and methods.
Not Justified
have discovered
the" Recently
ill resultstheofexhibitors
those methods
which I
-M. H. Hoffman, back from a two weeks'
trip to the Foursquare Exchanges of the have been preaching about now for months.
Middle West, makes an appeal to those who
A series of events brought matters to a
must supply the confidence now needed.
climax ; and now they are awake to the
facts, a body of men determined to stand
"With conditions adjusting themselves
toward an improvement, there must be no firm for the good of the industry.
" It is a pity that the lesson has had to be
faltering at this time," he said. " No long
learned in a way that is proving, and is to
faces and no hesitation in going forward
courageously. The trade must not indicate
prove, so drastic for so many. Altogether
that its bone and sinew are ' fair-weather
too large a number of persons who are innocent are suffering, and will suffer. Still,
sailors.'
it
is
a
salutary lesson, and being that will
" Every tributors
one and has
suflFered —But
producers,
exhibitors.
out of disthe be more thoroughly learned. What every
suffering there will come benefits. Viewman in the industry must now do is to aping the situation frankly, it reveals nothproach his own problem constructively. He
ing justifying the alarm which I have ob- owes it to the business as a whole, quite as
much as to his individual affairs, to refuse
served in certain quarters. It is a temporary condition : a state of affairs resultto be overworried by the slump through
ing from overproduction ; extravagance in which the industry is passing.
the making of pictures; overpayment by
" Now is not the time to pull a long face,
distributors for distribution rights; and the and crawl inside one's shell. Economies
booking of many, many photoplays at prices are in order; the development of efficiency
in excess of what should have been charged.
to its highest possible point; but not pessimism, or the curtailment of expenses legit" The industry has served, for the moimate and essential to progress.
ment, as the receiving end of a bowling alley; its various units being the nine-pins
" Let the deadwood be cut off, by all
that have knocked down one another. For
means and stop all monetary leaks so long
the errors of the first have affected the secpermitted through carelessness.

Picture

N ew s

" Birth Under
of a Race
Way " Well
William L. Sherrill, president of the
Frohman Amusement Corporation, has returned to his offices from Tampa, Fla.,
where he has been supervising the production of " The Birth of a Race," which production is being made by the Frohman
Amusement Corporation under contract as
manufacturers with the Birth of a Race
Photoplay Corporation of Chicago.
The entire Frohman production staff,
numbering more than three hundred in its
directorial, technical and art departments,
has been engaged on " The Birth of a
Race " at Tampa, for more than three
months, under the direction of John W.
Noble, director-in-chief of Frohman productions, assisted by Charles Horan, Arthur Vaughan and Ralph Dean. Mr. Sherrill, in speaking of the progression being
made by his Tampa company, and also the
magnitude of the production, said : " I am
confident that with the completion of ' The
Birth of a Race ' the abilities of the Frohman production staff will be fully and ably
demonstrated, and we are positive that
we will turn over to the Birth of a Race
Corporation a finished product which will
warrant the confidence placed in the Frohman Amusement Corporation when it was
employed to produce this spectacle for the
Birth of a Race Photoplay Corporation."
Director Noble expects that an additional three or four months will be necessary to complete the production.
Feb. 25
First Episode Released
The Whartons announce that the first
episode of " The Eagle's Eye '' will be released the week of Februarj' 25-March 4.
The remaining nineteen episodes of the
serial will be released at weekly intervals.
The advance bookings for the serial are
heavy, according to reports from all the
branch offices of the Foursquare Exchange,
which will distribute the picture. The timeliness of the subject matter, combined with
its unquestionable authenticity on account
of the authorship, are the reasons given by
the branch exchange managers for the interest which has been taken in the serial by
exhibitors.
King Baggot plays the part of Harrison
Grant and opposite him, as Dixie Mason,
is Marguerite Snow. Count von Bernstorff
is impersonated by Bertram Alarburg, Captain von Papen by Paul Everton, Captain
Boy-Ed by John Wade, Dr. Albert by Frederick Jones and Franz von Rintelin by
Wellington Playter. Florence Short, as
Madam Augusta Stephan, and William
Bailey, as Heinric von Lertz, complete the
cast.
" Preacher's

Son " for General Release
Another intimate study of boy life is
said to be provided in the latest Judge
Brown story,
" The Preacher's
General
Film release.
This is theSon,"
sixtha
of the series of stories of youth, and is said
to be picturized in very acceptable fashion.
" Thief or Angel," another boy story,
will be the following release in this series.
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Chicagoans

Hear

" Direct

Chicago Special.
Plan " of the ProREPRESENTATIVES
ducers and Exhibitors, Affiliated,
came to Chicago February 13 and laid their
cards on the table for the inspection of the
exhibitors interested in the " producer to
exhibitor direct " plan which is now being
propounded throughout the country.
Charles C. Pettijohn, former general manager of the A. E. A., William Sherrill of
the Frohman Amusement Company, and
Harry Rapf represented the producers, and
at an interesting meeting at 19 West Adams
street, explained the advantages, possibilities and merits of the plan the independent
manufacturers first broached at the recent
allied exhibitor conference in Washington.
After calling on Mr. Sherrill and Mr.
Rap*f for explanatory addresses from the
manufacturers' viewpoint, Mr. Pettijohn,
chairman of the meeting, went into the
salient features of the program and invited
questions. W. D. Burford moved that a
committee of seven exhibitors be appointed
by the chair to co-operate with the producers. Mr. Pettijohn named the following men : Jacob Cooper, William Heaney,
W. D. Burford, Harry Corbett, Joe Hopp,
Louis Frank and Dee Robinson of Peoria.
The committee was given " full power
and authority to devise waj'S and means
of distributing and handling the film and
of closing with the Producers and Exhibitors— Affiliated, for the Illinois quota of 188
days, in the so-called ' Producer to Exhibitor Direct ' plan."
After the meeting everybody adjourned
to the Bluebird projection room on the
fifteenth floor of the Consumers' building
where a trade screening was held of " The
Woman Eternal," featuring Elaine Hammerstein, and Herbert Brenon's " Passing
of the Third Floor Back."
Abramson

Discovers "Star"
in South
Ivan Abramson, while at Palm Beach,
Florida, shooting exteriors for his latest
production, " Moral Suicide," discovered a
new " star," in the person of Miss Helen
Price, Glasgow, Mo., one of the prominent
members of the society colony and the
great-granddaughter of Sterling Price,
Confederate general and one-time Governor of Missouri. Miss Price is now considering a contract offered her by Mr.
Abramson to appear in future Graphic productions.

THE

INDEPENDENT

FIELD

TICKER

Territorial Sales Reported During the Past Week
Production
Buyer
Territory
"The Frozen Warning"
(Commonwealth Pictures) First Na'I Exhibitors' Circuit, New York
New York State.
"The Fr o z e n Warning "
(Commonwealth Pictures) Tom Moore, Washington,
D. C
Maryland, Delaware, District
■•The Frozen Warning"
of Columbia.
(Commonwealth Pictures) Stanley Mastbaum, Philadelphia Eastern Pennsylvania, Soutli" The Frozen Warning "
ern New Jersey.
( Commonwealth Pictures) William Sievers, St. Louis,
Mo
Missouri.
"The Frozen Warning"
(Commonwealth Pictures) P. J. Dawson, Vancouver,
B. C
Canadian Rights.
" The Frozen Warning "
( Commonwealth Pictures) Roland and Clark, Pittsburgh Western Pennsylvania, West
RafHes, the Amateur
Virginia.
Cracksman " (HiUer and
Wilk, Agents)
Sol L. Lesser, San Francisco California, Arizona. Nevada.
Jester Comedies (4) (Jester Comedy Co.)
R. D. Marson Attractions
Co., Boston
New England Territory.
"Mother"
Modem Feature Film Co.,
New York
New York State and City,
Fontenelle Buys Territory
for West Comedies
Nat H. Spitzer, sales manager, King-Bee
Films Cofporation, announces that he has
closed a year's contract with the Fontenelle
Feature Film Company, 1504 Harney street,
Omaha, Neb., for all future releases of
Billy
comedies.
The Stranger
will beWest
the first
to come " under
this con-"
tract. Fontenelle covers Iowa and Nebraska.
He announces also that the New York
state territory has been sold to the Gardiner Syndicate, 325 Chamber of Commerce
Building, Buffalo, New York. They control all the cities and towns in upper New
York state with the exception of Albany
and Troy, and all cities and towns south
of Albany and Troy touching the Hudson
River.

The first release of the Gardiner Syndicate is " The Slave," the only comedy ever
produced without a sub-title. The Gardiner. ner Exchange is controlled by T. R. Gardi-

W.

H. to Release Series
Barriscale Features
W. H. Productions Company announces
that it will release a series of feature productions with Bessie Barriscale starred.
They will be disposed of on a state-right
basis, and the advertising will be complete,
covering each production — two styles of
one's, three's and six sheets and a twentyfour sheet stand, a lobby display composed
of 8 X 10 photos and 11 x 14s, and, in addition to this, a sixteen-page campaign book.

Comedy At Its Most Laughable Height Is Exploited by This Quartette of Stars and One Producer, Who Contribute the Smiles to Christie Comedies.
They Are Jay Belasco, Betty Compson, Al E. Christie, Ethel Lynne and Bobby Vernon

Motion
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" Heiress for a Day "
{Triangle — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Samuel D. Palmer
TRIANGLE offers " Heiress for a Day," a story by Henry
Albert Phillips, scenarioized by Robert F. Hill and directed
by Jack Dillon, as a starring vehicle for Olive Thomas. The plot
of the story is obvious almost from the beginning of its unfolding.
A manicurist who holds forth in the barber shop of a fashionable
hotel suddenly finds herself, or rather believes herself to be, heiress
to twenty millions left by her grandfather. A scheming young
cousin has tried to persuade the old man to leave all his property
to him but the millionaire has tied up things in his will so that
any interference on the part of the young man will cause all the
estate to revert to the girl. The manicurist starts to spend money
right and left, only to find that she is not fabulously rich as she has
supposed. Then the young cousin kicks over the traces, the lawyer
steps in and the girl is really rich after all. A lover is there, of
course — a wealthy young society man who loves her as a manicurist
and who, strange to say, continues to love her after she gets her
twenty million.
Olive Thomas is pretty and pleasing as Helen Thurston, the
manicurist-heiress. Especially pleasing is she when she dances,
and of all the dancers who appear in the various ball room scenes
she is easily the best, or at least appears to be the best. Joe King
as the young man in pursuit of Helen makes a most acceptable
lover, but Eugene Burr as the young man in pursuit of Helen's
money overplays the cad. A fine fall by Graham Pette who plays
the old millionaire should not be overlooked in any review. The
continuity hesitates at times — at some points it actually jumps — and
with the exception of the barber shop scenes at the beginning the
settings and props are hardly up to the standard which the story
would seem to call for. But on the whole " Heiress for a Day "
makes a very acceptable program picture.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Helen Thurston (Olive Thomas), manicurist at a fashionable hotel,
longs for wealth and social position so that she may win the love of her
wealthy patron, Jack Standring (Joe King). Brooding over her ill-fortune,
she hears that her grandfather has died leaving her the bulk of his millions.
News of the sudden inheritance turns her head and she plunges into social
life, endeavoring to overawe society with her extravagance. The impression which she tries to make on Standring fails. Then she learns that
she is heir to only a thousand dollars, the bulk of the fortune going to her
cousin. Spindrift (Eugene Burr), under certain conditions. She decides
to plunge in with her thousand dollars for just one day. Standring fails
to respond, and creditors suddenly clamor for the thousands due them.
At a ball a detective swoops down upon her and society turns away from
her. Then Standring comes to her rescue. But the conditions of the
will
have been violated by Spindrift and Helen wins both the fortune and
Standring.
" Wild

Women

"

{Universal — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
TIARRY CAREY and his troupe of cowboys drink Honolulu
A cocktails while performing in " Wild Women " and then indulge ina dream of Hawaii and points of interest thereon. These
travels of the cowboys under the leadership of " Cheyenne " constitute something of a scries. They have been shanghaied and have
visited New York any number of times. Now they hie themselves
to sunny climes with results that possess some humor although
things don't happen very quickly. Most people will remember the
old one reel burlesque of the drunkard's dream wherein he sees
himself on an island midst cannibal natives, pursued by an ugly
queen when a pretty princess stands temptingly in the distance. It
is an elaboration of this idea that forms the story of "Wild
Women," although the elaboration does not go far enough.
The five reels arc not without some humor despite the padding.
The view of the cowboys floating in toward the island on a raft
that is dressed up like a parlor is a touch of real comedy. The
effect of a rolling sea on their stomachs brings to view a long row

of legs (torsos being on the other side of the rail). There are
some interesting rodeo scenes and the action on the distant isle
is burlesqued, crude and rather childish in conception, but
registering at times. But where " Wild Women" fails to produce
is in its cast. A comedy to be such in every sense of the word
must be enacted by comedians and none of these are present among
the cast. Carey is much better as a bad man than as a comedian
and the array of cowboys, for ever being astonished at something
new to them, rely altogether on the situations in which they are
the puppets than any abilities of their own.
The support includes Vester Perry, Molly Malone and Martha
Mattox.
direction. George Hively prepared the scenario for Jack Ford's
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
After winning fat purses at the rodeo, Cheyenne Harry (Harry Carey)
and his companions from the ranch partake of many Honolulu cocktails,
which put them safely to sleep. The dream follows. They are shanghaied
and put to work as sailors. Fire breaks out and they find themselves
stranded on an island, where a Queen (Martha Mattox), possessed of a
very lengthy name and a face of the same sort, rules over a collection of
whites and blacks. The Queen sets her cap for Harry, but he prefers
the Princess (Molly Malone), and eventually succeeds in winning her and
putting the Queen on the track of one of his pals. Just as he is happy with
the Princess Harry awakes with a very dry mouth.
" Revelation "
{Metro-Screen Classics — Seven Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
NAZIMOVA reveals herself as a true artiste of the screen in
" Revelation," a Metro special. That tendency to be too
emotional and her ignorance of all the niceties of studio makeup
which were the only drawbacks to her performance in " War
Brides " have been overcome in this, her second appearance in pictures. And here, too, she is provided with a role which offers her
versatility full play. As Joline, the Parisian cabaret dancer, unthinking and unbelieving, to whom the fact of God is revealed by
a miracle, Nazimova gives a characterization rich in contrast and
capable of playing the full scale of human emotions. At one
moment she is the careless, selfish Joline. At the very next she
is the seeming embodiment of spiritual innocence and suffering.
Hers is the ability to sway her audience from laughter to tears by
the mere change of expression, so significant that Joline becomes a
character that one knows intimately, that one feels with, suffers
with
joys with.
would and
establish
her. If Nazimova were unknown " Revelation "
In pointing out the chief merits of the story the reviewer must
perforce come back to Nazimova every time. Her distinctly
foreign beauty, her slim figure, even her short hair, make her a
most realistic Joline, introduced as dancer in a Parisian cafe. Her
meeting with the artist, Paul, the immediate awakening of her love
for him are full of interest. Then comes Paul's success, a success
he seems to forget is partly due to Joline his model. He plans
doing a Madonna. With Joline as model? Joline! Joline a
Madonna! Paul smiles at the thought of it. But in jealous passion she prevents him hiring another model and proves herself
actress enough to take the part to perfection. Here is a passage
filled with humor, which, at the same time, possesses a subtle undercur ent ofpathos. It is delightful. Then comes the revelation
even after Joline has mocked the Church and subsequently the
birth of a truer and finer love than she had ever known before.
In each phase Nazimova rises to her opportunities with the result
that the picture is never without interest and generally truly
absorbing.
The picture is based on the novel by Mabel Wagnalls, " A Rose
Bush of a Thousand Years." George Baker collaborated on the
continuity and directed. It is without doubt his greatest production. It has been done on a lavish scale throughout but particular
attention is due the marvelously realistic exteriors selected. From
the smaller shots representing the streets of Paris to the expansive
takes of the countryside and one wonderful view of a village and
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canal typically European, they possess an atmosphere that never
allows a false note to enter. The staging of the scenes is excellent and the photography always of the best.
Charles Bryant as Paul, the artist, makes a very human creation
of the author's a very human personality. Frank Currier as the
Prior and Bigelow Cooper as the Count play excellently. Syn de
Conde goes a little too far in making Duclos, the Apache, an oily
villain. The supporting cast is commendable from first to last.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Joline (Nazimova), forsakes her dance for Paul Granville (Charles
Bryant), an American student. She poses (or him and his canvases bring
him fame and fortune. Count Adrian (Bigelow Cooper), who has long
longed for Joline, commissions Paul to do a Madonna of the Rose Bush.
(There is a legend regarding this bush which stands in the courtyard of a
monastery. Fra Augustine (John Martin) had tended it for years before
he saw a vision of the Madonna. It had then bloomed. But this has been
long commission
ago and the isbush
has not Joline
blossomed
for
this
to separate
from since.)
Paul asThehe Count's
believes motive
the latter
will seek for another model. This he does but is prevented from engaging
one by the jealous and artful Joline. And eventually she poses for him.
She is obliged to disguise herself to enter the monastery, and while the
inmates are at prayer she poses. Fra Augustine, sick, staggers into the
courtyard and sees her. He believes her a vision and is posit.ve of a
miracle when, later, the bush blossoms forth. Joline laughs at all this
and decides to tell the truth to the Prior (Frank Currier). He, however,
interprets it all through his own pious eyes. He tells her that at the
moment she was seen by Fra Augustine she must have felt her part. This
so affects Joline that she leaves Paul and determines to live a new life.
Then comes the war and Joline is seen as a nurse at the very monastery
of the Rose Bush. Paul is brought in wounded but when he recovers there
is a marriage and he and Joline start again.
Eugene
Sandford,
True James,
Fred Radcliffe,
A. C.Bordon,
Hadley Philip
and Hazel
Washburn
completeDave
the Turner,
cast.
" The Great Adventure "
^
(Pat he Play — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
EVIDENTLY the spirit of Henry Kitchell Webster's story from
which " The Great Adventure " was adapted was supplied by
the unsophisticated girl from the country coming in contact with
sophisticated Broadway and getting the better of it. This might
seem to unfold any number of possibilities before the eye of an
imaginative producer and with Bessie Love in view as the star
their value might well be set down as doubled — always provided
that the story received intelligent handling during its progress
toward the screen. And this " The Great Adventure " has not
received. And the fault probably lies with the director. For sure-,
ly a scenario writer of the ability and refreshing charm of Agnes
Johnston could never have blundered so in the adaptation.
In the first place the continuity as the finished product shows it
is not a continuity. And in the second place any dramatic crises
that the story may have contained never become apparent in the
five reels of " The Great Adventure " picturized. The director
in his visualization of life behind the scenes of a metropolitan
theatre is quite wrong. Everyone is a philanthropist except ths
leading man. The producer lets them all have their own way. The
" vamp " of the show dresses with the country girl who has been
made a star in one afternoon and, though delineated as somewhat
catty temperamentally, she buttons up the little star's dress and
makes everything hers in the dressing room. There is a chance to
rectify the anachronisms of time by inserting new subtitles here
and there but certainly the stage atmosphere can never be made
realistic or even convincing.
It is something of a pity that Bessie Love makes her debut on
the Pathe program under such adverse conditions. She herself
makes a spirited effort to put the picture over and does succeed
in creating an amusing little character, particularly in that episode
wherein she discloses the leading man in his true colors and
proves to herself and her lover that he is nothing more than a
vain boaster. As " Rags," a name which aptly describes the type
of part she plays, she creates a character that stands out in a
setting that by no means does justice to her talents. Donald Hall
as the comedy-heavy leading man does creditable work. Flora
Finch returns to the screen as the maiden aunt of Rags and does
a comedy part acceptably. Chester Barnett as juvenile and
Florence Short as " vamp " round out the cast.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Rags (Bessie Love), her dramatic talent heartily endorsed by the home
folk, journeys to New York with her maiden aunt (Flora Finch) and
looks for work on the stage. She is unsuccessful until Billy Blake (Chester
Barnett), a chorus man, who lives in the same boarding house, tells her tiic
only way she can get a job is to hold up the producers. She takes him
at his word and proceeds to hold up the producer of a show in rehearsal.
She gets a job in the chorus, and when the leading lady quits she proves
competent enough to take her place. Sheen (Donald Hall), the leading
man, takes a liking to her. Hazel Lee (Florence Short), heavy in the
show,
who has
acquaintanceship
severalidolof up.
Sheen's
collaborates
withanBilly
on showing thewithmatinee
But former
all this wives,
Rags
does herself in a single afternoon. She takes him riding and he can't ride.

canoeing
he Sheen
can't canoe.
She show
upsetsin disgust,
and he and
can'toneswin.
of
course, and
causes
to quit the
is leftAllto this,
surra.se that Billy gets his job and a'.so Rags.
" The Shoes That Danced "
[Triangle — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Samuel D. Palmer
WHEN John Moroso invaded the realm of gang warfare and
wrote for Metropolitan Magazine " The Shoes That
Danced" he built a good story, and Triangle has riot injured it
in the least in translating it to the screen. Be this said to the indi\ idual credit of Jack Cunningham, who prepared the scenario ;
Frank Borzage, who directed the production, and Pauline Starke
and Wallace McDonald, who were happily entrusted with the leading roles. The settings are well constructed and in their reproductions of the haunts of New York's gangster should prove to be
entirely in harmony with the average lay conception of the big
city's underworld. The titles are good, too, although they persist
in locating several of New York's best known gangs on this or that
side of Manhattan Island with a reckless disregard for their
actual habitats. However, this will never be noticed in the
provinces.
While the meaning of the title, " The Shoes That Danced," remains rather vague until the fourth reel it is there revealed as indeed unique. It is at a masquerade that Rhoda Regan, the little
East Side heroine, dances all night long under the eyes of a detective, with the same partner, in order that her sweetheart may make
his getaway. With the little girl's thoughts miles removed from the
dance hall, her heart torn with agony lest the man she loves be
apprehended, her feet crippled from her bodily exertions, it is only
her shoes that are dancing. In the part of Rhoda Pauline Starke
gives an admirable performance. If a brilliant future for this
young lady was predicted when she appeared in " Until They Get
Me " — and it was — surely she has now arrived. Here is a star
who seems destined soon to become fixed in the firmament of motion pictures. Convincing, also, is the work of Wallace McDonald,
who plays the part of the gang leader who reforms under the influence of the girl who loves him. Excellent character portrayals
are given by William Dyer, Anna Dodge and Lydia Yeamans
Titus, the last named, by the way, being a daughter of Annie
Yeamans, stage celebrity of more than a half-century ago.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Rhoda Regan (Pauline Starke) is the sweetheart of the Harmony Lad
(V/allacemitted inMcDonald),
a clean-cut
Therewhile
is a the
gangHarmony
murder coma resort known
as the gangster.
Pepper Box
Lad,
Rhoda, Mamie, her friend (Anne Kroman), and Stumpy Darcy (Dick
Rosson) are passing the evening there. This and another gang murder
soon
Rhoda's
mindforthat
Harmony
Lad
to giveafter
up so
the weighs
old life.on This
he does
her she
sake,begs
turnstheover
the leadership of the gang to Stumpy and becomes a cabaret singer, at which calling
he
is a success.
Stumpy, jealous
Mamie's
attention
to a rival
Wedge
Barker (Edward
Barker),of kills
Barker.
Stumpy
flees gangster.
and the
Harmony Lad, who is just to start a vaudeville engagement in the South,
makes a getaway so that his theatrical hopes will not be smashed, knowing that thehepolice
will try
to get
reveal
Stumpy's towhereabouts.
Meanwhile
persuades
Rhoda
to him
go toto the
masquerade
throw the
police off the trail. There she meets Stumpy and dances with him all night
long under the very eyes of Detective Hogan (William Dyer), who is
certain that Stumpy is the Harmony Lad. Going home with Rhoda Stumpy
is pushed by the girl into the arms of Hogan, but only after exciting the
jealousy of the Harmony Lad, who is waiting for her. Explanations set
matters right.

{Mutual — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Lisle M. Albright
" story, the hinge upon
ALTHOUGH the basic My
premiseWife
of this
which the subsequent action swings, is nailed to the improbable,My
"
Wife," produced by the Empire All Star Corporation and released through Mutual, is due for a cordial reception in the houses where Ann Murdock is known and liked. She
takes to the part of an impetuous young girl diving into perplexing and delicate situations much as a duck takes to water. She
decides to marry on the spur of the moment and proposes to
the first man who comes into her mind, when, after her aunt's
death, she discovers the latter has added a codicil to her will
which would cut of? a large bequest if she failed to become some
man's better half before attaining eighteen years of age.
Impulsive Beatrice gets her guardian to marry her, promising
him beforehand that she will divorce him as soon as her real
sweetheart, one of the boys in khaki, returns from " over there."
As a further inducement she tells him that they will be married
" in name only." The rest of the story deals with the amusing
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situations which arise as a result of the unusual compact and
with the final triumph of love which developed and ripened unexpectedly. The husband began to feel an uncomfortable lightness about the heart when other men took his wife out and showered her with attentions, and she, in turn, awoke to a realization
of the fact that her soldier boy, after all, didn't mean half as
much to her as the man who was already^ her husband.
The picture is a good average program number. Rex MacDougal and Ferdinand Gottschalk make a good pair of bachelors,
with a penchant for wine and the company of pretty women.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
When Beatrice Hammond (Ann Murdock) is told of a codicil in the will
of her maiden aunt specifying that she marry before attaining eighteen years
of age or be cut off from a large heritage, Beatrice decides to get the
fortune. Gerald Eversleigh (Rex MacDougal), a wealthy bachelor and a
life-long
friendshe ofis hers,
is named
as one Farwell
of the executors
of the will.
trice thinks
in love
with Ronald
(Jules Rancourt),
who Beahas
been called to the colors and sent to France.
When she learns of the codicil she persuades Gerald to marry her " in
name shall
only."be indivorced
order towhen
save Ronald
her inheritance,
with France.
the understanding
they
returns from
Ronald, in that
the
meantime, is wounded, falls in love with the French girl who nurses him in
the
and marries
falls ofin other
Icve with
" temporary
wife hospital,
and becomes
jealous her.
of the Gerald
attentions
men his
to her,
while fer-"
vently praying that Ronald may reap the glory of a dead hero. Ronald
returns from France and offers Eversleigh a bribe of sixty thousand dollars
if he will remain married to Beatrice. Eversleigh, however, refuses the
money, and discovering that his wife reciprocates his love, considers the
bargain a good one.
"The Rough Lover"
{Bluebird — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
WITH Franklyn Farnum presenting a dual role, appearing both
as a studious gentleman with manners almost ladylike and
a prize fighter who says " dis " and " dat " and " gimme," " The
Rough Lover " offers some moments of good comedy arising out
of mistaken identities, although one cannot be unstinting in praise
of it because the producers seemed to have let many opportunities
slip by and have made the final grand mixup too much of a mixup.
There is, however, considerable to commend in the five reels.
Aside from the comedy furnished by the two characters identical
in appearance Fred Montagu in his characterization of the jealous
Count contributes much to the comedy value of the picture. He
has a sense of comedy that shows to splendid advantage.
The film is endowed with a production altogether consistent with
Bluebird standards. The photography is excellent and settings and
scenes were well selected. Juanita Hansen, a baby-doll type is a
delight in the leading feminine role while Catherine Henry and
Martha Mattox complete the cast of principals.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Richard Bolton (Franklyn Farnum), studious student, has little time for
his sweetheart, Helen (Juanita Hansen). At the seaside, where he is
stopping, there is also the Countess (Catherine Henry), who admires him
very much, and her jealous husband, the Count (Fred Montagu). The
Countess persists in thrusting herself upon Richard, to his great annoyance. The Count vows that he will kill the young man if he catches
them together again. At length the Countess surprises Richard while he
is resting on the float. She drives him into the water and he does not
come up in the immediate vicinity. He is thought dead. His aunt (Martha
Mattox) mourns for him and plans a spiritual meeting to greet his ethereal
self
on his Farnum),
return. Richard
has landed
the training
of " Breeze
(Franklyn
his double.
Taking near
advantage
of thecamp
situation,
Richard"
sends Breeze for his clothing. He arrives when the meeting is at its
height and Auntie thinks her concentration has done its work. Breeze
meets the Countess and likes her and then meets Helen and likes her better.
The Count discovers him with his wife and challenges him to a duel. He
journeys
to the fighters'
camp the
with pistols.
Breeze inlists
on fighting
with gloves.
Herenextthemorning
action becomes
a succession
ol
chases with all the characters terribly confused over the resemblance of
Richard and Breeze. However, when all is right again, Richard has decided to pay a little more attention to Helen and a little less to his books.
"In Poverty's Power"
(Pathe — Two Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
BROTHER and sister arc driven from their home by maurauding
Mexicans. They seek refuge in the city. Here the brother
is unable to find work until he is hired as a strike breaker. He is
forced to remain in the work yards for several days, as to attempt
to pass the strikers would mean death. During this time the sister
is evicted from their apartment and is so disconsolate that she
accepts the assistance offered by Sally Breen, a shoplifter. When
the brother returns he is unable to locate her. In time he joins
forces with a burglar. In due time both are caught and they arrive
in jail on the same day — a rather sorry reunion.
This is the story that "In Poverty's Power," sixth of "The
Price
of Folly
the unlucky
pair." series tells. Ruth Roland and Frank Mayo are
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" Six Shooter Andy "
{Fox — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
ONE loses track of the number of men who drop dead with a
bullet resting in their respective anatomies in this feature
and it can be judged from this and the marked suggestion of bravo
carried in the title that it is a Western. It is of the tried and true
type in which the principal characters are a gold-seeking hero, a
heroine with eight small brothers and sisters and a villain who is
sheriff in name but murderer, thief and despoiler of homes in
reality. Tom Mix presents the title role convincingly and Enid
Markey and Sam De Grasse are the other angles of the trio. The
action is keyed at high speed throughout. It is always leading
up to a murder or away from one with thrilling results.
Bernard McConville, once of Fine Arts, who has been kept very
busy at the Fox studio of late, is author of the story. While most
of the material, in fact all of it, is more than merely familiar to
the consistently attentive observer of pictures, it is handled with
a good eye to its possibilities and produced in competent fashion.
S. A. Franklin directed. There is the usual big street set representing the western village and the dance hall and bar room scenes
are not neglected altogether. There is plenty of gun-play and of
course a final rescue of the heroine from the threatening arms of
the villain by S. S. Andy.
The three leads run true to form and the support is adequate.
A squad of the Fox kiddies are present to add some comedy to the
action that would otherwise be totally heavy in characters. All
in all " Six Shooter Andy " is a good Western. It will probably
greatly delight the junior portion of an audience and there are
plenty of adults who will thrill with it.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Bannack, Nev., is the locale of the story, the time during a gold rush.
Andy (Tom Mix), with his father (Bert Woodruff) journey toward the town.
They come upon Susan AUenby (Enid Markey) and her eight younger
brothers and sisters, mourning the death of their father (Ben Hammer),
who has been killed by Skinner (Pat Crisman) and Bil (Bob Fleming),
henchmen of the corrupt sheriff of Bannack, Tom Slade (Sam De Grasses.
Andy establishes himself prospecting, while Susan opens a restaurant in
the town.
Slade's
get demands
" Andy's satisfaction
father while
is journeying
town
with the
gold men
dust. " He
fromheSlade,
as he knowsto
the murderer to be Skinner. In a duel the guilty man is killed. Later,
whena fight.
Susan's Andy
older forms
brother a isvigilante
on his way
to Bannack,
he is also
in
committee
and demands
thatkilled
the
sheriff take action. He refuses and Andy gives him two hours to leave
town. Slade attacks Susan and is rescued by Andy when the children
warn him. This leads to a final fight between Slade and Andy and the
former pays with his death.
" The

Girl with the Champagne

Eyes "

Reviewed
by Peter
Milne'
(Fox — Five
Reels)
basic idea of " The Girl With the Champagne Eyes " is the
same as that of " Six Shooter Andy," its predecessor on the
Fox program. In fact they are so much alike in plot and treatment which includes some of the detailed action that one could
almost believe that Bernard McConville wrote them both at once.
But
for all thaton " its
TheownGirlmerits.
With the
Eyes " interests
and entertains
ThatChampagne
these are similar
to those

THE

of the other makes little difference if the exhibitor is wise enough
not to play the two pictures on successive dates.
The title might mean a story of Broadway, cabarets and chop
suey palaces hut a western gold town is the locale. Here are set
down three fugitives from justice, the girl, the man and the
girl's protector and here is found the villain in the person of the
sheriff. Again appear the Fox kiddies and it is they who fetch the
hero to save the heroine from the villain.
The picture gets away to a fine start when the band of crooks
is forced to disperse with the coming of the cops. Flashes of
chased and chasers, all dare-devils, furnish a number of fine thrills.
Jewel Carmen, certainly one of the most attractive actresses on the
screen, appears in the title role and pleases with an intelligent
performance. L. C. Shumway is hero and G. Raymond Nye the
villainous sheriff. The group of kiddies is led by Francis
Carpenter, probably the cleverest child player in the business. C.
M. Franklin directed.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Nellie Proctor (Jewel Carmen), of the light-fingered sisterhood, plies
her trade on board a ship bound for San Francisco. She relieves a rich
gentleman of his wallet. He discovers the loss and she is forced to dispose of it by throwing it under the steamer chair occupied by James
Blair (L. C. Shumway). Blair is accused of the theft and, unable to prove
his innocence, is arrested and sentenced to two years at hard labor when
the boat docks. Nellie informs Milligan (Charles Elder) of the arrest,
and his escape is ultimately effected. Blair, though holding Nellie in
high scorn, is forced to flee with them to the West. Here he turns pros- ,
pector.
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with them to the West. Here he turns prosto flee
forcedaway
high scorn,
with Milligan, McKenzie (G. Raymond Nye), the
pector. Withis Blair
jail. Going to Nellie, he
sheriff, receives notice of Blair's escape from
if she will pay the price he will permit Blair to go uninforms hermolested.that
For love of Blair she consents. Children she has adopted follow
Blair and inform him of the case. He returns to kill the sheriff and claim
, ,
.„ , .
Nellie as his own.
Al Paget, Charles Goreman and Eleanor Washmgton complete the cast.
"The Spurs of Sybil"
{World Film — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
ALICE BRADY reappears on the World program in " The
Spurs of Sybil," of which Louise Winter is author and
Travers Vale director. Sybil is a rich young lady from the
country who is told by her guardian she must work for a year
and win her spurs before she inherits her fortune. Her experiences in New York constitute the five reels. Due to the type
of story and its manner of production it must be said that " The
Spurs of Sybil " falls considerably below the average maintained
by this company. It is Sybil's misfortune to be mistaken for a
crook by her hero as soon as she registers at the Hotel Plaza.
And a number of other times he has his suspicions confirmed
but, at the rate he travels in this picture, the hero would be
suspicious of his own mother if she were late returning from
tea. The mighty long arm of coincidence, a handy implement
always, has been used to excess in the development of " The
Spurs of Sybil." There is hardly a turn in the story that results
from any logical dramatic building. It is hardly necessary to
add that this process becomes obviously mechanical as the reels
run by. And above all " The Spurs of Sybil " rises to no strong
climax.
The production is average, and Miss Brady labors in the main
role, but it is a rather unrealistic part and she is unable to make
much of it. John Bowers is opposite and Jack Davidson is principal heavy.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Sybil Drew (Alice Brady) must earn her spurs in the business world beinherits
aunt's offortune.
Journeying
to New aYork,
registers
at thefore shePlaza
and herbecause
her hesitancy
is thought
crook.she Dr.
Ross
Alger (John Bowers), a young physician who apparently spends the greater
part of his time hanging around the hotel desk, sees Sybil and is attracted
by move
her. Ato search
work on Finally
Sybil's part
proves fruitless.
is obliged
to
smaller forquarters.
she secures
a job with She
eccentric
old
Miss Berwick (Eugenie Woodward) and here meets her worthless nephew,
Paul (John Davidson). Dr. Alger happens to live in the apartment below.
Her position with Miss Berwick does not last long, as she is discharged
when Paul flirts with her. After suffering an automobile accident she is
taken to the home of Mrs. Penfield (Iseth Munroe), who conducts a gambling house. She is made a prisoner there for some unknown reason.
She finally gets Dr. Alger on the wire, and he comes to her rescue with a
squad of police. It is only then that he learns her real identity and is
acquainted with the fact that Sybil is not a crook.
" The Flash of Fate "
[Universal — Five Reels)
Reviewed by F. G. Spencer
tt'T'HE FLASH OF FATE," from the story by James W.
Atchison, has for its theme the determination of a young
broker, who has been ruined by the unscrupulous tactics of his
competitors, to go after the money regardless of honesty or anything else. His motto is to be " get the money," and this Randolph
Shorb (Herbert Rawlinson) starts out to do. His father, whose
business dealings had always been beyond reproach, kills himself
on realizing his financial ruin, which increases the son's bitterness. Sallie Starr makes as much as is possible out of the part
assigned her and as Mary Freeman acquits herself creditably.
But, after all, there is really nothing convincing in the story, and
while there is an attempt at the spectacular, some of the situations
are so far-fetched as to tax one's credulity to the utmost. A thrill
or two are interspersed and in one act a lively free-for-all fight
is staged, in which half a score of civilians and half a dozen policemen take part. Randolph Shorb falls in with a notorious
crook, Philadelphia Johnson (Charles West), and they, at the head
of a vicious gang, turn a trick or two, from the proceeds of which
the defunct brokerage business of Shorb and Son is rehabilitated.
Abner Hinman, who was responsible for Shorb's failure, is satisfactorily portrayed by Willis Marks, and Jack Nelson makes an
acceptable country boy as Joe Freeman, who comes to the city,
finds employment in a bank, and in an ill-advised moment is lured
into a questionable resort and there relieved of a considerable
sum of money belonging to the bank. Randolph, who has vouched
for Freeman at the bank, learns of this and also of the latter's
expressed intention of committing^ suicide. Desiring, therefore,

to reach him and not knowing of his whereabouts he hurries to
the city's power house and there throws the switch controlling
the city's lights. By means of the Morse code he signifies a 'phone
number, hoping almost against hope that Joe, who also is a telegraph operator, will catch the message and act thereon. The
and Randolph
scheme succeeds; the bank's shortage is made sogood
he deserts his evil
decides he cannot even make a good crook,
ways to again tread the straight and narrow path.
" The House of Hate "
{Pathe — Second Episode)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
of Hate " continues the
episode of " The Housenumber.
THE secondpace
Gresham arrives
set by the opening
exciting
just in time to drag the helpless Pearl from beneath the descending
cauldron. Later the servant of the Hooded Terror who carried
her off to the Waldron works makes an attempt on her life. Gresham fires at the would-be assassin and mortally wounds him. He
attempts to confess the identity of the Hooded Terror before he
dies but is unable to do so.
Gresham and Pearl note that someone has attempted to break
into the safe where the Waldon private papers are kept. That
night a camera is concealed in the head of a tiger rug lying before
the safe so that one attempting to break in will be photographed.
The Hooded Terror is the guilty one. The flash from the powder
frightens him away. Pearl gets the plate and starts to develop
it while a detective guards the door. The Hooded Terror steals
up behind him and knocks him senseless with a blow on the head.
He then breaks through the laboratory door and is about to attack
Pearl when the episode closes.
" Cavanaugh of the Forest Rangers "
{Vitagraph — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
HAMLIN
" Cavanaugh
of the Forest
has beenGARLAND'S
adapted to the
screen by Vitagraph
and Rangers
produced"
under the direction of William Wolbert, with Alfred Whitman
and Nell Shipman presenting the principal roles. The author has
created some very clever human touches and in the weaving of
his story has steered clear of the style followed by the average
writer of Western drama. His story is something different from
the usual run and has been worked up to a striking climax and
the events from start to finish have been introduced in logical
order. Director Wolbert has not given Mr. Garland's story the
production that it deserves. There is a certain weakness noticeable in the direction which detracts considerably from the production as a screen drama. The picture affords a new type of
Western drama and will be accepted by an audience with a welcome.
As in most Western drama, much of the action takes place in
the open. Director Wolbert has taken his company to ideal locations and some of the shots which his cameraman have registered are beauties. The picture opens with a bang and for a
reel or more moves v>ith a punch. Then come forced situations
in developing the plot which detract in interest.
The main title has strength and promises all and more that follows. The sub-titles are used in some instances to supply action
which should have been supplied by the director. Without some
of the sub-titles used, an audience would be left in the dark as to
the true meaning of the scenes which follow. This Vitagraph
production has, first, an excellent title; second, an original and
human theme; third, a purpose, strong and virile, and fourth, some
beautiful backgrounds and snappy action.
Alfred Whitman, in the title role, presents the part with appreciation and meets the stronger situations with ability. Nell Shipman presents the principal feminine role without enthusiasm, with
very little dramatic expression and with less appreciation for
proper emotion. Otto Lederer, in a heavy character role, gives
a fine performance. Laura Winston, in a character woman's role,
registers with every change of expression. R. Bradbury, Rex
Downs, Joe Rickson, Hal Wilson and Mrs. Hattie Buskirk are
.^een in minor roles.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Ross
Cavanaugh
(Alfred
Whitman) is(Otto
a ranger
patrolling
Sam's
icres in the West. Ed. Whetherford
Lederer)
arouses Uncle
the enmity
of a band of cattle rustlers. He leaves his wife (Laura Winston) and his
li-tle Virginia
daughter, returns
Virginiaafter
(Nell
Shipman),
the East.
country.
I'.ter
spending
that and
time flees
in the
She Six
findsyears
her
mother as proprietress of a cheap boarding house. Cavanaugh meets Vir-
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ginia. and they fall in love. Cavanaugh's superior officer tells that Virginia
is Cavanaugh's inferior, and Virginia overhears.
Cavanaugh's time is taken up with chasing the cattle rustlers, and he
avoids Virginia as much as possible.
Virginia's motherThisfeeling
that her
reconfession
she notherherandmother.
thatbetween
confesses
time has
moves thecome,
stain which
stands
Cavanaugh. White making
his rounds on the range, Cavanaugh comes upon an old man stricken with
smallpox. He cares for him, and lear.ns before his death that he is Whetherford, Virginia's father, who had left the country six years before. He does
not tell Virginia of the confession. She learns that Cavanaugh really loves
her,
and she The
startstwooutareto united.
find him. She then learns that he is carrying for
her father.
Four

Christie Comedies

{Christie Film Co. — One Reel Each)
Reviewed by Joseph L. ICelley
AL E. CHRISTIE'S late ciintributions to the list of screen
comedies are .Circumstantial Evidence," featuring Betty
Compson and " Smiling " Billy Mason ; " In the Dark," featuring
Bobby Vernon; "The Night of His Life," with
Ethel Lynne
Willie
Archie,andElsie Greeson, Harr>' Edward and Ethel Lynne
and " Mum's the Word" with Bobby Vernon, Bartine Burkett and
Harry Edwards.
For straight comedy sketches with some incidents in each of
the four verging on to the slapstick, this late product from^ the
Christie Studios, paves the way for smiles and laughs but never
roars. Coming right after a five or six-reel feature on the program, anyone of the four will serve a good purpose. The action
in all four moves swiftly. Director Christie has not attempted
to inject "old stuff" into his work. He has worked for one reel
of comedy in each run and has succeeded in bringing to the surface the best that was in the scripts submitted. Of the four,
" In the Dark " and " Circumstantial Evidence " are the more substantial and afford the best comedy situations. All four rise a
bit above the average Christie standard. Anyone will get a laugh
and may be two or three. All will make you smile and place
you on the verge of a good hearty laugh at different stages during the run. If this be done, a comedy is worth while. These
four Christies are.
Betty Compson and " Smiling " Billy Mason unravel the plot
of " Circumstantial Evidence." Billy meets and weds a dashing
young widow. From the start, wifey insists that hubby take out
an insurance. The brother of the bride is trailing a dangerous
character. Billy hears him discussing the chase with his wife
and believes they are plotting against his life. Hence the anxiety
about the insurance. Explanations follow, and hubby and wife}make up.
"In the Dark" presents Bobby Vernon and Ethel Lynne in
comedy teamwork. Bobby gets a laugh now and then, and Miss
Lynne makes up in loveliness for what she lacks in ability as a
coiVrCdlennc. Both together put this comedy over. This number
was shown at the Rialfo last week which fact speaks well for
its merits. The Rialto audience liked it. Ethel and Bobby are
engaged but something always happened to cause a postponement
of the wedding. Ethel objects to the manner in which Bobby
conducts himself in the presence of other girls. The boys at the
club kidnap the two lovers and perform z. mock marriage. The
bride and groom flee in a auto and register at a hotel. The
boys tell mother and mcrther thinks it awful. The hotel is stormed
but Bobby surprises the crowd of inquisitive by presenting a marriage license. The honeymoon continues.
" The Night of His Life " gives Willie Archie an opportunity
to present his miniature self before the camera to good advantage. Willie can imitate a drunk to perfection and at the
same time put over nice bits of mild comedy. Elsie Greeson,
Harry Edwards and Ethel Lynne assist in the fun-making. Miss
Lynne looks pretty as usual and will grace any scene in which
she appears. Her smile is worth more than comedy instinctivencss. Willie is engaged but is found among those missinp- when
the minister arrives to tie the knot. He has been detained at the
club or a bachelor dinner. When the time comes for Willie to
go he returns to his apartment having forgotten that he had
given it up that morning. He finds a pretty girl about to spiash
around in the tub when he enters. The girl is the fiancee of
his "best man." A mix-up follows. But Willie eventually afrivc-s — arc
and two
so weddings.
does the "best man." Matters are explained ard
there
" Mum's the Word " presents Bobby Vernon again, supported
by Bartine Burkett and Harry Edwards. Miss Burkett hasn't
much to do but she does her bit well. Bobby falls a little shcrt
of giving the same brand of work as he does in " In the Dark."
Bob! -.- r,ii'l I'hil are in lovf with Peggy. Bobby is a singer of
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note and Harry having Bobby's I. O. U. for a large amount won
at cards, tells Bobby that if he will refrain from singing or speaking to anyone for twenty-four hours he will cancel the debt. It
is
agreed.
During
Bobby's
silenceof Harry
courts
The tables are
turned
after enforced
the expiration
the time
and Peggy.
Bobby
wins both the money he owed and the girl.
Ben Cohn wrote the first three named and Joseph F. Poland
wrote the fourth. Al. E. Christie directed.
"Sold for Gold"
{Pat he — Tivo Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
WILL RITCHEY, author of " The Price of Folly " series, has
taken the capital versus labor theme for " Sold for Gold,"
the fifth number. West, a big mill owner, desires to obtain control
of a manufacturing plant operated by Mrs. Crider. The only manner in which he can do it is to marry his daughter, Roma, to Mrs.
Crider's dissolute son, Jack. The life of the bartered bride js far
from pleasant. Jack continues on the downward path and insists
on entertaining a drunken party in his home. In the midst of this
the mill workers riot as West has closed down the factory. When
the smoke has cleared away Roma has drowned herself. Jack has
been shot and killed by the rioters and West finds that he cannot
purchase all with money.
Ruth Roland, Frank Mayo, Daniel Gilfether, Ruth Lackaye and
Philo McCullough portray the principal characters with an obvious
sense of melodrama. The action of the two reels is high speed,
the situations sensational.
" Adam and Some Eves "
{Paramount-Victor Moore Comedy — One Reel)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
VICTOR MOORE'S latest, " Adam and Some Eves," is a clever
burlesque on woman's rule in municipal affairs. Vic lands
in " Fcminineville " after his flying flivver has collided with a
cloud. He makes a hit with the women folks, who rule supreme
in the courts and police department. It is a toss-up between the
chieftess of police and the judgess of the magistrates' court. Both
fall for Vic. Director Chester M. De Vonde has a good eye for
the slapstick variety and has served a sprinkling of the straight
comedy throughout the run. Some pretty girls grace the jury box
during the trial scene, which gets some good laughs. D. L. Don,
Peggy Adams and Agnes Neilsen are the supporting comedy
makers. " Adam and Some Eves " is a snappy one-reeler, has
bits of originality and will serve as a good trailer to a dramatic
feature. It is better than the average Klever comedy.
Four Billy West Comedies
{King-Bee— -Two Reels Each)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
BILLY WEST enacted four two-reclers for the reviewers last
week — " The Orderly," " The Stranger," " His Day Out " and
" The Rogue." The first-named is a corker of the comedy-slapstick variety. Originality in comedy situations and the general
atmosphere which surrounds " The Orderly," places it well in
the lead of the other three. " The Stranger " is the weakest of
the four, but in view of the fact that no one of the collection
can be considered poor or without the material for exciting a
bunch of laughs, its worth is not lost in the expression weakest.
King-Bee Film Corporation has a quartette of fun-makers that
can be flashed on the screen and will send back to the management of any theatre the echo of laughs from all sections of his
house and roars from the gallery.
" The Orderly " finds Billy as an orderly in the " Peace and
Quiet " Sanitarium, tending to the sick or near-sick and indisposed guests. From one patient to the other he goes, and at the
expense of each one he collects a laugh for his audience. This
is the best comedy Billy West has done. Ethel Burton is seen
in the role of a nurse.
" The Stranger " is a burlesque on Western life and falls short
of providing the same brand of comedy as " The Orderly " or the
other two because the author has failed to provide situations
with value as comedy makers. The scenes in the pawnshop,
where Billy takes his faithful burro as collateral for a loan, reveal the liveliest comedy. Here and there during the run of this
number there appear incidents that provoke laughter, but there
are times when a number of feet are spun without even a snicker
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responding to the doings of Billy and his support. Leatrice Joy,
Budd Ross. Oliver (Babe) Hardy and Leo White serve the laughs
with Billy, in this number. Billy arrives in Red Dog Gulch without a penny to gingle. Susie, the daughter of the hotel manager,
rides to the outskirts of the town and is attacked by a couple of
Mexicans. Billy rescues her. Back in town, Billy, after putting
his burro in hock, repairs to the gambling and dance hall. A
lively time is had by all. Again he rescues Susie and is received
as the hero of the town.
" His Day Out " presents Billy in the role of an escaped
prisoner who meets with a pretty dame in the park, accompanies
her to her father's barber shop, and is immediately placed at
work by the father who has spied a chicken and doesn't believe
in letting business interfere with pleasure. Billy's adventure as
a tonsorial artist follows. "His Day Out " ranks next to " The
Orderly " and takes second prize. Babe Hardy and Leatrice Joy
put over some good comedy in support. Budd Ross, Leo White
and Joe Bordeaux are seen in action.
" The Rogue " vies with " The Stranger " for second place.
Billy starts as a kitchen helper, is thrown out, and repairs to a
restaurant where he is engaged as a waiter. His position doesn't
last long, but it remains for a automobile and a pretty girl to
put him in soft. He is dined and wined at the palatial home of
the girl and during his stay was " some time." A tea party is
in progress when Billy turns loose a mouse and the excitement
starts. He is a bit too rough to suit the old man who shows him
the door and the fade-out finds Billy again facing the cold, cold
world. Arvid Gilstrom directed all four comedies. He has
demonstrated his ability as a comedy director in more ways than
one.
" The

Shuttle "

{Select — Five Reels)
Revie^ved by Joseph L. Kelley
WITH every performance before the camera, Constance Talmadge does a little better. Following " The Studio Girl "
she takes Frances Hodgson Burnett's, " The Shuttle," and assuming the aggressive, winsome spirit of Bettina Vanderpoel, invades
the home of nobility, brings happiness and contentment out of
chaos and misery and wins a Lord. When she walks into a set
she hits the audience squarely between the eyes. Her every move
is perfected grace. Her anxiety to interpret the director's commands never once leads her to overact. Although not gifted with
the ability to express depths of emotion, she is gifted with a
lightness of heart and a winsomeness of manner that attract
with as much force and with as little resistance as does the other
extreme of dramatic ability. Miss Talmadgc is a comedienne,
not an emotional actress. She can interpret the lighter veins of
the drama with as much ability and with a much better purpose
back of her every action as well as if not better than some headliners in the art. She brings sunshine and lots of it, to Frances
Hodgson Burnett's creation of Bettina Vanderpoel and this is
no
mean stunt. She puts over " The Shuttle "—more could not
be said.
Margaret Turnbull and Harvey Thew did the continuity for
the author's work. The plot gives evidence of being forced in
spots but because of the nature of the drama and the comedy
element' which is exposed this defect may be overlooked. It
is not serious. Rollin Sturgeon directed and he has given the
best of evidence to sustain the contention that he is strong on
detail and atmosphere. His directorial work in connection with
this Select offering is commendable. He picked a good one
when he selected a duplicate for the author's setting for the Vanderpoel estate. Not a detail missed his attention in the interior
setting representing the living room of Sir Nigel's home. The
fact that Sir Nigel had allowed his possessions to go to ruin
did not have to be explained with sub-titles. Neglect and carelessness on the part of Sir Nigel was plainly reflected in Director Sturgeon's faithful reproduction of his home. The photography isclear and James C. Van Trees, the
presence, isfelt throughout the run of this Select cameraman's
feature.
Edith Johnson in the principal feminine supporting
gives
a commendable performance. Her work stands out role,
with all
prominence. George McDaniel is an excellent type, a good actor,
and fills the shoes of Sir Nigel to perfection.
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Omaha Gains What Des
Moines Loses
The Select Feature Film Company has
opened an exchange at 1512 Howard street,
Omaha, with C. W. Taylor in charge as
manager. This exchange was moved to
Omaha after being opened eight weeks in
Des Moines, Iowa.
This makes six exchanges, including the
General, Triangle, Mutual, Select and two
smaller ones, that have left Des Moines
recently and have been established in
Omaha. Better railroad facilities, the fact
that Chicago can supply the Iowa towns
along the Mississippi River, that Nebraska
exhibitors wouldn't book from a Des
Moines (Iowa) exchange, but Iowa exhibitors will book from an Omaha exchange, are counted as factors in Omaha
taking the lead away from her sister city.
Paramount-Artcraft Open
in Omaha
Paramount and Artcraft have established
an exchange in the Bromley Building,
Omaha, Neb., with G. E. Akers in charge
as manager. Mr. Akers had charge of the
short subject department of the Kansas
City Feature Film Company. J. E. Kirk,
well known among motion picture people
in the Omaha territory, has charge of the
short subject department in the Omaha exchange. F. W. Thiele, formerly manager
of the Triangle exchange in Omaha, is
assistant manager under Mr. Akers.
The Omaha Paramount-Artcraft exchange began releasing January 1, covering
the territory of Nebraska and western
Iowa. This makes fifteen exchanges in
Omaha, which has grown rapidly during
the last year as a motion picture center.
Ben

Title Re-enters Exchange Field
Ben Title, the well known exhibitor and
proprietor of the T. N. F. theatre, in Flatbush, Brooklyn, N. Y., and formerly of
the Imperial Film Exchange, has gone back
into the exchange business. He has opened
offices at 220 West 42d street. New York,
and will handle for the State of New York
the Jester Comedies, featuring Twede-Dan.
World
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Exchange Increases
Force
The World Film Corporation of Boston,
in consequence
of "the
to give to contract holders free
of offer
charge pictures for
the number of days for which they hold
contracts, in addition to their regular releases, has had to add five extra to its office force to take care of the managers
taking advantage of this offer. George
Fecke, manager of the World Film Office
for New England, is pleased with results.

Exchanges Here and There
The Peerless Photoplay Company Exchange
has been opened at 1504 Harney street, Omaha,
Neb., with Phil Goldstone as manager.
E. T. Lux, division manager for the Foursquare
Pictures was in Cleveland last week visiting with
G. W. tive.Erdman,
the on
company's
Mr. Lux was
his way local
from representaCincinnati
to New York.
Alfred
of Goldwyn
Pictures Weiss,
Corporation,vice-president
was in Cleveland
on Tuesday
ofBandy.
last week, the guest of the local manager, H. A.
Fitzpatrick,
of theinKleine-EdisonGeneral
office Manager
in Chicago,
was recently
Cleveland
going over the local situation with Manager J.
H. Norwood.
Arrangements
concluded
the Pictures
Educational Film Corporation
and between
Foursquare
will result in the distribution, through the latter
concern, of the Bruce and Newman scenics and
the Ditmar animal pictures in several of the Foursquare Exchanges.
C. W. Staombaugh, manager of the Standard
Film Exchange in Minneapolis, was in Omaha the
Other day visiting Jules Rachman, local manager.
He was on his way to .the Standard managers'
meeting
he
said. in Kansas City. " Business is great,"
A story is being freely circulated in Omaha,
Neb., about a small town exhibitor who came to
the city crying about the low plight of business.
He wentduction ito
one The
manager
and listened
pleaded forfora atime,
ren rates.
manager
then, looking his visitor straight in the eye, asked :
" Isn'tandit that
true you
yourarebusiness
just upas sympathy
good as
ever,
trying tois stir
for
yourselfsays
just the
to get
a reduction
rates?" forThea
exhibitor,
report,
looked instartled
moment, then with a sheepish smile, admitted that
the manager was right.
The Allen Film Company has recently opened
a Cleveland office in the Sincere building. This
is the first invasion of the Allen Film Company
into Ohio, and if it proves a_ successful venture, it
is the plan of the organization to keep on going
East until they can't go any further. " We expect
tosaidrelease
pictures on the state rights basis,"
D. L. our
Martin.
It ture
has whichbeenthe announced
that the seven-reel
picEssanay Company
took of Camp
Sherman in Chillicothe, Ohio, will be distributed
throughoutcinnati,theassistedstate
Jack Needham
of Cin-of
by byMaurice
Lebensberger
Cleveland. The film is to be known as " Man
Making and Soldier Making in Ohio."
George Wyatt, who has been booking agent for
Mutual the past five years in Calgary, has been
taken
management of the Dominion Exclusiveson by
(Foxthe Features).
The St. John office of the Canadian Universal
Film Co., under the management of G. A. Margetts, reports excellent business on the current
Universal serials..
Claire Hague, general manager for the Canadian
Universal Film Company, Limited, made a short
trip to New York to get in touch with the new
plans for the coming year, which will most likely
take place under the new general sales manager,
Joe Brandt.
Mayher and Phil Monsky, brothers, are now
the roadmen out of Omaha for the Standard
exchange. Mayher has Nebraska and Phil has
Iowa.
dle west.Both are well known throughout the midmadewe anwere
excellent
a "lotWeof have
business
refusedstart,
whenpicking
we wereup
in Kansas City because the expressage to the
Omaha
territory
too great," said exchange,
Manager
G. E. Akers
of thewasParamount-Artcraft
recently opened in Omaha. The exchange has
been fitted up in ornamental manner and Mr.
Akers says he has entertained many callers from
among the out-state exhibitors.

fvingsley Manages General
Exchange in Cleveland
C. G. Kingsley has just been appointed
manager of the Cleveland exchange of
General Film Company. Mr. Kingsley is
rated as one of the most successful exchange men in the country. He served
under the Fox banner in Boston, Indianapolis, Cincinnati and Detroit and is thoroughly familiar with the Cleveland district.
He was also connected with Paramount
for a time. Previous to entering the film
business, Mr. Kingsley was advance man
for a number of important theatrical productions.
Jewel Tries New

Exchange

Jewel Productions, Inc., working to obtain the maximumSystem
efficiency in their sales
department, has reshaped its policy of
distribution to meet the requirements of
war time conditions. All local exchanges
are put under the jurisdiction of a zone
sales office, in which is installed a zone sales
manager who attends to the larger accounts
and has direct supervision over the salesmen in that territory. The sales manager
will work independently of the exchange
manager and will confine himself strictly
to getting business and running down complaints in his zone.
All sales managers will be under the control of the Sales Manager
City of the Home
Office and will make their recommendations
direct to him.
First National

in Oklahoma

E. H. Hulsey of Dallas, Texas, who controls the First National Exhibitors' Circuit
franchise for Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas, announces the opening of the Oklahoma
branch
of the "isFirst
National,"
of whichCity T.
E. Larson
president
and
general manager. Mr. Larson is well
known in Southwest film circles. He will
handle all " First National " releases, including Chaplin's new " Signature Protected " Comedies. The new exchange is
now doing business.
Harden

Quits Foursquare
in Atlanta
Charles W. Harden, one of the best
known motion picture exchange managers
in the South, has resigned as manager of
the Foursquare Pictures office in Atlanta.
This move was made necessary, it is said,
owing to the increasing business of the
E. & H. Film Company, of which Mr.
Harden is half owner.
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Announcement is made by the Vitagiapli
that another company will be put to work
cither this week or during the next. However, that depends upon the finishing of the
stage. The Nell Shipman and Earle Williams companies, each producing five-reel
pictures; "The Woman and the Web"e
serial on its third episode, the " Vengeanc
—and the Woman " serial, which is being
directed by William Duncan, and the two
comedy companies working, tax the capacity of the studio to the utmost. The company soon to be added will produce twothe " Wolfville"
fromLewis.
adapted
reel stories
During the
Henry
of Alfred
stories
past week all of the companies at work have
been filming interior scenes, and for the
William Wolbert Company, a temporary
stage was built to accommodate its sets for
" A Texas Romance " on the lower acreage
where the trees and underbrush furnish a
good background for these interiors.
Being unable to find a whirlpool in California for the " Vengeance — find the
Woman " serial, William Duncan had one
constructed. Down at the lower part of the
studio where a wide ditch is located, two
gas engines were installed and water piped
into a large concrete tank. Two powerful
air compressors were placed under the
water, and were operated so that the water
for about twenty feet deep swirled continuously. The suction was so great that
a man could not remain but a few seconds
above the surface. Although it is dangerous, at least a thrill will be given by the
awfulness of the death of the villains in the
serial.

Zlniverj^aJ

Sfems'et&s*

Director Jacques Jaccard, who has been
in charge of directing " The Lion's Claw "
■-erial for the Universal, was taken ill this
week, and Harry Harvey has now taken
charge and is at work on the fourth episode
of this animal serial.
Rupert Julian is finishing "The Iconoclast," and James Home is working on the
'^ixtccnth episode of " The Bull's Eye."
Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran are at work
f»n a comedy as yet imnamed.
No definite information as to when Universal City will open again in full blast has
as yet been given out. Morris Fleckles,
who was here from New York, has now
gone North, and will visit Seattle, Portland,
Spokane and then continue East, Mr.
Fleckles could not he induced to make any
statements as to exactlv what would be
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done when Universal City re-opened. He
would say nothing in regard to the date, or
or companies would again start
what people
work
at U City.
Monroe Salisbury, the Bluebird star, has
not as yet witnessed his latest feature,
■' Hands Down," on the screen, although
he has certainly tried hard enough to view
it. Monroe went down to the Superba
theatre in Los Angeles, where the picture
is being shown, on three different occasions,
but no such luck as seeing the film. The
first time he came in as the weekly was being shown and had barely been in the
theatre five minutes when an usher tapped
him on the shoulder and informed him that
he was wanted at the studio. That night he
tried once more to see his film and again he
was called away by the studio after seeing
a little of the first reel.

cQve (Jriangje Sterns^
In order that not a moment will be lost
between pictures, General Manager H. O.
Davis of the Triangle is speeding up
things. Eight companies are at work on
five and seven-reel pictures, while the ninth
is doing a one-reel comedy.
Two pictures have been completed in the
last week. The first is called " Linocent's
Progress " in which Pauline Starke and
Jack Livingston are the principal players.
The direction was in the hands of Frank
Borzage. The second is titled " Smoke,"
and was directed by Jack Conway, with
Gloria Swanson and Edward Peil in the
leading roles. With the completion of
" Smoke," Conway immediately started
work on " The Servant in the House,"
which is a picturization of the Charles
Rann Kennedy play. Theatregoers of a few
years ago will easily recall the success
which this production enjoyed. The continuity was written by Lanier Bartlett.
" The Honorable Billy " is the title of the
present William Desmond production which
is being directed by Frank Borzage. The
story deals with the better class of society
in London, with Desmond in the part of
aThe
" good
angel,"
a flockhe offinds
hangers-on.
action
startsforwhen
he has
wasted his fortune. At this point Gloria
Swanson, who has the feminine lead,
enters as a young woman who desires to
"break" into society. Gloria's father, a
member of the nobility who had deserted
his wife, with the result that his daughter
made her way in the world as a mannequin.
The daughter's desire for revenge prompts
her to offer the honorable Billy a large
sum to introduce her into the exclusive set.
Desmond accepts the offer, and the customary romance follows. Included in the
cast are Lillian West, Lillian Langdon and
Charles Dorian.

"iParalta

^aragrapM

The entire personnel of the board of
directors of the Paralta Company have
arrived in Los Angeles, i. e., with the exception of Robert T. .Kane, who is in the
officers' training reserve at Camp Lewis.
President Carl Anderson, who has been at
the studio for several months, was joined
chairman of the board
John deWolf,
by directors;
of
Herman Katz, treasurer; Nat
I. Brown, secretary, and Frank Kane, who
represents, his brother, Robert T. Kane.
These men, with Fernando M. Guinzburg,
the board of directors. Howcompose
ever, Nat. I. Brown has been confined to
liis hotel with a severe cold which he
picked up while on his way to the coast.
The entire board have expressed themselves as being particularly pleased with
the plans put into operation by Carl
Anderson and Robert Brunton. It has not
Ijeen definitely stated whether Frank Kane
will be officially connected with the comMany changes have been made in the
pany.
scenario staff of the Paralta, and the list
of writers and continuity people include at
the present time Monte M. Katterjohn,
Tom Geraghty, Jane Holley, J. Grubb Alexander, Fred Myton, E. Richard Shayer,
Robert Kidd, Julian Lamothe and Richard
Bret Hartc. Katterjohn has completed the
original story and continuity which will
serve as an introduction for Louise Glaum,
now with Paralta ; Geraghty is preparing a
new story for Bessie Barriscale ; Jane Holley and Robert Kidd have written an original story, and Julian Lamothe is preparing
the continuity for a forthcoming Barriscale
productipn. Alexander and Myton prepared the original scenario for the Barriscale picture which has just been completed.
Shayer is preparing the screen version of
the Thomas Dixon story which the Mastercraft Corporation will produce, and Richard
Bret Harte has recently rejoined the forces.

It is expected that William Farnum will
arrive in Los Angeles in about two weeks.
There is quite a bit of discussion in Los
Angeles as to which of the Farnum lioys
will picturize Zane Grey's book, " The
Riders of the Purple Sage." Stories have
appeared in a majority of the newspapers
that Dustin Farnum had the rights to the
book. Now the report is that William will
do it.
Tom Mix is at work at the Fox studio on
a story written by himself ; the conliiniity
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was made by Lynn Reynolds, who is also
d'itecting the production. The action takes
place in Arizona, New Mexico and Los
Angeles.
Jewel Carmen has just finished her production under the direction of S. A. Franklin, and the picture is now being cut and assembled. The story is of the underworld, •
giving a chance for rapid action and thrills.

^^^T^re

and

VJieTey

Director Howard Mitchell has begun
work on a new picture for Balboa, which
will star Kathleen Clifford. Besides being
the featured player, she is also the author,
Walter Edwards, formerly of the Triangle Film Corporation, has been signed
by the Famous Players-Lasky organization, and it is expected he will take charge
of the Constance Talmadge company, as
soon as he starts work at that studio.
Fred Starr, another giant, has been engaged to fill the place made vacant by the
recent death of Eric Campbell with Charlie
Chaplin. Zasu Pitts, formerly with the
Mary Pickford organization is also a
newcomer to the Chaplin studios.
Chaplin has broken one of his rules
about visitors at his studio. It is much
easier for the average person to get into
a safe deposit vault, than it is to enter
the grounds of the Chaplin Company.
Forty sailors for the U. S. Naval Reserve
station accepted Chaplin's invitation to
visit the studio, and for several hours
they were his guests. He even went so
far as to violate one of the rules of the
institution, that of permitting the visitors
to watch him at his work. Before they
had departed, the usual photograph was
made, with Chaplin standing in the center.
A copy of the photo will be sent to each
of the boys as a souvenir of their visit.
In the future any soldier or sailor in
uniform, whether he come alone or with
others of the fighting forces, will be admitted after four-thirty in the afternoon.
One of the features of the advance advertising used for the Henry Walthall picture, "His Robe of Honor," was a strip
of film showing Walthall, Bessie Barriscale, Howard Hickman, J. Warren Kerrigan and other film people as they filed

Monroe Salisbury As a Noble Red-Skin Is Featu red In Bluebird's " Heart of the Desert." Carmel
Myers Is Starred I n " The Wine Girl "
out of the theatre on the occasion of the
Lillian West and May Walters arc the
review of the Walthall production.
principal members of the cast.
The exteriors for the latest Roy Stewart
The working title of the Louise Glaum
picture
have been finished by Director
Paralta production, " Intelligence," has
Cliff Smith, and work on the interiors is
been changed to " The Blonde Beast," as
now progressing rapidly. The title of
it was thought this title was more apthe
production is " The Boss of the Lazy
propriate.
After a vacation of several weeks spent
Y," a screen adaptation of Charles Alden
Seltzer's novel of that name.
in the East, Olive Thomas is back on the
It is expected that E. Mason Hopper
job and hard at work on a five-reel
comedy-drama called " The Siren in the
will finish his latest subject, titled "Another Foolish Virgin," within the week.
House," which is being directed by Jack
Dillon. As usual. Miss Thomas has a new
Alma Rubens, Texas Guinan, Joseph Bennett, Lee Hill and Betty Pearce have the
leading man. Wallace MacDonald, who
leading parts.
played the juvenile lead in "The Shoes
Director Raymond Wells is putting the
That Danced," was chosen as the principal
supporting player. Others in the cast are
finishing touches to the " Law of the Great
William V. Mong, Claire McDowell, Ray
Northwest."
a story dealing with the Canadian wilderness.
Griffith and Lee Phelps. This is GrifSince it has been announced that Roscoe
fith's first appearance in a feature producArbuckle is looking for a studio site, praction, but he will be remembered by picture
fans for his work in recent Keystone and
tically every city of any size in Southern
California has been confronting his office
Triangle comedies.
with offers. Santa Ana started first with
The one-reel comedy which is being
an exceptionally attractive offer, and up to
and Jack Livingston, Jack Richardson,
date it leads the field because of a more
made is called " Many Happy Returns,"
definite and concrete proposition. They will
erect a studio to cost $100,000. to be used
solely for the Comique Film Corporation,
of which Joseph M. Schenck is president
and Roscoe Arbuckle, vice-president. Architects and engineers are working on the
plans for the Santa Ana Chamber of Commerce, and will be presented to Arbuckle
this week. Delegations of business men
from Long Beach, where Arbuckle is
located ; from Santa Ana who hope to
get him, and from Redlands, Riverside and
Anaheim, who are also in the race, will attempt this week to prove to the satisfaction
of Arbuckle exactly why he should take up
a permanent residence in their city. Although Jacksonville, Florida, is too far
away to send a delegation, with their usual
progress they have kept the wires warm
with their messages, and have made several
alluring offers.
Preparations are nearing completion for
Vitagraph Used An Unusually Large Cast Hedda
for " The
Nova Woman and the Web " Serial, Starring
the photographing of tlic first scenes for

Motion
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Six Shooter Andy," with Tom Mix, Is Expected To Be Lee
One Are
of the
of ItsBuds
Kind" from William Fox in Some Time.
StarsBestof Things
" American
pletely demolished, the players being
thrown into the ocean, where they are
captured.
The scene was made several times, but
the captain of the launch engaged to run
the small boat down, fearing an accident,
was overcautious and the scene did not
film as ef¥ectively as Directors Smith and
Hurst thought it ought to. Finally, under
orders, the engineer ran the gasoline
launch full speed ahead into the boat occupied by Miss Nova and Mr. Glendon. No

" The Man from Brodneys," a strong
drama.
William Wolbert, who is now filming " A
Texas Romance," will have for his forthcoming story " A Son of Kazan." As it is
impossible to find a dog sufficiently trained
to enact the part of Kazan, there will, of
course, be changes made in the story.
Hedda Nova had a narrow escape from
serious injury last week in the filming of a
scene for " The Woman in the Web," the
forthcoming Vitagraph serial. The company had deserted the hills where they had
been doing a lot of daring riding and other
stunt scenes, for San Pedro harbor. The
action called for Miss Nova and J. Frank
Glendon, who plays opposite her in the
serial, to enter a small boat and when
seeking to escape from a pursuing launch,
to be run into and the smaller craft com-

MARCH

Charlei Ray. Ince Sur, In Paramount Pictur

Paralta is not broke.
Income Tax are not popular.
thisWeatherweek. — nothing but climate
Charley
man haircut.Gerrard has a pro-GerFinancial Note: Monte Katterjohn has a new car.
All swains take note. Theda
is among us again.
Unusual paragraph : Tom Mix
is going to do a western story.
Chet Withey strained his midnight lens shooting last week.
B. Ziedman carries a newsactor. paper clipping to prove he is an
Health note: An epidemic of
adopting regiments has broken
out among our film actresses.
Jacques Jaccard was taken suddenly ill while
" The
Lion's Claw
" for filming
the Universal.
Bad colds arc being worn by
many not
of the
filmknown.
people, and
others
so well
Ruth Stonehouse is to give
" The Debutante Dance " and
"She's
The versatile
Dance arvyhow.
of the Vampire."
George Holt is dead again. As
the villain in " Vengeance and
the Woman " he was drowned in
a " prop claims
" whirlpool
George
it is this
the week.
best
death he ever died.
At last wc have found an actress who lives for her work and
loves her art. The Balboa P. A.
accuses
Mabel Hyde of doing
this.

9, 1918

News

Jane and Catherine

realism was lacking in the smash-up and
the jump made by the players to escape
being hit by the larger boat.
Miss Nova was hit by an oar and although later it was discovered that her
ankle was badly sprained, she held the
scene and gave an exhibition of swimming a professional would envy. This is
the first accident Miss Nova has suffered,
although strenuous riding and dare-devil
stunts have been performed in the first
three episodes.

NEWS

MORE

NEWS

she awas
Wallace MacDonald has recov- with
case immediately
of La Grippe. confined
ered from a two
the Chicken
Pox.weeks'
By siege
keepingof Speaking of versatility, we
noteour
by wk.
the papers
that several
his hands securely bound to- of
comediennes
have
he escaped
ring hisgether,fatal
beauty.without mar- come to realize the serious side
of
their
art,
and
are
now
fullPat stock
Dowling
has movedpoints
his fledged dramatic artists. Turn
large
of exclamation
on
the
tears,
Henry.
Pass
the
and commas from the publicity
offices of the Lasky Company to onions.
Doug.
Fairbanks
started
a
the Paralta.
new style. According to evidence,
while
in
San
Francisco,
he
wore
Consolidated
Crepe
Hair
received a severe blow this week a sombrero in his right hand,
when J. Stuart Blackton ordered and wore the right hand in the
Ernest Joy to raise his own dis- aid, where it waved back greetguise for the next picture.
ingshand,
to SansayFrancisco's
cheers.
we.
Sign on Broadway picture Some
It has conductor
been discovered
by a
house : " ' It May Be Your railroad
that Roscoe
Daughter
' not
and club-like,
Charlie Chaplin,"
Arbuckle could not have possiwhich
is
we
rise
bly failed in pictures. .He was
to remark.
for many years unJack Conway has reached the press-agented
der thefee,"brand
of "realize
Arbuckle
Cofheight of fame. Instead of havbut
didn't
it until
after him,
has inga a cigar
modistenamed
creation.
Ye Ed.he told.Alma Rubens was explaining
the nerve to tell you what to a child the meaning of the
ithasn't
is called.
picturechariot.
of Elijah's
in the
A would be screen tragedian fiery
The journey
child noticed
asked Arthur Hoyt this question : the halo around Elijah's head
" What are the principals of a and asked: "Why is he taking
movie actor?
" Hoyt
refused to a. spare tire with him on the
answer
on advice
of council.
Phil. Hum. received a tele- trip? "gized for Woodside
the above. has apoloA play in one act: Title:
gram
from
a
friend
:
"Just
heard
Blood." who
Characters:
you were married. Congratula- "Sporting
Ro.scoe Arbuckle,
weighs
tions." Hum Had
answered:
"Re- around
port untrue.
no intention
three hundred; and Willie
of getting married." Friend Archer, who tips the beam at
wired:
pounds.
Arbuckle:Archer:
"I'll
Nell "Delete
Shipmanfirstisfiveso words."
sympa- ninetyyou
I'm bet?"
right."
thetic, that when she saw Theda 'bet
What'll
you
Arbuckle:
''A
suit
of
clothes." Archer:
Bara in " Cleopatra " make a
trip up the Nile, with nothing " You don't want any odds, do
around her but Anthony's arm
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Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.

Bluebird Photoplays
4. The Wife He Bought (Carmel Myers)
11. Hands Down
(Monroe Salisbury,
Ruth Clifford)
18. Morgan's
Raiders
(Violet Mersereau)
25. Thenum)
Rough Lover (Franklyn Far25. The Grand Passion (Dorothy Phillips Super Production)
4. The Girl in the Dark (Carmel
Myers)
11. Hungry Eyes (M. Salisbury)

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.

Universal Productions
7. The Wolf and His Mate (Louise
Lovely)
14.
Hell's Crater
(GraceMulhall)
Cunard)
21. Madame
Spy (Jack
28. The Phantom Riders (Harry Carey,
Molly Malone)
4. Painted Lips (Louise Lovely)
11. New Love for Old (Ella Hall, Emory
Johnson)
18. The Flash of Fate (Herbert Rawlinson (Sally Starr)
25. Wild Women (Harry Carey, Molly
Malone)
Nobody's
Wife (Louise
Lovely)...5
11.4. Beauty
in Chains
(Ella Hall)

Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
(Successors to Paramount Pictures Corp.)
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
Feb. 4. Madame Jealousy (Pauline FrederFeb. 4. Flare-Up Sal (Drotohy Dalton)
Feb. 11. The Keys of the Righteous (Enid
Bennett)
Feb. 18. The Thing We Love (Wallace Reid)
Feb. 18. Hidden Pearl (Sessue Hayakawa....
Feb. 25. One More American (George Beban)
Mar. 4.4. Huck
Eve's and
Daughter
(BilliePickford)
Burke)
Mar.
Tom (Jack
Mar. 11. The Family Skeleton (Charles Ray).
Mar. 11. Sunshine Nan .(Ann Pennington)...
Mar. 18. Prunella (Marguerite Clark)
Mar.
Stuart
Youth
Mar. 18.
18. J.Love
Me Blackton's
(Dorothy Wild
Dalton)
ARTCRAFT PICTURES
Feb. 11. The Song of Songs (Elsie Ferguson)
Feb. 18. Blue Blazes Rawdon (Wm. S. Hart)
Feb. 25.
Fairbanks).
Mar.
11. Headin'
Amarilly South
of (Douglas
Clothes-Line
Alley
(Mary Pickford)
Mar. 25. De Mille's
"
The
Whispering
Chorus "
Mar. 31. Maeterlinck's "The Blue Bird"
Fox Film Corporation
(Special Features)
Dec. 2. TheCorbin)
Babes in the Wood (CarpenterDec. 9. The Pride of New York (George
Walsh)
Dec. 16. Unknown 274 (June Caprice)
Dec. 23. The Kingdom of Love (Jewel CarDec. 30. For Liberty (Gladys Brockwell)
Jan. 6. Stolen Honor (Virginia Pearson) ...
Jan. 13. Cupid's Roundup (Tom Mix)
Jan.
20. ATreasure
Heart's Island
Revenge(Carpenter-Corbin)
(Sonia Markova).
Jan. 27.
..
Or Troublemakers (Jane and Katherine Lee)
Feb. 3. The Heart of Romance (June Caprice)
Feb. 10. Jack Spurlock — Prodigal (George
Walsh)
Feb. 17. The Moral Law (Gladys Brockwell)
Feb. 24. Six-Shooter Andy (Tom Mix)
Mar. 3. The Girl with the Champagne Eyes
(Jewel Carmen)
Mar. 10. The Debt of Honor (Peggy Hyland)
Mar. 17. Woman and the Law (R. A. Walsh)

S
5
S
5
5
5
5
S
5S
5
5
5
5
S
D5

ick) 5
a
j
5
S
5

S
5
5

S
S
S
men) 5
5
5
5
56
7
5
5
5
5
S
5
5

Fox Standard Pictiu*es
Dec. 16. The Heart of a Lion (William Farnum)
6
Dec. 30. Du Barry (Theda Bara)
7

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.

20.
3.
10.
24.

Cheating the Public
The Forbidden Path (Theda Bara) . .
Les Miserables (Wm. Farnum)
American Buds (Jane and Katherine
Lee)

Goldwyn Features Corp.
2. The Auction Block
16. The Cinderella Man (Mae Marsh)..
30. Thais (Mary Garden)
14. Fields of Honor (Mae Marsh)
28. Dodging a Million (Mabel Normand)
10. Our Little Wife (Madge Kennedy) .
24. The Beloved Traitor (Mae Marsh).
10. The Floor Below (Mabel Normand) .
24. The Danger Game (Madge KenGOLDWYN SPECIALS
The Manx-Man
For the Freedom of the World

W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
(Paralta Plays)
Dec.
15.
A
Man's
Man (J.
WarrenBarriscale)
Kerrigan)
Jan. 1. Madam Who?
(Bessie
..
Jan. 15. His Robe of Honor (Henry B. WalFeb. IS. The Turn of a Card (J. Warren KerMar. 1. Within the Cup (Bessie Barriscale) .
Mar. 15. Humdrum Brown (Henry B. WalJewel Productions, Inc.
Sept. — Come Through (Drama)
Sept. — Pay Me (Drama)
Sept. — Sirens of the Sea (Drama)
Oct. — Man Without a Country (Patriotic).
Oct. — The Corespondent (Drama)
Nov. — The Price of a Good Time (Drama) . .
Dec. — The Grand Passion (Drama)
Dec. — K (Drama)
George Kleine System
(PERFECTION PICTURES)
Uneasy Money (Essanay)
Brown of Harvard (Selig)
I, Mary MacLane (Essanay)
The Unbeliever (Edison)
Ruggles of Red Gap (Essanay)
Metro Pictures Corporation
Feb. 4. Under Suspicion
Bushman and Beverly(Francis
Bayne) X.
Metro...
Feb. 11. Broadway Bill (Harold Lockwood)
Metro-Yorke
Feb. 18. A Weaver of Dreams (Viola Dana),
Metro-Rolfe
Feb. 25. Revenge (Edith Storey) Metro Rolfe
Mar. 4. The Shell Game (Emmy Wehlen)
Metro
Mar. 11. The Brass Check (Francis X. Bushman, Beverly Bayne)
Mar. 18. The Claim (Edith Storey) Metro
Rolfe
(METRO SPECIALS)
Blue Jeans (Voila Dana), Metro-Rolfe
The Rolfe
Legion of Death (Edith Storey), MetroRevelation (Nazimova), Metro
The Slacker (Emily Stevens)
Draft 258 (Mabel Taliaferro)
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.

Mutual Film Corporation
7. Molly
Go Get 'Em(Ann(Margarita
14.
Theman
Imposter
Murdock)Fischer)
Froh21. In Bad (Wm. Russell), American...
28. Beauty and the Rogue (Mary Miles
Minter), American
4. Who Loved Him Best? (Edna Good11. Jilted
Janet (Margarita Fischer)
American
18. Myman
Wife (Ann Murdock) Froh25. The Midnight Trail (Wra. RusseU)
American
4. Powers
Prey (Mary Miles
Minter) That
American
11. Ann's
Finish
(Margarita
American Fischer)

7
6
9
7
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
nedy) 6
7
7

77
thal ) 7
rigan) 7
7
thal ) 6
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
6
6
7
7
7
5
5
5
5
S
S
5
7
7
7
7
7
5
5
5
5
rich) S
5
5
5
5
5

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Feb. 3. The Other Woman (Peggy Hyland,
Milton Sills, Wm. Parke, Jr.),
Astra
Feb. 10. Loaded enceDice
Keenan, Pathe
FlorHillings,(Frank
Guy Coombs),
Feb. 17. TheRussian
Inner Art
Voice (I. I. Mozukin),
Feb. 24. The Naulahka (Antonio Moreno,
Helene Chadwick, Doraldina, Mary
Aldin, Warner Oland) Astra
Mar. 3. Daddy's
Girl (Baby Marie Osborne)
Diando
Mar.lO. The Great Adventure (Bessie Love,
Donald Hall, Flora Finch, Chester
Barnett, Florence Short)
Mar. 17. The Beggar Woman (Mme. N. A.
Lesienko, I. I. Mozukin)
Petrova Picture Company
Dec. 23. Daughter of Destiny (Mme. Petrova).
Feb. 1. The Light Within (Mme. Petrova).
Feb. 1. The Life Mask (Mme. Petrova)
Select Pictures
Nov. — Her Silent Sacrifice (Alice Brady),.
Nov. — Secret of the Storm Country (Norma
Talmadge)
Dec. — Shirley Kake (Clara Kimball Young).
Dec. — "The Honeymoon
(Constance TalJan. — Woman and Wife (Alice Brady)
Jan. — Ghosts of Yesterday (Norma TalJan. — The Marionettes
(Clara Kimball
Young)
Jan. — The Studio Girl (Constance TalMar.
of Purchase
Mar. —— .. By
The Right
Shuttle
Mar. — . The House of Glass
Mar. — . The Knife
SPECIAL RELEASES
Over Thereson)
(Chas. Richman, Anna Q. NilsThe Lone Wolf (Bert Lytell, Hazel Dawn) ...
The Barrier (Rex Beach Production)
The Wild Girl (Eva Tanguay)

5
5
S
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
S
5
5
madge) 5
5
madge) 6
5
madge) 5
65
S
5
6
5
7
5

Triangle
Distributing
Feb. 3. Limousine
Life (Olive Corporation
Thomas)
S
Feb. 3. The Hopper (Wm. V. Mong)
5
Feb. 10. Caotain of His Soul (Wm. Desmond) 5
Feb. 10. Real Folks (J. Barney Sherry)
5
Feb. 17. From Two to Six (Winifred Allen) 5
Feb. 17. Keith of the Border (Roy Stewart) 5
Feb. 24. Little Red Decides (Triangle Play- ers) 5
Feb. 24. A Soul in Trust (Belle Bennett) 7
Mar. 3. Heiress for a Day (Olive Thomas) . . 5
Mar. 3. Shoes That Danced (Pauline Starke) 5
Mar. 10. The Hard Rock Breed (Margery
Wilson)
5
Mar. 10. The Sea Panther (Wm. Desmond).. 5
Mar.
17.
Faith
Endurin'
(Roy
Stewart)
57
Mar. 17. The Answer (Alma Rubens)
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

4. The
Other Man (Harry
Morey, Grace
Vitagraph
V-L-S-E.
Darmond, Florence
Deshon)
11. The Woman Between Friends (Alice
Marcof MacDermott)
18. TheJoyce,
Wooing
Princess Pat (Gladys
Leslie, J. Frank Glendon)
25. Cavanaugh of the Forest Rangers
Neil Shipman, Alfred Whitman) . .
4. The Song of the Soul (Alice Joyce,
Walter McGraU)
11. The Desired Women (Harry Morey,
Florence Deshon)
18. An American
Wire (Earle Williams, GraceLive
Darmond)

5
5
5
S
5
5
5

World Pictures
Jan. 7. Stolen Hours (Ethel Clayton)
Jan. 14. The Strong Way (June Elvidge)
Jan. 21. The Beautiful Mrs. Reynolds (Carlyle
Blackwell, June Elvidge)
Jan. 28. Gates of Gladness (Madge Evans)..
Feb. 4. Divine Sacrifice (Kitty Gordon)
Feb. 11. Whims of Society (Ethel Clayton)..
Feb. 18. Broken Ties (June Elvidge, Arthur
Ashley)
Feb. 25. Hiswell,
Royal
Highness
(Carlyle BlackEvelyn
Greeley)
Mar. 4. Spurs of Sybil (Alice Brady)
Mar.n. The Wasp (Kitty Gordon)
Mar. 18. Wanted, A Mother (Madge Evans) . .

5
S
S
S
S
5
5
5
5
A
5
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Golden Features
Cinema Distributing Corp.
A. Kay Co.
Twenty Thousand Feats Under the Sea
The 13th Labor of Hercules.
A Bit of Life
1 reel
Golden
Spoon
Mary
1
C
tome Barrier
1 C
Clime
Productions
Grand
Feature
Film
Company
His Trial
1 C Ramona
8 reels Rex Beach on the Spanish Main
55 reels
(Terry Human
Interest
Reels)Face... Ed.
Eyes of the World
9 reels
Rex Beach in Pirate Haunts
reels
No. 1. Character
as Revealed
in the
Rex
Beach
in
Footsteps
of
Capt.
Kidd....5
reels
No. 2. Character as Revealed in the Eyes... Id.
Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
Charlotte, in The Frozen Warning.
American News Weekly
One reel each week exclusively on Army and
Features
Corona Cinema Company
The Woman Graphic
and the Beast
S reels
Navy activities.
The Curse of Eve (Enid Markey) 7 reels
American Standard M. P. Corp.
D. W. Griffith
Intolerance
9 reel*
Coronet Film Corporation
May 5.
Jonah Day
C..15 reels
reel
May
7. Jones'
When Justice
Errs,(Sunshine),
D
LIVING STUDIES IN NATURAL HISTORY
Hanover
Film
Company
May 12. (Educational Subject)
1 reel
Animal World, No. 1 Issue.
Animal World, No. 2 Issue.
May 14. The
Maciste
— reels
sode No. 1,Daughter
Dof Darkness, Epi- 2 reels
Birdland Studies.
How Uncle Sam Prepare*
4 reels
May 19. Ghosts (Sunshine), C
1 reel
Horticultural Phenomena.
Sept. 17. My Country First
6 parts
William
S.
Hart
Cosmofotofilm Company
Oct. 7. The Mystery of the Boule S parts
Cold Deck
5 D
Oct. 15. Blackmailer
5 parts Incomparable Mistress Bellairs 4 reels The
5 D
Liberty Hall
4 reels The Two Gun Man
Argosy
Inc.
BlackCross
Spot
44 reels
The Celebrated
StielowFilms,
Case
6 reels The
Hawk Film Corporation
Victoria
reels
His Vindication
5 reels Monster of Fate
— reels
Where
D'ye
Get
That
Stuff
S
reels
I Believe
7 reels
Absinthe (King Baggott), Universal Re- is ue 5reels
Herald Film Corporation
Dixie Films
Around the World in 80 Days
6 reels
Arrow Film Corporation
Tempest and Sunshine (Evelyn Greely)..S reels
Hiller
&
Wilk,
Inc.
The Deemster (Derwent Hall Caine) 7 reels Just
a Song at Twilight
5 reels The Battle of Gettysburg
— reels
Bluebird Extraordinary
The Wrath of the Gods (Sessue Hayakawa).S reels
Ebony
Film
Corporation
A Natural Bom Shooter
1 reel
The Eagle's Wings (Herbert RawUnson).
Dat Blackhand Waitah Man
1 reel
Hell Morgan's Girl (Dorothy Phillips).
Historic Featiu-es
Mother o' ford,
Mine
(Rupert
Julian,
Ruth
Clif8 reels
Shine Johnson and the Rabbit's Foot 1 reel Christus
Ruby La Fayette).
E.
I.
S.
Motion
Picture
Corp.
Brenon Productions
M.
H.
Hoffman,
Inc.
44
5 reels
Lone Wolf
7 parts TrooperElmont
One Hour (Zeena Keefe and Alan Hale). 6 reels
Feature Film Co.
Pall of the Romanoffs
8 parts
The Silent Witness (Gertrude McCoy)... 6 reels
Empty Pockets
7 parts
People vs. John Doe
6 reels A Trip Through China (Brodsky's Art PicGod s Law
6 reels
tures) 8reela
Jules Bumstein
Her Fighting Chance (Jane Grey) 6 reels
Shame
7 parts
Should She Obey? (Alice Wilson. Gene
Export and Import Film Co.
Genung and Norbert Myles) 6 reels
Robespierre
—— reels
reels
Cardinal Film Corporation
Whither Thou Goest (Rhea Mitchell and
Joan the Woman (Geraldine Farrar) 11 reels Ivan the Terrible
Orrin Johnson)
5 reels
Fairmount Film Corporation
Century Comedies
Hate
7 reels The Great White Trail (Doris Kenyon)..6 reels
(FEATURING ALICE HOWELL)
Flora Finch Film Co.
Balloonatics
2 reels
Iliodor
Fall of the Pictiu-e
Romanoffs Corporation
(Iliodor, Nance
Antomaniacs
2 reels War Prides
2 reels The O'Neil,
Ekaterina
Galanta, Alfred
Neptune's Naughty Daughter
2 reels
Hickman
and
Conway
Tearle) — reels
BENJAMIN CHAPIN'S
First National Exhibitors'
Circuit,
SERIES PARAMOUNT
Inc.
Inter Ocean Film Corp.
The Son of Democracy..
On Trial.
Enlighten Thy Daughter
— reels
Charles Chaplin.
Christie Film Company
Ivan Feature Productions
Father's Bright Idea
1 reel Daughter of Destiny (Mme. Petrova).
One Law for Both (Rita Jolivet, Vincent
Herbert
EmptyMitch
Pockets."
With Magic
the Mummies'
Help
11 reel
Sign Brenon's
Invisible " (Big
Lewis).
The
Maid
reel The
Serrano, Leah Baird, Pedro De Cordoba, James Morrison)
7 reels
The Milky Way
1 reel
FortBattlefront.
Pitt Corporation
His Last Pill
1 reel The Italian
Babbling Tongues (Grace Valentine, James
The Fourteenth Man
1 reel
Morrison, Arthur Donaldson) 7 reela
Married in Name Only (Gretchen Hartman,
Down by the Sea
1 reel
Fox Film Corp.
Skirts
1 reel
Milton Sills. Marie Shotwell) 6 reels
(Standard Pictures)
Won in a Cabaret
1 reel The Spy.
Sins of Ambition (Barbara Castleton, WilHii Merry Mix-Up
1 reel The Honor System.
fred Lucas, Leah Baird, James Mor* Smoky Love Affair
1 reel Jack and the Beanstalk.
rison) 7reels
Honeymooners.
Human Clay (MoUie King)
5 reels
The Conqueror.
Out for the Coin.
Her Awful Predicament.
Camllle.
Jester Comedies
Oct.
Lamp.
Crazy
Feb. — . The Recruit (Twede Dan) 2 parts
Nov. 18.
18. Aladdin
The Babesand inthethe Wonderful
Wood.
Green by
EyesProxy
and Bullets.
Mar. — . His Golden Romance (Twede
.
%.
Betty's Color.
Big Idea.
Dan)
2 parts
Frieder Film Corporation
'Local
Love and Locksmiths.
April—. All "Fur" Her (Twede Dan)... 2 parts
The
Birds'
Christmas
Carol
(Mary
Louise).
5
reels
Hearts and Clubs.
A Bit O' Heaven (Mary Louise) 5 reels May — . The Wrong Flat (Twede Dan).. 2 parts
Almo't a Bigamist.
Friedman Enterprises
Juvenile Film Corporation
More Haste Less Speed.
A Mormon Maid (Mae Murray)
6 reels World War in Kidland
1 reel
Betty Wakes Up.
Stepping
Out.
A
Chip
Off the Old Block
1 reel
Frohman Amusement Corp.
Almost Divorced.
Chip's Elopement
1 reel
The Witching Hour (C. Aubrey Smith,
Help! Seaside
Help! Police!
Chip's Rivals
Backyard Bam-Stormers 21 reel
reels
Tlieir
Tangle.
Jack
Sherrill,
Helen
Arnold,
Marie
Chip's
Shotwell and Robert Conness 6 reels For Sale, a Daddy
One Good Turn.
1
reel
Conquest
of
Canaan
5
reels
Thirty
2 reels
Nearly Days.
a Papa.
God's Man
9 reels Chip's Carmen
Klotz and Streimer
Cupid's
Five to Camouflage.
Five.
General Enterprises, Inc.
Thou Goest
5 reels
Many a Slip.
Mother (Elizabeth Risdon, McClure) . . . .6 parts Whither
5 reels
The Night of His Life.
The Warrior (Maciste) (McClure) 7 parts The Secret Treaty
The
Liar
(Jane
Gail,
Stanley
Walpole)...6
parts
Mum't
the
Word.
Lincoln
Motion
Picture
Company
Circumstantial EvidenceGold Medal Photoplays
In the Dark.
The Realization
Negro's Ambitions. . .23 reels
Whfj»e Wife?
The Web of Life (Hilda Nord, James
Trooper
of Troopof aK
reels
The Houie that Jack Built
Cruze, George Spencer)
5 reels
(Continued on page 1480)
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Educational Film Corp. of Amer.
SCENICS— EDUCATIONAL
Oct. 24. From Studio to Screen.
Oct. 31. A Trip Through Japan, No. 1.
Nov. 7. A Flying Trip Through the Hawaiian
Islands, No. 1.
Nov. 14. A Flying Trip Through the Hawaian
Islands, No. 2.
Nov. 21. Me and My Dog.
Nov. 28. The Chain Gang.
Dec. 5. The Land of Enchantment (Yosemite
VaUeyJ.
Dec. 12. Fishing for Fish.
Dec.
19. ABeside
Trip the
Through
Japan,
Dec. 26.
Glimmer
Glass.No. 2.
DITMARS
OF NATURE "
Nov. 19. The" LIVING
Animals ofBOOK
Australia.
Nov. 26. The Smaller Monkeys.
Dec. 3. Enemies of the Garden.
Dec. 10. Our Vanishing Game.
Dec. 17. Nature's Weavers.
Dec. 24.
Nature's
Songsters.
Dec.
31. The
Animals
in Midsummer.
Fox Sunshine Comedies
Nov. 11. Roaring Lions and Wedding Bells.. 2 C
Nov. 18. A Milk-Fed Vamp
2 C
Dec. 9. His Smashing Career
2 C
Dec. 23. Damaged — No Goods
2 C
Jan. 6. Shadows of Her Pest
2 C
Jan. 20. Son of a Gun
2 C
Feb. 3. Hungry Lions in a Hospital 2 C
Feb. 17. Are Married Policemen Safe? 2 C
General Film Company
BROADWAY STAR FEATURES
(O. HENRY STORIES)
The Fifth Wheel (W. L. Rodgers, Chet
Ryan, Patricia Palmer)
2 D
Compliments
of the Season (Herbert
Prior, Betty Blythe, Aida Horton)...2 D
The Moment of Victory (W. L. Rodgers,
Chet Ryan)
2 C-D
The Trimmed Lamp (Mildred Manning,
Alice Terry)
2 C-D
Schools and Schools (Jean Paige, Chas.
Hutchison)
2 D
A Madison Square Arabian Night (Dun-.
can McRae, Patsy De Forrest) 2 D
The Rathskeller and the Rose (Adele De
Garde, Evart Overton)
2 D
By Injunction (Chet Ryan, W. L. Rodgers,
Patricia Palmer)
2 D
The Song and the Sergeant (Alice Terry,
Stanley Dunn, ESSANAY
Templar Saxe)
2 D
GEORGE ADE FABLES
The Fable of the Toilsome Ascent and the
Shining Table Land
2 C
The Fable of the Back Trackers from the
Hot Sidewalks
2 C
ESSANAY COMEDIES (1 reel)
Lunch
1 C
Nut Stuff
1 C
He Loved Her So ... ,
1 C
One Night
1 C
Next
1 C
The Soup and the Fish Ball
1 C
A Tough Knight
1 C
Our Little Nell
1 C
Check Your Hat, Sir
1 C
Wild Algy of PiccadiUy
1 C
All Stuck Up
1 C
The Lie That Failed
1 C
The Jazbo Sheriff
1 C
The Lunch Grabber
1 C
ESSANAY SCENICS
Water Powers of Western Canada
1 Sc.
Through Canada from Coast to Coast 1 Sc.
How Canada and the Farmer Co-operate in
Grain Raising
1 Sc.
Agricultural Opportunities in Western Canada 1 Sc.
Water Powers of Eastern Canada
1 Sc.
A Romance of Rails and Power
1 Sc.
Grand Canyon of Arizona and Canyon de
Chelley
1 Sc.
CHAPLIN COMEDIES
By the Sea
1 C
In the Park
1 C
Work
2 C
A Woman
2 C
The Tramp
2 C
GRANT, POLICE REPORTER SERIES
The Mystery of Room 422
ID
A Deal in Bonds
..1 D
The Sign of the Scarf
1 D
The Man with the Limp
I D
A DAUGHTER OF DARING SERIES
A Race to the Drawbridge
1 D
The Munitions Plot
....1 D

The
The
The
"A

Detective'sSmugglers
Danger , 11 DD
Railroad
Deserted Engine
1 D
JAXON FILM CORP.
DAUGHTER
OF UNCLE
SAM "
SERIAL (Jane Vance, Wm. Sorelle) 12
Episodes
1D
JAXON COMEDIES
Breaking In
1 C
Blundering Boobs
1 C
Disappointed Love
1 C
He's
In
Again
1
How It Worked
1 CC
Their Model Careers
1 C
His Fishy Footsteps
1 C
Out and In (Finn & Haddie)
1 C
The
Inspector's
11 CC
In Wrong
(Finn Wife
& Haddie)
Anybody's
Money
1
Her Fatal Shot (Finn & Haddie)
1 CC
Marooned
1 C
Sherman Was Right
1 C
What WiU Happen Next?
1 C
Which Was Lucky?
1 C
JUDGE BROWN STORIES
Bud's Recruit
2 C-D
Chocolate of the Gang
2 C-D
The Lost Lie
2 C-D
Tad's Swimming Hole
2 C-D
Marrying Off Dad
2 C-D
The Preacher's Son
2 C-D
Thief or Angel
2 C-D
The Accusing Toe
2 C-D
Black and White
2 C-D
The Rebellion
2 C-D
Frank's Endorser
2 C-D
City of Boys
2 C-D
SPARKLE COMEDIES
Monkey-Maid-Man
On the Love Line
11 CC
The Detective
1 C
Smashing the Plot
1 C
After the Matinee
1 C
Double Cross
1 C
The Best ofTHREE
a Bad Bargain
1
C
C COMEDIES
Stealing a Sweetheart (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
A Hash House Romance (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
The Hod Carrier's Million (Claude Cooper,
Virginia Tracy Clark, Kenneth Claren- don) 1 C
HANOVER FILM COMPANY
Camille
(Helen Maciste
Hesperia)
66 DD
The
Marvelous
PHYSICAL CULTURE PHOTO PLAYS CO.
Physical Culture Magazine (Issued
Monthly)
1 Edc,
PIEDMONT PICTURES CORPORATION
(SELBURN COMEDIES)
Hubby's
21 CC
Too
Much Holiday
Elephant
Wedding Bells and Lunatics
1 C
His College Proxy
1 C
King Bee Comedies
Nov. 1. The Candy Kid
2 reels
Nov. IS. The Hobo
2 reels
Dec. 1. The Pest
2 reels
Dec. IS. The Bandmaster
2 reels
Jan.
1. The Slave
2 reels
Jan. IS. The Stranger
2 reels
Feb. 1. His Day Out
2 reels
Feb. 15. The Rogue
2 reels
SELIG-HOYT COMEDIES
Aug. 6. A Dog in the Manger
2 C
Aug. 20. A Trip to Chinatown
2 C
Sept. 3. A Midnight Bell
2 C
Sept. 17. A Contented Woman
2 C
George Kleine System
MONTGOMERY FLAGG'S COMEDIES
YOU KNOW"
Jan. 2. The"GIRLS
Screen Fan
2
Jan. 16. The Bride
2
Jan.
30.
The
Superstitious
Girl
Feb. 13. The Matinee Girl
22
Feb.
.22
Mar. 27.
13. The
The Artist's
Spoiled Model
Girl

C
C
CC
CC

Metro Pictures Corporation
METRO-DREW COMEDIES
14. Why Henry Left Home
21. Their First Love
28. Under the Influence
4. Help Wanted
11. The Bright Lights Dimmed
18. After Henry
25. His Generosity
4. Before and After Taking
11. His Strength of Mind

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Mutual Film Corporation
STRAND (BILLIE RHODES)
Jan. 15. Burglars
1 reel
Jan. 22. Their Little Kid
1 reel
Jan.
Feb. 29.5. Somebody's
Her Friend Widow
Brown ,....11 reel
reel
Feb. 12. Three Times and Out
1 reel
Feb. 19. Miss Cinderella
1 reel
Feb. 26. Up in the Air
1 reel
Mar. 12. Finishing Mary
1 reel
Screen Telegrams issued Sunday and Wednesday
of each week
Serials
Dec. 3. The Lost Express, No. 12 (Daring
Death)
Dec. 10. The Lost Express, No. 13 (The Escape) : 2 D
Dec. 17. The Lost Express. No. 14 (Un- masked) 2D
Dec. 24. The Lost Express, No. 15 (The
Return of the Lost Express)
2 D
MUTUAL-CHAPLINS
Oct. 29. The Adventurer
2 C
Paramount Pictures Corporation
KLEVER KOMEDIES (Victor Moore).
Jan. 14. Meatless Days and Sleepless Nights.l C
Jan. 20. Out West
2 reels
Jan. 28. He Got His
1 C
Feb. 3. Watch Your Neighbor
2 C
Feb. 10. Sheriff Nell's Tussle
2 C
BLACK DIAMOND COMEDIES
Oct. 15. Nearly a Baker
1 C
Nov. 12. A Society Scrimmage
1 C
ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Dec. 10. A Country Hero
1 C
Dec. 20. Out West
2 C
BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Dec. 3. Osaka to Nagasaki
1 Trav.
Dec. 10. Canning Time in California 1 Trav.
Dec. 17. In Glacier Park
1 Trav.
Dec. 24. Going to the Sun
1 Trav.
Dec. 31. On the Farm Where the Food
Comes From
l Trav.
Jan. 7. Sydney, the Antipodean Metropolis.! reel
Jan. 14. A Trip to the Jenolan Caves of
Australia
1 reel
Jan. 21. Melbourne, the Magnificent 1 real
Jan. 28. 'Round About Melbourne 1 reel
Feb. 4. Adelaide, Capital of South Aus-tralia 1reel
WHO IS NUMBER ONE? (Serial)
Jan. 7. Episode 11. The Rail Raiders 2 D
Jan. 14. Episode 12. The Show Down
2 D
Jan. 21. Episode 13. Cornered
2 D
Jan. 28. Episode 14. No Surrender
2 D
Feb. 4.MACK
Episode SENNETT
15. The Round-Up
2
D
COMEDIES
Jan. 13. The Kitchen Lady
2 C
Jan. 27. His Hidden Purpose
2 C
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Sunday, March 3, 1918
The Hidden Hand, No. 15 (The Girl of the
Prophecy)
The Price of Folly, No. 7 (The Rebound) 2 D
Balboa
2D
A Gasoline Wedding (Harold Lloyd, Babe
Daniels, Harry Pollard) Rolin
1 C
Our National Parks (Col.) Yellowstone
Park; Buxton (Derbyshire, Eng.), Trav.
International Cartoon and Educational
Wednesday, March 6, 1918 Split reel
Heast-Pathe News, No. 20
1 top
Saturday, March 9, 1918
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 21
1 top
Sunday, March 10, 1918
The House of Hate, No. 1 (The Hooded Terror) (Pearl White, Antonio Moreno, Paul
Astra
The Clerges,
Price of Peggy
Folly, Shanor),
No. 8 (Shifting
Sands), 2 D
Astra
2D
Look Pleasant, Please (Harold Lloyd, Babe
Daniels, Harry Pollard), Rolin
.1 C
Our National Parks (Col.), Mesa Verda
Parks Trav
1 reel
Katzenjammer
Kids
"
Spirits
"
(Cart.)
and
"Jackie's Clothes" (Ed.), International.
Wednesday, March 13, 1918 Split reel
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 22
....1 top
Saturday, March 16, 1918
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 23
1 top

Motion
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Triangle
Distributing
TRIANGLE
COMEDIES Corp.
Feb. 3. Airing Their Troubles
1 C
Feb. 3. A Safe Disaster
1 C
Feb. 10. His Nine Lives
1C
Feb. 10. A Game Gambler
1C
Feb. 17. Their Undercover Capers..., 1 C
Feb. 17. A Full Dress Fizzle
1C
Feb.
11 CC
Feb. 24.
24. AHisCovrard's
Nimble Courage
Twist
Mar. 3. A Discord in A Flat
1 C
Mar. 3. His Hidden Shame
1 C
Mar. 10. Wives and Worries
1 C
Mar. 10. SheKEYSTONE
Didn't Do It
1 C
RELEASES
Feb. Dale
3. A Fuller,
Sea Serpent's
Desire
(Wm.
Franey,
Milt Sims, Maude Wayne). 2 C
Feb. 10. Wronged by Mistake (Harry Gribbon. Myrtle Lind, Frank Bond, Dora
Rogers. Carolyne Rankin)
2 C
Feb. 17. His Double Life (R. Griffith, Dorothy Hager, Claire Anderson) 2 C
Feb. 24. A Tell-Tale Shirt (Fritz Schave,
Peggy Pierce, C. Roberts, Baldy Bel- mont) 2C
Mar. 3. A Ladyney, Killer's
Doom Dale
(Wm.Fuller,
FraMaude Wayne,
Milt Sims)
2 C
Mar. 10. Did
Do Anderson,
Wrong? (Harry
Gribbon, She
Claire
Frank Bond,
Dora Rogers)
2 C
Universal Film Company
Monday. March 4, 1918
NESTOR— At Swords Point (Harry Mann).l C
Wednesday, March 5, 1918
L-KO — A Flyer in Foily (Hughie Mack, Gale
Henry)
2 C
UNIVERSAL
No. 14. ANIMATED WEEKLY— Weekly
Saturday, March 9. 1918
UNIVERSAL
SCREEN
MAGAZINE — Issue
No. 61.
UNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS— Issue No.
43. (Shipping date. Mar. 2.)
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL— The House of 4
Trickery (Fifteenth Episode of " The
Mystery Ship"
Serial)
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL—
The Swing of2 D
Death
(Fifth
Episode
of "The Bull's
Eye " —Serial)
SPECIAL
Finley Nature Studies, No. 8,2 D
" The Indian Fisherman " and " The
GrandeurMonday,
of Switzerland"
March 11,(Sc.)
1918.... Split reel
NESTOR—Wednesday,
At Swords' March
Point (Harry
13, 1918Mann).! e
L-KO — Ambrose and His Widow (MacK
Swain)
2 C
UNIVERSAL SCREEN MAGAZINE— Issue No. 62.
Saturday, March 16, 1918
UNIVERSAL SCREEN MAGAZINE— Issue No. 44 (shipping date March 9).
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— The Forced Marriage (Eixtcenth Episode of "The Mys" Serial)
SPECIAL tery— ShipFinley
Nature Studies, No. 9, 2 D
" The Geysers of Yellowstone Park " and
"Flower of the Orient"
Split reel
Vitagraph
BIG V COMEDIES
Feb. 4. Telephones and Troubles.
Feb. 11. Babes and Boobs.
Feb. 18. Courts and Convicts.
Feb. 25. Rooms and Rumors.
Mar. 4. Jumping Jacks and Jail Birds.
Mar. 11. Meddlers and Moonshiners.
Mar. 18. Tramps and Traitors.
Mar. 25. Stripes and Stumbles.
VITAGRAPH COMEDIES
Jan. 7. A Little Ouija Work.
Jan. 14.. Seeking An Oversoul.
Jan.
Four-Cornered
Jan. 21.
28. ATheir
Anniversary Triangle.
Feast.
Feb. 4. Surprising Husband.
Feb. U. Coals for the Fire.
Feb. 18. Sweets to the Sour.
Feb. 25. Their Godson.
VENGEANCE AND THE WOMAN (Serial)
Jan. 28. The Lure of Hate (Sixth Episode).
Feb. 4. The Wolf Trap (Seventh Episode).
Feb. 11. The Mountain of Devastation (Eighth
Episode).
Feb. 18. Buried Alive (Ninth Episode).
Feb. 25. The Leap for Life (Tenth Episode).
Mar. 4. The Cavern
of Terror (Eleventh Episode .)
Mv. 11. The
sode).Desperate Chance (Twelfth EpiM»r. 18. Sands of Doom (Thirteenth Episode).
Kavorile Film Features
Jan. 28. Children of the Feud
2 D
Jan. 28. GettinK Up a Practice
1 C
Feb. 4. The Pirates
,
2 C
Feb. 4. The Winns of a Moth
1 D
Feb. II. The Sacrifice of Kathleen 2 D
Feb. 11. Art for A Heart
I C
Feb. 18. The Mischief Maker
2 D
Feb. 18. Bonny Jim in Search of a Mother..! C
Feb. 25. Old Reliable
2 D
Feb. 25. StenoRrapher Troubles
1 C
Mar. 4. An OHicer and a Gentleman 2 D
Mar. 4. Unlucky Louis
1 C

DREW COMEDIES
Mar. 11. Their First Quarrel.
Mar. 18. A Telegraphic Tangle.
Mar. 25. His Wife Knew About It.
RELEASES IN THE
INDEPENDENT FIELD
(Continued from page 1478)
Marine Film Co.
— reels
Lorelei of the Sea
Drama Productions
iece
Masterp
Who's Your Neighbor?
—
Masterpictures
LION COMEDIES
Oct. 29. Nathan Busts Into the Movies 1 C
Nov. 5. A Village Villain
1C
Nov. 12. Her Fatal Resemblance 1 C
Nov. 19. An Account of a No-Account Count. 1 C
Nov. 26. Hicks and Hornets
1C
Dec. 3. Waves and Wimmen
1C
Dec. 10. Fizzled Finance
1C
Mayfair Film Corp.
— reels
Persuasive Peggy
B. S. Moss M. P. Corporation
Birth Control
6 reels
The Power of Evil
5 reels
Boots and Saddles
5 ree\s
The
Girl
Who
Doesn't
Know
55 reels
In the Hands of the Law
reels
One Hour (Sequel to "Three Weeks")
Ogden Pictures Corp.
— reels
The Lust of the Ages
Paragon
Films
The Whip
■
8 reels
Photoplay Magazine
Screen Supplement — One-reel releases, giving
intimate interviews of all the stars. (Through independent exchanges).
Popular Picture Corporation
Corruption
6 reels
Public Rights Film Corporation
The Public Be Damned (Charles Richman
and Mary Fuller)
5 reels
Renowned Pictures Corporation
The Public Defender
6 reels
Naked Hands
5 reels
Weavers of Life
6 reels
Souls Redeemed
6 reels
Mother Love and the Law
7 reels
In Treason's Grasp
S reels
Should She Obey?
7 reels
Selig Special
Beware of Strangers
7 reels
The Ne'er-Do-Well
8 reels
The Garden of Allah (Selig)
10 reels
Who Shall Take My Life?
— reels
Frank J. Seng
Parentage
7 reels
Sherman Eliot, Inc.
The Crisis
10 reels
Sherman Pictures Corporation
I Believe
7 reels
The Land of the Rising Sun
Julius Steger
Redemption
6 reels
Sterling Pictures Corporation
o' theAppeal
Sea (Jean
... .6S parts
APegMute
(Jean Sothern
Sothern feature)
feature)...
parts
The Lash of Destiny (Gertrude McCoy
feature)
5 parts
Her Good Name (Jean Sothern feature).. 5 parts
Rosie Cloud
O'Grady
Danafeature)
feature) 55 parts
The
(Jean(Viola
Sothern
parts
The God of Little Children (Alma Hanlon
feature)
5 parts
APride
Mother's
parts
and theOrdeal
Devil (Jean
(Alma Sothern
Hanlon feature)
feature)65 parts
Miss Deception (Jean Sothern feature)... 5 parts
The
that Failed
(Alma (Alma
Hanlon Hanlon
f'ture)S parts
Great LawBradley
Mystery
feature)
5 parts
The Mystic Hour (Alma Hanlon feature). 6 parts
When You and I Were Young (Alma
Hanlon feature)
5 parts
The Golden God (Alma Hanlon feature).. 5 parts
She Was a Dangerous Girl (Cartoon
comedy)
500 ft.
Zippy the Fireman (Cartoon comedy) ... .500 ft.
Zippy in a Sanatorium (Cartoon comedy). 500 ft.
Zippy Buys a Pet Pup (Cartoon comedy). 500 ft.
Slick and Tricky (Cartoon comedy) 500 ft.
DoctorOldBunny's
Zoo (Cartoon
... 500
The
Forty-Nincr
(Cartoon comedy)
comedy)..
500 ft.
ft.
Mr. Coon (Cartoon comedy)
500 ft.
Mose Is Cured (Cartoon comedy) 500 ft.
Zippy's Insurance (Cartoon comedy) 500 ft.
Zippy Unknown
's Pets (Cartoon
500 ft.
ft.
The
(Cartooncomedy)
comedy) 500

Picture

News

Moe Streimer
A Daughter of the Don
10 reeli
Submarine Film Corporation
The Submarine Eye
7 reels
W. H. Productions Co.
William S. Hart as Two Gun Man in " The
Bargain "
6 reels
William S. Hart in " The Bandit and the
Preacher "
S reels
William S. Hart in "The HeU Hound of
Alaska "
5 reels
Also Series of two-reel W. H. Hart productions.
Wliolesome Films Corporation
The Ralph
Penny Morgan),
Philanthropist
D(Peggy O'Neil and 5
Cinderella and the Magic Slipper (Special Children's Cast), Juv
4
His feet,
Awful
C. Downfall (Rex Adams), 1,000
Little Red Riding Hood (Juvenile), 4,000 feet.
World Pictures
Over Here
5 reels
1 EXHIBITORS'
PERSONALS 1
KENTUCKY
Jackager ofPalmer
has accepted
the Woodruff
theatretheat position
Murray. of manMARYLAND
Benjamin
Abrams,
of Philadelphia,
has assumed the active formerly
management
of the Blue
more.
Mouse theatre, 28 West Lexington street, BaltiMASSACHUSETTS
Heirs of the William H, Wood Estate have
sold to Dr. George Southwick the Brighton theatre at 400-404 Market street, Brighton, consisting of a two-story brick building and 11,000
square
feet oftheland,
all taxed
at $17,800'.
the theatre
building
contains
stores. Besides
MONTANA
E. Marshall Taylor, formerly city ticket agent
for the Milwaukee railroad at Butte has been
named as manager of the Orpheum motion
picture theatre and assumed charge last week.
Dr. George W. Clay has bought the Orpheum
theatre at Malta from Lyman Bernis, and will
be assisted in its management by John Survant.
NEBRASKA
J. E. teenth
Kirkand Binney
has bought
the Omaha,
Grand theatre.
Sixstreets,
from Jules
Rachman. The (jrand is the biggest and most
beautiful of Omaha's suburban houses. Mr. Kirk
has for years been one of the best known exchange men in the Omaha' territory.
NEW YORK
J. F. Bearce and Jack Long, of Canandaigua,
have purchased the Temple theatre in South
Main street, Canandaigua, from George Hagar
and George Bachman, who have been operating
the house for the past three years.
G. D. ducted
Vandervoort,
who atuntil
conmoving pictures
the recently
Temple has
theatre,
Ossining, for several years, has sold his machine
and business to David Fuhry, of Portlandville.
Mr. Fuhry will open the theatre to the public
the middle of February.
NORTH DAKOTA
W. F. McKallor is now sole owner of the
Lyceum theatre, Moorhead, having purchased
the interest of his partner, J. J. Isaacs. The
deal was completed and the transfer was made
to the new owner recently.
Lasthead September
Mr. McKallor
came antointerest
Moorfrom Grand Forks
and acquired
in the Lyceum, forming a partnership with Mr,
Isaacs, when E. G. Brown retired from the
management.
OHIO
The Forrest City Investment Comany has
leased to Morris Friedman and R. M. Gordon,
the Strand theatre at the southwest corner of
Superior avenue N. E. and East Eighty-ninth
street, Cleveland, for six years at a rental of
$2,400 a year.
PENNSYLVANIA
The moving picture theatre at the southwest
corner of Fifty-third street and Lansdowne avenue, Philadelphia,
lot Emanuel
66 feet by
173 feet,
has
been conveyed
by Jay
to Samuel
Segall,
subject
mortgage of $22,000. The assessed
valuationto isa $25,000.
lUig Brothers, of Ebensburg. have purchased
theClayton
Happy Eiler,
Hour theatre
at Lilly.
of Eagle,
and G. Potts, of
Pottsville, have purchased Euclid theatre. Eagle,
from Jacob Daubert and J. Rettingcr.
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All releases of the month are listed. In the index, C. stands for "Comedy"; Cart., for "Cartoon"; C.-D., for "Comedy Drama";
D., "Drama"; Juv., "Juvenile"; Sc., "Scenic"; Top., "Topical." The figure hefore the abhreviation is the number of reels,
date is the date of release and the figure the page of Motion Picture News on which the picture was reviewed. The second number
refers to the music chart for the picture. The number in parenthesis ( ) refers to the page whereon will be found the "Ready-Made Ad-Talk."
Numbers preceded by an asterisk * refer to " Short Subjects in Review."
UNBELIEVER, The (Kleine-Edison), SD, Feb. 11
FEATURES
Under Suspicion (Metro), 5D, Feb. 4
(1283)

.

b
,Fe

97)
6(9

103

AMERICAN Buds (Foxfilm), 7D, Feb. 24
BARGAIN, The CW. H. Productions), 6D (S.R.)
1033
Beauty and the Rogue (Mutual-American), SD, Jan. 28
1036
Beloved Traitor, The (Goldwyn), 6D, Feb. 24
(1283)
Blue Blazes Rawden (Artcraft), SD, Feb. 18
131S (1282)
Blue Jeans (Metro Special), 7D
Broadway Bill (Metro- Yorke), SD, Feb. 11
Broken Ties (World Film), SD, Feb. 18
1036 (996)
CAPTAIN of His Soul (Triangle), SD, Feb. 10
1034 (996)
Carmen of the Klondike (Selexart), 7D (S.R.)
1187
Castofif, The (Foursquare Pictures), 6D (S.R.)
1184
Cavanaugh of the Forest Rangers (Vitagraph), SD, Feb. 25
1469
Crucible of Life, The (General Enterprises), 7D (S.R.) 1183 (1283)
DIVINE Sacrifice (World Film), SD, Feb. 4
888
Dodging a Million (Goldwyn), SD, Jan. 28
1038 1340 (556)
Draft 258 (Metro Special), 7D
FIELDS of Honor (Goldwyn), SD, Jan. 14
890 1054 (SS6)
Fighting Grin, The (Bluebird), SD, Jan. 28
1032 (557)
Flash of Fate, The (Universal), SD, Feb. 18
1469
Forbidden Path, The (Foxfilm), 6T), Feb. 3
1030
From Two to Six (Triangle), SD, Feb. 17
1185 (1146)
GRAIN of Dust, The (Crest Pictures), 6D (S.R.)
887
Grand Passion, The (Bluebird-Universal), SD, Feb. 25
Guilty Man, The (Paramount-Ince), SD, Jan. 28
1186 (1146)
HANDS Down (Bluebird-Universal), 5D, Feb. 11
1034
Headin'
(Artcraft),
SD, Feb. SD,
25
Heart of South
Romance,
The (Foxfilm),
Feb. 3
1184 (1147)
Heart's
A (Foxfilm),SD,SD,Feb.
Jan. 18
20
888 (1147)
(707)
Hidden Revenge,
Pearls (Paramount),
1181
His Royal Highness (World Film), SD, Feb. 25
1317
Hopper, The (Triangle), SD, Feb. 3
887 1338 (851)
INNER Voice, The (Pathe-Russian Art), SD, Feb. 17
1183 (1147)
JACK Spurlock — Prodigal (Foxfilm), SD, Feb. 10
1183 (1147)
JUted Janet (Mutual-American), SD, Feb. 11
1315 (997)
KEITH of the Border (Triangle), SD, Feb. 17
1185 (1146)
Keys of the Righteous, The (Paramount), 5D, Feb. 11
1316 (1147)
Knife, The (Select Pictures), SD, Mar
1187 (1147)
LEGION of Death, The (Metro Special), 7D
Les Miserables (Foxfilm), 9D, Feb. 10
Lest We Forget (Metro Special), 7D, Jan. 26
1032
Life
Light Mask,
Within,TheThe(Petrova
(PetrovaPictiu-es),
Pictures),SD,SD,Feb.
Feb.IS
1
1314 (707)
Limousine Life (Triangle), SD, Feb. 3
886 (850)
"LittleRedRed"
Feb. 4Juv.
24
1318
Little
RidingDecides
Hood (Triangle),
(Wholesome SD,Films),
(S.R.)
889
Loaded Dice (Pathe), SD, Feb. 10
1031 (1282)
MADAME Jealousy (Paramount), 5 MD, Feb. 4
1035 (996)
Marionettes, The (Select Pictures), SD (S.R.)
1035 1338 (995)
Marvelous Maciste, The (Hanover-General), 6D
Midnight Trail, The (Mutual-American), SD, Feb. 25
(1283)
Moral Law, The (Foxfilm), SD, Feb. 17
Morgan's Raiders (Bluebird-Universal), 5D, Feb. 18
1318
Mother's
A (VitagraphJan. 28
1186 (1282)
(996)
My Wife Sin,
(MutualFrohman),V-L-S-E),
5D. Feb. SD,
18
1467
NAULAHKA, The (Pathe-Astra), 6D, Feb. 24
1031
New Love for Old (Universal), SD, Feb. 11
OTHER Man, The (Vitagraph), SD, Feb. 4
Other Woman, The (Pathe-Astra), SD, Feb. 3
888
Our Little Wife (Goldwyn), 6D, Feb. 10
1317
PAINTED Lips (Universal), SD. Feb. 4
Petticoat PUot (Paramount), 5D, Feb. 11
1033
REAL Folks (Triangle), SD, Feb. 10
1036
Revelaton (Metro Special), 7D
Revenge (Metro-Rolfe), SD, Feb. 25
Rough Lover, The (Bluebird-Universal), SD, Feb. 25
Ruggles of Red Gap (Kleine-Essanay), SD, Feb. 25
SIX-Shooter
Feb. 24
Slacker, The Andy
(Metro(Foxfilm),
Special), SD,
7D
Song of Songs, The (Artcraft), SD, Feb. 11
1187
Soul in Trust, A (Triangle), 7D, Dec. 24
THING We Love, The (Paramount). 5D, Feb. 18
Turn of a Card, The (Paralta-Hodkinson), 7D, Feb. IS
1182
Two Gun Men, The (W. H. Productions), 6D (S.R.)

(997)
1034
1030
(851)
(996)
(996)
(996)
1466
1468
(707)
1468
(1282)
.
.
(U46)
1033

WEAVER OF DREAMS, A (Melro-Rolfe), SD, Feb. 18
V/Iiims of Society (World Film), SD, Feb. 11
Who Loved Him Best? (Mutual-Goodrich), 5D, Feb. 4
Widow's Might, The (Paramount), SCD, Jan. 28
Wife
Bought,
The (Bluebird-Universal),
SD, Feb. 4
Wild He
Women
(Universal),
SD, Feb. 2S
Woman and Wife (Select), , 6D (S.R.)
Woman Between Friends, The (Vitagraph), SD, Feb. 11
Wooing of Princess Pat, The (Vitagraph), SD, Feb. 18

1188 (1282)
1033 (997)
887
1466
889
1185 (1283)
1317 (1282)

SHORT SUBJECTS
ACCUSING
Toe, ofTheSouth
(Judge-Brown-General),
2CD
Adelaide, Capital
Australia (Burton Holmes-Paramount),
ITrav., Feb. 4
After Henry (Metro-Drew), IC, Feb. 18
After the Matinee (Sparkle-General), IC
Airing Their Troubles (Triangle), IC, Feb. 3
All for the Ladies (Pathe), Happy Hooligan Cart., and " Americam
(International),
Ed.,Trav.,
Split reel,
Feb. 10
Along Arms"
the Riviera,
Italy (Col.),
and Watching
the Flowers
Bloom (Col.), Educ, Pathe Split reel, Feb. 17
*1018
American Arms (Pathe-International), Ed., and "All for the Ladies," Happy Hooligan cart., Split reel, Feb. 10
Anybody's
(Jaxon-General),
IC
Are Married Money
Policeman
Safe? (Fix Sunshine),
2C, Feb. 17
Argus Pictorial, No. 7 (Pathe), lEd., Feb. 10
Argus Pictorial. No. 8 (Pathe), lEd., Feb. 24
*1169
Around Central Auvergne, France (Col.) and " Clermont-Ferrand "
(Col.).
Pathe,
Trav.,
Split
reel,
Feb.
24
*1169
Art for a Heart (Favorite Film), IC, Feb. 11
Artist's Models, The (Flagg-Kleine System), 10, Feb. 13
BABES and Boobs (Vitagraph-Big V), IC, Feb. 11
Beaches and Peaches (Universal- L-Ko), 2C, Feb. 20
Beat It (Pathe-Rolin). IC, Feb. 24
Best of a Bad Bargain, The (Sparkle-General), IC
Blundering Boobs (Jaxon-General), IC
Bright Lights Dimmed (Metro-Drew), IC, Feb. 11
Bud's Recruit (Judge Brown-General), 2CD
(997)
Bull's Eye, The (Universal Serial) :
First Blood, First Episode, 2D, Feb. 9
The Fearless One, Second Episode, 2D, Feb. 16
Desperate Odds, Third Episode, 2D, Feb. 23
Burglars(Educ),
(Pathe),International
Katzenjammer
and 24
" Appleblossom Land"
Split(Cart.),
reel, Feb.
Buried Alive (Vitagraph), Episode of " Vengeance — and the
Woman" Serial, 2D, Feb. 18
CATSPAW,
The 3 (Pathe),
Episode of "The Price of Folly" Serial, 1033
2D, Feb.
:
Check Your Hat, Sir? fEssanay-General), IC
Chocolate of the Gang (Judge Brown-General), 2CD
Coals for the Fire (Vitagraph), IC, Feb. 11
Compliments of the Season (O. Henry-Broadway), 2D
1184 (850)
Courts and Convicts (Vitagraph-Big V), IC, Feb. 18
Coward's Courage, A (Triangle), IC, Feb. 24
DESPERATE
Episode of "The Bull's Eye''
Serial. 2D.Odds
Feb. (Universal),
23
Detective, the (Sparkle-General), IC
Devil with the Wimmen, A (Universal-Nestor), 10, Feb. 11
Disappointed Love (Jaxon-General), 10
Donkey Did It, The (Universal-L-Ko), 20, Feb. 6..
Double Cross (Sparkle-General), 10
EYES Serial,
in the 2D,
WaU,Feb.
The 10
(Pathe), Episode of "The Hidden Hand" 1187
FEARLESS
The 16
(Universal), Episode of " The Bull's Eye "
Serial, One,
2D, Feb.
Finley Nature Studies (Universal), Split reels. Scenic:
No. 3. " Bears of the Yellovretone " and " The Long White
Trail," Feb. 2
No. 4. " Birds of atic,"
CragFeb. 9
and Cavern " and " Gems of the AdriNo. 5. " The Salmon Fisheries of the Columbia " and " "The
Drum Dancers of Java," Feb. 16
No. 6. " Mount
" and " The Garden Spot of the World,"
Feb. Hood
23
First Blood
(Universal),
Episode
of " The Bull's Eye " Serial, 2D,
Feb. 9
For Dessert
(Intemational-Pathe),
Ed., reel,
and Feb.
"Policy
(Pathe), Katzenjammer Cart., Split
3 and Pie"
Full Dress Suit, A (Triangle), IC, Feb. 17
GAME Gambler, A (Triangle), 10. Feb. 10
Girl ofSerial,
the Prophecy,
2D. Mar.The3. (Pathe), Episode of "The Hidden Hand"
Grand iSc
Canyon of Arizona and Canyon de Chelley (Essanay-General),
Great Sea Scandal. The (Universal-Nestor), iC, Feb. 4

*1018
*1169
*1169
*1169

1482

'Motion

Picture

News

Sold for Gold (Fifth Episode), 2D, Feb. 17
HASH House Romance. A (Three C-General), IC
In Poverty's Power (Sixth Episode), 2D, Feb. 24
Hello Teacher! (Pathe-RoUin), IC, Feb. 10
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 11 (Pathe), ITop, Feb. 2
*1169
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 12 (Pathe). iTop, Feb. 6
*n69
RAIN Serial,
of Fire,2D,TheFeb.(Universal),
Episode of "The Mystery Ship"
16
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 13 (Pathe), iTop, Feb. 9
*1301
Red Ace, The (Universal Serial) :
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 14 (Pathe), ITop, Feb. 13
*1301
Virginia's Triumph (Final Episode), 2D, Feb. 2
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 15 (Pathe), iTop, Feb. 16
Rescue,2D,TheFeb.(Universal),
Episode of "The Mystery Ship" Serial,
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 16 (Pathe), iTop, Feb. 20
2
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 17 (Pathe), iTop, Feb. 23
Rocamadour, and the Valley of Lot, France (Pathe), (Trav.), and
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 18 (Pathe), ITop, Feb. 27
Horse Bee),
in Action"
(Ed.),
Split reel, Feb. 10
*1301
Help Wanted (Metro-Drew). IC, Feb. 4
Rogue, "The
The (Kins
2C, Feb.
15
1470
He's In Asain (Jaxon-General), IC
Romance of Rails and Power, A (Essanay-General), ISc
Her Fatal Shot (Jaxon-General), IC
Rooms and Rumors (Vitagraph-Big V), IC, Feb. 25
Her Friend Brown (Mutual-Strand), IC, Feb. 5
1035
Hidden Hand, The (Pathe Serial):
Round-Up,
Episode of " Who is Number One? "
Serial,The2D,(Paramount),
Feb. 4
Trapped by Treachery (Eleventh Episode), 2D, Feb. 3
1034
The Eyes in the Wall (Twelfth Episode), 2D, Feb. 10
1187
SACRIFICE of Kathleen, The (Favorite Film), 2D, Feb. 11
The Jaws of the Tiger (Thirteenth Episode), 2D, Feb. 17
1316
Safe Disaster, A (Triangle), IC, Feb. 3
The Unmasking (Fourteenth Episode), 2D, Feb. 24
Schools
and Schools (O. Henry-General), 2D
The
Girl
of
the
Prophecy
(Fifteenth
Episode),
2D,
Mar.
3
Sea Serpent's Desire, A (Triangle-Keystone), 2C, Feb. 3
His Day Out (King Bee), 2C, Feb. 1
1470
Sheriff
Nell's
2C, IC
Feb. 10
His Double Life (Triangle-Keystone), 2C, Feb. 17
1315
Sherman Was Tussle
Right (Paramount),
(Jaxon-General),
His Fishy Footsteps (Jaxon-General), IC
Ship, Oy! Oy! (Universal-Nestor), IC, Feb. 18
His Generosity (Metro-Drew), IC, Feb. 25
His Hidden Purpose (Paramount-Mack Sennett), 20, Jan. 27
889
Sin of Serial.
Innocence,
The 10
(Pathe), Episode of "The Price of Folly" 1182
2D, Feb.
His Nimble Twist (Triangle). IC, Feb. 24
Smashing the Plot (Sparkle-General), IC
His Nine Lives (Triangle), IC, Feb. 10
Hit Him Again (Pathe-Rolin), IC, Feb. 17
Sold for
Episode of " The Price of Folly " Serial, 1470
2D, Gold
Feb. (Pathe),
17
Hod
The (Three IC
C-General), IC
How Carrier's
It WorkedMillion.
(Jaxon-General),
Somebody's
Widow
(Mutual-Strand)
IC, Jan.Film),
29 IC, Feb.
*.18.... 103S
Sonny
Jim
in
Search
of
A
Mother (Favorite
Horse in Action, The (Pathe), Ed., and " Rocamadour, and the ValStealmg a Sweetheart (Three C-General), IC
ley
of
Lot"
(Trav.),
Split
reel,
Feb.
10
*1301
Stenographer
Troubles
(Favorite
Film),
IC,
Feb.
25
Hungry Lions in a Hospital (Fox Sunshine), 2C, Feb. 3
Surprising Husband (Vitagraph), IC, Feb. 4
Sweets to the Sour (Vitagraph), IC, Feb. 18
IN POVERTY'S
(Pathe). Episode of "The Price of Folly" 1468
Serial, 2D, Power
Feb. 24
In Wrons (Jaxon-(jeneral), IC
TAD'S Swimming Hole (Judge Brown-General), 2CD
Telephones and Troubles (Vitagraph-Big V), IC, Feb. 4
Inspector's Wife, The (Jaxon-General), IC
Tell Tale
Shirt,(Vitagraph),
A (Triangle-Keystone),
2C, Feb. 24
Their
Godson
IC, Feb. 25
JAWS Serial.
of the 2D.
Tiger,Feb.The17
(Pathe), Episode of "The Hidden Hand" 1316
Their Model Careers (Jaxon-General), IC
Their Undercover Capers (Triangle), IC, Feb. 17
Junkman, The (Pathe-Rolin), 2C. Feb. 17
Thief or Angel (Judge Brown-General), 2CD
LAMB. The (Pathe-Rolin), IC, Feb. 3
Thing's
the Play,
The (Mutual-Strand),
(O. Henry-Broadway),
1184 (1146)
Three Times
and Out
IC, Feb.2CD
12
1182
Leap for Life, The (Vitagraph). Episode of " Vengeance — and the
Tramp, The (Chaplin-General), 2C
Woman" Serial, 2D, Feb. 25
Trapped
by
"Treachery
(Pathe),
Episode
of
"
The
Hidden
Hand
"
Line ofSerial,
Death,2D.TheFeb.(Universal),
Episode
of
"The
Mystery
Ship"
Serial, 2D, Feb. 3
1034
9
Lost Lie, The (Judee Brown-General), 2CD
UNDERGROUND House, The (Universal), Episode of "The MysMADISON Square Arabian Night (O. Henry-General), 2D
tery Ship" Serial,
2D, No.
Feb.10 23
Universal Animated
Weekly,
(Universal), ITop, Feb. 6
*1169
Marooned (Jaxon-General), IC
Universal Animated Weekly, No. 11 (Universal), ITop, Feb. 13
*1301
Marrying-Off Dad (Judge Brown-General), 2CD
Universal Animated Weekly, No. 12 (Universal), ITop, Feb. 20
Matinee Girl. The (Flagg-Kleine System), IC, Feb. 27
Universal Animated Weekly, No. 13 (Universal), ITop, Feb. 27
Mischief Maker, The (Favorite Film), 2D, Feb. 18
Universal Current Events, No. 39 (Universal), ITop, Feb. 2
Miss Cinderella (Mutual-Strand), IC, Feb. 19
Universal Current Events, No. 40 (Universal), ITop, Feb. 9
*1301
Monkey-Maid-Man (Sparkle-General), IC
Universal
Current Events, No. 41 (Universal), ITop, Feb. 16
Mountain of Devastation, The (Vitagraph), Episode of "Vengeance
Universal Current Events, No. 42 (Universal), ITop, Feb. 23
—
and
the
Woman"
Serial,
2D,
Feb.
11
•
Universal Screen Magazine, No. 6 (Universal), ITop, Feb. 2
*1169
Mutual Weekly, No. 6, Feb. 4, ITop Ed
*1169
Universal Screen Magazine, No. 7 (Universal), ITop, Feb. 9
Mutual Weekly, No. 7, Feb. 11, ITop Ed
*1301
Universal Screen Magazine, No. 8 (Universal), ITop, Feb. 16
Mutual Weekly. No. 8. Feb. 18, iTop Ed
Universal Screen Magazine, No. 9 (Universal), ITop, Feb. 23
Mutual Weekly. No. 9, Feb. 25, ITop Ed
Mystery Ship, The (Universal Serial) :
Unmasking. The (Pathe), Episode of "The Hidden Hand" Serial,
The Rescue (Tenth Episode), 2D, Feb. 2
2D, Feb. 24
Up in the Air (Mutual-Strand), IC, Feb. 26
The Line of Death (Eleventh Episode), 2D, Feb. 9
The Rain of Fire (Twelfth Episode), 2D, Feb. 16
VENGEANCE — and the Woman (Vitagraph Serial):
The Underground House (Thirteenth Episode), 2D, Feb. 23....
The Wolf Trap (Seventh Episode), 2D, Feb. 4
The Mountain of Devastation (Eighth Episode), 2D, Feb. 11..
OLD Reliable (Favorite Film), 2D, Feb. 25
Buried Alive (Ninth Episode), 2D, Feb. 18
On the Love Line (Sparkle-Geenral), IC
The
Leap for Life (Tenth Episode), 2D, Feb. 25
One Night Stand, A (Pathe-Rolin, 2C, Feb. 24
Virginia's
Triumph
(Universal), Episode of " The Red Ace " serial,
Our Little Nell (Essanay-General), IC
2D,
Feb. 2
Out and In (Jaxon-General), IC
Out West (Paramount), 2C, Dec. 20
887
WATCH Your Noighbor (Paramount), 2C, Feb. 3
1182 (1146)
Watching the Flowers Bloom (Col.), Educ, and " Along the
PEARLS and Girls (Universal-L-Ko). 2C, Feb. 13
Riviera,
Italy,"Next
Trav.(Jaxon-General),
(Pathe), Split IC
reel, Feb. 17
*1018
Picturesque
Bonnets
of Brittany
(Pathe), Ed., Feb. 3
What Will
Happen
Pirates,
The Brittany
(FavoriteandFilm),
2C, Feb.
11
Which Was Lucky? (Jaxon-General), IC
Policy (International),
and Pie (Pathe),Ed.,Katzenjammer
and "For Dessert"
Wild
Piccadilly
(Essanay-General),
IC
Split reel, Feb.Cart.,
3
Wings Algy
of a ofMoth,
The (Favorite
Film), ID, Feb.
4
Preacher's
Son,
The
(Judge
Brown-General),
2CD
—
Wolf
Trap,
The
(Vitagraph),
Episode
of
" Vengeance — and the
Price of Folly. The (Pathe Serial) :
Woman"
Serial,
2D,
Feb.
4
The Catspaw (Third Episode), 2D, Feb. 3
1033
Woman, A (Chaplin-Cjeneral), 2C
The Sin of Innocence (Fourth Episode), 2D, Feb. 10
1182
Wronged by Mistake (Triangle-Keystone), 2C, Feb. 10
Manager Herman has resigned at the Mutual
Every exchange in Omaha, Neb., has MOTION PICTURE NEWS calendar prominently
exchange
Omaha, Neb.,
and his
taken
by
R. S. inBallantyne,
for years
withplace
the isMutual
Things Here and There
displayed. " It is one of the handiest things we
in the middle west and formerly manager at the
ever
had
about
the
exchange,"
said
Manager
L.
E. T. Garrish, sales manaecr of the Famous
exchange in Des Moines. The Des Moines exA.
Vitagraph.
We can look
Players Film Service in Cleveland, was taken
far Getzler
ahead asat wethe want
to when " discussing
book-as
has been closed and the business transferredchangeto Omaha.
suddenly ill reccntljr, and was removed to the
ings with an exhibitor; we can note the holihospital. An operation was predicted.
days— oh, it helps us a lot. It was a splendid
Hugh Rennie, of the U. S. Booking Corporation
Manager
Wessling,
of
Pathe's
Cincinnati
in
good business on his
branr;h, is confident of big success for Pathe durThe Laemmle Film Service, including the UnifirstDenver,
visit tohasNewreported
Mexico a exhibitors.
ing
1918,
and
declares
the
company
can
count
on
versal,
Bluebird,
Butterfly,
and
Jewel
exchanges,
the Cincinnati office to do its bit.
moved Monday, January 28, from Twelfth and
idea."
A. S. Bailey, formerly with Triangle in the
Farnam streets, Omaha, Neb., to the big Maeor
Denver territory, has joined the Foursquare sales
''■
. , ,f J,. K-r Comedy Company, is Building, at 1304 Farnam street. " Big business
force,
and is now covering Wyoming.
'•
: rst two Jestei' Comemade us move," said J. II. " Curley ' Calvert,
''■ ■
11 la.st heard from he manager.
'
A
report
that
the
Universal
exchange
General
Film is now located at 1533 Welton
at
Des
Moines,
la.,
will
be
discontinued
and
the
w.: 1 '
; .iiiliinc and flowers. Lticky
BUI!
business handled from Omaha could not be constreet, Denver, and is getting comfortably settled.
firmed. Such a step is expected, however. ReT r r. •-• r,f the Paramount-Artcraft sales
cently a number of Des Moines exchanges havt
Manager J. H. Norwood, of the Cleveland
!
i. tumbled on the ice recently
been closed and the business transferred to Kleine-Edison
Exchange, is said to be getting
Omaha.
Me was " out o( the running
inquiries
from all over the state for the forthcom»<: ■ '
ing
James
Montgomery
Flagg series, " Girls You
J. Milo of the Palace theatre, Des Moines, la.,
H, E. Friedman, who recently resigned as Denhas sued the Standard exchange at Omaha, claimTCT fflaaager of ^thc, has been succeeded by C.
ing he had an option and a contract on Billy
R. J. Churchill and A. F. Bergen, of Fox o£Bces
G. Epperson.
in Denver, have been in Salt Lake City on a
West and Hart pictures. Jules Rachman, man.; . ,
ager of the St.uidard in Omaha, announces he business trip.
J. E, mountScott,
formerlyoffices,
with and
the Denver
Know."
has booked
'
the
West
and
Harts
at
the
Royal,
and Triangle
recently Parawith. Ca.siDo,
Utyque and .J^amlly theatres, all rn ihit . , : Earl King, J^Qcpver .sales man, for ,Victor Film
Mutual af road man, ha( joined the staff of Uanhas itresigned.same
hi downtown Des Moines, while the' ■'Servlcd
suit isblock,
pending.
•ger Epperson.
ting the !n"'Cleveland,
picture industry,
is said. - He ii quit-

■ir
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MOTIOGRAPH
Complete — Ready

DE

LUXE

for Installation

5

$37

There are special featvires on lamp
house, mechanism, pedestal, in fact,
every part of machine has been specially adapted to guarantee perfect
projection with small upkeep cost.
Write for the De Luxe catalogue.

00

Motiograph Non-Friction Non-slip Speed Control. Will
not slip when under heavy load or exposed to oil.
Enterprise Optical Manufacturing Co.
564-572 West Randolph Street, Chicago, Illinois
WESTERN OFFICE
833 Market Street
San Francisco, California
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Mr.

Manager

C We

are bending

every resource

every energy

and our

to give your musicians

and operator the best of expert service
in our Music
ments.

and

Projection

Depart-

C So it's up to you !

C Call the attention of your staff to these
departments.

If necessary,

read your copy of the News.

let them
Then

will all be pulling together for —

Better

Pictures
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Projection

Better

Accompaniment
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they were ready to compete with men capable of holding
the responsible position for which they were absolutely
unfit.
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Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture
industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments
in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, inventions and suggestions ; camera devices analysed and
commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature
pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and
furnishing field.
No charge is made in these departments for answering
questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited.
E. Kendall Gillett
Editor
Alfred S. Cory
Technical Editor

Operators' Licenses
1WAS asked the other day what I believed should be
required of an individual before being allowed to operate aprojection machine as a licensed operator.
This is rather a difficult question to answer as there are
so many details and conditions which enter in, that a
hurried survey would never cover them all. We might
start by saying that every auditorium must be made absolutely safe for the audience and then proceed to some, at
least, of the details.
I. We all know that the obtaining of a license, which is
a municipal or state requirement, is in many instances a
mere form. To be sure a man must have more or less
knowledge, yet, unfortunately, political pull is apt to play
altogether too large a part. There is no reason why these
examinations should not be held at regular intervals and
on the same general basis as civil service examinations —
where a man passes or not depending upon actual knowledge and not on bluff or friendship. There is too much at
stake for the slip-shod method to even be considered.
It should not be a matter of how many votes a man can
deliver at the next election but whether he is a safe man to
whom to intrust human lives. The answer from any
license bureau will be that this is the case at present. If
it is we have nothing to say, but if it is not and the hat
fits, put it on, pull it way down over the ears, and act
accordingly. Issue licenses on merit to men who actually
have the knowledge.
II. We have so-called operators' schools where the only
object is to give any one who can pay the fee a lick and a
promise, but no real knowledge. The candidate goes up
for an examination, after the advertised six lessons, frequently gets his license, after which he is a full fledged
licensed operator, ready to take any job. He has human
life in the hollow of his hand, and yet he is no more
capable of holding a position of responsibility in a theatre
projection room than the stoker on a ferry boat would be;
perhaps less. I have heard stories which may or may not
be true, where men with the right influence have applied
and obtained a license without even having seen a projection
machine or knowing the difference between an ampere
and a left handed rnonkey wrench. These men did not
even attend one of ou«-- -operators' finishing schools, yet

I
\
I
\
1
1
1
|
1
I
|

III. We have certain laws, differing according to states,
but yet, all aimed to protect the public. Any one of them
may be used for the sake of illustration. For argument,
we will take the one forbidding the operator to smoke in
the projection room. Before he becomes an operator he
knows that this law exists and if he does not wish to
obey it he may follow some other line of work where it
does not apply. If he is going to be an operator he MUST
obey the LAWS which are enacted for public safety and
not to cut down the income of the American Tobacco
Company or deprive the operator of any pleasure. This
is not a question of license — it is a question of self-government and here is where operators' organizations can be a
power by absolutely enforcing the law. When a member
fails to obey the law he should be dropped immediately
from membership, without an appeal. He should also
be reported to the authorities and lose his license. It is
not a joke; it is a serious consideration — laws are laws
and no operator should be allowed to get a license anywhere before he can pass an examination on the laws
governing projection booths, film, etc., in the particular
city and state where he intends working, as well as the
fundamentals of operating and electricity, so that ignorance of the law will be no excuse.
It is because the organizations do not govern their
members as they should and because individuals are not
men enough to obey the laws that the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers are today discussing the Open Bootli in
which the operator cannot disobey the law without being
caught and punished. It will then not be the fire inspector,
who is naturally good natured, who will do the reporting,
but the public, who will refuse to attend a theatre where
things are not run as they should be and also the owner
or manager of the house whose patronage is being killed
as a result of lawlessness. Then, too, patronage will be
increased if the people know the theatre is safe and they
can prove it by seeing the operator at work.
IV. Today projection machines have been developed so
that they are not being greatly improved upon as far as
their mechanical features are concerned. The projector
mechanism is comparatively delicate. It can not be kept
in order by any Tom, Dick or Harry who may have
learned enough to get a license, but who has not made a
study of the mechanism. It takes time to learn all the
many things which can happen. No man is capable without considerable apprenticeship of stepping into a booth
and running one of these carefully built, well adjusted,
sensitive mechanisms. A man must know all about the
machine he is to operate — what to oil, when to oil, when
to adjust, how to adjust, and m.any other details. He must
be man enough so that the theatre owner can actually
trust him to run the machines and get the most out of
them. He must be sufficiently capable so that when he
says the head must be sent to the Service Station for an
overhauling the manager can depend upon it that he is
being given the proper advice. In other words, the operator must be a mechanic of a high order as well as sufficient
of an electrician to know the fundamental principles of
electricity so that he can at least temporarily make adjustments and repairs.
V. Many of the troubles which beset the operators particularly inthe larger cities, are traceable to the operators'
Union and other local organizations. The pros and cons
as to the advantages of these organizations are not under
consideration — ^the only question is whether these organiZcitions are strict enough with their members. When a
man is not doing- what is right he should be fired out without aquestion or appesil. He should Jiave his membership
(Cotliim^d ofi page i4g6)
\
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Speed Indicators Again
Mr. Glenn Woodbury, Pomeroy, Iowa, writes : " Just a fewwords aliout those speed indicators that arc causing so much talk.
■■ What good are they in a theatre ?
" The operator can tell the speed at which his machine is running by looking at the crank shaft. He knows the number of
reels in the production, so he can figure the time of his shows.
He can set his speed at sixty or sixty-five [crank] revolutions per
minute and does not have to rely upon a speed indicator to tell
him how fast he is running. The only case I know of where it
would have been of value was in projecting ' The Birth of a Nation,' where the music and the picture had to synchronize at all
times. But why are they of any value in projecting the modern
photoplay? The shows must start on time no matter how bad
the action is upset, which leads me to remark about the waj' in
which a certain picture, ' The Crisis,' was butchered in Des
Moines. This production is in eight full reels and this was run
off at the rate of one hour and forty-five minutes to the show.
Verily the art of good projection is losing out for the sake of
time.
" After reading Mr. J. H. Anderson's description of his operating-room [News of February 16, p. 1046)], I took a little trip
to Fort Dodge to see what kind of a place he has. I found out.
His operating-room is the best I've ever been in, and I've seen
a few of them. Everything was neat and clean, and his machines
are just like new, although they have been in use for over a year.
Mr. Anderson is working on a new type of D. C. shutter, which
he claims will entirely eliminate all flicker at any speed.
"The picture I saw projected [at Fort Dodge] was 'The Crisis,'
but oh what a difference between Mr. Anderson's projection and
that at Des Moines. His time was two hours and ten minutes
to a show, but whoever had previously had his print surely did
not belong to the N. A. M. L., because in part 2 there were
punch marks in the center of the reel.
" In the reading-room at the Strand, Fort Dodge, you find all
sorts of books on projection and things electrical, also copies of
the trade journals for nearly three years back.
" Well, I've got my opinion of speed indicators, and of Mr.
Anderson's
from others projection
about thoseequipment,
indicators.off my mind, so now let's hear
Comment: As we remarked in commenting upon the earlier
letter on speed indicators, from Mr. J. H. Anderson, of Fort
Dodge, we really believe that if our correspondents had the opportunity of examining and testing out a good speed indicator
they would appraise it as one of the most valuable items of their
equipment. This particularly applies to correspondents such as
Mr. .\nderson and Mr. Woodbury, whom we know take pride in
rendering their pictures correctly.
We feel that Mr. Woodbury takes an unprogressive angle from
which to view the matter when he states that the operator can
figure the time of his shows, set his speed at so many crank revolutions per minute and then not need to depend upon a speed
indicator at all. Viewing the matter the other way around, it
appears that an operator who is provided with a good speed indicator does not have to figure the time of his shows; the indicator
tells him this and other things besides, but without some extremely sensitive and accurate form of speed indicator how does
the operator know that his machine is running at 6o or 65 Or any
other specified number of crank revolutions per minute. To determine this with exactitude requires a very exact indicator or
measuring drvice. and it might interest our various correspondents
on the subject of speed indicators to learn that an operator cannot crank sixty feet of film through a projector and maintain a
constant speed, and that most motor driven machines will also
show a fluctuation in operating speed at any given position of
the speed regulator. The customary tachometer, or speed indicator, will not, pcrfiaps, reveal these fluctuations, but our remarks
arc based on the study of the Robin Cinema- Time and SpeedIndicator, which is used in New York's -tetrfeest photoplay houses.

I'lU whicli has probably not become generally known in the West.
Like many other innovations in projection apparatus the Robin
Indicator will provide much hitherto unsuspected information to
any operator who uses one for the first time.
There is no doubt whatever that a good speed indicator is a
requisite article of operating-room equipment, in the case of theatres where the performances are regulated with nicety, and we
can assure our correspondents that they have before them the
pleasure of trying out a good speed indicator, after which we
know that they will endorse our remarks.
It is interesting to note that our present correspondent was
prompted by a recent communication in our columns to go and
see for himself the equipment of a fellow operator in a nearby
city. We like to see and hear of operators getting together and
comparing notes, as Mr. Woodbury has done, and it appears from
his letter that the trip was of value to him because, as he writes,
he saw the finest operating-room he had ever entered, and this
also confirms the claims made by Mr. Anderson of Fort Dodge,
who is the proud possessor of this fine operating-room.
We trust that Mr. Anderson will favor our readers in due
course with a description of the flickerless D. C. shutter he is
working on. Although our correspondent (Mr. Woodbury) states
that the proposed shutter is designed to " eliminate all flicker at
any speed," we think that this is a rather large order, and another item which must be taken into consideration in the elimination of flicker is the screen illumination, or brightness of the
projected picture. However, we will await Mr. Anderson's
description of his improved shutter with interest.
Sheck Adapter Going Strong
MOTION picture projection with Mazda lamps is being given
a tryout by numerous theatres throughout the country, according to reports which are constantly coming to hand, and we
learn from the Argus Lamp and Appliance Company, of Cleveland, O., who were one of the earliest in the field with the Sheck
adapter, that they have made numerous installations of this de\ icc in representative theatres.

Thf Sheck Adapter
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The Sheck Uiiiversal adajitcr, shown in the ilhistration, is designed to enable Mazda projection to be accompUshed with any
carbon arc projecting machine now on the market.
The adapter is a complete lamp-house in itself, and will replace
the lamp-house of any carbon-arc machine so that any type of
Mazda projector lamp may be properly focussed for successfully
projecting motion pictures, within the limitations of the different
types of Mazda projector lamps.
At the present time the Sheck adapter is made in three models ;
model A, which employs a 600 watt lamp ; model B which uses
a 750 watt lamp, and model C using a 1.200 watt lamp.
In theatres where alternating current is used at the projector
arc, the Argus Company claims that comparable results may be
secured at less cost by the use of their equipment on throws of
less than 100 feet, and when the picture does not exceed fourteen
feet in width. They also state that for throws up to ninety feet
their lamp will yield results comparable to those secured with a
35 ampere D. C. arc.
For Future Reference
FROM Mr. Jesse Geuler of Kellogg, Idaho, a member of the
National Anti-Misf rame League, comes the accompanying
photo of his file of the Motion Picture News from 1914 to date.
Mr. Geuler, who finds the News an indispensable chronicle of
trade conditions, as well as an epitome of technical progress in
cinematography says :

Three Years of the Moti&n Picture News
"I" not only preserve the Projection Departrnent, but .also the
entire -magazine. I have practically every' copy from the. time I
'• '
entered my subscription in 1914."
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The illustration eloquently shows the pretentiousness of the industry's leading trade journal, and the task of compiling the contents of Mr. Geuler's stack of copies can well be imagined. It is
surprising how valuable such a file of journals can become, as is
proven by delving through back volumes and noting the interesting
and valuable, although long forgotten, articles and illustrations
which are to be found.
office of Motion
Picture back
News to isthea earliest
file' of this
andAt itsthepredecessors
which extends
days journal
of the
industry in this country, and it is needless to state that' that set
of volumes is esteemed above price by the proprietors of the
News.
illee, Va.
insv
Lig,htwrites : " My picture
ns, Mart
Mor
tser
e flick
in it. Now I may be mistaken as
littlWan
seems to have a k
to what flicker is, but what I mean is this. If you close one eye
and look at the [projected] picture you will see that the shutter
or something doesn't work exactly right and there is a kind of
jump or a black space in it. I wish you would please advise me
how to remedy this matter.
" Then again, I can't get what you might call a real good light
on the picture. If I move my arc away from the condensers it
gives a blue circle on the screen, and if I move it up to the condensers there will be a blue streak in the picture.
" Also, can I make a coil, or have a coil made, so as to get
more 'juice'? I saw where some other operator was asking
you the same question not long ago, but I never did see an answer
to his question. I wish you would' please inform me; a diagram
would be best, showing just how to go about making one and
putting it up. If you will answer all my questions I will certainly

Reply: Although we start under the handicap of insufficient,
be Inobliged."
or, we should say, a total lack of, the necessary information concerning the correspondent's equipment, we shall endeavor to unravel the causes of his troubles, which do not seem very formidable on the surface.
If, as is stated by the correspondent, he perceives dark intervals
or interruptions, in the screen illumination when his projector is
running, he can be sure that what he perceives is the flicker (properly so called) caused by the action of the revolving shutter in
periodically interrupting the light beam. We are led to believe
that the correspondent uses A. C. current, and in this event his
machine is probably equipped with a two-wing shutter. Flicker
becomes readily apparent when a machine equipped with a twowing shutter is operated at too low a speed, and even a three-wing
shutter will show pronounced flickering if the projecting speed
falls below the normal rate. Again, if a three-wing shutter is
used, and the arc current is 60 cycle A. C., a very severe stroboscopic beating will- be noticed at most projecting speeds — caused
by the shutter impulses getting into step with one side of the A. C.
wave. Remedies are : a higher projecting speed if the shutter is a
two-wing, and the installation of a two-wing shutter if the one in
use is a three-wing. This assumes that the correspondent uses
A. C. If D. C. and a three-wing shutter are used the remedy is. to
increase the projecting speed. If a two-wing shutter is being used
with D. C, the same could be changed for a three-wing with favorable results.
Our reason for assuming that the correspondent uses A. C. is
found in his description of his screen illumination. When the arc
is too far removed from the condensers a circular blue screen
ghost will result, as the correspondent has discovered for himself,
but if a blue streak is observed in the field of projected light, when
the arc is advanced toward the condensers, then the appearance
noted is that which frequently results when one tries to use the
light from both of the incandescent carbon tips of the A. C. arc.
If alterations in the distance of lamp and condensers fail to remove this blue streak, the only remedy seems to be that which we
recently recommend to another correspondent, i. e., throwing one
of the bright carbon tips out of focus by altering the angle of the
trim. This end is achieved by slightly advancing the lower carbon,
as in the case of the D. C. trim, but as the light from the upper
carbon tip alone is then utilized in projecting the picture, an increase in amperage may be required.
With regard to the preparation of a coil which would give more
"juice," our present correspondent is not quite correct in his statement that we did not supply the answer to a similar question which
was previoiisly propounded. If the correspondent will refer again
to the JSTews of- February 2, page 749^he_wilLnDtelhat-th£_pimiQUS;
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inquirer mentioned the make of his equipment, and we supplied
him instructions based upon the data submitted.
Our attitude with regard to the ability of the average operator
to calculate and wind reactances or transformers has undergone no
change, however, since our earlier remarks. We cannot set forth
instructions for the preparation of such devices because we know
that the attempts of most operators along this line would result in
failure, and it has also to be pointed out that for an equivalent
expenditure any operator, or exhibitor, can procure a ready made
economizer or generator of any desired capacity, and of known
and guaranteed performance. An inspection of the letters of both
correspondents who desire to make their own transformers would
seem to indicate that neither of them is equipped with the necessary knowledge of electricity 4;o achieve success in the undertaking.
Alaska Operator Praises N. A. M. L.

Binoculars
Made according to approved military
design. Russet cowhide case, with neck
swing and shoulder strap. A gift that
will be greatly appreciated.
Write for prices.
Dealers' discounts quoted
on application
Cruwm

Optical
ROCHESTER.

Compamy
N.Y.

Previewing
or Screening
Film
at your convenience with
THE DE VRY PORTABLE
M. P. PROJECTOR
Operates at the touch of a button
Motor Drive
.Size 17" X 17" X 7" over all
by — Majestic Theatre, Detroit;
Weighs but Twenty Pounds Used
Schade Theatre, Sandusky; Empire
Takes Standard
and many film manancl FilmSize Reels Theatre, Detroit,
ufacturers and exchanges.

Mr. Roy C. Shelton, Nome, Alaska, writes : " Have
been reading about the Anti-Misframe League and can heartily
recommend any paper that has the push behind it to lend
such assistance not only to the operator but to the exhibitor and
exchange as well. I have been in the business for the past twelve
years and can say the League is the best thing that has come to
the film torn front. I have always tried to do my duty as an
operator by removing all the evils as much as possible.
" I have worked along the coast from California to the land of
the midnight sun, in houses from the smallest to the largest, but
have almost always found these evils existing. Most of the first
run films come from the exchanges here with the tail end punch
marks. The house I am now in is far to the north, and we receive
from two hundred to one thousand reels at a shipment, so you
know our service is in some shape as it is most all junk. None
of our film is under two years old. But of all the junk Triangle
is the worst. I always have to thoroughly inspect every show
before I attempt to run it. We change every day.
" You may add my name to the League as I would do anything
to help my brother operators. I hold both a stage hand and an
operator's union card and have for years. I am enclosing a
sample of a report system I have gotten up and have been using
for over a year and have found co-operation with most of the exchange managers. Yours for success with the Anti-Misframe
Comment: Mr. Shelton has certainly taken modern ideas to
Alaska,
League." as his specimen report sheets show. The blank form of
Mr. Shelton's operator's report is headed " Department of Projection," and when one of these reports is properly filled out it
conveys a very complete description of the quality, the history and
the condition of the reel of film which it accompanies. Unfortunately, the limits of space prevent us from publishing the form
in facsimile at the present time, but we believe that by submitting
carefully gotten up reports of this character to film exchange
executives, co-operation could be obtained by all operators and
exhibitors, as it has been by Mr. Shelton.
Independent

Movie

Supply Co. Reports Good
Business
THE DE VRY CORPORATION, 117;NorthiriWi Ave., CWcago, ID., U. S. A.
THE Independent Movie Supply Co., 729 Seventh avenue. New
York, have enlarged their quarters to double capacity. The
concern, a comparatively new organization, have in the past ten
months progressed to such an extent that it became necessary to
enlarge their quarters for the third time during this period, and
"NEWMAN" BRASS FRAMES AND RAILS
they now have offices and demonstration rooms which are second
Accompanying cut shows our new style
to none in New York City.
unit fraaae for comers of theatre lobbies.
Khlitclally designed to fit Irregular shaped
They have placed on the market a screen, called the Imsco
"jlumns and sloping entrances. Neat, atscreen, which has a silver finish. Several of these screens have
tractive and complete, It enables the passerby to see at a glance the entire program.
been installed throughout the country, and some recent installaSendcatalog.
sketch for prices and a«k for new
i:n8
tions in New York and suburbs are : Plaza theatre. Fifty-ninth
street and Madison avenue. New York; Home theatre. New York;
Keystone and Cortland theatres, Jersey City, N. J.; Hippodrome
The Newman
E»tabU»hed 1882Mfg. Co.
theatre, Bridgeport, Conn. ; New Bristol theatre, Bristol, Conn.,
Write ]or our Latctt Catalogue
and Lafayette theatre, Newport, R. L Army cantonments in this
country
717-16 Sycamore Street, CLnclnnatI, Ohio
screens. and abroad have been supplied with over 400 of these
W W. Wuhlnvton Street, Chicaco, nilnoto
f:anadlftn
Repreaent«.tlve
J. T. Malon*
Ftlma,
Mr. Rabell, the president and general manager, when interRIalto Thea.tre
Bldr, —Montreal,
Cuiada.
PacificBanCoaat
— O. K. Cal.
Metcalfe,
viewed, stated that due to the volume of his concern's business
Franol«co,
the shipping department and other departments are working in
Comer Unit Hlnced Frame*, BaMb, Kalla, OrlUea, Blsiu, OhoMcn,
two shifts, and he expects this year to surpass by far, the ten
^amea
Kick Plate*, Door Bar*
months' previous business.
Be fure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" -when writing to advertiiers
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National Anti-Misframe
League
Pledge

SPEER

A S a motion picture operator who has the interest of his pro■»1 fession at heart and is willing to assist in eliminating some
of the evils practised in the operating-room, I promise that I
will to the best of my ability return films to the exchange in
first-class condition. Furthermore, I will when it becomes necessary remedy all misframes, bad patches, etc., that may he in the
film which I receive and in this way co-operate with my brother
operators and give greater pleasure to those who make tip the
motion picture audience by showing films that are free from
such defects. I also promise that I will not make punch marks
in film, and when film is received by me, with punch holes, I will
notify the exchange to that effect so that they may use their
efforts to correct this evil.

ALTERNO

CARBONS

for A.C.
AND Work
SPEER

HOLD- ARK

CARBONS

for B.C. Work
Have Proved Their Worth and Value

Write for descriptive folder, also the
pamphlet showing operators' endorsements
Full Information Supplied By Your Dealer
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Roll of Honor
Roy C. Shelton
Nome, Alaska
Paul Martin
Austin, Texas.
Robert H. Morton
Douglas, Wyo.
Francis J. Brooks
Monticello, 111.
York
Newton, Ind.
la.
Gomer McClary
Nichols East Muncie,
Henry H. Cole
Endicott, N. Y.
H. A. Eder
Bayonne, N. J.
F. Greenhill
Durham, N. C.
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Members Previously Recorded
Members Recorded This Week

758
9

Total Membership to Date

767

Operators' Inquiries
J. A. CHEEK,
" I read in N.the Y.,News
of February
(this
column)
that G. W.Mattoon,
Bossard 111.
of Rochester,
wanted
to know 9th
of something with which to clean a projector after it had been through a fire. I
have had trouble of this sort and have found denatured alcohol to be better
than anything else I ever tried.
" Could you tell me how to remove the carbon dust that is burned into
the condensers without scratching them? "
Reply :naturedReaders
who in happen
have mechanisms.
a film fire will doubtless give dealcohol a trial
cleaningto their
The black carbon specks which accumulate on the rear condenser surface
are thrown against the lens, while in an incandescent state, by the striking
of the arc. Many of these carbon particles will be washed away when
cleaning the condenser in the usual manner, as, for instance, with alcohol,
but some of these carbon particles are found to be fused right into the glass,
so that it is out of the question to remove them save by the use of some
hard steel tool, which would deface the polished condenser surface worse
than does the presence of the carbon particles.
It is the deposition of these carbon particles while in an incandescent
state, and the attendant roughening of the lens surface, which renders it
necessary to finally discard the rear condenser lens and substitute a fresh
lens with a clean and polished surface. This is necessary because where
the rear condenser surface is severely roughened, or pitted, a considerable
amount of otherwise available light is lost by diffusion or scattering.
W. GARDNER,
Suppose
an to
arc attach
rectifierto
hooked
up to one sideCairo,
of a 111.
three " wire
systemyouandwere
wereusing
ordered
the two outside wires. .How is the rectifier changed to meet this requirement? " Both the General Electric and the Westinghouse mercury arc
Reply:
rectifiers are capable of being operated on either 110 volt or 220 volt ciris easily
in thesupply
positionwithin
of movablecuits.
copperThe change
links, which
altermade
the through
passage alteration
of the current
the
rectifier. The exact manner in which these connector links are manipulated
cannottion is simple
well be and
shown
aid of a arc
photorectifiers
or diagram,
the opera-to
the without
makers the
of mercury
would but
be pleased
send a catalog giving full instructions, or if a rectifier is purchased suitable
operating instructions will accompany the outfit.
M. H. CAPELMAN, Philadelphia, Pa. "What is the difference betwe n a series and a compound motor? "
Reply : The easiest way to answer this question is to consider three types
of motors, viz., series, shunt and compound wound motors. In a series
motor the field magnets, or fields, are in series with the armature ; in a
shunt. motor the fields are connected across the brushes; .while a compotmd
motor is a combination of a series and a shunt winding working in unison.
By consulting any elementary work on physics, or on electricity diagrams
will be noted which show very clearly the difiference in the connections for
the simplest types of motors or dynamos.

" The Carbons with a Guarantee "
MANUFACTURED BY
SPEER

CARBON
ST. mRYS,

COMPANY
PA.
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I
GUARANTEED REBUILT MOVING PICTURE MACHINES |
1 We have on hand all makes of rebuilt machines which we ^
1 GUAKANTEE to be in Al ADJUSTJIENT, all worn parts having ^
I been replaced by NEW PARTS.
|
fi Simplex complete vpith lenses and Rheostat, Hand Drive. . $125.00 =
i Simplex complete with lenses and Rheostat, Motor Drive.. 160.00 g
§ Powers 6A complete with lenses and Rheostat, Hand Drive 75.00 h
g Powers 6A complete with lenses and Rheostat, Motor Drive 110.00 =
g Powers 6 complete with lenses and Rheostat
75.00 =
1 Motio, 1908, complete with lenses and Rheostat
25.00 g
1 Motio, 1909, complete with lenses and Rheostat
30.00 g
i Edison Exhibition Model, complete with lenses and
g
3 Rheostat
. 25.00 i
g Standard, 1915 Model, complete with lenses and Rheostat. 50.00 g
= Ft. Wayne A.C. to D.C. Generator, used 3 weeks, 110 volt, g
1
60 eye, 1 phase
200.00 g
g
All order subject to prior sale
g
i
Write todaij for Particulars and Catalog
g
I
AlVIUSEmENT
SUF»^>LY CO.
. 7. |
1
Xargest
Exclusive'
to the Avenue
Moving Pictnre
I 300-302
Blallcrs
Bldg., Dealeifs
5 S. Wabash
Chicago,Trade
Illinois g|
1 Dealers in Motiograph, Standard and Simplex Moving Pictures E
g
Machines, National Carbons, Minusa Screens and
g
1
Everytliing for the Theatre
, . i
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STOP

LOOK

Before you lay this aside write to us at once and
ask us to send you a descriptive catalog of our
Motor Equipment for Power s 6 A that will save
you from $28.00 to $31.00.
We guarantee the efficiency of our Motor Equipments. We have Genuine Power parts, and we
are Exclusive Distributors for the Peerless
Simplex Projectors and all suppHes.
LEWIS M. SWAAB
1327 Vine Street
PHILADELPHIA^ PA.,

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News.'
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Chapters on Photographic Optics — IV
(Continued from issue of Feb. 9th)
ALTHOUGH a knowledge of how to determine the principal
points of a single lens conies first, of necessity, in the study
of this subject, the photographer and optical projectionist has,
nowadays, to deal mostly with compound lenses, so in taking up
next the method of determining the positions of the principal
points of compound lenses we touch upon matters of considerable
importance to the user of such instruments.
If we know the positions of the principal points and the focal
points of any two separate lenses, then, when these two lenses
are placed at any given distance apart the positions of the principal points and the focal points of the combination can be readily
found. (The method of determining the principal points and the
focal points of single lenses was explained in the previous installment of this chapter. — Ed.) The geometrical construction for locating the principal points of a two-lens combination is very
simple, and is shown in Fig. 1.

P i c t u re News

DOlJ

equal
that between
principal
planes
turned totoward
the axis asthethough
it came
fromp\ y.and p'1 and then
A little consideration will show that if the two lenses of the
combination were close together, the distance P1P2 between these
principal planes (or principal points) of the combination will be
represented
the moved
sum offarther
the distances
p2 and
p'l p'-; while
the
two lensesby are
apart Pi piand
P2 will
come
nearerif
together, and may even pass one another, in which event the
principal planes are said to be crossed. If the two lenses are
placed at a distance apart equal to the sum of their focal lengths,
the principal planes Pi and Pa will not only be crossed, but will
have separated to an infinite distance apart. In such a case the
combination has an infinite focal length and is said to be telescopic.
It is apparent also, from the foregoing, that increasing the distance
between the lenses of a combination also increases its equivalent
focus.
by
We can now proceed to set forth formulae for calculating the
resultant focal length and the resultant distance between the
principal points of a combination of two lenses at distance apart,
referring still to Fig. 1,
Let fi — principal focus of 1st lens.
Let
= principal focus of 2nd lens.
Let d— distance between the adjacent planes of the two lenses.
Let Ci — distance between principal points of first lens.
Let C2 = distance between principal points of second lens.
Then, the resultant focal length, F, of the combination is given

and the resultant distance, C, between the principal points of the
combination is given by

while the distances of the principal planes, Pi and P2, of the comfrom theareouter
principalrespectively,
planes, pi byand p'u of the
componentbinationlenses
represented,
Fd
, ¥d

In Fig. 1, the principal points of the first lens are designated
by pi and />., while / is its principal focus for light passing from
left to right. The principal points of the second lens are designated p', and p'2 and /' represents the principal focus of the
second lens for light passing from right to left. We require to
find the positions of the principal points and the principal focus
of the combination, which wc proceed to do graphically as follows, referring to Fig. 1.
We first consider any ray path, for instance, a b which is parallel
to the axis. A parallel ray from a will, after passing through the
principal planes (corresponding to the principal points) of the first
lens, be directed toward the point / on the axis of the system. In
similar fashion, a parallel ray travelling in the opposite direction
from h, after passing through the principal planes of the second
lens will be directed toward the point /', also on the axis. The
paths of the incident rays from a and h, after refraction by the
first and second lenses, respectively, will cross one another at o.
Wc therefore join o pi and 0 p\; then draw pi .v parallel to
o pi) and draw p\ y parallel to 0 p\. The planes Pi and P2,
drawn perpendicular to the axis through the points x and y, are
the principal plants of the combination. The resultant focus of
the combination, designated by F, is found by considering the
parallel ray which starts from a and passes through o toward the
point /. According to our previous description of the apparent
action of the principal points, the ray proceeding toward / will, in
traversing the second lens, bo 'hifted forward through a distance

(Note. These formulae are applicable to any combination of
two lenses, but it must be remembered that dispersing lenses have
negative focal lengths, and that distances with negative focal
lengths must, therefore, be reckoned outivards.)
From the foregoing formulae it follows that the resultant focal
length of a combination of two positive lenses, when separated by
an interval, is always greater than the reciprocal of the sum of
their reciprocals, and that this resultant focal length increases with
increasing separation of the lenses. The resultant distance between the principal points of the combination decreases from the
value Ci -\- down to zero, and then increases negatively, becoming
infinite when d = fi-\- and again becoming finite when d exceeds that value. When the distance between the principal points
(or planes) of a combination of two lenses is greater than the sum
of their focal lengths, another quantity is introduced into the
calculations. This is the distance between the rear focal-plane o£
the first lens and the front focal-plane of the second lens, which
was termed by Abbe' the " optical interval " and is designated by
the Greek letter A.
(Note. // the optical combination be not achromatic, the positions of both the principal planes and the principal foci will, in
general, be different for light of different colors.)
Mention must be made of still another pair of points (or planes)
having special properties which should be noted. These points are
situated on the axis (the corresponding planes being, of course,
' "Das Mikroskop,"
Dippel,thisBd. work
I, 2ndcontained
Edition, Braunschweig:,
1882.
Although
not written bybyL.Abbe,
the first authorized
account of his theories on geometrical optics.
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perpendicular tu the axis) on cither side of a single or compound
positive lens, at distances equal to twice the respective principal
foci, and are conjugate to one another. They were termed by the
late Professor S. P. Thompson the " symmetric points " (or planes),
aterminology.
designation These
which symmetric
we think should be perpetuated in optical'
planes possess the useful property
that any object situated in one of them has its image, inverted but
of exactly the same size, reproduced in the other, i e., the symmetric planes are planes of unit magnification.
As the determination of the positions of the principal points of
a compound lens, such, for instance, as a photographic or a projection objective, by the use of mathematical formulae may not appeal
very strongly to some readers, we proceed to describe a device
wherewith the positions of the principal points and the principal
foci of a lens may be exactly determined by experiment.
The device in question is termed a "nodal slide" and photographers have to thank Dr. Reginald S. Clay= for bringing it into
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popular one. This handy piece of apparatus, which is made of wood
and can be easily constructed by anyone, is shown in Fig. 2. As
Fig. 2 shows, the nodal slide consists of a cradle into which the
lens is laid, and in the centre of the base-board, as near as possible in line with the axis of the lens, is a row of holes into which
a round peg may be slipped. The device is placed on another board
{not shown in Fig. 2) containing a corresponding series of holes.
The manner in which the positions of the principal points and
the principal foci of a compound lens are determined with the
device is as follows : An opaque screen containing a pin-hole is
placed at some distance in front of the lens, and behind the pinhole in the opaque screen is placed a source of light. This yields
a point source, or artificial star, which is focussed upon a white
card placed perpendicular to the axis at a suitable distance behind
the lens. When the point of light has been sharply focussed, the
peg is placed in one of the holes on the base of the cradle, or nodal
slide, and the slide {zvith lens in place) is rotated slightly from
side to side. It will generally be found at first that the rotation
of the slide causes the focussed point of light to move across its
receiving screen, but the peg is shifted from hole to hole, rotating
the slide (and lens) at each new position of the peg, until a point
is found at which the slide can be rotated sideways to a considerable extent without causing any movement, or change of position,
of the point of light focussed upon the screen behind the lens.
This follows from the known action of the principal points on a
ray of incident light (we previously learned that a ray was apparently transmitted straight across from one principal point to
the other and emerged parallel to its direction of incidence) and
it is thus apparent that the position of the peg, when rotation of
the slide causes no shift in the focussed point, represents the position of the second principal point of the lens (in the case of most
objectives, when the front component is toward the incident light).
Also, the distance from this principal point to the sharply focussed
image of the point of light on the receiving screen represents the
principal focus of the lens. By turning the lens around in the
slide and repeating the foregoing procedure, the other principal
point and the focal length for light traversing the lens in the
opposite direction may likewise be ascertained. The location of
the principal points may be marked on the lens mount, or barrel,
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by a nick made with a file, while the lens is still in the proper position on the slide, and it sometimes proves very handy to have the
positions of the principal points so marked. This procedure is
known as Clay's method of determining the focal length of a lens,
and its practical value is fully equal to its theoretical interest.
An important measurement which is made from the principal
points is the distance from the lens at which the image is formed
for any given distance of the object, or the distance of the object
from the lens for any given distance of the image. These distances
are known as conjugate foci, and the manner in which they are
calculated is as follows :
Let M represent the distance of an object from the principal point
Pi and let v represent the distance of its image from the second
principal point P2 or, in the case of a single lens, let the distances
11 and V be measured from the principal points pi and pz. Then,
by reasoning which we need not present in detail, the formula for
ascertaining the value of the conjugate distances is.
u
V
f '
(NOTE. — This formula is given in the form of reciprocals —
a reciprocal being 1 divided by the numerical value of the letter
or symbol beneath it.)
As will be apparent after a little consideration, conjugate distances alwaj'S shift in the same direction along the axis of a
lens or lens system, so that the closer we bring an object to the
lens the further back of the lens is its image formed. An
illustration of this with which all photographers are acquainted
is the increased extension required to focus a near object.
If we know the distance of one conjugate point {either the
distance of the object or the distance of the image) and the
focal length of the lens we can easily find the other conjugate
point. Suppose for instance, .we know the distance {ii) of the
object from the lens and we wish to ascertain the distance behind the lens at which the image is formed. We of course
assume that the focal length of the lens is known, or has been
ascertained by the use of the formula previously given, or by
any other suitable formula :
Then
1
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u V
the distance of the image. f
Or if we know the distance of the image {v) and wish to
ascertain the distance of the object
1 J_ ^_1_
V u
the distance of the object.f
We can derive another important' measurement from the conjugate distances, u and v, and that is the magnification, or size,
of the images for various distances of the object, or'in''ofnwwords, for various focal extensions. -The' magnification will
evidently be represented by the ratio of the image distance v
to the object distance u, or expressed as a formula,
—■V = —Size
:of image = M,
M
Size of object
the magnification factor.
{To be continued)
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Musical Review of Latest Publications
— A List of Hits published by Leo Feist:
1— " Darktown Strutter's Ball," Fox Trot.
2— " In the Land of Wedding Bells," Fox Trot by Geo.
W. Meyer.
3— " Round Her Neck She Wears a Yeller Ribbon," Fox
Trot, by George A. Norton.
4— " Cleopatra Has a Jazz Band," Fox Trot, by Rocca.
5 — " Liberty Lads," March, by Lee Orean Smith.
6 — " The Rainbow," March, by Louis Maurice.
— " Fifteen Minutes of Laughter and Tears." A double
number in fact and musical intent. Illustrates the two extremes in melodious temperaments. (A) Beautifully defines
the plaintive which is the most serious requirement of the
Photoplay. Obtainable from J. W. Stern, 102 W. 38th St.,
New York City.
— " Told at Twilight," by Huerter. A composition most
appropriate for pathetic situations. (Published by the
Boston Music Co.)
— "When a Boy Says Good-Bye to His Mother," by Jack
Frost. (Published by Frank K. Root & Co.)
— " Way Down in Macon, Georgia," by Paul Bese. A composition of standard quality in 2/4 time. (Published by
the Frank K. Root Music Co.)
— " Just as Your Mother Was," by Harry von Tilzer. The
very latest of this gifted writer's musical gems. A really
delightful melody which shows Harry von Tilzer at his very
best. (Published by Harry von Tilzer.)
— " You're Breciking My Heart with Good-Bye," by Abe
Olman.
A pathetic composition which every mu':ician
should add to his library. (Published by the Vandersloot
Music Co.)
8—" Give Me the Right to Love You," by Abe Glatt. Considered by many and competent judges to be the finest
composition of its kind — most appropriate for love themes and
scenes. (Published by Harry von Tilzer,)
— " Chasing the Chickens," a great jazz number. (Published
by Foster Music Co., Chicago, 111.)
Irv — " Serenade," by C. Saint Saens, arranged by Chas. J.
V/ Roberts. An exquisite number for a good program
beautifully arranged. (Carl Fischer edition.)
11 — ^The following numbers have just been published by
' G. Schirmer from the great New York Musical Success,
" Over the Top":
1— Waltz Medley introducing Golden Pheasant and
Galatea.
2 — Fox Trot introducing Justine Hohnstone Rag and
Galatea.
3— One Step introducing " Oh Justine " and " Algerian
^

Girl."new numbers have recently been added to the
— Three
Famous-Cinema Incidental Series":
1— " Dramatic Tension," by Sol. P. Levy.
2 — " Dramatic Narrative," by Pauline Pement.
3— "Sorrow Theme," by Edward Roberts. Obtainable
from the " Cinema Music Company," Columbia The'
atre Building, New York.

Park Theatre

in Boston Engages Mr. Krauth
as Musical Director
MUSICIANS are often accused of being men of only one
idea.
Whether there is any truth in this statement or
not, it is at least unusual to find a musician who covered_so
many and varied fields as William A. Krauth, the musical
director of the Park theatre in Boston.
Mr. Krauth began his career at Keith's theatre, Boston, as
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violinist, and before long was made assistant director in that
theatre. It was while in the latter position that his accomplishments and rare genius were recognized by Eva Tanguay,
She immediately offered great inducements to him and persuaded him to become her musical director. He traveled for
two years with Miss Tanguay as her manager and musical
director.
Boston again claimed her own and Mr. Krauth was once
more induced to return to his home city as a member of the
Boston Opera Company. At the same time he undertook the
management of the Meister Singers. He retained these two
difficult positions for three years, and then entered the employ
of the Old Orpheum theatre as musical director.
When the " Birth of a Nation " picture was released Mr.
Krauth was induced to take charge of the music. Then it was
that Manager Thomas D. Soriero recognized Mr. Krauth's
ability, and succeeded in signing him up for the Park theatre,
Boston. Mr. Krauth studied at the New England Conservatory of Music, and also with Messrs, Jaques Hoffman and
Gustav Straube. He h the composer of many pieces, and is
well known for his orchestral arrangements.
To-day,
Krauth isHeoneis of
Soriero's
most
able Mr.
assistants.
theManager
orchestraThomas
leader D.
of the
Park
Theatre Symphony Orchestra in Boston, and we predict that
in a short time the " Park Orchestra " will become one of the
finest and most popular musical organizations in Boston.
Fischer & McCarthy Winning Out
When Fred Fischer and Joe McCarthy went into business for
themselves some of the wiseacres gave them six months, saying
that they know how to write hits, but what they don't know about
the business end of the song game would fill a library. But it
looks as if Fred and Joe are fooling the prophets. They did not
get away to a flying start and they did not lose any time worrying about it, but kept plugging away and always writing new
numbers. Today they have a big seller in " They Go Wild Over
Me," which is a big feature with leaders all over the country.
One hit, however, does not appear to satisfy Fred and Joe, so
they have started two new ones on the way to prosperity and
popularity. " My Beautiful Alsace Lorraine " and " In Yama
Yama Land " carry typical Fischer melodies, which mean that
they will become equally as popular as anything that Fischer has
ever turned out.
Fischer and McCarthy try to find out what will please performers and the public and then write that sort of stuff, instead
of aiming to force their own theories over. The kind of novelty
numbers they turn out are always in demand by singers and musicians.
Gilbert and Friedland are also wise in this respect, and much
of the success that they have won in the past few years has come
from novelty numbers. " Lily of the Valley," which they wrote
some time last year, is just as big a hit now as it ever was, and
they have been quick to take advantage of the song's popularity
by writing a companion song to it, called " I'm the Brother of
Lily of the Valley." Lily's brother is an excellent motion picture
number, as well as being an ideal selection for an overture or a
dance.
Many small publishers who spend a great deal of time and
money on funeral ballads and hackneyed war songs would do well
to pay more attention to novelty numbers, for they receive more
attention from singers and musicians and cost about half as much
to exploit. Publishing a song because no one else will bring it
out is not a wise policy; better not go into the game at all unless
you offer what you really believe will' find a market.
The fact that novelty songs are the biggest sellers on the market is the best proof that musicians in picture houses should
keep well stocked with them. If the public buys them at the music
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counters the same public likes to hear them played when it patronizes apicture theatre. It takes a little time and money to keep
up to date in novelties, but any one who goes to this trouble
and expense will find that he will be well repaid, just as the wellknown singers are by being constantly on the lookout for novelties.
E. M. WiCKES.
General Comments
There seems to be a big demand for Spanish music at the present time, according to reports from leaders and phonograph comMiss Gladys Flart, known on the stage as Gladys Siddons, who
panies.
played in " Rambler Rose," and was a wonderful singer, was
married to Charles H. Mapes, a wealthy banker and ranchman.
" It's a Long Way to Berlin," published by Leo Feist, is the
biggest phonograph seller in years. At the present time one
company
Feist hit. is 100,000 records behind on " Over There," another
"The Military Waltz," by Frederick Knight Logan, the popular
waltz king, is keeping Fred Forster's staff busy filling orders.
It looks as if it will be another " Missouri Waltz " in sales.
James W. Casey, president of the Echo Music Co., is going on
the road to get more orders for "My Golden. West" and "My
Hawaii, I Hear You Calling Me."
An American soldier on being hurled into the sea after his ship
had been hit by a German torpedo shouted to one of his comrades: "Where do we go from here?"
I
" BROWN OF HARVARD "
1
(Essanay-Perfection)
I
(Reviewed on page 129)
1
Love Theme : " "When Love Is Young " by Ellis
Ii
College Theme,
Theme:until"College
Life,"Ames,
Marchthe by
1 — College
— T : " Evelyn
one Frantzen
and only, etc."
I
2 — Love Theme, until — T: "Wilton Ames, Evelyn's brother."
I
3 — " Canzonetta," by Schuett, until — T: "Marian Thorn, Nancy
I= Winston."
4— "Svireet Ponderings " (A Melodie Sentiement), by Langey, until—
i T: " Your sister Evelyn is engaged to Tom Brovm."
I
5 — Love Theme, until — T: "I'm sorry Wilton, but I can't give you
i any more money."
I 6 — Intermezzo, by Huerter, until — S: "Where college boy showi
\ his tutor — through window — students in row boat."
I= 78—— College
T: " I've(ffbeen
unable
raise theofmoney."
" Eva," Theme,
Prelude until
by —Massenet
during
shortto change
scene),
i until — T: " I'll bet they are going to bring, etc."
i 9 — Continue <T, until — T : " While Marian waited."
I
10 — "Dramatic Adagio," by Kretschmer, until — T: "Bud Hall,
1 the coach for, etc."
1
11 — College Theme pp, until — T: "Edith Sinclair, Madden's fiancee."
1
12 — "Monona," Intermezzo by Armand, until — S: "Girl standing
I near Brown's door."
I
13 — "Awakening of Spring," by Bach, until — T: "My son ought
\ to be, etc."
I 14 — Silence until — S: "Dancing."
I
15 — Piano Solo — to action until — T: " I've got d new gajne."
i
16 — Second Movement " Allegro " from " The Romantic Overture,"
I by Keler Bela, until — T: " Let's lock him in his room."
I
17 — Continue ff with ad. lib. Tympany Rolls until — S: "Girl
11 (Marian)
faces the
18 — "Among
the whole
Roses,"company."
by Lake, until — T: "Two weeks later."
I
19 — College Theme until — 1": " I must have money to go away."
1
20 — Love Theme, by Herzberg, until — T: "In the afternoon."
1
21 — College Theme, until — S: "Browne with Evelyn near bench."
i
22 — Love Theme, until — T: " You need money! Well, etc."
I
23 — Fourth Movement of " After Sunset " (47 bars from beginning),
1 until — T: "During the evening."
I 24 — "After Sunset" from beginning, until — S: "College boys at
1
25 — Piano to action (College Song with Ukelele accompaniment),
1 until — T: " The day of the big race."
I 26 — " Ein Maerchen," Fantasia by Bach, until — S : " Thorne near
I I row
boat reading letter."
i piano."
27 — Continue pp until — T: "To h — 1 with the race."
1
28 — Hurry to action until — T: " Brown will take the place."
I
29 — " Under the Leaves," by Thome, until — T: " It's "Tom Brown."
1 30 — College Theme, until — "T: "The opposing crew."
I
31 — Silence about 10 seconds until — T: "They're off."
I
32 — Galop ff, until — T: "Harvard wins by a length."
1
33— Continue to action, until — T: " Pet him, cheer him, hail him! "
1 34 — "Dramatic Agitato," by H. Hough, until — T: "I have nothing
I to say."
I
35 — Continue ff, until — S: "After short fight."
i 36 — Continue pp, until — T: "After an all-night sesion."
1r now."
37 — Serenade, by Widor, until — T: " He's got to settle with me
i
38
to action,
or ff, until
I'll wait."
I= Evelyn
39 —— Agitato
"Adoration,"
by pp
Borowski,
until— —T:S: "Very
"Tom well,trying
to kiss
— when his college
mates enter."
I 40 — Love Theme, until *****
END.
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"LIMOUSINE LIFE"
(Triangle
i1
(Reviewed Produ
on page 886) ction) _
I Theme: "Sweet .Jasmine" (Melodious Allegretto) by Bendix
1 — "Vision" (Characteristic), by Blon, until — T: "Mated from
1i childhood."
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folio Emma
2 — " Entr'Acte Valse," by Helmesberger, until — T : 'mxmi
Ballard the stock old maid."
3 — Continue to action, until — T: "Where the eveniniA— Theme, until — T: " The plain fare of three weejjf|3,,
5 — —"In
Interme7jg^>
until
T: "ALovers'
silent Lane"
exit from(Characteristic
a silent town."
• •
6 — "Pizzicato Mysterioso," by M. L. Lake, untit X: '
at Yvettes."
7— " Maesmawr " (Valse Lente), by Braham, ui^il — T: " '■ The furthat8 — j'ou
are here."Recitative," by Sol. P. Levy, until — T: Well, now
"Dramatic
nished flat of Gertrude."
9 — Continue pp, until — T: "With the dull morning, etc."
10 — "Capricious Anette " (4/8 Allegretto Moderato), by Borch,
until — T: "That's Moncure Kelt's Kiddo."
11 — Theme, until — T: "As the days flv by."
12 — " Reve D'Amour " (2/4 Allegretto Grazioso), by Zanreznik,
until — T: "You're so much nicer."
13
— "Vanity"
Allegro), by Jackson, until — T: "But, Miss
Welkins,
he is no (4/4
different."
14 — "Longing Reverie" (Moderato), by Armand, until — T: "Will
your mother be back."
15 — Theme, until — T: "I'm going to wait right here."
16 — " Menuet des Follets " (3/4 Moderato), by Berlioz, until — T:
" Eleven o'clock of some morning."
17 — "Flirtation" (Valse Intermezzo), by Meyer Helmund, until —
T: "Minnie is all right."
18 — "Club Galop," by Laurendeau, until^T : "I could have run
it, etc."
NOTE: Play to Action pp or ff.
19 — "Petite Bijouterie" (Valse Intermezzo), by Bohm, until —
T: "The young woman has been discharged."
20 — Theme, until — T: " A day of unsatisfied, etc."
21 — " Nocturno in F" (Moderato), by Krzyzanowski, until — T: "If
you'll go away."
22 — " Illusion," Intermezzo (2/4 Moderato), by Bustanoby, until —
T: "Gertie, I've broken with Moncure."
23 — "Three Graces" (Allegro Intermezzo), by Herman, until — S:
" The acident."
24 — Cymbal Crash — folowed by
25 — " Dramatic Agitato," by H. Hou£h, until — T : " The speeders'
court opens."
26 — Theme, until *****
END.
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Orchestra, II and Piano 2Sc
Full Orchestra and Piano 3Sc

SONG HIT
Band 25c

I Wonder How The Old Folks Are At Home
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CAPTAIN OF HIS SOUL "
(Triangle Production)
(Reviewed on page 1034)
Theme: "Ein Maerchen " (Dramatic Fantasia) by Bach
1 — " Canzonetta " (Moderato) by Nicode until — T: "Martin's
Daughter
2 — ThemeNira."
until — S : Three men at breakfast table.
" Heloiseat"picture.
(Moderato Intermezzo) by Langey until — S: Old
man3 — looking
4— "Sorrow Theme" by Edw. Roberts until — T: "Rollins, whose
25 years," etc.
5— " Albumleaf " (Melodious Moderato) by Kretschmer until — T:
" Impatient to carry out his orders."
6 — "Serenade" (Moderato) by Drdla until — T : "Four weeks after
his arrival."
7— Continue pp until — T: "In the Van Vleet home."
8— "Theme until — S : Martin reading newspaper.
9 — " Draamtic Andante " by E. Ascher until — T: "While the world
is convulsed."
10 — "Tragic Theme" by Paul Vely until — T: "Another week and
the,"NOTE.
etc.
— Ad. Lih. Tympany Rolls during short Battle Scene.
11 — Continue to action until — S: Old man at telephone.
12 — "Allegro"
Bach until — T: "Leave Martin to me."
13 — "Prelude" (Heavy Dramatic) by Rachmaninoff until — T:
" Anywhere save where his brother is."
14 — " Le Retour " (Dramatic Allegro) by Bizet until — T: "A solitary mountain hermit."
15 — "Serenade D'Amour" (Moderato) by Blon until — T: "Feeling now only compassion."
16 — Continue pp until — T: "In a land that draws," etc.
17 — Popular One-Step to action until — T: "I can't, I won't, how
can you? " etc.
NOTE. — I'lay ff during dancing scenes only.
18 — Theme until — T: "Across the hall," etc.
19 — "Dramatic Tension" by Sol. P. Levy until — T: "I want you
to meet a little lady," etc.
20 — Continue pp until — S: (one letter) " Myra, I am leaving for
good."
21 — "Serenade" (4/4 Dramatic Moderato) by Widor until — T:
" With the morning comes news," etc.
22 — " Cavatine " (4/4 Dramatic Mel.) by Bohm until — T: "During
the day of Henry's," etc.
23 — Theme until — T: "Still bewildered by Henry's strange," etc.
24 — "Dramatic Agitato" by Becker until — T: "Under the Physician's quieting," etc.
25 — "Love Song" (Dramatic) by Flegier until — T: "I loved Martin and after," etc.
26 — " Dramatic Mysterioso " by Borch until — S : Flashback to former
scene.
27 — "Bond of Love" (Melodious Waltz) by A. Roth until — END.
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" REAL FOLKS "
(Triangle Production)
(Reviewed on Page 1036)
Theme: "L'Adieu" (12/8 Dramatic) by Favarger
1 — " Violetta " (Characteristic Moderato) by Tobani until — T: "And
then the Mansion of the Dugans."
— "Missouri
Waltz" (Forster Music Co.) until — T:. "Come
down
to 2the
Parlor.
_
,
3 — "Dramatic Recitative" by Sol. P. Levy until — T: . James
Francis Xavier Dugan," etc.
., ^
»
4— " Yester Love" (Intermezzo-Andantmo) by Borch until — T: I
am Dugan of California."
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VANDERSLOOT MUSIC PUB. CO.
Williamsport, Pa.

STANDARDS
ADOPTED BY THE
SOCIETY
MOTION

OF

PICTURE

ENGINEERS
FIRST EDITION
MAIN OFFICE :
712 ELEVENTH STREET, N. W.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
PRICE, 10c. EACH
$1.00 A DOZEN

THE MOST

IMPORTANT

PUBLICATION

OF
1917
It should be in the hands of
every individual interested in our
industrj'. Send 10 cents today
C. F. JENKINS, Pres.,
712-1 1th St., N.W.,
Washington, D. C.

The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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I 5 — Hurry pp until — S: The fight.
I
Continueuntil
ff —until
T: "And misfits
so ended
Dugan's
first," etc.
i 6—
7 — Theme
T: — "Forlorn
in aJimmy
New York
Hotel."
1 8 — "Serenade" (Allegretto) by Saint-Saens until — T: "Delightfully
I installed in the Clinton Home."
i 9 — "Garden of Love" (Melodious Caprice) by Ascher until — T:
I " My daughter, Mildred."
I
10 — "Moonlight
I week-end
finds, ' etc.Waltz"' (Forster Edition) until — T: "Another
I 11 — Theme until — T: " Mother Dugan, however, is breaking in," etc.
1 12 — "A la Ballerina" (Valse Lente) by Braham until — T: "Some
I weeks and later," etc.
f 13 — Continue to action until — T: " Then if I arrange the marriage,"
i etc
I \A — " Menuet " (Melodious) by Paderewsky until — T: "Jimmy!
I= It's15 —a erand
Theme wedding."
until — T: "Jimmy takes his father at his word."
1 16-— ReiKat (" Menuet " by Paderewsky) (same as Cue No. 14) until
I T: " Beginning the weekly routine."
17 — ^'Menuet" by Bocherini until — S: Jimmy meets his former
1i partner.
f
18
(Uoderato) by Godard until — T: "Jimmy's father is
i also —a Canzonctta
firm beJierer."
I
19
—
Repeat
"
Menuet
I Old man talking to girl." by Bocherem (same as Cue No. 17) until S:
I
NOTE. — Must he produced as a Piano Solo.
i 20 — Theme until — S: Girl goes back to her dancing pupils.
I 21 — Repeat "Bocherini Menuet" (as Piano Solo) until T: "Lady
I Blessington prepares."
I 22 — " Intermezzo " (Allegretto) by Bohm until — T : " Pat I want
I you to Eet me backJ'
I 23 — Continue pp until — T: " Real Folks of wealth," etc.
1 24 — "Velvet of the Rose" (Waltz) by Barnard until — T: "And
1 now I want you to meet," etc.
I 25 — " Pastel Menuet" (3/4 Allegro Giocoso) by Paradis until — END.
I
" WOMAN AND WIFE "
I .
(Select Pictures)
i
(Reviewed on page 889)
I rheme: "Lost Happiness," Nocturno (12/8 Andante Soslenuto)
I
by R. Eilenberg
I 1 — "Dramatic Recitative" by Sol. P. Levy until: — T: "I'll teach
I you to touch my books."
1 2 — Continue ff until — T: "Pack her belongings."
I 3 — " Paihetic Andante" by Paul Vely until T: "The tragic honey1 moon of Edw. Rochester."
1
" Home Charity
from theSchool.
Club ' (Characteristic) by Laurendeau until
I S :4—Norwood
i SUTE.—Cue So. 4 is a Characteristic Composition opening with
I the old son;/ hit, •' We Won't Come Home 'Til Morning."
I 5— Theme until — S : Rochester brings his afflicted wife home.
1 6— "After Sunset" (4/4 Dramatic Moderate) by Pryor until T:
I "A few months later.''
7 — "Baby
Sweetheart (6/8 Allegretto, by Corri until S: (letter)
"iI " My
dear son-in-law."
8— — Continue
pp until — S : Interior of school.
9To— Theme
Action until
pp or— T:
ff. "Two days later, an opportunity."
10 — " Yester Love (3/4 Intermezzo Andantino) by G. Borch until
— T: " Thornfield Hall, the English home."
11 — "Serenade" (2/4 Allegretto) by Kautzenbach until — T: " A few
days later."
12 ter
— "Serenade"
(3/4 Moderato)
looking at Governess
and girl. by Chaminade until — S: Roches13 — "Dramatic Narrative" by Pauline Pement until — T: "Days
of Happiness."
14 — "Moonlight Waltz" (Forster Music Co.) until — T: "Evening
Shadows."
15 — " Am Kamin " (Song) by Schumann until — T: " I heard Adele's
prayer."
16— Theme until — T: "The next day, an answer."
17 — Continue to action until — T: " Rose tinted dreams."
18 — "Valse Gracieuse " (3/8 Allegretto leggiero) by Ed. German
until — T : " There was another to whom," etc.
19 — " mental-ruin
Ein Haerchen
(Dramatic Fantasia) by Bach until — T:
" That
is my" wife."
20 — Continue pp until — S : Jane in automobile, etc.
— L'Amomne,
Seasons" (2/4 Lento) by
A. 21Glazounow
until Bacchanal
— T: "She from
must "The
be told."
22 — Continue pp until — T : " A night of agony."
23 — "Prelude"
" After
a week." (Heavy Dramatic) by Rachmaninoff until — T:
24—
"
care if," Erotik
etc. " (Dramatic) by Grieg until — T: "Jane, would you
25 — Theme until — T: "The wedding."
26—ing to" escape.
Sleeping Rose (Valse) by Borch until — S: Crazy woman try27 — Continue ff until — S: Wedding ceremony.
yOTE.—With Ad. JAh. Tympany Rolls.
— Organ ceremony.
Solo^improvise to action — until — S : Crazy woman looks
at 28wedding
29 — Silence until — T: "Who is that woman?"
30 — "Heavy
Dramatic" by Oehmler until — S: Dead woman on
ground
(near lake).
31— Theme until ♦ • • » • END

Picture

News

I
Ani(
"OUR LITTLE WIFE"
1
(Goldwyn Production)
I
^, (Reviewed on page 1317)
i
Thome: " Dramatic Narrative" by Pauline Pement
i
1— .«•Thenic
T : "Fanny WestonSerenade)
inclined toby beHartog
catty."
i 2—
Bonheuruntil—
" (Moderato-Gavotte
until — T:
I= " Ycu
were
my
inspiration.
"
3 — Theme until — ^T : " Don't worry about my husband."
I 4 — 'Capricious Annette" (6/8 Moderato) by Borch until — T: "And
I this is the way it started."
" (Allegretto) by Bohm until — T : " The honeymoon
SI in 5—full" Intermezzo
blast."
1
NOTE.— Watch for Railroad effects.
1 6— " In Lovers' Lane " (Characteristic Intermezzo) by Pryor until
I — T: " I must tell my poor boys."
1 7— Theme until — T: " Yes, I did send it to myself."
I 8— "Dramatic Recitative" by Sol. P. Levy until — T: "Heavens!
1 Her voice."
I 9 — "Pastel Menuet" (3/4 Allegro giocoso) by Paradis until — T:
11
" An authority onNOTE.
heart— murmurs."
Watch for Railroad effects.
I 10 — "The Vampire" (A Dramatic Theme) by Levy until — T: "And
i you growled at me."
I 11 — Theme until — T: "And because Dodo kept her promise."
I 12 — "Vera Waltz" (Melodious) by Alex. F. Lithgow until — T:
I " Then came Dodo's first anniversary."
1 13 — Continue to action until — T: " Do you know what day this is? "
1 14 — Theme until — T: "Dodo let me present Mr. Geo. Haywood."
1 15 — " Ai la Ballerina" (Valse Lente) by Braham until — T: "SomeI thing terrible is going to happen."
I 16 — "Love Song" (Dramatic) by Flegier until — T: "Doctor Eli1
Hot did not permit."
NOTE. — Play Tremolo ff.
I 17 — "Jasmine" (Allegretto) by Kretschmer until — T: "That part
1 of Herb's brain," etc.
1
18 — "Iris" (Moderato)- by Reynard until — S: Woman reading
i poem.
1 19 — "Aurora" (Ballet Intermezzo) by Von der Mehden until — T:
1 " Geo. Haywood's apartment."
1 20 — " Menuet des FoUets " (Ala Mysterioso-AUegro) by Berlioz
i until — T: "Oh! Doctor."
I
21 — "toBizzicato
Bluette " by Lack until — S: When Doctor's wife is
1 trying
break door.
1 22 — Hurry to action until — T: "Here is another pale."
i 2423 —— Theme
Continueuntil
pp —until
T: " arrive.
I was on my way to Alumni."
1
S : —Police
1 25 — Continue ff until — T: " Let's make up, deary! "
1 26 — Continue to action until ******
END.
Operators'
{Continued
from Licenses
page 1485)
card taken away at once. He should be reported to the
license bureau and have his license revoked. It should be
a matter of professional pride to make a fellow member
attain and hold a certain position so that he will be an
honor rather than a detriment to his profession and organization. Let it be self-government among tlie organizations and let them see to it that their memberships mean
something which is worth while to the community.
VL This all leads up to one thing — the proper training of
the man before he is allowed to take charge of the projection in any theatre from the largest to the smallest. To
accomplish this we recommend the strictest of examinations conducted in a manner beyond possible criticism,
followed by the issuance of a preliminary license so that
the applicant can act as an assistant operator. Then after
a given time, say two months, he is allowed to take a
second examination which, if he passes, allows him to
apply for a position as a regular operator. In order that
his progress may be aided with all possible advantages
the apprentice should join national or local bodies of
operators which are organized and run for the benefit of
their members and where instruction is given.
If this plan is followed out we will have only men
worthy of holding down a responsible job, where human
life is at stake, applying for an operator's license. These
men will then replace those at present in the booths who
are not reliable and never should have received an operator's license.
E. K. GiLLETT.

THE

BARTOLA*
Organ 8top» added to your pipe organ will give you a new instrument. Your customers will
be more than pleased with the wonderful improvement in your music. Write for catalogue.
CHAS. C. PYLE, General Sales Agent, 707-712 Mailers BIdg., Chicago, 111. Factory, Oshkosh, Wis.
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Exteroir and Interior Theatre Wilbert, Plaquemine, La., on Opening Day
Theatre

Wilbert Opens
THEATRE WILBERT, Plaquemine, La., was formerly opened
on February 3 with a program that made the dedication one
of the most imposing events that has ever occurred in this prosperous Louisiana city. The theatre was erected by the A. Wilbert's
Sons Lumber and Shingle Company as a monument to the Wilbert
name and as a place of amusement for the citizens of Plaquemine
for years to come.
It is a structure that would do honor to a city of much greater
size than Plaquemine, which has a population of about 15,000,
giving a potential theatre population of about 10,000.
The building is of brick and steel, most substantially constructed
and it is fitted with every appliance that in any manner will contribute tothe comfort and safety of the patron of the house. It is
equivalent to four stories high and the entire structure is to be
devoted to amusements. The front is of terra cotta and pressed
brick and is artistically finished. The interior is elaborately, yet
artistically,
presents
most inviting
appearance.
Provision has*ecorated
been madeandboth
for thea showing
of motion
pictures
and for the presentation of the most pretentious road shows. The
stage is 52 feet wide; 40 feet deep and 551 feet high with a proscenium arch 32 feet wide by 30 feet high.
A magnificent pipe organ is a part of the regular installation and
the theatre has its own electric light plant which has been installed by the lessee, Lionel Delacroix, who is one of the best
known of the Louisiana exhibitors. Outside of the electric light
plant the theatre cost over $100,000.
At the opening speeches were made by prominent citizens, and
despite the very disagreeable weather, over 4,000 persons accepted
the invitation of the management. An orchestra from Baton
Rouge furnished the music. For the picture presentation two 6B
Power machines are used with a throw of 122 to a screen 17 by
22 feet.
An $8,000 photoplayer supplements the organ.
Winner

Theatre Makes Hit
South Dakota, has an attractive and most successWINNER,ful theatre
in the Cosmo which was opened in May, 1917,
and managed by J. C. Lakin. The house seats 448 and is doing

an excellent business, partly due to the fact that it uses the local
weeklies for advertising and gets large numbers from a distance.
The theatre occupies a plot, 33 by 130 feet, and is constructed
of brick, tile and concrete, with the front finished with special
stucco sunburst effect design. There is an electric light placed in
each of the terra cotta ornamental blocks, outlining the whole
front. The lobby is twelve feet wide and twenty feet deep. One
sheet posters and photo frames are used in the lobby.

Cosmo Theatre, Winner, S. D.
Music is furnished by a piano and an orchestra of five to eight
pieces is used on special occasions.
In the operating room are a Model S Simplex and a 1916 Motiograph. The throw is 90 feet to a Minusa Gold Fiber screen.
Triangle, Select, Mutual, Pathe and Universal pictures are used.
Pretty Little Virginia House
NEW LYRIC THEATRE, Norton, Va., is an excellent example
of what can be done with a house in a small town, for
the building is attractive and comfortable and the patrons are
given the very best in motion pictures.
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Satisfaction

This notice is addressed to the minority of our
subscribers who do not regularly answer advertisements.
The service described is, however, open and free
to all who wish our help.
We do not wish to discourage you from writing
direct to our advertisers; in fact, you do not do
enough of it for your own good, but we do want you
to get the proper goods to fit your needs.
There are many, perhaps you, who are too busy
to write each company separately; therefore we are
offering our co-operation, which means that you
will receive full information on any subject which
you may designate by merely filling out the coupon,
designating by numbers the goods in which you are
interested.
Your inquiries thus received will be forwarded
to reputable manufacturers, even though the goods
on which you wish information are not advertised
in the "News."
1. Arc ContToUcTS
2. Advertising Novelties
3. Brass Rails
4. Building Materials
5. Cameras
6. Camera Lenses
7. Carbons
8. Chairs
9. Chair Upholstery
10.
11. Change
CondensersMaking Machines
12. Converters and Transformers
13. Developing and Printing
14. Developing Materials
15. Developing Tanks
16. Disinfectants and Perfumes
17. Economizers and Rheostats
18. Electric Signs
19. Elevators and Escalators
20. Exterior Lighting
21. Film Cabinets
22. Film Carriers
23. Film Cleaners
24. Film Dyes
25. Film Stock
26.
27. Fire
FloralExtinguishers
Decorations
28. Gas Engines
29. Heating
30. Heralds
31. Interior Lighting
32. Interior Telephones
33. Lithographs
34. Lobby Display
35. Metal Ceilings
36. Motors
37. Mural Paintings
38. Musical Instruments
39. Paints
40. Perforating Machines
41. Printing Machines
42. Programs
43. Projection Booths
44. Projection Lenses
45. Projection Machines
46.
Machines (Home)
47. Projection
Reels
48. Rewinderi
49.
Safety Exit Locks
50.
51. Screens
Slides
52. Stage Settings
53. Studio Lights
54. Ticket Selling Machines
55. Uniforms
Ticket Taking Machines
56.
57.
VentilatingCleaners
and Fans
58. Vacuum

kbora lut«.Pleaae Mnd me descriptive matter on the stibleot* marked
io theG«Dti«D«n:
Nam.

ThMtre
Chy
Btota

,

;

Lyric Theatre, Norton, Va.
The building occupies a plot, 25 by 150 feet,, and has a stage
eighteen feet wide. The building seats 400 and was built at a
cost of $15,000. The house gives one show each day except Saturday when there is a matinee. Five and six-reel features, series
of two reels and two serials are shown each week. The house
uses a Power 6B machine.

CALIFORNIA
A deal was closed recently between W. G. .Henshaw, Oakland banker
and capitalist, president of the Riverside Cement Company, owner of
the Macdonough theatre, and Ackerman & Harris, owners of the Hippodrome circuit of 23 theatres in the principal cities of the Western states,
calls for the complete replacement of the present Macdonough theatre at
Fourteenth and Broadway, Oakland, by a new structure, combining all
the latest features in theatre construction and costing in the neighborhood
of $250,000. The present lease to Crane Wilbur expi^s June 30, by
which time the plans will be completed and the material on the ground
ready for the beginning of the work. A. C. Blumenthal of A. J. Rich
& Co. of San Francisco, representing both parties to the transaction.
The plans, tentatively accepted, for the theatre, call for the construction
that will necessitate the razing of the present office building on the corner
of Broadway and Fourteenth street, which will be rebuilt at the same
time to a height of five stories, at a cost over all of approximately $500,000. beTheon entrance
whichwide,
will with
be named
Palace,"
will
Broadway,to the
and new
will theatre,
be 30 feet
a foyer" The
of wonderful
richness. The seating capacity of the new Palace will be between 1,800
and 2,000 on two floors, with inclines instead of stairs, and large, commodious lobbies, rest-rooms, complete heating and unique lighting systems,
it being the aim of the amusement company, when it is completed, to
have one of the finest theatres on the Pacific Coast.
The largest motion picture theatre at any army cantonment in the
United States is under construction at Camp Kearny, near San Diego,
by Michael Gore, owner of Gore's circuit of theatres in Los Angeles. ■
It is said that Gore is spending $25,000' in his plans to give the liberty
boys in only
UncletheSam's
service
the best Twice
to be had
picturedom.
He will
exhibit
choicest
of pictures.
each inweek
the Pantages
and
Hippodrome will put on the cream of the vaudeville acts at Gore's big
theatre
" Sunshine
Theatrelocation
" is atthethename
upon by atGoreCamp
and Kearny.
the building
has a choice
camp.decided
The
ventilation and seating are to be the last word in theatre construction.
The building will be completed in 30 days.
The new Liberty Star theatre, recently constructed by Johnson and
Eaton atmunityBay
Point, to
waswitness
formallya opened
a weekTheago,theatre
when is
the described
entire com-as
was invited
free show.
the finest between Stockton and Oakland. The interior is tastefully decorated
andF. noW. pains
have ofbeen
sparedis tofitting
insureup the
patrons'
comfort.used as a
Rodgcrs
Cornmg
a room
recently
grocery store for the purpose of showing motion pictures.
theatre, the
Crystal, that
was theopened
of Wilmington's
last week, andmotion
Managerpicture
Del Hammer
announced
entire Saturday
receipts
for the day would be given to the Red Cross.
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After seven months of preparation, including the drawing of two sets
of plans by Architect A. B. Rosenthal and an exhaustive canvass of the
large cities--of the country for the newest ideas in equipment, actual construGtitrh
was Los
begunAngeles.
yesterday on Miller's new theatre on Main
street nearwork
Eighth,
The enterprise will represent, when completed, an investment of about
$500,000. It is undertaken by Col. J. B. Lankershim, the well-known
capitalist, for the Millers, who have made an unviable record as showmen
by
their upsuccessful
handling
of Miller's
and and
the stable
Alhambra
theatres and
building
of a clientele
of large
proportions
character.
Harry Leonhardt, formerly with the Goldwyn Film Corporation and
now associated with the Millers, for several weeks has been traveling
through the east gathering ideas for use in the new house, which will be
one of the finest in America devoted exclusively to music and pictures.
It will be finished by September 1 next and will, it is promised, be
the last word in theatre construction, with a specially built organ of magnitude and every elegance that has been conceived for catering, to the
wants
and pleasures
women ofand2,500.
children.
The house
will haveespecially
a seating ofcapacity
Winner ^ & Nicholson
have been awarded the general contract for the construction work.
Coronado's new film playhouse, the Silver Strand, opened Feb. 9 last to
capacity business, with Mary Pickford in " The Little American."
f i
MISSISSIPPI
Clarksdale's
new
theatre
building
is being
an approximate cost of $100,000 and which willwhich
compare
most erected
favorablyat with
similar
structures of the larger cities of the South, is nearing completion. The
contractors announced that the building would be ready for occupancy
about March 1. No expense or care to the most trivial detail has been
spared to make the building one of the most modern in the South.
MISSOURI
Planshave
for been
the remodeling
of the
City,
prepared, and
theyJefferson
call fortheatre
rather building,
extensive Jefferson
interior
changes, with a view to eliminating waste floor space, and incidentally increasing the seating capacity by about 400. Manager William Mueller
expects to have the work completed early this Spring.
MONTANA
The Roman theatre, the new moving picture playhouse built by Steve
Roman on the east side of Broadway, just south of Thirteenth street. Red
Lodge, opened its doors a few days ago, and an audience of several hundred persons admired the interior of the pretentious structure. The
theatre, modern in every respect, has comfortable seating arrangements
for SCO persons, the screen being plainly visible from every seat in the
house. The stage is deep and wide and adaptable to scenic arrangement
for the spoken as well as the silent drama.
NEW MEXICO
The new Park theatre at Gallup was opened to capacity business two
weeks ago under the management of W. E. McCoy.
a The
week new
airo. Majestic theatre, situated on Gold Avenue, Deming, was opened
NEW YORK
Architect William E. Lehman, of Newark, N. J., will receive sealed bids
soon forontheWall
erection
a $60',000 theatre for Frank A. Kenney, to be
erected
street,of Kingston.
PENNSYLVANIA
Plans are now being perfected by A. H. Berg of the Berg Amusement
Co., McKeesport, to erect a high-class photoplay theatre.
TEXAS
The Queen
theatre,
Dallas,
having
recently One
reopened to the public in its new dress been
with redecorated,
many uniquewasfeatures.
of these is a commodious library on the second floor, which will be free
to the patrons of the house. It is furnished with tables, lounges, the
latest newspapers and motion picture magazines. People are invited by
the management to use this room for a waiting place for their friends
at any time. A room has also been arranged on the second floor where
men may go to see the show and at the same time smoke their favorite
cigar or cigarette.
Throughout the theatre close attention has been given to color schemes,
the rooms being done in lavender and dark purple. There is a complete
system of ventilation throughout the theatre, which forces in currents of
fresh air and forces out the stale air. Hot draughts circulate through the
house in cold weather and it is arranged for cold draughts in summer
weather. A lighting system has also been installed which will assist
in carrying out picture eflfects, and an arrangement has been installed
in the basement for the perfuming of the atmosphere with various flower
scents to aid in the realistic presentation of pictures. On the third
floor a lounging room with baths has been installed for the benefit of the
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EQUALS
SATISFIED

PATRONS

You have the picture. Have you the necessary
comfort? You must have only the right sort of
seating equipment to give a satisfactory reply to this
question.

OUR

OPERA
CHAIRS
Assure
That necessary comfort to patrons and economy to you.
Low prices, but high quality. Quick shipment of many
styles.
Write for Catalogue N.
STEEL

FURNITURE

CO.

1475 Buchanan Ave., S. W., Grand Rapids, Mich.

CAMERAMEN

!

WANTED — Good
negatives of physical
culture, sporting and
athletic events. Wire
or write us what you
have or can get.
Sy Seidman, Physical Culture
Photo way,Plays,
New YorkInc.,City.949 Broad-

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."

UNIVERSAL
Motion Picture Camera
more speed,
better results,
at half the
Writt for 6 new feature*
Burke & price.
James, Inc.
240 E. Ontario St., Chicago

Motion

1500 (Accessory)

Picture

News

^□□□□□□0

□ □□□t
□
□
□
□
The
1
□
□

Loop
Setter
An Exclusive Feature Of

POWER'S

CAMERAGRAPH

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
TBB WILLIAMS PBINTINO COUFANT^ NBW TOBK

•MOTION PICTURE THEATRE

SPECIAL

BILL

.It.;

IF

YOUR

HOUSE

YOU

COULD

AUDIENCE

WERE
GET

ON
A

EVERY

WHEELS
NEW
DAY

But— it is NOT!
Consequently, it's up to you to put on a show that
makes repeaters.
Good

subjects alone won't do that. Imperfect projection will shake the drawing power out of the best

pictures.
So don't go half-way.
Don't be like the restaurant
man who served excellent food in dirty dishes.
He wondered
Now

why people didn't come back.

apply that to your own business and serve your

good pictures the Simplex way.

The House with eye-delighting Simplex-projected pictures needs no wheels

ThePrecisionMachine&.Tnc.
317 East 34th: St ■• NewYork

The

Members

First

National

Circuit

stand

service—

plus
stand

for

and

of

the

Exhibitors

for

quality

they

anything

won't

else—

That's

why
we
are
the
manufacturing

doing
and

shipping

National

? will
on

of

First

Releases.

be pleased

developing
quantities

and
large

to

quote

prices

printing
or

small.

in

MARCH

16,

1918

Ket. <fi 17. B. Patent OJIcfl.

DOMINATES

VOL,

XVII— NO*

11

THE

FIELD

linurta ai Second Cia-tt Mailer, October 13, 1913, at the Post Office at New Virr*, N^Y., under the act of March 3rd, lS7f

PRICE

10 CENTS

A vivid Flesh-and- Blood
Western

Droma.

Produced by Jock Ford
From 0 Story by Frederick R.BechoK
in "The Popular Magazine"

hi: sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS

when writing to advertisers

ck's

Maeterlin

E

BLUE

BI

Directed a/N)mr\(iQlsMmmT,

J
■

t

Scenario

Charles

TV) ai^ne ^

AnARTCRAFTRctui-e

^1%)

MaexeriiDCi^.

An
THE
C7i mi^ktcf

ARTCRAFT
BLUE

spectacle
on

Easter

of

s

Mute
BIRD"

Happiioess

^

Released

Sut^dayMarehj/^'

A

FEW
IN

of
of
of
of
of
of

OF

THE

The
The
The
The
The
The

Soul
Soul
Soul
Soul
Soul
Soul

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Palace of Bcrylune.
Palace of Night.
Grotto of the Ghosts.
Cave of the Sicknesses.
Pit of the Terrible Wars.
Million Blue Birds.
Forest of Night.
Graveyard of the Happy Dead.

The
The
The

THINGS

PLAY

Fire.
Water.
Milk.
Sugar.
Light.
Bread.

The Fog of Forgetfulness.
The Palace of Happiness.
The
The
The
The
The
The

THE

The Transformation of the Home
of the Happy Dead.

TheNecessary.
Luxury of Sleeping More Than
Banquet Hall of the Luxuries.
Cave of Miseries.
The Great Galley Loaded with
Children.
Luxury of Being Rich.
Father Time Who Opens the Gales
Luxury of Satisfied Vanity.
for the Children to be Born.
Cathedral of Happiness.
Party.
Destruction of the Banquet Hall. The Rich Children's Christmas
Happiness of Being Well.
The Myriad of Mothers Meeting
the Ship as it Sails Out of the
Happiness of Pure Air.
Sunrise.
Happiness of the Blue Sky.
The Luxury of Drinking when You
are
and Ealing when
Happiness of the Forest.
You notareThirsiy
not Hungry.

The
The Happiness of Sunny Hours.
Thp Happiness of Spring.

The immense Halls of the Azure
Palace, the Home of the Unborn
Children.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION |^|L. ,

1507
March

i 6 , i p i8

DOUGLAS

Story by Allan Dwan.

"Hea
Directed by Arthur Rosson
under din'
supervision of AllanSout
Dwan. h''
Photographed by Hugh McClung and Harry Thorp
An

U
air.

FAIRBANKS

Alira^AFT

RGiNG you to book Douglas Fairbanks is
like urging you to breathe good fresh

Douglas Fairbanks is an absolute necessity for
the exhibitor who wants to establish his
t R A O t ,^(J^^^^f

Picture

theatre as a substantial factor in the amusement
life of his town.
You can show Douglas Fairbanks at a profit,
no matter how small your theatre.
The price is right. Show all of them.

M A (»
li ADOIPH
FAMOUS
PLATERS
-lASKY CORPORATION
ZUKORiVes.
JESSE LLASKYttrePres.
B.DE MIIiE a/recftrJCenerai
'-NEW YORK_- CECU,
•

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."

i

Motion
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Paramount-Mack

Sennett

Picture

News

Comedies

TUSSLE"
KfELL'S
SHERIFF
■witK Polly Moran, Ben Turpin and Billy Armstrong
BOOK
ONE
AND
YOU'LL "S.BOOK
THEM
ALL!
R. o;
T
SENNET
CK
PARAMOUNT^MA
Comedy" in front of your theatre means
Comedies are added features that bring
business.
CJ The quality of your short reels often gives
Everybody knows that Mack Sennett always
is six jumps ahead of the other laugh^makers,
and

the

sign

"Paramount-Mack

Sennett

you the balance of power

over vour com^

^ petitor.
Kemember that! Try a Paramount'-Mack
Sennett Comedy this week.

i FAMOUS PIAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION
^ ADOLPU ZUKORP/Vi. JESSE L.UVSKYZ^w/'/^i. CEClLB.DEMILI£/>/rectorO^/ie/nt

Bt nre to mwtlon " MOTION FZCTUEK NEWS " «h«a mltiac W admtlaRI

March

i6,igi8

MARGUERITE
IN

CLARK

'"Rick
Man,
Man" Directed ty J. Searle Dawley
From tte novel ty Maximilian Foster, adapted
by GeorgePoor
BroadLurst

T-TER

yJQ>aramounlQ^idure
ckarm, ker daintiness, ter piquancy, patrons and makes tkeir patronage permanent.

kave made Marguerite Clark one of tke
test-loved stars m tke motion pictures.
Hers IS a name tkat Jraws wortk-wLile

Marguerite Clark's productions tave a distinction all tLeir own.
Every one of tliem
is good for a long run.

The " NEWS " advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.

1509

Motion

1510

A. H. \A/OODS

"The

Guilty
By Ruth Helen Davis and Charles Klein
Irvin V. Willat, director; supervision of

Sure-Fire

'^'T^HE

GUILTY

N e zv s

presents his Broadway success

THOMAS

A

Picture

H.

M

MAN"

Mam"

INCE

oney

contains

Maker

every

element
* necessary for box office success.
It's a long-run
picture, for it's the sort people talk about, the kind they
send their friends to see.
Look what the critics say :
Exciting story. Excellent atmosphere. Can
safely be recommended.
— Mooing Picture World
Sirong drama with plenty of tense moments.
Truly dramatic. Cleverly maintained suspense.
— Exhibitors' Trade Review
THE

GUILTY

MAN"

Direction commendable, sets realistic, pho'
Motion Picture News
tography all that could be —desired.
The
success ofon "The
Guiltywill
Man"undoubtedly
when it
was presented
Broadway
—
Morning
Telegraph
be repeated in the screen version.

IS READY NOW!
Keleased by

BOOK

IT AT

ONCE!

^aram<mnt^ictUreA.^poratim
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

Motion
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ALDEDX

E.SMITH

SIDNEY

THE

VnAGRAPH
MADE

ONE

THIS
who

ness.

GQM£E»£S
THEM

REEL

A

FAMOUS

WEEK

latest unit of Vitagraph service will be
astically welcomed by exhibitors all over the

should

original

Presenir

DREW

IN

THAT

reap

comedies,

They

a

harvest
free

Picture

from

of

dollars

and

are the very pick of the inimitable
that placed the
Drews
on
the
ladder

of

these

with

all vulgarity

enthusicountry
clean,

suggestive-

laugh-makers

fame.

Each subject has been
carefully re -edited
and will strengthen
the program of any
high-class theatre.
They're sure-fire hits!

®

yiTAGRAPH
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

News

1513
March
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^BERT

ESMITH

presents
HARRY

MOREY
WITH
FLORENCE
DESHON
in

Mofltyn's
liater
tries
to discoursRC
his love for Dolly.

THE

Mostyn spendi
much
of hishUIe;»nre
time vfith
little
ion. Dick-

DESIRED
//

WOMAN
A

FIVE

PART

BLUE

RIDDON

FEATURE

3romthemdyRGadNMthe&imcTitl^^^
Directed

hy Paul

"The Desired Womein," is a feature that cannot fail to register strongly at the box-office.
The adaptation of a famous writer's
most widely read book, its novel story and
appealing title have remained in the minds
of readers everywhere.
And supporting big, virile Har
rjr^^j

N-HARDEN

Scardon

Morey is a practically all-star cast which, in
addition to Miss Deshon includes such universal favorites as Eulalie Jensen, Julia Swayne
Gordon, Jean Paige, star of several O. Henry
releases, and little Aida Horton. And it is
just different enough to make it a
picture that will be talked about.

The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.

1514

Motion

0olclwy

Picture

icturcs

JolinH.Kunsky,

Biggest

MichigarVs

Exhibitor,

*'I HAVE just seen one of
within the past twelve
production that will bring
— the kind of ^production
theatres.

Says:

the best motion pictures made'
months — exactly the kind of
the public back to the theatres
I like to present in my own

*'And I have just seen a wonderful star resume her important place among the few great personalities of the
screen. The star and story to which I give my hearty
approval are combined

in the

Goldwyn
preseniaiiorv

Mabel

THE

oC

Normand
in

imn

mum

6i/ Elaine Sterne
Diveded by Clarence Badger
This great Michigan showman of keen vision and big fortune plays Goldwyn productions in his ten Detroit
theatres, headed by the splendid Madison Theatre. 4,000
other exhibitors throughout the United States also profit
by playing our powerful attractions regularly in their
theatres.
"The Floor Below" is released everywhere

March

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
Samui.i. (Joi.iinsji. /Vcj I t/</i / I;i)(;a.k Skiavvn. i n r I'ri'.iuJi'iil
New York City
16 East 4-2 «c/ Street

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

10.

News

March

i6, 1918

1515

icturcs

Who
bid the hl^K-est for a kiss from
this little" bad ^ivl' who
was beit^ reformed?

What

did ws

society sweetheart
do whert she saw
this?

WHY
watch

did

this lov-

able ^irl steal a
and run for

shelter

in a mission?

Here are but a few questions of the many that point to the mystery, the
romance, the jealousy and the comedy-drama plot surrounding

Mabel
Her Second
THE

Normand

in
Triumphant QoXd-^n Production
FLOOR
BELOW

A dramatic, pathetic and beautiful Mabel Normand — a story of
Jove
andlast
laughter
for the
minute.— and with the solution of the mystery saved
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
Samuel GoldfI'sh, Prasidont
Edgas Selwyn. Vice President
16 East
Street New York City

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."

Motion

PARALTA

Second

5
BESSIE
BARRISCALE

CTURES

PICK

The

PLAY

Picture

Forthcoming! *lay
Paralta-Barriscale-P

"Within
the
Cup"
Directed by
Reginald Barker
ROBERT BRUNTON, Manager of Productions

Written by
Monte M. Katterjohn

Booking

Booking

Henry B.

J. Warren
Kerrigan
in

Walthall
'His Robe of

'A Man's Man'

in

Honor"

J.Kerrigan
Warren
"The inTurn

Bessie
Barriscale
in

of

Madam Who? "i

BESSIE BARRISCALEC

Paralta Plays, Inc.
6 West 48th Street
New York City

QISTRIBUTED

THROUGH

HQI\KINSON
SERVICE
AT ALL GENERAL FILM EXCHANGES,

-Be ture to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

a Card"

News

PARALTA
J PICK

QF4THE

An

Early

The

Par

ALTA

—

PLAYS
PICTURES

Release

First

Glaum

—

Play

* starring

by
Louise

Glaum
in

"An

Alien

Monte

directed

by

M.

Enemy"
Katterjohn

WALLACE

**AN ALIEN

WORSLEY

ENEMY"

is copyrighted, 1918
by Paralta Plays, Inc.
Under the Title
"Intelligence"
®

PARALTA
No. 6 WEST 48th STREET

PLAYS,

DISTRIBUTED

Inc.
NEW YORK

THROUGH

HQIIKINSON
SERVICE
AT ALL GENERAL FILM EXCHANGES
Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.

CITV

Motion

1518

Picture

News

D
1

/A

JANE

VANCE

William

Sorelle

Approved

by

U. S. Censor
Canadian

Censor

The

Exhibitor

The

Public

Box-office Verdict:
" The greatest drawing
card that ever struck this
town." — J. Meehan, Orjiheum
Theatre, Muncie,
Ind.

The Great Spy Exposure
Serial.
It means

Prosperity for

any Theatre.
l'r<>ilu(<;(l
\>\ the

JAXON

FILM

CORPORATION

New York City
Difttributed Kxclusively by General Film Company
23 W. 44th St., New York City
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

March

i6, i p i8

Gravel

Bank

or

Gold

Mine?

AA'hen I wuz West I seen out thar,
With a sluice box on th' river bar,
A miner washin' th' gravel he got —
Which either he prospered or he did not.
To shovel industrious at gravel don't pay
Onless there's gold when it's washed away.
YEAR
in and year out the picture house handles hundreds of reels of
film for the entertainment of the public.
For this entertainment
the public pays an admission price to the film exhibitor.
He at the
same time lends the popularity of the house and his showmanship to
support whatever value the film possesses.
Whether

the exhibitor prospers, or does not, depends

upon

the margin

that is left him.
His endeavor is like that of the placer miner who toils
'
over the dirt of the creek bed. Whatever gold it yields must remunerate
him for his effort and his time.
Extravagantly
priced film that is unprofitable
disappoints the
exhibitor more bitterly than any kind.

j
j

|

i
;

jj
j!

i;

There is a point at which both gravel and film are commercially unprofitable to handle.
The nominal value of a film production may be
more or it may be less. But if it brings in nothing to the showman above
what it costs him to handle it, he had better prospect elsewhere.

;
]

General Film Company has thirty exchanges in the United States and
Canada through which the best product of many manufacturers is made
available to the showman to best advantage — through the elimination of
duplicate distribution overhead and the exercise of intensified service.
The profit for the exhibitor continues to exist, a deserved and tangible
reward which he can extract for his labors.

j
v
i,
||

In other words, why
instead of gravel bank?

not choose

to operate your show

,

as a gold mine

GENERAL FILM COMPANY
25 West 44th Street, New York
General Film Company docs not impose the lucent charge on any of its releases.
You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
- -

'
I

Motion
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TRIANGLE

tKlivk
— while

you

still have

God-given
Brains, backbone

the

privilege —
and

money

must

be

hitched

to the pen that dictates the policy of successful
motion

picture concerns

these "hot

This is an age of split second
When
guns

fast manufactured
grow

times.

watches.

munitions

out of date before

and gigantic

they even

get to

the firing line, —
When

war is costing the world

almost a million

a minute in cash and "NO MAN'S LAND"
is
making all other battle grounds look like faintly
remembered " pikers ",—
When American business
week

just to add another

the choking

takes a holiday every
million tons of coal to

of the intolerable Hun, —

When General Pershing's daily report is being
read by Secretary Baker and the war department
in Washington

almost

the original document

before

the ink is dry on

in France, —

When General Sherman's everlasting epigram
is coming home with new force and meaning
at every tick of the clock, —
When
KILL

wheatless days, lightless nights and common sense are asking every patriotic American to
WASTE-to

STOP

THE

LEAKAGE,-

Be twn to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

Picture

News

March

1521

i6 , i ^ i >

TRIANGLE

—

why
don't you
hitch
writing arm
to your

your check
brain?

Quit flirting with the Sheriff and his FOR

SALE

if you expect that theatre of yours to feed and
the wife and

baby

during

sign
clothe

the rest of the year 1918.

Triangle dollars are spent so efficiently that they get
right through

to your screen 99%

strong.

We' ve cut the corners, but we've saved the meat for
you. There isn t a ten thousand dollar a week star
on our payroll. Our
are business

men

systematically
Triangle

department

with a product

heads

that was

contract will help you

expect

quality and

as

not he the largest box office days

in your town hut at the end of the month

We

designed

as ever Ford built an automobile.

days may

you gambled

and managers

aWay

some

of the money

with other pictures.

to make
box

pay hack

your Triangle

in 1918

more

pictures of high

office value than all the rest of them

put together — the Triangle machine

is oiled, steam

is

up — are you ready to ride ?
There's a Triangle Exchange just at the other end of
your telephone — and We pay the War tax.

TRIANGLE

'DISTRIBUTING
1457 Broadway,

S. A. LYNCH, President
R. W. LYNCH, Vice President

New

CORPORATION
York

FRED KENT, Treasurer
Y. F. FREEMAN, General Manager

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them!

MY

FOUR

YEARS

IN

GERMANY,

Inc.

ANNOUNCE

The

First Showing

Vital

Production

of the Most

>

of the Year

I

AMBASSADOR

JAMES

"MY

W.

GERARD'S

FOUR

YEARS

GERMANY
IN
"
Beginning March
10th, TWICE
DAILY
FOR

AN

INDEFINITE

ENGAGEMENT

AT THE

KNICKERBOCKER

THEATRE
NEW
Directed by WILLIAM

NIGH

YORK
Adapted for the screen by Chas. A. Logue

Mr. William

Russell

kl/innounc^S
The

organization

DUCTIONS

of

WILLIAM

RUSSELL

PRO^

for the picturization of a series of

special feature dramas

of quality and magnitude

A contract for the distribution of these producand —tions through the exchanges of the MUTUAL
FILM CORPORATION.

6411 Hollywood Blvd

-^LosAndeles GlWa

The exciuisitc
MARGARITA
FISCHER

m "Ann's

Finish"

The »tory of a man in a girl's
room and what happened
Product J h American Film Company. Inc.

AxailabL March ii at MUTUAL FILM EXCHANGES

''^^'Sjl^^

Supporting —
BILLIE

RHODES

in
Strand

100

per

Comedies

cent

quality

In first class Theatres

Everywhere

Booking

at Mutual

Exchanges

STANDARD

o^t

PICTURES

prices

witliin

CONTRACT

NOW

IlIAMFARNUM

ictorT^vdoi's

LES
AW^lliam

d^aster- drama

MISEl^LES
Fanium

Deluxe

'ecteci iy Ranlv.

THEDA

Production

Llo^J

BARA

^

•The

FOI^IDDEN
A

Tlieda

Bara

^T)irected

FOX

PATH

Super-producti

hij J.Gordon

F

the

Edwarcis

I

L

IVl

THAT

ivac7i

AT

of

all

NOV

BODKED

BE

CAN

exhibitors

ANY

BRANCF;

CHEATING

tc

PUBLIC

AtL

The

STAR

thrilling
most
^
of modern
5

CAST

ciiienielodrania
times

by T^chtivi

directed

and
^Jaixc
\erina

IN

AMERICAN
A

patriotic
cast
Tyi^ected

C

O

R

P

drama
of
hy

O

Stanton

BllDS
with

an

all

staj

^rown-ups
ICeneaii

Buel

RAT

ION

Motion
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Picture

News

FOX
SPECIAL
FEATURES
QjneaweeL

JEWEL

CARMEN

m

^9.-

ayear

Eyes

GLADYS
VIRGINIA

in

A Daughter

BROCKWELL

PEARSON
l)Ae DeviTs

Wheel

GEORGE
The

or France

Contract

FOX

FILM

CORPORATION

Be ture to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

Kid

WALS:Hm
is Clever

M arc h I 6 , I p I 8

'

NEARING

"The

A

wonderful

The

COMPLETION

SERVANT
A

famous

A

in

PREDESTINED

story

play —

notable

HOUSE"

SUCCESS

with

cast,

The

directed.

settings

The

ULTIMATE

the

from

Excellently

THE

1529

IN

are

photography

MOTION

TRIANGLE
FILM
CORPORATION
1459
NEW

unique,

BROADWAY
YORK
CITY

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

perfect!

PICTURES

!

Motion
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She

Picture

News

was

-poor,

defeated

and on

ike verge

oj"

endingker ilj-e
when, suddenly
Deception
showed her the
way to rickes .
and Luxury^
^he made her
decision and
the most

amaz-

ing thing inthe
world happened io her-'

§ xauls

Lie

WEHLEN

uOke

SHELL
ail star

series

procLticiiow

fiom tlie famous story "Good
Shells -as written by Kenneth
Saturday

MAXWELL

KAI^CER

Evening

GAME

Vest. Directed

in

S Acts

Will ancfAlmond
L .Roheit s for the
by Qeox^eD^akev

o\/Larch
X
JL
"
^
JL, JL
Be >ure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

4<th
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i6, iqi,

in

<MoTe

reviews

Ke;^^fation

and

of

Nazimova

not

a

voice

of

i

dissen

A

Get
and
your

this
get

tiemendous
it

rival

quicldy
heats

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News

production
—

you

before
to

it-

l5oJ

Motion

Picture

News

chance

Lest

We

Forget

withRmJouvET

at the L>Tic,N.Y. is breaking
^his production

Brooklyn*

records

at Marcus

is an absoiuie

flfter a record

Loew's

upjvr

clean

TJae Bolstevilc
on the women
Jbu see women

Big' Palace

rim

Tiieatre,

'Exhibutors*

commanciers

fighters to defend

iiave callecJ
Hussia

*

actually ji^'hUn^' in t^w Irenchesin

TJhe Legion
of Death
wLikDhe lyicoyyvparabLe
Edith
oMvertlse
B.A-ROLFE
VIOLA

BLUE

Storey

this bi^fiaiure and reap a harvest

^xeeerxts
DANA

JEANS

jlw oreaiest repeat jyroduclion ever offered^

EMILY

STEVENS

infTke

Slacker

^-Jwo

PAYDA

Tvery

om

MABEL

zn. Draft

absoLuieiy

Y J ikejeatvtre

of these

TAXiAFEmo

demonstrated

noveity

cask

of noveLties

successes^

with

makin^MJET^O

tkeDREWS

athuctions

^2^21^
clia
n
ee
Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE
NEWS" when writing
to advertisers

Cs

March
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A

Selexart

Production
by

Conceivedtke
and Written Klondike"
of

"Carmen

MONTE

M. KATTERJOHN
Directed by

REGINALD

! A

BARKER

Tremendous

Sensation

!

An epic
of snow-bound Alaska; —
where men measure
their brute strength
for the possession
of mother Earth's treasure ;where they think with fists
hard as steel,
and love
with the hearts of children !

Featuring
CLARA
Playing

at
NEW

Week

STATE

RIGHTS

Strand Theatre
YORK CITY

of March

Fourth

DISTRIBUTORS,

418 LONGACRE

WILLIAMS

BLDG., NEW

YORK

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Incorporated
CITY

Look at the "News I "
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United

Theatres

of

Asks YOU,

Picture

Picture

America,

THE

EXHIBITORS,

Inc.

to

get rid of the staggering expenses
and

ruinous

competition

that

threaten to strangle the industry.

The
this

time

plan

has

of

the

business

the

direst

close.

I

and

picture

motion

blackest

theatres

must

so

they

by

OLD

exhibitor
WAY

in

the

War
25

England

and

of

be

of

pracof

the

France

to

middlemen

reduced —

dare

can

faces

history

cent

cut —

rentals
will

adopted,

caused

per

be

pictures — all this

only
THE

and

be

Unless

exhibition

disaster

exhibitors'

producers

— but

of

Expenses

better

words.

of

amusements.

eliminated —
paid

plain

operations

tically all producers
picture

for

concerted

and

commercial

come

make

cash

bigger

accomplished

co-operative

buying.

1 Overproduction and consequent waste of
negative and positive.

THE NEW WAY
1 Production only at exhibitor demand.
2 No costly exchanges — merely inexpensive
service depots.

2 Useless
changes.competition of distributors' ex-

3 Overhead cut down to a tiny fraction of
film cost.

3 Millions wasted in home office overhead.

4 Careful selection of stars of proved draw-

4 Big salaries to stars who are not stars.

ing power.
5 Charging only the CERTIFIED COST
plus a reasonable percentage for producer's profit.
6 Easy agreements, in the framing of which
the exhibitor-stockholder has a share.
7 Helpful, friendly cooperation and
profit-sharing between producer
and exliibitor.

5 Charging what the traffic will bear, meaning UNLIMITED PROFITS.
6 Contracts hog-tying the exhibitor,
thus rendering him helpless.
ing.
7 Anarchy
and haphazard profiteer-

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Motion
of

the

Assert

Picture

Nation,
Your

tiie OTastr nf fflnmprtitinn

Proprietors

Now

Is

Collective

the

Time

Buying

to

Power

Study carefully the differences between the present out-dated

dis-

tributing system and the new
which we outline.

way

The most trusted leaders of exhibitor-activity and exhibitor-organization
are concerted in this plan. Cooperation cannot proceed from the producers or
distributors — that has been tried and failed.

The only true and economical

cooperation is among yourselves — in the exercise of your united bu\dng power.
We are in this campaign with good \vdll to all and malice toward none.
Producers

will experience the benefit of the plan because the enormous

due to the present hurried and mechanical
unscientific and unsatisfactory method

manufacture

waste

and the present uneven,

of distribution will be eliminated. The

producer will always find an excellent market for his standardized product with
us, a product that will be distributed in all sections of the country with equal
thoroughness, and the prompt

payment

for which will enable the producer to

do away with financial worries and the making of pictures by the clock or the
calendar.
Fill out and mail the blank today, and we will explain in detail how you
can enroll in this great, nation-wide movement.
UNITED

PICTURE

THEATRES

1600 Broadway,

New

UMTED PICTURE THEATRES OF AMERICA,
Dept. N, 1600 Broadway, New York.

INC.

OF

AJMERICA,

INC.

York

Gentlemen: Please advise me of the detailed plans of yom- organization, methods of enrollment, and participation by individual exhibitors in its savings and benefits.
Name
Theatre
City and State
iin!illillllilj|!i|qillih"ni!!lil|ill!!i||ll(JI|lli|li!|ll!ll|i»
You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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\
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WttOSE

DENT

EXCMAN<5ES|

CHRISTIEFILMCO
LOS ANCEUBS

WIFE?
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By

SHIPPING

CONDITIONS

{Little Talks With

Foreign

IN

Buyers — No.

in Inter-Ocean's
1917 FACTOR
of the varying
keen knowledge

A

caused
have

been

by the
a

on

Great

War.

war-time

WAR-TIME

Our

basis!

3)

success has been its
shipping conditions
energies

All

sorts

and

methods

of

shipping

switches" occurred last year but — due to our intensive
Our
THEM.
OF
ALL
ANTICIPATED
watch-we
customers
their

reaped

American

the
films

spectacular
altho

They

received

suffered

all sorts

benefit!

competitors

of disappointment.
Small wonder
these buyers have become our warmest boosters. They swear by the Inter-Ocean system that
guarantees satisfaction under any and all conditions, even those of wartime. They swear by Inter-Ocean's market knowledge — the knowledge
that tells us what sort of productions that theatres the world over are
MAKING^
MONEY
WITH.
following list of material, which
market:

These films are selected by us from the
we exclusively represent in the foreign

52 World Films {Brady-Made) a year; featuring Ethel Clayton, Clara Kimhall Young,
Alice Brady, Carlyle Blackwell and June Elvidge; 24- Paralta Plays a year, featuring
Bessie Barriscale, J. Warren Kerrigan, Henry B. Walthall and Louise Glaum; the great
features "Whither Thou Goest," "Today," "Mad Lover," "Hunting, Big, Game
in the Frozen North," "The 13th Labor of Hercules;" the surefire comedy
brands, Vim, Black Diamond, Bingo, "Charley" {Mabel and Fatty) cartoons.

INTERr

OCEAN

FILiW

"We operate Everywhere" — Largest Distributors of Films in Foreign Fields

The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth v/hile; justify them.
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THE

Picture

News

WHARTONS
PRESENT

"TH

E

AMERICA'S
SERIAL

EAG
The

Story

of the Imperial

German

SUPREME

By
The

Public

Wants

to See

J.

WILLIAM

The

Public

More

Will

EAGLE'S

Know

Where

BOOK

ATLANTA. GATS Walton Street
BOSTON, MASS..
16 Piedmont Street.
BUFFALO. N. Y.,
47 W Swan Street.
CINCINNATI. OHIO,
301 Strand Theatre Bldg.
CLEVELAND. OHIO.
312 Sloan Bldg

EYE''

to See

207 S. Wabash Avenue.
DALLAS,
ILL'
CHICAGO. TEX..
1911 Commerce Street.
DENVER, COLO.
1735 Walton St

It

advertise it, and the theatres booking it, than have ever been used in

PETROIT MICH..
304 JoseQh Mack Bldg.
KANSAS CITY. MO.,
1120 Walnut Street.
LOS ANGELES. CAL..
514 W 8th Street.

exploiting any serial. More helps to exhibitors in gaining their local
publicity at little, or no cost, have been prepared for it than for any
other serial. The importance of the subject, the authenticity of it,
the general public mterest in it, all advertise

EAGLE'S

With

THROUGH

FOURSQUARE

newspapers have been given contracts for space in which to

"THE

^"^d'^

It

Despite the fact that New York was in the grip of one of the worst
blizzards of this winter; that 10,000 soldiers from Camp Upton were
parading Fifth Avenue less than a block away; that every theatre m
the city was given a special holiday matinee, more than 1,600 people
crowded into a room which was prepared for 1,000. More than 1,200
eager guests permit them to enter the ballroom of the Hotel Biltmore.
where there was an unadvertised showing of the first three episodes of

THE

FLYNN

EYE"

KING

BAGGOT
The

"TH

E

Be lure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writmg to advertisers
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EYE"

.E'S
irnment's

lEF

Spies and

OF

U.

Plots in America

S.

SECRET

The
OF

THESE

Public

SERVICE

Should

It

It IS the only authentic revelation of the activities of the vast spyarmy of the Imperial German Government in America. It is based
upon actual facts furnished by the greatest authority on the subject,
William I. Flynn, recently retired Chief of the United States Secret
Service. Twenty reasons why this country is at war with Imperial

lANGES
!APOLIS,MINN..
Fourth Street.
ORK, N Y.,
venth Avenue.

Germany — one vital reason exposed in each episode — makes this the
most damning indictment against the Kaiser that has ever been prepared for the public, as shown in

DELPHIA, PA.,
Hne Street

i6

3URGH, PA..
)urth Avenue

THE

LE. WASH.,
8th Street.
ANCISCO.CAL..
ilden Gate Avenue.

Help

JIS. MO..
ipress Theatre Bldg

the

Public

EAGLE'S

to See

EYE"

It

The exhibitor is the man to whom the public must look for the oppor-'
tunity to see it. Aside from the importance of the subject its picture
value sets a new pace for serials. The situations are thrilling. The
romantic interest is sustained and exciting. The acting is superb.

N. N. F.,
on Street.
TO. CAN.,
nge Street.

The irnpersonatidns are marvelous. Further, it is timely, topical and
patriotic in its appeal. The public want to see it. The public should
see it Satisfy and gratify your patrons by booking

iEAL, CAN..
ill College Avenue.

"THE

RGUERITE

m* Picture

See

EAGLE'S

EYE

"

SNOW

A'S
ICAL
ERRI
AMSE
Patrons

SUPREME
99

PRODUCED
THE

E'S

BY

WHARTONS

EYE

The more TOtJ read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS."
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EXHIBITORS

Picture

EVERYWHERE

THE

BIG

DOUGLAS 1 ATKB.VNKS

4

FRANK KEENAN

NOR>I.\ TALMADGE

Are the stars you can depend upon in the list of Triangle features that S. A. Lynch
Enterprises, Inc., announce have been sold for the following territories:
MASSACHUSETTS, CONNECTICUT, RHODE
CALIFORNIA, ARIZONA and NEVADA, to
ISLAND, MAINE, NEW HAMPSHIRE and
Sunset Film Corporation, Julius L. Lazarus,
VERMONT, to Boston Photoplay ComPres., San Francisco and Los Angeles, Calif.
pany, 195 Pleasant St., Boston, Mass.
EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA and SOUTHERN
ILLINOIS and INDIANA (Talmadge and
NEW JERSEY, to Masterpiece Film AttracKeenan Re-Issues), to Central Film Corpotions, 1225 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
ration, 110 S. State St., Chicago, 111.
WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA and WEST VIRMISSOURI, KANSAS, IOWA, NEBRASKA,
GINIA, to Quality Film Company, 404
TEXAS, OKLAHOMA, ARKANSAS,
Ferry St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
GEORGIA, FLORIDA, ALABAMA, S.
WASHINGTON, OREGON, IDAHO and MONCAROLINA, N. CAROLINA, MISSISSIPPI,
TANA, to De Luxe Feature Film Company,
LOUISIANA and TENNESSEE, will be
2014 Third Ave., Seattle, Wash.
handled
by the S. A. Lynch Enterprises,
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, MARYLAND,
Inc.,
through
the Triangle Exchanges, in the
DELAWARE and VIRGINIA, to Superfeafollowing cities: Atlanta, New Orleans,
turej*, Inc., Sidney B. Lust, 1209 E Street,
N. W., Wahhington, D. C.
Dallas, St. Louis, Kansas City and Omaha.
Regarding Territories Not Closed as Yet, Apply for Detailed Information to
HILLER
&
WILK,
Inc.
1476 Broadway, New York
Selling Agents for the S. A. LYNCH

ENTERPRISES,

Inc.

Re «urc to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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TKe

Motion

Picture

Industr})
has

undergone

man}?

during its lifetime.
very first, one
a s})non5)m

known

But from tke

name

has been

not onlj) of enter-

prise but of
name

changes

stability

in every

—

a

quarter of

the globe

GAUMONT

Pictorial
As

^s^e^vs

necessary

Service

as the dail}) paper.

Gaumont

News

covers the world.

Service

It is compara-

ble or\y to the Associated
dispatches

of

A

plan

better

the

tion soon will
theater
The

to sho\\?

News

Reel

of

Press

newspapers.
distribu-

enable
-

-

of Real

every
-

-

News

|GaCin)oi)f>

6aamont
PARIS

FLUSHING,

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."

N. Y.

Co*
LONDON
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A

Radical

Step

in

Review

Service

will in-

shorn of all adjectives and confusing verbiage.

of picture review serva
augurate department
ice, marking a revolutionary departure in film

No more wading through columns of fine writ-

C Next week

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

ing to end in indecision — the Harrison reviews
will be the crisp, terse appraisals that you

trade journalism.

would yourself give to a fellow exhibitor asking your opinion of a picture you had just
viewed.

C This department, linked with our remarkably
successful Exhibitors' Own Box Office Reports, will mean the last word in direct and
authoritative service to the exhibitor on the

CI In addition, Mr.
advance

product on which his business success depends.
C P. S. Harrison, well known
Hodkinson

and C. Mel

Simmons,

and also

active as an exhibitor for years, has been engaged to conduct the new service.
C Given a free hand, Mr.

Harrison

will seek to give

appraisals of the posters and other

advertising matter on all features.

on the West Coast

through his exchange association with W. W.

Harrison

C JVatch for this department
Motion Picture News.

in

next week's

C We can't possibly give you all the details here.
But we can say that after next week it will be

will view

possible for the exhibitor to get in a glance

all pictures with the eyes of a man experienced

every possible bit of advance information on

in box office values. His opinions will be presented to you in concise, readable manner.

""Illllilil" Ill Ill Hi 11" Hi

his bookings. "Every possible bit " — remember that and weigh it up next week.

II I II Illlllllllllllll Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllll Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllim^
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A

shot

A

woman

My

rings

God,

Forgive
And,
We
To
The

upon

staggers
those

me,

now

eyes

Phil;

weVe

want
tell

out

to

you

Twins

say

the

down

the

they

we

stair!

haunt

forgive
met

air,

you

me,
face

to

this

youil

we

hope

that

we

call

face.

space

MIKE

like
and

Will make a weekly appearance in a one reel production.
Goldberg's
appear daily in more than two hundred newspapers in the United
HARRY

GROSSMAN,

729 Seventh

Avenue,

still!

Phil!

took

that

me

New

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."

York

IKE

cartoons
States

M 0 t i 0 n Picture

154-4

WATCH
FOR
HAYAKAWA
Made

PRODUCTIONS
by

MOST
UNIQUE
OF
ALL SCREEN
STARS

r

SON OF JAPAN
Now Heading His Own Company
For

Release

and

Other

Particulars

Write or Wire

Ha

WORTH

H. W. Hellman

Pictures

Bldg.

Corp.

Los Angeles, Cal.
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BRONCHO

BILLY-

Revivified

Essanay yields to popular demand from showmen all over the country
and announces an immed i a t e weekly release
of the world
famous
single reel Western
BRONCHO
BILLY
(Reg. U. S. Pat. Oft.)
subjects.
No

other

character

ever

enjoyed the phenomenal
success in shows that was
afforded BRONCHO
BILLY, the first exponent of the drama of the
hills and plains, as well as
the greatest. He appeared
every week in a thrilling,
Western
picture
for
years, to the delight of
millions of "fans." Every
single reel BRONCHO
BILLY
has more action,
story, plot than the present day five reel features.
The best of the famous

BRONCHO BILLY
(Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.)
tures only will be offered.
HERE
"Broncho
" Broncho
" Broncho
" Broncho
" Broncho

ARE

THE

All re-edited

FIRST

BETTER

THAN

WONDERFUL

TEN-BOOK
"
"
"
"
"

Billy's Leap"
Billy and the Rattler "
Billy's Close Call "
Billy and the Settler's Daughter
Billy's Indian Romance "

BRONCHO
BILLY
and rebuilt.

Broncho
Broncho
Broncho
Broncho
Broncho

EVER— ALL

See Them

ALL

Billy, a Friend in Need "
Billy's Wild Ride "
Billy's First Arrest "
Billy and the Rustler^s Child '
Billy's Last Deed "

NEW

PHOTOGRAPHIC

THEM

pic-

PAPER

BEAUTY

Before Booking
George Kleine System

Distributors Everywhere — Now

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
i
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GEORGE

II

K. SPOOR
Presents

GEORGE

P i c t u r e N c w .s-

K. SPOOR
Presents

. o

, _.01-'iL
I
I, MARY

in
MacLANE

TAYLOR
in

IS?
'9^'

''Men

Who

HOLMES
i
o

Have
"Uneasy
Money"
By P G Wodehouse

Love

Made

George

K. Spoor

You

Here's

to

business.

Essanay

has produced

these

It has

particular

not just as pictures, but as shows.
make

your

I J"

says:

are in the show

features,
pains

Me"

to

them

stand

opportunity.

country's showmen.
board advertising.

out

Take

These

distinctive
your

shows

from

taken
other

backed

of the

by national

DiatHbui<fd by
QBOftdh KLE/NE SVSTEM
Throughout the United States
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FEATURES
BEFORE YOU LEAP— (WM. A. JOHNSTON)
1549
SPEAKING EDITORIALLY
1550
SERVING IT WITH SPEED AND GINGER
1551
SYSTEMATIZING
DISTRIBUTION
(BY JESSE J.
GOLDBERG)
1552
WHAT KIND OF A FELLOW IS— WILLIAMS? 1559
DIARY OF A SUCCESSFUL EXHIBITOR
1575
THE INDEPENDENT FIELD TICKER
1601
OF SERVICE TO EXHIBITORS
Exhibitors' Box-Office Reports
1565
Exhibitors' Service Bureau
1568
Rothapfel's Answers to Exhibitors
1574
Ready-Made Ad-Talks
1578
Short Subjects in Review
1593
Releases — Current and Coming
1615-16-17-18
Projection Department
1622
Music and the Picture
1629
Theatres Worth While
1633
NEWS OF THE WEEK
Laemmle Celebrates Anniversary
Mutual Names New Directors
Seattle Plans Film Ball
Live News from the Producers
Advance Offerings of the Programs

Newsy

Announcements

1555
1556
1557
1580
1589

at a Glance

In the Independent
Field
'.
Canadian
News Notes
In and Ouc of West Coast Studios
SCREEN EXAMINATIONS
"Beggar Woman, The" (Russian Art-Pathe)
"Broncho Billy's Leap" (George Kleine-Essanay)
"Eve's Daughter" (Famous Players-Paramount)
"Family Skeleton, The" (Paramount-Ince)
"Girl in the Dark, The" (Bluebird)
"Girl of the Prophecy, The" (Pathe)
" Hard Rock Breed, The " (Triangle)
" Headin' South" (i^rtcraft)
"House of Glass, The" (Select)
" Huck and Tom" (Lasky-Paramount)
"Hungry Eyes" (Bluebird)
"Matinee Girl, The" (George Kleine-Edison)
"Midnight Trail, The" (Mutual-American)
"Nobody's Wife" (Universal)
" Rebound, The " (Pathe)
" Ruggles of Red Gap" (Essanay-Perfection)
"Sheriff Nell's Tussle" (Paramount-Mack Sennett)
"Sign Invisible, The" (First National Exhibitors)
"Trimmed Lamp, The" (General Film)
"Triumph of Venus, The" (Victory Film)
"Unmasking, The" (Pathe)
"Wasp, The" (World Films)
"Woman Eternal, The" (Shubert-Hammerstein)

of the Week

Found

1600
1605
1606
1608
1614
1611
1612
1612
1611
1611
1609
1608
1613
1628
1614
1609
1609
1612
1608
1608
1614
1612
1610
1611
1610
1610

in the Ad-Pages

=i
II
II
Ii

Carey Goes Back to Western Melodrama in " Thieves'
"Supporting
BilUe Rhodes" — What?
1525
Fox
Releases
1526
Gold "
1504
Fox Standard Pictures That All Can Book Now 1527-1528
" The Blue
it Stands for and What it Will
MeanBird,"
to theWhat
Exhibitor
1505-1506
" The Servant in the House " Promises to be Exceptional. . 1529
11 I
"Headin"
Is Fairbanks'
latest
Emmy Wehlen in a Picture, That Is Different
1530
i
Polly MoranSouth"
Is Another
of the Sheriff
Nell Series from 1507
More Praise of Nazimova in " Revelation "
1531
Ii
Sennett
1508
Big Chances for Exhibitors Offered in Metro Releases... 1532
iI I
1
Marguerite
ClarkPlay
in " Rich Man, Poor Man," Version of 1509
"Carmen of the Klondike" Goes in New York's Strand.. 1533
Broadhurst
The United Picture Theatres Announcement 1534-1535
I1
"The Guilty Man," a Paramount Special
1510
Christie Comedies
1536
II
Alice Brady in "The Knife"
1511
Inter-Ocean
1537
Ii
Vitagraph Re-Issues Drew Comedies
1512
"The Eagle's Eye"
1538-1539
II 1
"
The
Desired
Woman,"
from
Vitagraph
Stars
Harry
Killer and Wilk Offer Pictures with Four Big Stars 1540
I
Morey and Florence Deshon
1513
Gaumont a Name That Remains Steadfast in Picture In1I
What a Michigan Exhibitor Says Regarding Goldwyn's. . . .1514
dustry 1541
1I
A Goldwyn Talk to Exhibitors
ISlS
Mike
and
Ike
and
"
Rube
"
Goldberg
1543
II
About Paralta's "Within the Cup"
1516
The Hayakawa Feature Productions
1544
II
The Hodkinson-Paralta Combination
1517
Broncho Billy Here Again!
1545
iI
"Daughter of Uncle Sam" Unanimously Approved
1518
Essanay's Big Feature Attractions
1546
iI I
1
" Gravel
Bank
or
Gold
Mine?
"
—
A
Message
from
General
Film
1519
"Ruggles of Red Gap" Gets Quick Praise
1548
An
Invitation
to
the
Universal
Studios
1594-1595
II
Eliminate Waste Is Gist of Triangle's Weekly Letter. . 1520-1521
And
Yet
Another
Universal
Serial
1596-1597
1I i
" MyHouse
Four Years in Germany " Booked for New York 1522
i
ProfitComedies
by England's Lesson, Says Universal Speaking of 1598
i„l
II
Mutual's Offerings Have Special Interest
1523-1524
1i
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You

WE

referred some time ago to exhibitors' cooperative
booking circuits — their rapid development along
local lines and their probable expansion into national bodies.
The .movement, vi^e stated, was one of significance and
bovmd to assume considerable importance.
Today the development of these bodies is well under way.
So much so that practically every exhibitor in this country
already is a member or will be asked to become a member
of a national and cooperative booking circuit.
It therefore behooves him to think very clearly and with
much foresight before he allies himself in any large or
permanent way with any one of these plans.
The movement is significant we have said.
It is significant in a general way of exhibitor unrest — a
stirring against industrial abuses and waste — a striving
after salable product with profit-making possibiHties.
WE

shall have to draw a sharp dividing line here,
however, between the large theatres and the
smaller houses — a division to which we have already referred in other connections. The unrest among
the larger theatres today is more particularly in the way of

an eft'ort to guarantee the future and not so much a protest
against present conditions.
The larger theatres today are about in this position :
they have very large investments, ranging all the way from
one hundred thousand dollars to as high as nearly two
million dollars ; they have the seating capacity to make
considerable money provided their pictures will attract the
public ; they get good admission prices ; they are not
strenuously objecting to high rentals (we know of one
house that has paid a weekly film rental as high as four
thousand dollars). Their main concern is to know that
they will continue to get the pictures their public demands.
In fact, to put it plainly, the value of their large investment hinges almost entirely upon this one big consideration.
As a consequence, they feel a considerable sympathy
with the manufacturers. They realize that each other's interests are interdependent. On the one hand they must
have pictures of an assured and permanent standard; on

Leap

the other, they realize that the manufacturer must be encouraged— by them — to turn out such a product.
The smaller houses, or at least that very large percentage of them which are either breaking even only or else
losing money right along, feel altogether differently — and
naturally so. They consider themselves oppressed and discriminated against. They are out of joint with the manufacturer. They are naturally, therefore, turning toward
each other to form some kind of a mutually protective
union.

cooperative movethe exhibitors'
that significance
have ment said
.
isof much
But we believe that this significance goes deeper
down than the matter of exhibitor unrest — and for instance, the effort through cooperation to reduce distribution expense and other industrial wastes.
If we are to consider the subject of cooperative agencies
we shall have to do so in a broad way. We must include
the factor of manufacturer-exhibitor cooperation, as v.'ell
as purely exhibitor-exhibitor cooperation; for in the pages
of Motion Picture News there have already been announced the plans and policies of manufacturer-exhibitor
cooperation, and it is a fact today that the manufacturer
realizes keenly that he must cooperate with the exhibitoi
if both are to succeed.

WE

We have, in fact, very little hope for any manufacturer
today who does not feel keenly this necessity.

THE deep down significance of this whole cooperative
movement — amongst the exhibitors alone and also between manufacturers and exhibitors — is simply this :
that at last the realization is fully here, that the picture
houses of the United States constitute the industry's
greatest and most solid asset. The total investment runs
into many millions — in fact, there are instances of sifigle
theatres the actual capital investment in which is greater
than that of some of the leading producer-distributor corporations.
This million fold investment represents real estate, leases
based upon real estate values, building, equipment — in other
words, substantial enduring and material values. Through
the box-offices of these theatres come the millions of dol■{Gontinued on next page) ■
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He

Never

Saw

the Picture

IN referring to the Russian situation last week and in
asserting a firm belief we hold that this great nation
could iiave been held to the Allies' cause through
proper and sufficient film propaganda, we referred to the
one worth while American picture sent there as having
conveyed an unfortunate impression of iVmerican capitalistic enterprise to the Russian proletariat.
In making the statement we were misled by an appraisal
of the picture in an article which appeared in the Siinday
New York American of February 23d.
The writer of this article we are now convinced never
saw the picture. We have just had this privilege; and we
are entlnisiastic over the picture, as well as over its wide
distribution and effective exhibition. The picture reflects
the greatest of credit upon its makers, their patriotism,
liberality, painstaking labor, and ability.
\\"e cannot
write
of theto picture,
out of
deference
to the
ideamore
back definitely
of it, namely
keep it free
of
all publicity and the slightest label of official propaganda.
An excellent idea and one which should be carefully observed by the film division of the Committee of Public
Information.
Caleb

Powers

of the Eleventh

Kentucky

ALL those of the industry who went to Washington
about a year ago to protest against Federal Censor-,
ship remember Congressman Caleb L. Powers of
Kentucky.
He was one of the members of the House
Committee who signed that strong minority protest against
Government Censorship of films.
But for Mr. Powers and a few others the exhibitors of
Kentucky might now be bearing this unjust burden.
Caleb Powers is up for reelection. His district is the
iith of Kentucky. We believe we need not remind a
single exhibitor in this district that, irrespective of politics,
it is only right to be as fair to Mr. Powers as Mr. Powers
has been fair to the motion picture ; to be liberal to liberalmindedness and through slides and every other means ask
the voters of the nth Kentucky to return such a man to
Congress.
More

to Come

FEW weeks ago we published an article called " I
Am An Exhibitor " by a contributor who signed himself "Anarchist."
" Anarchist " wanted to know why the men at the manufacturing and distributing end of the game seemed to think
that all exhibitors had brows so low they collided with their
chins.
From such representative exhibitors as George Carpenter
in the Far West and William Fait in the East have come
words of praise for " I Am An Exhibitor."
Many say they would like to see more articles by the
same author. So now we announce that we have induced
" Anarchist " to take a few hours off between counting up
his box office and cussing the express companies to write a
series.
The articles will be " humdingers." We've told " Anarchist "that he has to take the responsibility.

The
THE

Man

Picture

News

in the Sticks—

Man in the Sticks is in again.

This time he wants

With— all this fiub-dub about artistic new-art subto "know
titles, why doesn't someone go a big step further and give
us titles like the good old cleanctit Biograph ones ?"
The Man in the Sticks stumps us every time.

Before You Leap —
(Continued from preceding page)
lars in cash which furnish the sinews of our whole industrial fabric.
The theatres, in other words, are the broad foundation
stone of the industry, and as a consequence, exhibitors,
distributors and producers today are founding their plans
solidly upon this essential and permanent foundation.
That is what cooperation really means — deep down.
We shall therefore have this year such plans and policies ;some will make headway, some will be finally consummated and some will fall by the wayside.
IN considering his alliance with any one of these plans
the exhibitor, as we have said, will have to do a lot of
clear and broad thinking. His interest in tliem is a very
simple and practical one. He wants to make money now
and in the future. This involves largely two big considerations. First, he must have the right kind of pictures
at logical prices. Secondly, he must sell these pictures
successfully to the public.
In considering any plan he must consider these points :
First, the integrity, ability and experience of the executives behind the plan. He is in effect making these men
his business partners. He should consider them in this
practical light.
Secondly, he ought to investigate the history of cooperative dealers'
movements
this country
and abroad — their
success
or failure
and theinreasons
therefor.
He will have to decide whether or not it is safe and
business like for production and exhibition to be placed in
the same hands.
Thirdly, and this is of the utmost importance, he must
consider the matter of prodtict.
We to
need
means
you. not tell you — the exhibitor — what product
Product means pictures. Pictures are your attraction —
for the public What the public wants you must give them
if you are to fill your seats.
Any number of plans will promise good pictures. In
fact, all plans will naturally proceed upon the ready made
assumption that the pictures proposed will be the kind you
want, — and secondly as many as you want.
But what guaranty have you? What is going to assure
you enough and enough good pictures ? That is the point
for you to consider.
And there is also the related question : What service
will )'^ou get with the picture?
All in all, the problem is the most important facing you
today, demanding your most practical thought and involving most directly your future business success.
Wm. a. Johnston.
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Serving

It

with

Speed

WE

don't like to admit that tliere can be anything- in
Motion Picture Nicws more important than this
page — but occasionally the truth will out.
Every once in a while some kind friend tells us, " Say,
News is certainly showing some speed these days." We
repeat this with all due modesty and merely to introduce
the statement that the whole twelve cylinders got chugchugging like the rattle of a machine gun a few weeks ago
w^ith a number of results — the first of which gets a four
page announcement in this issue starting on page 1561.
We gave you a hint last week of our new Advisory
Board of exhibitor-editors — this week you get all the details. Turn to page 1561 now and read them. Turn — gosh,
how it hurts^ — even at the expense of " Speed and Ginger.''
Four pages is a lot of space, but we have read them over
in manuscript and we don't know of a word that you can
afford to miss. Especially if you are a Times Square
inhabitant.
For exhibitors know of the Service Bureau and what it
has done. All this w^eek's announcement means to them
is a big stride forward in guaranteeing value and service.
But there are those on Times Square who still think
that anything with two covers and their own advertisement
somewhere in between is a picture trade paper.
* * ^ *

AS

we said before, the twin six never worked in such
glorious fashion. We had just got the plans for the
Advisory Board fairly under way when the man
came along who could handle another plan that had been
in our minds for many moons.
He has been an exhibitor, exchange man, and all around
front trench film man for over ten years. " Aha ! " Ave
said. " Here's the man who can give us the new sort of
picture reviewing service. The sort that will cause exhibitors to toss their hats in the air and give three round
cheers."
So next week we have another " big stride forward '' to
give you. You'll get the details and the service itself then ,
this week we give you a half-way announcement on Page
i542.
* * * *

JUST to tantalize you we might add that next week will
bring still another permanent addition to Motion
Picture News " Table of Contents."
We had better rest a while or Hoover will be after us.
On a charge of over-feeding our readers.
^
jji ^
near-Svstem Magazine make-up on the following page is worthy of the article that Jes.^e J. Goldburg has contributed to Motion PicrtiRi-: News.
The results of a recent trip to e\ery exchange center in
the country and much real hard statistical ^tudy have been

THAT

and

Ginger

Principally because semi-technical features in a business as complex as this one always cause discussion. And
we thri\ e on that.
There is a possibility, for example, that some program
heads reading from their own exchange figures might
question some of
relative values of
But in the few
where this might

Mr. Goldburg's calculations as to the
different territories.
instances which we can call to mind
happen it would not be due to natural

territorial conditions — the basis of Mr. Goldburg's percentages— I)ut to the fact that in individual cases the programs are benefitting by more efficient exchange organizations.
j^c ^
OW is a poor exhibitor going to keep track of
players and directors in a game like this?
Just a few weeks ago announcement was made
that W'illiam Duncan, the Vitagraph serial director, was
about to transfer his hat to another peg.
This week Vitagraph breaks into the News with a page
story on serial activities that is led ofif with the blunt
announcement that William Duncan, of Vitagraph, is
starting work on a Vitagraph successor to \'itagraph's
" A'engeance — and the Woman " and The Fighting
Well, we said a lot of good words about Duncan on
this page a few weeks ago. Now we say: " Ditto."
Trail."
* * * *
Page 1 581

ments — there's a
announce
of producer
INGg one
SPEAK
advertising pages this
found in the
bing-ban
week.
Ehiiversal invites all the other companies to close up
their studios and come under the Universal Cit}- roof.
The idea is to concentrate and save money. Universal
City has the room and the facilities to house the whole
blame industry — so why waste the overhead on separate
establishments ?
The ad makes interesting reading. Don't miss it.
And, by the way, " R. H.," if the plan goes through,
please save a corner in the world's only studio for a
]\Iotion Picture News office.
Page 1594
^ :^ ^

there?
every westory,
two sides atostory
THERE
you last week
told aren't
Do youareremember
regarding an unnamed director and what had happened to him when he sought to hold up a quick thinking
producer in the middle oi a picture ?

We're glad now that we didn't mention names.
Because during the week we heard another story about
the same director. And the other story has all the details
just the opposite to the first tale.
put into this article on " Systematizing Distribution."
And the director appears to have the facts on his side
Two prominent film men who read it before going into ■
of the story.
type told us that they would like to see more serious busi\\'hich proves that this picture life is a great one if
will. ness studies of this sort in Motion Pici u<iE News. 1'hey
vou don't weaken.
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How this country would
look if the size of the states
correspond to their population as shown by the last
census. Each dot is 500,000
people. (Used
Owen) by courtesy
of System, the Magazine
of Business, and O. A.
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SYSTEMATIZING

DISTRIBUTION

By JESSE J. GOLDBURG
IX a prior article written for the Motion
Picture News I made the statement that
the apportionment of percentage among
the \arious states on productions had undergone aradical change, but here I should
state without any fear of error that the
percentages allotted by various state right
and distributing organizations is all out of
proportion, and seem to have been arrived
at without any systematic attempt to regulate them according to population and the
number of theatres in any particular locality.
Published herewith is the strangest map
of the United States ever conceived. An
examination of it will show the Slate of
Texas reduced in size so that New York
and Pennsylvania appear by comparison to
occupy about three times the area, whereas
Texas is actually larger than both states
put together. This map shows how each
state would look if the size of the states
corresponded lo their population, as shown
by the census of 1910, and each dot represents a group of 500,000 people.
The states west of the Missouri river
arc as inconsiderable in population as this
map actually shows. One can readily appreciate, therefore, the immense importance
of New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana
and Illinois ; a belt that comes near being
one-half of the United States.
Now let us take the scale of percentage
that .seems to be the most popular one today, and analyze it as to its consistency
and in comparison, with reference to this
particular map. Illinois, with eleven ccn
tcrs of half a million popnlatinn each.

is rated at seven and one-quarter per cent
of the whole, whereas the New England
Slates, with fourteen centers of half a
million population each, receives the same
percentage ; Kentucky and Tennessee, having eight centers of half a million population each, are apportioned at two per cent
of the whole, while Michigan, having five
centers of half a million population each,
is apportioned to twice what Kentucky and
Tennessee are rated at, namely, four per
cent ; but Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas,
with fourteen centers of half a million population each, are rated at four and threeeighths per cent; w'hile Alinncsota, Wisconsin and North and South Dakota, which
have eleven centers of half a million population each, scattered over a larger area
than the Texas territory, are rated at five
and one-eighlh per cent.
I refer to the fact that the Minnesota
territory is greater in area, because it takes
longer to fill bookings there than it does
in Texas, has a less number of population
centers of half a million or over than the
Texas territory and yet is rated at a greater
percentage.
Now, let mc here give a classification of
states with the number of cities in each
state possessing a population ; first, of a
hundred thousand or more; second, from
fifty to a hundred thousand population;
and so on down to cities with a population
of from five to ten thousand, in order that
the exhibition value of each state might
be properly gauged when it is based upon
population.
Now, lake by way of comparison the

six New England States of Maine, New
Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connecticut,
Rhode Island and Vermont. These six
States, with transportation from State to
Stale and from town lo town, as favorable
as in any other territory, and where it
does not lake any more time to travel from
the southern lo the northern end than it
does to travel from Northern Illinois to
Southern Illinois, we find that there are
eight cities possessing a population of a
hundred thousand or over, twelve cities
with a population of from fifty to a hundred thousand, twenty-one cities with a
population of from twenty-five to fifty
thousand, fifty-six cities with a population
of from ten lo twenty-five thousand and
one hundred and eight cities with a population of from five to ten thousand.
Whereas, Illinois has one city with a population of a hundred thousand or over,
three cities with a population of from
fifty to a hundred thousand, eight cities
of from twenty-five to fifty thousand,
twenty cities with a population of from
ten to twenty-five thousand and forty-one
cities with a population of from five to
ten thousand, and yet, according to the
percentage arrangement commonly used
by the motion picture indiistry, both territories are rated at exactly the same figure,
namely seven and one-quarter per cent.
Of course, there is yet another consideration that would enter into the regulation of these percentages, namely, the
number of theatres in the territory, but
that docs not seem to have been systematically taken into consideration by relcas-
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Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

100.000
and
over
1
None
None
3
1
2
None
None1
None1
1i
1
None
None
1
1
None1
5
2
2
None
2
None
None1
None
3
None
6
None
None
5
None
1
3
1
None
None
2
None
None
1
2
None
1
None

ing or producing organizations, for as an
example, in the six New England States
there are thirteen hundred and fifty-eight
motion picture theatres, and in Illinois
twelve hundred and eighty-one.
The reader may readily make his own
tabulation, comparing other territories
which will lead to but one conclusion, and
that is an inequitable percentage arrangement, commonly adopted by the industry.
So, it is readily appreciated from these
tables, that with all the hue and cry for
" System " and " Equity " that after all,
no principles' are adapted that would
ordinarily apply to any other legitimate
industry.
And did either time or space permit, I
could quote tables and figures in connection with every branch of the industry
from the producing to the exhibiting end,
conclusively proving how little business
logic is employed in the . motion picture
trade.
I have compiled my own table of percentages based upon my investigations, and
which would allow of a more equitable
division of price. I might forecast this :
When the brains of the industry are devoted to the employment of other brains
that work along intelligent lines and employ a real knowledge of the motion picture business, that productions will be
made at one-half their present cost, and
the biggest picture will not book for even
as great a sum as one hundred dollars
a day, and with both of these situations,
producers will still make a profit, even
greater than that which they now realize
on an average, on their investment, and
naturally with less risk and greater profit
to both the exchange and exhibitor.

50,000
100.000
to
None1
None
None
None
2
None1
1
None1
3
4
1
2
None1
1
None
7
1
None1
None1
None
None1
6
None
4
None
None
3
None1
7
1
1
None
None
1
None
1
1
None
None
None

25,000
50,000
to1
None1
5
2
3
None
None
1
2
None
8
None
7
1
2
1311
None
127
None
None
1
2
None
1
None
5
3
None
6
None
10
3
1
None
2
4
None1
3
None
2
7
None

10,000
to
25,000
134
2
104
1
None
None
2
5
1
20
20
9
9
4
4
5
3
30
17
5
5
5
5
191
1
6
1
30
4
2
23
6
1
2
122
412
1
None
3
105
5
4
1

5,000
to
10,000
106
2045
7
None
None
26148
4
4114
12
12
15
595
25
16
104
16
2693
None
6
2
28
12
4
43
6
5
3
9
4
69o
20
2
1857
5
6
3

Author's
figures
in thisTotal
article are basedNote.
on —theThecensus
of 1910.
population in cities of 1,000,000 or more —
18,860,920, or -20.5 per cent of the population of the United States. Total population in cities of 50,000 to 100,000—4,144,715,
or 4+ per cent of the population of the
United States. Total population in cities
of 25,000 to 50,000—4,017,803, or 4.3+ per
cent of the population of the United States.
Total population in cities of 10,000 to
25,000—5,486,997, or S.9-|- per cent of the
population of the United States.
Total population in cities of 5,000 to 10,000—4,305,721, or 4.6-|- per cent of the
population of the United States. Total
population in towns under 5,000 — 56.585,995, or 60.5 per cent of the population
of the United States. Total population of
the United States— 93,402,151.
Society Girls Manage a
Theatre
Miss Aileen Fisher, daughter of J. N.
Fisher, president of the City National Bank
of Morristown, Tenn., and Miss Pauline
Bruxner, daughter of Dr. D. S. Bruxner of
the same city, have ventured into the motion picture industry, on the exhibiting end.
They have taken over the Princess and
Strand theatres in Morristown, and are
making remarkable progress, it is said.
Their places of amusement are reported to
be fast forging to the front as among the
most popular theatres in the South.
The Princess is using Paramount, Triangle, Metro and other service, and on Saturday (Goblin day) serials and short reels
are presented. The Strand has been closed
for repairs.

" Dupe " Controversy
Breaks Out in
Minneapolis
A controversy has broken out in Minneapolis over the matter of selling duplicate
prints. The Standard Film Corporation
claims release rights for the Northwest
territory for the William S. Hart two-reel
Ince pictures. The Supreme Feature Film
Company of Minneapolis, the Standard
people say, has " duped " these and are exploiting them, extending a false impression.
A double-page advertisement in a local
trade paper, inserted by the Standard Film
Corporation, duly chastises the Supreme
t-ompany. Legal action is said to be impossible since the copyright on the tworeelers has expired, but Manager Stombaugh in his advertisement urges the exhibitors ofthe Northwest to " do the right
thing." Manager Conhaim of the Supreme
Feature Film Company maintains that he
has as much right to the use of the pictures as has anyone. The controversy is
still some distance from a decision.
Mutual

Exchangee

in New

The Mutual Quarte
New Yorkrsbranch exchange,
of which M. J. Sullivan is manager, is now
settled in its commodious new quarters in
the Mecca building, Broadway and Fortyeighth street. The exchange, which occupies the entire tenth floor, has a large reception room and lounge around which are
placed the executive offices, separated from
each other by finely finished partitions of
wood and glass. Reserved for the use of
President Freuler and the directors is a
conference room handsomely panelled in
rare wood. The shipping department is
reached by a corridor leading directly from
the elevators. Adjoining it is the projection room. Mr. Sullivan, the new manager,
comes from the home office in Chicago.
St. Louis

Manager

Select Home

Visits

Office

E. W.
Dustin, recently
managervisited
of Select's
St.
Louis
exchange,
the home
office in New York. He has been in charge
of the St. Louis exchange for the past five
months and among the interesting things he
had to tell the people in the home officewas how he had been instrumental in helping to take down the bars in St. Louis
after only two Tuesday closings.
After a week in New York Mr. Dustin
returned to St. Louis by way of Buffalo,
where he
visitedin C.
Rogers, Select's
branch
manager
thatR.city.
W.

W.

Irwin Makes
to Florida

Visit

Walter W. Irwin, general manager of the
Vitagraph distributing organization, left
last week for a brief outing vacation in
Florida, and will return in about ten days.
He
visitonthethecompany's
branches on
in the
Southwilland
Eastern seaboard
his
return trip.

'
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Maryland

Exhibitors

Hold Meeting at Baltimore to An ansje
Plan of Battle Against I'n)])ose(l
Legislation Barring l liiidrcn
from Theatres

AL iiKctiii!^ of the F.xliibitor.s'
ASPKCI
Lt-ngue of .Mar\l;iiKi was lield last
week in the Xew theatre. Baltimore, for
the purpose of arranging a plan of action
to tight the bill recently introduced in the
State Legislature, which, if passed, will
prohibit children under twelve >ears of
age attending motion picture entertainments unless accompanied by their parents
or legal guardians. The meeting was attended by nearly every moving picture exhibitor in Baltimore ami main from Xew
York.
The moving picture exhibitors claim that
if the bill becomes a law it will mean a
loss of several thousand dollars a week to
them, and they are going to use ever\means in their pow-er to defeat it. Frank
More

Weight Can Be Put
in Parcels
The order of Postmaster General Burleson, issued February 27, increasing the allowable weights of parcel post packages effecti\e March 15, will no doubt be of inestimable value to the motion picture industry- as the present limitation on weights
has tended to reduce the volume of business which otherwise would have been
diverted from the express companies to the
parcel post.
The new order of the department will
permit film shipments in the first or second
zones for delivery in the first, second or
third zones to be as heavj' as 70 pounds,
where they are now restricted to 50 pounds.
The weight limit for all other zones will be
increased from 20 to 50 pounds. The film
exchanges are utilizing the parcel post for
shipments in the first and second zones in
the Eastern territory, while in the West
they extend into the third and fourth
zones so that the industry will be very
materially benefitted through this course,
as both exchanges and exhibitors would
therein' cfTect a saving in transportation
charges, aggregating hundreds of dollars
daily.
J^rockliss Gets Moss Features for England
•1. \\ enccor, sales manager for the B.
Moss Motion Picture Corporation, announces that he has completed arrangements with J. Frank Brockliss, whereby
Mr. Brockliss has secured the rights to
exhibit in England the Moss features,
"One Day," ""The • Girl Who Doesn't
Know," "Boots and Saddles " and " In the
Hands of the Law."
Introducing Miss Schulberg
Mr. and Mjs. Benjamin Schulberg announce the birth of a daughter, Sonya
Gladys, on Wednesday, Fchruary 20.

Aroused

.\. Iloniig, president of the League, presided at the meeting. The following committee was appointed to visit Annapolis
and fight the passage of the bill : Thomas
Goldberg (chairman), J. Louis Rome and
Frank Diukee.
It is claimed by tlie exhibitors that more
than 20,0CO children attend motion picture
entertainments in Baltimore each and every
Saturday, and that on week day-s the average attendance is more than 10,000 a da\-.
Many of the theatres give special Saturday
morning matinees for children when educational features are shown. The exhibitors also claim tluit the majority of motion picture theatres in Baltimore ])rovide
special attendants for children and that
when the mothers of children are downtown shopping they leave their children in
the picture theatres until they are ready to
return home. These children receive the
best of attention, it is pointed out, and not
only enjo}- as
the well.
entertainment but receive
instruction
Officers Elected for Producers-Affiliated
At a meeting held February 25, 1918.
executive officers of the Producers and
Exhibitors- Affiliated were elected by the
eight independent producers who plan to
market their pictures from manufacturer
to exhibitor direct. They are : William L.
Sherrill, president ; L. Lawrence Weber,
vice-president ; Joseph A. Golden, secretary and treasurer ; L E. Chadwick, Lester
Park, L. Lawrence Weber and C. C. Pettijohn, executive committee. These officials, with the exception of C. C. Pettijohn, who is the general manager, arc the
producers who form the Producers and
Exhibitors-Affiliated. William L. Sherrill
is president of the Frohman Amusement
Corporation, Mr. Golden is president of
the Triumph Pictures, Mr. Weber is president of L. Lawrence Weber Photo
Dramas, Mr. Park, president of Lillian
Walker Productions, L E. Chadwick,
president of Rialto Pictures Corporation.
The remaining producers who have joined
the plan are Herbert Brenon, Harry Rapf,
Shuljert, Hammerstcin and Ince.
The plan adopted by these independent
producers is to eliminate all exchanges by
having a committee of exhiljitors arrange
their own Ijookings in each state and also
to share in the profits of each picture. It
contemplates the release of one picture a
week.
Seligman Offers Film to
Relief Fund
Jefferson Seligman has offered the Stage
W Oman s War Relief the use f)f a motion
picture called "The Corsican." The film is
of particular interest as it show's the life of
Napoleon, the fighting of the Old Guard,
Battle of Waterloo and the Duke of Wellington with his English troops. So numerous are the entertaintrients being given
for the soldiers and sailors by the Stage
Woman's War Relief that the picture will
be kept in constant use.
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A LIST of new motion picture corporations in the States of Delaware, Illinois, Marj'land, New Jersey and New York
for the week ending March 2 as furnished
from the records of the Corporation Trust
Company, IS Exchange Place, Jersey City,
N. J., is as follows :
DELAWARE
AMERICAN
PROJECTING
COMPANY.—
For the manufacture ol motion picture
cameras,
etc Incorporated for $.300,000, at Dover. J. P.
Grier, N. D. Cross, R. E. Church, all of Chicago,
111., are the incorporators.
CHRISTIAN HISTORY FILM SOCIETY,
INC. — For the business of taking and producing
motion pictures, in the sum of $300,000, at Dover.
Arthur W. Britton, Samuel B. Howard, George
V.
Reilly,
all of New York City, are interested
in the
venture.
QUALITY FILM CORPORATION.— For the
purpose of manufacturing and dealing in motion
and talking corppicture
machines
and supplies.F. Inorated for $50,000,
at Wilmington.
R.
Hansen, Philadelpliia, Pa. ; J. Vernon Pimm and
S.
C.
Seymour,
of
Camden,
N.
J.
are
the
incorporators.
ILLINOIS
PREMIER
THEATRE
COMPANY.—
Incorporated to operate
a moving
picture theatre.
;?.iO0 is the sum involved, and papers were filed
at Chicago by Yadwiga T. Wrzesinski, Jozef
Wreninski, Anthony Balcerzak, all of Chicago.
MARYLAND
VARIETY PICTURES CORPORATION.—
To deal in motion picture films of all kinds and
lo conduct a general film exchange business, etc.
Incorporated for $25,000, at Baltimore. J. Louis
liome, 444 Equitable Bldg., Milton Caplan, 210
N. Calvert street and Morris Klein, 509 S.
Jiroadway, all of Baltimore, are the incorporators.
NEW JERSEY
MATAWAN
COMPANY,
INC.—in For
tlicTHE
furtherance
of Amusement
enterprises,
the
sum of $25,000, at Matawan, George W. Parker,
August Kattner, jr., Clifford N. Ilulsart and
August
Kattner, Sr., all of Matawan, are the incoi jtorators.
NEW YORK
SONG HITS IN PHOTOPLAY, INC,— For
the
pin'i)ose
of
manufacturing
motion pictures.
1 iKiirporated for $10,000, at Manhattan.
Harry
Cohen, Jack Colin and George E. Kahn, all of
loOO Broadway, New York City, are the incorjMirators.
I;AVJD
HOWELLS,
INC.— Tofor manufacture motionp.pictures.
Incorporated
$25,000,
at Manhattan. David P. Howells, Addie C.
Ilowells
and
Stuart
M.
Kohn,
all
of
440
Riverside Drive, New York City, are the interested
MOTION PICTURE CHAIR CO., INC.— To
|)arties.
maimfacture
theatre and school furniture. Capitalized for $100,000, at Manhattan. William F.
X'oorhees, 54 Ocean avenue, Brooklyn; Arthur D.
l-'isher,
237 E. 161st
street. New
and
Harry Lipschuetz,
29 Wilson
avenue.York
LongCityIsland
City, are the incorporators.
AURIGA
FILM
CORPORATION.—
enter
motion
picture
business,
in the sum of To$30,000,
at Manhattan. John E. Smith, Normal School,
Ind. ; William F. Smith, Normal School, Ind. and
Joseph
A. F^leitzer,
Forty-second street.
New York
City, are220theW.incorporators.
Kenneth

Hodkinson Recovers from Illness

Kenneth Hodkinson, son of W. W. HodIcinson, who has been actively connected in
:ni executive capacity with his , father for a
iminber of years, has sufficiently recovered
from a recent slight attack of appendicitis
to resume his office duties.
Beverly Bruce Buys First
Scenario
Beverly Bruce, who recently announced
her intention of entering the producing
field,
as her has
first bought
working" Letitia-for-Happiness
script. It wa.s written"
by Willard Bradley.
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Laemmle
Has

Been Twelve

Celebrates

Years Since He

Entered the Motion

an
Picture

Industry to Begin a Steady Climb Toward the Top —
Cochrane Speaks of His Career
CARL LAEIMMLE, president and Director General of Universal Film
Manufacturing Company, this week celebrates the twelfth Anniversary
of his entrance into the motion picture field. As one of the pioneers who
are still prominent in the trade, the event is considered of particular interest to
the industry at large.
Whenever the history of the birth and growth of the motion picture comes
to be written, the twelve years that have passed since Mr. Laemmle opened
his nickelodeon in Chicago will no doubt get space on a prominent page. His
activities have been noted at every stage of the progress of the picture.
Cochrane Closest Associate
The one man who probably knows more
about Mr. Laemmle in a business way than
any other living individual is R. H. Cochrane. As vice-president of Universal, Mr.
Cochrane has been associated with Mr.
Laemmle almost from the day the latter
Avent into the film business.
In the course of a conversation last week
Mr. Cochrane paid a remarkable tribute to
the head of the Universal organization.
" There are thousands of men with
brains," said Mr. Cochrane, " but there are
fewer men who have the nerve to back up
their brains. I know of one such man in
the moving picture industry and his name
is Carl Laemmle.
" I probably know Mr. Laemmle more
intimately in a business way than any man
living today. I am prejudiced in his favor,
but not so prejudiced that I cannot see his
weaknesses as well as his strong points. I
know why some like him and why other
men hate him. I know furthermore, that
even the men who do hate him cannot
despise him.
" Only a handful of years ago, Laemmle
was nobody in the moving picture business.
That he should in so short a space of time
rise to the top of the heap ; that he should
do it honestly and accomplish it without
losing his head, is something to tnarvel at.
There are mighty few parallels in the business world.
" Mr. Laemmle started modestly in the
moving picture business ; so modestly that
it was laughable. His original capital was
a few hundred dollars and a full supply of
nerve. Many of the men who were the
giants of the trade when he edged his waj^
into the business have dropped from view,
ljut this nerve, coupled with the characteristic Laemmle determination to succeed,
has enabled him to survive and to leave his
indelible
imprint upon this industrj^'s progress.
Shrewd — But Considerate
"To- me." continued Mr. Cochrane,
" Laemmle is at once the shrewdest man
and the easiest mark in moving pictures. I
could tell you of a dozen instances where
he closed deals immensely to the advantage of our company, only to turn around
after the deal had been made and pay more
than the price stipulated simply because he
thought the other fellow hadn't got all
that was coming to him. Now, how many
men do you know of who are ^so shrewd
and yet so easy as that?

" I could tell you scores of instances,
each showing the fight he has had to make
against crookedness, dishonestj', doubledealing and plain thievery ; how he has forgiven wrongdoer after wrongdoer, in spite
of the fact that they sought to ruin him,
either financially or in reputation.
" Physically, Mr. Laemmle is a small
man. I don't suppose he is much over five
feet in height, although the pictures in his
advertising convey the impression to those
who don't know him that he is tall and
athletic in build. This is the only misrepresentation he has ever been guilty of and
then it was the camera's fault.
" When he came to me years ago with a
proposition to help finance a moving picture exchange, I laughed. Moving pictures
did
not
me atforthat
time.Look
I didn't
see much interest
of a future
them.
back
over the years and remember how little interest they held for j-ou. So I laughed.
" Nor was I alone. Others laughed him
off also. Friends tried to talk him out of
wasting his time and the little capital he
had. But they made the same mistake that
I did regarding his capital. They did not
know that his few hundred dollars were
backed with brains and that the brains in
turn were backed up with plenty of nerve.
Has Not Changed Any
" Mr. Laemmle of today is still the
Laemmle of those old days. One of his
strongest characteristics is his intense eagerness to tackle in a two-fisted waj^ anything that threatens the welfare of the industry. Eight years ago it was the trust,
to-day, it is the overpaid star.
" He has attacked this evil with all his
old-time vigor and inasmuch as he has
never been beaten, it's perfectly safe to bet
that the industrj' is presently going to join
him in his fight. After two years of constant hammering upon ' The Play's the
Thing ' idea, he has actually brought the
majority of producers to view it his way,
eye to eye.
" In other words," concluded Mr. Cochrane, "Mr. Laemmle has made every problem that has ever confronted the moving
picture industry a matter of personal interest. It has never occurred to him that
competitors would also derive benefit as
the result of his efforts. Enough for him
the thought that here was an opportunity
to take a crack at something that deserved
to be cracked.
" An instance of this broadmindedness
is his invitation to producers everj'where

Anniversary
to make use of Universal City and so cut
down their own overhead expenses. If you
are at all familiar with producing expenses
you will realize that the saving this makes
possible is enormous. The idea originated
with Mr. Laemmle and is typical of him.
The acceptance of his offer would ultimately result in a lessening in film rental
for the exhibitor — and this is enough for
When the head of Universal got wind of
a testimonial dinner which his associates
arranged to give in honor of his twelfth
anniversary as a film man, he promptly requested that the idea be abandoned. The
only reason he gave was that functions of
thishim."
nature were not in keeping with the
government's, request for food economy.
Woodward Closes General
Release Contract
O. D. Woodward, president and general,
manager of the National Film Company,,
which started a few weeks ago with mak-,
ing short reel comedies at its new studio in
Denver,
returned
from where
a two heweeks'
business has
trip to
New York,
went
to conclude contracts for the company's
output.
While in New York Mr. Woodward
closed a contract with the General Film
Corporation for fifty-two one-reel comedies and twenty-six two-reel Western subMr. Woodward was accompanied to
jDenver
ects.
by W. W. Hodkinson of Paralta,
who is considering a contract with the
National for a number of six-reel features. Before closing a deal he wished to
inspect the new studio and its facilities.
Selznick
Returns
Florida Rest

from

Lewis J. Selznick, president of Select
Pictures Corp., has returned to New York
after an absence of three weeks at Palm
Beach
and atis 729
again
"back Avenue.
on the job" in
his
offices
Seventh
On his return trip from Florida, Mr.
Selznick made a brief stay in Washington,
paying
a visitexchanging
to the Select
Pictures'with
officesa
there, and
greetings
number of old acquaintances in that cit\-.
He was accompanied by Mrs. Selznick, who
had been helping him enjoy his vacation
at Palm Beach.
Goldwyn Trade Showings
in Washington
The Washington branch of the Goldwj-n
Distributing Corporation has installed a
projection room where there will be a regular trade showing of pictures every Friday
afternoon. George Lenehan, the manager
of the Washington branch, set Friday afternoon aside especially for Baltimore exhibitors, as man\- of them go to Washington
Friday to arrange their bookings.
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Since William l"ox"s Early Days in
the Industry Abraham C arlos Has
Been His Trusted and Resourceful Lieutenant

AWAY back in 1908, when the fihn industry was largely confined to the
Fourteenth Street District of New York
Cit\-, Abraham Carlos was associated with
William Fox in the Greater New York
F'ilm Exchange. The association continues
to this day, and when the history of the
industn,- is recorded few names will be
written larger than that of Abraham CarMr. Fox's personal representative ful
one los,
of his
most trusted and resource and
lieutenants.
Following the long fight waged by William Fox against the film trust, ending in
its dissolution, Mr. Carlos continued with
his chief, and it was largely through his
personal efforts that the organization of
the Box-Office Attractions Company was
perfected. From this company was evolved
the Fox Film Corporation, with its branch
offices and exchanges encircling the globe,
and from its inception Abraham Carlos has
been the personal representative of its
creator. William Fox.
Mr. Carlos occupies a most unique position in the motion picture industry. He
knows not only the producing or making
of pictures, but the selling and organization end, as well. Time and again he has
demonstrated that he is not only able to
super\^ise the production of features, but
that he can get out and sell them with
equal intelligence. Because of this unusual combination of the artistic and commercial phases of the business, he has been
of invaluable aid. He was entrusted by
Mr. Fox with the absolute super\'ision of
the making of " A Daughter of the Gods,"
with Annette Kellermann, and that Mr,
Fox's confidence was not misplaced is de-

monstrated by the unprecedented success,
both artistic and financial, of this spectacular picture fantasy.
Early in 1916 Mr. Carlos was commissioned by Mr. Fox to go to Hollywood,
Cal., where he planned and built the huge
studio plant of the Fox corporation.
Moreover, pending the completion of the
permanent plant he erected temporary
studios and there supervised production.
Since then he has been responsible to Mr.
Fox for every picture made, from the selection of the story to the engaging of
directors, the cast, etc., etc. He supervised the making of the most talked of
Fox productions ever given to the public.
Among these were "A Tale of Two Cities,"
with William Farnum ; " Cleopatra," with
Theda Bara ; "Jack and the Beanstalk"
and " Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp,"

Mutual

New

Names

included in Members Are Well Known
Financiers of the Windy City —
Move
to Strengthen the
Organization
THI-^ Mutual Film Corporation announces from the office of John R.
Frculer, president, in Chicago, the election
of a new board of directors including five
new financier members, representing and
connected with several of the larger banking and investment houses of the middle
west.
The new Mutual directors include :
Charles Henry Bosworth, former presiPeople's
Trustof and
Savingsof
liank dent
andof the
former
chairman
the board
directors and federal reserve agent of the
Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago.
William Tabor Abbott, lawyer and
banker, vice-president of the Central Trust
Company of Chicago, Illinois.
Walter Field McLellan, assistant federal
reserve agent and secretary of the Federal
Reserve Bark of Chicago.

Abraham Carlos, Personal Representative
of William Fox

Directors

Isaac Compton Elstoii, Jr., investment
broker, of 39 South LaSalle .street, largely
interested in utility concerns, and
Warren Gorrell, investment securities,
208 South LaSalle street.
The new board of directors includes also
James M. Sheldon, long associated with
film enterprises, including the Randolph
Film Corporation and the Empire All Star
Corporation of which he is also the president.
The other members of the board are :
John R. Freuler, president; Samuel S.
Hutchinson, president of the American
Film Company, Inc., John F. Cuneo, P. H.
Davis, George W. Hall, J. W. Smith,
banker of Fargo, N. D., Dr. Wilbert Shallenberger, F. E. Kahn of New York and
Crawford Livingston of New York.
" The board election represents a move
for the strengthening of the Mutual's directorate, enabling us to the execution of
our firmly established policies of film distribution on a business like and effective
basis," said President Freuler.

News

New

York Exhibitors in
Convention
Tuesday and Wednesday, March 5 and
6, were vention
setof exhibitors
recently for
the annual
conof New
York State,
with the Hotel Astor center of activities.
One of the more important (luestions
facing the exhibitors is that of launching
a campaign for a law to permit Sunday
picture shows. Already the question of
the status of such shows is pending before the Court of Appeals of New York.
It was expected that 400 or more exhibitors would attend the convention,
which closes with a banquet Wednesday
night. William A. Brady and others were
to address the meeting Wednesday.
Several candidates have been named for
the presidency, to succeed Louis Buettner,
of Cohoes, who may run again. John
Manheimer, Brooklyn exhibitor, and
Charles Steiner, of Manhattan, have been
mentioned among the candidates.
Virginia Censor Bill Passes
Senate
The Motion Picture Censorship Bill of
Virginia, which measure has called forth
a general protest and stiff battle from mation picture men in the state, passed the
State Senate at Richmond, February 28,
by a unanimous vote. It now goes to the
House of Delegates for concurrence, and
it is generally predicted the House will pass
the bill.
Jake Wells
the aVirginia
Exhibitors'
League
have and
waged
determined
fight
against the bill since it was introduced, and
succeeded in getting several concessions before the bill was passed the Senate. The
amendments obtained by Mr. Wells and his
associates reduce the fee to be exacted
from $2 for a certificate for each original
film to $1, and from $1 for duplicates to .SO
cents.
Report

Due on Rentals
Over $8oo
Hermann E. Goklschmidt, a certified
public accountant, with offices at 1265
Broadway, has received a ruling from the
Treasury Department stating that every
moving picture exhibitor who paid film
rentals in excess of $800 during the year
1917 to any film exchange or film manufacturer must report the name to whom he
made such payments and the total amount
of such payments before April 1 on the
form 1099, to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue at Washington, D. C. The
total so reported will be checked up with
change.
the Income Tax return of the film exMr. Goldschmidt explained to a representative of the News that it will be necsary for all moving picture exhibitors to take
their bills for the past year and add up the
rentals of each exchange or manufacturer,
and where he finds that he has paid more
than $800 during this year to make out a
report on form 1099. These forms may be
had from any Collector of Internal Revenue or Mr. Goldschmidt will be glad to
furnish such forms and further information
to any exhiJiitor who may choose to call for
same.
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Queens

Exhibitors Banquet
and Dance
The Exhibitors Association of Queens
County held its annual banquet at the Chalet, Long Island City, on Monday evening,
February 25, the guest of honor being exSenator Peter M. Daly. The management
of the Chalet had provided an extra list of
cabaret talent especially for the occasion,
while dancing was indulged in between the
courses of the dinner. The gathering dispersed at 4 A. M. Among those present
were Mr. and Mrs. Sam Sheer, Mr. and
Mrs. John Holley, Mr. and Mrs. Robert E.
Riley, Mr. and Mrs. Douglass Faulkner,
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Sheer, Mr. and Mrs.
Marshal Seaton, Mr. and Mrs. Nathan
Marks, Mr. and Mrs. Mark Levy, Mr. and
Mrs. Benjamin Rossary, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank C. Memendez, ex-Senator Peter W.
Daly, Harold W. Rosenthal, M. J. Gerson,
Ida Bearman and Ruby Nevins.
Twice-a-Week Conferences
for Select Officials
Lewis J. Selznick held in his room at the
offices of the Select Pictures Corporation
last Wednesday the first of a series of conferences ofexecutive heads of the corporation, which Mr. Selznick, as president of
that corporation, has inaugurated.
These conferences will be held twice a
week in the office of the president, and are
for the purpose of bringing together into
the closest possible contact the various men
directing the activities of Select departments.
At the meeting on Wednesday brief talks
were made to the executive force by President Selznick and General Manager Arthur
S. Kane. A genuine spirit of co-operation
was manifested by all the officers present.
Exchanges at Omaha Trace
Shipments
Express agents at Omaha, Neb., say the
two last weeks have been the worst in their
history for the number of shipments going
wrong. Two per cent, of all shipments are
said to go wrong — while some exchange
managers insist 99 per cent, never arrive at
the intended destination.
One exchange has 350 uncollected claims
against express companies. Added to unsatisfactory service in delivery, they say
they are not even given just consideration
when they file complaints.
Form

War Savings Society
at Lasky Studios
The Lasky Studio War Savings Society
was recently organized at Hollywood and
is said to have already accomplished excellent results in disposing of thrift stamps.
In addition, the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation is acting in the capacity of
agent for the Government in promoting the
stamp sales. Individually the stars and
others in the organization are aiding the
Government in many ways, and the company as a unit, besides contributing many
of its men to the army, has engaged in
various movements to foster the sale of
bonds, stamps, etc.

Dinner of the Exhibitors' AssociationCityof onQueens
County,
February
25 Given at the Chalet, Long Island

Seattle

Plans

SEATTLE theatre owners and exchange
managers are now making plans for
an exposition and ball to be held early in
the spring for the purpose of raising
money that will create a fund to care for
disabled soldiers who were formerly connected with the motion picture industry.
At present it is planned to invest the money
in third Liberty loan bonds which will
later be turned over to a permanent organization of a national character.
The plan was originated by members of
the Northwest Film Board of Trade, composed of film exchange managers of Seattle.
Follovi'-ing two meetings the officers of the
Washington exhibitors' association, composed of one hundred and fifty members
were asked to co-operate with the exchange
men, and later it is proposed to induct
theatre men of Oregon, Montana and
Idaho, who are organized to take part in
the exposition and ball and aid in making
this a national movement.
While no definite plans have been formulated by the committee selected during
the past week, which is composed of J. G.
Von Herberg, of Greater Theatres Company ;C. F. Hill, Goldwj'n Exchange ; T.
G. Woody, Select Pictures; H. G. Rosebaum, Paramount-Artcraft ; John Hammrick. Rex theatre ; and Melvin Wintsock,
Schlaifer Attractions, it is proposed that
the exposition shall be held at one of the
larger halls of Seattle lasting three days.
At this the public will be given a general
idea of the making of motion pictures, and
the showing of same. The exposition is to
end with a ball given on the last evening.
The members of the committee hope to secure a number of the best known stars of
the screen to attend the exposition, and
make public appearances at theatres during the exposition, as well as be the guests
of honor at the ball. Higher prices will be
charged at the theatres, and a large percentage of the receipts will go to the en-

a

Spring

Ball

downment fund, as will all the net receipts
of the exposition and ball.

Kenneth Spear and John
Hawkinson Enlist
Kenneth Spear, who assisted Jack Eaton
of Town and Country Films in the producing of the James Montgomery Flagg series
of comedies, " Girls You Know," has enlisted inthe Naval Reserve, and is now stationed in the Navy Communication Bureau
in New York City. John L. Hawkinson,
cameraman with Town and Country Films,
enlisted in the' Aviation Corps as an observer, but has been transferred to a
ground school to train as a pilot.
Mutual

Closes Branch in
Baltimore
The Mutual Exchange branch of Baltimore, located at 412 East Baltimore street,
was closed last week. Exhibitors from
now on will book their pictures through the
Mutual Exchange in Washington.
Percy Visits New York
W. L. Percy, prominently identified with
the work of the Atlanta Board of Review
of Motion Pictures, and a member of the
National Advisory Committee of the National Board of Review of Motion Pictures,
was in New York for a few days last week.
Another Star for Triangle
Service Flag
M. S. Houston, superintendent of the
laboratories at the Triangle Culver City
studios, has resigned his post and left for
New York, where he will attend the school
of military cinematography at the University of Columbia, thus adding another star
to the Triangle service flag.
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''DarkClouds
Dispersed"-Greene
" In the manufacturing field everything
W ork for All. Plenty of ^loney, Emis being speeded up and factories are atbargoes Raised, Better Weather,
tempting to work twenty-four hours a day.
All Have Helped, Says Lasky
For every hour that has been lost in the
Managing Director
past few months, two will be made up in
THAT the darkest clouds have now
the near future. There is no problem of
rolled away so far as exhibitors are
unemployment but rather a shortage of
concerned and that business generally
men, and the wage scale is the highest the
throughout the country is now moving forcountry has every known.
ward with an added impetus with the
" There is no scarcity of money, and the
breaking up of the severe Winter, is the
limitations of food and clothing are patriotic ones. Conservation of food is asked
opinion expressed by Walter E. Greene,
managing director of the Famous Playersby the government in order that our soldiers may be fed and our allies assisted.
Lasky Corporation, in charge of the distribution department.
This means that every pound of foodstuff
■■ The passing of ' heatless days ' and the will find a ready sale at good prices.
abnormally cold weather which has gripped
" This all means a boom for moving picthe country throughout the entire Winter
tures, for it has been clearly established
for centuries that amusement is essential
has already brought about a reaction," says
to the well being of the human race, and
Mr. Greene, " and the rapidity with which
business has increased after being relieved
the
photoplay
of the deterrent factors is added proof of
tainment.isUnder the
the favorite
strain of ofthe allwarenterand
its rock-ribbed foundation and its resiliforced industrial conditions, the motion
ency.
picture is the safety valve for an over" The next few months promise to be the
wrought people, who can conserve their
banner season as compared with similar
health and happiness with its pleasant and
periods in the past. The more reassuring
diverting entertainment.
view of the crisis in Europe, the success" The exhibitor's province in these times
ful landing of countless American troops,
is that of a keeper of a house of good
as announced by the Secretary' of War, and
cheer. Notwithstanding the fact that a
the prospect that the conflict may be terman has his pockets filled with money, if
minated this year, as well as the loosening
he is tired out from long hours of overup of railroad congestion and the rescission
work, and is worrying about a son or a
of embargoes in connection with the ad- brother ' over there ' the funereal mien of
vent of milder weather will benefit the
the manager of a morgue-like theatre will
entire world of amusements, and the monot prove inviting."
tion picture in particular.
" The maintenance of a high price for
Cuts Instead of Raises
wheat, and the prediction that it will be
C. E. Cams of the Strand theatre, Sioux
increased slightly, as well as the unprecedented demand for farm products, is spellCitj^ la., is reported to have cut his theatre admission charge from 15 to 5 cents.
ing prosperity for the farmers.

United

Settles

Plans to Put Thirty Branch Managers
to Work in March — All Department Heads Secured — Office
Advantages
THE United Picture Theatres of America, Inc., has now completed its headquarters organization and has moved into
the fifth floor of the Mecca Building, where
it has embarked on a campaign of lining
up the motion picture exhibitors of the
country to buy film co-operatively. All the
flepartment heads have been secured, it is
>aid. Thirty branch managers are expect< d to get to work between March 4 and
March 11, and the sales forces will probably all be out on the road by March 18.
As soon as alterations now making in the
offices are completed the exhibitors of the
F.ast will be invited, it is said, to a housewarming and opemng reception.
\ feature of the plan is to make the exhibitor member easy and comfortable on
his visits to book films.
The head of United Pictures is Lee A.
Ochs. President of the National league,
and the trea.surcr is I^juis F. Blumcnthal,
with Charles M. Rosenthal as secretary
and Milton M. Goldsmith as general counsel.

Into

Offices

C. R. Seelye announces his intention of
leaving New York on March 6 on a nationwide tour in the course of which he will
organize -the distributing branches of the
co-operative agency. Three days later
President Ochs expects to begin his visits
to all the more important cities, where he
will address exhibitors on the organization's plans and purposes in public meetings
now being specially arranged.
The published appeal of the organization says, in part : " Get together and rid
the industry of staggering expenses and
ruinous extravagances. The time has come
for plain words. Unless this plan of concerted operations be adopted, the business
of motion picture exhibition faces the direst and blackest disaster in the history of
commercial amusement. War caused twenty-five per cent of the picture theatres of
England and of France to close. Your
houses must cut down expenses, eliminate
middle men, buying co-operatively and
carefully, or many of them will go into the
hands of the receiver. Co-operation cannot proceed from the producers or distributors— that has been tried and failed.
The only true and economical co-operation
is among yourselves — in the exercise of
your united buying power."

-

1

W. R. Rothacker, Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company, Chicago, arrived in
New York last Thursday. Mr. Rothacker
will be in the city for several days. He is
stopping at the Hotel Astor.
Thomas Graham, Ebony Film Corporais in New York in the interesttion,
of hisChicago,
company.
L. J. Pollard, Ebony Film Corporation,
Chicago, arrived in New York last week
on business.
S. Barrett McCormack, manager of the
Circle theatre, Indianapolis, is in New
York on business.
Herman Liebler of the Circle theatre, Indianapolis, isin New York. He is stopping at the Astor.
Phelos

Enjoined

from

Operating House
Melton Phelos, manager of the Strand
and Rialto, two motion picture theatres of
Elyria, O, has been enjoined from operating the latter theatre, as a result of the
differences arising from the recently
formed combine of theatres in that city.
Some time ago, as previously stated in
Motion Picture News, all motion picture
theatres in Elyria formed a combination,
but Phelos stood out against the field. He
claims he has been operating independently,
but the Elyria Theatre Company asserts
that the Rialto is included in the combination, and took recourse to the law to prove
the point. Early last week an injunction
was issued against Phelos, enjoining him
from operating the Rialto. It is said he
refused to turn the house over, and has
been held in contempt of court. In the
meantime, he has instituted a counter-suit,
asking for a restraining order of the injunction.
During the controversy the Rialto is being operated by Manager Bannon, one of
the
parties interested in the Elyria Theatre
Company.

China's Active
Board of
Review
Body

an

China has a volunteer committee, similar
in character to the National Board of Review of Motion Pictures in this country,
which sits at Shanghai and passes upon all
pictures for China. In a letter from S. E.
Hening, executive secretary of the commit e , itis stated that the body is composed of seventy representative Chinese and
foreigners. They receive the hearty support of two leading film agents of Shanghai
and on four afternoons each week a group
sits for two hours reviewing pictures.
Wfiile this committee has not undertaken
to review films specifically for Shanghai,
its recent adverse report regarding a certain well-known American picture showing
the nude was supported by action of the
mnnicipal government.
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What

Kind

of

a

Fellow

Is —

Williams?
He's a Virginian. And,
Being a Glance at the Real Human Side of the Big
WILLIAMS is
JD.
consequently
he likes
• one of those " inMen of the Picture Game
Caught in Action
fried chicken, hominy,
itial " fellows.
By William A, Johnston
corn syrup and poker —
You wouldn't think of
just a li'l' game, you
calling him " James " or
know, among friends. In the latter connection he rises so easily
"Jim," or just plain "Williams.
that his friends call him Mr. Yeast.
If 30U did, people would say:
Oh, yes, you mean ' J. D.
He radiates good humor, does J. D.
Williams."
His greeting is always— and we say this pointedly to future
So, " /. D." he is.
This manner of nickname signifies his democratic prinsubjects in this series: "How are you? Have a cigar."
ciples. You don't have to approach J. D. through his secreThen he generally says: "Sure, I'll be glad to." (Referring
not to yoiir return prol¥er of a cigar but to the request you make.
tary or valet, or by special dispensation of the Church.
You simply ask if he's in ; and a kindly voice is apt to yell out
If you stay and gossip he'll start pretty soon with " When I
over his secretary's head ; " Sure, come on in."
"
D. put Australia
on the motion picture map.
This matter-of-fact appellation also signifies, to X-ray analyists
wasForin J.Australia
He owned and operated there the first continuous theatre.
like ourselves,, a man who is always on the job, a practical cuss,
and a constructive, conscientious worker.
Then he organized Greater J. D. Williams Amusement Company,
which built and organized a chain of big modern houses, afterJ. D. is a Showman.
That's his proper classification.
As
a
Showman,
he's
an
uplooker
and
an
onlooker,
and
a
wideward amalgamated with West's and Spencer's Amalgamated Piclooker.
tures, Ltd.
That is to say,
So J.
D. the
has idea
alhe's an optimist,
ways had
and he looks and
of
a
nation-wide
chain of theatres,
builds ahead; and
he has broad visbooking onoperativethe
coion. The first
He's a plan.born
time we met J. D.
Showman, jum.ping
which was when
the New York
right into
the business from
high
Strand opened and
when W. W. Hodschool,
and
probkinson came out of
ably calling himself
at that time James
the West, and big
Dixon Williams.
theatres and big
photoplays were on
The ness,
show
busiadded years,
the rise, he started
his democracy and
right in telling us
what theatres
cosmopolitanism
would be like a
have simmered him
down
to J. D.
year hence.
He first entered
And every time
he has written us
the Carnival business, revoluting on
since them — from
the Western wheel.
Australia, India,
Pictures caught his
Japan, San Francisco or Chicago,
eye and he catahe always forepulted fromthree
the
wheel into
casted approaching
developments.
picture
theatres
in
Vancouver,
■ B. C,
And he's always
and
then
into
the
about right.
He thinks of,
theatre and exchange business in
and his heart inSeattle.
terest is in, the
He is, we are
bigger development
of films, big houses
born to
advertiser.
pleased
sa}', a
and big chains of
houses.
advertYet
i s i nforg an
Showman
So naturally he
he's the most unasis now where he
suming man, in a
is — general manpersonal way, we
ager of the First
have
-evera met.
He's
quiet,
National Exhibitors Circuit.
modest listener;
The idea was his ;
and he's fair.
and it was such a
When he agrees
good idea that a
with you he says,
lot of big theatre
"Well's that's logmen grasped it immediately.
He's — and this is
J. D. is fair, fat
as fine . a thing as
and forty. Just
we can say of any
'turned forty, by the
man
— lojal ..to his
friends.
way, on Febru■.ary 27."
ical."
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Paul Smith

Coin

for New
Campaign
Renew
National Association and American
piece
moncj'. Association of the Motion
The ofNational
Picture Industry in presenting its brief to
Newspaper Publishers' Association, which Wants Two-cent
Hon. Roy Baker, director of the mint, rePiece, May Join Forces
ferred to the following recommendations,
THE National Association of the Motion
as adopted by its executive committee :
Picture Industry has renewed its cam■' 1. That the public generally would be
paign for a 15-cent coin. The American
greatly benefited by having a coin of this
denomination between the dime and the
Newspaper Publisliers" Association is now
agitating for the issuing of a two-cent
coin and it is not improbable that the na" 2. That the fifteen million daily pational motion picture and newspaper orIrons of the seventeen thousand motion
quarter."theatres in the United States would
ganizations will co-operate in their respecpicture
tive efTorts. Frederick H. Elliott, executive
Ijc greatly convcnicnced by the issuing of
secretary of the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry, is in communicasuch
" 3.a coin."
That it would facilitate the handling
tion with the executive officials of the Amof these millions of motion picture patrons
erican Newspaper Publishers' Association
who are put to great annoyance and inwith a view towards an active co-operation
convenience in crowded theatre lobbies
in this respect.
The recent advance in price of practically
while waiting for change." .
all newspapers of the country to two cents
" 4. That the motion picture patrons in
many localities are obliged to wait in line,
is the cause of the publishers' drive for the
on the sidewalk often during inclement
new coin as a convenience to the public.
weather, owing to delays in making change
The government has produced a two-cent
at the box office, which condition has
piece in the past and a return to this coin
grown
much worse since the advent of the
would really be a re-issuc.
The motion picture interests first
launched the agitation for a 15-cent coin
" 5.tax."
That along with the general trend
war
about a year ago. The war tax has since
towards
increased prices of admission for
the better class of picture entertainment
made the 15-cent piece a practical necessity
in handling crowds quick and satisfactorily.
comes a demand for the new coin. ThouIt is a theatrical proverb that the popular
sands of theatres in the larger cities have
and successful admission price is the one
been forced to raise their price from 10
that can be paid at the ticket office with one
cents to 15 cents."

"Mutt
and
Jeff"
Bud l-'isher. Creator and Producer of
.\nimated Cartoons, Makes Contract with William Fox for
Distribution of His Productions
jV^ UTT and ]efS, famed comedians of
AVA animated cartoons, have become
members of the large and growing family
of William Fox.
This change of home was made during
the present week, with the consent and assistancie of Bud Fisher, the comedians'
creator. Their first appearance under the
new guardianship will take place March 24
and there will be subsequent appearances,
to the extent of about 500 lineal feet, once
each week. Bookings will be handled exclusively through the Fox offices throughout the world.
Under the new arrangement Mutt and
JefT not only will have a new home, but
a greatly extended field of activity. As
newspaper cartoons, they are known from
one end of the country to the other. They
were introduced to the screen more than
two years ago under the auspices of a corporation promoted by Bud Fisher. Now,
they are to have the benefit of a larger
distributing organization— become a regular
feature of the William Fox output along
with Standard Pictures, Fox Special Features and Fox-Lchrman Sunshine Comedies.
There will be no change in the plan of
release or the general style of the pictures,
accordiag to Mr. Fox. and assurance is

Chan
given
that therege
will be no Abod
delays in service
e
in consequence of the new arrangement.
Contract blanks and other detailed information already are at the Fox branch offices
or the home office.
" When Mr. Fox contracted with Bud
Fisher," said Winfield R. Shechan, general
manager of the Fox Film Corporation, " he
paid a premium as an additional inducement
to Mr. Fisher to make Mutt and Jefi cartoons greater and funnier than ever before.
They already are the best cartoons shown
on the screen, having been so established and
recognized throughout the United States,
but under the Fox releasing arrangement
they are to be greater in entertainment and
in laugh-making and box office attraction."
When seen at his office, 729 Seventh avenue, New York City, Mr. Fisher was making preparations for his expected departure.
He confirmed the Fox announcement of the
arrangements for marketing his cartoons
and expressed great satisfaction over it. " I
feel certain now," he said, " that I will not
have to give the slightest consideration
while away to the business management of
my film work. Mr. Fox has arranged matters in such a way that I can confine my
pictures. I consider myself extremely forthought absolutely to the drawing of the
tunate in having concluded a deal with a
concern having such a remarkable distributing organization as that which has been
built up by Mr. Fox."
Mr. Fisher's offices in New York City, it
is understood, will be continued indefinitely.

Feature

N ew s

Gets an

O.K.
" The Finger of Justice," a seven-part
feature production, manufactured by the
Paul Smith Pictures Company, and dealing with the white slave traffic, has been
passed by the National Board of Review.
It will, be remembered that the National
Board announced something over a year
ago that it would not pass on this type of
feature when it was obvious the producer
aimed to cater to the morbidly curious without teaching a lesson. " The Finger of Justice " is the first picture dealing with the
slave traffic to reach the standards set by
the Board subsequent to this ruling. In the
Board's report it was stipulated that the
Rev. Dr. Paul Smith of San Francisco,
should supervise all publicity regarding the
feature. This was to prevent any of the
more sensational exportation of the picture.
Dr. Smith is known as one of those who
exerted all his efforts in the recent vice
crusade in San Francisco and was largely
responsible for the closing of the Barbary
Coast. The story of " The Finger of Justice "is based on data collected in this crusade. Its propaganda, presented in a stirring drama, is directed against the " middle
man " in the white slave traffic.
" Soul of a Vampire " Nears
Completion
" The Soul of a Vampire," Harry
Raver's first American presentation of his
previously announced star, Pina Menichelli,
Italian actress, is nearing completion, Mr.
Raver announces. Mr. Raver says
the lady is young and decidedly pretty, as
her photograph plainly shows. That she
can act like Sarah Bernhardt did when in
her prime, we have Raver's assurance.
Hence, the coming of Vampire Pina, will
be awaited with interest, especially as her
first production portrays a human tigress
with her soul laid bare. Mr. Raver explains, however,, that Miss Menichelli is
not the " Eve " type of vampire, in spite
of her faultless form.
" Miss Menichelli received her training
in
headed by Eleanor Duse,"
Mr. companies
Raver added.
Eltinge

Plans Return to
Pictures
Julian Eltinge, it was announced last
week, has extended his tour in vaudeville
for about four weeks, after which time he
will return to motion pictures. His plans
for the screen are now well under way.
Mr. Eltinge will return to California
when the time comes to begin activities.
W.

H. Exploits Select
Pictures Abroad
H. Winik, acting for W. H. Productions
Company, and Lewis J. Selznick, for Select
Pictures Corporation, signed contracts
March 2 whereby W. H. Productions acquired the exclusive rights to the entire
Select Pictures output for a number of
foreign countries. It is said the deal came
at the close of an all-night conference.
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Service

Bureau

Exhibitors

to

Mobilizes

Advise

NEARLY eight months ago the Motion Picture
News inaugurated the Exhibitors Service Bureau.
We announced that this was to be a real service for,
of and by the exhibitor. We invited the co-operation of
the successful exhibitors for the benefit of those who are
falling by the wayside; we invited those who needed help
and advice to ask for it here.
Before this there had been services that were more or
less genuine, but the moment that a man who was asked
to rent a film heard that the distributor was going to give
him " service " be became suspicious that there was some
trick behind this offer. And more often than not the exhibitor was right. " Service " that does not bring the
exhibitor himself returns is bunk under a pseudonym.
came frankly into the field and told you that
here was a ground untilled, that you had to wake
up to doing better things and that we meant to
devote the greater part of the Motion Picture News to
spurring you along to greater endeavors. We told you
that we had gathered a staff of experts whose business
was to devote their time and their brains to giving you
the service that you needed, without any charge of obligation. We invited the co-operation of the leaders to the
exhibitors.
IVe told you that every item that appeared in this department tvoiild appear on the basis of its zvorth. We told
you that the time had come when no suggestion would he
recommended simply because some manufacturer of filmurged it and that every plan had to pass the acid test
before it appeared in these columns. You had heard such
things before, but you waited to be convinced, you waited
to see whether zve would really condemn things that manufacturers were urging, whether zve zvere really acting in
your behalf. And we were satisfied that we had to prove
ourselves.
WE

LIKE the beginning of all things worth while the beginning was small. Exhibitors hesitated and hung
back. The men we had employed were discouraged
and loafed at their desks, because they had nothing to
do but THINK. But they did think and they thought
for you. And tben the tide began to roll in. We believe
that we proved ourselves Exhibitors came not with one
request, but returned with thanks for what we had done
for them and with more requests and there were none
that were not answered. You got the SERVICE that
was promised you through the columns of the News
and through private correspondence. Those of you who
have asked know that no request has been ignored or
denied..
This department could not have been possible zvitJiout
the co-operation that cam.e from the leading exhibitors
zvho are really DOING THINGS. Once they saw that
this department was really FOR the exhibitor many of
them began to give their time to recounting here the things
that they were doing because they believed that these accounts zvould help the other exhibitors. Never before in
the history of any industry has there been such a genuine
response as has come from the exhibitors to the appeal
of the Motion Picture News.
It has proved that a

All

Leading

Showmen

motion picture magazine that tries to do things will
have the help of men that are doing things.

r. In addition to
furthe
stepstaff
haveof gone
NOW the wework
our aown
of experts we have
invited some twenty of the most prominent exhibitors of the country, men who have shown their interest to become members of the Advisory Board of the
Exhibitors Service. Bureau. These men will contribute
the time necessary to giving their best efforts for the
benefit of the exhibitors of the country. This week announcement ismade of an incomplete list of the members.
There will be some additional names to be announced
later. These men represent all sections of the country ;
they represent brains and energy and progress. They
come to you with unselfish motives, ready to make sachibitor. rifices for your good and the good of your fellow exThese men will not be responsible for matter that appears generally in the Exhibitors Service Bureau unless
it appears under their own signatures, but the columns
of this publication will always be open to them to differ
with any statement that we make, to call us to account
for any lapse, to spur the exhibitors on to better efforts.
The News is going further than to assure you that this
department is being conducted in the interest of the exhibitor alone. We believe that we have proven that, but
we are marching forward. We are now making the department one that to all intents and purpose can be run
by the exhibitors whom we have selected as representative of the industry. And you will note that they are
ALL EXHIBITORS, men whose chief interest is the
prosperity of the showman.

that the co-operation of these men is gobelieve
ing to make this department the greatest field
for the interchange of thought and criticism that
has been established in the history of any industry. They
come into the field ready and vmafraid. They have the
medium for the expression of their ideas. And the department isnot alone open to them but TO YOU. Today zve are getting hundreds and hundreds of letters
every zvcek from the exhibitors. We hope to get hundreds and hundreds more. We have had scores of messages telling us that we have helped the inquirers. We
hope that there will be many times these scores that will
be helped, and we are sure that with the brains that have
been added to this Bureau the result is certain.
Read these statements from the members of the board
in which they tell their views of this idea. Everyone of
these men brings out some striking point that is worth
considering. Not one of them has stepped into this work
merely as a matter of chance. They have considered it
from the point of view of what can be done for the
exhibitors as a whole.
None of the departments now forming a part of the
Exhibitors Service Bureau will be dropped. Rothapfel's
answers, criticism of advertising, articles on exploitation,
suggestions on showmanship, and all of the other features
that have attracted so much attention will be continued.
Mr. Rothapfel has already been contributing his time
WE

Motion
and work to this department, and he will continue to do so.
Tlio Advisory Board means that other leaders among
e\IiiI)ilors \> ill join their edorts.
Tlll.^ Advisory Board means something more than
that there will be contributors to this department.
It means that these men will safeguard the interests of exhibitors. It means that they will come to the
front and tell you when something is being done wrong,
whether you are doing it or whether we are doing it. We
have been giving you SERVICE for months. The
Advisory Board means that there will be behind this
Ser\'iee men who KNOW and jnen who will not hesitate
to say what is what.
Hl-.RK
are the members
of the Advisory Board as so
far announced
:
Samuel L. Rothapfel, Rialto and Rivoli thetres, New York.
Thomas D. Soriero, Park theatre, Boston, and Strand
theatre. Lowell.

P i c t ur e New

s

S. Barret McCormick, Circle theatre, Indianapolis.
Theo. L. Hays, New Garrick theatre, St. Paul.
M. W. McGee, Majestic theatre, Detroit.
E. V. Richards, Jr., General Manager, Saenger Amusement Co., New Orleans.
Ernst Boehringer, Liberty theatre, New Orleans.
F. L. Newman, Royal and Regent theatres, Kansas
City, Mo.
H. M. Thomas, Strand theatre, Omaha.
P. E. Noble, American theatre, Butte, Montana.
George E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress theatre,
Salt Lake.
Sam W. B. Cohn, Liberty theatre, Spokane, Wash.
G. F. Fullerton, Advertising Manager, Greater Theatres Co., Seattle, Wash.
E. J. Myrick, Liberty and Columbia theatre, Portland,
Ore.
Eugene H. Roth, California theatre, San Francisco.
Read ivliat these men have to say in the following

Harold B. Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.
E. Mandlebaum, Loew's Stillman theatre. Cleveland,
Ohio.

pages. It's zvorth your while if you stand for or strive
for progress.
W. A. TOPINSTON.

ALAIO.ST since the start of the Exhibitors Service
I'ureau " Seeing the Rialto with Rothapfel " had
been one of the features of this department and since the opening of the
newer house acounts of the shows at
the Rivoli have been added. These
have supplied^ intimate sidelights on
the two greatest New York houses and
have brought the readers close to them
through the writer's discussion of the
preparations for the presentations
with Mr. Rothapfel. For several
months Mr. Rothapfel has been giving
his time and attention, at a personal
sacrifice to answering inquiries of exhibitors everywhere These departments will all be continued. Mr. Rothapfel in accepting his post on the Advisory Board writes :

vice most of all, as he has only a limited amount of money
to spend, and therefore must use that amount to get the
greatest results. The smaller Exhibitor must be taken
into consideration at all times, for after all, they are the
builders of the larger industries, to whom we must
look in the future."
" The Producer will find that by the co-operation of the
Exhibitor great things can be accomplished both in the
Exchanges and the theatres which will be of advantage to

" I have
request
to join
theneedless
Advisoryto
Board
of thereceived
Motion your
Picturk
News.
It is
say that I consider this a great honor, and I shall be glad
indeed to serve. It is a move in the right direction and
will prove of incalculable benefit not alone to the exhibitor, but also to the manufacturer, the exchange man
and, indeed, to the entire industrv."
HOUGH still in his twenties, Thomas D. Soriero,
manager of the Park theatre, Boston, and the Strand
theatre, Lowell, Mass., recently celebrated his fifteenth anniversary of entrance into the amusement business.
He is a veteran and most competent
to advise. He writes : " In rc])ly
^^^^JH
would ceptstate
that invitation
I am pleased
to acyour kind
to become
a member of your Advisory Board
which you are establishing on the Motion PiCTURK NkWS.
" It is such a Board as this that the
Producer and the Exhibitor have
needed for a great many years, .something that will bring them closer together for their mutual benefit, and make them to understand that to work
for each other's interests is to bring success to both of
them.

T

" The Board would do well to bear in mind that the
smaller Exhibitor is the one who needs the help of its ad-

all concerned."
READERS of the News are familiar with the w'ork on
Harold B. Franklin, manager of Shea's Hippodrome,
Buffalo, for accounts oi the splendid
accomplishments to his credit have
appeared in these columns week after
week. He has one of the handsomest
theatres in the country and knows
what to do with it. In accepting the
post, he says :
" The creation of an advisory board
in connection with the Exhibitor's
Service Department is probably one of
the most progressive steps ever taken
by a trade paper, and shows a sincere
desire to benefit the exhibitor by co-operation and exchange of thought,
" A board such as you propose ought to clearly comprehend the problems of the exhibitor and I shall deem
it an honor to serve on it, and will do all I can through
])ersonal effort to further its interests."

manager
AUM,d, O.,
DELBClevelan
EMAN
known
the bestStillman
is one ofof Loew's
, theater,
men in the entire exhibition end of the
business. His house is one of the
most attractive in the whole country,
splendidly managed and representative of the very best in advertising.
He is also representative of the
First National Exhibitors Circuit in
Ohio.
" I will accept the appointment on
your Advisory
will itendeavor to do my Board
best andand
to give
as
much time and attention as it is possible for me to do," he writes.
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BARRET Mccormick is easily one of the best
known of the exhibitors of the country and his
splendid work is recognized everywhere. He sees excellent residts to
come from the advisory board and
writes us :

"It is -with pleasure that I accept
your invitation to become a member
of the proposed Advisory Board of
Motion Picture News Service Bureau.
" This amal'gamation of thought
and interest in the advance
ment of
the Silent Art, I am sure, is going to
prove one of the most beneficial steps
taken in the industry and I surely congratulate both Mr.
Johnson and yourself for your initiative in creating this
department which will be an open forum where the problems that confront photoplay presentation may be
analyzeis
and studied
for hindividu
benefi't
but
d sure
al of
which
to reflectnottheonly
unselfis
desires
the men
associated with you and which will leave its indelible
mark of progress upon the entire business of entertainment.
" Motion Picture News has ever been the vanguard,
reaching out into the distant, yet ever near,
future, anticipating needs and supplying the answer to problems
when they were immediately required. Often they were
questions that less visionary branches of the business
were prone to disregard, classifying them in the index of
a future not likely to arrive.
" Somehow I have come to consider Motion Picture
News the Periscope of the Industry.
" I will be glad to have you refer any inquiries that
you consider I may be in position to answer
and can assure you of my hearty co-operation and sincere interest."
THEO. L. HAYS, manager
Paul, Minn., is too modest
printed, but he declares that he
movement for the betterment
and adds :

of the New Garrick, St.
to allow his picture to be
will cheerfully join in the
of exhibition conditions,

" There is no question but that a great deal of good to
the exhibitor will result from any plan that invites closer
contact between men who really are trying to do things
and who seek to raise the standard of photoplay presentation."
Mr. Hays's letter of acceptance brings accounts of new
steps forward being taken by the New Garrick. Mr.
Hays is one of the live wires of the kind that whose
advice and criticism can do wonders for the industry in
general.
EV. RICHARDS, JR., general manager of the
• Saenger Amusement Company, with headquarters
in New Orleans and controlling nearly
forty theaters in Arkansas, Texas,
Lotiisiana, Florida and Mississippi, is
one of the big young men of the industry, a most wise exhibitor and a
most frank man. His words and his
advice will be worth while because
they will come straight from the
shoulder. His letter of acceptance is
typical of the energy, the genuineness and the whole-heartedness of the
man, for he says :
" I believe the Motion Picture
News is wide awake and attempting to sincerely develop
a sorely needed department in all trade papers for the

general good of the business and I will gladly accept the
honor you have conferred upon me." We had written
him that no question would be asked him that would embarrass him in business, and he adds : " However, with
reference to inquiries that may embarrass me in business
relations, you may rest assured that you have carte
blanche to go after the whole world under anythini; that
I may tell you, because I live in an atmosphere where
I can always look every man in the eye and tell him to

WHEN
the final acceptances are in there will be
three cities in the country represented by two
members each on the Advisoiy Board.
One of these is New Orleans and the
go to."
second member is Ernst Boehringer,
whose new Liberty theatre will soon
be opened.
He was one of the first
exhibitors in the south and went to
New Orleans after a big success in
Baton Rouge and in the larger city
startled exhibitors by making a wonderful success of a house that had
always been a Jonah. He will soon
have one of the finest houses in the
whole country. He writes :
" Your most welcome letter, outlining a vtry commendable idea in the shape of an advisory board of exhibitors,
mBureau,
connection
with received.
the work of your Exhibitors' Service
has been
I am naturally flattered that you thought of me in
this connection and will be pleased to serve you. We will
gladly submit whatever we feel may be of interest in our
publicity and. will try to be constructively critical in our
expressions of the work of your department and of other
showmen."
MW.

McGEE is known as one of the liveliest exhibitors in the Middle West. He is manager
of the Majestic theatre, Detroit, and is heartily in accord
with all inovements for the welfare of exhibitors. In accepting aposition on the Advisory Board he writes :
" I will be glad to render any service in my power for
the betterment ol exhibitors and the motion picture industry at large. Your Exhibitors' Service Bureau is a
brilliant idea and should prove of the greatest value."
FL. NEWMAN, manager of the Royal and Regent
• theatres, Kansas City, is one of the class of men
who inspired the formation of the Advisory Board. He has wide experience and he has a clear idea of what
the Board seeks to accomplish. And
his voice is one that every power in
the industry heeds. He says in his
letter :
" I feel highl}- complimented that
you have selected me as one of the
members of the Advisory Board for
the Exhibitors Service Bureau. I
will be very glad to serve on the
board. I am sure that it will mean
a great deal to the small exhibitors who are just breaking
into the industry if they will be guided by the comments
of these well known exhibitors.

" In my eleven years' experience, there has
a time when I have gone to New York or any
city, that I have not learned something, and
you just take this illustration; if you give one

never been
other large
after all if
a dollar in
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exchange for another dollar, you have really gained nothing but if you exchange one idea for another one, you
have two ideas and it is these ideas that mean success for
the theatre. If I understand it correctly, the Advisoiy
Board will mean that you want each member to write
you from time to time the experiences they are having
and the different ideas that we may be using in our theatres and the different obstacles that may come up from
time to time."

THOMAS, secretary and manager of the
HM.
• Strand theatre, Omaha Company, Omaha, which
is now operating the Strand and which will soon open
the splendid new Liberty, is in heart accord with the idea
and believes that it is an original plan which will help the
whole industry. He says :
" I have your favor with reference to forming an Advisory Board to your Exhibitors' Service Bureau, and I
think the idea is a very excellent one, indeed.
" Personally, I am free to admit that I secure any number of ideas from this department, and this is the first
thing I turn to in the News.
" If I can be of any help to you in swapping ideas, I
will only be too glad to do my part, feeling sure that I
will receive far more valuable pointers than I am able to
give.; .
" I wish you all the success in the world in your new
undertaking, which is surely original and hound to he
of wonderful help to the industry at large."
PE.
NOBLE, manager of the American theatre,
, Butte, Montana, is known under the nickname of
" No Bull " as the result of his earnest
w'ork in that city where he has estab^
lished a very high grade of motion pic^^WBl
ture exhibition. He is the sort of a
manager
with " getis up
and to
git put
" in new
him
and
his example
bound
k

" pep " in other showmen.
He says :
"I wish to thank you sincerely for
•^'"'e honor in placing me on your Ad-

^H^^^^H' ' visory
Hats familiar
off to you."
with Mr.
are already
You Board.
^^^^^HH
j^a^.
Noble by the many accounts of his
work that have appeared in these
column- i roni linic to time.
SAM W. B. COHN, manager of the Liberty theatre, is
making them sit up and take notice in Spokane,
Wash., in the midst of the live wires
of the west coast. He believes that the
.\dvisory Board will accomplish much
and he gives his reasons for that
opinion :
" It is with much pleasure that I accept the honor you confer upon me in
(ffering me a place upon your recently
< rcated ' Advisory Board ' and I sin' erely trust that my experience in the
business of motion pictures, may, in
the future, prove of some benefit to
those who have more recently joined
the exhibitor's ranks.
" I holieve your tentative plans will work out to he
' the hig idea ' of the industry for 1918 and managers
everywljere will -iircly appreciate the meaning of this
new «leparturr.

News

Publicity and exploitation as applied to the moving
picture business has long been a favorite study of mine
and as an cxhil)itor I welcome this new^ opportvmity of
gathering fresh material."
GEORGE

E. CARPENTER is manager of the Paramount-Express theatre. Salt Lake City He has had
wade experience in the industry and before taking this
post was publicity manager for one of the exchanges in
Salt Lake. He is constantly doing things out of the
ordinary in that breezy way of his. Every letter of his
breathes something of the spirit of the West and his acceptance comes in the same vein :
" I certainly am blushing right up to the roots of my
hair over the honor. A fellow swells up somewhat when
he is asked to travel in the company of Rothapfel, et al.
As a member of your Exhibitor Service Advisory Board
I will be somewhat of a frost, but shoot."
GF.
FULLERTON is advertising manager for the
• Greater Theatres Company, Seattle, which controls the Coliseum, Liberty and Mission. He is known
all over the industry as " Hundred Per Cent Fullerton "
because of the splendid results that he has accomplished
with the newspapers. His advice will be worth a great
(leal to the exhibitors of the country. He is modest, and
direct to the point in his acceptance :
" I will be glad to serve on your Advisory Board, but
frankly believe there are many others more qualified to
give advice. Now, just what is it that you wish me to

ATMOSPHERE of the West Coast where exhibitors
are really doing this worth while seems to inspire
briefand of
to directness One
the managers
the
ness in their statements.
men who has scored a success beyond
do?"
all question and who stands in the
very front rank of showmen, is E. J.
Myrick, who manages the Liberty and
the Columbia theatres, Portland, Ore.,
for Jessen and Von Herberg.
Mr. Myrick is always pulling live
wire methods and always attracting
the public through new means. He is
i: '
ready to help and wants to help right
away, for he wires us :
" I will be glad to serve on your Advisory Board. Wire
instructions."
DELAY in the mails from the Pacific coast, which is
responsible for failure to have full statements from
some of the members of the board who have accepted
and from one or two whose names will appear later, is
responsible for the failui'e to receive the letter from
I'AJgene I-ioth. manager of the splendid California theatre, San Francisco, but in answer to our telegram he
sent this in.spiring message :
" I am writing you today my acceptance to serve as a
member of your Advisory Board. 1 fully concur that
llie idea is splendid and this hoard should prove of
much importance to the trade in all its hranches.
1 sincerely trust that those whom you have honored will
co-operate with your efforts to the fullest extent."
A few other names will appear, and further announcement will be made next week.
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BOX

not
Blue Blazes Rawdon (Wm. S. Hart— Art.)— " Type " ofBestplayacting
suitable for Hart — too rough." (Average business.)
(Averhorseback."
on
him
prefer
audiences
my
but
Hart has done,
age business.) " Business fell off on this — not Hart's best." (Big
two days, average two days). " Hart is a sure bet." (Extra big
business.)
— " A mystery
First Nat'l Production)
Empty Pockets (Brenon —(Poor
business.) " Most unusual story,
without a mystery."
play
strong appeal." (Big business.)
Headin'
business.)(Fairbanks— Art.) — " Full of Fairbanks " pep."
big South
(Extra
— Paramount) — " Good picture." (Big
Hidden Pearls
business.)
" Star(Hayakawa
not as good as usual." (Average business.)
" Another feather in the Jap's cap." (Big business.)
Huck and Tom (Jack Pickford)— " Excellent picture." (Big
business.)

Jack Spurlock, Prodigal (Geo. Walsh — Fox)—" Not a typical
Walsh subject, star big drawing card." (Big business.)
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii |||||,||||,,,||,,|||||,|||,||||||||||||||||{|||||{||||||||||||||iniii||iiniiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniii^
TITLE, STAR. AND BRAND
AVENGING TRAIL (Harold Lockwood— Met.) .

E.

Big
N. S.
Ave. Ave. Ave.

Big
W.

BARGAIN, THE (Wm. S. Hart Re-issue— W. H. Prod.) . Extra Extra

Extra

BEAUTIFUL MRS. REYNOLDS, THE (Elvidge-Black
weU— World)
Poor
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
BECAUSE OF A WOMAN (Belle Bennett— Tri.)
Big Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
BETTY TAKES A HAND (Olive Thomas— Tri.)
Ave. Ave. Ave.
BLIND ADVENTURE, THE (Edw. Earle— Vit.)
Big
Big Ave.
BLUE JEANS (Viola Dana— Metro)
Ave.
Big Big
BROADWAY LOVE (Dorothy Phillips— Blue)
Ave. Ave. Ave.
BROWN OF HARVARD (Tom Moore— K.E.S.E.)

Big
Ave.

Big
Ave.
Ave.

Big Extra
Big
Big Big
Big

CINDERELLA MAN, THE (Mae Marsh— Gold.)

CLEOPATRA993 (Theda
Bara— Fox)
CONVICT
(Mrs. Castle—
Pathe)
CUPID'S ROUND-UP (Tom Mix— Fox).

Ave.
Ave.

Big
Big
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.

DAUGHTER OF DESTINY (Madame Petrova— First Nat.)

Big

Big
DAUGHTER OF THE GODS (Annette KeUermann
Fox St.)
DAYBREAK (EmUy Stevens— Met.)
DODGING A MILLION (Mabel Normand— Gold.) . . .

EYES OF MYSTERY, THE (Edith Storey— Mut.) ,
FACE VALUE (Mae Murray— Blue.)
FIELDS OF HONOR (Mae Marsh— Gold.)
FIGHTING GRIN, THE (Franklyn Famum— Blue
FLAMES OF CHANCE (Margery Wilson— Tri.) . .

Big
Extra Extra
Big
Big Big
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Big

Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Poor Poor Poor
Poor Ave. Ave. Poor
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.

OFFICE

REPORTS

Keys of the Righteous (Enid Bennett— Paramount) — " Title killed
business.)
it."
(Poor business.) " This type of story not popular." (Average
The Marionettes (Clara Kimball Young — Select) — "Splendid; a
few
more subjects like this and C. K. Y. will come back." (Extra
big business.)
The Moral Law (Gladys Brockwell — Fox) — " Poor photography;
subject will not please." (Poor business.)
Our— but
Littlepublic
Wife will
(Madge
Kennedy them.
— Goldwyn)
" Comedy
dramadoes—
good
not support
Star —very
goad, but
not draw." (Average business.)
ness.)
The Thing We Love (Wallace Reid — Paramount — " Cheap and obvious; two-thirds conversation and one-third cut-backs." (Poor busiA Weaver of Dreams (Viola Dana — Metro)- ■" Star popular — picture good." (Big business.)

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
"Very pleasing play." "Good picture, beautiful scenes, good photography —
Lockwood a drawing card." "Unsuited to star." "Too rough, not up to
"standard." "Fair." "People like this star dressed up." "Would please
average audience; star always good." "Excellent, but fight's a farce."
"Went over as good as any Hart we have ever played." "Excellent Hart picture."
"Charged 20c. and broke previous house record held by Chaplin" (Wj. "Broke
all Hart records" (E.).
"Very ordinary." "Not up to usual standard of this pair."
"A good show." "Pleasing picture, but would stand more trimming." "Good
but too long for story." "Pleased, but a little too long." "Very good."
"Very good." "Not great, but pleasing." "This star is dependable; fair story."
"Audience liked it."
"Above average program release." "Good picture, very good business." "Satisliked ithero.k."
"Viola Danafactory, at
best, great — good picture but didn't get any money with
it" (N.). "One of their best pictures, great drawing card" (W.). "Dana always
good" (S.). "Will go over if advertised big — the picture is there" (E.). "Booked for week, closed on Wednesday night" (W.). "Big business" (N.).
"Dorothy Phillips is gaining friends fast here" (S.).
"Good
welV liked"
"Very"Great!
acceptable
subject,
little different"
(E.).picture
"First— class
picture"(S.).
(N.).
Opened
on a a Wednesday
and
held over for a full week run" (N.). "Very satisfactory" (N.).
"Kind that pleases all." "Best Marsh release." "A very good picture." "Best
Goldwyn
since 'Polly.'"Excellence
" "Great—
we want
like this."
best
so far." "Great."
of this
picturemorebrought
added "Goldwyn's
business second
day, though star not popular yet." "We want more of this kind, everybody
liked it." "This should give Mae Marsh a start here — lots of favorable comment." (For further comment, see issue of Feb. 9.)
"Advanced prices on this — 50c., 95c. and $1.00 — week run" (N.).
"Picture good for a convict story, and photography fine."
"Some swell picture — Tom Mix great." "Dandy title, clever work of star,
too. Nice picture." "Very good program picture." "Customers ate it
"Very good, though too little action, no punch, — however, is the best she has
ever appeared in" (W.). "Simply terrible" (E.). " 'Petrova's best,' was the
comment of my audience" (W.). "Fair drawing card" (E.). "Scenery and
costumes unexcelled" (E.). "Did not appeal to all, but decidedly better than
recent Petrovas." "Money wasted." "Some good points, but on whole disappointing; supporting cast and production good." "Drawing power due to
popularity of star" (S.).
"Broke all records" (S.). "Good box-office attraction, could boost it big — it's well
worth it." "A big production, great box-office attraction — but no better Kellerman picture than Neptune's Daughter." "Return date broke all records" (W.).
"Good
story awellgem."
carried"Star
with not
a good
climax."
good,story,
star liked."
"Goodpicture,
—up."
the song
popular
here.""Very
"Good
strong
cast,
good
photography."
"Good
picture."
"Good,
but
padded
too
much."
"Not even interesting."
"Something different, and they liked it." "Another feather in Goldwyn's cap."
"Only an average pictm'e." "Normand fits role well, fine story." "Should
make more of this kind." "Very pleasing picture, star has 'come back,' elaborately produced" (N.). "Very good" (N.). "Can't understand why they
wouldn't come in, but pleased few that saw it" (W.). "The kind they all like;
Mabel tion"sure
(W.). a beauty" (N.). "Did not draw; good picture, strong opposi"Good picture" (S.). "Very good, lots of punch" (W.). "Dandy star, some of
her best work in this" (N.).
"Good, Mae Murray well liked" (W.).
"Morbid, uninteresting" (S.). "Fine, very well liked by '400' class" (E.). "A
disappointment here" (E.). "Not populai- subject" (E.). "Star good, but
story poor"
(W.). "Verystandard."
good picture,
star notforpopular
here" (E.).
"Below
Bluebird-Farnum
"Poorbut picture
Bluebird."
"Good picture — pleased."
~ —-
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TITLE, STAR, AND BRAND
FLARE-UP SAL iDorothy Dalton— Para.;

E.
Big
Big
Ave.

Big
Big
Big
N.

Ave. Ave.
Big

GERMAN CURSE IN RUSSIA (Pathe)
GHOSTS OF YESTERDAY (Norma Talmadge— Sel.) .
HEART OF ROMANCE, THE (June Caprice— Fox)
HEART S REVENGE, A (Sonia Markova— Fox)
HIRED MAN, THE Chas. Ray— Para.)
HIS ROBE OF HONOR »H. B. Walthall— Paralta) . . .
HONEYMOON. THE iConst. Talmadge— Sel.)
HOPPER, THE Wm. V. Mong -Tri.) . . . .
I LOVE YOU Alma Reubens ~Tri.)
IMPOSTOR, THE (Ann Murdock— Mut.) .
IN BAD (WiUiam Russell— Mut.)
INNOCENT
Fannie Ward— Pathe).
INTOLERANCE iGriffith Sp. Prod.).

S.
Big
Ave.

Big
Ave. Poor Poor
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big
Big
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Big Big
Ave. Ave.
Big Big Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Poor Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big Big Big
Extra Extra

JACK SPURLOCK, PRODIGAL (Geo. Walsh— Fox
JULES OF THE STRONG HEART (Geo. Beban— Para.) Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Big
KINGDOM OF LOVE, THE (Jewel Carmen— Fox).
Big Big
Big Big
Big Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
LEARNIN' OF JIM BENTON (Roy Stewart— Tri.)
LES MISBRABLES
LIGHT WITHIN, THE i.Mme. Petrova— First National) Ave. Ave. Ave.
LIMOUSINE LIFE (Olive Thomas— Triangle)
LOADED DICE (Frank Keenan— Pathe)
Big
Ave.
MADAME JEALOUSY (PauUne Frederick —Para. )... . Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big Big
Big Ave.
MADAM WHO? (Bessie Barriscale— Paralta)
Ave.
MAN ABOVE THE LAW (Jack Richardson— Tri.)
MAN'S MAN, A (Warren Kerrigan— Paralta)

Poor
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave
Ave.
Big
Extra

Ave.
Ave.
Big
Big
Poor
Ave.
Big
Ave.

Ave.
Big
Ave.
Big Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big

Ave.
MARIONETTES, THE (C. K. Young— Sel.)
Ave. Ave.
MENACE, THE (C. Griffith, E. Overton— Vita.)
Big
Ave.
Ave.
MOTHER'S SIN, A (Earle WilHams— Vita.)
Big Ave.
Ave.
MRS. DANE-S DEFENSE (Pauline Frederick —Para. ). .
Big Big
MY LITTLB BOY (EUa HaU— Blue.)

Big
W.
Big

Ave.
Ave.

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Ave. Ave.
Big

Big

MY UNMARRIED WIFE (Carmel Myers— Blue.) .
Ave. Ave.

NAN OF MUSIC MOUNTAIN (WaUace Reid— Para.).
NEW YORK LUCK (William Ruasell— Mut.).
OTHER MAN, THE (Harry Morey— Vita.)
OTHER WOMAN, THE 'Peggy Hyland — Pathe J .
OUR LITTLE WIFE (Madge Keimedy— Gold.) . ,

Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Poor
Big
Big

PETTICOAT PILOT, A (Vivian Martin— Para.) . .

Ave.
Big

PRICE OF A GOOD TIME (JeweU Production).
Big
PRIDE OF NEW YORK, THE (Geo. Wal«h— Foxj

RAFFLES (John Barrymore— State Rights)
Met.).

Big

Big
Big Ave.
Big Ave.
Extra Extra
Big

Big

Big

Big

Big
Big

Motion

Picture

News

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
"Big feature, big business" (N.). "Dalton fine in this; Ince style direction shows to
advantage" (E.). "A bit rough for Paramount" (S.). "Star liked; Miss Dalton
will make good in any theatre." "Ordinary" (E.). "Not up to standard" (S.).
'Very good of its kind." "Fair." "Timely, went over very well."
'Star well liked." "Star better than ever — corking good production." "Another
pleasing Talmadge production." "Fine picture; Norma Talmadge not yet
very well known here" (W.). "Excellent production, fine business all week" (W.).
'A"Nothing
very poorto picture,
beingto updrawto any
Fox business."
standard." "Very ordinary."
this one."far from
"Failed
'Good picture, poor draw." "Poor production." "Some liked it, only fair
business." "Just an ordinary picture."
"Very
good picture"
(N.). "Great
'em again"
(S.). "Excellent"
(W.).— very good" (E.), "Kind that will bring
"Too
heavy"
(W.).
"Walthall's
nobody
like him,
I think;
more like this and he will surely acting
make wonderful
good, but —title
too much
like costume
play"
(S.).
"Too
much
court
and
parlor
stuff
—
give
Walthall
a
real
part
like
'The Little Colonel' (N.). "Fair picture" (W.).
"Very pleasing picture, clever direction." "Not as good as Scandal." "Good
picture."
"Story
very pleasing
""Good picture
— pleasing"
(W.).— didn't draw, but her next picture will" (W.).
'"Good picture, poor title."
"Picture was extra good" (S.). "Fine picture" (W.). "Somepicture — bestyet" (N.).
"Very aspoor
"Not
good production."
as some of his others" (E.). "Very good, big business; can always
count on Russell" (E.). ""Fair picture" (W.).
"Started off with a bang, should have run it a week, best Pathe we ever had —
photography too dark, everything else o.k." (E.). "Fannie looks ten years
younger than other pictures; clean, nice picture --patrons liked it." "Excellent, a real picture." ""Ward is there, with the right stuff." ""This in my
estimation is all that has been claimed for it" (W.).
""Best ever made" (W.). '"Had to keep open till 1.30 A.M. opening night to
accommodate the large crowd." "Greatest of all motion picture spectacles"
(N.). get
"Surethe went
over (S.).
big here" (E.). "Impressed, but over heads here;
didn't
money"
"Star makes this go big; Sat. Post story not so great, but brought in many new
"Beban's best." "A fine picture but he does not draw here" (S.). "Extra good"
(N.). attraction"
"Pleased, one
his best."
"Excellent."
"Good
(S.).of "Does
not draw"
(E.). "No drawing card" (W.).
"Fair business, good picture." "Poor title, stereotyped dance-hall-girl-parson
faces."
story." "Seemed to please everyone" (W.). "Picture and star enjoyed by
our patrons" (E.). "Same old dance hall" (N.). "Fair picture; did big business under substituted Klondyke title" (W.).
"A good Western drama." "Poor production." "Good picture if Hart had
played title role." "Average picture."
"Easily Farnum's greatest; fine direction, sure box-office." "Great story, great
"Can't see this one (no pun intended); not kind of story for Petrova" (N.).
"Appeals
to the ladies — but not so much to men" (N.).
production."
"Keenan's
work great; not popular type story. However, ought to have done
better; didn't
comments
"People
know good."
what to think of this; expected something quite different.
Why don't they give Frederick a real play?" (E.). "Frederick fine, picture
disappointed" (N.). "More like this and 'Nay, nay, Pauline' " (S.). "My
people do not like allegory" (W.).
"Very good picture, well liked — just a little too long" (N.). "Very good Barriscale" (E.). "Good production; Paraltas could cut subjects to advantage;
five reels enough" (S.). "Fine picture, good story, fine photography — but war
pictures not wanted" (N.).
"Good picture, pleased — 50-50 on comments."
"Our patrons said this was the best picture we ever had in the house" (S.).
"Very fine production" (W.). "Went over very big" (N.). "Kerrigan's best
production." "Well liked, better second day" (N.). "Excellent picture."
"Pleased,
but didhasnoteverhavehad"box-office
"Best
Kerrigan
(S.). drawing power; his next one will" (E.).
"Very wonderful." "Good picture." "Fair business, nothing extra."
"'Good picture — both are going to make stars." ""Fair production" (N.). ""Excellent picture, but no pull" (W.).
"Not up to standard, but star got it over."
"Very good." "Excellent picture, but hardly a show for the tired business man."
"Good production; story did not register." "Very good picture, but expected
more from Pauline." "Unsatisfactory ending — leading man not popular
here." Frederick needs something more suited to her former stunning work."
"VeryChristmas
good." picture, pleased everyone." "One of the best Bluebird ha*
"Fine
made."
"Everyone"Beautiful,
satisfied, splendid
went over big in high class locality."
"Fine feature."
very wellcast,
liked."
"Equal to any $150.00 picture I ever played — just great" (N.). "Good program
picture — big business" (E.). "Good, clean drama with nice touches of comedy
running all the way through it" (W.). "Fine" (N.). "Excellent, pleased
everybody" (E.).
"Good." "In a dress suit would make a bigger hit." "Very good." "Exciting
Western with very pleasing effects." "Great picture." "Extra good show" (W.).
"Star and play both good." "Good Western, Reid well liked." "Not a good
"Very
picture." "This star always pleases." "Very good." "Clever
story good
for Reid."
stuff, picture,
well done."
"Good
Morey popular" (E.).
"They liked this" (N.). "Excellent picture" (N.). "Very attractive picture
and star" (E.). '"Fair, that's all" (N.).
"Snappy
comedy,
Madge thepopular"
whole show.
star" (E.).
"This star
is becoming
(S.). Nice
"Poorpicture,
story, clever
Madgelittle
Kennedy
the
whole show. Star unknown here" (E.). "Poor business; this style of show
does not get the money for us" (N.).
"Star becoming popular." "Martin is gaining; a few more like this, please."
"Kind of story this star should have." "Very pleasing" (S.). "Scored heavily '
(W.). "Excellent" (W.).
"Very excellent" (W.). "Pleased everybody, but not easy to get them in" (W.).
"Fine production, title makes some people stay away, gets others in" (E.).
""Classy; wonderful production." ""One of the best pictures of the season,
full of heart interest, with a good moral."
"This is a dandy." "Great favorite here." "Ran close second to Fairbanki
'Reaching for Moon.
Fast gaining in popularity in all our houses." "Great
show." ""Star always pleases." "Picture full of punch." "Fine picture, lots
of 'kick'." "Very good picture." "Geo. Walsh is Fox's best star." "Walsh
at his best, good as any Fairbanks."
"Great picture, one of the best of its kind ever seen here" (E.). "First class;
big; better than expected even" (N.).
"Bushman and Bayne are coming back strong." "Very good picture." "Good
— good business getter." "Classy picture, mighty good entertainment."
"Bushman's best." "Good picture, well liked, stars are drawing better" (W.).
"Very good picture."
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TITLE, STAR, AND BRAND

RIMROCK JONES (Wallace Reid— Para.)

Big

Big

Big

Big
S.

W.

N.

Big
Ave Big
Big
Big Ave.
Big Big
Big
Big
Big
Big Big

J

Big

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE

"Rest of the show saved the day for this one." "Ordinary." "They liked Reid."
"Good star, fair picture." "This star is new at this theatre, better second
ROSE OF THE WORLD (Elsie Ferguson— Art.)
"Her
day best
thanpicture
first." so far, my people say." "Good star, poor story." "Too much
art, too little behind it; does not hang together to hold interest, somehow."
"Away above average. Al product" (N.j. "Photography good, picture
Big
poor" (W.). "Beautiful production, well acted, star always satisfies" (E.).
SON OF DEMOCRACY (Chapin— Para)
"Good patriotic feature for variety program; first chapter went big" (N.).
"Bringing many new faces into my house — good stuff for high class house" (W.).
SONG OF SONGS (Elsie Ferguson— Para.)
"This star coming; big advertising possibilities in this one, though far from a
Ave.
SPIRIT OF '17 (Jack Pickford— Para.)
"Very
pleasing, big business" (S.). "Mawkish and obvious" (W.). "Tom
knockout."
Sawyer
helped this star, good business" (W.). "Very fair." "Jack a comer,
Big
not
much
picture, but timely." "Fair picture — fair biz."
Big "Lockwood always
SQUARE DECEIVER, THE (Harold Lockwood— Met.) . Big Big
draws." "Much better than average." "Good picture."
"Very pleasing picture." "Production good, star a good card." "Lockwood
at his best." "Very good." "Well liked." "Good picture, didn't draw."
"Excellent, like Lockwood in this kind." "Good picture." "AH enjoyed this
play." "Excellent comedy drama, good second day business." "Very good
picture."
"Kind that brings 'em back."
STELLA MARIS (Mary Pickford— Art.) .
"Pickford
proves herself
an actress"
picture,
almost
too
much dependent
on fineto beacting,
however,(E.).
not "Wonderful
a story people
can get
excited
over" (S.). "Too morbid for my people" (W.). "Certainly great work for
this star,
last one."
has
ever
done some
from ancontrast
artistic with
standpoint
— as a "Splendid
box-office picture,
attractionbest
did Mary
not come
anywhere near 'Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm.' " "Mary will never do
better,
story"One
peculiar;
one will help
star'sbutdrawing
powerenough
for next
picture."
of hersurely
best."this"Splendid
picture,
not strong
for
two
weeks*
run."
"Mary
has
never
equalled
this
one."
"Double
exposure
Ave.
Ave.
stuff
marvellous."
"Thought
it
great,
but
our
Pickford
biz
is
slipping"
(VJ.).
Ave.
STOLEN HONOR (Virginia Pearson— Fox) . . .
"Good story, poor photography." "Average picture." "Only fair pictxire —
good star wasted." "Ve y ordinary picture." "Good picture but terrible
photography, impossible to read titles." "Attractive cast, big business, ordiAve.
Ave. Ave. Extre Extra
Ave. "Excellent." "Interest well sustained."
Extra
STRONG WAY, THE (June Elvidge -World)
Extra
THAIS (Mary Garden— Gold.)
"Record naryforpicture."
the house — wonderful production, remarkable achievement even
for Goldwyn" (S.). "Big business, but not as good second day" (W.). "Well
Big
liked,
big
business
at advanced prices." "Wonderful — went over some of
Big
Big Big
their heads" (E.). "A knockout" (S.). "Pleased some, others thought it
rotten; costume stuff don't please here— extraordinary business" (N.).
"Weather awful — business great" (S.). "Story not liked" (S.). "Did not
please but drew tremendous business." "Excellent." "Big business, but did
not
please average fan." "Not liked by our audience." "A very good picture."
Big
"Went over big on name, many adverse comments." "Sure got the money."
TOM SAWYER (Jack Pickford— Para.).
"Bully
picture, had us guessing to handle the crowds." "Excellent — pleased
Big
Big
greatly." "The kind we need more of — play it." "Everybody liked this
picture." "Great— a winner." "Intend to repeat this one, when weather
gets warmer, and believe will set record." "Great picture." "His best —
pleased greatly." "Very fine; this kind of subject will put Jack Pickford on
the top."
Ave.
Ave. "Fair
UNDER SUSPICION (Bushman-Bayne— Metro.)
picture.""One of the best we have had recently, very fine."
Ave. Ave. Ave.
UNEASY MONEY (Taylor Holmes— K.E.S.E.)
"High
class comedy, our patrons enjoyed it." "Seems to strike a popular cnoi
— good picture."
"Verystargoodhurtpicture."
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Excellent."
UNTIL THEY GET ME (Pauline Hart— Tri.)
"Unknown
the picture." "Good picture, but cuau c
draw." "Good." "Pleased — star not known."
UP OR DOWN (Geo. Hernandei— Tri.)
"Very
poor
picture"
(N.).
"Fair,
that's
(N.).(W.)."Fair production" (W.)
"Rotten" (W.). "Entertaining comedy all"
drama"
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Fine
VOLUNTEER, THE (Madge Evans— World)
picture." "Not real big drawing card, but one of the most pleasing to
Big
date." "Not attractive for downtown house; kiddie picture." "Great picture
for houses running World — Madge Evans not liked here."
WIDOW'S MIGHT, THE (Julian Eltiuge— Para.) ... . Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Very
good best
picture."
excellentbusiness
novelty."
of hisimprovbest."
"Eltinge
in this so"Clean,
far." "Better
than "Fine,
last one,oneEltinge
ing as draw." "Stories of this star too much alike" (E.).
Big.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
WILD STRAIN, THE (Shipman, Whitman— Vita.) .. . Ave. Ave.
"A fine picture, no star to draw." "Slow at beginning — as a whole fine." "ExBig Big
Big Ave.
Ave.
WINDING TRAIL, THE (Viola Dana— Met.)
cellent production."
"Star growing
more popular with each release" (S.). "Not liked" (E.). "Very
pretty
picture"
(W.). "Good business this" (S.). "Fair — did not make hit
Big
with our audience" (N.). "Very unusual picture, peculiar ending. Good" (W.).
"Very
fine,
excellent
plot, Dana's work great." "Good Western setting
Big
Big
picture." "Better than the average Metro."
WOLVES OF THE RAIL (Wm. S. Hart— Art.)
"Would have broken record but for blizzard" (W.). "Good as Hart has done
lately, railroad stuff splendid." "Hart 'fans' seemed to like this one." "Hart
as the bandit — 'nuf sed." "Very good Hart subject." "Excellent." "Fire
Ave.
Ave.
chief camped on our trail during entire showing — enough said."
WOMAN AND WIFE (Alice Brady— Sel.)
Ave. "Star
a goodgoodfavorite"
"A very
picture"(S.).
(N.). "Enough, to say— 'Up to Select standard' " (S.).
Ave. Ave.
WORLD FOR SALE, THE (Blackton— Para.)
"A very funny picture to make out, poor drawing card" (E.). "Not much
picture for Blackton" (S.).
Ave.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUUIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII^
FLASHBACKS
These

Did Their Bit " Above Average Last JVeek
Auction Block (Goldwyn Rex Beach Special) — " Great."
Italian Battle Front (State Rights) — " Wonderful production."
Broadway Arizona (Olive Thomas — Triangle) — " Satisfaction to
Little Patriot (Marie Osborne — Pathe) — " A real show for any
record 3 shows Sunday, held up three days — she is clever."
Car
of
Chance
(Franklyn
Farnum
—
Bluebird)
—
"
Many
liked
him
high-class
.Modern house."
Musketeer (Fairbanks — Artcraft) — " Best thing Fairbanks
better in this than Fairbanks."
has done with Artcraft."
Come Through (Jewel Special Production) — " Best ever, will reOne
Hour
(Foursquare) — " Wonderfully good."
well —shown
liked —here."
Rawlinson popular." " Fine suspense
drama." peat."" "Drew
Best ever
Pay Me (Jewell Special Production) — " Gripping and plenty of
For Liberty (Gladys • Brockwell — Fox) — "Went over big, drew
big business."
Redemption (Evelyn Nesbit — State Rights) — " Good drawing atof Allah
Rights)
Got the ofcrowd
all right, some
traction and patrons all pleased."
notGarden
satisfied,
others (State
thought
fine.— "Outside
the sandstorm
subaction."
Son of His Father (Charles Ray — Paramount) — " Made a hit."
ject drags."
Gift o' Gab (Jack Gardner — Perfection) — " Extra good."
(State
Rights)
yet." "One
the
bestTheof Whip
its kind
I ever
had —• in"Big
my biz."
house —"Best
big drawing
card — ofmany
Her Silent Sacrifice (Alice Brady — Select) — " Good — extra big
thrills and exciting situations."
business, week run."
Idle Wives (Universal Special Production)- ■" Wonderful for highZeppelin's Last Raid (U. S. Exh. B. Corp.) — " Fine picture, extra
class audiences."
big business."
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in pictures to wade
WITH the number that
How
Omaha
Boosts Pictures
through it, but you are
marked tlic inaunot beginning to reach
guration of the ExhibiSunday
the number that you
tors Service Bureau we
Issues Show Evidence of Seeking to Give
could bring into your
discussed in these pages
Interesting News as Well as
theatre and certainly you
the methods of arousing
are
not arousing any new
the advance interest in
"Readers"
interest.
pictures. One of the conSo when this week we turn to study newspaper and advertising
clusions that \vc readied was that the greatest way that this
conditions in Omaha we are pleased to find evidence that the
could be done was through the co-operation of the newspapers.
\Vc are opposed to the plan of actually advertising a picture far papers there, to a greater or less degree, are making an effort to
in advance for the reason that we believe it kills your current
co-operate with the exhibitors by printing matter of real interest,
business building news and that the larger theatres are supporting
attraction and that, as we have said to you many times in these
columns, you should sell your today show first.
the papers with advertising.
There is one thing that the average exhibitor rarely takes into
But if you and the other theatres of your community arcconsideration. After all the only thing that a newspaper has to
patronizing your newspapers as you should, and your papers
sell is advertising, and circulation is income making just in the
are intelligently co-operating with you this is comparatively easy.
ratio that it increases the advertising rates. Therefore in making
These days with the thousands of motion picture fans a great
its plans a newspaper cannot figure on occasional or spasmodic
percentage of the readers of newspapers are interested in motion
picture NEWS. They want to read little stories about the stars,
displays, but must count on an average general expenditure.
Therefore it is important that the motion picture theatres shall
to hear of their activities, to hear in advance of the pictures
that they are working on, in other words to have the gossip
hi' regular in their advertising before they can expect the newsfrom the other side of the celluloid.
papers to regularly devote a department to them. We ourselves
Last week we spoke of the fact that a great many exhibitors
feel that most papers are not giving the attention to mption pictures that the public interest merits, but after all the business
did not think that they were getting helpful publicity unless each
clcrhent has to enter into the consideration here as in everything
little paragraph mentioned the name of their particular theatre.
else.
That is the sorriest mistake that was ever made. Every time
Now let us look at the situation in Omaha. ■ In 1910 it had a
the star that regularly plays at your house is mentioned in the
census population of 124,096. It is in a prosperous section with
newspapers of your home town it helps you, and the paper thai
regularly prints news of this sort is doing more real good for
considerable territory for its appeal. When we take the newsyou than if, in a couple of columns, of short items about plays
paper situation there we find a state of affairs that exists in few
cities. There are three newspapers, the Bee, the News and the
and players your theatre's name were repeated a hundred times.
In one case the people will read the matter with interest. In
World-Herald. Both the Bee and the World-Herald get out both
morning and afternoon editions, but they are not really separate
the other they will see that it is rank free advertising and ignore
it.
papers, for though the first page is always changed a considerable
There are lots of exhibitors who will laugh at this statement,
portion of the body of the morning paper is carried through the
but let us tell you that the more you encourage the papers of afternoon edition. That applies to the motion picture news matter
your town to run real photoplay departments, to print the news of and the motion picture advertising. We have illustrated this on
the picture world without regard to the immediate benefit on
the opposite pages. The two right hand reproductions in the
any particular picture that you may have, the more you are in- center row are from the morning and evening editions of the Bee,
for the same day. It will be noted that both the motion picture
suring your future and the more you are building up your business day after day. We called attention last week to the fact
advertising, the motion picture reading notices, the cartoon and
some of the news matter is the same in both editions. Therethat the average exliibitor was satisfied if his newspaper gave
fore to all intents the two editions of the Bee and the Worldhim a gradiose reading notice about his production and let it go
[Icrald can be regarded as single papers. The News is exclusively
at that. He believes that the newspaper has done its full duty
an afternoon paper on week days. All three issue Sunday editions.
Ijy him and, presumably, by the public. We do not think so and
conversely we do think that the average newspaper, even in this
There are now twenty-seven motion picture houses in Omaha.
Of these 15 advertise regularly on Sunday in one or more of the
time of the high cost of print paper, is willing to do its full duty
papers, and four use space now and then, while seven feel that
if the exhibitors will get together and intelligently point out what
they can get along without advertising at all. Nine of them
they want and evidence their financial support Ijy their advertising.
use display matter, that is in the regular news part of the paper,
on weekdays while seven others advertise in the classified section
One purpose of this series of articles is to encourage the newspapers to get out better photoplay departments, and at the same
more popularly known as " want ads." And let us say here that
while advertising in the classified section appeals to some theatres
time to urge the exhibitors to encourage the papers that are trying
liecause it is cheaper and does some good, twice as much spent
to do this, by liberal advertising, not alone for the value of the
in running a small ad together with the other theatres would
display itself, but for the business building news matter tliat the
newspaper will carry.
do four limes as much good. Yet, in contradiction of that,
Consider this point. Suppose you picked up your paper day
we'll admit that in the days when we conducted a motion picture
department there was one exhibitor who had managed to get a
after day and read glorifying articles about Bill Jones and that
contract with the classified page and refused to leave there to
you knew that this matter was being printed merely because Bill
join the other theatres on the ground that he was satisfied where
was spending a certain amount of money with the paper each day. lie
was.
You'd pretty soon stop wasting your time reading about Mr.
In the first place let us say that in the city the size of Omaha
Jones. And suppose, to carry it further, that you knew a certain
page of the newspaper was devoted to this sort of stuff. You'd
we do not believe that there is a theatre that could not afi^ord to
advertise regularly every day even if they used only five agate
be pretty apt to skip the page. Now this may be a rather farlines, just enough to give the name of the house, the title of the
fetched comparison with the motion picture department that
carries only reading matter for the advertiser and carries it in picture and the name of the star. No matter whether your house
any old shape that the exliibitor sends it in. Of course there
is a neighborhood affair or not, there are lots and lots of people
(Continued on page 1571)
is a certain percentage of the people who are enough interested
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Putting the ''CO'' in Newspaper Co-operation in Omaha
What the three dailies of this city do for motion picture theatres. At top Sunday and two daily pages from the Times-H erald. In the
center and at the loiver left Sunday page and three daily pages from The Bee, and the Sunday and daily advertising of the News. See
'
story opposite for analysis.
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Seeing

the

Rialto

SUNDAY was some busy day for the
writer of these articles, and if it was
liiisy for us what must it have been for
Rothapfcl. We told you that he had shown
new wonders when he decided to operate
the Rivoli in addition to the Rialto, but his
wi>rk was lightened a little bit by the fact
that tiie Rialto opened on Sundays and the
Rivoli on Mondays. But late last week it
was decided to yield to the general demand
of Xew York audiences that new bills start
on Sunday and open both houses on the
same da\-.
So the first gala performance started at
the Rialto at 2.15 and at 3 Mr. Rothapfcl
jumped over to the Rivoli to start things
yi)ing there. Of course the show at the
Riaho was just well started at that time,
and one might expect the rest of it would
not run smoothly without the master hand.
lUit it did, for the simple reason that the
wonderful example that Rothapfcl has set
and the splendid organization that he has
built up is able to carry through his ideas.
I f nothing else is pointed out by this week's
article, the point of organization is one to
be considered — it means everything with
ihe Rialto and the Rivoli, for the work that
icas done at the two houses could not have
been accomplished without perfect esprit de
corps, in all that the expression means.
And it could have been accomplished by
no one without that almost inexhaustible
energy- of Rothapfcl. This double opening
means that he has to have his meals served
in his office on Sundays and that he has to
keep going back and forth between the two
houses whenever some defect arises so that
he may adjust it. .^nd through the telephone he keeps close watch on both houses,
always wide awake, almost — looking for
trouble, wc started to say. The e.vhibitor
icho is content to put his show on and let it
run could learn a great many reasons for
his lack of success by watching Rothapfcl
il work without even seeing the prescnta'ions thai resulted.
Because news of the change of opening
ilatc of the Rivoli was received after this
department had been laid out, and because
last week's show at the Rivoli is reviewed
on page 1576, wc have to compress the two
openings this week into the space usuall\
'iccupied by the Rialto.
The feature at the Rialto this week is
George Beban in "One More American,"
:ii)d it got more applause than almost any
"thcr fivc-rtelcr that wc have seen put on
there, largely because of the setting that
ih'^ whole bill gave it. For the musical
numbers through the presentation are purely Italian. That gave the bill the atmosphere, the motif, of which we have so often
spoken. It simply surrounds the picture, a
remarkably human filled with the whole
-pirit of Italian life and brings the apprcI iation of the finer points closer home.
" Capriccio Italicn." by
ky, is
Dr. Ricscnfeld
the overture, and thoughTschaikows
also had to attend to leading the chief numlicrs at the opening of both houses, he was
in fine form and the interpretation brought

wi

great applause. The dome is in blue and
the proscenium arch in gold for this number, with the orchestra flooded with red
light. Carryins* out the effect still further,
the side panels show scenes in Venice.
For the second installment of pictures of
Yellowstone Park, two numbers of the
W'oodland suite are played, and this is followed by Annie Rosmer singing the bird
song
from
" I Pagliacci."
Rialto Animated,
as well as that at the
Rivoli, opens with an editorial requesting
the audience not to talk, especially during
the presentation, especially the musical
numbers, and at both houses it got an appreciative hand. This and the pictures of
opening the Hog Island shipyard are
shown with "Guard of Honor" march and
arc followed pictures of rolling mills
turning out shipbuilding material, for which
a one-step was played. This is followed by
a clever animated cartoon on keeping temperature at 68 degrees to save coal, and
"What Kind of an American Are You?"
accompanied it. A light ballet is played with
pictures of the Denishawn dancers. Then
come two little inserts that were cleverly
put together, pictures of the dog show, and
then one of the "Animal Friends" series,
pictures of a group of performing do;js at
work. Fairbanks's rodeo and a new mailcatching device for trains are showai with
" Wild and Woollj'," and then comes a
clever Hi Maj'cr cartoon, "At Palm Beach,"
with " By the Sea." Clay modeling pictures
of Mother's Liberty Loan were most effective. First the figure of the mother is
shown, which works into a baby, that of a
young boy, then a young man, and finally a
soldier. It got great applause. Recruits at
Camp Logan going about their strenuous
training
displayedcloses
to " with
This an
is theeffective
Life,"
and
the are
Animated
cartoon showing democracy crushing out
the Kaiser in the form of a dragon trying
to take the whole world in his grasp.
Just before the feature M. Desire La
.Salle effecti\-ely sang the prologue from " 1

TfirCRE is a genuine treat of old time
music arranged by Managing Director
Harold Edel at the Strand this week. One
novelty is appearance of the Strand ladies'
quartette, which sings " My Old Kentucky
Home," " Carry Mc Back to Old Virginy " and " Old Folks at Home." With
this the set showing a river and a Greek
temple is used. John Finnegan sings
" Come Back to Erin " and for good
measure adds " I'm Falling in Love With
Sonic One," from " J<Jaughty Marietta.'!
"Carmen of the Klondike," this week's
feature, is a very strong drama and is
made particularly effective by the snowstorm effects which were used on the side

Picture

News

Pagliacci," while the effective lighting with
the center of the dome in dark red, with
blue around it, and the proscenium arch in
red. After the feature the Rialto chorus
made
hit with
" Funiculi — Funnicala,"
anothera big
Italian
composition.
Happiness is the motif of the bill at the
Rivoli this week. The feature. Jack Pickford and Robert Gordon in " Huck and
Tom," radiates with humor, and .the same
oncan the
be bill,
said of almost every other num"Ber
Rivoli's overture is " Southern Rhapsody," and for the first time since we have
been writing these articles the overture is
played with the full white-lighting effect.
" Making of a Plotless Picture " is a clever
Robert Bruce-Educational with many beautiful shots and it is shown with the third
number of Schubert's Symphony.
Then follows Miss Flelena i\Iorrill singing "Kiss Me Again," from " Mile. Modiste," which is artistically rendered in the
garden scene.
Rivoli's first Animated picture is demonstration of the Browning gun shown to
"Guard of Honor" march, followed by
New York's eighty-four-mile gale, for
which a one-step is used. Studies in astronomy prove most interesting, and Herbert's
" .Air de Ballet " is used and pictures of
naval aviators followed with " Jack Tar "
march. " Birds of Prey," including eagles
and owls, brought many laughs, and for it
"Spirit of the Ogres" is used and then
pictures of General Garibaldi, shown to
" Garibaldi March " for a big hand. The
Animated closes with a big burst of enthusiasm with Pathe silhouette pictures of
King Albert reviewing the Belgian troops.
The first bar of " Brabissonc '' is used, and
then " March Lorraine."
This patriotic setting follows quite perfectly into Greek Evans and the Rivoli male ^
chorus singing " Over There," while the
setting is New York Harbor and the Statue
of Liberty, One may imagine how much
applause it gets, especially after the pictures
of the heroic Belgians, Following the feature, which delights the audience, " Three
Little Maids from School" is sung most
effectively. The three singers are in costuine and a Japanese setting is used. A
Metro Drew coinedy winds up this exceedingly happy bill.

panels just as the rain effects were employed last week.
After the overture, " Die Meistersinger,"
the Strand Topical opens with ParamountBray pictures of the motorcycle in the
war, the Kiladea volcano and an interesting picture showing the torpedo in
action. The remainder of the weekly is
Hearst-Pathe, These are the tests of the
Browning gun, naval aeronauts and then
the powerful
to King Albert mentioned under tribute
the Rialto,
Except for the volcano pictures in the
Topical there is no scenic this week and
the comedy is " The Matinee Girl," one
of the James Mont.gomery Flagg series.
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Sinking lobby effects used by the Star theatre, Everett, Wash., on the showing of " The
Honor System." Note the zvay in which the lobby ivas turned into a prison corridor.
This theatre is using painted sets similar to this on all productions and the management
finds it most profitable.

How

Omaha
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Are

Showing

Co-operation

{Continued from page 1568)
who, it they know that one of the papers
carries a real directory of the picture theajtres, will look there for the attractions
daily, and a lot of people will go to the
neighborhood house who won't walk
around to find what is there or who won't
preserve a program for that purpose.
And a permanent motion picture directory
so carried is a good circulation builder and
circulation holder for any paper.
The directory style of advertising is
valuable to the smaller theatre and the
neighborhood house. For the larger
downtown house we believe that the best
advertising is the sort that while it has
an individuality of its own different from
day to day, we except that in such cases
as New York and Boston and other cities
where there are a large number of papers
to be used and where the rate is high, preventing the theatres from using more than
a few lines of space.
One thing that we like about the advertising of the larger theatres of Omaha and
that is, especially in the Sunday papers,
they use different styles of advertising in
the different papers. This is true of the
Strand and the Sun, particularly. Another
thing that we like about these two theatres is that they do not confine their adverising to a Sunday splurge, but that
they break out during the week with large
space when they have a new picture which
they believe is worth going too strong.
For instance, in the upper right hand of
the reproduced pages from the World-

With

Exhibitors

Herald there is a large ad of the Sun theatre which appears in the Sunday issue
announcing George- Walsh in "Jack Spurlock, Prodigal." Similarly in the two
pages from the morning and evening
editions of the Bee, the Tuesday of the
same week, there is one of the big advertisements of the Sun on Douglas Fairbanks in " The Good Bad Man." Strand
theatre follows the same policy, evidently
using the largest copy during the week
as is shown by one of the pages from the
Bee reproduced at the left of the lower
row. Here almost two full columns are
used. Most of the Strand theatre advertising is unique and many of the specimens have been reproduced from time to
time under " Your Idea and Ours."
Now let's take a look at what the theatres are doing and what the papers are
doing in the way of co-operation. At the
top of the jage of reproductions are three
pages from the World-Herald, the one at
the left being the Sunday motion picture
page. Let us interrupt to say that the
Omaha papers overcome one criticism that
we had to make in the case of Sah Lake
City. They carry regular layouts on the
attractions for the week. There is nothing that looks more sloppy than a bunch
of individual cuts, especially if they carry
the lettered brand names or emblems that
so many of the producers are insistent
upon putting on their matter and which
no paper that really tries to be of the best
will print. They are bad enough for the
small daily and the country weekly, but

still some of the producers seem to think
there is no reason why they should not
be allowed to smear their trademark all
through the news section of a motion pic- '
ture departme
nt because they can get away
with it in some few instances.
Headed " Screen Stars " and carrying a
layout of players who will be seen
at the
local theatres during the week, the WorldHerald starts out to supply a motion picture page, but falls
by including
extraneous matters anddown
cuts that have no
reference to pictures. This mav be an
exceptional case, but any department of
any paper that starts out to be someth
and then stops before it gets there is ing
not
getting the best results. This paper devotes a separate head to the attractions
at the local houses and then prints quite
a few little stories about plays and plavers, the sort of reading matter that
constructive. Six regular motion pictureis
houses and one that shows both pictures
and vaudeville are presented in the advertising. During the week it carries display ads from five regular picture houses
and the combination house. The reading
matter given in the daily paper consists of
short paragraphs for each house printed
m agate, and, in the editions before us,
buried at the bottom of the page.
The News, the Sunday page of which
IS shown in the center of the lower row
has an attractive layout to the eve. Only
three large theatres and one neighborhood
house use the News, yet three use larger
space here than in the other Sunday
papers. The main portion of the Sunday
page IS devoted to the attractions for the
week and the remainder to short stories
about the players. During the week, so
tar as we can see the News devotes
matter to the pictures. The portion no
of
the column w^e have indicated in the page
at the lower right-hand corner, is devoted
to the legitimate houses. Four picture
theatres and the combination house
use
this paper regularly, although' the Sun is
not represented in the issue reproduced.
The Bee seems to have the bulge on
the advertising, and certainlv it makes far
the best showing in the wav of co-operation with the exhibitor. The Sunday page
which is shown at the left of the center
row is a real page and something
ought to interest the fans and yet itthatis
the sort of page that any newspaper can
give its readers if it will and the exhibitors will encourage it to do so. Twelve
motion picture houses and 'the combination house use space in the Sunday issue
reproduced. Both the Sun and the Strand
use smaller space in this paper and in the
World-Herald on Sunday than they do in
the News, preferring to use larger space
in these two papers through the week.
The Bee starts its page off with a layout on the stars and then leads the page
with a news story and follows this with
reading notices for the local houses. Under the heading, "Exposures," a considerable part of the page is devoted to little news items about the stars and about
coming productions, without mentioning
the names of the theatres at which they
will be seen. This is interesting fan food.
(Continued on page 1577)
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ESPECIALLY in cities where the newspapers insist on jamming all of the
advertising on one page, it is very difficult to attract attention to a particular
display. However, the Park theatre, Boston, solves this problem intelligently. All
P/teSEfJTS A BILL OF
eXCCL LE^JT EAJTefrrAWMEAfT.

Sf^ff-'Of-tL MCC£5i Of THE 3rAO£.
/rr» rk/-acr-3<>S>
K'^A fCf J/K ^CCEJS/l'E Mf/V7N3.
EOTH
STORBT
^^mAMETRO WbWDERPUkYPlVOOUCnOM ^
c'.&\0tNEHTlE«l[WRtt5VWB0NY

of the displays for this theatre are especially designed, and the same design is not
used in more than two newspapers.
In the first place, they are so designed
that there will be a white space entirely
around the display, thus setting it of?.
Again, the name of the theatre is always
displayed stronger than anything else, and
then there is a word from Manager Soriero
concerning the bill, little sentences that are
looked forward to with interest by the
discriminating patrons of Boston.
Double bills are largely the custom in
Boston, which explains two pictures being displayed with almost ecjual prominence. This is a splendid style to adopt
for advertising in cities where there are
many newspapers, where space is expensive and where individuality is necessary.
The display is two columns wide and four
and one-half inches deep.
Nothing daunts the exhibitor who has
the glint of confidence in his eye.

1? DOUGLAS

IF jou think that you have a good deal
to say about a picture and that you
ought to say it, here's the way to do it.
The display is that of the Valentine theatre, Toledo, O.
The unless
ad. asfirst
reproduced
the
story
you know doesn't
that thetellspace
used was six columns wide by fourteen
inches deep, which, of course, made it the
dominating thing on the page. Note
further that the designer has used two
sets to rules to emphasize the white space
and that he has made the main announcement of the star and the title in such big
ately.
tj'pe that it strikes one in the eye immediNow we have commented adversely on
box effects, but in this case they are used
as they should be used — to cut off separate ideas. They at once give notice that
they do not refer to the main feature, that
they are separate announcements.
Remember that the circus may get away
zvith the florid style of advertising, for
the reason that the circus comes but once
atheyear,
he inin business
samehutoldyou've
stand got:
everyto day
the year. at
CLEVELAND, OHIO, is one of the
homes of good newspaper advertising. Wc are constantly printing reproductions of displays of some of the houses
there The one this week is that of the
Metropolitan, which always used the discorners. tinctive border with the letter " M " in the
Here there is an excellent employment
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by its advertising. And it is just as proper
that should be the case as that the clothes
a man wears should leave an impression
of the man's character.
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of the Ben Day background effect and a
half tone. The star is properly brought
out and the comedy is given the relatively
proper prominence. There is one thing
especially to which we would call your attention and that is the artistic lettering
that is used in reference to the orchestra.
It has a clas.sy effect and it gimes the
reader immediately the impression that
there is tone to the theatre itself. A lot of
managers do not appreciate that in the
minds of a consideraljle part of the public the character of a house is determined

WITHthinktheof question,
do you
this?" the" What
advertisement
reproduced below is sent to us. We feel
sure that it was not sent by the man who
designed it. Briefly, what we think is, that
it is a very bad piece of work from every
angle and that the only slightly redeeming thing about it is that the designer has
Riven a few lines more space to the Sunday announcement than to any of the
others. This display would have made a
fair house program. It is the sort of advertising that has no place in a newspaper,
with the possible exception of the case
where the only organ available is a
weekly.
We have many inquiries from exhibitors who are changing daily wanting to
know how they can extend their runs and
how they can get the people to their theatres oftener. Not only does the Rialto,
Jacksonville, Fla., give the whole program
for the week, inviting the people to take
their pick as to WHICH show they will
see, but it advertises the Friday show as
" the best bet of the week." It is almost
equivalent to telling folk to stay away
the rest of the time. Such advertising is
more like a fruit stand display than intelligent exploitation.
ahead.
zvillKeef)
take going
care of
itself. A pos.nble collision
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formed from a striking scene from the
picture, which tells more to arouse the
curiosity of the public than all the highflown descriptive matter that the manager
could dig out of the press books. First,
the cut attracts the eye and that centers
the reader's attention on the display and
the name of the star and the title, which
through the black and white effect are
brought out so prominently that they come
in with the first sweep of the eye. Then
the fact that the play is from the Rupert
Hughes book is dropped in as a minor
statement, with the announcement of the
comedy broken into the border in a way
that guarantees it being seen.
And how much better is the small type

TWO DAYS
TODAY

Anybody can smile in fair weather, hut
the guy who can wade through the mud
and rain and still grin is the fellow who
is likely to get there first.
AN

excellent combination of cut and
type is represented in the display of
the Palace theatre, Wichita, Kan., on
" Ghosts of Yesterday." There has been
a fine sense of values evidenced in this
layout.
The main part of the advertisement is

«y Daaiil
K funoui
Uory —Craham
A famau*Phiilit«iAclion,
Alitfat
ina|ni&c*Dt
bumor,
pathoi —nature.
Aproduction
wDnderfui aideon faiunan

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
MARY PICKFORD
la tlie Cr«al«it Triumph of Her Remu-lubic C«rcer
of SunnybroQk
Farm"
In"Rebecca
wtich fin.'
tha iounnrtal
DoucUl
Wigatory arn channlora
a*«i,lo.live nfandICatabroatha.
Speciil Two.D*y Fenture— TOTO THE CLOWN
You i«« at] Ibe b««t Amotion
Colonial Pielurea
Pricna at the Colonial, at
Aftcmoona,Saturday
5c; Erenin^
Raicr.ed _
Matineca,5-IO-t5c
5-IOc
Lcad>ne Star. — Leadinf Playa— 4.eadinc Theatre

business, may know, which feature do you
suppose that the ordinary reader would
suppose the upper center cut illustrated?
There is not a single one of the cuts used
that display that could not refer to at
least two of the features. Even the Mary
Pickford cut at the bottom might be taken
in connection with the Pauline Frederick
announcement.
Good advertising is the sort that convinces the reader that what you are offering him today is what he ought to
have. When you make too many announcements you confuse him, but when
you convert the whole thing into a puzzle
you have gone the limit in bewilderment.

Reberl C. Brim

HERE is one of the best advertisements
that we have seen in many a day,
and it is from the Liberty theatre, Portland, Ore. The main portion of the display is in hand work with a cut out of
Charles Ray made from one of the newspaper stills. The heavy lines representing
the fence bring new attention to the figure
of Ray. We are just a little doubtful if
the design wouldn't have been even more
striking if the drawing of the calf had
been left out.
Of course, the main announcement is
left to the pictures, together with the name
of the star and the title. But for those
who want to know a little more about
what the picture is about there is a catchy
line below the cut that appeals. " In cahoots with a good time " is a phrase that
will bring a smile and that will be conlike other things it doesn't
want to vincing,
be but overworked.

COLONIAL
-CENTRAL AVENUE-Albany's Strand

A theatre is known by the patronage
thai it KEEPS.

IN -==V^=
GHOSrSmERDAY
From the Play **Two Women"
By Rupert Hughe<
t'HELP,
HELP,
POLICE"
With Eth.el Lynne.
, He; Evenings, 17c. War Tax.Jjicludea.
announcement of the prices than something likefamiliar
" Positively
No Raise
the old
legend
that in
no Prices,"
longer
convinces anyone.
Convince yourself that you are "IT"
by making yourself " IT."
WHEN we got through looking at this
display we hunted for the announcement of the first, second and third prizes
for the reader who would guess what it
was all about. It is the work of the Colonial theatre, Albany, N. Y.
Not only does it violate all good advertising rules about selling today's show
first, but it is so confusing that one would
have to have an intimate acquaintance with
the stars to know what picture referred to
what announcement. While you and we,
because the motion picture industry is our

WE have had
occasions toof comment onseveral
the advertising
the
Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee, because the
designer of these displays undertakes to
try to say too much. Of course, liberal
space is used — six inches across seven
columns, and at the top of the page, a
commanding position — but still mere space
does not give any excuse for the crowded
effect.
But for one thing, here is a good advertisement. The thing that keeps it from
being a hundred per cent creation is the
repetition of the fact that " Woman and
Wife" is taken from the story of "Jane
Eyre." Why not say a thing just once,
but say it so convincingly that it wins
its way home. This display would have
been improved if the space under the cut
of Alice Brady had been devoted to telling something about her. The box at the
right of the display is good and will aid
in bringing business.
BUTTERFLY
ALiGE|RADY
Charlotte Bronte's Immortal
JANE EYRE

Motion
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Mr. Rothapjel Will Answer Here any Questions Regarding Problems in Exhibition. The Only
Conditions Are That the Questions Must Not Bear on the Merits of Particular Pictures or Services and That They Must Come Through the NEWS. Address Your Inquiries " ROTHAPFEL
ADVICE, EXHIBITORS' SERVICE BUREAU, MOTION PICTURE NEWS."
XLV — I understand that conditions in New York and conditions m a of view the best show in the world is as poor as the worst if
town like this, a lumber millinK center of 12,000, are very different. I am
changinfT my bill every niglit, and of course the main object is to get as
nobody knows it is being given. If you can't afford much printed'
publicity in the shape of posters, hand-bills, newspaper notices,
many
different
house aasmistake
often asbypossible
week.a show?
Don't
you think
that people
I wouldintobe mymaking
giving each
too long
etc., get your friends to talk your show up among the people.
And
wouldn't
the
ideal
bill
for
me
be
a
feature
and
a
comedy
or
a
news
reel or a serial, making not over seven reels at the outside? People go to
It doesn't cost much to buy a pot of paint and some large sheets
bed
here,shows
and after
ten evening.
o'clock my\Vhat
placewould
is deserted
so I ascannot
put
of paper, and to get some one with a little artistic ability to
two early
two-hour
into the
you suggest
the ideal
bill for me, and how can I so vary this bill as to seem to be giving the
make very neat and attractive posters containing a brief message
people something different. — CYPRESS.
from you and announcing j'our program and ideas. Put them
YOUR condition is one fraught with difficuhies and I am going
in the windows of every town store. Tack them up in the postto give you advice which may pro\ e dangerous. You must
office, and outside the bank, and in the railroad station — even if
it is eleven miles away. Get the whole vicinity talking about you
use your own head in accepting it. It is dangerous to tell anyone
to rush a picture, hut 12^ or 13 minutes per reel may give better
and your show. Don't be afraid. You say you're not a qidtter in
results than 15. This is true in most cases, but of course there
your letter. Prove it.
are exceptions.
But you must have some valid foundation for your advertising.
Get features that will appeal to the people in the neighborhood.
If you use serials, try a good scenic, a topical, and either one or
two reel features. Small stuff is popular. But you MUST give
Don't go above the heads of your people, and certainly don't gotwo shows, and give them attractively. One show, unless your
below them. As a general thing, avoid the grewsomc, the sensahouse is very large, cannot be profitable. Remember that shows
tional, the melodramatic, the very serious, and choose the lights
the clean, the whimsical, the human, for your features. I see
lasting longer than two hours rarely prove a success.
you have a normal school.' Get into touch with the faculty. If
XLVIseats
— We240have
about most
5,000ofandthe notime.
competition.
can, ask some of the most influential teachers to help you in
house
and a ispopulation
pretty wellof filled
The music,Ouris you
the selection of your programs, saying that their experience makes
furnished by an automatic instrument, and I have been thinking of putting
in instead a small orchestra of three or four musicians. Do you think the
them qualified to judge what is good. If you are the least bit
music would be superior to the piano and would you advise me to make
diplonoatic you may still have your own way while appearing to
the
change? If so, what instrument would you suggest? — NORTH.-£)AROLIXA.
let them have their finger in the pie. As for your program, make
it full of life and snap. Educational subjects will probably go
IAM glad you are trying to improve your music. A small
good.
Show a feature, a weekly, a scenic (I will say something
orchestra is decidedlj' to be preferred over an automatic piano.
of music a little further on) and a comedy. Get some interesting
A violin, piano and an organ is the best combination of three
animal studies. People like them. Use your judgment. Of
instruments. A violin, piano and 'cello is very good. For a very
small house with lots of comedy pictures, a violin, piano and
course the people have learned " to demand more."
drum will prove effective. I certainly do advise you to make
Improve your projection. If your screen is as you say, "very
poor," you must contrive or get a better one. Really all you
the change. But of course you must let ever3'body know you are
have
to do is to give a flat wall two coats of plaster and top it
going to do so. Advertise that business is so good that you have
with
a
coat of alabastine, bordering the rectangle with red or blue
decided to hire three musicians to furnish music during the piccloth, or, if possible, get a good screen preparation. Why not
tures. Iam glad indeed that you are trying to make your show
buy a screen? There are several good ones on the market which
better. Keep trj'ing. That's the way to get ahead.
you might purchase on the installment plan. There is no excuse
for poor projection. You might even get a projection machine
XLVII — What would you do if you were in my place? Six months ago
I bought this theatre which consists of an old store room made over into
on the installment plan.
an alleged theatre. There is no foyer or any place for display or advertising. Thereiniswith
onlythea back
medium-sized
corner
glass
the prevent
daily papers
are " yelling
economy,"
don't stuff
see
window filled
of the office
and door,
booth.a large
There plate
is a small
howEven
theyifcan
your success
if you only
put theI right
office and projection room above it, a side exit door and plain alabastine
across
and
advertise
it.
Why
not
see
the
editors
of
the
near-by
walls. The floor is level and I have only 200 chairs. The machine is old
but in good order and the screen very poor. The player piano and two
papers and talk things over in a very diplomatic way and ask
hundred records are beyond words.
for a little publicity. Be ready to favor them in any way possible.
Power for making the light is generated by a gas engine and dynamo
across
the street
opened
eightinyears
I don't believe the papers arc specifically urging economy in the
ago, when
all youfromhadtheto show.
do was'Theto theatre
open thewasdoor
and about
let them
and
open
and let
them This
out. isButa since
time town
the people
gottento direction of amusement activities. It's pretty general propaganda,
wise the
and door
demand
more.
small,that
genteel
with have
nothing
and it ought not to trouble you.
draw from but a nonnal school and the resident population. I am trying
to give tlic people a high grade show for 10 and 15 cents. The business
and records which are " beyond words,"
had run down until the last night the owners showed to an audience of as Asyouforputthatit,player-piano
I would advise you to sell it and get a piano ana
five. I bought it knowing how bad a fix it was. in and what a hard job a pianist, one who has a knack for improvisation and who knows
it would be to bring it up to a standard show house.
Wc are eleven miles from a railroad and have to pay for film delivery.
all the familiar melodies and can adapt his music to the pictures.
The school has a lyceum course, private theatricals, literary folk games
and athletics, all free, so it makes it hard to get a pay crowd when there is // you can't get a piano and a pianist, have no music at all. Make
aomething free at the school.
^
your surroundings so refined, quiet and in good taste that music
I have
been back,
tryingbutto the
run people
a dailyhave
change
beginning to come
to useprogram.
economy,Myandtrade
sinceis all
the is not necessary. I did it at one time, and was very successful.
daily papers have been yelling economy it seems that our people take it too
Improve the appearance of your theatre. Add some home
fcriously.
touches. Think hard. Isn't there some way in which you can
1 simply cannot bear the idea of being thought a quitter. I cannot
afford to do heavy advertising through posters, heralds, etc., and there is make your theatre look more homelike, more comfortable, more
only a weekly paper. I seem to have plenty of friends and no competiattractive? You are a woman. Pretend the theatre is your own
tion except the free shows at the school. But the town is so small and
there is no pay roll for public works or factories and I am rather dis- parlor or sitting room. Don't make it too ornate, but simple ana
couraged. Ireally would like to be able to make a high class show house
comfortable. Be sure you light it. Have lamps— if no power
that would entertain and instruct. Any help that you may give me will
be appreciated. — F. S. J.
use kerosene lamps with pretty shades — something different. Try
some incense — joss sticks or perfume — to prevent the air from
FIRST of all, change the name of the theatre, and let it be genbecoming thick.
erally known that it is entirely under new management. Change
And then when you've done all this, or rather when you are
the appearance of the exterior as much as you can, so that the
about to do it, ADVERTISE. I've discussed advertising in my
new enterprise will lose the associations of the old.
first paragraph above. I now repeat for emphasis, LET THE
PEOPLE KNOW THE IMPROVEMENTS YOU HAVE
Now you simply have to advertise. It doesn't make much difference how you do it, as long as you do let people know that
MADE. Let the knowledge of your shows cover the neighboryou are offering a good entertainment. From a financial point
hood like the dew in summer time. Now go to it.
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Getting

Patronage

Through

This is the ninth of our series of articles, " The Diary of a Successful
Exhibitor," by an exhibitor zvho tells each zveek zuJiat he is doing to develop his
house, the lessons that he learns and the errors that he discovers. If is a frank
discussion of the pleasures and evils of exhibition in a town of 15,000, and the
tips contained here will probably be of value to managers in all sections.
By a Successful Exhibitor
SHORTLY after this first competitor
of mine had been killed oi¥ the managers of the other two houses began to
wake up to themselves and start efforts to
get back some of the business that they had
lost. One of the first evidences that made
its appearance was the free pass, or the
half-priced ticket. Almost every week
the people would be flooded with tickets
that admitted them to see the pictures for
five cents. At first these other theatres
got the crowds and my business felt the
falling off, but I was not worried. I had
not come to the point of losing money,
and I knew that every time my rivals
put on stunts of this sort they were losing.
It had been the custom in my town
before my advent to show the first episode of every serial practically to every
one who wanted to come in. It has been
their theory, and I know that the practice
is even recommended by some of the producers, that the thing the manager wants
to do is to get the public to see the first
episode and that all who saw it will flock
back to the theatre to see the remainder.
I believe that with serials as with any
other class of pictures that this is a mistaken idea and that the showman who
works on any other principle than convincing his patrons that the show he is
giving is worth the price he is charging
.is making a mistake.
As I said, this reduced rate business
hurt me some for the first few weeks
that it was tried, and some of my patrons
asked why the other theatres were able to
give the reduced price and that I could
not do the same thing on occasions. In
every instance I replied that I tried to see
to it that my show was worth the price
that I charged and that I could not afford to lower prices. When they asked
how the other fellows could afford this, I
did not enter into an argument about the
comparative merits of the three theatres
or knock the other fellows. I simply replied that I supposed that they needed the
business. In the opening of these articles
I told you how I made the showings on
my first day absolutely free, but by invitation. That was a real " occasion " ;
there
was
celebrate.'
is a
thing that something
a house canto do
once, andIt only
once. At later times I occasionally invited members of a certain society or organization to see a special picture, but
when I did this I always arranged to show
this picture to them outside my usual
hours for showing. Of course, on account of the way the railroad schedule
was arranged, it often resulted in my having to pay additional rental to get the film
in time for these special showings, but the
way I look at things of this sort is that
it is not a question of a decline in the

profit on that day, but the effect on the
policy of your house.
I have often heard the argument mads
that a motion picture theatre is a business just the same as a store. That is true
to an extent. There are reasons for bargain sales in stores. They are usually
held for the purpose of cleaning up old
stock or over-orders or for the purpose
of raising money. The motion picture
theatre has no old stock to sell, only the
present offering. And the motion picture
theatre that tries to raise money by bargain offers today is just as surely killing
business for tomorrow. The theatre that
is getting people into its house on the
theory that the patrons are getting something for nothing is going to have a
harder time each week getting them, even
if the same ruinous policies are kept up.
I believe that these statements apply
everywhere, but I know that they did apply in my town most strikingly. So when
the other theatres began this reduced price
plan I wasn't in the slightest worried about
how it would turn out in the end, but still
I wasn't collecting any huge profits on my
business and the most of the money I took
ill was going back into the theatre, but I
was interested in watching the present day
developments and so kept a close ej'e on
the business of the two houses. Within
a couple of weeks I could see that the
public itself waited for the nights when
there would be reduced admisjions to
attend those theatres. Of course, there is
a considerable element of the population
that is satisfied with attending the theatre
once a week, and when the other house
got them, even though I knew they were
not making monej^ on the proposition, it
did hurt me to some extent.
Now one of the first things I was interested in was the way this was going
to affect mj' Saturday afternoon custom,
the people I was getting from the country
through the sort of advertising that I have
told you about. The first Saturday showed
a falling off of a dollar on the matinee
business and the second Saturday matinee
my business was above normal. Not only
did my competitors fail to hurt my business out-of-town, but they were losing
more money than they took because
Saturdays during school season was the
time that you had to count on getting the
custom of the children and when all the
theatres were well patronized by them.
When j'ou^cut the price in two for all the
regular patronage you hurt.
I knew that the reason this cut rate
business had not hurt my out-of-town
patronage was because through my advertising the people had made up their mind
that they wanted to see the pictures that
I had announced for that day and that

Bargains
MADE

HIS

BETTP:R

Thafs the Way That Successful
Exhibitor Met Corn-petition

hibitor tellsSuccess
how ful
he met
Exarticle
thisopposit
IN the
ion in his town.
In the last issue he told you
how he took over the first of
the houses to go by the board
and closed it up.
Now he tells you about the
ruinous competition that his
surviving competitors undertook. He sat still in the boat,
though his receipts were being
cut, and devoted his attention
to giving the best show possible. Finally one of the houses
went out of business and the
other took it over.
Then Successful Exhibitor
started out to see how he could
better his show. His story has
a lot of meaning to every showman.
they came zvith the intention of seeingthose pictures, and no mere cheaper admission would swerve an appreciablenumber from that purpose. So, if that
sort of advertising applied to the country
folk, there was no reason why it would
not apply to my house. So I put just a
little more emphasis on my advertising
and used a little more space in advance
of the days that I knew my competitors
would cut their prices. You can see the
logic of this immediately. The cut price
fellows could not afford to have it known
all week that they would cut the prices
Friday and thereby invite the public to
wait until Friday, but, without detracting
much from the desire to see my current
show, I could attract attention to a special
picture that would be seen Friday. I
agree with the advice of the advertising
expert of the News, that it is a bad thing
to detract from the interest in your current show by advertising some future one
but where you have to meet a certain
peculiar state pf affairs on some certain
day I have found it advisable.
Three weeks after the "fourth theatre
had closed one of the others began to advertise. The owner of the newspaper
called my attention to the fact, and added
confidentiall}-, " But I am seeing that he
doesn't get too far on the credit side of
the books." This theatre used about the
same space that I did, but you could see
all through his advertising that he was
doing this with the idea of killing me off.
Every picture that he had was " stupendous "or " amazing " or " the greatest picture ever made." I was very much pleased
with this advertising. I knew that it would
fool a lot of people at first, and fool them
good and hard. A couple of months of
this sort of advertising and the manager
made up his mind that it did not pay to
advertise.
And then he did the next thing that 4ie
{Continued on page 1577)
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I III. i.s (I si'Uiidid (ii.\pl(i\- iiiiuli hy Ihc Schadc tlicalrc, Sandusky. 0.. when there were
shozvii
pictures
(Jen. Glenn's
five Sherman
months old
armytheinpictures
training.
construction
of pari the
of one
of Ihcofhuildincjs
at Camp
where
zvcre'J'lie
made
attracted
unusual
attention.
It
was
a
clever
idea
of
Managei'
George
J.
Schadc
and
splendidly
executed.
Rivoli

Shoivs

How

Scenic

Broadway

Can

Make

Sit Up and Take Notice
showing of the first Niagara picture or
THREE months and a half ago "Seeelse
they wouldn't have dared to repeat
the
ing Rialto with Rothapfcl " told
how he had put on a scenic showing
.something that appeared so similar. Not
Niagara Falls and how he had played with
only rearrangement of the music, but the
water effects that were shown in the side
nce "
it Elder's " Pomp
and
Circumsta
march, rearranged to suit the picture and
panels, the sound of rushing water and
falling volumes made this short film stand
the wonderful effect it has on the audiout as a picture that zvill cause more talk
ence. It takes the perfection of exhibition to show a similar picture with the
than two-thirds of the features presented
same music and make it appear so different
in the ordinary way. And that is the reathat it strikes real students of exhibition
son why the exhibitor who does things
as something distinctly new. Yet he did
the ordinary way and wonders why he canthis at the new Rivoli when he showed
not get results out of pictures needs to
difTcrcnt pictures of the great falls,
think
hard all the time and do things differently.
" Niagara in Winter and Summer " and
used the same music, though differently
Rivoli is adding new wonders as it
arranged and with a number of effects
"gets broken into harness" and if every
added. And he did it so splendidly that
exhibitor in the country could see this
all Broadway has been talking about it bouse it would be worth wonders to him.
for the week.
One exhibitor wrote to ask us " Would it
Most exhibitors would have done one or
be worth while to come to New York to
two things. They would have followed
see the Rivoli and the Rialto?" He lives
only a few hundred miles away, and we
exactly the same plan that they used in the

Picture
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wrote him, "Yes." If he lived around
ilio globe he would write him "Yes" just
as cmphaticallj'. It will pay in the new
vision it will give, in the ideas that it will
stir in every brain.
" Les Huguenots " is the overture and
w ith the lights in the ceiling red and gold
in the proscenium arch over the orchestra,
the introduction to this is played before
the full Rivoli chorus is revealed singing
" A Mighty Fortress Is Our God," Luther
reformation hymn. This was a note of
grandeur and it was carried through the
scenic that followed, especially with the
organ effects and the rolling drums. Following these two majestic touches came a
light and pleasing dance by four young
girls, "Toreador et Andalouse " with a
Spanish village setting and the lights
fittingly in red.
Attractive new animated titles mark all
the introductions included in the Rivoli
Animated, which opens with the Camp
Upton
pictures
of this
parade boys'
were parade.
also usedNowat the
Rialto,
but
here they were given a different treatment.
First the music of a uar of trumpets and
drums, with the bugle calls echoing now
and then, and first were shown pictures
of the boys as they started to camp and
then came the parade as it appeared on
Washington's birthday. The music was
first " Somewhere in France " and after
the repeated trumpet calls it turned into
" Over There." These were Universal afid
were followed by a cartoon showing the
Administration and the Critic, represented
by Wilson and a small goat. Finally
nature pictures of fowl colonies in Oregon followed, shown to an original characteristic caprice and then another patriotic touch was added with dynamiting ice
to launch ships for which the accompaniment was " Good Old U. S. A." which continued through a cartoon pledging its aid,
•■ We Must, We Can, and We Will." The
audience was again stirred with pictures of
the dreadnought presented to England by
New Zealand, shown with whistle effects
and " Admirals All " march. Then came
Pathe pictures of the Castle funeral, with
all lights out and the organ playing, the
drums rolling and bells tolling. " Nevaire
Raise " was the music for the wonderful
Universal pictures of liquid fire, and then
the Animated passed into preparation for
the next number with pictures of African
tribesmen starting to battle for France,
shown to " In the Soudan."
What can be done with a feature was
evidenced with the presentation of " The
Sign Invisible," for which a special score
had been prepared. We regret there is
not space for a full description, but there
are some splendid storm effects achieved,
and {heft is one point where a girl is playing "Abide with Me " that the singer's
voice is introduced with wonderfully impressive effect.
After the feature, which is intensely
dramatic, comes a light effect in "The
Glow Worm," sung by four young women
members of the Rivoli chorus. These were
shown seated in the rose arbor while the
glow-worm effect was carried out by electric flashes they held in their hands, and by
the glow-worms whose lights appeared in
trelises.
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Two patriotic settings used at Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo. The one at the right tvas employed on Washington's Birthday
and that on the left on Lincoln's
" 'Washington stopped at nothing to
achieve victory.
Franklin Sets Mark in
How
Omalia Newspapers
"'War 'Savings Stamps mean victory
Patriotic Settings
Show Cooperation with
and prosperity.'
Exhihitors
" The Government needs unlimited capifor His Stage
tal to supply the needs of her fighters; and
it is up to her stay-at-homes to lend their
quarters to help out. War Savings Stamps
(Continued from page 1571)
are miniature Government bonds. Buy ! There is something here to hold the readART of instilling patriotism in motion
Buy! Buy!
picture theatre audiences has seemer's attention. We would be glad to see
ingly been mastered by Manager Harold B.
what this motion picture editor could do
" Manager Franklin announced today
that
through
the
courtesy
of
Michael
Shea
with two pages, yet the Bee has gone
Franklin of Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.
During the past several months Mr. Frankbeyond the ordinary rule and has devoted
every employee of Shea's Hippodrome was
lin's scenic artists have centered their ef- to be presented with a thrift-book and
more than half the page to reading matforts on stage settings of a patriotic nature,
ter.
these secenes showing thrilling events in stamps to encourage saving."
During the week the Bee carries the display ads of nine motion picture houses
American history " over here " and " over
Diary of Successful Exhibitor
and the combination house, and this paper
there."
(Continued from page 1S7S)
February had the birthdays of the two
devotes liberal space to reading notices
great Americans, Lincoln and Washington.
had left to do — cut his price of admission.
every day running the legitimate matter
This was the beginning of the end. He
These dates gave Manager Franklin an
first and then the motion picture matter.
opportunity to set up two excellent scenes,
was finally able to get some reduction in This matter is confined to reading notices.
his film rental, but you can generally figure
one depicting Lincoln in a heroic pose and
Managers everywhere would do well to
the other showing the familiar episode of that when an exchange reduces your rencall the attention of their newspapers to
the Father of his Country crossing the
tal on a poverty plea, or rather on a dis- the situation in Omaha and show what the
Delaware.
papers are doing, show that all the papers
guised plea of poor showmanship, it is going to conclude that most anything will do are doing on Sunday more than give mere
Both of these settings drew forth unbounded applause whenever the curtains
advance notices and printing this short, inyou and that you are likely to see the results of it in the service that you get. The
were drawn disclosing the scenes, which is
teresting matter that is worth while to
most of the stories about exchanges trying
the reader and to the theatre. He might
usually at the climax of some patriotic
to build up the rundown theatre ; but, point out further that the paper that is
overture. " The American Patrol " was
so far as I have been concerned, the most
played during the first part of Lincoln
doing the most is getting the most in reof this appears pleasing fiction. The final
week and Victor Herbert's " American
turn. He could point out that the man interested in motion picture matter would
Fantasie " accompanied the Washington
result of this man's effort was a sheriff's
setting.
sale, and my remaining competitor took
certainly buy the Bee in preference, beover the house. This was the interesting
In connection with the Washington setcause it contains not only more news matter, but more advertising.
experiment that I wanted to see tried.
ting Manager Franklin " pulled " a publicity
The
first
effect
this
announcement
had
Incidentally, we understand that the Bee
stunt in the Buffalo Evening News, where
is the only one of the papers that employs
on me was to arrange to spend a week
he linked a photograph of the setting up
in the exchange city and to see all the best a man to give his sole attention to
with the W. S. S. campaign. A threecolumn cut of the scene cut of the scene
amusements and motion pictures, and that
pictures of services that were not being
was published with the following story
booked in my town. I wanted to see
this man prepares the copy and even the
under it:
whether there was any way in which I reading notices for the smaller houses,
Washington Crossing the Delaware,' a could better my program. I didn't try to going to the exchanges to get their bookpicture familiar throughout the length and
ings and taking care of all their troubles
get any
my competitor's
services
him,
but ofI had
scarcely dropped
intofrom
the and that from time to time he brings
breadth of the land, is greeted with tremendous applause at every performance
many ideas from other papers to the atoffice of the manager of one of the extention of the larger houses. This is the
changes that furnished me with pictures
this week in Shea's Hippodrome. The picsort of co-operation between a newspaper
when I was told that my competitor had
ture is made. in silhouette, splendidly colored and occupies the entire space of the made a bid for these pictures. " Why don't
and theatres that is worth while and beneficial to all concerned.
picture sheet with the inscription :
you let him have them ? " I suggested.
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Clara Kimhall Voium Wear- Prison
in "TheProduction)
Hoii.-c of (ilai-s"
(Selecti'.arh
Five-Reel
" TTieand,
Housecriiicf,
of Class,
Kimball Young's
latest
say, " Clara
her greatest
starring
vehicle. ■« announced for presentation at the
theatre on
In this sensational
film drama, based upon the famous play of the
same name by Max Marcin, Miss Young rises
to dramatic heights hitherto unattained even by
this brilliant star among stars. Ai Margaret
Case Miss Young niays the r'le of a stenographer wHo, although entirely innocent nl com-

News

drawn into a plot of German agents, directed by
Kenwood, to blow up a munition plant. However, he is diverted just in time by the eloquent
words of a loyal American citizen of German
parentage.
in the both
plot Rodney
is revealed and hisKenwood's
corruptionpart
so affects
and Margaret that they are converted from their
pacifism and as he marches away under the
Stars and Stripes she is seen, tearful, but
bravely applauding his patriotism.
" The atThing
the We. Love " is announced for

Rea

Fraiikl\ii Furiuiiii Has Dual
in " Tlie
Rou?li Lover "
(BluebirdRole
Five-Reel
Production)
Franklyn Farnum, the smiling comedian of
Bluebird Photoplays, comes to the screen of the
theatre on
in " Farnum
The Roughhas Lover.
In this newest
of Bluebirds
a dual '
role tileandas Famum
gets awaycould.
with Juanita
it as onlyHansen,
a star aswhoversahas
been
appearing
as
Farnum's
leading
lady
in
his
recent heartproductions,
is againherseen
as the
sweetheroine, and radiates
striking
beauty
to
the great
of her
audiences.
members of thedelight
cast who
contribute
to theOther
successful
presentation
rollickingandcomedy
Catherine Henry, ofFredthisMontague
MarthaareMattox.
In the story Richard Bolton is deeply in love with
Helen, a worthy descendant of the famed beauty
of ancient Troy. But as a lover Richard is a
first class mathematician. He figures that the
winning of Helen lies in the mere solution of the
algebraic equation: R plus H equals One. But if
Richard's
is not
returned
by Helen,
he ofis
after
all thelove
object
of the
unsolicited
affections
the Countess. Indeed, so persistent is t+ie Countess and so demonstrative that one day, when
Richard is attired in his bathing suit, he is
obliged to swim under water for a considerable
distance to avoid her. He reaches an island where
" Breeze " Bolton, heavyweight champion, is
training. Now " Breeze." oddly enough, is Richdouble.
him — toa
swim ard's
overperfectand
make Richard
love to persuades
the Countess
dangerous
thing
for
him
to
do,
for
"
Breeze
promptly transfers his attentions to the more at-"
tractive Helen, who thinks he is Richard.
"discovers
Breeze "that
finally
off with and
Helen,
soon
he isruns
not Richard
startswhoscreaming with all her might. The real Richard rushes
to the fray and so hard put to it is " Breeze "
that
life. he has to jump off a cliff and swim for his
The Rough on
Lover," . with Franklyn Farnum.
at " the
Alire Rrady Seen as Society
Butterfly
in "Spurs
of Sybil"
(World Film
Five-Reel
Production)
The charming and popular star, Alice Brady,
will be seen in a new World-Picture Brady-Made,
"theatre.
The Spurs
the apIn of
thisSybil,"
pictureon
the youngat actress
pears in a totally different role from any in which
she has recently been seen. The story is that of a
girl who goes forth into the cold, cold world to
win her spurs by earning her own living for an
entire year. It is jammed full of surprises and
thrills, running the whole gamut of human emotions. Louise Winter is the author and Travcrs
Vale directed the production. John Bowers, John
Davidson, Iseth Munro, Justine Cutting, Eugenic
Woodward, Herbert Barrington and Richard
Clarke arc included in the cast. Sybil Drew has
been brought
a " poor
relation
her
wealthy
aunt. upThe aslatter
feels that
the "lifebySybil
has been leading has made her unhappy and discontented, so she sends her out into the world
with S12S and instructions to earn her own living
for a year. toSybil's
aroused
determined
make pride
good.is The
first and
thingshesheis
doe» is to take an apartment at the Plaza Hotel!
Rather an unusual thing for one who has only
$125 to last a whole year, but Sybil does it
through sheer ignorance of the ways of the world.
But. her money running low, she is soon forced
to leave the Plaza and seek less expensive quarter!. Adventure follows adventure in quick succession. She is seen by Dr. Ross Alger, an enterprising,
good-looking young
and her
he
is immediately
attracted
to her.phvsician,
But he sees
several time* in compromising situations, which
lead him to think she is a crook. However,
Sybil weathers all the perils that beset her and
wins her spurs, but not all in the manner one
would expect. Young ladies, especially, not only
those who have to earn their own living, but
those picture.
who do not, should make it a point to sec
this
Alice
>t theBrady . in " The Spurt of Sybil " on
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f READY-MADE AD-TALKS PUBLISHED
I
IN LAST WEEK'S ISSUE
f
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FEATURES
TITLE OF PLAY
PRODUCER
Universal
5 reels
Mutual
5 reels
Wild
PowersWomen
That "Prey- " Goldwyn
6
The
Floor Below
Cavanaush
of "the Vitagraph
reels
5 reels
reels
Forest Great
RangersAdven"
The
reels
5
Pathe
Triangle
5
Little Red Decides " Fox
5 reels
Six-Shooter Andy "
7 reels
Foursquare
The
Cast
Off
"
S
Universal
"
e
r
u
t
Morgan's Raiders "
5
Pathe
reels
ADaddy's
Madison
Girl " Square "iTriangle
2 reels
General
Arabian Night "
S
Heiress Shoes
For a Day
The
That" Triangle
S reels
5 reels
Select
The
DancedShuttle
" "

1

Beautiful Kitty Gordon Seen in
Effective RoleProduction)
in " Tlie Wasp "
I
Willard (World
Mick, Five-Reel
author of many Broadway,
\
stage successes, penned a screen masterpiece
he wrote
Wasp," whichtheatre.
is the attracI when tion
on " The
at the
Kitty
; Gordon, the internationally famous beauty, is
seen in the leading role of Grace Culver, a part
said to be particularly suited to her splendid
l-| talents
and good looks. The action of the story
1 rushes along
at a high rate of speed. It tells of
\ the efforts made by a German spy to put out
of commission the big munitions factory owned
and operated by John Culver. By a peculiar
| train
of circumstances Grace Culver, daughter
=
of the owner of the factory, who, because of the
stinging nature of her remarks about her friends
1= and things in general, is called " The Wasp,"
i appeared
is caught in
A new chauffeur
at the
her spy's
house,plot.
informing
her that has
her
driver is sick and has sent him to take
1 regular
his place. Grace bids him take her for a long
i ride and on the way he becomes rather " fresh "
— so much so, in fact, that she informs him that
he is discharged the moment they return to New
York. On the return trip, as they are passing
the
Culver factory, they are held up by a mob
plicity in the crime, is arrested as the accomwho have been incited to a strike by Wagner, the
plice of Burke, whom she is about to marry
German
agent. The chauffeur is imprisoned
and who has stolen, without her knowledge, some
in a cellar and Grace and her maid are locked
seventy
thousand
dollars'
worth
of
jewelry.
Afin an upper room of the same building. The
ter a year and a half in orison she is paroled, but
women overhear a conversation of the plotters
breaks the parole and goes West. There she who
talk of a secret tunnel. Making escape
meets and marries a prominent railroad man
she goes to the cellar where the chauffeur is
named Lake and for ten years they live together
imprisoned and informs him of the tunnel and
without his learning of her past. Promotion
the conspiracy to blow up the plant. Together
finally brings Lake to New York where, shortly
they crawl into the tunnel where they soon are
afterward, a young employee is arrested and
imprisoned by a terrific explosion. Face to face
convic'ed
stealing tofrom
company.
with probable death they find that they are in
A detective,for coming
the the
houserailroad
to confer
with
love with each other. Strange, indeed, but
Lake on the case, recognizes Margaret. She,
likewise, recogniz !s the officer and knowing that
nevertheless
true.their
Moreover,
after they
Fate marry.
extricates them from
predicament,
the old charpc will be raked up tells the story
of her hidden past to her husband. Lake tries
The
"
chauffeur
"
in
reality
is
—
well,
why
not
to call the detective off and while the latter is at the screen tell the rest of the story.' It's unique.let
Lionel Belmore directed the production, and an
Lake's house the butler announces the Governor
excellent cast is seen in support of the star.
of the State. Lake, without disclosing MarAt the
on
, " The Wasp," with
asks the Executive
pardon.garet's
This ideiitity,
the Governor
agrees to for
granther when
Kitty
Gordon.
Lake him;elf agree? not to press the charge
against the young clerk, in whom the Governor
"The Trimmed Lamp," Another of
is interested. The cast supporting Miss Young
is a notable one, including Corliss Giles, who
O. Henry',s
Wonderful
IGriin-ril Fihii
Tirn h'rcl
Produrtiov)Stories
was leading man in " Shirley Kaye " and " The
Marionettes " : Edward Kimball, the star's own
"
The
Trimmed
Lamp,"
another
the Broadfather,
workSelby,
in " Magda
won him highas
way Star Feature series of O. Henryof short
story
praise; whose
Norman
better ''remembered
masterpieces translated to the screen, will be
"Kid
McCoy,"
a
former
pugilistic
idol;
Pell
shown
at
the
theatre
on
.
By
Trenton, James T. Laffey, Josie Sadler, William
many " The Trimmed Lamp " is considered O.
\yaltham, Peggy Burke and Doris Field. The
Henry's
best
story.
The
element
of
suspense
direction
of theChautard.
production reflects the highest
predominates,
up tomoral
a smashing
art of Emile
which
carries aworking
tremendous
lesson. climax
Nancy
Clara Kimball Young in " The House of and Lou are chums — came to New York together
Glass " at the
theatre on
from the same town and live in the same rooming house. Lou works long hours every day in a
Wallace Reiil and Kathlyn Williams
laundry,
has become
ob'cct anof electrician.
the ardent
and honestbutdevotion
of DantheOwens,
Co-Stars
in
"
The
Thing
We
Love
"
Nancy, at less pay, works in a Fifth aveniie rnill(Paramount-Lasky — Five Reels)
inery
shop, and
a millionaire.
Her dreams
seemdreams
likely oftomarrying
be realized
when she
A story of war without war's horrors is " The
Thing We Love," in which Wallace Reid and
is invited by Mrs. Van Alstync Disher to a dinner
partv
at
a
glittering
cafe
and
there
she
meets
Kathlyn Will'ams
will appear Anon actual
the screen
the
theatr'j on
plot, in-of Reggie Van Skittles. But when he proposes a
a
u
g
u
r
a
t
e
d
b
y
German
agents
in
this
country,
is
nice
little
apartment
uptown
she
refuses
him.
In
said to have provided H. B. and M. G. Daniels
the meantime Dan proposes to Lou but she puts
with the theme for the story, which tells how a him off with an evasive answer. Now it so hapstrong yi un" man and his sweetheart were able
pens that Fate — and Rcfgie — lead Lou along the
to thwart the plans of the plotters. The proprimrose path and Dan leads Nancv to the altar.
duction isa rolab'c one in every respect. Both
An
odd
told in Mildred
O. HenrysManning,
inimitMr. Reid and Miss Williams are recognized
able andturnabout,
masterly but
manner.
stars of the screen, the former being particularly
Alice Terry and Elmer Peterson are included in
rcrrembcred for his notable work as leading man
the dersplendid
cast,ofwhich
the direction
Georeeinterprets
Ridgwell. the story unwith
Geraldine
Joan the Woman."
The picture
was Farrar
directed inby" Lou-Tcllegen,
famed
"
The
Trimmed
Lamp,"
an
O. Henry story, at
as the director of Madame Sarah Bernhardt in the
theatre on
.
her first photoplay, and also as her leading man
on the stai^e. The cast includes such sterling
AD TALKS
vbgkqj etaoin scshrdlu
artists as Tully Marshall. Maymc Ke!so. Charles
Ogle and Billy Elmer. Harvey Thcw wrote the " Marryini; Off' Dad," One of the
scenario. Margaret Kenwood, daughter of the
president of the Kenwood Manufacturint; ComJudpe
Brown Production)
" Kid " Stories
(General Film
Two-Reel
pany, is engaged to Rodney Sheridan, the young
Another of those delightful " kid " stories by
v ce-prcsident of the company. Both are avowed
Judge Willisfor
Brown, " atMarrying
pacifists. At the outbreak of the European war
announced
the Off Dad,"
theatre.is
Kenwood pledges his factory to the manufacture
Everybody
loves
a
bad
boy,
so
lonp
as
h
s heart
of munitions. Rodney refuses to assist, resigns
isn't life,
bad,written
and that's
reasonmunicipal
the stories
his position and plunpes into anti-war propaby thetheChicago
judge,of
ganda. Kenwood, cnrafcd, frames a charge Of boy
have
such
a
human
appeal.
They
are
true
to
embezzlement against Rodney, and has him sent
life,
for of
he seems
get the
few
to Sin^ Sing. With his life practically ru ncd
writers
stories toabout
boysboy's
haveangle
beenas able
he blames
Government
his plight.
to do. " Marrying Off Dad " is a story about
Through
it allth"
Margaret
remains for
his staunch
and
(jrant, play
two ngmotherless
youngtrusting friend. Released from prison he is Sam and
sters, whoFrank
are caught
hookey and
are
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taken to court by the truant officer. The judge,
after soundly lecturing the father for allowing
the boys to do the housework, orders the boys
to get a housekeeper. After viewing a number
of applicants at an employment agency they find
an attractive Swedish girl who consents to take
the
She immediately
things
aboutplace.
the house
and arouses begins
the ire toof boss
the father.
The boys, fearing that they will lose her, consult a friend. Flora Walker, and with her help
they outline a campaign whereby they may be
able to save her to the family. Their scheme is
successful, so much so that their father falls in
love with her, eventually marrying her and settling the housekeeper problem indefinitely.
" Marrying Off Dad," one of Judge Willis
Brown's
of theboy stories,
theatre will
onbe told .on the screen
Belle Bennett in " A Soul in Trust,"
Appealing Love Story of South
latestBennett,
production,
DarrellTriangle's
Foss, Belle
Lillianpresenting
West, Grover
Franke, J. Barney Sherry, Lee Hill, Lizzie
Davis
and Carr
William
" A Soul
in Trust."
Catherine
wroteDyer,
the isstory.
G. P.
Hamilton directed. Dabney Carter, last of a famous
old Virginia family, and Courtney Maitland,
society belle of the South, are married. A few
months later Carter leaves his bride to join
some friends who are hunting in the mountains.
Returning to his lodge he enters a room occupied^ by Nan Barker, an untamed girl, who
receives hirn with open arms. In the morning
Carter realizes what he has done and returns
to ^ his bride. He is elated when told that an
heir is e.xpected but his joy is marred when
he learns that Nan Barker will soon be a
mother. .He leaves for the mountains with the
intention of repairing as far as possible the
wrong he has done the girl, but on his way
he falls from his horse and receives injuries
that
causewhen
his death.
Carter's
widow She
is doubly
bereave<l
her infant
son dies.
learns
then
of
Nan's
plight
and
pays
her
well
right to adopt her son and bring him for
up the
as
Dabney Carter, Jr. Nan Barker becomes a
womaii of the world and soon is able to match
her wits with men of wide experience. She is
hired by a land grabbing syndicate to cause
the downfall of United States Senator Franklin,
who is blocking a crooked deal. She goes to
Washington
Senator's
secretary. Heand
is athere
tool meets
in herthehands
and does
her bidding. Their criminal deeds are revealed
and the youth turns on her as the instigator
of the closed
crimes.
woman's
is diswhen Mrs. The
Carter,
calling identity
on her adopted
son, recognizes the woman as Nan Barker, the
■mother
Barker,
to
save ofherthesonyouthful
further secretary.
humiliation,Nandrops
out
of sight, and Mrs. Carter becomes the wife of
Senator Franklin as a result of the meeting
tinder tragic circumstances, in his office.
Soul inrole,Trust,"
the" Afeatured
will bewitliseenBelle
on Bennett
the screenin
of
theatre on
of
week.the
Noted Rus.sian Artists Seen in
Drama,
'"The Russian
Beggar actor,
Woman"
I. Russian
I. Mozukin,
the noted
and
Mme. N. A. Lesienko, of equal fame on the
Russian stage, are seen in Pathe's late release.
" The BeggarTheWoman,"
a Russian
Film
production.
story begins
with theArttriumph
of Mary Mar, a beautiful prima donna, whose
marvelous voice charms all Petrograd. Among
the ardent admirers of the wonderful singer is
Sergius, a poet and literary lion of Russia. Sergius worships at the shrine of the popular goddesssuadedfromto invade
afar. the
But mysterious
one eveningregion
he isbehind
perthe footlights. From the moment Sergius and
Mary Mar are introduced the world becomes
brighter. Sergius is invited to join a select gathering at the
homeButafter
opera.to
Soon he
tellsprima
her ofdonna's
his love.
he the
refuses
be numbered among her mere admirers. All of
the other suitors are told to stay away from the
singer's
Sergius
welcome.
The
superficialhome.
glitter Only
and tinsel
of theis opera
lose their
flavor. Mary Mar announces that she is to become the wife of the poet. Magnificent entertainin'ents
given in byhonor
Perrbgrad.are Inspired
the oflovethe offavorites
Sergius,of Mary
Mar becomes even more attentive to the needy,
the sick and the unfortunate. She visits the sick
child of a former member of her chorus. In the
poverty-stircken
hovel Sergius
she contracts
disease of smallpox.
calls attheherdreadful
home
and, defying
the
terrible
risk,
demands
to be permitted to see her. But he is not admitted.
He
awaits her recovery in miserable seclusion. A
month passes.
The singerphysician
is on theorders
road toeverv
recovery. The attending
mirror removed. He forces her to wear a veil
" to shield her eyes." She must not suffer any
shock.
A new operatic star is in the ascendancy. Rumors that Mary Mar will not return to the stare
bring hosts
Her Everything
most intimateis kept
possessions areofsoldcreditors.
at auction.
secret from Sergius until the announcement of the
sale is published.
He hurries
to thewoman
home
ofauct'on
his financee.
Sereius crushed
the veiled
in eager arms. Then she lifts the veil.

JUST

PICTURES?

Or Do You Know About
Them Before You
Show Them ?
e
see every bito
pictrureough
befor
t to
EVER
s it. That
he Yshowexhi
would
be the ideal arrangement,
but of course in the majority of
cases that is impossible. If he
could see them he would be in
a much better position to tell
his patrons about them, to exploit them intelligently and
therefore get better box office
results.
But if he cannot do this he
should follow the MOTION
PICTURE NEWS reviews and
reports carefully and he should
use these Ad Talks not alone as
reading matter in the newspaper
but as pre-showing information.
We wonder how many people
simply admit that they are good
things and then pass them by,
and how many systematically
clip them and file them away or
index them for reference.

What does Sergius see? What does he do?
I. Mozukin
and" The
Mme.Beggar
N. A. Woman,"
Lesienko inwiththe I.featured
roles
will be seen on the screen of the
theatre on
of
week.
Billie Burke Screen
in " Eve's
Daughter,"
Version
of Popular Play
(Paramount Five-Reel Production)
Billie Burke returns to the screen of the
theatre on
, to the joy of
patrons.
Miss Burke's starring vehicle this time is " Eve's
Daughter,"
the
play
by
Alicia
Ramsey
which
Grace_which
Georgehasappeared
in recently
on screen
Broadway
and
been adapted
to the
by
Margaret Turnbull. The story deals with the
adventures of a girl who has been strictly
brought up and, following the death of her
father,
with the
meager decides
fortune to
he have
leaves her
her." fling
The " supporting
cast could well be called all-star. Lionel Atwill
appears in the part of the scheming villain,
which he created in the stage production.
Thomas Meighan, as usual, is leading man and
others in the cast are William Riley Hatch,
Florence Flynn, Harriet Ross, Lucille Carney,
Marv Navaro and Henry Lee. The picture was
produced under the direction of James Kirkwood.
Cut off with a paltry fifteen thousand when she
has expected a million, Irene Simpson-Bates
breaks right out at his death, determined to
spend all the money as quicklv as possible. She
naturally acquires a number of expensive friends,
among whom is Courtenay Urquhart, who after
a brief courtshijf persuades her to elope with
him. John Norton, a young lawyer formerly
employed
Irene'sthefather,
learns ofcharacter
the elope-of
ment and by
knowing
unscrupulous
Urquhart determines to save the "irl whom he
has wicked
lon<^ loved
from By'aerself
designs
her
suitor.
means andof the
a faked
cable-of
gram to Urquhart, stating that his rich uncle
has died and that he must sail for England at
once. Norton succeeds in thwsrt:ng the contemplated marriage, and just as Urquhart is leaving
after vainly pleading with Irene to accompany
him, Norton enters, tells Irene it is all a ruse,
and eoes.
holding out his arms calls her " home."
She
Billie tBurke
raction at thein " Eve's
theatreDaughter
on " is. the at" Nobody's Wife," with Louise Lovely,
Story of Mounted Police Chase
Hart Hoxie, Alfred Allen, Betty Schade, Louise Lovely, A. G. Kenyon and Grace McLean
have the ductioprincipal
roles
in Universal's
late pro-is
, "Nobody's
Wife."
Findheadquarters
the woman,
the first nrule
in every
police
in
every part of the globe when a criminal is
wanted.mittedAlec
Young
was
wanted.
He
had
commurder six years before. The police had
no p'cture
Alec,girlbutandtheythatdidsheknow
ing Pete wasof his
had that
been dancseen
around Nugget. Jack Darling was the handsomest man on the force and was given the assignment to get Young. Not knowing just ex-

actly where Dancing Pete lived, Jack blundered
into a cabin where a remarkably pretty girl
seemed to be living alone and proceeded to make
violent love to her. By the time he found out
his mistake, the lovemaking had made great progress and Hope Ross had consented to help Jack
out
to say he
her milk
husband
whenby hepermitting
went to him
the saloon
to was
ask for
for
Hope's
really
was her
baby,it
but
fear baby.
of JackIthad
impelled
Hopesister's
to claim
as her own. Jack found Dancing Pete all right
and made a date with her. When he kept it, as
he thought seceretly, two persons were watching:
Hope, with jealous heart, and Sheriff Carew,
whom Jack had met in the saloon. From cover,
as he supposed, the sheriff shot and wounded
Jack on the arm. Hope had seen it all. Failing
to force Dancing Pete to confess. Jack lets her
go and ransacks her trunk. Here he finds a
photo which convinces him that the sheriff and
Alec Young are the same. To trap him in the
locality,other where
such toa make
power,thewassheriff
anmatter andhehewasdecided
betray himself. Jack plans to hold up and rob
the
safe The
with sheriff
the sheriff's
connivance.but The
plan
works.
is discredited,
escapes,
and to save himself and to get revenge, rushes
to Hope's cabin and makes her act as his shield
from
the posse's
to surrender
and bullets.
then, to Eventually
the surprisehe ofis forced
all, it
comes out that Hope is nobody's wife.
Charles Ray in Something Different —
" The Family Skeleton "
Charles Ray leaves the " boob " behind in his
latest Paramount production, " The Family Skeleton," written
by Bertof Lennon
under the
supervision
Thomas and
H. produced
Ince. by
Victor Schertzinger for the Paramount program.
The story is a humorous account of the struggle
of a young
millionaire
againstHe anisimaginary
herited craving
for drink.
cured by in-a
chorus-girl sweetheart through a trumped-up kidnapping Bremer,
episode. In Andrew
the supporting
cast Billy
are
seen Sylvia
Arbuckle,
Elmer, Otto Hoffman and Jack Dyer. Mr. Ray
has the role of young Billy Bates, heir to the
Bates millions. He believes that he has inheritedceedshisto test
father's
tendency Hisfor friends
drink.predict
He prohis theory.
his
ruin and Billy does his best to have their
prophecy come true. Poppy Drayton, a pretty
chorus-girl, comes to the rescue and plots with
" Spider " Doyle, a local prize-fighter, to bring
Billy to his senses. " Spider " abducts Poppy,
as per ceeds,
contract,
and the
is on. Poppy
Billy sucafter sobering
up, fight
to rescue
and
takes her to his home. He sits by the table and
watches
for "Spider"
and hisandgangis
to
come.her,Hewaiting
spies the
whisky decanter
about to indulge for the first time in several
days, when he hears Poppy calling his name and
he wakes to the realization that there is something worth living for besides drink. From that
time
the a " fight
cure."that" Spider
turns on,
up Billy
later, takes
and in
follows"
" Spider " gets the beating of his life. The plot
is explained afterwards and they both laugh goodnaturedly
the joke,
" admits
he
did notat expect
any butsuch" Spider
treatment
when that
he
entered the scheme to reform Billy.
At the
theatre on
of
week, Charles Ray in " The Family Skeleton."
Alice Joyce in Strong Drama
" The Song of the Soul "
" The Song
of theAliceSoul,"
late
production
featuring
Joyce,Vitagraph's
will be seen
on the screen of the
theatre on
of
week. " The Song of the Soul "
was written by Shannon Fife, who is responsible for some of the screen's biggest successes,
and was
produced
by Vitagraph
under thecastdirection of Tom
Terriss.
In the supporting
are
seen Percy Standing, Walter McGrail, Bernard
Siegel, Barry Randall, Edith Reeves and Stephen
Carr. Miss Joyce has the role of Ann Fenton,
wife of a presumably prosperous and respected
business man. Detectives visit her home and inform her that her husband is charged with bigamy. Then she learns that her husband is a
gambler. The husband, fearing the law, leaves
Ann
her little
son. bySeven
years pass.
Ann'sis
boy with
has been
adopted
a farmer
and she
driven from the town as a bad woman. She goes
to the city and becomes assistant to a noted
surgeon.
loves Inhertheandmeantime
she accepts
his
proposal"Theof doctor
marriage.
she
pays visits to her son and seeks to free him from
his adopted parents. She does not want her
husband, the doctor, to know that she has been
married and has a child. She gets permission to
bring the child to her new home. Her first
husband appears and attempts to bribe Ann,
threatening to expose her if she does not intercede
for him. Dr. Evans, Ann's husband, is the
owner of a building in which Ann's former husband runs a gambling resort. Ann's former maid
is heldner ininthebondage
by her
former She
husband's
gambling
resort.
resents partthe
actions of her lover and is killed by him. Before
she dies she calls Dr. Evans and tells him the
story
ofat Ann's
life
convinces
him comes
that she
is
nothome
fault.
Ann'sand
husband
her
to demand
herformer
assistance
and while heto
is there Dr. Evans enters. Ann confesses to himand is forgiven by him.
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Goldwyn

Surmounts

Difficulty

Shortafie of Electricity J hreatened at
One Time to Upset Production
Schedule. But Goldwyn Resourcefulness Won Out

THROUGHOUTand the rymonths of December Janua
and most of
February the Goldwyn studios at Fort Lee,
N. J., the shortage of electricity, due to
the coal famine, threatened seriously to
retard the productions then under way, if
not altogether to discontinue them. However, the obstacle was surmounted and
the difficulty is now a thing of the past.
There was but one thing to do, Goldwyn
executives concluded. If in co-operation
with the Government not enough electricity could be had at the Fort Lee studios,
then studios must be had in sufficient number to make possible every company's
work being done on time. Accordingly,
two other studios, completely equipped,
were rented. The Norman Talmadge
studio in West Forty-eighth street and
the West End studio in One Hundred and
Twenty-fifth street were chosen.
With three modern studios at its disposal, Goldwyn distributed its companies
in a way to accomplish the greatest amount
of work in the shortest space of time, one
star leaving a studio to make way for
another; the settings best suited to one
studio being built there until the star
could be accommodated elsewhere.
In this manner Madge Kennedy could
act intimate scenes at the One Hundred
and Twenty-fifth street studio while a large
set was being built at Fort Lee for the
Italian restaurant which plays a prominent

Ella

Hall

Tops

«D1- AUTY IX CHAINS," an Ella Hall
Production, heads the Universal list
for the week of March 11. Featured along
with the star in this production, the story
of which is based upon a Spanish novel,
" Dona Perfecta," written by B. Perez
Galdos, arc Emory Johnson, Ruby Lafayette and Gretchen Lederer. The cast also
includes Winter Hall, Harry Holden, Maxfield Stanley and George McDanicl. The
production was directed by Elsie Jane Wilson from a scenario by E. J. Clawson.
The Nestor comedy for the week is entitled I'll
" Fix It," and introduces a former Universal star in a new role. The
star is King Baggot, and in spite of the
fact that he played for more than five
years with the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, this is the first time that
he has c\'cr been released in the Nestor
brand. The film v.;iv made in an uptown

Looks Like Another Quarrel! Mabel Normand and Tom Moore in Goldwyn's " The
Floor Below "
part
in
"
The
Danger
Game."
Mabel
Normand, at the Fort Lee
Studios,
occupied
herself with the charity bazaar in " The
Floor Below " while other work was being
planned for her at the Norma Talmadge
studio. The mulberry-colored drawing
room, built for the Mae Marsh play at Fort
Lee, would be abandoned for the day in
order that Miss Marsh might do some
snow scenes in the neighborhood while
Mabel Normand and Madge Kennedy had
the benefit of the lights.
Thus did the foresight and resourcefulness of Goldwyn bridge the lapses made
necessary by unusual conditions.

Universal List
apartment house, and so realistically, it is
said, was a dummy dropped out of a window, that a woman across the courtyard
telephoned for the police and an ambulance.
The week's L-KO release is the third
of Mack (Ambrose) Swain's series of
two-reel comedies, titled " Ambrose and
His Widow." W. K. Fredericks had the
flirection under the supervision of J. G.
Hlystone.
The news reels for the week are Animated Weekly, No. 15, Current Events, No.
44 and No. 62 of the Screen Magazine.
This issue of the magazine contains the
first installment of a series on "The Making of a facture
Newspaper,"
showsthethetime
manuof print paperandfrom
the
trees arc felled in the forest to the time
the huge rolls of paper are brought into
the newspaper offices on trucks.

Picture

News

Pauley Again Associated
with Hodkinson
Raymond W. Pauley, who was treasurer
of the Paramount Pictures Corporation
during the time that W. W. Hodkinson was
the president of that corporation, is again
actively connected with Mr. Hodkinson as
the treasurer of the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation. Mr. Pauley is one of the
early pioneers of the motion picture industry. Before the forming of Paramount he
distributed the productions of Famous
Players in the Pennsylvania and southern
New Jersey territory. When Mr. Hodkinson founded the Paramount Pictures Corporation Mr. Pauley was made treasurer
and held that office until Mr. Hodkinson
tendered his resignation, when he went
with Mr. Hodkinson to Triangle.
Mr. Pauley is one of the best-known figures in the industry and his connection
with the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
brings together once more two men who
are known from coast to coast as advocates of the square deal.
Metro

and Hopkins

in New

Agreement
A co-operative
program, it is announced
by Metro, has been arranged between Arthur Hopkins, the theatrical manager, and
Metro Pictures Corporation in regard to
the plans of the Russian star, Mme. Nazimova, in the way that Metro has already
co-operated with the Charles Frohman estate in regard to Ethel Barrymore, and
with the firm of Oliver Morosco in regard
to the yearly program of Emily Stevens.
When Mme. Nazimova opens at the Plymouth theatre March 11 in Ibsen's "The
Wild
eously. Duck," three Metro stars will be
playing Broadway engagements simultan-

Bessie Love, Winsome and Shy, Makes Her
Pathe Debut March 10
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Vitagraph

Jumps

Into

Serial
Action
a caller at the Vitagraph studio in Hollywood asked W. S. Smith, studio manager,
William Duncan Begins Chapter Play to Follow "The Woman
if he knew where Duncan was at the time.
in the Web "•— Several Weeks to Be Spent in Bear Valley
Mr. Smith replied: "No, I don't. He
— Two Serial Companies Working
hasn't been here for two days and there's
no telling where he is at the moment,
VITAGRAPH during the past week put its foot against the serial accellerator and gave the pedal a lusty push, with the result that things in but wherever he is, he is working."
This capacity for work has been charthe serial line, as far as Vitagraph is concerned, will pick up considacteristic of Duncan ever since he joined
erably.
the Vitagraph Company more than three
William Duncan, star and director of " The Fighting Trail " and " Venyears
ago, andof the
man'swhocourage
has been
the marvel
those
have observed
geance— and the Woman," two Vitagraph serials, has begun work on another
him in action. No risk has ever been too
chapter play which is scheduled to follow " The Woman in the Web." Albert
great for him to take when he saw an opE. Smith, president of Vitagraph, announced that Duncan and his company
portunity for a good dramatic effect and he
have gone to Bear Valley in California, where they will stay for several weeks
has essayed the most hazardous feats
to get exteriors for the fifteen episodes of the new production.
without a qualm. His success in portraying these feats of daring is due, in no
Released in July
small measure, to his wonderful physical
The title of the new picture and the
equipment. He is an all-round athlete,
cast which will appear with Duncan have
possessing wonderful strength, and he
not been announced, but a statement is
keeps himself in perfect condition at all
expected shortly. It is planned to release
times by his boxing, wrestling and gymthe new Duncan serial about the middle
nastic work. In addition, he is a fine
of July, its run starting immediately upon
horseman, a skilled rope climber and an
the completion of that of " The Woman
expert shot.
in the Web."
With Duncan at work on this new serial,
Inspires Fellow Workers
Vitagraph now has two serial companies
He also has a wonderful capacity for
producing simultaneously, and this probinspiring
others and it is said of him that
ably will be made a permanent policy of
the cowboys and others associated with
the company, in view of the fact that Mr.
him in the Vitagraph serials register so
Smith has already announced that Vitawell in their stunts because they are willgraph would provide exhibitors with a
ing to follow anywhere that Duncan leads
serial episode for each week of the year.
them.
Mr. Duncan only recently put the finishIn connection with his announcement
William Duncan, Making a Vitagraph Serial
that Duncan had started work on his third
ing touches on " Vengeance — and the
Woman," having produced thirty serial
serial. President Smith of Vitagraph said
episodes in less than a year.
After a brief rest, Duncan and his comthat
he had everj' confidence that this
William Duncan, Vitagraph cites, has
pany began production of Blue Ribbon
serial
would be even more thrilling than
features,
written
from
the
Wolfville
tales
come to be recognized as being at the very
the
others
which have gone before and he
front in the ranks of serial stars, his of Alfred Henry Lewis. Within a short
also expressed the belief that it would
time, Duncan produced two five-reel subwork in " The Fighting Trail " and " Vengive Vitagraph four of the strongest
geance— and the Woman " stamping him
jects,
"Dead
Shot
Baker"
and
"The
Tenserials ever produced for the screen.
as one of the most daring men on the
derfoot," starring and directing as he had
" Our serial department," he said, " has
screen. Because of his feats, he has been
now come to be one of the most important
done
" The performances
Fighting Trail.''to his credit,
Within these
called " The Sandow of the Screen."
branches of our production. We are planAlthough Duncan's fame on the screen
Duncan produced " Vengeance — and the
ning to have two serial companies at work
rests largely on his work in the two VitaWoman " in record time, and he now has
at all times in order to assure exhibitors
begun
the
production
of
a
third
serial
in
graph serials, he had previously estaba continuous service in this division of
lished areputation as one of the favorite
less than a year. Duncan's output, which
photoplay
entertainment. The success
leading men by his performance in such
is among the most excellent in photoplay
which we have had with " The Fighting
production, is a splendid tribute to the
Blue Ribbon features as " Aladdin from
Trail" and "Vengeance — and the Woman"
Broadway," " Money Magic," " Through
man's capacity for work, he having pla3-ed
and we are conand produced an average of more than a has beenvinced extraordinary,
the Wall," " The Last Man " and in the
that we have found the secret of
reel
a
week
for
a
year.
serial-making.
special Vitagraph features, " The Badge
of Courage " and " God's Country and the
One of Duncan's greatest assets is his
ability to labor without wearsing, some
Woman." It was after he finished playAlice Brady Completes
of his performances being truly remarking in " Aladdin from Broadway " that
Duncan was selected by Albert E. Smith
able. During the making of " The FightRussian Feature
to play the hero role in " The Fighting
ing Trail " it was recorded that Duncan
worked twenty-four hours without stopAlice Brady is completing, Select anTrail."
ping. He was anxious to complete an epinounced last week, " The Bride's Revenge,"
sode of the serial and he worked three
Handled Big " Mobs "
a story of Russian love, adventure and inAt times he had under his direction,
trigue, which will be distributed by Select
companies of players in shifts of eight
Vitagraph says, as many as one thousand
hours each, but he did not let up except
Pictures
Brady's
leadpersons and some of the stunts called for
ing man Corporation.
in the picture Miss
is Frank
Morgan,
to snatch a bite to eat.
by the script were the most difficult imagwho
" The
Knife."thisCharles
Works Night and Day
Milleralsois appeared
directing inthe
feature,
being
inable. Such things as dynamiting a mountain, wrecking railroad trains, climbing up
his first time at the megaphone with Miss
Starting in at daylight one morning, he Brady.
and down the face of a cliff, etc., were al- was still at it the next morning and it was
most everyday occurrences with Duncan.
exactly thirty hours from the time he left
The next picture in which the star will
But despite the magnitude of his dual task
the studio until he returned. In this conbe presented will be under way, it is said,
nection, a story is told of Duncan hy his within a few days, under the tentative title
as actor and director, he finished the serial
studio associates. One morning during the of " The Phantom Feud." The director
seven days in advance of the date scheduled for its completion.
and supporting cast have not been chosen.
making of " Vengeance — and the Woman,"
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Gladys Brockwell, Center, is Starred in " The Devil's Wheel," an Exciting Moment of Which is Shown on the Left. On the Right is a Ball Room
" shot " of " Rough and Ready," With William Farnum. Both Are William Fox Productions
Morrison Termed Screen
William
Fox Names
Three New
Pictures
Antithesis
THREE new photoplays were titled last Bertram Grassby plays the vmnamed coJames Morrison, who plays the role of
respondent in the divorce proceedings.
week by William Fox. One is the
the coward in one of the episodes of
The new picture Gladys Brockwell has
divorce propaganda picture which is tenta"
Over the Top," the Greater Vitagraph
tively set for release as a Standard promade has been titled " The Devil's Wheel."
production of Sergeant Arthur Guy Emduction April 7, and the others are special
This picture is the special feature release
features.
for the week of March 17. The title is pey's war book, is considered by Vitaantithesis of the screen char"The Blindness of Divorce" is the title based on the story of a system devised by graph acterthe
in real life. Morrison is down at
a French Marquis to beat the roulette
decided on for the divorce propaganda
wheel. The scenes are laid in France and
Camp Wheeler, outside Macon, Ga., enpicture. This picture was made in Hollygaged in making trench scenes with Serwood, Cal., by Director Frank Lloyd. In the love of Gladys Brockwell for the leader
geant Empey, Lois Meredith and other
the cast Bertha Mann plays the part of of Apaches figures prominently.
the neglected wife of a rich man. She
members of the companj-, and conse" A Camouflage Kiss " is the title sequently, he was not in New York in time,
lected for the new picture June Caprice
is divorced by him and becomes Claire, the
to join the military class at the West Side
is making and which is scheduled for
proprietor of a fashionable gambling resort. The part of John Langdon, her release as a special feature April 7. Y. M. C. A., which was started a week
ago. However, a place has been reserved
husband, is played by Charles Clary. The
" Hooverisms " and " food barons " figure
for him, a telegram from the young actor
in this new play and the plot hinges on a
part
of
the
couple's
daughter,
Florence,
having been read at the meeting last Monwho has been raised in the belief that her kiss in the dark, or, as it has been called,
day night asking that he be enrolled.
mother is dead, is played by Rhea Mitchell.
" A Camouflage Kiss."

Pathe

Forces

Active

•yHKhavePATHE
forces at byLosthe Angeles
liecn augmented
arrival
of Fannie Ward and George Fitzmaurice
who went West for the production <A Sir
Wilham Young's play. " A Japanese Nightingale." Mr. Fitzmaurice directed Miss
Ward in her first Pathe play. " Innocent."
Frank Keenan is at work under the direction of Ernest C. Warde, in Gilson
Willets' adaptation of Sir Henry Irving's
greatest success, " The Bells." The leading role of Mr. Kccnan's first Pathe Play,
" Loaded Dice," has been greeted as the
best part he has ever had, but Pathe expects that the famous character of Mathias
in
"
The
Bells " will prove an even greater
role.
Bessie Love has started on the producElsie Ferguson at Work on
Ibsen Play
At the Famou'. Players-Lasky studios at
Fort Lcc, N. J., Elsie Ferguson has begun
the production of Ibsen's " A Doll's
House" for Artcraft Release. Maurice
Tourncur is directing it, and according to
reports recently received most satisfactory
protrrcsv is beinp made.

on

the West
Coast
tion of a story by William Addison Lathrop, the working title of which is " A
Little Sister of Everyl)ody." George Fisher,
who for some time past has been leading
man for Bessie Barriscale, has been chosen
as leading man for Miss Love in this
picture.
Bryant Washburn is now engaged on
another feature, having just started work
with director William Worthington on a
mystery story of the Southwest. Rhea
Mitchell, leading woman with William S.
Hart, in the days when Mr. Hart was
coming to his fame in western drama, and
later starred in a number of vehicles, has
been engaged as the leading woman in
this picture. George Fields has been engaged for the " heavy " role.

Henry

Directs William Russell
Henry King, who has been directing
Mary Miles Minter features for AmericanMutual, will in the future pilot the productions in which William Russell will
appear at the head of his own company.
The features will be released through
Mutual.

Proctor Joins World
Geoi-gc Du Bois Proctor, widely wellman and„ sccnarioist, ,
known newspaper
has joined the scenario staff of the World
Film Corporation and will begin work at
once on stories for World stars. Mr.
Proctor is one of ih;; best known men
in the business and comes to World Films
with a long line of successes to his credit.

King

I'jihes-line Alley" Is Mary
ikloid's Newest Artcraft Feature

March
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Metro

Player Expects to Be
U. S. Aviator
An actor who expects to fly in France
has virtually been loaned to Metro by the
War Department in the person of Eugene
Pallette, says a Metro announcement.
After Mr. Pallette had been cast for a part
in the forthcoming Metro production,
" The Night Riders," in support of Viola
Dana, he notified B. A. Rolfe, chief of
productions
Metro's
western
that he had of
enlisted
in the
United studios,
States
aviation corps and expected to l)e called at
any moment to begin schooling in the art
of flying. He was not called for three
weeks, however, so was able to work in the
production.
Cecil

DeMille

to Produce

Wives for New"
TheOld
next Cecil B. DeMille special production for y\rtcraft will be an adaptation
by Jeanie Macpherson of " Old Wives for
New,"
by David
Phillips
in whicha story
the noted
writerGraham
dealt with
the
divorce question.
Mr. DeMille is now giving his personal
attention to the assembling of the negative
of " The Whispering Chorus," the special
Artcraft picture produced by him. A private showing will be given at the Iris Theatre, Hollywood, Cal., to permit the members
of the company and their guests to see the
picture.
A system has been inaugurated whereby
Miss Macpherson and Wm. C. DeMille
will alternate in writing scenarios for these
special productions, which will be produced
under the personal direction of Cecil B.
DeMille, Director General of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation.
Bessie

Barriscale Finishes
New Paralta
" Maid o' the Storm " was completed last
week at the Paralta studios in California,
where it was staged under the direction of
Raymond B. West. Both the play and the
screen version of the story are from the
pens of J. Grubb Alexander and Fred
iMyton, who collaborated in writing it.
In the " Maid o' the Storm " Miss Barriscale is said to undergo a complete and
striking transformation in costume and
character.

Hedda

Nova, Vitagraph Beauty, in " The
Woman and the Web," a Serial

Frank Currier and Stella Hammerstein Have Been Cast in Support of May Allison, Whose Curly
Head and Cheery Smile Will Occupy the Star Position Throughout Metro's All-Star
Production Called " Social Hypocrites "
Hodkinson

Cites

Calls Attention to Descent Upon Industry of Four Co-operative
Plans at Once — Business
Awakens to Exhibitor
4<TT anis aannouncement
rather peculiar from
coincidence,"
the W. said
W.
Hodkinson Corporation this week, '' that
four different co-operative plans for the
distribution of pictures are being offered
to the exhibitors at just this time when
W. W. Hodkinson is re-entering the industry as a distributor of film productions.
Since the industry was in its infancy Mr.
Hodkinson has been known as the foremost factor in advancing the interest of
the exhibitor, but prior to this time he has
been working under the handicap of being
associated with interests that held a controlling stock in the organization with
which he has been associated. He now
has a free rein, and it is of unusual interest to watch the unfolding of a plan W'hich
Mr. Hodkinson has been developing in
his own mind for a number of years.
" For the first time in seventeen years
the manufacturers and distributors have
come to the realization that the exhibitor
is of supreme importance and that any
World
Organizes Its
IN continuance of its avowed policy of
giving the World exhibitors the greatest possible value for their money, the
\\'orld Film Corporation has organized
its studio accordingly. Wastage has been
cut out wherever possible, and, instead
of crediting these gains to the profit side
of the ledger, all the gains are being put
right back into the pictures themselves, it
is said. It is not for the purpose of immediately increasing its own earnings that
the World is eliminating all extravagance,
but for the purpose of making better and
better pictures — thereby building a solid
foundation for bigger and better business.
One of the first steps in the studio organization has been the establishment of a
central purchasing department through
which the material for all the various productions will be secured. In this way all
overlapping purchases are eliminated and

Coincidents

proposition - not including him is foredoomed to failure. The various elements
now seem to recognize this and are devising ways and means to reach the exhibitor on a co-operative basis. The Hodkinson policy of co-partnership has been
studied by many of the foremost exhibitors of the country, all of whom consider it bullet-proof and claim that it will
revolutionize the method of distributing
pictures.
" One of the basic principles in Mr.
Hodkinson's plan is the dividing of the
larger portion of distribution profits with
the exhibitors with whom he is doing business. He believes the exhibitor should
be considered a partner in his organization, and as a partner he should participate in the profits of the co-operative organization.
" Mr. Hodkinson is now making a tour
of the Western Coast, closing contracts
with progressive exhibitors. He is in San
Francisco at the present time and expects
to leave for Dallas, Tex., the last of the
week. From there he will go to New Orleans, Atlanta and then back to New York,
stopping off only for a day or so in Wash-

Studio On New
Basis
ington."prices are secured through the
better
larger quantities bought.
An estimate bureau has also been installed whose function it is to estimate on
the cost of a production and see to it that
the production cost is kept within reasonable bounds of that estimate. The exhibitors will be particularly interested in this
as it means that there will be no extravagance wasted on some few scenes with
the result that other portions of the film
have to be skimped. All the money needed
will be spent where needed — no part of
any film i« to be skimped in the slightest
degree — but all the money will be spent to
the best possible advantage in bringing out
the strong points of the story and in
building dependable, consistent box-office
pullers for the exhibitors.
All stock companies at the World studio
have been dispensed with.
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Madge Kennedy. Mabel Normand and Mary Garden Will Next Be Presented by Goldwyn In " The Danger Game," " The Floor Below " and " The Splendid Sinner," Respectively
World
Reaps
Harvest
on
Offer
exhibitors for all time to come.
Exhibitors Flood Home Office with
Here arc extracts from some of the
Letters in Coninienclatory Vein —
letters :
Some Look Upon It as LifeWorld Pictures by giving this service
saver of Business
gratis is certainly helping the exhibitors
out inden, aN. J.big way. — Arcade theatre, Cami<'~r'HE exhibitor ain't got any heart. You
•»• can do everything in the world for
I think your offer is a Godsend and
him and it don't make no impression on
him. He's a cold, clammy fish, and it's a World Plan should be appreciated. —
waste of time and money to do anything
Powell Theatre Company, Ponca City,
Okla.
him."'
forWorld Film wonders how often this
It seems too good to be true. I never
statement has been made about the exheard of such a thing. May you be the
hibitor. How many concerns have apfirst into Heaven. — Thompson Amusement
parently believed it and acted accordingly
Enterprises, Mexico, Mo.
in their dealings with the exhibitor? And
I sure appreciate this new lease of life. —
yet. how whole-heartedly, how enthusiOlympic theatre, Lebanon, Ind.
astically the exhibitor responds when
A wonderful step. It sure will be a
something actual and definite is really done
life-saver to me. I wish to extend my
for him.
thanks and appreciation. — Bijou and IroThese remarks are brought forth by the
quois theatres, Bridgeport, 111.
We are glad to be a customer of the
nation-wide response given by exhibitors
ONE exchange that is doing its utmost
to the " World Plan " of giving, for the
duration of the war, gratis bookings each
to help the exhibitors at a time when it is
week equal in number to the bookings conneeded most. — Colonial theatre, Tavlor,
Tex.
tracted for. Since the single announcement made by World Pictures of the
Better than any other film company has
epochal plan the branch offices and the done. — Fox theatre. Buhl, Idaho.
home office of the concern have been
By this noble act you have welded tosimply flooded with commendatory letters
gether a warmer feeling between the
from the exhibitors praising the World for
World Film Corporation and its many
this concrete evidence of its firm intention
customers, and on this act your customers
to build a firm foundation of concord and
will stand by you to the last. — Family the" ' '. ration between the World and the
atre, Ionia, Mich.
J.asky Gives "Wild Youth"
High Praise
Shortly after Jesse L. Lasky arrived in
California, recently, he witnessed a showJ. Stuart Blackton's " Wild Youth,"
whiching ofhad
just been comi)leted at the HollywrKrtl Studios of the Famous PlaycrsLasky Corporation, and which will be released March 18. Mr. Lasky is loud in
his praise of Mr. Blackton and the cast
appearing in this photoplay which is the
third of the productions to be taken by
Mr. Blackton from the works of Sir Gilbert Parker.

" Mr. Blackton has been very fortunate
in securing a story of this calibre," said
Mr. Lasky. " Translated into screen
terms, by Beulah Marie Dix, who has had
a long string of successes to her credit,
the play presents a vivid picture of the
conflict between youth and age, youth being typified in the story by the characters
played by Louise Huff and Jack Mulhall,
and age represented by the role created
by Theodore Roberts. At the same time
a beautiful allegory is carried through the
play, in which youth and age are presented by a series of strikingly beautiful
dances."

Big Houses Book " Price of
Folly " Series
Following the booking of Pathe's " The
Price of Folly " series of eight two-reel
dramas, starring Ruth Roland with Frank
Mayo, by the Loew theatres in New York,
a number of other houses have arranged
to present this picture, among the latest
being the Park theatre in Boston.
A recent program of the Park included
Baby Marie Osborne in "The Little Patriot," Toto in a two-reel comedy, HearstPathe News and " The Price of Folly."
Among the players appearing in the various dramas of " The Price of Folly " series,
in addition to Ruth Roland and Frank
Mayo, are Neil Hardin, Ruth Lackaye,
Mollie McConnell, Daniel Gilfethcr, Philo
A'IcCullough, Frank Erlanger, Lillian West,
Gloria Payton and Charles Dudley.
Miss

Minter's Next
Selected

Subject

Mary Miles Minter's next starring subject, which will be directed by Edward
Sloman, is from a story by Jeanne Judson
and will be started under the working
title
"Theof Church
Window
Angel."
is theof first
a new line
of stories
to beIt
selected by Will M. Richey, scenario editor of the American Film Company, who
is endeavoring to secvn-c the very best
stories from well-known writers for future Mintcr vehicles.
Miss Minler has completed the seventh
production of her present series, entitled
" A Bit of Jade," under the direction of
Edward Sloman, who is said to have secured many beautiful bits of scenery for
this picture at the lake at Hope Ranch,
heretofore unavailable for picture-making.
George Walsh Recovers
Announcement is made from the Fox
offices that George Walsh is recovering
from the accident which befel him after he
had finished "Jack Spurlock — Prodigal."
Walsh broke three ribs in a cross-country
run and has been in the care of a trained
nurse for some time. He soon will begin
work on a new Fox picture.

March
Blackton
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I^eases His Brook-

lyn Studio
J. Stuart Blackton, it -yvas announced last
week by Famous Players-Lasky, has leased
his studio in Brooklyn to another organization, and will confine his activities to California in making pictures for Paramount
release.
When Commodore Blackton signed a
contract to produce a series of personally
supervised features for Paramount, he constructed alarge studio in Brooklyn, and it
was there that the interior scenes for " The
Judgment House " and " The World for
Sale " were made.
The next picture was " Wild Youth," demanding summer scenes in the big outdoors,
and New York was in the icy grip of what
turned out to be a severe winter. The Comrnodore decided to move the company to
the western coast, and availed himself of
the use of the Lasky studio at Hollywood,
Cal., which was proffered by Jesse L.
Lasky.
Childhood Story to Rescue
of Goldwyn Director
According to Goldwyn, Frank Powell, director of Rex Beach's newest motion picture, "Heart of the Sunset," can thank
Jane Miller, who in private life is Mrs.
Powell, and Frances Hodgson Burnett for
the safe return to American soil, after a
brief sojourn in troublous Mexico, of himself and a company of eighteen players.
Mr. Powell is much obliged to Mrs. Burnett
for writing the little sugar-and-honey
classic of girlhood called " Jewel," and to
Jane Miller for unearthing a copy of it
from her trunk at a moment when it was
very much needed.
It seems that the Mexican State president
became suspicious of the actions of the
company and after they had returned to
their hotel on this side of the Rio Grande
telephoned to Director Powell for a copy of
the story being filmed. Here Mrs. Powell
and Mrs. Burnett came to the rescue. From
the bottom of a trunk the director's wife
resurrected a copy of Mrs. Burnett's "Jewel," which was sent at once by special messenger to His Excellency. Powell would
like mightily to know what the Senor said
when his interpreter told him what
" Jewel " was all about.
Canada's Censor Approves
Jaxon Serial
The official stamp of approval of two
governments has now been given " A
Daughter of Uncle Sam," the Jaxon serial,
reports General Film Company. A few
weeks ago the United States Censor's office
witnessed a run-off of the first few episodes
of the serial and passed it with the department's approval.
The Canadian chief press censor. Col.
Ernest J. Chambers of Ottawa, has gone a
step farther and broken an office record by
issuing a letter highly recommending the
General's spy serial. This is said to be the
first picture ever to receive an indorsement from the Canadian government, and
Canadian exhibitors are elated as the result of the official stamp of approval.

Billie Burke in " Eve's Daughter," a Paramount Picture, Nearly Falls Under the Cunning
Wiles of Lionel Atwill, the " Heavy "
Miss

Clark

in

" Rich Man, Poor Man," is Title of
New
Picture Started— Pauline
Frederick
Finishes New
Production
ACTIVITIES within the walls of the
Famous Players-Lasky studio in
Fifty-sixth street. New York, have been
very pronounced recently, and at the present time three feminine stars are there on
productions for forthcoming release.
These players are Marguerite Clark,
Pauline Frederick and Billie Burke. Miss
Frederick's feature was completed last
week.
" Rich Man, Poor Man," is the title of
the play on which Marguerite Clark has
begun production at the Fifty-sixth street
studio, and in which she has a strictly
dramatic role. If publicity counts for anything this Paramount picture will make
its appearance in the picture houses of
the country under auspicious conditions,
for in addition to the popularity of the
star, "Rich Man, Poor Man" should be
well known throughout the United States,
it is promised. The story was written by
Maximilian Foster and published as a
serial by the Saturday Evening Post. It
was then issued in book form, and a large
number of editions have been printed.
J. Searle Dawley, who produced the Bab
series, is directing " Rich Man, Poor
Man." Mr. Dawley's last picture was
" The Lie," for Artcraf t release, starring

Dramatic
Role
Elsie Ferguson.
Pauline Frederick finished the final
scenes of " The Resurrection " last week,
which were taken in the settings of the
big prison yard as the condemned prisoners
are on the eve of their departure for
Siberia. The handling of this production for Paramount release is said to reflect great credit upon Director Edward
Jose and his assistant, Daniel Pennell, for
notwithstanding the magnitude of the
work, the big ensembles of people, the
inclement weather and the countless unusual details that arise in the making of
a spectacular subject of this character, the
work has progressed smoothly and in
record time.
Billie Burke is still working on the
interiors of her new Paramount picture,
" Let's Get a Divorce," the photoplay written for her by Anita Loos and John Emerson, and expects to finish this week.
Backgrounds were secured in Florida for
the exterior scenes, and these are being
matched with interiors. Miss Burke has
personally assisted in the selection of the
settings and furniture, and as the young
bride in the story, with a trousseau of
extraordinarily pretty clothes, the general
ensemble of the picture will no doubt, be
beautiful and artistic. Director Charles
Giblyn, who has charge of the production,
predicts that ]\Iiss Burke's work in this
photoplay will cause favorable comment, as
the story is a comedy-drama.
Texas

Is Mutua
J. Sulhv
M. New
ger l's
Y. Mana
N. an
M. J. Sullivan, formerly of the National
Biscuit Company, has been appointed manager of the New York office of the Mutual
Film Corporation and assumed the duties
of the position February 18. Since last
March Mr. Sullivan has visited all of the
Mutual branch offices in the United States
and Canada as a special salesman.

Guinan Comes East
Once More
Texas Guinan, Triangle player, was last
week reported on her way East from the
Triangle Culver City studios, this being
her third trip since she joined the Triangle
forces a few months ago.
Her most recent picture is " Another
Foolish
E. MasonVirgin,"
Hopper. which was directed by
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Chaplin
Picture
Soon
Ready
Several New Faces to Be Seen in louches of pathos very much similar to
those evidenced in " Easy Street " and " The
(_'ome(lian's Initial Production for
First National
Mxliibilors"
Several new faces will be seen in the
Circuit
Vagaliond." Chaplin picture, as well as the
forthcoming
CHAKl.KY CHAI'LIX is now in ilic v.ell-known features of Edna Purviancc.
Fred Starr shoulders the character that
home-strctcli of the production of " A
usually fell to the late Eric Campbell and
Dog's Life." his initial First National ExZasu Pitts, who portrayed the s>-mpathctic
hibitors' Circuit picture, working day and
night on what he claims will be the greatest
s'dve in Mary Pickford's " Little Princess,"
Vvill be new to Chaplin followers.
comedy he ever turned out.
Close to one hundred people have been
Although the comedian is carrying out
used in the making of the picture, and the
the same policy with his present contrilnitions to the film world as he has in the r^z^t, greater part of the action takes place in inthat of pot making public in the slightest
terior "sets," affording the star plenty of
scope for imiquc comedy situations.
degree the nature of his story until the subject is well on its way to the exhibitors,
Following the first release, it is plannt-d
to issue a Chaplin subject on an average
it may be said that it is quite different from
of
about every six weeks until the eiglit
anything he has heretofore attempted. Not
comedies, as contracted for, shall have been
alone will it cdntain his usual comedy anreleased.
tics, but he is said to have also added

Hayakawa
Forms Own
SESSUE HAYAKAWA, according to
advices from the West Coast this
week, is to head his own company of photoplayers in productions which he will himself stage. Manner of release has not been
decided upon, according to announcements.
Mr. Hayakawa's most recent pictures
liave been released by Paramount, and the
star has a large following throughout the
country.
It is claimed that unlimited capital has
been studio
placedarrangements
at Mr. Hayakawa's
disposal,
and
have already
been
made which are sure to furnish every facility for the perfect production of the class
of photodramas which are to be filmed.
Eight features a year will be made, it is
said, and the stories will be the best obtainable.
In the matter of players, nothing has
been made known thus far with the excep-

Producing Company
tion that the feminine lead will be a player
well known in emotional and dramatic
screen work. The cast will be good in
proportion, it is claimed.
Mr. Hayakawa, in connection with his
decision to make his own features, said :
■■ I am proud, indeed, to head my own
company, and I am going to do my best to
go over the top in making productions
that will appeal to the patrons of the
houses where the great photoplay art is
displayed. I want to make pictures that
all the people will enjoy and make them so
well lliat they will be of a lasting character. Wait for results. These I am confident will be perfectly satisfactory."
Sessue Hayakawa's organization has
been formed under the name of the Haworth Pictures Corporation and its head(|uarters are in the H. W. Hellman Building, Los Angeles.

Alice Brady,
Sefect
Star, toIstheBringing
Russian
Drama
Screen Another
Select's

Business

Good,

Says Comptroller
Derham for Select
J. A. Derham,
Pictures Corporation, returned this week
after a visit to several of the branches of
that company and reports a very satisfactory financial system in operation throughout. "Business is picking up all along the
line," says
''andto Select's
changeMr.
managersDerham,
are seeing
it that exwe
get our full share, and a little bit more."

Paralta

Companies

on New
Productions
by
the
Paralta
staff author, Julian I^ouis
ACTIVITIES on the Western Coast, according to a Paralta announcement
Lamothe. She will be directed by Wallace
Worsley.
last week, arc keeping the Paralta studios
Bessie Barriscale is now working in
as busy as the proverbial gopher on the tin
roof. Robert Brunton, director of produc" Maid o' the Storm," written by J. Grubb
Alexander and Fred Myton. This productions, has outlined the forthcoming protion will be finished within a few days,
gram of features which are now being
when she will start upon another, which is
made, or arc to be started in the immediate future.
no.w ready.
According to the statement Bessie Bar" With Hoops of Steel," in which Henry
B. Walthall is working at present, will be
ri<.calc. Ixiuisc Glaum and Henry B. Walth;dl will be working at the same time with
finished shortly. The story is of the western type and presents Mr. Walthall in a
th' ir ri -pr rtivt: companies.
Loui^ie Glaum will make her debut as a characterization far different than any in
which he has appeared heretofore, it is said.
Paralta star in " Intelligence," which was
Upon the completion of this production,
written by Monte M. Katterjohn, and which
deals with a theme of international rela- he will start on one that has been pretions, intimate glimpses of the modern war
pared for him by Jack Gilbert and Deniand of the little known military caste. Aftson
Eliot Clift,
Howe.and which will be directed by
er this. Miss Glaum will appear in " SnapExcavations for the fotmdation of some
dragon," from the pen of Horace Hazeltine, which appeared in story form in a of the remaining buildings yet to be conway.
magazine. The third picture in which she
structed at the Paralta studios are under
will afipcar was rsprri;!!!-,- v. riilrn fr,r 'k r

Shirley Mason to Visit
Greater N. Y. Houses
Arrangements arc l)c'ing made for personal appearances by Miss Shirley Mason,
the Edison star, at first runs in the
Greater New York district when the new
Japanese feature, tentatively called
"Aliens," is released l)y Perfection Pictures.
At the personal showings the star will
wear Japanese costumes, appearing often
in character where dressing-room facilities are available. The exquisite colorings of her trousseau in the role of a
Japanese bride have never been seen outside the Edison studio, the fourteen fabrics and costumes having been specially
designed
for her by Oriental artists, it is
said.
Seelig with Triangle
H. Seelig, former newspaper man and
magazine writer, has been added to the
Triangle scenario staff. He is specializing
on two-reel, comedies.
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■William
Bradyas an
Promises
the Atlantic
Big Captive
StolenandOrders,"
Will isShortly
Be Solved.
Montagu A.Love
AviatorThat
is Shown
in the City
center.Mystery
June Surrounding
Elvidge
and His
Are in Balloon
the GroupUsedon in
the " Left,
Miss Elvidge
surrounded
by an
" Army
"Mr.on Brady
the Right
U. S. War

Officials to Re-

view "Over the Top "
Sergeant Arthur Guy Empej- and the
members of the Vitagraph Company who
are appearing with him in " Over the Top "
returned to New York Thursday after two
weeks spent at Camp Wheeler, near Macon,
Ga., taking scenes for the production.
Under an agreement entered into between President Smith and representatives of the War Department, the Vitagraph Company is to screen the trench
scenes for the benefit of officials just as
soon as the print can be made and before
the action is incorporated in the finished
production. It also was arranged that
the completed picture should be shown to
the officials of the War Department for
review before it is released for public
■exhibition.
President Smith says that " Over the
Top " is now in its final stages and the
picture will be finished within a very short
time.
Blackwell Renews Contract
with World
Carlyle Blackwell, after recovering
from his recent indisposition, has renewed
has contract with the World Film Corporation for an extended period of time
and will shortly be co-starred with Evelyn
Greeley in a new production, of which
Dell Henderson is the director. This will
signalize the coming to World Films of
Mr. Henderson, who will direct Miss
Greeley and Mr. Blackwell in a series of
features.
Belle Bennett

Adopts Submarine Base
Miss Belle Bennett, Triangle player,
has officially adopted the San Pedro submarine base, and will hereafter be the
godmother of the organization, looking
after the interests and comforts of the
boys. The formal adoption was filmed at
the submarine base.
The first scene in the adoption reel
showed Ensign Cook presenting Miss Bennett to Captain Poundstone, commander
at the base.

Filming:
Brady
Huge
War Balloon
and Hydroaeroplane Figure in Screen Version
of Drury
Lane Spectacle
Now in Production
RECENT visitors to Atlantic City who
ventured to the farther end of Longport, a desolate point jutting out into the
ocean from the extreme end of the island,
found it fenced off and numerous "No
Admittance " signs in evidence. All they
could see was a big building, inside of
which was a huge balloon into which was
being forced some 25,000 feet of hydrogen
What the onlookers outside the fence
didn't know was this balloon is to play a
gas.
prominent part in the filming of " Stolen
Orders," the big feature based on the Drury
Lane melodrama " Sealed Orders," which
William A. Brady is making with a cast
that includes Kitty Gordon, Carlyle BlackProduction

Stolen
well, Montagu Love, Orders"
June Elvidge, Madge
Evans, George McQuarrie and numerous
others. " Stolen Orders " will be the first
of Mr. Brady's feature productions recently announced. As " Sealed Orders," when
produced at Drury Lane and later here at
the Manhattan Opera House, was replete
Vv'ith action and possessed unusual pictorial
values, the screen version is said to promise
many
tures. unique and highly interesting feaMr. Brady has been at Atlantic City supervising the production of " Stolen Orders " and giving to its every detail his
personal attention. With him have been
Harley Knoles, Montagu Love, June Elvidge and many others.
Another
incidenttoinreach
" Stolen
which is expected
a highOrders
water"
mark in public interest is that in which
a hydroaeroplane figures in a most thrilling
rescue.

Activities

RECENT activities at the Lasky Studios
in Hollywood evidence the fact that
there has never been a time when production work there was at a greater height, or
when pictures of more representative cJiaracter have been under way.
Jack Pickford and Louise Huff are at
work upon " Sandy," their newest Paramount
underthis
George
Melford's
direction,subject
but before
reaches
the screen
there will be two other Pickford-Huff photoplays— "His Majesty, Bunker Bean" and
" Mile-a-Minute Kendall." Sessue Hayakawa, supported by Florence Vidor and
Jack Holt, is doing a new picture which
will follow " The Honor of His House."
James Young is directing.
The title of Wallace Reid's new film,
" Marcel Levignet," has been changed to
" The House of Silence." Reid, with Ann
Little as his leading woman, is working
under Donald Crisp's direction in this photoplay which will be his starring vehicle
from Paramount following " The Thing
We Love," featuring Reid and Kathlyn
Williams. It is a detective story, taken

at

Lasky

Studios

from
Elwyn Blackton
Barr's " Marcel
J. Stuart
begins Levignet."
work shortly
cn " Missing," his second California-made
picture.
Wild atYouth,"
recentlyMeantime,
completed, was "shown
the studio
projection room and given the highest
praise. It has been declared a masterful
production by Jesse L. Lasky. The featured players include Louise Huff, Theodore Roberts, Jack Mulhall, Adele Farrington, James Cruze, and others.
Over at the Morosco Studios, Vivian
Martin is finishing up her new Paramount
film, " Unclaimed Goods," with Rolin Sturgeon directing.
Griffith Picture Shown to
Pomona
D. W. Griffith's latest film spectacle,
which is said to make " The Birth of a
Nation " look like " a split reel," to use
the words of the publicity expert, was
given a first showing before a Pomona,
Cal. audience recently. The feature was
received well, according to reports.
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" In the Spring " Secured
by Triangle
Following the release of " The Shoes
That Danced," a new drama by the same
author has been secured by Triangle. " In
the Spring
Collier's
zine, and is" aappeared
mystery instory
of theMagaNew
Yorkianpolice
force,
showing
life
in
the
Italunderworld.
Joe King is cast as a police inspector,
who falls in love with Margery Wilson,
whom he believes is a reformed crook. Under the direction of Raymond Wells, this
play is well under way, and includes in the
supporting cast Francis McDonald and
Aaron Edwards.
American

to Make All Russell Pictures
Samuel S. Hutchinson announces that
all pictures to be made by the new William Russell Productions will be done at
the American Film Company Studios, at
Santa Barbara. The technical work will
be done at the laboratories of the American Film Company, at Chicago.

William Desmond, Triangle's Dashing Hero, Holds Back the Pirate Crew at Point of Sword in
" The Sea Panther " — and Eventually Wins the Girl
Laemmle

Would

Universal Head Plans Series of Special Subjects to Interest Chronic
Stayaways — Films to Be Free
to Exhibitors
IN the hope of attracting to motion picture theatres those people who are not
in the habit of attending photoplay houses
and eventually making them regular patrons, Carl Laemmle, president and director general of the Universal Film
Manufacturing Company, is now giving
his attention to the filming of special subjects calculated to interest the stayaways.
The first drive will be directed toward
the automobilists. Since the majority of
car owners are people in moderate circumstances— that is, people who cannot afford
chauffeurs and are therefore compelled to
run and care for their own automobiles
— suggestions that will help them save
money are sure to be eagerly welcomed.
It is Mr. Laemmle's idea to have exPathc Serial Shown 'Round
the World
Through arrangements concluded by the
export and trading department of the Pathe
organization, " The Hidden Hand " serial,
starring Doris Kenyon, Sheldon Lewis,
.\rline Pretty and Mahlon Hamilton, will
be shown throughout the world.
Contracts have been closed for the presentation of this picture throughout the
Far East, China, Singapore, Straits Settlements, India, Philippines, East Indies,
Japan, Australasia, Mexico, West Indies,
Rrazil, Argentina, Uraguay, Paraguay,
Chile, Peru, Bolivia and the other South
American Republics, England and its colonies, France, Italy, Spain, the Scandinavian countries: Sweden, Denmark and
Norway.

Coax

Them

In

perts in the automobile and automobile
accessory field tell car owners, via the
moving picture screen, how this may be
brought about. Since tires form one of
the largest items of expense in connection
with running a car, they have been made
the subject of the first of these special releases, the title being " Over the Roads to
War." Recently completed, it portrays the
causes back of the wfonderful mileage
which our army and the armies of our
allies are obtaining out of their tires.
Owing to the assistance given to Universal by the entire automobile industry,
the cost of producing " Over the Roads to
War " has practically amounted to nothing.
For this reason the exhibitor is to be given
the benefit of the saving effected to the
extent of receiving the film rent free. Application to the ncaresft exchange controlled by this film organization will bring
the subjectvertising
tohelps.the theatre, together with ad-

William

Farnum

Com-

pletes Fox Feature
According to announcements from the
office of William Fox this week, William
Farnum has completed " Rough and
Ready," his newest de luxe production for
the Fox program, and is preparing to
return to California.
Mr. Farnum's most recent film, " Rough
and
Ready,"
by Richard
Stanton
in the was
Fox directed
studios and
at Port
Henry, N. Y., in the Adirondacks. The
story is one of the East and West and is
interpreted by a large supporting company.
Mr. Farnum appears in the role of a man
who seeks the solace of the snowy trail
to escape thoughts of the past.
During his stay in New York — Mr.
Farnum has been here almost a year — he
has made three photoplays, " The Heart of
a Lion," " Les Miserables " and " Rough
and Ready," in the order named. It was
in December, 1915, that William Fox sent
his first company of photoplayers to the
Pacific Coast. William Farnum headed
that group. He remained in California
until April, 1917, and made a dozen productions during that period.

" The Hidden Hand " is a serial in fifteen episodes, written by Arthur B. Reeve,
author
of the
" Craig Kennedy " stories,
and Charles
A. Logue.
Wanda

Petit Changes Name
for Fairbanks
Wanda Petit, well-known feminine lead,
has changed her name to Wanda Hawley
at the request of Douglas Fairbank-;, it
was announced last week by Famous Players-Lasky. -Miss Hawley has been cast opposite Fairbanks in his next Artcraft picture to follow " Headin' South," released
February 25. The new story has not been
named.
Allan Dwan is both author and director
of the new picture.

William Farnum as He Appears in " Rough
and Ready," a William Fox Standard Picture
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Chapin

Features

First Called "My First Jury," Followed by " Tender Memories,"
" A President's Answer " and
"My Native State"
FAMOUS PLAYERS - LASKY CORPORATION last week announced that
four features of the Benjamin Chapin series, "The Son of Democracy," released
under the Paramount trademark, will be
offered during the month of March. As
it took Mr. Chapin five years to produce
the ten two-reel features which constitute
the series, or an average of six months
for each one, the releases during March
will give to exhibitors two years of production work condensed in eight reels.
The publicity campaign conducted by the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation covering this series included national magazines
and daily newspapers. The novelization,
by Alfred Payson Terhune, published in a
large syndicate of papers headed by the
New York World, has acquainted millions
of readers with " The Son of Democracy."
" My First Jury," released March 4, is
described as a comedy-drama, showing
Abraham Lincoln, the boy, defending a
funny little pickaninny accused of stealing
a white rooster. After a swift chase, Jim,
the colored boy, is captured with the fowl
under his arm, and he is about to be roughly handled by the angry youths when Abe
intervenes and suggests that the trembling
captive be given a fair trial by jury.
"Tender Memories," released March 11,
is built around early incidents in the Civil
War. A soldier lying in an unmarked grave
recalls to Lincoln the pathetic story of how
his mother, Nancy Hanks Lincoln, was
buried in the wilderness without a funeral
ceremony, and Lincoln tells of his efforts
to get a minister who finally performs the
rites.
" A President's Answer " is released
March 18, and offers a war story. A Southern soldier is made prisoner, kills his brutal
Northern guai-d and is sentenced to death.
The boy's parents appeal to the President,
Two Toto Comedies a
Month from Pathe
Vice-President and General Manager J.
A. Berst announces that beginning April 14
Pathe will release two Toto comedies a
month instead of one, as heretofore
Paul Tessier, manager of Pathe's branch
at Albany, received an unsolicited letter
from John J. Walker, manager of the Lincoln theatre, Schenectady, praising Toto in
" The tionMovie
for informaas to theDummy,"
next Totoasking
released
and also
requesting the best prices on repeat days
of all Toto comedies.

in

March

Stage
Protest at Drews'

Plans for

Metro annoiuiced this week that the intention of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew to
retire from the screen and devote their time
to the spoken drama has called forth a
storm of protest. One of these came from
S. L. Rothapfel, of the Rialto and RivoH,
New York, who wrote, in part, to Metro as
follows : " In writing you this letter, I grant
you permission to give it all the publicity
you think it deserves. It concerns the
Drews in their well-known characters of
Henry and his spouse Polly. I hope their
intention to presently retire from the screen
will never materialize. I have run these
comedies at the Rialto and the Rivoli each
and every week for the past six months,
and I am in a better position to judge their
merits than any other exhibitor in Amer-

Doris Lee Is the Winning Girl Who Has
Appeared with Charles Ray in Two of His
Most Recent Ince-Paramount Features
and a typical Lincoln answer saves the boy.
The difficulties under which the President
labored during the conduct of the war and
the hostility of Secretary of War Stanton
to the merciful policies of Lincoln are
clearly illustrated.
" My Native State " is the story of Abraham Lincoln's grandfather, and is released
Alarch 25. There are Indian fights and
stirring adventures, in which Abe's grandfather is killed by the redskins. An Indian girl saves the lives of two children,
one of whom later became the father of
Abraham Lincoln.
William

Desmond Plays a
Dual Role

In " The Marriage Bubble," forthcoming Triangle picture, William Desmond
portrays a dual role, being cast as Marty
Conrad, a Montana millionaire, and Peter
Trenholm, dissipated son of an aristocratic
but financially embarrassed family. This
society-comedy has been adapted from the
story by W. Carey Wonderlej', and was
directed by Walter Edwards under the
supervision of Thomas H. Ince. Anna
Luther, Maude George and Florence Dagmar have important roles.

Jack Holt Appears with
Dorothy Dalton
In " Love Me," her Paramount picture,next
followingmonth,
" ' Flare-Up
' Sal,"
to beis
released
Dorothy
Dalton
said ica."
to be supported by a strong cast of
players, with Jack Holt, who has appeared
with success in so many important Paramount pictures, playing opposite her in
the role of Gordon Appleby.
Change

Made in Vitagraph
Schedule
Albert E. Smith, president of the Vitagraph Company, makes the announcement
that it has been necessary to postpone production of George Barr McCutcheon's
story, " The Man From Brodneys," which
had been chosen for Earle Williams, and
instead the players, under direction of
Tom corrected
Mills, will list
be seen
in " Sealed
The
of Blue
RibbonLips."
features as given out is as follows :
April 1, "Little Miss No-Account," featuring Gladys Leslie. Director, William
P. S. Earle.
April 8, " The Business of Life," feaTerriss. turing Alice Joyce, under direction of Tom
April 15. " The Girl From Beyond," featuring Nell Shipman and Alfred Whitman. Directed by William Wolbert.
April 22, " A Bachelor's Children," featuring Harry Morey with Florence Deshon. Directed by Paul Scardon.
April 29, " Sealed Lips," featuring Earle
Williams with Grace Darmond. Director,
Tom Mills.
The Vitagraph statement relative to the
change in the list states that the company
tried in vain to get a yacht such as was
needed for " The Man from Brodney's."
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Harold Lockwood Has Completed " The Landloper " for Metro, While Viola Dana Contributes " Breakers Ahead ' to the Program.
in " The Claim "
Fox

Schedules

Jewel LaniK-u Leads Ott ^^larch List
in " Girl with Champagne Eyes "
— Pe.srgy H}-land
ture on ^MarchNewlo FeaFI\'Erelease
specialby features
William areFoxscheduled
during for
the
month of March, according to an announcement this week. The stars included are
Jewel Carmen, who heads the list ; Peggy
Hyland, Gladys Brockwcll, Virginia Pearson and George Walsh.
On the 3rd the release is Jewel Carmen
in
Girl with Miss
the Champagne
Eyes."
In "The
this production
Carmen takes
the
part of a girl pickpocket. She sends an
innocent man to jail, repents, earns his forgiveness and finally reforms and marries
him.
March 10 the release is Peggy Hyland in
■"The Debt of Honor." This is the first
picture Miss Hyland has made for Fox. It
has a spy interest and a war plot, says the
announcement from the Fox offices.
Supporting Miss Hyland are Irving Cummings, Frank Goidsmith, Hazel Adams and
Eric Mayne. The story is by Eve Unsell,
the direction by O. A. C. Lund and the photography byJoe Ruttenberg. Many of the
scenes
in
"
The Debt of Honor " were taken
at Xew Orleans.
"I am sure that exhibitors will welcome

Five

Specials

Peggy
Hyland to the from
list ofthe
our Fox
stars,"offices.
said
the announcement
" She has been on the stage in England and
began her motion picture career there. She
made so big a hit that an American producer sent for her to do some particularly
special film work here. She got a big welcome on this side of the water. Mr. Fox
watched her for a long time and was so
well pleased with her that he signed her as
soon as her old contract was up."
March 17 the release is Gladys Brockwell
in " The Devil's Wheel." Many of the
scenes in this production are laid in Paris
and the story revolves around a system
evolved by a Marquis to beat the roulette
wheel. The daughter of the Marquis is
played by Miss Brockwell, who is made the
heroine of a band of Paris Apaches.
\''irginia Pearson in " A Daughter of
France " is the release for March 24. As
the title would indicate it is a war play.
The scenes are laid along the battle front
and Aliss Pearson plays the part of a beautiful French girl who is attacked I)y invading
soldiers.
The release for March 31 is George
Walsh in " The Kid is Clever." This, it is
said, will be one of the best pictures George
Walsh has made. Announcement from the
Fox offices is to the effect that it is full of
sparkling comedy and surprise situations.

Russian Art Film Heads
Pathe's List
A FIVE-REEL Russian Art Film,
golden notes chime over Petrograd. The
** starring Ivan Mozukin and Mme.
literary lion of Russia, who writes in verse
of youth and love, is played by Ivan
Lcsieiiko, heads Pathe's program for the
Mozukin.
week of March 17. The same week witnesses the release of the second episode
Gripping scenes and a tense situation,
where Lesicnko goes to a former chorus
of the new Pearl White serial, " The House
girl's home to comfort her after the death
of Hate." and another Toto comedy.
of her child. For the moment she forThe title of the feature is " The ]Beggar
gets that time is flying. Little does she
Woman." and it is said to be one of the
most remarkable dramas yet released on
realize that a huge audience is waiting at
the Russian Art Drama program and feathe Opera House to hear her sing. Sudtures Mme. Lesicnko as a songbird, whose
denly itdawns upon her. She rushes mad-

N e zvs

Edith Storey Stars

ly to her car and instructs the chauffeur
to drive like mad. Then comes the accident. Then the announcement that the
operatic star is unable to appear on account of sudden illness spreads in the
immediate neighborhood. The news of the
singer's malady is quickly circulated, and
the next day friends gather at her bedside. "Madame can never sing again,"
is the doctor's edict.
" The Tiger's Eye " is the title of the
second episode of " The House of Hate,"
in which Pearl White is starred with Antonio Moreno as leading man.
Toto's two-reel Rolin comedy is titled
" Fare, Please," and in it the little comedian plays the part of a street car conductor. Harold Lloyd appears in " Here
Come the Girls," a one-reel comedy.
A split-reel travel and educational is
made up of Picturesque France (The
Cauterets), Pathe colored, and "Children's
Dances," also Pathe colored and made with
the famous ultra-rapid camera. An International Cartoon, an Educational split-reel
and Hearst-Pathe News, No. 24 and 25,
are also on this program.
Alice Brady Film is Again
Titled
Another change of name has been deon in regard which
to AlicehasBrady's
latest
Select cidedproduction,
been going
forward under the working title of " Ruthless Russia." The new title will be " At
the Mercy
Men,"on and
has been cards
embodied in alloforders
lithographs,
and folders advertising the picture.
" At the Mercy of Men " was arranged
for the screen by Paul West and was directed l)y Charles Miller.
" Revelation " Booked for
Loew Theatres
" Revelation," the Metro production
with Nazimova, which has been running at
the Lyric in New York, is booked for
sixty
days' showing
Circuit
of theatres
after its on
run the
at Loew
the Lyric.
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Mary Miles Minter Is Said To Be Her
Charming American-Mutual
Self in " Powers Feature
That Prey," an
Five New J axon Comedies
Now Readv
The release of the sixth series of Jaxon
Comedies has now been completed with
""Which Was Luckj'," a one-reel subject
■deahng with the weird adventures of two
trouble finders. General Film now releases a new series of Jaxon Comedies
consisting of five subjects: "The Official
Maneuver," " What Occurred on the
Beach," " An All Fools' Day Affair,"
■" Beating Him to It " and " Forced Into
Matrimony."
No

Rest for Winsome

Ann

Pennington
The production of " Sunshine Nan " is
said to have proved a trying experience
for Ann Pennington, who plays the title
role in the Paramount picture to be released March 11. The strenuosity of the
part and the cold weather prevailing while
the exteriors were being filmed convinced
the star that the path of the motion picture actress is not strewn with roses. So
she hied herself to Palm Beach- for a rest,
but no sooner had she arrived there than
she was joyfully hailed as a new recruit
for Red Cross work by a prominent societ}' leader of New York.
Many

Order VitagraphDrew Reissues

Walter "W . Irwin, general manager of
the A'itagraph distributing organization, received reports from the company's branches
last week which showed that bookings on
the Vitagraph Drew comedies already have
started coming in in large volume. Announcement that the company was preparing to reissue these subjects was made
last week, and Mr. Irwin says that this was
followed immediateh' hy the signing up of
contract which places these one-reeers in
the programs of theatres all over the
country.
The Vitagraph library contains scores of
these comedies, Avhich are to be re-edited,
refilled and reprinted. The first release is
scheduled for March 11, the title of the
picliire being " Their First Quarrel."

Life Mask " Promises
Mystery
to feet
Last
of a little
less than a hundred
of film
anCompany
WHAT Petrova
procedure
a novel
nounces asPicture
has been made, in which the various leading characters are introduced and the
adopted by executives of the company in
connection with the third release starring
finger of suspicion cleverly pointed at all
Madame Petrova, should give exhibitors
by a few well-worded sub-titles. Following this preface, the story proper begins,
an opportunity to exploit the picture in
running
unbroken to the close of the picLife isMask,"
an original
ture. Thus by the simple expedient of
by an
feature,
title of the" The
is the manner.
which
unknown author.
eliminating the prologue when presenting
In producing the picture, which was di- " The Life j\Iask," exhibitors may show
their patrons a highly interesting society
rected by Frank Crane, it was decided to
so film the various scenes as to leave the melodrama minus the element of mystery.
spectator thoroughly in doubt regarding
If, however,
they audience
desire to by
attract
the attention of their
leaving
to
the outcome of the story until the word
them the probable solution of the story,
" finis " was written at the end of the play.
the introductory phases of the picture may
Further developing this idea the discovery
be run in conjunction with the play proper,
was made that it was possible to so produce the Petrova production as to make it
therebyoutappealing
to theofpatron's
the intricacies
the plot.mind to
an out and out mystery story or to film work
It is believed by Petrova to be the first
it as a straight melodrama of considerable
suspense. In order not to sacrifice the time on record that this procedure has
been adopted to furnish exhibitors with a
natural strength of the story told in " The
novel source of exploitation. In furtherLife Mask " the executives of the Petrova
ance of the scheme special aids will be
organization have decided to leave it
optional with the exhibitors as to whether
prepared by the newly established Service
this picture shall be either one of the Department of the Petrova Picture Comabove named types.
pany to enable the showman to take full
advantage of the plan.
To this end a prologue, entailing the use

''The Desired Woman"
As the Vitagraph Blue Ribbon feature
for the week of March 11 President
Albert E. Smith has scheduled " The Desired Woman," featuring Harry Morey
and Florence Deshon. In addition to these
stars the cast includes Eulalie Jensen,
Julia Swayne Gordon, Jean Paige and little Aida Horton. The production was
made under the direction of Paul Scardon
and is pronounced by Mr. Smith one of the
most finished features the company has
offered to exhibitors, this season.
" The Desired Woman," described as
" straight drama," was made from the
novel of the same name by Will N. Harben,
writer of Southern stories and a member
of the National Institute of Arts and Letters. Many of its scenes were made in
the hills near Atlanta, Ga., the original
locale of the storv^ and others were filmed
Goldwyn

Sets

Mary

MARY GARDEN'S second Goldwyn
n, " The tSplendid Sinner,"
will beproductio
released throughou
North America
on March 24, instead of on April 7, as
was first annotmced.
This sudden change of plan by the
Goldwyn organization is due to Samuel
Goldfish's desire to increase exhibitor prosperity instantly in all parts of the country,
the Goldwyn statement says.
Miss Garden in " The Splendid Sinner "
follows the Mabel Normand picture on
March 24, and then two weeks later comes
what Goldwyn says is the most unusual
production in which Madge Kennedy has
appeared since she made her screen debut.
The title of this new picture is " The
Danger Game," and one will probably infer
from the title that the story is melodramatic. It is being directed by Harry
Pollard, who joined the Gold\vyn organ-

Listed for March 11
at Jacksonville, Fla., where Director Scardon and his company were busy for several weeks.
In point of story, direction, setting and
cast, Mr. Smith says that " The Desired
Woman" will take rank with the best
photoplays on the market today. The
story was especially selected for Mr. Morey
and Miss Deshon, and the role portrayed
by Morey is declared to be one of the best
that he has ever had.
An outstanding feature of the picture
is said to be a chase of moonshiners by
U. S. Revenue agents and a battle between
the two forces. Another striking feature,
according to the outline of the story supplied by the Vitagraph offices, is the unusual finish. The story has a happy ending but is said to be handled in an entirely original manner.

Garden
Picture Ahead
ization when Director Edward Dillion met
with an accident through a fall on the
ice. Goldwyn thinks it safe to predict that
there was never before as fascinating a
cinema burglar as Madge Kennedy, and
that her following will delight in seeing
her in a departure from the bridal veil
productions.
To satisfy the curiosity manifested over
the theme of j\'Iary Garden's second picture, Goldwynwhostates
that it her
is "honor
the story
of a woman
sacrificed
but
won a dramatic and sensational redemption, with martyrdom and the affection
of a nation as her final reward." The
guess has been made that this is a vampire
production with Miss Garden in the role of
a vampire such as has never before been
seen on the screen, but this is said to be
not an accurate guess even though the
public has had some basis for its suspicion.
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Desmond

Motion
in

Triangle
Feature
cannot
w'in
a
niece
of
the Governor of the
March lo Program Headed by SevenCarolinas, and risks all to take her to her
teenth Century Romance of the
destination. When all are ready to embark
the captive crew smuggle themselves on
Caribbean — "The Hard Rock
board the ship and overcome the pirates.
Breed " Also Released
But in his hour of need Molly proves her
A STORY by Kenneth B. Clarke called
lojaltykind fate.
and saves Le Marsan from an un" The Sea Panther," which appeared
in the Saturday Evening Post, has been
" The Hard Rock Breed," also scheduled
adapted for tlie screen by Triangle and is for the week of the 10th, deals with the
sclieduled for release March 10. In this
lives of the men who tunnel through huge
seventeenth century costume play, which
mountains in their efforts to advance civilidepicts the adventurous days of Captain
zation. Realism in every detail was deKidd, William Desmond is featured in the
manded by Director Wells in the productitle role as the Beau Brummel of a bloody
tion of this picture, and the huge quarries
pirate crew, who dices and duels for the
of the Colton Company were secured by
life and favor of Molly Tarplaj', a daughTriangle for the location work. Jack Curter of the Carolinas. Mary Warren as
tis and J. Barney Sherry are the two typical
Molly supports Mr. Desmond in her in- " hard rock " men, who started life on a
itial role as leading woman.
par. Sherry rising to the presidency of the
The story follow's the adventureg of Paul
company and Curtis, through drink, reLe Marsan, gentlemanly freebooter, known
maining where he started. Margery Wilas " The Sea Panther." With a band of
son, last seen in " Flames of Chance," is
merciless cut-throat pirates, he falls on the
Shiela Dolan, who helps Livingston make
British ship Lady Devon, aboard which is good. Aaron Edwards has a prominent
role as Shea. The cast also includes Marion
Molly Tarplay, en route to join her uncle,
Proprietary Governor of the Carolinas. The
Skinner, Lee Phelps, George Chase, Louis
Durham and Thornton Edwards.
demand of the crew for the captive maiden
The Keystone Comedy for the week is
is met by the flashing blade of their captain. In the Bahamas, where the prisoners
" Did She Go Wrong? " and features Harry
are taken, Molly is forced to share Le MarGribbon and Claire Anderson. An industrious criminal plays his game so crookedly
san's home, and is overwhelmed by the barbaric splendor of her surroundings. She
that he " double crosses " himself.
begins to love her captor, who protects her
"She Didn't Do It" and "Wives and
from Braga, fellow pirate, in a duel to the
Worries
" are the one-reel Triangle Komdeath. Le Marsan realizes that an outlaw
edies which complete the week's program.

To
Release '/Broncho
Billy's" Weekly
IX response, it is claimed, to an everare one-reelers and will he released one a
increasing demand, George K. Spoor
week through the General Film Company.
announces the immediate weekly release of
the Essanay " Broncho Billy " pictures of
the hills and plains. Thus will come back
Universal
Serial Reaches
to the screen one of its so-called idols of
other days.
Japanese Theatres
Mr. Spoor is now engaged in selecting
"
The
Voice on the Wire," Universal's
the best of the series of Broncho Billy
Ben Wilson-Neva Gerber serial, produced
one-reelers and announces the titles of the
by Stuart Paton, has reached Japan, where
it is said to have scored an instantaneous
first ten. They are : " Broncho Billy's
success and promises to be shown in all the
Leap," " Broncho Billy and the Rattler,"
leading motion picture theatres of the Land
" Broncho Billy's Close Call," " Broncho
of the Rising Sun.
Billy and the Settler's Daughter,"
" Broncho Billy's Indian Romance,"
"Broncho Billy, a Friend in Need,"
"Broncho Billy's Wild Ride," "Broncho
Billy's First Arrest," "Broncho Billy and
the Rustler's Child," and "Broncho Billy's
Last Deed." A great demand has been anticipated and plenty of new prints have
been prepared to meet it, it is stated. The
pictures have been re-edited and equipped
with new sub-titles. Not only is the film
itself to be all new but so also are the
paper and accessory advertising matter.
Exhibitors may book the Broncho Billy
films through the George Kleine System
and arc invited to inspect each picture at
any Kleine office.
Coincident with the foregoing announcement comes another to the effect that Essanay will also put out new prints of their
" Snakevillc Comedies " which ran in harVictor Moore Is a Knowing Professor in
ness with the Broncho Billy films. They
" Some Professor," a Klever Komedy

Picture

A' e w s

Paramount Names March
Short Releases
The Paramount short releases for
March include four installments of the
Benjamin Chapin series, " The Son of
Democracy," entitled "My First Jury;"
" Tender Memories,"-- " A President's
Answer " and " Native State." Each of
these pictures is a chapter of America in
the making, in two reels.
Among the comedies are two of Mack
Sennett's, " Sheriff Nell's Tussle," released March 11, and "Those Athletic
Girls," released March 25. Arbuckle contributesThe
"
Bell Boy," on March 18.
The Burton Holmes Travelogues take
the audiences from China to Alaska with
" On the Way to the Front with the
Chinese Labor Corps," March 4; "The
Alaska Cruise," March 11; "A Summer
Day in Skaguay," March 18, and " Over
the White Pass," March 25.
Fifteen separate subjects are shown in
the four releases of the Paramount-Bray
They include " In the Moonshine Country,"
" Stage Women's War Relief," " Magic for
Home Use " and a cartoon, " Pinkerton's
Pup's Portrait," released March 4. The
release of March 11 includes "War and
the Motorcycle," " Hawaii and Her Natives " and a cartoon by Wallace Carlson.
In the March 18 release is presented " Rose
Culture," " Uncle Sam's Coin Factory,"
" Physical Culture Terpischore " and a cartoon, "Hornets of the Sea," showing the
workings of a submarine and its torpedoes,
by J. F. Leventhal.
On March 25 the subjects are "Lumbering for Wartime," " Hawaiians and Their
Strange Customs," " Women in the World
of Work" (showing unique interior decorating), and a cartoon, "Bobby Bumps,"
by Earl Hurd.
Thrills

Promised in Pickford Film

Jack Pickford's next appearance in
" Huck and Tom," or " The Further Adventures of Tom Sawyer," which was arranged for him from Mark Twain's story
by Julia Crawford Ivers, will disclose the
young player in one of his most thrilling
subjects. Famous Players-Lasky declares.
One of the outstanding features of this
picture is said to be its remarkable lighting effects and the general manner in
which the photoplay was staged under the
direction of William D. Taylor, who also
staged " Tomfor Sawyer."
Homer Scott is
responsible
the photography.
The picture was set for release March 4.
" Some Professor " Stars
Victor Moore
Klever Pictures, Inc., released on February 25 Victor Moore in his latest Klever
Komedy, " Some Professor," written by
Robert James and directed by Harry Jackson.
The scenes of this comedy are all laid in
a seminary grounds, with a bevy of pretty
seminary
girls which
lots of
"pep" to
the
fast comedy
action.addsMoore
is supported
by D. L. Don, Emma Littlefield, Charlotte
Gray and Harry Foy.
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Forest Fires and Newsprint
Universal Screen Magazine No. 62 is an excellent example of the reel which while conveying news and information of importance is
nevertheless
so full ofMost
" pepstartling
" that are
it will
add
life to any program.
pictures
of a forest fire, showing how it is started by
the carelessly thrown match, how it gains headway despite the quick work of the Forest Ranger
in telephoning news of the smoke on the horizon
and the eflforts of the lighters who pile up dirt
and dynamite trees in its path. A fire^gutted
town and hundreds of homeless people point the
needed lesson.
The first number of the Screen Magazme r
serial,
The way
Making
of pulp
a Newspaper,"
logs on " version
the
to theinto
mill ofandnewsprint.
theshows
conof the pulp
sheets
The process is an interesting; one and is well
described in the short, clear titles.
Of timely interest is the work of the rookie
aviator at a private training at Wilmington,
Delaware, from his " reception " to the time
when he " scrapes the clouds in search of imagiBoches."children are the trained dogs who
Fornarythe
jump
trots. through barrels and dance graceful fox
Universal Screen Magazine.
Universal Film Mfg. Co. : March IS.
Relics of a Vanished Race
We are not sticklers for information. We fight
shy of it, as a matter of fact. And especially
do we deplore the long and obscurely worded
■" explanationfilm.
" sometimes
the so-called
educational
But when found
we areonpresented
with
anything
as
curiosity-provoking
as
the
CliffnotDwellings of the Mesa Verde Park, and are
told
where the Park is and, much less, anything at all
about the vanished race that built the impressive
palace and fortress tower shown in the pictures,
we wish that a little of the effort and money presumably expended in procuring the film had been
spent in its editing for the screen. The title man,
not having the information at hand to supply the
needed background, has sought to make up for
the deficiency by a certain facetiousness which
is not only not funny but in questionable taste.
Such fine photographic material deserves much
more intelligent treatment.
The above occupies the second part of the current Pathethesplit-reel
The first
half Rainier
has to
do with
ascent scenic.
of a glacier
in Mt.
Park by a party of men and plucky young women.
The amusing experiences of the climbers and the
views of the beautiful Park, with snowclad Rainier
as the climax, form a pleasing and entertaining
subject.
" Rainier National Park " and " Mesa Verde
' Inc.: March 10.
k."hange,
PatheParExc
Down the Ages
Every now and then, in one of his inteersting
studies of animals, Mr. Ditmars shows some
creature that, as he hints, is a lineal descendant
of a stone age monster.
Taking this as his text, Mr. Ditmars, in his
latest
Living Book
Nature,"
traces issue
life inof its" The
development
from ofearly
plant
aiid strange animal forms, many of which survive
with some modification today, to the crude beginning of civilization in the art of the cave
man. First an imaginary portrait of the diplodocus, a lizard ninety feet in length, is shown,
and then his actual skeleton. The hyrax, which
looks like a rat but is actually an ancestor of
the hippopotamus, and the anthropoid apes, our
own reputed progenitors, bring the story down
to the present age. The reel, which opens witii
a spouting volcano and boiling mud, characteristic of our world in the making, closes with
the emblem of our hard-%von civilization.
" Evolution."
Educational Films Corp. : March.
Making Newspaper in
Screen Magazine
Universal's Screen Magazine, No. 62, released March IS, shows as its principal feature the first installment of " The Making
of a Newspaper," which will be presented
in the magazine as a serial in three installments. The first chapter takes up the
manufacture of the raw paper from the
logs, through the different processes, until
it reaches the storage room of the newspaper office.
Other subjects are "Making an Aviator,"
" Animal Friends — Darwin Was Wrong ! "
and " What a Careless Hunter in the
Woods Can Do."

What the News Weeklies Offer
" Valets, Inventors, Clerks, Teachers, Occulists,
Reporters
— all42Yankees,"
as Universal
Current
Events No.
has it, they
marched off
last
September to the training camp at Upton. Now,
on
Birthday,
see 18,
thema splendid
in this
reel Washington's
and in Hearst-Pathe
Newswe No.
body of uniformed men, stalwart and trim,
marching through the snow before the throngs
of friends and well-wishers that turned out in
New York to greet them.
These two weeklies also give cheering pictures
of our American soldier boys playing Santa to
the little orphan children of France, to whom
the toys and goodies are like gifts from heaven.
One of the most speCaular pictures shown for
some time in a weekly forms the climax of
Universal Current Events No. 42, released February 23. It pictures how the French, driven
by necessity to retaliation, employ the deadly
" liquid of
fire dramatic
" on itssuspense
inventors.
is a
moment
as theThere
gas tanks
are lifted from the truck and set on the ground
facing the enemy lines. Then the venomous jet
of flame shoots forth, instantly swelling to black,
whirling masses of smoke. With the exception
of some striking views of a volcanic eruption
in New Zealand and the customary newspaper
cartoons, this issue of Current Events is entirely
devoted to subjects taken in France, including
those noted above and pictures at the graves of
the
soil. first American soldiers to fall on foreign
Universal Animated Weekly No. 13, released
February 27, contains matters of interest to
Americans in pictures of the muscle-building
games and exercises enjoyed by our boys in
training at Camp Logan, views and close-ups
of the oil wells that are to supply in many ways
our shortage of coal, a flag-raismg at Hog Island
shipyard,
recently
subject
of brave
much women
newspaper comment,
and the
pictures
of the
who are soon to put their training and skill as
nurses to the test in the war hospitals of France.
Hearst-Pathe News No. 17, released February
23, pays tribute to Vernon Castle in scenes at
the
" Little was
Churchheld,
Around
the aCorner,"
wherefamous
the funeral
and in
picture
of
Captain
Castle
himself
taken
at
the aviation
field in Texas where he lost his lite. The
efficient
machinery employed in making the billions of
cigarettesjoying athat
are going
enholida}'
frolic "inoverthethere,"
snow, poilus
and the
greedy habits of the live stock kept for the
Marine Commissary at Paris Island, S. C, are
other features of this interesting reel.
Mutual Weekly No. 9, released February 24,
gives due footage to the unusual work being
done byfornia thewomen
these build,
war times.
Calipracticalin ones
paint andIn paper
the houses being used by the local Red Cross,
while their daring sisters drive automobiles at
a racing clip around the track at Ascot Park.
The Rodeo in San Francisco, stage-managed by
Douglas Fairbanks, affords views of the popular
star and his famous smile, and fine shots of
bucking bronchos who find not even a whirlwind
finish too much for their riders. Boxing and
wrestling matches by the marines at Mare Island
form a pleasant interlude, and the reel ends with
an interesting picture of a bridge developed by
French engineers that can be easily swung into
place by one man.
Moonshiners
The 110th release of the Paramount-Bray Pictographing contains
material
of anfunny
unusually
character, with
a very
cartooninterestfor a
good laugh at the end.
Continuing
its
studies
of
the
Southern
mountaineers, the Pictograph camera man here gives
us persist
glimpsesdespite
of the
moonshiners
that Here,
seem
to
the " efforts
of the " law.
in the crudest sort of distilleries, " one thousaiid
miles
from trade.
anywhere,"
seen orders,
engagedtheyin
their illicit
And they
still are
defying
drag the muddy streams with seine nets for fish.
Yet nothing but pity is aroused for the poor
creatures in their backwater of civilization.
The women of the screen and stage are giving
as much time as their busy lives permit in doing
war work. Here are pictures taken at the headquarters of theknown
Stagethroughout
Women's the
War land
Relief,
where women
for
their charm
and
talent
buckle
down
to
the
tical business of making helmets and vestspracfor
our aviators from discarded kid gloves.
The cartoon is the contribution of C. T. Anderson and shows what happened when " Pinkerton
Pup " sat for Pictograph
his portrait.No. 110.
Paramount-Bray
Paramount Pictures Corp. : March
9.

Fairy Dances
release
week half
ot March
is Pathe's
a splitscenic
reel in
colorforthethe first
showing—
scenes about the town, of Cauterats, in the French
Pyrenees, the second being pictures taken by
the ultra-rapid
tarantella
and jig.camera of children dancing the
The beautiful mountainous country of southern
France affords picturesque views of rushing
mountain streams bridged by arches that date
back to Roman towns. Cauterets itself is famous
for its hot sulphur spings to which come twenty
thousand visitors each season to test its curative
powers.
The ofbath
houses
and casino
handsome edifices
stone,
in contrast
to theare shoddy
buildings that mar American watering places.
The little
who dance
magicIf
camera
seem girls
to float
in the before
air likePathe's
sprites.
the
owners
of
this
marvellous
device
would
onlytake the hint and give us a real fairy picture
made by its means !
The Splendor of Niagara
The power and majesty of Niagara, whether
pouring its thundering torrents over the sheer
rock or sliding silently under icy fetters, is again
given screen presentation in " The Thunderer
of the Waters," released by the Reiben Films
Corporation.
titles, who
bearing
tions from theDecorative
many writers
havequotapaid
eloquent tribute to this marvel, introduce identical
views ter.
of ThetheCave
river ofandthefallsWinds,
in summer
and
winthe mounting
clouds of spray from a point just to the side
of the cataract, the rapids and whirlpool, form
a series of splendidly impressive shots. Preat the Rivoli
the accompanimentsented
of majestic
musictheatre
and atorolling
of drums,
the spectacle was of satisfying splendor.
" The Thunderer of the Waters."
Reiben Films Corporation : March 4.
W ild Creatures at Play
Opening with a superb waterfall that drops
in three cascades ot exquisite beauty, " Where
Rolls the Oregon," Commissioner Finley's latest
release,
w-ild lifethat
in the
forestsandof disthe
Northwestpictures
in a manner
is novel
tinctly pleasing. One group of pictures shows
the lone fisherman and the speckled beauties
that lurk in tantalizing numbers in the stream at
his feet. The camera has caught them as they
swim with mocking laziness beneath the water,
and snapped one fellow as he slipped from the
hand that was detaching him from the hook and
made his escape to freedom.
Deer browze peacefully in the forest till
startled into flight by the click of the camera,
bear cubs chase each other up a tree, and an
impudent and greedy squirrel uses his bulging
cheeks to defy the laws against food hoarding.
Last on the screen are a pair of bald eagles on
their lofty nest.

Nazimova, the Metro Star, is Presented in
" Revelation "
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An

invitation

H. A. Ait ken, of Triangle
J. A. Berst, of Patlie
Wm. A. Brady, President of ttte
National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry
William Fox
Ricord Gradwell, of the World Film
Samuel Goldfish, of the Goldwyn
D. W. Griffith
S. S. Hutchinson, of the American
Tom Ince

to

Lee Ochs, President of the Moving
Picture Exhibitors' League of
America
Richard A. Rowland, of the Metro
W. N. Selig
Mack Sennett
Albert E. Smith, of the Greater
Vitagraph
George K. Spoor, of Essanay
and last but not least
Adolph Zukor

The Universal Film Manufacturing Company invites all of the
])r()(lucers named above (as well as other producers too numerous to
mention) to CLOSE THEIR STUDIOS AND MAKE ALL OF THEIR
PICTURES AT UNIVERSAL CITY, CALIFORNIA.
•
•
•
•
This we regard as the most practical step toward eliminating waste
and duplication and thus bringing down the cost (and therefore the
renting price) of all moving pictures produced in this country.
Universal City is acknowledged to be not only the largest but the
best equipped studio in the world. It can easily be made to accommodate
ALL OF THE PRODUCING
COMPANIES
IN THE UNITED
STATES.
Its efiuipment is the finest that can be had. . It represents the investment ofvast fortunes in cash as well as years of studj^ experimenting
and improving — all with a view to making the best possible pictures at
the slightest possible cost.
It is ready for you to use immediately.

Simply close your own

studios,
your RES
producing
staff to
Universal
City AN
andHOUR
^ START
MAKIN(;send
IMCTl
WITHOUT
THE
LOSS OF
OF
TIME; and without having to divert your mind from producing to the
worries attendant upon running the mechanical end of the studio
l)usiriess.
Several suggestions have been made by various men in the trade
as to the Ijcst method of effecting needed economies in picture making.
Some have suggest ed mergers, but there are so many obstacles in the
way of satisfactory mergers that much time will be lost before any
merging can Ix' done on such a scale as to help the whole trade.

I iidcr r)ur plan, as suggested above, the economies can be made
••llcr-livc IMMKDIATELY.
The closing of the large and small studios
rcj>r*'scnlcd by I he above list of names would so reduce the cost of picture
producing that all producers taking part in the movement could
IMMEDIATELY
turn ])art of their savings over to the exhibitors in
lh<> form of lower rnilal pn'res.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Universal City contains EVERYTHING
you can possibly need
to make the finest pictures in the histc^ry <^f the trade. It is complete.
It is convenient. It is far too large for the needs of any single concern.
If, by chance, it should need more artificial lighting equipment than
it has at present, we could remove the lights from your own closed
studios and transfer them to your stages at Universal City. The same
idea could be applied to props, scener}', electrical equipment and so on,
although the equipment already on hand is vast.
We invite every producer to give this the most serious thought.
We ask each and every one to realize what a boon such a move wx)uld
be to the whole trade, provided enough of you take advantage of the
offer.
W^e invite Mr. William A. Brady, as president of the National
Association of the Moving Picture Industry, to use his good offices to
bring about this tremendous good for the whole industry.
We

invite Mr. Lee Ochs, as president of the Moving

Picture Ex-

hibitors' League of America, to use his good offices to help accomplish
this almost limitless economy by which THE EXHIBITORS WOULD
BENEFIT DIRECTLY. In no other practical manner that we know
of can he do so much to HELP THE EXHIBITORS AT A CRITICAL
TIME IN THEIR AFFAIRS.
We

are ready to arrange the most reasonable rates for the rental

of space and facilities at Universal City — and naturally the more
producing companies the more reasonable the rates.
War conditions have caused all producers to give more serious
thought to their producing costs than they have ever done in past years.
A year ago we do not believe such an invitation as this would have met
with favor; but now WE BELIEVE IT TO BE THE MOST LOGICAL,
THE MOST NATURAL AND THE MOST PRACTICAL SOLUTION
OF THE BIG PROBLEM
THAT CONFRONTS
THE WHOLE
TRADE.
If we have seemed selfishly to reserve the great benefits of Universal
City to ourselves in the past, it was only because we have never felt
that the time for real co-operation was ripe until now.
Those of you who have sufl^ered from annoying restrictions placed
upon studios, either in New: Jersey, New York or the city of Hollywood,
California, may be pleased to know that there are no such restrictions
in LTniversal City where we are virtually "a law unto ourselves."

UNIVERSAL
Carl
"The

Laemmle,
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MANUFACTURING
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1600

largest film manufacturing
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studios

picljures

COMPANY

Broadway,
concern

and

New

York

in the universe"

make

m

The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.

all
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Coming"
with
a Roar.— The
biggest thriller of the
year.
COMING
— the Universal serial that will stand the public on
end. COMING— the serial with the biggest serial drawing Star
in pictures — MARIE WALCAMP — reckless, dashing, daring, utterly fearless
MARIE WALCAMP— brilliant Star of "THE RED ACE" and "LIBERTY" that packed
thousands of theatres all over the world. The Serial of timeliness. The serial with "the wallop"
— the serial that will set the pace and that will establish new records in thousands of theatres.
WATCH and WAIT for the big new Advertising and Publicity Campaign book. You'll get your
copy shortly. It tells everything. Wire now for reservation. A word to the wise is sufficient.
Book

thru your nearest Universal Exchange or communicate with the UNIVERSAL FILM MN'FG CO.,
Largest Film Mn'fg Co. in the Universe, CARL
LAEMMLE, President, 1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

The " NEWS " advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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Great
very

Britain

severe

lesson

has
that

Picture

learned
the

people

by

News

a

must

have something to take their minds off the gruesomeness of war. Great Britain's answer to her people
has been film comedies as well as plenty of musical shows, etc. Let
America learn from England's experience and LET US PROFIT BY THAT
EXPERIENCE.
We must keep our people amused.
In this necessity, call on L-KO comedies. L-KO comedies are funny enough to
make even a mummy laugh. Without plot or semblance of plot, without continuity or story, — but with side splitting situations and punch; high pressure
comedians, with gobs of pretty girls and oceans of "pep" L-KO comedies are
your best bet. Play all the comedies you can and let L-KO head the list every
week. BEGIN NOW.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Talented

Children

Tula Belle and Robin Macdougall Are the
Youthful Stars of " The Blue Bird," an Artcraft
Spectacle
NEVER was the Belgian poet Maeterlinch's message of happiness more
appropriate than during the present war
period, according- to an Artcraft announcement, and for that reason Artcraft's production of •" The Bhie Bird," under the direction of Maurice Tourneur, is considered
especially timely. Tula Belle, aged eight,
and Rohin jMacdougall, ten years old, are
intrusted with the chief parts in the screen
version of this masterpiece of literature,
and that the selections were well made will
readily be conceded, it is said, by everyone
who sees the production, which will be released on Easter Day.

in

"The
Blue Bird"
Jesse L. Lasky, vice-president of the Famous Playcrs-Lasky Corporation in charge
of productions, in bringing out the importance of these children in conveying Maeterlinck's ideals in " The Blue Bird," said :
" Tula Belle and Robin Macdougall, under
Mr. Tourneur's expert direction, make the
famous poet's great thoughts clear to those
of their own age as well as older people.
With them the audience will journey
through scene after scene of symbolical
magnificence. Through the magic of the
Fairy Berylune they will witness the soul of
all things become visible. The cat and the
dog, gifted with speech ; milk, transformed
to a beautiful feminine figure ; sugar, in
grotesque shape, and light, personified by a
lovely girl radiantly costumed. These and
many others are made more realistic
through the work of the youngsters, as dij"ected by Mr. Tourneur.
" In addition to being a renowned poet
and dramatist, Maurice Maeterlinck is conceded to be the greatest philosopher of
modern times and the most convincing exponent of the immortality of the soul. It
is a significant fact that since the world
war the greatest newspapers and magazines
have published articles on grave subjects
by the noted author.
" The great attractiveness of the Maeterlinck play lies in the fact that it is in reality
a cheerful drama of life, pointing the way
to true happiness. In searching for the
Bluebird — meaning happiness — the children
view life from every angle and eventually
find that true happiness lies in the humble
home from which they started their
journey."

General Releases
Shame " Seven-Reeler
" Romeo and Juliet," " The High Road "
THE distribution of " Shame," John W.
Noble's seven-reel production, has
and " The Awakening of Helena Ritchie."
been taken over by General Film Company,
More than four months were spent in producing the film, editing and preparing it
the deal including the rights in the entire
United States, with the exception of New
for presentation.
York City. An energetic sales campaign
Miss Keefe plays the part of an innocent
victim of circumstances in the prologue.
is to be launched immediately by General,
which predicts that it will be one of the Then, as she reappears as a girl of another
notable money makers in the feature class
generation, the picture unfolds a strikinglj'
this year.
effective train of adventures, mirroring
The story of " Shame " treats of the faithfully a graphic ordeal full of tears and
smiles, ending with justice done the heroworld's
unjust are
condemnation
girl ine.
whose motives
of the best, of
the atheme
involving the attitude of society toward
A wide range of advertising aids, inthe innocent children of no name. Zena
cluding 1,3, 6 and 24-sheet posters, ten
Keefe is the star and Niles Welch her 8 X 10, eight 11 x 14 and two 22 x 28 lobby
leading man.
' two
photos,
and cuts
threeis styles
eachforofexhibitors,
one and
column
available
"Shame" is claimed to be the masterbesides other material.
piece of Director Noble, who produced
Dorothy

Dalton

Stars in

" Unfaithful "
" The Unfaithful," two-reel picture,
scheduled by Triangle for March 31 release, features Dorothy Dalton, and was
directed by Charles Miller under the supervision of Thomas H. Ince. The play,
written by Lambert Hillyer, is dramatic in
incident and plot. Included in the supporting cast are Charles Gunn and Charlotte \'crmont.

" The

Well-known Players in
Bessie Love Picture
Several well-known players wiio have
appeared in previous Pathe pictures are
seen in the cast surrounding Bessie Love
in her first Pathe Play, "The Great Adventure." Among them are Flora Finch,
who was in many Vitagraph comedies several years ago and who has had prominent
parts in several Pathe features lately;
Chester Barnett, who is Miss Love's leading man, was seen recently in " Over the
Hill," and Donald Hall, who was Mollie
King's leading man in " The On-the-Square
Girl,"
" heavy." " is built around
" Theplays
GreattheAdventure
Miss Love's personality. It is a story of a
little country girl who was sure that if she
got her chance she could become a great
theatrical star.
New

Human Emotions Are
Scheduled
It is said that something new in the way
of emotion, a human sentiment which has
never before been appreciated from the
standpoint of dramatic value, will be introduced to the inarticulate drama in the Paralta play, " Within the Cup," starring Bessie Barriscale, which will be released
shortly through the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation.
Bluebird

for March

ii Is

" Hungry Eyes "
The Bluebird release for the week of
March 11 is " Hungry Eyes," in which Ruth
Clifford and Monroe Salisbury are featured. This picture was originally known
as " His Wife from Arizona."
'• Hungry Eyes " is a typical Julian production in that this Bluebird director has
turned out a feature which has tor its
locale the West of former days. In addition to Julian, Salisbury and Miss Clifford,
the cast of " Hungry Eyes " contains
Gretchen Lederer, W. H. Bainbridge, A. H.
Barros, Arthur Tavares, George McDaniel
and Rita Pickering.

Cross Bearer " Held
for Easter Week

The release date of Montagu Love's newest World
Picture,
has been
changed
from" The
MarchCross
24 toBearer,"
April 1
because of the fact that Cardinal Merciec
is the central character and a large number
of Catholic organizations prevailed upon
World Pictures to make it a post-Lenten
release. This picture is said to have the
endorsement of King Albert of Belgium.

Monroe Salisbury and Ruth ClifTord Appear
in " Hungry Eyes," for Bluebird

Motion
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Sherrill
Speaks
William L. Sherrill, Recently Elected
President
of Producers and
Exhibitors-Affiliated. Comments on Plans of New
Organization
WJl.LIAM L. SHERRILL. president of
the Frohman Amusement Corporation and recently elected president of the
Producers and Exhibitors-Affiliated, in
speaking of the plan of this new organization said in a recent interview :
" The plans which we eight independent
producers have drawn up after careful
deliberation and much forethought, have
been adopted in an earnest and sincere
effort to bridge the gap which ever seems
to be growing bigger, between producer
and exhibitor.
" The Producers and Exhibitors-Affiliated, we have termed our direct booking
plan — affiliated — because we are working
together, we are aiming toward the same
goal, that of better and finer pictures, and
wc arc sharing the profits. It is the first
time that the exhibitor has been given an
opportunity to share more of the gains
of a production. Hitherto he has been
obliged to pay a set price for his films, and
to get his profits as best he can.
"By our plan all revenue derived from
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on
Direct
Plan
distribution in excess of the minimum
quota in each state shall be divided between
the manufacturer making the particular
picture and the exhibitors in each individual state using that picture. Already
we feel that the success of the project
is assured. Exhibitors throughout the
country have hailed the plan as the ultimate solution of their difficulties.
"I have just completed a trip to the.
Middle West. The attitude of exhibitors
wherever I went was most gratifying.
Their interest manifested their co-operation assured. We are forging ahead
rapidly. We are making great progress
in rounding up the territories in every section of the country and we feel confident
that before long our direct booking plan
will be in splendid running order. The
exhibitor is willing to do his share. We
are anxious to do ours. We promise them
a fair deal, hearty co-operation and productions of a high order, made by men
whose position in the moving picture field
is The
unquestioned."
independent producers who have
banded together to reduce the high cost
of films are : Herbert Brenon, William L.
Sherrill, L. Lawrence Weber, Harry Rapf,
Lester Park, I. E. Chadwick, Joseph A.
Golden and Shubert, Hammerstein and
Ince-

Spanuth Pleased with Success on Tour
I ingling with a big idea, which he says
the two-reelers we know as day is from
will prove to be something absolutely new
night. These productions are to be called
in picture production, H. A. Spanuth,
Spanuth's Original — but the mystery will
president of the Commonwealth Pictures
not be explained nor details given, not even
Corporation, returned to the Chicago headin the ads, until the pictures are ready for
quarters of his concern last week after an
screening. This new innovation we plan
extended tour of the country in the interto put out at the rate of two a month and
the exhibitor will find it a splendid service,
ests of "The Frozen Warning" featuring Giarlotte, the ice queen.
I am sure, to use with his regular features
In speaking of the new project Mr.
in
rounding out a first class bill."
Spanuth said that he had sold the rights to
his picture to representatives of the First
National Exhibitors Circuit for nearly the
Anna Case to Start First
whole United States. He said on his return
to Chicago :
Picture Soon
" You know," he said, in speakirig to a
Miss Anna Case, operatic star, is enjoyrepresentative of Motion Picture News,
ing a restful week at Atlantic City after
"my trip has been a success from any
anRlc you look at it. I sold the rights to a successful concert tour of the larger
cities in the South and West. She is
my Charlotte picture to every man I had
scheduled to appear in Chicago, Milwaukee,
decided would be the agent I should most
Boston and Philadelphia and will return
prefer to handle it for me in his respective
territory, and I conceived an idea that is go- to New York during the month of March
ing to be a winner.
to begin work on her first feature picture
under the personal direction of Julius
" Wc arc going to begin our production
work again next week, and instead of big Steger. A story entitled " The Golden
features, we arc going to make two-rcelcrs.
Hope,"
the atmosphere
the
Westwhich
withcombines
the modern
social life of
of
But not ordinary two-rcelcrs. They arc
New
York,
has
been
secured
by
Joseph
M.
going to be most extraordinary— and that's
Schcnck for the screen debut of Miss Case.
the secret. They will be as difTercnt from
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Bernarr
Produced Preparedness
" Zongar " toin
Show theMacfadden
Need of Physical
American Youth
Nine

Changes Ordered in
" Zongar "
Nine changes have been ordered in
Bernarr Macfaddcn's physical culture picture, "Zongar," by the Pennsylvania
State Board of Censors. Mr. Macfadden,
as head of the Physical Culture Photo
Plays, has filed a protest with the Board.
In
says his
: letter of protest to the censors he
" ' Zongar ' is a physical preparedness
drama. It stands side by side with every
effort which is now being made to win
the war. In the beginning of this war
four-fifths of our men were rejected as
defective by the army physician. You cannot view ' Zongar ' without squaring your
shoulders, without drawing in a deep
breath. It teaches a lesson of splendid
manhood, strong capable womanhood.
The National Board of Censors passed
this play in New York not only without
criticism, but we were congratulated because of the splendid character of the
play throughout."
Hyde with Siiperfilm,
Washington
Wallace Hyde, formerly connected with
Perfection Pictures of the George Kleine
system, has become Baltimore representative of Snperfilm Attractions, for Sidney
B. Lust of Washington, D. C. The Superfilm Attractions are handling the Hoffman Four Square pictures, Billy West and
the Hart, Fairbanks, Keenan and Talmadge reissues.
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Belgium

THE

INDEPENDENT

FIELD

TICKER

Territorial Sales Reported During the Past Week
Production
"Race
Famum)

Suicide"

Buyer

Territory

(Joe Fred B. Murphy, United
Film Service, Inc., Boston New England Territory.

"Parentage" (Frank Seng). Fred B. Murphy, United
Film Service, Inc., Bos-

ton New York State.

"The Birth of Democracy".
" Mother "
"Loyalty"
" The Modern Lorelei "
"Peg o' the Sea"
"Who Knows"
" Thie Public Defender "
(Modem Feature Photoplays, New York)
Fred B. Muriihy, United
Film Service, Inc., Boston New England Territory.
"The Cold Deck"
"Today"
"The Mad Lover"
"Wrath of the Gods"

New
Organization
Launched
of America, Inc., is to divide the cost of
United Picture Theatres of America,
film negative pro rata among as large a
Inc., Formed — Lee Ochs, Charles
proportion of the exhibitor forces of the
and Milton Rosenthal ExeUnited States as it may be possible to align
cutives— -Co-Operative
in
an organization identified with exhibitor
Plan
personnel and exhibitor sentiment. Exhibitors are to be graded into five classes,
LEE A. OCHS heads the newly organized United Picture Theatres of according to first and second runs, etc.,
America, Inc., as president. Offices have
money earning capacity and the like. The
been established in the Mecca Building,
first grade will pay one-tenth of 1 per cent
1600 Broadway. Louis F. Blumenthal is of the cost of the negative. Each lower
treasurer, Charles M. Rosenthal, secretary,
grade will pay proportionately less till a
and Milton M. Goldsmith, general counsel.
unit in the last grade pays only one oneC. R. Seelye, formerly connected with the hundredth of 1 per cent of negative cost.
If any profit on these transactions remains
sales and managerial departments of Pathe,
to the United Picture Theatres, it is paid
Vitagraph and World Film is identified
back to the individual picture theatre
with the new organization. The organization plans to interest the exhibitors
proprietors who are stockholders in the
general enterprise. The organization
throughout the country in co-operative buying.
pledges itself not to start business until
Mr. Seelye will leave New York March
2,000 booking days are secured.
6 on a nation-wide tour in the course of
which he will organize the distributing
Southwest Exhibitor Likes
branches of the co-operative agency. Three
days later Presidei.t Ochs will begin his
Ivan Product
visits to the more important cities where he
Arthur Glare, manager of Hippodrome
will address the exhibitors in public meetings now being arranged.
theatre, Dallas, Texas, wrote the following letter to the True Film Co., Dallas,
Already a considerable number of the
which speaks well for the success of Ivan
more influential managers of picture
features in the Southwest territory:
circuits in the East have declared their ad" This house closed the most satisfacherence to the plan, it is said. Messrs.
tory engagement of the present season
Harry Craridall of Washington and Frank
A. Keeney of New York have already
with
which your
I can picture,
recommend' Babbling
as one ofTongues,'
the best
voiced their approval of the movement.
The plan of the United Picture Theatres
plays ever presented at this house."

Praises

" The Belgian "
Sister Mary Ignatius O'Kavanaugh,
prominent church woman of Belgium and
a special representative of Cardinal Mercier, engaged in relief work in this country,
was the guest of honor at a special presentation of Sidney Olcott's production,
" The Belgian," given for charitable purposes in Cleveland under the joint auspices
of Mr. Olcott and Frank G. Hall, of the
U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation, by
which the picture is being distributed.
Sister Mary was stationed in a little
border town in Belgium when the Germans
invaded the kingdom and she lived through
the bombardment of Liege.
She sent Mr. Olcott the following letter:
" I want to tell you how keenly I enjoyed the privilege of seeing a private
screening of your photoplay, ' The Belgian.' It certainly is a wonderful presentation of many things I witnessed in that
"
(Si
gne
unfortunated) country during the first four
months of the war.
" Sister M. Ignatius O'Kavanaugh,
" Louvain."
Sawyer

Keystone Distributing Corporation, Philadelphia . . . .Eastern Pennsylvania, New
Jersey.

Woman

Territory
and
Lubin Close for

A deal was closed last week between
General Enterprises, Inc., and the Federal
Film Company of Boston, which gives to
the latter concern the entire New England
rights to " The Liar." This is a six-part
society melodrama, starring Jane Gail and
Stanley Walpole, directed by William H.
Haddock. Following this sale Messrs.
Sawyer and Lubin closed negotiations for
the
disposition
of theirLimited,
feature,of" Mother
to the
Regal Films,
Toronto,"
Canada. This organization, which also
controls the entire Canadian territory for
the General Enterprises, Inc., picture, " The
Warrior," will exploit the George Loane
Tucker film in the eastern and western
parts of the Dominion. Various buyers of
" The Warrior," starring Maciste, the
hero of " Cabiria," have found it necessary
to order additional prints of the Italian
war spectacle in order to take care of requests from exhibitors for repeat bookings.
The Westcott Film Corporation of Minneapolis have requested a third print of
" The Warrior " for this purpose as has
the Jordan-Brewster Film Corporation of
Seattle, Washington.
Reginald Barker Has Had
Successful Career
Reginald Barker, director of " Carmen
of
the Klondike,"
Selexart
production,
which
will be thetheinitial
release
of the
State-Rights Distributors is responsible for
the first William S. Hart pictures, " On
theHeNight
" and
" The Hayakawa
Bargain." in
has Stage
directed
Sessue
" The Typhoon " which was perhaps one
of
Japanese
actor's
great H.success.
His thefirst
work was
for first
Thomas
Ince.
Four weeks after he arrived at Inceville
he was on the pay roll, and almost immediately began turning out the successes
which had so much to do with the reputation built up by that studio.
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Sterling

Launches
Big
Drive
both
the
manufacturer
and local disH. R. Ebenstein, General ^Manager,
tributor arc able to operate successfully.
Sterling Pictures Corporation, to
" It is not the intention of the Sterling
X'isit All Exchange Centers
Pictures Corporation to confine their oper— Big Drive On
ations to the distributing of features only
11. R. Ebenstein, manager of sales for upon the ' Sterling System.' They will
the Sterling Pictures Corporation, of handle other features on the basis of an
which Arthur F. Beck is president, has outright territory sale. At the present we
have found a very big demand for releases
left for change
a tcn-wecks'
trip covering
excentres. He expects
to placeallwith
undertion the
Star Series
to the ' Alma
Hanlon' plan.
series In
andaddithe
exchange men throughout the country, the
productions handled by the Sterling Pic- Jean Sothern series, consisting of six productions each, they have added to our
tures Corporation. Mr. Ebenstein left
with a trunk full of sample prints of the list a series of three features, each starring Anna Q. Nilsson, and a series of
different features controlled by Sterling.
four feature productions, each starring
Mr. Ebenstein said before leaving: "The
Catherin Calvert. We have likewise taken
' Sterling System ' combines a certain
arrangement between the manufacturer
over the George Loane Tucker producand Sterling Pictures Corporation, and tlie
tion,I' Believe,' and acquired from the
independent exchange. It docs not mean
France Films, Incorporated, ' The Natural
the sale of feature rights — neither does^ Law,' featuring Marguerite Courtot. We
it mean the direct percentage arrangement
are
closing this week for another big production.
under which some features have been released. Realizing that the manufacturer
" It will be the policy of the Sterling
needs cash in order to continue manufacPictures Corporation to of¥er their exchanges not only a consistent output, but
turing productions, and likewise realizing
the nature of their organization demands
that the independent excliange cannot conthat they continue to supply their affilitinue laying out cash covering high proated exchanges at periodical intervals.
duction cost and big profit to the manuThis will practically eliminate the neccsfacturer, the Sterling Pictures Corporasit}- of their exchanges going into the open
tion has stepped in 'as a middle factor
whereby a happy medium is struck, and
and competitive market for features."
Gerard's

Picture

to

under
the GERM
direction
ANY,"of
S IN
FOUR YEAR
ttjyjY produced
William
Nigh
from
Charles
A.
Logue's
screen version of former Ambassador
James W. Gerard's story of the same
name, will open at the Knickerbocker
theatre, Broadway, New York, Sunday,
March 10th. It is announced that the
run will approximate ten reels. Special
musical score has been arranged by Hugo
Riesenfeld, musical director of the Rivoli
and Rialto theatres. If Mr. Gerard's condition permits he will be present at the
opening and give a short introductory
address. He is at present recovering from
an illness. Persons prominent in naval,
Pierre Key Comments
Pierre V. R. Key, Foursquare Pictures,
comments upon the Foursquare release
featuring Bessie Barriscale, " The Cast
Off," in the following interview :
" The human-interest clement of the
Thomas H. Incc picture, and its admirable
simplicity were responsible for the purchase
of this picture by Mr. George Backer, and
in securing it for distribution our organization has a subject in every way worthy of
the ideals of tlie Foursquare corporation.
" No photoplay I have seen in a long
time so perfectly illustrates the type which
is certain to increase in number, as the
industry becomes older. The story is
direct, clearly set forth and without any
disagreeable moments. C. Gardner Sullivan, a master of his craft, has builded
naturally and simply, and Miss Barriscale
and her colleagues, under Raymond West's
direction, seem to have performed their

Open
on Broadway
military and civil life are scheduled to be
present.
Millions
of copies
of Mr.of Gerard's
have
reached
the hands
readers. book
An
illustrated souvenir volume has been
issued, containing still photographs from
the important scenes of the picture and
a foreward by the author. A portrait of
Mr. Gerard is contained. Mr. Gerard's
latest work, " Face to Face With Kaiserism," sequel to " My Four Years in Germany," is now running in many of the
principal dailies of the country. There is
a large variety of paper from twenty-four
sheets down ; heralds, lantern slides, advertising cuts and publicity readers.
on '*The Cast Off
tasks with intelligent appreciation of the
things Mr. Sullivan sought.
" It is not that ' The Cast Ofif ' is a Foursquare picture which prompts this commendationfor
; such procedure, often, is in
questionable taste. But it represents .so
completely those excellences for which the
ablest men in the profession are striving
that it is gratifying to observe that the
exhibitors are a unit in their endorsement of the picture."
Tvvede

Dan's Third Comedy Liked
A private screening of the third of the
Jester Comedies releases, " All ' Fur '
Her," was given recently and those present proclaimed it on a par with the first
two, " The Recruit " and " His Golden
Romance," it is announced.

Sybil Carmen
EdwinA. Forsberg
" Cabareting
" in theandFrank
Keeney Feature,
" A Romance of the Underworld "
Keeney Leases Pathe Studio
Frank A. Keeney Distributing Company
announces that it has leased the Pathe
studio, at Park avenue and 144th street,
one of the best and most modern equipped
studios in the East. The first production
of the Frank A. Keeney Pictures Corporation, "The Romance of the Underworld,"
starring Catherine Calvert, was commenced
in the Biograph studios. Last week, the
company was taken to the new quarters to
complete the production. The Frank A.
Keeney Distributing Company was formed
to
exploitPictures
the product
of the' Frank A.
Keeney
Corporation.
The Pathe studio was built originally for
a dance hall. It was later remodeled by
Eugene Sanger for a studio. Patlic acquired
It later. The Edison company installed recently an entire new lighting system in this
studio at a cost of $15,000, it is said.
" A Romance of the Underworld,"
Keeney's first production is complete so
far as the camera work and the taking of
scenes is concerned. Director Kirkwood is
now assembling it. It will be released in
six reels. Mr. Kirkwood will on the completion of this picture commence work on
tlic second production which will be a
screen version of Guy Bolton's photoplay,
" Marriage." Mr. Bolton is co-author of
the stage successes, " Oh ! Boy," and " Oh !
Lady, Lady."
Anne Luther Has Successful Career
Anne Luther, who has the role of
Beatrice Covington in Graphic Film Corporation's late production, " Moral Suicide," commenced her career before the
camera under the direction of D. W.
Griffith. Miss Luther mounted the ladder
of success in the screen drama in a short
time and became a recognized star.
In " Moral Suicide " Miss Luther plays
the part
Beatrice
Covington,
the daughter of anof old
California
millionaire,
who,
losing his moral sense, sinks into the
depths
from which he is
rescued of
by degradation
her.
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W.

H. Announces First
Barriscale Release
W. H. Productions Company announces
that the first Bessie Barriscale superfeature, to be distributed on the state
rights market, will be entitled, " Satan's
Pawn." The story is based upon Francis
Molnar's play, and was produced by
Thomas H. Ince. Bessie Barriscale, it is
said, does some of the best work of her
career in this production.
Co-starring with Miss Barriscale in
"known
Satan's
Pawnof" theis most
Edward
Connelly,
as one
able artists
of
the speaking stage. His interpretations of
difficult roles in dramatic successes of two
continents have earned for him the approval of critic and public alike. His success in " Marse Covington," known as the
only serious thing George Ade ever did,
was big. His most recent stage triumphs
were scored in " Every Woman " and " A
Good Little Devil." His recent character
depicture of Rasputin in " The Fall of the
Romanoffs," created a great deal of favorable comment. Mr. Connelly's impersonation of the devil in modern clothes, in
" Satan's Pawn," is said to be one of
the most powerful character drawings ever
seen on the screen.
Clara Williams has a strong part in this
production. Her latest work was in " The
Bargain," " The Italian," and recently in
" Carmen of the Klondike." Rhea Mitchell
is seen also in this production.

" Mother

" to Play Loew
Circuit.
Following the announcement made last
week by Arthur H. Sawyer and Herbert
Lubin that the New York City and state
rights to their production, " Mother," had
been acquired by the Modern Feature Film
Company, Charles H. Striemer announces
that the picture has been booked by the
Marcus Loew Circuit.
Mr. Striemer, manager of the Modern
Feature Film Company, with offices in the
Godfrey Building, states that arrangements
have been made whereby " Mother " will
open on the Loew time on Thursday,
March 14. The initial presentation in
New York of the General Enterprises,
Inc., feature will occur at the New York
theatre.
"Mother," features Elisabeth Risdon, at
present appearing in the leading role of
the Broadway success, " Seven Days'
Leave."
It was
Loane Tucker
from picturized
the novel ofby theGeorge
same
name by Eden Philpots. It is in seven
reels.
Netter Buys Two Selig Productions
Leon D. Netter, Masterpiece Film
Attractions, of Cleveland, Ohio, returned
last week to the Cleveland office after a
five-day visit to New York. He brought
with him prints of Wm. N. Selig^s latest
productions, " The City of Purple Dreams "
and "Who Shall Take My Life," which
he will exploit in Ohio and Kentucky
through his Cleveland and Cincinnati exchanges.

Lillian

Walker

Forms

Lillian Walker, the Original Dimpled Comedienne, Heads Her Own Company for Release
Through Producers and E.xhibitors, Affiliated
Lillian Walker has formed her own
company, which will be known as the Lillian Walker Productions, it is announced.
Bee-Hive

Active

Own
Producing Co,
Her pictures will be released througlj the
Producers and Exhibitors-Affiliated. Her
first picture, the title of which has not yet
been decided upon will be finished in about
four weeks.
Miss Walker will produce straight
comedy and comedy-dramas.
Miss Walker said: "All my pictures
will have pleasant endings and mothers
need not \^arn their daughters to keep
away from the theatres at which they are
being shown. Neither sex-problcms nor
the trials and tribulations of the underworld will play any part in them, but the
plots will be clean, wholesome and pleasant. I feel my pictures ought to appeal to
every sort of person, from the tired business man down to the little child."
Aliss
Walker in
is two
doingways.
" her First,
bit " for
the government
she
has just completed a patriotic picture
which will be called " Miss Camouflage."
This picture is intended for war propaganda and will be shown at all the camps
on both this side and abroad. In it Miss
Walker
plays were
the part
a soldier's
wife.
The scenes
takenof with
the entire
company including the officers of the 308th
regiment and give a realistic portrayal of
camp life.
The scene of Miss Walker's second
patriotic venture is her farm in Saratoga,
N. Y. called " Sunnybrook." There she
is
out Hoover's
instructions
the carrying
«th degree.
She has her
own cows,to
chickens, pigs and horses on her 252 acres.

with West
Comedies
27, Fox's Auditorium will feature this
THE March 15 release of the King-Bee
clever comedian in all the King-Bee comeFilms Corp. starring Billy West is endies to be released in the future.
titled "The Scholar." On April 1 KingJulius Singer, sales manager of the BeeBee will release a Billy West comedy en"
titled The
Messenger." It is now in the Hive Exchange handling these comedies,
making at the Hollywood Studio of the says that " His Day Out " has brought in
an increase of thirty per cent qn the
King-Bee Films Corp.
Julius Singer in charge of the booking of previous month's business, and that when
the Bee-Hive Exchange, selling Billy West
they release " The Stranger,'' " The Rogue "
King-Bee Comedies in greater New York,
and " The Orderly " they will have to move
into larger quarters to accommodate the
announces the bookings of the Billy West
two-reelers in all the theatres of the Con" rush " for these " profit-makers," as he
solidated Amusement Enterprises, which in- terms the Billy West Releases.
The Terminal theatre, Newark, managed
cludes the "Tiffany," " Penn," "Village,"
" York," " Drury Lane " and the Seventyby
play Billy
in "'conHis
second street " Playhouse." All these theaDayWm.
Out"Fox,forwill
a week's
run, West
and has
tres are in greater New York, and will
tracted to use two of the King-Bee releases amonth.
show all the releases of Billy West KingBee Comedies.
Magnet Film Gets More
The Marcy
theatre,
one of
Brooklyn's
leading
photoplay
houses,
starts
a big
W. H. Releases
" drive " on Billy West King-Bee Comedies
next week. The first offering will be " His
The Magnet
Exchange,
quired recentlyFilm
the New
York which
rights'ac-to
Day Out." The management are distributW. H. Productions Company's feature,
ing throughout Williamsburg two hundred
1 sheets, announcing the coming of each
" The also
Two-Gun
in " The
Bargain,"^S.
secured Man
the "rights
to William
King-Bee Comedy. They have booked Billy have
Hart's
"
The
Bandit
and
the
Preacher
West in all future releases and will feature
and " The Hell Hound of Alaska," and the
him every two weeks.
" The Messenger," is the name of the Twenty-eight Alack Sennett Keystone
Comedies.
next Billy West comedy now in the makThe series of Keystone Comedies wilt
ing. It is an original idea; and Director
be released shortly, the first of which is
Gillstrom thinks it will land as many laughs
entitled, " A Small Town Bully," starring
as can be jammed in a two-reel comedy.
Mabel Normand, Mack Sennett. Roscoe
Starting with the clever Billy West KingArbuckle and Owen Moore.
Bee Comedy "His Day Out," Feb. 25, 26,
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Jacob

VV^ildberg, Treasurer
of Foursquare
The latest newcomer into tlic field of

motion picture activity is Jacob W'ildbcrg,
capitalist and manufacturer, who still retains his interests in his own concerns, but
who will be actively identified with Foursquare Pictures as treasurer of that independent organization, as well as a large
stockholder.
Mr. Wildberg becomes associated wiili
Foursquare Pictures through George
Backer, a friend and business colleague of
many years' standing.

" Mickey " Praised
Theatrical Man

by

Alfred E. .Aarons, general manager of
Klaw & review
Erlanger's
attended in;i
private
of theatres,
Mabel Normand
■■ Mickey " recently and wrote Western Import Co. the following letter, commending
the production :
"'Mickey' is the greatest comnieixia!
proposition I have ever seen in the amusement field. It will be a sure fire hi,. Very
rarely, I believe, can a man make a statement of this nature before a production
has been tested out by the public, but this
picture breathes success, and the ultimate
result can be seen beforehand. I make this
statement freely — and you can go as far
as you like with it.
" Outside of its commercial value, it is a
wonderful, artistic and interesting picture.
It possesses every quality that could be put
in a photoplay, and its preparation shows
infinite care and study. It is tlie product of
a master. It truly depicts human life and
accentuates every situation to its real possibilities.
" Mabel Normand as ' Mickey ' clearly
shows her versatility and supremacy as an
actress. She portrays the many characters
which the part calls for to the highest
degree
Danielsof & artistry."
Wilson, Inc., music publishers,
are putting out a composition entitled
" Mickey," dedicated to Miss Normand, it
is announced. The song is based on the
Mack Sennett $300,000 photoplay, which
will be released shortly by W estern Import.

Here'i mand,
" Mickey,"
and All,Which
as Mabel
NorAppeared in Smile
the Picture
Western
Import is Handling

" My Four Years in Germany " Is New
SlatedYork
to Begin
March a 10Run at the Knickerbocker Theatre in
Tarzan"
to Run
in Sixty-Five Cities
Post wrote :
HARRY REICHENBACH reports that
the First National Exhibitors Circuit
" We ran ' Tarzan of the Apes ' in story
form three years ago and it got us more
will on April 2 inaugurate " Tarzan
circulation than anything we have ever
Week," during which time sixty-five prints
printed. We had people coming to our
of " Tarzan of the Apes," the National
office trying to beg, borrow or steal the adFilm Corporation of America's production
which will l)c distributed through the First
vance chapters. We believe we can say for
National Exchanges, will play first-run
you that any theatre in Terre Haute will
houses in sixty-five principal cities of the not have capacity enough to accommodate
United States.
the crowds which will want to see ' Tarzan.'
" Tarzan " continues its successful run at We regard Tarzan as one picture which we
will
want to father.
the Broadway theatre, it is said, with con" (Signed) R. H. Gore,
stantly increasing business and with capacity audiences even on off nights as Monday
" Business Manager."
and Friday. Mattinec l)usiness is beyond
Through A. L. Burt and Company, pubeven the expectation of the producers and
lishers of the re-issued books, arrangethe engagement has been extended for
ments have been completed for the decoration of over ten thousand drug stores, book
another two weeks to l)ring the run up to
the release date.
store and stationery store windows while
over five thousand papers have arranged to
The National Film Corporation in conjunction with First National Exliibitors,
republish one of the Tarzan stories previous
have arranged for a huge talking sign at to the release date.
Broadway and 47th street and each first
run house in the country is getting a numIndependent Concern for
ber of flashes. The releasing company arBaltimore
ranged for five thousand flashes which
read :
The Variety Pictures Corporation has
been incorporated under the Maryland
" 'I arzan of the .Apes" at Bridgeport
laws with an authorized capital of $25,000.
.'\pril 2. " Tarzan of the Apes " at Philadelphia April 2, and so on taking in turn
It is the purpose of this concern to handle
each house that has Ijooked the picture thus
state rights pictures and comedies for the
Baltimore exhibitors, and as a side line will
far. Harry Reichenbach of National arranged this because of the hundreds of let- also handle mounted posters. Offices are
teers pouring into the Broadway theatre
located at 210 N. Calvert street, Baltimore.
from throughout the country asking what
Milton Caplon is president and general
date the picture will come to their cities.
manager and J. Louis Rome, manager of
The business manager of the Terre Haute
the Broadway theatre, is the counsel.
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Brunswick May Remove Censors
It is reported that the Premier of Kew
Brunswick is considering the removing of
three out of four of the provincial censors, and allowing all films to be passed
upon by one man, as is done in Nova
Scotia. This would mean that pictures
already passed by the Ontario and Quebec
Boards would be free of further cutting,
for it would not be considered necessary
to re-examine these. The Woman's Council have long been agitating for women
on the Censorship Board, and it is thought
that the action of the Premier may have
been decided upon as one way out of the
difficulty.
The film men are said to be hoping that
there is a basis of truth in the rumor.
Draft Takes Musicians
from Theatres
The recent draft under the Military
Service Act of the Dominion is playing
havoc in musical circles. It is extremely
hard to secure really capable musicians
familiar with the motion picture work.
Just a few days ago the draft caught a
number of musicians from the St. Denis
theatre orchestra in Montreal. The Regent and the Allen theatres in Toronto
have also felt the draft.
Alberta

Exhibitors

Miss

Point of Joke
The exhibitors of the province of Alberta are said to be real peeved over somebody's action a few days ago. Some association signing themselves as the Committee of Motion Picture, Vaudeville and
Legitimate and Film Exchanges, sent telegrams to Alberta exhibitors advising them
of the rumor to close all theatres in
Canada for three days a week. The Alberta exhibitors want to know who the
parties ai'e that are responsible for the
telegram. The telegram consisted of 101
words, and was sent collect, causing the
exhibitor at the other end of the wire to
pay charges of $2.00.
St. John Women Seek to
Close Theatres
Spurred on by a recent move of the
St. John schoolboard in closing schools
earlier each day to save coal, the W. C.
T. U. of that city passed a resolution
urging the Government to close all places
of amusement for one or more days each
week.
This precipitated a battle which has
been raging, mostly through the press, for
several days.

Manitoba
Faces
Is Predicted That the Eighty Theatres
in Province May Close When
Films Are Shut Off— No
4 After
Comedies March
Expected
THERE is a possibility, according to
late advices from Winnipeg, of Manitoba being without a single motion picture
theatre in the near future. The eighty
houses within the province may close on
account of the fact that the dozen film
exchanges in Winnipeg will refuse to supply them with films.
The members of the Canadian Film
Exchange Managers' Association held a
meeting recently in their quarters in the
Kennedy block, at which they reaffirmed
their intention of refusing to bring a single
comedy film into Manitoba after March 4.
This includes all comedies of all brands,
with the exception of the next Chaplin
comedy, which is soon to be released. As
to the future of the Chaplins, it is a matter of doubt; his subsequent releases will
be governed by circumstances.
Furthermore, the film men made known
their ultimatum, which is : A one-man
provincial censor board, instead of the
present board of three members, consisting of two women and one man ; a board
of appeal, whose services shall be voluntary, consisting of one representative from
every organization in Winnipeg, such as
the Y. M. C. A., the Y. W. C. A., the
Knights of Columbus, the Masons, the
Builders' Exchange, the Trades Assembly,
the Social Service Council, the Women's
Council, the Ministerial Association, etc.
Should the Department of the Provincial Treasurer, under whose wing the
amusements department of Manitoba is
existing, refuse to grant this ultimatum,
the exchanges, acting under orders from
the producers of their brands of pictures,
will withdraw their offices altogether from
Manitoba.
With the closing of the 80 motion picture houses in the province would come
the throwing out of work of 800 house attaches, with a consequent loss of $25,000
per week in salaries. The Winnipeg City
Light and Power Department would lose
from $1,000 to $1,200 weekly in electric
light bills from this source.
The present status of the motion picture business in the province has been
brought about through the feeling among
the exchange men that the provincial censor board has been for a long time acting
in an unfair and unreasonable manner as
regards the films which have been brought
in for showings ; especially is this so as
regards the comedies. The film men assert that the majority of the comedies
submitted to the censors have been re-

Near
Isolation
jected in their entirety and that always
the reason given on the rejection slip was
" vulgar and suggestive." They hold that
the pictures are neither vulgar nor suggestive, at least, in the majority of cases
where they have been condemned.
Apparently, judging from the ultimatum
which was decided upon at Thursda3's
meeting, the exchange men have come to
the conclusion that ihe situation as regards the censoring has not improved.
It was pointed out at this meeting that
the theatre ticket tax, which goes into
operation the first of April, will prove decidedly unsuccessful in the event that there
are no motion picture houses in Manitoba
to provide the most of the expected revenue from patrons.
Monday Closing Settles
Into Its Stride
The first heatless Monday for the theatres of Central Canada passed off with the
usual quietness that was anticipated, on
Monday, February 18. The business on
Tuesday, following the general shutdown
the day before, proved to be splendid in the
various cities. In Toronto the Tuesday,
February 19, business was exceptional, and
the various downtown houses played to
capacity business. Loew's Yonge street
house had 'em lined out in front for
nearly a block.
There has been trouble brewing between
the various exchanges and the exhibitors
of Central Canada due to the Monday closing order, but the latest reports from both
sides indicate that negotiations satisfactory to both sides are being arranged. In
brief, the exchanges are demanding payment for films on a two-day basis, while
the exhibitors say it is unfair that they
should be compelled to pay for two days,
Mondays and Tuesdays when they are
closed up tight on Mondays by the Canadian Government order-in-council.

CAMERA
MEN!
AVOID SCENE MIX-UPS
Keep accurate record of
exposures by using the
book we will send, postage prepaid, if you will
send us 15 cents in stamps
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
1339 Diversey Parkway CHICAGO
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Harvey F. Thcw, who for tlie past year
and a half served the Famous PlaycrsLasky Corporation as scenario writer at
their west coast studios, has been engaged
western
the William
liy
studios
to serve Fox
in theCorporation's
same capacity.
Production work has been started at the
William Fox western studios on the forth" Salome,"
Bara ofspectacle,
coming Thedaweeks
after several
preparation under
the direction of J. Gordon Edwards. Some
of the big scenes for this film will include
replicas of the streets of old Jerusalem,
the world-famous Jaffa Gate and the great
jialace of Herod. No expense is being
spared in the filming of this feature, and
it is ■ planned it shall be even more gorgeous and spectacular than " Cleopatro,"
Miss Bara's most recently released Fox
production. It is stated the costumes which
will be seen in this production will outrival and cause more comment than did
those seen in " Cleopatra." The entiresupporting cast for this Baja production
has not as yet been selected.
Gladys Brockwell has begun work under
the direction of E. J. LeSaint, in a new picture for Fox in which she will be seen in
two separate and distinct roles, which
present Miss Rrockwell with opportunities
not afforded her heretofore. The two roles
cannot be termed as dual ones, inasmuch
as the star must appear as two distinct
persons who in no way resemble each
other. No title has as yet been made
known. The story was written by George
Scarborough, and Charles Kenyon prepared the screen version. William Scott
and Williard Louis have been selected Ui
support Miss Brockwell.
Members of the Tom Mix Fox Company,
under the direction of Lynn Reynolds, are
practically "living in the saddle" this
week, they being away on locations which
will represent the great plains of Arizona,
New Mr-xico and near Los Angeles.

T^jraka

CParagrapJi^

Several hundred members of the California National Guard participated in
scenes made Sunday at the Paralta Studios
in Hollywood for the forthcoming Louise
Glaum production, " The Iron Beast,"
which was previously titled " Intelligence."
The soldiers were used for scenes of
American soldiers marching through the
streets of France on their way to the
battle front. Besides the soldiers, the
Paralta Company was fortunate in secur-

ing the services of the Military Band from
Fort McArthur, near San Pedro, California. The entire board of directors, including Carl Anderson, John E. DeWolf,
Herman Katz, Fernando M. Guinzberg,
Nat I. Brown and Frank Kane, who arrived on the Coast last week, together with
Robert Brunton, manager of productions,
were interested onlookers during the filming of the scenes, and also appeared in
several of the scenes made, playing the
part of American tourists in France.
Monte M. Katterjohn, staff author at
the Paralta Studios, and author of the initial starring production for Louise Glaum
titled " The Iron Beast," this week received notice of Class A-1 classification in
the second draft, and it is probable he will
be called for service shortly.
Director Raymond B. West will soon
have in production a story written by
Robert Kidd and Jane Holly of the Paralta
scenario staff, which will have Bessie Barriscale as the star. Julian Lamothe prepared tlic screen adaptation.

The Mary Pickford Artcraft Company
has just finished " M'liss," under the direction of Marshall Neilan. At the present
time it is not definitely known what story
she will be starred in next.
Jack Pickford and Louise Huff will next
co-star in a picture adapted for the screen
from the Alice Eagan Rice book, " Sandy."
George Melford will be in charge of the
direction, and the principals of the supporting cast will be Raymond Hatton,
James Neill and Edith Chapman.
William D. Taylor has just finished the
filming of " Up the Road with Sally,"
which stars Constance Talmadge. A new
story for Miss Talmadge is now in preparation, but as yet no director has been assigned for her next work.
Wallace Reid and Ann Little, under the
direction of Donald Crisp, have just finished "The House of Silence," which was
liegun at the New York Famous PlayersLasky studio, and on account of the stormy
weather there, was completed at the Hollywood studios. These two players will
shortly begin work on a new subject now
in preparation.
" The Honor of His House," starring
Sessue Hayakawa, has been finished under
the direction of William De Mille for the
Paramount Program. This is an original
story by Marion Fairfax. Mr. Hayakawa
will do three more pictures for the Lasky
Company, and so it is probable he will be
working at the Hollywood studios for at
least two more months. Florence Vidor
was leading woman for Mr. Hayakawa in

" The Honor of His House," and Miss
Vidor and Jack Holt have been selected
to appear in support of Hayakawa in his
three future Lasky pictures.

VriangJe

Sterns^

Despite the rainy weather of the past
week, the producing organizations of the
Triangle Film Corporation's Culver City
studios, have continued with their work
without any. loss of time, under the five
large glass-enclosed studios. Four dramatic subjects and one comedy have been
completed during the past week, while
eight feature companies and one comedy
unit are working full blast, and three directors are awaiting new productions.
The subjects now in the cutting room are
" The Law of the Great Northwest,"
directed by Raymond Wells, with a cast
which included Margery Wilson, William
V. Mong, Eugene Corey, Louis Durham,
Will Jeffries and William Dyer ; " Another
Foolish Virgin," with Alma Rubens,
Texas Guinan, Joseph Bennett and Lee
Hill in the principal roles, and directed by
E. Mason
Hopper; "The
Vortex,"
the with
Gilbert P. Hamilton
directed
subject,
Joe King, Mary Warren, Wilbur Higby,
liugene Burr, George Hernandez and
others in the cast; the western subject,
" Boss of the Lazy Y," starring Roy Stewart, directed by Cliff Smith, from the story
by Charles Alden Seltzer's well-known
novel ; and the one-reel comedy titled
" .Many Happy Returns," which has Jack
Livingston, Jack Richardson, Lillian West,
Mae Walters and Ruth Langston as the
principals, directed I)y H. Edwards.
" In the Spring," adapted from the magazine story Ijy John Moroso, author of the
Triangle release, " Shoes that Danced,"
has been put in production under the direction of Raymond Wells. The New
York police force, and the life of the
Italian underworld furnished the material
for the story, which will have Joe King, in
the part of a patrolman, and later promoted to the position of inspector.

At the Vitagraph studio. Director William Wolbert is nearing the completion of
" A Texan Romance," and making preparations for his next picture which is an
adaptation from the James Oliver Curwood
story, "A Son of Kazan." ATr. Wolbert
is endeavoring to retain the same atmosphere of this great dog story for the screen,
as did Mr. Curwood in his novel, by hav-
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ing as much action as possible center
about the dog instead of the leading players. If Director Wolbert is successful in
this, something very new and unusual will
be seen on the screen.
George Sergent, well known director of
the West Coast film colony, who produced
" The Secret of the Submarine " serial
and feature films starring Richard Bennett
for the American Film Company at Santa
Barbara, has been engaged to make some
Within,"
for " Enemies
special
in New York at
being produced
which is scenes
western
their
at
plant,
the Vitagraph
studios in Hollywood. Following the completion of these special scenes Director
Sargent will produce two-reel pictures
from stories by Henry Lewis, which will
be released as the " Wolf eville Series."
" TheWilliams
Man from
in Filming
which of
Earle
was Brodney's,"
to be the
star, has been postponed by the Vitagraph
Company, owing to their inability to obtain small boats and yachts, on account of
the new Government ruling. Instead the
Williams company have begun work on
" Blind Eyes," adapted for the screen from
a story by William Addison Lathrop of
the same title. The story is said to be
particularly well adapted to Mr. Williams'
style. Tom Mills is in charge of the direction. Grace Darmond has the feminine
lead opposite Mr. Williams, and Kathleen
Kirkham, Ruth Garden, Pat Moore, and
Kate Price, well-known for her work in
Vitagraph comedies, and who has just returned to this company, make up the supporting cast.

'lo work under the Pallie banner for another year.
The last scenes of the latest Baby Marie
Osborne Pathe subject are being made at
the Glendale studio under the title of
" Dolly Does Her Bit." It is planned the
negative shall be cut and edited in order
that the subject may be completed and
ready
for release during the month of
February.

^S^r<?

and

UJiere^

Robert Leonard has begun work on a
new subject for the Universal which will
have Mae Murray as the star. It is titled
" Danger,
Go Slow,"
crook The
story,
will
be filmed
in five areels.
castandto
support Miss Murray has not been selected.
Rupert Julian has finished " The Iconoclast "for Universal and is now busy editing the picture.
Director Harry Flarvey, who was placed
in charge of filming " The Lion's Claw "
serial, owing to the illness of Jacques
Jaccard, is working on the fourth and
fifth episode, with Marie Walcamp in the
leading role; and James Horne, who is
directing the " Bull's Eye " serial, is now
on the fifteenth episode.
The Lyons and Moran Universal Company has finished a one-reel comedy titled
" The Vamp Cure," and will, within a
few days, begin the making of another onereeler for the Universal program.

Theda Bara was given a decided ovation
program.
when
she appeared
on theevening,
stage atFebruary
Clune's
auditorium,
Wednesday
20,
the showing
" Cleopatra,"
her following
most recently
releasedof subject.
The
actress was showered with flowers, and
after the applouse died out and the audience became quiet. Miss Bara told of her
work before the screen in a manner that
greatly pleased her large audience.

Ibollvwoot)
W. A. S. Douglas, president of the
Diando Film Corporation, located in Glendale, returned to Los Angeles last week
from New York, accompanied by Louis J.
Gasnier, president of Astra, who is here
on business. Mr. Douglas brought back a
contract for the production of a fifteen
episode serial for the Pathe organization,
which will be produced under the working
title of "The Wolf-faced Man." Mr.
Douglas is author of the serial, and the
contract for the production of this serial
is the outcome of a month's conference
with the Pathe officials in New York. The
serial will be of a Western type, laid in the
early sixties and depicting life as it was
in that period. The pioneer, frontier forts
and settlements, together with the Indians, will be seen in the serial, and the
facts concerning the above will be taken
from history. Stuart Paton, who for some
time past has been directing serials for
the Universal, will be the director of this
Pathe serial ; George Larkin, known to the
world as the " human fly," will be the featured leading man, but the entire supporting cast has not been selected. Preparation work for this serial has already begun at the Glendale studios, but the work
of filming the same will in all probability
not be started until about the middle of
March.
Along with the contract for the fifteen
episode serial, Mr. Douglas also brought
back with him a renewal agreement for
the services of Baby Helen Marie Osborne

After a few days' vacation -pent at San
Francisco following the completion of "The
Bell Boy," Roscoe Arbuckle is now at
work on his fourth comedy for Paramount
release which is a travesty on the feuds
between moonshiners and revenue officers
in the Blue Ridge Mountains. Roscoe Arbuckle and Buster Keaton take the parts
of revenue officers, and are said to more
nearly resemble millionaire sportsmen in
the matter of clothes. Al St. John takes
the role of a young moonshiner, while Alice
Lake appears as his sweetheart. Charles
Dudley is playing the role of father, a
veteran of many thrilling mountain feuds.
In place of wearing the usual costume of
the sweet-faced moimtain maid. Miss
Lake's wearing apparel will be of the most
fashionable and up-to-the-minute type, all
of which leads one to believe this Arbuckle
comedy will show some new departures
from the heretofore popular form of
moonshine thrillers.
Two comedy companies are at work at
the Sunshine Comedy studios under the
supervision of Henry Lehrman, turning
out laugh provokers for the William Fox
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" Ruggles of Red Gap "
{Essanay-Perfection — Seven Reels)
Reviewed by Lisle M. Albright
N this adaptation liom llic story of Harry Leon Wilson which
I ran serially in the Saturday Evening Post, and which was later
dramatized, proving one of the most successful stage productions
of its time, Taylor Holmes again has a vehicle which affords a
delightful opportunity for his rare humor and clever delineation
of English character. As the valet of an English nobleman who
loses his servant to an American in a card game, Ruggles leaves
aristocratic England for democratic America, and finds in the
equal opportunity and freedom of the United States a chance to
change his job as man servant for one as proprietor of a flourishing restaurant. He finds that he is no longer subject to the caste
law, but is free to mingle with the best of the men. And Mr.
Holmes plays the role for all there is in it.
There is, however, in this film a close second for the first comedy honors in the person of Frederick Burton, who played the
part of the moth-eaten " Cousin Egbert " in the original stage
presentation and who enacts the same part on the screen. And
" Cousin Egbert " is certainly a card.
Lawrence Windom, who has directed all the Taylor Holmes'
productions, and who is responsible for this one also, was very
fortunate in having two such capable actors as Mr. Burton and
Lawrence D'Orsay to support Mr. Holmes and offer suggestions
based upon the legitimate stage twists of the play. Edna Phillips
Holmes, wife of the star, gives a splendid characterization of
" Klondike Kate," and Virginia Valli makes a charming widow.
The first two or three reels of the story do not move as rapidly
might be hoped for, but this dragginess is counterbalanced by
the latter half of the picture which, besides having more action,
has some beautiful Grand Canyon scenes. The popularity of the
storj' with the .'\merican public coupled with Taylor Holmes' drawing ability as a star guarantees the exhibitor a good box-ofifice
attraction.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
The
Hon.
George
D'Orsay),
meetsof
with some Americans (Lawrence
and is initiated
into andrawEnglish
poker,aristocrat,
as a result
which he loses his valet, Marmaduke Ruggles (Taylor Holmes. Mrs. Effie
(Lillian Drew), wife of Senator Floud, is delighted when Ruggles is
■'(Frederick
collected ''Burton),
and turnsa him
to her
husband'swithcousin,
" Cousinfor Egbert"
big over
hearted
westerner
no regard
clothes.
Th« parly returns to Red Gap, Arizona, where the Flouds head the elite
of the western town, and brmg Ruggles with them. Cousin Egbert, in
introducing Ruggles to his friends, dubs him " Colonel Marmaduke Ruggles
from England " and the local newspapers come out with front page stories
about
visitor.
Ruggles'
perspective
life is changed.
He getsthefor
thedistinguished
American Inidea,
himselfhe popular,
and ofdecides
go into
business
himself.
the finds
meantime,
falls in love
with thetocharming
widow Jud&on (Virginia Valli) and when he opens up his restaurant, he
eagaxes her to help him run it. He soon finds, however, that he would
Ilk* to have her near him always to assist him, and the picture ends with
Kuggle- memorizing the Declaration of Independence, aided by his wife.
" Sheriff Nell's Tussle "
{Paramount-Mack Sennett — Two Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
P ';j-LY MORAX continues in her role of Sheriff Nell in this
picture, a laughable burlesque with any number of original
comedy touches. A slick city crook arrives in the town and
succci.d'- in flaking honest Nell fall in love with him. He then
suggests an ti:";rtainment with local talent, the while his confederates crack the safe and make off with the town's wealth.
Nell, with her faithful but brainless lover, journeys to the city
in pursuit of the loot and the looter and eventually they return
victorious.
All the episodes arc handled with a fine sense of burlesque. The
entertainment offers excellent possibilities for comedy and all are
well taken. The city episode oflfers some fine thrills with plenty
of comedy as setting. Polly Moran's performance is a continuous
laugh in itself and Ben Turpin ;.nd Billy Armstrong contribute
much to the picture's success.
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" The Beggar Woman "
{Russian Art-Pathe — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
tt'yHE
BEGGAR
latest Russian
Arm N.Film
A product
releasedWOMAN"
by Pathe. isL the
L Mozukin
and Mme.
A.
Lcsicnko arc featured. It was produced under the direction of
Cheslar Sabinsky in Russia. The print shown for review was
not in the best of condition, revealing a scratched surface. As
a drama, this Russian product is an average example. The author
has been greatly assisted by convenient coincidents in unfolding
his plot. There is no extra quality exposed, unless it be the
excellent work of the two principal players, which raises this offering above the average program feature. It falls far below
the average in condition of print and photography. The director
has given the picture a good production.
The author has aroused a certain sympathy in his creation, and
Mme. N. A. Lesienko upon whom the burden is placed to arouse
sympathy through dramatic interpretation, meets every desire of
the author and her audiences. She expresses emotion with ability. American audiences will be disappointed in her age. I. I.
Mozukin, who has been seen in the past in Pathe releases of
the Russian Art Film product, always to advantage, executes his
part with the grace and the assurance of an artist.
" The Beggar Woman " will not create a sensation with any
audience but it will be accepted as mildly entertaining and an
exposition of screen work that is worth while but not an extra
effort.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Mary Mar (Mme. N. A. Lesienko), a beautiful prima donna, is the rage
of Petrograd, Russia. Sergius (I. I. Mozukin), a poet, worships her. He
requests an introduction from his friend. He is invited to attend a social
given by the prima donna. He tells her of his love, but insists that he
cannot be a mere admirer. They are married. She leaves the social whirl,
and interests
Sergius inandtheshepoorareclass,
content
other'sto company.
takes
an
and with
while each
attending
their wants,Mary
contracts
smallpox. She is quarantined, and Sergius is refused admittance to her
home.
Weeksmoved alllater
to she
be around.
doctor hasface.
remirrorsshein recovers
the house,sufficiently
fearing that
shall see The
her disfigured
Her household goods and her jewels are auctioned to meet her creditors
demands. Sergius knows nothing of this until he visits her later. She
meets him with a veil over her face. He draws her to him, lifts the veil,
and' been
draws killed
away forever.
in disgust. She leaves him, knowing that his love for her
has
" The House of Glass "
{Select — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
ttnPHE HOUSE OF GLASS" is one of the best built and
A strongest pictures dealing with that appealing character,
the woman with the past, that has been made. It is Clara Kimball
Young's
triumph,
if memory
In it she
playsvalues
with
a fine show
of emotion
and serves
a rarearight.
discernment
of the
comprising her character. She derives every atom of appeal from
it, and as a consequence creates her Margaret Case as a realistic
and sympathetic figure, one to be remembered. In this, her latest
work, she had the advantage of moving in a story which was
first and last capably builded. First as a play. Max Marcin was
its author. He of all playwrights is known for his almost uncanny
ability at putting a drama together. Whatever that drama may
be, as in the case of the rather worn material of " The House
of Glass," the product when completed by Marcin seems to
possess the technique, the polish, necessary to send it well on
its way to success. Certainly this was the case with the play
and certainly his work shows in the picture, though the adapter,
Charles E. Whittaker, must also receive due credit.
The picture gets away to an interesting start in the first reel,
where the unfortunate circumstances that lead to the wrongful
deprecation of Margaret's character are introduced. From the
moment of her release from prison — on parole — until the detective succeeds in locating her, the suspense reaches heights
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seldom touched by the ordinary picture. Margaret, though sharing the many successes and happinesses of the man she has married, lives in the dread of the day she knows will eventually come
when she will be forced to tell her husband of the miserable
episode of her former life. This constant fear in which the
woman lives is remarkably well brought out by Miss Young.
And the suggestion of the impending tragedy steadily piles up
the interest.
Subsequent to the crux of this action, the story progresses
logically to a happy ending and in this comparatively small arm
of the picture the suspense is also prominently maintained. In
fact, from beginning to end " The House of Glass " keeps the eyes
ever riveted upon the screen. It is a rare picture in every respect.
The supporting cast is of even merit. Corliss Giles as Lake,
the man of business, plays with great conviction. Pell Trenton,
the crook and cause of all the trouble, and Norman Selby, better
known as Kid McCoy, as the detective, handle prominent roles
with ability. Edward M. Kimball and James T. Laffey are seen
to advantage in character parts. Emile Chautard staged the picture tastefully and Jacques Bizuel photographed it.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Margaret Case (Clara Kimball Young) accepts the proposal of marriage
of James Burke (Pell Trenton) unaware of the fact that he is a crook.
They £ire about to depart to Chicago to be married when detectives intervene. Margaret is arrested £ind sentenced too because stolen goods arc
found in her trunk. After serving half her term she is released on parole
and ordered to report at headquarters every week. Finally, inflamed at
the injustice of the order as applied to her case, she leaves the city. Later
she is found working in the office of Harvey Lake (Corliss Giles), a railroad man in Kansas City. She becomes his private secretary and rises
with him in the business world and in time he marries her. Burke, released, meets her and tells her that Detective Carroll (Norman Selby)
has sworn to get her for breaking parole. So when Lake gets the general
managership of the railroad and moves to New York, it is with a heavy
heart that Margaret accompanies him. Eventually the inevitable happens
and Carroll sees her. She throws herself on the mercy of her husband,
whose contempt of law-breakers is centering on the prosecution to the
full limit of a clerk in his office who altered figures. The governor intercedes in the clerk's behalf and Lake, influenced by his attorney (Edward
Kimball), grants leniency in return for which favor the governor's influence
is brought
to bear on the pardon of Margaret " Case." And so
Mrs. Lake
goes free.
Josieplete Sadler,
William
Waltman, Peggy Burke and Doris Field comthe cast.
" Nobody's Wife "
{Universal — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
I ' HIS
Western
number,Police.
though Hethe ishero
be a member isof antheunusual
Northwest
Mounted
commissioned
to find a certain criminal, and it is through a woman that he seeks
his information. Success is his only after considerable thrilling,
melodramatic action tempered by enjoyable touches of romance
and comedy. This is supplied by the girl who believes the hero a
wicked marauder and by the hero himself, who believes the heroine
married and possessed of a family of one. Hart Hoxie and Louise
Lovely carry these two roles, the former's pleasing personality and
the
latter's entertaining.
prettiness making the many scenes in which they appear
decidedly
The five reels contain a number of forest scenes that offer an
admirable setting. The usual Western touches in the way of saloon
and dance hall and attendant action provide the proper atmosphere.
There is a good thrill registered when the hero rides his horse
into the barroom, holds up the crowd, loots the safe and then spurs
the animal to a jump through the back window. Much, in fact, has
been made of Hoxie's horsemanship throughout the picture. At
least four times does his steed leap the same fence. But such
minor padding is not for important notice in a picture of the
pleasing quality of " Nobody's Wife." And pleasing it is, though
no one can accuse it of being in any way highly dramatic. In
essentials it is an average Western, but lifted above this class by
nice presentation, comedy relief and performances that always
attest sincerity.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Jack Darling
(Hart
the Northwest
Police, isofcommis ioned to arrest
AlecHoxie),
Young, ofwanted
for murder.Mounted
He is possessed
the
knowledge
that
Alec's
girl.
Dancing
Pete
(Betty
Schade)
performs
in
the
Nugget dance hall, and proceeds to pay her various attentions with the
hope of forcing Alec to betray himself through jealousy. Sheriff Carew
(Alfred Allen), of Nugget, professes a strong dislike for Jack, but the
policeman is unable to get sufficient evidence to prove that he is the man
he seeks. In the meantime Jack has met Hope Ross (Louise Lovely), a
young
lady who is caring
her sister's baby
until she may
with
her
believesforthe
— Hope
Jackarrive
a bandit.
Her husband.
suspicions Jack
are confirmed
whenbabyhe hers
arrives
at herbelieves
cabin begging
iier to
hide him and to turn various money bags over to the sheriff on his arrival.
Jack has looted the Nugget safe, and a posse is out for him. But Hope hides
him, and gives the gold ro Carew. He, however, keeps it himself. This is
the opportunity that Jack has awaited, and he confronts the sheriff with
an accusation. He attemots escape, but Jack overtakes him, and not until
afterward do Jack and Hope learn the truth about each other.

"Headin'

South"

{Artcraft — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
ttllEADIN' SOUTH," while it never approaches in either
A A comedy value or melodramatic intensity " A Modern
Musketeer " makes a pleasing vehicle for Douglas Fairbanks.
.A.llan Dwan, director-in chief of the Fairbanks forces wrote it
for him and supervised its production while Arthur Rosson was
director. Melodramatic in essentials as was his immediately previous release, " Headin' South " is never as gripping as the other,
probably because Fairbanks has played his role altogether in
light vein, never for the slightest length of time deigning to recognize the dangers with which the author has chosen to surround
him. Hart in the same role would have turned out a bang-up
western of the old style. Lacking to a certain extent in suspense,
it can not be said that " Headin' South " contains as much comedy
as one expects to see in a Fairbanks subject either. The serious
nature of the plot precludes the entrance of comedy save for what
Fairbanks chooses to introduce with business of his own. This
nidecd is funny and herein the strength of the picture lies. But
whereas " A Modern Musketeer " was the perfectly balanced
combination of comedy and melodrama, " Headin' South " has too
much of one and too little of the other, regrettably to the detriment of each element.
Of course " Headin' South " is not to be dismissed so briefly.
As pictures go it is more than good. Its action is fast and stimulating and the Spanish
by-play Joe,
between
" Headin'
South " ishimself
and
the villainous
murderer
and bandit,
as snappy
and humorous as any witty piece of stage dialogue. The utter
disregard of " Headin' South " of Joe's long record of crime
which the latter confidently expects his adversary to recognize
and tremble at reacts on the spectator in all its humorous contrast. There are a number of times, too, when he reveals his
athletic ability and to true comical effect. He vaults to the saddle
of his horse with graceful ease, scampers up the roof of a barn
and scales a building with wonderful agility.
The locations of " Headin' South " are superb. The southern
deserts of Arizona, with their giant cacti and deep views where
land and sky become indistinguishable in the distance are a delight to the eye. The photography by Hugh McClung and Harry
Thorp offsets them wonderfully well. Frank Campeau as
" Spanish " Joe is a great villain, and Catherine MacDonald, making a ravishly pretty heroine, is on the opposite end of the slight
love interest possessed by the picture.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
" Spanish" Joe (Frank Campeau), leader of a band of Mexican marauders
is wanted for murder in Canada. Along comes Headin' South (Douglas
Fairbanks), well-known horse thief, who joins Joe's band, not because of
any invitation
tendered between
him but the
just two
because
wantsseesto.hisStraightway'
there
arises animosity
men.he Joe
leadership
dwindling fast but Headin' South gets the better of hiin at every turn
largejust
or small.
Joe'sHeactivities
concentrated
a rich hacienda
has
captured.
eyes thearefair
daughter on
(Catherine
MacDonald)he
of its owner with covetous eyes. On a certain night Joe's band gets
wild
insists a onhorse
the race
womento determine
of the hacienda
joining
Headin'
South and
suggests
who shall
get them.
first pick
and
while the marauders are dashing over the desert he gets all the women
started well on the way to town. Later to carry out his scheme he leads
the man in an attack on the town. Joe he manages to throw into prison
and then he allies himself with the townsfolk and defends the women until
premised help arrives. Just as the sheriff is about to string him up along
with Joe, an agent from the next town steps forth and identifies him as
Smith of the Northwest Mounted, commissioned to capture Joe. So of
course he goes free — and the girl he takes back to Canada.
" The Midnight Trail "
{Mutual-American — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Lisle M. Albright
THIS feature about to be released by Mutual and starring William Russell is a long way from being his best production.
In fact, it falls down rather sharply from the standard he set in
his recent productions, " In Bad " and " New York Luck." In
" The Midnight Trail," Bill plays the part of a New York clubman, who gets a job as a detective, to be near a girl with whom
he has fallen in love. There is a stolen necklace mystery in the
story and many humorous touches, but the play is rather hard to
follow through the first couple of reels.
After it gets started, however, it moves along first rate, and the
sleep walking scenes, in which the heroine unconsciously opens
the safe and hides her jewels, causing everybody, including herself, to think they are stolen, are unusual and interesting. The
part where
Bill'sthedetective
crawls
into and
the knight's
mor, in order
better toassistant
watch the
goings
comings arof
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members of the houscholcl from his phice of vantage in the hall, is
especially funny. This part is played by Harvey Clark, and it is
to be hoped that he has larger and more important roles in the
future. He certainly shows much ability as a comedian, his facial
expressions being a study in themselves.
Edward Sloman directed " The Alidiiiglu Trail." and, as usual,
Francelia Billington plays opposite Mr. Russell. Others in the
cast are : Sydney Dcane, Jerome Shclcr, Carl Stockdale, Edward
Jobson, Harvey Clark, Clarence Burton, Helen Howard and Alfred Ferguson.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Jack Woodford (William Russell), young millionaire clubman and auto
racer, believes himself a Sherlock Holmes in embryo. When he catches
a glimpse of Alice (Francelia Billington), the daughter of Rev. Moreland
(Sydney
his lawyer's
officehe and
learnsto that
Moreland
has
been Deane).
robbed ofat valuable
jewels,
decides
get athejobRev.
as detective.
Jack secures a card of the detective, W. H. Irons, and posing as a sleuth,
contrives to introduce himself and his faithful valet. Stride (Harvey Clark),
intoAfter
the suspicions
rector's home,
the disguise
students.
have assuming
been wrongly
placedof a theological
dozen times.
Jack one
night sees Alice open the safe and take out her jewels, hide them in a
vase on the mantel piece and then go back to bed. As he pulls them
out.
(Carl
suitortheforgoods.
the rector's
daughter,
comes
upon Faxon
the scene
and Stockdale),
catches hima with
Faxon has
him arrested
and after more confusing circumstances come to light, the mystery is
cleared. Jack tells of the sleep walking incidents, divulges his real name,
and the story ends with Alice in his arms.
" The Woman Eternal "
{Shubert-Hammerstein— Eight Reels)
Re■^^ewe(^ by Lisle M. Albright
THERE are pictures and pictures, but this is one of the few that
rightl>- and without any equivocation is entitled to the rank
of super-picture. It would be hard to improve on direction, photography, settings, story, or acting. " The Woman Eternal " is a
masterpiece — a production that is a credit to the industry.
Featuring Elaine Hammerstein in a gripping story of the feudal
days in old Kentuckv. tliis picture, said to have been produced at
a cost of $25,000 by the Shubert-Hammerstein-Ince Company for
release on the jiew " producer to exhibitor direct " plan, makes one
wonder at the ridiculous and exorbitant cost prices producers
have attached to mere clap-trap stuff of the past. As compared
with the present story they must either have greatly exaggerated
their figures or else have spent money with the deliberate intention of seeing how little they could get for it.
It is difficult to speak of this feature without running into superlatives. Although the print that was shown was eight reels, and
the intention before releasing it is to cut it down to six, it is one
of those rare cases where the more reels the better. The action is
fast and thrilling, and the climax is one of the most wonderful
scenes ever brought to the screen. It shows a rich and beautiful
girl from New- York throwing her respect for the law to the
winds, and reverting to the primitive on the instant as the only
way to save her lover from the snarling guns of the McBriars.
Love makes this little believer in the courts as the avenue of
justice, grab a gun, take the law into her own hands, and shoot
to kill. Elaine Hammerstein, who plays this role, does some splendid acting, and so does " Bad Anse," whose real name is W. Lawton Butt. He is the William S. Hart tjpc of Ijad man, and in
this production certainly makes the noted star look to his laurels.
The character types in the picture could scarcely have been chosen
with more skill and discretion. Violet Palmer, Cecil Chesterton,
Irvillc Aiderson, Carleton Macy, George Cooper and Josephine
Morse all distinguish themselves by their clever work.
No small credit for the success of " The Woman Eternal " goes
to Ralph Ince, the director, and the man who played Lincoln in
the picture. The settings, for the most part, are beautiful exteriors
taken in the Cumberland Mountains, and the photography is a
I ' velation of what a camera can do.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Juanita Holland (Elaine Hammerstein), cultured and wealthy New York
beauty. br>:ak» her cngap;cment with her clubman fiance because she feels
■he ha- ion in life. She goes into the Cumberland mountains to
*^c.h
t;
■1., who
lived thereon for
by the
rv* of
and have
still carrying
the centuries
feuds of untouched
their forefathers.
Tne M( iHavey families have been bitter enemies for generation!. Juaniia trjcs to bring peace between the warring factions, but they
continue their secret slayings and midnight raids.
Finally,
the Havcyo,
killing: ofgives
one Juanita
of his clan,
" BadandAnsedecides
" (W.to Lawton
Butt>.
headafter
of the
her wish
let the
law take it* course in this case and see if justice can be obtained through
the
court*.
"Bad
Anse" from
prevails
upononeJebof Havey
(George inCooper),
son
of the victim, to refrain
killing
the McBriars
retaliation.
When the cane comen up for trial the murderer is convicted and sentenced
to be hanged. In the meantime Juanita and " Bad Anse " have found a
Eood deal in common and mutual admiration has developed into love.
He i» positive that court justice will not work in his country and, following
the sentence, a premonition tells him that the McBriars will get him the
following night. He goes to see Juanita and while there the house is
■urrounded by hii enemies. He slips out the back way and in the gun
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fight which ensues is severely wounded, and staggers back to the cottage.
Juanita is horrified to find him covered with blood, and seizing a gun!
she
a number
of the McBriars bite the dust. " Bad Anse " recovers
and makes
the ending
is happy.
" The

Wasp "

{World Films — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
WLL;\RD MACK prepared a peculiar combination of melodrama and comedy in " The Wasp," which is Kitty Gordon's latest starring vehicle. Her role is that of Grace Culver,
a young ladj^ who scatters remarks regarding the slavery of marriage about the lawns of the club and who is so sarcastic when
conversing with the genus homo that all of them shun her as the
desired but unattainable one. But along comes a rich young felli.iw, who masquerades as Grace's chauffeur. And so the love interest enters. From this point on the film is altogether melodramatic, Grace and the rich young fellow foiling a plot of a German
spy who seeks to destroy her father's factory. All Grace's ideas
on marriage and her distrust of men are lost in the melodramatic
shuflle.
This is about all that can be said regarding " The Wasp," save
for the fact that it is unsuccessful in combining an " ism " theme
with patriotic melodrama. The first is neglected for the second
and the second is not reached in good form, nor does it perform
the desired function of awakening anything like an enthusiastic
response from the spectator. Probably this is because the melodrama is not handled with anything like skilled carpentry. The
escape of Grace and her maid from the spies and in turn their
counter-spying is palpably artificial and creates no successful
illusion.
Miss Gordon is her usual self iji the title role. RocklifTe Fellowes,
an actor of ability and note, carries the comedy role of the chauffeur, but has few opportunities to show his real talent. The support is adequate. Lionel Belmore directed and Lewis Ostland
photographed.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Grace Kennard)
Culver (Kitty
Gordon)
dislikes
her father's
choice she
of departs
a husbandon
(Victor
and tells
him so.
Angered
at his anger,
an automobile trip, taking with her only her maid (Hazel Washburn) and
the new chauffeur (Rockliffe Fellowes). The chauffeur proves rather fatrip, but On
Grace
displeased
pleased miliaraton the
his attitude.
the doesn't
way the know
car iswhether
attacked toby bestrikers,
incitedor
by Brazos (Lionel Belmore), a German agent. They take Grace and her
servants captive. Grace escapes and manages to hear that Brazo plans to
blow
father's thefactory.
She istheable
releaseforthethechauffeur
they
attemptup toherprevent
plot while
maidto goes
militia. and
Instead,
however, they are entrapped in an underground passage by a premature
explosion of the bomb. Here in the earthen tomb the chauffeur professes
his love for Grace. They are rescued by the militia. Grace learns that
the chauffeur is in reality Harry Courtland, a rich young man, who was
smitten with her at first sight. They are married and Grace introduces
himCharles
to her Gerry,
father, Sadee
who isBurbank,
quite satisfied
daughter's
choice.
Williamat his
Calhoun,
Edward
Roseman and
Edward Burns complete the cast.
" The Triumph of Venus "
[Victory Film — Seven Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
GREEK mythology was drawn upon to furnish the substance
of " The Triumph of Venus," an extra length feature offered by the Victory Film Manufacturing company. The story
first tells of the love of Mars and Vulcan, two of the Gods, for
Venus the Goddess of Love. Subsequently are traced the stories
of Venus' love for a mortal and the romance of their offspring,
Nea with Pannas, a fisher youth, which Diana, the Goddess of
the Chase, does her best to blast.
With three separate and distinct episodes it may be realized
that " The Triumph of Venus " contains no one thread of interest. Itwould benefit if the first one, the story of Venus, Vulcan and Mars, were eliminated altogether, as this is poorly staged
and has no direct bearing on the other two. These others could be
shortened, particularly the latter, as along about the fifth reel one
begins to wonder what has happened to the ending.
The main point of interest in " The Triumph of Venus " is
the bev3' of girls who appear as the Iiand maidens of Venus
and the huntresses of Diana. These young ladies clad in light
draperies while on land and less while in the water are expert
swimmers and divers. They do all sorts of stunts in the water
and truly hold the attention while so occupied. The water-stuff
is, by the way, remarkably beautiful aside from the nymphs. The
backgrounds displaying .sylvan settings are excellent and serve
better than anything else to create the proper atmosphere for the
picture.
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With eliminations, tliesc pretty scenes and the entertainment
in the action will be shown to their full value. There is little
plot interest in any part of the picture and that which is present
is obscured by superfluous footage. This disposed of, the picture
will stand a much better chance of providing staple entertainment
than it docs now. Just what elements of popular taste are contained in a picture of this sort it is rather difficult to judge. On
the stage, even in the outdoor Greek theatre, they have proven
rather ticklish and uncertain propositions to tackle.
Edwin Bower Hesser is author and producer. Too much stress
cannot be laid on the beauty of the water scenes and the
fearless manner in which all the principals go over falls and
allow themselves to be carried along between and over sharp
rocks. Mount Olj'mpus, as represented by Mr. Hesser, looks like
the corner of a quarry after the blasting has been done, which is
something of a pity. Nor are the Gods very well played with
the exception of Vulcan (Percy Standing). But mosr of the
action relative to the mount and the Gods comes at first and
this is a part that we would suggest be forgotten about.
Venus as played by Betty Lee is at least an impressive figure.
Her mortal lover, the sculptor, is well taken by William Sherwood. Diana, in modern parlance, heavy of the story, is Phyliss
Beveridge, a pretty actress who played sincerely. Nea and
Pannas are respectively played by Grace Hamel and Hassan
Mussalli, who do very good work.
The story traces the manner in which Venus wounded by
Cupid's dart is doomed to fall in love with the first mortal she
meets. This is a sculptor. Their romance terminated by Diana
follows, and then the story of their offspring, Nea and Pannas, is
taken up. Their love is severely menaced by Diana and material
forces, but at length love triumphs over all obstacles.

" The

Hard

Rock

Breed "

[Triangle — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
THIS picture, made from a story by Frederic Bechdolt, runs
over pretty familiar ground, dealing as it does with the lazy
son of a big business man who is placed in charge over a group
of quarry-workers to find his lot far from the easy one he conceived itto be. He learns that the men of the " hard rock breed "
are not to be snubbed, and he is obliged to engage in combat,
largely physical, with a disgruntled and villainous saloon-keeper
who once was in his father's employ. While Mr. Bechdolt's story
is quite obvious at the very start, it is not without entertainment
value altogether. The basic element of struggle, the single man
contending against superior odds, which suggests possibilities in
the mere mention of it, is always a worthy foundation for a picture. And " The Hard Rock Breed," with this at the bottom of it,
develops into a picture which at least has sustaining interest sufficient to carry it through to its finish without a disturbing number
of dull moments.
Director Raymond Wells, always one to procure the proper
atmosphere for his productions, sought a real quarry in which to
lay the exteriors, the majority of the scenes in the picture. As a
consequence, its realism is a strong point. Nor should the fine
array of types introduced as quarry hands and bosses be forgotten.
Jack Curtis, one of the most dependable character men in the
lousiness, does superlative work as Dolan, and Aaron Edwards, Lee
Phelps and Thornton Edwards are all well cast. Margery Wilson
as heroine and Jack Livingston as hero are mentioned first in the
•cast. Miss Wilson, however, has a very small part, while Mr.
Livingston is quite obviously acting in his every scene.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Don Naughton (Jack Livingston), idling son of old Bill Naughton (J.
Barney Sherry), a man who has fought his way up in the world by sheer
push, is sent to take charge of quarry work at McCarthyville, where the
men have grown restless. This is because Mike Carney (Louis Durham),
the boss, has a half-interest in the Gem saloon, where he forces all his men
to cash their pay checks. Carney is discharged, and Dolan (Jack Curtis)
an old friend of Naughton's, whose advancement has only been retarded
"because
his love
of drink,
placed does
in charge
Don her
arrives.
daughter, ofShiela
(Margery
Wilson)
her bestuntil
to keep
father Dolan's
on the
right path. The new hands which Don brings with him are soon scared
out
of
town
by
Carney's
roughnecks.
A
new
lot
is
sent
for,
and
these
to be agitators in the power of Carney. He urges a strike. Don findsprove
his
way difficult, indeed, but soon learns how to treat the men and incidentally
finds some time to give to Shiela. But the strike breaks. Don and his,
loyal tofollowers
themselves
Carney's
quarters,
and Don
commanr!
the
men
return. present
They refuse.
Then atfollows
a fight
in which
triumphs.
The
men
return
to
work,
Don
has
made
good
as
of
the
"
hard
rock
breed,"
and has won for himself a wife.

" Eve's Daughter "
{Famous

Players-Paramount — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne

<< FIVE'S DAUGHTER,"
having been reared by a narrow•1—' minded father who held that one couldn't speak above a
whisper on Sundays, wanted a fling at New York life. So she
took her small inheritance and took her fling, got all tangled up
with a male vampire and only then permitted her persevering
old sweetheart from the country to come to her assistance. So
travels Billie Burke in her latest Famous Players picture. It is
probably the best thing she has done, for her poses are not so
obvious and the action is progressive at all times, not stopping
aggravatingly to allow her to display her mannerisms. And as
a consequence Miss Burke is very much more pleasing.
" Eve's Daughter," by Alicia Ramsey, wasn't a very successful
play, but this has no bearing on the picture.
Margaret Turnbull, who made the adaptation, eliminated certain comedy relief that was present in the play, centering the
entire action on Irene Simpson-Bates, the daughter of Eve. This
action
neverofless
than would
interesting
and Miss
Burke's
personality
makes ismuch
it that
otherwise
be dull
a true
delight.
She succeeds in bringing out the plight of the aggressive girl from
the country who found the ways of the city and its folk just a
little beyond her understanding with both charm and appeal.
Lionel Atwill has the big male part as Courtenay Urquhart,
the heavy. He gives a polished and adequate performance.
Thomas Meighan as the hero is of pleasant appearance and the
support renders what little it is called upon to do effectively.
James Kirkwood directed and Lawrence Williams photographed.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Irene Simpson-Bates (Billie Burke), youngest daughter of Martin
(William Riley Hatch), a harsh and conservative New Englander, rebels
at
dies she
takes the
sumherof father's
money cruelty
left herandandnarrowness.
goes to NewWhen
York,he bent
on seeing
somesmallof
city life. Her admirer, Norton (Thomas Meighan), a lawyer, also goes
to the city and sets up a practice, the while keeping a watchful eye on,
Irene. Irene proves rebellious at his almost fatherly attentions and so
welcomes Courtenay Urquhart (Lionel Atwill). He professes his love for
Irene and urges her to elope with him to Boston. Norton gets wind of
this and follows. He happens to know that Courtenay is unable to marry
until
his but,
brother's
death.an Atacquaintance,
the hotel Courtenay
his attentions
on Irene
in meeting
she learns presses
of his past
and when
Norton arrives is more than eager to return home with him.
Florence
Flynn,
Harriet
Ross,
Lucile
Carney,
Mary
Nevaro
and
Henry
Lee complete the cast.
" The

Hidden

Hand

"

{Pathe — Fourteenth and Fifteenth Episodes)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
THERE is an amazing surprise in store for those who have
believed (not without good reason) that the Hidden Hand
was none other than Dr. Scarley in this episode of the serial entitled "The Unmasking." For the two villains appear on the
scene together. The Hidden Hand even goes so far as to hold
up Scarley and take a precious document bearing on the identity
of Doris Whitney away from him. At this point the episode ends
leaving it for the fifteenth and final instalment to unravel the
mystery.
The opening of the two reels discloses Doris about to drop into
the lion's den. She is rescued by Ramsey. Subsequently the Hidden Hand attempts to trap Doris and Ramsey but by superior
cunning they succeed in getting awaj' from him.
U-yHE GIRL OF THE PROPHECY," the fifteenth and final
A episode of Pathe's serial, " The Hidden Hand," reveals
the identity of the title role, the girl of the prophecy and shows
the master villain hurled to the death he had prepared for Doris.
The action throughout the run of the final chapter is snappy
and carried along with interest heightening with every revelation. Dr. Scarley gets possession of the will which has been
discovered in the cellar of the Whitney home and escapes with it.
The Hidden Hand follows the physician. Countess Sonia reveals
to Doris the prophecy made by the Mad Monk of Russia. The
prophecy was that a girl born in the Imperial Court on a designated day, if she live to be eighteen years of age, would be the
most beautiful girl in the world. It develops that Verda Crane
is the girl. " The Hidden Hand " meets death through his own
plot to kill Doris.
The final episode is a fitting climax to Pathe's serial " The
Hidden Hand."
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The Girl in tlie Dark "
{Bluebird — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
ttHTHE GIRL IN THE DARK" is a mystery-melodrama by
A Charles Edmund Walk. Because a young lady is tattooed
with peculiar Chinese characters and because she wears a ring
engraved with the same letters she is constantly hounded by a
secret order of the yellow race. The five reels contain more action than plot, and in this respect resemble the average serial in
construction. The mystery element is introduced right at the start
and considerable interest is worked up over the identity of the
girl and the causes which lead the Celestials in pursuit of her.
It is not until the last reel that the whole thing is cleared up. The
girl's father had stolen the -ring — hence the efforts of the Chinamen to regain it.
With its swift action "The Girl in the Dark" offers engaging
entertainment for the greater part of its length, although there are
times when one wishes for more definite developments in the story
to supplant the ceaseless mystery. In its essentials the picture is
rather elementary. It appears as if the author had sat down to
write a mystery story and had thereupon written one, with little
or no substance to build upon. The stolen ring idea hardly suffices
in itself for a five-reel story, and as a result the better part of the
space is filled with tlie mysterious action referred to, which, however, is born from no basically sound situations. It is, in fact, a
trite story, its appeal directed solely to those who like the baldly
sensational as offered in the serial.
Carmel Myers as the girl, Ashton Dearholt as hero, Harry Carter, Alfred Allen and an assortment of Chinamen, who act better
than do the usual slant-eyed fellows of the studio, carry the principal roles. Stuart Paton directed.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
As Ferris (Ashton Dearholt) sits in his study on a stormy evening he
hears cries without. A girl, Lois (Carmel Myers), is being pursued by
Chinamen and assisting gangsters. He rescues her and discovers her to
be marked with a peculiar Chinese sign, which also decorates the ring she
wears. His valet, Ming (Frank Tokanaga), attempts to steal it, but is
caught by Ferris and thrown from the house. A stranger (Harry Carter)
presents himself at the door and asks to speak to the girl. The Chinese
band again attacks the house and carries him away. The next day Lois
is lured to their headquarters by a ruse. Ferris and the police captain
(Alfred
demand
girl'srescue
release.
demand
the
ring.Allen)
The follow
patrol and
forces
come the
to the
and The
takeChinese
the band
into
custody. The stranger then explains that the ring belonged to an old
Chinese ses order
and
that
this
was
their
reason
for
attempting
to
get
posion of it.
" The Trimmed Lamp "
{General Film-— Two Reels)
Reviewed by Samuel D. Palmer
DROADWAY STAR FEATURES have successfully screened
another O. Henry story — this, by the way, being no mean
achievement — for release through General Film. This time it is
" The Trimmed Lamp," considered by many to be one of the
author's masterpieces. Two girls, Nancy and Lou, chums since
the day when, leaving the country town of their birth, they came
to New York to earn their living, have found employment at
widely different occupations. Nancy, waiting on customers in
a Fifth .Avenue millinery shop, dreams of marrying a millionaire.
Lou, toiling long hours in a laundry, has found an ardent suitor
in honest and genuine Dan Owens, an electrician. In his love
she is happy until the evening when rich Reggie Van Skittles
comes to the house to take Nancy to dine at the Cafe Vendome.
Through the advances of Reggie, Nancy learns a valuable lessonthat personal honor is not necessarily one of the attributes of a
millionaire. But Lou is envious, and when Reggie meets her on
the -treet one day she capitulates and becomes his mistress, unbeknown to Nancy or Dan. After months of vain searching,
Nancy finally meets her, arrayed in the full regalia of the type
of woman she had come to be. She has chosen her way and
Nancy, who once dreamed of millionaires, is the one who marries
Dan.
O. Henry, in this particular talc, as in all hii stories, leaves much
to the reader's imagination, especially as to the events leading
up to the final climax. In this instance the task of filling in the
essentials has been v.ell done. The direction is good, the photography isexcellent and the work of the cast, which includes
such artists of proved ability as Mildred Manning, Alice Terry and
Elmer Peterson, leaves nothing to be desired. The titles, most of
which are taken directly from the original story, contribute in no
small measure to the spectator's enjoyment.
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" The Family Skeleton "
{Paramount-Ince — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
INSTEAD of the familiar boob of Charles Ray's characterization,
he is seen as a youth of great wealth in " The Family Skeleton,"
fighting against an imaginary craving for drink — so vivid in facr
that he speedily becomes a drunkard, to be brought into the right
perspective again by a trick evolved by the girl he loves. This
is a new field for Mr. Ray, but all fields look alike to him. He
is as realistic and as human as the foolish drunkard as he is as
the gawky farmhand. His is a characterization that never fails
to convince — his is a piece of interpretive acting that brings out
the force of the author's argument better than mere words can
tell.
But while " The Family Skeleton " is an individual triumph for
its star, it is not the same triumph as pictorial entertainment.
Mainly because it is largely a preachment and the author has
spent considerable time planting his propaganda before he touches
upon plot. If propaganda we must have let us stow it away with
some subtlety in a nook of our dramatic entertainment and not
flaunt it about above it until it becomes tiresome. If heredity
is a fact, opines thC' author, the young man might just as well
inherit his mother's passion for crocheting as his father's craving
for drink, which would be plausible if knitting were taken internally. However, the fact that the author's central figure goes
to the dogs for a while because he believes, by constant suggestion from his friends, that he will end up in the gutter or the
violent ward as did his father, is well taken and brought out with
some force. But the author's idea seems to have superseded his
dramatic trend of thought. It is not until reel three that the
plot comes out from hiding, and then it develops into rather extravagant melodrama, out of spirit with the deeper theme.
The spectator is treated .to one of those surprise endings that
brings to light the fact that the melodrama was no more or less
than the heroine's trick to work the young man's reformation.
The heroine should really have been a playwright instead of
leader of the Follies chorus. But at any rate the exposing of the
trick sets the spectator to thinking back and he must perforce
come to the conclusion that the trick worked extraordinarily
smoothly and with small regard for reality.
Sylvia Bremer appears to advantage as the heroine and Andrew
Arbuckle shines in a small character part. Billy Elmer creates a
humorously tough prize fighter. Bert Lennon is author, Victor
Schertzinger director and Chester Lyons photographer.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Because Billy Bates (Charles Ray) is told so many times to beware of
drink, he is driven to it. On the pretense of going to the mountains he
hies himself to a Ninth avenue saloon and drinks much more than his fill.
Poppy Drayton (Sylvia Bremer), of the Follies, who loves him, is advised
by Griggs (Andrew Arbuckle) to interest Billy in herself that he may
forget his own self for the time being. This she does. She visits the cafe
and is mindsaccosted
Doyle Billy
(Billyattempts
Elmer), toex-prize
who reher of her by
pastSpider
in Denver.
interfere,fighter,
but, weakened
by
drink,
is
powerless.
Later
he
overhears
Spider's
plot
to
kidnap
He insists on remaining in her parlor for the night. He indulgesPoppy.
in a
battle royal with his craving for drink and conquers in time to beat Spider
in a hot fight when he arrives. Spider is so taken aback that he gives the
whole
scheme
away and andletsbrought
Billy know
Poppy'stakesframe-up.
But Billy
understands,
back that
to hisit was
right allsenses,
Poppy
as his wife.
" The

Rebound

"

{Pathe — Two Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
A STRONG, heart-interest vein runs througli the seventh of
the series, under the general title, " The Price of Folly."
"The Rebound" is characteristic of the class of drama 'hat exposes the folly of following the gaiety incident to the night life
■ n the city. Its exposition not alone furnishes entertainment but
unfolds a lesson that all will be the better for having learned.
Its theme is not new. On the contrary the story has been told
and retold but it is one that will always be received with a welcome whether it be exposed between the covers of a book, in pictures on the screen or in the spoken drama on the stage.
The heroine is a young artist whose paintings have won distinction. The mora! leper and the moral man come into her life
and because of the weakness of the girl who sees life only as it
is exposed in her immediate presence and not as it is seen in the
future, she accepts the proposals of the unprincipled man and
awakes to the realization of the act too late. The happy ending
is written in and all ends well.
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"Kalem
My

Will

Do

BILL" STEINERWAS
Work

Laboratory

Hereaf
ter!
Every day, producers
for whom
we hav
"
done printing, developing, etc., pay us an
enthusiastic tribute like the following: —
"Am more than pleased with prints
you made from my last negative.
Kalem forH.meJ. inBINNEY,
the future."
Florida Fun Films,
Jacksonville, Fla.

Our splendidly equipped laboratory, conducted by experts, is at your service to
furnish the standard of excellence famous
for TEN YEARS.
Furthermore— and equally important to
you — we invariably make deliveries on the
hour specified.
Let us show you what Real Laboratory
Service is,
KALEM
COMPANY
New York City
235 West 23rd Street

THEY
THEY
THEY

CAME
SAW
BOOKED

WHICH TESTIFIES
TO THE BOX OFFICE
PULLING POWER OF

JESTER
(SUPER)

COMEDIES
FEATURING

TWEDE-DAN
THE
INTERNATIONAL
MIRTH MAKER

" Huck

and Tom

"

{Lasky -Paramount — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
tt'T'OM SAWYER" in picture form dealt only in part with
Twain's
storyfeature
of the out
sameof name,
and so theof producers
sawA fitMark
to make
another
the remainder
the book.
So here we have " Huck and Tom," a delightful comedy of youthful experiences, adventure and fun, breathing the atmosphere of
our former days and consequently full worthy to bear the name
of its distinguished and popular author. Its humor is so real
in its reflection of young America's life and its spirit of adventure so sustaining that the writer is inclined to pass them by —
dismiss them with the single remark, " sure-fire," and dwell with
emphasis on the perfect atmosphere which Director William D.
Taylor has injected into his picture.
Mark Twain laid the scenes of Tom Sawyer's activities in Hannibal, Missouri, on the Mississippi River, and whether or not the
picture company journeyed there to secure the desired locations,
the fact remains that more suitable ones could not have been
found. From the main street of the drowsy town to the home of
the Sawyer children, a typical home of a family in modern circumstances, from the ghostly old grave-yard to the painted cave,
from the deserted house on the outskirts of the town to the
country court room, there is never a note struck that fails to resound with realism. This atmosphere, together with the costumes of the former generation, serve to transport the spectator
from his theatre chair and set him down in the Hannibal of which
Mark Twain wrote, in spirit at least. And while dwelling on
the merits of the production a deal would be left unsaid if the
fini photographic effects secured by Homer Scott were passed by
without notice.
Jack Pickford's characterization of Tom Sawyer is a duplicate
of his performance in the picture of that name. Above all does
he succeed in bringing out the adventurous spirit of Alark
Twain's hoy hero. Robert Gordon's Huck is easily on a par
{Continued on page \6\A)
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YES— MR. EXHIBITOR— Jester Comedies haveincome
to stayPicture
— as News,
Lelandsays.S.
Ferguson,
the Motion
"Jester Comedies are sure to replenish your
box office" — and he is right.
FEBRUARY
"The Recruit"
MARCH

MAY

"His Golden Romance*'
ALL TWO PARTS— RELEASED
Wrong Flat"
The MONTHLY
Booked on the "SHOW YOU" policy
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willi Pickford's Toin^ — ^in fact, it is the more prominent in the
hitUr part of the five reels. Mr. Gordon — one only has to recall
his performance in Hart's " Blue Blazes Rawden " to realize his
vcrsatihty — has succeeded in bringing the little tramp Huck into
being
in all his bashfulness, his arkwardness, his friendship with
Studios
For
Rent
| Tom which
leads him into all sorts of adventures for which he
has little taste. Edythe Chapman, Frank Lanning and Clara
Most conveniently located Studio in | Horton are next in importance.
iNew York City —
If the exhibitor has shown "Tom Sawyer," his further adven|
tures as set down in "Huck and Tom" should certainly be served
for the further delectation of his patrons, but let it be under318-320-322 East 48th Street.
| stool that the present picture is complete in every detail in itself —
Floor space— 80 x 100.
| an ideal entertainment with or without its companion piece.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Room for six good sized sets.
|
Tomney to the
(Jackgraveyard,
Pickford) there
and Huck
(Robert
Gordon)of make
a midnight
jourto apply
the magic
the dead
cat to some
Carpenter
shops
equipped
with | bothersome warts. The boys, to their terror, are witness to a murder.
Grave robbers quarrel, and Injun Joe (Frank Lanning), a half-breed, stabs
after Muff Porter (Tom Bates) has been knocked senseless. Relatest machinery.
| the leader
vived Joe makes Muff believe he is the guilty party. Though the boys swear
solemn secrecy, Tom is called as a witness, and his story releases Muff.
Injun Joe makes his escape. The boys, hunting treasure again, spy on the
2000 Amperes gives any kind of | villain,
and learn that he has committed a robbery. Becky Thatcher (Clara
Horton),
the for
judge's
daughter,
with and
whomtheyTom
love,
light effects.
a party
her young
friends,
picnicimagines
near thehimself
Paintedin Cave.
| gives
After lunch they explore the recesses of the cave, and Tom and Becky are
left behind when the others drive away, lost in the cave. It is not until
Will contract to furnish you your sets on 1 the
next day that a party goes in search of them. Tom finds another exit
and have
also been
locatesrescued,
Injun the
Joe cave
again iswhile
he isTomburying
a 10% basis, saving you your rent in | by theure.river,
After they
sealed.
does his
not treaslearn
lumber alone.
■ of this until
the next week. He then tells of Joe and when the cave is
entered again the murderer and thief is found dead. Huck, to whom half
the treasure belongs, has an awful time escaping adoption by various old
People can reach your Studio in four or five 1 ofladies
of the village, and declares riches to be bothersome. And at this
Tom Hackathome,
Sawyer's boyhood
an end. Antrim Short, Jane
minutes. Props, on a minute's notice. No waits 1 point
George
Alice career
Marvin,comes
Helento Gillmore,
on account of location of Studio. A big money 1 Keckley and John Burton complete the cast.
saver.
m
Rent by the week or month, also yearly leases. =

Address ROLAND
318 East 48th Street
!lllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllll!llll!llll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllin^

Paramount
The

WEST

|
New York Cit>' j

Selected

Baltimore

American

YY/^HKX

Paramount wanted to introduce to Baltimore Benjamin Chapin
in The Son of Democracy it chose The
American, and its evening edition, The
Star. The Chapin advertising appeared
in no other Baltimore paper. Why?
BECAUSE—
Th(> Aniaricnn has the largest following of
♦ motion, picture fans.
The A merican loads all other Baltimore
papers in motion picture advertising.
The American best co-operates with producer and exhibitor.
The Star is the only daily paper with a
mid-w<-ck motion picture department.

CO-OPERATION

COUNTS

The two-day Chapin campaign was a brilliant
success, as befitting a film masterpiece, worthily
introduced.

And just as J'aramount
any prrjduccr can
cover the whole P.altimorc did,
field with The American and The Star, in the assurance of receiving
the mn.vjmnm of rri-opcration.

George

Kleine

Short Subjects

{"Broncho Billy's Leap " — Essanay.
" The
Matinee Girl" — Edison)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
uDRONCHO BILLY'S LEAP" makes one hark back and back
■L* and marvel at the advancement of picture production in general and Western subjects in particular. Not that it is not interesting. Far from it. To see G. M. Anderson once more doing
the bad man and dashing across the screen on horse-back in five
or six consecutive scenes, ever drawing nearer the runaway stage
and finally leaping to the driver's seat and bringing the prancing
animals to a halt, to be rewarded by Marguerite Clayton's kiss,
which gives him the inspiration to throw away his black mask.
Tlie action is all very simple and leads up to the one thrill, and it
must be confessed that the suspense runs pretty strong with all
our modern improvements lacking. In our opinion these Broncho
Billy reissues will be interesting if for no other reason than for
comaprison's sake. Carl Stockdale and Vic Potel are also present.
"The Matinee Girl" is another one of the James Montgomery
Flagg series. The girl falls in love with her matinee idol and
after an interchange of letters a meeting is arranged. Just as
all is going nicely with the girl's heart fluttering around one hundred and eleven she learns her darling is married. This makes
good comedy. The subtitles are funny in themselves and the
whole is done in a spirit of clean humor.
The

Sign Invisible

[First National Exhibitors— Six Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
u'yHK
SIGN INVISIBLE"
has as of
its the
central
character
*■ prominent
surgeon who, because
failure
of manya
of his operations, loses all f^iith in God. The drama pictures his
degradation and his regeneration. Beginning with a force and
boldness of stroke that easily grips the spectator, the interest in
" The Sign Invisible " is accumulated up to the denouement, after
which the doctor's regeneration is complete. But the crux of the
action which the body of the picture promises will be mighty in
its ixjwer fails to stir the emotions to an extent corresponding
with the force of that which has gone before. In what manner
the unbeliever comes to a realization of the sign invisible is
not altogether clear, though if one stops to figure it out he can
well get the drift of the author's idea. However, the fact rc-
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Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
■ Mar.
Mar.

Bluebird Photoplays
4. The Wife He Bought (Carmel Myers)
11. Hands Down
(Monroe Salisbury,
Ruth Clifford)
18. Morgan's
Raiders
(Violet Mersereau)
25. Thenum)
Rough Lover (Franklyn Far25. The Grand Passion (Dorothy Phillips Super Production)
4. TheMyers)
Girl in the Dark (Carmel
11. Hungry Eyes (M. Salisbury)

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Universal Productions
4. Painted Lips (Louise Lovely)
11. New Love for Old (Ella Hall, Emory
Johnson)
18. Thelinson
Flash(Sally
of Fate
(Herbert RawStarr)
25. Wild Women (Harry Carey, Molly
Malone)
Nobody's
Wife (Louise
Lovely)...S
11.4. Beauty
in Chains
(Ella Hall)
11. Thieves'
Gold
(Harry
Carey,
Molly
Malone)

Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
(Successors to Paramount Pictures Corp.)
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
Feb. 4. Madame Jealousy (Pauline FrederFeb. 4. Flare-Up Sal (Drotohy Dalton)
Feb. 11. The Keys of the Righteous (Enid
Bennett)
Feb. 18. The Thing We Love (Wallace Reid)
Feb. 18. Hidden Pearl (Sessue Hayakawa....
Feb. 25. One More American (George Beban)
Mar. 4.
4. Huck
Eve's and
Daughter
(BilliePickford)
Burke)
Mar.
Tom (Jack
Mar. 11. The Family Skeleton (Charles Ray).
Mar. 11. Sunshine Nan (Ann Pennington)...
Mar. 18. Prunella (Marguerite Clark)
Mar.
Stuart
Wild Youth
Mar. 18.
18. J.Love
Me Blackton's
(Dorothy Dalton)
Mar. 25. LaTosca (Pauline Frederick)
Mar. 25. "Naughty, Naughty!" (Enid BenARTCRAFT PICTURES
Feb. 11. The Song of Songs (Elsie Ferguson)
Feb. 18. Blue Blazes Rawdon (Wm. S. Hart)
Feb. 25.
Headin' South
Fairbanks).
Mar.
11. Amarilly
of (Douglas
Clothes-Line
Alley
(Mary Pickford)
Mar. 2S. De Mille's
"
The
Whispering
Chorus "
Mar. 31. Maeterlinck's "The Blue Bird"

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

Fox Film Corporation
(Special Features)
3. The Heart of Romance (June Caprice)
10. JackWalsh)
Spurlock — Prodigal (George
17. The Moral Law (Gladys Brockwell)
24. Six-Shooter Andy (Tom Mix)
3. The Girl with the Champagne Eyes
(Jewel Carmen)
10. Theland)
Debt of Honor (Peggy Hy17. Woman and the Law (R. A. Walsh)
24. A Daughter of France (Virginia
Pearson)
Fox Standard Pictures
20. Cheating the Public
3. The Forbidden Path (Theda Bara) . .
10. Les Miserables (Wm. Farnum)
24. American Buds (Jane and Katherine
Lee)
Goldwyn Features Corp.
14. Fields of Honor (Mae Marsh)
28. Dodging a Million (Mabel Normand)
10. Our Little Wife (Madge Kennedy).
24. The Beloved Traitor (Mae Marsh) .

5
S
5
S
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
D5
5

Mar. 10. The Floor Below (Mabel Normand).
Mar. 24. The Danger Game (Madge KenGOLDWYN SPECIALS
The Manx-Man
For the Freedom of the World

6
nedy) 6
7
7

W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
(Paralta Plays)
Jan. 1. Madam Who? (Bessie Barriscale) . .
Jan. IS. His Robe of Honor (Henry B. WalFeb. 15. The Turn of a Card (J. Warren KerMar. 1. Within the Cup (Bessie Barriscale).
Mar. 15. Humdrum Brown (Henry B. WalJewel Productions, Inc.
Sept. — Come Through (Drama)
Sept. — Pay Me (Drama)
Sept. — Sirens of the Sea (Drama)
Oct. — Man Without a Country (Patriotic).
Oct. — The Corespondent (Drama)
Nov. — The Price of a Good Time (Drama) . .
Dec. — The Grand Passion (Drama)
Dec. — K (Draiya)

George Kleine System
(PERFECTION PICTURES)
ick) 5 Uneasy Money (Essanay)
of Harvard (Selig)
a I,Brown
Mary MacLane (Essanay)
3 The Unbeliever (Edison)
5 Ruggles of Red Gap (Essanay)
5
5
Metro Pictures Corporation
Feb. 4. Under Suspicion
Bushman and Beverly(Francis
Bayne) X.
Metro...
Feb. 11. Broadway Bill (Harold Lockwood)
Metro-Yorke
Feb. 18. A Weaver of Dreams (Viola Dana),
5
Metro-Rolfe
Feb. 25. Revenge (Edith Storey) Metro Rolfe
net ) 5 Mar. 4. The Shell Game (Emmy Wehlen)
Metro
Mar. 11. The Brass Check (Francis X. Bushman, Beverly Bayne)
S Mar. 18. The Claim
(Edith Storey) Metro
5
Rolfe
(Viola Dana),
5 Mar. 25. Breakers Ahead
Metro-Rolfe
(METRO SPECIALS)
Blue Jeans (Voila Dana), Metro-Rolfe
The Rolfe
Legion of Death (Edith Storey), MetroRevelation (Nazimova), Metro
The Slacker (Emily Stevens)
Draft 258 (Mabel Taliaferro)
5
Mutual Film Corporation
5
5 Jan. 21. In Bad (Wm. Russell), American...
5 Jan. 28. Beauty and the Rogue (Mary Miles
American
5 Feb. 4. WhoMinter),
Loved Him Best? (Edna GoodS Feb. 11. Jilted Janet (Margarita Fischer)
5
American
Wife (Ann Murdock) Froh5 Feb. 18. Myman
Feb. 25. TheAmerican
Midnight Trail (Wm. Russell)
Mar. 4. Powers That Prey (Mary Miles
Minter) American
7 Mar. 11. Ann's
Finish (Margarita Fischer). .
American
6 Mar. 18. The Girl
and the Judge (Olive
9
Tell), Frohman
7
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Feb. 3. The Other Woman (Peggy Hyland,
Milton Sills, Wm. Parke, Jr.),
6
Astra
6
6 Feb. 10. Loaded Dice (Frank Keenan, Florence Hillings, Guy Coombs), Pathe
6

7
thal ) 7
rigan) 7
7
thal ) 6
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

6
6
7
7
7

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
7
7
7
7
7
5
S
rich) 5
5
5
5
5
5
5

5
5

Feb. 17. The Inner Voice (I. I. Mozukin),
Russian Art
Feb. 24. The Naulahka (Antonio Moreno,
Helene Chadwick, Doraldina, Mary
Aldin, Warner Oland) Astra
Mar. 3. Daddy's
Girl (Baby Marie Osborne)
Diando
Mar. 10. The Great Adventure (Bessie Love,
Donald Hall, Flora Finch, Chester
Barnett, Florence Short)
Mar. 17. The Beggar Woman (Mme. N. A.
Lesienko, I. I. Mozukin)
Petrova Picture Company
Dec. 23. Daughter of Destiny (Mme. Petrova).
Feb. 1. The Light Within (Mme. Petrova).
Feb. 1. The Life Mask (Mme. Petrova)
Select Pictures
Nov. — Her Silent Sacrifice (Alice Brady)..
Nov. — Secret of the Storm Country (Norma
Talmadge)
Dec. — Shirley Kake (Clara Kimball Young).
Dec. — "The Honeymoon
(Constance TalJan. — Woman and Wife (Alice Brady)
Jan. — Ghosts of Yesterday (Norma TalJan. — The Marionettes
(Clara Kimball
Young)
Jan. — The Studio Girl (Constance TalMar.
of Purchase
Mar. —— .. By
The Right
Shuttle
Mar. — . The House of Glass
Mar. — . The Knife
SPECIAL RELEASES
Over Thereson)
(Chas. Richman, Anna Q. NilsThe Lone Wolf (Bert Lytell, Hazel Dawn)...
The Barrier (Rex Beach Production)
The Wild Girl (Eva Tanguay)

5
6
S
5
5
S
5
5
S
5
5
madge) 5
5
madge) 6
S
madge) 5
65
S
S
6
5
7
S

Triangle Distributing Corporation
Feb. 3. Limousine Life (Olive Thomas)
5
Feb. 3. The Hopper (Wm. V. Mong)
5
Feb. 10. Caotain of His Soul (Wm. Desmond) 5
Feb. 10. Real Folks (J. Barney Sherry)
5
Feb. 17. From Two to Six (Winifred Allen) 5
Feb. 17. Keith of the Border (Roy Stewart) S
Feb. 24. Little Red Decides (Triangle Play- ers) 5
Feb. 24. A Soul in Trust (Belle Bennett) 7
Mar. 3. Heiress for a Day (Olive Thomas).. 5
Mar. 3. Shoes That Danced (Pauline Starke) 5
Mar. 10. The Hard Rock Breed (Margery
Wilson)
5
Mar. 10. The Sea Panther (Wm. Desmond).. 5
Mar.
FaithAnswer
Endurin'(Alma
(RoyRubens)
Stewart)
57
Mar. 17.
17. The
Mar. 24. Nancy Comes Home (Myrtle Lind) . 5
Mar. 24. Innocent's Progress (Pauline Starke) 5
Vitagraph
V-L-S-E.
4. The
Other Man (Harry
Morey, Grace
Darmond, Florence Deshon)
11. The Woman Between Friends (Alice
Marcof MacDermott)
18. TheJoyce,
Wooing
Princess Pat (Gladys
Leslie, J. Frank Glendon)
25. Cavanaugh of the Forest Rangers
Neil Shipman, Alfred Whitman) . .
4. The Song of the Soul (Alice Joyce,
Walter McGrail)
11. The Desired Women (Harry Morey,
Florence Deshon)
18. An American
Wire (Earle Williams, GraceLive
Darmond)
25 The Home Trail (Nell Shipman,
Alfred Whitman)

5
S
5
S
S
5
S
S

World Pictures
Feb. 4. Divine Sacrifice (Kitty Gordon)
Feb. 11. Whims of Society (Ethel Clajrton) . .
Feb. 18. Broken Ties (June Elvidge, Arthur
Ashley)
Feb. 25. His Royal Highness (Carlyle Blackwell, Evelyn Greeley)
Mar. 4. Spurs of Sybil (Alice Brady)
Mar. 11. The Wasp (Kitty Gordon)
Mar. 18. Wanted, A Mother (Madge Evans)..
Mar. 25. The Way Out (Carlyle Blackwell,
June Elvidge)

S
5
5
5
5
A
S
S

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
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For Manufacturers' Addresses, Names and Addresses of Buyers handling films in any territory, or any other
additional information write — State Rights Department, Motion Picture News
Golden Features
Cinema Distributing Corp.
A. Kay Co.
Twenty Thousand Feats Under the Sea. .1 C The 13th Labor of Hercules.
A Bit of Life
1 reel
Gulden Spoon Haiy.
lame Barrier
1 C
Clune Productions
Grand
Feature
Film
Company
Hu Trial
1 C Ramona
8 reels
the Spanish
Main
reels
(Terry Human Interest Reels)
9 reels Rex
Rex Beach
Beach on
in Pirate
Haunts
S5 reels
No. 1. Character as Revealed in the Pace... Ed. Eyes of the World
Rex
Beach
in
Footsteps
of
Capt.
Kidd....S
reels
No. 2. Character as Revealed in the Eyes... Id.
Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
Charlotte,
in
The
Frozen
Warning.
American News Weekly
Features
One reel each week exclusively on Army and
The Woman Graphic
and the Beast
S reels
Corona Cinema Company
Navy activities.
The Curse of Eve (Enid Markey) 7 reels
D.
W.
Griffith
American Standard M. P. Corp.
Intolerance
9 reels
Coronet Film Corporation
May
Jonah Day
C..15 reels
reel
H»j 5.7. Jones'
When Justice
Errs,(Sunshine),
D
LIVING STUDIES IN NATURAL HISTORY
Hanover
Film
Company
Mir 12. (Educational Subject)
1 reel
Animal World, No. 1 Issue.
Animal World, No. 2 Issue.
May 14. The
Maciste
— reels
Birdland Studies.
sode No. 1,Daughter
Dof Darkness, Epi- 2 reels
How Uncle Sam Prepares
4 reels
Horticulturcd Phenomena.
Hay 19. Ghosts (Sunshine), C
1 reel
William
S.
Hart
Stft. 17. My Country First
6 parts
Cosmofotofilm Company
CJct. 7. The Mystery of the Boule S parts
The Cold Deck
5 D
Oct. 15. Blackmailer
5 parts Incomparable Mistress Bellairs 4 reels The Two Gun Man
S D
Liberty Hall
4 reels
Argosy
Inc.
Black Spot
4 reels
Film Corporation
The Celebrated
StielowFilms,
Case
6 reels The
Victoria Cross
4 reels MonsterHawk
of Fate
— reels
His Vindication
S reels
Whare
D'ye
Get
That
Stuff
5
reels
I Believe
7 reels
Absinthe (King Baggott), Universal Re- is ue 5reels
Herald Film Corporation
Around the World in 80 Days
6 reels
Dixie Films
Arrow Film Corporation
Tempest and Sunshine (Evelyn Greely)..5 reels
Hiller
&
Wilk,
Inc.
The Deemster (Derwent Hall Caine) 7 reels Just
a Song at Twilight
5 reels
The Battle of Gettysburg
— reels
Bluebird Extraordinary
The Wrath of the Gods (Sessue Hayakawa).5 reels
Ebony Film Corporation
A Natural Born Shooter
1 reel
The Eagle's Wings (Herbert Rawlinson).
Historic Features
Dat Blackhand Waitah Man
1 reel
HeU Morgan's Girl (Dorothy Phillips).
8 reels
Mother o' ford,
Mine
Julian, Ruth ClifShine Johnson and the Rabbit's Foot 1 reel Christus
Ruby La(Rupert
Fayette).
E.
I.
S.
Motion
Picture
Corp.
M.
H.
Hoffman,
Inc.
Brenon Productions
Trooper 44
5 reels One Hour (Zeena Keefe and Alan Hale). 6 reels
Lone Wolf
7 parts
The Silent Witness (Gertrude McCoy)... 6 reels
Elmont Feature Film Co.
Pall of the Romanoffs
8 parts
Empty Pockets
7 parts
People vs. John Doe
6 reels A Trip Through China (Brodsky's Art Pic- tures) 8reels
God s Law
6 reels Her Fighting Chance (Jane Grey) 6 reels
Jules Bumstein
Should She Obey? (Alice Wilson. Gene
Shame
7 parts
Export and Import Film Co.
Genung and Norbert Myles) 6 reels
Robespierre
— reels Whither
Thou Goest (Rhea Mitchell and
Cardinal Film Corporation
— reels
Orrin Johnson)
5 reels
Joan the Woman (Geraldine Farrar) 11 reels Ivan the Terrible
The
Great
White Trail (Doris Kenyon)..6 reels
Fairmount Film Corporation
Century Comedies
Hate
7 reels
Iliodor Picture Corporation
(FEATURING ALICE HOWELL)
Flora Finch Film Co.
Balloonatics
2 reelj
Fall of the Romanoffs (Iliodor, Nance
Automaniacs
2 reels War Prides
2 reels The O'Neil,
Ekaterina Galanta, Alfred
Neptune's Nauehty Daughter
2 reela
Hickman and Conway Tearle) — reels
BENJAMIN CHAPIN'S
PARAMOUNT
First National Exhibitors' Circuit,
SERIES
Inter Ocean Film Corp.
Inc.
The Son of Democracy..
On TriaL
Enlighten Thy Daughter
— reels
Charles Chaplin.
Christie Film Company
Ivan Feature Productions
Daughter
of
Destiny
(Mme.
Petrova).
Father's Bright Idea
1 reel Herbert Brenon's " Empty Pockets.
One Law for Both (Rita Jolivet, Vincent
With Magic
the Mummies'
Help
11 reel
reel The Sign Invisible (Big Mitch Lewis).
Serrano, Leah Baird, Pedro De CorThe
Maid
doba, James Morrison)
7 reels
The Milky Way
1 reel
Babbling
Tongues (Grace Valentine, James
Fort
Pitt
Corporation
His Last Pill
1 reel The Italian Battlefront.
Morrison,
Arthur
Donaldson)
7
reels
The Fourteenth Man
1 reel
Married in Name Only (Gretchen Hartman,
Down by the Sea
1 reel
Fox
Film
Corp.
Milton Sills, Marie Shotwell) 6 reels
Skirts
1 reel
Sins of Ambition (Barbara Castleton, Wil(Standard Pictures)
W»n in a Cabaret
1 reel The Spy.
fred Lucas, Leah Baird, James Mor- rison) 7reels
His Merry Mix-Up
1 reel The Honor System.
A Smoky Love Affair
1 reel Jack and the Beanstalk.
Human Clay (Mollie King)
5 reels
Honeymooners.
The Conqueror.
Out for the Coin.
Camille.
Her Awful Predicament.
Jester
Comedies
Oct. 18. Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp.
Crazy hy Proxy.
Feb. — . The Recruit (Twede Dan) 2 parts
Nov. 18. The Babes in the Wood.
Green Eyes and Bullets.
Mar. — . His Golden Romance (Twede
Dan)
2 parts
Betty'.
Big
Idea.
Frieder Film Corporation
l-ocal Color.
April — . All "Fur" Her (Twede Dan)... 2 parts
Love and Locksmiths.
May
—
.
The
Wrong
Flat
(Twede
Dan)..
2 parts
The
Birds'
Christmas
Carol
(Mary
Louise).
5
reels
Hearts and Clubs.
A Bit O' Heaven (Mary Louise) S reels
Almost a Bigamist.
Juvenile
Film
Corporation
Friedman Enterprises
More Ha>te Lc-.i Speed.
World War in Kidland
1 reel
A Mormon Maid (Mae Murray)
6 reels
Betty W»ke« Up.
A Chip Off the Old Block
1 reel
Stepping
Out.
Almost Divorced.
Frohman Amusement Corp.
Chip's Elopement
1 reel
The Witching Hour (C. Aubrey Smith,
Chip's Backyard Bam-Stormers 2 reels
Help! Seaside
Help I Police
I
Chip's
Rivals
Their
Tangle.
Jack
Sherrill,
Helen
Arnold.
Marie
For Sale, a Daddy
11 reel
reel
One Good Turn.
Shotwell and Robert Conness 6 reels
Thirty Days.
Chip's
Carmen
2
reels
Conquest of Canaan
5 reels
God's Man
9 reels
Near^ a Papa.
Klotz and Streimer
Cupid's
Five to Camouflage.
Five.
Whither Thou Goest
S reels
General Enterprises, Inc.
Many a Slip.
The
Secret
Treaty
S reels
Mother (Elizabeth Risdon, McClure) . . . .6 parts
The Night of His Ltfe.
The Warrior (Maciste) (McClure) 7 parts
The Liar (Jane Gail. Stanley Walpole)...6 parts Lincoln Motion Picture Company
Mum's
the Word.Evidence.
Circumstantial
Gold Medal Photoplays
In the Dark.
The Realization
of aK
Negro's Ambitions. . .23 reels
reels
Trooper
of Troop
Whose Wife?
The Web of Life (Hilda Nord, James
(Continued on page 1618)
Th; House that Jack Built.
Cruze, George Spencer)
5 reels
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Educational Film Corp. of Amer.
SCENICS— EDUCATIONAL
Oct. 24. From Studio to Screen.
Oct. 31. A Trip Through Japan, No. 1.
Nov. 7. A Flying Trip Through the Hawaiian
Islands, No. 1.
Nov. 14. A Flying Trip Through the Hawaian
Islands, No. 2.
Nov. 21. Me and My Dog.
Nov. 28. The Chain Gang.
Dec. Valley).
5. The Land of Enchantment (Yosemite
Dec. 12. Fishing for Fish.
Dec.
19. ABeside
Trip the
Through
Japan,
Dec. 26.
Glimmer
Glass.No. 2.
DITMARS
"
LIVING
BOOK
OF NATURE "
Nov. 19. The Animals of Australia.
Nov. 26. The Smaller Monkeys.
Dec. 3. Enemies of the Garden.
Dec. 10. Our Vanishing Game.
Dec. 17. Nature's Weavers.
Dec.
24. The
Nature's
Songsters.
Dec. 31.
Animals
in Midsummer.
Fox Sunshine Comedies
Nov. 11. Roaring Lions and Wedding Bells.. 2 C
Nov. 18. A Milk-Fed Vamp
2 C
Dec. 9. His Smashing Career
2 C
Dec.
23.
Damaged
—
No
Goods
22 CC
Jan. 6. Shadows of Her Pest
Jan. 20. Son of a Gun
•
2 C
Feb. 3. Hungry Lions in a Hospital 2 C
Feb. 17. Are Married Policemen Safe? 2 C
General Film Company
BROADWAY STAR FEATURES
(O. HENRY STORIES)
The Fifth Wheel (W. L. Rodgers, Chet
Ryan, Patricia Palmer)
2 D
Compliments of the Season (Herbert
Prior, Betty Blythe, Aida Horton)...2 D
The Moment of Victory (W. L. Rodgers,
Chet Ryan)
2 C-D
The Trimmed Lamp (Mildred Manning,
Alice Terry)
2 C-D
Schools and Schools (Jean Paige, Chas.
Hutchison)
2 D
A Madison Square Arabian Night (Dun-.
can McRae, Patsy De Forrest) 2 D
The Rathskeller and the Rose (Adele De
Garde, Evart Overton)
2 D
By Injunction (Chet Ryan, W. L. Rodgers,
Patricia Palmer)
2 D
The Song and the Sergeant (Alice Terry,
Stanley Dunn, Templar Saxe)
2 D
ESSANAY
GEORGE ADE FABLES
The Fable of the Toilsome Ascent and the
Shining Table Land
2 C
The Fable of the Back Trackers from the
Hot Sidewalks
2 C
ESSANAY COMEDIES (1 reel)
Lunch
1 C
Nat Stuff
1 C
He Loved Her So
1 C
One Night
Next
11 CC
The Soup and the Fish Ball
1 C
A Tough Knight
1 C
Our Little Nell
1 C
Check Your Hat. Sir
1 C
Wild Algy of Piccadilly
1 C
All
Up
The Stuck
Lie That
Failed
11 CC
The Jazbo Sheriff
1 C
The Lunch Grabber
1 C
ESSANAY SCENICS
Water Powers of Western Canada
1 Sc.
Through Canada from Coast to Coast 1 Sc.
How Canada and the Farmer Co-operate in
Grain Raising
1 Sc.
Agricultural Opportunities in Western Can- ada 1 Sc.
Water Powers of Eastern Canada
1 Sc.
A Romance of Rails and Power
1 Sc.
Grand Canyon of Arizona and Canyon de
Chelley
1 Sc.
CHAPLIN COMEDIES
By the Sea
1 C
In the Park
1C
Work
2 C
A Woman
2 C
The Tramp
2 C
GRANT, POLICE REPORTER SERIES
The
Mystery
of
Room
422
1
A Deal in Bonds
1 DD
The Sign of the Scarf
1 D
The Man with the Limp
1D

A DAUGHTER OF DARING SERIES
ATheRace
to the Plot
Drawbridge
Munitions
11 DD
The
Detective's
Danger
11 DD
The Railroad Smugglers
The Deserted Engine
1D
JAXON FILM CORP.
" A SERIAL
DAUGHTER(Jane Vance,
OF UNCLE
SAM 12"
Wm. Sorelle)
Episodes
1 D
JAXON COMEDIES
Anybody's
Money
11 CC
Her Fatal Shot
(Finn & Haddie)
Marooned
1 C
Sherman Was Right
1 C
What WiU Happen Next?
1 C
Which Was Lucky?
1 C
The Unofficial Maneuver
1 C
What Occurred on the Beach
1 C
An
All-Fools'
Affair
11 CC
Beating
Him toDayIt
Forced Into Matrimony
1 C
JUDGE BROWN STORIES
Bud's Recruit
2 C-D
Chocolate of the Gang
2 C-D
The Lost Lie
2 C-D
Tad's Swimming Hole
2 C-D
Marrying Off Dad
2 C-D
The Preacher's Son
2 C-D
Thief or Angel
2 C-D
The Accusing Toe
2 C-D
Black and White
2 C-D
Rebellion
2 C-D
A Boy Built City
2 C-D
I'm a Man
2 C-D
SPARKLE COMEDIES
Monkey-Maid-Man
11 CC
On
the Love Line
The Detective ,
1 C
Smashing
the Plot
After the Matinee
11 CC
Double Cross
1 C
The Best of a Bad Bargain
1 C
THREE C COMEDIES
Stealing a Sweetheart (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
A Hash House Romance (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
The Hod Carrier's Million (Claude Cooper,
Virginia Tracy Clark, Kenneth Claren- don) 1 C
HANOVER FILM COMPANY
Camille
(Helen Maciste
Hesperia)
66 DD
The
Marvelous
PHYSICAL CULTURE PHOTO PLAYS CO.
Physical Culture Magazine (Issued
Monthly)
1 Edc.
PIEDMONT PICTURES CORPORATION
(SELBURN COMEDIES)
Hubby's
21 CC
Too
Much Holiday
Elephant
Wedding Bells and Lunatics
1 C
His College Proxy
1C
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.

King Bee Comedies
1. The Candy Kid
IS. The Hobo
1. The Pest
15. The Bandmaster
1. The Slave
IS. The Stranger
1. His Day Out
IS. The Rogue
SELIG-HOYT COMEDIES
6. A Dog in the Manger
20. A Trip to Chinatown
3. A Midnight Bell
17. A Contented Woman

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
2 C
2 C
2 C
2 C

George Kleine System
MONTGOMERY FLAGG'S COMEDIES
YOU KNOW"
Jan. 2. The"GIRLS
Screen Fan
Jan. 16. The Bride
Jan.
The Superstitious
Girl
Feb. 30.
13. The
Matinee Girl
Feb.
Mar. 27.
13. The
The Artist's
Spoiled Model
Girl

2
2
22
22

C
C
CC
CC

Metro Pictures Corporation
METRO-DREW COMEDIES
Jan. 14. Why Henry Left Home
Jan. 21. Their First Love
Jan. 28. Under the Influence
Feb. 4. Help Wanted
Feb. 11. The Bright Lights Dimmed
Feb. 18. After Henry

1
1
1
1
1
1

C
C
C
C
C
C

Feb. 25. His Generosity
Mar. 4. Before and After Taking
Mar. 11. His Strength of Mind

1 C
1 C
IC

Mutual Film Corporation
STRAND (BILLIE RHODES)
Jan. 15. Burglars
1 reel
Jan. 22. Their Little Kid
1 reel
Jan.
11 reel
Feb. 29.S. Somebody's
Her Friend Widow
Brown
reel
Feb. 12. Three Times and Out
1 reel
Feb. 19. Miss Cinderella
1 reel
Feb. 26. Up in the Air
1 reel
Mar. 5. Waltzing Around
1 reel
Mar. 12. Finishing Mary
1 reel
Mar. 19. His Quaker Girl
1 reel
Screen Telegrams issued Sunday and Wednesday
of each week
MUTUAL-CHAPLINS
Oct. 29. The Adventurer
2 C
Paramount Pictures Corporation
KLEVER KOMEDIES (Victor Moore).
Jan. 14. Meatless Days and Sleepless Nights.l C
Jan. 20. Out West
2 reel>
Jan. 28. He Got His
1 C
Feb. 3. Watch Your Neighbor
2 C
Feb. 10. Sheriff Nell's Tussle
2 C
BLACK DIAMOND COMEDIES
Oct. 15. Nearly a Baker
1 C
Nov. 12. A Society Scrimmage
1 C
ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Dec. 10. A Country Hero
1C
Dec. 20. Out West
2 C
BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Dec. 3. Osaka to Nagasaki
1 Trav.
Dec.
10. In
Canning
in California 11 Trav.
Trav.
Dec. 17.
GlacierTimePark
Dec.
24.
Going
to
the
Sun
1
Trav.
Dec. 31. On the Farm Where the Food
Comes From
1 Trav.
Jan. 7. Sydney, the Antipodean Metropolii.l reel
Jan. 14. A Trip to the Jenolan Cave* of
Australia
1 reel
Jan. 21 Melbourne, the Magnificent 1 real
Jan. 28. 'Round About Melbourne 1 reel
Feb. iralia
4. Adelaide, Capital of South Ava-1 re«l
WHO IS NUMBER ONE? (Serial)
Jan. 7. Episode 11. The Rail Raiders 2 D
Jan. 14. Episode 12. The Show Down
2 D
Jan. 21. Episode 13. Cornered
2 D
Jan. 28. Episode 14. No Surrender
2 D
Feb. 4. Episode 15. The Round-Up 2 D
MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
Jan. 13. The Kitchen Lady
2 C
Jan. 27. His Hidden Purpose
2 C
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Sunday, March 10, 1918
The House of Hate, No. 1 (The Hooded Terror) (Pearl White, Antonio Moreno, Paul
Astra
The Clerges,
Price of Peggy
Folly, Shanor),
No. 8 (Shifting
Sands), 2 D
Astra
2D
Look Pleasant, Please (Harold Lloyd, Bebe
Daniels, Harry Pollard), Rolin
1 C
Our National Parks (Col.), Mesa Verda
Parks Trav
1 reel
Xatzenjammer
Kids "" Spirits
(Cart.) and
" Jackie's Clothes
(Ed.), " International.
Wednesday, March 13, 1918 Split reel
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 22
1 top
Saturday, March 16, 1918
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 23
1 top
Sunday, March 17, 1918
The Astra
House of Hate, No. 2 (The Tiger's Eye), 2D
Fare, Please (Toto, Clarine Seymour, Bud
HereJamison),
Come theRolin
Girls (Harold Lloyd, Harry 2 C
Pollard, Bebe Daniels), Rolin
1C
Picturesque France (The Cauterets) Col.
(Pathe), Trav., and " Children's Dances,"
Educ
Split reel
Wednesday, March 20, 1918
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 24
1 top
Saturday, March 23, 1918
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 25
1 top

Motion

K.IS
Triangle Distributing Corp.
TRIANGLE COMEDIES
Feb. 3. Airinn Their Troubles
1
Feb. 3. A Sale Disaster
1 c
Feb. 10. His Nine Lives
1 C
Feb. 10. A Game Gambler
1 C
Feb. 17. Their Undercover Capers
1 C
Feb. 17. A Full Dress Fizzle
1 t
Feb.
11 CC
Feb. 24.
24. AHis Coward's
Nimble Courage
Twist
Mar. 3. A Discord in A Flat
1 C
Mar. 3. His Hidden Shame
1C
Mar. 10. Wives and Worries
1 C
Mar.
Didn't Shock
Do It
Mar. 10.
17. AShe Social
Absorber 11 CC
Mar. 17. Caught with the Goods
1 C
KEYSTONE RELEASES
Feb. Dale
3. A Fuller,
Sea Serpent's
DesireMaude
(Wm. Wayne).
Franey, 2 t
Milt Sims.
Mar. 10. Did She Do Wrong (Harry GribboD, Myrtle Lind, Frank Bond, Dora
Rogers, Carolyne Rankin)
2 C
Feb. 17. His Double Life (R. Griffith, Dorothy Hager, Claire Anderson) 2 C
Feb. 24. A Tell-Tale Shirt (Fritz Schave,
Peggy Pierce, C. Robens, Baldy Bel- mont) 2C
Mar. 3. A Ladyney, Killer's
Doom Dale
(Wm.Fuller,
FraMaude Wayne,
Milt Sims)
2 C
Mar. 10. Did
Do Anderson,
Wrong? (Harry
Gribbon, She
Claire
Frank Bond,
Dora Rogers)
2 C
Mar. 17 Mud (Ray Griffith, Peggy Pearce.
Max Asher, Henry Depp
2 C
Universal Film Company
Monday, March 11, 1918
NESTOR—Wednesday,
At Swords' March
Point (Harry
13, 1918Mann).l i.
L-KO — Ambrose and His Widow (MacK
Swain)
2 C
UNIVERSAL
No. 15. ANIMATED WEEKLY— Weekly
UNIVERSAL
sue No. 62. SCREEN MAGAZINE— IsSaturday, March 16, 1918
UNIVERSAL SCREEN MAGAZINE— Issue No. 44 (shipping date March 9).
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL— The Forced Marriage (Eixteenth Episode of " The Mystery Ship " SPECIAL—
Serial)
UNIVERSAL
On the Brink 2 D
(Sixth Episode of "The Bull's Eye," 2D
Serial)
SPECIAL — Finley Nature Studies, No. 9,
" The Geysers of Yellowstone Park " and
"Flower Monday,
of the Orient"
March 18, 1918 Split reel
NESTOR— Wednesday,
I'll Fix It March
(King 20.
Baggot)
1C
1918
L-KO — Cooks and Crooks (Gale Henry,
Hughie Mack, Dave Morris) 2 C
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY—
Weekly No. 16.
Saturday, March 23, 1918
UNIVERSAL
Issue No. 63. SCREEN MAGAZINE—
UNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS— Issue
No. 45 (Shipping date Mar. 16).
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL — The Deadly Torpedo (Seventieth Episode of "The Mystery Ship " Serial)
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL— Riding Wild 2 D
(Seventh Episode of "The Bull's Eye" 2D
Serial)
SPECIAL— Finely Nature Studies No. 10
" Where Rolls the Oregon " and
"Mosquito," Ed
Split reel
Vitagraph
BIG V COMEDIES
Feb. 4. Telephones and Troubles.
Feb. 11. Babes and Boobs.
Feb. 18. Couru and Convicts.
Feb. 25. Rooms and Rumors.
Mar. 4. Jumping Jacks and Jail Birds.
Mar. 11. Meddlers and Moonshiners.
Mar. 18. Tramps and Traitors.
Mar. 25. Stripes and Stumbles.
VITAGRAPH COMEDIES
Ian. 7. A Little Ouiia Work.
Jan. 14. Seeking An Oversoul.
Jan. 21. A Four-Cornercd Triangle.
Jan. 2^. Their Anniversary Feast.
Feb.
<. Surprising
Feb. 11.
Coals for theHusband.
Fire.
Feb. 18. Sv.crts to the Sour.
Feb. 25. Their Godson.
VENGEANCF. AND THE WOMAN (Serial)
Jan. 28. The Lure of Hate (Sixth Episode).
Feb. 4. The Wolf Trap (Seventh Episode).
Feb. Episode;.
11. The Mountain of Devastation (Eighth
Feb. 18. Buried Alive (Ninth Episode).
Feb. 25. The Leap for Lift (Tenth Episode).
Mar. 4. The
sode).Cavern of Terror (Eleventh EpiMar. 11. The
sode).Desperate Charicc (Twelfth EpiMar. 18. Sandt. of Doom CThirtccn^h Episode).
Favorite Film Features
Feb. 4. The Pirates
2 C
Feb. 4. The Wings of a Moth
1 D

Feb.
11.
Keb. 11.
Feb. 18.
Feb. 18.
Kcb. 25.
Feb.
Mar. 25.4.
Mar. 4.
Mar. 11.
Mar.
18.
Mar. 25.

The Sacrifice of Kathleen
Art for A Heart
The Mischief Maker
SonnyReliable
Jim in Search of a Mother..
Old
Stenographer Troubles
An Officer and a Gentleman
Unlucky
DREWLouis
COMEDIES
Their First Quarrel.
A Telegraphic Tangle.
His Wife Knew About It.
RELEASES

2D
1C
2 D
12 DC
1 C
2 D
1C

IN THE

INDEPENDENT FIELD
(Continued from page 1616)
Marine Film Co.
Lorelei of the Sea
— reels
Masterpiece Drama Productions
Who's Your Neighbor?
—
Masterpictures
LION COMEDIES
Oct. 29. Nathan Busts Into the Movies 1 C
Nov. 5. A Village Villain
1 C
Nov. 12. Her Fatal Resemblance 1 C
Nov. 19. An Account of a No-Account Count. 1 C
Nov. 26. Hicks and Hornets
1 C
Dec. 3. Waves and Wimmen
1C
Dec. 10. Fizzled Finance
1C
Mayfair Film Corp.
Persuasive Peggy
— reels
B. S. Moss M. P. Corporation
Birth Control
6 reels
The Power of Evil
5 reels
Boots and Saddles
S reels
The
Who ofDoesn't
Know
reels
In theGirlHands
the Law
SS reels
One Hour (Sequel to ' Three Weeks")
Ogden Pictures Corp.
The Lust of the Ages
— reels
Paragon Films
The Whip
8 reels
Photoplay Magazine
Screen Supplement — One-reel releases, giving
intimate interviews of all the stars. (Through independent exchanges).
Popular Picture Corporation
Corruption
6 reels
Public Rights Film Corporation
The Public Be Damned (Charles Richman
and Mary Fuller)
S reels
Renowned Pictures Corporation
The Public Defender
6 reels
Naked Hands
5 reels
Weavers of Life
6 reels
Souls Redeemed
6 reels
Mother Love and the Law
7 reels
In
Treason's
Grasp
reels
Should She Obey?
75 reels
Selig Special
Beware of Strangers
The Ne'er-Do-Well
The Garden of Allah (Selig)
Who Shall Take My Life?
Frank J. Seng
Parentage
Sherman Eliot, Inc.
The Crisis

7
8
10
—

reels
reels
reels
reels

7 reels
10 reels

Sherman Pictures Corporation
I Believe
7 reels
The Land of the Rising Sun
Julius Steger
Redemption
6 reels
Sterling Pictures Corporation
o' theAppeal
Sea (Jean
... .6S parts
parts
APegMute
(Jean Sothern
Sothern feature)
feature)...
The Lash of Destiny (Gertrude McCoy
feature)
5 parts
Her Good Name (Jean Sothern feature).. 5 parts
Rosie Cloud
O'Grady
Danafeature)
feature) 5S parts
parts
The
(Jean(Viola
Sothern
The God of Little Children (Alma Hanlon
feature)
5 parts
APride
Mother's
parts
and theOrdeal
Devil (Jean
(Alma Sothern
Hanlon feature)
feature)65 parts
Miss Deception (Jean Sothern feature)... 5 parts
The
that Failed
(Alma (Alma
Hanlon Hanlon
f'ture)5 parts
Great LawP.radley
Mystery
feature)
5 parts

P i c t u r e yV e w s

The Mystic Hour (Alma Hanlon feature). 6 parts
When You and I Were Young (Alma
Hanlon feature)
5 parts
The Golden God (Alma Hanlon feature).. S parts
She Was a Dangerous Girl (Cartoon
comedy)
500 ft.
Zippy the Fireman (Cartoon comedy) .... 500 ft.
Zippy in a Sanatorium (Cartoon comedy). 500 ft.
Zippy Buys a Pet Pup (Cartoon comedy). 500 ft.
Slick and Tricky (Cartoon comedy) 500 ft.
DoctorOldBunny's
Zoo (Cartoon
.. .500
ft.
The
Forty-Niner
(Cartoon comedy)
comedy)..
500 ft.
Mr. Cioon (Cartoon comedy)
500 ft.
Mose Is Cured (Cartoon comedy) 500 ft.
Zippy's Insurance (Cartoon comedy) 500 ft.
Zippy's
Pets (Cartoon
500 ft.
ft.
The
Unknown
(Cartooncomedy)
comedy) 500
Moe Streimer
A Daughter of the Don
10 reels
Submarine Film Corporation
The Submarine Eye
7 reels
W. H. Productions Co.
William S. Hart as Two Gun Man in " The
Bargain "
6 reels
William S. Hart in " The Bandit and the
Preacher "
5 reels
William S. Hart in "The Hell Hound of
Alaska "
S reels
Also Series of two-reel W. H. Hart productions.
Wholesome Films Corporation
The Ralph
Penny Morgan).
Philanthropist
D(Peggy O'Neil and 5
Cinderella and the Magic Slipper (Special ChilCast), Juv
C. dren'sDownfall
His feet,
Awful
(Rex Adams), 1,000 4
Little Red Riding Hood (Juvenile), 4,000 feet.
World Pictures
Over Here
5 reels
I EXHIBITORS'
PERSONALS I
ARIZONA
Miguel Garcia has severed his connections witn
ihe Consolidated Bank of Tucson, and will henceforth
devote Gandolfo
his time and
energy
to the management of the
theatre
at Yuma.
GEORGIA
W. K. Atkinson has succeeded R. W. Tyson as
manager of the Valway and Strand theatres at
Valdosta.
MASSACHUSETTS
John J. Hubbard, of Lynn, has leased for a
term of years the Orpheuiii theatre in Danvers
owned by Louis Brown.
MISSOURI
F. C. Brickey and Dr. A. C. Jacobs purchased
the Lyric theatre, Boonville, from Jake Deck, Jr.,
recently. They took immediate possession. They
intend to bring only the highest class pictures
to Boonville, and may book some good road
shows.
NEVADA
It is reported that the Gaiety theatre at Elko
will open soon, and that Frank Grobe, of Elko,
and
of Ogden, have taken a year's
leaseH.onR.theProuty,
building.
NEW JERSEY
J. Clark Conover has been appointed manager
of the Strand theatre, Red Bank, to succeed Dr.
Bridge.
NEW MEXICO
W. Menhcimer has assumed active management
of the Majestic theatre, Deming. C. G. Salter
has bought the Princess theatre, Roswell, from
John Ilalper,
and its
having
it " The Liberty," will assume
activerenamed
management.
NEW YORK
George C. Starkey, of Elmira, has bought the
local picture theatre from Charles Fletcher, and
assumed its personal management last week.
NEBRASKA
The Commercial Club, of Haldrege, has taken
over the Auditorium there, and will conduct a
motion picture theatre therein.
II. A. Parrish, of Aurora, has sold the Lyric
theatre in Auburn to C. A. Calkins.
Weber and Dickson Bros., of Atkinson, contemplatenear
opening afuture.
new motion picture theatre
there in the
W. W. Hughes has bought the Lyric theatre
at David City from J. E. McGaffin.
Frank Zehrung, former manager of the Bran
deis theatre in Omaha, severed his connection
with the Oliver theatre, after being its manager
for twenty-five years. "The Oliver was purchas';d
by Frank
D. Eager,
who also
owns was
all Lincoln's
other
theatrical
holdings.
Zehrung
president
of the Western Baseball League one season and
also was mayor of Lincoln.
N. G.
BrewerF. McCreary.
has bought the TJ. S. A. theatre
from
(ieorge
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house, mechanism, pedestal, in fact,
every part of machine has been specially adapted to guarantee perfect
projection with small upkeep cost.
Write for the De Luxe catalogue.

Monograph Non-Friction Non-slip Speed Control. Will
not slip when under heavy load or exposed to oil.
Enterprise Optical Manufacturing Co.
564-572 West Randolph Street, Chicago, Illinois
WESTERN OFFICE
833 Market Street
San Francisco, California
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The following vital statistics were given recently to the New York Illuminating
Engineering Society, being part of a valuable paper prepared by Messrs.:
J. T. Caldwell, Engineering Department, National Lamp Works of the General Electric Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
A. R. DENN'INGTON, Commercial Engineering Department, Westinghouse Lamp Company, Bloomfield, N. J.
J. A. OR.ANGE, Research Laboratories, General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
I.. C. PORTER, Engineering Department, Edison Lamp Works of the General Electric Company, Harrison, N. J.
FUEL CONSERVATION POSSIBLE IF ALL CARBON-ARC LAMPS FOR MOTION PICTURE
PROJECTION IN PICTURE THEATRES WERE REPLACED BY INCANDESCENT LAMPS
Average run of 45 hours per week, or 2,340 hours per year.
Number of theatres in the United States, 22,000.
Total theatre-hours per year, 51,000,000.
Average overall wattage with arc systems
Average overall wattage with incandescent systems
Difference

.2,100

Assuming three pounds of coal consumed per K. W. hour at
this means a saving of; —
51,000,000 X 2.1 X 3 lbs. of coal per year,
or 160,000 tons of coal saved per year,
or
4,000 cars of 40 tons each.
THE

SHECK

watts
3,000
900

the theatres,

UNIVERSAL ADAPTER MAKES IT EASY TO CHANGE from Carbon-Arcs to the
use of Mazda Projector Lamps by simply attaching the Adapter to front of any
style Carbon-Arc Housing, and providing suitable current-control apparatus.
Projection with Mazda Projector Lamps by means of theSheck Adapter not only
results in tremendous savings in fuel and operating costs, but it has the following
added advantages over Carbon-Arc Projection:
Better illumination on the screen.

People Prefer Mazda Lamp Projection.

fi^^ hazard— no open flame.
bands and "ghosts".
Eliminates
r,. . ^ colortin- , ,>
^ .
No noise or hum as with carbon-arcs:
thnunates arc fltcket — no eye stratn.
.
j j ^ ^,
j i
J\o warmtng-up Process needed at the end oj
No poisonous carbon fumes and dust to injure
each reel.
health of operator, and wear working Parts of Simplicity of operation enables operator to give
Projection machine.
closest attention to Projection on the screen.
BECAUSE

OF

THE NEW GOVERNMENT
ORDERS it is of more importance than ever before
that you practice every possible economy and make improvements that will secure
greater patronage for your theatre. Argus equipment will do this for you as it has
for hundreds of progressive exhibitors who have already adopted the idea.
DO YOUR BIT! DON'T DELAY! WRITE
and name of the distributor in your territory.

today for descriptive literature

I. r
General Offices: CLEVELAND,

OHIO

District Offices: PHILADELPHIA; PITTSBURGH;
Be iure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

LOS

ANGELES
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The bill continues : " Any persons desiring to act as such operator shall make application for a license to so act to the mayor or
licensing authority designated by the mayor, unless the charter of
said city so designates, which officer shall furnish to each applicant
blank forms of application which the applicant shall fill out. Such
officer shall make rules and regulations governing the examination
of applicants and the issuance of licenses and certificates." (To
be omitted from bill.) ''A license shall not be granted to an applicant unless he shall have served as an apprentice under a
licensed operator, for a period of not less than six months prior
H
I
to the date of the application ; the application must be made in
B
■
writing, and contain a verified statement to that effect ; it must be
accompanied by the affidavit of the licensed operator to the same
I SECTION OF MOTION PICTURE NEWSl
effect ; before entering upon the period of apprenticeship the applicant must register his name and address with the officer issuing
such license." (End of omission.) (Change in law as follows:)
" Such application must be accompanied by the affidavit of a
I Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture I licensed
operator to the effect that the applicant has served as an
I industry, containing records of the latest accotnplishments | assistant to such licensed operator for a period of not less than
I in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, in- \ six months prior to the date of application, except any person who
I ventions and suggestions; camera devices analyzed and \ has operated a moving picture projection machine and its connecI commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature I
tions for not less than six months may present his own affidavit
I pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and | stating that he has so operated a moving picture projection maI furnishing field
I
chine and its conections in an enclosure or operating room. The
i No charge is made in these departments for answering |
licensing
authority may require that the affidavit be corroborated."
I questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited. \ (End of change.)
I E. Kendall Gillett
Editor \
COMMENT — This we do not consider a change for the better
\ Alfred S. Cory
Technical Editor \ for we have always contended that the obtaining of a license
should be made more difficult. We believe that before allowing a
man to act as an apprentice he should have to pass a preliminaryexamination. By passing this he would be allowed to act as an
apprentice for the required six months. After this he could apply
for an operator's license. The change is altogether too loose and
Operators^ License
contradictoi-y — how can a man make an affidavit that he has operW^alker Bill, Neiv York State
ated a machine for six months when he is forbidden to operate
a machine unless he has acted as an apprentice. This could only
FOR the benefit of those operators and exhibitors throughout
the country who are interested in the legislation which is be done if the applicant comes from outside the jurisdiction of the
law. In this case his license obtained from another part of the
taking place in New York State, we reprint below an act introduced into the State Senate by Mr. Walker to amend the general
country might be considered as taking the place of the apprenticeship and he could at once take the examination for a New York
law of New York City, in relation to licenses to operate moving
picture apparatus with certain recent changes. We also comment
operator's license.
on certain parts of the law.
"Section 1. Section eighteen of chapter twenty-six of laws of
nineteen hundred and nine, entitled ' An Act in relation to cities,
constituting chapter twenty-one of the consolidated laws,' as added
by chapter two hundred and. fifty-two of the laws of nineteen
hundred and eleven, and amended by chapter one hundred and
eighty-four of the laws of nineteen hundred and sixteen, is hereby
amended to read as follows :
" Section 18. License to operate moving picture apparatus. It
shall not be lawful for any person or persons, save as excepted in
section eighteen of this article, to operate any moving picture apparatus and its connections (change in law as follows) involving
the use of a combustible film in or upon the premises of any public
or private building or any place of public assemblage (end of
change) in a city of the first class unless such person or persons so
operating such apparatus is duly licensed as hereinafter provided."
COMMENT— The change here and the result desired is simple
and obvious. It means that the projection machines in every
private projection room must be operated by a man with a state
license. The importance of this change is evident, even though the
actual danger to human life is slight, providing the building and
fire laws are complied with. A fire in one of- these projection
rooms fills the entire building with the smoke of the burning film
and immediately starts talk and criticism which is most detrimental to the entire industry. Though there are exceptions, most
operators engaged for work in these private projection rooms are
not experienced operators and should not be allowed to operate
without a license any more than should a man in a theatre.
The most important part of the clause is the forcing of the
operators who are engaged in operating in places of public assemblage, whether the theatre or auditorium, to have a license. Under
these conditions the requirements for obtaining the licenses cannot
be made too strict.
The question of operating machines in private homes should be
left entirely up to the owner who assumes all his own risks. It is
not a question for legislation of this kind under any circumstances.

The bill continues : " The applicant shall be given a practical
examination under the direction of the officer required to issue
such license and if found competent as to his ability to operate
moving picture apparatus and its connections shall receive within
six days after such examination a license as herein provided.
Such license may be revoked or suspended at any time by the
officer issuing the same. Every license shall continue in force for
one year from the date of issue unless sooner revoked or suspended. Every license, unless revoked or suspended, as herein
provided, may at the end of one year from the date of issue
thereof be renewed by the officer issuing it in his discretion upon
application and with or without further examination as he may
direct. Ever\' application for renewal of license must be made
within the thirtj' days previous to the expiration of such license.
With every license granted there shall be issued to every person
obtaining such license a certificate, certifying that the person
named therein is duly authorized to operate moving picture apparatus and its connections. Such certificate shall be displayed in
a conspicuous place in the room where the person to whom it is
issued operates moving picture apparatus and its connections. No
person shall be eligible to procure a license unless he shall be of
full age." (Change in law as follows:) "Any person eighteen
years of age or over desiring to act as an assistant to the holder
of a license shall register his name, age and address on a form
furnished for the purpose by the licensing authority; the said
licensing authority may issue a permit allowing such person to
assist a licensed operator in a booth or enclosure ; but such person
shall not himself operate a moving picture projection machine or
its connections. The permit shall be for the term of one year
from the date of issue thereof, but may be renewed yearly by the
licensing authority. No license shall be granted to an applicant
until he shall have serv ed as an assistant to a licensed operator
for a period of not less than six months prior to the date of the
application or shall have operated a motion picture projection
machine and its connections in an enclosure or operating room
(Continued on page 1630)
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The Brightness of the D. C. Arc Crater
Mr. Alexander Weiss, Cleveland, Ohio, an intelligent student
of cine projection, writes as follows:
"In reference to our old subject of crater-luminosity, I still
maintain the contention set forth in my former correspondence
that, at high amperage the volatilization of the carbon is forcibly
quickened, giving us a higher candlcpower.
" I think 1 am able to substantiate my claim b)- describing some
experiments I made along this line, viz. : In going back several
months, I recall that one day it struck me that with practically
the same carbons burning there was a marked increase in screenillumination at an increase of from 65 amps, to 75 or 80 amps.
This in spite of the fact that some of our best men in the industry
have claimed there is no advantage in using anything over 50 55
amps. (D. C. of course) as all above that would be nearly all
wasted. With this I strongly disagree. But to return to our
subject. This incident, as mentioned above, set me to thinking and
studying. But without technical knowledge and scientific instruments Inaturally could not make any headway. But a few weeks
ago I put the followuig question up to myself : If, at very lov
amperage using a l/z" carbon below and a 5^" above, our craterintensity would be abnormally low, why would it not work the
opposite way? I figure that if I use very small size carbons on
high current it may be a solution to our very interesting argument
about carbon-intensity.
" I forthwith proceeded to secure the proper carbons which were
l4" for below and 7/16" above. And here is just where the
interesting part is coming in.
" Starting at 12 amps, I naturally got very little light on an 18-ft.
screen, but as I increased the current to 45 amperes (the highest
1 could hold a steady arc with) it may interest you to know that
my screen illumination with this combination was not only equal,
but better tlian that of a 65-amp. arc burning simultaneously in
my second lamp.
" I will not attempt to claim in defiance to scientific or natural
laws that my contention is correct, but it is reasonably safe to
claim that the only possible answer to this phenomena is the fact
that the crater of the small carbon is being forcibly heated to a
higher degree at 45 amperes than that of a %" crater at 65
amperes, else w-here does the higher screen brilliancy come in at.
" I humbly submit this little experiment to your consideration
and decision, an early answer to which will be greatly appreciated.
" Am at present trying some aperture lenses for the purpose of
intercepting the light beam at the cooling plate of the mechanism
and instead of leaving same to converge at a point between the
film and the objective, to diverge again until it enters the objective.
I will endeavor to direct the light beam between these two
points in as much a parallel line as will be possible. Thus, even
if I do not gain illumination it will allow me to eliminate the
use of large diameter objectives and gain definition by the use of
smaller diameter lenses. I will be pleased to advise you later as
to results of these experiments."
Comment: As the subject of the luminosity or brightness of
the U. C. arc crater with various amperages has become of
interest and speculation on the part of operators, a brief survey
of some of the experimental work upon the subject will form the
most suitable preface to our remarks.
Fortunately for all operators who are students of their profession, the literature on electricity is enriched by an important
and valrriMc work entitled
" The Electric Arc "
By [Mrs.l Hertha Ayrton
Publisher— D. Van Nostrand Co., N. Y.
Price, $5.00
This book is a physical tr'-atise on the D. C. arc. which is.

..isMd

however, written in a thoroughly comprehensible manner throughout, and any practical operator will enjoy the reading of Mrs.
Ayrton's work, for in addition to bearing out many of the
practical
deductions
other less operators'
known facts
are also concerning
established. the action of the arc,
Concerning the brightness of the positive crater of the D. C.
arc, we find on page 65 of Mrs. Ayrton's book the following
paragraphs which pertain to our subject:
" Later in the same year [1892] M. Violle [a French physicist of
repute] published an account of some experiments he had made
in order to determine the temperature of the positive carbon
and the arc.
" He cut a deep trench all around the positive carbon a little
way from the end [or crater] so that a small piece was left, only
connected with the rest of the carbon by a narrow neck. When
most of this piece was burnt away, and the remainder was all
of the same brightness, it was shaken off and fell into a little
cup, after which the amount of heat given off by it was measured
in the usual way. Assuming the ordinarily received value of the
specific heat of carbon, M. Violle found by this method that the
temperature of the crater was about 3,500 deg. C, whatever power
was spent in the arc — whether 10 amperes were floiving at 50
volts, or 400 amperes at 85 volts. He concluded, therefore, that
the candlepower per square centimeter of the crater was the same
for all arcs with the same kind of carbons.*
" In 1898 M. Violle made some further experiments' on the
temperature and brightness of the \D. C. arc] crater. The carbons
were placed horizontally, and inclosed, in order to reduce the
cooling effect of the surrounding air. The temperature was
measured the same way as in his previous experiments, and led
to the same result, namely, that the temperature of the crater
was about 3,500 deg. C. He considered that the arc [flame between carbon tips] itself was at the same temperature, and that
this was the temperature of boiling carbon. He laid great stress
on this,
as may result
be seen
fromresearches
the following
quotation the
: ' The
most
important
of my
is to establish
fact
that the voltaic arc is the seat of a perfectly definite physical
phenomenon, the ebullition [or boiling] of carbon.'
" To determine the amount of light given out per square millimetre of crater he employed two methods, (1) the use of the
spectrophotometer, (2) photography. They both led him to the
same conclusion, that the amount of light per square mm. [of
crater surface] was cotistant and independent of the current
[amperage]
Pursuing used."
further Mrs. Ayrton's interesting text we encounter
on page 67 the following account of the experiments and deductions of M. Blondel, likewise a physicist and photometrist of the
first rank.
" In some articles published in 1893 M. Blondel' gave it as his
experience that, although the maximum brilliancy of the crater
rvas independent of the current Hozving in the arc, yet the average
brilliancy of the incandescent portions increased both with the
intensity and with the density of the current, until the crater was
well
saturated."
Again,
on page 68 {ot). cit.) wc find:
" In 1894 M. Violle^ renewed his inquiries into the temperature
of the arc with a still larger range of current than before, namely
10 to 1,200 amperes. He found that in all cases the temperature
and intrinsic brilliancy of the positive carbon [or crater] remained
constant. The arc he employed was inclosed and he found by
spectroscopic methods that the brilliancy of the arc [flame]
itself increased as the current increased."
Coming down to more recent times. Professor Otto Lummer,
a leading physicist of the present time, conducted a series of
experiments on the brightness of the D. C. arc crater and the
C-,ini)tc-s(ieRendus,"
II.t 2(1892),
2' "" J(,urii.-il
Physique,Vol.' Vol.
(1893),p.p.127.-?.
54.';.
""Tlic
T'.Icctrician
"
(London),
Vol.
* " Comptes Rendus," Vol. 119 (1894),32 p.(1893),
949. pp. 117, 145, 169.
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boiling temperature of carbon, the results of which he pnlilishcrl
in 1914.' Lummer's book is undoubtedly the most interestin.n
work which has yet appeared on the interesting subject of tlie
D. C. crater, and in addition to its wealth of important data it is
profusely illustrated, and contains many photographs of the appearance of the boiling arc crater. We supply the following
translation
of Dr.
conclusions with regard to the
matter in which
we Lummer's
are here interested.
Dr. Lummer (loc. cit. p. 37) says:
" The experiments made with various kinds of homogeneous
■carbons permit the conclusion that within wide limits, with
icspect to arc length and current strength [amperage], the surface
brightness, and also the temperature of the positive crater is at
least constant at the brightest spot of the crater.
" This conclusion, which was arrived at after a year's experiments, and was published in the ' Leipzig Reports,' requires a
■qualification nowadays, inasmuch as it is no longer strictly true
that the positive crater reaches the condition of liquefaction when
low amperage is employed."
The foregoing citations should serve to convey to the intelligent
■operator or student that it is quite definitely established physically
that an increase in the intrinsic brilliancy of the D. C. arc crater
cannot be expected to accompanj^ increased amperage at the arc
in the case of higher currents than the average working amperage
of say 45 to 50 amperes.
It should be pointed out that no accurate opinions regarding
screen brightness can be formed by merely comparing fields of
light projected upon the lantern screen, because not only is the
■eye a comparatively poor judge of such matters, but also in
looking at such bright surfaces as the illuminated projection
screen the eye becomes rapidly fatigued, and the impressions
which
it conveys to and
the' spectroscopist
brain will generally
Every photometrist
knows be
this,very
and misleading.
no skilled
-worker attempts to make visual measurements without first resting the eyes, so that they will be in condition for best seeing
tefore measurements are made.
Another factor which enters, in the case of everyday motion
picture projection, is the efficiency of the projector optical system,
or perhaps we should say its lack of efficiency — due to condenser
aberration and also to misadjustment on the part of some operators. The fallacy in the conclusions of the present correspondent,
Mr. Weiss, comes from just this cause; he has neglected to
consider the behavior of the condenser system for different
■dimensions of the light source (or crater).
Mr. Weiss compares a 65 ampere arc with a 45 ampere arc
under otherwise identical arrangements and equipment. It can
therefore be pointed out immediately on optical grounds (assuming the condenser systems of the two projectors to he identical)
that the 65 ampere arc will be much less efficiently focused by
the condenser system than will the 45 ampere arc, and this would
even remain true of a condenser system much better spherically
corrected than the ones at present in use, unless it were spherically
corrected over its entire aperture. In simple language, the smaller
the luminous source the less will its reproduction by the condenser system suffer from aberration, so it is seen that the
45 ampere crater would be more efficiently^ utilized by a conventional condenser system than a 65 ampere crater would by a
similar system. We presume that all will agree that 65 amperes
forms a larger crater than 45 amperes does, and in view of what
has just been stated above Mr. Weiss will find the condenser
system answerable for the difference in screen illumination noticed
under the experimental conditions he sets forth.
It is with considerable interest that we learn of Mr. Weiss'
experiments with " aperture lenses," and we believe that our
readers will join us in assuring Mr. Weiss that his report on
the utility of such devices will prove welcome reading.
While on the subject of "aperture lenses," we wonder if any
of the experimenters with these auxiliary lenses have taken into
consideration the fact that the introduction of such a lens at any
point in the projector optical system will cause a loss of from
8 to 10 per cent of the light incident upon such lens, i. e., 4 to 5
per cent loss of light by reflection at each glass-air surface, the
amount depending upon the refractive index of the glass of which
the lens is made.
" " The Liquetactioii of Carbon and the Determination of the Sun's Temperature." Sammlung Vie-weg, Nos. 9 and 10. Published by Vie-weg, Bruns■wick, 1914.

League Member Has Neat Slide
T N a previous communication . Mr. E. B. Wood of Mattoon,
*■ 111., a member of the National Anti-Misframe League and
one of our valued correspondents, advised us that he had prepared
a disi)lay slide which apprised his audiences that he was a League
memlicr and stood for better projection.

W;

ThiB Machine

is operated

bj^ a Member of the
I^ATIONAL
ANTI-MISFRAME

^
>

LEAGUE
Organized by the Motion Picturd
News for the betterment '
of projection.
MEMBER
NO. 518

Mr. Wood agreed to send us a copy of his display slide, which
has just come to hand, and as we have had numerous requests
from League members that they be provided with slides, we
reproduce Mr. Wood's design herewith, with the suggestion thaf
any League member may have the same copied photographically,
and made into a slide, by any professional lantern-slide maker.
Those who utilize the design, in the manner suggested, should
of course instruct the slide-maker to substitute their own membership number in place of the one shown in the appended design.
Am3rican Carbons Sell Well Abroad
President Paul H. Cromelin, of the Inter-Ocean Film Corporation, tells with pride of the sales his concern has made
in foreign lands with the Speer carbons, an American product. Last week witnessed a shipment of 20,000 of these carbons
to Argentine, and the closing of Spain and Portugal for a minimum of 250,000 a year. South Africa received 50,000 recently ;
India, 32,000 ; Peru and Chile, 20,000 ; Uruguay and Paraguay,
5,000; England, 50,000, and France, 30,000.
This branch of Inter-Ocean work is in charge of E. H. Kaufman, office manager of the company. Mr. Kaufman is a moving
picture pioneer, dating back to 1896, when he represented the Edison Company on the road with their moving picture machines,
motors, batteries and films.
Speer carbons were unknown to the foreign market, when Mr.
Kaufman took up their sale for the Inter-Ocean. In his first year
of handling, 1917, over one million were exported. That the three
million mark will be reached in 1918 is now the indication. This
is a triumph not only for the Inter-Ocean, but for America, as
American carbons were practically unknown in foreign lands prior
to the last year.
LP. A. Elects Officers
AT the annual election, held at the club's headquarters on the
evening of Februarj' 25, the following officers were elected t ,■
guide the destinies of the International Projection Association
throughout the ensuing year :
President, Frank S. Pircher ; vice-president, Morris J. Rotker ;
recording secretary, Edmund McD. Benheim ; secretary and treasurer, Harry Scherl ; board of trustees, P. Finelley (chairman),
Harry Levine and Marcus Rattiner; sergeant-at-arms, Frank
Pezzello.
On February 8 Mr. Fred Baum lectured before the association,
at the usual hour, on the subject of D. C. motors, while the most
recent lecturer was Mr. F. S. Pircher, E.E., who addressed the
members on the subject of rheostats and Ohm's law.
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SPEER
the Carbon with
A

SPEER

REPUTATION

ALTERNO

CARBONS

for A.C. Work
AJfD
SPEER

HOLD- ARK

CARBONS

for B.C. Work
Have Proved Their Worth and Value
Write fur descriptive folder, also the
pamphlet showing operators' endorsements
Full Information Supplied By Your Dealer
" The Carbons with a Guarantee "

SPEER

MANUFACTURED BY
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CARBON COMPANY
ST. MARYS, PA.
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CARBON

THAT

I

CHANGES
A. C. TO
D. C.
Noiseless operatiou, pure white light and a steady
burning, has made the new National White A. C.
Special Moving Picture Carbon the leader in the
field.
It Is absolutely unnecessary for you to invest a
single cent in extra equipment to obtain excellent,
low cost projection on alternating current.
A TRIAL ORDER AVLLL CONVINCE YOU
AMUSEMENT
SUPPLY COMPANY
l.iiri/cit Excluniie Dealers to the Moving Picture Trade
300-302 Mailers BuUdlngr 5 Sonth Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Dealcrit in ilotiooraph, Standard and Simplex Moving Picture
MachineH, National Carhoiis, Minusa Screens
and Everything Jor the Theatre
WE SELL ON THE INSTALLMENT
PLAN
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STOP

LOOK

Before you lay this aside write to us at once and
a-k us to send you a descriptive catalog of our
xMotor Equipment for Power's 6A that will save
you from S28.00 to S3 1.00.
We fniarantee the efficiency of ovir Motor Equipments. We have Genuine Power parts, and we
are Exclusive Distributors for the Peerless
Simplex Projectors and all supplies.
LEWIS M. SWAAB
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
1327 VinelStreet
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Operators' Inquiries
Sheetz,
: " Wethe have
and alsowilla enalole
Power
5.J. Can
I getNorthampton,
an attachmentPa. from
Powera Power
Company6A which
me to operate tlie two machines from one motor? "
Reply: The Power Company supplies no attachment for running two
projectors from the same motor, but some operators have designed and constructed apparatus wherewith this may be accomplished. To do this in an
efficient and satisfactory manner requires rather elaborate equipment, as
an example of which we might mention the Walstad Projection Stand,
constructed by the Walstad Machine Company of Tacoma, Washington.
One of these stands would doubtless prove just what is wanted. If, tor
any reason, the correspondent cannot avail himself of this apparatus, he
might
machinedesign
shop. a device for himself and have the same constructed at a
F. J. Steiner, Pacific Grove, Cal. : " Inasmuch as the exchanges are
now
charging(or ISc.
(.warfortax)a reel
per ofreel,
shouldn't
there webe mostly
a standard
unit
of measure
length)
film?
At present
get 4,000
feet on five spools and are charged for S,000 feet."
Reply: It will be found that the presentation of a multiple-reel picture
is frequently much miproved by ending its several parts (or reels) at
suitable points with respect to the action of the subject, or story. Under
these circumstances it is not always feasible to include a full 1,000 feet
of film on each spool, although on the other hand, a spool (or reel) sometimes carries well in excess of 1,000 feet of film. It is clearly a fraud and
an injustice, however, for an exchange to charge (and tax) the exhibitor
for more footage than is actually being supplied.
No definite footage has been advocated as constituting a reel of film,
largely on account of the considerations mentioned above, and for this
reason it would be difficult to make the various producers and exchanges
agree to a definite unit. The injustice of charging exhibitors for footage
which they do not receive will probably continue until some exhibitor
with the necessary means makes 'a test-case of the matter.
Lurvey,
So. West
Harbor,What
Me.:is the
"What
correct
sizeframingof loop
to S.use,A. large,
medium
or small?
correctis the
position
of the
rod, up, down or in the middle? Will framing the picture make any change
in the shutter with the majority of motion picture projectors? "
Whenandthebest,
filmalthough
is in good
condition
a medium-sized
will
be Reply:
found safest
it should
be borne
in mind that loop
the size
of the loops will be slightly different for various projectors on account of
constructional differences in the machines. If the loops are too large they
will slap against the film guards, etc., making an unnecessary and annoying
amount of noise, while if the loops are too small there is the danger of
losing the loop when a bad join or torn place in the film passes over the
sprockets. Furthermore, a short loop will under certain conditions be still
further shortened when the framer is manipulated, in the case of most
projecting machines, as for example when the upper loop is small and the
framer is moved upward, the loop will become still smaller while the lower
loop is increased in length by an equal amount. The same is inversely true
of see
a small
when thethe Iramer
is moved
it is easy
to
that lower
in someloopinstances
loop may
be lostdownward,entirely byand
manipulating
the framer, necessitating the replacement of the loop in order to steady the
projected picture and to avoid serious damage to the perforations of the
film.
The second query is vague, because it is well known that with any standard projection machine, m proper adjustment, the projection should be
satisfactory regardless of the position of the framing lever. Presuming,
however, that the question relates to the proper position for the framing
lever when adjusting the revolving shutter, the answer is that when adjusting the shutter the framing lever should be at the midpoint of its travel.
Provided
the revolving
shutterposition,
has beenandcorrectly
or " set,"
with
the framer
in the middle
provided,adjusted,
furthermore,
that
there is not much lost motion in the shutter actuating gears, the manipulation of the framing lever throughout its entire extent ot travel will not
cause the revolving shutter to get out of proper relationship with the
picture
aperture.
is true
thatSimplex
the shutter
travelsbutin the
concert
ing device,
in the Itcase
of the
machine,
coverwith
bladethe offramthe
Simplex shutter is of sufficient extent to prevent it from failing in its
function, and, in addition, the shutter of the Simplex may be adjusted, if
necessary, while the machine is in operation.
W. Rogers,
Sapulpa,
Okla.
" How
the focal
condensers
measured,
and what
are the
proper
focalislengths
to uselength
with ofa 7-inch
lens
giving a picture 8 feet 1 inch by 10 feet 10 inches at 97 feet?
Reply:
The
focal
length
of
a
condenser
lens
can
be
very
roughly
estimated by focusing the image of an infinitely distant object upon a wall,
or white paper screen, and measuring the distance between the lens and
the image
as sharp lens
as itis can
focused.
ration the when
image the
castlatter
by a iscondenser
neverbe very
sharp,Due
but towillaberbe
at its best (in the case of a plano-convex lens) when the convex surface is
toward the Department
object. See ofMr.February
Arkins' 23rd.
articleA oncloser
spherical
aberration
the
Projection
evaluation
of theinfocal
length can, however, be secured by calculation using the following formula:

Cr, -f- rz) X (n — 1)
Expressed in simple language this formula means : Multiply the radius
of curvature of the first surface of the lens by the radius of curvature of the
ri X r2by the sum of the same two radii
second surface, and divide this product
multiplied by the refractive index of the glass minus that of air. The difference in indices between crown glass and air (denoted by n — 1 in the
formula) may be taken as 0.52 which is near enough for all condenser
calculations. It is to be noted that lens curvatures are always expressed in
terms of the radii, instead of the diameters, of the spheres of which the
lenses
representof acondenser
portion. surfaces.
One does Instead
not need
a spherometer
the
curvatures
a number
of circles toof measure
various
diameters should be inscribed on separate pieces of cardboard. These are
now accurately
and
cleanly
cut
out,
and
a
portion
of
the
remaining
cardboard border makes a serviceable template or guage which can be applied
to the lens surface. The radius (one half the diameter) of the circle of
which each template is a segment should be marked thereon, and the radius
of curvature of any condenser lens surface can then be determined by
applying various templates until the one is found which exactly conforms to
the curvature
lens. In because
the casetheof flat
a plano-convex
only long
one
curvature
has of
to the
be measured
side has an lens
infinitely
radius,
and
if,
for
example,
we
found
the
radius
of
the
curved
surface
to
be
3.25 our formula would give us
3.25
,
.
,
„
6.25 mches,
0.52
the focal length of the lens.
The dimensions of the picture mentioned, viz.: 8 ft. 1 in. by 10 ft. 10 in.
«re not what would be expected for a 7 inch objective and a 97 foot throw;
the calculated dimensions under these conditions being approximately 9 ft.
4 in. by 12 ft. 6 in. However, if the objective is, as stated, of 7 in. E. F.,
two 71/4 condensers should be used.
PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers
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Members previously recorded
Members recorded this week
Total membership to date
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National Anti-Misframe
League
Pledge
A S a motion picture operator who has the interest of his profession at heart and is willing to assist in eliminating sonic
of the evils practised in the operating-room, I promise that I
zvill to the best of my ability return films to the exchange in
first-class condition. Furthermore, I zvill when it becomes necessary remedy all misframes, bad patches, etc., that may be in the
film zvhich I receive and in this way co-operate zvith my brother
operators and give greater pleasure to those zvho make up the
motion picture audience by shnzving films thai are free from
such defects. I also promise that I zvill not make punch marks
in film, and when film is received by me, with punch holes, I will
notify the exchange to that effect so that they may use their
efforts to correct this evil.
SiuuunmcniDtaiiiiiiiiiii MlllllllUIIIIItllllllllllllll
Roll of Honor
William C. Widman
Brooklyn, N. Y.
William Roraff
La Crosse, Wis.
Irvin Givler
AUentown, Pa.
Harry C. Johns
Ogden, Utah
J. Marlin Chenawith
Morgantown, W. Va.
Fred C. Shivers
Lexington, Nebr.
Ray Greenwood
Battle Creek, Mich.
Otis F. McAllister
Battle Creek, Mich.
H. A. Garrett
Parkin, Ark.
George Schroeder, Jr
Oak Harbor, Ohio
H. C. Frahm
Kiester, Minn.
Wm. C. Giles
..Brownsville, Pa.
Eugene Kretzinger
Chestnut, 111.

WHITE

A.
FOR

C.

767
13
780

Notice! Anti-Misframe League Members
Membership cards are now ready and are being sent out as fast
a.z possible. There are a number of operators, however, who have
neglected to send in the desired information. If you will fill out
the blank and mail to this ofifice. button and membership card will
be forwarded.

Member's name
Home address
Name of theatre where employed
Address of theatre and name of manager
This notice does not apply to those who have already sent in this
information, but it is for those who have neglected doing so, many
having merely given their names and name of city, without any
street address, making it impossible for the post ofifice to deliver
the letters addressed to them.
More League Members

Join Colors

WE

are proud to announce that two more progressive members
of the National Anti-Misframe League have "joined up"
in response to their country's call.
These men are Mr. Robert S. Mix of Williamsport, Pa., and
Mr. Leonard E. Boyce of Fayette, Ohio. Mr. Mix has chosen
the army and is now stationed at Fort Slocum, N. Y., while Mr.
Boyce has elected to serve in the navy.
We extend our congratulations and best wishes to these patriotic
members of the N. A. M. L. and we are sure that their fellow
members will also subscribe to our sentiments.

SPECIAL

ALTERNATING

CURRENT

CARBONS

PROJECTION

These Standard Carbons Give Pure White Light
The White A. C. Special Carbons have been used in all parts of the country by critical operators and
have met the requirements so exactly that they are now considered as standard. Claims made for these carbons are absolutely true, not a bit exaggerated, they give a pure white light, the nearest approach to daylight
of any screen illuminant, and a quiet arc. If you are getting poor results on alternating current, try these
carbons and compare results with the old, roaring A. C. arc.
You Will Be Well Repaid
A point to be remembered is that you need not make a single change in your
equipment. Simply take out the old carbons and insert the White A. C. Specials
and you will have the best light at the least expense.
FOR

DIRECT

CURRENT

PROJECTION

The National-Silvertip combination is well known to the majority of successful operators. It is the
standard trim for Direct Current projection, giving a steady, flickerless light and carrying the high currents
which are so necessary for projecting the modern film.
Write today for our folders describing these carbons
NATIONAL

CARBON

COMPANY,

INC.

Cleveland, Ohio

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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LIGHT falling upon
Some
Peculiarities of Color and Their
by
the dyeone
in suitaideusing
quantities
may
an object to be photograplied is reflected
grade down the blue
from the surface, but we
Bearing on Photographic
Work
light
to the extent
which just
is required.
are concerned not merely with the liglit wliich
By A. J. Bull
I show now a photois reflected at the actual
[This
lecture,
delivered
bcjnrc
the
Royal
Photographic
Society,
London,
draws
atgraph of some buttersurface of tlic ol>jcci but
tention to some characteristics of colors, ivJiAch are not only of Interest to color phoon a used
wet collodion
also with the light which
plate cupsas
by the ■
toijraphcrs, hut also of importance to those who have to deal ivith photograpjiic repropenetrates a little way
process engraver. The
d
u
c
t
i
o
n
o
f
colored
ohjeets
in
monochrome.
—
Ed.
Camera
Dept.]
into the substance and is
brilliant yellow flowers
are rendered as black,
reflected as it were from
the reason being that the petals of the buttercups do not return to
the inside of the material. The depth of penetration of the light
the camera any of the light to which that plate is sensitive, and this
may be very slight, but provided that the light penetrates the object
point is, perhaps, a little remarkable because it is only occasionally
at all and goes a little way through the substance, that light is subthat one gets the whole of the blue and violet light so completely
jected to the effect of selective absorption. If the whole of the
removed that it cannot produce any effect at all ypon the ordinary
visible light is reflected, then we say that the object is white, bul
photographic plate.
it may very well happen that some of the constituents of the light
are absorbed, and then we speak of the light which is sent bacl<
Now we come to a group of subjects which show th'is effect
to the eye as colored, because it is white light less some of its most markedly. These are objects which are varnished with a
colored constituents.
yellow varnish. In these cases the actual varnish lying on the top
of the wood or the oil painting very often plays a most striking
Colors produced in this way by selective absorption have varying
properties, and I will show an experiment to demonstrate some of part in the result. The varnish is itself somewhat yellow, but the
light which falls upon it is partly reflected at the topmost surface.
the diflferences that exist. We take a solution of potassium permanganate and place it in the path of a beam of light, and in the
One thus gets a considerable amount of surface reflection, much
of it being regular. That light is white, it therefore contains the
path of another beam we place a solution of one-tenth the strength.
blue and violet constituents which affect the ordinary photographic
There is a difference in brilliancy and also in color. By stopping
down the lens through which the brighter beam is passing we bring
plate, so that an object of this type, when photographed on an ordiour two images roughly to the same brilliancy, and then it is seen
nary plate, is recorded chiefly by part of the surface-reflected light.
that there is a decided difference in color : one is blue while the
If, however, we photograph by the longer wave-lengths, we get a
record of what is under the yellow varnished screen.
other is pink. Here is a case where the color of the light which
I have one case in which the olijcct can only be photographed by
has passed through an absorbing medium differs in quality with
the strength of that medium.
light which passes through it. It is a piece of old Kauri gum containing some insects. The rendering with the ordinary plate shows
If we now place in the path of one beam a solution of picric
acid and in the path of the other beam a solution diluted ten times
no sign whatever of the insects. It is the complete removal by sewith water, we shall see that while the dilute solution allows more
lective absorption of all the light to which the ordinary photographic
light to go through, the change in color is not so great, and if we
plate is sensitive which produces this result. When, however, this
reduce the amount of light passing through the lighter solution, we
same object is photographed by the longer wave-lengths of red, yelsee that the difference in color produced by the effect of dilution
low and green, then we arc able to obtain a record of what is inside
is but slight.
this substance, and the insects are plainly visible. There is always
that difference between the two cases. When one is photographing
If a piece of yellow film is placed half-way across the spectrum,
then it will be seen that the reason why the dilution of the picric
an object by reflected light, then whatever kind of light is used for
acid solution produces so little change in its color is that yellow is taking the photograph, one can always obtain some sort of result,
but as in the photography of insects in amber, where the light has
opaque to blue and to violet light, while it is, on the other hand,
very transparent to the remaining constituents of white light. In to penetrate through the material, if selective absorption by a
such a case, when by selective absorption one constituent of the
yellow-colored material occurs, then it may mean that the light
while light is completely removed and the remaining constituents
which is ordinarily used for photographic work is removed.
arc allowed to pass in considerable quantity, then not much change
-Mthough some of these instances may seem commonplace, I emis obtained in the color, whether the solution is strong or weak.
phasize them because the peculiarities of yellow are not those of
We arc aware, of course, that all ordinary colors arc produced
many colors.
by removal of some of the constituents of white light by selective
Let us now turn lo llie question of greens, which do not act in
ab.sorption : but it does not follow that this occurs very often. In quite the same way as yellow. If we take any green dye and place
a large number of cases the absorption is more or less gradual, and
it in the path of the light, we shall find that, while it produces its
then the effects are more complicated.
effect by selective absorption — that is to say, by the removal of
some of the constituents of the white light — there is, nevertheless,
'I he fact that
yelbnv
is a comijound
color ofandtheis white
produced
the
the difference that it does not transmit the whole of the green light.
abstraction
of the
blue-violet
constituents
light,by and
that the removal of those constituents is very often complete, is a
That is quite a common characteristic of green, more so than
phenomenon which has many bearings on phototrraphic work.
one might at first suppose. If the greens that occur in nature are
Safe-lights, which are used in the wet-collodion process, are a examined it will be fotmd that in practically every case they do not
bright yellow. Wet plate work is conducted under modern condireturn anything like the whole of the green light which falls on
tions of process engraving in a room which is well lighted, and this
them back into the air, and in many cases, especially if we were to
is possible partly because of the efficiency of the safe-litdits. It is try the experiment with such green leaves as are now (December)
available, we should find that the reflection of green light only
easy to con'-truct safe-lights which remove the whole of the blueviolet and ultra-violet light, and allow to pass all those brilliant
amotnils to 4 or 5 per cent. In no case does the reflection (>{ green
red. yellow and green rays which give to the eye the effect of
from the green leaf amount to more than one-third. Yellow and
yellow. The efficiency of orlhoclTTomatic filters also is affected conblue make green, but the green filters ffjr photographic work do
.sidcrably by this point. Ordinary yellow filters for orthochromatic
not admit of the same efficient construction as do the yellow filters,
and the reason is that we have nf)t in the case of blues a color
work arc very efficient. The amount of light of longer wave-length
.vhich acts in the same way. In the case of the blues and greens
—the rod and green light— which they obstruct is very slight, bin
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we do not have a complete aljsorption of any one color and an
efficient transmission of the remaining colors. We arc here dealing with a class of colors which arc apt to change according to
their strength.
I show a photograph on the screen of a landscape in which UKleaves on the trees give no evidence of detail upon the i x|).)sc(l
under surfaces, whereas the upper surfaces are only too well exposed. Here we are dealing with the effect of surface reflection.
The leaves are spread out in the way that nature has provided so as
to catch as much of the suns rays as possible. The solar light,
falling on this leaf, is reflected to some extent at the surface, and
that surface reflection, comprising as it does every kind of light
which the sun has sent to the leaf, has among its components just
those particular wave-lengths which af¥ect the photographic plate,
and so this is well exposed. But the light which penetrates the leaf
has undergone selective absorption. If we photograph the same
object again, using light which comprises green among its components, we shall be able to photograph the detail of the undersides
of leaves, and in this case we no longer have the violent contrast
between the surface reflection and the dark underside of the leaf,
because the green light is being photographically recorded.
There are two cases of selective obsorption in marked contrast.
We have, on the one hand, the case where some light absorbed is
absorbed very completely, and the other light is transmitted almost
in its entirety. On the other hand, we have the more common case
where no one constituent of the white light is completely absorbed
and no one constituent completely transmitted. It is -^ery fortunate
— indeed, there is probably a great natural law behind it— that it is
in some of the useful cases that there is complete absorption and
high transmission. Complete absorption is only combined with
high transmission in those cases in which it is the shorter wavelengths which are absorbed and the longer wave-lengths which are
transmitted. In all other cases we have nothing so definite.
Tinting Cine Film by Means of Colloidal
Inorganic Salts
(From the monthly abstract bulletin of the Kodak Research
Laboratory.)
CERTAIN inorganic compounds such as the f errocyanides of
iron and uranium, lead sulphide, etc., when precipitated in gelatine in the colloidal condition are highly colored and transparent,
and advantage can be taken of this fact for the tinting of lantern
slides and motion picture film. For a blue tint, the film is first immersed in a 1 per cent solution of potassium ferricyanide and
finally washed. The depth of tint obtained varies with the concentration of the ferric alum, the time of immersion, the time of rinsing, and the temperature of the solutions, but is practically independent of the concentration of the ferricyanide. Uranium ferrocyanide (orange) and kad sulphide (brown) tints may be obtained
in a similar manner. By precipitating a mixture of iron and
uranium f errocyanides in suitable proportion, tints -intermediate
between blue and dark osange may be obtained. Any tint may be
duplicated within narrow limits, while the wearing qualities of the
film are not affected by the process. The tints are stable to light,
though the iron and uranium f errocyanides are soluble in alkali.
J. I. Cr.vbtree.
Spots on Film Caused by Aluminium Dust
(From, the Monthly Abstract
Bulletin of the Kodak Research
LaboratoryQ
r\ARK spots on a sample of motion picture film submitted
showed a central dark nucleus surrounded by a white incrustation (visible on the surface by reflected light) which, in
turn, was surrounded by a ring of fog, with or without a tail. In
some cases the tail was very pronounced and was of the order
of one-quarter of an inch long. From the behavior of the incrustation towards acids the presence of aluminum was suspected ;
and it was found possible to duplicate the spots by allowing
freshly scraped aluminum filings to fall upon a piece of moistened
film ; after allowing this to stand for a short time, the film was
developed, fixed, washed and dried in the regular way. It seemed
most probable that the dust particles had access to the film in the
camera,
examining"dust
a number
of motion
picture
cam.eras
particles and
of onaluminum
were found
inside
them.
The
importance of keeping the camera free from such dust is therefore apparent.
J. I. Crabtree.
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''NEWMAN"

'Frames, XIasels,
Ralls, Grilles,
Slgrns, Plates,
Choppers,
Kick
Door Bar*

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

BRASS A FRAMES
AND RAILS
FEW REASONS
why
" NEWMAN " METAL FRAMES have been
chosen
theatres.by all the big circuits and best class of
1 — Because the constant exposure to all sorta
of weather
conditions cannot
affectFRAMES.
" NEWMAN " NON-CORROSIVE
METAL
2 — Because of their richness in beauty and
design, they liven the entrance and render the
lobby
frames. more Inviting than any other kind of
3 — Because they will outlast a dozen wood
frames. They are practically un-wear-out-able.
INSISTWHEN
ON THE
NAME FRAMES
" NEWMAN "
BUYING
Write for New 191S Catalog
THE NEWMAN MFG. CO.
EstalH.tlied 7882
717-19 Syoamore Street, Cincinnati, Otiio
68 W. Washington Street, Chicago, Illinois
Canadian
Representative
— J. T. Canada
Malone,
Rialto Theatre
Bldg.. Montreal,
Pacific Coast — G. A. Metcalfe, San Francisco, Cal.
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The
Eyes of the World
follow nig^htly the swift rush of events across
the motion picture screen. Are those eyes
tired from gazing at blurred images? Not in
your house, if you use

{auscK

Projection

|oml>

|ei\ses

They make pictures easy to watch, because
they give perfect clearness, even to the edge
of the screen, and make the most out of every
detail of the film. As essential to good pictures as is the film itself.
Booklet on request. Let us quote on your
requirements.
Bausch ^ Ipmb Optical (p.
660 ST. PAUL STREET
ROCHESTER. N.Y
Chicago
New York
Waghin^on
San Francisco
Leading American Makers of P)iotographic and Ophthalmic Lenses, Microscopes, Projection Lanterns (Balopicons). and Other lligh-Grade Optical Products.
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{Continued from page 1614)
mains that this idea was not brought out to its fullest significaiice,
a significance which would have meant a denouement of much
more than ordinary strength.
In all other respects " The Sign Invisible " may be awarded
the warmest praise. The acting is of a superior order and Edgar
Lewis, producer and director, always to be counted upon for
turning out a picture fairly teeming with the desired atmosphere,
has not failed in this, his latest effort. While Mitchell Lewis, the
great star of " The Barrier " and " The Bar Sinister," is featured
on the bill, his part, though sympathetically molded to suit him,
is not the most prominent. It is to Victor Sutherland that stellar
honors should go if they are being allotted. His performance as
the harassed surgeon is notable for its depth of feeling and for
its emotional intensity in the bigger scenes. Mr. Lewis as the
half-breed is fine, but with little opportunity. Mabel Julienne
Scott makes a spirited figure of the heroine.
Anthony P. Kelly is author of the picture. Save for the final
situation already referred to, his work is of the high caliber that
marks all pictures of his authorship. The continuity and the development of the story were handled with care and good judgment. The photographic work is highly commendable.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Dr. Robert Winston (Victor Sutherland), a prominent surgeon, gradually
loses faith in his ability as several patients die under his knife. His faith
in God Heis seeks
completely
swept hisawaysorrow
when inhisdrink
mother
he operates
on
her.
to drown
and dies
takeswhile
himself
off to the
north country. Here at the trading post he meets Jeanette (Mabel Julienne
Scott), daughter of the minister (William A. Williams), who when she
learns of his unbelief denounces him as a sinner. Lone Deer (Mitchell
Lewis), a half-breed, also at the trading post, knows and trusts Mercier
and his daughter though adhering to the faith of his fathers. Gradually
Winston
rises inqualities.
Jeanette's estimation
and her interest
in him serves
revive his
Baribeau
Roseman),
the dis-toto
honest andgood
oppressive factorLouat the
post, is(Edward
at lengthF. dismissed,
owing
repeated complaints received by the manager. In revenge he kidnaps the
girl, but Lone Deer comes to her rescue. In a fight he receives a cut in
the face which deprives him of his sight and a very serious shot wound in his
side. Mercier urges Winston to operate. Without faith in his success,
Winston agrees to do so. He announces that Lone Deer would probably
regain his sight if he lived, but that he will be unable to save him by
operating. When it is finished he prays in desperate despair for Lone
Deer'snotrecovery
and sight.
his prayer
is answered.
However, ofthescience
woundedthrough
man
does
regain his
Evidently
the pronouncement
Winston was altered by some greater power. But Lone Deer is made
happy by the return of his Indian sweetheart (Hedda Nova), thought dead,
and one is left to surmise of a future happy existence of Winston and Jeanette.

" Hungry Eyes "
{Bluebird — Five Reels)
BIG
ADVANCE
IN
Reviewed by Peter Milne
WHILE beautiful exteriors and superb photography do not
necessarily make the picture, they do much to make " HunM.
P. PHOTOGRAPHY
gry Eyes" enjoyable and Monroe Salisbury, with his magnetic
personality, and Ruth Clifford, with her prettiness and rapidly developing talent serve to make it considerably so. It is a Western
Six great scientific improvements make the Universal M. P.
and its weakest point is its story. Much of the action is played
Camera the choice of expert camera men everywhere. Wondervalue at less than half standard m. p. camera pricesl You want it. with all the intensity at the command of the performers. Mr.
Salisbury in particular has a manner of^flashing fire from his eyes
that makes one clutch the arms of his chair at the prospect of
impending
danger. And yet all this action which the cast interUNIVERSAL
prets so ably is derived from a half serious, half cloudy premise
wA^A
▼ UA^i^x-m.m^
CAMERA
on which the author builds. If the cast had only something more
See how it increases your speed, improves framing, film transsubstantial to work with, then might " Hungry Eyes " have ranked
mission, focusing, eliminates static, etc. New automatic dissolve
ready.
high among Westerns.
However, the five reels with their excellent backgrounds and
BURKE
the presence of two such capable leads are far from being void
of all interest. And after all if some of the action cannot be taken
&
as seriously as the players would have it, the effect is not so bad,
JAMES
Write
for there is something of a relief in a Western keyed in lighter
Inc.
vein. There is plenty of comedy, too, of which Rupert Julian n
Makers o]
for
an eccentric character part is the chief interpreter. Mr. Julian
Reao M. F.
flirected from a scenario by Eliott J. Clawson.
Film
Catalog
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
240
E.
Ontario
ChlcaKOSt.,
Dale Revenal (Monroe Salisbury) arrives at the Applcton ranch looking
for work. He has a prison record as a horse thief, but is recommended s*
highly by John Silver, friend of old Appleton (W. H. Bainbridge), that he
gets a job. Mary Jane Appleton (Ruth Clifford) falls in love with him as
soon as she sees him, and all the tales of his prison record and a " wife and
kids in Arizona " will not alter her opinion of him. Nelda (A. H. Barros),
neighboring
seeks Dale
Mary sees
Jane's
and to ofplease
father
she
consents to rancher,
marry him.
the hand,
wickedness
Nelda,her and
insults
him
purposely.
Nelda
plans
to
"
get
"
I^ale.
A
woman,
Bessie
Dupont
(Gretchcn Ledcrer), whom Nelda has in his power, is told to betray Nelda
into the proposed trap, but instead she tips him off. As a result he surprises Nelda. However,
when Dale's
turned heJulian)
receives
bullet
in his shoulder.
In the meantime
Johnback
Silveris (Rupert
has a arrived
to prove that all Dale's statements about a prison term are mere talk, and
his " wife from Arizona " proves to be his sister — so Mary Jane is happy.
Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers
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Compositions of Dramatic Value
THE

Film Director, unfortunately, does not as a rule consider music in " assembling " his pictures ; hence it is all
the more" necessary for the musical leaders to consider the
pictures in adapting his music, on the principle that " Since
the mountain did not come to Mohammed, Mohammed went
to the mountain." Dramatic photoplay situations are in the
most cases either psychic (emotional, without much action),
or physical (in which emotion is expressed in movement). In
"romantic" situations, where love, hatred, anxiety, despair, horror, ecstasy, etc., are shown by facial registration and with little
or no bodily movement, dramatic maestosos, lentos, adagios or
andantes are best employed; while in scenes of physical violence
or agitation, bodily struggles, encounters, etc., agitates,
" hurries " and furiosos are the proper musical mediums of
expression.
Music can properly interpret and emphasize practically every
human emotion portrayed in the photoplay. And it is the
place of the orchestra leader to immediately recognize the
dramatic musical possibilities of a picture and to " augment
and support them through the medium of his art."
The most important point for the orchestra leader is to
acquire an appropriate musical library. We know that real
Dramatic Compositions are hard to obtain, we also know that
many publications are advertised as Dramatic Compositions,
but turn out to be Dramatic in name only, but almost anything
in character. Being aware of this fact, and as the Music Editor of this page, I consider it my duty to call your attention
to a Series of Incidental Music which has recently been published and which I have personally used to great advantage.
Every composition in this Series signifies its purpose through
its title, and I sincerely recommend this edition to every musician who aims to interpret the Photoplay with appropriate
music.
— " The Cinema
Incidental Series," published by the
" Cinema Music Company," Columbia Theatre Building,
Seventh Ave. and 47th St., New York City, consisting of ten
numbers (with more numbers in preparation) :
1. — The Vampire (a Dramatic Theme), by Sol. P. Levy
2. — Pathetic Andante
by Paul Vely
3. — Dramatic Recitative
by Sol. P. Levy
4. — Dramatic Agitato
by H. Hough
5. — Heavy Misterioso
by Sol. P. Levy
6. — Dramatic Tension
by Sol. P. Levy
7. — Dramatic Narrative
by Pauline Pement
8. — Sorrow Theme
by Edouard Roberts
9. — Tragic Theme
by Paul Vely
10. — Love Theme
by Abbot Lee

2— G. Schirmer's "Photo Play Series," published by G.
Schirmer, 3 E. 43rd St., New York City:
1. — Hurry No. 1
Langey
2. — Furioso No. 1
Langey
3. — Agitato No. 1
Langey
4. — Hurry No. 2
Langey
5. — Misterioso No. 1
Langey
6. — Misterioso No. 2
Minot
7. — Allegro No. 1
Minot
8. — Misterioso No. 3
Andino
9. — Agitato No. 2
Andino
10. — Agitato No. 3
Langey
11. — Furioso No. 2
Langey
12. — Hurry No. 3
Langey
13. — Andante Pathetique
Langey
14. — Galop No. 1
Gungl-Langey
15. — Allegro Vivace No. 1
Langey
16. — Allegro No. 2
Langey

17. — Galop No. 2
Langey
18. — Allegro and Andante
Langey
19. — Agitato No. 4
Minot
20. — Hurry No. 4
Minot
— The Carl Fischer " Moving Picture Series," published by
Carl Fischer, Cooper Square, New York City, consisting
of fifty numbers.
1.— Dramatic Tension
by E. Ascher
3. — Dramatic Maestoso
by E. Ascher
5. — Dramatic Andante
by E. Ascher
12. — Dramatic Love Theme
by Loraine
13. — Dramatic Maestoso
by Loraine
14. — Dramatic Tension
by Reissiger
30. — Dramatic Adagio
by Kretschmer
35. — Dramatic Adagio
by Funk
37. — Heavy Dramatic
by Ochmler, etc.
— Carl Breil's Collection of " Dramatic Music," published by
" Chappell & Co.," New York City, consisting of twelve
numbers.
1. — Molto Agitato
7. — Misterioso Moderate
2. — Allegro Agitato
8. — Love Theme No. 1
3. — Agitato Misterioso 9. — Love Theme No. 2
4. — Misterioso and Lamentoso
10. — Recitativo
5. — Molto Agitato
11.— Utility Theme
6. — Andante Misterioso 12. — Marcia Funelere
General Comments
THE Young Music Co. of Columbus, Ohio, has opened an office
at 146 West Forty-fifth street, where Fred Forster used to
be. The firm is making excellent progress with its feature number, "We'll Follow Pershing Into Old Berlin," and the fact that it
has been listed by the five and ten-cent stores is cogent proof
that there must be many calls for it.
Meyer Cohen, now head of the Meyer Cohen Music Co., Inc..
has songs by Bide Dudley, Leo. Wood and Blanche Merrill.
" There's a Vacant Chair in Every Home Tonight," with which
he started business, is a splendid number for patriotic photoplays.
L. Wolfe Gilbert and Anatol Friedland have just finished a
brand new song that carries a brand new idea. It is the best song
for boy and girl acts that has been published in years, and it is
going to be a joy to moving picture musicians. Just what girls
will
do when they hear it played in ball-rooms has been cut by the
censor.
Harry Tenney, professional manager for Jos. W. Stern &
Co., has proved his worth by putting over " Send Back Dear
Daddy to Me." The melody gives Irving Maslof the right to call
himself a popular composer.
" When the Yanks Come Marching Home," by Seymour Furth
and William Jerome, is filling the gap in sales left by the transfer
of " Over There " to Leo. Feist.
The biggest phonograph seller on the market today is " It's a
Long Way to Berlin," by Arthur Fields and L. Flatow, and published by Leo. Feist.
til^AUGH-A-BALLAGH," published by the F. J. A. Forster
•T Music Co., Inc., is a big hit in the Middle West with performers and leaders. It is starting out to win success just as
" Missouri Waltz " did some time ago. Fred Forster is still on
the Coast, and he is perfectly satisfied with the reports relative to
" Faugh-A-Ballagh," which has been mentioned in more than a
dozen press dispatches coming from France.
THE SOLDIERS' AND SAILORS' SONG BOOK, pubHshed
by Leo Feist, is going faster than some of the hits of other
catalogues. With a copy of it in hand musicians can get a good
line on many of Feist's new numbers.
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devoted to the projection of motion pictures." (End of change.)
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The bill continues : " Any person offending against the provisions of this section, as well as any person who employs or permits a person not licensed as herein provided to operate moving
picture apparatus and its connections, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine
not exceeding the sum of one hundred dollars, or imprisonment
for a period not exceeding three months, or both.
" Section 2. This act shall take effect immediately."
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So. Wabash
CHICAGO,

COMMENT — Wc do not believe that any man should receive
a license as a full-fledged operator under twenty-one years of age.
A projection machine in improper hands is a menace, though in
proper hands it is absolutely safe. Therefore, we advocate that a
man be of age before he is allowed to run a projector when human
lives are in the balance. Let him graduate from his boyish and
playful ways before taking over a job where a man with a cool
head is needed. This does not always apply, but the few exceptions must suffer for they all must be governed by the same law.

Inc^

Avenue
ILL.
uiiiujiiiiiiDjjuiiiiuiiJuiiiuuiiiuiiiiJiiimu

GENERAL COMMENT— There arc three important provisions
which should have been included in this act :
1. Every applicant for a license should be made to pass an examination on all laws of the state and the ordinances of the city
which govern the operation of motion picture apparatus, as well
as the laws which actually govern the issuance of the license.
2. The theatre license and the operator's license should be issued
from the same bureau. A theatre manager should be held responsible for the action of his operator. If the theatre man breaks the
, law his theatre license should be taken away just as it should be
if his operator is found breaking the law. At the present time,
with two bureaus handling the licenses, there is a continuous
" passing of the buck." There should be one supreme authority
over both and this authority should be exerted according to the
letter of the law.
3. When a man is found breaking the law he should have his
license permanently revoked, without appeal. If he has not a
realization of the importance of his position he has no business
acting as a motion picture machine operator.
E. K. Gillett.
j
" STELLA MARIS "
I
(Artcraft Production)
I
(Reviewed on page 733)
1 rheme: "After Sunset" (4/4 Dramatic Moderato) by A. Pryor
I
1 — "Pathetic
Andante" by Paul Vely 'until — T: "Sir Oliver and
1 Cady,"
etc.
I
2 — "Intermezzo" (Allegretto) by Pierne until — S: Children near
1 wall.
I
" Ringelreihn
" (Children Dance) until T: "Among the women
f who3 — think,"
etc.
1
4 — "La cigarette.
Grace" (Piece Le Genre) by Bohm until — S: Woman
I smoking
I
— " Dramatic Recitative " by Sol. P. Levy until — S : Chop house
\ in 5view.
i 6— "Petite Serenade" (Allegretto) by Horton until — T: "Servants
I were always leaving," etc.
I 7— Theme until — T: "Comes Spring to lay."
I
8— "Whispering
(Characteristic) by Blon until — S: Boys
I running
away with Flowers"
basket.
I 9 — " Dramatic Agitato " by H. Hough until — S: Newspaper clipping,
I 10 — " Cavatine " (Dramatic Moderato) by Bohm until — T: "Six
1 months later."
1
11—the
"Mon
(Valse Mod.) by Lee S. Roberts until — T:
\ " As
weeksPlaisir"
pass by."
I 12 — " Three Graces " (Allegro Intermezzo) by Herman until — T:
I " She's just a little villager."
Continueun-il
pp — until
T: "A Gla;lys
consultation
of England's foremost."
1413 —— "Theme
T: —"Aunt
Linden,"
15 — Humorcsque (Characteristic) by Tschaikowsky until — T; " The
prophecy,"
: Surgeon's
16 — "Pastel
Mcnuet etc.
" (3/4 Allegro giocoso) by Paradis until — T:
= " For John Riska's sake."
i who17 —is "Sparklets"
(Moderato)
by Miles until — T: "For the woman
still his wife."
18 — "Tragic Theme" by Paul Vely until — T: "The passing days
1! bring
19 — their
Themeglow."
until S : Exterior scene — Soldiers marching.
1
20
—
of the King" March by Pary until — T: "And yet I
-: do not "Soldiers
want to believe."
I; see21 John."
— "Venetia" (Spring Song) by Tobani until — T: "Longing to
= 22 — " Heartwounds '' (Pathetic Dramatic) by Grieg until — T: " RoI mance born in the moonlight."
I 23 — "Lovers' Lane" (Characteristic) by A. Pryor antil — T: "Why
«re you so unhappy? "
5 24 — Theme until — T: "Stella Maris journeys," etc.
! 25 — "Sorrow Theme " by Ed. Roberts until — T: "It hurts to
! think."
26— Continue pp until — S : Orphan girl brushing coat.
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27 — " Moment Musical ' (Moderate) by Schubert until — T: "By
early winter," etc.
28 — " Dawn of Hope " (Dramatic Andante by Casella until — T:
" Dusk of the following day."
29 — "Heavy Mysterioso " by Sol. P. Levy until — S: Change of
scene.
30 — Organ Solo to action until — S : Automobile in view.
31 — " Prelude " (Heavy Dramatic) by Rachmaninoff until — T :
" The
years offf the
etc.
32 — Theme
untilspring,"
**********
END
"THE KNIFE"
(Select Pictures)
(Reviewed on page 1187)
Theme: "Love Theme" by Herzberg
," Now
1 — " La
Colombe
Intermezzo), by Gounod, until — T :
that you are " of (Allegretto
age."
2 — Continue
action, until — T: "Kate, is it possible that? etc"
Note..—
Watch toshots.
3 — Silence, until — S : " Colored servant in view."
4 — Organ
former
scene."imitation of "Mouth Organ," until — S: "Flashback to
Note. — Small colored boy playing a mouth organ.
5 — "Wooing Hour," Serenade (2/4 Moderate graz:oso), by Zamezlove with
"Take
— T: until
nik,6 — until
Theme,
— T: my
"There's
a darkyou."
cloud.'
The wonderful
7— Silence — Tympany Rolls ad. lib. only, untilcity."
8 — " Valse Lente," by Schuett, until — T: "We beKeve that Dr. R.
Manning."
9 — "Dramatic
stranger
here? " Recitative," by Sol. P. Levy, until — T: "You're a
1011 —— " Heavy Mysterioso," by Levy, until — S: " Interior of hospital."
" Ein Maerchen " (Dramatic Fantasia), by Bach, until — T:
" It takes a lot to put her away."
12 — "Tragic Theme," by Paul Vely, until — T: "'you're sure Kate
didn't say."
13 — "Romance" from "King
Andante Sostenuto),
by Reinecke, until — T: "Meredith,Manfred"
I am in (3/4
trouble."
14 — " Second Movement," Allegro, from the " Romantic Overture "
by Keler-Bela, until — S: "Kate gradually waking up."
15 — "Dramatic Agitato," pp, by H. Hough, until — S: "Kate sees
the stranger and screams."
16 — Continue ff , until^ — T : " Dr. Manning she may need a woman."
17 — room."
"Mysterioso No. 23," by Becker, until — S: "The fight in the
dark
18 — "Mysterioso Agitato No. 33," by Becker, until — S: "After the
fight."— "Dramatic Tension," by Sol. P. Levy, until — T: "I am going
to 19get
the truth."
— " Dramatic
T:20 "Kate,
don't Tension
you know" (for
me?"heavy disputes), by E. Ascher, until —
21 — Theme, until — T: "Don't let Dr. Manning, etc."
22 — Heavy Dramatic Allegro to action, until — T : " God has sent
me these healthy bodies."

23 — Love Theme, until — T: "The balm of oblivion."
24— " Dolce Far Niente " (9/8 Mod.), by L. Hosmer, until— T:
" The haunts of memory."
25 — "Serenade" (6/8 Allegretto), by Saint-Saens, until — S: "Kate
enters Doctor Manning's office."
26 — Theme, until — T: "Dearest, I have to talk to Mr. Scott."
2728 —— "Dramatic
Levy, untilby
— T:Rachmaninoff,
"You're framing
"Prelude" Theme,"
(Heavy byDramatic),
until —me."
T:
" Go back home, Mary."
29 — Theme, until *****
END.
"FROM TWO TO SIX"
(Triangle Production)
(Reviewed on pa<;e 1185)
Spy Theme: "Heavy Mysterioso" by Sol. P. Levy
1 — " Dramat'c Tension," by Sol. P. Levy, until — S: "Woman
enters inventor's room."
2 — "Serenade" (Allegretto), by Saint Saens, until — T: "Fate plays
into3 — the
hands,"No. 4," by Lake, until — T: "Maybe the police can
"Hurry
head
her off." until — T: "You can catch the 3 o'clock."
4 — Theme,
5 — " Canzonetta " (Mod.), by Nicode, until — T: "Margaret Worth
has6 — a "Fifth
mind ofNocturno
her own."
'' (Melodious Allegretto), by Leybach, until —
T: "Still thinking of him, etc."
7— "Dramatic Recitative," by Sol. P. Levy, until — T: "I'm going
to hide out here until the row's over."
8 — Theme, until — T: "Here is the key to the, etc.''
9 — "Return to Me Soon" (Allegro), by Gregh, until — T: "Please
connect me with room 309."
10 — "Ein Maerchen" (Dramatic Fantasia), by Bach, until — S:
" Girl near door of room 310."
11 — "Mysterioso Pizzicato," by Lake, unti! — T: "Hew you
12 — "Dramatic
Mysterioso," by Borch, until — T: "How dare you,
startled
me."
13
—
"Mysterioso
Agitate," by Becker, until — T: "I sail for Europe
.you brute ! "
14 — " Dramatic Agitato," by H. Hough, until — T: " Of course I will
to-morrow."
do 15anything
my— power."
— Theme, inuntil
T: "House detective first to respond, etc."
16 — "Vanity" (Allegro Caprice), by Jackson, until — T: "I've got
"Dramatic Tension No. 1," by Reissiger, until — T: "Well,
it 17all— fixed."
here
are, etc."
18— we" Love
Theme," by Herzberg, until — S: "Interior of the
Baron's
room."
19 — "Dramatic Tension," by Andino, No. 9, until — T: "After the
hasty
20 — ceremony."
"Three Graces" (Allegro Intermezzo), by Herman, until — S:
" Metropolitan tower in view."
21— Theme, until *****
END.
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IMPORTANT
Cue No. 6— Phonograph Record.
Cues No.on 7,cue8, sheet.
9, 10 should be carefully played with all effects as
indicated
Cue No. n — To obtain the proper slide effects of the trombone,
this number should be played slow.
Cue No. 12 — This cfttct is very important.
Cue No. 13 — Phonograph.
Cue No. 15 — Best place for an orchestra rest.
Cue No. 18 — Must be played slow.
JACK SPURLOCK PRODIGAL "
I,Fox Production)
(Reviewed on page 1183)
Theme: ** Le Secret" (Intermezzo) by Gautier
1— Theme, until — T: "In a small college town."
2 — "College Life" (March), by Frantzen, until — S: "Young man
dancing on table."
3 — "Cleopatra Had a Jazz Band" (Leo Feist Ed.), until — T: "Up
with your napkins, boys. '
<— Continue to action until — T: "Bring on your pink elephant."
$— " Everybody Is Doing It Now" (old song hit by Irving Berlin),
until
do you say?
Xote.——T:Thit" Pardon
gony inme,notwhat
appropriate
Jor " t)iis cue due to the bear,
tcho predomiuaten t)ie entire situation.
6— " In the Land of Wedding Bells," Fox Trot (Leo Feist Ed.),
until
"Bearbe produced
stopping phonograph."
Note. —S:Hunt
on a plionoyraph.
7— Silence, produce effect of scratching a record, ff followed by
8— "Sleep, Baby, Sleep" (old popular song hit), until — S: "Bear
enters
bathroom."
9 — Silence
until — S: "Walsh enters his bathroom."
10 — Silence with ad. lib. effects, imitation of bear growl, until —
T: "Since meeting Jack Spurlock."
11 — "Slippery Hank," Rag (Vandersloot Ed.), until — S: "Bear
note. — I'lau it glow
in bathroom."
12 — Silence, with effect of bear growl, until — T: "What was that
disturbance?
"
13 — Phonograph
Record (Waltz), with effect of bear growl, until —
T: "Are you aware that mother, etc."
H — Stop Phonograph, then silence, until — T: "The college classroom."
15 — Only possible Orchestra rest, until — T: "So Jack Spurlock,
star,
16 — etc."
Theme, until — T: "Injudicious buying, etc."
17 — "Ragged Thoughts," by von der Mehden, until — T: Gee!
Governor, did I buy onions? etc."
18 — " Jazzin Around," One Step (Feist Ed.), until — T: " Long
before— Jack's
arrival."
tlott.
flay very
slow.
19 — "Moderate Agitato" for mob scene, until — T: "Wait, I come
not20 —to " praise,
etc."
Herzensdieb Caprice," by Popp, until — T: "Hold those
reporters off."
21 — " Passaialle Intermezzo," by Gregh, until — T : " Jack arrived
at his office."
22 — " Sparkling Eyes Morceau," by Puerner, until — T: " Jack's
only
23 — rival."
" Ghost Dance," by Salisbury, until — T: " So Jack now had a
2A
—
"La
Toupie," by Gillet, until — T: "Why! I have got enough
pull."
onions."
25 — " Cricket's Serenade," by Bendix, until — T: " I'll call the cops."
26 — Theme,
Light Hurry
action, until — END.
T: " We'll organize a company.
27—
until to*****
"KEITH OF THE BORDER"
(Triangle Production)
(Reviewed on page 1185)
Theme: " Dramatic Narrative" by Pauline Pement
1— " Menuet des Follets " (Mysterioso), by Berlioz, until — T:
" Border bandits, etc."
2 — " Hurry No. 4." by Lake, until — S: " Man looking at watchcase."
3 — Continue pp, until — T: "Los Palos, a man made, etc."
4— "Dramatic Agitato," pp, by H. Hough, until — T: "You're
wanted for killing."
5— Theme, until — T: "The loot of the prairie schooner."
6— Continue to action until — S: "Interior of saloon."
7 — " Darktown Strotters Ball" (Feist Ed.), until — T: "Boys, that
coyote eot away."
8— " Dramatic Tension No. 1," by Ascher (heavy dispute), until —
S: "Mob running out of saloon."
9 — Continue ff, until — T: "After hours of riding."
10— " Reve d'Amour " (Allegretto), by Zameznik, until — T: "Lady
he is bad, etc."
11 — Hurry, by Becker, until — T: "Well, I am back; ain't you glad?"
12 — "Dramatic Tension," by Sol. P. Levy, until — S: "The fight."
13 — "Heavy Agitato" or Hurry to action until — T: "Hit the trail
for Willopah."
14 — Good Galop to action, until — T: "Willopah typically lawless."
15 — Theme, until— T: "Arc you game to pretend to be Christie?"
16— " Jasmine " f Allegretto), by Kretschmer, until — T: "And black
Bart lose\ no time."
17 — "Intermezzo" (2/4 Presto), by Arenski, until — T: "Hope can
place but one construction, etc."
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18 — "By the River," Romance (12/8 Animato), until — T: "By the
Lord, there's the reaJ Christie."
19 — " Moderate Agitato," by Becker, until — T: "Get the posse,
Black Bart, etc."
20 — "Lion Chase" (Grand Galop), by Koelling, until — S: "Old
man arrives in Willopah."
21 — Theme, until — T: "Sure that villain is Black Bart, etc."
22 — Repeat "Lion Chase" (same as Cue No. 20), until — S: "Cow
puncher arrives on horseback."
23 — Continue ppp and very slow, until — S: "The fight."
24 —— Heavy
or Agitato, until — S : " After the fight."
Note.
Watch Hurry
shots.
25
—
Continue
pp,
until
— T: " I have END.
found your lost sister."
25— Theme ff, until *****
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" THE GRAIN OF DUST "
(Crest Features)
(Reviewed on page 887)
Theme: "Serenade" by Wider (4/4 Dramatic Moderate)
1 — Silence, until — T : " In the seething canyon."
Note. — Just produce effect of Wall street market ticker.
2 — "Dramatic Recitative," by Sol. P. Levy, until — T: "Mr. Galloway will have to wait for me. '
3 — "Dramatic Tension" (for disputes), by Reissiger, until — T: "If
you4 — insist
the half interest."
Repeaton"Dramatic
Recitative" (same as Cue No. 3), until — T:
" Are you sure you can spare the time now? "
5 — Continue pp, until — T : " The long purple shadows."
6 — Silence, until — T : " Dorothy Hallowell, etc."
Note. — Just produce effects of worhing typewriter.
7— Theme, until — T: "Ursula, sister of Frederick Norman."
8 — " A la Ballerina " (Melodious Valse Lente), by Brahara, until —
T: "Josephine Burroughs, Norman's fiancee."
9 — "Pastel Minuet" (3/4 Allegro giocoso), by Paradis, until — T:
" The humble home of Dorothy."
10 — Continue with Trio of "Pastel Minuet" (Melodious Moderate),
until — T: "In the quietness of his apartment."
11 — "By the Fireside" (Song), by Schumann, until — T: "In
Norman's machine like creed.''
12 — " Dramatic Narrative " (Melody Moderato), by Pauline Pement,
until — S : " Stenographer entering Norman's office."
13 — Theme, until — T: "We are to hear Caruso."
14 — " Intermezzo " from the Opera " Pagliacci," by Leoncavallo,
until — T: "So the grain of dust remained."
15 — Theme, until — T: "The important business."
16 — " Erotik " (4/8 Lento Molto), by Grieg, until — T: "As sponsor
of the new corporation."
17 — " Garden of Love " (Melodious Mod. Caprice), by Ascher,
until — T : " And then — "
18 — Theme, until — T: " Tetlow returns from Albany."
19 — " L'Adieu " (12/8 Dramatic), by Favarger, until — T: "Tetlow
resolves to shatter his, etc.''
20 — "Dramatic Tension," by Sol. P. Levy, until — T: "I want you!
want you with every drop."
21 — "Dramatic Agitato," by Henry Hough, until — S: "Norman's
fiancee— Play
entersto with
Note.
actionherppfather."
or ff.
22 — Continue ppp, until — T: "A man does not have to be, etc."
23 — "Prelude to Act. 3," from " Kunihild " (Dramatic), by Kistler,
until
S: "Change
girl's home."
24 —— Sorrow
Theme of(a scene
Patheticto Melody),
by Edouard Roberts, until —
T: "I pray God I may never see you."
25 — Continue ff, until — T: "And so with a kindly hand."
26 — "Berceuse" (4/4 Lento), by Karganoff, until — T: "In the
desert of remorse."
27 — Theme, until — T: "In Milledgeville it was gossip."
28 — " Sieste " (Characteristic Lento), by Laurens, until — T: "And
then came Norman's day."
29 — Repeat " Dramatic Recitative " (same as Cue No. 1), until —
T: "The night of the party."
30 — " Country Fair " (a descriptive Fantasia), by Volpatti, until —
T: "What do you mean by bringin'? etc."
31 — " Dramatic Tension " (for heavy disputes), by Ascher, until —
T: "Discharge her right away."
32
Continue Ponderings
pp, until — "T: (a
" Out
of the Sentiment),
crucible of suffering.''
33 —— "Sweet
Melodic
by Langey,
until — T: "As a grain of dust, etc."
34 — "Pathetic Andante," by Paul Vely, until — T: "The world old
emblem."
35— " Bond of Love" (Waltz), by A. Roth, until — S: "Girl at
piano."
36 — Piano Solo improvise to action, until — S : " Change of scene."
37 — Piano improvise pp, until — S: "Frenchman struggling with
girl."
38 — " Dramatic Agitato " to action, until — S : " Norman talking
to Galloway."
39 — "Dramatic Adagio," by Kretschmer, until — T: "Norman sees
the girl through automobile window."
40 — Theme ff, until — T: "In the sheltering hands of Fate."
41 — "Melody" (Moderato), by Friml, until — S: "Norman knocking at door."
42
Theme from
by Paul
untilSuite,"
— S: "Clouds
in view."
43 —— Tragic
"Morning"
"PeerVely,Gynt
by Grieg,
until — T:
" Have you everything you want? "
44 — " Aragonaise " from " Le Cid " (Dramatic), by Massenet, until —
T: "Slowly but surely the daily lessons, etc."
45 —— Theme,
action, until
T: "I bell
haveeffect,
learned
jI 46
Continue,to watching
big —church
untilthe * lesson."
♦ * END.
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Two Interior Views of the Rialto Theatre, Elyria, Ohio
Company, contractors. The lobby, which will face Sixth street, where the
old Sadler store now stands, will be 25 x 75 feet, and will cost $3,500.
Elyria Proud of Neiv Theatre
F. Joseph Ravany, of Ferris, is investigating suitable locations in Corona
for the establishment of a motion picture theatre. Mr. Ravany is an old
DECEMBER of last year marked the opening of the Rialto
exhibitor
and theatre owner, having conducted a playhouse in Colton some
theatre in Elyria, O. It is owned by Melton Phelos and
years
Eno ago.
Anderson, of San Pedro, has let the contract for the erection of a
Chris. Neufer, and managed by Mr. Phelos. It is located on
$30,000 motion picture theatre, to be erected on Sixth street, near Beacon.
Second street, in the business section of the city.
F. O. Adler
R. A.lotPierson
the lessees.
Mr. Adler
purchased a 25 Xand
75 foot
on Sixtharestreet
between Beacon
and has
PalosjustVerde
Rialto is of brick and steel construction and has a seating cafor
$25,000,
to
be
used
as
an
entrance
to
the
theatre,
and
will
join
with
Eno
pacity of 1,900. Indirect lighting is used, and there is a steam
Anderson in the construction of the building. The lease calls for a total
heating plant. The exterior design is dark gray finished with
rental of $200,000, and extends over a period ot five years. The building
was designed by L. A. Smith, architect, and negotiations were handled by
gold, and the interior is most attractive in French gray with
A. E. Dishman, manager of the leasing department of Robert Marsh & Co.
velvet hangings. The lobby is fitted with brass frames with
Plans have been completed by Reid Brothers, architects, for the class A
theatre which Samuel H. Levin will build at the southeast corner of
French gray velvet backs.
Clement street and Ninth avenue, and operations were begun March 1.
The entire building will have a steel frame and reinforced concrete walls and
Projection is furnished by two Simplex machines which have
floors, the roof, supported by large steel trusses, being also of concrete with
a throw of 95 feet to a Gold King screen. The operating room
asbestos outer covering. It will cover an area of 75 x 150 feet, and have
a seating capacity of 2,200, of which about 750 will be in the balcony. The
is fitted with all the latest apparatus including an electric remain entrance is to be from Clement street, through an outer vestibule 30
winder.
feet wide to the foyer, from either side ot which the balcony entrances will
Special attention is being paid in the new house to music and
be located, starting with broad easy steps to the mezzanine foyer, and then
by
gradual incline to the center of the balcony from which the aisles will
a Baryola has been installed together with a six-piece orchestra.
diverge. The exterior will be in keeping with the interior decorative treatment in an adaptation of the Gothic to modern requirements. The main
One of the important features of the new theatre is the serventrance vestibule will be made the central feature by an illuminated marice given by the employees of whom there is a large staff. There
quee'
extending
the sidewalk.
treatmentarchof and
wallssplayed
and ceiling
are six girl ushers, two operators, two cashiers, maids for child
to be simple,
withovera highly
decorated The
proscenium
soundingis
board,
the
sides
of
which
consist
of
open
grilles,
behind
which
the
organ
and checkroom, a manager, assistant manager, advertising manwill be placed. The lighting system will be complete, the auditorium to be
ager, etc. The house is a large user of newspaper space and
semi-direct,
of the
but
with sufficientcombining'
luminositytheto desirable
transmit 10features
to 15 per
cent,entirely
direct toindirect,
room. The
also employs a weekly program and mailing list.
mezzanine
floor
will
contain
the
balcony
foyer,
ladies'
waiting
and
writing
The bill is changed twice weekly, Artcraft-Paramount pictures
rooms,
children's
play lavatories.
room and nursery, men's smoking room and lounge,
executive
offices,
being featured. Five shows are given each day with the admisWork has
been andstarted
on the palatial new film house for F. A. Miller
sion ten, twenty and thirty cents.
on Main street, just south of Eighth, Los Angeles, announcement of which
has previously appeared in the News. The theatre, which is the crowning
The people of Elyria are proud of the new house and have
enterprise ot the Miller interests in this city, will be one of the largest
evidenced this fact by their patronage. And the theatre can safely
exclusive motion picture places in the West, having a seating capacity of
about 2,500.
it will will
be one
of thestories
most high
pretentious
playbe compared with many of the best in the larger cities of the
houses on the Architectually
Coast. The theatre
be three
at the street
country.
front, space being provided for offices and rest rooms on the upper floors.
The frontage of 90 feet will allow room for stores of generous size on either
side of the entrance lobby. The structure will have a total depth of 183
feet. The facade is to be of classic design, and will be carried out in matt
glazed terra cotta. There will be a handsome marquise over the entrance,
which, with the lobby, will be furnished in marble. The interior will be
finished and furnished in a sumptuous manner. The new film palace will
stand half a block north ot the present Miller theatre on Main above Ninth.
Both its appointment and its arrangement will represent the result of long
experience and careful study upon the part of the lessees. Harry LeonARKANSAS
hardt, an old-time theatrical man who is associated with Mr. Miller, spent
a considerable time in the East visiting the finest houses of the large cities to
J. N. Cobb, proprietor ot the Princess theatre, Batesville, hat liffnifted
get ideas for the new Main street theatre.
his intention of opening a motion picture theatre at Lonoke.
KANSAS
CALIFORNIA
A new theatre is to be erected in Parsons by Feess Bros., proprietors of
the Best theatre, who, within a day or two expect to complete a sale which
The permit for the Victoria theatre to be erected at No. 612 Palos Verde
will transfer to their ownership the property owned by C. K. Leinbach, at
street, Chino, has been frranted. The building- will be 125 x 57 feet, and
the northwest corner of Washington avenue and Eighteenth street. The
-will cost about $16,525. N. O. Anderson is the owner, the Lilly-Fletcher
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property has 100 feet fronting on Washington avenue and 150 feet on Eighteenth street. Work of clearing the lots will begin immediately, and it is
the plan of the new owners to hurry the work of construction on the building they purpose erecting as fast as jiossiblo, so that it will be ready for
(iccupaiicy by May 15. While the plans lor the building have not been
cleliiiitely decided on, the theatre probably will have brick and lattice work
biclewalls, a stucco front and frame roof. The seating capacity will be appro.ximately 2,500.
LOUISIANA
Announcement has been made that Camp Beauregard is to have a new
Liberty tlieatre, with a seating capacity of 1,000. It is stated that plans
and specifications for the new building have been sent to the Camp Constructing Quartermaster, and it is expected that the new building will be
ready for occupancy within ten days. As soon as it is ready, it is statea
that various kinds of entertainments which have proven so popular at othei
camps will be put on.
Soldiers will be admitted to the shows and entertainments on the camp
theatre passes, provided by smileage books, which have been sold througnout the United States, to be sent direct to the soldiers by name or to the
camp commandants for distribuion. These passes will be available as soon
as he new theatre has been completed. The entertainments will consist oi
the best talent of the Chautauqua field, and other real shows, including Tvew
York hits. The theatre will be 60 x 120 feet.
MISSOURI
will Theatre
begin just
as soondecided
as plansat
catiConstruction
be prepared,oftheMissoula's
directors new
of thetheatre
Missoula
Company
a meeting yesterday after hearing a report by Manager Gil J. Heytron, who
has just returned from an extensive inspection of Eastern theatres. Arcmtect Ole Bakke was instructed to begin at once on the plans, and bids will
Ije called for as soon as the designs are ready. The company expects to
beginberbuilding
by plans
April 1will
at least,
and to havemany
the theatre
readysecured
by Octo1. Into the
be incorporated
new ideas
by
Manager Heyfron on his Eastern trip. The most pleasing and most convenient features of the newest playhouses in the East will be adopted. The
theatre will have a main and a mezzanine f^oor, and will seat between 1,.?50
and ies1,400
persons.andRest
for women,
nurserfor children,
otherrooms
unusual
features smoking
will be rooms
used. for
Themen,
ventilating
system
will house.
be modeled
after thatwhere
just mothers
put in thecanRivoli,
and finest
A nursery,
leave New
their York's
babies newest
under
expert care and with lovely toys to play with, will be copied from anotliei
theatre. The house will be finished in silver gray and old rose.
MONTANA
The opening of tlie new Marlowe theatre at Butte has been postponed
until April,
due toannouncement
the non-arrivalcomes
of the
ordered some
time
ago. This
fromseats
Levywhich
and were
Oppenheimer,
the
lessees of the house.
NEW YORK
Plans have been filed by A. J. Corn, ol Bayside, Long Island, for the rebuilding of his motion picture theatre on Bell avenue, which was destroyeil
by fire early in January. These plans provide for a much larger theatre
than the former one, and include a gallery and a total seating capacity of
550. When completed, the theatre, which will be one of the most modern
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on the North Shore, will cost, with equipment, nearly $25,000. Mr. Corn
expects to be able to start the work of rebuilding within the next few weeJcs,
and to have the theare opening early in May.
PENNSYLVANIA
A new motion picture theatre, with all modern appointments, will be
erected on the site of the old Fidelity Market House, 1524 to 1536 South
street, Philadelphia. The announcement is made by its new purchaser,
Abraham Max, of Camden, N. J., who is also proprietor of the Keystone
theatre, South street, near Tenth.
Chamberlam Amusement Corporation will secure a five year lease on the
Odd Fellows Building, on West Main Street, Bloomsburg, April 1, and
will at once start to remodel the theatre and make it up to date in every
respect.
UTAH
The Liberty theatre, on State street. Salt Lake City, is to undergo a number of improvements to make it more adaptable to playing vaudeville, according to Miss Dorothy Van, the manager.
Excavations will be made under the present stage for dressing rooms and
an entire remodeling of the back of the house is planned. Paramount and
Artcraft pictures will be shown during the course of reconstruction, it is
announced.
WASHINGTON
C. p. Scales is preparing to erect a new motion picture theatre at
Okanogan, which will be of hollow tile and one story high, with a
second story at the front end of the building large enough to furnish two
offices. The structure will be modern throughout and will have a seating
capacity of between 350 and 400. Mr. Scates is giving the people of Okanogan the best the market afifords in the picture line and has met with fine
patronage since he took charge of the theatre several months ago. The
business has outgrown its present quarters and finding new quarters necessary and none available Mr. Scates decided to build. Mr. Scates will
begin to assemble the building material at once and will call for bids
soon. He hopes to be able to move into the new building by the last of
May.
Architect B. Marcus Priteca, Pantages Building, has completed plans
for the 30 x 111 ft. moving picture theatre to be installed for John Danz
on the east side of First avenue, between Cherry and Columbia streets,
Seattle, to cost about $10,000. Bids are to be called for immediately.
Proposals are to be asked for Wednesday for the construction of two
brick veneer and stucco residences to be erected on North Broadway
near Eastlake to cost about $15,000.
A building permit for the erection of a $50,000 theatre building at
South Ninth and Market streets, Tacoma, has been taken out by John S.
Baker and H. F. Moore. The permit states that the building will be
90 X 120 with the entrance on Ninth street and the alley. Roland E.
Borhek is named as the contractor and Dawson & Dahlberg as the
contractors. It is estimated that the building, which was started last
month, will be completed in five months.
WYOMING
Henry Brennan is having plans prepared for the erection of a modern
and thoroughly up-to-date motion picture theatre at Glenrock.
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AN ADVERTISING campaign, set so as to create
. at Eastertide an overwhelming demand for
Maeterlinck's
Blue Bird,"
will guarantee capacity houses for every
exhibitor
that shows "The
this Artcraft
Picture.
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" The Blue Bird " was a mighty success as a play. After a long run in
New York City, it toured the country, hailed everywhere as a production setting
a new mark in stage artistry.
Its strong appeal to men and women, as well as to children, made it a huge
money-maker.
The Artcraft production of "The B'ue Bird" is immensely finer
jhan the stage version, and will crowd the motion picture theatres every time it
IS shown, this year and for years to come.
It is worth the longest run you ever gave a picture in your theatre.
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MARY

PICKFORD
in

"AMARILLY
OF
CLOTHESLINE
By Belle K. Maniates.
Scenario by Frances Marion
Directed by Marshall Neilan
An

ADTO^AFT

^T^HE most wonderful thing about Mary
* Pickford is that each of her pictures has
some new element in it that makes her millions
of admirers pronounce every release to be
"the best that Mary Pickford ever made."

ALLEY"

Picture

Mary Pickford's art and her drawing power
are limitless. They increase with each release.
The price of her productions is so scaled that
every theatre can show Mary Pickford — at a
profit to the exhibitor, and to the community.
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"Sunshine Nan" was written by Alice Hegan
^NN PENNINGTON ^
established herself as a
Rice, and it retains all the ddightful human interest
box office favorite in her first picture "The
for which this author is famous.
Antics of Ann. " in "Sunshine Nan" she has a
part that will delight all her old friends and make
You can show Ann Pennington's pictures at a
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good profit. Book them TODAY.
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Thomas H. Ince presents
WILLIAM

S.

HART

in
"BLUE
BLAZES
RAWDEN"
By J. G. Hawks.
Directed by William S. Hart. Photographed by Joe August.
THOMAS
H. INCE

Supervision of

Picture
An ADraAFT
William S. Hart pictures always are inspiring.
\A/ILLIAM S. HART is a boss^lumberjack
They make folks breathe deeper.
intomer"Blue
— tough cuswho killsBlazes
bears Rawden"with his hands.
You ought to show William S. Hart at your
This Thomas H. Ince star is a 100 per cent.
theatre. The price is right. Your profits are
assured.
box office attraction.
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Paramount- Arbuckle
Comedy
Joseph M. Schenck presents

ROSCOE

in
"Fatty"

ARBUCKLE

B OY"
BELL
THE by Comique
Produced
Film Corporation
"I — jOW he dees it without killing himself
* * is more than I can understand," re^
marked cne of "Fatiy's" fascinated fans a
few days ago.
Wait till she sees him in "The Bell Boy"!
:mSm*

"Picture hardened" exhibitor that you are
you'll
laugh at every move in
this, the greatest
of
all Paramount'Arbuckle
Comedies.
See it at your Exchange. Laugh at it your^
self. Then pass the good thing along.
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Feature

Five

Part

Blue

Ribbon

Geddie had eaten of the lotos of the tropics. He had all but forgotten
that he had lost in love, But —
He had not reckoned with one thing — Fate.
Many months before, spumed by the ambitious mother of the girl he
loved, he had accepted the appointment as consul at Coralio — that
typical, drowsy little sun-baked South American republic. He had
injected his snappy American methods into the leisurely, carefree
routine. He had all but fallen under the spell of the midnight eyes
of a Spanish siren. And then —
Washed up onto the golden, tropic sands entered the bottle. And
in it rested the destiny of Willard Geddie, U. S. Consul at Coralio.
To tell more would be to dull the delightful surprise that awaits at
the end of this world-famous work of the immortal O. Henry.
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Something
(bv

Mr.

Shea
HAROLD

Still

Franklin

s

Finer
^nd

Hippodrome.

B. FRANKLIN,

the brilliant Managing

Director of Shea's Hippodrome,
Goldwyn to say

Buffalo, writes

"It was our extreme pleasure to play Mabel Normand
in 'Dodging A Million' at Shea's Hippodrome and I
wish to tell you how pleased we were with the production.
I:

''The combination of magnetic Mabel and the unusual
story delighted our patrons. This kind of production
distinctly shows how far the motion picture has advanced in the last few years. We cannot help commend the Goldwyn productions for their artistic standards and box office value."
Goldwyn takes pleasure in telling this able Manager
and the highly successful Mr. Shea of a Mabel Normand picture even bigger and finer than "Dodging A
Million'*; more laughable, more human, more appealing and thrilling — one that will play to even bigger
attendance at Shea's Hippodrome and thousands of
other theatres.
This next production offers

%e

PldDr
Belov?
iSy Elaine Sterne
Directed by Clarence Vadgey

A fomantic melodrama of action and laughter. Releeised
in leading theatres throughout the world March 10.
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPOIUTION
Samuel Goldfish. Provident .Edgar Selwyn. Vice President
16 Easx 4-2 «c/ Street New York City
i

I'
We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them!
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News
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A

Second.

Maiy

Sensational

Garden

Production

'Bigger
Than"TKaisr
A MAGNIFICENT emotional drama of today;
in the spirit of today; in the gowns of today.
A star who is daring, thrilling, stormy and vol<
canic.
A beautiful, wonderful woman driven to the
limit of desperation. Sacrificing her honor.
Stripping herself of her wealth for the man she
loves. Placing herself in the grip of an enemy
of all humanity.
And then — a heart-stirring redemption with the
final reward of martyrdom.
Only when

your audiences have seen this overwhelming drama will they realize the marvel of

MARY

l^e

GARDEN

Splendid
Sinner
6y Kai<? cJordari.
Directed by Edwin Carewe

Released everywhere on March 24 — to bring
the public flocking into your theatres. A lavish
special production released to all Goldwyn contract customers at their regular rental prices.
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
Sam UKL Goldfish, frvsic/o'il
Kdg\r Seiavyn. Vico Presic/enl
New York City
16 East 4-2 nc/ Street

Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers
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Here's
Angle
Can

the

Box-Ofifice

That
Fail

No
To

One

See!

f\UR THOUSANDS of exhibitors played Mary
Garden in her Goldwyn and golden "Thais"
with a profit for their houses.
Mary Garden

came

up to all expectations and

and promises. She disappointed no one. Everybody knew her. Everybody was eager to see
her. The public swamped

the box-offices to

gaze upon one of the world's greatest women.
House records were smashed

everywhere.

So

tremendous is her drawing power that she conquered zero weather, snowed under all competing pictures booked against her and she
wiped out the losses of Garfield Mondays by
bringing turn-away patronage on other days.
Goldwyn goes publicly on record that "The
Splendid Sinner" is a many times greater story
and production than "Thais."
Any exhibitor can figure in a minute how
wonderfully THIS Mary Garden production will
help his house, thereby launching his season of
Spring-time prosperity.
Wire the nearest Goldwyn
a contract.

office instantly about

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
Samuel Goldfish Prosident
Edgar Selwyn. Vicq President
16 East 4-2
Street New York City

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them!
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Rex

REX

beach

BEACH'S
offAe
Great

HEAKT

of

New

Picture

News

PicTUfiES

Screen
Classic
Southwest

the

SUNSET

Directed By Frank Powell
Ready for Immediate
Release

THE greatest romantic melodrama ever
made in an American setting ; filled to
the brim with love interest, adventure and
acts of heroic daring. Bigger and more
thrilling than "The Spoilers," or "The Barrier," and more breath-taking than "The
Auction Block."

OFFERED to exhibitors everywhere for
their immediate profit under individual
contract as a single attraction, and not
rented in connection with any other productions. Goldwyn knows that this great
seven-reel production will outdraw any
previous Rex Beach Picture.

Telegraph at once for information and prices to the nearest Goldwyn
Beach production is available only through the offices of the
GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Now York. City
Uj r:-<>sl A?..../ .S)rf(!l

Be lure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Do

You

Know

HEART

the
OF

Thrilling
THE

Storx/

oT

SUNSET

Do

YOU KNOW of beautiful Alaire Austin, ranchwoman and heroine of the Border,
who was loved by Dave Law of the Texas Rangers and by crafty General Longorio,
the Mexican leader, and who could never forgive her own dissolute husband ?
Do you remember

when Texas was on tenterhooks over war with Mexico, when the blue-

jackets swarmed into Vera Cruz backed by the guns of Uncle Sam's fleet, when
raiders " shot up " American towns along the Rio Grande ?

the rebel

Would you like to know what is the most terrible death in the world, as conceived by
General Longorio ? Do you remember the time when even the Church and its revered
priests were not safe from insult and attack at the hands of the maurauding Mexican
bands ?
Would you like to see how a vain and ambitious man decides between taking a beautiful
woman or the Presidency of his country ? All of these things contribute to the red-blooded,
stand-your-ground-and-shoot action of "the picture of a thousand
the Sunset" is ready for immediate release.

thrills" "Heart

of

GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING CORPOPATION
16 East 4-2„</ Street New York City

Better to read Mty adTertbenieiits than to mlaa tiie one TOU ami.

I
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OLIVE

"The

GIRL

TELL

in

fh"a' JUDGE"

Stately, gracious beauty of the Broadway
stage-supported by Mr. David Powell
A Frohman Star in a Frohman Play
His sweetheart a prisoner at the bar of his court

Produced by
Empire All Star Corporation
Available March 1 8 at
Mutual Film Exchanges

j

'i

SCEEEN
A

TELEGDAM

twice

ne^vs

- a - week
i>e el

equality
A.LLv omClA.!.
J^D
FILM
^-i^aiJa^jQ
JMu.tu.al
AlutuaJ

oF

FOREIGN
SOURCErS
at

all

. ExcKan^G$

pays

the war

tax

PARALTA
PLAYS
PICK OF THE PICTURES

l)i>tril)uted tliiough
■IlODKINSON SHRVICE"

IT is easy enough to criticise.
An empire can be wiped out over night
by criticism.
But of what avail is
Bolsheviisi destruction ?
The thing to do is to build up
a solid foundation, stone for stone,
while you tear down the old useless shell.
At the same time, let us be sure
s goes on as usual " ished.
that
busines
while " the
changes
are being accompl
(signed)

vice"
Ser
PROGRESS
PERMANENCE
son
HodkinINTEGRITY
in the Motion Picture Industry

The

First

J. Warren Kerrigan
"A Man's Man"
Bessie

Barriscale

"Madam

Paralta

in

in

Who? ' '

Plays

Henry B. Walthall
"His Robe of Honor"
J. Warren Kerrigan
"The Turn of a Card"

in

in

"HODKINSON
SERVICE"
at all General Film Exchanges
These and all other Paralta Plays are not to be obtained anywhere else.

W.

W.

Hodkinson

Corporation

527 Fifth Avenue, New York City

1
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THRILL

The

AUDIENCES

PATRIOTIC

FOR

SERIAL

PMGHTEP

mmmi

of
UNCLE
CANADA.
DEPARTMENT OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE.
OFFICE OF CHIEF PRESS CENSOR.

SilH

Serial
That
Set

Ottawa,

Will
Them

Cheering

I am much obliged

!

me this morning

the first four episodes
JANE
VANCE
as the heroine.

Daughter

of Uncle

to you for the privilege

of v/itnes&ing a screening
of the Motion

ever fran a War Censorship

Sorelle

as the military hero.

and on the contrary

A story of enemy plots exposed— the war against intrigue and conspiracy at
home.

EACH

to have a most useful

reasonable

presentment

influence.

of a certain

ditions, is well Bcreened

which

It is a

to convey to

Countries

at war

run, owing to the activities

Sir,
I have tiie honour

Film Corporation
New York

Distributed Exclusively by General
Film Company, 25 West 44th
Street, New York City

is

phase of war con-

and calculated

the public an idea of the risks

what-

to this feature,

that this picture

Your obedient

Produced by
Jaxon

standpoint

calculated

enemy agents.

Play, "A

I see no objection

I consider

with the German Alliance
12 EPISODES

Picture

of

Sam".

I wish to statethat

ONE-REEL

21, 1918,

- Dear Sir.-

afforded

Wm.

Ont. , February

to be

servant.
Colonel ,

Chief Press

Censor for Canada.

A, L. Gorman , Esq.
General Film Co. ,
43 Bleury Sl,., Montreal, P;Q.
(The letter, copy of which is inserted in this advertisement, shows the approval given
'• A Daughter of Uncle Sam " in official quarters.)

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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"

SEA
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THAT
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FAILED

"

PICCADILLY

"

WEEK

Diitributed Exclusively by
General Film Company
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"BY

INJUNCTION
An exquisitely human Western story
by O. HENRY

!'l!llllllllllllllliailllllllHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIII!llllllllallll!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIIUIIIIIII^

Imagine a bunch of wild cowboys "plumb sot " upon giving the kids of Yellowhammer a regular old-time holiday treat — with the result
that they found a surprise
romance.

;iHiiiiiiii!iiiiiiii:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^^

Other

Splendid

O.

Henry

Westerns

The Lonesome

The Hiding of Black Bill
A
chance discovery of a whimsical bandit's
retreat.
One Dollar's Worth
The tangle of three pairs of sweethearts with
a counterfeit coin.

BRIOADWAY

Available

Road

How marriage feminized Perry Rountree and
made him a whirlwind of prowess.
The Last of the Troubadours
Perhaps the most dynamically wrought piece
of irony and himior of all.

STAR

FEATURES

Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company
25 West 44th Street, New York City
If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tell us.
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P i c t u re News

Photoplays 'which strike your audiences right

A
of

BROWN

JUDGE

THE

Perspective

Refreshing

with

as Seen

Drama
of

Vastly

Keen

Vastly Delightful

and

That

Pictures
Box

the

Youth

Genuine

Eyes

and

Humor

Life's

STORIES

Your

Make

Office

Carol

Written by
JUDGE

WILLIS

BROWN

Prorluccd by
BOY

CITY

FILM

CORP.
't^'harton Jones and Master Dale . Faith

Culver City, Calif.

• BI D S RECRUIT
• CHOCOLATE
" THE

LOST

Scene from "The Accusing Toe," the story of a boy
whose wistful opposition to a disliked suitor for his
mother's hand took the form of a " haunting " campaign.

"

" THE

OF THE

GANG

LIE "

" T \D'S SWIMMING

HOLE

'

"

PREACHER'S

" THIEF

SON "

OR ANGEL

" THE

ACCUSING

" THE

REBELLION

"

TOE "
"

I )i-lril>iited Excluhivei) li\ (»fncral l ihii Clompaiiy
2.') West 44th Srreet, New York City
Be »urc to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEW§ " when writing to advertisers
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NOBLE'S
W.
JOHN
Photoplay of the Hour

/A

with

ZENA

KEEFE

A Story of the
Condemnation
Children

An

of

World's
Unjust
of the Innocent

Erring

Appealing,
Intensely

Big

Parents

Sympathetic
Dramatic

Feature
Zena Keefe in "SHAME"

With

NILES

Belmore,

WELCH,

Fred
HERE

Stall,
IS A FILM
AND

Joyce
Jack
THAT

HOLD

Fair,

Dunn
WILL

Paul
and

DRAW

IT EVERY

YOUR

Doucet,
John

Lionel

Davidson

PUBLIC

MINUTE

(A timely angle of war-time social conditions forms the prologue to this
powerful production)
Produced

by

DUPLEX

FILMS,

I nC.

New

Available at exchanges of General Film Company in the United States
and General Film Companj', Ltd., in Canada
General Film Company

does not impose the 15c charge on any of its
releases

It's a Boost for Home Pride and for You to Say " I Saw Your Ad. in the Central States."

York
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Duncan,
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t

Dot

Kewpie

Farley

and
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in

CLOVER

"BUD''
the

(Single-Reel

Riots

DUNCAN:

The

highly

originator

DOT

successful
of

famed

A
Get

down

at

Kalem

her

Fun

of

star

inimitably

TRIPLE
once on the
COMEDIES.
"From

Instigated

**Ham

role

Magnetic

for

of

diminutive

sure-fire

the

FARLEY:

brands,

COMEDIES

laugh-maker,

a

NATIONAL

human

dozen

ludricous

formerly

comedy
punching

popular

"vamp'^

of

team,
bag.

comedy

burlesques.

"KNOCKOUT''
booking sheet for the series of CLOVER
The first three will be

Caterpillar to Butterfly"

"Rip Roaring Rivals"
"The Wooing of Coffee Cake
Produced
by The

Bud"

and

tabloid

of

Weekly)

FILM

Kate"

CORPORATION

Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company
25 West 44th Street, New York City
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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By

"INTER-OCEAN
FORESIGHT"
{Little Talks With Foreign Buyers — No. 4)

IF you never knew that foresight was a vital element in Inter-Ocean's dealings with
its foreign customers, let us disillusion you right now. We give satisfaction because we put ourselves in the customer's place. We picture ourselves standing in
the shipping office
in HIS town while the clerk takes a look at the shipments that have come in that
morning, and finally announces : " Something for you, Mr. Film Man ! " Is the film in perfect condition, through perfect packing by the shipping department of the American exporter? Are sufficient
posters included in the shipment? Will there be invoice trouble, or has the shipper properly attended
to that, too? The result is that our customers receive fine treatment and complete satisfaction and
" stick to Inter-Ocean ! " Another
is that the
advertising Inter-Ocean can get comes from
the people who have dealt with us, result
and who write us best
in warm appreciation
of our work:
COLONIAL
Cable
add,«.
••Rosenthal"
^Trinidad

FILM

EXCHANGE

PORT-OF-SPAIN, TRINIDAD

we are highly satisfied with the film, its condition and your
foresight in sending posters and the proper invoice for custojn's purposes.
We appreciate this all the more since it is so seldom that American film
handlers ship films to foreign parts in tlie proper way that you do.
Youra very truly,
COLONIAL Fim LXCIiiiaGE
G«-«R08enthal

READY

FOR

THE

FOREIGN

BUYER

52 World Films {Brady-Made) a year; featuring Ethel Clayton, Clara Kimball Young,
Alice Brady, Carlyle Blackwell and June Elvidge; 24. Paralta Plays^ a year, featuring
Bessie Barriscale, J. Warren Kerrigan, Henry B. Walthall and Louise Glaum; the great
features "Whither Thou Goest," ''Today," "Mad Lover" "Hunting Big Game
in the Frozen North," "The 13th Labor of Hercules;" the surefire comedy
brands, Vim, Black Diamond, Bingo, "Charley" {Mabel and Fatty) cartoons.

INTERr

OCEAN

FIL-AV

"We Operate Everywhere" — -Largest Distributors of Films in Foreign Fields

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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weekly
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await
you
now
at all Fox branch offices
NOW

is the time to sell lau^lis
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FILM
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has undergone many changes
during its lifetime. But from the
very first, one
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name

name
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has been

not onlj) of enter-

prise but of stability — a
known in every quarter of

the globe

-

-

GAUMONT

Pictorial
As

Kfews

necessary

Gaumont

Service

as the dail?? paper.
News

covers the world.

Service

It is compara-

ble only to the Associated
dispatches
A

of

the

newspapers.

better plan of distribution soon will enable every

theater
The

to slxov^

News

Reel

of Real
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PARIS
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RESPONSE
DEMAND
DECIDED

IT
TO

TO

HAS

NOW

READY

STAND"
How can an advertiser continue advertising?

BEEN

RELEASE:

TWfO
TWO-REEL
COMEDIES
EACH
BEaNNINC

TOTO
•
MONTH

APRIL
% ONI

<eMiMC:"

By giving YOU value.

THE

FARE

14^
NICHT,
PUASE

MR.EXIIIBITOR!
We have told you the full and truthful story of the new Pathe serial
THEHOUSEOFHATE
We have called your attention to the extraordinary box office value of
PEARL^ItE
We have shown that the phenomenal success of her past
serials should be exceeded by this, since it has a better
story, written by the man who wrote "The Exploits of
Elaine;" better production, with the most costly feature
sets; better direction, by the man who directed "The
Fatalgreatest
Ring" and
whosuccesses;
wrote theandscenarios
all threeman,of
her
serial
a better ofleading
for she has been given a star who is one of the most
popular in the business—
ANTONIO
MORENO
And we have said:AIl the facts demonstrate that beyond doubt this is
GREATEST
PEARL-WHITE
Be lure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

SERIAL!

March2j,

ipi8

The mere announcement of a new and bigger Pearl White serial has
been followed by a raft of bookings from exhibitors who have
"cleaned up" on her in the past and KNOW that she, in a Pathe
serial, is the BIGGEST of all box office attractions.
The release date, March 10th, is near at hand. If you want the best
business-getter of 1918 you must act quickly. Ask the nearest Pathe
exchange to screen for you the special information reel — the first
episodes. ANY exhibitor who sees them will recognize the one
„ best bet in pictures today.
i,
THEHOUSEOFMrE
Pvoctuced IssvASTXLA
Directed lay GEO.B. SEITZ
WidttenbvARTHURBirEEVE
SceiAaiHlos

RMILLHAUSER

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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and

Proud

We're

money-maker!

a

First National
Attraction

Lone
Mitchell

Lewis

Deary's life harvcC^
by a thread

in

INVISIBLE
SIGN
^THE
AaEdgar
Lewis Produciioa

Packed
Week

Rothapfel's

and

Rivoli

delighted

for

a

everyone

•

i
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ANOTHER

BIG

Herbert

The

MONEY-MAKER!

Brenon's

Masterpiece

Fall

of

the

ROMANO

FFS

" Truth is not often so drama^c as fiction, but in this
story of the most remarkable
by-product of the war, all the
essential historic and histrionic elements were present,
awaiting only the skilled
hand of a producer like Mr.
Brenon to fuse them into the

" Tremendous subject, well
handled — has unforgetable
characters and incidents ;
holds interest throvighout."
— Wid's.

" Among the many excellences to be found in ' The
Fall of the Romanoffs ' Herbert Brenon's eight part pictiure novel based on the Russian revolution, one attribute
stands out in bold relief — the
swift onrush of events." — Edward Weitzel in Moving Picture World.

NOW

Notice

Good

a

most impressive pictorial
form." — New York Sun.

" King of the movies." —
Rev. Thomas B. Gregory in
New York American.

"First

That

We

National"

re

Getting

Attraction

the

Big

Enough for the "First National* '—Good Enough
Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."

Ones

for You

!

^

of pessimism
film business

tKe clouds
up from
Coming
wKicH
nave
sKrouded
tKe
for

montHs

past

TARIAh^'IAPEjr
is sweeping
tornado
liKe
across
the
continent enveloping all in its sweep.

5,000tion newspapers
are publishing "TARZAN
within a few weeks.

stories or will begin publica-

f| Ten thousand drug stores, eight thousand book stores, five thousand stationery
stores are decorating their windows to reap the reward of the films popularity.
Capacity audiences still crowd the Broadway Theatre where the prices are six
times as great as at picture houses. And the engagement has again been extended.
^ Marcus^Loew, B.^S. Moss, S. Z. Poli,'have all booked for their entire circuit
to^open^at the same: time, within half a block of^each other, on ^release
date April r2.
^ Magazines and periodicals are coming out with page after page of pictures and
stories.
^ Fans arc writing in by the thousands inquiring for the release dates in their cities.;
NO FILM CONCERN ON EARTH COULD AFFORD TO
PURCHASE FIVE PER CENT OF THE PUBLICITY AND
ADVERTISING -"TARZAN.OF^THE
WILL

GET

AND

WILL"

APES"

FORCE. FREE

HAS

OF

HAD,

CHARGE.

Is tKe outstanding event. tKe
revivifying
incident of tKe
N"
TARZA
motion picture business.
It breaKs tKe monotony
of
conventional
pictures and time worn
stories.
And

say the NEW

YOliK

PAPERS:

"Even if ail the drama were removed from 'TARZAN OF
il would still be the best picture ever thrown U|:>on a screen."

THE

APES'

YOU
CAN
BOOK
NOW
ADDRESS NEAREST EXCHANGE
National
First

National
Circuit,

Exhibitors'
Inc.

OR

Film

Corporation

o/ AMERICA

"Tarzan

of

the

Apes"

is a mastodonic

embracing all that the mind
conceive, suggest or imagine.

It is a symphony

of dramatic,

of

man

monopoly

can

art-rugged

picturesque
splendid atmospheric detail,
TURE.
PIC
ENT
FER
IT IS THE DIF

possibly

adventure
romance—
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Motion

Picture

News

''

::::..,li'^fi'

These

are

pleasant

days

m
An

air of congeniality

hovers

over Triangle

these

days.
8

Exhibitors come and go, talk of the Triangle pictures that have made their mark in filmdom, discuss
new

m

methods

of increasing

business

and

meet

in a

spirit of mutual co-operation and helpfulness which
has contributed not a little to the success of the large
Triangle

family.

Enthusiastic letters of commendation for Triangle's
policy have been coming in. Exhibitors enjoy sitting
down

and writing a word

that Triangle

of satisfaction over the fact

is dealing with them on a fair and square

basis; that Triangle

has borne

the burden

of the reel

tax, that the pictures are right and register so profitably at the box office.
The

visits of Triangle

are pleasantly spent.

The

salesmen
welcome

at various theatres
of the exhibitor is

a genuine one. He likes to sit down and discuss pictures and policies with the Triangle man. Business
has lost its sterner side and has become mutually
ant and profitable on both sides of the fence.

pleas-

The crowning fact of it all is that Triangle pictures and
Triangle policies have been proving profitable to exhibitors.

::sj;||:oK|.

Be lure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers
«

March

2 s> 1 9 1 8

The fallacy that a picture must have a hundred thousand dollar or a five hundred thousand dollar star has
been

very thoroughly

have left Triangle

exploded.

Too

many

and proven theatre fillers of the first

order to permit this false theory to stand.
have

stories

Exhibitors

found that it isn't necessary to pay such enormous, forbidding prices for films that there is nothing left on the profit side of the ledger.

Were

Triangle

a company

owned

hibitors and run co-operatively

by Triangle

by them

ex-

according

to

their own ideas — proven practical by the box office
test — it could not meet the demands of exhibitors more
perfectly, more

successfully or more

profitably.

Triangle business is increasing every day. Exchange managers write bright, cheery letters with
great regularity, filled with the spirit of optimism
usually enclosing

contracts.

and

A quiet spirit of enthu-

siasm runs through the whole great Triangle organization. There is not much noise, bluster or making
of great claims.
But " still waters
These are pleasant days.
Do
become

you not think it might
a member

TRIANGLE

run deep."

be profitable for you to

of the great Triangle

DISTRIBUTING

family?

CORPORATION

1457 Broadway, New York
S. A. LYNCH
B. W. LYNCH
President
Vice-President
FRED KENT
Y. F. FREEMAN
Treasurer
General Manager

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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Motion

Exhibitor
Is

Cooperative

Wholesale

Why

buy

P.i c t-ur^e J^^e fw's

Buying

Buying

at retail when

you

can secure wholesale price with

The

United

Theatres

If you have

of

only two

Picture

America,

Inc.

or three days to offer, you

pay the

maximum prices and are compelled to accept any terms or conditions that may be imposed. If you have a circuit of 30 or 40
days, your terms are better and the prices are lower.

BUT—
When you as a member of a national cooperative organization buy nationally, you are then part of a unit that controls 2,000,
3,000 or 4,000 booking days, and your purchasing
market is increased several thousand fold.

power

in the

Isn't it obvious that you can cut the price of film 30 to 50
per cent, at the same time obtaining favorable terms, checking
waste and extravagance,
make

and thereby enabling

the producer

to

you better pictures?
That

is in a nutshell the United

Picture

Theatres

Plan.

Write us for details today.

United
Picture
Theatres^ of
1600 BROADWAY

Ajmerica,
Inc.
NEW YORK CITY

Be lure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Cooperation
a

Practical
Ask

any

person

a cooperative
it

The

has

Does

belongs to

movement
him

whether
or

United

of

Proved

Success

who

benefited

Theatres
^6^

Has

not.

Picture

America,

Inc.

not offer an untried plan, but applies to Rims

nationally
Local

the

methods

of

cooperative

exhibitor circuits all over the United
onstrating that cooperation

works.

In Great

is the standard, and the lone, unattached
Vaudeville,
that in concerted

drama

societies ^]

States are dem-

Britain the circuit

house the exception.

and burlesque long ago learned the lesson

action there is strength.

The U. B. O. house,

the Klaw & Erlanger house, the " burlesque wheel " theatre derive advantages from union that they could never attain
separately.
Just as they have

eliminated

waste, obtained

uniform

ex-

cellence ofproduction and the utmost price-economies, so can
you. EXHIBITORS OF AMERICA, SAVE YOUR BUSINESS FROM
DISASTER AND PLACE IT PERMANENTLY
ON A PROFITMAKING BASIS BY UNITING IN A NATIONAL COOPERATIVE
ORGANIZATION
Write

WHICH

YOU

YOURSELVES

CONTROL.

today.

United

Picture

Theatres

of

1600 BROADWAY

^nlli—

WILL

America,
NEW

3lf

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."

YOUK

Inc.
CITY

As

"Bill" Says:—
Laugh and the world
you — Weep

and

you

DON'T
BE
Join the Jester
send
AMONG

your
THE

weep

with

alone,

A WEEPER
Comedy Club and

patrons
FIRST

JESTER

laughs

t

away
RUN

laughing
MEMBERS

OF

COMEDIES

FEATURING

TWEDE-DAN
THE

INTERNATIONAL

MIRTH

MAKER

Loew's Theatres, New York; Empress Theatre, Omaha, Neb.; New Grand Central, St.
Louis; Arcade Theatre, Jacksonville, Fla. ; Strand Theatre, San Francisco; Strand Theatre, Spartanburg, S. C; Strand Theatre, Birmingham, Ala.; Signal Amusement Co.,
Tenn. and Ga. ; Garden Theatre, Paterson, N. J.
If

you,

Jester

Mr.

Exhibitor,

Comedies,

as time

waits

have

it behooves

for

no

ALL

TWO

PARTS

booked

to get busy

man.
It

Feb. — *'The Recruit"
en Komance
Mar.-"His Golden
R

you

not

Apr.
RELEASED
May-

tt
"All Tur^ Her
"The Wrong
MONTHLY

Flat"

Booked on the " SHOW Exchanges:
YOU " policy through the following
For State
New York and Northern
New ofJersey:
For Kansas City, Mo.:
Standard Film Exchange.
Photo Drama Co. (Ben Title, rep.),
220 West 42d St., New York City,
For Northern Idaho, Washington, OreN. Y.
gon, MontanaGreater
and Alaska
:
John Lannon
Features,
For Easternern New
Pennsylvania
Jersey : and SouthSeattle, Wash.
MaHterpiece Film Attractions, 1225
For Colorado, New Mexico, Wyoming,
Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Utah and Southern Idaho:
For Western Pennsylvania, Ohio, InSwanson & Nolan Supply Co., D.ndiana, Kentucky and West Virver, Colo.
For California,
United gBusiness
Association of
in a :
Hawaiian Nevada,
Islands: Arizona and
Pennsylvania, Inc., 224 Columbia
Western
F.
F.
Co., 180 Golden Gate
BldK., Cleveland, O.
Ave., San Francisco, Cal.
For State of Michigan:
For N. and S. Carolina, Georgia, FlorThe Strand Features, 94 Grisvvold
ida, Alabama and Tennessee:
St.. Detroit, Mich.
R. M. Savlnl,
lanta, Ga. 63 Walton St., AtFor Northern
Illinois
and
Southe.-n
Wisconsin :
For
Texas,
Oklahoma and Arkansas:
Unity
Photoplays
Co.,
207
So.
Waba.Hh Ave., Chicago, 111.
Foursquare
1911 '/4
Commerce Pictures,
St., Dallas,Inc.,Texas.
For.Standard
Minneapolis,
Minn.:
Film Exchange.
For Louisiana and Mississippi :
Foursiiuare
ForStanilard
Omaha, Film
Neb : Tixchange.
Orleans, La.Pictures, Inc., New
For St. Louis, Mo.:
For
States: Co., 26
R. theD. New
MarsonEngland
Attraction
.Standard Film Exchange.
Piedmont St., Boston, Maas.
Foreign Representatives: ARROW FILM CORP. (Shallenberger & Priest), Times Building, New York
A few territories still open. Call or write for terms.
JESTER
COMEDY
220 WEST 42d STREET, NEW YORK
TELEPHONE: BRYANT 7691

CO.
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THE

have

will

who

already

present

N.

This

means

wise

enough

well-known

Picture

News

HEARST

contracted

who

Motion

for

his

a

comic

over

laugh

Y.

publicity
to

series

his

of

page

drawings
stuff

cartoons

in

in

this

way

two

hun

the

Evenin

and

contract

advertising
for

the

of

the

showing

highest
of

the

artist-humorist.
Watch

for

(THEY
Who

Will
Write

Make
for

HARRY

Their

Book

LO

Weekly

''Confessions

GROSSMAN,

Be »ure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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a
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NEWSPAPERS

for

to

all

of

their

many

dred

Sunday

millions

newspapers

of

Mail
order

and

animated

lease

of

money

in

cartoons

Date

in

be

Cartoonist,"

drawn

addition

to

by

those

the

the
now

pockets
being

of

the

exhibitors

produced

of

IKE

ALIKE)

A.ppearance

7th

readers

to

Syndicate

ND

OK

editions

a

in
by

Avenue,

One-Reel
Rube

Production

Goldberg

New
York
City
We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU. Listen to them!

by

the

Motion

1692

WELL!

H/&
DOUG)

WELL!

WELL!

THE
STRANdtiSHC

. THt\
[CANC

KID'

A
HERE'S
SPRING
TONIC
WILL

THE-

CORE

BLUES

INSTANTLV.,

Kim
OTWE
DiriE'CT'lOrM

News

THE

THE
PEST

DAY
OVT

THAT

Picture

-BEE
DIE

OF ARVm

E. G1L,LST~RPJA

Searved
in

Twic

KINGBEE

Larde^,^

e

^

null

CORPOMTO
F?t^'rc^'^^^A?IF"'ir„ N-^^T. H.SPITZER
ioie roRE.cr, wtt«fnAi,v?,
M.iiFo"
SALES MANAotR
JT
BROCKLISS •«
r^=^|.
u-^« LONOACREBVOCNfWYOIW
729 RANK
StVttlTMAtt.mWMKKCn}!

Be »ure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to adv

[ROGUE
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at

Last!!!

FOR THE
FIRST
TIME
SINCE ITS
SENSATIONAL
PREMIERE
AT THE
RIALTO THEATRE, NEW YORK

OHIO

A

Can

now

" PARENTAGE "
is already booked at the
following theatres

MESSAGE

be booked

To

.. . .Standard

Columbus

. . . .Majestic

Toledo

Temple

YOUNGSTOWN .. .Liberty
Springfield . .Fairbanks
Strand

Canton

Strand

their shrewd, soHd, farseeing
real box office values. That's
why " Parentage " goes into
these houses, recognized as
showing ONLY THE
BEST! !
If you have not already

OHIO

co-author, comes from

" Parentage " is the greatest photoplay— bar none — ever produced for
breaking into the family circle; family
patronage is permanent trade.
" Parentage " was written especially
for those ivho do and those who do not
cherish baby shoes; you have both kinds
at your theatre.

The managers of the above
theatres are well known for
judgment when it comes to

of

William Ireland, internationally famous cartoonist of the COLUMBUS
DISPATCH, declares "PARENTAGE"— "The Uncle Tom's
Cabin of the Screen."

Anderson
Strand

Akron

Exhibitors

Martin G. Chandler,
ChiHicothe.

Louisville,
Mary
Dayton

and Kentucky!!!

fits well into OHIO because it's a darned good feature and —
It centers its story in a typical Ohio town.
Hobart Henley, its director, comes from
Cincinnati.

.... Walnut

Cleveland

in Ohio

"PARENTAGE"

in

Ohio and Kentucky : —
Cincinnati

KENTUCKY

" parentage " has proved a tremendous success
wherever shown, because of its unusual entertainment
value and the wonderful human note dominating the unfolding of this great message.
Linked with this — an unusual number of ad-helps,
every one carrying seat-selling power, to help you put
the picture over.
Address all communications to

booked " Parentage " in your
town — Abetter beat your neighbor to it! !

PARENTAGE
Room

1211, 33 West

42nd

Street, New

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News.

York

City

mm

Motion

Subscription

Week

ending

January

Receipt b:

SOth

$464.00

February

Sth

357.00

February

13 th

353.00

February

30th

344.00

TOTAL

/

Renewals

tell

the

of trade

journal

Advertisers
be

interested

these

story
supremaoy
should

in analyzing

subscription

Picture

orders

11,318.00

/Circulatioxj/^^ana^er,

New

March

2
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ELSIE

VANJNAME

OF LOVE, INTRIOUE,
COVAI-TVAND
PATR.IOT IS/^
READY

TOR

STATE

RIGHT

ABOUT

nELEASE

TO

BUYERS

APRIL

Itl-

•NC,

The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; Jnstifr them.

Motion

Picture
itl

News

It!
xmrnammmaua?. ^ W

X

: :,ii;.jni:i; ;j;:!,i<:j::|i||{j<uui:iiiii!uiuuUlllUlin^^

To Proprietors
j'uiuiininuuiuiniiiiiuiiuuiuiiiiiiiiuiiiiM^

of

Picture

*|* iuuuiUIUlilllllllllllllllllliUlllIt

Houses

8X1

= Vy g=
!•> 1

11'

Help Starving 1

f^^^^^Efl

/ Little Children

T i

Iti
I
X
1A
iti
I XI
I ^. I

The sale of Buttons and Flags in Picture Houses has proved a great
means of raising huge sums of money for War Charities in Europe.
i »*♦ i
❖ i
1i ❖!
For our Appeal for Starving Belgian Children we propose to sell a
special button. The likenesses of Cardinal Mercier, President Wilson, and
King Albert of Belgium, with the motto they have so well justified "We
Justice" will appeal to liberty loving Americans.
=1 A❖ =
= Have Loved
. •
!❖!
Will You organize a special Button Day for this fund, set aside, if
1^1
possible, a week for the sale of The Button, and by the aid of your generous
I 5* I
Patrons, save some thousands of helpless little ones from slow starvation.
1T I
|X|
Messrs. Bastian Bros., Woolworth Building, New York, will supply
1^1
you with any quantity of buttons, 5,000, 10,000, 20,000, or even smaller
1^1
quantities.
(Use official paper when ordering).
riys
0^1

Proceeds of sale and donations to be sent direct to Alexander Brown
Sons, Bankers, Baltimore.
No money to be sent to-Messrs. Bastian
Bros, for buttons.
The buttons are sold from 5 cents upwards.

I/ i
1^1
In this appeal to America, the land of prompt decision and hustle, it
I/ 1
needs no apology to remind them that "He gives twice who gives quickly."
ff
^» I
1X1
A B
JX :
.

= :
I ❖" I■
iXi
Itl
=|*:*|
♦>!
It I
i Vi
11 1
jXl
||;|
Itl
lYl
I*!*!
IX 1
I *:* 1
|^ j
| 'j'f
itl

President.jCardinar Mercier.
Vice
Van deComtesse
Werre, PrinMotherEngland.
Mary Duggan,' Holly |
cessePresidents,
Albert DeN. Ligne,
Phil- Treasurer,
Mount, Bury,
| A |^
ippc
d'Oultremont,
A.
De
Bueger,
G.
Bankers,
Messrs.
Alexander
Brown
fis
1
V §
Van Dcr A. A. Boissevain.
Sons, Baltimore, U. S. A.
|X i
"
t
its
t
j»iiri;.r^--j.:J.i..Jii:....:,i
jjiiui.;uj..;.jii
i.^xi:;;ii:ui.:ii
ii.:.:iiim V .,iiuilllllllllliuililiiliiiiiiiii|||i|||)
2"
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A

LIVE

WIRE

Herman

BUYER-

Rifkin, of The Eastern

operating

TO-D

kY

throughout

New

—Starring

Feature

||

Film Co. of Boston,

England,

has bought:-

Florciice

1 C\\T\:\>
LUVLK
—

<;f«v«„«
jytarrtng

ROBERT
ELAINE

||

Reed

and

Z IVyiAI^
2 MAU

11

i I

and
WARWICK
STEIN
HAMMER

to meet the
Overwhelming

BIG

OFFICE

BOX

Demand

for

ATTRACTIONS

These Successful Independent Buyers Also
Purchased
the Two
Splendid Features

FRANK GERSTEN— New Jersey, Eastern Peniisylvania.
EXHIBITORS FILM EXCHANGE— Delaware,
SOL LESSER, ALL-STAR FEATURES— CaliMaryland, District of Columbia, Virginia,
fomia, Arizona, Nevada.
North Carolina.
NATHAN HIRSH, PIONEER FILM CORP.—
New York State.

ISAAC
T Atit • Indiana,
rr^vrt — lUmois,
utt A/r CORP.
-ir A i\T FILM
r^r>T T VAN
DOLLtj tA. ROSENTHAL
ht »
> i — ^Washington,
j tt. u w Oregon,
~0Southern
,
„.Wisconsin.
.
'
Idaho,at Montana,
Colorado,
Utah, Wyoming,
tvt
•
at
1
New Mexico, Alaska.
HARRIS P. WOLFBERG ATTRACTIONS— COL. FRED LEVY, BIG FEATURE RIGHTS
Ohio, West Virginia, Western Pennsylvania. CORP. — Kentucky, Tennessee.

I

Only Five Groups of States Open

j
ARROW

WIRE— WRITE
FILM

I

CORP.,

or

CALL

Times

Building,

New

|

York

Exclusive State Rights Sales Agents for

IPathe

Exchange,

I
*
liniiin!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!i!iiiiiiii!iiiiminiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiii;iiiiiiiiiii^;^

•

The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.

I

|

Lc.

|
I
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BRONCHO

Picture

News

BILLY

(Reft. U. S. Pat. 0«.)
The

e:
In the world famous

Most

Popular

Bronchc
Bronckt
Brtncho
Urtncht
Brtnckt

Hero

V
I V
I F1 e:
D
!
dramas of the hills and plains. Single reels that carry a
strong punch and thrilling action.

PHOTOGRAPHY-NEW
BOOK

Film

ONE

Billy's Ltap
Bil/y and the Rattler
Billys Close Call
Billy and the Settler's Daughttr
Billy's Indian Rtmanct

PROCESS-1
EACH
Broncho
Br»n(h»
Booncho
Bronchi
Br$ncht

000

%

BETTER

WEEK
BiUyt A Friend In Need
Billy's mid Ride
Billy'' s first Jrrest
Billy and the Rustler's Child
Billy's Ust Deed

G«or^4 Kleins System, Distributor

Be iure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers
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No. 12.

March 23. 1918

The

Week

in the Film World

FEATURES
EXHIBITOR TO EXHIBITOR (WM. A. JOHNSTON). 1701
SPEAKING EDITORIALLY
1702
SERVING IT WITH SPEED AND GINGER
1703
PRACTICAL PLAYS FOR BUSY PRODUCERS, NO. 4,
BY HAL REID
1704
WHAT KIND OF A FELLOW IS— SELZNICK? 1711
DIARY OF A SUCCESSFUL EXHIBITOR
1729
THE INDEPENDENT FIELD TICKER
1757
A WORD TO THE WISE FROM THE WISE BY NAT
L. ROYSTER
1755
OF SERVICE

TO EXHIBITORS

Exhibitors' Box-Office Reports
1717
Exhibitors' Service Bureau
1722
Rothapfel's Answers to Exhibitors
1728
Ready-Made
.'
1732
Short
SubjectsAd.-Talks
in Review
1748
Releases — Current and Coming
1771-72-73-74
Projector Department
1778
Music and the Picture
1785
Theatres Worth While
1788
Newsy Items for Your Program
1760
NEWS OF THE WEEK
Sydney Cohen Elected by N. Y. Exhibitors
Paul Burnet Heads Pathe
Stanley Mastbaum Dies
Live News from the Producers

Newsy

Announcements

1710
1707
1713
1734

Wm. a. Johnston, Pres. and Editor.
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"American Buds" (Fox)
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" Beauty in Chains " (Universal)
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1649
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1650
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" Wanted,
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Film
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1666
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1692
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iXHIBITOR to Exhibitor" reviews are announced
in this issue.
And we consider them of such importance to
the exhibitor and producer that we are telHng on this page
why we have inaugurated them.
Last week we announced a big step forward.
An advisory board of editors, composed of about twenty
prominent exhibitors — men who
have enthusiastically
greeted the new idea and who will work.
Plus the advertising and presentation aid that will be
given their fellow showmen the purpose back of this board
is, broadly speaking — better pictures.
These exhibitor editors will form the necessary connecting link between the men who make pictures and the
public which sees them.
These exhibitors will interpret the public wants and communicate them to the producer — through the columns of
this paper and just as directly as though they conferred
in person with the producer each week.

is also the idea back of " Exhibitor
BETTER pictures
to Exhibitor " reviews.
-■
We have employed a man to look at pictures
through exhibitor eyes. That, ostensibly, is the purpose
of all trade paper reviews, but in the present case the man
is an exhibitor himself — a successful one. He has made
an intensive study — for years, of box-office values and
objectives.
.
He will give, tersely and with utter frankness, a definite
box-office appraisal and classification. He will also give
the picture's selling points and make practical suggestions
on " putting it over."
We looked a long time before we found the right man
and we can recommend him fully. Turn now to page
1714 and see if we are right. The service, by the way, is
just starting. It will be amplified and made more scientific.
Such an exhibitor-reviewing service will, we believe,
make for better box-office pictures. It will indicate definitely the kind of pictures wanted and the elements in them
which are not wanted.

Exhibitor'

'

AN

" Exhibitor to Exhibitor " service could naturally
not pass by the necessity of presenting — when the
picture demands it— a suggestion as lo advertising metnods.
Such suggestions will be a part of these new reviews,
when — we repeat — the pictures made them ot value.
But no attempt will be made to drag " clever " advertising ideas in by the heels when the picture does not warrant nor deserve special advertising treatment.
The exhibitor, for example, owning a three-hundred
seat house, will not be told to advertise " The Man
Higher Up " by engaging an aviator to fly about over his
village for a week before his showing; or to hire the local
ministers' association to parade the streets with sandwich
banners, or to expend fifty dollars on costumes for his
ushers and tickets takers when his one-day showing of a
picture holds out a possible profit of one-fifth that.
Suggestions almost as ridiculous — and not infrequently
more so — appear to be quite the acme of briUiance to the
bright young men now breaking into print in some quarters with advertising " assistance."
But an "Exhibitor to Exhibitor" review service will
have little room for the far-fetched, the clownish and the
suicidal.

WE

have made mention of the fact that this week the
" Exhibitor to Exhibitor " service is just starting,
that it will be amplified and made more scientific.
Our aim in this regard is a definite one — our plans are
being molded carefully and will be evidenced in a week
to week gradation until that aim is reached.

We will not rest content until the pages of the " Exhibitor to Exhibitor " reviews reach the form that will render
them — alone — a complete index of all the information that
the exhibitor can desire on any picture.
The nucleus on which we will build is presented this
week. But even in that start— since it has been made with
a definite knowledge of the demands of exhibitors as shown
by their letters to us- — we feel certain that they will find
the answer to their desires — a review service that tells
briefly, in plain language, the quality of a picture, the class
of audience that it will satisfy, the methods of handling
that it demands.

We offer, furthermore, to all producers — and we are
glad to say that the invitation has already been generally
accepted — the advice and co-operation of this reviewer in
the editing and assembling of pictures.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^
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Off

to Virginia

we go to press the good news is wired from Richmond, Va., that the projected state censorship
died a natural death, March lo, with the adjournment of the state legislature.
" Good news " scarcely expresses it.
What Virginia has done with censorship will react directly and elTectively upon the entire South and to a lesser
<legree upon the entire Union.
Our sincere congratulations to Mr. Jake Wells, and the
loyal, hard-working State League of Virginia exhibitors.
The industr}' owes them a big debt of gratitude. They
did their own fighting, neither asking nor getting the industry's support save in a few personal instances.
Moreover, in addition to their signal victory over censorship, they succeeded in their fight for a reasonable
license law, securing the adoption of a bill that will save
Virginia exhibitors many thousands of dollars.
With the burial of Virginia censorship let us also put
in the grave the silly charge that Jake Wells wanted state
censorship.
Mr. Wells merely made the same statement to the exhibitors of Virginia that William A. Brady gave to the
National League in Chicago two years ago, namely,
" Censor yourselves! "
That is all he asked for. He warned the state exhibitors against the wild cat picture, the occasional picture
made intentionally sensational and disgracefully exploited
by the irresponsible few, the real enemies of the industry
and of the legitimate exhibitor. He asked the exhibitors,
themselves, to censor such a picture and its promoters out
of the business — as they can and should do.
It seems unnecessary to defend Mr. Wells. He, himself, has never deigned to reply to the baseless charge.
The conclusion of events in Virginia is probably the answer he contemplated.
As

Laugh

or Cry?

SHOULD the audience leave laughing or crying?
The old-fashioned idea is to send the people out
with a laugh. Hence the comedy at the end of the
show.
An experienced showman writes us that the schedule
should be reversed. When people leave with a laugh they
forget ; when they leave thoughtful or sad they remember
the play and continue to talk about it, which gives the theatre much word-of-mouth advertising.
What do you think?

Lift Them

Out

Why

They

Do

News

It ?

exhibitor writes an interesting letter on
A TEXAS
conditions in his section and incidentally goes on
to ask:
" Why, when I have all I can do to make one theatre
pay in this town, do newcomers persist in breaking in
every time I reach that point? They will come along
with lower prices and long shows for a few months, then
reach the end of their rope and silently close up and leave
town. Meanwhile, I have been standing a loss — merely
because the theatre is a side issue with me — and then I
practically have to begin all over again."
Why do they do it?
We can't answer. When exhibitors find newcomers
always willing to sink shoestring bankrolls in attempt
after attempt to make two theatres grow where one is sufficient, we always think
Of the producer who enters blissfully into an overcrowded field, drops a comparatively bigger bankroll, finds
that he has an unmarketable product in a market that is no
market — and then quietly passes away.
Why do they do it?
Advertising

qn

the Screen

Is there a place on the screen for advertising? Assuredly there is, but when is screen advertising in its
We
placeare? in receipt of a complaint from an exhibitor regarding the practise of spreading advertising gospel by
means of the topical weekly.
The exhibitor wants to know why he should pay the
manufacturer for something for which the latter has received payment as advertising.
The producer's standpoint is that advertising has its
place providing it is presented in a manner that makes it
real entertainment.
Much can be said on either side.
Wish we knew what the patron would say.

Page Mr, ''Uncle Sam*'
OUT in Seattle they are planning a motion picture ball
and exposition which the sponsors hope to see grow
into a national event.
The idea is to turn the revenue over to war relief purWhich isn't a bad idea. We have never known just
poses.
where
all the thousands spent on picture shows went so if
the shekels must be spent why not give them to Uncle Sam?

of Themselves

Till-, same showman also refers interestingly to a recent
editorial in which we suggested that light dramas
and especially novelties were strongly in line now because they took people's minds off war.
"
Very
he says
; " but
any is
kind
of a— strong
play
wd! have good,"
the same
effect.
What
needed
now more
than ever— is something that will ' lift people out of themselves.'
" You can do that with many types of plays. Make them
thmk, feel, hate! Don't depress them— that's all."

Do

Picture

The

Man

in the Sticks

E'S in again. Who?
The Man in the Sticks, of
course. This time he wants to know
"Why do the picture makers quote the glowing
opinions of New York daily papers in advertising their
lectures when New York means nothing to me out here in
Oskaloosa even if the opinions were unbiased — and in addition Iknow
that the
isn't than
any further
distant from
the advertising
editorial roomdepartment
in New York
it is

H

out here in this burg."
The Man in the Sticks is a cantankerous cuss, isn't he?

i
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Serving

It

with

Speed

STAiNLEY MASTBAUM has left us. A sturdy and
valiant skipper has been swept from the deck of his
ship in the midst of a storm.
^ That's Mastbaum.
the only picture
can think
of in thewho
losshad
of
Stanley
The we
picture
of a skipper
been with his ship from the laying of the keel through
many a voyage of calm and storm — a man who would
hold to the deck and fast to the wheel to the last — who
would find equal glory in weathering the storm or the joy
of life in combat and struggle with the storm.
Snatched away by Fate.
THE

editorial page stops to tell you all about our new
" Exhibitor to Exhibitor " review service this week
— which leaves us little to say further than to advise
a close following of the department from week to week.
It starts off well — but still brighter are the plans we have
in view. So watch it from week to week — through various
changes until within a few weeks you see the full results
of plans that are engaging the entire attention of our
Motion Picture News organization.
We told you we would have another new department this
week. It will be found on page 1760. The purpose is twofold— the one a covering of the studios at first hand with
intimate little bits of news and gossip, the second a service
to exhibitors in presenting them with material ideas for
use in theatre programs and for their local newspaper
editors.
Preserve these pages from week to week. Then you will
always have on hand clipping material that will arouse interest incoming productions.

and

Ginger

It would have been the same in any other field that
the Select head might have chosen.
As an evangelist he would have out-Sundayed Billy
Sunday in human interest, as a politician he would have
out-Teddied Roosevelt in front news page value, as an auto
manufacturer he would have crowded Ford back to the
blueprints.

WE

don'ttionknow
elechas been when
held an
thatexhibitor
caused usorganization
as much gratification as the choice of Sydney Cohen to head
the New York State League.

Clean-cut, intelligent, and a pioneer in cooperative moves
for the benefit of all exhibitors, Mr. Cohen gives every
promise of being a leader who will take firm hold of the
reins and secure for New York exhibitors a strong organization and the results that strong organization is certain
to attain.
Some things we can assure you. Sydney Cohen will not
deal in proclamations, resolutions, and long-winded letters
that arrive nowhere. He is a business man, and if there
is a business solution to an exhibitor problem he will secure
it in a business way.
The successful manner in which his own exhibiting affairs have been conducted, and those of the New York
Exhibitors Board of Trade are sufficient proof of these
promises.
WE

PAUL BRUNET
is to direct Pathe activities in
America.
We wish we could give you a personal view of the
new "man behind the rooster."
But we can't.
This Brunet seems to have been too efficiently busy
through his long association with the Pathe organization
to have had time to bask in the trade paper limelight. Our
only mental picture of him is a good-natured, likable
character as seen at Pathe's own social affairs.
So all we can do is to tell you the things that others
have said about him since the news of his elevation broke
on Friday.
And we can't do that, either. For it would take more
than this page, all of superlatives, to record all the expressions we have heard in the past few days regarding the
business genius and personal qualities of Paul Brunet.
Page 1707

issue of Motion
week's
in this
THERE'S
Pictureanother
News story
that we
would
like to start talking
about on this page — but have to refrain for the same
reason. There wouldn't be room for anything else.
" What Kind of a Fellow Is;— Selznick ? " asks Wm.
A. Johnston on page 171 1. And then he answers the question in bang-up fashion.
But a page isn't enough to give you an intimate view of
Lewis J. Selznick. For, in all around, picturesque, humaur
ness Lewis J. has no rival in this great and glorious picture
industry.
i

wish that words could only impart to you some
of the enthusiasm over the new Exhibitors' Advisory Board felt by the prominent members.
Already two, Messrs. McCormick and Newman, have been
visitors at Motion Picture News' office to confer on the
plans — visitors from far off Indianapolis and Kansas City.
Rothapfel, in New York, he's a regular brass band
forAnd
enthusiasm.
Something of the plans of the board and a few of the
additions to its membership are told in this issue on page
1720. Follow this advisory board of exhibitor-editor.sclosely. We will have more to say next week regarding
heavy.
the plans and pretty soon the board will be going hot and

THERE are other things of interest to you in this
week's News.
For example:
We oflfer the fourth in our series of " Practical
Plays for Busy Producer with His Honor Mr. ' Props ' "
as
surethetosubject
read it.for Hal Reid's ammunition this week. Be
Then there's the first trade paper review on " My Four
Years in Germany," the film version of Ambassador
Gerard's book. Missed the showing ourselves, but we
are sure that it is some picture from the way Peter Milne
enthuses. And Peter doesn't enthuse very easily, either.
By the way, we haven't heard any press agent yarns
about the sale at fabulous prices of the German and Austrian rights to "My Four Years in Germany," " The
Kaiser," " The Eagle's Eye," or " Lest We Forget."
Wonder if the " two bits " in our pocket will buv that
batch?

Motion
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Producers;

No.

4

The

Property
J

Man

By

Hal

Reid

Well, dis guy is kink of dem Wott
all.
Slam
Let him rave ! Let him rave ! I'll git 'im de sheep all rite, all
rite, 'en when Ezemon de boss gits de swindle sheet expense account, he'l trow seven kinds of fits.
Wott
guy is usta dat. Say, you know dem solid mahog'ny doors
weDatrentid?
Sure; what about dom?
Dey's all broke — busted !
Broke?

Slam
Wott

Slam
Yes, de liand carved panels isWott
all smashed to smithereens.
Slam
Well, wot dull yuh tink of dat, broke, 'en me rentin dem fer
twenty-fife per cent off de price of dem, seven hunderd 'en eighty
dollars, en' de agreement was dat eff dey got broke de boss hasta
pay full price fer dem — ain't et awful?
Ain't it?
Wott
Director

"What? Me look over his accounts? Say, what do
you think I am-a bookkeeper ? "
CAST OF CHARACTERS
SLAM BANG — THE PROPERTY MAN
WOTT 7A' 'ell — HIS ASSISTANT
TEMPERMENTALIO — THE DIRECTOR
TAKITEASY — TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
PUTITOFF — STAGE DIRECTOR
FORSYE WALLIE — A NEW HAND
EZEMON — THE PROPRIETOR-VICTIM
CARPENTERS, STAGE HANDS; ETC.
scene: STUDIO STAGE
time: LUNCH HOUR
DISCOVERED

Slam Bang, Property Man, and
Slam Wott Ta' 'Ell, His Assistant.
Wot >-uh tink' of dat nut director, he wants me ta git him a
flock of live sheep fer a studio scene.
IVott
Aw! He's crazy.
Slam
Sure he is, 'cr he couldn't be no dirccktcr, anj^vays de bosses
won't hire 'cm Icssn dty acks nutty— a dirccktcr witout tempcrment, sixty plunks a week; one wit it, six hundred en' fifty.

Slam
(Looking about to n'ake sure they are alone.) When did youse
break dem ?
Wott
Las' nite when de buuvli was all gone, I shoved dem offer en' dey
fell rite on the stage cn' broke demselfs.
Slam
En' now de boss 'ull liaff ta pay de seven hundred en' eighty,
en' de guy what owns dc. doors wont do a ting but hand me a
hunderd en' fifty fer mine en' yores fer breakin' 'em. He didn't
want
'em,years.
he tole me he has bin tryin' ta' git rid of dem fer de
last four
Dat guy is all to de merry, heWott
is.
Is he?
said it!! Slam
We
has bin doin'
fer cfFer
sence
I wasWell,
wit you
de Graphivite
Company.
Why, business
say, he has
paid
me more money dan I pits' in me pay envelope.
Wott
Is dat 'shofe on de laxi payin' up O. K. now?
Well, I guess yes, twcnty-fifcSlayn
per cent on all he gits from dc
company. I tole him I'd fire him if he didn't.
Who broke dat golden white Wott
set of firniture we rentid?
Slam
It was an accident. I waz walkin' by dat bunch of stuff, en'
bumped me slioulder aginst some scenery leanin' against de wall
en' it fell on de furniture en' "blooey," it waz all smashed.
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Wott
En' de boss 'ull haff to pay dat guy.
Slam
Four hundert en' sixty plunks, en' we cash in sefenty-fife. (He
yawns.) Say, what's de matter wit de "eats?"
Wott
De " eats " iss all waitin' in the property room.
Slam
Wot we got today?
IVott
Tenderline steaks, mushrooms, celery, pickle walnuts, cheese,
lemon pie, club san'wiches, chickin san'wiches, sardines, pound
cake, hard boiled eggs, strawberries en' cream, en' two bottles of
champane.
Slam
(Disgustedly.) Iss DAT ALL?
Wott
If yuh want anyting else I kin git et en' charge et to " Props "
fer de bankit scene in dis rotten picter dat phoney direckter is
tryin' ta make, like you tole me to do wit de stuff we already got.
Slam
Oh! I guess it u'll do fer today. (Yawns.) Some class — hey
kid— dese pickters with banquet scenes in 'em. I jest starf ta
deth, when his Nibs is ravin' troo
Wottone of dem, don't I ?
Our sherry wine iss most all gone.
Slam
Git two bottil more en' charge dem to " Props."
Wott
You said it!
(Enter suddenly Tempermentalio, the director.)
Tem
(Calling.) Props ! Props !
Slam
Dats me.
Tem
What became of that fifty yards of blue silk velvet I ordered
for the draperies for this scene?
Slam
Search me, I toined it over to yore teck-nick director.
Tem
He says he sent it back to you to keep until the set is ready.
Slam
Aw, where does he git dat stuff? Nutting doin' on dat puttin'
it up ta me. I give et to him, en'
Tetndat's all dey is ta it.
Well, I've got to have it. I'll see him and ask him again.
(Tempermentalio exits.)
Slam
(Lays back and laughs.) Oh, me! Oh, my! Where does weez
go from here?
Wott
What's de laff?
Slam
Aw, nuttin'. But ef youse'll keep your lamps open next Sunday youse'll
Mame, me rag, en' her mudder, wearin' silk velvet
dresses
fit ferseeempresses.
(Enter Putitoff, stage director, with Forsye Wallie.)
Stage Director
(To Slam.) Slam, this is Fors5^e Wallie, a friend of mine. He
is going to work here, second assistant props. Break him in.
Slam
All right. (To Forsye.) Git busy en' clean up dat set offer
dere. Put de furniture en' rugs
over in de corner dere.
Forsye
All right. .(Forsye turns and hurries to the other set. Gets
really busy. Works hard and fast, cleaning out the set.)
Slam
(To stage director.) How dey comin', pal?
Stage Director
All right. Slam. I've got no complaint to make.
Slam
(Looking at Forsye. Pointing at him.) Gawd's sake! Look at
dat cyclone over dere. He's near got dat set cleant out already.
here.
(YeUing.) Hey, youse, come Forsye
(Stops working and comes to Slam.)
Slam
Wot ta 'ell you doin'?

Props: — "Gwan!
The boss says we
got to 'conomze
so I'm carvin' the
boat for the shipwreck scene wit'
me penknife!
Har! Har! 'Cono-

my!"

Forsye
Doing what you told me, cleaning out that set.
Slam
(Almost tearfully to stage director.) Lissen to him. Lissen to
Forsye
him! (To Forsye.) Does youse want ta ruin all of us?
I— I— I don't understand.
Stage Director
Let me tell him. Slam.
Forsye
(Anxiously.) Have I done anything wrong? I was working
as fast as I could.
Slam
(Wails.) Lissen to him! Lissen to him! He'll be de death of
me. Woikin' as hard as he could.
Stage Director
shoulder.) Take it easy, pal. He's new. I'll
on Listen,
Slam
(Patting
Forsye. If you want to hold this job
fix it. (To Forsj-e.)
down, never be seen working fast, never rush, never hurry. It
is against the rules of the men working here. Never do anything
quickly. If you do, the boss may see you and expect us to do
the same. Kill time and then kill more time. Nobody never
hurries in motion pictures. Never do anything during the day
but "stall." Put it off until evening. Then do it after regular
hours. Then you'l get "double time." Double pay for overtime.
See? Pretend to be busy, but don't be. Get me?
(Continued on page 1714)
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Exliibitors"
League
in Convention
Chooses New
York Man
to Head
Organization — Vote to Assist
Liberty Loan Drive
THE

annual convention of tlie Motion
Picture Exhibitors League of the
State of New York was held at the Hotel
Astor, in New York City, Tuesday and
Wednesday, March 5 and 6. There was a
large attendance of delegates from Greater
-New York and as far north and west as
Cohoes and Schenectady. Sydney Cohen,
of New York, was elected president. The
annual per capita tax was increased to $4.00
and it was voted to assess a special tax of
$5.00 on each theatre as a fund for organization expenses for the coming year.
It was also decided to set aside one day
of each week for the purpose of aiding the
next Liberty Loan drive. The following
is an official report of the proceedings :
TUESDAY,

MARCH

5

Meeting started at 11 :45 with President
A. Buettner in the chair. The roll call was
answered by delegates from Manhattan,
Brooklyn, Bronx, Albany, Schenectady,
Poughkeepsie, Yonkers, Troy, Cohoes and
Binghamton. Mr. Buettner opened the convention with an address referring to the
progress and conditions of the motion picture industry.
After the reports of the officers were
made and the financial statement of the
treasurer read, a vote of thanks was offered to the Tri-City League for the spirit
in which they responded to the call for
$10.00 to aid the State in carrying out its
work.
Secretary Howard made his report, and
at its conclusion donated to the State organization the sum of $933.80 due him.
Mr. Roberts, president of the Schenectady local, moved that the convention go on
record extending a vote of thanks to Mr.
Howard for his generosity and good will,
which was duly seconded by Chas. Steiner,
of the Sunshine theatre. New York City,
and the motion was carried.
The president then appointed the following committees :
Credentials: — Thomas Howard, chairman ;Messrs. Vindegrad of Bronx, Hollander of Brooklyn, Elliott of Albany, and
Wolff of Manhattan.
Law and Legislative: — J. Manheimer,
chairman; Messrs. Chas. O'Reilly, Gerson,
Zeizer, Cole, Sanders, George Cohen of
Poughkeepsie, and McCarthy.
Grievance Committee :— John Whitman,
chairman; Messrs. Chas. Steiner, Rothman,
Rich and Silverman of Schenectady.
By-Laws :— Henry Cole, chairman, and
all the secretaries of the various locals of
the State; Messrs. Berman, Ascher, Apple
and MuUer.

Resolutions :— Sydney Cohen, chairman;
Messrs. I. ITarlstall, Gerson, Chas. Haring
and Grossman.
After appointment of the committees the
convention k m rrr,-^i until n a. m.
Wcdnesd.'i ,

State

President

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6
-Mr. Howard, chairman of the Credentials
Committee, reported the various delegates
in good standing, except Queens, which
were given a few days' grace in which to
pay their per capita tax. The delegates
representing Manhattan were: Messrs.
Gerson, O'Reilly, Chas. Haring, Manheimer, Edelstein; I. Hartstall, Thomas
Howard.
The chairman of the Resolutions Committee reported out a resolution, that motion
picturetotheatres
aside' Loan
one day
of
each week
aid the set
Liberty
drive;
that the time and place of the next convention be held subject to the call of the Executive Committee. The balance of the
resolutions can be obtained at the headquarters, 218 West Forty-second Street.
Charles Steiner, chairman of the Ways
and Means Committee, reports a resolution
that the per capita tax be increased to $4.00
per annum and that a special tax of $5.00
be charged to each theatre as a fund for
organization expenses for the current year.
This was duly carried.
The convention took a recess at 1 :30 and
adjourned for a luncheon served to the
delegates present and to the principals, exchangemen and film magnets. An invitation was also extended to Miss Rose Nerenstone and Miss L Berman, assistant to the
State secretary and local secretary, respectively, to attend. After the luncheon
was served nominations were in order, and
without opposition Sydney Cohen was
elected president; Mr. Zucno of Albany,
1st vice-president; W. A. Zeizer, of Troy,
2nd vice-president; Rudi Sanders of Brooklyn, 3rd vice-president, and L. A. Buettner,
the retiring president, 4th vice-president.
John Whitman was elected treasurer. The
office of secretary was contested. Mr. Elliott nominated Thomas Howard, present
secretary, which nomination was seconded
by Mr. Zeizer. Rudi Sanders nominated
Mr. Berman. Mr. Howard then got up
and stated that he had been secretary long
enough and that they should give an opportunity for somebody else to get in, and for
the further reason that a new broom always sweeps clean, declined the nomination.
So Mr. Berman had no opposition and he
was duly elected. Mr. Hilkeimeier was reelected for sergeant-at-arms. The convention then elected delegates to the National
convention, which will be held in Boston
next July. The following delegates were
elected: Thomas Howard, Chas. Haring, J.
Manheimer, Ike Hartstall, Edelstein, Vindegrad, Cole, Roberts, Elliott, Sanders,
Grossman, Lederer, Stockhammer, Gerson,
L. Levine, Buettner, Whitman. Alternates :
Gus Koeingswald, D. Weinstock, B. Lyons,
Chas. Steiner, Wm. Hilkeimeier, A. Zuckman, M. Soloman, McCarthy, Powers, H.
Haring, Bigall, Goodman, Marress, Hollander, Shapiro, Silverman, Mrs. Eitmeyer.
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
" smokes
" campaign, get busy— now. Don't
be
a slacker!

Picture

News

Indiana

League Directors
Meet
A meeting of the board of directors of
the Indiana Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League was held in Indianapolis March 5
to discuss the details incident to arranging
for the state meeting of the league, which
is to be held in Indianapolis the latter
part of the month. The league is attempting to obtain closer co-operation among
its members through the organization of a
booking agency for Indiana with headquarters in Indianapolis. The directors include
A. C. Zaring, Fred Mack and B. V. Barton,
of Indianapolis ; Frank Rembusch, of
Shelbyville ; Ray Andrews, of Muncie ;
Hugh O'Donnell, of Washington ; Hugh
Kornblum, of Evansville; L. A. Keating, of
Terre Haute; H. H. Johnson, of Lafayette;
C. Quinby, of Fort Wayne; W. J. Wold,
of Gary, and C. Allart, of La Porte.
Seelye Goes West in Interest of United
C. R. Seelye, vice president and general
manager of the United Picture Theatres
of America, Inc., announced Monday before
starting West for a tour of the principal
exchange centers of the country that by
the end of the week one hundred of the
highest grade exchange men in the United
States would be enlisted under the United
banner.
A. S. Abeles, formerly New York exchange manager for Pathe and more recently special representative, is now in
charge of the New York United office, with
Aaron Korn assisting. Mr. Korn leaves
Paramount after two years of successful
service.
F.I.L.M. Club Elects
The F. I. L. M. Club of New York held
its annual election of officers at a recent
meeting and the ifollowing officers were
elected : I. Chadwick, Metro, president ;
William E. Raynor, Pathe, vice-president;
J. A. Hammell, General, second vice-president Miles
;
A. Gibbons, K. E. S. E.j treasurer Samuel
;
Zeiler, Universal, sergeant-atarms; C. B. Hoy, secretary.
It was decided to hold three business
meetings a month and one social session.
The first social session is announced as a
dinner for the members and their gentlefriendsdecided
to be held
20. Itmenwas
that attheHealy's
F. I. L.onM.March
Club
make these social sessions functions of importance and of variation.
Carey Wilson, of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit, was elected to membership.
Johnny

Hines Signs Contract with World
Johnny Hines, the young comedian who
appeared with Marie Dressier in " Tillie
Wakestract Up,"
has signed
long-term
with World
Pictures a and
shortly conwill
be co-starred with Madge Evans.
World Pictures also announces that
Evelyn Greeley, who recently appeared as a
star with Carlyle Blackwell in " His Royal
contract.
Highness," has been induced to renew her
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Brunet

Takes

Pathe

Holds Title of Vice-President and General Manager
Organization — Has Been with Company Over
Three Years — Names No Plans

of That

PAUL BRUNET, who for the past two years has been comptroller, assistant
treasurer and a director of Pathe, was elected vice-president and general
manager of the organization at a meeting of the Board of Directors on
March 7.
Mr. Brunet's association with the Pathe Exchange, Inc., dates back for
three and a half years, to the time the old Eclectic -Film Company was distributing the Pathe product. During all that time he has been in close touch
with the financial and exchange ends of the business, and his system of exchange control has been responsible for a marked increase in efficiency, Pathe
declares.
Well Organized Department
Mr. Brunet's department at the Pathe
Exchange administrative offices has admittedly been the best organized and directed of all the various departments. This,
Pathe says, is due to his efforts and ability,
which have made the Pathe system of accounting among the best in the business.
For the past two years, in addition to
his duties as comptroller, Mr. Brunet has
been assistant treasurer and a director in
the company.
At this time Mr. Brunet has no statement
to make regarding the policies which he
will pursue. He declares, however, that
Pathe Exchange, Inc., will be in closer
touch with the world organization of Pathe.
Berst Withdraws

from

Pathe Organization
J. A. Berst, at the meeting of the Board
of Directors of Pathe Exchange, Inc., on
March 7, resigned as vice president and
general manager of the organization. He
had contemplated this action for some time,
it is said.
In speaking of Mr. Berst, an announcement this week said : " Mn Berst is generally recognized as one of the biggest and
ablest men in the industry. His long experience in the business in this country,
dating back to 1904, combined with executive ability and foresight, has given him
complete mastery of the problems of all
of the phases of the business, including
manufacturing, producing, distributing and
administrative.
" A fair deal to all, has been Mr. Berst's
policy, and there is no man more respected
hy his employes and business associates.
" Mr. Berst was born in Paris, France,
and began his business career as a boy
with Charles Pathe, then just starting in
the business with which his name is identified all over the world. In this, Mr. Berst's
first position, he was called upon to do
everything from manufacturing to selling,
for up to 1896 he was Pathe's only employe.
In 1904 he was sent by Charles Pathe
to the United States to develop the market
here for Pathe films. The stock of films
he brought with him was small, and some
of them were only about fifteen feet in
length. He rented offices on Twentythird street, New York, and sold his

stock himself. His infant business
prospered — so much so that he engaged a cashier and an office boy.
His efforts brought such results that in
1908 it was decided to install a factory
equipment at Bound Brook, N. J., where the
main Pathe American factory has ever
since been located. The year following the
big studio in Jersey City was built, and
production of American pictures on a large
scale begun.
In December of 1913 Mr. Berst resigned
and became treasurer of the General Film
Co. Early in 1915 he accepted the vicepresidency and general managership of the
Selig Company. Then he became the president of the General Film, which office he
resigned early in 1916 to become vicepresident and general manager of Pathe.
Select's N. Y. Exchange
Gets More Territory
A readjustment has just been made of
the territory served by Select's Boston and
New York exchanges. Under the new arrangement the western Connecticut territory, embracing the district lying west of
the Connecticut river, will be served from
the New York exchange.
In taking over the new district. Branch
Manager Henry Siegel made such arrangements that there will be no interruption
whatever in service to the exhibitors affected. L. W. Adler, office manager of the
New York exchange, spent several days in
Boston going over records and making arrangements necessary to the transfer.
Lease

Plimpton Studio for
Doris Kenyon
THEODORE C. DEITRICH, president
of De Luxe Pictures, Inc., has leased
the Plimpton Studio at Yonkers, where
" The Street of Seven Stars " will be made
by Doris Kenyon at the head of her own
company. The studio is one of the best in
Westchester County and has recently been
completely outfitted by Horace G. Plimpton, with every requisite for the making of
high-class motion pictures.
Miss Kenyon has just returned from a
vacation spent at Palm Beach and it is expected that actual work on " The Street of
Seven Stars " will commence this week.
Together with her director, John B.

Management
O'Brien, her leading man, Hugh Thompson and ten other members of the cast, the
star has gone to Lake Placid where the
week will be spent making exteriors.
Other exteriors will be made later on in
the South, probably in New Orleans.
Wtirk in the studio will start on March 18.
Mr. Deitrich has engaged Lloyd Lonergan, formerly vice-president of the Thanhouser Company and for many years associated with that organization, as studio
manager. E. C. McCarthy, recently of the
Pathe forces, will be his assistant.
Film to Teach Morality
Lesson to Soldiers
A film calculated to carry to the soldiers
and sailors in Uncle Sam's service a striking lesson on the perils of immorality was
recently completed at the Metro studios in
New York. The picture was produced
through the co-operation of the Surgeon
General of the United States Army and the
Commission on Training Camp Activities
and will be shown at training camps, on
shipboard and at all the United States naval
and military stations here and abroad. The
production consists of two parts, a single
reel of clinical pictures showing the ravages of the various diseases caused by immorality, being followed by a three-reel
play titled " Fit to Fight," which was written and ably directed by Edward H. Griffith, of the War Department Commission
on Training Camp Activities.
The Surgeon General and the commission are indebted to the Metro Pictures
Corporation for the free use of their studio
and properties, to the Edison Company,
which loaned Raymond McKee, the star of
" Fit to Fight," and to Mr. McKee, Harry
Gripp, Paul Kelly, William Wadsworth,
Jessie Stevens, Corporal Robert Hamilton
and Private Samuel Burbank, who gave of
their time and best efforts as members of
the cast; also to the American Social
Hygiene Association and the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, which co-operated in
producing the clinical film prefacing the
The film is not for sale and will not be
play.
shown except as above stated.
" Parentage " Released in
Ohio and Kentucky
" Parentage," Hobart Henley's production, is announced for release in Ohio and
Kentucky territory. Among the theatres in
those territories which have booked the
feature are: Walnut, Cincinnati; Standard,
Cleveland; Majestic, Columbus; Temple,
Toledo ; Mary Anderson, Louville ; Strand,
Dayton; Liberty, Youngstown; Fairbanks,
Springfield ; Strand, Akron, and the Strand,
Canton.
This is the first opportunity that the exhibitors of Kentucky and Ohio have had
of booking " Parentage " since its New
York premiere at the Rialto theatre, several
months ago. The theme deals with the influence environment has upon the character
of children.
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Campaign

for

Allied C ommittee Ors^aiiized to I'usli
Hill About to Be Introduced in
New York State Legislature
THE allied interests of tlie motion picture industry liave launched a vigorous campaign to amend the State penal
laws of New York to permit the exhibition of motion pictures on Sunday, and
to that end a bill is about to be introduced
in the State Legislature.
An Allied Motion Picture Committee of
the State of New York was organized at
the offices of the National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry on Tliursday,
March 7. This cominittee is already push' ing a strenuous campaign throughout the
State to gain the passage of the measure.
Kollowing are the committee memlicrs :
John .Manheimer, chairman: Frederick H.
Elliott, executive secretary of the National
Association of the Motion Picture Industry, secretary: W. A. Zeisler and Charles
L.
O'Reilly,
assistantMitchel
secretaries;
Max
Spiegel, secretary;
H. Mark
Realty Corporation, owners of the Strand
circuit of theatres in the State, treasurer.
Mr. Manheimer is president of the Motion Pictures Exhibitors' League of New
Harry

Davis Opens Grand
in Pittsburgh
The Grand theatre, Pittsburgh's new
million-dollar motion picture palace, was
opened March 8 by Harry Davis in a
manner befitting the beauty and magnificence of the house.
The new Grand seats 3,000 people, and
there were five persons for each of these
seats on the opening day, meaning a paid
admission from more than 15,000 people.
Marguerite Clark, Famous Playcrs-Lasky
star, was present in person at the opening, accompanied by Adolph Zukor, president of Famous Playcrs-Lasky. Miss
Clark made a speech of dedication via the
screen while she sat in the audience. Later
she spoke a few words. Mayor Babcock
of Pittsburgh also addressed the audience.
The Douglas Fairbanks-Artcraft feature,
" Headin' South," was the attraction at
the opening, and this was surrounded by
a fitting program of music and shorter
subjects.
It is said the Grand will book Paramount and ArtCraft pictures, as features,
exclusively.
Bradley Engaged to Direct
Beverly Bruce
Beverly Bruce, who announced last week
that she would enter the producing !"ic:!d,
announces this week that she has <.ngagcd
Willard Bradley whose story, " Lctitia-forHappiness," has been accepted for Miss
Bruce's first production, to direct her. She
announce^ that a studio has been engaged.
Mr. Bradley is the author of many successful photoplays and has written a book
on the motion picture scenario, " The
Shadow Shop" He is now engaged in
writinR the continuity for " Txtitia-forHappincss."

Sunday

Opening

York State, Local No. 1, and Mr. O'Reilly
is first vice-president of the same organization.
The committee is lining up every one of
the 1,200 exhibitors of the State behind the
bill. At the Hotel Ten Eyck. in Albany,
probably on Thursday, March 14, an important get-together meeting will be held.
At this time the complete organization of
the State campaign will be mapped out.
Already an active newspaper campaign
has been started and the allied committee
is making a systematic effort to put every
important newspaper in the State behind
the bill to amend the laws regarding Sunday motion picture exhibitions.
The allied committee makes it clear that
the bill, as proposed, presents the opening
of Sunday motion picture theatres as a matter of local option. Specifying 2 p. m. as
the opening Sunday hour, any possible confliction with religious services is eliminated.
The bill, as now proposed, is substantially
the same as the bill introduced last year
in the State Legislature by Assemblyman
Clarence J. Welsh, of Albany. This bill
had the emphatic approval of the State
conference of mayors.
Bill Gives N. Y. State Sunday Shows
Sunday motion picture shows will be
legalized and can only be prevented by
ordinances adopted by local municipalities
by a bill just introduced in the New
York legislature and which is said to have
good chances of passage.
The measure, which is backed by 1,200
theatre owners, film producers and allied
interests, gives the locality the right to
determine whether Sunday shows shall be
allowed and where no action against them
is taken they may operate.
About 600 of the 1,200 motion picture
houses in the State are not allowed to
operate on Sundays. As a result the loss
to the Government, in war taxes, it is
pointed out, is $500,000 a year.
The proposal, which limits the time of
opening to the period after 2 p. m., so that
there shall be no conflict with religious
services, has been indorsed by the State
Conference of Mayors.
Red

Cross

Film

Has

Been

Completed
The company of players who went South
with Jack Eaton to produce the special
Red Cross film has returned to New York
after completing its exteriors at New
Orleans and at Camp Shelby, Mississippi.
The scenario by James Montgomery Flagg
called for scenes in a French city, so the
French quarter of New Orleans was
chosen. The party included Ray McKee
who plays the part of Sam Prescott, an
American private in France ; Peggy Adams,
who plays the American Red Cross nurse;
Saul Harrison, director; George Lane, camHarrison. eraman, and Harry Grippe, assistant to

|

New

Picture

News

corporatioDs

THE thefollowing
within
industry new
werecorporations
included in
the
records of the Corporation Trust ComMarch pany,9:of Jersey City, for the week ending
NEW YORK
KENNEDY
Manhattan.—
Motion
pictures THEATRES,
und vaudeville.INC.,
Capital,
$100,000.
Incorporators : Aubrey M. Kennedy, Thos.
Healy
and Chas.
Cole. PARK CORPORATION,
NORTH
STAR
Manhattan. — Moving- pictures. Capital, $20,000.
Incorporators : Ferdinand Wildermann, Hermann
Scliaaf and William II. Heyne.
NEW YORK MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION, Alanhattan. — To operate motion picture
film exchanges. Capital, $50,000. Incorporators:
John G. Turnbull, Louis O. Bergh and John E.
Mclntyre.
KORENO THEATRE CORPORATION,
New York City. — Theatres and moving pictures.
Capital,
$5,000. andIncorporators
: Frank Koren,
Raffaela Acierno
Maria A. Acierno.
MANHATTAN BRIDGE AMUSEMENT
COMPANY, INC., Manhattan.— Motion pic$3,000.andIncorporators
vinthal, tures.
EllaCapital,
Levinthal
Ray L. Cohen.Max LeH. W.moving
VISCHER,
Phoenix,
Y.—
Operate
picture INC.,
theatres.
Capital,N.$5,000.
Incorporators
:
Howard
W.
Vischer,
Bennett
Cornell and Peter Eckel.
DELAWARE
SUCCESS-BOUND FILM CORPORATION,
Wilmington. — Production of motion pictures, etc.
Capital, $100,000. Incorporators: Frank B.
Coigne, Herman Ross and A. M. Halloran.
ALLIED BOOKING ASSOCIATION, Dover.
— Manufacture and renting of motion picture
films. Capital, $100,000. Incorporators: S. S.
Hutchinson, J. P. Grier and N. D. Cross.
ILLINOIS
HENDERSON FILMS, Chicago.— To produce
moving picture
films.
Capital,
porators: T. S. Henderson,
W. R.$10,000.
Hyde andIncorW.
J. Cummings.
NEW FILM
JERSEY—
FOREIGNCOMPANY
THE ART
STUDIOS
(Ohio), Trenton. — To deal in moving picture
films, etc. Capital, $100,000, Incorporators: C.
Kerney.
W. Stambaugh, H. H. Stambaugh and C. E.
Oakland Claims a Record
in News Filming
Oakland, Cal., appears oftener in the
weekly news pictorials than any other city
in the United States, according to H. M.
Smith, Pacific Coast manager of the International Film Service, and that record has
recently been increased by the filming in
one week of ten subjects. This is said to
be unprecedented. Eugene Castle, cameraman for the Mutual Weekly, and L. E.
Hutt for the Hearst-Pathe, are the authorities for this statement.
Hutt and Castle work through the publicity bureau of the Oakland Chamber of
Commerce, depending wholly on Eugene
Bowles, the publicity man, to keep them
posted on events of importance and for the
arrangement of the details of "shooting"
them. Bowles provides the necessary " extra people," if they can be so called in a
news weekly; rehearses them and then cooperates indirecting the pictures.
Triangle Finishing " SerThe Triangle Film
Corporation" announce
vant in House
that they are now completing, at Culver
City, their first big special production entitled The
"
Servant in the House."
It is adapted from tlic stage play of the
same name. Further details as to method
of
will he given out within a
few exploitation
davs.
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L-Ko

President Back from
the Coast
Julius Stern, president of tlie L-Ko
Komedy Kompany, has just returned to
New York after a stay of six months at
the West Coast studios of that organization.
Mr. Stern's return has brought to light
a' radical change in the policy of his company, in so far as the type of comedies
which are to be released in the future is
concerned. The new L-Ko releases will
feature girls — lots of them — rather than
just one or two players.
The results of a questionnaire recently
sent out to representative exhibitors located in various sections of the country are
said to be responsible for the change in the
style of -the L-Ko output. The answers
sent in by these exhibitors state that the
effect of the revival in popularity of the
" girl " shows now being presented to the
public is being reflected in the growing demand for screen comedies in which feminine pulchritude figures importantly.
Paralta Settled in New
Offices
Paralta Plays, Inc., is now comfortably
settled in its new offices on the twelfth
floor of the building at 6-8 West Fortyeighth street. In its new home, Paralta has
the entire twelfth floor as well as a projection room, scenario department and film
vaults which have been erected on the roof.
The offices of the Mastercraft Photoplay
Corporation are also on the same floor
with Paralta in the new building and in a
few months the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, through which Paralta Plays are being released, will move into the same building and occupy the eleventh floor.
Till Manager of Select's
New Orleans Branch
Select Pictures Corporation has appointed H. G. Till manager of its newly established New Orleans branch, the appointment to take effect immediately. Mr. Till,
who is one of the youngest managers in
the business, has also had one of the most
remarkable rises to this important position
in the history of the industry. As a salesman attached to the staff of C. C. Ezell,
manager of Select's Dallas exchange, his
success on the road led to his promotion in
the Dallas branch, and finally to his selection for the important position of branch
manager in New Orleans
Denver

Exhibitor

Raises

Price to 15 Cents
On February 16 the Paris theatre in
Denver, situated in the vicinity of several
other thriving motion picture houses, raised
its evening admission price from ten to fifteen cents. At the same time it was announced that the Paris would run Triangle
pictures exclusively
For years the standard admission charge
in Denver was five cents and only a few
years ago was raised to ten cents, long
after ten cents had been adopted by nearly
all cities and towns in the country

SPOTTING

THAT

ELUSIVE

WASTE

Another Proposed Remedy to Stop the Leaks
that Destroy the Profits
' < T T is there," said an exhibitor with a knowing look as he pointed
I toward a producer's expensively-operated plant. He was speaking
I of the Will-o-the-Wisp Waste that flies away with the profits,
and which strange bird makes more trips than even a noniinion stork.
" Say not so! " exclaimed the producer in reply. " It is yonder, in the
theatres
of the tocountry,
whereat the
offerof nohis co-operation."
And
he turned
have a look
the exhibitors
expense sheet
organization.
Along comes John R. Freuler, of Mutual, and draws a distinct line
between producer and exhibitor. He even infers that co-operation between them is not so necessary as strict attention to their individual
businesses. In other words he intimates that each should go about
eliminating the waste " on his own hook," and co-operation will naturally
follow.
" But," said Mr. Freuler, " the biggest waste and the most serious
one in the industry is in the motion picture theatre itself. The exhibitor
can run his owm business, quite regardless of how much money the picture-makers waste.
" It is a simple matter of merchandising efficiency. If the exhibitor
will buy his show wisely and sell it well he will automatically remedy,
a great many of the complained conditions back at the exchanges and
Can it be that the exhibitor has been so busy watching the producer,
and
vice versa, that neither has had time to pluck the beam from his own
studios."
discerning eye?

Germany

Seeks

Plans Going Forward for Checking
and ItaHan
French, American
After War —
Productions
Tried Once Before

Germovement is on foot in week
A GREAT many,
it was learned last
through reliable sources from France, to
put made-in-Germany products in the film
line in a dominating position after the war.
To bring about this proposed achievement apowerful motion picture enterprise,
Universal-Film Aktiensllschaft, or U. F. A.,
has been formed in Berlin under the direction of Schwartz, Goldschmitt & Company,
banking house, and Carl Indstrom, A. G.
It is understood this society, as it is
known, commences business with a capital
stock of 25,000,000 marks, which is expected to be increased shortly. This is furnished by the German banks. La Gazette
de Voos, of Paris, in commenting on the
news remarks, among other things, that
this enterprise will serve to keep the
French, American and Italian firms in
check upon the conclusion of hostihties. A
year ago a preliminary effort was made
hy the manufacturing companies, the Nordisk Films Co., the Messter Films Gesellschaft and the Union A. G.
In Switzerland, it is understood, the society is represented by a Mr. Franzos, who
does not confine himself exclusively to the
booking of films, but secures the control of
theatres as well. At present the Nordisk
Film Co. has the three principal picture
theatres in Zurich, two in Basle, one at
Lucerne and one at St. Gall, in German
Switzerland. In addition to the companies
named above as being represented in the
society, Oliver Konzern and Projektionsof

Control
Film
A. G. Union are included in the line-up.
Over forty theatres are now at the disposal
of the new combination.
Funds for carrying on the work of organization are advanced by the banks of
Germany, and it is said this is the first
time that banks have been interested in
affairs of this kind. Banks represented on
the board of directers of the U. F. A. include:Deutsche Bank (Reichsbank) and
Dresdner Bank. Other German societies
said to be represented are Allgemeine Electrizitas Gesellschaf t, Hamburg America
Linie and Norddeutsche Lloyd.
Selznick

Resumes Visits to
Exchanges

Lewis J. Selznick has resumed his series
of short trips to various cities in which exchanges are maintained by the Select Pictures Corporation, of which he is president.
Several of 'these trips were made by Mr.
Selznick prior to his recent vacation in
Florida. Now the president of the Select
Company is picking up his swing around
the circle at the point where he dropped it.
Ames New Manager of
Pathe Phila. Office
George T. Ames, one of the best known
exchange managers in the business, has
been appointed to the Pathe Philadelphia
office, H. M. Osborne, the former manager,
having been placed in charge of the Pathe
Washington office. Mr. Ames comes to
Pathe from the Goldwyn, for which company he has been Philadelphia manager
during the past year. He assumed charge
his new office on March 1.
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R. V. Anderson, branch manager, Pathe
Exchange, Inc., Atlanta, Ga., visited the
home office in New York last week.
Frank L. Newman, president and general
manager. Regent and Royal theatres, Kansas City, Mo., was in New York for a few
days last week. Mr. Newman is one of the.
most prominent exhibitors and theatre owners in the Middle West. He returned to
Kansas City Friday.
Harold Binney, Florida Funny Films, arrived from Jacksonville in New York this
week with the first three comedy productions of this company. Mr. Binney is a
pioneer in the industry and has been working at the Kiutho Studios in Florida. He
will be in New York for a week or more
and will be glad to see his old friends.
J. E. Dunne, Grandun Film Company,
Boston, was in New York last week looking
at the current productions offered on the
independent market.
Arthur H. Sawyer and Herbert Lubin,
exploitation and sales managers, General
Enterprises, Inc., and William Atkinson,
business manager, Metro Pictures Corporation, left New York last week for a rest at
Atlantic City. Mr. Atkinson is recovering
from a recent illness. Following a rest at
Atlantic City, Messrs. Lubin and Sawyer
will leave for a trip through the South in
the interest of General Enterprises' independent productions.
V. C. Hodupp, V. C. Hodupp, Inc., Indianapolis, Ind., left New York last week
after contracting for several independent
productions to be distributed by him in his
territory. Mr. Hodupp is one of the prominent independent buyers and distributors
in the Middle West.
Ben Grimm, formerly of the editorial
staff, Moving Picture World, now in the
aviation branch of the U. S. Signal Corps,
pursuing a course of study at the Aviation
School, Cornell University, was in New
York last week shaking hands with his
many friends along Broadway.
Wattcrson R. Rothacker, president of the
Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company,
Chicago, was in New York last week conferring with officials of the First National
Exhibitors Circuit regarding prints for
" Tarzan of the Apes," which will be distributed through the First National Exchanges throughout the United States.
Loui.s Burnstein, King-Bee Film Corporation, left New York last Wednesday on the
" Twentieth Century Limited," bound for
Los An^clcs. Mr. Burnstein is expected
back in New York the latter part of March
with prints of Billy West's latest comedies,
"The Scholar" and "The Messenger."
Herman Rifkin, Eastern Features Film
Company, Boston, returned to Boston last
week, after looking at the current features
offered on the independent market by the
New York producers.

Picture

News

Universars

Offer
Is Accepted
the exhibitors are concerned, it is evident
Three Producing Organizations Have
they are evincing a keen interest in the
Already Availed Themselves of
manner in which producers generally greet
Laemmle's Tender of Use of
Universal's invitation.
Studios at Universal City
In a letter which that organization has
THREE producers have already accepted
addressed to the various manufacturers
Univcrsal's invitation to all producing
is pointed out the fact that utilizing the
organizations to close down their studios
Universal City resources is the first step
and move into the Universal City plant, in towards
cutting the cost of producing picorder to cut down on their present
tures. Producers are urged to put aside
enormous overhead. They are the Astra
all pride of studio ownership and to look
company, the George Beban company and
offer from the coldone unnamed organiaztion, according to a at the Universal
blooded, business standpoint of saving the
statement issued by Carl Laemmle. Astra
dollars that are now wasted in heavy inalready has one company at work there
dividual overhead.
and plans to have three units working by
Commenting
upon this letter Mr.
the end of the month. The other two organizations will also be operating at full Laemmle said : " We are urging other
blast within the next thirty days.
producers to follow the examples set byIt is also stated that negotiations are Astra, George Beban and the third company and to forget their pride in studio
now proceeding which will, in all probability, result in the closing of other large ownership. Mere studio ownership means
lessened profits. Even if the average proproducing plants on the West Coast. The
ducer cannot rent his studio to some one
names of the companies affected by this
else for other purpose than studio work,
deal will, in all likelihood, be made public within the next few weeks.
it will pay him to close it tighter than a
Letters that have been received by Mr.
drum, pay the rent, or taxes and insurance
Laemmle from both producers and ex- and move into Universal City. The saving
our plant will enable him to effect will
hibitors during the last week have congratulated Universal upon its initiative in more than offset whatever expense he may
proposing the one practical solution to the entail as the result of closing up his own
producing overhead problem. As far as
J. J. Sameth, sales representative, Physical Culture Photo Plays, returned to New
York last week after an extended trip
through the South in the interest of Bernarr MacFadden's physical culture picture,
" Zongar."
Mr. Sameth reports a successful trip.
Carl Anderson, Paralta Pictures, is expected to arrive in New York this week
from Los Angeles, where he has been for
several weeks in the interests of that company.
Rupert Julian, actor-director-producer,
arrived in New York last week to witness
the opening of his first independent production,The
"
Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin,"
which opened at the Broadway theatre Saturday night.
New Indiana Corporation
'I'he Empire Theatre Amusement Company of Milan, Ind., has filed articles of
incorporation, giving its capitalization as
$5,000. Its purpose will be the construction
and operation of a house at Milan, and its
directors include Thomas H. Thompson,
John R. Pate, John H. Bergdoll, William
H. Wilson and Ivor Fuller.

studio."
Exhibitors
Prepare " Tarzan " Campaigns
During the past week A. H. Blank, of
Des Moines, and N. H. Gordon, of Boston,
two of the prominent franchise holders
in the First National Exhibitors' Circuit,
spent several days in New York looking
over the film market and giving special attention to " Tarzan of the Apes," to prepare for special exploitation of the big
Broadway attraction in their own territories. Robert Lieber, of Indianapolis, was
also represented by his brother, Herman
Lieber, and S. Barret McCormick, managing director of the Circle theatre, the big
Lieber house of that city.
Brenon

ish Flag
Enrolls
Under

Herbert Brenon, it was announced last
week in New York, has laid plans to leave
immediately for England, where he is to
fake up some important war work for the
British Government. <He will be active, it
is expected, both in England and at the
battle front.
Indianapolis

Under
Banhas
The Ohio Ohio
Board Board's
of Censorship
barred "The Song of Songs" from exhibition in that state. No reason was given
for this action. This film and " Men Who
Have Made Love to Me" are the principal
ones
barred this year by the Ohio Board.
"The Ten of Diamonds" was held up for
some time, but finally was passed.

Brit-

Theatre Manager Resigns
Edwin Booth has resigned as manager of
the Alhambra theatre in Indianapolis to go
into the fruit and vegetable commission
business with his father. The Alhambra
is a Barton & Olson property and one of
the most productive houses in the city.
No
has as yet been chosen for
Mr. successor
Booth.
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Selznick?
Mr. Selznick looked
Look
Being a Glance at the Real Human Side of the Big
WELL, 's well!
surprised;
but he went
who herel
Men of the Picture Game
Caught in Action
right ahead and talked
Lewis J. Selznick, as I
business. " I'm going to,
live.
By William A. Johnston
Probably, gentle reader,
anyway," he asserted.
It would appear from what he said that Mr. Selznick believes
you
beenseries.
wondering why Mr. Selznick didn't come along
in three things.
earlierhave
in the
So has Mr. Selznick.
1. The all-star system.
-to keep
2. Select Pictures.
Which makes it fifty-fifty.
3. Himself.
You see we had to hold some of the best subjects backTherefore himself is going out on a trip to the present and
the series up. (How's that, Mr. Selznick?)
prospective
customers of Select Pictures to talk about the all-star
Well, anyway, when we 'phoned Mr. Selznick this morning he
said immediately : " Yes sir, certainly, come right up."
system.
There's no persiflage about Mr. Selznick. Whether he comAnd, in our opinion, he'll get away with it.
We cheerfully extend some advice to the exhibitors Mr. Selzpliments you, makes an appointment, calls you a liar, or says he's
nick will meet.
going to sue you — he's always exceedingly direct. He's quite as
direct as a club. He often hits you that way.
Don't try to bluff him unless you've got the goods.
If the goods are on you, own up right away. He'll find it out,
You wouldn't call him democratic. He's simply too businessanyway.
like to be Mndemocratic ; he's too practical to pose — that's all. He
certainly puts all the cards — face-up, on the table.
Take his word. He's more apt to keep it than
any film
man most
we know
of.
And he certainly
Don't try to put
is interesting.
We'd rather interany jokerswith
in your
contract
him.
view Mr. Selznick
He'll slip in two
than play poker ;
the rules of both
for your one. If
you don't try it,
games, in fact, are
quite similar.
Once we tried to
he Tell
won't.thinner.
him
he's
bluff Mr. Selzgetting
That will
get him
nick, by the way,
on your side at
and it didn't go.
the start.
"Now look
Tell him your
here," opened Mr.
troubles
— honSelznick in his
estly; and ask his
charmingly frank
help. That will
tickle him to
manner, " I don't
like your interdeath. He'll take
views. They're
off his coat and
too darn funny.
go to work for
I've
got no timeI
you. You see, he
for foolishness.
thrives on trouble.
want to make a
business statement
He gets
unhappywhen
things
move
to the exhibitor."
why he'sT hgoing
" Yes, Mr. Selzhappily.
a t's
out on the road.
nick," we countered, "but the exhibitor wouldn't
toTalk
him —quicklyand be
read it."
frank. He's got
Mr. Selznick
one of the quicklooked obstinate.
est and shrewdest
minds we ever
" I don't talk bunk
like these other
met. He is intolerant of either
fellows."
stupidity
"True, Mr.
ocation. or equivSelznick; you
Don't try to
don't ; but you see
slip anything over
you'recentthe
victim innoof a
him. He'll beat
you to it, if you
pernicious practice. The exhibdo. If you don't,
something and
itor has got so
if you make
him
feel that
he won't read any
business stateyou're leaving it
ments any more.
T/te/ spejl
all to him, he'll
We warn the exgive you the best
hibitor in our
of Init. other words,
headlines that Mr.
So-and-so is makit's best — for you
ing a business
— to work with :
statement ; whereupon the exhib(Continued on
itor passes it up."
page 1714)
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Stanley

V.

Mastbaum

the passing of Stanley V. Mastbaum
WITH
tlie motion picture industry loses one of its
most unique personalities and most forceful ligures.
The news of his death came as a distinct shockto the New York film community. He was young,
of unusually sturdy physique and so far as was
generally known here right abreast of his active
and arduous duties.
There have been many expressions of real sorrow. Mr. Mastbaum's dominant personality and
business principles made enemies for him just as
they created ardent friends and followers. That
was inevitable. But it is a real tribute to the man
that those who opposed his plans most bitterly
were the most outspoken in praise of the man himself— his ability and integrity.
The writer can give only an impression of Mr.
Mastbaum, having met him but once and then recently here in New York.
The impression was a vivid one however.
It was that of a man of strength, broadness and
reliability. We fancy that herein was comprised
the solid foundation of his business success and
leadership. He knew and believed in the broad
true laws of economy, in business power based
upon business laws, in the strict principles of the
counting house.
He came to the picture industry far better
equipped than most men.
He had an expert's knowledge of real estate
values — very valuable to a theatre man. He had a
keen knowledge of art values, gained through education, travel and business experience in the buying and .selling of rugs and art objects. And his
previous connection with department store enterprise had given him full knowledge of the ways
and advantages of co-operative buying and selling.
The Stanley Booking Corporation, a concern
which dominated the I'iiiladelphia picture theatre
field and made its influence felt throughout the industry, was but the natural outgrowth of this exenergy. perience and the man's own strength, courage and
He was a tireless worker.
He gave liberally —
too liberally — of his energies, as such men will,
for his strength was undoubtedly sapped before
his illness and he added to this by returning too soon to his
work.
Briefly, his public career is as follows : Law student at
the University of Pennsylvania; buyer of Oriental rugs for
Gimbel Brothers ; member of the real estate firm of Ma.stbaum Brothers & ITeisher; head of the Stanley Company
owning and operating the Stanley, Globe, Arcadia, Rialto,
Broadway, and Alhambra theatres in Philadelphia and the
Stanley in New York City ; head and founder of the Stanley BcKjking Corporation embracing seventy-odd theatres
in Philadelphia, Bethlehem, Easton, llarrisburg, Reading
and other Penn.sylvania cities and in Atlantic City, Camden and Cape May in New Jersey.
The Stanley Booking Corporation has been one of the
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Johnston

MASTBAUM

Dominating Porsonaiitj) — -That Created Friends — Admirers
—With the Same Qualities TKat Made Opponents."
storm centres of the industry. There have been those outspoken against it as a monopoly. On the other hand the
institution has had firm supporters even among those who
were in no way concerned with its business operations.
Mr. Mastbaum believed in his institution as a business
I)rinciple, an ordering and successful regulation of waste
and inefiiciency that was repugnant to his business mind
and training.
If he did any business harm he also did much business
good. Certainly he helped many and he has helped advance this industry. His employees were with him to a
man, every ounce of their loyalty and energy. That speaks
highly of him.
A power passes away with this man.
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Advi
try fails to meet the problems of the future something will
FROM
all parts of the country, even in the short time
that has intervened since the first announcement of be radically wrong with the world in general.
part of the personnel of the Advisory Board of the
First as to individual questions : Mr. Rothapfel will continue to conduct the general department of answers to
Exhibitors' Service Board have come congratulations on.
the new step forward taken in behalf of the great body of exhibitors, work which he is so unselfishly doing; but exshowmen of the nation. These have come from exhibithibitors anywhere can now have their questions answered
by any one of this board they select. There may be reasons,
ors, from the far-seeing of the manufacturers and from
because of local conditions, because of similar experithe liver newspapers. We are not printing these " adences, that answers from certain men are desired. All the
vance endorsements." We are sure that with the assistexhibitor
has to do is to request this, and we will see that
ance and advice of the Advisory Board the Exhibitors'
Service Bureau will be able to show the way, and that by the answer is forwarded and that it appears in these colits accomplishments it will merit all the brilliant forecasts
umns. The only conditions we make is that these must
that its friends have given it.
not call for opinions on individual films or film sex-vices,
This week some additional names are announced. Deand that all must be sent to the Exhibitors' Sers'ice Bureau
addressed to the man whom you wish to answer your
moralization ofthe mails has prevented our making the inquiry.
final announcements again this week, but there are only a
few names to be added, though the board will always be
kept alive and up to date, representing the best interests
WE
want to wade into the big problems right at the
of the exhibitor, and the exhibitor alone.
start. Recently in conversation with the director
of this bureau, Mr. Rothapfel criticized the music
cues
that
were furnished by producers and those appearAMONG the names that appear this week is that of
ing
in
trade
journals, as in many instances being impossithe only woman member of the board, Mrs. Joseph.
ble. A few days later Mr. Frank L. Newman, director of
Grossman, wife of the manager of the Standard
the Royal and Regent Theatres, Kansas City, and also a
Theatre, Cleveland, O., and his chief assistant. We bemember
of the board, came into the office and in discussing
lieve that women, either as advisors of their husbands or
music cues referred to the fact that he and his musical
as full managers of theatres, are going to play a very great
director had visited another house in a different city and
part in the future of motion picture exhibitions, and we
before
they knew the title of the picture the musical direchave urged Mrs. Grossman to serve especially for the aid
had named it from the music that was being used —
that she can give, and is willing to give to other women in the tor
same that had been used with the same picture at one
the industry. And this is in addition to the splendid talof the Newman houses. Mr. Newman himself emphaents that she has shown as de'signer of the advertising of
sized the poor quality of some of the music cues. We
the Standard.
would be glad to hear from those who find these bad,
This is a reminder that there are many important fields
whether they appear in the News, or from whatever
that have been barely covered. It is our belief that the source they originate. Music is one of the big features of
Advisory Board is going to direct the thought of the induspictures today, and if the discussion and criticism by
try, and that it will be responsible for a greater degree of members of this biu-eau can raise the quality something
activity on the part of showmen and on the part of every
really worth while has been done.
branch of the industry than has ever been known before —
real constructive effort of the fearless sort that does, not
Advisory Board is here and ready to help. It
care whose heels it steps on so long as it makes for THIS
wants to hear from the exhibitor who is seeking aid
progress.
and advice. It does not desire to conduct an elemental school in fundamental principles, but it is anxious
WE
told you in our initial announcement that this to get at what is wrong and to help you in the problems
that confront you.
board would have the right always to criticize
With: the new names added here is the board as it stands
today
statements that appear in the Exhibitors' Service
Bureau, but that they will be responsible for nothing that
Samuel L. Rothapfel, Rialto and RivoU theatres. New
appears unless it is over their own signature. But all of
York.
these men have volunteered to do everything they can, and
Thomas D. Soriero, Park theatre, Boston, and Strand
in the weeks to follow there will be an array of thought, a
theatre,
Lowell.
wealth of ideas, a group of accomplishments represented
such as the industry has never seen.
Harold B. Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.
Edw. L. Hyman, Victoria theatre, Buffalo.
It is human that the Motion Picture News would
E. Mandlebaum, Loew's Stilhnan theatre, Cleveland,
rather be called right than wrong, but when we are wrong
Ohio.
we want to know it. But far greater than criticizing what
Mrs. Joseph Grossman, Standard theatre, Cleveland, 0.
has appeared, these men are going to perform a great servS. Barret McCormick, Circle theatre, Indianapolis.
ice for you all in suggesting what does appear, though
Theo. L. Hays, New Garrick theatre, St. Paul.
their credit for this great work may not appear on the
M. W. McGee, Majestic theatre, Detroit.
surface.
E. V. Richards, Jr., General Manager, Saenger Amusement Co., New Orleans.
Ernst
Boehringer, Liberty theatre. New Orleans.
symconduct
to
be
will
departures
the
ANOTHER of
F. L. Newman, Royal and Regent theatres, Kansas.
posiums on important problems that are always before us or on crises that suddenly appear. We are City, Mo.
fortunate in having the advice of these leading showmen
^
Strand theatre, Omaha.
{Continued on next page)
at our call, and if, with benefit of their advice, the indus-
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P. E. Noble, American theatre, Butte, Montana.
George
E. Carpenter,
Paramount-Empress theatre,
Sah Lake.
Sam W. B. Cohn, Liberty theatre, Spokane, Wash.
G. F. Fullerton, Advertising Manager, Greater Theates Co., Seattle, Wash.
E. J. Myrick, Liberty theatre, Portland, Ore.
Eu<;cne H. Roth, California theatre, San Francisco.
Kalplt RulTner, Columbia theatre, Portland, Ore.
Sidney Graunian, Grauman's. theatre, Los Angeles.

JOSEPH GROSSMAN, whose husband is manager of the Standard, Cleveland, O., is going to do
a great deal not only for tiic women
who are interested in the operation of
motion picture theatres, but for the
men as well, for she is one of the most
successful designers of advertising in
She writes :
the country.
■■ You certainly flatter me when you
ask me to serve on your board with
such men as Mr. Rothapfel, Mr. Roth,
Mr. McCormick, Mr. Franklin and
Mr. Soriero. Although the work is
entirely new to me, I will be more than
pleased to act in such a capacity for
the Motion Picture News. If you will send me an outline of the work, I will place my best efforts so that they
will be of the greatest possible assistance to the industry."
That is the spirit that inspires every member of the
hoard ; it means that big things are going to be done.
MRS.

ALMOST immediately after we printed an insert telling of the splendors of the new Rivoli theatre, we
followed with another one from the
other edge of the continent telling of
the magnificent temple of the silent
art in Los lion-dollar
Angeles
theatre. — Grailman's milMr. Rothapfel is a member of the
Advisory Board, of course, and he has
long been doing a great deal for exhibitors through the country by his
answers to inquiries and through furnishing material for "Seeing the
Rialto." And so this week we are announcing the addition of Sidney Grauman, who is in charge of the destinies of the magnificent
Los Angeles house. Mr. Grauman's letter has been delayed in the general mix up of the mails, but he tells us
that the thinks the board is a great idea and that it is going
to accomplish a great deal.
RALPH

RUFFNER, manager of the Columbia theatre, Portland, Ore., is the second man to be selected
from that city. New Orleans, Buffalo,
and Cleveland are the other cities that
have two members each, for, while
efforts have been made to cover the
whole country, the members of the
board have been selected because of
their accomplishments and if some
cities have two who deserve membership— well, those cities are lucky.
" I am glad to be a member of the
Advisory Board of the Motion Picture New.s," writes Mr. Ruffner.
" Whatever my duties are I hope to
serve as a unit creditable to the board and to the paper."
You have all heard of Mr. Ruffner, who is known
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wherever motion pictures are known. He was manager
of the Liberty, Spokane, Wash., until last November,
wlien he went to Portland.

theaL. HYMAN, manager of the Victoria
EDWARDtre, Buffalo,
one of the finest neighborhood houses
in the country, is also one of the youngest of the big managers, but he is full
of progress and ideas. He writes us
in accepting the post :
" The Motion Picture News
through its Exhibitors Service Bureau
has proved to all of us in the industry
that there lives no man who is sufficient unto himself, and in so doing has
brought home to us that constructive
criticism and suggestion of the other
fellow may be the tonic that we need
for our own business ills.
"I believe that the creation of an Advisory Board is a
vast extension of the service idea, and it is with mingled
pleasure and satisfaction at knowing that there at last
has risen a leader to point the way, that I gratefully identify myself with this body.
" The invitation to become a member is as much an
honor, I believe, as it is a mission. The war has brought
us to a realization that a colossal industry such as is that
• of the motion picture, must be based upon a foundation
of stability that only can come through the co-operation
of the exhibitor with the other phases of the craft."
LAST week we printed the letter of acceptance of
George E. Carpenter, manager of the ParamountEmpress theatre. Salt Lake City, but
the .same mixed up conditions of the
mails that have been responsible for the
delay in receipt of other matter kept
Mr. Carpenter's picture from getting
to us in time for the original announcement last week, so here it is.
Mr. Carpenter is one of the sort of
live wires tliat believes in doing things
just a little differently, and a little better than they have been done before,
and there may be expected from him
some suggestions that will make the
industry think and then act for best results.
LAST week we printed the telegraphic acceptance of
Eugene H. Roth, director of the California theatre,
San Francisco. Since then we have received his letter and
it has .such important points for every exhibitor in the
country that we are printing it here. It's mighty well
worth reading and thinking a long time over:
"There is no question in my mind that such a movement on
your part is a big step forward, and in the right direction, and
will be the means of standardizing your Service Department. We
have arrived to a point in the moving picture industry where the
honesty of purpose is the all essential. Each branch of the industrj' must help the other in every way possible. It is up to the larger
exhibitor to make his demands of the producers, as well as to
give said producers his honest and sincere support. They need
the encouragement that we, in turn, need from the public. The
smaller exhibitor naturally looks to the bigger ones, and, therefore, this Advisory Board must reflect the best in its members for
the benefit of all who seek its advantages. Each district in the
United States is peculiar to itself, and by having secured an Advisory Board, composed of the best exhibitors in the extreme East,
West, North and South, this Board should be in a position to
honestly and truly serve its thousands of exhibitors through your
Exliibitors' Service Bureau.
" You arc to be congratulated on this forward movement, and I
assure you of my hearty support at any time, and in any manner."
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MINUTE

BOX

The Beloved Traitor (Mae Marsh-Goldwyn) — " Story dragged in
parts." (Average business.)
From Two Till Six (Winifred Allen-Triangle)—" Very poor for this
company." (Poor business.) " Good, but title doesn't draw." (Average
business).
The Forbidden Path (Theda Bara-Fox Standard) — "One of the
biggest money makers made by Fox — just the kind that this star
shines in. We will repeat this." (Extra big business.)
The Flash of Fate (Herbert Rawlinson-Uni.) — " Fair business for
two days; picture mediocre."
(Fairbanks-Art.) — " Best he has done." (Extra
bigHeadin'
business South
)
Huck and Tom (Jack Pickford-Para.) — " Dandy picture." (Big
business.)

OFFICE

1 1 iiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiuiiiiuimiuiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiuiimiuuiiiHiiiiiiui
REPORTS

Hands Down (Salisbury-Cliff ord-Bluebird) — " Broke all Bluebird
box-office reecipts."
Keith of(Bigthe business.)
Border (Roy Stewart-Tri.) — " Big favorite, getting
better."
The Moral Law (Gladys BrockweU-Fox) — "Poor photography;
subject will not please." (Average business.)
Turn of a Card (Warren Kerrigan-Paralta) — " This star very much
business.)
liked,
and unusually clever story — picture a bit too long." (Big
The' Rough
Lover (Franklyn Farnum-Blue.) — " A drawing card."
(Extra
big business.)
business.)
Six-Shooter Andy (Tom Mix-Fox) — " Very fair picture." (Average

iiiDnl
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W.
Big
Big
Big
TITLE, STAR, AND BRAND
EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
Big
BEAUTIFUL MRS. REYNOLDS, THE (Elvidge-BlackN. Ave. Ave.
well— World)
Poor Ave.
BLUE BLAZES RAWDON (Wm. S. Hart- Art.)
Big
Big Ave. Ave. Ave.
BLUE JEANS (Viola Dana— Metro).
Ave.
BROADWAY LOVE (Dorothy PhiUips— Blue)
BROWN OF HARVARD (Tom Moore— K.E.S.E.)
CLEOPATRA (Theda Bara— Fox)
CONVICT 993 (Mrs. Castle— Pathe)
CUPID'S ROUND-UP (Tom Mix— Fox).

Big
Big Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big Ave.
Big
Big
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.

Ave. Ave.
DAUGHTER OF DESTINY (Madame Petrova— First Nat.) Ave. Ave.

DAYBREAK (EmUy Stevem— Met.) .

Big Big
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.

DODGING A MILLION (Mabel Normand— Gold.) .

Ave.

Ave.
Big
Big

EMPTY POCKETS (Brenon Production— First Nat'l.) . . Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
EYES OF MYSTERY, THE (Edith Storey— Mut.)
FACE VALUE (Mae Murray— Blue.)
FIELDS OF HONOR (Mae Marsh— Gold.)
FIGHTING GRIN, THE (Franklyn Farnum— Blue.)
FLAMES OF CHANCE (Margery Wilson— Tri.)
FLARE-UP SAL (Dorothy Dalton— Para.)
GERMAN CURSE IN RUSSIA (Pathe)
GHOSTS OF YESTERDAY (Norma Talmadge— Sel.) . .
HEADIN' SOUTH (Douglas Fairbanks— Art.)
HEART OF ROMANCE, THE (June Caprice— Fox)
HEART'S REVENGE, A (Sonia Markova— Fox)
HER AMERICAN HUSBAND (Darrell Foss— Tri.)

Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big
Ave. Poor Poor
Big Big
Big Ave.
Poor
Big Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big Big Ave.

Big
Ave.
Poor
Big
Poor
Ave.
Ave.

Extra
Poor Poor Poor
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.

"Very ordinary." "Not up to usual standard of this pair."
"Type not suitable for Hart — too rough." "Best acting Hart has done; my
audiences prefer him on horseback." "Business fell off, not Hart's best."
"Hart a sure bet." "Pleased immensely."
"Viola Dana at her best, great — good picture but didn't get any money with
it" (N.). "One oftheir best pictures, great drawing card" (W.). "Dana alwajra
good" (S.).
(S.). "Will go over if advertised big — the picture is there" (E.). "Bookup"
ed for week, closed Wed. night" (W.). "Big business" (N.). "Did not hold
"Dorothy Phillips is gaining friends fast here" (S.).
"Good picture — well liked" (S.). "Very acceptable subject, a little different"
(E.). "First class pictm-e" (N.). "Great! Opened on a Wednesday and
held over for a full week run" (N.). "Very satisfactory." "Extraordinary —
very popular
"Advanced
pricespicture."
on this — 50c., 95c. and $1.00 — week run" (N.).
"Picture good for a convict story, and photography fine."
"Some swell picture — Tom Mix great." "Dandy title, clever work of star,
too. Nice picture." "Very good program picture." "Customers ate it
"Very good, though too Uttie action, no punch, — however, is the best she has
ever appeared in" (W.). "Simply terrible" (E.). " 'Petrova's best,' was the
comment of my audience" (W.). "Fair drawing card" (E.). "Scenery and
costumes unexcelled" (E.). "Did not appeal to all, but decidedly better than
recent Petrovas." "Money wasted." "Some good points, but on whole disappointing; supporting cast and production good." "Drawing power due to
popularity of star" (S.). "Settings, photography, etc., excellent, story poor"
(W.).
"Good picture, story well carried with a good climax." "Very good, star liked."
"Good — the song a gem." "Star not popular here." "Good story, strong
cast,
"Not good
even photography.','
interesting." "Good pictxire." "Good, but padded too much."
up."
"Something different, and they liked it." "Another feather in Goldwyn's cap."
"Only an average picture." "Normand fits role well, fine story." "Should
make more of this kind." "Very pleasing picture, star has 'come back,' elaborately produced" (N.). "Very good" (N.). "Can't understand why they
wouldn't come in, but pleased few that saw it" (W.). "The kind they all like;
Mabel sure a beauty" (N.). "Did not draw; good picttire, strong opposition" (W.). "Excellent; new story" (N.). "Star better in comedies" (S.).
"Very good" (N.). "Very good, but expected better business."
"A mystery play without a mystery." "Most unusual story, strong appeal.' '
"Very good picture, but far from being a 'special.' Too complicated plot for
general public — good buy at program prices" (N.).
"Good picture" (S.). "Very good, lots of punch" (W.). "Dandy star, some of
her best work in this" (N.). "Just an ordinary picture, will "Only
get by fair"
on a (N.).
Sat"
(N.). Mae Murray well liked" (W.). "Very good" (N.).
'Good,
"As a 'lemon' it's a 'peach' " (N.).
"Morbid, uninteresting" (S.). "Fine, very weU liked by '400' class" (E.) but
disappointment here" (E.). "Not popular subject" (E.). "Star good,
story poor" (W.). "Very good picture, but star not popular here" (E.).
"Below Bluebird-Farnum standard." "Poor picture for Bluebird."
"Good picture — pleased." "Great. A timely story — top notch picture."
"Big feature, big businesi" (N.). "Dalton fine in this; Ince style direction shows to
advantage" (E.). "A bit rough for Paramount" (S.). "Star liked; Miss Dalton
will make good in any theatre." "Ordinary" (E.). "Not up to standard" (S.).
"Very good of its kind." "Fair." "TTimely, went over very well."
"Star well liked." "Star better than ever — corking good production." "Another
pleasing Talmadge production." "Fine picture; Norma Talmadge not yet
very well known here" (W.). "Excellent production, fine business all week" (W.).
"Very fair picture." "Great."
'Full of Fairbanks' 'pep.' " "Great."
'A very poor picture, far from being up to Fox standard." "Very ordinary."
"Nothing to this one." "Failed to draw any business." "Only a fair picture;
the star not wanted here" (S.).
"Good picture, poor draw." "Poor production." "Some liked it, only fair
business." "Just an ordinary picture." "Poor titie but good picture and
"Picture pleased — didn't draw" (S.).
story."

Big
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Big
Big
W.

TITLE. STAR, AND BRAND
HER BOY (Welch-Shannon— Mat.)
HIDDEN PEARLS (Sessue Hayakawa— Para.) • • .
HIRED MAN, THE (Chas. Ray— Para.)

E. Ave. Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big
Ave. Ave. Ave.

HIS ROBE OF HONOR (H. B. Walthall— Paralta)
HONEYMOON, THE (Const. Talmadge— Sel.) . . .

Ave.
Big
Big

HOPPER, THE (Wm. V. Mong— Tri.)
HUCK AND TOM (Jack Pickford — Para. ) .
1 LOVE YOU (Alma Reubens— Tri.)
IMPOSTOR, THE (Ann Murdock— Mut.) .
IN BAD (WiUiam Russell— Mut.)
INNOCENT (Fannie Ward— Pathe)

Ave. Ave.
Big
Poor Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big
Big Big
Extra Extra

INTOLERANCE (Griffith Sp. Prod.).

Big
Big

Big Ave.
Big
Big
Ave. Ave.
Ave
Ave.
Ave.
Big Ave.
Ave. Big
Big
Extra

JACK SPURLOCK. PRODIGAL (Geo. Walsh— Fox) ....
JULES OF THE STRONG HEART (Geo. Beban— Para.) Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
KEYS OF THE RIGHTEOUS (Enid Bennett— Para.) .
KINGDOM OF LOVE, THE (Jewel Carmen— Fox).
LBARNIN' OF JIM BENTON (Roy Stewart— Tri.)
LES MISERABLES
LIGHT WITHIN, THE (Mme. Petrova- First National).
LIMOUSINE
(OUve Thomas— Triangle)
LOADED DICELIFE(Frank
Keenan— Pathe)
MADAME JEALOUSY (Pauline Frederick— Para.)

Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big Ave.
Big Big
Big
Big
Big
Big
Big Ave.
Ave. Poor
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Poor
Big

Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Poor Poor
Ave.
Big
Big Big
Ave. Ave. Ave.

MAN'S MAN, A (Warren Kerrigan— Paralta)

Big

Big

Big

MARIONETTES, THE (Clara Kimball Young— Sel.)
MENACE, THE ^C. Griffith. E. Overton— Vita.) . . . .
MORAL LAW, THE ^Gladys Brockwcll — Fox)
MOTHER S SIN. A (Earle Williams— Vita.)
OTHER MAN, THE fHarry Morcy— Vita.) .
OTHER WOMAN, THE (Peggy Hyland-Pathe)'. !
OUR LITTLE WIFE (Madge Kennedy— Gold.) ... .

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Poor

Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Poor
Big

Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

Big

Big

MADAM WHO? (Bessie Barriscale— Paralta)

Big

Big

PETTICOAT PILOT, A (Vivian Martin -Para. ) . . .
PRIDE OF NEW YORK, THE fGeo. Walsh— Fox)
RIMROCK JONES (Wallace Reid— Para.)
ROSE OF THE WORLD (Eliie Ferguson -Art. ) .

BON OF DEMOCRACY (Chajrfn- Para)
SONG OF SONGS (Eliie Ferguson- Para.).
SPIRIT OF '17 (Jack Pickford— Para.)

Ave.

Ave, Ave.
Big
Big

Big
Ave.
Big
Big
Big

Big

Big Big
Big
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Big
Big

Big

Ave.

Motion

Picture

News

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
"People don't want this kind" (N.). "Good business-getter" (N.). "Divided
opinion on this" (N.). "Good picture" (W.).
"Good picture." "Another feather in the Jap's cap." "Star not as good as
usual." "Drew exceptionally well, star very popular here; large Japanese
population"
(W.). (N.). "Great — very good" (E.). "Kind that will bring
"Very
good picture"
'em again" (S.). "Excellent" (W.). "Well liked Ray picture" (S.). "Shows
Ray up as one of screen's really great stars" (N.). "Ray got there in this
picture"
(S.).
"Too
nobody
like him,
I think;
moreheavy"
like this(W.).
and he"Walthall's
will surelyacting
make wonderful
good, but —title
too much
like costume
play" (S.). "Too much court and parlor stuff — give Walthall a real part like
'The Little Colonel' " (N.). "Fair picture" (W.). "Unwieldy story" (N.).
"Very pleasing picture, clever direction." "Not as good as Scandal." "Good
picture." "Story very pleasing — didn't draw, but her next picture will" (W.).
"Good picture — pleasing" (W.). "Select pictures (so far) can be relied upon
to produce good business. Picture a pretty little trifle and Constance 'Talwinningbigger
and sweet"
(S.). "Very good — well liked, but no knockout.
'Scandal'madgewas
yet" (N.).
"Good
picture,
poor
title."
"Excellent picture." "Liked this immensely."
"Picture was extra good" (S.l"Fine picture" (W.). "Somepicture — bestyet" (N.).
"Good, but too much padding, goes big with the women."
"Very poor production" (E.). "Despite adverse critics, went well with us"
"Not
good as some of his others" (E.). "Very good, big business; can always
(N.).as on
count
Russell" (E.). "Fair picture" (W.).
"Started off with a bang, should have run it a week, best Pathe we ever had —
photography too dark, everything else o.k." (E.). "Fannie looks ten years
younger than other pictures; clean, nice picture- -patrons liked it." "Excellent, a real picture." "Ward is there, with the right stuff." "This in my
estimation is all that has been claimed for it" (W.).
"Best ever made" (W.). "Had to keep open till 1.30 A.M. opening night to
accommodate the large crowd." "Greatest of all motion picture spectacles"
(N.). get
"Surethe went
over (S.).
big here" (E.). "Impressed, but over heads here;
didn't
money"
"Star makes this go big; Sat. Post story not so great, but brought in many new
faces." "Not a typical Walsh subject; star big drawing card."
"Beban's best." "A fine picture but he does not draw here" (S.). "Extra good"
(N.).very"Pleased
— one ofpicture."
his best." "Excellent." "Very pleasing picture."
"A
fine outdoor
"Title killed it." "This type of story not wanted."
"Good attraction" (S.). "Does not draw" (E.). "No drawing card" (W.).
"Fair business, good picture." "Poor title, stereotyped dance-hall-girl-parson
story." "Seemed to please everyone" (W.). "Picture and star enjoyed by
our patrons" (E.). "Same old dance hall" (N.). "Fair picture; did big business under substituted Klondyke title" (W.).
"A good Western drama." "Poor production." "Good picture if Hart had
played title role." "Average picture."
"Easily Farnum's greatest; fine direction, sure box-office." "Great story, great
^production." "I 1| 'ffli
"Can't see this one (no pun intended); not kind of story for Petrova" (N.).
"Appeals to the ladies — but not so much to men" (N.).
"Keenan's work great; not popular type story. However, ought to have done
Ibetter; didn't
comments
"People
know good."
what to think of this; expected something quite different.
Why don't they give Frederick a real play?" (E.). "Frederick fine, picture
disappointed" (N.). "More like this and 'Nay, nay, Pauline' " (S.). "My
people do not like allegory" (W.). "Very poor" (S.). "More complaints
about this feature than any we have played in the last six months" (N.).
"Very good picture, well liked — just a little too long" (N.). "Very good Barriscale" (E.). "Good production; Paraltas could cut subjects to advantage;
five reels enough" (S.). "Fine picture, good story, fine photography — but war
pictures not wanted" (N.).
"Our patrons said this was the best picture we ever had in the house" (S.).
"Very fine production" (W.). "Went over very big" (N.). "Kerrigan's best
production." "Well liked, better second day" (N.). "Excellent picture."
"Pleased, but did not have box-office drawing power; his next one will" (E.).
"Best Kerrigan
house"
(N. ). has ever had" (S.). "One of best picturej ever shown in the
"Splendid; a few more subjects like this and C. K. Y. will come back." "Very
wonderful." "Good picture." "Fair business, that's all."
"Good picture— both are going to make stars." "Fair production" (N.). "Excellent picture, but no pull" (W.). "Poor picture" (N.).
"Poor photography, subject will not please."
"Not up to standard, but star got it over." "Below average." "Just a
"Good picture, Morey popular" (E.).
"They liked this" (N.). "Excellent picture" (N.). "Very attractive picture
and star" (E.). "Fair, that's all" (N.).
picture."
"Snappy
comedy, Madge the whole show. Nice picture, clever little star" (E.).
"This star is becoming popular" (S.). "Poor story, Madge Kennedy the
whole show. Star unknown here" (E.). "Poor business; this style of show
does not get the money for us" (N.). "Pleasing" (W.). "Not up to standard
as apadding
whole." in"About
two Star
or three
good comedy
with abouto.k.,
2000 BUT
feet
of
between.
pleased,
support situations
fair, photography
6-reel farce comedies NOT in demand here" (E.). "Comedy-drama — good —
but public will not support them. Star very good, but does not draw."
"Star becoming popular." "Martin is gaining; a few more like this, please."
"Kind
story this star(W.).
should have." "Very pleasing" (S.). "Scored heavily '
(W.). of"Excellent"
"This is a dandy." "Great favorite here." "Ran close second to Fairbanks
'Reaching for Moon.' " "Fast gaining in popularity in all our houses." "Great
show." "Star always pleases." "Picture full of punch." "Fine picture, lots
of 'kick'." "Very good picture." "Geo. Walsh is Fox's best star." "Walsh
at his best, good as any Fairbanks."
"Rest of the show saved the day for this one." "Ordinary." "They liked Reid."
"Goodthanstar,first."
fair picture."
is new(N.).
at this theatre, better second
day
"Excellent,"This
big star
business"
"Her
best
picture
so
far,
my
people
say."
"Good
star,
poor story."
much
art, too little behind it; does not hang together to hold
interest, "Too
somehow."
"Away above average. Al product" (N.). "Photography good, picture
poor" (W.). "Beautiful production, well acted, star always satisfies" (E.).
"Patrons tell me this star is great — believe she will be very popular soon."
"Good patriotic feature for variety program; first chapter went big" (N.).
"Bringing many new faces into my house — good stuff for high class house" (W.).
"Wonderful;(N,).average business first day, but expect to go big with future
chapters"
"This star coming; big advertising possibilities in this one, though far from a
I knockout."
"Very
pleasing, big business" (S.). "Mawkish and obvious" (W.). "Tom
Sawyer helped this star, good business" (W.). "Very fair." "Jack a comer,
not much picture, but timely." "Fair picture — fair biz."
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TITLE, STAR, AND BRAND

Big
E.

N.
Big

Big
S.

STELLA MARIS (Mary Pickford— Art.)

OTlrf^T ^TVT T Y TVT n I X J

1 TY ^ ._ _»

\

STRONG WAY. THE (June Elvidge— World)
STUDIO GIRL, THE (Constance Talmadge— Sel.)
THING WE LOVE, THE (Reid-Williams— Para.)
UNDER SUSPICION (Bushman-Bayne— Metro.)
UNEASY MONEY (Taylor Holmes— K.E.S.E.)
WEAVER <-%TrOFCOl^TTn^V
DREAMS,/TTl-UalA (Viola
Dana—
Metro 1
\T7TJTHjrQ
i^^ntT*-nn
^X7^-^»-1^^^
WIDOW'S MIGHT, THE (Julian Eltinge— Para.)

WILD STRAIN, THE (Shipman, Whitman— Vita.)
WINDING TRAIL, THE (Viola Dana— Met.)

Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Big.
Ave.
Ave.
Big Big Big
Big Ave.

WOLVES OF THE RAIL (Wm. S. Hart- Art.)
WORLD FOR SALE, THE (Blackton- Para.)
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Big
W.

Poor Poor Poor Poor

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
"Pickford
proves herself
to beacting,
an actrets"
picture,
almost
too
much dependent
on fine
however,(E.).
not "Wonderful
a story people
can get
excited
over" (S.). "Too morbid for my people" (W.). "Certainly great work for
this star, some contrast with last one." "Splendid picture, beat Mary has
ever done from an artistic standpoint — as a box-office attraction did not come
anywhere near 'Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm." " "Mary will never do
better,
story"One
peculiar;
one will help
star'sbutdrawing
powerenough
for next
picture."
of hersurely
best."this"Splendid
picture,
not strong
for
two weeks' run." "Mary has never equalled this one." "Double exposure
stuff
marvellous." "Thought it great, but our Pickford biz is slipping" (W.).
"Excellent."
"Good story, poor photography." "Average picture." "Only fair picturegood star wasted." "Very ordinary picture." "Good picture but terrible
photography, impossible to read titles." "Attractive cast, big business, ordi"Excellent." "Interest well sustained."
nary picture."
"Good light
comedy drama; went over big." "Good picture." "Very satis'Cheap
and best"
obvious;
"Not his
(S.). two-thirds conversation and one-third cut-backs (W.).
factory."
"Fair
picture." "Very good picture."
"High class comedy, our patrons enjoyed it." "Seems to strike a popular cnoid
— good picture." "Very good picture." "Clean, good comedy, fair business.
"Star
picture good." "Nice picture — pleasing."
"Very popular,
good picture."
.
"Very good picture." "Clean, excellent novelty." "Fine, one of his best.
"Eltinge best in this so far." "Better business than last one, Eltinge improving as draw." "Stories of this star too much alike" (E.).
'Business slightly above average; Bluebird offerings are uniformly good, but
-,^4i^a™" (S.).^ "Very good picture, good title" (N.). "Fair
star not
known here"
picture" (W.).
"A cellent
fine picture,
no star to draw.' "Slow at beginning — as a whole fine." ^ "Exproduction."
"Star growing more popular with each release" (S.). "Not liked" not
(E.).
hii
makeVery
pretty picture" (W.). "Good business this" (S.). "Fair — did
with our audience" (N.). "Very unusual picture, pecuUar ending. Good' (W.).
"Very fine, excellent plot, Dana's work great." "Good Western setting
picture." "Better than the average." "Very pleasing." (N.). "Did not
please generally" (W.). "A very good picture, star a good drawing card (W.).
"Would have broken record but for blizzard" (W.). "Good as Hart has^done
lately, railroad stuff splendid." "Hart 'fans' seemed to like this one." "Hart
as the bandit— 'nuf sed." "Very good Hart subject." "Excellent.'' "Ftc
chief
on our trail during entire showing — enough
action"camped
(S.).
^ said."^ ' Full of
"A very funny picture to make
out, poor drawing card" (E.). Not much
g
picture for Blackton" (S.).
i "Mediocre. Lacks realism; too artificial; lacks
punch — photography and ^ scenery perfect" (N.).

^llWIWIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIUIIUIIIIUIIIIIIIIUUIIIUIIIIUIIIUIillUIIIIIIIIIUIIIUIIIh
FLASHBACKS
These " Did Their Bit " Above Average Last Week
Antics of Ann (Pennington-Para) — " Few better program picModern Musketeer (Fairbanks-Art) — " One of the best pictures
Fairbanks ever made." " One of his best." " Best he ever made."
tures."
Alimony (First Nat'l) — " A ' different ' picture, sure to please and
" Sure cure for blues, excellent tonic for tired business man."
get business."
Pendleton Roundup (Pathe Special) — " A wonderful picture."
Between Men (Triangle Re-issue-Hart) — " Any exhibitors whose
Polly of the Circus (Mae Marsh-Gold) — " Great." " Extra good.
box-office shows signs of hoo's-worm recommend W. S. Hart."
Star
favorite here."
Barrier (State Rights), " Extraordinary."
Price of a Good Time (Jewel) — " Cne of best played lately."
Bucking Broadway (Carey-Uni.) — " Very good picture."
of Sunnybrook
Farm (Art.) — " One great picture."
" Rebecca
Probably Mary's
best."
Birthdayofbuta Nation
broken
every
Monday, (State
which Rights)
generally— "isAttendance
a light day.records
To comment
Redemption (Evelyn Nesbit-St. R.) — " Extra big business."
on this would be to attempt to ' paint the lily or gild the rose.' "
Reggie Mixes In (Fairbanks Tri., Re-issue) — " Very good picture."
Cold Deck (Hart-State Rights) — " One of best Harts."
Red, White and Blue Blood (Bushman-Bayne-Met) — " Above the
Co-respondent (Jewell) — " Another Jewel of decided merit."
Conqueror (Wm. Famiun-Fox) — " Gave general satisfaction."
Scarlet Car (Franklyn Farnum-Blue.) — " Very good picture, good
average."
Damaged Goods (Mutual) — " Third repeat — ten weeks in all."
Draft 258 (Mabel Taliaferro-Metro) — " A wonderful production."
Secret
of theof the
Storm
Country
(Norma
Talmadge-Select)
" As
good
as ' Tess
Storm
Country.'
Business
fine for four— days.
Fair Barbarian (Vivian Martin-Para.) — " Is better than many of
Norma Talmadge has it all over ' Little Mary ' in this sequel to
same company's higher priced stars."
' Tess ' ; she is one of the coming ' big stars '— hope they stop workFighting Trail (Vita. Serial) — " Best of its kind." " Excellent."
title."
ing the poor thing so hard and let her take on a little flesh." " Very
" Does the ' biz '"
good." " Excellent."
Fireman (Chaplin repeat)- — ■" Charlie ALWAYS goes big."
Silent Man (Hart-Art.) — " Extra big business."
For the Freedom of the World (Goldwyn Sp.) — " All pleased."
(Hoffman Special) — " Held up for three weeks."
Obey? house).
Should Shefeature
(Downtown
Garden of Allah (State Rights) — " Too long and slow, but a truly
' big ' production and very big business."
Tillie's Punctured Romance (Chaplin-Dressier, State Rights) —
" Still they enjoy Charlie."
Her Fighting
Chancebecause
(Jane star
Grey-State
Rights)
Did notscenes,
have
patronage
it deserved
not known
here— —" superb
Those Who Pay (Barriscale-U. S. Exh.) — " Three weeks to extra
good direction, fine star; a picture far above average."
big business." — Downtown feature house.
His Mother's Son (Ray-Para) — " Went over fine — they all think
Thais (Mary Garden-Gold )— " Almost record, with heavy opposiChas. Ray worth seeing."
tion." "Big, held up three days." " Star drew."
Honor System (Fox Special) — " A knockout."
Tomweek."
Sawyer" Jack's
(Jack best."
Pickford-Para.)
bigger story,
than
last
" Great."— "" Repeat
Typical booking—
Jack Pickford
Idle Wives (Universal) — " Good moral — went over big."
Joan the Woman (Card) — " Four hundred and fifty-five dollars the
first day — house seats 290."
(Jane and K. Lee-Fox) — " A clean-up — great."
wellTroublemakers
done."
When a Man Sees Red (Wm. Farnum-Fox Standard) — " Very good
Man Without a Country (Jewel) — " Liked very much." " A very
business."
"
Great
show."
inspiring pictute — big business." " Patriotic appeal, and student interest, extra big."
Wild and Woolly (Fairbanks-Art) — "Good as usual; extra big
My Little Boy (Ella Hall-Blue.) — "Wonderful big business; good
title and good picture."
Walsh-Fox) — " Great."
Yankee WayLast(Geo.
business."
My Unmarried Wife (Carmel Myers-Blue.) — " Big business in spite
Zeppelin's
Raid (Ince-U. S. Exh.) — " A good box-office picof cold — patrons liked it."
wmiiumiMmiiiwiimmmiiiiiiiiihiiiiiiHniiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiHimniiiiiiiinminiiniiiim
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[Ed. Note. — As announced last week, these reviews are
conducted by Mr. P. S. Harrison, for ten years active in
exchange and exhibiting circles. Mr. Harrison is looking
at pictures for you — backed by his own experience as an
exhibitor on the Pacific Coast and the Northwest since
1907.]
" Witllin the Cup "
A Real Big Picture That Must Be Handled
Big Way

in a

(Paralta-Hodkinson — March let)
BIG offering in every sense of the word, dramatic qualities
of which will hold audience nailed to the end and create
lasting impression. Miss Barriscale attains the height of success,
especially in scene denouncing the man who refused her love.
Story of the risque type becomes subdued as it progresses, ends
happily. Star appears in X-Ray gown few times in the beginning,
but in artistic way free from vulgarity. However, she attracts and
retains the sympathy all the way through.
Miss Aggie Herring as " Tea-Cup Ann " is very realistic.
George Fisher handles his part with rare skill. Entire cast good.
Direction, photography, lightings, good.
Title catchy and should prove a drawing card.
SUGGESTIONS: If you cater to very best family trade and want to play
this picture, let your patrons know the type of story it is. The harm, in
all
goinginstances,
to see. comes when people don't know the kind of picture they are
CAST OF CHARACTERS
Thisbe Lorraine
Bessie Barriscale
Le Saint Hammond
George Fisher
"Tea-Cup
Ann"
Aggie
Ernst
Faber
Edward Herring
Coxen
Director
Raymond B. West
Author
Monte M. Katterjohn
THE STORY
Thisbe Lorraine, clinging tenaciously to the purer ideals of her youth,
made her living by writing about the Bohemian life about her, until she
met Ernst Faber of Germanic royal blood.
She loved him, but because of the difference in their stations in life
could only become his morganatic wife. She was happy until she overheard
him
another little fool and then realized that she sacrificed her
pure deceiving
ideals in vain.
Several
years
NewandYork's
Greenwich
Thisbe as
the most popular later
novelist
playwright
of the Village
day. Leclaimed
Saint Hammond,
artist, was experiencing much difficulty in finding a suitable model for his
"dressed
Psyche in" — the
The costume
Soul of Love.
Thisbe
gorgeous
masque,
of his He
idealmeets
model,
and atata first
sightbalHammond
realizes
she
was
his
"
Psyche."
He
interests
her
—
and
later
at
a
garden
fete, Thisbe, who is now very much in love with him,- seeks an introduction. Attracted by her beauty, Hammond asks her to become his model.
At a sitting,
she tells
him of
she her
was asthea "real
Psyche
" model
at the bal
masque.
Hammond
having
dreamed
model
of purity
is horrified
and orders her away. Heartbroken, he turns to a life of dissipation until
Thisbe meets him later in time to save him from moral ruin. Their two
souls are again united.
A

" The Desired Woman "
An Excellent Picture — Spoiled by the Death of a
Little Child
(Vitagraph — March 11th)
npHERE is a corking good picture which has been hurt through
* the desire of the scenario writer to give it an original ending.
Wc refer to the unnecessary death of the little five-year-old boy,
the result being that the exhibitor who has the contract for this
service will be compelled to show to his audience .something they
don't want to see, and that will send them from the theatre
downcast.
There is a way to save the situation. Cut out the death scene
entirely, and let the people form their own conclusions. It may
them to wonder but it will not spoil the picture,
story starts with a promising career and continues in a
rent way, now and then bringing a lump into your throat,
until you suddenly feel as if something has hit you r n the head—
the
a litt!<n , 1' • : ' 1- ■ l-'M ■ , ri )],,,; )],, structure
comesdeath
downof with

The acting is good all the way through. Direction, fine ; photography, most distinct and beautiful; lightings, good; interior scenes,
extraordinarily good. There are some beautiful outdoor shots,
too, and people like them.
This picture, if shown as it was originally intended, would
leave a very bad taste.
NOTE: Immediately after the review of this picture, the management of
Motion Picture News, in a broad spirit, called up Mr. Goff of the Vitagraph and brought his attention to the above mentioned detrimental point.
Unfortunately, the prints had already been shipped to the different offices,
being too late for alteration by inserting a certain title and eliminating
the death scene. In justice to Vitagraph, Inc., however, it must be stated
herewith that a spirit of co-operation was shown and a letter dictated to
the producers calling their attention to the objection of any further incorporating in pictures such touching and heartbreaking scenes as the death
of a child.
THE CAST
Richard Mostyn
Harry Morey
Irene Mitchell
Florence Deshon
Dolly Drake
Jean Paige
Little Dick Mostyn
Aida Horton
Mrs. Moors
Julia Swayne Gordon
Director
Paul Scardon
Author
WUl N. Harben
THE STORY
Richard Mostyn, broker, goes to the country to recuperate and there
meets Dolly Drake, who awakens in him the first love he ever felt. He
wins to
her,Dolly.
returns to the city determined to close out his business and go
back
Mostyn's
are short
lived,andas tries
his sister
opposes
In the end heresolutions
marries Irene
Mitchell
to forget
Dolly. the marriage.
This marriage proved an unhappy one, as seven years later his wife runs
away with another man on the very day his child dies under an operation.
Broken in spirit and body, Mostyn goes with his partner back to the
country. He meets Dolly, who tells him she had found her ideal in his
partner.
dingthe Woman "
" The Doctor Enand
A Fine Offering — Very Pleasing — With a Happy
(Released by Jewel Productions)
' I 'HIS is a clean picture, based on an original and pleasing story,
■■• possessing considerable heart interest, last two reels of which
teay.rs to your eyes, without leaving any bad taste, as
wil
l bri
ng pil
it end
s hap

The play is based on the story " K " by Mary Roberts Rinehart
which ran in McClure's Magazine. Mrs. Rinehart is well known
to the public through this and other stories, especially the " SubDeb," that ran in the Saturday Evening Post, three of which have
been adapted to the screen for Marguerite Clark. We suggest
you should use her name in your advertising campaign.
The acting of Miss Harris is of the best, and, as she possesses
beauty and grace, will make a sure hit with the picture-goers.
Supporting cast also good.
Directing fine, but camera work bad in spots.
Title very catchy, end should prove a drawing card.
Subtitles deserve special mention. They have been inserted
in scene itself, eliminating the abrupt change, thus lessening the
eyestrain. The same method possibly could be used where a
change of scene takes place, by blending.
THE CAST
"K "
True Boardman
Sidney
Mildred
Harris
Dr. MaxPage
Wilson
Albert Roscoe
Carlotta
Zclla Caull
Joe Drummond
Carl Miller
Director
Lois Weber
THE STORY
" K pany" andslips
into
a
certain
town,
a smalldiscourages
salary at ahergasboyish
comfalls in love with Sidneyworks
Page.for Sidney
admirer, Joe Drummond, and becomes a nurse in a hospital, where Dr.
Max Wilson
payswhoher causes
marked herattention,
exciting the
the wrong
jealousymedicine.
of Carlotta Harrison,
rival tothus
administer
" K " saves the patient's life.
Sidney's
Carlottafollows
seeks and
to compromise
himLearning
by luringof him
to a engagement
roadhouse. to
Joe Max,
Drummond
shoots the
doctor, mistaking Carlotta for Sidney. The wound is serious. Carlotta
reveals that " K " is an expert surgeon, and he is induced to perform the
difficult " Edwardes " operation, which saves the life of Max.
Carlotta discloses " K's " real name and confesses her complicity in his
undoing
anothercured
hospital.
vindicated,
K " resumes
his practice, andinSidney,
of her Entirely
infatuation
for Max, " now
realizes that
it is
" K " whom she had loved all alonj',.
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BOX
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CLEAR,
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THE STORY
Luigi Riccardo owns a marionette theatre in Little Italy and has worked
" Fast Company "
and saved faithfully against the coming to America of his wife and little
girl. He is assisted by his young cousins Lucia and George Vigianni.
Light and Pleasing Comedy Drama
Lucia is courted by Bump Rundle.
J?iccardo has antagonized Regan, the ward politician, by refusing to pay
(Bluebird — April 1st)
graft and asserting his honest convictions. Riccardo receives a letter telling
him his wife is to arrive next day from Italy.
THIS is a light, clean, comedy drama, possessing considerable
Regan, throught his tool. Dr. Ross, for whom he has secured a position
heart interest that will please any audience. Story holds
on
Riccardo's
and Ellis
ordersIsland,
motherpronounces
and child little
back.Tessa,
However,
throughlittle
the daughter,
interventionunfit,of
together well, and ends happily.
Bump and Sam Potts, a reporter, Regan is trapped and arrested.
The star retains the sympathy throughout, and though a little
Dr. Ross, haunted by remorse, confesses the wrong he has done and the
little family are happily reunited.
miscast, his followers like to see him in plays of this nature.
Supporting cast good, excepting Lon Chaney, who overacts.
Direction consistent, photography and lightings, good.
Title misleading. Also not catchy enough for a drawing card.
" The Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin "
A Picture to Make Your Blood Boil — Not an
THE CAST
Director
Lynn Reynolds
Actual War Subject — Every American
Laurence Percival
Franklyn Famum
Exhibitor Should Book It
Peter Van Huyler
Fred Montague
Mrs. Van Huyler
Katherine Griffith
Alicia
Juanita Hansen
(Rupert Julian Special)
Dan McCarthy, Jr
Lon Chaney
1"F
you
have
read
every
piece of literature that has been published,
THE STORY
as to why we are in the war, and are still doubtful, see this
Laurence Percival Van Huyler was a mollycoddle and the butt of every
practical joke in college. He was engaged to Alicia Vanderveldt, who later picture. Never yet has a document been written, not even PresiftU in love with Richard Barnaby, an eloquent lecturer. In excavating an
dent Wilson's forceful address to Congress in which he declared
old building of Van Huyler, Percival came upon a confession of the honored
war on Germany, thereby stirring the whole world, that will
ancestor,
his real
name was
O'Malleyhe ofcould
Ireland.
am
Irish! stating
yelled that
Percival.
Realizing
that Patrick
as an Irisman
not beI drive home this fact more convincingly.
a mollycoddle, he started after Barnaby, exposed him as a faker and won
Judging from the title one will readily understand that it is
back his girl.
an Anti-Kaiser picture through and through, chosen for the purpose of making this fact very clear. You will know how justified
is our cause when you see how this picture depicts him and his
military clique.
" One More American "
This picture grips you from beginning to end, causing you to
sit on the edge of your seat and arousing an earnest desire to
A Great Picture — But Start Your Boosting Now
leave immediately for the trenches— crippled or over the limit.
(Paramount — February 25th)
It opens with a prologue, showing the peaceful Belgian people
IT is useless to waste time and valuable space for the purpose of
goingin about
theirthem.
work, Then
neverthedreaming
what " ME and God "
reviewing a George Beban picture. Shut your eyes and book
had
store for
story follows.
The episode of the Prussian officer striking the Kaiser with
it— then boost it to the sky-limit. You can't say too much about
his fist, knocking him unconscious on the floor, is very realistic and
it, and if you do you can't go wrong!
is based on authentic documents. The impersonation of Captain
I have yet to see a Beban picture that isn't worth, the praise
that I am heaping on this one, especially when such artists as
Von Hanck, Commander of the submarine that sank the Lusi- ,
Raymond Hatton, Jack Holt, Helen Jerome Eddy and Horace
tania, by Harry Von Meter, is nothing short of marvelous, parCarpenter, compose the supporting cast, and when the picture
ticularly when he goes mad with remorse. The incident occurring
is directed by such a man as William De Mille.
at the reception tendered Ambassador Gerard by the Kaiser when
I reviewed this picture at the Rialto, taking a seat where I he utters the famous threat, " After the war we shall not stand
could watch the audience and overhear their remarks. It would
nonsenseStates.
from America " precedes the declaration of war by
the United
do one good to watch the happy grin on their faces. At the any
introduction and close of the picture it received much applause.
But above
dominates
! all, Rupert Julian's impersonation of the Kaiser
SUGGESTIONS: In advertising this picture there are two good points
offered. One is the marionette show, which is very clever and amusing —
This
picture
is a masterpiece.
it will bring the children. The other is a peculiar one of interest to the
SUGGESTIONS: Get the Home Defense Society, Recruiting Officers,
grown-ups.
It
is
based
on
the
subtitle,
"
How
Much
You
Got?
"
when
Draft Boards, and in fact all organizations back of this picture. Tell them
Bump Riradle (Raymond Hatton) proposes to Lucia. Very few people are
what it is and I am sure they will be glad to back you to the limit. If
aware of the fact that marriage in Italy — and for that matter in the biggest part
you can arrange a private exhibition for them, invite the mayor, ministers,
of Europe among the poorer classes — is less a love affair and much more
money and the social position of the groom. The more money he ^jossesses,
and every
citytalk
official.
inviting
too many.
It isget.a picture they will
about. Don't
And bethatafraid
is theof best
advertising
you can
or the better his station in life, the nicer looking bride he gets or the more
wealthy. This is exactly the idea conveyed in that subtitle.
If you are running a high-class house get some window cards worded
Now then, go to it and use this point in your advertising campaign if as follows: "Do you know what the end of the Kaiser will be? See
you think it will help you. It is rather novel and of interest to the Ameri' Kaiser — the Beast of Berlin ' at
theatre on
. Then
can public. Get away, for once, from the regular press sheet.
you will know." Or " The end of the HohenzoUems," " The collapse of
Use both the marionette show and the marriage idea if you want to —
dreams of the man who had planned the conquest of the world." Have
but at any rate boost the picture, talk about it, talk until you are blue in the
some folders printed with the following : " What you will see in the picthe face. It will add health to your program and class to your house.
ture 'Thelife
Kaiser,
— The; the
exactpalace
reproduction
of the
palaceof attheBerlin;
the
daily
of theetc'Kaiser
guard ; the
incident
insult
not to actor.
refer toI Mr.
the has
" Italian
Actor."
HeBeis careful
an American
thinkBeban
more asharm
been Character
done by this
sort
of the Prussian officer, knocking him unconscious on the floor; the war
council
preceding
the
declaration
of
war;
the
tearing,
as
a
scrap
of
paper,
of
of Mr. and
Beban's
good. picturegoer
The use of immediately
that phrase
is advertising
rather misleading
the pictures
average than
American
of the Treaty of Belgium; the reception tendered Ambassador Gerard by
the Kaiser preceding the declaration of war by the United States. All
imagines he is going to see an Italian — dressed in his native costume, with
about a dozen stilettos hanging about him, ready to stick them in anyone
these being based on authentic documents. And, last of all, the end of
who might cross his path.
THE CAST
Kaiser Wilhelm."
Say that he is a fine exponent of fatherly love and his acting will bring
out the finest emotions, no matter how deeply they are buried. And by
The Kaiser
Rupert Julian
all means back this picture up with decent music — get the right kind — and
Captain von Wohlbold
Allan Sears
don't butcher it.
Marshal von Hindenburg
Jay Smith
THE CAST
Captain von Hancke
Harry von Meter
Marcas, the blacksmith
E^lrao Lincoln
Luigi Riccardo
George Beban
Louis Lomenie
Robert Gordon
Maria, his wife
Camille Ankewich
King Albert
Jack MacDonald
Little Jean
Georgie Hupp
Tessa, his daughter
May Giracci
Gabrielle
Ruth Clifford
Lucia, working for him
Helen Jerome Eddy
Bump Rundle, her admirer
Raymond Hatton
Grandmother Marcas
Ruby Lafayette
Director
Rupert Julian
Sam Potts, a reporter
Jack Holt
Boss Regan, a politician
H. B. Carpenter
(See page 1768 for the synopsis of the picture)
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the field — most of them
JE good friend of
oiours and a constant
claim it, but there are few
Portland Puts The
Pep In
that really achieve that
reader Nof
I these pages redistinction — that it is a
Q cently complained that we
Leading
Exhibitors
and
Some
Papers
Blaze
the
Way
too often pointed out the
mistake
for whothe
Smaller Ones Miss
hibitor
can larger
affordex-it
far West as offering exto confine his advertising
Chance.
amples of splendid adverto one paper, especially
tising for motion pictures.
when both morning and afternoon editions are printed in his city.
We reply that we have pointed these out because there are so many
Nor arc we going to enter into the bitter newspaper di.spute of
theatres in this Northwest section who stand out as almost blazthe relative merits of morning and afternoon papers, but certainly
ing the way in motion picture exploitation. Mark you, wc do
not compare one theatre in any one of these cities with as equally
using both gets 'em going and coming.
intelligent and liberal advertisers in other cities (and there are
However, without entering into the merits of the time of publication the Oregonian unquestionably occupies a dominating poplenty of them), but the point that we have made is that the advertising spirit there appears to have been more contagious.
sition, because it is the only morning paper in the- field during the
For instance, take the case of Portland, Ore. Portland, through
week, while the evening patronage is split between three papers
and has only the opposition of the Journal on Sunday. For
its leading theatres, is literally putting the pep into advertising,
but after all, when we come down to the bed rock of it, we do not
nearly three years the Oregonian has been doing really big things
believe that all of the theatres there are doing their full duty. We
for motion pictures, for in that year it inaugurated a daily film
examine the newspapers and find the neighborhood houses missing,
department. And we are going to point out the great value of this
and some of the downtown houses failing to pursue the policy of to an exhibitor in the second of these articles on Portland conditions. Several months ago the Journal adopted a more liberal
properly supporting the newspapers that are giving the greatest,
daily policy.
and really praiseworthy cooperation.
But in this city the live wires stand out, and they show what
Now. we are not saying this to compare the newspapers, but to
they are willing to do to meet a newspaper that does cooperate,
bring out a point that we have made before — that the newsthough when we speak of conditions generally we reach one result,
paper that gets the jump on the others in the intelligent cooperation of the exhibitors is going to occupy a predominant position
and when we examine more closely into what the different theain the field unless it afterwards makes some radical mistakes in
tres and the various newspapers are concerned, we have to modify
these. But the situation in Portland in the cases that wc shall
policy. And we believe that the situation in Portland proves that
point out more specifically do show how it pays both the theatres
when one theatre does start to blaze the way the other papers have
and the newspapers to cooperate earnestly and intelligently.
got to follow or suffer in circulation from it.
W e are dividing the discussion of Portland conditions into two
So we say to exhibitors everywhere:' When one of your newsarticles, because it is unfair for us to reach our general conclupapers starts out to give you a regular motion picture departsions unless we have studied what the papers are doing in their
ment, shows it sincere desire to put the news of the plays and
Sunday (or Saturday evening) editions, and what they are doing
players before the public, jump into the band wagon and help this
day after daj'. And in the case of at least two of its papers
paper
out. ' Even if there are little differences between your poli, there is where Portland stands out. So far as we know,
tics and those of the paper, even if you think that it is a little
Seattle, Wash., has been the only city that has surpassed Portland
yellow, or you are sore on it because it once roasted your uncle,
in the volume of local motion picture advertising, and certainly the
don't let these things prevent you from giving help and encoursituation in Portland proves what can be done when the newspaper
agement to the publication that is seeking to do something. Unrealizes the amount of business that may be gotten by cooperation
doubtedly the Oregonian did show the way to its competitors, as
and when the really live wires of the city themselves realize the
it has shown the way to many other cities that have yet to follow.
value of the use of space and big space.
What is the theatre situation in Portland? There are four exMo.st of these theatres do not confine their displays to use of
clusively first run houses: The Liberty (seating 2,000), Majestic
big displays on Sunday and then fall into the bad habit of carrying
(1,000), Peoples (1000) and Columbia (800). The Star (800) uses
the same card system of advertising all through the week, regardpractically all first run. The Sunset (500) is second run, while
less of the advertising requirements of the particular pictures, the the Strand (1500) mixes vaudeville and pictures, and the Hippochanges in the bill that are made during the week or the scores of
drome (1800) features vaudeville, although it often shows five-reel
things that enter into the best in exploitation. In this article we
pictures. Smaller downtown houses are the Burnside, Casino,
are considering mainly the advertising in the Sunday issues and in American, New Grand, Circle, Novelty, Globe, Rex and Princess.
the Saturday issues of the papers that do not publish Sundays.
Altogether there are 35 houses, with a total seating capacity of
According to the last census Portland had 260,000 people, but
17,500. The suburban houses have an average seating capacity of
about 300.
has grown considerably since that time. Certainly it can set the
pace so far as motion picture advertising on the part of some of its
Now, let's look at the Sunday issues and the Saturday afternoon
theatres for any of the other cities of the country. There are four
issues of those that do not publish Sundays. The Oregonian had
daily newspapers :
an excellently edited page, including a seven-column layout with
Journal, evening, daily and Sunday morning.
pictures of attractions at the leading houses. The first part of the
reading matter, a total of about a column and a half, in the issue
.\'ews, evening, weekdays only.
Oregonian, morning, daily and Sunday.
we have before us, is devoted to highly interesting gossip about
Telegram, evening, weekdays only.
plays and players, real news of the industry which we spoke of in
our last article, a matter well worth while. Yet, as you will see
'sow, we started out by referring to cooperation in Portland
newspapers as a whole, but when we get down to a study of that
next week, the greater part of this news matter is saved for the
cooperation we find that there is certainly a difference so far as
daily issues of the paper. You will soon have our opinion of the
the theatres using the various papers are concerned. We feel that
reason there is not more of this in the Sunday issue of the
it is no province of these articles to discuss the newspapers as a
Oregonian. Following this are accounts of the attractions at the
whole, for that is a matter for the local advertiser to delocal houses, and this matter is continued over to the next page.
cide, and we arc merely intending to draw lessons from the cities
Now, note this rather unusual situation : Only two theatres, the
that wc study for the benefit of tlic exhibitors of the rest of the
Sunset and the Globe, use space on the regular motion picture
(Continued on page 1731)
country. But let us say here, that unless a paper is prominent in
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Giving the News and Getting the Advertising in Portland Newspapers
At the top at the left is the Sunday photoplay page in the Oregonian and then two other pages on that row and two more on the
second row showing the display advertising. In the center row at the right is the Sunday page from the Journal. At the lower left
is the Saturday page of the Telegram, and to the right two Saturday pages from the News.
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YOU get a good idea of the imporUuicc
with which Mr. Rothapfel regards
music when you know that in the single
reel Drew comedy being shown at the Rivoli this week not less than seven different
selections arc used and all of these so
timed that they interpret every feature of
the picture. It is a clever little sketch.
" When a Man's Married," and tells of a
husband who takes his first trip to the
club since his honeymoon and how he fails
to enjoy himself because his wife, over
'phone, tells him to stay as long as he
the
wishes.
The seven numbers used are " For He's
a Jolly Good Fellow," " Only One Girl,"
" Sympathy," " I Hear You Calling Me,"
" Everybody Is Doing It Now," " Just a
Wearyin' for You" and " Girls When
You Get Married." In nine cases out of
ten after you had given your audience
what .you considered the most satisfactory
show since your new house had opened,
nine-tenths of you probably wouldn't
worry much about the music with the onereel comedy at the end. But Rothapfel is
never satisfied unless the " little things "
are g^iven his attention, and that is the
reason that a good part of the audience
hummed the music through the comedy
and then went away whistling first one
and then another of the selections.
There is another thing that brings in
the importance of music. It's quite a busy
Sunday for the writer of these articles
in seeing the Rialto and Rivoli and
Strand and in trying to see all three of
these shows with the full musical numbers. And so hustle all we may, sometimes it is impossible to get the full effect. And so when we discussed with
Mr. Rothapfel the comparative merit of
the Animated Pictorials at his two houses,
we told him that we liked the one at the
Rialto the better. " Then," he came back
quick, " you didn't see it with the orchestra." Which was quite true, so we made
it a full ten-hour day of pictures and picture discussion by coming back to see the
Rivoli pictorial again, and now we agree
with him.
Wc will admit that when we first heard
that Mr. Rothapfel was to conduct the Rivoli in addition to the Rialto we figured
that the Animated magazine would be the
chief thing to suffer. We reached this
conclusion because we knew that he was
getting the pick of everything except the
Hcarst-Pathe weekly at the Rialto, and
wc couldn't see how the addition of this,
which has been added, could make the material sufficient for still the most careful
'r-ltciions. But Mr. Rothapfel has gone
far : fi' t'l and has included a number of
m
' jccts, little, intimate, sketchy
thBut thai does not mean that he does this
without work, for it has added hours and
hours to his duties, hours and hours spent
on the Animated alone. He considers it
worth while to worry about these little
thingH anrl to sacrifice meals and sleep for

Motion

them. \\ c pride ourselves that we can
get in to see the master of presentation
when a lot of mighty well-known people
fail, but these Sundays with the two
shows opening the same day we have
often to talk to him while he is eating his
dinner in his office, not even enough time
to get away from the telephone lest some
little thing goes wrong at one of
the houses. Of course any man who
has his hand so tightly on the pulse
of the two houses is bound to make
a big hit with them — he would make
a hit without the genius of Rothapfel— but when brains and work are
combined the ideal is reached. Rothapfel
is a genius, but there is nothing of the
dreamy sort about it, he puts it into action
and sees that it keeps working.
Taylor Holmes is appearing in person
this week in connection with his latest
picture, " Ruggles of Red Gap," a screamingly funny affair that had the theatre in
an uproar almost throughout the picture
and then to cap the climax came the appearance of the star himself. Now note
the way the Rothapfel method of doing
things takes you by surprise. Barely had
the feature ended when a man in citizens
clothes walked out of the orchestra on to
the stage. At first the audience supposed
that he was one of the singers, but as soon
as they got a full face view the applause
was terrific. That is the unexpected zvay
of doing tilings and it made a big hit.
" Carnival of Paris " is the overture
and this is played with brilliant lighting
effects, the dome being. blue at the start and
fading into a deep red which lengthened and
then darkened again.. The last instalment of " Yellowstone Park " is
then shown. There was little of interest
in the picture ,when we saw it shown are
but the music carried it over, there being no
applause at the end of the picture, but when
the music, which lasted a few beats longer
ended there was a big hand. The music
is Massinet's " Scenes Picturesque," the first
three numbers being used.
Miss Gladys Rice sings " Coming
Through the Rye," in a most effective
manner though this was a last minute
change in the program. Red, pink and
green are the color effects to set off this
number.
After the editorial on talking during
the musical numbers the Rialto Animated
opens with a remarkable Ford [)icturc,
"Making of a Man o' War's Man," which
contained some of the most effective drill
scenes ever screened. Sousa's band is
shown and his " Jack Tar " march is
appropriately used as the music. Universal
pictures show the launching of the " War
Mystery,"
wooden
sel ever builtthe
and biggest
got an angle
that vesthe
other weeklies missed in the fact that the
ship in her hurry to carry supplies to whip
the kaiser slid off the ways before the
christening party was prepared. " La Rondeau " No. 1 is the music, which follows
through into the cartoon. " Hang on to

Picture

News

the Rope," wliich called for work at home
through Liberty Bonds, War Saving
Stamps, the Red Cross, etc. Volunteers
for the Jewish army to serve in Palestine
gets ato big
Melody
" is
used
set hand
it off.andThe" Jewish
Canadian
national
anthem is played with pictures of Premier Borden and " Under the Walnut
Tree " with Universal pictures of " Stratford on Avon." " Pagoda of Flowers "
is used with Pathe pictures of " Butterflies
and Bees " in colors and then comes the
final big smashing picture of FrancoBritish artillery in action on the Flanders
front and for this " Robespierre " was
used with splendid effect.
With special settings in the display
panels, one showing waterfalls and the
other a mountain scene, Carlos Mejia sings
" Spirito Gcntil " from " La Gioconda,"
the display panels lighting up toward the
end of the selection. After the feature
the Rialto full chorus renders the " Waltz
Chorus " from " Faust." There being continuous comedy through the feature Mr.
Rothapfel broke his almost invariable rule
of closing his bills with a comedy by substituting an interesting educational picture,
" The Window Glass Industry."
" Espana," the overture at the Rivoli, is
so brilliantly rendered that it gets an unusual hand even for that house and then
it isfirst
followed
" Glimpsestravel
of Hawaii,"
the
of theby Newman
pictures
to be released by Educational. It contains
some of the most remarkable shots that
have c\'cr been seen and is a thing of
loeauty and interest throughout. For this
a specially prepared musical score of
Hawaiian music is being used. Following
right in the spirit of this picture the curtain parts and reveals Miss Helena Morrill,
costumed as a Hawaiian girl and the
Rivoli lighting
chorus effects
singing for
" Aloha-Oe."
whole
this number The
are
l>liio with the orchestra flooded in blue.
Rivoli Animated opens with HearstPathe pictures of the Tuscania survivors,
for which a special march by Dr. Reisenfeld is used, and then come games at the
Great Lakes training school (Screen Telegram), for which "Time for Every Boy
to Be a Soldier" is used. Hearst-Pathe
supplies winter sports in the Cascades and
then clever Educational pictures of bears,
lions, tigers, etc., arc shown to " Dance of
Serpents." A novel Universal picture expositing mediums, is given with " Dance
Fantasy." Two things are linked together
with Hearst-Pathe pictures of wood cutting in Aiaine and Screen Telegram views
of the laimching of the " War Mystery "
and for both of these " Hero of the
Isthmus " march is used, as well as in the
Liberty Loan cartoon that shows the, money
raised by Uncle Sam crushing the kaiser.
Striking Pathe pictures of " Nomads of
the North," the reindeer, unquestionably
one of the most remarkable nature pictures ever made, and for this the music
(Continued on page 1725)
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Cover and two specimen pages of booklet issued by New Theatre, Fort Smith, Ark., giving biographies of players at that house
New

Theatre Uses Booklet
to Popularize Stars
Among Patrons

FIRST of the series of the most remarkable fish pictures that we have ever
seen are being shown at the Strand this
week. These are the work of Raymond
L. Ditmars, and besides portraying the
strange animate matter of the ocean's
depths they furnish a thrill with a battle
between two giant devil fish and then an
encounter of a devil fish and an octopus
and finally the capture of a huge sea turtle by the devil fish.
" Rienzi " is the overture at Strand, and
following this comes the Topical Review
which opens with Screen Telegram pictures of the winter sports carnival in
Colorado. Hearst Pathe pictures of the
one-man tank get a laugh and then follow Chicago women of the stage engaged
in raising war funds. Paramount-Bray
furnishes some interesting pictures of
coining money, and then great applause
greets 1,500 prisoners taken by the French
in Italy (Hearst-Pathe). Gee Fayonne,
the commander of the troops gets a big
hand, but this only prepares for the pictures of the American troops in the firstline trenches. Then come Hearst-Pathe
pictures of timber cutting in Maine, which
is followed by the Screen Telegram piclaunchedturesinof the
Texas." War Mystery " being
Managing Director Harold Edel built
up the Hearst-Pathe pictures of the survivors of the Tuscania, and after these
pictures are shown there come pictures of
destroyers such as are carrying war on
the U-boats and then come pictures of
submarines and finally some shots of battleships with the big guns firing from the
decks. These pictures were taken on
board the ship itself and the effects with
this made it particularly effective. It
comes to an end with a picture of a bat-

tleship in the distance, with its big guns
firing and an American flag in the foreground fluttering from a mast.
" The Swallows," a piccolo duet, that
follows gets a reminiscence in the course
of the feature when one of the characters
announces that "All you need is a piccolo to have a Jazz band." Mary Pickford supplies one of the most enjoyable
of comedies in " Amarilly of Clothes Line
Alley," a picture which also lends itself
very easily to musical effects. " Wearing
of the
" and
" Sail inthatOurareAlley
are
twoGreen
of the
selections
used"
and there are a number of other melodies
that add to the delight of the audiences.
Rosa Lind, soprano, sings a double number, "Spring Song " and " Connais-tu le
Pays " from " Mignon," and then follow
the " Depths of the Sea " pictures, and
another comedy element is added in a
Jeff and ]\Iutt cartoon, "The Decoy."
Rialto and Rivoli
{Continued from page 1724)
is " Norwegian Dance." Universal pictures of a review at Camp Upton are given
with " My Dough Boy," and then comes
a Hy Mayer cartoon showing the immigrant coming here and learning the meaning of the flag of freedom and now he is
to carry it to Europe. First " Sidewalks
of New York " is played, turning into
" Stars and Stripes " as Universal pictures
of Americans on the battle line in France
are shown to thunderous applause.
Effective numbers before and after the
feature are Miguel Vidal singing " Lolita "
with the male chorus before a Spanish
setting and a clever Japanese dance executed in a setting by Yussu Katayama.
It is a delightful novelty.

SOME
we toldin you
one
of themonths
livest ago
exhibitors
this that
country
was C. A. Lick, manager of the New
theatre, Fort Smith, Ark. and we gave you
some reasons. A little later we printed the
" New Theatre Service Code," adapted
from the Statler Hotel idea, and a booklet
that has been imitated by many others.
Now Mr. Lick comes to the front with
an entirely new idea, a booklet giving pictures and biographies of the stars that are
regularly seen at his theatre.
This booklet is twenty-four pages,
by
inches and printed on light buff
paper of good stock. The cover, as it
speaks for itself, is neat in design. The
typography of the inside pages is good, the
cuts clear and well selected and the text
of the matter interestingly written. As the
cover
is worththat
preserving."
is
the says,
sort of" Ita booklet
fans will askIt
for long after the issue is exhausted.
Triangle and Paramount-Artcraft stars are
included and the last five pages are devoted
to We
the cannot
" Service
Code." of a better construcconceive
tive eflfort than this, for the booklet is published not alone to give the data about
the stars that are already well known,
but to introduce others that have not yet
achieved equal prominence. Here they are
presented together and the psychological
effect upon the reader is to array these
great stars of thz country and to create a
desire to see them in picture after picture.
Among other things to achieve the same
result that are being done by the New theatre are the use of slides showing the portraits of stars and giving the names of
pictures in which they have appeared in
the past and also the use of cuts in front
of the theatre displayed in connection with
contests to name their identities.
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ZELl 'A Tiw.A l KI-, -huu . Ill ihc disreproduced here what can be done by
the use of ordinary material and thought.
"It sure is some strenuous job writing and
devising new ads all the time," says the
designer of the Zelda work in his letter tc

Motion

iiDiijL-, i'lic dijpla\' i^' Ileal I}- nine inches
deep across seven columns. The thing to
which we wish to call particular attention
is the manner in which practically the
whole space has been given over to the
Mac Marsh picture. The upper left corner of the ad is given to announcement of
the vaudeville numbers and two pictures of
Miss Marsh and one scene from the production the
; three, connected with fishing
nets, occupy the main portion of the space,
and then in the lower right corner there is
told something about the picture. This
was an especially designed display, being
hand lettered, but it is well worth the
trouble and expense. We call this constructive advertising.

pjitA
All or This Week^Biid Nexl Sunda

Take a chance of having the safety
valve go off rather than allow the fires of
energy get too low.

us. Yes, we certainly agree with him, but
the fellow who makes it real work and
goes to it on that basis is the fellow who
succeeds, and the fellow who simply tries
to fill space will never get any further
along.
This display is only two columns wide
by five inches deep, but the unique use of
the border effect and the ample white space
that has been given makes it stand out.
Note that the theatre has used one of the
one-column advertising cuts supplied by
Paramqtint and then has used a heavy border around the bottom and left side and
then breaks the border around the name
of the theatre and the cut. It certainly
is a case of centering the reader's eyeright on what you want to say to him. It
is one of the few cases where excellent results have been secured in very small space
and without the use of large type for the
name of the star or the title of the picture.
It's good once-in-a-while advertising.
Keep every door open for enter-prize.
WE

are going to reach Providence, R. I.,
before long in the course of our
examinations of advertising and newspaper
co-operation in various cities, and we will
be very glad, for the theatres of that city
are progressive advertisers. Here, for instance, isa splendid piece of work that is
being done by Fay's theatre, a combination

GEORGE E. CARPENTER, manager of
the Paramount-Empress, Salt Lake
City, believes in taking advantage of all the
little things that come up, and that is why
he is a real live wire. During the showing
of the Douglas Fairbanks picture, " Headin'
South " the crowds were so large that the
dling
O. H.r..y.) Bywater
Open Letter
to IChief
/ith Apolegic
ON HER digits
DEAR CHIEF:
THANK YOU
SUPERINDUCED BY hanFOR SENDING two
A TON of change
STALWART LADDIES
AND A bushel
TO THE Paramount-Em.
WAR'tAX
pennies.of
THE FIREMEN bad no .
YESTERDAY.
TIME TO see the
DOUGLAS
ppe8» FAIRBANKS
himself
GREAT SHOW because
THEY WERE .worn ui
COULD NOT have handled
THE CROWDS better
AS HEAD ushers
THE WHOLE town
AND TRAFHC copsi
WANTED TO nee
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
"HEADIN' SOUTH"
DRAWS LIKE a
AND THEY got
MUSTARD PLASTER.
OUR GOAT and
"HEADIN' SOUTH" is
EVERYTHING.
SURE SOME hoi show
IT WAS fierce
STUNTS!
FOR THEY waJUed ail
THRILLS!
SUSPENSE!
OVER US and spoiled oiir
GUNPLAYS AND scenery
SUNDAY
mean SHINES (we
200 COWBOYS!
W-H-OO-P-E-E-!
THE
CROV/DS,
nol
300 MEXICANS and
THE FIREMEN)
VILLAINOUS CAMPEAU.
AND OUR collars
COME OVER and see
WERE ALL willed
THE
yourself
CHIEF SHOW
AND OUR lodylii.e
AND
BRING the family
CASHIER HAS corn.
AS OUR Ruesis
BECAUSE WE did
APPRECIATE YOUR help.
SAME SHOW goes
TONIGHT,
TOMORROW
AND WEDNESDAY
PARAMOUNT-ElClPRESS.
WE
THANK you. '
fire chief sent a couple of his men around
to take care of the crowds and to see that
the municipal laws were not violated.
Now O. Harvey runs in one of the Salt
Lake papers a column modelled somewhat
along the lines of that by " K. C. B." in the
New York American. So Carpenter followed that style in this particular advertisement, and addressed it to the fire chief
and invited him to come over and see the
show and bring his family with him. Of
course, that was a mere incident of the
display, to give it a personal tone, but this
advertisement undoubtedly resulted in making people talk about the attraction.

I' i c t u r c A' c iv s

RUDOLPH c. KOfP /Si..":-.;; .v^; ^.t;;' V! JtssE cbawforo
WE

have been very fond of impressing
on advertising writers the desirability of employing plenty of white space
in their displays. We have had the engraver outline the edges of the space used
by Grauman's theatre, Los Angeles, to
show the effectiveness of white space. The
display occupies a space five columns wide
by sixteen inches deep and therefore would
dominate the page in any newspaper.
A novelty was introduced during this
presentation by having the original cast appear in the flash and enact one of the dance
hall scenes. This, of course, is something
that could not be done except in theatres
that are located in producing centers, but
it certainly is original and is bound to attract attention to any theatre, especially
to such a handsome one as Grauman's.

Don't count on fooling the public when
you know at the start that you are fooling
only yourself.
ONE of orsthehave things
about which
exhibit-is
very justly
complained
the lack of judgment used by manufacturers in making the paper. They point out
that some of the producers seem to think
that any old scene will do and that the onesheets with one show scene, the three-sheet
another and the six-sheet still another.
Only a few of the men who are selecting
the paper seem to have learned that in all
sorts of exploitation work there should be
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one central idea of the picture and that
this should be exploited.
Here is reproduced one of the 24-sheets
designed by Essanay on " A Pair of Sixes,"
and the same idea is being carried out in
all the trade paper advertising, slides, window cards and other accessories.

Are

HazdDawn
THE Htrt LO
VlmAav^Burtiy
U O-uME
You Will WO
Makf^tryLFClfori <t, 3*( t
Berl Lyrcn

TodayThe Girland
of 1.000Tomorrow
Expressjons
Gladys Brockwell
PORTRAVING
AROLE
WONDERFUL
DUAL
IN

"The MORA
L
Specie Added Featnre
"Lonesome
AND l^uKc'

J-Days-3
Starting
Tuesday
Wm.Fox
— Presmls—
Annette
Kellerman
"-IN—
A=
ILLION
PICTUEE 1

'Pathe News'
Daughter
Friday ani Saturday
J. Warren
niEVER BEFORE
Kerrigan
AT THESE
PRICES
■In—
THE
UGods"
TURN
lOcandSOc
CPA
CAED^
10c-15e
Performances 2,4,6,8
MOST WONDERFUL
PICTURE OF ITS KIND
EVER MUSICAL
PRODUCED
-SPECL\L
SCORE
Thursday of the Annette Kellerman picture and have asked him to give you a special story in the Sunday issue based on that
advertising. If necessary we would have
used a separate advertisement on " Daughter of the Gods."
Are you trying to get the most out of
your theatre, or trying to put the most into
iff
T remains for some small cities to " show
up" the larger ones, as this page from
the Owensboro Messenger proves. In this
city the Empress, Queen and Grand theatres, all owned by the same man, and we

We'll

Write
You Our
Criticism if You
So Desire

It's a good thing to have the public believe you're the man that puts the "I" in
motion picture ideas.
FRANKLIN THEATRE, Saginaw,
Mich., sends us a copy of one of its
displays for criticism. In a way the display is well designed, but, after all, it
comes back to the old point of trying to
advertise two different shows at once —
or rather, three in this case, for the Kerrigan attraction is mentioned down in the
left hand corner.
We are very free to admit that " Daughof the itGods
" is an some
unusually
big picture
and terthat
deserves
attention
in the
Sunday papers, where the ad in question
appears, but in this case we would have
done two things. We would have based the
big display on the Gladys Brockwell picture and at the same time we would have
gone to the advertising manager of the paper and explained that we would do big
advertising Tuesday,
Wednesday and

YOU
ARE
WELCOME

Doing

do not know what arrangements he had
with the newspaper, but at any rate George
A. Bleich has appreciated the necessity of
getting the co-operation of his daily paper,
and he has done so with splendid results.
One thing that we distinctly do not like
about this display is the advertising running
across the top of the page. Owensboro
is not so far from Cincinnati, and it may
be influenced in this style of advertising by
Cincinnati. We recently reproduced a page
from one of the Cincinnati Sunday papers
as an example of the worst in advertising.
Another thing that we do not like is displaying the Tuesday show over the Monday
one, but still under the circumstances this
could be pardoned.
By using cuts furnished by producers
there is an attractive layout secured,
marred only by the fact that some of the
makers of films try to get their trademarks
all over the cuts, thereby making them less
attractive and more convincing. Reading
notices about each of the pictures is included. Another Sunday we notice that
there is a column headed, " Coming to the
Empress," giving interesting paragraphs
about productions soon to be seen. Owensboro has the right idea, and we're pleased
to
see such progress in one of the smaller
cities.

in the case of programs
so muc
which Sare will
thate
realhize alik
ER
READ
t their reproduction
tha
in smaller size in the columns
of the NEWS would show little
difference, that the reading
matter would be tiresome if we
continually devoted our space
to the same sort of things. We
try to make the comment on the
roduced and on
programs repng
shown worth
the advertisi
something not only to the man
who sends in the specimen but
to every other exhibitor.
We are going to continue to
reproduce these things and want
you to get the full benefit of it.
But we cannot reproduce them
all so if you will ask, we will
comment on them by mail. In
case you want the comment to
certEiinly be in private, please
also so indicate for we use those
that offer us the best example
to point out some feature.
The fact that it takes time
and makes the advertising expert work nights need not
worry you. We are here to
give
We have
set a you
new SERVICE.
mark in giving
you
free REAL SERVICE.
makes it appear that you are hunting for
little phrases to fill particular portions of
white space is a bad one. And, as we say
to you very often, white .space is one of
the
most important things to get into your
advertising.
We do not care for this style of advertising and certainly would not recommend
it as a general proposition, but we must
admit that in this case it is effective for
the very reason that it is different.
BEGINNING TOMORROW
Four Days' Engagement
PICTURE
YOUTHE
HAVE
BEEN
WAITING
FOR
MADAME

"All hands on deck" shouldn't be a
storm warning for you, but the regular
thing, so far as the crews of ideas, energy
and courtesy are concerned.
HERE is an advertisement that violates
most of the rules of good advertising,
yet in a way is effective for the very reason
that it is different. The Cozy theatre, Topeka, Kan., has used a space two columns
wide by 6^4 inches deep and has employed
one of the stock cuts of Mme. Petrova
such as are furnished by the exchanges.
The stepped arrangement of the name of
the theatre and of the star make them attract the eye at once and the title of the
picture by being dropped below the cut
also stands out. The advertisement is hurt
by the use of the various phrases around
the stepped arrangement. Any plan that

The
In the Tri^ph
of Her Career
Daught
er

-A Play/

of Destiny

EiASxLil Erenlne ISc
PassioD
Mnttnee-.13c
IONEXTaA— LADIES' ITADIV
SOUVENIRADMISS
MATINEE
COME
Mondaygra\Tirp
and Wednesday,
a beautiful
llxl4*oi!
colored pholoof Madame Petrova
to each
lady attending.
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to
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Exhibitors

Mr. Rothapfel Will Answer Here any Questions Regarding Problems in Exhibition. The Only
Conditions Are That the Questions Must Not Bear on the Merits of Particular Pictures or Services and That They Must Come Through the NEWS. Address Your Inquiries " ROTHAPFEL
ADVICE, EXHIBITORS' SERVICE BUREAU, MOTION PICTURE NEWS."
XLVIII — This question may not come under the limits of your advice,
nished by a piano and that it is only fair. Improve it. Improve
(or I am not an exhibitor, but have seen your helpful answers in a copy
your advertising, too. Make your presentation better. Add a
ol the NEWS that is taken by a friend who is a manager in a larger city.
Personal touch to the theatre. Use your head. Work hard. You
I am in a town of about 8,000, which has no theatre. There have been
■everal operated here, but for one cause or another they have gone out of
can do great things if you only will think.
business. Personally I enjoy pictures, and when I go to the city I spend
every evening at the picture shows. 1 am in business here and think that
I am glad to know I am optimistic. IT IS THE ONLY WAY
I am a pretty
business
man.a younger
I also believe
a splendid
opening
here forgood
a show
and have
brother that
who there
could istake
charge.
TO SUCCESS. Fairly breathe optiynism. Get your help imbued
But I am uncertain whether a man should enter any business when he with
it. Show it in your advertising. Camouflage your troubles.
cannot give it his whole attention. I have* thought over the plan of
building up a business on the strength of good pictures and personal popuSmile.
Don't let people know you are doing poor business, even
larity. Do you think that it can be done? — MERCHANT.
if you are doing it. No one loves trouble. People steer clear of
calamity howlers. Let the sunshine in your theatre — psychological
MY honest advice to you is to stay out of the business because
sunshine, which consists of cheerfulness, optitnism, smiles.
today's conditions are diflerent from five years ago. The enterprise is fraught with hazard and uncertainty, and the return is
Try hard and improve your show. Merely as an illustration —
not as great as it used to be. Unless you have good ideas and
if you are climbing a hill in an automobile and you find it laboring,
experience in the show business, and can devote all your tiine to
what do you do? You shift to a lower gear, give it more gas —
it, I advise you to steer clear.
added pozver, and — if the machine is any good — you gain momentum steadily. When you get to the top of the hill you arc
XLIX — I have read a great deal about giving audiences what they want.
running smoothly. Then you go coasting down the hill on the
In some mistaken moment I announced that 1 would be glad to get the
other side, shutting off the power, and speeding along on the road
pictures tliat people wanted if they would only make their wants known,
but of course I did not know the trouble that I was getting into at the of success with the hill behind you. T)o you get me?
time. Within the first two weeks I had enough conflicting requests to fill
my bookings
for make
a year,it aandpoint
I change
havehave
a neighborYou have no excuse with no competition and a seating capacity
hood house and
to bookevery
the night.
pictures I that
made a
big hit at the downtown houses. This being an exchange city, I have the
of 450 for not doing good business. You ought to have the public
opportunity of waiting to see the results at the downtown houses, though
eating out of the palm of your hand. It is no one's fault but your
Iyourarely
myself,
take upthea general
public's
view.
Do
thinkseethatthe itpictures
would pay
me but
to give
job which
I have
in day
time and which pays me $5 a day to give this time over to actually seeing
own if you don't.
the pictures. I doubt whetlier 1 myself am as good a judge as general
/ hope this will wake you up to the extent that in six months
patronage.
I
will receive a letter from you telling me how grateful you are.
How far would you go in letting the public book your pictures? In other
words, to what extent would you yield to various requests? Lots of times
I believe that these requests are built largely on supposition. Do you
LI — Your sound advice is persuading me to ask you a question that is
think I would be wiser to follow these requests or devote my time to
knowing for myself what the pictures are and relying on my judgment to possibly outside the ordinary; run of inquiries, and is this: " How far should
a manager
makingwhether
himself hefamiliar
patrons?
course,andI
get the best of the features? — A. N.
do
not meangotoininquire
should tokeephis busy
about" theOf house
know what is going on in his theatre. But should he go to any extent in
keeping in personal touch with the patrons? Now this is one of the twenty
YOU have made one of the worst mistakes anyone can make
largest cities in the country. In the case of one theatre operated by a man
in the exhibiting business. If you let your patrons choose
and his wife this pair are constantly in the open lobby before the house.
your films they will do so, but you will get gray hairs and will
I have heard the expression more than once, " The Joneses seem to b«
watching
the dimes
they doI leave
«oon be fit for an insane asylum.
and I knowfor that
theatreto iscome
not in."
makingAndmoney.
believe,thattoo,impression,
that one
reason
why
a
certain
element
is
staying
away
from
motion
picture houses
The old adage is true : Familiarity breeds contempt. It has
is because the public has been made familiar with all the tricks ot picture
always been my opinion that the old slogan of the showman of producing and that the film creations have lost the mystery angle to them.
Don't eye
you onbelieve
the on,
proper
for a manager
to doin is
to keep a
close
what isthatgoing
to bething
courteous
and prompt
investigatiiig
giving the public what they want is erroneous and can't be done.
complaints,
etc.
?
I
ask
this
because
I
have
a
partner
who
is
not
active in
The only way out is to ignore requests unless they are in cothe time.
management
who
thinks
thatofI what
oughttheto people
be " out
inisfront
mostper-of
hesive form and all tend in the direction of the same thing, and
the
I
work
on
the
theory
want
a
finished
formance and not to greet the manager of the house every time they come
then go about as your judgment dictates in view of this unanimity
to the theatre. — T. R. T.
of opinion. As a general thing, please yourself first, and then the
public. In this way you will get that individuality which is the THE best way is to treat everyone as you do your most intimate
keynote of success in any enterprise.
personal friends to call them by name, usher them down the
You are the best judge of whether you ought to give up your
aisle to their seat, sit with them awhile and discuss the perform$5 a day job or not. You must certainly do better than $5 a day
ance with them. Meet people in the lobby. Present a good appearance, dressing neatly in a black suit, with a black tie, and be
if you have any business that is worth while. Don't let the public
book your pictures. The public doesn't know what it wants.
nicely
groomed.
Don't make your attitude objectionable like
Please yourself and rely on your judgment, and if it is good
judgment you will always get along.
Jones.
is good
to have Have
an eye aoncashier
the boxcheerful,
office, butcalling
don't people
let people
L — I read your interesting answers every week and I must say that
secIt you
watching.
by
your optimism is very inspiring indeed. Ours is a little town of 1,800, ana
name and giving them the time of the day.
we occupy the opera house, with a seating capacity of about 450. The
theatre is upstairs. Our patronage now is very poor. We show the best
pictures
can ofafford,
but our
is only
fair.theyI
I don't believe your deduction is correct that people stay away
have
triedthat
everywe way
advertising
that music
I can— agetpiano
hold— of,
but still
because they are familiar with the tricks of picture producing.
hang back. I cannot understand it. I have no opposition here or any
tign
of any. Kindly tell me what you would do in this case. — DELAThey are not. The motion picture people themselves don't know
WAREAN.
a one-hundredth part of the tricks possible; otherwise they might
make
better pictures.
AM afraid that perhaps you are not paying proper attention to
your
business.
I don't
likeconditions
to receive under
questions
businessthese
letter heads.
This is one
of the
which onI answer
questions — as I don't want to be influenced. But if you have some
other enterprise besides your picture theatre the latter is apparently suffering through lack of proper attention.
A MOVING PICTURE THIiATKE CANNOT BE EXPECTED TO RUN ITSELF.
You say you arc running the best pictures you can afford. You
can't afford any but the best made. You say your music is fur-

Do the best with what you get, and get the best. Let your personality influence your theatre and its patrons. Mix with your
patrons, but don't do it to the extent that the adage " Familiarity
breeds contempt " begins to apply.
Your partner is right. You should be out in front. People
want a finished performance — true. But that is only part of your
work. Courtesy, comfort, service and personality are also important in giving your patrons the maximum of pleasure in your
theatre.
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This is the tenth of our series of articles, " The Diary of a Successful
Exhibitor," by an exhibitor who tells eacli week what lie is doing to dez'elop his
house, the lessons that he learns and the errors that he discovers. It is a frank
discussion of the pleasures and evils of exhibition in a town of 15,000, and the
tips contained here will probably be of value to managers in all sections.
By a Successful Exhibitor
and that I would have to do the same or
LAST week I ended my article with the
give up the comedies. Naturally he did not
question that I had asked the exchange man when he had told me that the
say how much my competitor had offered
owner of the two other houses in my town
for the entire service, but I figured that if
had made a bid for this one of the services
it was much more than I was giving for the
comedies alone he was wasting his money,
that I was using. " Why don't you let him
for he was getting features that would not
have them? " I had asked.
draw the amount he would pay for them,
■' \\'ell," he replied, " we've been getting
our totals right along and we guess you'll no matter at which house he showed them.
last a few weeks longer." And then he " I hate to do it," said the exchange man,
laughed. It is a mighty good feeling when
" but it is a rule of the house that I must
sell the comedies to the man who takes the
you know men in the industry are sure
YOU ARE THERE.
feaures, if he wants them, and if I re
fused his offer I would get a call from
I left that inquiry up in the air last
week, not to give the sort of " continued
his position. He was a
NewI appreciated
York."
in our next " spirit which the fiction writers
strive for, bat in the hope that some of the good friend of mine and he had faith in
exhibitors would think what the answer to me. And so I replied : " I realize that it
my question would be. Now, I am not de- is not your fault, old fellow. And in cases
where the service was originally for sale
fending the exchange men, for I have gotten raw deals from some of them. But I I can see where the man who takes the
do think that some of the exhibitors who
features ought to have an option on the
comedies. But your feaures were not used
are always kicking and always complaining
in my town and I took the comedies and
deserve about the treatment they say that
made them popular. It looks pretty raw to
they are getting, because of the fact that
me to have them taken away now, and you
they try to make the exchange man bear
can write to your New York office the way
the brunt not only of his own mistakes, but
I feel ; you can add that I expect to be
the showman's errors and his lack of his
attention to building up his business.
in business just as long as my competitors,
and that if these comedies are taken from
It seems to me that every showman ought
me, never again will any picture that bears
to try to establish himself, not only with
his own people, but with the industry as a your trademark ever be shown at any of
whole, by the things that he accomplishes.
the houses I Hiay own." I didn't have the
It takes some determination to do that.
reputation of being a four-flusher, and he
You will recall that at the beginning of my
declared that he was going to write headquarters, explain the circumstances and
experience there were exchange men who
recommend that I be allowed to keep the
wanted to tell me all about how to run my
business, and to particularly dictate what I comedies. He did; he was turned down
should do. If they can get away with that
and shortly afterwards had an opporand load their product on you you cannot
tunity to leave that compan\' and did so.
Three months after my competitor had
blame them. Of course, the ideal exchange
played this service he found how unsuitman should always be looking to the exable that brand of features were to his
hibitors' good, but if he sees that the exaudiences, and that they had dragged down
hibitor doesn't pay attention to his own
good he cannot be expected to help mtich.
the comedies in public opinion, and he canceled the entire service. Then the new exWith my opposition now centred in two
houses under one ownership, I realized, of
change manager looked up his file and came
back at me with request that I take the
course, that he would be buying more films
comedies. / did not. But even if I was
than I, and that probably for that reason
one
of the smaller fellows my original prosome of the salesmen who didn't figure into
test now attracted some attention, and I
the future would be appealing for his business, probably at the expense of mine. And
had a long letter from the home office exso that was the reason that I had made
plaining how fair it had been in offering
this trip to the exchange city. I wanted to me the whole service and that when the
see whether I was getting the best that I other fellow bought the features he thereby
could get, and whether I was pretty sure of got an option on the comedies, etc. I answered courteously that I had built up his
retaining what I had if I wanted to keep it.
comedies in mj' town and that since then
■ My first trouble came with the second
I had built up others, and that I preferred
exchange that I visited. I had been showing comedies from this company, and they to retain the ones I now had.
were very well liked by patrons, but I ■ One of the first things that I learned
when I started into the business was not to
had not shown any of the features because
they were not of the type that would draw
change services unless you are forced to do
from my people. So when I started talking so by the poor quality of the pictures. Hunt
around and see what is the matter with
to this man he told me that my competitor
had made an offer for the entire service
your own salesmanship first. Perhaps you
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Successful Exhibitor Tells
Conclusion He Reached

interesting experiences
h his som
servethat he had wittin
oun twog oth
er
recthe
AFTER ices after
houses in his town had come
under the same management.
Successful Exhibitor tells in
ng the conthis article thatof reachiatr
clusion his the e should
e
er
eal
end that
app
hav a wid
sful was to
the way to be succes
create new business.
That is a very important point
right now. Many exhibitors in
writing us have made the point
that so many of their young men
have gone away to the war and
that they have not been able to
create new patrons in their
stead. Lots of theatres have
created them and we'd like to
hear the means they have used.
are not boosting the popularity of some of
the stars, possibly you have gotten into the
rut and your theatre is simply running
itself, or possibly there are some little defects in the pictures that you can cure.
My policy has always been to see what I
could do myself before I put the blame on
the other fellow.
So with the exception of the necessary
change in the comedies, which came a little later, I retained the services that I had,
but I found one brand of films that was
releasing a feature every two weeks, and
I booked that in addition. I did not cancel
any of the pictures that I had, though I
realize that I would have to shelve one
every fortnight, but I believed the new
pictures were good enough to warrant this
added expense. I had not thought of the
idea at the time, but it gave me one excellent opportunity and I seized it. There was
one of the stars who had been appearing
on my main feature service in a remarkably poor line of features, but she was at
the same time very poular, and I believed
that the bad pictures were not her fault
and that she would soon " come back " as
a big drawing card. So even if I could have
canceled her pictures alone I would not
have done that. Instead, I arranged my
bookings so that I would have hers and
those of the weakest star on the other
program come to me at the same time, and
when necessary I could make a last minute
shift in the program and present the best
of the two pictures.
I went back home with one idea strong in
my mind. I had established myself in the
film world outside of my town and the exchange men had the fullest confidence in
me. And I knew I stood well in my own
town, but at the same time I realized that
I was not getting all the people that it was
possible to bring to my theatre and that was
to be my problem hereafter.
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Puts Real Atmosphere in Week^s
Advertising Campaign and Scores Hit
rial command from her telling the people
HERE is one of the very best exploitations of a really big picture that wc
that
she regretted that on Sunday " they
have ever seen. It is the work of S. Barret
couldn't get within a Pyramid's length of
McCormick, managing director of the
the Temple " and inviting them for the
other days of the week. Here is one of the
Circle Theatre, Indianapolis, and a memclever ways that the price announcement
ber of the Advisory Board of the Exhibwas made :
itors' Service Bureau. Here was an unusual attraction and something unusual was
" She was, however, surprised to learn
done with it, and the result was one of the
that while Antony gave up Rome, Csesar a
Throne and Pharon the Family Jewels to
most successful weeks in the history of the
Circle, we are told.
see her, that Indianapolis only had to give
At the very start of this exploitation
up ISc. or 2Sc. in the mornings and aftercampaign an atmosphere of individuality
or 35c.
at night."
But noons,
in or 15c.,
the 25c.
course
of this
presentation
was sought, and this advertising offset any
there
came
an
incident
that
was not a part
explanation as to why the prices were increased. The interest in and the effectiveof Manager McCormick's program, but one
to which he did not object because of the
ness of the matter used in the newspapers
took full care of that. We regret that we
effect that it had on his business. On Monday some of the ministers of the city
are unable to illustrate the entire campaign
for the week and the preceding days, but started an agitation against the picture and
called upon Mayor Jewett to stop its showing. The mayor went to see the pictures
and ordered four scenes cut out and then
let the production run. Although it was
The Nile
1
not planned it was the best advertising
A Woman's Smile
that could be obtained. The newspapers
ran first page stories and they all entered
and
Guile.
The Moon
Agleam ~ ^I
into the spirit of it, quoting in their stories
A Stifled Scream
A Kiss
extracts from Manager McCormick's advertising like " a woman's wile, a kiss, a
AExitSerpent's Hiss I
wait awhile, veins filled with liquid fire, a
Cleopatra I
longer
kiss,thea Circle
little bliss."
And did
take full advantage of
I this?
The next morning there appeared an
I
advertisement in the same distinctive style,
with the only cut the slender head of snake
and the words " Theda Bara, Cleopatra,"
and then, this occupying about one-half of
CLEOP/ITRil
THE SIREN OF THE NILE i'
| the space :
" Well," remarked Cleopatra this
I
morning as she emerged from
uwaiCo.iYou ALL NEXT WEEK
Mvmiaft Of Aftrraooai
under the anesthetic of her
I
I 15c
15c oror 25c
25c Kg]
operation and glanced at the Pink B.
Meircic
I
Teddy Bear that had just been
ART
delivered in a Ford by a grinning
t ylK3 |^«««EOFn(£ JIltNT
I 15c. 25c or 35c ^*
J
Ethiopian,
" Human nature hasn't changed
the specimens reproduced certainly show
very much in the two thousand
how strikingly different it all was and how
years
that I've
beendays
dead.
perfectly in harmony.
Back there
in the
when
We have reproduced one of the displays
Lotus Buds bloomed in my back
that was used on Sunday. The large figure
yard, in the spot where some
of Cleopatra and Antony gave the atmosphere in the first place, and the reading
matter is notable because it gets the very
spirit of the picture. On Saturday and
Sout
Hcart'Hof E^'pt
Ocflirc
Sunday before the opening four and five
\
cini. rilk-il With
full column displays and quarter page
.SacrtJ
Scarab
Liquid rirc.
spaces were used to arouse the advance inShrine of IkIh
Wine Mixed.Spices.Wilh
terest. These were all plates, half-tones.
Ctioiccdt
They were striking in every way. Now
Moonlil Nile
Stinftinif
Anp
one thing important is to note the impresA
Little
Love
sionistic verse that was used in the descripLittle
A (!afip.Guile
tion. This was carried through the advertising most of the week.
CLEOI'ATRA
During the week line cuts were used
TnedaBora
and a distinctive border was employed.
This campaign of the Circle has proved
CLEOPATRA.
THE BIBEN Of THE NILE
everything that this department has imjircssrd upon you about the use of such
'ALL NEXT WEEK
material. All of the illustrations carry out
the Egyptian effect. A considerable portion
of the advertising during the week consisted in words that were put into Cleopatra's mouth by Mr. McCormirk. On the
Monday affrr thf '/pf-ning he used an impe-

Motion

Picture

News

Circle

One of the Sunday Ads. of the Circle Theatre
bespectacled Egyptologist is now
digging around looking for the true
history of my life,
A green-eyed Jane got sore just
because of my perfect 36
and knocked me.
And ever since I've had a
bad reputation and been accused of
playing the leading role in the
great domestic drama, ' Why Men
" Now," she continued, giving the
Leave
Home.'
string of
her new R & G a jerk,
" take that little incident where
I camouflaged C;esar. To me
that was the most brilliant coup in
my entire femi-military career.
' Ouch 1 ' she grimaced in pain as
the scissors fell on the Antony
episode. Now I can fully realize
what Shakespeare meant when he
said ' That was the most
If unkindest
any one had
cut missed
of all.' "the article on the
first page about the Mayor having censored
the picture, this certainly Ijrought it to
their attention. Naturally the affair created
something of a sensation, but there was fun
and good humor over it because of the
way that the incident was handled.
Manager MtCormick certainly achieved
the atmosphere right at the start of this
exploitation, and he let nothing prevent
his keeping that same atmosphere right
through his publicity. We wonder how
many exhibitors would have resisted the
temptation to refer directly to the incident
of the mayor in his display matter?
Mighty few and certainly still fewer would
have carried the exploitation through as
cleverly as he did.
It was an immense campaign on a pictilings ture,
in buta itl)igshows
way. that it pays to go to
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Photograph at the right shows the early morning crowds at the Schade theatre, Sandusky, 0., zmiting to see " The Remaking of the
Nation." At the left is a detail of boy scouts on duty at the evening performance.
How

Leading

Portland

Theatres

and

Newspapers Put the Pep In Pictures
(Continued from page 1722)
much reading matter, more illustrations
and be more a big feature of the Sunday
page, as is evidenced by the right-hand
corner of the page reproduction. Opposite,
paper. Newspapers in many cities would
and not reproduced, are the ads of the not permit the arrangement that prevails in
all of the Portland papers.
Strand and Hippodrome, vaudeville and
pictures. The reason for this, from the
The Portland Journal's Sunday page is
reproduced at the right of the center row.
viewpoint of the leading Portland exhibitors is shown in four other pages from the It is mainly very good, but the page is not
same Sunday issue, the two pages to the
confined to photoplay news and there are
left and the top and the two to the left in at least two of the main heads in this issue
the center row. These are pages from the
devoted to stage affairs, while there is even
main news section, or the first section of " grapevine " news matter included to fill
up the holes. Any photoplay page that
the paper. On the seventh page the Codoes not devote itself to photoplay matter
lumbia uses a space three columns wide
leaves the impression that the editor could
and 12 inches deep and on the eighth Peoples occupies five columns 10 inches deep,
not get enough to fill up, and the work is
while on the ninth the Liberty uses four
only
half done.that
But there
we'll is
havenotto atake
into
consideration
motion
full columns, and on the tenth the Majespicture advertisement on this page and that
tis is well represented with 14 inches four
those who are using the Journal specify
columns wide. So far as our survey is conposition in the first section.
cerned these are the onl\- theatres that
advertise in the Sunday Oregonian, a poor
Why, we can see in the light of our exrepresentation so far as the number of
perience the photoplay editor of the Oretheatres in the city are concerned, but
gonian or the Journal going to the business
manager and asking for more room and
splendid work on the part of those that do
realize the value of such advertising.
being met with the reply: "What for?
Those that are advertising are doing so
Evidently these four theatres that use
because they have to have our paper. Your
the first section believe that they attract
more attention by occupying this position
page shows that thej' are not using space
and that they get the reader both ways hy
it."
In the ofSaturday
Evening Telegram there
attracting his attention with the display in because
is
more
space
devoted to motion picture
the news section, and then get the readingnews matter than either of the other
matter in the photoplay page. Waiving local
conditions in Portland, \ve do not believe
papers, but the only straight picture house .
that this is the best method of advertising.
we see represented in the advertising is the
Certainly, in a way, it is an intimation that
Globe, with 2 inches. The laj'out carries
the motion picture news matter is not
pictures on the Majestic, which uses some
space during the week, and on the Sunset,
worth reading, though, of course, the thefrom which we fail to find any advertising.
ory is that everyone is reached here. But
The Saturday News carries an exclusive
we feel quite sure that if this matter were
half page from the Circle Theatre and discarried in the regular photoplaj- section
that the newspapers would give much more
play from the Peoples, Sunset, Globe and
Star. Its department could not be called
reading matter, and that the theatre would
get the more benefit thereby. From our
a photoplay page, for it is a mass of matlong newspaper experience and knowing
ter about picture and legitimate houses, indiscriminately mixed, and with a bunch of
how newspapers regard the balance
between advertising and reading matter, we
badlj' assorted cuts furnished by the exchanges and theatres in an attempt to form
would say that were these four large disa layout.
plays included in the photoplay department
that department would contain twice as
{To be continued next week)

Striking Advertising Methods
Get 11,000 out of 20,000
Citizens to Theatre

n — getting out
exploitatio
DOES
pay? Here is the
doing things
and earnest
answer.
Last week we printed a picture of the
arrangement of the Schade theatre, Sandusky, Ohio, on the occasion of showing
the official Camp Sherman picture of the
training that the draft men have gotten in
five months. We commended this as a
stunt that would bring crowds. Above we
have printed the pictures showing the
lines that were constantly in front of the
house from morning until night during the
film's presentation.
Sandusky has a population of about
20,000 by the last census. The Schade
theatre has a seating capacity of 700. This
picture showed to 11,000 people in three
days. Some record ! It's worth while
knowing how this was done. In the first
place the performances started at 8 :30
a. m. and were continuous through the day.
They had to be to take care of the enormous crowds that Manager George Schade
brought to the house.
Included in the program was a lecture
by Lieut. Frank X. Gill, of Cleveland, on
the work of the training camp and Johnny
Kilbane, featherweight champion and boxing instructor at the camp also appeared
at each show. Ushers were dressed as
girl scouts and each evening there was a
free concert in front of the theatre by
EckLgy's band and a drill by the Boy
Scouts andtickets
St. Mary's
cadets.
three
thousand
were sold
on Over
the streets
and of these Girl Scouts sold 1,200, the
prize being $5 and a bouquet from the boys
of Camp Sherman.
So unique was this stunt that the Sandusky Star-Journal published pictures of
the front, of Kilbane, and many other
stories.
Getting 11,000 out of 20,000 people to
your theatre in three days is some accomplishment.
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.Mar> I'iclvfortl in " Aiiiarilly of
Clotlie-liiR- Alle\ "—Best Yet
I I'aramtiunt I'ivt lift I I'rodiittioii)
Mary Pickford in " Amarilly of Clothesline
Alley."
This will beof
the attraction
theatre on
svcek. at the
The story
was written by Belle K. Maniates. scenarioized
by Frances
Marion
and
produced
under
the direction of Marshall Ncilan. In the supporting
cast arc seen William Scott, Norman Kerry, Ida
Waterman. Margaret Landis, Kate Price, Thomas
H. Wilson. Fred Goodwins, Herbert Standing,
Wesley Barry. Frank Butterworth, Antrim Short,
Geori>c Hackathorne and Gertrude Short. This
IS the most amusing picture that Mary has done.
It is full of wholesome philosophy, showing that
people from the environments of such places as
Clothesline Alley can never mix happily with
the upper classes of society. One of the scenes
of the picture is that showing Chinatown, of
San Francisco. Mary has the title role and
lives in the
homesmall
with brothers
her jolly,who
tenderheartedtenement
mother and her
are
messengers and newsboys. Amarilly is the boss
ofShetheobtains
Alley and
boys " toeat thea theatre
mark."
the makes
job ofthescrub-girl
and her fiance, Terry McGowan, is the pride of
the alley and the bartender at the Midway saloon.
Terry is temperance, however. Gordon Phillips,
a wealthy young man, while on a slumming exion, is injured
a brawl,
takes him peditto
her homein and
nursesandhis Amarilly
wounds.
Terry becomes jealous. After Gordon's recovery
Amarillyandis when
given her
the brothers
job of caring
for Gordon's
studio
arc stricken
with
scarlet fever, she is given a permanent home with
Mrs. Phillips. After the quarantine has been
I fted,
mother visit
is received
at humorous
the home
of
Mrs.Amarilly's
Phillips, which
results in
scenes and proves to Amarilly that the Alley
gang can never mix with the upper crust.
Mary Pickford in " Amarilly of Clothesline
Alley
on the screen
theatre" will
on be seenof
week. of the
Ann Penniuglon, Pretty Ziegfeld Follies
Girl Reel
in "Sunshine
(Paramount Five
Production) Nan"
Ann Pennington will return to the screen of
the
theatre on
of
week, in
" Sunshine Nan," adapted from Alice Rice's
" Calvary Alley." Eve Unsell-, who has made
the adaptations for many of Paramount's most
successful productions, did the continuity. " Sunshine Nan "Giblyn.
was produced
under the cast
direction
of Charles
In the supporting
with
M•^s Pennington are seen Richard Barthelmcss,
John Hines, Helen Tracy and Charles Eldridge.
The
formerin star
of Zie.Tfeld's
Felliestheis camera.
seen at
her best
her latest
work before
Alice Hcen Rice will be remembered for her
work, " Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch,"
" Lovey
Mary."
Mr. Opp."
ton has the
role andof "Nance
MoUoy Miss
who Penninglives in
Calvary Alley, back of the great cathedral, the
only world that she knows. Dan Lewis, an orphan, is her only friend. Nance is always getting intoaretrouble
" rats,"
as her
the
children
called,with
and the
Dan Alley
is always
getting
out of trouble. MacPherson Clark, one of the
choir boys, whose father owns the Clark shoe
factory, is the leading spirit. Nance detests him.
Four years pass and Nance has learned stenography at school and accepts a position at the
Clark factory. Dan works in the chemical department and thev become engaged. Dan has
discovered a chemical process of value and Mac,
who has returned from collcpe, plans to steal the
proce<is.
and
NanceThearc invention
married. makes Dan rich and he
Ann Pennington
Nanweek.
" at the
theatre on in " Sunshine
of

s

Smiles and Thrills in " The Floor
Below," a Mabel Normand Picture
[(Joldwi/n Six Reel Production)
Mabel Normand, whose recent appearance in
" Dodging
" has set
the
countrya Million
over singing
her motion
praises,picture
comesfansto
the screen of the
theatre on
in
" The Floor Below," a Goldwyn production. The
story is by Elaine Sterne and it has been admirably interpreted under the direction of Clarence G. Badger. While the star is given ample
opportunity
to displaythere
her iswell-known
as a comedienne,
much of attainments
the really
dramatic
in
her
role
cf
Patricia
O'Rourke,
the
copy girl in a newspaper office, who
is assigned
to unravel a mystery which long has baffied the
police as well as the star reporters. Her errand
takes her to a rescue mission conducted by HuntersionMason,
a youngto millionaire.
misare believed
emanate the From
plots this
whereby
several robberies of fashionable homes have been
committed. Entering the place by way of the
fire escape and being mistaken for a thief in
sore need of reform, the girl is received by Mason
and Latham, his secretary, and so appeals to the
millionaire
that he
his home
mother's
caring for her.
At enlists
the Mason
she aid
meetsin
Louise Vane, a girl who, in spite of her love for
Latham, is making a bid for the affections of
Mason. There is a benefit dance given at the
house for the Mason mission and everybody is
asked to pay for the privilege of dancing, the
money being deposited in a box in charge of
Patricia. ionables
Theand the
ball contribution
room is thronged
with fash-a
box contains
large sum of money. Nobody, not even Patricia,
suspects that among the guests is the very person responsible for the robberies, but when one
of the crooks is sweated at headquarters into
making a confession, the police make for the
dance. What follows furnishes the big surprise
of the story. Tom Moore, as Hunter Mason,
is the ideal leading man and the remainder of
the cast is capable.
" The Floor Below, " a comedy-drama starring
Mabel Normand, at the
on
.
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FEATURES reels \Ii
PRODUCERS i
1 TITLE OF PLAY
5
= " The Rough Lover " Bluebird
1 " The Spurs of Sy5 reels i
World
i " The House of
5 reels |
i bil "
Select
Glass Thing
"
1= " The
We
5 reels 1i
Paramount
5
Henry)
Hi "" The
Wasp
"
World
The Trimmed
reels f
General (O.
reels
2
reels ?|
"
Love
2
General
H " Marrying" Off Dad " Triangle
5
i1 "A Lamp
Soul In Trust"
1 " The Beggar Woin- Pathe
5 reels i
5 reels i
Paramount
an " Daughter "
5 reels I
1= " Eve's
Universal
reels ?
\1 "" Nobody's
Wife Skele"
The Family
5 reels I
Parahiount
'I " The
ton " Song of the Vitagraph
5
i Soul "
Pill Manufacturing Company. His partner is
George Nettleton, and they cannot agree and they
decide upon an unique method of solving the
trouble.
'They servant
play a hand
of poker,
loser theto
become the
to the
winnerthe for
period
of
one
year,
and
the
winner
shall
have " Hu('k and Tom," Another
full control of the business for the same period.
If either member reveals the circumstances of the
Tom Sawyer Picture, Coming
pact, he shall pay a fine of $5,000. The hand is
(Paramount Five Reel Production)
played,
Boggs
loses,
and
he
is
delegated
to
serve
as butler in the Nettleton home. Coddles, a house
Another Tom Sawyer picture, this one " Huck
maid of antique vintage, makes love to him.
and Tom,"
relatingby further
adventures beof seen
the
youth
Mark
Bogg's
sweetheart
comes
to
the
Nettleton
home
as a puest. She tries to learn what has brought
at the immortalized
• — theatre
on Twain, . will
Again Jack
about the change in Boggs, but he cannot tell, Pickford appears as Tom Sawyer, and in this
second edition of the adventures he continues
under penally of $5,000. Then the fun starts.
Come andto the
'■ Boggs
theatre and
on his partner
of and
with
pronounced
faithfulness
his remarkable
poi"week,
learn how
trayal.
Hardly less
commendable
is the work
of Robert Gordon as Huck Finn, and the entire
his
sweetheart
decide
when
to
call
it
"
quits."
" A Pair of Sixes " will be seen on the screen
cast is of corresponding excellence. The proof the
theatre on
of
week.
ducing company, bent upon making as accurate
atook
reproduction
of the author's
storyright
as possible,
its organization
of players
out to
Hannibal,
Mo.,
Mark
Twain's
boyhood
which is the scene of the pranks of Tomhome,
and
Emmy Wehlen in " Tlie Shell Game,"
Huck. With the aid of these settings Director
William
D.
Taylor
succeeded
in
injecting
an
atComedy-Drama
mosphere which, to the lover of Mark Twain and
(Metro Five Rippling
Reel Production)
his
revelation
in pictureEmmy Wehlen, the clever little English comecraft.heroes,
In thewill
storyprove
Tom a Sawyer
and Huck
Finn
dienne who has been seen in several Metro prosneak off to a cemetery in the dead of night,
ductions, wil be seen on the screen of the
there to cure some warts by the magical dead
theatre on
of
week, in the screen
cat treatment. To their surprise they come upon
version of Kenneth L. Roberts' Saturday Evening
a group rellingof andbody
Post story, " Good Will and Almond Shells,"
Injun snatchers.
Joe, one ofThethe ghouls
party, are
killsquarthe
appearing
on
the
screen
under
the
title,
"
The
chief
body
snatcher.
The
half-breed
puts
the
Shell Game." The production was made under
knife in the hands of Muff Porter, an aged derethe direction of George D. Baker. In the suplict, and the old man really thinks he committed
porting cast are seen such popular Metro artists
the
At and
the trial
testimony
acquits
as Henry Kolker, Joseph Kilgour, Fanny Cogan,
the crime.
old fellow,
Iniun Tom's
Joe jumps
through
the
I^icca Allen, Hugh Jeffrey, Richard Thorton
and makes his escape. Tom, now the
Clarence Hermitage and Donald McBride. A set window
hero
and
glorying
in
the
love
of
Becky
Thatcher,
theory of " Silk " Wilkins, a confidence man, is still has time, however, to sneak off with Huck
that all mortals get sentimental around Christsearch of further excitement. This time they
mas time, and that their pocket-books can be in
enter a haunted house and there come upon Injun
easily
reached.
"
Silk
"
saunters
in
one
of
New
Joe
again. This leads to a chase for the culprit
York's fashionable hotels and sees Lawrence
Grey, a wealthy real-estate man, counting his which takes the boys through all sorts of exciting
the re-to
bank-roll.
" Silk " makes
and
ces es of a adventures.
wonderful"They
caveeven
and penetrate
there, strange
the
two adjourn
to thehimself
diningacquainted
room. The
relate, they again find the Indian. How Injun
subject of conversation changes to Christmas
Joe is finally killed and how Huck and Tom find
tidingsseveral
and "years
Silk "before,
learnshisthat
lost,
wifehisandfriend
child hasin his hidden treasure is all delightfully told.
■n accident. He was not sure i^hether they were
" Huck and Tom," or " The Further AdvenXaylor Holmes in Hin Funniest
tures of Tom Sawyer," at the
on
.
killed or had disappeared. " Silk " promises that
if his friend's daughter were alive, he would find .Tack Livingston and Margery Wilson
(".omedy Drama, " A Pair of Sixes " her.
In
a
cheap
boarding
house
where
"
Silk
"
held forth, lived Alice Sheldon, from the Middle
II
'■• rfri lion I'ii r Ilrel Production)
West, who hatl been fleeced of all the money her
In "The Hard Rock Breed"
from title,
Edward
Vr
"av Sixes,"
success adapted
of the same
has father had left her, by an unscrupulous music
" The Hard Rock Breed " is the title of the
teacher. She became despondent and decided
br■/ Essanay for the Perfection
Triangle
feature
which of
comes to the
nr'
r Holmes, supported by Alice that the only way out was to turn on the gas.
theatre on
week. Jack
M.i
feminine role, in the fea- " Silk " sees in her a good substitute for Grey's
Livingston,
Margery
Wilson,
Jack Curtis, J.
daughter. She consents to be a pirty to the plan,
tiri 1 . . one of the famous comedian's
Barney
Sherry,
Marion
Skinner,
Lee
Phelps,
the scheme works. Alice gets everything that
he^t corr.' iy portrayals. In the supporting cast
GeorgeAaron
Chase,Edwards
Louis Durham,
Thorton
Edwards
and
are
seen
in
the
principal
are
'.een
Kobert
Conness,
Edna
Phillips
Holmes.
money
father a" killing.
and " SilkHe"
Cecil Owen. Maud Eburne. C. E. Ashley, John
decides can
that buy
it isfromtimeherto " make
roles.
Costar. Byron Aldenn. Virginia Bowkcr. and
demands $10,000. Alice refuses to accede to his
It tells the story of the restless fighting spirit
demands and confesses everything to Grey. But
Tommy
Carey,
with
Miss
Mann
in
the
principal
of men who delight in fighting their way through
feminine role. Mi^s Mann will be remembered
Grey knov/s all about the scheme, for he had
difficulties,. The son of one of them has been
brought up in wealth and luxury until he is a
(or
workmostopposite
" Fatty " Arbuckle
in "Silk" watched. He was perfectly willing to
some her
of washis
recent the
comedies.
spoiled sob. He has inherited the spirit, but
father his
to Alice
tion
made under
directionTheof producL. C. be
for afinding
futureandwife.he gives " Silk " $10,000
the only outlet he finds for it is in reckless
At
the
theatre
on
of
Windom.one Mr.
has the role
of "T.
Boggs
deviltry. 'Twentv-five years before. Bill NaughJohns,
of Holmes
the proprietors
of the
Digestive
week, Emmy Wehlen in " The Shell Game."
ton and Lynch Dolan were foremen on construe-
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tion work at McCarthyville. On the same day
two babies are born. Shiela Dolan and Donald
Naughton. Naughton, through study and hard
work becomes a wealthy engineer. Dolan, handfcapped by boozing too much, is still foreman of
the Hard Rock men at Snowslide, one of Naughton'size that
contract
realDon isjobs.
on theNaughton
road to becomes
ruin and toshould
have the same chance he had — to fight his way
among real men — and sends him to Snowslide to
take the place of Carney, the crooked superintendent, who is also a partner in the Gem saloon
and is using his position to rob the men. Don
thinks he will have an easy job and despises the
men as swine. They despise him equally as a
"Greek
soft-handed,
CarneyDonandoffhis
Louis, dude."
plan to drive
the partner,
job so
that Dolan can get it. They figure that they
keep
him
drunk
and
handle
him
as
they
Shiela and Don meet and are attracted to want.
each
other at once, but she resents his attitude toward
the men, especially as his own father was a Hard
Rock man. Smith, an engineer, and a fine fellow, has loved her for many years. He suffers
greatly as he sees Don winning her away from
him, but remains Don's loyal friend and mentor.
When Don's batch of twenty laborers arrive they
are
out ofandcamp
by Carney's
sendsdriven
for more
Carney
secretly toughs.
arranges Don
that
ainstead
bunch ofofbona
anarchists
and
I.
W.
W.'s
fide laborers. Don tries beto sent
get
Dolanis home
fromto the
for Shiela's
sake
and
obliged
licksaloon,
him first,
which adds
greatly to his standing, as Dolan is the best
fighter in the camp. Austrian Joe, the leader of
the anarchists, attempts to blow up Don and
some of the drillers. He fails, but Don and the
enraged men raid whisky row. There is a terrific
battle and the thugs are driven from camp. Joe
is killed by a fall from a roof. The men are
about to lynch Carney and Louis, but Don orders
them to cut it out. They hesitate and then Jerry
says, " The ' old man ' says so and what he says
At the
theatre on
of
goes."
week, " The
Hard RockWilson.
Breed," with Jack Livingston and Margery
" Beauty in Chains " Laid
in a Spanish Setting
(Universal Five-Reel Production)
In " sentBeauty
which will
be Hall
preed at the in Chains,"
theatre on
, Ella
for the first time in her career plays the role of a
Spanish beauty, although she has been in pictures
nearly ten years. The entire play is laid in a
Spanish setting. Dona Perfecta is the aged
patron saint of the sleepy little town of Orbajosa.
Friend of the poor, patroness of the church, the
wealthiest inhabitant, she is the law. Her right
hand man is the notary, Don Cayetano, who holds
hopes of a union between his son, Jacinto, and
Rosarita, the granddaughter of Dona Perfecta.
Rosarita has been betrothed to Pepe Rey Don
Jose since babyhood, but has never seen him.
The announcement that Pepe is coming to visit
his intended, therefore, creates intense excitement
for everybody in the household. The two fall in
love at once, but the town regards him as a fop
and a scoffer; he is reported to be an atheist and
a revolutionist; he loses his position; Rosarita is
kept away from him and finally he is involved in
a trumped-up scandal with three girls in the village. But every fresh attack makes him the more
determined to win Rosarita. Finally he suspects
Dona Perfecta, and she ultimately proves the arch
villain, even going so far as to plot against the
young mentman's
life. ButandPepe
effectstriumphant.
a daring elopewith Rosarita
emerges
The
role of the arch-villianess, scheming against her
own granddaughter and plotting to kill the young
hero, is played by Ruby Lafayette, who was seen
as the Johnson,
featured husband
player ofin Ella
" Mother
o' Mine."
Emory
Hall, plays
Pepe,
and the balance of the cast includes such wellknown players as Gretchen Lederer, Winter Hall,
Harry Holden and Maxfield Stanley.
At the — — — - on
, Ella Hall in " Beauty
in Chains."
" Baby Grand " Stars Are Seen in
" American Buds," a Comedy-Drama
(Fox Six-Reel Production)
Those wonderful Fox kiddies, Jane and Katherine Lee, who already have acquired a grown-up
reputation as the " Baby Grands," are coming to
delight the patrons of the
theatre on
. The play in which they will be seen is a
comedy-drama,
entitled
"
American
Buds."
The
inimitable youngsters, who have previously been
seen performing their irresistible pranks in " Two
Little Imps " and " Troublemakers," appear in
" American
Buds " asandorphans,
the scenes
laid
in an orphanage
subsequently
in an being
army
camp. selves
In principally
both places
the
children
devote
to stirring up trouble. themTheir
parentage is shrouded in mystery and the story
largely revolves around efforts to identify them.
After having driven the matron of the orphanage
and her assistants almost to distraction, they
bounce unexpectedly in upon an army post and
spend the balance of the time making matters interesting for the officers and soldiers. Incidentally, and quite unintentionally, they cause the
breaking
of
between the
colonel's
daughter andan a engagement
captain, it appearing
at the
time
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You Can Get Bright Notes
DON'T
from the
Newspapers
from These Pages
perg
spaowin
the articles onbe new
uld withfoll
shotion
You
motion
co-opera
picture theatres which is
being printed in this department
week after week. If you
haven't started turn to the first
bito
week's
page
e this
d rsit.
rea
andExhi
Bureau
Servicof
say that these state-e
And don't apply
only to the larg
ments
cities.
Even if the newspaper in
your town does not employ a
motion picture editor, and its
facilities are limited, it will
probably be willing to print
newly little items about productions that are coming to your
theatre. You can get the material here. Take your pen, or
better your typewriter, in hand
and try what you can do and
see if this matter will not find
its way into your paper — which
is probably willing to co-operate
all it can.

that theyspring.really
are thein bachelor
offA spy figures
the story captain's
as the captain's
rival
for
the
hand
of
the
colonel's
daughter.
Matters run very smoothly for him until one midnight Jane goes downstairs to get her doll and
discovers him in the act of trying to steal some
important
Whileis
attempting papers
to put from
Jane the
out colonel's
of the waydesk.
the spy
shot, and, knowing that the end is near, he makes
a confession that the children are his and that
their mother was a daughter of the colonel, who
ran away from home several years previously.
Among the amusing scenes is one in which Jane
is caught by one of the ropes of a big balloon as
it rises into the air. By baffling trick photography
she is made to appear to dangle from the rope
high in the air, finally descending in a parachute
from a height of at least 2.000 feet.
The Fox Buds
" Baby
" American
" at Grands
the " will
onbe seen
. in
Doug Fairbanks Coming in " Headin'
South,"
TaleProduction)
of Two Borders
{Artcraft
Five aReel
Douglas
Fairbanks,
th=
incomparable
comedian of motion pictures, comes acrobatic
to the
theatre on
in his latest
Artcraft
picture, as" aHeadin'
This— Mexistory
is characterized
tale of South."
two borders
can and Canadian — and deals with the capture of
a notorious band of Mexicans who defy all laws
and governmental warnings. Fairbanks, as millions of movie fans know, is an expert horseand hisofriding
scenes incowboys,
" Headin'
at themanhead
two hundred
are South,"
intended to thrill the most blase theatre patrons. Catherine MacDonald, the attractive little Pittsburgh
girl, who was seen in Charles Ray's last picture,
makes herMiss
first MacDonald
appearance isas especially
Fairbanks'fitted
leading
woman.
for
work in a Fairbanks film, being very fond of
outdoor life, and having participated in several
athletic tournaments. The bold, bad part is
again taken by Frank Campeau, the famous
" heavy ' of the screen and stage, who created
the
part South
of Trampus
Virginian."
" Headin'
" is not inonly" The
the title
of the
play, but it is the name of the character which
Fairbanksis assumes.
a Mexicanin
bandit,
wanted for" Spanish
a murderJoe,"committed
Canada.
"
Headin'
South,"
of
the
Northwest
Mounted Police, is a born diplomat, and
having
trailed the murderer from Canada to the Mexican border, succeeds in persuading " Spanish
Joe
" to enroll
a member
Animosity
springshimupasbetween
the of
two,hisandband.so
well
does
"
Headin'
South
"
carry
out
his How
part
that he is almost strung up by the sheriff.
he is rescued in the nick of time furnishes but
one of the many exciting incidents of this remarkably interesting story.

Mystery Abounds in " The Girl in
the Dark," a Bluebird Photoplay
{BlueMrd Five Reel Production)
girl is branded
with theknowmarkthe " meaning
A. Y." onof
herA shoulder.
She doesn't
it, butmanitwhobears
magicThissignificance
to any idea
China-of
sees ait.
is the central
" The Girl in the Dark," the Bluebird photoplay
starring Carmel Myers, which will be the attraction at the
theatre on
. Miss
Myers has come rapidly to the front lately in
motion pictures and it is because, in addition to
her beauty,
ability
as anrabbi
actress. She isshe
the possesses
daughter ofreala Los
Angeles
whom
D.
W.
Griffith
"
discovered."
She
first
sprang into public notice as one of the featured
players in the Jewel Production, " Sirens of the
Sea." Her present starring vehicle, " The Girl
in the Dark,'' was adapted from Charles Edmond
Walk's well-known mystery novel, " The Green
Seal," and
Bruceis
Ferris,
seatedis atnothing
his deskif onnota exciting.
stormy night,
started
by
a
woman's
shriek.
Rushing
out
is just in time to rescue a beautiful girl from hea
group of Chinamen, one of whose number he
wounds. In reviving her he discovers a Chinese
idiograph,
" A.valet,
Y."
tattooed onwhich
her resembles
shoulder. the
Hisletters
Chinese
seeing it, becomes greatly excited and when
Ferris turns his back slips a ring which bears
the same green sign from her finger. He takes
the ring away from the servant and throws him
out of the house. Before the girl can tell him
anything of her story a man calls to see her.
As they approach the room where Ferris has
left the girl a scream indicates another struggle.
The door is locked and while the stranger atforceroom
it Ferris
enters
window.temptsIn tothe
he finds
the through
dismisseda valet
lying on the floor, slain, with the mysterious
mark on scious.
his forehead.
is again
When he opensThe thegirldoor
his unconvisitor
has strangely disappeared. These are the early
events in a story replete with thrills. A fine cast
which
includes
naga and
Frank Ashton
Deshon, Dearholt,
of comic Frank
opera Tokafame,
has been provided.
" The Girl
in the Darktheatre.
" is announced for
at the
Monroe Salisbury and Ruth
Clifford in " Hungry Eyes "
{Bluebird Five Reel Production)
The attraction at the
theatre on
is announced
" Hungry
Eyes," inarewhich
Monroe Salisburyasand
Ruth Clifford
presented
as co-stars. No more charming young woman
is known to the picture world than Miss Clifford, her demure beauty having attracted thoudaily since
her firsta year
appear-or
ancesandsas aof admirers
star of Bluebird
photoplays
so ago. Monroe Salisbury, also, is enjoying a
popularity which is growing by leaps and bounds.
The excellent supporting cast includes Rupert
Julian, to whom also is due the credit of directing the production; Gretchen Lederer, W. H.
Bainbridge, A. H. Barros, Arthur Tavares, George
McDaniel and Rita Pickering. Strikingly beautiful outdoor photography is a pronounced feature
of the production, the scenes being laid in the
Far West. Salisbury has the part of Dale
Revenal, of Louisiana, who comes to the ranch
of Dudley Appleton ticketed as a horse thief, but
highly Silver.
recommended
by Appleton's
old friend,
John
The love
handsome
commands the instant
of MarySoutherner
Jane Appleton,
who is sought in marriage by Jack Nelda, owner
of an adjoining ranch. Revenal, realizing his
unworthiness, allows Mary Jane to believe that
he has a wife and two children living in Arizona.
Nevertheless Nelda, jealous, plans to kill Revenal
and summons him to a nearby camp. At this
point Silver appears on the scene and when Mary
Jane
tells after
him ofhimRevenal's
admission
sets out
with both
guns. toHeherrunshe
afoul of the Nelda party waiting for Revenal,
there is a general shooting bee and Nelda is
killed and Revenal wounded. Just as Silver
is replacing his shooting irons a radiantly beautiful woman steps from a stage coach. Silver
conductsRevenal
her gallantly
to the doctor's
office
where
is just regaining
consciousness
under Mary
newcomer rushesJane's
towardministering
him, but hand.
RevenalTheweakly
holds her back, and turning to those present he
" mypuzzled
wife woman,
from Arizona."
"introduces
Nonsense,"hersaysas the
" I am
his sister." It is assumed that there is a wedding soon.
" Hungry Eyes " will be seen on
at
the
.
You are not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duly. If you aren't helping in the
"besmokes
" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
a slacker!
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Completes
Fox
Both the Eastern and West Coast
Studios Have Been Producing
Features at a Rapid Rate
Recently
AT the Eastern studios of William Fox
five new photoplays have been completed recently and a sixth is rapidly approaching the finished state.
The pictures finished arc : R. A. Walsh's
drama, " Woman and the Law," which
began an engagement at the Lyric theatre
on March 3 ; William Farnum's de luxe
production. " Rough and Ready " ; " The
Debt ofherHonor,"
in which
PeggyFoxHyland
makes
debut as
a William
star ;
" A Camouflage Kiss," June Caprice's comedy, and " A Daughter of France," a
drama in which Virginia Pearson has stellar honors.
The film which will soon be ready for
the cutting room is one in which Jane and
Katherine Lee are starred. The company,
under the direction of Kenean Buel, returned last week from a three weeks' stay
in Georgia.
Peggy Hyland's initial production as a
Fox star, " The Debt of Honor," is released as a Special Feature for March 10.
O. A. C. Lund, who directed Miss Hyland in this film, will have charge of her
second subject and expects to begin it this
week.
" Rough and Ready," William Farnum's
production, is the Standard Picture for
March 24. Richard Stanton, who made
" The Spy " and " Cheating the Public,"
staged this drama of the East and West.
The Fox offices say that the story gives
the distinguished actor the virile, rugged
type of role in which he has already won
considerable fame.
Meatless days, next to Miss Caprice herself, have the chief part in " A Camouflage Kiss," a rollicking comedy of the
lighter side of wartime. Bernard Thornton, Pell Trenton, George Bunny and Lola
May help Miss Caprice in its interpretation. Harry Millarde directed the picture. Of an entirely different character
New

Chaplin Press Book to
Be Unique
Special press material and exhibitors'
aids are being prepared by the publicity
and supply, departments of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit for the exploitation of the first of the new scries of Charlie
Chaplin comedies, "A Dog's Life," which
will probably be ready for release soon
after Easter.
In making a compilation of the facts and
fictions regarding Chaplin's career for tise
in putting over his forthcoming production, ithas been discovered that the $1,000.-

New

Features

Hugh

Thompson Joins De
Luxe Forces

Doris Kenyon's leading man in " The
Street of Seven Stars," it was announced
last week, will be Hugli Thompson, who
has been placed under contract by De Luxe.
Mr. Thompson's most recent work is with
Virginia Pearson, the Fox star, as leading
man. He has also appeared with Theda
Bara, Annette Kellermann, Edna Goodrich
and others.
" The Street of the Seven Stars " will
be the initial ofifering of De Luxe Pictures,
Inc.

Virginia Pearson, Fox Star, in a Tense Moment in " A Daughter of France "
is " A Daughter of France," a vigorous
drama whose action is. laid chiefly in an
old French chateau. Miss Pearson appears as the young woman who serves the
tri-color.
George Walsh has begun on a new production. The athletic Fox star has been
convalescing for several weeks after returning home from Polyclinic Hospital,
where it was necessary to take him for
treatment of broken ribs. Walsh says he
is feeling excellently now.
The Fox West Coast studios have been
no less active. Jewel Carmen, after finishing "The Bride of Fear," has started
work on a new production under the direction of Edward J. Le Saint. Tom Mix
has finished a new play which has to do
with a cowboy in a dress suit and is said
to afTord him opportunity for one of his
best characterizations. Since he has been
starred by William Fox, Mix has made
"Cupid's Round Up" and "Six-Shooter

" Thief or Angel " Late
Judge Brown Release
" Thief or Angel," a juvenile comedydrama with a touch of heart interest, is the
current Judge Brown story on the General Film program. This is an intimate
story of young people in a city neighborhood. Ruth Hampton plays the heroine,
and Judge Brown has gathered a capable
cast for her support. Ernest Butterworth
plays the leading boy role.
Judge Brown has announced a slight
change in the order of the March and
April releases. Following " Thief or
Angel " the Judge Brown Stories will be
in the following order : " The Accusing
Toe," "Rebellion," "A Boy Built City,"
and "I'm a Man." The latter subject is an
intensely patriotic story which, it is
promised,
excel ineven
" Bud's Recruit,"
the initial will
release,
entertainment
value.

Gladys Brockwcll, after finishing " The
Devil's Wheel " left for a hunting trip in
Andy."
the mountains. It is claimed that " The
Devil's Wheel " is one of the best pictures Miss Brockwcll has made.
000 slapstick genius ranks third among
those personalities that have received mention in the public press during the past
two years.
The him
Kaiserin and
I'rcsidcnt
son both lead
actual
amountWilof
space, according to the estimation of the
manager of a well known clipping bureau,
but the film star's face is undoubtedly
known to more jjcoide in various parts of
the globe.
Larry Semon Directs It
" Whistles and Windows " is the title of
the Vitagraph comedy under production
on the Wc^t Coast by Larry Semon.

" The Preacher's Son " Is a New Judge Brown
Story Released by General Film
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"The
Aids
Organ
House
Booklet
Will Be Devoted Entirely to the Twenty Episodes —
Newsdealers Also Join in Big Campaign — Foursquare
Exchanges Distribute It
AS

a part of the special campaign which has been prepared as an aid to the
exhibitor who has booked " The Eagle's Eye," a house organ to be devoted entirely to this twenty-episode serial story of the Imperiaf German
Government's plots and spies in America, by Wm. J. Flynn, will make its appearance this week, it is expected.
Another stroke in favor of the exploitation of the picture was made in the
arrangements whereby a photoplay magazine, read by screen patrons, will publish the story concurrent with the episodes as released. This, it is said, will
bring thousands of newsdealers into the scheme of exploitation.
£oon to Exhibitors
The house organ is the culmination of a
conference held by M. H. Hoffman, head
of the Foursquare Exchanges, which are
distributing the picture, and the publicity
department of The Whartons, who are producing it.
Early showings are said to have proven
that exhibitors have seized upon the picture as a means of advertising their houses
as being the place where photodramas of
unusual interest may be seen. In doing
this the exhibitors have used many unique
ways of calling the attention of the public
to the fact that Chief Flynn's expose of
-the activities of the Imperial German Government may be seen in their house. The
managers of the branches of the Foursquare Exchanges realize that other exhibitors who have booked the picture, but
who have not yet shown the first episode,
would appreciate the experience their fellow exhibitors have had with it. They
write Mr. Hoffman deploring the fact that
there was no medium by which every exTiibitor in the country could know what
■other exhibitors were doing with " The
Marguerite Snow, with King Baggot in " The
Eagle's Eye."
Eagle's Eye "
The house organ followed as a matter of
with the showing of the different episodes,
course. Staff correspondents of various
trade journals and other allied interests
the novelization of the story of each episode so scheduled that theatre patrons can
connected with the motion picture industry
read the story and see the picture, or visit
have been secured as reporters and conthe theatre and then read the story.
tributors tothe new magazine. Each numher will contain accounts of what exhibThe merchandising value in the arrangement between The Whartons and Photoitors are doing in various parts of the counplay Magazine is that there will not be a
try with " The Eagle's Eye," and also suggestions from the publicity department of theatre in the country that will not have
The Whartons and the various branch
the active co-operation of one or more
local news dealers in advertising the serial
managers of the Foursquare Exchanges.
and helping to give it strong local publicity.
Newsdealers Do Their Bit
The novelization of four episodes will be
published each month in Photoplay. The
Forty thousand newsdealers throughout
story of the first four releases will appear
the United States are expected to become
in
the May number, to be on sale throughon April 1 an active part of the organizathe United States on April 1. Prior to
tion engaged in helping exhibitors to sell this,outand
as a part of its own merchandis
" The Eagle's Eye."
ing campaign on the novelization. PhotoThey have been enrolled through an
play will display half-sheet cards, announcagreement completed between The Wharing the forthcoming publication, on practitons, the producers of " The Eagle's Eye,"
cally all newsstands.
and J. R. Quirk, publisher of Photoplay
Conservation
Picture Next
Magazine. This agreement gives PhotoThe Whartons have made arrangements
play Magazine the rights of magazine publication to the novelization, by Courtney
for producing a special picture for the State
Conservation Committee in which will apRyley Cooper, of the story of " The Eagle's
pear all the members of the company now
Eye."
Another feature of the arrangement is working in " The Eagle's Eye."
the claim tliat it will be the first time that
The Conservation Committee has not
anv s-erial Itas been published, concurrent
prepared the scenario, but will leave it to

Eye"
Eagle's
The Whartons and members
of " The
Eagle's Eye " company to put over the idea
they have in mind. King Baggot and Marguerite Snow, who are featured in " The
Eagle's
Eye," will picture.
have theKing
leading
parts Jr.,
in
the
Conservation
Baggot,
for. whom there was no part in " The
Eagle's
will appear
in theBaggot
feature.!
Both Eye,"
Miss Sndw
and Mr.
have
taken an active part in preparing the script.
Members of the State Conservation Committee told The Whartons that they wanted
anything that would show the public, especially the farmers of upper New York
State, the necessity of saving coal, or any
other fuel, in compact form. The suggestion is made that the public use wood in
place
of coal, or oil at any time heat is
necessary.
The Whartons have planned about one
thousand feet of film. Special attention
has been given to scenes showing essential
industries which have been closed down
on account of lack of coal during the last
shortage. Scenes of ships and locomotives
receiving their supply of coal will be used
to emphasize the great demand the war has
made for fuel.
Several scenes showing the pleasure and
enjoyment that can be gotten out of log
fires will have prominent places in the picture. A romantic story has been prepared
by the principals
of "The
Eagle's picture
Eye"
company,
to make the
Conservation
interesting as well as instructive.
Metro

Stars Leave for
California
Harold Lockwood and Bert Lytell, with
their entire companies, have gone to the
Metro West Coast studio, where they will
start work immediately on new pictures
under the supervision of George D. Baker,
manager of productions. The title of the
Lockwood play is " Pals First," while
Lytell's first under the Metro standard will
be " The Trail of Yesterday."
"Treasure," the subject which Edith
Storey
will been
use follovnng
The Claim,"at
has already
placed in "production
the Hollywood studio, while " The Night
Riders," with Viola Dana as star, is nearing
completion.
The working floor space at the studio has
been augmented by 1,400 feet and a number
of mammoth diffusers have been added to
the lighting equipment. Joseph W. Engel,
Metro's treasurer, is now in the West superintending the new arrangements.
Mary

Miles Minter Busy on
New Subject
" The Church Window Angel " is the title
of the new IMinter subject on which Mary
Miles Minter is now at work. Jeanne Judson wrote the story and Karl Coolidge arranged itfor the screen. Edvrard Sloman
is directing.

Miss Minter plays the role of a girl raised
in ignorance of the fact that she is an
heiress. Alan Forrest and George Periolat will have important roles.
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News

Twelfth Chapter of Jaxon
Serial Completed
The entire gamut of German spy activities in the United States is said to be
run in " A Daughter of Uncle Sam," the
Jaxon patriotic serial. Each of the
twelve episodes presents one or more
phases of the attempts of enemy agents to
hamper America's participation in the
war. The- innovation of condensing the
action usually found in a two-reel episode
into a single-reel chapter is proving popular, according to reports from exhibitors
to General Film Company. The twelfth
episode, which has just been completed,
ends the story with a climax showing the
complete breakdown of the Hun spy system in the United States.
Miss

Merriment and Fear, as Characterized
by Constance
Talmadge
est Productions
for Select
Picturesand Alice Brady in Their New-

Select

Official

Is

Optimistic

S. E. Abel, Just Back from Long Trip,
Reports General Conditions Improving— Finds Select Drive
in Showing Results
SIDNEY E. ABEL, executive office representative for Select Pictures Corporation, has just wound up a three
months' tour of the principal branches of
the company and reports that general conditions in the motion picture field are not
only assuming a normal state, but in many
localities are even better than they have
been for some months.
" Those exhibitors," he says, " who have
anticipated for the future and are conducting their theatres on a scale proportionate
with the great growth of the film industry
arc not complaining or crying poverty.
They arc sawing wood and taking advantage of every opportunity. They show the
best pictures purchasable and charge an admission price commensurate with the value
and quality of such productions.
" .\t every point, the liiggest and best

theatres are Select subscribers ; for example, the Bijou Dream theatre and the
Ascher Brothers' chain in Chicago, the
Twelfth Street theatre in Kansas City, the
American in Salt Lake City, the Coliseum
and Liberty in Seattle, the Clemmer and
the Liberty in Spokane, the Liberty and the
Majestic in Portland, Oregon; the California in San Francisco, Tally's Broadway
theatre in Los Angeles, and the Olympic
in Pittsburg. These representative amuscment-liousc proprietors establish at once
the enterprise of Select exhibitors in these
cities, and the superior quality of Select
Pictures.
" In the many cities which I visited,
scattered throughout the entire country, it
was very evident to me that the policy
previously announced by General Manager
Arthur S. Kane, ' STARS TO SELL
STARS,' is working admirablj'. . The fortytwo centimetre efforts put forth by the entire Select organization are reaping their
rewards, and foretell a positive and lasting
future, crowned with success."

"The Yellow Ticket"
WH.\T Pathe maintains is (jne of tin;
most distinguished casts ever seen in
anicmotion
surrounds
Ward picture
in theproduction
forthcoming
Pathe b"anplay,

Has High Class Cast
the Powers Theatre, Chicago. It also
played in nearly every city of the United
States, a fact that greatly increases the
box office value of the motion picture production. The play was written by Michael
Morton and at the time of its presentation
was described as " a drastic, dramatic indictment of deplorable conditions existing
today, fearless in its inception, ruthless in
itsIllustrative
realism andofuniversal
appeal."
the way inin its
which
the new
Pathe Plays are making good is the word
just received from California that the Turner & Dahnken circuit have booked them
for their entire ten houses. This is one of
the biggest circuits of high class houses on
the Pacific Coast. It includes houses in
San Francisco, Oakland, Sacramento, San
Jose, Stockton, Alameda, Berkeley and
Watsonville.

"The Yellow Ticket," adapted from the A.
H. Woods stage success of the same name.
In addition to Miss Ward are Milton Sills,
Warner Oland, Armand Kalisz (who
played Doucet in "Innocent"), J. H. Gilmour, l-<on Bary, Helene Chadwick, Anna
Lehr, Nicholas Dunaew, Edward Elkus,
Charlie Jackson and Richard Thornton.
Nearly ail of these players have been
starred in previous motion pictures. William Parke directed the production for
Astra. The release date will be announced
shortly.
As a stage play, " The Yellow Ticket "
had a run of fjvcr a year at the Eltinge
Theatre, in N'ew York, and six months at

I

Young Stickler for
Elaborateness
The Clara Kimball Young studio in New
Rochelle has been housing one of the most
elaborate dwelling interiors ever shown in
Pictures, according to Select Pictures' publicity department. It will furnish the background for a number of scenes in Miss
Young's new Select production, " The Reason Why," which is now in the process of
making, and in careful attention to detail,
lavish disregard of expense and a fine sense
of harmony values, is said to be a splendid
example of what may be accomplished in
high-grade motion picture production.
Billie Rhodes Under Strand
Contract
The Southern California Producing
Company of Los .'\ngeles, which makes the
Strand-RIutual comedies, declared this week
that the recent announcement to the effect
that Billie Rhodes would be leading woman
for William Parsons in his comedies for
Goldwyn release was premature. Scott
Sidney of the Southern California Company informs Motion Picture News that
Miss Rhodes is under contract to appear in
Strand-Mutual comedies, and therefore
cannot appear with Parsons.
It is understood Miss Rhodes was in two
Parsons pictures before she signed the
Strand-Mutual contract.
May
Vitagraphto Names

Big Vs

The following list of Big V Comedy
releases for the months of March and
April is given out by Albert E. Smith,
president of the Vitagraph Company:
March 4, " Jumping Jacks and Jailbirds ;"
March 11, "Meddlers and Moonshiners;"
March 18, "Tramps and Traitors;" March
25, "Stripes and Stumbles;" April 1,
"Sleuths and Slickers;" April 8, "Rummies and Razors;" April IS, "Counts and
No Counts;" April 22, "Whistles and
Windows;" April 29, "Flirts and Fakers."
Montgomery and Rock arc featured in
the first picture listed, while Lawrence
Semon is the star of the second. The two
companies, one of which is directed by
Semon and the other by J. A. Howe, alternate on the list.
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Triangle

Begins

Work

on

" Heritage "
E. Mason Hopper, Triangle director, has
begun work on a screen drama written by
Lillian Ducey, the working title of which
is " Heritage." In the cast are Jack Richardson, Irene Hunt, Darrell Foss, Wilbur
Higbee, Walter Whitman, Walter Perry,
twelve-year-old Burwell Hamrick and little
Frankie Lee, who appeared for the first
time with Roy Stewart in " Boss of the
Lazy Y."
" Heritage " is said to be a transcontinental drama, whose action starts in the
reconstruction period, when many scions of
proud old Southern families found themselves without resources. Then the action
jumps to California in the days of the gold
rush, and depicts the struggles of the hero
as a prospector.
Jack Richardson and Irene Hunt are
both required to play dual roles, first as
lovers who are separated by circumstances
and later as the son and daughter of those
sweethearts.
Biograph Studio Hums
with Fox Activity
William Fox activities in the Biograph
studios, New York City, have given that
picture-making building the busiest appearance in its history, onlookers report. R.
A. Walsh's drama, " Woman and the
Law," with sets which have been constructed lately for the prison scenes, the
lavish sets which Director Stanton had put
up for scenes in the William Farnum de
luxe production, " Rough and Ready," and
several sets which have been prepared to
facilitate the completion of the as yet unnamed vehicle of the Fox " Baby Grands,"
Jane and Katherine Lee, have crowded the
studio to its capacity.
Director Richard Stanton has installed
a profusion of fountains and plants to lend
reality to his conservatory and ballroom
interiors.

''Spectacle
Day
Past"
— Laemmle
that the exhibitor
cannot afford to book
Universal
Head
Endorses Recent
pictures
which
represent
a terrific outlay.
Statement of Wm. A. Brady on
The reason is that the rentals asked for
Big Salaries ther
and Economy
Urges Furthese features are absolutely prohibitive.
Those few showmen who, by a superior
brand of salesmanship, are induced to pay
IN a statement just made public by Carl
the rentah demanded are absolutely oversold
Laemmle, head of the Universal Film
in nine cases out of ten. Sooner or later,
Manufacturing Company, William A. Brady
film producers will have to get away from
is heartily congratulated for the stand he
the idea that the prices obtained for firsthas taken on studio waste and high salaried
run showings on Broadway, New York,
stars, as expressed in the interview which
represent the prices that can be obtained
the retiring president of the World Film
from first-run accounts the country over.
Corporation
recently
gave
to
Motion
Picture News.
" Our organization was the laughing stock
of the trade when, two years ago, Bluebird
" It was with intense interest that I read
Mr. Brady's statement in the February 16 came out with its policy, ' The Play's the
Thing.' If you look through the trade paissue of Motion Picture News," said Mr.
pers of that time you will find that pracLaemmle. " Every one who has the welfare
tically every film head promptly issued anof this great old industry at heart owes him
nouncements that such a policy was merely
a vote of thanks.
the
subterfuge
of a company that lacked
" At the same time, I am surprised to
stars or that was too blamed stingy to pay
find that Mr. Brady did not touch upon the
them the salaries demanded. You will also
equally important problems of waste in profind that announcements of million and
duction costs and in business organization.
It may be that he had the latter in mind at half-million dollar productions were almost
the time he gave out his interview, but it common, while pictures costing as little as
one hundred thousand dollars were menseems clear to me that he has_ not yet
tioned apologetically. Soothing as the Balm
grasped the importance of conservation in
of Gilead to me today is the manner in
production costs, since he mentions, in the
which the film magnates are now chiming in
advertising section of the same issue which
contained his views, the fact that he is with their ' You bet it is ! ' when ' The
Play's the Thing' is mentioned.
shortly to market independently a picture
that has already cost him more than $100,000. This, although one more reel of the
Mutual Takes Old Prints
production still remains to be completed !
Off the Market
" Now, waste, to me," said the Universal
Following out President John R. Freulofficial, " is represented just as surely by the
er's announced policy of "perfect prints,"
needlessly costly production as by the needthe Mutual Film Corporation has taken off
lessly costly star. Both burn money up.
the market and withdrawn from branch cirIn my recent statement in Motion Picture
culation all old subjects beyond a decidedly
News I emphatically pointed out that the
day of the spectacle is waning — at least, it recent date. This is a move for the elimination of film which does not present the
will not be profitable for the manufacturer
highest and most modern entertainment
to produce them for the next few years.
values to the public.
I say again, and with increased emphasis,

Ora

Carew to Appear in
Pathe Serial
Ora Carew, who has been appearing in
Keystone and Mack Sennett comedies, has
been engaged by the Diando Film Company to appear in a fifteen-episode serial
which will be released by Pathe.
Three

Plays Completed by
Ned Finley
Xed Finley, now at the head of his own
producing company, has returned to New
York from the South following the completion of his first three releases. These are
two-part dramas of the outdoors and fighting type, like those in which he appeared
during his Vitagraph days. The subjects
are " The Return of O'Garry," in which
Finley plays again his Northwest Mounted
Police role; " The Raiders of Sunset Gap,"
a mountain thriller, and " Mountain Law,"
a moonshiner story. After a short rest in
New York Mr. Finley and his company expect to return to Bat Cave, N. C, to make
additional pictures for release by General
Film Company.

Make That Donkey Look Pleasant! The "still" Cameraman Wants to Catch a Family Group of
the Ned Finley Company Release
on Location,
The Return of O'Garry," for
Through Making
General '* Film
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Harold

Goldwyn

Reaches

Contracts Also Signed for Part of
South America — Teutonic Countries and Russia Will Soon
Be Only Open Spots
ARRANGEMENTS for the distribution
of Goldwyn Pictures in all of the
world's habitable corners go on apace. During the week distribution contracts have
been signed with John Olsen & Company,
one of the greatest cinema firms in Scanninavia, for the releasing of Goldwyn Pictures in Sweden, Norway and Denmark.
The Olscn organization has its headquarters in Copenhagen, dominating the Northern European lands.
Similar contracts are about to be signed
with other large organizations for the distribution of Goldwyn Pictures in Italy,
Spain and France. In its present state,
Russia's disorganization has brought the
film industry to a standstill in that country.
Until the end of the war Goldwyn's only
open spots will be the lands of the Teutonic Allies and Russia.
Distribution contracts were also signed
last week by Goldwyn with the Co-operative Film Corporation of New York for
the releasing of its productions in Chile,
Bolivia, Peru and Ecuador. This organization controls a number of the largest
theatres in those four South American
countries. These contracts were signed
through Arthur Ziehm of Goldwyn's export department.
That Goldwyn is becoming increasingly
ictive in reaching out for the world marsets, as well as for the expansion of its

Scandinavia

At
Last! AEyes.Close-up
Wonderful
She of
UsesMadge
Them Kennedy's
in Goldwyn's "The Danger Game "
North American business, is indicated by
the fact that within three weeks it has announced the consummation of plans for releasing its productions in Australia
through J. C. Williamson Films, Ltd. ; in
New Zealand and Tasmania through the
New Zealand Picture Supplies, Ltd. ; in
South Africa through the all-important
South African Film Trust, which absolutely controls all African territory south of
the Equator; for India and Burmah
through K. D. & Brothers ; for Argentine
Republic and Uruguay through Messrs.
Saenz & Gonzales ; for Porto Rico and San
Domingo through Agenda General Cinematografica.

Hodkinson
Plan Begins to Blossom
Out
WW.
HODKINSON announced this
or Roth's sphere of influence, as far as the
• week through his home office, 527
plan is concerned, will centre about northFifth avenue. New York, that the first solid
ern California, it is shown.
The home office reported this week that
foundation stones of his new structure, the
Hodkinson plan, are now appearing above
the first section of Hodkinson Service, conthe surface.
sisting of Paralta Plays, is meeting with
The announcement followed the statefavor throughout the country.
ment that Eugene Roth, of San Francisco,
has become one of the co-partners in the
Liquid Fire is Shown in
Hodkinson plan, which, it is expected by its
originator, will eventually circle the United
U. Current Events
States in a distributing system controlled
What Universal claims as probably the
by the exhibitor.
greatest news scoop since the showing of
Exhibitor Roth's allegiance to the Hodkinson plan comes close upon the heels of the arrival abroad of our first foreign contingent, iscontained in the liquid fire films
the acquisition to the idea of Greves and
Ellison, of Denver, whose activities will be presented in Universal Current Events No.
centred mainly in the territory included in 42. These pictures are claimed to be exclusive with this news reel and show, for
Colorado, Utah, Wyoming and New Mexthe first time, the use of this invention
ico. By virtue of this arrangement Hod
kinson service will be installed, it is said, in as a weapon of war. The picture was
made by the military cameramen under the
the best houses of Denver and surrounding
territory. The Salt Lake section of the
supervision of the United States Government and although issued as an official
West, it is also announced, has been likeU. S. war film by the Committee on Public
wise "tied in," but Mr. Hodkinson has not
Information through the American Red
disclosed his completed arrangements.
Cross, it will be shown only in Universal
The same conditions are said to prevail
Current Events No. 42.
in Indiana, which is lined up and waiting
Views of the parade of the 10,000 boys
upon Mr. Hodkinson's return from the
West.
from the training camp at Yaphank, L. I.,
Through Mr. Roth's connection with the are shown in this issue of Current Events.
The pictures were filmed while the lads
plan, the California Theatre in San Francisco will be the home of presentations of were marching down Fifth avenue in fheHodkinson Service on the coast. Exhibitface of a driving snowstorm.

Picture

MacGrath

N e

Story for

Williams-Darmond
One of Harold MacGrath's best known
stories,
in Hisfeature
House,"for will
be
the next" The
Blue Girl
Ribbon
Earle
Williams and Grace Darmond, according
to an announcement made by Albert E.
Smith, president of the Vitagraph Company. Williams and Miss Darmond are
now engaged, under the direction of Tom
Mills,
production
of " Sealed
Lips,"
and arein the
expected
to complete
it shortly.
Plans are already made for them to start
on " The Girl in His House," which, when
finished, will be the third picture made by
them since they went to the Hollywood
studio of Vitagraph.

First National's New Exchange Opened
Work has just been completed upon the
offices of the First National Exchange, Inc.^
at 509 Fifth avenue. New York, and the entire force, from R. H. Clark, treasurer,
and Carey Wilson, manager, down to the
assistant office boy, is now located in permanent quarters, where the product of the
First National can be handled to the best
advantage.

Ince Stars Keep

Cameras

The Thomas H.Busy
Ince stars, presented in 1
Paramount pictures, are making the life of
the cameramen one continual round of
turning the crank.
Enid Bennett has completed " The Greatest Show On Earth," to follow " Naughty,
Naughty 1 " The newest picture is woven
about that magnetic institution, the circus.
Jerome Storm directed, under Mr. Ince's
supervision.
Charles Ray is making a feature requirsnow scenes,
and a " location
" jaunt
was ingtaken
to Missoula,
Mont., for
the
proper atmosphere. Irvin Willat is directing and Doris Lee has the feminine lead.
Dorothy Dalton, whose most recent picture, "Love Me," was released March 11,
has completed " Tyrant Fear," and is ready
for her next scenario. As recreation between "films" she went to San Francisco.

Dorothy Dalton, Ince-Paramount Star
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Vitagraph

Starts Five Productions

Five feature companies have started
work for Vitagraph on new productions,
the most of which probably will be listed
on the May schedule of Blue Ribbon releases. Two of the companies are at work
at the studio at Hollywood, Cal., and the
other three are producing at the Vitagraph
plant in Brooklyn.
Earle Williams and Grace Darmond,
under the direction of Tom Mills, are
working in the West on a drama, the title
of which is " Sealed Lips."
Alice Joyce, who recently completed
" The Song of the Soul," started work
under direction of Tom Terriss in " The
Business of Life," a screen version of
the Robert «W. Chambers book of the
same name.
Harry Morey and Florence Deshon are
engaged in the making of a feature to be
titledPaul
" TheScardon.
Square Deal,"
under direction
of
.
Corinne Griffith, who was engaged for
two months with Webster Campbell and
Marc MacDermott in making " New York,
or Danger
Within,"
officialWhitman
picture
which
is to show
how the
Governor
and his aides have shielded New York
from spies and plotters, have started work
in " The Clutch of Circumstances," under
direction of John Robertson.
Gladys Leslie and Edward Earle, recently featured in Vitagraph comedies,
have been teamed by President Smith, and
are working under direction of William
P.
S. Earle President
in " Ann Acushla,"
Irish
romance.
Albert E.an Smith
states that the Leslie-Earle starring combination will be continued permanently.
Nell Shipman and Alfred Whitman are
working at the Western studio under the
direction of William Wolbert in " The Girl
From Beyond," and are shortly to start
on "The Son of Kazan," a story by Oliver
Curwood which appeared in The Red
Book.

Grace Darmond, Vitagraph Player

Smart
Looks
Back
on
Old
Days
■ From my experience of nine years with
Compares Them v^^ith the Present and
the Biograph previous to my joining the
Recent Reorganization of World
World Corporation, I became strongly imProduction Departmentbued with the belief that the manufacture
Cites Near Perfection
of the motion picture could be standardized as every other commercial product
has been. This, of course, is heresy, but
the admission by several large film corporations of the precarious condition exment. istent isstriking confirmation of my state-

" The Jeanne
Cross Eagels,
Bearer,"is awithWorld
Montagu
and
PictureLove
for
April
" My recent meeting with Lee Dougherty, film editor par excellence," said
William Smart, technical director of
World Pictures, " who has again become
an associate of mine, recalls my former
days with D. W. Griffith at the old Biograph studio on Fourteenth street. When
I consider for a moment the amount of
lost motion expended in those days and
compare the present organized studio of
World Pictures, I wonder how we ever
succeeded in producing a picture. The
labor that was expended and the useless
and aimless efforts lavished, for instance,
upon 'most
Judith
criminal.of Bethulia,' today seem al-

" The technical department of the World
studio has been re-organized on the principle of producing the most effective pictures with the smallest outlay and in the
shortest time compatible with our ideals
of box-office winners. From the time
that the O. K. has been placed upon a
scenario by the editor and handed to the
technical director, the technical department is in entire charge of preparing the
sets for the director of the picture. This
novel division of responsibility permits
the director to concentrate upon the story,
continuity, acting and any special effects
which he wishes to incorporate. Not only
does it enable both of us to accomplish
more, but saves the interminable hairpulling by an over-worked man. The
various heads of the departments, such
as the costumer, sculptor, electrician, scene
painter, interior decorator, confer with me
upon the requirements of their respective
branches. A date is named for the shooting of each scene, and these several heads
are empowered with the responsibility of
having their respective assignments prepared on time. In other words, there is
not any diffusion of authority, but each
one is acquainted with his work.
" As a result of this system we have
practically eliminated any waste of time
by highly paid stars and directors because
the sets of their pictures have not been
completed by the property men and carpenters. No longer is the shooting of, a
picture set for nine o'clock and actual
work commenced at eleven."

Linder Expected Here in April or May
dee E. Letendre, Times building. New
MAX LINDER, the French comedian,
York, as his American representative, and
whose Essanay contract in this counhas signified his intention of returning
try was terminated by illness, and whose
recovery since his withdrawal from the here in a month or two. It is not yet decided whether he will appear under the
States has been announced, is expected to
return to the United States in April or auspices of a producing organization 01
May, it was announced this week by T. E. make his own productions for distributior
through a large releasing syndicate.
Letendre.
The announcement carries the news that
the comedian intends to make a new series
of pictures, for which he will engage the
Chinese Labor Corp. in
support of a capable company. In all
probability, the stories will be prepared by
Travel Film
Tom Bret, the scenario and title writer.
At the time M. Linder was signed by
The 108th release of the ParamountGeorge K. Spoor of Essanay, to make a Burton Holmes Travel Pictures on March
series of twelve comedies for that com4 contains incidents of Burton Holmes'
travels, experienced in China last Sumpany, much publicity was given his commer, when that country sent her first
ing here. His first production was " Max
100,000 men to the front. The Chinese
Comes
Across."
This
picture
was
made
in
Chicago.
Labor Corps is a splendid body of men,
Satisfied that he has now so fully rethe pick of the young manhood of Northcovered his health and strength as to perern China, uniformed and drilled by Britmit him to resume active studio work, M.
ish officers, and have been sent to build
Linder has retained the services of Thadand dig in France and Flanders.
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Metro
Filming
Bushman
and Bayne
Starred in
" Breaking Into Eden," from Author's Story, " With Neatness and Dispatch "
METRO has begun the production of
" Breaking Into Eden," an All-Star
series picture in which Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne will be starred,
under the direction of Will S. Davis. It
will be readied that Mr. Davis guided these
same stars in " Under Suspicion," a recent
release, and "The Brass Check," just coinpletetl.
■' Breaking Into Eden " is a screen version of " With Neatness and Dispatch," a
story by Kenneth L. Roberts, published in
a recent issue of the Saturday Evening
Post. June Mathis and Luther Reed, of
the Metro Eastern scenario staff, prepared
the continuity from Roberts' original story.
This is the second of this author's stories
to be picturized by Metro, the first being
" Good Will and Almond Shells," which
will be released under the title " The Shell
Game," with Emmj- Wehlen as the star.
Francis X. Bushman plays Paul Donaldson, nephew of Police Commissioner Burgess, avirile American who is mistaken by
a girl for " Slim " Keegan, a crook. Beverly Bayne has the role of Geraldine Ames
the girl who mistakes Paul for the crook.
The story is characterized as a stirring romance replete with mystery, surprise and
adventure.
An all-star cast will support Bushman

Roberts

Story

Francis X. Bushman Is One-Half of the
Starring Duo of Metro's " The Brass Check "
and
Eden."
AmongBayne
those in
who" Breaking
have been Into
engaged
are
Frank Currier as Police Commissioner
Burgess,coran Hugh
Corand RiccaJeffrey
Allen asasInspector
Aunt Felicia
Judson. Sylvia Arnold, the Newark societi' girl, who made her screen debut with
Bushman and Bayne in " Red, White and
Blue Blood," is cast as Mary Ames, a sister of Geraldine (played bj' Miss Bayne).
James J. Dunne has returned to Director
Davis' staff as his assistant in the production of Metro All-Star Series pictures.

Triangle Production Work
Sets Good
Pace
D ECENT rainstorms in Southern Cali- Whitman. William Ellingford, Aaron Edfornia did not, apparently, impede
wards, Graham Pette and five-year-old
progress at Culver City for, with most of Frankic Lee are included in the supportthe exteriors of current productions
ing cast.
" Another ■ Foolish Virgin," from W.
" shot." the companies continued their
work without interruption in the glass
Carey Wonderley's story of the same
studios.
name, a drama of life in Greenwich VilDuring the past week four feature pic- large featuring Alma Rubens as an unsophisticated song writer of the Bohemian
tures have been completed, and as many
set, was directed by E. Mason Hopper.
new stories put under production with
Texas Guinan, Joe Bennett and Lee Hill
carefully selected casts. There are now
eight companies engaged with their re- have leading roles.
spective features and comedies, while Di" The Vortex," new society drama,
combines romance and mystery, and numrectors Harry Edwards, William Bcaudine
bers in the supporting cast Joe King, last
and Gilbert P. Hamilton are awaiting new
subjects.
seen with Olive Thomas in " Heiress for
A romance of the Canadian northwest,
a Day ; " Mary Warren, who was featured
in "The Sea Panther" with William Desa " western thriller," two society dramas
mond; Wilbur Higbee, Eugene Burr,
and a one-reel comedy comprise the picGeorge Hernandez, Myrtle Rishell, and R.
tures now in the editing department. " The
P. Thomson. Gilbert P. Hamilton is credLaw of the Great Northwest," by Ralph
ited with the direction.
Wcstfall, former member of the Canadian
Northwest Mounted Police, who recently
Jack Livingston, Jack Richardson, Lilsigned with the Triangle scenario staff
lian West, Mae Walters and Ruth Langsfeatures Margery Wilson, who played the ton appear in the one-reel comedy, " Many
title role in another Triangle northwestern
Happy Returns," which H. Edwards directed.
drama. " Wild Sumac." William V. Mong,
Eugene Corey, Louis Durham, Will Jeffries and William Dyer are also cast in
Eugenie Forde in Mutualthis production, which Raymond Wells
directed.
Strand Comedies
Roy Stewart's latest vehicle is " Boss of
Eugenie Ford is supporting Billie Rhodes
in the series of one-reel Mutual-Strand
the Lazy Y," a screen adaptation of
Charles Alden Seltzer's novel of the same
comedies. Miss Forde's first appearance
title, which was made under the
direction
willMarch
be in 12." Finishing Mary," the release
of
of aiff Smith
Josic Sedgwick, Walt

Picture

West Coast
Hums

N e -w s
Plant

Reports from Pathe's West Coast plant
disclose important developments at the
studio where scenes for Fannie Ward's " A
Japanese Nightingale " are progressing
rapidly under direction of George Fitzmaurice ; Bryant Washburn having finished
George Randolph Chester's story, " TwentyOne," is already well under way on a new
Pathe play; Frank Keenan is working in
Sir Henry Irving's " The Bells," and Robert Thornby is directing Bessie Love in " A
Little Sister
of Everybody," by William
Addison
Lathrop.
In " Twenty-One " Bryant Washburn
plays the dual part of a small-town prizefighter and the " sweet boy " of a sheltered
home who has ambitions to get away from
the firmly tied apron-strings of a domineering aunt.
Frank Keenan is going to try a new role
in the story which he will do following
" The Bells." It is a comedy, but not a
comedy of comedians. Mr. Keenan, whose
name has been largely linked with serious
drama, believes that a new note can be
struck in pictures by playing this part just
as he believes such a story should be presented on the screen. It will, no doubt, be
an interesting thing to see a comedy in
which not a single character is a comedian
in the accepted sense of the term.
The Rose Endicott book on which Bessie
Love will start, when " A Little Sister of
Everybody " is completed, is the story of a
little girl who preaches the doctrine of
" look up."
terrific
storm. There is a forest fire and a
William S. Hart Begins
New Story
The negative of " The Tiger Man," a
Thomas H. Ince production for Artcraft,
starring William S. Hart, which has just
been completed, is being cut and titled,
and this photoplay will be released after
" Blue Blazes Rawden." Hart is now at
work on a new Artcraft picture in which
he will be presented by Thomas H. Ince
in the role of a complete egotist.
The scenario was written by J. G.
Hawks, and the production was directed
by Hart, under the supervision of Thomas
H. Ince. Jane Novak plays the leading
feminine role.

Claire Anderson,

Now in Triangle Dramas

March
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Productions

in Making

at

Lasky Studios
At the 56th street studios of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation Pauline Frederick has begun the production of a screen
version of " Fedora," another Bernhardt
role, to follow " The Resurrection." Victorien Sardou wrote "Fedora," one of the
best known plays in the history of the
drama, which the interpretations by Bernhardt and Fanny Davenport immortalized.
Marguerite Clark is working on interiors
for " Rich Man, Poor Man," from the
George Broadhurst play, which was adapted
from th-e novel by Maximilian Foster. It
is a very human play, as Broadhurst productions usually are, and Director J. Searle
Dawley is making the photoplay a dramatic
offering, though there are many natural
situations that will call forth smiles, it is
said. The humble boarding house, with its
ever changing human derelicts on the sea
of life, the scenes of which are being taken
this week, are calculated to arouse pathos
as well as laughter.
Billie Burke has finished " Let's Get a
Divorce," under the direction of Charles
Giblyn, from the story of Anita Loos and
John Emerson. The general ensemble of
this production is expected to arouse admiration byreason of the Florida exteriors,
the costumes and appointments. This is the
first of the series of special stories to be
written for Paramount stars by Anita Loos
and John Emerson.
Over at the Fort Lee, N. J., sudios Director Maurice Tourneur is still working
on the interiors for " A Doll's House," the
new Elsie Ferguson production for Artcraft release. The cast supporting Miss
Ferguson includes H. E. Herbert, Alex. K.
Shannon, Ethel G. Terry, William Warren
Cook, Zelda Crosby, S. A. Anderson and
the four children, Tula Belle, Ivy Ward,
Douglas Redmond and Charles Crompton.
" Cleopatra
" Draws
Money

Big

The Fox Film Corporation points to
figures in substantiation of its claims for
" Cleopatra," the Theda Bara Super Production, as a money winner. Some of the
reports received are : Belasco, Washington, D. C, $17,709 in one week; Teck,
Buffalo, N. Y., $17,328 in one week ; Washington, Detroit, Mich., $31,063.75 in three
weeks ; Clune's Auditorium, Los Angeles,
Cal., $28,224.50 in three weeks; Grand,
Columbus, O., $12,991.75 in twelve days;
Van Curler, Schenectady, N. Y., $1,910 in
two days ; Richardson, Oswego, N. Y.,
$1,835.25 in two days ; Lyric, Allentown,
Pa., $1,166.75 in one day.
Title of Glaum-Paralta Play
Changed Again
Yet another change has been made in the
title of Louise Glaum's first Paralta play.
Originally called " Intelligence," the name
was changed to " The Iron Beast." This
did not please the Paralta executives and
the title " An Alien Enemy " has now been
decided upon.
" An Alien Enemy " is by Monte M. Katterjohn and the production is being staged
under the direction of Wallace Worsley.

Ralph

Ralph

Ince

Directs

Ince,WillDirecting
One Another
Petrova Picture,
Also Direct

ANNOUNCEMENT was made this
week of the consummation of a contract whereby the screen rights to Gertrude Atherton's novel, " Patience Sparhawk and Her Times," have been secured
by the Petrova Picture Company. It will
supply the subject in which Madame Olga
Petrova will be presented at the head of
her own company following her appear-

Edwin

Carewe

Petrova New
Picture
ance in " The Great Star," now being directed by Ralph Ince.
Director Ince, according to a later announcement from Frederick L. Collins,
president of the Petrova Picture Company,
will also direct the star in " Patience Sparhawk
Her Times."
MaryandMurillo,
who has been responsible
for innumerable screen successes of the
past year, has been engaged to make the
adaptation
of Gertrude
in proper scenario
form Atherton's
and is nownovelat
work remodeling the story to fit the distinctive personality of the Polish artiste.
The notable trio of craftsmen who will
enter into the production of Madame
Petrova's fifth starring vehicle augurs well
for the success of the film version of
" Patience Sparhawk," inasmuch as Gertrude Atherton is conceded to be one of
the foremost writers of the present day,
Miss Murillo is one of the most brilliant
scenario builders yet unearthed among the
many writers for the screen, and Ralph
Ince stands as a peculiarly dominant figure
in the field of photoplay production.
Mr. Ince is now rapidly completing the
final scenes for The Great Star," and
work will be started on " Patience Sparhawk," under his direction within the next
two weeks at the Petrova studios.

Directs

EDWIN CAREWE, director of a long
list of Metro's pictures, returns to
the firm's directorial staff to guide Bert
Lytell, the new Metro star, in his initial
All-Star Series picture under the parrot
trademark.
The Metro director returns " home "
after producing a feature picture starring
Mary Garden. Just previous to making
the Garden production he directed Francis
X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne in " The
Voice of Conscience," written by his
brother. Finis Fox. Among his other
Metro productions have been " The Barricade," The
"
Sunbeam," " The Dawn of
Love " and " God's Half Acre," with Mabel
Taliaferro ; " Destiny, or the Soul of a
Woman," and " The House of Tears,"
with Emily Stevens ; " The Final Judgment " and " Her Greatest Power," with
Ethel Barrymore ; " The Trail of a

Lytell

for

Metro

Shadow," with Emmy Wehlen, and " Their
Compact,"Bayne.
with Francis X. Bushman and
Beverly
Carewe obtains his screen results by
means of direct methods. His slogan is
" simplicity." He believes in the combined appeal of the emotions and the intelligence, and never directs a picture in
which both of these elements are not to
be found in alm.ost equal proportions. His
most representative work has been for
Metro, although his screen debut was
made with the Lubin Company.
Carewe will be assisted in the direction
of Bert Lytell by Finis Fox, his brother.
Fox was formerly a promoter of business
interests in Louisville, Ky., and first became interested in motion pictures as a
writer. He was the author of " The Jury
of Fate,"
the
star. of which Mabel Taliaferro was

Hearts or Diamonds"
Is Russell's First
pair of South African crooks, Adrian GasTHE working title of the first picture
coyne and his wife, to win a fortune in
of the new William Russell ProducAmerica out of the old and exploded crutions organization, on which William Ruscible scheme of making diamonds. The
sell, recently arrived in southern California from New York, has already
Gascoynes have a charming daughter, Adrienne, and with her a famous New York
started
is " which
Hearts also
andis Diamonds."
diamond collector, Larry Hanrahan, falls
It takes work,
its name,
the title of
in love. What happens when the scheme
the original story by William Hamilton
of the thieves to rob Hanrahan fails
Osborne, from that of the principal fethrough his discovery that Adrienne is not
male character — a ; fascinating young
the daughter of Gascoyne but scion of a
woman half buried in diamonds, that kind
hearts are more than tiaras and true love
distinguished family, who has been kidmore desirable than tainted millions.
napped, furnishes the climax of the story.
The
play
is said to be tense with strong
Mr. Osborne's story is said to be one of
situations, working up to a climax seldom
the strongest the lawyer-author-playwright
ever wrote. It deals with the efforts of a
duplicated on the screen for sensationalism.
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Bluebird Changes Title of New
Subject
BLUEBIRD makes the announcement
In " The Red, Red Heart," Salisbury apthat its board of judges has changed
pears as Kut-Le, the half-Apache, halfPueblo
Indian, who returns to his beloved
the title of the next Ruth ClifTord-Monroe
desert
after
graduating with high honors
Salisbury- subject from " Heart of the
Desert " to ' The Red, Red Heart." It at Yale. An important engineering project is entrusted to him and the Indian is
was under the former title that the story,
written by Honore Willsie, appeared in on the road to success when Rhoda Tutbook form. The work of adapting it for
tle, apparently a hopeless invalid, visits
the screen was entrusted to Bess Meresome friends living on the edge of the
dyth, and the direction to Wilfred Lucas.
desert, in hope of recuperating. With
Produced upon the great Mojave Desert,
her is her fiance, John De Witt. Rhoda
meets Kut-Le and finds him fascinating.
" The Red, Red Heart " is said to be one
of the most picturesque and scenically
On his part, the Indian realizes that the
beautiful features released by Bluebird in girl is simply a victim of melancholia and
plans a drastic cure. He tells Rhoda that
months. Aside from the fact that it afin the desert lies her salvation and that
fords Ruth Clifford a sympathetic role, the
picture also allows Monroe Salisbury to
after he has helped restore her health, he
resume his favorite role — that of an Inintends to marry her. The subsequent addian. It will be remembered that Salisventures are said to be exciting in the
extreme.
bury's first appearance in Bluebird pictures was in the characterization of a half" The Red, Red Heart " will be released
April 8. The supporting cast includes Val
breed in " The Savage." The performance he gave to that individual elevated
Paul as Jack Newman ; Gretchen Lederer
as Mrs. Newman ; Allen Sears, as John
him to the position of co-star with Miss
Clifford.
De Witt and Monte Blue as Billy Porter.

Stolen Orders " Claims All-Star Cast
the wife of an admiral of the American
IN " Stolen Orders," William A, Brady's
photoplay based upon the Drury Lane
Navy has a role in which she is said to
add another to her long list of remarkably
melodramatic spectacle, " Sealed Orders,"
successful screen personations. Playing
a real all-star cast will be seen. For with
the idea of doing full justice to a story said
opposite her as a sinister figure whose every
to be rich in dramatic action and suspense
action is directed and dominated by Wiland having unusual pictorial values, Mr.
helmstrasse, is Montagu Love, and his is a
character which promises much for those
Bradj- enlisted the services of Kitty Gordon,
Montagu Love, June Elvidge, Carlyle
interested in seeing the devious ways in
which the German secret agents in this
Blackwell, Madge Evans and George McQuarrie to head a cast which contains many
country accomplish their ends. June Elother well-known players, several of wliom
vidge appears as the daughter of this arch
have had numerous leading roles.
spy, as does little Madge Evans. Carlyle
" Stolen Orders " will be the first of the
Blackwell. as a young American naval offibig feature productions sponsored by Mr.
cer, has a romantic role in which his admirers will like him best, and George McBrady and made under his personal supervision.
Quarrie is admirably cast as the American
admiral.
The scene of the story is laid in London,
Tlie production is being directed by
Paris and America — America at the outHarlcy Knolcs and William A. Brady.
break of the great war. Kitty Gordon as

Select

Gets Two
Recent Stage Successes
at Hollywood. This is the comedy by
ng Select Picture proAMONG forthcomi
ductions will be seen two well known
Roland Oliver, who wrote " The Three
stage successes of the present season. They
Twins," in which Ralph Hertz appeared.
are " De Luxe Annie " and " Good Night,
The story of " Good Niglit. Paul," centres
about the mix up in husbands, which comes
Paul,"
and
will
present
as
their
respective
stars Norma and Constance Talmadge.
when Paul Boudeaux, in financial difficulties along with his partner, Richard Lan" Dc Luxe Annie" was written by Scamders, pretends he is married and presents
mon Lockwood and was published as a
two-part serial in the Saturday Evening
his partner's wife as Mrs. Boudeaux in
order to secure a gift of money from his
Post. Its dramatic presentation was under
the auspices of Arthur Hammerstein. Miss
uncle. Batiste. Instead of making the donation and leaving forthwith, the uncle
Talmadfte is said to have paid a record
figure for the screen rights. In the New
decides to stay on for a month. The ensuYork production, Jane Grey was featured in
ing complications provide difficulties which
are said to be highly farcical.
the titlf role, and Vincent Serrano played
opposite her. Miss Talmadge will of course
portray .\nnie herself, and her lead will be
R. A. Walsh Takes a Rest
Eugene r /Brien. The scenario of " De Luxe
" Woman and the Law " having been
Annie" i? being prepared for Norma Talmadge by Tony Kelly.
completed, R. A. Walsh, who wrote and
The filming of " Good Night, Paul," in staged that production for William Fox.
whicli Lewis J. Sclznick will present Conhas gone away for a rest, the Fox Corporation announces.
stance Talmadge, has already been begun

Charlie Chaplin Played Host Recently to
Ab6utdio, Forty
at HisforHollywood
StuWhere HeSailors,
Cut Capers
First National
Distribution
George D. Baker Goes to
Coast for Metro
George D. Baker has left New York for
Hollywood,
West Coast Cal.,
studioto intake
the charge
capacityof ofMetro's
manager of productions. All productions made
in the West will be under Mr. Baker's supervision, as all productions made in the
East are under the supervision of Maxwell
Karger. Mr. Baker will exercise final
judgment on the stories chosen for the
stars, in addition to supervising all activities in connection with the output of the
studio. He will be personally responsible
for the quality of the Metro pictures made
in the Hollywood studio.
With Mr. Baker goes his assistant,
Charles Hunt, who has been associated with
him during his entire experience with
Metro. Mr. Hunt will be Mr. Baker's
" general factotum " at the western plant,
occupying much the same position that
David Thompson, assistant to Maxwell
Karger, occupies in the Eastern studio.
Metro

Stars Lockwood

in

" Pals First "
Metro this week announced the acquisi-.
tion of " Pals First," which was produced
on the Broadway legitimate stage recently
with Thomas Wise and William Courtenay,
as a screen subject for Harold Lockwood.
The picture will be a Metro All Star Series
feature, it is said.
This is the second story by Francis Perry Elliott to be used as a play for Lockwood, the first being " Love Me for Myself Alone," which was released under the
title " The Square Deceiver." Lee Wilson
Dodd wrote the stage version of " Pals
First " as a melodramatic comedy in a prologue and three acts.
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Pathe
Keeps
Eye
on
Box
Office
Cites Program for March 24 as Good
title of " A Woman's Perfidy," with Antonio Moreno. This chapter is said to conExample of Spring Tonic — Variety
tain more mystery and action than the two
Not Lacking in the Line-up
preceding ones put together. In it Pearl
White is thrown from a window of a
PATHE'S
program
for
the
week
of
March 24 is cited by that company as building to the roof of a porch many feet
below. This does not stop her ; she keeps
one of the most effective Spring tonics
up her pursuit of the Hooded Terror, but
known to the motion picture industry.
he cleverly evades her. The players who
Among the stars are Irene Castle, Pearl
figure in this episode include, in addition
White and Antonio Moreno. The line-up
includes a feature, a serial, a comedy, a to Miss White and Mr. Moreno, Paul
Clerget and Peggy Shaynor.
colored
educational and Hearst-Pathe
News.
" Let's Go," is a one-reel Rolin-Lloyd
comedy in which Harry Pollard and Bebe
Irene Castle is starred in " The Hillcrest
Daniels are seen, in amusing roles.
Mystery," written by Ouida Bergere, diA Pathe colored educational and travel
rected byGeorge Fitzmaurice and produced
by Astra, with a cast including, in addition
split reel is made up of " The Pest of Our
Fruit Trees " and Picturesque France
to Mrs. Castle, J. H. Gilmour, Ralph Kellard and Wyndham Standing.
(Arcachon).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 26 and No. 27
Pearl White appears in the third episode
round
up this program.
of "The House of Hate" serial, under the

Max Linder, the Comedian, Plans Another
Plunge Into Pictures, Health Permitting

" Shame " Gets Attention
of Exhibitors
A keen display of interest on the part of
exhibitors in all sections of the country is
said to have followed General Film's recent
announcement that it had undertaken national distribution of the John W. Noble
feature production, " Shame," for the Duplex Films, Inc. Zena Keefe and Niles
Welch are the stars of the feature which
presents as its topic the unjust condemnation of innocent children for the indiscretions of their parents.
The argument which " Shame " presents
for greater tolerance toward unfortunate
children, General Film emphasizes, is handled in a discreet and dignified manner,
although with great dramatic force, and
lias much commendation from exhibitors.
War-time social conditions are also brought
in by means of a prologue, without, however, touching upon any battle atmosphere.
The rest of the story deals with strictly
heart interest complications and is said to
rise to melodramatic climaxes.
June Caprice Has Been
Two Years with Fox
With the release on April 7 of "A
Camouflage Kiss," the William Fox
Super Feature directed by Harry Millarde, June Caprice will have spent just
two years with Fox productions. Her first
Fox picture, " Caprice of the Mountains," was released April 7, 1916, and
since then she has been seen in a long list
of Fox productions.

Vitagraph
Plans a Double-Treat
Program
ACCORDING to an announcement by shows Earle Williams in a series of exciting escapades, one of which is a long swim
Albert E. Smith, president of the
in the Pacific Ocean. Director Mills, it is
Vitagraph Company, there is a double treat
in store for exhibitors and their patrons the said, has produced the atmosphere of the
sun-baked land with great sincerity.
week of March 18. Vitagraph has fixed
The play is said to be gripping from the
that date for the release of " An American
first,
dealing with the adventures of WilLive Wire," a Blue Ribbon feature made
lard Geddie (Earle Williams), who boasts
from
one
of
O.
Henry's
stories,
with
Earle
of more family than fortuuie. He is very
Williams as the star.
much in love with Ida Payne (Grace DarGrace Darmond is featured with Mr.
Williams in the production, which was dimond), and she with him. But Miss Payne's
mother has other ambitions for her daughrected by Tom Mills.
ter
and
asks Geddie to forget all about Ida,
" An American Live Wire " is an adaptadeclaring
that it is at the girl's request.
tion from " The Lotus and the Bottle," one
Geddie accepts his dismissal without any
of the stories contained in the group of
verification from the girl, and takes a job
short stories which make up the volume enas Consul in Coralio. He undergoes an
titled "Cabbages and Kings." It is the
infatuation
for a beautiful native girl and
story of an active-minded American Consul
imagines he has forgotten all about Ida.
in a little joke republic of the tropics, and

Sorceress in Barriscale Production
What Paralta Plays terms an interesting
feature concerning the production of Bessie
Barriscale's second Paralta play, " Within
the Cup," which will be released shortly
through the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, is the historical accuracy of an uncanny character, that of a sorceress known
as " Tea Cup " Ann. The story deals with
Washington Square, the artist section of
New York City. A few years ago there
really existed on the square an old and
withered woman who frequented the popular cafes and read the fortunes of their
patrons from the leaves in their tea cups,
and she was a much sought character.

The Checkered Table Cloth Speaks As
Loudly, But Not As Enchantingly, As Wallace McDonald to Pauline Starke in " Shoes
That Danced," a Triangle Picture

Motion
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Again Does Mary Pickford Evolve from Poverty to Affluence, in the Manner That Has Made Her Such a Favorite.
of Clothesline Alley," an Artcraft Picture
IT Brines
&
of World-Pictures
Shower
April
Alice
Brady is scheduled for April 15 in
proworth}of
shower
A VERITABLE
ductions, judging by a thorough read'■ The Trap," the story of a fanatical fishing of the schedule prepared b)- Worlderman's daughter, who is cast from her
Pictures, is promised exhibitors by that
home for supposed wrongdoing. The story
company in April.
was written by Robert F. Hill and was diMontagu Love comes first on the list in
rected by George Archainbaud.
the World production of " The Cross BearKitty
in " TheApril
Devil's
Dice "
will make Gordon
her appearance
22. George
er," in which Mr. Love impersonates the
Kelson directed this.
character of Cardinal Mercier of Belgium.
On April 29 the final release of the month
" The Cross Bearer's " release date was
advanced two weeks to bring it to Easter
will
be presented. It is " The Leap to
Monday.
Fame," in which Carlyle Blackwell has the
star role. Evelyn Greeley has the leading
On April 8 " The Witch Woman," starfeminine role. Raymond Schrock wrote
ring Ethel Clayton, will be released. Travers Vale directed the production, in which
the story and Blackwell directed it. Muriel
Ostriche and Alec B. Francis are included
were Frank Mayo, John Adrizoni, Jack
in the cast which includes several others
Drumier, Louise Vale and Robert Tansey
well known to the screen.
in addition to Miss Claji:on.

Russian

Picture

Pathe

Feature

for

17th

P.\rHE'S feature release for the week
of March 17 is a five-reel Russian
picture in which Mozukin and Mme. Lcsienko appear in the principal roles. " The
Beggar
Womanof "this
is the
title. deals with a
The story
picture
famous singer whose golden notes charm
all Pctrograd, and her love for Sergius, a
poet, the literary lion of Russia who writes
in verse of youth and love.
Just before their marriage the prima
donna visits the home of a former member of the chorus whose child is sick. ^Sh'e
herself is stricken with a mysterious illness. It is smallpox, and though she recovers she has lost her beauty forever.
I'ecause all the mirrors in the house have

been removed, she does not know the terrible fact, but her heart is broken when
she attempts to sing and finds that she has
lost her voice.
The lover, who is not afraid of infection or even of death itself, when he looks
upon the terribly scarred face which had
once been so beautiful, cannot withhold a
shudder and it is then that she learns that
her last hope is gone. Thus after time
has passed, in the snowy streets and avenues of the great city where once she had
reigned a queen, the woman asks for alms.
" Who knows but in the great beyond
beauty again awaits her and happiness and
love?"
asks the author in a closing subtitle.

Paralta Changes Title of
Glaum Picture
Announcement has just been made of a
change in the title of the Paralta Play in
which Miss Louise Glaum will soon make
hf-r debut as a star at the head of her own
company. The picture, which has been
advertised as " Intclliprcncc," will be released through the W. W. Hodkinson Cor-

poration uiukr the new title, "The Iron
Miss Glaum is now hard at work at the
Paralta
Jieast." studios in California on this production, which will mark her initial appearance in Paralta Plays. It will take
her from the vampire character, to which
her screen work has been confined, and
present her for the first time in the broad
and utdimited scope of a dramatic actress.

Picture

News

This Time It Is in " Amarilly

Picture a Study in
^^^yTV
Mental Suggestion
Charles Ray's next Paramount picture,
" The Family Skeleton," released March
11, is said to be an interesting study in
mental suggestion. Ray is seen as Billy
Bates, a young man who inherits a large
fortune through the death of his father.
Billy falls in love with Poppy Drayton,
a beautiful young actress, as well as a very
level-headed little person, and she correctly
diagnoses his apparent shortcomings as the
result of too much time and money lying
heavily on his hands, which enables him to
wrestle too frequently with the Demon
Rum. She proceeds to make life interesting for the young man, and the calm sea
of his life becomes a raging tornado.
" The Family Skeleton " teaches, it is
said, a striking lesson in will power, in
.harmony with the ideas of modern thinkers and writers on psychology, and demonstrates that bad habits are merely little ruts
in which we travel, and if we can be shaken
to another path we will forget them in the
different environments. The production
was directed by Victor I. Schertzinger under the personal supervision of Thomas
H, Ince.
Kate

Price in Williams'
" Sealed Lips "
In the Earlc Williams feature, " Sealed
Lips," now in course of production at
Hollywood, Kate Price will again appear
on the Vitagraph program. Miss Price
for years was a featured player in Vitagraph comedies and is known by thousands for her part in these productions.
Grace Darmond will play opposite Mr.
Williams, with Kathleen Kirkham, Ruth
Garden, Pat Moore and other well-known
names completing the supporting cast.
" Ann's Finish " at Hand
" Ann's Finish," which American Film
declares is one of Margarita Fischer's best
comedy-dramas, has been scheduled for
release March 11 by Mutual. Jack Mower
is the leading man. Others cast arc David
Howard. John Gough, Robert Klein and
Perry Banks.
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An All-Star Cast Is Announced in William
Fox's Staged
" The Blindness
Divorce,"
by Frank ofLloyd
William

Fox
Film

Sets Standard
Dates

FOLLOWING the release of "Woman
and the Law " as a Standard production immediately after its run in New
York, which began at the Lyric theatre,
March 3, four other Standard productions
will shortly be released by William Fox,
it was announced this week.
Scheduled for release on March 24 is
the William Farnum de luxe production,
" Rough and Ready." Many of the scenes
for this production were " shot " in the
Adirondacks during the frigid wave that
gripped the country and when " coalless
Mondays " were the fashion.
" The Blindness of Divorce " is the
Standard production set for release April
7. This has been termed a propaganda
picture and one that will no doubt be a
strong preachment on the evils of the
present divorce system.
" The Soul of Buddha," a Theda Bara
super production, is scheduled for release
April 21. This is the play Miss Bara is
said to have written herself on a train
coming from the West. It is based on
the death of Mata Hari, the French spy.
The tentative release for " Queen of the
Sea," with Annette Kellermann, has been
set for May 5. In magnificence of setting
beautiful photographic effects, and dramatic interest, " Queen of the Sea " is said
to excel " A Daughter of the Gods."
Many of the scenes were made at Bar
Harbor, Me., last summer, and society
people took the liveliest interest in the activities of the motion picture stars.

Triangle
Defends
Program
Film
dent that there must be many of the eleAdmits Helpfulness of Criticism, but
ments of success in the program booking
Contends Both Sides Should be
Heard — Cites Many Advansystem.
" Open booking exponents have tried to
tages of Program System
point out the shortcomings of the program.
There
have been programs of every kind,
<<T T seems to be the practice," said an offimany
of
them being very poor. The intent
1 cial of Triangle last week, " of those
who advocate open booking to attack the
of the program makers of the old days was
to make big money without regard to the
program system of distributing pictures."
welfare of the exhibitor, and, of course,
Triangle, in this connection, thinks it unsuch a policy was doomed to fail. But,
fair to attempt to walk rough-shod over
one system to boost another, but admits that
fundamentally, the failure of those procriticism is helpful in any industry if it is
grams was not derogatory to the " idea " of
of the constructive sort.
the program itself. It was simply an indication of a lack of ideals, of an indiffer" But," contends Triangle, " both sides of
ence to a fair and square policy and of
the question should be heard, and we know
there is merit in program booking or it loose ideas on contributory factors to business success.
would not be used by exhibitors."
"
Once
the program is established on a
" First of all," said Triangle, " it must
be admitted that an institution which has
substantial basis, such as forms the foundation of Triangle service, the exhibitor dissucceeded in gaining the confidence of excovers to his immense satisfaction that he is
hibitors the country over, and in holding
assured of a regular supply of film service
that confidence against competition, must
week in and week out at a uniform price.
have something in its product or service
The program forms an insoluble and mutuwhich is superior to that of those endeavoring to win away its business. Exhibitors
ally advantageous link between the prothese days are wide awake to all that is on
ducer and consumer, making them co-partthe market, read the trade papers, are open
ners, equally interested in maintaining the
to interviews by salesmen and are certainly
highest standard of quality. Scientific planning is another result^ as the program enendeavoring to make money. When, thereables the producer to make investments and
fore, these exhibitors continue to hold on
arrangements for the future which in turn
to a service, to enroll in increasing numsafeguard the exhibitor and the investments
bers and to express their entire satisfaction, praise and optimism, it becomes eviin his theatre."
Ince Studio Keeps Ahead
of Its Schedule
will
soon
be
finished, bringing her work
THE Thomas H. Ince studio is now reported working well ahead of its several months in advance of the scheduled
Paramount release schedule of Charles Ray,
release" dates.
Enid Bennett and Dorothy Dalton producDorothy Dalton's next Paramount offering, Love
"
Me," to be released on
tions. Charles Ray's next Paramount reMarch
18, was finished over a month ago,
lease is " The Family Skeleton," staged under the direction of Victor Schertzinger,
and " Tyrant Fear," her following picture,
supervised by Mr. Ince. This film will be to be released in April, is also completed.
Miss Dalton has just started on another
released March 11 and was completed over
film under the direction of R. William
two months ago. The next Ray picture,
Neill, with the supervision of Thomas H.
" His Own Home Town," which it is exInce, also placing her activities well ahead
pected will be released in April, is also
of the release schedule.
finished, as well as the production work
The Thomas H. Ince studios have been
of still another subject, the title of which
extremely active during the past few
has not as yet been announced.
months, as evidenced by the above showing.
Enid Bennett, whose first Paramount
It is Mr. Ince's policy to keep as far ahead
picture, " The Keys of the Righteous," was
of the release schedule as possible in order
just released, will appear in " Naughtv',
to give his productions in the making more
Naughty ! " a story by C. Gardner Sullivan,
than ample time, thus affording consideradirected by Jerome Storm under the supervision of Mr. Ince. This photoplay, which
ble opportunity for the introduction and
will be released on March 25, is also now
carrying out of new ideas and the careful planning of production activities.
ready, and her next film, a circus subject.
" La Tosca

" Is Set for Release March 25
Pauline Frederick's next Paramount picture, "La Tosca," from the opera by Victorien Sardou, has been definitely set for
release on March 25. The scenario was
written by Charles E. Whittaker, who is
said to have made a strict interpretation
of the famous opera.
Following " La Tosca," Miss Frederick's next appearance will be as Katusha
in " The Resurrection," the novel of Rus-

sian oppression by Count Leo Tolstoi,
which has also been adapted by Mr. Whittaker and provides Miss Frederick with
another emotional role.
Shows Fox's Nine Days
E. E. Duncan of the Colonial theatre,
Lincoln, Neb., shows just six days a week,
but nine out of every twelve days he
shows Fox pictures, reports Manager
Charles Manfre of the Fox exchange in
Omaha.
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News

German Scenics Withdrawn
from Travelogues
Al Lichtman,
Players-Lasky's
general
manager ofFamous
distribution,
has given
orders to all exchanges to withdraw the
various German and Austrian scenics from
the Paramount-Burton Holmes Travelogues, in view of present conditions involving those countries.
The releases which will be taken from
this series immediately are, " Imperial
Berlin," " The Spreewald Near Berlin,"
■' Munich the Magnificent," " Beautiful
Bavaria," " Down the Danube to Vienna,"
" The Real Bohemia," " Picturesque
Prague," " From Carlsbad to Moravia,"
" In Innsbruck, Capital of the Austrian
Tyrol," " In South Tyrol, the Italian Corner of Austria," and " Climbing, the Austrian Alps."
Viola Dana

Excitement Reigns More Than Once in " The Bull's Eye," Universal Serial With Eddie Polo
Pictograph Slates Wide
Range
of Subjects
HIDDEN from the outside world in Bray Pictograph, but was deferred and
will appear in the 109th. Among the
the rugged mountains of northern
tricks exposed is that of planting a seed
Georgia and Kentucky live the American
in a flower pot and having it sprout and
" moonshiners," whose mode of living has
remained unchanged for five generations.
grow to a height of a few feet in as many
" In the Moonshine Country," which is a seconds. This trick had its origin among
East Indian fakirs, and has been the cause
part of the Paramount-Bray Pictograph,
■■ the magazine on the screen," depicts the of endless comment, though it is very
simple when the explanation is given by
process by which " moonshine " whiskey
is made in the stills, secreted in the caves
the Paramount-Bray Pictograph.
and wooded dells on the most inaccessible
" Pinkerton Pup's Portrait " is an animated cartoon by C. T. Anderson, of the
peaks.
Bray Studios, Inc., in which the trials of
" Stage Women's War Relief " presents
footlight favorites, and shows the activi"Officer Piffles" and his "Police Dog"
ties of these women in war relief work.
furnish the fun. .Officer Piffles aspires to
be an artist and selects his faithful comAmong those who appear in the picture
panion as the first victim of his brush.
are MoUie Pearson, Florence Nash, Hilda
Spong, Phoebe Foster, Katherine Emmet,
The dog's arch enemy, the family cat, and
the critical professor enter into the plot
Marjorie Wood, Minnie Dupree, Felice
Morris, Mildred Morris, Rachel Crothers,
and the mixup that ensues results in laughOlive May, Amelia Bingham, Ernest
able rapid-fire pictures.
The Pinkerton Pup is a newcomer to the
Glendenning, Roland Young and Percival
Knight.
Bray Studios, Inc., but it is expected that
" Magic for Home Use " continues in he will be a laugh producer, and- his first
«n expose of " the black art." The in- appearance in the Paramount-Bray Pictograph is anticipated to be the foundation
stallment shown in this release was origiof his popularity with the public.
nally scheduled for the 108th ParamountJewel

Feature is Booking
Long Runs
That the Jewel Production, " The Price
of a Good Time " is meeting with the
same favor on the part of exhibitors as
was the case in the New York territory,
is evident from the wires which have been
received from the various Jewel offices by
Harry M. Herman, sales manager of that
company, says a Jewel announcement.
According to the message received from
John McATcer, manager of the Pittsburgh
oflTicc, the Mincr\a theatre of that city has
just contracted to show "The Price of
a Good Time " for a week's run. A second run has been arranged for by the management of the Alhambra theatre. East
I.iberfy. O.

" Landloper " Expected on
Screen Soon
Harold Lockwood's next Metro starring vehicle, " The Landloper," will soon
be ready, Metro announces. The YorkeMetro organization is now in Palm Beach
photographing a number of scenes for the
Palm Beach episode in the story, and
when this work is completed the company
will return to Jacksonville to make the
final scenes.
George Irving, who is now alternating
with Fred J. Balshofer in the direction of
the Lockwood features for the Metro, is
staging the production. In the cast supporting the star appear Pauline Curley,
William
Starkey. CliflFord, Stanton Heck and Bert

Completes

" Breakers Ahead "
Metro's five-reel production, " Breakers
Ahead," starring Viola Dana, has been
completed -at the western studios. This
production, in which quaint New England
types abound, was directed by Charles
Brabin, who collaborated with H. P.
story.
Koeler in the composition of the original
" Breakers Ahead " is said to give Miss
Dana many opportunities for characterization and the display of her girlish charm.
In the cast Clifford Bruce plays opposite
the star. He has the role of Eric Pixley,
a rugged young mariner. Russell Simpson
has a character part as Captain Scudd, and
others in the cast are Eugene Pallette,
Sydney Deane, Mabel Von Bqren, T. H.
Gowland, Lorena Foster and Helen Jerome
Eddy (loaned by Lasky).
The burning of a ship at sea is one of
the spectacular effects.
World

Hails Madge
as Gold Mine

Evans

That Madge Evans is a veritable " gold
mine " for the exhibitor because " her
name is being built up today for tomorrow," is the assertion of a World Film
official concerning the young star, who
comes to the screen March 18 in a new
five-part Harley Knoles' production, titled
" Wanted, a Mother."
" We have never presented Madge Evans
as a child star," he said. " Only her age
gave rise to this erroneous placing. Her
work and her personality entirely remove
her from the class of widely heralded socalled ' child stars.' We have presented
her and will continue to present her as an
artiste possessed of the ability to enterlain and instruct young and old alike."
Strong

Cast in New Mary
Garden Film
The cast chosen by Goldwyn to support
Mary Garden in " The Splendid Sinner,"
released March 24, includes Hamilton Revelle, who appeared in " Thais " ; Anders
Randolph, Roberta Bellinger, Hassan Mussalli and Henry Pettibone.
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Triangle

Announces

A Meaningful Moment in " The Hard Rock
Breed," a Triangle Play
TRIANGLE Distributing Corporation,
in arranging its program for the
week of March 17, has set " Faith Endurin' " as the production to lead the list
of releases for that week. A seven-part
special picture and a Keystone Comedy are
also included.
" Faith Endurin'," which appeared in a
recent issue of the Saturday Evening Post,
is the second story by Kenneth B. Clarke
which Triangle has dramatized, " The Sea
Panther " having been recently released.
The role of Jeff Flagg offers Roy
Stewart opportunity for acting which is
said to be in decided contrast to parts

March
17 Releases
he has recently played in " Keith of the
Border," " The Learnin' of Jim Benton "
and " The Law's Outlaw." W. A. Jeffries, who appeared in "Fanatics" and
" Her American Husband " is cast as Jim
Lee. Fritzie Ridgeway is Helen Dryer.
As Sol Durkee, the " Rockin' Chair
Sheriff." Walter Perkins has a characteristic Western role. Graham Pette, Edward Brady and Joe Perkins are also included in the supporting cast. Cliff Smith
is said to have secured excellent Western
atmosphere for this picture.
Socialism is the theme of " The Answer," the Triangle seven-part special picture listed for the week of the 17th. This
play, written by E. Magnus Ingleton, author
of " Her American Husband," tells how a
girl of the East Side pretends to share
the ideals of a socialist whom she marries, but turns out to be a social butterfly
when she comes into the possession of millions he inherits.
Love, get-rich-quick madness, perspicuity and cunning are said to run riot
in
the
schedulednew
for Keystone
March 17 comedy,
release. "ItMud,"
is a
tale of two penniless, nerve-laden promoters, who step out from their palatial box
car to stir up a money-sprouting village.
Ray Griffith is the optimistic promoter
who sees a silver lining to every cloud.
Max Asher is his languid, pessimistic partner who " Gloomy Gusses " through life
with a long face and a short pocketbook.

Margarita Fischer Heads
Mutual's List
Mower is her leading man, playing the
ANOTHER Alargarita Fischer production is announced by Mutual for the
part of a mysterious burglar. Others in
week of March 11. It was produced by
the cast are Adelaide Elliott, David Howthe American under Lloyd Ingraham's diBanks.ard, John Gough, Robert Klein and Perry
rection and is titled " Ann's Finish." The
The second week of issues of the Screen
scenario was written by Elizabeth Mahoney
from a story by Beatrice Van and is a
Telegram, released March 13 and 17, will
cover happenings of interest in the United
comedy-drama in which are alternating
elements of mystery and comedy.
States and Europe. The organization of
The scene of the play is in the select finthe Screen Telegram correspondents embraces every state and territory on the
ishing-scho l ofMadame D'Arcy, to which
Ann Anderson (Margarita Fischer) goes
continent, as well as foreign correspondents
in the war zone, and its system of newsto be "finished." As soon as she arrives
the staid school is aroused by sundry hapgathering is claimed to be the most compenings of an exciting nature.
prehensive ever attempted in a news
weekly.
Miss Fischer's role in this comedydrama is said to give her wide scope for
A one-reel Strand comedy, " Finishing
her talents of mimicry. She wears some
Mary," in which Billie Rhodes is featured, is released March 12.
gowns made after her own designs. Jack

General Film to Release
New Comedies
General Film Company will begin releasing, shortly, a series of one-reel
comedies featuring " Bud " Duncan, formerly of the Ham and Bud Comedies, and
Dot Farley, one of the favorite comedienr^es
of the screen, it is announced. These subjects will be released once a week as Clover
Comedies. They are being produced by
the National Film Corporation, Denver,
Colo. O. D. Woodward is president. The
first subject to be released will be "From
Caterpillar to Butterfly,"
story of
domestic Hfe. Other subjects ain the
series
will be announced later.

" By
Injunction "
Is O.
Henry Story of the West
" By Injunction," an O. Henry story of
the West, is the latest Broadway Star feature released by General Film. Patricia
Palmer, Chet Ryan and W. L. Rodgers,
who have appeared in many O. Henry
Western pictures, are the featured players.
Buck Lumsden, Price Purcell, Panchita and
Trinidad Sloan, favorite O. Henry characters, are revived in this two-reel drama.
" The Song and the Sergeant " is the next
O. Henry release.
Free Offer Made on Christie Films
Manager Jules Rachman, of the Standard
Exchange, Omaha, Neb., is reported to
have notified exhibitors in the Omaha territory that they may take auy of these
comedies : " Almost a Bigamist," " One
Good Turn," " Nearly a Papa," " Betty
Wakes Up," "A Bold, Bad Knight," or
any of the others of the Christie releases
as listed, and the picture will be sent
gratis, express charges paid both ways, to
prove the subjects are worth showing. It
is said many offers of acceptance have
been made, mainly from leading exhibitors.

Built for Comedy

Only

Comedy holds full sway in " Amarilly
of Clothes-Line Alley," the next Artcraft
picture in which Mary Pickford is starred,
according to a current announcement.
The picture is scheduled for March 11.

The National Film Corporation will also
commence the production of a series of
two-reel western dramas for release every
other week through the General Film exchanges.

Two

New

Fox

Specials for

Early Release
William Fox will shortly release two
new special features the titles of which
are " A Camouflage Kiss " and " The
Devil's Wheel." June Caprice and Gladys
Brockwell are the respective stars in these
specials.

Anna Q Nillson Has Been Engaged by
Metro to Appear Opposite Bert Lytell
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Motion

and Juvenile League

Get Together
Marcus Locw wanted the children of
New York to see the wonderful Chapin,
Lincoln Cycle, " A Son of Democracy,"
Children's matinees necessitates a selected
program and chaperones.
So. Mr. Loew went to the National Juvenile Motion Picture League, which
stands ready to furnish both, ^nd which,
furthermore, has the privilege of announcing its chaperoned
inees throughout
the publicchildren's
schools. matResult : A series of ten matinees beginning March 4 in each of nine Loew
theatres in Manhattan and Brooklyn. One
episode of the Lincoln Cycle will be
shown each time. In addition, there will
be a feature taken from the League's
Lists of Films for Young People, and a
News Weekly. Between the hours of
three and six a section of the house will
be reserved for children coming alone, and
chaperones will be present to take care
of the young people there.
reasonof why
you can't
try York
this?
TheAnyaddress
the League
in New
is the Hotel Belleclaire, Broadway and
77th street. Write it for information and
lists of pictures.
C. DEL. B.
The Bomhyx in Action
If tho bombyx worm ever signed a food pledge
card, he isn't living up to it. Not in the Pathe
picture,
" Pests
of Our
Fruiteducational
Trees," which
formsof
lialf
of the
current
colored
release
the film. This ugly little worm, seen head on at
close range, makes short work of the foliage, eating his way from side to side of a leaf with the
deadly precision of a mechanical reaper. The
subject IS extremely interesting.
Arcahon a Mediterranean resort in Southern
France, furnishes attractive bathing scenes, and
views of villas and churches of strongly Moorish
design. The coloring throughout the reel is excellent.
" Pests ol Our Fruit Trees " and
"Pathe
Picturesque
France
: Arcachon."
Exchange:
March
24.
Yellowstone
There
are
as
" to for
Yellowstone
National Park as many
there "areangles
footholds
the camera man and each seems more beautiful than the
last At the Rialto theatre during the weeks of
February 24 and March 3 have been shown some
fine pictures of Yellowstone wonders which were
made by Rothacker for the Northern Pacific Railway. The close-ups are unusually satisfactory,
showing the boiling mud and seething waters, and
the operation of the famous " Handkerchief Pool."
Some tionofarc oftheremarkable
" shots " ofpictorial
the great
geysers
value.
Addedin acattractivenes isgiven the film by the varied tinting, two colors
being
sometimes
employed
simultaneously to give sunset effects.
" The
Picture
If the
reviewerPlotless
were as outspoken
as he" would
like to be, he would probably say that the " plotless picture " was a common occurrence. But
here IS nishes
a picture
plotless
condition
furRobert C. wh'ise
Bruce " with
an "excuse
for lots
ol fun in title-writing, while giving him an opptjriv.r.Uv r,f -l.o-.viiig some of the most exquisite
"<"'■
filmed.
b^
'' 9lias
of aever
squall
on a Especially
mountain
lal
'
1
anything
ever
far
as V, <; .;, i),c serein. This shown,
was theso last
t/icturc to be put into shape by Mr. Bruce before
he ntarted on his present expedition into the
wildi. and whets the appetite for more of his
unique scenic adventures.
"Educational
Tlte PlotlessFilms
Picture."
Corporation: March 10.

Mouthpieces of Democracy
Perhaps the pen is mightier than the sword.
But both kinds of ammunition are needed against
our powerful and treacherous foe, and Universal
Screen Magazine, No. 63, pays deference to the
modern forms of both.
of " ThesideMaking
a Newspaperof a" great
deals
withPartthe2 human
ot theofproduction
daily. Flashes of a railroad wreck, a fire in an
ammunition plant, and other momentous happenings of the day are followed by pictures of
reporters and editors turning the raw material of
events into copy. Attention is also paid to the
electric typewwriters and the busy " ad " department.
" Making
Mouthpieces
ries of viewsDemocracy's
.showing large
and small" is
gunsa se-in
the
making.
Short
titles
convej;
the
information
necessary to an understanding of the processes.
Treated in similar brief but interesting fashion
is the making of a concrete bridge. •
" Meditnnship Revealed," by that expert at detecting spiritistic camouflage, Hereward Carrington,
of fun.furnishes some entertaining facts and lots
" UniversalFilm
Screen
Universal
Mtg. Magazine,"
Co. : March No.22. 63.
Under the Toes of the Tank
In a reel made under the personal direction of
Captain G. M. Bain, of the British Army, responsible tor the Ancre and .Somme battle pictures,
everything ever written of the exploits of the
terrific tank is illustrated in a manner startling
and intensely interesting. The monster, which is
shown at a trial performance at Camp Dix,
crashes through a barn, leaving four splintered
beams supporting a roof; it lunges into a trench
hole till almost on its head and in imminent danger, so it would seem, of turning turtle ; then it
calmly proceeds up and out. It enters a forest,
and trees eight inches in diameter fall before it.
Whether a battalion or merely one camera man
of unusual agility did the work, the filmed result
is amazing in the number and variety of the pictures, and their strikingly dramatic quality.
By special arrangement with Captain Bain, the
picture
at the New
YorkwasStrand
during the was
weekshown
of February
25, and
the most
notable feature of a carefully selected program.
A Scenic Well Handled
South America offers a particularly good field
for the camera man in its unusual topography
and the picturesque and foreign character of its
cities.thing Aof interest
new series
designed
every-is
and beauty
on to
the cover
continent
in
course
of
preparation
by
the
Lincoln-Parker
Company, of Worcester, Mass., releasing through
the Kleine System.
The issue of the current week covers a trip
through Peru from Callao to Lima, and is notable
not only
the pictures, butfor
for the
the attractive
intelligent character
manner inofwhich
the
material has been treated to bring out its full
value. A series of dissolving titles and maps give
us in brief but comprehensive form the necessary
historical and geographical information, which is
added to as the film progresses by pleasantly
written titles in which humor and instruction
are deftly combined. The reel comprises views
of the harbor of Callao, of the road to Lima, and
many fine scenes in Lima itself showing the handsome old Spanish residences, the cathedral and
churches, and the beautiful Zoological Park, with
its charming lake and interesting inhabitants.
" Peru:
The System.
Land of the Incas,"
The
Kleine
Edel

Adds " Punch " to
Torpedo
Remarkable as are the drawings of tlio
mechanism of the torpedo, shown in thecurrent Pictograpb, Mr. Edcl, of the New
York Strand,
would
be givendecided
by the that
real added
thing. " Sopunch
after"
much searching about he found pictures of
the crew of a destroyer loading and discharging atorpedo gun, with close-ups of
some of the very pieces of mechanism
shown in the drawing. Needless to say,
this formed a fine climax to the picture,
when it was presented at the Strand during
the week of March 4.

Picture

X e 7V s

How the Gaumont-Mutual Cameraman Caught
the Recent Soldiers' Parade in New York
Good

and Bad Manners
Zoo

at the

The savagery of the wild horse from Tibet is
contrasted with llie docile friendliness of elecurrent
Uitmar's
picture.
The vis-a
itorphantsfromin the
Asia,
a stocky
animal
not unlike
heavily built donkey, is given an opportunity to
" show off " when a scarecrow man is placed in
his cage.
The horse
doesn't
scaretimes
for a atcent.
After circling;
enemy
rapid
canter,
duringthewhich
he several
snuffs him
on the a fly,
he
makes a lunge and tears off the coat, whicn he
bites to pieces. In a short time the poor scarecorner. crow is nothing but a heap of tatters in the
the Zoo,
" comforts
" might are
be
theMore
mottothan
of the
as far of
as home
the elephants
concerned. When hot weather comes, dust
brushes and oil baths are in order. Here we see
in what kindly fashion the big-eared African and
the
little-eared but huge Indian elephants take
the treatment.
" Animal Traits."
Educational Films Corporation.

First Appearance of Screen
Telegram
The Screen Telegram, the new tvvice-aweek News Reel put out by Mutual,
made its appearance March 3.
There is a pleasing crispness both in appearance and wording of the titles, and
plenty of variety in the subjects offered
in the two issues of the week. If the reviewer might venture a criticism, it is that
the subjects are too many in number, the
first issue containing twelve, the second,
ten. This, however, probably denotes nothing more than an abundance of tnaterial
and will doubtless be modified as the Telegram finds its proper shape.
Current Bray Pictographs
There
is notBray
one Pictograph.
inch of " fillerFrom
" in first,
the current
issue of the
which
exhibits army motorcyclist in some daring teats
never before shown, to last, which is a seething
mass oftatorvolcanic
lava, the ofreelitsfascinates
with the interest
subjects the
and specthe
excellence of their presentation.
Motor
cyclists nuidholes.
have in the past
theira ability to negotiate
Here shown
they trj;
new
trick — dashing at full speed over a swinging, undulating bridge and crossing a trench on a board.
The elaborate machinery inside the smooth barrel ofcided
a torpedo,
existence
comes gratifying
as a desurprise, is whose
illustrated
with most
clearness by E. Dean Parmelec. The gyroscope
that governs the rudders, the water pressure gauge
that directs it to the proper level on its flight,
and the mechanism controlling the striking pin
receive attention in turn.
Kilauea in action is always an impressive specand close-up
number tacle.areThe distant
particularly
good. views of it in this
Paramount-Bray Pictograph, No. 111.
Paramount Pictures Corp. : March 10.
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Producers

Three

Our

Accepted

to

Have

Universal

Use

Roo
Andm

Invitation
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forAlltheRest!

City

Since our double-page advertisement appeared last week, urging
film producers to eliminate waste by closing their studios and making
all their pictures in Universal City, we have arranged with three
concerns to do that very thing. The Astra company starts with one
producing unit this week, then adds two more later in the month.
The George Beban companv has also made arrangements to use the
Universal City studios. And a new concern, not yet named, has also
closed a deal with us for stage space and equipment.
This is the first step toward THE ONLY
PRACTICAL
SOLUTION of the great expense problem. It means an economy
THAT IS BOUND TO BENEFIT THE WHOLE
INDUSTRY,
including everybody from the exhibitor to the producer.
We again urge other producers to put aside all pride of studio
ownership and look at this proposition from the cold blooded, business standpoint of SAVING the dollars that are now wasted in heavy
individual overhead. Even if you can't rent your studio to some one
else for other purposes than studio work, it will Still pay you to
CLOSE IT TIGHT AS A DRUM, pay the rent or taxes and insurance and STILL SAVE A TREMENDOUS
SUM
OF
MONEY.
Universal City has EVERYTHING
you need; in fact you can
make most of your pictures right there, without even leaving the city
limits to get the kind of scenery or background you want!
It's ready. And we're quoting reasonable terms. The only profit
we seek to make out of this plan is a reduction of our own overhead —
which is just as good as profit. And in the end it will enable you to
make and sell pictures for less money wnthout sacrificing a penny's
worth of quality.
Communicate with:
(In the East)— CARL LAEMMLE, President, 1600 Broadway, N. Y.
(In the West)— WM. SISTROM, Business Manager, Universal City, Cal.
UNIVERSAL
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The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS.'
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UNIVER/AL

UNIVERJAL

ANIMATED

CURREMT

J'C
UNIVER/'AL
R.E EN

EVENTy

MAGAZINE

.WE
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EKLY

hoy

^Unt

Tremendous as popular interest in these Official War Pictures
is today it will be multiplied a thousand times the day your
patrons' boys in France go " over the top." Book all three of
the Universal News Reels — and BOOK NOW! Remeinber
you always gel the latest news pietures first in the U. Animated
Weekly — U. Current Events and tj. Screen Magazine.
UNIVERSAL
CARL

LAEHHLE

FILM
ppesideot,

MFG.

CO

^6oobrK^a.<i^e^ ^mYoik

Many a packed house, is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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Motion

HE-RCULES
OF
THE
FILMS
Hero of the whirlwind Universal Adventure Serial, " THE BULL'S EYE," is packing
thousand.^ of theatres with the most sensational stunts ever filmed in all the history of
serial pictures. "With thrilling story huge cast amazing punches and tremendous drawing power

UNIVERSAL
SERIAL
THRILLER
i» out i>ulling all other serials on the market. No tiresome war or battle scenes. No
blood anil thunder, yet the biggest, pulse quickening serial before the public. Your
nearest Uni\ersal exchange will forward you a copy of the BULL'S EYE ad campaign
book.
Get a copy free. It tells you everything. It's a mint for exhibitors. Get busy.
Hook immediately.
I»<Mik thru your neareNt UnlverNal ExchiuiKe or communicate with the UNrVBBBAX
KII-M MN'FG. CO., I.antetit
Co. InNewtheYork.
Universe, Carl Laemmle,
I'r«^lilent,Film1000 Mn'tg.
Hroiidway,
Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers
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Foreign Rights Sold for
Pyramid Comedies
Arthur M. Werner, president, Pyramid
Comedies, Inc., announces the sale of the
foreign rights, exclusive of Canada, to
the Anglo Film Agencies, Ltd., London,
Eng. The deal was closed by John Wild,
American representative, with offices at
347 Fifth avenue. Tho contract extends
for five years and covers the entire output
of twenty-four comedies a year, Ray
Hughes is the featured comedian.
" Four pictures had been completed when
negotiations were opened with the Anglo
Film Agencies, Limited, for the rights to
England. These pictures were exhibited
in London theatres and have proved popular.
have notin yet
method
of " We
distribution
the decided
United our
States
and
Canada, but will probably dispose of the
output here on the basis of territorial franchises. We have leased a studio in
Yonkers, where the fifth picture is now
being made, entitled ' The Masked Ball.'
The titles of the first four subjects are
' Beach Birds,' ' Beauties and Bombs,' ' In
and Out ' and ' Love and Lunch.' In all
of the subjects Ray Hughes is featured
in eccentric comedy, under the direction
of William A. Seiter. We have scenarios
ready for production for the next ten pictures, and are in the market for stories to
follow."
Magnet Reports Favorably
on Hart Releases
The Magnet Film Exchange, which controls the rights to W. H. Productions Company Hart features, " The Two-Gun Man "
in " The Bargain," " The Bandit and the
Preacher," " The Hell Hound of Alaska,"
also the series of 28 Mack Sennett produced comedies, report successful booking
in the New York territory, which it controls.
The Moss circuit, in New York and
Brooklyn, and Keeney's theatres, are showing the first feature. The second Hart
feature, " The Bandit and the Preacher,"
with an all-star cast, including Wm. S.
Hart, Gladys Brockwell, Rhea Mitchell and
Herschel Mayall, is set for release in April.
The Magnet Films announce that Murray Beier has been added to the sales
force.
" Life or Honor," Ivan's
Late Release
Ivan Film productions announce the early
release of " Life or Honor." Leah Baird,
James Morrison and Violet Palmer are
featured. In support are Edward Mackay,
Mathilda Brundage, Harry Burkhardt and
Joseph Burke. Edmund Lawrence ''rected.
\

Broadway

Sees

"The

Kaiser"

Rupert Julian's Production Opens to
Crowded House— Offered on Independent Praised
Market — Julian's
Portrayal
u-yiE
KAISER,
THE at the
BEAST
OF
1 BERLIN
" opened
Broadway
theatre, Saturday night, to a crowded
house. Rupert Julian who has been seen
in Bluebird and Universal productions,
wrote, directed and acts the title role. E.
J. Clawson did the scenario. The production is in seven reels. This is Mr. Julian's
first independent production and he announces that the feature will be sold outright or by territorial franchise. It is
said by those who were present at the
opening
Mr. isJulian's
characterization
of the that
Kaiser
a remarkable
bit of
dramatic work.
Practically every important character in
the German court is presented in " The
Kaiser " — Bethman-HoUweg, Admiral von
Tirpitz, von Hindenburg, Admiral von
Pliscott, General Falkenhayn, General von
Beseler, General von der Goltz, General
von Weddingen, General von Haetzendorf
and General von Ruesselheim.
Famous characters of the Allied cause
portrayed are President Wilson, Ambassador Gerard, General Pershing, General
Haig, General Joffre, General Diaz, and
King Albert of Belgium. The cast includes
Allen Sears, Nigel de Brullier, Lon
Chaney, Mark Fenton, Harry Carter,
W. H. Bainbridge, Harry von Meter,
Walter Belasco, Wadsworth Harris,
Winter Hall, Elmo Lincoln, Robert
Gordon, Joseph Girard, Alfred Allen,
Harry Holden, George Hupp, Ruth Clifford, Betty Carpenter, Ruby Lafayette,
Gretchen Lederer and Zoe Rae.
The story deals with the inhuman actions
of the Emperor of Germany in his attempt
to conquer the world. It tells of the variBinney

in New York with
Comedies
Harold J. Binney, comedy producer, arrived in New York last week with prints of
his three latest comedies, produced at the
Klutho studios, Jacksonville, Fla., by Florida Funny Films, of which Mr. Binney is
executive head. The three comedies which
he has brought with him are titled " Fred's
Ficticious Foundling," " Fabulous Fortune
Fumblers " and " Freeda's Fighting Father," featuring Funny Fatty Filbert. Origirality is shown in the titles. The letter
" F " predominates in both Ihe titles of the
pictures
and the title of the brand of comedies.
Mr. Binney was associated with Key-

Rupert Julian as the German War Lord in
" The Kaiser "
ous incidents which lead up to the world
war — President Wilson's proclamation of
war, the part America has taken with the
Allies and finally the defeat of the Kaiser.
The terrible devastation that has been
wrought on Belgium and the Belgian people and the atrocities which have been committed by the German people — in short,
every angle of the present world war has
been depicted with the one reason in mind,
namely, the holding up of the Kaiser as
the " Beast of Berlin."
Those who saw the opening performance
at the Broadway pronounced " The Kaiser,
the Beast
" a remarkable
exposition of of
the Berlin
atrocities
of the German
Empire and its ruler, the Kaiser. It will
run indefinitely at the Broadway.
stone for a number of years. He is the
founder of the Lion Brand comedies, produced in Houston, Texas. Mr. Binney announces that he will be glad to meet his
friends while in New York. He can be
reached through Motion Picture News.
Louis

Burstein Invents
Auto-Hood
Louis Burstein, president of the KingBee Films Corp., will stop off at Washington on his way back to Hollywood to
apply for a patent on a new device he
has invented on an automobile hood. Mr.
Burstein previous to his entering the film
industry was in the automobile business.
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Francis

Ford

Has

Popular Screen Actor Enters Producing Field as Head of Francis Ford
I'nducinu
Co. — First Picture Ready in April
FRANCIS FORD is now at the head of
.his own producing company, The
Francis Ford Producing Company, rewill be incorporated.
tionscently
known as Mr.
The Ford's
Fordart producFilms.
The method of distribution has not been
decided. The first released will be ready
for distribution about the first of April.
It is titled, '■ Berlin via. America," written
by Elsie Van Name who wrote the Uniserial. "inThe
Mystery
will be versal
shown
seven
reels. Ship."
Mr. FordIt
enacts the principal role and the picture is
being produced imder his personal direction.
Mr. Ford is one of the pioneers of the
motion picture business. His part in the
industry has been to entertain the public
on the screen. For ten years. Mr. Ford
has been seen to advantage in innumerable
photoplays from the one-reeler to the
feature picture. He is best known for his
portrayal of master detective roles. His
knowledge of the art of photoplay making

Own

Features

Stand

'Em

Hart features distributed by the W. H.
Productions Company are proving wiimers,
according to letters received
" by this comUp
pany from many prominent
distributors
who are handling this product. Phil L.
Ryan, general manager of the Standard
Film Company, of Kansas City, states :
" ■ TheallTwo-Gun
in ' The Bargain
broke
records Man
for 'attendance
at the'
Twelfth Street Theatre in Kansas City in
a wcck'f run."
B. L. lladfield, general manager of the
Wisconsin Film Corporation, who has the
riRlits for Wisconsin, says:
"The Princess Theatre of Milwaukee
opened with \Vm. S. Hart in ' The TwoGun
Man and' indid' The
Bargain business
' last Sunday,
Feb. 24,
the biggest
in the
liiiifiry of the house in eleven years, ac-

News

Company

is the result of long experience and he
enters the producing field with the practical experience of the one who has grown
up with the industry and has seen it rise
from the plaything of yesterday to the
seventh
greatest industry in the world
today.
After completing " Berlin via. America,"
Mr. Ford's first production, he v/ill start
"A Man of Today," his second feature
production. Then he will star the first
episode of a serial titled " Silent Mystery,"
to be shown in fifteen episodes of two reels
each.
The production now under way reveals
plenty of the old-time action for which the
actor-director is noted. It tells of love,
sacrifice, intrigue, heroism and patriotism.
Supporting Mr. Ford are Edna Emerson,
Lois Scott, Jack Newton, George Henry,
William Canfield, Edward Drohan and
Frank Feeney. The story centers around
a young aviator who receives a commission
from the Secret Service to ascertain the
source of the leaks through which the
enemy is acquiring information. It is said
to reveal incidents in the life of an aviator
never before releaved on the screen and
which are of intensity in interest.

te ''Hypocrites"
Sterling to Distribufully
for an entire season. George Loane
GEORGE LOANE TUCKER'S "The
Tucker adopted the scenario from the play
Hypocrites," which is to be released
by the Sterling Film Corporation under the
and produced it under his personal direction. Elizabeth Risdon, now featured in the
1, wasat
about ofApril
on l orBoard
"Sterlingto System"
Review
the Nationa
shown
current Broadway drama, " Seven Days'
a private showing last week. The follow
Leave," playing at the Park Theatre, is
ing criticism was made : " Entertainment
featured
" The president
Hypocrites."
Arthur inBeck,
of the Sterling
value— excellent." " Educational value —
Film
Corporation,
predicts
that it will be
good." " Photograph^' — excellent." "Coone of the most popular screen successes
herence of natrrative — clear." "Acting —
of the year. Mr. Ebenstein, manager of
good." " Technical details — excellent."
" Atmospheric quality — excellent." " Moral
sales toforplace
Sterling,
is now products
on a ten weeks'
trip
the various
of the
effect— excellent.'.'
Sterling
Company.
A
trade
showing of
"The Hypocrites" was written by Sir
Henry Arthur Jones and was originally pro" The Hypocrites " will be held next week
at the Miles projection room. The time will
duced by Charles Frohman at the Lyceum
he
announced later.
Tlu-.-itrr. New York, where it ran success-

" Hart

Picture

cording to Mr. Cook, manager of the thetre. The Princess Theatre, which is one
of the best downtown houses, and seats
approximately 1,100 people, had a steady
line at the box office from one o'clock until
nine thirty. Frank Cook put the picture
over in the right manner. He put out fifty
twenty-four sheet stands, five hundred window cards and a wonderful newspaper cam-

New Jester Comedy Nears
paign."
Completion
The fourth Jester Comedy release for
May, called " The Wrong Flat," featuring
Twede-Dan, is fast nearing completion, it
was announced this week.
One of the important scenes will be
" shot " in a complete set-up theatre, it is
said, in order to carry out the real effect.

" The Thoroughbred,"
in which Frank
Keenan Starred, Has Been Secured for Distribution by HillerEnterprises
and Wilk for S. A. Lynch
Goldberg's

Caricatures for
Screen
Rube Goldberg who announced recently
that his caricatures of Mike and Ike (They
Look Alike), now appearing in the pages
of the New York Evening Mail, are to
appear on the screen in animated cartoons,
makes the announcement this week that he
has signed with the Hearst newspapers to
supply a page of cartoons dealing with the
doings of Mike and Ike for the Sunday
editions of all Hearst papers. This means
that Mr. Goldberg's cartoons will reach
thousands of homes through the medium
of the New York Mail and the Hearst
papers. With the appearance of Mike and
Ike on the screen in animated cartoons, to
be released soon, these comedy characters
will be seen by the millions. Exhibitors
can obtain full information on the animated cartoons, showing
Mr. Goldberg's
little comedians,
from Harry
Grossman,
729 Seventh avenue, N. Y.

"Expectations
Surpassed"
— Johnson
Millard Johnson,
president after
of the seeing
Australasian Film Company,
" MJickey," the Mack Sennett production
distributed by the Western Import Company, said :
" I naturally
expected to see a wonderful picture, in view of the great amount
of advertising that has been given
' Mickey,' but I can truthfully say my expectations were surpassed. It is remarkable how the various elements of human
nature have been woven together into this
photoplay."
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A

Word

To

The

Wise

From

The

Wise

By Nat L. Royster, Sales Manager, Special Features, Knoxville
I have just finished reading a two-page
article by Guy Leavitt in this week's News,
regarding the condition existing in Nebraska between exhibitor and film exchanges and their salesmen. It was very
interesting reading matter, but Mr. Leavitt,
bless him, does not build his house tight
enough. He leaves the weather-boarding
so loose that many things of size can get
through. In other words, he is not fair
to either party.
Some time ago I was in a little town in
the South. I arrived there in the rain and
it was still raining when I called up the
leading exhibitor's house. Knowing that
he was not due down-town and especially
in a rain storm, I had rather hesitated in
calling him, but knowing that I would be
obliged to leave town without seeing him,
I took the chance.
This exhibitor answered the phone and
I asked him if there was any way that I
could see him before I left town, which
was within two hours' time, and at the
same time apologizing for asking him to
drive through the rain.
" WeTl, I should say so. Of course, I
will be glad to come down, Nat. Just wait
at the theatre and I will be down there
in twenty minutes," he answered.
That exhibitor came as he said, in just
about twenty minutes time, and before I
left I carried with me a contract signed
by him, for every feature that I had. Now,
there is a point that I wish to make in
this article and it is this : First of all, I
have long ago found out that salesmen
make a mistake when they do not confine
themselves to the truth when presenting
their pictures to a manager. If they will
talk plain English and not jabber over
how
flivver.some one else's film had proven a
Number two : Regarding misrepresentations and broken promises from exchanges. I have an interest in a big
feature film exchange, and I am also
salesmanager for the firm, covering six
southern states at the present time.
I know and fully realize that there have
been and are still lots of exchanges misrepresenting and breaking promises made
by themselves and their salesmen, and I
also know of exchanges that have stooped
to some very low-down dirty tricks in securing business. I know also that IT
ISN'T THE EXHIBITOR WHO HAS
MISREPRESENTED AND BROKEN
HIS PROMISES. I have seen that done
in the last week. I know some few exhibitors who will promise to send in dates
and the contract signed, and we never
hear from them until I visit them again.
Regarding lobby display promises. When
we order paper and lobby display, we only
order so much at a given time. We book
an exhibitor and he in turn changes his
dates. When he does send in a date to
play the feature, possibly he wants it right
away, and we are out of large photos.
Regarding film prices. Seven-tenths of
the exhibitors of the country are better

them. Say a given feature is worth thirtysalesmen than the men who call to sell
five dollars for his town, and you ask
the exhibitor that price. His first move
will be to try and get it for less, or see
how much you will cut from that price,
hence on some few exhibitors, salesmen
have boosted prices, though this is bad
business.
Regarding selling a feature for two
towns of the same size for the same
amount of money, I know of two towns
now that have exactly the same population, and very near the same pay roll, but
I can get and should get ten dollars more
from one town than the other. One town
has a manager that is wide av/ake and
creates " movie fans," while the other,
well, he is content to just sit around and
wait for them to show up at night. Hence,
one man will do from fifteen to twentyfive and fifty dollars more business on my
picture, than the other fellow.
Yes, there are a lot of misrepresentations
and broken promises in this old game, but
show me one that hasn't them.
Far back when I first started in the
" game " as we are calling it, exchanges
credited the exhibitors until the end of
the week, or until they had their regular
program booked. The honest exhibitor
who knew that he was going to stick in the
business sent in his check every Saturday
night, or Monday morning, and got his
receipt. Very soon, there was a bunch of
under-handed men who set out to cheat
the exchanges, and there were others who

Nora Bayes, Motion
Who HasPictures
Decided to Star in

finally went out of business owing exchanges many hundreds of dollars. This
caused exchanges to ask for a check in
advance, or on date delivered.
Soon, some exhibitors said, " Gosh, if
they can't trust me, darned if I can trust
them, socame
I ain'tthegoing
to paysystem
in advance."
Then
deposit
which
proved very unpopular, as there were many
thousands of dollars of exhibitors' money
used to carry on business of the exchanges
and manufacturer. When a storekeeper is
good pay, his goods come to him on a
thirty to sixty day time payment. When
he fails to pay up, he is shipped C. O. D.
This same thing has been applied to exhibitors. They have kicked, saying that
they would not take out the " darn old
film " if it came C. O. D. They won't pay
in advance. They won't put up a deposit.
They won't send in their checks on time,
and if you ship them C. O. D. you get a
notice later from the express company
that your film is there and some other
poor exhibitor has lost out on the day.
There may be too many film salesmen
in some parts of the country. There may
be and is a lot of " slick " salesmen, and
both ends of the game may misrepresent
and break their promises. But there is
one thing certain, exhibitors live in the
towns, and they own their houses or have
them leased as the case may be. They are
the onesandwho
wants
whatshould
goes know
best, sotheir
it ispatrons'
up to
him not to buy more than he can use or
let any salesman force some feature on
him that he doesn't want.
Listen, exhibitors and ' exchangemen :
There are exceptions to all rules, and this
article, if it is lucky enough to be printed,
is not meant to hit every one in the game,
but if the shoe does pinch you, take heed.
I have said before, exhibitors know
your town and patrons. Your knowledge
of human nature .should tell you what to
buy. There are not too many salesmen
in every locality, and while there may be
some over-production at present, if you
are a wise exhibitor, you will read every
line of your trade paper. You should
know beforehand, what is the best suited
features for your town. You should knowjust about what to expect of your town.
What are you doing to create new fans?
Do you study human nature? Do you
treat the salesmen as though they were
so much clay beneath your feet? Do you
curse out the film exchange?
Know what you want. Keep your dates
at least three months ahead. Above all,
keep your theatre clean and inviting, and
if you do these to the best of your ability
and " Do unto others as you would have
others do unto you," there is no doubt that
you will succeed in any crisis. Business
is fine. Stop talking hard times. Boost
for your business and for your trade
papers, and back up our Government. If
you can't do these things, you are not
wanted in this game. Your space is worth
more than your company.
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"Not
Jacob
Wildberg,Going
New Executiveto
of
Foursquare
Pictures, Frankly
Admits
Inexperience, But
Lets Record Speak for
Itself
A MAN has entered the executive branch
of the motion picture industry who
frankly
admits
thatbusiness
he doesn't
know he theis
liner details
of the
but that
willing to learn. This same man is one of
the most successful business men of the
present day, is a shining light in the manufacturing field, knows the meaning of the
word executive, all its synonyms, what it
stands for, and last but not least, he is
an executive and will be so whether he be
in the business of manufacturing chewing
gum or the making and distribution of
.motion pictures.
This man is Jacob Wildberg, capitalist
and manufacturer, who recently identified
himself with the Foursquare Pictures as
treasurer of that independent organization
which has twenty-one exchanges operating
throughout this country and Canada and
which is one of the most prominent distributing organizations in the independent
field.
Mr. Wildberg comes to Foursquare Pictures with the knowledge of a successful
business man. He frankly admits that his
knowledge of the motion picture industry
is very limited. He has had no occasion
to delve into its more distinctive phases.
He has however, as his record will reveal,
been successful as a business man. His
position with Foursquare Pictures calls for
executive ability and, as he puts it, " when
I get acquainted with finer and distinctive
details, I feel that I shall grasp the reins
with all the enthusiasm of one working
toward the fulfillment of a coveted
ambition."

Revolu
tioniz
" A man's customer
in the motione"
picture
business," said Mr. Wildberg in discussing
his attitude, " is entitled to the same
courtesy and respect as he is in any other
business and I have learned by long experience inthe business world, that with a
knowledge of business principles and the
proper methods by which they should be
applied, if this principle be adhered to,
one can be successful in any business
whether it be the motion picture business
or some other. I do not mean by this
statement, that I am going to step into this
business and revolutionize it. Mr. Hoffman, of this company, and Mr. Backer
whom I have known for years, are here to
guide the destinies of the Foursquare Pictures and for the time being I will be a
pupil, observing and doing my utmost toward learning the ropes.
" A few months before I became associated with Mr. Backer in this business I
noticed that there was a decided slump in
the picture business. I am pleased to say
now that since entering upon my active
duties with Foursquare I have noticed a
great improvement in the distributing
branch. Mr. Hoflfman who is now on tour
through Canada reports that the outlook
is bright and that there is a great improvement over conditions as they existed a few
months ago. The books of Foursquare
Pictures show a marked advance in
business.
" In my opinion the cost of the production of many of the pictures oflfered
on the market is too much. The production cost should be cut down and in my
opinion, that can be done without injuring
the entertainment value of a picture.
At the present I am not prepared to give
an opinion of great value but later when I
get the drift of things, I shall talk "from
the shoulder."

Ochs Maps Out Th
T EE A. OCHS, president of the United
■L' Picture Theatres of America, Inc., addressed several meetings of motion picture
exhibitors of New York State, Eastern
Pennsylvania, New Jersey and New England last week and now is beginning a tour
of the West and South. He will return to
New York in June. This week he is
scheduled to visit Cleveland, Detroit and
Chicago, spending four days in the last
named city.
Beginning with a day in Indianapolis, Mr.
Ochs will spend two days next week in Cincinnati, St. Ix>uis and Memphis, going on
for the week of .March 25 to Little Rock,
Dallas and New Orleans. He has arranged
to give three days each to the exhibitors of
Texas and I^niisana before starting North
the first week of .April by way of Atlanta,
CTiarlottc, N. C, and Washington. The end
of that week will find him in Pittsburgh,
after which he will start West again, reaching Kansas City on Monday, April 8. Oklahoma City and Hutchinson. Kan., next,
and then for the week of April 14, Lincoln,
Neb., Omaha, Des Moines and Minneapolis. Butte, Mont., will be the next stop.

ree Months' Trio
and Mr. Ochs will spend April 23 and 24
there before going to Boise, Idaho, and
Spokane. The last few days of April and
the first week in May he will be in Seattle
and Portland.
From Monday, May 6, to Wednesday, of
that week, Mr. Ochs will meet the exhibitors of San Francisco and vicinity before
going to Los Angeles for the longest stay
scheduled. For ten days he will meet both
producers and exhibitors, explaining to
them the system under which United Pictures expects to effect a saving of millions
of
dollars annually in the motion picture
industry.
Distributing waste is llic objective of the
new cooperative association of exhibitors,
and by its elimination Mr. Ochs is prepared to prove the producers will receive
greater returns. Each exhibitor will be protected against ruinous competition under
the new regime.
Traveling East from Los Angeles, Mr.
Ochs will be in Salt Lake City on Monday
and Tuesday, May 20 and 21. Two days
in Denver will follow, and then he will
start for New York by way of Chicago.

Picture

Warrior " Goes
in Oregon

N e zv s
Well

J. C. Stille, manager, People's theatre,
Portland, Oregon, has written to Arthur H. Sawyer and Herbert Lubin, General Enterprises, Inc., commenting upon
the successful run of "The Warrior" at
his theatre. The letter, in part, follows:
" I don't often have the opportunity or
the inclination to enthuse over film productions but the unusual success which attended the screening of your picture, ' The
Warrior,' is responsible for this letter.
The success of this picture at the People's
theatre, a success far exceeding my expectations, proves that the producer who
will give the exhibitor ' something different,' areal novelty, will reap a golden
(Signed) J. C. Stille, Manager,
People's Theatre, Portland, Oregon.
harvest."
Steiner on Second

Trip for

William Steiner, Jester Comedy Company, will leave shortly on his second trip
throughout the country,
Jesterin the interest of
Tester comedies. He will present the third
and the fourth releases of the Jester comedies, "All ' fur ' Her " and " The Wrong
Flat," to the trade.
East

Side, West

Side in

Keeney Picture
Scenes of Chinatown, East Side dance
halls, free-for-all fights in which the prizering exponents. Kid Broad and Kid Lewis
participate ; scenes of the Criminal Courts
Building, the Bridge of Sighs, the Tombs
and the Bowery after dark, are some of
the revelations to be made in Frank A.
Keeney duction
Pictures
Corporation's
first prostarring Catherine
Calvert.
The
picture is a screen version of the late Paul
Armstrong's stage success, " A Romance
of the Underworld " and will be released
shortly. The date will be announced later.
The second production by this company
will be " Marriage," by Guy Bolton who
is responsible for the stage success, " Oh !
Boy " and " Oh ! Lady, Lady." Miss Calvert will be featured, also, in this production.

Ann Luther
Appears Film
in " Corporation
Moral Suicide " for
the Graphic
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Bayes to Be Seen in
Pictures

Nora Bayes, vaudeville and musical comedy star, will appear in pictures, according to an announcement by Ed. Rosenbaum, Jr., publicity director King-Bee
Films Corporation, under whose engagement the stage comedienne is to appear.
Mr. Rosenbaum will handle all matters perpictures taininginto Miss
which Bays'
she isconnection
to appear. with the
An original story has been obtained, announces Mr. Rosenbaum, and as soon as he
has closed with a producer for the making
of the picture work will be commenced.
Miss Bayes has received a number of offerings to appear in pictures, but owing
to her theatrical engagements she has been
forced to decline these. She has made arrangements to give part of her time to
work before the camera and will appear in
her first picture under the management of
Mr. Rosenbaum. .
Dunne,

Not

Murphy,

Has

" Modern Lorelei "
Through an error by the publicity department of the United Film Service, Buffalo, the announcement v/as made in last
week's issue of the News to the effect that
Fred B. Murphy, president and general
manager of United Film Service, had
bought the New England rights to " The
Modern Lorelei." " The Modern Lorelei "
was purchased for New England by J. E
Dunne, Grandum Film Company, Boston.
Joseph F. Lee made the sale. Mr. Dunne
purchased the New England rights to this
production last year.
Crest Picture Wins Praise
of Clevelander
David Adler, secretary and treasurer,
The Strand Entertainment Company,
Cleveland, O., has written Carl E. Carlton, president of Great Pictures Corporation, as follows, in praising " The Lust of
the Ages," featuring Lillian Walker, directed by Harry Revier :
"We have just completed a week's run
on your production " The Lust of the
Ages " and think that a line of appreciation of the business done on this picture
is due you.
Frankly, I did not have a great deal of
confidence when booking this production,
being somewhat afraid of its unusual
theme, but I am now convinced that it is
a picture that appeals particularly to the
public and recommend it, without hesitation, to any high class theatre who desires to give its public the best the market
affords. Our business on this picture
reached a gross which was more than we
have done in the previous eight months
and the beauty of the picture is that each
day's business increased over the last.
Trusting that we will be able to do
business with you on all your future releases, Iam.
Yours very sincerely,
The Strand Entertainment Company,
(Signed) David Adlee, Secretary and
Treasurer.

THE

INDEPENDENT

FIELD

TICKER

Territorial Sales Reported During the Past Week
Production
Buyer
Territory
"Raffles" (HiUer & Wilk,
Agents)
Supreme Feature Film Co.,
Minneapolis
Minnesota, North and South
" The Sunset Princess "
Dakota, Wisconsin.
(Great West Film Co.)... Big Productions Film Corporation, New York
World, Rights.
"Life or Honor" (Ivan
Productions)
Merit Film Corporation,
New York
New York, Northern New
"Life or Honor"
(Ivan
Jersey.
Productions)
Eastern Feature Film Co.,
Boston
New England Territory.
" Babbling Tongues " and
" Sins
of
Ambition "
(Ivan Productions) M. P. Sales Co., London,
Eng
"Enlighten Thy Daughter"
(Inter-Ocean Film Corp.) ,
Chili, Peru, Bolivia, Ecuador, India.
"The 13th Labor of Hercules" (Inter-Ocean Film
Corp.)
India.
Pyramid Comedies (Series) . Anglo FUm Agencies,
Ltd., London, Eng
World's Rights.
"The TwoGun Man" in
" The Bargain," " The
Bandit
Preacher,"of
"The and
Hellthe Hound
Alaska" (Hart Features),
Series of 28 Sennett Produced Comedies (W. H.
Productions Co.)
Globe Feature Film Co.,
Boston
New England Territory.
Series of 28 Sennett Produced Comedies Electric Theatre Supply
Co., Philadelphia. ....... Eastern Pennsylvania.

Schlaifer

Denies
Allegations
are
perfectly
reliable. The L. J. Schlaifer
L. J. Schlaifer, Schlaifer Attractions
Attractions, which handles such features
of Seattle, Takes Exceptions to
as ' Parentage ' and other productions
usually considered excellent material, is
Jesse Goldberg's Statements
Regarding Northwest
most reliable. In justice to competitors I
Distributors
must refer to The First National Exhibitors, the De Luxe, Sherman and Elliot
r At-a and Greater Features — all of which are
Schlaife
L. J.Washing
FER,
SCHLAI
LJ.
ton,
s of
Seattle,
• traction
prominent independent distributor on the exploiting many of the most worthwhile
features current on the market. When Mr.
Coast, takes exception to the statements
Goldberg makes such assertions he displays
made by Jesse J. Goldberg in an article
his ignorance of conditions and reputable
appearing in this publication, issue of distributors
in the Northwest section.
March 2, under the title, " Present CondiMr. Goldberg's opinion must be biased by
tions in the Lidependent Market," wherein
Mr. Goldberg refers to conditions ia his own personal experience in attempting
to sell his own brand of product in the
Washington and Oregon as " peculiar " Northwest section. I can conceive of no
and continues, " there is but one real state
rights or independent exchange of any
other motive."
nce."
Mr. Schlaifer
contends that Mr. Goldconseque
Agnes Martin's Varied
berg does "an injustice to a number of
perfectly reliable firms, whose headquarters
Stage Career
Agnes Martin, who has a prominent
are in Seattle." " By what divine right,"
role in " The Crucible of Life," distributed
continues theMr.roleSchlaifer,
" this gentleman
assumes
of distributive
critic for by Herbert Lubin. and Arthur N. Sawyer,
General Enterprises, Inc., has had a varied
the United States, we know not.
before acting before the cam" In Mr. Goldberg's reference to the fact stage career
era. Miss Martin was born in Brooklyn
that there is but ' one real state rights or and made
her first appearance on the
independent
exchange
of any
consequence
he
could mean
any one
of five
concerns ' stage with the Corse Payton stock comin this territory, all of which concerns
pany.
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The N'ilagraph Company is fihiiing the
last scenes for " A Texan Romance " in
the LaBrae oil fields located near Los Angeles, and within the next week will begin
work on " A Son of Kazan," a screen adaptation from the James Oliver Curwood novel
of the same name. Nell Shipman is to be
starred in this production. Five dogs will
be used for the " Son of Kazan," showing
him as a puppy, and at the various stages
of his growth. This is a story of the
great out of doors, and much of the heart
interest is centered about the dog.
Filming of a new scries of " Wolfville
Stories " has been begun by Director
George Sargent who was recently engaged
by the Vitagraph Western studios. He is
now working on a two-reel subject which
is titled " Claents of Erin Green." William Lester who recently arrived from the
New York studios of the Vitagraph will
the lead in Mr. Sargent's first subplay ject,
and will also be featured throughout
the series.
Work on the Vitagraph serial, " The
Woman and the Web" with Hedda Nova
and Frank Glendon in the principal roles,
is progressing rapidly, and the players are
daily taking their life in their hands to
enact realistic thrills for the screen. A
large number of extra people including
Japanese, Russians and Mexicans are being
used in the present episodes, and coDirectors David Smith and Paul Hurst
have their hands full in issuing orders to
interpreters.
"Flirts and Fakirs" was completed this
week under the direction of J. A. Howe,
with Rock and Montgomery in the principal comedy-making roles. One of the
stunts of this film is for the two comedians to travel hand over hand on a rope
suspended between two buildings, with a
bull dog holding one end of the rope.

"'. niiam S. Hart is completing another
■ ' I which is laid in the big western
country. Mr. Hart's role is a " typical Bill
Hart part '' inportunitieswhich
he is aflfordcd
manywhich
opfor melodramatic
work
hris made this Incc-Artcraft star so popular
'InrinK the past few years. Jane Novak i^
leading woman in this- photoplay which
I. yet is untitled.
"The Mating of Marcclla," the latest
Ince-Paramonnt photoplay which stars
Dorothy. Dalton, has been completed. The
picture has scenes laid in New York City,

and Reno, Nevada. The next Incc .ilnrring
\ ehicle for Miss Dalton is titled " The
Triple Cross " from a story by Octavus
R. Cohen, and adapted for the screen by
■J. G. Hawks. It is a story of melodramatic
nature of German intrigue in America, and
the daring work of a girl employed in the
secret service of the United States, which
will give Miss Dalton many thrilling experiences before the camera. R. Wm. NciU
is in charge of the direction.
Upon the return of Enid Bennett, Lice
Paramount star, from her honeymoon trip,
she will begin work on a photoplay titled
" Desert Mating." Thurston Hall will be
leading man. J. G. Hawks is the author
of the scenario.
The Ince Company, under the direction
of Irvin Willat, have returned from
Truckee, California, where they went to
film snow stuff for a photoplay titled " The
Law of The North." This subject is very
near completion, and Charles Ray will next
be seen in a photoplay from the pen of
R. Cecil Smith which has to do with a
young chap who at first does not heed the
call of his country, but after hearing the
President's speech, loses no time in enlisting. Victor Schcrtzinger, who has just
returned from a vacation, will direct
Charles Ray in the new subject.

With two new subjects put in production, six others in the filming, and one
feature subject completed during the week,
the big 1918 production drive planned by
H. O. Davis, vice-president and general
manager of the Triangle studios at Culver
City, is progressing very satisfactorily.
The subject completed last week is titled
" The Veil," which gives J. Barney Sherry
the featured role, supported by Mary
Mersch, Dora Rogers, Frank Bonn and
others, and directed by Thomas Heffron.
" The Lonely Woman," adapted for the
screen from a magazine story of the same
name by John Moroso, was put in production under the direction of Thomas
Heffron and will be filmed in five reels.
It is a story of a woman's kindness and
sacrifices for the betterment of humanity,
and in the end she is rewarded with great
happiness. This subject features Belle
Bennett, supported by Anna Dodge,
.Mberta Lee, Nellie Anderson, Lee Hill and
others.
The other new subject put in production
is " Mr. Briggs Closes the House," a tworeel comedy written by Kate Corbaley,
author of " Real Folks," the Triangle
$1,000 prize story. William Beaudine is
'the director and has for his cast Edwin
Brady, Myrtle Rishell, Anna Dodge, Fred
Mack and Frank Caffrey.

" The Derelict " in which Roy Stewart
will play his first dual role for the
Triangle, under the direction of Cliff
Smith, is well along in the filming. Stewart appears in the role of a cowboy giant
and an eastern crook suffering from the
" white plague." Josie Sedgwick is leading
woman for Mr. Stewart, and others of the
cast are five-year-old Dixie Doll, William
Ellingford, Walter Perkins, William Dyer,
and others.
One of the features of " The Honorable
Billy," starring William Desmond under
the direction of Frank Borzage, will be
a fashion show.

Production
of " TheforBells,"
will
star
Frank Keenan
Pathe,which
is going
forward very successfully under the direction of E. C. Warde. This is a screen
adaptation from the great stage success
of Henry Irving.
Bessie Love is working on her first Western made Pathe Play under the direction
of Robert Thornby. George Fisher, who
has
appeared
in support
Bessie
Barriscale
in several
Paralta ofmade
subjects,
has been selected to play the lead opposite Miss Love.
Bryant Washburn under the direction of
William Worthington, is nearing the last
scenes of his latest picture which has a
Western atmosphere. Rhea Mitchell is
playing the lead opposite Mr. Washburn.
Cast is now being selected for the new
serial to be filmed by the Diando Film
Corporation for Pathe release, to beknown as " The Wolf-faced Man." GeorgeLarkin, who has been chosen as leading
man, will arrive in Los Angeles from the
East within a few days. Camera work
will be started on this serial about MarchIS. Stuart Paton will be in charge of the
direction.
Filming of " Dolly Does Her Bit," starring Baby under
Marie the
Osborne,
was ofcompleted'
this week
direction
William
Bertram. Baby Marie will next work in"The Soul of a Child," suggested from a
story by Burton George, and which ha.s
been
prepared for the screen by Clara S.
Beranger.
On the recommendation of the Diando
Company, Norman Manning who has been
manager
of the representative
studio, has beenfor
appointed"
West Coast
Louis
Gasiner of the Astra Company, who, is
here from the East on business. Joseph
Van Meter will succeed Mr. Manning at
the Diando Glcndale plant. The Astra
organization has leased stage space at Universal City and there the first Fanny Ward
Western made subject will be filmed.
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At the William Fox Studios, Jewel
Carmen, has begim the making of a new
subject under the direction of S. A.
Franklin, who is also the author of the
story. In this subject, it is said, Miss Carmen will have considerable opportunity to
display her ability as an emotional actress.
L. C. Shumway has been selected to support this Fox star.
Gladys Brockwell is hard at work on
her new subject for Fox release in- which
she plays a dual role, each a separate and
distinct part in itself. Director E. J.
LeSaint is in charge of the production.
Miss Brockwell is supported by William
• Scott and Willard Louis.
Tom Mix and his company of cowpunchers under the direction of Lynn
Reynolds are still away on location making the exterior scenes of his next western
subject for Fox. A large number of cowboys, Mexicans, and a big consignment of
live stock accompanied the Mix Company
to their outdoor locations.

The four March releases for the Christie Film Company, which have already been
completed are " Never Surprise Your
Wife," which has Betty Compson and
Harry Edwards as the featured players,
" In and Out," with Eleanor Field, new
Christie leading woman, and Bobbie
Vernon playing opposite, " Betty's Adventure," with Betty Compson and Billy
Mason
as leads,
Orange
Aid,"
with Eleanor
Fieldandand" By
Bobbie
Vernon.
" By Orange Aid," has many of its
exterior scenes laid in and about the annual national orange show which was held
at San Bernardino, the center of the California citrus belt. Scenes were taken in
the concessions, packing houses and at the

Bessie Barriscale and Henry Walthall Are Winning New Laurels in Paralta Plays
show proper. Al Christie, Eleanor Field,
Bobbie Vernon and other members of the
company motored to San Bernardino from
Los Angeles where they were guests at a
banquet given in their honor by the
Entertainment Committee of the Orange
Show. During the dinner Al Christie gave
a short talk on the growth of the motion
picture industry and many of his expeship.
riences during his seven years of directorEthel Lynne is back at the Christie
studio after an engagement with the
Thomas H. Ince Company where she
played in support of Enid Bennett in
" Miss Nobody," and is now being directed
by Al Christie in a new comedy as yet
unnamed.
It is very probable production work on
the first Mastercraft subject to be made
at the Paralta studios, will be begun this
week. This subject is a screen adaptation

from the Thomas Dixon novel " The One
Woman," and was prepared for filming by
E. Richard Schayer. Clara Williams^ who
is the star of the Paralta subject, " Carmen
of the Klondike," and Lawson Butt, an
English actor who has just come to the
coast, have been selected to appear in
two of the big roles. The Mastercraft
Corporation, by arrangements made with
the National Drama Corporation who own
the rights for the Thomas Dixon novels,
are planning
best
works. to film several of this author's
" The Triangle Ranch Studio " is the
new name selected for the eighteen hundred acre tract along the beach beyond
Santa Monica where Triangle Western,
starring Roy Stewart, are produced. This
ranch was formerly known as Inceville and
more recently as Hartville.
John G. Ceurvorst, who has been assistant in the wardrobe department at the
Triangle studios for some time, has been
promoted and now has full charge of this
important department of the studios.
V^araka

Douglai Fairbanks in " Headin' South," Known
for Artcraft,
Lets Not the Tropical Sun Lessen His WellEnthusiasm

CParagrapk^

Bessie Barriscale has started work on
her sixth feature production for the
Paralta under the direction of Ravmond
B. West. R. B. Kidd and Jane Holly are
the authors of the story which was-adapted
for the screen by Julian Lamothe. The
scenes are laid in Scotland, and the worTcing titleGunn,
of the
Charles
wellsubject
known isfor"Patriotism."
his work in
Triangle subjects, has been engaged as
leading man for Paralta Plays, and will
first be seen opposite Bessie Barriscale in
her present picture.
Production work is nearing completion
on the first Paralta play which will have
Louise Glaum as star, and known under
the working title of " Intelligence." Monte
M. Katterjohn is the author of the story
and continuity, and Wallace Worsley is
in charge of the direction.
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[Realizing that the voluminous press
agent material filling an exhibitor's mail
often fails to provide the breezy little items
so badly needed for program fillers and
your neuspaper photoplay editors, MOTION
Pier I RE NEWS has created this departmeni. It nill be conducted by Miss Dorothy
Tarbell, and the gossipy personalities presented here u ill be gathered at first hand in
the studios and from the players themselves.
Not only the stars, but the lesser knotvn
players whose good ivork has often gained
them popularity in different localities, ivill
be treated in hiimnn, intimate fushion in
this department.
In connection uith this "clip-sheet" service for programs
department also offersandall neivspapers,
the facilitiesf/n's
of the
.Motion Picture Studio Directory to exhibitors and players in forwarding mail, locating
players, furnishing information regarding
pictures in which different players have appeared, and so on.]
Those who will gasp at the marvelous
snow scenes, supposedly of the Canadian
Northwest, in William Farnum's "Rough
AND Ready " should meet Caridou Bill
CooPF.R, their dcus ex machina. We have
just had that pleasure and have heard
about his Arctic citj' in reality, Port Henry,
X. Y., where he can conjure into sight
log
cabin
towns,Yukon
' Alaskan
trained
horses,
stage sledge
sleighs, dogs,
and
everything else necessary for a picture
• of tile far North.
Anna Luther, co-starring with John
Mason in " Moral Suicide," is decidedly
Billic Eurkish in type. When we remarked
upon it to her the other day she confessed
to having an uncanny sensation that she
was seeing herself when she saw Miss
Burke on the screen.
"The Bushman Club," according to
Be\'erly Bayne, has grown out of its small
beginning as a " fan " club built around
the personality of her co-star, Francis X.
Bushman into a regular organization
with branches in every town. Its aim has
expanded accordingly and is now directed
toward co-operation with exhibitors for
better, cleaner pictures.
"Thp Triumph of Venus" might well
be " Nea," the daughter of Venus and
the Sculptor, for she it is who expresses
the poetry of motion in every step, every
gesture. As Nea, Grace Hamel seems almost a rival of the one whose feet are the
" lightest in all the world," Irene Castle.
Hf3»p.fj(T Evans, who played opposite
Virginia Pearson in "All for a HusI'.a.vi)" is again playing opposite her in
" A Daughtf-R of France." As Mr. Evans
once served in the British army, his role
as Major Von Meyring, a German officer,
does not appeal to him as much as it
might. A comparison of Mr. Evans' part-
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RUN
A QUERY
DEPARTMENT
A Popular Feature to Offer
in Your Theatre
Program

found thatibione
of hav
th^
e
MANY sure fireexh
ways tor
of smaking
a weekly theatre program popular and in demand is
to establish a " Question and
wer most
Ans
Column."
But
exhibitors, even
those armed with a copy of
Motion Picture Studio Directory, fear that they have not the
facilities to conduct such a department satisfactorily.
This department, in collaboration with Motion Picture Studio
Directory, is prepared to conduct a Question and Answer
Department in your theatre prograrn as a part of Motion Picture News Service to Exhibitors.
Merely announce that you
are willing to answer in your
program all questions submitted by your patrons. Gather
the letters up on one day of
each week, mail them to us and
the answers will be returned
promptly to you in shape for
your
You printer.
then have a service that
makes your patrons look for
your program regularly, that
gives you an indication of the
stars and pictures best liked by
them and that links you, not as
merchant and customer, but in
an intimate, friendly fashion.

as a shy, nervous woman hater in the
former play with his new part as a cruel,
tility.
domineering
German, shows his versaHazel Mills Adams, the " Superstitious Girl " of James Montgomery Flagg,
has stepped out of the ingenue class in
" The Debt of Honor " and portrays the
strong emotional role of the young wife.
Peggy Parr, erstwhile Peggy Sweeney,
but rechristened last year (in St. Augustine) by George Baker, whose esthetic
sense was hurt by the original cognomen,
has
ture. a part in Emmy Wehlen's new pic" I'm beginning to realize how much
work there is for a movie star outside of
the studio," said Barhara Castleton, upon
being congratulated by us on her new
World afliliation. " I am spending all my
time at home being photographed in every

conceivable position, reading, eating, dressing, telephoning. My apartment reeks of
flash light powders. My curtains are torn.
My rugs are piled up. My furniture
pushed back. Pandemonium reigns suBert Lytell is going to disappoint the
fan public which has been clamoring to
see himwork
in the sequel to " The Lone Wolf,"
since
preme." on it has been discontinued for
the present. We hear he is now connected
with Metro.
Olive Tell, the charming heroine of
" The Girl and the Judge," will soon be
doing her bit on Sundays by appearing
opposite William Courtney and Tom Wise
in
" General Post," before various cantonments.
Molly Pearson and Ricca Allen, who
first met each other while " seeing the
Pyramids " in Egypt several years ago,
recently met again as members of the cast
of "The Passing of the Third Floor
Helena Chadwick, leading lady of the
" Naulakha," is now an authority on the
Segal lock, " invented by a policeman " and
Back."
" guaranteed
unpickable." The raison
d'etre is that she returned to her apartments a few days ago to find her drawers
ransacked and all her lingerie missing.
No, this is not a press story for we saw
the shiny new locks and also the empty
filled.
drawers, though they are fast being reImagine our great surprise to have
LuciLE Satterlee walk in our office, and
discover that she was the Lucile Satherwaite who was one of our boarding school
chums at Sweet Briar, Va., a few years
ago. She entered filmdom by way of a fan
magazine beauty contest in which she won
the highest honor. We shall most certainly view with keen interest her appearance in " American Buds " and
" Woman and the Law."
Somecolored
company
May Allison's.
Star's
maid of
sits breathless
on the
edge of her chair watching every expression on her mistress' face. Cameraman,
brother by the way, of the one who shot
all Miss Allison's pictures with Harold
Lockwood, grins delightedly as he cranks.
Cast sits up and takes notice instead of
lolling apathetically around. Director
beams paternally upon his new star. Our
suggestion is to watch for " Social
Hypocrites."
Naomi Guilders' mother tells us that
Naomi has deserted the pictures for the
present and is appearing in Chicago on
the legitimate stage opposite H. B. Warner
in " Among Those Present."
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Anita Snell, henceforth to be known as
Anne May, is Bobbie Connelly's lady love
in the last Sidney Drew comedy, " A
Youthful AiTair." Her wardrobe is one
to be proud of. Each gown is designed
and fashioned by her clever young mother
and each is a masterpiece in its way. Our
advice to young ladies of ten or thereabouts is to watch for Anne May and get
pointers from her for their own wardrobes.
We cannot imagine Mme. Petrova " thoroughly domesticated in private life " despite
the assertions of a press agent. She may
have a beautiful estate on Long Island and
an eminent husband, Dr. John D. Stewart,
but her spirit is miles above mere domesticity in any phase of life.
Betty Blythe feels as if she had been
irought up to play " Mme. Arnot " in the
Empey picture, " Over the Top." When a
very little girl she preferred French history to fairy tales. She was fascinated by
the Revolution and used to pretend that
she was one of the ill-fated ladies of the
time. Later, in school, she liked French
history better than any other subject. Still
later, between pictures she read all the historical romances of French history. Now
she feels that she has come into her own
as she portrays Mme. Arnot, a French
woman, beautiful, brave, true, who dies
■" pro patria." No wonder her portrayal is
•deep and convincing.
Monte Katterjohn and Guy Empey
agree on a certain matter. They may be
surprised to have their names linked, but
each has expressed to us within the last
week the same idea, one on paper and one
in person. Mr. Katterjohn deplores the
prevailing tendency of the continuity writer
to allow his imagination to soar so that he
creates new characters and new situations
to the detriment of those on which the
original author laid particular stress. Mr.
Empey, in the course of a conversation
about pictures, forcibly expressed his disgust at those scenario writers who hopelessly distort the original works of well
known authors and then demand credit for
having evolved something bigger and better than the original.
Private R. H. Kelly, formerly studio
manager of the Empire All Star Mutual,
writes us in most glowing terms of the
144th Field Artillery at Camp Kearny, Cal.
Private Wheeler Oakman, leading man
for Edith Storey, and Private Art Acord,
lately in Fox pictures, share his tent with
him. Peter B. Kyne, whose tales of the
sea everyone knows, is their captain.
You are not going to war. The men wlio
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
"besmokes
" campaign, get busy — now. Don't
a slacker!

Anita Snell, Bobby Connelly and Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew,
Youthful Affair "

a Delightful

Foursome in " A

Studio
Directory
Fills Want
Is Hailed as a Contribution to the
pleteness. Plans are going forward
steadily, with thorough organization, for
Industry
by Film Executives,
the next edition, which will surpass in
Casting Directors and Playevery way the present one. A staff is
ers— Moves Forward
maintained for this work all the year,
THE Motion Picture News Studio Di- under the direction of Miss Dorothy Tarrectory, 1918 edition, has barely had
bell.
time to come forth spick-and-span from
Many interesting articles are being prethe bindery before causing a trail of letnextstride
year'sforward
edition, inwhich
should
ters and messages of commendation to find
mark pared
a forbig
a work
of
its way into Motion Picture News office. this nature. Already a great number of
There remains no doubt, following the
those who have found past editions valuable, especially the 1918 one, are putting
counting of the ^ first "returns," that the
directory has filled a long-felt want and
in their orders for copies and space for
has been hailed by the entire industry as next year.
a valuable contribution to the literature of
the industry.
The poker players of your town should
The very completeness of the volume is
attend " Carmen of the Klondike " en
but one of the many points that have been
masse if only to see the most realistic bit
spoken of highly by film people. Its at- of poker playing that has appeared on the
tractivenes , inlay-out of advertising and
screen in some time. We predict they will
biographies, is another high light that has
stay to watch the flashing eye, the shining
not gone unnoticed or unpraised. In fact, black
hair and the gleaming shoulders of
the directory is the most comprehensive
Clara
Williams, a most seductive Carmen.
thing of its kind ever distributed among
-the studios and business offices of the inA certain Omaha exhibitor knows the
dustry. On the desks of all theatre managers, photoplay editors and casting di- tricks of the trade. While showing
rectors the directory will be found, and
" Empty Pockets " he is admitting to his
theatre free of charge all girls with red
there it is " doing its bit " as faithfully as
hair, because the three stars, Barbara
any book of the sort ever published — even
better.
Castleton, Peggy Betts and Susanne
Willa, are supposedly possessed of that
But the directory does not stop at this same.
stage of perfection, elaborateness or com-
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" Amarilly of Clothesline Alley "
(Art craft — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
COMING

after "Stella Maris," "Amarilly of Clothesline Alley,"' Mary Pickford's latest feature offers a striking contrast. While the adaptation from Locke's work was drama this
one whicii s]irinps from a novel by Bell K. Maniates, is largely
if not wholly humorons. That Miss Pickford is a comedienne
of the first water has long since been established, but it remained
for her Amarilly and its setting to give full play to her abilities
along this line. She Jfeendcrs a performance full of humor as
the tough little spireimcn of humanity from Clothesline Alley,
who is gradually molded into something a little more genteel but
not less genuine by experiments of the august Mrs. Stuyvcsant
Phillips. Through the part runs a delicate undercurrent of pathos
that contributes the right touch of charm to the character. It
only reaches the surface in the last scenes when little Amarilly
sorrows at the side of her wounded hero, Terry McGowan, and
in this short space she turns the scales by a mere scene in which
the observer, before in spasms of laughter, becomes as concerned
of Amarilly's happiness as she is over the recovery of Terry.
The worth of "Amarilly of Clothesline Alley" is in its contrast of high and low slices of life and the realistic manner in
which each is presented. It is true that Director Marshall
has that
at times
to burlesque
in quest
a laugh
aN'eilan
manner
bringsresorted
Mack Sennett
to mind,
but of
surely
this inis
not to be held against him as both these and all other efforts
register most effectively. The introduction of Amarilly's mother,
a product of the Emerald Isle, and her array of young sons into
the home of Mrs. Phillips is uproariously funny. This sort of
action has been done time and again but certainly never with
such capable handling. Kate Price as the mother gets in some
excellent work and has the benefit of speaking a number of
comedy lines in the subtitles. The subtitles arc throughout excellently chosen and placed and add a hundred per cent to the
picture itself. This is perhaps just as much of a tribute to
Frances Marion as the perfectly Pickford quality of her adaptation.
The reviewer camiot however begin to enumerate the various
incidents, each a delight in itself, that serve to make "Amarilly"
the one continuous delight it is. There is small amount of actual
plot but the interesting contrasts, its abundant comedy, the few
snatches of pathos and above all — Mary Pickford, make it a picture that will satisfy every patron. Mr. Neilan's production
meets every exigency of the story and is 'finished with that artistic polish that has been consistently placing his work in that
small class where " excellent " and " splendid " are words that
but describe it inadequately.
William Scott makes a very human person of Terry McGowan,
the bartender, and Norman Kerry is a most satisfactory scion
of a rich family who discovers that Amarilly is not for him. The
cast appe.irinK in support is well chosen,
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Amarilly 'Mary Pickford), oldest child of Mrs. Jenkins (Kate Price) is
diicharKcd
job at the
she is Terry
scrub McGowan
lady, and
takes or.e from
sellinghercigarettes
at "a theatre
bowery" where
cafe, where
(William Scott; works as bar-tender. It is here she meets the rich and
bandkomc Cordon Phillips (Norraan Kerry), who lands at the cafe drunk
among a party of drunks. In a fight he is knocked around considerably
and Amarilly tikes him to Iier home for attention. In payment for hci
kindncM he gives her a job cleaning his studio. Mrs. Stuyvesanl Phillips
(Ida Waterman),
organizer forshepublicity's
decides
to experiwith Amarillya charity
and subsequently
is given sake
a place
in her
home.
Wealthment detracts
none from her genuine character, thouRh it adds to her
charm. Gordon finds himself falling in love with her,
and Terry decides
he's throutch with women. But Mrs. Phillips, anxious that Gordon marry
Colette
family to alove
tea with
to shock
him
fromKing
his (Margaret
romance. Landis;.
But whileinvites
he stillAmarilly's
fancies himself
her
Amarilly reabzcj the wide gulf that separates them sociallyin and
returns
to
Terry who \\ only too eager to welcome her.
Thomai
H
Wil-on.
Fred
Goodwins.
Herbert
Standing,
Wesley
Barry
Prank Butterworth,
Short complete tbe cut.Antrim Short. George Hackathorne and Gertrude
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" The Song of the Soul "
{Vitagraph
— Five L.Reels)
Reviewed
by Joseph
Kelley
uT-'HE SONG OF THE SOUL" presents Alice Joyce in an
appealing, sympathetic role. Her characterization of the
featured role is pne of her best efforts before the camera. The
picture presents the 'class of drama that always appeals because
it treats of the mother instinct ;md reveals incidents that happen
in every day life. Shannon Fife wrote the story and it was prodiiced for the screen by Vitagraph under the direction of Tom
Te.rris. The photography is good throughout and Director Terris
has given the picture a faithful production.
Some of the main incidents of the story have been created by
a stretch of the imagination — not that any incident verges onto
the improbable but that the author has relied upon convenient
coincidents to carry his plot along into five reels. Strictly speaking, there is no reason in the world why Ann Fenton could not
have taken her little son to the city with her before his adoption
by the country people. If this were done in the first or second
reel, when it should have been done, there would not have been
five reels of pictures. Therefore the author was obliged, if he
wanted to 'continue his plot, to resort to a questionable legal
technicality as a coiuiecting link between the lirst two and the
last three reels of plot material.
But the big, human quality predominates the defects in plot
construction and " The Song of the Soul " is rendered by Miss
Joyce and a capable supporting cast, with such a nice degree of
appreciation for the human touch, that this Vitagraph offering will
go over with any audience.
Percy Standing, as the unprincipled husband, is a good type
and presents the role with appreciation. Walter McGrail, in a
straight role, does commendable work. Barney Randall is fine in
a character role. Edith Reeves does good work. Stephen Carr,
a youngster, works before the camera lie a veteran. His part
is -presented with finesse.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Ann Fenton (Alice Joyce) is happily married, as she supposes. She learns
that bler
herand husband
is wanted
bigamy,
he is a when
gama worthless(Percy
man.Standing)
Billy, their
child, isfortaken
from that
his mother,
the husband leaves to evade the hand of the law. Ann goes to the city and
there becomes assistant to a noted surgeon. Dr. Evans (Walter McGrail),
who falls in love with her, and asks her to marry him. She marries him
after seven years away from her former husband. She yearns to have her
boy with her, and makes frequent visits to the country where he has been
adopted by a family who treats him cruelly. She asks her husband, the
doctor, if she can adopt a boy. He consents, and Billy is brought home
after Ann has bought off the family who adopted him.
Her former husband turns up and demands that Ann assist him in his
work of gambling. He has opened a gambling resort in a house owned by
Dr. sist
Fenton.
(Barney
is his
partner. Ann
refusesherto past
asher formerButch
husband
in hisRandall)
plans, and
he threatens
to expose
life to her husband, the doctor. As they are talking. Dr. Evans walks in
and orders
Ann'stheformer
heard
all about
way hehusband
treatedfrom
Ann. the house, telling him that he has
" Cleopatra "
{Kleine — Eight Reels)
Reviewed by I.isle M. Albright
GEORGE
KLEINE'S
" Cleopatra,"
" QuooneVadis,"
revamped and revised
edition of like
whathis was
of his isbiga
successes several years ago. It has been brought forth to prove
again that progress is a slow piarch after all, and that the high
point of the cinema art today is but a short jump beyond what
it was four years ago.
Like "Quo Vadis," "Cleopatra" is a big spectacular feature.
It is ably presented and contains a few magnificent scenes showing soldiers marching along the seashore as far as the eye can
see. The story itself is the old familiar talc of how Antony, the
great Roman conqueror, overcomes the soldiers of Cleopatra and
bids the queen herself come and kneel before him, only to be
subjugated himself. He falls a victim to this historic vampire,
and while basking in licr smile forgets the mission on which
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imperial Rome has sent him until her stalwart and multitudinous
legionaries are pounding at the palace gates. In the battle which
ensues, the troops of Antony and Cleopatra are worsted, and,
rather than be captured, Antony drives a dagger into his heart,
leaving the siren of the Nile to apply the asp to her bosom. It
is an old story, but a good one, and one that stands retelling
times without number.
" The Beloved Traitor "
[Goldwyn — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
U-yHE
BELOVED
is a pretty
Mae
A Marsh
featured.TRAITOR"
Frank L. Packard
is itsromance,
author. with
He took
somewhat conventional characters and situations to build upon, but
agreeable treatment and j\Iiss Alarsh's appealing personality, together with the few excellent flashes of acting which she shows,
make it a picture the value of which is at least a few notches
above the average five-reel feature. The production, with its
beautiful series of seaside scenes and its regard of the smallest
details, lends a perfect atmosphere to the story. Hugo Ballin, art
director, has seen to this angle of the presentation, and among
other things it will be noted that the work of the hero, a sculptor, does not remind one of children's mud pies, as is so often
the case.
Much was written regarding the subtitles of " A Beloved
Traitor " prior to its release. These were penned by George Loane
Tucker and Kenneth iMcGowan. So much was said in praise of
them, in fact, that the writer was ready to mention even a misplaced comma, so it is pleasing to note that every one of them
comes up to the praise bestowed. They are in tune with the
action, nicely worded and well placed. William Worthington
directed and he has presented Mr. Packard's story in good taste.
He has not labored his work with innumerable and unnecessary
close-ups of his star, which omission, though it serves to hold
up the meagerness of Miss Marsh's part, is praiseworthy nevertheless. When she does appear at close range it is to register
some emotion that definitely advances the story.
Her support is headed by E. K. Lincoln as the sculptor-hero.
He is not possessed of either wavy or long hair, he doesn't pose
or go into violent spasms of emtion, but plays his part with all
the sincerity at his command, which in passing is considerable.
Hedda Hopper in a heavy female role registers well and George
Fawcett is excellent in a character part, though one misses the
comedy he knows so well how to put over.
THE STORY AND THE PLAYERS
Mary Garland (Mae Marsh), a fisher lass, loves and is loved by Judd
Minot (E. K. Lincoln), a fisherman with a natural talent for modeling.
A sample of his work is seen by Bliss (George Fawcett), art connoisseur,
with the result that Judd ultimately goes to the city and studies under
his patronage. The friends of Myrna Bliss (Hedda Hopper) become his
friends and as a consequence his work suffers, for it is a fast, gambling
and drinking set to which he gains admittance. Though he gains fame
in his art, his work lacks the spiritual quality which made Bliss single
him out as a coming genius. On a night of revelry when he has been
awarded a long coveted prize, Mary surprises him. While he is absent
from the room his friends discover her and readily see the resemblance
between her and the faces of all his modeling. He enters and takes her
away from them, then and there realizing that Mary is his sole inspiration.
Paul Drayton (Bradley Barker), who covets Myrna, seizes his chance to
place his rival, Judd, in a bad light and makes insinuating remarks as to
his relationship with Mary. A fight ensues, during the course of which
the prize statue is smashed to bits, but with Mary safe in his presence,
Judd realizes that he can create anothe_r greater and finer.
J. A. Furey, Louis R. Grisel and Chester Morris are others in the cast.
"Miss Cinderella"
[Mutual-Strand — One Reel)
Reviewed by F. G. Spencer
THIS interesting Strand release features the capricious Billie
Rhodes in a role somewhat different from the regular run,
for here she decides to meet the >oung man her father has selected as her life mate, but that meeting must take place on terms
which she will lay down. Mary (Billie Rhodes) pictures the young
man, whom she has never seen, as indolent and absolutely untrustworthy, who sees only her dollars and who doubtless would not
trouble himself about her were she penniless. She, therefore,
poses as a hard-working sewing girl and, " overcome by starvation and overwork," she faints right in his path. Contrary to her
prediction, however. Jack carries her to her home, stocks the larder
with the necessities of life and eventually learns the girl's identity,
when all goes well. It is a worth while single-reeler, to which
Billie Rhodes does ample justice.

" The Debt of Honor "
{Fox — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Samuel D. Palmer
In " The Debt of Honor " Peggy Hyland makes her debut as a
* start under the banner of William Fox. Taken all in all the
debut is most auspicious. She has been provided with a good
supporting cast, a production not only lavish but perfect in detail, and above all a good story. So perfectly does it fit her
distinctive type of beauty, her youth, her manner of acting and
her every mannerism that it seems it must have been conceived
and written with her in mind, and her alone, as the star. If
this is the case then the more to be commended is the work
of Eve Unsell, the author.
As for the star it must be said that her work is highly impressive in this picture. And this is admitted by no means grudgingly
but in the lingering memory of some of her past productions in
which her efforts proved the dispair of conscientious critics.
Blessed with beauty in unusual measure she gave promise of becoming one of the great stars of pictures, but not until now has
she seemed fully to rise to her possibilities. Here, however, she
not only surpasses expectations but successfully scales the very
heights of emotionalism, never once lapsing into the mechanical
which so marred, at times, her p.revious work.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Honor (Peggy Hyland), an orphan of unknown origin, has often dreamed
and as the
oftenstory
has once
told more
of theto Land
of Heart's
She hasneighbor
just finished
telling
the little
childrenDesire.
of an invalid
when
Stanley Middleton (Eric Mayne), a wealthy U. S. Senator, who is childless,
enters the house to get warm, his car being temporarily disabled. Honor
immediately attracts him, and at his urgent request she goes to live at the
Middleton home as their adopted daughter. Three years later, on her return
from boarding school, she meets and falls in love with Chester Holbrook
(Irving Cummings), the Senator's secretary. Frank Schiller (Frank Goldsmith) is a German spy, who is using Irma Middleton, the Senator's wife
(Hazel
Adams),
get one
War night,
Department
the window
Senator'sshade
desk.the Middleton
returns
home toearly
and seesfrom
on the
images
of two embracing lovers. They are Irma and Schiller, but Irma tells her
husband the woman is Honor. Middleton accuses the girl, and rather than
tell him his wife is untrue, she leaves the house in silence. The very next
day she traps Schiller, and telephones Middleton to come quickly to Schiller's room. Irma, who has listened on the 'phone, gets there first. In the
mixup both Schiller and Irma are killed. Honor, vindicated, marries Chester, and they " adopt " the broken-hearted Senator.
" Sunshine
{Famous

Nan "

Players-Paramount — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne

THE producers have hitched their vehicle to a star in " Sunshine Nan " — the star being Ann Pennington — and she has
found it somewhat difficult travelling or so it seems to the innocent bystander. Particularly is this the case over the first half
of the picture. Miss Pennington's personality is not striking
enough to carry scene after scene when there is no evidence of
plot. Here she is seen as the tomboy-girl, playing in the streets,
fighting with the rival gang, suffering big and little hurts at the
hands of a slovenly step-mother, comforting her weak-willed and
hen-pecked father and performing before the camera any number of times in scenes that were builded solely for her special
benefit.
When at length the plot puts in an appearance it proves to be
a simple, obvious bit of melodrama, evidently fashioned by the
author for the express purpose of carrying the pretty and appealing word pictures of her book. It is one of Alice Hegan
Rice's works and appeared between the covers of a book under
the title of " Calvary Alley." But whatever merit the original
work possessed has diminished considerably during the transfer
to the celluloid. Mainly because of the reasons expressed above,
and secondly because the characters are miscast. Leaving Miss
Pennington out of the question for the moment and turning to
the other two principals of the cast one is forced to remark that
Johnny Hines is unfitted for the role of the serious-minded young
inventor and that Richard Barthelmess typifies the heavy in nothing but actions.
Eve Unsell made the adaptation from the book and Charles
Giblyn directed. The production, with its many slum scenes and
settings, is satisfyingly realistic.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Nance MoUoy (Ann Pennington), a child of the slums, is sent to the
reformatory
stop a adrunkard
wife. Dan
Released after for
fourattempting
years she toobtains
job in afrom
shoebeating
factory,his where
Lewis .(John Hines), her girlhood sweetheart, works in the laboratory.
MacPherson Clark (Richard Barthelmess), son of the owner of the factory,
has not benefitted by his four years in college, and is the same good-for-
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nothing
used by
to fi^ht
in theplans
streets.
He istheinformula
trouble for
witha
■ woman,withand whom
refusedNanmoney
his father
to steal
leather dye that Dan has invented. It is through Nan that this plan is
prevented.
Clark seeks forgiveness, and Dan's patent is bought by the
factory
his
wife. owner, which puts him on easy street and enables him to make Nan
" The

Floor Below "

[Goldwyn — Six Reels)
Reviewed by Samuel D. Palmer
MABEL NORMAND makes her second appearance as a screen
star under the banner of Goldwyn in " The Floor Below,"
a comedy-drama in six parts by Elaine Sterne. The production
maintains the Goldwyn standard — which should be a sufficient
endorsement to satisfy the curiosity of exhibitors. There is an
abundance of humor in the piece, ranging all the way from the
most delicate subtleties right up to the boundaries of refined
horseplay, and through it all the little star goes rollicking along
in her inimitable, irresistible way. Nor is her performance untinctured with those little heart throbs which on past occasions
she has demonstrated that she is so capable of conveying to her
audience.
Be it said, regretfully, that the title, " The Floor Below," means
nothing, or if it does mean anything the average spectator will
hardly sense it. There is an upstairs and a downstairs in the
Rescue Mission building where some of the action takes place,
and there is a similar arrangement in the home of Hunter Mason,
but nothing necessarily suggestive of the title is revealed.
The usual Goldwyn lavishness of production and attention to
detail are in evidence, the direction being that of Clarence G.
Badgar. Tom Moore, in the leading male role, is at once attractive and convincing as Hunter Mason, whoee hobby it is to
salvage human wrecks, and Wallace McCutcheon creditably portrays the crooked secretary. As the managing editor Willard
Dashiell presents a type which fortunately is rare, else there never
would be any danger of an overcrowded newspaper profession.
The remainder of the cast is fully adequate.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Patricia
O'Rourke
copydischarge.
girl in a But
newspaper
office and gets into a(Mabel
scrape Normand)
which leadsis toa her
she is
given one more chance when the managing editor (Willard Dashiell)
sends her to the Star of Hope mission, conducted by Hunter Mason (Tom
Moore) to follow up a police clue concerning a series of robberies of rich
homes and thereby secure a beat for the newspaper. She enters the place
quite unceremoniously and is taken by Mason and his secretary, Latham
(Wallace McCutcheon), to be a crook in need of reforming. She is taken
to Mason's home and placed in the care of his mother. There she meets
Louise tionVane
(Helen
Dahl)with
who,Latham.
though making
for Mason's
s, is secretly
in love
There isa abidbenefit
dance inaffecthe
Mason home for the mission and a contribution box, containing much
money, is hidden in a book case for safe keeping. Latham is wsuTied that
the police are after him and late that night persuades Louise to steal the
money for him before he makes his get-a-way. She is caught in the act
by Patricia and tries to throw suspicion on the girl. The arrival of the
police and the arrest of Latham, however, sets her right with everybody,
especially Mason.
" The House of Hate "
(Pat he— Third Episode)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
THE action in this number entitled " A Woman's Perfidy " is
entirely taken up in casting Harvey Gresham, the hero, in
a light thfit reflects to his discredit with Pearl. Pearl's three
relatives, all anxious to gain control of the Waldon works, being
jealous of Harvey's favored position, plan a frameup. It is
evident that he is not the poor experimenter he pretends to be.
Naomi visits his town apartment knowing that Ezra and Haynes
plan to bring Pearl there. She leaves her muff lying on a chair
and when Pearl sees it her faith in Harvey is shattered. Later
in a fit-'hl with the Hooded Terror, Harvey gets the worst of it.
He is left lying unconscious with the black robe about him. Pearl
finds him and is convinced that he is her father's murderer. The
mystery is heightened by the constant suggestion of the author
and
director t!i:it rithcr Ezra or Haynes may be the Hooded
Terror.
" Brace Up "
(Bluebird — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
<<DRACE UP" features Herbert Rawlinson as a young man
D who loses his nerve until he hires several people to practice
a New Thought scheme with him as the objective, and when it
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works he is able to clean up a whole room full of villains and
save the heroine from their chief. A glance at the synopsis would
indicate that Elmer Clifton originally prepared this idea in comedy form and if such was the case it was most praiseworthy.
The possibilities in showing various and sundry people in the city
thinking of the hero as a tower of courage at a certain hour
with the consequence that he becomes such to corhpletely vanquish
a horde of adversaries and surprises all who refused to believe
in him are numerous and suggest an almost unbounded supply
of humor. However, Mr. Clifton in his capacity as director has
failed to follow out his ideas as an author. " Brace Up " is
played in serious vein, and as a consequence action that might
have been funny and which is intended to be sustaining is somewhat dry and uninteresting.
The picture gets away to a lively start and promises to develop
into thrilling melodrama, but the punch is lacking, largely because Mr. Rawlinson, clever actor though he is, fails to delineate
his character as either a coward or a hero. It is only the subtitles that inform us that he has lost his nerve. The hazards
that he undertakes indicate that he is one of the bravest of the
brave. That is the main trouble with " Brace Up." It is not
definite in its character and so is aggravating. And then too there
is considerable padding toward the end when the action should
have been speeded up.
Claire Du Brey, Alfred Allen and Satn De Grasse are the
other principals.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Henry
Court
(Herbert
his members
last football
gameopposing
at college loses his nerve whenRawlinson)
he realizesplaying
that the
of the
team are dong all in their power to disable him. He is taken out. His
father. Colonel Court (Alfred Allen), holding a high position in the Secret
Service of his country, is quite disgruntled over this, but decides to see if
his boy will make good in a more hazardous undertaking. Jim (Sam De
Grasse), concealed
a smuggler,
is known
thirty
thousand dollars'
worth it.
of
radium
on his
person, toandhave
Henry
is commissioned
to procure
His fiancee, Ellen (Claire Du Brey), unknown to Henry, is also in the
Secret onService,
and asis acommissioned
the same
woman's
wiles
Jim, and
consequence onHenry
gets job.
jealousSheandusesquits.
Jim
secrets
the
radium
in
the
heel
of
one
of
Ellen's
slippers.
Later
also
is forced to confess failure, though she still remains on the job. Sheshe visits
a country place operated by Jim in a further effort to find it. All the time
she pretends to be in love with him. Henry, realizing his fault, heeds the
advice of the family doctor, and seeks out a number of men, and gives them
order to think of him as exceedingly courageous at midnight. Midnight
findsfrom
him the
prowling
Jim'sdiscovered
house, and
enters just
timetheto house
save
her
villain about
who has
her heidentity.
In a infight
catches fire, and Henry carries Ellen to safety. And to- prove his nerve
he returns
to rescueAs the
Jim has
frombeen
the placed
flames.in The
doctor'sof
trick
has worked.
for unconscious
the radium that
the hands
the head of the department by Ellen's maid, also a member of the Service.
" Woman

and the Law "

{Fox — Seven Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
THE De Saullcs murder case and the trial of Blanca De Saulles,
a gruesome slice of two lives, the tragedy of which lay
in their contrast, has been made the basis of William Fox's special picture, " Woman and the Law." R. A. Walsh in making
his scenario followed closely evidence brought out at the trial.
That is apparent in more places than one. He has not sought
to improve on a melodrama which might have been struck off
for the special use of the motion picture director. And as a
result " Woman and the Law " is a thrilling and sustaining picture, the climax of which, though known to the first night audience which attended the Lyric, came with a crash of power
because of the craft of Walsh, the writer and director.
It is in truth a picture that will hold one absorbed throughout its length so well is it presented and acted. All through the
many dismal episodes that comprise the married life of Jack "La
Salle " and " Blanquctta " the premonition of impending disaster
works to heighten instead of to dull the interest. Much of this
is due to the excellent work contributed by the principals. Miriam
Cooper in her portrayal of the harassed Blanquctta gives a performance of wonderful appeal. The writer has often before
claimed that Miss Cooper has no superiors in rendering a character suffering under the strain of too long suppressed emotion. And as Blanquctta, the Chilean beauty, whose environment
and teachings have molded a temperament in exact juxtaposition
to that of her husband, she scores a tremendous personal success.
Ramsay Wallace, whose first appearance on the screen was made
in " The Grain of Dust," and whose success there immediately
marked him for bigger things makes the Jack La Salle of the
picture the typical rounder, the " good fellow " of Broadway
which usually means the " bad fellow " of the home. For pur-
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poses of melodrama he is every inch the villain, to be despised —
not to be pitied. And then there is Jack Connors as the boy, a
manly little fellow, and Winnifred Allen, who plays Blanquetta
at the time of her marriage. Peggy Hopkins as La Salle's mistress gives a fully adequate performance.
Frankly advertised as " based on the sensational Jack De
Saulles case," the general character of " Woman and the Law "
suggests itself. It is sensational, highly so. It smacks of the
risque in those scenes between La Salle and his mistress, but
why shouldn't it? One doesn't expect a man with such a
woman to be exactly conventional. There are also some subtitles that are exceedingly pointed. Some will criticise them because they say what they mean, because what they mean is not
spoken of in schools and at church teas.
Now as for the picture's moral and its manners. " Woman
and the Law," concludes that there are some circumstances which
permit a woman to kill — but it only comes to this conclusion
because a jury of twelve men came to it. Its manners are not
so polite. Jack De Saulles is dead. Better had his name been
forgotten than flaunted in the faces of the living under the thin
disguise of Jack La Salle. But withal "Woman and "the Law"
is mighty in its appeal.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Jack La Salle (Ramsay Wallace), notorious Broadway character, marries Blanquetta Del Castillo (Winnifred Allen), South American heiress.
He brings her to New York and after the birth of a child spends his
time and her money in his old haunts. Josie Sabel (Peggy Hopkins) attracts him and she shortly becomes his mistress. Six years later Blanquetta (Miriam Cooper) suffers her husband's conduct in silence, finding
happiness
only bad
with toherworse
boy and
(JackwhenConnors).
Jack's treatment
her goes from
finally sheButdiscovers
that he hasof
taken her son to the home of his mistress she takes action for a divorce.
This is granted with the stipulation that she shall have the boy seven
months of each year. One afternoon Jack sends for his son as he is
stopping with his father and sister. He promises to return him at six
o'clock.
The breaking
hour comes
goes and little
ous to the
point,andBlanquetta
finallyJack
callsdoesup not
the return.
home ofNervthe
senior De Saulles (John Laffe), Jack makes the butler tell her he is at
the club. Taking a cab she goes for her boy. When she reaches the
house
her son
ex-husband
taunts her shewithdraws
the astatement
she may
have her
again. Distracted
pistol andthatshoots
him. never
And
theGeorge
jury sitting
m
judgment
on
her
act
turns
in
a
verdict
of
"
Not
Guilty."
Humbert, Agnes Nielson, Louis Drayton and Lillian Satherwaite
complete the cast.

for disagreeing with her on the value of various stories, decides to stay by
the ship and help her all he can. The people become infuriated against
McVey and threaten to carry out the tar and feather suggestion just a.^
Grant returns from his trip. McVey decides to leave town, and Sylvia,
concluding that her city editor is not such a bad sort after all, agrees
not only to let him run the paper without her interference, but also to
accept him as her husband as well.
" American

Buds "

{Fox — Six Reels)
Reviewed by Samuel D. Palmer
JANE AND KATHERINE LEE, widely advertised as the Fox
" Baby Grands," are presented in " American Buds," a sixreel production. It is a comedy-drama with a decided accent on
the comedy. In fact, it is six reels of laugh — good, hearty roars.
These kids have everything in the line of humor and human interest, as they demonstrated in " Two Little Imps " and " Troublemakers," and in " American Buds " they have established themselves in the very front rank of comediennes of the screen, babies
that they are. Jane has the laugh-provoking ability of a Charlie
Chaplin, a Marie Dressier and a Sidney Drew all rolled into one
tiny chunk of comic personality, while Katherine furnishes the
pathos which makes the youthful combination absolutely irresistible.
For a considerable part of its length " American Buds " consists
of two separate entities, one a comedy, the other a drama, which
gradually converge in a most delightful finished production. At
the beginning Jane and Katherine are seen in their povertystricken home. The overseer of the poor arrives on the scene
and takes them to the poor farm. Arrived at the institution they
proceed to turn things upside down. Jane finally runs away and
brings up at an army post where she is recognized and taken back
to the home. Eventually both are transferred to the post as the
result of an apparently justified conclusion that they are the children of a young officer there. The latter is somewhat embarrassed
owing to the fact that he is engaged to the colonel's daughter,
but for the sake of some experimental work he is doing for the
government falsely admits parentage rather than be dismissed
in disgrace from the army, the fate with which the colonel threatened him. Now there is a spy among the officers at the post, and
it is Jane who ultimately confounds him and in addition leads to
the establishment of his identity as her father.
The story was written as well as skillfully directed by Kenean
Buel. The photography and lighting are above the ordinary and
the sub-titles are tabloid classics. Regina Quinn, Nora Cecil,
Leslie Austin, Albert Gran, Maggie Weston and H. D. Southard
perform acceptably in support of the tiny stars.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Jane entand
Katherine
(Jane andCecille
Katherine
Lee)(Regina
are orphans
parage is shrouded
in mystery.
Harding
Quinn),whose
daughter
of Col. Harding (Albert Gran), is in love with Captain Bob Dutton (Leslie
Austin), but also is courted by Capt. Drury (H. D. Southard), a former
Austrian officer who is acting as a spy at the army post. The discovery
of papers which appear to prove he is the father of Jane and Katherine
upsets Bob's
engagement,
banished
from theforpaternal
hearthstone, Thehe
plunges
into his
experimentaland,work
on explosives
the government.
truth is not revealed until the end, when the spy is detected by Jane in
an
attemptthatto the
stealenda report
Bob's experiments.
The are
spy his
is shot
and
realizing
is near onconfesses
that the children
and that
their mother is an older daughter of the colonel who had run away from
home several years before. The children find a home with their grandfather, the colonel, who welcomes them to his heart.

" Powers That Prey "
[Mutual-American — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Lisle M. Albright
IT falls to the lot of Mary Miles Minter to play the leading role
in the most delightful picture Mutual has put out during 1918,
for the facts are not being stretched in the least when " Powers
That Prey" is so characterized. Fairly bubbling over with fine,
wholesome humor that hits your funny bone with unerring accuracy, exhibitors will find this a good production to dispel the war
depression.
The story hinges on the complicated and amusing situations
which arise when an editor's ambitious daughter decides to run
her father's paper during his absence. She starts out by firing
the dynamic young newspaper man who has been left in charge,
and fixing up her office like a girl's boudoir in a boarding school.
The fun starts when, in fastening a bow on the back of her desk
chair, the ribbon tears, and the young lady sits down and writes
a tirade against the store that sold her the ribbon. She uses an
eight-column head for her story and fires the managing editor
when he protests.
Henry King, the director, deserves a vote of confidence for his
able handling and realistic presentation of the newspaper part of
the story.
" Shifting Sands "
Miss Minter does her usual good work and is well supported
(Pathe — Two Reels)
by Harvey Clarke, Alan Forrest and Clarence Burton. Lucille
Reviewed by Peter Milne
Ward, Emma Kluge, Perry Banks and Robert Miller are also in
the cast.
THIS number of " The Price of Folly " series shows the evils
resulting from a hasty marriage. Elsa (Ruth Roland) weds
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Saranol (Frank Mayo), a rising lawyer, who neglects her for his
Sylvia Grant (Mary Miles Minter), whose father. Burton Grant (Harvey
Clarke),
tal- business. She meets Bonner (Philo McCullough), a Westerner,
ent, and isis editor
editressof ofthetheDaily
schoolNews,
paperinherits
where her
she father's
attends.journalistic
Burton Grant
and in time grows to love him. Saranol discovers this and grants
incurs the enmity of Jarvis McVey (Clarence Burton), the political boss, by her
a divorce. Elsa returns to the West with Saranol and for
exposing his attempt to betray the city in a railroad right-of-way deal which
the latter is trying to push through the City Council. Grant is compelled
a
time
is happy, but her second husband fails financially and
to leave tovra to evade McVey and his gang. He goes to the school where
takes to gambling and drinking. He mistreats Elsa and she
Sylvia is finishing up her education, and asks her to go back and put Frank
Summers (Alan Forrest), his young city editor, in charge. He tells her applies for a divorce. Saranol, now a judge, is substituting
where she can find a power-of-attorney which she is to fill in with the name
the district court. The first case on the calendar concerns his
of Summers. Sylvia, however, fills in her own name, and begins to run the
paper according to fier own ideas.
former wife. He listens to the case in chambers and manages
a number
is getting
in hot
to keep his identity from them. He grants the divorce and then
allShe
the prints
way around
whenof sheoriginal
passes " ascoops,"
crowd ofandworking
people
and water
hears
the plot of McVey to betray the city expouiided from the stump. She goes
attacks Bonner. With the man beaten he asks her to take hirn
back to the office, and gets out an extra, stating that the politician ought to be . back but she refuses.
tarred and feathered. Summers, who has been fired by the young editress
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" The DeviFs Wlieel "
{Fox — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
CHARLES KE^NYON has given Gladys Brockwcll a corking
good story to interpret and she carries the part of the
Apache
queenmostwithentertaining
flying colors.
ThetheDevil's
told in
five of the
reels" of
silent Wheel
drama." isEdward
Le Saint has directed with the eye of an artist, and no stone has
been left unturned in producing an excellent photodrama. " The
Devil's Wheel " ranks with the best five reelers produced by
William Fox and will be received as such by motion picture audiences.
The strength and purpose of the story is perhaps the most
salient feature of this offering. It is unusually strong in plot
development; the action moves from introduction to climax without a hitch, excepting in the latter reels, where cutting would
improve the story as presented for review. Neither the author "nor
the director have minced words in presenting their ideas. Both
commence their work with a bang and both end with the same
quantity and quality of noise. The play holds from first to last.
Gladys Brockwell works like an artist and interprets the ways
and mannerisms of the Apache girl with a true artistic touch
given her every action. Miss Brockwell is an excellent type for
the part. There is not a moment during the run of the picture
that an audience will feel that Miss Brockwell is out of place in
the Apache world. And with the same finished work, she presents
the role of the modest, unsophisticated daughter of the marquis.
Her versatility is demonstrated in this picture and her presence
is felt throughout the run.
William Scott in the role of the "Stag," a leader of the Apache,
gives a performance that will elicit praise from any audience. He
could have over-acted in many of the scenes, but not once does
he permit his part to get the better of him. He afifords excellent
support to Miss Brockwell. Bertram Grassby executes the heavy
villain role with appreciation. Mr. Grassby is a striking type and
carries the heavy part with assurance. Lucille Young typifies
the girl of the underworld. T. D. Crittendon, Pietro Buzzi and
Andrew Robson are seen in supporting roles,
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Marquis Henry de Montfort (Pietro Buzzi) has perfected a system for
"beating" the roulette game. De Guise (Bertram Grassby) visits the
Marquis'
home demands
and triesa tolarge
induce
Marquis forto the
let secret.
him in onDe theGuise,
system.
The
Marquis
sum the
of money
refusing to pay the amount and desiring the secret of the game, beats the
Marquis into insensibility and makes a get-away with the paper containing
the secret. As he is leaving the room the Marquis' daughter, Blanche
rthat
Gladys
Brockwell).
seesfaints.
him. DeShe Guise,
rushesin toorder
her tofather's
and, seeing
he has
been killed,
cover side,
his tracks,
takes
the girl with him and flees in a waiting auto.
,
On
the
road
to
Paris,
the
"
Stag
"
(William
Scott),
a
leader
of
the
Apache,
stops De Guise, and, knocking him insensible, leaves him by the roadside
while he jumps in the auto and goes with the unconscious girl to his den
in the slums of Paris. Blanche wakes, but her mind is blank as to what
had transpired. The Stag takes her to a gambling hall underneath the rooms
occupied by him and introduces her to his friends. Blanche had often
watched her father, the Marquis, working out the system of beating the
roulette wheel. She is the only person besides De Guise who knows the
tecret. She places a few coins on the board and wins. It is not long before she has taken all the money in the bank. She used the system.
It is not long before she and the Stag have accumulated a fortune, and
they go to Paris and enter the select gambling crowd where Blanche meets
De
first time
her father's
quietlythewalks
to hisof
HideGuise
and for
stabsthe him.
She since
is arrested
and death.
brought Shebefore
Prefect
Police (Andrew Robson). A physician examines her, and says that an
operation to remove a pressure from her brain will clear her memory. The
operation is performed, and Blanche goes back to her old home. She longs
for the Stag. He sends her a message that if she ever needs him to turn
loose the dove which he had sent her. De Guise, who has recovered from
the wound she inflicted, lives near her home. He meets her in the woods
while hunting, and takes her back to his estate. The Stag learns of her
predicament and goes to the rescue. They are united.
" Wanted— A Mother "
[World Film — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
'X'HIS is another Madge l-lvans feature which gets away from
*■ the beaten path usually followed by juvenile stories, and as a
conscquf-ncc may be counted upon to entertain with its originality.
Not that it is in any way a strong drama. In fact, the sole moment
of suspense comes in the final reel, when little Eileen (Mad^e
Evans) goes under the knife and her father at last realizes how
much she means to him. Rut the various joys and sorrows of
Eileen, which comprise the body of the picture, will have a mf)re
than ordinary appeal with the lovers of the child picture. Little
hfadge is quite the most sincere of all the juvenile actresses appearing infilms, and this trait, combined with her ability to sense
the value of a situation, makes her work most appealing.
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Helen Beare is author of " Wanted — a Mother." The story
derives its title from the child Eileen's loneliness after the death
of her mother, when her father, a noted surgeon, finds little tin\e
to give her. A humorous episode is staged in the second reel
when Eileen alters her father's advertisement, which he prepared, asking for a nurse, to read " Wanted — a Mother." The
.story of Guiseppe, the Italian, who loses his little boy, and the
manner in which he brings father and daughter together again is
well told and contains a touch of pathos.
George AlacQuarrie is seen as Madge's father. Lionel Belmorc
gives an appealing characterization of the Italian, while Gerda
Holmes and Rosina Henley complete the cast. Harley Knowles
directed.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Eileen (Madge Evans) is neglected by her father. Dr. Homer (George
MacQuarrie)
after thewhere
death heofburies
her mother.
spent
at the hospital,
himself inMost
workof inthean doctor's
effort totime
forgetis
the
tragedy
of
his
wife's
death.
He
fails
to
realize
that
Eileen
needs
his
attention, believing that the servants and her governess, Marie (Rosina
Henley), afford sufficient companionship for her. Guiseppe (Lionel Belmore) brings his sick boy (Tommy Evans) to the hospital, but owing to
his
Homer's
proves hurt
useless.
boy
dies.weakened
Guiseppe,condition
in a rage,Dr.attacks
the operation
doctor. Slightly
he isThe
assisted
home
by
Dr.
"Thelma
Winter
(Gerda
Holmes),
a
brain
specialist.
Eileen
meets Dr. Winter, and that night dreams about her as a fairy mother.
She pursues this vision in her sleep, rising from her bed and Walking out
on the edge of a lake. She is rescued by Guiseppe, who has been hovering
about aimlessly overcome with his sorrow. Guiseppe believes Eileen sent
from
heaven towhiletakehe Tony's
place, and
takes her she
homeescapes
with tohim.
The
next morning
is out buying
her breakfast
the roof.
In descending the fire escape she falls, striking her head. She is taken
to the hospital, and Dr. Winter operates on her brain, restoring her to consciousness. Guiseppe
gets Winter.
a position as Dr. Homer's gardener, and Eileen
gets a new mother
in Dr.
Pathe

Comedies

{" Fare Please " and " Let's Go ")
Reviewed by Peter Milne
ttrT'ARE PLEASE" is a two-reel number produced at tlie Rolin
r Studio, by Hal Roach, featuring Toto. The early scenes
of it afford the one-time Hippodrome clown a number of opportunities to show his ability as a tumbler. He is either exceedingly
limber or peculiarly stiff at will. His gyrations on the dance
floor and on the beach with the flock of pretty bathing girls are
unusual in comedy value. Subsequently the action shifts to
al)oard and about a trolley car of which Toto is conductor and
Bud Jamieson, motorman. Here it is fast and furious with the
trolley car, its passengers, fixtures and operators serving to introduce alarge assortment of new gags. Toto is constantly the
central attraction and his new style is effective.
" Let's Go " presents Harold Lloyd running the soft-drink
counter at a seaside resort. The bathing girls again, a wife with
a naughty
eye,inaid
prettyandgirltheat rapid
the "hot
counter
are winking
prominent
the the
action,
mannerdog"in
which the tricks follow upon one another makes the reel singularly enjoyable. Lloyd may have peers in his line but as a
consistent comedian he has no superiors.
Regarding " The Guilty Man "
[Paramount-Ince — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
IT the
now trade
appears
the print
"The Guilty
shown
for
pressthat
recently,
and ofreviewed
in the Man,"
issue of
Motion
Picture News dated February 23, was one of those which had
suffered from the unkind cuts of the Pennsylvania Censor Board.
It was this body, instead of the editor, w'ho quite spoiled the ])irture by changing its basic situation l)y the insertion of subtitles
which were oliviously out of key with the action. The whole
action centres on the fact that Marie is the mistress of Claude
Lescuyer. It is the breaking off of relations between them which
Iirecipitates the following dramatic moments of the play leading to
the climax, when Claude is called upon to prosecute his own
daughter, on trial for an attempt to save her mother from a terrible fate, really the result of the prosecutor's own cowardly actions.
But the Keystone Board took playwriting into its own hands.
They introduced .subtitles to the effect that Claude and Marie
were married, and, as a consequence, the rest of the action was
founded on nothing. Pennsylvania censors evidently cannot tolerate amistress on the screen, even though she be used in a drama
to point a scathing finger at the double standard of morals. No,
indeed ! They made the woman a wife and thought to preacli
against divorce. There is just about as much sense in this a.s
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there would be in altering the subtitles in a Mack Sennett comedy
and attempting to pass the picture off as a serious melodrama.
But Pennsylvania must suffer as a consequence !
With subtitles and cutouts restored, " The Guilty Man " becomes
a strong, morally good picture. The criticism appearing on it in
the former issue of the News deals only with the Pennsylvania
prints. In communities where common sense and legitimate
leniency prevail among the local authorites, the exhibitor may be
assured his money's worth when he books " The Guilt}^ Man."
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" Beauty in Chains "
[Universal — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
A DAPTED from a book by B. Perez Galdos, " Beauty in
-'»• Chains " oft'ers a mildly interesting romance laid in some of
the prettiest scenes ever photographed. It lacks to a certain extent
the snap and dash and the spirit of adventure that go hand in hand
with the ideal romance, but the charming scenes it spreads before
the eye makes up in a way for its lack of appeal to the other senses.
The adaptation was made by E. J. Clawson and Elsie Jane Wilson
directed the action.
Ella Hall and Emory Johnson interpret the leading roles, and
have caught the romantic spirit necessary to make them attractive.
Ruby La Fayette, as the proud old Spanish woman who does her
best to prevent the happy culmination of her granddaughter's
romance, gives a clever performance, but one looks for a more
active leading heavy than this sweet old lady can render. The
supporting cast, which includes Winter Hall and Harry Holden,
does creditable work.
The locale is a sleepy town of Southern Spain and the atmosphere
from the settings, scenes and the various people introduced to a
more strict interpretation of the word is perfect. Excellent photogrpahy prevails throughout.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Don Jose (Emory Johnson), of Madrid, has been betrothed to Rosarito
(Ella Hall) since childhood. Rosarito lives with her grandmother, Dona
Perfecta (Ruby La Fayette), in the sleepy self-satisfied town of Orbajosa.
Don Jose on a visit to her home finds himself truly in love with Rosarito,
and she returns his affections. But when he lets drop a remark regarding
the itbackwardness
the town.
Perfecta's
ire is aroused.
She is proud
of
to the very ofstones
in its Dona
streets,
and thereafter
all her energies
and
those
of
her
advisor's,
Don
Cayetano
(Winter
Hall),
are
directed
against
Don Jose. He is prevented from seeing Rosarito, and nasty tales are
circulated around the town about him making his lot very uncomfortable. At
length, however, he discovers that it is Dona Perfecta who is the cause of
all the trouble, and after giving her a piece of his mind he kidnaps Rosarito
and, with little trouble, vanquishes the guard and leaves the unfriendly town
behind.
Gretchen Lederer, George E. McDaniel, Maxfield Stanley and William
Hakeem complete the cast.

I
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" The Kaiser "
(Renoivned Pictures — Seven Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
<t' I 'HE KAISER" dramatizes patriotism more intensely than
•»• any other picture the writer has seen. It combines a
wonderful characterization of the Kaiser rendered by Rupert
Julian and an intimate drama of one family who suffered when
the German hordes swept through Belgium. The two threads
are excellently contrasted and brought together in the end by a
piece of dramatic fancy that will raise the roof of the theatre.
For in "The Kaiser" the war is ended and William, of Hohenzollern, stripped of all his glory, is handed to the people of
Belgium a prisoner after his surrender to the commanders of the
Allied forces. This is, indeed, a logical ending when the contents
of the picture are enumerated. And it has been staged with all
the imaginative skill of the director — Mr. Julian. With a wonderful array of impersonations of the Allied heads — Generals Joffre,
Diaz, Haig and Pershing and King Albert of Belgium — the scene
of the war lord's surrender possesses all the impressiveness necessary to make it convincing. It is no mere piece of jingoism and
hopefyl flag-waving.
Interest in the picture is divided between Mr. Julian's wonderful presentation of the title role and the many and varied dramatic
episodes that maintain the intensity throughout its duration. The
opening episode in which the Captain of the Emperor's Guard
strikes down his master because of an insult (a strong piece of
drama based on historical fact) firmly plants the impossible
arrogance of the Kaiser. Subsequently comes the outbreak of
the war, the rape of Belgium and the decorating of the Captain
of the submarine which torpedoed the Lusitania, with a special
medal of honor. The intimate story of this Captain, wonderfully
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played by \. de Bnillicr, who when he returns to his wife and
children goes mad from rehearsing the consequences of his act,
is gripping. Without any flashes of the sinking vessel, with no
struggling women and children in the water, the immobile face
of the actor in these scenes and the subtle suggestions of the
directorial genius do more to create the illusion than any number
of actual shots of the horrors. The Kaiser's historic meeting
with Ambassador Gerard after the sinking is excellent in its
suggestion of contrast between the representatives of autocracy
and democracy. Joseph Girard made the part of the Ambassador
stand out with realism.
The story of the Belgian family is of extreme pathos. It deals
with the family of Marcas. a blacksmith of Louvain, its tragedy.
His little son's brave defiance of a German officer is a bit that
will bring forth cheers and his own handling of the officer when
he insults his daughter is another wonderful piece of thrilling
melodrama. Then comes the fervent prayer of the blacksmith
and his daughter in the ruins of the church, a prayer for assistance,
and with the stroke of a master, Mr. Julian has here turned to
the United States and their preparation for war. Hlmo Lincoln,
of immense physique, plays w-ith true feeling as Marcas — it is
the best thing he has ever done. Ruth Clifford, also, shows
further talents as his daughter.
And now for Mr. Julian's work as an actor. Two years ago in
a program feature issued hy Universal he so contorted his features
without the use of makeup that we couldn't recognize him. It
is this ability of his to so arrange his features after his original
object without ever lapsing into his natural face that so well suits
him to take the part. In some of his scenes he is so wonderful
that one is torn between a desire to hiss the character or applaud
the actor. It is when in anger or in fear that Mr. Julian is at
his best. Without such a remarkable portrayal " The Kaiser "
would easily be a big picture — with the benefit of his performance
its bigness seems immeasureable.
Mr. Julian and Elliot J. Clawson collaborated on the story.
Their work necessitated vast research and a knowledge of historical facts and with this foundation they have builded a drama
that grows more intense with each reel. It is a mighty fine combination— this one of Julian and Clawson — a combination, which
though long established will be extensively heard from in the
future. The production is as everything else — excellent. The
scenes in Louvain. those in the Kaiser's palace are copies. The
uniforms, particularly those worn by Air. Julian, are a marvel of
correct detail.
Space forbids further enumeration of the picture's merits. We
would like to mention every actor who essayed the roles of the
Kaiser's advisors. They were imbued with a true sense of their
parts, well made up and played w-ith convincing reserve. But
all thingsAmericans
go to makeis boundless.
" The Kaiser " great and its appeal to red
blooded

" My Four Years in Germany "
{My Four Years in Germany, Inc. — Ten Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne

Part of furoisKed
exchange,
48tH

office
Street
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News

Mr. Gerard, such as the mistreatment of the English prisoners^
the deportation of helpless Belgian women, perpetrated without
regard for any sense of international law — these and a large assortment of views of Allied troops on the march make capital
seeing for the man who goes into the theatre ready to have his
emotions stirred against the common enemy.
While there is no personal story interwoven with the facts,
these in themselves are fully dramatic enough to make the ten
reels pass tirelessly. There is no stone left unturned to arouse the
audience to a sense that the German manner of conducting war
is synonymous with barbarism. One witnesses the heart rending
sight of helpless prisoners shot down before German firing squads
because " there will be less mouths to feed," of English and Russian soldiers placed in the same pens together so that the former
contract diseases common among the latter and feeding of the
prisoners as dogs. All of which Mr. Gerard was an eye witness —
and more — is utilized to spread the propaganda.
The sense of humor of the director is ofttimes obvious. It was,
indeed, a praiseworthy sense when it came to the production. One
long line of actual horrors and of German intrigue would be
rather fatiguing without some relief. This is introduced in the
way of an element of burlesque on the German Emperor, the
Crown Prince and the other war lords of Germany. These touches
registered every time during the initial showing, and they are the
kind that will be appreciated by any audience.
The scenes of real troops with which the film is crowded are
well woven in to the matter picturized from Mr. Gerard's book, and
usually to more rousing effect than if they had merely been shown
by themselves. When the Kaiser laughs at his enemies it makes
one feel pretty fine when these same enemies are shown preparing
for battle with a vengeance.
Halbert Brown, a man who might be mistaken for Mr. Gerard
by his best friend, impersonates him in the picture. He makes
an impressive and dignified figure of the American diplomat. Mr.
Gerard himself cannot complain, at least he didn't in his speech
last Sunday night. Louis Dean presented a good makeup as
the Kaiser and had he been imbued with some sense of the autocratic majesty of the part his characterization might have been'
perfect. Fred Hern and Percy Standing respectively playing
Minister Von Jagow and Secretary Zimmerman succeeded in bringing out the cunning German diplomacy in realistic style. Earl
Schenck as the Crown Prince, George Riddell as von Hindenburg, Frank Stone as Prince Henry, Karl Dane as BethmannHollweg, and Arthur C. Duvel as von Falkenhayn generally have
convincing makeups and play to good effect.
Mr. Nigh himself plays the part of a German social democrat whose excellent convictions are finally overwhelmed by inborn patriotism. His tragic story terminating with his final stand
for helpless prisoners adds a valuable personal touch to the picture, though it is not very prominent. A. B. Conkwright, as his
companion in the Reichstag, in whom blood lust predominates
after the outbreak of the war, also contributes a valuable characterization.
" My Four Years in Germany " exposes the inner workings of
the German political and military machine and lets its audience
know why America is at war as clearly as did Mr. Gerard's book.

A MHASSADOR JAMES W. GERARD'S widely read book,
" My Four
YearsUnited
in Germany," relating his experiences as
representative
of the
States Government in the center of
Prussianism makes a stirring patriotic propaganda as rendered into
film form by Charles A. Logue, who prepared a scenario, and by
William Xigh, w^ho directed. Last Sunday night at the Knickerbocker theatre when the film received its premiere presentation,
there was hardly a minute when the house did not ring with applause that turned into cheers. All the wily diplomacy with which
the heads of the German nation sought to deceive the United
States through its representative, all the atrocities witnessed by
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Klutho

Here to Boost Jacksonville
H. J. Klutho, owner of the Khitho
Studios, Jacksonville, Florida, is in New
York and says that he is going to convince
the producers here that Jacksonville is the
ideal place to take their companies during
the winter season when sunshine and a
background of foliage and " the good old
summer-time " is desired for exterior
shots. From all accounts of the Klutho
Studios received from producers who have
worked at Mr. Klutho's studios, he has
an ideal place to work. On his arrival in
New York Mr. Klutho said:
I am York
going the
to impress
the producers
of " New
fact thaton Florida
is the
ideal place for them to come when the
summer atmosphere is wanted and they are
covered with snow in the North. The very
best months for exterior filming in Jacksonville are March, April and ^^lay, when
the foliage is just breaking into bloom,
presenting unending tints of verdure, productive of the most beautiful photographic
effects.
" The Yorke-Metro-Harold Lockwood
Company took most of the scenes of ' The
Landloper,' Mr. Lockwood's most recent
picture at the Klutho Studios and the
adjoining country around Jacksonville.
Harold J. Binney, Florida Funny Films
Company, has recently finished his third
comedy at my studio and Mr. Binney remarked that he had never found anything
to surpass the Florida sunshine for photographic effects."
Mr. Klutho says that nearly twenty per
cent of the cost of production can be saved
by producing in Florida during the winter
months.

Alice Joyce Is the Vitagraph Star In " A Song of the Soul," Released As a Blue Ribbon
Manitoba

Exhibitors
President

Elect

At the annual meeting of the ^Manitoba
Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association,
held in Winnipeg, R. Kershaw, manager of
the Wonderland theatre, was unanimously
elected president of the body, vice H. S.
Johnston, whose term of office expired and
who has left the business. Mr. Kershaw,
during the past year, has held the office of
vice-president, and to that position George
Graham, manager of the Avenue, was
elected. Manager Ferguson of the Colonial and Manager Davis of the Star were
re-elected secretary and treasurer.
St, John

Gets Some Local
Scenes
Manager Golding of the Imperial theatre
has been showing sport pictures taken in
the north of New Brunswick. Guide Allen
of the New Brimswick Tourist Association
has lectured at each performance, and this
has attracted hundreds of sportsmen from
all parts of the province.
The Nickel, the only five-cent house in
St. John, is doing an enormous business,
^lutual service is being shown here and is
found to be all that the public requires.
At Chatham, when the city authorities
ordered the motion picture houses to close
on account of the smallpox scare, they were
told that the managers would only be too
willing to comply if compensation was
made. The authorities refused, and so the
theatres remained open, although the
churches and schools were closed.

Bashful Billy West and Ethel Gibson, KingBee Box-Office Winners

Exhibitor Lynn Visits
Boston
jNIanager E. R. Lynn of the Casino, Sydney, N. S., has been in Boston for the past
two weeks, and while there A. K. IMundee,
manager of W. R. Harkins Players, has
been keeping an eye upon the theatre for
him, as well as doing the advertising. So
cordial a business relation exists between
these two gentlemen that advertisements for
the Harkins Players are shown upon the
Casino screen.

Cromlin

Announces

For-

eign Sales
Paul H. Cromlin, president of InterOcean Film Corporation, closed, last week,
for the territories of Chile, Peru, Bolivia,
Ecuador and India, for " Enlighten Thy
Daughter," the territory of India for " The
13th Labor of Hercules." Mr. Cromlin is
in receipt of a letter from an exhibitor in
Porto Rico stating that " Enlighten Thy
Daughter " played a small town in that
island eighteen times. Buyers in Greece
and Egypt have bought, recently, this production.
Gus Schlessinger, Inter-Ocean, who is
placing Christie Comedies in foreign fields,
last week entertained a party of fifty
orphan children from the Hebrew Orphan
Asylum at a special showing of Christie
room.
Comedies at the Inter-Ocean projection

Hodupp

Returns with Several Prints
V. C. Hodupp, of Y. C. Hodupp, Inc., Indianapolis, announces that he has contracted for several Ivan productions, the
Shorty Hamilton series of comedies, a
number
of Sterling
Pictures Corporation's
releases and
Oro productions.
Mr. Hodupp
also signed for the distribution of Christie
comedies and Oro Western production. Mr.
Hodupp is one of the largest independent
buyers in the ^^liddle West.
READY SOON " FOR STATE RIGHTS
The Sweetest Girl of ibe Films i
MariorieDa\i^
THESINSET
PRINCESS
THE SCREEN S MOST
BEAUTIFUL PICTURE,
nimed in liie Heart cf iheRockies
SIX BIG ACTS
World Rijhls Ccnlrolled By
BIG PRODUCTIONS FILM CORPOMON
220WES-42..dSt. • NEW YORK CITY • PHONE, BRYANT 8419
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Omaha
Ryan
Ready
for
Pliil L. Ryan,
General I\Iauager,
Standard Film Corporation, Kansas City, Tells How and Why
PHIL L. RYAN, general manager.
Standard Film Corporation, Kansas
City, Mo., in commenting upon the
" spring drive " that will be made by this
company, which is one of the largest in
the Middle West, said :
" We plan and have provided for an active buying policy during this year. An
indication of this can be noted in the fact
that we have purchased the W. H. Productions Co.'s three great Wm. S. Hart
pictures, "The Bargain,'' "The Bandit
and the Preacher " and " The Hell-Hound
of Alaska." These productions have been
booking widely. " The Bargain " broke all
previous box-office records for Richards &
Flynn, of Kansas City, owners and operators of the two largest down-town
houses, the Twelfth Street theatre and the
Wonderland.
" Our recent purchase of the Jester
Comedies for all of our offices except that
operated in Chicago has met with such
wide approval that our greatest regret is
that wc did not secure distribution for
these comedies in our Chicago territory.
Twede-Dan, the star of these comedies, is
introducing a new style of screen fun.
Morris

Chosen to Exchange
Board
The presidency of the Cleveland Board
of Motion Picture F.xcliangc Managers,
which is an offspring of the Chamber of
Commerce, left vacant by the transfer of
E. A. Eschmann to New York, was filled
last week by the election of Sam Morris
to the position. Morris has the Select Pictures for the Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky
territory. The object of the Board is to
secure, through co-operation with the
Chamber of Commerce, better transportation facilities of films. A special meeting
has been called by President Morris to hear
the report of a committee on transportation. The committee consists of J. R.
Johnson, Vitagraph exchange manager,
chairman; E. J. Schmidt, manager of the
Victor exchange, and C. A. Thompson, the
World manager, who succeeds E. A. Eschmann.
Defense Picture Progresses
.Albert E. Smith, president of the Vitagraph '"ompany, announces that " New
York, or Danger Within," the patriotic fea
tiirc which the company is making in cooperation with the New York State Defense Council, will be completed within a

''Spring
Drive
I predict for him widespread
popularity
with the public.
" Another important purchase is that of
the re-issued Mack Sennett-Keystone Comedies. We have made a selection of the
very best with Fatty Arbuckle, Willie Collier, Sam Bernard, Mabel Normand,
Charles Murray and others featured. Included in our comedy buy are several productions, such as " The Submarine Pirate "and " Fatty and Mabel Adrift " that
are three and four reels lengths. We
have also secured two original Charlie
Chaplin productions.
" I think that we owe a great deal of
our success to our consistent advertising
policy. Exhibitors sometimes remark, in
dropping into our offices for a chat, that
they even look forward to the arrival of
a circular from us. We don't believe in
' jam-it-down-his-throat ' sales methods.
That applies to advertising as well as to
the individual efforts of our salesmen. A
new circular carries out a novel advertising idea in that it effectively links up the
call of the salesman with the ' call ' of the
The Standard Film Corporation operates
circular."
five offices and has a territory larger than
that controlled by any other independent
film exchange. Offices are located in Kansas City, Chicago, Minneapolis, St. Louis
and Omaha.
Joins ParamountArtcraft
George P. Endert, formerly local manager for Pathe, has joined the office force
of the Paramount-Artcratt Seattle, Wash.,
exchange as sales manager. He will have
charge of all the territory west of the
Cascade Mountains in addition to supertory. vising the entire sales force for the terri-

Picture

Exchange

News

Observes

" Pathe Week "
" Pathe Week " was observed at the exchange in Omaha, when an operator was
stationed in the exhibition room all the
time to show pictures to visiting exhibitors,
and the salesmen were held in off the road
by Manager C. E. Holah to entertain callers." The entire staff was kept busy with
exhibitors from all over Iowa and Nebraska, who called in scores during the
week.
The big event of the week was the showing of the Pathe release, " The German
Curse in Russia," in the ball room of the
Fontenelle hotel Friday evening, January
25, when a large number of Omaha's society people was present. Soldiers from
the United States army balloon school and
officers from Ft. Crook and Ft. Omaha
were present. Many highly favorable comments on the picture were heard.
General

House Organ
Thrives
The fourth number of Vol. 1 of The
Voice of the General, which is being published by General Film for its exchanges,
made its appearance last week. It carried
plenty of news that no doubt is welcome
"reading" by the managers and salesmen.
Illustrations included a cut of the building
in F'orty-fourth street, in which General is
now located, on the seventeenth floor, and
a likeness of Harry Harris in khaki.

Endert

Mr. Endert is one of the best known
film men on the coast and has been in the
business since it was first estaljlished in the
Northwest. Another addition to the Seattle
office is H. W. West in the capacity of
Ijookcr.
Mr. West was also formerly with
Pathe.
Let Parsons Win War
Goldwyn publicity department has struck
on a plan whereby William " Smiling Bill "
Parsons, originator and central figure in
the new Capitol Comedies for release
through Goldwyn, will help win the war.
The story intimates that Parsons will a.sk
his fellow bald-heads throughout the country to join him in a series of hairless holidays, and the money that would otherwise
be
spent for tonic can go for War Saving
Stamps.
It sounds reasonable.

Universal to Help in Next
Government Drives
The Universal Film Manufacturing Co.
has offered to the Committee on Public Information the services of its organization
in furtherance of the forthcoming Liberty
Loan and Red Cross drives and the committee, through its Division of Advertising,
has accepted the offer. It is expected that
an important part in the campaigns will
shortly I)c assigned to Universal and accordingly the company has appointed Harry
Levey, head of its industrial department, as
special representative to confer with the
Division of Advertising.
At a dinner given at the Aldine Club,
New York City, by the members of the
Division of Advertising, Mr. Levey, who
was the only representative of the moving
picture industry present, informed the advertising men of the Universal's desire to
lie of further service. "Although that film
company is now devoting considerable footage to the furtherance of the Government's
war propaganda,"
said Mr.
Levey,out" it
holding
itself in readiness
to carry
suchis
orders as the Division of Advertising may
issue from time to time."
Mr. Levey's remarks were enthusiastically received by the assemblage.
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Apr.
Apr.
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Bluebird Photoplays
11. Hands Down
(Monroe Salisbury,
Ruth Clifford)
18. Morgan's
Raiders
(Violet Mersereau)
25. Thenum)
Rough Lover (Franklyn Far25. The Grand Passion (Dorothy Phillips Super Production)
4. The Girl in the Dark (Cancel
Myers)
11. Hungry Eyes (M. Salisbury)
18. Brace Up (Herbert Rawlinson) ....
25. The Wine Girl (Carmel Myers)
1. Fast Company (Franklin Farnum) . .
8. The Red, Red Heart (Monroe Salis-

Universal Productions
Feb. 11. New Love for Old (Ella Hall, Emory
Johnson)
Feb. 18. The Flash of Fate (Herbert Rawlinson (Sally Starr)
Feb. 25. Wild Women (Harry Carey, Molly
Malone)
Mar.
Nobody's
Wife (Louise
Lovely) ...5
Mar. 11.4. Beauty
in Chains
(Ella Hall)
Mar. 18. Thieves'
Gold
(Harry
Carey,
Molly
Malone)
Mar. 25. TheLovely)
Girl Who Wouldn't Quit (Louise
Apr. 1. The Magic Eye (Little Zoe Rae) ...
Apr. 8. The Risky Road (Special Attraction)
(Dorothy Phillips)
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
(Successors to Paramount Pictures Corp.)
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
Feb. 11. The Keys of the Righteous (Enid
Bennett)
Feb. 18. The Thing We Love (Wallace Reid)
Feb. 18. Hidden Pearl (Sessue Hayakawa....
Feb. 25. One More American (George Beban)
Mar. 4.
4. Eve's
Daughter
(BilliePickford)
Burke)
Mar.
Huck and
Tom (Jack
Mar. 11. The Family Skeleton (Charles Ray).
Mar. 11. Sunshine Nan (Ann Pennington)...
Mar. 18. Prunella (Marguerite Clark)
Mar.
Stuart
Wild Youth
Mar. 18.
18. J.Love
Me Blackton's
(Dorothy Dalton)
Mar. 25. LaTosca (Pauline Frederick)
Mar. 25. " Naughty, Naughty! " (Enid Ben-
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ARTCRAFT PICTURES
The Song of Songs (Elsie Ferguson) 5
Blue Blazes Rawdon (Wm. S. Hart) 5
Headin'
Fairbanks).
Amarilly South
of (Douglas
Clothes-Line
Alley 5
(Mary Pickford)
Mar. 25. De Mille's
" The Whispering
Chorus
"
Mar. 31. Maeterlinck's "The Blue Bird"
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.

11.
18.
25.
11.

Fox Film Corporation
(Special Features)
Feb. 10. JackWalsh)
Spurlock — Prodigal (George
Feb. 17. The Moral Law (Gladys Brockwell)
Feb. 24. Six-Shooter Andy (Tom Mix)
Mar. 3. The Girl with the Champagne Eyes
(Jewel Carmen)
Mar. 10. Theland)
Debt of Honor (Peggy HyMar. 17. Woman and the Law (R. A. Walsh)
Mar. 24. A Daughter of France (Virginia
Pearson)
Apr. 7. A Camouflage Kiss (June Caprice) .

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Fox Standard Pictures
20. Cheating the Public
3. The Forbidden Path (Theda Bara) . .
10. Les Miserables (Wm. Farnum)
24. American Buds (Jane and Katherine
Lee)

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

7
6
9
7

Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

Goldwyn Features Corp.
10. Our Little Wife (Madge Kennedy).
24. The Beloved Traitor (Mae Marsh).
10. The Floor Below (Mabel Normand) .
24. The Splendid Sinner (Mary Garden)
7. The Danger Game (Madge Kennedy)
GOLDWYN SPECIALS
The Manx-Man
For the Freedom of the World

W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
(Paralta Plays)
Jan. 1. Madam Who? (Bessie Barriscale) . .
Jan. 15. His Robe of Honor (Henry B. WalFeb. 15. The Turn of a Card (J. Warren KerMar. 1. Within the Cup (Bessie Barriscale) .
Mar. 15. Humdrum Brown (Henry B. WalJewel Productions, Inc.
Sept. — Come Through (Drama)
Sept. — Pay Me (Drama)
Sept. — Sirens of the Sea (Drama)
Oct. — Man Without a Country (Patriotic).
Oct. — The Corespondent (Drama)
Nov. — The Price of a Good Time (Drama) . .
Dec. — The Grand Passion (Drama)
Dec. — K (Drama)
George Kleine System
(PERFECTION PICTURES)
Uneasy Money (Essanay)
Brovim of Harvard (Selig)
I, Mary MacLane (Essanay)
The Unbeliever (Edison)
Ruggles of Red Gap (Essanay)
Metro Pictures Corporation
Feb. 11. Broadway Bill (Harold Lockwood)
Metro- Yorke
Feb. 18. A Weaver of Dreams (Viola Dana),
Metro-Rolfe
Feb. 25. Revenge (Edith Storey) Metro Rolfe
Mar. 4. The
Shell Game (Emmy Wehlen)
Metro
Mar. 11. The Brass Check (Francis X. Bushman, Beverly Bayne)
Mar. 18. TheRolfe
Claim (Edith Storey) Metro
Mar. 25. Breakers
Ahead
(Viola Dana),
Metro-Rolfe
Apr. ]. The Lardloper (Harold Lockwood)
Metro-Yorke
Apr. 8. Social Hypocrites (May Allison) ...
(METRO SPECIALS)
Blue Jeans (Voila Dana), Metro-Rolfe
The Legion of Death (Edith Storey), MetroRolfe
Revelation (Nazimova), Metro
The Slacker (Emily Stevens)
Draft 258 (Mabel Taliaferro)
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Mutual Film Corporation
11. Jilted
Janet (Margarita Fischer)
American
18. Myman
Wife (Ann Murdock) Froh25. The
Midnight Trail (Wm. Russell)
American
4. Powers That Prey (Mary Miles
Minter) American
11. Ann's
Finish (Margarita Fischer)
American
18. The Girl and the Judge (Olive
Tell), Frohman

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Feb. 10. Loaded Dice (Frank Keenan, Florence Hillings, Guy Coombs), Pathe
Feb. 17. TheRussian
Inner Art
Voice (I. I. Mozukin),
Feb. 24. The Naulahka (Antonio Moreno,
Helene Chadwick, Doraldina, Mary
Aldin, Warner Oland) Astra
Mar. 3. Daddy's
Girl (Baby Marie Osborne)
Diando
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Mar.lO. The Great Adventure (Bessie Love,
Donald Hall, Flora Finch, Chester
Barnett, Florence Short)
Mar. 17. The Beggar Woman (Mme. N. A.
Lesienko, I. I. Mozukin)
Mar. 24. The Hillcrest Mystery (Irene Castle,
Ralph H.
Kellard, Wyndham
StardAstra
Mar. 31. Mrs.ing, J.
Slacker Gilmour)
(Gladys
Hulette,
Creighton Hale) Astra

5
5
5
5

Petrova Picture Company
Dec. 23. Daughter of Destiny (Mme. Petrova). 5
Feb. 1. The Light Within (Mme. Petrova). 5
Feb. 1. The Life Mask (Mme. Petrova) S
Select Pictures
Nov. — Her Silent Sacrifice (Alice Brady) . .
Nov. — Secret of the Storm Country (Norma
Talmadge)
Dec. — Shirley Kake (Clara Kimball Young).
Dec. — "The Honeymoon
(Constance TalJan. — Woman and Wife (Alice Brady)
Jan. — Ghosts of Yesterday (Norma TalJan. — The Marionettes
(Clara Kimball
Young)
Jan. — The Studio Girl (Constance TalMar.
By Right
of Purchase
Mar. —— .. The
Shuttle
Mar. — . The House of Glass
Mar. — . The Knife
SPECIAL RELEASES
Over Thereson)
(Chas. Richman, Anna Q. NilsThe Lone Wolf (Bert Lytell, Hazel Dawn) ...
The Barrier (Rex Beach Production)
The Wild Girl (Eva Tanguay)

5
5
5
madge) 5
S
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5
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S
S
6
5
7
5

Triangle Distributing Corporation
Feb. 10. Captain of His Soul (Wm. Desmond) 5
Feb. 10. Real Folks (J. Barney Sherry)
5
Feb. 17. From Two to Six (Winifred Allen) 5
Feb. 17. Keith of the Border (Roy Stewart) 5
Feb. 24. Little Red Decides (Triangle PlayFeb. 24. A Soul in Trust (Belle Bennett) e7rs) 5
Mar. 3. Heiress for a Day (Olive Thomas) . . 5
Mar. 3. Shoes That Danced (Pauline Starke) 5
Mar. 10. The Hard Rock Breed (Margery
Wilson)
5
Mar. 10. The Sea Panther (Wm. Desmond).. 5
Mar. 17.
17. The
FaithAnswer
Endurin'(Alma
(RoyRubens)
Stewart)
Mar.
75
Mar. 24. Nancy Comes Home (Myrtle Lind) . 5
Mar. 31.
24. Unfaithful
Innocent's Progress
(Pauline
Starke)
Mar.
(D. Dalton)
2 reels,
and 5
The Marriage Bubble (Wm. Desmond), (Split Feature)
Mar. 31. Another Foolish
Virgin (Margery 3
Wilson)
5
V-L-S-E.
11. TheVitagraph
Woman Between
Friends (Alice
Joyce, Marc MacDermott)
18. The Wooing of Princess Pat (Gladys
Leslie, J. Frank Glendon)
25. Cavanaugh of the Forest Rangers
Neil Shipman, Alfred Whitman) . .
4. The Song of the Soul (Alice Joyce,
Walter McGrail)
11. The Desired Women (Harry Morey,
Florence Deshon)
18. An American
Wire (Earle Williams, GraceLive
Darmond)
25 The Alfred
Home Whitman)
Trail (Nell Shipman,
1. Little
Miss No-Account (Gladys
Leslie
8. The Business of Life (Alice Joyce) . .
World Pictures
Feb. 11. Whims of Society (Ethel Clayton)..
Feb. 18. Broken Ties (June Elvidge, Arthur
Feb. 25. HisAshley)
Royal Highness (Carlyle Blackwell, Evelyn Greeley)
Mar. 4. Spurs of Sybil (Alice Brady)
Mar.ll. The Wasp (Kitty Gordon)
Mar. 18. Wanted, A Mother (Madge Evans)..
Mar. 25. The Wav Out (Carlyle Blackwell,
Jure Elvidge)
Apr. 1. The Cross Bearer (Montagu Love) . .
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
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News

For Manufacturers' Addresses, Names and Addresses of Buyers handling films in any territory, or any other
additional information write — State Rights Department, Motion Picture News
Gold Medal Photoplays
Cinema Distributing Corp.
A. Kay Co.
The Web of Life (Hilda Nord, James
Twenty Thousand Feats Under the Sea....
The 13th Labor of Hercules.
Cruze, George Spencer)
S reels
Golden Barrier
Spoon Mary
11 CC
tome
Clime Productions
Golden
Features
Hii Trial
I C Ramona
8 reels
(Terry Human Interest Reels)
9 reels A Bit of Life
1 reel
No. 1. Character as Revealed in the Face... Ed. Eyes of the World
No. 2. Character as Revealed in the Eyes... Id.
Grand
Feature
Film
Company
Commonwealth
Pictm^es Corp.
Charlotte,
in The Frozen Warning.
Rex Beach on the Spanish Main
5 reels
American News Weekly
Rex Beach in Pirate Haunts
5 reels
One reel each week exclusively on Army and
Corona Cinema Company
Rex Beach in Footsteps of Capt. Kidd....S reals
Navy activities.
The Curse of Eve (Enid Markey) 7 reels
American Standard M. P. Corp.
Features
Coronet Film Corporation
May
Jonah Day
C..1S reels
reel LIVING
The Woman Graphic
and the Beast
5 reels
STUDIES IN NATURAL HISTORY
U«y S.7. Jones'
When Justice
Errs,(Sunshine),
D
May 12. (Educational Subject)
1 reel Animal World, No. 1 Issue.
D. W. Griffith
Animal World, No. 2 Issue.
Hay 14. The
Daughter
of
Darkness,
EpiIntolerance
9 reels
Birdland Studies.
sode No. 1, D
2 reels
May 19. Ghosts (Sunshine), C
1 reel Horticultural Phenomena.
Hanover
Film
Company
Sept. 17. My Country Pint
6 parts
Oct. 7. The Mystery of the Boule S parts
Cosmofotofilm Company
Maciste
— reeta
Oct. IS. Blackmailer
S parts Incomparable Mistress Bellairs 4 reels How Uncle Sam Prepares
4 reels
Liberty Hall
4 reels
William S. Hart
Argosy
Films,
Inc.
The
Black
Spot
4
reels
The Celebrated Stielow Case
6 reels Victoria Cross
Cold Deck
S D
4 reels The
5 D
His Vindication
5 reels The Two Gun Man
Where
D'ye
Get
That
Stuff
5
reels
Absinthe (King Baggott), Universal Re- is ue 5reels I Believe
7 reels
Hawk Film Corporation
Dixie
Films
Monster of Fate
— reels
Arrow Film Corporation
The Deemster (Derwent Hall Caine) 7 reels Tempest and Sunshine (Evelyn Greely)..5 reels
Herald
Film
Corporation
Just a Song at Twilight
S reels Around the World in 80 Days
6 reels
Bluebird Extraordinary
Hiller
&
Wilk,
Inc.
Ebony
Film
Corporation
The Eagle's Wines (Herbert Rawlinson).
A Natural Born Shooter
1 reel The Battle of Gettysburg
Hell Morgan's Girl (Dorothy Phillips).
reels
Dat Blackhand Waitah Man
1 reel The Wrath of the Gods (Sessue Hayakawa).S— reels
Hother o' ford,
Mine
Julian, Ruth ClifRuby La(Rupert
Fayette).
Shine Johnson and the Rabbit's Foot 1 reel
Historic Features
Brenon Productions
E. I. S. Motion Picture Corp.
Christus
8 reels
Lone Wolf
7 parts Trooper 44
5 reels
M.
H.
Hoffman,
Inc.
Pall of the Romanoffs
8 parts
Elmont Feature Film Co.
Empty Pockets
7 parts
One Hour (Zeena Keefe and Alan Hale). 6 reels
People vs. John Doe
6 reels The
Silent Witness (Gertrude McCoy)... 6 reels
Jules Bumstein
God's
Law
6
reels
A Trip Through China (Brodsky's Art Pic- tures) 8reels
Shame
7 parts
Emerald Motion Picture Co.
Her Fighting Chance (Jane Grey) 6 reels
Should She Obey? (Alice Wilson, Gene
Cardinal Film Corporation
The
Slacker's
Heart
S
reels
Genung and Norbert Myles) 6 reels
Joan the Woman (Geraldine Farrar) 11 reels
Whither Thou Goest (Rhea Mitchell and
Export
and
Import
Film
Co.
Johnson)
5 reels
Century Comedies
Robespierre
— reels The Orrin
Great White Trail (Doris Kenyon)..6 reels
(FEATURING ALICE HOWELL)
— reels
Balloonatics
2 reels Ivan the Terrible
Automaniacs
2 reels
Fairmount Film Corporation
Picture Corporation
7 reels The Iliodor
Fall of the Romanoffs (Iliodor, Nance
Neptune's Naughty Daughter
2 reels Hate
BENJAMIN CHAPIN'S
O'Neil, Ekaterina Galanta, Alfred
Flora Finch Film Co.
SERIES PARAMOUNT
Hickman and Conway Tearle) — reels
War Prides
2 reels
The Son of Democracy..
Inter Ocean Film Corp.
Christie Film Company
Enlighten
Thy Daughter
— reels
First National Exhibitors'
Circuit,
Inc.
Father's Bright Idea
1 reel
Ivan Feature Productions
On
Trial.
With
the
Mummies'
Help
1
reel
The MaRic Maid
1 reel Charles Chaplin.
One Law for Both (Rita Jolivet, Vincent
The Milky Way
1 reel Daughter
Serrano,doba,Leah
Baird, Pedro De Cor- 7 reels
of Destiny (Mme. Petrova).
His Last Pill
1 reel
James Morrison)
The Fourteenth Man
1 reel Herbert Brenon's " Empty Pockets."
Babbling
Tongues
(Grace
Valentine, James
Down by the Sea
1 reel The Sign Invisible (Big Mitch Lewis).
Morrison, Arthur Donaldson) 7 reels
Bkirtt
1 reel
Married
in
Name
Only
(Gretchen
Hartman,
Fort Pitt Corporation
Won in a Cabaret
1 reel The Italian
Milton Sills, Marie Shotwell) 6 reels
Battlefront.
His Merry Mix-Up
1 reel
Sins of Ambition (Barbara Castleton, WilA Smoky Love Affair
1 reel
Fox Film Corp.
fred Lucas, Leah Baird, James MorHoncymooners.
rison) 7reels
Out for the Coin.
The Spy.
(Standard Pictures)
Human
Clay
(MoUie King)
5 reels
Her Awful Predicament.
The
Honor
System.
Crazy
by
Proxy.
Jester
Comedies
Jack and the Beanstalk.
Green Eyes and Bullets.
Feb. — . The Recruit (Twede Dan) 2 parts
The Conqueror.
Betty's
Bifr Idea.
Mar. — . His Golden Romance (Twede
Local Color.
Camille.
Dan)
2 parts
Oct. 18. Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp.
Love and Locksmiths.
Nov.
18.
The
Babes
in
the
Wood.
Hearts and Clubs.
April—. All "Fur" Her (Twede Dan)... 2 parU
M.ay — . The Wrong Flat (Twede Dan).. 2 parts
Almo'.t a Bigamist.
Frieder Film Corporation
More Haste Less Speed.
Juvenile Film Corporation
Betty Wskes Up.
The
Birds'
Carol Louise)
(Mary Louise). 55 reels
War in Kidland
1 reel
Stepping Out.
A Bit
C Christmas
Heaven (Mary
reels AWorld
Chip Off the Old Block
1 reel
Almo'.f iJivorced.
Help! Help!'urn.
Police!
Friedman Enterprises
Chip's Elopement
1 reel
A Mormon Maid (Mae Murray)
6 reels Chip's Backyard Barn-Stormers 2 reels
T' - - : c Tangle,
Chip's
Rivals
1
reel
Frohman Amusement Corp.
For Sale, a Daddy
1 reel
H'
■■apa.
The Witching Hour (C. Aubrey Smith,
Chip's Carmen
2 reels
Cupirj
Jack
Helen Conness
Arnold, Marie 6 reels
Klotz and Streimer
Five tob C'imouflage.
Five.
ShotwellSherrill,
and Robert
Thou Goest
5 reels
Many a Slip
Conquest
of
Canaan
5 reels Whither
The Night of His Life.
The
Secret
Treaty
S reels
God's Man
9 reels
Mum's
the
Word.
Lincoln
Motion
Picture
Company
Circumstantial Evidence.
General Enterprises, Inc.
In the Dark.
Mother (Elizabeth Risdon. McClure) . . . .6 parts Trooper
The Realization
Negro's Ambitions. . .23 reels
reels
Whose Wife?
of Troopof aK
The
Warrior
(Maciste) (McClure) 7 parts
(Continued on page 1774)
The House that Jack Built.
The Liar (Jane Gail, Stanley Walpole)...6 parts
\
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Educational Film Corp. of Amer.
SCENICS— EDUCATIONAL
Oct. 24. From Studio to Screen.
Oct.
31,
A
Japan, No.-the1. Hawaiian
Nov. 7. A Trip
FlyingThrough
Trip Through
Islands, No. 1.
Nov. 14. A Flying Trip Through the Hawaian
Islands, No. 2.
Nov. 21. Me and My Dog.
Nov. 28. The Chain Gang.
Dec.Valley).
5. The Land of Enchantment (Yosemite
Dec. 12. Fishing for Fish.
Dec. 26.
19. ABeside
Trip the
Through
Japan,
Dec.
Glimmer
Glass.No. 2.
DITMARS
OF NATURE"
Nov.
19. The"LIVING
Animals ofBOOK
Australia.
Nov. 26. The Smaller Monkeys.
Dec. 3. Enemies of the Garden.
Dec. 10. Our Vanishing Game.
Dec. 17. Nature's Weavers.
Dec.
24. The
Nature's
Songsters.
Dec. 31.
Animals
in Midsummer.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

Fox* Sunshine Comedies
11. Roaring Lions and Wedding Bells..
18. A Milk-Fed Vamp
9. His Smashing Career
23. Damaged — No Goods
6. Shadows of Her Pest
20. Son of a Gun
3. Hungry Lions in a Hospital
17. Are Married Policemen Safe?

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

General Film Company
BROADWAY STAR FEATURES
(O. HENRY STORIES)
The Fifth Wheel (W. L. Rodgers, Chet
Ryan, Patricia Palmer)
2 D
Compliments
of the Season (Herbert
Prior, Betty Blythe, Aida Horton)...2 D
The Moment of Victory (W. L. Rodgers,
Chet Ryan)
2 C-D
The Trimmed Lamp (Mildred Manning,
Alice Terry)
2 C-D
Schools and Schools (Jean Paige, Chas.
Hutchison)
2 D
A Madison Square Arabian Night (Dun-.
can McRae, Patsy De Forrest) 2 D
The Rathskeller and the Rose (Adele De
Garde, Evart Overton)
2 D
By Injunction (Chet Ryan, W. L. Rodgers,
Patricia Palmer)
2 D
The Song and the Sergeant (Alice Terry,
Stanley Dunn, Templar
ESSANAYSaxe) . . ". 2 D
GEORGE ADE FABLES
The Fable of the Toilsome Ascent and the
The Shining
Fable ofTable
the Land
Back Trackers from the 2 C
Hot Sidewalks
2 C
ESSANAY COMEDIES (1 reel)
Lunch
1 C
Nut Stuff
1 C
He Loved Her So
1 C
One
Night
Next
11 CC
The Soup and the Fish Ball
1 C
A Tough Knight
1 C
Our Little Nell
1 C
Check Your Hat, Sir
1 C
Wild Algy of PiccadiUy
1 C
All Stuck Up
1 C
The Lie That Failed
1 C
The Jazbo Sheriff
1 C
ESSANAY SCENICS
Water Powers
Western
Through
Canadaof from
CoastCanada......'....!
to Coast 1 Sc.
Sc.
How Grain
CanadaRaising
and the Farmer Co-operate in 1 Sc.
Agricultural Opportunities in Western Can- ada 1 Sc.
Water Powers of Eastern Canada
1 Sc.
A Romance of Rails and Power
1 Sc.
Grand Canyon of Arizona and Canyon de
Chelley
1 Sc.
CHAPLIN COMEDIES
By the Sea
1 C
In the Park
1 C
Work
2 C
A Woman
2 C
The Tramp
2 C
His New Job
2 C
GRANT, POLICE REPORTER SERIES
The
Mystery
of Room 422
11 DD
A Deal
in Bonds
The Sign of the Scarf
1 D
The Man with the Limp
....1 D

A DAUGHTER OF DARING SERIES
A Race to the Drawbridge
1D
The Munitions Plot
1 D
The
Detective'sSmugglers
Danger
11 DD
The Railroad
The Deserted Engine
1D
JAXON FILM CORP.
" A DAUGHTER
OF UNCLE
SAM "
SERIAL (Jane Vance, Wm. Sorelle) 12
Episodes
1 D
JAXON COMEDIES
Her Fatal Shot (Finn & Haddie)
1 C
Marooned
1 C
Sherman Was Right
1 C
What WiU Happen Next?
1 C
Which Was Lucky?
1 C
The Unofficial Maneuver
1 C
What Occurred on the Beach
1 C
An
All-Fools'
Day
Affair
11 CC
Beating Him to It
;
Forced Into Matrimony
1 C
JUDGE BROWN STORIES
Chocolate of the Gang
2 C-D
The Lost Lie
2 C-D
Tad's Swimming Hole
2 C-D
Marrying Off Dad
2 C-D
The Preacher's Son
2 C-D
Thief or Angel
2 C-D
The Accusing Toe
2 C-D
Black and White
2 C-D
Rebellion
2 C-D
A Boy Built City
2 C-D
I'm a Man
2 C-D
SPARKLE COMEDIES
On the Love Line
1 C
The Detective
1 C
Smashing
the
Plot
11 CC
After the Matinee
Double Cross
1 C
The Best of a Bad Bargain
1 C
THREE C COMEDIES
Stealing a Sweetheart (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
A Hash House Romance (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
The Hod Carrier's Million (Claude Cooper,
Virginia Tracy Clark, Kenneth Claren- don) 1C
HANOVER FILM COMPANY
Camille (Helen Hesperia)
6 D
"The
MarvelousCULTURE
Maciste
PHYSICAL
PHOTO PLAYS 6CO.D
Physical Culture Magazine (Issued
Monthly)
1 Edc.
PIEDMONT PICTURES CORPORATION
(SELBURN COMEDIES)
Hubby's
21 CC
Too
MuchHoliday
Elephant
Wedding Bells and Lunatics
1 C
His CoUege Proxy
1 C
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.

King Bee Comedies
Candy Kid
15.1. The
The Hobo
1. The Pest
IS. The Bandmaster
1. The Slave
15. The Stranger
1. His Day Out
15. The Rogue
SELIG-HOYT COMEDIES
6. A Dog in the Manger
20. A Trip to Chinatown
3. A Midnight Bell
17. A Contented Woman

22
2
2
2
2
2
2

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
2 C
2 C
2 C
2 C

George Kleine System
FLAGG'S COMEDIES
MONTGOMERY
" GIRLS YOU KNOW "
2
n
Jan. 2. The Screen Fa
-2^
e
Brid
16. The Superstitious
Jan. 30.
Girl
Z
Feb. 13. The Matinee Girl
2Z
el
Feb. 27.
l
Gir
Spoiled Mod
The Artist's
13. The
Mar.

Metro Pictiu-es Corporation
METRO-DREW COMEDIES
Taking
and After
Mar.
Mar. 11.4. Before
His Strength
of Mind
Mar. 18. Special Today
•
Mar. 25.
When Logic
a Man's Married
Apr.
1. Gas
Apr. 8. A Youthful Affair

1J
f
\l
1

C
C
J;
C
^
C^
^
^

Mutual Film Corporation
STRAND (BILLIE RHODES)
Feb. 5. Her Friend Brown
1 reel
Feb. 12. Three Times and Out
1 reel
Feb. 19. Miss Cinderella
1 reel
Feb. 26. Up in the Air
1 reel
Mar. 5. Waltzing Around
1 reel
Mar. 12. Finishing Mary
1 reel
Mar. 19. His Quaker Girl
1 reel
Mar. 26. Up She Goes
1 reel
SCREEN TELEGRAM
Issued Sunday and Wednesday of Each Weed
MUTUAL-CHAPLINS
Oct. 29. The Adventurer
2 C
Paramount Pictures Corporation
KLEVER KOMEDIES (Victor Moore).
Jan. 14. Meatless Days and Sleepless Nights.l C
Jan. 20. Out West
2 reels
Jan. 28. He Got His
1 C
Feb.
3.
Watch
Your
Neighbor..."
Feb. 10. Sheriff Nell's Tussle
22 CC
BLACK DIAMOND COMEDIES
Oct. IS. Nearly a Baker
1 C
Nov. 12. A Society Scrimmage
1 C
ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Dec.
10. AOutCountry
Hero
Dec. 20.
West
21 CC
BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Jan. 7. Sydney, the Antipodean Metropolis.! reel
Jan. Australia
14. A Trip to the Jenolan Caves of 1 reel
Jan. 21. Melbourne, the Magnificent 1 reel
Jan. 28. 'Round About Melbourne 1 reel
Feb. 4. Adelaide, Capital of South Aus-tralia 1rMl
WHO IS NUMBER ONE? (Serial)
Jan. 7. Episode 11. The Rail Raiders 2 D
Jan. 14. Episode 12. The Show Down
2 D
Jan. 21. Episode 13. Cornered
2 D
Jan. 28. Episode 14. No Surrender
2 D
Feb. 4. Episode 15. The Round-Up 2 D
MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
Jan. 13. The Kitchen Lady
2 C
Jan. 27. His Hidden Purpose
3 C
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Sunday, March 17, 1918
The Astra
House of Hate, No. 2 (The Tiger's Eye), 2D
Fare, Please (Toto, Clarine Seymour, Bud
Jamison), Rolin
2 C
Here Come the Girls (Harold Lloyd, Harry
Pollard, Bebe Daniels), Rolin
;.l C
Picturesque France (The Cauterets) Col.
(Pathe), Trav., and " Children's Dances,"
Educ
Split reel
Wednesday, March 20, 1918
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 24
1 top
Saturday, March 23, 1918
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 25
1 top
Sunday, March 24, 1918
The iidy),
House Astra
of Hate, No. 3 (A Woman's Per- 2 D
Let'sDaniels),
Go (Harold
Lloyd, Harry Pollard, Bebe 1 C
Rolin
" Pests of Our Fruit Trees (Col.), Educ. and
Picturesque France, Arcachon, Trav.
Wednesday, March 27, 1918 Split Reel
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 26
1 top
March27
30, 1918
Hearst-PatheSaturday,
News, No.
1 top
Sunday, March 31, 1918
The House of Hate, No. 4 (The Man from
Jaav), Astra
2 D
On the Jump (Harold Lloyd, Bebe Daniels,
Harry Pollard), Rolin
1 C
' The Valley of the Dordogne, France."
(Col.), tion,"Trav.,
and "The
Horse inSplit
Ac- reel
Part 2 (Col.),
Educ
Wednesday, April 3, 1918
Hearst-Pathe News No. 28
1 top
Saturday, April 6, 1918
Hearst-Pathe News No. 29
1 top

M 0 t i o n Picture
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Triangle Distributing Corp.
TRIANGLE COMEDIES
Feb. 3.- Airing Their Troubles
1C
Feb. 3. A Safe Disaster
1C
Feb. 10. His Nine Lives
1C
Feb. 10. A Game Gambler
1C
Feb. 17. Their Undercover Capers
1 C
Feb. 17. A Full Dress Fizzle
1C
Fet.
11 CC
Feb. 24.
24. AHisCoward's
Nimble Courage
Twist
Mar. 3. A Discord in A Flat
1C
Mar. 3. His Hidden Shame
1C
Mar. 10. Wives and Worries
1C
Mar.
10.
She
Didn't
Do
It
Mar. 17. A Social Shock Absorber 11 CC
Mar. 17. Caught with the Goods
1C
Mar. 24. Fork Over
1C
Mar. 31.
24. AA Good
Janitor's
Fall
Mar.
Elk
11 CC
Mar. 31. Her Bohemian Party
1C
KEYSTONE RELEASES
Feb. Dale
3. A Fuller,
Sea Serpent's
DesireMaude
(Wm. Wayne).
Franey, 2 C
Milt. Sims,
Mar. 10. Did She Wrong (Harry Gribbon,
L' id,Rankin)
Frank Bond, Dora 2 C
Rogers.Myrtle
Carolyne
Feb. 17. His Double Life (R. Griffith, Dorothy Hager, Claire Anderson) 2 C
Feb. 24. A Tell-Tale Shirt (Fritz Schave,
Peggy Pierce, C. Roberts, Baldy Bel- mont) 2C
Mar. 3. A Ladyney, Killer's
Doom Dale
(Wm.Fuller,
FraMaude Wayne,
Milt Sims)
2 C
liar. 10. Did She Do Wrong? (Harry Gnbbon, Claire Anderson, Frank Bond,
Dora Rogers)
2 C
Mar. 17 Mud (Ray Griffith, Peggy Pearce,
Max Asher, Henry Depp
2 C
Mar. 24. A Safe Danger (Al Edmonds, Rae
Godfrey,
Sylvia Ashton, Chris 2 C
Richards
Mar. 31. A Franey,
Playwright's
Wrong
Dora Rogers,
Milt (Wm.
Sims,
Maude Wayne)
2 C_
Universal Film Company
Monday, March 18, 1918
NESTOR— Wednesday,
I'll Fix It March
(King 20.
Baggot)
1C
1918
l^KO — Cooks and Crooks (Gale Henry,
Hughie Mack, Dave Morris) 2 C
Monday, March 25, 1918
NESTOR— Nothing But Nerve (Gale Henry). 1 C
Wednesday, March 27, 1918
L-KO— Sherlock Ambrose (Mack Swain) 2 C
Monday, April 1, 1918
NESTOR— Pink Pajamas
(Dave Morris,
Gladys Tennyson)
1 C
Wednesday, April 3, 1918
L-KO — Gowns
and Girls (Gale Henry,
Hughie Mack, Dave Morris)
2 C
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY
Feb. 27. Number 13.
Mar. 4. Number 14.
Mar. 11. Number 15.
Mar. 18. Number 16.
Mar. 25. Number 17.
Apr. 4. Number 18.
UNIVERSAL SCREEN MAGAZINE
Mar. 2. Issue Number 60.
Mar. 9. Issue Number 61.
Ma-. 23.
16. Issue
Number 63.
62.
Mar.
Issue Number
Mar. 30. Issue Number 64.
Apr. 6. Issue Number 65.
UNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS
Mar. 2. Issue Number 42.
Mar. 9. Issue Number 43.
Mar. 16. Issue Number 44.
Mar. 23. Issue Number 45.
Mar. 30. Issue Number 46.
Apr. 6. Issue Number 47.
LYONS-MORAN STAR COMEDIES
Apr. 8. A Pigskin Hero
1 reel
SERIALS
"THE MYSTERY SHIP"
Two Reels Each
(Ben Wilson. Neva Gerbcr;
Feb. 25. Fourteenth Episode, The Masked Riders.
'fir, 4. Fifteenth
Episode, The House ol Trickcry.
11. Sixteenth
riage. Episode, The Forced MarAiar. 18. Seventeenth Episode, The Deadly Torpedo.
Mar 25. Eighteenth
Episode, The Fight in Midair.
••THE BULL'S EYE
Two Reels Each
fEddie Polo)
Feb. 25. Fourth Episode, Still in the Ring.
Mar. 4. Fifth Episode, The Swing of Death.
Mar. 11. Sixth Episode, On the Brink.
Mar.
18. Seventh
Epiiode, TheRidinj;
Wild. Crisis.
Mar. 25.
Eis;hlh Episode,
Flaming
Apr. 1. Ninth Episode, Dynamite.
Apr. 8. "Tenth Episode, Coyotes of the Desert.

"THE LION'S CLAWS
Two Reels Each
(Marie Walcamp)
Apr 1. First Episode, A Woman's Honor.
Apr 8. Second Episode, Beasts of the Jungle.
FINLEY NATURE STUDIES
Split Reel
Mar.
Fisherman .""
The Indianof Switzerland
8, " Grandeur
4. Number
and " The
Mar. 11. Number 9, " The Geysers of Yellowstone
Park " and " Flowers of the Orient."
Mar. 18. Number 10, "Where Rolls the Oregon"
and
11, "Wild Fowl Nurseries of
Mar. 25. Number" Mosquito.'
Southern Oregon " and " How Mr.
Noodle Went to aDayMasque
Ball."
1. Number
at Yellowstone
Park " 12,and " A" Beautiful
Devon — the
Apr.
Land of Romance, England."
Animals "
Sea ofBirds
13, "Land
Apr. 8. Number
and " The
LongandAgo."
Vitagraph
BIG V COMEDIES
Feb.
Telephones
and Troubles.
Feb. 11.4. Babes
and Boobs.
Feb. 18. Courts and Convicts.
Feb. 25. Rooms and Rumors.
Mar. 4. Jumping Jacks and Jail Birds.
Mar. 11. Meddlers and Moonshiners.
Mar. 18. Tramps and Traitors.
Mar. 25. Stripes and Stumbles.
Apr. 1. Sleuths and Slackers.
Apr. 8. Rummies
and Razors.
VITAGRAPH
COMEDIES
Jan. 7. A Little Ouija Work.
Jan. 14. Seeking An Oversoul.
Jan. 21. A Four-Cornered Triangle.
Jan. 28. Their Anniversary Feast.
Feb. 4. Surprising Husband.
Feb. 11. Coals for the Fire.
Feb. 18. Sweets to the Sour.
Feb. 25. Their Godson.
VENGEANCE AND THE WOMAN (Serial)
Jan. 28. The Lure of Hate (Sixth Episode).
Feb. 4. The Wolf Trap (Seventh Episode).
Feb. 11. The Mountain of Devastation (Eighth
Episode) .
Feb. 18. Buried Alive (Ninth Episode).
Feb. 25. The
for Life (Tenth Episode).
sode).Leap
Mar. 4. The
Cavern of Terror (Eleventh Episode).Desperate Chance (Twelfth EpiMar. 11. The
Mar. 18. Sands of Doom (Thirteenth Episode).
Mar. 25. The Hand
of Fate (Fourteenth Episode).
Apr. 1. The Reckoning (Fifteenth Episode).
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

Favorite Film Features
4. The PiiKtes
2 C
4. The Wings of a Moth
1 D
11. The Sacrifice of Kathleen 2 D
11. Art for A Heart
1 C
18. The Mischief Maker
2 D
18.
Sonny
Jim
in
Search
of
a
Mother..!
25. Old Reliable
2 CD
25. Stenographer Troubles
1 C
4. An Officer and a Gentleman 2 D
4. Unlucky
Louis
1
C
DREW COMEDIES
11. Their First Quarrel.
18. A Telegraphic Tangle.
25. His Wife Knew About It.
1. Following the Scent
1 reel
8. The Home Cure
1 C

RELEASES IN THE
INDEPENDENT FIELD
(Continued from page 1772)
Marine Film Co.
Lorelei of the Sea
— reels

N ew a

Ogden Pictures Corp.
The Lust of the Ages
— reels
Paragon Films
The Whip

8 reeU

Photoplay Magazine
Screen Supplement — One-reel releases, giving
intimate interviews of all the stars. (Through independent exchanges).
Popular Picture Corporation
Corruption
6 reels
Public Rights Film Corporation
The Public Be Damned (Charles Richman
and Mary Fuller)
5 reels
Renowned Pictures Corporation
The Public Defender
6 reels
Naked Hands
5 reels
Weavers of Life
6 reels
Souls Redeemed
6 reels
Mother Love and the Law
7 reels
In
Treason's
Grasp
Should
She Obey?
..75 reels
reels
Selig Special
Beware of Strangers
The
Ne'er-Do-Well
The Garden of Allah (Selig)
Who Shall Take My Life?
Frank J. Seng

7
8
10
—

reels
reels
reels
reels

Parentage
7 reels
Sherman Eliot, Inc.
The Crisis
lo reels
Sherman Pictures Corporation
ITheBelieve
7 reels
Land of the Rising Sun
Julius Steger
Redemption
e reels
Sterling Pictures Corporation
Peg o' the Sea (Jean Sothern feature) 6 parts
ATheMute
(Jean Sothern
feature)...
LashAppeal
of Destiny
(Gertrude
McCoy 5 parts
feature)
parts
Her Good Name (Jean Sothern feature).. S5 parts
Rosie
O'Grady
(Viola
Dana
feature) SS parts
parts
The Cloud (Jean Sothern feature)
The feat
God of Little Children (Alma Hanlon
ure)
5 parts
APride
Mother's
S6 parts
and theOrdeal
Devil (Jean
(Alma Sothern
Hanlon feature)
feature)
parts
Miss Deception (Jean Sothern feature)... 5 parts
The Law that Failed (Alma
Hanlon fture)S parts
Great Bradley Mystery (Alma Hanlon
feature)
parts
The Mystic Hour (Alma Hanlou feature). 65 parts
When You and I Were Young (Alma
Hanlon feature)
5 parts
The Golden God (Alma Hanlon feature).. S parts
She Was a Dangerous Girl (Cartoon
comedy)
500 ft.
Zippy the Fireman (Cartoon comedy) 500 ft.
Zippy in a Sanatorium (Cartoon comedy). 500 ft.
Zippy and
BuysTricky
a Pet (Cartoon
Pup (Cartoon
comedy). 500 ft.
Slick
comedy)
500 ft.
Doctor Bunny's Zoo (Cartoon comedy) .. .500 ft.
The
Old
Forty-Niner
(Cartoon
comedy)..
500
Mr. Coon (Cartoon comedy)
500 ft.
ft.
Mose Is Cured (Cartoon comedy)
500 ft.
Zippy's Insurance (Cartoon comedy) 500 ft.
Zippy
's Pets (Cartoon
)
SOO
The Unknown
(Cartooncomedy
comedy)
SCO ft.
ft.
Moe Streimer

Masterpiece Drama Productions
Who's Your Neighbor?
—
Masterpictures
LION COMEDIES
Oct. 29. Nathan Busts Into the Movies 1 C
Nov. S. A Village Villain
1 C
Nov. 12. Her Fatal Resemblance 1 C
Nov. 19. An Account of a No-Account Count. 1 C
Nov. 26. Hicks and Hornets
1 C
Dec. 3. Waves and Wimmen
1 C
Dec. 10. Fizzled Finance
1 C

A Daughter of the Don
10 reels
Submarine Film Corporation
The Submarine Eye
7 reels
W. H. Productions Co.
William
S. Hart
as Two Gun Man in " The 6 reels
Bargain
"
William
S.
Hart
in " The Bandit and the 5 reels
Preacher "
William S. Hart in " The Hell Hound of
Alaska "
S reels
Also Series of two-reel W. H. Hart productions.

Mayfair Film Corp.
Persuasive Peggy
— reels
B. S. Moss M. P. Corporation
Birth Control
6 reels
The Power of Evil
5 reels
Boots and Saddles
S reels
The
Who ofDoesn't
Know
S5 reels
reels
In theGirlHands
the Law
One Hour (Sequel to " Three Weeks ")

Wholesome Films Corporation
The Ralph
Penny Morgan),
Philanthropist
D(Peggy O'Neil and . S
Cinderella and the Magic Slipper (Special ChilCast), Juv
His feet,
AwfulC. dren'sDownfall
(Rex Adams), 1,000 ♦
Little Red Riding Hood (Juvenile), 4,000 feet.
World Pictures
Over Here
5 reels

MOTfON'PirTHRF

NEWS,-

t

m
7,

The New California Theatre of San
Francisco, California, the finest Theatre in the world,
uses the
MOTIOGRAPH
DE-LUXE

■■iiiii
liiiilili

Has many
points of
advantage:
It is massive and rigid.
Itsvibration.
rigid construction eliminates
It balanced.
is highly artistic and well
5.4. Film capacity 3,000 feet.
Ball bearings on takeup spindle.
7.6. Non-friction,
non-slip speed control.
Will not slip when accidentally
t Speed
_ exposed to oil fully
.
Electric motor
enclosed.
nections
fromconinside of
Motor control
switch enclosed
in base.
pedestal.
(Cable
and out of sight)protected
Is Invisible but convenient.
Speed
control
adjustable
to
a
fine degieeb
Tl|ick
screen glass windows in '
magazines.
Base has leveling device.
18 Improved
quick change
Extra large lamp house.
graph
Condenser
MountMotiowith
Lamp house top removable.
focusing adjustment.
Opening in base of lamp house
Hardened
feed
and
take-up
to remove carbon dust.
sprockets.star.
Can
use 12" upper and 12" lower
Hardened
carbons.
Hardened
cam. cut gears. (The
All steel spiral
Constant
speed
one-sixth
H.P.
only projector so equipped.)
Motor.

// you tvant the best projector
made order the Motiograph
DeLuxe. Price complete, $375.00.
ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO
564 W. Randolph Street Chicago, III.

Motion
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This

News

Building

Tlio firp was liold in check by the
int; until the liromcu arrived, and the
ing itself was not seriously injured.
Rer's variety
•■ ("lassikof " artistic
Steel Ceilings
wide
designs.are made
They
heaiiliful. safe, distinctive, permanent and
rctanloiit. Write for Catalog D-4.J.

cpilceilKerinarea
fire

The Berger Mfg. Co., Canton, O.
Branches: Boston. New York, Philadelphia, Chicago St. Louis,
Minneapolis. San Francisco.
Export Dept.: Bcry:er BlUj?., New York City. U. S. A

Rear
of storesection
just
after
fire.
Note the
failure
of plaster
walls. on

BETTER

Picture

The Wild Building, Canton,
Ohio, Fire originated in the
rear of Nelson's Millinery Store
— read Mr. Nelson's letter below.
CA.'vro.N.ouio ja^- £5th.ieifl.

7heCanton,
Berger Ohio*
Uanufacturlng Co.,
Devr Sire:
'On Dec. 24 fire broke out In the rear of oy
millinery etore In the Wild building. All
I or the stock tnd flxturef in the pear of the
■tore were deotroyed but thanke to your Bteel
Celling my entire Spring stock of Uillinery
on ihe second floor and In fact the entire
building was snved.
The ceiling Itself has now been rcflnlshed
find looks 80 eood i» new.
Very truly your*>,

SATISFACTION

This notice is addressed to the minority of our subscribers who do not regularly answer
advertisements.
The service described is, however, open and free to all who wish our help.
We do not wish to discourage you from writing direct to our advertisers; in fact, you
do not do enough of it for your own good, but we do want you to get the proper goods to
fit your needs.
There are many, perhaps you, who are too busy to write each company separately;
therefore we are offering our co-operation, which means that you will receive full information
on any subject which you may designate by merely filling out the coupon, designating by
numbers the goods in which you are interested.
Your inquiries thus received will be forwarded to reputable manufacturers, even though
the goods on which you wish information are
Cement
1. A'lvcrtlBlng N'ovclllcs 23. Film
Cleaners
'i. Arc
ArcblU'Ctural
8u|tgC8tloiu 25.
24. Film
Film Dyes
CbDlrollcrs
4. brua RaIIs
2R. Film Stock
5. BoUdlos Material
27. Fire Extinguishers
Decorations
6. Cameraa — Camera AttachmenU 2H. Floral
Gas Engines
—
Camera
Lenses
2Q.
7. Carbons
30. Heralds
(See Gas Engine Card)
8. Chairs
31. Generators
19. Chair Upholstery
32. Interior Lighting
Telephones
10. CtinnKc MaklDg Machines 33. Interior
1 1 . CoDd'Tivrrs
34. Laboratory Apparatus
12. Convtrt«rs and Transformers 35. Lenses
13. Developing Material 30. Lighting Sets
14. Developlnc and Printing 37. Lithographers
15. Uereloplng Tanks
38. Lobby Display
lA. Dlslnlectants and Perfumes 39. Lobby
Novelties
17. Eoooomlzeni
40 Metal Ceilings
18. Eieeuic Hlgns
4). Motfjrs
29. Etoraton and EwsJatort 42 Mural Paintings
Instruments
20. Exterior Lighting
43 Muxical
21. nim Cablneu
44. PalnU
22. Film Carrten
45. Perforating Machine*
40. Printing Machines

not advertised in the "News."
*°- Programs
Projection Booths
63.
f„
"y64.
65.
57.
66.
68.
59.

Reels
Projection
Lenses
Machines (Homes)
Projection
Rectifiers Machines
Rewlnders
Rheostats
Screens
Safety Exit Locks
Slide Ink
Slides

60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
66.
67.
68.
09.

Slip Covers
Stage Setting
Studio Lights
Tickets
Ticket
Machine
Tripods Selling
Ticket
Taking Machine
Uniforms
Vacuum Cleaners
Ventilating and Fans

I Gentlemen:
Please send me '
Idesorip
tive matter
the list*.
sub* I
ecta marked
in theonabove
I Name
I Theatre

'

IS
City
tate

^
j
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These various conditions would not exist if all was well
-—there would be no need of all these new laws and regulations— the operators would have the respect of the rest of
the industry. As things stand now, they have not got this
respect and the reason is, not that the majority are to
blame, but just as the chain is only as-strong as its weakest
link, so the operators as a whole are judged by the few
who cause the trouble.

I SECTION OF MOTION
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
j
I
I
I
I

PICTURE
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I

Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture
industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments
in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, inventions and suggestions; camera devices analyzed and
commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature
pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and
furnishing field,
No charge is made in these departments for answering
questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited.
E. Kendall Gillett
Editor
Alfred S. Cory
Technical Editor
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House-Cleaning

I asked whether the members of the union know that
they had men in their ranks who were causing trouble —
who are to blame for exhibitor opposition and distrust. He
told me they did, but that only in the most flagrant cases
was it possible to throw them out of the organization. This
is foolish and short-sighted. An organization of this kind
is not just to the hard working, honest members, unless it
has a conscientious tribunal for the purpose of trying those
who break the law or otherwise run down their profession.
They should be thrown out bodily and blacklisted in every
theatre in the city. Then there would be no need of any
outside organizations — the one central body would be all
sufficient. All operators would be pulling together and
those men who are worth while on the outside would be
clamoring to get on the inside.
This continual fighting with the theatre men would
then cease. They would have respect for the operators'
organization, which at present is not the case. The operators would then get what they want within reason and
without wrangling. We would see a cooperative spirit
grow up instead of one of antagonism. This would be
started by the progressive houses, whose example would
be followed by the others, for every theatre owner wants
the best operator he can get. Theatre men would then at
once turn to the unions, for the mere fact that they were
getting a man from that body would practically mean a
guarantee that the new operator knew his business and
that the union would stand back of him in every way. In
fact, if a general house-cleaning were put into effect there
would
ent rife.be no excuse for the wranglings which are at pres-

DURING the course of a week I usually have talks
with from one to fiA^e operators who drop in to discuss one thing or another informally. One week
it may be a new regulation, another week something else.
Last week it was the Walker bill, and each time I learn
something new. Most of the men who drop in are progressive. They like their work — they are high-class operators. Sometimes I get one of the other kind — who
swears at his boss, has nothing good to say about the exchange— in fact, feels as though the industry owes him a
living. Why I do not know — it is his secret. He acts as
though he were doing a favor to the inhabitants of the
entire city, and that because they do not declare a holiday once every so often in his honor he is not being appreciated. This is the kind of fellow who usually smokes
in the booth or mutilates the film when a patch breaks, or
punches holes near the end of the reel, or cuts out frames
for his best girl, or sits in the booth reading the latest
edition of the evening paper while the picture gets out of
frame or the illumination fades because of improper arc
feeding. This last man is also the one who is being protected by legislation — the one who is being carried along
by the others in the various organizations to the detriment
of the ambitious members.

To go further, the union should be more than a mere
protective association — it should be a source of information and learning. The clubs outside of the union hold
their meetings, have licenses, prepare papers, perform
experiments and in every way strive to increase the knowledge of their members. These should be the functions of
the locals all over the country. They should be continually
striving to help their members who want help and weeding out those who are worthless to the organization and
who are a drag on it as well as the industry. Those who
have joined the organization merely in order to get a soft
job and then hold it under the protection of those who are
worth while, should not be countenanced.

There was a man in the office the other day in whom I
have considerable confidence. We discussed the problem
from various angles. He admitted that my contention was
true that the operators themselves were to blame for the
conditions. He admitted that there are men in the union
all over the country who were not worthy to hold their
jobs. He also admitted that there are many members with
whom he would absolutely have nothing to do outside
the meeting hall. He admitted that there are good men
who have nothing to do with the union and who refuse to
join. He also talked at length about the smaller organizations— social as well as instructive — which have grown up
and to which only those who are invited can become
affiliated.

The operator is too important to the industry to be
ignored but as long as he does not himself realize the place
which he holds he will not be recognized by others in the
industry. When he has cleaned up his own organization
and has the right kind of men associated with him he will
be listened to, but not before. He must be progressive, he
must keep improving his technical knowledge, always striving to become better posted — he must always obey the laws
and see that others do, or report them — he must in every
way endeavor to put a picture on the screen which will
build up the patronage of the house in which he is employed, for upon the success of the house depends his
future.
E. K. Gillett.
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The De Luxe Motiograph
THE

new Motiograpli Dc Luxe has been well named by its makers, the Enterprise Optical Manufacturing Company of Chicago. To see it on display or at work in the projection booth
makes one think that it is the Rolls-Royce or Packard of motion
picture projecting machines, so durable and perfect looking is the
design of this latest model. The sincere effort that was put forth
by the makers to set a standard in motion picture projectors and
bring forth a really improved model is apparent from any angle
of inspection given the Motiograph Dc Luxe,, and easily bears
proof to the company's claims of " one motiograph sold a day in
one territory" and "unable to keep up with demand from all

Picture
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using the electrical control and the Motiograph De Luxe using the
non-friction, non-slip speed control, the Enterprise Optical Company are in a position to furnish the purchaser either of the two
controls which he desires.
The evil of friction and slipping caused by dripping oil, etc.,
has been entirely eliminated by the introduction of the non-slip
control on the De Luxe Motiograph. It has been placed away
from dust and out of sight by its occupancy of one-half of the
lower film magazine. Its principal rotating members consist of a
pair of cone pulleys so placed that the gravity of their taper on
the shifting belt traveling between them gives a simple and
assured speed control and allows for a straight power transmission from the motor armature to the mechanism without the usual
friction-disk pressure and tension-spring losses, while it is mounted
in such a manner that all liability of accidental damage and dust
and dirt interference is removed. It is easily accessible, and an
easily operated shift lever on the outside of the compartment
enclosing the control adjusts, the speed to any desired rate.
The film magazines with their three thousand foot capacity are
one of the features received with such acclaim by exhibitors since
the De Luxe model was placed on the market some weeks ago.
The upper magazine is made with a wire-glass window on both
sides, and the reel shaft is provided with a tension device that
overcomes the racing of the reel. The lower magazine also has a
wire-glass window on its door. The lower take-up is equipped
with ball bearings, and the tension of the take-up reel is controlled
by an adjustable screw outside of the magazine, which is located
directly above the motor switch and speed control dial. The dial
is so arranged that the operator can mark on it the different speeds
necessary to enable him to time his projecting rate.

The Dc Luxe Motiograph
territories." The plans and specifications for the turning out of
this new projector were gauged to make its extreme simplicity a
feature, as well as its durability and perfect design. Besides the
combining of several absolutely exclusive features of design in
the new model, practically every part of the machine has been
improved in some way over the previous models turned out. It
is massive and rigid, as the illustrations show.
One of the salient features of the new De Luxe is the nonfriction, non-slip speed control. This speed control is a departure
from the speed control used on the former model, as on that model
an electrical control was used, while on the Dc Luxe equipment a
mechanical control is employed. The manufacturers have explained that they arc furnishing this mechanical control with the
new equipment due to the fact that a large number of users prefer
such a control. There arc quite a number of exhibitors who still
prefer the electrical control, but between the 1917 equipment

Non-Slip Speed
The star and cam used
steel to insure long life.
mechanism and framing

Control on Dc Luxe Motiograph
arc made of hardened and ground tool
All high-speed bearings throughout the
device arc made of high-grade journal
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bronze, and all arc intcrcluiiigcablc. The sliding disk is still retained in the Dc Luxe mechanism as the manufacturer has found
that it gives the users long wear and entire satisfaction. The sliding disk in the Motiograph mechanism replaced the ball-arljor
in Jul)', 1915, and not a single sliding disk has been replaced from
defect or wear since the change was made. By its use the act of
moving the framing device up or down has absolutely no effect
on the relation of the intermittent sprocket to the shutter, hence
the Motiograph shutter when once set remains in proper adjustment. The lamp house and lamp of the De Duxe Motiograph are
unusually large in size. The lamp accommodates a twelve-inch
trim of both upper and lower carbons, and as the last word in
accessibility the housing has a door on each side, a removable top
with ventilating chimney, a condenser mount, dowser and throwover slide carrier to complete its equipment.

The Nu-Movie-Lite
I 'HEhibitcd
Nu-Movie-Lite,
an incandescent
projection
outfit, recently.
was exto exhibitors
and supply men
of Chicago
The demonstration was made at the factory and salesrooms of the
Electrical Engineering Company, who arc making the transformers
for the equipment. For two days M. H. Livingston, inventor and
designer of the Nu-Movie-Lite and head of the company, now
incorporated, to make and market the apparatus at Peoria, Illinois, showed off the principal and feature points of the new
product. With the subject of nitrogen lamp projection as high in
universal interest and exploitation as it is at the present time, the
demonstrations were well attended and brought all sorts of favordo. able comment from those who saw what the Nu-Movie-Lite could
Mr. Livingston makes the claim that it has more exclusive
features than any other equipment of similar t3pc now being made
for incandescent lamp projection. First of all, it has been constructed to fit three standard makes of projection machines — the
Powers, Simplex and Alotiograph. This is accomplished by the
use of three different and detachable brass tubular upright standards by which the lamp equipment is attached to the base of the
projector lamp house in the same holder from which the former
arc lamp has been removed. There is no destruction or changing
of parts necessary in altering a projector from carbon illumination to incandescent.
In appearance the Nu-Movie-Lite is a sort of a lamp-house
within a lamp-house. The 30 ampere-750 Watt lamp bulb *hich
furnishes the projection light is enclosed in a. housing of sheet
steel, protecting the lamp and the op'erator's eyes at all times. The
nitrogen lamp employed screws into a brass Mogul socket, which
has been passed by the Underwriters. A feature of this socket
is its non-conductive qualities when brought into accidental or
intentional contact with a screw driver or other tools in the hands
of an operator. There is no danger whatsoever of a short-circuit.

Battery of De Luxe MotiographsFrancisco
in Roth's New California Theatre, San
The stand probably reveals more quickly than anything else, the
improvement over the other Motiograph models. It is massive in
its entirety. The base is so roomy and sturdily arranged that all
wiring can be brought up from the operating-room floor through its
center, making a neat as well as a safe installation. The motor
is of the constant speed type and of 1/6 H. P. The condenser
mount has been so improved that focus is guaranteed and condensers may be quickly changed, although practically all risk of
breakage of condensers has been eliminated in this machine.
The Motiograph De Luxe was made to conform to the adopted
standards of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers.
Lens Polish
C. A. Hein, Decatur, 111., writes : " Am mailing you a sample
of a new lens polish which I am putting out under the name of
"Blue-Bird" Lens Polish. It is for objective and condenser
lenses, and I supply it in twenty-five and fifty-cent bottles. Will
you try it out and say something good for it if you can?"
Comment: It has not been possible to subject the lens cleaning
fluid submitted by Mr. Hein to a searching chemical analysis, but
we find that it contains no acid, or at least not enough to respond
to the litnus paper test, but the sample of lens fluid before us
contains much solid matter, in the form of fine particles.
This may have become imparted to the compound in transit,
as the bottle was not well sealed, but under the circumstances
we refrained from trying the polisher on a projection objective.
A condenser lens was brought to sparkling cleanness by the
agency of Mr. Hein's lens polish, however, so that for this purpose, at least, the compound is worthy of a trial by operators.
Unless Mr. Hein can prepare his polishing fluid so that it is entirely free from organic matter, or solid particles of any nature,
it would be inadvisable to use the same for cleaning objectives.

Nu-Movie-Lite Installed in Motiograph Lamp-House
By means of
movement is
center of the
the center of

a track and set screw arrangement a perpendicular
allowed for securing perfect alignment between the
lamp filament, the center of the mirror reflector, and
the condenser system. The condenser s^'stem is of
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the usual type found on standard projection machines, instead of
the special corrugated condenser.
The mirror reflector is also an important unit of the Nu-MovieLite. It is recommended as being absolutely impervious to heat.
This reflector is set within a cone-shaped, asbestos-lined, steel
casing, and is so attached that vertical, horizontal or angular
movements of any necessary extent are easily possible. Its
primary movement is back and forth on the U-shaped branch-bar
to which it is attached. This branch-bar is also made to move at
will by a set-screw arrangement. The reflector cone itself can be
given a perpendicular movement of any necessary radius by means
of the screw attachment to the sliding neck on the branch-bar.
The Nu-Movie-Lite after it is installed, can be regulated to
produce a concentrated spot of light on the aperture plate of a
macl|ine head to equal the size of a twenty-five cent piece. This
of course means brilliancy on the screen. Its adjustable parts and
castings are all made of high quality brass in order to insure a
tight grip when the thumb-screws or set-screws are tightened. The
idea of enclosing the lamp within a small lamp house works out
to aid the reflector in concentrating the light rays through the
condensers, and at the same time protects the operator's eyes from
glare, allowing him to work in the lamp house at all times without
interfering with the lamp, and tests seem to indicate that it prolongs the life isofassured
the lamp.
stereopticon
the and
lamp's
in movement
as it Inis elevated
on ause
track
will safety
stand
considerable jarring. By means of an adjustable support with
a wing-nut arrangement, the lamp opening of the Nu-Movie-Lite
lamp casing can be made to fit snug against the condensing system
inside the ordinary lamp-house.

laboratories

Duplex Machine Company, Inc,
316-318 SEVENTY-FIFTH ST.
BROOKLYN, N. Y
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The De Vry

^vTJ Stood the
Acid Test
The Ford Motor
Company writes:
■• AVe would be glad to go on record,
any pro.spective customer
and
write have
us at any time, when we would
til; glad to advise them of the very
.•■atisfactory service that the De Vry
l^ortable
ing us. M. P. Projectors are givMotor Drive
They are successful, and we have
whatever.
Size 17" but
X 17"Twenty
X 7" over
all had no trouble
Ford with
Motorthem
Company,
Weighs
Pounds
Takes Standard Size Reels
JI. v. Department."
and Film
Ford Uses Fifty -One De Vry's
THE DE VRY CORPORATION, 117 North Filth Ave^ Chicago, 111., U. S. A.

UNIVERSAL
Motion Picture Camera

Theatre and Exchange
Mailing List Service
W.j ri:nl llKla of or address
contemplated
or existing
theatres, exchanges,
state rights
owners, publicity mediums and
producers, selected as to territory, class,
thou-In
sand
changesetc.
wereTwenty
recorded
our list last year. Its use means
a Having to you of from 30 to.
.'jO% In postage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
80 Fifth Av«mue, N«w York
I'hone, 3227 Chelsea
42S AHhland lilock, Chicago
I'hone, 2003 Itandolph
A dilrnnHing ilultUirapMng
I'rintin;/
N
Typeinrltinu

Regulator for Nu-Movie-Lite

Among the other claims made for it which have been demonstrated, isthe elimination of heat generation with equipment in
operation. This test was made with the lamp on full 30 amperes,
burning steadily for three hours, and the lamp house completely
filled with tissue paper and closed up during the test. A twothirds reduction of current consumption, its ability to negotiate a
price.
Writm for 6 new featurmt
100-foot throw with uniform illumination, minus the flicker, no
handles, adjustments or noise after the outfit is once installed, are
other features claimed for the Nu-Movie-Lite.
Burke & James, Inc.
A transformer or regulator, special in design, is being made ex240 E. OnUono St., Chicago
clusively for the Nu-Movie-Lite by the Electrical Engineering
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICT URE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
more speed,
better results,
at half the
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Company of Chicago, and the regulator is said to be as simple and
efficient in its makeup as the light appliance. It is made for A. C.
and when connected to the lamp circuit takes care of voltages ranging from 90 to 125 volts, 25 or 60 cycle. It is said to operate satisfactorily with no changes in wire connection, and can be used with
either a 20 or a 30 ampere lamp. It has a one-handle regulator
with but two movements for operation. A salient feature claimed
for the transformer is its meter-indicator, bearing markings for
voltage and instructions, which, in combination with the simplicity
of the regulator handle, make it fool proof. The instructions on
the regulator dial clearly convey to the operator the correct method
of handling a cold lamp all the way to its highest permissible
degree of voltage.
A 6-volt pilot lamp illuminates the dial face at all times during
the operation. The regulator is made with an all sheet steel body,
compactly built. It can be set on the very packing box it is shipped
in beneath the projection machine, and the dial is at all times
within easy eye-range of the operator. All wire leads are securely
anchored; the bushings are of an approved type, and there is no
fuse or switch necessary between regulator and lamp. A 15-ampere
fuse can be used on the main line to the regulator. There is no
resistance, heat or waste of energy, incident to its use.
The efficiency of the Nu-Movie-Lite as a projection illuminant
has been very favorably reported upon by the technical staff of the
Electrical Engineering Co. of Chicago, and Mr. Livingston has
also received flattering testimonials concerning its merits.
Motor-Drive Equipment for Power
6A Projector
A MOST effective and simple motor drive attachment for
Power 6A projecting machines has recently been placed on
the market by Lewis M. Swaab, the well-known supply dealer of
1327 Vine street, Philadelphia, Pa.
The equipment, shown in the accompanying illustration, combines simplicity in operation with a nominal cost, and will doubtless
supply a long-felt want on the part of numerous users of the
Power 6A machine.
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ARE
YOU
PROGRESSIVE?
We have a number of Rebuilt Machines as good
as new, in fact could be sold as new, but we would
rather sell them for what they are.
We guarantee them to be in Al Adjustment; all
worn parts have been replaced by new parts.
Send for List Today
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY
Largest Exclusive Dealers to the Moving Picture
Trade
300-302 Mailers Building •
5 S. Wabash Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
Dealers in Motiograph, Standard and Simplex Moviiig Picture Machines, National Carbons, Minusa Screens
and Everything for the Theatre
WE SELL ON THE INSTALMENT PLAN
The Swaab Motor-Drive Attachment
An outstanding feature of the Swaab motor drive attachment
is the ease with which it can be attached to the projecting machine. The casting, or table, upon which the motor is mounted,
STOP
LOOK
is made to exactly fit the stand of any 6A Power machine, and
may be attached in a few minutes without drilling any holes and
without filing the stand or the attachment to make it fit. The only
Before you lay this aside write to us at once and
tools necessary are a screw-driver and a pair of pliers.
ask us to send you a descriptive catalog of otir
Motors are supplied for either D. C. or A. C, and to accommodate either 110 or 220 volts, the price of the outfit remaining
Motor
Equipment for Power's 6 A that will save
the same in all cases. The speed adjusting device is in the form
you from $28.00 to $31.00.
of a lever attached to the motor, and a wide range of speeds is
We guarantee the eflficiency of our Motor Equipavailable ranging from the slowest at which the machine can be
ments. We have Genuine Power parts, and we
operated up to a projecting rate of seven minutes to the reel.
are Exclusive Distributors for the Peerless
Should the driving belt become slack at any time, it may be readily
Simplex Projectors and all supplies.
tightened by loosening two screws and moving the motor table
backwards, thus permitting the necessary adjustment with the
LEWIS M. SWAAB
minimum of trouble.
1327 Vine Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
This ingenious and useful motor drive attachment is sold for
$30.00 complete, and deserves the consideration of exhibitors.
Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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Boston Exchanges

Will
of

you

home

American

send

a

package

cheer

to

a

boy

in

France?

lonely

doesn't want to come back home till his
job is done — he doesn't mind the hardships
and the danger — all he asks is that once in
a wliile a " bit of cheer " be sent to him to ease
his lonely vigils on the rim of " No Man's Land."
Tens of thousands of American Lads are today fighting our battles in France. Soon there
will be millions. They will want letters from
home — they will want "smokes" from home.
Tobacco eases the shell strain. It comforts the
wounded. It is a " first aid " to the surgeons and
Red Cross nurses.
HE

If >ou knew what comfort and pleasure and
satisfaction the tobacco bought with your dollar
or your five dollars (go as high as you like) gives
to American boys in the trenches, you'd forget
the money, or the little sacrifice, or anything else.

2Sc buys 45c worth of "smokes."
$1.00 buys a month's supply of tobacco
$5.00 buys enough to keep 5 men in tobacco for
a month.
.•\nd remember: Every package of tobacco sent
to our boys in France contains a return postcard,
addressed to you, which he'll mail to you if he
can possibly do so. That's a war souvenir worth
having. Dig down — deep and quick !
" I wish you all possible success in your admirable
etfort to get our boys —inTHEODORE
France tobacco."
ROOSEVELT.

Reported
Films
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Careless with

J. A. Rubanovitch, Boston, Mass., writes as follows :
" As I have noticed several articles in your paper am taking
the liberty to put in my oar with a few strokes.
" The physical condition of film from almost all the exchanges
in Boston, is as a general rule exceptionally bad. It seems as if
the film inspectors and their bosses in the exchanges have very
little knowledge of the proper care of film and film mending or
repairing.
" Joins are improperly made and lined up, neither the smooth
or the emulsion side of the film being scraped with a razor blade
and not enough pressure applied to stick down a postage stamp.
The patches are very defective froin a mechanical viewpoint.
Bad places such as split sprocket holes are rarely removed.
" I think tbey must dilute their cement with water to make it
last longer. The film is wound on reels that look as if they had
been through the ' Battle of the Somme.'
" As to the ' punch holes '— that is never given a thought and
the film is full of them, of all sizes and shapes.
" I try to help the operator that I work with to give high-class
projection.
" P. S. — When you go to the exchange inanagers with a complaint you never
get any satisfaction."
Comment:
If conditions
are as reported by the correspondent
the Boston exchanges and their managers should be made to
realize that they are working against the best interests of thebusiness, and the National Anti-Misf rame League will promptly
bring the matter to the attention of any or all Boston exchange
managers when specific complaints are made by operators or
managers, accompanied, of course, by suitable evidence.
What the League has done in improving film conditions in
other localities could doubtless be repeated in Boston also, and
when complaints against specific exchanges are received the matter can then be taken up with the parties concerned. If, therefore, any customer of the Boston exchanges has trouble with film
received in unserviceable condition, and cannot secure satisfaction at the hands of the exchange manager, the N. A. M. L. will
take a hand upon being ^apprised of the true circumstances.

Operators' Inquiries
F. Grisamore, Toledo, 111. : " Kindly advise me as to where I can get a
good book treating on motion picture operatinj?, and also the price."
Reply:It The
standard bytreatise
is "OpticPublishing
Projection,"
by S. Ithaca,
H. and N.H. Y.,
P.
Endoriied by
Gage.
is published
tlie Comstock
Company,
who
would
be
pleased
to
forward
a
copy
upon
receipt
of
the
published
Rabbi
Wise
The Secretary of War
price, $3.00.
TheNavySecretary of the
Gertrude Atherton
K. Wattonville,
Pomeroy,
regard toof Mr.
Cheek's Iinquiry
(this
column,
issue of March
9) asla.to: "theIn cleaning
condensers,
have found
Theodore Roosevelt
Cardinal Glbbon.s
that
Nitric
Acid
(NaS04)
will
remove
all
metal
as
well
as
carbon
deAlton ]3. Parker
Lyman Abbott
posits. Be careful not to get any on the hands or clothes. A small wooden
nrl the entire nation.
paddle is used to work the acid. This will not harm the surface of the
Reply: The correspondent has gotten mixed up in his chemical formulae.
condensers."
NaS04 is not the symbol for Nitric Acid, the constitution of which is
properly given by HNO3.
It is inadvisable to use acid in cleaning any of the lenses ot the motion
picture projector. While the Nitric Acid would doubtless remove many ol
MAIL
THE
COUPON
NOW
the specks of metal and carbon which adhere to the rear condenser surface,
the acid will, in time, also attack various constituents of the glass, and
although the action of the acid upon the condenser surfaces may not be
immediately
the result
in time,
will belose
a graying
oi the lens
faces, or, in apparent,
other words,
they will
gradually
their polish.
The suruse
of
acid,
or
any
compound
containing
an
ajipreciable
amount
of
acid,
is not
to be recommended for lens cleaning or polishing at any time.
C.brushes
L. Watters,
N. C: " set?
How The
can cominutator
I overcome the
noiseevencaused
OUR BOYS IN FRANCE TOBACCO FUND
by
on ourWilmington,
Ilallberg generator
seems
and
smooth.
Reply: Without more intimate details the cause of the annoyance cannot
be definitely stated. Write to the United Theatre Kquipmcnt Company, 729
Seventh avenue, New York City, who market the Ilallberg sets, giving the
necessary partic\ilars, and ihev will be glad to advise.
V. W.on BROWN,
Okla.,transverter,
"Am having
trouble
the ammeter
panel
my double Sapulpa,
SO Hertner
which
will with
not release
when
• Ot H HOV.S IN H{AN( K TOH.VCCO FLM> "
I strike the arc. I have to release it with my hand before I can get
enough amperage to light the arc. Can you advise me how to remedy
GK.NTLKMKN- I want to do my part to fhccr lip the American
Holdli fh who jiri' IlKliling my balth; In Frami'. if lobacco will do
REPLY: The panels furnished with the machine you menljion have in
It I'm for tobaiTii. (f'liri-k helow how ytiu drnire lo contribute.)
them a solenoid tripping device, the winding of the solenoid being in
I
h'-nij
you
hfTi'Wlth
iny
(•oiitrlbul
ion
towards
series
with the shunt field of the generator. Its function is to prevent the
tht |)ijr<ha«<! of tolmccfi fur American HoldlerH. Tills docH not
shunt field from getting too high a voltage in case one permits the machine
•>bll((aii: in(! to contrlliiiti' mon-.
to
run
for anv length of time on an open circuit. Before one can strike
I oncloii'; $1,00. I will adopt a Koldlor and Hcnd yon $1.00 a
thethis?"
first arc, it is necessary to open one of the switches and permit the
niuiltli to Nupply liini with " Hmokes " for the duration' of the war.
a sufficient length of time to permit
machine to operate on open circuitisforallowed
to build up to a maximum
Same
its voltage to build up. If it
a pair of carbon contacts,
the solenoid lifts the plunger whichfieldseparates
the entire resistance of the
through
shunt
the
to
circuit
a
making
thus
A'Idrri,.
regulator, and holding the open circuit voltage down to a safe limit.
or was
of adjustment however,
device is either out The
The correspondent's tripping
makers,
for his machine.
right adjusted
adjusteda just
not
wouldoriginally
gladly supply
projierly
tripping device.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTU RE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Chapters on Photographic

Optics — V

A S we are now approaching the practical aspects of imagerj- by
lenses and optical systems, we will find it a necessary convenience, both in descriptions and in diagrams, to be able to show
the passage of light in the simplest and most direct manner possible, and to accomplish this it will be advisable in most cases to
represent light propagation by rays instead of by the waves of our
earlier articles.
In doing this, we must not, however, abandon our preliminary
conceptions of optical action from the viewpoint of the wave
theory, nor is it necessary that we do so, because we know that
in the case of reflection or refraction rays of light are the normals
to wave-fronts, and we can therefore simplify demonstrations if,
when employing the term rays (or representing them by straight
lines in diagrams) we always consider that in reality a train of
waves is traveling along the path indicated by any given ray.
Before embarking upon the general use of rays in our demonstrations afew definitions are in order, because in optics
various sorts of aggregations of rays are encountered. In geometrical optics a ray is a straight line considered in its entirety,
but when considering the propagation of light it at once becomes
apparent that a ray of light would have an inconceivably small
section, and, as a matter of fact, Sir Isaac Newton long ago said':
" Light is so subtle and fine that it is probable that the smallest
part of it which we can stop may yet consist of several rays."
As the least amount of light which can therefore be isolated
still consists of a number of rays, it is necessary to apply a name
to a number of associated rays, and such an aggregation is known
as a " pencil of rays." To enable the reader to visualize a pencil
of rays we supply Fig. 1, which shows a pencil of rays supposed
to be representative of the spherical wave-fronts diverging from a
luminous point both before and after perpendicular incidence upon
a collecting- lens or other positive refracting instrument. It is
seen that the various rays are symmetrically situated around the
axis, A A, or central ray, of the pencil, and any pencil of rays
which is symmetrical about an axis, or chief ray, is known as a
homocentric pencil of rays.

Fig. 1
In Fig. 1, P denotes a diverging pencil of rays {corresponding
to an advancing train of convex wave-fronts) while P' represents
the same pencil of rays after refraction by any positive lens {the
incidence being supposed perpendicular). It is therefore apparent
that the converging pencil P' corresponds to a train of concave or
converging wave-fronts, and as the pencil P' is still symmetrical
about its axis, or central ray, we can say, in this case, that the
pencil is still homocentric after refraction.
(Note — The dotted lines surrounding the diverging pencil, P.
represent a pencil of parallel rays corresponding to a train of plane
wave-fronts.)
When a homocentric pencil of rays falls upon a lens at other
than normal incidence, it is, of course, subject to the laws of
oblique refraction, and upon emergence from the lens it is no
longer homocentric. A pencil of rays which does not come to a
focus upon its own axis, i. e., a non-honiocentric pencil, is therefore said to be " astigmatic," but we shall defer the consideration
of the astigmatic deformation of refracted pencils until we come to
the subject of aberration.
» " Qpticks "—1704, Page 2.

It not infrequently occurs that wc have to consider the joint
action of a number of associated pencils of rays, and an infinite
or indefinite rfumber of associated pencils of rays is known in
optics as a bundle of rays, while a bundle of considerable dimensions is commonly spoken as a beam of light.
An important theorem relating to rays of light is the one known
as Fermat's law^ or the principle of least time, and as a knowledge
of this theorem may have future bearings upon our subject it will
prove instructive, as well as interesting, to dwell briefly upon it at
this time.
Fermat's law may be stated as follows:
// a ray of light, undergoing any number of reflections and refractions, connects two points the time required for the light to he
transmitted from one point to the other along the actual path of the
ray is either a minimum or a maximum.
From this theorem of the least {or greatest) time, the expression for the " optical length " of a light ray is represented, numerically, bythe sum of the products of the length of path of the ray
in each medium traversed multiplied by the refractive index of the
medium, which is expressed by
2 „ X /
where n is the refractive index of the medium, / is the length of
the ray path in that medium and 2 is the sign of summation which
has to be extended over the products of « X / for all the media
traversed in any given case.
If we let d represent the difference in time required for a ray to
be transmitted along another path infinitely near the first ray path
considered, then we have for the reduced path of a ray the
equation

d {^ n X I) = o.
which is known as the principle of the shortest route, and maj'
be stated thus :
When light is transmitted from one point to another point, undergoing during its progress any specified series of reflections and
refractions, the optical' length measured along the actual path of
the ray is either a minimum or a maximum.
The truth of this principle is also evident from the viewpoint of
the wave theory when it is recalled that the velocity of propagation of light is inversely proportional to the refractive index («)
of the medium traversed, and the principle simply sets forth that in
passing from one point to another the light follows the shortest
route.
If optical action \i defined in terms of the optical length of the
raj's considered the expression2
X /
or path integral between conjugate points in the object and image,
is known as the " characteristic function," and this method of investigating optical problems was introduced bj- Sir Wm. R. Hamilton in the year 1833.^
Applied to imagery by a lens, the characteristic function would
require that all rays from any given point of the object must be
transmitted in equal lengths of time to its conjugate point in the
image, and a perfectly corrected lens would therefore be one in
which the paths between an object point and its reproduction in
the image were of equal time for all zones of that lens.
Another law of importance which finds occasional application in
optics is the law of the reversibility of the light path, which may
be stated as follows :
// a ray of light, undergoing any number of reflections and refractions, pursues a certain route from one point to another point,
and if it is incident normally upon a mirror at its destination, so
that it is reflected back upon itself, it will return over precisely the
- " Letters to P. Mersenum against Cartesian Dioptrics " — by P. Fermat,
Paris, 1667.
^ " On Some
Resultsfor of1833,
a Characteristic
Association
Reports
Page 360. Function in Optics." British
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same route in the reverse direction and finally arrive at its starting point again.
' From this it is seen that the path of the rays in any optical instrument isreversible, which can be readily demonstrated in the
case of all instruments where it is possible to reflect the rays back
upon themselves after they have traversed the instrument.
(To he continued)
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Enlargements from Film Images
CCASIONALLY a film producer requires, for display or publicity purposes, a photograph or enlargement of a scene in a
production which has not been recorded by the still photographer,
and it then becomes necessary tO' produce the desired picture by
enlargement from an image of the cinefilm which depicts the
required subject.
Enlargements may be made from either a negative or a positive
cinefilm, and we long ago published in the Camera Department
the complete working details of a process which we devised for
making such enlargements from the images of a positive cinefilm.
Although the amount of work of this kind is probably not very
extensive, the subject of making enlargements from film images
comes frequently to notice, chiefly by way of announcements by
inventors
whereby superior results are
achieved inofthis" secret
line ofprocesses,"
work.
It is true that the average enlargement from a film image is an
abomination to look at, but it should be pointed out that no secret
attachments of either a mechanical or an optical nature are required in the production of the best photographic enlargement
which it is possible to secure from a given image on a strip of
motion picture film. In fact, it seems that conditions favor the
sharp imaging, in the enlargement, of so small an original as a
cinefilm picture, and the requirements as regards illuminating the
tiny image in the lantern are much more moderate than in the
case of larger negatives.
The limits of space prevent a detailed consideration of the many
points of lantern technique which contribute to the production of
good enlargements, but the fact must not he lost sight of that when
enlarging from cinefilm images, the grain of the negative emulsion
sets a limit upon the size to which such enlargements can be made
and still retain a satisfactory appearance. Also the sharpness,
gradation and other qualities of the cine image are factors in the
appearance of the photographic enlargement, and the quality of a
motion picture negative image is pitilessly revealed, when enlarged
to even the moderate size of 4" x 5".
In so far as the sharpness in the enlargement is concerned,, a
good,
imagesatisfactory
will yield with
a picture
10", or abutlittleat
larger, sharp
which film
is quite
respect8"to xdefinition,
such an amplification the grain of the emulsion is painfully apparent in most all instances.
When the tremendous speed of negative cinefilm is taken into
consideration it must be said that the size of the silver grains has
been kept down to a surprising extent, so that without sacrificing
rapidity in the negative emulsion the film maker can hardly be expected to further reduce the size of grain.
As it is fair to assume that with accurate apparatus and proper
photographic manipulation the sharpness and gradations of a film
image may be maintained in an enlargement from that image, it
appears that further improvement in this class of work must be
in the nature of suppressing the appearance of grain in the
enlarged results.
Attempts have already been made along this line, but in all of
the experimental results which we have seen the suppression of
grain has invariably been accomplished by a loss in sharpness in
the enlargement. If fidelity in reproduction is to be maintained the
optical arrangements cannot be tampered with, but some mechanical artifices have shown promising results in subduing the appearance of grain in enlargements from film images, and on a
future occasion we will give the matter more detailed consideration.
A^. C. R. Uses Simplex Projectors
THE National Cash Register Co., of Dayton, Ohio, who are
noted for their elaborate projection equipment and extensive
collection of lantern slides and motion picture films, have recently purchased two motor driven Simplex projectors for the
use of one of their road companies.
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Musical Review of Latest Compositions
— " In a Garden of Shadows and Tears," by A. Manlowe.
A very attractive melody of pathetic character. (Vandersloot Publishing Co., Williamsport, Pa.)
— " At the Grasshopper's Hope." A characteristic Two-Step
equally effective for cornet, street and moving picture
work. (Leo Feist edition.)
— "Violets Bring Memories," by Brandon.
A melodious,
4/4 moderato movement — unusually delightful and most
appropriate for love scenes. (Published by Stark Music Co.,
St. Louis, Mo.)
4—" Hail, America! " (March), " The Rookies " (March), two
favorites by " Geo. Drumm." These marches have the
right tingling swing. They are bound to be heard frequently
at a time when out of the great abundance of patriotic march
tunes a process of musical selection of the fittest assures the
popularity of such numbers as these by Drumm £uid Gay's
Sons of Liberty. (G. Schirmer edition.)
— Fifteen Minutes of Laughter and Tears. A double number
in fact and musical intent. Illustrates the two extremes
in melodious temperaments. (A) Beautifully defines the
lighter or frivolous. (B) Is in a relative minor illustrating the
plaintive which is the most serious requirement of the Photo
Play. (J. W. Stern, N. Y. C.)
— Ten Minutes of Drama. A suite of two very long numbers. (A) Illustrates the dramatic in a neutral style. (B)
Melodiously expresses the romantic or pathetic aftermath. (J.
W. Stem, N. Y. C.)
— Fifteen Minutes of Pathos. A suite of two long concert
numbers that will maintain a pathetic appeal interestingly.
Both numbers will permit of dramatic interpretation. (J. W.
Stern, N. Y. C.)
8—" Hail, Hail, the Gang's All Here," by Theodore Morse.
Every musician knows the famous old song hit, " We
Won't Go Home Till Morning." " Hail, Hail " is better. (Leo
Feist edition.)
— " Danse Orientale," by Harriette Cady. Any pianist can
' play and enjoy this charming dance-fancy in Mongol
style. (G. Schirmer edition.)
1f\ — " Stock Yard Blues," by Maceo Pinkard. Another of
\J Pinkard's incomparable Two-Steps — with all the melody,
snap and dash which made this writer famous. (Leo Feist
edition.)
11 — " Somewhere in France is the Lily," a novelty song by
I Jos. E. Howard.
A typical composition of tempo
You Can't Keep Good Songs Doivn
JtU'AUGH-A-BALLAGH," the new battle song of the trenches, is
•I another instance of a good song forging to the front in spite
of handicaps. Shortly after Abe Olman wrote it he was caught in
the draft and then enlisted. Following this Fred Forster, the
publisher, had to go to the Coast for a rest and he closed the
New York office. These sudden shifts in business upset matters
a little, but they could not prevent the song from progressing.
Practically the last thing that Forster did before leaving New
York was to have some copies of " Faugh-A-Ballagh " sent to
France. Since he closed the New York office scarcely a day
passes but at least a dozen performers call and ask Pat Howley
if Forster left any copies of " Faugh-A-Ballagh " around. And
when they find there is none to be had they want to know where
is the nearest music store that has regular copies of "Faugh-ABallagh " on sale. Reports coming from Chicago say that the
song is a tremendous hit out there, and last Saturday the New
York Evening Sun ran a picture of a band in France, with a caption saying that the band had adopted " Faugh-A-Ballagh " as
the battle song.
A good song will sell a certain amount of its own accord, regardless of who put it out, and it will sell a great deal more if
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" Marziale," most appropriate for opening purposes of scenes
of a military character. (M. Witmark edition.)
— "Bring Back My Daddy to Me," by Geo. W. Meyer.
^
A valse moderato movement of exceptional tonal beauty.
(Leo Feist edition.)
1Q — " America, I Love You, My Yankee Land," by Jack
Frost. A wonderful, inspiring and martial composition.
(Published111.)by the McKinley Music Co., 1501 E. 55th St.,
Chicago,
1A — Dolce Far Niente, Serenade by Lucius Hosmer. A
edition.)
t charming and melodious composition.
(Carl Fischer
New Compositions by Charles Huerter:
1. — Told at Twilight
2. — In Springtime
3. — Caprice
4. — Melodic
5. — Au Bal
6. — Yesterdays
8.7. —— Valsette,
Longing in F
9. —
10. —
11. —
12. —

13. —
14. —
15. —
16. —
17. —
18. —
19. —
20. —
21. —
22. —
23. —
24. —
25. —
26. —

In the Starlight
Scene de Ballet
Cradle Song
At the Show
1, With Xylophone and Bells; 2, The Pretty Ballad Singer;
3, The Juggler Comedian; 4, The Toe Dancer; 5, On the
High Trapeze ; 6, Soldier Song.
Berceuse, in G
Dance Caprice, in A
Goldilocks
In the Land of Sunshine
Old Friends
Valse
The Tease
Intermezzo
Forget-me-nots
At the Kirmess
Albumleaf
Happyland
At Play
At the Toy Shop
1,
Rocking
Horse; and
2, Little
Tin Soldiers'
Guard;
4, Punch
Judy;Jumping
5, The Jack;
Story 3,Book;
6, The
Clowns.

properly
exploited.thought
Look atit what
Waltz published
" did. Every
one but Forster
was a" Missouri
joke. Logan
it in
Oskaloosa, Iowa, but that fact did not keep it down. " Long
Boy timber.
" is another case of a good number forcing its way out of
the
" M-O-T-H-E-R " was thought to be such a joke that Morse
and Johnson presented it to Phil Kornhiser with apologies. And
Kornhiser shared their opinion until Eva Tanguay took a fancy
to it and turned it into a hit. The song had the punch for the
crowd and would in all likelihood have been a big hit whether
Tanguay or some one else had used it.
According to Wolfe Gilbert, Belle Baker introduced " Waiting
for the Robert E. Lee " and took it ofif. She tried it the second
time and discarded it. Then a few others, not so big, used the
song and it was a hit.
Some years ago a newspaper man and a composer framed up a
job on a big publisher. The composer had a waltz that he had
peddled all around and was about to tear it up in disgust when
the
met him.
listening
to the
tale newspaper
of woe theman
newspaper
man After
told him
to give
it a composer's
new title,
make a new copy, and then he would run a feature story in one
of the Sunday papers on it.
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NONA
THE

SENSATIONAL
Waltz, for
Vocal
Orchestra,
Orchestra,
The

WALTZ

Piano
_
_
11 and Piano
Full and Piano
Tune

That

_
-

HIT!!
15c
15c
25c
35c

Sticks

VANDERSLOOT
MUSIC PUB.
WILLIAMSPORT, PA.

CO.

"IF YOU'LL
WALTZ.
FOX TROT. Lady"
RETURN", "Little Yokohama
A Real Ballad. Orch. 2Sc. | Japanese Novelty Song. Orch. 25c.

"AMERICA,

ThI^

world

FOR DEMO
SAFE
Y"
The Latest Hit in a Patriotic Song — A GreatCRAC
Number for Brass
Also.
BAND 2Sc.
ONE STEP.
ORCH. 25c.

FOX TROT.

THAT'S
MY
GIRL"
Novelty Song— A Wonderful Double.
ORCH. 25c.

JILL"ORCH. 2Sc.
FOX TROT."JACK
A Wonderful AND
Instrumental Number.

"ST.

PATRICK'S

DAY

IN

S. A A."
U. SONG—
THE
A BRAND
NEW IRISH
SURE HIT.
BAND 25c.
ONE STEP.
ORCH. 2Sc.
TIMES
"THE

MUSIC

PUB.

CO.,

Inc.

HOUSE OF FEATURES"
HUUOLPH
E. Dc VIVO, Pres.
145 W. 45th Street
NEW YORK

N c zv s

A story came out in the paper and was read by one of the big
publishers at the titne. The latter sent for the newspaper man and
asked him if he thought the composer would sell.
" I'll see him," replied the newspaper man.
Then the newspaper man told the composer to go and sec if he
could get a lumdred for it. The composer called on the pulilishcr, and, after refusing $25 advance and a royalty contract,
sold the waltz outright for $100. Ten minutes later he met the
newspaper man and gave him $25 for engineering the deal, and
the pair had several drinks and any number of laughs at the
expense of the publisher. A year later the publisher quit the
business, after having sold half a million copies of the waltz, and
disposed of that copyright for $1,500. E. M. WrcKES.
General Comments
<( A mp:rica, make the world safe for democRACY " is going to make itself heard throughout the vaudeville and motion picture fields. It is an excellent number, for if it
w ere not, Reinc Davis would not add it to her repertoire. It is
published by the Times Music Co., 145 W. 4Sth street, which is
exploiting it with a real bank roll and modern methods. Reports
coming in from salesmen on the road, as well as from performers
and musicians v\'ho have used the number, convince Mr. De Vivo,
the president, that the firm has a genuine hit.
Sam Mitnick, who used to get acts and cover some of .the
motion picture houses for Jos. W. Stern & Co.. has joined the staff
of Shapiro Bernstein Co., and is working on Joe Goodwin's new
song, " Lilierty Bell, It's Time to Ring Again."
"There'll Be a Hot Time for the Old Men When the Young
Men Go to War," published by Leo Feist, is creating a great deal
of talk and is being featured by many singers and musicians.
James W. Casey, president of the Echo Music Co., is on the
road and sending in plenty of orders for " My Golden West " and
" My Hawaii, I Hear You Calling."
" Pick a P'our-Leaf Clover and Send It to Me " is a new number
just issued by the F. J. A. Forster Music Co., Chicago, 111.
" Nona," Fred Vandersloot's latest waltz, has brought in a
raft of compliments from the leaders who have put it on. Plenty
of grass grows in Williamsport, Pa., Fred's home town, but none
gets a chance to sprout under his feet.
MJ. SAMUELS, vice-president of the American Photo Player
• Company,of that
quarters in New and
York,directing
has beenhead
visiting
the orzanization's
home office, inheadSan
Francisco. Incidental to the record of war conditions and weather
reports, Mr. Samuels has enfolded several orders for the RobertMorton in New York State and two large FOTOPLAYER deals
in Pennsylvania.
"A SOUL IN TRUST"
(Triangle Production)
Theme: " Laniento " (Dramatic and Pathetic) by Gabriel-Marie
1 — " Melody," (Moderato). by FrimI, until — T: " Off in quest of
23 —— "Storm
Continue pp. until pp.,
— T: "A — storm."
by the elements."
to action untiluntil
— S: T:Girl"Hemmed
in bridal indress.
T: 4 — Continue Furioso,"
NOTE — Willi ad. lib. 'J'ljmpani/ Rolls during Storm (Scenes.
Capricious
Anette " (Moderato
Intermezzo), by Borch, until —
•5 —" "With
each succeeding
day."
::ame."
6 — Theme, until — T: " Marse Dabney told me, etc."
7— " Erotik " (Dramatic), by Grieg, until — S: Exterior of horse
stables.
' Court8— Continue ff. until — T: "On the brink of the great divide.'
9 — "Heavy Dramatic," by Oehmler, until — T: "Troubled by the
ever10 —present
memory."
"Dramatic
Narrative," by Pauline Pement, until — T:
ney11 —legally
adopts,
Theme unt 1— etc."
T: "From Virginia to Washington."
12 — "Berceuse"
(Moderato), by Grieg, until — T: "For Nan the,
twcntv
vears."
13— "L'Adieu" (12/8 Dramatic), by Karganoff, until— T: "Nans
14 — Continue pp. until—' Each
T: "Once
rnore week,
the old,
succeeding
etc. "old story."
t^iinr-f>t>A\r\a
T' " "^^''i^
15
" until Scene
16— Theme
"b<'.
Reception
(Valse
Lente), \x/i»f>lf
by ptrBraham until — S :
eamc
Courtney
playin" piano.
17 — Piano Solo, improvise to action, until — T: "You know
18 — "Melody" (Moderato), by Kretschmer, until — T: Hello,
love
mother, I've just heard the news."
19 — etc."
Theme until — T: "Arrogantly confident of winning, etc."
you.
20 — "Debutante" (Melodious Waltz), by Santelman, until — T: "I
must
left, pp.
etc." until — T: "An inspiration to use the son.
21 — have
Continue
22 — Theme until — T: "Next morninp; finds Dabney, etc."
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Bohm,
until— T:
23 — " Cavatine " (Dramatic Moderato), by
wonder what did become, etc."
2^ — "Heart Wounds" (Pathetic-Dramatic), by Grieg, until — T :
" Franklin discerns, etc."
25 —— Continue
to action
until —toT: action,
"Any message
your mother?"
26
Piano Solo,
improvise
until — S :to Courtney
leaves
piano,
27 — "Adieu" (Moderato Mel.), by Karganoff, until — T: "Mother,
I think I have the right, etc."
28 — "Dramatic Recitative," by Sol. P. Levy, until — T: "If he
loves you, mother."
29 — Theme until — S : Interior of Senator's office.
30 — " Ein Maerchen " (Dramatic Fantasia), by Bach, until — T:
" I've come to you to hear."
NOTE — Opening of Cue No. 30 is " Maestoso-Mysterioso Movement.
31 — "Dramatic Andante," by E. Ascher, until — T: "God sent his
soul, etc."
32 — Theme until — T: "Mother, I've judged all women, etc."
33 — "Prelude" (Heavy Dramatic), by Rachmaninoff, until — T:
" She
will keepuntilher *****
promise."
34— Theme
END.
"LITTLE RED DECIDES"
(Triangle Production)
(Reviewed on page 1318)
Theme: "Dawn of Love" (Allegretto) by Bendix
1 — Silence until — S : First scene of picture.
2
—
Organ,
playing mouthimprovise
organ. imitation of mouth organ, until — S: Man stops
3 — Silence until — T: "The home of Red Antone."
4 — "Sorrow Theme," by Edw. Roberts, until — T: "The heart of
Aliso Roncho."
5 — "Dramatic
looking
at picture. Recitative,'' by Sol. P. Levy, until — =S : Colonel
6 — Repeat
"Sorrow Theme" (same as Cue No. 4), until — S: Interior of kitchen.
"Intermezzo (2/4 Presto), by Aranski, until — S: Cook bathing
the7 — child.
8 — "Birds of Spring" (Mazurka), by Williams, until — T: "The
room
lopg held
9 — Theme
until sacred."
— S : Child running out of kitchen.
10 — "Intermezzo (Allegretto), by Bohm, until — T: "The news of
little Red's orphaning."
11 — Continue to action until — T: "Perhaps not but, etc."
12 — " Sieste " (Characteristic Lento), by Laurens, until — T: "During ensuiuET weeks, etc."
13 — " Reve
D'Amour " (Allegretto), by Zameznik, until — S: Colonel
looking
at picture.
14 — Theme until — T: "Angels and celestial singing."
15 — "In Lovers' Lane" (Characteristic Intermezzo), by Pryor,
until — T: "Throughout the night, etc."
16 — "Tragic Theme by Paul Vely, until — T: "With the advent of
sickness."
17 — "Cavatine" (4/4 Dramatic Moderato), by Bohm, until — T:
" But a —mere
change, etc."
iti NOTE
wagon. Tympany Rolls ff during Scenes — where Doctor arrives
18 — "Good Bye," song, by Tosti, unfit — T: "Far into the night,
etc.''
I
19 — " L'Adieu " (12/8 Moderato), by Favarger, until — T: "Mr.
Gilroy, this is, etc."
20 — " Le Retour " (Allegro), by Bizet, until — T: "You've got to
make that wedding:, etc."
21 — "Vanity" (Allegro Caprice), by Jackson, until — T: "Just over
the hilL etc."
22 — "Louise" (Comic Waltz), by Pryor, until — T: "Wouldn't you
like a new mamma? "
23 — " Chinese Serenade," by Puerner, until *****
END.
BELOVED TRAITOR"
(Goldwyn Production)
Theme: "A Deep Sea Romance" (4/4 Andante Moderato) by
M. L. Lake
1 — "Morning" (6/8 Allegretto-Pastorale), by Grieg, until — T: "A
tale of soft living."
2 — " Eldorey " (Ballet Intermezzo), by Von der Mehden, until — T:
" A tale of the rescuing beacon."
3 — "Pearl Fisher" Selection (Second Movement, Andante non
troppo), by Bizet, until — T: " Judd Minot, Mary's Judd."
4 — "Whims" (3/4 Allegro Giocoso), by Schumann, until — T:
" Captain Nat's weather beaten inn.''
5 — Continue to action until — T : " Judd's Mutt dolls are primitive."
6 — "Hurry," No. 22, by Lake, until — T: "And in the night, etc."
Theme," by Paul Vely, until — S : Priest praying near
bed7 — of" Tragic
old fisherman.
NOTE — With ad. lilj. Tympany Rolls during Storm Scenes.
8 — "Nearer, My God, to Thee" (hymn), until — T: "But as sure,
9 — Theme until — S : Man playing piano.
etc."
10 — Piano improvise to action until — S: Exterior view of inn.
11 — "La Grace" (4/4 Moderato), by Bohm, until — T: "And to
Mary came the knowledge."
1213—— Continue
to action
until —toT:action
"And (scene
Mary ofprayed
only,until
etc.''— T:
Organ Solo,
improvise
prayer),
" And the morning found another girl, etc."

14 — "The Vampire" (a Dramatic Theme), by Sol. P. Levy, until —
T: " My father will make it possible for you, etc."
15 — Theme until — T: "Your grand friends is comin'."
16 — "Love Song" (Dramatic), by Flegier, until — T: "Henry Bliss
failed
utterly." to action until — T: "The Day of Depju-ture."
17 — Continue
18 — Theme until — T: "Two years and money, etc."
19 — "Dramatic Narrative," by Pauline Pement, until — T: " Myrna
Bliss
entirely
responsible."
20 — is"Reve
D'Amour"
(Melodious Allegretto), by Zameznik until —
T: "Always the face of that fisher girl."
21 — Theme until — T: " On the eve of the event."
22 — "Pastel Minuet" (3/4 Melodious Allegro Giocoso), by Paradis,
until — T: "There was a time when, etc."
23 — Continue pp. until — T: " Judds, benefactor, anxious to learn,
24 — "Dramatic Recitative," by Sol. P. Levy, until — T: "Henry
Bliss
had realized,
etc.": Interior of Judds' studio.
25
26 —— Theme
Illusion until
(2/4— SModerato
Intermezzo), by Bustanoby, until — T:
" And so the usual crowd, etc."
27 — " Valse Caprice," by Rubinstein, until — S : Young girl playing
" The light of the
28 — Piano Solo, improvise to action, until — T :
piano.
' The beacon, it is
29 —etc.''
Continue piano solo to action until — T:
— FF during dancing scenes only.
theNOTE
beacon."
beacon."
30 — Popular
Trot until — S : Crowd enters the studio and sees the
fisher
£irl.
NOTE — Begin pp. then to action.
31 — "Three Graces" (Allegro Intermezzo), by Herman, until — T:
"Get
of there, you
32 — "outAragonaise,"
fromscum!
" Le'' Cid " (Dramatic Allegro), by Massenet, until — T: "You're a clever boy."
33 — "Heavy Agitato" (for fight) to action, until — S: After the
fight.
3435 —— Theme
Continueuntil
pp. until
— T: "BorneEND.on the surge, etc."
*****
(Additional Music
Charts will be found on page 1791.)
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Interior and Lobby Views of Lyric Theatre, Cadillac, Michigan
Mr. Kennedy is a very capable man and has had much experience
Lyric Theatre Scores a Big Success in Cadillac
in the motion field. He is ably assisted by his wife.
IX the new Lyric Theatre 1)uilt and operated by the FitzpatrickThe entire proceeds of one of the opening days were given to
•l -McElroy Company, Cadillac, has one of the most modern
the Red Cross. The show at this performance was Jack Pickand beautiful motion picture theatres in Michigan, and by far the
ford in " The Spirit of 1917."
best north of Grand Rapids. The new building is located on one
of the principal corners of the city and occupies a site fifty by one
New Colfax Theatre a Success
hundred and fifty feet. It was built under the direct supervision
of E. L. Miller, vice-president of the Fitzpatrick-McElroy ComCOLONIAL THEATRE, Colfax, 111., is not yet quite five months
pany, and was opened within three months from the time the
old, having been opened on November 1, 1917, but in that
ground was first opened.
time it has established itself as one of the foremost houses of that
The new Lyric Theatre has a seating capacity of one thousection. It is owned and managed by H. A. Arnold.
sand. A large proportion of the seats are on the main floor and
It is located in the business section of the city, and the conthe balcony is divided into twelve " automobile boxes," varying
in seating arrangements from eight to sixteen chairs. These boxes
are the only seats in the house that may be reserved, no higher
admission being charged, the only stipulation being that the entire
box be taken.
The stage is fifty by fifty feet, thus being of a size large enough
to accommodate any but the most elaborate production. This stage
is equipped with the full complement of scenery and props and the
managers of the new house will from time to time present legitimate dramas and lighter musical shows and farce comedies.
The decorations arc in buff and rose, which blend extremely
well under the subdued indirect lighting from the inverted electroliers. The foyer is furnished entirely in willow and rose-patterned crcton, which harmonizes nicely with the silken lamp shades
and the wall tints. The balcony stairs lead from the foyer and
paintings of prominent screen stars are made a part of the decorations. The lobby is very commodious, with heavy brass railings
separating the entrance from the exits, thus facilitating the emptying of the theatre between performances. The lobby floor is of
marbelizcd tiling. The ticket booth is circular and portable and is
placed in the center of the lobby.
The house is equipped for a pipe organ, but it will he some
weeks before the instrument can be installed. At present a sixpiece orchestra furnishes the music.
Colonial Theatre, Colfax, III.
The Fitzpatrick-McElroy Company puts special stress on the
quality of the films it exhibits, showing only the highest class
struction is of brick. It scats 500 people, and is equipped with a
programs. Its vaudeville acts come from the Buttcrfield cirMotiograph, which has a throw of 75 feet to a canvas screen. The
cuit and are aho of the highest type.
interior is attractively decorated and music is supplied by two
George H. Kennedy, who has been associated with the FitzEstey pianos and an orchestra.
Only one show is given each day and this consists of from five
patrick-McElroy Company for several years, is resident manager.
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to eight reels. Paramount and Artcraft services are being used,
changes of bill being made three times a week and 11 and 17 cents
admission charged.
Biograph Studios, 807 East 175th Street
O NE of the most up-to-date studios in New York is the Biograph Studio at 807 East 175th Street. This studio is
equipped with every possible accessory for turning out the largest
productions for program companies or the state rights buyer.
On entering the studios we first find the offices of the company
which are elaborately furnished and up-to-date in every respect.
A stage for taking pictures covers about 80 feet wide hy 160 feet
deep, and the ceiling is absolutely covered with Cooper-Hewitt
lights. The overhead system consists of 80 Cooper-Hewitt banks
which so covers this ceiling with lights as to allow every possible
foot of this stage to be used for photographing. In addition
to these overheads there are 20 side banks of Cooper-Hewitts and
a full equipment of Kliegl and Wohl lights.
On the top floor can be found a glass covered studio for taking
sunlight pictures. There is also supplied a sufficient amount of
lighting equipment to blend in taking these pictures. Thirty
Cooper-Hewitt side banks and a large number of arc lamps are
also used in lighting this upper floor.
In going through the studio we find that every possible convenience can be found for both the actor and actress and also
extras. There are plenty of large dressing rooms with running
water and heat. Also a large number of shower baths have been
provided for the use of those working in the studio. Another
accommodation is a large restaurant on the third floor, where a
substantial meal can be obtained at any hour. There are some
especially fitted rooms accessible for the directors in cutting, etc.
The building throughout is fireproof and equipped with a
sprinkler system. A special arrangement of heating and ventilating
apparatus are features of these studios.
On the ground floor at a distance far enough to avoid the annoyance of the players can be found a large and up-to-date carpenter shop where the necessary props, etc., are made. In addition to this carpenter shop there is also an adequate amount of
props already built and can be used in the making of large
features.
Another asset to these studios is the fact that film can be
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ARKANSAS
C. H. McCroskey has opened a new motion picture theatre at Dermott, a
town of about 1700 population.
DELAWARE
Plans are being prepared by J. J. Kennedy, architect, for a motion picture
theatre for John L. Tobin, to be erected in Delaware street. New Castle.
The building will seat 500 persons. It will be built with tapestry brick front,
stone trimmings, and will be modern in every detail.
CALIFORNIA
Mrs. Ruth S. Cassil, who has purchased the Colonial theatre at Monrovia,
is negotiating with several property owners on Myrtle avenue for the
erection of a new theatre with a seating capacity of 600.
C. F. Unger has purchased three lots on High street, Selma, on which
lie intends to erect a modern opera house and motion picture theatre.
The Richmond district of San Francisco will soon have a modern theatre, according to A. S. Newburgli, whose clients recently purchased from
the Sutro estate a plot of land 125 x 125 feet at Ninth avenue and Clement
street, San Francisco.
Prospects are bright for a new motion picture theatre in South Vallejo,
and Patrick Vincent Conncll, proprietor of Library Hall has been approached
on the subject of converting Library Hall into such a house.
ILLINOIS
The Presbyterian Church ot Carlinville has purchased a motion picture
machine which the pastor, Rev. C. K. Osborne, will use in connection wilh
the delivering of his evening sermons. He believes that a picture properly
shown brings home the truth more powerfully than the mere spoken word.
INDIANA
The Banzai theatre at Fowler was opened March 9, after having been
dark since the first of the year. The place has. been redecorated and presents a really
attractive appearance. " The German Curse in Russia " was
the film
offering.
IOWA
Manager B. R. Beatty of the Fairfield theatre, Fairfield, is making
arrangements for the remodeling and improving of his theatre.
A. C. Harris has built a new theatre at Duraont, Iowa, which will be
known as " The Star." The building is 34 x 80, with a stage 16 x 34 and
has a seating capacity of 350.
MASSACHUSETTS
Tlie Fellsworth theatre at Medford was reopened last week, under the
management of G. Hackett and Ramsdell Bros, an organization known as
the Medford Amusement Company
MONTANA
Harlowton, the thriving and fast growing seat of Wheatland County, is to
have a modern motion picture theatre. A Denver capitalist has bought the
land and work has already been commenced, on the erection of a house for
the silent drama, to cost $100,000. This same man has also bought a corner
lot on which he intends to build an up-to-date four or five story hotel.
NEBRASKA
It is the intention of Ballcnger and Son, owners of the Opera House
l)uilding, York, to give same a thorough overhauling from proscenium to
gallery, and to thoroughly redecorate throughout.
A $5,000 Opera House has just been completed at Juniata, of which
F. O. Grass has been named as manager.
PENNSYLVANIA
The new Parkview theate at Johnstown w is duly opened on schedule time
recently, and its opening was marked by the turning out of record crowds.
Frank .Houston is the manager. '
,
, ,
Ray C. Owens, secretary-treasurer and general manager, and Meyer Goldof New of'Vork
A. Keeney
FrankSmith
the the
counsel
man, general
City, have
closed
a dealfor with
Printing Picture
Co. for Corp.
the. purchase
the
old Lycoming Opera House site, on V.^ : Third street, on which Mr. Keeney
will erect
a
$200,000
theatre.
W.
H.
Leiiman
of
Newark,
N.
J.,
is
the
architect for Mr. Keeney.
RHODE ISLAND
The H. D. Perry Co. of Bellows Falls, Vt., recently opened the Lafayette
th-atre at Newport. David Dow assumes the active management.
WASHINGTON
and
T. K. West and Son of Chehalis announce that extensive remodeling when
commenced immediately,
redecorating of their Empress theatre willthebe theatre,
used as a roommK
the upstairs oortion of the buildint; over side stairsnow
will be taken out and
house, will be fitted up as a gallery. The
tlieathe buildfront ofof the
the
near
stairway
a
with
theatre,and extended towards the front
put inwillfor betheleveled
a balcony
The floor
tre
be
theatre will be
as now. Tlie chairs
space being used for entrance
ing not so much remodeled
will
throughout. Upholstered opera
redecorated and
the
accommodate
to
remodeled
be
will
stage
the
and
downstairs,
in
I>ut
smaller road shows.
. ^
^, , , _ ,
, , • . ,i i
Center Club of Redmond has installed
The recently organized Community
of^ the.
exhibitions
give
will
and
edifice
in their vals.
machine
a motion
, ,
inter
at stated
dramapicture
silent
contract
the
awarded
was
So.,
avenue,
Contractor M. Hoard, 2019 24th
for installing the motion picture theatre on 1st avenue, between Cherry and
Columbia streets, Seattle, by Architect B. Marcus Priteca, Pantages build"tIic contract calls for an expenditure of $5,000 for the complete alterations
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exclusive of painting, wiring and metal fixtures. John Danz is the owner.
WISCONSIN
August Shocow, owner of the Bijou theatre at Wausau, contemplates the
erection of a new and thoroughly modern theatre on the site of the present
one, in the early spring.
The Bijou theatre, Kaukauna, which was recently destroyed by fire, is
being rebuilt by Messrs. Clelland and Conkey, who purchased the building
and interests from Nugent Bros.
{Continued from pac/c 1787)
" A DAUGHTER OF THE GODS "
(Fox Standard Production)
Witch Theme: "Halloween Episode" by Lake
Anitia Theme: "Anthony's Love Song" from the "Cleopatra
Suite " by Oehmler
1— " Bee Dance of the Almas " from " Queen of Sheba Ballet," by
Goldmark, until — T: "Let us pretend with the children, etc."
2 — "Blue Violets" (MEizurka Caprice), by Eilenberg, until T: "The
witch a mischief maker."
3 — Witch Theme until — T: "In her wicked travels, etc.''
A— Continue to action, until — T: "The Sultan distraught leads the
search, etc."
5 — " To Spring," by Greig, until — T : " Gentle Mydia's heart
breaks, etc."
NOTE — Begin with " Second Movement — Letter B."
6— Continue pp. until — T: "This is the prologue of our story."
7
— Song
from " Sadko," by Rimsky-Korsakow, until — T:
" The
realmofofIndia
the mermaids."
8 — Second movement, " Allegro Non Troppo," from " Undine Overture," by Lertzing, until — T: "From the sea which claimed her, etc."
9 — Anitia Theme, until — T: "Knowing that Anitia will, etc."
10 — Witch Theme, until — T: " BeUeving the witch's lie, etc."
11 — "Heavy Dramatic," Ly Oehmler, until — T: "While Anitia
breasts, etc."
12 — Repeat Cue No. 8, Second Movement, from " Undine Overture," by Lortzing, until — T: "Within the Sultan's harem."
13 — "Moorish Serenade," by Chapi, until — T: " Anitia'S timid
peace ofTering."
14 — " Romance," by Rubens, until — T: "The call ot mate to mate."
15 — Anitia Theme, until — T: "The Spring Festival."
16 — " Dance Arabe," from " The Nut Cracker Suite," by Tschaikowsky,
until — Fantasia,
T : " 'Take byher Mendelssohn
to the tower (Nolo
to await,from
etc."beginning),
17 — Eliyah
until — T: "With the morning, etc."
Letter
" Allegro
fuoco" movement.
' only," until — T :
L. 18to— Continue
Letter P.,\Eliyah
alwayswith
repeating
this con
movement
' 'Zarah seeks advice from her mistress."
19 — 'Witch Theme, until — S : Fire rain in view.
20 — Contine ff. with ad. lib. " Tympany Rolls.' until — T: "When
the spirit of good will, etc."
21 — Second Movement, " Allegro Energico," from Rienzi Overture,"
by Wagner, until — T: "The very next day Zarah pleads, etc."
22 — Prelude to "First Carmen Suite," by Bizet, until — T: "Anitia
is lost to you forever."
23 — " Fourteen Fathoms Deep," by Lake (effects of rough sea
waves, etc.), until — T: "With grateful heart Anitia would, etc."
24— " Caguetterie " (Tempo di Valse), by Mathews, until — T: "The
gnomes are the busiest people."
25 — Light and Good Allegro Hurry, until — T: "Although very,
very
bus.v.
etc." for Church Bell effect.
NOTE
— Watch
26—
Organ
solo (Scene of Prayer), until — S: Witch appears amongst
them.
27 — Witch Theme ff. until — T: "Treat her well for as long, etc."
28 — Anitia Theme, until — T: " Shadows of the Evening." •
29 — " Scheherazade," by Korsakow, until — T : " While the mermaids, etc."
30 — Continue
to action, until — T : " Of course gnomes are wise."
31 — "Evening Breeze," idyl by Langey, until — T: "The Sultan's
subjects rise in wrath, etc."
32 — " Rienzi Selection," by Wagner. Note — from beginning to
Lento movement, and keep on repeating, until — T: "In this dire extremity, etc."
33 — "Credo," from the "St. Cecile Mass." by Gounod, until — T:
" A mighty army approaches, etc."
NOTE — Play it " Two in a Bar."
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34 — "command."
Dramatic Maestoso," by Loraine, until — T : " So the Prince
takes
35 — Fanfare Call, by two trumpets, until — S : Anitia with her army
arrives.
36— Very
heavy battle and fire furiosos, until — T: " Th« soul of
Anitia,
etc."
37 — Anitia Theme, until — T: "The Prince does honor, etc."
38 — "Solemn March," by Haendel, until — T: "Now the Sultan of
a 39city
of ruins."
— Continue
pp. until — S: Mob running to the seashore.
40
—
Continue
ff., etc."
with ad. lib. Tympany Rolls, until — T: " It was
the Prince's wish,
41 — Anitia Theme, until *****
END.
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" CHEATING
PUBLIC "
I
(Fox StandardTHEProduction)
I
(Reviewed on page 735)
1 IMPORTANT NOTE: CUE NO. 20 is of a very dramatic charac- i
I ter hut the continuity of the picture is not consistent. The dra^
I matic action is often interrupted by scenes shoicing an automohile
I racing after a train. I suggest to overlook these incidents as the
I theme is really dramatic and to simply use ad. lib. railroad effects
I pp — wherever necessary.
I CUES NO. 20 and 22 arc the best adapted for an Orchestra Rest.
I
Dramatic Theme: "Love Song" by Flegier
I Storm Theme: "Any Heavy and Long Storm Furioso "
I 1 — Silence until — T: "Young soldiers bearing too early."
I 2 — "Baby Sweetheart," by Corri, until — T: "The widowed mother
3 — Dramatic
pI whose,
etc." Theme until — T: " Dowling master of Millvale."
f 4— "Romance," by Frommel, until — T: "Just a minute, Cutey."
I 5 — Second Movement, " Molto Vivace," from " Frieshuetz Overl ture," by Weber, with ad. lib. Tympany Rolls and crashing effect of
1 falling tin cans (watch carefully for this effect), until — T: "Good for
II you,
I'll get you.
6 — Continue
pp. etc."
until — T: "A surprise visit."
5 7 — "Dramatic Agitato," by H. Hough, until — T; ■Thompson
ii canned
me,
but.
etc."
8 — Theme until — T : " Who do you think you are? "
f 9 — ^Continue ff. until — T: "Another charge is laid to Dowling."
I 10 — "Parting," by Bendix, until — T: "The following month Dowli 11 — "Dramatic Tension," No. 1 (mob scene), by Ascher, until — T:
II "in;;
As your" attorney, Dowling, I tell you, etc."
1 12, —etc.
Good " Allegro Agitato " or heavy hurry to action pp. or ff.
II until13 —— "Dramatic
T: "Bright Tension,"
and early No.
next 44,morning.''
by Borch, until — T: "At the
1 hour
I
14 — when
Themethose,
until —etc."
S: Mob scene in view.
f 15 — Continue ff. with ad. lib. Tympany Rolls, until — T: "There
I
16 — aStorm
I came
night."theme, with big storm effects to action, until — T: "A
I lady
see you.storm
sir." Furioso, or keep on repeating " Storm Theme,"
I
17 — toAnother
I pp. with Tympany Rolls, during lightning scenes, until — S : The fight.
I 18 — Continue ff. until — T: "Five minutes later."
I
until(court-room
— T: "The scene)
State tries
Garvin."
1 2019 —— Continue
Organ to pp.
action
until —Mary
S: Mary
tells about
I1 the21 fisht.
— Storm Theme (watch shots), until — S: Full view of jury.
I1 After
22 — shots.
Organ to action (court-room scene) until — T: "Mary's story
11 awakened
young Theme
Dowling."
23 — Dramatic
until — T : " This rat has been on the bum."
1 24 — "Agitato" to action, until — T: "Midnight and down to see,
I 25 — "Heavy Dramatic," by Oehmler, until — T: "I fired the shot —
I
Stormclean."
Theme until — T: "Officers, you heard this murderer's
I hers26 —went
'I
27
—
"
Erl
King,"
by Schubert, until — T: "At the Governor's town
.= confession."
I I et28c.—" Continue to action until — T : " Facing the greatest adventure
II hou29se.
— ""Voice of Chimes," by Luigini, until — T: "I'm sorry, Mary,
in IMPORTANT
life.such
" a messenger."
=1 to
be
1
— See note on top of Cue Sheet.
I 30 — " Elegie," by Massenet, until — S: Dowling's son stops the exei cution.
E
31. — Sudden orchestra stop, then silence, for about .30 seconds
I until — T: "God's wisdom is inscrutable."
I 32 — " The End of a Perfect Day," song, until * * * * END.
^anniiiiiiiiHimiiiiiiimiiilinniiiiiiiiiiiiiituiKiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiriiiiniiiiHiiitiiiiiiiimiinniiiniiimmitniiimiiniit^^

We baye secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them I
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Motion

Your

Public

Picture

News

Demands

Service

'T^ HEY pay for it. If YOU don't give it, the man
^ around the corner will — and HE will get your
patronage.
In picture projection there exists the keenest competitionand
;
to hold a prominent place in this art since
its creation means,

MAKING

GOOD.

POWER'S
CAMERAGRAPH
has always made good. It meets all requirements
advanced

knowledge

and

faithfully serves the best

interests of Exhibitor, Operator

Nicholas

of

and the Public.

Power
INCORPORATED

Co|mpany

Pioneers of Projection
90 Gold

Street

New

York,

N. Y.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NE\yS " when writing to advertisers
THE WILLIAMS PnlNTINO COMPANY, NEW TOBK

"The

Reliability

a
on

Depends

Product

the

of

Responsibility

its

Maker.

This

being

your

true,

I want

attention

to

of

to

these

^

call

facts :

We have been engaged in the
business of manufacturing
moving
pictures for nearly eight years,
We

have

the

Laboratory -Studio
your service.
Our

biggest

and

\
\
\

best

in America — it's at

ability,

reliability

and

responsibility are firmly established —
you can safely entrust your negative
and printing to us.

Let

us

know

explain

what

much

and

your
we

at the

requirements

can
right

do

for you.

and

we

We

can

price.

Write

today!

There are reasonsCome and see them.

will
do

/
^

MARCH

30,

1918

inl

X«f . In V. fl. rmtmt OHm.

DOMINATES

THE

FIELD

It's Easy
—
to Raise
the standard of your theatre. It's no trouble at all to hold up the
quality of your program. Just show

— All of them !
■

VOL.

XVII-NO. 13

(Nationally Advertised)
"
s ioo%
Be a f
ioo%
Exhibitor.
Results.
ctureGet
f^i

FAMOUS PLATERS -LASKY CORPORATION I
'J ADOLPH
'-NEW Vice
YORiO
•
J
ZUKOKPres. JESSE L.TJiSKY
Pre$. CECSLB.DE'mLLEDirectorgenemL

B»ttr,d <u Saond Cloj, Uatttr, OcMttr 13. 19U. at iluPttt Offitt at Ntm York, N. Y.. undtr tht att 0/ Mmrch 3ri, IS79

PRICE

10 CENTS

\
I

"THAT

"CHARLIE

MIGHT
MURRAY"

Wa37lancl Trask
and
Mary TKurman
produced under the personal direction of
MACK

SENNETT

tKe man tKe slapstick and the girl idea into a gold mine for -^ou.

March

1799

30, ip 18

DOUGLAS

FAIRBANKS
IN

"HEADIN'
Story by Allan SOUTH"
Dwan
Directed by Arthur Rosson under supervision of Allan Dwan.
Photograpted ty Hugh McClung and Harry Thorp
An

AnTCBAFT
Picture
Fairtanked kimself it is liere, wLen ke ruskes from
Canada to Mexico, disturkes a wkole set of kandits
wkat tke newspapers are
JJEAD
and starts kack Nortk witk tke girl.
saymg atout ''Headin Soutli.
New York Herald — "To commend a pkotoplay it is
Salt Lake City Tribune — " 'Standing room only' was
sufficient to say tkat Douglas Fairbanks is m it.
tke slogan
tkree
to te in
order
untj at
after
tte o'clock
last skowandlastcontinued
niglit started.
Xke amusement-peeking public knows kim and ke
knows kis puklic.
Chicago Herald (Kitty KeUy) —"If Le ever outThen is only one way to buy that sort of advertisins—SHOW DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS PRODUCTIONS
FAMOUS PLATERS "lASKY CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKOR Pres. JESSE L.LASKY
Pres. CECIL
B.DE MULE Director Jneneml
■ NEW Vice
YORK^
■
Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."

Motion
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ADOLPH

ZUKOR

MARGUERITE

Picture

presents
CLARK

IN

"Rick
Man
Poor
Man
From the novel by Maximilian Foster. Adapted,by George
Broadhuret.
Directed by J. Searle Dawley.

ure
VTARGUERITE
CLARK'S newest pictur e
^ will kc " RicK Man, Poor Man," from tt
Saturday Evening Post story.
In " about
RicK Man,
Poor Man
Marguerite
tas
a play
a cliarming
little *girl
of today, Clark
tte sort

of little girl wto radiates sunsline, no matter toTv
dark tLe clouds may be.
Rick Man, Poor Man will rank immediately as
one of ber most popular productions. Its dramatic appeal isstrong and tbere s a tear for nearly every emile.

FATvlOUS PUYERS-LASKY CORPORATION
AUBtl'U aUKOR Ir^'i. JESSE LXASKY Via Vres CKUi B.DE MIUE VimaorCj^ixnl,

Be ture to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

News
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JESSE

CECIL

L. LASKY

B.

P/esents

De

MILLFS

PRODUCTION

By

^'Tke
W^kispermg
CkorPoore
us
Jeanie Macpkerson, from the story by Perley
An

AKTCBAFT

is tke WHISPERING
first of Artcraft s four
Cecil B.'
w«.q-fHE
CHORUS
De Mills Star Series Pictures, produced personally tytlie Director-General of tlie Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation.
Tlie story is a splendid instrument upon
wliicli Mr. De Mille s genius lias played —
a vital tkeme of unusual appeal.

Slieekan

Picture

Tte ^iVliispermg Ckorus " is made of the
voices tliat speak to every soul, tLe voices ttat
guide toward rigLt or wrong. Jokn Tremble
neara tke voice of Temptation and followed
it into tLe deptLs of degradation, until tke
voice of Self-Sacrifice caused kim to give kis
life tkat kappiness migkt come to tke woman
ke loved.

I* FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKOR Pres. JESSE L.LASKY V/ce Pres. CECIL B.DE MIT.TF. Directorjenend

The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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shoulder

j7'om^Msaii

Picture

letter

Hart.

^

Certain motion pictures advertised as "W..,.

Super Features," are being offered to State Right Buyers
by a company called the "W. H. Productions Co."
It has created the impression upon the minds of some patrons that these
pictures are my latest pictures, produced by a company in which I am personally interested.
•
nor have I ever been connected with the " W. H. Productions Co. I am not interested in their output and their pictures are not new
pictures.
"W H^P ^^f
^^^^
^^^^^ so-called "Wm. S. Hart Super Features" exploited by the
W. H. Productions Co." were made from two to four years ago. The old titles under which
they were previously exhibited have been changed and new titles substituted
. In short, they
are old pictures with new labels. If your patrons, acquainted with my old pictures, are misled
by new titles into a belief that these pictures are my latest productions, it will not only injure
my reputation but also seriously affect the reputation of your theatre.

I have received letters from many "picture fans" protesting that they had paid admission
to their local theatre expecting to see me in a new five-reel subject only to discover that what
was advertised and exhibited was an old two-reel picture which had been shown years ago.
to your public. Each exhibitor who shows under a new title an old
fil
him
in which I havef^if"
appeared, undoubtedly creates the impression upon those who have
closely followed and seen my work upon the screen, that it is a new production, when this is
not the fact; this is unfair to them and to me. The motion picture industry, of which you are
a part, suffers thereby.
These are true words. You know that.
Every one of my new productions bears the "Artcraft" trade mark. All of my best productions bear
the ^Artcraft
trade mark. They are 'THE NARROW TRAIL"
"WOLVES OF THE RAIL"
THE SILENT MAN"
"BLUE BLAZES RAWDEN"
'THE TIGER MAN"
The public s judgment of your theatre's loyalty depends upon the business methods you employ in
conducting it upon the public's judgment depends your success or
failure.
Yours sincerely,
WILLIAM

Be fure to menUon " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

S. HART

News
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ALBEIVt

SMltH

9teseni;s

SHIPMAN

NEU

viiih

E

Alfred

Whitman

l"

meTrai

e of H
h
(Si o
Tif
SiQ
^heT
SirojjqMBmFiqM

iti Find
to

the

Love

Pdih
and

T^HERE wasn*t very muchlaw and order in that
Western country where Tom and **Blackie'*
made their home. But they were "pards,** they
had nerve — and mere safety wasn't a matter
that either had worried about. But Tom was a
real friend, trusting, helpful, ready to fight with
his back to the wall for his bunk-mate — and
**Blackie*s'* friendship was a narrow, grudging
and selfish — if such it could be called at all.
So, when a romantic girl conquered the heart of Tom,
"BlacUie's" jealous nature was aroused. And the girl, weak,
illusioned, was a ready victim of "BIackie*s** guiJe. They
rode away one afternoon — and she was soon deserted,
"Blackie" openly boastful of his easy victory.
But he had not thought of Tom, now a deputy, relentlessly trailing his false friend over the parched prairielandAnd when he did find him, he could not take his revenge — he
was an officer of the law, sworn to return a captured felon to
the bar of justice.
And yet — retribution took another course. And it is because this story finds its happy ending through a most unusual twisting and turning that it will please the most fastidious motion picture patron. It's a box-office winner.
A

FIVE

BLUE

RIBBON

PART
FEATURE

By GEORGE H. PLYMPTON
Directed by WILLIAM WOLBERT

H

If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tell us.
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No.
Little Talks

with

Foreign

Picture

5

Buyers"

WORLDTALK

ITS

line of World

careful

Films

Inter-Ocean

you

a corking

idea

is in its recommendations

American
all sections

film has made
greater profits for showmen
in
of the world THAN
WORLD
FILMS.
In the last year

World

box-office

desk

show

our

that

pleasure

to deliver

to

foreign

magnets

as Carlyle

Blackwell

and

no

to foreign

Reports

our

my

of how

buyers.

it Chas been

on

gives

brand

customers
Madge

of

such

Evans

"The Burglar;" ''Rasputin" with an all-star cast including Montague
June Elvidge, Henry Hull, Arthur Ashley and Irving Cummings;

in

Love,
Kitty

Gordon in **Her Maternal Right;" Ethel Clayton in "Stolen Paradise;"
Madge Evans in "The Bondage of Fear;" Robert Warwick in "All
Man;" Clara Kimball Young in "Dark Silence," and Alice Brady in
"Hungry Heart." Incidentally, we delivered these perfectly packed,
with sufficient posters and minus all invoice trouble! (Did you read
last week's "Little Talk?") We have established World Films
firmly on the foreign market that we seriously doubt if any make
American film has a larger sale. Almost every foreign buyer

so
of
of

World Films in 1917 renewed his contract for 1918! Doesn't it show
you that Inter-Ocean believes in the best and offers buyers nothing else?

"We Operate Everywhere" — Largest Distributors of Films in Foreign Fields
READY

FOR

WORLD

SALE

52 World Films a year; featuring Ethel Clayton, Clara Kimball Young, Alice
Brady, Carlyle Blackwell and June Elvidge; 24 Paralta Plays a year, featuring
Bessie Barriscale, J. Warren Kerrigan, Henry B. Walthall and Louise Glaum; the great
features "Whither Thou Goest," "Today,'* "Mad Lover," "Hunting Big Game
in the Frozen North," "The 13th Labor of Hercules;" the surefire comedy
brands, Vim, Black Diamond, Bingo, "Charley" {Mabel and Fatty) cartoons.

Be lure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers

News

The story of the girl
who hid her record

in's
Marcsucce
Max stage
ss
great
"THE

HOUST"

Adapted by Ckarles E. WKittaker
directed bj) Emile Chautard
GLASS"
OF
Better <^ tKe screen tKan on the stage^
says tKe NjsvJ York Evening Mail.
"Should pla^p 5. R. O. in almost
an^?isHouse
— Wid. Young's tri*'It
Clara! " Kimball
umph"! — Motion Picture News.

Presented hy

AND

HER

OWN

COMPANY

This is the fourth o
Young's Select pictur
follov3s her prior prod
"MAGDA," "SHI
KAYE," and "
M ARI ON ET'^
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Motion

Picture

News
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Another
Tor

Remarkable
Mabel

Success

Normand

Below*'
Floor
In'The
rush for the box-offices of the nation
ANOTHER
marked the release of Mabel Normand in her second

Goldwyn production, "The Floor Below." Exhibitors
everywhere are writing and telegraphing their delight
over the record-breaking patronage brought into their
theatres by this immensely popular star.
The box-office value of Mabel Normand in "The Floor Below"
is indicated by these enthusiastic comments:
WID'S*. "The Floor Below" Is a great yarn with plenty of (na^py treatment. Sure to draw heavy patronage.
PICTURE-PLAY MAGAZINE: Mabel Normand i* the best comedienne on
the screen and "The Floor Below" proves it.
MOTION PICTURE NEWS: Through "The Floor Below" Mabel Normand
goes rollicking along in her own irresistible way. ... It is the usual lavish
Goldwyn production.
DRAMATIC
MIRROR:
"The Floor
love and mystery
and of strong
popularBelow"
appeal.is a lively and laughable story of
EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW: Mabel Norman<i is the most vital bit of
magnetism that has ever worked before a camera. Here is a picture that
"has everything."
MORNING TELEGRAPH: A well-conceived and delightfully constructed
crook story combining rapid-fire farce, comedy and drama. ... A sure-fire
entertainment for Goldwyn exhibitors.
Based on the reports from this production and her first Goldwyn triumph, "Dodging a Million," Goldwyn confidently announces to all exhibitors that Mabel Normand has tripled her
previous popularity. She is today one of the greatest boxoffice stars in the screen world. Are YOU playing her pictures in your theatre? Ask the nearest Goldwyn office for
prices and a contract.
GOLDWYN ?KWm
COmPATION
Samurl GoLDr-rsH. Preridani HOGAR Selwvn. Vicv Pmsidont
New York Ctty
16 East 4-2«c/ Street

1^
Be sure to mention " MOTION

PICTUKK NEWS " wlitn writinK to advertisers

March
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piCTURE a beautiful, daring and
^ courageous woman defending a
helpless husband as a tigress defends
her cub.
Depict her facing poverty for the
man she loves and spurning jewels,
untold luxuries and power in the
world's capitals from the hands of a
man she despises.
When you have conceived in your
own minda thrillingemotional drama
that sends a woman to her death for
the protection of her honor, you still
will not have guessed half of the
second remarkable story that Goldwyn again offers you with

/Hart/

Sarden

2H.
t^SpLENDiD
SyKate

Jordan

—

Directed

Sinner,
h}/ Edwin

Carewe,

As we have told you: It is greater than "Thais'* which broke boxoffice records all over the nation. It is heroic, wonderful, thrilling
with few parallels for production beauties. It goes to all Goldwyn
contract customers at their regular rental — a remarkable special
production at no advance in prices. Released everywhere March 24.
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPODATION
Samuel Goldfish. President Edgar Selwyn. .Vkl' President
16 East 4-2 «c/ Street New York City

The " NEWS " advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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Rex

Beach

ANOTHER great special production
by the most famous of all American

Picture

Pictures

1

authors; bigger than "The Spoilers,"
more exciting than "The Barrier" and
more thrilling than "The Auction Block."
Exhibitors are urgently advised to book
at once the greatest box-office success
of 1918.

'S
EACH
B
X
Sci-een
Classic
of the
RE

Great

" ■^-^^

^

Southwest

THE
Directed By °
Frank.
Powell
^
T
Kow
Ready
for
Immediate
Release
AR

HE
Once or twice each year Rex Beach comes to the assistance of the world's
exhibitors with a production that breaks all existing box-office records. This is
the most powerful Rex Beach Picture ever made.

"Heart of the Sunset" is released singly as a great seven-reel production amd is
not linked with any other pictures.
It can be booked only through the offices of
GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING CORPOPATION
IG J:;.st /lZ,vy Stro(!t Now York City

Be ture to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

News
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'*The

Picture
of
1,000
Thrills !"
IJAVE you ever seen the notorious Philippine "water cure" in a motion picture?
*
It provides one of the powerful scenes of "Heart of the Sunset."

Hare

you ever thrilled with patriotic fervor as you read of the daring Texas

Rangers sweeping into Mexico?

You see this in "Heart of ^he Sunset."

Do you know the most terrible death in the world? In "Heart of the Sunset"
General Longorio threatens to bury a man to his neck in an ant-hill and fill' his
mouth with honey.
You see the terrified Mexicaun shiver and^ tremble.
Think of a brave American boy being made to watch tWoughout
of Mexican savages digging his own grave.
These are but a few more

the night a band

of the unusual and dramatic scenes in "Heart of the

Sunset" which the entire world will want to see. Protect yourself against your
competitor* by booking this production at once by telegraph.
GOLDWYN j)ISTRIBUTING CORPOI^mON
16 East 4-2 „c/ Street New York City

If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tell us.
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Motion

Picture

APITOL
QAVEDIE5

announces

mm
A new and soon to be nationally-famous
comedian of cleanliness and happiness.
He will be seen in

APITOL
OMEDIES
Two joyous reels of healthy laughter to
each picture. Twenty-six pictures a year.
One every second Monday.

Exhibitors everywhere are begging pro>
ducers for sane and cheerful comedies.
Goldwyn hunted for a year without finding what it knew the public wanted.
Suddenly in "Smiling Bill" Parsons we
found a new favorite with the beguiling
smile of the serpent in the fable, and
the radiant disposition that Nature bestows upon its beloved fat men.
These splendid successes produced for us
by The National Film Corporation of
America are controlled and released exclusively through the offices of

GOLDWYN DISTPIBUTING CORPORATION
IG East /IZ„J Street New York City

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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THRILL

SERIAL

FOR

PATRIOTIC

AUDIENCES

4

PilUGHTEP

of

UNCLE

Siin

with
JANE

VANCE
and

William

The

Spy Expose

Continues
the

Box-Office

Splendid

to Start

THIS

of 1918

Magnet

Weeks'

with Prosperity

MONEY

MAKER— NOW

Produced by the
Jaxon

Film Corporation
New York City

Distributed Exclusively
by General Film Company

General Film Company does not impose the 15c - charge on any of its releases.
How can an advertiser continue advertising? By giving YOU value.

as

Opportunity

a Twelve

Engagement

BOOK

Sensation

to Add] to its Fame

Timely

A

Sorelle

Motion
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PROGRESS—

A

NEW

MESSAGE

The

army

have

dealings,

Glaum

in

" An Alien Enemy "
(The above picture substituted for regular
Kerrigan release)

entered

Bessie

the arena. They are Co-beHevers, Hke myself, in the
principle of equitable, fair
business

RELEASES

Louise

first stalwarts of the

coming

PERMANENCE

PROSPERITY—

PERSONAL

Picture

Barriscale

" Within
Henry

unham-

the Cup

J. Warren
"The

Turn

in

Brown

"

Kerrigan

in

of a Card"

clan, have
Roth

joined my Copartnership plan. Eugene
of San Francisco and

"

B. Walthall

" Humdrum

pered bya strangling " producer " dominance. I am
glad to announce that six
men, foremost exhibitors,
and tried and true to their

in

COMING

Messrs. Moore, Greaves and
Ellison of Denver are four.

" Blindfolded," with
Bessie Barriscale

The

others I will announce later. Exhibitors,
the country over, will do
well to watch the proving
of our basic principles upon
which rest their hope for
a free, profitable and
pleasant
business future.

" The

Snap Dragon,"
Louise Glaum

with

* With Hoops of Steel," with
Henry B. Walthall

ALREADY

RELEASED

" A Man's Man " — Kerrigan
"Madam Who?" — Barriscale
"His Robe of Honor "—Walthall

W,

W.

inson

Hodkinson
Corporation
52 7 FIFTH
AVENUE
Service

at All

General

Film

Exchanges

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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PARALTA

PLAYS
BESSIE
BARWISCALE

CTURES

Bessie

Barriscale
Written by

Directed by
RAYMOND P. WEST

MONTE E. KATTERJOHN
"Within
POBERT BRUNTON. the
Manager of Cup'
Productions

** Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for
ye make clean the outside of the cup and of the platter,
but within they are full of extortion and excess.**
St, Matthew, 24, 25,

Thisbe Lorraine hears, but does not understand.
To her, the sham, the brassy gUtter
of the artist's so-called "freedom" seem real.
She does not know there is no reality among that small band of artists
who think themselves superior to the common

run of men ;

whose "artistic temperament" makes them despise
anyone not agreeing with their peculiar "code" of morals;
who take serious the fur collars on their coats,
but never mend the threadbare linings;
wao judge life by the "futurist" pictures they paint.
Therefore, Thisbe Lorraine suffers the pangs of a cruel awakening,
and she seeks atonement for having torn a human heart into bleeding shreds
And then — the great arbiter, Love,
gently leads her
«
to understand HIS word,
the wisdom of HIM who sees the infinite alike an open book!

PARALTA

PLAYS,

DISTRIBUTEO

Inc.

WEST 48th STREET
YORK
CITY
n EW

THROUGH

HQQKINSON
SERVICE
AT ALL GENERAL. FILM EXCHANGES
If you like the " News," write our advertisers ; if not, tell us.

J. WARREN
KERRIGAN

Motion
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A

"Carmen

Selexart

Production

Written by
of tKe
Klondike"
MONTE M. KATTERJOHN
Directed by
REGINALD

BARKER

The Cyclopean combat between two
exceptional men for the love of an
enchanting woman!

"
enough thrills to average one
to every ten feet of film.
there is a hand-to-hand battle
in a rainstorm that would make
Douglas Fairbank's director turn green
with jealousy."
T. E. OLIPHANT, in
The Evening Mail
New York City

Featuring
CLARA
! A

Tremendous
Made
STRAND
Bound

STATE

Picture

RIGHT

Good

THEATRE,
to Make

WILLIAMS

Sensation

!

At
New

Good

York City

for You!

DISTRIBUTORS,

Incorporated

418 Longacre Building, New York City

Be ture to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

New

.Announcing

the coming

of miss edna

goodrich

in a series of spectacular special productions
of regal quality

espec-

ially selected to capitalize for the screen her
world

famed

beauty.

TO BE DISTRIBUTED THROUGH
THE EXCHANGES OF
THE MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION

March

1817

30, ipiS

To
of

Stars
their

wishing

own

control

productions:

great Studios of Triangle at Culver City and elsewhere have ample capacity for more than fifty companies, so that in addition to Triangle Programme, and
special productions constantly in vi^ork, they are in position to
undertake the making of moving pictures of the highest quality
to individual order.

THE

The organization has been so perfected that you may have
at your command as much or as little as you need.
You will find continuity and scenario departments, photographic and manufacturing departments, wardrobe and property departments, developed to the last degree of completeness, under the most capable department heads and assistants.
Everyone in the Motion Picture industry recognizes the
leading position of the studios themselves, their splendid equipment and the magnificent properties in which they are situated.
Each " Order Picture " will be produced precisely as desired by the owner.
- It may be simple and inexpensive, or most elaborate and
costly — at his will. He may select his own company, his own
author, his own director, if he wishes.
Stars who wish to control their own productions — from
scenario to theatre, may do it easily, and without any investment beyond cost of production plus a reasonable fee,
under this arrangement.
This means that Triangle does not wish to share in the
profits of the picture after its completion.
Our relationship with distributors in this country and
Europe enables us to undertake marketing, ii desired, on a
percentage basis.
Publicity and paper — if desired
TRIANGLE

FILM

CORPORATION

14S7 BROADWAY

NEW

YORK

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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feet
100
-^'of the Finest

\

fist-fi^ht
ever filmed

WILLIAM
ROUGHS
Jke

greatest

Farnum

.^FARNUM
READY
picture

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

ever

Listen to them !

Filmed.

Motion
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A

SENSATION-

FOR

YOUR

WOMEIH

WILLIAM

^

FOX

PATRONS

PRESENTS

PEARSON

VIRGINIA

MUGHTEIlfFRANCE
THE
MISS

A

GREATEST

LOVE

AFFAIR

OF

1918

PEARSON'S
GREATEST
SUCCESS
STACEO
BY : EDMUND
LAWRENCE

SURE

WAY

TO

MAKE

CONTRACT

fS'l'i^^
START NOW

-

MONEY

FOR

FOX
SPECIAL
FEATURES
WITH THESE MARCH-APRIL OREAO WINNERS

PiccYHYLAND;„THE

DEBT

OF

HONOR

6LAD]^DROCKWELL
/nTHE DEVIL'S WHEEL
GEORGE WALSH
in THE
KID IS CLEVER.
^CAPRICE

in A

CAMOUFLAGE

FILM
CORPORATION

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU value.
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Picture

f
Think

Have

it

Over

you heard the latest scheme for the salvation of exhibitors? There seems to be a new plan announced every

day.
■m

Various
i
m
m

fofm

producers

are coming

forward

with some

new

of " camouflage " and are endeavoring to show exhibitors that their particular plan is the only one that will save

the day and enable exhibitors to make

money.

But the funny

part of it all is that these producers have only recently become wise to a situation which has existed for some time and
which

was bound

Triangle

to become

decided
be run

or later.

nearly a year ago that the production

and distribution of motion
ness— must

critical sooner

pictures must be made

on business

a real busi-

principles, straightforward

and clean; that economies must be practised and that exhibitors must be given the utmost consideration.
Here

are some

of the things that Triangle

HAS

done

for

exhibitors — not that it is going to do.

-It has already materially cut the cost of producing
pictures by placing its studios on a scientifically
operated basis — no hundred thousand dollar stars —
no money wasted or time lost. Business principles
are practised by business men. No possible combination of studios would enable Triangle to make quality
pictures at lower costs than at present.

1

ijiiiiiiiiiifllPilliiS

miiii
Hi

mm.

m
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UTS'

2 — // has paid the reel tax without transferring it to
exhibitors — the only honorable solution of the problem.
J — It has reduced the cost of service to exhibitors for
high quality pictures. It is not necessary for Triangle exhibitors to spend money for memberships in
any association in order to procure a square deal.
4 — It has cooperated with exhibitors by only charging
them rental prices which would assure them of
profits — reducing the cost of serince and in some instances giving free service, where conditions required. Free service is nothing new with Triangle.
Justice and not charity is what every exhibitor desires.
5 — // has established a Traffic Department and rearranged the territories of exchanges in order to give
every exhibitor the best possible service in the delivery of film. Every reel of film is carefully inspected
■ before being sent out. Prompt and courteous service is the watchword at every exchange.

Think

it over ! Is there any company

that has done more

for exhibitors in the last year than Triangle?

Do

you realize

that by using Triangle pictures you help to enlarge the cooperative service of an organization which has lead the way
in reducing the cost of pictures to exhibitors and in establishing the policy of an absolute fair and square deal every time?

TRIANGLE

DISTRIBUTING

1457 Broadway,
S. A. LYNCH
President
FRED KENT
Treasurer

CORPORATION

New

York
R. W. LYNCH
Vice-President

Y. F. FREEMAN
General Manager

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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Questions

Taking

up

and

Picture

THIATOES ®f kM

and

answering

Answers

one

by

one

the

Moving

Picture World's objections to cooperative plans and
its doubt as to the organization and personnel of
m

United

Picture

of

Theatres

America,

Question.

Is the United

Picture Theatres

Inc.
of America

work-

ing unselfishly for the exhibitors' interest?
Answer. It is, because
tion, legally under the
designed to reduce film
per cent and to improve

it is a mutual cooperative organizacontrol of its exhibitor membership,
rentals to its members from 30 to 50
quality.

Q. Will United Picture
and marketing of film?
A. It will not. The
or peddle it.

Theatres

plan is to

Q. Is our plan a reversion
gramme?

from

engage

in the making

^/w, not to manufacture
open

bookings

to pro-

A. Emphatically No ! We shall book by the " star series "
system, and such acceptable productions as the market
affords.
Q.

How

do we expect to get the exhibitors to stick?

A.

By making

every member

an actual benefiting partner.

Twenty-two thousand druggists stick together.
few thousand exhibitors?
Q.

How

can we please both producers

Why

not a

and exhibitors?

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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A.
The producers, by giving them cash and a
guaranteed profit besides, for their negatives.
The exhibitors, by giving them pictures that
their membership prefers and by ehminating film waste of
all kinds.
Q. Can
bated?

the opposition

of powerful

vested interests be com-

A. Certainly, because the combined power of the exhibitors
is greater than that of all the other factors in the industry.
Consolidation of offices, cuts in big salaries, elimination of
useless service, direct routing, abolition of financier profiteering— these things can be accomplished in the film world
by the United Exhibitors just as they are being accomplished
in the railroad world today by Director McAdoo.
Q.

Is United
not perform?

Picture Theatres

promising

anything

it can-

A. No, because the promises are well within the reasonable
expectation of what cooperative movements can do. The
M. P. World cannot discover one extravagant, unwarranted
statement in any of the speeches of Mr. Ochs or our published statements. Are other cooperative companies overstating? We do not know, but we feel sure exhibitors are so
strong for the cooperative idea that overstatement is not
necessary to secure membership.
Q.

Finally, are the men

put it over?
A. Messrs.

Ochs.

behind

United

Seelye, Blumenthal,

strong enough
Goldsmith

to

and the

other executives of United Pictures enjoy exhibitor confidence as do no other group of men in the country. They
are known to be honest, conservative, forceful and energetic,
and can point with pride to their achievements
dustry.

in the film in-

THE LAWYERS AND BANKERS OF PROMINENT EXHIBITORS HAVE
MINUTELY EXAMINED EVERY DETAIL OF OUR PLAN, AND THEN
THESE EXHIBITORS HAVE ENDORSED THE SAME BY BECOMING
UNITED MEMBERS.
Write today to Dept. N,
United

Picture Theatres
1600 Broadway, New

of America,
York City

If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tell us.
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SIMFnjVfCO

TKK.BPUONE
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Gentlemen t

H. PRODUCTIONS
Tl WEST aSRD STREET
ROOM 1T02
Nbw York

CO.

March 18 th, 1918.

Ihere ia a queatlon In the minds of soma aa to reasons for our orerwhelmlnfr
success in re-lasnlng three of the first blgThos. H. loee super-pi ctiires featTiring
Wn. S. Bart, which were produced by the Now Tork Motion Picture Corporation In 1914-15,
Tiz: "the Two-Qun Man" in "Ihe Bargain*. Tlhe Bandit tind the Preacher" and "The HellHound of Alaska".
Thase are the three best piotorea in vhieh flfai. S. Bart aver appeared* B0
vaa not known to the picture-going public at that time.
Seairlng to make a reputation,
and the wozk being new and fascinating, ha therefore pat his heart and soul into it and these productions, in turn, made him the popular film idol he is today. Furthermore, the picture-going public has doubled nithin the past two years, so that a great
majority of the new film fana never aav thes* feature* when they were first released*
V. H. Productions Compeny saw the possibliitiea in re-iasaing anper-featurea
that made atara famoua, and auch we considered theae Bart productions. Within a period
of two months we have aold theae re-iesuea to the keeueat and most reliable independent
ezchangemea in the business, and they in tvan are now successfully booking these box
office features to the leading e:diibitora.
If further proof of the aoundness of our
Judgement is required it ia furnished by the box office results which the exhibitors
are now obtaining*
Good judgement. troTier exnloitatian. and fair •nrlcea put these excellent
Pictures orey.
Ve have proven to the trade that these productions were never properly
exploited until V. H. Productions Company saw their box office ppssibilities, and
Thoa.H.Ince and U. 3. Bart should feel greatly indebted to us for the intelligent
and dignified method in which the pictures that made their reputation have been
handled. Vi» do not feel surprised that Ur. Ince and Mr. Bart are chagrined in not'
being connected in any way, manner, shape or form with W. H. Product i one Company,
especially as they are not "CUTTING HT" ON THE PROFITS of these productions, and
since these re-issuea are breaking recorda for capacity business in the leading
theatres throughout the country.
Pursuing this same policy we havy. purchased five of the finest Besale
Barrlscale pictures ever made. All of them have extraordin^y publicity and advertising possibilities, 80 much so, as to guarantee a tremendous success to the
independent exchangamen and exhibitors throughout the entire country.
Tours very truly,
V, B. PRODOCTIOKS baiPAHT.
P.S.

We beg to announce that the entire world rights have bean sold on all
of our present ra-issuea featuring On. S. Bart.

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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Released

at

Last!!!

FOR THE
FIRST
TIME
SINCE ITS
SENSATIONAL
PREMIERE
AT THE

OHIO

RIALTO

A
Can

now

" PARENTAGE "
is already booked at the

following theatres

THEATRE,.

NEW

MESSAGE

be booked

To

in Ohio

and Kentucky!!!

Exhibitors
"PARENTAGE"

in

Hobart Henley,
Cincinnati.

Columbus

Martin G. Chandler,
Chillicothe.

Temple
Anderson
Strand

YOUNGSTOWN .. .Liberty
Springfield . .Fairbanks
Akron

Strand

Canton

Strand

Cabin

-IliL..lL,J

„

m

co-author, comes from

Uncle

Tom's

of the Screen."

"PARENTAGE" has proved a tremendous success
wherever shown, because of its unusual entertainment
value and the wonderful human note domina;ting the unfolding of this great message.
Linked with this — an unusual number of ad-helps,
every one carrying seat-selling power, to help you put
- the picture over.
Address alt communications to

If you have not already
booked " Parentage " in your
town — ^better beat your neighbor to it! !

from

" Parentage " is the greatest photoplay — bar none — ever produced for
breaking into the family circle; family
patronage is permanent trade.
"Parentage" was written especially
for those who do and those who do not
cherish baby shoes; you have both kinds
at your theatre.

their shrewd, solid, farseeing
real box office values. That's
why " Parentage " goes into
these houses, recognized as
showing ONLY THE
BEST! !

its director, comes

clares "PARENTAGE"— "The

The managers of the above
theatres are well known for
judgment when it comes to

be-

William Ireland, internationally famous cartoonist of the COLUMBUS
DISPATCH, de-

Louisville,
Mary
Dayton

OHIO

fits well into OHIO

Walnut
Cincinnati
Cleveland .. . .Standard
Toledo

of

cause it's a darned good feature and —
It centers its story in a typical Ohio town.

Ohio and Kentucky: —

. . . .Majestic

KENTUCKY

YORK

PARENTAGE
Room

1211, 33 West

42nd

Street, New

jl,jjliuujlljiljijiiilljlllllljllii.lli.lllijliiiillilllllli^
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York
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LIBERTY
LOAN
COMMITTEE
GUY EMERSON
PUBLICITY DEPARTMENT
JAMES I, CLARKE
EQmXABLE BUHKING TWENTY-FOUETHFLOOR
JOHNIN CMAMoe.
PRICE JONAD'
l2o BRJOJSJyWVAY
JSTEW YOEBC
CROSVENOR FARWELL
March 5, 191R.

IsLiRLrig
1476 Corporation,
Broadway,
Mev.f York City.
Gontlemen:
On behalf of the liherty Loan Committee of the
Second Federal Reserve District, vv-r I express my gratificr-tion and appreciation for the.v.jry effective publicity
which .you tlve the campaisn in you:- new serial "The Eagle's
Eye",
The picture itself i-/ill undouht.-idly do much to bring
home to all -vho see it the realities of the war and a conception of the task ahead of us, pnd Uncle Sam's specific
appeal for the Liberty loon bet7/eon the reels should help
greatly to crystallize emotions en-y, feelings into action,
Sincer'aLy Jyfeiurs,
C)irectoW' of Publicity
2nA. Fed, Reserve District,

It has been directed to us. Properly it belongs to every loyal American exhibitor. A logical and practical opportunity was presented in " THE EAGLE'S EYE " to aid the Liberty Loan. But this mark of gratitude belongs strictly to
the exhibitors who are making this opportunity a benefit to the Liberty Loan Committee by showing
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M
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L
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BOOK GA., NOW
ATLANTA,
73 Walton Street.
BOSTON MASS..
16 Piedmont Street.
BUFFALO, N. Y.,
47 West Swan Street.

E
M

J.

E

A
Recently
Retired

FLYNN
PRODUCED
BY
THE

KING
THROUGH
YOUR
CINCINNATI, OHIO,
301
Strand
Theatre
CLEVELAND, OHIO,Building.
312 Sloan Building.
CHICAGO. ILL.,
207 South Wabash Avenue.

C
W

Hfl
H

A

BAGGOT
^
NEAREST
FOURSQ
DALLAS, TEX.,
1911% Commerce
DENVER,
COLO., Street.
1735 Welton Street.
DETROIT, MICH.,
304 Joseph Mack Building.
For further tnformation address THE WBART0N8

BUT

THIS

ONE

W. H. STEFFES. SE

F A, SCMNEIDEi

IS

Jos. N. SCH.JK.OER. Tre

DLt SlifCilrf Ojo,, 0)ainrra
DIX AND FERDINAN3 AVES.
E. V. McGRATH, Manageh
HIGH CLASS PHOTO DR.AMAS
Detroit, MichMcrch Bth 1918.
"DETROIT'S MOST BEAUTIFUL THEATRE '

Hr. Joseph Horwitz, Uan.ager,
Hoffman Pour-Square Pictures,
Detroit, Mich.
Deer sir-

TTish to inform you that we played, the first episode of "She Eagles
Eye" tonight to two top heavy houses, actually turning hundreds away, The
picture itself went big, more cheering and applause then ever given any
picture in this theatre.
Personally, I was looking for good business with the opening episode,
but it was far above my expectations. If business on the remaining episodes
will continue Just half whet we did tonight, our directors should sing
praises to Joe Horwitz and the "Eagles Eye".
Wish to thank you for the whole-souled assistance you gase me in
the way of ideas, novelties, etc. to put this, the greatest serial of the
ege over, at a theatre where serials generally ^.11 flat.

EVM/GP

This " greatest of all serials " will receive just as tremendous a response from your patrons. Facts are a mighty magnet.
It is the facts by Chief Flynn, stirring, gripping, startling in their conclusive evidence of the mighty secret menace in
America, that are pictured with vivid realism in this twenty- episode serial supreme. It is these facts that crowded the
Stratford Theatre — that are drawing thousands to theatres where exhibitors have booked
3 3

1EF
R

T

O

S
'
S.
SECRET
WITH THE POPULAR
SCREEN STARS
S

E
U.
N

MARGUERITE

SERVICE

SNOW

UARE
EXCHANGE
—NEWBranches
YORK, N. Y.,
KANSAS CITY,
MO.,
729 Seventh Avenue.
1120 Walnut Street.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
LOS ANGELES, CAL.,
1325 Vine Street.
514 West Eighth Street.
PITTSBURGH, PA.,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,
16 North Fourth Street.
127 Fourth Avenue.
)PuWcit}/ and Supply Department, IW Broadway, New York

in

Principal
SEATTLE, WASH.,Cities
2014 Third Avenue.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.,
191 Golden Gate Avenue.
ST. LOUIS, MO.,
301 Empress Theatre Building.
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RELEASE

Booking's
Circuit
Big'
Wins
JlJLlliS STEGER'S STUPENDOUS PRODUCTION OF
eUGCNE

WALTER^r

Jt

ADVERTISING

Booked Immediately for 143 Days by New York's Leading Theatres
STRENGTH

"Just a Woman"
An instantaneous stage hit
scoring a record Broadway run at the Fortyeighth Street Theatre,
New York.

Charlotte Walker
I The Warrens of Virginia
II ThesomeTrail
Pine of the Lonei The Wolf
I Two Virtues
f Just a Wife — etc. —

Julius Steger
I The Fifth Commandment
I The Blindness of Love
I The Stolen Triumph

Eugene Walter
\ Paid in Full
\ The Easiest Way
i The Knife
I The Undertow

i T]ie_Master of the House

I Sergeant James — etc. —

Selected as the best of 36 Special Productions considered for release by
U.S.
BOOK

NOW

EXHIBITORS'
TOP
THROUGH

O*

THE

BOOKING
Frank
G. Hall, President

TIMES

BUILDING,

CORPORATION
NEW

YORK

FOI'RROCARE:
SOUTHERN STATES KIL,M CO.
PITTSBI'KOIf (127 Foiirlli Ave.)
M:\V VOKK f72« 7lh A VP. I
ATLANTA
(114 Commerce
Walton St.)St)
LOS an<;ki.i;.s (.-,h w. khi st.)
DALLAS (1900
I'lIILADICLI'IlIA
(l:',2.Vine
S(.)
lU FI-ALO (47 \V. Swan .SI.)
CINCINNATI f.iOl Straiul Tli. HIiIk.)
GLOBE FEATURE FILM CO.
ST. LOUIS CIOI KmprcHs Th. Bldg.)
NIOW lONGLAND (20 Winchester St., Boston)
I'KTJtOIT (.".04 .ToH, .Mii.k HlflK.)
CLKVF:LANI) Slonn IJIiIk.)
FRANK GERSTEN, INC.
('lll<'A<i)l ('J07 S<i. Wiil.uKh Ave.)
NEW .TERSEY (220 W. 42d St., New York)
KANSAS
CM'I'V
(1120
Walnut
St.)l>KNVr;K (17.!.". \V.li..n .St.)
SAN KKANf"ISC<) fliil Ooldr-n Gate Ave.)
SUPER-*"EATUKE MLM CO.
CANADA (,r,[) Victoria St., Toronto)
MINNI;AI>0MS f20f! Film KxrhariKe I'.I'Ik.)
."E \1"J I,P: (2014 Tlili-il Avf.)
Foreign Rights to all " U. S." Productions Controlled Exclusively by
ROBERTSON-COLE COMPANY, Times Bldg., New York
Be »ure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tell us.
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THE

STERUNG
ARTHUR

PICTHES

F. BECK-

Picture

COUP.

PRESIDENT

PRESENTS

(ifo. Loan

If;

i u

e Tuckers

Greatest

^=

Effort

THE

iMmm.

SmHENByAiiiHUR

Elizmeth

Jones

Kisdon

AND
A
TYPICAL
'
TUCKER
CAST,
A
produced
personal
Geo.

under
direction

Loane

the
of

Tucker

■iiiii

THE GREATEST STORY
SIR HENRY ARTHUR. JONES
EVER WROTE
^
^
THE PLAY RAN ONE
WHOLE SEASON AT THE
HUDSON THEATRE. NV,
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SPECIAL of REPORT
The National Board of Review of Motion Pictures
70 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY
Gentlemen:
We wish to advise you that the majority comment on your photoplay
"THE MORALS OF WEYBtng" or "THE HYPOCRITBS"
,

reviewed by The National Board of Review on .--ggjjI^M7--jj^ ^^^^
was as follows:

Entertainment Value Excellent

Educational Value

Qooi

-Coherence of
Artistic Value: Dramatic interest of story Gripping
Clear
narrativeActing- —
^_ Phntngraphy B^ellent
Technical handling Excellent
Costuming (if period prO'
duction) — — —
Atmospheric quality of scenic spi-ting Excellent
Historical value (if period production)
Moral Effect— l-?5lli.?2*_

General Comment- Milligenl direction
good storx^ ^r?.
thiE_ remarkable screen drama
of English countiy life.
Its sincerity and its faithfulness to life make It one of the unusual plsiys- of the
■year.

The National Board of Review of Motion Pictures,

If you like the " News," write our advertisers ; if not, tell us.
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Motion

PilmCbrporation

Pioneer

TtoGreateft

A Sure Fire
Hit -Action
and Thrills

As

placed

P i c t n r c .V c re x

of All

Melodrama

.

Fbr a. solid ^a.r

in New^brk

Produced b)- SELIG
Fea-tixrinor
THOMAS

SANTSCHI

^

-

^
'

BESSIE

EYTON

We own the rights for the United States and Canada
State Right tferritories now being sold
f'or terms, etc., apply to

mm,

F1IM
130

GORPlMnQN

West
46151 street
New
York
Cit^
Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers
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Now

Ready
for

State

Rights

Distribution

Six

One

Reel

Comedies

NOW READY— OTHERS WILL FOLLOW
Produced by
The

Scrantonia

Photoplay

Corporation

Featuring the Popular, Quaint

CHARLIE

FANG

The Only Chinese Comedian in Captivity
,LEAN

The

First Six Smiling

under

at the Studios

the

of The

f RICES

Subjects

"FATE AND FORTUNE"
"PARSON PEPP"
'THE RING AND THE RINGER'

'THE CHINESE MUSKETEER"
"FEET AND DEFEAT"
"CHEERFUL LIARS"
Produced

R IGHT

CHARACTERS

N OVEL

I^OMEDIES

direction

of C. R.

Scrantonia

at Scranton,

De

Photoplay

Barge
Corp.

Pennsylvania

DON'T WIRE OR PHONE if you don't care to
JUST WRITE and if your territory is
still open details will be mailed you

JESSE
SOLE

SALES

1105 TIMES

J.
AND

BLDG.

GOLDBURG

EXPLOITATION
bryant 847

REPRESENTATIVE
NEW

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

YORK,

N. Y.
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Motion

EXHIBITORS

Picture

News

EVERYWHERE

THE

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS

BIG

4

FRANK KEENAN

NORMA TALMADGE
Are the stars you can depend upon in the
Enterprises, Inc., announce have been
MASSACHUSETTS, CONNECTICUT, RHODE ISLAND, MAINE. NEW HAMPSHIRE aud VERMONT, to Boston Photoplay Company, 195
Pleasant Street, Boston, Mass.
EASTERN
PENNSYr>VANIA
and SOUTHERN
NEW
JERSEY,
to Masterpiece Film Attrac. tlons, 122n Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA and WEST VIRGINIA,
to (Quality Eilni Company, 404 Ferry Street, PittsImrj;!), Pa.
WASHINGTON, OREGON, IDAHO and MONTANA,
to De Luxe Feature Film Company, 2014 Third
Avenue, Seattle, Wash.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, MARYLAND, DELAWARE and Vnt(;iNIA, to Supcrfeaturea, Inc.,
Sidney B. Lust, ]2(W K Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

b'st of Triangle features that S. A. Lynch
sold for the following territories:
MINNESOTA, NORTH and SOUTH DAKOTA and
WISCONSIN, to Friedman Film Corp., Film
PJxchange Building, Minneapolis, Minn.
CALIFORNIA, ARIZONA and NEVADA, to Sunset
Film Corporation, Julius L. Lazarus, Pres.,
San Francisco and lios Angeles, Calif.
ILLINOIS and INDIANA (Talmadge and Keenan
Re-Issues), to Central Film Corporation, 110
South State Street, Chicago, 111.MISSOURI, KANSAS, IOWA, NEBRASKA, TEXAS,
OKLAHOMA, ARKANSAS, GEORGIA, FLORIDA, ALABAMA, S. CAROLINA, N. CAROLINA,
MISSISSIPPI, LOUISIANA and TENNESSEE,
will ho handled by th(> S. A. Lynch Enterprises,
Inc., through the Triangle Exchanges, in the
following cities: Atlanta, New Orleans, Dallas,
St. Louis, Kansas City and Omaha.

Regarding Territories Not Closed as Yet, Apply for Detailed Information to
HILLER
&
WILK,
1475 Broadway, New York
Selling Agents for the S. A. LYNCH

Inc.

ENTERPRISES,

Inc.

iiiNllinn i fl 11 HI rrtM I Ml 11111
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Rothapfel

'Books

The

Educational-

FNewman
Travel
Pictures
THIS IS THE FIRST TIME THAT THESE PICTURES HAVE
EVER BEEN OFFERED SO THAT THEY MAY BE
SHOWN AT POPULAR PRICES. THEY HAVE HERETOFORE BEEN SHOWN AT PRICES RANGING UP TO
$2. HERE IS A NEW FIELD OPEN TO YOU AND AT
A PRICE NOT GREATER THAN ORDINARY PRODUCT.
Rialto and Rivoli Theatres Are Noted for the Care That Is Taken in the
Selection of the So-Called Short Subjects. Mr. Rothapfel Spends
Hours in Picking the Best from the Entire Available Market.
And You Know, from Reading the Accounts of the Presentations of His
Splendid Temples of the Silent Drama, That These Are Generally
Educational Product When There Are Any of Our Pictures Ready
for Him.
Newman

Travel

Pictures

Shown
at Rivoli
So When the First of the Celebrated Newman Travel Pictures Became
Available Mr. Rothapfel Immediately Booked Them and the First
Two of These Were Shown at the Rivoli Last Week.
They Were Not Used as Mere Fillers, They Were Made a Feature of the
Bill Which the Managing Director Calls One of the Best That He
Has Ever Given. Around These Were Arranged the Musical Score
and They Were Followed by a Special Solo Number.
This Is What the MOTION PICTURE NEWS, Under the Heading of
" Seeing : the Rialto and Rivoli with Rothapfel," Said About These
Pictures
The
overture
at the Rivoli,
is followed
" Glimpses
of Hawaii," theIt
first
of thesomeNewman
pictures
to shots
beby released
by Educational.
contains
of the travel
most remarkable
that have
ever been seen
and is a thing of beauty and interest throughout. For this a specially
prepared musical score of Hawaiian music is being used. Following
right in the spirit of this picture the curtain parts and reveals Miss
Helena Morrill, costumed as a Hawaiian girl and the Rivoli chorus
singing " Aloha-Oe."
THESE PICTURES WILL STAND OUT AS A REAL PICTURE
OF YOUR PROGRAM.
THEY WILL BRING NEW PATRONS TO YOUR THEATRE
AND WIN NEW LOVERS OF PICTURES. THEY WILL
RAISE THE STANDARD OF YOUR HOUSE, THEY WILL
WIDEN ITS APPEAL, THEY WILL ADD TO YOUR
RECEIPTS.
FIRST OF THESE MAY BE BOOKED NOW.
THE FIRST
THREE NUMBERS ARE:
The Forbidden Isle

Educkhonal

Our Hawauan Army

Films

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

Tidbits of Travel

CbRPORAnoN

By giving YOU value.
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Motion

e

tke

Holes

Picture

m

31anket

don't you blanket tKe field?" we were asked by an advertiser tbe otber day.
"You have tbe best publication.
Wby not
give
us
complete
circulation,
so we can, advertise in MOTION
PICTURE NEWS
alone ?
.
,
*
*
*
0
m
Wbat tbe advertiser meant was tbis : Tbere are, say, 15,000 picture
nouses in tbe country. Wby don t you gfive us 15,000 exbibitor
circulation?
*
*
*
*
*
A very

beautiful tbeory!

It sounds like tbe glib preacbment of an advertising
knows notbing of tbe making of tbe product be sells.
*
*
*
If *
-Bla nket

solicitor wbo

circulation is so full of boles tbat it can't cover anytbing.
«
«
*
*
»

MOTION
PICTURE NEWS
does not "blanket" the field; nor does it
eVer expect to; nor does any advertiser want it to.
«
«
♦
•
«
Tbe development of a publication must be natural. You produce a
bigb-grade, valuable medium, and tender it to tbe exbibitor wbo Wants
It; tbe exbibitor wbo Wants it reacbes out and takes it, and pays for
it.

It is a fifty-fifty proposition.

Tbere

s a nice balance

bere — to be carefully observed — fifty-fifty!
If you don t reacb out your publication — bowever excellent it is — your
reader won't get it.

Tbat's circulation enterprise.

News
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But — a/50 — if you reack out too Kard you force on tKe reader
doesn't want — and Won

"Bl anketing
able type.
You

may

t use.
That's
^
7^ ^

' a field is forced-draught
have

""blanket
^
^

wliat Ke

circulation.

circulation of the most objection-

15,000 free distribution

but^ — so far as 15,000 figures prove — you

or 15,000
may

paid subscribers;

not have

one reader.

Th ere you have— 15,000 holes!
*****
Secondly,

you

are

sending

or selling your

thousand exhibitors who won't read it.
There are several thousand such picture houses
exhibitors.
We J^noW.
*****
15,000 circulation costs lots of money.

You

publication
in any

to several

15,000 list of

are therefore

compelled

to ask your advertiser heavy rates — if you get out a paper like
MOTION
PICTURE NEWS — much higher than rates now asked.
Yet you are giving him several thousand utterly disinterested readers
— useless to him. There are several thousand holes!
That's why the advertiser does not want a "blanket"
doesn't want to pay for — *****
holes!

circulation.

He

MOTION
PICTURE NEWS h as not stopped securing more exhibitor
circulation. But we never intend to force the magazine upon the man
who doesn t want any trade journal.
*****
Mostly — we are building prestige. Devoting unlimited effort and money
to it — with success!
Sinking the roots — deep down.
We are making MOTION
PICTURE NEWS
the one paper read in
every
picture theatre
which
Wants
a trade
journal.
And
We are
mighty

near 100%

strong *****
today.

We don't ""blanket " the field. We dominate the trade journal avenue to it.
And because of this dominating influence and service the advertiser can
and should confine
his
advertising — for
MOTION
PICTURE
NEWS
alone.

f][
j\

AT THESE!
LOOK
TLen call and verify, and analyze tkem. Subscription receipts week ending:
rebruary
March
'"

20- $244
27—
224
6—
13—

145
402
$1015

These are mostly renewals.

Tkat s natural growth.

results — to

the

pages

of

mmmm^

THIS

IS YOUR

OPPORTUNITY

STATE

An

RIGHTS

Men and women clapped their hands until
they were sore and shouted till their throats
were hoarse. -New York Evening Sun.

audience

which packed the
house applauded
and cheered. —
A^eit; York Times.

A

MARVELOUS

SUCCESS

Audience sat literally on the edge of
the chairs. — New
York American.

Shoiild p r o V e a

By

Shows the villainy
of the Prussian

"My

Four

autocracy. - - New
York Evening

valuable piece of
American propa
Years

g a n d a . —
York World.

New

Telegram.
'
in Germany
Ambassador James W. Gerard

ill make the
blood of any
human boil.
— Morning

New

Theatre

York
Will do more

Indefinitely
Directed

by William

Nigh

a million

quasi-

patriotic
films.York
— New
Received with an outburst of applause unprecedented insuch entertainments.
— New York Herald.

Mail.

Now

to

rouse the thoughtless to action than

theatre was

ringing with
cheers. — New
York Evening

MY

capacity audience New
was thrilled.
—
York
Globe.

Knickerbocker

Telegraph.

The

A

Receiving

FOUR
220

Bids

for All

YEARS
West

42nd

IN

World

Territories

GERMANY,

Street, New

Tribune.

Inc

York
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Bular

In the \
m
R
F

V

Film

Hero

tias of tkiB hills and plains. ii>ini
e
1 1=*
J.V
punch and thrilling action*
NEWPROCESS-IOOC

If you like the "News," write onr advertisers; if not, tell ns.

^^Is
that carry
a
i
d
ttER

M 0 t i 0 )i Picture

GEORGE

K.

SPOOR

presents

Taylor

Holmes

"RUGGLESofRED
and

GAP"

"UNEASY
MONEY"
High-grade
theatres
throughout the United
States have been plajdng
these

two

great

features

to capacity houses. If you
have not already played
them,

ask

for a showing

at once.

'FjaaoirTOU

GEORGE

KLEINE

N e w s

SYSTEM

Distributors
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FEATURES
LET'S BE "JUST
FOLKS" (WM. A. JOHNSTON) .. 1853
SPEAKING
EDITORIALLY
1854
SERVING IT WITH SPEED AND GINGER
1855
ONLY AN EXCHANGE MAN
1857
WHAT KIND OF A FELLOW IS— MAMMONS?
1865
THE READER HAS HIS SAY
1867
DIARY OF A SUCCESSFUL EXHIBITOR
1883
THE INDEPENDENT FIELD TICKER
1911
OF SERVICE

TO EXHIBITORS

Exhibitors' Box-Office Reports
Exhibitors' Service Bureau
Rothapfel's
Answers to Exhibitors
Ready-Made
Short SubjectsAd.inTalks
Review
Releases
and Coming
Projection— Current
Department
Music and the Picture
Theatres Worth While
Newsy Items for Your Program

1871
1876
1882
1886
1916
1929
1936
1944
1948
1920

NEWS OF THE WEEK
Griffiths Latest Opens in Los Angeles
Julius Steger Joins International
Push Sunday Option Bill
Gaumont on States Rights
Live News from the Producers
Advance Offerings of the Programs
In the Independent Field

1856
1861
1860
1864
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1904
1906

Newsy

Announcements
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News Notes from Canada
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SCREEN
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1920
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"All Fur Her" (Jester Comedy)
1923
"Ann's Finish" (Mutual-American)
1923
" Answer, The " (Triangle)
1924
"Bell Boy, The" (Essanay)
1926
" Broncho Billy's Close Call " (Essanay-Broncho Billy) Re-issue 1927
"By Injunction" (General-O. Henry)
I924
" By Right of Purchase " (Select)
1923
"Curse of Iku, The" (Essanay)
1926
"Faith Endurin' " (Triangle)
1922
"Finishing Mary" (Mutual-Strand)
1923
" His Quaker Girl " (Mutual-Strand)
1925
"House of Hate, The" (Pathe)
1924
"Love Me" (Paramount-Ince)
1926
"Marriage Bubble, The" (Triangle)
1925
"Moral Law, The" (Fox)
I922
"Moral Suicide" (Graphic)
1922
"On the Jump" (Pathe-Rolin)
1925
" Rathskeller and the Rose, The" (General-O. Henry) 1924
"Sea Panther, The "(Triangle)
1926
"Song and the Sergeant, The" (General-O.Henry) 1924
"Thief or Angel" (General-Judge Brown)
1925
"Thieves' Gold" (Universal)
1925
"Those Athletic Girls" (Paramount-Mack Sennett) 1924
" Unfaithful " (Triangle)
1925
"Way Out, The" (World Film)
1924
"Wild Youth" (Paramount-Blackton) 1928
"Wine Girl, The" (Bluebird)
1927

of the Week

Found

in the Ad-Pages

"The Spy" a Timely Picture
1822-23
"Woman — and the Law" — Its Pulling Power
1824-25
Thmk It Over — By Triangle
1826-27
United Picture Theatres Puts Questions and Answers
Them
1828-29
Metro Box-Office Attractions
1830-31
"The
Claim"
an
Unusual
Metro
Feature
1832
W. H. Productions
1833
" Satan's Pawn," W. H. Productions' Latest to State
Right Buyers
1834
Frank J. Seng on " Parentage "
1835
Two Important Letters Anent "The Eagle's Eye" 1836-37
"Just Gaumont
a Woman,"
U. S. Twice
Exhibitors'
Offering
1838
The
Graphic,
Weekly
1839
Sterling
Pictures
Has
"
The
Hypocrites,"
Version
of
Sir
Henry Arthur Jones Play, Featuring Elizabeth Risdon
and Produced by George Loane Tucker
1840-41
"AnTheAnnouncement
Still Alarm " ofMakes
Its Comedies
Way Into Pictures at Last.1842
Chinese
1843
Hiller and Wilk Have Features with Big Stars
1844
Educational Films Corporation
1845
Newspapers
Praises
on
"
My
Four
Years
in
Germany
"...
.1848
Broncho Billy Revivified!
1849
George K. Spoors' Winning Cards Include " A Pair of
Sixes"
1850-52
Universal Tells Four Pages Full About " The Kaiser ",
1900-01-02-03
New Comedies from Lyons and Moran Coming on the
Universal Program
1912-13
ii
Latest Universal Serial " The Lion's Claw's Coming Soon,
1914-15
, JJ
namtuBui Ritmfaiuiiniinnii 1 nii lui 11 1 ri 111
E. Kbndall Gn.iJCTT, Sec. and Treas
Henry F. Sew all, Vice-Pres.

Universal
" Risky Road " as Title of Dorothy 1796
Phillips Chooses
Picture
Mack Semett's Latest Paramount
1797-98
" Headin' South," Fairbanks' Picture, Praised by Dailies. . 1799
" Rich
Man,Post
Poor Story
Man " with Marguerite Clark is Saturday 1800
Evening
De Mine's "Whispering Chorus" Ready
1801
An Important Letter from William S. Hart
1802
Vitagraph Presents Nell Shipman in " The Home Trail "... 1803
Inter-Ocean Talks on World Films
1804
"House of Glass" Considered Miss Young's Best Effort.. 1805
Critics Praise Mabel Normand in "The Floor Below 1806
" The
Splendid Sinner " with Mary Garden Promises to Be 1807
Unusual
" Heart
of the Sunset " as Big as Rex Beach's Biggest
Stories
1808-09
" Smiling Bill" Parsons coming Soon in Goldwyn Comedies.1810
Patriotic Melodrama in "A Daughter of Uncle Sam" 1811
Paralta's Pictures, Current and Coming
1812
Paralta Features Get Warm Praise
1813-14
Mutual
1815-16
Triangle Offers Studio Space to Independent Stars 1817
Fox
"Rough
and Ready"
Mutt Offers
and Jeff
to Cavort
for Fox Exhibitors 1818-19
1820
March and April Release from the Fox Studios
1821
HUUM tuiuu lUMBuunn 1
Wm. a. Johnston, Pres. and Editor.
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utmost liberality of effort and expense. And, right along,
the photoplay scores the better, often the best, of its
unique possibilities.
Just the same, there are too many and inexcusable
lapses, enough to give to a very large element of the photoplay's potential audience in the United States a very poor
impression of the photoplay's art.
There is too broad a gap between the people — the folks
— and the writer and the director of the picture.
To know human nature is to live it and feel it. We need
writers and directors who know — folks; and it is highly
necessary that they be in close and constant touch with —

LETTER reaches our desk this morning, one sentence of which makes a new introduction to an editorial already planned.
" I fairly ache to see some good pictures — pictures with
whimsy and love, and tears and laughter — and action and
heart throb — and over and under and through the motions
and emotions a knowledge of and love of folks."
The letter, strange to say, is not from a layman.
It is from a producer — one of future consequence, in
our opinion.
It is written, evidently, on the spur of the moment, a
frank confession and appeal for light amid considerable
confusion.
We are pleased to give part of our answer here.
To the writer we say : .
^

It is only by. accident that a writer of immaturity and
inability and a director who never looks over the little
folks.
horizon of Ft. Lee, of Hollywood, will together picturize

YOU

a story based upon " a knowledge of and love of folks."
5|C ^(L ^

It is a highway-broad, straight and brilliant with simple
sunlight.
The whole mass of humanity — big folk and little folk,
plain folk and strange folk — travel it day by day.
They are yearning for stories of the highway they
throng ; stories that make them laugh and cry as they travel
on ; stories of their own men folk, women folk and childfolk ; stories that uplift their steps and quicken their pulse
beats — stories based upon a knowledge of and love of
folks!
They want the stories of their own — of God's highway.
They don't want stories of the dark little byways — byways of absurd unreality, byways that lead over precipices,
byways of human contortion, misadventure and mockery.
It is simple enough.
That broad highway — of folks — is plain enough.
* * * *

THE best exhibitors are best because they study their
audiences.
Therefore we have asked a large board of these
men to tell the producer each week — through our pages —
and plainly — just what highways folks like to travel and
just what byways they never use, or don't want to use.
That's one bridge over the gap.
Then, we have found a man — he happens to be an exhibitor— who for years has made a sympathetic and enthusiastic study of folks and their hearts and minds. He
knows the highways and the byways.
He has reduced them to simple and positive alignments.
Each week he will review pictures along these simple
requirements and every month we will review his reviews
and sum up editorially what we see to be the broad right
way and the little wrong ways — into human hearts —
through pictures and their titles.
We do this for the sake of the photoplay and in the belief
that
offer. it is the biggest and best service we can ever hope to

A

have summed up in one sentence the great highway of successful photoplay production.
It is likewise the highway of stage, book, magazine
and newspaper production — and has been, since type was
invented.

YET week by week the producers of photoplays — too
many — see only the little byways.
Week by week we review pictures that either by
title, story or execvition miss altogether the broad highway
of human hearts ; or else having taken it, they depart inexcusably into the repulsive, unreal and silly little byways.
Decidedly we don't want to make a wholesale condemnation. And the effort of this editorial is wholly constructive.
There are many bright spots in picture production.
There are real and fine production policies, backed by the
iiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^

We have asked for and are mighty pleased to say we
have received the almost universal support of the producers to the end. We trust it will be continued.
Feelings may be hurt, business may be hurt, temporarily
here and there — we hope not. But the effort is constructive only. And in the end it will do much good, we know,
for the art and commerce of the picture.
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Play

Them

Up!

JL'ST at this writing a most remarkable list of
Specials " is offered or about to be offered the
"exhibitor.
Aside from the big program specials we might refer
more pointedly to those which are distinctly novel in subject, treatment or appeal.
Here arc some: " The Kaiser," " Tarzan of the Apes,"
■■ My Four Years in Germany," " The Eagle's Eye,"
■' Over the Top," " Mickey," " Parentage," " Son of Democracy." My
"
Own United States," " The Spy."
And. though the manner of release has not been announced, we imagine the new Griffith picture, " Hearts of
the World." will fall into the " Special " class.
For theatre-opening or l)usiness building purposes here
is striking material.
We wish to refer pointedly, however, to this fact : that
" specials " of the above character require special advertising ifthe exhibitors box-office receipts are to measure
up to their possibilities. *
We assume that the ])ictures go forth heavily flanked
with the full (|uota of advertising ideas and material. Thev
ought to.
In this connection we have before us a campaign book —
on " Tarzan of the .\pes " — which merits special mention.
This picture had a most successful Broadway appearance. That doesn't mean so much to the exhibitor today
as the fact that he is given a campaign book outlining in
full the advertising methods which played so large a part
in the picture's New York success.
'I he book includes : .\dvance ]M"ess notices, suggestions
of special opportunities for exploitation, advertising accessories and where obtainable, cuts of daily newspaper
advertising, street banners, store- window displays, new^spaper " stories ." and cuts, postcards for home distribution,
samples of sustained suspense advertising, New York
newspaper criticisms, cartoonists' drawings, etc.
The book is comprehensive and intelligently laid out.
Again we state : " S[)ecials " need special advertising.
That is no discredit to the picture. Too many exhibitors
bfW)k such pictures in the Ijelief the pictures will carry
themselves. The best picture ever made will pass unnoticed
through your town if it is unheralded.

Looking

New York, at present, enjoys Sunday shows witlioul
interference. It is in the up-State cities that local ordinances ofvarious sorts have forced the picture peoj)l('
to remain closed. Yet the metropolitan exhibitors arc
putting forth unrestrained efforts in the fight.
It i> a good start towards harmony — and a good .start
towards success in the present undertaking and any others
that the future may bring. To Secretary Elliott, of the
National Association, much of the credit must go, shared
with the newly-elected State President. .Sydney Cohen, anrl
New York City's head. John .Manht imer.

News

for the Millenium

SETTS exhibitor writes an interestA MASSACHU
ing letter in the course of which he confesses :
" There is one thing that gets on my nerves as I
go through the trade papers. A large number of the advertisers and also a large number of the editorials and readers
are always telling about the Rivoli, Rialto and Strand. I
have spoken to others about this and they don't like it
either. A certain amount of it is good — your ' Rothapfel
Advice ', for example, or ' Seeing the Rialto With Rothapfel,' but when we read of him all through the ads from the
first to the last page it gets on an exhibitor's nerves.
" It seems to be the same with these three theatres as it
used to be with all picture manufacturers in comparing
their pictures with ' The Birth of a Nation.' I hope the
time will come when these four names will wear out."
The

Great

American

Pastime

is packing a suitcase to
sportsomething.
THEstartgreat
a trip selling
off onAmerican
Just now the hunting is good in the picture business— everybody is doing it. Count that company or
propaganda lost which hasn't an executive on the road explaining a" proposition " to exhibitors meetings.
Practically every method is cure-all that is going to save
exhibitors from some dire, unnamed fate.
Or to end the war.
Or do something.
The

Man

in the Sticks —

an
It's apin the Sticks
it isn't the
NO, exhibitor
withMan
something
to saythis
thattime.
will be
plauded by a lot of fellow showmen, both in the
sticks and in the cities.
He puts it briefly and plainly. Here it is :
" Dear Mr. Johnston — Why should the thousands of
dollars tied up in needless deposits lie idle when each
Liberty Loan could use it ? Very truly,
Oskaloosa, Iowa.
On

New York's Option Bill
Till: active interest being .shown by New York City
exhibitors in the fight for the Motion Picture Option
Bill in New York State should be a bright omen
pointing the way to State-wide harmony among ])icturc
theatre men.

Picture

Your

E. M. McCray.

Mark!

PyVSSING from the subject of advance deposits and
the Liberty Loans they might buy — are you ready
for the next Liberty Loan drive?
Have you thrown your house open to the Four Minute
men, to the other local movements furthering the cause
i<f war loans? Are you ready to use slides, to give a few
lines in your programs to Liberty Loan slogans?
April 6th, the beginning of our second year in the war,
is not far off — and no matter what the Fates may decree
ill l'"landers for that day — we at home may celebrate it
with a victory by giving the Third Liberty Loan a running start.
All together now, are you ready? Let's break even the
glorious rec(jrd that the picture industry has made in the
two
Liberty Loans that have already " gone over the top "
to victory.
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THERE is one producer whose new pictures always
get columns of space without a word of com])laint
from jealous press agents of rival attractions.
David Wark Griffith is the man.
To a trade paper editor trying to sit on the lid in the
midst of press agents of all sizes that seems about as big a
tribute as can ever be paid to any man in this picture
business.
Griffith's openings are events — epochs — and this latter is
said in spite of, not because of, the name of his company.
The only possible complaint that can ever be made about
the space given a new Griffith production is when we can't
give enough advance fact about it.
" Hearts of the World," the latest with the Griffith
stamp, had its premiere last week at Clune's Los Angeles
theatre — so in this issue, page 1855, tells you the story as
wired by our special correspondent.
* * * *

FILM men with whom we have talked don't seem to
have formed any definite opinions regarding the effect
on picture theatres of the recently passed Daylight
Saving Bill. The general attitude seems to be, " Oh. I
haven't paid much attention to it. but I don't suppose it will
make any difference."
But some efifects are certain. The prospect, for example,
for the airdome is far from cheerful. The shades of
night won't fall quite so fast — in fact by the time it is
dark enough for people to be thinking of going to an airdome it is more certain that the hands of the clock will be
at an hour pointing more directly to " the hay."
Even the ordinary theatres will find this a blow at attendance, it would seem to us. Most persons don't feel like
going to the theatre until it begins to grow dark, which,
with Daylight Saving, means that they won't begin to
think of going to tlie theatre until they are beginning to get
tired — and then
" Oh, let's go to bed ! Got to get up early in the morning, you know."

WE

like to soft pedal on legislative matters when the
outlook is bright, but we can't restrain a word
regarding the workmanlike manner in which New

York State's exhibitors, assisted by Secretary Elliott, of
the' National Association, are going about the job of securing the passage of an Option Bill bringing Sunday openings to the test of the polls.
Instead of spending hours preparing lists of long-winded
speakers and drafting high sounding resolutions the Allied
Committee has realized that politics begins at the bottom
of the ladder and the fight is being planned to start there.
From the Assembly and Senate district up — up — that's
the way it goes.
That's the way Assemblies and Senates are elected.
[Page i860]

and

Ginger

" Salome.'"
to appear
goingseems
is that
A wBARA
THED
like newsin to us. I'eror other
Someho
haps it is because we remember all the newsjjaper
furor that used to be created every time a new stage or
riijeratic Salome made her appearance.
Publicity has to fight the war lailletins now, but v,-e
shouldn't be surprised if Theda Bara's Salome captured
quite a few columns of ink.
[Page 1888.]
* * * *

JUST to show that there is always more than one side
to any story we let an exchangeman take the feature
position of this week's News wdth the story on the
following page. " Only an Exchangeman " has quite a
grouch — justifiable, it would seem — against the exhibitor
w'ho gives no thought to fellow exhibitors in shipping films
on after his own show.
A few of the real cases cited will give all of us something to think about.
[Page 1857]
^

^

^ :^

became production chief of InternaJULIUS STEGER
tional. Keep your eye on Brother Steger. He is a
gentleman with a sure knowledge of the box office. He
slipped " Redemption," one of the best box office winners,
of the year, over very quietly and without fuss. He has.
olhers up his sleeve. Watch him.
[Page 1861.]
* * * *
/HAT kind of a Fellow is— Hammons? " That's
the instalment in W. A. Johnston's " Who's
yy Who
" for this week. You ought to know more
about this quiet fellow Hammons who has plugged away
over a hard road — but with success — at making the word
■' educational " mean dollars in the box office and dollars
[Page 1865.]
for the manufacturer.
(

RE you following the announcements from week to
week regarding our Exhibitor Advisory Board?
This week's statement on Page 1871 will give you
an idea of the work that the Board is going to do. It's
going to be the greatest forum anv industry has ever seen
— close to twenty men representing an enormous capital —
free to say or do just what they want. Not a string on
any of them — we dare any man to try to put a string on
srch men.
%

^

^

JUST after Virginia succeeded in giving quiet burial
to its own censorship bill, up pops the local board in
Portland, Oregon, with an attempt to enliven the
gayety of nations. Even posters have come in for treatment. [Page 1859]
It makes a good story — you should read it for the
laughs, at least.
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Picture
Triumph
troops, Robert Harron wins favor by his
unostentatious bravery and Yankee pluck.
" Hearts of the ^^'orld " Opens to Cheering Audience of Three
Thousand in Los Angeles — Producer Called to Stage
He is the central figure in numerous handfor Speech, and Gets Ovation
to-hand fights that for ferociousness are
different from screen encounters heretofore shown.
D\V. GRIFFITH'S western war front spectacle, " Hearts of the World,"
was unanimously acclaimed his greatest cinema success at its internaThere has been a very noticeable change
• tional premiere, Tuesday evening, March 12, at Clune's Auditorium,
in Miss Gish's style of acting, and this is
Los Angeles. Every one of the audience, of more than three thousand peoby far the greatest work she has ever
ple, arose and cheered and applauded until members of the house staf? had time
done. Dorothy Gish, as the little disturber, astrolling singer, was applauded
to find the producer and escort him to the stage.
almost every time she appeared on the
The assembly was a noteworthy one, consisting as it did of practically every
screen, each time with more enthusiasm.
prominent member of the West Coast film colony, theatre men of Los Angeles,
Dorothy Gish has been popular hereto'San Diego, San Francisco and. Seattle, as well as some of the best known busifore, but this play will make for her a
ness and society people of Los Angeles
niche in stardom few actresses have been
Griffith Gets Ovation
The climax of " Hearts of the World " successful in attaining.
is even more thrilling than that of " The Stars All Score
For several minutes after Mr. Griffith apBirth of a Nation." Suspense is sustained
peared on the stage, the riotous applauding
on several situations ; women and daughAs the boy's companions of the French
and cheering continued. When the procompany, Robert Anderson and George
ters are to be deported to Germany to work
ducer waved for quiet, and the house was
in the ammunition factories, and an all Fawcett, were easily the other favorites of
still, he attempted to thank them for the
the male contingent of the big cast, while
night vigil is held ; the hero, or the boy,
ovation, but confessed he did not know
Little Ben Alexander, age about four years,
with the girl, is entrapped by officers and
what to say, other than he was glad they
steps forth as an infant prodigy. Those
guards of the enemy ; and the French,
liked his " little play," and added he was
British
and
United
States
troops
are
seen
who
saw " The Clansman " remember
deeply indebted to the British War Office
slowly retaking ground, which ultimately
in securing many of the scenes. He hoped
George
Siegmann's
" Lynch," andequally
will find
him giving
a characterization
as
that it would cause every one to have a means the recapture of the hamlet. Every
despisable.
His
role
is
that
of
Von
Strohm,
phase
of
the
story
grows
more
intense
thought for the boys in and going to the
the German secret service agent. Other
until the battle fought by the Allies solves
trenches, and if it did, he would feel repaid.
former Griffith players seen to advantage
After uttering less than fifty words, he all.
in this most recent success are Josephine
Glimpses of Warfare
said, " I won't bother you any longer,"
Crowell, Kate Bruce and Anna Mae
which brought forth demands of " Go on !
The war picture, taken on the western
Walthall.
Go on ! " He was called back to the stage
front, gives intimate glimpses of modern
That the premiere was a very notable
a number of times by the applause and
event
in Los Angeles is shown by the
war
fare
such
as
no
other
film
today
has
cheering, which lasted more than ten
shown. Big guns of the latest type are
amount of space devoted to it by all of
minutes.
seen in action. There are bevies of air- the local newspapers.
" Hearts of the World " is another triplanes and French dirigible observation
umph added to the Griffith list of sucballoons ; miles of marching troops and
cesses, and its merits can best be guaged
panoramas of the battle fields ; trenches
Kuhn Manager of the Stillby the prophecy that it will prove the
and other fortifications; scores of tanks
greatest box office attraction for the
man
screen.
In one portion of the announcement of
moving across " No Man's Land," and the
The war spectacle has the finer touches
capture of " pill boxes " tell what the Allies
Advisory Board of the Exhibitors'
are facing and must overcome to win the the
that have marked Griffith productions
Service Bureau, E. Mandlebaum, of Clevewar. Mr. Griffith did not overlook the
land, O., was called the manager of the
of the past. Through it all is deStillman theatre. Mr. Mandlebaum is not
picted the despicable characteristics of praiseworthy work of the Red Cross.
Robert Harron, the Boy, and Lillian
manager, but one of the owners as well
the Huns, as they have become
Gish, the Girl, have for this picture done
as one of the most prominent film men in
known since the beginning of the
the best work of their respective careers.
the entire country. Jack Kuhn is managwar. The story told is a very simple one.
As the daredevil American of the French
ing director of the Stillman.
A boy and a girl are neighbors. They
were parted when the boy, an American,
went to serve France because he thought a
flag good enough to live under was good
enough to fight for. The couple are reF. P. Lasky
Bureau
at Work
united after the Germans were driven
THE
Administrative
Bureau
of
the
away.
personally visit one-third of the United
States before the tour is completed, all
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
has
announced
that
Hiram
Abrams
and
B.
Story of a Village
three keeping in close touch with each
other so that an almost daily comparison
P. Schulberg have undertaken a national
Mr, Griffith describes the play as being
tour for the purpose of meeting exhibitors
of results can be maintained. The plan is
" the story of a village." It opens with a of
Paramount and Artcraft Pictures in all said to be one of the most novel features
showing of the quiet and satisfied condithe important centres of the country, in ever connected with a trip of this kind,
tion of the villagers and their families.
The peaceful condition is shattered by the
order to devise means of closer co-operaand is the idea of Mr. Abrams. The intion. Messrs. Abrams and Schulberg left dividual^itineraries assign the Pacific Coast
bulletins announcing the declaration of
war, and the call to the colors. The town
New York last Sunday for the first stages
and the territory from San Francisco to
of the trip.
Denver to Hiram Abrams, the territory
is in the path of the invaders, and after
Coincident with the announcement
numerous attacks the French are driven
from New York to Dallas to B. P. Schulcomes the information that the Adminisback, and the village becomes the headberg, and the section from Denver to Chiquarters of the Germans. The treatment
trative Bureau has engaged S. R. Kent,
cago to S. R. Kent.
accorded the women and children by the one of the best known of the younger film
S. R. Kent graduated into the film busiinvaders depicts the brute-like practice of executives, as a special representative from
ness from many important executive points
the victorious horde. But there is a day the home office. Mr. Kent will also take in other big industries. During his career
of reckoning when the French, aided by part in the tour. The country has been
in the film industry, he has occupied imso divided that each one of the three will
the British, recapture the town.
portant executive position.
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An

Exchange-

" You blew me up yesterday and the film has just arrived. Iam taking it out and holding until you settle with
me. Send exchange for Eighty Dollars and advise where
film to be shipped."
This -wire,
say,of comes
from a " good " exhibitor, Mr. P.weA. might
Behunk,
Smithtown.

iiH<uuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuuiiiuiim
man"

asks the Question

at the

top of this page; signs himself
as above;

and

then

goes

Blame?

for the date. Upon going to the railway guide we find a
local train leaving Bunkville at i o'clock in the morning,
arriving in Bingville at 3 130 A M. Then there's another
leaving Bunkville at 8:15 A. M., arriving at Bingville at
II :i5 A. M.
The exchange manager is heard to say something that
sounds like " L," and he instructs his stenographer to wire
to find out where the dickens that film is. We might add
here, that nothing further is ever heard from either exhibitor about this film — by letter, or otherwise.
Another of the telegrams reads like this :

"O

He

to

on

to register a real lusty kick.

niniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiii'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini^
DURING these days of continuous talk as to the
" high price " of film to the exhibitor, and the many
suggestions and plans to eliminate waste among the
producers and exchanges, have we not a little educative
work to do with the fellow who has been " hollering "
rather
the himself
" awful somewhat
calamity ? "to blame for the
Is notloud
the about
exhibitor
so-called " high prices " if such there be?
The point upon which most of the industry has agreed,
as the basis of the " enormous losses," seems to be the distributing end of the business — the exchange — " with its
many high-priced salesmen, its fancy-salaried manager "
and the good Lord only knows how many more " evils."
The exchange of a distributing organization is given
film each week and the manager is told to " get the
money " to a certain amount each week or off goes his
head. He lines up a bunch of business and thinks all is
going fine.
Arriving at the office after a good night's rest his attention is first brought to several collect telegrams.
Take one of them, for instance : " No film here yet and I
open at eleven o'clock. Where is it to come from and
when will it arrive ? "
Upon consulting the booking sheet, remembering, first,
that it is now only 9 o'clock — we find that the film in question was to come from Bunkville, only fifty miles away—
and that the exhibitor who wired was sent the regular
shipping instruction blank — showing from whom he gets
the picture, the date played, and where he must ship it and

Yes, let's go over that incident and see the facts :
Yesterday, there was a wire from Smithtown saying the
film had not arrived, and we wired Jonesburg, who was
to ship him, asking for information — no answer, as usual
— and both exhibitors had received the usual instructions
—show
plenty
time.of time to get the film off and to receive it before
We investigated thoroughly this instance — and found
that our friend-exhibitor at Jonesburg, realizing the picture was a good one, instead of playing one day and slaipping on, he held it over and got a neat profit on the second
day — then shipped it on to Smithtown. Our "good " exhibitor at Smithtown, though he knew it was to play Dinkleton the next day — as he was blown up, what did he care
about any one else?
It's an honest fact, that during the past eight weeks, in
this one exchange we have had eighty-six blowups — AND
NOT ONE OF THEM WAS THE FAULT OF THE
EXCHANGE, either in scheduling the bookings, notice to
exhibitors, etc. And in not one instance are we able to
blame the express companies or late trains. EVERY
LAST ONE OF THE "ERRORS" WAS OCCASIONED BY EXHIBITORS FAILING TO SHIP
FILM PROMPTLY, or (two or three instances) shipping
to the exchange
instead of to the exhibitor they were instructed to.
In the Southwestern section heretofore, there has not
been trouble of this kind to such a degree as within the
past two months. Why it should grow to such an extent
is unexplainable — but it is now to alarming proportions.
We are cutting off accounts very frequently, too frequently, because of failure to ship promptly; but still it
goes on. We have charged up extra day's rentals and applied deposits, but to no avail. Exhibitors who have never
before had such a complaint lodged against them have been
proven guilty more than once recently.
Does not trouble of this kind cut down the exchange
or distribution receipts to a large amount? If there was
any profit, would this not tend to show a loss ? Is this the
kind of exhibitor cooperation that could mean at any time
in the future a cut in film prices ?
Just so soon as the exhibitors realize that all exchanges
and exchange men are not trying to " frisk " them, and
consider their business and their neighbor-exhibitors upon
a clean-cut honest business-like plane, just that soon can
many of the distribution losses be eliminated to such a
degree that distributing companies could lower rentals — no
sooner.
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Brunet

Plans

"I louse of Hate"
First of Five
I'athes to Be Released in 1918 —
\'ice-President Paul Brunet
Outlines Policies of
Organization

COMPREHEXSIVI-: plans for the
worlcl-uide distribution of quality
productions through the international organization of Pathe Freres arc included
in the Pathe policies to be followed under
the administration of Paul Brunet, vicepresident and general manager.
The outstanding feature of the plans for
the American market is the announcement
that four serials in addition to " The
House of Hate," the current serial release
will be issued in 1918. Under the direction
<>\ Charles Pathe, a new standard has been
set for serial productions, and Pathe's continued photoplays of the future will be of
a quality never before attempted. Pathe
production is under the control of Ferdinand Zccca, Director-General of Productions, under the new administration.
" The policies of Pathe in America,"
stated Mr. Brunet. " are based upon the
fact that we are part of the world-wide
Pathe organization that has thrown open
the markets of the civilized world to motion pictures. This fact gives us important fundamental advantages, the greatest of which is that from the complete
control of our output in all of the markets
of the world, w^e are able to realize
greater returns on each picture. There is
a corresponding increase in the returns to
the producer encouraging him to better the
quality of his pictures.
"It is our idea to have the name of
Pathe associated with quality productions
only. In other words, when a picture is
released under the trademark of Pathe, we
want the exhibitor to know it is a good
picture.
" Pathe is primarily a distributing organization with a world-wide system of
exchanges that keeps us in constant touch
with motion picture theatres of every
civilized country of the globe. We are in
many ways like a book puldisher who
handles the works of the greatest authors
finding the greatest market for their output and realizing for them the greatest returns. Instc-ad of books, we publish films.
These films like books are translated into
all the langiragcs of the civilized world.
" Charles Pathe was the first to realize
the opportunities of world-wide distribution. Under his policy, the cost of the
negative is divided among the exhibitors
of all countries instead of being charged,
through high rentals, against a proportionately few of those who show the picture. Wherever there is a motion picture
theatre, a Pathe representative can be
found. Pathe has agents in every important motifjn picture centre of the world.
In the United States we have thirty exchanges. Wc arc well organized in Canada and Mexico. Our South American
activities arc centred in Venezuela, Chile,
Peru, Bolivia, Brazil, Argentine, Uruguay
and Paraguay.

Four

Serials

■■ Steadily, this world-wide distributing
organization has been perfected, and now^
Pathe is organized in Russia, Algeria,
South African Republic, West Indies, Australia, New Zealand, Tasmania and the
adjoining islands in the Pacific, Spain,
Italy, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Switzerland, Bombay, Singapore, Manila, Batavia,
Shanghai, Hongkong and Japan. France
is the headquarters of the Pathe organization.
" This organization luider one central
control, enables Pathe to throw open the
markets of the entire world to the producers of good pictures."
W.

A. Brady Addresses
New York Rotary

One of the most enthusiastic meetings
ever held in the interest of " Motion Pictures as an Advertising Medium " was the
monthly meetings of the Rotary Club of
New York, held in the ball room of the
Hotel McAlpin, Thursday evening, March
14. William A. Brady, president of the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, speaking to over seven hundred members representing the various
businesses of the metropolis, gave an interesting resume of the motion picture industry from the viewpoint of "just a
showman."
plain,
Mr. ordinary
Brady was introduced by T. N. Miranda, who for several years has been his
right-hand man in the motion picture industry, and is one of the big men in Rotary. Other speakers were Hy Mayer,
Rufus Steele, author of " Eagle's Wings " ;
" Sunny Jim " Gooding, Jack W. Speare
and Raymond Schindler.
A Hooverizcd dinner was served and at
the close $130 was contributed toward the
purchase of Smileagc Books for the boys
in the camps.

New

Corporations

compalist of new
is a industry
FOLLOWI
within the
niesNG
which have
been incc^rporatcd, according to the records
of the Corporation Trust Company of Jersey City, for the week ending March 16:
NKW YORK
OLYMPIC THKATRE OPERATING CORBuffalo.Capital,
To operate
theatre
motion picture PORATION',
house.
$75,000.
Incor-or
porators,
Morris
Slotkin,
Iloljert
L.
Himes,
Matthew \V. Weimar.
PERSOXAI, ^rOTION PICTURE CORPORATION, Manhattan. Motion pictures. Capital,
$10,000. Incorporators, Lodewick Vroom, W.
Herbert Adams, Geo. J. Vestner.
TRANS-RUSSIAN FILM CORPORATION,
Yonkers. Motion pictures artd general amusement business. Capital, $10,000. Incorporators,
Samuel Krellberg, Louis Krellberg, Harry G.
Kosch.
S. R. S. EXHIBITORS, INC., Manhattan.
Motion pictures. Capital, $5,000. Incorporators,
Isaac Marks, Anna Yarmis, Freda Freeman.
MOVIE FILM EXCHANGE, INC., Manhattan. Motion pictures. Capital, $5,000. IncorEisenstein. porators, Adolph Frank, Bertha Frank, David

Jules

Mastbaum

Succeeds

to Late Brother's Office
Jules E. Mastbaum, brother of the late
Stanley V. Mastbauin, has been chosen
president and managing director of the
Stanley companies and as such will manage the various enterprises under their
control.
Although it is not generally known, Jules
E. Mastbaum was a pioneer motion picture
man of Philadelphia. He was a partner
of Harry Davis, of Pittsburgh, when the
latter opened the first picture in Philadelphia, at the corner of Eighth and Market
streets. Their next venture was at Ninth
and Market and both houses flourished.
Later they acquired the property on Chestnut between Twelfth and Thirteenth and
converted the building into what was then
one of the finest picture houses in the city.
Soon afterward Jules Mastbaum built the
Bijou Dream, Princess and Victoria and
with Stanley Mastbaum and Al Boyd the
Regent. He was also interested in the
Globe, the Stanley and the theatre at 333
Market street.
He built the Stanley theatre in NewYork City and is interested in numerous
theatres, other than those mentioned, in
Philadelphia. He is president of the Central Market Street Amusement Company,
president and general manager of the
Stanley Company and is interested in the
Cross Keys, Rub)', and Savoy theatres. He
is also one of the owners of the beautiful
Garden Pier at Atlantic City.
It was his scheme that was responsible
for the creation of the Stanley Booking
Company, an institution that has been
responsible for a number of important
innovatioins in the picture field in Philadelphia.
Sterling Gets Tucker's
Arthur F. Beck, president of Sterling
Pictures Corporation,
announces
that
"
Sterling hasHypocrites
purchased the rights to
George Loanc Tucker's production,
'■ Hypocrites," featuring Elizabeth Risdon.
Miss Risdon will be remembered for h' r
work in Mr. Tucker's productions, " The
Manx-Man " and " Mother."
Mr. Beck said in making announcement :
" During my twelve years' experience in
the motion picture business I have nevciseen a year go by that did not bring wails
of woe from people in the business that
the industry is in a chaotic condition. I
am thoroughly familiar with the situation
throughout the entire United States at the
present time, and I can safely state that
the independent exchange man who has
conducted his dealings along conservative
lines is in very excellent spirits. Our latest acquisitions, the Chas. H. France production, The
"
Natural Law," and the
George Loane Tucker feature, " The
Hypocrites," have aroused numerous inquiries from every section of the country.
The independent man wants good film,
and in fact, the supply is not equal to the
demand. The stumbling block to his business lies in the excessive demands of those
seeking distribution, and the lack of good
film at fair and equitable prices."

March

ADDING
MORE
DAYLIGHT

bill
ing
lignsht ofSav
oming
bec
showsDaysig
THE
a reality.
Without a roll call,
March 16, the Senate concurred
in the amendments made by the
House of Representatives March
15. The House bill extended
the period of daylight saving to
seven months each year. The
measure now goes to President
Wilson for his approval.
Under the provision of the
bill, as it will become a law, the
clocks of the country will be
set forward an hour, beginning at 2 A. M. March 31 and
ending October 27.
On April 1 the clocks of the
United States will be an hour
ahead of sun time as standardizedtomednow..
Theto people
accus-at
to start
the theatre
8 P. M., will find themselves
starting at the same hour, as
indicated by the clock, but actually they will be an hour ahead
by the present standardized
time.
Just what effect this will have
on the theatres of the country,
especially the motion picture
theatres, remains tc be seen.

C. M. Simmons, Officer of
New Film Firm, Dies
C. M. Simmons, affectionately known as
"" Mel " to thousands of exhibitors throughout the country, died of pneumonia in
Dayton, Ohio, March 19. Before leaving
his office in New York, where he was acting in the capacity of general manger of
State-Rights Exhibitors, Inc., he had been
suffering for several days from a severe
cold. His tour in exploitation of " Carmen
of the Klondike " was brought to a sudden halt at Dayton, pneumonia having
developed, and after a brief illness he
passed away.
Mr. Simmons entered the amusement
field in 1906 and after managing several
of the largest theatres in the Middle West
and on the Pacific Coast he went into the
exchange business. At the forming of the
General Film Company he became manager
of the Seattle exchange and was later made
sales manager, controlling all the exchanges
on the Coast. Later he had been associated
■with
Artcraft.Electric, Triangle, Goldwyn and
Mike
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and Ike, the Twins,
Rehearsing
Harry Groosman announces the first
of the series of Rube Goldberg's animated
cartoons, featuring the famous twins, Ike
and Mike (They Look Alike), whose
comedy sketches are now appearing, daily,
in the columns of the New York Evening
Mail and the Sunday editions of the Hearst
papers. The animated comedies will be
presented in one reel and will be released
each week.

in Portland
Rife
have
come
in for much criticism lately
Latest Move in Oregon Metropolis
because
of
her
activity along lines apart
Affects Billboard Advertising —
from her clerical duties as secretary.
" Get a Fig Leaf and Go "
While Portland has been thus agitated.
Postmaster Moses, down at Corvallis,
Arouses Police
Chief's
Ire
where the Oregon Agricultural College
takes care of many hundred students, is
is suffering from a said to have made the remarkable disORE.,
ND,
PORTLA
revisitation of censorship oppression,
covery that " Arms and the Girl," the
the latest move affecting billboard advertising.
Billie
picture,
was pro-German.'
He
failed Burke
to impress
the censors
with his ideas,
Last week Manager E. J. Myrick of the however, and after C. M. Hill, Progressive
Liberty theatre was ordered by Chief of Motion Picture Manager, had prepared for
a trip to the storm center, news came
Police Johnson to obliterate a catch-line
slogan, " Get a Fig Leaf and Go," from the that the picture would be exhibited as
scheduled.
twenty-four-sheets advertising the coming
Portland viewers of pictures for the
of Billie Burke in " Eve's Daughter." His
Chiefship asserted that his office had been
censor board are complaining that they
deluged with indignant demands that the do not get the courteous treatment they
obscene phrase be removed. Alyrick and
are entitled to from film exhibitors and
Ralph Ruffner, the latter the publicity
exchange men. They are nearly all
expert responsible for the " offense against women. It also is said that several viewers
public decency," were haled to the city object to a roll of carpets in the basement
hall and there instructed to pay more attenof the Columbia theatre, where pictures
are shown for them, mistaking it for the
tion to aforementioned " public decency."
This new stunt of the authorities caused
considerable hilarity along film row, and janitor's bed.
extracted many a grin from the public. As
for Ruffner, who, on the trail of a laughFour Great Stars Will Tour
getter, as well as a line to attract attenfor Liberty Loan
tion to the picture, framed the words to
Early
in April, four of the greatest stars
run
with
the
Liberty
slogan
"
Go,"
scoffed
at the matter.
of filmdom, engaged in production on the
West coast, will leave for various parts
"Can you beat it?" was his characterof the country to aid the committees of
istic comment. " There's no more connecthe several states in the sale of Liberty
tion between the fig leaf and the picture
Loan Bonds of the third issue. William
than between the fig leaf and the Civil
War and the people wlio see obscenity in it S. Hart, accompanied by Sam Roark as
director of his trip, will tour the West
should have a good mental bath for they're
coast
; Mary Pickf ord with Al. Cohn, will
certainly unclean." While Chief Johnson
visit New England cities ; Charles Chaplin,
and one of his men were busy with Myrick
and Ruffner, incidentally ordering Myrick
and Chaplin's secretary, Tom Harrington,
and Publicity Director Carlyle Robinson,
to remove a photo of Margery Wilson,
will visit important points in Southern
which displays a pair of ankles, plus, from
states, and Douglas Fairbanks with an orthe front of the Liberty, Mrs. E. C. Colganization composed of his brother John
well, secretary of the censorship board,
as business manager, Kenneth McGaffey
was making a "pinch" at the Majestic
and Bennie Ziedman, will tour the Middle
theatre. She asserted that certain eliminations ordered from the Sunshine Comedy,
West.
All film stars plan to be absent from
" Her Husband's Wife," had not been
made and had a policeman carry the pic- three to four weeks, and production work
ture to the police station. The trial of has been so arranged that no releases will
J. J. Parker, manager of the theatre, will be delayed because of their absence on this
be held within a few days.
patriotic mission. The services of the
" Much ado about nothing," was the players were requisitioned by the treasury
comment of Abraham Nelson, of the department at Washington.
Majestic Amusement Company, anent the
affair. " The viewer ordered certain eliminations and House Manager Green followed instructions to the best of his
" For Husbands Only "
Shown on Coast
Mayor
Baker
apparently
is
making
a
The
Lois
Weber Production for Jewel
ability."
political move for popularity these days. release, " For Husbands Only," was given
He has gone after the pool rooms, punch
a preview Friday evening, March 8, after
boards, motorists, and is now devoting
the regular program at Tally's Broadway
attention to his friends, the amusement
theatre. This subject, which has Mildred
folk.
Harris as star; Louis Cody, leading man,
At a censor board meeting recently Mrs.
is spoken of by many who witnessed the
Colwell, who had assumed the berth of preview, as one of the best I\Iiss Weber
chairman of the board in the absence of has made. There were more than 200
J. Fred Larson, was shifted suddenly back present at the showing, among them all of
to her secretarial office after a tilt with
the prominent exhibitors of Los Angeles,
Gus Metzger, head of the Film Supply
many from the producing colony, and a
number of out of town exhibitors, includCompany of Oregon, and one of the members of the board. Mrs. Colwell is said to
ing Eugene Levy of Portland.
Censorship

ft
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Bill

for

Sunday
Option
F. E. Menserch, of the New Albany, Schenectady; John J. Walker, of the Lincoln, Schenectady; Allan Beckett, of the Lyric, Saratoga
Springs;
O'Reilly,
the of68th
Street
Playhouse, Charles
New York;
W. H. ofGray,
the Rialto,
Schenectady; William Fait, Jr., of the Avon,
Utica; W. H. Linton, of the Hippodrome, of
Little Falls, and of the Richmond, Herkimer;
Fred Elliott, of the Clinton Square Theatre, Albany. John Manheimer presided.
The exhibitor-captains named for the 51 Senatorial districts follow: 1, Mrs. Jennie Reitmeyer;
2, William Bigall; 3, Rudolph Sanders; 4, William Brandt; 5, 6, William Hilkemeyer; 8, Sam
Burman; 9, Louis L. Levine; 10, Samuel Lesselbaum ; 11, David Weinstock; 12, Pharles Steiner;
13, A. Fanchi ; 14, John Manheimer; IS, Max
Spiegel;19,16,Sydney
17, Chas.
L. O'Reilly;
A. J.
Wolff;
S. Cohen;
20, Sidney18,Ascher;
21, John Wittman; 22, Henry Cole; 23, Chas.
Moses; 24, B. L. Feinblatt; 25, George Cohen,
Newburgh; 26, Frederick H. Elliott; 27, Sidney
A. Huffman, Saugerties ; 28, Samuel Suckno; 29,
Frank Barheit; 30, Allan Beckett; 31, W. A.
Zeiser and Chas. G. McDonald; 32, Ben Young,
Ilion; 33, Lou Bittner; 34, A. S. Hardy, Malone;
35, Fred Gilroy, Ogdensburg; 36, W. H. Linton
and Chas. Fait, Jr.; 37,
; 38, Emmett Cornell; 39, David Cohen; 40, Edward Morgan, Morgan Theatre, Auburn; 41, William Dillon, Strand
Theatre, Ithaca; 42, 43, 45, 46, W. C. Hubbard,
Colonial Theatre, Rochester; 44, Arthur Smith,
Homell; 47, Chas. Hayman; 48, 49, 50, H. B.
Franklin; 51, Woods and Peterson.

Allied Committee's
Conference at
Albany
Shows
Progress — SubCommittees Are Appointed
THE ALLIED COMMITTEE of the
Motion Picture Industry made progress last week in its fight to make the
Motion Picture Option Bill a law. The
bill amends the State penal laws, permitting the exhibition of motion pictures on
except ywhere
o'clock,
two of
after body
Sunday
may
the communit
the governing
later adopt an ordinance forbidding such
.
exhibitions
A meeting was held at the Hotel Ten
Eyck in Albany on Thursday, March 14,
attended by some forty representatives.
John Manheimcr, chairman of the allied
committee of the state, which is pushing
the campaign for the amendment, presided.
Highly optimistic reports were received
upon the work already accomplished in
moulding public opinion of the state behind
the proposed bill. Frederick H. Elliott,
executive secretary of the National AssoWolfberg Buys Two Clune
ciation of the Motion Picture Industry
Features
and secretarj^ of the allied committee, presented a detailed account of the work
Harris P. Wolfberg of the Harris P.
accomplished during the week past from
Wolfberg Attractions of Pittsburgh, has
the New York and Albany headquarters.
bought, through the Arrow Film CorporaIt was decided to make the divisions of
tion, the western Pennsylvania and West
the state according to the fifty-one senaVirginia rights to W. H. Clune's big featorial districts the basis of the campaign
ture productions, " The Eyes of the
and to appoint an exhibitor-captain for World " and " Ramona."
each district to direct the work on the
The two Clune productions have been
amendment. Each exhibitor-captain in meeting with an unusual amount of sucturn will appoint three other exhibitors of
cess throughout this country and Canada,
his section who will look after the according to officials of the Arrow organization.
assemblyman divisions of the senatorial
district.
I have been much gratified," said W.
It was further decided to call a joint E. " Shallenberger,
" at the remarkable busimeeting of the exhibitor-captains and the
nes The
'
Eyes of the World ' and ' Ramembers of the Allied Committee at the
mona 'have been doing. From every secHotel Ten Eyck in Albany, Tuesday aftertion of the country where these pictures
have
been
shown I have received the most
noon, March 19, at 3 o'clock, at which time
the state-wide work will be reviewed and
optimistic and favorable reports. Disfurther plans made.
tributors tell me that the rebooking averIt is predicted that the Motion Picture
ages on both of them are unusually high
Option Bill will be entered in the Senate
and that the reason for this is the strong
by Senator Alfred J. Gilchrist of Brooklyn
popular appeal the stories have for every
and in the lower house by Assemblyman
type of audience coupled with the genGeorge Blakely of Yonkers.
eral excellence of production. In many'
states where the pictures are being exJ. Robert Rubin, secretary of the Metro
hibited as road show attractions with spePictures Corporation, and Arthur S.
cial musical, lighting and other effects perFriend, treasurer of the Famous Playersformances have been repeated again and
Lasky Corporation, were present and made
addresses. Max Spiegel, treasurer of the again because of the general demand 'to see
allied committee and secretary of the
them again."
Mitchel H. Mark Realty Corporation, controlling the Strand chain of theatres in
the state, also spoke.
Paralta Joins National
The officers of the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
Association
League of New York were present, including Sydney S. Cohen of New York, president; Samuel
Paralta
Plays
is named as the latest adSuckno of Albany, first vice-president; Walter A.
dition to the National Association of the
Zeisor of Schenectady, second vice-president; Rudolph Sanders of Brooklyn, third vice-president;
Motion Picture Industry, which has begun
L. A. Houttner of Cohoes, fourth vice-president;
John Wittman of the Bronx, treasurer; and Sam
a big drive for new members. Carl AnBerman of New York, secretary. Others at the
derson, president of Paralta, has wired an
sctsion were William Brandt, of the New Albany
acceptance from Los Angeles.
heatre, Brooklyn; Benjamin Apple, of the King,
Troy; Louis L. Levine of Brooklyn; Henry Cole,
The association now includes eightyof the Royal, the Bronx; John L. Mynerse, of
the Broadway. Schenectady; George Roberts, of two producing companies, representing 90
the Hudnon. Albany; Frank X. Shay, of the
per cent of the manufacturers of the counPearl, Schenectady; Morris S. Silverman, of the
try. It is the purpose of the Association
Happy Hour, Schenectady; Frank N. Barhydt of
Troy; Walter M. Powers, of the Colonial, Alto
bring
the membership up to the 100
bany; Charles McCarthy, of the New, Hoosic
Falls; F. Frayne. of the Palace, Schenectady; per cent mark within the next thirty days.

Picture

News

Hollywood May Restrict
Studios to Zones
The dissension between the film companies whose studios are located in or near
Hollywood, Cal., and the residents of the
city and nearby towns promise to culminate
in an ordinance by the City Council of Los
Angeles which will segregate all film producing plants to certain fixed zones and
place certain regulations upon the activities of the producer. The committee which
has this matter in charge advises that an
ordinance be enacted creating five general
zones within which all moving picture
plants hereafter erected shall be located
and the creation of minor zones for the
studios now in operation outside of the
limits of the proposed main zones.
Of the other regulations the ones which
are most important are those which recommend the places inside the studio lots to
be devoted for the use of applicants for
work in order to prevent crowds from
gathering to the annoyance of persons in
the neighborhood and another which states
that any work involved in the use of
explosives should be prohibited during
certain hours of the night.
The Paralta studios are located in the
third of the proposed zones.

Fox's Injunction Against
Funkhouser Upheld
The United States Court of Appeals in
Chicago, has unanimously upheld the
decision in favor of William Fox for an
injunction against Major Funkhouser the
Chicago
censor,of inthethecourt
case inof effect
" The isSpy."
The decision
that
Major Funkhouser cannot interfere with
this production. When he rejected "The
Spy" Major Funkhouser declared "that
the picture is too strong and makes the
sweat stand out on the brow." Judge
Altschuler, before whom the case was
taken after the censor had barred the
picture, promptly ruled that such an
objection was not within the scope of censorship and granted an immediate permit
for the showing of the film in its entirety.
The action of Major Funkhouser, in
connection with his interference with this
picture, caused nation wide comment and
leading editorial writers in the big cities
censured Major Funkhouser for his stand.
New

Exchange Opens
Dallas

in

The Specialty Film Company, a new
exchange for the Texas and Arkansas territory, opened for business in Dallas a few
days ago. W. G. Underwood, formerly
manager of Pathe's Dallas branch, and L.
C. Baxley are associate partners in the
new enterprise. The company is offering
Hart features which it will distribute for
W. H. Productions. It will also handle a
number of special features and a regular
once
a week service of Keystone comedy
reissues.
A. Jules Bencdic, former Bluebird manager at New Orleans and until last week
road man for Paralta, has been installed
as office manager for the new company.
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Opportunities in Danish
Capital
Ralph J. Kelley, attache, American legation, Copenhagen, Denmark, writes the
Motion Picture News an interesting statement concerning picture conditions, in the
Danish countiy. Mr. Kelley said :
" Occasionally an American production
is shown in the Danish capital but for
the most part, the pictures are of Italian
and English production. The quality of
production runs below the American
product and the stories enacted are a bit
foreign to an American. One of the
American-made films which ran recently
in Copenhagen, for an extended run,
turned away the crowds nightly during its
stay at Copenhagen's largest theatre. It
was " Carmen," with Geraldine Farrar in
the featured role, produced by Famous
Players-Lasky under the direction of Cecil
B. De Mille.
Mr. Kelley stated in his communication
that there are innumerable opportunities
for " live wires " in this country and plenty
of room for more theatres. " The business
awaits
the one who will take the chance,"
he
stated.
Quimby Reports Business
Booming in West
F. C. Quimby, sales manager of Pathe
Exchange, Inc., has returned from a trip
through the West in the course of which
he made a survey of exhibitor and
exchange conditions which has given him
optimism and confidence as to the future
of all elements in the business which are
building solidly on a firm foundation.
Not only did " The House of Hate "
open on March 10 to the biggest advance
collections of any serial but the past week
was the biggest in the entire history of
Pathe Exchange, according to an official
statement from Pathe, to which the sales
manager pointed as an indication of what
to expect under the new administration of
Paul Brunet as vice-president and general
manager.
" It is now known that while Mr. Brunet
assumed this office only a short time ago,
his plans have been so carefully worked
out that results are already showing themselves," Mr. Quimby said.
Purdy

Returns
Cityto Salt Lake

L. D. Purdy, who was formerly manager of the General Exchange at Salt Lake
City, has returned to that post to open the
new branch which will handle Falcon Features, two and four-reel O. Henry stories,
Chaplin re-issues, George Ade fables and
the W. W. Hodkinson-Paralta pictures.
Mr. Purdy is particularly well known in
the Salt Lake field, and scarcely before he
had the new exchange opened on Exchange
Place, he had made a year's contract for
Paralta's first run with Ed. Mehsy, manager of the Rialto theatre at Salt Lake.
Purdy was located in Oakland as an exhibitor up until two years ago. He then entered the state rights exchange field at
Denver, and a year later opened the Salt
Lake branch for the General.
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Steger
with
International
Becomes Producing Director of International Film Corporation — Contract Extends for Period of
Years — Prominent Producer
JULIUS STEGER, actor-producer, formerly aprominent figure on the operatic stage and during the past year or
more, an associate of Joseph M. Schenck
in the production of feature pictures,
through an agreement entered into between
him and C. F. Zittel, vice-president and
general manager, International Film Corporation, acting on behalf of William Randolph Hearst, head of the International,
becomes producing director of that company, the contract to become ef¥ective, the
first of April.
Under the terms of the contract, Mr.
Steger will have exclusive supervision of
all productions released by International,
including the selection of stars and principals and stories to the point of completion
of each picture ready for exhibition. Incidental to Mr. Steger's contracting with
the International, to become its producing
head, this company will exploit a series of
feature productions in which Anna Case,
Metropolitan Grand Opera singer, will be
featured and directed under the personal
supervision of Mr. Steger. The exploitation of Miss Case's pictures, involves a
separate agreement between International,
Mr. Steger and his associate, Joseph M.
Schenck. The contract insuring Mr.
Steger's services as producing director of
International extends over a period of five
years.
Mr. Steger, because of his knowledge of
every phase of theatricals and amusements,
is admirably fitted for the position he has
assumed. For many years he was prominent on the legitimate stage as an actor
and singer and later as one of the most
successful of headliners in high-class
vaudeville. He is thoroughly acquainted
with every phase of the profession, which
knowledge is invaluable to one assuming
the responsibilities of producing director
for the screen. He knows what the one
working before the camera should do and
should feel and he can take the initiative
and command. He is a teacher as well as
an exponent of all things dramatic.
He has seen the photoplay advance from
the one-reeler to the multiple-reel feature
and has watched the progress made, until
now, when the motion picture business is
one of the big businesses of the United
States. His ability as an actor-director is
reflected in the " The Fifth Commandant," "The Master of the House," " The
Stolen Triumph " and " The Blindness of
Virtue," in all four of which he was starred
and which he directed. " The Libertine,"
with John Mason ; " The Prima Donna's
Husband," with Holbrook Blinn ; " The
Law of Compensation," with Norma Talmadge,
are also Mr.
Mr.Steger
Steger's
creations.that
Last summer,
announced
he had engaged Anna Case, concert singer
and prima donna of the Metropolitan
Opera House. Miss Case at that time was
engaged for an extended concert tour.
Her contract for this work will have ex-

Film

Julius Steger
pired within the next few weeks. After
which, Mr. Steger will commence her first
production for the screen. A story has
been prepared especially for her, its theme
dealing with the adventures of an American girl who becomes a famed singer.
His last production for the screen was
"Just a Woman," featuring Charlotte
Walker.
In commenting upon his acceptance of
the position, Mr. Steger said:
" I have always tried to know life and
to know human nature, and then to give
to the public that part of life and human
nature which touches their better selves,
appeals to their finer natures and higher
aspirations.
" I am encouraged by the assurances of
exhibitors from all parts of the country, that photoplays such as I have produced in the past, based upon clean but
none the less gripping stories of everyday life, acted with the irresistible charm
of naturalness and sincerity, have always
been appreciated by their audiences. I
shall strive to give to exhibitors just that
kind of a picture through the International Film Service, Inc.
" In this endeavor, I am happy to say, I
have the fully support and co-operation
of the general manager of the International, C. F. Zittel, who is the personification of ' a live wire.' "
C. F. Zittel,
vice-president and general
manager of the International, who has
known Mr. Steger for many years, having
watched his work on the dramatic stage
during the time that he, Mr. Zittel, was
dramatic critic for the New York American, said :
" I have watched Mr. Steger's work both
off and on the stage. When he was headlining in vaudeville, I had occasion to see
him in his biggest successes. Mr. Steger
is an artist. During the past years, he has
given his attention to creative work for the
screen and the productions he has created
speak for themselves. Without exception,
his work has gone over big. The International isgoing to broaden out in production line and Mr. Steger is the right man
at the production helm. He knows the
business thoroughly. I am pleased to announce his association with the International Film Corporation^ as production di-

rector."

Motion
General's

Wiliam Stcincr, Jester Comedy Company, returned to New York last week
after a fl^ving trip through Syracuse, Buffalo, Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago and St.
Louis, in the interest of the Jester Comedies.
M. E. Hoffman, Foursquare Pictures,
acompanied by Mrs. Hoffman and little
son, is scheduled to arrive in Kansas City,
Mo., and Denver this week. Mr. Hoffman, who will go to the Coast, stopping
off at the principal cities en route, reports favorably of his trip to the various
Foursquare exchanges.
Herbert Lubin, General Enterprises,
Inc.. returned to New York last week
from Atlantic City, called here by the
death of a relative. Arthur Sawyer, Mr.
Lubin's associate, will continue the tour
of inspection arranged for both men.
Chandos Brcnon, brother of Herbert
Brcnon. producer, paid a hurried visit to
Xew York from Montreal, last week, to
consult with officials of the Producers and
Exhibitors-.'\ffiliated in regard to marketing productions in Canada. Mr. Brenon
represented his brother Herbert in the
committee meeting.
H. B. Varner. prominent theatre owner
of South Carolina, arrived in New York
last week. Mr. Varner expects to be in
the city for several days.
U. One, prominent film buyer of Tokio
and London, who has been in New York
for some months, left last week for Japan
where he expects to be for several months.
All communications should be sent in care
of E. Matteson, 1007 Times Building, New
York.
W. A. S. Douglas, general manager, Diando Film Corporation, which company
produces the Baby Marie Osborne pictures, released on the Pathe program, left
Sunday for Los Angeles. Mr. Douglas
had been in New York for several days
in the interest of his company.
Harold Lloyd, comedian, who has been
in New York for several days, left Sunday
for Los .Angeles. Mr. Lloyd came to confer with officials of Pathe Exchange, Inc.,
through which company his comedies are
released.

Chester Coren, president, Bay State
Film Company, Boston, arrived in New
York last week. Mr. Coren will look at
the current productions offered on the independent market.
K. M. Leach, Regina, Saskatchewan,
Canada, who has large theatre interests in
western Canada, arrived in New York
last week. He is accompanied by Mrs.
Leach and expects to be in the city for
a week or more. He is stopping at Hotel
Claridge. Mr. Leach owns the Regent and

Trinccss thcitrcs, Calgary, Ottawa; Rose
theatre, Regina, Saskatchewan, and the
Eagle and Lyric theatres. Swift Current,
Saskatchewan.
Nat N. Spitzer, vice-president and sales
manager, King-Bee Films Corporation,
left New York last week for Hollywood,
Cal. He will make stops at the various
exchanges handling Billy West comedies
en route. He and Louis Burnstein, president of the company, will return to New
York together.
W. F. Harris, theatre owner of Hopewell, Virginia, was in New York last week.
Mr. Harris left Saturday. He stopped at
Hotel McAlpin.
Charles F. Schwerin, prominent exchangeman, Pittsburgh, is in New York
on business.
James Quirk, editor Photoplay Magazine, arrived in New York from Chicago
last week. Mr. Quirk is in the city in the
interest of his publication.
Texas Guinan, Triangle star, arrived in
New York from the Coast last week. She
was the guest of honor at the special St.
Patrick's celebration, held atop Reisenweber's, Sunday night.
Motion Picture Experts
Needed in France
A call to men in the motion picture industry who desire to do their share
toward winning the war, but are not
within the age limits from which the Government is selecting the draft armies, was
issued last week by the National War
Work Council of the Young Men's Christian Association. The special need is for
men who are expert operators, film cutters and repair men.
Applications should be made to A. G.
Knebel, executive secretary of the War
Personnel Board of the Y. M. C. A. Only
men of established character will be accepted, according to Dr. John R. Mott,
who says : " Above all, they should be men
who go with the dominant desire and purpose to render the maximum of service,
and should believe with all their souls in
the winning of the war.
Two

More Stars in Lasky
Service Flag
Two new stars have now been added to
the Lasky service flag with the leaving of
Haldalc Garner and William Rose for
military service. Rose, who has joined
the photographic division of the army, will
go - to Columbia University for preliminary training before going to France. Garner, who has been connected with the
Lasky laboratory department has enlisted
in the aviation corps, and will report at
San Francisco.

Picture

News

Exchange Co-operation Plan a Success

When a number of months ago General Film Company launched its campaign
to " make the world safe for the exhibitor," its exchange facilities were thrown
open to motion picture producers at large
as the first step in conservation of costs.
It was a radical step, but it promised immediate fruit in the way of reducing service expenses which had brought about
burdensome conditions in the industry.
General Film Company is just out with a
statement declaring that promise to have
been perfectly realized.
" General Film's policy of furnishing the
maximum of service at a minimum of expense has been followed with a period of
progress and prosperity which has never
been equaled in the later history of the
company," said a General Film official.
" We are today handling successfully a
greater variety of product than any other
organization and constantly adding to our
long list of admirable releases.
" The immediate and tremendously successful results obtained at General Film's
thirty
exchanges
' Hodkinson
Service
in distributing the byParalta
Plays did
more '
than any one thing to convince the industry of the resourcefulness and efficiency
of the company's clearing house for prodPlans Perfected for Pictures
at Camps
At a conference between Malcolm L.
McBride, of the Federal Commission on
Training Camp Activities, and P. A.
Powers, chairman of the War Camp
uct."Picture Committee, held in New
Alotion
York on Wednesday, March 13, it was
decided that a part of the time of the
Liberty theatres in the training camps
should be set aside for motion picture
entertainments at which the latest films
should be shown. It is not intended that
these entertainments shall conflict in any
way with the exhibitions of the same pictures in the communities outside the
camps, as they will not be exhibited in the
Liberty theatres until after the first runs
in the nefghboring towns. Special rates
are to be made for these camp shows. It
is expected that the plan will be in operation within a week.
Another

Stage Hit for Constance Talmadge
.Select Pictures has added another to its
.growing list of screen adaptations of stage
successes. The latest is " A Pair of Silk
Stockings," in which Constance Talmadge
will be starred by Lewis J. Selznick. This
comedy by Cyril Harcourt was presented in
New York by Winthrop Ames at his Little
theatre, after it had scored a hit in London.
The story treats of the humorous mixup
which arises when both parties to a sensational divorce are invited to a week-end
house party. Work on the scenario is proceeding rapidly and the actual filming o£ the
comedy will probably follow that of " Good
Night, Paul," on which Miss Talmadge is
now engaged at Hollywood, Cal.
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Lloyd

Confers with Pathe
on Plans
Harold Lio\d, star of the one-reel comedies produced by the Rolin Film Company,
and released by Pathe, paid a short visit to
New York recently, which terminated on
Sunday last, when he returned to Los Angeles to resume work. Business pertaining
to future pictures brought Air. Lloyd East.
Consultations with Paul Brunet. the new
head of the Pathe compan\-, and various
other executives of the organization, occupied the greater part of his time. He had
not been in New York since he was a boy
fourteen years of age.
On Friday the Pathe publicity department
tendered him a formal luncheon, to which
members of the trade press were invited,
after which his latest picture, " It's a Wild
Life,"
was shown.
This concerns
the star's
adventures
in a cabaret
and is considered
one of the best he has appeared in. Those
present at the lunch besides Mr. Lloyd
were W. A. S. Douglas, manager of the
Diando Film Corporation, producers of the
Baby Marie Osborne features ; P. A. Parsons, Tarleton Winchester, Tames L, Hoff,
S. R. Tupper, Edward W'eitzel, Robert McElravey, C. \\'. Brennan and Peter Milne.
Mr. Lloyd, on his* return to the Rolin
studio on the west coast, is to resume production of the one-reel comedies which
have proven so successful.
F.I.L.M.

Club to Discuss
Waste
At the monthly meeting of the F. I. L.
M. Club of New York, at Healy's, Wednesday, March 20, the topic of the evening,
■' Is the Waste in the Film Industry Due
to the Producer, Distributor or .Exhibitor?"
Messrs. P. A. Powers, treasurer of the
Universal Film Companj', William A.
Johnston, president and editor of the
Motion Picture News; Sidney A. Cohen,
president of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of the State of New York,
and Harry A. Reichenbach, specialist of
motion picture publicity, are the ones who
have consented to give the benefit of their
opinions to those present.
That the F. I. L. M. Club is an aid to
the exhibitor and the distributor, is exemplified inthe fact that out of $41,741.94
worth of claims entered $33,334.43 have
been settled to the satisfaction of either
exhibitor or exchange.
Niles Welch

Entertains

Boys at Upton
Niles Welch, who is engaged at the
Yonkers Standard Studio in the filming
of " Reclaimed," in which he appears opposite Mabel Julienne Scott, made a trip
to Camp Upton last week where he personally entertained the soldiers who looked
at Metro's " Her Boy " in which he plays
the title part. Mr. Welch was accompanied to the camp by Dell Boone (Mrs.
Welch), who helped him entertain the boys
with jokes, songs, piarro-playing and
stories of their filming experiences at
Camp Joseph E. Johnston last year.

Gaumont
on
Big Film Company Joins Ranks of
Independents
and Beginning
March 26 W ill Issue a Twicea-\\'eek News Service
AFTER giving the matter consideration
for the past year, the Gaumont Company states that in future it will release
its productions through independent ex
changes. The announcement that this
motion picture company, which has more
than fifty branches throughout the world,
will hereafter sell its output in the open
market should prove interesting news to
state right buyers.
As soon as it was learned that the news
service of the Gaumont Company, with the
value of its world-wide affiliations, was
to be withdrawn from program booking
and released semi-weekly, letters and telegrams from independent exchange; de-

Vitagraph

State-Rights
manding service began to pour into the
Flushing office, Gaumont officials state.
Beginning March 26, the Gaumont news
service will be released twice a week, the
Gaumont News every Tuesday, and the
Gaumont Graphic every Friday. The news
reels will be edited by Pell Mitchell, who
made the Gaumont-Mutual Weekly so successful. Mr. Mitchell is an old newspaper
man who has surrounded himself with a
staff of cameramen who also served an
apprenticeship on the daily papers, as he
believes that to be the best training for
gatherers of real live news. The entire
staff of cameramen, who have served the
Gaumont Company for so many years in
the L'nited States and all over the world
has been retained.
Independent buyers are awaiting a future
announcement
of other Gaumont productions.

Wins
Court
Final
produced
in
the
same
form
which had
" Within the Law " May Be Shown in made it the most sensational moneymaker
Windy City After Months of
the stage has ever known. Failing in his
Litigation — Is Important Deefforts to make the authorities see the logic
cision of the Kind
of his contention, Air. Irwiri then agreed
to let the leading citizens of Chicago sit
WALTER ^^^ IRWIN, general manager
as a jury on the picture, and a special
of the \'itagraph distributing organishowing
of " Within
the Chicago.
Law " was held in
zation, this week announced the final victhe Studebaker
theatre,
tor}" of the company in the legal controThe audience, which numbered more than
versy connected with the showing of
1,000 persons, included judges of the state
" Within the Law " in Chicago.
and Federal courts in Chicago, officials of
Through this Vitagraph believes the enthe Chicago Police Department, various
tire industry has made a distinct and imother city officials, members of the Womportant gain through the decision which
en's City Club, Women's Trade Union
permits the unrestricted showing of VitaLeague, the faculty of the Chicago Univergraph's drama. The decision, handed down
sity and Northwestern University, social
by the Appellate Court in Chicago last
workers, church functionaries. Salvation
Tuesday is said by Vitagraph to be the
Army, Volunteers of America, settlement
mostthisimportant
of thecountry,
kind ever"
workers, Parole Law Advocates, the leadin
or any other
and rendered
probably
ing clubs of Chicago, editors of Chicago
will stand for all time as a precedent in
newspapers and others.
litigation affecting the exhibition of motion
pictures. The direct result of the decision
Local News Film Service
is that " Within the Law " may be exhibited
in Chicago without fear of police interferin Detroit
ence, although for several months past the
The Detroit Free Press has made arleading theatres of the Wind}' City have
rangements with the Aletropolitan Co. of
exhibited the feature under protection of
Detroit to produce in various Detroit and
an injunction obtained by Vitagraph.
The victory of Vitagraph comes at the Michigan theatres, starting Sunday, March
17, a motion picture film which is called
end of a contest which has lasted almost
a year, the controversy having started when
" Detroit Free Press Current Events," depicting local and national happenings and
the company was refused a permit to exevents of interest to the public, somewhat
hibit "Within the Law '' in Chicago last along the line of the various weeklies now
May. At that time the Chicago censor
in circulation.
board refused to issue the permit until certain cuts were made in the picture, and
these, in the judgment of Mr. Irwin, were
" Business Unusually
so radical that the production would have
been weakened almost to the point of
worthlessness.
Royce Shallenberger who recently left
Mr. Irwin personally took charge of the New York to join forces with C. C. Hite
situation and made several trips to Chicago
in the distribution of pictures in the Middle West, has bought the Michigan rights
in an effort to show the police authorities
that in attempting to eliminate several of to the Edward Warren production, " Souls
the most important features of the picture
"
Redeemed," and Good
reports business
unusually good. Mr. Shallenberger is the
they were not only spoiling the picture as
an entertainment, but also were denying the youngest brother of W. E. Shallenberger,
public the right to see the stage play re- president of the Arrow Film Corporation.
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Shallenberger

Takes
Management
to
unofficial
reports Mr. Shallenberger has
Arrow Head Takes Active Managecontracted to produce a number of state
ment of Thanhouser — Hints Inrights features, the interiors of which will
dependent Productions — Ofbe made at the Thanhouser studios. It is
ficers Elected
Arrow will begin the manuAT a recent meeting of the officials of intimatedfacturethat
of special pictures for export to
the Thanhouser Film Corporation the
South America and Europe.
following officers were elected : Crawford
The Thanhouser Film organization has
Livingston, president; W'ilbert Shallenbergnot done any active picture making for
er, vice-president ; A. E. Jones, secretary,
some time. Edwin Thanhouser, who took
and W. E. Shallenberger, treasurer. Felix
such an active part in its affairs, recently
Kahn, Crawford
W'ilbert
Shallresigned. Following the annual meeting
enberger, A. E. Livingston,
Jones, Gerald
Livingston,
the officials said that the corporation was
VV. R. Shallenberger and Jessie Bishop
in Al financial condition. The Thanhouser
compose the Board of Directors.
studios are among the best equipped in the
Following the meeting it was announced
country.
that \V. E. Shallenberger, who is also presiFor some time past rumors have been
dent of the Arrow Film Corporation, would
current that the Thanhouser studios were
take over the active management of the
to be sold. One rumor had it that the
studios at New Rochelle. At the present
time the Clara Kimball Young Company is United States Government had taken over
the plant for manufacturing purposes, and
using the studios. None of the officials
of the Thanhouser would state at this time
there have been countless reports of various
film organizations in the East buying the
who would use the studios following the
place. The latest of these was that the
departure of Clara Kimball Young Company for the West next month, but it is Clara Kimball Young organization would
become the owner of the property. All of
understood that W. E. Shallenberger will
shortly begin filming some big state rights
these rumors were denied by W. E. Shallenberger. While admitting that he had
pictures there.
taken over the active management of the
The Arrow Film organization recently
studios, Mr. Shallenberger said he could not
greatly widened the scope of its activimake public at the present time his future
ties in the distribution field and especially
in South America and Europe. According
plans.
Eduardo Gainsborg Speaks
Policy of Distribution Not
Decided
Optimistically
Officials of My Four Years In Germany,
Eduardo C. Gainsborg, manager of the
Inc., whose picture, an adaptation from
San Francisco exchange of the Foursquare
Pictures, who was called to New York reformer Ambassador Gerard's book of the
cently because of illness in his family, resame name, is now running at the Knickerturned to the Coast last week. Before
bocker theatre, announce that no decision
has been reached as to the disposition of
leaving Mr. Gainsborg had the following
to say concerning present conditions in the picture after it leaves Broadway. The
the industry:
method of disposition will be announced
later. The picture is drawing well.
" The motion picture public, at least in
the extreme West, is beginning to be keenly discriminating. That is good for the
Plan Trade Club of Southindustry because it puts upon producers and
ern Exhibitors
distributors a burden that will help them
secure finer pictures and distribute them
Plans are being made to organize a trade
to the best possible advantage.
club with headquarters in Atlanta and it is
their desire to make every exhibitor in the
" The Coast has not suffered the recent
slump as severely as some other sections,
South a member, their object being to
and before I took a train for New York
bring the exhibitors and exchanges closer
there was every indication that by the first
together and for the betterment of conditions in general.
of March the revival would be in full swing.
All organizations that have exceptional pictures are finding for them a ready market.
Foursquare is getting its share, and I look
Fox to Re-issue " The Spy,"
Dustin Farnum Play
for thoroughly satisfying results."
William Fox has announced a reissue
C. B. Price a Victim of a of the Dustin Farnum picture, " The Spy,"
which was among the first of the, antiSurprise Party
German propaganda films to expose
Kaiserism in this country.
The salesmen of the New York Triangle
The recent decision of the U. S. Court
Exchange gave a surprise party in honor
of C. B. Price, the sales manager, on Tuesof
Appeals upholding William Fox's
day evening, March 12. Mr. Price was
injunction against Major Funkhauser, the
carried off to the Columbia theatre and
Chicago censor who attempted to bar " The
then to a bccksteak dinner at the Campus,
Spy," not only brings the picture into the
104th street and Columbus avenue. Those
center of the screen again, but opens up a
present on Tuesday evening were A. F. lot of interdicted territory where it has
Smith. O. F. Woody, K, D. Burdge, J. never been seen. Exhibitors from these
Vcrgroslich, H. Hummcll, F. H. Price, E.
sections were first to petition Mr. Fox for
a reissue.
Wells, S. Schussel, E. Roos and C. Miller.
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Pathe Officials Dine
Honor of Brunet

News
in

Paul Brunet was welcomed as vice-president and general manager of Pathe by
officials of that organization at a dinner
tendered him at Delmonico's Wednesday
evening, March 13. The keynote of the
occasion was optimism and confidence, and
respect and friendship for the man in
whose honor the affair was given. The
entire board of directors was present with
the exception of Paul Fuller, who was represented byCharles B. Samuels.
F. C. Quimby, sales manager of Pathe,
acted as toastmaster and those who
responded were Mr. Brunet, Ferdinand
Zecca, who recently^ came to this country
from the Paris organization and whose
address was read by G. A. Smith ; Harold
Lloyd, E. C. Lynch, Charles B. Samuels,
L. Ernest Ouimet, Louis J. Gasnier, W. A.
S. Douglas, H. C. Hoagland and George
B. Seitz.
Those present were : Paul Brunet,
Ferdinand Zecca, E. C. Lynch, Charles B.
Samuels, L. J. Gasnier, George B. Seitz,
W. R. Baker, Arthur Rousseau, A. Werkmeister, G. L. Chanier, L. Ernest Ouimet,
W. C. Smith, J. Hurnm, L. E. Franconi, G.
Bardet, C. W. Allers, C. J. Fischer, F. R.
Clarke, G. Smith, Frank Duffy, F. C.
Quimby, Harold Lloyd, Tarleton Winchester, Jos. A. Dunn, Harry Lewis, Prince
Paleologue, J. W. Kyle, Charles Van
Arsdale, William Lord Wright, M. Ramirez, P. A. Parsons, H. C. Hoagland, C.
Julian,
Arthur
Miller, A. Adatte, B. Millhauser and
C. Cohen.
Business Now in Transitional Stage, Says Spoor
George K. Spoor, president of Essanay,
says that the film business is now in a
transitional stage and that manufacturers
need only to adapt themselves to the new
conditions.
" It is my belief that the successful pictures of the future will be produced more
on the line of theatrical productions," says
Mr. Spoor. " That is, the manufacturer
will hunt for the story of exceptional
merit, select capable players, not necessarily what are generally called stars, but
first-class actors.
" Essanay is working on this plan. It
has obtained the rights to several large
productions and is now preparing them for
release in the near future. The company
will not attempt to adhere to a strict
release date for program houses, except in
its shorter subjects. Its features will be
released from time to time as completed."
" Woman and the Law "
Concludes Run at Lyric
" Woman and the Law," the William
Fox production based on the De Saulles
case, on March 16 concluded a fortnight
run at the Lyric theatre. New York City.
It is said that the run could profitably have
been prolonged for two weeks more except
for the fact that the house had been previously leased for an urgent war fund
benefit
which holds the board by Mr.
Fox's courtesy.
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What
Kind
of a Fellow
Is — Hammons?
\
n
dow
G
Being
a
Glance
at
the
Real
Human
Side of the Big
IN
WALK adway
smiled and said : " Well,
Bro
the other
I'll make features out of
Men
of
the
Picture
Game
Caught
in Action
day we spied a slim young
And so he has.
By William A, Johnston
man standing tete-tete with
the program board of Mr.
What we like about him
Rothapfel's Rivoli theatre, He was teetering on his toes and
is that he didn't start in with a brass band; nor did he begin talkjingling cash in his pocket and evidently he was pleased with
ing about educating the world's millionsfillers."
via the celluloid strip
the program for he winked admiringly at it as he suddenly
and
get
names and testimonials" from university presidents, doctors
turned and wheeled around the corner, head up, whistling and
of divinity, etc., etc., etc. He didn't even write pamphlets.
smiling.
He had visions as every successful man has ; but he didn't dream,
He walked briskly, we noticed, on the balls of his feet.
nor speculate, nor float companies on exhibitors' capital.
We mention this because we have a theory that you can size up
He simply beheved in the success of high-class pictures which
a business man by his walk.
would entertain so well that people would be educated incidentally
— and not realize it.
So, gentle reader, we introduce herewith a snappy young man
who's always up on his toes. —
And he didn't prophesy a market, nor wait for one. He took the
Mr. Hammons of the Educational Film Company of America.
one that was ready-made and waiting — though the film-wise
Howdy !
couldn't see it— namely, the picture theatres themselves.
The market was there and he supplied it.
Earl is his name — Earl B. — but he didn't select it and cannot be
justly blamed.
H e prospered
even with the
Pleasant lookhandicap of the
?—
ing, isn't he and
cheerful
word tional "" in
Educakeen.
his
firm
name.
In
Looks like the
fact,
he
has
given
kind of young
meaning.
the word a new
man you'd
like to
talk
business
with.He
wouldn't
And pered
he'samazingly.
proscall
often
nor
If you heard the
stay long. He
wouldn't bore
offered he's
for been
the
figure
you, nor let you
bore him. He'd
come straight to
the point — smilingly— and he'd
exit smilingly
whether you said
yes or no; he'd
walk briskly out
on his toes and
be going down in
the elevatorwhile
you were still
thinking it over.
This brisk
young man has
put over a successful film enterprise.
Which is why
he's here — in this
page.
Three years
ago if you had
asked any of the
film-wise if an
educational fi 1 m
concern would
g o , they'd have
sneered. " Go get
Russell Sage, or
some other capita 1i s t - philanthropist to back
you."
Or: " Educationals ? Why,
they're only fillers. No, no. Put
your money into
features."
They told this
to Hammons.
Whereupon
h e

business
you'd
say: "Holy
Smoke I " Most
feature
ies wouldcompangrab it.
One part of
ion was to vissee
Hammons'
anal " "feature
educationon
Broadv/ay.
He said it
would come to
pass. It has been
the concrete slogan of his• up-hill
fight.
^.
And
so
it
has.
Which brings
us right back to
where we started
— w i t h a slim
young man standof ing
therightprogram
in front
board volioftheatre.
the RiThe program
features one of
his
educationals " — "^fillers
once,
now.
but features
Hammons
sneaks out of his
office — a block
away — and flirts
with this program board,
every
day. This
is
his recreation,
Page 1870)
(^Continued dn '
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Marjorie
Outlook
Bright"
care of. For some
time there has been
M. "Canadian
H. Hoffman, Foursquare Pictures,
evident
a
tendency
to
insist on the booking
Now on Canadian Tour, Says
of pictures in business like fashion ; and
Business in Canada Most
thereafter, to provide a service that would
Encouraging
assist the exhibitor to put his merchandise
before the people in the most attractive
tt'~r'HE Canadian market is assuming
manner possible. Canadian exhibitors are
A promising proportions," writes M. H.
now very insistent upon this sort of thing.
Hoffman, Foursquare Pictures, who is now
They are willing to pay the proper price
in Canada visiting the Foursquare exchanges
for a fine picture, but they are tired of
and talking it over with Canadian exhibbeing held up for prices far beyond the
itors. Pierre V. R. Key, of the Fourtrue worth of a subject. In this they are
square New York office, received a comagain at one with their brother exhibitors
munication from Mr. Hoffman last week
in the States. Nor can the distributor
in which he says:
" The Canadian public is very like our
expecttheto utmost
resell theconsideration
exhibitor who
had
in hasn't
every
own. Although not of our nationality, our
friends across the border feel much as we
respect.
" Business in Canada is beginning to
do and like the things we like. I find this
show the most encouraging signs. Houses
to be the case with pictures ; and the Amerwhich have attractive pictures to offer and
ican trend toward simplicity of story and
which have learned how to advertise their
perfection of casts and production is being
wares and properly show their pictures,
shared by the Canadian people.
find patronage a staunch quantity. Those
" Foursquare Pictures products have
found a welcome in Canada because they who complain are of the less progressive
sort, who are slow to see and to act.
represent these elements. Such features,
" The spring season, which will shortly
for instance, as ' The Bar Sinister ' and
be in full swing, has every prospect of
' The Cast-Off ' are what the Canadian and
being one of profit to the exhibitor and
American picture-going populace desire.
of reasonable satisfaction to the patron of
They want the human appeal, presented
the motion picture. Just now, with the
sensibly and as admirably as a fine prointerest in the war at fever heat, Canada
ducer can present it.
" But after the public's demand is satis eager to see the Wharton serial ' The
isfied there is the exhibitor to be taken
Eagle's Eye. ' "

of Exchanges
on Tour
Lichtman
end we have already commenced work on
Distribution
Manager
of Famous
plans
that will result in establishing warePlayers-Lasky Plans to Estabhouses in central districts; also -film hoslish Warehouses and a Furpitals, the activities of which will be superther Drive for Service
vised by experts. In addition to this, it
to Exhibitors
is
my
purpose to emphasize among our exchanges more than ever the importance of
AL LICHTMAN, General Manager of
the Distribution Department of the even greater service to our exhibitors than
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, left has heretofore been evidenced. Every memNew York recently to continue his tour of
ber of our organization must be thoroughly
the exchanges, commenced several weeks
imbued with the service idea; we must go
ago, in behalf of better service to exhibitors.
far out of our way, perhaps, to make the
Railroad and other conditions evidenced
exhibitor succeed, to make his theatre a
during the past few months have brought
more high-class institution and to enhance
about new situations for the film distributor
his presentation of our product. Better
to meet and overcome, necessitating the in- presentation of our pictures means greater
troduction of new ideas in order to give success for these pictures.
proper service to exhibitors.
" With the installation of our warehouses
In connection with his present tour and
exchange offices will no longer carry on
Walter E. tributionGreene's
improve
dis- hand a large quantity of old material, takin face ofplans
the to
various
current
ing up floor space that should be occupied
handicaps, Mr. Lichtman, just before he left by matter for current productions arranged
New York, said : " Railroad conditions
in a systematic and easily accessible manbrouglu aljf>ut by the war have demanded
ner. The bulk of material which they arc
special attention at the hands of the film
now forced to keep on hand for occasional
distributor, if he would maintain a higliclass service. It is not the intention of bookings on old film will be removed to
where they can get it quickly, allowthe Famous Players-Lasky Corporation to a place
ing ample room to facilitate the handling of
merely maintain such a service, but, rather,
new paper, accessories, etc."
to improve upon it constantly, despite any
and all situations that minht arise. In orTakes Montreal Globe
der to do this we must primarily enhance
the service of the New York headquarters
Joseph Block has leased and will assume
the management of the Globe theatre,
to its branch offices throughout the counMain and Duluth streets. Montreal. It is
try, and that is the purpose of my present
tour.
announced that the policy of the house
will be a change of program twice each
" Radical ideas will have to be introdured
week. The prices will be 5 and 10 cents.
to ovcrcomr pr''='"nt ronditions, and to that

Picture

Daw

News

Featured

in

MarjorieSunset
Daw, whoPrincess
has been seen
" opposite Douglas Fairbanks in one of the recent
releases, and who has been prominently
cast in Lasky-Paramount and Fox productions, isfeatured in the Great West Film
Company's production, " The Sunset Princess," adapted from Wallace G. Colburn's
story, " The Daughter of Yellowstone
Pete," as published in the author's book,
" Rhymes of a Round-Up Camp." It is announced that the production will be released on the independent market. The
world rights have been purchased by the
Big Productions Film Corporation, with
offices in the Candler Building, New York.
" The Sunset Princess " was filmed in
the Rocky Mountains and on the Circle C
ranch, Butte, Mont. A feature of the picture are scenes of a " round up," in which
more than 5,000 cattle are seen. A thrill
is given in the scene showing a fight in a
burning cabin.
Miss Daw is supported by C. M. Griffin,
Barbara Gordon, Mae Evelynns, Madge
Carson, Frank Owens, Jim Fulton and Pat
Carson.
Bacon-Backer
from

First Picture
Play

Work at the new Bacon-Backer Studio,
No. 230 West Thirty-eighth street. New
York, is progressing rapidly, announces
Gerald F. Bacon, vice-president and treasurer. It is the intention of the BaconBacker Film Corporation to produce only
super-features. Their first offering — now
in its second week of production — will be
a picturization of a recent play by H. S.
Sheldon, widely known as author of
" The Havoc." It is uncertain whether
the picture will be released under its original stage title or not.
The direction has been entrusted to
Perry Vekroff, and Mr. Backer personally
is supervising the construction and oppointments of th2 sets.
A department has been created which
will make a specialty of filming social
events and happenings in society such as
weddings, anniversaries, reunions and the
different stages in the lives of children.
Special attention will be paid to picturizing — for permanent record — the manufacturing activities of large industrial concerns.
Dell Henderson to Direct
World Pictures
Dell Henderson, director, has signed a
contract with World Pictures and has
been assigned to direct Carlyle Blackwell
and Evelyn Greeley. He has already commenced work at the World studio on a
picture featuring these two stars.
Henderson's advent with World will
mark his celebration of a unique event,
namely, the direction of his two hundredth
picture. He was connected with the Biograph in the old days and took the first
Biograph company to California. Since
that association, which lasted five years, he
has been with Triangle, Famous Players
and Frohman's Empire company.
/
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He Pats Us on the Back — And We Consequently Double Our Efforts to Serve
Motion Picture News.
Gentlemen; I read the NEWS from cover to
cover, but I look up first the editorial of your
Wm. A. Johnston, as he seems to grasp conditions of the film industry better than any other
man in this country.
I have just read his editorial of February 23rd
on the bettering of conditions in the larger cities
and the precarious conditions of the small town
theatres, and, while I know this applies to our
section, I see that these conditions are general.
Talking with a traveling film salesman, he informed me that practically all the smaller houses
west of San Antonio are closed, and those that
are open are doing so at a loss, and as I am located in a small towm of about 4.000 and conditions here are just as Mr. Johnston states, it is
up to the producers to remedy this condition at
once, or it will effect the entire industry, as, if
no relief comes, many of the theatres now open
will be closed and their revenue lost.
Our town could support one theatre, but for
the last five years we have had nine trials to put
this theatre out of business — at least that was
their intention. Instead of working together to
see if two shows would pay here, they all open
with avived isfight,
and theis aonly
I have
the theatre
sidereason
line with
me, surand
I can afford to run at cost or even a small loss.
I have tried to raise my prices and had to go
back to the six and eleven cents, as when I
raised my admission, November 1st to Sth, to
five and fifteen cents the other show was closed.
When a new party opened he lowered my prices
to six and eleven cents, and I had to come down
to his, the result being that he lasted three
months, and I had a loss of several hundred
dollars, and now another party has opened to
make another try.
My rental, posters and express averages are
about $11 per day and my general expense $16
or $17 per day. I seldom take in more than $15
■ day outside of Saturday and Sundays, under
normal conditions, which just about pays expense. When we have cold or rainy weather the
receipts
are acutkissdown
one-quarter
or we have
of $20
to $60, soto Ione-half,
cannot
understand why men will come here and try to
make two shows pay when there have been so
many failures.
Lower rentals or longer runs are the only
solution as long as we have two shows here. My
pictures should not cost me, with posters and
express,
more than
on a than
six and
cent admission,
and $7.50
not more
$15 elevenon an
eleven and twenty-three-cent admission. This
would give me a chance to make expenses. I
now use Triangle two days. Fox two days and
Bluebird one day, change of program daily, exI am andtrying
now for during
a two-day
run. ceptI Fox,hadwhich
Artcraft
Paramount
this
winter and I had to cancel as I lost heavily on
every star.
I have a semi-airdome, which I close in winter,
can seat SCO, advertise regularly in our daily
paper,sides ahave
programandin slides,
the paper,
bespace myad, daily
use heralds
and keep
in close touch with our people, yet I cannot
make money under Yours
presenttruly.
conditions.
V. J. GRUNDER, Proprietor.
Dreamland Theatre, Cuero, Texas.
Denies That Services oj Doctor Are Needed
by Exhibitors in Small Towns
Motion Picture News :
The remarks of Mr. Soriero in your issue of
the 23rd apropos of the small town exhibitor
needing the services of a doctor were well taken
and to the point as far as the exhibitor is concerned,
is not principles
with the and
exhibitor. It but:s the
the trouble
lack of business
foresight of the producers and their exchanges
for the distribution of their product. It is as
Mr. Soriero states that as a rule exchange men
are merely film men and lack all knowledge of
business ethics, and this condition has existed
ever since the first exchange opened its office.
The small exhibitor would not be experiencing this so-called chaotic condition of the industry today if the methods of the exchanges were
those of a legitimate business proposition. But
they arechangenot.
The asaverage
man doessorry
not to
looksay.
forward
to how ex-he
can best serve the exhibitor to assure himself
of
the permanency
of this
exhibitors'
Instead
they figure only
on today.
Theybusiness.
should
worry about the future. They do not figure on
being
around
when
the
future
makes
its
appearance.
These methods will not last much longer. The
exchanges will either get down to doing business
in a businesslike way, or they will find them-

SMOKE
MEANS
FIRE !
That's Why the Clearing
Smoke of Battle Will
Eventually See the
Kaiser Fired
ling
thea
from amil
,
radoin
Colo
igh nest
e-htre
FROM
the fiery, red-heat bosom
of Pueblo's smelter district, comes a check that will
ke
battlethe"
smo
the "eve
to
add
ntuallyof fire
which will
Kaiser.
Our Boys in France Tobacco
Fund is enriched $25.92- by this
progressive theatre and its allAmericcUi manager.
But read, for yourself, the
letter accompanying the check,
just as it was written:
Motion Picture News,
729 Seventh Avenue,
New York City.
Gentlemen :
We gave a benefit performance last Monday night for
the
Soldier
Boys' Tobacco
Fund. The enclosed
check,
$25.92, is the amount realized
representing thirty per cent of
the receipts minus war tax. The
figures were attested by Geo. H.
Hubbard of the Minnequa
bank, Mr. Harding of the Harding Jewelry Company and
Patrick Byrnes of " The IndiWe will be glad to receive
your acknowledgment for lobby
cator." also the postal cards
display,
from the trenches mentioned in
your magazine. Kindly have
half the cards addressed Pikes
Peak Theatre and half to the
Speedway Girls Co., Pikes Peak
Theatre. Your acknowledgment can be made to both
together.
Pikes Peak Theatre Company,
418 W. Northern Ave.,
Pueblo, Colo.
(Signed) R. D. Heinbockel.

selves up against an amalgamation of exhibitors
all over the country to do their own selecting
and distribution of films.
Unehtical business practices never produced a
successful business in any line, and the motion
picture industry will not be an exception to this
rule.If the producers had possessed foresight a few
years ago we would not have so many producingvited
companies
in existence
today. But
they incompetition
by the treatment
accorded
to
the exhibitor who was willing to grasp at most
any product other than they were using to get
away from the methods then in vogue. And
they are going to find a way to cast off the
9onditions that exist at the present time.
I have been connected with the industry for
the past twelve years, covering this country from
coast to coast. The last two of which I spent
almost entirely on the coast, and from my study
of the situation it is not an ordinary doctor that
is needed, but a first class sureeon to operate

on this resemblance to a cancerous growth that
seems to infect the industry.
(Signed) WALTER W. EVANS, JR.
Hotel Radisson, Minneapolis, Minn.
When it Comes to Optimism — Well, Akron,
N. Y., Is Where it Grows
Motion Picture News.
Gentlemen: Please find enclosed check for
$3.00 for your magazine for another year.
Thanks for your offer as per bill.
It seems a shame to take so good a paper and
pay so little, but we are in about the same boat
as the Arizona exhibitor that the Universal people
spoke about.
is easy
ing prices,
but the Itthing
is totogettalktheabout
peoplerais-to
pay them. Anyhow our business has fallen off
over one-half and we are giving them the pick
of the pictures, but we lay a large share of our
small attendance to the many other patriotic
drains on the people, who have about aU they
can carry, especially with the very high cost of
necessities.
We are especially interested in the Rothapfel
answers to exhibitors, which are very good, but
don't hit our case, as our town is too small. But
what
bles? is the use of bothering you with our trouWishing you success in keeping up your good
work, I am,
Yours A.respectfully,
B. CUMMINGS.
Park Theatre, Akron, N. Y.
Subtitles.

Now That You Speak of it, it
Does Sound Reasonable
Motion Picture News.
Gentlemen : I am going to hand you a little
raw material, and perhaps a bit crude, but with
your
know you
can mouldmight
it intobe
a shellgeneralship
and fire itI where
the bursting
heard by the ears of improvement. I know myself, and perhaps other exhibitors know, that
Pathe and Mutual make some very good productions, but nowadays when an exhibitor puts up in
front
of his posters
box oflSce
" Admission
his lobby
stamped
with a15c,"
bigandGoldin
Rooster or Mutual, the old nickel days flare up
like a house on fire, or in other words could you
imagine anyone building a million dollar theatre
and calling itwas
the the
" Nickelodeon
"? isEven
the
Nickelodeon
mother, this
1918,if and
the daughter
is grown
womanhood and demands that her
name beintochanged.
Just one more before the taps are sounded: In
regard to subtitles — you remember the old Biograph
What but
nicewhat
brighta letters
were today,
used
in theirdays?
subtitles,
difference
the way the patrons have to screw their eyes to
decipher
fancyas and
crowded up letters is a the
task,colored,
inasmuch
all publications
use
a standard type that can be read at a gljuice, but
give the public some old English type and watch
them slow up. The same argument can be applied better to the subtitles, as there is only a
Umited time to read them, and the view may be
obstructed by persons passing in front of the
patron. Perhaps this has been thrashed out in
the trade journals before, as the writer has only
been spasmodically
in theto exhibitors'
end. and
therefore
not being able
read them regularly.
WALTER F. DAVIS, Manager.
Herrold Theatre, Herrold, Iowa.

Small Town Exhibitor Sees No Saving in
Only One Night a Week
Motion Picture News :
Inclosed you will find a copy of our local
newspaper, and a paragraph in a Proclamation
for Closing Hours which I have marked for you
to read. This proclamation is sent out in aa
effort to save coal.
The paragraph
says :Neb.)
" Picture
in th«
village
(Hay Springs,
shouldshows
operate
on
Saturdays only. The opera manager may arrange
with traveling shows for any dates convenient.
Dances at any one hall may be operated twice
This would not look quite so bad to me if the
towns east and west of here were compelled to
ado month."
the same. When it comes right down to saving fuel I don't believe it will save any. as
when a family is at the show they are not burning coal at home. Add all the homes together
and it will make quite a little coal.
I am running two nights a week, Thursday
and Saturday, with Fox Standards and Hart and
Fairbanks reissues, also some Artcraft. The
administrator let me operate two nights a week
up to March 1, and after that he said I would
only have one night a week.
L. C. STIEHL,
Hay Springs, Neb,
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[Ed. Note. — As announced last week, these reviews are
conducted by Mr. P. S. Harrison, for ten years active in
exchange and cxiiibiting circles. Mr. Harrison is looking
at pictures for you — backed by his own experience as an
cxhihitor on the Pacific Coast and the Northwest since
1907.]
These reviews are based solely on the entertaining
qualities of the picture. All other factors are considered
of secondary importance.]
" Wild Youth "
Unpleasant Theme, Well Produced
(Blackton-Paianiouut — March 18lh )
WHILE probablj- worthy of being labeled an artistic production,
this picture will not be liked as the prevailing feature
liiroughout is nothing but brutality.
The story is based on the marriage of a seventeen-year-old
orphan to an old man, which fact will prejudice the spectator
against it right from the start. The marriage of a young girl to
an old man may be perfectly proper so far as the two individuals
are concerned, but to show such an event on the screen is distasteful to the public.
The killing of the horse to save him from further agony, although done cleverly, showing only the shadow of the gun, will
prove repulsive.
The subtitles are too artistic for this kind of a subject — ranch
life — and are altogether out of place.
Some of the night scenes are very dark.
(See page 1927 for Synopsis and Cast)
Two

Drew

Comedies

As Usual, of the Best — Exhibitors Should Encourage Drews
ttlTIS GENEROSITY" is a satire on Henry's miserly habits.
■I A Polly persuades him to be more generous and tip quarters
to everybody. He decides to accept her suggestion, but she
eventually finds out at the end of their " Second Honeymoon " trip
Henry gave away German marks which he could not get rid of
otherwise.
"Before and After Taking" is extraordinarily good. It should
take well with women, particularly because of the pretty dresses
shown in the picture. " Old Bachelor Henry Minor," in announcing his engagement to Polly Brown, boasts to his friends that
he would be boss of his house, wouldn't allow his wife to use
any rouge, nor dress too stylishly, nor dance with other men. But,
after the marriage his friends have the laugh on him, as Henry
finds out that some one else was the boss.
By the way, rumor has it that the Drews are going to retire from the
screen. Personally, I think this would be a great loss to the screen. Let
us be frank with ourselves. We have not recognized their value yet. The
trouble with most of us is that we have been used to slap-stick and unless
we hear roaring laughter from such comedy we don't consider that it " got
by." The Drew comedies are unlike any other. They make every part of
you happy — make you " smile all over."
Those who have seen " The Dentist," " Her First Game," " As Others
See You,"
" Twelve
Hens and True,"
will agree
me best
that
there
is more
genuineGood
entertainment
in theseetc.,
comedies
thanwith
in the
-^lap-stick
produced.
Exhibitors
should encourage these two real artists by booking their
comedies. Of course we admit they are not all 100 per cent, but no matter
how poor
house,of for
their to
appearance
alone once
on your
screen
will will
affordnota hurt
ccrtamyouramount
pleasure
your patrons
they
get used to them.
" Love

Me "

Dorothy Dnlton's Make
Best- Friends
A Clean Story That Will
fParamount-Incc — March 18th)
T is hard for us to determine who deserves the most credit for
this picture — Mr. Sullivan, who wrote the story, or Mr. Neil,
who directed it. At any event, we are sure of one thing — the

former understands human nature 'to the Hth degree, while the
latter knows how to execute it.
I think I am not exaggerating when I tell you this is the best
picture Aliss Dalton ever appeared in. At any rate, it is the kind
that will appeal very strongly to human nature — high and low brow
alike. Miss Dalton takes the " good " part this time and attracts
your sympathy like a magnet, retaining it from start to finish.
This is the kind of a picture that makes new patrons. The story
is based on the too friendly, but not intimate, relations of a young
married woman to a single man, friend of the family, who induces
her to run away with him to Egypt. Her brother's wife, Maida
(Dorothy Dalton), risks her own reputation by running the danger
of - being misunderstood, thereby losing the love of her husband,
and intervenes in time to save the young lady and the family
from disgrace.
This picture has been handled very carefully by the director, and
at no time approaches the danger line.
Cast, very good. Robert McKim, as the " Cynic," is unexcelled.
Photography, excellent.
As Miss Dalton has, for some time past, been appearing in pictures of the " naughty " type, the exhibitor who caters to family
patronage, will have some difficulty in convincing his patrons that
this picture is clean, the title augmenting that difficulty, which is
misleading and not the best that could have been given this picture.
(See page 1926 for Synopsis and Cast)
" Humdrum Brown "
A Well Produced Picture of Fair Interest
(Paralta-Hodkinson — March 15th)
THIS is a fairly good offering, containing considerable human
element, star retaining the sympathy to the end.
Story clean but heavy, showing a little undue misery in the first
part — the suffering of Humdrum Brown's sister. However, it ends
happily.
Direction and photography good.
Title rather old and should arouse curiosity.
THE CAST
Hector Brown
Henry B. Walthall
Clara Brown Danforth
Anna Mae Walthall ^
Winfield Tanner
Howard Crampton
Alicia Boothe
Mary Charlson
Judge Jonathan Norwalk
J. J. Dowhng
THE STORY
Hector Brown lives in his sister's household in the town of Fryeburg,
held
a jobofinhisa life.
bank and was nicknamed " Humdrum " because of the
monotony
He dentwas
engaged
to bea married
to Alicia
Boothe.in Charles
of the bank, was
slick article,
respected
the town,Tanner,
but inpresithe
city was in the toils of Violette, a pretty woman.
Tanner
arranges
with
Ed
Danforth,
husband
of
Clara,
Humdrum's
sister,
to
Freyburg bank, after which the bank .
is closed and puts_ Humdrum
out robof the
a job.
, .
Humdrum
gois
to
the
city
in
search
of
a
job,
meets
an
ex-Freyburgitc
who is a detective and through whom he obtains a position as clerk in a
hotel. Alicia has fell heir to a fortune, goes to the city, meets Tanner and
asks him to invest it for her. Humdrum meets Alicia who tells him about
the fortune and the steps she took with Tanner. Tanner learns that Danforth, who was his accomplice in robbing the bank, has been arrested and
squealed. He proceeds to decamp. Humdrum learns of it and follows him
to the boat and has him arrested.
Returning to Freyburg with Alicia, their happiness assured, Humdrum is
made president of the new bank and he and Alicia are united in marriage.
"The Cross Bearer"
Cardinal Mercier Dramatized with Little Effect
(World— April Ist)
a number of impossible sitiiations conup
made
A PICTUREnected very loosely.of This
story was conceived with the idea
of showing Cardinal Mercier's sufferings since the Germans occupied Belgium. As this fact in itself would have been insufficient
to make up five reels, it was necessary to give him a ward, making her the principal figure in a love affair woven between her and
an officer of the Belgian army. There is also a traitor.
There are many impossible situations, among them being the
case of the traitor, Gaston Van Lcye, having access to the com-
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mander's residence, to the church where the Cardinal was performing the marriage ceremony, to the Cardinal's house, and almost
anywhere and everywhere. Of course the German commander
had to have the Cardinal's ward as his mistress, and had to employ
the traitor's services to get her, but wasn't successful. The escape
of Liane and Maurice would appear very amateurish to any one
understanding German methods.
We doubt the wisdom of showing on the screen an impersonation
of the Pope. I am afraid it will offend the Catholic element.
This picture will not appeal to an intelligent audience.
THE CAST
Directed by George Archainbaud
The Cardinal
Montagu Love
Liane De Merode
Jeanne Eagels
Lieut. Maurice Lambeaux
Anthony Merlo
Gaston Van Leys
George Morgan
THE STORY
The Cardinal was celebrating late mass when the advance guard of the
Germans arrived and commenced their work of destruction, but the Ceirdinal's
prevented
their destroying
the picks
altar. up the unThatdominating
night on personality
rettirning from
an errand
of mercy he
conscious form of Liane de Merode, his ward, and daughter of a dead lifelong friend, who upon regaining consciousness, relates the barbarous conduct of the Germans in the convent where she was being educated.
Maurice Lambeaux, an officer in the Belgian army, who really loves
Liane and fearing for her safety, returns in disguise. The Cardinal, to save
Liane, who in turn loves Maurice, unites them by marriage and advises them
to leave the land of their birth. Young Gaston de Van Leys, who was on
intimate terms with the Germans and who had designs on Liane, overhearing the plans, notifies the German Commander, who orders their arrest.
But,safety.
later, with the aid of the Cardinal, they escape and cross the frontier
in
" The Witch Woman "
A Melodrama That Is Very, Very Melodrama
(World Film— April 8th)
A FRENCH melodramatic story of the dual role type, having to
its credit drinking, a violation, the death of a boy, madness,
murder and a suicide. Consequently there is an unhappy feeling
running through the picture, in spite of the happy ending. The
story is woven around two twins, the one being good, the other
bad — both parts being played by the same actor, a screen fad not
popular with the public at present.
There are innumerable doubtful points in this picture, which
also shows a lack of knowledge of French customs. This picture
possesses no real entertaining qualities.
The word " witch " in the title will serve to keep patrons away.
Photography and camera work excellent.
NOTE FOR THE DIRECTOR: The French people do not kiss in the
mouth, but on the cheek.
THE CAST
Marie Beaupre
Ethel Clayton
Maurice La Farge )
■c-,„„i ■««•
^3^°
^"^^"^Ardizoni
La Farge /
LouisCochefort
Dr.
John
Delaunay
•
Jack Drumier
Andrea Montignac
Louise Vale
Directed by
Travers Vale
THE STORY
In Paris lived the La Farge twins, Maurice, a lawyer, upright and
honorable,
Louis,
an artist,
was living
a 'frivolous
life. Beaupre
In a tripandto
the
countrywhile
for the
purpose
of painting,
Louis
meets Marie
the two fall in love. Later, tired of her, Louis deserts her.
Marie, scorned by her uncle and the villagers, runs to the mountains and
takes refuge in a cave. She becomes demented and is known to the villagers as " The
WitchandWoman."
Monsieur
Delaunay
Dr. Cochefort, on one of their hunting trips come
across Marie, take pity on her and bring her to Paris where she is cured.
In the home of Delaunay she meets Maurice, whom she mistakes for
Louis, and plans revenge. Later, in a cafe, she meets Louis in company
with Andrea. Louis does not recognize Marie, but becomes infatuated with
her beauty. This arouses the jealousy of Andrea, who visits Marie and
persuades her to leave Louis to her. Marie promises to help her, planning
in her mind to force his marriage with Andrea. At a masque ball given
by
AndreaLouis
in Louis's
Marie, disguised
as an ofAlsatian
troubles
with oldhome,
memories.
At the stroke
twelve shepherdess,
the revelers
unmask and Marie announces the impending marriage of Louis and Andrea.
When Louis discovers her mistake in believing him to be Maurice, he
laughs heartily and seizes her in his arms. Andrea, now scorned, shoots
andreform.
kills Louis just as Maurice was entering the studio to persuade Louis
to
Marie now discovers the mistake she made in the identity of the two
brothers and realizing that she really loves Maurice implores his forgiveness, which he freely gives.

APPRAISALS

" Naughty, Naughty "
Starts Off Well and Holds Up Fairly Well
(Ince-Paramount, March 25lh)
THE wit in the subtitles in the first two reels of this picture
will bring roars of laughter from an audience, but it slows
up in the balance of the play, with an attempt to give it a dramatic punch
"
" in the fourth reel, in the dance hall scene, succeeding fairly well. Had the same quality been maintained
throughout, this ofTering would be classed as a " knockout." As
it is, it may please fairly well, especially if your house is full,
but it will make no impression, and your patrons will forget all
about it after they leave the theatre.
It is a clean picture, out of the ordinary, which will appeal to
better patronage, especially to women, and will leave a good
taste.
Roberta Miller
ENID BENNETT
Matthew Sampson
Earl Rodney
Prudence Sampson
Marjorie Bennett
Judith Holmes
Gloria Hope
Adam Miller
Andrew Arbuckle
Director
Jerome Storm
THE STORY
After a long absence to wicked New York, Roberta Miller returns to
Lillyville, the town of her birth. But life now seemed too dreary, so she
started to impose on the townsfolk some of her new ideas, especially dancing.
She shocked them when she appeared at a church recital in a short dress
and minus shoes and stockings.
In one of her secret visits with some other girl friends of the town to
the next village dancing pavilion, she discovered one of the " Society
Pillarswas" for
having
time, andin the
silence she
on
hirn
him quite
to votea good
for dancing
the price
churchof parlors.
She imposed
eventually
gained her point and — a husband — in the editor of the town paper.
" The Bride's Awakening "
Good Story with a Doubtful Theme
(Blue Bird— May 6th)
'rROM a dramatic standpoint of view this picture is a wonder.
■'■ The story, however, is based on " marital difficulties," and
therein the objection lies with theatres catering to very best
family trade.
Opening scene shows a man holding the other fellow's wife in
his arms, although no action is indicated that will offend the
censor.
Subject handled by Mr. Leonard so carefully that it has not
left even a trace of vulgarity.
Star's acting excellent, but Lew Cody carries a big part of the
honors away owing to superb acting. Selection of cast very successful. Photography and lightings simply marvellous.
Picture will not leave a bad taste.
THE CAST
Elaine . .
Mae Murray
Richard Earle
Lew Cody
Lucille Bennett
Clarissa Selwynne
George Bennett
Harry Carter
Frederick Bronson
Joe Girard
Jimmy
Newton
Ashton
Director
Robert Dearholt
Leonard
THE STORY
Elaine, niece of Frederick Bronson, is engaged to Richard Earle, who
has an eye on the Bronson millions.
Bronson finds that Earle has affairs with Lucille Bennett, a married
woman, calls him to the house and orders the engagement broken. Earle
tries to prevent Bronson from telephoning to Elaine, and in the struggle
Bronson dies of heart failure.
Earle marries Elaine but continues to lead a dissolute life. She meets
Jimmy Newton, a man just breaking into society but good at heart, who
takes an interest in her. Earle disapproves the friendship between the two
and orders Elaine not to see him again.
Lucille Bennett, seeing that Earle is growing colder towards her calls
him to the house to find out the cause. He was afraid to tell her he now
was married. At this instant Mr. Bennett enters and finds his wife in
the arms of Earle. He tells her that as long as she likes Earle he is going
to let him have her, and leaves the house.
hurries
Earle'shis house
notSpurned
to give byher herup, husband,
where sheshefinds
him to
beating
wife. toShepersuade
shoots him
and
kills him. Newton enters the room just in time to catch Elaine in his
arms who, terrified at the events, fainted.
whenbecome
Elaine'sengaged.
memories of the terrible affair have dimmed, she
andLater,
Newton
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Jesse L. Lasky, Chas. Chaplin and Major
Ian Hay Beith, at Chaplin's Studio
Much

Attention

to Detail in

Alice Brady's Next
" The Ordeal of Rosetta," which Alice
Brady is now making for Select Pictures,
is said to be marked by a number of
interesting details of direction. For instance, the gorgeous mansion which is the
pride of Ramsey, N. J., is used for the
Long Island home of the author hero of
the story. The grounds about the house
were used for the water scenes, the bridge
scene, the driveway and the automobile
scenes, reproducing the elaborate surroundings of a palatial country estate. One of
the interiors calls for a set representing
a theatrical agency. As the model for this
set the offices of Chamberlain Browne, a
well-known New York theatrical agent,
were used.
Tom-Boy Role for Ann
Pennington
Paramount this week explained that those
who have been accustomed to seeing Ann
Pennington attired in gorgeous raiment and
bedecked with jewels should find much to
amuse them in the role she plays in " Sunshine Nan," in which the star is introduced
as a " tom-boy " of the slums.
The story was adapted to the screen by
Eve Unscll from the novel, " Calvary
Alley," by Alice Hogan Rice and produced
for Paramount release on March 11, by
Charles Giblyn.
Tide

Writers Help Eddie
Polo Serial
Eddie Polo in the current Universal big
Western serial, " The Bull's Eye," is proving a recruiting officer for a large army of
juvenile and embryo title writers who may
later invade the industry.
"What Did Eddie Polo Say?" is the
title of a plan conducted by the Universal
Film Manufacturing Company to create
interest in the serial among boys and girls
sixteen years of ape and under throughout the I'nitcd .States and Canada. It is
conducted by means of advance heralds
distributed in advance of the showing of
the serial.

Shows

Mutt

and

Jeff

to

Picture

News

Directors

FOLLOWING a conference held this
week between Bud Fisher, originator of
the Mutt and Jeff animated cartoons, and
William Fox, who is to release these productions to exhibitors, Mr. Fox announced
his intention of having all his directors see
the Mutt and Jeff pictures with a view to
obtaining suggestions on methods of develsustaining
action.
is Mr. Fox's
opinionoping andthat
Mr. Fisher
has Itmastered
the
difficult art of getting his story started
at the verj' jump and of eliminating everything from the film that does not contribute materially to the development of immediate interest.
"Action — action — action! That's what I
preach day and night to my directors," said
Mr. Fox. " While the problem of making
Mutt and Jeff animated cartoons is not the
same problem which confronts the director
in his average production, there is a certain
principle involved which applies as well to
any other motion picture as to Mr. Fisher's
work. It is this that I hope to have illustrated through the animated cartoons."

The first release, " The Decoy," will be
ready for exhibitors March 24.
" My viewpoint was the exhibitor viewpoint,
Mr.looking
Fisher'sat that
of the producer. andIwas
the pictures
as I
look at other productions which are offered
for rental in my chain of twenty-five theatres. We discussed them pro and con, reran some of them and when we had concluded Iagreed that Mr. Fisher had convinced me I could not afford not to show
his animated cartoons in my houses.
" The pictures are only SCO feet in length,
but I am prepared to guarantee that they
consist exclusively of laughs. The action
starts with the very first flash of light on
the screen and it keeps going to the end.
That which I like best about the productions is that ^r. Fisher knows when he is
through and stops right there. There is no
attempt at padding — no disposition to add a
few feet just to make a standard length.
The average is about SCO feet, and if any
of them run longer there is justification —
there is more than SCO feet of fun."

Clara

to Go
to California
which has been adapted to the screen by
Chas. F. Whittaker. Another is " The Savage Woman," from a French novel.
Included in Miss Young's staff on this
occasion will be Robert G. Vignola, her director, and William J. Scully, his assistant ;
Louis J. Physioc, Mr. Vignola's camera man ;
Jack Voshnell,
Young's
technical
director; Teddy Miss
Butcher,
studio
manager,
and Jack Boland, assistant studio manager.
Accompanying Miss Young will also be
Milton Sills, who is playing lead opposite
her in " The Reason Why," and who will
be her leading man in her next production ;
Norma Selby, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mor:
timer and Arthur Edeson.

Kimball

Young

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG, who is
now preparing to put the finishing
touches on " The Reason Why," her next
Select production, is laying elaborate plans
for a trip to California, where she expects to make at least two pictures.
March 24 is the date that has been set
for Miss Young's departure from New
York. She will be accompanied, it is said,
by her entire staff and a number of friends
and relatives. A place has been rented near
Hollywood, where some of the scenes will
be taken. The others will be " shot " in the
Hollywood studio.
One of the pictures to be produced by
Miss Young on the Coast is " The Claw,"
Irwin Stamps New
FOLLOWING the home office screening of the first two episodes of " The
Woman in the Web," the Vitagraph serial,
which is in course of production at the
company's Western plant, Walter W. Irwin, general manager of the Vitagraph
organization, sent the following telegram
to all branch offices of the company:
" Home office has just screened first two
episodes of ' The Woman in the Web.' It
is a totally different type of serial from
its two predecessors, ' The Fighting Trail '
and ' Vengeance — and the Woman,' and as
such we are of the unanimous opinion that
it is strong and thrilling in all respects.
We also consider that it is well cast and
that Hodda Nova and Frank Glendon are
exceptional serial stars, in fact, box-office
winners. You can get behind this serial
with full confidence."
The story for " The Woman in the
Web " was written by Albert E. Smith,
president of the Vitagraph Company, and
Cyrus Townsend Brady, who also were
the authors of " Vengeance and the
Woman." According to a statement by
Mr. Irwin, the authors have put into this

Serial as Excellent
newest serial many unique touches and
some thrills that are even more gripping
than those which have characterized the
recent Vitagraph serials. Mr. Smith is
conceded to be one of the greatest devisers
of stunts in picturedom, and Dr. Brady
for many years has held a place among
the front rank of fiction writers, so that
the combination is considered ideal for
motion picture construction.
In his statement regarding " The Woman
in the Web " Mr. Irwin waxes enthusiastic over the performances of the two
stars, Hedda Nova and J. Frank Glendon.
" What

Kind

of a Fellow

Is

(Continued
from page 1865)
— Hammons?
"
He admires it face to face. Sometimes
he walks rapidly up and down the other
side of the street tq see if it smiles across
at him.
Then he walks briskly back to the office— smiling happily — and digs in at the
work which began with a vision.
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MimTE

BOX

Amarilly of Clothesline Alley (Pickford-Art.) — " Pickford at her
best. Splendid production." (Big business.)
The
Beloved Traitor
" Production
fine,
but construction
of story (Mae
poor. Marsh-Goldwyn)
Star does not —have
many chances,
and interest in plot drags because some of the main characters are
brought in too late. Photography extra fine; sub-titles excellent.
Not much drawing power." (Average business, week run.)
Broken business.)
Ties (June Elvidge-World) — " Will give satisfaction."
(Average
Cavanaugh of the Forest Rangers (Shipman-Whitman-Vitagraph)
— " A poor picture." (Average business.)
Morgan's
Raiders (Violet Mersereau-Blue) — " A poor attraction."
(Poor
business.)

OFFICE

iii;i!iiii'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiuuuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
REPORTS

The Naulahka (Moreno-Chadwick-Pathe) — "A big, fine production, worthy of Kipling's book." (Big business.)
One— well
More done."
American(Big(Geo.
Beban-Paramount) — " Human interest
story
business.)
Powers That Prey (Mary Miles Minter-Mutual) — " Story poor,
star great in this." (Average business.)
Revenge (Edith Story-Metro) — " Good program feature." (Fair
business.) " Not up to Metro standard." (Average business.)
" Not a good picture." (Poor business.)
A Soul
In Trust
(Belle Bennett-Triangle) — " Too long drawn
out."
(Average
business.)

iiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiKiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^
TITLE, STAR, AND BRAND

E.

ARGUMENT, THE (Triangle)
BEAUTIFUL MRS. REYNOLDS, THE (Elvidge-Blackwell— World)
BEAUTY AND THE ROGUE (Minter— Mut.)
BELOVED TRAITOR, THE (Mae Marsh— Gold.)
BLUE BLAZES RAWDON (Wm. S. Hart— Art.)

Big
Ave.
Poor
Ave.
Ave.

BLUE JEANS (Viola Dana— Metro)

Ave. Ave.
Big
Big

BROADWAV RTT.T. ('HarriM J .rtnlrwrtrtA T\yT#>f- ^
BROADWAY LOVE (Dorothy PhilUps— Blue)
BROWN OF HARVARD (Tom Moore— K.E.S.E.)

Ave.
Big
N.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.

Ave. Ave.
Big
Big Big
Big

CUPID'S ROUND-UP (Tom Mix— Fox)
Ave. Poor
DIVINE SACRIFICE, THE (Kitty Gordon— World) . . . Ave.
DODGING A MILLION (Mabel Normand— Gold.)
EMPTY POCKETS (Brenon Production— First Nafl.) . . Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
BYES OF MYSTERY, THE (Edith Storey— Mut.)
Ave. Ave.
FACE VALUE (Mae Murray— Blue.)
Ave. Ave.
FIELDS OF HONOR (Mae Marsh— Gold.)
Big
FIGHTING GRIN, THE (Franklyn Farnum- Blue )
FLAMES OF CHANCE (Margery Wilson— Tri.)
FLARE-UP SAL (Dorothy Dalton— Para.)

Poor
Big
Ave.
Big
Big Ave.
Ave.

Ave. Ave.
FLASH
FATE (Herbert
Rawlinson—
Uni. )
Big
GERMANOF CURSE
IN RUSSIA
(Pathe)
GHOSTS OF YESTERDAY (Norma Talmadge— Sel.) . . Big
HEADIN' SOUTH (Douglas Fairbanks— Art.)
HEART OF ROMANCE, THE (June Caprice— Fox) .... Ave. Poor
HEART'S REVENGE, A (Sonia Markova— Fox)

Ave. Ave.

S. W.
EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
Big
Big
Ave. Ave. "Very good; first class all the way through." "Excellent." "Fair picture."
Ave. Ave.
ordinary."
"Notpopular."
up to usual standard of this pair."
Ave. Ave. "Very
"Pleasing
picture, star
Ave.
Ave. "Conventional subject." "Story dragged in parts." "An excellent production,
did fair business."
"Type not suitable for Hart — too rough." "Best acting Hart has done; my
audiences prefer him on horseback." "Business fell off, not Hart's best."
"Hart a sure
wanted"
(E.). bet. Pleased immensely." "These kind of pictures are not
Ave. Ave.
Big "Viola Dana at her best, great — good picture but didn't get any money with
it" (N.). "One of their best picttires, great drawing card" (W.). "Dana always
Big
good" (S.). "Will go over if advertised big — the picture is there" (E.). "Booked for week, closed Wed. night" (W.). "Big business" (N.). "Did not hold
up" (S.).
wonderful production; pictures like this make the business
worth
while""A (N.).
"Photography
fine,
especially exteriors. Lockwood always good." "Good
Big
"Just a fair picture."
Ave. Ave.
Bier "A picture."
very good picture." "Dorothy Phillips is gaining friends fast here" (S.).
Big
"Good picture — well liked" (S.). "Very acceptable subject, a little different"
(E.). "First class picture" (N.). "Greatl Opened on a Wednesday and
held over for a full week run" (N.). "Very satisfactory." "Extraordinary —
very popular picture." "Very good." "Type of picture that should prove
Big
popular everywhere."
"Advanced
prices on this — 50c., 75c. and $1.00." "Great." "Sure money"Some
swell
picture — Tom Mix great." "Dandy title, clever work of star,
Big
too. Nice picture." "Very good program picture." "Customers ate it
up." "Picture is a pleasant surprise — pleased all."
Poor Poor "Awful"
maker." (S.). "Not much picture" (N.). "Not pleasing" (N.).
Ave. "Well
liked, did a good business, star liked" (W.). "Good picture — Mabel Normand very good" (E.). "A charming picture that should have done more
business"
"Production
good, but did not please" (E.). (For other
comments, (W.).
see March
23 issue.)
Ave.
"A mystery play without a mystery." "Most unusual story, strong appeal.' '
"Very good
beingprices"
a 'special.'
general
publicpicture,
— good but
buy farat from
program
(N.). Too complicated plot for
Ave. Ave. "Good
picture" (S.). "Very good, lots of punch" (W.). "Dandy star, some of
her best piece
work ofin junk"
this" (N.).
ordinary picture,
"Awful
(W.). "Just
"Too anmelodramatic"
(E.).will get by on a Sat"
Ave. "Good,
Ave. Poor
Mae
Murray
well
liked"
(W.).
"Very
good"
(N.).
"Only fair" (N.).
"As a 'lemon' it's a 'peach' " (N.).
Poor
"Morbid, uninteresting" (S.). "Fine, very well liked by '400' class" (E.). "A
disappointment here" (E.). "Not popular subject" (E.). "Star good, but
Big
story poor" (W.). "Very good picture, but star not popular here" (E.).
"People don't want morbid subjects — several left crying." "Make more
Big
cheerfulhere"
subjects."
Big Ave.
favor
(W.). "A good Mae Marsh picture, but she seems to be losing
Big
Big
Ave.
"Poor
picture
for Bluebird" (E.). "Al comedy feature" (W.). "Famum
Ave. Ave. "Good
popularpicture
here"— pleased."
(S.).
"Great. A timely story — top notch picture."
Ave.
"Big feature, big busines*" (N.). "Dalton fine in this; Ince style direction shows to
advantage"
(E.).
"A
bit
rough
for Paramoimt" (S.). "Star liked; Miss Dalton
Ave. Ave.
will make good in any theatre." "Ordinary" (E.). "Not up to standard" (S.).
"Fair business for two days, picture mediocre." "Average picture."
"Very good of its kind." "Timely, went over well." "Great stuff."
"Star well liked." "Star better than ever — corking good production." "Another
pleasing Talmadge production." "Fine picture; Norma Talmadge not yet
very well known here" (W.). "Excellent production, fine business all week" (W.).
"Very fair picture." "Great." "Broke our record — Talmadge's best. SupEugene O'Brien
Extra Extra "Full ofport ofFairbanks'
'pep'."great."
"Great." "Very satisfactory feature — good boxoffice attraction." "Strenuosity de luxe — everybody around the house on
four days."
Poor Poor "A theveryjump
poorforpicture,
far from being up to Fox standard." "Very ordinary."
"Nothing to this one." "Failed to draw any business." "Only a fair picture;
star not wanted here" (S.). "The only feature about this feature is that IT
is NOT a feature" (N.).
Ave. Ave. "Good picture, poor draw." "Poor production." "Some liked it, only fair
business." "Just an ordinary picture." "Poor title but good picture and
story."

1872
TITLE, STAR, AND BRAND
HER AMERICAN HUSBAND (DaireU Foss— Tri.).
HER BOY (Welch-Shannon— Mat.)
HIDDEN PEARLS (Sessue Hayakawa— Para.).
HIRED MAN, THE (Chas. Ray— Para.)
HIS ROBE OF HONOR (H. B. WalthaU— Paralta) .

HONEYMOON, THE (Const. Talmadge— Sel.)

HOPPER, THE (Wm. V. Mong— Tri.) . . . .
HUCK AND TOM (Jack Pickford— Para.)
IN BAD (WUUam RusseU— Mut.)
INNOCENT (Fannie Ward— Pathe)

INTOLERANCE (Griffith Sp. Prod.
JACK SPURLOCK, PRODIGAL (Geo. Walsh— Fox) . . . .
KEYS OF THE RIGHTEOUS (Enid Bennett— Para.) . . .
KINGDOM OF LOVE, THE (Jewel Carmen— Fox) ... .

LKS MISERABLES
J'JSr^^TrJ^fJ LIFE (OUve
(Mme.Thomas—
Petrova-First
.
LIMOUSINE
Triangle) National)
...
LOADED DICE (Frank
Keenan— Pathe) .

MADAME JEALOUSY (Pauline Frederick— Para.)

MADAM WHO? (Bessie Barriscale- Paralta).
MAN'S MAN, A (Warren Kerrigan— Paralta).
MARIONETTES, THE (Clara Kimball Young— Sel.)
MENACE, THE (C. Griffith, E. Overton— Vita.). . . .
w25^.^
™E ^Gladys Brockwell— Fox).,.
MOTHER'S SIN, A (Earle Williams— Vita.)
OTHER MAN, THE (Harry Morey-Vita.) . . .
OTHER WOMAN, THE (Peggy
Hyland-Pathe) . !
OUR LITTLE WIFE (Madge Kennedy— Gold.) ... .

PETTICOAT PILOT, A (Vivian Martin-Para.). . .
PRIDB OF NEW YORK, THE (Geo. Walsh-Fox)

RIMROCK JONES (WaUace l?eid-Para.)
ROSE OF THE WORLD (pi,ie Ferguson -Art. ) .
SIX SHOOTER ANDY 'Tom Mix— Fox)
SON OF DEMOCRACY (Cbapm—Paraii'. '..

Big
Big
W.
Big

Motion

Picture

News

E.
S.
EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICE VALUE
Big N. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Picture pleased — didn't draw" (S.).
Ave Ave.
"People don't want this kind" (N.). "Good business-getter" (N.). "Divided
opinion on this" (N.). "Good picture" (W.).
Ave. Ave. Ave.
"Good picture." "Another feather in the Jap's cap." "Star not as good as
usual." "Drew exceptionally well, star very popular here; large Japanese
population" (W.).
Ave. Ave.
"Very good picture" (N.). "Great — very good" (E.). "Kind that will bring
'em again" (S.). "Excellent" (W.). "Well liked Ray picture" (S.). "Shows
Ray up as one of screen's really great stars" (N.). "Ray got there in this
picture" (S.). "Good picture, pleased all" (S.). "Ray's best yet." (W.)
Big
"Star becoming great favorite — show well done" (E.).
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Too
nobody
like him,
I think;
moreheavy"
like this(W.).
and he"Walthall's
will surelyacting
make wonderful—
good, but title
too much
like costume
play" (S.). "Too much court and parlor stuff — give Walthall a real part like
'The Little Colonel' " (N.). "Fair picture" (W.). "Unwieldy story" (N.).
Big
"A 7-reel picture that would have made a very good five-reeler; too much
Ave.
padding" (E.). "Good — pleased — a little drawn out" (W.).
Big Big Ave.
Big Ave.
"Very pleasing picture, clever direction." "Not as good as Scandal." "Good
picture." "Story very pleasing — didn't draw, but her next picture will" (W.).
"Good picture — pleasing" (W.). "Select pictures (so far) can be relied upon
Big
to produce good business. Picture a pretty little trifle and Constance 'Taland sweet"
Big Ave. Ave.
'Scandal'madgewaswinningbigger
yet" (N.).(S.). "Very good — well liked, but no knockout.
Ave.
Big Ave.
"Good picture, poor title."
"Excellent picture — liked this immensely." "Very good." "Good, clean stuff
that brings business" (W.). "Dandy picture."
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Not
as good as some of his others" (E.). "Very good, big business; can always
Big
Ave.
count on RusseU" (E.). "Fair picture" (W.). "Pleased all" (N.).
"Started off with a bang, should have run it a week, best Pathe we ever had —
photography too dark, everything else o.k." (E.). "Fannie looks ten years
Big Big Big
younger than other pictures; clean, nice picture — patrons liked it." "Excellent, a real picture." "Ward is there, with the right stuff." "This in my
estimation, is all that has been claimed for it" (W.). "Pleased most of my^
Big
patrons
drew well" (E.).
ExUa Extra
Extra "Best ever and
made" (W.). "Had to keep open till 1.30 A.M. opening night to
accommodate the large crowd." "Greatest of all motion picture spectacles"
(N.). get
"Surethe went
over (S.).
big here" (E.). "Impressed, but over heads here;
didn't
money"
"Star makes this go big; Sat. Post story not so great, but brought in many new
Big Ave
faces." "Not a typical Walsh subject; star big drawing card."
Big
Ave.
Ave.
Big Ave.
"Title killed it." '"This type of story not wanted." "Not a drawing card"
Big Ave.
Ave.
(N.). "Just fair" (E.).
Big Ave
Ave.
"Good attraction" (S.). "Does not draw" (E.). "No drawing card" (W.).
Big Big
"Fair business, good picture." "Poor title, stereotyped dance-hall-girl-parson
story." "Seemed to please everyone" (W.). "Picture and star enjoyed by
our patrons" (E.). "Same old dance hall" (N.). "Fair picture; did big business under substituted Klondyke title" (W.).
"Easily Farnum's greatest; fine direction, sure box-office." "Great story, great
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
see this one (no pun intended); not kind of story for Petrova" (N.).
Biff "Can't
production."
to the ladies— but not so much to men" (N.).
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. "Appeals
"Keenan's work great; not popular type story. However, ought to have done
better;
comments good." "Good for this style of picture, average crowd
Ave. Poor Poor Ave.
does not care for them."
"People
didn't
know what to think of this; expected something quite different.
Big
Why don't they give Frederick a real play?" (E.). "Frederick fine, picture
Big
disappointed"
(N.). "More like this and 'Nay, nay, Pauline' " (S.). "My
people
do not like allegory" (W.). "Very poor" (S.). "More complaints
Big
Big Big
do" (E.).
about
this feature than any we have played in the last six months" (N.).
"Too deep, and requires too much concentration. This the public won't
Ave. Ave. Ave.
"Very good picture, well liked — just a little too long" (N.). "Very good Barriscale" (E.). "Ciood production; Paraltas could cut subjects to advantage;
five reels enough" (S.). "Fine picture, good story, fine photography — but war
Big Big
pictures
not wanted" (N.). "Good — could be cut at least one reel" (W.).
Big
Big
"Our patrons said this was the best picture we ever had in the house" (S.).
"Very fine production" (W.). "Went over very big" (N.). "Kerrigan's best
production." "Well liked, better second day" (N.). "Excellent picture."
"Pleased, but did not have box-office drawing power; his next one will" (E.).
"Best Kerrigan
house"
(N.). has ever had" (S.). "One of best pictures ever shown in the
"Splendid; a few more subjects like this and C. K. Y. will come back." "Very
wonderful." "Good picture." "Fair business, that's all." "Pleasing star
in a pleasing production, but does not draw big."
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
"Good picture — both are going to make stars." "Fair production" (N.). "ExAve.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
cellent picture, but no pull" (W.). "Poor picture" (N.).
Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave. "Poor photography, subject will not please." "Story good — well liked."
"Not
up
to standard, but star got it over." "Below average." "Just a
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.
"Good picture, Morey popular" (E.).
Ave.
"They liked this" (N.). "Excellent picture" (N.). "Very attractive picture
and star" (E.). "Fair, that's all" (N.).
Poor Poor Ave. Ave.
"Snappy
comedy,
Madge thepopular"
whole show.
star" (E.).
picture."
"This
star
is becoming
(S.). Nice
"Poorpicture,
story, clever
Madgelittle
Kennedy
the
whole show. Star unknown here" (E.). "Poor business; this style of show
Big
does not get the money for us" (N.). "Pleasing" (W.). "Not up to standard
Big
as apadding
whole." in"About
two Star
or three
good comedy
with abouto.k.,
2000 BUT
feet
of
between.
pleased,
support situations
fair, photography
Big Big
6-reel
farce
comedies
NOT
in
demand
here"
(E.).
"Comedy-drama
—
good
—
Big
but public
willinnot
support
them."
"Star
very"Forced
good, but
does not
draw."
Ave. Ave.
Ave.
"Cut
to
5
reels
Pa.
—
fair."
"Did
not
draw."
comedy,
not
liked."
Big Big "Star becoming popular." "Martin is gaining; a few more like this, please."
Big
"Kind of story "Story
this star that
shouldpleased
have." all"Very
pleasing"
(S.). picture
"Scored— heavily
"Excellent."
here."
"Pleasing
star well'
Big
"This is a dandy." "Great favorite here." "Ran close second to Fairbanki
Big
'Reaching for Moon.'" "Fast gaining in popularity in all our houses." "Great
show." "Star always pleases." "Picture full of punch." "Fine picture, lots
of 'kick'." "Very good picture." "Geo. Walsh is Fox's best star." "Walsh
liked."
at his best, good as any Fairbanks."
Ave.
"Rest of the show saved the day for this one." "Ordinary." "They liked Reid."
"Good star, fair picture." "This star is new at this theatre, better second
Big
Big Ave.
Big
day than first." "Excellent, big business" (N.).
Ave.
'Her best picture so far, my people say." "Good star, poor story." "Too much
art, too little behind it; does not hang together to hold interest, somehow."
"Away above average. AI product" (N.). "Photography good, picture
poor" (W.). "Beautiful production, well acted, star always satisfies" (E.).
"Patrons tell me this star is great — believe she will be very pof ular soon."
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
'Very fair picture." "Regular program stuff — action too slow."
'Good patriotic feature for variety program; first chapter went big" (N.).
"Bringing many new faces into my house — good stuff for high class house" (W.).
"Wonderful: average business first day, but expect to go big with future
chapters" (N.). "Good picture" (N.).
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TITLE. STAR, AND BRAND

Big
Big
E.

N.
Big

Big
S. W.
Big
Big Ave.
Big
Big Ave. Ave.

SPIRIT OF '17 (Jack Pickford— Para.)

Ave.

STELLA MARIS (Mary Pickford— Art.)

CTrM' TT^KT tr/^'NT/^'O /^Tifninin Danfonn

17nv \

STRONG nTT?T
WAY, THE
Elvidge—
^iXTTFiTO
X WTT (June
(Cr\nai-'i,-nt^f>
Tol World)
marl <T*» S**! ^
THING WE LOVE, THE (Reid-Williams— Para.)
TURN OF A CARD (Warren Kerrigan— Paralta)
rUNDER SUSPICION (Bushman-Bayne— Metro.)
UNEASY MONEY (Taylor Holmes— K.E.S.E.)
WEAVER OF DREAMS, A (Viola Dana— Metro 1
WIDOW'S MIGHT, THE (Julian Eltinge— Para.)
WIFE HE BOUGHT, THE (Carmel Myers— Blue.)
WILD STRAIN, THE (Shipman, Whitman— Vita.)
WINDING TRAIL, THE (Viola Dana— Met.)

Ave. Ave* Ave.
Big
Big
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big
Big Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Big
Ave. Ave. Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave. Ave. Ave. Big.
Ave. Ave. Big Big
Big Big

WOLVES OF THE RAIL (Wm. S. Hart- Art.)

WOMAN BETWEEN FRIENDS, THE (Joyce-McDerWORLD FOR SALE, THE (Blackton— Para.)

Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Poor Poor Poor Poor

EXHIBITORS' OWN REPORTS OF BOX-OFFICB VALUE
"This star coming; big advertising possibilities in this one, though far from a
"Very
pleasing, big business" (S.). "Mawkish and obvious" (W.), "Tom
knockout."
Sawyer
helped this star, good business" (W.). "Very fair." "Jack a comer,
not much picture, but timely." "Fair picture — fair biz."
"Pickford
proves herself
an actress"
picture,
almost
too
much dependent
on fineto beacting,
however,(E.).
not "Wonderful
a story people
can get
excited
over" (S.). "Too morbid for my people" (W.). "Certainly great work for
this
last one."
has
ever star,
done some
from ancontrast
artistic with
standpoint
— as a "Splendid
box-office picture,
attractionbestdid Mary
not come
anywhere near 'Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm.' " "Mary will never do
better, story peculiar; surely this one will help star's drawing power for next
picture." "One of her best." "Splendid picture, but not strong enough for
two weeks' run." "Mary has never equalled this one." "Double exposure
stuff marvellous." "Thought it great, but our Pickford biz is slipping" (W.).
"Excellent." "Capacity." "Mary's best picture— our record run (four dajra);
rained each day but big business" (W.). "Good picture."
"Good story, poor photography." "Average picture." "Only fair picture —
good star wasted." "Very ordinary picture." "Good picture but terrible
photography, impossible to read titles." "Attractive cast, big business, ordinary picture."
"Star well
very sustained."
popular here."
"Excellent."
"Interest
"Good light comedy drama; went over big." "Good picture." "Very satis"Cheap
and best"
obvious;
"Not
his
(S.). two-thirds conversation and one-third cut-backs" (W"("
factory."
"This star very much liked here, and unusually clever story — picture a bit too
long" (S). "Fine picture, Kerrigan good in this" (S.). "Very good picture"
"Fair
(N.).picture." "Very good picture." "Fair picture — suits the ladies — not a
picture for Saturday." "Best Bushman picture in months" (N.).
"High class comedy, our patrons enjoyed it." "Seems to strike a popular cnord
— good picture."
"Very but
good notpicture."
"Clean,in our
good house
comedy,
fair business."
"Taylor
Holmes clever,
yet popular
— picture
deserved
better than average business."
"Star popular, picture good." "Nice picture — pleasing."
"Very good picture." "Not her best picture, but Ethel Clayton will please."
"Very
good best
picture."
excellentbusiness
novelty."
of hisimprovbest."
"Eltinge
in this so"Clean,
far." "Better
than "Fine,
last one,oneEltinge
ing as draw." "Stories of this star too much alike" (E.).
"Business slightly above average; Bluebird offerings are uniformly good, but
star not known
"Very (E.).
good picture, good title" (N.). "Fair
picture"
(W.). here"
"Not (S.).
first class"
"A fine picture, no star to draw." "Slow at beginning — as a whole fine." "Excellent production."
"Star growing
more popular with each release" (S.). "Not liked" (E.). "Very
pretty picture" (W.). "Good business this" (S.). "Fair — did not make hii
with our, audience" (N.). "Very unusual picture, peculiar ending. Good" (W.).
"Very fine, excellent plot, Dana's work great." "Good Western setting
picture." "Better than the average." "Very pleasing." (N.). "Did not
please generally" (W.). "A very good picture, star a good drawing card" (W.) .
"Best Metro for some time." "A coming star without a doubt" (E.).
"Would have broken record but for blizzard" (W.). "Good as Hart has done
lately, railroad stuff splendid." "Hart 'fans' seemed to like this one." "Hart
as the bandit — 'nuf sed." "Very good Hart subject." "Excellent." "Fire
chief camped on our trail during entire showing — enough said." "Full of
action"
(S.). "His
(E.).(E.)."Strong production — pleased audience
after a week's
run best
in thispicture"
vicinity"
"Strong acting made this better than average" (E.). "Ordinary" (E.).
"Apicture
very funny
picture to(S.).make"Mediocre.
out, poor drawing
card" too
(E.). artificial;
"Not much
for Blackton"
Lacks realism;
lacks
punch — photography and scenery perfect" (N.).

k>uiiuiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiuiiiuiuuiiiiiuiiiuiiiiiiiiuui;iuuiuiiiiiuiiiiuiiu
FLASHBACKS
These " Did Their Bit " Above Average Last Week
Auction Block (Goldwyn Sp.) — " Great." " Return engagement,
■big business."
Apostle of Vengeance (Hart-Triangle-Reissue) — " Went over well."
Betty Takes a Hand (Olive Thomas-Tri.) — " The kind the public
like." " Thomas best star on Triangle program with us."
Bab's Burglar (Clark-Para.) — " Good entertainment, surely
pleases."
Barrier (Rex Beach) — " Wonderful acting."
Cinderella Man (Mae Marsh-Goldwyn) — "A wonderful production."
Down To Earth (Fairbanks-Art.) — " A great lesson to it— drew
fine."
Draft 258 (Mabel Taliaferro-Metro) — " Big business — relied altoEether on the flag."
For the Freedom of the World (Goldwyn Special) — " One of the
best patriotic pictures ever produced — fine comments." " A big picture in many respects, but war pictures are coming too frequently."
Her Fighting Chance (Jane Gray-St. R.) — " A good picture of the
Northwest done well."
Joan the Woman (Farrar-Card.) — " Drew fine — patrons satisfied —
good photography, good subject."
Man Without a Country (Jewel) — "Big drawing card; went over
fine."
iiiwimBiiaMiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiHMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinmniiinniniiim

Modern Musketeer (Fairbanks-Art.) — " A number one article."
" First class." " Best Fairbanks in many months."
Narrow Trail (Wm. S. Hart-Artcraft) — " Very good Hart-Artcraft
Price of a Good Time (Jewel) — " Big business for a week run —
subject."
fine production."
Pride of New York (Geo. Walsh-Fox) — "Kind Walsh shines in;
good for the B. O."
Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm (Pickford-Art.) — " Extra big drawRedemption
(Evelyn Nesbit-St. R.) — " Gets the money."
ing card."
Red, White and Blue Blood (Bushman-Metro) — " Very satisfactory— all pleased."
Sirens of the Sea — " Big business — enjoyed by some — not by
others." " Big production."
Thais (Mary Garden-Goldwyn) — " An elaborate production that
attracts people who are not regular moving picture fans."
Within the Law (Vitagraph Special) — "Swell subject; advise every
exhibitor to book this ; big box-office attraction."
When a Man Sees Red (Wm. Farnum-Fox) — " Big business;
Whip (State Right) — " Big business — return engagement."
pleased."
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WITH each step forward that had been taken by the
Motion Picture News in behalf of the exhibitor
we have found the average exhibitor the more or
less hesitant. He failed to see why action on his pari
would be of advantage to him ; he preferred to wait to see
what the " other fellow " would do and then follow in the
footsteps of O. F.
But in every case the start has been made and there have
appeared in the field the leaders to assume the advance.
And every time the various departments of the Exhibitors'
Service Bureau have gone over the top with wonderful
results. There has never been in the history of any industry, we believe, the co-operation that has been given this
department.
These men who have led the way, who have not been
afraid to step out into the open and tell what they are
doing, to show their successes and their failings, to praise
and to criticize the work of others, to congratulate the
News on its work and to tell the News where it has gone
wrong — these are the men that we have picked to serve on
the Advisory Board — men that we believe represent the
very best thought of the exhibitors of the country.
IT has been our intention that this Advisory Board should
serve as an emergency valve on mistaken policies and as
an incentive to greater effort. For that reason we have
hesitated to lay down any definite line of action. We have
preferred rather that the exhibitors who have real problems on their hands should bring them before us, and then
we have planned to call in this wonderful array of successful thought and attempt to solve the problem not alone for
the individual, but for the entire industr)-.
We are no longer in the penny arcade business. The
industry is not in " its infancy " — still. There are big and
growing problems before us, and the sooner they are
brought into intelligent analysis the better it is going to be
for everyone. All of us are tired of the " BUNK." It is
in the same class with the tin-pan piano that used to stand
in front of the gaudily bedecked house that showed a mass
of single reelers and " tease 'em in." Possibly some of us
once felt that the proper plan was to bunk the public. \\^e
have forgotten that and we have learned that success consists in delivering the goods.
It is no longer the case of selling the public " a picture." Itis a case of making and selecting and exhibiting
tlic -ort of pictures that the public wants.
ANYTHING "new" will draw crowds. It was the
novelty of the motion picture that gave it its wonderful start. The public was awed by the marvel
of it. People sat and gasped through the thrilling scenes
and then ducked their heads when at the end of " The
Great Train Robbery " the bandit appeared on the screen
and leveled his six-shooter at the audience.
Newness
and novelty
The* the
public
has
become
educated.
It hashave
beenworn
takenoflf.
behind
scenes
and shown the tricks of the game and artificial accomplishments. But it has not been the case of a mystery exploded
and forgotten. Growing thousands of people depend almost entirely on the motion picture for their amusement,
but they want to see the sort of a picture that they DO
want to see.
It is very well for the theorist to talk of the advertising
possibilities of- selling the public something that it doesn't
want, but that sort of a thing cannot last long. It's an old
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PERSONNEL
Samuel L. Rothapfel, Rialto and Rivoli theatres, New York.
Thomas D. Soriero, Park theatre, Boston, and
Strand theatre, Lowell.
falo.
Harold B. Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome, BufEdw. L. Hyman, Victoria theatre, Buffalo.
E. Mandlebaimi, Loew's Stillman theatre,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Mrs. Joseph Grossman, Standard theatre, Cleveland, Ohio.
S. Barret McComiick, Circle theatre, IndianTheo. L. Hays, New Garrick theatre, St. Paul.
apolis.
M. W. McGee, Majestic theatre, Detroit.
Chas. G. Branhani, Strand theatre, Minneapolis,
Minn.
E. V. Richards, Jr., General Manager, Saenger
Amusement Co., New Orleans.
Ernst Boehringer, Liberty theatre. New
Orleans.
F. L. Newman, Royal and Regent theatres,
Kansas City, Mo.
H. M. Thomas, Strand theatre, Omaha.
P. E. Noble, American theatre, Butte, Montana.
George E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress theatre. Salt Lake.
Sam W. B. Cohn, Liberty theatre, Spokane,
Wash.
G. F. Fullerton, Advertising Manager, Greater
Theatres Co., Seattle, Wash.
E. J. Myrick, Liberty theatre, Portland, Ore.
Ralph Ruffner, Columbia theatre, Portland,
Ore.
Eugene H. Roth, California theatre, San Francisco.
Sidney Grauman,
Angeles.

Grauman's

theatre, Los

quotation that runs : " Any clerk can sell a customer something that he comes into the store to buy. It's a good clerk
that sells him something els^"
Yet that doesn't parallel. You may sell any man a picture once or twice or thrice that he doesn't like, but he
hasn't known that he doesn't like it until he sat through the
performance. Ifs going to be mighty hard to t^et him to
come back again, and each time you hand him something
that doesn't exactly suit him is going to make him harder
to please.
Bad pictures are not alone bad in themselves. They
make the audiences critical, make them hunt for faults
even in good pictures.

estaban on
not today put
there is
that would
sure who
feel very
lished producer
deliberately
the
market what he considered a poor picture. He
may be taking a gamble at success, but he is really striving
for success. He may experiment and his guesses prove
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very wrong. But after all, his interests, just as those of the
exhibitor, depend upon scoring successes.
Producers today are striving to feel the popular pulse.
Some of them are too nervous. Some of them fail to wait
long enough to get the real heart beats. And again still
some
are willing
to spend
to findothers
out what
the public
does 'any
want.time and any expense
The only way that this can be learned is through the
exhibitors. And certainly if there was ever a representative body selected to interpret these preferences it is
the Advisory Board.
is a picture.^ Let's take a look at the process.
First the scenario has to be written, either as an
original offering or the adaptation of some story.
Without discounting the brilliant efforts of the young men
of the profession, it is a fact that many of these are prepared bymen who have an immature vision of Hfe. They
have not been out long enough among men and women to
know the sorrows and the laughs they have, to know the
emotions that govern souls and move hands to deeds.
The successful picture today must have the heart interest, and above everything else, unless it is frankly a farce
or a burlesque, it must be TRUE TO LIFE. It need not
be something that has happened to you or to your neighbor, but it must be something that could happen and could
happen humanly.
And then there is the director. He may be living in the
atmosphere of Fort Lee or Hollywood. He may be a
wonderful director from the point of view of technique
and past accomplishments. But at the same time he may
have lost his touch with the big world spirit. He may
have grown to interpret human life as he sees it from his
studio surroundings.
In the same measure the actor may go through the role
without sympathy of understanding, because the story is
foreign to him, because he does not know the natural laugh
or the natural tear that would come to the character under
similar circumstances.
Is it the laugh of perfect enjoyment or the tear that is
driven away by the sunshine of enveloping happiness that
forms the great delight?
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IN the next issue we will print some of the first answers
to these questions from members of the Advisory Board.
We have not been able to reach a number of them in
time for the next publication, but they will appear later.
We feel confident that this 'is going to be the greatest
symposium that has ever appeared in the history of the
motion picture. We are not dealing with theorists, but
luith men that we know.
We feel sure that the Advisory Board is going to accomplish great things. And the Advisory Board is unfettered and unafraid and it is going to jump into the
biggest problem of them all first.

WHAT

THERE is, of course, a great deal in the presentation.
The exhibitor has his own work to do there, but for
the sake of this initial Forum, we want to consider
only the part of the production that rests on the manufacturers' shoulders.
WHERE ARE THEY WRONG?
There is not one of them that does not want to be told.
Some of them are spending a good deal of money in an
attempt to find out. The exhibitors must answer.
We are calling today on members of the Advisory Board
to answer this question in the light of their experience.
We are not confining the question to them. We will be
glad to hear from exhibitors everywhere.
WHAT DOES THE PUBLIC WANT?
We do not ask merely whether they want comedies, or
heart-throbs, or society dramas or Westerners. We want
to know the spirit that they want interpreted into the pictures and the byways that they believe are being followed.
We do not expect any member of the Advisory Board to
create, even in theory, the " Great American Picture," hut
we do believe that this consensus of thought will be able to
point the way, that it will be able to draw the manufacturers from their New York offices, the scenario writers
from their typewriters, the directors and the actors from
their studios, all of them down into the great throbbing,
breathing thing HUMANITY and send them back with,
pictured on their- brain, the impress of the great popular
feeling.

ONE new member is added to the Board tliis week
and he comes in with the determination to do everything possible on behalf of his fellow exhibitor and
enthusiastic in the belief that the
News has hit the nail on the head.
He is Charles G. Branham, manager
of the Strand theatre, Minneapolis.
He writes :
" I consider your invitation to become a member of the Advisory
Board of the Exhibitors' Service
Bureau of the Motion Picture News
the highest honor paid me since I
entered this industry. Please accept
my heartiest thanks. I want you to
feel that I am open for ' assignments '
at any and all times. I assure you that I
thing in my power to make the department
I hope to furnish you interesting facts on
end from the standpoint of the manager of

will do everymost helpful.
the exhibitors
the only inde-

pendent house in the Twin Cities." ■

have already printed the acceptance
man, manager of Grauman's million
Los Angeles, but we told you then
liad been delayed in the mails. Here is his
ing letter to the exhibitors of the country.

WE

of Sid Graudollar theatre,
that his letter
most interest-

" It will afford me much pleasure to serve as a member
of the advisory board of the Exhibitors Service Department of your excellent publication, and you can depend
upon it that I will be very glad to do my ' bit ' in anything that will serve to benefit our industry.
" The gathering of ideas of the successful theatre men
of the country for publication in your service department
unquestionably will be of great value to everyone of us
engaged in the presentation of motion pictures and such
a move as this is certainly entitled to the hearty cooperation of everyone called upon.
" I thank you for the honor of this selection and trust
that my services will warrant your very kind indulgence."
ANOTHER one of the letters delayed was that of
E. J. Myrick, manager of the Liberty theatre, Portland, Oregon. Mr. Myrick, who is one of the livest
wires of the whole industry, writes :
" I have carefully gone over your letter and in reply
permit me to say that I firmly believe you have hit the
source of the trouble square in the eye and you are giving
the Exhibitors something that will prove exceedingly beneficial to us all.
" I believe that an Advisory Board will without question be one of the most progressive steps ever conceived
to bring about the uniform standard of presentation and
creation of the motion picture industry and put it where
it belongs."

Motion
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about plays and players.
MANY theatre manThe other two pages on
who
agers have beKeep
A-Poppin'
in Portland
the top row are from the
come about half way conThursday issue of the
certed to newspaper adOne of Newspaper Sets Example of What Can Be Done
vertising beheve that they
Journal, which has rewith Daily Department About
have done enough when
Pictures
become more
liberalcently
to motion
pictures.
tlicy run a display on SunNote
that
it
carries
a
day. The sort of exploitatif)n that we urge on the theatres that can afford it, and they heading, " New Offerings on the Screen and Stage," but we find
all can. with the possible exception of a few of the smallest
that the page is actually devoted largely to " Beauty Chat," " Fraorhood houses, is Sunday advertising PLUS daily adverneighb
ternal Notes " and other matter that hasn't anything to do with
tising.
the motion picture. However, there is generally a motion picture
story with a top head revie\ying one of the new pictures, and
In most cases the form of dail}- advertising followed is that
of a standing " card," merelj' giving the name of the theatre, the there follow some interesting notes of local attractions and of
star and the attraction. This is better than no advertising at all, film news in general. In this issue of the Journal, which is the
but it lacks a great deal of being the best. Naturally the number
only one of the three afternoon papers that gives pictures real
of changes of bill made a week, the good and bad business days
attention, the Liberty, Columbia and Majestic are represented.
and other elements enter into the division of advertising, the
All four of these theatres are intelligent advertisers, so far
as the composition of their displays are concerned, and all of
amount of space to be used, but there is no reason whj' as much
thought should not be given the daily displays as the Sunday,
Ihem believing in taking plenty of room when they have anything
and there is no reason why they should not attract just as much
to say. This is especially true of the Libert}^ and the Columbia,
attention and be just as good business builders.
two of the livest advertisers in the whole country. For instance,
Of course, the theory of advertising in the Sunday papers, even
in this issue of the Journal the Liberty used a space three columns
in cities where motion pictures are not permitted on that day,
wide by fourteen inches deep, and you will note that this theatre
is that the whole family is at home then, that all have time to runs largely to the use of big half tones and little reading matter.
read the paper and that there generally follows the family dis- The same is true of the Columbia, which uses larger space than on
cussions that more or less fix the programs for the week. That
this page on various days, as you will note from the " Huck and
is a correct theory , so far as it goes. There are lots of people
Tom " display on another one of the pages reproduced. Advertising for these two theatres is done by Ralph Ruffner, one of the
who will make up their minds on Sundaj' as to what they will
do during the week, and the intelligent exhibitor will not only
membersreau.ofMajestic
the theatre
Advisoryseems
Boardto ofrunthelargely
Exhibitors'
to theService
black Buand
tr>' to get all of those who are in the custom of deciding their
week's program on Sunday, hui he will also attempt to make his white effects in advertising, as will be noted from the display.-^
display so attractive that the possible patron will pick his theatre
on " Parentage " and " Scandal."
as THE one.
Now let us turn to the newspaper that is doing the MOST, one
that, so far as the daily issues are concerned, at least, is one of
So far — fine. But there are a lot of people who are not going
to make up their minds on Sunday. There are a lot of others that
the leading newspapers of the world from a motion picture point
are apt to change their minds, especially if they are persuaded away
of view. This is the Oregonian, and so important is the work
that this paper is doing that we have reproduced six of these
from your house by the display of some competitor in Tuesday's
paper. There are hundreds of others who do not make the pages. And let us say right here that this is one of the very best
schedule for the day until the day arrives. There are lots and
examples that we know of the ideal co-operation of the newspaper
and the motion picture theatre. If every leading newspaper in
lots of them who suggest to their family or their friends, " Let's
the country would do as much there would be an increase in the
go to sec a picture show" just a short time before they start, and
then they turn to the daily paper to see what appeals to them most.
patronage of the theatres that would amaze the owners. And
And still another very important use of daily advertising is to rethe only way to induce the papers to do this is by liberal adverinforce the word-of-mouth advertising that your pictures are
tising when they do offer to co-operate.
Now let us take the Monday issue of the Oregonian, which is
getting. The newspaper display is a reminder — it piits the action
punch behind the spoken word.
shown in the center at the left. Under a two-column heading,
Now, in the first article about newspaper and theatre cowhich
is always used, there is a cut giving a scene from " Parentoperation inPortland, Ore., we told you that the four first-run
age," and then follow intelligent and well-written reviews of the
theatres — Liberty, Columbia, Majestic and Peoples — were splenproductions at the leading houses. These are not mere bunk readdid advertisers so far as Sunday is concerned, and that at least
ing notices, mind you. These are the sort of reviews that the
two of the newspapers, the Sunday Oregonian and the Journal,
public
will come to look for, and don't you for a moment get the
were giving good picture pages, especially the former. But we
idea that the general public doesn't know whether they are genuine
also added that the remainder of the theatres were not advertising
or the bunk. We know of the case of a newspaper that for a time
was right in the lead of the whole country where the photoplay
consistently, and that they were certainly not doing what the cooperation of the newspapers warranted them in doing. Other
editor reviewed all the principal pictures and signed such as he
theatres use one or more of the Sunday papers, or the Saturday
saw with his initials, so that the public would know that he was not
afternoon issue of the two papers which do not issue on Sunday.
responsible for the unsigned ones. And they were not always
However, in the copies of the four papers for the week under
favorable reviews, for he told the truth about pictures as he saw
survey, we can find only one of the others — the Globe — that uses
them. Neither was he the sort of a smart alec, too often found,
who thinks that it is clever to pick pictures to pieces just to show
any space during the week, and that one only a very small amount.
The News carried no motion picture advertising during the how wise he is. But the point is that the time for making up
week, except Saturday, and no motion picture reading matter.
the Sunday photoplay section was advanced on him so that he
The Telegram, a Wednesday page from which is reproduced at did not have time to review the midweek change of one of the
the upper left of the opposite page, carries in this issue a quarter
leading houses, on Thursday, and the owner of that house threatpage from the Sunset and a small one from the Globe, but, as a
ened to stop advertising unless he got these genuine reviews.
whole, mighty little display matter during the week. Under a It was not a case of bluffing. He could have had just as much
space prepared by his own press agent and it would have praised
two-column heading " The Silent Drama," the paper gives the
(Continued on page 1885)
theatre whi^h ndvfrti -fs reading notices and adds a few items
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What Happens in Portland's Picturedom During the Week
At the top, at the left, is a Thursday page from the Telegram, and to the right two pages from the Journal. The remaining six pages
illustrate how the Oregonian day after days caters to the theatre and the picture fan. See article on opposite page.
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EKCEPT that they both have pictures and
music and song, together with the wonderful lighting and scenic effects that mark
at the presentations at the Rialto and the
RivoU this week are as different as if they
had been selected by two different men.
And, after all, it often happens that two
different men in selecting programs for a
specific week do hit on about the same
lines. There might be a sameness in the
sort of material used, but there would be
pretty sure to be a different tone.
With the exception of the fact that the
overtures of both houses pay a tribute to
St. Patrick's daj^ from that point on the
bills take different paths, but when you get
down to the analysis of it you see the very
good reasons why they should and why
both of the bills again prove that Rothapfel
has the right idea in giving his presentations a motif, in carrying them through
with a perfect harmony. Recently we have
had a number of inquiries as to how Mr.
Rothapfel builds up his programs. A careful study of this article will answer many
of these inquiries.
At the Rivoli there is a marked departure
taken this week. There is no Animated Pictorial, in the sense that we view it. There
is not a news item in it, and it consists of a
Finley Nature Picture and one of those
delightful Coronet Films, released by Educational. Itmakes a charming number the
two of them, and there are a lot of thrills
and laughs in the Coronet picture which
shows first a fight between two stags
and then turns to a battle between two goats
with their butting each other while the orchestra carries out the effects. This double
number was made all the more pleasing by
the musical selections used, including " The
Mill in the Forest," " Cricket Serenade "
and " Dance Grotesque." There was a very
good reason for dropping the news feature
this week. The first instalment of the
new Official Italian War Films were shown,
and these were filled with such thrilling
scenes that the audience would have been
given an overdose if there had been added
several hundred feet of war pictures to the
Animated.
" Wild Youth," the feature, is intensely
dramatic, with hardly a laugh in it, but
yet the animated sub-title with the Denishawn dancers brings out the spirit of
youth strongly and the spirit of youth may
be called the motif of the entire bill.
In our opinion Mr. Rothapfel has
achieved in the overture this week the most
striking arrangement that he has ever seen.
True, he has violated about all of the
" rules " in his arrangement, but that is
just what makes his productions so pleasing
— the unexpected is always happening.
Selections from Victor Herbert's " Eileen,"
originally produced under the title of
" Hearts of Erin " is the number. With
the beginning of it the lights became blue,
fading into green, and then the orchestra
played for about half the length of the ordinary overture, and then the curtains of
the stage part and two dancers appear
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dressed as Irish gul and youth. Then when
this has been concluded the Rialto male
quartette, seated in the orchestra, sings
" Come Back to Erin," this bringing the
overture to an end with a crash of applause.
Following the animal pictures Miss Frances Orr, 'cellist, is revealed seated in a rose
colored room, and just as the curtains part
she begins to play " The Swan," the curtains falling just on the last strains. For
this and for the next musical number, Mr.
Rothapfel is using this week some unique
lighting effects, getting the colors on the
singers from the sides and from back lighting. In the case of the 'cello number, the
whole of the house is bathed in blue, except for the stage which has a pink effect.
This splendid system of lighting results in
the orchestra itself being in the blue light,
and the soloist brought out in contrast with
the pink effects.
Then comes the feature which holds the
audience in tense interest and then follows
another touch of light and life with the
Rialto Quartette singing first "Little Cotton Dolly," and " There's a Long, Long
Trail." The quartette is seated during the
numbers and the lighting effects are first
with a blue dome and the stage red, and
with the second selection the house becoming all blue except for the stage, the side
lighting system again being used.
Unquestionably the most vivid war scenes
that we have ever seen are embraced in
the first instalment of the new Italian pictures. One may see men killed before his
eyes, an Italian cannon blown up by an
Austrian shell, and many of the secrets of the battle line revealed. One
sees the preparations, the men actually go
over the top, sees them slay the foe and
then win victory. The Italian Royal Commission sat in the loge Sunday evening and
saw the pictures projected with the splendid
musical accompaniment that has been specially arranged. This of course included
all of the striking battle effects, and then
" Fortunes of Destiny," " II Guarany " and
" Mazeppa."
We have told you that Rothapfel wants
to send his people away from the theatre
laughing or humming intimate music and
that is the reason that he needs a comedy
last, almost always. But this week he
wanted to achieve a different effect. This
is only the first of six sets of these pictures and he wanted to leave the tense interest, the desire to see more. He strived
for and achieved the continued story effect in a way that will net him thousands
of dollars in word of mouth advertising.
Rialto has a real St. Patrick's bill this
week; that is the motif of it and the Irish
quality of good humor stamps the comedy
feature and the Arbuckle nonsense as well.
" Irish Rhapsody " by Herbert is the overture, and this includes a number of the most
popular Irish favorites. Then follow scenes
in Ireland and after that Joseph Martell,
accompanied by a quartette of male voices,
sings " Kerry Dances." Green lighting effects are used, with the side panels parting
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and showing Irish country hfe scenes.
Rialto Animated opens with Universal
pictures of hoisting the Liberty banner over the battleship " Recruit " and
" Daughter of the Regiment " and
" Stars and Stripes Forever " help get
this continuous applause. Universal
also contributes pictures of making
big guns and the newly invented steam
gun, for both of which the music is
"Daughter of the Regiment." Pathe pictures of Cauterets, France, follow — one of
the few cases in which we disagree with
Mr. Rothapfel's arrangement, for we would
have omitted it here. Then come Universals of California snow festival, shown to
" Petersburg Sleigh Ride," and then follow
most interesting Pathe analyses of children
dancing. It delighted the audience when
we saw it and there was a good reason for
using it in one of the sub-motifs of the
presentation, for dancing was the foundation of the pleasing feature, Enid Bennett
in "Naughty, Naughty." "Tarantella," a
jig, and " Gold and Silver," waltz, are used
for the dance pictures. Pathe supplies also
the pictures of the California gas fire and
the steamer " Kershaw " ashore, for which
a special agitato is played. New Zealand
boat races (Universal) is shown with "La
Symphides," and then come Screen Telegram pictures of Toronto workmen in a
beer protest with another agitato mobilization of British man pcrwer, shown with
" Sons of Britain," march, is especially
moving. Now watch the patriotic inspiration to the end of the Animated. Next
comes pictures of decorating the French
heroes (Pathe) and this is played with
" Sombre et Meuse," and this gets striking
attention and then at the end it merges in a
cartoon, showing a statue of the war hero
of the past, such as we are familiar with,
seated on a rearing horse fading into an
aeroplane with an American at the wheel.
Miss Gladys Rice then contributes one of
the most delightful bits with " Believe Me
if All Those Endearing Young Charms "
and " You'd Better Ask Me," both Irish
compositions. For the first selection the
center of the main dome is in red with the
border in blue and the stage semi-dome in
blue. After the first selection all of these
fade to a darker blue and the orchestra
gives away to harp and organ echo effect
that brings the melody close to the heart.
Wish we had time to tell you how the
feature was handled. At one point during
an amateur entertainment that starts all the
trouble in " Naughty, Naughty," a girl
singer appears on the screen, and there the
orchestra rags " Silver Threads Among the
Gold," and a little later on gives some jazz
effects with the dance hall scenes, only the
piano, two horns and a violin being used.
" Queen of Sheba " march, one of the
most brilliant selections ever used, follows,
and when we say it, it got even more applause than the overture. Then follows
Fatty Arbuckle in " The Bell Boy," an unusual slap-stick comedy that sends the audience away with delight with the world.
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At the left is the stage setting of the Colonial theatre, Columbus, O., on "Bine Blaces Rawden," and at the right " The Hired Man."
Marcus Strikes News Note in
Stage Displays and
Scores Big Hit
THREE musical numbers at the Strand
and the feature, too, for that matter
pay
a tribute
St. Patrick's
In the
article
on thetoRialto
and theday.
Rivoli
we
mention that two men hit upon the same
thing veryoften, and so it is proved for
Managing Director Harold Edel has
picked the same overture that is used at
the Rialto. Victor Herbert, "Irish Melody." This is played with special effects.
Lighting of the stage is a bluish green,
and as the selections continue these dim
into a darker blue and the moon appears
and afterwards the moon goes out and the
lights come up again.
There is a smashing effect achieved in
the Topical with the use of " Marseillaise." Though at first the audience was
hesitant about rising, it did get up and
toward the end there came cheer after
cheer from all parts of the audience. The
Topical opens with Pathe pictures of selling smileage books at Camp Logan, and
then pictures of the " Kershaw " ashore,
with special musical effects followed by
the British recruiting drive at Albany.
The California gas fire is made the more
realistic by using a red tinting slide in
front of the projection machine. Hawaiian music is used with Paramount-Bray
pictures of scenes in Hawaii, and although
the " Hula Hula " dance pictures introduced are rather frank they get a good
laugh. Then follow the pictures of the
British man-power mobilization, made all
the more effective with the employment of
• trumpet calls and the drum effects. Pathe
also supplied the closing number that gets
the big demonstrations. These are the
same pictures that are shown at the
Rialto, but more of them are used, for after
the decoration of the heroes comes the
marching men and the sub-titles that are
used breathe the spirit of victory, and
there is enthusiasm enough even without
the French national air, but that, after it
is recognized brings^ one of the biggest

outbursts that we have ever seen.
Charles Formes, baritone, then brings
back the Irish touch with his renditions of
" Killarney " and " Macushla." Then
comes the second instalment of the Ditmars " Depths of the Sea " pictures which
are making such a big hit. This week
some of the novelties shown are fish that
walk on the ground, the sea cat that enters the devil fish's lair unafraid and unattacked, the dog fish, and then one of
the most wonderful of pictures, the gas
clouds that are given out by the cuttle
fish to hide from attack. There is quite
a thrill when the devil fish attacks the
fish equipped with the electric ray and is
stunned for his trouble.
" Bobby Bumps," a new ParamountBray, gives a good laugh and then Miss
Edith Sinclair, harpist, plays " Believe Me
If
Thosecomparisons,
Endearing but
Young
We All
dislike
this isCharms."
for the
benefit of the exhibitor. When the curtains part showing the salon, the first thing
that happened — at least when we saw the
show — was that the soloist got up and
bowed. Then she sat down and played.
AnH^en at the end she got up and bowed
again. To us that loses a whole lot of the
charming effect. At the Rivoli this week
there is a similar number, yet as the curtains part they reveal the girl seated and
she begins playing with the sight of her
and as the last strains are dying away the
curtain falls. One seems to reveal the
mechanics of the thing, if we may call it
such. The other way leaves the complete
artistic touch, the feeling with the audience
that it has been delighted but hardly had
enough.
Mabel Normand is a little Irish girl —
O'Rourke in " The Floor Below."
Miss Rosa Lind, in the costume of a
French soldier and carrying a French flag
sings " Daughter of the Regiment " most
effectively, and the performance comes to
a pleasing ending with "The Stenographer."

M •MARCUS,
manager O.,
of has
the achieved
Colonial
theatre, Columbus,
the rnost novel effect that we have ever
seen in stage settings and his plan can be
followed by almost any exhibitor at the
minimum of expense. These are the first
of a series and we expect that Mr. Marcus
will send us a number of others, together
with descriptions of the method used in
constructing them. The chief requirement
for their use is ample space on either side
of the screen, on a special stage if possible.
They certainly achieve wonders in getting the atmosphere of the features and
they are bound to make a big hit with
the audiences.
For " The Hired Man " Mr. Marcus
represented the rural atmosphere even to
the extent of using a dozen live chickens
in a wire coop in front of the screen as
well as live pigs and a cow. While the
chickens cannot be seen in the picture,
they certainly made their presence known
when the curtains were drawn aside and
the orchestra began to play the prelude
to the picture. To further carry out the
idea the entire staff of the Colonial was
dressed in " rube " costume. This display
attracted a great deal of attention from
the Columbus papers.
Logs were borrowed from a local sawmill for the Hart picture, " Blue Blazes
Rawden," and the service of ten fourhorse teams were required to haul them
to the theatre. These logs represented an
investment of $1,500 at the present price
of lumber. The very hauling of these
through the streets was made capital for
advertising, for each of the wagons bore
a banner inscribed " William S. Hart as
the fighting lumberjack in the dense wilderness of the Northwest, where men fight
and fight hard, at ' the Colonial all this
The atmosphere of these stage settings
was carried out all through the theatre,
in the lobby and the foyer.
week."
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THERE has been a great dc.i >m .uil.igent exploitation work on " The Sons
of Democracy,' but quite the best of these
is an eight-page folder prepared by Walter
H. Brooks, manager of the Coatesville, Pa.,
Auditorium. Some of the material as has

JJnnouncing
"THE Ttn
SONPagesOFFromDEMOCRACY"
tht Lite of
ABRAHAM UNCOLN

Jt the
AUDITORIUM
Every WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY Beglnn
FEBRUARY 27th-28ih. 1918

been supplied by Paramount was used, but
this matter was rewritten and extracts from
Lincoln's
back cover.Gettysburg address used on the
This is the sort of exploitation that is at
once dignified and convincing. Mr. Brooks
avoids the ballyhoo style of advertising in
all of his matter, and that is the reason
why he is so successful. " Don't let them
tell you that any first-class house cannot afford to put out the more elaborate style of
work, for I can assure you that my
booklet is far the best investment." That is
his own comment on the fact that he has
used good paper and had spent a little more
money to make it something worth while.
// you hit the trail now you'll get a lot
'urlher than if you sit around and wait for
pair of Seven League Boots.
HOW much attention are you paying to
the appearance of your ushers? A
couple of years ago most theatres thought
that they were doing enough if they simply
had some one in the doorway to direct the

J., 111. ill- i,iikIi \\a; uj l;u. As the exhibition
business has progressed more and more attention had been paid to this service end
of the theatre.
Ordinarily there would not be much reason for printing a photo of a row of ushers,
but we are doing this to emphasize that
Sam W. B. Cohn, manager of the Liberty,
Spokane,
believes
thatand
thissois he
one has
of
the
most W^ash.,
important
points,
equipped his force with new raiment. The
ushers' suits are made of dark brown cloth
trimmed with silver, and each one wears a
fac-simile of the Goddess of Liberty on
his breast. The negro pages wear red uniforms trimmed with gold.

TODAY
WEDNESDAY
TODAY
WEDNE8DAY
AND
THURSDAY
TH0E3DAY I
airip FirA
IPARTS
_
Sweeping
a Prairie
Tliti cIlEDu li tidUiiBthem ItiDCountry
iitrcmi. and Lilie
th> pnxlactias
glovt «itFire

iDRAFT

I
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In to the fires of spring {this spring) the
winter garments of non-progressiveness
fling. {And
don't get out the fire extinguisher. )
uDRICE
A GOOD
TIME"
one
^ featureOF that
seems to
have is
drawn
original advertising ideas from various exhibitors, and the picture has been exploited
in many forms, ranging from pictures of a
chorus and merely the name of the picture
to detailed and somewhat overdone emphasis on the sordid part of life shown in
the film.
Strand
Theatre,
Minneapolis, has

TB MimeAPQus'PLAvn — '

THE nE.
PtiOTOPLAV
OFFERED THIS SE<t
rnuLY^
Heat- SANTRtVSinj^'
rnuQSDAv
acliicvcd through a designed display one of
the best of all of these that we have seen.
Here the title of the picture, which in this
case appears to us to be the big selling
point, is brought out strikingly, and the
finer points are suggested by the scale with
Pleasure outweighing Honor and the mysterious question mark arising from the wine
glass. In most cases we don't believe in
going into detail to tell the public what a
picture is about. There should always be
enough of the curiosity appeal left to bring
the people to the theatre. This display,
which occupies a space four columns wide
by 9'/2 inches deep, certainly achieves that
object.
You are not in Europe, so keep the gas
out of your fights for patronage.

PALACE THEATRE, Waterloo, Iowa,
is generally one of our most intelligent advertisers, but in this display it evidences that rules or boxes are very dangerous things to fool with unless the designer has a mighty good idea of what
they are going to look like. Rules are
never advisable when they break the interest. They are worth while only when
they direct the attention from one idea to
another in natural sequence. In this display the rule at the left is turned in, with
the effect that one is led to believe that
the portion of the display below it is about
something else.
The block effect around the central display is effective and makes it stand out, yet
it would have been much more effective
with only the title of the production and
possibly the name of the star. The designer has shown too much of a desire to
use all possible space by putting in the
repeated " 7 Parts " at the right hand side.
Don't expect your audiences to do all the
cheering;
last
duty. remember that is your first and
WE have just received this inquiry:
" What would you say is the proper
balance between cuts, large display matter
and descriptive matter about the production
in the case of a star who is well known
and popular and a picture about which the
general public knows little?
In answer to this question we take from
last Sunday's Cleveland papers this display
of the Orpheum theatre, which fully answers this question. Here the space used
was four columns wide by I0l4 inches deep.
Of course, the big dominating thing about
the display is the halftone, which is taken
from one of the scenes of the production.
Then the name of the star is brought out
prominently.
Now,character
of course,in " history,
Du Barrybut"
is a well known
there are probably a lot of photoplay goers
who do not know much about her, and so
the man preparing this took pains to tell,
using small type in a mortise at the bottom
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Live

Wires

ORPHEUM
"or Euct^S"
Today and All UJeek
THEDA

KARA

Are

Doing

Inside are short stories about the attractions, each illustrated with a small cut of
the star. In addition, there is an appeal,
" Go to the Theatre Over Here and Help Our
Boys Over There," together with a page of
short editorial paragraphs and talks about
brand of pictures shown at the house. Mark
you, this is on the inside.

FOREST R^^^^^^^^
CAYANAUGH

BROWNIE VERNONtf.-.rr.:'
FEAR
NOT
r ■,^r,-~,BILLY WEST
f\ Li^,fc
DOUGHNUTS" /J^'^A'-^-^^

// yon keep the barrage fire of enterprise
before your house, there's no donger of
your rival getting your patrons.

of the cut, where it in no waj' conflicts with
the general display. In other words, "you
don't have to read it unless you want to."
We believe that this is as good advertising
of such a feature as we ever saw, and we
commend it to those who are looking for
answers to that one reader's question.
It is well to bear in mind that this war
has rendered expressions in the superlative
mere drivel to the ordinary ear.
A RTHUR G. STOLTE, manager of the
Strand Theatre, Cedar Rapids, la., is
one who seems to have achieved the idea of
getting out his programs and his special
exploitation matter in a dignified form,
yet with the intimate appeal that brings
business. We have printed many of the
specimens of his work here, and now we
are presenting the cover of a sixteen page
booklet, by 6 inches, which covers the
March attractions. Mr. Stolte uses a cut
of the Strand in most of his matter of this
sort — an excellent idea.

FOR THAT EVENING S
ENTERTAINMENT
THE

mm
Has JuSt the Photoplay
You Have Been Looking
for.

MORE and more as this year goes along
the motion picture theatres will be
called upon to lend a helping hand to the
various Government activities. Already most
of the theatres have fuly done their parts,
but the continuous cooperation with the
Government is what counts in the long run.
Manager Harold B. Franklin, of Shea's
Hippodrome, Buffalo, who is noted for his
stage settings on special events has been cooperating through all of the campaigns, and
his patriotic designs have been notable, and
frequently reproduced in these columns.
Just now he is giving especial attention to
War Savings Stamps and recently used the
stage setting that is reproduced here. Slides
are being shown on the screen and stamp
booths have been opened in the lobbies.
The stage setting represented the Capitol
at Washington. When the curtains were
drawn aside the 26-piece orchestra was
playing Victor Herbert's "American Fantasie," the various stage lights were thrown

upon the scene and from behind the dome
of the Capitol rose a large circle, representing the sun, from which shone the illuminated words "BUY WAR SAVINGS
STAMPS."
The approval of the audience
was instantaneous.
that hangs
gets " back
over hesitant.
the top " is
notThethefellow
one who
RECENTLY

MARCH
Has in Store
Ejcceptionally
Fine Cinema
Attractions

we reproduced the advertisement of a theatre which used special designs each week, but which, unfortunately, based this design on the picture
that was to be shown the last two days
of , the week, when the displays appeared
in the Sunday issue. We said then that we
liked the design idea, but that this should
have been based on the NOW show.
Empire Theatre, Providence, is using this
idea, and as we suggested it, with excel-

MARY PBEV"
MILES -THE
MINTCR
--^i ; W
THAT
FLASHi«"POWERSOF FATCtOTHERS
.
lent eft'ect. One's eye is attracted immediately by the figure of the man and the
horse at the right, which one immediately
associates with the current picture, and one
is not disappointed. That is another thing
to be remembered in advertising. You are
to a certain extent misleading the public
when you play up a picture through the
design and lead them to the thought that
it is your current attraction, and then after
they read the type matter they find that it
refers to some other attraction than the
current one.
WE

are asked what is the matter with
this display. The answer is : Almost everything agrees in giving this display a crowded effect. In the first place,
the heavy double border gives the reader
the impression that this is made so because
the type in the center of it is trying to
break out, and when one looks at the type
itself one is confirmed in the same impression, for there is simply a mass of matter. This display occupies a space three
columns wide by six inches deep and has
been given a splendid position in the upper right hand corner, which saves it to
some extent.
Here is something to bear in mind:
Never use a heavy border unless you can
afford to allow lots of . white space on both
sides of it. In other words, to effectively
use such a border you must allow for a
certain amount of room between that border and the column rule and then you must
give further white space inside the display.
If there had been a half inch of white space
within the border the effect would have
been much better. All the type used is of
the estheaviest
black. There isn't the slightbit of contrast.

ii
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Rothapfel's
toin Exhibition.
Exhibitors
Mr. Rothapfel Will Answer HereAnswers
any Questions Regarding Problems
The Only
Conditions Are That the Questions Must Not Bear on the Merits of Particular Pictures or Services and That They Must Come Through the NEWS. Address Your Inquiries " ROTHAPFEL
ADVICE, EXHIBITORS' SERVICE BUREAU, MOTION PICTURE NEWS."
LII — Double bills (two, five or six-reel features) are the tashion in
this city of 75,000, but I believe that they are a sad mistake here, if not
ererywhere, but I have had to follow in the footsteps of the others because of the bargain method which they use in their advertising. This is
largely a manufacturing and railroad city. Practically all of the factories
ASK
WHOM
YOU
WISH
are now working on war contracts and there is more money here than
cTer before in the history ol the city. Still the motion picture business
is nothing like as good as it was a year ago, and I am satisfied that the
Any Member of the Advisory Board You
war tax is not responsible for a greater portion of the loss, for, as I
Select Will Answer You
have said, everyone is making more, and they can afford to pay more.
Practically all of the theatres are located on the main street and within
three blocks of each other. The theatres are not good advertisers and we
fet little co-operation from the newspapers. None of the houses seat more
l will
nt,continue
le departme
Mr. Rothapfe
there mayto
this invaluab
conduct
OUGH
ALTH
than 800, and mine is as large and as good as any of them. Now I am
be cases where, because of local condition or
satisfied that there is enough high-class patronage outside of the working
class to support one theatre, provided that I can get them into the habit
because you know that some certain manof coming. Ten years ago this was one of the best legitimate towns of its
ager has had similar experiences to your own that
size in the country, but, as you know, we get few good road attractions
these days. I leel that I should do something radical to get this former
you want to have some other member of the Adtheatrical patronage, for in those days it was not the workingman that
visory Board answer your question.
supported the legitimate house. Now what can you suggest for me to do to
Any member will do that. The only requirements
go after this? I am in a position to spend a reasonable amount of money
are that these questions must not refer to the merit
if my bank is convinced that it is good business. — A. M. N.
of individual films or film services and that all of
I AM Opposed to double bills. I have said so time and time again
these questions must come through the NEWS.
They are not practical and will prove ruinous. I hope the time
Use the name of the member of the board you want
will come when the large motion picture corporations will not tolto answer in your address as: " McCormick Inquiry,
erate them. You are stuffing your patrons.
Exhibitors' Service Bureau, Motion Picture News."
There is no change in the address for the RothapYou admit that everything is prosperous around your town.
fel inquiries, as given at the top of this page.
You have the opportunity to use your ability, foresight, initiative,
to strike out against the two feature business. You may apparently lose at the beginning, but if you use the money you would
have spent on ahe second feature for improving your show in its
and your taste. Running pictures too slow is as had as running
entirety, with a scenic, a comic, a weekly, good music, live adverthem too fast. Of the two I prefer the latter. Seven reels does
tising, courteous service, etc., you will achieve results.
not necessarily mean seven thousand feet. It may only be 5,300
You say the business is not as good as it used to be. The troufeet. Use about 600 or 700 feet of good topical film, 300 feet of
ble with you is similar to the trouble with many. You have gotten
scenic and a good cartoon comedy, and there you are. Just use
into a rut. You have fed the people on stuff so much alike that
your head, please,
they
gotten
of it,to Y'ou
things differently
LV — I am a great believer in serials for smaller communities, and the
now have
on. It
is up sick
to you
starthave
a newto do
advertising
campaign.fromIt serial
is almost a necessity here it a theatre would appeal to the tastes ot
is up to you to make your theatre the thing, and to individualize it the public,
I have been making a daily change and running two dififerent
serials, each one night a week, I have followed the usual custom and
by the demonstration of your own personality. Get better talent.
have
filled
in
of the show with short reels. So far, so good.
Get some novelties. Clean out the house. Give it new carpet ; But the customthe forremainder
some reason has been to charge a lower admission on
serial night than on any other night of the viJeek. The managers at the
redecorate the interior ; give it an attractive exterior.
start figured that they could get the short reels cheaper than the feature
and that they were saving money. I find that it is bad policy, because there
Wake up. ADVERTISE. That's the way to get business.
is a certain element that waits for the cheaper night, not alone because
go around
looking licked.
don't like anLook
atmosphere
of the serial, but on account of the lower admission. Understand, that I
of Don't
trouble.
THE WORLD
LOVESPeople
A WINNER.
success
am not knocking the serial, for it is a necessity with me, and after several
experience
knowa feature
it. My andordinary
bill consists
and
even though you haven't got it. Keep smiling. Make people be- ayears'
two-reel
comedy,I or
a one-reel
comedy, ofanda afeature
news reel
lieve you are doing a wonderful business. Fill your house somehow
or scenic — an average of seven reels. I have been considering building
or other. Give good shows. Cooperate with the newspapers.
up the serial night by putting on a feature, the serial and a one-reel
comedy.
youruseexperience
programs,
I underUse your head. Surely, if your house is as good as others and
stand thatWhat
you dois not
serials at with
your such
two big
houses?though
This prograin,
at ray standard prices, would be no greater proportionate expense than is
you hat'e a population of 75,000, you ought to clean up. It takes
my present serial-night program at the lower prices. I am strong for the
showmanship , hard work, perseverance, and above all, initiative
uniform admission price, which, I note, prevails at your houses, but I
and originality.
have to do something to get away from custom. Will you give me the
benefit of your experience? — SERIAL.
LIII — As a little town exhibitor I would appreciate it very much if you
' ' 'lid
tell
me
how
a
small
exhibitor
should
pick
and
book
features
and
IF
>ou have made the serial a necessity, you of course will have
rt reels for his place, if it is an impossibility for him to see them first.
to ,go through with it, but I think it would be a grave mistake
.\.ic.:-—
lid ILLINOIS.
you take any film man's advice if he was trying to sell you serto ever lower your price, because this is always detrimental and
MY advice to you would be to watch your trade paper very
will work harm in the end. I would, I think, do what you sugclosely and get some reliable advance inforrnation on what
gest, that is — putting a feature with the serial and cutting out
is doing. I am very sorry to have to advise you not to take the the comedy
and whatever else is necessary to make up your proadvice of a film man who is trying to sell you service. If you
gram. You will have to use your best judgment, as you know your
did do this, it would be his individuality that would be running
conditions better than I.
your show shop, instead of your own. Just lock yourself in a
/ would advise you first, never to lower your price; second, to
room for a few minutes, sit down and use your head and I think
make your show a little better, to add to it even if it becomes
you will be able to answer your own question.
a little more expensive, and to work up your bill to a point where
LIV; — •Somehow
seem quite
figure out
the time
per asnumber
the public must come to your theatre. Don't be afraid of the
■rograms asI don't
you present
in a able
way toI might
be able
to offer
much
'/ur
limit. These
This letter
is necessitated
custom of twoI other fellow.
evening.
are started
at 7 andby 9thep. local
m. respectively.
If a serial is good enough it will draw the regular price. In
. , .lig Rivoli and Rialto programs of Feb. 10. Please set out the
time lor each number. How do you make up a two-hour program with a a large city like this a serial is hardly practical.
seven-reel feature? — D. H. S.
Nevertheless sit right down and think it all over and you will
YOUR position is much easier than mine. You can run two
get results.
shows very easily at seven and nine o'clock, but if you run
By the way, 1 notice this question is the third one this week
a scvcn-rcel feature you will have to cut down on something
where my one advice is to think, think, think. There is an edelse. Have a shorter comedy, a shorter topical and scenic, and
itorial in the Hearst Magazine of this month by Mr. Herbert
use approximately eight thousand feet.
Kaufman;
would
every
Run your feature a little faster. It must depend upon yourself
exhibitor inI think.
AmericaIt tois entitled
read this"Think."
editorial Iand
act advise
accordingly.
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Putting

the

Note^Book

to

Work

This is the eleventh of our series of articles, " The Diary of a Successful
Exhibitor," by an exhibitor who tells each zveek what he is doing to develop his
house, the lessons that he learns and the errors that he discovers. It is a frank
discussion of the pleasures an devils of exhibition in a town of 15,000, and the
tips contained here will probably be of value to managers in all sections.
By a Successful Exhibitor
As I say I had used this plan once or
AS a boy I had read a story of some
well known author who is said to twice and with success, because it was
have always taken a note book to bed with
novel, but I didn't keep on doing it. There
him because many ideas came to him as
are other ways of getting around this, and
he waited for sleep to come. I had had
the idea came to me one day when I was
in our public library and I heard a high
the same experience, but it was chiefly for
my waking hours that I began to make
school girl who had just taken out a cerit a point to carry a note book with me
tain novel say, " Oh, I saw by yesterday's
always and to jot down anything that paper that Mary Jones is going to play in
might occur to me as to how I could betthis
story."notes
She that
was referring
to one for
of
the little
I had written
ter my show. // is not only an antidote
the
photoplay
column
our
newspaper
had
for a poor memory, but it is a stimulant
to make people think — and that is one of started at my suggestion. It was an idea
for my little note book. Of course I knew
the big things that every e.vhibitor needs.
I believe that little note book and the
the pictures I was regularly playing and
psychological effect it had on me was more
by watching the Motion Picture News
responsible for the success that followed
closely I often found that such and such
than any other one thing.
player was to appear in the screen version
This note book plan came to me while
of a certain story or book and in lots of
cases I got this information before work
I was on the way home from the exchange
city. It so happened that I didn't have a on the picture was started. But, at any
rate, I always knew some time before I
piece of paper on hand and a neighbor
in the smoking car saw me looking for actually showed the picture. I proceeded
some and pulled out a loose leaf note
to have a series of cards printed, each one
bearing the picture of the star, for which
book and tore therefrom a sheet. My order
for one of these and a stock of sheets was
I used the stock cuts that I had accumumy first business when I got home. Since
lated and saying " Mary Jones will be seen
then I have worn out several of the solid
soon in ' The Last Legend ' at the Waterford theatre. If you like this story you
leather covers and a lot of people have
thought they had a laugh on me because I will want to see her." I arranged with the
librarian to have these cards placed in these
stopped to put down some idea that came
possibly as an accident — but not as an acci- , books as they were taken out by readers
dent for I finally trained my mind to view
and supplied enough cards so there would
be a fresh card for each reader of the
things in the light of a motion picture thebook. I also worked the same idea with
atre manager and so I got their adaptation.
the bookstores. In most such cases I
In an earlier article I have mentioned
the circular letter evil and hovv^ it has been
give the date of my showing and
overdone. I called attention to the fact couldn't
I am really inclined to believe that this
that some of the producers recommend a sort of exploitation is better without the
date, for then it loses some of the plain
series of letters on each production and
advertising flavor.
that if that plan was followed on every
see the results from the start.
production the exhibitor wouldn't get TheI could
first book that I tried this with was
enough returns to repaj' the postage and
that he would also disgust his patrons with
one of the new popular novels. There
were two copies of it in the library and
keeping them busy opening circulars. Another gr^t evil is the recommendation that these were in demand, but though I knew
" you get your bookseller to arrange a that the story was being made into a feature it would be some time before I would
display when you show this picture, because
get it. But during the first tzvo weeks of
it is based on So and So's famous book.
this plan I had more inquiries about when
The bookseller can tie up with }"ou and
both of you profit." In the material that the picture would be shown twice over than
could have come even if each reader of
I get I see this plan recommended so often
the two copies had kept the book but a
that it appears to me that the men presingle day and they were allowed to keep
paring the exploitation matter as a reguit three. This was a love story that
lar formula — anything to make his employer
think that he is hard at work. Why, if appealed particularly to girls and I could
visualize a couple of them together, one
this window display recommendation could
be followed every time it is recommended
telling the other what a delightful story
it was and that it was soon to be shovni
to you the stores of your town would never
have space to ever display anything that
at my house, and how this word would
they wanted to sell. Of course, this can
pass around. Then I began to enlarge on
be done in the larger cities once in awhile,
this idea, and again my note book came
but it is rot to attempt to use this as a in handy. On this other occasion I was
regular stunt week in and week out. And
in the library again and I was surprised
then what about the smaller cities where
to find that there was only one copy of
the bookstore is only a large newsstand or another popular novel there, and I asked
part of a general store?
why. " Oh," said the young lady, " that
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Successful Exhibitor Tells
of Using Book Interest
the
hibitor takes a shot at ExSuccessful
thisodsarticl
INmeth
producers
of e some
who recommend window displays on every film that is made
from a well known book, but
like other successful men he is
not content with criticizing
something that the other fellow
does, but he tells of how he
overcame the difficulties for
himself. Particularly, is his
plan adapted to a smaller city
or a neighborhood theatre and
even to the country town of
considerable size.
But behind all of these suggestions that he is going to
make was the " Note Book
Idea." Every time anything
happened, he thought of the incident in the light of his motion
picture theatre — he sought to
adapt the idea down for his use,
and so he wrote it down in his
note book, not alone to prevent
his forgetting it, but to stimulate his mind to look for other
things. How many ideas do
you dig up for yourself in a
year? How many occur to you
that you forget or you fail to
use?
appeared as a serial in the — (mentioning
a periodical that had an immense circulation). Nearly everyone read it there and
the demand for it from those that haven't
read it will be short lived and we only get
oneAnother
copy of idea:
such books."
I got from the county
agent, or had him get from the boys that
worked for him, the names of every subscriber in my territory. This agent got
an annual pass for his trouble, but he did
a lot more work later. Now the stories
from this periodical generally appeared in
pictures some time after they had been in
print so I used a form of circular letters —
very short and to the point — recalling this
story and announcing that I was to show
it. I gave the date in these announcements
because, as I szy, these stories never
appeared in films at the same time they
were
running
in" theplan,
magazine.
Now if two
you
try this
magazine
let me suggest
things to you. First, the country subscriber ismore apt to read the magazines
from " cover to cover " than the town man.
Second, the women are the greatest followers of such stories and it is a safe bet
to address these reminders to them.
Even more important than making a sole
appeal to the individual who has read the
story in magazine form, is the creation of
the word of mouth advertising. And far
more than either was the impression left
that my theatre was showing everything
worth while.
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for Dime
by a Rochester Theatre
five hours and hardly anyone stayed less
than three hours. Some six or eight were
found who admitted that they had remained through the entire show, keeping
themselves alive on pop corn and ice cream,
which was sold by a clerk from an adjoining store. To further carry the idea
through pass-out checks were given at this
first of the Ten Hour shows, allowing the
patron to go out and get a little rest and
then come back and acquire another dose.
However, this pass-out check was given up
after
firstthe
Sundaj-.
Whatthe was
condition of affairs that

Picture

News

STRAND
THEATER
ISUN.,
The BIkmIMON.,
ModonTVES.,
Picure WEO.
Prctiin Ever OHcfed 1» Itt Ntvnrk fabfc
THURs., fhIh
and sat.
Pauline Frederick, E.lsie
Ferguson
in "Mme. Jealousy" in William
"The
Soog
of
Songs"
Mong
Olive Thomas
in "The Hopper"
in "Limousine Life"

<<■ I "JiX hours of motion pictures for a
1 dime!"
Even the Veteran Reviewer is still shuddering. He thinks that it is terrible when
he has to sit through three features in
one day, and wants an extra salary for it.
Raymond McKee and Marguerite Courtot
But he was shown the announcement of
ten Iiours of pictures a week ago Alonday
and he has been 'shuddering ever since.
We are aware that April 1 is just two
days removed from the date of this issue
of the News. But this is no April the
first joke; it would be a great deal better
for the industry if it were. But it is an
actuality and it has happened in Rochester,
was responsible for this record-breaking
bill? Recentl)', Edward M. Fay, the New
and the owner of the theatre where it happened says that it is going to keep on
England producer, opened Fay's theatre
in Rochester and has been setting a new
happening. Ten hours of pictures, including six five-reel features, three two-reel
pace for newspaper advertising and inciSolid page on triple bill at Strand thedentally giving six acts of vaudeville and
comedies, a travel picture, a scenic, a topiatre, Nczvark
cal and a news reel. All for a dime — but
a five- or six-reel feature. According to
nothing is said about the reward for the the reports from Rochester, Fay's has been
when it was shown at the Rivoli, New
fellow who sits through all of this.
York. United States marines participated
getting great patronage and it was to offset this and attract. The management of all week in the presentation. As good a
Reproduced on this page is the advertisement of the Family theatre, which
the theatre believes that this plan paid as
showman as S. L. Rothapfel thought that
struck our eye when we looked at the an advertisement, although not much profit
he had put on one of the most striking
photoplay page of the Rochester Herald
shows of his career. On a lesser scale the
is expected from such bills.
in our search for the display of another
Strand could have done the same and have
One of the second Sunday advertisements of the Family barely mentions the
packed them in all week, it seems to us.
house. But we couldn't get away from
this one. It occupied the top position in ten hour show and then gives its attenBut double feature bills appear to have bea full two column space devoted to all of
come the habit in Newark and, so, for the
tion to the regular bill of the week, openthe theatres operated by R. W. Fennyfirst four days of the week the Strand
ing Monday and including six vaudeville
vessy and his son. They also control the
acts, a Paramount feature and a Sennett
also offered Pauline Frederick in " Mme.
Rialto and the Strand and have a small
comedy. The other, and smaller adverJealousy
" and Olive Thomas in " Liminterest in three other big downtown
tisement, gives a list of some of the picousine Life," and during the latter half
houses, the Regent, Piccadilly, and Gordon.
tures which will be seen in the course of
Elsie Ferguson in " The Song of Songs "
This probably enables them to get the films
the ten hour show, including Norma Taland William
Mong in " The Hopper," and
required for the ten-hour show.
also
a news reel.
madge in " The Moth " and Wm. Duncan
Among the features advertised were
in " Cupid's Messenger."
It is advertised as " the biggest motion
It is no new trick for vaudeville houses,
Julian Eltinge in " The Countess Charmpicture program ever offered to the Newing," Douglas Fairbanks in " Reggie Mixes
ark public." For the good of the induswhich
also give
a feature
to make
the length
of their
shows picture,
at a low
price '
In," William Duncan in "Dead Shot
try we hope that this will hold the record
forever.
of
admission
a
feature.
Of
course,
the
Baker," and Virginia Pearson in " Stolen
Honors." The comedy element of the bill very object of their policy is to meet the
Surely the public will need a remedy for
was furnished by Mack Sennett and Fatty • low price of the picture houses, at the same
motion
picture dyspepsia after this proArbuckle pictures.
time include a picture and give such a
gram, and a very strong appetizer for the
You will note from the advertisement
next
bill.
long show that they will draw the people
that the show started at 1 :30 p. m. and
who love a "bargain." At the same time
closed at 11:30. According to the manthey are aiming at the very foundation of
agement about half of the people stayed
the motion picture, and we suspect that Real Photoplay Directory in N. Y.
Newspaper
they would be very much pleased if they
could hack
turn tothe the
people
the "movies"
New York newspapers had
and
sort from
of vaudeville
that AFTER
practically ignored the motion picture
they used to get bigger admission prices
so far as advertising of any except a few
for and on which they reaped greater
of the larger houses is concerned, the
profits. Of course, in the case of the Family
Evening Mail has come to their rescue
theatre, it is largely a vaudeville house durby the inauguration of a Motion Picture
ing the week, and the Fcnnyvessy interests
Directory, which promises to be a big
appear to be rather linked with pictures
success. Already it contains the attracrather than vaudeville.
tions of nearly a hundred theatres and is
You've often heard the somewhat vulgar
growing with each day.
It is not generally known that there are
expression
My stomach
is turnedtlie"
Tnt MIXT imrriMnoCH ptut r.vnnn.ujoCE.N'T m ai
against
suchthat
and " such
a dish because
some of the finest photoplay theatres in
m IJ*rwm-'^maa
F M.I m4» r^mro
m UMlk*XI
P. M.HMM.Ooae MMTItCU ftnd
person HAD to eat it for so long. It certhe country that have had a purely neighd>r.
yMl sur
Ulco Iwall
tainly looks like a case of turning the pubborhood appeal because they have had no
lic
against
the
picture.
This is Bui a Part
way
to
advertise
their attractions. The
Here was a case of attempting to meet
small group of big houses in the Times
of Oar Big Ten-hour Show
vaudeville competition. But the Strand theSquare section can show only a limited
-r*rTt »»T I
atre, Newark, N. J., with its bill for the last
number of features and therefore the folweek offers just about the limit for a high
lowers of certain stars have had to depend
' t*»*. IM P. H
class house showing high class features.
on
chance
information to learn where cerThe advertisement last week contained the
tain pictures are being shown. The direcannouncement of three of these features.
has been successful in Chitory
Family used top position to announce ten
one that
of these
was " unusual
The Unbeliever,"
cago,system
New Orleans and other cities, and
hours for a dime
a And
picture
attracted
attention
it should make a big hit in New York.
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Patlie Offers 2 Clever Ideas
in Exploiting " House

of Hate "
PATHE,
the house
of serials,"
always
seeks to" offer
the exhibitor
something
new with each one of the chaptered stories
that it sends out, and with the latest of
these, " The House of Hate," which features Pearl White and Antonio Moreno, of
course, the unusual newspaper campaign in
the principal cities is continued and the
press book is unusually complete, showing
the paper and the lobby displays on the
various episodes, specimens of the cuts,
slides, etc., besides plenty of stories for the
newspapers.
The same old thing will not do in the
house exploitation of the serial. There has
to be some really new and original stunt to
get special attention and Pathe has achieved
two things that are pretty sure of centreing
interest. The first of these is a folder 19
inches in width by 9^ deep. Two pages
represent the entrance to a brick house,
roofed in green, one of these bearing the
circular picture of Pearl White and the
other that of Antonio Moreno. The two

At
the topover
are an
threeelectric
of thelight.
sides of
Pathe page
folderis on
The House
Hate,"page.
zvhichAt may
be hung
Thethefourth
the " same
as the ofcenter
the
bottom are the lettered masks, spelling the name of the serial, zvhich take the place of the
ordinary banner.
How

Portland

Newspapers

News

Give

Real

About Pictures Every Day in Week
(Continued from page 1876)
his pictures a great deal stronger, but is the last day of the Madge Kennedy picture, and there will be a change Sunday.
he realized the value of the genuine article
and he wanted it. And he was right. When
We reproduce two pages from the Satura critic in whom the public has confidence
day issue in order to show the news matter
says something good about your bill it is and the advertising. Star, which had not
been represented all week uses six columns
worth a hundred be-adjectived notices. We
regret that the reproduction is so small that ten inches deep on its change in program,
it is impossible to read this department of and People's four columns by eleven inches
the Oregonian.
on its new picture, while the opening of
The page carrying the big and attractive
" Scandal " at the Majestic calls for the use
of four columns fifteen inches deep. Both
" Huck and Tom " ad is Tuesday's and
that is devoted to other notices and some
Friday and Saturday Liberty uses onlj'
eight inches single column, enough for
short gossip about the screen. Thursday
(the page shown at the right center) marks
day.
those days with the new bill coming Suna change in program at the Liberty, and it
Let us repeat that the daily Oregonian
uses larger space, while the Sunset advertises the extension of the " Maciste " en- has more than done its full duty by the exhibitor and by the reader, and in -our opinand the are
Majestic
' also
ion there is not a theatre in the city that
represented.gagement,There
three isreading
notices for the three theatres advercan really afford not to advertise EVERY
tising and then follows almost a DAY in this paper, and we include the
column of breezy notes about the neighborhood houses, and all the rest.
There is no house too small that it canplayers and the plays — as we have told you
not afford a space of at least five agate
many times, the most valuable sort of indirect advertising, even if the notes do not lines each day.
Liberty theatre is the only one that we
mention your theatre, because they stimulate the interest in your stars and your pic- note using the Oregonian. We believe every
tures. These notes are a feature of the house would do better by advertising
day, for we believe in driving the
daily Oregonian and we'll wager that they every
nail home with each blow.
are read by a large number of the patrons
of the paper.
Certainly the daily Oregonian could do
no more. The theatres can, and they are,
At the lower left we find the Friday page,
with the ad of the People's pasted into it. losing an opportunity by not doing more,
People's uses large space here because this do not know what anyone could expect.
I

other pages carry the words " ' House of
Hate,' Pathe's Greatest Serial." Folded
and arranged according to the simple directions these form an attractive ornament to
be hung over electric lights, causing the
faces of Miss White and Moreno, which
are printed on semi-transparent paper, to
stand out prominently.
Ten masked heads, each bearing a letter,
take the place of the usual banner. These
are printed on both sides, with the body in
red and the letters in black, and are to be
suspended from a wire running across the
front of the house. No matter which way
they turn the letters can always be seen,
giving the title of the serial, while the
masked faces are bound to excite interest.
From several points of view Portland is
ideal. It has splendid newspaper co-operation in iht , Oregonian, somewhat less in
the Journal, and evidence of willingness to
aid in the Telegram, which gets little advertising. Practically all of the advertising that does appear is well prepared.
When the theatres do advertise they recognize the value of white space and plenty
of it. Some of their work is easily among
the very best in the country. Our only
criticism is that they have not been convinced that they should be represented
every day, even if sometimes the space
used is small, and that all of the theatres
of Portland are not availing themselves of
a splendid opportunity.
But even at this does this sort of advertising pay the newspaper? The answer is
that last year the Oregonian carried 38,000
lines of motion picture theatre advertising,
the Journal 32,000, the News 11,000, and
the Telegram 7,000. That is convincing
enough proof to show to any advertising
manager when you want to use with him
the argument that there should be greater
liberality on the paper. Try laying these
facts before the management of your paper that is ignoring motion pictures, and
then get busy and advertise.
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■■ Tlie Sea Panther'" liarkb
Back to Days of Pirates Bold
(Triangle Five-Reel Production)
The days of old when pirates bold sailed over
the bounding main are vividly brought back in
"andThe Mary
Sea Panther,"
in which
William
Warren come
to the
screenDesmond
of the
theatre on
. It is a 17th century
costume play and unusual care is said to have
been taken to make the representation historically correct in the matter of costuming. As a
general rule productions having their scenes laid
in bygone days are not scrupulously correct as
regards the styles of the period, but the producers
of
Pantherprints
" arc and
said from
to have
some" TherareSeacolored
themsecured
have
made reproductions which are as nearly perfect
as possible. William Desmond makes a dashing
pirate chieftain, while in the quaint apparel of
1680, Mary
captivating
than
ever.
Paul LeWarren
Marsan,is a more
gentlemanly
freebooter
known as " The Sea Panther," captures the
British
ship " Lady
Devon,"
which theis
Molly Tarpley,
en route
to joinaboard
her uncle,
proprietary governor of the Carolinas. Le
Marsan falls in love with her and protects her
from his crew. The captives are taken to the
Bahamas where Molly is forced to share Le
Harsan's
him. She
is overwhelmed
with
the home
barbaricwithsplendor
of the
place, filled
with the loot of countless Spanish galleons. She
begins to love her captor, who protects her from
Braga, a fellow pirate, in a duel to the death.
Finally Le Marsan, fearing that he cannot win
the
love,to restores
to the
captive ship
and girl's
attempts
take her her
to the
Carolinas.
The
captive crew in the meantime have smuggled
themselves aboard the ship and they overcome
Le Marsan and his pirates. Following the bloody
struggle the bold pirate captain is put in chains
to be delivered over to the British authorities,
but Molly liberates him and assists him to
escape.
Warren
in " The
SeaWilliam
Panther. Desmond
" will be and
the Mary
attraction
at the
on
Carlyle Blackwell and June Elvidge
Are Five-Reel
Starred inProduction)
" The Way Out "
(World
Those prime favorites of the screen, Carlyle
Blackwell and June Elvidge, in a romantic upto-date on
drama,
The Way
Out," are theatre
booked onto
appear
the "screen
of the
.
Nor
are
these
well-known
players
the
only stars of the production, for Muriel Ostriche
and John Bowers are also included in the cast
which for general excellence has seldom been
equaled in any but big special feature productions. Carlyle Blackwell appears in the role of
Robert Barr, a successful young newspaper man,
and June Elvidge appears as Alice Thornton, a
young society girl in love with Barr. But Mrs.
Thornton has a problem on her hands. She
wants Alice to marry into the nobility, and as
if Robert's
lovefrom
were Paris
not enough
vex Marcelle
her she
gets
a letter
stating tothat
Pinet, the illegitimate sister of Alice, is on her
way to this country. Alice has always worshipped
the memory of her dead father and the mother
hesitates to disillusion her. She enlists Robert's
assistance tection.
andLater,hewhen
takesMarcelle
Marcelle isunder
his pro-in
discovered
Robert's
apartment
by
Alice,
Mrs.
Thornton
refuses to come to his rescue and the engagement
is off. Alice is subsequently taken abroad by
her mother and there she meets and marries
Count de Joinvillc. The Count is desperately in
love with Alice and all goes well until Robert
secures his own transfer to the French office of
the firm by which he is employed. Later the
Count an'! Robert meet on a French battlefield and there Robert makes a big decision which
vitally affects his own happiness and the future
of himtelf, Alice and the Count. This big scene
is superbly done by Mr. Blackwell. In fact, it
is one of the best bits of acting he has ever done.
" The Blackwell,
Way Out,"JunewithElvidge,
a cast Muriel
which Ostriche
includes
Carlyle
•nd John Bowers, is announced for
at
the
.
Virpinia Pearson Has a Stirring
Rolf in " A Daughter of France"
(Fox Five-Reel Production)
If you were a beautiful girl of noble blood and
were caught in the German rush into France,
how wouH you act? And what would you do
if a Gerrran officer made real love to you while
hit soldiers were robbing the village and insultwomen?theIn " A on
Daughter ,ofVirginia
France,"Pearson
which
comesing to
■hows how one girl acted under those circum-

Motion

REAOY-MADE AD-TALKS PUBLISHED
IN LAST WEEK'S ISSUE
March 23, 1918.
FEATURES
TITLE OF PLAY PRODUCERS
' Amarilly of Clothes- Paramount
5 reels
reels
Paramount
5 reels
line Alley Nan
" "
' Sunshine
5 reels
' A Pair of Sixes " Perfection
Metro
5
' The Shell Game " Goldwyn
5 reels
' The Floor Below " Paramount
5
'' The
Huck and
Tom "Rock
reels
Hard
Triangle
5 reels
Universal
Fox
S reels
' Beauty in Chains "
5 reels
' American Buds "
Paramount
S
'' The
Headin'
South
"
"
Breed Girl
in the Bluebird
5 reels
Bluebird
5
' Hungry Eyes "
"
Dark Miss
stances.
Pearson gives a wonderful portrayal and the story, which is by Benjamin S.
Cutler and Betta Brouil, is one that is certain
to strengthen enthusiasm for the war in this
country.while
The shestar's
dramatic
powers
are bywella
known,
is given
capable
support
cast which includes such sterling artists as Hugh
Thompson, Herbert Evans, Ethel Kaufman and
Anthony Merlo, among others of scarcely less
distinction in the photoplay world. In the story
Miss Pearson has the role of Louise de Ciron,
who, as brave herself as her motherland, France,
refuses to flee before an invading horde of Huns,
led by Col. Rudolph von Knorr. The colonel
and his staff, of which Capt. Fritz von Meyring
is chief, billet themselves in the de Ciron chateau.
Von Knorr tries desperately to make Louise
yield to his pleas of love, but she despises him,
as she does everything German. Von Meyring,
also fascinated by the girl, plots to obtain possession of her. Although Rudolph saves her by
killing Fritz it works out in such a way that
Louise believes that von Meyring came to his
death in trying to save her from his superior
officer. Although he establishes his innocence at
a court-martial, Louise is still unconvinced. In
a spirit of revenge she stabs him, but he prevents
her arrest by a statement that his wound is the
result of an accident. Gradually she realizes
that toRudolph's
lovetest.
is really
true and
puts
him
the severest
The ending
is a she
pleasant
surprise — too good to be told in advance.
At the
on
, Virginia Pearson in
" A Daughter of France."
Alma Rubens, Fashion Plate of the
Screen,
in Social
DramaProduction)
"The Answer"
(Triangle
Five-Reel
Alma Rubens, who made such a decided hit
in " I Love You," a short time ago, appears
again at the
theatre on
of
week
in " and
The produced
Answer," for
written
by E.under
Magnus
Ingleton,
Triangle
the
direction of E. Mason Hopper with A. Nagy
at the camera. Miss Rubens is supported in
" The Answer
by CharlesandDorian^
McDonald, Jean" Hersholt
ClaireFrancis
Anderson.
Miss Rubens has the reputation of being the
most fashionably dressed actress on the screen.
It is only recently that she has been numbered
among the stars of the silent drama, but in that
time she has demonstrated that she merits the
place she has won. In this late Triangle production, "TheAllen,
Answer,"
role andof
Loraine Van
daughtersheof has
rich the
parents
possessing everything that money can buy. John
Warfield, interpreted by Joe King, receives an
heritage from his father of a certain ineradicable
hate for the richer classes, to which his mother
had belonged. He becomes a radical socialist
and Goldie Shepard, a telephone operator, bework toalong
socialistic
lines. comes
Her interested
father inis his
a slave
drink.
He is
accidentally run down and killed by an automobile
in which Loraine is riding. This deepens the
hate which she has been taught to foster for the
rich. tent
Theamongtwothework
together
to stirinherits
up disconmasses.
Warfield
his
mother's
estate
in
England.
He
sends
for Goldie
and they are married. She plunges into
a life
of ease and luxury. Warfield is unable to keep
her within the bounds prescribed by socialism.
A jealous suitor kills Goldie and Warfield comes
back to America, weds Loraine and together
they enter upon the service of uplifting their
people.
the starof ofthe
" I Love You,"
be Alma
seen Rubens,
on the screen
theatre will
on
of
week in " The Answer."
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Olive Tell, Famous Stage Beauty,
" The Girl
and the Judge
"
(.MutualIn Five-Reel
Production)
.
Olive Tell, now starring in the stage success,
" Generalcesses, willPost,"
one onof the
Broadway's
be seen
screen ofbiggest
the suctheatre on
of
week in one of the
strongest dramas on the Mutual program, " The
Girl and the Judge," adapted from Charles Frohman'sis most
successful
Miss
Tell
supported
in thisstage
silent production.
drama by David
Powell, who has been seen to such good advantage in innumerable Mutual releases. He has
also been seen on two different occasions in
support of Mary Pickford. Charlotte Granville,
who is well known behind the footlights, has a
principal
role, as wellforasherMarie
Reichart,
will
be remembered
excellent
workwhoin
the famous stage success, " The Return of Peter
Grimm," several
which seasons
had anago.
extended
run appears
at the
Belasco
Miss Tell
as the leading character in. a story which tells
of a girl'stheirresistible
tendency
to steal, She
having
inherited
tendency from
her parents.
has
the partturnedoffromWinifred
Stanton,
who
has
just
reabroad. She is the guest at the
home of friends. She meets Walter Stuyvesant,
who proposes marriage and is accepted. Winifather drinks
and Winifred's
motherfred'sare
on theheartily
verge and
of hemarital
troubles.
Winifred's mother is a kleptomaniac. She is
accusedment store,
of taking
certain
articles
in
a
but friends intercede and she departis not
searched. Later she is arrested for robbery.
Stanton's
business
is
ruined
because
of
the
scandal which results. Winifred later confesses
to having stolen a valuable piece of jewelry to
save her mother from further trouble. It develops that Mrs.
is the realto
thief. Mrs.
StantonStanton's
is cured landlady
of her tendency
steal through the incident.
Olive Tell, famous stage beauty, will be seen
on the screen of the
theatre in " The
Girl and the Judge " on
of
week.
A Sir Gilbert Parker Drama, with

"WUd Youth"
Cast—Production)
(Paramount
Five-Reel
.
Huff, Strong
Louise
J. Stuart Blackton, the master of screencraft,
presents Louise Huff, the charming little screen
actress successes.
who has been
seen Roberts,
in Jack considered
Pickford's
biggest
Theodore
by many
critics
to
be
the
"
daddy
"
of
the ranks
character impersonators, and Jack Mulhall, who
in
the
first
class
of
juvenile
stars,
in
"
Wild
■Youth " on the Paramount program. " Wild
Youth " was written by Sir Gilbert Parker, the
noted English author, who was responsible for
" The Judgment House," the first Blackton proParamount
program.
Youth " duction
wasfor the
directed
by George
Melford," Wild
who
will be remembered for his excellent work in
directing Sessue Hayakawa, the clever Japanese
actor.is One
of Mr. aMelford's
best works
and one
that
considered
masterpiece
of screen
art,
is " The Thief," in which Hayakawa and Fannie
Ward starred. The exteriors of this picture,
which are beauties, were taken in and about Bear
alley, Hollywood and Los Angeles. Beulah Marie
bigof Paramount's
manyscenario.
responsible
Dix, gest
successes,
didfor the
Jamesparts
Cruze
and Adele
Farrington
have principal
in
this production. The story tells of the love of
youth for youth. Louise Marzarine, a slip of a
girl,was
marries
a manviolation
sixty-fiveof years
of age. The
act
in direct
the immutable
law
which says that youth must love youth. Hence
Orlando (Jack Mulhall) and Louise (Louise
HufT) are
together forby thethecanceling
inevitable.of
Louise
is thedrawn
consideration
a $10,000 mortgage and the party of the first
(Theodore Roberts) is to his
Joel Marrine
part,
girl-wife
jailer. How
law is
works
ano
how
the ainevitable
comestheabout
told out
in this
remarkable exposition of screen drama.
At the
theatre on
of
week, "Wild Youth " with Louise Huff, Theodore
Roberts and Jack Mulhall.
"By Injunction," An 0. Henry
Western Drama— Full of Pep
(General Two-Reel Production)
A cracking
good O. Henry
is Williams,
" By Injunction," atwo-reeler,
withW.story
G.L. A.Rogers,
Patricia Palmer,
Chet Ryan,
Roy
McCray and Jack Wetherby in the principal
roles. The picture was produced by the Broadof David
way Star Features under the direction Film
proon the General
Smith andgram. " Byis released
is full
one ofoftheHenry
Western storiesInjunction
and it is "brim
spirits
word is
of the rancher. " King " McAllister's
country where
in the cattle
law, judgewithandhisjurydaughter,
foreHis
Panchita.
he lives
man, Price Purcell, believed he had a chance of
winning Panchita's hand until the arrival of
who settled all doubts concernBucking theLumsden,
likely winner. Buck did not make a hit
at first because he was " down and out " but he
year'ss roiindforeman ofto thePurcell
lingers
liking.
not altogether
whichandwasis made
up
of
Purcell plans to ruin Buck in the estimation
roundthe
After
Panchita.
the boss as wellto asthe dance hall and gambling
up all adjourn
resort to celebrate, and Purcell lures Buck into.
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-money
roulettebutgame.
loses belonging
not only his
a largeBuck
amount
to own
McAllister. Purcell returns to McAllister with the
news of Buck's
disloyalty.
married
Panchita.
He is obliged
to fleeBuck
the has
country
and
sets out to raise enough money to repay McAllister £or the amount he had lost to Purcell.
O. Henry has conceived a surprise in the way
an _of
ending
for his
storyas and
" By toInjunction
isof one
his best
works
adapted
the screen.*'
O.
Henry's
"
By
Injunction
"
in
reels,
will be seen on the screen of the twoTheatre
on
of
week. Western drama.
Roy Stewart in One of His Virile
Characterization.s in " Faith Endurin' "
(Trianglein Five-Reel
Roy Stewart
one of Production)
his virile Western
characterizations, will be seen on the screen of
the
Theatre on
of
week.
This time he presents the role Jeff Flagg, in
" Faith
Endurin',"
Kenneth
Clarke
and
produced
for written
Trianglebyunder
the B.direction
of Cliff Smith with Steve Rounds at the camera.
In the supporting cast with Mr. Stewart are
seen, W. A. Jeffries, Fritzie Ridgeway, Joe Bennett, Edward Brady, Walter Perkins, Graham
Pette, and Walter Petty, all typical Western
types and typical actors of the Western school.
Jeff Flagg and Jim Lee are pals. A newly
erected smelter of the Rex Copper Company
poisons the water in the irrigating ditches and
poisons the grass on the ranch owned by the
pals, Jeff and Jim. They set out to get revenge
on Edward Crane, general manager of the Rex
Company. Helen Dyer is stenographer in the
office of Crane, and Vic, her brother-in-law, is
the timekeeper. Flagg falls in love with Helen
and shortly thereafter Crane orders his men to
burn down the property of his enemies, Jim and
Flagg, and the feud between the two factions
starts. Crane makes advances on Helen and
her
brother-in-law
shoots
and flees.
assumes
responsibility
for him
the murder
and Flagg
takes
to the desert. A reward is offered for his arrest.
In a distant town he meets his old pal, Jim, who
has been made sheriff of the county. Neither
shows signs of recognition. Flagg enters a poker
game and agrees to bare his arm if the cards
run against him. The countryside has been
notified that Flagg can be identified by a scar
on his arm. He loses and before he can bare
his arm Jim shoots him and removes all traces
of the scar. Jim and Flagg return to the scene
of the murder and Flagg is absolved from all
blame and he and Helen are married.
Roy Stewart
Endurin',"
a typicalof
Western
drama, inwill" Faith
be seen
on the screen
the
Theatre on
of
week.
" The Preacher's Son," Another Judge
Brown Story — Real Live One
Two-Reel
Judge (General
Willis Brown
comesProduction)
to the front with
another of his stories of juvenile activities. This
time
it is " The
The production
Preacher's Son."
W. Vidor
directed.
is in King
two reels
and
released on the General Film program. In the
cast are seen Guy Hayman, Wharton Jones,
Ernest Thompson, William Devaull and Charles
Force. inThea night
preacher's
son, CharlesraidRaymond,
caught
window-breaker
conductedis
by a gang of boys. Raymond is taken before the
judge next morning. He tells the judge that
his father, the minister, uses the rod freely when
he has displeased him. The minister promises
to give his son another good beating but the
judge directs that his son be sent to the country
to visit relatives. Raymond soon makes the acquaintance of the boys of his neighborhood and
astonishes them when he recounts what a fighter
and
racer
his father,
the minister,
The
townsmen needs
the services
of a new is.
minister
and upontation, hisCharles'
his fill
father's
repufather isaccount
engagedof to
the place.
Charles tells his father about the reputation he
has given him, and his father, like the good sport
that he is, acts the part. He meets every demand
of the church committee. Charles has done his
" bit."
A Judge Willis Brown picture in two reels,
will be seen on the screen of the.
Theatre
on
of
week.
" An American Live Wire " — O. Henry
Subject with Earle Williams Featured
(Vitagraph Five-Reel Production)
Love and diplomacy are the predominating
liotes of interest
in Vitagraph's
late
production
featuringsounded_
Earle Williams
and Grace
Darmond. " An American Live Wire " is an
adaptation from one of O. Henry's stories, " The
Lotusfew and
the Bottle
and represents
the
O. Henry
stories" which
have been one
show-of
ing
in
five-reel
features.
The
adaptation_
made by William Addison Lathrop, who is was
responsible for some of the best presentations
offered by Vitagraph. In the supporting cast
with Mr. Williams and Miss Darmond are seen
Hal Clements, Miss Toner, Orral Humphries,
Margaret Bennett and Malcolm Blevines. Tom
Mills, who has directed many of the screen versions made from the Henry stories, directed this
production. When an O. Henry subject is announced for presentation in the silent drama.

are real burglars and a romantic, adventurous
make-believe burglar who succeeds in concealing
his identity until the very end of the story. The
success or failure of such a play depends solely
upon the interpreting ability of the cast and in
HE
DID IT
this instaace the members have been chosen with
special care. They include, among others. Jack
Mower, Adelaide Eliott and David Howard. All
See the Experience of One
IS quiet until
and serene
at Madame
D'Arcy's
Man
Who Used
school
Ann Anderson
arrives.
Thenfinishing
things
start.
One
night
she
is
suddenly
awakened
from
This Matter
a fudge dream and finds a man in her room. He
is a nice-looking burglar and when he pleads
that his mother
is dying for
lack ofthefoodprincipal
Ann's
sympathies
are aroused.
Hearing
ry
of " Dia
of in-a
stalment
approaching
she
conceals
the
intruder.
He
is
k's
wee
this
to
TURN
discovered, however, and Ann, to save him, says
Successful Exhibitor " and
he is her husband. Ordered from the building
see the value of the sugthe " burglar," to help Ann make good her story,
gestion that one little paragraph
givesAnnher ishisexpelled,
mother'sbutwedding
The next
that he had prepared for his
day
is allowedring.
to attend
the
local newspaper brought him.
senior reception that night where her sweetheart,
Teddy
Barnes,
having
heard
of
the
mysterious
You can get bright little items
" husband,"
her toheheris room
through.
Brokento
for your program and for your
hearted,
Ann tells
returns
and tries
newspaper out of these Ad
"
pass
out
"
by
the
gas
route.
She
is
awakened
Talks, and the little paragraph
by a real burglar and a struggle follows. The
burglar is caught and the next day Ann finds
may bring YOU the BIG idea
herself a heroine. Her suspension is lifted. Now
that will put things over for you
it happens that Ann prefers widowhood to the
" married life " she has been leading, so she dons
-;-that will convert a mere moweeds
and tells everybody that her husband has
tion picture house into a
gone down with an army transport. But fate
SUCCESS.
takes her, through devious and exciting chanIt's worth trying.
nels, into the presence
of her " husband
" again.
The
explained
and
they "burglary"
find they areis insatisfactorily
love.
"
Ann's
Finish
"
is
the
attraction
at
the
all are justified in expecting something worth
on
.
while and ^mething with a real tinge of life
as it IS led day-by-day by the masses. "An
American Live-Wire " is no exception to the rule " Moral Suicide " Is Photoplay
Feature with a Big Punch
as laid down in regard to the interesting qualiof O. Henry's
A young
(Graphic Seven-reel Production)
who tiesthinks
that hisworks.
sweetheart
loves American
another
Ivan Abrjimson, who produced " Enlighten Thy
buries himself in a little South American republic
Daughter " and other big features which have
a United States consul. The young American
as
meets
and loves a beautiful native girl and for proved sensations in the motion picture world,
the time forgets his sweetheart back in the has written and produced another film masterpiecesentedin "on the
Moralscreen
Suicide,"
which willtheatre
be preStates. But the sweetheart has not forgotten
of the
on
him. She induces the family to take a cruise
. Seldom has a more notable cast of
on their yacht to the South American waters.
cinema
luminaries
been
assembled
in
one
prosee
to
purpose
her
is
it
that
Her fiance knows
duction than the one which will be seen in this
the young American consul if possible and he big seven-reel
play. Headed by John Mason,
leaves instructions with the pilot to avoid landing noted star of the
and screen, it contains
near the Republic where he is. She learns of 5uch other celebritiesstage
as Anne Luther, Leah Baird,
this, puts a note in a bottle, and throws it into Jack McLean and Alan
Hale, not to mention a
the sea. The consul receives it. The climax,
number of others of scarcely lesser note. The
which is typical of O. Henry surprises, is restory shows vividly what happens in nine cases
vealed in the way of a pleasant surprise.
out of ten when rich old men become the objects
Earle Williams and Grace Darmond at the of
the designs of clever adventuresses. Richard
Theatre on
of
week, " An
Covington, a millionaire Califomian, deeply atAmerican Live-Wire."
tached to his motherless daughter and son, meets
Fay Hope, a young woman with a past. He falls
Apache Dens of Paris Are
for her allurements and, despite the warning of his
that he will be committing moral suicide,
in " The
Devil's Wheel " daughter
marries her. The alliance eventually leads to such
(Fox Seen
Five-Reel
Production)
antagonism
in the household that Covington
Those who are looking for something new in drives his daughter
from his home. Later his
the world of motion pictures and of dramatic pro- son,
become demented from over-study,
duction wUl find it at the
theatre on shootswhohis has
stepmother,
is tried for murder and is
when are" The
Devil'swithWheel
" will
to an insane asylum. What happens to
shown. , Here
portrayed
startling
realismbe committed
the
old
fellow,
whose
mental
and moral lapse has
the heights and depths of French life — France
brought down all this sorrow upon his household,
of the aristocrats and France of the Apaches of makes
an intensely interesting story.
the Parisian underworld. Gladys Brockwell, who
has few equals among photoplayers in emotional
roles, is seen as a beautiful young French noble- " Love Me " Presents Dorothy
woman whom force of circumstances places among
Dalton in an Attractive Role
the wild denizens of the Paris underworld. In(Paramount Five-Reel Production)
cidentally, Miss Brockwell displays a wardrobe
which is unusual, if not startling. William Scott,
The attraction for
at the
theatre
who plays opposite the star, has come to the
Love Me," a Thomas H. Ince producWilliam Fox forces with a fine record of photo- will betion," featuring
Dorothy Dalton. This versatile
artist of the screen, who is regarded as one of the
play successes. A large and capable supporting
cast assists in the interpretation of the story, most attractive of feminine stars, will be welwhich, by the way, was written by Charles Kencomed by a the
largekeenest
numberpleasure
of her performances
patrons,- who
recall with
yon, author of many stage successes, among
them tiful
" Kindling."
Blanche
de
Montfort,
a
beauin
"
Flare-Up
Sal
"
and
other
plays.
In has
" Lovean
young French girl of the aristocracy, shares
Me " she is seen in a role in which she
opportunitj'
to
display
a
number
of
attractive
her
father's
system
to
win
at
roulette.
The
plan
of the system is stolen, and in a fight for its gowns of the latest mode, a feature which should
possession she is rendered unconscious. She especially interest the feminine portion of the
wakes up in an Apache den. She has lost all audience and should prove not at all objectionable
memory of her former life, and in the new she is to
individuals of the other sex. The story was
happy,
the leader.
queen ofIn theher Apaches
by C. Gardner Sullivan and the producand fallsforin she
lovebecomes
with their
vicious written
tion was William
directed, Neill.
under Mr.
supervision,
by Roy
It isInce's
a society
drama
abandon she
she isis atknown
" The Wildcat."
By dealing
accident
lengthasrestored
to her former
with
the
adventures
of
a
breezy
surroundings, and an operation brings back her girl who marries into an exclusive EasternWestern
family
memory, but leaves her Apache life a blank. But but is not accepted by them until she has made
something troubles her mind, and it is not until a tremendous sacrifice for her husband's sister.
a note from the leader of the gangsters is brought
Holt, who supported
Pickford
in "man.
The
to her that she finds where her true happiness lies. Jack
Little
Miss Mary
Dalton's
leading
Realizing that her way lies with the man she had In
the American,"
story Maida isMadison
and Gordon
Appleby
grown
to
love
in
the
underworld,
she
returns
to
meet in an unconventional way during the conhim.
struction of a bridge in North Dakota, on which
"The Devil's Wheel," a photoplay of the Paris the young man is working as an engineer. Their
friendship develops into love, and when Appleby
underworld, at the
theatre on
.
returns to the East Maida accompanies him as his
bride. The family receives her coldly, and even
" Ann's Finish,'" a Clever Comedy-Drama
their
suspicion is aroused when she is seen to be
Starring Margarita Fischer watching
interest
actions of
of
Fenton. a with
man ofevident
the world,
and the
an admirer
(Mutual-American Five-Reel Production)
"
Ann's
Finish,"
a
comedy-drama
starring
Gordon's
married
sister.
Her
reasons
for
watchMargarita Fischer, will be the attraction at the
ing him form the most vital link in the story, for
on . There is a delightful air of it is through her vigilance in this matter that she
is received into the affections of the family.
mystery pervading this photoplay, in which there
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"Salome"
Presents
Fox
William
ancient Judca, which is builded anew for
Theda Bara Production Completed,
this fihn, are said to be amazing.
and Private Showing Already
The picturesque times of the Herodian
( iiven — Expects It to Surpass
dynasty are said to offer wonderful opporHer " Cleopatra "
tunities for Miss Bara. In " Romeo and
Juliet " she rose to dramatic heights in
FOX is to present Theda
WILLIAM
her expression of passionate love. In
Bara in " Salome " !
"Cleopatra" she portrayed the barbaric
Work on the production has been completed in the West, the negative has been
lure of " the Siren of the Nile." In " Under
Two Flags " she thrilled with the spirit of
shipped to New York and a private showing of the print has been given by Mr. Fox.
high romance. In " Du Barry " she won
The gorgeous splendor of the East, the king and courtier by her charms of mind
pomp and power of a mighty military kingand her
in " Sajome
she
does,
it is coquetry.
claimed, allBut
of these
tilings. "And,
dom, sacred scenes from the Bible, intrigues
it is said, Mr. Fox spared nothing to give
of a lavish court, ambition, love, jealousy,
her an opportunity to put into this film
and, over everything, the purifying influence of a noble sacrifice for a great cause
play every dramatic and spectacular effect
that is known to the scenic art.
— all these, it is said, have been woven into
While tremendous emphasis is laid on
this Theda Bara super-production that
eclipses, according to the Fox offices, every
pageantry, action and tense episodes, Director J.Gordon Edwards also insisted on
attempt of the kind that has been made
strictest historical accuracy. His scenario
in the film world — more massive, more
is based principally on the works of
costly, more gorgeous than even " CleoJosephus, the historian. It was decided not
Mr. Fox purposes soon to give to the
patra."
to adopt Oscar Wilde's version centering
around Salome's dance and the delivering
•world what he claims is its most striking
example of the camera's magic in recordof John the Baptist's head because it was
not suited to accurate presentation on the
ing spectacular dramatic action and vividly
screen, but the picture as now filmed is
colorful pageantry on a new scale of endeavor. The accuracy and artistry of
said to be truly representative.
Theda Bara, the Fox Star, Has Also
" Adopted " a Few Soldiers
Bluebird
AN

to Have

Four

* important change has been made
in the lineup of the stars and productions which are to be released on its
program by the executive officials of Blflebird Photoplays, Inc.
Starting with the week of April 8, the
players who will appear regularly in Bluebird productions will be Carmel Myers,
Franklyn Farnum, Ella Hall, Ruth Clifford
and Monroe Salisbury. The last two play
opposite each other and therefore are to
be regarded as one unit.
There will therefore be in the future
four regular Bluebird companies, containing the stars enumerated above, instead
of the greater number that has turned out
the features released by this organization
heretofore. These companies will provide
at least forty of the fifty-two releases for
the year. Other stars, however, will occasionally appear on the Bluebird program
•when their productions are of the quality
and standard demanded by the officials of
that organization.
Priscilla Dean and Louise Lovely are
stars who will provide two of the extra
features required to round out the full
year's Bluebird output. Examples of tlicir
work appear in the list of April's releases.
As they appear in the order of their
release, April's Bluebirds are :

Regular

Companies

April 1, "Fast Company," in which
Franklyn Farnum is featured.
April 8, "The Red, Red Heart," with
Monroe Salisbury and Ruth Clifford,
directed by Rupert Julian.
April 15, Louise Lovely in "A Rich
Man's Darling," a comedy-drama.
April 22, "The Two-Soul Woman," an
adaptation of " The White Cat," by Gilett
Burgess. Priscilla Dean is the featured
player.
April 29, Carmel
He Bought." The
and was adapted by
Paton directed the
" Mr.

Myers in " The Wife
story is by Blair Hall
Harvey Gates. Stuart
picture.

Fix It " Is Title of

Fairbanks' Next
Douglas Fairbanks' next photoplay for
Artcraft will be entitled " Mr. Fix It," from
a story written by Allan Dwan, the supervising director. It will follow " Headin'
South " and will be released in April. In
the supporting cast are Marjorie Daw,
Wanda Hawley, Catherine MacDonald,
Frank Campeau, Leslie Stuart and Fred
Goodwins. Wanda Hawley plays the most
prominent feminine role but Catherine
MacDonald and Marjorie Daw also have
important parts.

Clara

Beranger

Does

Story

for Kitty Gordon
Clara S. Beranger, well-known continuity
writer and author of many original screen
stories, has joined the World-Picture scenario department and her first work there
has been the preparation of an original
story for Kitty Gordon. It bears the title,
" Her Great Moment," and is now being
filmed under the direction of Oscar C. Apfcl. Miss Beranger is now at work on the
continuity of " The Golden Wall " for
World-Pictures.
" Friend Husband " is an
April Sennett Comedy
Work is said to be progressing rapidly on
" Friend Husband," an April Release of
the Paramount-Mack Sennett comedies. In
this film Cliarlie Murray, Wayland Trask
and Mary Thurman are featured. Walter
Wright is director. The one following that
will be " Saucy Madeline," with Ben Turpin,iffCharlie
Lynn and
Moran.
" SherNell's Tussle"
is thePolly
current
release
and
Polly Moran is in the title role with Ben
Turpin, Wm. Armstrong, Gonda Durand,
AI. McKinnon, etc., in the cast. Wm.
Campbell is director.
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The Bugle Calls Them to Arms, and Across the Shell-Strewn
They Charge
Vitagraph's
Featured in Field
the Picture,
Which the
He Enemy
Helped inDirect
Spoor Denies Bidding for
Stanley Business
In a letter to Motion Picture News George
K. Spoor offers an explanation of a misunderstanding that seems to have arisen
through the sending of two form letters to
the Stanley Booking Company, of Philadelphia, by the Essanay Film Manufacturing
Company, of which Mr. Spoor is president.
According to Mr. Spoor the Stanley Company's name was left on Essanay's list of
exhibitors through error, and instead of
Essanay recognizing the Stanley Company,
as the latter would have other exhibitors
believe, the Stanley Company has been
stricken from Essanay list and will receive
no more such communications in the future.
Petrova

Finishes

Fourth

Special Release
The Petrova Picture Company announces
that " The Great Star," the fourth on
Madame Olga Petrova's calendar of
eight special releases during the year,
has been completed and that Director
Ralph Ince and a corps of assistants are
now engaged in cutting and assembling
the various scenes. The negative will
be turned over to the Roth Film Laboratories for developing and printing,
under the personal supervision of Watterson Rothacker. " The Great Star " was
written specially for Madame Petrova by
George Middleton, author of the Broadway
stage success, " Polly With a Past."
Paralta

Promotes Harry
Chandlee
Harry Chandlee, who for a number of
months has been in charge of the Eastern
scenario department of Paralta Plays, Inc.,
has been promoted to the head of the scenario department at the Paralta Studios, in
Los Angeles, Cal. This promotion will place
Mr. Chandlee in active charge of both the
Eastern and Western divisions of this department. He will leave New York for
the Coast the middle of this week, where
he will at once take up his new duties.

Duncan

Progresses

Third Episode Now Reached in Vitagraph Picture as Yet Unnamed — •
Scheduled for Release in July
WILLIAM DUNCAN, director-star of
Vitagraph's two outdoor serials,
" The Fighting Trail " and " Vengeance —
and the Woman," is now engaged in making scenes for the third episode of his third
chapter play. This one, like its predecessor, "Vengeance — and the Woman,"
was written by Albert H. Smith, president
of Vitagraph, and Cyrus Townsend Brady,
the author, and is said to carry just as
many thrills as did that other.
The title of the new Duncan serial, which
probably will be released the last week in
July, has not been announced and probably will not be for some time to come,
but a statement from President Smith this
week carried the cast which will be seen
in support of the star. Edith Johnson, in
numerous screen plays with Lubin, Selig
and Universal, will play opposite Mr. Duncan in the leading feminine role, while Joe
Ryan will be seen in one of the two leading heavy roles. Ryan, who has appeared
with Duncan in the Wolfville stories in
which the latter was starred, has also been
seen in " Vengeance — and the Woman " as
Alkali Ike. Walter Rodgers, the Von
Knoles

Renews

Over the Top."

Serial

Block of " The Fighting Trail," and one
of Duncan's regular company, will be another of the heavies, and Vincente Howard, the Comanche Pete of " Vengeance —
and the Woman," will again be seen in the
role of an Indian. S. E. Jennings, the
sheriff of the other two serials, is another
leading member of Duncan's support.
Others in the cast are L. Garcia, Leo Malloney and E. Calles.
In addition, Duncan will have a company of cowboy riders, among them Denver Dixon, who made a cross-country tour
and appeared in many theatres of the country in cowboy make-up to lecture on the
stunts used in making the picture.
Mr. Duncan and his company have been
in Bear Valley, California, for several
weeks filming scenes for the serial and
probably will remain there for some time
longer, as a great deal of the action transpires in this locality. President Smith
says that in the new serial Duncan will
use locations entirely different from any
that he has worked in before and for weeks
before he began work he had scouts out
seeking remote spots which never had been
filmed before. As a considerable portion of
the story is said to transpire in the Northwest, real Sierra scenery will be introduced,
as will the Canadian mounted police.

Contract

HARLEY KNOLES, who directed
Alice Brady in " Bought and Paid
For," Carlyle Blackwell and Evelyn Greeley
in " The Burglar " and Madge Evans in
all of her recent pictures, has renewed his
contract with World-Pictures for a long
term of years.
Mr. Knoles is an Englishman by birth,
but has resided in this country for a number of years. He received his initial training in the direction of motion pictures in
English studios, and upon coming to America grew with the industry until he has become one of the great directors of the day.
" In ' Bought and Paid For,' " says

on

Sergeant Guy Empey is

With

World

Film

the World announcement, "Mr. Knoles
achieved one of the smashing big successes
in motion pictures, a big dramatic success
with a tremendous box office pull. In ' The
Volunteer ' he made a novel motion picture
with a box office drag which made it one
of the biggest successes exhibitors have
ever had.
" The renewal of Mr. Knoles' contract
means that he will continue in the direction of charming little Madge Evans, and
that futher big money-getting pictures may
be expected
from will
him.be Mr.
Knoles's
coming pictures
awaited
with forthgreat
interest by the trade."
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First of Clover

News

Comedies

for April 2
The first of three Clover Comedies, featuring Bud
"
" Duncan, Dot Farley and
" Kewpie " Morgan, which are being produced at the Denver studios of the National
Film Corporation for General Film distribution, has been completed. The first
three subjects announced are " From Caterpillar to Butterfly," " Rip Roaring Rivals "
and
"
The Wooing
of Coffee
Cake April
Kate."2
The initial
subject will
be released
and
others
willformer
follow teammate
a week apart.
" Bud"
Duncan
is the
of Lloyd
V.
Hamilton in the " Ham and Bud " comedies. Miss Farley is well known as the
comedienne of many Keystone, Universal
and Sunshine comedies.

Goldwyn's Enigmatical Star, Mae inMarsh,
Saidin totheHave
New Whims for Presentation
" The IsFace
Dark Some
"
Goldwyn
Handles
Selexarts
late he has been a Paralta player.
Will Offer Three Productions FeaturRhea Mitchell and Howard Hickman are
ing Howard Hickman and Rhea
co-starred
in " Social Ambition," the second
Mitchell — First Trade Showof the Selexart productions. This is from
ing in a Few Days
the story by W. E. Wing and directed by
Wallace
Worsley. Miss Mitchell, too, began
whereannounced
A DEAL has just been
her histrionic career on the legitimate stage.
by Goldwyn Pictures Corporation will
offer to the exhibitors of North America
She played in stock at the Alcazar, San
three productions from the studios of Francisco, and later was seen throughout
the country on the Orpheum Circuit. She
Selexart Pictures, Inc. Though release dates
has appeared on the screen for the New
have not yet been announced it is probable
York Motion Picture Company in " Three
that the first production, " Blue Blood,"
starring Howard Hickman, will be ready
Musketeers ;" for the American in " Sealed
Lips," " The Great Stanley Secret " and
for trade showing within a fortnight. " Blue
" Gilded Youth," and in " Whither Thou
Blood " is from the story by J. Grubb Alexander and Fred Myton and was directed by Goest." In recent months she has been a
featured Paralta player.
Elliot Howe.
Howard Hickman, originally an actor of
Miss Mitchell is starred alone in " Honthe spoken stage, began his career in a
or's Cross," the last of the group. The
Bernhardt company and then played in picture, directed by Mr. Worsley, is from
repertoire with Melbourne McDowell. His
the story by H. B. Daniel.
first screen work was with Universal, from
The Selexart productions will be booked
which he went to Lasky, where he appeared
entirely apart from Goldwyn Pictures,
though Goldwyn customers will be given
in " The Sin Ye Do," and " The Female
the preference in contracting for the group
of the Species." For Triangle-Incc, " The
of three specials.
Snarl " was his most important work. Of
Pathe

Releases

New

GLADYS HULETTE and Creighton
Hale in a five-reel feature, and Pearl
White in a strong sterial episode, stand out
in the Pathe Program for the week of
March 31.
Gladys Hulette and Creighton Hale appear in " Mrs. Slacker," produced by Astra,
written by Agnes C. Johnston. This picture
marks the first appearance of these players
as co-stars. The story tells of the love
affair of a boy and girl. The boy's desire to
avoid the draft hastens their marriage. The
young wife looks upon her boyish husband
as being brave and noble, and when she
finds out the truth she says she will not be
a " Mrs. Slacker, " and dons a uniform in
an attempt to make up for her consort's
shortcomings. Spurred on by his wife's
patriotism the boy joins the colors and
creditably acquits himself.
• Pearl White appears in the 4th episode
of "The House of Hate," entitled "The

Pearl

White

Gunn Appears in Support
of Bessie Barriscale
Charles Gunn, well known as a stage
and screen actor, has been engaged by the
Paralta Company to appear regularly as
leading man with Bessie Barriscale. The
first Paralta production in which he will
be seen is "Patriotism," which has just
been commenced. Gunn's professional
career began eighteen years ago, when he
joined the Alcazar Stock Company of San
Francisco. It is an odd coincidence that
he appeared in many plays with that company with Bessie Barriscale. His first appearance inpictures was five years ago with
Thanhouser. Since then he has been with
Universal, Ince and Triangle. In " Patriotism" his role is that of John Hamilton,
a wounded American soldier, who is being
cared for on the Scotch estate of Sir Angus
Cameron, where Miss Barriscale, as Robin
Cameron, has turned over her home for
use as a hospital.

Chapter

Man from Java," produced in two reels by
Astra, under the direction of George B.
Seitz, scenarioized by Bertram Millhauser
from the story by Charles Logue and
Arthur B. Reeve.
" On the Jump " is a one-reel Rolin Comedy. It is said to be one good long laugh
from start to finish. Everybody is piled
aboard a train for Squirrel Inn. All the
Dogs, Cats, Parrots, Babies and Ukeleles
must be checked in the baggage car. This
is going on when a cry rings out on the nice
quiet air, " Stop ! I'm Spooky Sam, the
hungry
("whateverdetective,
that is).and I want a snooper "
Pathe Educational and Travel split reel in
colors is " The Valley of the Dordogne,
France," and " The Horse in Action," the
latter having been taken with the famous
Pathe Ultra camera.
Hearst-Pathe News Nos. 28 and 29 complete this program.

Charles Gunn Has Been Engaged by Paralta a*
Bessie Barriscale's Lead

March
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Lauder Gave Chaplin Title
for New Comedy
, In selecting a title for his first comcd\to be released by the First National Exhibitors' Circuit, Charlie Chaplin is said to
have utilized a chance remark made by
Harry Lauder during the Scotch celebrity's
visit to the new Chaplin studios in Hollywood, California. "It's a dog's life you're
leadin' these days, Charlie," remarked the
Scotch comedian with a pitying shake of
his head. "A dog's life." And a better
title could not have been found, in the
estimation of Chaplin, than " A Dog's Life."
Michigan Circuit Books
Hodkinson Service
Col. Butterfield's circuit of houses in
Saginaw, Flint and Kalamazoo, Mich., have
booked the Hodkinson Service of Paralta
Plays. The deal was consummated by Mr.
Prince, of the Detroit General Film Company.
The home office of the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation also reports that contracts covering the Saenger circuit in the Southeastern territory have been received.
The entire service will also be shown in
the houses controlled by Messrs. Meyer and
Schneider, including the American Movies,
M. and S., New 14th, New Law, Odeon and
Palace theatres, all in New York city. Mr.
Hammell, of the New York General Film
office, completed the deal.
Wm.

Farnum

Has

Another

" Blue Shirt " Part
William Farnum's last production in the
East, " Rough and Ready," completed just
before the Fox star's recent return to California, isannounced as the next Standard
Picture release.
"At our offices," says Mr. Fox, "we
speak of ' Rough and Ready ' as the hundred per cent, box office production. All
the world loves a lover, especially a fighting
lover, and it is in this role that Mr. Farnum appears in a tremendously interesting
story. The subject also marks this popular
actor's return to the 'blue-shirt' character
he does so well — the type of portrayal
which brought him chief fame before ' Les
Miserables.' "
Richard Stanton and Ed Sedgwick wrote
the scenario for the picture.

Mary MurilloScreen
Has Adopted
for Petrovaa Story to the

Cites
"Blue
Bird"
Perfection
a cargo of souls of unborn children on
Lasky Tells Why
Screen Version
their way to their waiting mothers.
Should Outstrip the Stage Play
" Some of the many instructions that the
— Is Released as an Artcraft
dramatist gave in his manuscript were imProduction
possible of accomplishment on the stage,
but when the screen production was made
THE speaking stage has never been able
for Artcraft the directions of the poetto present Maeterlinck's " The Blue
Bird " in accordance with the wishes of dramatist were carried out by Mr. Tourneur to a remarkable degree. The effects
the author, as indicated by the notes of
instruction accompanying the manuscript,
secured by dissolving scenes, multiple exposures, etc., should prove wonderfully
according to Jesse L. Lasky, vice-president
mystifying to the public, and it can hardly
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
be doubted that this photoplay will create
" The production by Maurice Tourneur
a far stronger impression than the stage
of this famous play, which will be released
as an Artcraft picture, carries out the ideas
of Maeterlinck even to minute details,"
"The story of 'The Blue Bird' was suggested byan actual incident which occurred
says Mr. Lasky, " which is a remarkdid."
piece
to Maeterlinck,
One cold winter evening
able accomplishment. When the play was
produced on the stage the unusual effects
the poet's wife brought to their home in
demanded were so difficult to work out
St. Wandrille, Normandy, a little girl who
that had it not been for the great name
had become lost in the forest. The child's
sister was sick, and the mother, a poor
of the author it is questionable if a producer would have undertaken the task.
widow, was unable to obtain employment
or even to give her children bread. The
" In writing ' The Blue Bird ' Maeterlinck merely indicated the most intricate
little girl, trusting in the old Norman folk
and difficult stage requirements, many of tale that whosoever desired happiness must
which necessitated days of study to gain first take captive the blue bird, set out in
the cold and the snow to hunt the bird
the desired effect. He simply made a note
that
was blue and thus end the troubles of
of what he wanted and let the stage manher family.
ager wrestle with the problem, and the
designers of the properties, mechanical and
" The poor creature was found in a half
frozen condition by Madame Maeterlinck
electrical effects and the scenery were
and was warmed and fed, and soon the
greatly perplexed by the demands.
" When Maeterlinck wished a stone to Maeterlincks brought real happiness to the
turn into a flower he made a note of the widow's sad home by providing clothes,
food and medical attendance, and securing
fact; if he wished a real flesh and blood
employment for her.
character to become a stick of candy, or
vice versa, he jotted down a memorandum
" The poet's imagination took fire at the
incident and he wrote a tale of the Blue
to that effect. One of the problems was
to turn the grass of a cemetery into bloomBird quest based on the girl's experience,
in which a boy and a girl made a fanciful
ing lillies, and another was to send Father
quest
of the Blue Bird accompanied by a
Time through space from the Land of
Future to the Earth on a ship laden with
troop of fairies.
Petrova
ON

Takes

Short

March 12 Madame Petrova left for
Palm Beach, Fla., for one week's vacation before starting work on her fifth Petrova Picture, which will be founded on the
well-known novel, " Patience Sparhawk,"
by Gertrude Atherton. This occasion will
not only mark the first holiday Madame
Petrova has permitted herself in the past
eight months, but will also celebrate the
completion of the first half of the eight
pictures to be released through the First
National Exhibitors Circuit, which the
Petrova Picture Company agreed to make
this year.
Without the shadow of a doubt, it is
claimed, Madame Petrova has silenced forever the " you've-got-to-show me " attitude
of certain types of persons in and about
the motion picture world, who predicted
when she formed her own company for the
making of her own productions, under her
own supervision, in her own studios, that
the first picture would be the beginning of
the end. When a woman undertakes to become her own manager, they argued, and
is given too much free rein, what does she
do with it but get all tangled up and hang
herself in her own rope ! However, the
Polish artiste's feet are planted firmly on

Rest at Palm
Beach
the ground and there is not the sHghtest
evidence of the noose tightening around her
neck.
Right on top of the success of Madame
Petrova's first picture, " A Daughter of Destiny," came the release of " The Light
Within," and at its New York showing at
the Rialto again the box office receipts
broke the record, it is said. The First National Exhibitors were unanimous in their
praise and agreed that the second picture
even surpassed the first in artistic production, interest, carefulness as to detail and
beauty of photography.
At the private showing of the two other
Petrova Pictures the First National Exhibitors have expressed their complete satisfaction, and there is said to be little doubt
but what these features, when released, will
meet with the same success Avhich has thus
far greeted the first two productions.
The fifth Petrova Picture, the Gertrude
Atherton story, will be directed by Ralph
Ince, who is now at work cutting and assembling the fourth picture. This is said
to be widely different from both " A
Daughter of Destiny " and " The Light
Within," offering the star a role in which
her personality is the dominating note.

Motion
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Pathe

Claims

Gives Sonic Tips on Opening of " The
House of Hate " on March lo —
Hailed as the Company's Best
tt'T'HE HOUSE OF HATE," Pathe's
1 new serial, starring Pearl White with
Antonio Moreno and a big cast, including
Paul Dillon and Pegg>' Shaynor, opened
on March 10 to what Pathe declares is a
larger total of advance collections than any
former Pathe serial, not excluding even
the '■ Iron Claw," " The Fatal Ring " or
any other of the serials. Actual figures,
according to a statement from the Pathe
offices, point to this serial as the biggest
drawing card the company has ever put
out. " The House of Hate " is playing in
a number of theatres in New York City,
over the Mayer & Schneider Circuit, consisting of the New Law, The Odion, The
Mayer & Schneider, Delancey, Sunshine,
Hopkins, American Movies and the Palace
theatres. The latter has never played a
serial before. The picture will also be seen
on the Boligini Circuit, .the houses of which
include The Regent, Ideal, Morningside,

Serial

a

Brady

Cast

York, Seventy-second Street, The Movies,
The Village, The Tiffany and Drury Lane.
The picture is running at the Grand Opera
House, Twenty-third street and Eighth avenue. This theatre seats 2,000 people and
the management has posted 1,000, 1 sheets,
1/ sheets and three sheets.
Other houses booking " The House of
Hate" from Pathe New York Exchange,
are the Costello, Spooner, Star, National,
Jersey City, the Apollo, Folly, Cretona, Bay
Ridge, Comedy, Strand, Porchester, and
Hamilton of Yonkers.
It is said that negotiations are now under
way which will add during the present year
seven or eight more theatres to the M. & S.
circuit.
Pathe, in speaking of Mayer and
Schneider, said : " With all their success,
their fair tactics have not changed. They
use no ' strangle hold ' methods with exchanges, but believe and stand for a fair
deal to all and a live and let live policy,
and look upon strong serials as an important factor in building really substantial business."

A LICE
next Select produc•»»•
tion, onBRADY'S
which the star has been working for some time, and which was started
under the working name of " The Phantom Feud," has received as its definite title,
" The Ordeal of Rosetta." This title is believed to be more indicative of the action
of the picture, which tells the story of
an Italian-American stenographer of gentle
birth and breeding.
In addition to Craufurd Kent and Ormi
Hawlcy, as leads for Miss Brady, as announced heretofore, the balance of the casting has been completed and the parts are
said to have been intrusted throughout to
players of established merit. Maud Tur-

as

News

Record

Final of Chapin Series Set for April
THE three concluding chapters of the law, though he takes part in a thrilling
Paramount-Benjamin Chapin series of fight.
" The Slave Auction " shows how Lin" The Son of Democracy " will be released
coln outwitted the slave dealers and helped
during April, including " Down the River,"
issued on the first of the month, a story of a young negro woman and her child to escape after she had been sold at auction.
Abraham Lincoln's life as a young man,
when he starts down the Mississippi River
The incidents in this chapter and the preon a flatboat and becomes involved with
ceding one had an important bearing on the
life of Lincoln, as well as the history of the
Northern slave stealers ; " The Slave AucUnited States, for as he left New Orleans
tion," released April 8, showing Lincoln's
first glimpse of the slave market and his on a floatboat, bound for his Illinois home,
efforts to combat the sort of slave traders
he made a vow that some day he would
who were despised nowhere more than
hit the crust of slavery, and hit it hard.
" Under the Stars " is the final chapter
among Southerners themselves, and " Under
the Stars," a drama of patriotism, with inti- of the series, and has been arranged as a
mate scenes of Abraliam Lincoln amid crises fitting climax to the subjects preceding. It
shows the tremendous difficulties under
similar to those now confronting the United
which Abraham Lincoln labored and the
States, released April 15.
criticisms to which he was subjected, which
"Down the River " is said to be a graphic
illustration of the anguish caused by the time has shown to be entirely unfounded.
slave traffic, and the many cases of injusIt forcibly brings to mind the position of
President Wilson in these trying times, and
tice when free negroes were stolen from
is a plea for justice and patience with our
anti-slavery states and taken to the South
for sale. Lincoln is moved to interfere, but
Chief Executive, who is today fighting for
finds himself powerless in the face of the the same principles of democracy for which
opposition from the dishonest officers of the Abraham Lincoln battled.

Alice

Picture

an Italian Girl
ner Gordon, character woman, plays Mrs.
Hapgood, the hero's mother ; Henry Leoni
is Professor Gelardo, the heroine's aged
father; Hazel Washburn fills the role of
Mildred Sanders, the society girl who plots
against Rosetta to win the love of Aubrey
Hapgood. Others in the cast include Edna
Ellwood, Peggy Elmer, Mrs. Shannon,
George Henry, Austin Miller, Ed Burns,
Jack Burns, Carl La Viness and Joseph
Berno in various roles of importance.
The assistant director for " The Ordeal
of Rosetta" is Albert Lena, for several
years associated with Mr. Chautard. He
takes the place of George Odell, who has
gone to another production.

Francis X. Bushman
MetroGreets
StudioBert Lytell at the
Vaudeville Star's Screen
Debut with Metro
Pauline Welsh, well known as a headliner in vaudeville, will make her screen
debut in the Metro All-Star Series production, "Social Hypocrites," in which May
Allison is starred. Miss Welch plays the
Duchess of St. Keverne as a girl, portrayed
in later life by Marie Wainwright. Albert
Capellani directed this picture version of
Alicia Ramsey's stage play, " Bridge."
" A Pair of Sixes " Being
Shown to Trade
" A Pair of Sixes," the latest George K.
Spoor production starring Taylor Holmes,
and which has been set for release April 1,
is now being shown to the trade. Many
advance bookings have already been reported from the Kleine exchange. Other
Essanay releases for the latter part of March
include the Broncho Billy reissues, two
Chaplin comedies, " The Tramp " and " His
New Job," and Snakeville Comedies.
Pathe Hits High Speed
Production of Pathe Plays with Frank
Keenan, Bryant Washburn, Bessie Love
and Fannie Ward as stars continues in California athigh speed. At the Paralta studio
Mr. Keenan, with Lois Wilson and Ed
Coxen, is at work on "The Bells," screen
version of Sir Henry Irving's stage success, under the direction of Ernest Warde.
Bessie Love is engaged on " A Little Sister
of
the Addison
direction Lathrop
of RobernEverybody,"
Thornby. under
William
wrote the story. " The Range Rider "
keeps Bryant Washburn and his director,
William Worthington, busy, while at Universal City Fannie Ward is now making "A
Japanese Nightingale," from Sir William
Young's novel, under the direction of
George Fitzmaurice.
Meanwhile, at the Astra studio at Jersey
City work is progressing rapidly on the
closing episodes of the Pearl White serial,
"The House of Hate," with Antonio Mo-
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Big Trio Responsible

for

" Shame "
If the John W. Noble production,
" Shame," to be distributed by General
Film Company, is as successful as it is expected to be, the three persons responsible
will be Director Noble, Zena Keefe, the
star, and Niles Welch, the leading man.
Each has had a highly successful motion
picture career and each considers his or her
work in "Shame '' as its climax. John W.
Noble will be recalled as having directed,
among others, " Romeo and Juliet," " The
Awakening of Helena Ritchie," " The
Brand of Cowardice " and "A Man Without a Country."
Current

Events

Shows

Our

Boys in the Trenches
Motion pictures of Pershing's boys in the
actual first line trenches in France, made
by military photographers of the Photographic DivisioiT; United States Signal
Corps, are the main feature of Universal
Current Events No. 44. The pictures were
released to Universal Current Events by
the Committee on Public Information
through the American Red Cross and are
official United States war film.
The scenes open with the departure of
the boys, wearing their " tin trench derbies " from the little French village in
which they were billeted. Motor trucks
loaded with soldiers scurry along the roadways, much of the time under the fire of
German batteries. These trucks stop at the
communicating trenches and the doughboys have to hoof the rest of the distance
below the level of the ground.
The pictures finish with scenes of Red
Cross workers passing through the trenches
in search of wounded and stretcher-bearers
carrying to an advanced dressing station the
first case of gas poisoning. The scenes then
shift to an American hospital back of the
lines, where the wounded rest pending removal to a base hospital somewhere far out
of the fighting zone.
Scenes

Taken

on

Warship

for " Stolen Orders "
Among the scenes in " Stolen Orders,"
William A. Brady's picturization of the
Drury Lane melodrama, " Sealed Orders,"
and the first of the series of feature productions announced by Mr. Brady at the
time he severed his connection with the
World Film Corporation, are some taken on
board a United States man-of-war. It is
not permitted to mention the name of the
battleship which will be shown on the
screen, nor its location at the time the
scenes were photographed. Suffice it to say
that it was somewhere in America and that
episodes of dramatic interest were filmed on
its deck.
Exhibitors Like Screen
Exhibitors who have booked the Screen
Telegram, the new Mutual news serial, the
first issues of which were released March 3
and 7, are said to be delighted with the
subject matter and photography and have
nothing but words of praise for its timeliness and general excellence.

Mutual

Names

April

Releases

Among Stars Are Mary Miles Minter,
Margarita Fischer, William RussellFeatures
and Ann Murdock
— P^our
Scheduled
MUTUAL'S
schedule productions
of April feature
releases includes
from
the studios of the American Film Company,
Inc., William Russell Productions, Inc., and
the Empire All Star Corporation, starring
William Russell, Ann Murdock, Mary Miles
Minter and Margarita Fischer.
Mary Miles Minter will be seen in "A
Bit of Jade," released April 1. This is said
to be an exotic mystery story built around
the disappearance of a rare Hindu necklace,
which is said to possess a potent charm.
The play, which was scenarioized by Karl
Coolidge from a widely read story of Mildred Carl Graham, is said to be replete with
tense and dramatic situations.
Margarita Fischer, in " Primitive
Woman," released April 8, will be seen in a
character different from anything she has
recently done. Elementary woman in a
twentieth century setting is the theme, and
the play is said to possess the elements of
strength and originality.
Ann Murdock, who has been appearing
in photo-drama of Charles Frohman stage
plays,
completed
" ThePowell,
Richest
releasedhasApril
15. David
whoGirl,"
has
supported Miss Murdock in " The Impostor,"Outcast
"
" and " Please Help
Emily," will again play the lead.
William Russell, an athletic star, is putting the finishing touches on his first production made by his own company, William
Russell Productions, Inc. This picture is
" Hearts or Diamonds," and will be released April 22. Mr. Russell is enthusiastic
over the results of his initial effort in production and believes it will even surpass
"The Midnight Trail," "In Bad," "New
York Luck " and " Snap Judgment."

The Smile Betrays
Her. It Is Mary
ter, American-Mutual
Star Miles MinThe play is an adaptation of the novel
"Adrienne Gascoyne," by William Hamilton Osborne. The story concerns the operations of a gang of international diamond
thieves with whom Adrienne Gascoyne, a
beautiful young woman unfortunately becomes involved.
Miss Charlotte Burton, who has appeared
in several Russell successes, will play the
lead. The cast includes Carl Stockdale,
John Gough and Robert Klein. It was produced under the direction of Henry King.

Talmadge
Feature Draws
Lasky Praise
thority, this is considered by Select high
CONSTANCE TALMADGE, Select
comedienne, who is at present working
praise indeed, and Miss Talmadge and the
in California, was recently the recipient of officers of Select fully appreciate the coma very handsome compliment from Jesse
pliment.
" Up the Road With Sallie " was adapted
L. Lasky, who is now in Hollywood overseeing the work of his company. Mr.
from Frances Sterrett's novel of the .same
name by Julia Crawford Ivers and directed
Lasky attended the first screening of "Up
by William D. Taylor, both of whom have
the Road With Sallie," the newly completed
Select Picture, in which Miss Talmadge
registered along the very lines of comedydrama which characterize this picture. Miss
will be presented by Lewis J. Selznick, and
was said to be so enthusiastic over both
Talmadge's previous appearances in " Scandal," The
"
Honeymoon," " The Studio
picture and star that he wired his commendation to the offices of the Select Pictures
Girl " and " The Shuttle " are ample guaranty, according to Select, of her sparkling
Corporation.
performance in this production.
" ' Up the Road With Sallie,' " said Mr.
Norman Kerry and the rest of the cast,
Lasky, " is a charming and delightful pic- Kate Toncray, Thomas Persse, Karl
ture. It should be a genuine success; I
Formes and M. B. Paanakker take full adregard it as the best picture that this young
vantage.
star has made." Coming from such an au-

Now " Purple Lily "
World- Pictures announces a change in the
title of the picture to be released on April
23, in which Kitty Gordon is the star. Dur-

ing the working period this picture has
been known as " Devil's Dice," but the title
has now been changed to " The Purple
Lily," which title is said to conform much
more closely to the nature of the picture.
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Secret Service" Organized
in the field toby
keep Universal
their fingers on the
ACTING upon recommendations made
to President Carl Laemmle by Joe
public's
it iswillMr.be Laemmle's
beliefto
that
his pulse,
company
able to cater
Brandt, Universal's assistant treasurer, the
the
demand
within
no
greater
a
period
Universal company is organizing a " secret
of time than is required to turn out the
service " corps of field men whose sole
subjects desired.
duty will be to report the reception accorded its various productions.
The men will be called " Secret ServMr. Brandt conducted a preliminary inice " men because they will not make themselves known to the exhibitors. Instead,
vestigation along these lines while on a
recent tour of the Middle West. One of
they will enter the theatres as ordinary
patrons and observe the effect upon the
the complaints made by exhibitors genaudiences of the Universal and Bluebird
erally was to the effect that producers
seem to lack knowledge of the kind of productions that are presented. Whatever
pictures best calculated to attract business
criticisms are made will be promptly reported to the home office.
of their particular patronage.
After they have been brought to Mr.
Frequently the public's tastes for pictures changes overnight. Today it may
Laemmle's personal attention these opinions will be forwarded to Universal City
consist of a desire to see war pictures.
Tomorrow society dramas may be in de- where they will be shown to the directors,
who will be able to avoid any errors in
mand, while on the following day Western
production they may have committed in
dramas are wanted. With an organizathe pictures criticized adversely.
tion of "secret service" men constantly
Eight Features on Triangle April List
WESTERN narratives, society dramas
of the Canadian Northwest, " Wild Sumac,"
and mystery are listed on the Triangle
in an intensely emotional role. " Who
April schedule, which the Triangle DistribKilled Walton," which follows " The Law
uting Corporation announces will include
of the Great Northwest," was adapted from
eight five-reel features. In accordance with
Norman Sherbrooke's magazine story, " The
the policy of the company, magazine and
Veil," a mystery story within New York
novel material has been utilized for the
political circles. J. Barney Sherry appears
program to a marked degree.
as the typical ward politician of the " Old
Alma Rubens, Roy Stewart, William DesA story of the New York underworld,
mond, J.Barney Sherry and Margery Wilson are among the featured players who
"Guard."
The Finger Print," heads the April 21st
will make their appearance in the new reschedule. This is an adaptation of the Colleases.
lier's Weekly story, " In the Spring," by
Heading the list for the week of April
John
" The underworld
Finger Printand"
deals A.
withMoroso.
the Italian
7 is " The Love Brokers," with Alma Rubens in the stellar role, this story being a shows the inner workings of the police system in the days before the Rosenthal murscreen adaptation of " Another Foolish Vir
der. Joe King plays opposite Margery Wilgin," by W. Carey Wonderley, author of the
son in this new vehicle, which features Miss
recent Triangle feature, " The Marriage
Bubble." The Beaux Arts section of New ' Wilson as a reformed crook and Mr. King
as a police inspector. William Desmond
York provides the locale of the story. " The
Boss of the Lazy Y," the second release of has the featured role in the second release
the week, is a screen adaptation of Charles
of the week, an English society drama enAlden Seltzer's novel of the same name, and
titled "Society For Sale."
features Roy Stewart in the title role.
Another Moroso play, " The Lonely
" The Law of the Great Northwest," by Woman," is scheduled as the opening feature for the week of the 28th, with Belle
Ralph Westfall, for many years one of the
daring officers of the Northwest Mounted
Bennett in the title role. Roy Stewart has
a dual role in the concluding picture for
Police, is released for the first part of the
week of the 14th. This is the first of a April, which is entitled, " Paying His
series by this writer, and offers Margery
Debt," which is an adaptation of "The
Wilson, who appeared in that other drama
Derelict."
Branham Books Taylor
Special Press Service for
Drew Reissues
Holmes Film
Charles G. Branham, manager of the
Walter N. Irwin, general manager of the
Strand theatre in Minneapolis, has booked
Vitagraph distributing organization, announces that a special press service has "Ruggles of Red Gap," with Taylor
been inaugurated in connection with the Holmes, for the week of March 17. In
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew Comedy re- writing to the Kleine offices, in Chicago,
issue. The service consists of press sheets
Mr. Branham said : " Several persons who
and a full line of posters carrying the never had read the story viewed the piclatest portraits of the stars and stills from
ture with me and seemed to enjoy it even
more than I. It is refreshing, and the
their individual comedies. The press sheets
work of Mr. Holmes and his company
arc also illu.strated with stills and twentyfive thousand of them already have been
should delight all classes, for it is decidmailed to exhibitors. The comedies arc
edly breezy." Branham also has a good
Exhibitor
now in their third week and Vitagraph
announces that they arc proving even more
word for " Brown of Harvard." which is
released through Kleine.
popular than when originally released.
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Ethel Clayton's
Released" The
by Witch
World Woman
Pictures " Will Be
World

Wings Two with
One Shot
Director Harley Knoles, of World-Pictures, has gone to Bat Cave, N. C, where
scenes for two World Film productions will
be made. They arc " The Echo Girl," from
the story by C. Hobart Doty, and " Without
Paying
Price," within
by Romaine
Rue. while
The
one
will the
be released
two weeks,
the othet is not scheduled for release for
two months, the winging of the two birds
with one shot being in line with the World
policy of conservation.
To Assist Alec Lorimore in
Australia
The increasing business of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation in Australia
has led Alec Lorimore, managing director
of that branch, to appoint four executive
directors to assist in the general conduct
of the organization. The men, who have
all been selected for work they have accomplished inthe past, are F. W. WynneJones, C. H. Gilbert, William R. Hoggan
and D. Lotherington.
This strengthens considerably the position of Paramount and Artcraft pictures in
Australia, inasmuch as the whole of the
business and its general management are
not dependent on one man. The new arrangement relieves Mr. Lorimore of a
great deal of the detail work and permits
him to devote more of his personal time
to building up the branch offices to
keep pace with the requirements of the expanding business. The main office is located in Sydney, with the principal
branches at Perth and Melbourne.
Universal

Lion Scratches
the Star
An attack by one of the lions upon Marie
Walcamp while working in the first episode
of " The Lion's Claws," the new Universal
adventure serial, announced for release
April 1, resulted in the actress receiving
a scar she will carry for life, according
to a new announcement from Universal.
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Foreign
Supremacy of
American Films Not
Due to War
President Paul H. Cromelin of the
Inter-Ocean Film Corporation has issued
a statement on export conditions. He says
that the lead American films have taken
in the foreign market will not end with
the war, as has been predicted.
" American films are not leading in
foreign fields simply because foreign producing companies have had to reduce their
producing activities through the war,"
states Mr. Cromelin. " The reason for our
ascendancy is that our producers have
been studying the demand of the international movie fan as against that of the
national one. Once upon a time we produced with mainly our own country in
view, but then our directors woke up to
the fact that the likes and dislikes of the
foreign picture-goer had to be considered.
We started studying those likes, and the
result is that our films today have real
international appeal. That is why they are
now so strongly planted in the foreign
fields.
" American producers, guided by the
financial return of their export sales, are
going to keep on making the pictures of
international appeal. Mere ending of the
war isn't going to change this determination. Why, then, should we look for a
drop in the sale of American film abroad
when peace shall come? There isn't a
single, solid reason for believing in such
a change.
" As far as the production volume of
European films in war times goes, there is
a general mistaken belief. There has been
some reduction to this volume, but
European producing has not stopped by
any means. There have been plenty of
good productions from the European field,
and they have been circulating in the
foreign field. The lead that American pictures have attained in those fields is due
directly to their quality and their world
appeal. The only thing that can lose
America this lead after the war, is a distinct drop in this quality and appeal."
Mr. Cromelin announces that the InterOcean have placed the World and Paralta
full release program in almost every foreign country, and that brisk sales are
reported on " Whither Thou Goest," " Today," "Mad Lover," " Hunting Big Game
in the Frozen North," and " The Thirteenth
Labor of Hercules," for which the InterOcean are the foreign distributing agents.
Making of Big Guns Shown
in Screen Magazine
The various processes in the manufacture of our big guns are shown in Universal Screen Magazine No. 63, released
March 22. First are shown the ingots of
iron handled by a giant crane. Then they
are heated in the crucible and moulded
into the barrel of the gun. From this point
each process is followed in detail.
Other subjects are Part Two of the series on " The Making of a Newspaper,"
" Building a Concrete Bridge " and a demonstration of mediumistic tricks by Hereward Carrington.

Chicago

Hears

Lee Ochs Visits Windy City to Address Exhibitors on Unity — Will
Not Run for Any Office
Next Year
LEE OCHS visited Chicago, March 22,
and caused a sensation among the
hundred or more exhibitors who listened
to his exposition and explanation of the
plans for operating the United Picture
Theatres of America. It was the first time
since the convention of last July that Mr.
Ochs addressed a large meeting of exhibitors in Chicago.
Opening his discussion of the new distribution plan by asking that the hatchet
which was raised last summer be buried
once and for all in the face of the present crisis which threatens the exhibiting
industry, Mr. Ochs came out with the flat
statement that he would not be a candidate
for any office next year. He urged exhibitors to unite in the common cause and
to forget the causes of dissent which had
kept them apart in the past.
" Co-operation," said Mr. Ochs, " and
the collective buying power of the exhibitor must be brought into play if he is to
ever get a fair return out of his business
or, in fact if he is to save himself from
having to close his doors. The present
situation is critical and it isn't a time to
hold out because of old scores."

State-Rights

Plans
United
Mr. Ochs explains his connection with
the proposition : " There are altogether
10,000 shares of stock," he said, "which
sell for $250 a piece. -There are four
other men in this scheme besides myself,
and the five of us have 200 shares of
stock each. That makes 1,000 shares altogether and the exhibitors themselves will
own and control the other 9,000. We will
run the system just as long as we do it
satisfactorily.
When
yououtdon't
the
way
we do things
we get
and like
you put
in After
some going
one else."
into detail on the subject
and pointing the proposition in such colors that the audience could scarcely help
but be interested in it, Mr. Ochs threw
the floor open to debate and invited questions. The exhibitors showed that they
had followed Mr. Ochs very closely by
their questions and some enrolled before
leaving the hall.
C. R. Seelye, general manager of the
United Picture Theatres, and formerly
with Pathe, was to have arrived in Chicago
in time to have been on the platform
with
Ochs
Friday,
but Both
he didn't
arrive Mr.
in the
city onuntil
Sunday.
men
assert that they are more than pleased
with the way membership applications are
coming in, and C. W. Bunn, manager of
the local office in the Consumers Building,
expressed the same sentiment when asked
how the proposition was going locally.

Men
Are
Worried
well
as
over-production.
Recently the
After Tour of Country, Lesser Demanager of one big company made a trip
clares Independent Market Lacks
to San Francisco to sell me the rights on a
Suitable
Productions and
film for six per cent of the country for
High
Says Prices Are Too
$12,000. This same man had forgotten he
had told me the production cost but $12,000,
story, filming, editing and preparation of
THE independent, or state rights buying
exchanges are face to face with a advertising matter. Later this film sold
serious proposition, and the very lives of for the same territory at about one-fourth
the price he originally asked.
such distributing organizations depend
" Prices for the films for the thirteen
upon the correct solution of these problems— the ability to secure subjects suit- territories of the country will eventually
able for production presentation, and the adjust themselves, but while this process
purchase of them at prices that will allow is going on, the established exchange of
today will suffer. The crying need of the
a profit to the distributor for his work,
according to statements made by Sol. state rights distributors is ' good production.' The independent man must have
Lesser, president and general manager of
the All Star Feature Distributors of San bigger than program pictures, and needs
Francisco and Los Angeles, and organizer
many such films as ' The Whip,' ' Twenty
of the State Rights Exchanges, Inc., a Thousand Leagues Under the Sea,' ' Civnational institution buying for state rights
il zationThe
,'
Spoilers,' ' The Cold Deck,'
etc. Films of the quality of these can best
exchanges in every field.
Mr. Lesser has just completed a survey
be distributed by the independent organizations for independent men can give them
of the entire country made possible by the
co-operation of the most prominent inde- individual exploitation which means much
pendent exchangemen in every locality. to the earning power of the picture for
" There seems to be no set way for a producer, distributor and exhibitor. There
producer to establish a price for his film is not an over-production of good films,
for any given locality," Mr. Lesser said. but too many mediocre and undesirable
" They attempt to secure outlandish prices, subjects. When producers take time
enough to make good subjects, they will
and if they cannot sell to a well established
exchange in any given field, it has been
not only greatly improve the industry generally, but they will establish the state
the practice of some to induce the establishment of new exchanges. This has rights and independent men more firmly,
brought about the same condition in the for the state rights method has been
found to be the most satisfactory for the
distributing, as now exists in the production field, namely : an over-distribution as exploitation of the better films."
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Company in Florida
for Single Scene
Montagu Love, Barbara Castleton, Director Travers Vale and their company have
gone to St. Augustine, Fla., to shoot a single scene of the first Castleton-Love World
production, " The Swarmi." This particular
scene requires a setting of peculiar mystic
beauty and the director, Travers Vale, decided that the backgrounds of Florida alone
would suffice. " The Swarmi " deals with
an Anglo-Indian story, the action occurring
in both England and India. The cast includes, in addition to Mr. Love and Miss
Castleton, Madge Evans, George MacQuarrie, Louise Vale, Irene Blackwell and Jack
Drumier.

"Up

DESPITE the fact that Southern California has just had a long period of
almost continual rain, there has been no letup of production at the Paralta West Coast
studios. There are a large number of plays
in the course of manufacture for the three
organizations making pictures at the Paralta
plant at the present time, namely : Paralta
Plays, Inc., Sclcxart and Pathe, and during the heavy rainfall practically all of the
companies kept busy within the studio.
Having recently completed " Maid o' the
Storm,"
Barriscale,
who hasstudios
been
the most Bessie
active star
at the Paralta
from the point of productions, completed,
started the filming of her sixth Paralta
feature under the title of "Patriotism."
The story was written by R. B. Kidd and
Jane Holly and the screen version was prepared byJulian Louise Lamothe. Miss Barriscale isagain being directed by Raymond
B. West, who has staged the majority of
her Paralta productions. In " Patriotism "
Miss " Barriscale will be supported by
Charles Gunn, Paralta's new leading man.

" An Alien Enemy," by Monte M. Katterjohn, will introduce Louise Glaum as a Paralta star, and will be the first picture Miss
Glaum has ever made in which she does not
have the role of a vampire. Under the direction ofWallace Worsley the picture was
completed during the rainy period by the
filming of a few interior scenes which were
necessary for its completion.
Henry B. Walthall and J. Warren Kerrigan, the other two Paralta stars, although
not actively at work upon new productions
are ready to begin filming as soon as their
stories are completed by the scenario department. Mr. Walthall eluded the rainy spell
by a buried trip to his ranch, which is
located at Scottsdale, Ariz. Manager of
productions, Robert Brunton, and N. William Aronson, Mr. Walthall's representative,
are considering several stories with a view
to purchasing them for future Walthall releases. His second Paralta production,
" Humdrum Brown," will be released this
month through the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.

Goldwyn

Active at Fort Lee
Dark," to be released April 21, Mae Marsh
will at once begin work in a new production, which has not yet been given a title,
from the story by Edith Barnard Delano
entitled " When Carey Came to Town." It
is said to give Miss Marsh one of the most
delightful roles of her motion picture
ley.
career.
It will be directed by Hobart Hen-

Stars

Again

MADGE KENNEDY, star of " The Danger Game," by Roy Somervillc, which
is scheduled for release April 7, has restudiosdidafter
turned to Goldwyn's
not
absence
Her Lee
of a week. Fort
an illness
materially aflPect the progress of the production, for Director Harry Pollard found
himself able to photograph a series of short
scenes in which the star has no part. Edward Dillon, whose direction of Madge
Kennedy in "Our Little Life" promised
great things for " The Danger Game," was
to be seen hobbling about the studios early
in the week. Mr. Dillon slipped on the icy
pavement and broke an ankle early in the
progress of the Madge Kennedy play, and
Pollard was engaged to take his place.
Under his direction there has/been evolved
a romantic melodrama declared by authorities to be absolutely unique in motion
picture annals.
With the completion of " The Face in the

Mabel Normand, who had been in Florida
with George Loane Tucker and several
players making revisions in "Joan of
Plattsburg" to conform with a Government
request that certain military material photographed at the great training camp be
eliminated, returned on Wednesday, refreshed and eager to start her next production, which is to be made from a famous
Broadway stage success. A few more interior scenes for " Joan of Plattsburg " remain to be made and the picture has been
tentatively scheduled for release May 6.

She

Goes"

Is Billy

Rhodes' Next
Billy Rhodes' next Strand comedy rethrough
Mutual
" Up went
She upGoes,"
scheduledleasedfor
March
26. isBillie
with
the " Angel's Flight " in Los Angeles and
her hubby went after, for he was jealous
of the music "professor," who was teaching
her the latest livery stable " blues " on the
saxaphone. Hubby threw the " professor "
out of the house and the saxaphone followed after. That's the way the story goes.
Neilan

to Direct Cohan for
Artcraft
Marshall Neilan, who directed Mary
Pickford in " Amarilly of Clothes-Linc
Alley," "Stella Maris" and "Rebecca of
Sunnybrook Farm," and has just completed
" M'liss," the little Artcraft star's latest
picture, is now in New York where he will
direct George M. Cohan for Artcraft in
" Hit-the Trail Holiday." William D. Taylor will direct Mary Pickford in her next
picture following " M'liss."
Record

Bookings

Reported

for Jaxon Serial
What is said to be a new record for serial
bookings has been established in Baltimore
by " A Daughter of Uncle Sam," with Jane
Vance, the Jaxon spy serial released by
General Film Company. With the halfway
mark reached in the release of the twelve
chapters, thirty-nine theatres have already
contracted to show the big patriotic serial,
while new bookings are being received
every day from this territory by the Washington office of General Film. Recordbreaking booking are being reported from
Canada, it is said, as the result of the
strong endorseement given the serial by the
chief press censor of Canada, Col. Ernest
Chambers.
" The

Decoy " Comes
First

" The Decoy " is the title of the first 500foot Mutt and Jeff animated cartoon which
will be released under the new world-wide
distributing arrangement recently completed by Bud Fisher with the Fox Film
Corporation.
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About

New

Productions

Mae Marsh is nearing completion at the Goldwyn Studio in Fort Lee of her newest picture,
" The posite
Face
the starin inthethisDark."
Irvin S.Niles
Cobb Welch
story. is opTom Mix has finished " Western Blood " in
the William Fox West Coast Studios. The picture has to do with a cowboy in a dress suit.
This will be Mix's third starring subject.
A rescue from treacherous quicksands is said to
one ot the exciting feats by Bert Lytell in "The
Trail to
Yesterday,"Edwin
Metro's
picture
now being
made
in Arizona.
Carewe
is directing.
Mabel Normand, OneComedy
of Goldwyn's Best Bets in
Mae Marsh
Dramatic

Cast in
Role

As Mary Garland in " The Beloved
Traitor," her next Goldwyn production, is
said to be more than the " whim girl of the
screen," as she has often been called. In
fact, it is said, she is revealed as a dramatic
actress with poise and power and no end
of emotional force.
Some of the scenes are laid in a New
England fishing village and many quaint
touches appear. One of the settings is a
cottage where Mary lives with her uncle.
All sorts of things were done to this cottage to give it the right atmosphere. There
are shells without number, nets, models of
schooners and the rest of the objects of
art fisherfolk always have around. There
is a real sea-going parrot in the picture, too.
Vitagraph Now Old
Enough to Vote
On March 17, St. Patrick's Day, the Vitagraph Company of America reached the
twenty-first anniversary of its birth, and
by way of a fitting celebration President
Albert E. Smith and other officials of the
company gathered on that date at the studio
in Brooklyn for the first private screening
of " Over the Top," which Vitagraph deems
the greatest feature ever made.
It was on St. Patrick's Day, 1897, that
Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph
since its origin, and J. Stuart Blackton
started the old American Vitagraph Company, and ever since then the history of
Vitagraph has been largely the history of
the motion picture industry in the United
States, for the big organization has never
lost its place in the front rank of motion
picture producers.
Flarity Returns to General
Film
F. Flarity, formerly branch manager for
General Film at Pittsburgh, in which city
he has since been in charge of the Jewel
Productions exchange, has been placed in
charge of General's Albany, N. Y., office.
In rejoining General Film for service at
Albany Mr. Flarity finds himself again in
the territory in which he formerly worked
for Pathe.

Following her return from Palm Beach, Madame Petrova plans to begin at once on her fifth
picture, " Patience Sparhawk and Her Times."
Ralph
scenario.Ince is to direct it, from Mary Murillo's
Triangle is producing a two-reel comedy written
by Mrs. Kate Corbaley, author of " Real Folks."
The name of the new one is " Mr. Briggs Closes
the House." Edwin Brady is in the cast.
Louise
since her connection withGlaum's
Paralta,first
has picture
been completed
at the
company's studio in Los Angeles. Twenty-six
working days were utilized in the making. " An
Alien Enemy " is the name.
James Young, having completed " The White
Man's has
Law begun
" for Paramount,
SessueBlackton
Hayakawa,
work with J.withStuart
supervising
on " Missing."
This is Blackton's
second
Paramount
feature.
After finishing " The Bride of Fear," in the
William
Fox's West
Studios,
Jewel under
Carmen has started
work Coast
on a new
production
direction
of Edward J. Le Saint. It has not yet
been
named.
" The Pathe
Hillcrest
" isRalph
the Kellard
title of will
the
five-part
Play,Mystery
in which
make
his
reappearance
on
the
screen.
George
Fitzmaurice is the director.
Work on the first Mastercraft picture, " The
One Woman,"
from Thomas
Dixon's West
novel,Coast
will
probably
be started
at the Paralta
it.
Studios this week. Reginald Barker will direct
Alice Joyce, Vitagraph star, has started activities on a Blue Ribbon feature, " The Strength of
the Weak,"
direction
of Tomcast.Terriss. President Smith under
announces
a strong
Norma Talmadge, arriving in New York from
Palm Beach, went direct to Saranac Lake tor
ice '"shots
'' inShe" DethenLuxe
Annie,"
lect picture.
bundled
up her
and next
went Se-to
California.
Douglas Fairbanks is said to be working night
and day on his newest Artcraft picture, in order
to
Liberty
This will
takebegin
about histhree
%veeks Loan
of his activities.
time.
M. Franklin
" The Carmen
Bride ofasFear
forC. William
Fox, directed
with Jewel
star."
The production has just been finished.

Lottie Briscoe•' The
Returns
Screen" in Metro's
Houseto oftheMirth
Lottie Briscoe Returns
Screen with Metro

to

Metro's presentation of " The House of
Mirth," picture version of Edith Wharton's
novel, produced under the direction of
Albert Capellani, will mark the return to
the screen of Lottie Briscoe, whose absence
from the cinema world was due to an operation. At the age of four Lottie Briscoe
made her debut on the stage in the company of Richard Mansfield and in later productions was billed as " the greatest child
actress on earth." After a long career in
stock she entered the picture field in 1910,
becoming ingenue lead for Essanay. There
she was in the same company with Francis
X. Bushman, and it is by a strange caprice
of Fate that she now finds herself working under the same roof with him at the
Metro studios.
First Lyons-Moran Star
Comedy April 8
Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran, formerly
featured in Nestor Comedies, will return
to the Universal program April 8 and will
appear weekly thereafter under the brand
name of " Lyons-Moran Star Comedies."
Fourteen of these pictures have already
been produced and are now ready for consecutive release.
The first of the new series is titled
"A Pigskin Hero," and it is said by Universal to be the funniest picture in which
the former Nestor pair have ever appeared.
As in all the comedies to be released under
the new brand name, everything suggestive
of the slapstick brand of humor has been
carefully avoided, it is said. Instead, situations, acting and story, have been relied
upon to furnish the comedy element.
" Selfish Yates " Completed

" His
Job," With Charles
Is One
of
the New
Essanay-General
Pictures Chaplin,
Being Reissued

The role of by
a thoroughly
Hart selfish man is
a unique one for William S. Hart, yet that
is the kind of character he assumes in
" Selfish Yates," which he has just completed for Artcraft, and which will be released following " The Tiger Man." The
Ince star directed " Selfish Yates " himself,
as was the case with his two previous productions. The story is by C. Gardner Sullivan.
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Speaks
of Roth
section of. the industry in the great and
Thinks His New Partner Should Furpowerful organization of copartners that
nish Valuable Ideas in Advisory
is just now assuming shape upon the
Board Recently Formed by
definite plans formed some time ago.
Motion Picture News
"And by the way, that very same
IN a letter to his associates in New York,
strength of principle and true greatness
W. W. Hodkinson, who is at present in is one thing that I prize most and look
Seattle after his successful closing cf the
for first when considering the best exhibitors to entrust with the building up
San Francisco territory for the Hodkinson
copartnership, comments briefly of his of each section of our enterprise.
The Motion Picture News Advisory
tie-in in California.
Board is a splendid effort to accomplish
" I note with interest," writes Mr. Hodsome constructive good, and the News is
kinson, the
" fact that Eugene Roth's name
appears on the Motion Picture News
seeking the aid of the best men in the
Ad\Tsory Board being formed by Motion
country — men in whom the average exPicture News for the benefit and help
hibitor has faith and trust, due to their
of the exhibitors at large.
records and achievements, and those are
" I am not surprised that Mr. Roth is just the sort of men I want, and, as you
can see, am getting.
included in the roster of leading exhibitors
and that he has offered his help to smaller
" Messrs. Greaves and Ellison, leaders
brethren in the present time of stress. Mr.
of the film community in Denver, are
Roth, who is now an active copartner of another two men of the same character,
mine in the Hodkinson business structure,
and when I have completed the structural work in the West I am free to state
is just the type of man to offer help and
advice out of his generous and diversified
that I don't think anyone will have ever
fund of experience and knowledge.
seen a more powerful, more complete and
more united gathering of the biggest men
" His integrity and principle are well
in the industry.
known nationally, and, of course, particularly so in California, and for that
"And the bigger men will convince the
reason, among others, Mr. Roth is the
smaller men that my plan is businesslike
logical exhibitor to lead the Californian
and the thing to tie to without delay."

Picture

News

Hodkinson

Chapin

Series

to

Be

THE three concluding chapters of " The
Son of Democracy," the ParamountChapin series depicting incidents in the life
of Abraham Lincoln, will be released during April. They are " Down the River,"
released April 1 ; " The Slave Auction,"
released April 8, and " Under the Stars,"
the final chapter, which will be given to
the public April 15.
" Down the River " illustrates the anguish
caused by the slave traffic, and the many
cases of injustice when free negroes were
stolen from anti-slavery states and taken
to the South for sale. Lincoln is moved
to interfere but finds himself powerless in
the face of the opposition from the dishonest officers of the law, though he takes
part in a thrilling fight.
" The Slave Auction " shows how Lincoln outwitted the slave dealers, and helped
a young negro woman and her child to

Pays Big Bonus for
TURNER AND DAHNKEN, who hold
the franchise in the First National
Exhibitors' Circuit for Northern California
and Nevada, report that they have arranged
to release seven of the new $1,000,000 series of Chaplin comedies through the
Strand, of San Francisco, instead of the
Hippodrome, as originally announced. The
Hippodrome will have first run of " A
ns ,
Dog^s contract
Life," carrying
out the and
provisio
their
with Turner
Dahnkenof
but after that the picture will be shown at
the Strand, and will be followed by all
forth'omin;.' Chaplins.

Completed
in April
escape after she had been sold at auction.
The incidents in this chapter and the preceding one had an important bearing on
the life of Lincoln, as well as the history
of the United States, for as he left New
Orleans on a flatboat, bound for his
Illinois home, he made a vow that some
day he would hit the curse of slavery, and
hit it hard.
" Under the Stars " is the final chapter
of the series and has been arranged as a
fitting climax to the subjects preceding. It
shows the tremendous difficulties under
which Abraham Lincoln labored, and the
criticisms to which he was subjected, which
time has shown to be entirely unfounded.
It forcibly brings to mind the position of
President Wilson in these trying times, and
is a plea for justice and patience with our
Chief Executive upon whose shoulders fall
the brunt of responsibility.

Rights to Chaplins
It is understood that the Strand executives handed over a bonus of $5,000 in real
cash to the managers of the Hippodrome to
secure their rights in the series, and that
they are also paying a rental price of $3,500
for two weeks' service on each picture.
This figure is supposed to establish a
record price for two-reel comedies in any
part of the world, and is pointed to as a
significant
upon where
Chaplin's
popularity oncommentary
the Pacific Coast,
he
is said to possess the largest clientele per
capita of any star so far exploited through
the medium of the screen.

William A. Brady's
" Stolen
Orders " Has Genuine Settings
as Background
Take

Scenes

in Maine

for

" A Doll's House "
Exterior scenes are now being taken in
Maine under the direction of Maurice
Tourneur for Elsie Ferguson's Artcraft
picture, " A Doll's House," Miss Ferguson
and her company having gone there last
week.
"A Doll's House," Ibsen's masterpiece,
derives its title from the fact that Norah,
the character played by Miss Ferguson, was
reared in an atmosphere free from worldly
cares, and her father, who adored her,
called her his " little doll," and endeavored
to keep her life devoid of worry.
Vitagraph State Feature
Completed
Work on " New York, or Danger Within," the big patriotic picture which Vitagraph made under the auspices of the New
York State Defense Council, was finished
last week, and the assembling of it will
be started at once, according to a statement from the office of Albert E Smith,
president of the company.
John Robertson directed the making of
the picture, in which Corinne Griffith and
Webster Campbell are starred.
Metro Engages Edward
Abeles for Part
Edward S. Abeles, one of the better
known of American actors, has been engaged by Metro to play the important part
of Rosedale, the Wall Street broker, in
" The House of M.rth." The Edith Wharton novel, which was dramatized by the
late Clyde Fitch, has been picturized by
June Mathis and Albert Capellani, and
will be directed by Mr. Capellani. Mr.
Abeles is at present in the cast of " Oh,
Lady,
Lad-^,"
the Princess
theatre.
He
will work
at theat Metro
studio under
Albert
Capellani's direction in the daytime, appearing in the Princess theatre production
in the evening — not to mention the usual
matinees per week.
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Big Campaign Planned for
Universal Serial
With " Book With Your Eyes Open " as
the campaign slogan, the Universal salesmen who are to handle the forthcoming
serial, " The Lion's Claws," will be armed
with a campaign book which is said to teem
with valuable advertising suggestions. In
addition, each salesman will have an album
containing stills of the first four episodes.
In this way the exhibitor can see for himself the action contained in these episodes
and can be guided in his effort to reach a
decision as to whether " The Lion's Claws "
will prove a moneymaking proposition. The
album will contain over one hundred stills
and as fast as the subsequent episodes are
completed photographs will be forwarded to
the salesmen for insertion in the volume.
The titles under which the first four
episodes of this serial will be issued are,
" A Woman's Honor," " Beasts of the Jungle," "The Net of Terror," " A Woman's
Scream." April 1st sees the release of the
first episode.
"The

Life Mask," Petrova's
Third, Released
The release date of " The Life Mask,"
Mme. Petrova's third picture made under
her own management, has been set by the
First National Exhibitors' Circuit for
March 18.
A mystery story in six reels, adapted to
the screen by Mrs. L. Case Russell, " The
Life
Mask," thewasPolish
directed
Crane,
and shows
star byin Frank
an emotional
role against a background that shifts rapidly from the higher social circles of New
York to the colorful atmosphere of Spain.
The photography of the production is
said to present many novel and pleasing
features.

Louise

Leads

A

STORY by James Oliver Curwood,
with whose work both screen fans
and readers of the so-called popular magazines are familiar, heads the list of Universal products scheduled for release during the week of March 2Sth. The production, which is in five reels, is entitled " The
Girl Who Wouldn't Quit," and is founded
upon Mr. Curwood's magazine story, " The
Quest of Joan," which had a wide circulation in published form. Miss Lovely is
supported in this feature by a strong cast,
which includes Philo McCullough, Charles
Hill Mailles, Gertrude Aster, Clyde Benson
and H. A. Barrows. Edgar Jones is responsible for the direction.
The Nestor release for the week is entitled Nothing
"
But Nerve," and presents
Gale Henry, former Joker Comedy star.
Milton Sims, Charles Hefly and Evelyn Selbie appear in support of Gale Henry. The
plot centers about a couple who borrow a
house in which to entertain an aunt to
prove to her their worthiness to inherit her
fortune. Of course, the owner of the house
makes an unexpected return with all of the
attendant complications which such a layout would bring in its reckless trail.

Two

Mack

Sennett

Sennett comet-Mack
will be offered
diesParamoun
to exhibitors during
April, " Friend Husband," on the 8th, and
" Saucy Madeline," on the 15th. Both pictures were produced under the personal
supervision of Mr. Sennett, and are typical subjects from this studio.
" Friend Husband " tells the story of
complications that arose when a young
husband learns that a wealthy uncle whom
he has never met is about to visit him
and has promised to bestow $10,000 upon
his nephew's baby, which, unfortunately,
does not exist. Wayland Trask, as the
young husband, makes strenuous efforts to
borrow an infant for the occasion. Charles
Murray, as the neighboring bachelor, lends
his assistance, and Teddy, Wayland's faithful dog, also kidnaps a baby. The result
is that too many babies appear at a most

TWO

Corinne

Marie Walcamp Is Featured in Universal's
Serial, "The Lion's Claws"

Lovely

Griffith

Off for Universal
L-Ko releases a Mack Swain two-reel
L-Ko Komedy entitled " Sherlack Ambrose." Itis all about a hobo who is mistaken for a detective.
This week brings the release of Animated Weekly No. 17, Screen Magazine
No. 64 and Current Events No. 46. It also
signals the closing of the extremely suc" The Mystery
features cessful
BenserialWilson
and Neva Ship,"
Gerber.which
The
eighteenth and last chapter is entitled " The
Fight in Mid-Air " and brings the culmination of its romance of treasure-seeking and
spy-detecting to a successful finish. It also
shows for the first time in moving pictures,
it is claimed, an actual battle between
aeroplanes, and the destruction of one
of them.
" The Bull's Eye," in which Eddie Polo
is doing such good work, reaches its eighth
episode during the week. The episode is

entitled
" Dynamite."
The Finley
Nature Special concludes the
program and is combined with a split-reel
comedy cartoon. The Finley picture is entitled Wild
"
Fowl Nurseries in Southern
Oregon," and the cartoon " How Mr.
Noodle Went to a Masked Ball."

Comedies
for April
inopportune time and in most embarrassing
circumstances. In the cast are Charles
Murray, Wayland Trask, Mary Thurman,
Gene Rogers, Harry Gribbon, Earl Kenton
and Laura La Varnie.
" Saucy Madeline " presents Polly Moran
in the title role. She has a jealous husband,
who conducts a bowling alley. Ben Turpin
gets a job in the bowling alley and becomes
involved in painful complications with his
boss. Madeline's tender heart has been
moved by the aged and infirm bowlers and
she getsandup volunteers
a benefit for
the of
OldtheBowlers'
Home
as one
actors.
The jealous husband drops in at the benefit
and is amazed to see his pretty wife come
forth attired in blue silk tights and a ballet
skirt, and at this point the lives of Ben
and Polly become exciting and as time
elapses, the excitement develops.

Renews

CORINNE GRIFFITH, one of Vitast stars,
d
graph'st with
youngeVitagr
has tworenewe
aph for
her contrac
years
more and will continue to star in Blue Ribbon features, according to President Albert
E. Smith. Miss Griffith has been with Vitagraph ever since she entered the motion
picture field, about two years .ago, and in
that brief time has risen from a beginner's
obscure position to a place among the bestknown women on the screen. She has been
a star in her own right about a year and
has just recently finished work in "New
York, or Danger Within," a special feature,
which Vitagraph made in conjunction with
the New York Stete' Council of Defence.
Miss Griffith is a Southern girl, a native
of Texarkana, Texas, and, unlike the

Her

Contract

prophet of old, she is not without appreciation in her own country, because the Southland is one of the strongholds of her popularity. Ithas been stated that Miss Griffith was born in New Orleans, but that is
an error. She spent her girlhood in the
Crescent City and was educated there, but
she ing
completed
her studies
school in Dallas,
Texas.in aShegirls'
madefinishher
debut during the carnival season in New
Orleans, and until she left the South to go
to the Vitagraph studio in California was a
favorite in Dallas and New Orleans society
circles.
The next Blue Ribbon feature in which
Miss Griffith will be seen is titled " The
Clutch of Circumstance." Work was
started on this production about a week ago.
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On
these
two
following two pages, Jewel Productions,
in the history of its organization. We
Century — "THE
made blase New

like

thai

madf

pages,
and
the
Inc., makes the greatest announcement
have secured the biggest feature of the

KAISER" — The Beast of Berlin," the tremendous
York stand up and cheer like mad.

sensation

that

No
production
in
the
wide
world, including any and every big one that the trade has seen in the past ten
years sets red blooded Americans so wild with excitement as does — "THE
KAISER"— The Beast of Berlin." New York went mad over it and when calloused New York goes wild, it will sweep the rest of the country like wild fire.

It is colossal.
It will
make
yoiir
audiences boil. It will pack your house. It will .smash your house .records to
smithereens. Every Jewel Exchange (see list on next page) has the picture.
Smashing ads and publicity, ready prepared. If you ever acted quickly in your
business life, NOW is your hugest opportunity.

You are wasting your oppoFtunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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Directed

or Berlin
by Rupert

Julian

said-

(lew$pap«cs

"A remarkable and wonderful picture.'* "Conveys powerful message for every
true American. The picture wrung round after round of applause from the
Critics.*'

"Worked

audience

into tremendous

pitch of enthusiasm."
— New York Telegraph. .

"If there is anyone in America who doubts that we are going to win the war
let him visit the Broadway Theatre.'* — New York Tribune.
"Audience
"German

applauded
butchery

"Pictorial revelation.
"Elaborate

wildly.*' — New

and

'KULTUR'

picturization." — New

York Times.
are revealed in all their— hideousness."
New York World.

Instructingly

vivid." — New

York Herald.

York Globe.

"Stirring. Received tumultuous applause from people who packed the theatre."
"Polite playgoers become orgiastic mob." — New York American.
"Should be shown to every one of our one hundred
raise the roof of the theatre." — Motion Picture News.
"Masterful

screen production — It is the moving

million citizens."

—

"Will

picture stupendous."
— Moving Picture World.

"A Picture to make your blood boil — every American Exhibitor should book it.*'
—"Never yet has a document been written, not even President Wilson's forceful
address to Congress in which he declared war on Germany, thereby stirring the
whole world, that will drive home this fact more convincingly.*' — "Grips you
like a vise from beginning to end.*' — "Arouses a desire to make you head for
the trenches." — "The Picture is a Masterpiece.*' — Motion Picture News.
Be lure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writioe to advertUers

Mail on- 'Pic turel^^ws

the

list

of

Jewel

"where

EKhati£(e$
immediate

bodkin^

327 dtji Street Northwest
Washington, D. 0.
maybehad
412 E. Baltimore Street...,
Baltimore, M4.
Ill Walton Street
Atlanta, Qa.
60 Ohuroh Street
> . Boston, Maaa.
35 Charon Street
Buffalo, N. Y,
.52 B. Broadway.
Butte, Montana
220 South State Street
Chicago, III.
850 Prospect Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio
1900 Commerce Street —
Dallas, Tescaa
1422 Welton Street.
.Denver, Colorado
63 E. Elizabeth Street.
Detroit, Uioh.
113 W, Georgia Street
Indianapolis, M.
12th and Walnut Streets
Kansas City, Mo>
717 Hennepin Avenue
Minneapolis, Minn.

Smashing

Directed

by Rupert

Julian

1600 Broadway
New York City
938 Penn Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pa,
406 Da/via Street
Portland, Oregon
822 So. Olive Street
Los Angeles, Calif,
121 Oolden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, Calif,
1304 Vine Street
Philadelphia, Pa,
1304 Famum Street
Omaha, Nebraska
116 West 2ni Street
Oklahoma City, Oklo,
66 Baehange Place
Salt Lake City, Utah
106 Richmond Street, West
Toronto, Canada
914 Oravier Street
New Orleans, La,
918 Locust Street
Des Moines, Iowa
401 Strand Theatre Bldg
...Cincinnati. Ohio
2116 Locust Street
St. Louis, Uo^

Newspaper

ilds

RvTheKiuser
-ThelwastofBedin
It was physically impossible to even begin to show the amazing newspaper
ad smashes at the time of the writing of this advertisement. Sufficient to
say they will electrify your toym exactly as they did all New York. Your
Jewel Exchange will furnish you copies of all ads with mats of cuts.

Bcdaordinaiy
for

PnUidty^

Sfoties

Tremendous newspaper publicity stories written to arouse the country from end to
"[heUaaset
• The
The
Beast
end.
Bookings for "THE KAISER"—
Beast of Berlin"
will be acceptedofBerlm
by all Jewel
Exchanges in order of receipt, AND NO OTHER WAY. Sweep aside your biggest feature
booking
if you have
and wire
for Jewel
at leastExchange
a week's run. It is the hugest opportunity
in
ten years.
WIRE to your
nearest

Jewel
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Five

Big

Metro

Harold Lockwood, May Allison, Bushman and Bayne, Edith Storey and
Bert Lytell to Appear in AllStar Series Productions
METRO will release five All-Star Scries
pictures in April, with Harold Lockwood, May Allison, Francis X. Bushman
and Beverly Bayne, Edith Storey, and Bert
Lytell as the stellar players, in the order
named. Harold Lockwood heads the lisi
with " The Landloper," which will be offered the first week. This picture was directed by George Irving, and is a screen
version of Holman Day's romantic story
of the same name. Fred J. Balshofer made
on. " The Landloper "
the screen adaptati
presents Lockwood as a bright, energetic
young American in a role rich in opportunities. PauHne Curley appears in the
leading feminine role.
May Allison makes her debut as a Metro
star in her own right in " Social Hypocrites," which will be released on April 8.
This screen version of Alicia Ramsey's
stage play, " Bridge," was directed by Albert Capellani, who also wrote the scenario in collaboration with June Mathis.
The leading role of Leonore Fielding
in " Social Hj'pocrites " is said to fit
Miss Allison as if written especially for
her and she is delighted with the part.
She is supported by an all-star cast, which
includes Henry Kolker, Joseph Kilgour,
Frank Currier, Marie Wainwright and
Stella Hammerstein.
" With Neatness and Dispatch," starring
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne,
is the release for April 15. This picture is
a screen version of Kenneth L. Roberts'
story of the same name, published in the
Saturday Evening Post. June Mathis and
Luther Reed prepared the scenario and

OFFERINGS

Plays

in

Newman
I
i

April

George D. Baker Has Gone West as Production Manager for Metro
Will S. Davis directed the picture.
EdithwillStorey
is the star
" Treasure,"
which
be released
Aprilin22.
Leighton
Osmun is the author of the story, and he
and Albert Shelby Le Vino prepared the
scenario. Frank Reicher, who guided the
star in " The Claim," also directed " Treasure." This picture is said to display Miss
Storey's best abilities, both as an actress
and sportswoman, in the role of Margaret
Elkins.
Bert Lytell makes his Metro debut in
" The Trail to Yesterday," which is scheduled for release on April 29. This Western
drama is an adaptation by June Mathis of
Charles Aldcn Seltzer's novel of the same
name. Edwin Carewe, assisted by his
brother. Finis Fox, directed the production.
Lytell plays a typical manly Western hero,
who is an expert rider and all-around
athlete.

Picture

Reception
Hammons

News
Pleases

E. W. Hammons, President and General Manager of the Educational Films
Corporation of America, is much gratified
by the reception accorded the first of the
Newman Travels when they were shown
at the Rivoli theatre during the week of
Alarch 10th. Practically two reels were
used. The first, entitled "The Forbidden
Isle," contains views, the first ever taken
in motion pictures, of the Leper Colony at
Molokai, Hawaiian festivals, and some remarkable studies of the volcano of Kilauea.
'I'he second shows spirited scenes of the
American army in Hawaii, a splendid bod>
of men of whom we hear little.
" In the Newman Travels," said Mr.
Hammons, " we feel we have scenics of
an unusual and unusually fine character.
The interest and enthusiasm roused by the
first confirms us in our belief that the
series will receive a hearty welcome from
all who appreciate beauty and romance in
scenic pictures. We promise even finer
things as the series progresses."
Broncho Billy Reissues
Dated for Month
The first of Essanay's Broncho Billy reis ues, Broncho
"
Billy's Leap," was released on March 1 and in succession, under
the one-a-week schedule, the others to date
are as follows : March 8, " Broncho Billy
and the Rattler " ; March 15, " Broncho
Billy's Close Call," and March 22, " Broncho Billy and the Settler's Daughter."
" Snakeville's Fire Brigade," the first reissue of Essanay's familiar " Snakeville
Comedies," is to be released March 23.
They will be distributed, one a week,
through General Film.
Goldwyn Completes Plans
for Capitol Comedies
Goldwyn has completed arrangements for
the distribution of Capitol Comedies, starring "Smiling Bill " Parsons. Prints of the
first two releases, "Billy's Predicament"
and " Bill's Baby," have been shipped to
Goldwyn branches throughout the United
States and trade showings will be had at
an early date. Parsons will play the same
character in all of the comedies, though
liiict. is built on a story separate and diseach
"The

Rebellion"

Current

Judge Brown Story
" The Rebellion," a Judge Brown story,
is the current release in the series of boy
comedy-dramas distributed by General Film
f'ompany. The efiforts of a small group of
boys to escape from what they consider
home bondage of the direst sort provides a
strong dramatic element which is well
worked out in this two-reel sul)jcct. Douglas Lansing, Martin Pendleton, Robert Panett and Wharton Jones, the latter an adult,
are featured in " The Rebellion." The next
release in this series will be " A Boy Built
I
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Glances at the Program
Goltlvvyn asserts the second screen appearance
of
Mary24, Garden,
in " even
The more
Splendid
Sinner,"
March
should prove
welcome
and
profitable
to
exhibitors
than
"
Thais.''
And
Goldwyn knows.
" Queen
of the Sea,"
made
tor William
Fox, which
has a Annette
tentative Kellermann
release for
May 5. It has been said this picture surpasses
"areA perfect,
Daughterit ofis the
Gods."
Star
and
production
said.
" La Tosca," a Paramount version of the
French novel, with Pauline Frederick in the namepart, is expected March 25. It is to be a regular
program picture, but above the ordinary.
" Socialas Hypocrites,"
Metro Series
announces,
released
a Metro All-Star
picture,willwitnbe
May Allison in the stellar role. April 8 is the
date that has been set. Much has been said of
the cast.

• Star
Olive Thomas Is Triangle's Brightest Feminine
Current Ince Production
Stars Dorothy Dalton
Dorothy Dalton is the star of the Thomas
H. Ince production set for release under
the Paramount trademark on March 18.
" Love Me " is the title, the story having
been written specially for the star by C.
Gardner Sullivan." This is said to be distinctly a" dressy " picture, staged in elaborate settings depicting the wealth and luxuries of the " smart set." At the head of
the supporting cast is Jack Holt, who played
w-ith Mary Pickford in " The Little American."
Creighton Hale and Gladys
Hulette Co-Starred
Gladys Hulette and Creighton Hale are
in "forMrs.
co-stars
presented
week of
the Slacker,"
release
feature
Pathe as
the
March 31. Hobart Henley directed the
production.
" Mrs. Slacker," which was written by
Agnes Johnston, is the tale of the love of
a rich young man for a little orphan girl
brought up in poverty. This love culminates in a secret marriage, which is proposed by the man in order to avoid the
draft.
Shipman- Whitman Feature
Has Western Setting
" The Home Trail," the Vitagraph Blue
Ribbon feature to be released the week of
March 25, has Nell Shipman and Alfred
Whitman as its stars. This is the third feature in which these two plaj-ers have appeared together, the others being " The
Wild Strain " and " Cavanaugh of the Forest Rangers." It is stated that they will be
continued as co-stars for an indefinite
period. " The Home Trail " has a Western
setting and was produced at the Vitagraph
Hollywood- studio under the direction of
V\'ilHam Wolbert.

In theis scheduled
society comedy,
Nancy
Comeson the
Home,"
which
as the "first
release
Triangle March 24 program, Myrtle Lind, of Triangle-Keystone fame, appears in her first dramatic
lead. Jack Dillon directed.
Enid Bennett's next starring subject under the
Paramount standard, " Naughty, Naughty ! " presents the Ince star in a comedy role. In " Keys
of the Righteous " she had a dramatic role.
General Film has begun the distribution of reissues of the Essanay Snakeville comedies of a
few years ago. These one-reel subjects, featuring
Slippery Slim, will appear once a week.
Virginia Pearson appears March 24 in " A
Daugliter
France," warfor drama,
WilliamlaidFox.
It is
said
to be ofa vigorous
in France,
and directed by Edmund Lawrence.
A Western drama de luxe is " Heart of the
Sunset,"
Rex Beach's
picturization.
will be ready
shortly newest
for distribution
throughIt
Goldwyn as a special.
The next Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedy is
"TheThose
Athletic
Girls," byforEdward
release Cline,
Marchunder
25.
picture
was directed
supervision
of
Sennett.
Louise
Fazenda
has
the
lead.
The C. B. De Mille special, " The Whispering
Chorus,"
Artcraft,
called ofall re-of
the
studio anforces
into for
play March
in the 25,securing
search data concerning a murder trial.
Goldwyn has sent Mabel Normand and company to Florida for new scenes to put in " Joan
of release.
Plattsburg,"
the high road
to
It waswhich
held isup now
for aontime.

Pauline Frederick Is to Be Presented by Paramount in " La Tosca "
Irene Castle Stars in " The
IreneHillcrest
Castle makes Mystery
her next appearance
"
on the screen in " The Hillcrest Mystery," a
Pathe Play written by Quida Bergere, directed byGeorge Fitzmaurice and produced
by Astra, with illustrated titles by Hy
Mayer. The release date is March 24. Included in the cast are J. H. Gilmour, Ralph
Kellard and Wyndham Standing.
The story is said to teem with action,
suspense and intrigue, with a touch of color
from the great war, in which Mrs. Castle's
aviator husband, Capt. Vernon Castle, recently lost his life while acting as a flying
instructor. Irene Castle plays the role of
Marion Sterling, whose father, owner of a
shipbuilding plant which he has turned over
to the. United States Government, is mysteriously murdered. The hand of suspicion
points strongly to Gordon Brett, his secretary, who is in love with the daughter, and
the plot concerns the successful efforts to
clear his name and the apprehension of the
guilty party.
" Animated Interviews " for
Universal Screen

Madge Kennedy, Almost Deleted Here by Her
Leading Man, Has Completed a New Goldwyn
Picture

Magazine
An interesting
novelty in screen magazine topics is on the program of the Universal Company for release in. a forthcoming issue of the Screen Magazine. It is a
series of " Animated Interviews " with
famous people, the first being Ida Tarbell,
known far and wide for her exposure of
the Oil Trust, as well as for her many
wise and witty writings on other matters.
In this interview she discusses that matter
of intense interest to every woman, " Is the
Man or the Woman Happier?" Miss Tarbell's views on the subject .are cleverly illustrated byexamples on the screen itself, contrasting the diversified ooeupafion and comparative leisure of the woman iljoroekeeper
;W'ith the moiiotonous toil of her husband.
Topics such as this^ beaming thevaujCh.or.ity
of thinkers like Miss Tarbell, and entertainingly illustrated are sure to provoke the
liveliest interest and discussion.
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Honor
or
"Life
See
Buyers
Merit Film
Corporation
of New York, for
Many Out-of-To\vn Buyers Witness
Greater New York; V. H. Hodupp, Inc., of
Private Showing of Ivan's Late
Indianapolis, Ind., and St. Louis, Mo., for
Production — Prominent TerIndiana, Missouri and Kansas; the M. and
ritory Sold
R. Feature Film Exchange of San Francisco, Cal., for California, Nevada and AriIvan
head,
executive
IE. CHADWICK,
zona, and the Ohio Ivan Film Distributors
• Film Productions, Inc., announces that of Cleveland, Ohio, for the state of Ohio.
with the release of " Life or Honor," the
" Life or Honor " is the first production
late Ivan Productions' independent feature
bj' this company since Ivan Abramson, forto be offered on the independent market,
mer director general of the company, sevthe company will have a regular monthly
ered connections with the organization. It
release. " Life or Honor " is yet in an unwas
directed
by Edmund Lawrence. It is
finished state, it is announced, but many
the first of three productions, now pracwn
out-of-to buyers reviewed it at a private
tically ready for release. The reason asshowing recently with the result that some
signed for holding the release of this prolarge blocks of territory have been sold by
duction, by the Ivan Company, is that Mr.
the Ivan Company.
Chadwick desired to have enough product
Among the buyers who attended the pri- on hand to insure a regular monthly release
from the date of the release of the first
vate showing were representativs of Harrison and Rifkin, New England Feature Film
feature. Director Lawrence says ' that
Company of Boston, Mass., who purchased
" Life or Honor " is the best work he has
the rights for the New England States ; ever created for screen presentation.

Jester
WORK

Activities

in

on the reconstruction of William Stciner's studio at Cliffside, N. J.,
where Jester Comedies are made, has been
completed. With the new improvements,
Mr. Steiner announces that he is in a position to turn out anything in the way of
pictures from a one-reel to a ten-part feature. A house warming was given on Friday to commemorate the completion of the
studio. Covers were spread for 200 guests.
Benjamin Amsterdam, Masterpiece Film
Attractions of Philadelphia, who controls
the Jester Comedies for Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey, has given
a special showing to the exhibitors in his
territory of the first two Jester Comedies,
"The Recruit" and "His Golden Ro-

the

Comedy

Field

mance." Mr. Amsterdam states that this
method of placing pictures has proven more
than successful and that he has sold his
entire territory, solid, for one year.
" The Wrong Flat," the fourth of the
Jester Comedies, to be released in May,
featuring Twede-Dan, the International
Mirth Maker, shows a complete replica of
the Tony Pastor's theatre — balconies, orchestra and a complete stage. " The Wrong
Flat " is now completed and will in a few
days start on its tour through the exchanges.
With the completion of " The Wrong
Flat" work was commenced on four more
comediestemberfor
release.June, July, August, and Sep-

Exhibitors' Reports Speak for "AHmony"
Exhibitors' box office reports received by first calibre, the production of the best
the First National Exhibitors
Circuit on the quality and the work of the cast of high
percentage of business done by " Alimony " quality. Hayden Talbot wrote the story.
indicate that it is destined to prove one of
the biggest box office attractions offered on
the First National program. Many of the
" Cleopatra," with Helen
larger houses playing the First National reGardner, Released
leases report extra big business with this
picture.
The release of Cleopatra Film Company's
"Alimony" is shown in six reels and its " Cleopatra," featuring Helen Gardner, is
theme deals with the modern divorce evil. announced. The feature is offered
on the
It is said that the eight principal players in independent market. It will open in Chithis production receive less for their work
cago as soon as arrangements for a theatre
than any one single star of the screen. This
are
made,
and will run indefinitely, it is anwould seem to indicate that the story is of nounced.

" Mickey " Is Mabel Normand, Any Way
You Look at
Import Is Exploiting theHer.
FeatureWestern
Very Successfully
Keeney's tion
Second
ProducUnder Way
James Kirkwood, who is now working on
Frank A. Keeney Pictures Corporation's
second production, " Marriage," written by
Guy Bolton- and featuring Catherine Calvert, reports that he and his company are
well on the way to the climax. " The Romance of the Underworld," Keeney's first
production, has been completed, and will
be shown to the trade soon.
In " Marriage," Miss Calvert will be supported by David Powell, Thomas Holding,.
Hazel Alden and Ida Darling. The interiors for this production are being shot
in the old Sanger Studio at 134th street and
Park avenue.
Shipman

Reports on Hamilton Comedies
Ernest Shipman announces that approximately sixty per cent, of the United States
territory has been sold for Shorty Hamilton
series of comedies. Mr. Shipman says that
he is receiving encouraging reports from
independent buyers who are now exploiting these comedies in their territory.
V. H. Hodupp recently purchased Indiana
and after a five days' booking campaign^
wired for Missouri upon the same terms,
and the bookings of the Associate Theatres
of Minneapolis indicate that they will beworking four prints in its district.
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Edward Connelly Appears With Bessie Barriscale in " Satan's
Pawn," StateInc.Righted by W.
H. Productions,
Exchangemen

Report

on

" Cast-0£f "
Foursquare Exchange managers throughout the country have reported to the Nev/
York office that Foursquare's latest release, The
"
Cast-Off," is finding ready acceptance atthe hands of the exhibitors.
Hy Gainsborg, of the New York Foursquare Exchange; Frank J. Flaherty, in
command at Chicago ; Samuel V. Grand,
of Boston ; G. W. Erdman, of Cleveland :
E. T. Dux, of Cincinnati; Joseph Horwitz,
of Detroit; A. G. Buck, of Philadelphia;
Jerome Abrams, division manager of the
Foursquare exchanges in the South ; Maberry, of St. Louis; Sidney J. Baker, of
Kansas City; Ben H. Cohen, of Denver:
E. C. Gainsborg, at San Francisco, and
Gausman, of Los Angeles all are unanimous
that " The Cast-Off " has a compelling
heart-interest.
" The Cast-Ofif " was produced under the
supervision of Thomas H. Ince, by Director Raymond B. West, was written by
C. Gardner Sullivan, and features Bessie
Barriscale, with Howard Hickman in chief
support.
Meyer

Bros., Not Riesenf eld
Through error of the publicity department, My Four Years in Germany, Inc., it
was erroneoiisly stated in last week'-s issue
that Hugo Riesenfeld had arranged the
musical score for " My Four Years in
Germany." The music for the authorized
film version of former Ambassador Gerard's picture, wasin written
by Meyer
Bros.,
it is announced
correcting
the error.
George Stockton Sends
Good Reports
George Stockton of the Ohio Ivan Film
Distributors, reports big business in his
territory on " Babbling Tongues," featuring Grace Valentine and James Morrison
and " RafHes," featuring John Barrymore.
" RafHes " has been booked in the Stillman,
Cleveland; Valentine, Toledo; Grand, Columbus; Park, Youngstown and other
houses of this circuit. Mr. Stockton also
reports that " The Modern Lorelei,"
featuring Tyrone Power, is booking
heavily.

Hoffman
and Superfeatures Make Agreement
BY the terms of a contract drawn last has for its foundation the element of perweek between M. H. Hoffman, FourGeneral Manager Charles L. Stevens,
square Pictures, and Williams and Stevens,
manency."
speaking of the new arrangement, said :
Superfeatures, Ltd., Canada, the entire
output of Foursquare Pictures will be
" This concern is young, but it is the
handled in the Dominion of Canada by leader of the independents in the field.
the party of the second part, Superfeatures,
Its policy is the consideration — first and
Ltd. The contract between Foursquare
at all times — for the rights of the exthe Metro Film Service, of Canada, is
hibitor, and that is Superfeatures' main
canceled and in the future Superfeatures
will handle all Foursquare product dis- policy.
" I have known Mr. Hoffman for many
tributed in Canada. Superfeatures, Ltd.,
years, and his methods of getting fine
is one of the most reliable distributing
photoplays and distributing them accordfirms in Canada.
ing to methods which are essentially
Mr. Hoffman said :
business-like are those I approve and endeavor to practise. We shall work to" Superfeatures believes, as does our
gether for our common welfare, striving
company, that it is the exhibitor and the
public who should have first consideration.
always to secure motion picture merchandise which our patrons will want to book,
That only by providing superior photoplays, and booking them at reasonable
and which the exhibitors' patrons will
prices, can a business be constructed which
want to see."
Business Buzzing at the Bee-Hive Exchange
Julius Singer, executive manager of the West comedies last week include the
Bee-Hive Exchange, reports that his or" City," " Atlantic Gardens," " Winter
ganization has just completed the biggest
Garden," " Casino Playhouse," " Orient,"
week's business since its organization.
" Walton " of Elizabeth, " Proctor's " PlainJames Mendelson, who has been profield theatre, "Lyric" and "Majestic"
moted from shipping manager to manager
theatres in Paterson, and the " Rialto " of
of sales for the Brooklyn territory, has Union
Hill. Julius Singer closed a conclosed the following houses for Billy West:
tract with Keith's Greenpoint theatre for
a three day run on Billy West come"The Linden," "Whitney," "Strand,"
" Duffield," " Eden," " Colonial," " Avon,"
dies, through
starting withthe" The
running
wholeCandy
series.Kid " and
" Hamilton " and " Century " theatres.
Joseph
Sultan,
salesman
for
Manhattan
N. J. Schwartz, who handles the Beeand the Bronx, claims that more than forty
Hive sales in Jersey, reports that he has
per cent of the exhibitors in Greater New
closed with Fox's Terminal theatre in Newark for all Billy West comedies for a seven
York are playing the King-Bee brand of
comedies. Sol Rovinger is in charge of
days' run, after showing " The Rogue."
Other Jersey contracts closed on Billy the shipping department.

Territory Sold for
Reissues
Hart, Fairbanks, Keenan and Talmadge
Reissues have been sold to the Friedman
Film Corporation, Film Exchange Building,
^Minneapolis, Minn., reports Hiller & Wilk,
Inc., who are selling agents for the S. A.
Lynch Enterprises, Inc., owners of these reissues for the territory of Minnesota, North
and South Dakota and Wisconsin.
In commenting on this transaction Benjamin Friedman, president of the Friedman
Film Corporation, said: "If the Hart, Fairbanks, Keenan and Talmadge Reissues do
not make the exchange that secures the
rights to these pictures the busiest exchange
in that territory it certainly is not the fault

Rookies

See " The

Crucible

The Rookies at Camp Upton, Long
Island, were shown General Enterprises,
Inc., " The Crucible
of Life,"
" exploited by
Life
of Arthur
Herbert Lubin and
N. Sawyer, last
Monday and Tuesday. Grace Darmond,
Jack Sherrill and Frank O'Connor are featured. Itwas produced under the direction
of Captain Harry Lambert. Messrs. Sawyer and Lubin announce that the feature
will be seen by every soldier at Camp
Upton.

of the pictures."
Savini Shows Jester to
Soldiers
Bob Savini, the pioneer exchange man
of the South, who is handling the Jester
Comedies, featuring Twede-Dan, gave a
special showing of " The Recruit " to the
" boys," who are about to go " over there "
at the cantonment in Atlanta recently^ " The
Recruit " is a military story.

Twede Dan, Jester Comedian, and Wm. Steiner,
His " Boss," FiguringMaterial
Out a New Lot of Laugh
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"
"Th
s
going e
to win Kai
the warser
let him \isit the
Jewel Inc.,Buy
lewd rroductions.
(lets Rupert
Broadway theatre and be convinced."
N. Y. American : " 'The Kaiser ' is stirJulian's Production
from Rering, sensational, stimulating. It received
nowned Pictures — Critics
tumultuous approval from the audience that
Unanimous in Praise
HM. 15KRMAN, sales manager, Jewel
• PriKluctions, Inc., announces that
Jewel has ac(iuired the world rights to Rupert Julian's production, The Kaiser, the
Beast of Berlin," from the Renowned Pictures Corporation, which organization acquired the rights from Mr. Julian. The
transfer of rights goes into immediate effect, and for the remainder of its run at
the Broadway theatre the production will
be sponsored by Jewel. The latter organization is also planning to present the picture
in Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia, Los Angeles, San Francisco and other large cities
for initial showings within the next thirty
days.
Xew York City has given " The Kaiser,
the Beast of Berlin," an enthusiastic reception, as is evidenced by the following criticisms :
Xew York Globe : " ' The Kaiser ' is full
of scenes and incidents which grip the
heartstrings irresistibly. Appeals with extraordinary force to American men and
women."
X. Y. Evening Sun : " This remarkable
—almost daringly startling — production is
more powerful than the strongest of recruiting speeches. It is the great world
melodrama adapted for the screen and the
audience received it as such."
X. Y. Tribune
If there
any we
one arein
\merica
who does: "not
believeis that

packed
theatre."
N. Y. the
Times
: " The audience applauded
Morning Telegraph : " 'The Kaiser ' defied more than two-score tired, and, therewildly."
fore, ultra-critical experts to do their worst
with their criticisms, but before more than
a few hundred feet had been screened the
picture wrung round after round of applause from the critics. It is a great picN. Y. Herald : " Spectators found the picture instructively vivid."
N.
Evening atrocities
World : "ofTo theget war,
an idea
ture."
of theY. German
the
inhuman treatment of the Belgians and a
vivid picture of the personal life of the
German ruler, one should visit the Broadway theatre, where ' The Kaiser ' is being
N. Y. Evening Journal : " ' The Kaiser '
isshown."
a motion picture, stupendous in its treatment of present-day history and in its presentation of heretofore unoffered truths of
the personal life of the German demon."
N. Y. Evening Mail : " Unfolds startling
incidents
in the
Kaiser's
private
life.scenes
Picture is well
acted
and the
various
areCourrier
handled inDes
a highly
Etatseffective
Unis manner."
(French) :
" Success of picture exceeded expectation
of producers and it was wpll merited. We
strongly advise our readers to see this feature. They will not regret it."

Harry
Webster
to Produce
"Reclaimed"
tion. Later he was associated with the UniHARRY McRAE WEBSTER, president
versal Film Manufacturing Co., directing
of the Harry McRae Webster Productions, Inc., announces that work has begun
King Baggot. His independent producon a seven-reel feature, " Reclaimed," by
tions during the past three years are " The
Rithard Field Carroll, author of the operVictory of Virtue," with Gerda Homes and
"
etta Kismet." " Reclaimed ' will be proWilmuth Myrkle, and " The Devil's Playduced under the personal supervision of
ground," featuring Vera Michelena. This
Mr. \\ ebster.
picture will be released shortly.
Last winter he produced for the MonMr. Webster's stage activities in stage
and screen work have been successful. He
mouth Film Corporation, of which he was
managed Virginia Harned in a repertoire of president and director general, the " Jimmic
her greatest successes. He took over the
Dale, Alias the Grey Seal" series, written
by Frank L. Packard and starring E. K.
Empire theatre, in Columbus, O., and inLincoln. This was released through the
'-talled and directed the stock company that
ranked with the foremost in the country.
Mutual Film Exchange.
He was with B. F. Keith as managing director of the Qiestnut Street Theatre,
Luther and Mason in
Philadelphia, and as director of his Providence house. He afterwards took over the
"Moral Suicide"
Park theatre in Philadelphia, where he inIvan Abramson announces that the first
lalled his own company.
Mr. Webster wrote, and in conjunction
production of the Graphic Film Corporawitji Mr. Frank Henderson, of Jersey City,
tion, "Moral Suicide," will be released
produced " Lieut. Dick, U. S. A." It was at soon. Mr. Abramson wrote " Moral Suitilts time that (korgc K. Spoor and G. M.
cide." John Mason, Anna Luther and
Claire Whitney are seen in leading roles.
Anderson persuaded him to enter the film
industry and gave him the management of The story deals with a common social evil
their Chirano Essanay Studio.
and points the way to overcome it. " MorFr.anris S, Rushman and Beverly Bayne,
al Suicide " will have its first presentation at a private showing at the New
Bryant Washburn. Lenon Ulrirh, Dorothy
o'clock.
York Roof, Tuesday, March 12, at 2:30
Daltoii, Loui'.r Glaum, Ruth Stonehouse
and Dorothy Phillips were under his direc-

A Picture NoLatest
ArtistKing
Can Bee
Paint!PoseBilly West's
Goldburg to Handle RialtoDe Luxe Product
Jesse J. Goldburg announces that he has
contracted to act as sales and exploitation
manager for the Rialto-De Luxe Productions. One five or more part production
will be released each month for twelve consecutive months, the first to be released
April 1. Mr. Goldburg will handle the exploitation of this product in the United
States and Canada. He states that more
tha one-third of the United States territory
has been disposed of for this product.
Mr. Goldburg will be in charge of sales
and exploitation of one-reel comedies produced by the Scrantonia Photoplay Corporation, the first six productions now being
ready for distribution. The six comedies
were produced at the studios of the Scrantonia Photoplay Corporation at Scranton,
Pa., and arc entitled " The Chinese Muskete r," "Feet and Defeat," " Cheerful Liars,"
" Fate and Fortune," " Parson Pepp," " The
Ring and
the of
Ringer."
The leading
character in each
these comedies
is Charles
Fang, dianreputed
to be the only Chinese comein America.
McCoy

Starred in Piedmont
Release

Gertrude McCoy, who will he remembered for her work in many of the Thomas
A. Edison Company's productions, is featured in Piedmont Pictures Corporation's
" His Daughter Pays," adapted from Frederick H. James' play, " La Baccarat." The
picture is in seven reels. In spport of Miss
McCoy are Charles Graham, Henry Sedley,
Barry Whitcomb and Pauline Curley, who
is seen in " The Fall of the Romanoffs,"
and was Harold Lockwood's leading lady in
one of his recent productions.
The scenes of " His Daughter Pays " are
laid in Paris ; the time, shortly before the
war. Miss McCoy has the role of a Salome
dancer who becomes the wife of a notorious gambler and is called upon to protect
her sister from the man she married. It is
said that the picture has been given a lavish
production, many of the scenes being
Oriental in design. The scenes of a Paris
gambling resort and cabaret are said to be
realistic and revealed in a lifelike way.
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Publishers

to Boost

" Mickey "
The Western Import Company, which
controls the world rights to " Mickey," featuring Mabel Norniand, is in receipt of a
letter from Daniels and Wilson, Inc.,
music publishers, in which Mr. Daniels of
that company sets forth in detail the steps
which are being taken to place the song
" Mickey " before the American public. He
says, in part :
" We have taken the matter of circulating
the song ' Mickey ' up with the large
Kress, McCrory, Woolworth and Kresge
Syndicate stores, and also the various department stores, all of which number approximately two thousand, and they promise full store displays, with specially decorated windows, at the opportune time. In
this way, millions of people will become
familiar with ' Mickey.'
" Arrangements are also being made with
the music jobbers, such as Plaza, McKinley,
Enterprise, Crown and Forster to run ads
in their bulletins. These bulletins reach at
least fifteen thousand dealers throughout
the United States and Canada.
" We are using an illustrated cut of
'Mickey' on the back covers of all future
publications. Many thousands of illustrated
thematic pamphlets are being printed to be
sent out in all our letters, and the dealers
will also be supplied with them.
Mickey ' is the feature song in our
professional band, orchestra player-roll and
phonograph departments, and we will circularize the entire trade at least twice a
month from now on with advance information."

Merit

Film to Show Three
New Features
Merit Film Corporation, which has recently acquired the Greater New York
rights to Ivan's Film Productions' " Life or
Honor," Harry Rapf 's " The Struggle Everlasting," featuring Florence Reed and " An
Accidental Honeymoon," featuring Robert
Warwick and Elaine Hammerstein, announces that these three features will be
shown to the trade and for review within
three weeks. The exact date upon which
each feature will be shown, the place and
the time will be announced later. The announcement isalso made by this company
that a number of large contracts for independent features are now pending, and that
in the near future a subject a week will be
released by this organization.
Adolph P. Reiben, in charge of the
Brooklyn and Long Island territory handled
by this company, reports that indications
point to a -big spring business. Mr. Reiben
is one of the most prominent salesmen in
the New York territory.

Burstein Gets Loving Cup
from West Co.
Louis Burstein, president of the KingBee Films Corp., upon his arrival recently
at the Hollywood King-Bee studio, was
presented with a loving cup, the present of
Billy West, Arvid E. Gillstrom, Ethel Burton, Babe Hardy, Budd Ross, Leo White,
Herman Obrock, Ethel Gibson and Joe
Bordeaux.

"Tarzan''
Take
Houses
First Run
tre, Newark and Trenton, St. Louis,
Big List of New York and Out-ofOmaha, Kansas City, Malison theatre, DeTown Houses — Ninety Prints to
troit the
; Davidson theatre, Milwaukee, and
Be Used — Novel
Aids Advertising
seventeen other houses of first-run calibre
for the first two weeks in April.
It will require twenty-one prints to hanHARRY REICHENBACH announces
dle all the first-run bookings in greater New
the following list of first-run houses
York alone, it is stated, and so great has
which have booked " Tarzan of the Apes,"
been the response from exhibitors throughdistributed through the First National Exout the country that instead of sixty prints,
hibitors Circuit exchanges. The picture is
as at first thought necessary, ninety prints
scheduled for release Easter Sunday,
will be used.
March 31 :
The Isis theatre, Denver; Circle theatre,
The following novelties have been instiIndianapolis; Victoria theatre, Philadeltuted by the First National Exhibitors Circuit :
phia Globe
;
theatre, Boston ; Tivoli theatre,
Twenty-one live apes have been conSan Francisco; Marcus Loew's New York,
American, Victoria, Greeley, West End,
tracted for and will be rented to the exhibitors at cost price to aid in arousing
Palace, Boulevard, Fulton, Delancy Street,
interest; one million heralds, depicting the
Royal, Orpheum, Avenue B, Warwick, Cirgreat ape, have been published, and sensacle, NationalofandMusic,
ten others
; William
Fox's
tional cards, in twelve styles, are published
Academy
Riviera,
Audubon,
and are now being distributed and can be
Folly, Riverside, Washington, Star, Croused in day to day follow up style by the
tona and five other houses; B. S. Moss'
theatre. Lobby display of papier mache
Hamilton, Jefferson, Prospect and other
plaques are in abundance and will be loaned
theatres ; S. Z. Poli's Bridgeport, New Hato the theatres at a very low figure. Stuffed
ven, Watertury, Springfield, Meriden,
Hartford and Worcester and Proctor Cirlions, tigers, apes and gorillas will be hired
cuit.
out for lobby display. Campaign books are
being distributed. Display books of great
Turner and Dahnken's houses in the Far
merit and attractiveness are now on the
West and the principal theatres at Portland,
press and will follow the campaign book,
Seattle, Washington, Wilmington, Baltimore,Richmond,
.
Milwaukee, the Strand,
while the lithographic posters are being sent
Minneapolis ; the Metropolitan, St. Paul ; to all exchanges for use by the theatre ownthe Victoria, at Wilmington ; Webb's theaers.
Pettijohn Reports On
CC. PETTIJOHN, general manager,
• Producers and Exhibitors-Affiliated,
has rendered the following report to the
eight independent producers affiliated with
the organization, on the progress made :
" Fourteen states have been organized
and are ready for distribution. Contracts
in twenty-one states are being drawn, and
fifteen are being canvassed and the direct
sales proposition presented to them. It
will require at least from thirty to sixty
days before the exhibitors will be sufficiently organized to handle their own distribution. Before these units are completed a meeting should be called which
will include from twenty to twenty-five
representative exhibitors from over the
country to meet the original exhibitors
committee and Independent Producers, so
that they can co-operate and iron out the
permanent contract of the Producers and
Exhibitors-Affiliated.
Suggestions that
Raver

to Start " Silver

Harry Raver announces the completion
of the first of a series of
" photodramas
which Augustus Lining
Thomas, the playwright, is
under contract to write for him. " The
Silver Lining" is the title of the first.
Work on the story was started by Mr.
Thomas several months ago, but the acceptance of his new play, " The Copperhead," byJohn Williams, who produced the
piece immediately, necessitated laying
" The Silver Lining " aside, so that the

Producers-Affiliated
will work to the mutual advantage of both
producerceivedand
exhibitor throughout
have been the
refrom exhibitors
country, and have been recommended for
insertion into the permanent contract.
" Among those who have suggestions to
offer are Messrs. Black, Maine; Herrington, Pittsburgh; Hamlin, Minnesota; Herman Brown, Boise, Idaho; Frank and
Hoff, Chicago ; Lustig, Cleveland ; Rembusch, Indianapolis ; Craver, N. C, and
Harry Crandall, Washington.
" Their suggestions and recommendations
on what these contracts should finally provide were gone over at a meeting on February 27, 1918, by Harry Crandell, Louis
L. Levine and myself. All suggestions
were considered and made note of, to be
presented at a joint meeting between the
producers and exhibitors before the final
draft of the contract is drawn."
author could personally stage and direct the
rehearsals for " The Copperhead," which is
now running successfully on Broadway.
The theme of " The Silver Lining," selected by Mr. Thomas, seeks to prove that
democracy can make equality only in material things and that individual superiority
is a matter of the beauty of conduct and
of our respective ideals and dreams. It
deals with the happiness that comes from
doing productive work.
Work on the production of " The Silver
Lining"
dios soon.will be started at the Raver stu-
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Rounding

Lee (')clis Reports Success in Middle
West — Rosenthal Explains Plan
— Exchanges Organized
LEE A. OCHS, president of the United
Theatres Corporation, addressed exhibitors in Cleveland, Detroit and Chicago
during the first week of a long tour of
the country, to tell them face to face of the
advantages of getting together in their own
company. C. R. Seelye, vice-president and
general manager, also announced several
additions to the organization last week.
In the absence of Mr. Ochs and Air.
Scel\c tiie secretary of the United, Charles
M. Rosenthal, made the following statement :
" It has been charged that Mr. Ochs is
not animated by the best interests of the
exhibitor in the organization of United
Pictures.
" Let me explain the system under which
its organizers propose to operate : United
Pictures does not intend to make or market film, but to buy it at wholesale and distribute it as any other cooperative association would distribute it. In no sense of
the word is United Pictures a manufacturer or peddler of film features.
" Following the original announcement of
the plan and scope of United Pictures a
few exhibitors in Detroit, to whom Mr.
Ochs had not yet explained the purpose of
the cooperative association, stated that
while they were not opposed to direct
booking they wanted to know a little more
about United Pictures and to know where-

Reissues

Meet

1N a statement issued this week by the W.
H. Productions, handling two-reel and
five and six-reel Hart reissues, including
" The Two-Gun Man " in " The Bargain,"
" The Bandit and the Preacher " and " The
Hell Hound of Alaska," and twenty-eight
Sennett-produced comedies, a report on the
business done by the various exchanges
throughout the country indicates the success
which these reissues are having. The entire
world rights have been disposed of on the
Hart reissues. An official of the W. H.
Productions said in commenting upon this
condition :
" These reissues were sold by us within
a period of two months to the keenest and
most reliable independent exchange men in
the country, and they in turn are now successfully booking these box office features
to the leading exhibitors. Good judgment,
proper exploitation and fair prices put
these excellent pictures over.
" W. H. Productions Company, from its
inception, inaugurated a service department
for the benefit of the exchanges and exhibitors. Complete advertising and exploitation campaigns have been devised
for each individual production, and these
campaigns have materially assisted both
exchanges and exhibitors to secure maximum results.
" \Vc arc about to release a series of
five of the greatest Bessie Barriscale pictures. These productions will have excep-

Into

Success

tional box office values because they lend
themselves easily to extraordinary publicity
and advertising possibilities. The first of
the series is entitled " Satan's Pawn," and
is an adaptation from the great play. The
cast was carefully selected, not only from
the viewpoint of securing the proper types,
but also prominent stars to depict these
" Miss Barriscale is supported by Edward
types.
Connelly, Clara Williams and Rhea Mitchell. The story is one that will appeal to
the masses. The production was staged
under the supervision of Thos. H. Ince by
Reginald Barker, and from an advertising
standpoint it can readily be seen that thereare half a dozen different angles, each
important in itself, that will make tlustrongest appeal to the public to see this
production, and W. H. Productions Company are taking advantage of every one of
these possibilities."
Prize Dog

News

Shape

in it was not a reversion to the antiquated
program system. United Pictures most
emphatically is not based on the principle
of paying good money for indifferent features,sight
'
unseen.' United Pictures is
built on the principle of free selection'
of stars and productions through an organization democratically controlled.
" Collective buying after collective selection insures the purchase of the best. By
making the exhibitor an actual benefiting
partner, United Pictures makes sure that he
will stick ; by paying cash and a guaranteed
profit to the producer United Pictures
makes sure of him, frees him from financial worries and imposes on him the elimination of waste, and by the distribution
of features only among members the expensive exchange systems of existing organizations need not be duplicated."
The following members are announced as
representatives of the prominent exchange
centres now established for the United :
A. S. Abeles, formerly with Pathe, nowexchange manager for the United in New
York ; Aaron Korn is assisting him ; M. F.
Tobias, prominent exchange man of Albany district will be in charge of the Northern New York district; N. I. Filkins, formerly with Pafhe in Buffalo, will have
charge of the United interests in Western
New York; H. M. Osborn, handling the
United interests in Philadelphia, and'Stanley Hand, will have the New England district; D. F. O'Donnell will have the Washington, D. C, district, and C. W. Bunn will
look after the United interests in Chicago.

With

Picture

in Raver's

" The

Crook
Many of
the exterior
scenes " shown in
Master
Harry Raver's late production, " The
Master Crook," featuring Edmund Breese,
were taken in and about the grounds surrounding the Tarry.town estate of Jacob
Ruppert, baseball magnate, it is announced.
In some of the scenes. Colonel Ruppert's
prize St. Bernard dog, Prince, appears.

Pina

Menichelli, in Harry Raver's
Soul of a Vampire "

" The

Reports Good on " Today,"
" Mad Lover "
" Today," starring Florence Reed, and
" The Mad Lover," in which Robert Warwick and Elaine Hammerstein are featured,
are highly indorsed by buyers and exhibitors in all parts of the country, according
to officials of the Arrow Film Corporation.
" That there is a thriving market for
good screen stories, well cast and directed,
is being proven over and over again by
the remarkable success now being achieved
by ' Today ' and ' The Mad Lover,' " said
W. E. Shallenberger, president of the Arrow organization.
" Herman Rifkin, of the Eastern Feature
Film Company, of Boston, who last week
bought the New England rights to the two
pictures, tells me his booking so far shows
promise of breaking all records in the New
England states. D. M. Vandawalker, Jr.,
of the Doll-Van Film Corporation, reports
bad weather, but exceedingly satisfactory
business on both productions. ' Wonderful
pictures and money getters,' he writes.
' They were shown at the Ascher Bros. Lubliner and Trinz and Orpheum theatres and
in the Alhambra, in Indianapolis. Booking both in the best houses in our territory.'
"Lee L. Goldberg, of the Big Feature
Rights Corporation, writes that business
throughout Tennessee and Kentucky on
these pictures has been very good and that
the exhibitors are getting big results with
them. ment 'at Today
' played
a week's
engagethe Strand
theatre,
Buffalo,
and,
according to the management, created a
great deal of favorable comment. The
same reports were also made following
runs of this picture at the Strand theatre,
Washington; Victoria theatre, Wilmington; Hippodrome, Baltimore, and from
Norfolk and Richmond as well."
Rifkin Buys Rights
Herman Rifkin of the Eastern Feature
Film Company, of Boston, has purchased
the New England rights to "-Today," with
Florence Reed, and " The Mad Lover,"
with Robert Warwick and Elaine Hammerstein, itwas announced this week.
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Card

Assembling Forces in
Canada
Lynn S. Card, gentral sales manager of
the U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation,
is making a tour of Canada to complete
the assembling of his distributing forces.
Mr. Card will interview exhibitors in that
territory in order to establish closer relations between the Hall organization and the
showmen of the Dominion. With the expansion of the exchange system of the
Superfeatures, Ltd., through which U. S.
productions, embracing " The Zeppelin's
Last Raid," " Those Who Pay," " The Belgian," and ■' Just a Woman," recently purchased from Julius Steger and his associates, the booking corporation is now enabled to give Canadian exhibitors a highly
efficient service, both in the handling of
film and cooperation in exploiting productions released by the concern.
Foreign

Buyers

See " Just a

"
Woman
" Just a Woman,"
adapted from a stage
play of Eugene Walter, starring Charlotte
Walker, and directed by Julius Steger, was
shown at the New York Theater Roof
Thursday morning.
The showing w^s held under the direction
of Robertson-Cole Company, of New York
and London, with branch offices in many
large cities of the world. This concern is
handling the foreign territorial rights to
the production, the negative of which recently was purchased outright by Frank
G. Hall, to be distributed through the U. S.
Exhibitors' Booking Corporation. Miss
Edna Williams, representative of the Robertson-Cole Company, is in charge of the
dnsposal of foreign rights.
Goldburg to Exploit Scrantonia Films
The Scrantonia Photoplay Corporation
has announced a program of steady releases of one-reel comedies to be issued
two a month commencing April 1.
A contract has been signed whereby
Jesse J. Goldburg^ will act as exclusive
sales and exploitation agent for the productions of The Scrantonia Photoplay
Corporation, disposing of the releases on
the state rights basis.
The first six comedies are completed,
and are titled, " The Chinese Musketeer,"
" Feet and Defeat," " Cheerful Liars,"
" Hate and Fortune," " Parson Pepp,"
" The Ring and the Ringer." Charles R.
De Barge is the producing and managing
director of the Scrantonia Photoplay Cor
poration.
Friendly

Enemies," Second Release
W. H. Productions Company announces
that it has now in preparation the second of
the series of 28 Mack Sennett produced
comedies entitled " Friendly Enemies,"
featuring Sydney Chaplin and Chester
Conklin. The first release of this series
is entitled " A Small Towm Bully," with
Mabel Normand, Fatty Arbuckle, Mack
Sennett and Owen Moore.
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Territorial Sales Reported During the Past W eek
Production
Buyer
Territory
"Life or Honor" (Ivan
Productions)
Super Film Attraction Co.,
Syracuse, N. Y
New York State, outside of
" Life or Honor
(Ivan
Greater New York.
Productions)
V. H. Hodupp, Inc., Indianapolis, Ind., and St.
Louis, Mo
Indiana, Missouri, Kansas.
"Life or Honor" (Ivan
Productions)
M. & R. Feature Film
Exch., San Francisco, Gal. Colorado, Nevada, Arizona.
"Life or Honor" (Ivan
Productions)
Ohio Ivan Film Distributors, Cleveland, Ohio Ohio.
"Life or Honor" (Ivan
Productions)
Piedmont Pictures Corporation, New York City Foreign Rights.
Hart, Fairbanks, Keenan
and Talmadge Re-Issues
,
(S. A. Lynch Enterprises
—Hi Her and Wilk,
Agents)
Friedman Film Corpora- Minnesota, North and South
tion, Minneapolis
Dakota, Wisconsin.
'"Cleopatra" (Cleopatra
Film Company)
Boston Photoplay Company, Boston New England Territory.
" Zongar " (Physical Culture Photo Plays) Kramer and Lewis (Maytrix Photo Plays, Inc.), Greater New York, Northern
New York
New Jersey.
"The Eyes of the World"
and " Ramona " (Clune
Productions — Arrow
Film, Agents)
Harris P. Wolfberg Attrac- Western Pennsylavnia, West
.
tions, Pittsburgh
Virginia.
"Today" and "The Mad
Lover"
(Arrow' Film,
Agents)
Herman
Rifkin, Eastern
Feature Film Corporation,
Boston
New England Territory.

"Eagle's
Eye"
Opens
With
Street theatre,
it brought [Bang
many patrons
Opened in Larger Cities
Last Week
from
outside
the usual territory from which
— Big Success — Fourth Episode
Ready — Paulist Fathers of
theFollowing
theatre draws."
the showing of the first epiNew York Book It
sode of " The Eagle's Eye " to the Masonic
lodges of New York city on March 12, ne-u'X'HE EAGLE'S EYE,^' the twenty-epigotiations have been opened whereby the
A sode serial story of the Imperial Gersame
audience
may see the remaining eighman government's spies and plots in America, by William J. Flynn, recently retired
teen episodes of the story. " The Naval
Chief of the United States Secret Service,
Ball Conspiracy " and " The Plot Against
was released in the New York, Boston and
the Fleet," the second and third episodes
of
the serial, made up the motion picture
Chicago territories for first-runs this week.
entertainment arranged for by New York
Reports from the exhibitors and from the
managers of the Foursquare Exchanges,
Lodge No. 330, F. & A. M., at which the
received by The Whartons, indicate that it members of the other New York lodges
were guests. The enthusiasm which greeted
went " over great " and houses were
the showing of Chief Flynn's expose led to
packed.
the suggestion that arrangements be made
In New York the serial had its premier
for the showing of the remaining episodes
at the 81st Street and the Stanley theatres,
at fortnightly intervals. The showing was
both starting it on Monday. A. L. Shackman, owner of the 81st Street theatre, at given in the lodge rooms of the New York
Lodge, in Masonic Temple, on West 23d
the "conclusion of the three days' run there
Street, where it was necessary to install a
of the first episodes, said :
booth and a machine.
" I found that there is a most unusual
The Paulist Fathers of New York city
interest in the picture, and even better than
that, the picture is ont that increases that
have
" The Eagle's Eye " as a
interest when it is seen. In addition to regular booked
weekly attraction for twenty weeks,
beginning April 19th.
being a big business getter for the 81st
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WATCH
Reserve

sixteen smashing serial winners out of eighteen produced to date the
Universal has established a record
of serial WINNERS that is the envy
of the trade. AND ''THE LION'S
CLAWS" ADDS ANOTHER
WINNER TO THE LIST.
WITH

AMD WAIT
a Date

WALE
MARIthous
reckle
ING, favore
DASHCAMP,
ands
d ss
among
of Exhibitors because of her ability
to pack houses, is again offered, to
again pack theatres from one end of the
country to the other. Wise Exhibitors
understand what we say. Others will
."
CLAWSCO.,
g "THE LION'S
learn by bookin
UNIVERSAL
FILM MFG.
" Largest
Mfg. Co. President
in Universe "
CARLFilm
LAEMMLE,
1600 Broadway
New York

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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Travels

Start

Auspiciously
Exhibitors wlio liavc found that fine
sccnics are a valuable addition to their
programs will wcfconic the " Newman
Travels," released by the Educational
Films Corporation of America. The material for these interesting pictures was
acquired by the noted traveller and lecturer,
E. M. Newman, and covers the entire
world. Reviews on the first two of the
series will be found below.
Grace — And Disgrace
From the Egyptian slave to the much liberated
young ladies of California is a long step, but one
which the latter negotiate very gracefully in a
series of rhythmic movements which prove that
the
" dances
" depicted
the ancient
dug
up from
the tombs
of theon Pharoahs
werevases
nothing
more than physical culture exercises. The dancers, under the leadership of Miss Morgan, Director of Physical Culture in the University of
California, appear for the current Bray Pictograph, dancing against a pergola on the university
grounds.
" Making
MintPhiladelphia
of Money "Mint,
contains
interesting scenes ina the
showing
how
coins are cut and stamped, and an ingenious device for counting one thousand of them at a look.
Goodrich
Dirt " has a very
amusing
for
a "time
BarberandShop.
Justice
is,profitable
however, adventure
satisfied atinthea end.
Paramount-Bray Pictograph, No. 112.
Paramount Pictures Corporation: March 17.
To the Roof of the World
The current issue ot the Lincoln-Parker ComSouth American
bears Disout
the ^oodpany'simpression
madetravel
by thepictures
preceding.
solvmg maps are used to convey the exact location of the places visited, and the titles make
even better reading than those in the former reel.
Scenes at Lima show the handsome race-track,
the expensive tombs with their elaborately wrought
memorial tablets, and, as if for contrast, types of
the very poor of the city who receive their daily
ration of soup from a charitable monastery.
The trip from Lima to the mining town of Cerro
de Pasco is made over tlie highest railroad in the
world, located at an elevation of 15,000 feet, with
the peaks of the Andes rising 7,000 feet above.
Cerro de Pasco, with its crude architecture and
its population of native Indians, offers much that
is interesting and picturesque.
" FromKleine
LimaSystem:
to the Top
of the Andes."
The
March.

Is

Your

Furnace Saving Its
Bit?
Latest among tlie Federal Departments and
Bureaus to make its appeal for patriotic co-operation through the medium of the screen is the Fuel
Administration, which in Universal Screen Magazine, No. 64, illustrates the proper method of
caring for a furnace to insure it against waste. It
is a subject of vital interest to all but flat dwellers, and, fortunately, outside of Manhattan, these
are but a small part of the population.
A subject as attractive as it is interesting deals
with the work of the New York State Police, who
ride poor
the rural
even
coloreddistricts,
gentlemenrunning
after adown
bit of thieves
chicken,—
stopping runaways, finding the villain dog who
killed sheep because his careless master did not
remember that dogs must eat to live, and bringing
safely back little Miss Marjorie, who had sought
adventure with insufficient knowledge of the way
back.
The usthird
of " Making
Newspaper
takes
into part
the composing
room,a with
the lino-"
typersricesin made.
action,
plates
being
prepared
and
matAll the processes that occur between
the setting of the type and the starting of the
presses are clearly shown to satisfy the curious
for whom the workship of a great newspaper is as
fascinating as behind the scenes of the theatre.
How a clever chap in Greenwich Village makes
ukeles from cigar boxes, and Willie Hopkins with
his animated clay faces are subjects of a lighter
nature which complete a very good reel.
Universal Screen Magazine, No. 64.
Universal Film Manufacturing Co.: March 29.
The Jumping Horse
In itstinues current
split-reel
educational,
Patheof conits remarkable
exposition,
by means
the
ultra-rapid camera, of the muscular actions of
animals in rapid motion. In this the horse is
first shown at normal speed, jumping high hurdles
with and witliout a rider. He is then pictured,
through the agency of the special camera, going
through the same action at a speed so slow that
every movement ot legs and head, and the reco-ordination
the whole markable
canand singularly
be clearly graceful
seen. The
picture is ofa
fascinating
one
by
reason
both
of
its
interest
and
its real beauty.
The scenic
first half
of theforreel
is another
co'orcd
studios
which
Pathe of
is the
so well
known. It covers the valley of the Dordogne,
where rock-walled river, waterfalls, ancient towns
and hoary cathedrals combine in a pleasing and
picturesque whole.
" The Valley of the Dordogne " and
" TheExchange:
Horse in March
Action."31.
Pathe

Picture

N e zv s-

A Land of Contrasts
In a reel remarkable for its contrasts, Mr. Newman reveals aspects of life in the Pacific Islands
that are strongly dramatic. Though the film is
entitled
" The atForbidden
Isle,"subject
denoting
the
Leper Colony
Molokai, this
occupies
but a little space at the opening. However, what
is shown of the tiny settlement on a plateau of
the rugged island with the surf washing its base
has a strange beauty, enhanced by the wonderful
blue tints given the film, which reproduce exactly
the color of deep sea water. Lest our minds dwell
unhappily on the unfortunate who live in the
colony, the subject changes to one of a May Day
festival, with little girls of many races dancing
around a May pole, and native musicians illustrating their skill on strange instruments. A real
Hula Hula dance by native exponents of the art
is interesting and more than a little amusing.
The latter part of the reel is given over to
amazing views of the great lava lake of Kilauea.
The currents and eddies of molten lava can be
clearly seen, as the camera sweeps the 2,000-foot
surface of the lake, while no telescope is needed
to discern the mighty jets that shoot into the air
like giant fountains. Views taken of the mountain
at
side.night show a glowing river flowing down its
"Educational
The Forbidden
Films Isle."
Corporation: March 17.
Devil Fish Demonstrate
Frightfulness
For sheer" sinister
deviltry nothing" could surpass the fight between an octopus and his victims,
a devil fish and a huge loggerhead turtle, which
forms the dramatic — or, rather, the melodramatic
climax of the first reel of a new series of marine
picturesming lazily
calledby "means
The Depths
the Sea."
of his of
curious
flapperSwimfeet.
Mr. Turtle
ventin-es
just too
near Athelong,
rock waving
under
which
the huge
octopus
lurks.
arm wriggles
up, then Butanother,
haples?
turtle
seems doomed.
he pullsandandthestruggles
manfully, till a last jerk sets him free. Even
more exciting is the fight between the octopus and
an aggressive devil fish, which looks like a death
g;rapplehowever,
of sixteen
in hopeless
confusion.
This
time,
the legs
octopus
is the first
to cry quits
andPreceding
retreats "these
like anfineumbrella
in
a
wind
storm."
scenes are glimpses of
queer creatures that with their transparent, waversing" ; finsof and
the filaments
sea hare, are
who veritable
covers his" skirt
retreatdancby
a thick cloud; and the ' smoking caterpillar,' who
literally
gases the enemy " by ejecting puffs of
an
acrid "poison.
You are. not going to war. The men who
are need all the comforts you can give them.
Help them get cigarettes. That is your
patriotic duty. If you aren't helping in the
" smokes " campaign, get busy — now. Don't
be a slacker!

How

the Soldier Man Does It
in Hawaii
Did yon know we keep a small army in Hawaii?
Probably not. But in the second of the Newman Travels we have good evidence of the tact,
and a splendid body of men they are, both at
work and play. The sight of the marching battalion, with Its mathematically exact ranks, is inspiring. The soldier's " boudoir " and the ease and
speed with which he sets it in order, is an amusing sight. Work over, come athletic events on
horseback
for a circus.that would seem to qualify the riders
Because of its subject, the picture will arouse
curiosity and interest, while its liveliness and picturesque character insure its value as entertainment.
"Educational
Our Hawaiian
FilmsArmy."
Corporation : March 24.

Screen Telegram Breaks
Booking Record
Three times the circulation of its former
news weekly is the talc of the New York
Mutual Exchange on its new " Screen
Telegram." Many more first-run bookings
could be filled, reports the manager, wcic
more prints available.

"Good-Night, Paul! " Is the Name isesofManyConstance
Moments Talmadge's
Such as ThisNew Select Picture, Which Prom-
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Ticket Tax Casts Shadow in
New Brunswick
Spring in New Brunswick will doubtless, according to reports this week from
a representative of Motion Picture News
in St. John, N. B., usher in a new war
tax on motion pictures. This will be in the
form of an added charge on admissions,
and is to be paid by the public at large and
not the exhibitors. The tax, it is pointed
out, will be identical with the one now in
force in the United States.
When it became known in June of last
year that the Provincial Government was
contemplating a bill taxing theatre tickets
at the rate of 20 per cent, or thereabouts,
the exhibitors became alarmed and at once
dispatched to Frederickton a delegation. In
its original form the measure did not meet
with the approval of the delegates, and,
after a lengthy discussion, it was changed
to something which was admitted to be
more liberal. No provision was made for
higher admissions, but a clause was added
to stipulate that such forms of amusement
as carnivals, circuses, baseball games, etc.,
should also pay their tribute. The bill in
this form seemed to the delegates to be a
very fair proposition, and hopes were entertained itwould be passed. However, the
whole matter was allowed to stand over
until the next session, which will commence
in March.
Canadian

Censor Writes of
a Serial
The letter written by Colonel Ernest J.
Chambers, Chief Press Censor for Canada,
after viewing the first four episodes of
'■ A Daughter of Uncle Sam," proves
have been one of approval fully as warm to
as
intimated by General Film Company. The
presentation of the spy menace in the
Jaxon patriotic serial was highly commended in the censor's expression to a
representative of General Film in Montreal.
This is probably the first time that the
Canadian censor has ever issued a letter
recommending a picture, and Canadian exhibitors are proving keenly impressed. The
serial is enjoying tremendous popularity
th roughout Canada because of the striking
similarity of the Canadian spy menace of
early war days with that in the United
States as revealed in " A Daughter of
Uncle Sam."
"I wish to state that I see no objection
whatever from a war censorship
standpoint
in this feature, and, on the contrary, I consider that this picture is calculated- to have
a most useful influence. It is a reasonable
presentment of a certain phase of war conditions, iswell screened and calculated to
convey to the public an idea of the risks
which countries at war with the .German
Alliance run, owing to the activities of
enemy agents."

11
Hazza

Explains

Exhibitors'
Circuit
Formed Six
^lonths Ago to Protect Exliibitors Against Alleged Evil —
Exchanges Change Their
Opinion
THE cause of the formation, about six
months ago, of the Western Canada
Exhibitors'. Circuit, was explained this
week by John Hazza, manager of the
Empress theatre of Edmonton, Alta. It
was Mr. Hazza who originated the move
and to whom much credit has been given
for pushing it through.
The members of the organization include
the Regent of Calgary, Daylight of Saskatoon, Strand of Prince Albert, Savoy
of Moose Jaw, Rose of Regina, Eagle of
Swift Current and the Empress of Lethbridge.
"The object in forming this circuit,"
said Mr. Hazza, " was to protect the exhibitors against the so-called state right
features which were at that time flooding the territory-. Salesmen would convince the exhibitors they were selling wonderful features and naturally the exhibitors
would sign up and spend a great deal of
money advertising. In order to do this
they were compelled to raise the admission, as the price of the feature was exorbitant. It was only after the picture was
shown that they realized their mistake.
" At the time of organization the film
exchanges resented, believing that the circuit's aim was to reduce the price of serManitoba

Tax

into Effect

on April i
The provincial amusement tax bill of
Manitoba, Canada, recently passed by the
legislature and calling for a tax on admission to all amusements, will go into effect
April 1, according to advices from Winnipeg this week. Showmen and exhibitors
devoting proceeds of their shows to charity
or for patriotic purposes are understood
to be exempt from the tax for such performances only. The sponsor of the bill
is Hon. Edward Brown, provincial treasurer.
The new measure provides a one-cent
tax on each ten-cent ticket, two cents on
twenty-five-cents admission, five cents on
fifty-cent tickets, and up to forty cents
on a seat costing $2.50.
The Manitoba Motion Picture ExhibitAssociationtax.
fought
for a onecent ors'
universal
The hard
law amendments
committee granted them but a slight concession, closely adhering to the bill as
originally drafted. In the opinion of exhibitors, the graduated tax will seriously
interfere with their patronage.

Organization
ice, but were convinced that the organization was to their benefit, inasmuch as the
circuit would rent a feature and book it
over their theatres, thereby dispensing with
the loss of time and trouble of shipping
that the exchange heretofore had to take
care of.
" Naturally this did away with the salesman selling state right features, as the circuit would insist upon a screening before
signing up, and if the picture was not
worth the price asked it would not be
rented.
"Later on Schuberg and Dewees of the
Province and Rex theatres of Winnipeg
and Vancouver, respectively, and the
Western Canada Exhibitors Circuit united
and formed the First National Exhibitors'
Circuit
of Canada."
Mr. Hazza
expects to see the_ entire industry, as far as the exhibitors are concerned, unite into chains of circuits, and
in this way be able to put the industry on
a business basis. He thinks that in time
to come each city will have a schedule price
for a first run. It is natural, of course,
that different exchanges will ask higher
prices than others, but this will dispense
with the half dozen prices for productions.
Mr. Hazza cites instances where he
signed contracts for the first price asked,
believing that it was an equitable one ; in
other cases he rented features twenty-five
per cent less than was asked, thereby proving that the industry is not run by business principles.
James Willoughby, a member of the
present provincial censor board, has been
appointed by the provincial treasurer to
act as collector for the ticket tax in rural
points throughout the province, and Walter
Deering, formerly manager of the Walker
theatre, Winnipeg, will look after the collections in that city.
Seventy-eight Prints Working in N. Y.
Nat. H. Spitzer, sales manager of the
King-Bee-Billy West Comedies, announces
that seventy-eight prints of the King-Bee
comedies were played in Greater New
York last Sunday. Over 40 per cent of
the exhibitors in Greater New York are
playing Billy West comedies. Julius
Singer, manager of the Bee-Hive Exchange which
releases
Greater New
York,
says. King-Bee's in
Comedian Buys Farm
Billy West, the star of the King-Bee
Comedies, has purchased, thirty acres of
ground, twelve miles from Hollywood,
and will become a California farmer.
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The Baby Alaric Osborne Companj-, of the
Diando, is at work on a new Pathe play,
and at present it is expected the work of
producing a Pathe serial will be commenced
within a few days. " The Soul of a Child "
is the name of the Osborne picture, the scenario for which was written by Clara Barenger from a story by Burton George.
George Larkin, who is to be featured
player in the Diando-made Pathe serial,
" The Wolf-Faced Man," has arrived in
Los Angeles from New York, and everything is in readiness for Director Stuart
Paton to begin " shooting." The serial
was written by W. A. S. Douglas and
Lucien Hubbard, and besides Larkin the
principal players will be Horace Carpenter, True Boardman and Frederick Malatasta.
Producing arrangements have been completed byLewis J. Gasnier, president of the
Astra Film Corporation, for stage space
and facilities at Universal City, and work
there has already begun on the filming of
the first Western made Paralta play starring
Fannie Ward. George Fitzmaurice, director
of " Innocence " and " The Naulahka " is
in charge of production. Doraldino, featured as the Hawaiian dancer, has come to
the coast and will take part in productions
made by the Astra Company in the west. ■
Norman Manning, who has served as business manager for the Diando Company at
its Glendale studio, has been engaged to
serve in this capacity for the Astra pro
ducing forces and has already taken up his
new work.

So well has General Manager H. O.
Davis, of Triangle, and his staff predicted
the weather conditions for Los Angeles
during this rainy season that not a single
day has been lost by the producing units
during the recent cloudy and rainy days.
This was accomplished by the several companies working on exteriors whenever the
weather was good and the technical staff
keeping ahead on sets, so that they were
always ready when it was impossible for
the company to be on exterior locations.
There was very little new producing activities last week on the Triangle lot. The
William Desmond play, formerly known as
" The Honorable Bill," has been given a
permanent title of " Society For Sale." This
subject has been completed so far as the
filming of scenes is concerned, and Desmond is now appearing in scenes for a film
to be titled " An Honest Man," the name

part being that of a genuine hobo, of the
type of a modern Robin Hood. Mary
Warren, Ann Kroman and Graham Pette
are in the cast.
Another new subject put in production is
a two-reel comedy at present known as
" Their Neighbor's Baby," with Ray Griffith, Rae Godfrey, Charles Dorian and
Fritzi Ridgeway as principals.
Raymond Wells, the Triangle director,
has worked a greater part of the week in
the Los Angeles City Jail, filming the final
scenes for " In the Spring," aa adaptation
from the John Morose magazine story.
The Roy Stewart Western subject originally titled " The Derelict," has been completed by Director Cliff Smith and retitled
" Paying His Debt." While making a stage
coach robbery scene on a deserted lonesome
road a number of the players were slightly
injured when thrown from the top of the
stage coach. The brakes of the vehicle
broke and the teams ran away. The location was one with a road that ran down
grade for fully a mile, and, consequently,
the horses could not be stopped until that
distance had been traversed. It was during
the wild ride that the players were thrown
from the top of the coach, where they had
served as human ballast.

Thomas H. Ince, with a corps of cameramen, assistant directors and his personal
publicity representative, Bert Lennon, spent
the past week in San Diego, where they
went to secure scenes of the review of
troops of Camp Kearney, made under the
direction of Major General Strong, commander of the camp, which will serve as
part of the film Mr. Ince has been commissioned to make for the U. S. Government.
Since the production of "Civilization "
Mr. Ince has been a warm friend of President Wilson, and when it was decided by
the Government to make a historical subfor
war, ject
Mr. showing
Ince the
was country's
selected topreparation
supervise and
direct the making. He is now devoting a
great portion of his time to this work, and
it is his present plan for all stars of the
Ince organization to appear in this historical pageant.
Dorothy Dalton accompanied the Ince organization toSan Diego, and on Friday was
made godmother of one hundred and ninety-four men who comprise Company D,
151st Engineers, of Camp Kearney troops.
Enid Bennett has returned from her honeymoon and in a day or two will begin
work in a film to be known as " The Desert Mating," which is from an original
scenario by J. G. Hawks. Jack Holt has
been selected to play the lead oposite Miss
Bennett and Jerome Storm will continue
as her director.

Picture

News

The next Dorothy Dalton subject, as
yet unnamed, will be of a decided melodramatic nature, and gives this star the
role of a secret service woman. The photoplay was written by Octavius Roy Cohen
and R. VVilliam Neill will be in charge of
the direction. Thurston Hall is the leading
man for Miss Dalton.
Irvin Willatt, who has been directing
Charles Ray, is still at Truckee with a
greater portion of the Ray Company filming scenes for the Canadian Northwest picture, many of the exteriors of which were
taken in the snow-clad mountains of the
Truckee country. Ray has returned to Los
Angeles and has already begun work in a
new subject to be directed by Victor
Schertzinger. In this Ray takes the role
of an American lad, the son of a munition
manufacturer, who for a time is thought
to be a slacker with no patriotic spirit. The
lad's love for his country is finally awakened and he then proves to be a veritable
wildcat ill fighting for his native land.

"iParaka

CParagraph^

All Paralta companies are busy on new
productions. Raymond B. West has started
work on another Bessie Barriscale film,
which is from a story by Robert B. Kidd
and Jane Holly, which has a scenarioadapted for the screen by Julian Lamothe.
Bertram Bracken, late Fox director, has
been selected to direct Henry Walthall, and
an original story and. scenario by Monte M.
Katterjohn is to be the vehicle. This has
an Alaskan atmosphere. Reginald Barker
is awaiting O. K. of working script for the
Mastercraf t Company's production of " Occ
Woman," which has been sent to the author
of the novel, Thomas Dixon. Clara Williams will be featured in the name role of
this initial production from this new company. The first Louise Glaum Paralta Play
now completed has been titled "An Alien
Enemy." This original Katterjohn story
was given its first showing at the studio,
where an admission of twenty-five cents to
go to the Red Cross resulted in total sales
of twenty-three dollars. Miss Glaum sold
the tickets, which consisted of discarded
frames of film from the photoplay.
E. H. Wood, secretary of the Mastercraft Corporation, has departed for New
York after spending a week in conferences
with F. E. Farnsworth, manager of production, and Reginald Barker, director.
Charles Gunn, who has been featured
in a number of Triangle photoplays following very successful engagements on the
stage and at other studios, has been engaged by the Paralta, and will appear as
leading
subject. man in the next Bessie Barriscale-
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William Farnum, who was to come to the
coast early in January, according to announcement atthe Fox studios, arrived last
week and is starting on a new production
being directed by Frank Lloyd, Mr. Farnum's former director, who is also author
of the story to be filmed. Mr. Farnum
reached Los Angeles Friday, March 8, and
it will be several days before cast has been
selected for his new film. Inasmuch as
Jewel Carmen has just completed a sub
ject it is hinted she will be leading woman
for Mr. Farnum. Recently Miss Carmen
has been working under the direction of S.
A. Franklin.
The Theda Bara Company has been successful in getting well into production with
this star's next film play, " Salome," and
the Tom Mix Company, which is directed by
Lynn F. Reynolds, is at work on a subject
which has to do with the remounting service of the U. S. Army. The company,
which now includes a large number of
cowboys and Mexicans, has been working
in the mountains some forty miles from the
studio.

^^^Tiere

and

partment, will also take part in the daily
conferences.
Plans being made at the studio provide
accommodations for more companies at an
early date, but the conference plan has
been adopted by Mr. Ingle in the hope of
securing a more efficient organization for
production, rather than increasing the number of producing units.
Frank Reichert and company, headed by
Edith Storey filming '' Treasure," from an
original script by Leighton Osmun, has
been at Catalina Island for the past ten
days working on the exteriors. Louis J.
Cody will be leading man, Lewis Willoughby, Joseph Swickard, William De Vail and
Tota De Crow are the principals of the
Reichart story cast.
Another Metro company, directed by John
Collins, is filming " The Kight Riders,"
which stars Viola Dana. George Chesebro
is to be leading man of this and Clifford
Bruce, who has appeared opposite Miss
Dana in the past five or six pictures, will
take a most important part of the nature
of a heavy. Mabel Van Buren appears in
this production, as does Russell Simpson
and Monte Blue. " The Night Riders," as
the title indicates, is laid in Kentucky.
At Universal City there are many evidences of increased activity and it is safe
to say that within a few weeks the producing organization will be increased to almost
its former size. At the present time there

are three serial companies, six dramatic
and the Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran Comedy units at work.
Mary MacLaren, recently engaged, or,
rather, re-engaged by the Universal, is
working under the direction of Ida May
Park in a story known as " The Honorable
Billy." Mabel Trunnelle, former leading
woman for Mark McDermott, has been assigned to an important place, but the remaining leading players have not been
named.
Douglas Gerrard is directing Franklyn
Farnum with Priscilla Dean as his leading
woman in a play especially written for this
star, which is entitled " His Arcadian
■' My Parisian Sweetheart " is the name
of the Carmel Meyers picture Joseph De
Grasse is directing. The masculine lead is
taken by Edwin August and Lon Chancy is
Wife." the leading character role.
playing
Another company to resume production
is that of Mae Murray, directed by Robert
Leonard, which is working on " Danger, Go
Slow," which is laid in New York city and
pertains to a lad who went wrong as a
yegg but finally righted himself in the eyes
of the law, the community and his mother.
Monroe Salisbury is back on the job costarring
in abevehicle
titled
Silent Clifton,
Smith,"
which will
directed
by " Elmer
and have Ruth Clifford as leading woman.
This is an out-door story with a number
of scenes laid in the snow countrj'.

VTiere^

The Metro producing unit operating
under the name of the Yorke Film Corporation arrived in Los Angeles this week
and within a few days will begin work
at the studio formerly occupied on Gordon
street, in Hollywood. The company came
direct from Jacksonville, Fla., where the
filming of " The Land of the Loper,"
adapted from the Holman Day story was
filmed, and in Los Angeles the first film
to be made will be taken from the Francis Perry novel, " Lend Me Your Name."
The members of the organization who
have arrived are Fred J. Balshofer, general manager ; W. E. Edwards, Jr., his assistant; Wiley Gibson, business manager;
Harry H. Poppe, publicity director ; Antonio Gaudio, cameraman ; John Schoenberger, musician; Stanton Heck and Bert
Starkey, technical men ; Pauline Curley,
leading woman ; William Clifford, actor ;
John B. Clymer, scenario writer, and Harold Lockwood, the star, will arrive within
a few days.
Complete reorganization of the producing
forces of the Metro is being effected by the
new General Western Manager, Joseph Ingle, the treasurer of the Metro Film Corporation, who arrived on the coast two
weeks ago, and succeeded B. A. Rolfe as
manager of the studio. It is Mr. Ingle's
plan to manage the producing plant more
effectively by conferences daily, in which
the heads of the several departments will
take part. This will not become effecti^'e
until George D. Baker, director of a number
of successful Metro pictures, arrives on the
coast within the next few days and becomes
thoroughly conversant with all details of the
studio. Clifford P. Butler, studio manager,
who succeeded Clark Thomas, as well as
Albert Le Vino, head of the scenario de-
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Rain — yes, two days.
Roy Stewart was seen without
a smile.
Polly Moran " Catcus Center
Sheriff " lost her star and couldn't
work
ior two
days.
* scanDoug.
Gerrard
has been
ningpenedthetopapers
to sseof what
haphis friends
the Irish
Finny organization.
Ben Turpin was threatened
with losing
job this
because Mack his
Sennett
lookedweekat him
crosswise
and thought Ben's eyes
had
straightened.
The well-known Studio Directory brings to us the intormation
that a certain director's namv; is
Hugh waysRyan
knew himConway,
as Jack.and we alLong Beach barbers are gettingcause
rich on
Henry R.stillHenry
insistsGrey,
that behe
must have his hair cut every four
days.
fine hair,
Tom It's
Geraghty
is to too.
have a new
continuity necktie made of burlap
so that it will not be affected by
the dampness, and retain its
j'outhful
season. shape during the rainy
Art Shirley was seen on our
Broadway wearing his leather
puttees, an overcoat, and carrying
an umbrella. Yes, it was a rainy
day, and Art insisted upon being
out.Bill West was seen cavorting
about in a pair of big shoes and
a mustache, accompanied by a
cane.
Maybewhowe'llcanoffer
for
guessa prize
what
Bill the
was one
doing.
Billy Foster
to revolutionizethreatens
the industry
even
though it is in its infancy, by
the invention of a number of new
effects for with
Frank
Lloyd's
production
fighting
Bill next
Farnum.
Walter Vodges, who hails from
Philadelphia, and charged with
being
a newspaper
man ofis years'
and years'
of experience,
wear-

NEWS

MORE

NEWS

ing out typewriter ribbons while
in an aeroperforming his duty as P. A. at ker, honeymooned
plane. The couple
werewhen
takentheyto^
height,
the F. P. L. Corporation Studio. the 5,000-foot
they were giddy enough.
Martin Kinney went to sleep in decided
the barber chair the other day, When interviewed, they stated
and the barber almost got his the Fairbanks Studio from the
hair cut before he woke up. Xow, more
height,
themindustry
think
more made
that the
the razor swinging individual is dizzy and
threatened with a damage suit, was still in its infancy.
for Mart sure loves his hair.
Lamothe
the navy.
This has
will en-be
Hal Cooley makes complaint Julianlisted in Louis
that his Ad is indexed wrong, and interesting to the War Departso we ask all the readers of the
ment when it is known that LaStudio Directory to please note
is the
originatorLamothe
of reflectmotheaction
continuity.
that
Hal's
face
appears
on
page
283, instead of 269. It will be explains this is the kind with a
kick, he securing his idea from a
well tocerns
lookHandsome
this up,
Hal. tor this con- well-known animal named Maud.
" One
been mar-as He expects to practice this on
ried threeWoman
times, "andhas divorced
the Huns. He leaves at the Pamany — that is, the Thomas Dixon ralta Studio, a perfectly good
story to be adapted for the first two-year continuous service conMastercraft production is now in tract.
'Paul Dowling has forsook
the hands of the fourth continuity thePatfilm
colony where he has P.
writer, previous attempts failing Aed
and filmsters to
to meet the requirement of T. D., fame, himself
to accept a position with
Sam,solitary
and he confinement
is now doChester Withey while filming a his Unclealmost
war scene, found an Irishman in theingDetention
Ward somewhere
loading shrapnel, who did not on the Pacific Coast.
The i)opucare if the whole boat load exploded. The Irisher even pushed larity
ofwasthisillustrated
writer ofwhen
" honest
stuff,"
over a corded up pile, six or celebrities as Tom Geraghty, such
Ben
seven feet high, in the presence Ziedman, Al Cohn, Harry Caulof our Chesty, and Chester is just
Woodside,
Carl
Robnow beginning to recover from field, John
inson, Ken. McGaffey, Bill Hart,
the nervous shock.
Mitch. Lewis and ye Ed. congregated to bid Irish
him awriter
fond farewell.
When front
the news
thatwasGrifi&th's
Western
picture
shown
noted
of near
to a tryout audience at Pomona The
fiction, in a series of one to thirty-minute talks by the several parunder the
title
of
"
Love's
Strugticipants, was given
farmer gle,"
withan elderly
Yankee former
whiskers Iowa
and as to his conduct
in theinstructions
navy, and
was urged to discontinue his
everything,
stopped
the boxoffice to know
whatat show
was practice
of demanding an increase
on. " ' Love's Struggle,' eh? " he in salary every other week. Durevening Dowling
said. " Well, I guess I'm too old moreing thetelegrams
than Natreceived
Wills
to struggle for love. What's on ever
took
on,
and
the crowning
to-morrow night? "
event
ot
the
occasion
was
On the suggestion of their em- presentation of a wrist watch, the
the
ployer,sister
Douglas Fairbanks,
Bes- aghty.
sie Fuir,
of the famous
gift of B. Ziedman and T. GerCharley Fuir, and Theodore Bad-
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[Rcalicing that the voluniiiwus f'rcss
mail
filling an exhibitor's
agent materialfrovidc
the breezy little items
often fails to
so badly needed for program fillers and
photoplay editors, MOyour iieu'slyaper
TION PICTURE NEWS has created this
department. It zi-ill be conducted by Miss
Dorothy Tarbell, and the gossipy personalities presented here will be gathered al
first hand in the studios and from the
players themselves. Not only the stars,
but the lesser known players ivhose good
Zi'ork has often gained them popularity in
different localities, will be treated in
human, intimate fashion in this departmenl.
In connection with this " clip-sheet "
serz'ice for programs and newspapers, this
department also offers all the facilities of
the Motion Picture Studio Directory to
exhibitors and players in forwarding mail,
locating players, furnishing information
regarding pictures in which different
t'layers have appeared, and so on.]
A pokc-bonnctted, hoop-skirted Carey is
Mae Marsh in her new picture from the
story, " ^\■hen Carey Comes to Town.'"
She was
as sweet
as her
the'
Carey
of the
tale asandsheunspoiled
drew from
tiny muff for our inspection a small but
redolent package labeled " Dr. G — 's Dermal
seems the
thatthick
a fewwhite
dayslocks
before sheSoap."
had It
admired
of her screen " cabby," adding that she
wished her hair was as smooth and silky
as his. With delightful simplicity the old
cabby had just presented her with a cake
of the cherished soap to which he ascribed all the credit.
Tom Moore gossiped with us for about
an hour, but at the end of that time we
felt very much like saying about him
what some one else has already said, " It
is a matter of dispute which of the throe
brothers possesses in a greater degree the
qualities possessed by all." Thus we could
escape the difficulty of adequately descriljing Mr. Moore. He confessed to us that
his interviews were seldom successful. He
dislikes to talk about himself and so he
docs not. But we like to talk about him,
and so will you when you see him in " The
Danger Game."
Madge Kennedy has the arduous task
ahead of her to-day of being interviewed
by a fan magazine writer whose avowed
intention was an article Cor was it a sonnet) on Miss Kennedy's eyelashes. For
this reason we talked about such relatively unimportant little things as hanging
by a sash a hundred feet above the ground,
which she does in " The Danger Game,"
the troubles of the cast, which included
everything from a broken leg to German
measles, concluding with an analysis of the
theory that every thought and feeling registers, though often involuntarily.
I'or the . first time in his career .Mcc
Francis is playing the part of a butler in
the screen version of " Whf-n Carey Comf^

Carey's (Mae Marsh) Adventures Are Only Beginning When the Cabby Delivers Her Into the
Hands of the Butler (Alec Francis) in the New Goldwyn Picture from the Story, " When Carey
Comes to Town "
ing, who will soon be seen on Broadway
to Town." It almost goes without saving
that this is no ordinary butler's part.
in the musical play, " Rock-a-Bye Baby."
Wc overheard this bet between Hobart
The way in which Jack MacLean, as Covington's son in " Moral Suicide," sustains
Henley, Goldwyn director of " The Face
the 'impression that overwork is slowly
in the Dark," and his new star, Mac
causing
Marsh. The question at issue was the armarkable.him to lose his mind, is truly retail still. rangement of Miss Marsh's shawl in a ccrAlice Mann is coming East by leaps and
" I'll bet you a thousand dollars it was
bounds. From the West Coast, where she
thisNo way,"
reply. said Miss Marsh.
was Fatty Arbuckle's leading lady, she
jumped to Chicago, to play opposite Taylor
" I'll bet you twenty-five dollars it was
Holmes in " A Pair of Sixes." From there
this way," insisted Miss Marsh.
she has jumped to New York. Tlie quesStill
no
rcpl)'.
Finally
with
an
impish
" moue " :
tion now is, " Who is the lucky leading
" I'll bet you a box of candy against a
shave," and they shook hands.
William Toll's son has nothing on ArPersonally wc think this was taking a
thur Donaldson. While they were shootmean advantage of Mr. Henley, who had
ing
an interior for "Over the Top " at the
worked
imtil three o'clock that morning
Vitagraph studio, an extra picked up one
on
the picture.
of the heavy guns and proceeded to illustrate how to " spit the Boche." The bayThe Iri.sh love of a fight, the Irish tear
man?"
onet slipped its catch, whizzed through the
and a smile, the whole delightful Irish temair, and splintered the wall exactly one
perament is perfectly portrayed by Mary
inch
above Mr. Donaldson's head.
Pickford and her family in " Amarilly of
Clothes-Line Alley." Small boys will adore
First conductorettes, now butlerettes.
the fistic encounters throughout, particuFor
proof, see Adela Barker in " Breaking
larly the triumph of Mary's next to littlest
lirolhcr.
Into Eden," the new Bushman-Bayne picture. Miss Barker tells us they are no
novelty
in England now, but that she is
Susanne Willa, one of the three leadingprobably
the first one in America.
ladies of " Empty Pockets," is now back
on the legitimate stage in " The Squab
By the way, Will Davis did not have to
Farm," which opened this week. She
go to Mesopotamia to find Eden for this
should be in her element, as the play revolves about a motion picture studio.
picture. He found it in Nevy Jersey (personally we have never found much there
but the .proverbial mosquito). All joking
Another screen deserter is Grace havaside, he has discovered an almost per-
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feet location for a picture necessitating a
large country estate. He has used it in
directing four stars and has not shot the
same spot twice. I'he house has three
very imposing main entrances and is surrounded bymarvelously kept grounds.
Agnes Ayres, who gave such a delightful
portrayal of an O. Henry girl in " The
Rutaiyat of a Scotch Highball," has a
brother
in theOutside
Quartermaster's
department
in France.
of the studio
she is
spending all her time making woolen
sweaters for soldiers, which she says are
much more serviceable than knitted ones.
She ought to know with information from
the base of supplies.
" One More American " is timely not
only because of its patriotism but because
of its intimate glimpses of a puppet show,
that type of entertainment which is regaining some of its former popularity. Raymond Hatton, in his splendid characterization of Bump Rundle, the lightweight prize
fighter,
Beban. ran ' a close second to George
Elisabeth Risdon has the distinction of
appearing on Broadway on the screen and
on the stage at the same time. She depicts
two widely dissimilar characters. In
" Mother " she is a wrinkled and gray
haired old woman ; in " Seven Days'
Leave," a_girlish ingenue.
We hear that Nilde Babbette, the French
comedienne, who recently arrived in this
country, has made good so quickly that her
contract with the Jester Comedy Companj'
has been changed to two years instead of
one.

Sylvia Breamer
Is Lead'ng Woman
in " Missing," a Blacktcn-Paramount
Production

Viola

Dana

Is Soon

DANA, whose contract with
VIOLA
Metro calls for her presence six
months of the year in the East and six
months in the West, will return to New
York from the Pacific Coast as soon as
she has
completed " Night Riders,"
ten and directed by John H. Collins. writMiss
Dana has already given the West good
measure and running over, for her six
months there were up in February.
Maxwell Karger, production manager of
J\Ietro's New York studio, has his staff of
scenario writers and story scouts running
several good photodramas to earth in order
to provide Miss Dana with the right kind
of pictures for the Eastern location.
Four productions will have been completed at Metro's
Hollywood
studio stay
by the
time Miss
Dana finishes
her present
on
the Pacific Coast. These are " The Winding Trail," by Katharine Kavanaugh and
June Mathis ; " Weaver of Dreams," by
]\Iyrtle Reed ; " Breakers Ahead," by
Charles J. Brabin and H. P. Keeler, and
"The Night Riders," by John H. Collins.
All of these were directed by Mr. Collins
with the exception of " Breakers Ahead,"
which Mr. Brabin directed. The star's
characterizations in these four Metro productions have a wide range. They are, in
the order named, Audrey Graham, a
Broadway dancer ; 'Judith Sj'lvester, a New
England waif ;, Ruth Bowman, a Cape Cod
lassie, and Salh' Castleton, a Kentucky girl
of the " blue grass region.''

Coming
East Again
John H. Collins, her director; John Arnold, cameraman ; Albect H. Kelley, assistant director, and several players, will
return to New York with the star.
Milton

E. Hoffman

Very

Busy Man
Milton E. Hoffman occupies the important post of studio manager for the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation at
Hollywood, Cal., which carries with it the
care of five hundred emplo3'ees. To gain
an idea of the multitudinous duties required of him it is necessary to know
the routine which is followed.
The story is forwarded from the New
York office to Frank E. Woods, head of
the scenario department in the west, to
be read. If it meets with his approval
and seems adapted to some one star, he
and Mr. Hoffman arrange when work
shall start on the production, and a director isassigned to the work. Mr. Woods
then puts a continuity writer on the story,
and after it is completed copies are given
to the departmental heads. After the
scenes have all been taken, Mr. Woods,
the director, and Mr. Hoffman get together and decide on the cutting, the titles,
etc. When difficulties come up the studio
manager is very much in demand, and
it is his business to be the " fixer " for
the organization.
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" Faith Endurin' "
( Triangle — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
is rapidly increasing in popularity as a p.orSTEWART
R( )y
t payer of Western characters. This is a result of his own
natural presence before the camera and because the Triangle
ct)mpany has been giving him the best of stories. " Faith Endurin'." by Kenneth B. Clarke, combines all the elements that
one expects in a Western, with an originalit}' of development and
incident that gives them additional interest. The plot contains
no waste action— it commences with a highly intense situation,
liuilds with accumulative interest, and includes a fine share of
human interest action before it terminates with a rousing climax.
Il is such of pictures as " Faith Endurin" " that help retain the popularity the Western.
Mr. Stewart, with a fascinating air of the dare-devil, with a
smile that ever suggests the big heart typical of the characters
he portrays, has the ability to adapt himself to the dramatic situations with apparently the same ease as he adapts himself to the
saddle and the dashing broncho. In " Faith Endurin ' " he receives adequate support from W. A. Jeffries as a cowboy pal,
Fritzi Ridgeway as the girl and a number of others.
Clarke's Cliff
story Smith
has a has
number
touches,
crisp
andMr.effective.
given ofit humorous
a production
that meets
;.ll requirements. The high lights in particular are handled with
tine effect. Steve Rounds photographed.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Stewart), cowboy, is rescued from yeggmen who are
(Roy
Flagg
Jeff
breaking a railroad station safe by Jim Lee (W. A. Jeffries). From this
ranching business
incident springs a strong friendship. They go into the
commences operations
together, but before long a copper mining company
expansion are
prospects forJeffsuccessful
and their fields,
property for
on neighboring
stays, mainly because
while
other
killed So Lee departs
oi the fact that Helen Dryer (Fritzi Ridgeway), secretary of the copper
company's local office, has attracted hisHelen
attention.
(Edward
Brady),
(Joe Bennett)
brother
and herCrane
the manager of the 'company, insults
'in protecting her kills him. Jeff takes the blame and escapes.
A
price is
and posters revealing the fact that he may be identioffered for his capture
fied by a scar on one arm are scattered about the country. In a distant
sits be-is
BoldlyThehe sheriff
a gameforofhispoker.
room aforreward
enters
town, Jeff
capture.
billsbaroffering
the the
neath one of
loser
hard
A
Lee.
Jim
be
to
proves
sheriff
in the game, also, and the
that
Lee also demands
to see his hescar.
identity andhisdemands
realizes Jeff's
him
shoots
Lee
out
it
gets
before
But
gun.
he show it and Jeff pulls
in the arm and so destroys the final means of identification. Jeff returns
brother has confessed and has been
to the town to discover ofthattheHelen's
copper company after the situation anent
pardoned by executives
around for everythe shooting has been learned. So a happy ending comes
one, particularly as Jeff's old ranch is found rich in copper.

those in the South American gambling house, and the exteriors
are well selected and in many instances beautiful. The whole
production is well photographed.
Colin Chase is a quiet hero, Rosita Marstini, a typical adventuress type, and Bertram Grassby and Joseph Singleton make a
contrasting pair of villains. E. Loyd Sheldon is author, Charles
Kenyon did the scenario, and Bertram Bracken directed.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Isobel (Gladys Brockwell) determines to seek out her half sister in South
America andthisdivide
her late
fortune. house
Anitaconducted
(Gladys
Brockwell),
sister,with
is thehershining
jewelfather's
in a gambling
by her mother (Rosita Marstini). She is avaricious, quite without honor,
and spends the greater part of her time extracting small fortunes from
her admirers. It is the misfortune of Isobel to land in South Americc^
immediately after Anita has attempted to poison Umberto (Joseph Singleton), who has grown too strenuous in his attentions. Anita and her
mother cause Isobel to be arrested for the crime and then, for safety's
sake, Anita goes to Florida, Isobel's home, and takes her place as head
the household.
(Colin Chase),are Isobel's
notices
aof change.
He says 'While
nothing Grant
and arrangements
made forfiancee,
the marriage.
But
Anita's
confederate,
Don
Pedro
(Bertram
Grassby),
jealous,
has
to the liberation of Isobel. XShe arrives just after the wedding, followedseen
by
Umberto. It develops that Anita was married to Umberto and that her
marriage with Grant is invalid. So all obstacles between Grant and
Isobel are cleared away.
"Moral

Suicide"

(Graphic — Seven Reels)
Reviewed by Samuel D. Palmer
VAN ABRAMSON, as author and producer, presents through
the medium of the Graphic Film Corporation, " Moral Suicide," in seven reels.
Obviously,
is the isauthor's
intention
to teach should
a great beware
moral
lesson. That itlesson
that rich
old widowers

of good-looking, wicked, young adventuresses, for, if they are
not very circumspect in their behavior, invariably the good-looking, wicked, young adventuresses corrupt the morals of the rich
old widowers and incidentally spend all their money. To every
rich olda widower
the audience,
carries
tremendousin moral
punch. therefore, "Moral Suicide"
With a few exceptions in the work of the cast and in the
minor details of direction the production is well done. The cast
is a notable one, including John Mason, Anne Luther, Leah
Baird, Alan Hale, Sidney Mason, Hazel Washburn, Claire Whitney, Jack McLean and William Lampe. As has been the case in
lull few of his stage or screen appearances in recent years John
Mason has a role that fits him. So well does he look and act
his part that one is constrained to overlook entirely his few
lapses of overacting. Leah Baird is very, very wicked in her
semi-vampire role, and Anne Luther, as the old man's much" The Moral Law "
aggrieved daughter, quite satisfies. The highest honors, however, belong to Jack McLean, who, as the demented son, pre[Fox — Five Reels)
sents atruly remarkable portrayal.
The lighting effects are above the ordinary, especially in the
Reviewed by Peter Milne
contracts
between daylight, moonlight and the artificial variety,
before,
displayed
been
has
ability
GLADYS BROCKWELL'S
but proljably never in such full measure as provided in her and the scenes, both interior and exterior, are well photographed.
latent vehicle, " The Moral Law." She essays the dual role, a The prologue and the names of the cast, however, will be lost
flifficult brace of characters which would have overtaxed any
upon those occupying the rear seats of even a medium-sized
house, for they are too dim to be read with normal eyes.
lesser actress, hut which Miss Brockwell interprets with mdividual
skill and feeling. She appears as half sisters, the one good, tht
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
oth'-r bad. and shades them so well that the characters remain
Richard Covington (John Mason), an aged California millionaire widower,
devoted to his children, Beatrice (Anne Luther) and Waverly (Jack
ali^olutely distinct in the spectator's mind. But her greatest talent, is
McLean),
the latter
of whom
becomea young
demented
i- displayed when as the bad sister she assumes the rightful place
until he meets
Fay Hope
(Leah hasBaird),
womanthrough
with aover-study,
tarnished
i.f the good one. Here the actress acting one part must proceed
past.
Warned
by
his
daughter
that
association
with
Fay
meant
suicide,
the
old
fellow
nevertheless
falls
into
the
snare
set
for
him
bymoral
Fay
to act the second, but still keep in the spirit of the first characand
her
friend,
"
Lucky
"
Travers
(Alan
Hale),
the
arch
villain.
Covmgton
terization. The success which Miss Brockwell has in so doing is eventually marries the woman. Now it seems that Rodman Daniels (Sidney
Mason), Beatrice's
fiancee, returns
once had
affair
with Beatrice
Fay, a upbraids
fact whichFayis
phenomenal.
discovered
when Rodman
froman the
East.
The vehicle in which the dual role is set is melodrama of the and
is banished by her father from the parental roof. Subsequently Waverly,
and, and
beingwandering
found insane,
is sent
an asylum.
most interesting type. The action is rapid and the tangle in which 'the
goesson,
downkillsandFay out,
through
the tostreets
of New Covington
York he
the sisters are involved (though not in any way an aggravating
comes upon Beatrice in the company of Travers, the villain. The girl is
just about to turn her companion over to the authorities as a spy. The
tangle before the audience") results in good suspense before it is old man straightens up, the boy is released from the mad-house as cured
ultimately straightened out. The scenes are well staged, including
and Beatrice forgives and marries Rodman.
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^' Ann's

Finish"

[Mutual- American — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Lisle M. Albright
ALTHOUGH
the have
story often
of " Ann's
Finishwith
" is effect
a combination
situations that
been used
in the past,of
the picture is, nevertheless, the best that Margarita Fischer has
been in for a long time. It is a comedy drama of the Hghter sort
in which Miss Fischer is afforded a role that fits her like a tailormade suit.
The background for the picture is a girl's finishing school, and
it is not very difficult to guess, even if one knows nothing about
the plot of this particular drama, that Margarita has a difficult
time to keep from being finished long before she should be. A
burglar, in reality a young author trying to get a little touch of
real color for a story, crosses Ann's trail soon after she arrives
at the boarding school and gets her into a predicament that furnishes fun throughout the remaining reels.
He is a good looking burglar, and Ann, rather than give him
up to the police when they trace him to her room, hides him in
the linen closet and later has to claim him as her husband to save
him from arrest. Her confession throws a monkey wrench into
her stay at the school, as married women are not desired, and
the matron wants to send her back home.
To save herself from being expelled, Ann goes into mourning
and tells the matron that she has just received a letter stating
that her husband has met his death on a torpedoed transport
while on his way to France. Just as the sky begins to clear for
her again, her burglar turns up and she has more camouflage
work to do.
There is many a laugh bottled up in this picture, and it ought
to meet with the approval of exhibitor and patron alike. Lloyd
Ingraham directed the production and Jack Mower, Adelaide
Elliott, David Howard, John Gough, Robert Klein and Perry
Banks give Miss Fischer all the support she could desire.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Ann
Anderson
(Margarita
is thedream,
cut-up shein finds
a finishing
school.in
One night, awakening from aFischer)
fitful fudge
a burglar
her room. He is good looking and tells her it is his first offense and
that his mother is dying for lack of food. Ann takes pity on him, and
when the watchman of the grounds and the matron of the school pound
on her door, she hides the robber. In the search that follows, he isl
discovered and Ann then claims him as her husband. He is allowed to
depart but Ann is expelled. The next day another burglar enters her
room while she is dosing and attempts to remove her necklace. After a
struggle she gives an aJarm, but is shot in the curm. The burglar is
caught and Ann finds herself the heroine of the school. Deciding that
she
look nice
widow's weeds, she announces that her " husband "
has would
gone down
on aintransport.
Ann is kidnapped by the pals of the man she caused to have captured
and is rescued by her first burglar, who turns out to be a novelist in search
of atmosphere for a story. Ann sees her " finish " and decides to forsake
her widow's weeds and go back to her " husband."
" By Right of Purchase "
{Select — Six Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
NORMA TALMADGE'S last picture, "Ghosts of Yesterday,"
was so meritorious from every viewpoint that "By Right
of Purchase " which, though it has the advantage of a fine title,
is just a little disappointing. It attains the average standard
maintained in the productions of marital complications, but
"Ghosts of Yesterday " has made such an impression that one is
inclined to expect and demand something more than the average
from Miss Talmadge. It was written by Margery Land Mason
and scenarioized by Harry O. Hoyt. In some respects the continuity of the action is too stringy to bring out the dramatic
strength of the story's situations, but taken on the whole it has
been produced with a keen sense of its dramatic values by Director Charles Miller. There is plenty of suspense in the development of the lives of Margot and Chadwick, after the marriage, on which Margot looks as purely a matter of business.
But leaving the picture's dramatic value aside, the production
given it cannot be spoken of in high terms. The settings, supposedly in a home of the rich, are gaudy and out of tune. Wall
papers with ungainly designs serve to detract from the action.
How much better is the plain paper or the fine panelling often
seen ! The photography is none of the best either. It lacks
clarity and the sharpness resulting from good lighting. Small
faults, both of these, when apparent in only a few places throughout a picture, but when obvious practically all the time, exceedingly annoying.
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Miss Talmadge, with that emotional ability for which she is
noted, succeeds in making her role effective, despite the fact that
she must of a necessity be unrealistic when the part demands it.
Eugene O'Brien is again opposite the star, and gives a full and
impressive interpretation of the man of honor who is led into
bargaining for his wife because of his infatuation for her. William Courtleigh, Jr., presents the role of the rounder realistically
while Ida Darling, Charles Wellsley and Florence Billings are
good in supporting parts of prominence.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Margot Hughes (Norma Talmadge), though she believes herself in love
with Dick Derwent (William Courtleigh, Jr.,), marries the wealthy Chadwick HimesThe(Eugene
urgedstillby does
her not
mother
Darling).
bargainO'Brien)
is that ifwhen
after sufficiently
two years she
love (Ida
him
he will allow her to divorce him. On their honeymoon Margot makes it
plain that
marriage
givenin her
return
to thethe city
Himes has
plunges
work,onlynowChadwick's
certain of name.
the factOnthattheir
he
will
never
win
Margot's
love,
but
still
desperately
in
love
with
her. onMargot
welcomes the attentions of Dick, but when he attempts to trespass
their
friendship, which she merely regards as platonic, she resists. She lends
him money on his plea. Later Nugent (Charles Wellsley), a great friend
of Himes', visits Margot and pleads that she refuse further attentions from
Dick and accept her husband's love, which, he assures her, is great. Realizat last theofworth
of her the
husband,
the ingintention
requesting
return Margot
of her visits
checks.Dick's
She apartment
overhears with
him
in conversation with another woman, and his true character is revealed to
her. Himes sees her coming from the apartment and denounces her as
untrue to the conditions of their contract. But Nugent also brings Himes
to his senses by relating the plain truth, and when the picture closes Himes
and Margot are off on a second and happier honeymoon.
" AU

Fur Her "

{Jester Comedy — Two Reels)
Reviewed by Leland S. Ferguson
<4 A LL FUR HER," the third Jester Comedy featuring Twede
Dan, shows high signs of being '' all for the exhibitor who
books it." This means that the reviewer considers the picture a
worthy successor to Twede Dan's other Jester celluloids, and there
can be no denying they started off throughout the country with a
bang that reverberated success into the very inner sanctums of
the Jester home office.
" All Fur Her," which is to be state righted for April, is a
drastic departure from the previous Jesters, and that is a very
commendatory statement. It means Twede Dan has versatility, and
that the director has a seemingly endless supply of gags and stunts
that we predict will draw dimes from the multitudes and additional
bookings from the exhibitor who shows the films. This is as
much
as can be expected
of comedy,
and that's
As previously
stated, the
Jester Twede
Dan plenty.
comedies have a
well carried plot, and " All Fur Her " is very fortunate in this
respect. As the name would suggest, most of the action is around
a set of furs upon which Twede Dan's wife (in the picture) has
set her heart. And when we say action, in this case we mean action, as there is not a dull moment throughout. Moreover, the
comedy is of the clean sort that brings an audience back.
" All Fur Her " delivers the goods.
" Finishing Mary "
{Mutual-Strand — One Reel)
Reviewed by F. G. Spencer
THIS single reeler featuring Billie Rhodes is, without a doubt,
one of the best of the Strand series. It is brimful of harmless, innocent, mirth provoking incident, in which Billie as the
irrepressible Mary gets in trouble, next is pointed out as the
model student in the finishing school, and lastly gets " in dutch "
worse than ever through the harmless agency of a pillow fight.
The whole theme centers about a " finishing school " as the title
aptly implies, and Mary resorts to innumerable tricks — -some old
and others new and unique — for defeating the stern rules and
regulations as laid out by Miss Sprout, the preceptress. For instance, her ladyship, Miss Sprout, will indulge in a soda at a
neighboring drug store, the clerk of which is in love with Mary,
and while partaking of her soda the clerk deftly slips a little
note in the neck band of her costume, which Mary as deftly extracts when the preceptress crosses her path. Mary is the veritable "Peck's Bad Boy " and only redeems herself by capturing
a thief who seeks refuge under her bed.
The reel is composed of surefire comedy and cannot fail to
make a hit wherever shown. Release date Tuesday, March 12.
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" The Answer "
[Triangle — Seven Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
THE author of " The Answer " has based her story on a theme
that deals in some way with sociaHsm — the universal brotherhood of mankind; but inasmuch as the theme is swayed to fit
the action of the story's characters it proves something of a burlesque on a political reform that every one, even its antagonists,
take seriously. Why it is that picture socialists always begin
activfties by building some sort of a House of Refuge for " those
in the winter of life" is quite beyond the comprehension of the
writer. In reality they elect members to the State Assembly and
to Congress. But the futile dabbling in a theme that really denesses. serves careful handling is not the greatest of the picture's weakIt will be noted that "The Answer" is in seven reels. This in
the face of the slimness of the story and the style of its continuity isregrettable. It appears to have been produced with the
intention of cutting it down to the average length. Both the
action and the subtitles repeat more than once and there is
voluminous detail which succeeds in being neither colorful nor
interesting. Incidentally the continuity writer has displayed small
dramatic sense. Perhaps this party should not be criticised, however, for it is apparent that the original story was wholly narrative in style possessing no sustaining sequence and rising to a
crisis only in the end when a murder and a suicide claim the
attention for the quite mechanical purpose of creating a sensation, not for any logical connection they may have with the body
of the narrative.
Alma Rubens is featured, although performances of equal
prominence are rendered by Joe King, Claire Anderson and
Francis McDonald. These four principals interpret their roles
realistically which is the highest praise that may be bestowed
upon them all things considered.
E. Magnus Ingleton is author, while E. Mason Hopper directed.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
John Warfield (Joe King), social worker, meets with Guido Garcia
(Francis McDonald), a radical with a grudge against the rich, and together
they establish a home for the unfortunates of society. Goldie Shepard
(Claire Anderson), daughter of a man whose death is caused by drink, acts
as Warfield's secretary.. Lorraine Van Allen (Alma Rubens), a society
girl,
this personal
trio through
death,of and
after a
time meets
lends her
effortstheandtragedy
money oftoShepard's
the success
the Refuge.
Warfield receives word that his mother has died in England, leaving a huge
estate. He makes the trip across the ocean to straighten out affairs, and
shortly afterwards sends for Goldie. They are married. Fortune completely
turns Goldie and she no longer believes in social equality, she enjoys playin the
of luxury
and voyage
displeases
hearinging from
his lap
partner,
makes the
abroadWarfield.
and learnsGuido,
of the not
situation.
Warfield leaves for home. Guido, to terminate the unhappiness of Warfield, shoots and kills Goldie and subsequently jumps from a high bridge to
his own death. Later a new day dawns for Warfield and Lorraine, kindred
spirits in charitable pursuits.
" The Way Out "
{World Film — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
CAPABLY enacted with a cast headed by three favorites and
properly presented, " The Way Out " is not the perfect pictorial entertainment because of its story. It is interesting in part
and the intensity of the scene where the Count and Robert meet
is not to be denied. In fact the action concentrates almost wholly
on this scene. But after all the melodrama with a male heavy is
better. The Count and Robert are two such decent fellows that
neither one is able to steal sympathy from the other, which is too
bad for dramatic purposes. The villain is the girl's mother, and
she is such an arrogant being who opposes her daughter's contemplated marriage with such small cause that she is neither realistic nor convincing, despite all the poise brought to the part by
Kate Lester.
What merit the picture possesses is apparently due to the careful
direction of George Kelson. Certainly never has June Elvidge
acted with more grace and ease or with better sense of her part
than sheBlackwcll
does as shows
the unlucky
Way scenes.
Out." John
An^d
Cajlylc
unusual girl
abilityin in"The
the tense
Bowers and Muriel Ostriche also contribute to the good side of
the picture. Their performances are of such even merit that it is
more than likely that Mr. Kelson is responsible. And moreover
he has made the rather mechanical arm of the picture which brings
about the separation of Robert and the girl, run like a well oiled
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machine. W ith all its obviousness there is a sustaining element
about it. Mr. Kelson has, in fact, shown his ability throughout
the film. He has. handled every episode with a keen sense of its
value and only in its lack of contrast in the two male charactersis the picture disappointing.
Jack O'Mara is author, and Clara S. Beranger prepared the
scenario.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Alice Thornton (J une Elvidge) and Robert Barr (Carlyle Blackwell) arc
engaged. Mrs. Thornton (Kate Lester), ambitious, frowns on the prospect
of the marriage. Her husband had been married to another woman by
whom he had a daughter. This daughter (Muriel Ostriche) arrives in the
United States from France after her mother's death. Mrs. Thornton secures
a position for
in Barr'soutlawforoffice.
is lonely
and Barr
sympathy.
Oneherafternoon,
a walk,She they
are caught
in theextends^
rain.
Barr takes her to his apartment to dry her clothes and Alice discoversk
her
there.
Barr
refuses
to
tell
who
the
girl
is
as
Alice's
memory
of
her
dead father is sacred. As a consequence the engagement is broken. Mrs.
Thornton takes Alice abroad, where she meets Count de Joinville (John
Bowers).
Theyhismarry.
The Count
discovers
of Robert's
and
denounces
wife. Robert,
restless,
followsoneAlice
to Paris old
and letters
learns
of her marriage. He calls and the Count, realizing his identity, demands
satisfaction. Robert refuses to fight and explains the whole episode of
Alice's halfandsister.
then Sent
shiftsto tohistheownbattlefield.
The had
Countbeenis
wounded
rescuedTheby scene
Robert.
home, which
converted
into
a
hospital,
he
realizes
where
Alice's
love
lies,
and
ripping,
the bandages from his wounds, dies.
Three

0. Henry

Subjects

{General Film — Two Reels Each)
Reviewed by F. G. Spencer
U'T'HE SONG AND THE SERGEANT," "By Injunction 'A and " The Rathskeller and the Rose " are three of the
latest O. Henry subjects produced by General Film, in all of
which the quaintness of O. Henry's style is very much in evidence. In " The Song and the Sergeant " the original story has
been tionfaithfully
is noted. followed, and in the other two no serious devia"By Injunction" is a virile story of Western life, and Director
David Smith has made the most of every phase. The cattle
round-up, the gambling den, the saloon and dance hall are alt
vividly portrayed and the photography is uniformly good.
" The Rathskeller and the Rose " is a fine piece erf coihedydrama, the leading character in which Posie Boggs is delightfully portrayed by Adele De Garde. This will be accorded a
warm reception wherever shown, carrying as it does an intensely
humane vein throughout. George Ridgewell directed.
" Those Athletic Girls "
{Paramount-Mack Sennett — Two Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
LOUISE FAZENDA is seen in "Those Athletic Girls" as
janitress of a girl's boarding school. She has a pretty hard
time catering to their needs, trying to please the principal and
keeping her husband away from the perfect specimens of feminine pulchritude with which the school is crowded. These Sennett beauties have more to do in " Those Athletic Girls " than
they have had heretofore, and it need hardly be said that they
are far from uninteresting. In fact the girls supersede the gags
in this picture. The inventive genius of Sennett or his underdircctors is apparent only in spots save for the end of the last
reel when Teddy, the remarkably clever dog, is introduced. But
it is good fun, " Those Athletic Girls," every bit of it. Ethel
Teare, Glen Cavender, F. B. Cooper and Laura LaVarnie are
named in the cast supporting Miss Fazenda. Edward Cline directed in collaboration with Hampton Del Ruth.
" The House of Hate "
{Pathe — Fourth Episode)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
THROUGH
his
ownprotests
efforts ofGresham
is reinstated
Pearl's
favor despite the
her various
convincing inrelatives.
An additional character of importance is also introduced in this
episode. He is the title character, " The Man from Java," and is
a tough and surly sailor, Patch Eye Pete by name, who has information concerning the death of Waldon and the identity of the
Hooded Terror. Pearl consents to meet him by the river at a
certain hour and bring with her ten thousand dollars for his
information. But the Hooded Terror is also on foot and attacks
Patch Eye, knocking him senseless. He is choking Pearl to death
as the episode closes with Harvey rushing to the rescue.
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"Thieves' Gold"
(Universal — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne

THIStheme
latest
Careyfollowed
"production
from theingeneral
thatHarry
has been
in his departs
recent pictures,
which
the cowboy and his pals are initiated into the conventionalities of
a new environment, and goes back to western melodrama. The
change is welcome, for besides the value of variety, and the fact
that the western melodrama was once the star's popular vehicle,
"Thieves' Gold" is a satisfactory picture, containing the requisite
amount of thrills and stirring situations and offering Carey a
role in which he is thoroughly at home. Instead of the bad man
he is a robber with only one holdup to his discredit, and this
because of the influence of the real bad man of the film. His
romance with the girl is interesting, though introduced rather
suddenly, and the attractiveness of Molly Malone who plays the
parts adds to it.
Carey performs a sensational stunt when he rescues the girl
from the runaway team. The action in the Mexican bar-room is
typical of such favorite locales of the picture producer, while
the final clash between Carey and Simmons is well handled from
the point of view of suspense. The camera man secured some
excellent shots of the western country and fine photography prevails throughout.
Fred R. Bechdolt wrote the story and Jack Ford directed.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Cheyenne Harry (Harry Carey), cowboy, becomes restless with the
routine life on the Savage ranch and gives his employer (L. M. Wells) a
notice that he is to leave. He falls in with Simmons (Vester Pegg), an
outlaw, and gets mixed up in a shooting across the Mexican border. The
next day, while under the influence of liquor, he is persuaded by Simmons
to assist him in holding up a shipment of gold consigned to Mexican
revolutionists. Harry is unaware of the fact that he further violates the
law this time in Arizona instead of Mexico. When he sees from the top
of a mountain a runaway he determines to rescue the occupants of the
carriage, no matter what the cost is to himself. The passengers are Alice
Norris (Molly Malone), who is on her way to visit at the Savage ranch,
and Larkin (John Cook), the drunken driver. Harry rescues the girl, but
is then unable to escape the sheriff and his posse. He is cast in jail.
Savage secures his pardon, realizing that he is good at heart. Harryi
comes back to the ranch and after a time Alice and the cowboy fall in
love. She is unaware of his jail sentence. When she discovers this and
the cause of it, she sends for a former sweetheart and contemplates leaving
•with
Simmons,Butto through
get even awith
a former
act, holds
up onhim.
the desert.
trick,Harry
Harryfor gets
the upper
hand him
and
is forced to kill his man, not before he has been wounded himself, however.
"When
Alice
drives
by
on
her
way
to
the
station
she
discovers
him
lying
oinconscious
and then and there she decides that it is Harry she wants
after all.

" The Marriage Bubble "
{Triangle — Three Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
WILLIAM ,DESMOND in a dual role, and Anna Luther in
the principal feminine role, put over this short feature
with the comedy situations rightly accented, the straight dramatic
work nicely intermingled, and the action set at top speed from
first to last. W. Carey Wonderly wrote the story and it was
produced under the direction of Walter Edwards, supervised by
Thomas H. Ince.
William Desmond succeeds in getting a laugh in every scene
of this comedy-drama. He impersonates a wealthy young millionaire who is given to excessive drinking. A five-a-day actor
■comes to town and is mistaken for the wealthy young imbiber
because of his close resemblance. The millionaire's sister sees
the actor as he is about to leave with the troop and suggests to
him that she has a plan whereby he can make some easy money.
She takes him to her home, dresses him in her brother's clothes
and even the drunken one's mother is fooled. He is entertained,
wined and dined. Marty Conrad, as the drunken one is known,
escapes from confinement in his room and comes face to face
with his double. The actor believes that he has performed his
mission and leaves, but returns in time to save Marty's sister
from a fire which starts in her home. The comedy that is revealed in this fire scene is of sure-fire brand and will get a laugh
from the most sedate in the audience.
Maude George and Florence Dagmar have the principal supporting roles opposite Mr. Desmond and Miss Luther. " The
Marriage Bubble" is one of the best short features seen for
some time. The photography is up to the Triangle standard. The
sub-titles are to the point and explain rather than supply action.

" Unfaithful "
{Triangle — Two Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
DOROTHY DALTON carries the colors in this Triangle production in two reels, titled " Unfaithful." Lambert Hilyer
wrote the story and it was produced under the direction of
Charles Miller. Although of the abbreviated variety of comedydramas it is supported by actionable material and plenty of it
with the result that we are not left wondering when the end
will come.
The story tells of a young novelist whose ambition to write
leads him to neglect his wife. He wishes to incorporate in his
book a few pages devoted to infidelity. His wife learns of this and
plans to create material upon which he can build. She arranges
with a friend who brings the matter before the husband with
sufficient strength to arouse his jealousy. The scheme works
and the husband sits down and completes his book. The plan
is explained after the husband has become so enraged as to attempt the life of his wife. All turns out happily.
Dorothy Dalton, in the role of the wife, carries the comedy
and more dramatic action effectively throughout the run. Robert
McKim as the husband, and Charles Gunn as the friend, do good
work. Charlotte Vermont is good in a supporting role. The
picture was produced under the supervision of Thomas H. Ince
and photographed by Clyde DeVinna.
" Thief or Angel "
{General Film — Two Reels)
Reviewed by F. G. Spencer
THIS Judge Brown picture has for its theme the methods
adopted and schemes resorted to by Antoinetta, an Italian
mother (Ruth Hampton), to procure pure milk for her baby and
others in the Italian tenements. She boils her milk and fills old
milk bottles which are supplied to her by a gang of boys who
gather up and sell them to her. She too has also been detected
stealing bottles of milk from houses where she knew there were
no children. When the gang is rounded up and their leader's
identity becomes known, as does also their object, the Judge
decides Antoinetta, who, in male attire had headed the gang, is
not guilty and instead of branding her as a thief, hails her as
an angel.
The youngsters who compose the gang are a precocious lot
and acquit themselves as ably as the average keen street arab,
who is up to all the tricks of the slums.
It is an interesting subject, well taken care of by the author and
competently directed by King W. Vidor.
" His Quaker Girl "
{Mutual-Strand — One Reel)
Reviewed by F. G. Spencer
CAPRICIOUS BILLIE RHODES scores a decided, hit in the
title role of " His Quaker Girl," a Strand single-reeler. Bubbling over with merriment and mischief one moment, the next
moment finds her as a Quaker maid, demure and docile. Cullen
Landis, who plays the lover part to her, is attracted by the rough
tactics of a troup of motion picture people on a public thoroughfare where a strenuous scene is being filmed. He is thoroughly
disgusted and seeing Mary in her Quaker costume he takes the
opportunity of denouncing actor people and eulogizing the friends.
Still believing Mary to be a Quakeress, although she had just
completed a Quaker scene for a motion picture, he calls on her
parents (?), who decide to keep up the deception. This, they
do to a certainty and the perplexities that ensue for Jack are
amusing in the extreme. This is a single-reeler of merit, and
will take well anywhere. Release date, March 19.
" On the Jump " — Rolin
<</^N
THEcomedies.
JUMP" He
is one
of Harold
funniest
single
V-/ reel
is seen
as a bellLloyd's
hop and
the manner
in which he rules it over the hotel guests is very comical. Bebe
Daniels is the ingenue, Harry Pollard, a burlesque detective, while
the ever-present dwarf of Rolin comedies adds considerable merriment on his own account.
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The Sea Panther "
[Triangle — Fi-ve Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
WITH a touch of adventure and romance similar to that
revealed in Stevenson's Kidnapped," but wholly unlike
it in plot construction, " The Sea Panther," with William Desmond in the featured role, is a picture of piratical ad\cntures
which will stir the blood of all inclined toward the life on the
high seas. It is not essentially melodramatic as the title would
imply. There is none of the " blood and thunder." There are
touches that will suggest the melodramatic but the love element
predominates and it will be accepted as a love romance of
the seas.
Director Thomas N. Heffron has obtained the true atmosphere
of tlie days when the sea pirates held sway. The atmosphere
is there and never once are there indications of the present times
peeping through the clever disguise which takes you back to the
days of which Stevenson wrote when he penned his " Kidnapped."
Mr. Desmond has the role of the gentlemanly pirate who in his
pastimecated abeautiful
of takingyoung
what girl
didn't
to him,ship.
graciously
confisfrombelong
an English
He takes
her
to his stronghold, and there by gentlemanly tactics and gallantry
wins the love of the girl.
Kenneth B. Clarke, who wrote the story, has not once created
incidents or situations which take the action of the story away
from the atmosphere of the sea. It is a drama of the sea, by
the sea and for the sea. William Desmond gives commendable
characterization of the sea pirate. Mary Tarpley, in the role of
the girl, fits the part like a glove. Jack Richardson, Arthur
Millet, Lillian Langdon and Lee Hill are in main support. Jack
Richardson does his usual good character work and Lillian Langdon in the matron's part registers a good percentage.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Paul Le Marston (William Desmond), gentlemanly freebooter, whose
exploitstures hisonmost
the sea
have prize,
gained the
for beautiful
him the title
of " Sea
precious
daughter
of anPanther,"
English capsea
captain. Molly Tarpley (Mary Warren) is en route to join her uncle,
proprietary governor of South Carolina, when the Sea Panther takes her
as his prize. Le Marston takes her to the pirates' town of Cayo del
Muerto,
in the Bahamas, and there establishes her in his pirates' home
by
the sea.
Le Marston loves the girl and shows his love for her when he fights to
the death with Braga, a fellow sea pirate. Le Marston is followed by the
captain of the English ship, who had been liberated, and bound in chains.
Molly frees him and he escapes over the side of the ship.
" Love

Me "

(Paramount-In ce — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
CONTRASTING the pure spirit of the West with the puerile
East once again, with the chief protagonist a big hearted
woman instead of a man, and delineating in a highly dramatic
way the manner in which she untangles the lives of a family
with false standards — this is C. Gardner Sullivan's story of
" Love Me " briefly speaking. But brief speaking seldom does full
justice to this man's work. Whatever drama he undertakes he
always has the happy faculty of bringing out the stronger qualities of the commonplace. This is what makes his work human.
He is always progressive in his writing, includes no unnecessary
characters or situations, handles a big scene without recourse to
the cutback and builds to a logical climax — this is what makes
his pictures realistic. And an Incc director, assisted by the production department, knows how to present the story. This js
what makes his work realistic.
All these merits " Love Me," which features Dorothy Dalton,
possesses, and as a consequence it is human, dramatic and realistic.
Mr. Sullivan has buildcd to a mighty strong climax. In fact it
is so strong that one forgets while seeing it that it is conventional. But what if it is? There is nothing new, we know, and
it is only when the conventional is handled without skill that it
becomes obviously so. R. William Neill's handling of the story in
the directing is worthy of great praise. Particularly in the climax,
which is a long scene in one set with few camera changes, has
he brought out the effectiveness of Mr. Sullivan's drama. As for
the production department, its work is excellent. A title informs
"a home of a family of high social standing" or words to that
effect and the production department makes you believe it.
Mi'>s Dalton brings out the wholcsomeness of Maida, the
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western girl, and plays with feeling at all times. Jack Holt is
genuine as the genuine Gordon Appleby, her husband. Robert
McKim is excellent as the snob, Dorcas Matthews is successful
at suggesting the weak woman, and Melbourne MacDowell, William Conklin and Elinor Hancock are adequate in important parts.
THE STORY AND PLAY;^RS
Gordon (Jack Holt), youngest in the family of Grant Appleby (Melbourne
MacDowell), returns from tlie West with a wife, Maida (Dorothy Dalton).
Her genuine character contrasts strongly with the other members of the
Appleby family, which includes Mortimer (Robert McKim), a snob, Eunice
(Dorcas Matthews), whose husband is away at sea, while she accepts the
attentions of Fenton (William Conklin), and Mrs. Appleby (Elinor Hancock), who places pride of family and social position above all else. Maida
is coldly received and though practically insulted at times, determines to
stay
out for Gordon's
learns that she
Eunice
elopingto
with itFenton.
Fearful ofsake.
the She
consequences,
visitscontemplates
his apartment
plead with him. When Eunice arrives she rushes her into a room just
before Mortimer, who has followed Maida, enters. To save Eunice, Maida
shows herself. At home she stands the lecturing of all the family, save
Gordon. He alone believes her true. Her plight, however, eventually
moves Eunice to confess her foolishness and not until then does the Appleby
family awake to a full realization of Maida's noble character.
" The

Bell Boy "

{Paramount-Arbuckle — Two Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne
THIS two reeler, Roscoe Arbuckle's latest for Paramount,
reaches the very heights in the type of comedy which gave
him his reputation. There is originality in the gags and plentiful
opportunities for toth Arbuckle and his excellent supporting team.
Buster Keaton and Al St. John. The three are seen as the proprietors, bell boys, elevator men, waiters, barbers and porters of
a small town hotel. The utter ease with which they go about
their ridiculous work is a rare treat in the comedy line. As for
the gags, they have a horse to hoist the elevator, their own trolley
car to bring the guests from the station and innumerable smaller
ones which might come under the head of business, but which
must have taken considerable thought to originate. Keaton specially and St. John, too, get in some wonderful acrobatic work,
and even Fatty does a number of falls and acts surprisingly lively
for one of his weight. There is pretty Alice Lake as ingenue and
Joe Keaton does a funny scene with his son. A better comedy
than " The Bell Boy " would be hard to find and this statement
may be taken to include the Chaplins and the Sennetts.
" The Curse of Iku "
{Essanay- — Seven Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
uT-'HE CURSE OF IKU," as the title implies, is a story of
A Japan and the Japanese, with the greater part of the action
laid in Japan. The action in the initial reels, is in the nature of
a prologue telling of the barbaric days of a half century ago, in
Japan. Frank Borzage directed and plays the leading male role,
with Tsuru Aoki, a Japanese actress, presenting the leading feminine role. The picture was produced by Essanay for release on
the Perfection program. It is in seven reels.
The Jap and the American are placed at dagger points throughout the run of the picture. It is one against the other and the
author, in the creation of his plot material, has made the American
girl the object through and by which the Jap shall obtain his
revenge. In developing this material, the author has conspicuously staged the problem of the sexes. He has brought to the
surface, with prominence, the risque, and it is to be doubted
whether or no an American audience will receive these situations
with any degree of satisfaction, especially when the offending
party is not an American. The picture would not meet with
approval in communities where there is an appreciable Japanese
element.
"The Curse of Iku " is characterized by excellent acting. Tsuru
Aoki, the little Japanese actress, gives a fine characterization of
an aged Japanese woman and a Japanese actor, whose name is
not mentioned on the program, is seen to excellent advantage
in the role of the Japanese villain. His work is commendable
and executed with the ability of a dramatic artist.
Frank Borzage, who directed, has done wonders in duplicating
the atmosphere of Japan, both during the days when the country
was in a semi-barbaric stage and during the present time of
highly civilized state. He has made it a Japanese picture in
every sense of the word. The story is characterized by strength
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in action and plot, but the production could be cut to less footage
to a great advantage. In his eagerness to plant the fact that the
villain seeks to avenge himself on the American girl, the director
has flashed several scenes of him attacking the girl with sinister
motives. It would seem that one short scene depicting this would
have been sufficfent to convince. The picture is of high qualities
in a good many respects. There is a fine demonstration of
dramatic acting, evidence of careful and faithful direction, and a
strong, convincing story. The photography is ideal throughout
and the settings are faithful to the atmosphere of Japan.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
The initial reels tell of an episode in the barbaric days of Japan about
fifty years ago. An American sailor (Frank Borzage) is shipwrecked on
the coast of Jnpan and picked up by Yori, a Japanese prince who is an
enemysendsof his
Iku.sister,
He Omio
is harbored
at theOoki)
prince's
home.who Iku
and
San (Tsuru
to learn
the leEirns
strangerof is.it
At that time no foreigner was allowed to land on the shores of Japan,
excepting Dutch traders. To land meant death to any other person.
Omio San reported to her brother that the stranger was a white god. Iku
becomes enraged to think that his sister had fallen in love with the
stranger and sends her to the wharf, where he marries her to a Dutch
sailor that he might accuse the stranger of being the father of her child.
The stranger is captured and ordered burned in oil, as a penalty. His
friend, the prince, is crucified. The stranger escapes. Fifty years later a
descendant of the stranger is found in California. A descendant of Iku
comes to America to study conditions and meets Carroll (Frank Borzage),
whom he recognizes as a descendant of his forefather. He sets out to get
revenge
Carroll's
sweetheart.
seriesbeenof kidnapped
adventures bywhich
takes thethrough
participants
to Japan,
the girl,After
who a has
the
Japanese, is rescued.
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" Broncho Billy's Close Call "
(Essanay-Broncho Billy Reissue — One Reel)
"B
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
RONCHO BILLY'S CLOSE CALL" is the late Broncho

VOICE

JESTER
(SUPER)

COMEDIES
FEATURING

" The Wine Girl "
{Bluebird — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Joseph L. Kelley
tJ-yHE
WINEtrouble
GIRL"is is
to Bluebird
standard.
A principal
in not
the upstory
and it is
evident The
that
the director did not take trouble to remedy any -of its defects.
The picture could be cut in any number of different places and
a complete story would be told in the detached part. The plot
is forced throughout. " The Wine Girl " is a series of pictures
flitting across the screen, starting nowhere and getting nowhere.
Carmel Myers as the heroine is the shining light of the picture.
She is given a character role, which if it had a logical and wellwritten story through which to show itself to advantage, would
have rendered a good account of its stewardship. Miss Myers
is handicapped from start to finish. She is unable to overcome
the defects in the story. E. A. Warren, in a George Beban characterization, gives a most convincing impersonation of the Italian
villain. Kenneth Harlan in the straight lead is over-enthusiastic
at times, but like the others in the cast, cannot overcome the
handicap the story presents. Katherine Kirkwood and E. A.
Warren are good in other supporting roles.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Andrea Minghetti (Rex De Roselli), by saving, had become the owner
of a vineyard in Southern California. His niece. Bona (Carmel Myers),
an orphan, had been left to his care. Chico (E. A. Warren), a workman in
Andrea's
vineyard,
attemptsHarlan),
to forcewith
his aaffections
Bona, has
but had
is repulsed.
Frank Harris
(Kenneth
party of onfriends,
a wild
" joy ride." The party arrives at the vineyard and it is suggested that
they
" oneformore
drink."
Frank isthedared
his companions
to hire
out tohave
Andrea
a week.
He accepts
dare by
in view
of the fact that
he
will have wine for breakfast, dinner and supper.
Frank is attracted to Mona and saves her from the advances made by
Chico. His mother learns where he is and goes for him. He suggests
that she take Mona back with her, as cook. She consents and Mona is
established in the Harris home. Chico seeks revenge on Mona, because
Andrea had refused to give his niece to him in marriage.
Mona is not long at -the Harris home before she incites the anger of
Frank'spares tomother.
Harrisarrives
impliesat that
Mona ishome
a thief
she preleave. AMrs.
lawyer
the Harris
and and
inquires
for
Mona. He informs her that her uncle had been missing for some time
and that in his will he had left his fortune to Mona. Mrs. Harris attempts
then
Mona of
to, stay.
But she returnsSheto tells
her uncle's
vineyard
clear touppersuade
the mystery
his disappearance.
her story
to theto
police and they wait for Chico, who she believes will seek her out. He
does
captured. Andrea turns up very much alive and Frank and
Mona and
are isunited.
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All Tur' Her'
His Golden Romance"
"The Wrong Flat"
ALL TWO PARTS—RELEASED MONTHLY
Booked on the "SHOW YOU" policy ■
MAY
Through the following Exchanges:
For State of New York and Northern For Kansas City, Mo. — Standard Film Ex
New Jersey — Photo Drama Co. (Ben For Colorado, New Mexico, Wyoming,
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180 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.
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63 Waltonand St.,Tennessee
Atlanta. —Ga.R. M. Savvania,
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North Carolina,
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North Carolina.
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Strand
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Detroit,
Mich.
Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas —
For Northern Illinois and Southern ForFoursquare
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Minneapolis, Minn.— Standard Film For Louisiana
square Pictures, and
Inc., Mississippi
New Orleans.— FourLa.
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the Attraction
New England
— R. St..
D.
For Omaha, Neb. — Standard Film Ex.
Co., 26States
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Boston, Mass.
Foreign Reps.: ARROW FILM CORP., Times Bldg., New York
A few territories still open. Call or write for terms.
JESTER COMEDY CO.
220 W. 42nd Street, New York
Telephon Bryan

the typical Western drama told in a short, snappy reel of sure-fire
action. Billy is serving as guard to the overland stage coach
and after he has put a band of hold-up men to flight he is
The " NEWS *' advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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1 (.warded by the smile of a pretty girl who is a passenger, and later
b.\- her hand in marriage. Her brother arrives in the Western
(own and the town cut-up sees the brother greeting his sister
with a kiss and reports to the townspeople that Billy's wife is
to him. Billy is off on a trip with the coach. A cowboy
| untrue
is dispatched to fetch him back. He sees the strange man holding
embrace, and resorts to a saloon, where he pur| bis wifeposelyincheatstight
in poker that someone might shoot him. He refuses
tiie aid of a doctor until it is learned that the stranger is his
|
wife's
Then the doctor is called, Billy's wound is healed
and allbrother.
ends happily.
|
" Broncho Billy's Close Call " is of typical Broncho Billy type
| and G. M. Anderson presents the Western character in the same
adventurous style as of yore. Marguerite Clayton is in chief
| support and Vic Potel is seen in one of the boob parts to good
advantage.
|
|
" Wild Youth "

I
I
I
1
I
1
1
B
g
I

2000 Amperes gives any kind of
light effects.
Will contract to furnish you your sets on
a 10% basis, saving you your rent in
lumber alone.
People can reach your Studio in four or five
minutes. Props, on a minute's notice. No waits
on account of location of Studio. A big money
saver.
Rent by the week or month, also yearly leases.

|
|
|
1
|
1
1
B
|
1

Studios

For

I

Most

conveniently

I

New

York

j
I

Rent

located Studio in

City —

318-320-322 East 48th Street.
Floor space — 80 x 100.
for six good sized sets.

(Paramount-Black ton — Five Reels)
Reviewed by Peter Milne

J STUART BLACKTON again writes "presents" after his
• name in connection with " Wild Youth," a feature adapted
from Sir Gilbert Parker's novel. Mr. Blackton offers a fine
picture retaining all the merits of the original work and presenting the story with intensity and force. Beulah Marie Dix's adaptation is in keeping with her fine work done in Lasky pictures,
and George Melford, one of the same company's best directors,
has handled the scenes with rare judgment and has been successturning
out toa the
dramatically
Mr. Parker's
themeful inlends
itself
screen as strong
if it hadpicture.
been written
for it.
The tragedy of the marriage of Louise, a sweet, young girl, to
Mazarine, a man fully old enough to be her grandfather, and
her love story with Guise offers plenty of situations of intense
I
Address ROLAND WEST
| character. The story works to a strong climax relating the
imposed upon Louise by Mazarine, her honorable love
I 318 East 48th Street
New York City | cruelties
for Guise, the violent death of her husband, the accusation of
iiP,
of
Guise and his subsequent exoneration, when the real murderer
confesses.
All through these various crises the interest is held
firmly.
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Much credit should also go to the well chosen cast. Louise
Huff as Louise gives a performance full of sympathetic appeal
and handles her many big opportunities with a skill that results
in a very human character. Theodore Roberts as the wicked old
Mazarine carries the role to a nicety of perfection. Jack Mulhall
as Guise, does perhaps the best work in his career before the
camera. James Cruze as the Chinese servant contributes one of
those fine character studies for which he is popularly known. His
makeup is no less than remarkable.
The exteriors taken in Bear Valley, California, are impressive
because of their bigness and Paul Perry the photographer has
included a number of realistic light effects in his generally
excellent work. The various episodes of the story are punctuated
by allegorical touches bringing in the relationship of the personification of Youth (always surrounded by a score of dancing
maidens) with the bearing it has upon the story.
THE STORY AND PLAYERS
Louise (Louise Huff) is forced into a marriage with her ancient guardian,
Joel Mazarine (Theodore Roberts) because of the fact that she owes him
money and that he practically forces himself upon her. On his ranch she
lives an unhappy life, pining for the freedom and companionship of youth.
Orlando Guise (Jack Mulhall), a neighboring ranch owner, meets Louise
and his heart goes out to her. In saving Mazarine from robbers he is
wounded and taken to his home to recover. Close association with one
of her own
Louise'sof spirits
but the twoWhen
youngLouise
people
through
the age
forcedrevives
suppression
their emotions.
getssuffer
lost
in the forest and does not return until the next morning, Mazarine insults
her honor and bodily mistreats her. Li Choo (James Cruze), his Chinese
servant, on seeing this kills him, Guise comes on the scene and when
others arrive he is accused of the murder. At the inquest he is found
guilty but the confession of Li Choo removes the shadow.
giiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiii^
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Bluebird Photoplays
4. The Girl in the Dark (Carmel
Myers)
11. Hungry Eyes (M. Sahsbury)
18. Brace Up (Herbert RawHnson) . . . .
25. The Wine Girl (Carmel Myers)
1. Fast Company (Franklin Farnum) . .
8. The Red, Red Heart (Monroe SalisIS. A Lovely)
Rich Man's Darling (Louise

Universal Productions
Feb. 11. New Love for Old (Ella Hall, Emory
Johnson)
Feb. 18. The Flash of Fate (Herbert Rawlinson (Sally Starr)
Feb. 25. Wild Women (Harry Carey, Molly
Malone)
Mar.
Nobody's
Wife (Louise
Lovely)...5
Mar. 11.4. Beauty
in Chains
(Ella Hall)
Mar. 18. Thieves'
Gold
(Harry
Carey,
Malone) Molly
Mar. 25. TheLovely)
Girl Who Wouldn't Quit (Louise
Apr. 1. The Magic Eye (Little Zoe Rae) ...
Apr. 8. The Risky Road (Special Attraction)
(Dorothy Phillips)

1929

5
5
5
5
5
bury) 5
5

5
5
5
D5
5
5
5
5

Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
(Successors to Paramount Pictures Corp.)
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
Mar.
4.
Eve's
Daughter
(BilliePickford)
Burke)
Mar. 4. Huck and
Tom (Jack
Mar. 11. The Family Skeleton (Charles Ray).
Mar. 11. Sunshine Nan (Ann Pennington)...
Mar. 18. Prunella (Marguerite Clark)
Mar.
Stuart
Youth
Mar. 18.
18. J.Love
Me Blackton's
(Dorothy Wild
Dalton)
Mar. 25. LaTosca (Pauline Frederick)
5
Mar. 25. "Naughty, Naughty!" (Enid Ben- net ) 5
Apr. 1. Honor of His House (Sessue Hayakawa)
-.
Apr. 8. His Majesty, Bunker Bean (Jack
Pickford)
Apr. 8. The House of Silence (Wallace Reid)
ARTCRAFT PICTURES
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

11.
25.
31.1.
8.
22.

Amarilly of Clothes- Line Alley
(Mary Pickford)
De rus
Mille's " The
" Whispering
.■ ChoMaeterlinck's
"The
Blue
Bird"
Tiger Man (Wm. S. Hart)
The Lie (Elsie Ferguson)
Mr. Fix-It (Doug Fairbanks)

Fox Film Corporation
(Special Features)
Feb. 10. JackWalsh)
Spurlock — Prodigal (George
Feb. 17. The Moral Law (Gladys Brockwell)
Feb. 24. Six-Shooter Andy (Tom Mix)
Mar. 3. The Girl with the Champagne Eyes
(Jewel Carmen) .
Mar. 10. The
Debt of Honor (Peggy Hyland)
Mar. 17. The
Devil's
Wheel (Gladys Brockwell)
Mar. 24. A Daughter of France (Virginia
Pearson)
Mar. 31. The Kid Is Clever (George Walsh).
Apr. 7. A Camouflage Kiss (June Caprice) .

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.

Fox Standard Pictures
20. Cheating the Public
3. The Forbidden Path (Theda Bara) . .
10. Les Miserables (Wm. Farnum)
24. American Buds (Jane and Katherine
Lee)
17. Woman and the Law

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

7
6
9
7
7

Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

Goldwyn Features Corp.
10. Our Little Wife (Madge Kennedy) .
24. The Beloved Traitor (Mae Marsh).
10. The Floor Below (Mabel Normand) .
24. The Splendid Sinner (Mary Garden)
7. The Danger Game (Madge Kennedy)
GOLDWYN SPECIALS
The Manx-Man
For the Freedom of the World

6
6
6
6
6
7
7

W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
(Paralta Plays)
Jan. 1. Madam Who? (Bessie Barriscale) . .
Jan. IS. His Robe of Honor (Henry B. WalFeb. 15. The Turn of a Card (J. Warren KerMar. 1. Within the Cup (Bessie Barriscale) .
Mar. 15. Humdrum Brown (Henry B. WalJewel Productions, Inc.
Sept. — Come Through (Drama)
Sept. — Pay Me (Drama)
Sept. — Sirens of the Sea (Drama)
Oct. — Man Without a Country (Patriotic).
Oct. — The Corespondent (Drama)
Nov. — The Price of a Good Time (Drama) . .
Dec. — The Grand Passion (Drama)
Dec. — K (Drama)
George Kleine System
(PERFECTION PICTURES)
Uneasy Money (Essanay)
Brown of Harvard (Selig)
I, Mary MacLane (Essanay)
The Unbeliever (Edison)
Ruggles of Red Ciap (Essanay)
Metro Pictures Corporation
Mar. 4. TheMetro
Shell Game (Emmy Wehlen)
Mar. 11. The Brass Check (Francis X. Bushman, Beverly Bayne)
Mar. 18. TheRolfe
Claim (Edith Storey) Metro
Mar. 25. Breakers
Ahead
(Viola Dana),
Metro-Rolfe
Apr. 1. TheMetro-Yorke
'Lardloper (Harold Lockwood)
Apr. 8. Social Hypocrites (May Alii son ^ . . .
Apr. 15. With Neatness
and Dispatch (Bushman and Bayne)
(METRO SPECIALS)
Blue Jeans (Voila Dana), Metro-Rolfe
The Rolfe
Legion of Death (Edith Storey), MetroRevelation (Nazimova), Metro
The Slacker (Emily Stevens)
Draft 258 (Mabel Taliaferro)
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

7
thal ) 7
rigan) 7
7
thal ) 6
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

6
6
7
7
7
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
7
7
7
7
7

Mutual Film Corporation
11. Jilted
Janet (Margarita Fischer) s
American
18. Myman
Wife (Ann Murdock) Froh- 5
25. The
Midnight
Trail (Wm. Russell) 5
American
4. Powers That Prey (Mary Miles
Minter) American
5
11. Ann's
Finish (Margarita Fischer) 5
American
18. The Girl and the Judge (Olive
Tell), Frohman
5

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Feb. 10. Loaded enceDice
Keenan, Pathe
FlorHillings,(Frank
Guy Coombs),
Feb. 17. The Inner Voice (I. I. Mozukin),
Russian Art
Feb. 24. The Naulahka (Antonio Moreno,
Helene Chadwick, Doraldina, Mary
Aldin, Warner Oland) Astra
Mar. 3. Daddy's
Girl (Baby
Marie Osborne)
Diando
;

5
5
6
S

Mar. 10. The Great Adventure (Bessie Love,
Donald Hall, Flora Finch, Chester
Barnett, Florente Short)
Mar. 17. The Beggar Woman (Mme. N. A.
Lesienko, I. I. Mozukin)
Mar. 24. The Hillcrest Mystery (Irene Castle,
Ralph H.
Kellard,
Wyndham
StardGilmour)
Astra
Mar. 31. Mrs.ing, J.Slacker
(Gladys
Hulette,
Creighton Hale) Astra

5
5
5
S

Petrova Picture Company
Dec. 23. Daughter of Destiny (Mme. Petrova). S
Feb. 1. The Light Within (Mme. Petrova). 5
Feb. 1. The Life Mask (Mme. Petrova) S
Select Pictures
Nov. — Her Silent Sacrifice (Alice Brady)..
Nov. — Secret of the Storm (Country (Norma
Talmadge)
7
Dec. — Shirley Kake (Clara Kimball Young).
Dec. — The Honeymoon
(Constance TalJan. — Woman and Wife (Alice Brady)
Jan. — Ghosts of Yesterday (Norma TalJan. — The Marionittes
(Clara Kimball
Young)
Jan. — The Studio Girl (Constance TalMar.
of Purchase
Mar. —— .. By
The Right
Shuttle
Mar. — . The House of Glass
Mar. — . The Knife
SPECIAL RELEASES
Over Thereson)
(Chas. Richman, Anna Q. NilsThe Lone Wolf (Bert Lytell, Hazel Dawn)...
The Barrier (Rex Beach Production)
The Wild Girl (Eva TatJguay)

5
5
S
madge) 5
5
madge) 6
5
madge) 5
6S
S
5
6
S
7
S

Triangle Distributing Corporation
Mar. 3. Heiress for a Day (Olive Thomas).. 5
Mar. 3. Shoes That Danced (Pauline Starke) 5
Mar. 10. The Hard Rock Breed (Margery
Wilson)
5
Mar. 10. The Sea Panther (Wm. Desmond).. S
Mar.
17. The
FaithAnswer
Endurin'(Alma
(RoyRubens)
Stewart)
Mar. 17.
75
Mar. 24. Nancy Comes Home (Myrtle Lind) . S
Mar.
(Pauline
Starke)
Mar. 24.
31. Innocent's
Unfaithful Progress
(D. Dalton)
2 reels,
and S
The Marriage Bubble (Wm. Desmond), (Split Feature)
Mar. 31. Another Foolish
Virgin (Margery 3
Wilson)
■ Rubens) . . 55
Apr. 7. The Love Brokers (Alma
Apr. 7. TheStewart)
Boss of the Lazy " Y " (Roy S
Apr. 14. The Law of the Great Northwest
Apr. 14. Who(Margery
Killed Wilson)
Walton? (J. Barney S
Sherry)
5
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

4. The
Song of the V-L-S-E.
Soul (Alice Joyce,
Vitagraph
Walter McGrail)
11. The Desired Women (Harry Morey,
Florence Deshon)
18. An American
Wire (Earle Williams, GraceLive
Darmond)
25 The Home Trail (Nell Shipman,
Alfred Whitman)
1. Little
Miss No-Account (Gladys
Leslie
8. The Business of Life (Alice Joyce)..
15. Theman,Girl
from Whitman)
Beyond (Nell ShipAlfred

5
5
5
5
S
5
5

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

World Pictures
4.
Spurs
of Sybil
(Alice
Brady)
11. The Wasp
(Kitty
Gordon)
18. Wanted, A Mother (Madge Evans)..
25. The Wav Out (Carlyle Blackwell,
June Elvidge)
1. The Cross Bearer (Montagu Love)..
8. The V/itch Woman (Ethe! Clayton).
15. Devil's Dice (K tty Gordon

S«
5
S
5
5
S
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For Manufacturers' Addresses, iNames and Addresses of Buyers handling films in any territory, or any other
additional information write — State Rights Department, Motion Picture News
Cinema Distributing Corp.
General Enterprises, Inc.
A. Kay Co.
Mother (Elizabeth Risdon, McClure) . . . .6 parts
The 13th Labor of Hercules.
Twenty Thousand Feats Under the Sea. . . .
The Warrior (Maciste) (McClure) 7 parts
Golden Spoon Mary
1 C
tome Barner
1 C
Clune Productions
The Liar (Jane Gail, Stanley Walpole)...6 parts
Hii Trial
1 C Ramona
8 reels
Gold Medal Photoplays
(Terry
Human
Interest
Reels)
Eyes of the World. %
9 reels The Web
No. 1. Character as Revealed in the Face... Ed.
of Life (Hilda Nord, James
No. 2. Character as Revealed in the Eyes... Id.
Cruze, George Spencer)
S reels
Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
Charlotte, in The Frozen Warning.
Golden Features
American News Weekly
A Bit of Life
1 reel
Corona Cinema Company
One reel each week exclusively on Army and
Navy activities.
The Curse of Eve (Enid Markey) 7 reels
Grand Feature Film Company
Rex
the Spanish
Main
reels
Coronet Film Corporation
.\merican Standard M. P. Corp.
Rex Beach
Beach on
in Pirate
Haunts
55 reels
LIVING STUDIES IN NATURAL HISTORY
May
S.
Jones'
Jonah
Day
(Sunshine),
C..1
reel
Rex Beach in Footsteps of Capt. Kidd 5 reels
Animal World, No. 1 Issue.
May 7. When Justice Errs, D
5 reels
Animal World, No. 2 Issue.
May 12. (Educational Subject)
1 reel
Birdland Studies.
May 14. The Daughter of Darkness, EpiHorticultural Phenomena.
Features
sode No. 1, D
2 reels
The Woman Graphic
and the Beast
S reels
May 19. Ghosts (Sunshine), C
1 reel
Cosmofotofilm Company
Sept. 17. My Country Pint
6 parts
D.
W.
Griffith
Incomparable Mistress Bellairs 4 reels Intolerance
Oct. 7. The Mystery of the Boule S parts
9 reela
Oct. 15. Blackmailer
S parts
Liberty Hall
4 reels
The
BlackCross
Spot
Hanover Film Company
Victoria
44 reels
reels
His Vindication
5 reels Maciste
Argosy
Inc.
— reeU
The Celebrated
StielowFilms,
Case
6 reels
I Believe
7 reels
How Uncle Sam Prepares
4 reela
Where
D'ye
Get
That
Stuff
5
reels
Dixie
Films
Absinthe (King Baggott), Universal Re- is ue Sreels
William S. Hart
Tempest and Sunshine (Evelyn Greely)..S reels The Cold Deck
S D
Just a Song at Twilight
5 reels The Two Gun Man
5 D
Arrow Film Corporation
The Deemster.
Ebony
Corporation 1 reel
Hawk Film Corporation
A Natural
Born Film
Shooter
Eyes of the World.
Ramona.
— reels
Dat Blackhand Waitah Man
1 reel Monster of Fate
Weavers of Life.
Sbme Johnson and the Rabbit's Foot 1 reel
Herald Film Corporation
Souls Redeemed.
Around the World in 80 Days
6 reels
E. I. S. Motion Picture Corp.
Persuasive Peggy.
Today.
Trooper 44
5 reels
Hiller & Wilk, Inc.
The Mad Lover.
Elmont Feature Film Co.
The Battle of Gettysburg
— reels
The
People vs. John Doe
6 reels The Wrath of the Gods (Sessue Hayakawa).S reels
RightWoman's
Off the Law.
Bat.
God s Law
6 reels
Historic Features
Bluebird Extraordinary
Emerald Motion Picture Co.
Christus
8 reels
The Eagle's Wings (Herbert Rawlinson).
The Slacker's Heart
S reels
M. H. Hofifman, Inc.
Hell Morgan's Girl (Dorothy Phillips).
— reels One Hour (Zeena Keefe and Alan Hale). 6 reels
Mother o' ford,
Mine
Julian, Ruth ClifExport and Import Film . Co.
Ruby La(Rupert
Fayette).
The Silent Witness (Gertrude McCoy)... 6 reels
Robespierre
Ivan
the
Terrible.
A Trip Through China (Brodsky's
Art PicBrenon Productions
Her Fighting Chance (Jane tures)
Grey)'. 86 reels
reels
Fairmount Film Corporation reels
Lons Wolf
7 parts
Should She Obey? (Alice Wilson, Gene
Hate
7 reels
Pall of the Romanoffs
8 parts
Genung and Norbert Myles) 6 reels
Kmpty Pockets
7 parts
Flora Finch Film Co.
Whither Thou Goest (Rhea Mitchell and
Orrin Johnson)
5 reels
Jules Burnstein
War Prides
2 reels
The Great White Trail (Doris Kenyon)..6 reels
Shame
7 parts
First National Exhibitors' Circuit,
Iliodor Picture Corporation
Cardinal Film Corporation
The Fall of the Romanoffs (Iliodor, Nance
Inc.
Joan the Woman (Geraldine Farrar) U reels
On Trial.
O'Neil, Ekaterina Galanta, Alfred
Charles Chaplin.
Hickman and Conway Tearle) — reels
Century Comedies
Daughter of Destiny (Mme. Petrova).
(FEATURING ALICE HOWELL)
Inter Ocean Film Corp.
Balloonatics
2 reels
Herbert
EmptyMitch
Pockets."
Sign Brenon's
Invisible " (Big
Lewis).
Autoraaniacs
2 reels The
Enlighten Thy Daughter
— reels
The Fall of the Romanoffs.
Ivan Feature Productions
Neptune's Naughty Daughter
2 reels
Tarzan of the Apes.
BENJAMIN CHAPIN'S
PARAMOUNT
One Law for Both (Rita Jolivet, Vincent reels
THE FORDART FILMS, INC.
SERIES
Berlin via America.
Serrano,doba, Leah
Baird, Pedro De Cor- 7
The Son of Democracy..
James Morrison)
FOURSQUARE PICTURES
Babbling Tongues (Grace Valentine, James reels
Christie Film Company
TheSnow).
Eagle's Eye (King Baggot and Marguerite
Morrison, Arthur Donaldson) 7
Honeymooners.
Married in Name Only (Gretchen Hartman, reela
Out for the Coin.
Fort Pitt Corporation
Milton Sills, Marie Shotwell) 6
Her Awful Predicament.
The Italian Battlefront.
Sins of Ambition (Barbara Castleton, WilCrazy by Proxy.
fred Lucas, Leah Baird, James Mor- rison) 7
Green Eyes and Bullets.
Fox Film Corp.
Betty's
Big
Idea.
Human Clay (MoUie King)
5 reels
The Spy.
Local Color.
(Standard Pictures)
Love and Locksmiths.
The Honor System.
Hearts and Clubs.
Comedies
Jack and the Beanstalk.
Feb. — . The Jester
Recruit (Twede
Dan) ,.2
Almost a Bigamist.
The Conqueror.
Mar. — . His Golden Romance (Twede
More Haste Less Speed.
Camille.
Betty Wakes Up.
Dan)
2
Oct. 18. Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp.
SteppingDivorced,
Out.
April—. All "Fur" Her (Twede Dan)... 2
Nov. 18. The Babes in the Wood.
Almost
May — . The Wrong Flat (Twede Dan).. 2
Helpl Helpl Policel
Frieder Film Corporation
Juvenile Film Corporation parts
Their
SeasideTurn.
Tangle.
One Good
The Birds' Christmas Carol (Mary Louise). 5 reels
World War in Kidland
1 parts
Thirty Days.
A Bit O' Heaven (Mary Louise) 5 reels A Chip Off the Old Block
1 reel
Nearly a Papa
Chip's Elopement
1 reels
Friedman Enterprises
reel
Cupid's
Chip's Backyard Barn-Stormers 2 reels
A Mormon Maid (Mae Murray)
6 reels
Five to Camouflage.
Five.
Chip's
Rivals
1 parts
Many a Slip.
For
Sale,
a
Daddy
1
Frohman Amusement Corp.
The Night of His Life.
Chip's Carmen
2 reel
The Witching Hour (C. Aubrey Smith,
Mum's the Word.Evidence.
Circumstantial
Klotz and Streimer
Jack
Sherrill,
Helen
Arnold,
Marie
In the Dark.
Shotwell and Robert Conneas 6 reels
Whither Thou Goest
5 reels
Whose Wife?
Conquest of Canaan
5 reels
The
Secret
Treaty
5
reels
The House that Jack Built.
God's Man
9 reels
(Continued on page 1932)
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Educational Film Corp. of Amer.
SCENICS— EDUCATIONAL
Oct. 24. From Studio to Screen.
Oct. 31. A Trip Through Japan, No. 1.
Nov.Islands,
7. A Flying
No. 1. Trip Through the Hawaiian
Nov.Islands,
14. A No.
Flying
2. Trip Through the Hawaian
Nov. 21. Me and My Dog.
Nov. 28. The Chain Gang.
Dec.Valley).
5. The Land of Enchantment (Yosemite
Dec. 12. Fishing for Fish.
Dec. 19. A Trip Through Japan, No. 2.
Dec. 26. Beside the Glimmer Glass.
DITMARS
OF NATURE"
Nov. 19. The"LIVING
Animals ofBOOK
Australia.
Nov. 26. The Smaller Monkeys.
Dec. 3. Enemies of the Garden.
Dec. 10. Our Vanishing Game.
Dec. 17. Nature's Weavers.
Dec. 31.
24. The
Nature's
Songsters.
Dec.
Animals
in Midsummer.
Fox Sunshine Comedies
Dec.
Damaged —of NoHerGoods
22 CC
Jan. 23.
6. Shadows
Pest
Jan. 20. Son of a Gun
2 C
Feb. 3. Hungry Lions in a Hospital 2 C
Feb. 17. Are Married Policemen Safe? 2 C
General Film Company
BROADWAY STAR FEATURES
(O. HENRY STORIES)
The Trimmed Lamp (Mildred Manning,
Alice Terry)
2 C-D
Schools and Schools (Jean Paige, Chas.
Hutchison)
2 D
A Madison Square Arabian Night (Dun-.
can McRae, Patsy De Forrest) 2 D
The Rathskeller and the Rose (Adele De
Garde, Evart Overton)
2 D
By Injunction (Chet Ryan, W. L. Rodgers,
Patricia Palmer)
2 D
The Song and the Sergeant (Alice Terry,
Stanley Dunn, Templar
2 D
ESSANAYSaxe)
GEORGE ADE FABLES
The Fable of the Toilsome Ascent and the
Shining Table Land
2 C
The Fable of the Back Trackers from the
Hot Sidewalks
2 C
ESSANAY COMEDIES (1 reel)
The Soup and the Fish Ball
1 C
A Tough Knight
:
1C
Our Little Nell
1 C
Check Your Hat, Sir
1 C
Wild Algy of Piccadilly
1 C
All Stuck Up
1 C
The Lie That Failed
1 C
The Jazbo Sheriff
1 C
SNAKEVILLE COMEDIES
(One reel each)
The Snakeville Fire Brigade.
The Snakeville Sleuth.
Slippery 5am and the Fortune Teller.
SlipperyMacbeth
Sam and
When
Camethe toGreen-Eyed
Snakeville. Monster.
ESSANAY SCENICS
Water Powers of Western Canada
1 Sc.
Through Canada from Coast to Coast 1 Sc.
How Grain
CanadaRaising
and the Farmer Co-operate in 1 Sc.
Agricultural Opportunities in Western Can- ada 1 Sc.
Water Powers of Eastern Canada
1 Sc.
A Romance of Rails and Power
1 Sc.
Grand Canyon of Arizona and Canyon de
Chelley
1 Sc.
CHAPLIN COMEDIES
By the Sea
1 C
In the Park
1 C
Work
2 C
A Woman
2 C
The Tramp
2 C
His New Job
2 C
GRANT, POLICE REPORTER SERIES
The
Mystery
of Room 422
11 DD
A Deal
in Bonds
The Sign of the Scarf
1D
The Man with the Limp
1D
A DAUGHTER OF DARING SERIES
A Race
to the Plot
Drawbridge
11 DD
The
Munitions
The
Detective's
Danger
1
The Railroad Smugglers
1 DD
The Deserted Engine
1D
JAXON FILM CORP.
"A SERIAL
DAUGHTER
OF UNCLE
SAM"12
(Jane Vance,
Wm. Sorelle)
Episodes
1 D

JAXON COMEDIES
What Will Happen Next?
1 C
Which Was Lucky?
1 C
The Unofficial Maneuver
1 C
What Occurred on the Beach
1 C
An
AH- Fools'
Affair
Beating
Him toDayIt
11 CC
Forced Into Matrimony
1 C
JUDGE BROWN STORIES
Marrying Off Dad
2 C-D
The Preacher's
Son
C-D
Thief
or Angel
.22 C-D
The Accusing Toe
2 C-D
Black and White
2 C-D
The Rebellion
2 C-D
A Boy Built City ,
2 C-D
I'm a Man
2 C-D
SPARKLE COMEDIES
On the Love Line
1 C
The Detective
1 C
Smashing the Plot
1 C
After the Matinee
1 C
Double Cross
1C
The Best ofTHREE
a Bad Bargain
1 C
C COMEDIES
Stealing a Sweetheart (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
A Hash House Romance (Lou Marks, Pearl
Shepard, Oom Paul)
1 C
The Hod Carrier's Million (Claude Cooper,
Virginia Tracy Clark, Kenneth Claren- don) 1 C
HANOVER FILM COMPANY
Camille (Helen Hesperia)
6 D
■The
Marvelous
Maciste
PHYSICAL CULTURE
PHOTO PLAYS 6CO.D
Physical Culture Magazine (Issued
Monthly)
1 Edc.
PIEDMONT PICTURES CORPORATION
(SELBURN COMEDIES)
Hubby's
21 CC
Too
MuchHoliday
Elephant
Wedding Bells and Lunatics
1C
His CollegeBLUE
Proxy
1C
RIDGE DRAMAS
(Ned Finley)
The ReturnLaw
of O' Garry
22 DD
Mountain
The Raiders of Sunset Gap
2 D
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.

King Bee Comedies
1. The Slave
IS. The Stranger
1. His Day Out
IS. The Rogue
SELIG-HOYT COMEDIES
6. A Dog in the Manger
20. A Trip to Chinatown
3. A Midnight Bell
17. A Contented Woman

2
2
2
2

George Kleine System
MONTGOMERY FLAGG'S COMEDIES
YOU KNOW"
Jan. 2. The"GIRLS
Screen Fan
Jan. 16. The Bride
Jan. 30. The Superstitious Girl
Feb. 27.
13. The Artist's
Matinee Girl
~.
Feb.
Mar. 13. The
The Spoiled Model
Girl

reels
reels
reels
reels
2 C
2 C
2 C
2 C
2
2
2
222

C
C
C
CC
C

Metro Pictures Corporation
METRO-DREW COMEDIES
Mar. 4. Before and After Taking
1 C
Mar. 11. His Strength of Mind
1 C
Mar. 18. Special Today
1 C
Mar. 25.
When Logic
a Man's Married
Apr.
1. Gas
11 CC
Apr. 8. A Youthful Affair
1 C
Mutual Film Corporation
STRAND (BILLIE RHODES)
Feb. S. Her Friend Brown
1 reel
Feb. 12. Three Times and Out
1 reel
Feb. 19. Miss Cinderella
1 reel
Feb. 26. Up in the Air
1 reel
Mar. S. Waltzing Around
1 reel
Mar. 12. Finishing Mary
1 reel
Mar. 19. His Quaker Girl.^
1 reel
Mar. 26. Up She Goes
1 reel
SCREEN TELEGRAM
Issued Sunday and Wednesday of Each Weed
MUTUAL-CHAPLINS
Oct. 29. The Adventurer
2 C
Paramount Pictures Corporation
KLEVER KOMEDIES (Victor Moore).'
Jan. 14. Meatless Days and Sleepless Nights.l C
Jan. 20. Out West
2 reels
Jan. 28. He Got His
1 C

Feb. 3. Watch Your Neighbor
2 C
Feb. 10.BLACK
Sheriff DIAMOND
Nell's Tussle
2 C
COMEDIES
Oct. IS. Nearly a Baker
1 C
Nov. 12. A Society Scrimmage
1 C
ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Dec. 10. A Country Hero
1 C
Dec. 20. Out West
2 C
BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Jan. 7. Sydney, the Antipodean Metropolis. 1 reel
Jan. 14. A Trip to the Jenolan Caves of
Australia
1 reel
Jan. 21. Melbourne, the Magnificent 1 reel
Jan. 28. 'Round About Melbourne 1 reel
Feb. tralia
4. Adelaide, Capital of South Aas-1 reel
WHO IS NUMBER ONE? (Serial)
Jan. 7. Episode 11. The Rail Raiders 2 D
Jan. 14. Episode 12. The Show Dowm
2 D
Jan. 21 Episode 13. Cornered
2 D
Jan. 28. Episode 14. No Surrender
2 D
Feb. 4.MACK
Eoisode SENNETT
15. The Round-Up
2 D
COMEDIES
Jan. 13. The Kitchen Lady
2 C
Jan. 27. His Hidden Purpose
2 C
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Sunday, March 24, 1918
Let'sDaniels),
Go (Harold
Lloyd, Harry Pollard, Bebe 1 C
Rolin
" Pests of Our Fruit Trees (Col.), Educ. and
Picturesque France, Arcachon, Trav.
Wednesday, March 27, 1918 Split Reel
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 26
1 top
Saturday, March 30, 1918
Hearst-Pathe News, No. 27
1 top
Sunday, March 31, 1918
On the Jump (Harold Lloyd, Bebe Daniels,
Harry Pollard), Rolin
1 C
' The Valley of the Dordogne, France."
(Col.), tion,"Trav.,
and "The
Horse in AcPart 2 (Col.),
Educ
Wednesday,
April
3, 1918 Split reel
Hearst-Pathe News No. 28
1 top
Saturday, April 6, 1918
Hearst-Pathe News SERIALS
No. 29
1 top
" The House
of Hate
Two reels
each" (Astra)
(Pearl White, Antonio Moreno, Paul Clerget, John
Webb Dillion, Peggy Shaner)
Mar. 10. First Episode, The Hooded Terror.
Mar. 17. Second Episode, The Tiger's Eye.
Mar. 31.
24. Third
Woman's
Perfidy.Java.
Mar.
Fourth Episode,
Episode,A The
Man from
Triangle Distributing Corp.
TRIANGLE COMEDIES
Mar. 3. A Discord in A Flat
1 C
Mar. 3. His Hidden Shame
1 C
Mar. 10. Wives and Worries
1 C
Mar.
10.
She
Didn't
Do
It
Mar. 17. A Social Shock Absorber 11 CC
Mar. 17. Caught with the Goods
1 C
Mar. 24. Fork Over
1 C
Mar. 31.
24. AA Good
Janitor's
Fall
Mar.
Elk
11 CC
Mar. 31. Her Bohemian Party
1 C
KEYSTONE RELEASES
Mar. 3. Aney,LadyMaude
Killer's
Doom Dale
(Wm.Fuller,
FraWayne,
Milt Sims)
2 C
Mar. 10. Did
Do Anderson,
Wrong? (Harry
Gribbon, She
Claire
Frank Bond,
Dora Rogers)
2 C
Mar. 17 Mud (Ray Griffith, Peggy Pearce,
Max Asher, Henry Depp
2 C
Mar. 24. A Safe Danger (Al Edmonds, Rae
Godfrey, Sylvia Ashton, Chris 2 C
Richards
Mar. 31. A Franey,
Plajrwright's
, Wrong
Dora Rogers,
Milt (Wm.
Sims,
Maude Wayne)
2 C
Universal Film Company
Monday, March 18, 1918
NESTOR— I'll Fix It (King Baggot) 1 C
Wednesday, March 20, 1918
L-KO — Cooks and Crooks (Gale Henry,
Hughie Mack, Dave Morris) 2 C
Monday, March 25, 1918
NESTOR—Wednesday.
Nothing ButMarch
Nerve 27,
(Gale1918Henry). 1 C
L-KO — Sherlock
Ambrose
(Mack
Monday, April 1, 1918Swain) 2 C
NESTOR— Pink Pajamas
(Dave Morris,
Gladys Tennyson)
1 C
Wednesday, April 3, 1918
L-KO — Gowns
and Girls (Gale Henry,
Hughie Mack, Dave Morris)
2 C

Motion

\9i2
Monday, April 8, 1918
NESTOR — Hickory Hiram
(Neal Burns,
Stanley Laurel)
1 C
Wednesday, April 10, 1918
L-KO — Saved from a Vamp (Gale Henry,
Hughie Mack)
2 C
Monday, April 15, 1918
NESTOR — The Shifty Shoplifter (Eileen
Sedgwick, Milton Sims)
1 C
Wednesday, April 17, 1918
L-KO— (Title not decided)
2 C
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY
Mar. 4. Number 14.
Mar. 11. Number IS.
Mar. 18. Number 16.
Mar. 25. Number 17.
Apr. 3. Number 18.
Apr. 10. Number 19.
UNIVERSAL SCREEN MAGAZINE
Mar. 2. Issue Number 60.
Mar. 9. Issue Number 61.
Mar. 16. Issue Number 62.
Mar. 23. Issue Number 63.
Mar. 30. Issue Number 64.
Apr. 6. Issue Number 65.
Apr. 13. Issue Number 66.
UNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS
Mar. 2. Issue Number 42.
Mar. 9. Issue Number 43.
Mar. 16. Issue Number 44.
Mar. 23. Issue Number 45.
Mar. 30. Issue Number 46.
Apr. 6. Issue Number 47.
Apr. 13. Issue Number 48.
LYONS-MORAN STAR COMEDIES
Apr. 8. A Pigskin Hero
1 reel
SERIALS
"THE TwoMYSTERY
Reels EachSHIP"
(Ben Wilson, Neva Gerber)
Mar. 4. Fifteenth
Episode, The House of Trickery.
Mar. 11. Sixteenth
riage. Episode, The Forced MarMar. 18. Seventeenth Episode, The Deadly Torpedo.
Mar. 25. Eighteenth
Episode, The Fight in Midair.
" THE BULL'S EYE
Two Reels Each
(Eddie Polo)
Mar. 4. Fifth Episode, The Swing of Death.
Mar. 11. Sixth Episode, On the Brink.
Mar. 18. Seventh Episode, Riding Wild.
Mar. 25. Eighth Episode, The Flaming Crisis.
Apr. 1. Ninth Episode, Dynamite.
Apr. 8. Tenth Episode, Coyotes of the Desert.
"THETwoLION'S
CLAWS
Reels Each
(Marie Walcamp)
Apr.
First Episode,
Woman's
Apr. 8.1. Second
Episode, ABeasts
of the Honor.
Jungle.
FINLEY NATURE STUDIES
Split Reel
Mar. 4. Number 8. " The Indian Fisherman "
and " The Grandeur of Switzerland."
Mar. 11. Number 9, " The Geysers of Yellowstone
Park " and " Flowers of the Orient."
Mar. 18. Number 10, "Where Rolls the Oregon "
and " Mosquito.''
Mar. 25. Number
11, "Wild Fowl Nurseries of
Southern Oregon " and " How Mr.
Noodle Went to a Masque Ball."
Apr. 1. Number
Day at Yellowstore
Park " 12,and " A" Beautiful
Devon — the
Land of Romance, England."
Apr. 8. Number 13, " Sea Birds and Animals "
and "The Land of Long Ago."
Vitagraph
BIG V COMEDIES
Feb. 18. Courts and Convicts.
Feb. 25. Rooms and Rumors.
Mar. 4. Jumping Jacks and Jail Birds.
Mar. 11. Meddlers and Moonshiners.
Mar. 18. Tramps and Traitors.
Mar. 25. Stripes and Stumbles.
Apr. 1. Sleuths and Slackers.
Apr. _8. Rummies and Razors.
Apr. 15. Counts and No Counts.
VITAGRAPH COMEDIES
Feb. 4. Surprising Husband.
Feb. 11. Coals for the Fire.
Feb. 18. Sweets to the Sour.
Feb. 25. Their Godson.
VENGEANCE AND THE WOMAN ^Serial)
Jan. 28. The Lure of Hate (Sixth Episode).
Feb. 4. The Wolf Trap (Seventh Episode).
Feb. 11. The Mountain of Devastation (Eighth
Episode).
Feb. 18. Buried Alive (Ninth Episode).
Feb. 25. The Leap for Life (Tenth Episode).
Mar. 4. The
sode).Cavern of Terror (Eleventh EpiMar. 11. The
sode).Desperate Chance (Twelfth EpiMar. 18. Sands of Doom fThirteenth Episode).
Mar. 25. Thesode).
Hand of Fate (Fourteenth EpiApr. 1. The Reckoning ^Fifteenth Episode).
Favorite Film Features
Mar. 4. An Ofticer and a Gentleman 2 D
Mar. 4. Unlucky Louis
1 C

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

DREW COMEDIES
11. Their First Quarrel.
18. A Telegraphic Tangle.
25. His Wife Knew About It.
1. Following the Scent
8. The Home Cure
15. The Deceivers.

1 reel
1 C

RELEASES IN THE
INDEPENDENT FIELD
(Continued from page 1930)
Lincoln Motion Picture Company
The Realization
of aK
Negro's Ambitions. . .23 reels
Trooper
of Troop
reels
Marine Film Co.
Lorelei of the Sea
— reels
Masterpiece Drama Productions
Who's Your Neighbor?
—
Masterpictures
LION COMEDIES
Oct. 29. Nathan Busts Into the Movies....! C
Nov. 5. A Village Villain
1C
Nov. 12. Her Fatal Resemblance 1 C
Nov. 19. An Account of a Nc>-Account Count. 1 C
Nov. 26. Hicks and Hornets
1 C
Dec. 3. Waves and Wimmen
1C
Dec. 10. Fizzled Finance
1C
Mayfair Film Corp.
Persuasive Peggy
— reels
B. S. Moss M. P. Corporation
Birth Control
6 reels
The Power of Evil
5 reels
Boots and Saddles
S reels
The
Girl
Who
Doesn't
Know
In the Hands of the Law
55 reels
reels
One Hour (Sequel to " Three Weeks ")
Ogden Pictures Corp.
— reel»
The Lust of the Ages
Paragon Films
The Whip
8 reels
Photoplay Magazine
Screen Supplement — One-reel releases, giving
intimate
of all the stars. (Through mdependentinterviews
exchanges).
Popular Picture Corporation
6 reels
Corruption
Public Rights Film Corporation
The Public Be Damned (Charles Richman
and Mary Fuller)
S reels
Renowned Pictures Corporation
The Public Defender
6 reels
Naked Hands
;
S reels
Mother Love and the Law
7 reels
In
Treason's
Grasp
S
Should She Obey?
7 reels
reels
Selig Special
Beware of Strangers
7 reels
The Ne'er-Do-Well
8 reels
The Garden of Allah (Selig)
10 reels
Who Shall Take My Life?
— reels
Frank J. Seng
Parentage
7 reels
Sherman Eliot, Inc.
The Crisis
10 reels
Sherman Pictures Corporation
I Believe
7 reels
The Land of the Rising Sun
State Rights Di.strihiitors, Inc.
Carmen of the Klondyke (Clara Williams).
.lulins Steger
Redemption
6 reels
Sterling Pictures Corporation
The Mystic Hour (Alma Hanlou feature). 6 parts
When You and I Were Young (Alma
Hanlon feature)
5 parts
The Golden God (Alma Hanlon feature).. 5 parts
She Was a Dangerous Girl (Cartoon
comedy)
500 ft.
Zippy the Fireman (Cartoon comedy) .... 500 ft.
Zippy in a Sanatorium (Cartoon comedy) . 500 ft.
Zippy Buys a Pet Pup (Cartoon comedy). 500 ft.
Slick and Tricky (Cartoon comedy) 500 ft.
DoctorOldBunny's
Zoo (Cartoon
... 500
500 ft.
The
Forty-Niner
(Cartoon comedy)
comedy)..
ft
Mr. Coon (Cartoon comedy)
500 ft.
Mose Is Cured (Cartoon comedy) 500 ft.
Zippy's Insurance (Cartoon comedy) 500 ft.
Zippy's Pets (Cartoon comedy)
500 ft.
The Unknown • (Cartoon comedy) 500 ft.

Picture

News

Moe Streimer
A Daughter of the Don
10 reel*
Submarine Film Corporation
The Submarine Eye
7 reels
W. H. Productions Co.
William
S. Hart
as Two Gun Man in " The 6 reels
Bargain
"
William S. Hart in " The Bandit and the
Preacher"
5 reels
William S. Hart in "The Hell Hound of
Alaska "
5 reels
Also SeriesWESTERN
of two-reel IMPORT
W. H. HartCO.productions.
Mickey (Mabel Normand).
Wholesome Films Corporation
The Ralph
Penny Morgan),
Philanthropist
D(Peggy O'Neil and 5
Cinderella and the Magic Slipper (Special (Children's Cast), Juv
4
His feet,
Awful
C. Downfall (Rex Adams), 1,000
Little Red Riding Hood (Juvenile), 4,000 feet.
World Pictures
Over Here
5 reels

I EXHIBITORS'

PERSONALS

1

ALABAMA
The Majestic theatre, at Montgomery, was reopened recently with pictures and musical comedy,
afterarmy
an enforced
the
camp. shut down due to quarantine at
CONNECTICUT
Joseph agHayes,
who recently
the Broad
manement of the motion
picture assumed
theatre at
Brook, has thoroughly renovated and improved
the house and is doing capacity business.
GEORGIA
The Rialto theatre, of Atlanta, one of the most
up-to-date motion picture theatres in the South,
had been temporarily closed for the last sixty
days for alterations and improvements. This theatre opened with a Paramount production, " The
Song of Songs," featuring Elsie Ferguson, and
is enjoying
an excellent
Fox's11th,
" (ileopatra
booked for
the week run.
of the
and Jake"
Wells,
the
manager,
states
that
nothing
but .'■pecial pictures
first-run Paramount-Artcrait
features will be and
shown.
MISSOURI
The H. J. Hirsch Real Estate Company rel)orts waytheand Chippewa
sale of the street,
Chippewa
theatre,torat aBroadSt. Louis,
client
to Clyde
Carson
for
$35,000.
continue to operate the theatre withCarson
motion will
pictures
during the summer season. The theatre will be ,
under thetensive
management
alterations willofbeJoseph
made J. toWalsh.
make Exthe
house one of the most popular in the city.
NEBRASKA
Harry Plattner has purchased the Ideal theatre
at West Point.
I. trolO.of the
Florence
and theatre
H. Bartlett
are now in conPrincess
at Thompson.
C. W. Marfin, manager of the Temple theatre
at McCook has disposed of liis interests in the
Strand theatre at Hastings.
NEW. JERSEY
M. M.minal Kridel,
formerlyhasmanager
of Fox's
Tertheatre. Newark,
taken over
the lease
of the Goodwin theatre at 863 Broad street, and
has already assumed its active management.
OHIO
The Milo theatre. Miles avenue and East 100th
street, and
Cleveland,
recently
been soldCompany,
by Flahaven
Palmer has
to the
Milo Theatre
which orpanization is headed by S. W. Manheim,
Bert Todd and J. V. Wolcott. The Milo Theatre
Company
now in
ownsthisandcity.
operates
picture theatres
The three
Iris, motion
1885 West
Twenty-fifth street; the Princess, 229 Euclid avenue, and the Milo.
Stephens has purchased the Weber thea-treIC.atA.Dover.
Steve Chakiris has purchased the Bijou theatre
at Middletown, and is making extensive improvements.
PENNSYLVANIA
The Colonial theatre in Farrell has been purchased by Max
and Herman Stahl, proprietors
of the Lyric
theatre.
Frank A. Gould, owner and manager of the Kex
theatre, has taken over the Majestic, on Oley
street near Front street, Reading. Mr. Gould
erected the Rex seven years ago, and has successfully conducted it ever since. He will run
the two houses. A program of high-class photO;
plays will be exhibited.
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Better

Projection

at

Less

Picture

Cost

Nearly every means of improving your projection means added cost. But here is a chance to
better the screen illumination and save cost.
NATIONAL
MAZDA
lamps give a steady,
flickerless light. They make the illumination
uniform from edge to edge of the screen. They
do away with phantoms and shadows.
Besides all that, they make conditions in the
booth more satisfactory. Once focused, NATIONAL MAZDA lamps require no further
attention. They need no adjustments. They leave
the operator " nothing to watch but the film."
They lower the temperature and better the air in
the booth. They prevent the heat-breakage of
lenses. When NATIONAL
MAZDAS are used,
there are no more broken carbon jaws to contend
with.

Repair expense is reduced. And
sumption of current is cut two-thirds.

the con-

With all these advantages and all these savings,
NATIONAL
MAZDA
lamps ought to interest
every exhibitor. To get full information ask your
supply house — or Nela Specialties Division, National Lamp Works of General Electric Co., Ill
Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

NATIONAL
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I SECTION

OF MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS1

Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture
industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments
in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, inventions and suggestions ; camera devices analyzed and
commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature
pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and
furnishing field.
No charge is made in these departments for answering
questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited.
E. Kendall Gillett
Editor
Alfred S. Cory
Technical Editor

Forty

Per

cent

Increase

I HAD an interesting talk the other day with a man well versed
in the subject of theatre music. He made the statement that
theatre owners and managers do not realize the importance
of music as a patron builder. He showed me conclusively where
a man with a small house in a good picture neighborhood could
afford to put in a small organ with attachments or a one-man
instrument, particularly since these instruments are handled so
that they do not have to be paid for all at once, but can be had
for a substantial first payment and after that regular monthly
installments.
Here is an illustration in point. I went into a house last week
•— six hundred seats — fine exterior — attractive lobby — comfortably
arranged — well ventilated — fine projection — good pictures — half
filled or less, while people passed continuously outside. A large
percentage of these might just as well have been turned into
patrons. Why was it? Later I studied the neighborhood as well
as possible — there was no seeming trouble there. As the patrons
left the house after the show was over I learned at least one
very important reason why double the business was not being
done.
" Oh, dear, that piano will get me yet," ventured one young
woman.
" Gee whiz, I wish that fellow would get a new tune," said another.
" If they don't fire that guy who beats the box I'll shoot him,"
remarked a young man not far behind.
And so the remarks went. They were not all directed against
the music. Some praised the picture — others told how much of
a rest the " movies " were to them — while others marveled at the
wonders in the scenery and landscape shown in the picture, but
when there were complaints they were all directed at the music.
When the owner of the house came around to where I was
standing to listen with me, the remarks about the show ceased
and those who passed either said good afternoon or went by in

silence, but the secret of his troubles had been divulged, and after
he had shut up and was preparing to go home for dinner I told
him what I had heard and where I thought the answer to all his
difficulties lay. His patrons would not be honest with him though
he repeatedly asked for suggestions.
This case is no isolated exception to the rule. There are hundreds just like it all over the country. The trouble is that money
is wasted trying everything else which is cheaper in the hope
that the public will be fooled into liking the theatre — liking the
show — and being so comfortable that they will turn their deaf
car to that part of the entertainment which alone takes the place
of the spoken word on the legitimate stage — the music. After
all this beating around the bush and spending money foolishly
the owner finally cither closes up or does something to his music
which causes favorable comment, and brings the desired result —
|)roviding the house in other respects is up to date — music under
all circurhstanccs is not a cure-all.
The musical installation, whether it be "organ or one-man instrument is playing still another role as a patron builder. In
those localities where Sunday shows are prohibited exhibitors are
advertising in the local papers that they are giving free Sunday
musical concerts at certain definite hours. These are becoming
most popular in many places, in fact in one town these entertainments have become so widely patronized that the house, which
had been showing a fair profit, jumped to the point where it became a young gold mine and all due to the patrons who were
first " dragged " into the " movie " house lured by a Sunday organ
recital. All that is necessary is to start the picture habit and it
cultivates itself.
An improvement of this kind does not mean immediate success
necessarily. It takes time to have the good news noised around.
Then if the public have been used to hearing your sixteen-dollara-week boy " bang the box " they have to be convinced beyond
doubt that the improvement is there to stay and that they are
not being dragged in under a false pretense. In other words, the
new patrons have to have the show and the music sold to them
and those who have deserted pictures must be resold, which is
often harder than convincing a man for the first time.
Another important question is the man who plays the instrument. There is no use even trying the old piano player — he must
be lost sight of forever. Every instrument should be sold W. P,
(with player) or the theatre man is at once at a disadvantage.
One company, at least, which I know of conducts a school where
players are taught how to get the most out of the instrument
and then are recommended to the theatre men who buy their
instruments. In this case the theatre man can forget his musical
troubles, except for inquiring from time to time of his patrons
as to whether the new equipment is filling the bill, which can
be fairly well checked up by the cash drawer.
Picture houses as a rule are today doing better than for sometime past, so that this should be the psychological moment to
step in and start building patronage for the future. One theatre
man in Boston recently put in an organ in one of his houses
which increased his profits three times. The result was he installed the same equipment in his two other houses all with the
same result. They were good investments, and though they
showed a total outlay of some $50,000 when paid for they have
already proved well worth while.
These facts are worth thinking about — the examples shown are
worth following — if you want any help or further advice we will
be glad to help, to the extent of our knowledge and ability. Good
music is 40 per cent of any picture theatre entertainment.
E. K. Gillett.
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The " Imsco " Motion Picture Lighting Plant
THE applications ol the iiicaiKlcscciit electric lamp to motion
picture projection are being constantly extended, and the
most recent development along this line is the Imsco Light and
Power Plant, which is manufactured and distributed by the Independent Movie Supply Co., 729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
The Imsco ligliting plant is designed to operate an incandescent
lamp from a scries of storage batteries, which are charged by a
dynamo driven hy a gasoline engine — the engine, dynamo, batteries and their necessary auxiliary apparatus forming the complete Imsco outfit. .
A good idea of the appearance of the Imsco lighting plant will
be gained from the appended illustrations, but we shall proceed
to describe the outfit more in detail.
The engine is of the L-head type and is 4 cycle, having a 3-inch
bore and a 4-inch stroke. It develops 3 H. P. at a running speed
of 1,250 R. P. M., and when it is running at this speed the generator delivers 31 amperes.
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the engine, but the coupling is a flexible one, which therefore allows the armature to float and thus select its magnetic balance.
The function of the generator is to charge the batteries from
which the incandescent projecting lamp is operated, and the storage battery is a 16-cell Willard, of 32 volt, 80 ampere hour capacity.
The engine, generator, storage batteries and their complementary
devices arc all mounted upon wooden skids, and it is in this position that the Imsco lighting plant is operated and transported.

Front View — Showing Switch-board and Storage Battery
As the light source for molion picture projection an Edison
T 29 Monoplane Filament lamp is recommended for use with the
Imsco outfit, and this tj'pe of lamp consumes 30 amperes of current at 25 volts. This lamp is operated from 12 cells of the
Willard battery, as the wiring-diagram shows, while the entire 16
cells of the battery supply current at 32 volts which may be
utilized for the incandescent lighting of the building where the
The Imsco Portable Light and
Power Plant — Showing Engine and
Generator
The cylinder head and cylinder arc of gray iron, cast in one
piece, and machined and ground with great accuracy. Careful
selection of materials, combined with accurate machine work,
also characterizes tiie manufacture of the crank-shaft and connecting-rod, which are drop-forged from open-hearth steel, are
of large dimensions, and are very accurately balanced. The main
bearings of the motor arc lined with white bronze and are of the
split type, being therefore adjustable for wear. The piston is of
the trunk type, and is provided with a guide ring and two compression rings.
Ignition is of the jump spark type derived from a Bosch hightension magneto, which is directly connected to the cam shaft of
the engine; the carburetor is a Schebler type M. The oiling is
accomplished by the splash feed method, and the base of the engine has been designed to permit of a large quantity of oil being
stored in the crank-case. As the illustration shows, the engine
is cooled by a large radiator of the automobile type in conjunction
with a revolving fan and a bronze circulating pump, which is geardriven from the engine shaft. The engine is a self-starter and
is closely regulated, as regards uniformity of running speed, by a
centrifugal governor mounted on the engine shaft. This regulation is a factor in securing steady voltage.
Passing next to the generator, this is a 1 K. W. General Electric
shunt wound machine, and is attached directly to the engine frame.
The armature of the generator is connected direct to the shaft of

Wiring Connections of Imsco Outfit
outfit is located. Any other electrical apparatus designed to
operate on 32 volts may likewise be run from the complete battery,
provided it does not consume current in excess of 1,000 watts,
which is the amount that the generator is designed to deliver. It
is practically impossible to connect up the Imsco outfit incorrectly,
because the three wires from the battery to the switchboard are
provided with lugs of different shapes which will only attach to
the proper binding-posts, and the terminals of all the battery cells
arc distinguished by their color. The positive terminals are col-
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ored red and the negative terminals white, and by bearing this in
mind it is extremely easy to connect the various units of the Willard battery in the proper manner.
The exact regulation of the current is rendered easy by the convenient arrangement of the switchboard, which is clearly shown
in the illustration and diagrain. The current may be varied up to
3154 amperes by adjusting the rheostat control wheel on the front
of the switchboard. Should the engine be running too slow, the
carburetor may deliver too much gasoline, but the flow is adjusted
by means of a needle valve, which is part of the carburetor.
When the generator is running up to its normal speed of 1,250
R. P. M., and the 30-ampere projection lamp is in operation, the
ammeter on the switchboard will read 30 amperes. This shows
that the lamp is consuming the current supplied by the generator,
and in this case the storage battery is simply floated across the
line maintaining the lamp voltage at its normal value.
In a demonstrational exhibition, the Imsco light plant proved
itself capable of satisfactory illuminating a 14-foot picture at a
throw of 85 feet, which is about the limit of the present capabilities of the tungsten filament lamps. The engine requires about 1
pint of gasoline per hour, and the capacity of the gasoline storage
tank is 5 gallons.
A more intimate report on the capabilities of the Imsco outfit
can onlj' be rendered after its behavior in everyday use has been
studied, but we believe that this brief description, and a study of
the illustrations, will create a favorable impression as to the design and construction of this newcomer among portable lighting
outfits for motion picture projection and house lighting.
A Cameraman

on the Subject of Speed
Indicators

Mr. Perry J. Sherman, Corpus Christi, Texas, writes : " I have
watched the matter of speed indicators for motion picture machines
for some time, and, as I have a dii¥erent side of the matter to call
to your attention, I decided to present my views, and I think if
you will give the matter some study that you will change j'our
views in the matter.
" I have been in the game over twelve years, and I think I
am one of the few operators in the game that also handles the
crank on the photographic end, and therefore have some experience that does not fall to the lot of the average operator.
" A few months ago I received a commission to secure some
topical stuff that required my standing in water to. such a depth
that I stood the risk of a water-soaked, or possibly completely
ruined camera, as I had to get some very essential shots, so that
the spectator would get an idea of the general surroundings.
"Well, these shots were made, and then came a cute little stunt
of trying to keep a camera and tripod from skidding off the deck
of the boat into the Gulf of Mexico, and all the while I was
panning, watching the view-finder to keep my field, and grinding
with the other hand.
" Now,? Mr. Editor, do you think that my taking speed was
uniform
" Again. When the action starts, do you suppose that the actor
will always go after the villain like he meant business, or will
he go at it like he was giving him a dancing lesson?
" A few days ago we were running a feature produced by Triangle, and the hero of the picture was in an ' offul ' hurry and,
rushing out of the house, he shouted to his negro driver, and the
next scene showed what? That the old faithful cayuse drawing
the had
old a surrey
evidently
the hook-worm, for
he
gait thatwaswould
put a aft'ected
tortoise towith
shame.
"Now the only way to carry out the desired action was to
speed up the projector, which I did. Do you see the point?
" Now my stand always has been, and always will be, that there
is no ' sich ' animal as a set speed for projection, and there never
will be, for there are many other points, as yet unnamed, that
enter into the matter, and I will always believe that the matter of
fixed speed is a joke, and yet again I will say that in one way
there can be a set speed that in reality would work out to my
point.
" The Essanay Company on their posters invariably give the
screen time, and I find these quite reliable, but the proposition
stands right here :
" An operator has got to be an observer of everyday life, and
he has got to study his speed of projection closely in order that
his screen life shall be natural, not a dream of a 'hop fiend,'

and tlie operator that knows what life is and knows how to vividly
portray it on the screen is the man that interprets it, not according to a fixed speed, but according to life as it really is.
" After carefully screening the production, the time for each reel
can be determined, but this should not be based on a constant speed
proposition nor anywise near, and if it could be so based, the
speed control of the present day projector would not need such
a large degree of flexibility.
I would
like to hear from the ' Rialto ' and ' Rivoli ' Chief
on " this
subject.
" Also would like to hear from Fort Dodge, Iowa, as I am an
old Iowa boy, hailing from Rolfe, a neighbor city of Fort Dodge.
"I certainly enjoy your camera section, and only wish it covered at least twenty or rhore pages each week."
Comment: Not every operator can claim the possession of the
experience which Mr. Sherman has gained in his work as a
cinematographer, but we think that we can share his viewpoint
as we have served our time at both projecting and photographing,
and we feel that Mr. Sherman's letter will be received with great
interest by our readers.
In our former remarks upon the subject of speed indicators,
we by no means meant to suggest or recommend that motion pictures should be screened at any specific or constant rate per reel;
we certainly agree with Mr. Sherman, that all pictures which are
worth exhibiting at all, are worthy of the best efforts of the
operator along the line of portraying their action in a natural and
lifelike manner upon the screen.
This in no way depreciates the value of a good speed indicator,
liowever,' for it is the result of experience that such a device is a
necessity to the exhibitor who puts on a carefully thought-out
entertainment, and we believe it will be appreciated that the necessary preliminary knowledge of the running time of the various
reels can be ascertained much more conveniently by a good
speed indicator than by the more orthodox method of watching
the clock.
Ar^^rdinary
perhapswe nothave
muchmentioned
of a step before,
in advance, Tjut the speed
Robin indicator
indicator,is which
will be found replete with possibilities by the operators and managers of high-class photoplay houses, and we will present a detailed description of this device in an early issue. Our various
correspondents upon the subject 'of speed indicators should appreciate that we do not recommend the installation of accurate
and expensive devices of this kind in small theatres, for in such
houses their true value and usefulness could neither be appreciated
nor fully made use of. The importance of the speed indicator in
the large house, which presents its programs on a definite schedule,
is, however, becoming more and more apparent to the managers
and operators of such theatres.
We trust that the publication of Mr. Sherman's letter will serve
to put him in touch with some of the Iowa operators, and for
the benefit of any such as would like to correspond with him we
subjoin his address, which is care of the Amusu theatre. Corpus
Christi, Texas.
Many thanks, Mr. Sherman, for your kind words concerning
the Camera Department. In common with our policies concerning the conduct of the Projection Department, we are guided at
all times by the desires of the readers, and suggestions or contributions for either department are vi'elcome at all times.

Shipment of Fifteen Motiograph Projectors to Johannesburg, South
Africa, Recently Made by Enterprise Optical Company
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A Weighty Deduction I
several recent occasions the question has been raised as to
whether the screen illumination derived from a projection
machine in operation was the same for all speeds of projection.
A consideration oi the proposition will show very readily that
I when we have a shutter revolving in a light beam of given intensity, the sum of the intensities of the light impulses transmitted
through the openings in that revolving shutter in a given interval
I of time will be equal, regardless of the speed at which the shutter
is revolving. This was recently explained (News of January
9, page 904) in our answer to a correspondent, where we said:
" It is obvious that if the shutter is revolving slowly there will
be a certain number of light flashes of comparatively long duration in the time interval we select as unit. When the shutter is
speeded up the flashes are of shorter duration, but there are more
light flashes within the unit time interval, and the sum of the
intensities of either series of flashes will approximately equal the
ON
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It does not take inntelligence above the average to comprehend
that in a problem of this kind the integration of the light flashes,
or separate intensities, must be taken between some definite limits
iother."
e., the ef?ect of the succeeding light flashes must be considered
within some definite space of time, and that in a problem concerning the action of a shutter of given dimensions revolving in a
light beam of given intensity, other factors do not necessarily
enter.
This aspect of the matter appears to have been lost sight of
entirely by the writer of an item purporting to be of instruction
to operators, which we have recently come across in the course
of our reading. The item in question, which doubtless cost its
author a great mental effort, says :
"It has, however, just occurred to me that a minor equation
| enters into the matter. In so far as the projection machine itself
be concerned, it would pass exactly the same light percentage at
| any speed of projection. But the film itself cuts a certain amount
of light, and since we are passing more film in a given time at
| 70 than at 60, would liot the extra film act to reduce the light

limirniimiininntninniiiiiiininiiiiiiiniiiniiiiiiiimiiimiiiiiimiiinnnniiniiiiniiiiiiim^^
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Certainly no one would dispute that with a given strip of film
the added densities of successive images would very quickly produce
? " complete opacity, but we marvel at the flight of fancy which
totaltaken
has
the writer of the above remarks so far afield from the
I ADVERTISE
YOUR
BUSINESS | actual exigencies of the problem in question, and we are at loss to
I
BY THE QUALITY OF YOUR PROJECTION
| understand the introduction of photographic densities into the
1
Nothing is as good as tbe Best, and the Best can
i photometric problem of the rotating sector disk.
=
only be obtained by an up to date machine.
g
we attempt to consider separately the effect of adding together
i
We will take in your old machine on part payment 1 theIf densities
of the succeeding images upon the film which is being
i
on a New Machine or sell you a New Machine on the
=
I
MONTHLY PAYMENT PLAN.
| projected, it will be found that the combined densities of the
images on a very few feet of film will completely prevent any
I
M'rite today for Particulars and Catalog
1 light from reaching the screen, but we know that such a result
1 AMUSEMENT
SUPPLY COMPANY
| does not occur in practice, because each image is accompanied by
I
Largest Exclusive Dealers to the Moving Picture Trade | the light flash necessary to project it upon the screen, and the combined effect of these flashes during unit time would be the same
i 300-302 MallerH Building
5 South Wabash Avenue |
1
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
1 regardless of the speed of projection, just as in the case when no
g Dealers in Motioyraph, Htandard and Simplex Moving Picture | film was present, although the mean value of the screen bright3
Machines, National Carbons Minusa Screen and
|
ness is, of course, lower when films are projected than when the
1
Everything ]or the Theatre
|
light
alone is projected.
I
WE SELL ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN
|
It therefore appears that the writer of the remarks in question
iBnniiwmiinmiiiiiiinnimmiiiiniiiiiiiiinriiiiimininnm;:iiiiiiiit;iiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;iim;iiiiiiiiiiii^
can omit his " minor equation " from his deductions, thus leaving
the problem in its original simplicity.
STOP

LOOK

Before you lay this aside write to us at once and
a^k UB to send you a descriptive catalog of our
Motor Etjuipment for Power s 6 A that will save
you from $28.00 to S3 1.00.
We guarantee the efficiency of our Motor Equipments. We have Genuine Power parts, and we
aro Exclusive Distributors for the Peerless
Simplex Projectors and all supplies.
LEWIS M. SWAAB
1327 Vine Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Pennsylvania

Has New

Law for Licensing

Operators
\TF.W regulations governing
the operation of the motion pic^ ^ ture machines in the 6,000 odd theatres throughout Pennsylvania, were issued on March 11, in Harrisburg, by the Indusrial
Hoard of the Department of Labor and Industry, to be effective
on and after March 1.
Of particular interest to the trade is the announcement contained in the regulations, that an operator of a machine, in order
to obtain a license, must be at least eighteen years of age, although any person under eighteen and over sixteen years old,
who prior to the enforcement of these regulations has been engaged for at least one year in the projection of motion pictures,
shall
be
granted
an operator's license if after examination they
shall prove
competent.
(Coiilinucd on page 1940)

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Announcing
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For

Showing

Projecting
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THIS announcement heralds the completion of a new
and perfect portable motion picture projecting machine— the American Projectoscope. This new device
is the result of more than three years of constant
experimentation, improvement and refinement.
It takes standard sized film, and can be operated from
any electric light socket (either direct or alternating
current). It throws a perfect white light at a distance
of five to fifty feet ; permits the running of the film
either backward or forward ; will hold the film stationary on the screen like a stereopticon — without any
adjustment. It weighs only 19 lbs. — you can take it anywhere. Itwill show films on any wall, shade or screen.
Built by Film Experts
The American Projectoscope was designed and constructed
under the supervision of the technical experts of the American Film
Co., Inc. — one of the oldest established film manufacturers.
It has undergone actual tests for more than a year and a half.
More than a million feet of film have been projected through one
American Projectoscope- — without a break or tear.
It has received the highest endorsement from such a projection
expert as Donald Bell, of Bell & Howell. Among the purchasers
of this new portable motion picture projecting machine are:
G. Gennert, of New York City, Chicago Uniied Statei Naval Training Station, Great
and San Francisco.
Lakes, III.
Henry Disston & Sons, Philadelphia, Pa. Sqaare Tarn Tractor Co., Norfolk, Neb.
Hanson-Bellows, Co., Chicago A. B. Dick & Co. of Chicago —
National War Coondl, San Antonio, Tex. And the British Navy.
Descriptive Booklet — Sent FREE
Write for descriptive booklet outlining the technical features
of the American Projectoscope — showing how it can be operated
either forward or backward; how the film can be held stationary
on the screen and explaining its many other advantages.
Film manufacturers, executives, directors, stars, film editors, exhibitors, educational institutions, supply dealers, etc. , are urged to
write for a copy of this booklet. You should know about this
remarkable new portable projecting machine and its numerous
advantages. A copy of the booklet will be sent FREE on request.
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AMERICAN PROJECTING COMPANY
>
6235 A Broadway, Chicago, IlL
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The Eyes of the World
follow nightly the swift rush of events across
the motion picture screen. Are those eyes
tired from gazing at blurred images? Not in
your house, if you use

Qauscli''|oml»
Projection [enses
They make pictures easy to watch, because
they give perfect clearness, even to the edge
of the screen, and make the most out of every
detail of the film. As essential to good pictures as is the film itself.
Booklet on request.
requirements.

Let us quote on your

Bausch ^ Ipmb Optical (p.
B69 ST. PAUL STREET
ROCHESTER. N.Y,
Chicago
New York
San Francisco
Washington
Leading American Makers oj Photographic and Ophthalmic Lenses, Microscopes, Projection Lanterns (Balopticons)
and Other High-Orade Optical Products.

The name "EVANS" is synonymous of perfection,
reliability and prompt service in the DEVELOPING and PRINTING field
A reputation earned through actual achievement, to which we
point and on which we ask for your consideration
EVANS FILM MFG. CO.
416-24 West 216th St.
New York City
Teleplione, St. Nicholas 3443

EMBUSCH

The age limit for operators had been the subject of much controversy inPennsylvania. There have been several hearings held
on the subject before the Industrial Board, which under a state
enactment of June 2, 1913, has authority to make regulations for
the motion picture industry. Representatives of motion picture
exhibitors, machine operators and civic and welfare bodies have
appeared before the board from time to time to present their
views as to what should be the age limit.
Men in the trade contended, for the most part, that the limit
should be set at sixteen years, pointing out the difficulty of obtaining men in view of the war's demands for workers in all industries. The civic and welfare workers, on the other hand, for
the most part advocated eighteen years as the minimum age for
operators, contending that this was necessary in order to insure
reliability of the men in the booths.
The Industrial Board's ruling, just made public, largely upholds the contentions of the latter, though a concession is made
with respect to operators between sixteen and eighteen years of
age, who up to this time have been employed in motion picture
projection work for a period of at least one year.
Some other important provisions of the new regulations include aruling that no person shall be allowed in a booth during
a performance unless he has necessary business to transact ; that
apparatus and its connections shall be tested by the operator prior
to each performance; that badly torn films shall not be used, and
that their presence in the booth shall be reported to the management as soon as practicable ; that no applicant for an operator's
license who has failed in one examination shall present himself
for re-examination until one month has elapsed, and that every
application for renewal of a license shall be made within thirty
days of the expiration of such license. Licenses shall be renewed once each year.
It is set forth further that only those applicants for licenses
who secure a mark of at least 70 per cent in the written examination shall be eligible for the practical examination. The penalty for violation of the regulations is a fine of not more than
$100, or imprisonment not exceeding one month or both.
The regulations go into detail as to the requirements for persons seeking to qualify as operators, and prescribe strict rules for
the safe operation of motion picture machines. The members
of the Industrial Board, who prepared the regulations, are Labor
Commissioner John Price Jackson, chairman; Otto T. Mallery,
Rfchard B. Farley, Dr. A. L. Garver, Mrs. Samuel Semple, and
William Lauder, secretary.

A^. A. M. L. Enrolls First Lady Member
ON the roll of honor this week will be noted the name of Mrs.
L. W. McClung, of Williams, Ind., who can claim the distinction of being the first of the fair sex who has decided to
uphold the principles of the National Anti-Misframe League.
Friend husband has, of course, joined, too, but we arc wondering
who is to be given the credit of taking the initiative.
Mr. and Mrs. McClung are spending the Winter at St. Petersburg, Fla., where they have charge of the projection at the Grand
theatre.
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Roll of Honor
Carl Howick
Manchester, la.
Everett Clawson
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Wm. J. Derby
Moline, 111.
Ray C. Cash
Waterville, N. Y.
Harry Wolcott
Waterville, N. Y.
Glen H. Lewis
Herkimer, N. Y.
David Muirhead
Brandon, Man., Canada.
Herbert P. Gibbs
Richmond, Va.
Oscar J. Kommell
East Liverpool, O.
Chas. R. Wahl
Wood River, 111.
Neil Walsh
Sharon, Pa.
Giles Millspaugh, Jr
Natchitoches, La.
J. I. Kimes
Protection, Kans.
N. R. Newman
Selma, Ala.
J- L. Gill
Selma, Ala.
Raymond Lawrence
Roanoke, Va.
J. E. Shay
Milan, Mo.
Budd Welliver
Williamsport. Pa.
Walter L. Greene
Morgantown, N. C.
C. B. Leffler
Paris, Tenn.
Lewis P. Garvin
Columbia, Ky.
Robert C. Gray
Lowell, Mass.
Harold E. Brown
Lowell, Mass.
Frank A. Wiles
Honea Path, S. C.
J. Evans Harper
Honea Path, S. C.
Elmer R. Featherston
Detroit, Mich.
L. W. McClung
St. Petersburg, Fla.
Mrs. Lottie McClung
St. Petersburg, Fla.
Wallace Yutzy
Albert Lea, Minn.
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National Anti-Mis
frame League
Pledge
>| 5 a motion picture operator zvho has the interest of his pro-«* fession at heart and is willing to assist in eliminating some
of the evils practised in the operating-room, I promise that I
will to the best of my ability return films to the exchange in
first-class condition. Furthermore, I will zvhen it becomes necessary remedy all misframes, bad patches, etc., that may be in the
film -which I receive and in this way co-operate with my brother
operators and give greater pleasure to those who make up the
motion picture audience by showing films that are free from
such defects. I also promise that I will not make punch marks
in film, and when film is received by me, with punch holes, I will
notify the exchange to that effect so that they may use their
efforts to correct this evil.
Notice! Anti-Misframe League Members
Membership cards are now ready and are being sent out as fast
as possible. There are a number of operators, however, who have
neglected to send in the desired information. If you will fill out
the blank and mail to this office, button and membership card will
be forwarded.

Menilicrs Previously Recorded..
Members Recorded This Week.

Member's name
Home address
Name of theatre where employed
Address of theatre and name of manager
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^^

This notice does not apply to those who have already sent in
this information, but it is for those who have neglected doing so,
many having merely given their names and name of city, without
any street address, making it impossible for the post office to deliver the letters addressed to them.
Illlllllllllllllll

The

Carbon

For

780
29

Total Membership to Date.
809

Perfect

Projection

The progressive exhibitor does not care to project pictures that are iiidistinct, that flicker and that are
further marred by the presence of negative ghosts. To project pictures with such reahty and clearness as to
meet the full approval of the audience, is, after all, the prime problem of the motion picture industry.
The exhibitor who is progressive enough to realize the great importance of good projection, who aims
to show on his screen a picture that is free from all defects, uses the National-Silvertip combination.
The light given by Silvertips is a pure white light, fhckerless and free from negative shadows. The
direct current arc using the negative Silvertip carbons is the best illuminant known for the projection of the
mcdern photo-play film in the large and up-to-date theater where the length of throw and class of pictures
demand a pure white light of high intensity.
Silvertips Are For Direct Current Only
I
FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT PROJECTION
8
The White A. C. Special carbons give a noiseless, pure white light that gives true daylight screen illum1
ination. To use this artificial daylight you need not make a single change in your equipment.
Simply take
1
out the old carbons and insert in their place the White A. C. Specials.
1
I
NATIONAL
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^^

Write today for further information
CARBON

COMPANY,

Inc.,

If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tell us.

Cleveland,

Ohio
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Some

Anomalies

of Cinematographic

Reproduction
Mr. L. L. Miller, Somerville, N. J., propounds the following:
" (\) If the cameraman turns the crank of his camera very
slowly while taking a moving suhject, will the projecting machine,
running normally, show this subject on the screen as moving very
rapidly, and why?
•■ (2) If the cameraman turns the crank of his camera very
rapidly while taking a moving suhject, will the projecting machine,
running normally, show the subject on the screen as moving very
slowly, and why? Or, how are subjects photographed by the
cameraman so that when projected they will either seem to be
moving abnormally slow or abnormally fast, as is often seen in
comedy pictures ?
" (3) in the case of a vehicle moving parallel to the picture
plane when projected on the screen, why do the wheels appear
to be moving in the opposite direction to the way the vehicle is
moving?"
Reply: As is well known, the standard rate for taking and
exhibiting motion pictures is 16 pictures per second. When the
camera is operated so as to take less than 16 pictures per second,
T)ut the resultant picture is projected at 16 or more per second,
the result of accelerated motion will be apparent to the spectator,
and the degree of acceleration will be primarily governed by the
extent of the departure from the normal taking rate. In such
pictures as Keystone comedies, for instance, the chase scenes are
photographed at about 8 pictures per second (half normal speed).
In order to accomplish this class of work successfully the camera
shutter requires regulation. The exposing shutter of a cine
camera is an opaque, black rotating disc, with an angular segment
removed. It is through this angular opening that the successive
exposures are made as the same passes the lens at periodic intervals. For regular motion photography (i6 per second) the
angular extent of the shutter opening is about 120° to 180° (onehalf to one-third of the disc), but in photography at a reduced
rate of speed the shutter opening has to be closed down to a much
smaller size (about 45° or % of the disc) in order to avoid overex])osurc of the negative and excessive blurring in the moving
objects. Another way in which movement is sometimes accelerated
in motion pictures is by the use of the single picture spindle (and
gearing) of the camera. When the camera crank is attached to
the single picture spindle, only one picture is photographed at
each complete turn of the camera crank instead of the customary
8 pictures per crank revolution. The single picture spindle finds
its principal utility, however, in the making of cartoon subjects
now so much in vogue. The reason why motion is accelerated in
the case of objects taken at a speed below normal, but projected
at the normal rate, is perfectly obvious. It is simply a case of
displaying a series of motions in a fraction of the time actually
required to perform those motions. If scenes are taken at the
rate of 8 pictures per second and shown at the rate of 16 per
second, the amount of movement occuring in of a second is
reproduced (on the screen) in 1-16 of a second, or, in other
words, it is accelerated 100 per cent.
(2) The preceding considerations apply in an inverse manner
to the case where motion pictures are photographed in excess
of normal speed, but slowed down in the screen reproduction by
projecting at normal speed. In this case the action which took
place in an exceedingly .short interval of time is spread out over a
period of 5 to 10 times longer than the interval in which the original action took place, and in this way rapid movements, such
as the performance of athletes can be analyzed. For the analysis
of the movements of horses, or athletes 100 to 200 pictures per
second is a sufficient takinj? rate, hut we have a short film taken
at the rate of 1,200 pictures per second, which shows the languid
ftifihi of a rifle bullet across the screen, and the way in which a
jet of water is bent far to one side before breaking when struck
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by the bullet, and also liow the jet rights itself again after the
bullet has passed.
(3) The anomaly of the rotating wagon wheel, as reproduced
in motion pictures, is readily explained by considering the amount
of movement of the wheel during the time when the shutter covers
the camera lens between successive pictures, and the result on
the screen is dependent upon the angular velocity of the spokes
of the wheel. The problem can readily be demonstrated mathematically, but in simple language the facts are as follows :
If the angular movement of the spokes between successive pictures is exactly equal to the angular distance between the various
spokes of the wheel, then the spokes will appear to stand perfectly
still when the picture is projected, because if the spokes are advanced in each succeeding picture by an amount just equal to
their angular separation around the wheel, there will, of course,
be no apparent change in their position.
If the angular movement of the spokes between successive pictures is less than the angular distance between the spokes, then
the spokes will appear to move backwards when the picture is
projected, because in this case the spokes have not advanced far
enough (in the interval between pictures) to occupy the positions
in which their predecessors were situated.
When, however, the angular movement of the spokes between
successive pictures is greater than the angular distance between
ths spokes, the wheel will appear to be moving in the proper direction, because each succeeding picture (on the film) shows each
of the spokes in a position more advanced than it occupied in
the preceding picture.
It remains to be pointed out that regardless of the appearance
of the spokes, the rim of a wagon wheel always progresses across
the screen and appears to be turning in the proper direction.
Making

Transparencies

from Tricolor

Negatives
H.
R.
Wyman,
Dayton,
Ohio,
inquires
: " transparencies,
Could you outline
a practical method of making
natural
color
for
use as lantern slides, from sets of three-color negatives? Kindly
give complete formulas and instructions for preparing the necessary materials."
Reply:
There are numerous ways in which tricolor transparencies may be prepared, but we believe that satisfactory results
will be secured by proceeding as follows:
Roll films, such as are used in Kodaks, are sensitized in a bichromate solution, which yields the so-called bichromated gelatine
films, upon which the positives from the color-selection negatives
are to be printed. The bichromate sensitizing solution is prepared
as follows :
Potassium bichromate
4 Drams
Citric acid
1 Dram
Water
25 Ounces
This solution should be made up with hot water, and when it
has cooled to some extent about 3 drams of ammonia is added.
This changes the deep orange color of the bichromate solution
to a light yellow, or lemon color. The Kodak films are now sensitized by immersion in this solution for a brief period (five minutes
is sufficient) , and are then hung up in the dark to dry. When the
films have dried, the back, or celluloid side, of the same must be
cleaned, or polished, so as to remove all streaks and water marks,
as printing from the color-sensation negatives is accomplished
through the back (or celluloid side) of the bichromated films.
When a piece of the bichromated film has been placed in the
printing frame, with its celluloid surface in contact with the negative, the printing exposure may be made. As the bichromated
material is relatively low in actinic value compared with lantern
plates or gaslight paper, the exposure may be made to daylight,
or to arc light, and the progress of the exposure may be judged
in the usual way, after experience has been gained, or a print
meter may be used to determine the exposure time.
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The action of light on the bichromated gelatine renders the
exposed parts of the print insoluble, even in hot water, and it is
in warm water that the film is developed after printing. Upon
development in warm water the unexposed gelatine dissolves
away, leaving a positive imaRc in relief in clear gelatine. As the
silver bromide of the original negative emulsion is still present,
however, in the gelatine image, this is now removed by immersing
the developed film into a clean hypo bath, to which it is sometimes
advisable to add a little ferricyanide.
When the silver bromide has been removed by the hypo bath
the films are, of course, given a thorough wash, after which they
are ready for dyeing up, or staining.
One precaution which should be taken before the positives arc
developed is to mark the films printed under the respective colorsensation negatives in some suitable manner so that they may be
subsequently distinguished from one another. A convenient way
of doing this is to cut notches in the edges of the films just before printing, as for instance, one notch in the edge of the film
to be printed under the green-sensation negative, and two notches
in the edge of the film to be printed under the blue-sensation negative. As the positive from the red-sensation negative is not made
upon bichromated film in the process now being described, it is
not necessary to mark the red-sensation positive.
Coming now to the dyeing up, or coloring, of the color-sensation
positives which go to make up the composite color transparency,
it must be remembered that, as the method now under consideration is a subtractive method, the respective positive images must be
complementary in color to the hues of the filters through which
their corresponding negatives were photographed. Therefore :
The positive from the red negative is dyed blue-green; the positive from the green negative is dyed pink, and the positive from
the blue negative is dyed yellow.
For lantern slide work it has been found most practicable to
make the positive print from the red-sensation negative on a
glass lantern slide plate {ordinary positive emulsion) , which, after
development in the usual way {giving a black image), fixing,
washing, etc., is toned blue by thoroughly bleaching in a bath of
ferricyanide {red prussiate of potash) and then immersing in a
weak solution {about 1 :100) of iron perchloride. After rinsing,
the transparency is next placed in a clean hypo bath, after which
it is washed and dried, and will be found to be of a cyan-blue
color, which is generally very close to, if not exactly, the complementary hue to the red taking-filter. The exposure, when printing
the red-sensation positive, and also its subsequent development,
should be so gauged as to yield an image of soft quality but full
of detail.
The developed, fixed and washed prints {on film) from the
green and blue-sensation negatives are, however, to be dyed to
their appropriate hues, which is accomplished as follows :
The positive from the green-sensation negative {to be dyed
pink) is immersed in a dye hath composed of:
Erythrosin (1 :200 water)
5 parts
Alcohol
30 parts
Water
100 parts
and the positive from the blue-sensation negative {to be dyed
yelloiv) is immersed in a bath composed of :
Napthol yellow (1:200 water)
20 parts
Glacial acetic acid
10 parts
Alcohol . . . . :
30 parts
. .'
100 positive
parts
When Water
the colorless
transparent images of the
films
have taken up a sufiicient amount of dye they are removed from
the dye baths and rinsed in water, to remove superfluous dye and
clear up the highlights. It makes no difference if the positives
have taken up too much dye, because the dye can be washed out
until the positive images are of the proper hue.
After the dyed films have become dry, the blue positive plate
and the pink and yellow films are held together in register to see
if the correct color effect has been attained. Should the colors
of the composite transparency be not quite what is desired, the
intensities of the tints on the pink and yellow positive films ma^"
be altered to any required extent, by washing out more dye if the
coloring is too deep, or by further immersion in the proper dye
bath, if the colored image is lacking in intensity.
When the colors of all three positive images are such as to yield
a satisfactory color rendition in the composite transparency, they
are bound together in register, thus forming the complete lantern
slide. Some workers cement the films to each other and then to
the lantern plate {or blue positive) with Canada balsam.
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Features
Results!

Faster, finer and CERTAIN results now are
gained with the new improved Universal Motion Picture Camera — the camera that keeps
abreast of the science of motion picture photography.
The New Advantages of
UNIVERSAL
"MOTION PICTURE CAMERA
New framing adjustment — Better film transmis ion— Advanced film channel — New focusing tube — New
Footage indicator — New
" static " prevention. New automatic dissolve now ready.
200 feet magazine capacity —
more speed — better results.
At Less Than Half the Price
of other similar cameras
Send Postal Today
for complete description of the
world's greatest value In motion
picture cameras.
BURKE & JAMES, INC.
SoZe Wholesale Agents
240 East Ontario Street, Ohlea«o
Eastern Branch: 236 Fifth Avenue,
New York City
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Musical

Review

of Latest

— " Way Down in Macon, Georgia," by Paul Biese. A composition of exceptional standard quality in 2/4 time. (Published by Frank K. Root Music Co.)
— " America, I Love, My Yankee Land," by Jack Frost. A
wonderful, inspiring and martial composition. (Published
by the McKinley Music Co., 1501 E. 55th street, Chicago, 111.)
— " The Garden of Allah, by Moonlight," composed by Florence Blackwell. A remarkable Fantasia of Oriental character, most appropriate for Oriental scenes. (Published by the
McKinley Music Co.)
4—" That Cabaret in Honolulu Town," by Jack Frost. This
composition is an all around favorite and a popular composition of exceptional merit. (Published by Frank K. Root
Music Co.)
— " Valley Rose Ballad," by Evans Lloyd. A beautiful Andante con espressivo movement, considered to be the
greatest ballad ever written by an American writer; it is a
composition of artistic value from a musical standpoint and
still so wonderfully constructed that the listener or player,
after hearing it once is bound to remember it forever. For
pathetic scenes and the like, this composition is unreplaceable.
(Published by Jeff Branen, 145 W. 45th street, New York City.)
— " Missouri Waltz," by John Valentine Eppel. About this
waltz we have nothing to say. Get it for your picture
work, it will speak for itself. (Published by J. A. Forster, Chicago, 111.)
— " Your Voice Came Back to Me," by Clinton Keithley.
A charming slow movement with a most delightful melody,
growing constantly in popular favor — it is m " Andante Expressivo" of exceptional beauty, a really exquisite composition
which every music lover will appreciate. (Published by the
Frank K. Root Music Co.)
— " I Don't Know Where I'm Going, but I'm on My Way,"
an inspiring and catchy melody by Geo. Fairman. (Published by Harry von Tilzer.)
— " Homeward Bound," by Geo. Meyer. A typical composition of popular appeal, introducing a new surprise in every
bar. A fine, snappy number with unusual attractive chorus
and arrangement which leaves absolutely nothing to be desired.
^Published by Leo Feist, Feist Bldg., New York City.)
]' ^A— ous
"Justwaltz
as Your
Mother (Published
Was." A by
beautiful
melodimovement.
Harry and
von Tilzer.)
1I 1I — —" Cradle
Time," songandby splendidly
Shannon. arranged.
A melodious(Vanderlullaby
very expressive,
slott Music Co.)
I' ^
y — "bcr,
Chasing
the Chickens."
A Fox-Trot
jazz Music
numhas recently
been published
by the and
Forster
Co., 509 South Wabash avenue, Chicago, 111.
IQ — of
" Slippery
Hank,"
Loseys A characteristic one-step
exceptional
merit,by which
should be in every musician's
library. (Vanderslott Edition.)

1 A— "Love's Melody" (Reverie), by Shannon. A charming
• ' slow movement with a most delightful
ghtful melody — most
appropriate for love scenes. (Vandersloot Edition.)

Picture

A' e w s

Compositions

Serenade," by Mabel A. Whaley. Considered
15 -"byAstralita
deserves to be owned by any orchestra leader or
piano Ark.)
player. (Published by the " Red Star Music Co.," Red
Star,
1/1 — " All That I Want Is in Ireland," by Lloyd. An excepceptionally fine " andante con espressivo movement,"
typical and original in every bar. It is a composition of standquality.
(Published by Jeff Branen, 145 W. 45th street.
New ardYork
City.)
1I y' — march.
" Elk's March,"
by M. Edition.)
L. Lake.
(Carl Fischer

A brand new novelty

10 — " Berceuse," by Huerter. Another wonderful composi^ tion by this gifted writer. " Berceuse," by Huerter is a
delightful and charming melody, very effectively arranged and
obtainable for any combination of instruments. (Published by
the Boston Music Company.)
1Q
" A Russian
Pansy,"
An attractive
^ — new
intermezzo
from by
the Otto
pen ofLangey.
Otto Langey.
It has
much of the appeal of the familiar " Flower Song," by Gustav
City.)
Lange, together with the freshness and the interest attached
to a new composition. (Published by G. Schirmer, New York

Ideal Usefulness of the Organ for Motion
Pictures
TflE Motion Picture Industry, in its remarkable development
during the last few years from a mere commercial enterprise
to what might be properly termed a new art, has found in music
a natural complement.
The Photoplay is the " dumb art," and music, properly adapted,
not only supplies this deficiency, but imparts new life and virile
emotion to the visualized sentiment.
What medium should, then, be employed to provide a proper
musical accompaniment to the pictures? Everything from a hurdygurdy to a sj^mphony orchestra has been tried. The modern Pipe
Organ as a basis on which to build seems to be the ideal instrument, inasmuch as it embodies a great variety of tone color, with
the possibility of numerous traps and effects, all at the command
of one performer.
The orchestra is unwieldy under ordinary circumstances, and
with difficulty follows the rapidly changing scenes on the screen.
The versatile organist on the other hand has no trouble at all.
Of course, the size and quality of the instrument is an item of
great importance. Theatres like " The Rialto," " The Rivoli,"
" The Strand " in New York, " Temple " in Toledo, and scores
of others, employing large orchestras have found the organ an
indispensable part of the musical equipment.
During the intermissions of an orchestra in large houses during
Church Scenes— and other portrayals where the action is of a
pathetic or emotional character, the organ is of greater value than
an entire orchestra. As -an accompanying instrument, especially
in ff movements and crescendos. the organ has proven to be a very
important factor and with only one operator can replace tone
volume of any medium sized orchestra.
It has been claimed that in some theatres the organ has proven
to be an orchestral tone destroyer — liut.from recent experience, I
have come to the conclusion — that if true orchestral tone is destroyed by the organ, it is, in most cases the fault of the organ
player, or due to a weak instrument.
A large well-trained orchestra is a great attraction in itself, but
it can not play for eight or nine hours in succession. It must
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have relief which adds to the expense. The clap-trap piano player
is worthless, though in the small houses an artist on the pianomakes a very good impression though his range is limited. The
organ, however, with its attachments, is never out of place. -With
the proper man at the keyboard it can be made to almost talk, and
adds forty per cent to the show. Every man should go into his
house and give this musical question deep thought. He should
get an expert to advise him and then make the purchase which
best suits his needs.

NONA
THE

Waltz, for
Vocal
Orchestra,
Orchestra,

Times Music Company Grotving Rapidly
Rudolph E. De Vivo, president of The Times Music Company,
145 West Forty-fifth street, has accomplished a great deal for
the company during the short time that it has been doing business. In the first place he has built up a professional following
and has put himself and his company in right with the trade.
In writing lyrics for his ow-n company or selecting songs from
others for publication he keeps an eye out for the kind of songs
that will sell over a music counter on merit, as well as having a
punch for performers. His advertising and publicity campaign
has secured for him quick recognition from performers, jobbers
and dealers. To sit back and let the jobbers and dealers do all
the " plugging " is not his idea of doing business. Like a few
other live wires in the game he believes in helping the dealer
to help himself, and in helping the dealer he is doing the performer and jobber a good turn. The result is that his numbers
are getting plenty of calls and the right kind of co-operation
from every one.
" America, Make the World Safe for Democracy," is a patriotic
number published by the Times Music Co., with the lyric by De
Vivo and the melody by Sol P. Levy. The lyric is good, in fact,
good enough for Reine Davis to feature. The melody is fine for
motion picture work, and there is no reason why it should not
be, for Levy is a past master at handling picture music. He
prepared several books of picture music for Hamilton S. Gordon Music Co., which have become very much in demand with
musicians all over the country. And most of the cue sheets
going
tions. out with feature pictures carry titles of Levy's composi-

" That's My Girl," is a novelty number by De Vivo, Weslyn,
and Levy. " Love Cannot Say Good By," by Brett Page, De
Vivo, and Levy, is a splendid high class ballad both in lyric and
melody, which should become a favorite with singers and musicians and a steady seller on music counters. " St. Patrick's
Day in the U. S. A.," " Little Yokohama Lady " and " If You'll
Return " are some other numbers issued by The Times Music
Company, and all by writers who have proved their value in the
song-writing game.
The Buckeye Music Co., Columbus, Ohio, is another firm that
is beginning to stir up things in the music field. Chas. Roy Cox,
the president of the company, has been in the game for a number of years, but it is only recently that he started out after his
catalog in a real way, and he finds that he is getting excellent
results from his activities. Last v/eek he was in New York City
for a few days and did a great deal of business with the jobbers. Of late Mr. Cox has been grabbing off quite a few headliners for his numbers and has had most of them featured by
leaders and musicians in the picture field. While in town he
said that the results obtained from his copy in the Saturday
Evening Post were more than gratifying. His songs have been
welcomed in theatres and homes that were formerly more or
less indifferent.
E. M. WiCKES.
General
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-
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Gilbert & Friedland have just issued two first class novelty
numbers, good for singing, dancing and motion picture work, in
"I'm a Brother of Lily of the Valley," and "You've Been Your
Mother's Baby Long Enough." If the reception that Gilbert &
Friedland received when they introduced them at the Alhambra
Forster Music Publisher^ Inc*
theatre this week is any criterion of their prospects, the both
numbers look like sure fire hits.
509 So. Wabash Avenue
In the future it will be better for a publisher to have a stone
CHICAGO, DLL.
tied about his neck and be cast into the trenches with the Boches
than to bring out unpatriotic songs.
In " You're So Cute, Soldier Boy," Anatol Friedland has the
If you like the " News," write our advertisers ; if not, tell us.

Motion
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Picture

News

hit
song ill the new musical comedj- now playing at the Cohan
tlieatre.
Better

Satisfaction

This notice is addressed to the minority of our
subscribers who do not regularly answer advertisements.
The service described is, however, open and free
to all who wish our help.
We do not wish to discourage you from writing
direct to our advertisers; in fact, you do not do
enough of it for your own good, but we^do want you
to get the proper goods to fit your needs.
There are many, perhaps you, who are too busy
to write each company separately; therefore we are
offering our co-operation, which means that you
will receive full information on any subject which
you may designate by merely filling out the coupon,
designating by numbers the goods in which you are
interested.
Your inquiries thus received will be forwarded
to reputable manufacturers, even though the goods
on which you wish information are not advertised
in the "News."
1. Arc Controllers
2. Advertising Novelties
3. Brass Rails
4. Building Materials
5. Cameras
6. Camera Lenses
7. Carbons
8. Chairs
9. Chair Upholstery
10. Change Making Machines
11. Condensers
12. Converters and Transformers
13. Developing and Printing
14. Developing Materials
15. Developing Tanks
16. Disinfectants and Perfumes
17. Economizers and Rheostats
18. Electric Signs
19. Elevators and Escalators
20. Exterior Lighting
21. Film Cabinets
22. Film Carriers
23. Film Cleaners
24. Film Dyes
25. Film Stock
26. Fire Extinguishers
27. Floral Decorations
28. Gas Engines
29. Heating
30. Heralds
31. Interior Lighting
32. Interior Telephones
33. Lithographs
34. Lobby Display
35. Metal Ceilings
36. Motors
37. Mural Paintings
38. Musical Instruments
39. Paints
40. Perforating Machines
41. Printing Machines
42. Proprrams
43. Projection Booths
44. Projection Lenses
45. Projection Machines
46.
Machines (Home)
47. Projection
Reels
48. Rewinders
49. Safety Exit Locks
50. Screens
51. Slides
52. Stage Settings
53. Studio Lights
54. Ticket Selling Machines
55. Ticket Taking Machines
56. Uniforms
57. Ventil.itinj? and Fans
58. Vacuum Cleaners

Mrs. Lena G. Ford, author of " Keep the Home Fires Burning," is reported
to have been killed in London during a recent
air raid
by the Huns.
By purchasing " I'm Sorry I Made You Cry " and " Don't Leave
Me, Daddy," from the Triangle Music Company of New Orleans, Leo Feist has added two more hits to his big catalog. His
song book for Soldiers and Sailors is selling faster than he can
print
it. Frederick Rath, who was very active in the motion
Private
picture field before he joined the army, came from Camp Upton
this week to place two new songs. His " When the Moon Is
Shining Somewhere in France " is one of the big sellers of the
Jos. W. Stern & Company's catalog.

" SHOES THAT DANCED "
(Triangle Production)
(Reviewed on Page — )
Mysterious Theme: Heavy Mysterioso by Sol. P. Levy
Love Theme: "Love Song" (Dramatic) by Flegier
1Note
— Mysterious
— Watch Theme,
shot. until — S : Girl dancing.
2 — Piano Solo, improvise to action, until — S : Police enter.
3 — Short Agitato, until — T: "Evening Extra, Murder!"
4— "Intermezzo"' (2/4 Presto), by Arenski, until — T: " Hogan, a
plain
clothes man.
5 — Continue
pp, "until — T: "In the headquarters of the Hudson
6 — Mysterious Theme, until — T: " Meantime, the Pepper Pot."
7 — "Homeward
Bound" (Leo Feist Ed.), until — S: Interior of
dining
room.
Dusters."
8
—
"I
Don't
Know
Where I'm Going" (Tilze's Ed.), until— S :
Hagen enters room.
iiotc — To he produced as a vocal solo.
9 — "Dramatic Tension," by Sol. P. Levy, until — T: "A new day.''
10 — "Intermezzo" (Moderato), by Huerter, until — T: "Late afterfind, etcj'
11 — noon
" Le
Secret" Intermezzo (Allegretto), by Gautier, until — T:
" Don't carry it any more."
12 — Love Theme, until — T: "So long, kid I "
13 — Mysterious Theme, until — T: "The Harmony Lad's debut."
14 — "Mother Machree " (Popular Song), until — T: "God bless
Note — To lie produced as a vocal solo with piano accompaniment .
15 — "Missouri Waltz" (Forster Music Co.), until — S: Exterior
scene.
16 — Mysterious Theme, until — T: "It's a secret."
17 — Love Theme, until — T: "I'm going to take, etc."
18 — "Dramatic Agitato," by Hough, until — T: "The Rat's garret
Watch shots.
in Note
New — Jersey."
19 — "Dramatic Tension,'' by Winkler, until — T: "The lights flare
you."
20 — "Blue Rose Waltz" (Forster Music Co.), until — S: Dancing.
21 — "Homeward Bound" (One Step, Leo Feist Ed.), until — T:
" Early
morning."
22 — Love
Theme, until — S: Dancing.
early."
23 — " Amerinda " (Fox Trot, Feist Ed.), until — T: "Realizing that
the Harmony Lad, etc."
24 —— Hurry
"Dramatic
Tension,"
T: "As per orders."'
25
to action,
until by
— S:Borch,
After until
the —fight.
26 — "Tragic Theme," by Paul Vely, until — T: "Comes morning
27— Love Theme, until * * * * *END.
and

"

" HEIRESS FOR A DAY "
(Triangle Production)
(Reviewed on Page 1466)
Theme: ' Love Theme" by Abbot Lee
1 — "Intermezzo" (Allegretto), by Bohm, until — T: "Grace Antrin,
a 2social
parasite."
— " Laverne
"' (Melodious Valse), by Henton, until — T: "Jack,
you3 — must
not tobe,action,
etc." until — T: "Daniel Hodges, multi-millionaire."
Continue
4— "Dramatic Tension," by Sol. P. Levy, until — T: "The weekly
hop5 — at"Just
the Maryland."
"your Mother Was," Waltz (Harry von Tilzer), until —
S: Change ofas dance.

: f'le«»e send me deacriptiTe matter on the subjects marked
above lists.
lo theGentlemen

Nanta

Tbeatre
City
Bu«a

PHOTOGRAPHERS
and
LABORATORY
MEN,
Submit your questions to the
CAMERA DEPARTMENT.
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6— Popular Trot to action, until — S : Young man talking to girl.
7— Theme, until — S : Dancing.
8— "Chasing the Chickens," Trot (Forster Music Co.), until — T:
" Your conduct amazes me."
9 — "Dramatic Recitative," by Sol. P. Levy, until — T: "Stealing
away from the match-makers."
10 — "Serenade" (Allegretto), by Saint-Saens, until — T : "Sir, I
have nothing to say."
11^ — " Valse Caprice," by Rubinstein, until — T: "I presume you
will have to remain, etc."
12 — " Sweet Ponderings " (a Melodie Sentiment), by Langey, until —
T: "But they told me, etc."
13 — Sorrow Theme, by Edw. Roberts, until — T: " Rumors of wealth
bring,
14 — "etc."
Le Secret" (Allegretto Intermezzo), by Gautier, until — S:
Dancing.
15 — ''Missouri Waltz," until — T: "With love leading her, etc."
16 — Theme, until — T: "Credit then some more credit."
17 — " Dawn of Love " (Melodious Allegretto), by Bendix, until — •
T: "Trying to be one of his people."
18 — Continue to action, until — T: "I did all this to please him."
19 — Theme, until — T: "We gotta get the money or the goods."
20
store.— "Pathetic Andante," by Paul Vely, until — S: Helen in jewelry
21 — "Tragic Theme," by Paul Vely, until — T: " Determined to play
the game."
— " Reception and Banquet Scene " (Valse) by Braham, until —
S :22Dancing.
23 — "America, I Love You," Two Step (McKinley Ed.), until —
T: "Don't you dare tell him."
2A — Theme, until — T: "Please deliver this to Mr., etc."
25 — Continue ff, until * s= * * * END.
"THE

HOUSE OF GLASS"
(Select Pictures)
(Reviewed on Page 1608)
Theme: "Dramatic Narrative" by Pauline Pement
1 — "Sidewalks of New York" (Popular Old Song Hit), until — T:
" James Burke, a chauffeur."
2 — " Petite Bijouterie " (3 /4 Tempo di Valse), by Bohm, until —
T: "And so the next day."
3 — "Serenade d'Amour " (Moderato), by Blon, until — T: "You
promised you wouldn't wear it."
4 — Theme, until — T : " Hide them, anyway."
5 — "Dramatic Tension," by Sol. P. Levy, until — T: "Please, don't
take him away."
6— Tragic Theme by Paul Vely, until — T: "The way of the lost
footstep."
7 — Melody by Friml, until — T: "Eighteen months of silence."
89 —— Theme,
Continue until
pp,— until
— T: "Freedom
S : Interior
of railroadwithout
station.reference, etc."
10 — Continue pp, until — T: "Later in Kansas City."
11 — "Visions" (3/4 Andante), by Tschaikowsky, until — T: "Margaret unmindful of the past."
12 — " Lanette
recognizes
Burke." (Valse Lente), by Henton, until — S: Margaret
13 — Theme, until — T: "You will never see me again."
" Nocturno
" (Melodious
T: 14 —"Their
arrival ininF New
York." Mod.), by Krzyzanowski, until —
15 — Open with railroad effects, until — Followed by
16 — " L'Adieu (12/8 Dramatic), by Favarger, until — T: "The
months go by."
17 — "Serenade" (Dramatic Moderato), by Widor, until — T: "Before long the rich young Jackson."
18 — Dramatic Recitative to action, until — T: "Will you let that
boy go? "
19 — Theme, until— T: "Good-bye, Mrs. Lake."
20 — " Erotik " (Dramatic), by Grieg, until — T: "It is useless to
fight further."
21 — Prelude from "Eva" (Dramatic), by Massenet, until — T:
" You've got James Burke in this house."
22 — "Dramatic Tension No. 2," by Reissiger, until — T: "I am a
cop and it's my business."
23 — "Adieu" (Dramatic), by Karganoff, until — T: "There is
another
case, etc."
24 — Theme,
until *****
END.
"FORBIDDEN PATH"
(Fox Standard Production)
(Reviewed on Page 1030)
Theme: "Ave Maria" (Dramatic) by J. Ascher
1 — " Yester Love" (Intermezzo Andantino), by Borch, until — T:
" While
mother,
etc." until — S : Woman stops playing
2 — PianoNelly's
Solo —gentle
improvise
to action,
piano.
3 — "Nocturno in F ' (Melodious), by Krzyzanowsky, until — T:
" The first sitting."
4— Theme, until — T: "My car is outside, may I? etc."
5 — "Erotik" (Dramatic), by Grieg, until — T: "As the picture
nears completion."
6— "Dramatic Recitative," by Sol. P. Levy, until — S: Interior of
Nelly's home.
7 — Theme, until — T: "The day of the last sitting."
8 — "Dramatic Tension," by Sol. P. Levy, until — T: "The Trap.

TAE

Will

put

9 — Continue to action, until — T: " She's dared to disobey me."
— " Heavy
by Sol. P. Levy, to action pp or ff, until —
S :10Young
man Mysterioso,"
smoking cigarette.
11 — Theme, until — T: "At the mountain camp."
1,2— "Bond of Love" (Waltz), by A. Roth, until — T: "You have
been13 — promising
to get."(heavy Dramatic), by Langey, until — T: "In
"Ave Maria"
"Valse Lente," by Schuette, until — T: "There comes a day,
New14 — York."
15 — Theme, until — T: "With what irony did? etc."
16 — " Cavatine " (Dramatic Moderato), by Bohm, until — T: "And
with17 — the
morning." (Dramatic), by Rachmaninoff, until — T: "In the
"Prelude"
18 — " Heartwounds " (Dramatic), by Grieg, until — T: "So Nelly
passes
19 — " another
Felize " milestone."
(Andantino), by Langey, until — T: "To consult with
etc."
20 — Theme, until — T : " In the path of his search, etc."
city."
21 — Piano Solo — to action Rags, etc., until — T: "He said you'd
22 — Theme, until — T: " Nelly poses with the burning, etc."
Felix."
23 — "L'Adieu" (12/8 Dramatic), by Favarger, until— T : "It's a
damnable
trick." Agitato," by H. Hough, until — T: "Oh, no, it is
24 — "Dramatic
notdied."
25 —a costume."
"Dramatic Tension," by Sol. P. Levy, until — T: "And so the
bitter game goes on."
26
—
"
Le Sylphes
(Valse Characteristic), by Bachman, until — T:
" The climax
of her" revenge."
27 — "The Vampire" (a Dramatic Theme), by Sol. P. Levy, until —
T: "Give me the police station."
28 — "Tragic Theme," by Vely, until — T: "I've reached my goal,
29 — Theme, until — T : " You are right, Felix, etc."
30 — " Mysterioso A.gitato," by Becker, until — T: "At the hour set."
31 — Organ Solo to action (Interior Church Scene), until — T: " No,
he 32is— not
fit. etc."
Theme,
until — T: "Judge me as you will."
33 — Sorrow Theme by Ed. Roberts, until *****
END.
" SIX SHOOTER ANDY "
(Foxfilm Production)
(Reviewed on Page 1468) *
Theme: "Love Theme" by Abbot Lee
1 — "Western Allegro,'' by Winkler, until — T: "Andy Crawford,
— "Intermezzo" (Moderato), by Huerter, until — T: "Two of the
a 2trapper."
Sheriff's
gang." pp, until — T: " Look a couple of bandits, etc."
3 — Continue
4 — "Dramatic Tension," by Sol. P. Levy, until — T: "An entertaining day, etc." Sneeze," by Sorensen, until— T: " Mio Dio, what
5 — "Trombone
a beautiful Senorita."
6 — "Dramatic Tension," by Ressiger, until — T: "Andy and his
7 — "Vanity"
(Allegro Caprice), by Jackson, until — T: "The slayers
father,
etc."
of 8 Susan's
father." from " Le Cid " (Allegro), by Massenet, until —
—
"
Aragonaise,"
S: Dead man on ground.
9 — Theme, until — T: "At the gang's headquarters."
10 — Finale from " Ariele " (Allegro), by Bach, until — T: "Be
ready
to shoot." Recitative," by Sol. P. Levy, until — T: "Andy is
11 — "Dramatic
12
—
Heavy
to action, until — S: Shots are fired.
going
to fight."Agitato
13 — Produce
effects, followed by
14 — Silence, until — T: "So Andy makes progress."
15 — "Missouri Waltz" to action, until — S: Musicians commence to
play.
16 — Virginia Reel to action, until — T: "Andy, do you know the
17
— Silence, until — S: Dancing.
Sheriff?^'
18 — "I stop
wonder
How the Old Folks Are'' (Waltz), until — S:
Musicians
playing.
19 — Theme, until — T: "You're missing the entertainment."
20 — "Baby Sweetheart" (Allegretto), by Corri, until — T: "Stop,
where
the sheriff.'Tension,"
21 — "isDramatic
by Ascher, until — T: "With public
22 — " Moderato Agitato," by Becker, until — T : The forty-eight
etc."

23 — Hurry
to action, until — T : " And during the same night."
hours,
24 — Mexican.
"etc."
Heavy Mysterioso," by Sol. P. Levy, until — S : Kids fighting
opinion."
until
25 — Hurry to action, until — S : Interior of barroom.
26 — Piano Solo improvise to action, until — S : Exterior scene, Andy
on horse.
27 — Galop to action, until — T: "You'll learn to like me better."
28 — "door
Erl and
King"
by Schubert, until — S: Andy
cpens
sees (Dramatic
Susan on Agitato),
floor.
29 — Continue pp until — T: "I'll give you one hour to leave."
30 — " Dramatic Agitato," by Hough (watch shot), until — T: " Much
31 — Theme
— T: "Let us drop into the alder Gulch, etc."
obliged,
sir." ff, untilWeddins
32 — " Lohengrin
March," by Wagner, until * * END.
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Lobby and Interior View of the Crystal Theatre, Chicago
auditorium is a high crystal fixture which is eight feet in diameter
Crystal Splendid Neighborhood House
and fifteen feet high. Both direct and indirect lighting systems
are used. One of the novelties of the house is a large push-button
OCHAEFFER'S CRYSTAL THEATRE, which was opened on
curtain which hangs just before the screen and which can be
November 8 of last year, has the distinction of having the
operated electrically from the projection booth.
largest seating capacity on one floor of any theatre in Chicago,
I. L. G. ventilating system has been installed. A. H. Andrews
taking care of 1836. It is also one of the most attractive houses
in the country.
and Company furnished the chairs. There are two Simplex machines which have a throw, of 134 feet to a Rembusch screen.
The building, which is located on North street, near California
The operating room is also equipped with stereopticon, spot light
avenue, is of fireproof concrete construction throughout. The exterior is finished in terra cotta and brick. The lobby, which is and arc controller.
Music is one of the big features of the theatre, and a splendid
27 by 60, is done in marble, the mosaic floor which continues on
Bartola de luxe has attracted attention from thousands of patrons.
into the foyer, representing a Turkish rug. The lobby frames
are set in marble.
In addition there is a twelve-piece orchestra.
Interior of the house is decorated in old rose and blue with
Program is changed daily, there being five shows each day of
seven reels each. Matinee admission is ten cents and fifteen in
tapestry effects on the walls. The main lighting system of the
ihe evening. Billboards and newspapers arc used for advertising.
The theatre is owned by the Schaeffer Brothers Theatre Company, and the house manager is T. J. McKenzie.
The Crystal has been declared by many experts to be one of
the finest examples of th; neighborhood theatre in the country,
YOUR
THEATRE'S
PICTURE
Let Us Know When It Is Ready and We
Will Tell You the Data We Want
WE

are anxious to print pictures and descriptions of the Worth While theatres in this
department — especially the new houses.
However, with the present delays that are
encountered in the shipment of building materials,
it is impossible for us to keep any accurate account
of the days for future openings and we invite managers to send in photographs of such new houses,
both interior and exterior views together with
description and we will then send a blank for the
additional data that we need.
Established houses which have not been pictured
in the NEWS are invited to share these columns.
TMs matter is intended not only to give an account
of the better houses, no matter the size, but also to
give hints which may prove of value in future construction and equipment.
In sending photos be sure to enclose them in cardboard to prevent breckage.
Red Cross Tea Room of the Kinema Theatre, Los Angeles
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and its prosperous business bears witness to its popularity among
the residents of the section, while it also draws much automobile:
patronage from all parts of the city.
Comfort
The Fifty-Fourth Street Studio
/^NE of the studios most conveniently located in New York
^
City is the Fifty-fourth Street Studio at 517 West 54th
Street. It is safe in saying that this studio is up to the minute
in every respect.
_ The lighting equipment consists of sixteen overhead and five
side bank Cooper-Hewitts, making a total of twenty-one. A number of old broadsides and Kliegl lights with the fuses help to
make this lighting equipment up-to-date.
The stages are spacious and suitable to accommodate any size
scene. A carpenter shop fully equipped and ready at all times to
make up props adjoins the stages. The dressing rooms are well
fitted and have hot and cold running water. There are also a
number of shower baths for the convenience of the actors and
actresses.
Many well known companies have used this studio and found it
to be adequate in every respect. These companies are as follows :
Famous Players, Frohman Amusement Company, Fox, Brenon,
Selznick, and Douglas Fairbanks.
McLaughlin and Stern of IS William Street, New York, have
the rental of this studio.

plus Good

Picture

EQUALS
SATISFIED

PATRONS

You have the picture. Have you the necessary
comfort? You must have only the right sort of
seating equipment to give a satisfactory reply to this
question.

OUR

OPERA
CHAIRS
Assure

ARKANSAS
H. E. Lynch is erecting a new motion picture theatre at Clarendon to replace the one destroyed by fire in December. Mrs. O. R. Perry, of Marianna,
will operate same.
CALIFORNIA
The Harhblen, a new film theatre on Part street, Alameda, has recently
been opened by Hamblen and Rasmussen. It is a house of most modern
design and equipment, and has a seating capacity of 1,500.
A. C.andDippo,
proprietor
of the
Avenue is Theatre,
at Fifty-ninth
street
San Pablo
avenue,
Oakland,
enlarginglocated
and remodeling
the
house. The seating capacity is being increased ft cm 500 to 1,200, and it is
expected to be ready for reopening the latter part of this month.
S. Morton Cohn, of Portland, Ore., and Eugene Levy, of Seattle, Wash.,
are behind a project for the erection of a new theatre in Los Angeles. The
site has not yet been decided on, but^ in all probability will be on Sixth
street,
near the
theatre, under
the present
headquarters
the
newlysomewhere
formed Pacific
CoastBurbank
Revue "Wheel,
whose auspices
the newof
theatre will be operated. While originally intended as a vaudeville house,
first-run feature pictures also will be shown. The seating capacity will be
2,500.
With work progressing rapidly now on the new building, it looks as it
the new Miller theatre, at Los Angeles, will be finished in time for a grand
opening on or about September 1. Fred Miller, Roy Miller, Harry Leonhardt and Herman Bosley are in daily consultation with Architect Rosenthal planning out the different details by which they intend to make this
the finest exclusive picture palace on the whole Coast.
DELAWARE
J. J. Kennedy has under way plans for a motion picture theatre in Delaware street. New Castle, for John L. Tobin. The theatre is to be of brick,
fireproof construction, limestone trim, one story in height with basement,
30 X 100 feet, slag roof, steam heating, electric and gas lighting.
ILLINOIS
The Olympic theatre, at Kewanee, was recently reopened under the management of D. Fahay. The theatre has been dark for several weeks pending
its complete overhauling.
H. L. Curry, the lessee of the Fourteenth Street theatre, located at 1405
State street. East St. Louis, has changed its name to the New Curry theatre, and reopened recently under most auspicious circumstances. The playhouse has been repainted, redecorated throughout, new seats have been
installed, and it now has a most attractive appearance.
INDIANA
- Will Francis, proprietor of the Southside Motion Picture theatre, Greensburg,
has leased
the room now
occupied byfor thea motion
Citizens'picture
NationalshowBank,by and
will install
the necessary
paraphernalia
the
end of April, when the bank expects to be in its new home.
A deal was recently consummated whereby a building on Main street,
Farmland, hitherto used as a church, now goes into the possession of Bodkin Bros., who will remodel it and fit it up as a motion picture theatre.
The Temple theatre. Brook, erected by Robinson and Burley, was thrown
open to the public a week ago, and was declared by patrons to be a model
of neatness and comfort. The owners have gone to considerable expense
to equip this building. It has a raised floor and balcony, and is equipped
with opera chairs. The new Simplex machine, electrically operated, has
been installed, and electric lamps will be used. The operating room is completely encased in galvanized iron to prevent the possibility ot fire, and the
use of electric lamps behind the film will also make the operation of the
machine perfectly safe.
MASSACHUSETTS
Building permits have been granted to Bessie Greenburg for alterations
to her store and theatre, 52-58 Meridian street.
MICHIGAN
Otis Rule has secured a lease of the new motion picture house to be
opened April 1 in the Odd Fellows' Block, Negaunee. The new theatre
which
be knownin asthe " Upper
the Liberty
theatre,''
willbe bethoroughly
one of theequipped,
neatest
and mostwillup-to-date
Peninsula.
It will
and it is the intention of Mr. Rule to produce at all times the finest pictures
You are wasting yotir opportunities

That necessary comfort to patrons and econotny to you.
Low prices, but high quality. Quick shipment of many
styles.
Write for Catalogue N.
STEEL

FURNITURE

CO.

1475 Buchanan Ave., S. W., Grand Rapids, Mich.
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K,
Dark?

You would laugh at the business man who reluses to use light
while he is working, to keep down expenses. That man
would
be paying
his with
so-called
Bur you
you
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same forthing
your economy.
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And if youpicturedon*t
youthis— arcservice
sirICS5lobby(Han— viorking
aitivcsogatc
nickc! blindly
a day.ihcfor—proposibon
—nowless your
thai
Write In for Futi Information
Cahill-I^oe Co. Chicago
llZAKHarrisonSi* THEHaME OF dCQ products

"HEWMAN" BRASS FRAMES AND RAILS
Read what C. A. Morrison of The Princess Theatre, Hartford, Conn., says about Newman Quality:
Gentlemen:
We have purchased quite a number of Brass Frames and
Easels, Frames
together ofwith
Ticket Rail and Three-Sheet Brass
Poster
yourBrass
Company.
All ol these goods reached us in perfect condition and the
quality was the best. I have told several other managers in
the city of your goods and In several Instances orders have been
sent you — all of which goes to show that your best advertiser
Is a satisfied customer.
PRIXCESS THEATRE CO., Inc.
C. A. Morrison, Mgr.
Hartford, Corm.
INSIST ON THE NAMEWrite."NEWMAN
WHEN BUYING FRAMES
for New 1918" Catalog
The Newman
Mfg. Company
717-19
Sycamore
Ohio
ESTABLISHED
1S82
68 W. WasbiDgtOQ Street.tCincinnatl,
Street, Chlcaeo, Illinois
Frames, Easels.
Canadian Representative— J. T. Malone. Rialto
Rails Grilles,
■ Theatre Bldg., Montreal. Canada
Signs, Choppers,
Kick Plates, Door Bars Pacific Coast — G. A. Metcalfe, San Francisco. Cai.
if YOU ignore advertising.
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How Is Your Lobby?
DOES IT NEED
ATTENTION?
Write to
WM.

F. LIBMAN

LOBBY

EXPERT

of
MENGER, RING & WEINSTEIN, Inc.
304-306 W. Mi St. New York
Catalogue Ready

Theatre and Exchange
Mailing List Service
W'a rent lists of or address
contemplated
or existing
theatres, exchanges,
state rights
owners, publicity mediums and
producers, selected as to territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes were recorded In
our list last year. Its use means
a saving to you of from 30 to
50% In postage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
80 Fifth Avenue, New York
Phone, 3227 Chelsea
425 Ashland Block, Chicago
Phone, 2003 Randolph
A ddresHing Multigraphing
Printing
X
Typewriting

that can be procured. Mr. Rule is to be assisted in the management of the
tlK-atrc by Ted Butler, who is well posted in the theatrical business.
NEBRASKA
A deal was recently consummated whereby Frank Dillard and his son
Floyd have leased the Opera House at Auburn, and are now conducting it
ab an up-to-date motion picture theatre.
The Livingston Construction Company is erecting a new theatre at Potter.
NEW YORK
J. Gerson, general manager of the Whitestone Motion Picture Companl, is negotiating to buy a site at College Point, on which to erect a theatre, with a seating capacity of 1,000. Vaudeville and motion pictures will
be shown.
The Board of Appeals of the Building Department of New York City has
granted permission to B. S. Moss, head of the Moses Theatrical Enterprises,
which operates a chain of theatres, to erect a playhouse at the northwest
corner ot Broadway and 181st street.
.Mrs. Rosetta Corn will erect a moving picture theatre, 30 x 80 feet, to
cost $12,000, on the east side of Bell avenue, 101 feet north of Montauk
avenue, Bayside.
TENNESSEE
The Crescent Amusement Company, owners of the Princess and Elite
theaters, Nashville, is now having plans drawn for the erection of another
large vaudeville theatre in Nashville. The location will be on Fifth avenue, right in the heart of the theatre and shopping district. Long-term
leases have been taken on Fifth avenue property, and a new fireproof theater
will be erected.
Thetheplans,
which inaretheatre
being construction.
drawn by Marr
Holman, architects,
call for
last word
The and
building
will be entirely of steel and reinforced concrete, and will contain, in addition to the large orchestra floor, two balconies and a mezzanine floor, which
will be equipped with private loggias or boxes. The total seating capacity
will be 2,500. The stage will be the largest in the city, and will be ot
sufficient size to accommodate the largest acts of vaudeville or any other
theatrical production that is shown in any theatre in the country. The stage
will be equipped with all the latest and most modern equipment and special attention will be given to the electrical effects. There will be a firejiroof curtain made of sheet steel and operated by electricity, and so
ai ranged that it will immediately close and separate the stage from the
audience in case of emergency. Tony Sudekum is president of the Crescent
Amusement Company.
WISCONSIN
The
Crystal
theatre,
Anderson
motion picture enterprise,
at Brooklyn, was opened last weekandto Dahms'
capacitynewbusiness.

Fn0T0FLflTLET5
MAKE YOUR LOCAL MERCHANTS GLAD TO USE
SCREEN
ADVERTISING
Exclusive Territory — Wonderful Sample Outfits — Helpful Cooperation — Investigate
ROTHACKER

FILM

MFG.

CO. }^Arc'^^6-!Lir^^:

Picture

New

s

©usiness
Hl^ferin^s
WANTED — A cornet player for
position
in Virginia
seven
days'
work
— .$22..
50 per —week
— good,
steady
job
—
absolutely
no
grind
51/2 hours work per day. W. —F.
Harris,well, Va. Broadway Theatre, HopeTWENTY-FIVE guaranteed rebuilt
Motion Picture Machines, all
makes, and hundreds of film sub.I'ccts
for sale
cheap.Seventh
FeatureStreet,
Film
Company,
50 West
St. Paul, Minn.
WHY HESITATE
to SAVE yourselves MONEY on
M. P. Supplies and Accessories.
VISIT the
INDEPENDENT
MOVIE SUPPLY CO.
and receive
PERSONAL ATTENTION
Room 603
129 1th Ave., N. Y.

Automatically tuppliet only inch voltage ai arccurrcDt
requiret..
No waste o<
!n ballait.
HERTNER ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
W. 114th St.,Cleveland,Ohlo,l)S.A

Unless You Have The
Automaticket System
You Are loosing Money
1733 Broadway, New York

METOL'S
RIVAL
The Perfect Film Developer
WRITE
Franklin Import and Export Co.
220 Broadway
(Inc.)
New York

Be sure to mtntion " MOTION PICTURE NEWS '* when writing to advertisers

PICTURE
MACHINE
MOTOR
Altcrnntinit or
$16.
00NG
DirectMOCurrent
variable VI
speed
ffiComplete
with
dioto delivery.
lever. ImmeFidelity
ElectricPa.Co.
Lancaster,
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!117^theRrstWeek!
RECORD
in a Small

Made
Georgia

by

Town

W.
With

T.

ARCHER

Three

Alleys

of

TEN-PINNET
The

N^w

AUTOMATIC

Bowling

Daily Receipts
Taken from
First Day
cash book:
Second Day
Day
Third
Mr. Archer's
15.35
Fourth
Day
Fifth Day
$ 16.25
12.60
25.20
Sixth Day
. 20.15
27.95
Total

Game

$117.50

Motion Picture Men Malte Big Money Witli TEN-PINNET
Owners and Operators — this is a live proposition that will appeal to you. What Mr. Archer
has done, anybody can do — you can do it. Ten-Pinnet is a fascinating, full fledged bowling game that operates
automatically and takes like wild fire wherever it is played. Requires very little attention and will not interfere with your present business. One boy or man can take care of twelve alleys. Practically all the money you
take in is clear profit. Our plan whereby you pay for the alleys out of your profits makes it easy to get started.
You take no chances on a big investment — we take care of that. Send the coupon now for full information.
This is the harvest season for Ten-Pinnet owners. Get in on it right now. Remember — the
money you take in is practically all profit. No excessive overhead for upkeep or operation. Ten-Pinnet works automatically. No pin boys are needed. The bowler spots his own pins and returns the ball by simply pulling a lever. Ten-Pinnet is a live
proposition for live wires everywhere. Our special offer makes it easy for you to get started at once. Fill in coupon and send it right now.

$3,000

in

15

Weeks!

Mr. A. Moeller of Waldemere Park, Pa., writes: "I
should be very much disappointed if Ten-Pinnet
would not net me $3000 in fifteen weeks, which is
the minimum amount I expect from this concession."

Send

$708

in

One

L. D. Kunkil writes: "I am about $3000 to the good. The
largest
business
ever week
had was
Day. During
On my four
alleys
I took inday's
$48.90.
The Isame
I tookLabor
in $211.
the month
of September $708. My investment in Ten-Pinnet Alleys was by
far the best investment I ever made."

This

Do not wait another minute — fill in and send this coupon at once. Get this
big, free book explaining Ten-Pinnet and our special offer. You incur no obligation by
writing, and it may be the means of putting you in touch with just the kind of a big money-making /
proposition you have been looking for. This is, without question, the greatest attraction that has been
offered
many busy
years.rightYouawayhaveandread
what inonethis man
did inJusta small
the same,
but ^^ Name
it means forgetting
sending
coupon.
tear itGeorgia
out, fill town.
it in andYousendcanit doRIGHT
NOWI
Addreis..
TEN-PINNET

Month!

CO. °s Indianapolis, Ind. /
Manjr a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement ia the " News."

Ten-Pinnet Co.
Dept. 1483— Please
Indianapolis,
Gentlemen:
send Ind.
me
your
big,
free
book
and
full
particulars
about thethespecial
offer
on bowling
Ten-Pinnet,
new
automatic
game.
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We

all

When

make

mistakes

—

sometimes

we had designed the Simplex we were rather

proud of the job. Naturally.
So we showed

the Machine

to our friends in the indus-

try. And of course we enjoyed their favorable
ments, for these encouraged us as to the future.
We had done our best, and hoped to be rewarded
our efforts.
But there was one man
way, who

com-

for

in particular, an expert, by the

discouraged us. Said he: " That Projector of

yours is all right, but the trouble is that it's too good.
The motion-picture industry is young and crude and
won't appreciate as refined a Machine

as this is."

We didn't believe him. We believed that a Machine
so much better from a projection standpoint was bound
to be preferred by the Exhibitor.
Well, vve needn't tell you who was mistaken and who
was right. The events of the last few years have proven
two things: —
(1) If the Simplex had not been better to start with,
and if the industry had been satisfied with what was then
considered best, we would never have succeeded.
(2) If the Simplex had not been kept better, and if
the industry had not wanted

the better all the time, we

wouldn't now be building more high-grade Projectors
than any other manufacturer in the world.

The success of the Simplex proves that the best is wanted and that it pays

ThePrecisionMachine (p-Tnc.
317 East 34th: St ■• NewYork
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